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MOTOR BICYCLES - SIDECARS -
, No. 588. Vol. 13. Thursday, July 2nd, 1914. -r«> i >". ' Price Id.
-^ COPYRIGHT-REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER FOR TRANSMISSrON IN THE U.K. ^^fTfJ' / - Published Weekly.

AFTER A^^DING THE REST, TURN BACK
^ ', To this Advertisement oT ' - . • * • • • •

AUCHOPES
FIRST

Announcetpcat of one
of the first houses to

be established, and
always easily first for the
great variety and su-

perior value of the Ear-
gains ofTered. Lowest
Prices. Easiest Terms,
Best Exchanges, Fullest

Guarantee.

9,ShoeLane,FleetSL

LONDON, E.G.

TcIcKranis

;

" OpiHcer, London."

Tf-lephone: Floll.om 5777.

THE BARGAIN HOUSE THAT'S ALWAYS .FIRS^T

AND BEST. Ask tor To-day's LiSu \\ Jncluiea :

G h.p. 1913 ZENITH -GRADUA,*. cluich' '''

modfl, with Sldecar'£47*10

3i h.p. 1913 3-5peed TRIUMPH and oane
canoe Sidecar £47 10

8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. and cane Sc. £47 10
3^ h.p. 1909 2-spec-d P. & M. and Sidecar £25
6 h.p, 1909 2-sp. REX de Luxe and SVar £28 10
3J,h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH .in<I Sidecar £35
3.\ h.p. 1913 2-?p<i-fd Chain Dri\(; BRAD-

BURY and n' w coach-built Sidecar £50

3J h.p. 1913 3-sp. SWIFT and cane canoe
Sidecar £45

6 h.p. 1913 2-5p- ENFIELD and Sidscar . £80
8 h.p. 1911 3-spe'.-d CHATER-LEA and

coach Sidecar £45

3J h.p. 3913 2-sp. P. & M. and coiich S'car £56 10

sl b.p. 1912 2-speed BRADBURY and cane
L.inue Sidecar £38 10

6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT and nr.v coacn-
built Sidecar £55

6 h.p. 1913 2-speed Twin N.8.U. and new
coach Sidecar £57 10

H^E PRINCE
OF SADDLES

XL-ALL
CitiAVtA^TkED SAFER AND MORE COMFORTABLE
THAN ANY OTHER MAKE OR MONEY RETURNED.

The

Wonderful
MOTORS.

When a machine at 24 guineas can accomplish a ride

from London to Edinburgh, and secure a Gold Medal,
then all we can say is this, why pay big prices and

secure no corresponding advantage ?

The WULFRUNA ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., WOLVERHAMPTON.

Le Dernier i_"ri

l;.iy H.

GOMERY
The last word in Sidecars. Models
tosuit all tastes, all requirements,
and— all poc''Cii. Send tor

"The Montgjniery Book,"
W. MONTGOMERY & CO.,

-^^COVENTRY.
'!

— THE -

(LE UNION
(London

interests

i'lo entrcincc fee

fU unlimited policy

<i 1

1

Douglas
— has —

,-y WON
This year's

TOURIST TROPHY
IN INDIA

Mr. J. Corder. the winner, wrilcs : I have much oieasure in informing you that 1 haveju'-t

won the Indian T.T. race. 270 miles with my gallant Model R. I have had my machine

just over 10 months and have done litlle short of 4.000 miles without a single replacement.

Another Douglas ridden by Mr. Conyers was Second.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
LONDON : 39. Newman Street, W.
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AVISONS
ATA|OG.

CrH£800K\&W\ftlffintrouble)
IS SENT FREE AND
POST FREE 10 ALL
WHO ASK.

The 2-8TROKE OIL
DI3PLACER.

Pravides exact perfect
liibricTtion for 2-atrokrt

eiik'iries, Triumph]* adiI
all fiiakea.

Full of well.proved aliBohitcly retinble Inventions that economieo oil and petrol

and enhance Motor Cycling pleasure by doins away with trouble and by improving

efficiency. Inveutionn wanted bv all, and should be fitted to all Motor Cycles, new
or old. Write to day fur a copv of thia uaeful book.

THE DAVISON OIL & PETROL GAUGES.
First :ind only perfect Ganges eriabUiif; contents of Tank to be Been while riding.

THE DAVISON TANK. SHUT OFF DRIP FEED OILER.
First perfect Tanlc invented. Fnll of best

lip to-data improvements.

THE DAVISON OILER.
ontfnnons visible drip feed Iiibricntion

. can Ite ivKiilatt;d at will while riding.

:nnt to bi~ shnt off

ti(.'edly valve

^ tthont dlBtnrbinff

Transparent Unbreakable

Stopper.

Hinced or Screw. In a r;

«izes to fit every machin
ables the rider whose TanI
fitted with ft gauge to 1

content!.

WRITE NOW n

SPARE PETROL TANKS.
In stock ready for delivery for all leading

makes of Motor Cycles.

WARNING TAP WITH BYEPASS.^H PETROL FILTER.
Warns rider when stock of petrol is Retting low. Fits in petrol pipe and preventa water or

any inipiiritiis from entering' carburetter.

mf--M>.m&--i

M Inc.The only
that, is '.steau/ anil ace^^* «*.a.

Note the clear, open dial (actual size) which is

attached to the handle-bar and can be read at

a. glance.

WV'ith so many speed limits in force a reliable

indicator is a necessity.

Instruments buil+ on Centrifugal or Magnetic

principles cannot possibly give satisfaction on

a motor bicycle, and only end in disappoint-

ment and failure.

The COWEY is positive throughout and is therefore reliable

always. The hand is perfectly steady at all speeds, a feature

which is absolutely impossible in any other indicator.

Cowey Patent Speed Indicator
is BRITISH MADE and Guaranteed against Repair Charges for 12 months.

Can be fitted to any type of Spring Fork and to the right or left-hand side of wheel.

PRICE C/l Ma
COMPLETE 3Ei* - *».

Reiiistering from 5-40 or 10-60 m.p.h.,
with A»ileag:e Recorder, as illustrated.

Or wittl

Trip,
C? *?« Rei;isterinir from CK _ Cc!
Iii» aa. ,0-80 m.p.h., ^«» «'*•

Maximum Speed Hand, 10/6 extra.

%t' £6 6s.

xiSE C#WS¥yfe?«GI
Write for Copy of Cycle Indicator Booklet, which will interest you.

KEESSI f<i?r ,.«is.s.., :>ir itjicr
W.r>»lr< Kew Gardens, SURREY.

FISCHER
FOR ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY AND FIR
Facsimile of Magneto wtiich broke tiie 200
6 Hours continuous mnning, and the Kilo ai ,

tiour and 70.04 respectively in iqi2, and hf

P E D 1. E Y
in the T.T. Junior Brooklands Race. Apri
ridden by Mr. S. L. Bailey.

Pint in both thi Kllomelra ani Milt Speed Ti

tVrttt for Catmloffuts and Prices or FVery stf* and descrtt

To HILL BROS., Phoenix Works,
In amwtting thea^ advertisements it is (fi-^irahle to rnentic
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Subscription Rates: Home 6s. 6d. ; Canada, 8s. 8d.; Foreign, I7s. id. per annum.

Colonial and Foreign Agents:
United statkh.—Tlie Intemationnl News AKciioy, New York. Canada.—Gonlon and Gotcb, Lt<l., I-1'3. Ray St.. Toronto.
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The Problem of the Noisy Engine.

FOR
many a year now purchasers of cars,

e\en of the cheapest variety, have obtained

a considerable degree of silence and
refinement in the running of the engines

suppHed. Indeed, it is doubtful if a car

engine with really noisy valves or cams would
find any purchasers at all. But, unfortunately,

this is not generally the case with motor cycle

engine.s—at any rate, those of the four-stroke

type. Now the average motor cyclist is proliably

far more of an engine expert than is the average

car user, and, as such, he ought to he a trifle

more critical as regards refinement and not quite

so insistent on mere power and vim. It mav be
retorted that most motor cycle engines are

limited to a greater degree than car engines

in the number of their cylinders, and are thus

less likely to afford smooth and quiet running,

while, of course, inside fl\wheels are not so

conducive to quiet even turning as the larger

diameter, though lighter, outside variety

universal on car engines. In these days of high-

priced sidecar outfits, which in some cases co,st

about as much as a small car, buyers have the

right to expect engine and transmission silence

for their money. Indeed, it should be possible

for the driver and passenger of such an outfit

to converse as easily and with as little raising of

the voice as on a car, always allowing for the

[)resence tif a greater volume of air rushing by

owing to the absence of a windscreen. But,

alas, it is not often so. Probably the suppression

of the exhaust noises by the Local Government
Board has accentuated cam rattles to the ear of

the rider, and now that the L.G.B. has overcome
one noise, it is up to motor cycle manufacturers

to produce engines devoid of valve clatter.

Protected Engines the Solution.

IT
does not take any great mental effort to

understand that it is perfectly possible to put

the same high cjuality of material into a

motor cycle engine equally well pro-

portioned to its work and in every wav as

well fashioned as are 'similar parts in the most
expensive car engine, and, therefore, on the

face of things, a motor cycle engine should wear
quite as well as its larger brother in the four-

wheeler. ' We do not tiiink that it is far to

seek to discover the cause of this unfortunate

slate of affairs. We belie-.e we are correct

when we say that rapid wear in motor cycle

engines is almost entirely due to external and not

to internal causes. It is simply caused by the

continuous dust and foreign matter thrown up
from the road and settling on every moving part

of the engine. Some effort is now made to

exclude road dust from passing into the cylinder

via the carburetter by the fitting of gauzes, but

another entrance for foreign bodies, and perhaps
the greatest offender of all, is via the valve

tappets.

Naturally, continuous ingress of minute grit

when constantly conveyed to moving parts of

machinery will rapidly cause disintegration. It

may be retorted that valves should be enclosed
as on car engines, but imfortunately with an air-

cooled motor it is iiighly undesirable to shut off

any portion of the cylinder from the cooling air,

and to obtain complete immunity from this

\exatious cause of trouble it may possibly in the

future be necessary to employ a different type

of motor from that which now obtains. The
success of the slide valve engine in the recent

Isle of Man car races points unmistakably to the

fact that this type of motor can be run at a very
high rate of revolutions, and this would indicate

that there is no radical reason why such types

of engine should not be possible for motor
cycles. Here we should have at once a com-
jilete exclusion of dust, dirt, and wet, and equally
important a very large measure of silence.

\\ e cannot believe that our manufacturers
will remain dormant under the stimulating

example set them in the Isle of Man, and we
are so bold as to look forward with confidence
to the ultimate triumph of the internal com-
bustion engine for motor cycles with totally

enclosed valve mechanism. /
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ThelhpfOff.TMC

The T.M.C. nearing the top o( a steep Incline in a lane near Haslemere.

AT this time of the year a tour through country
j

possessing wooded hills is always sure to

please. With a comfortable, or, better still,

a Uixurious sidecar combination such as the T.M.C.
to travel in, the ability to appreciate the beauties of

nature is accentuated, for physical discomforts which

arise tlirough an unreliable mount divert the attention

and very soon take the edge off one's appreciative

faculties.

This machine is fitted with a fotii-cylinder water-

cooled engine, three-bearing crankshaft, and large

Ferodo cone clutch, three-speed gear box, which is

pro\'ided with 0|)erating mechanism in the form of a

quadrant, and shaft and bevel final drive, which in

pro|jer adjustment will wear well, run silently, as well

as being positive in action. A point of luxury is the

bucket seat, allowing long journeys to be taken

without an aching back or feeling of soreness result-

ing. Even if tlie regulation type of saddle were
utilised the machine would be comfortable, for the

rear springing is excellent. The sidecar track is

slightly in excess of what is usual, but this design
leaves plenty of room for the positioning of the

springs upon which the body is mounted. There is

no doubt whatever that this attachment is as free from
xibration as ar^v other type it has been our pleasure

to try.

In selecting a course for a trial- run, it was decided .to

take the outfit down into Surrey, where hills abound

,ind roads are good. With this aim in view, the exit

chosen from London was via Hammersmith Bridge,

straight through Roehampton, and thence to Kingston.

On the Portsmouth Road.
Rumours of police activities at Cobhain enforced a

speed within the legal limit for some distance, for no

one was quite certain as to the whereabouts of the

trap, which was known to be working in this locality,

Once through the danger zone, with the aid of a fully

opened throttle, 40 m.p.h. was_soon recorded on the

speedorneter, in spite of the heavy head wind. At this

speed the running was very sweet, but even in accelerat-

ing up to this velocity no unpleasant periods of vibra-

tion were passed through, which speaks well for the

way in which the \-arious components of the engine are

machined and balanced. Guildford and Godalming
were passed through slowly. Taking the Haslemere
Road at Milford, a series of long hills and sharp

corners brought forth such salient features as power
and smoothness of brakes, easy steering, together with

marked capabilities of hill-climbing, which would

prove to the most conservative of single cylinder

experts that thei'e is a future foi the four-cylinder

Giisidc ol ilie 1 .ivi.C. siJ-jcar outhl, showing (ootbo-arJs, ladi.i ji,

bucket seat, and rear springing.

The fotn-cylindcr T.M.C. sidecar outfit ready for the loid. Note the

cfhcient method ol springing the sidecar.

motor cycle designed on correct principles, with a care-

ful eye for the initial cost.

It was on the section I rom Haslemere to Midhurst
that the steepest gradient w'as encountered, but this

would not have been considered out of the way at all

had not a stoppage taken place in order to scrape the

Ferodo clutch lining, because, through lack of

attention, its surface had worn hard and smooth at

the expense of the necessary friction required to

transmit the power without loss occasioned by slipping.

But for this little interruptitfn, every hill would have
been climbed on top, although the highest gear ratio

employed is perfectly normal.

A return was made through Cowdray Park, a

beautiful estate which time would, not permit us to

explore, thence through N'orthchapel and Chiddingfold
to Godalming. The journey back to town took a

comparatively short time, even though a halt was made
at the popular Wisley Hut for tea. It should bf
mentioned here that Guildford High Street was taken
on top, quite a commendable performance when one
considers the gradient and the- compulsor)- slow speed
limit at which it is necessary to negotiate it.
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Round Scotland on a

Borrowed Motor Cycle

Experiences, Instructive and Otherwise, which befell

one of "The Motor Cycle" Representatives.

AT the last moment 1 was compelled to take a

borrowed 3/^ h.p. chain-driver as my means of

locomotion to the Car T.T. in the Isle of Man,
and in the Scottish Six Days. The machine was a

somewhat aged sample, guaranteed by its ow'ner to be

in splendid tune, and eijuipped with enclosed chain

drive and a 500 c.c; engine, kick starter, and three-

speed counter-shaft gear. 1 had originally offered to

escort a novice, who had just bought his first machine
at second-hand, from the. Midlands to Liverpool. We
took half an hour to cover five miles, after wliich— in

his interests—we ignominiously took the train. He was

a fair sample "of the handicaps under which the trade

prospers. Some unscrupulous agent had sold him a

19
1
3 mount in rotten condition; it could not exceed

25 m.p.h. on the flat, nor climb a long grade of i in

I 7 with any certainty ; nor had he the least notion that

the machine was seriously amiss. I waited fifteen

minutes for him five miles out, and he told me he was

"all out." 1 examined the machine, found it had
no compression, and that the front chain of the two-

step drive was actually so loose that it was jumping

the teeth of its sprockets. I took him back home, lent

him one of my machines, and we caught the train to

Liverpool. Incidentally, his own engine seized up

solid on his return journey.

Trials other than Scotch.

In the Island my chain-dri\er proved all one could

desire, giving no trouble of any sort or kind, and

climbing the rough hairpinny ascent of Sulby Glen

on second gear, which augured well for Scotland.

On arrival in Edinburgh I was immediately stopped

by the police for dangerous driving. As a wag says,

the T.T. makes one oblivious of speed limits, and the

Scottish Trials make one drive as if there could never

be anything or anybody round a blind corner! 1

managed to see everything of interest on the Monday's
run, though I had cartloads of trouble, litprimis, my
engine was lubricated by a drip feed operated by

crank case suction through a non-return ball valve at

the lower end of the pipe. This dodge is admirable

in the level Midlani_!s, but it floods the engine with oil

during the descent of the long Scottish hills, for then:

was no tap to stop the ilrip. I had only one spare

plug, and if carbonised plugs are cleanable, it is no

easv matter to scrape burnt oil off the inside insulation.

Furthermore, some wag had apparently put a tea-

spoonful of potting loam from an hotel flower pot into

my carburetter. I cleared the jet several times, and
finally dismantled the entire carburetter. Then I had

a bad nail puncture, and finally the petrol union came
away from the lank—one of the most awkward mishaps

to "fake" imaginable. However, the machine took
Amulree on less than quarter throttle, and as it was
now pretty well tuned up, I looked forward to a com-
fortable week.

Hairpins Galore, and Poor Driving.

Tuesday was a very severe day, and the machine ran

like a clock—absolute non-stop.

Wednesday ditto. I was the first man up Abriachaa
Hill, and thought ncjthlng of it; but the subsequent

ascents cut up the bad corner considerably—the first

sidecar ploughed a rut several inches deep clean round

the ceiitre of the hairpin ; and there was, perhaps,

more excuse for the many failures than I was inclined

to credit. Every Scottish Trial is the same in one
res])ect. On the opening days the men who are

sampling the Scottish hairpins for the first time bungle

their speed and steering abominably. In previous

trials the bad corners have generally been reserved till

late in the week. This year the men had two hairpins

on .'\mulree, one on Trinafour, two on Cairn-o'-

Mount, eight on Cockbridge, two on Abriachan, and

one on Gruinard, all in the first three days, not to

mention countless others of minor severity ; so there

A. F. Downie (5-6 h.p. Ariel sidecar) coming down the road to

Drumnadrocliit during Thursday's run in the Scottish Trials.
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SCtNLS DURING THE SCOTTISH TRIALS

A Sunbeam rider passing old farmhouses W. E. Grange (6 h-p, Bradbury sidecar) Mrs. Hardee (3^ h.p. V . arid^M.) rounding

on ihe moors. cominfr down Abnacba.n Hi! one of the bends on Glendoe.

was some exi.use lor ihe initial failures. Many riders

of repute were alreaily near the iJanger line between

gold and siher medals Ijy iVloiiday niglil.

Applecross, and Other Worries.

On Thursday 1 had a very trying day. I had been

Irouhled by an intermittent leak in the back tyre,

similar to one which worried other riders on the.

same make of tyres 'Ihe t)re deflated slowly.

When in a luirry, one blew it up, and it lasted from
ten to thnt\ miles. When one had a little leisure,

one enquired into matters and found no sign of a

leak, but the tube would not hold up half the day.

On the Thursday morning tne leak got worse, ami out

came the tube. One of the many patches which
decorateiJ it was ." lifting." I pulled it off, cleaned
and solutioned the lube, and got my patch reaily.

Returning to the tube, I saw a bead of ugly glutinous

moisture oozing hum tlie hole

—

eviiJetitly' some patent

puncture sealing nostrum. The patch w;ould not stick

on the top of this mess ; after some trouble, by holding

the tube with ihe liole u|ipermost and ifraining the

Sticky mess round to the bottom, I got the patch to

stick. When I blew the tube up, I found half a dozen
other leaks, and the joint was also oozing the yello\\

stick) stuff. Out came the knife, and 1 slashed the

lube ni half, only to find that the spare tube was
endless. Out came die wheel, a job which occupied
no small time, as the axle nuts were rusted home on
their spindle, so that it was \er\ difficult to get both
of them loose simultaneously ; moreover, the hub-disc
details of the rear chain case had been badly strained

by the real owner and could not be induced to clear

the sprocket all the wav round. I now had a most
fiendish " blind " to the summit of Tornapress, having
lost over two hours on the riders. However, as the

engine was a real " rev^ er " and no more trouble

cropped up, I got there just ahead of the riders, and
cooled off lunchless- in the thick blanket of white fog

—

lunchless, .because as soon as. the last men were o\er
the hill, the first men were dilieback again, and it was

not lair to descend in the fog whilst others were trying'

10 ascend the rough tortuous track.

On the return journey, which was non-stop, l'

swopped machines for some miles with a retired com-
petitor, who could not get up Tornapress at any price,.

I lormed the impression that, the works bus, which he

\yas riding, had been tuned with an e\e to Brooklands

rather than : Highland hairpins. .The ignition was'

timed so fast that it conked like a shipyard of Sunder-'

land riveters when it was picking up on the flat; very,'

nice when it once got !''.rev\ing," but how could such a!

mount l.)e coa.\ed round the Ap|ilecross hairpins ?

Transmission Troubles in the Wilds,
Friday .was a terrible day. Ihe. machine ran like;

i Rolls-Royce to Glendoe. The .last, competitors to-

ascend had tailed out so badly that the trial was .low

miles ahead of me, and [ resoKed to take things easily

on the way home, instead of scrapping madly. after

tlie main body. . Gibson and Mundy came along on
Iheir withdrawn Morgans,, together with two merry r

Scottish journalist.? on. a plucky little Baby Peugeot:,

and we foregathered at the -Whitebndge Inn a lew»
miles o\'er thesumrnit of Glendoe tor. tea, little know-.'

ing what .awaited some, of us along the si.xty-four fniles;'

which still lay between us and bed. . T.w:o miles further:

on my back chain broke ; it did not jam and skid the
wheel, as confrere " Ixion " is wont to allege in his.

more pessimistic moments— the machine simply freeled-

into a deathly silent stop uphill, f began with the plan^

of detaching the. chain case to recover any : fractured

:

bits. Gibson, Mundy, and their passengers beguiled
my labours w^ith humorous iemarks, mostly .taking the
form of prophecies that my frame or engine were on
the point of dissolution, and that they would see me
carbonised before giving me a friendly lift. The
makers of the machine tell me that the chain cases
on this mount had been badly strained ; but at any rate

the five of us reluctantly concluded that to dismount
the rear _chain. case, we should have to take off the
back wheel and both the front sprockets. So 1 wa.xed
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reckless; prising the top split ol the case apart

an inch or so, I fished out the broken ends of the chain

with a bent wire, mended them, spun the wheel, heard

no noises save such has had always characterised the

rear chain case, and left the broken fragments of the

chain to do their worst; what became of them is a

mystery, for thev neA'er reappeared, though 1 drove for

miles with a finger on the clutch control for fear of

an almighty jam-up.

A Novel Method of Starting.

After this all went well till we hit the lovely speed

straights near Cawdor, where 1 had the fright of my
life. I heard a terrible uproar astern, and looking

round saw the two Grand Pri.v Morgans coming up

behind me, one on each side of the road at a level

sixty; and Mundv, 1 knew, was running on the canvas

of his back tyre. J wriggled hastily to one side and

let them through. These two machines, by the way,

were hunting in couples because one of them would

not start on the handle, and so the other used to tow

it off by a rope which the passenger held. The
groans of the passenger if the engine did not start

within fifty yards, and the rope half cut his palm

through, were frightful to hear. 1 let their dust sub-

side—this took about ten minutes, and then
'• blinded " off. after them. Presently my engine

beg^M to get very hot, and glowed between my calves

like a li\e coal.' I oiled it up \'igorously and slowed

down. Clouds of blue smoke followed me, but it got

hotter and hotter. I stopped and investigated to find

the crank case drain plug missing. At a friendly

smithy near Ijy I got a huge rusty bolt, which I lashed

into the orifice' with wire and proceeded. .At this

point our photographer turned up. His own machine

had broken its forks, and he was riding a borrowed

twin, which would not look at CJIendoe, and could only

do 2S m.p.h. all out. He had been compelled to go

round bv Drumnadrochit and Inverness after snapping
the men on Glendoe, and was looking a thought weary.

Rags and Patches.

We rode on together, and about y.jc p.m.— fifteen

miles from the night's destination on top of a lonely

moor in the rain—he punctured! His stand hail

already collapsecJ, so w-e laid the machine with the

belly of its engine on a hank, and one of us steadied

it \vhilst the other- repaired the tube, which, incident-

ally, showed an enormous blister just by the valve.

While we were thus busy the Baby I'eugeot arrived,

anri we noticed that the neck of the umnrclla coat,

which was its drix'er's chief pride in life, looked
rather ragged. He explained that eleven punctures
had exhausted their supply of patches, and he'd had
recourse to hi.s coat collar. We got going, and over-

took them further on. with yet another puncture, and
gave them patches. Drop].iing into Grantown, my
engine developed the most frightful moans, presum-
ably the results of the previous oil- leaks from the

crank case .A congregation of experts at Grantown
dismally .surmised either " con. rod " or " big ends,''

but after the lo p;m meal (the firsi since 7 a.m.) I

fancied the noise came from the from chain case, and
aided by the kindly P. \V Bi.schoff, we took the front

chain case off, and foimd die chain sagging against a

security stud, having ."stretched a whole link in the five

days. As all the adjuslments were at their limit, and
the nuts rusted home, and the tools in the kit grossly

inadequate, it took u.s nearly two hours to adjust the

chain, and shortly after midnight a weary pres.snian

retired to bed, only to be awakened by shrieks of

merriment when ihe barman dropped a marble-topped
table from the top of a huge tree outside, whither two
or three merry spirits harl conveyed it.

An Inglorious Finish.

\ext mornin"

J. R. Alexander, E. A. GjUiver, and E.-Frasetti, who formed the winning Indian learn in

the Scottish Trials, all of them riding the 7-9 h.p models.

I was proved in the first mile or so
that the slack chain had not been
s(jlely responsible for all the moans
of Friday, and miles from anywhere
the engine suddenly seized up solid

at .speed, another motoring fatality

being averted by the writer's

cautious habit of keeping a finger

near the clutch control when driv-

ing on rigid transmissions. I draw
a veil over my progress to the

station ; I ran the machine thilher,

as the time-lable showed that by
catching the first train 1 could over-

lake the trial and get a lift on a

car. The cross-country route to

the station was far more truly

Colonial than anything previously

encountered, and in one place a

small loch had overflowed it for

100 yards to a depth of 6in. or so.

Next year I shall report the Scottish

Six Days on my own machine. It

is false economy to subject a

borrowed mount to the gruelling

such a week implies, and it is abso-

lutely necessary to have a complete

and intimate acquaintance with

one's machine.
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BroKen SpoKes.
From all I hear the old nuisance of broken spokes

has been a little too common this year, especially on

machines produced by firms who have recently

adopted chain drive - without much experience of the

strains which a comparatively rigid drive, in con-

junction with a low emergency gear, can throw upon
all the littings from stem to stern. A correspondent

tells me he has suffered untold things from this cause

during the early summer, as he has to unscrew his

chain sprocket before he can insert a new spoke ; and
on one occasion he was unable to ,shift the sprocket,

ev.;n with the aid of his local dealer. He enquires

whether there is any objection to the old dodge
employed on the B.S.A. pushbicycle of cuttuig holes in

the hub shell flange so shaped that a new spoke could

be slipped in without removing the sprocket. I know
of none, and hope designers will consider the point.

Jt is quite independent of weak wheels, for a spoke

may easily be damaged by accident ; and any design

which encourages riders to drive with a few spokes

damaged or missing is radically bad ; it is bound to

lead to buckled wheels, whereas the mere replacement

of a spoke Js a perfectly trifling matter.

Renewing Piston Rings.

Every sensible rider is aware that the " spring " of

a piston ring will keep it a sufliciently tight fit in the

cylinder bore after thousands of miles have worn

much metal off its frictional surface. He is equally

aware that wear is not confined to the rubbing surface,

but takes place at least as rapidly in an up-and-down
direction, as the piston rises and falls, and the ring

is thrust forcibly, first against the lower wall of its

groove, secondly against the upper wall, most of the

wear probably occurring against the lower edge of the

groove. This play cannot be taken up automatically,

and new rings are requisite at regular periods. A
good many makers are . too stupid to stock rings a

.little wider than their original standard, but 1 am glad

10 learn that the Triumph Co. are setting a very wise

example. They are prepared to supply rings, five,

ten, and fifteen-thousandths of an inch wider than

standard for replacement purposes, thus saving the

fastidious rider the expense of having special replace-

ment rings turned up by a 'repairer.

The Indian Electric Equipment.
I have just had my first longish night ride on a

Hendee Special with the full electric equipment ;. and
as I had not ridden a very recent sample of the

7 h.p,, the excellence of the engine absorbed the whole
of my admiration for a considerable time; I do noi

know whether all the 7 h.p. engines are as good as the

one I tested, but it was positi\ely delicious—it cooed
along. Kke- a suckihg dove on the pilot jet, and, when
the throttle was opened, it instantly- transformed itself

into a '- torpedo ; boat destroyer on its time trials.
" Pro-deegious !" as Dominie Sampson used to say.

A26

-^ommems

When I grew accustomed to the potency and flexibihty

of the power unit, I began to turn my attention to the

electrical equipment, and came to the conclusion it is

a most desirable addition to a heavy mount de luxe,

especially when loaned one for a short period. We
may remain obstinately faithful to acetylene, because

we understand it, and can rely on overcoming its most

fantastic whimsies, but it is undoubtedly very pleasant

to switch on an electric lamp, and that without any

anxiety about the batteries, because you .know a

dynamo is busy replacing the current you are usin^.

I. have, long had, a weakness for the electric hooter,

and was very reluctant to decide, as I did, that it is

not good enough on a motor cycle unless you have .a

dynamo^ I have a Ivlaxon on my cycle car, and experi-

ence with small 4 -volt hooters and batteries on my cycles

has. led me to put a huge 30 lb. accumulator to run the

Klaxon ; the Indian, with its engine contantly re-

cuperating the batteries, stands in a verv different

category. Whether I should have a peaceful time

with the Hendee Special if I bought one for keeps
is another question. The makers issue a ten-page

booklet, the pages of which are mostly filled with the

phrase "Let it Alone" in. capitals, and as my bump
of inquisitiveness is about 100 c.c. bigger than my
bump of prudence, I should probably dissect the

whole affair in the first week, and borrow an acetylene

lamp and a pneumatic hooter to serve mv' turn till 1

Monsieur H. Sipiere, the Judge ol the Court of Appeal at Algiers. He is

seen mounted on a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar in front of a Mcotish villa.
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Oeeasional Comments.— '
-

got the electric gear together again. The weights are

. interesting and total 62^4 lb., viz., electric motor,

2SM lb- ; batteries, 14}^ lb. each ; head light, 2% lb.

;

tail light Ys lb.; hooter, 2 lb.; regulator, 1%. lb.;

switchblock, i lb.; connecting block, % lb.; wiring,

I ^ lb. These are rather depressing, so far as they

reflect on the possibihries of using electricity for similar

purposes on light touring machines of 3/^-4 h.p. The
total can be reduced by more than half by omitting the

spare battery and the dynamo ; but a battery minus a

dynamo would never stand the racket of starting an

engine and blowing a hooter; and dii^ lb. is too

formidable an addition with which to burden a medium .

powered machine. However, the 7 h.p. Indian would
not complain if its lu.xurious kit were twice as hea\\.

A Tip for Sprint's on Bad Roads.
If the springing of your cycle car is a shade too lively

on bad roads, and the consequent motion reminds you

too keenly of that ocean greyhound the ss. Fenclla

in a choppy sea off Douglas Head, or of the \\'iggle-

woggle at Earl's Court after too rich a lunch in the

sun, try binding the lower halves of the rear springs

with trawl twine. We all know what a "corrugated
"

' road is, but there is a worse species still ; an actual

sample may be inspected between St. Albans and
Barnet ; my better half describes it as " scolloj)ed,"

but for the sake of the happy northerner who never

has to drive over it I may liken it to hammered copper-

work as viewed through an extremely powerful micro-

scope. After my last trip to town I decided to leave

my cycle car for disposal at a Euston Road slaughter-

house, and to return to Coventry by aeroplane. But

a kindly garage manager produced about 300 yards of

what he was pleased to identify as " trawl twine." We
took the back wheels off, and bound the rear springs

in a manner reminiscent of repairing a cricket bat.

On the return iourncy the car ne;.;otiated the scolloped

surface at 15 m.p.h., as against 3 m.p.h. on the sgulh-

ward journey ; and we only shed three grease cups, as

compared with eleven on the outward journey. But
beware— it takes more twine than one woiild fancy ; I

estimated the quantity required at thirty yards. I believe

w^e bought three hundred, and when we had finished

there wasn't quite enough left to bind the entire

periphery of a i4in. steering wheel.

Batteries for Electric Hooters.
We live and learn. 1 have hinted lately that my

theoretic enthusiasm for electric hooters had received

sundry heavy dampers, and last week I unbosomed
myself to an accumulator manufacturer. He waxed
very wroth. " Yes!", he excla:imed indignantly,
" there are a lot of idiots who are supplying ignition

accumulators and small dry cells for the job, and they

can never stand the heavy discharges. They will work
moderately well, for the first month or two, but after

a few rechargings the accumulators will be done for,

and the cost of replacing the dry cells at such short

intervals will inspire you to give away the hooter if

you can find anybody fool enough to take it. I'll

make.you the right sort of accumulator! "

I waited expectantly, after nominating an eight-volt

hooter which adorns my cycle car, and which has been
silent for a month or two because it buckled the plates

of the original accumulators with sickening regularity,

and ate up dry cells with a speed which made its

upkeej) as heavy as the tyre bill. Finally an enormous
package arrived, and I unearthed an accumulator
measuring laln. x loin. x 5in. and weighing—well, it

broke the domestic balance which registers up to

151b.! This is an accumulator maker's idea of the

kind of cell which is desirable for an eight-volL hooter,

when there is no dynamo to keep the cell constantly

up to the mark ; and his notion suggests that electric

alarms are best confined to powerful cars, save w'here

(as on the Indian) a dynamo replenishes the cells faster

than the hooter drains them. The accumulator in

question is catalogued at 50s.

THE RED CROSS FIELD-DAY AT BROOKLANDS
The only motor cycle ambulance—a 3J h.p. Triumph and T. W. Loughborough (7 h.p. Matchless sidecar), who escorted T.M.

Gloria sidecar. Queen Alexandra and Empress Marie ot Russia to Brooklands-

A29
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The Sparkbrook Three-speed Gear.
FOR some time past the Sparkbrook Co., of Paynes Lane,

Coventry, have been testing a new three-speed
counter-shaft gear, which made its first public appear-
ance in the fjondon-Edinbnrgli run, on which occasion

it performed excellently, and, besides giving no trouble,

proved itself particularly free from oil leakage. The gear

will not be standardised on Sparkbrook models till 1915, but

in the meantime it will be produced for the trade as a fitment
suitable for new or converted machines. Before examining

Sectional drawmg of the Sparkbrook counter-shaft gear.

the interior of the gear bos we had a short trial run, snd
found that the gears ran remarkably silently on all three
ratios, and the. change of gears can be effected quietly at

almost any speed. The control lever is conveniently placed,

and in thick traffic one changed gear almost automatically

and witlMut the slightest noise or jar

The box is of the constant mesh type, all three pairs of

wheels remaining in engagement, and the variations of ratio

being obtained by moving two sets of dog clutches. One set

of dogs operates the high and middle gears, the latter being

of the internal dog type, while the other dog locks the low

gear wheel to the shaft. The forks which move the dogs
. pass through slots in the cam plate, and are free

to slide on a plain bar at their butt ends. Thus
the rocking of the cam plate causes them to move
sideways and engage the gears in proper rota-

tion. The cam plate itself, though particularly

simple in form, is a clever piece of work, and
it is hard to imagine a simpler actuation for a

dog gear.

Sound Method of Housing Bearings.

All the various good features of the Sparkbrook
two-speed gear have been retained, and the ball

races are mounted in phosphor bronze housings
cast with the outer shell, while the screw adjust-

ment for the front chain, of course, remains. The
same-type of multiplate clutch is employed, the
big plates being mounted inside the Sin. belt

pulley. The clutch control has been considerably
simplified, and now consists of a pedal mounted
on a cast thread screw and carried in a cross bar
bolted direct to the gear box. The kick starter
is integral with the gear box, and to assist easy
engagement every other tooth in the starting
wheel is remo\Td, a simpje device which' might
come into more prominence. The dogs on the
mainshat't slide on splines instead of squares, and
the lavshaft is solid with its gears.

The complete Sparkbrook gear box, showing kick-starter and
gear-operating mechanism.

Showmg the internal mechanism of the Sparkbrook three-speed

:?ear box.

~< —

THE OLYMPIA SHOW ARRANGEMENTS.
SO-\iE drastic alterations are already in progress in con-

nection with the Olympia Show arrangements in
November for'business office space and the grouping of

the light car exhibits.

Last year nearly the whole of the Annexe was given up
to business offices. This year the organisers have decided to

erect above all stands whicli back on to the walls of the
building on the ground floor an office which will be reached
by a staircase and passage. The latter will extend all round
the building, so that .visitors to several offices can walk from
one to the other without having to descend to the ground
floor.

These stands will' lie uniformly decorated, and each stand
will be equipped with the same type and shape of banner
and lettering;. It will be found that his scheme will add

considerably to the general appearance of, the Show, whilst
providing tile necessary extra space for the light car exhibits
which is so urgently required.
The whole of the light cars will this year be grouped

together in the Annexe, and a price dehnition has been
decided on wliicli will exclude all cars from the motor cycle
and light car show which do not cowform to it. The defini-

tion is as foilows ;

" Any two-seated automobile, the retail price of which
equipped for the road, including hood, screen, lamps, and
spare wheel, does not exceed £200."
This will not prevent the organisers, the Manufacturers'

Union, from refusing any vehicle which in their opinion is

not a light car, as they will have a clause in their agree-
ments to that effect •
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. _ All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Oil Leakage from Engine.

I am in trouble with oil

coming frcm the bearing ou the
pulley side of my machine. It
covers me and the engine on a
long run, although the engine is

in splendid mechanical condition. There
IS a little side play, but no up and
down play on the .shaft on the pulley
side. What can I do to stop this
nuisance?—E.W.

See that the crank case release is in

proper working order, and that there
is not any compression set up in the
crank case, which would tend to force
the oil out of the bearings. This is a
very common happening, and can be
very easily cured by making sure the
release valve is working.

Lining up a Sidecar.

Will you please give nie direc-

tions for correctly . aHi.xirig a
sidecar to a motor cycle to

obtain perfect alignment ?-:-A.S.
First of all place the machine on a level

floor, then line up roughly without secur-
ing the joints too tightly

; get a spirit

level, first testing if the motor cycle is

vertical, and then the sidecar. To get
perfect. alignment, get two pieces of wood
of equal length, place two chairs back to

back—one In front and one behind the
macliine—lay the pieces of wood on the
seats against the back of the chairs and
join these up with string, each end of the
string being exactly the same distance
apart on the pieces of wood. If you
stand at the end of the line and look
down you will see whether or not the
bicycle and sidecar are parallel.

Overlieating and Knocking.

My motor cycle engine gels

very hot. I have examined the
e.xhaust valve, and tind it opens

• at the . bottom of the tiring

stroke; this; I think, is right.

And the spark occurs when the piston
i.s at the top and lever retarded. 1

hear also a certain amount of knocking
when on top gear or when I put on
a little extra air, but this does not
occur on bottom gear. Can you suggest
a cause ^^-J. E.G.

If the exhaust valve, as you say, opens
at the bottom of the firing stroke, it

is certainly nut correct, and is probably
the cause of the overheating. This valve
should be timed to open about forty-five
degrees or one-seventh of the stroke before
bottom dead centre, and close at top dead
centre. The ignition timing is quite
correct. .Most engines^ are prone to
knocking on top gear when labouring—
that is, vyhen going slowly, on a hill,
or when picking up on top gear.

A Trapping Query.

In proceeding through Godal-
niing recentiv with my motor
cycle and sidecar at a pace of

about -8 m.p.li. I was stopped by
a plain clothes man and told

rather brusquely that I should be sum-
moned for racing through the town at

20 m.p.h. I w-as travefling up hill at

the time, and had to turn a most
dangerous corner with a nervous lady
passenger, which speaks for itself as to

my pace. Can the plain clothes con-
stable legally act as lie did?—L.C.

There was no uecessitv for you to stop
on the request of a pfain clothes police-
man. According to tne .\ct of 190o, you
need only pull up on the request of a
policemen in uniform or the driver of a

horse.drawn vehicle. If the man in ques
tion was really a policeman and your
sununons comes through we do not know
what you can do, as if the police say they
timed you and prove you were doing a
speed in excess of 10 m:p.h. you will be
convicted. If vou are a member of tlie

Auto Cycle Union (83. Pall Mall, S.W.)
or the .'Vutomobile .Association and Motor
Union (Kanum House, Whitcombe Street,

W.), we should recommend you to get
their solicitor to defend you if the case
comes into court.

Overhead or Side-by-side Valves.

What are the disadvantages of

an overhead valve engine com-
pared with one fitted with side-

by-side valves, and would start-

ing be difficult with the overhead
type and a fixed gear? .-^Iso, is it pos-

sible to obtain slow running with a

4 to 1 oear?—T.R.M.
The disadvant.age of overhead valves is

that their adjustment is liable to become
deranged more quickly than that of sidc-

by-side valves; also, in the case of

breakages considerable damage may be
done to the engine by the head dropping
into the cylinder. On the other hand,
with an overhead valve engine the valve

can be made much larger, and conse-

quently the efficiency of the engine is

increased somewhat. "Provided the carbu-
retter is in proper adjustment, you should
have no difiicultv in starting with the
overhead type w'lth a fixed engine, and
as regai'ds slow running this also depends
upon the carburation, and, to some
extent, the valve timing. If the engine
is timed for fast running you would very
probably not be able to throttle down oil.

a 4 to 1 gear to a really slow pace.

Generally speaking, overhead valves are
right for racing and speed work, and
sicleby:side valves preferable for touring.

.\ FRE.NCH RACER OF WHICH MORE WILL BE HEARD.
Belt side of the four-valve 500 c.c. Peugeot engine on which Pean recently broke the kilometre

record in France, his speed being 76.09 m.p.h. As will be seen, the machine Is fitted with four
overhead valves, two exhaust and two inlet pipes, outside flywheel and combined drive.
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Loss of Power on Hills.

My 1912 machine took a good

^1 1,000 miles to get well run in,

^ and the running continued to
-i-t improve until a slack big end

bearing needed attention at

9,000 miles. At this mileage I had
the connecting rod rebushed and fitted

a new piston and crank pin, and I

have now run the machine some 500-

600 miles since the rebushing, and the
running is not satisfactory. The
machine pulls splendidly on the level

or on a mild gradient, but on a hill like

Titsey (Surrey) the engine will not
carry me more than half-way up, and
gets very hot. If I allow it to cool

thoroughly it will start on the clutch
.
- on the gradient and finish well. I use
, a gear of about 4|, and some months
ago climbed the steeper side of Dart-
me«t (Devon) on this gear easily. I

use benzole, and the plug and magneto
contacts and carbon brushes are quite
clean, there is no carbon deposit, the
timing is correct, and the compression
good. The only unfamiliar noise in

the engine is when picking up from
a slow speed on a stiff gradient ; there
is then a slight clank, which I am
inclined to think comes from the crank
pin not being an absolutely tight fit

in the big end bush. In short, I am
disappointed with the machine on
hills, and should be very glad of your
advice. In conclusion, which do you
consider the least atrocious road from
St. Paul's Cathedral to Lewisham,
and from Lewisham to Letchworth,
Herts.?—B.T.V.

Probably new valve springs would
improve the running of the engine
enormously. You might also try

advancing the ignition. You are pretty

sure to get more power from benzole

fj^OT(^ILII

than you are from petrol. Probably the

best route from St. Paul's to Lewisham
would be to come down to Ludgate
Circus, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars

Bridge, St. George's Circus, New Kent
Road, Old Kent Road, New Cross,

Lewisham High Street. To get to Letch-
worth from Lewisham, we should advise
you to take the Woolwich ferry, and
then follow the road marked in blue on
the R.A.C. Official Map of Recommended
Routes Round London (obtainable from
these offices,

,
price Is. 8d. post free).

This brings you to Enfield, and after

Enfield G.N.R. Station take the first

turning on the right, which takes you
to Potters Bar. You are then on the

Great North Road, which follow through
Hatfield, Welwyn, and Hitchin to Letch-

worth.

Swindon to the Highlands.

Will you kindly give me advice
regarding a projected tour from
Swindon " I think of having a

fortnight away, but do not wish
to be riding more than half the

time. Never having visited the North
at all I thought of Scotland. Is this a

good idea for a summer holiday, or

would North Wales and the Lake
District be preferable? If Scotland,
would the main London to Edinburgh
give the best scenery and pass the
nicest towns en route? Also, what
parts in Scotland ought I to visit,

taking Edinburgh as the centre?

—

A.L.M.
It is a good idea to go to Scotland for a

summer holiday. What we should recom-
mend you to do is to take the Great
North Road right away from London, to

a point two miles south of Wetherby, and
then turn left and go through Harewood,
Otley, Ilkley, Skipton, Settle, Ingleton,
Kirkby Lonsdale to Kendal. If your
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machine is a good hill-climber go on to

Windermere and Ambleside, go over
Kirkstone Pass along Ullswater, and then
to Penrith. Continue to Carlisle and then
proceed through Langholm, Teviot-

head, Hawick, Selkirk, Galashiels, Stow,
to Edinburgh, which, however, is a bad
town for motor cycling. It is all cobbles

and tramlines, and the traffic is badly
regulated. It is a fine city, and well

worth visiting. Once at Edinbnrgh you
can take the ferry from Granton to

Burntisland, and make your way up to

the Highlands. After this you have
magnificent country at your disposal.

Removing Carbon without Taking off Cylinder.

I wish to clean internal com-
bustion engines without dis--

mantling them, so can you
kindly tell me the best process

to use?—R.C.P.
Many engines can be cleaned out with
the aid of scrapers. Set the piston at

the top of the stroke, so that both
valves are closed, and use the scrapers

sold by tTie big accessory firms, or make
some of your own. We are using a pair

which we made of round iron, flat at the

end and bent over and ground to chisel

face. They can then be bent to suit the

necessary angle. One takes the piston

and the other takes the combustion
head. With their aid an engine can be
cleaned out comfortably without dis-

mantling. The carbon dust is blown
out afterwards with the aid of a tyre

pump fitted with a special narrow con-

nection of flexible tubing with a pointed
brass nozzle. If you use oxygen, it is

only necessary to buy a cylinder, a re-

ducing valve, and a small nozzle. The
best way to start the carbon burning is,

after having turned off the petrol and
emptied the float chamber of the carbu-

retter, to insert a lighted taper into the

combustion head and then turn on your
oxygen. The carbon will then catch fire

and burn in a shower of sparks until it

has all disappeared. The nozzle should
be kept moving about, so that the carbon
from all parts may be consumed, when
the flame will inumediately cease.

" Ixion" will reply to " H.W." (Beds.)
if he complies with our rules by sending
a stamped addressed envelope."

THE T.T. WINNERS OF 1913 AND 1914 SNAPPED TOGETHER
AT THE DONCASTER TRIALS.

H. 0. Wood (3i h.p. Scott). 1913. C. G. Pullin (3^ l^.p. Rudge). 1914.

EXPERIENCES WANTED
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed en7elope in which the
replies may be forwarded; Answers to the queries
should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" A.L.Ct." (Wimbledon).—Stelastic tyres
for rear wheels.
"W.Z." (Loughton).—Henderson with

sidecar. Reliability, hill-climbing, easy
starting, brake power, carburetter, clutch,
two-speed gear, etc.

"E.C.W." (Sutton-in-Ashfield).—Whittle
belt on 5-6 Rudge-Multi.
"J.D. " (Tidworth).—New Imperial-

Jap "Light Tourist"—2i h.p., 293 c.c.
Reliability, fuel consumption, hill-climb-
ing, etc.

"B.E.S." (Berks.).—Douglas, Con-
naught, or other machine suitable for
ladies' use. Kick-starter preferred.

" D.T." (Rugby). Experiences with
Triumph and Clyno two-strokes. Maxi-
mum speeds, petrol consumption, and if

small road wheels cause vibration.

B2
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
Recent Military Operations in wiiich Motor Cyclists were Concerned.

EARLY this month a " Staff Exercise " was held

in which a number of Special Reserve motor
cyclists and civilian 'motor cyclists took part.

The general " idea " was : At the end of May an oversea

power (Blue) seized Southampton and commenced dis-

embarking troops. All the available British troops

were concentrating

at Godalming
(cheerful for mili-

tary motorists).

On June 3rd in-

formation was sent

to ist Army head-
quarters at Thursley
to the effect that the

3rd Division had
been intercepted and
was heavily engaged
in the neighijour-

hood of Stock-

bridge. Conse-
quently, relief had
to be sent as soon

as possible. Further
information to the

effect that the,enemy
had only landed
three divisions, but

had ad\'anced to the

neighbourhood of
Winchester, was re-

ceived.

The first Army
was composed of a

cavalry brigade and
a division with a

portion of a second

division. "T h e

Army was com-
pletely mobilised

and was billeted on
the Elstead-Shotter-

mill road.

Further military

details would not
interest the lav

reader. On these

operations the sig-

nal units with their

attendant motor
cyclist despatch
riders were well

represented. Of
other troops there

w-ere comparative!

v

curious. A division, however, was represented

Viy several motor cars carrying various ofiRcers and
their A.D.C.'s. The writer first had a rendezvous
on the famous Hog's Back, where several civilian

motor cyclists had assembled. The machines were,

Blackburnes, Triumphs, and P. and jM.,. the lattetihe

writer's mount. The motor cyclists then moved to

Kingsley, where Army headquarters were situated.

Upon arrival at Kingsley a large nimiber of motor
cyclist Special Reservists were found. These men
were doing their annual
their signal units. The
Bradl)urvs and Ariels.

fifteen days' training with

machines found here were

(1)

(2)

(3)

M,-

few. This at first may seem

The first orders

received were for

some motor cyclists

to be despatched to

the various signal

(telegraph) offices

attached to the

divisions and
cavalry. The writer

then received orders

to join the cavalry

at Froxfield and
take charge of the

motor cyclists at

that spot. Upon
arrival ^t Froxfijld

it was . found that

the cavalry had
moved and left no

sign. After ha\ing

covered some twenty

miles, stopping to

enquire at almost

every village if a

military motor car

had passed that

way. eventually the

cavalry signal office

was found at a

cross roads, the

cavalry head-

quarters being some
nine miles distant.'

As cavalry are ex-

tremely mobile, it

is ile'xt to impossible

to " lay telegraph

wires at sufficient

speed to keep up
with them. Thanks
to Mr. Marconi,

a cavalry signal

station consists of

a wireless troop.

Upon the writer's

arrival a Bldck-

burne_ rider (C. Q.
Roberts) had just

returned from Portsmouth, having averaged 42 m.p.h.

both journeys.- The cause of his journey is interest-

ing. ' There are in the Army manv wireless telegraph

motor sets. These " offices, " as they . are called,

have for motive power 5 h.p. Douglas engines.

Owing to a rush of work it had been necessary to run

one set at an extremely high number of revolutions

for well over half an hour. It must be remembered

B5
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THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE ARMY.
ibers of the Cambridge University O.T.C. (motor cycle section) passing the

saluting base during the recent inspection by Major-Cenerai Davies. C.B.

The motor cycle section of the East Lanes. Divisional Signal Service, in camp at

Carnarvon •

Scouts attached to the Royal Gloucestershire Hussars in training-at Brighton.
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Military Motor Cycling Notes,—

that there is no cooling rush of air as on a motor

cycle, the only method of cooling being vanes on the

flywheel. Excellent as these little engines are, even

a Douglas cannot stand such continued hard treat-

ment. A small but important detail broke, hence the

motor cyclist's journey.

Had no motor cyclist been available an entire viire-

less telegraph would have been rendered useless. While

on the subject of wireless telegraphs, it is interesting

to note that all sets have for motive power motor

cycle type engines. The smaller sets are run by

Douglas engines and the 8 h.p. sets by the 8 h.p.

J. A. P. (water-cooled). As has been mentioned,

cavalry headquarters were situated some nine miles

from the signal office, the whole distance being almost

entirely a gradual climb. Motor cyclists covered the

distance with ease in an extremely short space of time

and were a great relief to the tired .soldiers riding

pedal cycles.

Later in the day the writer returned to headquarters,

two other motor cyclists being sent out to the cavalry

for the night. About ii p.m. "operation orders"

were sent out. For this purpose motor cyclists were

used. These orders have always to be sent by wire

and also by despatch riders. Thanks to good lamps

and the perfection of the motor cycle, a few motor

>-«

cyclists performed duties in a very short space of

time that in former years had taken many hours.

Fighting re-commenced at daybreak and continued

until noon, when the umpires stopped further

operations.

A Good Time and Hard Work.
The writer, when . discussing matters afterwards,

discovered many interesting details. A Blackburne

rider had covered^over 250 miles—the average mileage

seems to have been . about 180 to 200 miles! The
above-mentioned machines seem to liave unlimited

power, and their silent running was -much commented
upon. The writer's P. and .M. ran faultlessly and

climbed the many long, gradients abounding in the

district with ease with plenty of power in hand. The
rate of pay was 12s. for twenty-four hours and an

allowance of is. per hour for further time, with the

usual travelling allowance' (civilian rates). All motor

cyclists engaged agreed that they had thoroughly

enjoyed themselves, and wanted to know the next

occasion on which they could turn out.

There is no doubt whatever that if only more motor
cyclists would take the troul)le to enquire into the

conditions obtaining in the life and work of a despatch

rider to the Army, there would be a great rush of riders

anxious to take part in this most interesting and novel

work. R.E.S.R.

A Wet Afternoon in My Garage.
By ROAD

I

HAD planned a long trip on the newest motor
bicycle for my last leisure afternoon, but a

terrible deluge and the lack of a l-iding companion
made me play the coward, and 1 spent the time in my
cycle shed, called by courtesy a '' garage," as it makes
a better headline. Byteatime I was very glad it had
rained. I sauntered in, looking for some odd job on
which to while away an hour or two, and my eye fell

on an ancient T.T. Douglas in the corner. I remem-
l)ered that last time out it had been afflicted with a

misfire, apparently duo to the ignition, which I had
failed to cure. Having my doubts of the spare plug,

I inserted a brand 7iew E.LC. and a cure followed.

Idle fingers then proceeded to tie the " dud " plug

on to the inlet pipe, couple it up to the magneto, and

start the engine on one cylinder to see how the peccant

'])lug behaved. Its spark was certainly not " bushy
"

—to quote a delicious term from a recent circular, and
at intervals the spark occurred high up inside the plug

body instead of across the business end. The little

Douglas started so readily on one cylinder, the merest

flip of one hand on the back wh^el sufficing, when the

plug was removed from the idle cylinder, that I be-

thought me of a large box containing about tweaty

assorted sparking plugs, the relics of four or five

seasons. -

One after another I tested them all as described on
the Douglas, and so sorted out the invalids from those

which deserve a fresh lease of life. I never learnt so

much about plugs in my life. The spark varied from

the minus quantity to a wee flicker across the points,

and from internal illuminations of the cup-shaped
hollow in the pkrg-end to a huge " treesome " con-

flagration resembling a small explosion across the

electrodes: "treesome" is better than "bushy,
'J

b6

RIDER.

don't you think? In future I shall make periodic

tests of all mv plugs on the Douglas. It is worth its

oats purely and simply as a. plug tester, for there is no
engine on the road which starts so readily with a

cylinder idle as the small capacity horizontal twin.

What Mr. Douglas would say if he could ha\e heard

me running that engine free on the stand at intervals

throughout a long wet afternoon, 1 daren't think

!

[" Treesome " is certainly good. It reminds us of a

certain artless bandar, which danced upon a pine,

and was described bv Mr. Rudyard Kipling as " a

gleesome, fleasome thou."

—

Ed.]

The road through the Castle Bromwich playing fields, over

which the Birmingham MC-C- held, their Speed Trials on
Saturday last.
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DUNLOP
TYRES AND BELTS.

24 GOLD MEDALS.
9 SILVER MEDALS.
2 BRONZE MEDALS.
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Scotland's contribution to the tale of Dunlop successes is

always a generous one. Year after year these

awards, growing steadily in number, illustrate

the well-established fact that for such stren

uous struggles nothing approaches

Dunlop manufactures. It is the

innate merit that tells
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THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD., FOUNDERS OF THE PNEUMATIC TYRE INDUSTRY. The largetl usen 01 plantation rubber In the British Empire.
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" In all cases B.S.A. Motor Bicycles were fitted with Standard Frames and Engines."

THE RELIABLE SIDECAR MACHINE
WONDERFUL ACHIEVEMENTS

MOTOR
BICYCLES

Fitted with B.S.A. Countershaft Three-Speed Gear.
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The outstanding feat'

in the many open com-

petitions in which B.S.A,

machines have beeji so

extraordinarily successful,

is that they have often

beaten machines of con-

siderably higher power.

The constant successes of

B.S.A. sidecar combinations

afford striking evidence

of the great power and

reliability of B.S.A. Motor

Bicycles.

b3

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS : .

Three B.S.A's Entered - TWO AWARDS.
LONDON TO EDINBURGH TRIAL:

SIX B.S.A's Started (Four with Sidecars)

SIX B.S.A's Finished - Awarded SIX GOLD MEDALS
BROOKLANDS SPECIAL CLASS (open) : B.S.A. FIRST.

SENIOR T.T. RACE = B.S.A. AWARDED GOLD MEDAL.
103 Started—52 Finished, of which SIX were B.S.A's.

MAGILLIGAN SPEED TRIALS:

10 Miles B.S.A. FIRST. 100 Miles—B.S.A. FIRST.

PARIS—ROUEN—PARIS :

14 B.S.A's. STARTED. 13 B.S.A's. Finished.

YORK & DIST. M.c. HILL CLIMB : B.S.A. & Sidecar FIRST.

SURREY M.c.c. TRIAL: B.S.A. AWARDED GOLD MEDAL.
RETFORD & DIST. M.C.C. HsLL CLIMB: B.S.A. FIRST.

STROUD M.C.C. HILL CLIMB : B.S.A. FIRST Winning "Triumph" Cup.

HAMILTON & DIST. M.C.C. SPEED TRIAL, 650 c.c. Class:

B.S.A. FIRST.
TYLDESLEY & DIST. M.C.C. HILL CLIMB:

Solo Class -' B.S.A. FIRST. Sidecar Class - B.S.A. FIRST.

DEAL & DISTRICT M.C.C. CONSUMPTION TRIAL:

B.S.A's and Sidecars - - FIRST and SECOND.

Press comments on the B.S.A. performance in the Senior T.T. Race:

•MOTOR CYCLING"
'* The regularity of the B.S.A. was quite a feature of the

Senior T.T."

"DAILY NEWS £r LEADER"

" The B.S A. set up a remarkable record of

dependable regularity, combined with high

speed, when no less than six of them finished

the course without trouble. This was one of

the outstanding features of a great race."

Write for Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS Co. Ltd.

SMALL HEATB, BIRMINGBAM.

aC3C3e3C3C3C3C3CaC3aC3C3

Use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil—good for all Motor Cycle Engines.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor Joes not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle/' 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address*

Four-speed Morgans.
Sir,— III your description of the Morgans entered for the

Scottish trial, you doubt if the foiu--speed gear will ever
be stamlardised. As a matter of fact, it has been stan-
dardised for two years and appears in ail our catalogues.
It has met with a fair sale—the ears running in the Scottish
were, with one exception, entered by purchasers and not li.v

the firm. They liave been used frequently in other competi-
tions, in MOROAX .MOTOR CO., LTU.

Miniature Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Does it not seem a mistake that all miniature motor
cycle trials held or contemplated up to date have their
limit at 200 c.c?

I have ju.-if glanced through a few advertisements and
77(« itutor Ci/rli'. list of 1914 machines (published last

November), and I have found that there are about thirteen

machines witli their capacity from 200-250 c.c and ten

machiues with their capacity under 200 c.c. (not counting
auxiliary motors).

I must apologi.se if I have left out anj' machines in my
calcuhitions, as 1 daresay I have. Anyhow, could not this

be remedied by making the limit 250 c.c? C.

Adjusting the Carburetter to the Seasons.
Sir,—The point raised by " I.^ion " in a recent issue

regarding the adjustment of the carburetter to the seasons
is one of exceptional interest, and one th.at has not hitherto
received anything approaching the consideration it deserves.
The amount of adjustment and liow frequent it is necessary
depends largely- upon the manner in which the carburetter
is fitted, and by proper fitting it is possible to reduce the
necessity of adjustment to a minimum. Adjustment is,

however, a necessity on account of the varying grades of

fuel encountered when on tour (especially abroad), in addition
to climatic changes, but a modern carburetter should be
designed to permit of instant and simple adjustment through-
out a wide range without it being necessary to change the
jets or clioke tubes, which operation, not only involves a

certain amount of experimenting to obtain the best com-
bination, but also the carrying of a number of somewhat
delicate spare parts, while if the carburetter is designed to
permit of easily varying the strength of the mixture, adjust-
ment can be effected whilst running, and the correct setting
more readily ascertained. In The Motor Cijch report of the
London-Etlinburgh run mention was made of carbui-etters
freezing up, and this in. .June. What would happen to the
same machine if entered in the Grenoble trials niay bi-

imagined ; it would certainly be uiiable to climb eveii tlir

lesser passes of the Alps without constant stops for thaw
ing. The manner in which carburettei-s are fitted (attachcl
would be more correct) to some twin-cylinder machines is

simply asking "for trouble in anything but summer weathei

.

Care in the fitting not only results in far greater pleasure in

driving and less adjustment, but also great economy, whicli,
with petrol at its present price, is a big consideration. I

mention that a t''ertain well-known 6 h.p machine with
coachbuilt sidecar with hood and scieen, and 9 st. 6 lb.

passenger, luggage, e^c.,- did eighty -six miles per gallon
on a recent club reliability trial across North Wales, the
same machine incidentally obtaining the first prize lor
regularity. The obtaining of the above consumption was
not by the sacrifice of power, for, geared 4| to 1, the machine
could easily account for all main road hills on top. I hope
that the foregoing will assist in stimulating additional
interest in what is undoubtedlv a mo.st important subject.

ERNEST P. EVEREST.

A Lightweight Tourist Trophy Race,
Sir,—Referring to correspondence m Lightweight T.T. pro-

posed by you. I do not find it possible to agree with Jack
Spratt. It surely cannot be contended that the miniature
four-stroke is eminently unsuitable for the tourist, its re-

liability having been conclusively proved by the recent per-
formances of such small four-strokes asthe O.K. -Junior and
Calthorpe-Junior.
The effect of the exclusion of such machines would be to

deprive the public of an opportunity of seeing the machine
put to a strenuous test, and also id rob the makers of the
benefit gained by their experience in the race.

If Jack Spratt maintains that a T.T. race in which four-
strokes were admitted would produce freak engines, would
not a race for two-strokes only equally produce freak engines?

_ UNCLE.

Sir,— I must say, in fairness to both riders and makers of

the four-stroke lightweight of 200 c.c. and under, that I

think it is very unfair of Jack Spratt to suggest a T.T. race
for two-stroke machines only, and also of " L.E.L." to want
tlie limit raised to 250 c.c.

I agree with the Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co. in every
respect; an efficient engine of 200 c.c. with a two or tliree-
speed gear is quite capable of performing everything the
average lightweight user requires. Personally, I find mv
single-speed 2 h.p. Humber all that could be desired from
an engine of its size. B. Bx-VTE.

Sir.—I was delighted to read your Suggestion in offering
a trophy for a lightweight T.T. race.

Like many other prospective riders, my hopes were raised
considerably, and I shall look forward "to the result with
pleasurable anticipation, for such a test as you propose will
result in a great demand for a lightweight which has proved
its efficiency against all comers.

I had been waiting for a cheap mount, and that appears
to have made its advent, but its capability was the doubtful
factor.

'

,

"

I quite agree with two of your correspondents on two
important points. One is that the machines should be of

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRI.AL FOR THE C,\LTHORPL TROWIY.
E. Gutzemann (Velocette) and C. Aslen (Grandex) passing the

observer—Mr. E. Lycetl—on the steepest portion of Sunrising.

B9
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the two-stroke type; the other, that the capacity should

not exceed 200 c.c.

It is true this may exclude some types of machines already

of the lightweight order but over 200 c.c, but surely it

will give these manufacturers an opportunity for further

experiment, and the notice is cjjaite sufficient for them to

make the necessary change before the event.

I think, too, the question of price .is an important one ;

in fact, in my humble opinion, the race would be more
interesting if a limit could be placed on the cost, as no
doubt cheap and, I hope, efficient lightweight motor cycles

have come to stay, and to attract many whose purses cannot

extend to expensive mounts. R. J. P. CAMPBELL.

^m(^L% JULY 2nd, 1Q14.

Sir,—There is no doubt that there is a market for a light,

cheap, small-powered motor cycle which is also cheap to run,

and a Tourist Trophy race should be a great help in developing

such a machine. In my opinion, then, there shovild be a

limit placed upon each of the four points mentioned, and,

for the sake of example, I would suggest the following :

1. Weight, 120 lb.

2.^ Price, £35.

3. Capacity, 250-c.c.

4. One gallon of petrol to be allowed for a race over four

laps of the T.T. course (150 miles).

I do not agree that the race should be confined, as Jack
Spratt suggests, to two-stroke engines only, for I would
encourage every type, provided it can conform to the four

points which I consider desirable ; nor do I think that the

limit capacity should, at present, be placed so low as 200
c.c, but in this connection I would point out that the

suggested petrol allowance will restrict the size to some
extent, and it may be found that two-stroke engnies cannot
exceed 210 c.c. or thereabouts, though a four-stroke should
have no difficulty in accomplishing the required m.p.g.

JOHN BONYTHON.

Sir,—As I am a regular reader of your valued paper and
follow the correspondence columns with interest, could you
spare me a few lines?

Firstly, I cannot agree with the suggestion of your corre-

spondent, Sir. Jack Spratt, to limit the new lightweight T.T.
race to two-strokes, as it would provide a very valuable
comparison between the two types.

I must say I heartilv endorse the suggestion made by the
Veloce Company to limit weight only, as those manufac-
turers who dared to enter a big engine in a very light frame
would find that nuts have a habit of loosening and mud-
guards coming adrift in a prolonged race over such a course
as that in the Isle of JIan. In my opinion price should not
enter into consideration at all. J. Hx\YNES.

Sir,—In regard to letters appearing in your paper on this
subject, we should like to express our opinion as possible
enti'ants. We think that the size of engines should be
limited to anything under 250 c.c, as this will allow practi-
cally all makes to enter, but we think there should be a
limit to the price of machines, and that £35 retail would
be fair. We contend that if there is no price limit,

machines only costing £28 will have to compete with
machines costing as much as £42, which seems most unfair.

Also, we think all two-stroke machines should be run
and classed together, and that four-stroke types should be
classed separately, for the simjjle reason that it 'is admitted
that a four-stroke engine can be faked, whereas a two-
stroke cannot. By faked we mean that the four-stroke
engine, "just for the race," might be fitted with overhead
valves, special cams, drilled pistons, etc, whereas when
once two-stroke ports have been cut there can be no
alterations made ; so that, supposing a four-stroke engine
won, it would probably be quite a different type of engine
from standard, and thereby prove nothing to the general
public, and at the same time give the public the impression
that a four-stroke engine was superior to the two-stroke.

We also suggest that not more than three niadiines may
be entered by one manufacturer, thereby giving the small

firms an equal chance with larger firms.

PORTWAY-COOPER MFG. CO.
F. K. POKTWAY.

100,000 Passengers.

Sir,—The accompanying photograph may be of interest as

showing yet another use for the ubiquitous sidecar.

I run an out-apiary situated five miles from my residence,

and it is occasionally necessary to rriove some of the bees.

Formerly, this operation used to give me considerable trouble,

as the frames of comb had to be secured against breakage
by jolting when the hives were transported by cart. Last

Carrying bees by motor cycle.

year, however, I bought a spring frame Montgomery sidecar,

and by taking off the body and C springs I can substitute a

light wooden platform, as shown. With such an arrange-
ment no special precautions are necessary, and the combs,
etc. , can be moved at the legal limit with perfect safety.

Surely this is a record in passenger carrying—100,000 up.

JOHM WARNOCK.

Where does the Lightweight Score?
Sir,—Referring again to the question of weight and

cylinder capacity, I .give below particulai-s of three machines
which competed in the Senior and the two fastest in the
Junior T.T. :

No. of Bore and Weight. Speed.
SENIOR.S

—

cyls. .stroke. lb m.p.h.

3^ h.p. Motosacoche ... 2 64x77 207 45.6
35h.p. Motosacoche ... 2 64x77 202 44.7

3j h.p. -Triumph ... 1 85x88 204 44.6

Juniors—
2Sh.p. A.J.S. ... 1 74x81 201 45.6

2-Jh.p. A.J.S. ... 1 74x81 212 44.7

The heavyweights tinished 10th, 15th, and 16th in the
Senior T.T. The lightweights took first and second places
in the Junior T.T., and may therefore be taken as the type
which is produced by such a race.

But in what way does the "lightweight" score for
ordinary use? It will be seen that the three "heavyweights "

are actually lighter than the second "lightweight," and
only 1 lb. to 6 lb. heavier than the other. The speeds are

practically identical, but in the case of the heavyweight
were taken over a longer course. According to the pub-
lished accounts, the lightweights used more petrol, while
the engines would no doubt "rev." faster. In fact, for

a given power the revolutions of an engine vary approxi-
mately inversely as the cylinder capacity. That is to say,

the "revs." of the heavyweight could be about threequarters
those of the lightweight. As the pressures on the. bearings
are principally due to the inertia stresses, which go up as

the square of the "revs.," this means that the bearing
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pressmes on tlie hghtweight would be about one and a half
times those of the heavj^weight, which either means a
heavier crankshaft, etc., or much greater wear. The same
applies to the .effect of vibration on the frame.
Taking th?se machines as typical examples, where does

Ih- lightweight score? F. STRICKLAND.

Scottish Trials.

.'"';—Permit me to point out two mistakes in your other-
wise excellent account of the Scottish trials as contained in
your issue of June 25th. First, your representative states
tliat Xo. 74 is down in the ofHcial programme as H. Berwick.
Tins is inaccurate. A. Xewell is the name opposite 74.
\oiir reporter got a private hill-climbing list, the names in
which were taken from a proof, and he has apparently con-
tused a private list with an official programme.
Second, the watch at Applecross was not five minutes fast,

but was accurate to witliin half a minute of the ofHcial
starters' time, and in this respect was similar to all the other
checkers' watches. I mention these two facts, as they seem
to have been overlooked by your apparently otherwise Irnx-
eyed reporter'.

I should also be glad to take this opportunity of thanking
those numerous assistants, whom I was unable to thank per-
sonally, who were good enough to come forward in large
numbers, and whose assistance enabled the trial to be brought
to a smccssful issue. . CAMPBELL ilcGKEGOR.

Secretary, Edinburgh and District M.C.C.

Ai Overseas Specification.

Sir,—I take advantage of the invitation in your papii
Id submit specifications of machines suitable for local con-
ditions. The machines naturally fall into two classes—hea\ v
.yolo and sidecar machines and light solo ones.

My ideas of a heavy machine for this country are as
follow : Four-stroke, twin-cylinder, air-cooled, overhead inlet

engine, long stroke (say 80x100 mm., with cabic capacitv
1.000 c.c. or so). Cylinders to be both vertical, one behind
the other, outside flywheel, clutch and shaft drive, with
two or three (sliding gear) speeds, ball bearings, and forced
lubrication to bearings. (Practically as in the 1914 design
F.N. 7 h.p. engines, but with only two cyliudeis.) Frame
to be sprung back and front with leaf springs, and lined.

Large tank capacity, band brakes, 28in. wheels, 3in. tyres,

light car rims, automatic carburetter, handle starling,
waterproof iuagneto, twist grip control, long folding foot-

boards, dropped seat, front and rear stands, toolkit on
tanks, and with a road clearance of at least 6in.

For a lightweight machine, the new A. B.C. machine
recently described in youi- paper seems to fill the bill, if

same proves sturdy and reliable. The Douglas lightweight
two-speed also is an excellent machine for. local use.

Speaking generally as one who has driven motor cars

and cycles and buggies in this country, it astonishes me
that the use of the shaft drive as a means of transmission

Obstiaoting the Kiehway.
Sir,— In llic hope that this letter may be read by ilie

driver of the motor cycle and sidecar who nearly caused a

nasty spill on Sunday week near Kirkham, may I ask the
favour of a little of your space?

Position, T^ or 2 miles on the Preston side of Kiikhani
;

lime, 6.30 p.m.: motor cycle and sidecar with front towards .

Kirkham; condition of road good, but rather wet, as there
had been heavy rain for several hours earlier in the day

;

roadway on curve, and gradient rising towards Kirkham.
The sidecar was pulle;l up whil.-^t some adju.--.tment was

being made in the iiiiddh of the road. Owing to the curva-
ture of the road travellers in either direction could not
see the obstruction until clo?e nj]ou it. 1 was travelling
from Kirkham to Preston and came upon the sidecar at the
same moment that two cars, one behind the other, were
passing the stationary sidecar. The least error on the |jait

of one of the three drivers would have caused a seiious
accident.

Surely if a motor cyclist, sidecarist, or motor car driver
uishes to pull up it is incumbent on him to pull well into the
side of the road and leave as much room as possible for
both lines of traffic. To avoid a spill I had, to go so much
to the left, almost into the bank and on to soft ground, as
to endanger my own safety. Perhaps the motor cyclist will
know betier in future. " F.N.

for motor cycles is not more common, since with care such
a drive hardly ever gives trouble during the whole period
of usefulness of a motor, and in this country (where repair
shops are, perhaps mors than a hundred miles apart) the
reliability of the shaft drive, together with the even run-
ning of a machine built on the lines' suggested above, -vould
iimply repay a little extra cost -

Another point required in colonial machines is that the
folks (both front and rear) require extra width, and should
allow a clearance between the inflated tyre and the mudguard
of from 2in. to 3in., with Ijin. between the inflated tyre
and the fork on either side. With the narrow clearance
given by imported machines, I have often been compelled
to abandon my machine, when caught in a shower of rain
1 11 an unmade road wlierj the soil is sticky, on account of
the wheels gluing up, and in such cases nothing short of a

spring cart will shift the machine. I look forward keenly
every w-eek to the arrival of your paper, and w-ish the
•ame every success. E. GUINNESS.
Wyi heproof, Victoria, .Australia.

The Overseas Lightweight.

Sir,— I feel I must take exception to " Ixicui's " remarks
under the above heading in last week's issue. I succeeded
in taking a genuine lightweight over fifteen miles of trackless

IJartmoor. The machine weighed somewhere in the neigh-

bourhood of 130 lb., and was 198 c.c. I fancy the course was
as rough as bush tracks, veldt, etc., and tlie machine was
perfect at the end of it. I am prepared to do it again, and
"Ixion" c,in watch if he likes. JED MOYSEY.

The Necessity for Universal Rear Lights.

Sir,— Perhaps yon will have noticed a report in the daily

|jress of tlie death ol a Derby motor cyclist owing to over-

taking and colliding with a brewer's dray.
It was shown at the inquest that the lamp on the dray

^"howiug a front light was constructed to as to show a red
light at the rear, but in this instance the light was invisible

from behind owing to the manner in whicYi the casks had
•been loaded on the dray. It was airo mentioned at the
inquest that this class of vehicle was under no obligation by
law to show a rear red light. The jury, in giving their

verdict, added a rider to the effect that all classes of vehicles

on the road at night should be compelled to show a lear red
light.

On the top of this, the local centre of the National Cyclists'

L'nion passed at their last meeting a resolution that the time
liael arrived when all vehicles, including cycli-sts, should tjiow

a rear red light.

Now, this is very important, and is really getting on some,
as ill all the agitations over the rear tight question the
N.C.U. and tho'L'.T.C. have been the most active opponents
against the rear light being made compulsory for all dasccs
of vehicles. Now is the time for the R.A.C. or .\.\. to make
amends for their inactivity in the past, and bring the matter
forcibly before the Home Cttice authorities at a time when
their attention must necessarily have already been drawn to

it by the above mentioned verdict.

I might add that a similar accident occurred a few nights

ago with an unlighted-at-the-rearfurniture van, the poor
victun being at the time of writing still unconscious, wliil.«t

t does net seem long ago since liailey, of Leicester, met his

death in the fame manner.
The recasting of the whole Motoi Act is recognised as

being r«ally necessary, but, somehow, urgent necessity never
.-ten:i to ^tiike the pro.ent dav Parliamentarv philanderer.

A. i5. BE^NETT.

SLM.MARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
We have received from two of our readers appreciations of

the work done by the CaJne Automobile Co. during the nigbt.

, This information may be useful to others passing through
Calne.

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.
Dupliratcs of lihotocmplis RPlK-nriiic in " THE MOTOR CYCLE " will Iw

suintlictl at tlic fnllowiDp rates ; Cniooilnted prints, hatf-rlate. 1/6 post fn^e :

inmintcd. 1/9 p ist (n.c Tbis refers to pllotogmphs talten by " THK
:\I010Il CYCLE ' oiieiators.

Orile'rs. whieji most lie accompaniea with remittance Bliould be addressed to

the PhotoKTapliic r)..paTtmeiit— Iliffo and Sopk Limited. 20, TodorStreet
Lfiiuion. K.C.

CI
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An Open Hill-climb in the West.
Sporting Event on Weston Lane, held by the Bristol B. & M.C,

WESTON Lane, near Bath, was
the venue for the Bristol
Bicycle and Motor Club's annual
hill-climb on Saturday last, and

a perfect day favoured the event.

The hill starts with a gentle slope,

which gets gradually steeper till about
halfway, when it eases slightly, then
steepens again, and after an easy S
bend reaches its maximum gradient of

1 in 4| for a short hump, the length
of the timed section being almost seven-

eighths of a mile.

The field at the bottom of the hill,

which was used for parking the machines
and for weighing-in, presented a busy
spectacle before the start, for the club
officials took their duties seriously, and
it appeared that nothing was to be left

to chance. Professor Archibald Sharp
represented the A.C.U.^ and Mr. Alec
Ross officiated as starter. The timing
Avas done by synchronised watches. The

C X T
formula'

—

ttt
—^(as recommended by The

Motor Ci/clc) was employed.
At 2.30, the first class, for miniature

motor cycles, was started. Unfor-
tunately, there was but a poor entry,

and only two actually started. This
was the more surprising as machines up -

to 275 c.c. were accepted, thus letting

in a very large number of makes. Of the

. two, though F. White (2^ Premier)
passed our position much taster, E. W. K.
Proctor (2i Levis) was credited with

the best ascent by quite a considerable

margain. Results :

Time. Fig. Form,
m. s. of merit, pos,

E. \V. K. Proctor (2l Levis).. I Ii5 3877 i

F. White (2; Premier) 2 6* 1438 2

The machines were sent up at short

intervals, and in the first few classes

there was no delay between the events,

so that spectators were kept fully

interested. As usual, the excellent plan
originated by the Bristol B. and M.C. '^

of sending a marshal up the hill between
each class, bearing a notice to the effect

that the class was over, was again
adopted. Before each fresh class the
same marshal descended the hill with a

placard on his back stating which class

was to be run off next.

Class III., for motor cycles between
275 c.c. and 350 c.c. (expert and
general), produced six starters, of whom
F. G. Ball, W. W. Douglas, and F. G.
Hinton, on 2| Douglas machines, and
S. Brickinshaw (3 Enfield) all came up
very fast and left mncli room for specu-
lation as to results. G. B. Fry (2|
-A.J.S.) came np well, but K. C. Wright
(2| Connaught), though very steady, was
hardly fast enough. Results :

W. W. Douglas (2J- Douglas) . . i 7 4594
F. G. Ball (2j Douslss) 1 7j 533S
S. Brickinshaw (3 Eulield) .... i 13^

The entry for Class IV. was the same
. as for Class III. with tlie exception of
F. G. Ball, who could not ride as
experts were barred. Douglas lost a few
•seconds, and Brickinshaw improved his
previous time, with the result that the
pair tied for fastest time. Results :

W. W. Douglas (2.5- Dou£:las) . . 1 gj 4986 1

S. Brickinshaw (3 Enfield) ... . i , g| 5198 2

F. G. Ilinton {2J Douglas^ ... i 26* '
"

"

Glass V.—Motor cycles between 350
c.c. and 500 c.c. (general and expert).
In this class the times began to improve,
and W. Thoruhill on a'T.T. overhead
valve 3^ Douglas came up very fast,

being the first to cover the course in less

than a minute. P. H. A. Matthews,
though he rode beautifully, was imt fast

eiiough, probably owing to the fact that
his machine liad a' ne.v piston fitted.

This was a disappointment, . as he can
geirerally be relied on, to put up a fine

performance. F. W. Carryer's Royal
Ruby appeared overgeared for the hill,

but F. P. Davies, G. H. Fry, G. H.
Tucker, and H. Rhodes, all moimted on
Rudges, came up fast. Results :

VV. Thomhill (3.', Douglas) i7j s. 5189 I

G. H. Fry (3! Rudge) 64 J s.

F.' P. Davies (3.I Rudge) 05I s. 5592 2

Class VI. was the same as Class V.,
but expert barred, and produced much the
same results, though Carryer improved
his time and came into third place.

Results ;

W. Thomhill {3), Douglas) 59 5445 2

F. P. Davies (3;- Rudge) O4E 5389 i

F. W. Carr>'er(3.V New Imperial) 68g

As will be seen from the figures of

merit, Davies succeeded in beating Thorn
hill on formula.

There were but three starters in Class
VII. for machines between 500 c.c. and
750 c.c, of whom A. B. Wade (6 Zenith)
was perceptibly the fastest, though he
was somewhat baulked at the finish by
some cattle. H. A. Pritchard (4 B.S.A.)
came up very well, but cut out too much
and was rather unsteady near the top.

G. E. Powell (4 Triumph) made a good,
steady ascent, but his pace was not
enough. Results :

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) •^7! 6085 2

H. A. Pritchard (4 U.S. .-v.) (34 5864 i

G. E. PowcU (4 Triumpli) . . . . 78 *

Class IX. (unlimited, expert and
"general) was noticeable for the fact that
none of the fastest men were placed on
formula. Matthews rode Fry's Rudge

and put up his best performance. Wade
was again very fast, and Carryer,
Thomhill, aiid Brickinshaw all came up
well. G. H. Fry, on an 8 Zenith painted
white, came very fast, but was stopped
by a marshal's red flag and returned to
make another good ascent. Thornhill
was rather badly baulked by a competitor
whom he overtook. Results :

A. B. Wade (6 Zcnithl 353
W. Thornhill (3', Douslas) 578
G. H. Fry (8 Zenith) "

6is
' On Formula.

P. H. A. Matthews (3.V Rudge) 4671
S. Brickinshaw (3 Enfield) 4704

Class X. (same as Class IX., but expert
barred). Carryer. F. B. Davies, Thorn-
hill, Rhodes, and Brickinshaw all came up
very well. G. B. Fry's (2| A.J.S.) had
improved, and Proctor's Levis made a
wonderful ascent for its size. F. C.

Wasley (8 Zenith) was a non-starter, as

his engine seized just beforehand.
There was a long wait before each

of the last mentioned two events which
rather spoiled the interest, but the
trouble came about over the starting

numbers of a late entry, as the top time-
keeper had not been informed of his

presence. , Results :

S. Brickinshaw (3 Enlield) .... 56^
W. Thornhill (3! Douglas) 59!
h. P. Davies (3,V Rudge) . . : . . 65

On Formula.
S. Brickinshaw (3 Enfield) 3370
G. B. Fry (25 A.J.S.) 5293

Brickinshaw's performance was most
meritorious, and his pace most deceptive.

Class XI ^ was for sidecar machines up
to 500 c.c, general and expert, and H.
A. Pritchard (4 B.S.A. sc) and W. W.
Douglas (2j Douglas sc.) stood -out above
the rest as the fastest pair. The per-
formance of the little Douglas "was well
worth seeing, for the driver did not
change down till aftei the S bend.
Results :

H. A. Pritchard (4 B.S.A. sc.) 121? =;8.t9 i

W.W. Douglas (25 Douglas sc.) i 37? 6091 2

F. P. Davies (3^ Rudge sc.) . . i 43!

P. H. A. Matthews (3| h.p Rudge) at full specd-at tile second ben J on VCeston Lane, near Bath,
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The week's results on
Palmer Cord Tyres.

The successes we have to chronicle this week, while not so lengthy
as in our last advertisement are more than made up by the severity

of the course over which they were gained.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS'
TRIALS

Mr Norman Lea, 3} h.p. Lea-Francis GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. W.A.Davenport „ SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. H.Taylor, Junr.,3i h.p. B.S.A. SILVER MEDAL.

and at the conclusion of the trials the riders were

unanimous in their praise of the behaviour of
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Send for ilie Palmer Tyre Booklet.

THE P.\LMER TYRE. LIMITED,
ug, t2i. 123, SH.^FTESBURY AVEXUE, LONDON, W.C

Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyre and Repair Department:

103, ST. JOHN STREET CLERKENWELL. LONDON
Theme : Cily 1485 and 14S6 Tele^ams : ' Inwheeling. Smitu

BR.\NCH DEPOTS : Telegrams : Telephone Nos
GLASGOW ; 6, Royal E.vchange Sq. ' TyTicord " 857; Central
BIRMINGHA.M : Belmont Row
COVENTRY St. Mary's Street
NOTTINGHAM : Greytriars' Gate
LEEDS : 54, New Briggate
MANCHESTER : 263 Deansgate
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E.C._

Loodon.'

' Records '

534 Central
' Records "

170
' Records

'

1295
' r>Ticord

'

3202 Centca
' Tyricord

'

^646 Central
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In answcriiKj ihU. adctrtkcnieid it is dtiiralle to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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OHN IGGOTTltd
summer sale

OVERALLS FOR WIND,
DUST, OR RAIN.

" T.P." TOURIST SriT

RJ71. OUR FAMOUS "J.P." TOURIST OVERALL
MOTOR SUIT.

Strong and Waterproof, made of extra stout untear-
able Fa^vn Twill, double texture. This material is

specially recommended to stand the hard wear that
( )\'eralls usually get.

THE JACKET is made double-breasted, 3'>ins.

long, with Prussian collar, throat tab,^ inside wind
' uffs adjustable, tabs on sleeves, square pockets
stitched right through, cut roomy, with loops for belt.

THE TROUSERS are made in the Seatless
< K'eraU style, with spat and gaiter front, storm gusset,
I lip fastening. leathc'r waist and bootstrap, and shaped
i() ht well up in fork of leg.

This Outfit complete, is offered

during the Sale only at OQ/O
Usually sold 40/- fif3f 9

Seatless Trouser Overalls, 12/9 per pair.

Jaiketi or.ly 19/- Usual price 21/6.

KJ72. OUR WELL-KNOWN "IDEAL" WATER-
PROOF MOTOR CYCLE OVERALL SUIT.

! >ouble Texture Fawn Paramatta Jacket, made
dnuble-breasted with Prussian collar, throat tab,

\\ ind cuffs, and tabs on sleeves, square pockets
stitched tlirough. 36in. long, cut full in skirt with loops

for waist belt'. Leggings, single legs, shaped to the

thigh, gaiter form, storm gusset and strong leather

boot strap. This suit complete
'

offered during the Sale only at

RJ73. THE " BEAVERL!NE ' OVERALL SUIT.
Made in best quality Faun Cashmere Paramatta,
lined with a light plush lining. A smart suit and a
pliable cloth. Waterproof and well made. Double-
breasted Jacket, and Seatless Trouser Overalls, best

make and finish. Complete Suit, il C / C
Sale Price, 4il/

Jackets only 28/3. Usual Price, 33/6.
Seatless Trouser Overalls 18/3 per pair.

THE "J.P." 3,000 MILE
mOTOR CYCLE COVER.
"The Cover that HAS stood the Test."

MJX2.

23/9

Leather Belts for above Suits,

1/-, 1/6, 1/11 each.

"When ordering Motor Suits please state the chest
measure taken over Jacket worn,' and the inside leg

measure; this is most essential.

PATTERNS SENT POST PAID. :

SEATLESS OVERALL TROUSERS.
The only motor cycle trouser that

sufficiently protects the stomach.

RJ74 PIGGOTT'S SPECIAL OFFER.
Seatless Trousers made in strong double texture
Fawn Waterproof Twill, with storm gusset at leg,

leather boot and waist strap, gaiter and spat
front, well made, stitched throughout, all. seams

sewn and taped. SaJe Price Q/QP*^'^
Postage 4d. pair.

RJ75 THE "J.P." TOURIST SEATLESS
OVERALLS. Made of extra stout untearable
Fawn Twill, double texture. This material will
stand hard wear. These are made exactly as
those described above, as supplied with the

^' Tourist " Suit. "1 /D P^^
Trousers only, Sale Price I Lf Q pair.

RJ76. THE " BEAVERLINE "
. SEATLESS

OVERALLS. Made in the best quality Fawn
Cashmere Paramatta, with a soft plush lining,

well made and best finish. Thc>e are exactly as
supplied with the " Bcaverlme " Suit listed above.

Trousers only lQ/9 per
Sale Price pair.

MOTOR CYCLE LEGGINGS

For Knockabout Wear.

RJ77. Made in strong double texture
Fawn Twilt, with leather strap nnder
boot. All seams sewn and taped.
Just the Legging for knockabout wear.
In three lengths of leg, 28, 30, 32in.

Sale Prii;e /( /11
Postage 4d. 'if I I

RJ78. Double Texture Black or Fawn
Paramatta MOTOR LEGGINGS, made
in the plain pull-on style, no buttons
or fasteners, very easy to pull on and
ofi. Special Sale Price D/C per

Postage 4d. 0/ pair.

SIZES
0" STOCKED—

26in. X 2m. 26in ,x 2jin. 26 x 2!in.

BEADED EDGE OiN'LY.

GUARANTEED g^^ Ig\ WRITE FOR FREE
3,000 I i t% SAMPLE SECTION, SENT
MILES. Ai I \3 POST FREE.
Willi or without sidecar.

This Cover is made on the same principle as a heavy Motor Car Tyre,
viz

: under hydraulic pressure and not as the usual Motor Cycle Covers
which are usually a glorified cycle t>Te.

It IS composed of the best Para Rubl er, and fitted with a new Non-
skid Tread which nas been thoroughly tested and found to be an

absolute preventi\e of skidding.

We are so confident of the wearing properties of this

Tyre that we are guaranteeing it for 3,000 Miles.

GOGGLES, The New
''LA SVELTE."

Double Folding Shape with Patent
Spring Centre and Plush -Edges, well

ventilated. Special offer

Usual Price 3/9. A / CJL Postage
Sale Prj:e 1/ U2 2d.

BARGAINS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS, THE
' J.P.' RED CURVE MOTOR CYCLE BELT

<^^^g^-^i;i»J=£JP>- ^Vti''?»4X- "^ MJX8.

Non-Stretching !

Non-Cracking ! !

Non-Slipping ! I

!

The Belt is made of pure Para Rubber and Best Canvas, and is so
constructed that it will at all times take a natui'al curve.

Write for section.

Size lin. 1/7 ft., Jin. 1/5 ft,, Jin. 1/3 ft., fin 1/1 ft.

©M©

WRITE US TO-DAY, OUR
BARGAIN LISTCOIMTAIW
INQ 86 PAGES WILL BE
SENT FREE. OF SURE
INTEREST TO ALL IVIO-

TOR CYCLISTS.

lit answering this advertisement it is dcairahle to mention '^ The Motor Cycit.'
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An Open Hill-climb in the West.^

Class XII. (same as XI. but experts
barred) left Douglas a winner by |s.

from F. P. Davies, with E. A. Davies
(3^ Premier) tliird. G. H. Tucker pro-
vided the only failure throughout the
day. Results :

Time.
m. s.

W,\V. Douiilas (::i Douglas sc.) i 40
F. P. Davies (3-1 Kudge sc.) . . i 40J
E. .'\. Davies (3^ Premier so.) . . 2 5

In Class XIII., for sidecar machines
over 600 CO., R. Clayton was the first

to start on a 6 Matchless sc, but was
cjvertaken bv Wade (6 Zeiiitli), who

Fig. Form,
of merit, pos.

6368 I

8355 2

retiu-ned to the starting point, and after

a long interval came up very fast. He
was, however, beaten on time by G. H.
Fry on an 8 Zenith. The 8 h.p. did not
appear to be so fast, but this' was
probably because of its higher gear and
quiet exhaust. Results :

G. H. Fry (8 Zenith sc.) 110 7594 2

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith sc.) ... i 13 6381 i

R. Clayton (6 JIatchlcss sc.) . . 2 l6§

Class XV., for cycle cars under 1,100

c.c. produced only three starters, as F. G.
Cox (Morgan) had trouble and never
reached the starter. G. H. Fry (Morgan)
made the be^t ascent, but F. Stone
(Jlorgan) and W. W. Douglas (Douglas

CO.) both came up very well, the even
exhaust of the Douglas sounding like a

high-geared four-cylinder. Results

:

G. H. Fry (Morgan) . .
.".

t 28J EgdO 2

F. Stone (Morgan) I 42?
VV. W Douglas (Douglas) 1 44? 838S i

Stone was the onlj- one to n;ake an
ascent in Class XVI. (same as XV., expert
barred), but Douglas's time in the previ-

ous class was allowed to stand, whirh
makes him win on formula. Results :

F. stone I 40 11175 2

\V. W. Douglas I 44t 838S i

The above results are provisio;ial. iiiid

are subject to confirmation of tlie olu)'

committee.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Summary of Conditions governing Next Weeic's Trial, with Siieilield as a Centre.

QUITE a good entry has been re-

ceived for the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials, the total number of

riders being 132. The entry is

;;ls(j a representative one, comprising as

it dues all the best known makes.
The final regulations state that the

inmpeting machines must be at the
official storage depot, the Olympia
Skating Rink, Bramall Lane. Sheffield,

not later than 10 a.m. on the 5th inst.

•Here the motor cycles will be examim-d
to see that they comply with the regula-

tions. Petrol and oil tanks must be
filled prior to the presentation of the

machines. The starting of engines, re-

plenishment of fuel or oil, and smoking
are strictly prohibited in the storage

hall. Competitors only will be allowed

, fo enter the storage depot ; all otheis

will be excluded. No competitor may
enter the storage depot till fifteen

minutes before the time to start. The
official time will be noted on a clock in

the stftrage depot. Competitors are

earnestly requested to drive consider-

ately ill 'Sheffield, as the day's run will

finish at a point on the outskirts of the

town, but no stop may be made for

any other reason thaii the exi.gencies of

traffic between the timing point and the

depot. Any ciunpetitor who may be
prosecuted for excessive speed may, if

the stewards are satisfied that exce.ssive

speed was indulged in, be disqualified

by the stewards. Only those spare parts

may be used which have been carried on

the machine throughout the trial.

The Speed and Brake Tests.

Tile special tests aie as fuliow ;

A. Arcclfnjtion, ti'-<tiil hij n cotiihiitrc/

lust uiiil xli/ic cViinb.—The fir.st fifty

yards of a hill are to be climbed slowly,

and the following two hundred yards
are tu be clim)ie<l fast. Speeds below

5 m.p.h. on the slow portion or above
25 m.p.h. ou the fast portion will be
reckoned as 5 m.p.h. and 25 m.p.h.
respectively, and such speeds will earn
full marks. Zigzag driving on the slow
portion is not permitted. If a com-
petitor fails in the acceleration test, he
mny be allowed one mpre attempt

:

touching the ground with the feet will

constitute a failure. To calculate the
marks for acceleiation, the rate of speed
over the fast portion will be divided by
the rate of speed o\er the slow portion
and multiplied by six. The maximum
uumbei- of marks is thirty. '

.Anolher winding lest hill—Mam Tor.

R tnze Hill, near D,:re. which has a portion

of 1 in 4 graJient near the top. Note the

S bend.

B. Sliced Tiiuli.—The machines will

be tested for speed over a distance of
one half-mile on a level road with excel-

lent surface. The speeds that must be
attained to earn the maximum number
of marks are as follow :

Class A.—30 m.p.h,- Class C.—32 m;p.h.

Class P>.—37 m.p.h.
!
Class H.—36 m.p.h.

Class C.—44 m.p.h. Class I.—42 m.p.h.
Class D.—45 m.p.h. j Class J.—35 m.p.h.

Class E.—50 m.p.h. '< Class K.—40 m.p.h.
Class F.—28 m.p.h. |

Two marks will be deducted for every
mile per hour below the set speed.

O. Brake or Dccderalicn TcM.—The
brake test will be carried out on level

C5
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road; Competitors should approach the

starting flag at a speed of not less than
20 m.p.h. On parsing this flag the brakes
must be applied in such a manner as to

stop the machine in the shortest po.ssibl«>

distance. Every machine is to remain in

the place at which it comes to rest until

its position has been recorded. Both the
time and distance occupied in pulling up
will then have been noted and marks will

be awarded according to the figure ot

merit given by the formula :

Distance

Time-
Oompetitors should not-e that

:

1. The formula automatically compen-
sates for differences in the initial speed
of the riders.

2. Neverthelesj, any rider whose
initial speed is fcund^ on"calculation, to be
less than 18 m.p.h. may be disqualified.

3. There is nothing to be gained by
the application of brakes before reaching
the starting flag, but any competitor
guilty of so doing may be disqualified.

4. Any competitor falling off in the
brake test, or whose machine g'ets out of
"control, may be penalised ten" marks. .

|^#!^S#S1LE

D. Mudguards.—Machines may be
inspected at any suitable time during the
trial for efficiency and adequacy of mud-
guards.

E. Ftittartinfj.—Machines will be
stopped on the ascent of a hill, and, after

restarting, will be required to cover
fifteen yards within twelve seconds,
except i;i Classes B, C, D, and E, which
must co'.sr the fifteen yards in ten
seconds. Engine must be firing and com-
petitor se.ated before the completion of

the dictance. Two marks will be de-
ducted for every second or jjart of a

second in excess of the said twelve or

ten seconds. No second attempt will be
allowed.

F. Quid- ,Sti:!lliii/.—After a luncheon
interval machines will be tested for

quickness of starting. The machine
must not be touched until the word to
start is given, when the engine must be
started, and then, with engine firing and
competitor seated before the distance is

completed,

Motor bicycles must cover fifty

yards within 40s.

Sidecars must cover fifty yards
within 60s.

JULY 2nd, 1014.

Cycle cars must cover fifty yards
within 3m.

Passengers may be seated before the
commencement of this test. One mark
will be deducted for every second or

part of a second in e.xcess of the said

-^lOs., 60s., or 3m.
S. Numbers.—Both front and rear

numbers (supplied by the Union) must
be displayed. The latter, except in the
case ot cycle cars, must be worn on the
driver's back. vSlcls are provided in- the
number to allow of a belt being passed
through,

9. Order of Slurtinrj.—The order of

starting, which is determined by ballot,

will remain the sam.e throughout the
week.

10. Team Prize.—The Union offers a
prize for the best performance by a
team of three machines of the same
make, entered or nominated by a manu-
facturer or his duly accredited repre-
sentative before the start of the trial,

provided at least four teams are so
nominated.

All official notices will be posted at
the temporary local oflfice ot the Union,
193, London Road, Sheffield, where all

enquiries should be made.

Scottish Six Days Trial.
JUDGES' REPORT.

IT
is customary at the conclusion of a

long-distajice reliability trial for the
judges to give an indication as to the
general performance and conduct

of the trial 4 and at the conclusion of
the sixth Scottish Six Days Reliability

Trial the judges are of opinion that they
can state briefly the outstanding features
of the trial as follow :,

Dealing first with the entry, which
came to 125, this included practically all

the best known makes, and the entry can
therefore be put down as thoroughly
representative. The nnmber of gold
medals, fifty-five in all, is very satisfac-

tory. The number of retirals, forty-four,
is somewhat high, and can be accounted
for in the following way :

First,—A somewhat unnecessary rash-

ness displayed by some entrants in their
riding.

Second,—A decided weakness in frame
construction both of motor cycle and
sidecar, especially noticeable with regard
to pertain makes.

Third- — A somewhat unexpected
amount of mechanical trouble.

Of the machines that finished, the
great majority finished in very good
condition, considering the strenuous
nature of the trial.

Dealing with the hill-climbing per-
formances, these were, taken all over,

good, although a few riders appeared tn

have great difficulty on every one of the
observed hills.

The performance of the cycle cars was
good, and showed an improvement on
former years.

The protests were few in number, ami
would have been still fewer had entrant .'^

perused the regulations more carefully.
The judges -had little difficulty in

awarding the ^Manufacturers' Team Prize
to the Indian team, all three members of
which gained full marks. The Club

Team Prize was won by the Motor
Cycling Club, represented by three

Rover motor cycles, with comparative
ease. All the other special awards the
judges find impossible to allocate, as

several riders in the respective classes

put up equallv good performances.
With reference to W, B, C4ibb, No.

124, losing 10 marks under the condition
of machine heading, the judges, although
they take no account of accidents, feel

that it is only just to state that all the
damage was caused by fire.

On two occasions the route had to be
altered at the last minute through the
road being washed away, but the judges
are pleased to state that these altera-

tions were of little consequence, and were
carried through with comparative ease.

Finally, the judges have to comment
very favourabiy on the conduct of the
competitors during the trial.

An A.J.S- Sidecar cl="!ver starting from Preston in the N W -'\-.A. team triiil Observe the

long Ime of competitors-
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" LIST
Illy ^th.—York County M.C.C. Second quarterly trial.

,, -^th.—Dul,l:n and District M.C.C. . Rcbabilily trial to Gleudalough, 3 p.m.
,. ^th.—Coatbridge and District M.C.C. CUib run to Troon, 2 p.m.
,. ^Ib.—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre). Reliability triat for

sidecars and cycle car^.

,, Jib-— Middlcsbrougb and District M.C.C. Run to Casticton for Stockton
bill-clinib.

.. 4ih.^l-iii<biiry Park C. and M.C. Run toCanv*\- Islaiui. Sovithfnd-on-Sr.i.

OF WEEK-END CLUB EVENTS
j

July Sth.—Folkestone and District M.C.C.

8th.-

Sth.r

8th.-

tjth.-

Run to Waklershare Galleries

^.30 p.m.
Plymouth anrl District .M.C.C. Hill-climb at Moorshop, 6 p.m.
-Kilmarnock and District M.C.C. Papcrchasc, 6.30 p.m.
CartlitT and D.strict M.C.C. Speed-judging contest.
North-West London. Gymkhana at l-'inchley Horticultural Show,

5 p.m.

Crossgates and District M.C.C.

Tile quarterly .speed trials were held on the 24tli idt. on
a straight half-mile; good sport was witnessed and fast

times obtained. Results :

Soi.o.—I, H. Braithwaitc (3^ Triumph); 2, J. 'I'etley {4 Triumph).
Sidecar.— i, R. Horsfall (4 Bradbiir>') ; 2, H. Braithwaite (3^ Triuniphl.

The course xvas over a private road, which is considered
the fastest and best for such events in the North of

England.

Middlesbrough M.C.C.

thi .June 24th the competition for the Gjers Cup wa.s run
utf over a course of 206 ntiles from Middlesbrough to I'enrilli

and back. The winner proved to be C. \V. Smith (3 Entield),

who thus holds the cup for twelve months, and also wins a

gold rnedal. The second man was J. H. Dale (4 Triumph)
and the third F. Dixon (7 Indian £C.).

Dorset A.C.

Hill-clinibing competitions aie fixed to take place on
.lulv Sth, and a suitable gradient in the shape of Zigzag
Hill, Shaftesbury, has been selected for the event. Tlie start

-will be at 1 p.m., and late entries will be accepted u[> to

July 4th at an extra fee of 2s. 6d., although in the ordinary
way entry forms should have been sent in by .Tuly 1st. In

all. there are four class^^s of events, which are as follow ;

I'lass 1.—Cars (c.c. exceeding 1,100).

Class 2.—Cycle cars (c.c. not exceeding 1,100).

('lass 3.—Motor cycles with, sidecars.

Class 4.—Motor cycles solo.

The handicaii for cycle cars and for motor cycles (solo or

otherwise) will be determined from the following formula :

Total weight in lb.

Time in sees, x c.c. of cylinders.

Further information can be obtained from the hi.n. se-c .

.M. J. Piayniond, The Croft. Wimborne.

North-West London M.C.C.

The members' hillclimb was held last Saturday on a

fresh hill near Boviugdon, and produced good sport, with
the following results :

WOn Formula ^ ...g

joor.c— I, J. F. Filch (3* B.S.A.)
1.000 c.c.— I, W. C. Knight (8 Bouudp-Jap) ; 3, H. Marshall (7 Indian).

1,100 c.c. (Passenger Machine?).—1, A. 1. Dreydel (7 Matchless s.- ) : -.

C. H. Auty {4 Jaincs so.)
; 3, Wc-lby King (7 V.S.-Jap so.)

On Time.
Solo.— I, H. Marshall (Indian) ; 2, W. C. Knight (Bounds-Jap).
Passenger.—i, W. C. Knight ; 2, A. J. Dreydel.

The speed trials on the previous Saturday took place over
a deserted straight stretch of one mile on a by-road in

Bucks. All classes were included in one sealed handicap,
which disclosed the following winners :

J. P. H. Goddard izl Douglas) 47.7 iii.r.h.

2. H. J. Pooley (3i Premier sc.) 37.9 m.p.h.
3. W. E. McKay (5-6 Bat sc.) 51.5 m.p.h.

On Time okly.
J. S. King Smith (5-6 Bat) \ .

.'

65.3 m.p.b.
2. W. E. McKay (5-6 Bat) 64.2 m.p.h.
3. \V. C. Knight (S Bounds Jap) 51.^ m.p.h.

Cheltenham M.C.C.

confined to amateur members took jdace;

Result

:

R. F. D Baker (7 Indian), 4S0

A competition ^...

on the 2dth ult. over a difficult couisc
I, P. \V. For.l (3J B.S-.A.t. 500 mir.vs

3, P. O. EUnlmlds (3! Neiv HuJsoii), 470.

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C.
The recent hill-<liiiib at Kop Hill result .'d in a win for

S.. .John E. Srhcffl.'r (Sj Premier), who made fastest time
and was first on T/ir Motor Ci/rle formula.

.Inly fixtures inclnde a sixty-mile non-stop jaunt, and a
fault-finding com|)etition in connection with the dub picnic.

Coatbridge and District M.C.C.

The above club held a flying half-mile on the 24th ult.

I'esults :

3^ h.p. T.T. C'.ass.— I, J. C. Sword (Triumph), time 36is. ; 2, H. Law^on
(Premier), time 36IS.

3I h.p. Tocrinc Class.—J. Rennie (Triumph), time 42|s.
Touring l-iciinvEiciiTS.—T. .A. .McCre.adie (Sunbeam), time 52JS.
Sidecars.— H. Clark (Triumph!, timo 54s.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the 18th nit.

over a thirty-five mile circular couisc, including Shap Fell.

The winner's average worked out at slightly over 190 m.p.g.
Result

:

formula.
I.. S. Parker (ij Scott).. 47
N. .Alib.ilt 13I RoviT) . . 38

formula
G. W. Braithwaitc (3J Rudge) 35
M. Oliver;on l2j .-^.J.S. sc.) . . 2|

Blackheath and District M.C.
A night trial took place on the 20tli ult. The first com-

petitor was started at 10 p.m. for Hythe. On the leturii

journey the first competitor left Hythe at 3.30 a.m., arriving
at Farningham in time for breakfast. Results

:

Total error at checks.
1. W. L. Strour^ (3i Rudge-.Multi) 2m. 3r|s.
2. G. W. Povnton ("7 Matchless sc.) 3m. 2ois.
.;. C. \l. H. Pinkerton (7 Indian sc.) dm. 5?s.

Cardiff and District M.C.C.

The annual speed trials were held near Cowbridge on the
20th ult. The event was a great success, there being sixty-
fcnir entries. Results : - "

Class I. (Touring Lightweights).
Sawyer (2J Enfield).

Class If. (T.T. Lightweights).— i. A.
Saw-ycr (2'^ Enfield).

Class III. (Touring Machines, 560 c.c.)

2, L. E. Sawyer (2S Enfield).

Class IV. (T.T. Machines, 560 cc.)— i, Luther Davies (3^ Norton)
Dart (3i Triumph).
Cuss'V. (Touring Machines, 750 c.c.)— i, A. B. Wade (5-6 Zenith): 2, E.

Chapman (4-5 Zenith).
Class VI. (any Machine 750 c.c.)— i, A. B. Wade (5-6 Zenith) ; 2, W. Pollard

(3J Stevens).
Class VII. (Unlimited Machines).—i, S. H. Williams (7-9 Indian) ; 2. E.

Chapman (4-5 Zenith).

CLASff-VIII. (Touring Sidecars, 560 cc.)—I, H. Davies (3i James).
Class IX. (any Sidecar 560 c.c.)—i, J. Barron (3.V Wright).
Class X. (any Sidecar 750 c.c.)—I, .\. B. Wade (5-6 Zenith) : 2, E. Chapman

(4-5 Zenith).

Class XI. (UnUmitcd Sidecars).—i, A. B. Wade (5-6 Zenith) : 2, E. Chap-
man {4-5 Zenith).

LASS -Xl!. (Unlimited Cycle Cars).—I, J. W. Foreman (8 Morgan).

A. M. Jones (2J Dougkis) : 2, L. \i.

M. Jones (23 Douglas) : 2, L. E.

Lather Davies (3J Norton)

;

E.J.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
—o

—

,!ulv 2 9.18 p.m.
,,' 4 9.17 p.m.

,, 6 9.16 p.m.

„ 8 . ... 9.15 p.m.

Calthorpe Trophy Awards.

The olEcial awards of the Sutton Cold-

fie]d miniatiire trial are now announced.
The gold medal winners are as given in

our last issue, page 858, and the follow-

in" win silver medals : N. Hall (2 O.K.),

T." G. Meeten (2 O.K.), W. Hudson (2

O.K.), A. F. Hint (li Dayton), G.

Striinge (2 O.K.), L. N. Bennett (2

Calthorpe), H. Hoffman (2 N.S.U.), T.

Peek (2 Calthorpe), and T, Pollock (2

Dunlviey).

Wanted an S.P.C.E.

''As we passed through Cheltenham
during the past week-end w« noticed an

extraordinary vehicle being propelled

along the road by an Auto Wheel. It con-

sisted of a Cycle and sidecar carrying three

childr<?n besides two adults. We take it

that the ovi'ner is content with strictly

moderate speeds, but though the per-

formance speaks volumes for the Auto
Wheel, a society should certainly be

formed for the prevention of cruelty to

engines.

Motor Cycles on Cigarette Cards.

Advertisers are ever on the look out

for some new idea to create public interest,

and the motor cycle has now been brought
into use in this way. iMessrs. Golds,

Ltd., of Birmingham, arc now issuing

cigarette cards with photographic repro-

ductions of various motor cycles and a

few Tj'ords as to their special merits
printed thereon.

F. W. Barnei Recovering.

We have received a letter from F.

W. Barnes, so well-known in connection
with Zenith motor cycles, saying he is

going on well after ,liis bad fall at Wey-
bridge when piloting the car containing
Queen Alexandra and Empress Marie of

liussia on their journey to Brooklands
on the occasion of the recent Red Cross
demonstration. It seems that a police-

man signalled to Barnes to slow down
and then apparently waved him on, but
again got in the way, with the result

that the rider, to avoid running over
the policeman, swerved violently and the
machine turned a somersault, Barnes
receiving several severe injuries to his

head. This unfortunate accident e.x-

plains his absence from last week's speed
trials.

"

Hill-climbing- in Switzerland.

An Internationa] hill-climb took place

on the 21st ult. from Nyon to St.

Cergues. The distance is 145 km., and
the rise about 700 metres. Piesnlts

:

Motor cycles.—Class I; (2E0 c.c), C.

Perrottin (Motosacoche), 15m. 53|s.

Class II. (3t0 c.c), L. Progin (Motosa-
coche), 13ra. 52ts. Class III. (EOO c.c),

C. Lavanchy (Motosacoche), 12m. 34is.—
record. Class IV. (7o0 c.c), Alfter
(Moser St. Aubin), 13m.. 18?s. Sidecars.

--Cla;s VII. (too cc), .1. Neher (Moto-
sacoche), 21m. SOfs. Class VIII. (7£0

c.c), E. Gex (Motosacoche), 17m. 47s.

As will be noticed, the Motosacoche
machines scored a great triumph.

The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.

Fifty-nine entries liave been received
up to the present for the Motor Cycle
Grand Prix, or Motor Cycle International

Cap race, which will be held at Le JIans
on .August I5lh. There are two classes

—

-

up to 350 c.c, for which there are
twenty-four entries, and up to 500 c.c,
lor which there are thirty-ti\e entries.

Altogether there are twenty-four English
entiles, and these are Bailey, Steel and
Alexander (Douglas) ; Ma.';on and Bownas

SPECIAL FEATURES.
—o

A.C U. SIX D.SiVS TRIALS NEWS.

A NEW TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINE.

THE WEEK'S COMPETITIONS.

(N.U.T.); Stewart and Trail (N.S.U.)

;

Newman (Ivy-Precision) ; C. G. Pullin,

'T. E Green, and S. A. Rowlandsoii

(Rudge); A. Fenn and N. -Holden
(B.S.A.); W. F. Newsome, A. Clayton,

and J. Cocker (Triumph) ; and another-

Douglas rider; L. Boston ' (N'.U.T.)

;

Emerson and Lees (A.B.C.) ; C. T. New-
some (Rover); C, R. CoUici'' and H. 1.

Colver (Matchless); A." RiddeJl (Cal-

thorpe) ; and P. Douglass (Blackbume).
This is the. largest English entry for any
motor cycle race meeting yet held in

France.

The International Six Days.

At a. special committee meeting of the

Union Motocycliste de France it has
been decided to reduce the average
speed for sidecar machines while on tiie

lour days of the trial starCing from
Grenoble from 30 to 28 km. an hour.

This concession will be appreciated by
(he drivers of sidecar machines.

THE N.W.A.A. TRIAL.

A driver ot a Triumph 'sidecar passing less (ortunate competitors on one ot the test hitl=

near Oakenclough. The N.W.A.A. can always be relied upon to find severe test hills
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Colwyn Bay Speed Trials.

For the Colwyn Bay speed trials on

Saturday next, organised by the Mersey
(Liverpool) M.C., there are upwards of

a hundred competitors in the different

classes.

Large Two-stroke Engines.

Two large-sized two-stroke twin-cylinder

engines are on the stocks and will, we
anticipate, shortly be ready for review

in these columns. The advent of the

larger sizes of twins will be watched with

interest in view of the fact that makers

of this type of engine have, with one or

two exceptions, confined their attentions

to small engines suitable for .lightweights.

A Trial for Enfield Riders.

A reliability trial, open to users of

Entneld motor cycles and tidecar combi-
• nations, was held last week, in Leeds,

under the auspices of Mr. A. J. C4reen-

wood. Twenty-seven riders started, and

twenty-three completed the course to

time, "the other four being late owing to

tyre troubles. The winner proved to be

VV. Finnerty, who rode a 6 h.p. Enfield

combination, on which he gained the

twenty guinea cup oft'ered by the Enfield

Cycle Co., Ltd.

British Team in the International Trial.

England has already nomimited her

team for the Interna'tional Six Days
Trial to be held at Grenoble from August

3rd to the 9th, which will be constituted

as follows :

350 c.c. Class.—T. C. de la Hay (2%

Sunbeam).
500 c.c. Class.— \V. F. Newsome (3i

Triumph).

C. R. Collier (7 Matrhless sc).

It will be remembered that the British

team proved victorious in the Lake Dis-

trict last year.

H. V. Colver is to drive one of the

Matchless machines entered for the trial.

There are a good many English entries

from private owners and others, and we
would again earnestly urge those who
require accommodation on the steamers

to communicate with the .\,C.U,

pir®isC^iL]
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i FUTURE EVENTS. |
^^ Jul? 4. -Glasgow M C.C. TweWp Hours Trial. =
= July 6-11.—A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS. =
:rz Sheffisld as a centre. zz

= July i3.—Midland Light Car Club Open -—— Trial, for Cycle Cars. ^= July iS.— Liverpool Amateur M.C.C. Open rr:= Trial. =— July i8. M.C C. Menbers Meeting at ^^
n: Brjoklinds. ZZ= July 25- B.M C R-C. Race Meeting. =
=: N W A.A Gymkhana. ^^= Aug 3-9.- F.I CM. INTERN.ATIONAL SIX == DAYS TRIALS. Grenoble as =— a centre. ^^^

=: Aug 15. Eises M C Race Meeting at ^^
I^ B.^ooklands. zz= 3ept 6 9.- ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL IN =
=z HOLLAND —
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii^

Leading Firms not in the A.C.U. Trial.

Notwithstanding the excellent entry of

132 for the A.C.U. Six Days Trials next

week, we notice the absence of trade

entries from such important firms as

Rover, Rndge, B.S.A., Indian, Zenith,

and F.N. There must surely be a reason

for this abstention from the most im-

portant reliability trial in England, and
one can only conjecture what the manu-
facturei's' grievance with the .A C U.

really is.

Scottish Trials Results.

The Md'-C. tc.ini, represeulfd by 1).

H. Xoble, C. T. Newsome, and t!,

Fcatlierstuidutugh, all inoinited on 3^ h.p.

Rovers, were awarded the club prize.

.\ silver medal has been awardod to ,

T. Tennant (3i h.p. Rudae Mulli).

The reason H. Newey, who drove an
Ariel with three-speed .\riel connter-

.haft near, gained no award, was that

he unfortunately went off the course on

the last day, and was disqualified.

Errors creep into even official pro-

grammes, and we learn that the descrip

tion in the programme of the Scottish

'I'lials of the gear used on T. Silver's

7-9 Quadrant sc. was incorrect, and
that Silver used a ihiee-speed .Tardiue

gear box, which gave every satisfaction.

We also learn that the 3i Edmund,
ridden by R. G. MacGibbon, was fitted

with an Enfield two-speed gear.

21

Two-strokes and Lightweights.

A special " two-stroke and lightweight

number " of Tht Motor Cycle will be
issued on July 23rd.

Debut of the Twin Rudge.

The first illustrated description of an

entirely new machine—the 7 h.p. twin-

cylinder Rudge—appears in this issue.

The Bristol B. and M.C. Hill-climb.

On goma; to press we learn that the

results of "the Biistol B. and M.C. hill-

climb, as published on another page,

have been confirmed by the Hill-climb

Coniinittee

M.C.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

Thirteen events are on the piogramme
.of the M.C.C. sixth 'private race meeting

at Brooklands on Saturday, -July 18th,

The first event—a three-lap handicap race

for 550 c.c. machines—is timed to start at

1 p.m., and the final event at 6.20 p.m.

Timekeepers and Open Competitions.

The Auto Cycle Union desires to

inform club secretaries and others

interested in the promotion of open com-

petitions that it is laid down in the open

ciiui|)etition rules of the Auto Cycle

Union that where results of any particular

competition wholly or in part depend

upon time, then official timekee|)ers of the

L'ninii must be emijluyed

Ihe Fontainebleau Circuit.

In broiling weather this race was run

off over varying distances for the different

classes on the 28th ult. .Motor cycles and

sidecars from 250 c.c. to 1,000 c.c. com-

peted, and in the 500 c.c. cla.«s. run over

450 km., A. G. Fenn, riding a 3j B.S.A.,

inoved an easy winner in 6h. 6m. 42s.

Tile other classes resulted as fcfllow :

250 c.c. solo, 360 km., Kleiii (Terrot) ; 350

c.c. c-lass, 450 km., Vulliamy (Alcyon)

;

503 c.c. class (sidecars), 360 km., Lom-
biiul (Gladiat(u-) ; 750 c.c. class (sidecars),

36'J km., .Meuiiot (ReneGillett) ; 1,000

CI. class (sidecars), Allenav (Indian).

There were many special prizes, the Grand
Prix de France for sidecars being won
bv the .Motosafoche team.

CIRCUIT DE FONT.AINEBLEAU.

Scene at the start. As will be seen, numbered waistcoats, similar to those A G. Fenn, winner o( the 50D c.c. class, on a 3! h.p. B.S.A.

used in the Isle of Man, were worn by all the competitors.

cia
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS ROUTES.
Official Maps, Dislances and Times of Arrival.

SHEFFIELD

3-(ASSlKCTQ»

HE following aie the piin-

cipal places of intPi-est

passed through during; the

five days' running of the

A.C.U. Trials, which start on
Monday next. The leading com-
petitor is due to pass the points

named at the time against each.

'I"he total distance to be covered

during the trial is 674^ miles.

FIRST DAY.— Sheffield (8.0 a.m., first

competitor), Monsal Dale (9.15), C'owdale

(9.501, Congleton (11.0), Rudyard Lake

(11.40). Lunch. Leek (1.20 p.m.), Mat-

lock (2.55), Sheffield (4.41). 135 miles.

SECOND DAY.—Sheffield (8.0 a.m.),

Matlock (9.45). Leek (11.16), Rudyard
Lake (11.24). Lunch. C'owdale (2.15

p.m.), Stoney Middleton (3.9), Sheffield

(4.6). 124 miles.

TO Matlock

THIRD DAY.—Sheffield (8.0

a.m.), Stainborough (8.54)

(acceleration test), Bariisley

(9.30), Doncaster (10.33) (speed

and brake tests). Lunch.

Chesterfield (3.9 p.m.), Dron-

field , (4.20), Sheffield (4.47).

116i- miles.

FOURTH DAY. — Sheffield

(8.0 a.m.), Penistone (9.20),

Holmfirth (9.57), Halifax

(11.11). Lunch. Hcbden
Bridge (2.0 p.m.), Littleborongh

(2.50), Marsden (3.54), Brad-

field (5.6), Sheffield (5.41. 15^
miles.

I FIFTH DAY.—Sheffield (8.0

a.m.), Derby Inn (10.30), Tod-

mordcn (11.9), Hebden Bridge

11.39), Halifax (12.17 p.m.).

Lunch. Holmfirth (3.16),

Stocksbridge (4.12), Sheffield

6.12). 147 miles.

SIXTH DAY.—This is devoted to an examination of the competing machines by the judges in the Storage Hall, Sheffield.
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,LfDGE-\VHIT\VORTH, LTD., of

Coventry, have decided to market
a. 7 h.p. twin-cylinder machine
which is suitable for solo or side-

car use. It is well known that the
Kudge_ Co. have been studying tlie twin-
cylinder question for some time past, and
have had many designs on paper, but
the new production wliich forms the
subject of the drawings and photographs
accompanying this article will be found
to follow very closely Eudge practice in
engine design.

Despite the large capacity of the
engine, viz., 998 c.c, the new Rudge
twin gives no impression of clumsiness

—

indeed, the latest design is a very taking
machine in appearance, its symmetry
at once evoking favourable comment. As
regards the bicycle portion of the
machine, this follows Rudge practice in

every particular, so that it is the engine
orilv with which these notes deal. Single

A NEW RUDGE TWIN.
A 7 h.p. V Type Engine for Solo or Sidecar Use.

23

Details of the Rudge twin-cylinder engine.

and twin Rudge engines arc inter-

changeable in the standard design of

frame, which is surely an attractive point.

The multi-gear is of precisely the same
design as on the 3^ h.p. model, and, of

course, belt drive is used. What may
seem curious on first thoughts is that

belts last as long on the big twin as

on the 3^- h.p. mount, but this is due
to the more even pull of the twin as

compared with the single.

Features of Design.

The cylinders, which hav3 a bore and

stroke of 85 X 88 mm., are set at an
angle of fifty degrees, and are de.^axd or
' offset " in relation to the crankshaft

to the extent of half an inch. Forked
big end bearings are used, fitted with

lollers, and lollcr bearings are also used
I at the small ends. The offsetting of the

Valve side of the new 7 h.p. Rudge; showing induction pipe, overhead inlet valvea, and
position of chain driven magneto.

cylinders is claimed to have a beneficial

effect in equalising the lubrication.

Despite the fact that there are no baflfrs

to either cylinder, it is found in practice
that the cylinders are quite evenly lubri-

cated, and, in iact, during the tests the
engine has undergone, the first trouble
with a sooted plug has yet to be recorded.

Simplicity in (he Timing Gear.

The timing gear is very neatly
arranged, onlv three timing gear wheels
being usi'd. I'he two cams are, of course,
similar m shape, and moreover the four

rockers are interchangeable, which
system is an advantage in assembling the
engine, as obviously it is impo.ssible to

lejiiace a rocker in its wrong position.

The valve lifters are very neatly
arranged. Brackets are cast with the
crank case to support the valve lifter

wire, the wire casing for the rear
cylinder being disposed underneath the
projecting timing gear case. The inlet

valve rockers aro much bigger and

sturdier than on the singl -cylinder

machine. The pistons are of the standard

Arrangement of tappets and rear exhaust

lifter on : he 7 h.p. Rudge.

design, having Hat tops and a piston

ring top and bottom with diagonal slots,

the walls of the piston.s lieing recessed

:36Ra': "if^-^-ntT^^'-M^:^''

Belt side of the new 998 c.c. Rudge on which the standard Muhl gear is employed.

CI9
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A New Rudge Twin.—

at the sides. The valves are the same
as those used on the 3^ h.p. machine.
The new Rudge— we named it the

"Kudge Miiltwiii " in the absence of

fometliing better—has great promise.

These who have been privileged to try

it up to the present are quite enthusiastic

in its praises. Right from the commence-
ment the engine has given no trouble,

despite the fact that it has been sub
jected to the most rigorous tests.

For instance, in the first six

days of its e.xistence it had
covered a thousand miles, mostly
in coiniection with the " Rudge
Mail Seiviie," winch consists of

sidecar t:arriers running bacU-
vvards and forward.'? between the
Rudge Works at Coventry
and Birmingham with several "SV*

hundredweight rjf goods. A The
change of drivers was pro-

vided, and the twin was kept at

work from .early morning till late at

night. In addition, the machine has

been taken over several severe trials

courses in the iVlidlands, and up all the

lest hills on the Cotswold Range. Bird-

lip is no match for the outfit, and it has

proved its ability to start from a stand

still on this steep hill. The Old Wyche
at Malvern has been scaled with ease

on this powerful newcomer. With a 3J

inlet pipe bhown slid back to allow removal

of front inlet dome.

to 1 top gear, the new twin with side-

car attached will keep up a steady^ fifty

miles an hour, and users assure us of

the remarkable absence of vibration in
the engine.

Economical Running.

As regards consumption, with a sidecar
it_ has been found to be in the neighbour-
hood of fifty miles per gallon on difficult

roads, but it is hoped to do better than
this later. The Rudge tank design is

eminently suitable for a sidecar, for it

will be remembered that the large tank
is used solely for petrol, and has a
capacity" of 2^ gallons. The oil is

carried in a special compartment at the
rear of the seat tube, and the oil pump
is operated by a pedal on the right
footrest.

Shortly we shall be able to speak of
the new Rudge " Miiltwin " from prac-
tical experience on the road.

List of Competitors in the Six Days Trials.
132 Entries Mainly Composed o( Motor Cycles. (For Routes see page 22.)
Motor Bicycles.

JJougias Bros. [2^/^ Douglas)
Douglas Eros. (2^4 Uuuglas)
Douglas Bros- (2.i4 Douxlas)
D. M. Brmvn I3'fi Eover)
Norman Lea [3'4 Lca-Frauulsj
W. A. Daveuiiort (3'4 l.ta-l'iaii' i-1

A. J. Sprostoii (314 Lea-Fraiici(.:l

0. I. I'rancit. (3'4 Lea-FrauLisl
Oswaia Birsc |3V.. N.U.T.I
Ernest Keel (3^,!. N.O.T.)
.'James RobiiKori (3',!. N U T.l

.Fames Allday (3'/. James)
O. O. Hentrey (3V.. Ariell

W. J. Montgomery (5 Mont^omeryt
F. W. Auulebee (3i/.. Motosacoeliel

J. Olililiaot (3'/j I'reuiierl

J. S. Hiilioyrt (3"i,;. Blaekliiirnel

F. W. ChapiQan "(4 Triuiniili)

(italiam Price (5 Bat}

L. A. Bees (4 L.M.CI
R. C. Boxer 15 BatI

VV. A. Vicliels-Edwards 'S Ariel)

C. W. Smith |4"/, Bat)
W. E. Cook (6-5 A.S.L.)
Max Heiuzel (2 N.S.D.l
J. H. Kerr (314 N.S.tJ)
A. Kirk (31/j Anel)
Wm. Percy (3'/.' Wt'lliui^tuii)

W. B, Little (3i,i I'remicO
(J. A. Gregfon W. Bat)
W. H. Egginton (6 EnRelHi
H. J. Beat (4 LM.C.)
]'. W. Mafflatt m'i Douglasl
Albert E. Catt (4 Triumph I

B. J. Sims (4'A Batl
Frank May (25i A.J.,S.)

F. C. Do la llay (3% .Sunbeaiiil

J. W. MoHatt (31/j Sunbeam)
C. E. Nokes (SV., Sunbeaml
Karl E. Don (5 Zenith I

n. Green 14 Triumph)
W. Westwood (4 Triumph)
R. Fenn (4 Triumph)
W. G. Ayling (l'/, Dayton)

Alei F. Flint (1'/.. Dayton)
.). D. Drysdale (2i,i Connaught)
If. Graham Dixon (3V.: Jamot)
1'". M. Davy (3'/. Norton)
T. .J. ttoss (4 Triumph)
V, Underhill (3',^ Overseas)
S. ftawer (3V.! Premier)
K. H. Clark (3Vj James)
I.. Newey (3V> Ariel)
F. C. Norton (3% Ariel)
W. P. Tippett (3Vj Hunibcrl
J. Drew [2V' New Imperial)
E. IL Littledale (3V_' Ariel)

N. T. Downs (2V2 New Impeiia))
1'. S. Taylor (2V' New Imperial)
K. V. Vl'alters (3'/. P. and M.I
I'. Shaw (3V> P. and M.)
W. C. Drake (3V'_> P. and M.)
S, Tubb (31,!, Humber)
F. (;. Edmund (S'A Humber)
A G. Cocks (2y2 Clyno)
If, Pearson (21/2 Clyno)
ii Gray Barnard (3V2 Suabeani)
Jesse Baker [S-'/t Scott)

W. Fox (3 Enfield)
S. Parker (6 Enfield)
G W. Wilkins (2i/a Lerisi

li Haddock (2% A.J.S )

W. Russell I3V2 Quadrant)
.!. Woodhouse (3V> Quadrautl
O. Q. Roberts (3V> Blackburnel
W, Leslie Guy (3^,1 Scott)

R. Lovegrove iZ^A Scott)

E. Ji. Glissou (6 Bex)
J. Richards (6 Sun]
Hubert M, Parsons (4 WoUl
H. Vivian White (4 Woll)
U. F. Edtvards (3V. Blackburuel
F 0. Wasley (4 Leader)

O. P. C. Ci.llier (3% (irauaexl

Neville Hall (2 O.K. JunioH
B J Ohinn (4 Wolf)
Rex G Muudy (2 O.K. Jnuion
W. H, Loiigton I.Z\'-. Aihhiys)

F. Timcv I )

Sidecars.
H. Finch (31/, Premier)
F\ K. Langtoii (5 Ariell
R- 0. Davies (8 Chater-Lea)
A Pilkingtou, jun. (8 Rex-Jau)
C, R. Collier (7 Matchless)
R E. Guest (7 Matchless)
G'. Hunt (S Campion)
T. H. Edwards (6 Sparkbrooki
P W. White (7-9 Premier)
Ja.^- L. Nortou (4 Norton)
P Piatt (6 Bradbury)
Fred J, Watson (3V2 Ariel)
T. H. Edwards (6 Sparkbrook)
Jack Haslam (3Vl. Premier)
Eli Clark (8 .Leader)
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless)
H. Gibson (5.5 Clyno)
F. Smith [5-6 Clyno)
E, Sidwell (5-6 Excelsior)
.1. -Stevens (6 A.J.S.)
K Williams (6 A.J.S.)
T. Silver (8 Quadrant)
T. Stevens [4r,4 James)
T. H. Edwards (6 Sparkbrook)
.Sam Dewire (6 Rex]
A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S.)
Geo. Nott (5-6 Clyno)
Williamson Motor Co.. Ltd. (8 Williamson)
Norman Longtou (7 American Excelsior]

Cycle Cats.
H- F, S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
i'. Newbold (9 Warren.Lambert)
W, D, Hawkes (10 Victor.Piecisioal
S. C. Westall (10 A.C.)
L. Scott (10 A.C.)
A. F. Miller (6 Humberette)
E. B. Slater (10 J.B.S.)
II. Greaves (8 Enfield)
M. D. Graham (10 Morris-Oxford)
G. W. Hands (10 Calthorpe)
W. Jamee (8 Morgan)
Gordon Arm.strong (10 Goid .n)

It Ellis (8 Morgan)
W. G McMinniefi (8 Morsanl
The ballot for starting numbers was

to take place to-day (Thursday).

T^venty=t^vo

ON the 28th ult. the North-Western
Automobile Association held
another reliability trial over a
course in the district between

Lancaster and Preston, which was nearly
as severe as the last one held in the Peak.
No fewer than twenty-two teams, com-

prising^ eighty-eight competitors (sidecar
and solo mixed), were entered by the
various clubs affiliated.

,C2o

N.W.A.A. TEAM TRIAL.
Teams Compete Together over a

Abbeystead Fell, although rather short,

proved an obstacle to many of the riders.

The second portion of the trial included
the Trough of Bowland from the York-
shire and much more difficult side, the
easier side having been climbed in the
morning. JVlany of the riders were
baulked and had to run into the bank.
The results, as declared late in the even-

ing, are as follow :

Severe Course.
1. Chester Cluu.—-Four non-stops.

Full mileage, 294. Error' of 14m. 3s.
J. Morrey (5 A.J.S. sc), H. Marston (3^
Rudge), E. J. Nevatt (3^ Rover), and
R. Dutton (5 Matchless).

2. Rochdale "B" Team.—Four non-
stops. Full mileage. Error of 32m. 47s.

3. Preston "B" Team.—Full mileage
and four non-stops. Error of 68m. 2s.

Beautiful weather favoured ,the trial.
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Coerphilly Open Hill-climb.
Keen Contests on the Welsh Mountains.
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A Douglas rider al the bend on derpliilly Hill 'n Class VI.

TIK Caerphilly open hill-climb tooU place on Thursday
last under ideal conditions, under the auspices of the
South Wales .-Vutomobile Club and the Cardiff Motor
Club. The (limb has considerable importance at-

tached to it in Welsh motoring circles, and is ahvaj's certain
to attract a large- entry. The hill is 1.194 yards in length,
and has a total rise of 387 feet. The Y'radient at the
steepest part is 1 in 6.2. The promising weather oullooU of
Thursday morniuf; induced thousands of people to visit the
scene of the climb, and the mountain side was crowded with
spectators at an early hour. It would, indeed, be a difticull

matter to find a hill more suitable tlian Caeiijhilly for a
climbing contest ; it is a really severe hill, not only in
gradient, but also as requiring great skill and judgment on
the part of the riders. At the bottom there is a slight
downward gradient for some yards whicli enables the
machines to get going before commencing the ascent. There
are three difHcult bends, which were responsible for many
thrills. At each of the corners the road is cut through the
hillside, forming a bank several feet high on either side. It

was on these banks that a few of the competitors came to
grief. For those classes which were determined on formul 1

W
, . ryi (The Motor Cych formula) was used.

The first class to be run off was that for sidecar machine.";

A. B. W'ade (5 Zenith) came up at a tremendous pace, but
at the last bend daslied up the bank and almost overturned,
but completed the climb in Ini. lots., the fastest time in thr
class.

It is to be regretted thatrthe cycle car class attracted onl>
three entries, while only two actually competed. .J. B.
Buckingham (12 Buckingham) made a good climb in Ini.

15|s. H. S. F. Morgan, driving an 8 h.]). Morgan, started
.
well, but burst a tyre.

Record for the Hit! Broken.
The 353 c.c. class was productive of some clever ridinJ.

W. D. Gills (Zl Douglas) came up well, Imt wobbled alarm-
ingly at the final bend and lost time. The fastest tim.e was
made by H. R. Davies {2J Sunbeam), who made the ascent
in Im. 9|s. A. W. Jones ran up the bank at the second
bend, but remained in his saddle and continued the climb.
At the final bend, however, he again went several yards up
the bank, and turned a complete somersault. He was fortu-
nate to escape injury, while his Douglas was but slightly
damaged.

In the 530 c.c. class for louring machines there was only
one competitor.
The 500 c.c. single cylinder racing machine class followed.

Here the fastest time was made by C. T. New.some (.n hi.-

Rover. Pollard's Stevens-Precision had a remarkably
strident e.-chaust and climbed well, while the smooth, purring
rnsh of Shirley's Singer gave an impression of high speed.

Only Two 500 c.c. Twins.
Only two machines—both N.U.T.'s—competed in the twin-

cylinder 530 c.c. class. H. .'Vshton (X.U.T.) lost several
seconds through rushing up' the bank at the second bend.

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) made the fastest time of the
day in the uidimitcd capacity class. He made a most

H. Davics (Norton) travelling well past the hrst corner
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Caerphilly Open Hill-climb.—

excellent climb, taking the bends without wobbling. His
time was Im. 2|s. This knocks 2|s. off Newsome's previous
fastest time foi' the Caerphilly Hill. Results :

Class I.

—

For Machines not exceeding 350 c.c. (Determined on formula.)

m. s. Fig. of Merit.

1. H. R. Davies (2J Sunbeam) i 9^ .1811
2. C. V. Wood (2 J Douglas) ' i 11^ . 1475
3. L. E. Sau->'er (cj Royal Enfield) i 2i| . 1367

Class II.—For Touring Machines exceeding 350 c.c. but not exceeding
500 c.c. (Determined on formtala.)

I. H. B. Davies (3^- Sunbeam) i 17I .i-57

Class 111.

—

For Racing Single-cylinder Machines not exceeding 500 c.c-

(Decided on time.)

1. C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) i 7f
2. H. R. Davies (3^- Sunbeam) i 9I
3. J. Cocker (3.V Triumph) i 105

Class I\'.—For Racing Twin-cvltnder Machines exceeding 350 c.r,,

BUT NOT EXCEEDING 500 C.C. (Decided on time.)

1. F. J. Tanner (3.V N.U.T.) i 19!
2. H. Aston (3J N:U.T.) i 35

Class V.

—

For Touring Twin-cvlinder Machines exceeding 500 c.c,

BUT NOT EXCEEDING ijOOO C.C (Detemiincd on formula.)

1. A. B..Wade (5 Zenith) i 9s .1185
2. T. P. Geen (7-9 Indian) i 16 .0792

3. E. E. Chapman (5 Zenith) i 28J .07601

^OTmiLII JULY 2nd, igi4.

Class VI.

—

Unlimited Capacity. (Decided on time.) m. s. Fig. of Merit.

1. C. T. Newsorae (3^ Rover) i 2?

2. V. Harrison (3V Triumpli) i 10

3. J. Cocker (3^^ Triumph) i 11

Class VH. — For Machines, Capacity Unlimited, with Sidecar and
Passenger. (Determined on formula.)

1. A. B. Wade ^5 Zenith) i 16? ".137S

2. C. T. Newsome (3^ Rovet) i 39 i .1225

3. L. Davies (4i Janies) i 433 .1116

Class VIII.

—

For Cycle Cars not e.xceeding 1,100 c.c. (Determin?d on
formula.)

I. J. F. Buckingham (12 Buckingham) i i5i -1755

Class IX.

—

For Touring. Machines not exceeding 560 c.c. (Determined
on formula.)

1. H. Davies {3?. Norton) 1 z\% .1222
2. W. Giles (2J Douglas) ; i 27 .1121

3. A. Sgonina (5 F.N.) i 5,i\ .0770

Class X.

—

For T.T. Machines not exceeding 500 c.c. (Decided on time.)

1. C. V. Wood (2j Douelas) i 125
2. W. Pollard (3 J Stevens- Precision) ;. .

.

i I7i .

3. H. Davies (3A Rover) i 18

Class XI.

—

For Twin-cylinder Machines exct-.eding 480 c.c, but not
exceeding 1,000 c.c (Determined on formula.)

1. T. P. Geen (7-9 Indian) ii6s .0783
2. E. E. Chapman (5 Zenith) i 30 .0740

Forthcawl Open Speed Trials
Keen Contest on the Sands.

ON Saturday last Best Bay was the scene of the

annual open speed trials organised by the South
Wales Automobile Club and the Cardiff Motor Club
jointly. Despite the fact that there were other

competitions of various sorts taking place on the same day,
the entries were "well above the average, and with the hot,

summer-like weather which prevailed, and the excellent

organisation, the meeting must be regarded as one of the

most successful in the history of Welsh motoring com-
petitions. The start was delayed a couple of hours on
account of the high tide and the wet state of the sands.

As the tide receded, however, the course soon dried, and
after the car events had been run off, was in splendid con-

dition for the motor cycles. The usual crowd, numbering
several thousands of spectators, assembled on the cliffs,

which act as a natural grand stand, and from which a good
view of the races can be obtained.

The various classes were run off with the utmost regularity

and precision, enabling the programme to be concluded at

a reasonable time.

Class I., for lightweights up to 350 c.c, produced five

starters, and resulted in an easy win for L. E. Sawyer on a

2| Enfield, his time for the straight mile course being
Im. IS^s. (46.04 m.p.h ) 22|s. separated A. W. Jones
(Douglas) from H Button, also on a Douglas the former
gammg second place m Im 23^s

In the 560 c.c. class, the violent acceleration and remark-
able pulling powers of Turner's 3^ A^.U.T. attracted a

good deal of interest, and for the first couple of hundred
yards his chances of winning appeared very rosy indeed.

When half the distance had been covered, he wobbled and
slackened speed. In a moment Cocker, on the Triumph,
shot ahead, while Hill (Rudge) also passed the N.U.T.
with ease. When near the finish, Britton, riding a B.S.A.,
spurted, and beat Turner for third place by Is. only. The
winner's time was Inr. 8|s. , l^s. ahead of the second
machine.
Some good speeds were witnessed in Class III., for

machines up to 1,000 c.c. S. B. Briggs, riding a powerful
8 Campion-Jap, won his heat in Im. 2-^s., and in the final

improved |s. on this time, his speed being 58.53 m.p.h.

This was the fastest time of the day. H. W. Tamolyn
(7-9 Indian) also rode well, and covered the course in

Im. 7|s. V. Harrison (Triumph) beat Turner, the N.U.T.
rider, for third place by |s.

The 600 c.c. sidecar class followed, and here .T. C. Moore,
on a 3^- Rudge, enjoyed an easy victory in Im. 25s. A Sj
and 4^ James were second and third respectively. The
former, ridden by H. Davie.^, beat the 4^ machine with the
greatest possible ease.

The 1,000 c c. sidecar class saw the Campion Jap agani
Mctoiious Biiggs did not start so well as expected, but

Just after the start of Class II., for 500 c.c. machines.

C24
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L. Davics (James sidecar) starting al the Porthcawi speei triais

picked up wondeii'iilly and accomplislied the course in
Im. llJs. (50.56 m.p.h.). J. C. -.Moora (Eudge) passed the
finiijhing post 8fs. later, E. E. Chapman (5 Zenith) being
third in Im. 42|s. .

The cycle car class was one of the most interesting contests
of tlie day, although there were only three competitors.
It was a close race between J. F. Buckingham's 12 h.p.
Buckingham and H. E. Moon's 8 h.p. .Morgan, the
icsult being in the balance until the last 150 yards or so,
when the twelve horse machine steadily forged ahead. As it

was. the finish was a near thing, the ^lorgan being defeated
by 2|s. only. The tliird competitor was W. D. Hawkcs

Im. 20.<.. 141s. behind(3 Victor-Precision), whose time
the Buckingham.
The complete results are as follow :

Class 1.—Fon .\I.\cnixES not e.vceedi.nc -350 c.c. (Open).
Heat 1.

Uore & Stroke.
L. E. Sawyer (aj Royatiiiiliel.ll 54 X 75

Heat '2.

H. Britton (2J Douglas) Ool x
Final,

I.. E. Sawyer (2} Royal Enriekl) 5,^

Titn

f>0 .li^

A. W. Jones (2} Douglas)
II. Ilrillon (2.5 Dougl.is)-

Class II.—I'OR .M\r:it\j-

7=1

Ooi X 60
Got X 60

G. Cbrkr (3I Rudgc) 85
Heat 2.

L. Hill (3! Rudge) - 85
He.il 3.

1-, J. Tamer (3.1 N.U.T.) 70
l-iii.il.

.1. Cocker (3; Triumpbl 5,
L. Hill (35 Rudge) Ss
H. Britton (3.! B.S.A.) 85
V. J. Turner (3I N.U.T.I 70

; NOT ENCE^iniNG ^(",o c.C.

Heat

lui. i81s.

nn. 23ls.
un. .(fis.

(O.lel,

M.r.u .

45. J^

J4 n.i

X 8S

:- 641

ss
^ 88
y. 88
X 64!

nn. lOjS.

nn, 8ji
ini,''jos.

itn. i62s.

ITll. itijs.

93 nil. 7'S 53-41

6S I in. Sis. 52- 63

77i Itn. 2 is. 57. 8S

77S iin. r?s. 58.1.3

0! IIU. 7ils. .53^'
S5 im. lOS. 5'-43
&,:• nn. lojs. 50. 85

Class 111.

—

For Machini* not ExcErioiSc i.ooot.c. (Opcn^
- - Hc.it I.

T. P. Gcca (7-9 Indian) ti2 1 <

Heat 2.

V. HaiTison (3] Triumph) 85 X
HcAt 3.

S. B. Briggs (S Campion-Jap) 90 X
I'inal.

S. B. Briggs {8 Campion-Jap) go X
H. W. Tamblyii (7-9 Indian) hz\ v
\'. Harrison (3^ Triumph) 65 "

F. J. Turner {31 X.U.T.) 70 .'

Class IV.— For Sidecar Machines not kxci^eoixc 600 c.c. (Open).

J. C- Moore (3i Kudge) bj x S8 im. 26s, 41.86
H. DaNics (3i James) 86 X 96 i:n. 303s. 37-31
L. Davics (4J James) 86 x 103 iiii. sijs. S^o*^

Class V.

—

For Sidecar Machines not exceeding 1,000 c.c. (Open).
S. B. Bnggs (8 Campion-Jap) go x 77^ ini. iiis. 50 s*""

J. C. .Moore (3A Rudgc) Cj x 88 im. 30s. 40.130

E. E. Chapman (5 Zenith) 70 x 85 nn. 4235. 35 . i-j

Class VI.

—

For Cvcle Cars not exceeding i. 100 c.c. (Open).

I. F. BucUingham (12 Buckingliam) .. 89 x 88 im. 15J5. 47-75
H. E. Moon (d Morgan) co X 77\ im. i8is. 46.04
\V. D. Hawkcs (8 Vicior-I>rccision) ... 85 X 88 im. 3CS. 40.00

Class VII.— For Motor Cycles not exckkuing 350 c.c. (Closed).

L. II. Sawyer {22 Royal Enlicid) 5+ X 75 im. i7ss. 46-,')X

A. \V. Jones (2 j Douglas) 6o.ix 60 im. 40SS, 35 Eo
h. \V. Sbannan (2-^ Douglas) 60^ X 60 2ui. 20s 25.76

Class VHI.

—

For Machines not exceeding 560 c.c. (Closwli

W. Pollard (3J Stevens-Precision) 85 x 88 im. 12s.' 50.00
I. C. Moore {3! Kndge) 85 X 88 im. i3is. 49.18
II. Davies (3! -Vortn.) 79 k :oo ira. igjs. 45-3-*

Class I.\.—For Machine,s not e-xceeding i.oooc.c. (Cluseilj.

J. P. Boanl (7-9 Indian) 82* x 93 im. 3JS. 5O.43
T. P. Gcen (7-0 Indian) 821 X 93 nn. 8g£. 52.63
W. Pollard (jj Stevens- Precision) 85 x 8S im. 14s. 48,65

It will be &Gcn from the above that, although good speeds
were attained, no oiie succeeded in reaching the mile a
niiiinte gait during the meeting.

SCOTTISH A.C.U. MEET AT CALLANDER.
BKACTIFrL weather luiiditioas favotired tli- aimu.il

meet of motor cyclists at Callander, under the auspice.s
of tne Scottish Auto-Cycle Union. Over 150 were
present, mounted on ail manner ol machines, from

tlie ininiature two-stroke to the more elaborate big powered
sidecar combination, while many club member.s made the
journey from headquarters by car. The trophy presented
by the Smi/'mh C'l/iii.-i and Jlvlor Ci/clinl was won by the
Glasgow M.C.C., whose meml'ers had an aiigregate mileage
of 1,995 miles to their credit. The wiuning club is arrived at
very simply, the total mileage being obtained by multiplying
the distance from headrjuarters to Callander by the number
of members checking in at the meet, checking in time being
limited to the hours between 4.30 p.m. and 6 p.m. Last
year several of the competitors arrived a few minutes after
the latter hour, and were in consequence unable to sign on
for their club. One or two were in a similar predicament
'HI Saturday. The Inverness Club, which won the trophy
Lust year, traversed the longest distance, tlieir headquarters
being 149 miles from Callander, and as eleven of their mem-
bers made the journey on Saturday they totalled the splendid
mileage of 1,639, which gave them' second place. Ne.xt to the
Clla.sgow M.C.C., fifty-seven of whose members were preseirt,
the Dnndee M.C'.C, witli twenty-one members, had the next
largest turnout. Tlie following are the various mileages:

Glasgow M.C.C., 1,295; Inverness M.C.C., 1,639;
M.C.C., 1.286-i ; Campbeltown JI.C.C, 8283; J^erlh

477; Edinbtn-gh M.C.C. 309; Wishaw il.C.C, 178
of Scotland JI.C.C, 140; Calhcart AI.C.C, 70;
.M.C.C.. 541; and Stirling M.C.C., 16.

Dundee
M.C.C.,
; West
Falkirk

a^ £1

An Edinburgh participant arrives on a home-made cvcit cai
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SPEED TRIALS IN THE AIDLANDS,
Successful Open Meeting under Pleasant Conditions at Castle Bromwich.

THE Birmingliara M.C.C. liave every reason to be satis-

fied with their speed trials on Saturday last.

Perfectly ideal weather favonred the event, the sun's

rays being tempered with a fresh breeze, \vhich

served the double purpose of slightly assisting the riders and
blowing the dust away from the spectators in the enclosures.

These were well arranged, and a word of praise is due to the

excellent catering arrangements, tea. being served in a

reserved enclosure at small tables—a much pleasanter arrange-

ment than the usual get-what-you-can-how-you-can sort of

scramble so often met with. A band was also in attendance,

and the large number of spectators followed the racing

very keenly, as was evidenced by the applause which greeted

any particularly good run.

The track selected was not in good condition, being rather

rough, "and towards the end of the afternoon it got very

Icoie. It had the merit, however, of being perfectly flat and
straight, but the pull up was none too long, and the fastest

machines required careful handling to bring them to a rest,

as a curve had to be negotiated. However, no one had any

real ditticulty, and not a single accident of any sort occurred

during the afternoon.

The Birmingham Playing Fields at Castle Bromwich. would
make a perfectly ideal" place for motor c.ycle racing, and we
could not help feeling that if only the ground could be pre-

pared it would be possible to run lialf a dozen machines
abreast with perfect safety on such a vast space. Such a

spectacle would certainly draw large crowds, and would be

preferable in e\'ery way to the recently proposed Jiidland

"saucer" track.

A New Eight Valve Racing Engine.

To turn to the speed tiials, quite the most interesting

machine present was C. R. Collier's 7 h.p, il.A.Cx.-engined

Matchless. This engine, of 995 c.c, is fitted with four

valves per cylinder, arranged on the overhead principle.

The rocker arms are superimposed, and the whole engine

bears the imprint of most careful design. The valve springs

are unusually strong, and the genera! finish superb. It has

the most beautiful " note," and Charlie Collier will

firobably attack short distance records with it shortly at

The valve mechanism of the new twin-cylmder engine fitted to

C R. Collier's racing Matchless.

C. R. CoDier and his latest racing machine— a twin-cylindef

Matchless, which is fitted with an eight valve (overhead) engine,

rated at 7 h.p. He will shortly attempt records on this machine.

Brooklands. How fast this machine really is we had no
means of judging" on Satuj'day, because the coarse of five

hundred yards with only thirty-five yards for a flying

start is not sufficient for a, single-geaied machine to get

going, all out, and, in addition, Collier obviously was taking
no risks Avith the pull-up. and always cut out some time
before ci'ossing the finishing line. Therefore his best

speed of 16-|s., equal to 53.2 m.p.h., rirust be looked upon
as remarkable. It was equalled by A. J. Brewin on a big
Zenith of the sape capacity as Collier's machine, but the
CJradua gear proved invaluable for a quick start, and as a-

pure speed machine Collier's JIatchless must be awarded
the palm.

C. R. Collier and H. V. Colver were also highly successful
in the 500 c.c. classes with the T.T. iMatchless machines
they rode in the Isle of Man.

Wonderful Speed by a Single Cylinder.

Quite one of the finest performances of the afternoon
was achieved by J. W. Draper riding a 3^^ Triumph with
I 1909 engine, when riding in Class 9 for racing machines
up to 500 c.c. He first of all tied with C. R. Collier (34;

Matchless-M.A.G.) and H. Riddell (3^- Precision), all three
doing 18| sees., but in the run off, whereas Draper could
only equal his previous speed. Collier knocked off a fifth.

But Draper got a reward in Class 15 for an.y solo machine,
when he was first on formula. It was in this class that
Collier and Brewin deadheated on their big machines, but
Collier won the run off by f sec. in 15^- sees. From an
old engine Draper got amazing results. He was using a
very clever pulley of his own iuvention. He set it at a
certain point for starting, but directly he got going he
braked the outer flange with his foot, when the gear
imnwdiately went up to the highest point. This proved
in^-aluable for getting a quick start, and the acceleration
of this old Triumph was remarkable. It was also in beautiful
"' tnne " and "revved" in the most amazing manner. The
remainder of the racing was interesting, and during an
interval Albert Jlilner gave a clever exhibition of trick
riding on a Baby Levis. Some of the tumbles he under-
went would have done credit to any star variety performer,
and great amusement was caused by a certain photographer
imploring Mibier to come a cropper to oblige for a good
snapshot, which he instantly did ! The events were run
off with great promptitude, and there were no irritating
delays, with the result that the meeting was concluded
soon after six-thirty. Events terminated with an "old
crocks" race, open to machines built previous to the end
of 1907. This was won by J. H. Priddey on a 3 h.p. Rex
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Mr L. IF. Spencer cU'mbinj a gradient of i in 2' 7 lo the suinmil ol Dx:ikernj Bzacon, 1707//. abooe sea level.

DEVON HILLS BEATEN BY A LIGHTWEIGHT.
A Triumph for the "Precision Junior" Power Unit.—Famous Test Hills climbed.

F01{

thoroughly letting the powers of a motor cycle there

is nothing like a trip from London to Devon. There

13 a 200 mile journey down, and when yon get tliere

a splendid series of hills on which to try the hill-

tUmhing powers of the machine. For this purpose indeed

Devon is the finest county in the British Isles.

Mr. L. W. Spencer has put a " Little Giant " Motor-

cyclette fitted with the "Precision Junior" Unit through tliis

strenuous test, and writes nioJt enthusiastically of the result.

The journey down through Gloucester and Uristol was per-

formed, of course, with ease, and the first hill of any conse-

quence—Porlock—was covered without a falter. Lynton Hill

was next attacked, and the little macliine made an unhesi-

tating non-stop climb. Of the next ascents Jlr. Spencer

writes as follows

:

"The next climb was Station Hill. Lynton, the precipitous

road to Lynton Railway Station. Station Hill is really in a

class by itself. Its commencement is covered from side to

side with deep loose macadam, and the surface from top to

bottom is abominably loose. To almost any ordinary motor

cycle it is practically unridable, and I do not believe it lias

been climbed half-a-dozen times in its history. The light-

ness, however, of my macliine made all the difference ; for

it seemed to just skim over the stones on its way to the top,

which was quite easily reached without trouble or hesita-

tion. I have never seen people so amazed at a hill-cHmhing

feat as a number of onlookers were at the way the machine

took this hill. They were astounded at the way the machine

pullid.

" We next made for Beggar's Roost, where so many motor-

ing reputations have been lost. It is certainly one of the

worst of the Devon test hills, and on more than one occasion

have I had to retrace my steps from its precipitous gradient

on various makes of motors. But not so to-day. The

monotonous ease with which the hill was climbed seemed

ridicult';i.s. We found it was simply necessary to push the

III ansivcring this ndverClicnient it is

bike across the road for it to start anywhere on the hill—

a

truly wonderful performance.
" As I was particularly anxious to try the little machine on

some really tough work more of a Colonial character, we
made a trip to Dunkerry Beacon. The path leading to the

summit is a mere boulder-strewn heather track. I had

ridden it a few years ago on a 3^. but what had then been

an ordca! became on the motorcyelette the simplest of rides.

With the engine just ticking over and one's feet on the foot-

boards it was possible to steer the machine in perfect com-
fort over the roughest parts of the track. The path concludes

by surmounting the mount which forms the Beacon, at which

the gradient is probably 1 in 2. It certainly seemed to tax

the power of the machine more than any other hill, and 1

just succeeded in going straight up it to the foot of the

cairn. The ease and handiness of the motorcyelette on this

little excursion finally proved to mewliat the Snowdon climb

had already demonstrated, that it is the ideal machine for

really rough work, and its possibilities for Colonial work are

tremendous."

It should be remembered that the "Little Giant" which

came so splendidly through this exacting test was an ordi-

nary machine with standard gears. The whole machine is so

light that it can be lifted. Its appearance is extremely neat
—" clean cut "—the frame is specially strong. Because of its

lightness it skims through snow and slush and gets over

rough roads with ease. There are four models—two for

gentlemen and two for ladies. Ac ordinary belt-driven

model at 25 guineas (a similar model for ladies at 26 guineas),

and a special chain-driven model, with girder forks, 2iii.

tyres, and all necessary equipment at £30 (for gents) and

30 guineas (for ladies).

Enquiries, especially from agents, are invited. They should

be addressed to The Little Giant Motorcyelette Co., 101,

High Street, Uxbridge, ;Middlesex. (Telephone :
184

Uxbridge.)

desirable lo mention " TIce Motor CijrU." C29
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Let your Plugs be "Forwards
and no trouble will

spoil your tour

They are the best

by far, and
quahty that ensure-,

freedom from
anxiety, troublt

,

and mileage un-
attainable with an\

other make.

ih.an Forwa rd

Type C
l,e Gold

Plug-

TYPE C. SECTJO.M.

Dkar Sirs, Cricklewood.
I have much pleasure in informing you that I have gained a

Gold Medal in the Scottish Six Days Trial, usnig your Fasteners and
Plug, which both gave every satisfaction.

H. F. EDWARDS.
GEf-'T=, Sheffield.

You will be pleased to hear I got through the Scottish Six Dayv
Trial without loss of any marks. I climbed all test hills and gained all

bonus marks. The Fasteners never failed rae once, and we had sonie

very severe climbs indeed. The Plugs gave me every satisfaction,and
T will do my best and recommend to all I meet. I also made a non-

stop in the M.C.C. Trials the Saturday before, my total mileage for

tlie 7 days being about 1,500 miles-

S. SAWER

4,000
MILES
INCLUDING the FOLLOWING
FINE WINS — on ONE

MIDLAND
BE>LT
^ By Mr. T. Thompson, of Mile End, Portsmouth :

lune 13Lh—Brooklands 150 Mile T.T. Race, Special Class'

FIRST.
Previous events on same belt

:

September 3rd—Southampton and District Hill Climb al

East Meon. FIRST.
September 10th—Broke Record for Stamshaw Track.

GOLD MEDAL.
October 15th—Portsmouth and District M.C.C. Speed Trial.

TWO FIRST PRIZES.
Hill Climb, last week, June 17th, Portsmouth. FIRST and

SECOND.

This belt has done altogether 4,000 miles, including all the

above events, and was still in use when our representative

called upon Mr. Thompson on the 24th June.

SCOTTISH
6 DAYS
TRIALS
Mr. A. Downie, on a 2^ h.p. A.J.S., fitted with Midland

Tyres, secured a

GOLD MEDAL
He writes :

"
1 am pleased to report that your tyres stood the test

splendidly, the back tyre only showins signs of wear. 1 Iiad a no-trouMe
run throughout, not even a puncture ; in fact. I had so much (ajth in

your tyres that I did not carry a spare."

C30 In answering these adveTtisemenis

THE MIDLAND RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS : Ryland St., BIRMINGHAM
LONDON DEPOT; 31-34, Eagle Street, Southampton Row, W.C
Coventry Depot : Priory Works, New Buildings. Glasgow Depot :45l.
Eglinlon Street. Cardiff Depot : Plymouth Street. Milan Depot : Via
Sirtori 6. Amsterdam Depot : 50. Lange Leidsche Dwaars Straat.
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Speei Trial in tlie Midlands.—

of 425 c.c, which "legged it" in fine style, and coveied
tlie five hundred yards in 27| seconds.

Quite a number of machines call for favourable commert
by reason of their capital displays. A 2| h.p.. Diamond,
ridden by H. S. Greatwich, ran e,\ceedingly well, and
annexed the class up to 350 c.c, being first on both time
and formula. The design of this machine is most pleasing,
and its powers of acceleration admirable. Braid's 3^ Norton
also .showed a fine turn of speed, and throughout the after-
noon the various 3^ h.p. -James machines ran wonderfully
consistently.

In conclusion, a word of praise should be given to the
various officials, who worked throughout most expeditiously,
and to the timekeepers for the very prompt announcements
of the formula results.

Results of the Racing.
Cl.\ss I.—Singlc-cjiliidcr Motor Cvcics not exceeding 200 c.c. Experts

barred. On linif,— i, .A.. Milner (1} Lcvi'i), 27(5. : 2. B. Norris (2 O.K.), 2855. :

3, G. Strange (2 O.K.), 282s. Oa formula the results were the same.

Class II.—Solo Machines over 200 c.c. and up to 350 c.c. E.\pcrts barred.
—I, H. S. Greatwich (23- Diamond), 20s.; 2, H. Hanks (3 Enfiekl), 2its. ;

3, H. Greaves (3 Enfield), 22s. The winner's speed was 51.2 rn.p.h. On formula
the results were the same.

Cr.ASS 111.—Solo Machines over 350 c.c. and up to 500 c.c.—Experts r r, C. K.
Collier (35 Matchless), i8Js. ; 2, H. V. Colver (3! Matchless), iSJs. ; 3, A.
Pollock ( >! Precision), igjs. Speed 55.6 rn.p.h. Collier was also first on formula.
General: i, R. J. P. Braid (3V Norton), igjs. ; 2, E. Smith {3} Regal), 2oS5. :

3. .A. Pollock (3.1 Precision), 203s. Speed 51.65 m.p.h. On fornmla L. Hadlcy
(3 Enlicld) was the wiimcr.

Class \'.—Solo Machines over 500 c.c. and up to 750 c.c.— 1, E. Hopkins

(5 Abingdon), ig^'s. 2, H. Jcphson (6 Zenith), 2o!s. : 3, L. Edkins (6 Ivy-Jap),

Ills. Speed 52.7 m.p.h. On formula Hopkins was also the winner.

Class VH.—.Solo Machines over 775 c.c— i, A. McKenzie Cott (8 Ivy-Jap),

i8js. : 2, G. T. Walker (7 Indian), igjs. Speed 55.6 m.p.h. On formula

McKenzie Cott was also the winner.

Class I.X.—Racing Machines up to 500 c.c.—C. R. Collier (3! Matchless),

J. \V. Draper (3 J, Triumph), and H. RiddcU (3 J Precision) all tied with i8Js.

On the ruu-o:l Collier won in i8s., Draper being second in i81s., and Riddell

third in i8^s. , Speed 56. 9.m.p.h.

Class X.—Racii'g Machines over 500 c.c.— I, A. J. 13rcwin (8 Zenith), K.J^. ;

2, C. R. Collier (7 .Matchtes-M.A.G.), I7is. ; 3, Harry Reed (8 Dot), I7.'i3.

Speed 62.4 m.p.h.

Class XI.—Sidecars up to 350 c.c.—i, H. S. Greatwich (aj Diamond), 25SS.

;

2, E. V. Pratt (23 Calthorpe). 23-Js. ; 3, J. J. Woodgatc (23 V.T.S.), 31 Js. On
formula Greatwich was also the winner.

Class XII.—Sidecars over 350 c.c. and up to 500 c c.—i, K. Holden

(3; B.S.A.), 24ts. ; 2, J. L. Norton (35 Norton), 255s. ; 3, F. R. Banks (35 Regal-

Green), 25|s. On fonnula Holden was also the wiimer.

Class XIII.—Sidecars over 500 c.c. and up to 750C.C.— i, H. Jeplis

m

(6 Zenith), 25JS. ; 2, H. .Smith (1 Regal). 25?s. ; 3, H. J. Cos (6 A.J.S.), 25)4.

On formula the wiimer was T. Pollock (3i James).

Class XIV.—Sidecars over 775 c.c—i, II. Jephson (8 Zenith), 20s. ; 2, A. .1.

Brewin (8 Zenith), 2oJs. ; 3. J. W. Woodhouse (7-9 Quadrant), 22ts. On
formula Jephson was also the winner.

Class .XVI.-Anv Solo .M.achinc- 1, C. R. Collier (7 Matdilcss-M.A.G.),

ifjjs. ; 2, A. 1. Brewin (8 Zenith), lOJs. ; 3, Harry Reed (8 Dot), i7?s. Spewl

63.2 m.p.h On formula the winner was J. VV. Draper (3J Triumph).

Class XVII.—Any Solo Machine Novices only.— I, GJ F. Haslcr (8 J.A.P.).

17SS. ; 2, J. W, Draper (3i Triumph), i8s. ; 3, S. King-Smith (5 Bat), njs.

On lorniula the'wMnncr was J. VV. Draper.

Class XX'III.-Old Crocks. For machines built previously to December

31st, 1907.— I, 1. H. Prjddey (1 Rex), 27!s. ; 2, C. S.' Madeley (3 Triumph),

30is. ; 3, T. .Silver (2 Quadraiil). 3it5- On fonnula Priddcy was also the

winner.

Open 24 Hours Trial in Ireland.
THI.S important event took place on Friday and Satur-

day last, and, as usual, there were a number of
English competitors in the field of forty-one riders
who left Duolin at eight o'clock on Friday evening.

Hugh Gibson was taking part for tlie third time, but on
this occasion he was on a 2^ C'lyno. S. A. liowlandson, of
the Rudge Co., and R. B. Ewens, Coventry (3^- Rudge), were
among the English riders, the former being one of those
who successfully comjileted the trial, but Ewens failed on
Glengesh Hill. Tassel! and Guest, of London, on 7 Match-
less sidecars, were also amongst tliose who made clean
ascents of this hill and also had no-trouble runs.

The weather conditions were deliglitful at the start, and
there was nothing but tlie dust to bother the men on the
first section of 101 miles to Belfast. The official control
was at Dunleer (57 miles), and practically all the field

were on time there. Some distance fui'thcr on—at Ncwry

—

A. W. Mooney, who won the event hist year, broke the
connecting rod of his 6 Bradbury sc. and had to retire.

Belfast was reached in the early hours of the morning.
Tlie arrangements made by the iDolice to pilot the riders

in and out of the city were greatly ajiprcciated.

The early morning journey included the crossing of the
Spern Mountains between Maghera and Dungiven, this

being a non-stop section. There was a little rain

encountered on this part of the journey, but it was nothing
serious, and it had cleared away before Londonderry was
readied for breakfast. Quite a number of men had already
•fallen by the w-ay, and by the time Glengesh Hill was
reached J. D. Weir (5-6 A.J.S. sc.) was in trouble, as also

were ,T. Clarke (Rudge), R. Chambers (3i Bradbury), P.

A. Bell Oj- Triumph), who sustained a bad fall, L. Dobbin
(7 Matchless sc.), and R. S. Russell (7 IMatchless sc).

The Severest liill in the Trial.

Glengesh Hill was the chief point of interest, as it is

generally regarded as the most severe hill to be found on

any main road in Ireland. It lies between Ardara and
Ca'rrick, and its rise of 9(X)ft. is spread over five miles, but

as 6(Xlft. of the rise comes into the last mile there are

numerous hairpin bends to be negotiated. Failure to make
a clean ascent of the hill practically put a competitor out

of the trial. All but one of the English competitors got up ;

but, generally sp-eaking, the climbing was not very good.

Many notablj riders, including T. E. Cireene, failed to make
clean ascents, and out of the forty-one competitors only

fifteen secured full marks for the climb. Then' names are

as follow : J. Browne (3^ Rover), R. Walsh (3i Rover), J.

Doleniaii (3^ Rover), S. .\. Rowhind.?oii (3^ Rudge), 1!. E

Guest (7 .Matchless sc), P. J. Co.x. (^i Douglas), C. S.

Hosford i5i Rover), P. J. Brady (3^ Rudge), W. H. Free-

man (7 Indian), W. J. Henderson (5-6 Rudge), J. Tassell (7

Matchless sc), P. Grimes (3^ Rover), V. J. Farrell (4

Triumph), H. Gibson (2i CJyno), and G. Roche (3^ Rover).

There were three secret checks on the Cavan to Dublin
section, and should there be any difficulty in finding a

winner these should assist to determine the result. It is

doubtful, however, if it will be necessary to utilise them,
as of the fifteen who made clean ascents of Glengesh it is

understood only seven were on time at the open controls.

Thoie who finished tin- day's journey of 402 miles were
as follow :

J. Brywne '5V. Hover)
\V. J. TowoU [3'/. bunbe.i:Ml
R. Walaiie (3'.. Hover)
.1. Doleman (5'-'> Rover)
S. .\. Rowlandson iiV-. Rucl[.'e)

H. K. Guest (7 Matchless I.C.)

P. .1. Cox (31,:. Doui-'las)

.\. Willielmj i6 Bradb.irv '.-. 1

C. S. Hoslord (3':. Rover)
P. J. Brady |3',:.Tludse)
\V. H. Freeman (7 Indian) .

J. A. H. Waters l2'-.'i Doueltts)
.T. U Walsho (3 Enfield)
P. J. Fox (31/. Rudee)
B. .\. Clancy (2"i Douglas)
T. Toole (31,.'. Hover)
\V. J. Henderson (6.6 Rudset

):. B. Kwens (3';^ Hndi;e)
]. I.. Dooly (3'.-'. Zenith)
.1. Tassell (7 Matchless sc.)

(1. Havnes (274 Douglas)
T. E. Grcono (3Jj Rudso)
P. Crimes (3'^ Rover)
V. J. FarrcU (4 Triumph)
llufh Gibson (2'4 Clyno)
K. (',. Jack (3',-'. Hover)
l^. Roche (3',-> Hover)
R. ArmstronK (^6 Enfield sc.)

.Tack ilealv (6 Enfield &c.)

.S. Allen (7 N.S.U. sc.)

NV. .J. O'Callaghan (8 Huraberette)
.T. V. A. Day (2'i Sun-Villiere)
.T. Holland (8.5 Perry c.c.)

The two-stroke Dayton, which is fitted with two-speed counter-shaft

gear, chain and belt drive, and 162 c.c. engine. This machine per-

formed very creditably in the recent Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick-
shire A C. open trial for miniature motor cycles.
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Speed Trials at Westcliff.

Enormous Programme run through by the Essex Motor Club.

BEAUTIFUL weather favoured the Essex Motor Club's
open speed trials which were held on the promenade,
Westcliff-on-Sea, on 25th June. The surface of the

course was good, but not in the super-excellent con-
ditio]! which is to be found on the front at Biigliton, and
It had a slight bend in it at the beginning. The start was
;it the AVestcliff end of the promenade, and as the events
were run in a westerly direction, the gentle summer breeze
was an aid to the riders. The motor cj'cles entered were
226 in number, the cars numbered 82, making a record
entry of 308. A large crowd witnessed the events, but as,

unfortunately, no provision was made for posting the times
very few persons had any idea as to what was going on.

A serious mistake was made iu placing the paddock some-
where-near the middle of the track, which caused some
delay at the start, since the marshals would not let the
men through the barrier, and in consequence several lost

their turn. There was plenty of room behind the starting
line for quite a number to have been drawn up iu their

numerical order, and eventually this was done, but not
before a considerable time had elapsed. As the men were
timed over various distances there were three finishing

lines, and some confusion was caused, by men stopping at

the wrong line. This fault could have been easily over-

come by jnarking the. line in use by means of flags. The
way back to the start was complicated, and was supposed
to have been marked by arrows, but it was reported to us

that some of the arrows were missing and that several of

the men lost their way. We are sorry to have to make
these criticisms, but we do so only to drive home the fact

to the organisers of competitions for which a gigantic

number of entries have been received that more than usual

care must be taken to make such meetings a success. The
members of the Essex Motor Club are full of keenness and
enthusiasm, and they quickly saw their errors and hastened
to set right those which could be corrected on the spot.

By the superhuman efforts of Messrs. S. G. Cummings,
D. S. Kapadia, W. Cooper, A. E. Abbott, and others, the
confusion at the start was soon restored to something

approaching order, while the secretary of the meeting, Mr.
E. J. Bass, worked lilie a hero.
Few of the competing machines possessed any novel or

interesting features, but we noticed that Stockdale's
Triumph was fitted with a Binks carburetter to which he

^^mmf-

Scene during the running of the solo machines not exceeding 1 ,000 c.c.

(experts). V. Busby (3|h.p. Sunbeam) is seen in the foreground.

The ultimate winner was H- Reed (Dot), who is lying third.

had added two hot air pipes, .one of which led to a position

behind the jet, and the other to the cylinder. Reed's Dot
was fitted with auxiliary exhaust ports, which, however,
were stopped up with , waste, and a very well-designed heel-

operated foot brake. Axford was riding one of the new
Matchless M.A.G. engined machines, which proved exceed-

ingly fast, while Busby's' 2-| h.p. Sunbeam was on several

Start for the frying kilometre in the 300 c.c. class. The promenade at Westclifl is so wide that lour riders can easily race abreast

C\2.
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NEW MODEL
"m

The Latest and Best in

Motor Cycle Speed Indicators

MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDOMETER

HERE Is another Stewart triumph—

a

Speedometer for Motor Cycles infin-

itely superior to anything hitherto

achieved for the purpose. It is a grand

instrument — accurate, easy to read, and

absolutely reliable. You couldn't wish for

anything better. This new model is of the

sturdiest construction, and, bar accidents, will

give years of satisfactory service. It is

Stewart quality through and through ; made

of the same costly materials and on the same

costly principle as Stewart Car Speedometers.

And the price is £3-3-0. We can sell so

low because we make so many. The Stewart

Speedometer Output is over 2,000 instru-

ments daily, with an ever-increasing demand.

Why not have this new Stewart Model on

your Motor Cycle ? It costs so little and

gives so much that you'll be delighted with

the purchase. Registers fr

miles per hour ; records u

and repeats ; has trip re

be rapidly reset at any time,

Write for New Booklet

THE COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
11, BROAD STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, W.C. ,>sV

In answering tJiis adverliseme/it it is desirable to mention " Th« ilulor Cych
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WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE!
No. 2554.
Gre-solvent.
''i-oz, tin. 3d

No. 4589.
niinhill's Metal Polish. The
hest polish obtainable for

cleaning the plated parts of
the machine S^d.
No. 45893 larger . . . . 7d.

No. 2279.
Mobiloil. Per
gallon .. 4/6

No. 383 1-.

Club Black Enamel
-for restoring the
enamel parts of
machine. Per bottle

ed.

No. 8513.
Brass Oiler,

neat and use-

ful. Pressure
feed. Latest
pattern . . 3/9

No. 37.10.

Case foe Bat-
tery, 3/-£i6/-

No. 3705.
Tyre Liner,

1/3.

^o. 5395.
Magneto
Spanner, 4id

Oil and Petrol nMRs
Can Clip, 2/6 ^^^IV
including cans li

1 \ ^

^'0. 3770.
Set of 3 Span-
ners, in case,

- 2/-

No. 2187.
SjTen Whistle,
to fasten on
wrist . . 3/3

CI
No. 2716.

"Service" Pump, 7/6

rii'i^M'^ No. 5368.^ D'ALLTrou-
ser Guard for Engine.
Protects the clothes [rom
grease and heat 1/3

No. 3022.
K'ennard
\alise, 22/6;

No. 4122.
Oil Tray, 2/6

No. 2738.
Tube Case, 5/-

No. S4S9.
Belt Piinch,

2/6

No. 3736.
Switch, with
two-way ter-

minal . . 4/-

No. 21 rr.

Valve Lifter,

2/6

No. 3943.
LeatherWaist-
belt .. 2/6

No. 2807.
Carbide
Carrier . . i /8

Our Illustrated M.C. Catalogue is free on request.

Dunhills
3S9 361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

City Branch: 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.
MANCHESTER : 88. Cross Street. GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cjcle"
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Speed Trials at Westcliff-on-Sea.—

occasions more than a match for larger machines. It was
interesting to note that he nsed his clutch for getting away,
a method not often employed in racing, but used several

.times during this meeting. The first event was noticeable

lowing to the fact that there were two lady entrants—Mrs.
Fletcher and Miss Ellis.

Results of the Racing.
(General), Class I.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding

This event resulted in an easy win for H.A.
while Mrs. Fletcher (2| Douglas) was second,

f Event
350 c.c, I km, standing start,

Rhodes {23 A.J.S.), time 47s.
time 52 gs.

Event 2 (General). Class XX.—Any Passenger Machine not exceeding
1,100 c.c, I km. fiying start.—J. Chater-llea (8 Chater-Lea sc.) ; a walk-over ;

time 48gs.

Event 3 (Expert). Class II.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
500 c.c, I km. standing start.—The result was an easy win for V. Busby
(2,5 Sunbeam), time 43s. ; who beat L. G. Brown (3] Zenith), time 45s. Busby
got away in first-class style.

Event 4 (General). Class X.-rAny Solo Machine not exceeding 375 c.c.
1 km. flying start.— i, B. Pattison (i^ Zenith), time 43JS. ; 2, J. Simpson
(2i Hobart), time 51s.

Event 5. Class IV.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding 1,000 c.c-
I km. standing start.— i, L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith), time 4iis.

Event 6 (Expert). Class I.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
350 c.c.,- I km. standing start.— 1, H. A. Rhodes (2^ A.J.S.), time 432s-

Event 8 (General). Class II.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
500 c.c, I km. standing start.— In one of the heats that plucky rider, F. W.
Applebee, sen. (Motosacoche), accelerated in excellent form, and went off gaily
with a cigarette behind his ear. Result : i, H. Le Vack (3} Motosacoche),
time4ifs. ; 2, A. H. Bird (3* Rover), lime 45fs, ; 3, G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas),
time 46JS.

Event 9 (Expert).—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding 750 c.c.
I km. Standing start.— i, R. Charlesworth (5 Zenith), time 482s. ; 2, A. J.
Dixon (3,1 Singer), time 48JS. Dixon had unfortunately had trouble with the
big-end bearing on the way to the start, but despite the condition of the engine
he managed to be only one-fifth of a second behind his rival.

Event II (General). Class III.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
750 c.c, I km. standing start.— i, H. R. Wbitmore (3! Lea-Francis), time 46s.

Event 14 (General). Standard Touring Machines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

—

I, L. Openshaw (8 Zenith).
-

Event 15 (General). Class I.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
350 c.c, I km. flying start.— i, H. A. Rhodes (2J A.J.S.), time 55gs. ; 2, R. D,
Bennett (2^ Douglas), time 57s. ; 3, Miss N. Ellis, time 58s.

Event 16 (Expert). Class 11.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
500 c.c, I km. flying start.— i, V. Busby (3.'. Sunbeam), time 36JS. ; 2. C. G.
PuUin (3I Rudgc), time 37s.

Event 17 (Expert). Cr.ASS IV.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
j,ooo c.c, I km. flying start.— i, L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith), time 34ts.

Event 18 (Expert). Class I.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
350 c.c, I km. flying start.— i, V.- Busby (23 Sunbeam), time 37s. ; 2, H. .A.

Rhodes (2^ A.J.S.), time 47JS. ; 3. G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas), timc! 47^-
Event iq (Expert). Class III.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding

750 c.c, I km. flying .start.— i, C. G. Pullin {i\ Rudge), time 35is. ; 2, A. J.
Dixon (3! Singer), time 35^5. It is interesting 'to note that Dixon, despite the
defect in his engine, was only [js. behind Pullin.

Event 20 (General). Class II.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
500 c.c,— I, P. L. Emery {^S Norton), time 34s. (winner of prize offered by the

Pahner Tyre Co., Ltd.) ; 2,'L. G. Brown (3* Zenith-Jap), time 35JS. ; 3, J, A.
Campbell (3* J.A.C.-Precision), time 37gs.

Event 21 (General). Class IV.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding
1,000 c.c, I km. Hying start.— i, C. R. Taylor (8 Zenith), time 30s.

Event 22 (General). Class III.—Standard Touring Machines not exceeding

750 c.c, I km. flying start.— i, H. T. WoUcn (3^ Triumph), time 41s.

Event 25 (Expert). Class VI.—Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding
750C.C., I km. standing start.—Owing to his recent accident while piloting

H.M. Queen Alexandra from Walton to Weybridge, F. VV. Barnes was not able

to ride, and his place was taken by a rider named Jepson, who had a walk-over.

Event 27 (General and Expert). Class V.—Touring Sidecar Machines not
exceeding 500 c.c, 1 km. flying start.— i, C. G. Pullin (expert, 3^ Rudge), lime

44 gs- ^

Event 28 (Expert). Class VI.—Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding

750 cc, I km. fiying start.—i, J. Triniman (3J Rudge), 41 js.

Event 30 (General). Class VII.—Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding
1,000 c.c, I km. standing start.— i, A. J. Macdonald (6 New Hudson), time 6i§s.

Event 31 (General). Class 6.—^Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding

750 c.c, 1 km. standing start.— 1, J. H. Triniman (6 Bradbury), 60?=.

Event 33 (General and Expert). Class id.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding

275 c.c. I km. standing start.—i, W. A. Jacobs (expert, li Singer); 2, B.
Pattison (ij Zenith).

Event 35 (Expert). Class 7.—Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding

1,000 c.c. T km. standing start,— i. L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith), lime 45is.

Event 36 (Expert). Class X.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 275 cc,
I km. (lying start.—I, VV. A. Jacobs (lA Singer, expert) ; 2, J.Simpson {2 Hobart,
general), time 5ifiS.

Event 38 (Gcner.il). Class VII.—^Touring Sidecar Machines not exceeding
1,000 cc, I km. flying start.— i, C. R. Taylor (8 Zenith,) time 39s. \ 2, L. P.

Openshaw (8 Zenith), time 4ols. ; 3, T. A. Carter (3 Hazcl-Jap), time 42gs.

Event 40 (General). Any Solo Machine not exceeding 350 c.c, 1 km. standT

ing start.— r, H. A. Rhodes (3.V A.J.S.), time 48|s. ; 2, M. G. W. Burton (23

Impcrial-Jap), time 5ogs.

Event 42 (Expert). Class XII.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 500 c.c,

1 km. standing start.—i, S, R. Axford (3V Matchless), time 39JS. ; 2, A. J.
Dixon (3i Singer), time 43|s. Axford's acceleration at the start created much
comment. •

Event 44 (Expert), Any Solo Machine not exceeding 350 c.c, i km. standing
start.- 1, V. Busby (2^ Sunbeam), time 44ts. ; 2, J. P. Le Grand (2! Singer),

Itimc 47 js.

Event 45 (Genera!). Class XII.—Any Solo Machine not e.iceeding 500 c.c,
I km. standing start,—i, T. M. McKenna (3^ Norton), time Aols. ; 2, W. H.
Herrtage (Rudge Multi), time 44s.; 3, J. a' Campbell (3! J.A.C.-Precision),
time 44 is.

Event 46 (General and Expert). Any Three-wheeler Cycle Car not exceeding
1,000 cc, I km. standing start.— i, E. B. Ware (Jap-Morgan), walk-over.

Event 47 (General). Class XI.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 3500.0.,
I km. flying start.— i, H. A. Rhodes (2| A.J.S.), time 372s. (winner of Peter
Union Tyre Co.'s prize) ; 2, A. H. Firrain (aj N.U.T.), time 42^5. ; 3, M. G. W.
Burton {2% Imperial-Jap), time 43s.

Event 48 (Expert). Class XII.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 500 cc,
1 km. flying start.— i,S. R. .^xford (3} Matchless), time 29JS. ; 2,T. M. McKeona
(3A Norton), time 32s,

; 3. C. G. Pullin (3.} Rudge), time 32^5.

Event 50 (General). Class XII.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 500 c.c,
1 km. flying start.— i, T. M. McKenna (3J Norton), time 3i(is. ; 2, J. A. Camp-
^•^11 (3^ J.A.C.-Precision), tirne 32JS. ; 3, L. G. Brown (3^ Zenith), time 352s.

Event gi (Expert). Class XI.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 350 cc.
I km. flying start.— i, V. Busby (2} Sunbeam), time 24JS. ; 2, J. P. Le Grand
(2A Singer), time 35gs. ; 3, G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas), time 4(3|s.

Event 52 (General and Expert). Class XIII.—Any Solo Machine not ex-
ceeding 750 cc, I km. standing start.— i, S. R. Axford (expert, 3^ Matchless),
time 3SJS. ; 2, T. M. McKenna (3V Norton), time 4iis.

Event 54 (Expert). Class XIII.—Any Solo Machine not exceeding 750 c.c,
I km. flying start.— r, S. R. Axford (3^ Matchless), time 30s. ; 2, C. G. Pullin
(3^ Rudge), time 33is. ; 3, A. J. Dixon (3! Singer), time 38gs.

Event 55 (General). Class XIII.—Anv Solo Machine not exceeding 750 cc,
1 km. flying start.— i, C. F. .\. Portal (5 Bat), time 37is- ; 2, W. H. Herrtage
(3A Rudge), time 37i!s.

Event 56 (General). Class XIV.—.Any Solo Machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c,
I km. standing start.— r, S. J. Malcolm (Indian).

Event 57 (Expert). Class XIV.—.Any Solo Machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c,
I km. standing start.— i, H. Reed (8 Dot), time 37JS. ; 2, S. R. Axford
(3! Matchless), time 38s.

Event 59 (General). Class XIV.—.Any Solo Machine not exceeding 1,000 c.c,
I km. flying start.— i, E. C. E. Barapwanath (8 .Matchless), time 2ggs. (cup
presented by Dobson and Co.) ; 2, J. C. Brook (7 Indian), time 30s.

; 3, S. J.
Milcolm (7 Indian), time 3235.

Event 60 (Expert). Class .\IV.—.Any Solo Machine not exceeding r.oooc.c,
I km. flying start.— i. H. Reed (8 Dot), time 29SS. ; 2, L. P. Openshaw
(5 Zenith), time 32JS. ; 3, .\, O. K. Gilbey (3^ Sunbeam), time 37gs.

Event 62 (Expert and General). Class XVI.—.Any Sidecar Machine not
exceeding 750 c.c, i km. standing start.— i, J. Jepson ((5 Zenith), time 5oJs, ;

2, J. H. Triniman (6 Bradbury), time 67|s.

Event 63 (General). Class XVII.—Any Sidecar Machine not exceeding
1,000 c.c, I km. standing start.— r. L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith) ; 2, J. Chatcr-
Lea (8 Chater-Lea).

Event 65 (Expert). Class XVII.—.Any Sidecar Machine not exceeding
1,000 cc, I km. standing start.— r, J. Jepson (8 Zenith), time 6oJs.

Event 67 (Expert). Class XVI.—.\ny Sidecar Machine not exceeding
750 c.c, 1 km flying start.— i, C. G. PuUin (3V Rudgc), time 33JS.

Event 68 (General). Class XVII.—Any Sidecar Machine not exceeding
1,000 c.c, I km. flying start.— 1, J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Event 69 (Expert). Class XVII.—Any Sidecar Machine not exceeding
1,000 c.c, I km. flying start.— i, L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith), time 36|s.

Event 70 (Expert). Class XIX.—Any Three-wheel Cycle Car not exceed-
ing 1,000 cc, I km. flying start.— i, E. B. \\'are (Morgan), time 38JS.

Event 72 (Expert).—Any Passenger Machine not exceeding 1,100 c.c, 1 km.
flying start.— r, J. Jepson (8 Zenith), timc 40js.

The last event on tlie programme was a match between
the fastest motor car and the f-astest motor cycle over half

a mile, flying start. This was won by H. Reed, who beat

Easton's Schneider by two seconds at seventy-five miles ac
hour.

L. P. Openshaw (Zenith) winning the expert class for sidecar

machines not exceeding 1,000 c.c

B17
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Two New Speedometers.
THE O.S. speedometer has been

known for a long time in the
motor car world, but it is only
recently that the makers, whose

London agents are at 18, King Street, St.

James's, W., have introduced a motor
cycle model. Tlie accompanying sketch
gives a diagrammatic view of trie prin-

ciple upon which the instrument works..
The spindle A is connected to a flexible

shaft driven by the usual sour gearing off

the front wheel. The extension of this

shaft is a magnet surrounded by a ring,

and in the centre is a jewel bearing B,
on which the spindle C carrying the indi-

cator hand rests. On this spindle C is a
copper disc D, which remains out of con-
tact with the magnet. What are known
as Foucault's currents bring about the
working of the instrument. When the
magnet B is rotated the lines of force

crossing from pole to pole drag round the
copper disc D in the direction of rotation
of the magnet. The faster the magnet
revolves the stronger the eddy currents

The complete O.S. speedometer.

Tyres in Scottish Trials.

In the recent Scottish Six Days' Trials
users of Dunlop tyres and belts were
prominent in the prize list, capturing
twenty-four gold, nine silver, and two
bronze medals.

A Good Storm Coat.
On the occasion of a recent long dis-

tance trial we made use of an Oilsilkette

coat, which was sent to us by the Rotary
Jointing Company, Regent Street, War-
rington. This coat proved to be most
effective in keeping out the rain, and was
found to be exceedingly light and
altogether satisfactory.

An Interesting Booklet.
"About the Rudge Multi " is the

title of an exceedingly interesting and
well illustrated little book just produced
by Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. It

contains a large number of illustrations

of the Rudge-Whitworth successes at

home and abroad during the past year,

both in trials and races, and a copy
can be obtained on application to the
firm.

British Successes in Holland.
In a recent motor cycle trial at Rotter-

dam we understand that Mr. Dyxlioorn,
an amateur rider, was successful in win-
ning a silver medal for the best per-

formance on any model and a silver medal
for the best sidecar performance on an
8 h.p. Rex-Jap and sidecar.

Bifj

The O.S. speed- Part of the in-

ometer operating ternal mechanism
mechanism. of the Stewart

speedometer.

become, and the farther is the needle
carried up the scale. To prevent the
copper plate tending to revolve with the
magnet the spindle C is attached to one
end of a hair spring, the other end of

which is attached to a part of the body
of the instrument so that the. plate is only
dragged round to a certain extent.

The Stewart Speedometer.
A speedometer which works on the

magneto principle and has met with much
popularity among motor cyclists is the
Stewart, which is sold in London by the
Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co., Ltd.,
11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, W.C. It

will be remembered that it previously
showed the speed by means of an indi-

cating hand. A much simpler method of

>-•••—<

Reviews.
" Falmouth, Truro, and the River

Fal." 6d. The Homelarid Association,
Ltd., Chandos Chambers, 15, Bedford
Street, W.C. This is another addition
to the popular Homeland Handbooks.
Beautifully illustrated, well got up, and
full of useful information, it is a
wonderful sixpennyworth, which should
be in the hands of all motor cyclists

visiting this charming part of England.
"The Motor Routes of Germanv."

H. J. Hecht. A. and C. Blacks, Soho
Square, W.C. Germany offers many
attractions to the touring motor cyclist.

The inhabitants are hospitable and kind
for the most part, living is cheaper than
in England, and there are many beauti-
ful touring centres and quaint towns to

be visited. . Mr. Hecht's new book

—

which, by the way, is most artistically

illustrated in colours—is practipally indis-

pensable to all who desire to visit the
great German Empire on a motor vehicle.

The author aims at no literary style,

though the book is w'fcU written, but

showing the speed has, however, been
discovered, and, referring to the drawing,
which shows the working of the fnstru-

ment, it will be seen that the speeds
are inscribed upon the aluminium cup
which covers the circular magnet. The
principle of working is as follows: The
spindle A is connected by means of a
coupling to a flexible shaft driven by the
usual type of gearing off the front wheel.
At the top of the shaft is the circular

magnet B, and on it is' a bearing'for the
spindle C. When this spindle is placed
in position the aluminium cup D covers
the magnet. As the former is rotated the
eddy currents set up tend to drag the J
aluminium cup round in the direction of

rotation of the magnet against the ten-

sion of the hairspring E.
The Stewart speedometer is excellently

'

made and has a very clear face, so that
it can be read easily in the dusk ; it is

provided with a trip recorder and has a
flexible shaft covered in leather.

The dial of the latest Stewart speedometer.

while he seeks to give only that infor-

mation which the tourist cannot do
without, he intersperses it with a
sufficient number of historical details to

render it interesting. All the principal
touring centres—the Black Forest, the
Taunus, the Tlmringerwald, the Rhine,
the iloselle, and Bavaria—are fully
dealt with, while excellent route maps
are given.

A New Grease Gun.
Messrs. A. R, Price, Vevo Works,

.

Aston, Birmingham, are marketing an
exceedingly neat nickel-plated grease gun.
For motor cyclists whose machines ai'e

equipped with gear boxes fitted with a
small filling orifice this gun should meet
a long-felt want. It is absolutely simple,
and consists of only two parts, so there
is nothing whatever to go w-rong.

Improved Method oJ Greasing.
An improvement on the prevailing style

of oiling up has been effected by the
Vacuum Oil Co. by means of their

grease cartridge, recently introduced to

the public. 'The cartridge, a cj'lindrica]

tin containing Mobilubricant for pres-

sure cups or transmission grease for gear
boxes, is fitted at the top with a screw,
which regulates the delivery of the lubri-

cant. The delivery may be fast or slow,
according to the rate of winding, whilst

the amount ejected is controlled by the
size of the aperture, which is adjustable.
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Birmingham-

Land's End
Trial.

GOLD MEDAL.

I
London-Edinburgh

Trial.

THREE ENTRIES
THREE

GOLD MEDALS
and

MANU-
FACTURERS'

CUP.

I
M.C.C. Team Trials.

Walthamstow Team.
THE ONLY MACHINE

IN THE TEAM TO
MAKE NON-STOP

RUN.

Scottish 6 Days Trials.LMC
2 GOLD MEDALS,
ONE BRONZE MEDAL.
Both Gold Medal winners were fitted with the L.M.C. patent

Counter-shaft 2-speed Gear.

R. S Macrae who won Bronze Medal rode a 3i h.p- T.T. Model.

3 ENTRIES- 3 AWARDS,
Usual Result—100% Success.

LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Agencies pour !a France : PARRY & Co , 28, Rue Sedaine. Paris.

ml
Walthamstow

Trial.

PEPPERCORN
CUP.

[
THE FRENCH
RECORD
for the
FLYING

KILOMETRE
in 750 c.c, class

with sidecar and
passenger.

Wansbeck M.C.C.
Trial.

140 miles under vilest

conditions and in driv-

ing sleet. L.M.C.
FIRST and SECOND.

T

YOU CAN SEE mp^
THE COUNTRY o^ n J^rxl
IN LUXURY & SAFETY SIDE

MERGULES

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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" HERMETIC "

Motor Cycle Tyres
and Belts.

Non-Skid Tyre

with

Steel - Studded

Best

Rubber Tread.

Practically

Unpuncturable.

Price 39/-
for 26 X 21 size.

The " HERMETIC " manufactures are unequalled for
QUALITY, STRENGTH, and GREAT DURABILITY.

THE SELF-SEALING RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
Hermetic Works, BIRMINGHAM.

&.

4U0bNtoEE Miles
ON A BELDAM RETREAD.

You can easily get 4,000 more miles on a Beldam Retread, as many customers have
proved. Read the (oilowing, from a correspondent to " The Motor Cycle"

:

Sir.

When I first thought of having an old tyre re-treaded I went about seeking advice from other motor
cychsts who had had experience. 1 was strongly advised not to try retreads as they were waste of money.

See:ng Beldam retreads advertised in The Motor Cycle, 1 decided to risk it. and sent the company a

26 X 2i Hutchinson lyre that had done about 3.000 miles. When it came back I put It on my front wheel
in Odober last, have run the whole winter using it practically every day, and it is good now tor another
l.OCO miles, and I have never had a puncture in it. This retread cost me IBs.

Now. 1 am not in (he least interested in the Beldam Co., but only wish to point out to other motor cycli-ts

who feel their tyre bill is a consideration that in this retread they have something good. VET.

Beldam Retreads, like Beldam Tyres, outlast all others.
Send lyres of any make to us for Repairs or Retreading—Beldam quality of materials and work-
mar ship— Prompt delivery and subsequent satisfaction guaranteed—Estimate of cost by return.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Brentford, Middlesex.
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DO YOU REALISE
KB

We are the LAMP
Specialists.

EVERY M.^KE & MODEL STOCKED.
Special Agents for F.R.S., LUCAS,

P. &. H., MILLER, etc.

that by dealing with the
HOUSE OF REPUTE

you save
MONEY, TIME, and WORRY ?

Remember, we carry the largest and most
complete stock of Motor Cycles and Accessories

in ttie World, therefore can supply promptly
and at the right price.

BRITAIN'S BEST BELT -
the SERVICE.

The finest
ROADCLEARER extant

The

" SERVICE " POST HORN.
A sonorous sound producer ; loud but not

alarming. Fiest manufacture.
Price, 13/6. With dust gauze, 15/-

The

FEATHERSTONE HORN.
Nickel or Black fiaish. 10/G>

The Service Special Set.

Splendid \'alue. Strongly made, efficient

- and a good light giver.

Price, set complete, nickel - plated, with

generator and tubing, 18/6

Black finish, 20/-

Special Offer Lamp Set, back fixings, generator
and tubing, 13/6.

Large stock of Sidecar and Rear Lamps.

BELTICUM
will doable your belt mileage. Stops slipping.

Clean to handle. Carried like a plug.

Have it in your toolbag. Per bar . . 6d.

Ensures no-trouble running.

Ideal for sidecar work, will not
break, flexible, and always grips,

ea-^ily shortened, no belt punch required-

PRICES :

^in.,1/9; ^in., 2/-; ;in.,2/3: lin., 2/6;
i^in., 2/9 ; i.lin., 3/- per foot.

See our name upon it. None genuine without.

SERVICE SIDECAR BELT (Three-ply), extra

strong for heavy passenger work.
lin., 3/3 i.^in., 376 ; liin., 3/9 per foot

"SERVICE " VALVE
TAPPET ADJUSTERS.

A very useful device for taking up the

varying degrees of wear in the valve tappets.

iVIade of fine hardened steel ; instantly fitted

over end of valve stem. Made in following

thicknesses : "048, '036, •028, '022.

No. I, 3d. each, or 9cl. per set of four.

D
Phone :

260 Central. Me ^/twlce"^on^am/X^ Wires ;

'Admittedly.*

289-292-293, MIGM HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

TERnvs^^%C
Terry's "Avecta" horn
bulb dip. Prevents the

horn bulb perishing and
cracking by supporting it

where weakest. Plated,

1/- each. When order-

ing give size of fitting

at bulb end.

All

TERRY
fitments

are designed to make motor

cycling better — to save

time — labour — money —
and enable you to get the

BEST out of it. Write now
for a copy — post free.

Fit TERRY'S (pa

—and be free from

of handle-bar vibraf

Measurement

.) s
the

on;

orm

pring Link

discomfort

free.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS, Ltd.,

The Spring Specialists,

REDDITCH, ENG.

Ne. 7S7. Tennis racket
carrier, a reliable and
easily fitted carrier.

Plated finish, 2/- set

B24

No. 603. TERRY'S plated

magneto spanner, 6d. each.

Another
New Record
ESTABLISHED

O N

PRATT'S
PERFECTIOIM
SPIRIT.

I

"The
Lile Force."

Mr. C. B. Franklin, on Indian motor cycle, set up new
time for the 10 MILES RECORD (standing start, Class

E) at speed average of 77.95 miles per hour.

This grand performance on Pratt's Perfection Spirit,

following on THE GREEN CAN'S achievements in the

T.T. Senior and Junior Races and Light Car Trials,

Indisputably Prove PRATT'S SUPERIORITY.

Anglo-American
Oil Co., Ltd., „^~,^,„.a.„„ ,_,,-,_.

36-38, Queen 7>S^^&f^St^S«S> ^^ Appointment.
Anne's Gate.

S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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The "SELFRIDGE " Way
Ride While You Pay
IF you are keen on owning a really reliable motor cycle,

the Selfridge way is the easiest and best means of

satisfying your desire. Just select your machine from the

following list—they are all thoroughly dependable -you may
have immediate possession on our Deferred Payment Plan.

You pay a fifth of the price as deposit, the balance is payable in

12 monthly instalments. We charge 2J% on the balance only.

r
FIVE

=^

^^-

Second-hand
BARGAINS

1913 31 h.p.. 3-speed

Rover Combination £47

1913 8 h.p., Martin-

Jap, with 1914
Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed gear . , . . £50

1913 3} Lea Francis,

2-specd £52 10

1913 8 h.p.. Matchless

Combination. Cane
Sidecar £70

Lightweight Wicker
Sidecar on strong

chassis. To clear £5 J

1914 Machines
Ready for the Road
ZENITH. 6 h.p.. 3-speed dutch

model £75 12

(Crimson enamel £2 2 extra.)

TRIUMPH. 4 h.p.. 3-speed clutch

model .

.

.

.

.

.

. . £60

SINGER, 4.'. h.p.. 2-ipeed COM-
BIN.ATION, coach-built sidecar £80

HENDEE SPECIAL 7 h.p.

IN D LAN. tleclric Si-lf- starter,

lamps, an. I horn £80

DOUGLAS, 2^; h p.. W Model .

.

£52

DOUGLAS 25 h.p., U Model .

.

£48

D0UGL4S. 2} h,p.. V Model .

.

£48 o

«OLF. 4 h.p.. I. A. P. engine,

2-spccd. chain drive 44 gas.

F.N 2k h.p. . . £49

BRADBURY. 3.^ h.p., 3-speed .

.

£59

ir

k~.

HUTCHINSON
TYRES at 257o
Below List Pfjce

We have made a special

purchase of 1913 pattern,

rubber studded Hutchinson

Tyres that enables us to offer

them at three-quarters of llie

list price.

Owing to the hmited number,

all orders wil' be taken in

strict rotation. Letter orders

will be prompdv filled. Size

26 X 25 beaded edge. List

price 33/6. Our Price. 25/-

^==N\

J
LEVIS. 2i h.p.. twD-stroke £38 10

OVERSEAS, 3i h.p., Sturmey-

Archer 3-speed £49

B.S..-^.. 4 h.p., COMBINATION £79 16

CH.ATER-LEA, 8 h.p., COM-
BINATION No. 7 coach-built

sidecar, with hood, screen, and

apron £101 17 6

CALTHORPE JUNIOR. 2 h.p..

2-speed 25 gns.

SUNBEAM. 3J h.p.. 3-speed . . £69

DOUGLAS. 35 h.p.. Model B £62

EXCELSIOR. 3-6 h p., COM-
BINATION, with coach-built

sidecar £84

ROYAL ENFIELD. 6 h.p.,

COMBINATION, w.th coach-

built sidecar £84

JAMES. Vs h.p., twin, 3-speed,

chain drive £63

WOLF. 2i h.p.. lightweight . . 24 gns.

WOLF. 2i h.p.. J.A.P. engine.. 26 gns

WOLF, Ih h.p., 2-speed . . . . 30 gas.

HURLEY -DAVIDSON, 8 h.p.,

2-speed £65

O.K. JUNIOR, 2 h.p.. 2-speed £30

INDIAN. TRIUMPH, and B.S..A

machines only supplied on makers' terms

Ij unable to call, write 'phone, or wire for particulars Letter orders

will he promptly filled We pay carriage throughout the British Isles

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford Street^ W.
Telephone: Gerrard, One. Telegrams: " Selfrklge, London."-

In answering (his advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A35
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

t/ade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remiltance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices ol

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errcs, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coiivenieace of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle '* Office.

When this is desired, 2d, will be charged for registiatinn,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding; replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. '* No,
ore, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," Coventry "

; or if " London*'
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

Jl«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, bat if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding jfio in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
ifio the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Son; Limited.
The letter " D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lUence as an indication that the goods advertised have
llready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1914 T.T. machine, 3-spcecl: ^60.
97, Kensington Rd,, Southport.

[X3311
A.B.C.-P.V-, 3-spC6d, competition model, Zenitli

. cirbuietter, .special cam^. etc., will lap at 70 and
50 with .sidecar: aacriftce for £50.— 108, SFdeubam Rd..
l.ondan, S.E

'

(4608
A.J.S.

A ,J.S. Liglitweight^ 2-speeds ; bargain, £30, or exclum

ABC,. AU. Wrny-v
-Alt Wray, '

31h.p.
2

jewell -3, Goldstone St., Hove.

NEWSOME and Fletilier, Ealing
W.—Immediate delivery 6h.p.

Broadway,
A.J.S.

[4513

London.
[4735

-1Q14 23ih.p. T.T. A.J.S., 3-speed clutch, last, re-
i-v liable £45.—Apply. Rycroft, Oudenarde Banacks,
.Vldershot. rS3132
/^li.p. A.J.S. Combination, titill in crate, unable ae-
«J cept delivery; accept 5% below cost.—4, St. Mat-
Ibews Terrace, Stockport. (X3363

SO 131/2 A.J.S., 23ih.p., 2-speed, little used, perfect
J-«J' condition, best acccssorias ; £35.—Whitehont^e, 91.
llcijerit St., Kingswood. Bristol. [S.3158
i>.^'i p. 1913 A.J.S., chain .drive and 3-speed gear;^4 £55; in capital condition and running order-
ca?h or easy terms.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
'T-'U. [X3209

rQ14
New 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, immediate

9/ delivery frorn stock, machine and sidecar com-
picle; 84 gns. ; first cheque
9, Shoe Lane, London.

secures.—Wauchope';
[X3222

YOU
GET

BEST
SELECTIOI*,
MAKES, PRICE,
EASY TERMS,
EXCHANGES,

AT

JAUCHOI^
Go there first. Save Time and Money. Secure
instant delivery from largest and best stock in

the kingdom, with absolutely the lowest prices,

and every Machine, New or Second-hand, fully

Guaranteed.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST,

IT INCLUDES :

8618. 25 h.p. 1913 2-5peed DOUGLAS,
Model R £40

8619. 25 h.p. tgii DOUGLAS £20
8627. 2jh.p. twin r9r2 ttUMBER £22 10

8630. 2 h.p. 1912 HUMBER £18 10
8631. 3^ h.p. 1911 2-spced HUMBER ... £25
8632. 3i h.p. 1913 T.T. roadster F.E.

TRIUMPH £35

8633. 6 h.p. 1913 ZENITH and Sidecar £47 10

8634. 3* h.p. 1913 3-speed TRIUMPH
and Sidecar £47 10

8640. 3* h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10

8590. 2I h.p. rgrs 2-speed SUNBEAM . - £38
8592. 3i h.p. 1908 QUADRANT £17 10

8596. 3i h.p. I9r3 3-speed SWIFT £37 10

8"sg7. 3* h.p. r9l3 3-spccd SWIFT £37 10
85oo. 3,\ h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH & Sc. £35
8601. 25 h.p. 1914 T.T. DOUGLAS £40
8602. 2V h.p. 1912 SINGER £22 10

8603. 3l h.p. r9i3 2-speed P. & M £47 10
8604. 31 h.p. 1913 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£36 10
8608. 3.V h.p. 1912 MATCHLESS £25
8582.' 3! h.p. I9r2 IVY-PRECISION, with

Brampton variable gear £25
8571. 3.V h.p. r909 2-sp. P. & M. .ind Sc. £25
8568. 3.V h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £20
S551. 2} h.p. Twin FAIRY £12 10

8510. 5 h.p. 1910 2-sp. V.S. and Sidecar £27 10
8504. 5-6 h.p. 1909 2-sp. REX and S'car £28 10
8502. 3* h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8470. 4^ h.p. I9t4 3-speed JAMES and

Canoe let £57 10

8443. 6 h.p. 1913 3-specd BAT £45
8434. 2} h.p. t9ii 3-sp. NEW HUDSON . £25
8432. 3t h.p. r9i2 2-speed BRADBURY £33 10

8367. 8' h.p. I9r2 3-sp. CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar £55

8361. 2| h.p. r9i3 T.T. DOUGLAS £35
8359. 6 h.p. Tmn BROWN and Sidecar £22 10
8336. 2j h.p. F.N £13 10
8335. 3! h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £23 10
8323. 34 h.p. 1912 LINCOLN-ELK £22 10
8320. 3\ h.p. r9H ARIEL, variable gear £25
8306. 3J h.p. r907 TRIUMPH £20
8292. 8" h.p. 1913 2-spced MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £65
8277. 6 h.p. 2-sp. N.S.U. and Sidecar . . £27 10
8260. 3* h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Mabon

variable gear £25 10
8258. 5-6 h.p. Twin V.S £18 10
8238. 8 h.p. T9r3 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £52 10
8203. 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £55
8r97. 3J h.p. 1911 N.S.U. .and Sidecar .. £25
8092. 3Jh.p. igrj F.E. KERRY £25
8079. 3.J h.p. rgi2 Standard TRIUMPH . £28 10
7992. 3A h.p. 2-speed FAFNIR and coach-

built Sidecar £27 10
7792. }i h.p. 1913 Standard TRIUMPH . £35
7620. 3.5 h.p. 1913 TORPEDO £35
7537- 7 h.p. 1912 2-speed INDIAN £40

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,j&^
LONDON, E.C. UB^

Phone : Holborn 5777. ffUHBl
Wires : "Opificer, London." ^ S^^TJ

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLDATS 1914 Sh.p. Combination, hardly used; eacri-
flce £67. -Jeffries, Totley Else, Sheffield. [X3236

ALLDAYS, 1912, 3V.h.p., 2-speed, free engine, good
order; .£28-—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston

Rd.. EirLQinghuia. [0437

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2y2h.p.j 2-stroke models,
delivery from stock, no waiting; 25 gns.—Easles

and Co., High St., Acton. [X3297

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2Vn\i.p., 2-stroke models;
delivery at once; extencleci payments; write for

terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X3195

,
Ariel.

ARIEL, S^Ah.p.,' free eoeine, variable gear, splendid
condition.—Speucer, Heischell "St., Preston. [X3283

AEIEL, 2'.^h.r., B. and E. carburetter, perfect run-

oing order; what oflere?-Utley, Birdwell, Barnsley.
[X3038

5-6h.p. Ariel Sidecar Combination, brand new, un-

used: cofst £86/10 : owner will accept' reduced
price.—No. 6,308, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

[X3231
AEIEL, SVoh.'p., and fiidecar, late 1913, clutch, de-

compre6€or," kick '.starter',- Arm-strong 3-;Speed, cyclo-

lueter. and spares, less than -2,000 miles, spleudid condi-

tion; cost £80, eell for -55 gns.-Clark, North British
Steel Works, Sheffield.

"' [X2968

Arrow.
1Q14 ^Vih.-p. Arjow--Precision, with IT. and I. sidecar,
J- 1/ Sturmey -S-speed, hood, new May, everj'thiag
latest; must sell; unforeseen circumstances; photo; bar-
gain, £60.-Hal6ted, Outfitter, Hitchin. [X3304

Charlotte
[2184

fitted Enfield cycle, unscratched

;

-Dosser, Slingsby, Malton. [X3353

Auto-Wheels.
1 Ol^ Auto-Wheels froin stock.— Purcelle,XU St., Tottenham Court Ed.. London.

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, perfect running order; £12/12.
—Mrs. Salter, Dry Sahdford. Abingdon. (4605

1 Q14 Auto-Wheel,
JLiJ nearest 16 gns.

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, excellent order and condition ;

£11.-Palmer. 21, Queen St.. Abertillery. Mon. (D)
[X3089

AUTO-WHEELS, £16/16 and £18/18; immediate de-
livery ; trade supplied.~Wilkins, 'Simpson, and Co.,

11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [4557

AUTO-WHEEt, used few times, in perfect order,
£12; or with nearly _new £6/6 cycle, £I6.-tt49,

High St., Saffron Walden, Essex.

AUTO-WHEELS.-Latest
sns. : best deliverietj.

136, Gt. Portland St.,

models

;

Trade
London. W.

16 ens.
supplied.

-

[3:3378

find 18
Maudes,

[8368

AU-TO-WHEELS.-Immediate delivery, in .stock; nc
waiting- £16/16 rash, or easy payments.—Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Kd., London. [6406

AUTO-WHEELS. £16/16 cash, or easy payments; im-
mediate delivery, no waiting; in stock.— Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 3, Eauelagh Gardens, Barnes, London.
[6984

AUTO-WHEELS, Mjdele de Luxe, made bv B.S.A.
Co. £18/18, latest model: immediate deHvery

:

easy monthly paymeuts.—Wilkins. Simpson, and Co.. 11,
Hammersmith Ed., London. _ [4556

BAT-J.A.P.. 1913
Gloria coach sidecar,

lingham Ed.. S.W.

Bat.
7-8h.p., chain drive,

lamps, etc.—H
,

BAT-J.A.P., bought new 1914, 3 speeds,
ridden 700 miles, faultless, very fast,

Highfield Ed..

laref; tvret*,

105. -Hur-
[4723

1 Ql'* Eats for immediate delivery from stock; buy
J-*-' for cash, exchange, or easy terms.— Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [X3191

BAT-J-A P.'e, 1913. 6h.p . spring frame, one chain,
one belt drive, ideal sidecar machines; £40 and

£45: instalments arranged.— Bunting, Harrow. [X3302

BATS.—A few good sound 1913 models for disposal,
fitted with 5-6h.p. twin engines, and 3-speed gear;

send for list at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lomlon.
[X3210

accessories,
£44: side-
Walton-on-

[X3329

4-point at-

i.. cylinder, elec-

£70.-S[nvth. 9,

iX3113

iQl'l Bat, 6h.p., 5-speed gear box, all chain drive,
it/ complete with Gloria coachbuilt car, new rear
tyre, Lucas lamp set. and horn.; cost £92. bargain, £65;
owner bought car.—Willwaj'S, Bristol. [X3-122

Bradburv.
BEADBURY, 6h.p., 3 speeds, shop-soiled only; offers

wanted.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
[0510

BRADBURY, 1911, N.S.U. 2-SDeed, lamp, horn;
£25.-137, Wakehurst Ed... Clapham Common.

[4682

car, £4.—Blencathra,
Thames.

AT, model I., 1914, coachbuilt sidecar,
tachment, lamp, grey, F.E.S.. D

tiic rear, speedometer, horn, spares

;

Easton St.. High Wycombe.

B^

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange^

Largrest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perlection.'

EXCHANGES WANTED.
1914 BABY LEVIS £33 10 2'. hn., 2-sn. £45
1914 2 spee.l CONNAUGHT ....". £41
1914 8 h.p. 2-spefcd REX-J.A.P 71 Gns.
1914 REX Sidette, 2-5peed £77 10
1914 REX Sidette, 3-speed £85
1914 BRADBURY, 4 h.p

, 3-spoed, counter-
shaft 591 Gni.

1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c, combination £98 10

SOLD MACHINES.
1913 2 J h.p. 2-speed LEVIS, 2-stroke £31 10
1913 4 h p. 2-specd REX, new, reduced to £48 10
1913 3! h.p. 3 speed ARIEL £39 10
1913 4I h.p, 2 speed LINCOLN-ELK £34 10
1913 3.', h.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK £29 10
1913 5-6 h.p. RUOGE Multi £49 10
1912 3] h.p. BRADBURY Tourist £25
1912 6 h.p. REX Twin, new £35 10
1912 3.! h.p. 2-speed JAMES, counter-shaft . £34 10
1912 3-! h.p. 2-speed HUMBER, ahnost as

new £35 1

J912 4 h.p. 2-speed SINGER counter-shaft £36 10
1912 2; h.p. 2-speed SINGER, counter-shaft £29 10
1912 35 h.p. RUDGE Multi £32 10
1911 3.'. h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
1911 3.', h.p. Tourist ARIEL £22 10
igii W.C. 2-speed SCOTT £29 10
1911 35 h.p. 2-5peed REX, N.S.U. gear £27 10
1911 3; h.p. Tourist REX £23 10
1911 2'. h.p. 2-5pced A.J.S., counter-shaft . . £24 10
1911 3! h.p. BRADBURY,' new, 2-spced . . £34 10

EXCHANCES QUOTED.

G.W.K., complete, £150. The Medal Wi.mer.

Kl. Ar\^ M SIRRON Li.?ln Car (Britisb) £210
WGW 1914 CAUTHORPE Li.;ht Car ..£168

VICfOft Cycle Cars,

£95and£11i J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTNO (December, 1913), large undereUing sidecar,
acces-iories, perfect crtk-r; £65; T.T. model wanted.

-ETans, St. John's Wocd. N.W. [4494

CLYNO Combinntiou (£91). and '2-stroke (£40) in
6toi.-k: 1913 complete outfit, ahiiost new, £65. or

ofEers-Turpins. 22 and 29, Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0511

1Q14 Clyno Ligiitweight. 2-speecl. free engine, Luca'?
J-t/ lanii.', Luia.^ horn, etc., used for two demonstra-
tion runs only: £36.— Parker and Son. St. Ives, liunts.

[0534
CLYNO. 1912, Sli.p., 2-^peed. kick starter, with Mill-

lord cane sidecar, splendid condition; £39 cat^h

;

ex*'hange cJU;-idered.—A. Holland, Clarendon St.. Cov-
entry. [X3596

CLYNO. 2 ppeed^. kick starter, Montsoiuery coach-
built ii^idei-ar, trip speedoiueter, Inuips, ispare:^. just

overhaulf^d. excellent condition throughout ; £36 ra^h
Lee, 18. Orc^venor Sq., W. [4705

CLYNO Combination. 1912. speedometer, 3 lamps.
many cxtrai*. ju?t spent £12 completely cveiLanled

Liiid euaiiietM, new tyre-s: £50: seen anv time.—30.
I'^arJ.sfiC'ld Ed., Wand.'^wcrth Coiuiujn. ^4745

I 14 5-6h.ii. Clyno Combination. .No. 6 sidecar.X »' spare wheel and tyre, ready for the road,
slightly sliop-soiled, otherwise new: list £96. clear
£35.—Cordingley Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [X3404

SMART Combination, enamelled grey, lined blue. 5-£
h.p. Clyno, 1911, 2 .'jpeed*. kick staiier, coaehbnill

rideear : £40 : every part in splendid conditiju : trinl

wllingly.— ]J;ince. 26. Wood St., Northampton. [X3160

CLYNO. 19121^. 5-6h.p., 2-?peed, kick starter, epeed-
oineter, drip iced, iu-t overhauled, new ccachbuili

sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £49, or excliange 1,'wei
power and cash.—Hughes, 5, Exeter Rd., Ellc<>uiere Port.

[4583
i^iL^ NO, 5-6h.i>., No. 6 sidecar, \\\it arrived, com
vy plete with spare wheel and tvre, a beautiful ccm
bination, comjjlete, ready lor the road: £96; ex
chant,'e?. Special casli terms.—Cordingley, Haslingden
Tel. : 10?. [X3420

CLYNO. 1914, screen, hood. Ajax stand. <^pare wheel,
one Pedley and Hutchinson. .«ide nnd b.ick lamp.;,

luggage and petrol grid, perfect, not done 1.000 miles,
one tyre punctured once onlv: £85.—Box L5.315. Tht
Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.G. [^169

JQ12 6h.p Clyno and £17/17 Turner Sideenr, just
1- O overlianled by makers and giKiranteed cijual tn
new; n**w 1914 coachbuilt body also fitted, mngnifieent
order; would make excellent touring mount; any trial
and examination; £50.—Parker and Son. St. Ives.
Hunts. [0514

6 h.p Clyno, April, 1914. No. G sidcLar and screen, P
and H head lifjht and gem rator, Lueaf^ horn and

tail lamp. Brook.= (^addle, luggage grid, spare wheel com^
plete [never u<=ed). ^pare (hain. and sundry otiier nparp-*,

not done l.OOO miles; burgniD, £85.— No. 6.299 Th
Motor Cycle Offices, Covemry. (X3045

r
•

I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 W.-C. WILLIAMSON Combination,

with speedometer and accessories, nearly
new I £85

1914 8 ti.p^ V.S.-J.A.P., 2-spccd, and Mills-

Fultord Sidecar £59 10
1913 New REX Sidette, reduced to £65 9

1913 5-6 ti.p. Multi and Sidecar £55 10
1913 3'. li.p. 3 speed ARIEL and Sidecar . . £47 10
1913 4J h.p. LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar .. £39 10
1913 3', tip. LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar . . £33 10
1912 6 h.p. DOT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £42 10
1912 3,'. h.p. 2 ipc'xl JAMES and Sidecar .. £39 10
1912 6 h.p. REX Sidottc £43 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, cliain drive and

new Sidecar £45 1

1912 3l h.p. 2-spced HUMBER and Sidecar £37 10
1912 3.1 h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £39 10
1911 3', h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
iqil 8 h.p. 2 speed BAT-J.A.P. and S'car £43 10
1911 3\ li.p. 2speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3* TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
1910 3t h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Siiecir £28 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-5peed, and Sidecar . . £26 10
EXCELSIOR, 3,1 h.p., 3-specd, and Sidecar . . £28
NORTON, 4 h.p", 2-specd, and Sidecar £23 10
REX, 1910, 2-speed Twin and Sidecar £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-specd Twin, and Sidecar .... £27 10

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £53 2 6
6 h.p. Coach Sidet te £77 o £65 9
1912 New 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £45 10

Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanteiL

TRADE SUPPLIED. j

19
Connaught.

14 Conuanpht, 2 months old,

ofler^-'-J. U. Caldicott, 4,

good ns De^ v:\mx

Spencer Kd , Gov-
entry. [4089

CONNAUGHT. 1914. T.T., 3-speed. kick starter, foot
boards. 9 f:u. liRlit sidecar, iiporty outfit; £42-

Bank6. jun.. Uttoxeter New Ud.. Derby (X3076

CONNAUOHT. 1914. T.T rfrndel, single ^pced. pur
chafed ne« Juno 8th la~t for owner's holiday in

Enpland; £50; trial on dcpct-it of cash.—49. Well-
lueadow fid.. Cattord fX3141

Dc Dion.
Oilh.p. Ite I >icjn. Doushit! frame, actumulator. trembler
^^4 coil; £5/10.-Brigg3. 29. St. Augustine Si..

Taunton. [X3358

i>ilh.p. Do Dion. Chater iramc, good Ihronjrhont. run
'W-* ning well, bnttery ignition; bargain, £6/10,— Cot-
ter. 86, Leverson St., cjtrcatham. [X336R

GENUINE 2>4hp. De Dion, latent Sen^pray. double
Bofich mag., good tyie?, belt, low, cai'ital condition ;

£10: eschangQ.—Peachey EdwaidMone School, Colche-<ter.
(4506'

Douglns.
, Say Motor Cycle, I meao a Douglas.

Say Passjuger Machine, I uican a WilliamHEN I

on.W
WHEN I Do Saj Car, I shall mean a Douglas.-

Gourlay, the great Deuglas agent, Fallowfield.
Manchester. (1691

DOUGLAS, 19'l'!, 3',<.ll.p.. model B, in ttoei; £62-
Giugcr. Motor*, Eaubnry. 1X3163

DOUGLA,S. late 1912,
138, KiujstOD ltd..

fixed gear; offers.

-

Osfoid
Chapman.

[S3107

»lii.p. lionglas, 11,14. model B, in etoek; £62.—
>2 Moffat. Xoun Hall Oarage, Ye.'.ril [X4226

14 T.T. Doug'3=. first-class condition;, any trial:
£40.-71. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3381

OUGI,.\S, 3'oh.p.. Model B; £62; in stock.-
Kobinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [8628

OUGLAS, SiMi.p., Model A; £58; in stock.—
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [8629

OUGLAS, mndels T, U, V, and W. from stock.

-

Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 102. [X3421

19
D
D
D

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

ALL MACHINES READY B B
FOR THE ROAD. B

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1914 DOUGLAS .Mo.lel T " £35
1913 3-5pced TRIUMPH £48
1913 8 h.p. chain drive 2-sp. MATCH-

"LESS and Canoelct Sidecar £62
1914 T.T. DOUGLAS, lamp and horn £42
I9t3 6-sp. MATCHLESS, lamp, horn,

and speedoraclcr £50
1912 z\ h.p. 2-5;>. SUNBEAM, lamp,

generator, aiid horn £38
191: T.T. REX-J.A.P £25
2 h.p. QUADRANT £8
1912 :,' h.p. 2-speed ENFIELD £28
1912 TORPEDO £20
191 1 DOUGLAS £20
191

1

T.T. TRIUMPH £25
1914 T.T. RUDGE £40
3A h.p. REX £15
1912 T.T. TRUMP-J.A.P £24
1913 i-spred ROVER Combination.. £50
1913 ROVER and ciiie Sidecar £4$
1913 wnler-cooled ZENITH -GREEN

and Sidecar £45
1913 2-.<^p. MATCHLESS, S h.p., twin

belt drive £48
1913 2,i h.p. LEVIS £26
1912 ^1, h.p. ALLDAYS, (rce engine £27
191 I

NEW IMPERIAL £28

19M SbN-VILLIERS £22

1913 CONNAUGHT £25
[912 2i h,|. l.vin HUMBER £23

SECOND-HAND CYCLE CARS.
i9H HUMBERETTE £75
SIZAIRE,

,
cylinder £60

SINGERS, SWIFTS, PERRYS,
G.W.K.'S, A.-C.'S,IV10RRI3-0XF0RDS
can be seen and tried at our Euston RU. dep3t_

TUITION
ADVICE FREE

I

I
8

TRADE
SUPPLIED WITH
VARIOUS MAKES
AT LIBERAL
DISCOUNTS.

WE HAVE A HUGE STOCK OF

IVIOTOR CYCI.es,

We ar: Sole London Agents for Lincoln Elk

New Imperial, and Matchless Motor Cycles,

and Swan, Canoelct, and Middlcton Sidecars.

NOTE OUR ADDRESSES:—
378, 380, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD, IM.W.

Tel. 4219 Regent.

A.\D AT

173, Gt. Portland St.
^ Tel. J 970 Regent. M

I

I

J
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A39
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FARLOW SIDECARSI
are admired everywhere, and theirs

safety and reliability is fullyf

assured. Your agent will supply-

60 Sbs

We have just introduced the above coach-bililt
" Farlow " sidecar with a guaranteed weight of 60 lbs.

complete with full sizecJ body, strong chassis and
Avon rubber-studded lyre. I^rice 9 guineas, or with

Rccd Cane Body:

£8 VVcif^ht f,u<irarilecd not I t.\ceed ,0 lbs.

The above models are (or 2^ h p and 3^ h p machuies

Mode! 6, Uecd cane body, undersluns. chassis,

L^oolbox under seot.citra large luggage carrier, 9 Gns.

Model 5. Best coach-built body, underslu ng
chassis, toolboxes under front and seat, spring

cushion, extra large luggage carrier, £10 15s.

Farrar's Motors

TAOUGLAS; an models supplied. cp.sh 01 easy terras

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Doualas.
els supplie

lurpina. 22 and 29, Pr&^too Rd.. Brighton. [0509

DOUGLAS, 1913, R, complete, splendid condition;
£40- any trial— Philpot, Douglas agent, Canterbury.

[4525
DOUGLAS. 1913, T.T., 2 speeds; toole, accessories,

exceptionally last; £32/10.— Sinclair. East Moiesey.
[X3306

1Q11 25ih.p. T.T. Douglas in stock; £43; exchange;:
-^O entertained.—Julian and Sons. Basingstoke.

[0495

DOUGLAS. . 1910. 2^:ih p., perfect condition, fast,

lamp, spares; £17/10. -Bates. St. Loyes. Bediord
[4622

DOUGLAS Ligbtweio'ht. 2%h.p., perfect; £22.—
Grocer, 53, Rye Ru., Newlands. Top Peckham Rye.

14673
DOUGLAS 1914 Model W; £52; in stock. Trade

supplied —Robinsons, Green St.. Cambridge.
[8627

DOUGLAS, 1914 Model U_^ lamp, horn, tools; eeen

by appointment £40.-Rev

1914 model

Wheeler. Slouch
[X3159

brand new ; 45 gnt^.DOUGLAS . -

Peake, c/o Waddingtons, New Station St., Leeds

1Q14 Douglas, mo
-LtJ instable pulley

DOUGLAS 1914 vModels V and U;
Trade supplied.— Robinson's,

[X3235
model V, new April, lamp, liorn. ad-

£40--72, South Ealing Ed,. W
(4704

DOUGLAS— All 1914 models; cash or easy pay-
ments.— Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St.. London,

W. [8365

DOUGLAS, 1914, models U, V. and \V., in stock;
trade supplied . special discount-— Ginger, Motors,

Banbury. [X1532

£48: in stock

-

Green St.. Cam-
bridge. [8626

NEWSOME and Detcher, Ealing Broadway, London,
W.—Immediate delivery Douglas models, cash or

exchange. [4736

DOUGLAS, new. 2%h.p . XT., delivery 1st July;
nearest otter to list accepted.— 50. Manor Rd.,

Brockley. [4536

DOUGLAS. 1911, single eear, just overhauled, perfect
condition, lamp, and. sparer.: £18.—Crothere. Speen,

Newbury. [X3086

DOUGLAS. 1913. Model O. 2-speed, accessories, spares,

overdlls; £37; any trial.—Curtis. 81, Jewel Rd.,
Walthamstow. [4572

"IQ14 Douglas Models U. V, W, and T lor imme-
X*7 diate delivery Irom stock.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

[X3214

V, and W in stork fc7

trade supplied.—The Morris
(0430

trade

Lane, London.

Garages, Oxford

DOUGLAS, nil moJela for immediate delivery
supplied -Ei-r. 378-384. Euetou Rd.. nnd 173, Gt

OOGLAS. 1914 models, U,
miiiediate delivery

Portland St.. W (2628

little used; £38.-6,
DOUGLAS. 1913. 2-«peed ujodel O^ lamp generator,

adjustable pulley
Av., New Briglitou

DOUGLAS, 3V'lnp.,
2-Vili.p. moDels;

Edwards, Taunton,

DOUQLAl
ea[j l)e

East Dulwiclj stiitum

Westbanl;
[X3125

£62; combination. £75; and
immediate delivery—VV. P.

t4660

ip T.T. 1914, 2-Bpeed, liardly used;
aay timii : £40.-7. Melbourne Grove,

[4715

DOUGLAS, T.T, Ortolic-i. 1913, well equipped, fast,

lolv6 like new; ofi'ets wauted.-F
Stntt. Sudden, Roi!jd;tle,

Full particulars,
[X3341

"pvOUGLAS Mo K, 1912-V4, new tyre, lamp, liorn,

uyLlometiT. iii>t overljauled : £:J6 — Gibbs. 112b,
Balmoral Rd , (iillinsbam (4560

DOUGLAS, 1914, any model, prompt delivery, cash or
easy payments,- Williios, Simpson, and Co.. II,

Hammeremitli Rd . London [6409

DOUGLAS, 1913 model R. 2-speed, lack starter, free

engine, condition as uew, done 500 milee: barpain
£33,-A. Holland. Clarendon St., Coventry. (X3395

DOUGLAS, 2%li p., 1914. ridden 1.000 miles, as new,
T T, putteiu, usual accessories; £42. no oflejs

Scliafer. Old Hall Farm. Gatley. Cheshire, (X3290

DOUGLAS. 1912'/^,. 2-6peed, free engine, kick etart,

footboards. F R.S. lamp, fipeedometcr. bought new;
£32(10, offer.- 176. Mitcliam. Rd,. Tooting. [4585

"I Q14 T.T, Douglas. 224h.p,, 2-speed. lamp, generator,
-LiJ horn, .speedometer, not done 400 miles; £45.-

C

M, Le Clair. Pentewan, Greville Rd., Southampton, [4662

DOUGLAS Lady's, 1911, with 2-speed gear and
clutch, handle starting, thoroughly overhauled, re-

enamelled and plated; £28.— Colmore Depot, John Bright
St.. Birmingham, [X3232

Enfield!

ENFIELD. 2%ill.p, twin, good condition; £15.-408,
Moseley Rd., Birmingham. (X3308

1Q14 Enfteld Combinations from stock.- Purcclls, 78,
Xtf Charlotte St., Tottenham Court Rd., London,

[2185
(Telephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adver

1Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

XU lamps, spare inner tube, new condition :
£75,-

Atkin, 29. Station Rd.. Woodhouse, near SheiBeld.
[X3042

Don't Miss This

!

1914 6 h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON.
Been used for a few trial spins onlv. Usual price.

i7i 8s.

Sacrifice £51 nett.

ANOTHER SNIP.
1912 8 h.p. Cycle Car for £65.

CHATER
LEA

IS h.p. Engine
3 Speed Gear Box

I Worm Drive Back Axle

Jones speedometer, P. & H, lamps, generator,
shock absorbers, wind screen, 2 spare tyres, detach-
able dickey seat, tools, and spares. The lot lor £65.

1914 MACHINES IN STOCK.
6 h.p. A.J.S., combination, detachable wheels
6 h.p. A.J.S., solo mount, :; speeds 70 Gns.

25 h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed model 50 GnS.

3* h.p, ARIEL, 3-speed countershaft ^60 15

1914 sporting MORGAN £91

rgrj American EXCELSIOR, 7 h.p £59
rgl4 6 h.p. NEW-HUDSON, 3 speeds 68 GnS
I9r4 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., combination 80 Gns

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
1914 p. & M., used trials oulv £55
1910 3.1 h.p. N.S.U., 2-spced, Boscb £20
igrt 3I BRADBURY, 2-speed £25

1909 3.V h.p 2-speed REX de Luxe £24
19126 h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 sp., free engine £32
igra 6 ii.p, CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter £36
tgio 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £27
3j-h.p. r907 TRIUMPH, mag., spring forks £23
One ditto, vei^y good £24

3j h.p. tgoS REX tourist, 1909 engine .... £19
5-6 h.p REX de Luxe, lgo8, 2-speed model £25

The following are complete vyith Sidecars :

1911 BRADBURY, 2 speeds and sidecir £30
3* N.S.U., 2 speeds and sidecar £25
1912 3* h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds S; s'tar £35 Q
igra 6 h.p. REX, 2 speeds and sidecar £35
igog 3.\ h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar .. . £29
lgi2 6"h.p. CLYNO and sidecar £45
1908 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and sidecar £28
1910 5 h.p. 2-speed VINDEC and sidecar '.

. £30

All have variable gears.

We will sell any macliine without sidecar.

Any of the following can be had on
Easy Terms

—

3I h.p. REX, Spring
Forks £8

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE,
magneto, Druids. . £14

jA h.p. N.S.U. 2-5p. £20
s'h.p. 2-sp. VINDEX £25
3< TRIUMPH, mag. £23

3i h.p. REX, mag. £19

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
£11 Farlow Sidecar, shop-soiled £7 10

9 guineas Farlow Sidecar, shop-soiled .... £6100
rgr3 Gloria Sidecar, spring wheel £7

3I p.p. Precision engine, (newj £8

Ked Rear Lights, separate generators 9/6
Rex Pattern Foot Brake (new) 7/6
Wicker Sidecar Body, upholstered 5/-

New Rubber-studded Covers 1 2 /li

New inner Tubes, all sizes 6/6

Cowey Speedometer, good order 35/-

New Fwin Bosch Magnetos, D,A,V. models. £2 19 6

NewBosch Magneto suit single-cylinder engine £3
Bosch Magneto, suit twin Rex 39/6

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
tisement, and the date o( the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

[UMBER. liitL' 19U. 3'A.li.p. 2.81-66(1 Rear, fitted

with coai'Iibnilt -^ideuur : turnout . £30.— Brcnv'n'a,

Enll Ring. Birmfayhum fX3259

HUMBER. 1913. Dunlop tyres, Diinlop belt. B170
saddle. 3-5peed Sturmey-ArclJer gear, lamp and

irn. plEite and enamel very Rood: £56— Robinsons,
reen St,. Cambridge. [8623

9nV. S-speed F.E. Humber. 3'/jh p.. and f^idecar.

t)iOrou;;Ji]y overhauled, new tvre^ and piston, etc.

wertiil machine ; bargain. £30. lowest.— Webber, East
gh. Honiton. Devon [X3363

HUMBEU. S'/^h-p., 2-8peed. free eogine. coachbuilt
-jdecar. .-^i-lfiidid Londitinn, lu.t drne 2.000 miles

ke two anvwlit'ie. baigain. £'10.— Quinn. 63. Cartland
I.. siircUIey. Birmingham. rX309]

912 3'/.li p. Humber, 2-speed. free engine, rariable

puliev. .I.ine.- t^peedouieter. lamp, tools. Canoelet
Jecfir. Ijfiod. wind siTeen. new tyres, engine jUf^t f^^er

nte'l £37/10, or uear utler —Edwards, 26. Mvt'"T
p.. Lythaia. _ f^SSO

HUilBER,- 3"/jh.p.. 2-sijee(l. sidecar, tyre^ .IB an-
Piiliner. nearly new. Whittle belt. lamp. Iiornr

iweyV spepdoiueter, *?pare gear, tubes, etc.. ilone 4,000
il*--;: want-; veeiDg; barBain, £3*3 — ti J . ai. Hi^h St
rttou, Suricy [4568

HUMBER,S. new 1914 models, .^'/..hp.. air-cooled
3-sp.ed Sturn"'.cy- Archer gears and tree engine>

52M0; water-cooled models. £63; delivery frorr

ock; best terms; extended pavments or excbanpe.-
'anchupe's. 9. Slioe Lane. Loudun. [X318£

Q 14 Hijmber, S'/^h p., air-cooled. S-^^peed Stuniiev
ty Archer wears und free engine flutch. fitted witl

uip horn, all tfols. Lucas lear light >et, etc.. am
ranilili- .1913 p^uU-car : the i.'OinpIote -coinhinatijn lia-

solutelv not iiici 800 mile-r, i**' in practically brand nev
nditii-n anrl is milv for <^a\n bernu>e tin- owner Jia

at purchased a liu'lit car- tiitiT ncaiivt che'iue to £57'H"
[:uiL^s-SG. 117 Broad St.. Ilaaley. StaH^. |X307[

Imperial.

KEW Imperial Lii:lit Tourm. brand oew: £28/10
osl £32/1 1 — StoutUrulpe. Londoc Rd.. Norhmv

W . 1X252.':

TEW 5'Ali.p New Imperial Motor Cycle, J. A. I' en
'I i:ine. N.S U 2-siJf('d, lamp. horn. uU tooU : 35 ;;n-

VVilliam Owen. Oakeniiiates. 1X2647

Indinn.
LEVERLY'S. Ltd.. Oxtcd. Ija^e .\ 1912 Indian act

' sirlM.ar tor .milk .-ale: £25 [4511

NItlAN and Sulciar. as new. 7-9h p.. 2-^peed ;
£44-

18 .South Biiit .n Mcwo. Bond St.. W fX329I

NTJIAN. 1914, XT., Luias lamp and Iiorn. ne;irh

£50.-Canjpion. Loudon Rd.. Derby 14695

' -Dh p, Indian nod ^idocar. 2-8pfed. ««pteudid comli
tion; £35. baiguin.—Tom*. Cutiierine St.. Leup-tfi

[X3183
NDIANS.— Compare marvellous value; imniudiaic

dehverv all models-— W, P. Edwards. Taunfin
(465i

i.T. Iii'liaii- 1911. red. 5h.p.. in yood conditnn
£21M0-W a Lite. 10. Cumberland Rd.. Snuii

rt. [X306C

NDlAN. Hendee Special model; £80. complete: u-

stock—The E.\eter Motoi Cycle and Light Ca,
Ltd.

•

roso*^

NliIAN. 7-9h.p., free engine. 2i-pi:cd. j^idecar. ai<.t-

-orifs; £.?5— Sibley. Mountg:ove Rd., Cli^sold Tarl.

ludun N f450:

b II Red Indian. 1912 model, complete with realP
' siu.iri iideiJir. £32.'10.-Cordingley. Uaslingdcn
il. 1U2, • [X541<

14 ludiuD Combination, electric ligbi. run 50f
' niile>: inu?i realico, take £69.- Dunkeld. SmpP
Wembley [4472

NI'IA^. and Millford. late 1912. accesnories. Kood
£48 — piirtii ulars. La,v\vood. VittorKi Rd.. Shcr-

lOd. Nnttniirham. [X3237

NDI.\N 1914 Road Racer, not done 100 miles, pei
leci: £52,— Elce and Co.. J'5. Bishopseaie Av..

imomile St.. E.C. [048<|

NDIAN, 1911 model. 3'/jIi.p-, 2 speeds, free engine
'uiTtl'te with sidecar: £30.— Cordingley. Hii"

igden. Tel. . 102. fX3416

NUl.:V>\ 7b p. T.T, and touring bars. lamp, bom
PHcduuicttrr. late 1 912 -. lowest £36.-32. Lan

^ter Rd . Southpoit. [4637

BLUE Indi.in. .Ian.. 1912, 4h.p., 2 cpceds, clutch.
|.p ricct £28''10. no otfers.— Wnlth, 7. Temple Fm

ue Hill. HeuUnn N.W (4537

NI'l-VX. 1914. 7h-p. 2 spced.^. coach combinatmii
k.tiic. aicessoricci. etc: £72. -P. .1 Evans, -lohu

ight St., Biimingham. [X3147

HEN'DEE Specill. urice £80. .-^liBhtlT shoptsoiled: fir-l

thtque tor £69 sci iircs— We<it Lancashire Mntm
Ltd.. 10. Hogbtou St.. Southport. (X3057

NDIANS.-New 1914 oombinaiion.s in ^tock. loi
mmediate delivery; extended payments or ex

Ange.— Wauehope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London. (X3200

NDIAN. 1914, 7h,p.. 2-speed standard model, elecfnc
equipment, spcediuiioter. eto., not run 1,000 miles-

lirovil wiMiiicly: £58.—The Morns Garage*. O.-ctord"
f4710

9

FOR YOUR TOUR.

FiB. 883. With HinEed from 23 i,.i,

.. Mt-2 aiitJ vvUli liooU 24;6 ..

Kij. KHO. Willi screweu from 21/
Kill- K70 siiinll si/0, screwed from .. ., 13/6 _

Also made with flm siLltft)i7ickuts. loraid'ilamiis

iif oclu <;ar3 01 ^idecats. sinatl Hi/e.

Fi«. '-i'e 27/6 per ralr

tjircc fii/e. Fit: M)ll .* 42'6 ,. ..

It. Illustrates the dctuctm'.le uisulaleil tuiUt iiolder. whii'h

provides fur an adjuslulilv focuu iniil run lie used as an
iusiHiction la.ID when reuuireil Sell conlaiuod switch

GENUINE HELLESEN SPECIAL BATTERY
FLASH TYPE DRY BAT- CARRYING CASES
TERY. I'lKc 6;6 cacb, l-ruiu 3,.6-6;G cdi

i^

For 7/q" barFor I" bar

H.H. CROSS BAR.
Adiusiaht" tc any ty4'0 ol liiullo hnr

Fie -'lyo I'ric.' 6/6 eftcU

H.H. ROUTE CARD or MAP HOLDER.
\UuiU^ inlljst iiroiicliuM nKaiiibl Severest wiat'-ci
I'lIteU rtiih Hpecinl relUiloiU cover, and new uxUx

^tronit adjustable clip. FiB- ^3^ Price 5/ cacli.

HANDLE-BAR LAMP.

^'ln1-latlc clip, iiiiivcr&al

inuvviiK^nl. duiai'lml'le lanu',

l-".f. :04 7/6 each

BATTERY & CASE.

ComaiDifiE tl voli
'" Micnou " Bfittcry

IJallorv. fl/4.

Case 2/6.

I

H.H. INSULATING TAPE H.H. NEW mODEL
ri.o tin Drotects taiH) .M,\GNE10 CfT-UU I'

Couvenieiit lo cinv Mouldtd hod v. iiiil)r&akaMi-

Price 3d. A 6d, tin i-iK. JIO 1 6 eiich

A. H. HUNT,
115-117. CANON STREET, E.C.

H
MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE,

Indian.
ENDJ'jJE SiieLial. witii electric starter, Iniiips. speeil*.
lueter, coai-libuilt sidecar, etc, new March, 19M.

only (loiib 2,000 miles: obst £100, for quiet sale £75-
-KuLibius' (iarage. Eiigby. ri60S

INDIAN [hliie), S'/Mip,, 2 spcede. rliitcli, accessoriej,
extelleiit couditlnu, recently orcrliaiiled ; 25 kQS —

Apply. Secretary, P.G. Mutor (jaruge tilaiuysteudl. Ltd,
aob. Hislj St., Hamiiiteud, N.W. [Ma*

Id 11 lOirtolpcr) 5b. p Indian, a^^peed, P. and M. Bear,
A*/ ilutehinsnu stndried and IJatCj. Rrgored tyics.

Iani[>. generntnr, liurn, and toul kit, e.scclleQt condition;
jinv e-\-3nninatiou : £33/10.— U- Bauiber. 33, Livcrpnol
Rd.. Kirkdale. [1527

lOl* Vli p. Indian, flendee Special, lislitinK set, ^clt-

A «7 starter. Klaxon, (Speedometer, 2 (ipeede, clnleli,

i-iuU' run 'iSO mile,.;; ImviPK car, only reaf^on for Rell-

ill^•: perfect; £67/10, uo otfer3.-6,309. The Molm Cyde
Uttiees, Coventry (XJ327

1Q13 Ivery latel 7ti.p. Indian (redl, 2 speeds and
J-J7 cluteli, engine and gears perfect. cnaDiel and
plate cseepl ioiially well kept, looks like new, new
lieavy Kenipsliall tyie on hack, .almost new studded
Iront, burn, lamp, and tools: £55. — King. Sunnyside,
Slapleslord. Calubs. 1X3384

Ivy,

1 Q >
" ^'"'.b p. Ivy-Precision T.T,. p,.^ce!Ient condition;

1»/ £;'.9 -l^'leld, Uowley. Ctanleigh. 14501

IVY I'UECISION, 19131/j, 3i/..h,|),. used Jery little,

gnatanti.'.'d pcrlcci f;ondit.i>u, waterproof ovcialls.

md all accessories; £30,-29. Crovo Lane. Padihnm.
- 14429

.lames.

JAMES, 1912, 41/jli p., 3.speed Stnnm'7, nnrt sidecar,

splendid condition: U;irg;iin, £38.— James, c/o 131,
ISardett Bd., B I47S2

JAJIKS, late 1912, SWi-d , connter shaft 2speed near,

ibain-ilriveii: ha'rfuTu. £35— Brown's, 12.. llnll

King. IJirniingbam, fX3260

J.A.MliS 1914 Models xn stock for cash, excbansc. or

ea-HV terms.—Buy it from KIce and Co. 1.5,

Bi:lioi>sgal« Av., Camomile St., K.C, In4?'j

1C|12 3'/.li,p. 2-si)Ccd ,lames. Willi Canoelet sidecar.

11/ soeeduiiletcr, l.nelts lamij and generalor, splen-

did eoiidiliou: £39.—Uuyvors Carago. Slratlord-on

,\v„„ ,
[.VV24(;

.fAMKS New 1914 Si.Mi.fi Twins, 3 speed and free

it ungino nn.dela. delivery fium ^toek: £83: cash,

ra^y pavliients, or exchange —Waucbope's. 9, Shoe
l.ane, London 1X3193

IAMIOS ihe lug single,- Ask toi pi Iocs and my record

in lecenl. trials. Exchanges onlerlained; imme-
.linle delivery - T. Stevens blames spcciallstl. Hooch
-<t ,

Itirmincllam, [04S2

I A.\ll;s 1U13 4i,lb p lllg Single, 3 speeds, clntcb

'J and kick startei. chain drive, Canoelet sidecar,

pcrlect; trial and free delivery KIce and Co. 15.

l!i diopsgale Av,. Cunioiuile St,. li.C 10513

L .V.MKS Bi'-- Single, 3-.pced. chain drive, new A\lfil-t,

O 1913, run 2-OOn iiiibv, new appcjinini e, inecbaiil.

.ally pcrlect. ^pecd.anclcl, bom, paio, £48, .•.'^t £G7;
,icccpt 1914 IJoiigbi^ lu pull payuicnt —109, i;iiiiisfeld

ltd., Sydenhaiil, S K '
.

1X3367

BEST Combination tjltercrt -1913% S-speert chain drive

.lame«. with Canoelet sideiar. lyriw neuily new, new
,;car. etc.. Utled la-t week, cost £6/10/6, iioweifnl

limber; a..cpl £57/10. Iow.»t,-LoLduD Ufusc I iin-

aington. R.itherliaiu- l.:i,3Ui-

,I,R.S.

JKS AlLXiliary Set, with bicycle, pcrfci-t order; £8.--

Wells. 63, Castle St.. FainhanL Snrrey |4538

JKS Ib.p Units, .special tanks, sbop.tsoi|pd. perfect,

£8/10- sevcrul .-econd-hand. £7 -Imp JJotor Co.,

Lid-, I'lC.slon (A3181

Kcriy.

KKHRV Twill, 5b p., ivaiils lilllf nltenli,-n; £9. cbcnp.

-T I' Uat»on. Uvcciolt, Ripley. lieibV- 1X3241

KKRHY AllI.MinON, SVjt p., Hofich, B and B.. new
tvics. Une oidei; cheap- foi guieli sale -S3, Park

li.l W'andcuollb. I468S

KICHRY S-bh p.. 1914 Roscb. 1913 Ainac, 1913 S K
.sideciir. Iu.-t. ride away, owner ill. £18, offer

Miink .sale: Armslioug gear, in wheel. £6 ; W liiltle, 12lt ,

4in , 15/-.-l'eacock, 54, Cbapliu Kd.. Wilieilep 1X2641

Kvnoch.
JO 1 2 3',-jU,p Kynocli, 3-siieed ^ear bl complete,
lo £30. special bartaio —Cordmglej Hailm^dcn

i.\3403

f.ea-Pr.incis.

LEA.PRANOIS. 1914, second-hand, ID perfect con-

dition, Lnc;is biinp set. boin. knc- t'llp*: £58-
Kelow.

LE\1'"R\NCIS 1914-Mpdels in stoi k, .te.ads to rule

"away- be»l terms ioi cash, c.\. luinge, Dr «n»v

r.iiviiienls — Citv iiiid K:ial London Acents. Elce and

r';., 15." Bishopsgate Av„ Camomile St.. E.C - [0477

LlSA-rBANCIS, 1914, llio liritslocrat ol motor cveles:

early delivery; eiisy paymcnls;. i-ecoufl-band

mOLl.ines in' pait.—Lond,™ agents, 'Sprctoo and Uratii,

154, Ut. Titchfleld St., W. liegenl 4999 10448

.Ml letters relnting to :id\ertiscmer,[s sl..,i:ld quote the number :il the end of end' Klvertisement, and Ihe d.ilc ol Ihc -sue, ^4^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

13 2i^h-p. Baby Levis, tirst-class condition; £20.—
Hill, Builder. Craig-y-don, Llanaudno. [X2661

1-3 2V-^h.\). Levi-;, very good order, accesebries

;

£22/lO.-Jack^on, Matti^liall, Norfolk. rX3312
3^h.p. Levis. 2-speed, counter-shaft gear, just

4 arrived; £^7/ 10.—Coi'dingley, Haslingden.
Tel.: 102. [X3411

"I Ql'^ Li?vis Model; iu stoi-k, ready to ride away; best
X tr tenus for ciish, exchange, or easy payments.—
Elue and Co., 15, Bisliops^iite Av.. Camouiile St., E.C

[0479

L.M.C.
3]i, p. L.M.C. . mae. B. and B., can be ridden away;

£6.-138. Catherine St.. Leicester. [X3i84

L.M.O., 1911, 3VjIi.p-. 2 speed.>i, handle starting, eide-
car and acLe5sorit!>*: £25.— P. J. Evane, Jclin

Bright St.. Binuingham. [X5ia6

IVlatchless.

MATCHLESS. 1912, 8h.p.. and ^sidecai, in splendid
condition; £55.-109. Canterbury Rd., Kilbuxn

[4623
3ih,p. Matihlee*^. 1911, overhauled, plated, accessorie<s,

2 spares; £24. -Hirst. 24. St. Stephen's' Ed.. Lei-
Lt;t.;r. [4618

MATCHLESS, 1914,models, immediate delivery; trade
supplied.-itey, 578, Eustou Rd.. and 173. Gt

Portland St [7287

MATCHLESS, 1913. 3'Ah.p. twin. 3 speeds, kick
,

s'^tarter perfect ..onditioa ; £42.—Turner, 27. Mat-
tock Lane. Ealing. [4701

MATCHLESS, 1913, 8ii.p., 2 speeds, belt drive, ac-

cessories, and sidecar: £48.— P. J. Evans. John
Bri-ht St. BirmiDg'hain. [S3150

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 2 speeds, Iree engine, sidecar,
sijlendid condition, all accessorie.s ; £45.—70.

Everins Rd., Stoke Newinglon. N. [476

v

3ih.p. Matchless, done 1,000 milet^, £45: Triumph.
2 1909. £18: Minerva, Si/'h.p.. £15; all as new-

Clilford Cant. Braiswick. Colchester. [4228

8h.p. Matchless-Jap. cliain drive, and coach eidecar,
complete, speedometer, lamps: fSO.—Reg. Samson,

Ltd., IsLingtoii Row, Birmingham. " [4569

MATCHLESS 5-6h p. Twin. 2-(=peed, and coachbuilt
r^idecar, F.R.S. lamp, Luca.^ horn. like new;

£47/10.-408. Moaeley Rd., Birmingham. [X3307

MATCHLESS Combiuation, Sh.p. twin free engine.
spetidomeTer, recently overhauled, excellent condi-

tion ; accept £40 —Sullivan, 4. Dagniar Rd.. Camber-
well. [4758

1013 6h.p. Matchless. J. A.P. engine, 2-specd, kick
.
J-i' sLarter. complete with coachbuilt sidecar, splen-
did conditioD; £58.—C. B. Ford. Bondgate St..
Alnwick, [4771

MATCHLESS. 1913. 5>Ui.p. twin. 3-speed gear,
counter-shaft drive, Hutchinson tyres, lamp and

horn, extra pair of handle-bars: £35 —Robinson's,
Green St.. Cambridge. (8630

LATE 1912 Matchlese, 6h p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, per-

fect condition, tyres, etc.. every accessory, spare
tube and belt, in crate. Millford sidecar, new; £50.—
C. Waltham, 9. Waterloo Rd., London. [4621

1 13-'i4 Matchless Combination, 2-apeed, free engine,
At/ double belt drive, speedometer, lamps, all acces-
eorieti, perfect condition throughout, little used ; anv
trial : £65—22. Otto St.. Kennington, [4703

7h.p- Matchless, chain drive. 3 speeds, and tree
engine, also coachbuilt Matchless sidecar, the

most silent motor cycle made: £92/17; ready to drive
away.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.; 102. [X3418

OCTOBER (1913) 8h.p. Matchlesfi Combinatioo, 2
speed, clutch chain drive, kick .start, fipeedoraeter,

lamp, and Kenerators complete, eplendid condition: sacri-

tice '£65 — Car^tle. 18, George St., Oxford. [X844e

MATCHLESS, Sy^h.p.. 6 speeds, Gradua gear, abso-
lutclv new, grand solo or sidecar nmunt, £50, or

i.omplete with brand new coachbuilt sidecar for £60
geuuino.—Colnioie Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birminghau

[X3063
Sh.p. 1915-'^i Chain Drive 2-speed Matchless, counter-

shaft Rcar. kick start, fitted with Matchless side-
car, includes screen, luggage carrier, in condition like-

new, smart and mechanically sound.—Seen at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [X3190

MATCHLESS 1913 Sidecar Combination, 6h.p-. 2-

"Speed, tree engine, in perfect tune, tyres good,
tubert unpnnctureil. Liicaa lamp fiet and horn. 3 spare
tubes, new belt, evcrvthiug equal to new: £55; anv
trial.-Tatteivail. Gaia Lane. Lichfield. [X3177

MATCHLESS, hte 1913, Sh.p., 2-speed and kick
startar, chain (hive, with de luxe canoelet side-

'ar, fitted with wind screen, all lamps, speedometer.
itc, coviibi nation in practice IIv new condition, having

' '••' "bout 800 miles; £73.—Cohnore Depot
etc., . .-

been drivei

49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3233

Minei-va.
3ih-p, MineiTa, coil, B, and B.. h.b.c, m.o.v. ; photo;

2 good running order; £6.—Wimshurst. College.
Wye. [4720

31.h-p.' Miueiva. Bosch, B- and B., Druids, eloped back
2 frame good order, requires assembling : £8. or

offer.—Howard, 38. St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham [X3108

If you wish to inspect the FINEST selection of

Motor Cycles and Light Cars in the country, then
Pm your man. I stock all the best makes — and
when you buy from me you may rest assured that
you are getting VALUE FOR MONEY, more —
you're getting BEST VALUE FOR MONEY !

Touring time is sure to tempt you, and when you
have decided to purchase, then -— WRITE, OR
CALL AND SEE ME.
In Mo'.or Cycles I can show you — INDIAN,
ROVER, ENFIELD, A.J.S., CLYNO, BAT,
JAMES, HUMBER, NEWrHUDSON, ZENITH,
CALTHORPE JUNIOR, NEW IMPERIAL.
WOLF, etc. — all models in stock ready for

immediate delivery,

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINE OF NUMBERS—
Brand new latest TWIN 2;} h.p. 3-speed. List

price. 50 gns. CLEARANCE Price, 40 gns.
SIDECARS : — MONTGOMERY, CANOELET,
GLORIA, MILLFORD, and other Sidecars from
8 to 22 gns.

The INDIAN
Standard Model, 7 h.p.. 2-speed, with Electric

Head and Tail Lights, Electric Horn, and Corbin

Brown Speedometer, Price ^70

The ROVER
3^ h.p., 3-sp., and F.E. Clutch £58
-ROVER 3J h.p. T.T. Model £48

and now LIGHT CARS
I can show you, here again, all the best makes,
including— Calthorpe, Standard, Perry, Alldays,

G.W.K., Ford, Singer, Swift, Calcott, Humberette,
etc., all complete and ready for the road.

The "CALTHORPE
MINOR," 10 t- p.. complete 160 gns.

Now let me know your needs — 1 KNOW I can

fill them. Exchanges arranged — Tuition free.

P. J. EVANS,
87, 89 & 91. JOHN BRIGHT
STREET, BIRMINGHAM*

Telegrams: "Lytcar, Birmingham."
Telephone : Midland 662.

FOR

SLIGHT CARS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Minerva.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, good condition, sidecar, Mabon,
2 B.a.. tyres good, 26x21/., Dunlop belt, lamps^

Spares; any reasonable offer.—4, College Rd., CheBhuntv
[4661

MINERVA, SVsh.p., thoroughly overhauled, cylinder
re-ground, and new piston, B, and B. carburetter,

Bo^ch ma^.. John Bull tyres. Lucas lamp, and horn;
bargain, £15/10.—Particulars. Erookland, 2, Putlce Cot-
tagea, Haywards Heath. [X3288

JVlonopoIe.

MONOPOLE Lightweight. 2^ih.p., Precieion engine^i
Bosch mag. (new), just unpacked, free engine;

£36, cost £45-17. Oaklands Rd.. Bedford, [4516

Moto-Reve.
Q 3^h.p. Twin Moto-Reve, taken for debt, goc<l going^4 order; 10 gns.— 1. Railway Approach, Kew Gar^
dens. [4571

OTO-REVE, 23/jh.p twin, new tyres, belt, perfect^M condition; £16.-87. Cambridge Rd..

M

Hauimer-
[4678

MOTO-REVE 2'i4h.p. Twin, 1912, Armstrong 3 speeds,
free engine, perfect order and condition: £18/18.

-Ward. Don'Jon Hoi-se. Canterbury. - [S3179

Motosacoche.
£43 iioto^acoche, 2Vi.h.p.. hardly soiled, 1913 model,

trial: £26 lowest.- 17, Oaklands Rd., Botlfcrd.
[4515

MOTOSACOCHE. powerful, esrellent condition,
acetylene lamp.—Muuro, 37, Hertford St.. Cov-

entry. [X3392

1 Q 12 2i^h.p. Motosacoche, variable gear, very nice
J- 1/ machine: £18. —Porter. 3, Logan Mews. Earl's
Court Rd, r4749

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, mag.. Druids, prrfect
condition, and very reliable; bargain, £12.—Wm.d-

ley, Bii;ester. [X29e6

MOTOSACOCHE, 2i/2h.p.. late 1912, free ensiue,
'

only sliop-soiled ; what offers?—Empire Cvcic i.nd
Motor Co.. Derby. fX-€33a

MOTOSACOCHE, 2Vjh.p.. variable gear, in splpndid

'

order, with new lamp, etc.: £24,— De Beaufort, Rad-
nor Club. Folkestone. [4550

MOTOSACOCHE. 1907. IHh.p.. splendid condition;
to quick buyer £8. or nearest offer.— Richai'd.-^on,

.yule agent, Thorna"by-on-Tees. [X3172

i^l^h.p. Motct:,acoche, latest pattern engine, guaranteed^ 2 order and condition : cost £44, for quick f^ale

£18/10.-Weaver, 38, Broad St.. Bath. (4683

OTOS.^COCHE. 2i^h.p., Druid forks. 2 Whittle belts
just been re-maguetiried, accessories; £14:

ca,;h bargain —Clark, Stationer. Midhurst. Sussex, [451e

MOTOSACOCHE. 2h p., 19n.. £13; Palmer tyn
(back). Dunlop belt, B. and B, carburet Ut, al

iiijw. Druids.— Dunton. Eccles. Attleboroiigh. Nf.iinlk
[X355£

New Hudson.
IQI2 2'ji New Hudson, 3 spvjeds and Iree engine
J- 1/ lamp, horn, tools, etc. ; £29/10.—Cordingley
Haslingden. [X340S

NEW Hudsons.—eh.p,, 1914 models; 68 gns.; ex
changes or easy payments.—Maudes, 136,. Gt

Portland St., London. W. [836;

1 Q14 New Hudson, 6h.p., only being used for demon
|At/ stration purposes, condition equal to new; wlia

offers?—Empire Cycle and Motor Co.. Derby. [X234(|

I Q13 New Hudson, 3'/2-4h.p,, 3 speeds, free engint
X t/ kick start, Montgomery sidecar, new condition
splendid running order; £43.—'* Bramlea." Charltoi
Rd., Sheppert<im-on-Thames. [47?!

NEW Hudson. 6h.p. Model de Luxe combination, a
grey, with Cowey speedometer, and all acce-ssoriet

new end of April, good ad new: £77.—Box L5.416. TH
Motor Cycle Othces, 20. Tudor St., E.C. [474

Norton.
1Q14 T.T. Norton, Biuks, very fast and flexible, d
X*/ livered Easter, under 300 miie^; bargain, £4^
bought car,—Johns, Glencoe, Launcetfton. [^536

N.S.U.
TJARGAIN List.

ONE 2h.p. N.S.tJ. Single-cyl. Lightweight, comple'
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1915 mode

diop-soiled; £30 net.

ONE 3h,p. N.S.U. Twin-cyL Motor Cycle, comple
|

with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1914 model!
£32 net.

!

It

O NE 3h.p. N.S.U. TwincyL Motor Cycle, comple f

with under-geared pulley, 1512 model; £25 m '':

ONE SV-'h.p. N.S.U. Single-cyL Motor Cycle, comple
with h.b.c. 2-speed gear and free engine, 19

model, shop-soiled; £48 net.

ONE 6»Ah.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complf
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1913 modt

£45 net.

ONE Sh.p. N.S.U. T\rin-cyl. Motor Cycle, comply
with 2-8peed gear and free engine: £25 net.—

B

L5.421. The Motor Cych Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C
[05

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

rOTT. iale 1913 shoij^joiled only, absolutelv as new;
i58 — Coiinore Depot. 31. Colmore ' Eow, Binning-

[X3062
30TT. 19131/., coadibuilt sidecar, 1914 drip feed, iieiv

lyres, e.xueptional bargain. £58.— Hopkins. Peter-
Yorll . [X3111

;OTT, 1913 Urani' new. un-oiled; f55. or near otfei.
uoual pri e £68; eseijaugee entertained —Gin;ier

ots, Banbury, [X316!
;OTT, 1912, eidetar. accessories, perfecf condition;

bargain, flr-t c-fler £30 secures.—Turner's Garage.
zon Rd,. Eaijug [4746

;OTT. late 1912 combination, perfect; £40. or ex-
cliange fti] I ,wer power and cash.-.?. JUclbourue

ve, East DuKviclj Station 14716

30TT. 1913. 1 test 1<14 I.-inl;s and Scott drip-teed
oile,

. ,aultl.;-3 condition: any e-\aniiuarion £35
5, Sliirley Rd,. SoutJjuuiplon, 14594

)OTT, 1913. 2-stroi;e. 2-speed. chain drive. Irick starter.
e.xcellent condition, equal to new; £50 fur easb
—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd.. Bir-
ham. 10472

:OTr. 1911. Palmer cords. 2 lamps and genciatcr.
song, new chains and sprockets nnd 1914 Liikin

lurctter. £32; 1913 cane ,-treamline sidecai. ivitli liig-

!, case. lamp, and generator. £8; .loncs trip and
;imum speedometer, £3; all in remarkably good lou-
on.— 23. Eosendale Bd . Dnlwich. S E. (4524

Singer-.
,NGEE, 2'/!,h p.. 1913. Armstrong S-peed, as new;
oaeJs.-41, Elm Rd.. Maiden, f4717

114 4i/2h.p Singer, 2-speed. chain d.'ive; £65 .u
t^ with sidecar f80.-Cioss, agent, Eotherhaiu

NGER Motor Cycle, good condition, fine hill-diiiibei

;

£16 to Quick buyer.—73. Camden St.. North
^'"s tX3109
INCER, 1914 model. 4i/oh.p., sidecar corabtnation

just Irom works; £80. special terms lor cash

-

dingley, Haslingden. Tel.: 102. tX34l6
NOER, 1913. 2i/3h.p.. frecengine. in splendid run-

111 iig order; bargaiu. £25.-\Vilkine, Simpson, and
11. Hammersmith Rd,. London. (4697

114 Singer Sidecar Combinations, 2-apeed gear and
L„ „!"'"'''J''- ^^° =J''': extended payments orhangc.-Waucbope i, 9. Shoe Lane, London. 1X322 1

EANIJ New 1914 Singer 4iyi p. Motor Cvcle. 2-
speed gear, chain drire; £65 model, immediate de-

r). and accept low price tor spiit cusli,-Helow

":™° mJ'
1914 2i,;j,.p. Singer Motor Cycle. 3-speed

tear £<18 model; immediate dehfcry, and (ic.ept

i ee,l f^
"I'fl 'ash.-W, E. Clark nnd Co. M 1m

ineers. Donco^tet, [4592

Sun.
JN-VILLIEUS in stock, immediate delivery 25

t,iis.— L,iirkin. Cinque Ports St.. Rye, rX2253

J'^mS-'i",^?"',"*- ^'(^''"- 2 stroke, complete, with
I-' powe.tui lamp horn, tools, etc.: sacliHce 26J Uichards, Rhosy-iuedre, RuubuD. 1X3326

Sunbenm.

^"v'itA Subheam in -took; 66 ens -Cross, agent.Rotherham 1X3314

"^('!!^a'^4''RH^'u''-
'""' '""' "' ^'"'•1' -We.« End

"i-rt^n, '^'"(.^r''-'',"
""" 6l"' •iio'lels in stock

Ihe (jarage. Usbriilge Rd,, Ealing Common, 14242
JXriRAM 2-speerl Lightweight, i.itc 1913 model «hoi,.soicd only; £49; Phelon and Moore's nVtk
led.ate delivery.-Hainsworth. Butley. "x3357

'Tnm,'*t'n,-„'''^' ^J'"""'
'^'•"'^ 'I'''-"- ol'Cedometer.

-P n,n = "f '^';">n»h:.ll cover rear, little used;
1 liilpot. Sunbeam agent, Canterbury. 14526

lh.|, Sunbeam. 2. speed gear and Irce engine 1913
h,lS, ''"''' ''^''' '^'"'incura-belt d?iJe drip

,'.ei,'o"„'iT"!,'°"d.„.'.° .
..1™°'.'

. .

;"- w^
"•"f^ll'ir^

uchopes. 9, Shoe Lane. London

. Swift.

MmJ,„!'°„'!;'-'''"-''5' ?"»•, 2-«I)«e.l gear box and Ir.c"Ugine cha n and shaft driv,.. 2 accumulators, cxtia
:

i6'10. h.wc-.t,-14, Marsham St., Westminster,

"'S^ ^V UombinitioDs for immediate delil^eo-

r-fr 'evc&*; i^lKed counler-shatt gears, andxar. exchanges or e.xtended payments: £86,'I0-uchopes. 9, Slioe Lane, London. °X32i6
VIET 3i,yi.p. Motor Cycle, with hub 3 speed gearree engme and kirk starter, with canoelet side

ltiI3 model, in very good condition: £50.-For
fc. "\':''n

"'"" ^"'" <^>''^l« Co., Ltd.. 15, Holborndnc, L.C. ,^567
T..M.C.

M C
. 7h,p.. 4-cyl.. w.c, 3-speed. complete with side-

»'•'.''.; ..'^"' -creen. nnd numerous spares: £60-
le. CMC, 206, High Rd. Ualham, S.W. [4518

Triumph.
|08 Mag. Triumph, h.b.c, etc.; £l6.-Cross
' jeweller, Rotherham. [X3316
aiUMPH. 1914. 214h.p.. 2-itroke. in stock: £42.-
Oingcr. Motors. Uanbury, lX3162

No. 23B.—Lightweight, wicker and rush.
iveight z!) lbs -.

. £3
Aproo to match 5

No. 23A.— Lightweight, art cane, uclgiii
-'6 Ills £4
Apron to match 5

No. $A.~ Chassis to suit above l.o'lics

less lyre 63 13 8
Complete tyre for 2O x 2j

wheel £1 Ml

No. 28A.—Convertible cc a c h b u i I i

landciu body £9

N'o 7 —Chassis lor tandem tiody. less

lyre £6
Complete tyre lor 26 « 2)
wheel ...: £1 7 11

No. 71C.— Dest quality French Horn
(Teste). Nickel-plated 10 6

Send for illustrated list of Bodies and Chassis.

To he obtained IrotD any .Motor Cycle Depot.

BRANSOM, KENT & CO., LTD.,

40, Great Eastern Street, E.G.

MOrOR CYCLES EOR SALE.
Ti itininli.

TRIUMPH .Mmiov and Sidecar tor sale; cheap,-253,
Uueeu's Kd-. Il.ilst.iu. X.E, (4598

TRIUMPH. 1914. Oh.p.. 3-specd: £60; delivery from
stock -dinger. Motors. Banbury. (X7382

TRIUMPH 19:3 IT Racer, exceptionally fail; £35.
Stour Cycle Depot. Stourbridge. (X3331

I^RIUMPH 1912 Clutch Model. Lucas lamp; £28/10.
-I -Stour Cvcle Depot. Stourbridge. rX3334

]014 Triumphs.— Earlv delivery from The Premier
«? Motor Co.. Ltd.. .'\ston Rd., Birmingham. (0428

10114 T.T. Triumph. iWip., .as new. nut run 300
Xt/ miles: £42-71. Bradshawgale, Bolton. [X3382

TRIUMPH. 31U1 1. 1913 Bosch, splendid couditi;in:

£20. 01 otfei — \V S-. 148. Hcrllord Rd,. Diilslon.

[X3D79

Id 13 3i/.'h.|i 3 speed Ti'iuniiili. splendid condition:
-*-t? £4(5.-Guvvers Garage. .StratIojd-on-.-\von.

(X3247
TRIUMPHS,. 1914. 3-spccd. in date: Tiiiimph. 2-

stroke in ciate; ixcli;in>;es — Ewcu. King's Lynn
[X3362

free engine. Rr;ind (irrlcr:TRIUMPH. 1910. 3'/.h,p.. free engine, gra
£25 —P .1 Evans. John Blight St.. Biimingham.

LX3144
IQ12 31A11.4I Triumph, cluteh rnudel. all acces-
±iy- series: bargain, £30.-20. Chancer St.. Leices-
ter rX3l6G

TT Triumph. 1912',.'.. faultless condition, almost
ne.^ : 28 gns.—Stanley, 172. (''inchley Rd . Ilamp-

-tead (4665

1Q14 Triumph. 41i p.. 3-spced. Lncna h&^t lamp set,

Xt/ horn, mirror. Cowey speedometer: £55 -Plustow,
Grimsby 1X3174

TRIUMPH, late 1910. 3i,<.h p. tree engine model:
harguiii £2,4»10 -lirown's 12, Hull Uiiig,_ llir-

mingham (X 325.3

TRIUMPH. 1914 model in stnik. lot iiilinedtata

delivorv— Uoncaster Autr-cars and Cycles. Ltd.,

Doncaster. 10452

TRIUMPH. 1909. Mahoi) elnlch. 1914 Scnspray car-

hiiieller. now Clincher cover: £27— Nix. ilartf'njL

Himtiugd,,n [X3324

1QI3 5 speed Tiiumph. jierfcct conrlition. lamp.
IV horn, s].,ire5: £38.-l!rirtge, GOl. Chorley Old
M Hollon 146-il

TRII'MPII. 3V'h p . perfect oi(lt.r. .Tones fipeedoincdcr.

Lucas hiinir, new tyres and hull: £23-15. Clrnvo

Rd.. Acton. \V I'Mi

TRII.'MPIl 2.»troke in slock, 41i.p.. 3 speeds: and
Itover 3 s|«:eds: delivery at once — Walhro. Sallion

Waldea, KsscX rX3379

TRIIi.MPH. 1913. fiPC engine. 1M1 Ininp. nil ncrcj-

J sc.ri.*. inn under 2.000. Its new: £3,9-7, Tiinley

IM Ihdhain ('"'fi

1014 Triumpli
X»/ Cowey. sliale

IM . tioodniiiyes

Bih.p 1913 Tiiu..iph. lump, lioiu. el

2 class oidci. lillle Clferl; £41)-,!. McEailanc. 246,

High St.. Pcrlli

T.T.. 3-spcc-d. T.ncn-i lamp, liorn,

£5211(1, -(iilhcvl, 1, Brnnmliill
rX3243

nil in flrst-

, 246.
[4541

TRIUMPH. !9()9. standard inodcl. good order;
£15 cash.-Tlie Premier Motor <;o.. Ltd.. A.slon

Pd,. Birmingham (O.'i30

O-STROKE Tniiniph. liilesi 1914 model, actually in

.w -h.H k ; iiiiiiicdi:ile deliveiy.— 94. Gloucc^le^ Bd,
.South Kcn.iiigliiu (4624

npRIUMPIl. 190'/, SV'hp. and Kidecai. Mahon clutch.

ltd.

splendid
ll.rlloway. .N

ii.Til i'l'?(IO-57. I''re.-Biovo

14727

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3l,Alip. 3 speeds. Ohiiia Ho Luxe
sideciii. siaicely used ; siicrilicc £50.— Hygienic

I,;niiidiy, Pi.nlctracl (4579

Tltir^lPll. 1912. 3'/.h.p.. free engine, eqnal to

new; £35 c-isii,—The Preiliict Motor Co.. Ltd.,
.\»ton Rd . P.irmlnghnm. (0473

in 111. loufhlv c.vei-

120 -2. St Ann's
(X323B

1 OlO 3i,:.li p Trinmpli. iu-l i

1 •' hauled, giiaialiti-cd PciIcl)

W'll Rd, Noltiiighuiu

19 11 >,:,. Triuiiipli. free engin(\ excellent roiiditinn.

iiersmith. London 14679

TRIUMPH. 1913. i^-speed sear. Clincher tyres.
Bates belL 8170 saddle; £39 -Robinson s.

Green St.. Cambridge r051.5

1Q10>'. Trinmiih. brand new. I^ilnll 2-speed gear, newXU belt, in es' client conditiou: £28— E. Mills. 72.
Brewery Ud.. Plniiisteud, f4S42

TRIl.'MPH Combination, smart lurn-out. Boscjj mag.,
lamp set. watch, fully equipped; £1 9 — Speeehlev.

45. Church Rd.. Acton. (4730

TRIUMPH, 1912i.;j. standaid model. F.R.S. lamp sol.

horn, tools, as new throughout ; £28.— Peacock.
274. High Rd-. Balhani. (4778

TRIUMPH, late 1913. 3-specd: cost i60. for £45;
gland sidecar or solo mount.—Colniore Depot. 3).

Colmoie Row. Birmingham rX3064

TRIUMPH. 1909. Philips-in pulley, speedometer, all

accessories, spares, just been overlianlcd: £20. or
cfler.— George Smart, ITarley Hill, Kersol, .Mjincjiester.

[4588

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number .nt the end of each adveitl.sement, nnd the date ol the issue. A47
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MOrOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPHS, 1913, free eiiB:ine and T.T. roadster
modelfi, g-Qod ai* new: :E20 do'wn aiid balance

monthly.— liun ting', Harrow. [X3301

£20,-1911 TTiinui)h, Dreadnougbt, Kempghall tyreis,

appearance. tjTL^s ext^ellent, carefully Tjs<?d.— ] loug-

.
las, 77, Faivacie^ Rd., Oxford. [4706

"I Q 14 Tiiuniphs for iiniucdiate delivery; liberal es-
J^if changes or easy monthly payments.—Newiiham,
225, Hammersmith Rd., London. [2362

TRIUMIHS.-Bock your order early for 4h.p. 1914
models; exchanges or instalments.—Maudes

136, Gt. Portland St., London. W. [836J

1Chl3 3'/2h.p. 3-speed Triumph, with coachbuilt
Xt/ 16 gn. sidecar, splendid condition; £49.—
Guyver's Garage, Stratford-on-Avon. [X3248

JO 14 3-speed Triumph, only done 1,500 mile-, all
-I- */ accessories, with £14/14 coach-built sidecar

;

£55.—Crippin, Glenholm, Urmston. [4680

TRIUMPH, 1910, sidecar, Mabon. Cowey, Rom, and
Dunlop tyres and belt, splendid condition: £18.—

Wiles, 40, Carltou Rd., Mile End. E. [4714

"B Ql2 Triumph ((hitch), condition perfect, Cowey, new
JLtJ tyre, new t^pare valve, all accessories; £40, or
nvar.—73, Ribblesdale Rd., Streatham [X3187

NEWSOME and Fletcher. Ealing Broadway, Loud:n,
TV.—Immediate delivery new and second-hand Tri

umphs; ca-sh, in-italmenti^, ci exchange. [4737

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3-speed, bought new 1913, Mont
gomery sidecar, wind acroen, speedometer, .spaies;

£45.-48, Victoria Rd-. Aston Manor. (X3142

3ih.p. Triumph, 1909. splendid condition thioughcut,
2 cut-dcwii frame, just re-snamelled, verv fast, all

tools; £23.—Knig'ht. Bai-field, Farnham. [4599

TRIUMPH, late 1910, excellent condition, horn,
lamp, speedometer, new belt, semi T.T. bars, tyies

go_.d: £21.—ATilley. Church St., Leatherhead. [4687 1

TRIUMl^H. 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey, speed-

1

ometer. complete outfit; £45; owner going abroad.;
—Nutt, Station Approach, Gerrard's Ciciiis, Backs. [4689:

TRIUMPH. SYsh.p.. August, 1911, very little used,
enamelling and piuting- as new; £26/10.—E. Bate-

man, " Huelva," Outram Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon.
[4597

TRIUMPH 1914 3V2h.p. T.T. Roadster Model, type
D, had very httie use. exceptionally .fast ; ap-

proyal- willingly; £42.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
r47d9

TRIUMPH, 1910, with 1913 engine, just been re-
enamelled and plated, p'erfect condition; £23/lD.

—Elite, 260. Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction.
S.W. [0476

TRIUMPH, late 1912, 3'/2h.p., free engine, Phihpscn
pullev. tj'res and belt new, perfect condition ; £37,

or near otter, exceptional bargain.—Baker, Salisbnry Rd.,
Shaftesbury. [4546
nPRIUMPH, 1911. 3^1.h.p., free engine, excellentA condition, fitted with lamp and horn; price
£28 cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [0471

TRIUMPH, T.T.. 1912 (late), 3 speed, all accessories,
perfect condition, £35 : new coachbuilt sidecar,

complete, suit twin, £8/10.—Crawford.?, Ltd., Stretford
Rd., ManchCf-ter. [X2319

JO 14 Triumph Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear;
,

Xtf in stock, ready to ride away; £42.—Elce and
Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0462

"1Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, and coachbuilt sidecar,
JLt/ complete with speedometer, lamps, and tools,

all in excellent order: £53. — Newnham, 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W. [4764

LATE 1911 3Voh.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, clutch
model, good condition throughout, including tyres;

first oft'er £24/10 secures, genuine bargain.—Owner,
Lansdowne Cott-ige, Wcrthlng. [X3123

TRIUMPH, 1908, many 1910 improvements, new
Brcoks .saddle, Cowey -speedometer. F.R.S. lamp,

horn, tools, complete, engine excellent condition :
£21.—

Marshall, Eenwyn, Dartmouth. [X3117

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speed™, equal to new, £52;
MiUs-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, with Triumph

fittings, only attached for a few miles, £10; owner
bought car.—Mould, Palmer<;tou Rd., Ipswich. [4653

TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., three-speed, just arrived
from works: immediate delivery, no waiting; £60

cash; easy payments; alt-o any Triumph model. — Wil-
kins, Simpson, and Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd., London.

[6407
1 iQ 11 Triumph, excellent ecndition, non-skid Kemp-
Xt/ shall and Avon (nearly new), decompressor, long
exhaust, Stewart trip speedometer, lamp," horn, tools

;

£23/10, quick sale.—Bullock. Mill Lane, Blackburn.
[X3337

TRIUMPH, June, 1912, with 1914 Armstrong 3-

fipeed iind large comfortable sidecar, just over-
hauled by maker?, 2y2 front and sidecar tyres, 3in-
Stelastic back, general condition excellent; £36, no
offers.—73, Sf. Julian's Farm Rd., West Norwood. [4609

Velocettes-
"|014 2Vih,p. 2-stroke Velocette, 2-p;peed, chain drive,
J-t? a-s new, climb anything; £27/10.-2, St. Ann's
Well Bd.. Nottingham. [X3239
VELOCETTES, belt and chain drive, in stock, 25

and 30 gns., or by very easy monthly payments.
—Immediate delivery from M^ewnham, 223, Hammer-
smitli Rd., London. [2361

'

THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.

GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL THROUGH.

9d. each.

»clt Manufacturers

Fit Them.

LEATHER
COVERED

If LINKS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
v.s

V.S.. Sli.p., 2-Epeea. and sidecjr, llills-Falloni _
OutTaiu, Sevenoaks. [X^

V,S., 2-TJpe(?d. 7h.p., double-oeated sidecar, ad-j
£50.-32, Colchester Rd., WalthainStow. [Xj

V.,S., 5-6b.p., and Sidecar, kick starter, 2-speed,'
eugine; £30, oifers, or excliange.— 82, Caledo

Rd. n

8h.p. Road Racing V.S,, 2-speed gear and F.F,..
with J.A.i*. em,'ino. in go.'d sound condition:—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [."

V.S., 1913 mode], 8h,p. J.A P. engine, 2-speed
free engine, and kick start, tiited with a su]

sidecar; 49 gns.; splendid opportunitj' to secure a i

1
reliable combination before tlie holidays.—Seel
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [J'

j

Victoria.

I1Q14 Victoria, 2',''h.p.. 2-s;roke; in stock; 25 i
-•-•^ Purcells, 78, Charlotte St., Fitzroy Sq., 1

VILLIER3. aVjh.p
Druid spring fcrks

Bull Ring, Birmingliani.

Villiers.

1913. 2-speed gear, iicsi

bargain, £26.—Bronu'i

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT
PUNCH.

Two SlZE.S

—

i'i to 1). a to li).

S.T.ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM

Viadec.
VrXDEC Spedal, 5h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2 b

bitrguin, £20.~Brown's, 12, Enll Ring, B^
ham. ™

White and Poppe. 1
WHITE and I'oppe, 3i,oh.p., Bcsch mag., B. iiri

new bell and btii'k tyre, good running eoud
£10.-Wright, 5, -Caidington Rd. Bedford. [3

WHITE-POPPE, SV^b.p., Cliater-Left fittiuga'
Brown-Barlow caibiirettei, h.b.e., good tyre

celient condition; £11/10.-115, Shrewsbury Rd.. ]

Gute, E.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, new 191.3 airccoled model; ££
exchiinge lower power and cash.—Moss, We

1(Q1'^ \^ illianif^cn Combinations, water-cooled: dr
Xiy from ctoek; £98/10.— Waiicliope's, 9, Shoe
London. [3

WILLIAMSON 1914 Sidecar Combinations,
healing and carbonisation defeated; excli

quoted.—Motoi-ies, Westgate, Halifax.
J

Tj iQ13 Water-;oolcd Williamson, .sidecar combir'
-«-t/ ficreen 3iu. rrres. F.R.S., speedometer, horn,'
cover ; £67,'10.—Holdsworth. rmdwei] Lane. Halii

WILLIAMSON.—1914 models; earliest deli\
cxchauge.'i. or deferred payments. Tradi

plied.—Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., London,

,

WILLIAMSON 1914 Models for auick deliri

Best terms for cash, exchange, or easy, pay
from Elce and Co., 1 5, B.ishopsgate Av., Can I

St., E.G. ^ '
"*

8h.p. Williamson- Douglas, 2 speeds and free (

W.C.. and £16/1C coachbuilt sidecar (branii
Bradbury), in grand order; £55, a gift.—Cordi
Haslingdeu. Tel. : 102. [jl

TO 13 Williamson Combination, Sh.p., only run
-LiJ mile.s, Rpeedometer, spares value £10, coi
as new: £70, no otters.—Hicks, 143', Oswald Rd., '

ton-cu!i>Hardy, Manchester.

WILLIAMSON, late 1913, Sh.p.. water-cool
ttpeed, kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar,

ometer, lanipv^ horn, in splendid condition; £70.
Mart, 133, HammeT.>irnith Rd., W.

WILLIAMSON (September, 1913}, handsome
car, overhauled, kick ^taitcr fitted, new Ste

ear re-painted, 3 lamps, speedometer, wind
spare tube-=, etc. ; purcha^d car : bargain, 71
TJb:^dell, 60, Oaklands Rd., Criolilcwood. [

W'lLLIAMSON, 1914. 8h.p., water-cooled
fitted with a Williamson sjiecial speed s

actually in stock and ready for delivery. This 1

iul combination is worth your attention; ca
see it; your present machine taken in par€ exc
Phone: Chiswick 621.—King's, 2, King's I
Acton Hill, W.

Win=Precision.
WIN-PRECISION, late 1912, 2VL.h.p., Sspeeii

toolt-:, excellent conditiju ; £25.—M., 35, B)
bury Ed., Plumj^tead.

Wolf.
WOLF LightwpJcJil, mag., s;ood order, liberJ

lit; £10.- -Morgan, 60, Kingsconrt
Streatham, S.W.

Yale. 1

I
\7"ALE, 7h.p. twin, just arrived from U.S.A.

^

i
J- one of the first and be np-to-date with.-]

machine.—Can be seen running at Newnham^
I ilaramer.^mith Rd., W. ';^i

Zenith.
ENITH, SV-'hj)., 1912, accessories and spares,

2,000 miles; £25.— S. Rix, Beeeles.

1 Q14 5-6h,p. Twin Zenith, clutch model,
JL */ cash offers to clear.—Guy and Re
Weymouth.

|

ZENITH. 1912. 3^1.h.p.. Gradua gear, coiQple
c&llent condition; £28/10.—Stour Cycle

5 Stourbridge. I

Z

^8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Trade and this WeeK's
Trials.

THE
reason for the abstention of several large

firms from competing in tlie A.C.U. Six

Days Trials which starteiJ from Sheffield

on Monciay morning, anij which fact was
pointeci out in our columns last week, has

caused a good deal of speculation. From
observations we have made recently, the trade

and the A.C.U. do not appear to see eye to eye

on the question of the conduct and organisation

of the more important trials. We believe it is

a fact that the Manufacturers' Union would like

to have more sav in the framing of the regula-

tions, they having to conform to them, and,

therefore, knowing most of the weaknes.ses of

trials conditions. One cannot dispute such reason-

ing, but we must sav we think that' the object

of trials would be misconstrued if the trade framed
conditions for events which they themselves sup-

ported. Last year, it will be remembered, there

was a good deal of grumbling at the inclusion

of freakish road surfaces and hills in the Six

(lays Trials in the Lake District, and, moreover,
the inclusion of watersplashes, whi(-li it is claimed
in some quarters serve no useful pin-pose. It

would appear at first sight that the manufacturer.;

concerned have formed a compact among them-
selves to boycott the trial, but we have the

authority of the secretary of the Manufacturers'
Union in stating that the absence of seven

important firms, viz., B.S.A., Rover, Rudge,
Indian, Zenith, Rex. and F.N'., is due entirely to

their indixidual judgment.

One can only express regret that the grie\ances

which exist could not have been smoothed over

in order to render the trials fully representative,

especially seeing that the A.C.U. Six Days event

is among the most important annual fixtures,

one which is looked forward to from year to year,

and, moreover, has proved in the past a most
useful guide to the prospective purchaser.

At the same time, it must not be imagined
that the trial is unrepresentative on account of

the firms in question having withheld their

entries. It must unquestionably suffer prestige

1j\ reason of seven important firms holding

aloof, but with 133 entries, largely composed of

representatives of the trade, a successful trial is

assured, and we express the hope that the differ-

ences existing may soon be adjusted, and no such
deadlock occur again.

Pressed Steel Frames for Motor
Cycles.

THE
recent public appearance of pressed steel

wheels on sidecars in the Scottish Trials

0])ened up a new vista in motor cycle con-
struction. Whether these wheels are
.superii".r at all points to wire wheels may

possibly be a mocit point ; we know that .steel

wheels are easier to clean, the rims unlikely to

dent, and spoke head trouliles mipossil)le, but
they are not so light, at present at any rate, and
resiliency is not, perhaps, so pronounced, but
their future for severe work should be bright.

The question naturally arises, Why confine
l)res.sed and welded steel work to the wheels? A
larger field than this lies before such craft, and
in our opinion it must only be a question of time
before the framework of motor cycles will be
constructed on these lines. .111 brazing weak-
nesses could then be eliminated, crystallisation

of the tubes practically banished, and probably
considerable weight saved. It is instructive to cast
an eye backward over automobile construction
and watch the once almost universal tubular
frame give way before the all coiK]uering product
of the steel pressers.- Nowadays, pressed steel

frames ar^ so cheap and so exquisitely produced
and the science of electrical welding has been
brought to such a state of perfection that we
really cannot see any insuperable difficulty in the
way of such frames for motor cycles. In sidecar
work in particular they should prove ideal. The
only drawback that seriously presents itself is

the fear that rigidity may be too pronounced, but
in a measure that might be a blessing in disguise,

as such a happening would inevitably hasten the
universal adoption of rear sprung frames.
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MACHINES ON THE ROAD.
An Appreciation of (he 6 ii p. Bradbury and Sidecar.

^^T-'T has been 3,000 miles by now without any
looking after at all, so you will piababiy find

it wants tuning up," we were told when we
took over one of the new 6 h.p. Bradbury machines
with sidecar— the first one that had been turned out,

as a matter of fact.

Our informant was quite right ; it did want tuning
up. Ill fact, the following morning it flatly refused to

start at all, but the b'ouble was merely due to the

Vc;l\e stems being stuck in their guides with e.vcess

of oil.. The magneto contact breaker, also, w^anted a

little adjustment, and the cylinders were taken off

A BRADBURY AND SIDECAR IN A WATER-SPLASh/.

The passenger is wisely protecting herself with the useful cover apron which many
makers supply as standard.

and cleaned, and, finally, the erigine and gear box were
washed through with paraffin, 'provided with fresh oil,

and the chains were adjusted. Attention to this last

item disclosed another source of trouble, for the second
gear would not engage nicely, and was prone to jump
out of engagement. This was due to the gear box
ha\ing been slightly shifted during the chain adjust-

ment, with the result that it had altered its posi-

tion relati^'ely to the change speed lever. • Two or

three minutes, however, sufficed to turn the coupling

and lock nut of the rod connecting this lever with the

gear box striker, and so to shorten it ; then the machine
began to show its real quality.

Traffic and Hil!=climbing Tests.

For a first trial we turned into the Edgware Road,
where among the traffic the machine showed itself

eminently controllable. In fact, it ran so gently as to

give no indication of its power, and it was only when

the A. A. scout had been passed at the turning down
to Stanmore, and we put the machine at Brockley Hill,

that we began to realise that we had got something

uncommonly good in the way of an engine. It was a

S.^turday afternoon, and the usual crowd of motor

cychsts were carrying out a trial on Brockley Hill, but

[hough seme first-class machines were among them,

the way the Bradbury came up on top all the way drew

their attention ; it w'as an eye-opener to them as well

as to rhe driver of the machine. At Elstree we turneiJ

off. and put our little machine at Woodcock Hill, hut

tha and Highwood Hill on lop gear were, of course,

foregone conclusions to a machine that

could surmount Brockley in the way
the Bradbury had done.

AlUround Reliability.

Our first trial run was only a

s,ini])le of what tin: Uradbnry habitually

(lid for us c\'ery week-end for two

or three months with great rcliafiililv.

W r{ or line, ovir smcjoth or Iii,m\ ^

rii.uk. it st-enn-d to make no differt-iue,

and il regularly look on t(j|) gear lulls

liiat h.rd always forced the wriiei I .1

ilrup inlo sccoihI on a far more powii-

lul jiiai hiiic. Anil it was not a <|uestion

of K)w gearing either, for on the le\'el

ihe liradbiiry, although not almormaliy
fast, could show a good turn of speed
— cert.iiiily sonielhiiig well over forty-

live miles an hour. At such speeds,

too, the riding was remarkably smooth
and easy. In fact, at high speeds tor

rough roads it proved one of the most
r:omfortable machines it has ever been

our lot to ride, while the sidecar in no
way fell behind in this respect. The
steering, too, though sensitive, was ex-

tremely easy and light on the tyres. In

tact, during the wdiole time we had the

machine no suspicion of tyre trouble

showed itself. The writer can honestl-y

say that he has never driven a more satisfactorysidecar'

combination than the rgi4 model 6 h.p. Bradbury with

its twin-cylinder engine of 74j/^x86 mm. bore and
stroke, and it says something for the confidence the

makers ha\e in their product that thev left it in oui;

hands for such a long period- in order that it might
undergo a thoroughly severe testing under all con-
ditions.

'TWO-STROKE
AND LIGHTWEIGHT NUMBER.
Special article. and iilustralions are in course of pr;-

paralion for the *' Two -stroke and Lis ilweight Numbsr "

of "The Motor Cycle." to be issued on THURSDAY.
JULY 23rd.
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Chills on the Abdomen.
I have heard of several riders behig laid up with

internal chills after long night rides, and I fancy this

rather serious complaint is due to foolish clothing.

Many riders stuff themselves into a couple of coats,

and pull a separate legging over each thigh, the

legging terminating short of the groin. When they

get in the saddle and begin scrapping against a chilly

wind the front corners of both coats blow sideways,

and the abiiomen, where so many vital organs are

massed, is left with no better protection than suffices

for walking exercise. The waterproof trousers, which
come right up to the waist in front, are windproof,

and are much better wear_than the separate leggings,

though they are usually deficient in ventilation. A
cholera belt is probably a wise provision, but has the

disadvantage of remaining in position till the rider

changes his clothes. A correspondent advises a square
of glazed leather, safety-pinned to the lower part of
ihe waistcoat, to hang tlown like an episcopal or

masonic apron. At any rate, some protection is a

sheer neces~i;y in winter work and also at night.

Marking System in the Scottish Trials.

The Edinburgh AI.C.C. inlrodu<;'ed a novel marking
system in their recent Six Days Trial. When a rider

lost his fi}-si time or reliability marks, i.e., by being

late or early at a control, he was mulcted in a double
|)enalty ; primarily, he lost one mark for every minute
iiy which he was late or early; secondly, lie lost an
Irishman's bonus of fifty extra marks because it was
his first offence ! The absurdity of the sy.stem is

obvious from my phraseology. It is, however, ia>y

fkMM^TMt^^^rmMMi^M^M^ml
- THE BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. SPEED TRIALS.

J. Woodgate starting in Class II. on a new tvvo-stroke machine

of his own make, known as the V.T.S.

hy 'Ixiqtm'

to see how the organising committee fell into such a

ridiculous pitfall. They had determined— quite legiti-

mately and wisely— that nobody should receive a gold

medal if he lost any time {i.e., reliability) marks at all.

Furthermore, they had resolved to take climbing power

and finishing condition into account, so they framed

another rule, which fixed a minimum marks total as

qualifying for a gold medal ; and to make this rule

workable, they had to employ some system of

exaggerating any small failure of reliability. Hence
the Irishman's bonus for the first offence.

Stupidity and Bad Luck.

I think their plan is mistaken, because Trials exist

to give the public information; and, as any veteran

journalist knows, the public are incapable of assimilat-

ing information unless it is given in a very lucid form

indeed. The public will never realise that some
unfortunate competitor who lost iifty-one marks in the

Scottish Trials was guilty of no worse crime than being

a minule early at a control, owing possibly to a dis-

crepancy between watches, which the judges may
refuse to admit on appeal. (As every experienced com-

[jetition rider is aware, protests and appeals receive

rather short shrift in big trials, because all the riders

are out to do the best they can for the reputations

of their machines and themselves, and judges who turn

a tender ear to one protest are immediately bombarded
with a score of frivolous appeals.)

Harsh Working of the Rule.

However, let us cite a few instances which The
Motor Cycle rejiresentative noted with some com-
miseration. Haddock, I hear, got shut in behind a car

on a short control where the road w'as so narrow he

I'ould not pass for several miles. The cycle cars were

running to a more liberal time margin than the motor

cycles; he was im. late at the next check, and lost

51 marks. Selby, through a discrepancy of watches,

checked in a minute early at one control, and lost 51

marks. Davenport reached the finish of the trial half

an hour ahead of time, and spent the interval prior to

checking in in cleaning his machine (just as all the

other riders employed similar intervals). During his

labours his watch stopped ; as a consequence he
checked in 5m. late, and lost 55 marks. Whether
these men (and the manufacturers who make their

machines) should suffer any loss of awards or reputa-

tions for such trivial reasons may be an open question.

The A.C.U. used to ignore time mistakes up to three

minutes per check ; but, // a trial exists to provide the

public TiAih lucid, accurate, and reliable information

about the diferent types of motor bicycle, it is

obviously absurd that a machine should lose more than

25% of the total marks for the week because some
trumpery little accident robs it of one, two, or even

five minutes at one out of thirty or forty checks.

A27
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A NATURAL SPEED TRACK.

Racing on the sands at popular seaside resorts has lately been favoured.

Automatic Carburation.
I return to an old .subject in a less sanguine spirit

than usual. A cycle car which I have been driving

lately is ornamented with a carburetter possessed of

a deservedly high reputation amongst the automatic

one-lever variety. When I first handled it I was
fresh from rather a sensitive sample of the two-lever

type, and it positively enchanted me. The engine

would tick over almost inaudibly at an absurdly low
number of revolutions, and when I opened the single

lever it accelerated w'ithout choking into a stupendous
blur of sound. The paces ranged from 5 to 50 m.p.h.

on the flat, and the consumption of 30-35 miles per

gallon at 27 m.p.h. averages was not disgraceful for

a vehicle which is a bit of a hypocrite under a 7 cwt.

limitation. But the more I learn of this vehicle the

more I regard its carburetter with awe. There
is an insignificant. air adjustment on the carburetter ; of

course, it has no separate lever—otherwi.se the con-

traption would obviously cease to be "automatic."
But if I open this wee air lever the merest thought,

things begin to happen. For one thing the engine

will no longer run slowly; I do not say that it creates

as much pother and fuss on minimum throttle as a

motor cycle V twin engine would, but its running

becomes neither silent nor slow. Moreover, the engine

cannot be started with this plate open to one-fifth of

its maximum orifice. Furthermore, the acceleration

is enormously improved by the extra air. Finally, the

consumption improves at least 10%. These facts show
that users of this alleged " automatic " vaporiser

pay a very high price indeed for their automaticity.

They sacrifice several very important advantages in

the sole interests of that stationary tick-tick-tick ; and
you can only combine all the merits of the carburettei

by opening the bonnet and moving the plate whenevei

the engine is started up, and re-opening the bonnet to

close the plate when the engine is stopped.

"Whew! "

Alternative cross-heading—"the Ford outforded !''

My latest American mail contains particulars of a new
cycle car de luxe designed by C. F. Herreshoff, better

known " this side " in connection with racing yachts.

The specification includes a four-cylinder water-cooled

engine, dimensioned at 65 mm. x 82 mm., hand lever
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starter from the driving seat, three-speed gear box,

pro'peller-shaft drive with two universal joints, 3in.

tyres, worm and sector steering, cantilever springing,

hood, wind screen, electric hooter, electric lighting

(head lights provided with "dimmers," too!), and a

speed range of 2-50 m.p.h. The price is 500 dollars,

a.bout _;£ioo; or half what a first-class British maker

has to charge for a less luxurious specification. Again,

I ejaculate "Whew!" No doubt the price contrast

is partially explained by the workmanship, but beyond
i|uestion some of the American manufacturers are tack-

ling the cycle car and light car problem on the economi-

cal lines which giant capitals and huge outputs render

possible. The same journal contains particulars of

no fewer than fifty-five American cycle cars (I am
specially smitten with the " Gadabout," the " Scout."

and the " Little Princess," so far as nomenclature is

concerned, though the " Dudly Bug " would draw my
cheque every time). Sixteen of the machines have

water-cooling, fifteen have shaft drive, and only three

of the fifty-five cost £,^00 or over. I wonder muchly

how many of the fifty- five have any actual commercial

existence, and I wonder also how many of the fifty-tw(_)

listed at less than £^\oq will make good. The
cheapest is the 10 h.p. twin Real, with four friction

speeds, tandem seating, and final V-belt drive at ;£s8.
The Editor opines that Great Britain will produ.c

30,000 cycle cars in 1914—another "Whew!" please,

Mr. Printer. The weirdest egg in the basket is the

Biautogo, described and illustrated in The Motor Cycle

for August irst, 1913. This is a genuine, lightweight

motor bicycle, of 3:5 h.p., with 935 x 135 nmi. tyres,

scaling 3,000 lb. and accomniodating three pers-jns.

As the jump mount would try anybody but an athlete,

two pairs of small pneumatically-tyred castors are pro-

vided astern, and a compressed air engine starter is

included. Our editorial staff are unanimous in say-

ing that the office bov will take the press trial when
the Biautogo invasion comes. And this nightmare of

a motor bicycle is the invention of a brother pressman
—at which I blush for niv profession !

A new three-wheeler which is shortly to be marketed is tlie

A.Y. which is fitted with 5-6 h.p. Stag engine, friction drive,

six speeds forward and reverse. The engine can be started up
from the seat.
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'TYHEA
The Flr/t Crojjing By Motor Cjcle
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By CEORGE D. ABRAHAM.
Author of "Motor Ways in L.ihrt.Tii." ' TJ.r Coniplets Moiiiit.nuecr," " '*founlJtin Adventures at H.omtr and Abroad,

I

A WAY into the heart of the mountains we sped.

l-\ Grey crags loomed overhead through rolling

^ mist-masses borne on a wind from the west, the

vet quarter in Lakehnd. It augured ill for tlie

c-iiling of trhe oft-disputed point, could a motor cycle

rusi the Sty.' During the ascents of Skiddaw and

IcKellyn last year, the ^_ ^
"

.riier's promise of some- .^' "'_' • -^

iiiiij, still more "spicy"

recei\ed from the farm folks at Seath waits, where the

road ended. The little village, famous for its collie

dogs and record British rainfall, was surelv never So,

stirred. At the outset, the rain fell, the dogs fought,

and cycles, cars, and sidecars whirred and barked in

every direction. In due course Little extricated himself
from the village and set

scarceK

d bv'

been appre-

by the motor ^^
iDiintaineers. How could g4
lir Sty. only i,6oo feet

li^ii, be harder than (>

Ichellyn? Now there is!''',

lo disputing the fari^.

The successful ridi i

igain Mr. W. B. T.ittli.,

jcars ample marks t

)rove the hardness of the ;

ks on the Sty, and In,
i

ilao agrees that it is mur!

he most difficult feat Iv

las yet achieved. Tlii-

s saying a good deal.

The Situation of the Sly
Pass.

Few moturi,its \\ii

come to Lakeland fail ;

notice the back of a r,i.i

crossing the main moun
lain ma.-s -joining up the

east and west side of the

beautiful district. The
Sty Head Pass, wliii h

jnnects Borrowdalc a

Derwentwater with Wast
dale, and thus seaward tei

Seascale, is the obvious
route, and doubtless in

years to come the grandest

scenic round in all Britain

will become an estab- L'n tl.L IOU-, ligZiii- C.J

lished fact. Some, and amongst them is the writer,

will be sorry to see this special abode of mountain soli-

tude disturbed. At present only the roughest cf

rugged rocky tracks serves for the crossing. All who
have been misled by the maps into making the attempt
on wheels will agree with tiiis description.

" Ve may ga ower in a wheelbarrow,, but ni\'ver on
a motor bike," was the encouraging prophecy we

his face up towards the

misty heights. The first

mile was, comparatively
speaking, easy going.

\Vhai mattered a sudden
sjijash through a stony

stream, continuous
boulder jumping, or

sudden bog sliding? .All

was fairly level running,

Vet even this discovered

ilie weakness of the chains

Ahich .'" h.ad lieen fixed

ound the driving wheel;
vorse stiU, the rough rid-

ng had restarted an ill-

epaired leak in the petrol

.ink. The chains had ii>

le left behind, like a

lot of other little

iiings," such as silencer,

jotrests, starting hanille,

etachable bands, and
umierous other details

.vhich proved unnecessary.

Unfortunately a trail of

leaking petrol was also

left all the way up the

l>ass, and this loss almost

)ro\ed our undoing so far

.Ts success was concerned.

A FreaK Climb with a
Vengeance.

At Stuckley Bridge,

the quaint old remir.der

of how easily the Romans
the real climbing began,

scratch in the mountain

to the sky line. Soon
Little was stirring the echoes sonorously, as, e.xhaust

free, he dashed up to the rocks above the first grassy

corners. Though astride it he was seldom on the

saddle—one had a picture of him mostly bouncing in

mid-air, with legs wildlv waving.

A3t

: c lc|j ol il) Head I'uss.

crossed here ages ago
The track, a mere
front, zigzagged up
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Sty Head Pass.—
In places the path, shaped like a deep groove, ran

upwards with turf and boulder-bulging walls on either

side. In the depths of the narrow way, which was so

constricted that footrests had to be removed. Little

wriggled his -way up skilfully but painfully. There
was scarcely room for his feet. It was here that the

hardness of Sty Head Pass was felt. At the next

halting-place it was noticed that contact with a jutting

boulder had made Little limp badly, but those were
limper who had attempted to race alongside the rider

up the rugged gradient. It was warm work.

About two-thirds of the way up a crowd was
gathered, and wondered whether the wheels would
grip. the rocks. Some of us stood by to hold the rider

should gravitation hit him too hard and threaten a

backward fall over the edge. For here was an edge
over \\hich the prospect, in cool blood, was none too

pleasing. At almost too high speed the Premier Avas

set at its task. The
loose zigzags were

passed with loose

stones flung far

and wide, and
straightway the
front wheel rose

at the foot of the
" staircase." The
steepness of the

place flung the

spinning wheel into

mid-air, and for

an instant it seemed
that the heavy

machine would
topple backwards
on the rider and
carry him over the

edge. There were

audible signs of

fright from the

spectators. How-
ever, it was the

work of an instant

to clutch the,

machine whilst it

A halt on the way up Sty Head Pass—a typical group of cheerful watchers.

Stood on end, and then nothing would serve but another
attempt. At slower speed this proved successful, and,
amidst more applause than has ever before stirred the
birds that hamit the wild crags overhead, machine and
man dashed up to the easier zigzags.

SteeUstudded Tyres Discarded.

One steep, 'rocky slab had yet to be scaled, and
here the steel-studded band of the driving wheel was
discarded ; in fact, the ordinary grooved rubber tyre
would doubtless have -been better also on the lower
difficulties. However, the rounded rocks were climbed
on a second atteinpt, and soon the long grassy slopes
occupied all attention. The driving wheel spun help-
lessly in the damp stretches. Some slithering acro-
batics finally showed that the rough and stony path
was to be preferred, and this was now followed more
carefully.

Instead of crossing the footbridge, a notable land-
mark higher up the pass. Little preferred making a

*3e

way through the river, and he was disagreeably sur-

prised at the depth of the water.

Where Motor Cycles cannot go.

The easier upper section of the climb now only

remained, but the soap with which the leaking petrol

tank had been "doctored " had mostly been lost, and
the precious spirit made its presence felt -as well as

smelt. Thus there was slightly erratic running to the

summit. Sty Head Tarn loomed through the mist

on the left like a great. white sheet, and there was a

passing glimpse through skurrying clouds of Scawfell

Pike, seemingly straight overhead. In thick mist by
the cairn on the highest point of the pass we talked

over the possibility of its ascent by motor cycle. It

should be understood distinctly that this mountain

—

England's highest—cannot be reached by a motor
cyclist riding his machine. Lately an attempt
ended before the real difficulties had begun, and at

a place quite three

miles from the

actual top of Scaw-
fell Pike. In any
case, a machine,
which reached a

much higher point

than this would
have -to be carrietl

most of the last

mile on the great

boulders over and
upon which the

ordinary pedestrian

has to jump and
scramble in gaining

the final suhmiit.

To ride here

would lie im-

possible.

The End of the
Day's WorK.

Having ended
this e.xcursion the

party separated.

Little and, several
of us continumg over the .pass on the Wastdale side
and the others returning to Borrowdale. The long,
steep descent was not achieved without exciting
moments, and there were many slippery collapses on
the loose and stony surface of the ' apology for a
track.

But soon below the gloom of the damp mist the clear
air was reached and the valley revealed a thousand
feet below, with the little white-washed inn gleamin"
like a bright omen in the greyness of the depths.
Wastwater sparkled beyond in bright sunshine, and
then the sea and its golden sands afar ofl^. An hour
later the normal road was under wheel once more.
The tiring fifty mile ride round the mountains to
Keswick was cheered by the day's success, and
thoughts that the same place was only fourteen miles
away from Wastdale over Sty Head Pass roused small
desire to make the return journey by the same route

—

at least not that day. One such excursion is sufficient
for a day, if not for a year.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
The Danhill Gradometer.

There is always much speculation and
discussion amongst the spectators and
competitors at a hill-climb over gradients.

Moreover, the tendency is always to

over-estimate, and a few actual readings

on the various portions of a hill would
create much surprise. Motor cyclists will

A simple form of gradometer marketed

by Alfred Dunhlll, Ltd.

therefore find that a little device like

the Dunhill gradometer would prove
itself to be of great use on many occa-
sions. It simply consists of a scale

plate and a pivot which is held Jn posi-

tion by means of a wedge, as shown in

the accompanying illustration. Before
readings can be taken, the machine
must be placed on a fairly level piece of
ground. A mark should then be made
on the tank, corresponding to the level
position shown on the scale plate. This
should be done twice, with the machine
pointing in opposite directions; then, if

the ground is not quite level, two marks
will be obtained, and a point halfway
between them will give the true level

mark. If the machine be then placed
on the hill, the gradient can be read off

from the scale provided.

','* ^»*
,j^^»_

i-"t=^«3SC^"^^^
.

1-
Intermingled with the events at the

Birmingham M.C.C. speed trials on the 27th

ult. was a display of trick riding by Albert

Milner on a Levis.

A Valve Grinder.

A valve grinding tool has lately been
brought out bv Messrs. Wood and
Lamplugh, Tyseley, Birmingham. ' The
device is intended to be screwed into the
exhaust valve cap, and is sold complete
with spring, so that when the pressure
on the tool is released the valve can rise

from its seating. It will be noticed that
the top of the spindle holding the screw-
driver is castellated, so th.^t the position

Miss Glostel. of Limerick, who is the

only lady motor cyclist in her district-

. fder machine is a 3v h.p. Rover-

/Vi_/'

The Woodlam valve grinder

of the handle may be altered relatively to

the valve in ca«e the former is found to

be in an inconvenient position. When
it is required to grind in the inlet valve
the exhaust valve cap is removed and
placed into the inlet orifice. It will be
noticed (tiat the screwdriver is held
rigidly and true over the centre of the
valve, and since it fits into a sparking
plug' hole will- fit any make of machine.
When out of use the handle is placed in
the position indicated by the dotted lines.

Lighting from the Magneto.

An addition to the many useful

accessories placed on the market for

motor cyclists by A. H. Hunt, 115,

Cannon Street, E.G., is the Netolite rear
lighting device, a system for illuminating
the hack number plate, and showing a
red rear light worked by the magneto.
The accompanying sketch gives an idea
of the Netolite. On the extreme right

is the re.ir lamp ; behind the number
plate is a leather case for a "flash"
Hellesen dry battery. On the left of the
picture is an auxiliary coil, which acts

as a damping device and ensures a steady
cuwe-it to the lamp, while below this is

a two-way switch, allowing the lamp to

be switched on when the machine is

The Etoltte rear lighting installation.

stationary. The battery alone supplies
enough current for lighting the lamp for

many hours. The -light deri\'ed from the
magneto is obtained direct from the low
tension terminal on the contact breaker,
to which uie switch" <vire is usually

-

fitted, and though it is rather unsteady
at slow speeds, it is perfectly steady over
about fifteen miles an hour. To have
a two-way switch, enabling the lamp to

be lighted when the machine is stationary,

is an enormous boon, as then the law is

easily complied with

Captain Okuizumi, a veteran of the Russo-

Japanese war, with his 2:i h.p. three-speed

Humber. He is the author of a techincal

book in Japanese on motor cycling.
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The Challenge Motor Cycle Stand.

All motor cyclists know that the clean-

ing or adjustment of a motor bicycle is

rather a back-aching affair, as the owner
has to be continually stoopmg while

adjusting or repairing his machine. To
get over this difficulty an inventor has
brought out the Challenge motor cycle

stand, which is handled by Messrs.

Brown Brothers, Ltd., Newman Street,

W., and sold at a very moderate figure.

The neat manner in which it is con-

structed is shown in the accompanying
illustration. A ramp is provided so that
the machine may be pushed up on to the
platform. The platform itself is fitted

with detachable legs, so that the whole
may be dismantled in a few seconds and
stowed away so as to take up very little

room.

A New Wood-Milne fOver.

A new cover has been put on tha

market by the Wood-Milne Co. which
presents many un-

usual features. For
instance, the shape
when viewed in

transverse section is

that of a pear.

Many advantages
are claimed from this

formation, for when
inflated the tread is

in compression, so

that in the event
of its being cut the
tendency is for the
cut to close and not
to open. Further-
more, ingress of grit

and water is also

prevented, and the
resiliency is not
impaired in any
way. As will be seen
from the illustration,

the tread is thick
and designed to grip

laterally as well as

'ongitudinally.

Section of the

new Wood-iVLlne

cover.

A NEW THREE-WHEELED
CYCLE CAR.

A new type of cycle car known as the

Thurlow Three-wheeler has recently been
built by G. H. Thurlow, Kingston Road,
Wimbledon, S.W. It is shortly being
placed on the market at the very moderate
price of 75 guineas. It is fitted 'with -

an air-cooled 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine driving

the back wheel by a 12ft. l^in. belt

through a Sturmey-Archer three-speed ^
j

hub gear. As will be seen from the
illustration, the little machine has a very
compact appearance. Petrol consumption
is said to be on a most economical scale,

and the belt, on account of its great
length, can be run very slack without
any fear of slipping. The little machine
is capable of forty-five miles an hour on
the level, and will climb practically any
hill. The Thurlow appears to be an
admirable example of the simple tj^je

of cvcle car.

A neat workshop bench sold

by Brown Bros., Ltd.

Side view of the Thurlow cycle car which is fitted with three-

speed hub gear and belt drive.

-<—

AN Italian inventor, S. Baratelli, of

Milan, has produced a curious
double trailer, which appears
very like a double sidecar. The

illustrations show clearly how the
two trailers are flexibly coupled up by
two parallel wooden luggage grids and
sprung by two C springs carried on a
two-wheeled axle, and are attached to the
head of a motor cycle by means of a
ui^iversal joint. This allovvs considerable

The Sulky Trailer.
movement to the trailers. The inventor
states that the combination can take
corners without the slightest fear of up-

setting cither when fully loaded, one
only occupied or both empty, and that
every ounce of motor power is used for

hauling the trailers, and practically no
strain is imposed on the motor cycle
frame. Another interesting feature of

these trailers is that they can be used
as a canoe if removed from the chassis,
as they float admirably. The invention
is known as the Sulky trailer, and weighs
about 150 lb.

Side view of the Sulky trailer,

also showing method of attach-

ment.

Front view, showing the trailer in

position on the back of a motor
cycle.

A use to which the Sulky trailer may be put.

e4
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The Care of Chain Transmission.
Some Hints for the Proper Treatment of Cfiains and Bearings.

THE averai^

persons to satisfy in the world. - Before he has
^HE average motor cyclist is one of the hardest

vorld. ' Befi

had his machine a few weeks he sometimes

tries to get more power and speed, but his methods

for satisfying liis cravings are peculiar, and are nearly

always in one direction.

He starts with perfect confidence to re-design the

carburetter that has taken years in perfecting, but

never gives a moment's thought to his transmission,

the alignment of h'is sprockets, or the adjustment of

the wheel bearings. He .
alters the magneto timing,

a'nd interferes with the engine compression, but he

gives not a thought to cleaning the chains and gears.

He strives in vain, by operations he does not suffi;

cie'ntly understand, to increase his engine power, but

at the same time he is continually wasting the power

he already possesses by neglecting parts that are easily

vnthin his ability and comprehension.

-The pedal cyclist regularly and carefully examines

his chain and wheel bearings, because he knows that

aiiy loss of speed has to be made up by his own

muscular exertions. With a motor cycle, however,

the engine does all the work, and very little attention

is, therefore, concentrated on the transmission system.

Thoroughness the Keynote of Success.

In the regular overhaul of the motor cycle, every

part of the transmissioiV system should receive special

and individual attention, including the chains,

sprockets, gear box, and wheel bearings. The chain,

of course, should come in for first consideration, be-

cau.se upon it falls the severest work. It should be

cleaned with a stiff brush on top, bottom, and sides.

A round brush should be procured to clean between

the rollers. Wlien the chains are being cleaned, the

teeth on the sprockets should also be cleaned of the

particles of grit that collect between them, because

they prevent the chain from seating properly.

The chain should fretnientlv be removed for a

thorough cleaning. The dust and grit that have workeil

. into the roller joiilfs must be removed. To do this,

place the chain in an oil tin and fill up with paraffin.

Screw the cap on tightly arid shake well. This process

will work the links about, and it is surprising how
much dirt will be extracted. After this washing, put

the chain into a bath of tallow and graphite. Stir

the chain round when heating the mixture in order to

work it well into the joints. The chain should then

be hung up, and the tallow wiped off while warm.

Renew Sprockets as well as Chains.
The most trifling wear in each rivet will make a

considerable difference when the total number of rivets

in the chain are added together. The result of this

lengthening therefore increases the pitch of the chain

.which prevents the rollers from assuming their proper
position on the sprockets, the chain having a tendency
to ride on the teeth.

When a neglected chain lias to be replaced, it will

be found that the sprockets are so badlv worn that the

teeth will not mesh properly with the new chain.

This, therefore, means buying new sprockets.

Precautions should be taken that the gear box is in

perfect alignment, otherwise the sides of the teeth on
the sprockets, and the inner faces of the chain plates,

will be. worn. When dismantling the chain to be
cleaned, examine it for any signs of wear in these

directions. If it is found to be the case, it must be
remedied immediately if the best results are to be
obtained.

Correct Chain Tension Most Important.
The adjustment of the chain is a feature that greatly

affects its longevity. The tension of the long chain

should be such that it can be pressed just ^^in. at its

mid-width and the front chain about J^in. If there is

too much slackness the high speed at which the chain

runs will tend to throw it from the sprockets, or make
it ride on the teeth, which, of course, is simply court-

ing a smashed chain.

A slipping clutch is a great source of loss of power,

and should be remedied immediately. If the clutch

is released before the lever has been moved its correct

distance, it is evident that the clutch is not gripping

properly when thrown in.

Lubrication of the clutch should be done regularly.

That golden rule, "a little and often," applies very

forcibly here. K good grade of clutch oil—-sold by

the makers expressly for this purpose—should be used,

and not heavv cylinder oil. The film of oil forms a

cushion between the plates of the metal-to-nietal clutch,

and permits them to coine into engagement smoothly

and gradually. If a heavy cylinder oil is used, it will

tend to clog up the clutch di.scs, and prevent them from

engaging properly. Plate clutches should be regularly

swilled out with petrol or paraffin, and then re-charged

with fresh oil.

A Word Concerning Lubrication.

All wheel bearings, and gear box bearings, should

be regularly lubricated. It is better to pack the bear-

ings with thick grease instead of ordinary thin oil.

The thick grease, which tends gradually to work out of

the bearings, will also keep out any grit or water that

would otherwise find its way into the cones and ball

races. When lubricating these bearings, it is advisable

to examine them and see if any re-adjustment is

needed. There is always a liability of them working

loose, and they should be adjusted so that only the

slightest amount of play is perceptible.

Generally if is safe to say that tiie average rider will

derive more benefit from attention to the transmission

of the machine than anv alteration that he can make
to the engine—economical, reliable, and smooth run-

ning being the result obtained. G.S.P.

Hiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiziiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiinii

= UOSX AND FOUND. =
[#] We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both " Lost " and [^— "Found," which we are unable to find space for. As these particular —

-

— matters are of interest to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, ^3
^^ we keep a list of such articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted rrr— in this list.- Should we receive a letter from the finder which corresponds —

-

[0] to the article lost, the two persons are put into communication, but it r^— must clearly be understood that we cannot enter into correspondence on L^
^ the matter beyond this. ^
iiiiiiTi*]iiiiiiiiisiiiiiinii:i]iiiiiiiii*:iiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiii>;iiiiiiiiil
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. .All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope !or reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

In the Eastern Counties.

I propose spending a week of

my holidays at Lowestoft this

year, and would be very grateful

it you could give me half-a-dozen
places of interest worth visiting

in that vicinity, each journey to be
about sixty miles there and back.

—

A.G.W.
The question you ask us is really rather
outside our province. Your best plan
would be to apply to the Touring De-
partment of the Auto Cycle Union (which
you can join if not already a member),
and they will send you free of charge a
book of that part of England giving the
places of interest. Lowestoft is quite
close to the Broads, where you can amuse
yourself immensely. There are numerous
fine old churches at places like Loddon,
etc., and the country round is most inter-

esting.

A CoHisiOD with a Horse.

I should be glad of your
opinion respecting an accident
which has occurred to me. I

was riding a motor cycle on a

main road on my right side, and
approaching me was a horse and trap
also on its right side. Just before I

got to same the horse evidently took
fright (it was a young horse being
broken in) and dashed right across
the road in front of me, causing me to
smash into the trap. I sustained a
broken collar bone and other smaller
injuries, and, of course, the motor cycle
was very badly damaged. Under the
circumstances, can I claim damages?
I was given no warning from the
driver of the horse.—G.H.

We have obtained our legal adviser's
opinion on your case, which is as follows :

"•The question of liability is determined
by ascertaining which, if either, party
was guilty of negligence, and upon the
facts before me it is p^'actically im-
possible to do this. It has been laid

down that the mere trying of horses
whose temper is unknown to the rider
in a frequented thoroughfare, whether in
harness or otherwise, is not by itself

evidence of negligence, nor does the mere
bolting of a horse constitute conclusive
evidence of negligence on the part of the
person iii charge of it. Although there
are decisions to this effect, the question
of negligence being always one of fact
and not of law, it may very well be that
your correspondent would have a right
of action against the driver of the
carriage, as he may be able to explain
the bolting of the horse and show how
it was caused (a.g., by the inexperience
of the driver or by his attempting to pull
up when driving at an improper pace)."

The Noise of a Two-strolie Engine.

I have noticed a peculiarity

about many small two-stroke
machines on the market. This
is the curious noise many of

them emit. It does not appear
to be exhaust noise, nor does it seem
to be an unmechanical sound, and the
strangest part of the matter is that
one can often hear these machines
approaching more clearly than when
they have gone by, despite the exhaust
being naturally directed backwards.
The sound is a curious drumming sort

of noise. Can you explain it at all?—Enqtjieer.

What you describe is probably simjily

due to the increased number of

explosions in a two-stroke over a four-
stroke in a given period. These little

engmes, if not actually running at a
greater number of r.p.m. than four-

strokes, are much "busier," and are
inevitaljly bound to buzz a little. The
noise being more apparent when the
machine is apprjaching than when
departing is a thing we do not pretend
to explam, but we have noticed it our-
selves in one or two cases. The same
phenomenon is obser^'able with the
Gnome engine in aeroplanes.

North London to Baimouth.

I am shortly going to spend a

holiday at Barmouth, and I

should be obliged if you will let

me know the best way to get

there from N. London, and how
to return by a different route? What
are the most interesting places in that

district? My machine is an 8 h.p. Bat
two-speed and sidecar, so I do not mind
hills.—G.J.M.

We should advise you to go by Barnet,

St. Albans, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford,

Stony Stratford, Towcester, Weedon,
Daventry, along Watling Street through
Atherstone to Shrewsbury, then through
Llangollen, Bala, Dolgelly, to Barmouth.
You could return by Towyn, Aberdovey,
Machynlleth, Newtown, Bishops Castle,

Ludlow, Tenbury, Evesham, Moreton-in-
the-Marsh, Chipping Norton, Oxford,
Tetsworth, High Wycombe, BeaconsMeld,
to London. If you wish for further in-

formation jegarding the interesting places
in the district, we should advise you to
apply to the touring department of the
Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, S.W.,
or the Automobile Association and Motor
Union, Fanura House, Whitcombe Street,

W., both of whom make a speciality of
planning out tours for members.

SCENE AT A RALLY ARRANGED BY THE CAPE PENINSULA IV1.C.C.

First arrivals in the grounds of the Royal Hotel, Houl Bay. In the foreground will be
seen P.andM., Douglas, Humber, Rudge, Premier, F.N., and Matchless machines.
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A Taxation Query.

Early this year I owned a

^ mol.or cycle. Now I have sold it

'^ and bought a cycle car. I paid

LiJ the twenty shilling revenue tax

on my motor cycle, and. I wish

to know if I 'need pay anything more
now than the diti'erence between the

motor cycle tax and the cycle car tax,

namely, a matter of twenty-two
shillings.—A.M. C.

No^ you need only pay the difference.

The twenty shilling tax you have already

paid is valid for twelve months, and

if you have disposed of your motor cycle

this sum will be carried forward to the

credit of your cycle car tax. Of course,

it you have had both in use at the same
time, even for a single day, you would

be liable for the tax on each machine.

Carburetter Dries Up.

I have a 1911 3^ h.p. motor

cycle, and lately I have experi-

enced carburetter tronbles which

I am unable to remedy. The
machine travels well, as a rule,

, on the level, but when ascending hills

petrol fails to reach the float chamber,

with the result that the machine is

brought to a gradual stop. When I

flood the carburetter all is well a^ain. 1

fitted a new needle, as the old one

looked worn, cleaned carburetter and

petrol pipe from the tank, with the

result that I cannot now Hood the car-

-; buretter at all, though the machine,

.- if anything, seems to develop more

1 power. I still experience, however,

V the same trouble on hills.—B.V.R.

Possibly the float chamber is fitted

behind the vaporising chamber, so that

when the machine is tipped up on a hill

petrol does not reach the latter. Try set-

ting the float chamber in the forward

position, when the trouble will probably

cease. If it does not, we should recom-

mend you to write to the makers of the

carburetter, who will doubtless be able

to remedy the defect.

A Magneto Eccentricity.

A strange experience befell me
the other day. I was running

ray motor cycle engine on the

stand, and was varying the

ig-.ition lever. When fnlly re-

tarded the engine, a 23 h.p. single-

cylinder, immediately stopped firing,

as though the current had been

suddenly switched off. Thinking the

mixture might be too weak to be fired

by a retarded spark, I tried again

with a stronger mixture, but the result

was precisely similar. Since then a

friencf who owns a small four-cylinder

car tells me he has had an exactly

similar experience. Can you suggest a

cause?—]\I.F.W.

Your experience is certainly peculiar and

puzzling, and it is ditticult to give a

reason unless one can examine the par-

ticular machine : but we are inclined to

think that in fully retarding the magneto
you do not merely weaken the spark,

but actually eliminate it altogether.

Probably what happens is that there is

oil and foreign matter spread about the

contact breaker, and that a thorough

clean with petrol will effect a cure. A
dirty connection between the contact

-breaker cover and the spring securing

it will cause the symptoms you describe.

?

Southward from Carlisle.

Would you be good enough to

give me a route from Carlisle

to Biggleswade, taking in Chester
but avoiding Liverpool and other

large industrial towns?

—

Toukist.
The route we would suggest from Carlisle

to Biggleswade, if you wish to avoid as

much traffic as possible, is to proceed
from Carlisle to Penrith and thence via
Appleby,. Brough, Barnard Castle, Scotch
Corner, and then down the Great North
Road, but if you wish to take in Chester,
proceed via Penrith, Kendal, Lancaster,
Preston, Wigan, Warrington, Chester.

This route brings you into traffic via
Wigan, but otherwise is admirable.
From Chester go via Nantwich, Stoke,
Utto.xeter, Burton, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
Leicester, Market Harborough, Kettering,
Higham Ferrers, Bedford, Biggleswade.

Durham County to North Wales.

Will you kindly give me the
best road to follow from Bishop
Auckland to Conway, North
Wales? I am not nervous of hills.

—PLN.H.
It is difficult to advise you which is the
best way to take for the early part of

your journey, as the route lies through
populous manufacturing districts over, for

the most part, rough roads. We tliink

perhaps the best way would be to proceed
as follows : Bishop Auckland, Richmond,
Ripon, Harrogate, Leeds, Hiidders-
field, Stalybridge, Hyde, Stockport,
Altrincham, Northwiuh, Chester, Mold,
St. Asaph, Abergele, Colwyn Bay, Con-
way. The portion between Leeds and
Stockport is bound to contain a good deal
of unpleasant riding conditions, but from
Stockport onwards the road is delightful.
We advise you to take the route we give
in Wales in pi'efcrence to the coast road.
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E.XPERIENCES WANTKD.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience ol

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" C.F.M." (Letchworth). — Electric

Indian and 5 h.p. Sunbeam. Reliability,

wearing qualities, adaptability t,o solo

use as well as sidecar, etc.
" P.C.H." (Eye).—Carden Monocar or

Aviette. Petrol consumption, reliability,

speed, wear of tyres, etc.
' J.B.J." (Ayrshire).—New Ryder 2^

h.p. two,, stroke' and W'olf 2^ h.p. model
A. Reliability, petrol consumption, hill-

climbing, and speed.

"Ella" (Ireland).—Sunbeam 2J h.p.

with wicker sidecar. General efficiency

as passenger machine and m.p.g. Also
Scott. Hill-climbing power, m.p.g., and
use of benzole.

"C.A.M." (Kingstown).—3A twin Moto-
sacoche. Reliability, speed, hillrclimbing

with sidecar.

"G.W.K." (St. Ives).—Harcourt radia-

tors fitted to a 3^- h.p. single-cylinder

machine.
"A.B.C." (^Herne Hill).—3 h.p. Royal

Enfield. Reliability and speed. Also
reliability of forced feed method of lubri-

cation on this machine.
"T.M." (Pontycyminer).—Indian motor

cycle. Reliability, etc.

"H.S." (Bristol).—Reliability, petrol

consumption, etc., of small two-stroke
machines.
"J.E.H." (Plaistow). — Wear and

durability of Pedley, John Bull, and
Diinlop belts.

"C.W.H.C." (Yeovil).—7 h.p. F.N.
and sidecar and 7 h.p. Matchless, fitted

with M.A.G. engine, and sidecar.

Reliability, cost of upkeep. Iiill-climbing,

speed, aad comfort.

.NEW .MOTOR FERRY OVER 1HE OUSE.

TTie terr"y at Boothfeiry, which connects the road between Coole and Howden, East Yorkshire,

is now equipped with a fecry boat propelled bv motor power. The photograph shows a

B.S.A. rider disembarking.

B t I
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Lessons of the Scottish Trials
Good and Weak Points of Design indicated

by (his Severe Test.

THE Scottish Trials rank as the most formidable

event of the year, for if the A.C.U. have learnt

to include some terrific hills, English roads

cannot furnish such an enormous total mileage of bad

going, nor any gradients of such appalling length as

Tornapress, Applecross, and the (unfortunately dis-

carded) Rest and Be Thankful, each of which spells

over six miles of continuous ascent. To put- it in a

nutshell, a rider who encounters trouble in Scotland is

almost bound to lose his medal ; the corners are so

numerous, loose, and severe, and the road surfaces so

atrocious, that it is next to impossible to recover lost

time by " blinding."

Three very gratifying features emerge from the

welter of incidents. The first is the marvellous

scarcity of detail troubles. Lost nuts, stretched control

wires, missing front brake shoes, broken spokes, and

suchlike trifles may be trumpery annoyances alike in

touring and competition, but they entail a certain

amount of trouble and expense. This year they have

been conspicuous by their absence. Neither in the

quarter of an hour allotted for work on the machines

before breakfast nor in the waits outside controls have

we seen many riders occupied with these petty

nuisances. To quote a signal example, it chanced that

we very frequently had J. T. Wood's G.W.K. under

observation at such moments. Wood is a particularly

watchful and painstaking driver, and a 9 cwt. four-

wheeler is peculiarly susceptible to such tiresome mis-

chances as we have indicated : but he never seemed
able to find a loose nut on his twelve month-old car.

Hills Beaten by Modern Engines.
The second and even more eminent feature of the

trials has been the supreme mastery of the hills

evinced by all the engines down to the little Clyno
baby two-strokes. We say " engines " advisedly. A
reference to the tabular results will show that there

was a large percentage of stoppages on hills ; but the

vast majority were wholly ascribable to rank bad
driving, and especially to clumsy steersmanship on
hairpins. With the exception of certain overgeared
machines we never once saw a single well-driven cycle

or sidecar conk out because its engine was unequal to

the gradient. Without a shadow of doubt many of
the 500 c.c. solo mounts could have got , round the

course on middle gear, without recourse to the emer-
gency ratio, if the drivers had cared to run greater

risks at the hairpins. There were not many " baby "

machines entered, but such as came devoured theJiills

with consummate ease. No spectator could have picked
out the miniature engines by listening to their beat
Ort the hills.

The third glory of the week was the splendid
reliability of the variable gears. No course could give
a gear more gruelling, and out of 123 starters less

than half a dozen experienced gear troubles. Trans-
missions as a whole proved absolutely reliable.

It is difficult to deal with the tyre question at all

definitely, as there is no real clue to the number of

stoppages experienced, but, trusting our own observa-

tion, we should estimate that far less time was
lost from tyre troubles than in any previous Six Days.
The commonest type of cover was the 26in. x 2 3/8in.

extra fort : and there is no doubt that this size will

stand a lot of banging about.

Improvements Wanted In Sidecar Chassis.
Turning to the darker aspect of the week, the

wholesale disablement of more than half the sidecar

entry, due in most cases to serious structural fractures,

gives one furiously to think. Sidecars of many leading

makes were involved, and in most cases they were
very tenderly nursed by expert drivers. Moreover,
the case against them is blacker than the official results

suggest ; some of the survivors used spare couplings

en route, etc. In some cases the design was grossly

absurd ; what are we to think, for instance, of a maker
who fits a saddle pillar to axle stay curved like Cupid's
bow, solely to clear his C springs and patent luggage
grid? But this conclusion is inevitable. Existing

sidecars are too weak, intrinsically, for really bad roads

and very heavy country. The comparative success of

the cycle cars, including the light high-powered
Morgan three-wheeler, suggests that the side stresses

inherent in sidecar design are the real culprits, and
that no thickening of parts or recourse to special steels

can ever wholly obviate the danger of similar collapses

in work of this character.

The trials further sounded the knell of those variable

gears which, by reason of design, are limited to high
emergency ratios. Two or three makes are impli-

cated.

The cycle cars did quite extraordinarily well con-

sidering the excessive severity of the route, and the

G.W.K. and Humberette teams especially deserve the

highest credit. One cannot help noticing that the cycle

cars sustained no structural fractures, as a contrast in

their favour against the sidecars.

Fording rivers is often necessary in the Colonies and Overseas
Dominions, and the above photograph depicts a Welhngton.Nev^ Zealand,
rider crossing a drift. The fact that motor cycles can be put to this use
and immediately restarted shows the perfection to which water-proof
magnetos have now been brought. The Zenith machine shown is

equipped with a Bosch magneto.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Thunderstorms.

Sir,— I have discovered something new this " thunderous "

period which I have no recollection of seeing commented upon
in any of the motoring papers, namely, that in a thunder-

-storm the safest place to shelter is on the maehine itself,

...and, if a sidecar is attached, passenger and rider can cover
themselves over with a gamp or sheet and defy the elements.

V We are douhhj insulated against lightning with rubber tyres
-' and the air they contain. We have had a lively week in
• the north, and water-splashes have been as numerous as
"Letters to the Editor." Jly wife and I rode through one
on the Otterburn Road on Sunday at 40 ni.p.h., and were
absolutely drenched from head to foot, the water " covering

"

the engine. A gunful of petrol and a wipe round with a
jag reinstated the spark. "X37."

Thames Ferries.

Sir,—Having recently taken my motor cycle from this

.town (Harwich) to Sheerness and back, it hasoccurred to me
that there are many of your readers who may wish to travel
from tiie Eastern counties to Kent, and wiio are unaware of

an excellent short cut. There are two ferries—Tilburj" to
(Jiavesend, and Southend to Sheerness, Chatham, etc. 'The
former is the onlv way for sidecars and cycle cars, and the
road leadinij to it from Billei'ica-y is very second-rate and
hard to finS. As regards Southend for solo machines, the
fact that one has to push the machine along the pier, almost
a mile long, if not more, takes the gilt off the gingerbread.
(Ithervvise, as will be seen from the map. an enormous saving
is made, amounting, in my case, to over twenty miles.

Could not the A.C.U. approach the pier authorities? They
could enforce a speed limit of 5 m.p.h. if nece.ssarv, and
would profit by it, as they already have many porters there.

R.N.
[We have submitted the contents of this letter to the A.C.TJ.
Touring Department.

—

Ed.]

Extra Radiators for Air-cooled Engines.

Sir,—In the spring of this year I bought a second-hand
motor cycle with sidecar. The engine is a 3i h.p. single

fitted with N.S.U. two-speed gear, and the sidecar a rather
heavy cane body with underslung chassis, a large space being
provided under the seat in wnich I carry all my tools,

repair outfits, spare tube, and belt, etc., these totalling

roughly two stone weight. I always go out into the hilly

parts of the Dublin mountains and through County Wicldow.
which is known for terrible hills, bad roads, and splendid
scenery. On my runs with a passenger I almost always
was troubled witii overheating when tackling long stiff

climbs. On reading of the Harcourt radiators in The Afotor

Cjirh I ordered a pair, which were easily fitted. The change
they made to the running of the engine was simply extra-

ordinary, the power seemed to have increased by a couple
of horse power, while overheating disappeared at once ; the
oil consumption also decreased considerably. I can now,
with ease, lake two passengers where I previously found
difficulty with one onlv. DUBLIN,

SECnOM o(3WQHSB HEL
— Co DONEGiU. —

Homont^l SoJ. tOOft.- \ Inch
Vti-tii^ SaJc SOft'llftch

Section of
Glengesh Hill,

which proved a

slumblmg - block to many
of the competitors in the

Irish 24 hours open trial,

and which has been m-
cluded in the last three

Irish trials. Two hairpin

bends, a richt-angle correr,

and a portion of I in 3.6,

are the main features of

the hill, which rises to

600 feet in a

mile

Best Width of Sparking Plug Gap.

Sir,—We frequently have brought to our notice various

ingenious designs of sparking plugs. The most usual device
on which these designs are based is that of a variable gap
sparking plug ; the designs embracing both automatic and
hand adjustable gaps. Now all these designs are based on
a wrong impression of what is required, and we think that

our own experience will be of some interest.

Several years ago we made a few sparking plugs with
spark gaps that could be varied by hand b,v a knob on
tile outside. There were two positions in which the knob
could be placed, one labelled "Starting" .and the other
"Running. ' By placing the knob in the "Starting"
position the spark gap was set to T^l^in., and with the knob
in the "Running ' position the spark gap was ^^Jn'"-
These plugs were given to five experienced motor cycle

1 riders to test, and we expected to have

\ reports of extremely easy starting with these
plugs. The report in four cases was that the

.

plugs were quite good, but no better than
any good ordinary plug, while the fifth

report was that the plug was very bad for

starting. This was disappointing, but on
investig-ation we were astonished to find

that four of the testers had ignored the
printing on the knobs, and always started
up their engines in the position marked
'' Running," and when the engine was
started, turned the knob to the "Starting"
position. The fifth tester, who found the
plug a bad starter, was the only one who
used the plugs as we had intended. These
results led to further investigations on this

subject, and we then found that, contrary
to' what we had expected, it wa^ mora
important to ham a large, spark gap at

starting than at any other time.

The explanation, of course, is that diffi-

culty in starting is nearly always due to a

weak or patchy mixture, rather than to

failure of the magneto to give a current of

sufficient pressure to jump the gap. This
proved that there was no advantage in an
adjustable spark gap plug, as while the spark
gap was required as big as possible for easy

B15
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starting, there was no advantage
that could be traced in altering

the spark gap either way for

running. However, an important
result from these experiments was
that we increased the setting of

the spark gaps on the standard
model Lodge plugs from jjg,jin. to

j-jj^in,, and at the present day
we are setting the spark gaps to

tSSct'"-> which, we' find, gives the
best results with the average
modern engine and modern mag-
neto.

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG
CO., LTD.

Ali:c M. Lodge, Director.

mv
will

The Freakiest Climb.

Sir,— I enclose drawing of

latest climbing feat. As you
see, it was an interesting exploit,

but the radiators on my cap kept
me cool and, collected. Owing to

the danger of skidding I used
Johnnie De-war's spirit to counter-

act the dryness, and glue to pre-

vent sticking. I felt no ill effects

afterwards except for a very severe

headache next morning. ;

"SCOULLER."

British Machines in Germany.
Sir,-—Readmg your article about " British Motor Cycles in

France," 1 beg to inform you that the number of English

machines in Germany, specially in Munich, is visibly in-

creasing. Here are more Douglases running than N.S.U.'s

or Wanderers, which are doing their utmost to compete with

English machines as regards appearance, construction, and

reliability. The Douglas and Indian agent in Munich is

doing very well indeed. If this man could get quick delivery

he could sell a good many more. There is also a B.S.A.

agency here which is doing fairly well already. Our motor

cycle club, for instance, counts aBout thirty-five members.

Most of them are riding English and American motor cycles

(Douglases, Indians, P. and M.'s, Broughs, Scotts, and

B.S.A.'s). The country around Munich is very hilly indeed,

and all the machines are splendid hill-climbers. Reliability

runs, hill-climbs, etc., are held nearly every month.
ROBERT CAP.

16/11, Knoebelstrasse and 35, Theatinerstrasse, Munich.

Advice to Overseas Eiders.

Sir,—T often see enquiries m
your paper as to the Binks car-

buretter on a Scott. I have been a

Scott rider since 1910, but I ne\ei

realised the perfection of this machine
till I fitted a Binks three-jet carbu-

'retter this year. The Binks allows

quite slow free engine running,- no
petrol injection, wonderful acceleration,

no flooding, however long left with
petrol tap open, very slow running on
the pilot jet, and any amount of power
when the other jets are opened up for

fast work on hills. The extra air level

used as a brake is a splendid help on
bad roads.

I also see letters from Colonial
readers as to difficulty in getting acces
sories, etc., per return. A small deposit
xnth a good firm will fetch most things
per return mail. The Service Companj

,

of High Holborn, have supplied me un
failingly to South Africa, Ireland, the
Malay States, and Burmah with goods
stocked in their catalogue and procured
from other firms also.

H. G. KENNARD (Colonel).
Magui, Burmah.

B16

The Question of Gears.
''

Sir,— I absolutely fail to comprehend why the public are

made to gasp over the so-called magnificent performances
of the 2 h.p. motor cycle in climbing ultra-steep gradients.

They go, they see, and they come away, saying what
wonderful things these little machines are, and they ask
why cannot an ordinary 3^ h.p., which has practically double
the power, do the same? Then you endeavour to explain

that the 3^ h.p. has double the power. It has also double
the weight, and last but not least a gear which is many times
higher. The matter of gear not engine power is the secret

of success in climbing freak hills in trials. May I suggest
tha.t a trial be held in which the lowest gear is restricted

to 5 to 1 for all the 500 c.c. solo, pro rata for the rest, and
then we shall see what we shall see, and not till then will

the engine which has the best qualities come out trumps,
not only that, but it will bring out a certain amount of

driving skill (if any) in some of the competitors.

E. R. STRANGER.

A Lightweight Tourist Trophy Race.

Sir,—As a lightweight enthusiast, and regular reader of

The Motor Cycle, I should like to thank you for the interest

you are taking in the lightweight movement. I observe that
it is suggested the cubical capacity be limited to machines
of 250 c.c. and under, but do you consider this fair? If

such be the case the Villiers unit with a 259 c.c. will be
excluded, and as this is such a popular little engine, it

appears rather harsh FREDERICK C. CLEETON.

Sir,—In reference to the proposed T.T. race for lightweight
motor cycles, I may say that I know a dozen men here
in Geneva who would buy a motor cycle at once if they
could find what they want. Like " Ixion's " correspondent
referred to in " A Gap in the Market," they want a really,

light, reliable machine for running out to the golf club or to

business. Speed is not desired, but light weight, reliability,

and low cost, and sopae mechanism that will give an abso-
lutely free engine for coasting hills is essential. They are all

old bicycle riders, and what we want is a machine weighing
between 80 and 100 lb., costing not over £30 or £35, that

one can jog about on at a 10 to 12 m.p.h. gait, and " get
there and come back."

As to the T.T. race, by all means limit the weight and the
price. It seems to me though that the T.T. race will only
cater to the development of speed, and that is the very last

thing "wanted by the type of people who will eventually buy
the machines. A six days 100 miles test over give-and-take
roads at a 12 to 15 m.p.h. speed would be a much better test,

the lightest and cheapest machine that finished with the
least loss of marks to win the trophy.

Gene\a, Switzerland. EDMUND CASEBY, M.D.

IRISH 24 HOURS RELIABILITY TRIAL.
R. E. Guest (7 h.p. Matchless sidecar) making a clean ascent of Glengesh Hill—which stopped

many competitors. It is the most severe hill in Ireland, and a contour section with gradients

is given on the previous page.
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Bristol B. and M.C. Open Hill-climb

Sir,—With reference to the above event, held June 27th,

and the excellent account appearing in The. Motor Cijch last

week, I am asked to inform you that the provisional results

have now been confirmed, and will thank you to be good
enough to publish that statement.

I might add that the only possible error is in connection

with Class I., for miniature motor cycles, where the Levis
is credited with practically an impossible time for such a

mount, but as the time given is that taken by the official

timekeepers the result must stand as issued.

ARTHUR S. RICHARDS (Hon. Sec.)

onroF? ,1 47

Classes in HiU-cUmbs.

Sir,—As an occasional competitor in club events, may 1

be permitted to make a suggestion to secretaries, etc. ? _-

In many cases the classes at hill-climbs and speed events
for solo mounts include "up to 500 c.c," "up to 750 c.c,"
and over 750 c.c. The "up to 750 c.c." class is usually con-
sidered as being for the 5-6 machines, but it is a fact that
the most popular make of 5 h.p. twin has a capacity of

770 c.c, and so those of us who have realised the unquestion-
able superiority of a 6 h.p. maehme over a 3^ h.p. for tour-
ing have to go into the " unlimited " class.
This in itself wonld not be so bad, but it seems that when

a man uses an 8 h.p. for solo work he has become an in-

rurabie speed mercliant, and usually has an overliead valve
engine while he is about it. I feel sure tiiat by altering the
750 class to "up to 770 c.c," as some clubs do" already, this
class would be much better supported. CASTOR.

Suggested Double-purpose Machine.

yir,—I write to you on the old but ever-interesting
question of the best type of machine for particular purposes.
I am C9nstrained to do so by the fact that the particular
type I consider best for my purposes has been somewhat
"blown on" by some riders lately. Perhaps my con-
clusions are wrong, and if so, I shall be very glad to hear
the opinions of others, and to have my mistakes pointed out.
The problem I have to solve is thisj viz., a macliine whirli

will take me away for week-ends to a distance of sixty to
eighty miles, which can be ridden solo when luggage i.«

light, or witli sidecar for more luggage or for the company
of a passenger. I do not want wind screens.

This seems to indicate a machine (1) having belt drive
^and adjustable pulley, to allow for getting suitable ratios
for solo, sidecar with luggage, and sidecar with passenger

;

(2) a machine W'hich can keep up a speed of forty miles
an hour with sidecar, without drying up or burning valves.

I mention this speed because an eighty-mile run into
London on Monday morning means rapid travelling, or

• else a very early rise.

Undoubtedly one of the best

performances at the Birmingham
M.C.G. speed trials was made by

J. W. Draper, who, riding a 1909
31 h.p. Triumph made the fastest

single cylinder time of the day and
tied for fastest time with a twin in

the 500 c.c. class.

Allowing tor speed limits, etc, a machine of this speed
would run jp from, sa/, Portsmouth, in three hours, not
less. Its minimum speed should be about forty-five to forty-

seven with sidecar, and sixty or a trifle more solo ; (3) a

machine with a change-speed gear.

Now it seems to me that the nearest approach to this

specification is a 750 c.c. twin with a hub gear. I have at

present a single-cylinder with a hub gear, and the only
faults I have to find are insufficient power for these speeds
and a tendency to clutch slip. But the 750 twin would
probably cause less slip than the 500 c.c. single, and in any
case it is surely possible for the hub gear makers to put
in a stronger spring or a few more plates. If they would
do this one could use decent thick oil (eugine oil) instead

of the watery stuff at present advised.

Now for alternatives, of w'liich there seem to be only

two : (a) a chain drive machine. But the gear cannot be

changed so easily, and I really do not see the object

in adding two chains, chain cases, spring drive, and counter-

shaft, to avoid the trouble of carrying a spare belt. I can
get 2,000 miles out of a belt on my present machine or

rather more, and I can put on a spare belt in a few

minutes. If only people would see to their spare belts at

home and have them of the right length we should hear

much less of belt "troubles." A 750 c.c twin should

be no harder on the belt than a 500 c.c. single, (b.) The
other alternative is a chain to counter-shaft and belt to

back wheel.

But, I ask, why all this additional complication? A
direct belt drive is all right if the machine is powerful
enough to pull a decent high gear. If, in addition, the

gear box is in the counter-shaft, there are further dis-

advantages. In wet weather the belt is certain to slip on

a lo>v gear, while with the hub gear the belt speed is kept

up, and even on hills slip is not unusually troublesome.

Also, many makers, for reasons best known to themselves,

do not fit a()justable pulleys to counter-shaft machines, thus

losing the greatest ad.vantage of the belt.

To conclude, I maintain that this is the best specification

for a sidecar machine, to equal the performance of a good
15 h.p. car and to do serious touring: 750 c.c. twin; direct

belt drive; three-speed S.A. gear, improved as stated, and

mounted in blocks which are clamped into the fork ends, so

that it ran be quicklv removed ; light sidecar. No fal-lals.

H.J.W.P.

Adjustment of Carburettei.

Sir,—The letters on the above subject do not go half far

enough, as no hints or siggestions are given to help novices.

Perhaps some of your readers will be good enougn to give

a few hints.

When I bought a motor the firm sent the wrong car-

buretter, and I had to take it off and exchange it for the

one I fancied, viz., a Senspray. Try as much as I could,

not a single start could I make with the kick-starter. A
fellow rider told me to weight the float. This I did by
putting on a small collar on top of the needle, and I have
since had no trouble or very little, but it seems .to me rather

a "home patch." This may be a hint for others who have
similar trouble, but I should like to hear of a better way
of tuning up. If one starts putting solder on a float, as I

have seen recommended, it \i ten chances to one that too

much or too little is the result or th'' fbiat is made lop-sided.

NOVICE.

ScoiTisH TriaLS.-^V\ ilh regard to Mr. .MaeUregor's letter

in the la.«t issue, our representative informs us that, at the
Edinburgh M.C.C. premises prior to the trials, he was handed
three ofiricial lists of competitors, two by Mr. MacGregor
himself. Two of them gave No. 74 as H. Berwick. In

reference to the watch at Applecross there were quite a

number of complaints from men who lost no marks on the
section. He is quite prepared to believe, the officials were
correct, and the complainants wrong, but mentioned the
matter as reported to him by men who had no personal bias

in the affair.

A reader who was fined £8 lis. 5d. (or one month's
imprisonment) for riding through Beeston at an alleged
speed of 30 m.p.h. advises motor cyclists to be very careful
in that neighbourhood.
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Competitors in the A.C.Uo Six Days Trials,

Giving Specifications of Machines, Gear Ratios, and Official Numbers.

CLASS A.-

DIVISION
-UP TO 350 c.c.

1. -MOTOR BICYCLES.
CLASS C—UP TO 500 c.c. (GontinuM).

Arm-
let Rider and Machine

and Number of Cylinders.

Gear Ratios. Bore
and

Stroke.

Cubic
Capa
city.No. -Min. M.ix.

31

53
13

Pliut, AlecF. (li Dayton, i)

Avling, W. Godfrey (T.V D.iyton, r) . .

Heinzel.Ma-x (2 N.S.U^, I)

HaU, NeviUe (2 O.Iv.. r)

6

6

6S

7.5

13
13
20
r6

ram.

57 X 63.5
57 X 63.5
53 X 75
58 X 72

c.c.

162
162
igo
190

CLA«S B.—UP TO 350 c.c.

34
73
29

65
5S
ro

103
56
32
100

79

2S

97
134
70
104

44
lOI

8

67
106

46

.May, Frank (2? .\.J.S., i)

Gibb, W. B. (2j Douglas, 2)

Phillips, P. (2j Douglas. 2)

Ball, F. G. (25 Douglas, 2)

Drysdalc, J. D. (2! Connaught, i) ,

Drew, J. (2,t Imperial, 1}

Downs, N. T. (2i New Imperial, ll

Ta\lor, P. S. (2!- New Imperial, l).

Cocks, A. G. (2i Clyno, i)

Pearson, Rex (2'. Clvno, i)

Haddock, B. (2} A.J.S., 1)

.Moffat, P. W. (2j Douglas, 2)

Fox, W. (3 Enfield, 2)

Wilkin, G. W. (2J Levis, r)

Dodds, W. (2i Douglas)

5 12,5
5. 87 13.5
5.S7 13,5
5.87 13-5

5 18

b 14
b 14
6 -14

5.25 9-3
5.25 9.3
5-5 15.5
5.6 13.5
6 9-
5-75 r2.5

5-87 IJ.5

CLASS C—UP TO 500 e.c.

Applebee, F. W. (3^ Motosacoche, 2)

Olipbant, J. (3^ Premier, i)

H^lroyd, J. S, (3J BlackboTDi^, i). . . .

Lea, NoiTTian (3I Lea-Francis, 2) . . .

.

Davenport, \V. A. {3.I Lea-Feancis, 2)

Francis, G. L (3! Lea-Francis, 2). . . .

Sproston, A. J. (3^ Lea-Francis, 2) . .

Percy, William (3i Wellington, i) . . .

Brown, D. M. (3! Rover, i)

Allday, Ja-mes (3^- James, 2)

Henfrey, Charles O. (3^ Ariel, 1)

91
j
Kirk, Arthur {3^- Ariel, i)

71
107

^5
98
88
112

55
7

115
130
121

124

Hay, T. C. de la (3} Sunbeam, i).

Moffat, J. W. (3.^ S\inbeam, :) ...

Nokes, C, E. (3,'i Sunbeam, i) . . .

.

Davy, R. M. (3^- Norton, r)

Clark, K. H. (3^ James. 2}

Tippett, W. P. (3.',- Huraber, 11 .

.

Littledale, E. H. ('3^ Ariel, i) . . , .

Walters, E. V. (3,'. P. & M., 1} . .

.

Shaw. P. {^l P. & M. I)

Drake, \Vm'. C. {3,V P. & M., i) . .

Russell, W. (3.V Quadrant, i)

Roberts, A G. (3J Blackburne i)

25 TI,25
13
r2

12

12

12
10.6

5 12-5

75 II

13
25 lb
25 16

9 13-7
9 13.7
9 13-7

16. ;

13 -.

II

75 13

4 10.5
4 10.

5

4 10.5
9.10

75 12.09

70 >; qi 348
bl X 60 349
or X bo 349
bl X bo , 349

T. X 7b 29 3

70 X 7b
,

292

70 X 7b 292
70 y 7b 292

76 X 70 319
.7t> X 70 319

74 X 81 350
5o.9X bo 349
54 X 75 347
75 X 79 349
br X bo 349

64 X 77 49b
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
bo X 76 - 43b
bo X 76 430
bo X 7b 430
70 X 64. S 496
85 X 85 , 484
85 X 88 499
b4 X 77 496
8b.4X 85 499
8b.4X 85 499
85 X 88 499
35 X 88 499
85 X 88

'

499
79 X 100 490
H X 77 496
84 X 89 499
8b 4X 8s 498
84 5X 88.9 49S

^4 5X 88.9 49 S

84 5X 88.9 498
»5 X 88 499
85 X 88 499

Arm-
let

No.

25
64
19

52
83
119
128
116

40
89
16

62

23
7t
13

109

7
86
no
47
122

20

50

37
41
127

85
118
26

113

7
60
bi

95
49
94
77
38

Rider and Machine
and Numbei of Cylinders.

Kerr, J. H. (3.! N.S.U., 2)

Dixon, H. Graham (3.I James, 2) .

.

Collier, O. P. C. (31 Grandex-
Precision, 2)

Little, VV. B. (3.V Premier, 1)

White, H. Vivian (4 Wolf, l)

Underbill, Vincent (3V Overseas, i)

Fenner, Guy N. (3^ Blackburne. r)

Edmond, F. G. (3:} Huraber, i) ...

Tubb, S. (3^ Humner, i)

Newey, L. (3-i Ariel, i)

North, F. C. h\ Ariel, 1)

Barnard, G. Gray (3J- Sunbe.un, i)

Hine, .S. J. (i', Burford, i)

Birse, 05waid'(3,V N.U.T., 2I

Robinson, Jas. (3 V N.U.T.. :) . . .

,

Keel, G. Ernest (3',^ N.U.T., 2)

Wasley, F. C. (4 Leader, 2) ,

Chinn, B. I- (4 VVoIf. 1)

Gear Ratios.

Min. Max.

5.5 13

5 13

5.5 10

5 13

5 10

4-5 II

5 12.3

5 12.5

4-75 14.25

5 25 15.5

4 3 12.12

4 5 12

4 5 10.4

4 5 10.4

4 5 10.4

5 10.5— —

Bore
and

Stroke.

mm.
63 X 80
64 X 77
bo X 88

8s X 88

8s X 88
85 X 83
85 X 88

84 X 90
84 X 90
86 4X 85
86 4X 85
85 X 88
84 X 90
70 X 64.5
70 X 64.5
70 X 64.

5

bo X 88
85 X 85

Chapman, Fred W. (4 Triumph i)

Price, Graham (5 Bat, 2)

Bees, L. A. (4 L.M.C., i)

Gregson, G. A. (4.^ Bat, 2)

Sims, B. J. (4i- Bat, 2)

Montgomery, W, J. (5 .Montgomery, 2)

Boxer, R. C. (5 Bat, 2)

Cook, W. E. (5 A.S.L., 2)

Clayton, A. (4 Triumph, i)

Westwood, W. (4 Triumph, r)

Fenn, R. (4 Triumph, i)

Don, Kar! E. (1 Zenith, 2)

Smith, C. W. (4,V Bat, z)

Vickers-Edwards, W. A. {5 Ariel, 2)

Guy, VV. Leslie (3,5- Scott, 2)

Lovcgrove, R. W. (3| Scott, 2) . . .

.

Catt, Albert E. (4 Triumph, i) ....

Deal. H. J. (4 L.M.C., i)

Edwards, H. F. (5 Bat, 2)

Baker, Jesse (3J Scott, 2)

Ross. T. J. (4 Triumph, i)

Turvey, F., jun. (4 Triumph, i) .

.

Richards. J. (5 Sun, 2)

750 c.c.

4.25 13

4-5 10

4-75 10

4 9.2
3.25 9.5
5.125 11.625
3-25 9-5
4 10 .

4-25 10.25
4-25 10.25
4.25 10.25
3-5 7.5
3.3 9-5
4-25 13-5

9
5 . 9-

4-5 II

4 10

4.5 10.5

5 9
4-5 12.5

4-5 13-5
4.5 10.9

Cubic
Capa-
city.

c.c.

499
496 ;

499

499
494
499
499
500
500
498
4Sl8

499
496
500
500
500

499
494

;'^3EI

ii 97 iio
7b 82 744
89 X gb 597
70 8s 654
70 V 35 b<,b

75 < 73 b88
76 X 82 744
70 X 80 616
85 X 97 550
85 X 97- 550
85 X 97 550
70 X 85 654
70 X 85 bS4
67 X 95 bbS

73 X 63.5 532

73 X 63.5 532
85 X 97 550
39 X 92 572
76 X 82 750
73 X 6^.5 532
85 X 97 550
35 X 97 550
70 y 35 654

CLASS E.—UP TO 1,000 c.c.

14 I
VVoodhouse, Jack {7 Quadrant, 2) . . .I4 I 9 I85

I
9SS

DIVISION 2.—SIDECAR [MACHINES.

30
123
114

3

CLASS G.—UP TO 500 c.c

Finch, Harold (3.V Premier, I).

Watson, Fred J. (3I Ariel, i)

Haslam, Jack (3^ Premier, i) .

Sawer, S. (3^ Premier, I) . . . .

5-5
5-5
5.5
5-5

i-l 3

17.5
14.2

9 I L-uigton. Fred K. (5 Ariel. 2)

96 [ Norton. Jas, L. (4 Norton, i)

no Gibson. Hnsh ^s-6 Clvno. 2I99
18

126

36
117

15

54
bo

42

Gibson, Hugh (5-6 Clyno, 2) .

Smith,' Frank (5-6 Clyo>, 2)..
Williams, Eric (5 A.J.S., 2) . .

Stevens, Joseph (6 A.J.fS., 2)

.

Wright, A. H. (6 A.J.S., 2) . .

Nott, George (5-6 Clyno. y)

Piatt, Percy (6 Bradbury. 2)

Teeton, H. VV. {4 J James, li

Stevens, T. (4', James, il . . .

Ss / 88 499
86 4X 85 .198

85 X 88 499
8s V 88 499

CLASS H.—UP TO 750 c.c.

5 15

5 14.1

5 15

5 15

5 16.5

5 16.5

4-75 16

5 15

4.75 13
5-5 14
5-5 14

17 9S nr.j

82 120 6U
76 ^2 741
7b S2 74 1

7'l 87 7io

74 37 750

74 >- Si 096
76 S; 731

74. i 86 7,fl

i6 i>-'.i S't"''

86 '10
1 y)^

73

75
131
"24

84
132

69

105

48

CLASS I.—UP TO 1,000 c.c.

Glissan, E. B. (6 Rex, 2)

Cross, W. E. (6 Sunbeam, 2)

Creak-Davis, R. (8 Chater-Lea, 2) .

.

Longson, Norman (7 American
Excelsior, 2)

White, P. W. (7-9 Premier, 2)

Egginton, W. H. (8 Enfield, 2)

Collier, C. R. (7 Matchless, 2)

Guest, R. E. (7 Matchless, 2)

Pilkington, A., jun. (8 Rex-Jap, 2) ,

Hunt, George (8 Campion, 2)

Clark, Eli (8 Leader, 2)

Hardee, G, D. (7 Matchless, 2)

Sidwell, Ernest (5-6 Excelsior, T) . , .

Parker, Stanley (8 Royal Enfield, 2)

Greaves, H. (8 Royal Enfield, 2)

Dewire, S. (6 Rex, 2)

Silver, T. (8 Quadrant. 2)

Garland, V. {8 Williamson, 2)

Edwards T, H. (6 Sparkbrook 2I . .

4-3
4-5
4-75
4

5

5.125
,6

,6

4-9
4-5
5.14
5
4.8
5-5
5.5
4-3

4
4.75
4.25

12.6
10,5
13-5

II.

I

II. I

14-35
13

15.75
12

14.7
13
13.

1

14
10. 1:1

15

14

80 X 95
76 X 85
83 X 85

85 X 88
85 X 85
S2 X 94
82 X 9
85. 5X 8

3s X 8s
35 X 85
82 X 94
96 X112
85 X 87
85 X 87
80 X 95
85 X 88

3s X- 85
70 X 35

940
770
964

99S
964
996
996
99S
988
965
994
800
993
99S

941
993
964
770

DIVISION 3.-CYCLE

63
72
45
90
120

' I03

CLASS K.—UP TO 1,100 c.c.

Brownsort, W. J.{io A.C., 4)

Scott, C. L. (ro A.C., 4)

Newbold, P. {g.8 Warren-Lambert, 2)

Millar, A. F. (8 Humberette, 2)

Slater, E. B. (10 J.B.S., 2)

Morgan, H. F. S. (8 Morgan, 2)

Hawkes, W. Douglas (10 Victor-

Precision, 2)

4.16 13-5
4. 16 135
4 lb

5-5 15.5
4.25 14
4.5 II~

y. 100
X 100
X 90
X go
X 90
X 85
X 96

loyu 93
1096 133
1095 129
99S 66
1094 Si
964 39
logo

I

^

CARS.
CLASS K.—UP TO 1,100 c.c.

Graham, M. D. (lo Morris-Oxtord, 4)
McMinaies, W. G, (8 Morgan, 2)

(10 Calthorpe, 4) ....

Ellis, R. (8 Morgan, 2)

Armstrong, Gordon (8 Gordon, 2) . . ,

James, W. (8 Morgan, 2)

4.6

4
4

4-5
4.5

(Cont hiued).

15.8 60 X 90 IOI8
i 90 X 77i 99b

3 62 X 90 1087
I 190 X 77?. 99b

C3 85 X 95 1074
2 85' X 85 975
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A look round the Competing Machines. Sidecar Outfits the Most Improved.

Detachable Wheels, Electric Lighting and Sidecar Brakes more common.
Increased Number of Speeds.

THE organisation of trials is becoming
a fine art. and Is an art in which
Mr. T. W. Loughborough excels,

as he thoroughly understands how
to prattise it to the best advantage. To
rilicise Sheffield as a centre at this early

stage of the trial would be hardly fair,

and it is not too early to say that, it is

a town which does possess certain e.\cel-

lent features. Being a city of no mean
dimensions its hotels are good, and of
these the official headquarters, which
liouse not only the officials but a number
of the competitors, are comfortable and
well appointed. One official whom we

F. K. Langton s twin-cylinder Ariel

IS fitted with a new gate change control

for the four-speed gear box

are glad to see back again in England,
and working for the A.C.U., is Major D.
1'". Nicholl, who, for the last two years,

has been bewailing the paucity of motor
cycles on Gibraltar's rocky heights. An
innovation is the renting of a separate
Auto Cycle Union office. This is situated

in London Road, quite close to the
storage depot. It wa.s an empty shop,
before Mr. Loughborough furnished it,

and in the windows thereof are di.--played

three handsome silver cups, one presented
by the ShetHeld motor cycle traders for

the best performance by a solo rider,

another given by the same body for the
best performance by a sidecar rider, and
the other presented by the well-known
rider, Jack Haslam, for the best perform-
ance by a rider of any competing
machine under 350 c.c. In the shop one
of the AC U. staff is in attendance for

the purpose of giving information, or
even enrolling members, while behind
there is an excellent Press room, where
information is given out at the end of

every day in a manner which is an im-
provement over last year's arrangements.
Above is an office, the walls of which are
covered with maps of the district, where
the results are worked out.

Examination and Sealing Operations.

On the morning of the 5th, as early

as 9.30, there was a goodly crowd of

competitors outside the Olynipia skating

rink in Bramall Lane. At 10 a.m. the

ciimpelitors were led in a few at a time,

their labels were issued and sealed on

to the handle-bars. The machines

were then pushed to the other end of the'

rink, filled up in a depot for petrol and
accessories run by the Sheffield Motor
Cycle Traders' Association, then taken

to the Anchor brewery next door and

weighed, then the drivers and passengers

were weighed, and the machines were
again taken to the storage depot and
placed opposite their numbers. Ne.\t the

engines and gear boxes were scaled, the

Three-speed gear box and control on the

O.K. junior machines

<^5



The Matchless sidecar, which is fitted with detachable and interchangeable wheels

equipment verified, etc., and as each

function was performed the official

responsible placed his initial on the

label, and when every duty had been
carried out, one of the judges tore

off the red tag' at the bottom. The
machines were ranged round the walls
of the rink in numerical order, on
thick sawdust, and a tray was placed
under the crank case of each, while the
twelve cycle cars and light cars were
arranged in a single line down the

centre of the hall.

A Number of New Models.

By three o'clock there were very few
absentees, and the work of the morning
was almost completed. Despite the
opposition to the trial raised by a sec-

tion of the trade, tlie event is well sup-
ported, the entry is quite large enough,
and most of the best makes are repre
3€nted,

Extra tank at the front of the Scott

machines.

JULY gih, igi^. .

in a gate similar to that in use for many
years on Daimler cars, while other
noticeable features were the brake drum

The dynamo carried on the saddle tube

of theEnfields ridden by W. H. Eggington

and H. Greaves.

forming part of the rear sprocket and
the sensibly large filler cap on the gear
box. Another machine which has not
figured in many trials—at any rate in

the North—was the iMontgomery 5 h.p.
horizontal twin. The machines in

Class A (not exceeding 250 c.c.) are
naturally fitted with low gears. Theii
makers have much confidence in the
reliability of their machines to enter for

such a severe test. The Dayton, the
smallest enginecl machine, has three
speeds. The N.S.U.' machines in thi>

class and in Class C are equipped
with both their own tw'd-speed engine
shaft gear and the Armstrong three-speed
hub. thus getting six different ratios.

iNIotor cycles which stood out pre-

eminently for their finish and general
appearance were the P. and JNI.'s, which
looked as if they were brand new, but
were the same which had gone through
the Scottish trials, the James, Scott,
Matchless. Brown's Rover. Lea-Francis.

bpring control rod for the decompressor
on the Overseas ridden by V. Underbill

At this stage of the industry startling
features are not expected, but an ex-
amination of the machines in the Olyin
pia rink revealed a good deal which was
of interest. Langton's Ariel was fitted

with a four-speed (sliding) gear box,
operated by an oscillating lever working

Gear side of the twin-cylinder Grandex Precision, htted with Enfield two-speed counter-shatl

gear and chain drive.
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One o( the most efficiently guarded maclii;

Leader sidecar outfit,

Clyno, Enfield, Ariel, Sunbeam, Bat,
Triumph, Scott, Hiimber, and such well-
known makes. JInffat was riding tlie

identical machine ridden by liusby in the
'J'ourist Trophy J\ace. It is litted with
an enormous petrol lank holding 2^
gallons, and had a tiny horn of the
Klaxon type on the top tube, which is

worth mentioning on account of its

small size and nominal price. Ue la Hay,
another Sunbeam driver, was complain-
ing of the small size of his tank.

Praiseworthy Mndguirding.
Two machines were conspicuous owing

to the pains taken to carry out the mud-
guarding in an adequate manner. These
are Eli Clark's Leader sc. and CJreaves's

Enfield sc. The former is fitted with an
enormous rear guard w-ith ample side

shields, so designed that by undoing the
nuts secxiring the mridguard and carrier

stays to the frame the whole can be
swung back and the back tyre exposed.
We saw this actually done and in a very
short space of time. The front mudguard
is fitted with light detachable valances,

which cover half the wheel, and the front

wheel and sidecar wheels are detachable
and interchangeable. A large sized

guard protects the magneto and trans-

versely placed silencer, while it is inter-

esting to note that the sidecar body is

suspended on four quarter elliptical

springs. Sidecars in .several cases were
very much on the light side, aud were
oftt'n dangerously near to being unsuit-
able for touring. The Canoelet hammock
fitted to Stevens's James certairdy does
not look the 110 lb. it scales, From its

design the passenger has always to

assume a reclining position, and the s.anie

remarks apply to the sidecar on Cross's

Sunbeam. Sawer's sidecar is attached to

ois 3^ Premier at five points, while
Finch had fixed a heavy portmanteau
itrap to the sidecar fi'anie and down tube
.s an additional precaution. Greaves's
Enfield sidecar combination, to which

nes in the whole of the trial is the 8h.p.

ridden by Eli Clork.

we have alluded before this, is a most
lu.xuriously appointed affair. The most
striking feature is the front mudguard of
excellent design. It is of ample dimen-
sions, and more closely resembles a
Frankonia giuird than anything we have
yet seen on a motor cycle.

Dynamo Lighting Sets on Sidecars.

A Lucas dynamo similar to that lately

seen on Egginton's Enfield sidecar is

carried in a circular bracket brazed
to lugs fitted in the saddle tube. Slotted
orifices allow for adjustment of the

51

driving chain. The dynamo is driven off

the gearshaft. A neat switch box is

fitted to the top tube, and the equipment
lights both the head and tail lamps. A
sidecar brake, worked by a Bowden lever
fitted to the diagonal sidecar stay, is

applied to a dummy belt rim on the side-

car wheel, while the luggage grid is

suspended on springs. The frame is of

new design, the top tube being dropped,
and so allowing a lower saddle position.

Finally, a belt rim brake is fitted to the
sidecar wheel.
Haslam's single - cylinder Premier

possessed a light but comfortable wicker .

sidecar, purple in colour, and provided
with a sidecar wheel brake.

A New Detachable Wheel.

The chief innovation on the handsome
and businesslike khaki coloured Match-
less-M.A.G. sidecar machines is the new
detachnble wheel. All three wheels are

interchangeable, and the chief improve-

ment lies in the introduction of stuffing

boxes to exclude grit and wet from the

ijeai'ings, and the provision of a slotted

distance piece in the back wheel, which
allows the spindle to be inserted before

the driving dogs are in engagement ; this

can be also inserted after the dogs have
been engaged. Harcourt radiators are

fitted in several cases, mticeably to Drys-
dale's Connaught and Chapman's 4 h.p.

Triumph. White's Wolf possesses an
ingenious form • of gate, in which the
change speed lever is disengaged by
downward pressure of the hand. Cock's
Clyno is provided with a large shield in

front of the Sens])ray carburetter, while
Erank Smith's sidecar combination has
a neat internal expanding sidecar brake
possessing compensating joints. This is

the first appearance of this sidecar, but
the Clyno is in other respects standard.

A noteworthy feature of the spick and
span P. and M.'s is the fitting of inspec-

tion doors to the' chain cases, which are

Scene in the Skating Rink, Bramall Lane, Sheffield, where the machines are stored after

each day's run.

C9
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The A.C U. Six Days Trial.—

made like the cover on a magneto contait
bieakei ai '\ kept in place m a similai

mainei Phillips's Douglas has a metal
plate attached to the front stand, so that
the lattei, when nut of use, acts as a

mud shield , an efficient belt "uaid is

also fitted

'loin bilvei s 7 9 h p Quadiant sidecar

outfit has a thiee speed geai box in the
counter shaft, and a shield to the oveihead
valve gear Among those ^^ho make

(1) Valve side ot the 7-9 h p Quadrant

(2) Pne three-speed twin-cylinder Ariel. Underneath will be seen a bath to catch anv

oil from the engine. One of these tins is supplied to each competitor,

their dihvt in an A.C.U. trial are the cutting bodie^. Jloigans are the

American Excelsior sc, which has a two-

speed-epicyclic gear and a Binks carbu

retter, and the Wellington and Burford

solo machines, which present no striking

departure from standard practice, Avhile

the latter is a sensibly designed mount.
The large Best and Lloyd lubricator, first

seen in the Isle ot Man, is fitted to

Collier's Grandex and to other machines
in the trial.

The Cycle Cars.

There are thirteen cycle cars, ranging

from W. D. Hawke's Victor-Precision

(the only belt driver) to the miniature
cars, such as the tour-cylinder Morris-
Oxford, Calthorpe, and the pair of A.C.'s
%vith their polished aluminium wind-

most

an s four-speeder
cutting
popular, H. F. S. Mor„ .

having what appears to be an air-cooled

motor, but which has the engine and
radiator neatly covered in. The J.B.S.

has four gears also, and is driven by a

twin-cylinder Blumfield engine. On
Millar's Humberette a car type Smith
carburetter with warming jacket is fitted

with a beneficial effect in consumption,
we are told. The Gordon is the same
that Armstrong, its maker, has used in

several trials of late.

Altogether the machines—solo, sidecars,

and cycle cars alike—present quite the
most workmanlike and well-finished set

of machines we can remember to have
seen presented for competition in a Six
Davs Trial.

NOTES.
The Sheffield Simplex car, which will

lay dye along the course, left on Satur-
day Airows also are being used at

doubtful coiners

Fue ot the twenty-five paid observers
appointed bj the Auto-Cycle Union failed

to lepoit themseK es at the appointed time
on Sundav, which did not lessen the difli-

culties of the organising body. However,
. ir\e substitutes were soon pressed into

service.

J. S. Holroyd, who has been associated
with the iMotosacoche Company for some
time, is riding a Blackburne in this week's
event.

The Triumphs ha\-e a new tank finish

in slate colour and stove enamelled. It

looks, if anything, smarter than the
aluminium formerly used, and should cer-

tainly be more lasting.

There are not many new designs in

the trial, due probably to the fact of
seven leading firms being unrepresented
officially.

The O.K. Juniors are seen for the first

time with three-speed counter-shaft gears.

The road on which the speed test was held on Wednesday. A lunch stop ot three hours was made for this purpose
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AN ADVENTUROUS FIRST DAY.
132 STARTERS-111 SURVIVORS.

MONDAY'S ROUTE: 1371 Miles. Sheffield,

Stoney Midileton, Monsal Dale, Litton-

stack, Cowdale, Congletcn, Biddulph,
Rudyard (lunch). Leek, Wirkswoith,
Matlock, Bakewell, Curbarj Holmes-
field, Sheffield.

THE sky was overcast on ilonday
when the competitors were allowed
into the storage hall one by one

to bring forth their machines for

the official start. Prompt at 8 a.m. E. B.

Glissan, on a 6 h.p. Rex sidette, who
c^irried No. 1, and was incidentally taking

part ui liis~ first competition, led off the

b:!ll, and one by one the others, number-
ing 132 all told, followed on what proved

to he an ;idvei]turous day. First it

rained, and in the very earliest stages a

five mile stretch of moorland track was
tiaveised which would put any section

of similar length in Scotland in the shade ;

then followed a most tricky descent of

Jacob's Ladder, where a cycle car over-

turned, then a hill, the surface of which
was so loose and bad that the competitors

tliu.s early talked of " striking " once
again, haii-pins which no cycle car could

negotiate without reversing, and a suc-

cession of appalling gradients and rock-

strewn bye-roads, which must tell their

tale before the week is out. Those com-
petitors with Scottish Trials experience

confess that they have never known so

much in the way of hills and freakish

- surfaces crammed into one day, and on
Monday evening many riders were com-
plaining of stiffness and saddle-soreness.

The Early Stages.

To revert to the start. F. J. Watson,
who had returned to Birmingham by
load on Sunday in order to get a new
piston, succeeded, by dint of riding all

through the night, in getting back to

A general melt l.illi.nsLuk

time, and his machine was^iluly weighed
at 3 cwt. 2 qr. 22 lb., and on the start-

ing line at the appointed time.

J. L. Norton had engine trouble on his

way to Sheffield, and changed his engine
for one owned by a local rider. Even
before reaching the outskirts of Sheffield

there was quite a useful climb, but this

was nothing to what followed Near
Hathersage a score or so of competitors

went astray, but soon regained the proper

route. The upper portion of Sir William

R. G. Fenner (3j h.p. Blackbume), J. Haslam (3J h.p. Premier sidecar), and a Sunbeam rider

rounding the foot of Station Hill, Bakewell

"u .\h iili\ last. In ihe background may be seen the steep

descent to the foot of the hill.

Hill proved a teaser, but .Stoney .Middle-

ton tried the competitors more severely,
and here several came to a standstill. G.
W. Wilkin (2^ Levis! came up the top
part really fast, and Finch (3i Premier
sc.) made an extraordinarily fine climb
for a 3^ sidecar outfit. .Many suffered
from rear wheel slip on the last of the
bad bends, of which there were three,
and the rough surface caused more than
one failure. (ilissan had had trouble
with one cylinder and arrived late, but
made a good ascent of the upper part.

One of the features of the climb was the
excellent show put up by the cycle cars,
and Gordon Armstrong (8 Cordon) in par-
ticular made a fine, steady climb. The
.A.C.'s were as fast as any. V,. Ellis
(.Moignii) came up with a roar. G. D.
Hardee and C R Collier (7 .Matchless
sc.) performed well, but both suffered from
rear wheel slip N. G. Downs (2^ New
Imperial) had a bad skid, but recovered
liiiely. but F. (J lidmond (3i Humber)
liit a stone and came off, though he had
I'leiily of power in hand. H. F. Edwards
lial) was liadly baulked, but saved liimself

!'V magnificent riding. Millar made a fine

limb and did his best to avoid baulk-
.iig, but the surface was so unpromising
iliaf he was forced orr to the better part.

K E. Don (5 Zenith) made a fine climb,
liiit broke his frame near the top of the
liill and had to retire. (Staves on the
b Enfield, did not .seem o happy as he
usually is on the 6 h.p., and joined the
laii^e hand who received outside assistance.

Most of the lightweights were in good
form, and N. .Hall (O.K.) shone in par-

ticular. Victor Garland (Williamson sc )

letired Qwing to the gear box bolts
!. Mining adrift.

Previous to this hill the descent of

.Jacob's Ladder was a nightmare. We
followed a Morgan with its back wheel
locked slithering down crabwise. The

ct3
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The A.C U. Six Days' Trial.

—

MoiTis-Oxford c.c. got out of hand, ran

up the bank, and turned over, fortun-

ately- without damage. Hereabouts Long-
son, on the American Excelsior, retired

with a brol^en sidecar connection.

Dropping down INIonsal Dale Hill, a

rather stiff climb followed on a stony
and rutty surface, and we passed
Gregson, whose hub gear had given out
on his twin Bat, which otherwise was
going excellently.

A Revival of Blea Tarn in Lakeland.

Further on, at Littonstack, which
hill was not included in a non-stop
section, there was a sight to be remem-
bered, for competitors were literally

strewn all the way up the road, and
some of the machines were belching forth
clouds of blue smoke. When Litton-
stack was selected the surface was pass-

ably good, though the gradient is really

IMajor Lindsay Lloyd now appeared
at the hill foot, and as soon as he saw
what was going on decided there and
then to allow those riders who preferred

it to proceed by another route, so that

those who had churned their back tyres

and strained clutches and gears in getting

over the hill are to be condoled with.

Hugh Gibson elected to make an attempt,

and with Gregson on the carrier made
one of the best climbs. Heinzel, whose
six-speed 2 hip. N.S.U. is going magni-
ficently, ran off the road, charged
through a bunch of nettles, and was off

down the hill in no time, to the amuse
ment of the crowd.

A Troublesome Haiipin.

After joining the Buxton road the

route suddenly doubled back upon itself

up Kingsterndale, and the hairpin at

the foot caused about twenty failures,

none of the cycle cars we saw being
able to negotiate the turn, and even

cession of steep climbs over surfaces
which" could not. be _described as good,
bad, or indifferent ; in most cases there
were Colonial tracks; and evidently the
A.C.U. was very little disturbed by the
strike which was occasioned last year,
for I\'Ionday's route surely was the most
severe the A.C.U. has ever planned.

A good road out of Leek was followed
for about four miles, but a sudden left-

handed turn led to a long steep climb
with a very stony surface. After the
village of Ford an orchard with a mud
surface had to be traversed on a fair up
grade, and a long drop through a very
narrow lane followed after leaving Grin-
don. At the foot of the hill lies a level
crossing, and this marked the termination
of the non-stop section. This was fortu-
nate for many as the subsequent long
climb up a grass-grown track, including
three hairpins, caused the large majority
of passenger machines to come to a stand-
still through rear wheel slip. The earl^

Hugh Gibson (Clyno sidecar), j. Drew(2i

severe, approaching 1 in 3 at the top.

But recent heavy rains rendered the

surface almost impossible, and conse-

quently the vast majority stopped,

though it should be added that many
failures were due to baulking on the

narrow road, which is the worst feature

of the- whole affair. A number, however,
did make clean climbs, including F. C.

North (Ariel). Clayton and Westwood
on Triumphs, Baker (Scott), Applebee,
sen. (Motosacoche), Oliphant (Premier),

and others. Ellis (Morgan) made an
excellent ascent, but in turning into the
narrow gateway at the top his front

wheel lifted, and . the machine charged
the gatepost, smashing the screen to

atoms and cutting the driver's hand, but
he pluckily coutinued. Lower down
the hill Sawer's Premier sidecar turned
completely over without injury, and
Stevens on the James sidecar did prac-

tically the same thing, the sidecar wheel
being buckled. He sent for a new one,

and continued rather late.

h.p. New Imperial), W. G. Ayling (llh.p. Daylon),

hairpin bend on Littonstack.

motor cyclists charging the bank or

having to foot-slog to keep going. Here-
abouts Glissan (Rex Sidette) retired

owing to bent tappets, and Edwards
(Sparkbrook sc.) also gave up, as his

low gear refused to engage. Other
withdrawals were Chinn (Wolf), who
experienced trouble with his gear, and
Sproston, who broke a chain on his Lea-
Francis.

Cloud, Mow Cop, and Barley's Hill

were the only other ascents worthy of

mention before the luncheon stop at

Rudyard Lake. Here 118 competitors
arrived. Tom Silver elected to retire,

as his knee began to give him pain. It

will be recalled that he suffered a bad fall

in the Scottish Trials. J. W. Woodhouse
took his place on the Quadrant sidecar,

withdrawing the solo mount he had
ridden up to that point. Sawer (Premier
sc.) and Moston also retired at Rudyard,
leaving 115 in the trial.

The afternoon trip promised to be
quite as e.vciting, as there was a suc-

and A. F. Pllnt (1 i h.p. Dayton) at the

arrivals had a great advantage, as the
surface was passable until the sidecar.s

and cycle ears arrived and churned deep
ruts all over the road. Baulking was thej
rule rather than the exception, and thej
first hairpin became so congested that it]

was impossible to observe, and a clear;!
ance was only effected by the aid of muchl
outside assistance, which was cheerfuUyl
given by a number of local sportsmen.

Excellent Performances on Green Hill.

The villagers turned out in force to
see the riders perform on Green Hill,
Wirksworth, which ascent was in a much
worse condition than we have ever seen
it, due to heavy rains. But the per-
formances hei-e were very good indeed,
even the lightweights making clean
ascents of this 1 in 4 gradient. Wilkin i

on a Levis led, his engine emitting a

fine healthy purr; Walters (P. and M.)
simply toyed with th-e climb. May (2|
A.J.S.) followed in good style, though
he grazed the wall. Taylor (New
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The terrific gradient and appalling surface of Littonstack—a road until for touring machines—caused a number of la.iurci.

was rendered by the sporting onlookers in assisting ccmpttitors.

\ a'uablc a5,iijlancc

Imperial) helped witfi liis loot, whilst

Williams (Wellington) dismounted.
Brownsort (A.C.), Kerr {N.S.U.), and
Langton (Ariel sc.) went up in close

icompany in excellent style, followed by
Pliillips (Douglas), Smith (Clviio sc.j.

Robinson (N.U.T.), Tubb (Hunibev).
l\oakes (Sunbeam), young Montgomery
(on the horizontal twin), and Drysdale
(Connaught), who made no mistake.

Creak Davis stormed the gradient on his

Chater-Lea sc. Dixon (James) was
baulked by a boy, but restarted and
went up well. Heinzel was applaudrd
as lie steadily picked his path to the

summit on the diminutive N.S.U.
Francis (Lea-Francis), Finch (3i Premier
sc), and Stevens (6 A..7.S. sc.) were
among the best.

Matlock Bank Proves Easy.

Through Matlock Bath the famous
bank was included, but the competitors

paid little heed to 1 in 5 gradients of

this kind after what they had already
experienced. Scott (A.C. cycle car)

passed us going well, though lie had
broken the lower leaf of his front spring.

A glimpse of Haddon Hall and Bake-
well hove in sight, the moderately steep

climb over the station bridge being
included. We saw no failures here, but
we noticed Pearson's two-stroke Clyno
make yet another impressive ascent.

Incidentally his companion, A. 0.
Cocks, had a bad fall near Buxton and
retired. Curbar wjis more difhcuU
owing to wie loose and bumpy surface.

By this time the riders were saddle

sore, and many a rim showed the :'ffect

of the gruelling it had received. The
timekeeper was stationed on the f'Ut-

skirts of Sheffield, and iust previously

the competitors had descended at a

crawl a hill which re'allv has no surface.

which was to form the first test on Tn.'s-

day. Entering the cilpi', Applebee
senior unfortunately knocked down .a

man who walked into his front wheel

—

and, incidentally, it is astonishing how
the Sheffield folk wander aimlessly about
the roads without a thought as to

traffic.

One hundred and eleven competitors
weie duly checked into the garage on
Monday night, so that if the average of

twenty-one retirements is maintained
throjghout the week there will be few
competitors left on Saturday. Many
of those who did finish lost marks.

Shield over the Magneto on

W Westwood's, 4 h.p Triumph

.TUESDAY'S ROUTE: 126 Miles."

Sheffield, Bakewell, Matlock, Wirks-
worth. Leek, Rudyard (lunch), Wincle,
Covvdale, Stoney Middleton, Hather-
sage, Sheffield.

Tuesday opened fine, the roads being in

excellent condition, and on the outskirts

ot Sheffield the first hill was encountered ;

it was short, steep, and rough, and
accounted for quite a number of failures.

Nott missed the moorland track, and had
to scorch back. The road leading to

Curbar was exceedingly bad, and the

competitors preferred to ride on the grass

at the roadside. The next incident was
the precarious descent of lirindon, and
on the corresponding ascent Walters
(5^ V. and -M.) led, making an easy climb,

but Wilkin |2| Levis) nearly fell chang-
ing gear in a deep rut. Langton (5

Ariel) made a splendid climb, as did all

the Ariels, but May (2J A.J.S.) missed
"ear on the corner, and restarted easily.

He had previously charged a wall in a

non-stop section, as Chapman had also

done. Splendid ascents were achieved bv
Haddock (2^ A.,J.S.). Kerr l5i N.S.T.),

North (4 Triumph). Robinson (3i N.U.T.),
Davis Smith (4^ B.A.T.), Nott (5-6 Clyno
sc), Stevens (4.S .lames sc), Tubb (3^

Huniber), Westwood (4 Triunipli), Clayton
(4 Triumph), Applebee (Sj Mot6sacoehe),
and Drysdale (2^ Connaught).

Flint made a wonderful climb, and Ball,

Gibb, and Finch did well, as did C. R.

Collier on the big Matchless sc, and
Ellis Di:ion There were instances of poor
cornering, but Morgan made no mistake,
nor did Newev (3i Ariel), Cook (5 A.S.L).,
Allday .(3^ James), Williams (6 A.J.S.
sc), Holroyd (3^ Blackbnrne), Haslam
l3i Premier), and Hawkes (10 Victor c.c). 1

llwing to pulling a cover off, Teeton was
late, and Hardee stopped on the' corner
with a choked jet.

CI 9
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

July 9
,," 11

,, 13

„ 15

9 14 p.m.
9.13 p.m.
-9.11 p.m.
99 p.m.

Bank Holiday Races.

Two handicaps for motor cycles are
included in the programme at Brooklands
on August Bank Holiday. These are
both for, all classes of motor cycles, over

5J and 8^ miles respectively.

Stolen Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

A 4 h.p. 1914 Triumph, engine No.
30,472. and Gloria cane bodied sidecar,
No. 590,619, was stolen by means of a

worthless cheque from W. Nixon,
Brampton, Cumberland, last week. Any-
one meeting with this machine is re-

quested to communicate with the
Brampton police. Our deposit system is

devised to prevent frauds of this kind.

A North-country Speed Test.

The class winners of the Westmorland
Motor Cycl-e Club's speed trials at
Underby were as follow : Lightweights,
W. Heaton (2|- A.J.S.) Machines up to
660 c.c, R. Bownass (3;^ N.U.T.) Up
to 1,000 c.c, R. Bownass (3^ N.U.T.)
Sidecar machines (any capacity, on
formula), H. Taylor (6 Bradbury sc.)

Bownass's performance in the 1,000 c.c.

class is worthy of special notice.

A Light Car Rally.

The Midland, Light Car Club are organ-
ising an open rally for Saturday, July
11th., The meet is to be at the top of

Fish Hill, Broadway, an almost ideal spot
for the event, as it is situated in beautiful
country with a wide selection of hills in

the neighbourhood for those who wish
to test the climbing powers of tlieir

machines, while the roads are good.

Speed and Consistency.

Very high speeds were attained at the
Colwyn Bay Speed Trials last Saturday,
C. R. Collier on the 7 h.p. eight-valve
Matchless attaining a speed of 87.38 miles
an hour for the flying half mile and win-

.
ning seven first - prizes. Amongst the
sidecar classes Kenneth Holden won the
kilometre standing start for passenger

,
machines up to 500 c.c. and the same
for 750 c.c- as well as the flying half
mile for 750 c.c. and 500 c.c. passenger
machines. The A.J.S. firm also take a
large share of the credit, taking first,

second, and third in three classes, in on«
case C. Williams on a 2| h.p. machine
attained a speed of 53.38 miles an hour.

C20

Six Days Trials,

As in the case of other important trials,

The Motor Cycle provides its readers with
the first details" and illustrations of the

early stages of the A.C.U. Six Days -

Trials wliich finish to-morrow (Friday) at

Sheffield. A continuation of the report

will appear in our next issue written by
members of our staff who are following
the competitors throughout the week on
motor bicycles.

Error in Programmes.
That any mistakes occurred in the

official programme of the Scottish Six

Days Trials was due to the entrants them-
selves wrongly describing the fittings on

their machines in the entry forms, and,

therefore, no blame can attach to the

Edinburgh and District M.C., writes Mr.
Campbell McGregor.

Road Racing in Italy.

Motor cycle road racing is gaining a

great hold on the Continent, and the
latest important event was the Grand
Prix of Turin just decided. There
were thirty-seven entries, sixteen in the
350 c.c. class and twenty-one in the 500
c.c. class. The latter was won by Malvisi
on a Motosacoche, Delia Ferrera machines
being second and third, while the winner
in the smaller class was Musso on a
Delia Ferrera, B. Badino, on a Douglas,
being

, second, and making the fastest
lap in the 100 kilometre race, at an
average speed for the lap of 50 m.p.h.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
—

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Exclusive Illustrations and
Descriptive Report.

STY HEAD PASS CONQUERED.

Shorter Trials Routes.

The daily routes for the A.C.U. Six

Days Trials are much shorter this year,

and competitors much appreciate the

earlier return to the riding centre.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Several motor cyclists are required by
the War Office to act as despatch riders

on 28tb July to 8th August next, and
also on 3rd August to 8th August. Any
riders desirous of serving in this capacity

should communicate direct with the Sec-

retary of the Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall

Mall, London, S.W.

A Midland Trial for Cycle Cars.

A class for 1,000 c.c. cycle cars is

included in the regulations for the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club's
open trial for cycle cars and light cars to

be held on Saturday, July 25th. Other
classes are for vehicles with engines up to

750 c.c. to 1,100 c.c, no weight limit.

Acceleration, easy engine starting, and
ability to re-start on a gradient are the
three tests included.

An Edmund spring frame machine fitted with 2|-h.p. Douglas engine and tivo-speed gear
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FUTURE EVENTS.
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July iS.

July l8.

July l8.

July 25.

July 25.

July 25

AuB 3-9,

-Liverpool Amateur M.C.C- Open
Trial.

-M.C.C. Members' Meeting at

Brooklands.

—Midland Light Car Club Open
Efficiency Trial.

-Streatham and District IW.C.C
Open Hill-climb.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Light Car and Cycle Car Open
Trial.

B.M.C R.C. Race Meeting

-F.I CM. INTERNATIONAL SIX
DAYS TRIALS. Grenoble as,

a centre.

-Esse.K M.C- Race Meeting a
Brooklands.

-ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL IN
HOLLAND
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1,000 c.c. Cycle Cars in the Six Days Trial.

Five of the tliirteen cycle cars in tlie

Si.x Days Trials have engines inidur
1,000 c.c.

Next Week's Trials Report.

Next week's issue of Tht Mulor C'l/cif

will contain a detailed description of this
week's Si.x Days Trials, written and ilhis-

Irated by our own staff, who are accom-
jjanying the competitors dailv on motor
:ycles.

Irish Trial Results.

W. J. Henderson (5-6 liudge) proved the
winner of the Rudge-Wliitwortli Cup and
the Jlanthorpe Cup in the open twenty-
four hours Irisli trial described in last

H-eek's issue of this journal. Second and
third prizes fell to riders of 3^ Rovers in

the persons of G. Roche and J. Browne.

Two-stroke and Lightweight Number.
July 2ord is the date of the above

special niuiiber of T/ic Mulor Cijch,
which, as its name implies, will' be
devoted mainly to articles on the subject
of two-stroke engines and lightweighi
machines of about 300 c.c. capacity
Well-known experienced writers will dta
with the subject in articles appealing tu
all tastes.

Racing Comparison.

In comparing the results of the
Johannesburg-Durban race, won by B.
Adams on a Rudge-Multi at a speed of

37 m.p.h., with the T.T. race in the Isle

oif Man, a writer in tire Sunday Times of
Johannesburg actually gives it as his

opinion that of the two performances he
considers Adams's far and away the more
remarkable. The distance of tlie Rand
race was 415 miles.

A Daylight Saving Climb.

Quite a new note in hill-climbs will be

struck by the Sutton Coldtield and JMid-

Warwickshire A.C. on Monday, Julv
27th, XT^TT- tfeie club will hold a hilt-

climb open to motor cycles, sidecars.

cycle cars, and cars, starting at 5 a.m. !

J wo club trophies will be run for, and.
given fine Iter morning, we can
imagine nothing more" delightful than a
climb such as this. It gives the man who
cannot compete on a Saturday because
his half-holiday is on a Thursday a
chance of picking up one of those" much
sought after but elusive medals, and
afterwards presenting himself at business
with it on his watch chain—perhaps !

A World-wide Circulation.

Letters from correspondents in such
divergent places as Munich, Magui in

' Burmah, and Geneva appear in this

week's " Letters to the Editor."

The International Six Days Trial.

Entries for the International Six Days
Trial close on Saturday next at ordinary
fees, and should be sent to M. le Secre-

taire, Commission Sportive, Automobile
Club de France, 8, Place de la Concorde,
Paris. A strong English contingent is

expected to go over to Grenoble, compris-
ing such well-known riders as Frank
Smith, C. R. Collier, F. May,' W. F.

Newsome, T. C. de la Hay, H. V.
Colver, P. S. Brady, J. Gregson, F.

Dover, F. L. Bassett, J. Wodehouse, etc.

All those who intend to compete should
at once communicate with the A.C.U.
regarding their international passes and
travellino; arrangements.

The Grand Prix : A Contrast.

The contrast between the flourishing

state of the motor cycle pastime in Eng-
land 35 compared with France was shown
up in a remarkable manner at Lyons on
.Saturday last on the occasion of the
French Grand Prix car race. Never
before in the whole history of the motor
movement has such a tremendous col-

lection of cars been gathered together so

that their occupants might witness the
race. On the other hand, only a dozen
or two motor cyclists tvere observed, and
the whole get up of both riders and
machines cont'-asted most unfavourably
with the spick and span outfits we are
accustomed to see in litis country. The
race for the Grand Prix resulted in a
sweeping victory for the German .Mercedes
cars, and our contemporary, 77ic Autm-dr.
in the issue for Saturday, July 11th
(published to-morrow), will present to its

readers what is undoubtedly the fullest,

best written, and most completely illus-

trated report of this race to be obtained
anvwhere.

mmm
|H '< NOTICE )

Motor Cycle RacesH
Hi

or Hill Climbing
COMPETmONS ofH orif}7>sHiu.fi,(iimii!

TSe Peniroiin nmvi.- 1BF^. ^ JBIh

The notice board, which has recently been

placed at the foot of Wlllersey Hill, pro-

hibiting " motor cycle races or hill-chmbing

competitions of any kind." It will be

interesting to see if this can str.ctly be

enforced, provided the legal limit be

adhered to.

The New Twin Rudge.

Five hundred twin-cylinder Rudge
engines, similar to that described and
illu.-trated exclusively in the last issue

of this journal, have been put in hand.

Speed up Hill.

In accomplishing the fastest time of
the day at the Caerphilly hill-climb, and
beating all the cars in that event, C. T.
Newsome averaged 39.14 m.p.h. on his
Rover. The performance is all the more
noteworthy as Newsome has made fastest

time three years in succession.

Motor Cycles for Colonial Officials.

_We learn from one of the P.W.I),
officials in Nigeria, West Africa, that it

is the intention of thq Government to
equip (he Public Works Department
oliicials in Nigeria witli motor cycles and
sidecars in 1915. It is evident "that the
authorities intend to undertake a vigorous
campaign of road making, as at present
thev are verv bad.

':'"':
• . .

.:-T . " * '

P ^^-^,t1mP''1IW
THE GLASGOW M.C.C. TWELVE HOURS TRIAL.

D. S. Alexander (8h.p. Williamson siclecar) on one of the bends of Glen Finart.
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SPEED TRIALS IN NORTH WALES.
High Speeds on the Promenade at Colwyn Bay at Mersey M.C. Trials.

Scene at the start, showing cars returning after the hnish ot their class, while motor cycle competitors are lined up for the next class. A ^

line will be noticed down the centre of the road to afford competitors a better chance of keeping to their own side of the road.

/hite

AN atmospfiere laden with burnt gases and oil hung
over the' ColAvyn Bay Promenade on Saturday last on
the occasion of the Mersey Club's annual speed trials,

which attracted an entry of 500, the greater 'portion

being motor cycles. The traclc itself might well have been
wider, but the surface was admirable for the racing. Com-
petitors wei'e despatched in half-minute intervals, the times
being taken by means of synchronised watches.

C. E. Collier was riding a 3^ h.p. overhead valve Match-
less, as well as the 7 h.p. eight-valve machine, on which he
made fastest time of the day of 20|s. for the half mile
(flying start)—speed, 83.8 m.p.h. The Campion sc. ridden
to victory by S. Briggs in Classes 10 and 23 had a plated

finisli, which was quite dazzling.

An incident wliicli marred the proceedings for a short

time was a spill in Class 7 by W. J. MacConnachie (Sj

Triumph). When nearing the finish the front tyre blew off.

and the rider was thrown, but did not sustain any severe

injuries. Confusion reigned, as the other competitois
were coming up the course, and J. ^if. Bitchie (Rudge)
fouled the footrest of Carryer's Royal Ruby, with the result

that both were thrown clear of their machines, the former
having later on to be taken to the hospital. However, next
day Ritchie was reported to be progressing very favourably.

H. Hall (Rudge) stopped near the finishing point in the

same class with ignition trouble. In Class 10 F. C. Topham
had the front cylinder head blown off his 8 h.p. J. A. P.,
but finished the course with one cylinder firing.

TimeReeper's Telephone BreaKdo'wn.
From now onwards no results were posted up oir the

board, as the telephone arrangements broke down, and so

no times could be verified until later in the day. After
each event one of the officials travelled down the course on
a car announcing the end of the class and what class was
to follow.

A protest was lodged in Classes 1 and 14 against the
published dimensions of the New Imperial engine. This
matter, however, is being handed over to the A.C.U. for the

engine measurements to be officially checked.
The exhaust of 'the Sunbeams was noticeably quieter than

any other machines.

CIA

Class 13, open to residents of twelve months or more in

North "R^ales, for the North Wales Championship, was won
by R. F. James, riding a 3^ N.S.CJ.

Just past the finishing line a footbridge fiad been erected

over the course to allow the spectators to view the racing

from either side of the road. Incidentally, the bridge itself

proved a good point of vantage, as from here practically the
whole course could be seen at once, as well as the pull up,
which extended a distance of some 800 vards.

^3S£a4asasrss^^sfiaisj:i<.sJ^«;«>^^fS!W«i:si ^i^^s^ss

E. F. Baxter (8 li.p. Rex) on the starting line in Class lb for

solo machines up to lOOOc.c. capacity.
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Speed Trials in North Wales.—
' Tiie provisional list of results,, subject to confirmation bv
the Club Committee, is as follows ;

', Class II.

—

Onf Kilometre Standing Start (Solo Machines up to 350 cci
—I, W. Heaton (2} A.J.S.). 44S., speed 50.84 ra.p.h. ; 2, C. Williams (23 A.J.S.),

44|s. ; 3, W. Stevens {2% A.J.S.), 45s. First amatear, T. N. Stubbs (Douglas),

48gs., speed 46.22 ni.p.h.

Class A.

—

One Kilometre Standing Start (Solo Machines tip to 200 cc'
—I, B. Norris (2 O.K.), 62s., speed 36^08 ni.p.h. ; 2, G. A. Radley (2 O.K.))

62JS. ; 3. W. H. Butterfield (2 Levis). 623s.

'Class III.—One Kilometre Standing Start (500C.C.)— i. C. R. Collie'"

(3^ Malchlc-ss), 3gjs-. speed 57-07 m.p.h. ; 2, H. V. Colver (3^ Matchless), 4i|s.

:

3,'H. Kiddell (3A Ivy), 42^5. First amateur, V. E. Horsman (3 Singer), 44?s.,
speed 50.38 m.p.h. -

-.Class 1.

—

One Kilometre Standi.vg Start (Solo Machines up to 275 c.c.)

—I, O. Wade (2.I New Imperial), 57s., speed 39.24 m.p.h. ; 2. G. A. Kadley
(2 O.K.), 6ois. ; 3, R. E. Grice i2i I.xioii). 62s.

Class IV.

—

One Kilometre Standing Start (Solo Machines up to 750 c.c.)

—I, C. R. Collier (3I Matchless), 383s.. speed 58.25 m.p.h. ; 2, H. V. Colvcr

(3J Matchless), 4035. : 3, H. G. Dixon (3! James), 4iis. First amateur, J. H.
.Fox (5 Matchless), 43ss., speed 51.54 m.p.h.

Class V.

—

One Kilometre Standing Start (Solo Machines up to 1,000 c.c.t

—I. C. R. Collier (7 Matchless). 35^^-. speed 62.84 m.p.h. ; 2. J. J. Cookson
(7 Matchless), 3845. ; 3. H. Reed (3 Dot) and *A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith), 38?^.
•First amateur.

Class VI.—One Kilometre Standing Staht (T.T. Machines up to 350 c.c.)

—I, C. Williams (2:1 A.J.S.), 4 lis., speed 53.52 m.p.h. ; 2, *E. Hart {zl A.J.S.)
and W. Stevens (2J A.J.S.), 42is. *First amaleur.

Class VII.—One Kilometre Standing Start (T.T. Machines up to 500 c.c.)

—I, C. R. Collier (3^ Matchless), 39l-:-, speed 5O.20 m.p.h. ; 2, H. G. Dixoii
(3.V James), 4i2s.

; 3. T. Harrison (31- Triumph). 42JS. First amaleur, V..

Kickhani {2% Douglas). 4»^s., speed 52.51 m.p.h.

Class VIII.—One Kilometre Standing Start (PnssenjiL-rMachines up to

500 cc.)— I, K. Holdcn (3^ B.S.A). 50JS.. speed 44.03 m.p.h. ; 2, 'V. E.

Horsman {z\ Singer), 51JS. ; 3, .\. Wray (3^ A. B.C.), 54JS. "First amateur.

Class iX.—One Kilometre Standing Start (Passenger Machines up \.<^

750 c.c.)— I, H. Bottoms (6 Bradbury) and K. Holden (B.S.A.), 48JS.. speed
45.84 m.p.h.

; 3, *J. H. Fox (5 Matchless), 50JS. "First amateur.

Class XIL—Sealed Handicap (for^ Solo and Passenger Machines and
Cvclc Cars).— I. N. J. Hall (3.} N.U.T.), 46^5. ; 2. R. E. Grice iaj Sunbeam)
48JS. : 3, H. Watcrworth (3^ Triumph). 52s.

Class X.—One Kilometre Standing Start (Passenger Machines up to

1,000 c.c.)— r, S. B. liriggs (8 Campion), 42ES., speed 52.76 m.p.h. ; 2. A- J.
Brewin (8 Zenith), 43^^. ; 3, E. Longden (8 Dot), 48s.

Class XIII.

—

One Kilometre Standing Start (Motor Cycles and Passenger
Machines).— I. R. F. James (3.^ N.S.U.). 442s., speed 50.16 m.p.b. ; 2, VV.

Jones (2-; A.J.S.), 4^5is. : 3, F. VV. Browne (3J Triumph), 463.

Class XXI.

—

Half-mile Flying Start (Passenger Machines up to 500 c.c.)

—I, K. Holden (3J B.S.A.). 32gs., speed 55.21 m.p.h. ; 2, "V. E. Horsman
(3i Singer), 33gs. ; 3, A. Wray {3) A. B.C.), 38JS. •First amateur.

Class XV.

—

Half-mile Flying Start (Solo Machines up to 350C.C.)— i. C
Williams (2J A.J.S.). 28gs., speetl 63.38 m.p.h ; 2. VV. Stevens (23 A.J.S.). ^oJs. :

3, H. Newman (2} Ivy) and W. Hcaton (23 A.J.S.), 30^5.

Class B.—Half-mile Flying Start (Solo Machines up to 200 c.c.)— i H.
Xewev (1.9 Levis), 4iis-. speed 43.06 m.p.h.; 2, B. Norris (2 O.K.), 42JS.

:

3, G.A. Radley (2 O.K.K 44s.

Class XXII.— Hai:f-mile Flying Start (Pa5;scngcr Machioos up to 7500.0.)
—I, K. Holden (3A B.S.A.), 33i?s., speed 53.89 m.p.h. ; 2, 'V. E. Horsman
(3,1 Singer; and H. Bottoms (6 Bradlniry). 3^1s. 'First amateur
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One of the sidecar competitors crossing the hnishing line On the

left will be seen the larec score board, and on the right the grand stand

and officials' tents.

Class .\IV'.

—

Half-mile Flying Start (Solo Macbmes up to 275 c.c.)— r, O.
Wade (2i New Imperial), 3S*s., speed 46.39 ra.p.h. ; 2, G. A. Radley (2 O.K.).

42is. ;
3' A. J. Jenkins (sj Ivy), 43is.

Class XXUI.—Half-mile Flvinc Start (Passenger -Machines up to

i.oooc.c.— I, S. B. Briggs (3 Campion), 27js., speed 65.69 m.p.h. ; 2, A. I.

Brown (8 Zenith), 272s. ; 3, E. Longden (8 Dot). 32s.

Class XVI.

—

Half-mile Flvinc Start (Solo Machines up to 500 c.c.— i. H.
Riddell (3^ Ivy), 25s., speed 72 m.p.h. ; 2, C. R. Collier (3J Matchless), 25is- :

3, J. Cocker (3A Triumph), 252:;. First amateur, G. Kendall {3A Norton), 25*-^.

Class XVII.—Half-mile Flying Start (Solo Machines up to 750 c.c.) —
I. C. R. Collier (3^ Matchless), 24*^, speed 73-77 m.p.h. ; 2, J. Cocki-r

I3i Triumph). 25ls-:" .V H. Riddell (3* Ivy), 25JS. l-irst amateur, J. H. F<>x

(5 Matchless). 26s.

Class XIX.

—

Half-milk Flvinc Start (T.T. Machines up to 3500.0.)—
I, E. Kickham (2J Douglas), 27?s., speed 6*;-69 m.p.h. ; 2, C. Williams

(23 A.J.S.). 273s. : 3. W. Heatoo (2J A.J.S.), 28Js.

Class XVIII.

—

Half-mile Flying Start (Solo Machines up to 1,000 c.c.)

—

r. C. R. Collier (7 Matchless), 2o2s.. speed •87.38 m.p.h. ; 2, A. J. Brewin

(8 Zenith), 2ijs. ; 3, H. Reed (8 Dot), 2iis. I-'irst .-miateur, A. J. Brewin.

•Fastest time of the day.

Class XX.

—

Half-mile Flving Start (T.T. .Machines up to 500 c.c.)

—

I, C. R. Collier (3^ Matchless), 33^5., speed 77.50 m.p.h. ; 2, J. Cocker

(3V Triumph). 25s.; 3. 'G. Kendall (3) Norton), 25(5. •Fin>t amateur.

OXFORD V. CAMBRIDGE

AT BROOKLANDS.

(1) J. C. Brooke (7 h.p. Indian), winner of the two lap race

(2) E. H. Lees. who. riding a 3^ h.p. A.B.C.. won the first

and third races

^Pf
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SEVERE
SCOTTISH EVENT.
Glasgow M.C.C. One Day Trial.

THE conditions were all that could

be desired on Saturday last when
the Glasgow M.C.C. -held their

annual twelve hours reliability

trial. Brilliant sunshine and an entire

absence of wind, combined with the fact

that the route chosen on this occasion

passed through some of the most magnifi-

cent scenery in the West of Scotland,

made the event one of the most enjoy-

able of the season. The route, in con-

trast to many of the twelve hours trials

north of the border, was particularly

severe, including several notorious Argyll-

shire hills, as well as the well-known

Hest and be Thankful. The latter, it may
liere be stated, was, if anything, the

easiest of the lot, and only the bad hair-

pin at the top caused any trouble. The
following was the itinerary of the day's

JQurney ; Glasgow, Bearsden, Balloch,

Arrochar, Rest and be Thankful, St.

Catherine's, Otter Ferry, Dunoon (lunch

stop), Ardentinny, Glen Finart, Whistle-

field, St. Catherine's, Hell's Glen, Arro-

char, Balloch, to Glasgow. The three

observed hills were Rest and be Thankful
(including the Little Rest), Glen Finart,

and Alt Glinnie Mhoir. To obtain a

gold medal competitors had to make a

clean ascent of all these hills, and be at

checks to time. There were forty-eight

starters.

The ascent of Rest and be Thankfui.

Very few experienced trouble to

Arrochar. A. T. Downie (5-6 Ariel sc),

however, had tyre trouble near Bearsden,
and W. Turpin (6 Sunbeam sc.) was
forced to detach his sidecar owing to

wheel bearing trouble. On "The Rest"
A. McCulloch (2-J A.J.S.l failed, as did

T. F. Walkinshaw (3i N.S.U.), the latter

taking the hairpin too fast. W. Carlaw
(6 Swift c.c.) had distinctly hard lines, as

in changing into low gear the little

vfehicle slid back a few yards, stopped,

and then got away. A. J. Griffiths, on
an O.K. .Junior, easily the smallest engine
in the trial, made a good ascent, appear-
ing to have plenty of power in hand.
From the top of the hill to St. Catherine's

was easy going, thereafter the road
deteriorated, and between Otter Ferry
and Dunoon was merely a track, the sur-

face being vile and the road pai'ticularly

tw'isty. So bad .was this stretch that

miniature machines and sidecars were
,

allowed twenty minutes extra over the
solo I'iders.

One or two were late at the lunch con-

trol. D. B. Stirling (6 h.p. Clyno sc.)

took the wrong turn, and will probably
be disqualified. A. F. Downie (5-6 h.p.

Ariel sc.) had further tyre trouble, and
did not finish. J. L. Smith (2^ h.p.

Triumph) also had tyre and plug trouble
and was very late.

a '^'^J, o-j-j^

Climbing Glen Finart.

After lunch the very severe ascent

through Glen Finart was tackled, and

many of the competitors found the last

hairpin too much for them. Morris

(34 h.p. Ariel) made quite a good ascent,

as did W. Deans (3-^ h.p. Lea Francis).

W. Carlaw (Swift c.c.) got round well,

while D. Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.) also had
little trouble in making the ascent. One
of the best ascents of the day was that

of D. S. Alexander (8 h.p. Williamson
sc. ) He took the corner at speed, and
finished the climb very fast. The F.N.'s
also made light of the ascent. A. J. C.

Lindsay (3^ h.p. Rover sc.) just failed

near the summit, as did R. G. McGiibbnn
(3^ h.p. Edmund sc.) and A. J. Griffiths

(O.K.) The following were the other

failures: J. McMeekin (3^- h.p. Rudge)
;

Murray Lang (3^ h.p. Lea-Francis), who,
however, really stopped when over the
summit; Stodclart (3^ h.p. B.S.A. sc),

who was kept back by another sidecar
combination ; R. Holmes (6 h.p. Clyno
sc.) ; J. L. Smith (2^ h.p. Triumph) ; .J.

Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), who was baulked,
and T. Findlay (3^ h.p. James).

List oE the Survivors.

The last hill. Hell's Glen, was respon-

sible for a few more failures, but the
majority had httle trouble in checking

in at Arrochar to time. The following
checked in during the evening at Blyths-
wood Square

:

W. Carlaw (6 h.p. Swift c.c), T. S. V.
Phillip (6 h.p. A..S. sc), T. A. .Mc-

'Creadie (2| h.p. Sunbeam), A. U. R,
Downie (2| h.p. A.J.S.), W. Morris (3i
h.p. Ariel), F. M. Lang (3^ h.p. Lea-
Francis), A. J. Grifiiths (2 h.p. O.K.
Junior), J, JlcJIeekin (3-^- h.p. Eudge),
A. McCulloch (2f h.p. A.J.S.), H. W.
Ballardie (5-6 h.p. Hazlewood), W. Bry-
son (6 h.p. A.J.S.' sc), W. Deans (3^

h.p. Lea-Francis), D. S. Alexander
(8 h.p. Williamson sc), F. M. Stoddart

(4 h.p. B.S.A. sc), W. J. Gates (7 h.p.

F.N.), W. Dickie (7 h.p. F.N.), J. S,

Chisholm (3-| h.p. Ariel), A. J. C. Lind-
say (3i h.p. Rover sc), J. S. Dallas

(5-6 h.p. New Hudson sc), T. Tennent
(3^ h.p. Rudge), T. Shoda (3i h.p. Doug-
las), H. E. Whittingham (4^ h.p. James
sc), J.- J. Whyte (7 h.p. F.N.), -R. W.
Reid (6 h.p. Bradbury sc), F. C. Ray-

;

ment (4 h.p. Triumph), D. B. Stirling

(6 h.p. Clyno sc), W. Alexander (7-9 h.p.

Indian sc), E. JIazella (3^ h.p. •

Triumph), K. Black (7 h.p. F.N.), J.

Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), J. Barclay (3i
h.p. Triumph), R. H, Jones [Zs^ h.p.

Triumph), D. Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc),

R. G. MacGibbon (3^- h.p. Edmund sc),

A. T. Brash (7 h.p. Harley Davidson),

and T. Findlay (3-^- h.p. James).

W. Biyson (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar), (ollowel by another competitoi ,n one ol the many glens
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A Trump-Peco Two-stroke.
to the appended sketch will show that
the down tube is duplicated in the case
new frame. This divides the strains both
from the engine explosions and from the
pivoting action of tlie forks, wliile in the
latter case it is considerably assisted by
the curve in the top tube, which is de-
signed with that object. This head con-
struction is most interesting and forms
a novel and practical feature.

Originality in design is always interest-

ing, especially when there is sound reason
for tlie departures from standard, and we
were much impressed by >he new Trump-
Peco frame.

Right hand side of the new two-stroke Trump-Peco

AL.MOSr every w-eek tlieve are fresh

additions to be noted to the two-
stroke ranks, and one of the latest

is the neat little mount to be
marketed by Trump Motors, of Lombard
Street, Birmingham. On a recent visit

til the works we inspected the pre-

liminary model, which will be altered in

detail only, except for the frame con-

struction described later. The 2| Peco
engine, 75 x 79 mm. bore and stroke, is

fitted, and carries a U.H. magneto, and
either Amac or Senspray carburetter.

The drive is either direct or by chain and
belt with a two-speed countershaft gear,

or through a three-speed hub, the same
design ot frame being utilised in eacli

case. Lubrication is quite separate I'loin

the petrol supiily, oil being passed through
a Best and Lloyd sight-drip feed direct

to the cylinder, whence it feeds the bear-

ings in the nsual Peco manner^ The
lank is a neat oval in section, and has a

large capacity. Druid forks are Ktted,

and the front mudguard has full valances.

Unusual Frame Design.

The frame construction to be employed
is unusual, and the patentees, Mr. W. A.
Forster, of Trump .Motors, and Mr. C.
Pearson, of Peco Motors, claim that it

is unbreakable. As was pointed out to

us, the most common point of fracture is

just below the head lug, and .a reference

Head lug and front down
tubes on the two-stroke

Trump-Peco

.^s showing the ^reat interest taken in motor cycle events in South .Africa, the above photograph was taken at the hnish ol the Johannesburg-

Durban race, and shows the winner, B. Adams, on a 3A h.p. Rudee (in white circleV finishins at Durban Second place was taken by

H. ,1. Thompson, wl o also rode a Rudge Multi

v~Jii
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-Ripon and District M.C.C. Reliability run for President's Cup.
-Middlesex M.C.C. Run to Digswell, 3.15 p.m.

nth,—Tottenham and District M.C.C. Run to Harpenden.
I itb.—Cardiff and District II.C.C. Hill-climb.

nth.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Run to Rievaub; Abbey.
nth.—Midland Light Car Club. Open rally at top of Fish Hill, Brcilway
nth,—N.W, London M,C,C, Run to Walton-on-Thames Regatta.

July 13th,-
„' 15th,-

„ J5th.-

„ 15th.-

„ iStli.-

„ 18 th.-

-Plymouth and District M.CC, Eyening run to Two Bridges,
-Surrey M.C.C. Speed trials.

-Folliestone and Disti'ict M.CC, Run to Canterbury.
-Castleford M.C. Reliability trial,

-Meet at Brooklands for M.CC. races.

-Perth and District M.CC, Team competition lor the VVaverley
Cup, open to all Scottish motor cycle clubs.

Liverpool A.C.C.

In the reliability trial Jield oil the 27th ult,, G, B, Court
(Douglas), L. Mogridge (Rudge), and J, Green (New Hud-
son) tied for the first prize, and no decision has yet been
arrived at,

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual two days reliability trial tor some reason

or another attracted only a moderate number of members
for the trip, which went up into Lakeland, and included a

run round Windermere, Eydal Water, Grasmere, Thirlmere,
Derwentw-ater, and Ullswater. The chief hills were Red
Bank, Dunmail Raise, Kirkstone Pass, and a bad and stony
ascent from Nateby to Muker, all of which were included in

non-stop sections. Red Bank caused VV, Hill (3| Scott sc)

and F, Wray (4 James sc. ) -to fail, and later on Wray
retired. Near Sedbergh E, R, Davies (2| A,J,S.) tried

conclusions with a car and came off second best, and at

this point W. Hill, who was passing at the time, like the

good sportsman he is, gave up his chances and took Davies
home in his sidecar, and, despite its extra load, the Scott
did splendidly, W, Fawcett (3^ P, and M,), after suffering

from numerous punctures, tried to make up time on a flat

tyre, with the result that he had a fall and retired, J,

Charles (2J Douglas) had chain trouble, and G, Hill, on a~
similar machine, had a lot of tyi'e trouble.

Only the following finished with clean sheets, having
climbed all hills, completed the non-stop sections, and clocked

in to time at all checks: H, E, Ellis (2-| A,J.S.); C, H.
Charles (3^ Singer); C, Falkingbridge (3^ Rudge ilulti)

;

and G. H, Tfarelfall (3J Scott).

Folkestone and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Waterworks Hill on the 1st inst.

Residts :

Event i.—For most weight propelled up the hill on least petrol consump-
tion : I, A. J. McLachlan (6 Royal Enfield), 965 ; 2, A. S. BurviU (6 Royal
Enfield), 830 ; 3, A, E, Franks (6 Royal Enfield), 7n,
Event 2,—For machines showing the great3st difference bet^veen fastest and

slowest times up the hill: i, R. Nichols (7 Indian), slow 241s., fast 4-5S, ;

2, A, E. Franks (6 Royal Enfield), slow 207s., fast 52s, ; 3, B, R, BiUiags
(3I- P, and M.), slow 215s., fast 73.2s,

Newport Pagnell and North Bucks M.C.C, and Wellingborougli,

Bushden and District M.C.C.

An inter-club trial was run off on the 27th ult, over a

course of about 100 miles. Results :

Wellingborough,—A, J, Watts (3^ Triumph) and W, A, Perkins
(3i Triumph), 96 marks ; F, Briggs (6 Res and sc), 93 ; H, Sanders (3^

"Triumph), gi ; H, Bennett (3^ Humber), 89 ; C M, Newton (2| Douglas),
88 ; A, Shortland (3! L,M.C,), 86

; J, Walker (3i Triumph), 85 ; E, G,
Palmer {2% Douglas), 73,
Newport.—C Webster (6 Bradbury and sc), 95 :G. F. Trimmer (6 Enfield

and sc), 86
; J, V, Shaw (3J Ariel); 85 ; C, M. Wiliord (6 Enfield), 85 ;

T. Bowden {3^ Triumph), 85,

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The Coventry and Warwickshire M,C, will, on the 25th

inst., hold an open trial for cycle cars and a closed event
for light cars up to 1,500 c,c. There will be three classes :

Class I,, tor vehicles with engines up to 750 c,c, ; Class XL,
ditto from 750 to 1,000 c,c, ; Class III,, dittd from 1,000 to

1,100 c,c. The start will take place at 8 a.m. on the road
between Gibbet Hill and Stoneleigh, and the course will be
approximately 150 miles. Entries to Mr. H, Whiteman,
Hertford Street, Coventry, close on the 18th inst.

HARROGATE AND DISTRICT M,C,C, TWO DAY RELIABILITY TRIAL.

A group of competitors at Pooley Bridge, at the north end of Ullswater, the lunch control on the second day's run.

C32
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Club News.
The Cyclecar Club.

A club hill-climb will be held at South Harting on July

18th, a 'feature of which will be a special class for lady

drivers.

Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

The annual one day reliability trial was held recently,

when about thirty members took part. There were two
non-stop sections and one secret ciiecli. Results : 1, Mr.
Clare (3^ Triumph sc.) ; 2, Mr. Cowburn (4 Triumph) ; 3,

Mr. Ureenhalgh (4i B.S.A.).

Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

An open rally for niotor cyclists took place on .June 6th,

the venue chosen being some twenty miles away from Cape-
town amongst most picturesque surroundings. From near

and far solo and sidecar riders turned up, and soon a hundred
outfits were lined up in tlie grounds of the Royal Hotel.

A public vole decided to which owner of the smartest outfit

the special prize would be awarded. This ultimately went to

W. J. Houghton, who was riding lus two-year-old Triumph,
which was in the most perfect condition imaginable. The big

crowd of motor cyclists were entertained to tea by the

, CP.M.C.C.

Herefordshire M.C.C.

The members of the Herefordshire Club held a picnic at

Speech House in the Forest of Dean, where they were met
by the Cheltenham, CUoucester, and Abergavenny Clubs on
June 28th. The cajitain, Mr. \V. A. Smith, gave some
surprise prizes, which were won by the following: Mr.
Southgate (6 h.p. Rex sc.) for being No. 13 to get there,

as that number is generally considered unlucky; Mr. W. 13.

Gibb, of Gloucester, was given the prize for having the most
attractive, clean, and comfortable passenger machine (a

Douglas cycle car) ; Mr. Brain, riding a Sunbeam, was
awarded for same as above, but solo. About 3.50 the party

dispersed in various directions for tea, some going to Ross,

others to Syn]ond's Yat, and most of the Herefordshire men
(twenty-two in number) went on to Chepstow.

Showing; liow the luur-cylinJcf [lenciciiur. dUijcts attention,

even on its native soil.' It is seen outside one of the principal hotels

in Detroit. U.SA.

OXFORD V. CAMBRIDGE AT BROOKLANDS.

Start of the three lap race for solo machines.

The first time the Oxford and Cambridge Clubs attempted
this year to run their race meeting at Brooklands, which was
in the springtime, it rained so heavily that the affair had to

be postponed. On Tuesday, June 30th, however, when the

fixture was held, the weather was glorious. Unfortunately,

owing to poor advertising, very few people knew of the

meeting, and so the attendance was small. Results :

Two Lap (about 5* Miles) Handicap (lor Motor Cycles not exceeding
5OOC.C.)— I, E. H. Lees (."i.B.C.). l6s.,; 2. T. C. McKenna (Nortoa), scratch :

3. L. Boston (N.U.T.), 68s. Time 5m. 57ls. Speed 64.71 tn.p.h.

On the starting line in the sidecar and cycle car two-lap race.

Two Lap Handicap (for Cvclc Cars and Sidecars).— i, L. .Martin (10 Singer),

scratch ; 3. B, Sandeman (8 Mathisi, 925.
; 3. T. M. .McKenna (3i Norton sc),

g2S. Time 7n(. 3is. Speed 46.14 m.p.h.

Three Lap (about S\ Mile?; Handicap (for Motor Cyclea not exceeding

500 c.c.)— I. E. H. Lees (A.B.C), J2S. ; 2, J. R. Purvis (Singer). 33s. ; 3, L. P.

Openstaw (N.U.T.). 1025. Time 9m. 12s. Speed 63.44 m.p.h.

Two Lap Handicap (for Motor Cycle; exceeding 500 c.c. and not exccaling

1.000 c.c.)— 1. J. C. Brooke (2 Indian), scratch ; 2, T. E. Lauder (4 Hendersnni,

&s. Time 5m. 3i;s. Speed 61.6: m.p.h.

Three Lap Handicap (for Motor Cycles exceeding 500 c.c. and not exceed-
ing 1.000 c.c.)— I. E. I. Gibbons (2 Matchless), scratch; 2 1 C Brooke
(2 lodiao), 30S. Time 7m. 27ls. Speed 6S.S0 tn.p.h.

B17
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A Two- stroke Engine.

This engine is of the two-port crank
case compression type, drawing gas into

tlie crank chamber through an inlet

valve B arranged just beneath the car-

buretter. The invention in this par-
ticular case consists in making the end
M of the transfer passage at right angles
to the length of the cylinder and

providing the piston with a lip C of

particular shape, so that directly the
transfer port at B is uncovered the gas
is delivered to the, top of the cylinder.

As the piston approaches its outer limit

of travel the gas is delivered more and
more across the cylinder. Oil is admitted
by the pipe D.—D. Euva, No. 11,588,

1913.

(hricWlOdJroid

An Auto-wheel Attachment.

This particular arrangement is pro-
vided to insulate the cycle from the
impulses of the engine. To the cycle is

attached a triangular frame A, and the
liorizontal frame B of the auto-wheel
attachment, instead of being secured
directly to the frame A, is pivoted to

a link C, to which is attached an arm
U lying between opposed springs E

attached to the frame. Thus the thrust

of the engine is transmitted to the
machine through the springs E.—R. 0.

Clark, No. 5,324, 1913.

A Simple Carburetter.

This carburetter is of the kind in

which movement of the throttle alters the
jet opening It will be noticed that the
carburetter is very small, comprising
merely a vertical sliding valve A actuated
by a Bowden wire, and arranged to^

control the passage of air through the
carburetter in the direction of the arrows.
At B is a fuel outlet receiving fuel

through a needle valve C. The stem D
of this valve is connected by a crank and
a link E to the throttle, so that as the
throttle is raised the needle valve is,;

unscrewed, and more petrol is allowed
"

to pass to the jet. The connection
j

between the needle valve and the throttle J

is adjustable. At F are holes in the
''

throttle valve, which, when the throttle *

is completely closed, allow pure air to
'

pass to the engine.—D. McGregor, No.
'

5,496, 1913-

Sidecars for Rough Countries.

A notable feature of the Scottish Six

Days Trials was the number of breakages

of sidecar chassis. It is interesting to

note, in view of this, that every Mont-
gomery sidecar engaged in these trials

emerged in excellent condition.

A Good Record.
In the recently concluded Scottish

Trials, the six P. and M.'s entered were
awarded five gold medals and one silver

medal, the silver medal going to the only

lady rider who completed the trial. The
new P. and M. chain cases proved most
successful in every way.

For Tourists in Scotland.

Jlessrs. Gall and Inglis have recently
published a new and excellent series of

road maps know as tlie Gradient Road
'Maps. The section sent to as is that of

Inverness, Speyside, and the Caledonian
Canal. The quality of the roads is shown
by means of colours, and the hills are
indicated by triangles of varying thick-
ness denoting their steepness. The
superior roads are marked in bright
yellow, the good roads in dark yellow-,

the inferior roads in pink, and the rough
roads in blue. If a road is not coloured
at all it is a sure indication-of its badness.

TWO STROKES AND
LIGHTWEIGHT
MACHINES
will form tlie ma"n fopic in a snec=al
issue of THE MOTOR CYCLE lo be
published on THURSDAY. JUL1r 23id.

A Powerful Lightweight Engine.
In the recent trial for the Calthorpe

Cup the O.K. Junior machines performed
remarkably consistently, and their speeds
up Edge Hill were wonderful for so

small an engine. This engine is specially

constructed for Messrs. Humphries and
Dawes, and is known as the O.K. engine.

A Severe Gear Test.

On another page of this issue Mr. G.
D. Abrahams gives a graphic description

of the conquest of Sty Head Pass by Mr.
W. B. Little on his Premier. It is inter-

esting to note that the indispensable
change speed gear on this journey was
an Armstrong hub, which went through
the tremendous test without any trouble
or attention.

Royal Ruby Extensions.
The growth of the Royal Ruby business

has necessitated the acquirement of

greatly extended premises, and the w-orks
of the company at Canal Street, An-
doats, Manchester, are now being more
than doubled in size. It is hoped with
these extensions to cope with the very
rapidly growing demand for Royal Ruby
motor cycles.

Hutehinsons in Scotland.
In the recent Scottish Six Days trials!

Hutchinson tyres scored many successes.

Of the eight competitors who started onl
these tyres seven finished and secured!
gold medals, the other competitor having
the misfortune to fall over the cliffs at

Applecross and thus place himself hors
de combat.

A London-Edinburgh Echo.
We are informed by the Competition

Secretary of the M.CO. London-Edinburgh',
Run that a gold medal tor the single
journey has been award, to T. Silver (4
Quadrant sc). Silver was originally dis-

qualified for being fifteen minutes ahead
of timie, but this was found to be an error
on the part of a checker.

Belts and Speed Trials.

The Lycett " Reliable " belt was in

great demand at the Birmingham jM.C.C.
speed trials on June 27th. C. R. Collier
used this belt on his new 7 h.p. Match-
less racer, which made fastest time of

the day, and several other winners pinned
their faith in the Lycett belt for trans-
mission purposes.

<i^^?«&;#«^i^ii^&i«SSfe^^
The Hutchinson trophy awarded to the

B5.A. team for regularity of running in the

Circuit de I'Eure.

3.S
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notor cycle manu
he world fit

50H'
A LETTER FROM

The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., one of the oldest

and most successful manufacturers in the world.

Dear Sirs, June 29th, 1914.

You will no doubt be interested to hear that we have obtained
the utmost satisfaction from the Bosch Magneto. We believe that

we were one of the first — if not the first — Manufacturers to adopt
magneto ignition on Motor Cycles as standard. This was as far

back as 1905, and the many thousands that we have fitted since

that year have given splendid service.

As you are aware, we have a very high conception as to

what the quality and workmanship of a Motor Cycle should be, and
we have no hesitation in saying that the standard you have set,

and consistently worked to, in the manufacture of your Magnetos,
deserves the highest praise.

We are convinced that the revival of motor cycling was to a
very large extent due to the magneto, and in particular to the
Bosch Company, who were the first to supply in necessary quantities,

and at the same time a really reliable article.

Yours faithfully,

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LIMITED.
M. J. SCHULTE

[Manasing DiTector).

UST AS GOOD"-
THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
204, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.
Telefframs : *' Bomaf, Lopdon." Telephone: Gerrard 430 (5 lines).

In answering thit advertisement it it desirable to vitnticm " The Motor Cycle'.''
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YOU KNOW
ARE YOU SURE' ^^® working of the P.V. SPRING FRAME?

Bf notg read this.
It _d£e^s 7 9t„„.|H,j"^6 ^t A, this point being absolutely rigid, as are the points C
to A, A to B, D to B, and D to A — in fact, the whole of the shaded part is in

one piece. B is tlie point where the road wheel is fitted on rigid machines.
This shows that the P.V. has all the advantages of the rigid type frare as
regards stability.

At the point B the only working bearing is situated. On this bearing point
oscillates the springing arm N. which extends from F to G, at which point it

encircles the radius tube of frame, back again to F on the opposite side. A
shock spring M and a recoil spring O also encircle this tube as shown.
It can now be clearly seen that all shock (road unevenness) as directed at

S is absorbed by spring M, counteracted by O, and damped at G.

This explains ihe principle of the P.V. Spring Frame, which four years' road
test and its constant successes in Trials proves far ahead of all others.

EE.L.BSTON FEL.L.,Booklet

m2Zs: P.V. WORKS, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E.

OOT MOTORS
The Wins given below are not gained by the use
of Special Racing Engines, but are made on
Standard Overhead Machines, which can be bought
direct from us or through any of our Agents.

Doncaster Speed Trials, Class 14, H. Reed FIRST.
Also FASTEST TIME of the day.

Essex Speed Trials, Events 57 & 60, H. Reed FIRST.

Also FASTEST TIME of the day, BEATING the

FASTEST CAR.

Sole Manufacturers of this Famous Machine:

REED & Co., 38, Ellesmere St.,

Hulme, MANCHESTER.
Telephone : 2125 Central.
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Speedomefens
The First MOTOR CYCLE SREEDOIVIETER

to enter and pass an officially observed

AUTO CYCLE UNION 3,000 IVIIkES TEST

Newcastle-on-Tyne, May 14th, 191 4.

Dear Sirs, —I am well pleased with the speedometer

and find it very accurate and steady. Both my
nephews have got WATFORDS since, and are equally

pleased.

Yours truly,

(Signed) DAVID MACKEE.

Write for Catalotrne to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD.,

.
Inventors and Patentees of the Chronograph, 1862; Split Seconds, 1871:

and Speedometer, 1904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS,
London Showrooms— 14, SOHO SQUARE. W.

Telephone—2833 Central. Telegrams—Niconiclco. London-

are the outcome of the unique experience of

a first-grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedometer and Watch.

Type 700 £S 5 O
Speedometer with trip and maximum speed hand.

Type 702 £4 * O
Speedometer with total and trip mileage counter.

Type 705 £3 3 O
Speedometer with total mile-

age counter.

With Watch,
f,t - 1 - O extra.

THERE IS A REASON FOR WATFORD SUPREMACY.

YOU CAN SEE UPDl
THE COUNTRY o^ ^ V2it>i.

IN LUXURY & SAFETY SIDE
HERCULES

I12 - 12 - o
LICENSED PAT N? 24612/11

\('RITB FOR ART CATALOGUE
HERCULES CYCLE&MOTOR C5r \J°
CONYBEREST BIRMINGHAM

LONDON AGENTS
GODFREYS LIMITED
CT PORTLAND ST W

In answprinff these advertisements it u desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B25
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.,-(.'

^) ^^-^i^r--
'^"''-

roiiali^^^^
THE NEW
NON-SKID

'

FOR

LIGHT CARS & M
The tread o{ the M.P. tyre is recessed at suitable intervals with
steel plates which afford a perfect grip on wet and greasy roads, while the rubber poitiOfi
of the tread prevents skidding on dry wood or asphalt. •

The depth of the plates secures more than double thu Ufe of the ordinary steel-studded noh-skid

.

Motor cyclists will especially appreciate the additional protection afforded by the M.P.
tyre against skidding and punctures.

Write for particulars to—
THE METAL PLATE TYRE CO., LTD., I!^#?"c%''^i\^'lTTEl:'4-^^ai^-

Telegraphic Address
—

" Meplatyre. London."

NO PUNCTURESS& A PERFECT^ NON-SKID

THE BLUEMEL
MASCOT PLUG
^cts you there every time. |

IBLUEMEI
F. EDWARDS,

j mascotI
of Cricklewood,

using Bluemel Mascot
Plugs, gained higlnest

award in

London - Exeter and
back Trial.

Oxford 24-hr. sealed

tool-bag Trial.

A.C.U. Spring Trial.

Essex Op^n Trial.

Jarrott Cup Trial.

The Plug with the Gas-
tight Joint.

Send jar M.C. List.

BLUEMEL BROS., LTD.,

Wolston, near Coventry

SEE THE
c«STARS"
if you are OUT for POPULAR Lines.

The Motor of Car Practice Easy Accessibility
Many Merits. Throughout. to all Parts.

IN

TWO
65 GNS. MODELS

^ h.p. (S.C.)

6 h.p. (Twin)

75 GNS.

Chain Drive
throughout.

Perfect
Transmission,

Teeming with
Refi:^einents.

Send for our beautifully descriptive catalogue

and advantageous agents' terms, which will leave

von wondering why you have not previously

CO.MSULTED THE "STARS."

STAR CYCLE Co., ''"iSX WOLVEBHAMPTGN.
Proprietors ; The Star En8:ineerin; Co., Ltd.

London Agents : THE CARETTE CO.,
177 Great Portland Street - - - London, W.

Telephone 6rtl7 Maytair.

B26 In aiiswanny these advertisements it is desxrabtt to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Cycle head lamp

Side lamp, front.

Side lamp, back.

Rear tail light.

Complete
lighting sets

for Sidecars
Rippingille's Lighting
Outfits are complete in

every sense of the word.
Eacti consists of head
lamp, bracket, generator,

side lamp, and tail'lamp.

The generator is Drip
Feed type of extra large

capacity. The Bracket
is adjustable for I or lin.

Pillars, and, with the

generator, can be pitched

at any angle. The lamps
are made from strong

gauge sheet brass: one
thickness throughout.

Hinged back, Mangin
Mirror Reflector and
focussing extension to

Bell, are features of the

head light.

RIPPINGILLE'S
Sunrise

Lighting Outfits
are proof against vibration,
and the bodies being of one
thickness possess great shock-
resisting power.

Catalogue of "Sunrise" Lamps seni
on request.

RIPPINGILLE'S ALBION
LAMP COMPANY, LTD.,

Aston Road, Birmingham

SUNRISE

' There's nowhere where you
wish to take it where it won't
take you."

Remember this is

the machine that

conquered
S i\ o w d o IV

—

the little mount that still more
recently

crossed the
Avilds of

Dartmoor
in 4 hours and 5 minutes.

Those are past accomplishmfnt;
and now we have to add thereto—

SUTTON - COLDFIELD

MOTORCYCLETTE
TRIAL—

20/6/14. 1 GOLD and 4

SILVER medals

—

more awardi

than any olher entrant.

SURREY M.CC.

HILL CLIMB-
Ist in Clast 1.

Ist on formula in Class 4,

BIRMINGHAM
SPEED TRIALS
2nd and 3rd in Class 1,

200 cc on time and formula

And truly " There's nowhere
where you wish to take it where
it won't take yoa"

And it costs—just ^30.

UUMPBBIES & DAWES, Ltd..

BIRMINGHAM,

U XJ T*^ I C3
W.H.W.

In answering tlicse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B20
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b-llllli

?i!

I Scottish 6 Days Trial |

^ The A.-C. Light Car,

'

driven by Mr. C. L. Scott, cornpleted this, the severest trial

of tlie year, without a single involuntary stop, gaining a

GOLD EDAL.
OTHER RECENT A.-C. SUCCESSES INCLUDE :

London-Edinburgh and back 3 GOLD MEDALS.
Irish Light Car Trial SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL.
Liverpool Reliability Trial HIGHEST AWARD.
Exeter M.C.C. ReliabiUty Trial.. GOLD iMEDAL.
Porthcawl Speed Trial A.-C. WON HEAT AND

FINAL.
Nottingham M.C.C. Rehability Trial

ONLY GOLD MEDALLIST.
Cycle Car Club's General Efficiency Trial .

:
'

NON-STOP CERTIFICATE.
London-Gloucester and back HIGHEST AWARD.
Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial

GOLD MEDAL.
Bristol-Land's End and back . . SILVER MEDAL for time.

GOLD MEDAL for best performance, and SPECIAL
GOLD MEDAL for Passenger Class.

Price £175
Completely,

equipped?

1 1
I'd

Colonial Model £ 1 80, completely equipped;

CE. Owing to exceptional manufacturingi
facilities we are now turning out largely, in-^

creased numbers of cars— including 30 per weeki
of Model 10 alone — and can therefore giveTf

EARLY DELIVERY!
AUTO-CARRIERS (1911), LdI
Ferry Works, Thames Ditton, Surrey

.|

Telephone : Molesey, 245 and 246.:^

London Depot: 15, Little Portland Street, W.-^

Telephone : Central,
12346.JJ

When cornering
or hill-climbing, the strain upon the hubs and
bearings is greater than you realise.

It is quite easy to distort or twist spindle and
cranks, and unless your motor cycle is equipped
w^ith Skefko SKF bearings, this means a serious
breakdown, ,

Trade Mark.SSrBALL BEARINGS
do not run Aof, crack, or crush, but adjust
themselves instantly to any distortion of
crank or spindle. Cost a shade more than the
rigid type, but save yoa pounds in the long ran

The SKEFKO BALL BEARING Co.. Ltd.,

Head Office and Works: Luton, England.
Teletjr ras: "Skeflio. Luton." Telephone: 418 Luton.

Lond n Of&ce : 28, Victoria Street, Westminster. S.W.
Tele^mms:-" Skefko, Vic, London." Telephone: 66-11 Victoria,

£)e I uxe

The most efficient lubricant made

is sold in
bulk as well
as in small
tins.

If you have
Sidecar Machine,
consider the economy of

buying a 5 gallon drum
01 oil for your season's
requirements—the saving
is considerable.

These, sealed, labelled,

carriage paid drums are
obtainable from the lead-

ing -Cycle and Motor
Agents everywhere at

List prices.

The 1914 Lists give the prices of Oils in drums

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

B30 In answering these advertisements it is desi.aSjle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Model 1

Fits on top

(H.B.)

Handle-bar. Price 42/6.

— supreme in Quality,

Value and Service.
— lu Lamps — " P. & H." stand supreme.
They have done so for upwards of 30}'ears—
and that superb Quality, Workmanship and
Finish which gained the " P. & H." world-

wide reputation for supremacy, is still

maintained in the " P. & H." Lamps
of to-day.

— Here's an instance of "P. & H." supremacy—

POWELL &: EANMER'S
MOKEL 127

— a lamp that is admittedly the finest

Jlotor Cycle Lamp in the ^\'orld — a lamp
that embodies many exclusive and valuable
features which all combine to ensure a

perfect " Ugh ting " service.

— Here are a few of its special features :
—

6hin. Front; Sin. Mangin Mirror Reflector;

Bray "RONI" Burner—which cannot crack

Lens or Mirror—with patent adjustment; oUn.
Plate Glass Convex Lens : Specially ftron^

carrier—made of finest solid steel stampings—
in one piece which clamps round the handle-

bar stem and is practically unbreakMe.

— Although this lamp costs a httle more
than the ordinary thing, the extra cost
means a big difference in service.

— Ask your Agent to show 3'ou the
"P. & H." model 127 — comparison will

readily convince yon of its supremacy.
Ask for " Lamp Booklet,"

Powell &i Hanmer. Ltd.,

Chester St., Biriningham.

SELFRIDGE'S
QUR Deferred Payment Plan offers

you the opportunity of securing

any of the following machines for a

deposit of one-fifth of the price. For
example, you may obtain immediate
possession of a Calthorpe Junior (ready

for the road) for a deposit of 5 gns. We
charge 2- ',-, on the balance only. We pay
carriage throughout the British Isles.

ZENITH. 6 h.p.. clutch model, all red finish

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed clutch model .

.

HENDEE-SPECIAL 7 h.p. INDIaXN, electric

self-starter, lamps and horn

DOUGLAS, ,2J h.p.. W Model
DOUGLAS. 2J h.p.. U Model
DOUGLAS. 2J h.p., V Model
DOUGLAS, 31 h.p.. model B
F.N., 2.', h.p.

BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed

£75 12
£60

£80

£52
£48

£48

£62

£49

£59
LEVIS, 2^^ h.p., two-stroke £38 10

S'^LE OF

HUTCHINSON TYRES
These tyres are of the 1913 rubber-sluddeo pattern and
are in excellent condition. As there are only a few left,

all orders will be taken in strict rotation— so call or w^rite

at once. Letter orders will be promptly filled. Size
26 X 2

'. beaded edge List Price, 33 6. Our Price,

25/-
SINGER. 4^ h.p., 2-speed COMBIN.ATION,

coach-built sidecar .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

£80
B.S,A,. 4 h.p.. COMBLNATION £79 16

CH.ATER-LEA, 8 h.p.. COMBINATION No. 7

coach-built sidecar, with hood, screen, and apron £101 17 6

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p,. COMBINATION, 3-speed.

chain drive, coach-built sidecar .

.

.

.

.

.

£92 1?

EXCELSIOR. 5-6 h.p., COMBIN.ATION. with

coach-built sidecar .

.

.

.

£84 9

ROYAL ENFIELD. 6 h.p., COMBINATION,
with coach-built sidecar .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

£84
CALTHORPE JUNIOR, 2 h.p.. 2-speed. . .

.

25 gns,

|.-\|MES. 3,' h.p,, tw'rn, 3-spced, chain drive .

.

£63
WOLF. 2.', h.p., lightweight 24 gns,

WOLF, 2,'. h.p., J.A.P. engine 26 gns
\VOLF. 2i h.p., 2-speed 30 gns
WOLF, 4 h.p,. J,A.P. engine, 2-speed .

.

.

.

44 gns

INDIAN, TRIUMPH, and B.S.A. machines

only supplied on makers' terms.

HARLEY-DAX'IDSON. 8 h.p.. 2-speed £65

SEVEN BARGAINS
New Cane SlDECAR.Torpedo shape, on strone,

underslung Chassis, with Hutchinson tyre.

Usually ! 2 gns. : lo clear .- ... .. £9 15
New Cane SlDECAR.Torpedo shape body on

well sprung Chassis and with Hutchinson lyre.

Usually 10 gns. : now .. .. .. £7 15
Second-hand 191 3 3 j h.p.3-speed Rover Combination£47
1913 8 h.p. Marlin-Jap. with N 14 Slunney-Archer
3-speed sear .. .. .. .. £50

Second-hand 1913 3| Lea- Francis. 2-speed .- £52 10
Second-hand 1913 8 h.p. Matchless Combination.

Cane Sidecar .. . .. ..£70
Lighlweight Wicker Sidecar on strong Chassis.

To clear .. .. .. .. .- £41o

SELFRIDGE & Co., Ltd., Oxford St.. W.
West End Agents for Wcif Motor Cycles.

In ansiccriiiQ (hcsi advertisp.ments it is desirable to mention '^ The. Motor C^^l"
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{Actual Sue.)

For Motor Cycles there
is only one plug that can
possibly claim to be perfect

-and that is the New

bODGE
WEATHERPROOF

PLUG
unquestionably the ideal motor cycle plug.

Terminal completely insulated and protected frorn rain and mud.
Cable terminal instantly detachable. This is the plug adopted

for the "TRIUMPH" motor cycles

OJ all principal dealers, or, posl jree. when remiUance is enclosed, jrom iht maker :
—

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

The GARDEN MONOCAR
TFe finest, most subsfantial, and scientifically mad 2 M'^nocar-

PRICES: £59 10s. to £79. - — FIVE MODELS.

The GARDEN ENGINEERING Co. Ltd,
SOMERSET ROAO. TEDDINGTON.
Sr-lt .Agents for London and District :

—

THE CARETTE CO. 177. GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

Complete Stock of Spare Parts
for all models o(

PRECISION ENGINES
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

Send for price li»i of spare parts and replacement*

for the engine you use.

RETRIADING.

9/-,12/-,&14/-

Send for sections and

full particulars to

The EXCELSIOR
TYRE CO.,

Hurst Street,

BIRnfiiNGHAM.

THE OLDEST FIRM
IN THE WORLD
SPECIALISING IN

TYRE REPAIRING.

\ \
THE
MOST

PERFECT
LIGHT
FOR

MOTOR
CYCLES

\
THE ACETYLENE iLLUMINATIIVG CO., LTD.,

268, SOUTH LAMBETH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.'

ASI III answtrincj these advertisements it 13 desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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GIV£
B£ST

SERVICE

Send for our illustrated catalogue describin:^ om
underslung chassis with luggage carrier built ia.

It has many advantages over the ordiaary type
Prices from £6 tjs. For all makes.

MODEL 7.—Gjach-built body, spare pari
cupboard under front, toolbox under seat,

spring tack and cushion: ligbt enou;?h for

3^ h.p. machines £10 15s.

MODEL II.—Reed cane body, handsora?
roll border, toolbox under seat, and other
impro\cincnts £9 155

Supplied direct or through the trade.

EASY PAYMENTS OR EXCHAXGES.

SECOND-HAND TAKEN IN EXCHANGE
I^OR "CORONETS."

Millford 12 guinea model, cane
body, side door £5

,
Millford castor wheel £1 15
Cane side door model £3 15
Coacb-b'ult model, nice order £2 15
Millford Herald £3 15
Sidecar, less t\Te £1

:bOPTH;^TORiES
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, Halifax.

(Opposite County Court)
TelephoDe : ic6i

19

19

B
B
19

19
BRADBURY 1914

speeds, chain drive,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

14 Bats for immediate delirery from stock; buy
for cash, exchange, or easy terms.—Waucbope's,

9, Shoe Laue, London. [X4053

BAT-J.A.P., 3V2h. p. .spring frame, less 1,000, like new,
privately owned ; expert examination, partit ulais

;

£23.-Brookfield, Chartley. Stafford. [X4133

BAT 1914 Models in stock; best terms for cash,
exchange, or easy payments.—Elce and, Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0480

BAT-J.A.r., and Chater-Lea sidecar, good condition.
numeious spares, etc.; seen after 5 o'cdock; i^pot

ta^h £25.—Apply. Stanley, 64, New Park Rd.. Brixton
Hill. [4832

BAT-J.A.r., 5-6h.p., bought maters January, 1914.
Armstrong Mark VII. 3-6peed, French grey, ideal

solo and sidecar mnehine, carefully used, absolutely new
condition, all acce.ssoriei : eoo-t £72, accept £49.—294.
Kennington Park Ed., S.E. [5053

Bradburv.
12 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed and free engine; £28.—

Baine^, Crane St., Leicester. [4878

RADEUnr, 1913. 3-speed. new ; list £60, accept £49.
-Mjiriss. 139. Finchley Rd.. N.W. [X3513

RADBURT, 1912. grey, all acce«.sories; £26.—
Spinney. Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent. [X4187

11 Bradbury^ with lamp and horn: £22.~Nurton,
29. Montpelier Vale,. Blackheath. [4913

14 Bradbury Models in stock: best terms for

casli, exchange, or easy payments.—Below

i.p. Sidecar Combination, 3
clutch and kick starter, per-

fect, and guaranteed ; £69.—Elce and Co., 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

T.
Bradbury, 1911. sidecar, good condition; £23.—
Clarkson. 27, Cardwell Place. Blackburn. [4943

BRADBURY 1914 Models; catalogues free.-Agents.
Bright and Haylea, Church St., Cambcrwell. [4999

BRADBURY, S-S'/i-h-p., in good working oider ; £11.
or neare.s-t.—41, Crescent Lane, Clapham, S-W.

[4797
BRADBURY, 6h.p., 3 .speeds;, shop-rJoiled only; oflers

wanted.—Turpins. 22 and 29. Preston Ed., Brig'moii.
[0510

BRADBURV. 1914 modeds. and sidecars; exchaog.s
wanted, keen quotations. — Collier's, Westgate,

Ifalilax. [0445

BRADBURY. 1913, 2-speed. lamp and horn, good con-
dition. 2.000 milea; £32/10.—HoUnewood, Capel

Rd.. E. Barnct, N. [S3510

BRADBURY, S'/^h.p.. 1912, 2-speed and free
engine, grand order; bought car; £22/ 10.—75.

Tower Ramparts, Ipswich. [X4300

BRADBURY and Sidecar. late 1911,. fre? engine. 2-

ei»eed. perfect order: £28; owner buying Morgan.—
188, Urban Rd., Doncarter. [X4226

BRADBURY. 3',vb.p.. 1911, perfect condition: sncrl-

tiee £20; expert iiwpection invited.—Chappie,
lU>;endale, Torrington, Devon. (X3965

BRADBURY, 4h.p.. 1911, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, ad-'
instable puUev. excellent condition; £26.—A.

Ilollaud, Clarendon St.. Coventry. [X4293

BRADBURY. 1912, counter-shaft 2-3peed mcdel.
needs slifrht overhanling; £21; no offera or ex-

rhauges.— Laj-ton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X4009

1 Q12 Bradbury, ull occestsories. and spares, splendid
XiJ condition: £22/10. guaranteed perfect.- Biinti-^ld.

j

65, O^lander R4.. East Dulwi.-h Station. [5013

BRADBURYS. - 1914 models; best deliveries;
easiest instalment terms; best exchange allow-

ances.—Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
[6367

1 Qll Bradbury, as new, re-plated and enamelled, en-
J-»? gine overhauled, tyre^ perfect, very fast; neiirt-.-^t

ntfpr £26. as. bought car.—M.. 55. Lee RU., Blackhenth.
S.E. LX4151
BRADBURY, 1914. 2-iipeed, free engine, with new I',

and H. lamp, etc., only run 12 mile^!; price £50.
—J. Hall. Pharmaceutical Chemist, Sandbach H'nt'.i

Cheshire. [X3930

B'

All letters relating to advertisements

"1 Q14 Bradburys, 6h.p. twins with sidecar, or 4 h.].
-Li/ combinations, for immediate delivery from stofk-
rash, fxcbange, or easy terms.—Waucbope's, 9. Shrr-
Lane, London. [X4042

RADBURY 1914 4h.p. Model. 2-speed counter-
shaft, chain-cum-belt model, new condition:

£45; exchange entertained.—A. Holland. Clarendon
St.. Coventry. [X4295

3ih.p. Bradbury, condition as new, N.S.U. gear, with
2 or without new coacbbuilt sidecar ; bieger h.p.

desirable: sell or exchange any well-known make.— Karl
DunwcU. Stourbridge. [X3524

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-^peed, free engine, lamp, horn.
sparer, late 1912 model, new tyres and belt, per-

fect condition: genuine bargain, £39, or near offer.-
Baker, Salit-bury Rd.. Shaftesbury. [4810

RADBURY 1914 Model, 6h.p., complete with
Atodel de Luxe sidecar, lamp. horn, tools, etc.,

brand new, but slightly shop-soiled ; £95. to clear
£32/10.—Gordinzley. Ha-liugden. Tel. : 102. [X3414

should quote the number at the end of each adv

B^

USE YOUR SENSE, AND SAVE YOUR CASH ,

Cash buyers are specially catered *or at BOOTH'S.
Before buying, as'c for cash quotation for any make.
One penny stamp may save you pounds. Make oflers

for any of our Second-hand Machines.
3! h.p. NUMBER, 1911 model, 2 speeds, handle

starting, with new £ri los. coach Sidecar .. £29 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, free engine, magneto, complete.

v.'ith Sidecar : £16 10

3* h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2-speed model, with new
£12 Sidecar £32 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 3-speed model, with new £11 ros.

Sidecar £35

il h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed model, only run
100 miles, with new £12 coach Sidecar £52 10

1914 CALTHORPE Mmor Light Car cost £17^ ;

very little used £149 I )

7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIER, 1914, chain drive mode! £7j

3* h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1912. 3-speed model, with

;^"ii coach-built Sidecar £^10

'3§ h.p. PREMIER, iQij. 3-spced, chain drive model £63 10

3.^ h.p. ROVER. 1912. clutch model £27 13

3^ h.p. PREMIER, i-srccd model £^2 10

Neariv new 191.) A.C. SOCIABLE £68 10

7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIER, chain drive, nearly new £62 10

3*h.p. VINDEC. magneto £12 10
Two 1914 7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIERS, chain drive

34 h.p. NUMBER, igii. 2 soceds £24 10

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, free engine £20
3* h.p. HUMBER, 1911, with new/'ii coach Side-

car. :; spe.-(U . : £32

3* h.p. PREMIER, 3-Epocd. nearly new £35

3* h.p. QUADRANT, magneto £12 IJ

Two 1914 A.C. SOCIABLES, each 75 Gns.

J34 h.p. HUMBER, 191-1, 3-3peed model, nearly new,
with fix cnach Sidecar £52 10

I3J h.p. QUADRANT, new. 1912 model £25 l5
2jb.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £7 10

1913 REX Sidctie; cost £80 £45

3* h.p. KERRY, 1910* model £18 10
3i h.p. REX, 1911 model £19 liJ

4-cylinder F.N., magnct-i £16 IT

3* h.p. REX, splendid 1910 model . . , £17 10

1914 A.C, only run 200 miles - £68 10

3J h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £14 10
1914 MORGAN Runabout, sporting £91

3I h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 3-speed model, with £11
coach Sidecar £45

3i h.p. ROVER, smart machine £16 10

2jb.p. WERNER, low built machine £6 15
6 h.p. GLVNO, I0T2, with rti Sidecar £49 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKRN" IN f^XCHANGE

ARMSTRONG MARK VH. 3-SPEED GEARS.
Fit one to your machine. W'c will supply for cash

or take goods in c\cli;msc. __^
PRECISION ENGINES.

We have a good slock of 4I h.p. big singles and othei

models. Let us take your under-powered engine in

exchange, and be up to date.

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburcUor in exchanijc Write io'

quotation. Puis new liic into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS
3i h.p. Centaur Engine, M.O.V. , with silencer

and magneto £5 5
6 h.p. J.-^T*. Engine, with new magneto £8 15
3J h.p. N.S.U. Engine, silencer and magneto .

.

£4 15
6 Ii.p. J.A. P. Engine, good order £6
Scott Carburetter. 1911 m'odcl 5 6

New 21 /- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4 3
New Glare Electric Side Lamp, cost 25/ ...

.

tf

New Glare Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp,
cost 12/6 4 11

Nearly new Amac Carburetter 14 6
T.T. Handle-bars, be^t quality, plated 6

New Sidecar Body, side door 23 6

6 h.p. Water-cooled Fafnir Engine £3 15

Silent Silencers, 6i x 3\in 2 9

4l li.D. Precision Engine, nearly new £11 1 / 6
New Weather-proof Magneto £3 2 6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands, usually 10/6. 6t

any machine 6
Douglas Carburetter, h.-b. control 11 6
Set of Castings for heel brake 1

N.S.U. Gear, latest adjustable pulley. 6tTriumph
or Bradbury

New Mark VJ. 3-spced Gear £j 5
New Adjustable Pulley, fit twin Res 7 6

Bosch Magneto, to suit Triumph £2 2 6
New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto, 45°, 48". and 50° £2 19 6
New Coacb-built Sidecar Body, side dnnr £3 15 Q

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

HAI.1FAX.
iCpposite County Court.

Telephone 1062.

ertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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Vi'e have been appointed Sole London Agents for the
EMPIRE Sirlccar, and cany stocks of their latest models
lor Immediate Delivery.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradburv.

BEADBURT. 1912, and eidecar. SV^h-p., 2-speed,

chain drive, kick starter, aetessories, spares, thor-

oiiqliiy ov(-rluiuIed tliif^ vear. peifert conditi.in, appearance
us new; £58.—Gemud, Osbcrne St.. Wolrerton. [X4161

Brown.
and wicker sidecar, good machine
]owe3t, £18.—Below.

RE.MIER Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct- [5038a

Druids,

MODEL No. I (Enclosed Chassis) £14 10
or with e.->ifra seat, £17 15 0.

Five other models. Fitted free. TRADE SUPPLIED.

W'e can deliver from immediate stock the under-mentioned
1914 MODELS

All carrying makers' catalogue guarantee,
lilxchanges or Easy Payments.

DRUDGE, 31 h.p. iviiiiti

"^REX, 6 h.p. bel! drive sidetle -

^PCY 6 h.p. chain drive
»»*'*» 3-speed ditto.

^-ROYAL RUBY, .^i:^^,

^'ROYALRUBY, Ji^^^ed
^^ Q A 4 ^-P- chain drive, 3*sp.,
OBi3.«», N5. 2 Sidecar

°TRIUiVlPH, ^'•ts:?e°ed^"'•-

°TRIUiVIPH,^'•,•H^w\^X'-

^'WILL8AiVIS0N,sfd"t -

with hood and screen

^SAsV5PI0N,^^''iy;er''='-

We can arrange

£58 15
£77 10
£85
£26 5
£32 11

£79 16
£69
£42

£102 17

BROWN, 3il>h.p.

for learnea's;

P
BROWN, 3'^h.p., coach sidecar. Bosch.

excellent ' condition; £16.—London Hotel, Gt,

•Yarmouth. [4920

BROWN, 31'oli.p., mag., in exfiMloiit e<inr3it:on through-
nt. reliab'e mount. £13/10. or n(.^ar rflcr ; wicker

-,ilp^ai, £3.—XL-i^jhbour, c/o Garda:ii7S. Staini:-,^. [5069

ROWN, 3Vyi.p.. accumulator ignition, -new E. and
B., ne^v eoii. engine in verv good condition. _^pring

fjik.s: £14, or exchange lightweight.—H. N. \Aehster.
North Burton, Huninanby. [X^203

3ih.p. Brown, in excellent condition, Bosch mag.,
2 new Dunlop tyre, and new lin. Dunlop belt,

quite genuine; lowest cash price, £15.—Jones Bros.,

595, High Rd., Tottenham. [5028

Bosch

SECOND-HAND MOUNTS.

B^

""**'j lightweighi

^I^NFIFLD 6 h.p. 2-speed

I^ 9- B b: I. i^ , wei;ht, 2 speads

NEW HUDSON,,,^'';^.

^P^EiVIIER, ^'
Videi'""'

DOUGLAS, Tti's^'
N— Denotes no extra for easy payments.
X— Denotes 5% extra for easy payments-
0— Denotes extra payments according to makers, list.

The above machines are actually in stock at the time ol

going to press, but others are arriving daily, and if you care
to let us have your enquiries, we can no doubt fix you up
on the best of term^ and with li-.ist delay

TRADE SUPPLrED.

£26
£30
£84
£52 10
£71 8
£61 10
£53

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1912, Model K, kick start. Bosch.;

good tyres, splendid order and condition i

REX, igii, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle"
starting, Amac carb., good condition. Sidecar ..i

INDIAN, 7 h,p., 1913 model, Indian red, 3in. Kemp-^
shall front, Continental back, Brooks' saddle,
2 speeds, kick start, very good condition ..1

HOBART, 2^ h.p., lady's model, spring fork, Bosch,.!

3 speeds, finished grey i

REX, 3.1 h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and B., lO^r
built, M.O.V i

ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., good tyres all round, com-

2U, Dunlopr-, plated rims, B. and B., h.b:c:, fa^t, power- „„^Plete with Enfield Sidecar .Ji

ful, splendid condition, all accessories, torpedo sidecar; PREMIER, 3.V h.p. model B. and B. caro., Bosch'
trial; bargain, £26/10.-17, The Sguaie, Bedford St., magneto, lin. Whittle belt J
Stepney. . ^ [X4251 B.S.A., 3.^ h.p., 19T3 model, 2 speeds, chain drive, kick

B.S..4. start 't

B.S-A., K. 1914, and .^idecar; £47/10.—Digbv. Mer- DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, T.T. bare, excellent
SL-a, E>-;ex. [X3540

j

order and condition ,'Ji

BS.A,. 1914 models in stock, aud good delirerv.- 'G-N- 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, verj' fast, side by side.

Clulow Gray. Ltd.. 2. Albemarle St., Piccadilly.
|

seatmg J

[0468
;
ZENITH, 3I h.p., i9r2, overhead valves, Gradua gear,-

B.S.A.. late 1912, Phcenix (=idec_nr, twonew tyres, per-

1

— -- -

I'ect Older: sacrifi-e £30
folk. [4791

1

B.S.A., 1913. 2-speed, chain drive. 4000 miles, lamp, 1

.-^peerlometer, liorn. good; £44.-10, Capel Villa-;, I

E. Barnet. N. . [X3511

B.S.A., 1912, 2-sijeed gear, in good condition;
price £32/10; appointment.—S,, 12, Testard

Rd., Guildford. [5024

8 h.p. Twin Brown, m.o.T., 2-speed, free engine,
maj?., low 15in. frame, Saxon spring fork.s, 26x

B.S-A., 4h.p. model in stock. 3-speed counter-shaft
gear, chain drive; £63.—Grosveuor Garage, Brad-

ford St.. Bolton. [X1470

B.S-A. Specialists.—Every 1914 model in stnck, pide-
eare, motor and pedal; ea^^y payments.—Riggs, 107.

Bishopsgote, Loudon. [X7446

B.S.A.—All 1914 models: best deliveries; deferred
payments or exchanges.—Maudes. 136. Gt. Port-

land St., London, W. [8366

19

1 Ql2 B.S.A. Motor Bicycle, free engine. Dunlop tvres,
XiJ Xl'all saddle, set of College mud shields; £27.—
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge,

B.S.A., •1912->^,. SVsb.p., 2-Epeed, new condition, lamp,
speedometer, etc., numBrous spares; £34.—

Faulkner, 26, Whitley Rd., Eastbourne. [X4218

"j Q13 3iAh.p. 2-speed B.S.A., chain-driven model,X iy magnificent order, excellent sidecar machine

;

absohito bargain, £38—Parker and Sou, St. Ives, Hunts.
[0496

11 B-SA.. magnificent order, very little used and
• ;ireiullv handled bv private gentleman, guaran-

I
teed perfect: £25/10.-Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

[7621

B.S..\., 1913, 2-speea, belt drive, engine recently
overhauled by makers, excellent condition, lamp,

born; £35; no exchanges.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon.
[X4010

B.S.A. 1914 Sl^odels can now be obtained on the
easy payment system from this depot.—'Phone :

Chiswick 621. King's 2, King's Parade, Acton Hill,
W. [4923

B.S..\., 1915. 2-speed, chain drive, 2i/^in. tyres, done
3.000 mile?. Cowey speedometer, all accessories,

with sidecar;
Wigan.

SPECIAL BARGAINS in 1914 New Hudson '* Big 6." We
are quoting very attractive prices for these machines fitted

with Portland Sidecars. Unprecedented exchange offers.

Maides
MOTOR MART
'^^°' 136, Great Portland Street,

^g LONDON, W.
'Phone—552 Mayfair.

Grarns— " Abdicate, Wesdo, London.*

40 gas —Walker, Veterinary

T.T. bars, very fast I

Martin. Harleston.^^Nor- REX 6 h.p. 1914 Combination, as new, hardly lised,

3 speeds, Binks carburetter ; cost ^^94 -. . ];

V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane Sidecar,
Truftault forks, excellent condition 1

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1909, with 1913 engine, good tyres,

very good order, and fast 1
REX, 6 h.p., i9r4, 3-speed, cham drive, ju'^t over-*

hauled, kick start, good tyres i
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p. model, vertical engine ,1

BEDELIA 6 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 1913 model,''
only done 20 miles, Continental tyres, as new . . ]

PREMIER, 1913, 2jh.p., 3 speeds, free engine, pedal.
starting, Druid forks ."

i

F.N., 1911, 2:J h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, shaft

drive, Bosch, recently been re-enamelled and
overhauled i

HUMBER, 3-} h.p., igii, 2 speeds, Bosch. IVtont-

gomerv Sidecar, in good condition i

MOTOSACdCHE, 2^ h.p. model, igio. Whittle belt,-

niagneto, adjustable pullcv, excellent lightwcight-J
[8629 BROWN, 3^ h.p. model, Bosch, spring forks, 2jin.

tyres .- '.J

REX, 1906, 5 h.p., twin, footboards, spring forks,.

stand, carrier, in good order i

REX, brand new, belt-driven model, complete with
coach-built Sidecar, Specification in accordance
with makers' catalogue. List price, £yy los.

One ot our clients being unable to take delivery
of this matbine, we are offering same at speci;il

price of i i

REX-J.A.P., 3^ h.p., 1912, 2 speeds, handle start,

splendid order, suit Sidecar i

PEUGEOT, 7 h.p., free engine, Bosch magneto,
B. and B., pan seat. Sidecar i

MATCHLESS, 2I h.p.. J.A. P. engme, oveih.Tad valves,

T.T. bars, fittea with 3-speed gear, brand new,
1913 model, finished Matchless grey, Hutchinson
tyies. List price £60. Special price !

All fully guaranteed.

EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED
Write for full List, Post Free upon request.Surgeon,

[X4102

"IQI'I B.S.A,, 4h.p., 3--peed, chain drive, and coach-
i-*y built -sidecar; cost £74, accept £58 cash; owner
going abioad.—Luker,
mingham.

5, Trinity Rd., Handsworth, Bir-
[4971

B

B.S.A., 1914, Big Single, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, counter-
sbait gear, chain drive; £63; immediate delivery;

good easy navment terms or exchange.—Wauchope s.

9, Shoe Xiane, London. [X4039

B.S.A.. absolutely the sidecar machine, model 4h.p.
with sidecar, immediate delivery. £77, complete;

all B.S.A. 1914 models in stock for delivery; exchanges.
—Cordiuiiley, Hi^hngden. Tel. : 102. [X3417

S.A., 1913 (late), 2-speed, Lucas lamp set, large
Dunlop belt, horn, tools, etc., whole machine,

including tyres and belt, absolutely as new, un-
scratcbed and untarnished: £41.-94, Gloucester Rd.,
S.W. [4983

B.S.A. 4Vib.p. Big Single, 3 speeds, clutch, and
kick starter, counter-shaft gear, chain drive,

ready to ride away; £63 cash, exchange, or easy
pavments.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St.. E.C. [0479

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE Junior Motorcyclette, 2 speeds, tyres

26x2. perfect tune; £24/10.-14, Castlemere St.,

Rochdale. -(D) [X4101

Maudes
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone : 552 Mayfair.

Grams i
" Abdicate, Wesdo, London

({MOTOR,

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should qu.?te the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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'JUNO" MOTOR CYCLES

AND SIDECARS
ARE THE VERY BEST.

THE "JUNO" 2^ H.P. TWO-STROKE.

WRITE FOR LIST, POST FREE.
Over 150 pages, 900 ill ustrat ions.

2yti.p.. £26 5 or 46/3 monthly. Carr. Paid.

The sweetest running Two-stroke on the market.

"Silent as the Nigtit." See our List, page 8.

^h h p. 2-speed, F.E. £46 10 3o7io monthly.
Can-. Paid.

5-6 h.p., 3-speed. F.E. £61 15 106/8 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

SECOND-HAND CVIACHINES.
In 2ood order. Ca.-h or 12 monthly payments.

MEAO -PRECISION 33 h.n.. £25.

4 !..p. JUNO and Sidecar. £40

The JUNO Model A. £5 10 10/3 monthly Carr. Paid.
Tbe JUNO Model B. £7 16 14/1 monthly Carr. P^.id.

TheJUNOModelC.eiOlO 19/3 monthly Carr. Paid.
The MILLFORO Model D. £6 6 11/8 monthly

Carr. Paid.
The MILLFORO Model E. £8 16 16/3 monthly

Carr. Paid.
The CRUISER £12 12 23/1 monthly Cnrr. Paid.
Tbe CORVETTE £12 12 23/4 monthly Carr. Paid.

THE
/VAt-L

"VUTO-
/VHEEI.

f Converts any

Pedal Cycle

.0 a Motor.

)emoDstratlon:

)aily,

-H 16 01 30/10 monthly, 12 payments. Or i5
payments 21/- monthly. Carriage Paid U.K.

Tbe JUNO Model F. with Auto attachment £21 16

a

Cash or 12 payments 39/2 each.

iiw ol the many testimonials (rom,j-ii4er3o( Juno Motor Cycles.

8e, Greavc3 titret't. Little llurton. BraJforJ
May ;iOili. lOll.

ear Sirs— 1 have now nm my "Juno ' Twj btrolte foi 1.000
ijlea, anil it has proved iiselt so lelidUle thai no ailjustmenu
ave been niatle. The way it takes liills is marvellous, it 13

je beat value lor money 1 have conio across.—W, a. Ca[>^tick.

Metropolitan Macliiiilsts Co., Ltd.,
C. Y. Oept.

248. BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.G.

'Ihone: Telegrams:
12857 CeDtral. " Quills, Londoo.'

Accessories on gradual payments. See our adver-
tisemeot In " .Misccllaoeous " column.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 19131/2. 2-5peed, tools, etc., had very little

wear: any trial: only wants fioeing; £36, or ofl.er.

-Ravenscroft. 72. Cowley Rd.. Oxford. [4935

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2 speeds, kick etaiter, clutch, spares,
insui.Tuce, practically as new; expert examination:

£38. no ofl'?:ri.-55. Tutuell Park Rd,. N. [4939

DOUGLAS, late 1913. complete with 2-speed gear.

kiik ^tait, and clutch, perfect condition; £40.—
I Coliuoie Depot, Colmore Row, Binninebam. ' [X3951

ridden 1.000 miles, as new,
esjorie"; £42, no otieis.—

Schafer. Old Hall Farm, Gatley. Cheshire. [X3290

DOUGLAS. 23/4h.p., 1914.
XT pattern, usual an

2ii h p Dou^ia-,
4 , hatiled by makers, good poin?

mae .

takers,
for £l5l2 ?Gtc thir: bargain.

Dunlop trout, juet over-

order; firt^t cheque
Wraxall Mills. Nailsea

[X3853
DOUGLAS. 1914 model V . 2 speeds, Lucas lamp and

horn. new. ridden 20 nliIe^ only; owutr boupht ~ide
:ar combination; £43.—Bucknaii, 133, Sloaue St.. Clir-1-

sea. . [4896

DOUGLAS. 1913. mode: R, 2-6peed. clutch, kick;
starter, hardlv u-od. c:.iiditiou a? new, lamp and i

lioru: £37/10. bar^-aiu -A Holland. Clarendou St.. Gov-
entry. [X4297

DOUGLAS. 2^ih.p.. 19l3i/j. 2-?peed, free engine, kick,
fftnrt, all spares, as new ; £40 :• owner giviue up

through ill-health.— Apply. Smith's Motor Cycle Work-,
j

Sidmouth. ' • .
[X3967I

DOUGLAS Ager.ts.-Models A and B 3', Mi p. in stock, i

also U, V. \V 2^ih.D. ; immediate delivery; trade!
supplied.— Robin^r-n's. Green St .

' Cambridge. T.A. :
|

Bicycles Tel : 388. f8626 '

DOUGLAS. 1914 model B. 3'/.Ji.p,. T-T. bars, clut.^hj
comptcle with lamp, horn, f^ptedonieter. done 1.200

i

miles; owner Kivmc up inotot cycling: £54 —W. Thtiuip'
sen, Steep. PetersHeld (X3913|

DOUGLAS. 19f3. 2'.',h.p.. Model H. 2 speeds,
clutch and kick starter, speedometer, lamp set.

horn, splendid order, and guaranteed: £37.—Elce and
Co.. 15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0481

DOUGLAS, 1913 with 1914 imprcvements. 2-6peed,
Stewart ppeedoiuclfcr. spaie new chain, tyre. lamp,

horn. belt, valves, -uit overalls, all in extei.ent ord*r.
machine done 5 506 milct: cash £38 — TowlPt. 11,

Leapcwc Av.. Wnila-ey.
' [X3911

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2-Hh.p.. model N. recently cvei-
luiule<l. in perfect running order, mileage 2.300,

been «ell tared for. tpecdoinetcr,. horn, new belt; eivin?
lip -fcio: nearest cash ofter to £54; appointment.—R. 23.
Old Paik Ridinss. Wmehinoie EJill. N'. £4946

Elswick.
4h p 3-speed EIswil It- Precision, twin-cyl.. free
engine; f62n0.— Carnioith Motor Co.. Ctirn-

[4864
HnHcIcl.

OY.\L Knfield 1914 6h.p. Combination, very little

used; £75 — Rcew-?, Goraee. Puiley. {4929

N'FIELD. 1913. 2y,h.p . 2->Kf.d, free engine, all

accessoIie^; £32,— Ileibt-rt Alien, Porthcawl, [X5923

OYaL Enfield Twin, late model, perfect order:
£14/ 10.— Speechley. 45, Church Rd., Acton.

[504-.

1 a Enfi"ld Combinnticns (rem stock- Pnrcells. 76,
Charlotte St.. Tuttcuhum Couit Rd., London.

[2185

19
forth

R

R
19

14

ENFIELH CnrltoQ. 31i.p.. accumulator, good condition
£7/10; €een any time -HO. Hieh St., Pender-;

End [4855

EXFIELl). 1913'-j. aV^ii.p., S spt'ed.s. free engine, back
Ivie new; £32.—Jock^ou, Artillery Officer's Me*s,

Cokheeter [X2292
1 Q 13 Enfield Combination, complete with acces-
i- 1/ sories: £63.— Nurton. 29. Mont pel ier Vale.

'

Blarkheath [4912

|Q14 Model 140 3h.p Enfleld, only soiled, head iamr
Xt/ ar.d hfitn ; £44. 01 close offers.— We<!tern. Ufl

;

..(iline; ni;rou, [5058,

ENFIELD 1912 Combination, everything splendid

!

condition : £^18 — Chesterton. Crcisiugham Grove.
Sutton. Surtey. ' [X3910

/•h.p 1913'-'» Enfield Combination, coachbuilt. like new
:O Inmw. tr.ols £53.—Cornchaudler, 416. Green St,

Upton Park. E fX4l75

FOR Sale ;owner forced to sell). 1912 5-6h p Enfieid

:

coinl)inatiou, lu splendid order; £45.— Powell-

1

Girnge. AbtryiavfeHny (4820
,6 h.p Enfield Combination, makers guaraotee not

exijired. lamp. horn, tools; £65.-32. Hales
|

worth Rd.. Lewisbam. S.E {50U
|

ENl-TELD, 1913''i. 61i.p.. coachbuilt combination '

1.800 miies. all arcessorie^ like new: £56.—Taibot.
Surrey House. London Rd.. N'urbury. (4956

!

Q3h,p. Enfie'd. 1913, recently overhauled, chains.
-^4 tyres, lamp, ait new; £33, offers.-J. H.

!

Vickers. Farnborough School, Hants. [4908 i

EN'FIELIl Sh.p. Combination. 1913, coachbuilt. fine

order overhauled, lyres nearly new. lamp, horn, f

etc.: £62/10 -Laytons. Bicester. Oxen [X4013I

ENFIELD, ladys. 1912, 2''^h.p.. 2-speed gear, in;
splendid condition, little used : £26.—Colmore '

Depot. 49. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [X4100

EXFIELD, 311. p., 1914 model, 2 speeds, chain, kick >

starter, cost ±5210. scarcely soiled; £42 —?2.
Windermere Rd . Haud^MCith, Birmingliam. [S41iJ7

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

NEW 1914's.

DOUGLAS, 2i h.p. : speed, .Model a £48

DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2.spcetl Model V £48
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w. c, and Sidecar . . £98 10

REX, 6 h.p., 3-speed, SIdette £85
REX, 6 11. p., 2.spced, SIdette £77 10

SUNBEAM, 3,1 h.p., 3-speed £69 6

SUNBEAM, 6' h.p., 3-spced £84

REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., sspced £77 14

BRADBURY, 4 h.p.. j-speed, counter-shaft £63 4

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3-specd £75

CONN AUGHT, 2I h.p., 2-spced, jslroke ... £41

LEVIS, 2 J h.p.. 2-speed, 2-stroke £45
SUN-VILLIERS, lihp., ispeed, F.E £45 10

BRAMBLE .ind GLORIA Sidecars from stock.

NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.
LAGONDA, 2-5caler, hood, screen 140 Gns.

CALTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., Light Car ....II68

G.W.K. 8 b.p. LiRht Car. 4-spced and rcvcrsc£l50

VICTOR-PRECISION Lieht Car, complete .£115

SIRRON 1012 h.p. 4-cylinder Light Car ..200 Gns

MORGAN Uunabout, special lyres, etc £102
TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
G.W.K., ion. done aljout 500 £136 10

G.N., f h.p., 2-5peed cvcic car £54 10

REX,6h,p.. \v..c., 2-5peed, LItotte £19 10

1914 BABY-LEVIS, almost as new £28 10

1913 WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p. . combination .. £59 10

1913 3j b.p. 3.speed ARIEL, very smart ... £39 10

1913 7-1) h-p. INDIAN .ind coich Sidecar .. £49 10

1013 New 6 h.p. REX Skietlc, reduced to . . £65 9

1913 New t h.p. REX de Lux..., minced to £53 2 6

1913 5-6 h.p. MULTI-RUOGE and Sidecar.. £55 10

1913 2) h.p. 2-spccd LEVIS, 2-5lroke £31 10

191 ) il h.p. 2-=p«.l LINCOLN-ELK and Sc. £39 10

19133* h.p. sspced LINCOLN-ELK £29 10

1012 New (> h p. REX dr Luxe, reduced to . . £46 10

1912 3i h.p. BRADBURy £25

1912 3i h.p. F.E. RUDGE £28 10

1912 6' h.p. 2 speed REX, chain drive £39 10

1912 3» h.p. aspccd NUMBER £34 10

1912 3J h p. 2-spccd NUMBER and Sidecar £37 10

1912 3i h.p. 2.specd JAMES, chaindrive . ,. £36 10

I9t2 6 b.p. zspeed DOT-J.A.P £39 10

1912 6 h.p. REX, 2-5DCC1I, Sidette £43 10

1QI2 6 h.p. Twin REX, Ijrand new £36 10

1911 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10

1911 2-specd t h.p. BAT-J.A.P., and Sidecar £39 10

1912 3) h.p. 2. speed BRADBURY an.l S'car £39 10

191! 3J b.p. 2.spccd NUMBER £23 10

1911 3j b.p. 2 speed NUMBER £27 10

1911 34 h.p. 2-speed NUMBER and Sidecar £29 15

1911 7-9 h.p. 2-speEd REX de Luxe £32 10

1911 5-6 h.p. 2.speed REX dc Luxe C29 10

191 1 3l h.p. 2-sp.rd REX 84'. : 89 £27 10

1911 3! h.p. BRADBURY and new Sidecar . £27 10

igil 3i h.p. Tourist REX, spring lorks .... £23 10

J911 3i h.p. Tourist ARIEL £24 10

1911 2j h.p. 2.speed A.J.S £26 10

IQli T.T. TRIUMPH, ISr.iniplon I'ear £29 10

191 1 3» h.p. BRADBURY £22 10

1910 5-6 h.p. 2-specd REX -le Luxe £27 10
1910-11 5-6 h.p. 2. speed Twin REX £28 10

NUMBER, 3I h.p., 2.5peed, F.E £22 10
MATCHLESS, 3I h.p., masueto, Druid lorks £16 10
MINERVA, 31 h.p., magneto £15 10

N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-5pecd, as new £27 10

N.3.U., 3i h.p., 2.5peed, spring lorks £19 10

N,S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed,- spring forks £16 10

EXCELSIOR, l4 h.p., 3-speed, Iree engine .. £24 10

ROC, 4 h.p., Nl.O.V., handle stactiBg £15
REX, 5i b.p., 2.speed, magneto £24 10

REX, 3i h.p.. 1909 Tourist £19 10

REX, 3.\ h.p., 190& Tourist, spring forks . . . £17 10
REX 3!" h.p., 1908, Roc clutch £19 10

REX, s* h.p.. twin, magneto £16 10

ANTOINE, 4 b.p.. 2-speed, and Sidecar £12 10
DE DION, 3i h.p., battery ignition £7 10

CORONET, 4 h.p., battery ignition £7 10

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., magneto £16 10

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.

PERFECTION Sidecars from £5 5s.

List on application.

All letters relating to c^dvertiscments stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tbe date ol the issue. A41
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:: IN THE ::

SCOTTISH
SIX DAYS TRIAL

^fdMtnd€/i4<m

R^

ECLIPSED
ALL OTHERS

^^@GL£
ONREFERRING TO ITS PERFORMANCE

VARIOUS HILLS, SAID :—
. . . . The four-cylinder Henderson

made a LOVELY CLLMB, purring silently,

and steering to a hair with absolute steadi-

ness The Henderson again did

the prettiest climb of the ENTIRE ENTEY
. . . . Robertson Brown ha^ had cruel

luck with his Henderson. He lost his way
on Jlonday, and, misunderstanding the rules,

mistimed his riding schedule, and forfeited

a tew marks, to which, under the curious

E.D.iW.C.C. rules, a "first time" penalty
of fifty extra marks is added. Since then he
has Toeen going great guns, and has
ECLIPSED THE ENTIRE ENTRY on
more than one hill. To-day he roared up
Glendoe only to sustain a dry skid at a

loose corner a few miles on, and crashing
into a deep ditch, broke the frame.

OUR ONLY EXCUSE FOR THIS
ABRUPT FINISH IS THAT
AFTER FIVE DAYS OF BUCK
JUMPING AND PRECIPICE
CLIMBING ONE IS APT TO
TREAT WITH INDIFFERENCE
SUCH DETAILS AS CULVERTS,
LOOSE STONES, HAIRPIN
CORNERS, ETC., ETC.

WE LOST A MEDAL
BUT

AI WE^D
A REPUTATION
THAT CAl^S^OT BE ASSAILED.

KOBEDnrSONS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

6I1.P. Eoyal Enfield Combination, with 2-3peed gear

and c'Oac-libuilt sidecar: special price for quick nale

:

Triumpli talien in exchange.—Robbins Garage, Eugby.
iX4074

OYAL Enfield Sidecar Combination, late 1913,
splendid condition throughout: seen at any time

Rigby, 35. Heathfield Rd., South Croydon. Surrey.
[497 ,

1Q14 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, also 3h.p. tivins,

X*/ for' immediate delivery from stock; cash, ex-

change, or easy terms.—'Vyauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [X4050

I^iNFIELDS, Enfields,—6h.p. combination, £84; and
J 3h.p.. the solo mount, £52/10; immediate de-

livery; exchanges or easy terms.-Oordingley, Hasling-
dcn. Tel. : 102. rX3419

ENFIELDS.-1914 a^'jh.p.. 3h.p., and 6h.p. models;
delivery ex -slock; best exchanges and instal-

ment terras- Trade supplied.—Maudes, 156. Gt.

Portland St.. London. W. [8364

I?NFIELD, 1914. 6h.p., with coachbuilt sidecai and
-J luggage grid, the finest combination made, just

arrived from the works; £84 cash; our ea,sy payments
are the very loweet, try us.— Wilkins, Simpson and Co.,

11. Hammersmith Rd., London [6408

1Q13 Sh.p Enfleld Coach Combination, Sept. design,

JLi/ 1914 mudguards, hood, with extension, screen,

Lucas Lorn, 2 large lamps, eleetrii: rear, spare tubes,

valves, plugs, all accessories, new 3in- Palatine on back

:

£60.-411, Green St, Upton Park. [5007

NFIELD. 6h.p., eoaclbnilt sidecar, luggage grid, 3

splendid lamps, watch, speedometer, horn, mirror,

new tyres, spate tubes, valves, and tyres, powerful elec-

tric horn, etc.; .cost over £105; perfect condition, done

3.000 miles; price £65.—Field House. Windsor Rd.,

Maidenhead. [X4177
Fearnought.

1014 Fearnought, 2^;ih.p.. mag..,rfree engine; £28.—
\SV 152, Boundary Ed., Walthamstow. [X4183

F.N.

FN.. 4-cyl., 1912. guaranteed perfect order; £25/10
-73, Clrarch St., Camberwell. [4998

F.N., 4-cvl., mag., fast, good condition: bargain,

£13/lb.-Broadbent, Duke St., Elland. [X4124

F.N., 7h.p.. 4-cyl., 3-speed gear, latest type, early de-

liveries.—F.N. Agency. 95. Aston Rd.. Birmingham
[0463

F.N.. 4-cyI., good condition. Bosch, just overhauled.

Brooks. Eoms; £16.-99. Ashleigh Rd . Morthike.
~ [5010

TQ13 2-speed 2i;ih.p. B''.W.. complete, tyres unpunc-
-Ltf tured: £28.—John Aldrich and Co.. Diss.

[4897

F.N Motor Cycle. 4-crl., Sh.p., B. and B. variable jet

carburetter: £18—Apply, Brooke, R M.A., Wool-
wich. [X3922

BOSEBTSONf

E^

F.N.. 1914, 2V'li.p., 2-speed, new condition, only done
few iiiile<s. lamp, horn, speedometer: £42.— Jenner,

Battle.

p.N..

[4815

2V>li.p.< late model, 2 speeds, Iree engine, shaft
drive; £17. — Speechley. ' 45. Cliurcb Rd..

Acton. [504b

F,N-. Vli.p.. 4-cvl.. 3-speed; immediate deliveries fioni

<?tock,—E. 6. Clam. F.N. specinli*^t. Upper King
[4959

3-6p<3ed F.N.'s : £78 : immediate de-

-Purcells. 78, Cliarlotte St.. Tottenham

St.. Norwicli.

-|Q14 7h.p.
Xtf liveries.

Court Rd. W.

1 Q13 2'/oL.p. F.N,, 2 speeds, plate clutch,
Xt7 new: £25.—Purcells, above.

51i p- 4-cyl. F.N.. 2 speeds.
Purcells, above.

torpedo sidecar; £25.-

"I Ql'* 7h.p- 3-speed F.N., luxurious cane
X.*3 horn, sr'eedouicter, numerous spares, run tew

" " s: £85, no
[3759

sideiar,
iin

£85,miles. miiguifit.-ent combination, faultless

uflem.—Hu tellings, c/o Purcells. above.

F.N. Lightweight, shaft-driven, 2-speed, clutch, Amac
carburet re r, ip good order; bargain, £14,—Earl

5. Heath St., Hampsteac [S4232

FN 2VA\ p. Lightweight, 1913. ridden 2,000 m
f^plendid order, lamp, horn ; £27/10.— Schafer. Old

Hall Farm, Gatley, Cheshire. [S32S9

HERE'S a Snip.-1911 FN,
order guaranteed;

5-61i.p., condition and
nea^e^t to £15 accepted.—Reg.

Hopwojd. 47. Seymour. St., Hanley. [X4188

F,N. Lightweight, 2i^b.p., mag., 1914 B.B. carbu-
retter, very lew. good tvres and lamp : accept

reasonable offer.-E., 208, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [4989

F.N., 5-6h,p., 191 2Vj, clutch. 2-speed, XPall saddle,
with Millt;-Fulford sidecar, wind screen, and lug-

gage carrier :
£35".— 36, Cannon Hill Lane, Merton.

[X4192
~|Q14 7h.p. 3-speed F.N., hixnrious sidecar, lamp,
XI/ horn, speedometer, small mileage, faultless; owner
buying cycle car; £83. — Brighou^e Motor Agency.
Bailifle Bridge. [X4224

7h.p. 4-cyl. New 1914 F.N.'s for immediate deliverv
from stock, with or withmit F.N. coachbuilt side-

car; single machine £78, sidecar extra; easy pavments
or exchange.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X406a
Hobart.

1Q08 2^;.'ih.p. Hobart, tyres, belt, etc.. in good condi-
JLt7 tion: to clear £12/12.-Carnforth Motor Co.,
Camforth.

"
' [4857

Telephone : Mayfain, 5767.

I57BCRtATPORTLAND STRFCT.W
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MOTORS UMITEII
.^EW 1914 MOTOR CYCLE!
HENDERSON, 8 h.p., 4-cyl.. =-speecl £81
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 8 h.p., 2-speed £6S
B.S.A., 3* h.p., 3-specd. chain drive £63
cDMUND-M.A.G., 3I h.p., twin-cyl., 2-5peed.

spring frame Stf3

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., vspeed £»!)

DOUGLAS, Model \V , „ £52
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75
DOUGLAS, Model V :«
NORTOW. 3l h.p.. T.T Roadster £50
BRAMBLE, IVY, MILLFORD, DALTON, and SIDET

SIDECARS.
NEW 1913 MOTOR CYCLE!
ALCYON, 2 h.p Reduced to I

ALCYON, 2| h.p
ZENITH. ^1 h.p.. clutch model
ZENITH-GREEN, 3I h.p., water-cooled ..

SECOND-HANCt
a a 1914
1569.

1563.

1533-
1541.

1553.

1433-

1542,

1547-
1566.

1570,

ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, large lamp and
horn, spares, etc .' £

1913
CHATER LEA and Sidecar, 8 h,p., 3-speed,.

special tyres, lamps, horn, mirror,

speedometer, etc., etc £
B.S.A., 3* h.p., 2-speed £
HENDER'SON, 8-10 h.p.. 4-cylinder £
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed i>

REGAL, 4i h.p., 1912 frame, 2-speed £;

ZENITH, 6h.p
ZENITH, 6 h.p
B.S.A., 1913-14, Special, fitted with Armstrong

^-Sliced gear, -ind large tanks M
HENDERSON and Sidccan 1

Or il fitted with 2-speed gear, new j '£tl

ZENITH, 8 h.p., kick starter. Sidecar, and
accessories £1

B '

1360.

1575-

1430.

1412.

1573-

1453-

1542.

1567.
1568.

1912
I

ARNO. 3i h.p. 3-speed, and Sidecar £3

BRADBURY, 3i h.p...

F.N.- =i-6 h.p.. 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and Sidecar t'i.

HOBART, 2i h.p «
RUDGE, 3.', h.p., T.T, roadster £5;

ZENITH, 8 h.p.. and Sidecar ti

ZENITH 6 h.p £4

ZEI^ITH, (5 h.p., T.T. roadster £4
XT. TRIUMPH, very fast £3

1911
1545-
1478.

CHATER-.I.A.P., 2i h.p
ZENITH, 3J h.p &

— ALSO —
1910 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p £1

IVaOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

FOR

H IRE
FINE MACHINES.
MODERATE TERIVBS.
NO DEPOSIT.
TELEPHONE : MAYFAIK, 5767.

I57.GRCATPORTLAND STRfET
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Last Week's • Colonial" Trial.

I
HE A.C.U. Six Days Trials last week
developed into a Colonial trial pure and
simple, and now we see little excuse for

the A.C.U. to organise a Colonial or

Overseas test in the autumn, as we recom-

mended them to do some months ago, for the

road surfaces over which the trial was held

positively equalled any surfaces motor cyclists

encounter in the Colonial and Overseas
dominions. This must be the case, as motor
cycling under the conditions which obtained last

week was no pleasure at all ; indeed, it became
an anxious strain for all the competitors.

The surfaces were indescribably rough, the

hills steep, long, and frequent, and the pot-

holes and guUeys so deep and freakish that

rilling became positively a danger^ As our

readers well know, we have always encouraged
the severest tests for motor cycles, sidecars, and
cycle cars, as this is agreed to be the (juickest

and surest method of miproving the breed, but

having covered practically the whole of the

course on a motor bicycle, we do think that the

A.C.U. overstepped the mark in this instance.

There was not so much to grumble at in the

course generally as in the high average speed set.

Twenty m.p.h. is a good touring average at any
time on a long day's run, but when one con-

siders that there were dozens of hairpins and
precipitous hills smothered in loose stones, which
competitors could do no more than crawl down
or up, time had to be made up somewhere, and
consequently speeding, which was both risky to

competitors and other road users, became the

order. This we consider the worst feature of

the whole trial, and quite a number of retire-

ments were due to hitting gulleys and deep holes

unawares at speeds in excess of the legal limit.

Now, as we have previously pointed out,

everything that can be urged against such a

severe course and difficult conditions being
arranged helps to bring out in bold relief the per-

formances of those who were successful in satis-

fying all the conditions throughout the week. ' It

says much for the modern motor cycle, sidecar,

and cycle car that so many were able to comply
with the rules in every particular. We do, how-
ever, sympathise with those who by an unfortu-

nate piece of luck cannoned a huge stone on
one or other of the test hills and were brought

down, and thus deprived of marks. In this con-

nection the hindermost competitors unquestion-

ably had the most difficult task, as after the firsl

forty had passeil the loose roads were usually

badly cut tip by the driving wheels of thr

passenger machines.

T^essons from the Results.

THE
A.C.U. certainly have the support of

the results of the trial to back up their

policy of arranging freak courses, for

it will he seen that over fifty gain gold

meilals. It has often been pointed out

that the maximum award in a trial in whicii but

few such awartls are gained is far more valuable

to a maker than an award which is so common
that practically every competitor is placed on
the same footing at the finish. Again, referring

to the results, we observe that in every instance

without exception the special awards have been
gained on three-speed mounts, which significant

fact will not escape the observant. It is more
than a coincidence that three-speeders should

have scored so decisively, as the special tests

included this year, such as acceleration, speed,

and ease of restarting on a gradient, were all in

favour of a multiplicity of speeds. The more
gears incorporated naturally the wider is the

range of ratios, the top being higher and the

bottom gear lower.

The passenger machines in the trial, both

sidecars and cycle cars, were hard put to it to

conform to the conditions and speed, and it

must be confessed that they performed very

creditably indeed in view of the nature of the

course. Another year we hope to see them
finish the trial in larger numbers, anrl, above
all, in better condition.
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More Waste Labour !

Speedometers Eire rather a sore subject with me,
ever since a certain howler. However, trusting that

readers' memories are short, I will timidly return to

the dangerous topic. I have just spent a hot, angry,

and grimy hour and a half grovelling on the garage

floor, fitting a speedometer to one of my i9r4
machines. I took out the front wheel pretty easily

;

the sole defect of design encountered in that job was
the fact that the brake nuts were obviously planned
to be removed with a miniature tube spanner, and such
a tube spanner was not contained in the kit, nor did

one of the required size figure in the very large col-

lection of such tools that graces my walls. As a con-

sequence I got the nuts off with ah open-ended
spanner, and scratched the fork enamel in the process.

Then I screwed the large gear wheel on to the spokes.

Having no lathe, 1 could not spin it for truth ; I took
its radius with a pair of dividers, and got it as true as

NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND!
One of the latest recruits lo motor cycling is .Miss E. Morris,

of Lincolnshire, who, though sixty years of age, soon masiered a

2\ h.p. Douglas.

OG€ASIOW7\t2l
COMMENTJ
.By y Ji 7 o yv^^

I could. Back went the wheel, and next I faced the

far more formidable job of fitting the gear box.

Theoretically, of course, these brackets are specially-

made for each brand of machine, and go on like an

old glove. Actually, 1 began by filing out the arm'

which fits over the wheel spindle : ten minutes with a

rat tail got it in place. Then I screwed the nut home,
and found the small gear wheel was too close up to the

spindle- to mesh with its big sister. I managed to

loosen the many , small, tight and inaccessible nuts

which hold the various odds and ends of the gear box
bracket together, and finally demonstrated that .the

bracket, as delivered, prevented the gears from mesK
ing under any circumstances. Off came the whotel

affair, and the party removed to the vice, where the

long-enduring rat tail was requisitioned to reamer out

all the holes on the bracket. Just as dusk came o^
we got the gear box w situ, and apparently the wheels'

were well and truly meshed. Some idiot spun the

front wheel of the bicycle, and an irregular grinding

noise proved that something was still out of truth.

We tovssed up whether we should work longer by
acetylene, or go in and prime ourseh-es with liquor to

write to the makers of the speedometer. The fall of

the coin was in favour of liquor and curses, and the
;

rest of the sad story may be continued in my next.

The firm who sold me that machine are making at:

least a hundred machines a week. I don't say they
ought to fit speedometers as part of the modele de

\

luxe equipment, though there's a lot to be said for

:

the Hendee pohcy. But they might make a jig, fit a

flange or other type of gear wheel .carrier to the off-

side of their front hubs, and let a speedometer concern
have a duplicate jig whereby to make their gear box
brackets. Who'll be the first?

A Curious Incident.

When one of our representatives strikes trouble with
his machine while engaged in reporting a trial, he is

welcomed back to the oiSce by a. storm of chaff. One
of our staff contrived to seize up his engine during the

Scottish week, and submitted to the inevitable " roast-

ing " on his return with rather an ill grace.

When I got the facts out of him later, it struck me
he had been the victim of rather a curious mishap.
He was engaging in his first real

'

' blind " of the
week, and after five or six miles pretty well " all out,"
his engine began to smell rather warm. He did the
right thing in overlubricating pretty furiously until he
saw a trail of blue smoke behind him^ and as the engine
got no cooler, he maintained the o\'er-lubrication until

a plug sooted, and he stopped to clean it. ^^hilst

cleaning the plug, he noticed an oil leak under the
engine, and found that" the crank case drain plug was
missing. Mystery No.', i. Why did the engine
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"'ke when there wa? practically no oil in the crank

? His oil pipe opens on to the near side flywheel

ai uout 10.30 o'clock'; apparently some oil was carried

idid on to the outside edge of the flywheels, and

'^fix'y into the cylinders; but, as subsequent events

sljved, whatever 'oil was not carried round on the

fli heel fell on the road almost at once. He pro-

ei.sed, still leaving blue smoke astern, for twenty-fi\e

'^;s to his hotel. Next morning he disliked the

sffid of his engine, and continued to over-lubricate,

Muntiiig occasionally to clean a sparking plug.

.vas pretty sure that a big end bearing had got

, Iv scraped during the leakage period, and hoped

:eep it going over the final day by pumpnig in

V of oil; but after another fifteen miles the big

seized, and the engine stopped quietly on a hill.

, ,iery No. 2. Why "did not the over-lubrication

,J in"- forty miles of running with a rich blue exhaust

C: se° sutlirient oil to enter the big end to prevent

fi her trouble ? Oil was entering the bearing during

tl whole of the forty miles, or the engine must have

.seed miles sooner than it actually did; yet the. oil

\v| powerless to prevent the " scrape " from develop-

I'into a " seize." Bearings are, often so far.damaged

I
lismounting an engine that it is sometimes difficult

tf,.ay precisely what has happened ; but from his story

lihould opine that the friction in the scraped brass

wt so great that a short distance of conUnuous run-

nb, say ten miles, was bound to lead to a seizure.

\\\ he been content to cover the last day's run in

S( en-mile instalments, with frequent stoppages for

C ling, he might have got his engine through to the

fish, but to run ten miles in one piece was fatal.

I'he inr-ident shows that

instantaneous dismount

i ilie only safe plan when
a, engine gets unduly hot,

Ij. a weary pressman may

1
1

pardoned for taking

rjcs at the end of a hard

vf. I ha\e never sus-

tjneil a parallel mishap

riself. I rememi er two

(

A SEARCH FOR OVERSEAS TRACKS
THE ISLE OF MAN.

asions on which I actu-

; seized up big ends,

1 in each case I used

alfin

nieous

flushings and
lubrication to

such good purpose that I covered 300 miles in one
case and nearly 500 in the other w-ithout a repetition

of the troulile.

Delivery Tune Again.
This time the wail refers to an engine equipped with

an automatic lubrication system based on crank case

suction. The engine was a twin-cylinder, and a defect

in the crank case resulted in the oil supply being grossly

uneven, one cylinder being starved, while the other

sooted its plugs. The overlooking of the defect by
the testers was simply unpardonable ; it must have
revealed itself at a glance to a practised eye, and the

novice who received the machine traced the symptom
(though not the cause) on his first ride, which shows
how superficial the factory tests had been. The
makers doubtless imagined they were being toleraljly

generous in offering to set matters right gratis if the

machine were brought to their works, and further

promised to get the job done in the dav if the machine
arrived by 9 a.m. The machine was returned to the

waiting customer at 11 p.m., the time and parts not

being charged for. He waited for daybreak, and after

riding a few miles found that various bulky com-
ponents began to drop off. When tiie two silencers

were housed in his pockets, and the machine rendered
.slumber impossible for all residents near the road
along which he was travelling, he began a thorough
investigation. He discovered that the engine was
su|)p.)rted by but one sound bolt ; the fitters had re-

placed the old liolls in the new crank case, which was
drilled for bolts ot larger diameter, and the bolts had
eitirer dropped out or sheared or shed their nuts. On
reaching home the indignant owner addressed ar six

page letter to the managing director.

I don't know whether
readers are growing tired

of my " delivery tune

revelations," but I deem it

my duty to keep pegging
away at the point until

certain recah-itrant con-

cerns set their testing

shops in order. The
whole sport and industry

will suffer so long as one
or two badly managed fac-

tories persist in treating

their clients with su<'h

appalling callousness.

IN

m--^-

(\) K bv-road near Kirk Michael. Q.) A by-road on the way to Ballaugh.

(4) A tortuous piece of road ,

(3) Mr. and Mrs. R. Lord, with a 6 h.p. Rex sidecar.

A2 5
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ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.
The 7 h.p. Rudge in Ihe Cotswolds.

V » , ^ .%.^^ '.i

Coming over the brow of Gambles Lane, known to motor cyclists as "Rising Sun.'

FOL.FLOWING on our inspection of the new twin

Rudge, we had the pleasure of a day's trial

in the Cotswolds. It was our intention

thoroughly to "try out" the big twin on the severe

hills in which the neighbourhood abounds, for,, from

the excellent reports we had heard, we judged the

standard Edge Hill course too easy. In spite of the

fact that the e.xperimental machine had not a kick

starter, there was no difBculty in effecting a push

start, for the engine fired at once, and the weight of

the sidecar outfit was easily o\ercome, even on a

gradient, with the passenger's assistance. While on the

subject of weight, it is interesting to remember that

the Rudge twin sidecar outfit weighs but a few pounds
more than the single, as the two types are identical

except for the engine.

Leax'ing the Rudge works, we made for Warwick,
via Stoneleigh. Hill, the gradient of which was just

sufficient to show us that the engine would pull well

on a high gear. On the long straight stretches of road
after passing through Stratford-on-Avon the 3^:to i

top gear came in useful, and the machine spun along

at a good pace with the engine turning over com-
fortably. The speed indicator showed that the

maximum pace was well up to the average of sidecar

machines, while, owing to the multi-gear, by means of

which just the right ratio can be employed, and the

fine cool running of the engine, a high average can
be put up with comfort.

Saintbury Climbed Easilyl
On reaching Saintbury we turned to the left and

up the long twisty hill. This was our first real chance
of opening up, and it was at once evident that there

was plenty of power to spare, and we toured up the

hill at a good speed with the throttle half shut and the

gear lever several notches from the lowest position.

Just after the bad part of the hill had been surmounted
a flock of sheep was encountered, which necessitated

a long stop, but on restarting the engine picked up
on the gradient in great style. Willersey was in fine

order, and we decided to include this climb on the
return journey, and in the meantime we pushed on to

Winchcombe and Sudeley Hill. The gradient held

A26

no terrors for the big Rudge, but the deep ruts an

loose stones caused us to bless the firm for thei

excellent foot oiler, which left both hands free to pile

the machine between the worst patches of road. Th
long pull up Cleeve Hill towards Cheltenham \va

accomplished on the 3?4 to i top gear, which is n -

THE RISING SUN HOTEL AT THE TOP OF GAMBLES
LANE.

The hili was christened " Rising Sun " after the hotel, when it

was included in a trial some few years ago, and this name has clun?

to it ever since.
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load Tests of New Models.—

lean performance for a standard touring machine fitted

rith a strong sidecar and a passenger of fully average

v'eight.

Lunch was partaken of at tlie Rising Sun Hotel,

ituatad at the top of Gambles Lane, or " Rising Sun

iill " as it is sometimes called. After lunch the

aachine was closely inspected all o-\er, but beyond

ightening a slack oil union we could

md no possible excuse for tinker-

ig. Gambles Lane was climbed

as a motor cycle could reasonably have in one day,

so the homeward route was taken. At Broadway a

heavy storm came over the hills, and this we raced to

Willersey.

A Simple Adjustment.

The sudden opening of the throttle proved to be

too much for the belt, which had seen hard ser-

vice in the hands of the works
testers. The fastener tore out, and
as the thunder and rain began in

(1)1 liirty miles an hour up a

I'ith ease, but as the engine had had
ime to cool down the machine was
un part way down, turned on a

^ ;harp gradient and restarted on the clutch. 1 nis was .1

ine test of engine and transmission, and both stood the

train in the best possible manner, the clutch engaging
.weetlv but firmly, and the engine picking up gamelv
n spite of its load, and coming over the top of the

lill as fast as at the first attempt. While in the

leighbourhood it was derided to have a look at Post

\ Dffice Hill, which lies a little on the Winchcombe side

f Rising Sun.

Post Office Hill.

.

j
Accordingly we dropped down the hill, the surface

getting gradually worse and worse until on the steepest

lart the loose stones were so deep and the cross gulleys

I awful that it really seemed hardly lair to drive the

nachine over it. However, having come so far the

I

lip had to be made, and the Rudge was turned and

F'

jhe climb essayed. Ample power was there, but pace

''as impossible; in spite of this it climbed steadih

pwards with the front wheel all over the road in conse-

]uence of the appalling surface, and the engine plugged
I way with no sign of a knock in spite of the com
aratively high bottom gear ratio. Suddenly a stone

ammed in the belt rim and threw off the belt and so

polled a fine climb However, the worst of the hill

lad been conquered, and the photographer seized the

opportunity to obtain some views illustrating the sur-

'ace. While thus employed a descent to the bottom
vas made, and after slithering upwards till the better

'Urface.was reached, we picked him up and restarted on
he rlutrh The test was about as severe a gruelling

(2) Ascendrng Post Office Hill, near

Cheltenham, the surface of which is atrocious

as may be seen from the photograph.

Thi

(3) The worst gulley across Post Office

' Lane, an obstacle which almost stopped

the Rudge.

earnest a move was made to the inn

to refit the fastener and await the

passing of the storm. .As soon as the

rain ceased we made for the hill again, and slipped up
with greatest ease. By the by, a large notice is now
posted at the foot of the hill prohibiting its use for

competition purposes. The day's work^was over, but

one more instance of clever Rudge design showed itself,

for after the heavy rainstorms the roads in places were

a series of pools, and in consequence a certain amount
of belt slip was experienced. Fortunately when this

occurred the neat little belt tension adjuster situated

at the end of the rear spindle was remembered, and a

turn of the little lever, which was done without stop-

ping the machine, made an immediate im])rovement.

A. wet run into Coventry concluded an interesting

day and a severe test from which the Rudge emerged
with flving colours.

A new model Rudge is bound to attract considerable

attention, and. from our experiences, the twin is as fine

an example of a big machine as can be found, and it

has given no trouble since it was first designed, a point

which helps to prove that the firm's wide experience has

been of great value in the new design.

)

\

)
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Two Exercises in Hampshire Sliortly Described.

ON June 8th and 9th Staff exercises were held in

Hampshire, In which the Signal Service, with

the now indispensable motor cyclists, were
employed. The following makes of machine were
represented—Blackburne, Bradbury, Triumph, Ariel,

Matchless, and Douglas.

The actual scheme of operations was rather com-
plicated, and would be of little interest to the reader.

Roughly, after an advance to Alton, on the 8th, the

force was driven back on the 9th to Winchester.

Late in the afternoon of the 8th rain, which hac

been threatening all day, made its unwelcome appear-

ance. Very soon the weak places in the telegraph

cable were found, consequently main lines were "put
of action " for some considerable time. It was al

this juncture that the motor cyclists again proved theii

(!) A group ot despatch riders at East Tisted.

(2) Riders at tlie headquarters, West Meon. (3) Entering West Meon, with despatches .rom East listed,

(4) A few of the cars and motor cycles used in the manoeuvres.
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Military Motor Cyclists.—

worth. Orders for the night, and " operation orders
"

for the following day were sent out almost entirely by
motor cyclists, many valuable hours being saved, and
weary officers and men being enabled to obtain an
early and well deserved re.-;t.

The Cavalry ConK Out.

As on previous_^occasions, large sections of troops

were represented by groups of officers in motor cars.

. Apropos of this, a rather amusing incident occurred.

;The writer was situated on the top of a rather long

hill with a wireless office awaiting the arrival of a
' somewhat decrepit car representing the cavalry. A
,
motor cyclist arrived, saluted, and said

—
" The cavalry

have conked out on the hill, sir, but hope to be up
shortly.

'

'

The operations were brought to a successful con-
clusion early in the afternoon of the 9th inst.

The motor cyclists under the writer's charge suffered

from no mechanical derangements, the only troubles

experienced being punctures ; some dozen machines
were employed.

On June nth and 12th a " scheme '^' was again

held in Hampshire under the direction of the War
Office Staff. Some forty motor cyclists took part, a

number of men joining on the evening of the loth.

The majority of the men were Special Reserve or

Territorial motor cyclists with a sprinkling of civilians.

The makes of machines represented were Triumph.
8 h.p. Matchless, Humber, Rover, Douglas, Pride of

the Exe, Bradbur)-, and the ubiquitous Blackburne,

The last-mentioned machines attracted considerable

attention, and . the slow running, flexibility, and
appearance were generally admired.

The motor cyclists were divided into groups and
attached to general headquarters. Army headquarters,

and the four divisions. All motor cyclists, however,
were under the direction of two officers of the Special

Reserve Royal Engineers, motor cyclist section.

Although ojjerations began at an early hour, the
" traffic " was not very heavy until about 2 p.m.
The driver of a Clyno and sidecar experienced a

broken mudguard stay, and a Humber rider had to

effect a tyre repair, the only mishaps in the early

stages. It is probable that sidecar outfits will not in

future be permitted, too much space is taken up in

narrow lanes, and the machines are somewhat awk-
ward to manoeuvre among horses.

About 3 p.m. a move was made by nearly all

the troops. In such cases an office is left until

another " office " at the next position is " through,"
motor cyclist groups being sub-di\ided, some accom-
panying the party establishing the new office, the

remainder stopping with the old office until the line

is clear and then joining their comrades. An experi-

ment was carried out which proved successful, thanks
to the motor cyclists' ability to read maps accurately.

A despatch rider was sent forward to receive in-

structions as to the exact position of the_ neNV office,

returning to guide the officer in charge to the spot.

Despatch Riding.
A number of changes of position were made during

the afternoon and early evening; there was a con-

siderable amount of riding in consequence; later, affaii's

settled down, although a certain amount of work was
done during the night.

Steady riding is the order of the day on these

occasions ; as a result there were practically no
mechanical troubles. Motor cyclists of the Army
headquarters did well, they had a large shed for the

acconmiodation of their machines and a large shed
adjoining for sleeping. One breakdown was reported

during the night, a broken valve, the spare being

rather a tight fit in the guide ; this, however, was soon
remedied. The enemy was steadily retiring and the

majority of motor cyclists enjoyed a peaceful night. By
9 a.m. on tiie 1 2th the enemy had been finally repulsed.

All returned to the Royal Engineer camp at Cheriton

;

here the array of machines was most imposing and
attracted considerable attention. The men bad a look

round the camp while their mileages were being

checked ; one and all declared that they had enjoyed

themselves thoroughly and were anxious to know the

next occasion on which their services would be
required.

The work performed was excellent. The motor
cycli.=!t is slowly but surely proving himself and his

machine invaluable. The staff officers were full of

praise for the indefatigable band and their trusty

machines. R.E.S.R.

THI .A.CU. SIX D.\YS TRI.ALS.

General view of tfie machines lined up at Doncaster racecourse during the luncheon stop on the third day.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto, c All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for pubhcation or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containmg
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

f

From the West to Marsate.

I am shortly riding from
•Bristol to Margate. I want to
avoid London, but at the same
time pass sufficiently near to be
able to stop a night at some

place whence I can run up to towii for
the evening and get back again so

as to make an early morning start for
i\favgate. Where would you suggest
as a good spot for this purpose, and
which road would you advise me to
follow from Bristol to Margate?—H.N.

^Ve should recommend you to stay the
night at Croydon, which is within easy
reach of London. Your best route
would then be Bristol, Jlarshfield,

Chippenham, Calne, Marlborough, Hun-
gerford, Newbury, Reading, Twyford,
Windsor, Staines, Kingston, Sutton,
Croydon. Then continue through Farn-
borough, Sevenoaks, Wrotham, Maid-
stone, Charing, Canterbury, Sarre, Mar-
gate.

The Drawbacks of Paraffin as a Fuel.

Will you -kindly inform me if

it is practicable to run a modern
3j^ h.p single-cylinder motor
cycle on a mixture of petrol and
petroleum, and, if so, what per-

centage of petroleum would be most
practicable?—F.W.J.

It is quite practicable to run a motor
cycle on a mixture of petroleiun and
petrol; in fact, a machine could be run
on petroleum alone. It would not be
Vorth running on a mixture of less than
50% of petrol,- and then you would find

it extremely difficult to start. In all pro-
bability it would be an impossibility to
start on the mixture itself, and you would
have to carry a reserve tank of petrol for

this purpose. The drawbacks ot using
such a fuel are many. To begin with,
violent sooting up would be experienced
in the engine, also you would find the
running to be very sluggish, and the
engine would probably knock badly on
hills. With an ordinary carburetter—that
is, one not designed specifically for run-
ning on petroleum, it is almost an im-
possibility to deliver a mixture which
does not cause violent smoking, ^but a
mixture of 1 petroleum to 5 petrol in-

crei^ses the power of some engines.
Another fault which is common to petro-
leum i.s its power of "creeping," and it

is impossible' to prevent it from getting
all nvf-r the machine.

The Timing of Twin-cylinders.

I have had the cover plate olf

the timing case of my twin 6 h.p.

machine, intending to pack it

-2J ovying to oil coming out on the
top of the crank case. In doing

so I have disturbed the timing wheels.
There are two wheels with a cam on
each which lift the tappets, and I take
it that if I get one right the other must
be right. I have reset them for the
exhaust valve in both cylinders to close
dead on top of the inlet stroke, -but find

that the valve opens sooner in the back
cylinder than in "the front one. If I

reset it to open at the same time it

does not close when the inlet stroke
commences. Would you let me know
which is right?—E.B.

Several V-twin engines have slightly

different timings in each cj-linder, and in
this particular case we should advise you
to get the most suitable timing from the
makers. It is quite a usual thing to have
a certain . amount' ot overlap on the
valves ; that is, the inlet and exhaust

being open at the same time for a short

period. The usual timing for a cj-hnder

is for the exhaust valve to open forty-

five degrees before bottom dead centre

and close on top dead centre, and the

inlet valve to open five degrees after top

dead centre and close twenty degrees

after bottom dead centre.

Lighting and the Law.

I am purchasing a cycle car.

Will it be legally necessary for

me to have three lamps in front,

or will one head light be suffi--

cient? 1 am in the habit of

leaving my motor cycle outside my
club, and I never light my lamp at

night when leaving it there. Will it

be necessary for me to light the lamps,
on the cycle car while leaving it out-

side?

—

Interested.

You must have two lamps in front to

show the width of the vehicle. If you.
leave your car outside your club you must
keep the offside lamp and the tail lamp
alight. It is illegal to omit to do this.

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

W. Moffat (3J h.p. Sunbeam), Graham Price (5-6 h.p. Bat), and ano.her in difficulties on

Littonstack Hill.
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tgnilion Cui-oul.

I am desirous of fitting a cut-

1— 1 out lo the ignition of my
I
> machine, and as the magneto

4-2J does not possess an a<iditional

terminal for this purpose, I pro-

pose carrying a wire from the sparking
plug, up unde; the knee grips, to

the top tube of frame, on which I

would nave a neat switch of the "per-
manent" on or off variety, thus doing
away with the necessity of keeping
one's finger on the switch all the time.

Do you see any objection to this

arrangement, and does the use of cut-

out in any way harm the magneto?
Also, is it likely to save exliaust valve
from pitting when it is lifted by
cutting out the spark?—J.H.L.

We should not recommend a high tension
cut-out. It may result in your getting
a shock whenever you touched the frame
and the current was earthed. It is

quite easy to get a special contact
breaker cover with a terminal frorfi the
magneto people. -A low tension cut-out-
does not hai'm the magneto in the
slightest degree. It would not affect the
exhaust valve in any way, but when the
switch is off it has the result of polish-

ing up the magneto points if you are
descending a long hill, as no sparking
takes place.

\ lour in Ireland.

1 propose making a tour of a

week to ten days' duration in

Ireland, but as I have had no
previous experience of motor
cycle touring, or of Ireland,

before venturing I should be glad to

iiave some advice^ from you on the

, ^subject. My machine is a 3-^- li.p. single-

^. cylinder, built in 1908, but was recently

at the makers, where it was overhauled
' and modernised by the fitting of a two-

speed gear and free engine. I am
taking a friend (about 10 stone) as

passenger on a seat rigged on the
carrier. I intend starting from Cardifi'

and running to Fishguard, crossing

from Fishguard to Rosslare, touring
for about 400 miles, and returning via

the same sea passage or rid Dublin and
Holyhead. Is this scheme practicable,

' and what route would you advise in

this part of Ireland? What sort of

roads would I encounter, and what
distance should I cover per day com-
fortably without rushing it and" being
too hard on the mount? How shall I be
placed for obtaining spares, accessories,

and necessities, and what spares should
I carry to start with?—W.C.A.

The touring scheme suggested in your
letter is quite practicable. The Irish

roads are rough in places, but, generally
speaking, have been much improved of

late years. But you must not expect to

find much good going. You could very
comfortably cover up to 100 or 120 miles
per day. For hints on spares, see

"Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them" (obtainable from these offices,

price Is. 2d., post free), where a list of

spares for touring is mentioned. If you
write to the Auto Cycle Union, 89, Pall

Mall, S.W., or the A'A. and M.U., Whit-
comb Street W., they would map out a

good route tor you to take, and give you
very fijl information. We fear you may
find it difficult to steer on a liad road
with a passenger on the carrier, and
would advise a sidecar if possible.

Exnaust Valve Trouble.

I ride a 1913 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder, two-speed geared ma-
- chine, which I use solely for

sidecar work. I find the engine
very severe on the exhaust

valve—indeed, 1 have only had the
outfit a few months and I have burnt
out four valves already. If I do 100

miles or so it is all I can manage with-

out having to take the valve out, and
lately there has developed a habit of

the exliaust valve bending. I give as

much air as possible without misfiring,

and have tried smaller jets without
any improvement, and I should be
glad if you would give me your
opinion as to what is wrong.—F.C S.

It is probably a matter of rather stronger

exhaust valve springs being required. A
weak spring would allow the valve to

bounce on its =;eating and thus to get

burnt, and probably bent and broken
as well. It would' be a good plan

to verify the valve material and see if

this is of a sufficiently high quality; in

fact, you might query the makers of

your m;u-liine on this point, and tell

them your troubles, when doubtless they

will help you. In addition to driving

with as uMicli air as possible, also see

that the spark is as far advanced as

may be without causing the engine to

" knock."

READER'S REPLY
Snin(:an to the Highlaods.

Vour correspondent, "A.L.M.," in The
Motor Cycle, July 2nd, may be interested

lo hear of a trip carried out" by myself

and a friend last year to Scotland.

Leaving Birmingham at 2 a.m. on the

Satui-day before August Bank Holiday,

we reached Edinburgh by 7.30 p.m. The
route taken was rid Derby, Doncaster,

Wetherby, Newcastle, Ottcrburn, Carter

Bar and Galashiels. We- stopped about

li hours at Wetherby. The next day
we went to Fort
William via Falkirk,

Stirling, Callander,

Killin, Crianlarich,

Tvndrum, Glencoe, ,' js^V
by ferry (2s.- 6d.) ;

^tl^
across Loch Leven. ' / V
Pioads all very good v4»=-^- .•

except Glencoe, i • .
''''.'

which was very
stony > and loose ,

a
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but not stones to do any harm. i\ext
day via. Loch Laggan, almost to Kingussie,
but turning right-handed and going down
Glen Garry, through Blair Atholl, Perth,
Inverkeithing, Edinburgh, to Otterburn,
and home next day. The run from Fort
William to Blair Atholl was rather rough.
Distance, 985 miles. Machines, both
single-geared Triumphs, geared 4-1. One
puncture between us. Magnificent scenery.
Actual riding speed averaged about 21
m.p.h., and only on the first day and
the last did we light our lamps. If your
correspondent cares to communicate with
me through the editor I shall be pleased
to write him further.—A. M.S.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
t^eaders desTous ot obtain n^ the experience o:

jthere with various motor cycles or accessories must
inclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to 'he queries
should oe addressed c/o The Editor

"J.S.C." (London).—Binks carburetter
on Scott. Economy and assistance in slow
running

"J.A." (Derby).—26 x 2iin. Stelastic
tyres for use on the back wheel of a 5^
h.p. single.

"E.L.K." (Upper Tooting).—2^ h.p.
light tourist New Imperial. Reliability,
pe'rol consumption, and vibration.

" P.T." (Chester).—Single-geared Levis,
Coniiaught, and Peco. Reliability, hill-

climbing and petrol consumption.

"J.G.K." (Nigeria) — P.V. spring
frame, 180° Brough engine. Any
defects. Simple counter-shaft gear suit-
able for this combination. "

"B.D." (Hampstead).— Suitability of
lightweight for India, with special refer-
ence to two-strokes. Liability' to over-
heating.

"S.A.M." (Newbridge).—Scott. Reli-
ability, petrol consumption, spring forks,
loss of compression in crank case, two-
speed gear and lubrication.

THE A.C.U. TRIALS.

V. Underbill mth his 3i h.p.

Overseas, at the start ol the trial.

A special decompressor with tank

control is a feature of this
machine
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SHEFFIELDas a CENTRE

TUESDAY'S ROUTE: 126 Miles.

Sheffield, Bakewell, Matlock, Wirks-
wortb. Leek, Rudyard (lunch), Wincle,
Cowdale, Stoney Middleton, Hather-
sage, Sheffield.

OUR last week's report of this event-

ful trial left the competitors at

the midday halt on Tuesday,
Rudyard Lake being visited a

second time. Here we learned from W.
H. Egginton that the rear spindle of his

8 h.p. Enfield sidecar had broken, but he
decided to continue so long as the wheel
would stand up. Others who did not
arrive at the luncheon control were Hugh
Gibson, the frame of whose Clyno side-

car outfit had broken due to hurrying
over very rough roads in order to catch
up time, and W. A. Davenport (Lea-
Francis), who reported having been run
into on a hairpin bend by R'. M. Davy
(Norton), whose machine was undamaged,
but not so the Lea-Francis, which
sustained a buckled front wheel. Haslam
(Premier sc.) and Watson (Ariel so.) were
in high spirits, as they were the only
competitors to liave piloted .successfully

3^ h.p. sidecar combinations round the .

course, and their performances are indeed
the wonder of the other riders—some
of whom are not slow to grumble at the
undue severity of the test.

Tuesday's run generally was far easier
than that of Monday, which may sound
paradoxical, seeing that the competitors
followed practically the same route but
in a reverse direction. But the state of

the roads mainly accounted for the
severity of the first day's trip. The
narrow and twisty course, however,

Bfl

caused the competitors a good deal of

trouble to average the necessary 20
m.p.h., and especially does this remark
apply to the passenger machines.

The first point of interest after Buxton
was that windiag but not very steep

ascent known as Cowdale, which was
negotiated during the Spring One Day
Trial. Its surface looked fairly good,

bnt it was in reality of a treacherous
nature, and many of the competitors,

especially those who drove sidecar com-
binations and three or four-wheeled
vehicles, had great difficulty owing to

The three-speed gear quadrant on

the Rex-Jap.

wheel slip. Now this trouble was due
to a variety of causes,'- apart from the

greasy nature of the surface. . In the

case of the four-wheeled cars weight
distribution was an important factor,

while the single driving wheels of the

sidecars and three-wheelers, also coupled
W'ith weight distribution, mitigated
against efficient road grip. We fed
cjanfident, however, that certain patterns

of tyres would in similar circumstances
be more effective than others. Quite a

large crowd was present to witness the

competitors ascending this well-knowu
hill and negotiating the two bad corners,

and there was indeed plenty to see.

Observations on Cowdale.

After Wilkin (2J Levis) and Walters
(P. and M.), who led the procession, had
made really excellent climbs, Brownsort
(A.C.) came to a standstill through back-
wheel slip. F. Smith (Clyno sc.) and
S. Parker (Enfield sc.) both made sensa-

tional ascents in quick succession. First

the front wheels refused to steer, then

the complete machines swung from side

to side ; but both drivers, with consum-
mate skill and daring, went up in fine

form. Chapman (Triumph) was badly
baulked. The 5 h.p. Montgomery
came up well, but skidded about
a good deal. R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea
sc.) climbed well, but, like the other

sidecarists, he could not steer in a

straight course. W. James (Morgan)
suffered badly from wheel slip, while

Scott's A.C. came to a standstill for the

same reason, whereupon F. Dover (on

this occasion a steward, and for the first

time in nine years not a competitor)
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A sidecar competitor at the bad corner on Rowsley Hill.

leaped upon the tail of the body, with
the result that the extra weight in the
right place allowed him to restart. B.

G. Gray (Sunbeam) made an excellent
ascent, but was hindered by the A.C.
Haddock (A.J.S.) had tfl dismount. C.
0. Henfrey (Ariel) skidded right round
in the reverse direction to that in which
he was travelling, but saved liimself

from a fall. P, Pratt (6 Bradbury sc.)

almost came to a standstill, but saved
tile situation by getting the passenger
to bump on the carrier and so obtaining
momentary adhesion with each bump.
Plint (Dayton) dismounted and ran

;

Hardee (7 Matchless sc.) came to a stop
through wheel slip ; while Ellis (Morgan)
was in a similar predicament. Hunt
(Campion sc.) was hampered by the
aforementioned competitor.
The crowd was both enthusiastic and

appreciative, and heartily cheered the

excellent climbs made by North (Ariel),

Pilkington (Rex-Jap sc). and Richards
<5 Sun). R. Pearson (2^ Clyno) got
up all right, but indulged in a small
amount of foot-slogging. Kerr (3^

N.S.U.) took the hill well and without
apparent effort, and fine exhibitions of

driving were made by Drysdale (2i Con-
naught), Francis (Lea-Francis), H. G.
Dixon (3i James), Lea (Lea-Francis),
and C. R. Collier (Matchless sc). Cook's
twin A.S.L. skidded from under him on
the bend -while going splendidly. This
was his first involuntary stop. The fact
that the men are started in the same
order every day tells hardly on those
who leave late, as they have always to

take the hills after the surface has been
cut up by their more fortunate confrires.

Contrasts on Jacob's Ladder.
Dropping down Kingsterndale, the

negotiation of the acute hairpin on to

the Buxton-Devby road caused much
trouble once again. F. W. Applebee,
whose Motosacoche has been going so
well, failed to pick up, so that he will
lose marks, as this point is in a non-
stop section. At the foot of the hill

leading out of Miller's Dale we passed

R. C. Davies on the Chater-Lea sidecar,

who was making a second attempt,
tliough certainly not on account of lack
of power, as his big engine has played
with most of the lest hills up to the
present.

After descending Stoney Middleton the
riders were confronted with Jacob's
Ladder, where many were expected to meet
their Waterloo, but, surprising to relate,

what seemed next to impossible on Mon-
day in the grease was rendered com-
paratively easy when the surface was
practically dry. The passenger machines,
by the way, were diverted to the left

through Eyani. as Jacob's Ladder is

almost too narrow ovoii for solo climbs

There were several failures, the lower
powered machines not showing up so
well en this occasion. We observed all

the A.J.S. 's, Sunbeams, Triumphs,
Douglases, Lea-Francises, P. and M.'s,
Humbers, Scotts, and Blackburnes make
clean ascents. Drysdale (Connaught)
almost collided with the wall. The
easiest and best climbs were made by
Dixon (James), Jesse Baker (Scott), Pear-
son (two-stroke Clyno), Nokes (Sunbeam),
and Gibb (Douglas). Hall (O.K.) was
the first to dismount; Drew, on the New
Imperial, had bad luck owing to the gear
jumping out of engagement when going
well; Ayling (Dayton) footed vigorously,
but got his lilliputian engine to the top

;

Allday (James) was good ; and Brown
(Rover) excellent.

Novel Way of Climbing.

Roberts's Blaekburne got up well, but
seemed to have a ringing noise in the
engine; Davy (Norton) wobbled about the
road, and Heinzel (2 N.S.U.) once again
got his six-speed mount up in good form ;

Koss (Triumph) had to crawl behind
him nearly all the way. Plint (Dayton)
caused the yokels amusement by walk-
ing witii his machine between his legs,

the little two-stroke engine tugging away
manfullv on the 1 in 4-5 gradient. B. .J.

Sinims (4i Bat) stopped with gear trouble
and was obliged to withdraw. This is

the second Bat rider to experience gear
trouble, which is distinctly hard luck as
the Bats have performed exceedingly well
as a bunch and bear no outward sign of
the severe work they have already under-
gone.
At the top of this hill there was another

left hand hairpin to catch the unwary,
and thereafter the route was through
Hathersage over a stretch of third rate
" Colonial " road, the machines in places
bouncing from one half submerged
boulder to another; .they then made
their wav home.

E. B. Gllssan (6 h.p. Rex sidecar) rounding ons of the sharp bends on Stoney Middleton

39
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SECTIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL PORTIONS INCLUDED IN EACH DAVS ROUTE.

WEDNESDAY MORNING

SEA LEVEL

SOAMLEAOERSTIHE 815

The roll-call showed that E. Sidwell
was an absentee, this rider having mis-
judged the speed of his Excelsior sidecar
at the hairpin on Station Hill, Bake-
well, and run off the road, bending the
front forks.

WEDNESDAY'S ROUTE: 1161 Miles.

Sheffield, Stainbrough Hill (accelera-
tion test), Barnsley, Marr, Doncaster
(speed and brake test. Lunch. Quick
starting test), Maltby, Chesterfield,

Stack Bill (re-starting test), Dronfield,

Sheffield.

Wednesday's run was easy, and included
nothing in the shape of a hill which
caused the competitors any anxiety, but
it was full of interest, as such useful tests

as those of acceleration, speed, brakes,
starting from cold, and restarting ou a

.

gradient formed part of the programme.
Not a mile and a half from the starting

point, 'and right in the city, is a hiH
known as I3]ake Street, reputed to possess
a gradient of 1 in 4 for a mile. This,
however, was a gross exaggeration, as we
doubt if the hill is steeper than 1 in 5,

and it is certainly not much over a
quarter of a mile in length. The surface
consists of rough cobbles. A huge crowd
witnessed the climb, and when tackling
tlie hill with no start, after negotiating a
right angle bend, the men had to face a
mass of people which parted as they
approached. Two sporting Sheffield

policemen did their best, but they were
not of much avail. We waited to see a
.few climb the hill7~~and as all took it

easily we did not delay long.

Excellent ascents were made by Wilkin
(Levis), May (A.J.S.), Langton (Ariel),

and Taylor (Imperial), who cleverly
hugged the offside gutter, thereby taking

':the smoothest course and, incidentally,
sweeping the erring spectators on to the
pavement. Brownsort (A.C.), Robinson
(N.U.T.), Nott and F. Smith (Clyno sc).
North (Ariel), and Chapman '(Triumph)
all made light work of the hill. Walters
,(P. and M.), who led the way with Wil-
kins, stopped with an air lock, but' re-

started and got up with ease.

The morning was dull at the start, and
as we left Sheffield, which took a long
time on this occasion, it began to rain
slightly, causing the dust to adhere to

one's goggles in an unpleasant manner.
Not -long after the tramlines had been
left behind a level crossing of a fearfully
bumpy nature had to be negotiated,
which was immediately followed by a

terribly rough road ascending over the

and multiplying by six. Many o'f the

motor cycles travelled very slowly indeed

over the whole fifty yards, but those

riders who knew the ropes travelled

slowly for twenty-one seconds and then'

accelerated, thus entering the fast por-

tion with a flying start.

It was surprising to see the number of

men who spoiled their fast ascent by
changing up too early, and those who

^i .
-* ''^s

W. James (8 h.p. Morgan) at the finish of the speed test on Wednesday of last week.

moors, but afterwards the surface became
better, and finally near the summit of a

long average hill known as Stainbrough
the acceleration test was being held.

The Acceleration Test.

Fifty yards of the hill had to-be taken
slowly, and 200 yards fast, the speeds
being not less than 5 m.p.h. nor faster
than 25 m.p.h. Marks were calculated by
dividing the fast spee^by the slow speed

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

kept in their second speed for the
portion and got away on it for the
stretch scored, as no speed over 25 m
was of any advantage. Trank S
(Clyno sc.) and North (Ariel)

doing the test as we arrived, and
formed well. Chapman (T-riumph)
his second speed in engagement
made quite a pretty performance.
(N.S.U.) came through the slow
well enough, and was getting away

low

fast

p.h.

mith
were
per-

kept -

and
Kerr
test

well

4-4.7PM
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.—

in the fast portion wlien his machine
stopped with a Jerk, and it was found
that his pulley gear had jammed owing
to a bent operating rod. He thus lost

his three lower speeds, and was conse-

quently left with the three higher
speeds of his hub gear. Finch (Premier)
changed up rather too early. Phillip

(Douglas) performed well on both por-

tions. Nokes (Sunbeam), J. Stevens
(6 A.J.S.), and Clayton (Triumph) were
well among the best. Heinzel's- tiny

N.S.U. did the slow test well, but the
engme appeared too small for getting
away in the fast portion. Star per-
formances were made by Baker (Scott)
and Leslie, who was riding a similar
machine. Pratt (Bradbury), who was
using one of the latest Binks carburetters,
ca;me up at a very slow speed, with the
engine firing perfectly, and got away
well after crossing the line. Pearson
(two-stroke Clyno) kept his engine turn-

|y]^^#(SILD

spectator was 20.4 seconds. Good exhi-

bitions were made by Roberts and Hol-
- royd (Blackburnes), E. Williams (A.J.S.),

the Calthorpe, and Eli Clark (Leader sc).

The Speed and Brake Test.

Through Barnsley and Hickleton the
route actually lay over main roads for

once in a way, but the black dust in this

Yorkshire coalfield district made one's

eyes smart uncomfortably. Near Marr
we overtook A. F. Plint on the little 1^
h.p. two-stroke Dayton with the cylinder

off. This rider had actually been able

to get ahead of time in order to remove
the cylinder and scrape it and the piston

clear of carbon in order to gain extra
benefit in the speed test.

On arrival at Doncaster the riders were
diverted to the left in order to enter the
race course from the fai- end and run
towards tlie grandstand. The track was
exactly the same as that used in the Don-

caster Speed Trials a month ago. Some

77

followed was an unnecessary complica-

tion. Few understood what to do, and
instead of approaching the test at the

requisite 20 m.p.h. crawled in at varying
speeds. Most stopped in ten to twenty
yards, but some did better than this.

As a matter of fact, the idea of a brake
test at all on level ground seems farcical

when one considers that on llonday and
Tuesday the competitors w-ere descend-
ing 1 in 4 gradients continually, and if

their brakes had not been efficient it is

questionable if they would have survived
to tell the tale

!

Hawkes, on the Victor cycle car. broke
a belt pulley in pulling up suddenly,
but replaced it and continued.

The Starting ?rom Cold Test.

The arrangements at Doncaster gerter-

ally were splendid, and after an excellent

lunch at the racecourse and a welcome
rest, which the competitors much
appreciated, the machines, which were

iBii»»Sm»i«HBi»M»-rr>...^ =^»-i^;.-..r.vw:^y^K,«B« f -i-.r-:'Hiry'-aBK3ft ?^i»H.«-.-.v: r 'i^'<^i::f^-';x^\t/^x.v~,r.-,'-

F. C. North (3.J h.p. Ariel) in the quick starting test

ing fast and the clutch slipping, and
made a remarkably fine performance^
Gray (Sunbeam), on beginning the slow
test, said, "Do I go straight on?"

—

a remark which caused some amusement,
as there was certainly nowhere else to go.

The Finesse o£ Timing.

Excellent powers of acceleration were
shown by the .Matchless sidecar combina-
tions driven by Hardee, C. R. Collier,

and Guest. Lovegrove (Scott) appeared
to improve his slow speed climbing by
application of the front brake. Turvey
(Triumph), who made quite a "star"
performance, was one of the wily ones,
and took his own time by the aid of a

wrist watch ; Hunt (Campion) did
well; Slater (J.B.S.) was timed by his
passenger

, while another passenger
counted the ^seconds one to twenty-one,
and then the driver opened up his engine.
As a matter of fact the exact time

calculated by a mathematically minded

excellent speeds were accomplished, but
the standards set up were very ambitious
indeed. For instance, the cycle cars were
expected to average 40 m.p.h., which is

asking too much from all of them, not-

withstanding the fact that most are semi-
racers stripped of all unnecersary
impedimenta. An unfortunate accident
happened to J. Richards, who has been
.showing up so well on a 6 h.p. Sun-Jap.
This rider had complained of feeling un-
well at the start, and in the speed test
he was noticed to wobble badly ; he
allowed his engine to keep running, (he
wobble increased, and finally the rider
was thrown at nearly 50 m.p.h. in the
centre of the track, though, fortunately,
escaping with cuts and bruises. His front
tyre was wrenched off, and every spoke in

the back wheel broken. Francis (Lea-
Francis) accelerated in good form, but his
gear jumped out of engagement and he
was timed again.
The brake test which immediately

ranged in double line and in crescent
formation, engaged in the starting test.

This was carried out by extending a
line fifty yards in length from the machine
which was being tested, the watches
being held by .Mr. F. T. Bidlake (start)

and .Major Lloyd (finish). Solo machines
had to cover the distance trom the word
"go" to the end of the line in forty
seconds, sidecar machinists sixty seconds,
and cycle cars in three minutes. Pas-
sengers were allowed to take their seats
before the start, but the drivers had to

stand clear of their machines till per-
mission was given. Most of the motor
cycles got away with ease, but several
drivers started with their stands trailing,
which did not, as it should have done,
involve penalisation. Wilkin (Levis) got
his engine to fire in twenty-five yards.
Walters (P. and .\L) did liot shine in
this test. Brownsort started up his A.C.
at the third pull up of the handle.
Nott's Clyno fired on the first stroke of
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The A.C.IT. Six Days Trials.—

the kick starter, while Pratt (Bradbury)

was the only other out of forty-five or

so who succeeded in doing so. Here we
noticed that the back wheel of Chap-
man's Triumph had three^ bad dents in

the rim. Parker (Enfield sc.) had to

be pushed off. Kerr (N.S.D.] injected

petrol. Applebee did likewise, but made
a rather poor start ; but when the engine
did fire the machine almost left him
behind. Flint (Dayton) got away very
smartly. Davis (Chater-Lea sc.) started
his engine on the second kick, and got

going very promptly. Baker (Scott)

started his engine on the second kick,

went off smooth'y and quickly, and put
in his top with such energy that the

back wheel raised a cloud of red ,dust

as it spun round. Some amusement was
provided for the waiting competitors by
a piano organ, at the grinding of which
some took a turn.

Soon after Doncaster, Woodhouse, who,
it will be recalled, was driving Silver's

Quadrant sidecar, stopped with a burst
rear tyre and a repair was beyond hope.
Woodhouse ascribed the burst to his

quick stop in the brake test.' The other
competitors continued to ru*. most
regularly over much improved road sur-

faces, only an occasional puncture causing
delay, Kerr (N.S.U.) being particulaily
Uiifoitunate in this respect.

The next item of interest was the
restarting test on the single figure
gradient of Slack Hill between Chester-
lield and Matlock.
The performances here were generally

very good. Sime had no free engines
and had to resort to pushing on 'the low
gear. Taylor (New Imperial) was one
of these unfortunates, and, furthermore,
failed to get his engine to fire. Chap-
man (Triumph) restarted nicely at the
second attempt, but Robinson (N.U.T.)
oversh'it the mark.

A scene on Thursday's run. C. R. Nokes (3Vh.p. Sunbeam) and S. Phillips (2-ih.p. Douglas)

* baulked by two non-competitors.

There was a good crowd of spectators,

and when Frank Smith let the clutch

in rather hurriedly and caused the front

whoel to lift up, the spectators scattered

in all directions.

Too Fast for the Timelteeper

!

The P. and JM.'s and the Sunbeams
(Nokes in particular) made fine restarts,

also the Lea-Francis pair. Boxer (Bat)

got off the mark like a shot—so fast,

indeed, that he knocked over the time-
keeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite. The
tests among the later ai'rivals were
carried out iii the rain, but the leaders
of the string now on the moors near
home were experiencing a - memorable
soaking. The rain came down so

suddenly and so fast that soon the

riders were drenched. In the last n'-

stop section of tire day Baker (Set):

broke a chain, and when only (3

-hundred yards inside the section li

experienced a puncture. Ellis (Morg )^

was soon in a like predicament, but c '•

tinned on the rim. Near Dronfil

James (iUorgan) took a,n S bend ]

quickly, and bent the steering arm,' si!

it took him threequarters of an h(P

to rectify matters. Egginton (Enfie)

is now going splendidly again, with a n^'

spindle in position ; the old one w^as :t

broken, as he suspected, but was grori

down very thin. Dilring the rainstoi

he produced a most effective V-shail

celluloid screen for his passenger, whi
protected her splendidly. A lai!

number of riders reported non-stop ru ,

HI4.

V. Underlull (3i h.p. Overseas) ascending Jacob's Ladder.

Where good roads were encountered. A. J. Stevens (6 h.p. A. .1. S.

sidecar) crossing the moors near Bakewell.
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We were not afraid to enter the

Six Days Trial
The most aevere trial ever promoted

^TOR CYCLES,

2 3i Solo Machines entered

2 obtained

GOLD MEDALS
]. Oliphant. H. Rutherford.

The most remarkable performance

was the success of Mr. J. Haslam,

whose—

Premier 3i & Sidecar
was the only machine of its size

to finish, and which went through

the strenuous week without

mechanical trouble of any des-

cription. But for punctures his

award would have been higher.

Write now 1 or

l^arliculars 0/ this

remarkable machine

THE PREMIER
CYCLE Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
LONDON:

20, Holborn Viaduct

xda

Premier

IS now obtainable in England fro a

the principal stockists and tyre dealers.

In 1910 the sales of Goodyear motor
cycle tyres totalled 1,176. In the

following year 27,56J Goodyears were

sold. In 1912 the sales jumped to

98,463, and in 1913 over 120,000 motor

cycle tyres left the Goodyear factory.

Just consider these tigures. Tliey arfl

of the utnjost importance to every

motor cyclist.

You know the reason ? Simply this I

THE

GOOD^^EAR
Blue Streak " All-Weather '' tread is .

built for safety, comfort and economy
under every road condition in any kind

of weather. On hard dry roads it rolls

as smoothly as a plain tread tyre ; on

wet and slimy roads it grips with a bull-

dog grip, and Goodyear Blue Streak

holds the world's speed record of I

miles in 36 sees. , or 1 00 miles per hour.

It's the world
famous .\11-

weaiher tread
that has built

up Goodyear
Blue Streak
Reputation.

Note how
thick the tread
—how sharp
the flat-topped

anti-skid dia-

moods. Built

for safety and
economy.

THE GOODYEAR TYRE A
RUBBER CO. (GT. BRITAIN).

LTD..
CENTRAL HOUSE,

KING3WAY, LONDO.V, W.C.
Factories :

Bow/ninville. Canada;
A.roo. Ohio. U.S.A.
Branches and Stockists

everyTvhere.

In answering Ih-c^e adverlisemenls il is rlr<irahle to meiUiun " T/u- Muloi Ci/de.
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TERSE
TALKS
OK

TYRES

jLJKe Charley^Aunt
3SS3SSS33335B

"Still running" is a remark very appro-
priate to Clinchers. Among the letters

we have received from users we find

hundreds where, not only has the tyre

achieved stupendous mileage, but is still

running. Here are a few details

(ongmals can be seen at our offices and
names supplied).

"5,601 and still good for much more."
"6,094 miles—seem good for much more."
" 2,000 miles on back wheel, there are no signs o{

wear yet, in fact the tyre is practically new I

have not had a puncture yet."
" 4,500 miles and has never been deflated

'

"11,703, good for another few thousand, it

has not been punctured."

We could go on quoting these extracts for many
pages. They all bear out the marvellous dura-
bility of Clinchers Not only in the durability,

but in the absence of tyre trouble lies the strong
advantage of Clinchers. They are easily detached
and attached, needing no levers.

To last infinitely longer than all others and to give

no trouble from first to last, you cannot ask

anything more rigorous from a tyre—ask it, and
get it, from Clinchers

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD
Clincher House, Gt. Portland Street.

LONDON, W.

Telephones :

Telegrams :

FACTORIES: CASTLE MILLS. EDMvlBURGH.

8578-9 Gerrard.
' Nobritire, London."

'4i^Me CHICK iOLF BALL ^estcfa/r
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Official Figures of Special Tests in tfie

Six Days Trial.

Rider, JIaehine, aiul H.P.

G. W. Wilkin (2 \ Levis)
Fraiili May (2J A.J.S.)
E. V. Walters (31 P. & M.) ...

Fred. K. LanRton (5 Ariel so.) .

P. S. Tavlor (2 .', New Imncrial)
\V. .T. Brott-nsort (10 A.C.)
James Roliinson (Si N.U.T.)
George Nott (6 Cbiio sc.)

F.C.Nortli (31 Ariel)

F. W. Chapman (-1 Triumpli) . .

.

Frank Sniillv (6 Clyno sc.)

W. J. Jlciiiteomery (5 MontBomcry)
Stanlo\- Parker (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

A. Pilkinftlon. inn. (8 Rcx-Jap sc.)

J. H.Kcrr (3! X.S.U.)
W. A. Vickers-Edwards (5 Ariel) .

F. W. Applebce (31 Motosacocho) .

J.'D. Drysdalo (2 1 C'onnaugUt) . . .

Harold Fincli (3', Premier sc.) ....

A. F. Plint (1 '. Dayton)
Bert Haddock (2} A.J.S.)

H. Creak-DaTis (8 Cbater-Lea so.)

P. Phillips (2 J Donglas)
C. E. Nokcs (3! Sunljeam)
Jo,9eph Sleveus ((i A..T.S. sc.)

A. Clayton (-1 Trinmph)
J. Richards (."> Sunbeam)
W. James (S MorKan)
S. Tubb (3; number)
W. Westwood (1 Triumph)
T. Stevens (4i James sc.)

Max Hcinzel (2 N.S.U.)
G. J. Francis (3i Lea-Francis)
C. 0. Honrroy (Si Ariel)

Jesse Baker (3i Scott)
R. C. Boxer (.5 Bat)
H. Rutherford ('3'. Premier)
W. (i. Avling ( 1 ! Dayton)
Percy Pratt ((> Bradbury sc.)

Rex Pearson (21 Clyno)
N. Y. Downs (21 New Imperial) .

Neville Hall (2 O.K.)
H. W. Teeton (1} James sc.)

H. J. Real (1 L.M.C.)
G. Gray Barnard (31 Sunbeam) .

.

C. L. Scott (111 A.C. cycle car) ....

H. Graham Dixon (3! James) ....

J. Drew (21 New Imperial)
R. ICIlis (8 jlorsan cycle car)

D. W. BroOTi (31 Rover)
W. B. Gibb (2 ! Douslas)
G. D. Hardee (7 Mol.hless sc.) . . .

Norman Lea (3t Lea-Francis) ....

T. ('. dc la Hay (31 Simbcam) ....

F. G. Ball (2 J DouKlas)
Oswald Bii-se (31 N.U.T.)
C. R. Collier (7 Matchless sc.)

R. W. Lovegrove (3J Scott)
Fred Turvev, iun. (1 Triumph) . .

W.H. Egsinton (8 Royal Enfield Sc.)

W. Fox (3 Royal lOmield)
A. E. Catt (1 Triumiih)
Gordon Armstrong? (S Gordon c.c.)

t:cin;jc Hunt (8 Campion so.) ....
Giahani Price (.'i Bat)
li. H. Clark (31 James)
L. Nowoy (3.1 Ariel)

E. B. Slater (10 J.B.S. cycle ear) .

Ai'thur Kirk (31 Ariel)
T. J. Ross (4 Triumph)
H. F. Edwards (5 Bat)
J. OUpliaut (31 Premier)
R. M. Davy (31 Norton)
P. W. Moftat (2i Douglas)
J. W. Woodhouse (8 (Quadrant sc.)

H. (jireaves (8 Royal Entteld sc.) . .

James Alidav (3V James) . . ;

J. W. MoHat (31 Sunbeam)
W. D.HawkesdOVic.-Pre^.is'nc.c.)
G. E. Keel (3.V N.U.T.)
L. A. Bees (4 L.M.C.)
W. P. Tippett (31 number)
W. Leslie Guy C3J Scott)
Jack Haslain (31 Premier)
P. Shaw (3J P. & M.)
F. G. Edmond (31 Humber)
A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S.)
C. W. Smith (4 1 Bat) ^. .

.

Vincent Underhili (31 Overseas) .'.

H. F . S. :Mnrgmi ^8_^Iorgaii c.c.) " . .

AC'CKLERATIOX
(30 marks).

Speed
on Fast

200
yards.

m.n.h.
16.8
18.4
19.4
17.7
17.3
13.3
16.0
17.

n

21.3
19.4
19.4
23.3
18.2
17.3-

23.8
18.8
1.5.3
13.-4
12.3
23.0
.21-. S
20.9
21.3
21.8
22.08
19.4
16,2
17.5
24.3
IS . 6
11.9
21.8
13..

T

19.4
22.4
23.0
12.8
19.3
20.2
15.1
14,2
17.3
18.4
22.0
11.2
22.0
15.4
10.4
21 .

8

19.7
19.3
22. S
23.5
19.7
17.5
18.0
21.6
25.2
24.6
19.7
21.0
13.0
21.3
22.0
26.3
23.3
16.7

.21.0
18.8
21.0
23.0
17.6
22.5
19.6
18.4
18.9
23.3
10.6
23.5
19.4
19.1
22.4
17.6
18.4
16.2
16.5
26.5
•IS. 4
16.5

Speed
on Slow

. 50
yards.

Mks.
Lost,

ra.p.b.
7.05
6.49
3.75
4.18
5.67
3.36
6.25
3.92
4.77
6.0
4.11
4.7
4.13
3.32

3.71
4.32
5.99
5.06
7.31
3.73
4.73
6 . 02
3.93
4.119

4 . 09
4.26
3. 78
4.91
4.24
5.21
3.61
2.85
3.75
3.33
4.61
6 . 16
4 . 3«
3.8,
4.79
6.02
5.49
4.82
6.0!)
3.3li
4.41
2 . 36
5.88
5.67
4.31
4.52
.1.06
2.01
4.79
5.03
6.13
3.34
4.39
3.75
2.63
7.89
5.63
7.58
3.01

6;

4.31
4.26
3.93

16

,11
,31
.52

3.21
4.45
4.45
5.62
3.14
6.09
5.67
5.21
4.52
4.56
3.96
4.77
2.91
6.81
6.0
2.54

Speed
(20 marks).

Actual
Speed.

m.p.h.
36 . 59
43.69
41.86
39.65
10.54
3:i.73
45.92
42.4)
46.88
40.91
40.72
38.79
40.36
40.72
49.18
43 . 23
42.33
38.30
37.50
32.14
48.13
43.69
42 . 23
19.72
41.47
32.63

37.97
35 . 86
47 . 37
41.47

Below
Set

Speed
by

t.i . fin

46.88
51.72
42.65
26.01
10.1.8
40.18
30.20
35 . 02
37.04
45.23
45.92
38.63
48.13
40.54
13.09
18.65
44.33
1 3 . 45
15.92
5). 56
46.39

41.47
42,25
4S.13
40.36
42.13
46.15
31.22
12 . 25
50.0
4'). 92
48,91
36.14
40.72
42.06
51, U
43.69

11.12
40.91
37.50
45 . 69
49.18
31.18
50.38
45 . 45
42.86
38.30
38,96
42 .86
40.72
37.66
50.0
37 . 19
39 , 65

m,ph.
0.1

2.14

3.27

4.09

6.21

1.73

Fell
2.03
8. II

0.49

1.35
3,99
3 82

0,71

Mks.
Lost

Br,\EE3
(10 marks).

Distance Time
taken taken
to to PuU

Pull up. up.

.53
2.75

1.64

5,78

3.86
3.28
3.91

0,31
Too

1 . 09
4,50

1.14
6.70

1.14
3.28 .

6.81
.35

-1
6

8
7
6

I

late

2
9

yds.

"

9
41
11
17
27
13
26
28
13
29
7

14
59
29
8
7

16
13
10
14
14
24
21
20
24

21
10
19
18
IS
13
20
23
16
17
33
II
19
16
23
12
12
in
33
II
13
21
II

41
13
27
13

16
9
IS
30
17
19
16
33
17
II

S'

28
33
III

16
7

6
12
21
13
19
11
30
20
13
9
IS
10
10
31
13
31
14

sees.
2.2
6.2

2
2

8.6
5.8
2.8
2.0
2.8
2.6
2.4
2,8
2.()

3.6
3.6
3.8
4.8
1,8

3.6
t.2
2.2
4.0
4.8
2.8
3.0
3.4
3.8
3.4
2.8
3 . I

3.2
3.4
2.6
5.0
3.4
2.6
3.4
5.2
2.6
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.8
2.6
4.0
2.14

3.6

iiii

6.0
3.4
6. 1

4.0
5.4

1.6
3.4
5.0
3.0
4.4
3.0
6.«
3.6
2,6
2.4
5.2
2.4
3.4
3.2
2.6
3.4
3.0

Initial
Speed.

m.p.h
16,7
27,1
17.3
20.4
31.8
14.0
23.1
21 .2
21.1
16.9
13.0
17.9
28.0
20.4
11.7
14.3
23.4
20.5
T7.0
20 .

4

28.6
27.3
33.9
21.5
20 .

4

11.3

Mks.
Lost

19.0
17.7
21.0
23 .

7

19.2
24 .

8

26.5
U.l
22 .

3

25 .

1

18.

S

14.4
18.9
19.2
27.7
22.0
17.7
2 I . 5
22.5
31.0
30.1
21.0
22,1

18.2
16.8
21.8
20.5
20 . I

12.1
16.4
25 . 1)

~17.4
18.7
16.3
23.9
30.1
17.0
18.-.!

14.3

Restabtins QuiokStart-
(10 marks), ing (10 inks.)

Time
taken to
Restart,
15 yds.

Mks.
Lost,

sees.
5.4
5.2
5.6
5.2

Failed
5.8

,4

46

.64,

5.6
4.0
4.6
4.6

Failed
5.8

Failed
6.4
9.2
5.4
5.0
4.2
5.6
3.6
5.2
9.8

3 .

4

1.0
4.2
4.2
4.8
5.4
4.G
4.0
6.2
5.2
7.0
5.2
3.2

Failed
Failed
0.6
6.4
4.8

4!s
i.S
32
3.0
5.6
1.2
4.6
3.0
4.8

Failed
5.2
3.6
3.8
8.2

Failed
4.0-^
9.2
5.0
6.2
3.8
S,8
5:0
3.S
fi.O
4.8-
3.4
3 .

13.3 _ 3,6
U.3 5 -

19.6 .1 8.0
17.7 3 4.4
17.6 o 4,6
15.0 4 10.6
IS.

6

6 5.6
32.7 2 4.0
20,4 - 6.0
13,3 2 4.8
14.2 7 8.8
17.0 1 3.8
12.0 6 6.0
20.7 4 10.8
13.9 1 Failed
23.5 4 9.8
19.1 2 4.6

10

10

10
10

10

10

Time
ta,ken to
Start,
50 yds.

10

sees,
13
12
18
29
17
31
19
18
22
28
17
27
33
22
25
33
31
19

-17
18
16
16
14
22
18
23

26
14
16
21
13
16
22

X*20
22
20
13
21
18

- 24
18
26
15
22

17
30
19
II
31
21
U
13
36
18
21
17

44
18
Ki
31
31
26
14
1-7

22
23
18
23
18
26
11
22
42
17
31
27
17

i
24
23
18
26
19
40
16
37

Mks.
Lost,
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ACCELERATION 3rEED Rrakeh Restarting QuickStart-
(30 marks). (20 marks). (10 marks). (10 marks). ING (10 mks.)

aider, Warhine, andJI.P. ' Speed Speed Below Distance Time "Time Time
on Fast on Slow Mks. Aetna;! Set Mks. taken taken Initial Mks. taken to Mks. taken to Mks.

200
yards.

50
yards.

Lost. Speed. Speed
by

Lost. to
Pull up.

to Pull
up.

Speed. Lost. Restart,
15 yds.

Lost. Start,
50 yds.

Lost.

m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h. yds. sees. m.p.h. sees. sees.

W. Russell (3 A Quadrant) •20.2 7.52 9 39.3 4.7 9 15 3.2 19.2 3 Failed 10 16 —

F. J. Watson (3* Ariel) 16.9
17.6

4.26
5.99

- 3
6

37.66
44.33 I I

21
35

3.4
5.0

25.2
28.6

1

3
6.0
5.0 _

28
17

_

A. G. Boberts (3'i Blaokburue) . .

.

-

W. E. Cook (5 A.S.L.) 24.9 5.67 — 47.87 — — 13 2.4 22.2 — 6.0 — - 33 —
Eric WUliams (0 A.J.S.) 16.0 2.93 4 37.97 — — 20 5.0 16.3 6 4.2 — 23 —

K. Fenn (4 Triumph) 21.0 6.31 3 45.0 — — 14 2.6 22.0 — 6.0 - 18. ~
G. N. Fenner (3 J Blackburne) . . .

.

IS. 9 6.16 5 35.16 8.84 18 7 2.2 13.0 3 6.S - 20 -

F". BuigBSS (10 Calthorpe c.c.) . . .

.

18.8 2.48 — 46.83 *- - 9 3.0 12.5 5 5.2 - 23- —
W. C. Drake (3J P. & M.) 2f) . 9 6.11 — 43 . 69 0.31 1 14 2.8 20.4 1 5.0 — 22 —
E. E. Guest (V Matchless) 18.8 3.93 — 42.06 — — 12 3.2 15.3 3 6.8 — 16 —
Ell Clark (8 Leader so.) 18.4 4.26 1 41.10 .90 15 4.0 15.3 6 10.2 86 10
W. G. JN'IcMiXLDies (8 Morgan c.c.) . 23.9 3.53 53.89 _ 19 4.4 17.6 5 8.2 _ 39
J. S. Holroyd (3i Blackburne) . .

.

19.1 5.00 2 45.69 - - 20 3.2 25 . 6.4 -
1 16 -

THURSDAY'S ROUTE: 1601 Miles.

ShefSeld, Stocksbridge, Penistone,
Holmfirth, Slaithwaite, Halifax (lunch),

Luddenden, Hebden Bridge,' Todmor-
den, Marsden, Bradfield, Sheffield.

Whatever may haye been thought of

the severity of Monday's route, that
planned for Thursday was a great deal

more difficult. It was a succession of

steep by-lanes with th« roughest surface

—

innumerable hairpins and cobblestones
and pot-holes were the order. Twenty
miles per hour- over such roads was
exceedingly difficult, indeed dangerous, for

one had perforce to descend the pre-
cipitous declines at walking pace, and
the only chance of making up time was
on up grades, but speeding at any time
was decidedly risky on Thursday.

Quite a respectable hill, which was not
far from the start, was Holdworth, from
the slopes of which there w'as a lovely
view over a reservoir. Fox (Enfield) ran
off the route by following an official car
which stopped in a side lane. Gatt
(Triumph) came up comfortably and with-
out apparent effort. The Ariels also did
remarkably well, while Armstrong
(Gordon), Clark (.James), Price (Bat),
Huiit (Campion sc), Oliphant (Premier

,

Moffat (Douglas), J. W. Moffat (Sun-
beam), (Jreaves (Enfield sc), and Keel
(N.-U.T.) all made light work of the hill,

and Slater (J.B.S. c.c.) came up the
greater part of the hill on second gear.

Tinker's Hill.

The worst part of Tinker's hill had
been cut out, but the first portion was
fairly stiff. There were three sharp bends,
and an appalling gulley near the top,
which, however, had a six inch wide
easy path through it for those who were
lucky enough to see it in time. C. E.
Collier and Hardee, both on Matcldess
sidecar combinations, Ball (Douglas),, the
Scott riders, Scott's A.C, Kirk, and
other Ariel riders, Ross (Triumph), who
passed Edwards (Bat) on one of the
corners, all made clean ascents. The
road continued to be very rough for some

distance, and before joining the highway
the down grade was very steep and
dreadfully cut up by the recent rains.

Climbing up Stairs.

Scapegoat Hill was reported to be the
most difficult on the morning section. It

contained acute hairpins, but the com-
petitors were now quite practised in this
sort of thing and handled their machines
splendidly, dropping down to low gear
for the corners only and then accelerating

his brakes were damaged in a fall o

Grindou Hill.

One notable climb on the mornir;
section actually included a flight of steps

Only the solo machines went up, but th

competitors did not like it a bit.

Near Halifax, Parkfield Lane wa
descended with great caution.

The Luncheon Stop.
Pilkington (Rex-Jap) and Frank SmitI

(Clyno) reported that they had climbec
"The Staircase," and had not remarkei

"IN THEIR CLOGS AND THEIR SHAWLS."
H. Finch (32 h.p. Premier sidecar) near the top of Scapegoat Hill.

finely. Several of the lower-powered
machines cauie to a standstill. " We
noticed Eggiiiton go up with a flat

driving tyre on his Enfield. 0. Birse (3^
N.U.f.) retired hereabouts owing to the
fact that the low speed of his hub refused
to act. As a matter of fact he had been
running considerable risk, as on Monday

THURSDAY MORNING

the notice that it was only for solo
machines. Smith dented his crank case
in a gulley while making a clean ascentj
Applebee (Motosacoche) had grazed the
wall and scraped the skin off his fingers';

Haddock (A.J.S.) had suffered a collapsed,
back wheel halfway to the luncheon stop,
owing to striking an enormous pot-hole

SEA LEVal

a-OA.MLEADE(\'S TIMEa-15 8-4S
2.0 m.p.h.

930
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THURSDAY^AFTERNOON
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at speed and had to retire. The .^me
pot hole dented many rims and threw

one of the Bat riders. Wright (A.J.S.)

withdrew at Halifax owing to his

passenger having absolutely refused to

facf the terrors of the homewa-rd journey.

Corrplaints as to the roughness of the

roads and the difficulty in keeping to

schedui'j wers heard on all sides; in fact

very few indeed arrived to time. Cook
(A.S.Ij.) said he thought it had been a

fine sporting inn, and May, whose A.J.S.

,

good machine as it is, was almost /tors

de covibat, took things very philosophic-

ally, although he had broken an inlet

spring (said to be the fii'st on record on

an A.J.S.), and the handle-bar clutch

control had been put out of action. Flint

(Dayton) repoited an excellent run save

-

for one stop on Scapegoat Hill, while

Wilkin (Levis) had been unlucky with
tyres.

Immediately after lunch a fine example
of a really steep and absolutely fair hill

was encountered. It had a bad approach
owing to the road being under repair at

the foot, was very steep, had a good
surface, and possessed several corners.

Failures were uncommon, and the general

excellence of the performances showed
that the modern machine, suitably geared,
will take any gradient, and, moreover,

-

keep its tune, as this is the fourth day's
hard running. Wilkin (Levis), Walters
(P. and M.), May (A.J.S.), Brown (Rover),

Langton (Ariel), Brownsort (A.C.),

Robinson (N.U.T.), >Tot.t a„jj Frank
Smith on their Clyno sidecar outfits. Chap-
man (Triumph), Clark (James), and Price
(Bat) were among tlie many who made
excellent ascents.

Moderate-powered Sidecars Score.

A mile or two- further a steep ascent

known as Lee Lane was encountered.
This hill has a series of gulleys ^'-shaped
and nearly a foot deep running tan-
gentially across the road. But the
gulleys were not so bad as the loose

stones which covered the surface, ilany
a rider came to a standstill, and several

fell over owing to the front wheels get-

ting on to big stones, notably F. G.
Bali (Douglas) and N. T. Downs (New
Imperial). There -were many excellent
solo climbs, but the most remarkable per-

formances were those of the three 3^ h.p.

sidecar outfits still left in the trial, viz.,

Watson's 3Jr Ariel and the two Premiers

driven by Finch and Haslam respectively.

Edwards (Bat) actually changed up
before reaching the top, and his climb

and also those of Oliphant (Premier), Ross

(Triumph), Daw (Norton), Moffat

(Douglas), and Shaw (P. and M.) were

steady and sure in contradistinction to

some other riders, who seemed to totter at

the sight of so many loose stones. The
cycle cars generally showed up exceedingly

ivell, Gordon Armstrong's Gordon in par-

ticular, though Morgan and McMinnies,
on their Morgan runabouts, seldom had
trouble with the hills.

Two riders retired at this point, viz.,

Stanley Parker, who. in engaging the

low gear of his Enfield sidecar suddenly,

caused the front wheel to slew round
and cannon the bank, so benduig the

forks, and Eli Clark, whose Leader side-

car burnt out the clutch.

A mile or two further on a stone

got fixed between the tyre and guard
of Pearson's Clyno and threw the rider,

who had to dispense with the guard.

(Left) A. Pilkington (8 h.p. Rex-Jap sidecar).

(Right) G. D. Hardee (7 h.p. Matchless sidecar), followed by
L Newey (31 h.p. Ariel) and K. H. Clark (3i h.p. Jamesl

tS
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of them would have stopped a mdtoi

cycle a year or two ago. Cook's Studj

near Austonley proved no test after whal

have gone before—indeed, several did not

even have recourse to their lowest geais

Piatt (Bradbury sc.) punctured and

then followed a real T.T. to make uf,

time. We had the benefit of his dust

L.

C. W. Smith (41 h.p. Bat) on one of Thursday's tit-bits in the way of road surfaces.

/ Steep Lane was the third test hill after

lunch. It was quite one of the best

ciamples of pure steepness, length, sharp
corners, and a hill which needed sheer

skill'to climb. The actual gradient on the
steepest portion was 1 in 4, which we care-

fuUy nn-'asured This was close to the top,

and the near side of the road at this point

was made inl:o rough steps. We saw the
Victor cycle car and Cook's A.S.L. make
excellent ascents. There were, however,
one or two failures. On the summit we
found W-atson (Ariel), who had been com-
pelled to withdraw owing to a broken
sidecar frame.

A Nearly Vertical Gradient.

Another hill of the series on the out-

skirts of Halifax was Blackwood Hall
Lane, near Luddenden. There was a

terrible gulley some way up, shortly after

followed by an acute hairpin bend, the

inner corner of which was stated by ftfajor

Nicholl to be 1 in 1^. The corner was
so sharp and the road so narrow that
most of the cycle cars scraped their

. wings against the wall, while several
failures on the part of the motor cycles
have to be recorded. These were : Fincli

(Premier), C. R. Collier (Matchless sc).
Fox (Enfield), Smith (Bat) who hit th;'

wall and came off, Davy (Norton), Keel
(N.U.T.), and Fenner ("Blackburne) who
foot-slogged, while other failures reported
are those of Hall (O.K.), Applebee (Moto-
SF.'coche), and Brownsort (A.C.).

Incidents oE the Run.

Only eighty-three finished the day's
journey. May (A.J.S.) retired shortly
after lunch for reasons already stated.
Flint (Dayton) broke a front fork stay
and had to retire. Fenner (Blackburne)
came to a standstill over a gulley through
the flywheel and footrests touching the
ground. Ellis (Morgan) decided not to
restart as he had had enough ; Morgan

C6

withdrew his runabout owing to a bent
front axle; the Victor cycle car, which
had done so well, was delayed too long to

continue, owing to a burst radiator.

The Rev. E. P. Greenhill, one of the
stewards, was anxious to follow Thurs-
day's run on a motor cycle, and a 3^
Rover was placed at his disposal by Jack
Haslam. The machine carried him
through in a highly satisfactory manner.

All told there " were no fewer than
thirty-eight hills with single figure

gradients in tin's day of days. Any one

W. C. Drake (31 h.p. P. and M.) ascending

Jacob's Ladder.

for some time, so we know how fast liis

twin Bradbury is. Lodge Lane was the

final climb of the day,, but practically

all got U13 easily—indeed, many scurried;

up as they were behind time.

Eric Williams (6 h.p. A.J.S. ridecar) on Lee Lane, Shibden Dale, Thursday s piece tfe rzilstanzt
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FRIDAY'S ROUTE: 148i MUes.
Sheffield, Marsden, Littlcborough,

Todmorden, Hebden Bridge, Halifax
~
(lunch), Slaithwaite, HolmHrth, Peni-

stone, Stocksbridge, Sheffield.

It was a very reduced field that started

on the last day's ran of the ever-to-be-

remenibered " Six Days " of 1914, for,

instead of the 132 who originally started,

there were but eightj'-one left this morn-
ing. Teeton (James sidecar) had "with-

drawn owing to physical unfitness to con-

tinue, though he observed the others on

one or two hills. In the initial non-stop

section tliere were several hills to climb,

that leading up to Bradfield rising rather

abruptly. Henfrey (Ariel), who had put

in useful work at the start securing the

belt pulley to the spokes, broke a belt.

Later, we overhauled C. R. Collier, who
was bewailing liis luck with tyres, for a

front wheel piuicture had completed the
round of all wheels. The new Matchless
detachable wheel, however, soon saw \\m\

on his way again. Hereabouts also we
encountered Catt, who had suffered gear
trouble on liis Triumph, and was obliged
to withdraw, though up to that point he
had not_ lost a single mark. Near Lang-
sett there was a patch of unrolled loose
metal which caused the riders some
anxiety. Long after the others had
parsed Allday (James) was seen making
up lost time, another puncture having
delayed him considerably. Dixon, another
James rider, and Edwards (Bat) managed
to come into collision whilst negotiating
a hairpin bend together.

Ewden is a fine climb with fair surface,
steep at the bottom and with several
turns. The view from the top was ex-
ceptionally fine, and it was hard to
believe one was near the manufacturing
districts. Practically all the survivors
came up in good form. It was interesting
to note that tlie front wheels of Arm-

strong's Gordon cycle car, which last

night had the tops leaning inwards, had
been straightened—a smart repair having
been accomplished in garage in ten

minutes—by fixing angle pieces and a tie

rod. under the a.xle. The last seen of Finch
was near the luncheon stop, a broken
exhaust valve causing a halt, when it was
discovered that by no maimer of means
could the valve cap be removed. Haslam
wasted ten minutes helping with a huge
wrench, but with no avail, and finally

a new cylinder had to be procured to

enable Finch to proceed home. A driver
who had put up such an excellent per-

formance surely did not deserve such an
ignominious exit, for the bill-climbing of

liis 3^- h.p. sidecar outfit has been one of

the features of tlie trial.

Observations on Mytholm Rise.

Undoubtedly the p'lice de risistanct in

Friday's run was the ascent known as

ilytholra Rise, near Todmorden. At the
outset the surface was of fairly good
cobbles, but suddenly these were left and
ordinary road metal in very bad condi-
tion was encountered. There were many
acute bends, a short, easy stretch, and
a long, steep section getting looser and
looser towards the summit, and a final

hairpin. The gradient was 1 in 5-6, and so

severe was the hill that we endeavour as

far as possible to qualify each performance
which we noted. Francis (Lea-Francis),
Little (Premier), Boxer (Bat), Piatt
(Bradbury), Baker (Scott), Pearson (Clymi
two-stroke), and Nokes (Sunbeam), all

showed up well. C. R. Collier (JIatchless
sc.)' was apparently using too high a gear
and stopped near the last bend. Hall
(O.K. -Junior) dismounted and van. Brown-
sort (A.C.) suffered trouble through his
petrol failing to reach the carburetter,
and came to a standstill, .so he blew-

down the filler cap on the dashboard,
w-ith the result that the spirit rushed out

H. j. Beal (L.M.C.) and G. Barnard (Sunbeam) on one of the abrupt corners on
Trooper's Lane, Halifax.

COMPETITORS ON TROOPER'S LANE.
HALIFAX, DURING THURSDAY

AFTERNOON'S RUN.

P. Phillips (Douglas) is seen leading A. Clayton
(Triumph) and F. W. Applebee (Mptosacoche).

of the tank into his mouth and nearly
choked him. He tasted petrol the rest
of the day. Turvey (Triumph) w-as
baulked by a cart, and had a narrow
escape from being driven into the gutter.
Piatt (Bradbury) made a magnificent
climb, and as far as the eye could judge
his was the best performance of a sidecar
combination. Ball (Douglas) made a fine
ascent and was applauded by the specta-
tors, while a good climb was made by
Kirk (Ariel). Price (Bat) had a
tremendous struggle to get to the top

—

first he almost got into the gutter, tlien

the front wheel leaped a foot off the
ground, then he got into the gutter
again, but cleverly saved himself and made
a clean ascent.

Gibb (Douglas) came up in fine form,
while de la Hay (Sunbeam) did equally
well. Lea (Lea-Francis) was all over
the road, but reached the summit without
a stop ; Edwards (Bat) was driven into
the side of the road by a cart. Brown
(Rover) made^ a tine showing, while quite
the best -solo performance was that of

Lovegrove (Scott), whose machine climbed
fast and held the road in a manner
whicli words fail to describe. Ross
(Triumph), Oliphant (Premier), Clark
(James), and Greaves (Enfield sc.j all got

C9
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FRIDAY MORNING
MILES

' 2,000
1,800

up well, though Egginton's Enfield sc.

suffered from wheel slip, while Slater's

J.B.S. cycle car made a fine climb. Drew
(Imperial) was obviously failing, when he
retarded the spark by turning the con-

tact breaker between his fingers, but

this feat did not save him. Bees
(L.M.C.) came up with ease, while

Moffat, like the other Douglas riders,"

made a fine ascent. Davy, whose Norton
has a Brampton variable gear as well

as a hub gear, went very well, Newey
(Ariel) travelled fast on second, his

machine leaping like a deer, and he only

changed to first just below the last

hairpin. Tippett (Humber) made a good
ascent, while Edmond, riding a similar

machine but air-cooled, failed. Smith
(Bat) and Fenner (Blackburne) per-

formed most creditably, but Keel (N.U.T.)
failed to negotiate' the gradient; Cook
(A.S.L.), whose twin has been doing
well, made a clean ascent, and Under-
bill (Overseas), though his engine was
knocking, got up. Gray (Sunbeam)
reached the top, though his engine was
pre-igniting, and he slipped his clutch

a good deal. Leslie (Scott) mounted the

hill easily, but not quite so well as his

colleague Lovegrove. Drake (P. and 41.)

was one of the unfortunates, but Holroyd
(Blackburne) and the Calthorpe and
Gordon cycle cars did extremely well.

McMinnies (Morgan) failed through wheel
slip, though he made a gallant effort

to save himself by making the machine
swerve about so as to find a place for

the back wheel to grip. Guest, who has

Premier sc.) came along well up to

certain point, but he had to dismount f<

a few yards. Clean ascents were -ma<

by Allday (James) and Hunt (Campit,

sc). At the end of the climb a noi

H. Greaves, on the 8h.p. Enheld, at the top. of Lower Bradheld Hil

accounted lor every hill on his Match-
less sidecar, was in difficulties in the loose

surface, but managed to pull through
by bumping on the saddle. Haslam'(3i-

G. Nott (3-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar) and A. J. Stevens (61i.p. A.J.S. sidecar) on Meal Hill,

CIO Slaithwaite.

competing Bradbury sidecar arrived a

the summit with three adults and a bah
on board.
At the luncheon interval Moffa

(Douglas), who "is well in the runnin,
for the 350 c.c. cup, found a tyre fla

and had to repair in a non-stop section
which lost him five marks. Greave
(Enfield) and James (Morgan) were -i

the same boat..

Another hill which called for a certai;
amount of attention was that leading ou
of Holmfirth.

, The steepest portion wa
at the foot, and was about 1 in 5; tli

surface was cobbles, which, someway up
gave way to good macadam, and "ther
were two easy bends. The leaders cam-
up w^ith ease, but Langton (Ariel sc.) shec
a chain^ after leaving the cobbles, whici
cost him about five minutes' delav
Frank Smith (Clyno sc.) came up well
and calmly slowed right down on 1 in (

to allow a photographer to take a pictiu^
of him. The said photographer climbei
the hill in a sidecar outfit, and turnec
sharp left up a side turning with tin

object of leaving the machine out of tin

way of the competitors, when Not
(Clyno sc), who was behind, foUowee
him. Quickly realising his mistake Not
turned round on the sidecar wheel ant;

got away again without stopping eithei^

road wheel or engine. It was a verj
clever piece of driving. Near thi":

point Scott was obliged to retire owing- t<l

a melted big end bearing His A.C. nacl

shown up particidarly well throughoul
the week, and it was indeed hard lines ti

have to withdraw on the very last day o:

this strenuous trip.
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45 50 55

TIMEDIN HERE
60

Tinkjr's Monument.
As stated in our report of Thursday's

run, the real bill up to Tinker's monu-
ment was omitted, but even if that were
so a very good substitute was found. It

began by being rough, but not very steep,

and keeping up its rouglmess for quite a

distance, then the road was grass-grown

and good, but the last section that

mattered, which was about 1 in 6 and
3in. deep in little stones, large stones,

and dust, was by no means pleasant.

Drew (Imperial) failed, and Piatt (Brad-

bury sc.) canie to a stop through his gear

operating rod being out of adjustment.

Beyond this point a number of competi-

tors went astray, and never passed the

timekeeper at the end of the non-stop

The Wolf three-speed gear control

lever,

section, but it takes a wily customer to

deceive Mr. Ebblewhite, and lie quickly
got liis car under way, iind, cutting across

country, took the times in a different

place. The trouble was due to Thursday's
arrows not having been taken down.

Further on Piatt's Bradbury engine

seized, ,and as we passed clouds of

smoke were issuing from the engine, as

paraffin was soused o\er it in the

driver's frantic endeavours to finish.

The last :iscent of note was Burnt Hill,

Oughtibridge, and we could not help

but observe the more pleasant look on
the competitors' faces as the end ho\e
in sight. Wilkins (Levis) and Walters
(P. and il.), who have led the string all

the week, came along practically dead to

time, and most of the others made good
climbs. Pilkiiigton (Rex-.Iap sc.) actu-
ally stopped on a hill for the first

time owing to an air lock, but proved
the qualities of his machine by restart-

ing oil the steepest part and accelerating
finely. The veteran Applebee got on to
loose stones at the corner, and onl.v

just recovered himself. Easily the best
ascent among the passenger machines
was made bv Burgess on tlie C'althorpe

Minor, wlio swept up the hill, scattering

stones in all directions at the corner.

Clayton pointed to a flat rear tyre as he
passed us ; he rode the last tw'enty-five

miles on the rim. Two of the three
Scotts actually went up on top gear.

\Vhen but fifteen miles from the finish

Viclters Edwards broke a valve, and,
having no spare, gave up.

Hardee's sidecar frame broke when
almost in sight of the storage depot, a
|in. solid bar of chrome vanadium steel

having sheered.

Saturday's Proceedings.

Saturday was devoted to an inspection
of the machines which survived, opera-
tions commencing at 8 a.m. ^^any a

competitor whose footrests were bent, or
a valve lifter broken, or rim dented,
quaked at the prospect of halving marks
deducted wliich might preclude them from
an award. In the evening the results

were issued and the following special
awards ;

THE SPECIAL AWARDS.
The Team Prize.—The Douglas

Team: Messrs. W. B. Gibb, P. W.
Moffat and P. Phillips on 2| h.p.

three-speed model Douglas motor cycles,

60.9 X 60 mm. bore and stroke. The
highest and lowest of the three gear

ratios available w-ere 5.5 and 13.5 to 1.

The Douglas team gained 597 marks
out of a possible 600.

Second.—The P. and M. team. 595.

Third.—The Matchless team, 685.

Fourth.—The Scott team, 576.

Filth.—The Hmnber team, 545.

Sixth.—The Premier team, 499.

W. J. Brownsort (10 A.C. cycle car) climbing

Bradfield Hill.

W. B. Gibb (2,f h.p. thrcc-spccd Douglas),

^vho with P. W. Mottat and P. Phillips

formed the winning team in the A.C.U.

Trials.

Cri', V.U.VE £8 8s. (presented by Jlr.

.T. Haslam, Sheffield, for the best per-

formance by any machine not exceeding
350 CO.)-Messrs. W. B. Gibb (2| h.p.

Douglas) and P. W. Moffat (2J h.p.

Douglas) tied.

Cud, Vai-ue £15 15s. (presented by the

Sheffield Motor Cycle Traders for the
best performance by a sidecar machine).

—

E. C. Davis (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sc).

Cup, Value £15 15s. (presented by the

Sheffield Motor Cycle Traders for the

best performance by a solo motor cycle).

—

W. Westwood (4 li.p. Triumph).

Special Gold Medal (for an excep-

tional performance).—N. Hall (2 h.p.

O.K.), 58 X 72 mm. = 190 c.c. Albion
three-speed gear.
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TABLE OF RESULTS SHOWING AWARDS AND AARKS GAINED.

Rider aod Machine,

E. V. Walters {3.^ P. and M.) . .

.

Gcorce Nott (6 Clyno sc.)

F. C. North (3i Ariel)

Frank Smith {6 Cljiio sc.)

F. W. Applebee (3^ Motosacoche)
R. Creak-Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

P. Phillips (2.5 Douglas)
C. E. Nokcs {3I- Sunbeam)
Joseph Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.) . .

.

A. Clayton (4 Triumph)
W. Westwood (4 Triumph)
T. Stevens (4.^ James sc.)

G. I. Francis (3} Lea Francis) . .

Jesse Baker (3^ Scott) . . .-

R. C. Boxer (5 Bat)
H. Rutherford (3! Premier) . . . .

Rex Pearson (al- Clyno)
G. Gray Barnard (3 1 Sunbeam)..
H- Graham Dixon (3!- James) . .

.

D. W. BrowTi (3?; Rover) '.

W. B. Gibb (2:1 Douglas)
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless sc.) . .

Norman Lea (3J Lea-Francis) . .

.

T. C. de la Hay {3 V Sunbeam) .

.

C. R. Collier (7 Matchless sc.) . .

.

R. W. Lovegrove (3f- Scott) . . .

.

Fred. Turvey, jun. (4 Triumph).

.

W. H, Egginton (8 Enfield sc.) .

.

George Hunt (8 Campion sc) . .

.

Graham Price (5 Bat)
L. Newey (3.V Ariel)

Arthur Kirk '(3^ Ariel)

T. J. Ross (4 Triumph)
U. F. Edwards (5 Bat)

J. Oliphant (3.V Premier)
P. \V. Moffat (2I Douglas)

J. -V\'. Moffat (3.\ Sunbeam)

Consump-
tion of

Cycle Cars

Total
Marks
Gained

.193
186
200
200
1S9
200
197
200
198

^97
195
196
194
190
t86
200
200
ig6
200
186
200
198
197
190
200
T75

i«3

199

200
199

Condition
Marks Bonus.
Lost.

I -|-I0

3 + 3
2 +10
2 +10
I +10
2 +10
2 +10
I +10
I +10
3 +10-

+10
7 +10
2 +10
2 +10
2 +10
4 + 6

6 + 4
I + 10
2 + 10

7 + 7
+ 10

10 + 10
I + 10

7 ._ + 10
I + 10

3 + 10
I — 10

4
—

7 + 7

3
—

I + 10
2 + IO-

3 fio
3 + 10

3
- + 10

+ 10

4 + 9

Award

.

G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M."
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.^
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.-
G.IM.

GM.

Rider and Marbine.
Consump'
tion oi

Cycle Cars

G. E. Keel (3! N.U.T.)
L. A. Bees (4 L.M.C.)

W. P. Tippett (3.V Humber)
VV. Leslie Guy (.3J Scott)

P. Shaw (3.S P. and -M.)

F. G. Edmond (3I Humber)
C. W. Smith (4-i Bat) .

Vincent UnderhiU (3-V Overseas)

W. E. Cook (5 A.S.L.)

Eric Williams (6 A.J.S. sc.)-

F. Burgess (lo CaUhorpe)
W. C. Drake (3J P. and M.) ...

,

R. E. Guest (7 Matchless sc.) . .

.

W. G. McMinnies (8 Morgan) . .

.

Fred. K. Langton {.5 Ariel sc.) . .

J. D. Drysdale (aS- Connaught) .

.

S. Tubb (3.V Humber)
C. O. Henfrey (3* Ariel)

Neville Hall (2 O.K.)
H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)
F. G. Ball (2-J-

Douglas)

G. N. Fenner (3J Blackbume)- .

.

J. S. Holroyd (3.', Blackburne) .

.

G. W. Wilkin (2j Levis)

W. J. Brownsort (10 A.C.)

James Robinson (3^ N.U.T.) . . .
."

W. James (S Morgan)

J. Drew {2.V New Imperial)

E. B. Slater (10 J.B.S.)

H. Greaves (8 Enfield sc.)

James Allday (3i James)
P. S. Taylor {2,V New Imperial). .

F. W. Chapman {4 Triumph) . . .

Gordon Armstrong (8 Gordon) .-.

R, M. Davy (3I Norton)

A Pilkington, jun. (3 Rex-Jap SC-)

Tack Ha^lam (3I Piemiersc.) ..

27.9

50.6

19.4

"29.5

35-8

Total Condition
Marks Marks
Gained. Lost.

174 5
'200 3
=94 3
187 2

200

179 3

190 3
181 2

ig8 I

188 3

200 I

200 T

200 I

183 5
170 4
172 3
172 '

5

162 5

138 4

175 3

169 2

173
177
163 5

152 2

150 7
" 135 2

151 3
135

159 7
155 2

109 3
106 4
ir4 - 12

103 3
III 5

ro9

Bonus.

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

+ 6

+-6

+ 7

+ 10

+ 3

+
-J- 10

+ 2

G.M.
G.M,
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
G.M.
S.M.
S.M.

S.M.
S.M.
S.M.

S.M.
S.M.
S.M.

S.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B.M.
B..M.

TRIALS NOTES.
Fancy including a brake test on the

level when competitors were descending
1 in 4 gradients every day without
exception !

F. C. Nortli's record in Six Days
Trials is surely unequalled. He has
competed in six events and on every
occasion has qualified for a gold medal
—a magnificent testimony to his riding
skill and the qualities of his Ariel.

The Motor Cycle representatives were
frequently the only pressmen observing
-the performances on the test hills.

One of the best roadside repairs dur-

ing the trial was by J. S. Holroyd, whc
broke three pinions in the liub gear qb

his Blackburne, and effected a replace-

ment after dismantling the gear on tliE

road. Holroyd had never seen the- ill-

side of a hub gear before, and told us

that when he removed the end plate
''

lot of springs and balls tell out."

Surely there is no need for the A.C.U.
to organise a '-Colonial " trial now, for

there are no worse roads to be found in

Yorkshire than those traversed on Mon-
day, Thursday, and Friday.

Benzole was procurable every\vhere in

the districts at Is. 5d. per gallon. Those
who used it liked it, and were pleased'to
flid that then' engines refused to knoclc

Neville Hall (2 h.p, O.K.), who was given

a special gold medal for an exceptional

performance. Hall's three-speed mount had
- an engine of only 193 c.c, and was easily the

smallest to survive the course.

To W. James belongs the credit of

surviving the Scottish Trial and again

the English Trial on a two-seater

Morgan.

R. C. Davis (8 h.p. Chater-Lea), who won the

special sidecar cup m the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials.

CI4

The performance of Neville Hall on
the 2 h.p. O.K. Junior stands out pro-

minently. His was the only miniature
to finish, and the other competitors were
so impressed by his plucky exhibition
that a petition was signed to present
Hall with a special gold medal. His
machine had an Albion three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

Thursday's route was by far the worst
ever arranged in a Six Days event.

W. Westwood (4 h.p. three-speed Triumph),

who has been awarded the cup for the besf

solo performance.
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Six Days Trials Notes.—

. The two motor bicycles used by our staff

in reporting this event were a strange

dwtrast. One was the product of that

old-established and excellent firm, Messrs.

Phelon and Moore, was expected to acquit

itself well, and it did so, while the other

was one of the new 3^ h.p. twin A.B.C.'s

—quite a new and untried production.

Had it not done well we should have
forgiven it on account of its youth, but

as it climbed every test hill it was put at

in* excellent form and finished in perfect

condition, it de erve-- the fullest credit.

The series of steep hills came as a sur-

prise, and no one can recollect a trial

in which there was a greater succession.

It has been a tremendous test, and only

the best men and the best machines have
finished it successfully.

Route-marking by means of spilling dye
on the roads is in its infancy. Nine
times out of ten during last week's trial

it was successful, but on the tentli

occasion the colour would not show up
on the road. The arrows are a valuable

adjunct to the system, and some im-

provement might be effected by using

brighter shades of dye.

A smoking concert arranged by the
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. at the
King's Head Hotel on Wednesday
proved a popular change in the" even-
ing's programme. Filling up protest
forms was largely indulged in other
evenings.

On Thursday evening a competitors'
" protest " meeting was held at the
Grand Hotel, wlicn certain resolutions

were passed calling upon the A.C'.U. to

reduce the average speeds, especially for
passenger machines. Simultaneously the
A.C.U. officials were di.scussing the
advisability of allowing a few minutes'
grace in connection with Thursday
morning's route, which was eventually
done.

The Brake Test.

Owing to a certain amount of mis-
understanding on the part of the com-
petitors of the brake test, the marks
lost therein have not been taken into
consideration in making the awards.

AMONG THE CH1MNE'> TOPS

P. Phillips (Douglas) and A. Pilkington (Rex-Jap sidecar) ascending Don Hil

The sidecar is seen approaching one of the several gulleys.

Stocksbrldge

The Final Examination.

The judges. Major D. F. Nicholl,
R.A., D.S.O., and Dr. A. M. Low,
D.Sc, A.C.G.T., etc., and the .stewards,

the J^ev. E. P. Greenhill and Mr. F.
Dover, and other offici.als worked for
twelve hours in examining the surviving
machines and working out the results.

The examination by tlie four gentlemen
named, who are expert motor c^xlists,

was most thorongli. We spent some
time with them during their arduous
task, and saw that very little escaped
their notice.

EAST MIDLAND CENTRE
TEAM TRIAL.

The course chosen for this trial on
Saturday last was a sporting one which
competitors took in a sporting spirit. It
was by far the most difficult yet chosen

by the Centre, being up and down test

hills and along " colonial " road sections

nearly the whole of the circular route,

which started at Ambcrgate. Ten teams
from the Lincoln, North Derbyshire, i\Iat-

lock, and Nottingham clubs turned out,
and no club other than the North
Derbyshire finished with more than one
man in a team. North Derbyshire were
declared the winners, and now hold with
Ijincoln one share in the tropliy. Tlie

following made non-stop runs ; R.
Blanksbv (7 Indian). K. W. Hamilton

(2J Douglas), C. C. Ellmrne (4 Triumph),
T. Boam (3i Bradbury), and B. Rhodes
(3i Sunbeam). Of these Blanksby is

not eligible for an award, as his engine
was over the capacity allowed for solo

mounts, and Hamilton because his

machine was not fitted with a, clutch.

In^ conjunction with the Centre trial

the Nottingham Club ran for the
Bowdcn Cup, C. C. Elborne (4 Triumph)
being the provisional winner. •

SOME OF THE SURVIVORS IN THE A.C.U. TRIALS.
THE BAT TEAM.—R. C. Boxer. Graliam Price, and E. V. Walters. P. Shaw, and W. C. Drake, who successlully rode

H. p. Edwards. 31 h.p. P and M. machines, and were placed second.

Clf
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CURRENT
CHAT ISIBi

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
July 16 9.8 p.m.

„ 18 9.6 p.m.

„ 20 9.4 p.m.

,, 22 ... ... 9.2 p.m.

JULY i6th, 1914.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.

ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.

Six Days Awards.

In the present issue we give a list of

medal winnei's in the Six Days Trials.

Of these, fifty-one won gold medals, nine
won silver medals, and eight won bronze,
while five competitors gained no award,
though they finished the course.

Halt-day Trial for Cycle Cars.

There are two dozen entries for the
Midland Light Car Club's cycle car and
light car trial on Saturday next, the
18th inst., starting from the Midland
Wheel Club's premises at 2.30 p.m.

Weights in the Six Days Trial.

It is interesting to notice the extremes

met with in the official weights of the

competing machines in the Six Days
Trial. The lightest motor cycle was the

I5 h.p. Dayton, ridden by W. G, Ayling,

which scaled 148 lb. ready for the road.

The heaviest solo machine was the 5 h.p.

Montgomery, which turned the scale at

324 lb. fully equipped. The distinction

of having the heaviest sidecar outfit was
shared by E. E. Guest (7 h.p. Matchless)

and Eli Clark (8 h.p. Leader) at 616 lb.

each. The lightest and heaviest cycle cars

were respectively W. G. McMinnies's
8 h.p. Jlorgan single-seater, 588 lb., and
M. D. Graham's 10 h.p. Jlorris-Oxford,

1,444 lb. It is interesting also to note

that the average weight of the three

Douglas machines which composed the

winfting team was 203 lb., or just 2 lb.

heavier than the average weight of the

machines in the Junior T.T. race.

The International Six Days Trial.

Entries for this event closed at ordinary

fees on Saturday last, and the English
contingent, so far as ^v•e can gather, for

up to the present no official news has
reached us from the XJ.M.F., will consist

of the following : Frank Sm.ith (Clyno
sc), a two-stroke Clyno, C. 11. CnUivr
(Matchless ,sc.), F. May (A.J.S.), 11'. F.
Newsome (Triumph), T. C. de la Hay
(Sunbeam), H. V. Colver (Matchless), P.
S. Brady (Douglas), G. A. Gregson (Bat),

R. C. Boxer (Bat), H. F. Edwards [Bat),

F. Dover (Premier), J. Stuart White
Bradbury), J. Woodhouse (Quadrant),

C. P. Finn (Enfield), M. 0. Breeze
(B.S.A.), a P. and M., an Ariel, two
A.B.C.'s, and a Morgan in the cycle car

class. Twenty-one in all, so England will

be well represented. The names printed

in italics are those comprising ~the British

team. Entries close at double fees on
July 25th. The machines will be examined
and sealed on Sunday, August 2nd, at

I'Ancien Arsenal, Avenue Felix Viallet,
Grenoble. Teams from Germany and
Switzerland, and, of course, France, will
lend an international air to the compe-
tition. In all, over sixty entries are
expected.

Show Stands.

At the Olympia Show in November
certain stands will be available for firms
desirous of supporting the system of uni-
versal stand decoration. The idea is the
outcome of an effort toward unifornr
stand decoration at the Olympia Show of

1915. .- _

Two-strokes and Lightweights.

Among the special articles arranged for

our next issue is a description of a hill-

climbing expedition in Lakeland by Jlr.

George D. Abraham.

Miss May Walker will deal with "light-

weights and two-strokes from a lady's

point of view.

"Why I Favoured the Two-stroke
Engine " is the title of an interesting

irticle by Mr. Alfred A. Scott.

This number, datgd July 23rd, will be
specially enlarged.

»'^i.

A.C.U. SIX D.AYS TRIALS R. E. Guest (7 h.p. Matchless sidecar) in one of the gullies on

Lee Hill, Shibden Dale, where many stopped. This ascent was covered with large loose stones.
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FUTURE EVENTS.
July i8.—M.C.C. Memberi Meatinj; at

Brooklands.

„ £8 —Midland Light Car Club Open
Efficiency Trial.

l8.—Liverpool Amateur M.C.C. Open
Trial for Amateurs only, for

Reliance Cup.

„ 25.— Slreatham and District M.C.C.
Open Hill-climb.

„ 25.— Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Cycle Car and Light Car Open
Trial.

„ 25.—B.M.C.R.C. Race MeetinT.

Aug. 3-9.~F.LC.M. INTERNATIONAL SIX
DAYS TRIAI^. Grenoble as a
centre.

„ 15.—Essex M.C. Race Meeting ai

Brooklands.

Sept 6-9.—ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL IN
HOLLAND.

%
J'

i

i

International Six Days Trial.

Further probable entrants for the trinl

at Grenoble oigaiiised by the F.I.CM.
inchide G. Hunt (8 h.p. Campion sc.)

with new Jardine four-.speed year bnx.

and A. E. Catt (4 h.p. Triumpli).

Motor Cycle Races at Cambridge

There will be three rae<!,s for miniature
motor cycles (not exceeding 250 c.c.) at

the Cambridge Town ai«l County Mam-
moth Show which will be held on the

Aug.ist Bank Holiday. Entries to Mr.
W. C. Gibbs, 9, Christ's Lane, Cam
bridge, close on the 25th inst.

The Castleford Speed Trial.

On ^'edticsday, last wceh, the Castle

ford Motor CIuIj held a .>.uccessful speed

trial at Byram Park, in which the follow-

ing proved to be winners in their resjiec-

tive classes: Lightweights— (!. Shaw (2^

Nestor). Sidecar machines up to 3^ h.p

—M. H. Watson (3i P. and M. sc).

Sidecar machines over & h.p.—C.

Lynn (8 Matchless sc.) and — Pailey (6

New Hudson sc. (tied). All comers' handi

cap—E. Robej-ts (2| Douglas). The
fastest time of the day was made by G
Shaw (3 Enheld) over a half-mile course,

from a standing start.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

SrEL-i.\r. Road \V.\rninos.—The A.A.

has been informed by the District Council

of Cheadle and Gatfey that a large num
ber of motor vehicles are passing through

Cheadle at unreasonable speed, .^s there

is a great amount of tralhc in the High
Street, the council feel tliat unless

greater care is taken, proseciitions may
ensue.

The Perth-Inverness road is again open

to traffic, a temporary bridge having

been erected at (jarr Bridge, in place

ol the bridge lately washed away. .'^lem-

bers are warned that careful driving will

be necessary in this neighbourhood for

some time to come.
West of England Road Notes.—

Several A.A. members have recently sent

in letters complaining of the unsatisfac-

tory condition of roads in the County
of Devon. The Association has for some
time past been endeavouring to secure
the necessary improvements, and is now
informed that, as a result of an applica-
tion to the Road Board, a large grant
is being made for the purpose of exten-
sive operations in the county.

R. W. Lovegrove (3 f li.p. Scott) ascending

Trooper's L;ine, I l.ilifax, in the A.C.U. trials,

llie Scotis excelled in hill-climbing this year

An Italian Race.

Classes for 350 c.c. 'and 50ID c.c.

machines were provided in the Circuito

Valle Ticino, 1111 important Italian road

race held last week. In the former a

Douglas machine ridden by B. Badiiio

rniished first over the 127 miles, and in

the 500 c.c. class honours went to

Bordino, riding a Motosacoche, Rudgos
niling second and third positions.

Baj Badmo {2\ h.p. Douglas), wmner ol

the 350 c.c. class m the Italian race, the

Circuito Valle Ticmo, run last week over a

127 miles course

Next Thursday !

An issue devoted mainly to two-stroke
and lightweight} motor cycles. A number
of special articles and illustrations will

be included.

No Professionals Eligible.

" Amateurs only " is the keynote of the
open reliability trial for the Reliance
Trophy and other prizes to be held by
the Liverpool Amateur M.C.C. on July
18th. The trial takes the form of a 130
miles run.

Drive Carefully in Harrogate.

The Corporation of Harrogate, a town
which has lately seen a good deal of
motor competitions, recently decided to
apply for a ten-mile speed limit in con-
sequence of numerous complaints of reck-
less driving in the town. . Motorists
visiting this place are requested to drive
with moderation, especially along the
Leeds road and West Park. Although
steps have been taken with regard to the
provision of signposts at certain dangerous
corners, the Harrogate and District A.C.
feel sure that if a little more consideration
is shown- by motorists it will help to
prevent the infliction of one more speed
limit area

Circuit de I'Eure Team Prize.

Considerable uncertainty appears to
have existed over the winning of the
team prize, for which the Hutchinson
Tyre Co. put up a trophy in the Circuit
de I'Enre. First of all it was announced
that the Douglas team had won, and this
was followed by a further examination of
the timekeeper's records, whereupon it

was stated that the B.S.A. team were
entitled to the award. The matter, we
understand, has now been finally settled
at a meeting of the Sporting Committee
of the Motor Cycle Union of France, held
last week, when it was definitely decided
that the originally named team, viz., the
Douglas, were the winners of the trophy.

Invitation Team Trial in Yorkshire.

•An account of this severe trial was
published in our issue of June 11th, but
the final and official result did not come
to hand until this week, and is given
below :

1. HaiTogate.—W. Fa-wcett (3i P. and

-

.M.), T. C. Atkinson (2^ Triumph), R.
Swift (4 Bradbury), G. Hill (3J Scott), VV.

E Grange (6 Bradbury sc), and H. W.
Fortune (6 A.J.S. sc).

2. Bradford.—T. Bullus (3i P. and
M.), S. Todd (3i P. and M.), P. Shaw
(3i P. and M.), H. Drake (3' P. and M.),
W. Gillyard (8 Chater-Lca sc), and W.
Clough (8 Chater-Lea sc).

No other club finished with a full

team. The special medal presented by
the President of the Bradford Club for the
best individual performance of the day
goes to W. Fawcctt (3^ P. and M.).

South Harting Hill Climb

A fine entry of sixty -one has been
received by the Cyclecar Club for their

hill-climb on Saturday next at South
Harting, which starts at 2 p.m., but is

preceded by a lunch at the Dolphin
Hotel, Petersfield. A special class is

reserved for lady drivers, and has
attracted five entries. A feature of the
proceedings will be the free decarbonisa-
tion of competitors' engines, if desired,

by the Dyer Apparatus Co., Willesden.

C23
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A New 5h.p. Ivy Model.

IN
addition to the wide range of

machines manufactured by S. A.
Newman, of Aston Cross, Birming-
ham, a very practically designed

b h.p. twin will in future be marketed.
The engine is the 70x85 mm. twin
J.A P., and the drive to the rear wheel
is by chain throughout, the Enfield gear
being fitted. The front chain is neatly

Powerful rear brake on the 5 h.p. Ivy.

enclosed in a metal case, and the rear
chain is protected by a cover extending
over the top links. An Amac carbu-
retter is fitted, and the magneto may
be arranged for handle-bar or tank
control. One of the most striking

A NEAT ELECTRIC HORN.
Electric horns have a great fascina-

tion for the majority of motor cyclists,

though sometimes a fear of extra com-
plication exists. The Apollo manufac-
turing Co., of Moseley Street, Birming-
ham, has just produced a very simple

The Apollo light car horn.

and effective device, which: has the

additional advantage of requiring very

little current. Half an amp. only is

required, so that the usual small 4ivVolt
"Flash" dry battery will last over a very
considerable period. In point of fact, a

somewhat earlier type of horn has been
in use on a light car owned by one
of our staff. The machine has been in

constant use since the beginning of

March, and the original twenty-amp. cells

are still in use. There has probably
been a certain amount of waste due to

meddlesome folk in garages, so that it

might be a good plan for those who have
no lock-up to fit an intercepter in the
circuit, when the batteries should last

indefinitely. The construction of the
device is remarkably simple, and there

is practically nothing to go wrong, even
the trembler adjustment being adjustable

C24

Valve side of the twin-cylinder Ivy sidecar combination.

features of the machine is the mud-
guarding. The front wheel is covered
by a wide guard with deep continuous
valances, and, in addition to these, a
large magneto shield helps to protect
the rider's feet. The rear guard is 7in.

by the merest novice. In simple words,
the action of the horn is as follows : A
diaphragm of special steel is carried in

a specially formed horn base and from
it projects a steel rod. Surrounding the
E'od ^is a. circular electro magnet, which
actuates a vibrating armature with the
usual platinum screw adjustment. At
each vibration the armature hits the
diaplu-agm rod, and a clear penetrating
note is produced. Besides the screw
adjustment the armature, which is

mounted on a special carrier, can be
easily moved nearer or further from the
end of the rod if required. A neat
button switch is provided, and the horn
is well finished in plating, brass, or
black. It may be obtained with handle
bar fittings or for light cars.

across the chord, and catches, the mudl
thrown from the brake rim as well as.J
from the tyre. The equipment is )|

thoroughly good throughout, and the-;

powerful rear brake (which is fitted to ,4

most Ivy models) is worthy of comment.

62, Highgate Road, N.W. Much care
is put into the design and construction
of bodies, which comprise the necessary
artistic streamlines that are so essential
if a really smart and neat effect is to
be attained. Customers are also able to

THE EARLE SIDECARS.
A light and durable sidecar with

ample seating accommodation and space
for tools, luggage, etc., is to be
found in the Earle, which is manufac-
tured by Messrs. .John Lester and Co.,

The A.M.C. motor cycle

electric horn showing details

of construction.

The Earle coach-bui'.t sidecar with wind-

screen and Cape cart hood.

have their own ideas put into execution
in a satisfactory manner. We called
recently and insp'ected several bodies,
some in the finished state and others in
the course of erection. Aluminium
mouldings are used, but only with care,
for it is quite an easy mattei- to spoil
the appearance by over-decorating in this
respect. Anotlier point which commands
attention is the efficient toolbox provided
at the rear of the seat, access to which
is possible without disturbing the pas-
senger. Further notable features, such as
spring back and seat, map pociet, mat,
a large toolbox underneiith the seat,

locker in front of body, lamp bracket
and apron, and patent quick attachment
are also provided.



'THE MOTOR CYCLE" LIST OF CLUB EVENTS
July i8lh.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. Hill-climb.

„ i8th.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Reliability trial and speed-Judging
competition, leaving Rockbrook P.O. at 2.30 p.m.

„ l8tli.—Bury and West Suffolk and Ipswich M.C.C Inter-club event.

„ i8tb.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Sidecar trial [or Mc,-\datns Cup.

„ l8th.—Cyclecar Club. Hill-climb at South Harting an I run to Selsey.

„ i8th.—South Clin (Scarborough) iM.C.C. Flexibility hill-climb.

i8th.—Bolton and District I\1.C.C. Speed contest

July iSth.—East Essex M.C.C. Gymkhana.
., 20th.—Plymouth and District M.C.C, Open-air general meeting at Rock,

Yelverton, at 8 p.m.
i

„ 23nd.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Slow race Irom Bungalow.

„ 22nd.—Folkestone and District M.C.C. Paperchase, starting a't 2.30 p.m.

,, 23rd.—Leicester and District M.C.C. Run to Rockingham Castle, start-

ing at 2.15 p.m.

Western District (London) M.C.

This club is being entirely reorganised, and all those \vi.5li-

ing to join, especially motor cyclists residing in the Ealing
district, should write the hon. sec., Mr. B. F. G. Fowke, 10.

St. Stephen's Gardens, East Twickenham, for particulars.

Newcastle and District M.C.

A ronte-finding competition has been held over a fifteen

mile course. Out of fifteen starters ten completed the course,

and W. E. Cronipton (2| Sunbeam) proved to be the winner.

Parley and District M.C.C.

A competition was held last Saturday for the Dobson
Cup, which was won in a point-to-point trial by H. J.

Densham (6 A.J.S. sc), Avith J. W. Gumming (7 Matchles.*

3C.) second, and H. B. Willoughby (3^ Rudge) third.

Grimsby and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The result of Iho hill-climb at Thorganby Hill was a^

follows

:

Class 350.— r, C. H. Ii-nnison (2ri Douglas), fig. of merit 96.

Class Ooo.— r, t-I. S. Jrnnison (Campion), fig. of merit 124 ; 2, Withers
(Uudge multi), 129.9 ! 3. Bellamy (Triumph), 130.6.

Class 1,000.— i, Rostcrn (4-5 Zenith), fig. of merit I2| : 2, Lambert (4-5

Zenith), 141.
SioECAK.— I, Roots (6 Campion), fig. of merit 119 ; 2, Sleight (4I Singer)

Colchester and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 4tli in.'t. at liounstead Hill.

Jierechnrch. The Molor C'l/ch formula was used. Ke.'ults:

Touring Macuinfs to 500 c.c. (on Time).— i, E. C; Thorn (3$ Singer), 28is.

2, J. G. Bromley (3! Rover), 28JIS.

.4.\v MAcntNE TO 1.000 c.c. (on Formula).— i, T. S. Wilkin (3i Rudi-e). to^

2, K. L. Armcs (2^ Douglas), 126. On Time.— i, F. E. Crosby (7 Indian), 24 J^

2, H. Hincs (7 Indian), 25JS,
Sidecars (on Fonnula).— I, J. G. Bromley (3i Rover), 148 : 2, P. G. Pa

(7 Indian), 215.
Aky Machine to 500 c.c. (on Formula).— i, T. S. Wilkin (3.J Kudgc), g''

2, F. E. Crosby f2j Douglas), 106.

l-LE.xiBiLiTV Trial.— 1, J. G. Bromley (3^ Rover), slow 59s., f.ast 18s. (rati

3.2S) : 2, T. S. Wilkin (35 Uudge), slow 45s., fast i6s. (ratio 2.82I.

Blackheath and District M.C.

A successful flexibility cnntcst was held on the 4th in.^t

on Crown Ash Hill. Competitors were required to cover ;.

certain portion of the hill as fast as possible during th'

afternoon, and later another portion of the hill as slowly :i

possible. The results weii based on the formula

where W = weight of machine and rider, C
capacity of engine, 'i\, = time of slow climb, and

C X 'I

cubic I

:

T, = tin:

of fast climb. Results ;

. Solo Class (Time).— i, G. S. V\'oidin.m (7-9 in lian), I75s. : :, G. Fdwar 1

jun. (7-9 Indian), 20js.
; 3. E. Lisl'-r Wilson (7-9 In lian), 20|s.

Solo Class (Formula).— 1, W. L. Str.in^ (3I Uudge Multi), fig. of inei

:

.0447 ; 2, G. S. Woodman (7-9 Indian). .0391 ; 3, G. Edwards, jun. (7-9 Indian,'
'.0326.

Passenger Class (Formula).— I, G. W. Poyitton (7 Matchless sc.), fig. ol

merit .0724 ; 2, C. T. Liddon (15-18 Hlipmobile), .0546 ; 3, L. Hewitt (6 EnfteK!
sc), .0306.

Dorset A.C.

A hill-climb was held at Zigzag Hill, Shaftesbury, on the
8th inst. Results: 1, E. \V. Benison (2J Douglas): 2, K.
Rogers (2| Douglas) ; 3, H. Springfield (2J Douglas).
The second event resulted in V. Hunt (6 Sunbeam) and T.

F. Rowland (2J Douglas) tying for first place.
Fa.stest time of the day was made by L. Adams, whose

2| Diamond covered the 1,584 yards in Im. SSa.

Slough M.C. and L.C.C.

The result of the recent Stratford-on-Avon (second) trial

for the Harris challenge cup is as follows : 1, Mr. Swinstead
(V.S. sc), time 10m. 22s. ; 2, Mr. Eliot (Arno), 19m. ISs. ; 3,

.Mr. Kennedy (Douglas), 27m 4s.

Portsmouth and District M.C.

The above club held its annual speed-judging conteiit

at Rowlands Castle on Wednesday, July 1st. The winners

were L. Shilling (8 h.p. Morgan), 30 sees, early ; 0. Bennett
(Sparkbrook), 55 sees, early; and \V. .1. Fleetwood (Hender-
son), 100 sees, early.

A SCENE IN THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.

D. Brown (3i h p. Rover) and P. S. Taylor {2i h p. New Imperial) m
Jacob s Ladder, a narrow winding climb near Halhcrsage
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Club News.—
North Birmingham A.C.

The results of the club hill-climb, held on the 4th inst. at

Hipton Hill, Evesham, aie as follow :

ClASS 1.: Solo.— 1, A. G. Forsythe (s-V Regal), fig. of merit 410;
2, T.Hubbard (3S B.S.A.), 510

; 3, Ernest Smith (3I Regal-Green), 540. Fastest

time of the clay, A. G. Forsvthe {3J Regal), I7^s.

Class II. ; Sidecars and'Cycle Cars.— i, Ernest Smith (3I Regal-Green),

fig. of merit 627 ; 2, Arthur Butterlield (2.V Levis), 809 ; 3, T. Hubbard
(3* B.S.A.), 940.

The event was decided on The Motor Cycle formula.

Bradiord M.C. and L.C.C.

A reliability trial was held last week to Landsides and
back via Hawortli, Colne, Gisburn, Clitheroe, Trough of

Boland, Lancaster, and llilnthorpe. Besult : 1, W. Clough

(8 Chater-Lea sc.) ; 2, C. Sydney (3| Scott); 3, E. Bennett

(3i B.S.A.) ; 4, S. Binns (3| Scott). Teams of three riders

from other clubs are invited to take part in the Bradford-

Brighton and back (August lst-4th) run to compete ior the

Dyson Shield.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The third reliability trial was held over a ninety-five mile

course to Marlborough and back on the 11th inst. A fair

number of members competed, and all accomplished the

double journey in spite of the fact that the course was not

arrowed, and was difficult to follow ; Result : 1, A. S.

Richards (2f A.J.S.); 2, W. B. Harris (6 A.J.S.).

The club's annual members' trial to Land's End is fixed

for August 1st to 3rd.

North-West London M.C.C.

The eighth annual gymkhana took place on Thursday, the

9th inst., at Finchley, before a most" appreciative gathering

of about 2,000 people.

The events were of this club's usual order, the details

being, however, of distinctly novel character. About twenty

competitors took pait.

*«^'U

A.A. SCOUTS UP-TO-DATE.

The A.A. Scouts in Cheshire and various other districts have

now been supplied with Auto Wheel attachments by the A.A.,

to enable them to cover a bigger field.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.

W. D. Hawkes (10 h.p. Victor cycle car) oh the lower portion of Scape-

goat Hill during Thursday morning's run.
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FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.
M.C.C. Race Meeting at Brooklands.

~ The Motor Cycling Club will hold a private race meeting
at Brooklands on the 18th inst. There will be eleven races

for motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars (in addition to two
for cars), the most important of which will be the club cham-
pionship for the " Harry Smith " gold challenge cup. Dis-

tance, ten laps.

Penrith and District M.C.C.

By permission of the Earl of Lonsdale, president of the
above club, open speed trials will be held in Lowther Park
on Bank Holiday, August 3rd, at 10.30 a.m. In alli there
^¥ill be fifteen events, including special events foi' two-stroke
motor cycles and cj'cle cars. The awards consist of gold,

silver, and bronze medals, and a special prize for the fastest

time of the day. Entries, to the secretary, the Gloucester
Arms, Penrith, close on July 25tli.

Open Trial in the §outh.

The West Hants M.C.C. have applied to ihe A.C.U. for a
permit for an open reliability trial to be held on August 8th.

There will be five classes for solo machines, three for side-

cars, and one for cycle cars. Competitors will be timed by
their own watches in sealed cases. There will be four non-
stop sections (short). The start will be from the White Hart
Hotel, Ringwood, Hants, at 8 a.m., and the distance about
150 mUes. Entries should be sent to the hop. secretary, Mr.
Chas. H. R. Norrington, Longham, Wimborne.

One Day Open Trial.—Manchester to Brooklands.

The N.W.A.A. will run an open one-day trial under
A.C.U. open permit, on Saturday, August 1st, from Man-
chester to Brooklands.
The first portion will take the nature of a reliability trial

(length, two hundred miles). The route will be Manchester,
iiuxton, Ashbourne, Atherstone, Daventry, Banbury, Windsor,
Henley, Staines, Weybridge, Brooklands.
Over this first portion certain lengths will bo of an

absolute non-stop nature, but the total non-stop lengths
added together will not exceed seventy-five miles, leaving
the balance-—125 miles—for competitors to' go as they please.

On arrival at Brooklands track, all competitors will be
timed over a flying lap (two and threequarter miles). After
finishing the lap they will ascend the test hill from a
standing start, where their times will again be taken.
For rules and reg-ulations, apply to the hon. secretary

Mr. S. W. Carty, 5, Redcross Street, Liverpool.
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The 4h.p. Twin Precision.

THE 4 b.p. twin Precision is described by the makers
as a lightweight twin, as it is claimed that, on

account of its flexibility and smooth running, it does

not require a heavy frame or fittings, while the weight

of the engine itself is only 57 lb. It is, of course, not to

be imagined that a machine fitted with this engine should

be a lightweight proper, but that it should be very light for

the power. The design follows standard Precision lines, but
there are several interesting featm'es peculiar to the engine.

The bore and stroke are 60 and 88 mm. A new inlet pipe is

Tlie neat exhaust lifter mechanism on the

Precision engine.

worthy point, for a spring tappet projects upwards from
the top of the timing case, while the lower end rests upon
extension arms of the exhaust valve rockers. Thus, on de-
pressing the tappet by means of the usual handle-bar control,
both exhaust .valves are lifted evenly, a point which lieljis
easy starting and renders the valve gear quieter when coast-
ing down hill. Two cams only are used, one for both valves
on each cvlinder.

Both sides of the latest pattern 4 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision engine.

fitted which will be standardised on all Precision twins, and
the manufacturers are to be congratulated on takiug so much
interest in a much neglected part. The pipe is somewhat
flattened to permit of an easy passage between the valve

chests, and flange joints are utilised to make a sound con-

nection. To prevent air Jeaks in the pipe the flanges are

bolted up tight to the cylinder, and a sliding joint is formed
by two separate parts of the pipe, while in addition a light

stuffing gland is formed by a screwed ring packed with
special material. The internal exhaust lifter is another note-

SCENES IN THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS
TRIALS.

niet pipe en the new 4 h.p. twin Precision.

Left) T. Stevens (4.1 h.p. James sidecar) at a sharp corner at Walton.
(RisKt) A. Clayton (3i h.p. Triumph) and S. Tubb (3i h.p. Humber)

on the stony surlace of Green Hill. Wirksworth.

C3I
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enclosing Body.
ruction which excludes Grit

Wet from Moving Parts.
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ON many cycle cars the transmission is left

unprotected from the - ravages of road dust.

Biit to produce a vehicle with separate devices

of protection for various components means that

inaccessibility will reign. Therefore it was in

considering these items that Mr.
Perclval White, Kelvin Road,
Highbury, resolved to design and
construct a machine the body of

which would enclose as much
of the mechanism as possible.

Streamline principles are strictly

adhered to, whilst the weight is

not at all excessive, in spite of the

substantial form adopted. Two
seats are provided which can be

readily detached if necessary,

whilst for inspection of the trans-

mission, and for making minor '

adjustments thereto, the backs,
which are on hinges, can be moved forward, thus

allowing a certain amount of freedom in gaining
access.

In this particular model chain transmission is

utilised, but in all probability some other forms will

be tested in order to find out which will be the most
suitable. A 9 h.p. 90° twin J. A. P. provides the

power.

Mr. \\'hite, having studied the question of cycle

cars for some years both in America and England,
knows how important it is to have as efficient a type of

springing as- possible. At^ the .s'nme time, he is

not a believer in very light springs of large amplitude.

as under these conditions such a vehicle will not hold

the road with certainty. Consequently, the suspen-

sion has been designed carefully, and, as we found
out in a trial run, , is very effective in practice.

Furtherfnore, the steadiness on corners is very note-

Side view, showing general appearance.

worthy, in spite of the long wheelbase. Each rear .

spring is. made up of two separate cantilevers, which
house the wheel bearings at one end and are slotted

at the forward end in order that adjustment for the

chain can be carried out. When on tiie road we
were delighted with the steering, which is of the wire

an(J drum type.

AVe think that such a vehicle with its wood frame
and a simple form of transmission could be made
\erv reliable as well as to sell at a reasonable price. ^

The J.A.P. power unit as fitted to the Percival White cycle car.

Shields are fitted on each side.

Front view of the Perclval White cycle car, showing position ot aircDoled

J.A.P. engine, and method of steering and front springing
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Fafnir Motor Cycle Engines.
FAFNIR engines are manufaetui-ed

hy the Ai.x-la-Chapelle Steel

Works, a long-established firm

which is known throughout the

whole Continent for the quality of the

material employed in the various branches

of engineering with whicl) it deals. The
Fafmr firm is one of the oldest con-

nected \vjth the construction of motor
cycle engines, and has been in the busi-

ness over fourteen years. The address

of the London branch is 211, Upper
Thames Street, E.G.

A variety of models is manufactured

—

the 2-^- h.p., 70x80 mm., ball bearing

crankshaft, and the popular 3J,- h.p.,

499 c.c, 85x88 mm. The engine, which
neighs about 54 lb., is beautifully made,
and is provided with a gear-driven

magneto The mainshaft is provided
with a double row of Skefko self-

aligning ball bearings, and an internal

exhaust v.alve lifter is adopted. The
valve rockers are fitted with roller ends,

thus minimising the friction to as large

an extent as possible, and the tappet

bearings run in long bushes. The dis

tance pieces below the valve guides are

drilled at the sides, so as to keep the

springs from contact with the cylinder,

Interior mechanism of the adjustable pulley on \

Fafnir engine

The complete Fafnjr adjustable pulley.

thus keeping them cool and adding to

their life, while in the latest models
adjustable tappets are fitted. Great
care has been taken with the design

B of the engine, oil holes being pro
vided in all bearings to ensure
perfect lubrication. The latest

models of this engine will be pro-

vided with a chain-driven magneto.

The Fafnir adjustable pulley is

quite an interesting piece of work
The method of operating is clearly

shown in the accompanynig illustra

tion. The knob A is attached to a

spindle holding the bar B, and when
pulled out allows the p.nlley to be

turned till, on the knob being
released, it again engages with the
slot C. The pulley therefore car

THF A.C.U SIX DAYS TRIALS

Valve side ol the 3^ h.p. Fafnir engine,

be operated and the gear ratio raised
or lowered without the aid of tools, a

point which should be much appreciated
by the average rider.

The illustration of the Fafnir method
of holding the gudgeon pin is also inter-

esting. It will be noted that two rings

only are fitted to the piston, and that the
gudgeon pin is sliglitly tapered, and has
a slot cut in its narrow end. A sjiring

ring is fitted into a slot in the piston
itself, and on the gudgeon pin being
driven through the ring springs into the
slot and holds the gudgeon .securely.

To most of these models the Fafnjr
two-speed epicyclic gear box can be

C^lJ [~-j=3=I5

Method ol securing the gudgeon pin on the

3A li.p. Fafnir *?ngine

fitted. It is designed to bolt straight
on to the crank case, and is driven by
means of three pinion wheels direct fiom
the crankshaft to the belt pulley, uhich
runs at half the engine speed.

Besides the 3^ h.p., the Fafnir Co.
supply a 5-6 h.p., 70x80 mm. twin; a

4^ h.p., 86x96 mm. single; and a cycle
car engine. 85x88 nmi. twin, which can
be had either wati i- or air-cooled, and
fitted with or without a leather cone
clutch.

J. Haslam (SJ h.p. Premier sidecar) on the rough surlace ol Lee Hill. Shibden Dale

STREATHAM OPEN CLIMB
The Streatham and District M.C.C.

will liold their fifth annual open hill-

climb on the 25th inst. at 3 p.m.
During the afternoon there will be twenty
classes, including cycle cars, and in the
standard bicycle classes a weight limit
will be imposed as has been done before
by this club. Tlie Motor C')jrh formula
will be used. Entries must be received
by the hon. trials sec. Mr. Frank L.
Bassett. 73, St. .Julians Farm Road. West
Norwood, S.E.. not latei- than the 18th
inst.
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Thunderstorms.

Sir,— 1 think that your correspondent "X37" is in error

ill thinking tliat the partial insulation afforded by india-

rubber tyres is any protection wliatever against lightning

;

in fact, this insulation may, in certain cases, actually increase
tlie danger of the "disruptive discharge" known as the
lightning stroke. Perfect metallic connection between the
wlieels of the vehicle and the earth, such as obtains in the
case of railway trains, is much more likely to form an efficient

protection. F.W.H.

A Gap in the Market.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Edmund Caseby's letter in the last

issue of The. ilolor Cycle, has tlris gentleman, I wonder, tried

the capabilities of the 2^ h.p. iVIotosacoche machine?
Considering this motor cycle possesses practically all the

requirements Mr. Caseby describes in his letter, and that the
iMotosacoche is a native of Geneva, Switzerland, I should
fancy it is just such a machine that his dozen confreres could
wish for. I have ridden one or two of this make of motor
cycle, and have been perfectly satisfied with its handiness,
hill-climbing capabilities, and low cost of upkeep.

R. L. NYE

Colwyn Bay Races.

Sir,—With reference to the protest lodged against Mr.
Wade's engine in Class I., this engine has now been measured
by Mr. Loughborough, of the Auto Cycle Union, and he has
certified that the size of the engine is 69.99 bore by 71.20

stroke, making the c.c. 273.73. In fairness to Mr. Wade, it

should be stated that he filled up his entry form in ignorance

of tlie size of the engine, putting down the sizes as 70 X 76,

whicb, on the face of it, places his engine outside this class,

thus proving that he was perfectly innocent in his intentions.

Mr. Wade Jias been perfectly honourable over the wholt
iiiatter, and the engine which I took from him at the races

has never been out of my hands until measured by Mr.
Lougliborougli. The result is that now the first prizes in

Glasses I. and XIV. are being awarded to Mr. Wade on hi.s

2i h.p. New Imperial. S. W. CARTY,
Hon. Sec. Mersey M.C.

Proposed Trial for Lady Motor Cyclists

Sir,—I have been trying for some time to get up a

test for ladies only. It seems hard that all trials should
be got up for men, and there are at present so many good
lady riders.

Mrs. Gordon Fletcher has kindly consented to help me
and also to ride, so I hope with this able assistance that

the event will be a great success.

Will any lady who is keen send her name in to me as

soon as possible ? The closing date for entries will be
August 6th. A silver cup has been offered as first prize,

and there will be a second and a third prize.

A stiff reliability trial has been suggested, about 120
miles noii-stop run (lunch e.xcepted), over very hilly country
with plenty of hairpin bends. I am sure lady riders will

agree that a difficult test will be more interesting than an
easy one. It will be interesting to see, I hope, some
good driving, steady heads and good nerves.

I hope the entries will be many and that all lady riders
will lielp to make the event a sporting success.

(MRS.) E. KNOCKER.
[Letters addressed c/o the Editor will be duly for-

warded.-—Ed.]

Scottish Six Days Trials.

Sir,—I have noticed with considerable interest tlie remarks
of your correspondent with reference to the marking in the
Scottish Si.K Days Trials, and beg heartily to endorse them.
It is, in my opinion, ridiculous and distinctly unfair to have
deprived the' three competitors mentioned of gold medals
through being the matter of a minute or two early or late at

a check, and this calculated, in the majority of cases, by
means of watches which were never intended for the pur-

pose, viz., were not proper stop watches. The reply of the

officials to this is probably that competitors are allowed five

minutes early or late at checks, but unless special watche.^

are employed it is almost impossible to determine to a second
when the five minutes has expired. Take the case of the

Lea-Francis rider, who arrived within a few yards of the

finishing point with a clean sheet and through no fault of

his own or his machine checked in a few minutes late. The
right and proper course of the officials was to award this man
the gold medal he earned. FAIRPLAY.
[We give our correspondent's letter publicity, but we do not

know that the watches employed were unsuitable for their

purpose. We should imagine that they were suitable.

Rules are rules, and if a small latitude is allowed to one

competitor why not to all?

—

Ed.]

Lady Motor Cyclists.

Sir,— Being a constant reader of The Motor Cycle and

seeing the growing number of photographs of lady motor

cyclists, I think perhaps the enclosed photograph of Mrs.

(JIarke and myself would be of interest to your readers.

Mrs. Clarke rides a 2^ three-speed Premier, and has now
ridden some 2,000 miles, and my mount is a 3g h.p. of the

same make. ERNEST L. CLARKE.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarke on their Premier motor bicycles
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Loose Carburetters.

Sir,— I have so frequently read complaints in the corre-

spondence columns of Tlit Motor Cycle as to the diiBculty

experienced by customers in trying to induce manufacturers

to fit other than standard carburetters, that the following

experience is quite a welcome relief. At tlie end of January
last I took delivery of my 1914 3^- h.p. twin-cylinder N.S.U.
fitted with the standard N.S.U. carburetter. I had covered

some 2,500 miles very satisfactorily, but thinking to get a

little more speed and power ,1 brought the machine up to

the N.S.U. works at Willesden Green, and, on explaining

my wants, the people there tested the machine and
fitted a Senspray carbm-etter, involving the fitting of a com-
plete new induction pipe and petrol pipe, free of all charge,

telling me to test the machine at my convenience, and, if I

liked the Senspray, then to keep it, or, if not, to bring the
machine back and they would 'replace my ol<3 carburetter.

•I might mention that I am very pleased with the Senspray,
which has more than fulfilled my expectations. Usual dis-

claimer all round. 0. B. SMYTH.

An Australian Rider's Suggestions.
~

Sir,—Seeing several letters in your valuable paper recently

'anent all black finish, might I be allowed a few words, not

being in favour of such a procedure? I opine that with
an all black maciiine, when such is on view in a showroom
.window, well polished up, there is no doubt that it looks

very pretty; but let it be ru'i for fifty miles on a dusty
road in company with a machine finished in grey colour, and
note the difference in appearance^—the dust colour scores

every time
When my machine—which is a 3^ h.p. twin M.A.G. (the

"Speedwell" on the tank is the trade mark of the agents
here)—first reached me, it had a black finish with nickel

fittings, but I soon tired of frequently .spending hours

F. Hoff on his 3J h.p.

Spccdwell-MA.G.

.cleaiilll'.^ U. ^n ^i>l It 1 L--<.'l!.in!u!l'--i-l a <_i'i.iui i-eL s, «.-.:h li^at

adopted by the' Matchless people and a slate grey, having

the hubs, spokes, rims, and many .out-of-the-way clips done,

but the handle-bars I left nickelled, as I do not think it

improves a machine to have them coloured, and is unneces-

eary, as they are easy to keep bright. I now can spend

half an hour cleaning and looking after the engine and vital

parts, whilst the time spent on dusting over the other parts

is infinitesinial.

I enclose a photograph of myself, taken recently, which

may be of interest. Most of the riders here have semi-T.T.

bars, and dispense with footboards, and also use knee-pads

on the tank, as these three items give' one a feeling of being

at one with one's mount, which is very necessary on account

of the wretched state of our roads here. Another fact

worth mentioning is the light weight of the frames which
are often sent out. They may be all right for your land,

b it our roads need to be ridden on to be appreciated ( ! )

Why, in the heart of the city they are dangerous to life

and limb. F. HOFF.
Sydney, N.S.W.

The Overseas Trial.

Sir,— If this event is intended to be anything of a test

of overseas models, the- following condition.s ought to hi

imposed :

1. The trial should be'Iield over a course of not less than

150 miles in length, which must be covered without a refill

of petrol or oil. This will test tank capacity. (The average

tank accommodation is quite inadequate for Australian con-

ditions.)

2. The roads selected should be the roughest in England.

Marks to be deducted for dented rims, broken spokes and
fork springs, and fractured frames.

3. No tyre pump, tools, or spares of any kind to be

carried by competitors or obtained en route.

4. Schedule speed to be 20 m.p.h. All hills shall be in

non-stop sections—section to commence at least one mile

from foot of hill.

5. At finisli of course machines must cover a half-mile

stretch at 50 m.p.h.

6. A record of petrol consumed to be made and mileage

per gallon shown in the results.

7. Marks to be allotted to all machines fitted with spring

frames.
If the first four conditions ate not included the A.G.U.

might as well save itself the trouble of conducting the trial.

Melbourne. DISSATISFIED.

A Starting Difficulty.

Sir,— I think a little of my experience with motor cycles

may interest readers of your paper. First, I had a locally-

buiJt machine, but as the frame kept breaking (twelve times)

and the expense of repairs (£30 in eleven months) was too

much, I sold it. Then I got a German machine, which
went w-ell but was slow, and I was often about a mile behind
the rest of the club. Then I got a Triumph (1909), a good
and fast machine, but as I was leaving the State for a
time I decided to sell it. I found a likely buyer and went
out for a run with him. Now niv machine was noted for

the easy way in which it started, tut, strange to say, after

going over "tlie hills with him I was going to show him
how easily it started, but try as I would, I could not

get one stroke out of it. There was another motor cyclist

with us of ten years' experience—mine is five years and the

buyer's two years—but not one of us could find the fault.

We got a good shock at plug and a good spark, but we tried

four plugs, carburetter was clean, timing right, etc., so my
friend offered to tow me home. Now I do not like to be
beaten in anything like that, so all the way home I was
thinking, and in my opinion there was only one thing that

could be wrong, namely, the magneto ; so I said to the buyer,
" Come home with me, and I will show you in five minutes
what is wrong," so he came, and I took the magneto off

and cleaned tiie oil off the carbon inside the one running
on to the armature on 1909 Bosch machines, and away it

went ; I was getting a spark, but not under compression.

Victoria, Australia. AMATEUR.

The Rule of the Road.

Sir,—Allow me to protest against a practice which is

becoming very common among motor cyclists and cycle

carists. I refer to a certain class of road users who habitualli/

corner on the wrong side. I myself have seen the same riders

•do this time after time. Some do it just for "swank,"
others do it to avoid '' changing down," and again some do it

in pure ignorance or thoughtlessness.

I have seen the same person repeatedly move right over to

the other side of the road, in order to "hog " up an oncoming
hill on "top." It is not even safe to be on one's right side

when these people are about. Twice recently this practice

has been forcibly brought to my notice, and on one of these
occasions I had to hug the kerbstone so closely to avoid a
collision that my silencer actually scraped it.

I refer more especially, but by no means exclusively, to

sidecarists. I know that a gentle right hand bend can be
negotiated more easily at speed by nearly scraping the right

hand kerbstone, but is the game really worth the candle?
I do hope that readers of this letter who are guilty of this

offence will just think for a few minutes of the danger they
are causing to themselves and others. With a little thought,
I feel sure that people would realise the foolishness of their
doings and would leave off endangering other people's lives.

THOMAS B. CROW.
B19
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Black Lists and Boycotting.

Sir,^One reads a great deal about "black lists" on
which towns where the speed limit is enforced are placed.

Now, as a keen motor cyclist, I must admit that I do not
agree with such methods.

I think that there should be a reasonable speed limit

through every town, or else many motor cyclists would rush
through at all speeds, as is evident by the number of fines.

As to the vigilance oi' the police, what 'is. the law made for

but to be enforced?
With regard to the supposed harmful effect of boycotting,

I do not think that there is. anything like the harm done
that one is led to believe. Moreover, I think that these
metliods cannot tend to make motor cyclists popular among
the public, as the cause of the grievance is amply justified

and recognised by ail but a number of inconsiderate

enthusiasts. C. R. NEUZEELING.

The Lightweight Vogue.
Sir,—Your readers must have read with considerable

interest and pleasure the recent announcement of an early
special -number of- The Motor Cycle dealing with two-stroke
and lightweight machines. These machines are introducing
a great many newcomers to the ranks of motor- cyclists,

and this leads me to suggest that perhaps the noble army
of raw recruits have reached a degree of numerical import-
ance which would justify a special corner of The. Motor
Cycle being devoted solely to their interests every weelc.

So numerous and varied are these new creations that the
choice is bewildering, and expert guidance desirable.

The question also arises whether it is not time to differen-

tiate "lightweights" into two classes, in order to distinguish
the genuine, or ultra-lightweight, from its heavier brothers.
In defining this new class it is better to err on the light

side, or, speaking in terms of h.p., the limit should not
exceed 2^. This h.p. is ample for solo riding, if a change-
speed gear is used. MOTOEETTE.

R}ar Lights.

Sir,—May I, as a motor cyclist, heartily endorse the remarks
in your issue of July 2nd on this point? It is altogether
typical of our imbecile party politicians that they will waste
months and years- over trivialities, whereas matters of life

and death (and this question of rear lights on all road
vehicles is no less than such a- matter) are allowed to slide

untouched. Is it impossible to wake up these well paid
Rip. Van Winkles to the fact that the world is changing with
unprecendented rapidity, that every day sees the flood of

motor traffic increased in volume and mobility, and that
the existing regulations, though no doubt suited to the
times of Boadicea, are in these days an outrageous
anachronism? Then another grievance I have is 'against
the way in which carters and the like sprawl across country
roads and lanes without the slightest notion of keeping tu

their own side. Cannot the police be persuaded to trans-
fer a little of their attention from motor trapping to these
appallingly negligent people? It is all very well to retort
that I as a motorist want the whole earth to myself. I

want nothing of the sort. But the quintessential fact is

that motors have come to stay and increase in nnmbers,
and what I do want is a commonsense acceptance of this
fact and the new and more stringent obligations on all road
users entailed thereby, without waiting for tire otherwise
inevitable long list of accidents to focus'"attention on the
point.

In the meantime we have that priceless sample of imbe-
cile legislation, whereby motors, the fastest vehicles on the
road, must carry rear lights, though the slowest, and con-
sequently most dangerous, vehicles are seemingly allowed
to do as they like in these matters.

1 suppose nothing short o[ a surgical operation wiU get
it into the heads of members "of Parliament that mere speed
as such is not of itself a dangerous thing. Once this obses-
sion is removed we may perhaps anticipate a little intelli-
gent legislation. HUGH P. VOWLES,

Sir,—As your correspondent, Mr. A. B. Bennett, seems
to know all about flie accidents in which a Derby motor
cyclist ran into the uack of a brewer's dray, and a
similar accident in which another motor cyclist ran into the

bacii of a furniture van, perhaps he can give us sosne

information as to what speed each of the motor cyclists was
travelling. It seems to me that before using these acci-

dents as arguments in favour of rear lighting it is very
important to have some 'information' as to the speed. If

these two motor cyclists "were travelling faster than either

the law or the effectiveness of their head lights permitted
with safety, the accidents are no doubt most regrettable,

but are poor as arguments on which to base advocacy of rear
lighting. W. P. COOK.

Short-sighted Policy.

Sir,—Having garaged my machine at a South Coast water-
ing-place for eighteen' months and having paid my accounts
regularly every month, I have now received treatment guaran-
teed to cause me to withdraw any custom over which I have
any influence. Having at the end of June an account of

somewhere near £2, I wrote the firm a cheque for £2,
asked for my bill to be sent, and my bicycle to be for-

warded to Dover at once. After a week's delay I received

a receipt for my £2 and a short but firm note to the

effect that on receipt of the other ten shillings owing them
the bicycle would be despatched by passenger. As a. matter
of fact, I did not forward the ten shillings, but wired to

their manager at a neighbouring town, and by the next
train my bicycle arrived, a week and two days adrift.

Doubtless, this seems to be a very small grievance, but"

to the naval man, who has to take his pleasures on the
spur of^ the moment, and at odd places, it may, and does,
cause great inconvenience to be treated in this fashion by
a hrm that owes its urospeuty almost entirely to n?vdl
owners of cars and cycles. " T.H.

B. J. Chinn (4 h.p. ^olf) ascending Jacob's Ladder, one of the

worst hills in Tuesday's route of the A.C.U. trial.
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THAN THE BEST OF THE REST

AGENTS.
LONDON— Rey, Great Portland Street, W.

Selfriiige, Oxford Street, W.
Earle & Co.. Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.
Blakej & Marians, North FInchley, N.

LIVERPOOL—Whileley. 16-2t, Vauxhall Road.

GLAMORGANSHIRE—Parsons 54. Albany Road,
Cardm.

GRIIWSBY—Lloyd, Strand Street.

DEVONSHIRE—Goad Bro3., Plympton.

BOURNEMOUTH "The Motor Cycis Depot, 43,
Palmerston Road, Boscombe.

SOUTHAMPTON -Aisford & Tebbutl, 54, Com-
mercial Road.

GUINEAS
AS ILLUSTRATED.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Distributors in England . . Robertsons, 1 57b Great Portland Street, W. London
Distributors in Scotland Daniel Brash, 218 Bothwell Street, Glasgow
Dealers in the Colonies Interested in the Harley-Davidson, Write to the Factory

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " TIlc Motor Cycle." B23
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RERFECT SPEEldMETERS
NEW

ROCiSIEiY
wioniL

Rock steady , ; under, any
vibration, yet accurate and
unaffected by temperatures

THE BEST VALUE IN THE WORtDfn^^
S; SMITH & SON, LtD., Speedometer House,
179-185, Ot. Portland Street, London, W., Trafalgar Square, and 68, Piccadilly. S^ya^ war^JTan^^
Agents (or France-KIRBY BEAHD » Co., Ltd., S, Ru« Aube'r, Parla. Agent for Ireland^C.E. JACOB, IM; Qt. Brunswick St., Dublin.

For Traffic or Hills
the Brampton Variable Gear is ideal. Its advantages are

best appreciated when dense traffic makes it essential

to throttle down, or when long hills necessitate a lower

gear. Fits practically all engines where boss does not

require pulley flange of more than -^ inch deep—and

for all riders who require complete satisfaction and

lasting efficiency.

GIVES SEVEN SPEEDS AND A FREE ENGINE
AND MAKES A '3^' RUN LIKE A '4.'

BRAMPTON BROS., LTD.,
OLIVER STREET WORKS, BIRMINGHAM

SHOWING GEAR AT
: FREE ENGINE. •:

VARIABLE GEAR
B24 [n answering these advertisements it ia desirable to mention " 27te Motor Cycle.
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A Wonderful Record
THE annual Scottish Six Daj'S Trial is generally admitted to

be by far the severest trial in wliich light cars and

cycle cars take part.

The course consists of over t.ooo miles ot the worst roads in

Scotland, including rock-strewn mountain passes and appalling hills.

The competitors have to maintain an average speed ol 20 miles

an hour, Such a trial tests the hill-climbing powers, the spring-

ing, and the braking efficiency of the cars to an exceptional degree.

For three consecutive years the G.VV.K. has competed in this

strenuous trial, and each time has obtained the highest award and

put up the best performance of all cars—a wonderful record.

I 1 Ql 9 "^^ G.W.K.'s obtained a Gold and a Bronze Medal,in i;71^
^^^ ^j^g Special Passenger Prize.

In 1Q13 ^''^ G.W K.'s obtained 2 Gold Medajs and the

Special Passenger Prize, and were the only cars to

complete the course without loss of marks.

I_ 1 Q1 4 *'^^ G.W.K.'S obtained three Gold Medals, and were
the only complete team of cars to finish. How's

that for reliability and durability? Write now and fix up a trial run

G.W .K.. Ltd.Gr.,.
ome Works, Dalchel, Bucks.

.rams: 'Cars,Datchet." Phone: Windsor 331

The 8 h.p.

G.W.K.
2 - cyl. water-cooled
4 speeds and reverse.

Standard Model, £lSO
De Luxe Model, 1 SO Gns.

Both completely equipped.

Q

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B27
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THE

02
PLUG
ABSOLUTELY
OIL PROOF.

O PLUG has ever leaped into favour in so
short a time as the now famous E.I.C. type

1 02.

For afew weeks we offered these Plugs at a special
price to enable the public to test for themselves
and prove to their own satisfaction that all our
claims were sound and justifiable. The appre-
ciation has been such that the demand has been
far in excess of our most sanguine anticipations.
We have literally received hundreds of letters of
appreciation of their quality.

Every machine in T.T. Race fitted with these Plugs
went through without Plug trouble. Every Plug
carries with it our guarantee.

We have the right article and intend to place it on the

market at the right price. Therefore, it will now be possible

for the motoring public to purchase a really high-class plug

of exceptional qualities at exceptional price - -

A 4/- PLUG

POST
FREE

FOR

2/- GREAT
BRITAIN.

Obtainable from The

Electric Ignition Co., 1913, Ltd.,

Sampson fioad North, Birmingham.
Established 1898. On Admiralty List.

Huile [)e luxe
The most efficient lubricant made

i s sold in
bulk as well
as in small
tins.

If you have a

Sidecar Machine,
consider the economy of

buying a 5 gallon drum
of oil for your season's
requirements—the saving
is considerable.

These, sealed, labelled,

carriage paid drums are
obtainable from the lead-

ing Cycle and Motor
Agents everywhere at

List prices.

I

The 1914 Lists give the prices of Oils in drums

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

B2S In answering these advertisements it sirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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:: NOT ONLY SOME ACCESSORIES ==

BUT WE SUPPLY EVERY ACCESSORY at the right price.

REMEMBER ! we carry the LARGEST STOCKS—Give
prompt deliveries—and specialise in all requirements for

the MACHINE, the SIDECAR, and the RIDER.
THE SERVICE

LAMP.
S^EAR

>RITAIN'S BEST BELT-
' the "SERVICE."

THE "SERVICE"
PAL CARRIER.

Converts your motor cycle instantly into a tandem.

Best upholsterine, very comfortable seat, provided

with footrests, and patent backrest, which may be

fitted facing fore, aft, or sideways.

Price 17/-

*'SERVICE"
VALVE TAPPET
ADJUSTERS.

A very useful device for

taking up the varyin?
deijrees of wear in the

valve tappets. Made o(

fine hardened steel ; in-

stantly fitted over end
of valve stem. Made in

following thicknesses

:

•04ti. -036, -028, -022.

No. 1. 3d. each, or 9d. per set of four,

Ensures no-troubls ruinin>

Ideal for sidecar work, will not
break, flexible, and always irrips,

easily shorteneti, no belt punch required.

PRICES :

;in., 1/9; ,,'in., 2/-; jini, 2/3; lin..

liin.. 2/9; l.{in.. 3/- per foot.

See our name upon it. None jrenuine without.

SERVICE SIDECAR BELT (Three-piy), extra

stron:^ for heavv passenc;er work.
lin., 3/3; liin., 3/6: Ijin., 3/9 per foot

2/6

ACETYLENE.
Best make and finish throughout, heavily nickel-

riated ; made specially strong to withstand vibra-

tion. Extra strong bracket.
Price 10/-

Ditto, with plate to fix on number plate.

7/6

Large and varied stock of Rear Lamps of
all makes— Electric, OH. and Acetylene.

I
TRADE SUPPLIED.

MeJ^^^iee'^i^a/z^^
289-292-293. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Wires;
Admittedly."

Phone:
:60 Centra!.

Illlllllll

It stands to reason
that your motor cycle
will give you greater
power and longer service

if fitted with two-speed

gear and free engine.

Possibly you have not realised

that the cost is moderate and
the equipping quite simple

with the Fitall Two-speed
Gear. This can be easily and
quickly fitted to almost any
make of motor cycle
without structural alteration.

It is a triumph of
simplicity — one lever
effecting every change

—

and costs only five guineas.

Write to-day for our
latest booklet. It contains

some useful information.

MILLENNIUM
"Fitall" Two-speed Gear.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIMITED,
Albion Works, Braintree, Essex.
London ; 12. Mortimer St.. W. Coventry : Priory House, Priory St.

$ * =

In answering lliesc advertisements it is desirable to mention "Tie Motor Cycle."

THE MOST DEPENDABLE—
THE MOST ACCURATE

-

SPEEDOMETER IN THE WORLD
Jones Speedometers are constructed on the centri-

fugal gyroscopic principle, entirely unaffected by
temperature changes or the pro.ximity of magnetic or

electrical devices. Its principle is that of a natural
law as unalterable as the law of gravity, and posi-

tively constant.

Every single instrument is

individually calibrated by
expert instrument makers
and their accuracy is

endorsed by the highest

authorities the world over

Prices from £,3 3
Winner of the Highest Award and Gold
Medal ol the Royal Automobile Club in

Ihelr ONLY OFFICIAL COMPETITIVE
tests of Speedometers ever held Id thL^

COUNTRY.
Gold Medal also—Turin Exhihitlon

MARKT & CO. (London),

Ltd., 98-100, Clerkenwell

Road LONDON, E.G.

B31
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Sphinx Plugs are nearly as good as others claim to be.

It is simple to advertise astonishing merit, but quite a

different matter to prove it out under test. The test's

the thing,— your test. Note the model illustrated,

suitable for any ordmary tourmg engme. Its cost is

three shillings, anywhere. If you are not satisfied that

it is all that it should be after any fair test you choose to

put it to, we will return the purchase cost upon request.

You cannot buy a better plug at any price,—nor get

its equal for less.

GUARANTEED WITHOUT TIME LIMIT.

THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.,
jMaJiers of SpurkiuK riu[;s of Qualitj',

BIRMINGHAM.

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnDnnnnnnnnnnnnnDDtl
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Send for our illustrated catalogue describin;^ our

underslung chassis with luggage carrier built io.

It has many ydvanta^es over the ordinary type
Prices troni £S ts. For ai! makes.

MODEL 7.—Coach-built body, spare part

cupboard under front, toolbox under seat,

spring back and cushion ; light enoup>h for

3ih.p. machines £10 ISs.

'1

MODEL 11.—Keed cane body, handsome
roll border, toolbox under seat, and other
improvements £9 15s.

Suppliecf direct or (hrougn the trade.

EASY HAVM ENra OR EXCIlANGliS

SECOND-HAND lAKEN IN EXCHANGh
FOR "CORONETS.'

Millford 12 guinea model, cane
^

body, side door £3
Milllord castor wheel ...... EI 15
Ca He side d<x)r model £3 15
Coach-b-jlt model nice order E2 15
Millford Herald £3 15
^ider^ar, (ess ivri- ... £1 ('

:BooTH;^TbRiEa
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, Halifax.

(Opposite County Court)
reiephoini : 1^62.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

RADBDHY, 1914 models, and sidecars; exchanKes
wanted, keen quotations. — Collier's, West gate,

Halifax [0445

BRADRUEY, 4Ii.p.. 1911. free engine, in splendid
condition tbroughout ; £22.—A. Holland, Clarendon

St., Coventry. [X5118

BEADEUHT. 1913y4, 3'Ali.p., 2-spced, kick starter,
done 2.800; £35; exchange Douglaa.-108. Mancn

ltd., Brockley, S.E. [5254

1Q12 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed and free engine, splen-
-*-«-' did sidecar machine; £^6, bargain.—Baines,
Crane St., Leicester. [5338
1 Q12 4h.p. Bradbury. 2-speed, free engine, sidecar,
*~^ acces-orie^, perfect .condition : £32.—Simpson,
jun., Sandhurst, Berks. [5344

3ib.p. Bradbury, thoroughly overhauled, excellpnt
2 condition, Mabon clutch; £20.—Bonney, 35.

AYillow Ra., Hampstead. [5243

BRADBURY, 1911, with eidecar. SV'h.p., 2-speeds:
nearest £21 ; only wants seeing.—Arthur, 45, Wet^t-

bury Rd.. Bov.es Park. N. [5107

"ORADBURY. 1912Vj, 4h.p.. and sidecar, 2 speeds.
J-* new Palmer tyres, and accessories; £40.—P.
Coutts, 88, Jermyn St., \V. [5202

BRADBtJEY. 1913. 4h.p.. 3-spced, coachbuilt sidecar,
done 1.500 (1.000 roL.). accessories, tools; £48.—C.

Elden. 3. Church St., Woolwich. [5294

BRADBURY, 4h.p., late 1912, 2-speed, clutch, Binks
carburetter, horn. lamp. Kpeedoraeter, toolt?. and

spores: bar^'ain, £30.— Kilner. Wctherby. [X5078

BRADBURY3. - 1914 models; best deliveries;
easiest instalment terms: best exchange allow-

ances.—Maudes, 136, Gt, Portland St., London, W.
[8367

T3RADBURY, T.T., 1912^!^. fine machine, fast, specd-
-*J ometcr. watch mirror, spares, new Michelin bark;
best over £24.— I'riory House, Priory Kd., Kew Grorn.

[5296
TDRADBUBY. 1911. Philipson pulley pear, Bute^ and
--• CUncher tyres, Inmn, horn, exeellent inadiine:
£26.-Box L5.541, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor
St., E.O. [5201

1Q12 Bradburj-. 4h.p. free engine, 2.specd gear,
-*-^ nearly new tyres, perfect sidecar machine, punr-
anteed perfect; £26, or offer.- G. White, The Wnrrm.
fiuildford. [5246

BRADBURY 4h.p. and Sidecar, complete with all
accessnriea, guaranteed perfect condition thrniiiih-

niit: £23' 15.—Longman, 46, Hillcrest Ed., Actnn.
T.jl. : Clii"wick 54. [5322

BRADBURY, 1914. 4h.p.. 2 speeds, kick starter.
footb">ard3, not done 500 miles, perfect and guar-

anteed; £42.—Elce and Co.. 15. Bishopsgatc Av..
Camomile St., E.G. [0536

BRADBURY. 6h.p.. latcs-t twin, with quick dotai-li-
ablo rear wheel, complete with Bradbury coachbuilt

sidecar, hood and screen £97. with all accc^«nrie--.—
Mntor Co., LW., Hereford. [X482G

BRADBURY, 1912^'.. and Millford eidocar. 2-<5peed.
Lui^a<t lamp, new Palmer cord back, nil tipare.s. ex-

cellent condition: £30.—Bank House, 239, Lewisbam
High Rd.. New Cross, S.E. [5265

BRADDURY. 4h.p.. 2-Bpped, free enRine. lamp. horn,
sparcti. late 1912 model, new tvrcs and belt, per-

fi'it condition ; genuine barenin. £39. or near otTcr.—
Baker. Salisbury Rd.. Shaftesbury. [4810

BRADBURY 1914 Model. 6h.p.. romplete with
Mndel de Luxe sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc.,

brand new. but slishtlv shop-soiled; £95. to nlejir

£82/10.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [X5089

BRADBURY, 3Vjh.p,. 1913. fitted with N.S.U, 2-

,

t*pei>d pcur, belt drive, kick starter, Godiva roach-
I built eidi'nnr. in perfect runniug order; £45—Wilkin-.
'Simpson, and Co., 11, Iltmimer^^mith Ed., London. [5149

1Q12 2-8pecd Bradbury, with praeticallv new cooch-Atf built torpedo sidecar. Watford hpeedbraeter. lamp,
horn, spsire tube, and belt carrier, new tyre, whole in
penect condition

: £35, or near offer.—Dr Parkinson.
' Rowalla." Kenilworlh. . [X5087

BRADBURY. 1913, SK-h-P- And sidecar, 2-speed
I'niir. fiee online clutch, and kick iitarter, new tyre^,

.ill acce*)Sorie.s. just been thoroughly overhauled: owucr
bought stronger h. p.—Apply hv letter. Underwood. 1.
Orescent Ed., Church End. Fim.hley. [5133

Brown.
ROWN, 1913 Vtwin, 3'.-.h.p.. 3-r;pecd. and acce^sorie.*

;

£36.-Lamb'6, 151. High St., Walthametow. [5192

I

Brough
LADY'S 3''-h.p. Breach, in oxeellent condition, only

done 500 miles —Particulars, Bos 6,425. The
M''tor Cycle Offices Coveniry. [X5088

BROUGH Motor Cycle for s&le. 3i^h.p.. latest model.
Si^nspray cai buret ter. practically neiv; price £45

cash.—Box L5.535. The Motor Cycle OfBcee. 20. Tiidnr
1st.. EC. [5124

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1912'.j. i^tandaid engine. fir>t-rate order, lamp,
horn. oilskiUf*: £25.—Lapage. Nantwich. [X4984

B.S A.. 1912, stan.-bid. ex-eilent rouditicn. little Uf^ed

I

£2o.—Price. 67. Ridge Rd.. Stroud Green. [5131

totk, and good delivery
- ndil

[0468

£36 for £27
We offer a Bran J New 1914 2 J fi.p. PREMIER, listed at

j^sG, for £27 only. Armstrong 3-speed gear, £7 los. extra.
I'his model is a real live lightweight, capable of climb-

ing mountains. Do not confuse it with under-powered
motor cyclettes geared at 18 to i.

3} b.p. NUMBER, 1911 model, 2 speeds, handle
starting, with new fii los. coach Sidecar .. £29 10

6 b.p. Twin REX, free engine, magneto, complete
with Sidecar £16 10

3i n.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2-speed model, with new
^t2 Sidecar . . £32 10

3A D.p. PREMIER, 3-speed model, with new ^11 los.

Sidecar £35 10

3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed model, only run
100 miles, with new 1^12 coach Sidecar £52 10

J914 CALTHORPE iMmoi Light Car cost £178 ;

very little used £149 U
7-9 b.p. Twin PREMIER, 1914, chain drive mofle! £7j
35 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1912. 3-specd model, with

£11 coachbuilt Sidecar £40
3i h.p. PREMIER, iQM, 3-speed, chain drivemodel £63 10
3* h.p. ROVER, IQI2, clutch model £27 10
5.* h.p. PREMIER, vspced model £32 10
7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIER, cham drive, nearly new £62 10

3i h.p, VINDEC, magneto £12 10
Two 1914 7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIERS, chain drive

jj n.p. NUMBER, 191 1, 2 speeds £24 10

3! b.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, free engine £20

*3i h.p. HUM6ER. 1911. with new £11 coach Side-
car, 1 spcerls £32

3! h.p. PREMIER, 3-specd. nearly new £35
)4 b.p. QUADRANT, magneto £12 10

1912 RUDGE ; ulti and Sidecar £29 10

3j b.p, HUMBER, 1914, 3-speed model, nearly new.
with fit coach Sidecar £52 19

jS h,p. QllADRANr, new. 1912 model £25 15

2j h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £7 10

1913 REX Sidctle; cost £80 £45
3ih.p. KERRY, 1910.! model £18 10

3* h.p. REX, 191 1 model £19 10

4-cylinder f.N. magneto £16 10

i\ b.p. REX, splendid 1910 model £17 10

AUTO-WHEEL an! cycle, nearly new £14 10

3* b.p. REX. 1909 mjuei, magneto £14 10
igi4 MORGAN KnnaDoul, sporting £91

3i h.p, PREMIER, 1913, 3-speed model. w,th £11
coach Sidecar £45 3

il h.p ROVER, smart machine £16 10

2i h.p. WERNER, low built machine £6 I J

FL'SH CYCLES lAKEN IN R.XCHANGE

B

B.S.A.. 1914 model
Clulow Gray, Ltd.. 2. Albemarle St.. Piccadilly,

ARMSTRONG MARK VII. 3-SPEED GEARS.
Fit one to your machine. We will -^upplv lor c-ish

or take Roods in exchange.

PRECISION ENGINES.
We have a pood siorii oi \\ h.p bi^ single? and other

models. Let us laUe vour iind'-r-powercd enqinr m
ixcbanac, and be up to <\:\\c.

1914 SINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your curburL-itcr m exchange Write lor

Tuotalion. Puts new lite into youi engine.

MISCELLANEOUS
3J b.p. Centaur tingui-;, .M.O.V., with .silencer

and magneto
6 h.p. J-.-^.P. lingine, with new magneto

3i h.p. N.S.U. liu^ine, silencer and magneto
6 h.p. ).A. P. Engine, good order ,

New Pair Sa.Kon Spring Forks
New 21 /- Electric Tail Lamp, brasa

New Glare Electric Side Lamp, cost 25/- ....

New Glare Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp,
cost 12/6

Nearly new Amac Carburetter

r.r. Handle-tars best quality, plaicd

New Sidecar Body, side door
5 b.p. Water-cooled Ealnir Engine
Silent Silencers, bi >: 3Ain

4:^ n.p. Precision Engine, nearly new ....

.Sew Weatbcr-prooi Magneto
New lee Bee Kick-up Stands, usually 10/6, fit

any machine
B- ,i B. Carburetter, h.b. control

Set o( Ca.-tings lor heel brake
N.S.U. Gear, latest adjustable pulley, 6t Triumph

or Dradbury
New Mark VI. ^-spee-i Gear
Smith C}' i*^- Speedometer
Bosch NIaeneto. to suit Triu-moh
Cowcy Spce-iometcr
New Coach-DiMll Sidecar Body, sine noor

£5 5

ea 15
£4 15

. £6
£1 7

4
y

4

6
28

£i 15
2

£11 17
U 2

a

13
1

£j 5

£1 10
£2 2
£1 17
£3 15

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

HAUIFAX
[Opposite County Court.

I'etepnone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbet at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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brand new 1914 latest model NEW HUDSON big "6" listed
at 68 gns., and Portland Sidecar £12 12 model, also fuU
kit of accessories at £76 O O alien. List price£86 8 O, Only 5% extra for easy payments.

Other igi-t Models ex actual stock.

We can deliver from immediate stock the under- mentioned
1914 MODELS

All carrying makers' catalogue guarantee. VVe can arrange
Exchanges or Easy Payments.

"RUDGE, 3i h.p. Muiti

'^REX, 6 h.p. Sell drive sidctle

NDCY 6 h.p. chain drive

3-speed ditto.

^ROYAL RUBY,
^ROYAL RUBY,
°B.S.A

2J h.p.

twd-stroks

ZJ h.p.

two-speed
4 h.p. chain drive, 3-sp.,

I No. 2 Sidecar

°TRIUiVlPH, * "tsp^' " -

°TRIUiVIPH,^=n^,Jf.J;Sr-

If.O.U., lightweighl

^ENFIFLn * "•!' 2-^1"" -biljr IbbLr, combination

t II r 1 1 It i^ , wcisht, 2 speeds

NEW HUDSON.bV^r, -

'^PREMIER, ''-

'^o^^'^^''
-

DOUGLAS, ";°ad1f

^WILLIAMSON, sfdSiS;
with hood and screen

N—Denotes no extra for easy payments.
X— Denotes 5% extra for easy payments.-
O—Denotes extra payments according to makers' list.

The above machines are actually in stock at the time ol

going to prpss, but otliers are arriving daily, and if you care
to let us have your enquiries, we can no doubt fix you up
on the best ol terms and with least delay.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

£58 15
£77 10
£85
£26 5

£32 11

£79 16
£60
£42
£26 5

£30
£84
£52 10
£71 8
£61 10
£53

- £102 17

Special ofier of brand new guaranteed Collier Tyres.

All beaded edge and fresh stock.

APPROVAL WILLINGLY.

Maudes
MOTOR MART
•^lmL°- 136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.mmK
Phone—552 Mayiait
— "Abdicate Wesdo, Lnivion.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 3Vjh.p., overhauled by makers, a very sound
machine; £25.~Pond, 349, West End Lane, Lon-

don. [S5017

JQ14 B.S.A., T.T.. Special built, large tank, nearly
Xt/ new, all ai.'ce>'t>ories- £38.—Xeui:ree Cottage, Twig--
worth, Gloucester. [5256

B.S.A. Specialists.—Eveij 1914 model in .?tock, side-

cars, motor ana pedal; easy payments.—Biggs, 107,
Bishopsgate, London. [X7446

B.S.A.—All 1914 models ; best deliveries! ; deferred
payments or exchanges.—Maudes, 136, Gt. Port-

land St., London, W. [8366

B.S.A., 4h.p., chain driven model, and £14/14 Mill-
ford sidecar, not ridden 50 miles; £67/10.—

Walsall Garage, Walsall. CS5037

"j Q12 B.S.A. Motor Bicycle, free engine. Dunlop tyres,
J-*y Xl'all saddle, set of College mudshields; £27.—
Robinsons, Green St., Cambridse: [8630

"IQ13 3iAh.p. 2-speed B.S.A., chain-driven model,
Xt/ magnificent order, excellent sidecar machine;
absolute bargain, £38.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

[0496

1 Qll B.S.A., magniiieent order, very little used and
J- J/ carefuUv handled by private gentleman, guaran-
teed perfect; £25/10.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

r7621

B.S.A.. 1912 (October), 2-speed, fiee engine, Mont-
gomery sidecar, perfect; no time to ride; £45.—

25. Balliol Ed., Oxford Gardens. N. Kensington, after

6,30. [5071

B.S.A., 1912, 2-speed, XFall- saddle, drip lubrication.
B.S.A. carburetter, new Dunlop belt, all acces-

sories; £30, or best offer.—L. Ferrey, Christchurch
Hants. - [5319

B.S.A., 1914 (June), 4h.p.. 3-^peed, chain drive, lamp,
generator, horn, and Mills-Fulford Corvette side-

car, done 300 mil&s, new condition; £65.—Massey. "West-

lode St., Spalding. [5113

B.S.A., 1913"/j. 3V2h.p., 2-6peed, chain drive motor
cycle, lamp, horn, generator, with Mills-Fulford

Corvette sidecar, excelleiit condition; £50.—Massey,
Westlode St., Spalding. [5112

B.S.A., 19135/(, 3yoh.p., 2-speed, free engine, coachbuilt
sidecar, wind ecreen, apron, lamps, horn, etc., not

done 1,000 miles, perfect condition; £65.—Taylor, 57,

Canon St., Shrewsbury. [5373

B.S.A., absolutely the sidecar machine, model 4h.p.
with sidecar, immediate delivery, £77, complete;

all B.S.A. 1914 models in stock for delivery; exching.s.
—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [S5091

B.S.A., June. 1912, 2-speed, 2Voin. Dnnlops, lin. belt.

Miller head light, rear light, epare Whittle, butted
tube, valve, etc., with Montgomery family cane sidecar.

2V.>in. Michelin. luggage grid, insurance, very little used,

excellent condition; cost 80 gn^^., sacrifice 50 gns.—
Livingstone, draper, Derringham St., Hull. [X4879

Calcott.
I^ALCOTT 1912 Lightweight, _25/4h.p^_ perfect _run-
y~^ ning order
dudno Junction.

reliable ; £19 / 10.—Hilliers, Llan-
[X5056

CalthorpC:
CALTHORPE Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed, free engine,

new; £23/10.-141, High St.. Plumstead. [X4797

CALTHOEPE, 2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, 1914, shop
soiled, unused; £23.—Leader Motor Works, Shaftes

bury [5153

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed. not done 500
miles, perfect condition ; £21/10.— Gray's Garage.

Watford. [5541

CALTHORPE Junior. 2-speed, 25 gns., or £8 down
and 12 instalments of £1/12/7.— Lamb's, 151. Hish

St.. Waltham.stow. [5196

CALTHORPE Jimior; this ideal 2-speed motor cyelette
supplied for £5 down and 30/- per month.—Col-

more Depot, Birmingham. [X4790

1 Q 13 4^/ih.p. Calthorpe, 2-6peed counter-shaft gear.
Xf7 and F.E., and sidecar, lamp, horn, etc., Bptendid
condition ; accept £40 for quiet sale.— 5, Old Hal! Rd.
Gatley, Cheshire. [X4982

CALTHORPE Junmr Motor Cyclettes in stock; 2h.|J.,

2 speeds, 25 g is., bv deferred payments. £6/12/6
down, and 12 monthly payments of £1/13/3; send for
IJst,-R, D. Storey. 118. Gt Portland St., W. [1429.

Garden.
CARDEN, Model B, 5-6h.p., J.A.P. engine, with lamps,

horn, indicator, and tool box; £50, or near ofler.—
Eyles and Eyles. Town Hall Garage, Oxford. [5351

Chater=Lea.
8 h.p. No. 7 Chater-Lea, coachbuilt sidecar, completely

equipped, spares, insurances transferred, all as new;
£55.-200, Church Rd.. Willesden. [X5075

CHATER-LEA, 8h.p., No. 7, 3-speed, 1913,. Millford
cabrio coachbuilt sidecar, spare tyres, tubes, anrl

accessories, best plated lamp and generator, horn, Jones
speedometer, X.L. pan seat, basket Pillion seat, tools,
bos, luggage carrier, and rain cover, fitted irrespective
of cost : a grand turnout, little used; great bnigain.
75 gns.—Cuff's Gara^-e. Maybiiry. Woking, [5119

Clyde.O 3.h.p. Clyde, mag., m.o.v..
-^4 Evenings after 6, 602.
S.W

good order ; £7 / 10.—
King's Rd., Fulham.

[5287

SECOND-HAND MOUNTS.
REX, 1911, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starting, Amac carb., good condition, Sidecar .. £3:

fNDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian red, sin. Kemp-
shaU front. Continental back, Brooks' saddle,
2 speeds, kick start, very good condition £5:

REX, 3i h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and B., low
built, M.O.V. £21

ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., good tyres all round, com-
plete with Enfield Sidecar £5'

PREMIER, 3ih.p. model. B. and B. carb., Bosch
magneto, lin. Whittle belt £2<

B.S.A., 3i. h.p., rgis model, 2 speeds, chain drive, kick -

start * £4:

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, T.T. bars, excellent
order and condition . £31

6.N. 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side by side

seating £5(

ZENITH, 3.'.- h.p., 1912, overhead valves, Gradua gear,

T.T. bars, very fast £3(

REX 6 h.p. i9r4 Combination, as new, hardly used,

3 speeds, Binks carburetter ; cost ^94 £7;

V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane Sidecar,
Truffault forks, excellent condition ." £3i

TRIUMPH, 3,^ h.p., 1909, with 1913 engine, good tyres,

very good order, and fast £2c

REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 3-speed, chain drive, just over-

hauled, kick start, good tyres
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p. model, vertical engine
BEDELIA 6 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 1913 model,

only done 20 miles. Continental tyres, as new ,

.

PREMIER, 1913, 2I h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, pedal
starting, Druid forks ,

F.N., 1911, 2J h.p.. 2 speeds and free engine, shaft
drive, Bosch, recently overhauled

HUMBER, 3^ h.p.', 1911, 2 speeds, Bosch, Mont-
gomery Sidecar, in good condition

MOTOSACOCHE, 2^ h.p. model. 1910, Whittle belt,

magneto, adjustable pulley, excellent lightweight
BROWN, 3^ h.p. model. Bosch, spring forks, 2|in.

tyres

REX, brand new, belt-driven model, complete with
coach-built Sidecar. Specification in accordance
with makers' catalogue. List price, £77 los.

One of our clients being unable to take delivery

of this machine, we are offering same at special

price of

KERRY, 3^ h.p., rgi2, Bosch, excellent order and
condition, bargain

G.N,, 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 1912, 2 speeds, wheel steer-

ing, side by side seats
F.N., 2} h.p.. almost new tyres, suit amateur
TRIUMPH, 19 1 2, Philipson pulley, all accessories

and excellent order
BAT, 8 h.p., 1912, variable gear, torpedo Sidecar,

excellent order
PREMIER, 1913, 2.V h.p., fixed gear, excellent

lightweight
ARNO, 3 J h.p., igi2, grey finish, magneto, good

tyres, spring forks

REX, 6 h.p., 1913 Combination, 2 speeds. 2-seater,

Sidecar, -excellent condition
REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Cowey .indicator,

excellent order and condition

N.S.U., 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Millford coach-built Sidecar,

excellent order
HUMBER, 3^- h.p., igog, 2-speed model
PEUGEOT, 7 h.p., free engine, Bosch magneto,

B. & B.. pan seat. Sidecar £22

EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Write for Full List, Post Free upon request,

Maudes
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Streei

LONDON, W.
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"JUNO "MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

ARE THE VERY BEST.

4i H.P. 3-SPEED F.E.

WRITE FOR LIST, POST FREE.
Over 150 pages, goo illustrations,

;3j h.p., £ZS 5 or 46/3 monlhly. Carr. Paid.

The sweetest running Tvvo-stroUe on the market.

"Silent as the Night." See our List, page 8.

3I h.p.. 2-speed, F.E. £46 10 80/10 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

5-6 h.p., 3-speed, F.E. £61 15 jo6/8 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
In good order. Ca.h or 12 monthly payments.

MEAD -PRECISION ^} h.p, £23.

4 h.p. JUNO and Sidecar, £40

MODEL C.

"JUNO" SIDECAR

The JUNO .Mode) A. £5 10 10/3 montlily Carr. Paid.
The JUNO Model B. £7 16 14/4 monthly Carr. I'ai.l.

The JUNO Model C. (1010 19/3 monthly Care. Paid.
The MILLFORD Model D. £6 6 ll/S monthlv

Carr. Pai.i.

The MILLFORD .Mode] E. £8 16 16/3 monthly
Carr. Paid.

The CRUISER £12 12 23/4 monthlv Carr. Paid.
The CORVETTE £12 12 23/1 monthly Carr. Paid.

£16 16 or 30/10 monthlv 12 payments. Or is
payments 21/- monthly. Carriage Paid U.K.

The JUNO Model F. nith .^uto attachment £21 16
Cash or 12 payments 39/2 each.

One of the many testiiuoniaU from TidtiTA o[ Juno Motor Cycles,

sy. Greaves Street. Little Horton, Bruiltoril.
May »Otli, I9U.

Dear Sira—I have now run my "Juno" Two stroke for 1,000
mllCB, ami It lias iirovcd ilselt so roliaMe that no adjubtniuiita
have been made. The way it takes liilis i^ marvelloiH. it id
the beat value for money I have eome across.—W. S. Cau^trck.

Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd.,
C. Y. DepL

248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.G.
'Phone: Telegrams:

J2857 Central. " Quills, London."
Accessories on gradual payments. See our adver-

tisement in " Miscellaneous " column.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOtTGLAS, 2%h.p., 1912, 2-6peed. clutch, kick starter,
beet horn, P. and M. lamp, Cowey speedometer, all

first-class condition ; £30.—Smith, Sideley, Kimberley
Ed., Leicester, , [X4918

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p., 1913 (Dec). T.T., 2-speed, per-
fect order and condition, very little used, fastest

Don^las in district : £38.—Wilson, Glenside, Pnlsham
Park, Paignton. fX5030
DOUGLAS Age:ts.-ModeIs A and B 3'..l.h p. in stock,

also U. V, \V 2^;jh.p. : immediate delivery; trade'
supplied.-Robinson's. Green St., Cambridge. T.A.

:

Bicj-cl65. Tel. : 388. [8828

1Q13 llGuglas, 2?Sh.p., 2-sreed, chitcli. kick starter,
-I-*' F.R.S. lamp. Kempshail, horn, tools, numerous
spares, .splendid condition: eacrifice £32.—'Wilson, 64.
Kingsley Ed., Liverpool. [5238

"TkOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 2 speed", adjustable, ividc
-*--' front guard, ex( client condition throughout : nn
leasonable oiler refused: any triul.—Write, Pridcaux.
Tvndale. Ashley Park, Bristol: [X1S2t

DOUGLAS. 2iih.p,, fitted with 2-5peed gear and
clutch, late 1913. equal to new: £40, complete -nith

lamp and horn, and full kit of toole.—Colmore Depot.
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X4791

"PVOUGLAS, clutch model, May, 1913. Hutchinson
--' Passenger tyretf. Miller lamp *?et, horn, large extra
toclbag, spare-^, everything splendid condition : £38-—
Devonshire House, Bournemjuth. [X5009
"pvOUGLAS, model B, Amae 1914 carburetter, nearly
-L' new Palmer cordis, IJnnlnp belt, usual acees.s^ries,
ju«t overhauled makers, cost £6, fni--t, excellent rondi-
tion: £19.—Swain, Mcthwold, Norfolk. (5359
<r>3.h.p. Douglas Motor Bicycle, 3 weekg old. gunran-^4 teed pel feet condition, Luca.s lamp, generator,
horn: £42. — Can he .seen and pnrchiised at Deng-
las Bros., 39, Newm;in St., Oxlord St., W. (5130

Eafile.

6 h.p. Eagle Titudem, water-ccoled Dc Dion engine, in
grind going order: £16.— Davenport, Bclgnive Li dge,

Torquay. [X4395
Elswick.

ELSWICK. 2'.:.h.p. Precision, not ridden 500 miles;
a bargain, £22/10.—Motor C.i., Ltd., Heleford.

(X4834TO 14 4h-p 3.speed Elswiek-Prccision. twtn-cyi , tree-L^ engine; £62/10.-Curnioith Motor Co., Cam-
torth. (4864

EnHcld.
EN'I'TELD 2^,1,,,. T„.i„, ign, j speed.s; £24/10. or

neare«t.-M.iti)r Co., Ltd., Hereford. [X4e32
£ll.-2llh.p. 1911 Bnfleld. in good eonditi iU. new belt

and Amac, tyres good.-Johnson, Field View, Chord.
[X5077

1 Q 14 Combination Enfleld, splendid condition: £65-
-«-f Lancton's Dental Rooms, Abertillery, Men.

fX4978
ENFIELD. 191311., 2-'^ih.p.. 2 speeds, free engine, buck

tyre new; £32 -Jackson, Artillery Officer's Me-^s,
Colihestcr. [X2292
'PXFIELD Cniiibinntion, 1912, perfect conditicn
J-l speedomet*!

; £48.—Chi'slerton, Cre.'Kiinchum Grove
Sutt >n. Surrey. [X4937
1 Q14 2^ih.p. Enneld Twin. 2 speeds, chain drive
-'-•.' like new; £35. — Purcells. 78. Charlotte St,
Fitzroy .Sq., W. (5407
TfM'ILLD 2'ih.p. twin, recently orerhouled, perfect
-Li condition, lump, and .spares; £20.-41, Holden-
hurst Av., N.-irth Finehley. [5224
1013 3h.p. Enfl.lrl. 2.speed. kick ftartor, lamp andLt^ horn, splendid order: f 32/10.—Sproftou and
Gr;ire. 154b. Gt. Titehfleld St., W. [5076
Oah.p. Enflc'd. 1913, recently overhauled, chains"^4 tyres, lamp, all new; £33. oliers.—J H
Vickers. P'arnborough School. Hants. [4908

P^XFIELD. 6h.p., late 1913, coach comhinutlcn, iwunl-U acces-oriej. :inv reasonable trial; bought ear.-
Jniues, 28. Wurlcy Rd.. Edgbastou. [X4924
ENFIELD. 3h.p. 1914 model. 2 speeds, chain, kick

starter, cost £52/10, scarcely soiled: £42—72-
Windermere Rd., Hand-north. Biruiiughnin. [X414'7
i>3.h.p. Enfield, late 1912. chain drive, just over-
^^4 hauled, grand cider; bought evde car; first
*15 secuics. worth £25.-77, Toner liamparts. Ip vv.'ch.

ENFIELD 1914. 2-sreed. chain drive, ki. k st:irt(r
not run 400 miles, complete with wicker lanfe

•idecnr. lamps, horn, etc; £45.—Turner, 363, Oldham
Rd., Rochdale. (5114
"CINFIELDS, Enflelds.—6h.p. combination, £84; and
-«•' 3h.ri., the solo mount. £52/10; immediate de.
livery; c.vchanpcs or easy terms Cordingley. Haslinc-
den. TeL : 102. [X5093

,

ENFIELDS.-1914 2^ih.p., 3h.p.. and 6h.p. models;
delivery ex-stock; best exchanges and instah '.

ment terms. Trade supplied.—Maudes, 136. (;t.
Portland St., London. W. [8364

I

ENFIELD Combination, coachbuilt, Dec, 1912, new'
tyres, accessories, sparer, speedometer, splendid

nnditicu; illness; 48 cne.-Fairbournc, Mossfleld Rd.,
King's Heath, Birmingham. (X4934
1:;iNFIELD. 1914, 6h.p., with coachbuilt eidecar and

-J luggage grid, the tine.4 combination made, just
arrived from the works : £84 cash ; our easy payments
arc the very lowest, try us.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,
11, Hanmiersmith Rd., London. [6408

COLLIERS
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

NEW 1914's.

DOUGLAS, 2; h.p. 2 speed. Model U £48
DOUGLAS 2i h.p., 2-speed Model V £48
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w.-c, and Sidecar . . £S8 10
REX, 1914, 4 h.p., 2-speed de Luxe £56
REX 6 h.p., 3-spced, Sidettc £85
REX, 6 h.p., 2.spoed. Sidette £77 10
SUNBEAM, 3.} h.p., 3-speed £09 6
SUNBEAM, 6 h.p., 3-5peed £81
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3.specd £77 14
BRADBURY, 4 h.p.. 3-spced, counter-shaft £63 4
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3-spced £75
CONNAUGHT, 2-t h.p., 2-speed, 2 stroke ... £41
LEVIS, 2.( h-p.. 2-speed, 2-stroke £45
SUN-VILLIERS, libp. 2 speed. F.E £4o 10
BRAMBLE .iiid GLORIA Sidecars from stock.

NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.
CALTHORPE Minor, 4-cy'-., Light Car - . . -E163

G.W.K.S h.p. Light Car. 4-spccd and revcrscflSO
VICTOR-PRECISION Light Car. complete .£115
SIRRON 10-12 h.p. 4-cylindcr Light Car ..200 3=S
MORGAN Kun.-ibout. speci.al tyres, etc £10i

TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
G.W.K., 1914. done about 500 £136 ID

G.N., s h,p., 2-spced cycle car £51 10

SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., cyclccar £49 10

REX, !• li r- «-c.. 2-speed, Lilclte £19 10

1914 BABY-LEVIS, almost as new £28 10

19130 h.p. REX dc Luxe, and Sidecar £49 10

1913 WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p. .
combination .. £59 10

1913 3A h.p. 3-spccd ARIEL yerv smart ... £39 10

1913 7-9 h.p. 2.spccd F.E. INDIAN £62 10

1913 New 6 h.p. REX Sidcllc, ri-<luccd to £65 9

1013 New e h.p. REX de Ujxc, reduced to £53 2 6

1913 5-6 h.p. MULTI-RUDGE and Sidecar. . £55 10

1913 2* h.p. 2-specd LEVIS, 2.strol<c £31 10

1913 4lh.p. 2-spee.l LINCOLN-ELK and Sc. £39 10

1913 3j h.p. 2 speed LINCOLN-ELK £59 10
1912 New 6 h o. REX de l.uxc. reduced to . . £46 10
1012 3J h.p. BRADBURY £25

1512 3,1 h.p. BRADBURY, Bowdcii 2-spccd £35 10

1 12 6" h.p. 2 sp.sd REX. Cham driyc £39 10

1912 3) h p. 2-speed NUMBER ,in Sidecar £37 10

1912 3^ h.p. 2-spced JAMES, chain drive . . . £36 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-spccd DOT-J.A.P £39 10

1912 b h.p. REX, 2-spe<d, Sidette £43 10

19126 h.p. Twin REX. hranl new EJfilO

1912 6 h.p. 2-spccd REX de Luxe, new £45 10
19 II 2-spccd bUOTT, late model £29 10

1911 2-specd 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. an.l Sidecar 139 10

1912 3ih.p. 2.spccd BRADBURY an.l S'cai £39 10

1911 3i h.p. 2-spccd NUMBER £23 10

1911 3S h.p. 2-speed NUMBER £27 10

1911 3J h.p. 2-spced NUMBER and Sidccai 129 15

1911 7-9 h.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe £32 10

1911 5-6 h.p. 2-spccd REX dc Luxe £29 10

1911 3j h.p. 2-spced REX "41-89 £27 10

1911 3 h.p. M.O.V.Twin REX £24 10
1911 34 h.p. Tounst REX, spring lorks £23 10

1911 3J h.p. Tounst ARIEL £24 10

1911 2 j h.p. 2-speed A.J.S £26 10

1911 T.T. TRIUMPH, Urampton gear £29 10

I9tl 3! h.p. BRADBURY £22 10

1910 5-6 h.p. 2-spccd REX de Luxe £27 10
1910-11 5-6 h.p. zsprcfl Tivin REX £26 10

1910 3I h.p. 2-spced NUMBER £19 10
MINERVA, 3) h.p., magneto £16 10

N.8.U., 4 h.p.. twin £18 10
N-8.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed, twin £22
N.S.U., 3 d.p., 2-speed. as new £27 19

N.S.U., 3! h.p., 2-speed. spring forks £19 10

N.S.U., 3 h.p.. 2-speed. spring forks £16 10

EXCELSIOR, 3.( h.p.. 3-spced, tree engine .. £24 10
ROC, 4 h.p., M.O. v., handle starting £16

REX, si h.p., 2-speed. magneto £24 10

REX, 3J h.p.. rgog Tourist £19 10

REX, 3^ h.p.. 1908 Tounst. spring forks ... £17 10
REX, 3-i h.p., 1908, Roc clutch £19 10

REX, si h.p.. twin, ijiagnctn £16 10

REX, 5I h.p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17 10
REX, 5-^ h.p., magneto. 190S model £19 10
CLEMENT - GARRARD, vertical engine,

lightweight £5 15

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCNANGES QUOTED.

PERFECTION Sidecars fpom £5 5s.

List on application. Trailc enquiries welcomeij.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A.^q
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SCOTTISH
SIX DAYS TRIAL

ECLiPSEO
ALL OTHERS

^OT^LE
ONREFERRiNG TO ITS PERFORiWANCE

VARIOUS HILLS, SAID :
—

. . . . The four-cylinder Henderson
made a LOVELY CLIMB, purring silently,

and steering to a hair with absolute steadi-

ness. ... The Henderson again did

the prettiest climb of the ENTIRE ENTRY.
Robertson Brown ha.3 had cruel

luck with his Henderson. He lost his way
on Monday, and, misunderstanding the rules,

mistimed his riding schedule, and forfeited

a few marks, to which, under the curious

E.D.M.C.C. rules, a " first time " penalty

of fifty extra marks is added. Since then he
has been going great guns, and has
ECLIPSED THE ENTIRE ENTRY on
more than one hill. To-day he roared up
Glendoe only to sustain a dry skid at a
loose corner a few miles on, and crashing
into a deep ditch, broke the frame.

OUR ONLY EXCUSE FOR THIS
ABRUPT FINISH IS THAT
AFTER FIVE DAYS OF BUCK
JUMPING AND PRECIPICE
CLIMBING ONE IS APT TO
TREAT WITH INDIFFERENCE
SUCH DETAILS AS CULVERTS,
LOOSE STONES, HAIRPIN
CORNERS, ETC., ETC.

WE LOST A MEDAL
BUT

A REPUTATION
THAT CANNOT BE ASSAILED.

KOBEBTSONS
Telephone : Mayfaip, 5767.

l57.GRtATPORTLAND STRFEI.W

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

EXCEI^SIOR. 4h.p.. fiide(;ar, mag.; £19; juet .orer-

hauled, perfect.— 6, Dorville Ed., Lee, S.K [5181

3JLh.p. Excelsior, mag., epring fork<^, dropped frame,
2 7ery fast, good coudition; bargain.—Brookfield,

White Hill, Crowborough. [5255

EXCELSIOR. 3b.p., 1913 Druids, Bosch, B. and B.,

Miller, h.b.c, fine condition, overliauled; £15.
310, Muix-hision Rd., Leyton, London. [5216

EXCELSIOR, St. p.. Amac, trembler, overbauled. Dun
lop belt [nearly new), long silencer, footboards, 2

Ku. P. and H. lamp, new; fir~t cheque £8.—Snowden,
Coventry Ed., Bedwortii. [X4974

Fafnir.
aib.p. Midget Bi-car, Fafnir engine, 2-6peed gear and

2 clutrh, F.R.S. head light and tail lamp, 2 Pal-

mer cord tires, nearly new, latent model cane eidecar,

leather upholf^tered, horn, fpeedomcter, apron, spares,

all tools and aeces-;orie.^ ; £30, lowe^^t: can be seen in

City.-M., 6, Charterhouse Building*, Aldersgate. [5366

F.N,

F.N.. 4-cvl., low seat; bargain. £12/10.—Hole, Lissin:
hurst, Park Lane, Carshalton. [5325

F.N.. 7h.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed gear, ]ate.=t type, early de-
liveries.—F.N. Agency 95, Astou Rd., Birmingham

[0465
-1014 7h.p. 3-6peed F.N.'s: £78; immediate de-
XJ/ liveries.-PurccUs, 78, Charlotte St.. Totteuliam
Court Ed.. W.

j Q13 2V2h.p. F.N., 2 speeds, plate clut<:h, almost
-l-*7 new; £25.—Purcells, abore.

5h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, torpedo sidecar; £25.—
Purcells, above.

1 Q 14 7h.p. 3-speed F.N., luxurious cane sidecar,
Xt/ horn, speedometer, numerous spares, run few
miles, magnificent combination, faultless; £85, no
offers.-Hutchings, c/o Purcells, above. [3759

F.N"., 5-6Ii.p.- 1911, scarcely used, perfect condition,
sidecar; £27.-56. Clapham Common, North Side.

[5221

F.N,, 1914, 2iAh.p., 2-gpeed, speedometer, licrn, only
run few mites; lowest £35.—Niven, Corstnrphine,

Midlothian. [X5012

F.N., 5b.p., 2-speed, clutc-h and kick £?tarter, with cane
sidecar, spJendid uondition; only £36.—Heybourns

Motors, Maidenhead. [5142

F.N., 4-cyl., recently overhauled, re-enamellet], re-plated,
perfect running- order; what cfferti? — Rawnsley,

draper, Servia Ed., Leede. [X5076

F.N., 1913, 2%h.p.. Bcrich mag., free engine, thor-

oughly overhauled, splendid condition; bargain.
£28.—Fowler, 89, Halesworth Rd., Lewi^-ham, S.E. [5126

1 Q 14 7h.p. 3-speed F.N., luxurious sidecar, lamp,
Xt/ horn, speedameter, -small mileage, faultlet;.s; owner

Brighou^e Meter Agency.
[X4224

£83.

r-^3i

buying cycle car

;

Bailifle Bridge.

I913V2, 5-6li.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed.' clutch, kick
starter, guaranteed perfect, new tyres, lamps,

Xl'all saddle, cyclometer; £39. or exchange lower h.p.
—12, Clarendon Rd., Putney, ^.W. [5288

-BQ13 5-6h.p. F.N., 2-fipeed, 4-cyI., very smooth, faft,
Xif kick starter, footboards, latest refinements, £39-,
1914 coachbuilt sidecar if required, very smart turn-
out.—Zimiuerman, Woadberrie Hill, Loughton. [5369

F.N., 1913. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, clutch and kick
starter, Cowey speedometer, horn, lamp, etc.,

splendid order, overhauled and guaranteed; £40.~
Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., C.imomile St., E.C.

[0438
Forward.

FORWARDS, thoroughly overhauled for the holi-
days. 2^}4h-P- twins, 19, 21, 29, 33, and 38 gns.,

genuine bargains.—Write immediately, Farward Motor
Co., Summer Row, Birmingham. [5409

Gregoire.
GREGOIRE, 4h.p., powerful, reliable, N.S.U. speed.

Bosch, B. anl B. : (JcU: exchange lower power or
twin, cash adjustment.— 8, Victoria Hd., Crawley. [5305

Hazlewood. —
"IQ13 2%h.p. Hazlewood-Jap. Arni-^trong 3 .<^peeds, per-
Xt/ feut condition, 1.500 miles; £34.-HaIl's. Dale
Ed., Matlock. tX5011

Henderson.
HENDERSON Combination, 8-lOh.p. 2-speed model,

practically new; cost £110, accept £80,' or ex-.

change for 1914 G.N. or Morgan cycle car.—Earl, 5,

Heath St., Hampstead. [X4941

Hobart.

1 QOS 2.5/fh.p. Hobart, tyres, belt, etc., in good condi-
Xt? tion; to clear £12/12.—Carnforth Motor Co.,
Carnforth. [4857

1 Q13 Lady's 2';ih.p. Hobart, 3-speed, like new, with
XiJ lamp, horn; cost £55, accept £33.-5, 01.d_ Hall
Rd., Gatley. Cheshire.

2h.p.,

[X4981

Hiimber.
mag. . B. and B. carburetter

;

[0542

idecar. per-

HUMBER,
£15./10.-Slmker, Shrewsbury.

HUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, free engine,
feet.—Bishop, Kingsbury, Somerset. [X4691

HUMBER Lightweight, 1912-13, excellent order, little

used; £17.—Barlows, Gunmakers, Norwich. [X4907

ROBEPTSOiSI>S
MOTORS LIMITED.
IMEW 1914 SlIOTOR CYCLES.
DOUGLAS, Model " B " £62
HENDERSON, 8 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed £81 18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 8 h.p., 2-speed i65
B.S.A., 3A h. p., 3-specd, Cham drive £63
•iDMUND'-m.A.G., 3J h.p., twin-cyl., 2-.=pced,

spring frame £63
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed ,.£60
DOUGLAS, Model W £52
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75 12
OOUGLAS, Model V 48
NORTOiM. 3l h.p., T.T Roadster £50
BRAMBLE, IVY, MILLFORD, DALTON, and SIDETTE

S S O E C A Ft S .

NEW 1913 IVlOTOil CYCLES.
ALCYON, 2 h.p Reduced to E24
ALCYON, 2jh.p „ £29
ZENITH 1* h.p. clutch model „ £47
ZEAIITH-GREEN, 3ih.p., ivater-cooled .. ,, £43

SECOMO-HAND
1576. INDIAN, 2-speed £58 ,"

1569. ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, large Jamp and
horn, spares, etc £74

\\ 1913 \\*
1563. CHATER LEA and Sidecar, 8 h.p., 3-5peed,

special tyres, lamps, horn, mirror,

speedometer, etc., etc £64 I

1533. B.S.A., 3j h.p., 2-speed Mi !

1541. HENDERSON, 8-10 h.p.. i-cylindcr £52

1553. INDIAN, ^ h.p., 2-speed £46
1433. REGAL, 4^ h.p. igi2 Iraiiie, 2-^peed £32
1542. ZENITH, 6 h.p £46
1572. ZENITH, 8 h.p., special competition machine,

large tank, etc £58
1566. B.S.A., 1913-14, Special, htted with Armstrong

3-speed gear, and large tanks £45

^ '

1573
1575
1577.
1560.

1575

M30-
1412,

1573
>453-

1567.

r568.

B O

1545-

1478.

RUDGE, 3! h.p., T.T £27
BRADBURY, 3J h.p £25
RUDGE iMulti, '3! h,p £30
ARNO, ^h h.p. 3-speed, and Sidecar 'i'iX

BRADBURY, 3! h.p £27
F.N.. 5-6 h.p.. 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and Sidecar £35
HOBART, 2j h.p £!0
RUDGE, 3* h.p,, T.T. roadster £27
ZENITH, 8 h.p., and Sidecar £48
ZENITH 6 h.p £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p,, T.T. rradster £42
T.T. TRIUMPH, very fast £30

1911
GHATER-J.A.P., 2i h.p £16
ZENITH, 3* h.p £28

— ALSO —
1510 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p £15

MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

FOR

HIRE
FINE MACHINES.
MODERATE TERMS.
NO D EPOS I T,
TELEPHONE; MAYFAIR, 5767.

15AGREATPORTLAND STRfH
A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunlber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

i,p. MatcLlesa. chain drive, 3 speeds, and Iree

engine, also coachbuilt Matchless sidecar, the
-t silent riiotcr cycle made; £92/17; ready to drive
ly.-Cordingley, Ilaslingden. Tel. : 102. [X5092

}I2 6]i p, MatrLlr-'is, 6 speeds, overhead valves, fitted

with Hutelan-^on tyres, Cowey speedometer, Rueh-
< Lead lamp, belt, machine in perfect order: £35,
ws and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

[5071
fATCHLESS, 8h.p., 19121/2, 2 speeds, tivin belt,

L ilatcble3,s sidecar,' tyres almost new, speedometer,
ij, etc., fitted rear suit case; cost £108, complete;
3. or near otter.—Apply, Bamber, Birkdale, Lanes,

[5150

Minerva.
TNEEVA, 2V;h,p., h,b.c.. B. and B., good Micheliu

tyres, rubber belt, running order; £5.—Beachev.
twell, Banbmy. [5086

"INEEVA, 5'/2h,p., and sidecar; £14; good eondi-
L tion,—J. Matthews, 45. The I'romenadte, l^almer,-
en, London, N. , [5152

12.—2i4h.p. Minerva, Druids, Bosch, 1913 B. and
B., n3w rings, gudgeon, bushes, spare belt and

er, lamp set, reliable.—I'hillack. Eectory, Hayle. [5171

INEEVA Twin and sidecar, 2 speeds, F.E,, 1914
Bosch, and B. and B,, h.b.c, new tyres and belt,

IP, horn, etc. : £25.-44. Pattenden Ed., Catford.
[5350

3h.p. Minerva, very low position, Hellesen ignition.
4 Amac h.b.c, carburetter, belt and tyres good,
utiful condition: bargain, £10,-50. Eichmond I'.Trk

Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. [5081

M.M.C.
M.C.. 3',4h.p„ B.B. carburetter, mag. ignition.
Brooks BlOO saddle, new 2 gallon tank, really good

er; fleaO.-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow
[5195

IMotosacoche.
0TO.5ACOCIIE Lightweight, mag., 1911, like new;
£10/5.-119, Ley St., Ilford. [5209

OTOSACOCHE. 2y,h,p., 1914 model; cost £44, what
offers?— Gjcher, Nutbourue, Pulborough, [5156

ADY'S Motosacoche; £14; late model, mag, lault-
less.—B., Oldbury Farm, Ightham, Kent. [497i

OTOSACOCHE, 1913, free engine, like new; 17
gns.-Shcppcrd, 1, Church Ed., Upper Norivood-

[5271
l_h,p. Motosacoclie, in good order, speedometer, lamp,
2 etc.; £17/10 for quick sale.-Hall, Tadcaster,

[X4221
Q 12 Motosacoche, 2V4h.p., mag., perfect conditionM thrcusUout; £13/10.—Lloyd, The Clevelands
Iverhainptun. iX5028
[OTOSACOCHE, 114b. p., 2 accmiiulators, in.;t ovo,

hauled; £9, or offer.—Gates, Station Ed.. Sud-
ry, Suffolk. [5262
(113 Motosacoche Lightweight, brand new macbiu-'

:

f £25; cash or easy terms.—E, E. Jones (Gnnige.-)
A.. Mackworth Hotel, Swansea, Also at Cjirdiff,

[0548
C|12 2",^h.p, Motosacoche. free engine, brand new
t' tyres, enamelling and plating guaranteed ab^o-
ely perfect throughout; £15.-26, Medora Rd., Rom-
d. [5362
"OTOSACOCHE, 1913. 2i/th.p., variable gear, Iree
L engine, good running order: £19; seen by ap-
ntment.—Norman, Carsbalton I'ark Ed.. Carshalt n
lone; Hop 2555. [5345

rOTOSACOCtlE. 2V2h.p., adjustable pulley, free en-
*. gine. perfect order, 2 belts, spares, tools, new
ip and horn; £20 or close offer.—66, King's Rd

,

EEtwich. Lanes. [X5055
[OTOSACOCHE. 3iyi,p„ 1913, electric lamps.
L F.R b. largest head light, speedometer, portable
!i!; cost £95; owner buying car; best ofller.—Box
.550. The Molor Cycle Offlees, 20, Tudor St.. E.C.

[5400
'OTOSACOCHE, 2iL.h,p. free engine, mag., Druid
- sprinc lorks. 1911 model, not use<l once during
12 or 1913. conditi ,n perfect: lowest £15. or c-scbangi
13 combination and cash.—A, J. Hill, The Limes Cot
' Borcliam. Sussex [4800

Moto-Reve.
rOTO-EEVE Ligbtwciglit, free engine, mag,, good

l«- order: £10,—Davies, Alma Cottage, Maesgwyn Ed,
cxham, [X438J

New Hudson.
Q13 .'<ew Hudson, 3-siieed; bargain, £35.-460
*^ I'lilham Rd. [5033
E^V Hudson, 6h.p., 1914. and sidecar; offers.-
Bishop, Kingsbury, Somerset [X4692
EW HudsoD, 1913. 3.6peed combination drive net
ridden 500 miles: £45/10.—Motor Co., Ltd.. Here

1- [X4835
EW Hudson, 1912, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, new
Hubhinson on back; £34.-20, Temple Fortune

II, N.\^. [XS074
Cil3 New Hudson, 3-speed gear, coachbuilt sidecar
I,' lamp. horn, all spares, new condition- £45 —
istcw, Grimsby, [X4964
EW Hudson, 1913, 3i/2h.p„ 3<peed, lamp, horn and

tools, guaranteed soimd : bargain, £38/10, or near
' :r.—Shukcr, Shrewsbury, [0541

RECISTEHED

RELIABLE

I ELECTRIC
HEAD LAMPS
NEW MODEL.

SILVERED
REFLECTOR,

6 diam. FRONT.

Thi.? lamp is tht mo.^t powerful electric

head lamp obtainable. The beam is

from 600 to 800 feet, according to type
of bulb fitted. .-Vdjiistable for angle
of beam, and has detachable bulb
holder which allows of focus adjust-
ment, and provides an electric inspec-
tion lamp. Dustproo4 fronts.

Fig. 895. Similar to above, but with
braclitts for top of handlebars.

Price, 37/6.
HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

Price 6/6 each.

. 'These Batleriesare very suitable tor operatim,'

i

I electric horns. Full details sent on receipt of I

I particulars as to t> pe of horn."'

]
H.H. BADGE CLIP.

A very con-
venient means
•of carrying
BADGE.

Fi,?. 77S,

Post Free 1/1

HM.77S
A. H. HUNT,

1115-117, CANNON STREET, E.G.

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
riew ilttdsnn.

NEW Iludsons,—6h.p., 1914 models; 68 gns, ; e«.
changes or easy payments.—Maudes, 136, Gt.

Portland St.. London, W 1836?

N

I

NEW Hudson (1912}, 2"nU.p. J.A.P., Anustron- 3-

6pee<l new tyre, perfect condition; £24.-121,
Biooke Rd., Stoke Newingtou. [Xa938

EW Hudson, 6h.p., 3 speeds, almost new, only used
about 1.300 mile3, complete with fitments and side-

iir: £70.—Turpins, Pre^tou Ed.. Brighton. [0511

IQIS 2-4I1.P. 3-speed Free Engine Kiuk Starter New
J-v Hudson, lanm. born, only done few liundied
mileo: £35.—Bagge, Broad St., King's Lynn. [X5086

SPECIAL 1914 SV'h.p. T.T. New Hudson. Armstrong.
300 mile«; £50: exchange T.T. Douglas.—Martin

V\ right, Victoria Embankment, Nottingham. [X4995

1 Q12 New Hudson, 2V2h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-apeed
Ltf gear, new Palmer cord back cover, studded front,
B104 saddle, very good condition; £21.—Uobinson'a.
Green St.. Cambridge. [8621

1 Q13 New Hudson. 3'/:>-4h.p., 3 speeds, free engine,
J- *y kick start. Montgomery sidecar, new condition,
splendid running order ; £43.—" Bramlea," Charlton
Rd., Shepperton-on-Thames. [4728

NEW Hud-son Big Sis and Model de Luxe eidecor,
Lucas bead lamp, sidecar lamp, liorn, Watford

speedometer, new in May; cost over £100, complete out-
fit; lowest cash price £75.—A. Lcsadd, 237, Ilford Lane,
Ilford. [X4386

New Imnerial.
ih.p. New Imperial. 2-6peed. almost new ; accept^ 2 £28/10.-Haye3, Barnet. 623. [X4405

NEW Imperial Lightweight, as advertised, in stock;
easy terms ; exchanges : 31 gns.-Chatwins, Kins

St.. Richmond. [5304
Noble.

NOBLE, 3h.p.. m.o.v., splendid couditiou, all acces-
6oric:i. practically new, j ust ovLThuuled ; photo

;

absolute gift, £7/10.-24. St. Mark'u Rd., N. Ken-^iug-
tou. [X4897

Norton.
NORTONS.—Immediate deliveries and beat termB;

write us.—Parker and Sou, St. Ives, Hunts.
[0534

N.S.U.
"DARGAIN List.

ONE 2h.p. N S.TJ. Single-cyl. Liglitweight, complete
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1913 model,

shop-soiled; £30 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-8peed gear und free engine, 1914 model;

£32 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Txvincyl. Motor Cycle, complete
witli under-geared pulley, 1912 model; £25 net.

ONE 3',i.h.p. N.S.U. Singlecyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with h.b.c. 2-spei_'d gear und free engine, 1914

model, shop-soiled ; £48 net.

ONE ei^jh.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-8peed gear and Ireo engine, 1913 model

-

£45 net.

ONE Sh.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-Bpefcd gear and free engine; £25 net.—Bos

L5.421. Tht Motor Cycle Ottlces, 20, Tudor St., E.C.
[0538

N.S.U.. 4-5h.p twin, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, full

ciiuipment : £35.—E., Heathfleld Lodge, Acton,
[5137

1012 N.3.U.. 3h.p. twin, 2-epced, good condition: ac-
Xt/ cept £20: eideuur £3/3.-15. Seaford Rd.. Ear^t-

t.ourne.
"

[5346

1Q13 3Vi>h.p. N.S.U., einglc. 2-^peed and free engine,
J-i' Lucas lamp; £20.—Mauthner, 134, Haverstork
Hill. N.W. [5331

N.S.U. 2'/2h.p. Twin, Iree engine, excellent order

;

£15 cash.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd..
.\ston Rd., Birmingham. [0531

N.S.U.. 3'*:h.p., mag.. 2-.«peed gPiir and free engine,
in exce.lent running order: £14.-9, Avern Rd

,

We.st Molesey. Surrey, near Hampton Court. [5308
4h-p. Twin N.S.U.. mag., 2-spced and free enpine.

£15; 1912 3h.p. twin N.S.U.. spring frame. £17:
splendid condition; bargains. — Bainea, Crane St .

Leiiester. [5334

1 Q14 3'/jh.p. Twin N.S.U.. 2 .speeds, brand new. £39;
X«7 with new Projectile sidecar £48: powerful cum-
liination : great bargain.-Puncllti, 78, Charlotte St-,

ritzroy Sq.. W. / [5186

elh.p. 1913 N.S.U.. with sidecar, Nala 2-.-pecd hub.
2 exctlknt rondition. compl te in eveiy way; £46:

f.o.b. London.—Claus Franzenburg, 55, Vogeli-fingstr.

Stuttgart, Germany. [X4983

N.S.U., 1913, 6'/-lip.. latent 2-spced, F.E., Turner
coach sidecar hood, screen, 3 ftplendid luinrw, Cowey,

etc., recentlv overhauled, fine condition.—Ward. 24. Hill-
fir-ld Park. MuiiWcU Hill. N. [5343

N.S.U. 1914 Twin M.del. 3'/jh.p., just delivered; alr^o

6-7h.p. N.S.U., and Burbery sidecar, complete, only
done 450 mile^!, accept £50: Royal Leicester sidcLar,
sporting coachbuilt model.— JJent.^, Stonegate, York

[5078
N.S.U. 1913, S'/sb.p.. 2-spoed machine, with 11 gu.

Phceni'^ cane eidecar, combination complete with
3 lamps, acetylene reir light, (Speedometer, htrn. etc.,

is open to any examination or trial: co^ £85 lart year,
accept £45 for quick *iaie. or consider an px-lianp>* tc.r

a 1914 Dongla.s.—Tte Morris* Garages, Osfrrd. f518i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the Oate of the i.ssue
-^•13
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

N.S.U. 6-7I1.P. Twin, latest pattern 1914 model, with
loop frame and rear spring-, mechanical lubrica-

tion, 2 speeds, free engine, controlled from handle-bar,
kick starter; £66; immediate delivery, no waiting; best
exchange terms or deferred payments; also the famous
N.S.U. 2-speed gear to fit all known makes, from stock.
—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. London Agency, Acton, W
Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X4943

N.U.T.
3.3h.p. N.U.T., T.T. model, with 3-6peed gear, in stock;
4 immediate delivery ; new; £60/10.—The Motor

Hart, Eastbourne. [X4847

Qih.p, N.U.T. , touring model, with 3-speed gear,
2 clntch, kick starter, etc.

;

in stock, immediate
delivery, £60/10; Brown Bramble eideear to match, if

required, in stock, £14/14.—The Motor Mart, East-
bourne. [S4848

O.K.

O.K. Junior, complete with 2-apeed gear, etc., in stock;
immediate delivery; new; £50.—The Motor Mart,

Eastbourne. [X4849

O.K., SVjb.p., twin-cyl., 2-speed ge-ar, clutch, kick
starter, etc., in stock; immediate delivery; new;

£50.-The Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [X4850

O.K. Juniors.—We are Surrey agents Eor this perfect
lightweight. j\lay we call on you and demon-

strate its remarkable powers? It costs £30 only;
immediate delivery. A postcard will bring it to your
door.—Meeten, Dorking. [4646

P. and M.
12 P. and M. and Sidecar, complete; £43.—Cross
Jeweller, Rotherham. [X5050

and M.. 1912, SV-h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar; £33.
—239, Liverpool Rd.-, Islington, N. £5233

14 P. and M., brand new; must sell; beet ofler.—
Jones. Bryn Salem, LlanfairpwU. [X4135

EW 1914 1». and M.'s in etock. ready for immediate
delivery.—Walker's, Fishburn, Ferryhill. [X6644

PHELON an'l Moore; delivery from stock from Bir-
mingham agents, Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row-

[X4430
"I014 P- and M.'s: immediate deliveries.—Purcells,
LtJ 78. Charlotte St.. Tottenham Court Rd., London.

[2183
1 C412 P. and M. and Chater Sidecar, in excellent
J-tf condition; £45.—Pond, 349, West End Lane.
London, [X5021

P.
and M., 1939, 3y-.h.p., S-epeed, perfect. £20: side-
car, 50/ .—W., 26, Princes Parade, Church End,

Finchley. [5258

1 Q 13 P. and M., bought in August, has not done 1,000
J-*J miles; take £35.—Apply, 30, Pembroke Gardens.
Een-siugton. [5368

BRAND New 1914 P. and M., in crate; £60, first

cheque gets it.—Box No. 6,353, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry. [X3927

1 Q14 SVsh.p. Phelon and Moore, 2-speed gear, free en-
J- 1/ gine, splendid sidecar m&chine ; £65.—Carnforth
Motor Co., Carnforth. [4862

P.
and M-, kick etarter, fully equipped, as new, con-
dition, only done 2,000 mi'/:S ; £40.—2a, Fountayne

Ed., Stoke Newington, N. [5151

P.
and M. and Sidecar, lamps, speedometer, all
accessories, perfect condition ; £32 / 10. — 15,

Boveuel Rd., Honor Oak Park. [5279

1 C|14 P. and M. Motor Cycles; delivery from stock;
-Lt/ cash or easv terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages}, Ltd.,
Mackworth Hotel, Swansea. Also at CardifE. [0545

P.
and M., 3J/2h.p.. 2-speed gear, handle starter, lamp,
horn, rear lamp, wicker eidecar, etc., complete, in

perfect condition ; £36.—The Motor Mart, Eastbourne.
[X4853

"i Q13 P. and M. Combination, done 830 miles, all
J- «J'' spares, also Lucas lamps, generators, horn, Cowey
<^peedometer ; cost £100, take 70 gns. ; equal to new.—

- Illingworth. Queen St., Morley. [X5053

PHELON and Moore, Ltd.. 4, Percy St., W., have
several good eeuond-hand P. and M. machines for

pale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect
rrder.-Can be seen at above address. [0131

P.
and M., 1914, as good as new, with 1914 Mills-
Fulford Corvette sidec'ar, cost £78 3 months ago;

any examination; accept £68, or offers; will ride to
intending purchaser.—Ravenscroft, 72, Cowley Rd.,
Oxford. [X5054

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT, 2V2h.p.. U.H. : £9; wanted, free engine, for

Indian,—Robinson, Sandy, Bedfordshire. [5220

PEUG"^OT. 5-6h.p . 2 speeds. Bo?ch m.ag.. Hutchinson
tyres, cane sidecar, any examination or trial;

£35, or exchange for Douglas.—F.B., 48, Watoev St..
Stepney,' E. [5352

Precision.
4ih.p. Precision, N.S.U. gear, Montgomery sidecar,

4: splendid order; £30.—Browne, Oaklands Cottage,
Cucklield. [X4794

Premier.
3jLh.p. Premier Cycle, in good condition; £18; eeen

2 nfter 6 p.m. any evening.— 15, Rosenthal Rd.,
Catford. [5155

PREMIER. 3V2h.p., counter-shaft, 3-6peed, eemi T.T.

;

immediate delivery; £61/10.—Motor Co., Ltd.,
Hereford. [X4827

The above illustration shows
the big TAYLOR CATALOGUE.
Send for a FREE copy to-day.

urE are So[e London and District Agents For the' famous A.J.S. Motor Cycles. Winner of the
1914 T.T. Both Trade and Retail supplied. Also
Special Agents for Clyno, Williamson, Enfield,
Triumph, Douglas, and the popular Wall Auto-
wheel. Official Stockists for Rex Spare Parts.

PRICE 17/6

The TAYLOR MAGNETO REAR -LAMP is run
off the magneto cutout switch, ' therefore the

initial cost i$ the only cost. The neatest and
most economical rear lamp made.

Oil.. Oil—
You use gallons of lubricating oil during a

season's riding. Then why not buy a s-galloD

drum at the bulk rate, and save about 50 % ?

Read the following comparisons of cost :

"CASTROL"—
Cost per gall, in 1/6 quart cans = 6/-

„ „ 5-gaIl. drums =3/9
PRICES'—

Cost per gall, in r /6 quart cans = 6 /-

„ „ s-gall. drums =3/5
STERNOL—

Cost per gall, in i /6 quart cans = 61-

,, ,, 5-gall- drums =3/3
MONOGRAM—

Cost "per gall, in 1 /6 quart cans = 6 /-

,, „ 5-gall. drums "= 3/3

DRUMS RETURNABLE & CARRIAGE FREE
WE ARE SOLE LONDON AGENTS for the F.B*
TWO-STROKE. PRICES FROM 25 GUINEAS-
SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone : Museum 1240;

Telegrams: "Dynametro, Westcent, London."

GET f-F AT

lAYLORS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Premier,
pREMIER Depot,

OA. Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

PilEMIER.—A few 1913 SVsh.p. Premier fitted with
counter-shaft 2-speed or hub 3-speed gears, second-

hand but guaranteed by makers to be in perfect order,
with or without sidecar; prices from ^636; trials and
terms arranged.

LIGHTWEIGHT Premier, 2V2h.p. "model, only a few
left ; list price ^£36, this week ^£27 ; clutch or

3-speed at extra charge. You cannot afford to miss
this opportunity.

PREMIER Showrooms, 20, Holborn Viaduct.
[5269

3ih.p. Premier, free engine, good running order ; bar-
2 gain. £18.—Blackhurst, 23, Johnson Ed., Marton,

Blackpool. [X5013

WHAT Cash Offers?—1913 3V2h.p. Premier, 2-6peed
counter-ehaft, soiled, unused.-26, London Ed..

Gloucester.
, 1X4994

1 Q14 3fAh.p. 3-3peed Armstrong, Premier, lamp, honi,
-i-*J' done about 400; £47/10, bargain.—Wills, chemist,
Merthyr Tydfil. [5234

PEEMIEE, SVjh.p., 3-speed counter-shaft; £61/10;
actually in stock.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and

Light Car Co., Ltd. [0503

BRAND New 1914 S'/jh.p. 3-speed Premier, owner
dead; first cheque over £50 secures.—7, Don-

caster Rd., Barmley. [X5051

PREMIER, 1912, Si/ih.p.. 3 speeds and clutch, used
solo only, splendid order throughout, overhauled

and guaranteed; .-£35.—Below.

PREMIER, 1912, SVsh.p., standard -touring model,
Lucas lamp set, horn' and tools, good condition,

overhauled and guaranteed; ^622.—Elce and Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E^C. [0480

"IQll SVih.p. Premier, fitted with 1913 spring forks,
JLtf tyres and belt g'ood. enamel and plate good; £17.
—Eobinsons, Green St., Cambridge. [8622

"I Q13- SVoh.p. 2-speed Counter-shaft "Premier, Corvette
X tf sidecar, fine climber, euperb order ; £45.—Par-
cells, 78, Charlotte St., Eitzroy Sq., W. [5064

jQ14 Premier, 3y2h.p., counter-shaft model, 3-=peed,
-Ltl' new, never used; co6t £61/10. accept £48/10.—
Garland, Ironmonger, Warrington. (D) [X4131

1 Q 11-12 3Voh.p. Premier, clutch model, very little

JL*/ U3e'l. conditiOQ as new, new tyres, belt, P. and
H. lamp set, horn, spare belt, etc.; £24.—Earl, 5, Heath.
c!t., Hampstead. . [54940

PREMIER Twin 2%'4h.p. Lightweight, late 1912,
beautiful order, just overhauled, guaranteed per-

fect; £14. worth £20; bought cycle car.—77, Tower
Ramparts, Ipswich. [X5071
"8 012-13 3y2h.p. Premier, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, just
XtF renewed. Palmer cord back tyre, P. and H. lamp,
good condition; £34; ^\dth Montgomery sidecar £36/10,
oflers.-ATilkin,?on,- 14. Creffield Rd., Ealing. [5077

PEEMIEE. 1912, '5\Qi-V-- 2-speed, Dunlop tyres front,

Hutchinson on back, lamp and horn, £36/10; also

another, 1912yo, 3-fipeed, \uth sidecar and accessories,

£42.—Lamb's, 151, Higb St., Waithamstow. [5190

1 14 ?-9h.p. Premi^J Combination, couuter-sbaft
X O model, Canoelet sidecar. Pillion seat, elaborately
fitted up, purchased February, used 1.300 miles only;

cost £95/10. accept £65.—Barrett, Motors, Canterbnir.
[X4412

Puch.
PTJCH, 5-6h.p. twin, fast, powerful, sidecar, all accee-

S3ries: any examination ; £38.-13, Fleetwood St.,

Stoke Newington. [5120

Ouadrant.
QUADEANT, 3i/.h.p„ - staiidtird, Bosch mag., B. and

B. carburetter; £14.-M._.tor Co.; Ltd., Hereford.
rX4330

QUADRANT, 1912, 4i4h.p., Big Sing'.e, 3 spe ds and
clutch, cne sidecar, in sidendid order, overhauled

and guarante.d; trial; £32 —Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0478

R

Rex.

RES, 1912, Big 4, new condition, £25; sidecar, £3.
-67. Wantage Ed., Beading. X4999

REX, 6h.p., chain drive nicdel, and coachbuilt Sidette;
£85.-Mctor Co., Ltd., Hereford. [X4828

TWIN Eex, clutch, larjie family sidecar; £28.—Hole.
Lissinghurst, Park Lane, Carshalton. [5327

EX and Rex-Jap. 1914 models; keen exchange
anotatlons— Collier's, Westgate, Halifax. [0390

.

REX, 6h.p.. 2 speeds, belt drive, with coachbuilt
Sidette: £77/10.—Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford.

[X4829
3ih.p. Eex, B. and E., spring forks, running oidcr;

2 £7.—Windermere, Wellington Rd., Bilston, Stufts.

[5275

REX, 1909, 3Voh.p. model, Bosch, good tyres, nice
machine; £14.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton.

[5404
"I Q09 3Vjh.p. Rex. with 1911 cylinder and piston,
Xt/ splendid condition; 10 gns.—80, Dorset St., Lei-

cester. [X4973

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Two-stroRes and Lightweights.

THIS week our pages are mainly devoted to

the subject of two-stroke engines and
lightweight motor cycles, these two pro-

ducts having attained to such a degree of

popularity and importance that such a step

is warranted. I'^ew people realise how closely

the two-stroke engine and the lightweight motor
cycle are allied, yet the one is undoubtedly the

outcome of the other. The lightweight, to our

mind, has not commanded -so much attention

lately merely becau.se it ts a lightweight, for

everybody with the slightest experience of motor
cycle matters has for years sighed for a genuine
lightweight motor cycle able to perform all

ordinary requirements ; but, undoubtedly, it is the

two-stroke engine which has mainly accounted
for the wonrlerful latter day development of the

miniature motor cycle, f^ong ago this journal

asserted that in the two-stroke engine lay the

keynote to the lightweight, and The Motor Cycle
has consistently encouraged this type of engine
by frequent articles and by keeping readers

posted on developments in this direction. In

the spring we strongly recommended the R.A.C.
and A.C.U. to conduct a special trial for two-
stroke engines, and, although our suggestion has
not yet borne fruit, it is undoubtedly only a

question of time before a trial exclusively con-

fined to engines working on the two-cycle
principle will become an accomplished fact.

Ten years ago a good deal of ink was spilt

on the subject of featherweights (we refer to

machines weighing about 80 lb.), and certain

journalists were,so absorbed in rhem that they
went so far as to declare that hea\-yweights were
dead. The editorial view of The Motor Cycle
published at that time was that the lightweight
pure and simple would take ten years to

materialise in a successful guise, and this view
was openly expressed on more than one occasion.
At the same time we pointed out that the lighten-
ing

_

process would be gradual, and as the
efficiency of engines went up so should we be
able to reduce their capacity and thus bring

about the lightweight motor cycle. Our words
have proved pretty near the mark, but unques-

tionably the two-stroke engine has given the

lightweight a tremendous fillip.

There is nothing new in the lightweight,

indeed, just as the cycle car was the forerunner

of the modern motor car, though, of course,

under a different name, so the lightweight was
the forerunner of the modern motor cycle. W'e

who used it in the early days of the move-
ment knew only too well its shortcomings. Did
we not pass our novitiate on a \\ h.p. Werner,
afterwards migrating to a i| h.p. Minerva, and
thence to a 2 h.p. of the same make? There
were no change-speed gears in those days of

the movement, but The Motor Cycle lost no
opportunity to point out the desirability of such

a fitment, and se\en or eight years ago success-

fully conducted a campaign in favour of the

change-speed gear for motor cycles. Gradually
but surely, engine efficiency has been improved
from year to year until now we have miniature
engines able to propel rider and machine at

speeds which satisfy the moderate-minded rider,

quite apart from the useful purposes into which
such machines may be pressed by doctors,

travellers, and others, where extreme handiness
is a sine qua nott.

The Vogue of the Two=cycle
Engine.

THE lightweight is bound to enjoy a

tremendous vogue, but we doubt if this

vogue will not be surpassed by the

two-stroke engine. The vast possibilities

of the two-stroke engine as a motive
power have always been impressed upon us.

Its light weight alone proves its worth, not

to speak of its simplicity and absence of valves
—so important when small sizes and high
temperatures have to be considered. Originallv
the two-stroke engine was very extravagant and
erratic in its running, but the ijest brains in the

motor cycle world have been devoted to its

improvement, and the time ha= arrived when the
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two-stroke or " valveless " engine, as it is sometiines

called, promises to be a serious rival to its four-stroke

prototype. Indeed, so far as lightweights are con-

cerned it is questionable if the two-stroke engine does

not already rule the roast, and its uses are bound to

be further extended in the near future. Who knows,

too, that the two-stroke engine may not some day or

other solve the cycle car question?

Finally, we should like to make it clear that we are

not among those who consider that the lightweight has

arrived to the exclusion of every other type. It has

all along been our view, and we have openly expressed

it on several occasions, that no one type of machine

JULY 22rd, igiif..

will satisfy everybody. The old saying about one man'
meat applies especially to motor cyclists. There ar

those who are not content to tour along with a loi

geared engine buzzing away at their feet ; there ar

others who by reason of their bulk and stature ma
find it impossible to use a lightweight with comfort

especially as 24in. wheels are so much favoured. Sue!

people are, however, in the minority, and the light

weight is bound to attract thousands of new converts

and even if its purpose in life were only to act as ;

stepping stone to higher circles, it would have mori

than justified its existence. We look forward with con
fidence to a very bright future for this type.

TWO-STROKE TIPS.
Keep the exhaust ports clear of carbon and the

silencer and pipes quite free.

If power diminishes, clean the piston rings and
grooves, and while the cylinder is off scrape the under-

side of the piston head.

Use a fairly large plug gap ; the magneto runs at

engine speed and will spark across a wider gap than
is used on a four-stroke.

Keep the carburetter gauzes clean, and if there are

gauzes in the transfer ports they require occasional

cleaning and the joints should be very carefully made.
Too much trouble cannot be taken over the cylinder

and port joints.

Plugs are most important, and it is well to use the

plug recommended by the makers.
A big jet gives power, but does not usually two-

stroke well at low speed. On the other hand, a small

jet usually improves two-stroking.

A back fire in the crank case is usually caused by a

weak mixture or retarded spark. Chronic back firing

generally means a stuck-up piston ring.

The spark lever is a most important fitting, and the

spark position is of the greatest importance on two-

strokes.

If the release valve is exposed and has no gaiizes.

make sure that the tank is sound and that no petrol is

overflowing from the filler cap.

The spark timing should be more advanced on two-

strokes than is customary with four-stroke engines.

In the case of engines lubricated by " petroil " mix-

ture, shake the tank before attempting to start after

a long rest in order thoroughly to mix the fuel, and

use onlv the best oil.

ty '^&^'

(1) One of the

hairpins on
Grindon Hill, a

steep rise which

only a small pro-

portion of pas- -

senger machines

climbed, owing to

the wet surface.

The cycle car is

G. Armstrong's

8 h.p. Gordon.

(2) A. Pilking-

ton on the 8 h.p.

Rex-Jap sidecar.

b6
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HE A.E.C. TWO-STROKE.
* N addition to the list of two-strokes

f\ is tlie macliiiie manufactured by
^^ the Auto Engineering Co., of

Springfield Place, Coventry. The
ngle-cylinder engine is of the three-port

j-pe and has a bore and stroke of 62 x 70

im. The drive is by belt and
lain, the two-speed Condor gear

ox being placed well forward

3 as to obtain as long a belt as

ossible. The main shaft of the

ears passes right through the

ox and carries the belt pulley

n the opposite side to the

haiji wheel, the box itself being

arried on a Hat slotted plate at

he base of the seat tube. The
iigine is mounted in a some-

hat unusual manner, being

arried between two steel bearer

ilates bolted direct to the
fame. This method relieves

he crank case of all frame
trains and also enables the
ngioe to be detaclied with coii-

iderable ease. The frame ha
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THE 21 H.P. PARAGON.
THE Paragon engine differs from

our specimen sketches in that the
gas is transferred through ports
in the piston wall. The Clyno

and Connaught are other examples of this
type.

^-rf]

double
op tubes and is fitted with Saxon forlcs

nd 24in. wheels.

Engine unit of the two-stroke James,

TWO-STROKE JAMES
REFINEMENTS.

The 2^ h.p. two-stroke James, though
t remains unaltered in its essentials, lias

uidergone one or two refinements, and is

low a very striking looking machine. Tlie

iheet metal chain cases are very well
arried out and look extremely neat with
.heir black enamel finish. The well-
<nown James staggered cooling ribs have
low been standardised, and another dis-
.iiictive feature is that the change-speed
ever has been brought up through the
:entre of the tank and works in a
juadrant on the top tube, where it is

onveniently placed for the rider. The
xhaust from the release valve is led
iway to the back of the engine by a
long pipe, and is clear of petrol fumes.

A NEW LEVIS FOR 1915.
We hear from Messrs. Butterfields,

Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham, makers of
the Levis, that they have for some time
been testing a new engnie of 53x70 mm.
bore and .«tioke, giving a capacity of 198
c.c, and from this engine such excellent
results have been attained that it has
been decided to adopt it for the 1915 Levis.

The A.E.C. two-stroke with magneto drive and pulley

removed to show engine and gear box carriers.

The accompanying sketch shows the

latest design of Paragon two-stroke used
on the Paragon motor, cytle and manu-
factmed by the Portway-Cooper Manu-
facturing Company, Lower Brantham,
near Manningtree, Essex. The bore and
stroke respectively are 66 mm. x 70 mm.,
and the cubical capacity of the cylinder
239 c.c. The engine is of the three-port
type, and possesses several new and
interesting features, among which we
may mention an auxiliary air scavongine
device U, which work.s in the following
manner : A is a non-return valve of the
ball type placed in the transfer port B,
by means of which the transfer passage
B is filled with pure air at each up-stroke
of the piston. When the exhaust port

C is partly open the transfer passage Ii2

on the opposite side of the cylinder also

begins to be uncovered, at which point
most of the exhaust gases leave the
cylinder under their own pressure, where-
upon pure air rushes through the trans-

fer passage B, followed by a fresh charge
of g.is, sweeping out what is left of the
exhaust gases and preventing these from

Section of the Paragon engine.

contaminating the new charge. After
much experimenting the Portway-Cooper
Manufacturing Company have found that
this device adds greatly to the efficiency

and economical running of the engine.

New gear control on the James two-

stroke cycle, showing how the tank is

designed for the gear lever to project

through It.

One of the 8h.p. Enfieids in the English Six Days Trial. As will be observed, this machine

has the Lucas dynamo fitted to the rear dowTi tube, a frame with dropped top tube, and a

new design front mudguard. A sidecar brake was also provided.
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The Sheffield Farce ?
The A.C.U. have my smcerest sympathy. They

realise it is their business to differentiate the first class,

th; second class, third class, and " dud " motor cycles

from each other in the interests of such members of

the general public as lack inside knowledge of the

market. (It used further to be their business to

develop and perfect the motor cycle—^but that portion

of their duties is over, so far as the Six Days are con-

cerned, for the best modern motor bicycles are as good
as present knowledge and design permit.) This

differentiation cannot be effected by the old-style trial,

consisting of a thousand miles of main road, including

no worse gradients than Birdlip and Wedlock Edge.

I believe 1 could get a gold medal in such a trial with

a 1903 2:yl h.p. Excelsior, provided I was allowed to

put a three-speed hub on it; at any rate, any clever

rider could make pretty certain of his gold medal with

one of the worst 3^ h.p. 1914 machines. Hence the

Auto Cycle Union were compelled to launch out ; and
the line they took was to shorten the mileage in order to

include a, series of pseudo-scientific and rather petti-

fogging technical tests of brakes, petrol consumption,

acceleration, and the like, whilst the abbreviated mile-

age was planned to include a hair-raising, palpitating

collection of up and down precipices, a sheet light-

ning series of freak hills, disfigured by the most
appalling surfaces. I do not see what else the A.C.U.
could have done. Their mandate from the trade was
" o;;ganise a six day trial which some of us can get

through !
" Their mandate from the public was " Help

us to distinguish the 'duds' from the 'good 'uns !
'

'"'

The Sheffield Trial was a tolerable compromise
between the two mandates, and a plucky one at that,

for it has irritated the trade not a litt-le, jeopardised

the authority of the Union, and rendered the whole

position with regard to the 191 5 Trial one of no small

complexity and delicacy.

Where the Trial Misfired.
There will never be any real dissatisfaction with a

trial which gives every honest machine a solid chance

of a gold medal. There will always be dissatisfaction

with a trial which makes it a toss-up whether the best

machine in the world finishes or not. The personal

factor must be eliminated as far as possible. To secure

this ideal, we must avoid freak hills, and we must dis-

pense with tests which call for trick riding; dispense,

if possible, even with such mild diversions as brake

and acceleration tests. (What tourist cares enormously

for the last varnish of accelerative vivacity, what need
is there of a formal brake test when a machine has

covered such a course as last week's fearsome 675
miles ?) Here we come into collision with the mandate
of the general public ; for if the course be too simple,

the "duds " will get their golds, and tie for the team
prize with the best machine in the world.

eS

The 1915 Trials.

Honestly, I can see but two alternatives which

unite respectful obedience to the two reasonable

mandates by which the Union must act. The most

practicable is a finn adherence to decent roads,

coupled with an extension of distance. I never

knew a Six Days Trial yet in which quite half of

the entry were not in a pretty rickety condition by

the last day. I do not mean that their engines were

worn out, or their frames on the point of collapsing;;

but I mean that a seventh day on the road, under:,

even that loose obsen'ation which is possible in a;

Six Days, would have dropped them with a thui
from the gold medal to the silver medal grade. As
2,000 miles trial over main roads in 1915, including,

if possible, 1,000 miles in Scotland, would certainly.;

differentiate between the various grades of machines;-;

and would leave the " disgruntled retirants " no excuse]

for failure but the poor quality of their mounts. If;

the Manufacturers' Union can be persuaded to face-i

the additional expense and to dispense with the?

services of two or three valuable men apiece for a-

fortnight in the busy season, this is by far the most;:

promising solution. The R.A.C. was forced to|

resort to it several years ago, and I see no alternative;

for the Union, which is really sound. One of our,

correspondents recently suggested another plan, which
sounds grotesque, but is not unpracticable, namely,,-;

that every machine of 500 c.c. and over should-'

compete with a sidecar attached and with an observeil-ij

A military motor cycle ambulance seen in a procession at Ilford in aid of

the local hospital. The machine is a 6 h.p. New Hudson.
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ceasional Comments.—

n the sidecar, the trial to be conducted on a purel)

ion-stop basis. Entries would have to be limited

in order to obtain a sufficiency of trustworthy observers,

tyre stoppages could at last be left unpenalised

—

lithin reasonable limits. Most modern machines
re specifically designed for sidecar work—at least

jii occasions. This policy is entirely practicable, and
f a fortnight's trial proves impossible, the idea is

\e!l worth a trial. Why should not machines bi

ested under the conditions for which at- least 50%
)f them are purchased ?

One Result of the Sidecar Policy.

The majority of petty stoppages are sustained for

ooted plugs and minor transmission adjustments.

Vs a consequence of a trials policy, which- punishes
leither of these ultra-common defects, we still suffer

Tom crude lubrication systems and transmissions
vhich are unduly tiresome^ to attend to. Three
ears of Six Days Trials on a non-stop basis would
;o far towards equipping us with scientific lubrica-

ion systems, and uith rhnins, rhnin cases, gears,

A couple ot 2^ h.p. New Impcrial-Jap machtncs. which sur\'i\eci the

strenuous conditions of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials with Sheffield as

centre. They were ridden by J. Drew and P. S. Taylor.

He, which required less attention than their present

orerunners, and demanded less expenditure of time

;vhen the inevitable stoppage arriverJ. Nevertheless,

[ confess that the 2,000 miles plan has my preference.

3ver and over again have I used a machine of re-

lowned make with vast pleasure for eight or nine

lundred miles, only to find that, as it approached its

'ourth figure, the power fell sadly away. I do not

ipprehend that many machines would expire during

2,000 miles of main road work. But I am sure

:hat many would encounter trouble with their detail

ivork, and that the majority of the engines would
3e a full 25% less powerful at the finish than they

.vere at the start. Such a trial would be peculiarly

nteresting if a power test, e.g., speed on the track,

;ommenced and concluded the fortnight ; and the

iward of cups for the best performances in all classes

.vould induce entrants to undergo such power tests

.vithout " foxing." A minimum speed of 50 m.p.h.

;ould be demanded from all the 500 c.c. machines
prior to the start ; and the finishing track test, for heavy

Tilting at the ring on motor bicycles was one of the events included at

the Lillywhite sports at Foleshill, Warwickshire

bonuses, would, of course be a genuine " all out

"

affair

A Better Way.
I am all in favour of gold medals being restricted

to riders who obtain a perfect time and reliability

.score; and also of such trifling errors as those
described above being disregarded /// ioio on rational

evidence, especially wJtere a man is accidentally early.

If a man is late, and produces some excuse, I should
require the most convincing evidence to admit his claim
to a clean sheet ; but I should feel it my duty to receive

and to weigh all the evidence, because it is not a matter
of whether Jones shall gratify his personal pride by
winning a gold medal, or whether the Wliirlwind Co.
shall gain the team prize or not ; it is a matter of supply-
ing the public with accurate and lucid information.
But there was no excuse for that Irishman's bonus,
and I hope no future trial will be disfigured by so

ridiculous an anomaly. Fancy climbing all the fright-

ful test hills, bringing your machine through in per-

fect condition, being well ahead of time at thirty-nine

checks out of forty, being a minute early at the fortieth

check because your watch had suddenly accelerated

about i|%, and then being published as worthy of
only 144 marks out of the maximum 195 ! (I ought
to add that I was not a competitor, or my criticisms

may be discounted as being interested.)

I

A 3-J h.p. overhead valve Hazlewood, built to special order. i his

is a very neat example of a fast roadster, but will not be made
a standard model.
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THIS week I am going to talk upon two-strokes,

to discuss their suitability for feminine require-

ments, and to review several interesting models
that have been placed at my disposal by the courtesy

of their manufacturers. The two-stroke is generally

a lightweight machine, and as such appeals most
strongly to the novice and the fair sex, especially as

it can so easily be placed in a low frame.'

The first machine that I would mention is the

Velocette, a low-built open-framed mount of pleasing
design. The frame, finished in black
enamel, allows ample dress room. The
engine is of 2 J h.p., made by Messrs.

Veloce, fitted with two-speed gear con-

trolled ' from the handle-bar. The
manufacturers of the Veloce are, I

beheve, famous for its effective lubri-

cation arrangement. A small oil sump,
holding a pint of oil, is fitted in the

left side of the crank case. Pressure
from the exhaust gases is so directed

that lubrication is forced automatically

LADIES AND LIGHTWEIGHTS,

rider a small metal guard is fitted over the engine.

The sparking plug projects through an aperture

in this. I wondered whether this being so exposed

would cause shorting in wet weather. Possibly

not, or the high tension wire would be carried undei

the engine shield. The wheels are but 24in. in height.

Aluminium footboards are fitted. These are a great

advantage for comfort over tiny foot-rests, but even

these would be improved if covered with rubber to

absorb vibration and to give the feet more grip. In

all my tests the Velocette sliowed

up well, the top gear giving smootli

running and the low the giowest of

speeds for traffic. This mount,

fitted with a Senspray carburetter, is

priced at thirty-two guineas.

The Two=stroke Hobart.

Another attractive little machine,

particularly light and lively, is

the new Hobart two-stroke. In

appearance it is especially smart,

its highly finished black and gold

(2) Her first ride. " Tlie push off.'

—certainly an ingenious method to

carry the necessary oil to the work-
ing parts ! The flywheel is fitted on
the left side of the machine, and
the drive is by means of chains, and
although I gave this tiny mount a

good testing on the road, I never

noticed anything harsh in the trans-

mission. To protect the skirt of the

(3) The Velocette.

a mmiar
7i h.p.

(1) Instructing novices in the use of the spark lever.

(4) The Hobart two-stroke.

tank making it look

lure " Sunbeam."
engine, of Messrs.

own manufacture,
efficient. The magneto is fitteS

behind the engine, well aAvay from

the mud and water splashes of

dirty weather. Lubrication -is'

like

The
Hobart "Bird^'s

is quiet and
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I,
Miss May Sansom, of Redbourne, with her open frame Connaught

' two-stroke.

jffected by mixing oil witli the petrol in the usual

:iuantity, viz., half-pint of oil to one gallon of .spirit.

'4gain the Senspray carburetter wa.s fitted a.s .standard,

rhe machine is only single geared, and driven by 34in.

Dunlop belt. I gave the machine a good gruelling over

bountry roads, and found it capable of thirty miles an

houi on the level. The height from the ground is

;0vver than in most diamond framed machines, partly

jiccounted for by its 24111. wheels. Foot-rests are fitted

ks standard, but, if I may make the suggestion, foot-

boards would be an improvement.

The Royal Ruby.
Made in Manchester, this is a mount of .striking

ippearance, as the tank is finished in the colour

hat befits its name.' It is fitted with a 2j^ h.p. Villiers

;ngine, two-speed counter-shaft gear, a Y^'m. Lyso belt

jjving the final transmission. An Amac carburetter is

itted as standard. This machine is well worth a trial,

ts detail work being especially good. The rear brake
las a direct pull operated by a pedal at the rider's lefi

leel. The tank, too, has a filler cap wortby of the

lame, and the belt pulley is of sensible dimensions,
hus lessening belt wear—nothing seems so disastrous

o belts as the tiny pulleys sometimes fitted. I put the

iiachine through a test containing a long hill which
masts a gradient of i in 8. 'Ilie engine answered
'ailily, and I changed into bottom gear only for the

p portion. From a lady's point of view the Royal
iLiliy is easy to handle and comfoTtable to ride.

The Two=stroKe Chater=Lea.
Messrs. Chatcr-Lea, a 'name which has long been

issociated with high-powered sidecar outfits, are now
urnirig their attention to a two-stroke lightweight.

N'lth an engine of 2}'l h.p., the machine placed at my
lisposal has a "diamond frame and is fitted with a

:ounter-shaft two-speed gear. The standard specifica-

ion includes a comfortable Brooks saddle and Palmer
yres. On the road the machine travelled well at

!5 m.p.h., but was inclined to choke at higher speeds

—

nost probably due to its being fitted with a jet of

insuitable size. The drilled belt pulley is an
J.xceptionally large one. Oil and jjetrol are mixed in

he usual quantities. The mount lent to me for a trial

iVas by no means new, but its climbing powers were
vigorous and praiseworthy.

103

The Neiiv Ryder.
This is made in both open and diamond framed

models. The open framed lady's model is the first

of this make that I have handled. It is fitted with

the popular Villiers 2^4, h.p. engine and silenced so

effectively that it is one of the quietest machines I have
ridden. The frame is well designed and has a

neat dress shield fitted and a well-made belt guard right

from pulley tO' back wheel stays. The tank capacity

is half gallon with a separate compartment for oil.

Lubrication is effected by giving one charge of oil

from pump to each half gallon of petrol. The car-

buretter is a Senspray. Twenty-six inch wheels are

standard, and no one could wish for a simpler machine
to ride.

If I may here suggest an improvement, footboards,

already mentioned, are essential to the' fair rider's

comfort, and, in my opinion,- a clutch should always

be standard on a lady's mount. The two-stroke

engine, if in tune, starts with the first push of the

machine, but where no pedals are fitted a novice has

either to have a push off or make a running mount,
,

and this one is loth to do until one becomes perfectly

familiar wuth the machine. Personally, this would
not trouble me, as, being an " old hand," I can

generally manage to climb astride anything on wi eels,

but one young lady of my acquaintance, who has yet

to make her first running mount, when wishing to start,

casts her eyes about for someone to whom she can

apply for the necessary assistance.

The Connaught is another two-stroke that caters

for the fair .sex. A friend of mine who has recently

invested in one is quite pleased with its pulling powers

and generally good behaviour.

I cannot close without a word on the open framed
Levis. The machine I had on trial some time ago

was so satisfactory that I was quite sorry to part with

it. Two firms who inform me tJiey are shortly placing

a lady's two-stroke model on the market are Messrs.

Newman, of Birmingham, and the Clyno Engineering

Co., of Wolverhampton.
A little tip that I have found of benefit on two-

strokes is to shake a machine that has been standing

all night. This removes the heavy oil from the bottom

of the tank, and naturally gives a lietter mixture to

.start off witii.

Mrs. Ernest Smith, of Saltley,

Birmmgham, and her new mount, a

twin cylinder 4 h.p. Rcoai-Precision

and sidecar. Mr. Smith, the maker
of the Regal motor cycle, is seated

in the sidecar.

BIS
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The Action of a Two-stroke Engine.

IN
spite of the fact that the two-

stroke engine has become so

popular of late and is appear-
ing on the market under the pro-

tection of the names of the best

known manufactures and designers,

there are many who do not realise

the extraordinary simplicity of the

engine or the principle on which it

acts. In consequence, a series of

diagrams has been prepared with

the object of explaining as clearly

as possible the cycle of operations.

The diagrams show a transverse

sectional elevation of an imaginai7
two-stroke, designed to show some
of the most usual features of pre-

sent-day machines.
Fig. I shows the piston at the

top of its travel. It will be noticed

that the lower edge of the piston is

above the top of the inlet port and
that gas is still flowing into the

crank case and lower part of the

cylinder, due to the partial vacuum
caused in these parts by the upward
movement of the piston before

reaching its highest point.

To simplify the explanation the

reader is asked to imagine that

above the piston is a fully com-
pressed charge on the point of being

Exhaust

Fig. 1.

Compressed change on point of firing
—

Exhaust and transfer ports closed—
Inlet port open showing gas filling crank case

and lower part of cylinder.

fired ; how it got there will appear

in due course. The force of the

explosion taking place above the

piston naturally drives it downwards
with the following results. First

the inlet port is closed by the lower

edge of- the piston, so that the gas,

drawn into the crank chamber on

the up stroke, becomes slightly com-

pressed. Next, the upper edge of

the piston begins to uncover the

e.xhaust port, which, as is shown in

fig. 2, opens somewhat before the

transfer port. This reduces the

presure of the exploded gases to

something apjjroaching atmospheric

pressure before the transfer port is

opened.

Fig. 3 shows the piston at the

bottom of the stroke with both

transfer and exhaust ports wide

open. The arrows show the charge

compressed in the crank case being

transferred to the cylinder and

taking the place of the previously

exploded charge. The use of the

deflector is now clearly seen, for it

turns the incoming gases upwards,

where they help to push out the ex-

hausted charge, instead of shooting

straight across the piston head and

out of the exhaust, port as would

Fig. 2.

End of explosion strode—exhaust port partly

open—exhaust gases commencing to pass out-

Inlet port and transfer port closed—
Gas in crank ces^. fully compressed.

Fig. 3.

Piston at bottom—Exhaust and transfer ports

open—Inlet port closed—Fre.'ih charge passing

into cylinder via transfer port and deflector

plate, exhaust gases (shaded darker) passing

out.

Fig. 4.

Piston rising—
All ports closed—
Fresh charge being compressed-

Partial vacuum in crank oase.

B16
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)3 Action of a Two-stroke Engine.—

ppen if there was no deflector. When the piston

irts to ascend once more, firstly the transfer port is

3sed and then the exhaust port.

In fig. 4 the piston is part way on the up stroke

th all three ports closed and the transferred charge

ing compressed above the piston ready for firing,

lile below the piston a vacuum is forming, the

:jgative pressure of which will increase until the

]let port is uncovered by the lower edge of the piston,

jien a fresh charge of petrol and air will be inducer!

d the cycle will proceed as before.

This then shows clearly how an explosion takes

ace once every complete revolution of the crankshaft,

stead of every other revolution as is the case with

four-stroke type. It must not, however, be

lagined that double the power is produced, as, for

rtain mechanical reasons, each explosion of a two-

CUT THIS OUT.

'—[1

By placing pislon on

cylinder diagrams the port

openings may be clearly

seen in all positions of the

piston

stroke is less powerful than
that of a four-stroke of simi-

lar capacity.

To follow the action of a

two-stroke engine and the

various port openings, cut

out the drawing of the piston

adjoining, stick it on a piece

of card, and fit it inside

one of the engine drawings

which are_ given on 'the

oppcsite page. By moving
the piston up and down, the

port openings will be seen,

and it should be possible for

the merest novice to acquire

the principle of the two.

stroke engine.

The Two-stroke Lightweight.

I

Many old motor cyclists will remember that in 1902
a lightweight machine with a tw*o-stroke engine was

I

produced. I refer to the Ixion motor, and it may

I

be of interest to describe this, as it possesses some
features very different from those almost universally

emjjloyed in the modern two-stroke engine.

BY ERIC W
'0 the writer it seems that the two-stroke engine

is almost ideal for lightweight machines, for
' a number of reasons.

The majority of riders of these machines are inex-

rienced, and the two-stroke engine, on account of

e absence of valves, requires very little attention,

he only two parts liable to become deranged are the

agneto and .the carl)uretter, and both can easily lie

;tached from the machine and sent back to the makers

ir re-adjustment. The magneto runs at ciigine

eed instead of half engine speed, as on the four-

roke engine, so that at low engine speeds there is

ore certainty of firing. The suction in the crank

lamber suddenly acts on the carburetter, so that car-

aration at low speeds is more certain. For this

TRANSFER
PASSAGE

The ixion two-stroke engine, now twelve years old.

ason and for that mentioned in connection with the

lagneto, the two-stroke engine should be an easy

tarter.

Another important point concerning the lightweight

wo-stroke is that a larger belt pulley can be used

ban with the ordinary type of engine, so that the

iny pulley usually employed on lightweights, with

ts accompanying belt troubles, can be dispensed with.

Vith the small engines likely to be used on light-

feight machines cooling troubles are hardly likely to

)e met with, though with larger engines the general

)pinion is that water cooling is essential. To this

nust be added that the two-stroke engine is lighter

md smaller for a given power—both important points

n a small machine.

An Ancient Two=stroke.
I'^rom the ijrawings it will be gathered that crank

ca.se compression was used, with the usual transfer

passage through which the gas passes and is deflected

hy means of a baffle on the piston up to the top of

the cylinder. There is the usual bottom exhaust port,

but gas entered the crank chamber through the hollow

crankshaft. The crankshaft was bored out for a few
inches and a radial slot was formed which came into

register once per revolution with a port in the crank-

shaft bearing. Thus at the right time once per

revolution the crank chamber drew in gas from the

carburetter through this port and hollow crankshaft.

Nowadays, nearly all successful motor cycle two-stroke

engines such as are used on lightweights are of the

three-port tyjiie. there being two ports above the pi.ston,

as in the engine illustrated, and one port in the cylin-

der wall, which is only uncovered by the piston when
it approaches the top of its stroke.

The Ixion engine illustrated was fitted in front of
the steering head of the machine, and a friction pulley

attached to the flywheel was pressed against the tyre,

the whole engine being rocked to move the pulley into

and out of contact. . I rode one of these machines

once or twice. It was geared very low and did not

compare at all favourably with the modern two-stroke

lightweight. In fact, the one I used would not reach

a higher speed than twenty miles an hour. A larger

engine than this was eventually made, but it never

met with any great success.

AN ILLUSTRATED BUYERS' GUTOE
(compiled by " The Motor Cycle") of 55 Two-stroke

and Lightweight motor cycles will be found on pages

131 to 142 of this issue

BI7
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IN
LAKELAND
By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,

Author of "Motor Ways in Lakeland,"
'^Mountain Adventures at Hoine and Abroad,"

" The Complete Mountaineer," etc., etc.

IT
is over three years since a

crowd of enthusiasts gathereil

on the heights of Honister

Pass to watch the 5rst ascent of the

notorious hill by a sidecar. We all

remember how, 'midst a cloud of

smoke and a roar of engine, the

Clyno wriggled and jumped up the

fearsome gradient on the Butter-

mere side at the first attempt.

There are also memories of innumerable motor
cycles hurled at the shaly, slippery scarp by
redoubtable riders who were loth to acknowledge
defeat. Handicapped by high gears and single

speeds, many a sportsman bit the dust, or would
have done but for the utter stoniness of the

road. The local opinion that no motor cycle could

climb Honister Pass was almost justified. On that

occasion only Vernon Taylor on a powerful single-

cylinder Rudge made what might be called a clean

and satisfactory ascent.

Since that record day and the one shortly succeed-

ing it, when C. R. Collier mounted the pass on a

Matchless sidecar machine, the place has lost none of

its terrors. Motor cars stick regularly on the hill,

and have to be rescued. Our proposal to include the

climb in last year's Six Days Trials brought only a

negative smile from the secretary of the A.C.U. It

is still looked upon as the limit in the way of hills.

Thus my suggestion, which came originally from the

editor of T//e Motor Cycle, that lightweights might

climb the pass was received locally with scant encour-

agement. "Utterly impossible!" was the remark

of one enthusiast. How could engines little more
than half the size of those used such a short time ago

succeed? Yet again the impossible has been achieved,

and now there are rumours in the air that a light-

weight might climb Skiddaw, with its almost trackless

steeps and heather frontage. Unlike Snowdon and
Ben Nevis, there are no proper tracks or roads to the

top of Lakeland's mountains.

These ultra-modern light machines are decidedly

scarce in the vicinity of Lakeland, and the popular

doubts of their capability in such a hilly country would

doubtless largely account for this. Thus there was
great difficulty in finding enthusiasts who would tackle

the notorious hills. This seemed unnecessary modesty,

for an O.K. had shown its abilities by clean ascents

of Kirkstone Pass from Ambleside, and also Red
B18

The two-stroke Clyno lightweight topping Hill Step on Honister Pass.

Bank at Grasmere, despite a day of excessive moisture

and mud. A 2^ h.p. Triumph as well as 2-1 h.p.

Clyno climbed the old road up Honister Pass from,
Seatoller splendidly. The gradients here are severe

and stony, while i in 4 and i in 4I stretches are

frequent.

Preparing for the Attach.
But my plans to get a representative number of

lightweights on the westerly side of Honister Pass
or on Buttermere Hause seemed doomed to failure.

The O.K. had an unexpected appointment to fulfil,

and another—or at least its rider—had married a wife

and could not come. Thus, after another postpone-

ment through bad weather, we finally foregathered a

few days ago at Buttermere Hotel, to find only a Con-
naught and a Clyno to represent the lightweight bri-

gade. There were several big machines, a few quite

suitable for the work in hand, so an interesting time

was expected.

Over rain-sodden roads we had reached Buttermere
by Lorton, having skidded up one side of VVhinlatter

Pass and slid down the other- The air was heavy
with vapour and great mist curtains were unrolling

themselves from the grey rnountains which rose over
the roadway. The village weather prophet wa. con-

sulted when a slight rain began to fall. In character-

istic dialect he answered guardedly: "Ay! ay! it'll

mappen, donk and dezzle a bit, an' appen cast a

snifter, but ther'll be nea greet pelt !
" Southerners in

the party were as puzzled with this as though it were
some foreign tongue. Translated tersely, it_ meant
there would be light showers but no great pelt or

downpour, which w'as reassuring.

Thus first of all we set forth for Buttermere Hause.
From the seat of a remarkably useful Rudge sidecar

I had an excellent opportunity of realising the efficiency

of a typical up-to-date lightweight. As we curled up
into the misty heights, and climbed the long upper rise,

where i in 4^ was the prevailing gradient and deep
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For ease—for speed
and for all those qualities without which neither
ease nor speed can be insured,

BROOKS
Saddles are simply incomparable. Evolved from
au experience e.xtending over 30 years tlicy are
made only of the finest material obtainable, by
workmen of exceptional experience and skill, and
guided always by one policy—" the best at any cost."
Ask for the BROOKS Book.

J. B. BROOKS &. Co.. Ltd.,

49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.

BROOKS niZO Palml Moor
Cycle Saddle. Siie; 12J)"hs.

widi' X M/MS. tronl lo baLk.

Weight : l!bs. 9oxs. Height ((o

tal) surface 0/ depression) 3ins.

BROOKS BlSO Motor Cycle

Saddle for LigJilwcislils. Siie:
iO\ins. wide x I2^i«-s. front

to back. IVeight : dlb, fois.

Price 24/6.

BROOKS Bno Motor Cycle
Saddle. Sije .-121 ins. wide x
iMiis. front to back. IVeiglit :

ribs. l2o(S. Pria 30/-.

Is Further Proof Necessary ?

78
PREMIER
AWARDS

Gained on

ENGINED
,, MACHINES

during ONE WEEK.

ALL J.A.P. SUCCESSES are gained un ABSOLUTELY STANDARD
ENGINES and NOT on racing freaks.

FIRST. SECOND.
Caerphilly Hill Climb ..

Surrey M.C.C. Hill Climb
Aberavon aad District M.C.C.

Cardiff and District M.C.C. .

.

Birmingham Speed Trials

Porthcawl Meeting
Essex M.C.C. Speed Trials .

.

Rotterdam Trial

3
1

4
6
3

24
1

42

2
2
1

4
3

11

^3

THIRD.
1

2
1

13

GRAND TOTAL .78
Write for our llhistrated Catalogue to Dept. B.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., Northumberland Park, TOTTENHAM, N.
Telegrams :

—
" Prestwich, Tottlane, London." Telephone:—1613 Tottenham.

In anstcerintf lli-ese advertisements it is desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle. B19
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RELIABIL
— Once again the " LYSO-RELIABLE " has proved its ;(

Motor Cycles— by a remarkable performance in the strenuous A

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIA.
44LYSO -RELIABLE
4 SILVER MEDALS, 4BRONZE MEDA S

GOLD MEDALLISTS -

4 h.p. TRIUMPH. L. A
R. Pearson, 2| h.p

SPECIAL CUP

W. Westwood riding a 4 h.p. TRIUMPH. F. Ti

Bees, 4 h.p. L.M.C. T. J. Ross, 4 h.p. TRIU
. CLYNO. V. Underhill, 3I h.p. OVERSEAS.
for BEST PERFORMANCE of a Solo machine was obtain^

LYCETT'S " LYSO-REHABLE " Belt.

W. Westwood, 4 h.p. TRIUMPH.
SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL was awarded to Neville

to survive the course, the engine power being

What a few of the Riders say—"gain
RELIABLE Belt' was entirely satisfactory and gai
" Lycetts 'LYSO-RELIABLE Belt' for me in all f
" I again obtained a CM. with your 'LYSO RELIA
T. J. Ross, 22, Gilmore Road, Lee, London. 121
" Using your 'LYSO-RELIABLE' Belt I was suca
throushout the Trial and only had to shorten it o>

Gold ''Medal, Six Days on 'LYSO-RELIABLE'
— Tliat's proof of RELIABILITY— proof of the perfect scrvic

Try it yourself— you'll find it the best power - transmittt

LYCETT'S "Lightweight" No. 110 Pan Seat. The
luxurious and comfortable Lightweight Saddle on the market,

specially designed for Lightweight Motor Cycles and embodu
famous No. 4 Pan Seat Top which is anatomically shaped, with

steel base frame comfortably padded. The large diameter strong

SIGN SPRINGS ensures vibrationless riding. Gives low riding positio

LYCETT'S "La-Grande" No. LI 20 Lightweight Saddle
exceptionally light, strong, and comfortable Anti-vibratory saddl

embodies our well-known pattern "springs in constant tension" of

diameter. Best selected oak-Tanned Enghsh leather Seat 11 x

Gives extremely co.nfjrtable and low riding position. Plain Top,

Padded Top, 16/6.

LYCETT'S "THE SADDLER

Patentea.

LYCETT'S " La-Grande" No. 120
Lightweight Saddle.

^
LYCETT'S "Lightweight'
No. 110 Pan Seat.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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l^hat Lightweights can do in Lakeland.

—

.
:rosswise-running ruts provided the prevailing surface,

jhere was a roar from below. It was George Braith-

vaite on tfie Clyno, and soon he whirred past us and

ip to the final zig-zag, negotiating this and tlife awk-

vard ruts with a. master hand, but never a foot.

The Clyno took a weight of over thirteen solid stone

up without a falter, and the slow, steady pull of the

little engine was astonishing to those accustomed to

;he thrilling rushes of the bigger machines, which

usually need skilful footwork on the hairpins. The
:ontrast was soon in evidence, for Jeffreys, a famous

lorth country speedmaii, came up next. But he

jumped over the ruts carefully because the low-set crank

case of his 8 h.p. Zenith had already one bre.ikagc

plugged by a cork.

LIGHTWEIGHTS

107

reached, but from the steeper side. The easterly,

approach to the famous pass was found in remarkably

good condition, for the newly-surfaced road was as yet

unspoiled by the chain-skidded wheels of the heavy
- coaching traffic.

As usual, loose shale about a foot deep was
expected, but there was now splendid grip on the firm

slope, despite the gradient of i in 3^'^. Those coming
to Lakeland this season may be glad to know of this

improvement. The distance from Keswick to Butter-

mere over the Hause and up the interesting Devil's

Elbow is only eight miles ; by Whinlatter Pass it is

nearly double, whilst the usual roundabout route by
limhlcton, near Cockerniouth, is u])wards of twenty

miles. Any lightweight as efficient as "the two C's
"

could tackle the Hause route easily, and since our visit

IN LAKELAND.

'^>'"i-^-'-*ri%..

The Ginnaught nearing the cresi

of Butlermere Hause.

Other " big guns " fol-

lowed, and then all in-

terest was concentraled on
the ascent of the Con-
naught. The machine had
yet to win its spurs on
the biggest Lakeland hills,

and its rider, D. R. Leitch,

was new to motor . mouir
taineering, but the two
tyros behaved splendidly.
The " wash-outs " were
negotiated slowly, and the

pick-up of the engine on
the intervening i in 4.',

rises was remarkable. The
final corner was taken
more quickly, despite the
short step of i in 3J,
and the little two-stroke
finished in perfect style.

Then the descent into

Kewlands Vale was made,
and thence the summit of
the Hause Was again

Climbing the I inij gradient ot Hill Step, Honister Pass.

Nearing the lop ol Honister

Pass. Honister Crag Is seen on

the left

an O.K.. with a yet

smaller engine, and & 2]/^

h.p. Triumph have made
the crossing.

Then a slight shower
chased us back into the

dale, and along the shores

of Butlermere we hurried

Honister-wards. On such
a day the approach was
magnificent. The lake

lay black as ink in the

depths, and great clouds,

the aftermath of a
thunderstorm, surged
savagely amongst the dark
crags. Soon we entered

the " narrows " of the

pass, where grey cliffs

plunged down on either

hand, and the road darted

up into the whirling mist.

The Rudge, much over-

loaded and over-geared
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What Lightweights can do in Lakeland.

—

for such work, soon reached its limit on the steep,

loose slope, so we walked up to Hill Step, the crux

of the climb, to await the coming of the others.

What the Pass is HKe.

Some time ago the gradients of the Honister Pass

on the Buttermere side were measured in close

detail, and it may be interesting to give here the

main points. First of all the surface is the im-

pressive feature and a dis- '

turbing one withal for W'
those who attempt to ride

its rock-strewn roughnesses. '!

In this respect it is no

exaggeration to say that

the road is a disgrace to

the local authorities, and,

considering its importance

to the considerable coach-

ing traffic which makes use

of it daily, its neglect is

difficult to understand. At
the present time it is in an

exceptionally unkempt con-

dition, especially in the

lower stretches. From
Gatesgarth, the last farm-

house up the valley, 'to the

foot of the real struggle,

about if miles, the surface

is good. Thence to the

summit, 1,190 feet above
sea level, the distance is

threequarters of a mile,

and the difference in level

is about 550 feet. Steep
and rough travelling is en-

countered immediately the

bridge over the mountain
torrent is -crossed. A wide
S turn culminates i n

twenty-two yards of i in

4^ and six yards of i in 4.

After an ensuing hundred
yard stretch of i in 6 there

comes a swerve to the right

on a rise of i in 5, and
beyond this the second
bridge is approached up
an easier portion of i in

10. This affords accelera-

tion for the crux of the climb, whicK begins quickly with

a gradient of i in yi, gradually becoming rougher and
steepening to i in 5^^ for twenty-two yards. Now,
on an incline of i in 4^, there is a left-hand turn

to the foot of Hill Step proper, which is gained over
about fifty yards of i in 5. Hill Step itself is fairly

straight with a slight swerve to the right in the upper
part. The surface still grows rougher, and at the

start up the " Step " the gradient of i in 4 to i in 3-54

makes the bumpy slipperiness felt unpleasantly.

There is a fairly steady climb for fifty yards up the

rise of i in 4, and then about twenty-two yards of

I in 3 14^ culminates in six yards of i in 3^. After

fifteen yards of i in 4 and i in 4J2, the rock-exposed,

B24

A halt on the shores of Buttermere Lake, with the clouds lifting

off the lofty crest of High Crag.
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slippery, final stretch is approached. This notorious ,

and dangerous bit is about twenty yards in length and

begins with ten yards of 1 in 4. The middle part has

a gradient of i in 3J4, and finally the six yard rocky

portion inclined at an angle of i in 3^ has to be

surmounted. But now the gradient becomes more

favourable and the surface loses some of its roughness.

The upper part consists of an ascent of about 300

yards up an average gradient of i in 6, and just

under the summit the last fifty yards steepen again to

I in 4-|.

Such was the problem

the lightweights had to

tackle. Few were hopeful

of success, and when

Jeffreys came up on the

Zenith—but perhaps more

correctly speaking, mostly

in mid air, on account- of.^:

the bumpiness—prospectsjl

seemed still blacker. The'i

road thus cleared, a tinjif

black speck was seen to

detach itself from the

group of machines at the

foot of the hill. It dis-

appeared on the lower^l

corners, but quickly came

into sight again, flashing

across the easier stretch

below Hill Step. Leitch

on the Connaught was

soon recognised by the

stubborn way. he kept his

feet on Hie footrests, even

with the lively little

machine leaping bodily on

the shifting stones. On
his first attempt, by good-

luck or good management,
he avoided the roughest

section, and w h i r r e d

steadily up the front of

Hill Step. The driving

wheel spun helplessly for

a moment, but with cool

deliberation and regardless

of the airy downward pros-

pect, the rider found firm

hold on the road close to

the precipitous edge. Thus
the final steepness was

overcome, and we hurried upwards to congratulate the

first lightweight rider to scale Honister Pass.

The Clyno came.. next, and the steadiness of its

ascent was remarkable. Perhaps a previous know-
ledge of the soundest part of the surface accounted

for this, and, after all, the experience of a motor,

mountaineer like George Braithwaite counts for some-

thing in the siiccess of the machine on such a place".

The steepness of the gradient seemed to have little

effect so long as a grip could be found for the driving

wheel. Some amusing and less graceful things hap-

pened when other experts were allowed to pilot the

lightweights up the pass. Thus ended a strenuous ami
interestinsr dav.
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Priumph

AYS TRIALS
lit;

cown, embracing terrific hills,

Ml tracks, 50% of competitors
» of trouble encountered with

;

TYRES.

I Guest, the most successful trial rider this ye^r.

reclation from prominent riders:

Sirs,

If motor cyclists could only know what I know about your tyres

:)lvoul(jn't need ^to be bewildered about a host of tyre adverts, all

mag "the best." I have won gold medals and several special cups

ar in all the leading trials, including both Six Days, and have yet

d)erience a puncture. (Touch wood I)
'

R. E GUEST.

>tt, the successful Clyno riJer.

Sirs, .

I have been obtaining extraordinary results from your t\ros, I

you -should know of it. I have obtained Gold Medals in all the

ic g trials, including London—Exeter, London—Edinburgh, Scottish

ays, and English Six Days, and have never yet had a puncture
te of the appalhng road surfaces.

G. NOTT.

lasinghall St., London, E.C. this to riders of
HUTCHINSON TYRES.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." cj
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Where a Lightweight Scores.

—

phant conquest should be assured within a very brief

period. The first problem is springing. Any motor

cyclist who is also a i)ush cyclist knows how unpleasant

a bicycle feels at ro or 15 m.p.h. by comparison with

the heavy stable 3^ h.p. touring motor cycle. A some-

what similar sensation affects him when he drives a

second-rate lightweight. The shocks and jars of the

road are transmitted too intimately to the light frame,

and his impression is that every detail " dithers " a

little too rapidly. The best makers are mastering this

difficulty. The little two-strokes seemed to ride the

stony moorland tracks in the recent Six Days Trials

quite as evenly as the heavier machines, and tlieir

riders were quite fresh after a gruelling day's rough-

riding. All that is needed is sound fork design,

light, stiff tubing, with perhaps more trussing and
girdering than the weighty 3I h.p. frame tubes de-

mand, and saddles which are comfortable without

being too heavy.

The Question of Keeping the Time.
The second and most thorny problem is power main-

tenance. A 3J h.p. engine always has power in

reserve, and when it is 50% below factory tune is still

rideable. A 2 h.p. has a very narrow margin of

reserve power, and if through poor design or work-

manship, or by careless handling, its engine deterio-

rates so that only half or two-thirds of its normal
efficiency is developed, the rider must continually re-

A DROPPED FRAME TWO-STROKE.

A new model Iwo-stroke machine, which Messrs. Alldays and Onions

. are testing on the road with a view to adoption for 1915. It will be

observed that the top tube is dropped similar to the Alldays T.T. model.

sort to his second or bottom gear, and occasionally fail

to climb such hills as Birdlip. Here, too, great

strides are being made. Metallurgy is better compre-
hended, so that valves and piston rings stand up well. -

The tw'O-stroke, with its lubrication via the carburet-

ter, has inspired the designers of four-stroke engines

-to devise small high. speed poAver units which do not

carbonise so rapidly as their prototypes. Carburation

is improving with giant strides. The detachable items

which affect engine efliciency, such as valve caps, are

no longer so flimsy that they crumple up if they are

properly tightened. Some of the smallest engines in

the Scottish Trials w'ere apparently producing their

full power on the last day; the crackle of their

exhausts had not become " woolly," but rang as

sharp and tight as at the start. All this is vastly

encouraging.

Co
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The Transmission Question,
The transmission bugbears, which vitiated the early

lightweights, are things of the past. The two-step

drive has banished the old dollar-diameter pulley and
its resultant belt troubles ; at least one baby machine
got through the Scottish week without a single belt

stoppage.

On the whole, I should identify the problems of

providing a high standard of comfort for the rider

and of designing all the tiny fittings so as to be vibra-

tion and fracture-proof as the most obstinate survivors

of a dwindling catalogue of difficulties; and I should

assert- with confidence that the trade, as a whole, is

laying masterful fingers on these familiar weaknesses.

The outloojv, then, is in every way encouraging, and
we may proceed to notice the special opportunities open
to the baby machines.

Storage has already been dealt with. An ordinarily

strong man can tuck a lightweight under his arm and
carry -it to the most inaccessible corner of a backyard

;

an old man or a young girl may throw its transmission

out of gear and wheel it with consummate ease.

Taking it into the road, starting it, and supporting it

during stoppages are child's play. Its" ease of

handling will attract many tyros who shrank from the

200 lb. machines.

Economy is the real clou of the modern light-;

weight. First cost, however, fails to represent the)

full economy of the lightweight. After a run of a'

thousand miles the back tyre of a 3^ h.p. has no*
central studs left ; the back tyre of a lightweight showsi.

no real signs of wear after a similar d'^tance. T
inspected the rear tyre of one two-stroke lightweight

after the Six Days Trial, and it looked as if it had done
about 200 miles. The petrol consumption is- about forty

per cent, less than that of a 3J h.p. and the trans-

mission wears astoundingly well. Depreciation is

small, because the first cost is low.

Lightweights for Lady Riders.

A side issue of distinct interest consists in the atti-

tude of women towards the motor cycle, as it may be
affected by the lightweight. The modern girl is

hernispheres removed from her Victorian predecessors

;

she is growing more emancipated every day. There
are thousands of golfing; tennis-playing girls with
small private incomes and allowances, and there are

distinct signs that the Ijghtweight is appealing to them.
The other day I saw a girl of 18 or so threading her

way through the worst city traffic on a Levis,

with her small brother on the carrier. I remember
hearing a married woman practically hooted as she
drove through a Midland town on her motor cycle only
six years ago, but nobody even turned to stare at this

slip of a girl piloting her double outfit through a busy
street.

After many premature boostings and chequered
vicissitudes, the baby machines are at length beyond
question about to enjoy their triumph ; and they will

exercise a profound and far-reaching influence on the

sport, industryy and pleasure of the nation.

^
NOTICE. I

5 Tlie Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for loss of copy I
i in the form of manuscript, drawings, or pliotographs submitted to him. j
• Rejected matter will only be returned provided a stamped addressed 1

\ envelope is enclosed for the purpose. f
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WHY I FAVOURED THE TWO -STROKE ENGINE.
By ALFRED A. SCOTT.

Mr. Alfred A. Scott needs no introduction to our readers. He may be described as the "godfather" ot nwo-stroke
motor bicycles, for it is undoubtedly due to his skill and untiring perseverance that the two-stroke motor cycle has
gained such popularity. In the accompanying article Mr. Scott relates his early efforts with two-stroke engines,
and why he favoured this type of motor. It is interestmg to recall that the first description of the Scott was
published in this journal on September 2nd, 1908, after its successes at the Sutton Bank and Newnham hill-climbs.

MY inclination towards the development of a

practical two-stroke engine is no doubt due
to early training and association with engineers

manufacturing marine and high-speed steam engines,

so that in turning my attention to the gas engine

and consequently to the petrol engine, I was naturally

attracted by the possibilities of the two-stroke cycle

of operations bv which the regular impulse, the

simplicity of desfgn, and the sound

mechanical motions employed in

steam engineering- practice could

be retained; in preference to the

four-stroke with its irregular im-

pulses and complication of valves,

gearing, and cams. I do not mean
to infer that in my opinion the four-

stroke system is in any way defective

or unmechanical ; I am simply

attempting to respond to the Editor's

invitation to explain my early pre-

ference for the two-stroke system,

and consequent neglect of the type

universiilly adopted in the early days

of motor cycles. My initial prefer-

ence for the two-stroke was further

strengthened by the reliable and

excellent service obtained from a

two-stroke gas engine designed by

rav brother (Mr. A. F. Scott,

M.I.M.E.) and employed for many years in driving

machinery in my experimental workshop.

The two-stroke petrol engine first made a place

for itself in marine work, being almost universally

used for small sizes in America, and was considered

eminently suitable for the purpose of driving a boat,

where variation in load was not recognised and where

absolute simplicity was desirable, and so long as it

was confined to this field no serious attemin was

made to design a two-'stroke which would give the

elasticity of control required for road work. I wish

to avoid giving the impression that we are particularly

indebted to American genius for the invention and

development of the - two-stroke. Priority in its

invention and development can undoubtedly be

attributed to Mr. Day, and in recognition of this I have

frequently referred ^n previous £.rticles to the Day
cycle in contradistinction to the Otto cycle.

My First Two=stroke Bicycle Motor.

My first two-stroke engines were designed for marine

work, and I found a decided advantage in experiment-

ing with an engine on a boat where it was possible to

make tests and obtain diagrams under working

conditions.

Mv first bicycle motor was fitted to a Premier

bicycle in 1901. The twin cylinders, ij'^in. diameter,

were made of steel tube with aluminium radiator

flanges shrunk over the outside. Plain phosphor

The

tlie

bronze bearings were first of all fitted, ..nd later

metallic bearings with floating gland joint. The engine
drove the front wheel by friction contact with the

tyre, a successful drive in dry weather, but useless

iji wet. I was delighted with my first ride on this

machine, but found that the steel cylinders were
quite impracticable, for, in spite of liberal lubrication,

they scored badly and showed no signs of taking a

polish. My next engine was a

development of the same idea, but

with cast iron cylinders 2i4in. bore.

This engine eventually drove by belt

to clutch counter-shaft and thence

by chain to back wheel. One
trembler coil was used, and the

spark distributed to either cylinder

by a simple device provided by fix-

ing a projecting electrode on the

piston head. Later on a plain coil

with mechanical brake nas used. A
" rotary contact-breaker was driven by
link work from a pin placed mid-
way 'on the connecting rod, and by

deriving its rotary movement from
the elliptical motion of the rod, a

variable motion with quick and slow

periods was devised, useful for the
ef su-lden interruption required in a

mechanical contact-breaker. At the

same time I extern le<l the development by experimental

work on a two-cycle marine engine 4in. X4in., and
by keeping this engine on the test for the greater part

of a year derived useful information as to what could

iwl be done. The engine was fitted with a large water-

cooled brake wheel, so that it could be run at full

load for any length of time without heating up. On
the average this engine developed 10 h.p. at 800 revs.

])er minute and showed 85% mechanical efficiency.

Discovering the Curved Top Piston.

The present .Scott tvpe of piston witlT the now
generally adopted curved top was developed during

these tests, and many developments as to port propor-

tions made and the effect observed by the brake and
indicator readings. The satisfactory behaviour and
proved eflSciency of both the marine and the smaller

motor bicycle engine convinced me of the superiority

of the two-stroke for both purposes, and I decided to

improve upon previous efforts and build a complete

two-stroke water-cooled motor bicycle.

An accident- on an early motor bicycle enforced

some considerable leisure time, in which I was able

to think the matter out and forecast what was wanted,

and devise in its main outlines the machine associated

with my name. The first complete edition of this

machine (1908) had to depend upon coil ignition, but

the substitution of a magneto greatly improved the

rapidity cf ignition and overcame the most aimoying

eg
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Why I Favoured the Two-stroke Engine.—

of two-stroke troubles. It will be remembered that

a twin cj'linder two-stroke firing twice every revolu-

tion consumed four times as mucli current as the single-

cylinder engine of its time. This meant a big drain

on accumulators, excessive wear on the platinum.points

of the mechanical break, and constant failure of the

electrical equipment. The development of the mag-
neto into the perfect machine of to-day has had a great

influence in making the. reliability of the two-stroke

motor bicycle, -where certainty and rapidity of ignition

are particularly required. The absence of working
valves on the two-stroke presented another difficulty.

It was obviously necessary in producing a chain-driven

two-strdlce motor bicycle to provide some substitute

for the usual valve lifter, since at that time all the

early motor bicycles were controlled more or less by
the valve lifter. This was met by providing a second-

ary exhaust port placed further up in the cylinder

wall, which could be controlled by a lever on the,

handle-bar, so that the compression In the cylinder

could be reduced at will. This half-compression lever

Vfas combined with a magneto cut-out switch, so that

the engine could be completely controlled to the same
extent as was possible with the ordinary valve lifter

on the standard four-stroke motor bicycle.

Protests Against Two=stroKe Engines.
At the outset the Scott motor bicycle was regarded

as an elaborate freak by the motor bicycle world of

that time, which could scarcely be expected to swallow

all at once this combination of open frame, water-

cooling, twin-cylinder, two-stroke, two-speed- gear,

kick starter,' chain drive, etc., and in view of this

natural conservatism, I was strongly advised to limit

my ambitions and develop the two-stroke on the

accepted lines of the ordinary belt-driven machine.

As far as the development of the two-stroke engine

is concerned, there was no difficulty in proving imme-
diately its efficiency in competition. I began the list of ,

Scott wins at the Bradford club's hill-climb at Wass
Bank, and then gaining three firsts on formula at the

Coventry club's hill-climb at Daventry, evoked a storm

of protest, with the unfortunate result that the A.C.U.
was induced to impose a stiff handicap on two-strokes,

which, although it did not completely stop the record

of success, checked any further inducement to compete

in hill-climbs, and thus materially delayed the general

appreciation and recognition of the peculiar pulling

power of the two-stroke engine.

The question of exhaust naturally arises from com-

parison with the four-stroke, where-a full stroke of the

piston is spent in expelling the exhaust gases, and in

addition a full stroke of the piston is utilised to draw
in the fresh charge. In the two-stroke, where exhaust

takes place towards the end of the stroke, the d^;haust

gases move under the influence of considerable pres-

sure ; in fact, a very, persuasive influence to depart is

exerted compared with the mild invitation extended to

the contents of the carburetter. Taking into con-

sideration the relative conditions of pressure, area and
time, I feel that in some two-stroke engines at high

speed this invitation to come inside must seem so

casual and offhand that I can quite imagine the reluct-

ance of the charge to enter the engine at all, and can

sympathise with the natural attitude of the greater

part of the mixture in remaining sullenly in the inlet

pipe vifith a feeling of " The welcome on the mat
ain't meant for me."

The Future of the Two=stroke.
In attempting to predict the tendency of future

•desig.n, I would expect the ultimate success of the

simplest means for attaining increased economy, con-

trol and power, and do not think that real improve-

ment will be secured by the complication presented

by double diameter pistons, additional displacer

pumps, etc. I do not, for instance, see that any real

practical advantage is gained by adopting a com-
plicated and heavier design of engine in order to

avoid the use of the crank case for compres'sion of the

charge. _The crank case compression two-stroke engine,

in spite of its defects,^ is irresistible on account of its

simplicity, and I think that in future development this

characteristic simplicity will be conserved.

I anticipate the successful application of the Diesel

system in combination with water cooling to increase

economy and efficiency of the two-stroke, and no doubt
we shall depend in future upon some form of inde-

pendent pneumatic ignition.

D. M. Brown (3-2- li.p. Rover), who climbed every hill, gainii

marks plus a bonus.

196 F. W. Applebee (% h.p. Motosacoche), probably the oldest com-
petitor in the trial. His score was 189 marks plus a bonus.
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Experiences with Two-stroke Machines.
THE CAPABILITIES OF THE JUNIOR TRIUMPH.

IN
the spring we took delivery of a two-stroke
Triumph, since when we have had no cause
to regret our choice, as the only troubles up

to the present have been of quite minor import-
ance, such as chains getting out of adjustment and
slight carbonisation.

The machine has now quite a long mileage to its

credit, including several

open reliability trials, but

more particularly made up
of short daily runs be-

tween home and the office.

Sun rising Hill comes well

within the range of the

Triumph, as do most main /

road gradients. The two-

speed gear bo.x on the

counter - shaft (givin;,'

ratios of ^\ and 8|- to 1}

has always worked admir-

ably, and the Bowden
wire gear control from a

lever on the handle-bars
has needed no adjustment.

Entirely enclosed magneto
and transmission chains might be an advantage. The
chains, which are protected only by dust covers, run a;

engine speed, and any grease is soon thrown off.

Dismantling the engine is sim]ilicity itself, and the

cylinder may be removed in a matter of minutes. Al:

the controls, with the exception of the heel brake acting

2.000 MILES ON
DURING Februar}' last one of our staff took

delivery of one of the first batch of 2\ h.p.

two-stroke Clynos. The machine arrived com-
plete in every detail, with lamp, horn, and Lea reflex

rear light. From the very beginning it would run

smoothly and well, and the power greatly improvc<'

as the moving parts

152 lb. ready for

The machine scalesran

the

road, and it would be

hard to find a more
controllable machine to

handle in traffic. The
two-speed gear is simple

and silent, and the

handle - bar controlled

clutch appears capable of

being slipped indefinitely,

added to which the engine

will two - stroke quite

slowly.

The two-stroke Clyno
is-by no means a toy, for

it will average 25 m.p.h. "•--.__

over long distances; the
"

machine in question has

climbed all the' well-known Cotswold hills which have

been attempted, including Rising Sun and Portway

hills, with ease, and will restart on tine clutch on the

worst pitch of Sunrising and at once pick up to a

good speed on the grade. The petrol consumption

on the rear belt rim, aro situated on the handle-bars,

makirig the machiiie very easy (o'haiidle. Especially

is this noticeable in traffic, when the low- gear may
be enKasted and one is alile to crawl aloni; at a mere
snail's pace with the engine slowly ticking over. On
the other hand, tt'ith top gear in operation, a speed in

the neig'ibourliood of the " forties '" can be attained.

Starting up may be done
bv standing across the

machine and paddling off,

wlicn the engine will fire

in a few revolutions.

Tiie Triumph is very

light on tyres and belts, the

former being still in excel-

lent condition, and the

latter having been short-

ened for the first time a

week ago.

For best results a pure

mineral oil should be

used, and not compound
oils, as the latter are

liable to split uj) and
cause carbon deposit. In

the case of one brand of oil sent us for trial the float

needle developed the troublesome habit of gumming.
The petrol consumption on an average is about

95 m.jj.g., and one of the greatest virtues of the little

macliine is that it " two-strokes " regularly, even at

slow speeds. The weight is approximately 130 lb.

A CLYNO.
with a .Senspray carburetter antl Xo. 28 jet is approxi-

mately 100 m.p.g. under fair conditions, and the oil

consumjJtion is particularly low. The belt nuis over

a 6in. front pulley, and consequently wear in this

part is negligible, added to -which, the clutch shield

helps to jirotei't the belt from mud and water, and
thus prevents slip to a large degree.

After about 2,000 miles

of hard work the motor
is irt excellent condition,

and shows no signs of

undue wear in any part;

the runniiig is .so smooth
that nothing has worked
loose, and the machine
has proved most satisfac-

lory in every respect.

As regards carbonisa-

tion, extraordinarllv litlle

deposit takei; place on Ihc

cylinder head or piston,

the worst point being the

back of the defleciin-,

which can be scraped l.>y

removing the transfer port

cover and without detaching the cylinder. Like most

small' two-strokes, however, the under side of the pistos)

carbonises fairly thickly, but this point has very littic-

effect on the running of the engine. The rem.oval

of the cylinder is only a matter of a few minutes.

0(3
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Four-speed Morgans.

Sir,—I was surprised to read Mr. Morgan's letter about
his quartette of four-speed Grand Prix machines in the
Scottish Trials. As he states that the four-speed gear box
is standardised, I should be interested to know whether he
fits a gate or quadrant to the standard type, as some of the
Scottish competitors appeared to be holding one gear lever
in position, whilst their passengers prevented the front lever
from jumping out of place. I am also surprised to read
that three of the machines belonged to private owners.
Messrs. Grout and Mundy made no secret of the fact that
their machines did not belong to them, and Mr! Gibson is

surely the partner of another well-known rider, Mr. Eeg.
Holloway, in running a garage at Torquay. Does not Mr.
Morgan mean that he had only one private, owner in the
trials, viz., Mr. James, who, incidentally, was the sole sur-
vivor of the quartette NORTH-'COUNTEYMAN.

Chills on the Abdomen.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " paragraph on the

subject -of, abdominal chills, on page 35 of your issue of
July 9th, for a good many years I have adopted the practice
of wrapping a long, wide, woolly scarf twice round my
waist, and when pulled tight the tension in the knitting is

sufficient to hold the scarf in place at the end to be tucked
in. The scarf is worn under or over the waistcoat, and can
be slipped on or off at a moment's notice.
This idea is really a modificatioh of the waistband worn

by the South American " Buffalo Bills," in the shape of a
brilliant red silk sash, not as an ornament, but as a protec-
tion to the abdomen against the sudden change in tem-
perature of intense heat in the daytime to intense cold at
night, with a very short twilight in between. This sash is

about four yards by one yard. This device has an
advantage over the cholera belt worn next to the skin, as
the latter, once put on, must be kept on until the weather
becomes so intensely hot that it is impossible to wear it any
longer. In other words, a wool scarf round the waist can
be put on and off as occasion requires, but the cholera belt
is, or should be, practically a permanent fixture.

R.P.

Courtesy de Luxe.
Sir,— I would ask you to allow me to make public the

following exceptional and unique treatment meted out to
me by a well-known motor cycle firm, for I feel that such
courtesy and consideration ought to be acknowledged.
My 1914 Indian bought in January had carried me all

over the worst hills of Devon for three and a half weeks, and
returning to my parish after a tour with my wife in the
sidecar my gears smashed at JIaidenhead. Blank despair
seemed to face us, and a return by train, with visions of

a heavy bill to meet on our return, seemed certain of fulfil-

ment. As a last resource, I took the broken gears and went
up to London, and asked to see the Indian manager.
My three months'- guarantee ended more than two months

ago, but this made absolutely no difference. The gentleman
in question took me into the gear department and intro-'

ducing me_ to the head of this department, requested hirr^

to do his utmost to enable me to catch -the next train
back from Paddington with a gear box in perfect condition.
Tea was sent me while I waited, within an hour I caught my
train, and we were on our way by 7.30 p.m., and reached
my parish in Derbyshire by Saturday evening in time for

my Sunday duty. The work was executed absolutely gratis.

I need add no disclaimer, for none is needed. It seems
as though I, an ordinary customer, were treated in just

the ordinary way according to this firm's splendid reputation.

('REV.) W. BATHURST SOOLE.

One of the 3i h.p. three-speed Douglas Royal Mail sidecar outfits

supplied to the Birmingham G.P.O.

Suggested Double-purpose Machine.
Sir,
—

" H.J.W.P.'s " requirements are certainly not easy
to fulfil, and, I, personally, do not know of an engine of

only 750 c.c. that will do 45.47 m.p.h. with sidecar for

three hours on end on average roads, and capable of slow
solo work. But then, all types of engines have not been
experimented upon by me; still, if there is such a one,
sufficiently tractable to ride solo at from 4-60 m.p.h. on top
gear, I shall be very interested to hear of it.

My purpose in writing this is to inform "H.J.W.P."
that a very good double-purpose engine is the Green-
Precision, 499 c.c, water-cooled (radiator fixed to the
cylinder). - This engine is wonderfully flexible, whilst the
makers guarantee it to develop 8 b.h.p. at, I think, 2,£00
r.p.m. (which is very fair and not obtainable on
the road), so that it may be assumed that a little extra
power can be obtained under the highest pressure.
My machine, geared 4|- to 1, with coachbuilt sidecar and

two passengers (total weight, 560 lb.), will average 40 m.p.h.
on decent give and take roads so long as there is petrol
in the tank. There is no loss of power after Tery hard
work, neither does the water ever boil. Solo it will keep on,
ad inf., at 53-55 m.p.h., geared 4 to 1. The hub gear
is very excellent, but there is ever the bugbear of slipping
belts in' wet weather. My S.A. has never given me trouble,
in spite of very severe'gruelling, iioth with sidecar and solo,

but it miiH be oiled very frequently with best sperm oil.

Probably someone will say that an engine of the same
capacity and air-cooled can equal, or even excel this. I
should like to know if it will after running into the five

figures and with all the original engine parts. I must add
the usual disclaimer and remain

WATER-COOLED ENTHUSIAST.
C14
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Thunderstorms.
Si-,—I cainot agree with "X37" that you are safe

from being struck by lightning when in a motor car or

riding a cycle. I only wish it were so. I have been in a
car in which were foui' people sheltering from the storm
on the summit of a hill in Derbyshu'e. The car w"as struck,

and two of the occupants of the cai' were singed on their

neck and back. One of the. arms which holds the hood
was twisted rigiit round in the woodwork.
You are certainly insulated by the rubber tyres, but

the power of the electricity is so great, surely a few inches

of rubber will not prevent it going to earth, especially if

the iTibbcv is wet. It will jump the rubber exactly the

same as it jumps the points on the plug.

I am writing tliis letter because it would be very serious

if motorists had the impression they were quite safe when
ridirig in a storm. W 3506.

Sir,—With reference to your esteemed correspondent

"X37" and his highly technical remarks rv thunderstorms,
may I humbly suggest that lightning is known to jump
a three-mile spark gap at least. Will it hesitate or boggle
at three inches? No!

I take it that most of your readers will agree tliat

three inciies is a very liberal estimate .of the distance of

an ordinary rim from the ground.
Ali?o, will "XST" please note that it may have been

raiiiinr; and the rubber niav have been wet. R.N.

Sir,— I read witli interest the remarks made by "X 37"
in the .July 2nd issue of The. Mnlor' Cijrle regarding

"Thunderstorms."' 1 am not at ail inclined to agree with

"X 37" tliat in a tiiunderstorni "the safest phice to shelter

is on the machine itself, and, it a sidecar is attached,

passenger and rider can cover them.selves over witli a gamp
or sheet and defy the elements." "We are rioiihli/ insulated

against lightning with mbber tyres and the air tliey con-

tain," he also say.^.

It is not usual to have an overhead thunderstorm (wliidi

is the only one tliat matters) without rain—torrential rain
;

as evidenced all over TjOndon, and in many parts of the
country, a week or two ago. In fact, a thunder cloud is a

b(jdy of waterdrops charged at an enormously Jiigh electric

voltage; much higher' than tliat of any neighbouring clouds,

and, of course, the earth's potential.

Assuming "X 37" to be sitting on his machine with side-

car attached, and in a stationary position, covered with a

gamp or sheet for protection, in some open moorland, say,

where there are no immediately neighbouring trees, and a

thunderstorm is in progress immediately overhead. The
machine or some parts of the combination would very soon

become covered with rain, and this, being heavy rain, pools-

cjf more or less magnitude would form under all three wheels.

The tyres would certainly become saturated enough to I'ause

Jiu'fncc electric coutinuitv to tlie waiter under ihe wheels.

^^5

The rain would run down the spokes of the wheels, down
and over the rims and tyres, to the same connecting point to
earth.- AVhere, then, is insulation of any kind provided for?
The air insulation which "X 37" claims forms a double
insulation in conjunction with the tyres, does not e.xist,

simply because connection has ah-eady been made to earth
by means of the escaping rain. Besides, the chancer are,
the rain, or pools, under the tyres will soon reach up to the
rim on at least one of the wheels, and the fact of a sidecar
being attached makes all the better earth.

Now, it is known that when a heavily charged thunder-
cloud passes overhead it induces a charge of electricity in

the greund beneath, and the tendency of this terrestrial
charge is to get as near as possible to the atmospheric
charge. This obtains with lightning conductors, which
become "live" with the induced charge, right up to the
aerial spikes. Nothing, of course, happens, as the charge
in the conductor is at the same potential as that of the
earth, unless the conductor is struck by the atmospljeric
current, in wliich event it will have accomplished its duty,
and life probably.

In this instance (assuming the combination to be in open
country) "X 37's " outfit would form the Itr/hlnin;/ coiuluclor.
and an excellent one too. The rain, being heavy, would
cause better connection to earth the longer it lastied. The
whole frame, engine, tank, wheels, handle-bars, sidecar frame,
and wheel—in fact, all metallic connections that were
continuous, -would be thoroughly " saturated " by the induced
current. " X 37 " would observe no effect, as he and his
passenger would be at the same potential or voltage as the
earth. But it stands (o reason that any Ha.sli of lightning in

the immediate proximity of the outfit wmild be more likely
to 'jump" to its natural affinity, with which "X 37's"
machine was charged, and leave a pretty effective illustra-

tion of "blazing a trail."

I do not kuo-w whether " .\ 37" gave enough considera-
tion to, or Inicw enough about what lie was writing : probably
he thought more about the 40 in.p.li. "blind" through the
watersplasli. At any rate, I consider it my duty to do what
I can to dispel l/ii< hallucination. To my mind, it is simply
linjijiitij for trouble, and the sort of trouble that only happens
once—certain death.

True, tlicre is a great deal yet to be discovered as to the
vagaries of lightning, but there are certain more or less

rudimentary laws, which one .should be in possession of,

before rushing into print with .statements, which are
dangerous to thousands of motor cyclists who might be
tempted to try the ex]ieriment. ALEC T!. FRARE11.

The Overseas Trial.

Sir,—Seeing there is so much coninient on the Ov-eiseas

trial of machines. I have submitted to you photographs
showing the roads, or apologies for roads, whicji the
machines have to face. COLMAR WOCKE.

»*'irt Elizabeth. .South Africa.

WITH A 3ih.p. HUiVIBER IN SOUTH .AFRICA.
Transporting the motor and sidecar across the stony bottomed Scene on the road to Loerle. Roads which are more like ploughed

Gamtoos Drift at Hankey. fields than tracks to ride on.
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Eear Lights.

Sir,—Replying to your correspondfiit, Mr. W. P. Cook,
I can only say that the speed factor in these accidents is

such an undeterminable matter that it is useless to argue
on it. The point to consider is, that these fatal accidents
have occurred and will occur again. It is for Mr. Cook to

say whether splitting hairs on a point of law or the adoption
of a sensible lighting rc[;ulatioii fur all road traffic will lessen

the risk of like accidents in future. A. B. BEXNETT.

Speedometer Drives.

Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's
'

remarks in The Motor
Cycle re fitting a

speedometer. We have
pleasure in enclosing

you a photograph
showing how- the
driving cog for Bon-
niksen speedometers
is standardised on
the Rndge motor
cycle front .. hubs.
There is no question
of centralising in the
lathe, for 1:he cog-

wheel is bored out to

a fit for the hub
flange and is then
soldered in position.

nUDGE-WHIT-
WOTJTH, LTD.

Marking System in the Scottish Trials.

Sir.

—

Unwilling. as I am to enter into a newspaper corre-

spondence, I feel I can barely allow "Ixion's" remarks,
under this heading, to pass unchallenged.
Some of his statements are bound to lead to misconception,

and the simplest way might be for me to explain the reason

of the marking system adopted.
Since the inception of the Scottish Trials a gold medal

has been given only to those who completed the course with-

out loss of mark.s on time, and this must be counted as the

chief factor in the allocation of gold medals. Any perso i

who fails to con^.e up to the requisite standard has failed in

the main essential of the trial, viz., reliability.

This year, it is true, a subsidiary factor was introduced,

namelv, that competitors should climb a certain number of

hills for wljjch a certain number of marks were given, and
the reason '-why an " Irishman's bonus," as " Ixion " rather

aptly describes it. was deducted for the first loss of marks
on time, was simply to avoid the possible case of where a

silver inedal winner might come to within one mark of the

total possible, while a gold medal winner miglit have con-

siderably fewer marks, or, paraphrasing the above sentence,

the first loss of marks on time, which means the loss of a

gold medal, was made sufBciently big to counteract any
• possible marks earned on hills.

Take the tase where a competitor was one minute late and
the penalty was only one mark, he would get 149 marks for

reliability;' he might climb all the hills which would give
him fortj'-five marks, and he might lose no marks under the
condition of machine heading, which would bring him out to

a total of 194. A gold medal winner, on the other hand,
would have to get 150 marks for reliability. He only requires
to climb five hills, getting forty marks, making a total of ISO,

and he is allowed to lose fifteen marks under the Condition
of Machine heading, and yet gain a gold medal, which would
bring him out with a final figure of 175 as against the 194
marks got by the silver iiiedal winner. Were the hill-climb

marks allowed to be used as a set off against marks lost on
reliability, it would be found that a machine would be able
to get a gold medal on account of its hill-climbing capabilities

even though it proved itself quite unreliable, and the pur-
po;e of the trial is to show a reliable machine, in the first

instance, and in the second instance a good hill-climber.

1 agree it is desirable that the public should have informa-
tioii regarding trials in as lucid and concise terms as possible,

and I rather venture to think that the system of marking
adopted in the Scottish Trials is adequate for this purpose.
It may seem a hardship that a competitor should lose fifty-one

marks for the first minute that he has lost on time, but it

must be remembered that it is that minute which makes the

difference between a gold-medal and a silver medal, its value
in marks varying according to the .system of marking.

I must special!}- draw attention to the statement made by
"Ixion,". as follows: "The public will never realise that
some unfortunate competitor who lost fiftyone marks in the
Scottish Trials was guilty of no worse crime than being a
minute early at a control, owing possibly to a discrepancy
between watches, whicli the judges may refuse to admit on
appeal."

This is a totally misleading statement, from wliich it miglit
be gathered that if a man arrives in a minute before or after

a certain time he loses fifty-one marks: that is, in effect, tliat

competitors must practically adopt what is known as the
split second method of time. This is erroneous, and " Ixion

"

knows perfectly well, or ought to know, that there is a ten
minute margin at each section, and provided a competitor
comes in at any time within this ten minutes he loses no
marks, which is a very different f.tate of affairs from what
the casual reader woidd gather from tlie above quotation.
Incidentally, no competitor lost marks tlirough being early.' .

The element of luck always enters into a. trial, and" I

believe it is easier for a good man with a poor machine in

any trial than it is for a poor man with a good machine to

win a gold medal. Some people go the length of saying that

80% depends upon the rider, and ~20% on tlie machine, and
in the cases " Ixion " cites it may have been a matter of

luck that a loss of marks has been entailed. It may have
been no fault of the machine and it may be no fault" of the
man, but the fact remains that marks on time have been
lost, and that an adequate deduction from tlie total possible

must be made for sncli loss so as to differentiate between
those who have come np to the rcquitite standard and thoSe
who have not. CAMPBELL MpUREGOR.,

Pressed Steel Frames for Motor Cycles.
"

Sir,—Your article in the .July 9lli issue of your excellent

journal to my mind strikes .the keynote to future cnu-

structive principles for motor cj'c'ss. For two years I have
used a pressed steel frame. Not only are all " brazing
weaknesses eliminated, crystallisation of the tubes practically
banished, and weight saved," but owing to the absence of

tubes and lugs, which create inaccessible ci'evices, the
machine can be cleaned by merely wiping the flat surfaces
with a soft cloth.

The machine, of which I enclose a photograph, is built up
with a special channel steel girder frame, and, Judging from
my immunity from fractures, which are continually occur-
ring to tubular patterns, should be, and undoubtedly is,

far stronger, of no greater weight, and decidedly neater
ill appearance.

The Midget Bicar mentioned in letter from J. H. Newson ansni

pressed frames.

During the past two seasons I have run through the
Midlands, and the machine has created quite a surprise
and been most favourably commented upon. I am looking
forward to the time when the petrol and oil tank of to-da.v

will give place, as also, without doubt, will tubes and
lugs, to the pressed steel frame and tank, a most serviceable
combination, though at present little known.

.1 HENRY NEWSON
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Round the "Six Days" Course on a P. and M.
THFRE has lately been a good deal of talk on

the subject of " delivery tune," many wails
having reached The Motor Cycle ©a tl^e slip-

shod manner in which some madiines are tcirped out
by makers. This, of course, is not as it should be,

but the complaint does not apply to manufacturers
generally, as tlie following will prove.

Our own vehicle not being gearec] low enough for
freakish hills, we accepted the offer of Messrs. Phelon
and Moore of a motor bicycle for the A.C.U. Six
Days Trials. This macliine was delivered by the
Cleckheaton Works to Sheffield, and it was not until

the day preceding the start of tlie trial that we saw
the mount we were to ride. An inspection of the
toolbags and general equipment of the machine
revealed the fact that the P. and M. w.is turned nut
thoroughly in everv de-

tail. The severity of

the Six Days Trials is

now a matter of common
knowledge, ami even on
the first fifty miles of

the route when it rained

smartly the mettle of
tl)e P. and M. was tested

to the full, for on the

moorland' roads and
grass-grown track we
were con.stantly bumped
out of the saddle, and
it was soon clear that

the rider wotild he the

lirst to give out under The P. and M. machine we used

sucii conditions. The ^'-'' '-'^^^

trial has lieen described as " a test lo destnution,"

but llie numerous hills proved no match for the P.

and M., though it is true we were stopped near tlie

top of I.ittonstack whefl going well, due to a sidecar

which failed and blocked the whole of the road.

However, by a dig at the kick starter and pulling the

low gear gently. into engagement the machine was
made to do the remainder of the donkc\- work under

its own power.

A High Average.

\ twenty miles an hour average over this year's

Si.\ Days Trials course has been stated to be next to

imjiossible, but a good many critics who have attacked

the trials organisers probalily saw very little of the

trial it.self, but gaine(l most of their impressions from
those crestfallen competitors who dro]iped out. The
P. jmi] M. which we rode not only averaged its

- tv.'enty miles, but more ; indeed, it was absolutely

necessary for us to do .so to gain any true idea of

the daily conditions and tests which the men had to

undergo. After observing on one hill it was our

practice to scurry ahead to the next, and that was
where a fleet machine able to take everv hill in its

stride proved a boon. Two years ago we rode a P.

and M. in the Six Days Trials ; that was during the

memorable week with Taunton as a centre, when
Porlock proved the piece dc resii/iince on the last day.

and it was the pleasant memories of the. way our

mount tackled the Somersetshire terror that led us to

ride a P. anil M. this vear. Once again we are happy
to state that our trusty xnomit successfully ascended

every hiU we encountered. Green Hill, AVirksworth,

Jacob's Ladder, Cowdale, Trooper's Lane, Stoney

Middleton, Scapegoat, Curbar, and many other

curious somiding titles included. We consider that

its liest climb was up Lea Lane,- in Shibden Dale.

This hill, it will be remembered, was the one across

which were deep gulleys and the surface smothered

with large loose stones. Riding was certainly' not a

jjlcasure. for one required the agilitv of a cat to keep

in the saddle, but the P. and M. as regularly as ever

plodded its way up the hill, picking up again imme-
diatelv after each gulley, in the crossing of which we
found it nece.ssary to raise the valve lifter. Few who
did not see the trial ''an a|ipreciate the difficulties and

the strenuous nature of

the course. The boulder-

strewn surfaces, grass-

grown cart tracks, con-

stant hairpins on the

roughest of hills, told

their tale in weeding out

sixty-seven of the hun-

dred and thirty-two

com])etitors, and those

\'^ i macliines which did
'^

/-"L finish in most cases bore
- di.srinct traces of tiie

trial they had under-

gone. Our P. and .M.

finished" its six hundred

photographed as it hni-=lietl the

Trials.

miles gruelling in mag-
nificent condiiion, not a

nut lieing loose, and the rims were undented. The
spring forks certainly squeaked slightly at times and

often bumped on their stops ilue to the springs being

compressed to the limit, Imt throughout the week the

sum total of trouble was a puncture in the driving

wheel on the third <lay and a brake bolt disappearing

on the last day. As a matter of fact, we were not

aware that the bolt connecting the band brake had

disappeared, and did not discover it until descending

a steep hill rather hurriedly when it was touch and

go whether we could scrape round a corner. This

inci<lent wa.s pointed out to the" makers of the machine.

but our words have not fallen on w.aste ground, for

with characteri.stic enterprise Me.ssrs. Phelon and

Moore inform lis that in future they intend to fit all

•such bolts with nuts and split pins.

As regards attention 1(j the machine, this, shame to

relate, had perforce to be cut down to a minimum,
for after a long day's tiring ride dinner Ls tempting, and
afterwards "copy "'

to catch the outgoing mail leaves

little chance for attention to one's mount. But this i-;

where the P. and M. excelled, for, despite the scant

attention, it responded every morning to our beck and
call, and it is not guilty of any whims or idiosyru:rasies.

In speed the P. and M. is well able to hold its own
with the majority of 314 h.|). mounts, and will touch

nearly fifty miles an hour. The petrol consumption
wa"; in the neighbourhood of 70 m.p.g., due to con-

stant low gear work, but in oil consumption it is dis-

tinctly economical. G.S.

05
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.C.C. SIXTH ANNUAL RACE MEETING.

C jmpetitors ju; t past the starting line in the handicap cycle car event. In the foreground may be seen E. B. Ware (Morgan monocar), the

ultimate winner, and F. White, who is driving a similar make of machine.

QUITE a large crowd was gathered together on Satur-
day last, at Brooklands, to witness the races
organised by the Motor Cycling Club. Entries also

were not lacking, but at the same time the number
of riders in each race was not so large as to be unwieldy.
Everybody who attends many race meetings or competitions
knows how dull it is if long intervals separate eacli event.

In this case, however, there was no such trouble, and every-
thing went off without a hitch from the start of the first

race to the prize distribution, which was performed by Mr.
Charles Jarrott. In the first race G. Fletcher was the only
entrant who failed to put in an appearance at the starting
line. W. A. Jacobs (Singer), who was the first man to start,

led for the whole of the three laps, and finished an easy
winner. The A.J.S., whicli was in wonderful tune, was
driven from scratch into second position by B. Haddock.
Another Singer machine, ridden by J. P. Le Grand, had tyre
trouble, but managed to start, although in the second lap the'
belt came off.

In the second race several competitors failed to put in

an appearance. D. R. O'Donovan, who set up new-

records on a Norton on Friday, beinn a notable absentee.

P. Shaw (3i P. and JNl.) led in the first lap. followed

closely by H. le Vack (3^ Motosacnche), who subsequently

proved to be^he winner, L. Mogridge (3^ Rudge), H.

Charlesworth (3^ iMotosacoche), and D. H. Noble (3^

Rover). Le Vack took the lead in the second lap and main-

tained this position to. the end. An Indian won the third

event and was piloted by S. F. Garrett. Whilst A. H.
Hewitt was on his second lap it was noticed that his exhaust
pipe had come adrift and was trailing on the ground. Plug
trouble was also responsible for the retirement of S. R.

Axford (Zenith).

A tvo lap race for machines with engines not exceed-

ing 350 C.C. comprised the fourth event, which was won in

fine style by B. Haddock (A.J.S.). G. Fletcher (Douglas)
dropped out without completing a lap. C. R. Collier

(Matchless) won the fifth race, which attrac1"ed a large

number of riders. All the competitors started together and
used machines with engines not exceeding 550 c.c. I). 11.

O'Donovan (Norton) would have won easily if his belt had
not stretched, for he completed a lap at 70 m.p.h

SOME OF THE CLASS WINNERS AT BROOKLANDS ON SATURDAY.
(

1 ) W. A. Jacobs (2-J h.p. Singer), winner (2) H. le Vack (Motosacoche), who won the (3) B. Haddock (2i h.p. A.J.S.), winner ol
of the 350 c.c. class. second race for motor cycles between 350.C.C. the fourth race.

and 560 c.r.

d6
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Still Another Success.

GOLD MEDAL
FOR THE

CAMPION
IN THE

I A.C.U. 6 DAYS TRIALB

®

a

®

Motor cycle and sidecar class

(concluded July 11th), the
highest award

GOLD MEDAL
was wen by the all-conquering

CAMPION
I ONLY ONE CAMPION ENTERED
I AND SECURED GOLD MEDAL.

H

®
I pay (and you can pay con-

I siderably more), yoa cannot

I get a more raliable motor

I
cycle than the CAMPION,

j which is made in a model

I factory, by the most skilful

I mechanics in the trade.

I —

I Campion Motor Works
I NOTTINGHAM.
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However much more you may ^

a

a

a

a

a

am

msM®
is bom of " Singer certainty

"

—the certainty that banishes

all theughts of worry and

makes the Singer ride entirely

free of care.

Typical of the care - free Singer

rider is the illustration reproduced

below, the original of which is

kindly .sent us by J. D. Forbes,

Esq., of Dundee, who says :

—

" Here is an interesting

picture— you can use it

in any way you like. The

bicycle portrayed I pur-

chased about a year ago

and it has gone nearly

3,000 miles without a

semblnnce of Engine
trouble.

Xo wonder that the owner's con-

fidence is reflected in the youngsters'

faces I

"The Singer Smile"—we should

like to see ycni wearing it and

sharing that perfect sati-sfaction

which is responsible therefor.

I.et us send you Booklet.

SINGER & CO., LTD., COVENTRY
— 17, HOLBORN
VIADUCT
LOMJON.

D
i ŝ:

jpy?^

Ill an.<weiiiii/ (/w^e advcitifcmenl.^ it ie dcfiinbli: to inriiiion " Tin MuUir Ci/ih-"
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English Six ©ays Trial.

OLD
MEDAL

Scottisti Six Pays TriaS.

OUR

AND AND

Two Silver Medals

The Motor Cycle, 917/14.
" The most remarkable performances were those

oi the three 3 J h.p. Sidecar outdts still left in the

trial, viz., Watson's 3I h.p. Ariel, etc."

English Six Days Trial, 1913.

TEAM PRIZE-
THREE GOLD MEDALS.

1

One Silver Medal

The Scottish Cyclist, 24/6114.
Amuleee Hill—"Accounted for a good many
failures. The .Ariels all made a trood show."

Scottish Six Days Trial, 1913.

TEAM PRIZE-
FIVE GOLD MEDALS.

ARIEL WORKS (Dept. A), BOURNBROOH, BIRMINGHAM

d8 111 answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Slart ol the three lap muhi-cyhnder sidec:ir event, won by 0. tie Lissa

(6 h.p. Mctosacoche). who is seen on the timekeej-ter's right.

Exciting Finishes.
The ne.xt event was another win I'm- S. F. Garrett on nii

Indian, though it is doubtful if he would have won if C. R.

Collier had not been troubled with misfiring in one cylinder.

fe. A. Rowlandson (T.T. Eudge) put up a fine speed in the

sidecar handicap, averaging over 50 m p.h. from a standing

start, and was followed home bv Haddock's little .\..I..S. -Ml

IIQ

the machines in tliis event were fitted with single-cylinder
power units. Another contest for sidecars followed' for motor
cycles with multi-cylinder engines over a distance of three
laps. 0. de Lissa (6 ilotosacoche-JI.A.G.) took the lead
from the baginning and won easily. Event 9 was by far the
most exciting race of the day and provided an extremely
close finish. It was a light car handicap race and was just

won by E. B. Ware on a Morgan monocar. A. Mariani
(Tweenie) was second, and Lionel Martin (Singer) came
home third from scratch, his average speed being 77.1 m.p.h,

Jn the event. No. 11, for the " Harry Smith " gold
challenge cup, a splendid finish took place, and resulted in a.

win for C. R. Collier (Matchless), followed by B. Haddock
(A.J.S.) and H. le. \'ack (Motosacoche). The invitation club
despatch race Avas won by the Woolwich and Plumstead
M.C'.C, whose team consisted of H. Collier, C, R. Collier,

H V. Colver (Matchlesses) and F. J. Ellis (2| Enfield).

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.
Open Speed Contest at St. Andrews.

The Leven and East Fife M.C'.C. will hold a series of

speed contests at St. Andrews on the 50th inst., commencing
at 1.30 p.m. There will be sixteen classes, the limit

capacities being 550, 560, and 1,000 c.c. for motor cycles, and
600 and 1,000 c.c. fur sidecars. Entries at increased fee will

lie received by Mr. A. H. Adam?on. (tlebefield, Leven, Fife,

until the last post on Saturday, the 25th inst.

Liverpool-London-Liverpool.

An A.C.U. permit has been applied for by the Liverpool

A. C.C. to hold an open trial from Livei'pool to London and
back on August 14th and 15th. It is proposed to allow

competitors to start from Liverpool, London, or the Stone-

bridge Hotel on tlie Coventrv-Birniingham road. This is

said to be the first trial of its kind. Application should
be made to Mr. E. F. Baxter, hon. sec, 5, Blantyie i\oad,

Scfton Park, Liverpool.

->—•••—<:-

Amateur Open Trial.
The Liverpool Amateur M.C'.C. held an open trial for

amateurs only on Saturdav last over a spurting course in

Cheshire, Staffordshire, and Derbyshire. The route was rid

Knutsford, Macclesfield, Swythamley Hill (observed), Buxton
(lunch), Cowdale. Congletoii, and Mow Cop. There were
twenty-five starters. Of these three failed un Swythamley
Hill and six on Cowdale, A. Kilgour (3^ Biough) and" T. Carr

(6 New Imperial) retired with broken sprocket and frame
respectively. Every competitor who qualitied for an award
climbed Mow Cop without a stop. The surface of Swytham-
ley HUl was verv greasy after the recent rain, and Cowdale
much cut up and Itinse. in consequence of the recent A.C.U.
Six Pavs Trial.

We think a trial uf this kind worthy of snppoit from
amateur riders.

The following are the awards subject to confirmation :

iJoi.D Med.ai.s.

S. h'lW.'iifl 3'-. Jlr.TUHiry)

H. W. Hiirilnick (3'.. Hudec)
W. Uurdniik ^3':. UiiilKf)

H, R. Liiue ;8 Kt-V-Jiipj

S. E. O'Hanlon ;4 Triuiupli;
D. Cole (3i,-i B.S.A.)
H. D. Aslniorth [4 Triiuuvlj;

E. S. Tiij-lor '7 Matchlws)
H. Dornes (8 Mati-llless)

Silver Med.\ls.

I
A. .T. I'rrcr fS Hnrtcl

\o team finished complete.

Two aspects of the last steep pcrtlon of Mow Cop, showing competitors in the Li\erpool .Aniatcui i\l.C.C. Saturday, j.caring the summit.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Jiilv 26

,," 25

,, 27
„ 29

9.0 p.m.
8.58 p.m.
8.55 p.m.
8.52 p.m.

Police Trap.

We have received information of a

police trap in the Avenue on the south-
west side of Cla])]iam Common.

A Belated Award.

We learn from J. Haslam that, after

further consideration of his marks, the

A.C.U. have awarded him a bronze

medal for his performance in piloting a

3^ li.p. Premier sidecar round tlie A.C.U.
Six Days Trials.

Exclusive News.

A two-stroke Singer will shortly make
its appearance. It will have an engine

of 2| h.p. and counter-shaft gear.

A 5 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian will

be added to the Hendee range for 1915.

The engine, frame, and general design

will be much on the lines of the 500 c.c.

Indian which ran so well in this vear's

Senior T.T.
Stanley is said to have got a Triumph

which will attain a speed of 75 m.p.h.,

but is not satisfied yet.

A new horizontal twin, the production

of a large firm of Midland manufacturers,
Avill shortly make its appearance.

A- Morgan with an M.A.G. engine of

1,100 c.c. has been seen under test on

the road.

A Morgan four-wheeler is a possibility

of the future. Such a machine has been
on the road some time, but Mr. Jlorgan
has decided not to market it next year,

at any rate.

A twin-cylinder two-stroke raotov

cycle engine, with the cylinders set in

tandem, is nearing completion in a
jMidland factory.

Two well-known makers of twin-
cylinder cycle cars will adopt four-

cylinder engines as standard in 1915.
The Scott Co will shortly introduce

a lightweight two-stroke.
Two important firms, new to counter-

shaft gears, have experimental models on
the road, viz., the Rover. and Hazlewood.
Both gears are of the three-speed variety.

A Precision two-stroke engine ma.y be
expected before long.

It is considered by a reliable authority
that a new and compact magneto-dynamo
machine, which has just been completed,
will revolutionise the lighting of motor
cjclcs next year.

The Buyers' Guide.

The two-stroke and lightweight buyers'
guide which we publish in this issue

contains particulars of no less than 37
two-stroke machines at present on the
market, and advance details of one which
will shortly be introduced.

A Motor Cycle as Prize.

The first prize in the drawing held in

aid of the Warrington Charities will be a

new 3^ h.p. James motor cycle, twin-
cylinder, three-speed, free engine clutch,

and chain drive, value sixty guineas.

North Wales Championship.

The championship of North Wales in

connection with the Mersey M.C. Colwyn
Bay speed trials was won by J. H. Kox
(5 h.p. ilatchless sc.) for the second year
in succession.

The championship was open to riders

of any type of vehicle, and was there-

fore run on handicap. R. F. James (3^
h.p. N.S.U.)- accomplished fastest time.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ILLUSTRATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF
55 TWO-STROKE AND LIGHTWEIGHT

MACHINES.

THE ACTION OF A TWO-STROKE ENGINE
ILLUSTRATED BY DIAGRAMS.

12 YEARS OF LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN.

The Handicap on Two-strokes.

In September, 1909, we suggested
that the handicap on two-strokes (it will

be remembered that under the old regula-
tions of the A.C.U. the capacity of a two-
stroke engine was multiplied by 1.25, or,

if it was water-cooled, by 1.32)" should be
i-emoved, and that maciiines of both types
should compete on equal terms. This
was subsequently done, and has un-
doubtedly had a considerable effect in the
perfecting of the two-stroke engine.

The Motor Cyclists" Camp.
The motor cyclists' camp at West

Howe, near Bournemouth, to which we
have already referred, is proving a great
success, and it has been suggested that
other camps of a similar nature should
be formed in other parts of the countrv.
We hear that a rally will shortly take
place at this camp with the idea of form-
ing a club for lady motor cyclists with
the camp as headquaiteis Those inter-
ested should write to Mis Page Hopps,
West Howe, Kmson, near Bournemouth.

Lightweights are not confined

to motor bicycles only, as the

above pictuies of " Little

Nap's " sidecar combination

prove. This Liliputian side-

car outfit was made specially

by Messrs. Hobart Bird & Co.,

Ltd. It IS propelled by a 11

h.p. J.E.S. engine,-and " Little

Nap " and his fiancee hope to

please music hall audiences

With their "turn-out."-
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Cycle Car Trial Postponei.
The cycle car and light car trial

arranged by the Coventry and Warwick-
. shire M.C. for Saturday next has been
postponed owing to the sparse entry
received.

Registration Marks.
The County of London has added yet

another index mark to tlie already long

list in use, namely, L.M.
The County of Essex will in future

use the letters HK, in addition to F.

International Six Days Trial.

Only three countries liave so far entered
for the Motor Cycle r.Ianufacturers' Union
200 guinea international trophy, which
will be competed for in conjunction witli

the Six Days Trial from CJrenoble, August
3rd to 9th next. The entries so far

received for this event total about 70.

An Incident o£ the Six Days Trial.

We have the assurance of P. Piatt that

he had not the slightest trouble with his,

6 h.p. Bradbury engine in the Six Days
Trials, so that the reference in our report
to a senzure must have been due- to

confusion in the competitors' numbers,
which were usually very dusty and dirty
toward the end of the day.

What to do in a Thunderstorm.
Some interesting information is to be

found in our correspondence columns
this week respecting the best course

tc take if caught ni a thunderstorm.
No (langer need be apprehended from
a storm at a distance of more than a

mile ; sound travels at about 1.140 feet

per second ; therefore, if the Hash is seen
four or five seconds before the tliunder

is heard no ni»tice need be taken. It is

unwise to shelter under tree.s, though a

tree at a short distance is a prf)lecti'in

rather than otherwise, and it is advisable
to stand clear of the machine. Finally,

if overtaken by a stori« in open country,
the safest but wettest plan is to lie

prone upon the ground.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

The ainuial meeting of the Automobile
Association was held on .July 15th at

the Hotel Cecil, London. Mr. W.
Joynson-Hicks, .M.P.. the Chairman of

the A.A. and M.U. Committee, presided.

In presenting the annual report, Mr.
Jeyuson-Hicks stated th.it they could
congratulate themselves upon the extra-

ordinary growth of the Association.
He had asked the secretary' to get out

figures for a week's work of the Auto-
mobile Association, and the return before
him was for the week ending July 11.

and among interesting items in that
return were: New members. 936; letters

received, 13,119; letters sent out. 20.999:
summonses defended, 135. 14.247 mem
bers were warned by the A.A. road
patrols in the interests of themselves and
all road users. 1,006 routes were sup-
plied to members proposing to tour at

home or abroad, and 1,307 members
received plans showing the best way
through towns.
Four retiring members of- the Com-

mittee, .Mr. S. F. Edge, Mr. John
Kennedy, Mr. Charles McWhirter, and
Mr. P. A. Sharman, jetired in accordance
with the rules governing the Association,
and offered themselves for re-election.
They were unanimously re-elected, as also
were the auditors, Messrs. N'ewson-Smith.
Lord, and ilundv.

i
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:
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FUTURE EVENTS.
— o

—

25.—Streatham and District M.C.C
Open Hill-climb.

25.—B M C.R.C. Race Meeting.
25,—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open

Rice Meeting at Portmamock.
3-9.—F.I.C.M. INTERNATIONAL SIX

DAYS TRIALS. Grenoble as a

centre.

14-15 —Liverpool A C.C. Open Trial to

London and Back
15,— French Grand Prix Motor Cycle

Race near Le Mans.
15.—Essex M.C. i^ace Meeting a:

Brooklands.
6-0.—ANGLO DUTCH TRIAL IN

HOLLAND
23-28.—Mptor Cycle and Cycle Car

Show at Olympia.

Competitions^in New Zealand.

In a recejit sidecar trial held by the
North Canterbury Motor Cyclists' Club
there were twenty-six entries. Several
well-known makes of motor cycles turned
out, and, in spite of a fairly hilly

course, eighteen finished. The first

three places were taken bv : H. .Jones
(6-7 h.p. K;ing Dick), A. "B. L. Smith
(5-6 h.p. Clyno), and J. Michael (4 h.p.

Triumph).

A.C.U. Notes.

iNTKitN.iTioN.AL Cycle C.\n n.\CE.—The
following are the entries which have been
received for the International Cycle Car
Race to be held in tlie Isle of Man on
September 24th next. Intending entrants
should not« that entries close at ordinarv
fees on the 29th inst.

KiriKR .4X1) Machink.
H. .-Vlexauder (10 Calthorpe .Minor).

.\. .-Mexander (10 Calthorpe .Minor).

F. Burgi'ss (10 Calthorpe Minor).
T. V. West (10 Calthorpe .Minor).

Trevor Roscoe (10 Morris-Oxford).
Thos. B. -Vndre (8-10 Marlborough).
Gerald T. Maync (10 Calthorpe .^iinor).

\"ernon Busby (8 .Morgan).
Marcel Violet (6 Violet-Bogey).
W. Douglas Hawkes (10 Victor Pre-

cision.

(10 Victor Precision).

T. Ste\'ens (James), who was ihe only

single - c>'linder sidecar driver to gain an

award in the Six Days Trials, " tacking
'

across a eullv on Don Hill. Stocksbridge

121

Week-end Speed Trials.

Since our " Club Xews " page w-ent to

press a telegram reached us from the
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. asking
us to withhold their speed trials results

as an error had been discovered in one of

the timekeepers watches.

Should Trials Courses be Severe ?

The Yorkshire press does not look with
favour on the " fuss," as they call it,

which is being made in connection with
-the Six Days Trials course. Tlie Sjmrts
il//eci(d of Sheffield quotes extracts from
our leading article of last week concern-
ing the number of gold medal winners.

Streatham Open Hill-climb.

A large number of entries have been
received for the open liill-dimb of the

Streatham Club, which will take place

on the Straight Hill at South Harting
next Saturday. There aje twenty classes.

The Twin P. and M. in this Issue.

Following upon our exclusive descrip-

tions of the new Lea-Francis sidecar

combination, the new 7 h.p. twin Rudge,
and uiunerous two-stroke lightweight
machines, we are able to publish tliis

week the first illustrated description of

the new 6 h.p. 90° twin P. and M.,
which is to have four speeds.

The International Trial.

An interesting entry for the F.I.C.M.
Trials, with (_irenoble" as a centre, from
August 3id to 9th, is that of .\iaurice

Greenwood, of Todmorden, with a 2i, h.p.

two-stroke Connaught.
.Another two-stroke rider in the Inter-

national Six Days Trials will be A. G.
Fenn, who is to be mounted on a 2^ h.p.

Levis, with Enfield two-speed gear.

A late entry was received from R. G.
i'arker, who, it will be remembered,
successfully rode a Norton in the Paris-

Nice Trial. This time he will be mounted
on a Triumph machine.

Main Contents of this Iss^ue.

This speci:il is.-^uc. which is greatly
enlarged, in addition to the usual
features, contains an article by G. D.
Abraham on hill-climbing in Cumber-
land, entitled :

" What Lightweights can do in Lake-
land." Page 106.

'Why 1 Favoured the Two-stroke
Engine," by A. A. Scott. Page 111.

"Where a Lightweight Scores," by B.
H. Davies. Page 109T
An illustrated Buyers' Guide of fifty-

five two-stroke and lightweight machines.
Pages 151-142.

"The Action of a Two-stroke Engine,"
with diagrams. Page 104.

"Through Feminine Goggles," by Miss
-May Walker. Page 102.

" The Progress of J^ightweights from
Vcar to Year (1903—19i0)." Page 125.

" New P. and M. 6 h.p. Twin-
ylinder." Page 122.

"Round the Six Days Course." Page
117.

The different week-end events are also
described and illustrated as nsijal.

Police Traps.

We are informed that a police trap is

being worked between Padburv and
Buckingham on the Buckingham-Winslow
road, and there are rumours of another
on the Buckingham-Aynho road at Fin-

mere, about four miles from Buckingham.
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Nans (500 c.c. Cleiuentj
Cuzeau (500 c-O. T'eriotj

Class A

nheam )

G. A.

THE INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.
About 70 Entries and 3 International Teams: Great Britain, France, and Switzerland.

THANKS to the supineness of the Union Motocycliste
de Fiance, we are still unable to give anything like
a complete list of entries. These closed at ordinary
fees on the 11th inst., and all that has been sent

to us by the French governing body is a list of manu-
facturers and private owiiers who have entered. No mention
is made of the machines, and the list is certainly not com-
plete, as many names of drivers are missing. Entries finallv
close at double fees next Saturday. It will be noticed
that of the sixty-four names given in the appended list

twenty-seven, or nearly half, are English. Up to (he
present only three International teams have' been entered
for,, the JMptor Cycle •Manufacturers' Union 200-guinea
trophy.

Owing to the French body having kept the A.C.U. in
ignorance of the names of the English entrants . up to the
eleventh hour, the latter institution will find it ditliciilt

to make satisfactory travelling arrangements. But those
English riders whose names are given herewith are being
circularisec. by the Union, and those who are travelling
by road will, through the courtesy of the E.A. C.,. receive
a route to Grenoble, made out with the clearness and
accuracy for which its touring department is famous, while
a car bearing two officials of the F.I.C.iNI. will leave Havre
about 8.30 on the morning of the 30th inst. for Grenoble,
and those who require a pilot may follow it. It must bo
distinctly understood, however, that as it is urgent for the
occupants to arrive in Grenoble as early as possible, the
car cannot wait for any who drop behind, "and the suggestion
has been made by The Motor C'l/cle merely to help those
who care to take advantage of the offer. 'All who travel
by road should take a: French INlichelin Guide with them to
aid them in selecting hotels on the route.

&TISS iNTERN.iTIONAL TE-VM.
I'rogin (350 c.c. Motosacoclic) I Lnvamin- :500 i f M'lti- if,,, b,v
Gex (350 c.c. Motcwacoche) 1

.

French lN-Tf:RN.\TioN.\L Team.
j

Violet ,;Violot-Bogey t'ycle car)

(Peugeot)
(Peugeot)
(Clyno)
Brady (Douglas
(Terrot)
(Terrot)

c May (A.J.S.) -

(Peugeot)
(Peugeot)
(P. and M.) •

Gregson (Bat)
C. P. Finn (Enfleld) '

(Terrot)
(Terrot)

M. C. Breese (B.S.A.)
(Clement)
(Clement)
(Clement)
(Gladiator)
(Gladiator)

J. Stuart White (Bradbury)
(Alcyon)

Class B.-
(Gladiator)

Frank Smith (Clyno)
Clifford Wilson (Quadi'ant)

Up to 550 C.C.

(Alcyon)
(N.S.U.)

T. C. de In Hoy fSii

(Austral)
Maugis (Douglas)

(Motosacoche)
A. G. Fenn (Levis)

Up to 500 C.C.

R. W. Follet (Triumph)
Vernon-Busbv (Sunb;-am)
L, A. Bollacl; iXr,n- Hn,l-i.n;

(Motosaco"he)
Gvappeion (—"

j

Willoughby (Zenith)
A. J. Sproston (Sunbeam)
Karldon (Zenith)
Graham Price (Bat)

(Ariel)
•E. H.iees (A.B.C.)
H. F. Edwards (Bat)
ir. F. Newsome 'Tiiuiniih I

»A. E. Catt (Triumph!
*F. Dover (Premier)

—Sidecars up to 500 c.c.

1 V^assal (Herdtle et Bruneau)

Up to 750 C.C.

]
P. Munch (Motosacoclie)

C. B. Collier (Matchless)
H. V. Colver (Matchless)
B. A. Bishop (Enfleld)

Up to 1,000 C.c.

I (N.S.U.)
F. L. Bassett (Bat)
*G. Hunt (Campion)

C—Cycle Cars.
(Chater-Lea)

Vincent (Violet-Eogcv)
(Bedelia)
(Bedelia)

Class
H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan)

(Violet-Bogey)
(Baby Peugeot)
(Baby Peugeot)
(Baby Peugeot)

The names in italics indicate the English team, and those
marked with an asterisk, while they do not appear on the
official list, have either sent their entries to the U.M.F. or
have signified their intention of so doing.

Entries -definitely close at double fees on Saturday ne.xt.

The trial is from August 3rd to 9th, the total distance being
981 miles. -

IRISH END-TO-END NOTES.
(A description of the run iinll be found on page 1266).

One of the weaknesses of the regulations of the Irish

Ehd-to-end Trial was that while it was possible for a

man who was an hour late to obtain an award, if a rider

was found to be a few seconds in advance of the ten minutes
allowed on the maximum scheduled time he was disqualified.

At the secret check at Tipperary quite a number of men
jvere ca.ight in this way. Hugh Gibson was amongst the

number, and F. L. Dooley. The latter, believing it was
Useless to go on, retired at Dublin, but Gibson proceeded.
Complaints were made by several of the men that all the

riders were not checked, at the same place. . As Gibson's
margin of error was only ten seconds, it will be readily

seen that a few yards either way might account for it.

One of the most severe parts of the course wa.s the

observed hill near Kenmare. It is on the old road from
Kenmare to Killarney, and proved a very much more severe

ascent than the Ballaghabeama Pass. The gradient was
steeper, and the. surface was quite as rough. The nearest

approach to it was the "staircase" in the Six Days Trial.

The first day's run was somewhat marred by accidents,

which put an end to the chance of de la Hay, the Sunbeam
rider, and Clancy (2-| Ji.p. Douglas). Both came to grief

at ihe same spot, but one was not in any way responsible

for the accident of the other. De la Hay came round a sharp
bend of the road at a very fast pace, and, finding the
corner blocked by some riders in front, he took to the grass

on the inside without observing that it concealed a very
deep guUey. He got a nasty fall, and his machine was too
much injured to permit him to continue. Clancy came to
grief in a somewhat similar way at the same place.

Wilhehnj, who was following on a sidecar machine, in a

DI4

\'ery sportsmanlike manner took both the riders back to
Killarney, where they received medical attention, and were
able to pioce€d to Dublin by train. Wilhelmj was very
late at the Limerick control in consequence, but doubtless
he will not be penalised for his sportsmanlike action.

" Sou'-Wester " (2J li.p. Douglas), who, by the way, will
be a competitor in the Grenoble Trials ne"xt month, was
very unlucky with tyres. He put in no less than four
new tubes on the first day.

J. Parkes (6 h.p. New Hudson sc.) had a peculiar experi-
ence. In going over a culvert he caused the partition between
the petrol and oil departments of his tank to come adrift, and
the contents got mixed. It did not interfere with his run-
ning, but he was thirty-four minutes late in arriving in

D+ibiin, being unable to make up the time which he lost in the
earlier part of the day.

Out of thirty-nine starters only one rider used a single-

geared machine. This was J. F. A. Day, on a 2^ h.p.
Sun-Villiers. It will be recalled that the same rider nsed
a single-geared machine in the recent Irish twenty-four
hours, and succeeded in winning an award.

Ballaghabeama Pass did not prove by any means as severe
a test as was anticipated. In fact, but for the roughness of

the surface it would have given littk trouble, even to the
sidecar drivers. Under normal conditions the scenery in

the neighbourhood is strikingly beautiful, but we feel that
few riders in the trial were able to appreciate this aspect
of the- district, as the ascent of the pass was made by most
of the men in a s'teady'downpour of rain.
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A NEW 750 c.c. TWIN P. & M.
Entirely New Design, embodying a 90' Engine of 6h.p., Four-speed Gear, and

Automalic Carbureter.
-V U.MOURS of a twin P. and M.
—/, have been prevalent for some
,_\_ time, and it was recently our

j
good fortune to have an oppor-

niity of inspecting one of these interest-

ig machines at the premises of Messrs.
helon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy Street,
ottenham Court Road, \V.C. ' It will

e seen from the accompanying photo-
raph that tile 90° twin engine is very
eatly stowed away in the Irame. The
ont cylinder assumes the position taken
p by the cylinder in the case of the
nigle, -while ihe rear one is similar but
ot quite the same as the other, and is

ot interchangeable with it.

Two interesting featnies of the engine
re the method of driving the magneto
lid the exhdu.st valve lifter. The foimer
s brought about by a bevel formed on
he back of one of the two to one gear
fheels which transmits the power
hlough a shaft to skew gearing on the
^agneto. The drive is silent and effec-

ive, and is easily accessible, as will be
.een from the accompanying photogiaph.
vhich shows tlie case with hinged lid

or protecting the mcclianism. With
egard lo the exhaust valve lifter, on
he end of the shaft is a toothed wheel
neshing with teeth cut on part of the
leriphery of two cam wheels. When the
ever is pulled over, the cams are raised
ind come into action with the valve
aising le\ers. It is interesting to note
hat all the tappets are fitted with rollers.

The bore of the engine is 76 mm., and
the stroke is 82 mm., giving a c.c. of
750, and the engine is called 6 h.p. Oil
is delivered to the front cylinder, and

the space lictween the batllc pl.nto.*

I^PS

Transmission side ol the new twin-cylinder 6 h.p. P. and M.. showing position ot magnelo,

and cylinders set at 90^.

in the back is larger than that in the
front, the back cylinder gets plenty of

oil. The tank holds two gallons, is well

designed, and looks by no means too

large for the machine. The ordinary
form of P. and il. two-speed gear is

fitted, bnt a four-speed gear is in pre-
paration, which consists of an ordinary
P. and iM. two-speed gear and a two-
speed dog clutch gear liox fi.xed to the
bottom bracket—an ingenious and simple
arrangement which should work ad-
mi rabl v.

The engine is arranged in the same
way as a single, so that it can bo swung
forward and the cylinders removed.

Messrs. Phelon and Moore have been
studying the question of a twin for a
good many years, .and they have now
succeeded in bringing out a handsome
and thoroughly practical article. It has
not, however, quite reached its final

\aKc side ol the 90" b h.p. twin-cylinder P. and .\I. engine, showinsj Claudel carbuiclL'-'i

Worm drive to the magneto on the

new P. and M.

stages, though only a few detail im-
provements have to be added. The
carburetter is the Claudel-Hobson, which
gives an ample amount of flexibility to

the smooth running engine, but we
understand that a different type will be
fitted as a standard. Other P. and .M.

features, such as the front fork, chain
cases, kick starter, brakes, etc., have
been retained practically without altera-
tion.
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A Twin Two-stroke with Four Valves.
An Interesting

THERE IS under construction, in

Coventry, at the present time a

most interesting two-stroke motor
cycle. The designer, Mr. Every-

Clayton, of St. Mary's Villa, Hanley
Swan, Worcester, is working on a some-
what unusual principle, for, combined
with the usu.^l two-stroke principle, there
is a rotary valve and a mechanical inlet
valve to each cylinder. It is anticipated
that the greatly improved results will more
than counter-balance the increased com-
plication. The cylinders are both vertical
and are set across the frame, the cranks
being set at 180°. The mixture is drawn
into each crank case through a rotary
distributer valve, and a certain amount is

transferred in the nsual way through a
comparatively small diameter pipe. The
main charge, however, is transferred from
the opposite crank case through the dis-

tributer valve, and finally passes through

Combination of Valve Principles.

Part of the Every-Clayton

twin-cylinder two-stroke
showing the rotary dis-

tributer valve case, overhead

mlet valve and auxiliary

transfer release.

The Every-Clayton two-stroke, which has a two-cylmderengine set across the frame.

Note the counter-shaft and large driving pulley.

a. mechanically operated inlet valve in

the head of the cylinder. The exhaust
ports are arranged in the usual manner.
The arrangement of the double transfer
pipe system obviously allows of a long
inlet period, while the -admission of gas
from the cylinder head helps to scavenge
the cylinder.

The constructional details of the engine
are of some interest, for the crankshaft

is built up, four internal flywheels bsiS

used. The crank case is split horizontiy

and carries the camshaft across the frt,

while a chain drive is used to the coun;-

shaft. Tne rotary valves are driven <•

skew gear direct from the crankshaft, ii

plain bearings are used throughout, '.i

tinal drive is by belt, and a hub gear \\

probably be used. The frame has the i

tube slightly sloped.

Diagrammatic views of the Every-Clayton engine showing, the skew gear drives for the rotary

valves and mechanically operated inlet.

A NEW RADIATOR FOR
AIR-COOLED ENGINES.
An air-cooled engine with special cool-

ing flanges is now no uncommon .eight,

for it is fairly generally realised that,
though the standard cylinder ribs are
good condnctors, they do'not dissipate the
heat as quickly as might be. Messrs.
Mills, of 15, Conway Road,' Southgate,
N., have recently introduced a method
by which a series of aluminium plates of

peculiar studded form are .connected into
a continuous heat dissipating chain by
hooks and springs. The aluminium seg-
ments have tongues of the same material
riveted to them, and are pressed lirmly
between the ribs, and are connected' as
explained above. Three rings are recom-

mended for most engines, but those wKi:

have no ribs on the head may fit a fourtj

We hope to carry out experiments as

the efficiency of the "Koolah" fins

they are called on a modern two-strol

THE WESTOVIAN
MOTOR CYCLE.

A new motor cycle which is bei;

marketed at a very attractive _price
;

the Westovian, made by R. V. ' Hea
and Son, 24, Catherine Street, Sou

Shields. The power unit is the Precisio

and various powered engines from 2^ h.

to 4^ h.p. are fitted. The equipment
the machine is very thorough, and t

specification embraces nothing but t

best fitments.
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he Progress of Lightweights from Year to Year
Extracts from Commentary Articles in

HOUGH the early type motor cycles were really

lightweight machines as we now know them,
the fact' that they were generally fitted with

fficient eugines, troii!>lesome systems of transmission

;lts and fasteners a few years ago were not the

hd now obtainaljle), and the absence of change-

ed gears soon brought them into disfavour. The
nre efficient heavyweight quickly replaced the light-

ight, but e\'ery sound writer realised to the full

Jt the lightening process was only a question of time,

d that gradually, but surely, an efficient lightweight

)uld be evolved. Motor cyclists have to thank (i)

high-tension magneto, (2) the improvement in

gine efficiency generally, (3) the adoption of spring

rks, (4) the pruiluitijn of reliable change-speed

ars, and (5) the pcrfecling of the two-stroke engine

r hastening the arri\-al of really efficient lightweight

otor cycles.

Many recruits to the pastime are apt to look upon the

;htweight as something new, and, though in its new
lise it is certainly different from its original prototypes,

e lightweight is actually the oldest type of machine,

id its progress may be followed from \ear to year

i' a perusal of the extracts from T/ic Motor Cycli'

en below. Incidentally, our pages provide the

nly record by which the history of the lightweight

ay be traced, as for six vcars The Motor Cycle was

"The Motor Cycle," 1903 to 1910.

the only journal devoted to the encouragement of the

pastime and the improvement of the breed of motor
cycles generally. We did not hesitate to criticise when
we considered such criticism desirable. The fruits

of our spade work are now being reaped by all and
sundry, the motor cvcle movement having grown to

proportions few ever dreamed it would attain.

From " The Motor Cijclv," November 11th, WIS:

"A f.iirly light machine which can be pedalled with com-
parative ease for a short distance is, on the whole, prefer-

able to a heavy cycle for city worlc, and if it has a low
frame, it can be rapidly mounted and dismounted with
slight trouble."

lifue of Seji/pnibei CHIh. 190/,. page 925:

"There is no novelty in seventy pound machines; ihey
were made two years ago, exhaustively tried, and found
wanting,, and one of their first defects was e.xcessive vibra-

tion. The motor bicycle can be, and will be, lightened, but
the first aim .should be—ana it has been with the majority of

makers—elticiency and a reasonable margin of strength. The
lightening process will be gradual, and not seventy poiuids

at a time. Weiglit is a great drawback, but it is at present
the lesser of two evils."

I.<.i]ie iif Fihniari, 20th, lUOu, page 160:

"Firstly, 1 he Motor Cycle, as all practical riders do,

advocates Efficiency spelt with a big E.
" ^Secondly, it advocates flexibility.
" Thirdly, it advocates simplicity, coupled with ea.«y

means of cnntiol.

*

(I).A lightweight which was much in vogue ten years ago was ttie belt-driven Werner. Note how ihe bell is crossed near the steering head

(2) Another early type which scored a great success was the single cylinder 1
' h.p. Clement Garrard, which had chain drive and a two-speed gear

(i) Looking at the above pholcgraph. one would hardly credit that this welt designed featherweight— the Motosacoche— Is ten years old

(4) Tlie liRhtweisht Ariel, which ranked as one of the lorcmost machines in 1904.

D25



A FEW SPECIMENS OF LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN, 1906 TO 1910.

(1) The IJ h.p. single-cylinder N.S.U. of 1908. (2) Tlie horizontally opposed twin-cylinder Fairy, one of the most up-to-date lightweights ;Sf ,)

Its time (1906) and the forerunner of the 2f h.p. Douglas. As may be seen the chain and belt drive was a feature of this machine, as well as the

countershaft clutch operated by a Bowden control. (3) Another featherweight machine was the single-cylinder Wolf, which was fitted with external

flywheel and enclosed chain drive to the magneto. (4) One of the earliest types of single-cylinder F.N. with two-speed gear and shaft drive.

and very light anct efficient magnetos have been substitute
for small batteries. . . . Several of the light machim
now on the market are thoroughly reliable and efficiei

" I'oLUthiy, it advfJcates ample strength.

"And lastly, it distmctly states on every available

opportunity tliat it would like to see the modern motor
bicycle weight less than it does at present.

" Put into a natshell—whit we wish to say is, we intend
to do all we can to foster the go where-you-please machine."

A.C.C. Lightweight Trial Abandonedin 1905.
Issue of March loth, 1905, ixifjii 2;7

:

"We should be very sorry indeed to see a trial for light-

weight machines abandoned entirely, and we have every
hope that the Auto Cycle Club will include a class for

machines weighing under 100 lb., all on, in the 1,000 miles

trial."

Issue of Fibruari/ 2ljth, I'MG, pcuje 127-1:

"The weight and change-speed gear questions are the

problems of the future, but every day brings the ideal

motor cycle nearer
"

" Ixionj" on March 5ih, 1006, paije 1301:
" I quite expect that by 1909 I shall sit a mount that

fears no hill, can do 45 miles per hour on the level, and
run very smoothly, while not exceeding 130 lb. all on. In

courea of time the petrol turbine may come, and we shall

obtcin the same attractions on a mount sealing 75 lb."

Issne of December Sotli, 1907, page 10S2

:

•' JSTow what is wanted is that some of the enthusiasts

who regularly own two machines should give the lightweights

a trial ne.x.t year, and by riding them publicly in an odd

trial or two, and by sending their experiences to The Motor
C'l/rle, inform a tardy and incredulous public, that wherever
weight has hindered the progress of motor cycling, the

impediment cannot any longer be alleged."

Issue of January 15th, 1908, page If5:
" The 1907 Stanley Show has made it quite clear that a

really efficient lightweight, low-powered motor bicycle must
be in future added to the popular and successful classes.

This is a great advance, and it is obtained by two parts

of the machine. The engine is a great deal more efficient,

touring mounts."

" I.rion," issue of Sepleinher, 190S, page 707:
" As soon as the lightweight is as efficient as the 130 11

and 160 lb. machines, it will enter upon a tremendous vogir

. . . It is, to my mind, very absurd to pretend that tl

lightweight cannot within a short time prove itself tf

•equal of its heavier compeers in all respects, speed alor

excepted."

L<sue of Orfoher '27th, 1909, pagp S!7:
" Another healthy bantling of the trade is the ligli

weight. It continues to equal the peiform.inces of tl

second-rate roadsters in the big relialiility trials. . .

If a lightweight is put in the hands of a steady-goir
driver, it will give faithful service, and only needs certai

transmission improvements to make it the equal of

standard tourist mount."

Olympia Observations.
" Une can now buy a machine with a comparative!

tiny motor with the knowledge that it will climb iiii

main road hill, siriiply through the agency of the emergenc
gear."

Issue of November S^th, 1910, page llJf>:
" I never saw such a taking selection of lightweight;

There -are a baker's dozen, any one of which should promiP

lis a really jolly time, and 1 am innre than ever incline

to devote a large perceiUajjc of valuable time to ridin

lightweights."—B. H. D.wie.s.

'I.rion," IsAte of August J5th, If'lO, page SIO

:

" My last convert to our comriioii liobljy is a wholesal

grocer. On my advice, he invesiecLin a good 1^ h.p. 80 II

lightweight, which is powerful enougli to take all the hills i

a moderately undulating iicigliLiourhood. His travelling cost

are reduced by seventy-five per eeiit., and his rounds oiil

occupy two to four hours, as against six to ten.



GOI^U medals were cheap on Saturday in the first open
competition for cycle cars organised by the Midland
Light Car Club. Twenty-four competitors started
from the Midland Wheel Club's premises at 2.30 p.m.

r a ninety-two miles course destitute of test hills, with
he soh e.tception ot Aukcrdine, a half-mile cMmb averaging

I bout 1 in 8.

There were seveial in the competition who took part in

he Si.x Days Trials, and naturally tliey looked upon it as
I tea party. J'here were tests, however, to catch the
uiwary. notably the stopping and restarting test on Rose
rlill, liedrial, >vhere Mrs. Powell (Huniberette) accidentally
topped her engine in engaging the clutch. A Horstmann
itopped on Ankerdine, where the majority of the water-
ooled vehicles l>oilcd merrily, two others went off the
ourse, biU, e.xcept Jor punctures, there was nothing -left to
rouble the competitors. Oliver was driving a Morgan
vith an .M.A.U. air-cooled engine, and it so happened ^hat
m Ankerdine he found himself side by side with H. F. S.

Morgan, whose runabout had a water-cooled overhead valve
I A.P. The pair automatically opened out and disappeared
lom view side by side in a cloud of dust. Burgess's Cal-
horpe, however," was agreed to be fastest on the hill.

Anderson's Humberette, which had Havcourt radiators •'

;he air Cooled cylinders, went up on middle gear. Sambidge.
ho suffered an early puncture, sped up the hill with ease.
A flcxibilitv 'est followed the tea interv-jl, and after a few

co'mpetitors had passed a constable appeared and seemed
liiite concerned to see the little cars crawling along at snail's
pace in the slow test and proceeded to examine all licences
:uid inspect numbers. Mm-gan and Busby, on Morgans, made
llie best show .f the lighter tvpe vehicles to all appearances,
though Mrs. Powell and Martin Anderson handled their

Huuil'i I

'
1 1

.
-

,
;i'i hii.li -Kill, The remainder of the 1 111 .iii^

vid Bromyard and Worcester over easy main roads, and at
the finish there was a weary wait for the consumption to be
checked. The n-.o.'st economical machine was Busby's Morgan,
which equalled 52.5 ni.p.g. The engine is a J.A.P. and the
carburetter an Amac
The results issued late the same evening were as under,

twelve gaining gold medals and seven silver medals.

WisNKR oF'TiiE PRESIDENT'S Ccp " M. Andefson (Iliimbercttc).

Goi D Mf,o.«i.s.

.M. .Aiulcrion (HiunlxTettc) Non-stop
F. Bvirgi-ss (Cnllhorpe) Non-stop
.Miss Morgan (Morgan) Non-stop
G. L. Colonib (G.W.K.) Non-stop
.Miss KopcT (Enfield) Non-stop
V. Bnsbv (More.an) Non-slop
F. S. Wliilivoilh (.\.C.) .Non-stop

H. T. Millfr (Crescent) Non.*lop
H. F. S. Morgan (Morsan- ' Non-stop
P. J. Ev.ins (Standard) Non-stop
H. HUclick (Standard) Non-slop
R. D. Oliver (.Morgan) Non-stop

Silver Medals.
.1. D. Stevens (Morris-Oxford) Non-stop

J. T. Chance (.\Jlda>-s Mid;n't) Non-stop

J. Hands (.Meicn) Non-stop
\. W. Rowley (Morris-O.xford) Non-stop
G. Sambidge (Mcrgan) Puncture
Mrs. Powell (Huint,crettel Stopped engine 2 2 u

(reslnrtini; test)

R. V. C. BrooK (iintield! Ran out of petrol 3 * o

No .\WARD.

]. S. Johnson (Horstmann) Stopped on two 260
bills.

H. B. Fenwick (Enfield) Puncture ....

J. Percox (Enfield) Retire 1

H. C. Grover (Swilt) Went oft course -

A. T. Wame (Wame) Went oft course - - -

DJ5

Consiirnpt on.
Gnls. Pl5. O?

I 7
2 t
I 7
I 7
I 7 7
I

2 3
2 ^
2 I

2 2

2 3
2 5

2 3
2

3
3 I
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Irish End-to-end Reliability

JULY 2jrd, igi^.

Trial.

(1) F. M. Summerneld (6h.p. New Hudson sidecar) leaving Dublin,

competed in all the Irish End-to-end

THE annual Irish End-to-End reliability run, promoted
by the Ulster Centre of the Jlotor Cycle Union of

Ireland, was held on Thursday and Friday, the 16th

and 17th inst., starting from Mizen Head in County
Cork. Hitherto the trial has been a one-day affair, but it

was felt by competitor's and promoters alike that the riding

of 390 odd miles with only one stop was more of a test of

endurance of the riders than of the reliability of the machines.

On the present occasion it was decided to e.xtend the trial

over two days, and the distance was increased by the inclu-

sion of ICillarney and Limerick in the first day's ride, whilst

on the second day, instead of finishing at Fair Head, the

ride was continued to Belfast, the total mileage being 505|.

The route from the start was hilly, and at the end of seventy

miles the first test hill was encountered, a portion of the

mountain pass of Ballaghabeama being^observed. The ascent

did not seriously trouble the solo machines, but some of these

with sidecars attached found difficulty in getting up. At
Killarney, the first open check, Armstrong (3^ Triumph),
Granger (6 Bradbury sc), Longton (3^ AUdays), Parkes (6

New Hudson sc). Summerfield (b New Hudson sc). PhilU|3i

(2| Douglas), Francis (3-i Lea-Francis). Fitzgerald (2|

Levis), Black (5 Eudge), and Wray (5 Clyno) were late.

Gibson (2i Clyno), the first man to arrive, was considerably

ahead of schedule. -At Limerick the majority of the riders

had made up their time, Parker, Black, and Beattie (2§

Sunbeam) being the late arrivals. There were secret checks

near Tipperary and Monasterevan. At the former several

of the men were found to he more than the permissible ten

minutes ahead of time and may therefore be dircjualified.

Thirty-two riders arrived in Uublin at the completion of the

(2) I. Stewart (2^. h p. Douglas), who enjoys the distinction of having

tiials. He is considered a likely winner.

first day's run, and all of these were within the limit of tin'l

with the exception of Parkes who lost his way near Killarnc;3

The second day's ride was plain sailing irntil the test hi] i

were encountered near Fair Head, and a goodly percentaj '•

failed to make clean ascents of the Green Hill, Dan Nanc;
and Iscar. Those wdro failed to make clean ascents wer*

Armstrong (Triumph), Greene (3| Rudge), Summerfield (Xe

Hudson), Chambers (3^ B.S.A.), Francis (Lea-Francis), Alk

(2-J Douglas), Browne (3^ Rover), Cox -(3-L Douglas), Da
(2^ Sun), Beattie (2| Sunbeam), Fox (3^- Rudge), and Hosfoi

(3^ J-!/Over). Fitzgerald evidently took a diflerent route an

avoided the hills as he failed to pirt in an appearance.
Those who finished and were timed in at Fort Willian

Belfast, are :

Ainistroiig' i.S'A Triumph)
(.Tiepiie (31/. Riidi;e)

liibb ;2='i nonaliisl
Cami?ron ;3'L' Triumxili}
Longton ,3'/, -\lldayj

Farrell (4 Triimiphl
Summerfield (6 New Hud nii-i-.}

Gibson (Zi/i CIvno)
'• Sou' Wester " (S^ Dcii hi-i

Chamber (314 B.S.A.)
PluUilis ilHt Hcuglas)
Bees (4 L.M.C.]
Franeis (3^1 Lea-Fl'anei^)
Allen (2'yi Douglas)
Stewart iV'li Douglas)

The result will not -be declared for a few days, as th

committee have to verify the returns from the varioii

controls. It was pretty generally under.stood that th

winner will turn out to be either F. Smith (Clyno) or .1

Stewart (Douglas), ana that the team prize will go to tli

B.S..\. trio.

Weeds [Z\L. B.S.A)
Fitz^Terald '2^-^, Levis)
Maiden 'a"'. Sunbeam}
Browne 3'.. Ilriver)

F. Smith iClviio)

Cox 3'-. Ll jUKla,-)

Da.T 2'.j Sun)
Dwver .4 Trimnidi)
Wilheluij i5-6 Bradbury)
Beattie C2-;i Sunbeam)
Henderson ;5 Kudge)
Fox fS'A Eud^e)
Hosford (31/2 Rover)
Gregson ;4'.i> Bat)
Jonp.5 (3i.i, E S.A.)

More Records Beaten.
O'Donovan on a 3oh.p. Norton lowers the Five and Ten Miles Times.

ON Friday, the 17th inst., D. R. O'Donovan, riding

a 332 h.p. single-cylinder Norton of 490 c.c.

(79 X too mm. bore and stroke), made a success-

ful attempt on the flying five mile aiid standing ten mile

times. The day was fine and warm and there was a

slight breeze.' The Norton was in fine fettle and

clocked 31T1. 37 /5S. or 75.88 m.p.h. over the five miles,

thus breaking the previous record held by G. E.

Stanley (3-^- h.p. Singer) by 2.77 m.p.h.

The standing start ten miles took O'Donovan
8m. ii^/^s., which works out at 73.29 m.p.h.. and

beats Stanley's previous record by 2.9 m.p.h. The

Norton's fastest lap was made at 76.07 miles per hour

The speed of 3J h.p, macliines is steadily creepii)],

up, and to lower the jDrevious five mile record b;,

.^.'4 m.]).h. is a feat worthy of special note. Thi

Xorton's performance is likely to draw some of 011

crack riders from their shells, though we hear of several

who propose to make attempts on existing records a

the B.M.C.l^.C. meeting on Saturday next. Tb
machine was fitted with Binks carburetter, Ruthard

magneto, Continental tyres, Lyso belt, and useti

Pratt's spirit. The new records stand for classes C

and D.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. ' All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must bs accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Kent to Devon.

How would you advise me to go
from Ashford in Kent to Ilfra-

combe? My machine is of 5 h.p.

with a sidecar. What would the
distance be?—C.J.H.

ur best route would be to go from
hford through Charing, Maidstone,
rotham, Sevenoaks, Westerham, Rei-

e, Redhill, Dorking, Guildford, Hogs
ck, Farnham. Odiham, I'asingstoke,

dover, Ludgershall, Upavon, Devizes,
.nvbridge, \Vells, Glastimbury, Bridg-
ter, Williton, Minehead, Porlock, Lyn-
uth, Ilfracnmbe. The latter part of

,s route is exceedingly hilly, and if

a would prefer a les.s hilly route we
)uld advise you to go from Bridgwater
Taunton, and then riii .Milverton.
mpton, South .Molton, and Barnstaple,
e distance for the first route is appru.xi-

itely 240 miles, while the latter is

out 20 miles longer. Tlie scenery is

ry fine, but the Devon roads rather
igh in parts.

Stiflness in the Engine.

I have a 5J, li.p. two-speed

? machine, and lately the engine
has taken to squeaking as soon

-I-l as it begins to labour at all. but
it never knocks ; for instance, if

i cut-out for 1 corner on a gradient it

ivill squeak when picking up again. It
ivill squeak on a hill before I change
iown to second gear, and, in conse-
pence, I have to change down some
ime Ijefore I should do u\ the qrdinary
ourse. As soon as I change down the
queaking ceases. I oui;ht to mention
h\E is all with a sidecar, because,
.vhen riding :olo there is no labouring
it all as the machine is reallv a power-
'ul one. I thought it miglit be the
exhaust valve sticking in the guide
hrough heat, but I do not think that
-his is so. I should be much obliged if

rou could help me to trace tlie noise.—
rl.P.L. -

e squeaking may be caused through a
1- beari;ig 01; "through the exhaust
Ives being stiff in their guides. A little

icklead round the stem would help
tters. It is obviouslv impossible for us
say exactly what the trouble is. The
ly thing to do is to examine every
it of the machine with scrupulous care,
ing that no grit has worked into the
ipets, that the valves work freelv in
;ir guides, and tliat the bearings" are
jperly hibricated

Dimculty In Starling.

Recently I purchased my firsi

motor cycW, a 2| twin, with auto-
matic inlets. The machine was
thoroughly overhauled bv a

friend, and for some wpel<s I

had nothing to complain of. I now
have considerable ditliculty in starting,
often having to run the machine a

good distance before it will (ire, and
at other times it will start off with
just a shaip push. Is it po.ssiblc that
the oil I use is too thick y If yon
could tell me how to remedy this fault

I should be greatly obliged. I set the
levers correctly, the plugs arc (Iran,

spark advanced, and I inject paiaflin,

but being still a novice I do not know
what else tn do.

—

Bk(;innku.
As your machine is lifted with automatic
inlet valves, it is therefore necessary for

you to see that the springs li.ave not
weakened in any way. Also test the
inlet pipe for air leaks, for if such are
present it would make it very dithcnlt

for yon to start. You had better get
the assistance of a mechanically-minded
friend to assist you in this work. Also.

Faulty Runninj ol Old Ensine.

I liave an old (alleged 3j h.p.)

long-stroke single-geared motor
cycle which I have been running
with a sidecar since last

Christmas on a gear of 65 to 1.

Of course, it will not take hills of any
severity, but lately there has been a
falling off of power and slight over-

heating. The machine will not accelerate

smartly, and it appears as though the
engine cannot obtain enough gas. I

have, however, tested the carburetter

and found it in order. The engine is

timed correctly. 1 have cleaned the

silencei out, the engine is fairly clean,

both the v.alvcs liave been ground in,

and the s|)ark appears to be all right.

Do you think stronger valve springs

would make an improvement?—F.C.N.
It is quite probable that the valve
springs are somewhat weak, and that
better running could be obtained by
Htting new ones. .Vgain, the .symptoms
you complain of point to bad carbonisation,
and it would be as well to check this

point. Also, if the plug has been used
very long the electrode might have
become somewhat thin through burning,
and so cause pre-ignition. the results of

which are overheating and sluggishness.

see that the make and break points of

the magneto and the points of the spark-
ing plug are clean.

J. L. Norton (3i h.p. Norton sidecar) on the rough surface of the

old road over Cooks Study—which was skirted in the A.C.U. Six Days

Trials. Although shown on the Contour map this portion was not

followed as the road is now disused
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front Cylinder Overheats.

Will you kindly suggest some
reasons for the front cylinder of

my small V twin becoming so

much hotter than the back
cylinder? The fins are very wide,

and it surely gets the cooler air. Oould
a twisty exhaust pipe account for it?

—G.S.O.

We do not think that the twisty exhaust
pipe will account for the overheating,,

although of course the more directly the
gases are led to the silencer the better.

Ir'robably the overheating you complain
of is due to the carburetter being badly
fitted to the front cylinder, thus causing

an air leak, and to the back cylinder

getting its unfair share of oil. A small

oil baffle plate to the back cylinder might
improve matters.

Uneven Wear ot Belts.

I run a well-known make of

4 h.p. machine with a sidecar,

but find that belts are a very

difficult proposition on accoimt

of rubber peeling completely off

the side of the belt next to the

machine. I removed one in JIarch and
fitted a new lin.. belt, but, although no
great mileage has been done, this is

going in the same way and looks like

being completely cleaned of rubber on
the inside. Apparently there is no
reason for this except general wear.

The sidecar is quite evenly adjusted,

and I can only put the trouble down
to belt imperfection. What is your
opini.on?—A.T.

If your pulley is drilled out in any way-
for lightness on the side on which the
belt wears the most, it is undoubtedly
she cause of this defect. If not. in all

probability you are running with the belt

out of line. We do not think you can put
it down to imperfection of the belt, as

we have had a great deal of experience
with rubber belts of various makes and
have always found them give most excel-

lent service.

South Wales to Land's End.

Will you kindly furnish me
with a route from Swansea to

Land's End and back, returning
by a different route. I ride a

3j h.p.- single-geared machine.
What gear had I better use for the
Devon hills?—J.A.W. .

We beli«ve there is a service of steamers
from Swansea to Ilfracombe. If so, we
should recommend you to go across the
Bristol Channel, and then go through
Barnstaple, Bideford, Hartland, Stratton,
Bude, then straight along the main road
to Tintagel Head ; after that, through
W'adebridge, St. Columb, Mitchell, Red-
nrth, Camborne, Hayle, Penzance, Laud's
End. You could return through
iS'Iarazion, Helston, branch off to the
Lizard, if you feel so disposed, then go
through Penryn, !St. Austell, Lost'withiel,
Liskeaid, Gallingtnu, Tavistock, Oke-
hampton. Bow, Crediton, Tiverton,
Taunton, Bridgwater-, Axbridge, then
turn off for Cheddar Gorge, then go
through Bristol, whence there is a .ser-

vice of steamers to Cardiff. From Cardiff
you reach Swansea via Co,wbridge and
Bridgend- You had better use a 5 to 1

gear for the Cornish and Devonshire
hills, and on occasions you may require
a lower ratio.

B S

New Piston Required.

I own a 1912 3^ h.p. single-

?'
I

cylinder, and I have been break-
ing a great many piston rings.

, LSJ Can you give me a reason for

this, and advise how to avoid it?

There is also a knock when the machine
is at speed, both on the level and down
hill, but never on up hill "work.—H.B.

The piston is far too slack, and it would
be better for you to obtain a new one.
By running the engine with too much
clearance between the piston and the
cylinder walls a very great strain is im-
posed on the rings. Also you have some
wear in tlie bearings, either the big end
or the small end, so that it will probably
be necessary for you to have these seen to

and rebushed.

A Tour in Scotland.

Could you give me the route
from Reading to Edinburgh, via
Oxford, Banbury, etc.? Could
you also give me a few interest-

ing places to visit, such as Loch
Lomond, and the way to each place,
and information concerning accommo-
dation, if possible?—D.W.H.

We should advise you to proceed from
Reading, through Shillingford, Dor-
chester, O.xford, Deddington, Banbury,
Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester, Bromsgrove,
Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Wellington,
Hodnet. "Wliitchurch, Tarporley, War-
rington, Wigan, Preston, Lancaster,
Kendal, Penrith, Oarlisile, Longtown,
Langholm, Hawick, Selkirk, Galashiels,
and thus to Edinburgh. Loch Lomond
can be easily reached by going from
Edinburgh, through _ Linlithgow, Stir-

ling, to Kippen, over the Aberfoyle Pass
to Inversnaid. Y'our best plan would
be to get the Auto C}"cle Union or the
A.A. and M.U. to work out this route
for you, when they will supply you with

JULY 2jrd, igi4.

a guide book of the districts you \vi;

to visit, and all information you desii

We regret we cannot undertake to woi

out route cards, etc., for you ; we mu
leave this to the touring departmeii
of the motoring organisations, who nial

a speciality of this kind of wor
although we are always glad to supp
routes fronr place to place.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
i^eaders desrous o! obtain,ng -che experience j.

jttiers with panous motor cycles or accessories musi

inclose a stamped addressed envelope in which th(

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the querie;

should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"W.I." (Ledbury).—7 h.p. India

Ease of starting by means of electric

outfit. Comfort on bad roads.

"W.S.JI." (Orkney).—1914 4 h.-

Triumph. Starting, reliability, durabilit

Also Hopley sidecar with folding chass
" Pli03nix " (Perthshire). — Hend

Special Indian with sidecar, particiilai

as to efficiency of electric starter ,i!

lighting.

"A.W.K.M." (Jersey).—Standard tw
Indian with sidecar. Reliability, /llij

climbing, petrol consumption, elS^
lighting, tW'O-speed gear, clutch, etc.

'
"T.M." (Susses).—Wear and durabili'J

of Pedley, John Bull, Dunlop, and Lyil
Reliable belts, especially on 1913 3^ h..

Zenith-Gradua clutch model; also Binj
and Senspray carburetters
"S.P." (Gloucester),—New Imperil

Jap 2^ h.p two-speed, and Si

Villiers two-stroke single gear. Re!

bility, petrol consumption, hill-climbii

speed, e'tc.

"J.H.G." (Manchester). — Reliabili'

hill-climbing, and comfort of 7 h.p. Indi

(Hendee Special), with Montgomery spri

frame or standard ' sidecar ; 8 li

Williamson (water-cooled); 7 h.p. F."

and 3-| h.p. Scott with a Canoelet
Luxe sidecar or standard.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS,

W. G. Ayling (1 J h.p. two-stroke Dayton), who took to the pathway on Lee Hil

'on account of the stony road surface and deep gullies.

Shibden Dak
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THE CYCLECAR CLUB'S HILL-CUAB.
Successful Event at South Harting. Fastest Time by Four-wheeled Air-cooled Monocar.

TlfffWiiMiiBiliiir^^"
"^

%

A lOh.p. belt-driven G.N.. with a curious lorm oi r.ic;ng boJy. is seen m'i!<m7 a ^oo 1 a ;^ent in Class VI

THE .miuiiil hill-climb oigaiiiscil b_v the Cyclecar Club
was lielcl on Sou'tli Hnrting Hill on Saturday last

ill glorious weather. 'J'liere was an excellent entry
list, and, witlv the exception of one long delay,

caused liy an accident, the event was inn off pretty promptly.

Vehicles of all types took part, from the crude and curious

to the comfortable and costly, and formed an imposing
display after the ?vent, when they wcr,' ranged up in

Peterstield on botli sides of the road near the Dolphin
Hotel. .Many motor cyclists were present to witness the

event. 'I'here was only one entrant in Class I. for standard
touring cycle cars under 750 c.c, and he did not start. •

Class II., foi standard touring light cars and cycle cars,

was well supported, and ns regards speeds the G.N.'s were
farih /irinrc/iM. Godfrey, who ran second as regards time,

had his belts so slack that they Hopped about and almost
touched the ground, and the same may be said of the
Adaniscii. A good ascent was made by the 8 Thurlow, a

short wheelbase three-wheeler.

The Ladies in Trouble.
In Class III., for standard tomiiit; light cars over 1,100

c.c. and under 1,500 c.c, two of the Calcott drivers made
the grievous mistake of changing up too early, while in

Class I\'.. for lady drivers of standard touring machines,
three out of five of the fair competitors came, to a stand
still, Miss Price's Matins owing to a fault in the petro.

teed, -Miss Portwine (A.C.) stopped her road wheels for a

second while changing gear, and .Miss Douglas (de P.), who
came to a -complete stop. Class V.. for standard touring
monocars, prodticed the real excitement of the afternoon.
At the beginning of the S bend Holzapfel (Garden) had a

bad skid, and at the next turn skidded again in the oUier
direction, and turned over with the machine on the top
of him. He was not seriously injured, but was rather
badly cut about the face, and the accident caused a con-
siderable delay. In this class and the next the behaviour
of the Gardens, which were fast, excited considerable com-
ment, and it was observed that they took the corners some-
times on two wheels, sometimes on three (and even on onel),
while one spectator said that before Holzapfel's spill both
inside wheels of the machine were in the air for some time.
In Class VI., for racing vehicles, the Buckingham blew
out a plug.

It will fce noticed that Garden made the fastest time of
the da.y in this event The hill is 1 mile 73 yards long,
has an average gradient of 1 in 12, and a maximum gradient
of 1 m 7.3 The surface was somewhat loose.

The results on time were got out promptly, and were
as follow ;

Gi.,\ss II.

Driver and car. mm. c,c. m. s.

1. A. G. F. Nash ((;.X.). ."-cvl. Mx 98 1.086 1 5I|

2. H. 1!. f;odfrey (G.N.). ,' ".. 84 x 98 1,086 1 59^

GlASS 111.

1 I). Gohuii il'.ugatti). -; . . . 65x100 1,327 1551
2. K. A. Lippold^ (Calcott), i ... 65x110 1,460 2 37^

Ci..\.':s TV.
1. .Mr.s, Warren-Lambert (Warreii-

I.amhert). 3 ..: 88 X 90 1.095 2 521
2. .Miss Portwine (A.C), /, ... 59x100 1,096 3 9i

Ci..\ss V.

1. \V. E. Humphries (Garden), 2 70 x 85 654 1 291
2. .T. V, Garden (Garden), f ... 70x 85 654 1 501

Cla.'JS VI.
1. J. V, Caiden (Garden), 2 ... 90x 77.5 986 1 25
2. A 0. F. Kash (G.N'.), 2 ... 84x 98 1,086 1 30t

Dan Bradbury on his 3.^ h.p. Norton sidecar, on which he won ioui

firsts In the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. speed trials last Saturday

This is the last ot a series of three speed trials in which Bradbury has.

made the best aggregate performance both on time and formula.

DJI
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. "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
July ajth.-^Excter and District M.C.C. Reliability run to Newquay.
„ 25tli.—Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section). Knock-out hill-climb at

ScambiCsby.
., 25th.—Matlock and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

,, 25th.—Dublin and Dif^trict M.C.C. Race meeting at Portmarnock.
„ 25th.—Woolwich, Pluinstead, and District M.C.C. Run to Crown Point,

Igbtham.

,L 25th.— Kilmarnock and District M.C.C. Run to Loch Lomond.
„ 25 th.—Slrcatham and District M.C.C. Night trial for Dobson Cap, and

club run to Bookham.

LIST OF CLUS

I

July 25tli

E/ENTS.

:;5th.-

25th.-

29 th.-

29th,-
30th.-

-Cardiff and District M.C.C. and Ktwport and District M.C C
Intcr-cliili trial.

Castleford M.C. Paperchase.
-Plymouth and District M.C.C. Run to Cheesering via Tavistock
and Callin^ton, starting at 2.30 p.m.

Folkestone and District M.C.C. Cricket match onj^ymchurch
Sands, 2.30 p.m.

-Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Old crock hill-climb.

-East Esse-x M.C.C. Run to Clacton.

AsMord and District M.C.

A motor club has been formed for Ashford (Jliddlesex)

and district. Those who wish to join sliould write to tlte

hon. secretary, ilr. G. E. Coppard, Clarendon Road, Ash-
ford, iliddlesex.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Moorshop Hill recently and
proved most successful. There were thirty-tive entries, and
the results w«re :

Sidecar Class (up to 1,000 c.c.)— i, T. D. A. Chapman (8 Bat), 2m, i,',s.
;

2, L. A. Brand '6 Hobart), 2m. Sis. ; 3, H. L. Heal (8 AUdays), 2ni. 4s.

Solo (up to 350 c.c.)— i, E. J. Jarvis (2J Douglas), im. 50s. ; 2,3. Foot
{2\ Douglas), im. 52s.

"

Solo fnp to 500 c.c.)-— i. Lieut. Barry (3^- Triumph), im. l8s. ; 2, Lieut.

Sandford (4 B.S..^.), im. 24s. ; 3, W. L. Bowden (3.I Sunbeam), im. 33'.s,

Soin (unlimited).— I, P. H. T. Hoare (8 C. and H.), im. lis. (fastest time

on record) ; 2, T. Trinaman {7-9 Indian), rm. I2is. ; 3, H. L. Heal (8 .^lldays).

im. I7.',s.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Lanton Hill on the 4tli inst. in

glorious weather. Results :

Class L—Up to 350 c.c, on Formula, open ; h. H. Alexander (2,? Douglas).
Class IL—Up to 350 c.c, on Formula, experts barred T. L. Purdour

(2-J Douglas).
Class IH.—Between 350 aud Goo c.c. on Formula, open: E. F. Gilbanks

(3^ Rover).
Class IV.—Between 350 and Goo c.c, on Formvila, experts baiTed : E. F.

Gilbanks (3?t Rover).
Class V.—Between 600 and 1,000 c.c, on Formula, open : Percy E. Tolfree

(6 Zenith).

Class VI—Between 600 and 1,000 c.c, on Formula, experts barred : J. B.

Inne? (7 Tn dian).

Cr.Ass VII.—.^ny Machine, on Time, open : J. B. Imies (7 Indian).

Class VIII —Up to 350 c c on Time open ; A. H'. Alexander (2^ Douglas)

ClAss I\ —Ux) to 600 c c , on Time open E F Gilbanks (3^ Ro\ rr)

Abergavenny and District M.C. and C.C.C.

The opening reliability trial over a distance of fifty-foijr (

miles was held on the 'l6th inst., tlie route being throug"
Longtown, Hereford, Ross, and Skenfritli. Results : 1, fi^.

;

.Richmond (6 Enfield sc), 100% ; 2, L. Jones (6 Enfield se;y,

75% ; 3, H. H. Evans (2^ New Hudson), 74%.

Kamilton and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test was held recently with the

following result ; .

Fig. of merit. M.p.c.

1. A. Torrance (3\ Premier) 1196 136.4

2. G. Seinple (3!- Premier) 1120 130

3. H. Street (3.1 Rover) ggi 117.8

4. J. Buniers (35 B.S.A.) 882 92.2

[Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The last of a series of three flying kilometre trials held

by the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. took place on the

18th inst. The provisional results are as follow :

Class II. Lightweights up to 350 c.c (on formula).— i, R. Cecil (2J N.U.T.)

;

2, R. M. Davy (2j Enfield)
; 3, T. Barber (2 J Douglas). Fastest time : R. Cecil.

Class III. Touring Singles, 500 c.c. (on formula).— r, D. Bradbury {3!

Norton) ; 2, R. Flint {3.V Norton) ; 3, L. Lambert (3.'. Norton). Fastest time :

R. Flint.

Class IV. T.T., 500 c.c. (on formula).— l, D. Bradbury, 3J Norton; :.

R. Flint (3^- Norton)
; 3, L. Lambert (3-V NortonJ. Fastest time : D. Bradbur.-

Class V'III. Sidecars (on formula).— i, D. Bradbury (3J Norton). Fastesi

time : G. Wilkin (8 Rex-Jap). . Fastest time of the day : R. Cecil (7 Indian)

D. Bradbury wins a gold medal for the best aggregate

on foimuli also a gold medal for time aggregate

THE SOUTH HARTING HILL-CLIMB OF THE CYCLECAR CLUB.

W. E. Humphries (5 h.p. Garden) rounding the second bend. Note that the inside wheel is off the ground.
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Moim^cLE 'RuuBrsQuwB

Illustrations and Specifications
(Alphabelically arranged)

OF

55 TWO-STROKE AND
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES

.4. This issue being specially devoted to two-stroke and Lightweight motor cycles, we give below a list of 37 two-stroke

machines on the British market, and 18 lightweight motor cycles fitted with four-stroke engines of a less capacity than 300 c.c

This list which we have compiled in collaboration with the makers, will, we feel sure, be of considerable service to our

feaders particularly prospective buyers, who will find, arranged in alphabetical order, the specifications of all the principal

Machines of the types mentioned, and their prices, together with a photograph of each. Whilst every effort has been made to

ensure accuracy in every detail, we cannot hold ourselves responsible for any mistake which may have crept in.
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ALLDAYS.
70x70 mm., two-stroke, 269 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.

Senspray or Amac.
Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30m. Ground
clearance, Sjin. Wheelbase, 48in.

Oil and petrol mixed.
Druid or Sa.xou forks.

£25 5s. ; 33 guineas with two-speed gear.

292 c.c. engine, two-speed counter-shaft, drip-

feed lubrication.

OmoNS, Ltd., Fallows Road, Birriiingham.

ALP.
2 h.p. Alp. 62x85 mm., 257 c.c, overhead

inlet valve, four-stroke.

Alp magneto, placed behind engine.

Automatic Alp.

Belt. \i,in., over adjustable pulley.

Height of saddle from ground, ZOin. Clround

clearance, lOin. Wheelbase, 51iu.

Internal hand pump.
Druid forks. Footrests. Foot -operated brake.

Tyres, 26x2. Weight, 106 lb.

23 guineas,

o., Ltd., Alp Eng. Works, Alperton, Middlese.\.

BOWN-VILLIERS.
2i h.p. Villiers, two-stroke, 269 c.c.

High-tension magneto.
B. and B. or Am-ac.

Two-speed in counter-shaft.

Dunlop belt.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid forks. Dunlop or Continental tyres,

26x2.
£35, or .single-geared £27 10s.

Similar machine fitted with 2 h.p. Pi'ecision

unit.
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Brown Bros.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Sjjeed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

Calcott Bros

Engine

Ignition

Carburetter
Cliange Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Jjubrication
Other Features
Price

BROWN.
2^ h.p. four-stroke, 292 c.c.

Jiosch magneto, chain-driven.
B. and B.
Dunlop' Jin belt, adjustable pulley.

Height of saddle from ground, Sljin. Ground
clearance, 4iin. Wheelbase, 52^in.

Hand pump.
Druid spring forks.

£36.

Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.G.

CALCOTT.
2i h.p. Calcott, 292 c.c.

Bosch magneto, gear-driven_
B. and B."

Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

Belt.
"

-

Height of saddle from ground, ?4in. Ground
clearance, biin. Wheelbase, 49in.

Hand pump.
Druid forks.

33 guineas.

Ltd., Coventry.

CALTHORPE.
2 h.p. four-stroke, 170 c.c, overhead hori-

zontal valves.

[j.H. magneto.
Amac or B. and B.
Counter-shaft integral with crank case, 7 and
17 to 1.

Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29iin. Ground
clearance, 5^in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Hand pump.
Druid forks.

£26 5s.

Calthorpe Motor Ci"CLE Co., Earn Street, Birmingham.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Sjieed
Transinission

Dimensions
Lubrication
Price

CHATER-LEA.
2i h.p. two-stroke, 269 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Senspray.
Counter-shaft gear box, 5-^ and 10 to 1.

Chain and belt.

Ground clearance, 4jiQ. Wheelbase, 52in,

Oil mixed with petrol.

£36.

Ch.mer-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner Street, E.G.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

P'ice

CLYNO.
2| h.p. two-stroke, 269 c.c.

Ruthardt magneto, gear-driven.
Clyno-Amac.
Counter-shaft two-speed, gears 5f and 10^
to 1.

Gear and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance, 6in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid forks. Lucas lamp and horn.
light.

£40. Single-speed, £30.

Rear

Glyno Engeneering Co., Wolverhampton.
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Ignition
CaThuretfer
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

CONNAUGHT.
2|- b.p. two-stroke.
U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Amac or Senspray.
Fixed gear, Albion two-speed or Sturmey-
Archer three-speed.
Belt or chain and belt.

Height or saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance. Tin. Wheelbase, 48in.—
Oil mi.xed with petrol.

Dniid forks. Hutchinson tyres.

£33 10s. £41. £44. Kick'-starter, £45.
BoEDESLEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

COVENTRY EAGLE.
Engine . . 2| h.p. two-stroke, 269 c.c.

Ignition . . U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Carburetter . Senspray.
Change Speed . Counter-shaft two-speed, gears approximately

5i and 10^- to 1.

Trmismission . Chain and belt.

Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground. 25in. Ground
clearance, 4-iin. Wheelbase, 50in.

Liihrication . Oil mixed with petrol.
Other Featureg . Druid forks.
Price . . 37 guineas. Single-speed, 29 guineas.

CovEs-TBY Eagle Cycle and JIotor Co., Foleshill Road,
Coventry.

DAYTON.
Engine . . 1^ h.p. two-stroke, 57x63.5 mm., 162 c.c.

Ignition . . V.H. magneto, chain-driven.
C'arljvretler . Amac.
Change Speed . Two-speed gear box, gears 6 and 13 to 1.

Transmission . Belt and chain.
Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground

clearance, Z^'m. Wlieelbase, 52in.
Luliricalion . Oil mi.xed with petrol.

Othfr Features . Druid or Saxon spring forks.
Price . . 28 guineas. Single-speed, 23 guineas. Popu-

lar ratJdel, 20 guineas.

CiiAS. Day Mfg. Co., Ltd., 221-2, High Street, Shoreditch, E.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Liibricaiion
Other Features
Other Models

DUNKLEY.
Dunkley two-stroke, 75x79 mm., 349 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-dri-i-en.

Senspray.
Two-speed counter-shaft.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, Sin. Wheelbase, 52in.

Drip-feed, semi-automatic.
Druid forks.

2 h.p. four-stroke engine, 170 c.c. 27 guineas

DuNKLEYS, Ltd., Jamaica Bow, Birmingham.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Diriiensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price
Other Models

ELS WICK.
2 h.p. two-stroke, 269 c.c.

IT.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Amac or Senspray.
Fixed gear.

Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance. Sin. Wheelbase, 50in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Girder spring forks. Full set tools, etc.

£24. Three-speed, £54 IDs.

Similar machine with 2 h.p. Precision unit,

incorporating two-speed gear. £30.

Elswick Cycles and Mfg. Co., Barton-on-Humber.

C23
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hngine
Ignition
Carbiiretier

Chayige fjpeed

Trcaisiaission

Dimensions

Liihrication
Other Features
Price

FAIRFIELD.
2^ h.p., 270 C.C., two-stroke, three-port type.

Bosch magneto, chain-driven.
Ar.iac.

Fixed, 6 to 1, also Armstrong three-speed, 6-j,

8^, and 13 to 1.

Dunlop -|in. belt, h.b. controlled clutch.

Height of saddle from ground, 27iii. Ground
clearance, 5-^-in.

Oil mixed .with petrol, and hand pump.
Druid forks. Dunlop 2in. tyres.

"

£29 single-speed. £57 three-speed gear model.

Alfred Forster, Warrington.

Engine
Ignition

Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Liihrication
Other Features
Price

A. W. G.\M.-VGE,

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dim elisions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

Gerr.\rd Ro.\d

GAMAGE.
23 h.p., 70x75 mm., 292 cc, foui'-stroke.

Bosch magneto.
B. and B.

Single-speed or three-speed Sturmey-Archer
hub.

fin. belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 32m. Ground
clearance. Sin. Overall length, 6ft. Sin.

Pump. '

Druid spring forks.

Single-speed model, £29 10s. Three-speed
model, £38 10s.

Ltd., Holborn, London, E.G.

GERRARD.
2Jj h.p. two-stroke Villiers, 269 cc.
U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Senspray.
Two-speed counter-shaft.

Belt or chain and belt.

Height of saddle from groimd. 30in. Ground
clearance, 4in. Wheelbase, 47^in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid forks, pan seat.

25 guineas single-gear. Two-speed £33,

Motors, 162, Hagley Road, Birmingham.

Engine

Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

lAibrication
Ottnr Features
Price

GRANDEX-PRECISION.
2 h.p. Precision four-stroke, 170 cc,
60x60 mm.
U.H. magneto, chain-driven.

B, and B. or Amac.
Two-speed in crank case, gears 65 and 13 to 1.

Jin, belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 27in. Ground
clearance, 6in, Wheelbase, 50in.

Hand pump,
Druid or Saxon forks,

25 guineas.

Gr,\ndex-Precision Motor Co,, 86, Gray's Inn Road, W,C,

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

HOBART.
2^- h.p. two-stroke, 225 cc.
Ruthardt magneto, enclosed drive.

Senspray or Amac.
Dunlop Jin. belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29iin,

clearance, 6jin. Wheelbase, 48in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid patent forks. Moseley tyres.

25 guineas.

Ground

HoBART Bird and Co., Ltd., Coventry,

C24
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ngme
ynition .

arhuretleT

hanije Speed

'ransmission

Hmensions

iihrication

Hher Features
'rice

Metko IIfg.

iirmingliam.

ngine

ijnUion .

'orb-uretter

'Jiange Speed

I'rammission
Ohi^isions
I .*

-'

nibticotlon

ilfiir Fralures
'rice

IMPERIAL METRO.
2^ h.p., 269 c.c, two-stroke.
Ruthardt magneto, chain-driven.
Amac,
Single-speed or two-speed counter-shaft, 5|
and 10 to 1.

Belt or chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, Sin.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid or Brampton's Bifle,x spring forks.

30 guineas. Two-speed model, £38 10s.

AND Eng. Co., Adderley Road, Saltley,

INVICTA.
2^ h.p. two-stroke, 259 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Senspray.
Single-speed, 5^- to 1.

Two-speed Jardine gear, 5-^ and SJ to 1.

Belt or cliain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 25in. Ground
clearance 4in. Wheelbase, 48iin.
Oil mi.xed with petrol.

Druid forks.

Single-speed, 28 guineas. Two-speed, 35°

guineas.

A. Barxett and Co., West Orchard, Coventry.

ijip/(\pn .

'nriiiretter

'hange Speed

''rdjisniisslon

limtnsions

lubricntion

Hher Features

S. A. Neu-m.
ringham.

IVY.
2^ h.p. two-stroke, 224 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Senspray.
Two-speed counter-shaft or S.-A. three-speed
hub.
Ivy belt or Renold chain and Ivy belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance, 6in. Wheelba.se, 50in.

Oil mi.\ed with petrol.

Dunlop 2in. tyres. W'eight, 100 lb.

£26 5s. fi.fed engine. £31
£36 5s. three-speed.

10s two-speed

AN, Ltd., Ivy Jlotor Works, Aston Cross, Bir

ingme
ijnltion .

'iirhuretJer

'liange Speed

Cranemission
Xunensions

lubncation
'>th^' Features
','rice

! IXJON IIOTOR
lini'ham.

ii(/ihe

/iiltion .

arburetter

hange Speed
'ransmission

dimensions

iibrication

titer F-eatures
'rice

James Cycle

IXION.
2^ h.p. two-stroke, 259 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Amac.
Countershaft two-joeed, gears 5i to 1 and
10 to 1.

Chain and belt or belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 51in.

Oil mi.xed with petrol.

Druid forks. Continental tyres.

Fixed gear, £26 5s. Two-speed, £32 10s.

Mfg. Co., Great Tindal Street, Ladywood, Bir-

JAMES.
2| h.p. two-stroke, 225 c.c.

Bosch magneto.
Senspray.
Counter-shaff two-speed, 5^ and 10 to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 28in. Ground
clearance, 5in.

Forced feed to main bearings and oil in petrol.
Druid forks, enclosed driving chain.
35 guineas.

Co., Ltd., Greet, Birmingham.
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Engine
Ignition
CaTburetter
Transmission
Dimensions
Lubrication
Price
Other Models

J.E.S. I

1 h.p., 2in. x2^in. four-stroke, 116 c.c.

Fischer magneto, gear-driven.
J.E.S., single lever.

'

. I

Belt. -
\

Ground clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 43iii. '

Hand pump. i

20, 22, and 23 guineas.

Attachments to fit to push cycles, 12 and 14

guineas.

J. E. Smith, the J.E.S. Motor Works, Gloucester.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

Meteopolit.\n

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Sjieed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price
Other Models

BUTTERFIELDS

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

Price

Little Giant

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

JUNO.
2^ h.p. two-stroke Villiers, 269 c.c.

Li.H. magneto.
B. and B.
Single-speed or two-speed counter-shaft.
Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 31in. Ground
clearance, 65in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Oil mi.\ed with petrol.

Druid forks.

£26 5s. and £33.

Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, E.G.!

LEVIS.
2{ h.p. two-stroke, 293 c.c.

Losch magneto, chain-driven.
Amac or Senspray.
Single-geared, all belt drive.

Albion two-speed, 5^ and 10 to 1.

Belt or chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29-^in. Ground
clearance, 45in. Wheelbase, 50in.
Levis system, semi-automatic.
Druid foi'ks. Large tank.
£38 10s. Two-speed, £45.-

Baby Levis, 211 c.c, single-gear, £33 10s.

Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham.

LITTLE GIANT.
2 h.p. two-speed Precision unit, four-stroke.

U. H. magneto, chain-driven.
B. and B. or Amac.
Two-speed gear in crank case, gears from

"

to 25 to 1.

Belt or chain
Height of saddle from ground, 28in. Grounc
clearance, 4in. to 8in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Hand pump.
Druid forks. Hutchinson tyres. Weighl
about 110 lb.

25 to 30 guineas.

Motocyclette Co., 101, High Street,, Uxbridge

MARTIN.
2 h.p. four-stroke, overhead valves.
Ij'.H. magneto, enclosed chain drive. ,

-

B. and B.
Two-speed, incorporated in crank case, geari

6 to 1 and 20 to 1.

Gear and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Grounc
clearance, Sin. Wheelbase, 49in.

Price

Cars AND

Hand pump
Druid forks

25x2.
25 guineas.

Motor Sundries

Pedley belt. Michelin tyres

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Ltd. (Martin Dept.), 175
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Engine

Ignition .

CdrhuTetteT
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

Mead Cycle

Engine
Ignition .

Carlivretter

Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

MOTOSACOCHE,

Kiigine

I
'J

II it ion .

' '"/ biiretter

"Itonrje Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
illirr Features
I'rice

Other Models

MEAD.
2 h.p. Mead-Precision, 60 mm. x60 mm.,
170 c.c. , four-stroke.

Eisemann magneto, chain-driven.

Amac.
Two-speed gear, incorporated in power unit, -

6 and 12 to 1 to 8 and 16 to 1.

Pedley belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29iin. Ground
clearance, 4iin. Wheelbase, 50in.

Hand pump, enclosed m tank.

Druid forks. 26x11 Michelin tyres.

25 guineas.

Co., 11-13, Paradise Street, Liverpool.

MOTOSACOCHE.
2^ h.p. M.A.G. four-stroke.

Bosch magneto, gear-driven.

Motosacoche.
Inlinitely variable, between 5 and 9 to 1.

Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, 8in. Wheelbase, 50in.

Splash.
Druid forks.

-- Fixed gear and free engine, 30 guineas.

Change-speed gear and free engine, 34 guineas.

Ltd., Dumont Works, Willesden Junction, N.W.

NEW COMET.
Two-stroke, 210 c.c.

11. H. magneto.
Senspray.
Two-speed counter-shaft (extra).

Belt or chain and belt.

Height of saddle fi'om m-ound, 292in. Ground
clearance, S^in. Wheelbase, SO^in.

Oil pumped into petrol.

Diuid forks.

£25 and £28.
Two-stroke engine, 350 c.c, £33 to £41 10s.

—

mm te^
Pp
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A. H. Haden, Princip Street, Birmingham.

Bngine

gnition .

'.'arburetter

'Jliange Speed
Vransm ission

Dimensions

Lubrication

Ither Features

rice

yther Models

New Hudson

ngme
gnition .

'arburetter

'liange Speed

ransm ission

dimensions

.vbricolion

Hher Features

.

rice

New Imperial

* * *

NEW HUDSON.
21 h.p. two-stroke New Hudson, 62x70 mm.,
211 c.c.

Bosch magneto, chain-driven.

B. and B.
Counter-shaft two-speed, 5 and 9 to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 28iin. Ground
clearance, 4in. Wheelbase, 51in.

' Automatic drip-feed.

Druid forks. Aluminium footboards. Sin.

mudgoard to rear wheel.
IModel D, £37 10s. iModel C, £33.
Similar machines, single-geared, belt-driven,

£27 5s. and £31 10s.
"

Cycle Co., Summer Hill Street, Birmingham.

NEW IMPERIAL.
2i h.p. four-stroke J.A.P., 292 c.c.

Bosch magneto.
Amac or B and B.

Two-speed counter-shaft, gears 6 and 11|
to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, 62in. Wheelbase, 4ft. 6iu.

Hand pump.
Druid spring forks.

31 guineas.

Cycles, Ltd., Princip Street, Birmingham.

.:^^^=^
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NEW RYDER.
2^ ii.p. two-stroke Villiers, 259 c.c.

iT.H. magneto, chain-drfven.
Amac or Senspray.
Two-speed in counter-shaft or Armstrong
three speed hub.
Chain and belt or Dunlop belt only.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance. Tin. W'heelbase, 55iu.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Saxon or Druid forks. Hutchinson tyreSj

26x2.
Fixed gear, £26 5s. Two-speed, £32 Ss.

Three-speed, £36.
Semi T.T. and lady's machine.

Co., Corporation Street, Birmingham.
* * *

N.S.U.
2 li.p. single-cylinder four-stroke, 58x72 mm.,
190 c.c, overhead inlet valve.

High tension magneto, gear-driven.

N.S.U., dual controlled.

N.S.U. engine-shaft two-speed gear and free

engine, gears 6g and 9J to 1.

fin. rubber belt.

Height of saddle from ground, JOiin. Engine
clearance, 5jin. Wheelbase, 51in.

Hoop frame. N.S.U. spring forks. 26in. x2in.

Continental tyres.

With adjustable pulley, £31. With two-speed

gear and free engine, £36.

N.S.U. jNIoTOR Co., Ltd., Enesu Works, Grange Road,
AVillesden Green, London, N.W.

Fiiigine

Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Ot/ier Features

Price

Other Models
New Ryder

Engine

Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed .

Transmission
Dimensions

Other Features

.

Price

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change S2)eed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other'Featurcs
Price

O.K. JUNIOR.
2 h.p. four-stroke, 58x72 mm., ISO c.c.

Ruthardt magneto, gear-driven.

Amac.
Countershaft two-speed, 6f and-ll| to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance, 9in. Wheelbase, 53in.

Gravity feed.

Druid forks.

£30.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., Birmingham.

Engine
Ignition
Car liiirr Iter

Change Speed
'J'lansm ission

Dimensions

Lubrication
Ot/icr Features
Price

OMEGA.
3 h.p. two-stroke, 544 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.

B. and B.

Toroga two-speed, 5 and 10 to 1.

Belt and chain.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in.

clearance, 5^in. Wheelbase; 48in.

Oil mixed with peti-ol.

Drnid forks. Semi T.T. bars.

36 guineas.

Ground

W. J. CJreen and Co., Omega Works, Coventry.

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Transmission
Dimensions
Lubrication
Oilier Features
Price

K. Millard

PACER.
1 h.p. J.E.S. unit four-stroke, 116 c.c.

Fischer magneto, gear-driven.
Amac.
Belt. -

Height of saddle from ground, to order.

Hand pump.
Druid spring forks. Weight from 60 lb.

23 guineas.

AND Co., Bosq Lane, Guernsey.

%
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PARAGON.
Engine . . 2^ h.p. two-stroke, 64x70 mm., 237 c.c.

Ignition . . Xj.K. magneto, chain drive, enclosed.
Carburetter , Amac.
Change Speed . Paragon counter-shaft two-speed gear box,

5i to 1 and 11 to 1.

Transmission . Knelosed chain and Pedley belt.
Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 28in. Ground

clearance, 7in. Wheelbase, 50in.
Luhriciilion . Oil mixed with petrol, half a pint to gallon

ratio.

Other Features. Radco forks. Michelin tyres, 26in.x2in.
Torpedo tank, holds one gallon.

Price . . £28.

PoETWAjf-CoopER Mfg. Co., Brantham, Manningtree, Essex.

139

Engine

Ignition

Cax-huretter

Change Upecd

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

PREMIER.
2^ h.p. four-stroke Premier, 66x72 mm.,
246 c.c.

Bosch magneto, gear-driven.
B. and B.
Three models, single-gear, single-gear clutch,
three-speed Armstroni; hub.
Beit.

Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, bin. Wheelbase, 50in.
Splash.
Druid forks. Clincher tyres.

£36. Cluteh, £42. Three-speed, £44 15s.'

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

Engine
Ignition .

Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price

E. A. Radnall
Birmlneliam.

Engine
Ignition .

Carburetter
Change Speed .

Transmission .

Dimensions

Ijubrication

Other Features.

Price

Regal iNToTORS,

RADCO.
2.1 h.p. two-stroke, 211 c.c.

li.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Amac, h.b. control.

Countei'-shaft two-speed, 6^ and 9^ to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 32in. Ground
clearance, 6in.

Oil mixed with petrol (1 to 16).
Radco buffer spring forks.
30 guineas. Single-speed, 23 guineas.

AND Co., Vauxhall Works, Dartmouth Street.

REGAL-PECO.
2J h.p. two-stroke, 349 c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Senspray.
Stuimey Archer three-speed or counter-shaft
two-speed.
Belt or chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, ZTIJn. Ground
clearance, SJin. Wheelbase, 52in.
Best and Lloyd drip-feed.
Extra strong frame, suitable for sidecar work
if required.

Three-speed, £45. Two-speed, £42. Single-
speed, £35.

Saltley, Birmingham.

REGINA.
Engine . . 2| h.p. two-stroke, 292 c.c.

Ignition . . U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Carburetter . Amac.
Change Speed . Counter-shaft two-speed, gears 5 to 1 and 9

to 1.

Transmission . Chain and belt.

Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 26in.
clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Lubrication , Oil mixed with petrol.
Other Features Druid forks (girder).

Price . . SiTigle-speed, £26 10s. I'wo-speed,

S. Harnett, Pelhara Street, Derby

Ground

£33.
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Engine
Ignition
Garburefier
Change Hjieed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Othrr Features
Price

Roulette Ci"

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Trans)nissio7i

Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features
Price
Other Models

Royal Ruby

Engine
Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed

Trans niissiQn

Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

Price

Scott Engin

ROULETTE.
2^ h.p. two-Etroke Villiers, 269. c.c.

U.H. magneto, chain-driven,
Amac or B. and B.
Albion countei-sliaft two-speed, gears 5^- and
10 to 1.

Chain- and belt or belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 20in. Ground
clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 50in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid forks. Dunlop 26x2 tj'res.

Two-speed, £33. Single-speed, £26 5s.

CLE Co., 84, Gosford Street, Coventry.

ROYAL RUBY.
Zj h.p. two-stroke, 259 c.c.

.U.H. magneto, chain-driven.
Amac.
Albion two-speed in counter-shaft.
Chain and belt or belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 27in. Ground
clearance, 5^in. Wheelbase, 49in.

Oil mixed with petrol.

Druid forks.

31 guineas. Single-speed, 25 guineas.

2^ h.p. J. A. P., 292 c.c, 30 guineas and.
36 guineas.

Cycle Co., iianchester.

SCOTT.
3-J h.p. two stroke, water-cooled, 532.5 c.c.

Bosch magneto, chain-driven.
Scott semi-automatic.
Counter-shaft two-speed, gears 4j and 7.5

to 1.

Chain.
Height of saddle from ground, 292iri. Ground
clearance, 5in. Wheelbase, 53in.

Best and Lloyd sight-feed lubricator.

Open frame. Falmer cord 26 x 2-^- tyres. Scott
spring forks and footboards.

. £68 5s.

EERiNG Co., Ltd., Saltaire, Shipley, Yorks.

SINGER.
Engine . . 2^ h.p~. four-stroke, 299 c.c.

Ignition . . Bosch magneto, chain-driven.

Carburetter . B. and B.

Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 30in. Ground
clearance, 4in. Wheelbase, 50^-in.

Other Features . Druid spring forks.

Singer and Co., Ltd., Coventry.

This model will shortly be replaced by a similar machine
having a two-stroke 2| h.p. engine, 349 c.c. ; counter-shaft

.

two-speed gear, 5 and 9.5 to 1 ; and drip feed lubrication to

cylinder.

* * *

Engine
Ignition
Carb^irettcT

Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Tjubrication

Other Featurr.i

Price
Other i\/odels

Son Cycle
Birmingham.

SUN.
2^- h.p. two-stroke Vitesse, 269 c.c.

Bosch magneto.
Senspray.
Counter-shaft two-speed, slipping clutch, 5i
and 10 to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 28in. Ground
clearance, 7^in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Drip feed.

Roman rims to order.Druid forks,

tyres.

£35 10s.

Sun-Villiers,

ID FITTINGS

Dunlop

2| h.p., 269 c.c, £34 10s,._

Co., Ltd., Aston Brook Street,

E26
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Engine
Ignition .

Carburetter

Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Luiricution
Other Features

TRIUMPH.
2^ h.p. two-stroke, 225 c.c.

Bosch magneto, chain running in aluminium
case.

Triumph, semi-autoniatic, variable jet.

Counter shaft two-speed, handle-bar control,

40% reduction from high to low.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 28iin. Ground
clearance, 4jiu. Wheelbase, 48in.

Oil mi.xed with petrol.

Triumph spring forks. 24in. x2in. studded
tyres. Weight 125 lb.

£42.Price

TEroMPH Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry,

Engine
Ignition .

Carburetter
Change Speed

Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

Price

Thump JMotors

TRUMP.
2| h.p. two stroke Peco, 75x79 mm., 349 c.c.

U. H. - magneto, chain-driven.
Amac or Senspray.
Albion two-.speed in counter-shaft, 5 and 9^
to 1.

Chain and belt.

Height of saddle from ground, SO^in. Ground
clearance, Sin. Wheelbase, 53in.

Best and Lloyd drip feed.

Druid forks, wide, to take S^in. mudguards.
Single-gear, £57 10s. Albion two-.speed, £45.
Three-speed, £47 10s.

, Ltd., 70, Lombard Street, Birmingham.

Engine
Ighition .

Carburetter
Chaiige Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

ImbTication
Other Features
Price

Veloce, Ltd.

VELOCETTE.
2i h.p. two-strokc, 220 c.c.

U.H. or Bosch.
Amac or Senspray.
Counter-shaft two-speed, 6 to 1 and 11^ to 1.

Chain.
Height of saddle from ground, 28in. Ground
clearance, b^in. Wheelbase, 49in.

Oil in sump, patent system, automatic.
Druid forks. Footboards.
£31 10s. Ladies' mode], £33 12s. Single-

gear and belt drive, £25 5s.

Fleet Sti-eet, Birmingham.

VICTORIA.
2 h.p. four-stroke. 170 c.c.

U.H. m;igneto.

Am.ac.
Two-speed gear, contained in crank case.

Dunlop Jin. belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance, S^in. Wheelbase, 52in.

Force feed oil pump.
Druid forks. Dunlop tyres, 26x2.
25 guineas.

2^ h.p. Villiers two stroke engine, 269 c.c,

25 guineas.

.
ViCTORU Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd., Dennistoun, Glasgow.

Engine
Ignition .

Carburetter
Change Speed .

Transmission ,

Dimensions

Imbrication
Other Features

.

Price
Other Models .

WIZARD.
Engine . , 2^ h.p. two-stroke, 269 c.c.

Ignition . . U.H, magneto, chain-driven.

Carburetter . Amac or Senspray.

Change Speed . Fixed gear or Albion two-speed.

Transmission . Chain and belt.

Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 20in. Ground
clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 50in.

Lubrication . Oil mixed with petrol.

Other Features . Druid forks. Avon or Hutchinson tyres.

Price . . 25 guineas single-speed. 33 guineas two-speed.

_E.B. Two-stroke Co., 32, Coventry Road, Hay Mills, Bir-
mingham.

JCS*
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WOLF.
Engine

. . 2^ h. p. four-stroke Wolf, 76x64 m.m.j 298 c.c.

Ir/nition . . U.H. or Bosch magneto.
Carburetter , Senspray or Amac.
Change Speed . Counter-shaft two-speed gear.
Transmission . Chain and belt.

Dimensions . Height of saddle from ground, 29in. Ground
clearance, 6in. Wheelbase, 54in.

Luhricaiion Hand pump.
Other Feattires . Pilot spring forks. Kick starter.
Price . . Single gear. 24 guineas. Two-speed gear, 30'

and 32 guineas. . -

WuLFHUNA Engineering Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton.

Engine

Ignition
Carburetter
Change Speed
Transmission
Dimensions

Lubrication
Other Features

Price

WooLER Eng

WOOLER.
h.p. two-stroke Wooler, 76x76 mm..2|

344 c.c.

U.H. magneto.
B. and B.
Expanding pulley, gears 4-^ to 7| to 1.

Belt.

Height of saddle from ground, 28in, Crank
ease clearance, llin. Wlieelbase, 63in. — .':.

Forced by pump. -;''

-Displacer instead of ci'ank case compression,
sprung back and front.

45 guineas.

Co., Ltd., Old Oak Lane Common, Willesden.

TYPES OF DEFLECTORS.
SPECIMENS OF TWO-STROKE PISTON HEAD DESIGN.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.^^

THE sketches herewith show a few types of gas

deflectors on the piston heads of small two-

stroke engines ancf serve to demonstrate the

wide divergence of opinion as to the correct shape.

No. I shows what is perhaps the most common shape,

and No. 2 is more frequently found on comparatively

low-speed engines. No. 3 is a combination of the two
previous types, and is to be found_ on at Least one
very successful machine. The flat face of No. 4 is

unusual, though the manufacturers claim great

efficiency. No. 5, with slight modifications, is perhaps
the most common form after No. i, and No. 6

shows a deflector used on a well-known machine which
we believe has been considerably modified lately. The
object of a deflector is, of course, to separate as far

as possible the burnt gases from the fresh charge

Fig. 4. Fig. 3. _ Fig. 6.

entering the cylinder. Were the piston head flat as

in the usual four-stroke practice, there would bernuch
wastage, owing to the fresh charge blowing out of the

exhaust port. Thus it will be seen that the shape of

the deflector has an important bearing on scavenging,

gas wastage, and piston distortion, and needs, careful

consideration in design, but at its best it is in some
meaisure a compromise, for in the ideal engine the

shape would alter for every variation of the throttle

opening and engine speed. This introduces a problem
in design which is likely to^ take some solving, but in

the meantime some of the present types of deflector

are so satisfactory that the lack of a variable piston

head is not likely to affect the progress of the two-

stroke movement. Developments in this respect will be

watched with interest.

B30

Group of members of the Banbury M.C.C., who visited the Rover Company's works last weel< and were later entertamed to tea. The Genera
Manager of the Company, Mr. J. K. Starley, suggests that this might form a pleasant afternoon's outing for other Midland clubs.
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Three Guineas is the price

of the wonderful new

MOTOR-CYCLE SPEEDOMETER
And for that three guineas is given invalu-

able information and priceless pleasure

which will make the transaction something
very much removed from merely monetary
considerations.

Every time you take your macliine out,

there's the speedometer measuring the dis-

tance, recording the speed. You take keener

delight than ever in the increasing momentum
of the Cycle, and you are better able to bring

the pace down to the required limits when
warned to do so. You'll be surprised how
helpful it IS to be able to tell at a glance

the speed at which you are going.

And when you get home, there's the record

of your performance—the miles you have

covered on the trip, the total mileage up to

date for the season. There's satisfaction in

knowing these figures, and the information

is of practical value also. With these figures

to guide you, tyre value, petrol and oil con-

sumption, and other running expenses can

be properly checked, and economies thereby

effected. So really and truly your "Stewart'

instead of costing you money, saves your

money.

Have the new model nxed on your Motor

Cycle. It's a beauty ; the best made, most

reliable and most accurate speedometer yet

achieved. From Zero to 75 miles, with

0,000 mile season and 100 mile trip—both

repeating. Rubber covered flexible shaft.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "Tin Motor Cycle." B31
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Concerning

the running

of the famous

STURMEY-ARGHER
3-SPEED GEAR.

" There can be absolutely nothing better i$\ the

way of gears than the Sturmey-Archer."
(See letter).

A series of unsolicited letters from delighted users
of the gear on various types of Motor Cycles.

No. 1. On a Huinber.
January 20th, 1913.

Dear Sirs,

I feel it my duty to write to congratulate you on the excellence of your
3-Speed Motor Cycle Gear. The Gear I have had on my Humber Cycle

has run now without the slightest trouble since January, 1912, and has been

used mostly with a Sidecar. Since I have had it I have never had to

dismount at a hill, and last year I toured over Devonshire and Cornwall,

and never had even to adjust it. I am sure there could be absolutely

nothing better in the way of gears than the Starmey-Archer. I have had

several well-known makes of gears, both bottom bracket and hub, but none

of them are quarter as good as yours.

Wishing you every success,

ChUwell, Notts. R. NEVILLE.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET, POST FREE.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, LTD.,
NOTTINGHAM.

B32 /n answering this adverlUemenl it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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LATEST SIDECAR DESIGNS.

The neat two-passenger Cairns sidecar shown in different positions.

A NEW TWO-PASSENGER
SIDECAR.

A very handsome sidecar with many
novel features has been placed on the
market by Messrs J. T. Cairns and Co.,

Grimshaw Street, Preston. The out-

standing point of this car is the bulbous
back, which when closed is neat in

appearance,^ and forms a large compart-
ment for luggage, and when open pro-

vides quite a roomy extra seat for an
adult passenger or two children side by
side. These large passenger-carrying
sidecars are often apt to look rather

cumbersome, but the Cairns is the very
reverse, for its appearance is really

graceful. The chassis appears to be very
strong, and the springing good.

A SIDECAR FOR LIGHT-
WEIGHTS.

In view of the enormous popularity of

lightweight machines it is interesting to

note that quite a number of these are

being used for sidecar work. In average
country and with careful driving per-

fectly satisfactory service can be secured
from very moderate-powered outfits, but
it is essential that light sidecars be fitted.

The Stokes and Holt special sidecar chassis,

designed for use with lightweight motor
cyc.es.

To this end JMessrs. Stokes and Holt.
Ltd., Belgrave Road, Leicester, who are
large makers of sidecars, have brought
out, and registered tlie design of, a new
sidecar suitable for use with little two
stroke machines. We illustrate the
chassis, which, in this particular instance,
was attached to a 2^ Connaught. The
price of the complete sidecar is £9 10s.,
and 50 lb. represents the total weight
of the body and chassis combined.

A NEW SIDETTE CHASSIS.
A sidecar embodying several interesting

points is being marketed by Messrs.
Sidettes, Coventry. The body is not
entirely new, though it has "been im-
proved in detail. It is of torpedo shape,
and is made of three-ply covered with

specially strong, and just in front of the
guard is an aluminium mounting plate.

Body ol the SIdette, showing the

seat hinged forward to provide

access to the locker.

Four points of attachment are supplied,

and the weight of the machine works out

at about 75 lb. The outline of the sidecar

is distinctly sporting.

The latest form o\ Sidette with torpedo

body. The frame joints are welded
throughout.

canvas. The canvas is heavily painted
and coach finished, and gives a combina-
tion of great strength and pleasing ap-

pearance. The tail of the body forms a

roomv locker for tools and spares and
may he reached by hinging the seat back.
The body is carried by coil and C springs

on a welded steel tube chassis of particu-

larly strong construction, in the manu-
facture of which 14 gauge tube is used
throughout except for the axle, which is

ful attention, and the mudguard stay is

Neat mounting step on the

Sidette chassis.

A NEW LIGHT SIDECAR.
Tlie accompanying photograph shows a

new sidecar made by R. Samson, Ltd.,
Islington Row, Birmingham It is fitted

with a specially built chassis, which

The new Sidette chassis, showing mud-
guard stay, mounting step, and four-poinl

attachment.

A neat design of cane sidecar body bv

Reg. Samson. Birmingham.

weighs only 50 lb., while the lines of the
body reduce the wind resistance to a
minimum.

B33
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NEW XL-ALL SADDLES.
Messrs. XL-All are placing two new

saddles upon the market. The chief

features are that the seat-pillar is made
in one piece with the underframe, thus

dispensing with the nsual clip and giving

the lowest riding position, and at the

same time the greatest spring play.

Latest Design Xl-All Saddle.

Side-rolling is prevented by the side

links being made in one piece, which
form the upper and lower bridge, making
both members move in unison.

A unique feature is that the spring

travel can be altered to sirit each rider,

which is as much as three inches at all

points of the saddle. The springs can
also be regulated to the weight of the

rider. The under work is now made
detacliable from the pan seat, and is

Tyres for S.A. Police.

We learn that Messrs. W. and A.
Bates, Ltd., have received a contract

for two years' supplies from the Union
of South Africa for their motor cycle

tyres and motor car tubes for the South
African police.

Climbing the Wrekin.

An ascent of the Wrekin, the best

known hill in Shropshire, has been
accomplished by Mr. Evan Pybus on a

5 h.p. Ariel and sidecar carrying a

10-stone passenger. The surface was
exceedingly rough, and it is undoubtedly
a praiseworthy performance to take a

loaded sidecar up this hill.

Motor Cycles on Easy Payments.

Messrs. Selfridge and Co., Oxford
Street, W., have sent us particulars of

their easy payment system for motor
cycles, which, briefly, is as follows :

Any machine in stock may be obtained

immediately for a deposit of one-fifth of

its price ; the balance may be extended
over a period of twelve months, and for

this added convenience 2^% only is

charged.

The New Invicta Models.

Probably buyers of motor cycles would
gain much information by perusing the

catalogue of the Invicta motor cycles,

whicli are sold by Messrs. A. Barnett
and Co., West Orchard, Coventry. The
two-stroke model is a handsome machine
and is priced at twenty-five guineas. The
two-speed model, with chain and belt

drive, is listed at thirty-five guineas.

Rubber-lined footboards can also be pro-

vided at an extra charge of 17s. 6d. The
other model sold by this firm is a 3-^ h.p.,
which can be obtained either single-geared
or fitted with a three-speed Armstrong
Smb.

finished to match the colour of the vari-

ous machines.
These saddles are, of course, being

made to fit every type of machine, the

makers having successfully overcome the

difficulty of fitting the various designs

of frame, and on examination of the

saddles made for various machines we
found that the amount of spring play had
been in every case retained.

Underside of saddle showing spnngmg.

>—•••-<

A New Golf BaU.

j\Iany of our readers are also golf

players. The County Chemical Company,
Limited, are making a two-shilling golf

ball, with which many successes in the
royal and ancient game have been gained.

Sidecars in Scotland.

Messrs. Mead and Deakin, Eushey Lane,
Tyseley, Birmingham, inform us that one
of their standard model sidecars went
through the Scottish Six Days Trials with-
out any trouble whatever. ' It was
attached to Mr. Tom Silver's Quadrant,
which gained a gold medal.

A Favourite Sidecar.

Messr.s. Sydney Westall and Co., Ltd.,

inform us that they intend to combine
their garage and sales department under
one roof, and, consequentlj-, have moved
the latter to 1, Chester Street, Grosvenor
Place, S.W. The firm at the present
moment is very busily engaged in turning
out the Scott-Westall sidecar, for which
there is a very ready demand.

A Satisfactory Lubricant.

We have been using a sample of Ivecord
oil, made by the Record Oil Company,
104, Leadenhall Street, E.G., on a 3^
h.p. A. B.C. motor bicycle, Avhicfi success-
fully carried us round the Six Days Trial
course. The oil appears to be thoroughly
satisfactory, it requnes very little to
lubricate the engine in a perfectly
adequate manner, and it produces no
excess of carbon deposit.

A NEAT REAR LIGHT.
We have seen and tried a large num-

ber of rear lighting outfits wliich have

been put on the market, but we do not

think we have seen anything more prac-

tical than that listed by Messrs. .1. J.

Eastick and Son, Clapton Common,
N.E. It will be seen from the illustra-

tion that the lamp itself is very com-

A Rear Light for Motor Cycles.

pact and is provided with a side window
for illuminating the number plate. It

can also be adapted for use with elec-

tricity, in which case the battery is

carried" in a small canvas case, which

may be strapped to the carrier, and on

the' outside is a little switch for putting

the light into operation.

A New Dirt Remover.

Messrs. Fitch, Ltd., Tamworth, have

forwarded us a sample tin of a new
grease and oil remover kno\vn as Grime-

wash, which appears to be most effica-'

cious. It is sold in 6d. tins.

Comfort and Reliability.

Considerable interest has been aroused

by the illustration in the issue of TKi
Motor Cycle of July 9th of the Edmund
spring frame motor cycle fitted with a

2% h.p. Douglas power plant. Readers
will be interested to hear that Mr.
Schuver, 20, Clavering Avenue, Barnes,

S.W., is responsible for the [jroduction ot

this interesting machine.

A Change of Engines.

With reference to the necessity of a

change of engines in J. Jj. Norton's
machine before the. start of the A.C.XJ.
Six Days Trials, we are informed by Nor-
ton Motors, Ltd., that the engine used
to run up to Sheffield was an experimental
one, and had not been property run iil^
hence the change at the last momeiit;

Wanted, a Name

!

The County Chemical Co., Ltd.,
Bradford Street, Birmingham, lately
introduced a new motor cycle engine -oil,

which has already earned for itself an
enviable reputation. This oil has not
yet been officially named, and, to further
this, the manufacturers have ofi'ered

handsome prizes for the best name sent
in. Entries for this competition close
on July 31st, and those desirous of
participating should write the County
Chemical Co., Ltd., at once: We may
add that we have tried this oil ourselves,
and have found it to be admirable in

all respects, and a large number of well-

known riders have written the manufac-
turers expressing their approval of this-

new lubricant.
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ANY of the following machines and bargains may be
obtained on our Deferred Payment Plan. You secure

immediate possession of the machine on payment of a
deposit of one-fifth of the price. The balance is payable
in twelve months, with a charge of 2h% on the balance only.

If you are unable to call, write, 'phone, or wire for particulars.

MACHINES IN STOCK.
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model,

all red finish £77 14

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-speed

clutch model £60

SINGER, 4i h.p., 2-speed

COMBINATION, coach -

built sidecar £80

HENDEE - SPECIAL 7 h.p.

INDIAN, electric self-starter,

lamps and horn £80

DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., W Model £52
DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., U Model £48
DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., V Model £48

DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., Model B. £62
WOLF, 4 h.p., J.A.P. engine,

2-speed .. 44gns.
WOLF, 2.1 h.p., lightweight .. 24 gns
WOLF. 21 h.p., J.A.P. engine 26 gns
WOLF, 2J h.p.. 2-spced .. 30 gns.
F.N., 2i h.p £49
BRADBURY, 4 h.p 3-speed £59
B.S.A., 4 h.p., COMBINATION £79 16

SELFRIDGE &
Telephone : Gerrard One.

7
BARGAINS .

New Cane SIDECAR. Torpedo hape.
on strong underslung Chassis, with
Hutchinson tyre. Usually l2Ens. ; lo

clear .. £9 15
New Cane SIDECAR. Torpedo shape

body on well sprung Chassis an J with
Hutchinson lyre. Usually 10 ens.

;

now .. £7 15
Second-hand 1913 34 h.p. 3-speed Rover
Combination .. £47

Second-hand 1913 8 h.p. Martin-Jap.
with 1^14 Sturmey-Archer 3 speed
Cear . £50

Second-hand 1913 3,i Lea

-

Francis.

2-speed . . . £52 10
Second-hand 1913 8 h.p. Ma chless

Combination. Cane Sidecar .. £70
Lightweight Wicker Sidecar on stronR

Chassis. To clear .. £4 ID

CO., LTD., Oxford Street,
West End AfTcnls for Wolf Motor Cycles Telcfrrams

MACHINES IN STOCK-
CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p., COM-
BINATION No. 7 coach-built

sidecar, with hood, screen, and
apron £10117 6

CALTHORPE JUNIOR, 2 h.p.,

2-speed 25 gns
MATCHLESS. 8 h.p., COM-
BINATION 3-speed, chain

drive, coach built sidecar £92
EXCELSIOR, 5-6 h.p., COM-
BINATION, with coach-built

sidecar

ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p.,

COMBINATION, with coach-

built sidecar

JAMES, 3i h.p., twin, 3-spced,

chain drive £63

INDIAN. TRIUMPH, and B.SA.
machines only supplied on makers terms,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 8 h.p.,

2-spced £65

BABY TRIUMPH, 2-stroke.

2i h.p., 2-speed £42

London, W.
" SclfridiTc. L-ondoT».

17

£84 9

£84

Stepney Road -Grips
For Heavy Cars, Light Cars, and Motor Cycles.

Another Unsolicited Testimonial :

15, Neville Road, Liscard, Cheshire.

Dear Sirs,—I am pleased to inform you that the 700 x 80 Stepney Road-Grip
Cover I have just removed from the back wheel ot my Morgan has been doing
service there since the end of last November. It has never once been off, never once
punctured, and only once inflated. Although the mileage of the tyre is a trifle

under 7,000 miles it is only now begining to show through the canvas in two
places. I use my Morgan practically every day and in all kinds of weather,
but I have never had to give a moment's attention to the Stepney. I will have
the tjTe retreaded. Had it not been for a 300/350 miles run over the worst
roads in Ireland the tyre would still be good for another 1,000 miles on home
roads. I am perfectly satisfied that no other t^'re on the market—and I have
tried most ot them—could give such service. The Stepney Road-Grip was all

that was required to remove the first and last objection to the Morgan from the

point of view of accessibilty, viz.—the taking out of the back wheel Morgan
owners have sometlung to be thankful for, if they only knew it.

Yours faithfully,

J. McGUCKIN.

WILL GIVE GREATER MILEAGE AND BETTER
GRIP THAN ANY OTHER NON-SKID TYRE.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.,
LLANELLY, WALES. And IBS. Great Portland Street, London. W.

In. answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.' B37
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JKT is important
that every motor cyclist should protect

himself hy Insurance against loss or damage
and Third party claims,

d. Each of the undermentioned poHcies can be obtained through "The Motor
Cycle " Insurance Department.

(JL In every case the policy is issued by a sound and reliable company,
which can be relied upon for prompt and equitable settlement of all claims.

The Provident Clerks & General
Guarantee and Accident Co.'s Motor Cycle Policy.

The A.A. & M.U. Policy
issued by The Motor Union Insurance Co., Ltd.

The A.C.U. Policy
issued by the Law Accident Insurance Society.

Particulars vl all or either oj these

policies will be sent on application to

The Manager, Insurance Department, "THE MOTOR CYCLE" Offices,

COVENTRY.
SPECIAL NOTE.

All full policies issued through "The Motor Cycle"
Insurance Department include a copy oi "The Motor
Cycle" each week.

ttf^»e^lllllH

B3S In answering this advertisement it is desiraUe 'o mention " The Motor CijcU.'
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Fop All Seasons,

Fop All Weatheps,
THERE IS ONE

SIDECAR,
IT IS THE

BRAMBLE.

Pat. 14357/13,

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

London Agents:—
Hoberlsonn Molars. Ltd., 157, Great Portland Street, If.

ECONOMICAL
IN

FIRST COST & UPKEEP,
RECENT AWARDS.

M.C. CLUB—L ONDON TO EDINBURGH.
2 aoUD MEDAUS.
ESSEX MOTOR CLUB — OPEN HILL CLIMB
2 SII.VER IVIEDAUS.
B'HAM MX. CLUB-OPEN PASSENGER TRIALS
2 BRONZE IVIEDAUS.

Full Particulars from

144, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

More Successes
on

MIDLAND
Motor Cycle Tyres

and Belt.

Wolverhampton M.C.C. 2 Days Trial.

Mr. Sidney Hill, riding Midland Tyres and Belt, gained a

GOLD MEDAL
and was placed third in order of merit.

Sheffield and Hallamshire Flying Kilo.

Mr R. M. Davy, riding Midland Tyres and Belt, obtained

3rd PLACE IN CLASS 5.

4000 MILES
and some splendid WINS
on ONE Midland Belt.

By Mr. T. Thompson, of Mile End, Portsmouth

June 13th—Brooklands 150 Mile T.T. Race. Special Class.

FIRST.
Previous events on same belt '

September 3rd—Southampton and Dislrict Htll Climb at East
Meon.

FIRST.
September lOth— Broke Record (or Stam^hav/ Track.

GOLD MEDAL.
October 15th—Portsmouth and District M.C.C. Speed Trial.

2 FIRST PRIZES.
Hill Climb. June 17th—Portsmouth. FIRST and SECOND.
This belt has done altogether 4.000 miles, including all the above
events, and was stilt in use when our representative called upon
Mr. Thompson on the 2')[h June.

SCOTTISH 6 DAYS
Mr. A. Downie. on a 2ii h.p. A.J.S.. fitted with Midland Tyres,
secured a

GOLD MEDAL.
He writes :

"
1 am pleased to report that your tyres stood the

test splendidly, the back lyre only showing signs of wear, I had a
no-trouble run throughout, not even a puncture ; in fact, I had so
much faith in your tyres that I did not carry a spare."

THE MIDLAND RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS: Ryland St, B'HAM.
LONDON DEPOT: 31-34. Eagle St., Southampton Row. W.C.
Coventry Depot: Priorv Woi^cs, New Buildings. Glasgow
Depot: 451. EglintonStreet. Cardiff Depot : Plymouth Street.

Milan Deijot : Via Sirtori 6. Amsterdam Depot : 50. Lange
Leidiche Dwaars Straat,

In answering t/iese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde." B4I
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iVrnmi^/m 0YNAMO
Genuine Magnetolite System,

Height:

6* in.

Covenrry May. 1914.

Dear Sirs,

The Dynamo continues lo run perfectly, and it is used every
evenin);

1 still use the 8-volt 8-c.p. lamp, and it gives a much finer light

than any acetylene lamp I have used. There is no sign of blackening
yet, and I can see from five to six telegraph posts at 30 miles per hour
on a straight piece of road. Everything O.K.

Yours faithfully, (signed) C.E.G.

Price (Dynamo only), £2:0 :

Head Lamp.withBalb and wire, £1 : :

Manvfacfurcd throughout hy

THE HIGH TENSION CO., '^e^tminstek, "s^e:'

'Phone: Hop 89. Wire :
" Glowlamp, Watloo, London.'

\i PLUGS MAY COME
and plugs may go, but SPLXTDORF
PLUGS go sparking on for ever.
There is nothing experimental about SPLIT-
DORF PLUGS. There is nothing even "jus!

as good." They are— have been, and will

continue to be the standard plug for the
hardest motor cycle use.

Full information and catalogue upon request.

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
6 City Road, Finsbury Square, LONDON, E.C.

Factory: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

B42 In answering these advertisemenU it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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SMITH'S MOTORCYCLE SPECIALITIES.
SMITH'S

A-L
GENERATOR

No. 844,

The new mode', Smith's A-L Motor Cycle Generator
Price, i-lb. size 12/6

i-lb. size 17/6
Spare Container, J-lb 3 /-

Adjustable Bracket, suitable for Generator 3 /-

SMITH'S MOTOR CYCLE TAIL LAMP.

Reg. Design.

No. 537.

Smith's new model Motor
Cycle Tail Lamp (Acetylene).

lack enamel or nickel finish.

Price 4 /6. Bracket 1 /- extra

No. Ai. With
Total Mileage.
Price £3 3

DialsHnches.

SMITH'S
ROCK
STEADY

MOTOR CYCLE

SPEEDOMETER

No. A2. With Total
Mileage and Trip

Recorder.

Price - £4 4

Dial 3^ inches.

SMITH'S

MOTOR CYCLE
WATCH.
No. 2+B.

Exceedingly
neat in appear-
ance and can
be strongly
r e commended

.

Diameter 2in.

Well finished

nickel cases.

No. A3. With Total Mileage, Trip, and Maximum
Hand. Price ..£550 Dial 3* inches.

Combined with Watch, £110 extra.

ROCK STEADY UNDER .ANY VIBRA-
TION, YET ACCURATE AND
UNAFFECTED BY TEMPERATURES.

Write for new Catalogue, No. 14.

S. SMITH & SON, Ltd.^ Speedometer Hou^e,
179-185, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.. TRAFALGAR SQUARE and 68, PIGCrOILLY.

HOLDERS OF SIX ROVat WaRRaniTS.
Agents for France KIRHY BEARD & Co., Ltd., 5, Rue Auber, Paris. Agent for Irelend. C. E. JACOB, IS4. Ci Brunswick Si. Dublin.-

DOT MOTORS
The Wins given below are not gained by the use
of Special Racing Engines, but are made on
Standard Overhead Machines, which can be bought
direct from us or through any of our Agents.

Doncaster Speed Trials. Class 14. H. Reed FIRST.
Also FASTEST TIME of the day.

Essex Speed Trials, Events 57 & 60, H. Reed FIRST.

Also FASTEST TIME of the day, BEATING the

FASTEST CAR.

Sole Manufacturers of this Famous Machine :

H. REED & Co., 38, Ellesmere St.,
Hulme, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 2123 Central.

TWO-
STROKE

Bore and stroke, 75 x 79 mm.
Capacity. 349 cc 2i h-p.

Em
The unit, which ' made sood ' in its first trial, completed the course

in Junior T.T. Race at an average of 37-2 m.p.h.

Proof of RO\A/ER, SPEED, REILBABI L.ITY,

ENGINE

PECO ENGINES, Ltd.,

Duddeslon Mill Road.
BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B43
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/b.*ifJl«r^« \i/«

CARBURETTERS
VERSUS Rest of England."

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL.

A.M.A.C. REST,
GOLB MEPALS :

22 A.M.A.C., 50% more than any other make.

FINISHERS :

31 A.M.A.C., 50% more than any other malce.

GOLD MEDALS

:

28 aniongst 6 other makes.

FINISHERS :

33 amongst 6 other makes.

SPECIAL AWARDS:
TEAM PRIZE: DOUGLAS A.M.AX.

UGHTWEIGHTS, SOLO MACHINES, UP TO 350 c.c.

TIE BETWEEN W. B. GIBB AND P. W. MOFFAT,

BOTH ON A.M.A.C

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd., Bfir.N^c
Cross,

HAM.

OFAN OPINION

THE GRANDEX-PRECISION 2 H.P. PUP.
DEAR Sirs, Streatham, S.W.

With reference to the " Grandex Precision Pup" Motor Bicycle I bought from
you about the middle of May, it might interest you to learn how completely satisfied I am
with same. So far, I have travelled about 650 miles. This includes two journeys to Deal and
Dover, and one to Brighton.

The hill-climbing propensities of the engine are wonderful, low gear being seldom
inecessary, and the speed on the level, about 30-35 m.p.h., should be quite suflicient for

any ordinary motorist riding a light weight cycle. Yours truly^ A. C. T.

A WELL-BUILT MASTERPIECE FOR 25 GUINEAS.

Send for List and Information to—
GRANDEX MOTORS, 86, GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C.

AGENTS FOR HOLLAND—Messrs. VAN LIER, 9, Amslerdamsche Verkaade, The Hague.

Other

GRANDEX MODELS
2fii.i), .. .. £34
3i h f. Popular .

.

£35
3f h.p. Tourist .

.

£38
4J h.p. with Enfield

2-speed gear .

.

£53
4 h.p. Twin .

.

£44
6 h.p. Twin with

Enfield 2-sp. gear £64

GOLD MEDAL
LONDON-EDINBURGH
Mr. O. P. C. Collier up.

25 GNS.

uPARAGON 99

Order a

2-2 h.p. 2-speed 2-8troke

Immediate Delivery Guaranteed.

SPECIFICATION:

Engme : 237 c.c, Gears: 5-1,

10-1 .. Carburetter : Amac. Mag-

neto : V.H. Frame : 28in. to

Saddle. Petrol : 1 20 m.p.g.

(including 2-speed Gear).

K. PORTWAY & CO., Brantham, Manningtree, ESSEX.
B44 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlia Motor Cade."
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Misplaced Energy by a Cycling
Body.

WE-uni]er.stand that the Cyclists' Touring
Club, which professes to cater for motor
cyclists as well as cyclists, and must
number among its cycling members
many who are also owners of cars, has

addressed a circular letter to the police authori-

ties urging them to use greater stringency in

ensuring the pruper carrying out of tiie pro-

\isions of the Motor Car Act with respect to the

legibility and illuminaiion at night of number
plates on motor vehicles; also, that the C.T.C.
intends in the near future to approach the Local

(jovernment Board with a definite recommenda-
tion for the adoption of a new form of trans-

parent number-plate in order that more effective

illumination and consequent identification of

motor vehicles can be secured.

Now, while we have nothing to say agauist the

proper carrying out of the provisions of the

Motor Car Act, we are of opinion that the police

in most districts are 'luite sufficiently strict—in

some parts of the couiitry they may be said to

err on the side of undue severity in their hand-
ling of what are, after all, technical offences of

small importance to every one e.vcept the un-

fortunate individual who may be fined 40s. and
costs because the coat of the passenger on the

carrier hides his rear number-plate.

For the car driver who knocks down a cyclist

or pedestrian and drives away leaving a fellow

creature King hurt in the road we have no
excuse to offer under any circumstances ; but we
do think that such despicable conduct would be

much more rare if the motorist could be sure of

getting justice, and no more, at the hands of

the authorities ; but unfortunately it is often the

tendency to lay the whole blame of any acci-

dent upon the motorist no matter who is really

in fault, and these things are brought about by
the bigoted attitude of some Benches to all

things automobile, and by the conduct of certain

motorists themselves, who, hasing no experience

of the amenities of the road, drive as if the

public highway was intended for them alone.

It is more desirable to devise means of pre-

venting accidents than of tracking those con-

cerned in them when they occur, and we think

that the C.T.C. would be better employed in

putting its own house in order by urging upon
the cycling members the use of a rear warning
light at night—properly made and properly

fitted—than in endeavouring to make the lot of

automobilists more arduous than it is at present.

If the C.T.C. is in want of new outlets for

its activity may we suggest that soine people
regard the road as a breaking place for bottles,

others as a place where they may graze their

cattle, and where poultry may roam unmolested.

The Six Days Trials Course.

IN
our descrijjiion and comments on the Si.\

Days Trials we observed that the event

developed more into a " Colonial " test, and
that certain sections of roads and one or

two test hills might have been omitted, but

it was also made clear that the fact of fifty-one

competitors gaining gold medals proved that the

course, despite its severity, was not too bad for

a first-rate machine.

This week we publish two letters from im-

portant firms of manufacturers who support out

view that the trial, though extremely severe, was
not so impossible as it has been made out to be,

and reflecting upon the conditions after havnig
ridden round practically the whole of the course
on a motor bicycle, we do feel that the -test

arranged was just w'hat was wanted. The trial

brought out that a machine with three speeds was
at an advantage, and demonstrated that the aver-

age motor cycle rim was too weak; it proved that

the brakes on some machines were not so efficient

as they should be, and it further found out weak
spots in frame design. The A.C U. has been
subjected to much unfair criticism, nnd it seems
that an attempt is being made toii'^iluce manu-
facturers to boycott .-\.C.U. trials in future,, bnl

surelv this is pettv.

r^.
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IGNITION AND LIGHTING.
The Possibilities of Magneto-Dynamo Lighting for Motor Cycles and Sidecars.
In view of the increasing tendency toward electric lighting on motor cycles, the author discusses the advisability of

combining the ignition and lighting systems by means of a dynamo and accumulators.

UNLESS the tendency towards electric lighting on
all forms of motor vehicles suffers a very un-

expected set-back in the near future, one of the

results of this development may well be the re-con-

sideration of the ignition system of motor cycles.

On large cars a certain amount of extra weight and
cost is not a very important matter, but on motor
bicycles, sidecar combinations, and cycle cars it is

obviously advisable to employ one apparatus to do
dual or even triple service, provided that this can be

done without appreciable loss of efficiency.

Simple Lighting Batteries.

The simple lighting installation consisting only of a

small secondary battery and the necessary lamps and
wires we need not consider at any length, because they

have been on the market some time. Clearly, for this

purpose we should carry a battery only sufficient for

lighting purposes, and should not think of employing
it for ignition also, since this would mean additional

capacity and additional weight. When, however, the

lighting system is of a more complete kind, incor-

porating a dynamo of suitable design, the duty of

which is to keep the accumulators charged, the case

is considerably altered.

The dynamo may be put to use for ignition purposes

in either one of two ways. It can be wired up directly

to a make and break contact working in connection

with a plain induction coil, or possibly to a wipe
contact working wtih a trembler coil. The ignition

circuit from the dynamo would in this case be in

parallel with the circuit to the lamps, and the opening

and closing of the ignition circuit would tend to affect

the lighting circuit to some extent, causing the current

from the dynamo to ebb and flow at least to' a slight

degree. It is very questionable, however, whether

this would constitute a serious drawback, since, with

the accumulators always present to act as a kind of

buffer in the lighting circuit, the effect on the lamps
should not be such as to alter appreciably their

illuminating power.

The other method would be to put the accumulators

directly into connection with the ignition circuit, and
merely to use the dynamo as a means of keeping the

cells fully charged.

Dual Systems of Ignition.

In discussing possibilities not yet fully tested, it

would be rash to attempt to say exactly what method
of operation would prove the most efficient, but if the

first were employed it would evidently be advisable

to wire up so that the accumulators could be put on
to the ignition circuit as an alternative to be used
when starting, and in the unlikely event of anything
going wrong with the dynamo. This would prac-

tically provide a dual system of ignition. At high
speeds a lighting dynamo is capable of giving a volt-

age very much in excess of that of the ordinary four-

volt accumulator, which used to be used for ignition,

and consequently the spark also should be more
effective.

If any of the developments hinted at actually com(

to pass, it is practically certain that the change ii

these directions will be a gradual one, very muc)

more gradual than was the abandonment of the igni

tion accumulator in favour of the high-tension mag
neto. At the time when this took place, theri

was a great controversy as to the relative merits of th^

sparks given by the two systems. Probably, unde

ideal conditions, with the ignition control set ii

exactly the correct position, and a thorouglily goo(

mixture supplied to the cylinder, there was little

no difference in the power produced as the result

employing the different ignition systems.

Magneto SparK and Gas Mixture.
When, however, any error was assumed in the set

ting of the ignition lever, this error had a much mor

detrimental effect on ignition by the coil and accumu
lator system than upon that depending on the high

tension magneto. Moreover, there is good reason t

believe that the magneto deals more effectively witl

mixtures of varying quality, such as may well b

found in the two cylinders of a V type enginf

especially if the cylinders are set at a small angl(

Since this great change in ignition took place an

little faults that there may have been in the earl

high-tension magnetos have been made good, and th

present machines are practically perfect.

In the matter of weight there should certainly 1

an advantage, since the various components of tl

ignition lighting sets would balance one another fairl

well, with the exception of the dynamo, the whole oj

which might be regarded as part of the electric lighf

ing outfit, leaving the magneto with its heavy Sell

magnets to be weighed against an induction coil mot
comparable with the armature alone than with th'

whole machine. On the other hand, the attempt
keep down weight might easily be over-valued, sine

it is apparent that very many motor cyclists at th

present moment are quite willing to add weight b

carrying small lighting accumulators not absolutel

essential.

Another factor which will tend to make the.chang

slow, if it occur at all, is tliat the smaller sizes c

electrical lighting outfits cannot be said as yet t

have reached the perfection of the high tension ma{
neto. There are, of course, several admirable outfii

on . the market, but the majority of these are rathi

expensive, and unnecessarily heavy for motor cycle:

Less attention has at present been given to the smalk
types, though there is no doubt that we already ha\

some upon the market capable of giving exceller

service for the purpose for which they were intendet

Further consideration would, however, be neede

before attempting to apply them all to the dual pu),

pose of lighting and ignition. Consequently, whil'

making suggestions on future possibilities, we wish 1

make ourselves quite clear to the effect that we do w
anticipate any early depreciation in the value c

machines equipped with the altogether admirabi
system of high tension magneto ignition.
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The " Nut" and His Hooter.

The latest luittiness consists of scrapping the usual

filf-guinea hooter, and buying in its place a stumpy

ttle cyclorn at alx)Ut eighteenpence, which is secured

I the centre of the handle-bar by a few lappings of

isulating tape. The unaccustomed impertinent treble

|ueak of the tiny hooter is a fine- roai.l clearer at the

oment, because people are unfamiliar with it, and

onder what is coming. Its efificiencv will probably

;crease as soon as a few hiniilred imitators have

)pied the i)raiii. e.

Four Back Axle Brakes.
Many of the modern cycle cars and light cars have

il their Ijrakes mounted in the rear hubs—a poli-y

lat must commend itself to any motorist who li: s

ler broken a propeller-shaft or driving chain wl;tn

is side brake happened to be out of adjustment,

ut—beyond all fiuestion — the quartette of axle brakes,

i fitted to the average modern cycle car, are far loo

nail in width and diameter. They are usuallv lined

ith the \erv best fiiction-resisting materials, but they

ear out very rapidly even in the hands of a -careful

river who -uses his brakes as little as i)ossil)le. I

As proof of th'e perfection to which motor cycles have now been
brought, one may safely ride to tennis courts or the riverside

in white flannels without fear of getting bespattered with oil.

have had several miserable experiences this year due
to such brakes quite suddenly wearing down below

the gripping limits. In one case such an experience

occurred in the middle of a lengthy .tour, and the

only safe course was to dismount the brakes and pack

the remnants of the faliric lining up by putting a strip

of zinc beneath it. I hope that the size of the drums
will be generall) increased for 1915.

A Word About Fitting Valve Springs.

The other dav one of the kind friends who visit my
garage helped himself to a valve spring removing tool,

which has been the faithful companion of my labours

for teii years past. Simultaneously, of course, the third

cylinder of my cyclu car developed a misfu'c, and when
I tested it by opening the compression tap, the merest

whifF of a caricature explosion saluted my outraged

ears (contrast the other cylinders, which spat flame

a font long into my unwary face!). I hunted in vain

for the missing tool, and finally extracted llic valves

of the errant cylinder with a screwdriver, getting exces-

sively overheated in the job, as the eight valves are

as close together as the bristles in an hotel hair brush.

When I tried to replace the valve, I laboured in vain

for half an hour. Supposing 1 managed to get the

spring compressed, the space availalile between the

valve under attention and the two adjacent inlet valves

was so narrow that I could not get the cotter in, and
Mrs. Ixion, whose fingers are Buriie-Jonesian, was
away on the road tuning up her Auto-whccl, which
has not been doing better than no m.p.g. lately. In

this impasse, I bethought me of an ancient wrinkle,

which. Heaven forgive me, I have often quoted with

approval but never tried. " If a valve spring is awk-
ward to replace, compress it in a vice, and tie up the

coils with stout twine ; it will then slip into place like

a marron glace! " I hied me to the vice, lied up both
sides of the 30 lb. spring, and released the jaws of the

vice. Hey, presto!—both bits of twine fled round to

one side of the spring, which assumed a lunar arc.

[He means "crescent-shaped appearance.''—Ed.] I

repeated the proces-s five or six times with no better

result, and decided to denounce this nefarious and
delusive tip in the public press ; incidentally, the spring

once flew out of the vice and hit me on the cheek bone
at 1, 000 m.p.h. ; also I tightened the vice on to my
golf thumb, which is ab'eady terribly abraded as the

results of experiments with the overlapping grip. How-
e\er, the spring was still adrift, and the cycle car was
waiting. I now- remembered I had a Rudge motor
bicycle, the spare springs of which are neatly com-
pressed in little tin cases. Excellent idea. I fetched

out a Rudge spring, and noted with glee that the tin

sheath was of approximately the right diameter. I

sprung the sheath open, and the Rudge spring soared

A2t
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over the garden wall ; never m'nd ; I don't know how

the Rudge Co. coax their springs into the tin sheaths

—

it cost me many abrasions—but at last I got my spring

into the sheath, and then the spring popped merrily

into place on the cycle car engine, and I weiit out and

bought three valve spring removers, which I propose

to chain to my garage wall.

A Good Cleanstr.

As my readers know, I seldom give proprietary

articles a cheap advertisement in my columns unless

there is something unique about them, but I have

at last struck a first rate cleanser. It is called Kudos,

and is sold by Boots, the well-known chemists. Let

me particularise. Almost any cleanser will remove

the general film of filth that covers our pdws after

we have adjusted a driving chain or scraped the carbon

off a cylinder. The real crux comes when we try to

whiten the soft skin round the arc of the finger nails,

in order that we may face our office mates without

shame next morning. Many of us find that we cannot

get our hands wholly clean under thirty-six hours

and three good scrubbings. Kudos can be relied upon

to make the filthiest pair of hands fit for a ballroom

in five minutes. You put a teaspoonful of it into

the dry palm of one hand, and gl^e the hands a dry

WHERE THE LIGHTWEIGHT SCORES.

The above photograph amply demonstrates the ease with which a light-

weight may be carried up or down steps and through twisty passages

—

a distmct advantage to those whose residences may be awkwardly
situated from a motor cyclist's point ot view.

The engine and radiator on the Morgan used by H. F. S

Morgan is neatly covered over, giving the vehicle the appearance

an air-cooled model. Our picture shows the bonnet raised.

wash with it, like a shopwalker, until the stic

feeling practically disappears. Then do a minnt.

work on the finger tips with a -stiff nailbrush, a-

rinse the stuff off in hot or cold water. You w

be quite clean enough to grasp Angelina's fairy fingf

and murmur— [Irrelevant matter deleted.—Ed.]. I

me add that I have not had a free sample, but beii

half-way through my third purchased tin of the y£

I felt I ought to put readers on to a good thing^.

suggest to Boots, Ltd., that' motor cyclists w"Si;

appreciate the marketing of a threepenny pocket'*

to be carried on tour arid in reliability trials. .T

stuff is as cheap and economical as it is efficient.

The Scottish Trials Marking System.

Mr. Campbell McGregor is very kind in explaiivi

the rnotives of his organising committee, and 1 consic

the Edinburgh M.C.C. have never received full erg'

for introducing the system of reserving gold med
for riders who lose no time marks at all; when th

adopted this policy, other chilis were awarding gol

to riders who lost one hundred marks.

I am still without sympathy for the " Iri.shmai

boiuis." Why not award a Ijonus of fifty marks
riders who lose no time marks, in lieu of docking t

tmforlunate who loses one time mark, an extra lif

marks? The silver medal winner would then appf

as having only lost one minute during the week, ai

the gold medal winner's fifty bonus would prevent

marks being lower than those of a silver winner W;

had earned more climbing marks ; surely, this is t

more rational escape from Mr. McGregor's dileraiil

Mr. McGregor's remarks about the ten-mint

margin are beside the point. That inargin is pi

and parcel of the time schedule, and serves to preV,e

the men having to average more than twenty^ rial

per hour after allowing for checking and replenishni'e

stoppages. Ifdoes not affect my criticism that no rid

should lose fifty-one marks because he is a mini

late. I hope a Scotch bonus of " plus fifty ""w
be substituted for the Irish bonus of " minus fifty

in 1915.
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The Motor Cycle and the Country Tradesman.
I By H. MORTIMER BATTEN
''N the early days of its existence the motor cycle

won for itself a reputation that took long to oirt-

live, and can one wonder when one recalls those
lorting and unlovely creatures of the road ten years

jgo? The Britisher, whatever he may imagine himself,

; at heart a Conservative, and having once acquired

le idea that motor cycles were unreliable, uncomfort-
ble, and dangerous, he proceeded forthwith to stick

D that idea in the face of all proof to the contrary,

"hen suddenly he awoke with a start, and fell out of

ed, so to speak. " Here we have a highly efficient

lachine that must in time play an important part in

lie commerce of the country," he cried aloud, and
aving congratulated himself on his extreme alertness

e succunibed once more to the sleep of stupendous
^Jonservatism. Newspaper men tried to rouse him,

ut without effect, for ages ago the newspaper man
ron for himself a worse reputation than the motor
cle has ever deserved. I remember one young

ournalist writing an article on the future of the motor
ycle—or rather the utter alisence of future that was
1 store for it. "The delicate mechanical parts," said

e, " can never be made to stand the great vibration,"

nd so on. The article pleased the old Conservative

ogies of the town so immensclv that the vounc;

The newspaper man goes to work in much the same
spirit as the Irish gunner, who, in order to create a

sensation, pressed the wrong button at the right time,

and sent himself and half his regiment hurtling giddily

skvwards.

The Value of Time.

So much by the way. The fact of the matter is

that a large section of the community still regard the

motor cycle as an article of pleasure, a luxury to

possess, and are somewhat dubious as to its possi-

bilities from a business point of view. Non-motor
cyclists maintain an exaggerated idea as to running

expenses, etc., and due to ignorance of this sort they

hesitate in making an investment which would probably

prove a most valuable one. The two-stroke liglitweight.

however, is making a strong appeal to many tradesmen
—country tradesmen especially—^to whom the big

3 14 h.p. single was more or less out of reach. I

wonder how many country grocers, for instance, there

are to-day who use these little machines for running

round and booking orders.

For this kind of work the real lightweight is ideal.

Ask any country tradesman who possesses one. Not
onlv is it invaluable as a time saver, but it enables

(I) The little two-stroke is

ideal for running round and
booking orders. The Levis

depicted above is on the go

all day and all weathers and
has yet to fail.

ioifrnalist promptly
vrote another article

iescribing the im-

nense possibilities of

his machine, and
low, in time, it would
oecome part of the
itock in trade ot

ilmost every trades-

aian. I know this is

true because I was
the journalist.

(3) Quick and easy transportation is the cry of the day, and, above, a village

ioiner is seen with his old Singer, which Is still capable of hard work.

(2) The village storekeeper

and postmaster are general.

y

synonymous, and in this case

alight " go-anywhere

machine is an immense saver

of time and labour.

its owner to cover a

far larger district

than he would be

able to cover on
horseback. And the

country tradesman

can rest assured that.

in these days of fasi

traffic, he will most

assuredly be left be-

hind if he continues

to move slowly.



The Motor Cycle and the Country Tradesman.—

Have -we not proof of this all over the country?

The enterprising city tradesman has in many parts

ruined the business of the -small country tradesman

by using fast-moving traffic, and cutting into a circle

where hitherto he was regarded as a trespasser.

The same thing is going on in even the most outlying

country districts. The grocer or butcher at A.

purchases a motor cycle, and not only is he better able

to attend his customers in his immediate neighbour-

hood, but slowly and surely he is enlarging his circle

and encroaching upon
the area hitherto supplied

by the grocer or butcher

at B, who still employs
the old-fashioned methods
of getting about.

The Advantage of
Swift Transit.

The motor cycle is not

only a time-saver, but it

is a distance-killer, and
country tradesmen who
are still contemplating

the plunge would do well

to remember that at this

period time is precious.

The improvements in
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practical information as I have procured for this:

article. Take for instance the country grocer with'

such a machine in his possession. If he knows a set-

screw from a non-skid tyre he can detach his sidecari

in a few minutes, and use his machine as a soloi

runabout. In a hilly district the extra power is ani

infinite advantage, Then some morning Mrs. Brown;
wants a sack of flour in a hurry, and Mrs. Smith, who;,

lives in the same direction, is waiting for the delivery

of several small bulk goods purchased yesterday. The
sack of flour and the other goods are bundled into the

sidecar straight away and

i

THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES. delivered. Had it been

impossible to deliver that

flour at once Mrs. Brown
would probably have pur-

cliased it from the market

town next Saturday.

Again it is often a

.

great saving to the house

decorator or joiner to be

able to take a man and

his working requisites to

some job a few miles

from home, get the man
started on his work, then

return without loss of

time. In scores of ways

of this sort is the side-

(1) The house decorator, whose 4 h.p. Bradbury sidecar is often made to carry very heavy loads.

(2) This is not a hawking conveyance, but the property of a (3) A machine which accomplished more in a few minutes

country tradesman, purchased before the days of sidecar than an errand boy would have done m the same number
popularity. It is still quite up to the hard tasks it has to of hours. A general store keeper and cycle agent with his

perform, 1912 3| h.p. P. and M.

variable gears and two-stroke engines have rendered the

lightweight a wonderful hill-climber, and there is no
doubt w'hatever that in a year or two most country

tradesmen will use this machine in their business.

The baby motor cycle is, however, of no use except

for solo work—for such tasks as running round and
booking orders, superintending workmen on distant

jobs, and so on. A far more valuable and useful

machine, where the initial expense is not of such great

consequence, is the 35^ h.p. single with sidecar attach-

ment. Of course, one's requirements in this line

depend entirely upon the nature of one's work, and I

am compelled to generalise, drawing upon such

B2

car combination useful, for one seldom wants to travel

solo and without freight of any sort, except when book-

ing orders. Besides, to the family man the sidecar

machine is a pleasure to possess.

The Question of Expense.
As regards the comparative expense of the light-

weight and the sidecar machine, figures have already

been quoted in this journal which should be of value.

One finds that the difference in running expenses is riot

so great as one might imagine,- while the comparative,

convenience of the two articles thoroughly warrants

the extra expense of the sidecar outfit. But, as I have

already said, it all depends upon one's business.
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l! Motor Cycle and the Country Tradesman.—

A. was a small country grocer of immense ambition

^ th whom I was acquainted. His district was in the

1 art of the Pennines, where i in 5 gradients are quite

; iiimon, even on the main roads. At one time he
' nt from farm to farm booking orders on a push

I :le, which meant that he walked half the way, and

;ent at least two days a week away from home.

Inally, he was induced by his friends to purchase

(old chain-driven two-speed motor cycle, which

rned out a good one, and from that day we note a

litinct change in A.'s career. He was the pioneer

)tor cycle tradesman in this district ; he was the one

m with push and ambition in the midst of an old-

tie community.

Not only was A. enabled, by the new mode of

[veiling, to go his round without exertion, but he

an learnt that he could accomplish more on one

(y than he had previously accomplished in two. He
d more time on his hands ; he was able to branch

t in fresh lines of business. Instead of just main-

taining the sure and unfluctuating flow of business his

father had maintained, he widened his circle and
gained the patronage of many who hitherto were
regarded as outside his district. In less than two years

A. was purchasing milk wholesale all up and down the

county, and transporting by motor 'bus to a neigh-

bouring city.

The performances of the latest model lightweights I

have seen are really remarkable. They are capable of

climbing stiff gradients, and even when they jib at

taking up their rider there is nothing to do but dis-

mount and walk alongside. But some cheap form of

two-speed gear will shortly make its appearance for

attaching to existing mounts of old pattern, so that

users can enjoy the refinement whicli has gained for

the motor cycle its popularity of to-day. A year or

two hence we shall see the chain-driven two-speed light-

weight (enclosed chains, by the way) placed on the

market bv the thousand, and at a price which will

enable every tradesman who is at all dependent on

the roads for a li\'ing to speculate with security.

->—••«»-<-

A Simple Arrangement for the Use of Paraffin.
TTESSRS. Phelon and Moore have just introduced

yi a simple system for allowing their engine to
"^ be run on paraffin. The arrangemeiit is

)iight about by making an extra division in the

ik so that the main part is used for paraffin and

^mailer portion for petrol, w-hich is used for starting

rpnses. As soon as the engine is properly warmed
ihe paraffin tap is opened and the petrol tap

111. while a specially domed cap for reducing the

;ii|ii"ession when running on paraffin is fitted over

; exhaust valve. The accompanying illustration

iiws clearly how the idea is carried out.

The demand for such an arrangement has emanated
jm the Colonies, a recent order having been

eived by the firm for four complete sidecar outfits

' the Crown Agents for the Colonies, to be sent

Nigeria, where petrol costs 3s. per gallon. In

consequence of its success, Messrs. Phelon and Moore
are considering the desirability of fitting it to all

machines sent to tropical countries.

In view of the great difference in price of the two
fuels, the device is of general interest to all motor
i\i-lists both at home and abroad.

PETnOL PniMINC VALVE

SPECIAL DOMED CAP
POR RE0UC1NQ

(OMPBESSION
^''PRESSUKE

A special tank for use widi paraffin. As will be seen, the

machine may be started on petrol and then continued on paraffin

from the rear tank.

An impression of llie single-seated

Garden on the road.
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A 2 h.p. Four-stroke.
SOME NOVEL LUGGAGE-CARRYING DEVICES.

THE pleasure of ultra-lightweight
riding was once more brought
home to us very forcibly whilst
testing the products of the Little

Giant Motorcyclette Co., 101, High
Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex. All three

Miss Henrv on the 2 h-p Little Giant,

specially designed for ladies' use.

models were taken out on the road, and
Miss Henry, who gives special demon-
strations on the ladies' machine, showed
how delightfully simple it was for

members of the fair sex to handle such
a motor cycle without appearing to be
inelegant or masculine. The power
developed by the Precision unit is extra-

ordinary, and a speed of

thirty-five miles per hour
could be obtained quite

easily on the chain-

driven model, which was
geared somewhat higher
than the other two.
With the special ham-
mock footboards the
riding position is greatly

enhanced and very little

engine vibration is to be
felt. The gear change is

simplicity itself, for the
leverage on the large

transverse pedal renders

it possible to engage
the gears with the
lightest touch. On the

ordinary machine single

Druid spring forks are

utilised, but a girder

fork will be embodied on
the special Colonial
model which is now being
constructed. Special

attention should be given to the ladi?:

machine, on which the dropping of il

frame and protection from the engine ha\

been carried out very neatly. Our exper

ence of their behaviour on the road, hot

in the matter of easy starting an

speed (fast and slow), was particular!

gratifying.

A luggage-carrying Little Giant, which is fitted with very neat

detachable pannier boxes. Note how the knee grips arealso utilised

as tool bags. The saddle may be used for carrying maps, etc

The ladies' model. vhich has a cut-away frame and

belt drive.

Left-hand side of the diamond-frame Little Giant, showing

single chain transmission

>—»••-<-

The 2fh.p. Peugeot Twin.
A WELL-DESIGNED FRENCH LIGHTWEIGHT.

IT
is only to be expected that any

product of such a renowned and old-

established -firm as Peugeot should
border on the exceptional; therefore,

it was with this idea in our heads that
we inspected and tried a lightweight
model fitted with a 2J h.p. power unit.

We were, of course, quite correct in our
conjectures, for the power developed by
the engine, which is a standard touring
type, was really quite remarkable. Why
this should be so is due to several vital

attributes which give efficiency to an

e6

engine, such as large valves, short inlet

pipe, and excellent workmanship. The
two cylinders are placed at an angle of

45° and have side by side valves, which
are so positioned that the T-shaped inlet

pipe can be pla<:ed in between the
cylinders. There the Claudel carburetter
is also attached, and a consequent warm-
ing up of the whole gas-making device
is the result. For ignition a Bosch
magneto is relied upon, and is mounted
on a platform at the forward end of the
engine. When riding we could not help

noticing the freedom from vibration, evq

when the engine was turning over

high speed, which certainly shows thil

balancing has been carried out with greil

skill. Another great asset to the machitj
was the tfrree-speed Armstrong
which enabled a really high velocity c|

the level without stressing the engiiT

unduly, for with three ratios the td

speed can always be comparatively higll

The kick starter, which is of tlj

ordinary pedalling gear type, ' can ll

easily dispensed with, and it is quiti



jBoth sides of the 2J h.p. twin-cylinder Peugeot, fitted vvjth belt drive, Armstrong three-speed gear, and side-by-slde valve en; iie.

to negotiate crowded thoroughfares
3ut resorting to the clutch. On the

rity of motor cycles the handle-bar
tted brake on to the front wheel is

and it is there because the law
nds its presence. In this case,

r, the brake shoe works in the

rangemenl of inlet pipe and carburetter

on the 2^ h.p. Peugeot.

special pulley provided for the orthodox
foot-actioned brake, and is most effective
as well as being very sweet in action.
The design of the silencer is most
meritorious both in theory and practice,
although it is quite simple, as a careful
study of the illustration will reveal.

In order to make the rear wheel as
accessible as possible, thiee large wing
nuts only -are utilised to hold on the
mudguard and carrier. Being fitted

with powerful spring washers, there is

very little chame of them coming adrift
through vibration, and the elimination
of these appendages gives one a great
deal of room in carrying out tyre repaiis
and other adjustments.

An Advantage of Low Compression.

For starting, it was only necessary,
even when cold, to paddle the machine
for a few yards, and firing would com-
mence immediately. The low compres-
sion assisted greatly in this, and rendered
the use of the clutch quite unnecessary
when driving in traffic. During our run
on the road, many bumpy stretches were

encountered, but the suspension was
quite up to the average, and there is no
doubt that for solo touring this little

mount is bound to appeal to all who
sample its running. 11. Dequin, 32,

Queen Victoria Street, E.C., is handling
the machine in this countrv.

The unique silencer which is a standard

fitting of the 2J h.p. Peugeot. . When the

machine is in motion there is a continuous

draught of air passing through, and drawing

out the gases.

->—•••-<-

The New Hudson Counter-shaft Gear.
Three Speeds Provided,

ONSIDEilABLE interest was caused
when the New Hudson team
entered for the Scottish Sis Days
Trials with three-speed counter-

gears, and there was some specula-
cj as to wljat was " inside." The gear

is very neatly made, and is siibstanti-

bolted up to the bottom bracket.

1, gears are of ample width and
I gth, and are mounted on shafts
I h run in ball bearings. Only one
1 ig member is used, and tliis com-
r s a gear wheel and two dog clutches,
1 h are moved laterally on a squared
I by means of a striking fork to lock

1 ;ears required to the shaft.

le clutch is of the cork insert
"

,
having five plates and an easily

i ited spring tension, the device

g on a series of small coil springs,
1 h are considered more satisfactory
1 one large one. Both chain sprocket
n belt pulley lie on the same side, the
3 er being mounted on the outside.

a Clutch wilh Cork Inserls, and Enclosed Kick-s(ar(er.

and the kick-starter gear is entirely

enclosed in the gear box.
The gear bo.K is bolted up to the

bottom bracket by four bolts instead of

the more usual double bolt arrangement,

and the clutch is controlled by an
internally screwed cap working on a

quick thread screwed boss, the move-
ment being transmitted to the plates by
a push rod.

Interior and exterior of the New Hudson three-speed counter-shaft gear with ciutcli

and kick starter.
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MACHINES
ON THE
ROAD.

The 7h.p. Indian

Sidecar Combination.

i-LKVEN years ago we made our first trial trip

on a sidecar built up by the inventor of this

popular attachment, Mr. Graham, of Enfield.
We 'were so pleased with this method of carrying a
passenger that very soon after we ordered a sidecar
from the Ariel Co., who started to manufacture
under licence from Mr. Graham. It was attached to
3 2^ h.p. Ormonde (76 mm. x 80 mm.), which was,
of course, single geared, and in consequence a torture
to drive through town, while it required much physical
efforts to coax it up a worse hill than i in 20, and i in

12 was its lirnit. Still it gave us much pleasure, though
the sidecar was naturally not so comfortable as those
turned out at present. It is also interesting to record
that it was one of the first sidecar combinations in
England. All this appears to be somewhat of a digres-
sion, but we crave forgiveness, as it serves- the useful
purpose of comparing 'an old machine with the modern
and luxurious vehicle we recently had the opportunity
of testing. This latter was the property of a colleague,
who had run it just long enough to allow it to " find

itself," and it had been a great success. It was one
of the very latest pattern 7 h.p. " Hendee Specials,"
fitted with electric starter and lighting, and equipped
regardless of expense.

Springing and HilUclimbing.
The springing is wonderfully good, and the extreme

comfort of the combination on rough roads must be
experienced to be appreciated. Long before we
realised it we were bowling along the road at a speed
far in excess of the legal limit, when a sudden desire

to attempt a hill led us to leave the turnpike and turn

up a by-road. The gradient was nothing serious, and
was unnoticed by the Indian, so we retraced our tracks

and made for a more severe climb. This had a
maximum gradient of about 1 in 12, and is, on account
of its winding nature, quite steep enough to cause most
cars to drop to second speed. But the Indian treated
it as nought, and romped up at an easy thirty by the
Corbin speedometer. The most noticeable feature of
the climb was the wonderful power of the combination
to accelerate after negotiating a corner, which is

possessed by few other self-propelled vehicles. We
found the twist handle control to be delightful, and.

very easy to manipulate. Our next test was to try

restarting on a gradient, which, thanks to the excellent

clutch, was most easily accomplished. The engine i

well balanced, the change speed gear is simple in th

extreme, and the handling of the machine delightfi

in every way. The passenger was loud in her praise

of the special Mills- Fulford sidecar which is built fc

the Indian.

A Small Criticism.

An article such as this is worthless without criticism

but in the Indian there is little to criticise, and thei

are only a few details at which one can cavil. 1

the first place, the filler caps are too small, and thos

fitted to the T.T. models should be standard next year

the change speed lever is on the small side, though th

point is of not such great importance ,- while, lastly, tli

dial of the speedometer might be in a position in whid

it can be more easily read. Points which most strong

appeal to the experienced rider are the excelll

luggage carrier, the hefty stand, the comfortable fffo

boards, the substantial metal tool cases, and the'

genious petrol injector. People are apt to regard t|

dynamo lighting set and starter as an unnecessary coi

plication, which is likely to give trouble, but we c?

assure them that trouble in this direction is not likei

to occur, and if it does the combination can be easi

started on the low gear and either accumulators

dynamo will supply enough current to light the lamp!

We were particularly pleased to note the excellent wa

in which the electric equipment is made.

Valve side of the 7 h.p. two-speed Indian sidecar on which the

tests were made.

M
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A tyre discovery

IN
the Dunlop rubber 'Studded motor- cycle

tyre the Dunlop way of always trying to

do better than before has produced an extra-

ordinarily fine thing.

Its bold design at once takes the eye
of the expert. Look at the big strong

studs. Look at the thickness of the

rubber in the tread. Everyone knows
how Dunlop tyres have stood up to

their work in the big races and trials,

and that they have been used by
scores of successful riders- These
achievements justify the reasons on
which the design is founded.

But what may well be called a tyre discovery

is the mixing which governs the exact
composition of the covers of Dunlop motor-

cycle tyres, and which is giving wonderful

resuhs with regard to wear-resisting quahties.

In normal circumstances the rate at which rubber is lost by
Dunlop tyres by wear is extraordinarily low. As tyre economy
is a matter of mileage price, not initial price, see that you have

MOTOR-CyCLE TyRES
For the same reasons of economical service use Dunlop belts.

Ask your agent, or write for the Dunlop booklet
" All About Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres."

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD., FOtJ.WDERS OP FHE PNEUMATIC TYKE INDUSTRY
Aston Cross. Birmiii..,'hftm : Alma Street. Coventry. Branclioi—London. Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool.

Glasgow. Dublin. Belfast.

LARGEST USERS OP PLANTATION RUBBER IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

Ill answering IhU advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle."
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For Passenger Machines.
You pay more for a heavy machine

than a light one, and must

expend more on adequate tyres.

Combination
Covers are specially made for

"
big"

work, uniting great stren gth

with prevention of skidd ing.

PRICF '^

For Motor Cycle Rims.

Size 26in. X 2.1in. .. ..

,, 26in. X 2Vin.

„ 26in. X 3in. -. . . . .

.

„ 26in. X 2 Jin. to fit 2jin, rim .

.

„ 28in. X 2jin. (American size)

„ 28in. X 3ia. (American size)

Cover.

5S/6
59/6
70/9
65/9
66/9
74/9

Tube.
9/-

10/6
13/6
10/9
11/-
14/9

For Voiturette Rims.

Size 650 by 65 mm.
„ 700 by 80 mm.

These two sizes are interchangeable in 650 x 65

65/3
82/.

mm. Rims

9/6
12/-

COMTIHENTAL TYBEAND RUBBER CO. (GREAT BRITAI N), LTD,

5-4, Thurloe Place, London, S.W. Glasgow : 71, Mitchell Street

C4II

In answering thU adveniseinent it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cyclt."
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters sbould be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Motor Cycling Skirts,

ir,—If some of your lady readers could give me some

p ;erns of riding skirts for mgtor cycling I should feel

irih obliged. MYRTLE DANIEL.
[1 plies should be addressed c/o the Editor.]

The Rule of the Road.

ir,—Jlay I Ije permitted, through the medium of your

ciimns, to endorse the statements of Tliomas B. Crow in

letter published in your issue of the 16th inst. ? Tlicre

scores of most dangerous corners all round this part of

country (Ilminster), and it seems to be the vogue to take

the habitually on the wrong side. In this case I fear that

ilis car owners who are the chief culprits, but many
or cyclists are just as bad. Personally, I take them
elf on my lowest gear, ready to declutch at any mouKiit.

this I consider tlie only sai'e way, as straying live stock

and in these parts. Jlay I therefore ask any motor
list who may be passing tliis way to be on tlie look out

extremely dangerous corners, and to take them with the

lost caution. A. J. M. WILSON.

The Price of Petrol.

ir,—The action of the leading motor spirit purveyors in

ucing the price of petrol ia a striking and signilicant

ute to the value of competition against colossal

lopolies.

'hanks to the efforts of the Jlotor Owners' Petrol Com-
e the whole motoring public will now reap the benefit

reduction in the price of petrol by one penny per

^ on. This, I think, shows very clearly that the great

r lopolists can be successfully fought by intelligent (X)-

ration.

t is entirely owing to a steadfast adherence to the policy

derrained upon when the Jlotor Owners' Petrol Combine
i inaugurated that the motoring public derives the ad

tage I have indicated. CHAS. JAKROTT.

i Look to the Fuel.

ir,—Seeing that a motorist was recently supplied will

:er out of a petrol tin, I thought the following might
ii irest you.

.ately, wliile touring in the North on a new 3^- h.p., aftei

pping about half an hour for lunch, all efforts to start

e futile, although ten willing helpers overhauled every

at of the machine. After being "stuck" for three hours
ivas discovered there was paraffin in the tank, which I

h. apparently been supplied with instead of petrol, and this

of a well-known vendor's petrol tin ! The fact of doing
;een miles after receiving such replenisliment naturally

dirmed any suspicion of the trouble arising from the
lice" quarter. I wonder how mauv riders would have
tted it earlier ?

'

AB 5778.

Lightweights v. Heavy^veights.
ir,—As so many of your correspondents have just lately

t n enlarging on the merits, etc., of the ultra-lightweight
r bor cycle, I think it is time some of us old hands
c ended the old and ever trusty 3^- h.p. It would appear

t the lightweight and the small two-stroke are the only

machines which should be ridden, and any newcomer to the
ranks of motor cyclists seems to view the "heavy 3^ " as
a great and unwieldy piece of machinery which can only
be ridden by an expert, and is firmly "convinced that a
very small machine will "do for him. Sooner or later,

however, he wants to go on tour and take plenty of luggage
with him, but is afraid of starting with any weight oil

account of the big hills and his small power" The rider
of the 31| h.p. never has any of these fears— he knows that
he can climb any reasonable hill, and if ho has a variable
gear he can be sure of getting anywhere. For myself, I
have ridden lightweight singles and twins, heavyweight twins,
and big singles, and I have for some time now been riding
a 31, h.p., which most people call heavy, but I do not find
the slightest difficulty in managing it, and I recently did
a journey of 245 miles over the rough cobbles of Laiicasliire
wi.nout the slightest sign of trouble. LE lts09.

A NOVEL MASCOT.
A live monkey perched on the front of the 6 h.p. Matchless owned

by W. Willis, of Newcastle. The monkey thoroughly enioys a good
spin in this position, and when the owner iea\es the machine it is

with the confidence that it will be quite safe in the monkey's care.

E13



The Question of Gear Ratios.

Sir,—I was very pleased to read a letter from Mr.

Stranger re the above in your issue of July 9th.

I am quite of the same opinion that a comparison of the

relative power of engines is quite impo.ssible under the con-

ditions which prevail at the present time.
For example—take the case of a certain make which has

been very successful in various trials during the past year.

The manufacturers make a particular point among others

of "engine efficiency" and "correct gear ratios." This
engine is rated as 6 h.p., and the gears fitted are, if my
memory serves me right, 5, 7^, and 16 to 1.

Now 16 to 1 IS the lowest gear fitted to any standard
6 h.p. machine, and I fail to comprehend how the makers
reconcile engine efficiency with such a low ratio. I notice

in the six days A.C.U. trials, Class H (750 c.c), there were
several machines of considerable less cubic capacity fitted

with much higher gears.

It goes without saying that the higher power lower-

.geared combinations should do a great deal better than
the rest, especially on freak hills, and such performances
are certain to convey the wrong impressions to the newcomer.
If one compares the entries in the class referred to, which
range from 598 c.c, gears 5^ to 14 to 1, to 750 c.c, gears

5 to l6g to 1, it will be seen at once how difficult it is to

form a fair judgment as to the real merits of the different

engines. HEATHEN.

Fracturing Hub Cups.

Sir,— I write to enquire whether any of your readers can
give me any hint as to the real cause of a most annoying
experience which has come to me lately.

After riding my new 2J h.p. twin for about 750 miles the

left hub cup of the rear hub fractured right round just at

the edge of the hub. I had a new one fitted by a very
capable mechanic who has been employed in cycle works a

great part of his life. I rode the machine just over 100 miles

when the same thing happened again. I again procured
from the makers a new cup, and at the same time had the

spindle tested in the lathe. The latter was shown to be quite

true. I also had the new balls very carefully inspected in

case there might be a shoulder on any of them. The
cup was again very carefully fitted by a first-rate mechanic,
and, moreover, I took the precaution of submitting the job to

another, also of reputable standing as a cycle hand. He pro-

nounced it to be quite well fitted. Thereupon I rode the

machine just six miles when precisely the same fracture took
place. The sides of the cups seem to be very thin. Possibly

the tempering of the steel might be at fault, but I cannot see

that there could be anything wrong with the fitting of the

cup. L.K.G.
Gibraltar.

[We should think that the cups have been over-hardened,
or that they are not quite true.

—

Ed.]

Overseas Notes.

Sir,—In the recent copies of The Motor Cycle I have
noticed some very interesting overseas notes, and maybe a

little news on the good old sport out here will interest you.
Having ridden most makes of motor cycles during the

past nine years in England, and having been kept well to

the fore through your most excellent paper, which is

absolute life to me, when I decided to come to Bombay
I had no hesitation as to what type of machine was to

accompany me. I fully intended to get a new machine, but
when visiting the works in Birmingham, I had the great
luck to hit. upon Mr. S. F. Garrett's last year's Tourist
Trophy Regal-Green, which was in the shops being over-

hauled for this season's racing. This so much took my eye
that I decided to have it. I had what I now consider for

this country, at any rate, one vast improvement made, viz.,

a Brampton gear fitted in lieu of the existing three-speed
hub. I have owned several machines fitted with the best
known makes of hub gears, which at times have given perfect
satisfaction, but have not, previous to 'this, had the sense
to try the simple yet perfect Brampton pulley. It is, to me,
the very last word in gears, all types included.
Being a member of the P.S.M.C.C. I was asked to form

a branch here before I left the old land, but after my
arrival I soon saw that to do this was well-nigh impossible.
The difficulty is not due to the lack of motor cyclists,

ao there are quite a good number here, but to the great
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lack of any keenness. The average limit seems to be a li

down to the office or on Sundays perhaps a ride round tj

houses on a highly-polished machine which spends most
the week under the charge of some wretched black bo

having imaginary dust and mosquitoes wiped off it.

In spite of all this, there is, in most cases, a glorio

knock

!

1

Nevertheless, there is any amount of quite good ridii

to be had if one cares to strike out.

Undoubtedly the ideal machine for this country is eithi

a T.T. or a T.T. roadster model, fitted with a simple yi

efficient variable gear and a water-cooled engine. As regal:

carburation, I find the Amac very fine working on a j!

half the size of their sm.allest.

The worst thing a man coming out can do is to get a nei

machine packed up at the works and sent straight off. L
the individual buy his mount some months before startii!

and test it well. Charges in the garages are always exceel

ingly high. I lately struck a man who paid fifteen rupe

(one pound) for having his float level altered ! !

Wishing the staff of the finest paper in the world tl

best of luck, D. CHURCHILL WEIR.
Bombay.

Age Limits {or Accident Insurance.

Sir,—Is there any sound accident insurance company whii

issues accident policies in respect of motor cars and mot
cycles to owners and riders above the ages respectively

sixtj' and fifty-five? I ask this question because I find th

the Motor Union Insurance Co. absolutely refuses to issi

such policies .to drivers of motor cars above the age of sixt

and of motor cycles above the age of fifty-five ! No difEcul;

is made about issuing such policies to a motor cyclist age

sixteen, who knows absolutely nothing about his or .li

machine, who has never ridden one before, and wKo>

chances of coming to grief are very obvious, while tl

experienced, careful man or woman is absolutely declini

solely because he or she is "over age." A greater absurdi'

can hardly be imagined. I suppose one's chance of being rv

into by a road hog, or novice, increases with one's own ag

MEDICUS.

At a recent demonstration in aid of one of the Sussex hospllaS

quite a novel idea was the sidecar Intted to a Ruds;e Multi, decorated

to form a small replica of Shamrock IV.
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Average Speeds.

Sir,—In your issue of the 23rd, " Water-cooled Enthu-
siast " states that his machine (a S^- w.c. Green-Precision),
geared 4| to 1, with coachbuilt sidecar and two passengers'

. . . will averag-e 40 m.p.h. on decent give-and-take roads."
Will this enthusiastic gentleman inform us at wliat speed
-he usually drives through a ten-mile limit? Even supiJose

he cuts down to 20 m.p.h., he is undoubtedly "some" rider.

Or does he really know what an average of 40 m.p.h. on
the road means ?

- " SCEPTICAL.

Unnecessary Horn Blowing.
Sir,—Why do all motorists contimic to be "so thought-

Jess when passing churches on Sundays in the summfer. Can-
not they recollect that the windows are all open and that
therefore the blare of tlieir horn is as audible inside as it is

in the road? During the next few weeks of holiday time
there is every cause for this reminder, especially to tourists

at seaside places. On a recent Sunday morning the service

I attended at Sheringhani was punctuated by the various
insistent noises from motor horns—electric and pneumatic

—

culmuiating in a startled look round by half the congregation
when some boor came slowly by -outside, making a continuous
and deafening din which completely stopped the service for

a time, I have driven my own car tor many years, and never
sound my horn when passing a church, preferring^ rather to

slow up if necessary. D.'OMLEPi.

Four-speed Morgans.
.^11.—The Idler of your anojiynious correspondent " Nortli

Cuuntrymai) " is slightly irrelevant. The fact that a driver,

-may (and at first usually does) find .some difficulty in

operating our four-speed gear has obviously nothing to do
with the fact that the gear is supplied to anyone who
orders it, and that (as a matter of fact) a uuniber of these
gears have been supplied and have given satisfaction. We
do not profess to supply a perfect four-speed gear bo.K for

£10. Again, we did not sxite that "three of the machines
belonged to private owners.' What we did state was that
" the cars running in the Scottisli Trial were, with one
e.xception, entered by purchasers and not by the lirm."
Three of our cars were running (XIr. Ite.x Mundy's engine
seized on the way up and he did not run), and of lln>

only one (ilr. Grout's) was entered by,, tlie firm. .\li,

.lames and Mr. Gibson ])urchased their cars from us.

Whether or not these, gentlemen are connected with other
motor firms is not material The point is that we are supply-
ing these gears to our agents and to the public in accordance
with the specificat'on in our catalogue. The four-speed
Morgan is therefore in the stric-test sense standardised.

JIORGAN MOTOR CO.. I/J'D

The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sir,—Theie are dissenters to the conditions of ahnost
every event, but the amount of protest against the eminently
suitable A.C.U. course as a test has surprised me. Of wliat

possible use for serious testing can a course be that presents

but easily overcome difficulties? The average hill is not a

test for an engine of even medium quality, and the average
road surface is no test for forks, frames, tyres, etc.

If the trials are purely for the purpose of enabling gold

medals to be acquired we could justlv grumble at the

conditions, etc.. and go in for the Lonclon-Edinburgh pro-

cession. But if we wish lo learn and to maintain the

progress that has placed motor cycles of British manufac-
ture in their present premier position, then we must con-

tiuue to test them, and I know of no better way than
the A.C.U. trial. The pity is, the test is almost as great

—

perhaps greater in some cases— for the man as for the
machine, although possibly, so far as Ihe sporting spirit

goes, some of us need testing, for we don't appear to have
taken our gruel in a very sporting manner. The severity
of the course is its recommendation. Modification in certain
directions may be desirable or necessary, perhaps, in the
direction of speed averages, and possibly some of the woist
sections of road should not be non-stop.
Regarding the so-called farce of the brake test, this

test I consider most useful and necessary, in spite of the
outcry against it, the only apparent objection being that
the brakes liad been sufficiently tested on the severe hills

encountered. It is true they were tested, but it cannot
be said they were not in many cases found wanting.

- Stripped or glazed pads, the straightening out of badly-

<lesigned brake rods, and other causes had rendered some
brakes inoperative, riders descending hills relyiiTg almost
solely upon their low gear, the compression of a stationai'v

engine, and using the clutch as a brake. The comparative
retarding effect or efficiency of the various brakes could
i:ot be learned e.\cept by the special test

A. fairly high s.tandard was certainly set up for the
acceleration test, but not an impossible one, although it

was an oversight, I think, to give the same task to the
passenger as to the solo machines. As to the hills being
too severe, there was no hill in the trial that could not
be climbed- by a good machine. Littonstack. against which
most outcry has been made, was climbed by my " Big
Four" passenger combination with standard gears and
|jower in reserve ; several other machines also made clean
ascents. There was much wheel spinning among the failures,

this largely due to uneven engine torque, as well as gradient.
T would suggest that competitors should be checked at the
foot of narrow hills, and sent up singly, the failures

returning and proceeding by an alternative route.
Some details of organisation leave, room for improvement,

otherwise I heartily congratulate the A.C.U. upon a useful
trial, and the medallists upon an acquisition well earned.

.JAMES L. XORTOX.

Sir,—We have read with interest, the correspondence and
criticisms which have appeared iu the trade press and the
technical press respecting the above trial. While we, as
manufacturers, feel that the trial was not organised by any
means "as happily as it might have been, we hardly think
some of the comments, to wit, that it was a trial "to
destruction," exactly correct.

.K number of machines were successful in gaiuLiig gcjUl
medals, but possibly a striking testimony to the reliability
of the present day machine can be instanced in the L.M.C.
machine ridden by Mr. Bees. This same machine competed
in the A.C.U. Six Days Trial in 1913, and it has been used
ill innumerable trials since at home and on the Continent,
and it is the same machine, with identical forks, frame,
engine, etc., that was used in the Scottish Six Days Trial,
English Six Days Trial, and Irish End-to-end Reliabilitv
Trial.

Now, dates will show that the English Six Days Trial
i.uly permitted of the machine reluming to Birmingham
ifter the A.C.U. Six Days Trial on Monday, the 13th,
and ill order to start from Cork for the Irish Trial it was
necessary that the competitor should leave Birmingham on
the next day (Tuesday), as the trial started at 4 a.m. 011

Thursday, the 16th. It is, therefore, clear that nothing
could be done to the machine beyond mere cleaniii"
ill the small margin of time allowed, yet the same machine
succeeded in securing the highe.st award, namely, a gold
medal in all these three events. When an old machine
like this that has done many thousands of miles goes
through these strenuous trials unscathed one can hardly
regard them as "trials to destruction."

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENTrl.VEEIilNG CO., LTD.,
.J. W. Sp,M!k. Managing Diieclr.r.

K. B. Ware, who won the liaht car
event on Saturday last at Brook-
lands, besides breaking three
records, mounted on his racing
Morgan monocar
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THE INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.
A Brief Description of the Mountain Passes in Next Week's Alpine Trial.

The Galibier Considered the Most Difficult Test.

SCENES ON THE COURSE FOR THE SIX DAYS INTERNATIONAL TRIAL IN FRANCE.

(1) A striking view from the Lautaret summit. The snow will have (2) On the Col du Lautaret. A steam roller at work over

practically disappeared when the competitors are there next week. The
road may be seen winding away to the left of the photograph.

6,000 feet above the sea level.

ON Monday next, the 3rd prox., the

International Six Days Trial will

start from Grenoble, the examina-
tion of the competing machines

liaving been arranged to take place the

day previously at the Skating Rink,
Eue Condorcet, Grenoble. The trial

starts with a journey over the foot-

hills of the Alps. Before lunch, there is

notliing very serious in the way of

gradients, but about sixteen miles from
the start there is a long climb beginning
with a pitch of from 1 m 12.5-1 in 9

over a flinty road with bad surface. After
lunch at Saillans there ensues the long

' winding ascent of twelve miles of the Col
du Eousset, which begins seventeen miles
after the luncheon stop. A tunnel, a

quarter of 'a mile long, must be traversed,
which is badly lighted, while the surface
is damp and likely to cause skidding.
No other gradient in the afternoon
exceeds 1 in 12.5, but there are several
small tunnels. It is interesting to note
that the regulations require competitors
to have their lamps lighted while travers-

ing these tunnels. The distance for the
day is 149 miles.

Second Day's Run.
On the second day more of the minor

French passes are traversed. Twenty one
miles from the start the Col du Fau is

ascended, a climb of 1 in 14, for "two
kilometres, with two dangerous caniveaiix

_
or gullies. Luncheon is served at Gap,
immediately after which there ensues a
climb varying from 1 in 11 to 1 in 8.3
for three and a half miles, towards the
summit of the Col Bayard. In another

place, named Le Motty, some eighteen
miles farther on, there is a winding
ascent of about 1 in 7 for half a mile.

There appears to be nothing serious after

this. The total distance is 124 miles.

Several Mountain Passes on Third Day.

A number of passes are crossed on the
third day, the first being the Col dn
Frene, the hrst -pf that name, ascended
during the day, a climb of 1 in 9 to

1 in 14, extending for five miles over a

winding road. Another is the -Col des

Pres, at the Chambery road fork ; the

gradient is from 1 in 11 to 1 in 9 for

half a mile, followed shortly after at Les
Deserts by a gradient of 1 in 8. There
is a stop for lunch at Pont-de-Lesclier-
aines. Some twenty-four miles after

lunch, after leaving Chamb(5ry there is

an ascent varying from 1 in 7 to 1 in 15
for nine miles, followed by a tunnel,
in which the surface is in bad condition,
and the road very narrow and dangerous
if one has to pass any other vehicle.

This leads up to the second Col du Freue,
which is followed by the Col du Cueheron,
which has a gradient of 1 in 10. The
old Benedictine monastery of La Chart-

~

reuse is then passed, where the famous
Benedictine liqueur used to be made
before the dissolution- of the monasteries
in France. Two more Cols have yet to

be climbed, the Col de Porte, 1 in 9 to

1 in 12.5, and the Col de-Vence. A total
distance of 141 miles.

Thursday, the 5th August, will be
counted as a day of rest, during which
time the complete machines will be

exhibited in the Skating Rink, Rue
Condorcet, Grenoble.

The Last Day in the Alps.

The fourth day of the trial takes the

.

competitors over the finest scenery to be--'

found in the whole of ^South-eastern
France, and equal to any in Switzerland.
The ascent of the Lautaret is easy, and '.

there is nothing worse than 1 in 11, but
after the summit, which is reached after
traversing two well-lighted but rather
badly surfaced tunnels, the road
descends for 1^ miles, and the severest"
climb of all is encountered. This is the
famous Galibier, the maximum gradient
of which is 1 in 7.- The tunnel on the
summit is badly lighted, the surface is

poor and very damp. The descent is

narrow, winding, and requires great
care. The ascent of the Col de la Croix-
de-Fer takes place after lunch, and
though the gradient does not exceed
1 in 10 it is exceedingly dangei'ous,
owing to the narrowness of the road and
the precipices at the side. According to

Mr. (J L. Freeston, this is the worst
road in the trial, and it is absolutely'
unfenced. The day's run finishes with.

the ascent of the Col du Glandon. which
is easier than the aforementioned pass.

The two days' run to Paris on Friday

-

and Saturday via Lyons and Dijon,
which conclude the trial, are over more
or less uninteresting country. ^
An interesting article on portions of,

the route appears in last week's issue of

The Light Oar.
There are now four international teams

entered.
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The International Six Days Trial.—

LIST OF ENTRIES.
' CLASS A.

350 c.c.
Hugh Gibson (Clyno)
P. S. Bradv (Douglas)
Klein (Terrot)
Chevaliier (Terrot)
X^'rank May (A.J.S.)
Vuilliamv fAlcyon)
Closs (_\.S.U.)
T, C. de Ja Hay (Sunbeam)

(Austral)
Mangis (Douglas)
Progin (.Motosafociie)
A. -G. Fenn (Levi;)
Lehniann (Alcyon)

Up TO 500 c.c.
Pean (Peuyfcot)
Perrin (Peugeot)
LaCTOix (Peugeot)
Desvanx (PeugeKjt)
Lewis (P. and M.)
G. A. Gregson (B.A.T.)
V; P. Finn (Enfield)
Cuzeau (Terrot)

(Terrot)
M. O. Brcese (B.S. V.)

Naas (Clement)
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Honel (Clement)
G. Fenton (Gladiator)
Leoyer (Gladiator)
J. Stuart White (Bradbury)
StoHel (Alcyon)
R. W. Follet (Triumph)
Vernon Busby (Sunbeam)
K. Bloch {N'ew Hudson)
Layanchy (Motosacoche)
firapiicron (Grapperon)
- . J. Sproston {Sunbeam)
Karl Don (Zenith)
Graham Price- (B.A.T.)
" (Ariel I

E. H. Lees (A.B.C.)
Bcllsham (Zenith)
Swilt (Bradbury)
\V. B. Little (Premier)
Urban (Wanderer)^.
W. F. Newsome (Triumpii)

CLASS B.

.Sidecars up to 500
Lombard (Gladiator)
l.assa\'e (Herdtle-Bruncaii)
Delauue (B.S.A.)

I.Tp TO 750 ( C.

Fiank Smith (Clyno)
Clifford Wilson (Quadra:it)
(;ex (Motosacoche)

VV TO 1,000 C.C.

C. R. Collier (Matchless)
IL V. Colver (.Matchless)
R. A. Bishop (Enacld)
Gassert (K.S.U.)
L. A. Bollack (>iew Hudson)

CLASS C:. ^-

Cycle CAi;i.
H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan)
M. Vioiet (Violet-Bogev)

(Babv Peugeot)
(Baby Peugeot)
(Baby Peugeot)

W. Chater-Lea (Chat.er-I.ea)
\'incent (Violet Bogey)
Bourbean (Bedelia)
-Maliieux (Bedelia)
C Pressland (Crouch Carctte)

In addition to tlie British,

and Swiss Intermitioual teams,
li:is now nominated a team to d
colours in tlie contest for tli

J'acturers' 200 guinea trophy. '1

.selected are :

Closs (3G0 CO. N.s.ir.)
Urban (500 c.c. Wanderer)
(.^assert (X.S.U. sc.)

Fieiich,

Germany
efend its

e manu-
he riders

—̂ <ia o <

Streatham Club's Open Hill-climb

DURING tlie past few weeks South
Hartiiig Hill has been the scene
of many hard-foiiglit hill-climbing

contests, alike for cars, cycle cars,

and motor cycles. Consequently, its

surface is beginning to show some traces

of wear, but for the average test liill it

is quite good. It is an ideal spot for such
events, as -the country around is magnifi-
cent, and the natural grand stands
formed by the banks at tlie roadside give

one a~chance to view a very large portion
of the hill. Quite a large audience
collected,- and the prospect of a good
afternoon's sport "was not marred in any
way by the threatening climatic con-
dition^, as the natui'al shelter provided

AT SOUTH HARTING.
ijv the trees was excellent. \\'e were
jjleased to see F. W. Barnes taking
part once again in com|tetitioii work,
as this is his first appearance since

he sustained a ,
nasty accident some

time back whilst piloting the Royal car

to Brooklands. F. Ct. Meeten opened
the meeting by putting up an excellent

climb on his little 2 O.K. .lunior, and the
way in which he has tuned up its micro-
scopic power unit is very commendable.
Similar remarks can also be applied to G.
P.adley with his 2i Xew Imperial, -which

ijbtaiucd premier award in Class lib.

ClaS'j III. was essentially an exhibition

of efficiency [i.e., powxr developed (or

cubical capacity) and lomo really fast

SCENE AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL.

G. Radley (2J h.p. New Imperial) startina in Class Vll

H. R. Davies, who won Classes III. and IV.

riding a 22 h.p. Sunbeam.

ascents were witnessed. Among.st the
notable ones should be included H. R.
Davies (2J Sunbeam) and F. Thompson
(2| Douglas). Several of the competitors
would have done very much belter if tliey

had paid more attention to their gears,

as a large number suffered from over-
gearing. A well deserved win for H. R.
Davies on a 7.% Sunbeam was the result

of the next event, and he was followed up
closely by F. Thompson (2^ Douglas) and
K. L. ^tartin, wiio bestrode a similar

machine.

High Speed in the 500 c.c. Class.

Class V. provided a few thrills ou the
first bend, for the 500 c.c. engine is

still the favourite, and in this case could
get into stride quicker than the larger
machines. Consequeutly, tlie difference
in their average speeds was very slight.

Cornering was mere child's play to Le
\^acl{ (3^- jMotosacoche) and C. T. New-
some (3i Rover), but T. V. Harrison,
whose Triumph is said to attain a speed
of over 70 m.p.h., found the greatest
difficulty in iiegotiating the first turn,
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Competitors in the Streatham Club's hill

the finish

doing some most alarming skids, which
he corrected with great skill. Newsome's
Kover was going in fine form, and obtained
a place in nearly every possible class. It

was very easy to see that F. W. Barnes was
out of form, for he did not give his usual

display of dash and daring. After this

point of the meeting had been reached,

interest began to flag, as there was not
much excitement in watching the same
men going up and down time after time
without any spectacular effect. M. C.

Breese is to be comphmented on the

success of his 3^ B.S.A., which pulled

up a sidecar and passenger at a splendid

speed. The compression ratio ot his

engine has been raised slightly, and
it is quite evident that beneficial results

have accrued therefrom. The fastest

time of the day was put up by S. B.

Briggs on an '8 Campion in Class X.
There were, of course, one or two of

the usual breakages to which racing

machines are prone, for H. Le Vack sheared

the feather on l^s engine sprocket shaft,

while J. G. GrCTifell broke some piston

rings. The cycle car class was not well

represented, but the Gardens were very

much in evidence.

-climb returning to the foot of the hill after

of Class VIII.

CLASS V.

On Time.
C. T. Newsome (3!. Rover)
H. Lc Vack (3J Motosacocbe)
W. J. Staitin (3 J Ivy)

S. Axford (3 J B.S.A.)

J. V. Hay (3.1 Rudge)
\V. J . Fleetwood (3! Brough)

CLASS VL

CLASS Ia

F. G. Mceten (2 O.K.) .

H. HoBmann (2 N.S.U.) .

sees.

53

G. i^adlcv (2.^. New Imperial) 38§
F. G. Mecten"(2 O.K. lunior) 55t
H. HoEfmann (2 N.S.U.) 954

CLASS IlB
sees.

G. Radley (New imperial) 38^

CLASS ill.

On TiMc. sees,

l-T. R. Davics (2^ Sunbeam) 29
F. Thompson (2^- Douglas) , 30^
H. E. Startin (2? Douglas)
F. Barker (23 Zenith)
L. E. Sawyer (23 Enfield) ,

3.1s

C. Williams (23 A.J.S.) 348

CL.-\SS iV,

sees.

H. R. Da\'ies (23 Sunbeam) 29
1'". Th impson (23 Douglas) . . . 31,);

H. E. Startin (23 Douglas) 31s
L. E. Sawyer {23 Enfield) 33
E. R. Green (23 Douglas) 35s
G. Radley {2^ New Imperial) 37

C. T. Newsome (3; Rover) . . .

E. Hardman (3J Rudge)
F. W. Harrison (3-\ Triumph) .

H. Le Vack (3^ Motosacocbe) .

H. R. H. Hani (3:V Triumph)
W. J. Startin {3J Ivy)

CLASS vn.
On Time.

C. T. Newsome (3?, Rover) . .

.

F. V. Harrison {3* Triumph) .

R. C. Bo.\er (6 I3ati

S. A.Nford (3% B.S.A.)

I, Kennedy (4.V Zenith)
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith)

315
35}-
3/3
4I5

27J
28t

25s
278

~9l
30

CLASS Vili.

F. V. Harrison (3.V Triumph) . .

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) . . . ,

R. C. Bo.\er(6Bat)
S. A,(nr.! 'V: p. S.A.)

H. R. H. Barrs (3! Triumph) 25J
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 31

CLASS iX.

On Time. sees.

J C. Brooke (7 Indian) 29I
C. T. Newsome (3.V Rover) 26

F. VV. Barnes (8 Z'enith) 25S
G. Radley (25 Imperial) 38!
F. V. Harrison (3i Triumph) 25^

CLASS X.
sees.

S-. B, Briggs (8 Campion) 22J
C. T. Newsome (3.V Rover) 25^
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) 25J
F. V. Harrison (3! Triumph) 27

I. C. Brooke (7 Indian) 27}
H. R. H. BajTS (3! Triumph) 29i(

CLASS XI.
sees.

H. C. Breese (3! B.S.A.) : 43t
B. Pattison (3! Zenithl 45S

CLASS XII. {Insufficient entries)

CLASS XIII.
sees.

R. C. Boxer (6 Bat sc.) 41J
F. W. Barnes {6 Zenith sc.) 42J
M. C. Breese (3! B.S.A. sc ) 43i

CLASS XIV.
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith se.) 42J
R. C. Boxer (6 Bat sc.) 42j

CLASS XV.
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith sc.) .

.'.
29?

.M. C. Breese (3i B.S.A. sc.) Expert 43J
M. C. Breese (3.V B.S.A. sc.) General 49}
C. Percival (8 Matchless sc.) 4()i

L. E. Frost (8 Matchless) 50}

CLASS XVI.
sees.

F. W. Barnes (S Zenith sc.) 29"

S. B. Briggs {8 Campion sc.) 32!
'

L. E. Frost (3 Matchless sc.) - 48|^.

The Internalional Six Daysj
Trial.

Members of the staff of this joiu-nali

are now on their way to Grenoble in."

connection with next week's InternationaT
" Six Days Trials. A fftart was to W
made from Havre this (Thursday) morn;
ing, and a number of the trials com;

petitors had arranged to journey acrosi

France with The Motor Cycle partjS

Others, however, preferred the train, si:

that their machines would be in the besj

of condition on arrival at Grenoble;
There are about seventy entries for the''

trial.

T. Thompson (24 h.p. Douglas) rounding the second bend of Up Park Hill.
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A New Model Hazlewood,
Three-speed Counter-shaft Gear, Enclosed Kick-starter, Chain and Belt Drive,

and Black Finish.

ANOTHER addition to the ranks of

the comitei'-sliaft geared macliines
i« tlie latest type of 5-6 h.p.
Ha'zTewood. In its general features

it greatly resembles the mesent tyjie, for

the 70 X 85 twin J.A.J?, engine is re-

tained, and the brake construction, mud-
guarding, footboards, and detail work
follow the distinctive Hazlewood lines.

Two interesting features are included,

however, besides the gear, and these are
the sjjecial T\'ide heavy riiiis, whicli are

very strong and easy to clean, and tlie

cozietised hnish whicli is employed on all

parts which are usually neglected or are

hard to clean.

Tlie frame in the neighbourhood of the
gear is specialh' strengthened by an
auxiliary down tube; this with the suli-

stantial plate, to wlich the bos is bolt.ed.

forms a strong triangulated member.
The gear box itself is stoutly con-

structed, and provides three ratio.?. It

runs throughout on ball bearings with
.special oil retainers, and lias only one
.4iding memljer, composed of a central

gear wheel with a dog clutch on either

side.

The- layshaft is macliined from the
bar, and throughont only the finest

materials are used. The kick-starter is of

the gear and quadrant type, with the
Hrst teeth of the quadrant well backed

Valve side of the latest counter-shaft-geored Hazlewood.

aaaai^fiSKs:

Gear bo\ on the Hazlewood. showing the operating mechanism.

otf io ui.sure an easy eiigagenifi.l. I l.r

whole of the kick-starting mechanism is

enclosed in the gear box casting, and a
very sensible refinement is the larg'e

diameter oil filler which
allows thick oil to
be poured in without
any difficulty. The
clutch is of the five-

plate cork insert type,
the plates being held
together by a single

spring, and forced out
of engagement by a

simple and easily ad-

justed arrangement of

wedge bar and slide.

Both hand and foot

operation will be fitted

as standard.
Jixtcusive road tests

have proved very satis-

factory, and the gear- Is

now being produced in

quantities.

ONE ca^ never chat for long with
Mt. Xnrton wj^hout hearing
something of interes't, and on the
occasion of our last visit to Ins

works he had much to reveal.

The latest novelty is a cylinder which
may "be used continuously under fairly

heavy load and yet remains so cool that
one can bear one's hand on the cooling
ribs. Natur.illy, the construction remains
(i secret, and to the outward eye there
is nothing unusual in the design. A
350 c.c. engine is on the stocks, but
tlie firm have no intention of marketing
the machine, at any rate for tlie present,
and it is being built up purely as an
experiment. On the other hand, as
soon as, time and pressure of business
permit, Mr. Xorton intends to o.iitinue

NORTON PROGRESS.
the manufacture of the little tv.-o-stroke

which appeared on his stand at Olympia-,

Dropped top tube, sidecar lug and

black tank of the 1915 Norton.

The clutch withdrawal mechanism of

the new linee-speed Hazlewood counter-

shaft gear. Obscr\'e the hand and foot

controls and large filler cap.

uiider_'the nam^ of the Nortonelie, as

long ago as 1910. The design will be
somewhat altered, but the main features

will be the same.
We were lucky enough to see an

advance model of the 1915 T.T. type,
which is undergoing tests. The frame
has a dropped top tube and flush lugs
ale no longer employed. The engine
ii-mains practically the same, but the
long exhaust pipe has a tubular expan-
sion chamber welded into it. In the
future all Norton frames will be made
up with sidecar lugs 'brazed in, and the
linish will probably be in black and
gold. A three, or possibly a four-speed,

gear box is to be fitted to touring models,
and experiments are at present being
candied out with various types of gear

Cq
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
8.50 p.m.
8.47 p.m.

... 8.44 p.m.
8.41 p.m.

July 30
Aug. 1

',', 5

Four International Teams.
Germany having nominated a team for

the International Trial in France next
week, four countries will compete for

the valuable trophy which the iMotor
Cycle Manufacturers' ' Union presented,
and which was won by Great Britain in
the Lake District last year.

News from the Continent.

In the Val Suzon hill-climb Verpault
(Douglas) made the fastest time in the
350 c.c. sidecar class. In the Susa-Mont
Cenis hill-climb Lavanchy (Mptosacoche)
covered the course of 22 km. 200 m. in

23ra. 26-s-s. In the 500 c.c. class Bordino
(Motosacoche) made the fastest time,
covering the distance in 21m. 29|s. A
Baby Peugeot in the cycle car class

accomplished the distance m 32m. 3s.

Australian Eeliability Test.

A trial from Melbourne to Ballarat
and back took place last month.
Anthony's Cutting was the observed hill.

Out of forty starters only two failed to
finish. W." E. Edney (3i N.S.U.) won
the solo section, with H. Shacklock (3^
Eudge) and A. Monkhouse (5^ Singer)
tying for second place. K. Walker (7

Indian) secured first place in the sidecar
class.

The International Trials Course.

L. A. BoUack, a well-known French
motor cyclist, who has taken part in

many English competitions, writes

:

"All riders who have been over the
course say that no one will get through
without losing marks, as it is impossible to
keep up the average speed, but the truth
is, with fine weather it is possible, but
in wet weather accompanied by fog (as

it always is) it is absolutely impossible.
I think that the English riders who come
to the French trial for joy rides on flat

roads will have rather a shock!"

SPECIAL FEATURES.
IGNITION AND LIGHTING.

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS COURSE.

THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE
COUNTRY TRADESMAN.

G. E. Stanley and J. Cocker together again, though on a different type of mount. They
have long been known as expert engine tuners, having made history with Singers. They made
their first appearance on Triumphs at Brooklands last Saturday, when they at once showed that

tliey were in winning vein.

Liverpool-London-Liverpool.

The A.C.U. has granted a permit to

the Liverpool A. C.C. for its twenty-

four hours open trial, starting at three

points—Liverpool, "Stonebridge Hotel,

and Barnet. (Meals will be taken at

these points.) Forty miles will be non-

stop and three minutes allowed each

way at each of the four controls.. The
latest date for entries is August 8th.

A.C.U. Notes.

Anglo-Dutch Trial.-— The third

Anglo-Dutch Trial is due to commence
on September 6th next. The A.C.U. is

desirous of sending a team of ten private

owners and ten trade representatives to

represent Great Britain. One of the

above in each class will be a reserve, and
the actual team will comprise :

Three private owners and three trade

riders of 350 c.c. machines.
Three private owners and three trade

riders of 500 c.c. machines.
Three private owners and three trade

riders of passenger combinations.
The A.C.U. will be glad to receive

intimation from any rider walling to take

part in the trial. Shoidd a greater

number of applications be received than
the number _required, the selection will

rest with the A.C.U. Those willing to

take part in the trial should, therefore,

coromuiiicate with the Secretary of the

A.C.U. , at 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.,
without delay;

One M.\ke Truls.—The attention of.

the A.C.U. has been drawn to the fact

that motor cycle agents have on two or

three recent occasions organised competi-
tions confined to riders of the particular
make of machine wliich tjiey represent.
Although theCnion feels that such com-
petitions should not be encouraged, in

any ease it is essential that they . should
be run by the promoters undei- the open
competition rules of the A.C.U. Those
who corirpete are therefore warned to

take precautions to satisfy themselves
that any such trial is being held in

accordance with these rules, and manu-
facturers and agents are warned that any
broach of these rules may involve the

disqualification of the offending parties.



A Zealous Policeman.—An interesting
ease has recently come before the Legal
I'epHrtraent of the A.C.U. A member
leccntly left his machine in the street
whilst he went about his business ; upon
ifUirning, a police officer drew Iiis

attention to the broken cable of the front
I,lake of the motor bicycle, and stated
llial he intended to report the rider for
iM.t having his motor cycle equipped with
: I' independent brakes in working
I

I iler, as required by law !

International Cycle Car Eace.—In
aildition to the eleven entries announced
last week as- having been received by the
Auto Cycle Union for the International
I ycle Car liace to be held in the Isle
'ii Man on Thursday, 24th September
next, the following additional entries,
making seventeen jn all, were received
up to Friday, 24th July :

J. M. Barratt (9 Tweenie).

Woodrow and Co. (10 Woodrow).
Woodrow and Co. (10 Woodrow).
E. B. McManns (12 Buckingham).
N. F. Holder (10 Merlin Blunifield).

E. C. Gordon Enghmd (10 Marl-
borough).

H. Jones (Tweenie).

Morgan Motor Co. (two Morgans).
J. F. Buckingham (12 Buokingliam).

Auto Carriers, Ltd. (three A.C.'s).

Bamford and Martin (10 Singer).

M. H. Samuelson (8 Marlborough).

M. Leveque (8 Tweenie).

A total entry of about thirty cycle cars
in all is anticipated. Entries at ordinary
fees closed yesterday (Wednesday).

As The Motor Ci/clc predicted at the
time the regulations were issued, the
event is mostly composed of light car
entries.

Carts Without Rear Lights.

P. C. Douglas, who had entered liis

Blackburne for the French Grand Pri.N

Jlace nvxt month, will be a non-starter,
as he has, unfortunately, sustained a bad
collision with a market gardener's cart
at Hounslow after dark, no tail light
lieing fitted to the cart in question.
Here is another opportunity for the
C.T.C. to shine.

Police Trap.

We are intormed that a ]jolice trap
is in operation on the ro.ad between
Coventry and Tile Hill. There is but
little motor traffic on this .road, but
those who do pass this way are advised
to ride carefully past the row of cottages
where children are generally playing in
the, road, and to look out for cattle, which
are often allowed to graze by the hedges.

N.W.A.A. Event Abandoned.
Still another opt-n event has been

abandoned. The North-Western Auto-
mobile Association committee decided
to abandon the Jlanchester to Brook-
lands event arranged for^this week-end,
and are returning entry fees in full to
all entrants. There is no doubt that the
multiplicity of competitions is telling its
tale upon entry lists.. This is the second
open event in successive weeks which
has been .'-iin,k off.

m FUTURE EVENTS.
i^ Aug. 3-9.—F.I. CM. INTERNATIONAL SIX
Sq DAYS TRIALS Grenoble as am <:="'=•

2nl „ 14-15.—Liverpool AC C, Open Trial to

^ ' London and Back.
ye .. 15.—French Grand Prix Motor Cycle

^ Race near Le Mans.
art

, 15.—Essex M.C. Race Meeting at

^ ' Brooklands.
ye ,, 19 — Cambridge and District M.C.C

^ Op ?n Trial.

ag „ 22 —B.M.C R C. Race Meeting.

Is .. 22 —AC.U. East Midland Centre
|U2 Open Trial.

SS Sept. 6-9.—ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL IN

^ HOLLAND.
^ Nov. 23-28—Mator Cycle and Cycle Cai

Kg Show at Olympia.

^i^^iii^^mmm.mmmmmm
Ruling the Roast.

Several readers have drawn our atten-

tion to what is apparently- an error in

our leaderette of last week, in which we
made use of the expression " lUile the
Roast." Of course, the more common
quotation is " Rule the Boost," but. this is

really a corruption of the original, and
possibly readers may be interested to

know that the origin of the quotation
" Rules the Roste ' belongs to . .John

Skelton, in his lines to Colin Clout,
towards the close of tlie fifteenth centiiry.

Later on, however, Shakespeare, in his
play "King Henry VI.," refers to

"Suffolk, the new made Duke that i-uIpi'

ihc roa'l." The same spelling is adopted
liy Sir Philip Sidney, Thomas Ileywood,
and Edward Hall. It would appear that
there is no authenticity of the term
•Rtile the Roost." Dr. fi. C. Brewer, in

his "Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,"
says :

" It is usually thought that
'Roast' in this phrase means roosi, and
that the reference is to a cock, who
decides which hen is to roost nearest to

him"; but the subjoined quotation
favours the idea of a (ouucil, "John.
Duke of Burgundy, rules the roast, and
governed both King Charles . . . and
liis whole realme."

A Hill-climb Fourteen Miles Long.

The times in the annual Susa-Jlont
Cenis hill-climb (referred to on previous
|)age) are detailed below. The measured
distance was 22.8 kilometres, with a rise

of 1,435 metres. Motosacoche riders

.-cuird another striking success, not only

T. V. Harrison (Triumph), who proved

the winner of Class VI IL in the Streatham

hill-climb on Saturday, and at the early

morning hill-climb of the Sutton Coldfield

A.C. on iMonday accomplished fastest time

of the day.
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winning the team prize but occupying
first place in both classes, and incidentally
checking the Delia Ferrera, a machine
of Italian construction, which has per-
formed very conspicuously of late. The
results are appended, and it

observed that in both classes the
time record was beaten.

350 c.c. Class.

1. Lavanchy (Motosacoche) ...

(Beating previo>fs record, which
24m. lis.)

2. Jlalvisi (Motosacoche)
3. Musso (Delia. Ferrera)
4. Olivari (S.1.A:M.T.)
5. Gnesa (Senior)

6. ^[affeis (MotosacoclK")'

7. Semeria (S.I.A.M.T.)
B. Vigna (Douglas)
9. Bonasso (Douglas)

10. Tem])erino (Terrot)

11. Pregliasco (Douglas)

500 (J -
Vi ^-<.

1. Bordiuo (Moto.-.acoihe)

(Beating previous reco;'d, which
22m. 32^3.)

2. Delia Ferrera (Delia Ferrera)
3. Valenzano (Delia Ferrera)
4. Locatelli (Moto.sacoche)
5. Nosenzo (Delia Ferrera) ...

6. Gianolio (Motosacoche)
7. Maffeis (Moto-Revc)

These were several falls, which specially
delayed Vigna, Maffeis, and others.
There was also a cycle car' class, in

which three Baby Pengeots competed,
the first one finishing in 32m. 3|s.

Guide to Prices of Second-hand Motor
Cycles.

Tho.'^e of our readers in want of a
second-hand motor bicycle for the liolidays
should peruse the following average
prices asked for second-hand models of

the makes named, in the last issue of
The Motor Cudt.

will be
previous

m. s.

23 261
h was

24 84
24 253

24 261
25 35

1

26 48|
25 571
28 45
29 4

29 27

39 52

m. s.

21 9

h was

21 23
23 3|
23 391

25 211
27 231
27 391

bidccar
Make ol Machine. H,P. or Solo.
Auto-WhccI, 1914 — Solo
Bat, 1913 6 Sidecar
I^radbur>', 1912 . t Sidecar
B.S.A., 1913 .Vl Solo
Chater-Lea, 191

2

S Sidecar
CI>Tio, 191a .i-fi Sidecar
Doiigl.i?, 19 1 1 ... 2: Solo

„ 1912 . .

.

2: Solo

1913 • 2 Solo
„ 1914 ... 2; Solo

Enfiela. 1913 .... 3 Solo
1913 6 Sidecar
1914 6 Sidecar

number, 1912 . .. 2 Solo
1912 ..

.

31 Solo
I9I3--- 23 Solo

iii'lian, 19J2 7 Solo
.. 1914 .... 7 Sidocai

Levis, 1913 A Solo
.Matchless, 1913 . 3J Solo

1913 6 Sidecar
.Molosacocbe, 1913 2 5

Solo
Xew Hudson. 1913 3? Solo

.. I9'4 6 Sidecar
Pi\-micr,.l9ii .. 3l Solo

I9'3

•

3! Solo
J-. & .M., 1913 .

.

3* Solo
Rex, 1912 6 Sidecar

.. i9'4 6 Sidccat
Rover, 1913 .... 3l Sidecar

„ J913 3' Solo
Rudge, 1913 3! Sidecar
iicott, 1912 3i Solo

.. 1913 35 Solo

Triumph, 1913 ,

,

3} Sidecar

31 Solo
1913 ,. 3! Solo
1914 •• 4 Solo

1914 4 Sidecar
Williamson, 1913 8 Sidecar
Zenith, 1912 . , ,

.

3! Solo
„ 1913 6 Sidecar

Gears. i s.

Single 12 6
2-specd 36
2-spec<I 33 12
2-speed 40 5
3-spccd 52 15
2-spced 44 3
Siogle 23
2-speca 32 15
2-speed 37 7
2-speed 45 10
2-speed 35
2-speed 57 17
2 speed 74 10
Single 14 3
2-spced 28
Siogle 27
2-speed 33 15
2-specd f'7

Single 23 10
\'ar. 50 16
2-speed 44 TO— 22 12
3-speed H 7
3-speed 60 7
Single 19 13
2-spccd .38 15
2-speed 42 3
.2-speed 40 8
2-spced 05 5
3-spccd 43 7
3-spccd 41 i.l

M-Jlti , 43
2-specd 33 3
2-specd 49 13
2-speed so 7
F.E. 37 13
3-speed 41 15
3-speed 50 4
3-speed 59 c.

2-spced 63
Gradua 30 8
Gradua 66

CI3
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HILL-CLIMBING AT 5 A.M.
SuNon Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire

Although the competition started at the early hour of

5 a.m. a large entry was obtained for the Sutton Coldfield

hill-climb, run off on the 27th inst. at Style Cop, near

Eug€ley. Practically every entrant turned up, and one

W. Butterfield on the new long

stroke Levis which is fitted with

chain drive and two-speed counter-

shaft gear. He put up a very good

performance. This new Levis has

a bore and stroke of 53 X 90 mm.
= 198 c.c. capacity.

A.C. Members' Event at Style Cop.
could not but admire the keenness of those who rode out_

from Birmingham and the surrounding districts on the morn-
ing of the event.

Mention should be made of the briUiant riding of T. V.

Harrison (3^ h.p. Trimnph), who made fastest time of the;

day, surmounting the hill in the remarkable time of 44|s.'

Results :

CLASS 1.

W. Butterfield {i.g Levis)
H. Newey (1.9 Levis) ....

J. Veasey {1.9 Levis) ....

A. Butterfield (2! Levis) . . .

H. Newman {2J Ivy-Green)

T. Harrison (3^ Triumph)
D Brown (3.V Rover)
IC. Holden (3! B.S.A.)

Formula.
sees.

633
64
65

I. ^

3-

W
J-
H.

Butterfield (1.9 Levis)

Veasey (i.g Levis).

Newey (1.9 Levis).

CLASS III

55i 1
I.

574 1 2.

'h.
A.

Newman (2J Ivy-Green
Butterfield (2\ Levis).

CLASS IV.
44* I T. T. Harrison (3?. Triumph).
48 2 H. O. Wood (3.^- Scott).

50 I 3. D. Brown (3V Rover). ,

CLASS VI.

45
I

I. W. H. Butterfield fi.g Levis).

48J 2. F. S. Whitworth (2J Douglas).

48I ' 3. H. Newey (1.9 Levis).

CLASS VII.—Sidecars.
K. Holden (3J B.S.A.) 61J I i. K. Holden (3^ B.S.A.)
E. Smith (3^ Regal Green) . . 67 2. F. R. Banks (3^ Regal Green).
F. R. Banks (3;V Regal Green) 69 I 3. E. Smith (3 W^egai Green).

T. Harrison (3-'. Triumph)
G. Walker (3,^ Matchless) .

D. Brown (3!^ Rover) . . .

.

H. R. Lane (8 Rex-Jap);
J. Woodhouse {3 Quadrant).
H. Chapman (7 Zenith).

CLASS
F. Burgess (10 Calthorpe).
F. S. Whitworth (8 Morgan).— Mortimer fio Calthorpe).

CLASS VIII.
H. Lane (8 Rex).

I

2. J. Woodhouse"(8 Quadrant).
I 3. E. Chapman (7 Zenith).

IX.—LiGJfx Cars.
I .1. F. Burgess (10 Calthorpe).

2. — Mortimer (10 Calthorpe).

I 3. F. S. Whitworth {8 Morgan).

A 2,000 Miles Trial in 1915?
IT

will be noticed that the Auto Cycle Union has

at last modified its trials policy on the lines so

constantly advocated by this journal. In past

years the routes have been plotted with an eye on the

sentimental rotundity of a thousand miles, and scien-

tific comparative tests, designed to throw the merits

and demerits of particular machines into liigh relief,

have been the exception rather than the rule. This

year the mileage was reduced by over 300 miles, and

the time thus economised devoted to precise tests cal-

culated to distinguish the best from the second-rate.

There are, Iiowever, but two objections to the longer

distance. One is that if 1,000 miles are to be covered

in a week there is no leisure for precise tests of such

points- as brakes, flexibility, speed, petrol consumption,

and finishing condition, while the distance is not sufli-

cient to atone for the absence of these tests. The
other is that the riders are disgusted when tlaey ncai

the trials centre after a long day, and on arriving

within five or ten miles of it, are despatched over a

thirty miles detour to pile up distance.

A Scotchman made an admirable suggestion to me
the other week. He reminded me that just before

large motor cars became too reliable to profit by ordi-

nary non-stop trials, the R.A.C. organised a grand

climax in the form of a 2,000 miles trial, w-hich

proved to be a magnificent advertisement, and taught

the trade many invaluable lessons. Now motor cycle

trials are likely to continue far longer than car trials,

partly because we hope to go on reducing the weight

of motor cycles almost indefinitely, partly because a

long string of cars are a public nuisance in dusty

weather, whereas motor cycles are not. So my friend

CI 4

suggests that in alternate years the A.C.U. and the.;

Edinburgh and District M.C. should each run a sepa-

rate six days trial, with a limited mileage and precise^

tests of all the details which constitute excellence iii''

a motor cycle; and that in alternate years the two sets"

of organisers should combine' to organise a 2,000 mile;

twelve days trial, six days south of the Border and',

six days north of it. The wide area covered in such'

a trial would save the men the irritation of ceaseless .

diioiirs on flat roads; and the distance woidd he swfji-

ciently extensive to constitute a test in itself.

There are obvious difiiculties in the plan, but I

mention it as a desirable ideal. Road Rider.

T. V. Harrison (Triumph) nearing the summit of the hill in the

Sutton Coldfield climb. The long shadows across the road indicate

the early hour.
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Road Racing in Italy.
The extraordinary popularity of motor cycle racing

in Italy is exemplified by the holding, nearly every

«eek, of an important road race. This in\-ariably

attracts large entries, and a considerable percentage of

the competing machines are British. This has given

a considerable fillip to English trade, and already

proof has been afforded us Ijy several manufacturers

that considerable orders are coming in from Italy.

Recently the Circuito dell'Appenino Toscano
was decided near Bologna over a distance of 107^ p
miles, the course being hilly_ and with many sharp

|j

corners. The race, which consisted of classes for 500 ;

c.c. and 350 c.c. machines, resulted in a triumph for

the Delia Ferrera machines, one ridden bv Del',

Ferrera winning the 500 c.c. class, and anotlier, ii

the hands of Musso, coming in first in the 350 c.i

class. These machines have been very successful m
their races this year. In the Junior section, Douglas
machines came in second, third, fifth, and seventh,

and gained the team prize. Kudge, Triumph, Premier,

and Ariel represented England among the Seniors,

MacDonagh securing third place on the Rudge. Only
two minutes separated the first four men, so it will be

seen the contest wa,s very keen.

L
An Italian o\%'ner of an 8 h.p. Rcx-Jap sidecar

a climb six kilometres in length (the gradients

in 5) with five passengers.

who recently

varying from

accomplished

7 to 1

MOTOR CYCLE COMPETITIONS IN RUSSIA.

Lieut. N. W. KI"iaiiout>'n. who has been awarded the first prize for

military motor cyclists, lor the best '.ondition of llic machine at the finish

of the recent Moscow-St. Petersburg-Moscow trial, held by the Moscow
Club of Motorists. Lieut. Khalioutyn's machine is a P and M

STREATHAM OPEN HILL-CLIMB
RESULTS.

Below we give the winners on fomiula of the various

classes—experts and general. An account of the climh
and the results on time will be found on pages 159-160.
Class 1a.—General

:

Meeten (2 O.K.).
Class 1b.—Expert: Radley (21,2 New Impeiial).

Class 2b.—Expert

:

Radley (2i,i New Imperial).

Cl.vss 3.—General

:

Thompson t2^4 Douglas). Expert : Davies (2^i
Sunbeam).

CiASS a.—General

:

Thomp50D (2^ Dougtai;). Expert : Davies (2%
Sunbeam).

Class 5.—Gt^neral : Le Vack (3'.i> Motosatoche). Expert: Ncwscme (3>/j

Rover).

Class 6.—General : Ilardman {3',-j Rudgc). Export: Nowsome (3V_'

Rover).

Class 7.—General : Kennedy (4',^ Zenith). Expert: Ncweorne (i\i
Jlover).

Class 8.—General : Boxer (6 Bat). Expert: Harrison l3Vj Triumph).
Cl.\ss 9.—General : Brooke (7 Indian). Expert: Harrison (3'j

Triumph).
Class 10 — G'^nerul : Brooke {7 Indian). Expert: Briee (8 Campion), and

fastest time o! the day.

Class 11.—General: Brcese {ZV^ B.S.A.). Expert: Brcciie (3>/2 B.S.A.).

Boxer (6 Bat). Expert : Barnes (6 Zenith).

Boxer (6 Bat). Expert: Barnes (6 Zenith).

Breese (3'/- B.S.A.). Expert: Barnes (8 Zenitli).

Frost (8 Matchless). Expert: Barnes (8 Zenith)

(Cardtn).

Class 13.—General

:

Class 14.—General

:

Cl.\ss 15.—General :

Class 16.—General

:

Class 17.—Hunrhric
-..^ 1

- i..n).

-:3ns

E. Smith (Regal-Green sidecar)

in the " five o clock hiil-cli

crossing the

lb
" of tb

hnishing line at

Sutton Cotdiieid

full speed

club.

cig
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The 2|hp. Two-stroke Wooler.
AN INTERESTING MACHINE, EMBODYING MANY DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.

Pulley side of the engine showing belt tensioning device for

variable gear.

The horizontal Wooler without side flywheel and

footboards.

THE Wooler ha.s been on several

occasions refevied to in 77ie Motor
Cycle, and now tlTe company has
secured premises in Old Oak Com-

mon Lane, Willesden, for its manufacture.
Dealing first with the power unit, it

may be remembered that the engine
possesses mairy interesting featirres. It is

of the two-stroke variety, the cylinder

being placed horizontally, having radiating
fins round the union of the exhaust pipe
as well as on the cylinder itself. The
first compression is made in the end of

the cylinder opposite to the combustion
chamber instead of in the ci'aidv case.

The mixture is then transferred to the
other end of the cylinder by means of an
external pipe, which is clearly shown in

the accompanying illustration. Lubrica-
tion is effected by means of a pump
driven off the crankshaft, which delivers

oil through a drip feed lubricator to the
cylinder w-alls and to a jet which sprays
oil. over the big ends. About one quart
of oil, sufficient for two hundred miles,

is carried in a separate container behind
the clank else, the filler cap of \\hich

contains a squirt, which may be used
for lirbricating the various moving parts
of the machine.

A novel arrangement is the inter-

connection of th« drip feed and the
throttle, so that the farther the throttle

JT—C

Method of springing the rear portion

of the frame.

The oil sump on the Wooler, showing
the oil squirt which is incorporated with

the filler cap.

is opened the greater the amouut of oil

delivered to the cylinder, an exceedingly
sensible arrangement, which allows the
engine to get plenty of oil even though

.

the road speed may be comparatively low.
The bore and stroke are 75 mm, x 76

mm, and the cubical capacity 344 c,c.

The compression release valve is situated
at the end of the transfer pipe, and
when brought into action destroys all

suction on the carburetter.

The parts are particularly accessible,
and it is interesting to "note that the
]iower unit may be dismounted by
undoing two nuts, while both the U.H.
magneto and B. and B. carburetter can
be got at with an equal amount of ease.
The torpedo • tank is of neat design

and pleasing appearance*, and holds a
gallon and a quarter of fuel. The
-illustration of the frame 'shows its neat
construction, and the convenient form of

back a.nd front stands employed, while
the two lugs for carrying the. engine are

also clearly seen.

The Method oJ Spriaging,

The Wooler is sprung fore and aft, the
system of springing being a suspension
of the wheel spindles on coil sj^rings.

The slots in which the spindles work are
protected from dust by felt washers,
whieli also retains the lubrication.

The arrangement of the change-speed
gear is one of the most simple, being
of the expanding pidley type and giving
six forward speeds. The" movable flange

is worked by means of a quick screw
thread operated by a heel and toe pedal.

The device shown forward of the gear
in the illustration is for the tensioning
of the belt. It has a movement of three
inches, while tension can be effected by
merely undoing a locking screw.

It is interesting to note that the brake
rod runs inside one of the horizontal

frame tubes, and is thus neatly con-

cealed.

The Wooler is a machine the design
of which- has been carefully thought out,

and is full of novel and interesting

details.

The interconnected oil and throttle arrange-

ment on the latest pattern Wooler.
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A ROC COUNTER-SHAFT
GEAR.

THE name " Roc " has been associ-

ated with motor cycle gears from
the earliest days, so that it was
with some interest that we

examined the latest type of coimter-shaft

two-speed gear manufactured by Messrs.

A. W. Wall, of Hay Mills, Birmingham.

|ij^^(JaLi

Mainshaft of the Roc two-speed gear

showing the projecting alternate dog

teeth.

The gear is of the constant mesh type,

employing a single pair of sliding dogs to

eiiect the change. A particular feature

of these dogs is that every alternate

projection is somewhat higher than its

neighbour. This is arranged so as to give

an easy and positive cliange. and allows

a full quarter revolution for engagement.

A sliort road trial of the device fitted to

a small two-stroke showed that the gears

are particularly quiet, both on the high

and low ratios", while the change can be

made witli the greatest ease. The con-

The control side of the Roc two-speed

counter-shaft gear.

struction of the box is very solid, and all

parts are strong enough io withstand

considerable overload The main shaft

runs on ball bearings and the laysliaft on

plain. At present the gear is manu-
factured for use on lightweights only.

The F-istick electric rear lamp tor

motor cycles.

A COMPACT REAR LAMP.
One of the neatest and most compact

rear lamps we have seen is that produced
by Messrs. J. J. Eastick and Son, Clapton
Common, N.E. The illustration clearly
shows the design of the lamp, which is

electric, and the dry battery in its canvas
case. Tliis is intended to be strapped on
to the carrier, and is provided in front
with a small switch for the purpose of

turning on the light when requh-ed.

i6y

rear number plate, while the red glass

acts, of coiu'se, as a warning to those
behind. The burner is screwed into the
body of the lamp, and it is almost im-
possible for any rattles to occur. The
lamp is nicely finished, and is very light.

THE DUMOlITE REAR
LIGHT.

The Dumolite is a neat and solidly con-
structed lamp manufactured bv A. J. Dew
and Co., 21, Endell Street, London, W.C.
It consists of a single aluminium casting.

The engine unit of the latest

Sun two-stroke

The Dumolite acetylene rear lamp,

into which two glasses—a red and a
white—are firmly fixed by spring rings.

The vvliite light is arranged to give

ample light for the illumination of the

THE P. AND M. TWIN.
With regard to the P. and M. twin-

cylinder machine which was described

and illustrated " in our last issue, Mr.
Richard Moore has been riding the firtt

of these models for twelve montlis aud
has covered about 7,000 miles on it. In

its final form tliis new P. and M. twin,

will have a four-speed gear

IRISH END TO

END TRIAL

H. Wilhelmj (5-6 h.p. Bradbury sidecar) starting lor the slow climb up Iscai Hill. This rider

won the special prize for the best sidecar performance, as well as a gold medal

C23
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THE B.M.C.R.C. JULY MEETING.
SEVERAL RECORDS BROKEN.

IN
spite of a strong breeze which continued tliroiigliout

the day, several new records were set up for the stand-

ing start ten miles and the flying five miles. The first

- event of the day- was the usual series of time trials

over the kilometre and mUe. The course was ridden in the

reverse direction during these trials on account of the wind,

and this appeared to worry a few ol the riders, for, in

spite of the rather favourable breeze, only one record went
in this event, E. B. Ware, on his 6 h.p. single-seated

Jlorgan, reducing the kilometre time to 34.36 = 65.1 m.p.h
aild the mile to 57.06 = 63.09 m.p.h. in Class .J.

Time trials are rather dull performances to watch, and
the chief interest centred round Stanley and Cocker, who
made their first public appe.irance on Triumph iiiachines.

The former made the fastest times in his class, though no
records fell. He was closely followed by O'Donovan, whose
record-breaking Norton had been re-bushed, and was not
in quite its best form. Coclier was a good third.

Rider, [Machine, and
No. of Cylinders.

CLASS A.
W. A. Jacobs, "2l Singer (i) ..

H. JMartin, 2^ iVIartin-Jap (i) . .

CLASS Al.
H. .Martin, 2% Martin-Jap (i) .

.

CLASS B.
S. L. Bailey, 2^ Douglas (2) . . .

H. Greaves, 2J Enfield {2) . . . .

E. Keyte, 2J Enfield (2)

F. A. .\lcNab, 23- Nut-Jap (2) . .

F. J. P. Disney, sj- Douglas {2)

CLASS C.
G. E. Stanley, 3t- Triumph (l)

D. R. O'Donovan, 3! Norton (i)

J. Cocker, 3A Triumph (l) . . . .

T. .McKenna, 3.', Norton (i) . . .

C. 1-1. Walden, 3.', Singer (i) . . .

R. F. Collins, srRudge (l) . . .

G. i-1. Fry, 3.V Kudge (i)

CLASS D.
G. E. Stanley, 3.1 Triumph (l)

D. R. O'Donovan, 3!- Norton (i)

J. Cocker, 3! Triumpli (i) . . . .

CLASS E.
S. George, 7 hidian (2)

O. M. Baldwin 8 iMatchless (2)

H. Reed, S Dot (2)

A. -J. Luce, S Zenith (2)

CLASS F.
S. L. Bailey, 22 Douglas (2)

CLASS G.
1. Cocker, 3,V Triumph (I) .

'k, lioldcn, 3; B.S.A. (i) . .

CLASS H.
J. Cocker, 3',- Trinnipli (i) ,'

K. Holden, 3J B.S.A. (i) . .

CLASS L
T- Chater-Lea, S Chater-Lea (2)

li. B. Ware, S Zenith (2)

R. B. Hoare, 8 C. and H

CLASS J.
v.. B. Ware, 6 Morgan (2)

CLASS K.
J_. Martin, 10 singer (4) . .

E. B. Ware, 8 i\lorgan (2)

Bore and
Stroke.

mm.
65 y- 75
76 X 54.5

76 X 54-5

60.5:.

54 >

54 >

Co -

60.5 X 60

85

82.5 X 93
90 X 77-5
90 X 77.5
90 X 77.5

60. 5 :< 60

85 X
85 X

X. 85
X 85

63 X 88
90 •< 85

248
247

350
347
347
350
330

499
490
499
490
499
499
499

499
490
499

99+
986
986
986

499
499

499
499

987
964

1097
xioo

sees.

40.6

47.2

46.0

32.0

3.V4
36.2
37.C

414

28.6

29.0
29.6

31.6

34.0
35-0
38.2

30.0
30.25
30.20

25.4
26.0

26.4
31.8

36.4
40.6

36.8

41.4

35-0
36.0
38.2

Speed.

m.p.h.

55.1

47-39

48. 53

69.9

63.19
61.79

59.49
54.03

78.22

77.14

75.57
70.79
65.79
63.91
5S.56

74.57
73-95
73.85

88.07
S6.04

84.73
70.34

61.45
55-1

60.79

54.03

63,91
62.14
58.56

65.1

Mile.

Time.. Speed.

sees.

66.2

81.S

78.4,

53.2
58.0
60.0

63.0
69.2

-47-4

48.

6

49-0
52.6-

56.0

57.4

63.4

49.

50.

.t9.79

42.2

43-2

43.6
52.6

00.0
66.4

61.4
68,4

57.2
60.4

57"o6

m.p.h.

54.38
44.01

67.67
62.07
60.0

57.14
52.02

75-95
74-07

73-47
68.44
64.29
62.72
5C.7S

73-17
71.66

72.3

85.31
S3-33

82-57
6S.44

48 8:

60.0
54-2J

5S.63

52.63

62.94
59.6
56.96

63.09

5B.0 I 62:07

^Record.

Afternoon Events.
The actual racing start'ed at two o'clock with a ten mile

race, starting from the railway straight and finishing at

the fork on the fourth circuit. The track was ridden in

the usual direction. From the very begiimiiig the race

became a three-cornered event between Stanley, O'Donovan,
and Cocker, with Bownass (3j N.U.T.) and Graham Di.xou

(Sj James) following.

On the first lap Stanley led, with O'Donovan and Cocker

C24

at about equal intervals behitid. As they passed the fork
the second and third times O'Donovan had gradually drawn
up and was riding hard on Stanley's heels, and when the

,

riders came into view for the last time it was almost 'impos-

sible to tell w'ho was in the lead, and both men crossed the
line at a terrific speed, the Norton rider winning by his

flout wheel; the race caused intense excitement and j5ro-

vided one of the closest finishes that has been seen on
Brooklands for some time 'past. This is Stanley's first

defeat for about two years,- and he told us that he believed
the second inan to be his stable companion, C'ocker, until

he was passed in the last lap, too late to regaiii the lead.

Both men ,rode magnificently. Graham JDi.xon was using a

new carburetter with a flat barrel and apparently an e.x-

pjuding choke tube. S. Yano was riding a Triumph built

into a very short, low frame, but apparently had trouble,

as he did not come round for some time. lu each ten mile
event the speeds for the flying five miles were taken, starting

from a point behind the members' hill on the first lap.

llesults :

10 Miles. 5 Miles.
Time. Speed, tiine. Speed.
M. s. .M.P.H. Ai. s, M.p.n,

D. R. O'Donovan (3', Norton) 8 34 = 70.31 4 ii'= = ,71.29
G. E. Stanley (3t- Triumph) 8 34I

.| ilj

J. Cocker (3 J 'Triumph) 8 49? 4 20^

The ne.\t race was over the same distance, but f(jr

machines up to l.COO c.c. Once again the event was most
e.xciting, for S. George on the eight valve Indian and H.
Keed on his ported Dot were close together throughout the

race, and, though George held the lead -nearly all the time.

Reed came off the banking faster and made the best time
over the flying five miles. A. J. Luce (8 Zenith) lay fourth

on the first lap, but was passed by E. Bariigwaiiath (8

A duel under the members' bridge. Often spectators at B.M.C.R.C.

meetings who station themselves at the fork miss some of the -most

interesting and exciting events of the afternoon.
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START OF THE 10 MILE 350 CC RACE WON BY
HUGH MASON.

F. A. McNab
(N.UT.)

Hugh Mason
(N.U.T.)

R. Bownass

(N.U.T.)
H- Greaves

(Enfield.)

Matchless), who finished third a long way behind the
winners. JResult

:

lo Miles. 5 Miles.

rime. Speed. Time. Speed.
M. s. M.P.H M. s. M.P.H.

S. George (7 Indian) 7 4''2 = 77.56 347
H. Reed (8 Dot) 7 47i 3 .15? = 79.82
E. Baragwanatb (8 Matchless) 12 33J 4 9

The third race over the same course was for machines up
to 350 CC, and did not provide so good a finish, for thongn
S. L. Bailey at once took the lead he dropped out in the
second lap with a bioken rocUer, and Hugh Jlason took his

place with a good lead from H. Greaves. E. Keyte and R.
Bownass followed, and W. A. Jacobs on his little 65 x 75
(248 CC.) Singer brought up the wear. He was travelling
very well considering the size of his engine, and results
showed that he broke records for Class A. The jjositions

remained unaltered at the finisli. McNab's N.U.T. caught
fire in the first lap owing to a terminal coming off, but no
damage was done. Result

:

K) .Miles. 5 Miles.
Time. Speed. Time. Speed.
M. S. M P II. M. S. M.P.H.

H. Ma-on (2j NU.T.) 9578 = 60.20 ,51 =61.86
H. Greaves (23 Enfield) 10 loj
E. Keyte {2J Enfield) 10 36^

W. .\. Jacobs's times wore .. •11 40.? = 51.4 *=, 44]^ = 52.29
•Records for Cx-? .\.

E- Keyte

(Enfield.)

S. L. Bailey

(Douglas.)

W. A. Jacobs

(Singer.)

A. V. Sumner (3h.p. Zenith sidecar), who m addition to winning the

sidecar event broke the five mile sidecar records.

More Records Broken,
The ten-mile cycle car race only produced four starters,

and Lionel Martin and E B. \Vare"had it all Iheir own way.

Ware's little 6 h.p. JNlorgan was travelling magnificently, and

hung on to the Singer in a wonderful way. \V. flarriss

(Marlborough) was fairly fast, and travelled very smoothly,

but Xewbold (Warren Lambert) was rather slow Martin

gradually increased his lead, but appeared lo miscount his

laps, for just before the finish he shut down and drew in

towards the finishing straight when Ware could have passed

him easily had he not suffered from the same delusion and

cut out. "in spite of this his times for the five and ten miles

are class records. Results :

10 .Miles. 5 Miles.

Time. Speed. Time. Speed.

M. s." M.P.11. M. S. M.P.Il.

L. Martin (10 Singer) 10 3= 59.70 4 51 = bi .S(>

E. B. Ware (6 Morgan) •10 5= 5950 *4 53! = 61.22

\V. Harriss (10 Marlborough) 10 5&
•Records for Class J.

The ti^nmile sidecar race for machines up to 500 c.c.

proved a runaway event for Cocker. His Triumph was
travelling in its best form, and finished about a mile ahead

of Holden (B.S.A.), who, in his turn, had a long lead over

de Lissa (MotosacocheJ. Cocker's record speeds rather

minimised the performances of the other two machines,

which would have been quite fair in the usual field. Results :

10 Miles. 5 Miles.

Time. Speed. Time._ Speed.
.M. S. M.P.H. M. 5. M.P.H.

J. Cocker (3I Triumph sc.) *io3iJ = 56.71 *5 loi = 58.06
K. Holdeu (3} B.S A. SCI 1222 6 oi
O. de Lissa (3! Motosacoche) 13 og 6 26iJ

•Records tor Cass G.

A ten-mile event for 1,000 c.c. sidecar machines followed,

and here again a record fell, Sumner securing the five-mile

time for Class 1. Luce bad magneto trouble and did not

start, and Openshaw had plug trouble, which delayed him
considerably. Chater-Lea took up the lead and held it

well for the first lap, though afterwards his engine seemed
to dry up, and Sumner and Taylor came to the front, run-

ning very close together. R. H. Hoare, on the C. and H.,

a Cornish production and a newcomer to the track, had
been travelling well, but his engine dried up—a habit well

known on Brooklands. Results :

;27



5 Miles.

Time. Speed
M s. » M.P.H
'5 38 = 53-25

B.M.C.R.C. July Meeting.—

10 Miles.

Time. Speed.
M. s. M.P.H.

A. V. Sumner (8 Zenith sc.j 11 20^ = 52.90
C. R. Taylor (8 Zenith, sc.) u 26I

''^Record for Class I.

Sumner's j-ccord is aU the more meritorious as it-, wa*-

accomplished on one of the first of the new 85 X 85 J.A.P
engines.

Handicap Races.

Out of the thirty-five entrants for the allcomer.s' tlinodaji

handicap twelve failed to turn up.

The men lined up at the fork and were sent away at

intervals according to their handicaps. F. "Pigot Disney (2:j

Douglas), F. A. JIcNab^ {2| N.U.T.), and W. A. Jacobs
(2^ Singer) were on the limit mark. But S. L. Bailey, who
started thirty-nine seconds later, made a splendid start

and was soon on their heels. As the men passed at the
end of 'the first lap Bailey was travelling at great speed,

and looked like a winner, but soon after the fork both
he and McNab dropped out with plug trouble. Stanle^
had crept up several places, and Reed was -improving his

nine seconds start from George.
In the second lap Jacobs had run into first place, followed

by Keyte (2J Enfield), but Stanley was close behind them
travelling at a great speed and looked an easy winner.
Bownass was fourth, followed by Pigot Disney, Walden
(Singer), Graham Dixon (James), McKenna (Norton),
Oubershott (Rudge), and Reed, while George had picked
up. several places. Hugh Mason blew off the rear cylinder
head. vStanley finished an easy winner, with Reed, Bownass,
Keyte, and George following. Results :

Speed.
G. E. Stanley (3i Triumph) 57 sees 70.2S m.p.h.
H. Reed (8 Dot) 9 sees. 77.16 m.p.h.
R. Bownass {3! N.U.T.) i min. iS sees 64.62 m.p.h.

The last event was a three-lap passenger handicap, which
was won by H. Greaves (2| Enfield sc.) with ease. He
started on the limit, having 4m. 33s. start from L. Martin
(10 Singer), and was well away on his second lap before
tlie scratch man received the signal to go. He was followed
by de Lissa, who afterwards gave way to T. Bro^vll (6

Zfuith) and K. Holden (B.S.A.). Luce was working his

way up, and Sumner and Martin made a good figlit of it,

but their handicaps proved too heavy for them. Greaves
had hard luck in that though his speed was much better
than the record in his class it does not stand, as" the race
was a three-lap handicap. Results ;

H. Greaves {2% Enfield sc.) 47.58 m.p.h.
K. Holden (3.! B.S.A. sc.) 50.81 m.p.h.
A. J. Luce (8 Zenith'sc.) 56.37 m.p.h.

The meeting was attended by only a moderate nimiber
of spectators.
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Qi- E- Stanley, ^vho last

public appeal ance on

Triumph. He accom-

70 m-ph. ovei a 10 mile

78'22 mp.h over the

low position and clean

maclime are at once

Saturday made his first

BrooUands ridmg a

plished speeds of over

and 3 lap course, and
flymg kilometre- The
mes of his stripped

noticeable

Mrs. Gordon Fletcher (3! h.p. Douglas sidecar), who assisted in the

Essex M.C. annual cripples' outmg.

IRISH END-TO-END RESULTS.

THE results of the Irish Eiid-to-end reliability trial

organised by the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland

(Ulster Centre), and described on page 126B of our

last issue, are given hereunder. Stewart, the well-

known Belfast rider who carries off the Palmer trophy on a

Douglas, has competed in every End-to-end trial held so far.

The team prize was won by the three B.S.A. riders, W. J.

Woods, H. Jones, and W. J. Chambers.
M-orks. riexibiljty.

J. Stewart {z^ Douglas), Palmer Trophy, gold "medal, and
Shell Cup 150 max 5 frt^.

W. Cameron (4 Triumph), 2nd prize, gold medal and
speci; ] Pratt's prize 150 j sro.

L. A. Bees (4 L.M.C). 3rd prize and gold medal 150 '?. scl>.

W. B. Gibb (2^ Douglas), 4th aud gold medal 150 ig sec>.
" Sou'-westcr ''

(2.^ -Douglas), ligbtweiglit pri^c and gold
medal

,

-. . 150 1 sec.

V J, Farrell {4 Triumph), gold medal 150 t\ sec-.

W. J. Woods (3^ B.S.A.), gold medal 150 z\ sees.

G. E. Gregson (4^ Bat), gold nieda 150" ^\ sees.

T. Mallon (2:f Sunbeam), gold medal 150 .
5^ sees.

J. Dwycr (4 Triumph), gnld medal 150 8 sees.

A. VVilbelmj (5-6 Bradbury sc ). sidecar prize and'gold medal 150 SJ sec-.

F. Smith {6 Clyno sc.). silvtT medal 140 8^ sees.

C. Jones (3i B'.S.A.), sih er medal 140 " 63 see?.

W. J. Hend'erson {5 Rudgc), silver medal 140 81 sees.

P. J; Fox (3! Rudge). silver medal 140 Kicked on hill

T. K. Greene (3V Rudge), silver medal- 140 Failed on hilt

G. I. Francis {3I Lea-Francis), silver medal 140 Failed on hill

P. J. Cox (3^ Douglas), silver medat 136 Kicked on hill

\\'. J. Chambers (3^ B.S.A.), silver medal 130 Failed on hill

Dr. Armstrong (3^ Triumph), silver medal 130 Kicked on hill

J. M. Summcrficld (6 New Hudson sc.), silver medal . . .\ . . 129 Failed on hill

W. H. Longton (3} AUdays). silver medal 125 Clean accent

J. Brown (3^ Rover), silver lucdal 123 Failed on hill

J. B A. Day (zi Sun), silver medal ,- 109 Failed on hitl

The following were disqualified owing to being ahead of schclule more than

ten minutes at anv point on tlie iournev ; H. Gibson (2}- Clvno), P. Phillips

(2.^ Douglas), W. Allen (2-;; Douglas), A.Beatty (2J Sunbeam), and C. Hosfonl

(3! Rover).

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.

Tlie si.xth annual trial to Holyhead and back, a Jistance

of 316 miles, took place on the 25th inst. Fifteen riders

faced the starter. Of these eight ^vere driving sidecar com-
binations. The weather was terribly wet and very boisterous.

The going over the Cat and Fiddle was exceedingly rough,

a thick white mist over portions of the hill, together with
the strong westerly wind, making it \-ery trying for the
riders, so that only two of them reached the Angel Hotel;
Knutsford, to time.

Winner of the Hulton Shield and special award presented
by W. H. Pearson, Esq.—'S; Sawer (3^ Premier).
Winners of silver medals.—S. Raynes (3|- Lea-Francis), H.

Eggington (6 Excelsior sc), L. Fisher (3^ Lea-Francis), F.
Ronksley (6 Zenith sc), E. M. Daw (2-| Enfield), G. Wilkijis

(6 Piex-Jap sc), and E. Thompson (2| Douglas).
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'THE MOTOR CYCLE" LIST OF CLUB EVENTS
\ug. 1st.—Woolwich, Piumstead. and District M.C.C. R\ia to Leaves Green

Brookdale.
Coatbridge and District M.C.C. Run to Balloch
JVIersey 'Liverpool) M.C. Run to Brooklands.
Streatham and District iM.C.C. Impromptu run.
..Surrev M.C.C. Hill-climb.
-Bury and West Sutlolk M.C.C. Run to Felixstowe.
-Cardiff and District ^LC.C. Social gipsy outing.
-Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Ladies' day at Marske.

ist.-

ist-
ist.-

3rd.-

3rd.-

3rd.-

. 5th.-

.\ue. 5tb.—.Ne.vport Pagneli .M.C. Gymkhana at Tickford Abbey Pans

BAXK HOLIDAY TOURS.
.M.C.C. to Devon.
North-west London AI.C.C. to Chichester.
Cyclccar Club, to the Wve Valley.
Westmorland M.C.C, to Porlobello.
Bristol B. and .M.C. to Land's End.
Pinsbury Park C and M.C.C. to Goring Heath, near Paneb urne.

Leeds M.C.C.

A gymkhana took place on Saturday. The decorated
sidecar chiss was won by Mrs. A. T. Jenkins (4 Triumph).

Malvern and District M.C.C.

An inter-club speed trial will be held on August 15th on
Blackniore Park drive, which is perfectly straight and has
a good surface. Events will be electrically ti.Tied, and there
wiil.be eleven classes.

Buckingham M.C.C.

At the invitation of the Triumph Cycle Co. the members
visited the factory at Coventry and were much interested in

the various processes which they saw. Tea was afterwards
provided by the company.

Eastern Counties M.C.

A reliability run was held last week to Yarmouth and
back. Ten started, and the following finished to time : S.

Chapman (S-j Triumph), A. W. Chapman (7 Matchless sc),
W. Crook (6 Bradbury sc), and W. A. Booth (6 Ariel sc).

Derby and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the Henmore Cup resulted in a
,

tie between H. Baker (7 Indian), second time holder, and
A. Ainsworth (3-^ Rudge). The re-run of fifty miles non-
stop caused considerable interest, both men being keen
riders. The riders were checked every few miles, the result

on time being : 1, Ainsworth, time error 7in. ; 2, Baker,
error ll^m. Both made non-stop runs.

York County M.C.C.
The annual Leeds-London-Leeds reliability trial was run

off most successfully on the 18th and 19th inst. with a record
entry. Very little trouble was e.xperienced by the competi-
tors, punctures accounting for most. H. H. Charge won the
Byrom Cup, A. C. Thornton the special gold medal, and
G Hemingway the standard gold medal.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section)

The results of the hill-climb held on the 25ih inst. on
the knockout principle at Scamblesby are as follow :

Class I. under 350 cc.)— i. C H. Jennison [2j Douglas 2. .Mrs. M. C
jennison {zi Douglas).
Class IL (under 600 cc.)— i, A. Hodgson (4} New Comet) ; 2 A. W. Grocock

(3( Zenith).

Class III. (under i.ooo cc.)— i. B. Rhodes (8 Zenith) ; 2. L. W. Forinton
(7 Indian).

Class IV. .Sidecars'-— t. B. Rhodes (8 Zenith) ; 2. S. Townend fo Indian).

Deal, Walmer and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the 25th inst. over
a sixty-five miles course under real touring conditions.
Official results :

Weight -Miles Ton Miles
in lb. per gall. per gall.

1, K. Henshaw (4 B.S.A, Combination) 652 .. 129.3 •• 37-7
2, — Kirby 13} B.S. .^., with passenger) 588 .. teo .. 33.9
3, R. Jewry (6 Sunbeam Coinliination) 776 .. g2.2 ^ 32.0
The best consumption was 143.8 m.p.g. by Spicer (3

Enfield).

SCENES AT THE LEEDS
(1) A beautKully decorated 4h.p. Triumph sidecar owned by

Mrs. A. T. Jenkins, who won a first prize.

M.C.C. GYMKHANA ON SATURDAY
(2) The Adam and Eve Race. A competitor endeavouring to pick up an

apple from the ground with his mouth. The apples were originally to have

been picked out of a tub of water.
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Club News.—

Puvlev M.C.C.
W. H. Carson duly

exhibited the hiU-
cliuibiug capabilities
of his " big single

'

Excelsior outfit to

Pui'ley club members
on the 18th inst., and,
accompanied by a
crowd of members and
\'isitors, went the

round of some of the
local test hills. The
question wjas not
whether he could get
up them, but how
many he could cany,
and the load, inclad
ing driver, was foui

" on Soocombe Hill

Caterliam, four on
Chalkpit (an attempt
with five up just

failed on the top of

the bend), and loui
on Crown Ash, whilst
a stiff' little bit of 1

in 3, just o& Pol-
steeple, was twice
successfully tackled
Nvitli two up.

W. H. Carson (Excelsior sidecar)

during his hill-cHmbing exploit with

the Purley club.

Chipping Norton and District M.C.C.

A visit Was paid to the Triuniph factory on the 23rd inst.,

after which the club was entertained to tea by the company.
A most instrnctive day was .spent in going through the
\'arious shops.

Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C.

Results of speed trials held on the 21st inst. :

Time. Forimil.c

1. Carey (B.S.-A.J ^z^- sees. .... i.^.'iS

2. L. C. Rumens {Douglas) .. 37 j^ sees. .... I3'^.t

3. Gai'duer (Dou.ijlas) ........ \o% sees. .... 1696

4. Rawsou (Rover) 37 sees .... 1701

Tlid Motor Cijvle formula was used.

NorJolk M.C. and L.C.C.

A 100 mile reliability run took place on the 16tli inst.,

starting from Norwich at 1.30 p.m. on a circular route by
'

Dereham, Fakenliam, Wells, Cromer, JIundesley, and back
to Norwich. There were three secret checks en route, besides

checks at tea stop and finish. Results : 1, R. 0. Clark
(Singer light car), error 30 sees. ; 2. A. Adcock (7-9 F.N. sc),

?J-in. : 3. S. Rudd I2-; Sunbeam), 45ni.

The Cyclecar Club.

The winners on formula at the South Harting hill-cliinl.i,

held on the 18th inst., are as follow :

Class II. Standard-Touring Light Cars and Cycle Cars under 1,100 c.c.

—

1, W. R. .Alorris {10 ilorris-O.xford), fig. of merit H40 ; 2, L. Davies (lo Morris-

O.xlord), 1070.
Class IV. Lady Drivers of Standard Jlacbines.— i, Miss Henry (8 G.W K.)'

Iig. of merit 695 ; 2, Mrs. Warren-Lambert (g,S Wan-en-Lambert), 655.
Class V. -Standard Touring Monocars.— 1, W. E. Hiunphries (5 Garden),

fig. of merit 1120 ; 2, J. V. Garden (5 Garden), 840.

The Team Prize was won by the G.N. team : .-V. G. F. Nash, H. R. Godfrey,

and Dr. Colver-Glauert.
The positions on time, given -last week, are conlirmed witli the e.\ception

that Miss Henry (8 G.W.K.) talies second place in Class IV.

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.
Race Meeting at Brooklands.

The Essex M.C. will hold an open and members' race meet-

ing at Brooklands on August Ibth, commencing at 2 p.m.'

Tlie open events for motor cycles will be as follow : -All

coiners' handicap, two laps . ditto, three laps ; sidecar handi-

cap, two laps; and for cycle cars; cycle car~liandicap, two
hips. -Motor cycles may be stripped, but must be efficiently-

silenced. Entries, which should be sent to Jlr. E. J, Bass,

Bishop's Stortford, close on August 5th

Bristol to Land's End and Back.
The Bristol Motor Cycle Club is applying for a permit to

have a twenty-four hours run to Land's End and back on

Friday and Saturday, September 4th and 5th, for motor

bicycles, sidecars, and cycle cars. The route will be vid

Porlock, Lynton Hill, 'Barnstaple, Launceston, etc., and

homewards via Dartmoor, Barnstaple, Beggars Roost,

Hunters Inn, etc., etc., distance about 430 miles. All

information from Eev. P. W. Bischoff, 17, Goldney Road,
Clifton, Bristol.

SPEED TRIALS AT PORTMARNOCK.
The second race meeting of the season at Portmarnnck

under the auspices of the Dublin and District M.C.C. was
held on Saturday last. The programme was made up of

two open events, a ten-mile scratch race "and a huudred
miles handicap. The first-named resulted in a very easy

win for C. B. Franklin, on a 3^ h.p. singlc-cylindered

Indian. He was on scratch in the long distance race, but

was in trouble before going very iar and retired. The event
went to J. Healy, on a 2| h.p. Enfield, who won com-
fortably by about four minutes, despite a petrol fire wliiie

replenishing. Results

:

fEN Miles Scratch Race (under 50c c.c).— i. C. B. Franklin (3!- Lndi.mi,

time I3ni. ; 2, R. White (3.^ Rudgc), I4nr js
; 3, W. A. Campbell (3! Rudge),

14m. 15s. : 4, A. K. Wilhehnj (3.I Triumph), 14m. 25s. ; 5, D. Hai'ding (3!

Rudgc), 15m. 30s.

One Hundred Miles Handicap (unlimited c.c.).— I, .f. Healy (2:^ Enfield),

45 mins. start, time 2h. 51m. .tos. : 2, R. White (3^ Rudge), 20 mius. start,

2h. 30m. 40s.
; 3, F. Holmes (3!- Rudge), 15 mius. start, 2h. 2Sm. los. : 4, A. K.

Wilbelmj (3-i Triumph), 2-7 mius. start ; 5, J. Clarke (3? Scott), 15 inins. stai"t
J

11 C B. Frankln"(3i Indian =cr.ilrh

THE SUNDERLAND M.C.C. 200 MILE TRIAL.— Competitors leaving the luncheon stop at Doncaster on the homeward journey.
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THE ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL.
Third and Final Event of the Series for the N.M.V. Beicer.

THIS year the Anglo-Dutch Trial
will be held in Holland from
September 6th to the 9th. The
distange of the route will be 190

miles. There will be special prizes for

Dutch and English private owners, and a
prize for the best performance by English
and Dutch trade riders. Those making
a non-stop run will be awarded a large
silver medal, and those who lose not
more than twenty-five marks will receive

a bronze medal. It more than one rider
qualifies for a special award the prize
will be granted to the rider who has
adhered most closely to schedule time.
The teams will consist of twenty English
and twenty Dutch riders, ten of whom
are private owners and t-en trade riders,

while all must be members of the
F.I C.JI; or a hod\ affiliated t(T it. The
machines will be inspected at the Darracq
Garage, 100, Stadhoudskade. Amsterdam,
en September 6th, betw-een 3.30 and 4.30
p.m. Circular number plates are to be
fitted to the front wheels as in 1912 and
1913, the Dutcli plate being orange

i>^^^Ssg*s-

Position of mounting liorn and R.A.C.

badge on the front of the sidecar on the

P. & M. described below.

and the English green, the numbers
being in white. In addition, linen
numbers must be carried on the back of
the machine. JMotor cycles must conform
to touring conditions and must be fitted

with horns, lamps, etc. Cut-outs are not
allowed, and the exhaust must not dis-

charge directly on the ground. The
average speed will be between twenty-
one and twenty-two miles per hour, while
ten-mile limits must be observed. One
mark per minute will be deducted for
a competitor who is late or early of

schedule time, but five minutes grace
either way will he allowed. Any com-
petitor making a compulsory stop will

lose five marks. Checks close thirty
minutes after schedule time of the latest
man. Any competitor arriving after a
check has been closed will lose forty
marks.
The question of the selection of the

British team was gone into on Tuesday
evening last week by the A.C.U. Com-
petitions Committee, and an announce-
ment was e.xpected this week.

A HANDSOME SIDECAR.

ONE of the most practical side-

cars we have had the pleasure
of inspecting was shown to

us the other day at the premises
of Messrs. Piielon and" Moore, Ltd. It

had been built to the order of .\Ir. U.
Marians for his own use.- The body is

luxuriously upholstered, and at the fcack
thereof is a spacious locker. Tlie cha.'^sis

is a Mills and Fulford, and a folding
luggage grid is fitted behind. This is

designed to take a Brooks travelling
case, which is secured by a Brooks
Instanta locking device. On the flap
whicli goes over the passenger's knees are
fitted siielves for goggles, maps, etc., a
clock and a curved wind screen, while
there is a further locker underneath the
front portion which comes over the
passenger's feet. A C.A.V. side lamp is

fitted, and a Kla.xon horn is neatly
housed in the front of the body.
Altogether it is a most luxurious and
handsome affair, and is one of the best
appointed sidecars we have yet seen.

Th, P. & M. sidecar, showing locker at the back

miniature "dash ' with drawers and clock.

In

A handsome sidecar belonging to Mr. B. Marians, a d
Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd.

PETROL ECONOMY.
our report of the Midland Liaht Car

Club's trial in the last

issue, we mentioned the
low consumption of the
ilorgan driven by^ V.
Busby, but it now tran-
spires that the winner
of the President's Cup,
Martin Anderson, on the
Humberette, actually re-

corded the lowest con-
sumption of the day.
According to the official

figures the petrol con-
sumption was one gallon
three pints for the
ninety-two miles course,
which equals a con-
sumption of sixty-seven
miles per gallon, or

thirty-six ton miles to
the gallon. These figures
are certainly very re-

markable for a 1,000 c.c.

cycle car, and it may be

mentioned that Anderson's Humberette
was of the air-cooled type, and was
fitted with a Smith four-jet carburetter,
Harcourt radiators, and a Bowden extra
air control.

THE RALLY SIDECAR.

A SMART looking sidecar, w-hich is

extremely light withal, is the tour-

ing model Rally. The sporting

model is now so well-known
through its constant appearance in

recent competitions, when it has
more than once been driven to

victory, that it needs no description.

The touring model is on similar lines, but
is more roomy and provides a more up-

right position for the passenger. The
touring model retains the fine lines

forward, and is extremely light, so much
so that the manufacturers recommend it

for use with quite light motor cycles.

Whilst the body gives a low riding

A low-built Rally sidecar.

position there is ample ground clearance,

and the excellent finish on the coach-built

body may be carried out in any colour to

suit customers' requirements. Prompt
delivery can be obtained from the Rally
Sidecar Company of Bradford Street,

Birmingham.

B19
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publicatioii or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Long Run for a Lightweight.

Can you oblig« me with the
best route from Horsham to
Aston, near Sheffield, and the
approximate distance? My
machine is a 2^ h.p. two-stroke.

Could it do the journey in one day?
—A.R.

We advise you to proceed via, Guildford,
Ch«rtsey, Egham, Windsor, Slough,
Beaconsfield, Amersham, Tring, Dun-
stable, Fenny and Stony Stratford,

Towcester, Weedon, Daventry, Hinckley,
Castle Donington, Derby, Chesterfield,

Staveley, Beightou, and Aston. Since
the distance is approximately 2CX) miles
it would mean a very long day's ride,

and we should certainly not advise you
to push the machine to its utmost
limits for any length of time, as you
would have to do if you attempted to

do the journey quickly. It would be
much better to break your journey half-

way, say at Daventry or Hinckley.

Excessive Oil Consumption,

My 3^ h.p. single-cylinder uses

more lubricating oil than I think

it ought to. I have to give it

about five pumpfuls in every ten

miles, which seems to me exorbi-

„„.,„ and even then I never have any
trouble with the plug sooting up, and
no oil leaks from the crank case

;

the crank case gets pretty hot as well.

Recently, while out riding, the engine

began gradually to require more and
more gas and less air, until finally it

would only run with the gas full on

and the air off. I thought the jet of

the carburetter must be choked, but
after dismantlinfr I found that such was
not the case. Can you suggest to me
what is the trouble?—W.R.C.

The piston rings may be too tight and
cause binding, or too slack and cause blow
back. Why we draw this conclusion is

because of your remark with regard to

overheating, which seems to point to blow-

ing back of the exhausted charge. The
consumption is, of com-se, tremendous,

and the reason why the plug does not

soot up is probably because it is in such

a position in the cylinder as not to be in

the path of any oiV which might be flying

about. The engine should certainly

be examined internally. With regard

to your other question, it is some-

what difficult to give a^ correct answer.

What w-e think, however, it might be is

tliat the inlet pipe flange has become loose

and caused a lar.

tant.

?

Silencing a Big Engine.

I have a big twin with an in-

efficient silencer. The front

cylinder is effectively silenced,

but the rear one is not. Would
a tail pipe be any use? I have

about two foot length where I could
put such a pipe. Would it be better

if the end of the pipe were closed

and the cover or the side of the pipe
drilled?~C.C.H.

The additional length of exhaust pipe
would effect a great deal of improvement
with regard to the silence. If you find

that the silence is not as it ought to be,

try flattening up the pipe and drilling

a number of fine holes, or making saw
cuts in the pipe, when we think you will

be quite satisfied with tlie result.

Interesting Valve Query.

Can you kindly explain there
points to me? Why do motor
cycles not have rotary or sleeve

valves? Are not rotary valves
more simple in operation than

poppet or sleeve valves? What are the
respective merits of the long and short
stroke engines? Which is the more
economical on petrol?—R.M.jM.

The reason why rotary valves have not
been fitted to motor cycle engines is due
to the fact that lubrication is a very
difficult problem for such a type on an
air-cooled engine. Again, sleeve valves
have been experimented with, but they
are extremely heavy for the capacity of

the engine ; alfo lubrication is not easy
to arrange satisfactorily. A rotary valve
is an ideal arrangement if designed cor-

rectly, but it is extremely difficult to

keep the compression, especially if- the
engine is somewhat small. It is

certainly silent, and, of course, will not
break, but you are always up against the
trouble of its seizing up when used in
an air-cooled engine. The advantage of

a long stroke engine is larger radiating

[ITJOCOOOOOOOOOCKX^OOOOOOOOOlJT)

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many tetters regarding accessories,

etc, botti '* Lost " and " Found," which we are

unable to find space for. As these particular

matters are of interest to two persons only, viz.,

the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such

articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted

in this list. Should we receive a letter from
the finder which corresponds to the article lost,

the two persons are put into communication, but

it must clearly be understood that we cannot

enter into correspondence on the matter beyond
this.

surface per cubic capacity, and probably
rather greater flexibility. You also

get, in theory at any rate, mora expan-
sion out of the charge. It is impossible
to say which is the more economical on
petrol ; it really depends entirely on the
state of the carburation. The relative

advantages of long and short strokes

are much discussed.

A Trip to France.

I intend taking my 2^ Levis
with me to France shortly, and
should be much obliged if you
would give me some particulars
about the Customs, licences re-

quired, etc. I intend riding to Paris
and then to Tours. As I imderstand
the roads near Paris are N^ery bad, I

thought of leaving my_ machine in some
town or village west of Paris. Would
you advise me as to the best route, and
the most convenient place to leave my
bicycle while visiting Paris?—J.L.

You should join either the Auto Cycle
Union or the A. A. and M.tJ. Procure an
international travelling pass, and they
will hand you a Customs card which will

see you through the Customs without
difliculty. You should cross either Trom
Newhaven to Dieppe or Southampton to
Havre, and avoid riding into Paris as
you would the plague, as the roads in the
suburbs are practically impassable. Pon-
toise is the nearest town to Paris where
we recommend you to leave your machine.

Los3 of Power.

I have a If h.p. Quadrant.
The trouble is no power. I
have taken the engine down,
and have found that part of a
rim, wdiich projects about T^in.

above the cylinder, and which fits into
a recess in the cylinder head, has been
worn away, and that most of the
charge escapes through it. I have
tried packing with brown paper soaked
in linseed oil, but it blows out again.
Can you help me?-—S.H.

Apparently the trouble is excessive loss

of compression through the cylinder head
joint. This joint will probably have to

be treated by an engineer, put in a

lathe, trimmed down, and a good copper
and asbestos washer fitted. A brown
paper washer is no good in this place.

If the piston is a perfect fit and new
rings are fitted, and also the engine
bearings are in good order, there is no
reasDn why the machine should not go

well as ever after you have cured the

?

air leak to take place. tM]oooooc>o<x>OC>ooo<xxx>c>ooocQi) trouble you refer to.
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Welding Cracked Cylinders.

I have just bought an old Bat
motor cycle with M.M.C. (De
Dion pattern) engine, and it is

not running at all well. I find

there are cracks in the exhaust
valve seating. Would you recommend
welding?—W.il.

Welding is quite satisfactory, but you
would have to submit the cylinder to a
welding expert before he could tell you
if the repair could be carried out.

Blow Hole in Cylinder.

I have discovered a small blow
hole in the valve pocket of the
cylinder of my 3^ h.p. motor
cycle. I shall be much obliged
if you can tell me of a way in

which I can repair same. Would it be
better to bore a small hole and screw a
bit of spoke in, or is there any iron
cement made which would block it up
to stand compression?—A.R.P.

There are iron cements, but, on the whole,
we should advise you to bore a hole,

thread it, and screw a plug tightly in

with a copper washer under the head.

An Aid to Pedalllnj.

I have ridden an ordinary^ cycle for 34 years, but, although

^ only 43, I find tlie hills rather
-^ trymg, especially up and down

in Plymouth as I go visiting

my people. My mind wavers between
an Auto-wheel and a lightweight. I

weigh 13^ stones and stand 6ft. 3in. I

feel that in and out of P^^vmouth streets

I do not want a heavy motor cycle.

I have been offered an old 3^ h.p. muunt
in very good condition for £18, but it

has to be started with a run, and
seems too big and heavy for street

traffic. My tvork is mostly in town,
though with an occasional run out,

and I am not anxious for a machine
that relieves me altogether from the
pedal.—J.P.B.

As you wish to retain your pedals, we
are inclined to advise an Auto-wheel.
Pedals are almost unknown on motor
cycles in these days.

READERS' REPLIES.
The Noises of a Two-stroke Engine.

Referring to letter from and reply to

"Enquirer" in The, Motor Cycle of July
9th, and to the fact that an engine
makes a louder noise when approach-
ing the hearer than it does when receding,

I am not an engineer, but this is ex-
plained by .the well-known " Doppler's
Principle." When the engine is approach-
ing, each wave of sound that leaves
the engines has less distance to travel

to the hearer than has the wave which
preceded it, and this has the same effect

as a shorter wave length, giving a. higher
note. When the engine passes the
hearer, each wave has further to travel

than the preceding one, and consequently
the note falls. The best illustration of

it is a railway engine whistle when a
train is passing at full speed.—J.C.

In your issue of July 9th mention
is made of the fact that the noise of

a two-stroke engine is more apparent
on the approach than on the departure,
and the reply mentions the same thing
in regard to other engines as well, but
does not suggest an explanation. I

think the explanation is simple. In the
approach the ear receives a constantly
increasing number of vibrations, whereas
in the departure the vibrations as con-
stantly decrease. Hence the change of

pitch in the sound of a locomotive's
whistle when an express rushes past

—

the pitch rising on the approach and fall-

ing on the departure.—AB 568.

I note that in your issue of the 9th
inst. one of your correspondents remarks
that the sound of a motor cycle engine is

more noticeable when the machine is ap-
proaching than when it has gone by, and
tliat you yourselves have been puzzled by
the same phenomenon in the Gnome
engine. I tliink the explanation of this
difference lies in the fact that .sound takes
some appreciable time to travel, the
velocity being known to be about 1,100
feet per second. Suppose an engine to be
running " free." Each explosion will

reach an observer at a certain definite

interval after it has been made, according
to his distance from the machine, but
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these intervals will all be the same, and
he will hear the same number per second
as if lie were standing by the machine.
Now imagine the clutch in and the machine
moving rapidly towards him at the same
engine speed. Each explosion will now
reach him at a definite interval alter it

has been made, but these intervals will

gradually diminish as the machine ap-
proaches and reduces the distance over
which the sound has to travel, until they
become zero when the machine reaches
liini, after which they will increase again.
Thus, though the explosions all occur at

intervals equal to the time of revolution
of the engine (if a two-stroke), to the
observer they will appear to occur at
sliglitly smaller intervals, and the engine
speed will appear to be greater than it is.

Similarly, when the machine is receding,
the engine speed will appear to be smaller.

Taking an example. Suppose the engiqe
running at 2,000 r.p.m., gear ratio 5 to 1,

road speed approximately 50 m.p.h. It

can be found by calculation that the
engine revolutions will appear to be 2,080
when the machine is approaching and
1,920 when receding, which, I think, is

quite sufficient to account for the observa-
tions made by vou and your correspondent.

—T.A.S.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

otiiers with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

repl 63 may be forwarded. Ansve-s to the queries

should be addressed c;o The Editor.

"A.J.S." (Croydon).—Binks two or

three-jet carburetter on 2^ Levis. Easy
staiting, slow running, economy, and hill-

climbing compared with Amac. Jet sizes.
" W.A.B." (Lee).—Single^geared Rudge.

Wear of engine and reliability.

"D." (Northumberland).—Binks three-

jet carburetter fitted to 7 h.)). Matchless
or 8 h.p. J. A. P., comparing consumption
and power with Amac carburetter.

" M.q." (Rouen).—Side-slip with a Wall
Auto Wheel.
"iM.W.B.S." (Bristol).—2i Baby Levis.

Wear of belt; petrol consumption, capa-
bilities of engine, general wear and tear,

and ease of starting.

CYCLE CAR HILL-CLIMB AT SOUTH HARTING.
Nearing the summit in the class for racing machines. The driver Is L. W. Spencer (8 h.p. Morgan).
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Combined Engine and Speed Gear.

Behind the engine is arranged a counter-
shaft A, which can receive power through
three sets of gears, so that a three-

speed gear is provided. On the engine
crankshaft is a gear wheel, which meshes
with the half-time gears C, of which the
front one drives the magneto gear wheel
D. The rear one drives a gear wheel
E, which runs free on the counter-shaft.
Alongside the rear half-time wheel is

another gear F, which drives a gear
wheel G free on the counter-shaft. On

the opposite side is another gear wheel
H, also free on the counter-shaft and
driven from the crankshaft. By means
of dog clutches at J and K any one of

the gear wheels E, G, and H can be
locked to the counter-shaft. Part of the

kick stajter is shown at L, . and at M
is a chain sprocket transmitting power
to the rear wheels. The magneto is

enclosed at N, and cover plates are

provided at each side to enclose all the
gearing, which is lubricated by oil pass-

ing through apertures in the sides of the
crank chamber.—A. E. Thomas, No.
12,617, 1913.

(pricWmiroid

A Water-cooling Arrangement.
The exhaust valve cap is removed, and

in its place is screwed the chamber A.
This is connected by two pipes with a

water tank B. In this way the cap for

the exhaust valve is water-cooled. By
means of the tube C any steam forming
in the tank is led into Ihe induction pipe.

—G. Lea, No. 13,966, 1913.

A Simple Water-cooling System.
The valve cap is provided with a

central stud A, which clamps down on
to the cap a
chamber B formed
with branches C.

These branches are
connected to a
water tank r

radiator, enabling
the exhaust valve
cap to be water-
cooled. — W. W.
Brown and A. W.
Holland, 17,002, 1913.

A Sidecar Body.
Invention is claimed for the particular

shape of this body, which is circular in

cross section and tapers towards the
front. The particular door and scuttle

arrangements will easily be understood
from the illustration. In front of the

door is a step, and to this is hinged the

mudguard. Behind the seat is ";a

receptacle for spares, etc.—rJ. Wathen,
No. 5,514, 1913. :

Consistent Wins.

At the recent M.C.C. Brooklands meet-
ing M.A.G. engines gained no fewer than
seventeen awards in various classes.

Truly, a fine performance.

A Long List of Awards.

The successes of the Senspray car-

buretter during the month of June alone

form an imposing list as long as the

proverbial arm. Speed trials, hill-climbs,

and reliability trials have all provided
first awards to swell the numbers.

Three Speed Hubs.

A letter from H. G. Braybrooke, Port
Elizabeth, S.A., speaks in the highest
terms of the Armstrong three-speed hub.
In the recent Rand-Durban race Jlr.

Braybrooke started forty-fourth and
finished ninth, and his was the first hub-
geared machine to finish.

Avon Tyres.

Avon tyres put up an excellent record in

the Six Days Trials. Three gold medals,
the sidecar cup, and a bronze medal were
won by machines using these covers. In
the Colwyn Bay speed trials the same
make secured five fii.'st places, six second,
and four third.

Paris to the Hague.

We understand that Mynheer Emons,
riding one ot the new 7 h.p. four-cylinder

F.N. motor cycles, has completed the
journey between Paris and the Hague in

13h. 2m., thus securing a gold medal
which was put up by L'Aiito Le'ven,

which was offered to any motor cyclist

breaking the record of 13h. 18m.

Tyres and Trials.

Hutchinson tyre users scored in the

strenuous A.C.U. Six Days Trials. Ten
medals, seven gold, two silver, and one
bronze, also the team prize, fell to riders

of these tyres.

A Speedometer Refinement.

In a recent issue in which we published
the description of the Stewart speedo-
meter, we mentioned that the flexible

shaft was covered in leather. This is

not the case, the covering being of rubber,
which is better suited to the e-xclusion of

moisture from this delicate part ot the
mechanism.

Rims and Tyres.

The 2 h.p. O.K. which performed so

well in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, in

the hands of N. Hall, was fitted with
Roman rims, a fitting which is bound
to be of great service over such rough
surfaces, owing to the fact that they
will not break and do not dent easily.

In the same eventful trials. Palmer tyre
users were awarded six gold medals and
one bronze.

The Ariel Abroad.
We have received an appreciation of

the excellent performances of the 3^ Ariel

in the Colonies. Mr. R. W. iMcClure,

who lives in the western part of New
South Wales, writes that he has ridden

all models from 1909 to 1914 inclusive,

and his testimony of their performances

over the rough cart tracks and bumpy
roads is a good proof of the excellence

of manufacture.

Royal Ruby Successes.

An 8 h.p. Royal Ruby and sidecar,

piloted by J. Ellis Walker, is making
a reputation for itself in Yorkshire. In

the Bradford Club's handicap hill-climb

it obtained a first award, and in the

speed trials held by the same club,

.

besides winning the sidecar event, it was -

awarded a special gold medal for making '

fastest time of the day, its speed being
only just under 60 m.p.h.

Economy of Efficient Radiators.

A point which is not generally recog-

nised in connection with cool running
engines is their economy in oil consump-
tion. This is one of the claims put for-

wai'd by the inventor of the Harcourt
radiator, which fitting is, incidentally,

being extensively adopted. During the
A.C.U. Six Days Trials C. 0. Henfrey
ran out of oil on his 3^ h.p. Ariel, and
was obliged to cover the remaining
seventy miles without any lubricant. He
considers that this would have been
impossible without Harcourt radiators,

but by their aid he was actually success-

ful in covering the distance stated.
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6 GOLD and
Z SilverMedals
were awarded to riders using the

JOHN BULL
BeltsaisdTyres
in the severest trial in the history of the
pastime—tlie

A.C.U. SIX DAYS
Note that, as also the testimony of two such
gold ^medallists

—

First—Mr. W. P. Tippett writes—

" I attribute my success in the A.C.U. 6 Days
" to being free from tyre and belt trouble.
" At the end of the trial the condition of the
" JOHN BULL Tyres and Belt was splendid,

"and several competitors using other tyres
" agreed that no other make of tyre that they
" had examined had stood the gruelling as
" well as mine. I did not spend a moment on
" them, no punctures, and no belt trouble,

"thus easily gaining a gold medal."

Second—Mr. Graham Price, whose letter is as

follows

—

"In the A.C.U. 6 Days I used one Belt only
"throughout the whole of the trial the JOHN
"BULL, and it is still in perfect condition
"notwithstanding the fact that I was riding
" the heaviest and most powerful solo machine
"to complete the trial ; considering therefore
" the immense strains imposed on the trans-
" mission in ascending and descending terrific
" hills day after day, I think the behaviour of

"the JOHN BULL immense."

An 1 having noted, let u? send vou details of the BKLT
WIIH THE DEEP DRIVE, and ttic COMPRESSED
kLUBER TYRES—the only tjTcs with a proved average
back wheel mileage of 4,996 miles.

LEICESTER BUBBEfi Co., Ltd., Leicester.

^i^ ^

the oil that lulmtatES meat »

The correct way
to test oil.

Chemical or physical tests of oil are

often misleading.

Two oils of the same gravity or weight

differ in efliciency, and two oils of the

same flash point may be entirely unlike

in action.

Oils from widely different bases may be

given the same body or viscosity.

Therefore, gravity, flash point and vis-

cosity are not safe guides to the quality

or durability of oil.

The onlv real tests of lubricating oil are

practical tests.

In sheer lubricating qualities Gargoyle

Mobiloils stand alone.

More power and less carbon troubles

are assured by using Gargoyle Mobiloils.

WRITE TO-DAY.
Send us particulars of your car and wc
will tell you the correct grade of oil for

ideal lubrication. Booklet free.

G^«5°V/^
:^^'

Mobiloils
A grade for each type of motor.

I gallon cans ... 4/6 each.

5 or 10 gall, drums 3/3 per gallon.

Barrels or J barrels 2/9 per gallon.

Delivered free to any station in the United Kingdom.

All dealers sell Gargoyle Mobiloils.

VACUUM OIL CO., LTD.
CAXTON HOUSE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

TirlcgrAis : "Vacuum. Vic, London." Telephone : Victoria 6620
(6 lines).

L
In answering these adverlisemcnts it in desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B23
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otAex.'Ju/w
Motor cyclists bought 120,000 Good-
year motor cycle tyres in 1913. No
other motor cycle tyre in the world
has such a sale, and the demand is

growing daily.

The secret of Blue Streak success is in

the "All-Weather" Tread of double
thick diamond rubber studs, which
roll as smoothly as a smooth tyre in

dry weather, and grip the road with
a bull-dog grip in wet weather. And
throughout the Blue Streak is built just

like the famous Goodyear Motor Tyre.

In December last Mr. Lee Humiston
covered two miles in 36 seconds, or at

the rate of 100 miles per hour, on

Blue Streak tyres—a world's record I

"You should see

and examine these
wonderful tyres

—

you will know them
by the dark blue
band down the

middle.

Any good tyre

dealer will show
them to you.

THE GOODYEAR TYRE &
RUBBER CO. (GT. BRITAIN),

LTD..
CENTRAL HOUSE,

KINGSWAY, LONDON. W.C.

Factorreg :

Bo^rmanville, Canada ;

Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.

Branches and Stockist*

everysphere.

For Speed Work

F&S BALL
BEARINGS

offer the safest and most efficient means
of solving bearing problems.

For the past 8 years F&S Ball Bear-
ings have figured prominently in the
world's greatest events on land,sea or air

To enumerate the various successes of
Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars fitted with
F&S Ball Bearings would form an
endless list.

Full paiiiculars upon reqxicsl.

XORIVIO MANUFACTURING CO.
•I V-'A^.l"iV-^67-8,Bunhm Row.London.E.C.

BALL BEARINGS
Combine length of life

with silence of death.

For particulars write:

GEO. W. GOODCHILO & MACNAB,
56-58, EAGLE ST,, LONDON, W.C.

J

BOOKS for Motor Cyclists.

Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them.
A standard handbook on the Motor Cycle. A reliable guide
to the beginner, and a helpful companion to the more ad-
vanced rider and expert Splendidly illustrated and copiously
indexed. ?ricc, 1 /- net By post, 1 /3.

Tracing Troubles,
Motor Cycle Faults :• Their identification and their remedies
simply and fully explained. Written in simple language by a
motor cyclistof long experience. Price, 1 /- net Bypost, 1/2.

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.
Full of useful " wrinkles " with regard to the care and
management oi motor cycles. Fourth edition

Price, 1 /- net By post, 1 jZ]

Obtainable with (remittance from) ILIFFE & SONS LTD.-

20. Tudor Street, LONDON, EC, also from all Booksellers

i'Z4 In answering tlicse advertisement it is desirable to vierUlon " The Motor Cycle.
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f
J.T is important
that every motor cyclist should protect

himself by Insurance against loss or damage
and Third party claims.

d. Each of the undermentioned policies can be obtained through "The Motor
Cycle" Insurance Department.

d. In every case the policy is issued by a sound and reliable company,
which can be relied upon for prompt and equitable settlement of all claims.

The A.C.U. Tolicy
issued by the Law Accident Insurance Society.

The "Provident Clerks & General
Guarantee and Accident Co.'s Motor Cycle Policy.

The A.A. & M.U. Policy
issued by The Motor Union Insurance Co., Ltd.

Particulars vt all or either o) these

policies will be sent on application to

The Manager, Insurance Department, " THE MOTOR CYCLE " Offices,

COVENTRY.
SPECIAL NOTE.

All full policies issued through "The Motor Cycle"
Insurance Department include a copy of "The Motor
Cycle" each week.

^s^m
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B27
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'MILLENNIUM' TOOLS
SAVE TIME AND EXPENSE.
To the moror cyclist who desires to get the most out of his machine,

both in (fficiency and Hfe. and yet spend the minimum amount of time

and expense on repairs and adjustments, " Millennium ' Tools are

indispensable. Made by a practical firm who understand thoroughly

the requirements of the motor cyclist, there is a " Millennium "to suit

every "job." and. what is equally important, to enable that "job"
to be done with the utmost speed and efficiency.

The " Millennium" Illustrated Price List gives full particulars. Send
fo, YOUR f-npy TO DAY— you never know when you may want it.

'MILLENNIUM' UNIVERSAL
VALVE TRUER.

For truinB statings on the heads of

motor valves. Does the work as well

as a lathe, and in less 7 //?
time. PniCB . . - • /O

'HILLENNIUH-

MAGNETO

TIMING

WHEEL
PULLER

For keepinc the eiiKuie proiieily

tnned. This tool is exceedingly handy
to use and can be worked in C /C
veryconfinedsi aces, Pr;XCE •3/0

'MILLENNIUM' PABALLEL
VALVE SPfiING LIFTER.
Does not bend the valve stem. Easy
to use. Made of test steel A /Q
stampings. PIUCE - ^/ ^

'MILLENNIUM

MOTOR CYCLE

PULLEY

DRAWER.

Enables the pulleys
of Motor Bicycles to be removed
witliout damaging tlio motors. Fita
practically all pulleys from Q /

diameter PRICE - O/

LAKE & ELLIOT. LIMITED,
Albion Works, Brain tree, Essex.
London; 12, Mortimer St., \V, Coventry: Priory House, Priory St.

DOTHERHAM & SONS Ltd.,
I ' tf^ ^-k %# ^ ^1 ^ 13 ^^COVEfiXRY-

1111 JRJI.
Teleoraphic
Address :

Eotherhama,

Coventry,

Manufaclurcrs of

HIGHEST GRADE ACCESSORIES
FOE. MOTOR BICYCLES, Viz.:—

Brass Taps, Lubricators, Grease Cups, Automatic and Hand Oil

Pumps, Carburetters and parts for same. Unions, Ball Valves,
Filters, Squirts, Strainers, etc.

XRIUIVBF»H F»ATEISIT SQUBRT-
The advantage of ttiis Squirt is that it is collapsible. When

the spout is drawn out, it is fixed in the end of barrel by
screwing, so making it rigid. RRICE 3/6

Ahove can be bad from any Motor Cycle Agent or Accessory Dealer.

r -X
_ .UE TAKF.N

If^F^ TWO DAYS.

RETREADING.

9/-, 12/-,& 14/-

Send for sections and

full particulars to

The EXCELSIOR
TYRE CO.,

Hurst Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE OLDEST FIRM
IN THE WORLD
SPECIALISING IN

TYRE REPAIRING.

SUMMER

H ^ite J)e T uxe
Sole Mfrs. : Prices' Company Ltd.

was used by Mr. P. W. MOFFAT on

a 2% h.p. Douglas,, who tied for first

place in the 350 cc. clrtss in the A.C.U

S^ Days Xll^!
Mr. R. CREAK DAVIS, on a Chater-

Lea No. 7, who won the Silver Cup for

the best Sidecar performance, also used

S. Huile de Luxe—the best oil for

Lightweights and for Sidecar machines.

Ihe 1914 Lists give the prices of Oils in drums

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

.v\ .s<;m^c.x^-^\> ^^^sm;^\ x.-^

Motor Cycles

Sidecars and
Cycle Cars
Registration Letters
and Numbers, Crests,
Monograms, Names,

etc.

jMakers rtnd aceuts leqnirinR TraosXers arc

requested to seud pai^ticiilars of wording re-

nnired upon receipt of which we wlU suhmit.

free of cliaree. a Bpecially prepared desipn.

Whtn HiA-»ig tct gratis design

phase state the colour of the back-

ground upon which the transfer^

will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
Transfer Specialists. COVENTRY.

London : 20. Tudor Street, E.G.

BAKER & CO., 5S, Moseley BiiildiiiK,

Johamiesbnrs. ore able to show deaiens

nnd quote Sontb African and Kliodesian
customer.

\

!
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THE H

QUALITY IS

IGHEST POINT OF
ATTAINED BN

Send for our illustrated catalogue describing our
underslun;? chassis witb lusRage earner built in.

It has many advantages over the ordinary type.
Prices froru £6 bs. For all makes.

MODEL 7.—Coach-built body, spare Jiart

cupboard under front, toolt?ox under scat.

spring back and cushion light enough tor

. 3^ h.p. machines £10 15s.

iMODliL !).—£/ 1}

MODEL II.—Reed cane body, handsome
roll border, toolbox undei seat, and other
improvements £9 15s.

Supplied direct or througn the trade.

Easy payments or exchanges.

sbconu-hand taken in e.ychange
for "coronets."

Sioecar, with side door body £3
MilUord.cane body side door £5 15
Shop-soiled £10 Sidecar £7 5

LCoacbbrilt model, nice order £2 16 -^
Milllord Herald £3 15 P»
Sidecar, less tyre £1 ^_^

l:M.ti!D.-l.![.W.I:Jm
Portland Place, Skircoat Road. Halifax.
(Opposite County Courti Telephone 1062.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUJTO-WHEELS.—Imraediate delivery, in stock; no
waiting: £16/16 ca&b, cr easy payments.—'Wilkin.'!,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [6406

ATJTO-WHEEL. 1914. with lady's Raleigh, new Easter,
' cost £28, take -£21., nearest ofiei; owner buying

motor cycle.—Dorothy Hale', Ciissbury, Caxshalton. [X6042

AUTO-WHEEL, with lady's James tricycle, new. 2
speed-^, electric lamp, speedometer, observation

mirror, footresta, tools, epecially comfortable saddle : 30
gns. ; eeen afternoons 2-5.—105. Gower St.. W-C. [5984

Bat.

th.p. 2-speed Bat, Bosch, gord condition: £16, be^t
ofEer secures.—4, Cedar R<1., Tottenham. [5800

13 Bat. 8h.p., not run 500 mile.«: £40; exchange
lower poTi'er.—Brown, Biehopthorpe, York, [5758

BAT, 1914, 4Vjh.p., No. 1 model; catalogue price
£57/10, cash offers wanted.^Layton's, Bicester,

Oxon. [X6614

BAT-J.A.P., 1911, 3';^h.p., acnesijorif^s, good running
order, tyres good; nearest £12.—Dawee, Stourport

Ed.. Bewdley. I.X6549

BAT, 1914 models, in stock for immediate delivery;
ca.«h. exchange, or easy payments.—Eke and Cj.,

15. Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0438

1 Q13 6h.p. Bat, chain drive, 2-tipeed. with 1914 large
-*-*J coachbuilt sideiav. all ne new; £56.—Nullall. 54.
St. Gerinan St., Farnworth. near Bolton. [X6555

8 h.p. Overhead Talve 90x77V' Racing Bat-Jap and
sidecar, special engine, competition winner; photo;

£45 cash, lowo-rt.— 6.500. The Motor Cycle Olficc?;, Cov-
entry. [X6505

BAT Cycle for fiale. 5-6h.p., free engine, just overhauled
and re-bushed. 1913 B. and B.. Eom tyre, lin.

Lyso belt : £30 ; seen liv appointment.—Cusden, 44. M''l-
lord Ed., Dulwich, S.E. [5731

Blumfield.
1 Q14 4hp. T.T. Bhimfio],!. ti^iu. enamelled red. new
-Lt/ condition; £35.—Hanuis, 49, Guildford St., Chfrt-
.^ey. [5867

Bradbury.
|Q12 F.E. Bradbury, very powerful; £30.-A. J
-I-«7 Young, Nc-wiuiiiket.

'

[5096

STANDAItlJ 1911 ]Uadbury: bargain, £20.-Younc,
Bury Kd.. Newmarket. [5095

19
B
19

12 4h.p. Bradbury. 2-«peed. and free engine; £28.—
Baim-s, Crane St., Leice«ter. [5980

R.VTlBt'RY. 1911. 2-.-ipee(l, lamp, horn, spendomfter:
£22.-137, Wakt-hurst ltd.. Clapham Common. [5943

12"-.l Bradbury, 3-'qiced. and sidecar. 1913 flttiugH;
any tnul; £38.-45, Redgrave St., Oldbam. (X6514

BRADlsl'EY. 6h.p., 3 speeds. shop-*ioiled only; offers
wanted.—Tm pins 22 and 29. Ere.^ton Kd., Brighion

'10510
1 Q13 Bradbury, new. 3-spped, belt drive; accept 47
X*./ ens.— Mi)rri<A3, 139. Finchley Ed.. Swies Cottage.

[X6044
BEAHBURY. 1913. 3-*peed. DunJop tyres and belt,

all like new; £40. oldest ofler.-Loke. Wincliestt-r.
[X6603

BEAHBUEY. 1911. 3'/.hp.. free engine, with h.b.c.

;

£24.-P. J. Evuna, John Bright St., BinuinKham.
.^ [X6541
TDEADBITRY. 1914 models, and siderara; exebnnge.-
J-* wanted, keen quotations. - Collier's, Westgnte,
Halila.x [0445

BRADBURY. 1913. 2-'pppd. 3.000 miles, excellent
lamp and horn; £32i'10: appointment.—Holme-

wood, Capel Ed-, E. Barnet, N. [X6046
BRADBURY. 2'-.',h.p.. B.B.. Micholin. Avon, foot-

rests, lamp, horn, good condition; trial alter 6;
£9.~.\lbrow. Stoke Poges. Slough. [5814

BRADBLTtY and Sidecar, 4b. p., splendid combina
tion; cbcap for cash.-Longman, 46, Hillcrest

Rd., Acton. Tel.: Cliiswick 54. [5873

4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, countcr-ehaft gear, kick .^tarter,
chain drive, solo or sidecar machine; 59 gns.—

Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [6009

BRADBURYS. - 1914 models; best deliveries;
easiest instalment terms; best exchange allow-

ances.—Maudes. 136. Gt. Portland St., London, W.
[8367

31_h.p. Bradbury, sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, only
2 run 3.000 miles, guaranteed perfect order: cost

£70, sell £39.—Bonner Thomas. Ruthin, N. Walp-^
[X6491

TDRADEURY, 1913^4, 4h.p., free engine. 3 speeds, witb
-*-• coachbuilt tridecar, 3 lamps, accetisories, and spare'*
£48.—W., 69, Uplands Ed., Homsey. TeL: 1255 Hom-
sey- [5789

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p.. standard touring model,
in good condition, complete with lamp set.

Itorn, and tools, overhauled and guaranteed; £25.—
Below.

BRADBURY. 1911, 4h.p.. standard model, lamp
set. horn and tools, adjustable pulley, good

tyres, guaranteed; £22.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St.. E.C. [0461

BRADBURY 1913 Combination, coachbuilt sidecar
and cycle, 3%h.p., 2-^peed. lamp, horn, glans, ac-

cessories, and spares, splendid condition, not done 1.500
miles; £42, bargain.—Apply, 26, Wood^ide Ed., S.E.

[X6291

To-day you save £9
To-morrow may be too late.

Wc offer a new 1914 2i h.p. real live PREMIER
Lightweight, listed at £36, for £27 only; 3-spced
gear £7 10s. extra. Fully guaranteed.

3^ h.p. HUMBER, iqri model, 2 speeds, handle
starting;, with new £11 10s. coach Sidecar . . . £23 10

6 h.p. twin REX, free engine, magneto, complete
with Sidecar £16 10

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2-speed model, with new
£12 Sidecar £34 10

6 h.p. REX Sidette, 1913 model, coach £14. Side-
car, F.R.S. lamp £39 10

3A h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-spGcd model, only run
100 miles, with new ;f 12 coach Sidecar £52 10

1914 CALTHORPE Minor Light Car; cost £178 ;

very little used £149 10
7-9h.p. Hvin PREMIER, 1914, chain drive model . . £75
jih.p. NEW HUDSON, 1912, 3-speed model, with

£1 1 coach-built Sidecar £35 1

3* h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed, chain drive model £63 10
6 h.p. REX Sidette, speedometer, nice condition,

cost f,So £38 10

i\ h.p. PREMIER, 3-?Peetl model £32 10
7-9h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive, nearly new . . £62 10
3.\ h.p. VINDEC, magneto £12 10
3\ h.p. NUMBER, 1911. 2 speeds £24 10
3^ b.p. TRIUMPH, 190S, free engine £20

ll h.p. HUMBER, 1911, with new £11 coach Side-
car, 2 speetis £32

3^ h.p. PREMIER, 3-spced, nearly new £35
il b,p. QUADRANT, magneto £12 10
I9r2 RUDGE Multi and £12 Sidecar £32 10

3i h.p. HUMBER, 191^, 3-speed model, nearly new,
with /^ii coach Sidecar £52 10

3\ h.p. QUADRANT, new. 1912 model £25 15
2jh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £7 10
1913 REX Sidette; cost £80 £45
'3;, h.p. KERRY, i9ioi model £18 10
3ih.p. REX, 1911 model £19 10
^-cylindiT F.N., magneto £16 10
3.V h.p. REX, splendid 1910 model £17 10
AUTO-WHEEL and Cycle, nearly new £14 10
3.1 h.p. REX, looT) model, magneto £14 10
1914 MORGAN Runabout. Sporting £91

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 3-specd model, with £n
coach Sidecar £45

6 b.p. REX, 1913, with f 12 coach Sidecar £35 10
Twin CLEMENT-GARRARD £7 10

PUSH C^CLES T.\KEN IN EXCHAXGE.
ARMSTRONG MARK VII. 3-SPEED GEARS.

Fit one to your macliiiie. We will supply tor cash or
take goods in c.xcliangr. ^^

PRECISION ENGINES.
Wc have a good stock of 4^ h.p. big singles and other

models. Let us take your under-powered engine in

exchange, and be up-to-date.

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us lake your carburetter in exchange. Write for

quotation. Puts new life into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
3i h.p. Centaur Engine, M.OA'., with silencer

and magneto £5 5

2 h.p. Lightweight Engine 30
3! h.p. N.S.U. Engine, silencer and magneto ..£4 15
6' h.p. J.A. P. Kngmc, good order £6
New pair Saxon Spring Forks £1 7 6
New 21 /- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4 3

New Glare Electric Side Lamp ; cost 25/- ... . 9
New Glare Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp

;

cost 12/6 4 11

Douglas Carburetter, h.b. control 11 6
T.T. Handle-bars, best quality, plated 6 6
New Sidecar Body, side door 28 6
6 h.p. Water-cooled Fafnir Engine £510
Silent Silencers, 6iX3.\in 2 9

4J h.p. Precision Engine, nearly new £11 17 6
New Weather-proof Magneto £3 5
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands, usually 10/6, &t

any machine 6
B. and B. Carburetter, h.b. control 13 ti

Set of Castings for heel bralie 1

N.S.U. Gear, latest adjustable pulley, fit Triumph or
Bradbury.

New Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 6
Smith £$ IDS. Speedometer £1 10
Bosch Magneto, to suit Triumph £2 2 6
Cowey Speedometer £1 17 6
New Coach-built Sidecar Body sifle door £3 15

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

HAUIFAX.
(Opposite County Court)

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advortisement. and the date of the issue. B3J
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Clearance Sale
of Second-hand Mounts prior io Stocktaking.

ALL GENUINE REDUCTIONS.
Compare our prices, and remember ail machines arc

overhauled and ready for the road.

Sale All offered subject to being still unsold. Usual
Pr^ce. Price.

£33 REX, 191T, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine,

handle starting, Amac carb,, good condition,
Sidecar £3,8

£48 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian red, sin.

Kempshall front. Continental back, Brooks'
saddle, 2 speeds, kick start, very good condition £52

£15 REX, 3:Vh.p., spring forks, Bosch. B. and B.,

low built, M.O.V ^20
£45 ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., good tyres all round,

complete with Enfield Sidecar £5^
£18 PREMIER, sMi.p. model, B. and B. carb.,

Bosch magneto, lin. Whittle belt £2.]

£36 B.S.A., 3^ h.p., T913 model, 2 speeds, chain drive,

kick start £43
£31 DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 1913. 2 speeds, T.T. bars

excellent order and condition . . ., £^8
£48 G.N., 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds^ very fast, side

by side seating £50
£28 ZENITH, 3V h.p., 1912, overhead valves, Gradua

gear, T.T. bars, very fast £36
£66 REX, 6 h.p., 1914 Combination, as new, hardly

used, 3 speeds, Binks carburetter ; cost £94 . . £y$
£26 VS., 7-9 b.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane

Sidecar, Trnffault forks, excellent condition .. £37
£21 TRIUMPH, s^ h.p., 1909, with 1913 engine, good

tyres, very good order, and fast £28
£48 REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 3-spced, chain drive, just

overhauled, kick start, good tyres £3fi

£7 QUADRANT, 3'. h.^. model, vertical engine ,. £10
£36 BEDELIA,.6 h.p.. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, igismod.,

onlv done 20 miles. Continental tyres, as^new £38
£26 PREMIER, 1913, 2^ h.p., 3 speeds, free engine,

pedal starting. Druid forks £32
£19 F.N., 1911, 2:1 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine,

shaft drive. Bosch, recentlv overhauled £2.y

£11 MOTOSACOGHE, 2^ h.p. model, 1910, Whittle-
belt, magneto, adjustable pulley, excellent

lightweight fiG
£13 BROWN, 3H1.P. model, Bosch, spring forks,

2jin. t;T.'es £iS
£10 KERRY, 32- h.p., 1912, Bosch, excellent order and

condition, bargain- £28
£32 BAT, 8 h.p., 1912, variable gear, torpedo Sidecar,

excellent order £40
£20 PREMIER, 1913. 2^ h.p., fixed gear, excellent

lightweight £22
£20 ARNO, 3'- h.p., 1912, grey finish, magneto, good

tyres, spring forks £22
£39 REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Cowey indicator,-

excellent order and condition £40
£22 HUMBER, 3^ h.p., 1909, 2-speed model £2$
£52 REX, 1914, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3 speeds, Port-

land Sidecar ; . . £65
£50 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 1912, 2 speeds, chain drive,

handle start , £58
£44 ROVER, 1913, 3V h.p,, 3 speeds, coach-built

Sidecar, all accessories . . . .- £47
£40 CLYNO, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination,

coach-built Sidecar £48
£24 TRIUMPH, 1911, 3^- h.p., T.T. model, splendid

order £30
£34 N.S.U., 1913, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar,

excellent order and condition £40
£21 PREMIER, 1911, 3i^ h.p., clutch model, very
• powerful ^29
£41 REX, 6 h.p., 1912 Sidette, 2 speeds, just being

thoroughly overhauled . £49
EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Write for Full List. Post free upon request.

1914 MODELS EX STOCK.
All carrying makers' catalogue guarantee.

We can arrange Exchanges or Easy Payments.
ZENITH, Model C, 5 h.p., clutch, and kick start . . £58 16
RUDGE, 3i h.p., Multi £58 15
REX, 6 h.p., belt drive Sidette £77 10
REX, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3-speed, ditto £85
ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
ROYAL RUBY, 2J h.p., 2-speed £32 11
B.S.A., 4 h.p., chain drive, 3-sp., No. 2 Sidecar . . £79 16
TRIUMPH, 4 b.p., Model C, 3-speed £60
TRIUMPH, 2.'.- h.p., 2-stroke, lightweight £42
CAMPION, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £26 5
N.S.U., 2 h.p., fix gear, hghtweight £30
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination £84
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin lightiveight, 2 speeds £52 10
NEW HUDSON, S h.p., " big six " £71 8
PREMIER, 3I h.p., 3-speed model £61 10
DOUGLAS, Model .X, lady's £53

MAUDES' MOTOR MART ^'^^^"'"

136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Phone : 552 Mayfair.

'Grams : '' Abr'icite, Wesdo, London."

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradburv.

1 Q13 Bradburj-. 41i.p., 2-speed counter-shaft, chain
Xt/ drive, coaeh sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc.; cost
£75, -will accept £50 for quick sale.— J. A. Eassett, 7,

High St., Doneaster. [X6519

1 Q135/| Bradburj', 4h.p., Villiers hub clutch, Lucas
X t? light, Douglas bars, specially picked engine
beautiful condition; £45; exchanges.—'Phone : Chiswick
621. King, 2, King's Parade, Acton, W. [586^

BRADBURY. S^A.li.p., 1913, fitted with N.S.U. 2-

speed gear, belt drive, kick starter. Godiva coach-
built fjidecar, in fine condition; £42.—Wilkine, Simpson:
^and Co., 11, Hammertimith Rd., London. [5747

BEADBUKY, 1913, 4h.p., chain and belt, counter-
shaft 2-speed, Lucas horn, lamp, speedometer, etc.,

luxurious coachbuilt sidecar, 2 aprons, nearly new, £55:
also reed c;rne torpedo sidecar, door, cover-all apron,
£5; all splendid condition.-Bartley, Haworth, Mitcham.

:5790

JQ13 3M?h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, Sturmey-Arcber gear,
Xi? kii-k o^tart. head light and generator, Luoas born,
Jones speedometer, rear light, Dunlop heavy studded on
front, Dunlop heavy studded on back, Dunlop belt, all

acces.sories, torpedo cane sidecar, wind screen, Dunlop
tvre and luggage carrier, perfect condition throughout,
been Little used; £47/10.-Apply, 2, Wclbeck Rd., Eirk-
dale. Southpoii. [5761

Brough.

B ROUGH, 1914, horizontal twin, 2-speed model,
ciipital order. Utile used; £40, or near ofier.—

.

Lnyton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X6620

B ROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of the
500 c.c. licrixontal twin 2-speed overhead valve

models.—The West Lancashire Motor Co., Southpnrt.
[0555

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown and Wicker Sidecar; £18.-20, ITol-

2 born Viaduct. [SOU

BROWN, SV-ih-P-, £8/10, red. semi T.T., re.busbed
tine climber; after 7.-6, Camborne Terrace, Rich-

mond. [5971

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1913, 2-.'^peed, chain, 4,000 miles, good; £44.
-Morriss, 159, .Uinchley Rd., N.W. [X6045

S.A., ^^i.h.p-., in splendid condition, very little used
£27.-Aul.:. Mnit. 133, Hammersmith Rd., \Y. [5826

B.S.A., 1914 models in stock, and good delivery:—
Clnlow Gray, Ltd., 2. Albemarle St.. Biccadilly

[0468

B.S.A.. 1912. clutch, pood tvres. lamp, horn, spare
belt, and wicker r^idccar ; £35.-33, Gillint^ham

St.. S.W. [5797

"jCftl2 3V.h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, excellent condi'
Xt/ - tion: \-e30.-Spro:<ton and Grace, 154b. Gt. Tit.-h

field St., W. [5832

B.SA., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, new, not
rifiden ; £60, with accessories.—Cadman, 25. Corn-

wall Rd., Eayswater. - [X6475

B.S.A. Specialists.—Eveiy 1914 model in stock, side
cars, motor and pedal; easy payments.-Eiggs, 107

Bishopsgate, London. [S7446

B.S.A.—All 1914 models;' best deliveries ; deferred
payments or exchanges.—Maudes. 156, Gt. i'ort

land St., London, W\
.
[8356

B.S^A., 1914, 3-spced, chains, as new, run 85 miles;
£53: with .^iih^car and accessories, £67.—Parsons,

45, The Mali, Ealin-. [5827

B.S.A., 1912, T.T., Binks carburetter, h.b.c, diip
^eed; price £32.-Box L5,671, TTie Motor Cych

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. - [5714

TO 13 B.S.A., 3V.;li.p.. 2-speed, " kick starter, chain-
JLiy driven, enclosed eases, perfect condition, new
August; £40.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X6574

rQ14
B.S.A., brand new, counter-shaft 3-spced, 2U>iu

^y Palmer cords, unused through illnes,^; cost £60.
accept £52.—Stevens, 87, Holland Ed., Brixton. [5768

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-shaft model,
used 200 miles only, perfect condition; cost £65,

any reasonable offer.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X6615

1 Q 13 3V2li-Pr 2-speed B.S.A., chain-diiven model,
X *y magnificent order, excellent sidecar machine

;

absolute bargain, £38.—Parker and Sou, St. Ives, Hunts.
r0496

B.S.A. 1914 Models in stock, ready to ride away;
best terms for cash, exchange, or easy payments.

—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,' Camomile St..

E.C. [0549

JCfel'* B.S.A., Model H,. every possible accessoi-y, and
XtJ* Burberry sidecar, hood and 'wind screen; cost

£86 April, accept £70; done 2,200.—Walmsley, 2.

Tweeddale Ter., Tunbridge Wells. [X6532

B.S.A., 3V2li.p-, late 1913 model, 2-speed, free
engi'ie, kick starter, chain drive, also coachbuilt

sidecar, new condition throngliout; £48, complete.

—

A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X6677

B.S.A., absolutely the sidecar machine, model 4h.p.
with sidecar, immediate delivery. 2677, complete;

all B.S.A. 1914 models in stock for delivery; exchanges.
—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.; 102^. [X5091

B.3.A., 4h-p., counter-^haft, and Xo. 2 sidecar, d.'-

livercd at ouL'e ; £79/16; finest single on the road;
E.P., quarter down and 12 instalments —Lamb's, 151,
Hip.-h St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd.. AVood Green,

[5903

THE ^- 8RftDf«RB>

VERS
SIDECAR
(SCOTT'S PATENT)

is made espeeially for theSCOTT machirie.and the two
combined make an ideal combination, giving com-
plete iramtinity from vibration and road shocks.

The ' MYERS " SIDECAR is the only one that
is scientifically correct. Not a benT tube, and every
one either fa compression or tension.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Coaeh-built £17 17. Cane-bmlt. . £14 14

1914 MACHINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

1914 33 h.p. 3-spced SCOTT 65 Gns
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 80 Gns
19143 h.p. twin ENFIELD 50 Gns

1914 4i h.p. 3-speed JAMES Combination. . 73 Gns

1914 3^ h.p. 3-spced twin JAMES 60 Gnt

1914 3I h.p. 2-speed LEA-FRANCIS 65 Gns

1914 4 h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £60

1914 2^ h.p. : speed DOUGLAS, Model U . . £48
I9r4 23 h.p. 2-5peed DOUGLAS, Model V . . £48

1914 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS, Model W. . £52

19147 h.p. 2-speed electrified INDIAN ... £70

1014 4 h p. water-cooled ZENITH 54 Gns

1914 3.'. h.p. twin ZENITH 54 Gns
rgi4 2?. li.p. 2 speed NEW IMPERIAL .... 31 Gns

(a marvel at the price)

19T4 TRIUiVIPH Junior £42 (fkst cheque).

1013 Brand New (3 h.p. Clutch .Model ZENITH
and £15 l=tS. Gloria Sidecar £75 the lot

1913 Brand New 3I h.p. JAMES and Canoelet

Sidecar " £65 the lot

1914 3-spced PREMIER and iVIillford Empress
14-guinea Sidecar, scarcey used, condition

as new £60 the lot

1912 33 h.p. SCOTT and 19-guiuea Myers Side-

car, i9i4T5inks carburetter, F.R.S. 1,0,00 ft.

lamp set, speedometer, horn, etc.,- take a

Sidecar anywhere £55 the lot

1012 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, complete

with lamps, horn, and speedometer £58

1912 3!- h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and Sidecar,

lamp, horn, etc., splendid machine ........ £35

1912 3; h.p. 2-speed SCOTT £35

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed MATCHLESS £38

1912 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, clutch,
_

kick

—

start, all accessories '..... £35

1912 3; h.p. Free Engine TRIUMPH £30

1913 T'iT. TRIUMPH, verv fast £34

1912 3 J h.p. 3-speed PREMIER, Armstrong gear,

splendid condition £30

1912 3'. h.p. ROVER £28

u)M TRIUMPH, 3.5 h.p., good condition £20

1914 ; h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL and Indian Side-

car Combination, as new, heaps of spares,

not run 1,000 miles, too powerful for owner.

Cost over £100. Accept £73

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, n/IANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR, BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE;
5591-5592.
BRADFORD.

^'i^®^

BS2 A" letteis relating to advertisements sliould quote the aumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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"JUNO" MOTOR CYCLES

AND SIDECARS
ARE THE VERY BEST.

THE "JUNO" 2J H.P. TWO-STROKE.
WRITE FOR LIST, I'OST FREE.
Over 150 pages, 900 illustrations.

2i h.p.. £26 5 or 46/3 monthly. Carr. Paid.

The sweetest rnnnint: Two-stroke on the market.

"Silent as the NishL." See our List, page 8.

ql h D. 2-spce<l, F.li. £46 10 80/10 monthly.
'^ > ^ Carr. Paid

i-6 b p. !i-=pc«i r.E. £61 15 10O/8 monthlv,

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES.
In soo'l order. Ca h or 12 monthly payments.

. MEAD - PRECISION. 35 h.p., £25.

MODEL C.

"JUNO" SIDECAR
The JUNO Model A. 15 10 10/3 niontlily Carr. P.iid.

TbeJUNO Model li.£713 14/.1 monllily Carr. Paid.
The JUNO Model C. ilOlO 19/3 Tn.iutlily Carr. Paid.
The KIILLFORO Model D. £6 6 11/8 monthly

Carr. Paid.
The MILLFORD Model fi. C8 la 16/3 rnonlbly

Carr. Paid.

The CRUISER £12 12 23/4 monthlv Carr. Paid.
The CORVETTE £12 12 23/4 monthlv Carr. Paid.

Demonslraljons

Daily.

£16 16 or 30/in rnonUitv, 12 pavnieats. Or ]8
payments 21/- monthly Carriage Paid U.K.

The JUMU Model F. with .\uto attachment £21 16
Cash or i2_ payments 39/2 each.

Oiieof themnny testimoniiiU [rom ri.l«;r3ot Juno Motor Cyclea.

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED.
W. S. CapalicU. E=n . 6'JO, Miuiclic-ter Itoiia, Uradfor.l. writua :

22iKlJuIy, 1911.
I llavo l.ceii nwiurded a Silver M.jOal in tho Bradlonl 51 C C.

SrTrt,'.'„'
"" "hil)l>erhoiise Moot, Harrouoto (Ilandicoiil

with JUNO 2-STltOKK, nitb a »1K-C(1 of iiist over 38 miles wrnum. Iho macbino will rcalu- do more. I have eoc d9 out it
Beveral tunts."

Metropolitan Machinists Co.. Ltd.,
C. Y. Dept

248. 6ISH0PSGATE, LONDON, E.G.
'P^one : Telegrams :

12857 CcDtral. • Quills, London."
Accessories on gradual payments, See our adver-

tisemeat in " Miscellaneous " column.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Doujllas.

DOUGLASES.—You can reply on rrompk«t dr-Iivery

of tliej^e machined for cash or E.P. S. ;, tuition and
unlimited atteution free.—Lnmb'6, 151, High St., W'al-

tliamstow, and 50. High Ed.. Wo-d Green. [5905

DOUGLAS. 2-«peed. 1911. £30. clutch model, with ar-

!

cessorierj, or £8 down and 12 in^stalmeuts ; new'
model.s delivere<l at once, cash or E.P.S.—Lamb'g, 151.
High St., WultJiainstow, and 50. High Ed., Wood Gn'ii

[5899
DOUGLAS.—Largest English contrafrtors. Sole agents

whok'sale and retail, for the di(;tricts around Bii

niingham, Liverpool, Maucliester, and Leicester; trn*!'-

applied in those districts; iiumediute delivcrv.—Cc 1-

iiiore Iiepot. [XCSeo

DOUGLAS, 1913 model E, not mucli ufed, real beauty,
Cowey speodomfter, P. and H. lamp eet, watcli,

iiorn, spring f^cat-pillnr. nearly new heavy Kemp.^'hnil back
tvie, all spaion, perfect condition: i39.—C. H. Vincmt.
60. Bcrnei'ti St., Loudon. Gerrard 7373. [X6413

Enfile.

COrENTET Fagle, 1915. 3S,ih.p., Proei-^ion, 2-^po.'l.

F.E., and Milllord sidecar, all splendid condition,
iu-t done up.—Lambert, 2. rococl: St.. Bhickiriar^ Ed
•S.E. [5956

Enfield.

I^XFIELI) Coiiiliination. 1912. perfcr-t. new tyrf ;

-^ £48.— CliCftcrton, CrC'S*inghaiu Gr.-ve. Sultdi.
Siirr-w. [XC3S]

ROYAL Eufleid. twin-cyl. : barjiain. £17: juM tr-r-
cui-'hty overhauled by EnflcM.—23u, Couudfu Ed.,

r. ventry. [X6540

flQ14 3h.p. Enfield, like new, run 400, lamp, horn;
-K-t/ £42. or near oHer.—Turner. 363. Oldham Rd..
Rofhdale. [5851

ENFIEIjD Combination, late 1915, perfert condi-
tion, lamp, horn, etc.; £60, no oilers.—Lnvtons.

Bi.estcr, Oxon. [XeCOT

"IQ14 2^.'lh.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, chain drive. lik.
J-t/ new; £35.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.,

Kitzioy Sf]., W. [50! J

EXFIELD a9111. 2i'ihp twin, Bosch, Pnlmers. a.-
,t'iJorie.<i. pert L-i t londitioii ; £l4.—McGrcg( r. 33.

Melgund Ed., Ilighhnrj-. X. 15707

Oh p. Eiill'ld, 1913. rendition 03 now, run 3.400 niilc>4;

^y (();( £55; owtuT hmrrht cnr February; £42. offers
-II. Eiiwiri'it. Puitfuton, Jieron. [X6446

I Q 13 Enfield Combination, 6h.p.. complete with
-*-•-' aiTcssories, perlect coodilion; £48.—SimmonK.
39, C;.iy:ord Ud., Askew Ud., Shepherd's Bush. [5840

I^NKIKLD, 2''ih.p.. 1914. nb,«oIutoly nr;w, but enamel
-J liien mutkfvl slichtly in triin.'*it, rnnchino unridden.

tuUr i;ufininteod.—Colmoro Di-iiLt, 31, Colrnoro R w. Bir-
riiingham.

* [X6431
j

ENFIFLT)S.-1914 2'j',h.p.. 3h.p.. and 6h.p. models:]
delivery ex-stjck- boj^t cxchnnge-i and in-hthnrot

l-ruis. Trade f<upplied.— Maudes, 136. Gt. Portland St..'
l:Oudon. W. [8364

I

l^Xrii:i,D.S. Rnfiold-s.-eh.p. combination. £a4: and i

5 J Sli.f.. the solo mount. £52/10: immediati- dc !

livery; c\.^l»ance'! or ea*y terms.—Cordiiiglcv. Htiiin"
den. Tcl. : 102. [X5093

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1913 Sidecar Combinalion, little
used or soiled, perlect condition, complete with

-icre^sorie«. spare.-:, new tyres; £60.—Cranleigh. Wold-
ingliam, Surrey. [X6595

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, in splendid condition, '

tyres new, lamps and generator, horn, speedo-
meter; any examination: a bargain, £63.—Nurton,

,

29. Montpelicr Vale, Blaokhenth. [5845 1

ENFIKLD, 6h.p., and 3h.p. You ran rely r.n promptest
delivery of these mnthincs for ca^ish or E.P. : tiuti<.n'

:md unhniited attention fr*;e.—Lamb's. 151, High St.,

'

Walthntn-^ow, and 50, High lUl . Wood Green. [5904 1

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, 1912. pood condition, guar-
anteed sound: any examination; lamp, horn, Cowcy

sp'^edornetor. spare'', valves, chain pnrta, chain: owner
bought car February; £50, offers.- II. Eancroft. Paign-,
ton. Devon. [X6447;

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., new in May. in
excellent condition, complete with all nccessorie-:

cc'.-t £95. will take £70. or near offer for quick «nlc : i

inspect any day after 7 p.m.—H.M., Doyiesfoid. Lon-
don Ed.. Xoibury. S.W. [5982,

1Q14 Enfitdd. 6h.p., onnchbuilt combination, luggage'
X*J giid, Lucas lanip.>= and horn, guaranteed not done
4.000 miios, most reliable and fa-'t, in .'iplondid condi-,'
tion: buying car; accept £75.—Whittaker, 53. N^w

;

Bank Ed., Blackburn. [X6390

ENFIELD. 1914, 6h.p.. with coachbuilt eidecar and
luggage grid, the finest combination made, just

i

arrived frorn the works: £84 cash: our easy payment*?
are the very lowest. tr>' us—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co..l
11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [5750

ROYAL Enfield, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar combination,'
new condition, not ridden 500 miles, 26x21/2 Palmer

oordt?, unscratched. fully eonipped. speedometer. P. and
H. largtj lamp (:et. tail lights, 2 tool kits, watch, mirror,
etc., gunranteed fpultl-'s? ; trial: bargain, 65 gne.- D;ivies
17, Ford Sq., Bedford St., Stepney. [X6647

Excelsior.
Q5.h.p. Excelfiior, good condition, good hill-ciimbrr

;

^4 £5.^H. OoUier, 3, Cricket Ed., Oxford. [X6410

EXCELSIOE 1914 Combination; cost £90; 3-3peed,
kick etart. chain drive : £58.-58, Ashted Eow,

I

Birmingham. [X6421

COLLIERS
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

NEW 1914'S.

DOUGLAS, 3} h.p. 2 speed. Model U £48 1

DOUGLAS 2j h.p.. 2-speed Model V £48 |

WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p.. w.-c. and Sidecai . £S8 10
REX, 1914,4 h.p., 2-spced de Luxe £56

]

REX 6 b-p., s-spced, Sidclte 185
REX, 6 h.p.. 2.spced. Sidelte £77 10
SUNBEAM, -,» h.p., 3 fpced £09 6

SUNBEAM, b' h.p.. 3 speed £84
REX-J.A.P., S h.p., 3-spocd £77 14
BRADBURY, 4 h.p. i-^l-ieed, counter-shalt £63 4
BRADBURY, 6 b.p., 3-spced £75
CONNAUGHT, ij h.p., 2-spced, 2.s(rol<e ... £41
LEVIS. 3.i h.p., 2-specd, 2-stroke £45
SUN-VILLIERS, 3A h.p., 2-spced, T.R f4"
PERFECTION, BRAMBLE, and GLORIA SIDECARS

from stock.

NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.
OALTHOrtPE Minor, 4-cyl.. Lishl Car £168 i

G.W.K. 8 h.p. Lighl Car. 4-specil and re vcrscflSO
VICTOR-PRECISION Lisht Car. romplcle £115
SIRRON m-i2h.p. 4-cylinder Litihl Car .200 G;is I

MORGAN Runabout, sporting model £91 |

IKI.AL RUNS HV APHi)INIMI-;.\r.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
G.W.K., 1914. done about 500 £128 10
G.N.. ^ h.p.. 2-speed cvcic car 154 10

SABELLA.J.A.P., 8 h.p., cycle car £49 10
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-specii, F.E £42
REX, 6 h.p.. w.-c, 2-speed, Luetic £19 10

1914 BABV-LEVIS, almost as new £28 10

1914 8 h.p. W.C. WILLIAMSON Combina-
tion, with speedometer and accessories . . £85

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, aiid Sidecar £49 10

1913 3* b.p. 3-speed ARIEL verv smart ... £39 10

1913 7-9 h.p. 2-specd I'M-:. INDIAN £52 10
1913 New REX, 4 h.p., 2-spced, cliain drive,

with makers" guarantee .... Reduced to £49 10

1913 .New 6 h.p. REX Sidelte, retluced to . . £65 9

1913 New 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, reduced to £53 2 6

1913 5-6 h.p. MULTI-RUDGE and Si-Iecar. . £55 10

1913 24 h.p. 2-spccd LEVIS, 2-slroke £31 10
1913 1 1 h.p. 2<specd LINCOLN-ELK .iiirl Sc £39 10

19131s h.p. 2fpeed LINCOLN-ELK £29 10
1912 Ncwf) h D.REX.Ie l.uxi- r.-.hir<..l .n

. {116 10
1912 3,1 h.p. (2-siiccd N.S.U.) BRADBURY. £36 10
1912 3J h.p. BRADBURY, Bowden i-speed £35 10
1912 6' h.p. 2 spcid REX. chain dn\c £39 10
1912 3J h.p. 2-spccd JAMES, chain driv? . . . £36 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed DOT-J.A.P £39 10
19T2 6 h.p. REX, 2-specd. -Sidelte £43 10
10126 h.p. Twin REX, brand new £36 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-spced REX dc Luxe new .... £45 10
1911 2-5peed SCOTT, Intc model £29 10

1911 2-speed 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar 139 10

1912 3i h.p. 2 speed BRADBURY in,H S'oar £39 10
1912 3\ h.p. r.E. LINCOLN-ELK ..nd Si'l>car£27 10
191 1 3J h.p, 2-specd HUMBER £27 10

1911 3i h.p. 2-sreed NUMBER and Md.-rar £29 IS

1911 7-9 h.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe ,. £32 10

1911 5-6 b.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe .,-, £29 10

1911 3* h.p. 2-fpeed REX R4J -.,80 £27 10

1911 3I h.p. Tourist REX, sprin? fork= , . , £23 10
19 II 2', h.p. 2 -speed I-Yce Enpiiie A.J.3 £24 10
1911 T'T. TRIUMPH, llramplon tear . £29 10
1911 3( h.p. BRADBURY £22 10

191D 5-6 h.p. 2 speed REX dc Luxe £27 10

19 10- 1 1 5-h h.p. 2-spced Twin REX £28 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p. 3-specd Twin £29 10
MINERVA, 3i h.p., ma;ncto £15 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p.. twin £18 10
N S.U., 4 b.p., 2-speed. twin £22
N.S.U. , 3 b.p.. 2-speed. as new £27 1

N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-speed. sprine lor-cs £19 10
N.S.U.

,

3* h.p.. 2-speed. spring locks £16 10

N.S.U.. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks £12 10
EXCELSIOR 3i h.p.- 3-speed. Iree ensinc . . £24 10
T.A.C., 4.cylindcr, 3 speeds, and Sidecar .... £29 10
REX, 5^ b.p., 2.spced, magneto ,

. , £24 10

REX, 3J h.p.. 1909 Tourist £19 I fl

REX, 3* h.p.. 1008 Tourist, spring forks . £17 10
REX, 3$ h.p.. 190S, Roc clutch £19 lO

REX, si h P. twin, magneto - £16 1

1

REX, 5' h,p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17 10
REX, si h p,. magneto, 1908 model £19 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £13 10
CLEMENT-GARRARD, vertical engine £5 15
CORONET, 4 h.p., M.O.V £8 15

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.
PERFECTION Sidecars from £5 5s.

List on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Fafnir.

3h.p. Fafnir, Chater, h.b.c, good runuiug order; £8.—
550, ColdharbjuT Lane, Brixton. ' [5767

31i.p. Fafnir-Chater-Lea-, oounter-sliaft 2-speed, Bosch;
£14, 01 offer.—65a, Rosendale Ed., West Dulwieh.

[5988
Forward.

FORWARD 25:',h.p. Twins, second-liand, from 18 gns.

;

demonstration machines, as new, 29 gns:; S-speed,
35 gns.; ladies', 29 gns.; 3-speed, 37 gns.; send for list,

fuaranieed condition, real bargains.—i'orward Motor,
35, Summer Row, Biimingham. [5876

F.N.
10.— 4-cyl. F.N., tools, and spares.— 3, Beatrice Rd..

Rich.raond, Surrey. [5859

F.N., 7h.p., 4-ry]., 3-5peed gear, latest type, early de-

iKi-ei-ies.-F.N. Agency, SS. Aeton Rd., Biimingliam.
[0463

jdl'* F.N., 7h.n.. 3 speetli?, free engine; imme<liate
JLt? delivery.—Bond, 245-247. Euston Rd., N.AV.

[X6458

F.N,, 4-cyl., 5-6h.p.. splendid condition ; £18 ; ex-
change entertained.— 5, Elsdon Rd., Tottenham.'

[5699

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cvl., 1912, iiwignifirent order; bargain,
£22/10.-Apply, 48, Sumner Rd., Peckham,

London. [5834

|(Q14 7h.p. 3-sreed F.N.'s ; £73; immediate de-
-L*y livene.= .-Pun:e!ls, 78, Charlotte St.. Tottenliain
Court Rd-, W. [3759

O-SPEED Sliiift-driven Lightweight F.N., in splendid
'V order; accept £14 for quick sale.-Earl, 5, Heath
fit.. Hamp^tead.

_
. [5:6589

F.N. Lightweight, mag., 1914 B.B. carburetter, good
tyres, very low; accept £8/5, Offers.—E., 208.

Camberwell Rd., S.E. [5849

F.N., 4-cvl-, 1913'/', fnllv equipped, foot plates, etc..

fauni<?=s, fait; £40.-Copeland, The Cottage,
Lower Park, Loughton,. Esgex. [5798

SMART 1914 F.N., 2i^li.p., as neiv, at a bargain
price ; also immediate delivery of 1914 F.N.

models.—Heath, F.N. Agent, Salfcni Priors, \V arwick-
shire. [X6636

7h.p- 1914 New 4-cyl. F.N. m.o.v. ]\Iodels, for imme-
diate delivery from stock; solo price £78, fitted

with the F.N. sidecar £96; easy terms or exchange
arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G. [X6485

Crado.
4h.p. Grndo Motor Cycle, T.D-C. engine, Bosci mag-,

Avon tyre-s 2-gii]]on tank, Lycett*? T.T. saddle, tool-

bags, free engine, variable pulley; £25, or with coaclibuilt
sidecar, Lindum couplers, Avon tyre, £30, complete.—
Offborne, 67, Stintfoid Rd , Birmingham. [X6550

Gi*ant1ex.

"lOl''- firandex Giccn Precision, 2^4h.p., 3-6peed, very
jL*J fa^t machine; £30.—Porter, 3,* Logan Mewe,
Earl's Court Rd. [5765

Hazlewood.
5h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 1913V., 13 gn. eoachbuilt sidecar;

cost £80, £55.—Box 6,489, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry. [X6377

1 Cfcl** 5-6h.p. Hazlewood. 3 speeds, new Whit, week,
J-*? and only ridden 500 uii!c«; cost £68/5; earrifice
for £58.-125, London Rd., Manchester. [0562

HAZLEWOOD Competition Macbine, 1914 5-6h.p.
twia model, special J.A.P. engine, all gold

medal winner, good as new; £40.~52, West. Orchard,
Coventry. [5939

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1914, Feb., not 4.000 miles, 2-speed.

F.E. : 57 gns.-Morrias. 139, Fiuchley Ed., N.W.
[X6047

HENDERSON Combination, 8-lOb.p. 2-speed model,
praotirally new; coat £110, accept £75.—Earl, 5,

Heath St., Hampstead. [X6588

Htimbei'.

HUMBER. 2h.p., mag.. B. and B. carburetter;
£15'10.~Sliulc£T, Shrewsbury. [0542HUMBER, sy^h.p., 1911, 2 speeds, F.E., perfect-
£21.-153, Wansbeck Rd., Jarrow. [X6674HUMBER, SVib.p., 2-speed, and coachbuilt side-
car; £32.—Seal and Ball, Southport. [X6585

33.h.p. Hnmber. twin-cyl , 3-speed gear, eenrcely used
;

4 £55.~A. Ti. Clarke, 53, Hall Gate, Doncaster.
[0519HUMBER, 1913, 2^4b.p. twin, splendid condition,

speedometer; £25.—Seal and Ball, Southport.
[X6533HUMBER, 2h.p.. 1912, in splendid condition, lamp,

horn; £14.—L. Nicholson, Caynton, Newport. Salop.
[X6460

1 iQ13 2]i.p. Humber, only done few hundred mile.^

;

±0 £19: seen any time.— 68a, Dtlanccy St., Camd.ni
Town. [5702

HUMBER. 3ijh.p.. 1912. free euRinr-. 2-speed; £25,
or with wicker sidecar £30.-43, Bri.sbane Av.,-Mer-

ton. [5806

HUMBER. S'.jh.p.. 2-.«peed, handle starting, mag.. B
and B. carLuiretter, good order; £25.—Shuker,

Shrewsbury. [0545

HUMBER, 1914. 2".',b.p., 5-.=pped twin, brand new;
list 50 gn?;.. accept. £38.—P. J. Evans, John" Bright

St.. Birmingham. [X6539

ROBERTSONS
MOTORS LIMITED.
MEW 1914 MOTOi; CYCLES.
DOUGLAS, A!odel " B " £62 C
B.S.A., jiA ]i.p., 3-specd, ^iiaiii drive £63 C

cDMUND-M.fl.G., ji h.p., twin-cyl., 2-speed,
spring frame Etr3

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-spced £60 C

DOUGLAS, Model W .

." £52
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £TS 12
DOUGLAS, Model V £48
NORTON. 3* h.p.. T.T. Roadster £50
BRAMBLE, IVY, MILLFORD, DALTON, and SIDETTE

SIDECARS.
NEW 1913 MOTOR CYCLES.
ZENITH, si h.p.. clutch model Reduced to £47 I

ZEAIITH-GREEN, 35 h.p., water-cooled . . ,, £43

SECOND-HAND
;; 1914 ;:
1576. INDIAN, 2-speed £56
1569. ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, large lamp and

horn, spares, clc £74

:: 1913 ;;
ALCYON, 2 h.p £24
ALCYON. 23 h.p £29
liSi. DOUGLAS, Model R £40
15S0. RUDGE-MULTI and sidecar £44
H33. U.S.A., -^\ h.p., 2-speed £12

1565. HENDERSON, 8-ioh.p., 4-cyIinder £55

1513. INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed £48

1433. REGAL, 4 J h.p., 1912 frame, 2-speed £3i

1542. ZENITH, 6 h.p US
1572. ZENITH, 8 h.p., special competition machine,

large tank, etc £56

1566. B.S.A., 1913-14, Special, fitted with Armstrong
3-speed gear, and large tanks £45

:: 1912 ::
1457. HENDERSON, 7 h.p. F.E £39
1582. ZENITH, 9 h.p., and sidecar £45

1579. MATCHLESS, 6 h.p. F.E £35
r575. BRADBURY, 3! h.p £25

1578. BRADBURY, 3+ h.p £27

1430. F.N.- 5-6 h.p.. 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and Sidecar £29

1453. ZENltH, 8 h.p., and Sidecar U6
1542. ZENITH 6 h.p £42

1567. ZENITH, 6 h.p., T.T. roadster £39

11 1911 ;;
1545. CHATER-J.A.P., 2t h.p £16

1478. ZENITH, 3th.p £26

— Al^SO —
1571. 19TO DOUGLAS, 2j h.p. £15

MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

FOR

HIRE
FINE IVIACHINES.
MODERATE TERMS.
NO DEPOSIT.
TELEPHONE! MAYFAIR, 5767.

IS/.GREAT PORTLAND STRfCT,W.

H^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Humber.

HUMBER.. 3>/>h.p., 2-^iJ(;ed, 1913, 13 gn. Pifloc;.

foptiimal): m>:ire.'t £42; tiial; want 2"^ih.p.—Hir^
L'ark View, Hohufiith. [X6a9

HUMBER. 1914, water cooled, brand new, Stunney
Archer 3-spped, with £12/12 coachbuilt siderai

£62.— I'lasttiw, Grimsby. [S652

j Q 13 3<Ah.p. Hiiiiiber, Sturmey-Arclier 3-spced an
i- tl free engine, only run 500 miles ; 40 gns.—Can
fjith Motor Co., Carnlorth. [509

UMBER, I9IIV2, 2-speed, free, handle startini
-..-_ coachbuilt sidecar; offers wanted, or exchang
twin.—330, High Cross, Tottenham. [589

HUMEEU, 1913 2';^h.p. twin. 3-speed, free engin
horn, and all tools, jiist overhauled; genuine. £3

-J,:.ye3, The Laurels, Fittleworth, Sussex. _ [X641

HUMBER 2";4h.p. Twin, 1913"/i, F.E., as new, T.I
vi.-ry fa^t, acce6Soiie.s : £29, or exchange SV'-h.p,

Thos. Brad.shaw, 865, High Rd„ Tcttenham. [X65E

HUMBER. 1911, 2-speed. free engine, splendid rone
tion. coachbuilt Paragon sidecar, as new ; £30.

Macey, 178, Pentonville Rd., King's Croc<3. [58E

"I
13V:' Twin 2^/ih.p. Huuiber, 3-?pced, free engin

-i-tJ Dunlop tvre.^, scarcely nsed: £35, or nearest oSt
-Bnx 6,488, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XeS'

"B QI3 Twin 2^f:ih.p. Humber, Dunlop cover front, ne
J-v studded Hutchinson back, Lycett saddle, Ian:

and liorn ; £20.—Robinsons, Green St., Cambridge.
[86:

HUMBER, 3i;.h.p., 1912, 2-specd gear, linadle starte
with MiiUV.rd £13 sidecar, guaranteed: £35.

Preuiier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Ua'iniughaiit.
[05-.

BRAND new 1914 2-y,li.p. 3-spced Twin nuiiibf
unsoiled. fullv giiarautecd by makers; usual pri

£52/10, our price £40.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Huii1

r04J
33.h.p. Twin Humber, Armstrong 3-speed gear, e

4 cellent condition, perlect order, last- ai

reliable, only been run 12 months; £25.—Tiraberlak
Wigan. [X65'

HUMBER Lightweight, 1913, 2h.p., in splend
order, lamp- set, horn, and tools, complet

.£20.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomi
St., E.C. .[05,

HUMHER. late 1913, many improvements; £18/1
complete witli lamp and horn ; opportunity for pii

iiig up iJicaply an absolute genuine motor cyciotte.—

C

iiore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.' [X64 *

3ih.p. Huuiber, Senspray, Empire de Luxe pan, mul
2 fipeed pulley .spring I'oiks, carrier, lauip, hoi

>pare vahes, all good conditit»n guaranteed; pbol
£il; extra loiv.—W. W. Ridler, Dunster, Somerset. [58

31h.p. Humber, 1912, 2-speed, handle start, P. a
2 H. laujp irfor), horn, 'Whittle, new exhaust val

recently overhauled, Millford castor sidecar," Palui'
Dunlop, Rom tjTes good, condition like new; £40; se

after 6 p.m., except Satnrdtiv and Sunday.—Arch. IJ
Carlisle St., Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E. [59

Indian.
INDIAN, 1911,. 7h.p., clutch, good condition; £30

Seal and Ball, Southport. [X65

INDIAN. Hendee Special model : £80, complete

;

stock.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light C

Co., Lt-d. r05

TNDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., spring frame, with Jlillfc
i sidecar and all accessories; £53.—Seal and B£
Southport. "

[X65

5 h.p. Red Indian, 1912 model, complete with rea
smart sidecar; £30.—Cordingley, HasHngdi

Tel. : 102. [X5C

INDIAN", 19X1 model, SVoh.^., 2 speeds, free engi
complete with sidecar; £28/10.—Cordingley, H

lingden. Tel. : 102. [X5C

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coach Combination, electric lam
horn, and speedometer ; £68.—P. J. Evans, J(,

Bri;,'lit St.. Birmingham. tX6J'

INDIAN. 7h-p., 1914, electric eouipment, Gloria coa
bunt c^idet-yr, run 1,600, bought May; owner i

chased car; £70.-Deakin, Fioldhead, Selly Oak. [X6i'

INDIAN, 1913Vl!, 7h.p., Millford coachbuilt si

car, very fast, good condition, tools, spares, Mil,

lamp set; 55 gns.—Butterworth, 64, Mill JLa
Brixton Hill. [XGV

"a([fcl4 Indian, 71i p.. standard model, complete ^^

Xt/ elri ti ic iiiilitmg set. electric horn, speedome'
!ind all ^p:N'-., tn-iihrr with coaclibuilt -sidecar, only
500 mill'-, peii'i't (.(indition : tirst good offer sei;nr?

\y. Knight. Stockton Heathy Warrington. JXC'

J if|14 H(?udee Special^ with coachbuilt sidecar, in re

Xt/ blue (Mills-Eulfyird). electric se!f->taiter. h(

lamps, etc., complete, scarcely used, in perfect couditii

75 gns., no otters; owner going abroad (?oIe reason
eeIlins."Box L5,470, The Motor Cgcle Offices, 20, Tn
St., E.C. [4.''

Ivy.

IVY-PRECISION, 19131/2, Annstrong 3-spced, Sensj'

carburetter, F.R.S. lamp eet. Isochronous epr

ometer, all spares, perfect, only done 400 miles; <

£58/18, bargain, £45.—H.; 188, Fore St., Bdmontc
[5

James.

JAMES, 19131;?,. 4i4h.p., S-speed gear box combinat
coaci (sidecar, in very good order, ridden under 2.

mil(v: £58/10, or on E.P.-Lamb's, 151, High St.,
J

thamstow. [5

A23 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION LigLtKOiBht. 1914. 21i.p,, 2-5peed, con-
dition as new, not run 500 luil&i bargain : owner

bought -iidecar combination : any trial : photo.—49. Consti-
tution Hill, Birmingham, [X6627

Premier.
pRE.MIEK Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct.

1014 S^.L'h.p. Premier, counter-shaft 3-speed, and
X«/ Canoelet sidecar, used very little: owner bought
7-9h.p, Premier; £70.

Sturmev 3-speed gear, and
£40.

Premier. 2-speed gear, and £13/13
£35.

1Q12 3',^,h.p. Premier,
X«7 new coachbuilt sidecar

3',ih.p.
XtJ cane sidecar;

. ~IQ13 3'/jh.p. Premier, 2-speed counter-shaft or 3-

I

XJ/ speed hub gear; from £35.

ALL Second-hand Premiers before re-sale are thor-
oughly overhauled, and we guarantee them to

be in perfect order.

rpRiALS and terms arranged.

20. Holborn Viaduct. Call.
[5914

PREMLEE Showrooms,
'phone, or write.

PEEMLEB, 1914, 3',/,b.p.. counter-shaft, 3-speed. only
soiled; accept £55.—Seal and Ball, Southport.

[X6580
PEEMIEE 1912 2"/2h.p. Lightweight, good condi-

tion, lamp, horn; £16/10.—Layton's, Bicester,
Oxon. [X6608

1Q12 Premier, 3'/-h.p..
Xt7 exchange.—Hilton
Blackpool.

3-speed, and
and Son,

sidecTi; £35;
Fo.thall Sq..

[X6494

PEEMIEE, 2i,l.h.r., May, 1914, Armstrong Mark VTI.
gears, large tank, speedometer: 36 gns.— 14, Gilbert

Ed., Bromley. Kent. [5736

PEEMIEE, S'th.p.. 3-speed counter-shaft; £61/10;
actually in _6tock.—The Eseter Motor Cycle and

I Light Car Co., Ltd. [0508

PEEMIEE. 1914, 2y:.h.p., eingl>gear model; cata
logue price £36, our price whilst they last £25/10

—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X6616
PREMIER, 1912, 3',ih.p.. 3 speeds and clutch,

spleodid order, ridden solo only, a good sidecar
mount, in guaranteed good order; £34.—Below.

PEEMIEE, 1912, 3',,h.p., sUndard touring model,
in good order, with accessories and tools com-

plete, and guaranteed; £22.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [04to

PEIUMIEE, 3V.;h.p., Armstrong S^speed, wicker side-
car, splendid condition; no reasonable offer refu*<ed

for Quick sale.—70, Wayland Ed.. Sheffield. [X6037
PEEMIEE, 1914, SVjh.p., counter-shaft 3-speed, kick

starter, new, only done 200 miles; £53, or nearest
offer.-Davidson, 344, Fore St., Edmonton. [5990

pEEMIEE, 3',Ah.p.. 3-speed. FJI. clntch, and torpedo
-- sidecar, all accessories, larnp^, etc., in e.^ccelleat con-
liition: £35.-Cri6p, 62, Wellington St, Woolwich. [5762

ipEEMIEE, 1913, 3</2h.p.. 2-speed countcr-shaft gear.
-- with Milliord sidecar, and all acceaaories, only done
1.000 miles, better than new.—Boyce, 275, Aicliwijy
|Ed-, Highgate. [5811

'PSCEPTIOXAL Bargain.-2i/2li.p. Premier. Binks
-L' latest autoiuatio carburetter, hand controlled elntch,
iccessories; £24, new machine.—H. Messent, 7. Bere-
lord St., Camberwell. [5759
pEEMIEE, 19121/2, 3M:h.p., 2-3peed, lamp, horn.
."- £36/10; also another. 19121A, 3-speed. £35 or E P
'•?,!,' *""'''• ""* 12 instalments.—Lamb'a, 151, Higli
St., Waltbamstow. [5896

1013 3y,h.p. 2-speed counter-shaft Premier, speedo-»«' meter, lamp, horn. Corvette sidecar, fine
;limber, superb order; £45.—Purcolls, 73, Charlotte
it., Tottenham Court Rd., W. (5920

IQ13 3y2h.p. 2-speed Premier, handle starting with•-" lamp and Lucas horn, Kempshall tyro on back,
Jnnlop front, with all tools, etc; price £28-
lobinsons. Green St., Cambridge. [8623
pEEMIEE, 1912, SVih p. T.T., recently oveihanled
„, , .""aters. new cylinder and piston last month, manj
913 improvements, very fast, lamp, horn, tools; 24 gca
I nearest; owner going abroad.—Parauhar, Chantrj
larage, Hatch End- 15786

Puch.
|Q12 &;6h.p. Puch and sidecar, Mabon clntch; £19/lu
1-" —Sproston and Grace, I54b, Gt. Titchfleld St

[5831
Quadrant.

>k Qiiadrant. mag., free, 2-6peed, good tyres, low, m«.'i ehanically sound; £21.-0glanby, Spennynioor. (D),

{h.p. Quadrant, 2-speed, mag., and sidecar; cl'nar
' lor £6/10.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. ; 102.

[6010
RegaL

?'^?,?,%"??^^J' ^°*°' Cycle for sale, water^ooled.
V ?,,i^"l'*TT™"'°^'' complete with sidecar; special cash
««. ^''5-Hanley Garage, Ltd., Cheapside, Hanlev.•^™-

[5433
JEGAL-PEECISION, 1913, S't.h.p., Jardine 2-speed
«< gear, Cham drive, spare sprockets and chains, SDlen-

?™ T i mochine; £36, with sidecar £40.-Abrabam.
cove Lodge, Mmswell Hill. [5959

GEZT IT AT-

lAYLORS
UUE are Sole London and District Agents lor

the famous A.J.S. Motor Cycles. Winner
ot the 1914 T.T. Both Trade and Retail supplied.
Also Special Agents for Clyno, Williamson,
Enfield, Triumph, Douglas, and the popular Wall
Auto-wheel. Official Stockists tor Rex Spare
Parts, and Sole London Agents lor the F.B.

two-stroke.

1914
MACHINES IN STOCK
WILLIAMSON 8 h.p. CombinaUon, w.c.£102
CLVNO Combination, 6 h.p. £91
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p £68 5
P. & M., 3 ', h.p., 2-speed £65
F.B., 2l h.p., 2-stroke £26 5

1914 SIDECARS.
MILLFORD Corvette £12 12
MONTGOMERY Coachbuilt £10 10
GLORIA .No 5 £23 2 6

THIS WEEK'S
BARGAINS
WILLIAMSON I9Z4 Combination, iiscl

only for demonstratioD run : cost

f 105 £93
CLYNO 1914 Combination, run only 50

miles
; cost C9i £86

CORAH-J.A.P., 3* h.p:, very fast £29
' 1 END E E Special 19 14 Corabina tion,

hanlly used £78 15
P. & M., 1912, 2-?pced £37 10
TRIUMPH, igri, dutch mode] £24
TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-sp>eed, and coacb-

bmli Sidecar £32
ZENITH, Gradua gear, and Sidecar ... £31

F. R. S. HEAD LIGHTS.
SPECIAL LONDON AGENTS.

Prices include generator and handle-bar fitting :

MAJOR, 6in. lens, 1,200 feet beam 78/6
BIG, 5 iin. leas, 1,000 feet beam 68/6
sin. 43in. lens, Soo feet beam 58/6
F.R.S. electric rear light fixes to number

plate, price 4/8

SEND FOR A COPY OF THE BIG
TAYLOR CATALOGUE—IT IS FREE.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD^
Showrooms .... 21a, STORE STREET, W.C
Wholesale 38, Alfred Plaee, LONDON, W.G.

'Phone: Museum 1240.

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westcent, Londoa."

GEZT IT AT

<0lAYLORS

19
19
6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SXL^L.

Rex.
J-6h.p. Twin Ees, new piston.—Patieut, Gt. Tothaui.
> Esses. rX6435

S5.—Res. good tyreis, wants tuains up.— 65. Pitfiel'l

St., Shoreditch. [X6053

11 6h.p. Twin Ees. 2-speod and iree engine; £24.—
Baine?;. Crane St., Leieetitcr. [5973

13 4h.p. Eex, 2-speed, and free engine; £27/10.—
Baines, Crane St., Leicester. [5981

h.p. 2-speed Res, and wicker torpotlo sidecar: £50.—
Headier, Euskin College, Osford. [Di [2L6440

REX. 3V'h.p., Bosch mag., fine machine, fast and
powerful; £12.—Speechley, 45. Church Rd..

Acton. [5923

REX, 3i,2li.p., aiabon clutch. Seuspraj*, P. and H.
lamp. Boach; bargain, £20.-50, Sherw«xtd St..

Nottingham. CX6510

REX Sidette. J 914. twin-cyL, 2 speeds, coachbuilt.

splendid order; £57/10. barpaiu. — Lloyd, Victoriu
Terrace, Leamington. [X5775

4 h.p. Res, 191?, free engine, just fitted, new frame,
same ae new throughout, Bosch, horn, etc.; £28.—

T. Parrish, Aveley, Esses- [X6438

Krh.p. Res TAviD, Bosch, B. and B., 2-6peed, and F.E.,
^ with cane sidecar, and screen, complete; £18.— Boj-b,

Montague Place, Worthing. [5739

REX. 5h.p., and sidecar, 1912, N.S.U. 2-5peed, Bwch,
B. and B. carburetter, new tyre^ and belt, splendid

condition: £22/10.—Woolf, Camden Rd., Ipswich. [5960

REX Sidette, 1914, 6fa.p., 2 speeds, handsome coach-
built body, not run 100 miles ; £67 / 10.—

Bastone's, 228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross. Lou
don. N. r5392
T> EX 6h.p. Tvs-in and Sidecar, splendid condition,
iV climb anything, 2 speeds, free engine, Bosch;
£30; consider single part excnange.—Barratt. Fair-
field. Buxton. [X6500

REX 6h.p. 1913 2-speed model, complete with Rex
coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition, ideal

combination lor touring; £48; exchango considered.—
A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X6679

REX.—Latest 1914 models for immediate delivery:

no estnw for easy payments ; best exchange
aHowancetj. Trade supplied; largest London dealert^.-

Maudes. 136, Gt. Portland St., London, W. [8362

Re\ Jap.

REX and Rex-Jap. 1914 models; keen exchance
qnotations—Collier's, Weatgute. Halifax. [0390

REX-J.AP. 1912 Do Luse Model, 81i.p.. 2-spee<l

coachbuilt sidecjir, in very good order; £40.—Thp
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd., BirmiDgham.

[0558
REX-J.A.P.. 1913. 8h.p., De Luxe model, torpedo

coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and guuniutcei)

perfect; £55.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston
lid., Birmingham. (0432

Itoc.

ROO. 2-speed, F.E., Druid (orkd, Bosch mag., recently

overhaaled , £22, bargain.—Taylor, Merrybent St.,

Tudmorden. [X6632
Rover.

11 RoTcr, 24 gna.—Julian. 84. Broad St., Readiiik'

CX6385

12 Free Engioo Rover, very nice machine; £33.-
A. J. Young. Newmarket. [5924

3-SPEED Rover, late 1913. as new; £47/10. bar-
gain.—A. J Vonng, Newmarket. [5923

ROVER Combination, 3-«i>eed. late 1913, perfect con-
dition; £52/10.-95. WiHes Rd.. Lea-Jiington.

[X6628
3Xh.p. Olntch Rover and sidecar; £36; new condi-

a tlon; bargain.—Simmons, Church St.. near Rother-
ham. [X6602

1Q12'A SMih.p. Rover and sidecar, horn, lamp, genei-XU ator, and tools, complete: £30.—Eling, Sunny-
side, Staplesfoid. Camba. [X6604

1 Q13 Rover Combination, Rover coach car. all best
M-iJ lamps and born, excellent condition; a bargain.
*5u.-'fimberlake. Wigan. fX657S

3ih.p. Rover, free engine, aa new, onlv done 500 miles,

2 speedometer, lamp, etc.; £32.—Woods. 113. Eaton
Terrace. 5286 Victoria. [5886

1012 3-speed Rover, recentlv thoroughly overhauled.
-Lt/ and nearly new 1913 Rover coachbuilt sidecar,

horn, head lamp, tail lamp, and all accessories; £40.-
Turner, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [X6668

ROVER, fine 1913',*;, SV^h.p., 3-5peed model, together
with Rover coachbuilt sidecar, F.R S.. speedo-

meter, mirror, horn, etc, beautiful order, cost £85, only
run 2.000 miles; first £47/10 secures this bargain.-
45, Wherstead Rd., Ipswich. [X665I

Royal Ruby.
"I014 Eoval Rubv, shopTSOiled; 22 gns.-Julian. 84
XiJ Broad St.. Reading. [X6388

19

19
19

14 2V'h.p. Ecjral Ebby. as new: bargain. £19/10.—
Sproston and Grace. 154b. Gt. Titchfleld St.. W.

[5829
Rudge.

Xb.p. Rudge -Multi: £58/15.—Cordmglwy Has
Z lingden. Tel.: 102. Dl5098

RUDGE Multi. excellent order; eschanje Douglas.—
.lack-son, Ken Ed.. Kc-ndol. rS6042

3

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the oumber at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
RudSe.

Qil.p. Rudge Multi. beautiful order; fS5.-City Motor"2 Co., 125, .London Ed., Mancliester. [0561
Oill.p. Eudge, free engine, T.T. bars; holidav snip,"2 £18/10.-79, King George St., Greenwidi. [XeeSS
TJUDGE Multi, 1913, 5-6h.ii., good tyies and belt;
J-t< £42.-P. J. Evans, Jolm Bright St., Birmingham.

1Q12 Eudge Multi, lamp, horn, tools, in really splen-

,n tl'd trim; £35—Cordiugley, Haslingden. Tel. :

^™. [X5104
TJUDGE, 1914, T.T., SVsh.p., speedometer, lamp set,
J-t- perfect condition; £36.—Seal and Ball, South-
r°". [X6581
"IQ13 6-61i.p. Eudge Multi, in splendid condition;
r" „"'" !'<^i!ept £40, or near offer.-Walker i^ish-
Durn, Ferryhill. [X6676
"|Q12 Eudge Multi, complete with £13/13 cane
J-t/ sidecar, ready to ride away; a snip, £37.-20,
Molborn Viaduct. [5912

RUDGE, 1912, T.T. roadster model, Senspray carbur-
ctter; price £25.-Box L5,673, The Motor Cycle

OtBcee, 20, Tudor St., B.O. [5716
Oih.p. Eudge Multi, 1913'/.,, clutcli. tyres first-rate,
<.»-! accessories, complete, in firstK;Iass condition;
£40.—Manning, 53, Park Ed., Coventry. [X5803

"POE Sale, 19121/, Eudge, sy.h.p., free engine, with
J- sidecar, splendid condition : £38 ; very fast : offers.-
A, O. Madge, Camfleld, EocUord, Essez. [5719
"IQll T.T. 3feh.p. Eudge, N.S.U. 2-speed and free
J-tT engine, lamp, horn, tools, etc.; £30, big bar-
gain.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [S5102

EUDGE Multi, SVjh.p.. 1913 model, complete with
sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc., as new; exchange;

£47/10.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.: 102, tX5103

T-T. Eudge, very fast, and good condition, comiilcte
with lamp, born, usual spares, must be sold ; genu-

ine bargain, £24/10.—Todd, 617, Finchley Ed., Hamp-
stead. [X6566
TJUDGE Multi, SVoh.p, 19121/,, sidecar, speedometer,
-E-l- 3 lamps, aocessories, spares, condition perfect-
£40; trial.—Lee, Corriegills, Park Drive, Golder's Green,»"" [5880

RUDGE Multi, S'/oh.-p., new Feb., 1913, run 2,600
miles, - Miller 28H. head light, Watford speed-

ometer, unpunctured. spares, overalls, horn ; £45.—Vinson,
Monkton, near Eamfigate. [X6467

WANTED, offers for 1914 Eudge Multi, free engine,
multi^ plate clutch, pedal engine starter, multi

speed gear, large petrol tank, net been used, just as
leceived from makers.-J. Peck, Ely, Cambs. [X6417

IQIS'/; Eudge Multi, 5-6h.p., Eudge sidecar, Clair
J-tJ silencer, Lucas horn, Cowey speedometer, 2 new
tyres, 2 belts, spare valves, guaranteed sound running
order; £50; privately owned.—Enquiries, Jackson's
Garage, Knutsford. [X6594

1Q13 3i/.h.p. Eudge,! T.T. _ model, Lucas lamp and
J-*' generator, Cowey speedometer, horn, knee
grips, new 1914 Senspray carburetter, 1914 bearings
throughout engine. Bates and Dunlop tyres, Pedley
belt, and full tool kit, splendid condition ; any ex-
amination; fast: £33/10. — Apply, 2, Welbeck Ed..
5outhport. [5607

Scott.
1014 ficotts ; casb or exchange.—A. J. Young, New-
Xi/ market. [5098

LATE 1913 Scott, with 1914 fitments, perfect:
bargain, £45.—A. J. Young, Newmarket. [5922

12 Scott, 3^h.p., overhauled, splendid condition,
good tyres; £35.—Batten Bros., Exeter. [570319

SOOTT 1914 models in stock for immediate delivery.

-

Doncas-ter Autouarg and Cycles, Ltd., DoncaEter.

OCOTT. 1915
[0450

braiK' new, unsoiled; £55, or neai cffei,
utiual pri <- £68 ; excliaugee entertained.— Ginper

Motors, Banbury.
'

[X5788

SCOTT. 1914, new July 9th, used 200 miles, perfect
condition; epeciai price to clear.—Lay ton's,

Bicester, Oxon. [X6621

BRAND New 1914 Scott, never been on road

;

sacrifice for £60, must sell.—Wiltshire, 52.
Barnsley St., Wigan. [X6576
33.1i.p. Scott, 19-11, 2 speeds, kick stai-ter, witL side-

4 car; a real bargain, £30.—Cordingley, Has-
lingden. Tel.: 102-

^ [5695

SCOTT 1913 2-stroke, in really new condition, not
done 70 miles : £49 cash.—Premier Motor Co..

Ltd , Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0472

1 Qll Scott Motor Cycle, in thoroughly good order:
JLiJ' £27/10 cash or easy terms. -R. E. Jones {G;ir

[0547ages), Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff

SCOTT, 1912, T.T. model, rotary valves, all accessories,
thoroughly overhauled, last and reliable; £45.—

Crawford Garage, Alfreton Rd., Nottingham. [X6038

1 Q14 Soott, Gloria sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer,
Jl*!/ wind screen; owner getting car; nearest offer to
£70.—Rice Bros., Horeham. [5812

SCOTT, 1912%, 35/lh.p., 2-speed. free, kick etarter,
Gloria 20 gn. tidecar, new inners and outers (origi-

nals just off), 3 lampe, 2 horns, mirror, spare cliain.s!,

tubes, covers, all acceseoiiee, little used, excellent con-
dition ; £42, cost £95.—G., 45. Burford Gardens, Pal-
mer's Green, N- [5708

SECOND-HAND
We have the following second-hand

machines in stock. All very carefully

overhauled and tested. A written

guarantee is given with each one.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Dale. H.P. - Particulai-s. Price.

191

1

5 INDIAN, clutch model £29
rgro 5 V.S., 2-speed lamp, generator, horn,

mirror, and TORPEDO COAGH-BUILT
SIDECAR ;

.' £26
igii 5-6 V.S., 2-spced, lamp, generator, and

bom, and Canoe fronted MILLFORD S'CAR £27
igli 3J BRADBURY, 2-5peed, witli Smith

speedometer, and horn £26
igit 31 BRADBURY, 2-spced, 2 lamps, genera-

tor, horn, e.\haust whistle, mirror, and igr.^

COACH-BUILT SIDECAR, torpedo front '. £31
igi2 3! BRADBURY, 2-speed, F.R.S. lamp,set,

bom, mirror, Cowey speedometer, extra
paimier bag, XL'.AU pan seat, and fitted

with MILLFORD CANE SIDECAR £39
igio 5 F.N., 4 cylinders, B. & B. carburetter,

speedometer, and horn £15
igog 3 N.S.U. , magneto ignition, spring forks .. £10
igi3 3 N.S.U. , twin-cylinder engine, 2-sp. gear £25
igoo 3 ROVER, Bosch magneto, B. & B. carb. £11
igib 5 KERRY, Boscb magneto £15
igro 31 TRIUMPH, roadster £24
rgll 3.! TRIUMPH, roadster £27
igir 3', TRIUMPH, clutch model and GLORIA

SIDECAR £36
igi2 3.V TRIUMPH, clutch model £36
igi2 31 TRIUMPH, clutch model, with N.S.U.

2-speed gear £39
1913 3.V TRIUMPH, T.T. roadster £35
1913 31 TRIUMPH, clutch model £40
jgr4 4 TRIUMPH, 3-sp<;ed model £50
I9r2 3; B.S.A., 2-spcod model £33
igrj 23 DOUGLAS, iModel P, Cowey speedo-

meter, lamp^ generator, and bom £37
rgrj 2? DOUGLAS, Model R £38
1913 2J DOUGLAS, Model N (NEW) £37
1912 3; RUDGE Jhilli, F.R.S. lamp set, horn,

and Cowey speedometer £37
1912 2^ HOBART, ladv's model, 3-spced gear,

P. & H. lamp set, horn £24
r9t2 31 NUMBER, 2-spccd, lamp, and generator £32
1912 6 BAT-J.A.P., Lucas lamp set £32
igr4 8 MATCHLESS, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed,

Swan Sidecar, hood, screen, 3 lamp sets,

horn, speedometer, spares, etc £80
rgr4 21 T.D.C., nearly new £20
igog 2-|* MINERVA, lamp, generator, and horn £10
igir2j ROYAL ENFIELD, lightweight £18
lgi3 2? ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-spced, kick starter £33
19133 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed model.. . £37
igir 6 ZENITH, Gradna gear, speedometer,

F.R.S. lamp set, rear lamp, tools, and spares,

fitted with CANOE MILLFORD SIDECAR £44
igi2 31 ZENITH, Gradna gear £30
igr2 31 ZENITH, Gradna gear £32
1913 6 ZENITH, clutch model with Gradua

gear and kick st.arter, speedometer, F.R.S.
lamp set, hom, and MILLFORD EMPRESS
SIDECAR £68

igrs 10 TURNER LIGHT CAR, 4-cyL (list

price £185). Extras ; Hood, screen, bead
lamps, tail lamp, horn, tools, etc £95

1913 8 ROLLO CYCLE CAR, Jap engine, Bosch
magneto, hood, screen, speedometer, head
lamp, side and tail lamps, horn, etc. £58

1913 8 HUMBERETTE, hood, screen, lamps,
bom, speedometer, Stepnev wheel, anc^ tyre £80

igog 8 BABY PEUGEOT LIGHT CAR, 2-seater

body with wind screen, 3-speed gear, and re-

verse, magneto ignition £30

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTTS, delivery from stock; cash, exchanges, or de-
ferred payments from the Birmingham and Man-

Chester agents, Colniore Depot, Birmingham and Man-
chester. [X6il45

SCOTT, 1913, fitted with 1914 engine, just been orer-
hauled, in ab.solute perfect condition, original tyres

fitted with studs quite visible, mileage of this nracliine
does not exceed 600 miles ; this lot, complete with smart
-iidecar, for £54; an abL^oiute genuine lot.—Colmore IJe-
pot, 31, Cjimore Eow, Birmingham. [56429

Singer.
SIXGEE Lightweight, 1914 nwdel, shop-.=

£36.-Baleigh Cycle Co., Eyde.

SINGER. 1913, 2y2b.p. fixed engine model, excellent
condition, lamp, born; £23.—Layton's, Bicester

0^™. [X6618

SINGER, 1913, 4V2b.p. free engine, coaehbuilt. Ivy
sidecar, perfect condition; £40 cash.—Brown. 6,

Dunstable Ed., Luton. [5686

^iled only-
[X6488

SINGER, 25,:b.p., 1912-
etc-., Hutehinsens,

abroad
i £18.—Eldridge,

SINGEE, 1913, 3V2h.p., fr

did condition tbrougl

very little used, lamp, horn,
splendid condition , owner

Fordingbridge. - ' [5887

.. . . ngine, accessories, splca-
condition tbrough.int: £32.—Eobinson, Win-

thorpe, \Yarmin6ter Ed., Norton, ShefSelch [5818

1Q12 SVsb.p. Free Engine Singer, as new, P. and H.X tf lamp.
lent; £28.-

hztin, etc.. enamel, plate, and tyres excel-
Eooker, New Farmhouse, Epping. [5781

dower Motor Co.
Kensington.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

EASTERN GARAGE
Official Repairers : R.A.C., A.A. & M.U., A.C.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD. FOREST GATE, E.
|

Telephone : lo Stratiord.

Telegrams : " Egaraco London "

CD.C.
I

BRAND New 1913 Singer, Si/sh.p., Stunner-Arther
3-speed and free engine; usual price £58/10, take

£48/10 spot cash.—Taylor, Motor Agent, Kett-eiiug.
[X5471

1Q12 3M:li.p. Singer, just thoroughly overhauled, re-
-L t/ bushed, etc., semi-T.T. bars. Palmer and Eom
tyres, exuelleut condition throughout ; £25/10.—Parker
and Son, St. Ives, Hunts [0514

Sparkbrook.
6h.p. 2-speed Sparkbrook SidecLir Combination, eiigutly

shop-soiled
; £82 ; immediate delivery.-The Gieo-
" Ltd., 3. Glendower Place, Soiitb

[5892
Stevens.

4 ill. p. w.c. Stevens Engine, Clauclel carburetter, 1913,
2 uiag., and sidecar; accept £18, or ofler.—H-cw.

High St., Epsom. , [X6294
Sun-Villieis.

SUK-VILLIKRS 2i,<.h.p. 2-strok.? Motor Cycle.-: the
perl'ei.'t light'n-eight : price 25 gng. ; immediate de-

livery ; easy payments.—Cooke' 5, LcmS'Sight, Manchester.
LS6557

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM. 6h.p.. in stock.-Chilton, High St.. Wat-

ford. [X6563

3ih.p. Sunbeam, just delivered, 66 gns. ; sidebar,
2 15 gns.—Dosser, Slingsby, Malton. [X6523

SUNBEAM, 1913, 2Vi.b.p., 2-speed, very good con-
dition; £40.—Seal and Ball, Southport. [X6582

1014 2''4h.p. Sunbeam, new, in stock for iimut^diatc-

X«/ deliver.v: price 55 gns.—A. E. GolHn, The M. tor

Hourio, Ljudon Rd., Grantham. [5961

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., SpeLxlnell sidecar, hoed, screen, etc.,

spares, only done 1,000. first cheque for £80; full

particulars.—Ubiquo, Hailington, Milford-cn-Sea, Hant^.
[5796

SUNBEAM, 1913, 6h.p., just overhauled, tvitb Canoe-
let sidecar, .screen, hood, and curtains, 2 head

lamps, and lear light. Smith (Speedometer; co^. £110,
will accept £75, or will take Levi© or s-imJIar in part
exchange.—Wiiks, Builder, Slucwsbury. [X6450

(fjh.p. 1914 Sunbeam, with special Gloria coaehbuiltO sidecar, as- supplied with Sunbeam combination,
I.iii'iis head lamp and generator, Luca^ horn, Watford
-Iii''<lometer, cover-all apron for sidecar, only driue 2,500
lijiliL'.-, all in perfect condition ; bargain at £85, cost
£120: reason for sale, owner giving up.—To be i^een at

Steel's Gai'age, Cheltenham. [X6049

T.DX.
T.D.C., 3V2-4h.p., 1913, F.E., 3-speed, lamp, horn, - tc.

good running otder, .splendid worker, witli p-idL-c::r;

£35, lowest, or would exchange for lightweight and casb.

—P. A. Duckett, Sulham Lodge, Paugbourne, Berks.
[5735

Torpedo.
TORrEDO rrecision. oi^h.p.. 1914. onlv ridd.m once;

£25; also 1913. in g..)od order, £20.—Percv Sm^kliag.
Linton, Cambs. [X6599

Triumph.
2 Triumph, guaranteed, from £24.— Yen u;:,

' [5099
-IQll-12
Xt/ Newmarket.

TRIUMPHS,-
mingham.

Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-

[0559

1Q14 2-stroke Tnmnph in stock; £42.— Guv-Revuolds. i

X«/ Weymouth. [X6665

T Q12 E.E. Triumph and Sidecar; 32 gns.—Julian, 84.
it/ Broad St., Reading. , [X6389

"|013 Free Engine Triumph; price 33 gne.—Julian,
A«^ 84, Broad St., Reading. tX6384

—Parker
[0554

TRIUMPH, clutch, N.S.U., 2-speed, and sidecar; £35.
—47, Drayton Park, Highbury. [5721

1 Q14 41i.p. Triumph, 3-speed gear';
X*/ and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date off the issue.
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The Fascination of Dynamo
Lighting.

UNLES.S we are very much mistaken, the

motor cycle will next year follow in the

steps of its bigger brother the motor car,

in that the dynamo lighting set will be
part of its equipment. Of course, we

have ha:d dynamo lighting sets with us for some
time, but they have been confined to one or two
makes of machines. In the near future, how-
ever, we opine that the use of electric lighting

will be considerably extended. This movement
has not suddenly coine about ; it has arrived

very gradually, as we suggested might possibly

take place at the time of reviewing the last

Olympia Show. Acetylene lamp makers must
look to their laurels or fall in line with popular

demands. We do not suggest by this that the

acetylene lamp will be displaced in the near

future, liecause we realise that the low cost and
other advantages possessed by the acetylene

lamp must cause it to be some considerable time

before it is ou.sted from public favour. The
beauty of electric light, of course, is that there

IS an entire at)sence of flicker, and one has an
illuminant which can t)e turned off and on at

will without stopping or getting out of the saddle.

It is, however, best to do this while travelling

on a smooth piece of road at a moderate pare,

because the filament is rather brittle at the

moment of becoming hot, and a violent jerk

might break it.

Again, orie must pay fairly frequent attention to

acetylene lamps in refilling the carbide and water
chambers, and also in keeping the generator

scrupulously clean to ensure the best results

when it is desired to use the lamp ; liut no such
objections attach to the electric lamp. The
worst that can be said concerning the electrical'1
set is that the lamp filaments are apt to break,

and should any portion of the mechanism fail

the whole of one's illuminant has gone as soon

as the accumulators are exhausted. Motor
cyclists and sidecarists will not return- to accu-

mulator sets without some misgivings, but the

troubles which were associated with wet batteries

in the olden days have practically disappeared,

the dynamo automatically keeping the batteries

up in their best condition and to the required

voltage without the annoying trouble of remov-
ing the batteries for recharging purposes. Again
with the electrical set, tlie lamps can be formed
of a much better shape, and especially does
this advantage count when cleaning time comes
along.

The Practical Side of the
Question.

AN
article in last week's issue suggests the

possibility of combining the magneto and
the dynamo to one compact unit for

ignition and lighting. This idea is not

exactly new, but at the time the article

was penned we were not aware that experi-

ments were proceeding in connection with an

instrument for motor cycles which would per-

form the dual functions. Since the article was
written, however, a rumour has reached our

ears to the eflfect that a well-known magneto
company is busy perfecting a neat and compact
instrument in which the dynamo is embedded
within the magnets of an ordinary magneto
machine, so that the dual work of ignition and
lighting will be possible with the one instrument.

It has been patent for some considerable time

that electric lighting must come into its own for

use on all motor vehicles, but such rapid develop-

ments have taken place in the production of car

lighting installations that Inotor cycle accessory

manufacturers have quickly folloVved suit, with

the result that, as we have already foreshadowed,

the Olympia Show of 1915 models promises to be

chiefly notable for the progress of-electric light-

ing on motor cycles, and particularly on sidecar

outfits. Already there is more than one neat

lighting set on the road, and we shall not be

surprised to find a few firm's turning out tnodeles

de lii-re with dynamo lighting as a standard

parr of the equipment.

S5^,
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THE 1914 OLYAPIA SHOW.
AN effort towards a scheme of uniform stand

decoration with a view to such being adopted

for 1915 will be one of the features of the 1,914 .

Show. To this end certain stands on" the ground floor

will be set apart for the erection of specimen stands,

ard will be completely^ fitted with stand fittings, sign

and name boards, floor covering, electric fittings, and

a certain mimber of these' will be. available for firms .

desirous of availing them_selves of such types of stand.

Many readers will recollect that at the last Paris Salon

a scheme of uniform stand decoration w=as adopted

with excellent results, both from an artistic and

utilitarian standpoint, and there is Httle doubt that it

is only a question of time before the same principle

is applied to Olympia.

Cycle Cars in the Annexe.
At the forthcoming motor cycle show this year the

Annexe, other than stands backing on to the Avail, will -

be exclusively reserved for light cars and cycle cars,

and in this connection it is interesting to note that the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders

Union, Ltd., define a light car as meaning any two-

seated automobile, the retail price of which equipped'

for the road, including hood,. wind screen, lamps, arad

spare wheel, does not exceed ;!£200, while for cycle

cars the cylinder capacity must not exceed 1,100 c.c, ,

and the weight of the chassis must not exceed 6 cwt.

The chassis shall include tanks, radiators, bonnet, and

tyres. The Management Committee reserve the right

to exclude from the Show light cars within the above

definition, but having larger engines fitted.

Convenient for Visitors.

This grouping together in tiie Annexe of the four-

wheeled exhibits is undoubtedly a move in the right

direction, as visitors will not then have to dodge about

from stand to stand all over the Show in search for

cycle cars or light cars.

An excellent new feature of the management is the

placing of the offices of the different firms over the

stands on the ground floor backing on to the wall.

Approaches to these offices will be by stairs arranged

at convenient distances.. This scheme will release a

large amount of space on the ground floor for elxhibits.

This year's Motor Cycle Show is the fifth of the

series, and will be held - from the 23rd to 28th

November inclusive.

6«>—<-

WHAT TO WEAR.
Some Hints

THE first trio on the new machine suffices to inform

the novice that motor cycling requires a special

garb ; but the first season by no means educates

a rider as to the final ideals in respect of raiment.

The fair-weather potterer, who never, rides in bad
weather unless a sudden storm takes, him by surprise,

may rest content with a cheap set of waterproofs.

The coat should be a buttoned type, not a neck-hole

pullover ; for the latter is inconvenient to put on,

though it affords better protection from rain. The
leggings should have good straps to pass under the

sole of the boot—the ordinary thin straps fail to

survive the first wet day. Seatless leggings are miser-

able if a tyre repair,^ or- any other emergency demand-
ing a sitting posture oh a wet bank or road, comes
along ; but the seated patterns are seldom decently

ventilated, arid are often as uncomfortable as they are

unhealthy. Personally, I wear the seatless type for

the sake of comfort, and when I have to squat on

wet mud, I am careful to use an improvised mat

—

perhaps m.y oilies, or a large stone. from the roadside.

The overalls should not he thick. They serve a double

purpose in that most riders employ .them as anti-dust

clothing on hot summer days. If they are light and
thin, they will serve both functions admirably; if they

are heavy and close-woven, they, will be intolerable in

August. Footwear matters little in these days of

kick-starters and free engines, though the owner of a

T.T. single-geared machine should wear rubber-

studded golf shoes. In any case, the boots should be
of the best quality, for when the roads are awash with

surface water, an ordinary walking boot will be spoilt,

and will further cause its 'wearer acute misery. In

cold weather, a thick sleeved vest or leather under-

jacket may be worn to atone for the lightness of the

overalls.

to Novices.
The serious tourist and the' competition rider will

obviously require some additions to the above ward-

robe. Some men purchase extremely heavy pro.ofe3

fabrics as a protection against storms. ~ This is a

gross blunder. They are so bulky that they cannot
easily be packed away on t^ie carrier ; -they are mo*t
uncomfortable on scorching summer days, and they are

not truly efficient in prolonged heavy rain. The basis

of the strenuous rider's kit should be similar to that

of the potterer, but it should be supplemented by a

suit of first-class oilskins. There is nothing to touch

them for real bad-weather wear.

Headgear and Gloves. :

Every motor cycHst should either wear or carry a

more or less waterproof head gear. No matter how
dry and warm the body may be, the rainy ride is

intolerable if a sodden cap is dripping streamlets down
one's neck and over one's face. The man who wants
to wear a smart and rakish tweed cap in dry weather
may do so ; but he should store a storm cap in hi.s

pocket. The sou'-wester is by no means ideal for the

purpose, as the wind gets under its tail-flap, and makes
it lift off the head at any speed, when the elastic chiii

strap makes its presence and narrow edge unduly felt.

Failing a waterproof fabric cap, I recommend the

oilskin storm helmets, with a hole for the face, and a'

curtain down the back of the head joining a piece

which comes round in front under the chin. These
little used helmets appeal to me as the best head-
wear for bad weather. '

Gloves are still an unsolved problem. Leather and'

fur ai'e very nice in good weather, and if of good
quality will keep out ordinary rain for an hour or

two. In a soaker they are wretched things, and are"

generally unusable the next day, while cheap patterns^

never recover from a drenching. I^oad Rider.
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Bravo, Rudge !

I must ask the Rudge Co. 's pardon for my ignorance
of the fact that they had standardised a slip-on speedo-
meter fitting which requires no tinkering to get the

gears, in perfectly accurate mesh. It is high time
that other large firms followed such an excellent lead.

Riders who have never tackled the job will understand
its intricacy if I report that a leading speedometer
firm charged me ten shillings for fitting a three guinea
speedometer la.st week. I expected they would do it

for nothing, and desired to avoid a fiddlesome hour
on my garage floor, but as my time is scarcely worth
los. per hour, I shall do it myself next time. We
live and learn.

Repair Platforms.
I am glad to see that Messrs. Brown Bros, and one

or two other firms are advertising light wooden repair

platforms at modest prices. Any motor cyclist who
is an amateur carpenter in a small way may prefer

to construct such a platform for himself, but there

is no question that the accessory is one of the most
useful. The awful backaches usually sustained in

the prolonged stooping inseparable from repairs and
adjustments tackled with the machine on the floor

are a thing of the past. If agents up and down the

country will place machines on these platforms in their

showrooms and windows, the sales will be large.

A Motor Cycle Rolls=Royce.
Of late years very little of my road work has been

accomplished on high-powered machines, because a

variably-geared 3J, h.p. does all one needs in solo

work, and my passenger work is mostly done on
an up-to-date cycle car or light car. However,
I have lately been sampling two or three 750-
1,000 c.c. mounts, and I have specially fallen in love

with a 5-6 h.p. Ariel which I have had the temerity

to ride solo. The makers say that it weighs 280 lb.

only, but it seems as lumbersome to handle as the

7 h.p. Indian, which scales 3 cwt. with the lighting

outfit. This is its sole drawback. I pant and perspire

as I wheel it out of its shed, but when I get it on
the road it is a perfect dream. It starts as easily as

my wee Douglas, its gears snick home like a knife

separating a butter-pat, its brakes combine the grip

of Samson with the velvetiness of Delilah, its

acceleration is terrific, and its top gear suffices for all

main road hills. Still, these are not the features

whicli have specially won my heart. It knocks the

ordinary 3!" h.p. mount silly at moderate touring

speeds. At 20 m.p.h., for instance, the machine is

dead silent and literally , vibrationless. You cannot
hear the engine exhaust or valves ; the big tyres, spring

forks, sprung saddle holder, and great weight abso-

lutely damp out all the inequalities of the road surface,

and make it more comfortable and steady over in-

different roads than any ;£5oo car, and there is not
the most minute semblance of engine convulsion. The
driver drifts along as if he were wafted on a cloud,

travelling a few inches above the road surface. It is

the last luxury in locomotion. If the throttle is

opened up to 30 or 35 m.p.h. you just grow conscious

that the road contains pot-holes and that you are

sitting over an engine which is discharging burnt gases

astern as unostentatiously as possible, but that is all.

These merits are, of course, shared with other machines
of equal class; the latest M.A.G.-engined Matchless
is a worthy mate for an Ariel, for instance. But as

I know the Ariel best I use it for a text.

Others, Please Copy !

This experience of mine suggests that there will

always be room for the heavy high-powered outfit. No
3A h.p. machine that I have ridden even distantly

approaches the smooth mastery of this big twin, and
it is folly to pretend that the 7,1 h.p. is perfect until

it at least faintly mirrors this supreme comfort.

Descending to lighter machines, the inherent inferiori-

ties of the type are manifest. 100 lb., and even

200 lb., have manifest merits in comparison with

300 11). ; they are easier to wheel about, cheaper to

buy, cheaper to run ; but they cannot combine this

tremendous substantiality with perfect silkiness of

Miss McMally. one of the latest recruits to motor cycling, with

her three-speed Triumph sidecar. In spite of having only ridden

for a few weeks, this lady has quickly mastered the control and
handling of her machine

J^5
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running and profound mastery of their work. The
manufacturer of a successful t,\ h.p., 2| h.p., or

2 h.p. would be well advised to ride the best big twin

he can buy, and try to transfer its special merits to

his own lighter wares. If I w-ere engaged in the

design and manufacture of baby two-strokes I would

drive a 7 h.p. i«,ooo miles per annum, so that my
ideals might not sink too low.

Delivery Tune.
I suppose I shall have to turn my attention to the

delivery tune of cycle cars next. A friend of mine

took over a chassis this week and found :

All the valve caps leaking freely.

The joint between crank case and cylinders

spitting oil liberally.

The inner tubes minus even a speck of French
chalk.

The wheel rims unpainted and rusted iHternally.

The detachable wheels stuck to their hubs
with paint, through being bolted in place too

soon.

The oil indicator float of the engine sump
punctured.

The petrol consumption working out at

24 m.p.g. (instead of the normal 35 m.p.g.)

Vital Fractures.
Some of my recent correspondence indicates a very

real danger in connection with the growing popularity

of lighter machiffes and sidecars. Visiting a garage

with my cycle car the other day, I saw a medium-
weight motor cycle and sidecar, both a fortnight 'old,'

and of the high-priced variety, reduced to a tangled

JUGGLING WITH A SIDECAR.

S. A. Buttearn, of the Cambridgeshire M.C.C:, amusing himself on his 2J h.p. Douglas and

sidecar by riding in complete circles in the road with his sidecar wheel in mid-air. The practice

of trick riding with a sidecar seems to be spreading, but it is neither good for the machine nor the

sidecar connections, and a slight miscalculation might cause disaster.

mass of twisted tubing by the snapping of a spring

fork link. The next morning brought me a letter

reporting the breakage of five medium-weight frames

in a single small Irish town since last autumn. The
next afternoon I saw a rider of a medium-weight take

a header over his handle-bar owing to frame breakage.

These incidents naturally set me thinking. Two
factors emerge quite obviously :

1. Many makers of light machines are guess-

, ing at the nature of frame and fork stresses, and

of the size of tubing required to provide a large

safety margin.

2. Many rash riders are fitting sidecars to

machines which are designed exclusively for solo

work.

Two reforms are plainly essential. The first is that

every frame and fork should be designed with a safety

margin wide enough to include the strains of sidecar

work, which implies that a frame should be at least

100% stronger than solo work demands. The second

is that manufacturers whO' embark in the light and
medium-weight departments of manufacturing should
engage a technical expert to work out with scientific

accuracy and certainty the sizes of tubing required for

all the frame details, not excluding the side links of

the spring forks. We have been through all this

trouble more than once before. About the year 1903
several very promising men were killed by the collapse

of utterly inadequate steering forks ; and such a

casualty list would reach very large dimensions now
that the number of riders is -so enormous. Then
again, about 1906, when rhe lightweight movement
received a fresh impetus, broken frames and forks

were immensely common; in one six days trial

the entire team of a first-class

~ "\ manufacturer were outed with

trouble of this character. To-
day the medium-weight is being

manufactured by the thousand,

and many users are fitting quite

luxurious sidecars, while the tiny

two and four-stroke engines are

rapidly breeding another new
species of motor bicycle. There
is every sign that haphazard
makers and assemblers are glibly

saying to their works managers,
" We shan't want- such heavy
frames or forks as the' 3^2 h.p.

—

cut down all tube sizes by so and
so!" Hence the casualty list is

growing. As a matter of fact, a

180 lb. machine, fitted with a

350 CO. engine, is capable of at

least 45 m.p.h. solo, and as it

sits lightly on the road, it is sub-

ject to more vibration and swifter

crystallisation than the more
stable 500 c.c. engine. The
same reasoning applies a fortiori

to the miniature machines. There
are too many flimsy frames and
forks about; and there are far

too many sidecars fitted to

machines which are quite in-

capable of withstanding any addi-

tional strains.

Bb
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A 4 h.p. Three-speed Bradbury.
89x89 MM. ENGINE; COUNTER-SHAFT GEAR AND CHAIN DRIVE.

THE latest model Bradbury is a
type eminently suitable for side-

car work, and in general appear-
ance is something like the 4 h.p.

two-speed model. The engine is the
standard 89 x 89 mm. 4 h.p. single-
cylinder, having a cubic capacity of 554
CO. As usual, it is mounted in the frame
in the distinctive Bradbury fashion, but
an auxiliary stay makes a triangle with
the seat tube and the bottom bracket.
This arrangement forms a sound bed for
the three-speed counter-shaft gear, whicli
is of the single sliding member type,
with dog clutches to engage Ihe high
and low gears. Both gearshafts run on
ball bearings, and the ratios provided
are 5.1, 8.4, and 14.8 to 1.

The clutch is of the cork insert type,
and is controlled from the handle-bar

;

a gear and quadrant kick-starter is fitted.

The drive is by chain throughout, and
the gear box is arranged to slide on the
bottom bracket so as to provide a simple
adjustment for chain stretch. An excel-
lent internal expanding brake is carried
on the rear hub, and is of such a diameter

as to allow of smooth action and full

power.
The machine is well fitted up, and the

specification includes aluminiu
boards, two stands, extra heav
pan seat, and sensible mudguard;

iSi

m foot-

y tyres,

The new 4 h.p. Bradbury with three-speed counter-shaft gear box and chain drive.

The Two-stroke Wizard.
ANEW two-stroke motor cycle has

recently been prepared for the
market by the F.B. Two-strolje
Company, of Hay Mills, Birming-

ham. Two types of engine are made—

a

3i h.p. 78 X 86 mm. and a 2^ h.p.

70 X 70 mm. Either model may be
obtained with single gear or Albion two-
speed bottom bracket gear, and the 2^
may be obtained in the form of an ultra
lightweight. On a recent visit to
Birmingham we were able to test a 2^
two-speed model through the thick traffic

and in the neighbourhno;! of the city. The
machine was absolutely new, in fac-t we
saw the engine started up for the first

time, and yet it was full of life on the
road and proved an excellent hill-climb<n-.

In spite of the abrence of a clutch the
machine is wonderfully easy to control in

traffic, for it will fire at such a low road
speed that one can crawl behind a dray
and shoot through any convenient open-
ing by a touch of the throttle.

3uilt up crank, hollow crank pin, and
roller big end used on F.B. motors.

The 3i and 2^ models are very similar

in construction, so that a description of

the smaller machine will cover both
models. As is usual with two-stroke
engines at the present, time, a measured
quantity of oil is mixed with the petrol,

and this is carried out by means of a
pump directly connected to the tank.
The engine is of the three-port type and
has the transfer pipe cast with the
cylinder. The crankshaft is built up and
a Hoffmann roller bearing big end is used.

A domed piston with rings at the top
and bottom is employed, the crankshaft
bearings being of phosphor bronze and of

great length. The large outside flywheel
is keyed to the shaft and carries the
driving sprocket which is bolted to it

by six set pins. A chain transmits the
power to an Albion two-speed gear, and
thence a belt drive is employed.
26in. X 2in. tyres are fitted, and the
equipment of spring forks, mudguards,
carrier, etc., is excellent. A U.H. mag-
neto is carried behind the cylinder and
driven by chain direct from the crank-
shaft. The machine is finished in black
and gold, and looks very smart, and this,

with • the very reasonable price, makes
the Wizard a tempting proposition.

1 he latest two-stroke Wizard motor cvcle.

The Edmund Spring Frame.
\ few days ago we were able to

test the Douglas-engined spring frame
Edmund illustrated in Tliv Motor Cijclt

of July 9th. The combination of the
smooth running horizontall.y - opposed
engine in conjunction with the clever
frame design rendered the machine one
of the most comfortable we have ever
ridden. The machine was driven at a
smart pace over a very bumpy stretch
of road, but the leaf springs and coil

shock absorbers reduced even the worst
bumps to such a degree that no jar of

any sort was felt, but only an easy un-
dulating motion.

B5
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11 will be generally admitted that, in

spite of the simplicity, not to say
" crudity, of the sidecar form of

passenger - cari'ying attachment, it

has easily proved" itsTilf the most popular
solution of the passenger problem in

connection with motor cycles, and so far

has it gained in popular use that, at the
present time, it is scarcely toomuch to

say that over one-third of the machines
one sees on the road are fitted with side-

cars, whilst the many models especiaUy
designed tor this purpose exhibited at

Olympia were very notable. One of' the
most singular points in connection with
motor cycles and sidecars is the extremely
unequal distribution of comfort between
the two people concerned. Indeed, the
writer cannot recollect any other form
of vehicle in which the driver is so little

provided for and the passenger so
elaborately. This, of course, is a very
excellent state of affairs from the sidecar
passenger's point of vie\y, and there are
many who hold that a really well-sprung
sidecar is far more comfortable than the
best seat -on -the finest-motor' car. --This
is ..by no means an exaggeration of the
case, and that it should be so must be-

put, to the credit of the ladies who form
the majority of sidecar passengers. It is

rather singular, however, that, for all the
years that have been devoted to its

development, the properly sprung motor
cvcle, such as the Indian. P.V., Bat,
Edmund, T.M.C., and N.S.U., is still as
much an exception to the general rule as
ever it was. Motor cyclists must, there-
fore, be regarded as a hardy race, who look
upon nearly all the other qualities which
their machines possess as being superior
in importance to mere personal comfort.

The Simplicity o£ the Problem.
'In view of the fact that in the case of

the sidecar the passenger has simply to
be suspended from a rigid chassis, and
that there is no need for any mechanical
connection such as steering or control
gears between the sidecar and the chassis,

the problem presented by the springing
of such an affair is an exceedingly simple
one, and it is pretty obvious, as shown
in the accompanying sketches, that
almost any design will serve the purpose.
This is why, from the sidecar passengei''s
point of view, this form of attaclmient
is superior to almost any cycle car,

as it is practically impossible to obtain
in the latter the same, or anything

like the same, degree of luxurious com-

fort as is obtained in the former, for the

simple reason that, in the cycle car (as

in the ordinary car), the passengers and

the principal mechanisms, such as the

engine, are carried on the same chassis,

and the twp are sprung in exactly the

same manner, except that the passenger is

furnished with an upholstered cushion and
the engine is not. It is, however, hardly

necessary to point out that if the motor
car were sprung in the same beautiful

manner as are most sidecars it would be •

quite impossible to hold it on the road

at any speed.

A Usual Method.

The most common and generally most
satisfactory form of spring adopted is

that in which both the front and rear

portion of the car are supported at

each side on the ends of long, curved
leaf springs, in which generally about
three or four laminje are used. The
principal considerations of comfort are

directed to the rear part of the suspen-

sion, as it is clear that if a very easy

attachment is made in the front, or

"toe," of the car, a forward and back-
ward see-saw motion is bound to develop
and would be decidedly uncomfortable.
In some cases the rear ends of the leaf

springs are coupled directly to pins

attached to the sidecar body, but in

others shackles of a simple type are

employed. Many makers employ this

form of suspension, which is, generally

speaking, considered satisfactory. One
of the objections to it is, however, that

in long leaf springs of this kind, unless

the very finest material is used, and they
are tempered with great skill, it is

extremely difficult to get them to stand
up to their work for a very long time
without slightly sagging and getting

weaker. The sidecars used by the writer

for two successive seasons showed this

to a large extent, about six weeks' run-

ning being sufficient to drop the whole
sidecar body about three inches or so,

so th'.t the shackles which were pre-

viously employed had to be taken out.

Bramble.

A highly individual form of suspen-
sion is '.hat employed on the Bramble
sidt-car, which is shown in two of the
adjoining sketches. The sidecar body is

carried in the rear at each side on a
peculiar shaped full elliptic spring, of

which the leaves are carried on in a

complete loop and shackled to one
another at their ends. The strengthened
frame of the sidecar seat forms practi-

cally the chassis of the vehicle, the wheel
being carried on a plain axle, which
passes through holes cut for it^ in the
flank of the sidecar body. The form of

these springs has recently been somewhat

modified, though the principle remains ,

.

the same. In front, two brackets ex-,
tending from the side of the body enable;
the forward portion to be hung on a.

couple of ordinary helical springs. '

Fig, 2.—Bramble.

Calthorpe.

The Calthorpe system resembles tho
standard form already described, except
that helical springs are employed undev
the toe of the body, whilst the rear

is supported on long C springs

attached to what may be described as

an underslung chassis, in order to get .

the weight as low as possible. The way

Fig. 3.—Calthorpe.

these front springs are arranged is shown
in the sketch, in which will also be
seen rather a neat point, namely, the
fixing of an aluminium footstep on the
chassis tube.

Gloria.

The C41oria sidecar differs from other
designs inasmuch as it embodies a spring
wheel arrangement ; that is to say, the
whole of the chassis is sprung in addition
to the ordinary separate leaf springing of

the body itself. In this case, the sidecar

hub is supported on a crescent-shaped,

crank, which _is_ pivoted on the chassis,

frame. This crank terminates at one end
in a plunger, which works in a short
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cylindrical casing against a nest of helical

springs, a small rebound spring being

fitted at the top. The principal function

|f^S'(^lL]l 183

Fig. 4.—Gloria.

of this design is to reduce the amount of

unsprung weiglit on the sidecar wheel,

and so enable it to enjoy a considerably

longer life.

V.A.L.

In the V.A.L. sidecar the front of

the body is supported from the chassis

on a couple of plain helical springs in

much the same manner as the Calthorpe,

but in the I'ear quite an individual form
of suspension is adopted. Some details

Fig. 5.—VA.L. sidecar.

of this are shown in the sketch. The
chassis is a perfectly rigid affair, and
on the axle tube is mounted a tubular
frame, which is free to swing up and
down on bearings. This frame is con-

nected to an arm supported by the
chassis through a coiled spring at each
aide. This arrangement no doubt effects

a considerable reduction in weight and
certainly makes a very neat and satis-

factory construction.

Rex Sidette.

In the Re.\ sidette C springs of the
usual form are employed, and these are
supplemented by the attachment of shuck

ab.«orbers similar

to those carried
on many cars.

As shown in the
drawing, each
shock absorber
consists of two
helical springs,
which work in

compression, and
one is used at
each side. The
long shackles em-
ployed will be
noticed.Fig. 6.- -Rex sidette

Williamson.

A form of suspension closely resembling
that used on ordinary cars is adopted

on the Williamson, in which the rear

portion of the body is carried on an in-

verted half-elliptic spring, swivelled in

front and shackled at its rear end, whilst

Fig. 7.—Williamson.

-the forward portion of the car is

attached to a short, transverse spring,

which is shackled at both ends. No
doubt this springing forms a very satis-

factory arrangement.

Scott.

One of the first sidecars on which an

attempt was made to provide a spring-

ing rather out of the ordin.Try, both in

construction and comfort, was the 8cott,

upon %yhich a simple and thoroughly
practical arrangement is employed. This.

Fig. 8.—Scott.

as sh(]wii in the illustration, consists in

the hanging of the sidecar body on two
cranks, which are connected up to a

long pivot bar, supported in trunnions
carried by the sidecar a.xle tube. This
bar carries a third lever or bell crank,

which works against a pair of spiral

springs. The arrangement is (juite

simple, and certainly yields a very high

Fig. 9.—Scott front spring.

degree of comfort. In front, the spring
employed is a single C type, with three
laminations rigidly attached to the toe

of the body and pivoted to a special ex-
tension piece on the chassis frame. This
spring is clearly shown in the second
illustration.

Sydenham.
Quite an elaborate system is employed

on the Sydenham sidecar. This, as

shown in the sketch, takes the form of
a telescopic shock absorber, rigidly sup

Fig. 10.—Sydenham.

ported from the chassis frame on each
side. The tubular chamber contains a

plunger, which works in grease and is

fitted with coil springs, so that a rebound
effect is largely neutralised. It will

Fig. II.—Sydenham.

also be noticed that a second rebound
spring is fitted underneath the shock
absorber chamber, which forms part and
parcel of the chassis frame construction.
The front portion of the Sydenham
vehicle is supported at each side of a

single helical spring working in com-

Fig. 12.—Canceled.

piessiou. This is carried on a bracket,
supported on a single lug, from one of
the cross members of the chassis frame,
and this, no doubt, allows the toe of the
sidecar to be lifted or dropped, accord-
ing to the desires of the pfssenger.

Canoelet.

Another original form of springing is

that used on the Canoelet machine, in

which the chassis is of

a peculiar construc-
tion. Plain quarter-
elliptic leaf springs are
used in front, and
curved springs of the
same type in the rear.

In order to prevent
the back of the body
damaging itself
against the spring

blades the latter arc

fitted with a rubber buffer, as shown in

the small detail .sketch.

Fig. 13.—Rubber

buffer on Canoelet

spring.
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P. and M.
In the P. and M. machine, although

the sidecar body is supported in the

standard war—;that is to sav, laoth the

Ivy.

In the Ivy sidecar tlie forward portion

is carried on helical springs, as illus-

trated, whilst tlio ri'ar jiart of the body

employed, and it appears to be an excel

lent idea, as it serves the purpose well.

Fig, 13a.—P. and M.

front and the rear are carried on the ends
of long springs—a slightly different

arrangement is adopted, which is clearly

shown in th© illustration.

Montgomery.
To the ordinary C springs in the rear

of Montgomery sidecars, a transverse
leaf spring is arranged, as depicted, for

the front portion. This notion is neat
and exceedingly effective, though it has

Fig. 14.—Montgomery.

the incidental objection that the slides

at the end of the spring and also the

Fig. 15.—Ivy.

•entral guide pin require a good deal

ol^ lubrication..

Fig. 16.—Ivy.

is indirectly suspended from larg.e C
springs by secondary coil springs, a bar
being used to connect the two, and also

for the purpose of prevent-
ing swaying from develop-
ing.

Watsonian.

A peculiar suspension is

used on the Watsonian
sidecar. Here one has a
peculiar S-shaped form of

spring, one end of which is

attached to the sidecar

body, whilst the other is

pivoted on a bracket supported on one of

the torque member tubes. Instead of being
pivoted in its centre this is supported on a

short csil spring maintained in tension.

Watsonian^

The latter serves to take up small shocks,
whilst the, larger shocks are, of course,

absorbed in the leaf spring.

In the specially ,light Watsonian model
a compound foim of spring of the type
which IS used on the Binoks saddle is

Watsonian.

Swan.
In the Swan sidecar a peculiar form of

chassis construction is employed. The
rear part of the body is supported. from

Fig. 1 9—Swan

an upwardly inclined extension of the

frame by means of a- simple tension

Fig. 20.—Swan.

helical spring, as shown in the illustra-

tion, whilst an equally simple device is.i

employed at the toe of the bodv.
W. G "Aston.

A quartette of 6 h p. twin-cylinder Rudge sidecar outfits undergoing road tests

BI4
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Lubrication of Racing Machines.
A Comparison of the Methods of Lubrication used in the Senior T.T. Race.

T.T. SENIOR RACE
Lubrication used by the

1 5 fastest machines
DRtP FEED

THE contemplation of the recent Tourist Trophy
Race leads one to a comparison of the methods
of lubrication of motor cycles, as owing to

the long distance covered at great speed during

the race by the machines, it follows that the engines

with the best lubrication will, ceteris paribus, maintain

their speed most satisfactorily to the end of the race.

Loss of speed is due to other causes besides lubrica-

tion, but it cannot

be disputed that

lubrication is a most
important factor.'"

As in the compari- »

sons which will be

made, the speed of

a number of
machines, and only

the- fastest in each
class, are taken into

,
account, the other '

causes for delay are ^

eliminated, such as '

punctures, falls,
etc., and these de-

lays equally affect all classes.

The systems of lubrication employed may be divided

into three classes

:

(i.) Drip feed (foot or hand-operated spring

loaded pump in combination with a regulating

\alve).

(2.) Pump (foot or hand-operated).

(3.) Mechanical pump.

Briefly, it may be stated that all machines except

the- Coventry and foreign makes used the " drip feed."

The " pump " was used by the Coventry makers, while

the "mechanical pump" was fitted by the foreign

manufacturers. A simple comparison can be made
by comparing the systems used by the fifteen speediest

machines at each lap. The lap speeds are taken from

The Motor Cycle.

Average speed of 5 fastest

machines at each lap

^IDRIP FEED

AND OR
FOOT PUMP

:=^ECHANICAL
PUMP

ISt

lap.

2nd'
lap.

3rd*
lap.

4 th

lap.

5th
lap.

6th
lap.

3

9

3

5

5

4

6

6

2

5 .

8

2

8

6

IMechanicTrl pump 2

•A machine not filled with any of the above systems but with a combined
suction drip feed and hand pump was one of the fifteen.

A further comp^irison is made by taking the average

•speed of the five fastest machines of each class at each

lap, the comparison being tabulated in miJes per

hour.

;prip feed

Pump

Mechanical pump

ISt

lap.

and
lap. -

3ld
lap.

4th
lap.

5th
lap.

48.3 48.3 '

46.3 48.5 47.5

49.8 49-2 48.1 49 48.2

47-6 48.1 46 47 40.5

6th
lap.

48.5

44-5

The fall in speed for the third lap was due to the

riders having to stop to fill up their tanks ; and taking

this into account it will be observed that there is no
appreciable variation of speed during the entire race

for the motor cycles fitted with "drip feed," while

there is a decided fall for the other systems.

Diagrams have been plotted for the convenience of

readers.

The fastest lap (53.23 miles per hour) was made by

a Scott fitted with a " drip feed," while of the first

fifteen machines to

complete the race

ten were fitted with
" drip feed," three

with " pumps," and
two with " mecha-
nical pumps."

I'inally, as re-

gards lubrication for

two-stroke engines,

no other system

except " drip feed
"

was used in the
"1.1 2na am 4th stK i etn lap Senior ' or Junior

races, which points
PUMP 49-8, 49-2. 4 B', 49. 48 2. 45-6 MILES PER HOUR. j^ jj^g COnclUsioU
DRIP FEED 48-3. -la-a, 46-9. 4S'5. 47S. 48*5. .1 . i*
MECH PUMP47-8.4^.46.47.40-5.«-5, ^^at thlS SyStem IS

' also eminently
suitable to an engine of this type.—R. H. Carpmael.

^ r'
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An
THE

' old ordinary
"
OLD AND THE NEW.
bicycle and a 1914 model 4h.p. Triumph.
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The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.
A Description of the Thirty-three Miles Course near Le Mans.

^LE MANS

Vpomclicu
TnOuncaT
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Occonnov

LAST year the Grand Prix race was held in con-

junction with the car race at Amiens. This

year the car race is already a thing of the past.

A great many of the most noted riders in this country

have already entered for the race, which will be con-

tested on the Circuit de la Sarthe, which is near Le
Mans, on August 15th. The course, an extremely fast

one, is approximately thirty-three miles long, and with

the exception of one or two points is in good condition,

and may be said to be easy in comparison to the Isle

^^ j^^^ ^^ ^^^^

course. Motor
cycles with a cubi-

cal capacity not ex-

ceeding 350 c.c.

will cover seven laps

of the course; those

with engines not

exceeding 500 c.c.

nine laps ; and cycle

cars eight laps.

The start of the

circuit will be at a

point to the south
Map of the Grand Prix course of Le Mans, in a

village known as Pontelieu. Immediately after

the start is made, the road takes a right-hand

bend, which, being in a village and skirted wdth

trees and a gutter, will have to be taken carefully.

Having got round this corner, the course continues

over a long level stretch of at least five miles, until

we come to the village of Parigne-l'Eveque. There is

a slight rise in this village, and afterwards the road

drops slightly and there is for miles a beautiful stretch

of good level road until the turning, a very sharp hair-.

pin, is reached, one kilometre from Le Grand-Luce.
Here we turn round the hairpin mentioned and pro-

ceed along a rather twisty road. However, all the

corners on this road can be taken at a speed of about

fifty miles an hour. Near the village of St. Mars
d'Outille there are one or two very slight bends, and
the surface is somewhat bumpy. The road again

assumes a rather twisty course in the direction of

Ecommoy, where we -take a slightly uphill road and
drop down again round a right-hand bend, just missing

the town of Ecommoy, and turning in the direction

of Le Mans.
Then follows a good stretch of about two or three

miles, through a long avenue, where the sunlight

shining through the trees is very dazzling. We take

a fahdy easy right-hand bend, then an easy left-hand

turn, and come to the straight stretch of two or three

miles, passing through the little village of Laigne, after-

wards getting a clear view of 'the road for about five

miles. This is the last stretch, and we are now nearing
Le Mans again. On this stretch, about two kilometres

from Le Mans, the tribunes will be fixed and the

replenishment depot. There will also be a grand
stand erected at Pontelieu, at which point there is a

statue or memorial erected in the centre of the road
to the soldiers who have fallen in French warfare in

times gone by. The roads on the whole are well kept,

and in several places repairs are being carried out pre-

paratory to the race.

We should say that the course is much faster than

last year's motor cycle Grand Prix course at Amiens.
The circuit is practically the whole way hned with

beautiful trees; the talk pine trees which one sees on
several parts of the course are very impressive on the

long straight stretches of road.

It will be interesting to see what speeds motor cycles

and cycle cars accomplish on the course this year.

To give some idea of the speed possible, we are

assured that M. Bablot on a Delage car can do a lap

of this circuit at ninety-seven miles an hour. Taking
this into consideration, we should set the average ?peed
of the 500 c.c. motor cycles at about 55 m.p.h. and
that of the cycle cars at about ten miles an hour less.

The following are the entries- already received

:

350 c.c. Class.
1. N.S.U. (Traill) 11. Douglas III
2. Terxot I. 12. Alcyon II.
3. Motosacoche 1. 13. Motosacoche III.
4. N.rr.T. I. 14. Alcyon III.
5. Douglas I. 15. Ivy-Precision (H. C. Newman)
6. Gladiator I. 16. Clement I.

7. IMotosacoclie II. 17. N.S.U. (Stewart)
8. Terrot II. 18. Peugeot I

9. Alcyon I 19. N.U.T. II.
10. Douglas II.

500 C.C. Class.
20. Matchless I. 41. Triumph III.
21. Rudge-Whitworth I. 42. Terrot ni.
22. Scott I. 43. Magnat-Debon II,
23. Kudge-Whitworth 11. 44. Peugeot III.
24. B.S.A. I. (Brown Bros., Ltd.l 45. Clement II.

25. Matchless II. 46. Gladiatoi II.

26. Grifion I. 47. Rene Gillet III.
27. Blackburne (P. C. D. Douglas) 48. B.S.A. II. (Brown Bros.. Ltd.l
28. Motosacoche IV. 49. Magnat-Debon III.
29. A.B.C. I. 50. Motosacoche VI.
30. Hene Gillet I. 51. Peugeot TV.
31. Magnat-Debon I. 52. B.S.A. III. (Brown Bros., Ltd.l
32. Scott II. 53. Gladiator HI.
33. Griffon II. 54. Rudge-Whitwqrth III.
34. Triumph I. 55. Rover I.

35. Peugeot II. 56. Clement III.

36. Douglas IV. 57. N.U.T. III.

37. Motosacoche V. 53. A.B.C II.

38. Ren6 Gillet 11. 59. N.U.T. IV.
39. Triumph II. 60. Griffon III
40. Calthoroe I. 61. Tenot IV.

Cycle Cars.
62. Bedelia 1. 76. Bedelia 11.

63. Chateau I. 77. Peugeot III.

64. Eubv I. 78. Antomobilette I.

65. Kuhy II. 79. Mathis II,

66. Ruby III. 80. Eriders Jack I.

67. Peugeot I. 81. Oh. Fournier I.

68. Morgan I. mga,^
69 Terrot I. MHV
70. Violet-Bogey I. vS^
71. La Perle I. ^<^%^
72 Mathis I. i^ mml
73 Peugeot II. Jk S^^te^
74 Noel I. . HH^^^^k
75 Terrot II. Afl B^^^^k

A NEW ZEALAND CHAMPION.

J.Boucher with the 3i h.p. Rudgeon which he recently won the 10 lap

handicap, 15 lap open handicap, and the 10 mile championship of New
Zealandfor 500 c.c. machines, at the Napier (New Zealand) race meeting.
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THE
DESIGN OF
MILITARY
MOTOR
CYCLES.
ALTHOUGH to the

writer's mind the

ideal machine for

military despatch, riding is

not yet on the market, the

most suitable type is that

which one would or-

dinarily choose for winter

riding or cyck camping,

:.: In order to be passed

by the military authorities,

lECTRic Lamp

KlTBAC

Spare beli
5TUBE

Spare Carbjde
"'< front forn
LH-SIDL

LxTEiMDtD Footboard

TO CARRY TOOL BAG
L\clo5e:dValvels

A Douglas macKine equipped for military work.

the machine must conform to various regulations.

The engine must be a single-cylinder of about 500 c.c.

capacity with dimensions of not less than 84 mm. bore
and 84 mm. stroke. A certain number of horizontal

twin-cylinder machines of less capacity will, however,
be accepted.

Necessary Qualifications.

All types of machines . are not. however, equally

suitable. Let us first consider the conditions under
which the machine will be used.

; It has to be ridden under all sorts of weather

conditions and stand unprotected from the elements

.at night. It has to be ridden over any kind of road,

good, bad, indifferent, level, and hilly, over farm

roads that consist principally of ruts and loose stones,

and, when passing troops on the march, as often as not

in the ditclr. When delivering messages at night

it has to be ridden over the fields where the troops

may bivouac. On the open road high speed is

essential, as there is no speed limit when carrying

despatches; on the other hand, when marching with

a column, slow speed is a sine qua non, and the cycle

should then be capable of being driven comfortably

at not more than four or five miles an hour, otherwise

one has to get off and push.

Light Weight and Variable Gear Desirable.

No doubt on the score of reliability, which is the

"very first essential, the Army regulations would appear
to encourage a heavy, powerful machine, but, provided
reliability can be ensured, the lightest machine that will

do the work should be used.

When carrying messages short distances, the

machine, loaded with all the rider's baggage, has to be

pulled up time and again on to its stand. With a

heavy machine, this requires a good deal of exertion

: at the end of a long tiring day. It must also be
: iemembered that the greater part of the riding has to

be done in lanes where, owing to twists and turns,

the pow^erful machine cannot get along any faster than
•the lightweight. And when it comes to pushing, the

lightweight scores heavily, -and is the envy of the owner
of the machine built for combination work.

With a lightweight a three-speed or multiple gear

is a great advantage ; it not only allows of a high speed

on the level, but, when overtaking troops on a steep

hill, when horse-drawn vehicles are apt to get out of

line and take up most of the road, one can crawl up
and thread one's way in and out without having to

dismount. It is further a great help for slow riding in

the column, and for this purpose a good clutch that can

be continually slipped, but which will take up the drive

again directly it is let in is required. A leather-faced

clutch, if continually slipped, will sooner or later glaze

or burn and will continue to slip when it is required

to hold fast, and also has a habit of slipping if oil

works out at the bearing and gets on the coned face.

C)n the other hand, a plate clutch, which is ideal for

slipping, is very difficult to keep entirely free, especially

in cold weather.

Weatherproof Finish.

As the machine is continually e.\posed to the wet

it should be of the " all black " type or else suitably

enamelled all over, or as far as possible all the bright

work covered. Most of the nickel finish on any cycle

is worse than useless. Under war conditions it would
have to be done away with, and during annual training

there is very little time for polishing up, and the

plate soon looks bad.

Mud guarding should be as effective as possible,

not only to reduce unnecessary cleaning, but also to

protect the rider. The engine and the transmission

gear should be totally enclosed, and the magneto
siiould be in a position where it is well protected.

There is no reason why on the majority of engines the

valve stems and springs should not be enclosed as they

are on a motor car engine. Besides tending to quieten

the engine, it considerably reduces the wear on the

valve stem's due to lack of lubrication and abrasion

from mud and dust, and also makes cleaning the engine

verv much easier. From the point of view of pro-

tection the all-chain drive running in an oil bath, yet

readily accessible, is no doubt the best, and I think

that the disadvantages of this tj-pc of drive' arc largely

imasinai'v.
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The Design of Military Motor Cycles.—

In short, the ideal machine should be capable of

being easily cleaned with a hose, or by throwing

buckets of water over it, without any damage resulting.

The machine ^sb«uld be effectively silenced. The
usual cocoa tin \vith holes punched in it ought to be

re|jlaced by a real silfncer, evep if it is more bulky.

In actual warfare if you were in the enemy's country

the noise made by the average silencer would very

si;eedily call attention to your whereabouts. On the

other hand, some sort of cut-out should be permitted

to relieve back pressure. ,

As it is very necessary that a military machine should

be extremely flexible, with a quick pick up, a reahy

good carburetter is indispensable, so that the engine,

even if cold, starts straight away whenever required.

Standardised Controls.

While on the subject of carburetters one is reminded

of handle-bar controls. Why is it that the direction

of movement of handle-bar levers is not standardised ?

Some carburetter controls are on the right handle-bar,

some on the left, some throttles open towards you,

some away from you, and I have known the air lever

to open in one direction and the throttle in the other.

The same thing applies to the spark advance lever and

the decompressor lever. -

In the case of subsidised motor vehicles the War
Office lay down rules as to the different positions of

the levers and gate changes, so that in case of mobilisa-

tion drivers would have no difficulty in changing from

one vehicle to another. If the War Office or the manu-
facturers would only do the same thing in the case

of motor bicycles and standardise the handle-bar con-

trols, it would be a move in the right direction.

A kick starter is advantageous when riding in the

column, but is not essential. Good brakes should be

fitted and kept adjusted.

Nuts and bolts should be well secured. Military

cycles get a good deal more jolting about and more
vibration than the ordinary roadster machine, and

some make's seem to contract a habit of shedding nuts

and other loose impedimenta. There is not much
opportunity of examining a machine thoroughly and

seeing that everything is screwed up tight, and in bad
weather cycles soon get caked up w'ith mud, which

makes examination and discovery of loose or missing

nuts still more difficult.

Lamps and Generators.

There is a good deal of night riding to be done,

and a good head lamp should be fitted, one which
gives a good powerful beam and will not rattle itself

to bits or blow out. The generator, too, should be

one which goes on working without being • coddled,

gives a steady, even pressure of gas, and can be easily

arjd quickly cleaned. It is also well to carry a spare

tin of carbide. An electric lamp fitted with a dr\

battery of the flash lamp type, such as can be bought
in any town, is a very handy thing to have fitted. It

' can be used as a head lamp in case of the acetylene

lamp failing, and can readily be taken off the machine
to find one's way on foot about a camp at night.

A large petrol tank should be fitted and replenished

at every opportunity, as there are occasions when one
finds oneself running short of petrol in a village where
it Cannot be procured and the road to ' the nearest

supply is held by the enemy.

B22
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How to Carry the Kit.

As the motor cyclist has to carry the whole of his

kit on his machine, it should be fitted with a good
sized carrier. The best way x)f carrying one's kit is

in a round-bottomed canvas bag, which can be used
as a pillow at night. The telescopic box type of
luggage container is not so good, as it is difficult to

pack without the contents rattling and knocking them-
selves and the box to .pieces, and, further, in many
cases, the box cannot be removed from the carrier

without unpacking it to get at the heads of the screws
which hold the clips.

The tool bags should be constructed so that' the

contents can easily be got at without unpacking the

whole bag. The strap and buckle fastening is better

than some of the patent fasteners, which are apt to

come adrift on the road. A wallet for gloves, goggles,

and other oddments which have to be got at quickly
is an accessory which is very, useful.

Tyres and Detachable Wheels.
Good heavy non-skid covers should be- used to

prevent side slip and to minimise the risk "of punctures.
To deal rapidly w'ith punctures detachable wheels
would be a great assistahce, and no doubt if the

Military Authorities built or designed machines for

their own use standardised detachable wheels, which
could be used either as a front or back wheel, would
be specified. A spare wheel complete would be carried

in the transport, and would fit any of the machines.
To sum up, a military cycle should be as light as

possible,- consistent with reliability, speed, and
flexibility, should be mud and weatherproof, silent,

and with good petrol and baggage-carrying capacity.

In the writer's mind there is no doubt that the iiiost

suitable machine is one fitted w'ith a twin engine
rather than a single; it is certainly more silent, and
flexible, and has the advantage that one can on
occasion get home on one cylinder. Of the machines
on the market at the present time the one which
comes nearest to the ideal sketched above is a V twin,

but this is not admissible under the. War Office

regulations. There may be disadvantages in the V
type of engine, but in permitting only the horizontal

type of twin engine the authorities are considerably
restricting the choice of those who prefer a twin to a

single-cylinder engine. Special Reserve,

A 3| h.p. Scott to which IS fitted a quick hnng gun made by the Coventry

Ordnance Works and weighing 16 lb.
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer^s full name and address*

Marking System in the Scottish Trials.

Sir,—The comments of " Ixion " and the letter of -Mr.

Campbell JIcGregor certainly seem to me to bear out wliat

I said in a letter to you some little time ago, viz.. that

too much prominence is given in trials to the ability of

a rider to ride to a schedule and too little to hill-climbing

ability, which, in itself, proves reliability of a most desirable

kind. Mr. McGregor's e.xplanation is very clear and lucid,

but I, for one, am certainly of opinion that his silver

medallist whs has climbed all liills, scored a perfect sheet

for condition, and lost only one mark for a time error,

has made a more meritorious performance than the gold

medallist with whom he is contrasted, who has climbed
Kve hills only, lost fifteen marks for condition, and gained
full marks for time. I certainly cannot see how the fact of

a rider being a few minutes early proves that his maphine
is ncft reliable ; if he is late the matter is, of course, different,

though even this may be an error of judgment and no
fault of the machine.

1 quite see the point of the Edinburgh club, but I cannot
help thinking that they lay undue stress upon ridiiij; to

time, and I would suggest that, if one mark were deducted
for every minute early or late w'hen the allowed ten minutes
has been exceeded, quite a sufficiently large penaltv would
have been incurred. JOHN BUNVT'HON.

Sir,

Messr
which
their

have
iave
factur

hub
betwe

- Speedometer Drives.

—We notice a letter in your issue for July 23rd from
s. Rudge-Whitwoith, f^td., illustrating the method
they have adopted of drive for speedometer from

front wheel. We should just like to mention that we
for years recommtnded such a fitting, and we

at various times approached the leading motor mann-
ers with a view to getting them to standardise their

for a fiUiiiij of this kind. The difference, however,
en onis and that d(-.scribed bv ^Ic-.^.^rs. llMdc^-^-Whit-

worth is that we suggest the large driving gear of iIil

speedometer being screwed (left-handed) to the hub llaage
direct instead of soldered, so that tlie tendency of the
drive would be to keep this locked. The special features
we claim for this are neatness, rapidity and case of fitting,

and the dispensing with clips and screws for fastening tlie

spokes. The difficulty,^ of course, is that it would become
necessary for the various manufacturers to standardise a
design of this kind to justify us in stocking our instruments
with suitable fittings. Needless to remark, it overcomes
at once all difficulty in the correct centring of the ge.nr

wheel, which is a most important detail in the fitting of a
speedometer. THE JONES SPEEDOMETER.

M.vRKT AND Co. (London), Ltd.
F. E. Dickinson.

[This plan has been recommended over and over again in

our pages by " I.xion " and others, and we are glad to

note that leading manufacturers are taking it up.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—Having regard to " Ixion's " article in a tecent
issue regarding speedometers, I give my experience of a
motor cycle speedometer for the benefit of makers.
This .season I fitted a new speedometer to my machine,.

and with regaid to its recording capabilities have
no complaint to make, but the method of attachment was
so questionable that, before it had run 500 miles, the
bracket which carries the dial snapped off for no apparent
reason, since it was correctly fitted, and the machine has
Druid spring forks ; and dropping it broke the shaft. The
makers supplied a new bracket free of charge.

W'hilst I was on tour three weeks ago the speedometer
drive "gave up the ghost," but as it was raining at the

time, the shaft was disconnected, and the dial was left

on the machine, clamped to the handle-bars as usual,

without anything to drive it. For some reason not apparent,
the bracket again broke, dropping the speedometer in the
road, and, as I was not fortunate enough to see it go, I

have lost the speedometer altogether, and all this trouble
and expense happened inside 1,400 miles.

It is little items such as this that are unavoidable—at

least by the users—that increase unduly the cost of mottir

cycling, and cause aspirants to the spoi-t to hesitate on
the score of such heavy incidental expenses. LK 1476.

IVIrs. Wheyman, of Charlton, who has recently become the possessor

of a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar combination.

Overseas Repuirements.

Sir,—Noticing in your Overseas Supplerjient that you w'eia

desirous of obtaining readers' ideas of ideal machines, I

hereby wish to give you mine.
In the first place, I would divide the machines into two

classes, viz., city and country. For the greasy tram blocks,

etc., of the city a light, easy starting, even firing tw'in with
shortest possible wheelbase is required.

The most important part of the country or touring motor
bicycle is the frame. TBe engine is comparatively a minor
detail ; any decent engine will suffice. The frame must be
very strong, as also the rims, spokes, saddle pillar, etc.

Tlie" majority of English frames are not nearly strong enough.
They are light, and break up very easily. On my machine
the down tube has broken three times. I have used up two
front and three back rims, and twenty-five spokes. The
steering tube has broken, and also the saddle pillar.
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My ideal machine would be: Strongest frame procurable,
short whcelbase, dropped top tube, rear springing (this is

absolutely necessary), 26in. or 28in. wheels, Roman rims,

heaviest gauge spokes, wide mudguards with good clearance
for mud, side extensions, serai 'i'.T. bars, back adjustable
footrests, pan saddle on sprung saddle pillar (apart from
sprung wheel), three-gallon petrol tank, half-gallon oil tank,
Brampton forks, 22in. Kempshall tyres with security bolts,

Dunlop lin. belt, and Forward fastener.. All-black finish

—

not a spot of nickel anywhere. Handle-bar control through-
out. As to the engine, a'5 h.p. twin J. A. P., low compression,
would be about the best for a solo mount, with adjustable
pulley. Thres-speed gears, etc., are not absolutely necessary,

and it is doubtful if they are worth the extra weight and
cost. Lubrication—semi-automatic. Alinor details are rust-

less spokes, large screw-on filler caps, oil and petrol gauges
dispensed with. If decompressor is fitted it ihoiild be oper-

ated by the lever that is fitted for the front wheel brake. .

(Front wheel brakes are unknown out here ; they are a

nuisance.) Pedalling gear not to be fitted. Kick starters or

free engines are not essential. Regarding crank case clear-

ance, I think the average clearance is sufficient, and as we
have lots of muddy roads it is as well to keep the weight as

low down as possible. Magneto could be set fairly high up.

Carburetter of the two-lever type.

What we want is a gcod sturdy macliine that possesses a

long life, that will keep going through all weathers, and that

will plug up long hills at medium speed It must be fairly

light on petrol, and noc side-slip at every po.ssible oppor-
tunity. When cleaned for the first time after twelve months
it shall still be a self-respecting motor bicycle.

Melbourne. Victoria.
' R. JOHNSON.

Sir,—For some time past I have been thinking of writing

and congratulating you on the enterprise shown in con-

nection with the Overseas trade and helping us to get

machines built for use in the Colonies and not ones that

have been adapted, or, as often as not, not even adapted.
My personal opinion is that the bugbear of rocks, etc.,

found lying on roads has rather been overdrawn, though a

certain amount of clearance, more than that given to home
machines, is required. The great danger to provide for is

not so much bad roads as the meeting of them unexpectedly.
Handle-bar control of gears is not universal, and this is

one of the things absolutely essential for Colonial machines.
One meets dust feet deep, wet sludge, and large ruts so

unexpectedly that one has no time or inclination to take
the feet off to find and put the low gear in. The result

is that a great risk is run of having a bad sideslip in

the dust or having the wheel or tyre simply sheared off in

a rut while going at about 25 m.p.h.
One can hardly over-estimate the blessing a handle-bar

control gear would be in a case of this sort. To cut out
and change the gear, and tick along at 4 m.p.h. would
be the certain work of about ten seconds, and the bad part
could be crossed with safety. Two gears and a free engine
iiieet all requirements out here, as sidecars are kept for

station use, where one can get pacca (metalled) roads.

I am now going to make a suggestion which, to my
way of thinking, is more important to us than any specially
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designed machine. If one of the dealers would make out
a catalogue of prices of all the machines, showing the price
he wants for the machine landed free on rail at Karachee,
Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta, he would make his fortune.
As we stand at present, I am willing to stake anything
that there is not one in a hundred persons who knows
what charges a motor bicycle is subjected to on its wav
out.' The result is that he is haunted by the fear that
he does not know to what extent he will be involved by
the time the machine reaches him. If a catalogue of
inclusive prices were issued, all one would have to do would
be to add the railway freight to the catalogue price. But
let there be no extras after the machine Ins arrived. Spare
parts should also be priced in the catalogue.
Sargodha, Punjab, India. P591.

Miss M. Rcid, a well-known Scottish

horizontal Brou:

The Motor Cycle in Mauritius.
f^ir,—There are a great many motor cars and motor cycles

out here and the numbers are increasing, the total being
about 500 (cars and motor cycles, -I do not know the separate
figures), which is large for so small a colony, but is accounted
for to a great exent by the " Surra," a disease which
attacks horses. This became so serious a few years ago
that the sugar planters raised a loan from the Government
to enable them to replace horse traction on the estates
by light railways ; these are now__installed all over the
island. At social functions, siich as the races, dances, etc.,

quite a common sight is a stream of -motor vehicles with
perhaps one or two horse-drawn carriages, the proportion
of the latter being far smaller than at home.
With regard to motor cycles, F.N. 2-^ h.p. machines long-

held the field, but are being ousted by English machines,
of which the Phelon and Moore 3i- h.p. is by far the most
popular. My machine is an F.N. four-cylinder, of which

Jjiiid there is one other in the island. At present the
French-Mauritians swear by P. and iM., but probably
any good English maker, who could supply a no-trouble
machine, could become equally popular. The roads here
are poor and play havoc with tyres. They are not gritty,

nor so stony as one experiences in other Colonies, but the
road metal, of volcanic rock, wears away the treads of

the tyres in an unexpected way. Perhaps also the moist
and hot climate affects tyres generally. P. E. JIARR.

Port Louis, jMauritius.

A Lady's Choice.
Sir,—I have read the article dealing with ladies and

lightweights in a recent issue of Tht Motor Cycle. While
some ^prefer a lightweight, I prefer a machine of medium
weight and plenty of power. This year my- choice fell on
a 3^ h.p. horizontally opposed twin Brough, with two-
speed engine box.

From the enclosed photographs you will see that it is a
perfect lady's model. It is a beautiful machine, and runs
very sweetly. The engine is capable of 50 m.p.h., and
hills never trouble it.

The smooth drive of this twin is far ahead of any machine
I have ever ridden. I advocate a horizontaLtwin in prefer-

ence to any engine made, and those who have had experience

I

of this machine will endorse my remarks.

I
(Miss) M. r.EID.

motor cyclist, and her twin-cylinder

h machine.

%' ii;j
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British Motor Cycles in Germany.
Sir,—Referring to your issue of the 9th July re " Britisli

jMotor Cycles in Germany," I may say that I fully endorse

in every respect Mr. Cain's views upon this subject. I have
quite recently taken over the sole agency for Germany for

Williamson, N.U.T. motor cycles, and the Derwent sidecar's,

and judging from the number of enquiries received it seems
as if the business is going to be a success. The Germans
seem to realise that English machines have no superiors

in the world as far as construction, reliability, and appear-
ance are concerned, and I must say that German makes are

nowhere near "good old" English lines.

There is also an increasing demand for a good lightweight.
Frankfurt am JIain. ALBERT A. CRESSELL.

Age limits for Accident Insurance.
Sir,—In your last week's issue I notice a letter signed

" Medicus " complaining of the fact that, owing to his age,

which is apparently between that of sixty and sixty-five, he
was unable to obtain a personal accident insurance for him-
self whilst riding a motor cycle, mentioning in particular

the Motor Union Insurance Co. as being the office where
it was absolutely declined to take this risk on.

I notice your correspondent adopts the nom de plume of
"Medicus," but I should be rather inclined to think that
he has ill-chosen this nom de jjlatiie, as if he had any
medical knowledge at all he would, of course, know that
there must be a greater risk in the case of an accident
of the injuries resulting fatally to a man of sixty-five years
of age than to a youth of sixteen or seventeen.

I believe all insurance companies issue their policies on
the assumption that their assureds are perfectly capable of

driving their particular machines, and it is not on the score

that the man of sixty-fi\'e is not able to drive that they
refu.se to accept his personal accident risk, but it is simply
that, should he break any bones, it is certainly more serious

than it is for a younger man. It seems to be a foregone
conclusion by men of the same character as "Medicus"
that insurance companies are purely philanthropic institu-

tions, but, so far as my dealings with them are concerned,
I have always found them purely sti'aight forward business

concerns, provided that one deals with them on the same
lilies. U 1315.

Some Criticisms on Sidecar Design
Sir,—I see that you are now making your aniuial refer-

ence in reporting the Scottish and English Si.x Days Trials to

the usual crop of broken sidecar frames and couplings. It is

a most surprising thing that, with motor cycle engineering

at its present high level, the design of the modern sidecar

should be such a haphazard business.

Ot course, there are notable exceptions ; but really the

majority of luxurious and heavy sidecars on the road to-day

are irretrievably bad in design. There are two great lines

of error on which designers work—one is to undersling (as

they call it : it is not true underslinging) the chassis. Tlio

other is the piling up of weight forward of the axle.

On motor car, the ground clearance being limited and
stability being all essential, any attempt at cutting down
wind resistance must result in a low design. But this does
not hold good with the sidecar. The wind resistance depends
0.1 the surface presented to the wind, not upon the height
of the body from the ground, and the stability is quite
sufliciently obtained by widening the track to counteract
the lifting tendency on left-hand corners. Jloreover, on these
nltra-low seated sidecars the passenger, unless very fully

screened, sits in a perpetual shower-bath of mud, grit, and
tar, while conver.sation is out of the question owing to the
great distance between the heads of driver and passenger.
When the sidecar first appeared it was greeted with a

storm of hostility, and broken frames were freely prophesied.
But the strange part was that frames did not break then
so much as they do now. The reason is easy to see.

Increased weight has something to do with it ceitainly;

but the best proof is this ; Take off the near side front

wheel of a motor car and try to make a good three-wheeled
vehicle of what is left. It is impossible until you shift the

centre of gravity backwards and enable the unsupported
corner to maintain its normal level. The modern sidecar is

little better tha« the impossible vehicle described above.
8o long as the passenger sat with all, or almost all, his weight
.over the sidecar axle the vehicle was a sound one, but as

igi

soon as elaborate, modern requirements and long, heavy
bodies made this inconvenient, we got a lop-sided and top-

heavy affair which is bound to put an unfair strain on its

connections and the front of the machine.
There is no need for these incorrect designs. It is

possible to lit a really comfortable semi-recumbent coach-

built body on a plain chassis (witness the Rover) and carry

the passenger's weight almost entirely on the axle without
spoiling the appearance or the stability of the construction.

It is to be hoped that makers will not bring about the

demise of the sidecar by over-elaboration at the expense of

sound design and thus repeat the history of the - tandem-
seated tricars. B. C. de W. SIFFKEN, B.A., C.\nt.\b.

Unnecessary Horn Blowing.
Sir,—The reasonable letter in your issue of July 50th

by "Daimler" prompts me to write you on a kindred

subject.

One of the Christadelphian ecclesias here in Birmingham
is unfortunately situated next to Gough Street, well known
as Birmingham's test hill. It is quite a usual occurrence

for thoughtless motor cyclists to disturb the worshippers,

in the hall by continually end savouring to ascend Gough
Street. On a recent Sunday a rider of a big twin made
several attempts in succession, failing in abont six instances

to get up. These abortive efforts were accompanied by
frequent roaring of the engine when the gears were changed
or the engine freed. Perhaps a word in your valuable

journal would put a stop to the nuisance.

H. W. WAERE.

Colonial Requirements.

Sir,—As a two years' reader of ZVie Motor Ci/clc, 1 have
been much interested in the opinions of your Overseas
readers as to the desirable qualities of a Colonial machine.

I have just read the letter of Mr. L. E. Stuart William
in your edition of May 28th, and am surprised to see that,

like many others, he prefers a plated finish to the more
workmanlike all-black. It is a curious argument, too, to

.say that " the rains in India last only a couple of months,

and then only for a couple of days at a time in the plains."

This is wildly inaccurate. India, of course, comprises many
climates, ani in Sylhet, where I have lived for the past

eight years, we have few dry days between March and
November. On one tea garden where I was stationed I

have seen two months without a dry day, and with a rain-

fall for that time of over 100 inclies, while there is at

least one Sylhet tea garden with an average of over 250
inches per annum, while Chessapunji. not far from here,

holds the world's record for rain. One day in .lune last

the gauge there gave 31 inches in a day, but the record

is 41. So mnch for rain in some parts of India.

If I were designing a machine for use here without a

sidecar—few of our roads are fit for these, though in

Assam it is another niatter^the specification would be
about as follows :

Engine.—350 c.c, air-cooled, two-stroke if petrol economy
is not essential ; this for simplicity, as the nearest garages
or repair shops are in Calcutta, and we count ourselves

lucky to get a repair job done inside a couple of months.
Tank.—^Two gallons.

Tyres.—2iin. at least.

Gears.—Two-speed gear box. Thiee-speed hubs give
trouble, and are not easy to repair.

Wheels.—Roman rims. My rims, of ordinary make, are
badly dented. Spokes extra heavy.

Clearance.—Not less than 6in. ; more if possible.

Finish.—All black. We planters can get a coolie to clean

off mud and dust, but people in towns are not so fortunate.

Mudguards.—Big clearance. When you run into a bit

of " ponk " it is usually necessary to scrape cliunks of mud
out of guards, front brake, etc.. which is not a nice job
when the temperature is over 100°. PLANTER.

Sylhet, A3?am, India.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Messrs. Phelon and Moore write :

" In our announcements
in connection with the Scottish Trial we stated that the

P. and M. was the only make of which there were more
than four entries and every entrant received an award. We
find, however, that there were seven Clynos entered which
gained seven awards, and we shall therefore be glad if .vou

will, in fairness to the Clyno Company, publish this letter."
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RACING AT ST. ANDREWS.
Leven and East of Fife M.C.C. hold

ON Thursday last tliis club held

their ariHual races on the sands
at St. Andrews. A represen-

tative entry had been- received by
the secretary, Mr. A. J. Carlow, and
although none of the English cracks were
present, the only notable Scottish

absentee was A. H. Alexander, who was
unable to compete owing to pressure
ot business.

The programme contained sixteen

classes, and although one or two of these

were sparsely filled, the racing was keen
and exciting. In Class 1 (open), for

machines up to 350 c.c., A. B. Watson
(2J N.U.T.) and D. S. Alexander (2|
Knfield) were the only starters. The
distance was ten miles,' and the fermer,
early taking the lead, won m 13m. 27s.

Class 2 (open), for machines having
engines up to 550 c.c, was much better
suppoi'ted, and consequently resulted in

a keen struggle. J. W. Adamson (3^
Triumph) took the lead at the start,

and maintained it for a few laps, but
0. G. Braid (3^ Norton), who was at

the leader's back wheel, finding an extra
ounce of speed, went to the front and
won by several yards, his time for the
ten miles being 12m. 34s. J. W. Adam-
son (3^ Triumph) was second, and J.

Christie (3^ Triumph) third.

Big Amecican Twin's Struggle.

Class 3, open for machines having
engines up to 1,000 c.c, the distance
being approximatelj ten miles, vi^as pro-
ductive of a great surprise. At the start
the 7-9 Harley-Davidson, ridden by C.
Armstrong, showed splendid acceleration,
and before a quarter of a mile had been
covered was leading the field. Gradually
drawing away from the other competitors,
it was leading by threequarters of a
mile at the end of the eight miles. A
faulty plug, however, gave trouble at this
point, anc it finished on one cylinder.
Even then it managed to secure second
piace, first position going to G. L. Sawer
(7-9 Indian), while A J. Carlow (7

Zenith) was third. The winner's time
was 11m 59s. W. Lawrence (7-9 Indian)
\v a.^ nnPortunate enough to break the

a Successful
driving chain dui'ing the afternoon no
fewer than four times.

Class 4 (expert, barred), for machines
iiaving engines up to 350 c.c, provided
A. B. Watson (2-J N.U.T.) with his second
win, J. R. Duncan (2-|- Douglas) being
second, the time for six miles being 9m.
4s. Particularly hot machines were the
Nortons ridden by the brothers Braid,
three of whom were present, and in Class
5 (expert barred), for machines up to 560
c.c, H. W. Braid easily secured first

place, with A. B.. Watsin (2J N.U.T.)
second; the time being 7m. 32s.

Class 5 (expert barred), for machines
up to 1,000 c.c, gave Armstrong (7-9

harley-Davidson) a winning ride, and
Class 7 (open), a one mile race for
machines up to 350 c.c, was won by A.
B. Watson (2| N.U.T.).

Class 8 (open), one mile, for machines
up to 560 c.c, went to 0. G. Braid (3i
Norton), with A. J. C. Lindsay (3i
Hover) second, and J. R. Alexander (7-9

Indian) secured Class 9, one mile, tor
machines up to 1,000 c.c.

Class 10 (expert barred), for machines
up to 350 c.c, one mile, was won by
VVatson on a N.U.T., with J. R. Duncan
(2| Douglas) second.
H. W. Braid (3i Norton) won the

expert barred mile event for machines
up to 560 cc, A. B. Watson (2| N.U.T.)
being second, and P. Grosset (3^ Ivy)
third

Class 12 (expert barred), for machines
up to 1,000 c.c—P. Grosset (7 Zenith)
won, and G. L. Sawer (7-9 Indian) was
second.

Class 13, for machines up to 1,000 c.c,
ridden and owned by amateur non-
experts permanently resident in the
county of Fife.—H. W. Braid (3^
Norton) first, W. Turnbull (7 _ Indian)
second, and P. Grosset (3-i Ivy) third.

The Sidecar Events.

Class 14, for motor cycles and sidecars
with engines up to 600 c.c, provided
interesting racing. The distance was
approximately four miles, and at the
start R. D. Somerville (3^ Rover sc)
.took the lead. This he maintained until

Meeting on the Sands.
within half a mile of the finish, when
a shorting plug pidled him up and let

up J. Chiistie (3^ Triumph sc), with

H. G. Lawson (3^ Premier sc.) close up.

A. J Carlow (7 Zenith sc.) won the

1,000 c.c. sidecar class, the other com-
petitor, W. Lawrence (7-9 Indian sc.)

breaking a chain.

Class 16 (expert barred), for sidecars up
to 600 cc, distance two miles, was won
by J. Christie (3^ Triumph), with R. D.

Somerville (3^ Rover) second, and H. G.
Lawson (3^ Premier) third. This finish

was one of the^best of the day, a few
. yards covering the three riders.

As a wind-up, an open invitation race

was held, the distance being approxi-

mately four miles. Right from the

start Armstrong (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
took the lead, and" finished well ahead of

the second man, A. J. Carlow (7 Zenith).

COMPETITIONS IN THE
COLONIES.

A reliability trial has recently been

decided in New Zealand, in the shape
of an open trial for sidecar combinations
over an extremelv difficult course of 140

miles. Strange as it may sound, heavy
snow was encountered, which naturally

added greatly to the difficulties. G. B
Brown and -I. H. Michael, both ridint;

Triumphs, registered non-stop runs, and
the team prize was also won ,by Priumph
riders, witn a total of 783 marks, which
won them this prize by over fifty points.

Great interest was displayed at a race

meeting lately decided at Bloemfoiitein
by the Orange Free State A.C. The
chief event was the fifty miles race for

the Continental Trophy. The actual

distance was said to have been just over
fifty-two miles, and the winner was \V.

Campbell, riding a T.T. 3^ Triumph, his

time being 56m. 56s., which beats the
South African record for the distance,
L. A. Howie (3-^ Triumph) second, and
E. Hoehne on a similar make of machine
being thi'd.

'M

R. U. Somerville (3J h.p. Rover sidecar) leadings Premier and Triumph machines at ihe turning point in the lour mile sdecar event
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A DASH ACROSS FRANCE.
ExcUin^ Adventures which befell " The Motor Cycle" Representatives on the

way home from Grenoble.

THE representatives of The Motor Cycle who went
over to France last week in connection with the

International Six Days Trial had a most in-

teresting if not exciting trip. A start was made from
Havre last Thursday morning in company with- Mr.
and Mrs. Loughborough and Rev. E. P. Greenhill.

Three competitors, in W. B. Little (Premier), T^rank

May (A.J.S.), and J. Greenwood (Connaught), fol-

lowed the pilot car, which contained five persons. At
that time the situation had not assumed the seriousness

it now has, and none imagined that the trial would be
postponed.

'^

It so happens, however, that the event was cried off

the same day the party started across 1^ ranee by road,

Imt the stopping places not having been fixed before-

hand, wires failed to intercept the party. A fast pace

was set up, and May had engine trouble at Romancourt
and elected to train to Paris for repairs.

Near Gien on the second day, H. F. S. Morgan,
who had started the day previously, was met return-

ing, he having been troubled with a main bearing bush
on his engine.

The Trial Abandoned.
The car and the two motor cyclists managed to

Ifjse one another, but all arrived at Grenoble safely

last Saturday evening and learned with the greatest

concern that a general mobilisation of the French
Armv had been ordered an hour previously, that the

trial was abandoned, that petrol had been com-
mandeered by the French Government, and that

foreigners must quit within twenty-four hours. Here
was a serious state of affairs!

The car party at once decided to return at the

earliest possible moment. There were no trains avail-

able, and on Sunday morning the British Consulate

was visited. Here we found a number of other com-
petitors and their passengers making enquiries as to,

the best course. All were ad\ised to leave as quickly

as possible, and the British Consul gave it as his

opinion that essence virould be obtainable in the vil-

lages. This news led Pressland (Crouch Carette) and
W. Chater Lea (Chater-Lea) and their passengers to

discuss a return via the Galibier Pass in order to enjoy

some of the gorgeous scenery of the French Alps.

What became of them we do not know.
Finn and his passenger with the Enfield sidecar had

managed to lay in a store of petrol and intended re-

turning by road. R. A. Bishop wath the, 8 h.p.

Enfield sidecar which Greaves drove in the English

Six Days Trial seemed undecided what to do, though
he had journeyed down by train. Little and Green-
wood elected to return by the route they had traversed.

Petrol Obtainable at Last !

By
,
dint of diligent enquiries a source of petrol

supply was privately forthcoming, and .our party

therefore took on board some fourteen bidons. There
was naturally great excitement in Grenoble, and a

military air on all sides. Only a few trains were
running to certain restricted spots, and weeping women
and .children bidding good-bye to their menfolk made
matters look ominously black.

A start was made on Sunday morning on the 500

mile trip to Havre, the party having decided not to

lose a moment. Railway crossings, of which there are

a large number in France, as well as the bridges, were

guarded by gendarmes, and the car was pulled up on

many occasions and the occupants interrogated as to

their nationality and as to the nature of the baggage,

the presence of explosives being feared. We had

taken the precaution to display the emblems of the

Entente CordiaU on the car and many times they

were recognised and enthtisiastically cheered.

The increased vigilance of the authorities, however,

impressed upon the party the extremely serious nature

of their position, and the probability of being cut oif

in France should the Channel service be stopped,

which it was anlici|jatod would be the case.

A Dash through the Night.

kt Decize, where the party dined, it was resolved

to continue throughout the night by changing drivers

and relying upon the Michelui Guide and Baedeker

for the route. Splendid progress was made, antl,

curious to relate, during the night only once was the

partv challenged by a sentry. As dawn broke cart

loads of reservists from the coimtry were encountered

on their way to the moliilising centres, and twenty-four

hours after the start the distance recorded was 415

miles. But our petrol supply was now becoming

exhausted, and many times our requests for replenish-

ments were met with a shake of the head. At Dreux,

however, our luck was in, and once again we laid

in a good store. How thankful we were that

the French roads were so straight ! Speed was

quickened as daylight improved, but now another

trouble threatened the party, which, of course, was

absolutely reliant upon the car to see them safely

through. ' It was feared that the ferry across the Loire

at Quillebeuf would be .suspended, which fear was later

discovered to be a well timed one, and the route

consequently changed to the longer stage via Evreux

and Rouen.
Occasionally we were able to pick up scraps of war

news, but the alarmist reports were in the main proved

later to be unfoumled, but they served to increase our

determination to go through to Havre to avoid risk.

The sentries were not so much in evidence as the

frontier was left behind, but the military preparations

were by no rneans relaxed. Havre' came in sight at .

last after twenty-se^'en hours' continuous running.

It was generally believed that ^Vednesday night's

boat would be the last across for some time, and, con-

sequently, we fear that the remainder of the British

party may be subjected to great inconvenience, as

nothing had been heard of them when we left Havre.

The boat on which the writer sailed was stopped in

the Channel on Wednesday morning while a torpedo

Boat encijcled her ; a pilot was taken aboard off South

-

sea to navigate the boat by a roundabout route (it was

said and believed to avoid the mines), and after many
delays in the Customs at Southampton, the train due

at Waterloo at 9 a.m. got there at 3 p.m., and there

was not a single traveller who was not heartily glad

- to .set foot on English soil again.

eg
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Machines.
The judges—would particularly like to comment upon the

performances of the different types of machines, Xal^en all

round, most solo mounts were capable of doing practically

everything required of them, and varied only in their com-
fort and reliability. The performance of the 4 h.p. Triumph
ridden by Mr. W. Westwood may be noted as particularly

fine, while the Blackburne machines are also worthy of

very favourable notice on account of their good engine
design. The Douglas team accomplished an excellent per-

formance. The sidecar machines failed to put up as good
a performance as usual,' largely on account of the fact that,

with the exception of the CJyno in particular, no machine
appeared to liave been designed as a unit. In nearly every
other make the frame was designed so that either too great

a proportion of the load was taken on" the front connection
or else the sidecar axle was bent to every possible shape
without any attempt whatsoever at staying except of a very
crude nature, which staying appears to have been added
as an afterthought, and which, owing to. the frictionless

nature of the fastening, provided small additional strengtli.

A frame should be triangulated as far as possible, and
designed with as little shear as possible on the joints.

The Matchless sidecar frame is an example of correct stay-

ing of axle, though even this machine does not fully carry

out the principle of triangulation, and the very rigidity of

the frame as built was probably a source of weakness,
as was exemplified in the case of competitor No. 69 (G.

Hardee, 8 h.p. Matchless sc). The vertical moment of

inertia taken on some of the frames is ridiculously small,

with the result that the stresses thrown on the frame are
out of all proportion to the load, but here again the Clyno
was an exception. The practice of carrying a can of petrol

entirely unsprung and near the driving wheel is bad, as it

leads to severe shock where it is entirely unsprung.

Cycle Cars.
The cycle cars showed great improvement, as they are

admittedly less suitable for the routes traversed than motor
bicycles. At the same time, however, sufficient attention

has not been given to the design of the axles, which, in

some cases, either bent or else wore badly. The under-
slinging of frames would improve the steadiness of many
machines, as would proper axle staying ; the Gordon cycle

car was bad in this respect, and had only about two inches
bearing surface on the steering heads to take the whole side

load. The performance of the Calthorpe was excellent, and
the judges would also like to draw attention to the J.B.S.,
which finished in excellent order. It would appear to be
a good example of the cheaper form of machine. As far as

transmission is concerned, the Gordon cycle ear is compar-
able in efficiency to many of the sidecars, and probably
'scores heavily in this respect. Move steering lock should
be provided on cycle cars.

Frames.
There is still far too much guesswork in the design of

this vital part ; the frames of sidecars have already received
comment, and are bad almost without exception; Frames of

motor cycles are also poor in many cases, and are only able
to stand up to the work on -account of their size and weight.
The judges are surprised that more use is not made of

steel and aluminium compounds and steel pressings in

frames. They would particularly draw attention to the
steering head. At this point many machines have bends
and curves so designed as to practically double the forces
tending to shear the tubes, and, incidentally, causing vibra-
tion which has a bad effect on the wear of the head bear-
ings. Many of these bearings were very slack after the
trial ; they should be provided with greasers and larger
bearing surfaces, so arranged as to each take an equal shax'e

of the thrust. The Lea-Francis was an example of sound
design in the latter particular.

It is interesting to note what an excellent effect on the
comfort and running of a machine is obtainable by a

properly balanced open frame such as is fitted to the Scott.

The Scott machine performed excellently and gave one a

greater impression of unit efficiency than any other machine.
The frame was well designed, and the judges would draw

^
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attention to the possibilities of the open frame considered

from the girder point of view, such as might be obtained
by the use of a one-piece pressing. In such a case, the

bottom of the frame would shield the whole of the power
unit. They would also draw the attention of designers to

the value of straight tubes and longer and, in the case of

sidecar machines, heavier tube sockets. It was noticed that

it was the exception to find the tube sockets tapered off in

cross section towards their ends, which ends also should

be serrated or wavy in plan \o avoid local intensity of

stress. The method of dipping the whole frame of a

machine is greatly preferable to end brazing, which not

unfrequently wreakens frames so that after a few months'
running they take up a permanent set to the detriment
of almost every part. In several instances frames might
easily be strengthened by such fittings as large silencers,

which might also act as mud shields, as in the Lea-Francis,

and yet clear the gromid sufficiently to avoid any ordinary
road surface.

Po^ver Units.
In constructing the power unit of a motor cycle, it is not

sufficient merely to obtain power, it is extremely important
that the engine should be silent in itself as- distinguished

from the noise of the exhaust, and as conducing to this result,

it should be clean and free from vibration ; such silence is

the best evidence of good design and workmanship. Most
eng;ines were not in any way flexible, and consequently to

allow for this defect they were more powerful than was really

necessary, with the result that they were capable of turning
at high speeds, which under most conditions causes not only

discomfort to the rider, but also unnecessary wear and shock
on the various portions of the frame an9 transmission. It is

desirable to construct the power unit to give not only a

smooth torque, but in such a manner that it can be con-
veniently enclosed and made free from rattle, whilst main-
taining a reasonable amount of power at low speeds. The
Scott engine was a good example of care in this direction,

but its silencing apparatus was not so good as might be
wished for.

The two-stroke machines generally were altogether credit-

able.

Proper means for lubricating every part (under slight

pressure if necessary) should find a . place in almost every
machine.

BraKes.
Practically every machine which got through the trial was

fitted with fairly good brakes, although they were in many
' cases weakly attached and fitted with too small a surface

and too little leverage or means for adjustment. It is very
important that brake rods should not be unduly bent out of

the straight, and in the case of front wheel brakes, they
should be- more heavily anchored at the forks, for otherwise
they ai'c almost useless and better omitted or applied to tlie

rear wheel. The Lea-Francis was the best example of front
brake design. It is desirable that compensating sidecar

brakes should be used on heavy outfits, and these are prefer-

ably operated by rods in place of wires. The internal

expanding type of brake is equally effective forwards or back-
wards, and gives no trouble. Some method of holding a'

machine from running bacliwards or forwards on a hill with-

out the driver leaving the gear in engagement is also

desirable, and a small ratchet is not difficult to fit to a hand
brake. Few brakes were effective in holding machines back-
wards, as was shown in the restarting test, neither are the
springs fitted to pull off the brakes up to their work, with
the exception of the P. and M., Blackburne, and one or two
other makes.

ForKs and Springing.
Although the bad roads may account for a good deal of

the trouble, that fact was insufficient excuse for the number
of front fork springs found broken at the end of the trial.

There is no need for there to be excessive side play in any of

these designs, and the use of spring washers allowing side
play of the links is distinctly bad. The link pins should be
fitted with greasers as in the MatcMess machines, and the
use of leaf springs or other shock-absorbing device in place
of coil springs might well receive attention. In the opinion
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of the judges it is a matter of "comment that there were not

any machines sprung both front and rear. Especially in the

case of the large sidecar outfits, it appears somewhat extra-

ordinary to spring the seat of the sidecar only and to leave

the whole outfit at the mercy of every load shock. The
whole chassis should be constructed as a unit and sprung as

independently as is possible. A one-inch spring"motion would
be sufficient to prevent frame damage on the worst roads.

Rims and Wheels.
On the rough roads encountered in the trial it is natural

that there should be some damage done, but most rims were
too weak. It is not entirely desirable to fit absolutely rigid

wheels on a light motor cycle or sidecar, but it is desirable

that the rims should be stiff. Tlie Clyno, P. and M., and
Premier suffered no damage in this respect, but many others

were injured.

Detachable wheels are desirable, especially on passenger

machines, and although introduced by one or two makers
some time ago, are being but slowly adopted by other firms.

As usual, tyres were the cause of many marks being lost.

Large section tyres were generally fitted, especially on the

passenger machines, and their adoption undoubtedly tends to

personal comfort, and to the saving of the machine itself.

The very loose stonj' surfaces on the many steep gradients

were a severe test of tyres, and tliey appeared to have stood

it well in general. The element of luck cannot be entirely

eliminated, but the use of as large section tyres as reasonably
possible will go far towards neutralising it. There was a

tendency to undertyre some "lightweight" machines.

Mudguarding.
Taken all round, the mudguarding on the machines showed

a much needed improvement, but a combination of oil and
dust was found covering many parts at the conclusion of t!ie

trial. It is important that the mudguards should project

widely beyond the wheels, and also should be arranged so

that they can be swung out of position. It is an advantage
slightly to lip the edges to avoid mud-throwing. Practically

no macliine, except the Scott, the Lea-Francis, and one
A.J.S. had anything in the nature of an undershield. I'oth

engine and gear box should be properly protected by means
of a long undershield, and this undershield might w'ell form
part of the main cradle.

Gear Boxes.
The judges were pleased to notice that on one Ariel a

proper gate change was fitted, giving four forward speeds;
this is a very desirable feature and might be copied with
advantage. It should at the same time be remembered that

a gear box is merely an excuse for an unsuitable engine, aaid

for ordinary touring work the value of a flexible power unit

nuist not be forgotten. It is doubtful whether any infinitely

variable gear would have been so .successful on some of the

worst hiils, but it would probably have provided greater

comfort, and tliere is room for improvement in this direction

and for novelties in design, sucli as variable tootli or worm
drives all totally enclosed.

Sidecars.
The bodies of most sidecars were comfortable and suitable

for touring, although the upholstering of most was very poor
in quality. The use of real leather instead of the many
imitations generally employed is most desirable, and the ad-

ditional cost should be trifling. Xearly every chassis except
the Chater-Lea, Matchless, and Clyno was greatly lacking in

vertical girder strengtlrs, so tliat, as already announced, if

machines did not break thev usually distorted badly. A
sidecar attachment should not oe looked upon as being capable
of taking lead in more than one direction, and more atten-

tion to tills point is very desirable. There were a number of

cases of sidecar body suspension springs fracturing, and this

is largely due to the frames being unsprung. If a machine is

designed for easy suspension on ordinary roads the damping
effect of a keyed leaf spring or shock absorber is desirable.

Controls.
In most cases carburetter controls were in a satisfactory

condition, as were gears and their operating rods, but more
attention should be given to the provision of hand-controlled
clutches, two good examples being those on the Ariel and
small Clyno machines. The same remarks apply to shock"
absorbers, which are very desirable fitments as apart from
the ordinary slipping clutch. The Enfield shock absorber is

good and thoroughly well protected. A few Bowden magneto

_ controls were totally inoperative, and otliers w-ere stiff.

These fitments should be better protected or the contact
breaker operated directly as on the Matchless machines.

Stands and KicK=starters.
A small number of machines were fitted with, front wheel

stands, but they should be standard on every machine. The
stands on the lightweiglits were far too flimsy, and bent
when the rider's weight was put on them. Many were not
fitted with a suitable nut screw and spring catch, or other
device, to positively retain them in position when out of

action.

With a few exceptions, the machines fitted with kick-
starters appeared to finish with this fitment in good con-

dition, which is a very marked improvement over former
years ; some kick-starters were placed too far to tlie rear of

the machine.

Brake Tests.
The brake test was instituted for the purpose of

obtaining a comparative result, and as a measure of the
deceleration of the machines. Competitors did not appear-
to realise that it' is desirable to travel at a good speed
v.'hcn testing brakes, for when a wheel becomes locked
the bi-aking value falls off, and in moit cases a bad per-

formance was due to non-observance of the regulations

ratlior than to inefF.ciency of brakes.

Accessories.
Accessories fitted in this trial were on the whole very

satisfactory, and makers seem to have realised the nature
of the stresses imposed, although there is still a good deal

to be learnt as regards attachments, which, though strong,

are often so situated that the load comes otherwise than
in a straight line through the holding-on bolts. This can
only result in crystallisation and fracture of the lugs.

The free use of insulating tape to secure fittings on many
machines clearly shows that much is still lacking in their

design. This should be uunpcessary

General Remarks.
With very few exceptions indeed, machines could be

started quickly and easily, a great advance on previous
years. Practically no marks were lost by reason of machines
not being ready "to start to time each morning.
The judges are of the opinion that the showing made

by every machine to finish was distinctly good, the cycle

cars put up a fine performance, and particul;ir credit is

due to the Calthorpe and J.B.S. machines. In the motor
cycles, the P. and M., Sunbeam, Scott, Bat, Douglas,
and Blackburne were e.vtreniely good, whilst the per-

formance of the O.K. and Haby Clyno motor cycles is

deserving of very .special mention. Of the sidecar machines
the Chater-Lea, Matchless, and Clyno were almost equally
deserving of credit. The latter' make was perhaps the
neatest in lay-out and strongest weight for weight, but its

mechanism was less accessible.

The driving throughout the trial was good, and the com-
petitors enleavoured to keep np with the spirit of the
regulations in almost every instance, although they did not
appear to grasp the principle of the marking, which was
that a 100% performance should have been, and was the
exception, and that different types of machines were
expected to lose marks proportionately, the minima of

marks to gain awards having been graded accordingly for

each type.

The judges are of opinion that the concessions made
to tlie competitors were extremely free, and as regards the
conditions of the machines at finish, they had advised the
stewards very strongly that- all machines completing the
course with severely injured parts or frames should have
had practically the whole of their reliability marks for

condition deducted. This is a point which they would
strongly uphold in future trials, as it is absurd to have
machines constructed with such refinements as lighting

dynamos (which, by the way, should not be placed so as

to weaken the frame), and then to find that the w^hole

chassis is wrongly designed and incapable of withstanding
shock.

The performances of the 3^ h.p. Premier with sidecar that
completed the trial, and of the small Dayton machines, ai-e

both worthy of favourable mention as indicating the possi-

bilities of the comparatively small powered machine.
A. M. Low, A.C.G.I.. D.Sc, etc.

D. F. XicHOLL, MA.JOR R.A., D.S.O.

CIS
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Aug. 6 8.39 p.m.

„ 8 8.35 p.m.

,, 10 8.52 p.m.

,, 12 ... ... 8.28 p.m.

In Wireless Touch all Day.

Not long ago The Motor Cycle published
first-hand particulars of a wireless

installation that one of its readers had
fitted to a motor cycle. JNow we learn
that a motor delivery company in town,
the "State Express," have fitted one of

their delivery vans with a transmitting
set, by means of which they can send
urgent messages to their head office in

Finsbury from a radius of twenty-five
miles.

A.A, and M.U. Notes.

TwTroED Hill Bkidge : Road Ovem.—
The A.A. has been informed by the dis-

trict surveyor that the road leading to

Twyford Hill Bridge (Herts) is reopened
to traffic, the old bridge having been
taken out and a strong temporary struc-

ture put in its place.

Special Waexixg to Motor Cyclists.

—The Automobile Association is informed

that the Chief Constable of Lancashire
has directed the county police to bring

up all cases of motor cycles not ^having
two independent biakes

International Trials Postponed.

OAving to the regrettable commence-
ment of hostilities on the Continent,
which threaten to involve a great part of

Em-ope in war, the F.I.CM. trials, which
were to have taken place with Grenoble
as centre, have been postponed.

How to Grind iai Valves

!

In an Australian paper the advice is

given to grind in valves with a mixture
of graphite and oil. The correspondent
who sends us the paper would be glad
to know how long this would take.

Racing at Brooklands.

The B.JM.C.R.C. will hold their fifth

monthly meeting at Brooklands on Satur-
day, August 22nd. The following is the
programme of events :

Event 1.—2 p.m. The one hour cycle
car race. For cycle cars and light cars

eligible for the comi-ng international race

in the Isle of iWau for the Dangerfield

Trophy.
Event 2.—The 350 c.c. three-lap scratch

race.

Event 3.~The 500 c.c. three-lap scratch

race.

Event 4.—The l.OCO c.c. three-lap

scratch race.

Event 5.—The 500 c.c. (with sidecar)

three-lap scratch race.

Event 6.—The 1,000 c c. (with sidecar)

thiee lap sciatch i.'co

SPECIAL FEATURES.
DESIGN OF MILITARY MOTOR CYCLES.

SIDECAR CHASSIS DESIGN.

JUDGES' REPORT OF A.C.U. SIX DAYS
TRIALS.

Valve side ol tlie twin P. &1VI-, showing kick-starter gear operating mechanism, lootboards.

and carburetter with hot-air intake. (See description, issue of July 23rd.)

Events 2 to 6 are open only to mem-
bers who have -not won a first prize at

a B.iM.C.R.C. meeting during the years

1913 and 1914.

Entries close first post Saturday,
August 15th.

Continental Touts duiiig War Time.

Motorists intending to tour on the

Continent with their cars are strongly

advised to obtain the latest information

from the head oflice of the A.A.^ and
M.U., Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,

London, W.C., before arranging for

shipment. It should not be forgotten

that. in the unhappy event of a state

of war obtaining in the country visited,

there is a grave risk of automobiles and
motor cycles being- commandeered for

military purposes.

The Levis and the "Breakdown."
Riders of the two-stroke Levis commonly

start by the somewliat unusual procedure
of throw-ing both throttle and air wide
open, and this peculiarity—evidently un-

Jvuown to those responsible for detuning
machines for the Breakdown trial

—

resulted in an amusing episode at the
recent gymkhana of the Preston M.C.C.
The Levis exponent, rushing up to his

machine, immediately "spotted" that
his h.t. wire was disconnected at the
" mag," and after remedying this, opened
wide his controls and ran.

To the surprise of the officials, the little

tvvo-stroke swept forward with marvellous
^aC' oleration, and racing to the finishing

line, leturned to the start as the second
man pushed off. The puz^iled rider was
tlien accused of having received inside

uiforniation, but prote.-ted warmly that
no motor cyclist worthy of the name
could fail to detect the disconnected wire.

That, however, clamoured the disturbed
officials, was not the " fault " referred •

to, and tliey proceeded to_ demonstrate
that the carbuietter slides were reversed,

and to demand an explanation. Amid
roars of laughter the winner complied ._

with the request by throwing both levers

wide open and starting his machine,
explaining at the same time that it did
not matter a " Continental " which opened
which, so long as the slides gaped
together.

CI4
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War!
At the moment of writing it appears

that motor cyclists may soon find
opportunities to show that their favourite
sport is more than a healthy and instruc-
tive hobby. Ttey may be called upon
in large numbers to put their knov.-ledge,
machines, and even lives at the disposal
of the country. The equipment which
has provided many a day's sport and
many an evening's discussion will be at
the free disposal of fellow countrymen.
Let us trust that we shall be found useful
if our services are required. The lives
which many of us have often risked foi-

spoi't and commerce in the past will be
more readily offered in a sterner cause.

How to Act.
.Tlic Motor Cycle has entered into com-

munication with the War Office with a
view to furnishing the names and
addresses of motor cyclists willing to
serve as required. The War Office have
gladly accepted such assistance, and it

any readers are prepared to place them-
selves and their machines, or only the
latter, at the disposal of the military
authorities we shall be only too glad to
forward any names sent in to us to the
War Office. Readers desirous of helping
should write us, on one side of the
paper only, clearly stating their full

napies, addresses, and ages, also the horse-
power, make, and date of manufacture
of their machines, and whether they are
prepared to give their services, or only
those of the machines.
The Auto Cycle Union also call the

attention of motor tyclLts to the fact
that any riders desirous of joining either
for home defence or with an expedi-
tionary force may obtain parti-.ulais of
service from the nearest recuiiting
station.

On going to press we learn that the
War Office are prepared to take twenty
motor cyclists for special service. Pre-
ference will be given to those who know
French and other foreign languages.
JNIotor cycles will 'be taken over on
valuation, or provided: The pay to
commence with will be five shillings per
day, all found. Service will be for one
year or less, as the War Office may
decide. Application should be made (o

Captain Trapmaiin. London Cycli.<ts'

fiattalinn, Fiilham House. Putney Bridge.

^ FUTURE EVENTS.
m
mc^ Auj. 14-15.—Liverpool ACC 0.3;n Trial to

^ London and Ba :k.

g= . 15.—French Grand P. x Mjtor Cycle
3n) Race near Le Mans.

|S ., 15.—Ejsex M C. Race M:etmg al

^ Brjokiands.

^ ., 19.—Cambridge and Distr.ct M.C.C
ag Open TriaL

|Ug „ 22—d M.C.R-C. Race M!etin.r.

g= „ 22.-AC.U East M.dlanJ Centre

^ Open Trial.

ag Sept. 6-9.-ANGLOrDUTCH TRIAL IN M
is HOLLAND. g^
^ Nov- 23-28.—Motor C-'cle and Cyc.e Car ^
^ Show al 0;ympia ^

Tnt iraational Cycle Car Race.

The following entries have been
received by the Auto Cycle Union for

the International Cycle Car Race, to be
held in the Isle of Man on Wednesday,
24th September ne.rt.

H. Ale.xander (10 Calthorpe Minor).
A. Alexander (10 Calthorpe Minor).
F. Burgess (10 Calthorpe Minor).
T. V. West (10 Calthorpe Minor).
Trevor Iloscoe (10 Morris-O.xford).
Wm. Harris (8-10 ^larlborough).
Gerald T. Mayne (10 Calthorpe Minor).
Vernon Ensbv (8 .Morgan).
Marcel Violet (6 Violet- Bogey).
W. Douglas Hawkes (two 10 Victors).
J. M. Barrat (9 Tweenie).
Woodrow and Co. (two 10 Woodrows).
B. Haywood (10 Singer).

A. Lee Cuinncis (10 Singer).

E. L. Roberts (10 Singer).

G.N., Ltd. (10 G.N.).
E. B. -McManus (12 Buckingham).
N. F. Holder (10 Merlin BlumHeld).
E. C. Gordon England (10 Marl-

borough).
Henry Jones (8 Tweenie).
Morgan Motor Co. (two 8 Morgans).
F. H. 13. Samuelson (10 Marlborough).
Maurice Levcque (8 Tweenie).
J. F. Buckingham (12 Buckingham).
Auto-Carriers (1914), Ltd. (three

10 A.C. s).

Lionel .Martin ( ).

P. J. Evans (10 Calthorpa Minor).
Entries at double fees, manufacturers

and agents £30, others £20, will be
received up to Tuesday, 11th .August next.

British Machines Abroad.

About the middle of July the
AUgemeiner Deutscher Automobile Club
(A.D.A.C.) held a protest meeting in
Eisenach, which proved to be the
largest gathering of power-driven vehick-s
ever held in Germany. Over 2,200' cars
and motor cycles registered at the various
controls in the town. Among the English
motor cycles present were four Douglas
machines, two Rexes, two Royal Enfields.
one Rudge Multi, and one Scott. Eight
Indian machines were also counted.
I^.S.U.'s and Wanderers comprised the
bulk of the German machines.
G. J. Eastbum, riding a 2J Douglas,

was succeTssful in gaining an award.

The A.C.U. Handbook.

We are informed that the A.C.U. for

next year intends to augment the infor-

mation contained in the official handbook,
and over seventy additional pages
(making over three hundred in all) of

matter of use to motor cyclists on tour
will be embodied in the new edition.

The Union is also preparing a separate

handbook, which will contain matter
relative to the control of the sport of

motor cycling, and useful information
as to how to run motor cycling com-
petitions on the road, etc. This hand-
Dook will consist of about eighty

pages of literature of the most useful

nature to club secretaries and others

interested in the promotion of com-
petitions.

The jQd^eV Report of the A.C.U. Trials.

The judges' report of the recent Six

Days Trials, which will be found on
pages 194 and 195, is very interesting

readini;. Praise and blame are fairly

apportionea, and in addition the report
contains many useful hints which makers
would do well to cake to heart. Frames,
including sidecar chassis, come in for a
fair amount of criticism. Undoubtedly
there is room for improvement here. A
strong case is made out for the springing
of the whole machine and excessive side
play in spring forks condemned. The
use of real leather for sidecar fittings is

rLi.op)niended. *

The repcrt concludes with a word or
so of praise to those machines deserving
of special mention.

?-i^^%^^.;;''

Lined up for the start ol the invitation event at St. Andrews which was eventually won by C Armstronii (7 h.p. Harlcy-Uavidsou/

cig
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H!LL=CLI^4B1NG TRIAL IN THE WEST.
SUCCESSFUL BANK HOLIDAY TOUR ORGANISED BY THE M.C.C.

ITAUTING from HungerfoTd, on the Bath Road, on
^ _ _

Saturday last, this event was run off over the same

_
course as last vear, being tliroiigh Devizes, Radstock,

Wells, Bridgwater (lunch), Minehead, Porloek (hill-

climb), Lynmouth (hill-climb), Ba-i-brook Mill (hill-climb),

Watersmeet, and back to Lynmouth. For this run the

record entry of fifty-nine was received, being double the

number of " last year's entry. There were eleven non-

starters, of whom four were cycle car entrants, and a notable
^ absentee was G. T. Gray and" his new 7 Rudge and sidecar

The v.'eather was very rough and wet for the time of year,

and this made the task of climbing tlie test hills an exceed-

ingly arduous one, especially for the solo riders.

Quite a number were early in trouble. Cole being par
ticnlarly unfortunate in suffering a nipped -tube four times

before lunch. Coates broke the sprocket off his gear box near
Bridgv-ater and retired. Batty-Smith had ignition trouble^

and retired at the same place. -As Porloek Hill was
approaclied the rain came down in torrents, and this made
the surface exceedingly treacherous. Of the forty-seven

who reached tire hill twenty-three failed to make a clean

climb. Jlany riders found it exceedingly difficult to main
tain the standard speeds set for the various classes, and
in endeavouring to do so many skidded and fell. Some
notable failures were Colliver (Indian), Roberts (Blackburne),
Wells (Indian sc), and Jleredith (Bradbury sc.). Gardinei
(Williamson sc.) retired here, as did Douglass (Rex. sc).

We observed very good performances on the second corner
by Selby, Beal, Colliver, Kerr, Winter, Howe, Tharp,

Competitors outside the Ly.i Valley Hotel, Lynmouth, durmg the tea halt-

rts.Holroyd, F. W. Ajjplebee (who made fastest tim
Longton, Clark, Egginton (splendid), Slingo, and

e), Robert
Boxer.

A driver ol a Williamson sidecar in the M.C.C. Devonshire Tour, on the greasy surface of Countisbury Hill.
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Hill-elimbing Trial in the West.

iSSHHaHSJssKci::-

4 '"' -^
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One of the solo con-ipctiiurs asci rrJin.;; Ci Lnli.iuiry Hi!l. 1 he cun-

tinuous downpour oi ram made the surface very treacherous.

A car failed on Lynmouth Hill, and competitors rode up
and down the hill whilst waiting for the car to be got
away Some compi'titors liad gone up before the oar failed,

with the result that Ihey were returning from the diloiir

before the other competitors had stalled. There were nineteen
failures of the forty-one who tackled the climb, but some
were baulked by those who failed and stayed on the narrow
hard portion of the road. It was particularly hard
on Willey (Jj Premier sc), who was going splendidly
and was forced into the loose rough portion, and just failed

to make a clean climb. The romance of Baibrook Mill

Hill is gone, in consequence of the new and easier road
whicli is now open. Competitors were, of course, sent up
the old lull, and taken on the whole the surface was in

very good condition.

A good deaJ of amusement was caused by the obvious
displeasure of several of the lady passengers, who were
annoyed at having to walk up the hills. Roberts ran tfe
whole way up. Frasetti had hard luck in failing near the
top, as he was the last of the Indian riders with a clean
score. Cooper just got up by foot-slogging violently. Other
failures were by 0. P. C. Collier, Boxer, Meredith, Gar-
land, D. S. Baddeley, Egginton, and Tippett, who was
running and his radiator steaming. Winter's back wheel
collapsed three miles from Lynmouth, and he came in .on
a car. Of the forty-eight who left Hungerford, forty com-
pleted the outward journey.

A Quiet Sunday in the West.
Sunday was spent pleasantly by those who were net

attending to their machines. There were several walking
parties to the Valley of Rocks and Watersmeet, and a
party rode over to Malmsmead to inspect some of tlie

local hills. Several washed their machines in the Lynn,
much to the amusement of lookers-on.
The return journey, starting "on Monday from Lynmouth,

vas over the fame course as the outward' journey, "wdth the
exception of the detour round Barbrook Mill. Of those who
arived on Saturday quite a number failed to present them-
selves for the retm-]) journey, amongst these being the Indian
liders, with the exception of D. S. Baddeley (7-9 Indian
^.), who had only (pialified for silver medals up to this

I

"lint. Countiibury Hill was in a very greasy condition, but
1-. the steepest gradient is only 1 in 5

i"
there were no failures.

The run back as far as Bridgwater was uneventful, excepting
inr heavy rainstorms at intervals. After lunch Mr. Baddeley,
ilie trials hon. sec, announced that, in consequence of the
v'.ar causing anxiety to some of the competitors, who wi.hed
lo get back to town quickly, no checks would be taken up
to the finish at Hungerford, 'and that they could finish as
rarly as they liked. This led to the more sporting members
indulging in what was called the Devon T.T., and in hurry-
ing quite a number lost their way and puf in many extra
miles. It al.-o brought about the' downfall of Fielder, who
liroke the frame of his New Hudson, and dropped the power
unit on to the road when going at speed.
As no results will be available until they are passed by the

committee, it is only possible to give the list of those" who
completed the trial.

"

L. A. Unddclej- (3Vi P. and M.)
J. D. Urysdalo ;2V. Connaught)
W. E. Cok (4 Tiiliaiplil

O. H. S. LftrlnviirtU :2li Clyuo)
E. Charlesworth iS Zenitlil
S. TImrp (4 Brudbiiiv)
E. M. MiriaiiH :3'.'. I', and U:,
J. H. K.rr io<:, N..<.U.|
J. >'. Silnu.i-Jon.'ri ;2^4 A..T.S,1

U. J. Brill ;4 L.M.6)
R. J. Hlne '.S',:. llurfcrd)
G. P. Hl.ire (4 JJ.S.A)
J. S. llolroj-d (S'A Illuekburni-i
L. Moeiidge (51^ EudBe ilulti)

C. PiTcival (2^1 l)uUB)asl
C. Q. Hoborts (S','. Ulnckburne)
H. Karslake (5-6 Ariel)
K. V; CiiidlPv (31*. BrooBh)

1). 8. Baddc:o.r (7-9 Indian sr.)

H. A. Cooper (3',2 Kcrry-Abinndon)
F. W. Applebee (3',:.. ilcto-Mrcclic.)
0. I*. O. Collier (4 Grjnde.\-l'ri; isiun]
n. B. Clark (31,1 Hudsc .Multi)
\V. H. Lonirton (3'i AlWay,..!
H. G. E. Slinco (5-6 Cls-na .sc.)

Vietor Cook (7 JIatthleas sc.)
W. H. Ecfinton (7 Mutohless sc.)

C. W. M.-rcdith (6 Bradbury st.l
1'. W. White (7-9 Piciuier sc.)

T. H. Willcv (3','.. Premier sc.)

H. K. Parker [6 Bradbury sc.)

W. P. Tippett ;3';.j lln aber 6C.)

Vicfoi Garland (8 Williaineon tie.)

Cecil O. Hann (G.W.K.)
L. Gilson i6 Zenitlil

Passing Wells Cathedral during the M.C.C Bank Holiday Tour

23
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Irish Two Days Reliability Trial.
"HE Dublin and District M.C.C. successfully carried

out their usual Bank Holiday fixture in the form of

a two' days' open reliability trial from Dublin to

Glengariife and back. The first day's ronte was
by the old main road to Cork as far as Glogheeit. where
a deviation was made to take in the ascent of the Knock-
niealdown Mountains. The old road was joined at Cork,
a id thence the riders proceeded to Glengariffe by the
I'lss of Keinmaneigh. On the return journey on Monday
a deviation was made into Co. Kerrj"-, so as to include most
of the new ground which was covei-ed in the recent End-
to-end of Ireland Reliability Trial. Fortunately, the weather
conditions throughout were of a more favourable character
than was experienced in the former competition, and con-
sequently the hills did not present any great difficulties.

On Monday the i eturn was made to Dublin.
Although the conditions were not less strict than usual,

the committee made an effort to prevent the awards being
won by variation in seconds, and to this end a new regula-
tion was' introduced requiring the competitors to furnish
a report of all repairs, replacements, or adjustments made
during the trial. In the event of two or more competitors

>—

«

tying for any prize with an equal number of marks, the

reports so furnished will be taken into account, and one
point deducted for each repair, replacement, or adjustment.
Only in the event of a tie still resulting will the variations

from scheduled time at the secret controls be taken into

account. The following completed the two days' run

:

G. Roche (3i Rover), P. Grimes (Sj- Rover), J. Doleman
(5^ Rover), A. W. Jlooney (6 Bradburv sc), H. Macrae (2^

New Imperial), J. F. A. Day (2^ Sun-Villiers), J. A. H.
Waters (2 J Douglas), J. Browne (3i Rover), T. Toole (3i
Rover), F. M. Sumraerfield (6 New Hudson sc), T. J. Woods
(5i B.S.A. sc), J. O'Dwyer (2-J Douglas), J. Clarke' (4

Hobart), R. Armstrong (6 Enfield sc), H. W. Gibson (3i
Rudge), W. H. Freeman (7 Indian sc), S. Allen (3-L N.S.XJ.),

R. Walshe (3^ Rover), and D. Morrogh (Calthorpe cycle car).

Of the four teams of three each which entered for the

team prize, two finished, viz., Waters, Mooney, and Free-

man, and Roche, Doleman, and Browne. Clean ascents of

the observed hill between Kenmare and Killarney were,

made by Walshe, Toole, Browne, Waters, Day, Doleman,
CJrimes, and Eoclie.

B.A.R.C, Bank Holiday Races.

A LARGE number of entries were obtained in both
the races provided for motor cycles at the well
attended meeting organised by the B.A.R.C. on
Bank Holiday. Unfortunately, a great deal of

trouble was experienced with carburation, owing to the

S. L. Bailey, who won the long handicap at Brooklands on Monday
last on his 350 c.c. overhead valve Douglas, at a speed or 61 o m.p.h.

peculiar climatic conditions prevailing at the time. No
incoirvenience, however, resulted from inclement weather,
although it looked very threatening at times, and the wind
was also rather- strong, but despite these disadvantages fast

times were accomplished.
Douglas machines obtained the premier award in both

races, and were lapping at over 60 m.p.h. In the first race

there were thirty-seven entrants down on the programme,
most of whom were at the starting point. G. Williamson
and L. W. Forinton put up excellent performances on
Indian machines, but could not manage to catch up the
first two or three speedy lightweights with, long starts,

and the order of finishing was as follows ;

1. S. L. Bailey (2% Douglas).
2. E. J. Webster (3i N.U.T.).
3: E. Kickham (2| Douglas)..

The winner's speed was 61i^ m.p.h.
During the interval between the races A. L. Pullin (3^

Rudge), who had evidently experienced carbui'etter troubles,
was seen changing the float. A 2J Singer belonging to J.

P. Le Grand was also experiencing trouble as its owner
informed us that the piston was cracked in two places. A
still larger number of entries comjirised the second event,
for the field consisted of no fewer than forty-four. The race,
which was run over a distance of 5^ miles, a.gainst 8^ miles
of the first race, again proved a triumph for the Douglas,
the result being as follows :

1. E. Kickham (2| Douglas).
2. E. J. Webster (3J- N.U.T.).
3. L. W. Forinton (7 Indian).

The winner's speed was 52 m.p.h.

> ^a«

Edinburgh M.C.C. Gymkhana.
ALTHOUGH the weather conditions which favoured

the Edinburgh Club's sports were far from alluring,

there was nevertheless quite a crowd present to

witness the compiftitions. As usual during an event
of this nature, one or two performances were ' outstanding.
In the exhibition trick riding and driving event, A. U. R.
Downie (2J A.J.S.) perfornred some really excellent
balancing feats, such as standing on the saddle and driving
with two strings attached to the handle-bar, riding back-
wards, etc. J. W. Moft'at (2| Sunbeam) was also good.

The sidecar and car football, matches provided many thrills,

and the manner in which the combatants manipulated their

machines excited loud applause.

Several unrehearsed incidents did much to assist in the
enjoyment of the afternoon, tlie star turn being J. A. W.
Beaton, who in his effort to cover the hundred yards in the

C24

trailing race at evens carried away the erection holding up
the buns for the bun event. In this same event, J. Steel
who was trailed behind A. H. Alexander, finished on his
back, thereby being disqualified. Results :

Forty yard's fast race.—J. A. Porter (2J Douglas).
Twenty-five yards slow race.—J. W. Moffat (2| Sunbeam).
Plug changing.—H. Alexander (2| Douglas).
Water race.—A. H. Alexander (2| Douglas).-
Trailing race.—J. R. Alexander.
Obstacle race.—A. H. Alexander (2J Douglas).
Bun race.—A. H. Alexander (2| Douglas).
Zigzag race.—H. Alexander (2J Douglas).
Run and cycle race.—J. Steel (2| Douglas).
Sidecar football match.—J. A. W. Beaton (8 Matchless).
Potato race.—H. Alexander (2| Douglas).
Trick riding.—A. U. R. Downie (2| A.J.S.)
Turn-out competition.—J. A. W. Beaton (8 Matchless).
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OPEN SPEED TRIALS AT PENRITH.
THE Penrith and District IVI.C.C. lield their first^open

- speed trials on Bank Holiday. The events were run

off in the beautiful Lowther Park, by kind per-

mission of the president of the club, the Earl of

Loi'sdale). The course was a half-mile in length, almost

straight and very fast. Tlie substantial entry of ninety-five

was received, being divided into thirteen classes catering for

every type of machine. The houours of the day were shared

by F. Dixon (7 Indian) and A. Brewin (8 Zenith), both of

whom covered the course in 24|s., the former, by making thi.'i

time on three successive occasions, put up by far the most con-

sistent performance of the day, the masterly way in which he

handled his big macliine creatmg admiration among ^
the

spectators. Tliis being the club's first attempt at organising

an open competition the officials are to be congratulated on

the success of the meeting. Results :

Class I.—Two~%troke Sincilps mt c.«ceding 350 c.c. On Time. Opea.
1. S. C. Cook (2'. I.xion) 422 sees.

2. E. F. Gilbanks (2V Connaiight) 43i sees.

The two competitors tied, and the above times are-the result of the run-off.

Class II.—Two-stroke Sins^Ies not exeeeding 350 c.c. On Time.
Expert barred.

S. C. Cook (2» Lxion) 42? sees.

Class III.—Single-cylinders not exceeding 350 c.c. On Time. Open.
T. W.-Heaton (2.5 A.J.S.) 31I sees.

2. H. Rhodes (23 A.J.S.) 32^ sees.
,

Class IV.—Single-cylinders not exceeding 350 c.c. On Time.
Expert barred.

R. Hodgson (2J Diamond) 44i sees, (w.o.)

Class V.—Singk-cylin.lcrs not exceeding 560 c.c. On Time. Qpen
1 G Kendall (3.! Norton) 28< sees.

2. E. Gilbanks (jV Rover) 20i sees.

J. Laycock (3! Rover) 30 sees.3-

Class VI.- On Time.-Single-cylinders not exceeding ^5o c.c.

Expert barred.

1. G. Kendall (3! Norton) 27S sees.

2. J. Lavcock (3) Rover) 205 sees.

3. E. Gilbanks (3'J Rover) 30} sees.

Class VIa.—Anv capacity. Members. On Eonnula.
1. H. A. Rhodes (2j A.J.S.) -30 1 sees.

2. S. Barron (3! N.U.T.) 30)! sees.

3. VV. Armstrong (3i Bradbury) 34 i sees.

Class VII.—Twin-cylinders not exceeding 350 c.c. On Time.

J. Robinson (2} N.U.T.) 34I sees.

Class VIII.—Twin-cylinders not exceeding 350 e.c. On Time.
Expert barred.

J. Robinson (2} N.U.T.) 33 sees.

Class 1.\.—Twin-cylinders not exceeding 500 c.c On Time. Open.
1. R. Bownass (3) N.U.T.) 2Ti sees.

2. I.. S. Parker (3'J Scott) 10; slcs.

Open.

E. Burras (3t h.p. Zenith) on the starting line in one of tha sidecar events.

On Time.

Open.

Class X.—Twin-eylindcrs not exceeding 500 c.c.

Expert barred.

1. J. RIgg (3-1 Scott) 29I sees.

2. S. Barron '(3i N.U.T.) 32^ sees.

Class XI.—Twin-cylinders 351 e.c. and upwards. On Time.
f V. Dixon (7 Indian) ) . ,

'•1a. Brewin (S Zenith) | 24 j sees.

3. B. Jenre>-s (8 Zenith) 26t sees.

The run-ofi resulted in Dixon making the same time, Brewin being 3 seei slower.
Easiest time ol the day

Class XII.—Twin-cylinders 3^1 c.c. and upwards. On Time.
Expert barred.

1. F. W. Dixon (7 Indian) 244 sees.

2. B. Jeflreys (8 Zenith) 25 sees.

3. S. Se.-tl (7 Indian) • 26i sees.

Class XIII.

—

\\\y Machine. On Time. Open.
1. F. W. Dixon (7 Indian) 25 sees.

2. B. Jeffreys (8 Zenith) 25i sees.

3. A. Brewin (S Zenitli) 26 sees.

Class .XIV.—Sidecars, any capacity. On Formula. Open
1. F. W. Dixon (7 Indian se.) 31 sees.

2. II. A. Rhodes (2j A.J.S. sc.) 38 sees.

3 W. Armstrong (3I Bradbury scr.) 435 sees.

A. 1. Moffat (5 h.p. Zenith) crossing the finishing line All competitors were given a fly;n;? '-tart

27
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A !-. Sth.—Coatbridge an 1 District M.C.C. So miles non-stop run, starting at
2 p.m.

„ St 1. -> iddlesbrougli and District M.C.C. Hill-climb at Djinby
„ "in.—Middlesex iVI.C.C. Social run to Chipperfield.
„ 8th.—Brighton and Hove M;C.C. Gvnikhana at Shoreham.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" LIST OF CLUB EVENTS.
12 th.—Coatbridge and District M.C.C. Flexibility hill-climb, at 5.45 p.m.
i2t]i.—PljTnouth and District M.C.C. Gymkhana near the Rock, at

5.30 p.m.
12 th.—Midland L.C.C. Evening run to Leamington. '

Bolton and District M.C.
A reliability trial was held last week, the course being

as follows : Rivington Lakes, Preston, Brock, St. Michaels,
and Blackpool. A great many failures were recorded on
the" observed

. test hill. Results—First Awards : A. C.
Naylor (2| Douglas), Stanley Parker (6 Enfield), and E.
Knowles (3^ B.S.A.) Prize for the best ascent of the hill :

J. Fishwick (3^- Rudge).

Surrey M.C.C.

The annual speed trial was held on .July 29th. The
results, subject to confirmation by the committee, are as
follow :

Cl.^ss 1.— Passenger Machines.

Time. Formula.
1. T. G. Meeten (3^ Rudge sc.) 4r.4S- 355
2. T. H. Willey (3^ Premier sc.) 42.7s. 389
3. A. Boorer, jun. (3^ Rover sc.) 44.1s. 429

Class II.—Touring Motor Cycles up to 350 c.c.

1. F. J. Pigot-Disney (2J Douglas) . .. 39.1s. 210
2. T. G. Meeten (2 O.K. Jtmior) 48.8s. 221
3. H. Mitchell {2J Premier) 45.7s: 234

Class III.—Touring Motor Cycles of 351-560 c.c.

1. S. Holbrook Crow (3^ Zenith) 34.6s. 207
2. T. G. Meeten (3i Rudge) 35.6s. 226
, f P. MitcheU (3i Premier) \ ,

3- tA. Boorer, juii. (3! Rover) |
30.4s. 241

Class IV.—Touring Motor Cycles over 560 c.c.

1. F. J. Pigot-Disney {6 Zenith) 35.1s. 332
2. E. J. Vardon {5 Bat) 36.0s. 349

Class V.—Open Class (on Time).
1. E. J. Vardon (5 Bat) 32.0s.

2. , T. G. Meeten (3V Rudge) 32.9s.

3. S. Holbrook Crow (3.V Zenith) 35.0s.

The silver medal for best figure of merit by a non-trade member was won
by F. J. Pigot-Disney (2J Douglas) ; and the bronze medal for the sealed
handicap by T. G. Meeten (3^- Rudge), S. H. Crow (3I Zenith) being second.
The times and figures given in Classes I. to IV. are inclusive of penalties

if any) for T.T. models, etc.

Ballymena and District M.C.C. •

A social run combined with a petrol consumption test

took place on the 22nd ult. to Portrush and back. In some

cases the solo machines averaged as much as 160 m.p.g.,
and some of the sidecars 100 m.p.g.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The winners in the club's annual gymkhana held at Little
Berkhampsted were as follow ;

Balloon Bursting.—T. A. S. Brown (Triumph).
Potato Race.—G. Fletcher (Douglas)
Musical Chairs.—R Clark (Rudge).
Hockey Race.—J. A. Hilger (Rover). Ditto SidecarSj G. Fletcher (Douglas).
Cigarette Race.—T. A. S. Brown (Triumph). Ditto Sidecars, G. Fletcher.
Circling Flags.—G. Fletcher (Douglas). Ditto Sidecars, Pittock (James).

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The flying half-mile competition was held by the above
club in the early hours of Wednesday morning of last week
on a deserted piece of road orrtside Dublin. Some very fast

times were accomplished. Results :

I, T. E. Greene (3J Rudge), 25,45. ; 2, F. Holmes (si Rudge), 27.5s. ;

3, W. Curtis (3i Indian"), 29.7s.
; 4, j. Shield (3^ Rover), 3r.is. ;"5, F. WaUen,

jun. (3^ Triumph), 36.2s. ^
"

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

In spite of a pouring wet day twenty-oi'ie competitors
turned out to compete in the inter-club hill-climb for the
Bolton Challenge Cup and other prizes at Oakamoor on July
25th. The hill was too wet to be greasy. The entry included
several T.T. riders from the Wolverliampton Club. The
fastest time of the daj' was made by W. Stevens on his 2|
A.J.S. Fast ascents Avere also made by A. F. W. Greeves

(3j Triumph), G. Stocking (3^- Smtbeam), and G. Brough
(3^ opposed twin Brough). T. Heath (6 Clyno sc.) won the
Bolton silver challenge cup and silver medal for the knock-
out on handicap event, W. Stevens (2| A.J.S.) being the
runner up. The silver cup presented by Mr. D. C. Bolton
for the best performance on A.C.U. formula was. won by J.

-

K. Sylvester, of Nottingham, on his 2!^ New Hudson.
In the cycle car class D. C. Bolton (Bolton-Precision) made.

Fastest time, and P. E. Joule (8 Humberette) won the silver

cnp presented by Jlr. F. A. Bolton in the knockout event.

The ubiquitous A.A. scout performs a useful service at a dangerous cros- road
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Club Hews.—
Eastern Counties M.C.

For the recent run to the Surrey hills twenty-6ve members
turned out, and an enjoyable picnic was held, after which
those members who cared tried various hills of repute, and
some good pel formances were made.

riTid-Bujks M.C.C.

The "above club held speed trials over a half-mile course
in Aston Clinton Park, near Aylesbury, on Thursday, July
23rd. There were about sixty entries, and the winners in

the various classes are as follow :

Class I.—Motor Cyc es up to ^50 c.c.

Time. Formula.

J. Simpson (."i Hobart) 37 5 sees 1330

Class II.—^Motor Cycles over 350 c.c .and up to 500 c.c.

On Time.
E. VV. Rus.cH (3} Rovcrl . «30| sees.

On Formula.
H. Logan Turner (3} Rudse) 32I s^cs. 123,

Class III.—Motor Cycles over 500 c.c. and up to 1,000 c.c.

I- Kennedy (3I Zenith) 31 sees It66

Class IV.—Passenger Machines of any capacity.

J. W. Tolady (3! Singer sc.) 395 sees. 1.(24

Class V.—Motor Cycles of any capacity (Handicap), for " Douglas " Challenge
Cup and Club Gol 1 Medal.

Actual time. Handicap. Net time.

j W. Tollady ;2j Ivy-Grecn) 34J sees. 6 sees. 28J sees.

Fastest time—J. Kennedy (3i Zenith) .. 3ig sees.

Class \'I.
—" Ol'l Crocks " (open to machines over lour years old), tor Gold

Medal presented by J. \V. ToUady.
Aetna, time. . Handicap. Net time.

A. Wilson (3 TriU'uph) 40^ sees. 3 sees. 46? sees.

Class VII.—" Needle Threading." for Sidecar Machines with Lady Passenger.

E. G- Eboro (3! Eborn-Creen) im. l.Ss,

Fastest t7me o the day.

The latest model Millard lightweight (or ladies, which is propelled

by a 1 h.p. J.E.S. engine. It will be observed that the power unit is

provided with neat shields

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C.

The non-stop run and speed-judging contest held rec":

resulted as follows : 1, C. Moore (4^ James sc), nn,-

'

2, \V. Langley (3^ Rudgc-Multi), 3min. error

;

L.affeaty (3i Piemier sc), Smin. error.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A fixed gear reliability run was held at the
month over a fairly stiff course of 125 miles. On,
petitors successfully got through non-stop. Hesv^
.\I. Somerville (6 Zenith), correct time ; 2, W. Hu„
(6 Bat) and H. Jcffervs (8 Zenith), 5 sec. out; 4, V
Braithwaite (3^ Rudge), 10 sec. out ; 5, R. M. Chaplo\^

.

Humber), 55 sees. out.

Ashford and District m.C.

The results in O.\ford trial are given below :

Open Class.— l. F. G. Barratt (4-5 N.S.U. and sidecar), error 240, gold
medal ; 2 J. G. Bowycr (2| D.nitilas), 290, silver and gold medal ; 3 W.
Kennedy (2,^ D.^uglas), 51s. silver medal.
Members' Class.—i, R. B. Whifien (2} Douglas) ; 2, W. V. Westlakc

(5-6 Clyno and sifl(^ca^).

Visitors' Class.—i. C. Rccvc« (10 Singer light car) ; 2. J. G. Haggard
(5-6 Clyno).
The Team Prize was won by Ashford and District M.C. N'orth WhiBcn,

and Westlake).

^K RETURNING FROM A PICNIC.

Mrs- Hunter, of Hull, on her 6 h.p. Rex sidetle with tivolady passengers,

photographed on the Withemsea Road near Hcdon. A few minutes

after the photograph was taken Mrs- Hunter was stopped and asked

for her licence, which, however, she was able to produce.

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENT.
South-Eastern Intei-clnb Team Trial.

The third south-eastern counties inter-club team trial

for the Woolwich Challenge Cup will be held under the
au.spices of the Woolwich. Plumstead, and District Jlotor

Club on the 15th inst., starting at 10 a.m.

Each team must consist of six riders, and any type of

machine under A.C.U. rules is permissible. The joint

weight of passenger and driver shall not be less than twenty
stones. To qualify for starting, each team shall provide
an additional rider (and machine) to act as an observer,

who shall be at the disposal of the promoting club during the

progress of the competition. Lady drivers will be permitted.

The competition shall consist of a non-stop run of about
100 miles, over a circular course, to be covered twice.

Sufficient fuel and oil must be carried for each circuit

of the trial. Competitors may replenish from a metal recep-

tacle canned by them, provided such replenishment is

effected by the driver while the machine is in motion.
Such fuel or oil must be carried from the start, and not
be taken up after starting.

The number of miles accomplished by each rider of each
team without stoppag.-; other than stoppages due to the
exigencies of traffic will be added together, and the team
scoring the highest mileage thus arrived at shall be the

winner, except that in the event &? more than one team
making a full score in mileage, in which case the times
taken at the checks shall be the determining factor, and
the team that has ridden nearest to scheduled speed the
winner.

Entries, to Mr. F. J. Ellis, 23, Woolwich Common, S.E.,
close on the 8th inst.

C31
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The Eyquem Dynamo Lighting Outfit.
WING gi'eatly to the enormous

popularity of the sidecar combi-
nation the desire for luxury and
refinement goes on in leaps and

bnunds. for we now seem to be nearing
(.he day when electric ilhmiination will

oust all other forms, because of its cleanli-

ness and general utility. There is no
doubt that a well-designed electric outfit

is a very great asset, and the one we are
-about to describe is an excellent device,
and can be readily fitted to any existintr

machine with a comparatively small
amount of alteration.

Fig. 1 shows a series of positions in

which the machine can be housed, and,
as can be seen, tliere are a large variety
of places for such a purpose. Current is

^: , ^A

The Eyquem dynamo.

Suggested
positions for-

Eyquem dynamo
on a motor cycle.

1, 2, and 5,
•

driven ofif rear

camshaft.

3, driven off front camshaft. 4, driven

off counter-shaft pulley.

generated at 1,600 r.p.m., and with the

aid of an electric control very rap'd

acceleration up to a high number of revo-

lutions can be performed without risk of

burning out the lamps, should it so

happen that current is being taken
directly from the dynamo instead of from
the battery. A neat case is provided for

the accumulators, which are of the non-

spillable type, and is designed to be

strapped to the carrier as illustrated. Two
very nice external features are the switch

and terminal, the former being made on

very solid lines. Another point well

worthy of mention is its effective

locking device, which consists of a split

and hollow plug; whicit is held tightly in

position by being expanded with a screw,

the end of which is extended and tapered.

Further information and details can be

obtained by applying to E. Jozot, Ltd.,

59-61. New Oxford Street, London, W.C.

Storage battery supplied in a leather

case lined with wood and made to attach

on side of carrier.

A Horizontally Opposed Two-stroke Engine.

Diagrammatic sketch of the Simpson double acting two-stroke engine.

A. Pistons. C. lulet port.

B. Ccnncctiug arms, giving ratio between D. ..E.\tiaiist port.
cranU strolio aud piston travel. E. Fiilcrunis for connecting arms.

A two-stroke engine of neat design is

nov; being experimented with at the Eagle
Works, Cable Street, Blackburn. This
particular power unit is known as Simp-
son's balanced two-stroke, and, by a care-

ful perusal of the acccmpanymg illustra-

tion, the description of the various work-
ing parts will be readily grasped. The
connecting rods are attached at their big
ends to rocking levers, v/hich are pivoted
to lug-: r-nst in the outer casing. The

C32

other ends of these levers are connected
through the connecting rods to a couple
of crank pins, which correspond to those
of the crankshaft. Induction takes place
at the port C, which is uncovered by one
piston, and the exhaust through the
port D, uncovered by the opposing piston.

Also, it will be noticed that the cylinder
is air-cooled, as the designer does not
think it necessary to have water -cooling.
The advantages claimed are that a long

piston travel can be obtained with a
short crank, which allows the maximum
amount of expansion to take place in the
exploded charge. By having two pistons
opposed in this manner good balance is

obtained and the strain on the cranks
is halved. The ratio of the piston travel
to the length of crank is such that with
a crank stroke of one and three-elgliths
of an inch, a piston travel of three and
three-quarter inches- is obtainable.

A South African rider of a Triumph,
W. Campbell, who recently won the fifty-

three miles road race, held by the Free State

Automobile Club at Bloemfontein, for the

Continental Trophy. His time for the

entire distance was 56m. 56s.
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( Simpfc i/et inporlont /Qch vi)hich c^erif 'Motor Cyclist shouldknov^. '\

MY intention is to treat, as far as is possible

in an article of this length, of the obligations

of motor cyclists as users of the Kirig's high-

way; of the duties of persons with whom they will

probably enter into Business relations ; and briefly to

detail the steps which should be taken by those un-
fortunate enough to meet with accidents on the road.

Besides duties imposed upon him
" Reasonable hy regulations and byelaws, every
Care " on road user is under certain other
the -Road. obligations. "All persons," says

a learned judge, " paralytic as

well as others, have a right to walk on the road, and
are entitled to the exercise of reasonable care on the

part of persons driving carriages on it." What,
then, is reasonable care? No definition can be given

;

it must always depend- on the circumstances of the

case. The rule of the road should be observed, but

non-observance of this rule is not conclusive evidence
of negligence on the part of the offender, nor does

it justify anyone travelling in the opjiosite direction

in running into him ; if he does so, the latter may,
under certain circumstances, find himself liable in

damages to the person who has broken the rule. The
only rule which can be laid down is that drivers

should generally keep their correct side, but, if they

see that by keeping to tlie correct side they are more
likely to meet with an accident than if they go over

to the wrong side, they mOst go over.

Another problem which confronts
Passing Tramcars. motorists in towns is whether they

are bound to pass a tram which
they are overtaking on the far side. There is no
obligation on them to do this ; they may pass on either

side so long as they exercise a proper discretion as

to the side on which they pass. If an accident occurs

through their neglect to exercise a proper discretion

they will be held liable to the person injured through

their negligence.

As negligence or lack of use of
What to do in reasonable care is a question of
Case of Accident. fact, it will be perceived how-

necessary it is that a rider who has

had the misfortune to meet with an accident should

either take or have taken by someone on his behalf

immediate steps to obtain, arid as far as possible place

on record, all .facts connected with the occurrence.

The first thing to be done is to ascertain the other

party's name and address, as also those of all witnesses

to the accident, and of all persons who have seen the

spot before the debris has been removed.. The road-

way should be measured from the precise place of

impact (as nearly as the same can be ascertained) to

either kerb, and the rneasurements verified, if possible,

by some impartial observer. Also the spot where the

damaged machine or machines lay after the accident

should be noted, as should, if possible, the wheel

marks of the other vehicle (if one is involved in the

accident), and these facts similarly verified. Signed

proofs should be obtained from the witnesses, the

points particularly to be borne -in rnind being on what

side of the road was the other party? did either or

both parties sound their horns? were either party's

lamps lighted? at what speed were the machines

travelling? were any admissions made? But, of course,

the evidence requisite depends upon all the circum-

stances of the case, and perhaps it is better taken by

a solicitor. Under no circumstances should any
adniission be made, as what may appear evidence of

liability to the lay mind may show absolutely no

negligence. It is, also, unwise to make any payment
at all to the other party, as that may seriously pre-

judice the case if subsequent legal proceedings are

taken ; if any payment is made it should be done in

the presence of at least one witness, and the recipient

should be clearlv informed that it is made e gratia

and without admitting any liability on the payer's

part. I would impress upon all readers who are

insured the necessity of giving all details, together, if

possible, with a plan, to their insurers. Non-insured

riders should, in all cases of accident, consult their

solicitor. If no proceedings are subsequently taken

a small fee is sacrificed, but if anything does come of

the matter the advantages of an early consultation

may be inestimable.

If an accident occurs owing to

Stop upon the presence of a motSr vehicle on
Request. the road the driver is bound to stop

at once, and, if required, must give

his name and address, as also the name and address of

the owner and the registration mark or number of the

vehicle. Motorists must also stop on the request of

a constable in uniform, or of any person in charge of

a horse (whether an accident has occurred or not), if

any such constable or person raise his hand as a sign

for that purpose.

There comes a tide in the affairs

The Ways of of most motor cyclists when the
Some Repairers. services of a more or less experi-

enced repairer are necessary, and
in such cases a preliminary estimate should alw-ays be
obtained. If this is not done the repairer is entitled

to charge a reasonable price for the work done, and
on this subject the views of the owner and repairer

B2y
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Ihe Law.-

often diffei-. I find from letters received by The

Motor Cycle the only way to obtain a correct view of

tlie matter is by having recourse to litigation, which,

having regard to the cfomparatively small sum usually

in dispute, proves to be an expensive and generally

unsatisfactory course to pursue. The repairer is

entitled to retain possession of the motor cycle until

the price agreed upon for the work (or, in default of

such preliminary agreement as we have indicated, a

reasonable price) is-paid,- but he has no power to dis-

pose of the machine.
A word or two with reference to

The Liabilities innkeepers may not come amiss.

ol Innkeepers An. innkeeper is bound to supply

rest and refreshment to travellers

who require them provided he has accommodation and

the traveller is not suffering from any infectious

disease, and his conduct is not disorderly and calcu-

lated to annoy other guests at the inn. He has a

right to retain the property of his guests as security

for the payment of his bill, and, unlike the repairer,

he has power, after the goods have been in his custody

for six weeks, to sell such property in order to re-

imburse himself out of the proceeds after complying

with certain provisions as to the. advertising of the

sale. The innkeeper is liable for the loss of the goods

of his guests unless such loss is caused by the flagrant

negligence of the guest or his servant, but before the

innkeeper becomes responsible it must be shown that

the motor cyclist has become his guest, e.g., by having

a meal at the inn. If he complies with the provisions

r>f the Innkeepers' Act (and in practice the landlord

inevitably does so) such liability in respect of most
property does not exceed ^£30 unless the loss be

caused by the wrongful act, neglect, or default of the

innkeeper or any servant in his employ, or the goods

have been deposited expressly with him for safe

custody. If the guest has goods in his possession

worth more than ^30 he should, therefore, always

deposit them with the landlord, who loses all his right

to exemption from liability exceeding ;^30 if he refuses

to receive them if they are placed in a fastened box

or other receptacle by his guest. The Act does not

apply to carriages (which term includes motor cars

and presumably motor cycles), regarding which the

innkeeper's liability is still unlimited.

The liability of a garage pro-
—and Garage prietor is of a very different nature.
Proprietors. he being only liable for damage to

cars and cycles on his premises for

storage or repairs, which occurs through his own negli-

gence or that of his servants. Thus he would not be
liable for damage caused by an accidental fire, but

would be liable if the fire were started through his

own or his servants' negligence.

It has only been possible for me
A Legal to show some few of the risks which
Recommendation even the most careful and experi-
to Insure. enced. rider must of necessity run;

as may be seen from the perusal of

this article, his machine may in certain circumstances

be damaged or utterly destroyed, and he may have
no right of redress against anyone; it may be found
in a Court of Law that his riding lacked that due care

which every user of the highway is obliged to exer-

cise ; he may be condemned to pay to injured parties

sums of money running; into hundreds and even thou-

sands of pounds ; and considerable as we know the

premiums charged by insurance companies appear to

be, we cannot too strongly advise our readers to in-

sure, both against damage to themselves and their

machines and also against losses which they may sus-

tain and liabilities which they may incur through
accidents in which third parties are involved.

It is impossible, and I think
Number Plates unnecessary more than to mention
and Rear Lights. the existence of regulations as to

licensing of motor cycles and pro-

hibiting excessive speed and dangerous riding, but, as

many misconceptions apparently exist concerning the

regulations dealing with lighting and number plates,

it may be well to mention these subjects. Although
there is now no necessity for motor bicycles to carry

a rear light, motor bicycles having a sidecar attached
and all two-track motor cycles must display a red

light visible in the direction contrary to that in which
the motor C5'cle is proceeding. The regulations on
this point are set out in extenso in the issue of
December 25th, 1913.- With reference to number
plates, motor cyclists should bear .in mind that the

background must be black, the letters and figures

white. This regulation is broken by a considerable
number of riders, and, from observations I have
made, activity is being manifested by the police in

certain parts of the country with regard to identifica-

tion plates not complying with the regulations.

Riders will also remember the
Silencer recent regulation prohibiting the
Cut-outs. use of any cut-out, fitting, or other

apparatus or device which will

allow the exhaust gases from the engine to escape
into the atmosphere Avithout first passing through a

silencer, expansion chamber, or other contrivance,

suitable and sufficient for reducing, as far as may
reasonably be practicable, the noise which would
otherwise be caused by the escape of the gases.

Besides these regulations, there are also many bye-
laws dealing with motor cycles in force in various

parts of .the country, but these are too numerous to

be dealt with in this article, in which I have indicated

only the main legal points tO' be considered.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Carbon tehind Rings.

I have a 2i h.p. two-stroke
motor cycle which has run
perfectly up till a week ago,
when it lost much .of its power
and seemed to dry up if driven

at all fast for a time. Can you help
me with the trouble?—J.R.C.

i'he symptoms you mention are probably
caused by the top piston ring becoming
sticky ir its groove. This is not an un-
common occurrence, but is easily cured
by removing tlie ring and cleaning it

thoroughly. The drying up might be
caused by pre-ignition. You should be
very careful what plug you use. Prefer-
ably keep to the type supplied by the
makers.

A Leaky Inlet Pipe.

I have recently purchased a

new motor cycle, 4 h.p. J.A.P.
engine and three-speed gear. I

find I cannot get the machine to

run slowly. Will you kindly
inform me how I can obtain slower
running? I have heard something
about choke tubes. Will you inform
me if they have any bearnig on the
matter, what they are, and how fitted?

-J.O.B.

The trouble is almost undoubtedly due
to an air leak in the inlet pipe union,
a very common cause of failure to run
slowly. You might also correspond with
the makers of your carburetter, giving
the size of jet, and they will probably
be able to help you. The choke tube
is the tube surrounding the jet which
regulates the li.xed air supply to the
engine. In some carburetters this can be
changed or altered.

Curious Symptoms.

I have just had my 1912 3j
overhauled, a new gudgeon pin
fitted, and the big end re-

bushed, by an experienced man,
but now it overheats. The

cr.ink case gets almost as hot as the
cylinder ; the piston and rings are a

good fit, the valve timing and ignition

are set just the same as before it was
taken down, and the man who repaired
it is quite puzzled with it, and does
not know what to do to make it right.

I shall be pleased if you can help
me in any way.—A.B.

If- it is only the crank case which gets
hot we do not think you need worry,
as this is simply through conduction.
You do not say if the machine is run-
ning badly or if you suffer from loss of

po.wer. Unless this is the. case we
do not think you have any cause for

complaint.

Magneto Troubles.

I have a 1912 21 h.p. twni

motor cycle, and have had
trouble with it recently. I had

to take the engine down to fit

two new bolts on magneto plat-

form, I assembled the engine again

and timed it correctly, but I could not

get engine to start until about a week
afterwards. The engine then started

nicely on the stand, but would only

fire on the road whilst I ran along-

side machine ; the moment I jumped
on, the engine stopped. I now tried

the engine on the stand again, but

with no avail. I tried the wires and
they would not spark. I examined
the carbon brushes, and they appeared
to be in good condition. I then came
to the conclusion that the magneto
wanted re-magnetising, I should add
that the second time I tried the engine
on the stand there was no sign of even
one explosion.—E.McA.

In the first place, we should advise you
to look to the inlet pipe joints. If you
get air leaks at this point you are sure

to have trouble in starting, and this is

one of the commonest failures happening
to an engine after it has been taken
down. Touching the magneto, we should
say that the trouble is more likely to

be due to a fault in the insulation of

the high tension winding than to the
magnets requiring to be re-magnetised,
and the symptoms described in your
letter seem to indicate this. After the
machine has been standing the magneto

will start. After it has been running a

few seconds it will stop, and there is

no sign of a spark. This is due to the

wax melting at the pomt where the

insulation has given out. It sets after

standing and breaks down after a few

minutes' running. On the other hand,

if the magnets have sustained a sharp

blow, they may have become de-mag-
netised.

A Scotch Tour,

1 purpose spending a fort-

night's holiday on my 2J Model
R Douglas. I intend going as

far as I'hurso, staying overnight

at Oban, Inverness, I'hurso,

returning to Inverness later on

;

thence to Aberdeen, thence by Ballater

to Dunkeld, and back to Glasgow, I

shall be greatly obliged if you will

kindly let me know the condition of

the roads .as sketclied out above. Is the

road by Pitlochry and Kingussie to be

preferred to the one by Oban? Should
each of the sections indicated above
be easily ridden in one day by a

second year motor cyclist?—W.McG.
You w'ill get roads of all sorts and kinds.

In the extreme north they are likelv to be
very loose, and in places like Ballater

and Dunkeld and so forth they are quite
as good as they are in the south of

England. The road by Pitlochry and
Kingussie is in fair condition. Most of

the sections referred to could be ridden
in one day, regulating, of course, your
starting time for the distance to be
covered.

Chain side of the two-speed 500 c.c. Indian used m the Senior T.T. race. Last week "The,

Motor Cycle " made the announcement that a machine of this pattern and design would form

one of the Indian range in 1 91 3,

B.'il
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A Curious Trouble.

I shall be glad to hear if you

^ are able to assist me in the" following matter : My machine is

-LI a 5^ h.p. single-cylinder three-

speed, new June, 1913, and side-

car. It has done about 2,500 mQes.

The engine runs well, takes hills on top

with passenger, but overheats, crank

case and a-U fittings in the vicinity

of same getting almost too hot to

liold. The cylinder has been cleaned

and new valve springs fitted. The heel

o£ left foot generally gets oil on it

from air release in the engine pulley.

The local man tells me it is all right,

but as it has only overheated for the

last two or three weeks I do not quite

agree with him.—S.W.

You are probably using too large a jet,

or, for some reason or other, the cam
has become worn. As you say the

machine takes a passenger comfortably,

and climbs all hills on top, we should

imagine that the overheating is of such

a nature as to cause you no anxiety. The
crank case may get hot merely through

conduction or through detective piston

rings. The oil comes from the crank-

shaft centre, and it is quite a simple

matter to arrange a small shield from

the, footrest.

To Alter Belt Line.

I have an old 2^ engine in

good order which I recently

bought with a frame. When
fitting it up I found that the belt

line is out by three-eightlis of an
How can I get a suitable

as, with a 20in. belt rim, it

?

inch.

gear
would be too high?—T.W

There are two ways out of your difiiculty,

one of which is to pack the engine over
in the frame until you can get the pulley

centres correct, or else to look round
some second-hand shops and find a pulley

for the rear wheel which protrudes rather
more than yours does at the present
moment, or less, as the case may be. If

you wish to get a lower gear it would
be best for you to make use of an adjust-

able pulley, and then you can get prac-

tically any gear ratio to suit your
pui'pose.

Overheating.

I am not satisfied with the hill-

^1 climbing powers of my single-

^ geared twin, as it often fails on
-2J bad hills, owing, apparently, to

overheating. I keep the silencer

clean, and have enlarged the holes. I

use plenty of oil of good quality. Can
you tell me how I can keep my engine
cooler? Would long exhaust pipes
have any effect? I shall be glad, too,

if you can suggest how I can lo.jver my
gear for a trip to Devon and Cornwall.
I want a method whereby I can efliect-

the change by the roadside when. I. get

amongst the hills.—J.M.

Carefully examine the adjustment of your
tappets and see that there is no greater

clearance than the thickness of a piece of

notepaper when the engine is warm. Tlie

best plan is to have an adjustable pulley

and use two belts. There are a number
of adjustable pulleys sold suitable for

your machine, or you might try a Philip-

son pulley (Holland Street, Bolton) or a

Brampton variable pulley.

?

A Magneto Query.

Will you kindly answer the

following question? How can

one tell whether a magneto
requires re-magnetisng or not,

and would there be misfiring at

;ow speeds, and rather difficult starting

if the magneto were run down?—J.B.

If you find difficulty in starting and the

machine misfires at slow speeds, provided

that the plug and platinum points are

adjusted properly, and that the magneto
is otherwise in good order, you may take

it that the magnets require re-magnetising.

Engine Fails to Start.

Being a reader of The Motor
Cycle I am asking if you would
be kind enough to let me know
the reason why I cannot get my
engine to start. It has been

standing still for about two months as

the result of having a mishap to the

front forks. I have now got them re-

placed, and I cannot get the engine to

vork; it is an 8 h.p. twin. Before I

had a mishap it ran beautifully. I had
the forks put temporarily right so as to

get home, then I- took them off and
had. them repaired properly. The
engine works freely, and I have put
some petrol in the cylinder, and it

fires through the silencer and sometimes
comes through the carburetter. I find

1 have a leakage where the jet screws
up. Would that stop the petrol from

.

f^oing to the cylinders?—W.J.T.
The leakage where the jet is screwed in

should be stopped, of course, but this

should not cause the engine to misfire.

Possibly the float needle is stuck up and
cau'>3s flooding, the very strong mixture
resulting might cause the trouble, but
we suspect wrong magneto timing.

objections to its use. About eighteen
months ago I thought I would try

paraffin as a fuel for my 1908 3^ h.p.

P. and M., which was then fitted with a

B. and B. carburetter with adjustable

jet. I had a small extra tank fitted, for

petrol, and always started and stopped
on petrol ; the latter so as to have a clean

carburetter for starting. As a test for

consumption, I may say that in 1912 I

travelled on a trip, 750 miles with
sidecar passenger (10 stone) and luggage,

and averaged 70 m.p.g. on petrol alone,

same carburetter.; in 1913, with same
passenger, equivalent luggage but heavier

sidecar body, I did 350 miles on paraffin,

with very little petrol for starting and
stopping, and I averaged 100 m.p.g.

Provided one finds the right amount of

extra air to give, the " violent sooting
"

you mention is " non est." I found the

cylinder as clean after paraffin as after

petrol. The engine is as lively on
paraffin and not sluggish, as you suggest,

and I have not had it "knock." As
for violent smoking, you can make it

do that easily by closing the extra air

inlet, but not otherwise ; and the smell
from the exhaust is no worse than from
petrol, as I found out by riding slowly in

front of a cyclist (stranger), and asking
him if he could tell me what I was burn-
ing. He could tell no difference, and
proved on acquaintance to be a motor
cyclist. The whole secret lies in getting.

total combustion. The only drawback
you mention with which I can agree is

with regard to its powers of "creeping."
I have not tried your suggested mixtm'e
of one of petroleum to five of petrol, as I

have been quite satisfied with plain
paraffin at about B^d. per gallon.—F.S.D.

READER'S REPLY.
Parallln as Fuel.

In your issue of July 16th, under
"Questions and Replies," in answer to

a question by 'F.W.J.," you say "a
machine could be run on petroleum
alone," and proceed to give various

T. C. de la Hay on

one ol the Senior T.T.

Sunbeams. De la Hay,

C. R. Collier (Matchless

sidecar) and W. F. Newsome
(Triumph) were selected to

form the British team in the

International trial in France.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

otiiers with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" J.N." (London). — 8 h.p. W. C.

Williamson sc, wear of tj'res, m.p.g.

"S.L.P." (Barnet).—3^ Humber water-
cooled and 3| Scott. Relia-

. bility and suitability for hilly

tours, and general comfort
with sidecar. Paragon or
Hopley folding sidecar. Re-
liability and strength.

II'

1
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SUN MOTOR CYCL
Models from 6 h.p, twin J.A.P. to 2i h.p. Sun-Villiers two-stroke,

Two convincing Testimonials {entirely un~

solicited) to the great efficiency of "Suns."

. Bexhill-on-Sea, July 2nd, 1914.
Dear Sirs,

As 1 shall sooD have bad my Sun-Villiers a year, I beg to
inform you that it is^oiiig strongly, and that the only fault
ever found with it was on June 17th last when a Brighton
PoHceinan said it was going too fast ! I

Yours truly,

HENRY BOURNE. J. P.

Maybole, May 21st, 1914.
Dear Sir?,

I have pow had an opportunity of giving the Sun 2-stroke
motor a good run of oyer 80 miles, and am pleased to .say
?s far as running is concerned it quite comes up to expecta-
tions, it has a great turn of speed, and simply romped up
difficult hills.

., Yours truly,

HUGH B. KrcFAD\TiAN.

We are the largest makers in the
world of two-stroke Motor Cycles.

Sun-Villiers 1\ h.p. two-stroke single speed, 25 guineas.

With two-speed gear, £33 : :

SUN CYCLE & FITTINGS Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
ESTABLISHED 1885.

READ WHAT THE RIDERS SAY
Before buying a Sidecar let us send
you our Catalogue which contains

many most interesting experiences

and opinions from riders, fully

p'oving all our claims concerning

the Canoelet Sidecar.

THE MOST PERFECTLY
CONSTRUCTED HIGH-GRADE

COACH-BUILT SIDECAR.

THE SIDECAR WITH THE
PATENT CIRCULAR FRONTED

UNBREAKABLE CHASSIS.

THE CAR OF PERFECT SUS-
PENSION WITH THE UNIQUE
SYSTEM OF SPRINGS THAT
GIVES THE MOST COMPLETE
FREEDOM FROM VIBRATION.

Prices—

£10 : 10 to £16
Catalogues Free.

16

IN OUR BOOK
THAT TELLS
ALL ABOUT

THE BOOK WE SEND FREE.
AND POST FREE ANYWHERE.

MEAD & DEAHIN, Rushey Lane, Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C25
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6 GOLD and
Z SilverMedals
were awarded to riders using the

JOHN BULL
BeltsandTyres
in the severest trial in the history of the
pastime—the

A.C.U. SIX DAYS
Note that, as also the testimony of two such
gold medallists

—

First—Mr. W. P. Tippett writes—

" I attribute my success in the A.C.U. 6 Days
" to being free from tyre and belt trouble.
" At the end of the trial the condition of the
"JOHN BULL Tyres and Belt was splendid^
"and several competitors using other tyres
" agreed that no other make of tyre that they
"had examined had stood the gruelling as
" well as mine. I did not spend a moment on
" them, no punctures, and no belt trouble,

"thus easily gaining a gold medal."

Second—Mr. Graham Price, whose letter is as

follows

—

"In the A.C.U. 6 Days I used one Belt only
"throughoutthe whole of the trial the JOHN
"BULL, and it is still in perfect condition
"notwithstanding the fact that I was riding
" the heaviest and most powerful solo machine
"to complete the trial ; considering therefore
" the immense strains imposed on the trans-
" mission in ascending and descending terrific
" hills day after day, I think the behaviour of
"the JOHN BULL immense."

And having noted, let us send you details of the BELT
WITH THE DEEP DRIVE, and the COMPRESSED
RUBBER TYRES—the only tyres with a proved average
back wheel mileage of 4,996 miles.

LEICESTER RUBBER Co., Ltd., Leicester.

-^^

.&^»^«

SEE THE
uSTARS"
f you are OUT for POPULAR Lines.

The Motor of
Many Merits.

Car Pract'ce Easy Accessibility
Throughout to all Parts.

IN

TWO
65 GNS. MODELS

4i h.p. (S.C.)

6 h.p. (Twin)

75 GNS.

Chain Drive
throughout.

Perfect
Transmission.

Teeming with
Refinements.

Send for our beautifully descriptive catalogue

and advantageous agents' terms, which will leave

you wondering why you have not previously

CONSULTED THE "STARS-"

STAR CYCLE Co., ^^!' WOLVERHAMPTON.
Pr,5prietors : The Star Engineering Co-, Ltd,

London Agents : THE CARETTE CO..
177. Great Portland Street - -

Telephone 6S17 Mayfair.

London, W.

THE BLUEMEL
MASCOT PLUG
gets you there every time.

iBLUSfME!
MB. H. F. EDWARDS,

[ mascoi
of Cricklewood,

using Bluemel Mascot
Plugs, gained highest
award in

London - Exeter and
back Trial.

Oxford 24-hr. sealed

tool-bag Trial.

A.C.U. Spring Trial.

Essex Open Trial.

Jarrott Cup Trial.

The Plug with the Gas-
tight Joint.

Send jor M.C. List.

BLUEMEL BROS., LTD.,

Wolston, near Coventry

answering these advcrtisemenis it is desirable io mention " The Motor Ot/ele.
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New Travelling Coats

WHITELEY
All Wool Scotch Tweeds, single or double

breasted, smartly cut and finished in besl style.

37/6
These coats being ready lo wear, no palterns of cloihs can be

submitted, but if the colour preferred is stated, a careful selection

will be made to ensure satisfaction.

Measure of chest over waistcoat, length of inside seam of coat

sleeve, and height should also be given when ordering.

Iloliday Trnnks. Foundation Flaxito
Fibre, covered with good quality Flax Can-
%'as. Fitted with steel fran\e, 8 solid leatlier

corners, 2 good slide nozzle locks; hard
wood battens all round, with Tray.

Prices.

^01 n. 34in. 36in.

45/6 48/6 51/3 54/-

Wm. WHITELEY, Ltd.
U>nwersaI Provideroviders,

QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Special offer ol Men's Tunic
Shirts, with soft or stiff cuffs.

Three for 11/6. Tl / 1 1
Price each «5/ L 1.

ARE YOU SURE
YOU KNOW

the working of the P.V. SPRING FRAME?
IP not, read this.

It does not hinge at A. this point being absolutely rigid, as are the points C
CO A. A to B. D to B. and D to A - in fact, the whole of the shaded pai't is in

one piece. B is the point where the road wheel is fitted on rigid machines.
This shows that tlie P.V, has all the advantages of the rigid type fran^e as
regards stability.

At the point B the only working bearing is situated. On this bearing point

oscillates the springing ami N. which extends from F to G.'at which point it

encircles the radius tube of frame, back again to F on the opposite side. A
shock spring M and a recoil spring O also encircle this tube as shown.
It can now be clearly seen tliat all shock (road unevenness) as directed at

&—»- S is absorbed by spring M. counteracted by O. and damped at G.

This explains the principle of the P.V. Soring Frame, which four years' road

successes in Trials provestest and its constant far ahead of all othei

IT'S SO
ELLBSTON &

SIMPLE
In answerinci these adveriisemenis it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

FELL.,
LONDON, S.E.

B39
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SUTTON COLDFIELD
A.C HILL CLIMB
STYLE COP ..... 27th July.

dSk.SS I. for Singles and Twins up to 200 c c.

LEVIS FIRST on TIME and FORMULA.

ClSLSS III. for machines from 275-350 c.c.

21 h.p. LEVIS FIRST on TIME.

ClskSS VI, Unlimited capacity.

LEVIS FIRST on FORMULA.

BUY A LEVIS
INCOMPARABLY SUPERIOR TO EVERYTHING.

Full particulars from BUTTERFIELDS, Ltd., LEVIS WORKS, STECHFORD, B'HAM.

The Pioneers pf the Air-cooled Two-stroke.

DOTHERHAM & SONS Ltd.,
COVENTRY.

Telegraphic AddresR : RotherhAmB, Coventry. Telephone No. U.
MANT^FACTUREES OF

HIGHEST GRADE ACCESSORIES
FOR MOTOR BICYCLES. Viz. :—

Brass Taps, Lubricators, Grease Cups,
Automatic and Hand Oil Pumps.
Carburetters and parts for same.

Unions, Ball Valves, Filters, Squirts.
Strainers, etc.

Stanley Patent Decompressor
The Talve can he lifted np and petrol

squirted in, tor easy startinsr. Standard
Sparking Plug Thxead.

RRICE Q/~ EACH.
cnn be liml fiom any Slntir Cycle Awent or

Acces-'-ory F'eal^r.

RETREADING.

9/-, 12/-,& 14/-

Send for sections and

full particulars to

The EXCELSIOR
TYRE CO.,

Hurst Street,

BIRVIINGHAIVI.

THE OLDEST FIRM
IN THE WORLD
SPECIALISINS IN

TYRE REPAIRING.

P40 In ansM!ering Ihese advertisements if is denrahk to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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NO

VAIN

REGRETS
BUT

Solid

Satisfaction

FOR THOSE

WHO DEAL WITH

Godfrey s l™
208, Gt. Portland st

LONDON, W.
'Phones : 4-\<'k\, .\z^^, Mayfair.

NEW 1914 MODELS IN STOCK.

HENDEE SPECIAL, equipped with electric

start'r, clrriric head lifiht, electric tail

li^;lit, 1 1< ririo lioni, Corbin-Brown rear
dnvf siinlomctcr, and magnelo "gnitinn.

7 h.p. INDIAN, ::-sp., Spring Frame Tourist
Standard Model, kick starter, electric

head and rear light and electric horn,
Corbin^Brownspcedometcr._ ^ I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

4 h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, counter-ehaft gear, kick *:tarter,

ehain drive, solo or sidecar machine; 59 pns.

—

Cordinfedey, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [6009

BRADBURY, 1914, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed, almost new;
£63: with White Swan sidecar, £74; or exchange

1914 Indian.-Midland Motor Co.. Oxford.. [X7244

UADiiURYS, — 1914 mcdels; best deliveriesB^

B

£70

£59

£60

£135

7 h.p. INDIAN, Rigid Frame Roml Racing,
ftlodcl, fitted with Corbin-Brown speedo-
meter, but no lighting equipment.

3j h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed. Spring Frame
Tourist Model, kick starter, eleclrie head
and roar light, and elcelric horn, Corbin-
Brown speedometer.

1914 Mjdcl T 5-seater FORD Car, complete
with hood, screen, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter.

31 Gns. 1914 2\ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,
ligUt toiuisrt, ::-specd.

65 Gns. igit 3) h'.p. SCOTT, 2-sp., kick starter.
£42 1914 2i h.p. Model T DOUGLAS.
£48 igi4 23 h.p. Model (J DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.
£48 1914 2j h.p. Model V DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.

1914 2^ h.p. Model W DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear,
free engine, kick starter.

1914 3'. h.p. Model A DOUGLAS. 2-sp. gear.

1914 3S h.p. Model U DOUGLAS, 2-sp.. free
engine, kick starter.

1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Roadster, 3-specd
gear, type C.

1914 2j h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-stroke.

5 19142I h p NEW RYDER, 2-stroke. .

1914 2.1 h.p. NEW RYDER, 2-stroke. 2-sr.

£62

£58
£62

£60

£42
£26
£33
£76 13' iguS'n.p.ciutch z'ENltH.ModeiH.''

godfrey's is the best house for new or
second-hand machines, and specialise!
IN exchanges and easy terms, special!
COACH-BUILT SIDECARS FOR INDIAN MOTOR
CYCLES FROM 15 GUINEAS. HERCULES
SIDECARS 12 GUINEAS. i

— easiest instalment terms: best exchange allow-
ances.—Maudes. 136, Gt. Portland St., London. W.

[8367
BRADBtTRY 1912 4h.p. Standard Model, £25: also

a 1911 at £23; both complete with accessories
and guaranteed.—Elce and Co.. 15, Bishopsgate At.,
Camomile St., E.C. [0461

BRAJIBTJRY, 3i/.h.p., 1913, Btted with N.S.U. 2-

epeed gear, heft drive, kick ^tarter. Godiva coach-
built fiidecar, in fine condition; £42.—"Wilkins, Simp^on,-
and Co.. 11, HammeTsmith Ed., London. [5747

1 012^1 Bradbury and wicker sidecar, Bcwden 2-«peed,
Xi/ kick starter, sound and good conditi.m: £39, or
near ofEer; will take Kood 2-speod lightweight part ex-
change.—Seed, Glen Villa, Bronghton, Pie-ston. [X7288

BRADBURY 1913 Combination, csachbuilt sidecar
and cycle, 3^'ih.p., 2-t-peed. lanvp, horn, glass, ac-

cE'.'Jsnric^. and spares, splendid condition, not dene 1.500
miles: £42, bargain.—Apply. 26. Woodtide Rd., S.E.

fX6291
1Q13 3',-;h.p. Bradbury, 3-«pced, Sturmey-Archer gear,LU kick start, head light and generator. Lucas Lam.
Jones ppeedometer, rear light, Dunlop hea\'y studded on
front, Dunlop heavy studded on back, Dunlop belt, all

acce^-^oriej, torpedo cane cidecar, " wind screen, Dunlop
tyre and luggage carrier, perfect condition throughout,
iHcn irttle u.^Gd: £47/10.—Apply, 2. Welbeck Rd.. Birk-
dale, Southpoit. [5761

Brough.
BROtJGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of the

500 f.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead valve
niodeld.—The West Lancashire Motor Co., Southport.

[0555
BROUGH, 1914, 6h.p., 2-spccd, kick start, chain

drive, brand new; £75: buyer secures £15/15 Canoe-
h-t sidecar to match gratis.-Wo-it Lancashire Mi-tor Co.,
Ltd., 10, Hoghton St., Southport. [0575

B.S.A.
S.A., 3i''h.p., F. engine, as new, in perfect condi-
tion; £35.—Byfleet Automobile Co., AYeat Byflcet.

[6012
B.S.A.. 1914 models in stock, and good deliverv.—

Clulow Gray, Ltd.. 2, Albemarle St.. Piccjidt!!y
[0468

B.S.A, Specialists.—Every 1914 model in .stock, iside-

cnr<^, mttor and pedal: ea^y puymeDts.-Eigps, 107.
Bishopsgate. London. [X7446

B.S.A.—All 1914 models: best deliveries; deferred
payments or exehangee.-Maudes, 156. Gt. Port-

land St., London, W. [836G

B.S.A. 1914 i^Iodels in slock, ready to ride away;
best terms for ca?h. excliange, or easy pajinents.

'

—EU'C and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.C. [0540

IQIS 3'.;.h.p. 2fipeed B.S.A., chain driven model.if mugnifirent' order, excellent Hidccar machine;
idi-iolute bargain, £37.—Parker and Son, St Ivps.

Hunt'd. [0534

B.S.A., abi^olutely the sidecar machine, model 4h.p.
with s decar. immediate delivery. £77, complete;

nil B.S.A. 1914 moHd^ in stork for delivery; exchnuKcs.
—Cordlngley. Haslingden. Ttl. : 102. [X5091

B.'o A.. 4]). p., counter*Oiaft. and No. 2 sidecar, de-
livere.l at onto; £79/16; fincrit *ii':Rle on the road;

E.P.. <iuaiier down and 12 instalment'* —Lamb's. 151,
Hitjh St., Walthamstow, and 50. High Kd.. Wood Grceu.

[6109
Calthorpe.

3 h.p. Calthcrpe Junior. 2-«pech 1914 •uodel. only u>;ed

a ffw times, shop-.^oiled; £21,—Turrey and Cn..
Tlie Mot' r Houre. Sunderland. [X6819

CALTHORPE Junicir-i supplied frr depr^it of £5 down
and 30/- a month: call and in^jpe t this very fine

motor ivclette.—Coluicre Depot, 31. Colmcre Bow, Bir-
uiiughnin. [X7186

Cnmnion.
CAMPIOX-PRECISIOX, 2h.p.. 2-9peed. not ridden

50 miles, guarautee perfect; £23/10.—Caflera Id,

Granthim. [6131

CAMPION-J.A.P., 4h.p., and coachbnilt sidecar, late
1912, ?. and M. 2-spccd pear, new 2V2 tyre, rear

thcron:;hlv pood c.indition; £30.—Richards. Bnckland,
Bordeu, Sittingbourne. [X7097

Centaur.
CrNTAUR. '1913, brand new. 2h.p. lightweieht: bar-

sain. £25, nriginal price £35.—Exeter Alotcr Cyrle
and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter. [0520

CENTAUR. 19X3, brand new. 2h.p. lichtiveight: bar-
gain, £25, original price £35.—Exeter Motor Cycle

.ind Light Car Co., Ltd.. 28. Tavi^^tock Rd.. Plymouth.
[0570

Chatei'Lea.

CHATER-LEA, ^/jh.p. twin. 1910, mag., engine just
renewed; £16; on trial.-Newman, Hexham. [X7198

C HATER-LEA, 8h,p., 1913, not ridden 3,000 mile?.
3in. Palmer cord tyres, 3-spe6d gear box, chain

drive and clutch, all acces:;orie^, lamp«, electric horn and
^Pfedoineter. etc.. also handsome sidecar, coach-built,
tittt.d witTi hood and screen: cost £120, sacrifice £65.—
2r, Hiirtrrave Rd., London. [6087

We select Ihe following from our stock or second-
hand machines, all of which are thoroughly over-
hauled and tested on road before sale.

SECOWD-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES.

2076
890

£12
£15

1272 £20

1077
2018
1568
912
1454

£24
£25
£25
£25
£25

1834
1664

£29
£29

1054 £30

1734
I22I

19 18

£32
£32
£32

1238 £32

II56

937

£33
£35

2063 £35

1980
1918

£35
£35

1354/55 S36

1217
G.A.

£36
£36

i5S8

1855
1056

£38
£38
£39

G

UNDER £20.
1909 2 h.p. F.N.
1906 5-6 h.p. PEUGEOT.
£20 TO £30.

igio 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, lamp,
generator, and horn.

1911 3I h.p. KERRY-ABiriGDON
1911 23 h.p. DOUGLAS.
1910 3t h.p. NUMBER, ^-specl
1912 3' h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
1911 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, fitted with

1913 Amac carburetter.

1911 3* h.p. NUMBER, 2-sp., F.E.

1913 31 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
£30 TO £40.

1911 3.\ h.p. SINGER, free engine,
completely re-enamclled.

£32 19113I h.p. NUMBER, 2-sp. and So
19132J h.p. Clutch SINGER.
1911 3J h.p, SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter.

igi2 i\ h.p. CAMPION-J.A.P., Ircc

engine, 3-specd.

1912 3^ h.p. RUOGE, clutch model.
Igl2 si h.p. BRADBURY,. Phillip-

son pulley, complete with lamp,
generator, and speedometer.

1911 3] h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter.

1912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 3-spced.
Kjii 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-spccd, kick

starter.

£36 'iglo 3.V h.p. TRIUMPH, tree engine
and Sidecar.

1913 23 h.p. 2-specd VELOCE.
1912 3j h.p. SCOTT, 2-specd, kick

starter, great bar,gain.

1912 3J h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
1912 3i h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.

£39 •1911 3'! h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine
and Sidecar.

£39 1913 2i h.p. A.J.S., »-speed, kick

starter.

153'
1719
1275

ODFREY'S L™
208yGT. Portland St

^ LONDON, W.
'Phones : 4464, 4350, Mayfair.

£40 TO £50.
1997 £42 1912

.-^J
h.p. SCOTT, 2-spccd. kick

starter, witti accessories.

1991/2 £42 •1912 3} h.p. SCOTT» 2-speed, kick

starter, and cane Sidecar.

£42 I9r3 3J h.p. PREMIER, .:-spe&l

£43 1913 7 n,p Koad Racin? INDIAN.
£43 1913 3\ h.p. NUMBER, 3-spced,

free engine.

1033 £47 1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick
starter.

1656/7 £48 •1913 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-spced, kick
starter, 1914 Binks carburetter.

i9r.( t\'pe lubricator. and
Middlcton Sidecar.

£50 TO £60.
2059/Cb £55 *i9i3 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-spccd, kick

starter, with wicker Sidecar.

163778 £55*i9i3 3i h.p, TRIUMPH, 3-speed.

with torpedo cane Sidecar.

1894 £55 1913 6 h.p. C.utch ZEKJTH, kick

starter.

2073/4 £59 *i9i4 4 h.p. B.S.A., chain drive, kick

starter, with B.S.A. coacb-buili

Sidecar, storm apron, luggage-
carrier, 5-point suspension.

G.A £eO*i9J3 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-spccd. kick

starter and .Millford Sidecar.

OVER £60.
1916 £68 1914 7 h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL

electric starlcr, etc.

1853 £69*19137 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick

garter, with Indian cane Sidecar,

with accessories.

1984 £73 •iQM 8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 3-specd,

kick starter, chain drive, with new
Viceroy Sidecar.

1817/18 £80*1914 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2speed, kick

starter, with de Luxe coach-built

Sidecar.

1679 £95 T9M HUMBERETTE.
* Sidecar combinations

YOU WON'T BE HAD IF YOU DEAL WITH
A STRAIGHT FIRM.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advcrtisementi and the date of the Issue. B43



6g Advertisements.

Clearance Sale
ol Second-hand Mounts prior to Stocktaking.

ALL GENUINE REDUCTIONS.
Compare our prices, and remember ail machines are

overhauled and ready for the road.

Salo All oSered subject to being still unsold. Usual
Price. Price.

£33 REX, igii, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine,
handle starting, Amac carb., good condition,
Sidecar ^38

£48 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian red, 3in.

Kempshali iront. Continental back, Brooks'
saddle, 2 speeds, kick start, very good condition £5^

£15 REX, si h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. arid B,,

low built, M.O.V ^20
£45 ENFIELD, 1912^ 6 h.p., good tyres all round,

complete with Enfield Sidecar jf54

£18 PREMIER, 3J h.p. model, B. and B. carb.,

Bosch magneto, lin. Whittle belt £24
£39 PREMIER, 3.^ h.p., 1914, 3-speed model.. Bosch

magneto, T.T (4$
£30 REX, 1909 mod^l, 2 speeds, 6 h.p., coach Sidecar,

new tyres, splendid puller ,'37

£48 G.N., 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side
by side seating ^50

£28 ZENITH, 3-^ h.p., 1912, overhead valves. Gradua
fear, T.T. bars, very fast 1^36

X, 6 h.p,, 1914 Combination, as new, hardly
used, 3 speeds, Binks carburetter ; cost^fgj, .. £73

£26 VS., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane
Sidecar, TruffauH forks, excellent condition . . f37

£21 TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 1909, with 1913 engine, good
tyres, very good order, and fast £2':

£48 REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 3-speed, chain drive, just
overhauled, kick start, good tyres ^^56

£7 QUADRANT, si h.p. model, vertical engine . . ^ro
£36 BEDELIA, 6 h.p.. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 1913 mod.,

only done 20 miles. Continental tyres, as new ^^38
£26 PREMIER, 1913, 24 h.p., 3 speeds, free engine,

pedal starting, Druid forks £^2
£19 F.N., igii, 2j h.p,, 2 speeds and free engine,

shaft drive, Bosch, recently overhauled £24.
£11 MOTOSACOCHE, 2jh.p. mojel, r9io. Whittle

belt, magneto, adjustable pulley, excellent
lightweight "... £16

£13 BROWN, 3.1 h.p. model, Bosch, spring forks.
2^in. tyres fi3

£20 KERRY, 3.1 h.p., 1912, Bosch, excellent order and
condition, bargain £28

£32 BAT, 8 h.p,, 1912, variable gear, torpedo Sidecar,
excellent order '. ^40

£20 PREMIER, igrs, 2i h.p., fixed gear, excellent
lightweight ^(22

£20 ARNO, 34- h.p., 1912, grey finish, magneto, good
tyres, spring forks . .

.

'. £22
£39 REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Cowey indicator,

excellent order and condition £40
£22 NUMBER, 3^- h.p., 1909, 2-speed model ^25
£62 REX, 1914, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3 speeds, Port-

land Sidecar ^^65
£50 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., I9r2, 2 speeds, chain drive,

handle start £5^
£44 ROVER, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, coach-built

Sjdt'car, all accessories £47
£40 GL/NO, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination,

coach-built Sidecar : £48
£24 TRIUMPH, 1911, 3^ b-P-, T.T. model, splendid

order £30
£34 N.S.U., 1913, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar,

excellent order and condition £40
£21 PREMIER, 1911, 3^ h.p., clutch model, very

powerful £29
£41 REX, 6 h.p., 1912 Sidette, 2 speeds, just being

thoroughly overhauled £'49

EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Write for Full List. Post free upon request.

1914 MODELS EX STOCK.
All carrying makers' catalogue guarantee.

We can arrange Exchanges or Easy Payments.
ZENITH, Model C, 5 h.p., clutch, and kick start .

.

£58 16
RUDGE, 3.^ h.p., Multi £58 15
REX, 6 h.p., belt drive Sidette £77 10
REX, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3-speed, ditto £85
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
ROYAL RUBY, ai h.p., 2-speed £32 11
B.S.A., 4 h.p., chain drive, 3-sp., No. 2 Sidecar .

.

£79 16
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model C, 3-speed £60
TRIUMPH,' 2^^ h.p., 2-stroke, lightweight £42
CAMPION, 2h h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £26 5
N.S.U., 2 h.p., fix gear, lightweight £30
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination £84
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

14 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, No. 6 sidecar,
spare wheel and tyre, ready for the road,

slightly shop-soiled, otlierwise new; list €96, clear
£85.—Gordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [X5107

1 Q13 Clyno, 5L.p., 3 speeds, coach sidecar, storm
J~*J apron, 3 lampf!, speedometer, spare wheel and
tyre, tools, spare;?; be>-it ofEer over £60 accepted, coet

-Motorist, 46, Bath St.. Abingdon, Berks
[S6427

£112 new.

CLYNO 1913 5-6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, single chain
drive, kiek start, complete with Clyno coachbuilt

sidecar, lamp and horn, in good running order ; to be
sold by instructions; £57/10.—Robinsons, Green St..

Cambridge. [862.^

1Q12 6h:p. Clyno and £17/17 Turner sidecar, recently
-l.*J oTerliauled bv makers, and guaranteed equal to
new, new 1914 coachbuilt body also fi^tted, magnificent
order, would make excellent touring mount ; any trial
and examination; £45.—Parker and Son, St. Itc'^, Hunts.

[0514
CLYNO. 1913, 5 to 6h.p.. best Clyno sidecar, fitte<l

hood and wind screen, all wheels fitted with Palmer
cord tyres, unpunctured, spare wheel on sidecar aevei
used, all wheels interchangeable, Watford speedometer, 2
large Lucas lamps, horn, etc.; cost £125, accept £85; all

in splendid condition, run only 2,600 miles; owner bousht
ear; seen at any time at 139, Westminster Bridge Ed.

[6138
De Dion.

DE DION, 2'f4h.p.. Chater-Lea frame, B. and B.,
Bosch, spring forks, Brooks saddle, Michelin ncu

skid on back (new), built 1912, ready to ride away; £12
-Bushell, 193, King's Rd.. Chelsea. S.W. [6028

Douglas.
T\OITGLAS.—We give immediate deliverr.

OUGLAS.—Largeot Britisli contractors for

DOITGLAS. wholesale and retail, Colmore Depots, Bir-
mingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and Leicester,

[X58S0

DOUGLAS, 1914,
326, Essex Rd.

T.T., nearly new; 39 gns.- -Fiitli,

[6037

3JLh.p. Douglas, 1911, model B
2 Moffat, Town Hall Garage, Teovil,

DOUGLAS, models T, U, T. and W, from stock. —
Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [X6095

in stock; £62. -
[X4226

£27/10
i:X7.245

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twinligh-tweight, 2 speeds £52 10
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., " big six " £71 8
PREMIER, 3y h.p., 3-speed model £61 10
DOUGLAS, Model X, lady's £53
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., hood and screen £102

MAUDES' MOTOR MART, "'"''

136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone : 552 Mayfair.

'GrnnT^ : "Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

(MOTOR

BOUG-LAS, 1912, 2-speed, clutch, perfect

;

only.-Midlaud Motor Co., Oxford. {B)

DOUGLAS: all models supplied, cash or easy terms.—
Turptns, 22 and 29, Preston Rd , Brighton. t0509

1Q14 254h.p. T.T. Douglas in stock; £48: eschangeft
Xe/ entertained.—Julian and Sous, Basingstoliie. [0495

LATE 19-12 Douglas, 2-speed, clntih, engine over-
hauled, lamp, horn; £30.—Warders, Tonbridge.

[X7095
DOUGLAS.—All 1914 models; cash or ea.sy pay-

ment^.-Maudes, 136, ijt. Portland St., London,
AV. [8365

DOUGLAS, 1914, models U, V, and W, in stock
trade supplied; special discount.

Banbury.
-Ginger Motors,

[X6566

DOUGLAS, all models for immediate delivery; trade
supplied.—Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd., and 173, Gt-

Portland St., W. [2628

DOUGLAS. 1914 models. U, T, and W in stock for
immediate delivery; trade supplied.—The Morris

Garages, Oxford. [0430

DOUGLAS, 19131/2. lady's model, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, as new, lamp, horn; £40.—Channell. Dutton.

\Valton-on-Tham&?. [6030

smith Rd., Lond.;u.

T^OUGLAS. late 1910,

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2 speeds, free engine, kick start,
goorl as new, lamp, horn, etc. ; £40.—Parry, Water-

gate Rd., Chester. - [6038

DOUGLAS, 1914 model V, just arrived from works:
£48.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
"" " ' ' -[5752

good condition, fast, fine
climber, engine perfect ; any trial ; 1 5 gns.—J.

Micklewright, Ludlow. [6043

1 Q 14 Douglas, 24i'h-p., V model, all accessories, 3
J-t/ months old: £40 caeh.—Oliver Jones, WarwicU
TjTreTS, Tunbridge Weils. [6052

MODELS A and B 3V^h.p. Douglas in stock, im-
mediate delivery, also clutch Zeniths.—Rey, 378-

384, Euston Rd., London.' [5093

DOUGLAS, 1914, any model, prompt delivery, cash 01

easy iiayuients.—\Yiikins, Simpson, and Co., 11,
Hammersmith R<1, London. [5751'

"I Q 13 Model P Douaias, 2 speeds, lootboards, abso-
XiJ lutely like new; £36.—Betts, c/o Purcells, 78,
Charlotte St., Fitzroy Sq., W. [5918

clutch, fine
£22.—
[6126

1914
. - ,

price
Hollings and Co., Garage, Morecambe. ,

[6086
DOUG.LAS. 1914 model B, 3Voh.p., in stock; £62;

just arrived from works.—Wilkins, Simpson, and
Co., 11, Hammersmitli Rd., opposite Olympia, London,
W. ~ C6059

DOUGLAS, 1911-12 model, 2
order, lately overhauled, iuUy equipped;

Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton.

1Q13 Douglas, fully equipped, new tyres, Binks
Xt/ carburetter, perfect condition; cost £60,
£40.-T. E. "

THE .- BRAD?flRir

VERS ISIDECAR
(SCOTT'S PATENT)

ismade especially {or theSCOTTmachine.and the two
combined make an ideal combination, giving com-
plete immunity from vibration and road shocks.

The " MYERS " SIDECAR is the only one that
is scientifically correct. Not a bent tube, and every
one either in compression or tension.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

Coach-built £17 17. Canc-buat. . £14 14

1914 MACHINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

1914 3} h.p. 2-speed SCOTT 65 Gns
39146 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 80 Gns
1914 3 h.p. twin ENFIELD 50 Gns
1914 4^ h.p. 3-speed JAMES Combination. . 73 Gns
1914 3i h.p. 3-spced twin JAMES 60 Gni
1914 3I h.p. 2-sperd LEA-FRANCIS 65 Gnt
19144 h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £60
19 14 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS, Model IT . . £48
1914 2} h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS, iModol V . . £48
1914 2I h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS, Model W. . £52
1914 7 h.p. 2-speed electrified INDIAN ... £70
19344 h-p. water-cooled ZENITH 64 Gnl
1914 3* h.p. twin ZENITH 54 Gns
1914 2J h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL 31 GnS

(a marvel at the price).

igi4 TRIUMPH Junior £42 (first cheque).

1913 Brand New 6 h.p. Clutch Model ZENITH
and £15 i-is. Gloria Sidecar ...... £75 the lot

1913 Brand New 3A h.p. JAMES and Canoelct
Sidecar -. £65 tlie lot

1914 3-spced PREMIER and Millford Empress
14-guinea Sidecar, scarce.y used, condition
as new £60 the lot

1912 3j h.p. SCOTT and 19-guinea Myers Side- II

car, 1914 Binks carburetter, F.R.S. 1,000 ft. -. [I

lamp set, speedometer, horn, etc., take a T'l
Sidecar anywhere £55 the lot

1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, complete
with lamps, horn, and speedometer £58

1912 3i h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and Sidecar,
lamp, horn, etc., splendid machine £35

1912 3| h.p. 2-speed SCOTT £35
19126 h.p. 2-speed MATCHLESS £38
1912 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, clutch, kick

start, all accessories £35
1912 3.Vh.p. Free Engine TRIUMPH £30
1913 XT. TRIUMPH, very fast £34
1912 3.V h.p. 3-speed PREMIER, Armstrong gear.

splendid condition £30
1912 3* h.p. ROVER £28
1909 TRIUMPH, 3 J h.p., good condition £20

1914 7 h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL and Indian Side-
car Combination, as new, heaps of spares,

not lun 1,000 miles, too powerful for owner.

Cost over fioo. Accept £78

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS

:

CYCAR. BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE

:

5591.5592.
BRADFORD.

^ C»-r,..i.-t
'
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"JUNO "MOTOR CYCLES

AND SIDECARS
ARE THE VERY BEST.

One of the many testimoniBlB from riders of Juno Motor Cycles.

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED.
W S Capstick. Esq., 6i0, ilanchester Road, Cradtord. writes :

22nd July. 191-1-

Ihave Ijeen awarded a Silver Medal in tlic Bradford M.C C.

Speed Trial, on lUubberlionse Moor, Harrok'fte (Handicap)

with JtJNO 2-STROKE, with a speed of just over 38 iniles jier

hour. 1'he machine will really do moro, Ihaveyoi 49 out it

eeveral times."

THE "JUNO" 2J H.P. TWO-STROKE.
WRITE FOR LIST, POST FREE.
Over 150 pages., goo illustrations.

2Ati.p..fi2o5 or 46/3 monthly. Carr. Paid.

The sweetest running Two-stroke on llie market.

"Silent as the Night." See our List, page 8.

3j h.p.. j-speed. F.E. £48 10 So/io monthly.
CaiT. Paid.

5-6 h.p.. 3-speed, F.E. £€1 15 106/8 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES.
In eood order. Carh or 12 monthly payments.

MEAD -PRECISION, 3} h.p., £2i.

MODEL C.

"JUNO" SIDECAR.

The JUNO .Model A. £S 10 10/3 monthly Can. Paid.
The JUNO Model B. £7 16 14/4 monthly Carr. Paid.
The JUNO Mode>C. £1010 19/3 monthly Carr. Paid.
The miLLFORD Model D. £6 6 11 /8 monthly

' Carr. Paid.
'The MILLFORD Model E. £8 16 16/3 monthly

Carr. Paul.
The CRUISER £12 12 23/4 monthly Catr. Paid.
;The CORVETTE £12 12 23/4 monthly Can-. Paid.

THE
WAUU
AUTO-
WHEEI.

. Converts any

,
Pedal Cycle

,' to a Motor

Demonstration;

bally.

-:t16 lb or 30/10 niontLly, 12 pavmeots. Or 18
payments 21/- montlJy, Carnaee Paid U.K.

The JUNO Model F. with Auto attachment £21 16
Cash or 12 payments 39/2 each.

Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd.,
C. Y. Dept.

248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.G.
'Phone : Telegrams :

12S57 Ceotral. " QuHIs, London."
Accessories on gradual payments. See our adver-

_tisenient in "Miscellaneous " column.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry.

KERRY Combination. tivin-cyL, 5-71].p., good condi-
tion; price £18.—Hurlin and Co., Ltd., 295, Mare

St-, Haukney. Tel.: DaUton 2989. r052a

KEERY, 3h.p.. modern machine, engine just re-bushed,
low, fojtboardd, h.b.c. thrnughoiit, lamp, horn, etc.':

bargain, £9: pliotc—59, Longbridge Ed., Barking. [6077.

Kynoch.
Q 3.b.p. Kynoch, 3 speedc, fit complete, i^ 4 machine : £30.—CordJngley, Hasiingden.
102.

grand
Tel,:
[5694

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat of motor cycles;

early delivery ; easy payments ; second - hauri

machine.^ in part.—London agents, Spro.-ton and Grace.
154, Gt. Titclifleld St.. W. Regent 4999. f044F

Le\is.

Oih.p. Levis Baby, just arrived: £33/10.—Cordinsley-
-^4 Ha^ilingden. Tel.: 102. [5691

LEVIS. 1914 models, from £33/10; exchange?
quoted by return.—Collier's. Westgate, Halifax.

[038S
i)3,h.p. Levis, 2-speed. counter-shalt gear, iusi
'*V4 arrived; £47/ 10.—Cordingley. Haslingacn
Tel. : 102. [X5101

LEVIS, 2^'.h.p. (May). 2-6peed. all accessories, mon>
extras, better than new.—Wilkinson, Kirkdde, Bil-

ton, Harrogate. , [X7267

"I Q13 2',4h.p. Levies, with all accessories, good ae new.
Xt7 only run a few hundred miles; £24.- Gibson. 199,
High Rd.. Ilford. [6056

LATE 1913 Leviis, has run le.^3 than 1,000 miles, per-
fect condition, laiiip and horn; £24.-6,508. T/if

Motor Cyclt Offices, Coventry. [X6833

LEVIS. 2V.'b p., 1914. done 540 miles, speedometer,
lamp. born, splendid londition, nnscratched : £55.

or near.—Box 6,507. The Motor Cycle Offlcet?, Coventry.
i:X6811

LEVIS 1914 Models in stock, ready to ride away.—
Cash, exchange, or easy payment terms frorn

Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.
[0536

Lincoln lilk.

1 Ql2 Lincoln, S'-jh.p.. Irce engine, Bcvh. guaranteed
-i-f perfect, real bargain, Whittle, Palmers:
nearest £20.-739. Old Kent Rd. [6121

LI>fCOLN-ELK, 3'-..h.p., 1913, 2-*?peed, free engin.-.
L'ick startiT. fittM witii Briimble coachbiiilt sidi-

lar, eovil condition: £35, liurk'aia : owner buying car.—
37. Treudgold St., N.-tting Hill. [X7235

LINCOLN-ELKS, the value for money motor cycle',
be-it speciftcation ; 4'/ih.p., 2-spced, £46; 6h.p. twin.

M iiiiter-ahaft, £55; iiummiute delivery; easy payments
—Northern agent<j, CoobeV, Longsight, Mancht^ter.

[X6558

Martin.
MAETIN-J.A.P , 1913":. Bro.-'klands T.T. model, un-

ut^ed -since February, enouiel unscratched : take £30
for Quick t«ile.—J. S. Worters, Grove Park, 8.E. [X7285

Rlntchless.

1 C|I2 6h.p. Matchless, v.ith 1914 coachbuilt *;idecar.
At/ perfect condition: £60.— Manford, Welshpool.

[6137
MATCHLESS. 1912. racing, overhead valves, 5-6h.p-

twiu; bargain, •£27.—Midland Motor Co., O.vfcrd.
,0} [X7246

MATCHLESS. 1914 model?, immediate delivery; trad-
eupplied.-Eey, 378. Euston Rd.. and 173. Gt.

Portland St. [7287

MATCHLES3-J.A.P.. 2-«pee(J. and free engine, side
var. esfcllent condition: £42.—Edward Phipp>.

G:irage, Llanfyllin. [X730e

MATCHLESS, 1912. 81i.p. twin, single gear, wit):
-^porting Swan sidecar, accessories ; £48.—Midland

Motor Co.. Oxford. [X7247

1 Q 1^2 Matchless, 8h.p., and eidecar, 2 speeds:, twinXU hf*lt, speedometer, lamps, eparee; £45.—Stanf rd.

53. Bigwcod Av., Hove. [5777

~|Q13 8h.p. 2-ttpee<l Chain Drive Matchless and Match-
Xt/ lejs cnaihbnilt sidecar, perfect ccndition, witli
acces<f;orie« : £62.—Harold Petty, 32, King St., Leicester,

[6061

7 h.p. Matchless, chain drive. 3 speeds, and irco
engine, also coachbuilt Matchless sidecar, the

moFt silent motor oyole mn'te; £92/17; ready to drivr
away.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [X5092

TV/rATCHLESS. 1914, 4-5hj)., 3-?peed, free engine, elec-
i-TX trie ligbt, horn, speedometer, toolbag, good ae new,
done 600 mile.s: splendid bargain. £55.—Stored H, H.
Huckle and Co., 115. High Ed.. Palmer's Green, N.

[6078

Minerva.
MINERVA. SV-h.p., overhauled: £15, or offer.—A.

Smith, Baxterley Hall, Ather^one. [X7250

Q3h.p. Minciva. Whittle. Bosch. B.B.. h.b.c, powerful^4 running, gjod condition, except tanks; offers;.-
Carless. Mousebole. [6018

MINERVA. 1910, 3i;:h.p, Bosch, 2^peed, eidecar.
luggage carrier, complete spares, brand new studded

tvres. perfi^ct condition; £22/15; trial.—F. Bryant. I*ark
Lane. Kersal, MuncLester. [X7308

PERFECTION

SIDECARS
To suit all makes of machine.

Prices from £5 5 0.

Full illustrated catalogue giving full particulars no
'aprlication.

MODEL B.

Best chassis, with dropped frame, extra strong
spindle, "Perfection" quck-detachable joints,

three-stay side mudguard, 26 x 2 Jin. ." .^von
'*

non-skid tyre, , l>odyr Weil upholstered, with
side door, with base and sides lined for passenger's
comfort . . .... . . . . £650

MODEL E.

High-grade coach-built body, luxuriously uphol-
stered, spring cushion, cupboard in front and
under scat, side pocket tor tools, spares, etc.,

26x2jia " Avon " rubber-studded tyre biandard
finish : dark green, blue, or French grey £10 5

MODEL F.

Special coach-built torpedo model in tbree-piy
wood, drop frame chassis, light and strong, cup-
board with lock under front, spring cushion, and
coach painted to any colour desired . . £10

CLEARANCE XINE OF NEW SIDECARS.

"SUPERBE " £6 6s. Sidecars, well upholstered,
fitted with cushion, Avon non-skid, or Continental
tyre. To fit all leading makes. Twelve months'
guarantee .. .. .. Reduced to £4 9 8

For List of New and Second-hand Motor Cycles,

see last week's issue of *' The Motor Cycle."

COLLIERS MOTORIES,
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

All letters relating ^^o advertiaemeots should quote the number at the' end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B47
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
M. and M.

CATALOGUES ol the new M. and M. 2-stroke at

£25 on request-—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, Hiffh
Rd,, Streotham. [X6712

M.M.C.

M.M.C.. Si/jh.p., B.B. catbiiretter, mag. 'ignition,
Brooks BlOO saddle, good value, £16/10, or on

E.P.S.-Lamb's, 151, Higli'St., Walthamstow. [6107

19
lVIoto=Reve. .

11 Moto-Eeve, horn, tools, spares, perfect; £9.—"W.
'• Hilton, l^onrtli Av., Blai.'kpool, S. [X7284

£
Motosacoche.

9/10.—l^h. p. Motosacoche, fine eon-dition, li.b.c.

bargain.— 58, Elagdon Rd., New Maiden. [6027

-|Q13 MotosacoL-be Lightweight, brand new machine;
Xt/ £25; ca<ih cr ear;y teims.—R. E, Jones (Garages),

Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [0548

"1012 Motosac-ochp. 2V2h.p., variable ^ear, lamp, horn,
XJ/ pump, etc.: first cheque £18; going abroad; all

particulars.—Box 6,530, Tlie MotOT -Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry. [S7200

New Hudson.

1 Q13 New Hudson. 3-speed gear, coachbuilt -sidecar,

X *?' lamp, horn, all spares, new condition ; ^45.—
Plaetow, Grimsby. [X72^2

NEW Hndson«.—6b.-p., "191^r modele ; 68 gns. ; ex-

cbiinpea or easy payments.-Maudes, 136, Gt. P^-irt-

land St.. London, W. [8363

NEW Hudson, 1913. S'^h.p., 3-speed, lamp, horn, and
tools, guaranteed sound; bargain, £38/10, or near

ofEer.—ShukcT, Shrewsbury. [0541

NEW Hudson, 6h.p-, 3 speeds, almost new, only used
' about 1,300 miles, complete with fitments and side-

car; £70.—Turpins, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0511

NEW Hudson, late 1912, 3V2-4h.p.. 3-speed, sidecar,

speedometer, lamp, born, spares, not run 2,500
miles, perfect order, ready for touring; £45.—J. Ames.
Huntriss Row. Scarborough. [6017

NEW Hudson Lightweights, promptest delivery;

E.P., quaiier down and balance in 12 monthly
instalments.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Rd., Wood Gioen. [6115

"jQ12 New Hudson, 2i/jh.p. J.A. P. engine, 3-speed
JL*J gear, new Palmer cord cover back, studded
front. B104 'saddle, very cood condition; £21.—
Robinsons, Green St., Cambridge. [0523

NEW Hudson, S'/i-h.p., single-oyl., 3-speed Armstrong
gear, and Speedwell coachhuilt sidecar; this com-

bination is equal to new in every respect; £50 secures.

—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X7184

New Imperial.

"IQl'l New Imperial-Jap, brand new, 8h.p., 3 speeds,
X«7 car tyres: cost £77; delivered too late; will snuri-

fice lor £67.-125, London Rd., Manchester. [0563

New Ryder.

NEW Ryder.—Sole London agents. Immediate de-

livery from .stock. - Single speed 25 gns., 2-speed
£33. No -extra for easy paymeuts.-Mills Motor, Ltd.,

Wood Side Parade, North Finchley. 1745 Finchley.
[0572

' Norton.
"1 Ol'l 3Vih.p. 3-speed Norton, equal' to new, ridden
Xt? onW400 miles, complete witJi P. and H. lamp,
horn, etc.: £50.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [0496

B
N.S.U.

AEGAIN List

o

ONE 2h.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Lightweight, complete
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1913 model,

shop-soiled; £30 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1914 model;

£32 net.

NE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with under-geared pulley, 1912 model ; £25 net

ONE 3iAh.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with' h.b.c. 2-specd gear and free engine. 1914

;

model, shop-soiled ; £48 net.

ONE e'/sh.p. N.S.U Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-8peed gear and Iree engine, 1913 model:

£45 net.

ONE 8h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-speed gear and free engine; £25 net.—Eox

L5,421, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.G.
r0538

TWIN N.S.U., 6h.p., Bosch, N.S.U. 2-speed, F.E.,
fine sidecar machine; bargain, £17.—Speechley,

45, Church, Rd., Acton. [6125

N.S.U.'s in stock, immediate deliveries; exceptional
terms. Write to us and you will save monev-

Parker and Son, St, Ives, Hunts. [0498

N.U.T.
ARLTEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T.—The
West, Lauca«jhire Motor Co., Ltd., Seuthport. [0556.

U T-, 2^^|h.p. T.T., 1914, single geared, as new; best:

otJer secuie3.—W. S. Life, 10, Cumberland Rd.,
[0573

I

E
N
Southpcrt.

R05EBTS0N8
MOTORS LIMITED.
NEW 1914 MOTOR CYCLES.
DOUGLAS, Model " B " £62
S.S.A., 3i fa. p., 3-specd, chain drive £63 C

EOIVIUND-M.A.G., 3i h.p., twin-cyl., 2-speed,
spring frame £t}3 (l

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., s-sceed £60
DOUGLAS, Model W .

.' £52
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75 12
DOUGLAS, Model V £48
NORTON, 3t h.p., T.T. Roadster £50
BRAMBLE, IVY, MILLFORD, DALTON, and SIDETTE

SIDECARS.
NEW 1913 MOTOR CYCLES.
ZENITH, si h.p., clutch model Reduced to S4I
ZENITM-GREEN, 3i h.p., water-cooled .

.

,, £43

SECOND-HAND
1914

1576. INDIAN, 2-speed £56
1569. ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, large l^mp and

horn, spares, etc £74

a B BB1913
ALCYON, 2 h.p £24
ALCYON, ijh.p £29
1581. DOUGLAS, Model R £40
1580. RUDGE-mULTI and sidecar £44
1=33 B.S.A., 3A h.p., 2-speed £42
1565 HENDER'SON, S-ioh.p.. 4-cyIinder £55
1553. INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-Epeed £48
1433. REGAL, 4I h.p., igi2 Iraoie, 2-speed £32
1542. ZENITH, 6h.p £45
1572. ZENITH, 8 h.p., special coinpetition machine,

large tank, etc: £56
1566. -B.S.A., 1913-14, Special, fitted with- AnnstroDg

3-speed gear, and large taaUs £45

1912
1457.

1582

1579
1575
1578
1430.

1453.

1542.

1567.

BB
BB
1545.

1478

HENDERSON, 7 h.p. F.E £39
ZENITH, 9 h.p., and sidecar £45
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p. F.E £35
BRADBURY, v'> h.p £25
BRADBURY, 3i h.p £27
F.IM.- 5-6 h.p.. 4-cyiinder 2-speed, and Sidecar £29
ZENITH, 8 h.p., and Sidecar !M6
ZENITH 6 h.p £4I>

ZENITH, 6 h.p., T.T. roadstei;. £39

1911
CHATER-J.A.P,, 2 J h.p £16
ZENITH, 3th.p £26

— ALSO —
1910 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p £15

BVIOTOR CVCL.esAND SIDECARS
FOR

HIRE
FINE MACHINES.
iViODERATE TERMS.
NO DEPOSIT.
l lll l lli ll l lHI IIIII'"™"''"'""""^^^^*^—^—
TELEPHONE: MAYFAIK. 5767.

357aGRtAT PORTLAND STRfCT,W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

'

^

O.K. Junior, 2-speed, in stock; £30 cash, or £8-do
and 12 montbly instalments.^Lamb's, 151, Hi:

St., Walthamsto\ir, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green
[61

O.K. Juniors.—We are Surrey agents for this perj^
lightweight.; May we call on

,
you and demi

strate its remarkable powers ? It costs £30 on'
immediate delivery. A postcard will bring it to yt
door.—Meeten, Dorking. ^46,

Precision.
PRECISION, 3V£h.p.. 1912, T.t. roadster, drip fe

large tank, new tyre, belt, good condition,' in

£22/10.-234, Woodstock Rd., Oxford. [X72

Premier.
PREMIER 1912 syoh.p. Standard Model, oompl.

with accessories; £22;' guaranteed.—Below.

PREMIER 1912 3y2b.p., 3 speeds and clutch,,
splendid sidecar puller, guaranteed perfect; £;

—Elce and Co.," 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile i.

E.G. [04'

PREMIER, 1912, 3-speed, and sidecar; £35; .j

change.—Hilton and Son, Foxbali Sq., Blackpoi
[5:72

Sih.p. Premier, 1912^/^,- 3^Bpeed, clut^^, only wai
2 seeing; £27/10, .bargaiii.— 13, East St., Poc

Dorset. - [3168

05,h.p. Premier, 1912 model, in good condition; ab
'^4 gain, £17 to clear.—Turvey and Co., The Mo-
House, Sunderland. [X68

PREJnER, 1912, clutch model, in very good ord<

£27.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Lt
7, Bath Rd., Exeter. [05

PREMIER, 1912, clutch model, in very good orQi

£27 —Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Lt
28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [05

ASNIP.—2Vnh.p. Premier, Lycetfs T.T. sadd
excelltent condition; £17/ 10.—Woodward, Lii

wood, Hornchurch Rd., Romford. [61

"I 014 3y2b.p. Premier,, T.T. model, complete; ct
M-^y £52, sacrifice; call Friday after 6.50.—Laure
Alexandra. Grove, North Finchley, N. (60

PREMIER, 3V^h.p., eounter-^haft -rear, the 3i/:.li

that pulls like a 6h.p.—Exeter Motor Cycle a

Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath R4.. Exeter. [05

PREMIER, 1912, 2V^h.p. lightweight, fast, spare bf

-

tyres, and everything, in splendid condition ; £2
—Clarke, Wireless Station, MaJin- Head, Ireland. [60

PREMIER, 31/oh.p., connter-^bait gear, the 3i.Ab

that pulls like a 6h.p.—Exeter Motor Cvclc a.

Light Car Co., Ltd., 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [05i

1Q13 3yjh.p. 2-speed Premier, handle starting, wii
J-t/ lamp and Lucas horn, Kempshall tyre on bac
Dunlop front, with all tools, etc.; price £28.
Robiusone, Green St.. Cambridge. [05

P. and M.
1 Q 1'* P- 3iid M-'s ; immediate deliveries.—Purcel
At/ 78, Charlotte St., Tottenham Court Rd., Londo

[215

PHELGN and Moore, 1914, with Millford coachbu.
sidecar; £67, a euip.—Midland, Motor Co., Oxfcu

[X72(
1 Q14 P. and M. Motor Cycles; delivery from etocl
LtJ :casb or easv terms.-R. E. Jones (Garages), Lt(
Swansea. Also at Cardifi. [05*^

PHELON and Moore, 1911, 2 speeds, and free pngin
1913 Eiuk^ carburetter, and excellent caue_ sir!

car; bargain, £50.-96, Crown St., Ipswich. [XTS'

T(Iil4 P, and M. and Special Sidecar, splendid com
J-t/ tion, all acee~<5orie'*, and insurance; £68. i

offerti.—Mundy. 42, High St., Wealdstone. [60^

1Q15 3'yi.p. P. and M., Montgomery sidecar, acce
Xt? porie^, everything guaranteed perfect; £49; tal

1913 2^4h.p. A.J.S. pait e.xchange.-Particulars, 80. Wi
lington R<1.. Bilston, Staffs. [X70£

P.
and H. Combination, 1914, run 100 miles on)
overeized tyres, lamps, horn, all spares, guarj^utet

perfect: co:^t £90: quick sale £7-^7; dep -it svsteiu ; ai

trial.-Jubb, 29, Norfolk Lane, Sheflieid. fU) [X712|

Quadrant.
31h p. Qundrant. mag.; 2^ih.p. Peugeot, mag.; 2ii.]l

2 accumulator macliine ; trial.—E. Hancock, Latfril
Cottage, Furze Piatt, Maidenhead, Berks. - [X722|

Regal.
REGAL-GREEN, 1913, 4b. p., water-cooled, 3 speed!

and clutch, splendid order, used solo only; £3£l
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile Sti
E.C. [OSl.l

REGAL-GBEEN-PRECISION, 4i4h.p., 1913-14, witi*

sidecar. S,A. 3-speed gear, perfect--condition : ownc
leaving England; bargain, £50.—Sykes, Paternoster Lan<
Gt. Horton, Bradford. [S718

Rex.

T.T. Res:, very hot, Bosch; £15.—Life, 10, Hoghto:
St., Southport. [609.

REX, SVsh.p., m.o.v., Bosch, fine order; £12.-
Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [612'

T> EX and Rex-Jap. 1914.. models; -keen exchaug'
rV quotations.— Collier's, Weetgate. , Halifax. E039I

EX, 1911 model. 3iAb.p., 2-*peed, free engine; £20
—A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X731(R

348 All letters relating to advertisements slioulJ quote tlie number at the end of eacii advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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The Motor Cycle in Warfare.

MOTOK cyclist (le.-;patch riders are to play

an important part in the present war.

That this woiilci be the case was obvious
before the crisis came. The Govern-
ment took a long time before it would

look with favourable eyes on motor cycles and
realise their potential uses, but the value of
motor cyclist despatch riders in the event of
railway lines, telephones, and all other means
of communication being out of action cannot
be oxerestimated. Every opportunity has been
seized in the past to impress ujxin the Goxern-
ment the immense value of the motor cycle in

time of war, uulil, a few \cars ago, a small sec-

tion was employed in tiie Army .\Iancjeu\ res ; the
tollowing year the number used was more than
treliled, and the military motor cyclist having
time and again pro\ed his worth in no uncertain
fashion, the Government has gone on multiph-
ing the numbers and extending their uses in

various direcliDiis, notably in the flying corps
and transport service. All this is a feather in

the cap of motor cyclists, manufacturers, and
all others directly connected with them, as the
success of motor cycles in warfare is simply and
solely due to their present-dav reliai)ilitv.' But
the fact of motor cyclists being attached to the
Army is not the only pleasing feature in this

crisis ; indeed, we know of nothing more en-
coiuaging than the patriotic response of motor
c\clists to the call of their country. Hardlv
had the order for the general inoliilisation of
the Army been issued and the re'|uest f >r motor
cyclist Milunteers made than every \acancy was
filleil ami thousands liave since been refused.
The a[)peal by T/ie 'Motor Cycle in the last

issue for volunteers met with a most encouraging
response. Each day scores of replies were
received from readers offering the services of
themselves and their machines, and these
answers were at once handed to the secretary
of the Auto Cycle Union, which bodv has
placed its services and the whole of its staff at
the .sprvice of the War Office authorities, and

the naiTies and adtlresses of those who offered

their services have been classified into the

counties and districts in w'hich they reside, which
list is now at the disposal of the War Office

w^hen further volunteers are required.

Last week Midland manufacturers received

repeated orders from the Government for motor
cycles ; the \Var Office officials immediately on
the outbreak of hostilities took details of the

stocks held by the different firms, and have
since acquired a large number of machines.

The Noise of Two-stroKe
Engines.

NOW that the two stroke engine is so rapidly
increasing in numbers and popular favour,
it is interesting to draw attention to a
curious feature which we have not seen
emphasised elsewhere. By this we mean

the curious drumming noise which- many of the
engines emit. Thi^ noise is quite distinct from
e.xhaust sound, and is generally heard moie dis-

tinctly when a machine is approaching than when
it has past. There are many possible theories,
but probably the sudden opening and cut-off of
the ports is in a large measure respon.sible, for,

at the high speed at which most small two-strokes
run, the piston speed, and conseqtiently the port
openings, are exceedingly rapid. It Would be
instructive to hear the effect of various port
shapes on this noise from such as have experi
mented in this direction It has been suggested
that the increased speed of the magneto chain
might possibly have some bearing on the ques
tion, and it is possible that the stream of exhaust
gases striking the silencer walls, quite apart from
the final exhaust note, is to some extent respon-
.sible in certai". .!e.«igns. The silencing of the final

exhaust is also a question of importance, for two-
cycle engines will not stand a throttled exhaust,
and consequently great care must be exercised in
silencer design if riuietness is to be obtained
It should be possible to make a two-stroke
quieter than almost any other type of engine on
account of the small number nf moving parts.

I
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A Lady's Record Ride in Lakeland.
By GEORGE

HONISTER Pass has been climbed by a sidecar

driven by a lady. " How are the mighty

fallen!" some might say, with exciting

memories of a few years ago when experts on special

mounts hardly achieved the ascent.

To Mrs. Mary Riley belongs the honour of being

the first lady to cross the notorious pass on a motor
cycle and sidecar from the Buttermere side. En route

for a sidecar camping holiday in the Highlands with

her husband and young son, she encountered two other

sidecar parties at Kendal who were bound for a special

test on Honister Pass (these were W. H. Carson and
F. C. North on a 6 h.p. Excelsior and a 6 h.p.

Ariel respectively), and persistent rumours of the

petrol famine in the far North induced the lady's

party to vary the route by travelling to watch the

experts climb Honister. It was a fortunate plan, for

the quickly developing war news made the distant

journey inadvisable. ,A camping holiday in Lakeland
proi'ided an excellent substitute.

The approach to Honister was made on a day of

excessive moisture—which means much in Lakeland

—

by way of the Devil's Elbow and Buttermere Hause.
At Buttermere, during the lunch interval, the two-

speeij 6 h.p. Enfield with its 9 to i low gear

received attention. A special sprocket was carried,

and this was put on to bruig the gear down to 12 to r,.

This was a necessity considering the work on hand
and the heavy load to be carried.

Then, having watched the others struggle up the

slippery Hill Step, the lady rider was tempted to try

the ascent. Doubtless a sight of the skilled ascents

bv the others assisted in the attack, for Mrs.

D. ABRAHAM.
I'liley made a non-stop climb at the first attemp'i

despite the bad we.ather conditions. Only once dif'

the passenger, who rode mostly on the tool box, fee

an\ misgivings. This was on the rocky 1 in 3^^ sectioi'

of Hill Step—the crux of the climb. There the spinnin;

driving wheel failed for a moment to find a grip ; ;

crosswise skid almost flung the machine over into th(

torrent-filled gorge on the right.

.Some might say absence of body is better thar

presence of mind at such times, but this w-as not th(

"The Winning Smile." The 6 h.p. Enfield after the remarkably successful climb to the top '8f

,
Honister Pass from Buttermere. Mrs. Mary Riley is the first lady motor cyclist to make the ascent.

Up out of the depths of Hill Step. The
foot of Honister Pass is seen some seven

hundred feet below.

opinion of the indomitable lad\

rider. With fine judgment and per-

fect skill she caught the firmer

surface at the right moment, and
with a roar the Enfield dashed up-

wards. The top of the pass was
soon under wheel. Then, as though
yet unsatisfied, the sharp hairpin to

the left was suddenly taken, and a

finish made at the Yew Crag slate

quarries, some few hundred feet

above the Honister Hause.

It was altogether an astonishing

performance, but one which few'

lady riders should emulate. Mrs.
Riley and her Enfield are a strong

combination, a fact which recent

competitions have accentuated.
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Reproved !

A friendly Vorkshireman informs me that exhaust

alve springs are easily tied up with string, if the

wine is interwoven through some of the coils.

)bviously I regret, dear friend, that ere I reached the

ice and string stage most of my brains had
mporarily perspired away. The isreath of moorland
ir which your letter brought has done me good, and
ly spring removing tool is now chained to the garage
all.

Mechanical Hooters.
So far as cycle cars are concerned, I believe I have

olved the question of far-.sounding alarms. I do not

3ve the exhaust whistle, because of its sooting pro-

lensities. I hesitate in the face of electric alarm.s.

lecause they demand big batteries, which are costly to

uy and scmjii need recjiarging. The pneumatic hooter

Ices not carry far enough, and its delicate reed chokes

00 often on dusty roads. So for cycle car work I pin

ny faith either to a pneumatic alarm, operated by a

limp driven by friction off the flywheel, or to one of

he new mechanical alarms, in which a rack-handle

nd intermediate gearing rotate a toothed wheel with

;reat velocity against a diapliragmv To neither of
hese have I found any objection in use. Some of the

atter, in particular, are now made in very light

eights. My new Hiuriot mechanical honj is of very

tnposing appearance, and its full shriek is guaranteed
awake the seven sleepers; but it only weighs 3 lb.,

ind therefore is not quite outside the pale of motor
licycling possibilities. If a very little more work is

levoted to reducing the weight and dimensions of such

iccessories they will be completely suited to heavy
oiiring motor cvclts.

A piettily decorated Clvno motor cycle and sidecar, " The Swan ot

Avon," which won first prize in a procession recently It belongs to

Mr. C. J Eldridge, of Fordingbridge

BY 'IKIOn'

The New P. and M. T-win.

I am very specially interested in the new P. and M.
engine, as the 90° twin has been one of my pet foibles

for many years past, though of late the horizontally

opposed twin has rivalled it in my affections. My
comparisons between the two types may interest

readers. I have found that the 90° twin is usually

the steadiest slogger at low engine speeds, but that

equality of lubrication is easier to obtain on the hori-

zontal type. There is no question that either pattern

is infinitelv preferable to the 50° or 60° twin on all

outfits which are asked to do much " free engine
"

running. It is unfortunate that neither pattern is easily

housed on cycle dar or motor bicycle frames without
sorne sacrifice of accessibility or aspect, and I await

the detailed study of the new P. and M. in the latter

respect with considerable interest. The excellent

balance of a 90° twin makes it an eminently suitable

engine for motor cvcle purposes.

A Racing Cycle Car.

The qualities of the racing engine of to-day will be
transferred, they say, to the touring engine of to-

morrow. It has always been so. 1 have been very

busy lately-—I will not say "driving" so muchag
hanging on to the wheel of a racing cycle car, and it

has mar\ellously strengthened my optimism anent the

ftiture of the miniature four-wheeler. Much as I love

a good cycle car or light car, I feel sore when I

approach some long easy slope, up which I have been
accustomed to roar at any speed from 30 to 50 m.p.h.,

according to circumstances, on my motor .cycles ; I

take the biggest rush I can get, and my little car is

doing a very noisy and vibratory' 40 m.p.h. at the

take-off, which rapidly slows to 15 m.p.h. after a

hundred yards or so. Down I come to second gear,-

accelerate up to 20 m.p.h., which represents perhaps
66% of the maximum r.p.m. available, and then curb
the roaring engine down in the interests of longevity.

Motor cyclists on antediluvian 500 c.c. singles, and
even on modern babies of 250 c.c, shoot scornfullv

past me, and even if it is raining, and they are wet
and mud-plastered, I envy them. My little racer has
comforted me. I never let it exceed 40 m.p.h. be-

cause it only weighs 1,000 lb., and even at double
legal limit it is inclined to proceed like a frightened

hare in a series of sighting hops. But it takes all

those tiresome slopes on top gear at 30-40 m.p.h. if

the road is empty, and its acceleration from a standstill

would be equal to that of most motor cycles, if wLsdom
did not suggest letting the engine die clean away when
changing from first to second and second to top. In the

near future all cycle cars will have lively, vivacious
engines of this character (the Manx T.T, will lav the

foundation stone of this advance), and as the trade con-
centrates into fewer and larger factories, prices should
fall a little. Make no mistake, cycle cars are going
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Oocasiona! Comments.—

to boom before so very long, and driving a cycle car

is going to be much more reminiscent of driving a

high-powered motor cycle than it has been. When I

say " cycle car" I imply nothing about design; but

I fancy that the stereotyped designs of the future will

own a closer kinship with motor cars than with motor
cycles. I.et us hope that the Cycle Car T.T. w'ill

become an annual event. If any firm of cycle car or

light car manufacturers builds up a reputation for

combining fast acceleration, high speed, top gear

climbing, and real reliabihty in its standard models,

the demand it experiences will astound it. At
present the number of riders who have sampled the

Brooklands type of cycle car engine does not exceed

fifty or so; and the sluggishness of most standard

touring chassis chills the ex-motor cyclist's enthusiasm.

Wait till the qualities of to-day's racing engines are

transferred—with a little refining down—to the tour-

ing chassis of to-morrow!

Our Latest Critic.

I have just been reading Mr. H. G. Wells's latest

combination of political prophecy and scientific

romance, entitled " The

pf«((f€IL® AUGUST ijth, igi4.

World Set Free." It

is somewhat topical, as

it is an attempt to pic-

ture the final European
Avar, in which the

slaughter is so appal-

ling that national mon-
archies are abolished in

favour of a world-

republic. The chemical

discovery which is

responsible for the

slaughter is, incident-

ally, applied to the

perfection of the motor
cycle. The "filthy

oil-driven motor cycle
"

gives place to light

shimmering . steeds of

M.C.C. TOUR IN THE WEST COUNTRY.

silvered steel, driven by a radio-active com-
pound, which emanates a permanent explosion,

and is used in engines invented by a Bengali.
As one of these motors will drive a family motor car

thirty-seven miles for id., the lightweight of the future
is evidently to be contemptibly economical. One
presumes that only tramps will venture to be seen' on
them, and the " knuts " of that era will doubtless
prefer a pocket folding aeroplane.

Petrol Consumption on Small Twins.
I see that the A.C.U. does not trouble to verify

petrol economy— or extravagance— in its trials.

Rather a pity, I fancy. I have no doubt whatever
that most manufacturers grossly exaggerate the mileage

of which their engines are cajaable. It is very seldom
indeed that a standard 3^ h.p. machine, as delivered

to me by its makers, is equal to more than 70 m.p.g.,

and the small high speed twin-cylinders sop up the

costly spirit at the most alarming rate. I am using a

small and speedy twin for runabout work, and, though
I fancied it required tank replenishment somewhat
frequently, I never suspected the depth of its iniquity

till I lent it to a friend for a long week-end. In returnr

ing it, .
" Do you know

It

m.p.
only does 57

quoth he.

Verification followed,

and the awful accusa-

tion was proved. This

mileage is registered at

about 28 m.p.h. aver-

age speed. At a legal

limit average the

engine can do 73 m.p.g.

—no more ! It is in

good tune, with all

joints tight, and

standard carburetter

adjustment. Are most

350 c.c. machines
similarly sinful? [They
are not.

—

Ed.]

(1) E. "A. Colliver (Indian) passing Wells Cathedral.

(2) G. P. Howe (B.S.A.) at the second bend on PorlockHill. (3) H. I. Beal (L.M.C.) climbing steadily up Countisbury Hill, Lynmouth.

A 16
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CHAIN OR CHAIN-CUM-BELT?
The Claims of Two Popular Transmission Systems Critically Examined by " Road Rider."

ANY close student of contemporary design must

notice that the leading designers of high-

powered sidecar outfits are divided into two
schools. The all-chain drive has been steadily grow-

ing in popularity, but a significant and stubborn

minority adhere to the chain-cum-belt drive. I have

spent a great part of the current season in testing these

two designs, one against the other, with the aid of a

good variety of first class machines, and am inclined

to form the following tentative conclusions.

The superior smoothness often claimed for the

"combined" drive is almost fictitious. During the

last week I have driven two high-powered sidecar out-

fits, one with all-chain and one with combined drive.

Both drives " snatched " to about the same extent if

one attempted to pick up from a crawl on top gear

;

both drives were absolutely silky as soon as the machine
got into its stride. At fifteen or twenty miles an hour

the physical sensations failed to inform one whether

the transmission was by chain, belt, or combination

of the two. I personally consider that there is very little

slip in the belt portion of a combined drive ; the two

big pulleys seem to afford a drive that is practically

rigid. The combined drives can be softened to eliminate

all snatch when accelerating from a crawl ; but this can

only be effected by slackening the belt to such an

e.xtent that it is liable to slip at higher rates of revolu-

tion when the pulleys are wet, or when a stiff gradient

is being climbed. If the belt is properly adjusted, the

drive shares the slight but perceptlLile snatch common
to the all-chain drive.

Secondly, it cannot be denied that the comliined

drive has a marked superiority from a user's point of

view. The final belt drive makes the removal of the

back wheel a much cleaner and simpler operation than

it is with either enclosed or naked rear chains. The
rear chain case is always the most finicky detail of

merits of the length and alignment of the rear chain are

essentia], and a rear belt is less exacting both in length

and lining up.

Thirdly, the combined drive seems superior from a

manufacturing standpoint. The last point cuts both

ways. The maker sells quite half his output to

duffers. _The more his design is fool-proof the less

trouble he will have with clients, both directly through

factory visits and correspondence " and indirectly

through his agents. Again, the manufacturing cost of

the combined drive is distinctly lower than that of a
fully encased all-chain drive, though there may be
very little in it with the naked chains. He saves the

cost of the rear chain case, which includes a number
of parts requiring the most accurate fit and finish. He
saves the cost of an extra belt rim for braking purposes,

and simplifies the design of his rear brake control

gear. He saves the cost of a cu.shion hub, and so on.

It is true that the combined drive may deliver a

fractionally less percentage of the engine power at tlie

rear wheel when the machine is brand new ; but it

will deliver exactly the same percentage in three

months' time, whereas the efficiency of the chain drive

will have dropped considerably in that time.

The cost of upkeep of the two transmissions is

similar; if anything, the advantage is in favour of
tlie combined drive, for a«new chain really demands
new sprockets, whereas a new belt does not imjily two
new pulleys. The reliability factor of the two
sy.stems, 1 am satisfied, is equal even in skilled hands;
and in unskilled hands, where chains are run slack,

adjusted out of line, and broken by failure to adjust

for " the tight spot," not to mention the possibility

of wrenched and strained chain cases, the belt is

probably distinctly more reliable.

On the whole, therefore, I feel that the advantages
of the combined drive are irresistible at present.

an all-chain transmis-

sion, and the parts

which ensure a dust-

proof fit round the

rear hub and yet per-

mit the wheel to be
accessible are most
easily strained, and
require the most deli-

cate fitting. Again,
very precise adjust-

SCENES ON THE
COURSE FOR THE
GRAND PRIX. WHICH
HAS BEEN CANCELLED
OWING TO THE WAR.

(Left) .A comer near Le Mans.

(Right) A fast dead straight

stretch between Le Mans
and Le Grand Luce.

(Bottom) An awkward hairpin

bend lietween Ecommoy
and Le Mans
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TWO NEW SIDECARS.

The County sidecar screen shown in position on the left, and on the right folded out of

position to allow entrance to the sidecar.

XI-JP r^OFIMTY '^inpr'AR common brazed lugs. Special provisionsinn »^WU1NI I 01L>i:.V-r\iv
^^^ ^^^^^ j^_, „,Qu„ting the mudguard

ol^KtLt-lN. rigidly, and the stays themselves are

We were recently afforded a run in a made in large section and held in position

sidecar machine belonging to the County by nuts, which can be screwed up securely

Works and Garage,. 3, Uuildford Street,

York Road, S.E., which was fitted with a

novel type of wind screen, made to the

design 'of Mr. C. Scott-Snell, A.I.A.E.,

A.iM.S.E., The sidecar to which this fit-

ment is attached is a Gloria, and,the ap-

pearance of this is in no way impaired.

A careful perusal of the accompanying
illustrations will give a good idea of the

method of workmg and construction.

Should a child be carried in the toe of the

sidecar the screen can be pushed right

forward, or it can be locked in any inter-

mediate position. Again, the height is

adjustable, a point which must be con-

sidered in inclement weather, and any
water which drains off is carried away in

a little gutter. Care has been taken to

design the celluloid protection with a

curve so that distortion, which is so

common in flat sheets of this material, is .— .. , . j 1 d n 1 ij

eliminated •

sidecar criassis made by rurcelis, Ltd.

without fear of stripping threads. Again,
the bracket to which the main stay is

a.ncliored is made of a very good quality

malleable cast iron, the great property
of which is toughness. It can therefore

be seen th it all chances of \\oii\ cais^d

SIDF.CARS AT PURCELLS.
The sidecar chassis made by Purcells,

Ltd., 74, Charlotte Street, W., aie very

neat in appearance, and unusually strong,

as wilded joints ha\e supeiseded the

by the rattle of a loose mudguard are

eliminated A twin axle pillar gives

ample support for the spindle, which is

made of special grade steel, and welded

into the axle tube. Luggage and petrol

carriers are embodied if desired. Another

special product of this firm is the double-

seated sidecar, the chassis of which is

provided with two separate sets of

springs. One cannot visit Purcells with-

out admiring their fine selection of bodies.

We have tried personally the riding and

springing of their sidecars over very bad

roads, and found them to be excellent in

every way.

The cane sidecar marketed by Purcells, Ltd

BURFORD TWO-STROKE.
A neat little two-stroke lightweight

which we recently examined is the 2^
h.p. Burford, sold by the Automobile
Consolidated Alliance, Ltd., 1, Albe-
marle Street, W. The model shown is

single-geared and is fitted with a 2^ h.p.

Villiers engine, to which a Senspray car-

buretter is attached. It has an excellent

frame with a dropped top tube, a strong
stand, excellent mudguards, a substantial
carrier, and a good tank fitted with a,

hand pump for delivering oil into the,

petrol in the proportion of two pumps-
to half a gallon of fiiel. It will be
noted that the control wires are passed
through the tank, and that two pairs of

footrests are fitted, while in the photo-
graph of the carburetter side of the
engine the substantial pedal operating-

the foot brake will be noticed. A
counter-shaft two-speed gear can be had
to order ; with this fitted the littls

machine should be capable of carrying
It-, udei amwheie in reason

Both sides o( the 2-3 h.p. two-stroke single-geared Burford.
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CUTTING DOWN RUNNING
COSTS.

Some General Hints on Economy.

FROM time to time letters appear in the motor
cycling press from riders of solo machines or

sidecar combinations giving details as to their

running costs. The observant reader cannot fail to

notice the inconsistent results obtained by owners of

similar mounts, the figures given varying from some-

thing under a penny to, in some instances, double or

treble that sum per mile. However, each rider seems

to have prepared his accounts as accurately and con-

scientiously as possible. It is true that here and tiu-re

such items as C(5st of tyres or belts have been omitted,

whilst in some other letter a lamp, or speedometer,

may have been charged against one year's use of the

machine, and no allowance made for its end-of-season

value which should be considerable. But these are

minor errors which are easily detected, and tlie fact

remains that some riilers carry on their hobby much
more cheaply than do others. With the rapid rise in

the price of petrol which is taking place, running

costs are certain to increase unless many economies are

effected, and it is the object of the writer to show that

these are possible without either cutting down the

mileage run, or detracting in any way from the pleasure

of the pastime. It is true that a more c.vperieiired

rider can cut his costs down more than one who has

but liftle practical or theoretical knowledge of his

machine or the principle which underlies its working.

But e\en the novice, by the exercise of care, can make
considerable reductions in his running costs.

Three of the principal items which go to make up

the cost of riding are fuel, tyres, and depreciation.

Taking them in the order named, it may be shown in

what way the cost of the former may be reduced.

Notes on Fuels,

Every motor cyclist knows that it is possil)le to run

his machine on paralTin, but it is only occasionally

that one meets a rider who has been bold enough to

try it. It is true that paraffin has certain disadvant-

ages. With its use carbon deposit is formed more
quickly. It is also practically impossible to start up
an engine from cold on paraffin without some primary

heating device. But the experienced rider need take

no notice of such ditficullies. The taking down of an

engine for cleaning purposes has no terrors to the man
who knows what he is doing. All that has to be done
to enable the engine to start is to shut the tap from
the tank, drain the carburetter float chamber, fill it

up with petrol from a handy bottle, and start up in the

ordinarv way, opening the tap as soon as the e.ngine

(ires. The expert will be well aware also of the tact

that there is a tendency for the paraffin to pass in

globules to the cyliiider, and that consequently a pro-

portion of it may pass down between the rings and thin

the lubricating oil. He will get over this dilficulty by

using as thick an oil as possible, and to do away with

the cutting action of paraffin will oil up more fre-

(|uent!y than if he were running on pure spirit. There
is little difference between tiie mileage that can l.e

obtained from a given quantity of petrol or paraffin,

whilst the cost of the latter is about half that of tiie

former, a saving of practically fifty per cent.

A Mixture of Petrol and Paraffin.

Admirable results can be obtained from a mi.xture

of parLifilin and petrol. There is little difference

between running on paralTin alone and running on one-

r|iiarler petrol and three-quarters paratfin. A half-

and-half mixture is admirable, the engine showing
little tendency to overheat or become foul, and pro-

vided the fuel in the tank is well mixed before an

attempt is made to start the engine, and the carburetter

is drained and allowed to fill with the freshly mi.xed

fuel or pure petrol, little or no difficulty will be

experienced in stalling from cold if the engine is

primed beforehand. The reason why the fuel in the

tank must be thoroughly mixed is that the paraffin

is the heavier of the two, and so settles to the bottom
of the tank during a lengthy stop. When on the road

the vibration due to the road surface and the working
of the engine keefis the contents of the tank properly

mixed.

iCven the man who fears to experiment to any extent

u ith his machine need not hesitate about adding
paraffin to petrol in the proportion of, say, one quart

to three. He will then, according to the present prices,

save about 2ld. per gallon, and be able to start up
from the coM.

economising in Petrol.

It is not only in the direction of using sul)stitutes

that economies can be effected in the cost of petrol.

Many motor cyclists are careless as to the way in

which they use the spirit, and a rider who takes every

precaution can easily travel eight or ten miles more
to the gallon than can the average man. He will buy
his spirit in the two-gallon tins, emptying them into

his tank himself, and will be specially careful when
doing this. When spirit is bought in smaller quantities

and emptied into the tank by the retailer it sometimes
happens that the measure is not filled, and that not
only is petrol spilled when carrying it from the shop
to the machine, but a good deal is wasted when
pouring it into the tank. If carelessly poured in, an
airlock will form and a quantity of the spirit will be
wasted. The use of a magneto rut-out for

A23
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Cutting Down Running Costs.—
instead of the throttle lever is particularly wasteful,

as while the magneto is cut out, charges of valuable

fuel are either being passed through or fired by heat

in the silencer. There is also a tendency on the part

of many riders to run on far too rich a mixture, instead

of giving the engine as much air as it will take.

With machines fitted with free engine clutches, or

multi-speed gear, the average rider is prone to waste

petrol by allowing his engine to race, or, at any rate,,

to run too fast before the clutch is engaged. Fre-

quent stopping and starting causes undue waste, as

also does the tendency of many riders to use the low

gear in traffic. Another form of waste is flooding

the carburetter excessively every time the engine is

started. In starting up from cold many riders do this

until the sides of the float chamber and the air open-

ing below the jet are dripping with petrol. As a

matter of fact, as long as a few drops of spirit are

thrown into the mixing chamber there is no need to do
any further flooding, especially if a few drops of petrol,

or preferably paraffin, have been injected into the

cylinders. To restart after a traffic, or other short,

stop there should be no need to have to flood the

carburetter if the plug points are properly set.

When the cycle is garaged, or stopped for any

length of time on the road, the petrol tap should be
closed. Otherwise evaporation, particularly in warm
weather, is taking place the whok of the time the

machine is at rest. It is not an unknown thing for a

petrol tap itself to be leaky or for a joint of either

tire carburetter or petrol tap union to be faulty. All

these minor leakages will appreciably affect the mileage
run per gallon of spirit.

Some motor cyclists waste a good • deal of spirit

during a day's run by using it for cleaning purposes.

It is not an uncommon thing for a rider, after effecting

some slight but uncleanly repair, to open a petrol tap
and allow spirit to flow over his hands. Most riders

when repairing a puncture use petrol to clean tube and
patch. There is little or nothing to say against this

course, although some would have it that the petrol

has an injurious effect on the rubber, but it is well

to bear in mind that the least possible quantity of petrol

on a rag will suffice.

Good Driving Saves Tyres.
With regard to tyres, a good deal depends on the

skill of the driver, a subject with which this article

has no concern. A man who has "road sense," who
can judge distances and speeds with accuracy, and who
consequently uses his brake but sparingly, invariably

has lower tyre bills than the careless or inexpert driver
who is continually applying the brake to his back
wheel. Incorrect inflation is detrimental to anv tyre
and it is better to err on the hard side.

At frequent intervals the covers should be examined
and all stones picked out. This is work that requires
to be done carefully ; stones—flints in particular—often
sphnter into small razor-edged fragments which literally

bury themselves in the rubber, and ultimately will cut
through the canvas. All holes in the rubber caused
by stones, etc., should be filled up with tyre stopping,
especially if the hole reaches through to the canvas.
In the latter case the cover should be solutioned inside,

and a patch applied. After being allowed to dry, the
back of the patch should be cleaned and solutioned and
A24

a piece of prepared canvas applied large enough to

extend all round at least an inch beyond the edge of

tlie patch.

Every now and then covers should be removed from
the rims and the latter examined. Any dents should

be taken out and all traces of rust removed with

emery paper, after which the inside of the rim should

be painted with a good quick-drying enamel, which

must be allowed to dry thoroughly before the cover is

again put in. It is hardly necessary to say that every

motor cyclist should keep an exact note of the life of

every tyre he puts on his machine.

Retreading Covers,

It appears to be a moot point amongst motor cyclists

as to whether it pays to have covers retreaded. A
good deal depends on the quality and condition of the

canvas, as if this is damaged seriously or shows signs

of decay through the admission of damp it is next to

no good having anything much done to it. It might

be retreaded by one of the many firms who do this

work at extremely low rates, and used up on the front

or sidecar wheel. But it is no use spending money in

having an expensive retread put on the damaged
fabric ; nor, again, is it much use putting a retreaded

cover on the back wheel of a heavy sidecar com-

bination. But if the canvas is not damaged to any

extent it will certainly pay to have a cover retreaded,

in which case it is advisable to have .the work carried

out, if not by the actual makers of the tyre, by a

firm with a high reputation.

As regards depreciation there is not a great deal to

be said. The key to the whole matter lies in the care

that is taken of the machine, not only whilst it is on

the road, but whilst in the garage. By care on the

road is not meant slow driving ; a careless or inex-

perienced driver can do a great deal of harm to a motor

C5'cle and yet never exceed eighteen or twenty miles

per hour. On the other hand, a man can habitually

drive at from thirty-five to forty miles per hour

whenever the road is clear, and at the end of the

season his mount may be as sound as a bell and in

as good condition, except for a few scratches on the

enamel, as when it left the factory. . ^j.

Care of £ngine and Machine. JB
The engine should be taken down periodically and

thoroughly cleaned, worn bearings re-bushed, valves

ground in, and tappets adjusted. No fault should be

neglected; something "not quite right" that is left

until a convenient time comes along for it to be re-

paired often develops into something almost irre-

parable. The most common source of engine trouble

is under-oiling. Few motor cyclists err on the side of

over-oiling, although over-oiling can do no harm what-

ever to an engine, provided that carbon deposit is

periodically cleaned off. The only inconvenience il

can give rise to is a sooted plug.

But it is only amongst the experienced that th«

condition of the engine is held to be a guide to it;

end of season value. The inexpert purchaser is taker

generally by the cleanness and spick and span condi

tion of the second-hand mount offered him, and so, ii

addition to keeping the engine in faultless condition-

the rider who wants to cut down his running costs b'

reducing the item of depreciation, or in other word,
getting more for his machine when he sells it, wil

pay attention to appearance, plating and enamel.
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Tbe Motor Cycle Record Long Jump.

Sir,—Being a regular reader of your valuable paper, 1

read with interest in several recent issues the accounts of

motor cycles leaving the ground. It may interest you to

know that H. Jenkins, the winner of the Australian Tourist

Trophy race, on approaching a slightly elevated railway

crossing in the Victoria M.C.C. 100 miles road race, held

at Camperdown, Victoria, cleared (on a 7 h.p. Indian) a

distance of thirty-two feet ; this feat was witnessed, and
the distance measured immediately, by the officials.

It seems strange to me that none of the linglish com-
panies follow the example of the Hendee Manufacturing Co.

by establishing a home controlled depot, as the Indian

seems to be becoming the most popular mount on our roads.

Murrumbeena, Victoria, Australia. GUJISUCKEK.

Retreading Tyces

Sir,—After reading an article on retreads in Thu Mulor
Cycle, written by " \ et.," I should like to voice my opinion.

Last year I was in England for a holiday, and pinoha.scd a

new 6 h.p. combination, which had on the back wheel a

650 X 65 heavy tyre of a well-known make. 1 rode the

machine for 2,000 iniles, and by that time the canva." was
showing, and, as I was leaving for Suutli Africa and bringing

the machine with me, I natuially wanted a new tyre, but an

ageflt persuaded me to have the old one retreaded and re-

commended me to try the Herinetic. I took his advice, and
have not regretted it. It wa.s a 16 oz. tread, and cost |I

think) 13s. It ran " by speedometer " 3,215 miles before

being scrapped.
Now. seeing the original tyre only did 2,000 miles on good

English roads, I tliink it speaks excellently lor the Hermetic
to do the above mileage on our rough South African roads,

and the difference in cost between a retread at about 15s.

and a new tyre at, say, £3 is an item worth considering by
any rider. W.J.
Krugersdorp, South .-Vfriea.

Rear Lights.

Sir,—Kecenu conespondonce in your columns on the sub-

ject of rear lights has prompted me, as a motor cyclist

of twelve years' standing, to express my opinions for what
they may be worth.

First and foremost, no one has any right to travel at

night, by road, at such a speed that he is unable to stop

dead within his range of clear vision ahead, unassisted by
lights carried on anything he is overtaking. This, to me.
is self-evident, and anyone disregarding it is guilty of

criminal negligence, since he is endangering not only his

own life, but those of other road users. Consequently, I

have no sympathy with those who advocate universal rear
lighting, since such an enactment would be a direct induce-
ment to careless driving.

I admit the absurdity of the present law, which renders
rear lighting obligatory on motor traffic only, but. para-
doxical though it seems, I consider that the number of
accidents would be lessened if tail lamps were totally
abolished, and riders compelled to depend entirely on them-
selves R. T. GOULD (Lieut. R.N.)

A Colonial Rider's Ideas about Siagles v. Twins.
Sir,—In your issue of April 30tli, page 571, " C 1354's

"

comments on his experiences wiih a big twin seem to me to

be a bit one-sided, or else he is prejiTdiced against a twin
machine. He says that a single is far steadier to ride
through grease (wHich I fail to see, having ridden both), a.'id

anyone with any knowledge of what he is talking about
knows tliat it must stand to reason that the even pull of a
twin machine when riding through grease is less prone to

sideskid than a thumping, jerking single, especially up a
fairly steep greasy hill. Why, I have had my single turn
right round on the road witn me, with machine down on
bottom gear of 14 to 1 or so, and the same hills would not
cause me the least trouble on my twin Matchless, which is

only a single-geared machine.
In concluding, jivit let me say that the twin machine is

far ahead of the single machine for even pull, perfect
balance, and comfort when riding in all weathers.
New South Wales, Australia.

LOL'IS II LEE.

Useful Work.
Sir,— I cannot help but write to you to let you and your

readers know the service the A.A. and M.d. have done
for me. 1 was travelling with motor cycle and sidecar on
a Sunday night in a little place called Pudsey, when my
lamp nickered ominously and then gave up the ghost. It
would not keep in, and naturally I was pulled up by an
inspector and two policemen. I received the summons
exactly thirty-six hours before due to appear, so I imme-
diately sent it to the A. A., with the notification that I

V Hiww ' Hwnm uiokiBaemszr
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At the starting line at the Penrith speed trials on Bank Holiday. In the

foreground may be seen A. ]. Brewin (Zenith) and R. Bo\vnass (N.U.T).
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could not attend. I heard nothing at all about the case
until two days after the trial, when the A. A. sent me a
letter—delightfully brief—saying they were successful in
getting the case dismissed on payment of costs 4s. 6d. I
can only surmise the trouble they were put to, for as they
only received my letter less than twenty-four hours before
court time, they must have had to wire their Yorkshire
representative full particulars ; there was no time for a
letter. I. FREEMAN.

the stress in certain of its parts must be very great indeed.
I must say, though my A.J.S. is " heavy," it is certainly

as " handy'' as can be and beautifully balanced, and this
may be said, I am sure, of many other makes. I have
never ridden a high-powered Indian, but a friend of mine
assures me that the extra heavy weight is quite recompensed
by the ease of its control.

As regards "overseas requirements," weight and safety
are certainly great, desiderata, combined, of course, with
ease of control, and while considering the latter subject 1

think the handle-bar clutch is essential, and I notice " Ixion
"

and others in your paper sti'ongly advocate this item of

design. In choosing my machine this year I ruled out all

machines having absurd and unsightly little bits of iron
sticking out near tlie footboards, which, on reference to

specifications, I found were termed "clutch controls!"
Sagar, Punjab, India. W. G. QUINTON, A.M.I.C.E.

An A.C. Sociable climbing a 1 in 3 gradient (See P. W. Hill's letter.)

Hill-climbing on a Three-wheeler.
Sir,— I enclose a photograph of my A.G. Sociable on a

1 in 3 gradient at Walsall. This hill, which cannot be

rushed, or the steepness realised from the picture, was
easily climbed, and the engine gave no sign of over-heating

or knocking. On reaching the top, we immediately pro-

ceeded "all out" without any ill-effects.

The cycle car is a standard 1913 model, except that I

have fitted Harcourt radiators. I can now average about

4 m.p.h. faster, and the oil consumption is approximately

2,000 m.p.g., but the fuel con,sumption is so hard to believe

that I had better not state it. Another improvement is that

very little deposit now forms under the piston head and the

oil "keeps much cooler. The condition of the original Liver-

sidge rear tyre may be noted ; it is still

unpunctured after covering 5,000 miles. \-- -

PERCY' W. HILL.

Suggested Double Purpose Machine.
Sir,— I have noted the letters on the above subject, and

I have, I think, found the ideal dual purpose machine in

the 5 h.p. model twin-cylinder Bat (770 c.c), fitted with
three-speed counter-shaft gear box, and chain-cum-belt over

large pulley. Of course, it is heavy- for solo work, but

the weight is [slaced low in the frame and is not noticeable,

and the machine steers well.

It is not necessary for me to enlarge on the speed

capabilities of this machine, which is fitted with the famous
J. A. P. engine, but I should add that the charm of driving

such a type of motor cycle has been fully dealt with by one of

the contributors to my favourite paper, Tim Motor Cycle. I

am in no way interested in the Bat Motor JNlanufacturing Co.,

and should like to suggest to them the following alterations

which I should consider improvements, viz., a long exhaust
pipe to the rear, optional fitting of domed glass type of

drij feed, and a more ' sporty " type of handle-bar than any
they fit at present. BATITE.

"

Age and Weight.

Sir,—I think many of your readers will be interested to

hear that a man seventy-three years of age has recently pur-

chased a 2^ h.p. Sun-'Villiers and can be seen almost daily
riding in Wisbech and the neighbourhood. Another rider of

a similar machine weighs no less than seventeen stone, but
has no trouble in climbing hills, which, I think, speaks well
for so small an engins B. B. AMES.

The Question ol Weight and Overseas

Requirements.

Sir,—I notice several of your contri-

butors manifest concern over the weight

of the modern motor cycle, and urge

the importance of manufacturers giving

this point some attention, with a view

to the evolution of a motor cycle which

will really be a "lightweight."

Personally I own a 21 A.J.S. , and it

is looked on by the makers, at least,

as a "lightweight"; but judging by
your contributors' views I doubt if it

would come within that classification.

However, as an engineer, I must say I

sympathise with the manufacturers,

because I think nowadays machines are

designed on quite sound principles. A
few extra pounds weight are nothing

compared to the greater assurance of

safety, and it cannot be wondered that

manufacturers are at present wary in

cutting down weight, because if any
firm were to produce machines which
were extra light, the greater the chance
there would be of them "buckling up,"

or breaking somewhere, under the stre.ss

and strain of even moderately hard
usage. A machine travelling at twenty
miles per hour passing over a stone of

moderate size is very badly jarred, and

A28

.\. Fielder (New Hudson) on Countisbury Hill, in the IV].C.C. Bank Holiday Tour
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"THERE are too many tests too many Gold

Medals to give much guidance to a purchaser

nowadays. The above c3^cle goes on wmnmg them,

but

—

|—I ERE are a few Purchasers' Facts in place of Test

Results (1.) The Humber is the lowest-priced

So- h.p. 3-speed Motor Cj'cle of high grade on the market. (2.) It is built of

better material than any other—simply because the makers buy in bigger

bulk, have better facilities, and test all material in a fully equipped
Laboratory. (3.) It carries every modem improvement, as the Specification

below will show. (4.) With its Water-cooled Engine it can take a sidecar

and passenger up any 1 in 5 grade, easily. (5.) It is simplicity itself to

handle, and never seems to need repair. We hope to publish a

few figures on this subject. (6.) It is single-cylinder—and economical.

SPECIFICATION: 31 h.o- Sinslc-cyllnHcr Enjjnc Iwalet-

cooled), 84x90 mm. Bore and Stroke, Half Compres-sion Device
for easy starting, wilh Kick Starter. Slurmey- Archer ?-sr>eed Gear.
Bt'own & Ba-lokv Cirburcllcr, Bawden Wires, High Tension
Magneto (Gear-driven). Extra Heivv DunloD Rubber-Studded
Tyres, Lycett Pan Seat or B.'ooks B17j Saddle.

£63 (Air-cooled £52 10 Oi

CATALOGUES and TRIAL RUNS on application to HLMBER LTD.,
COVENTRY LONDON BRANCHES: Holborn Circus, E.C., and
60/64, Brompton Road, S.W. SOUTHAMPTON: 27 London Road

AGENCIES EVERYWHERE.

ti^f^^i

In answering Ihis advertisement it is dp.sirabic lo mtntiun " The Motor Cyele. /:::9
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KING Die
ST

AGAIN

North Canterbury M.C.C. Sidecar Trial,

NEW ZEALAND.
MR. JONES, RIDING A 6-7 King Dick Twin

GAINED

PREMIER AWARD
AGAINST ALL MAKES
NOTE.
EACH OF OUR 3 MODELS

3i, 5-6, & 6-7 h.p.,

HAS GAINED A REPUTATION FOR
CONSISTENT RELIABILITY AT

HOME AND ABROAD.

— SEND FOR DETAILS —

Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd.,
TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.
Manufacturers of the famous King Dick Spanner.

am

SIMMS MEC-HORN
A Self-contained Warning Signal.

THIS is quite small and you can

clip it lo the handle-bar of

your machine in about a couple

of mmutes. If you prefer, it can be

attached to the footboard—a favourite

position—so that the trigger is handy

for the foot. But wherever you fix

if, Simms "Mec-Hbrn" will do its

work well. The lightest touch on the

trigger will produce a loud, clear

blast which can be heard far in ad-

vance ; one which makes everybody

aware of your approach. Ask your

dealer to show you this well-made

warning signal which is self-contained,

and so is independent of battery

or hand bulb.

Price, each d^OJ "

Motor car size, 331-

'Jh ALL DEALERS UK FkUM

191WaEkirSt.OxfOTd5t. LondoaW

Makers o/ Stmms Spark%ng Plu^t

A30 In answering these- advertisements it is desirable to mention ^'' The Motor Cycle.''
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C.^NAD1AN ROAD CONDITIONS. (Letl) A good road and (right) a bad surface. See accompanying letter

The Price of Petrol.

Sir,—It seems to us not only unpatriotic, but also " killing

the goose which lays the golden eggs," for retailers in the
motor trade to charge exorbitant prices for petrol.

We admire the petrol companies who are spending a lot

of money at the present time in advertising " no advance
inthe price of petrol," and the action of retailors who are
using the present crisis as means of getting inflated profiLs

cannot be too strongly condemned.
- We would like it to be known that, so far as we are con-
cerned, our rate of profit will remain the same as before the
crisis, so that if we can get supplies from the petrol com-
panies, people in Birmingham can rely upon supplies at
normal prices.

," We trust that our action will be the means of breaking
"*down the artificial inflation of ni-ices which has taken place.

THE COLMORE DEPOT.

Defective Head Lights.

Sir,—I am desirous of giving you the following facts,

which are of interest to all road users.

I was driving a motor cycle and sidecar near Manchester
a few nights ago when the sidecar occuparl and I, at the
same instant, saw ahead, faintly, about three yards away,
a red light. 1 was driving with exceptional care at the
time, there being many cyclists about, and I was going at
only fifteen miles per hour because I was mounting a steep
gradient over a railway. I just managed to swerve to the
right in time to avoid running down a cyclist and thus
prevent a very nasty accident.

If the refle.x light had not been there, or if I had not
been very careful and quick, the result would have been
most serious, and I still feci that it would not have been
negligence on my part any more than on the cyclist's part
if I had been uu fortunate enough to run him down.
The head light of the cyclist could not be seen unless

one was in front of the bicvcle.

ARTHUR G. ELLERSHAW.

Canadian Road Conditions.

Sir,— I have been much inteiested in the i
. 1

1
.

;. -idcnce
in your columns with reference to riding conditions in

Canada. I have been riding some time in this country,
and the follnwiug mileage figures will show you that in

Sunny Alberta we do not store away our machines for the
winter : November. 1913. 852 ; Decemljer. 1913. 403 ; Januarv.
1914, 168; February, 1914, 6; March. 1914, 448; April,
1914, 711.-

I think it is true of all Western Canad.^ that a Colonial
model need not have a minimum of plated parts. .My
Triumph is a 1911 model. I have run it myself 8.COO miles
and the enamel has been touched up several times, but ti.e

plating is as good as when it was new. This is due to our
dry climate. The two photographs enclosed show what we
consider a fairly good road and a bad one. Some of the
people at home do not know what bad ro.ids are -when they
grumble about roads in trials The machines in the photo-
graplis are Indian, Flying Merkel, and Triumph, and the
road shown is a main road about twenty miles south of

Medicine Hat. The ideal overse.Ts machine will not be

developed until some of the British manufacturers visit the

countries they wish to cater for, and ride round a bit. In

this way they would soon find the shortcomings of the

standard machine. I believe that a man who ha.s ridden a

considerable distance in this country could take a single-

geared mount over any road that the A.C.XJ. could find in

Great Britain. I wish I could have a go at some of your

trials with mine. W. St. GEORGE.
Alberta, Canada.

Another Fieak Hill.

Sil',—1 believe you are interested in freak hiUs, and there
h.is been one discovered lately which well bears the name.
It is near Todniorden. on tfic borders of Lancashire and
Yorkshire. You take the road to Bacup from Tod-
niorden, go under the railway arches about a hundred yards
up Bacup Road, and the hill" is on the left-hand side. It is

known as Naze Road, and can easily be distinguished by the
while farmhouse at the top. There are two gates to open

—

one at the bottom and the other near the top.

Tlie hill is over half a mile long. Regarding hairpin
bends, surface, and gradient, I can describe it best in the
words of a motor cyclist who when he saw it said :

''
I have

climbed most of the freak hills, including Park Rash, but
have never seen anything to beat this."

Two members of the Rochdale M.C'.C, both on three-speed
Ariels, succeeded in reaching the eummit, though both
footslogged, but anyone who sees the hill will not wonder
why, as it is nest to impossible to get round the bends with
both feet on footrests.

It has not yet been climbed with sidecar, and whoever
does it will make a meritorious performance, for a worse hill

I do not think it is possible to find.

G. W. STANSFIELD.

.A Zouave attached to the

French Army—the rider.

Obiin, has token part in a

number of French com-
petitions : his mount is a

Moto-Reve.
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No branch o( Ihe Service has responded to the War Otfice appeal for volunteers in more
spirited fashion than motor cyclists. Their patriotism is proved by the fact that on Friday

last, 2,000 in* excess of the number required had been enrolled in London alone.

Value ol Motor Cycles Recognised.

IN
view of the eagerness with which the

War Office has seized upon motor
cycles for despatch work, we of The:

Motor Cycle cannot but feel gratified,

as. we have so long and so imperatively

urged the greater use of these mach-nes
for such purposes. However, now the

military authorities have acted, they have
done so in a most thorough manner, and
a vast number of up-to-date machines,
well ridden, are at the disposal of the

country.

Private Owners to the Fore.

The response of private owners to the

War Office appeal has been wonderful.

The sporting as well as the patriotic feel-

ings of motor cyclists generally have been
aroused, and hundreds of riders have
placed themselves and their machines at

the disposal of the authorities. In fact,

so great has been the response in the

Midlands, that thirty machines sent out

from one famous firm, in the hands oi

expert riders, have been legretfully de-

clined, for the present at any rate.

Other Ways o£ Helping.

It must be remembered that there are

other ways than despatch riding in which
drivers may give their services. The War
Office requires first rate drivers of motor
lorries and motor-propelled ammunition
and forage waggons ; also expert engine

men for the flying section. It is, of

course, essential that such candidates be

first-class mechanics, and thoroughly
understand car type engines, but many
motor- cyclists and cycle car drivers are

in this position. Generous terms are

offered for such services, particulars of

which may be had from the nearest re-

cruiting office. The aeroplane section of

the army also requires skilled fitters, and
many motor cyclists, anxious to volun-

teer, might be eligible in this direction,

if their services cannot be used in other
ways.

What must be Carried.

Most modern machines are suitable for

use with the forces, but the War Olfice

has in. the past shown a preference for

the 500 c.c. single-cylinder and the hori-

zontallj' opposed twin-cylinder. The
following list of spares must be carried

when on active service :

One valve complete with spring, waslier.

and cotter.

One sparking plug
One piston ring.

Tyre repair outfit, including spares for

valve.

Spare tube.

Spare belt and fastener, if belt-driven.

Spare links and spare chain, if chain-

driven.

Complete set of spares for magneto.
Selection of nuts and washers.
Two valve cap washers (if used on

machine).
Complete set of tools.

Two gaiters for tyre repairs.

A spare cover will be carried by signal

units for each machine.

Great Rush of Applicants.

So great has been the response to the
War Office appeal that we learned, on
enquiry at Fulham House, Putney Bridge,

S.W. , where Capt. Stafford and Capt.
Trapmann are in charge, that, on Thurs-
day afternoon last, the applications ex-

ceeded vacancies by about four hundred.
On Friday there were 2,000 names in

excess of the number immediately required.

Capt. Trapmann has enrolled twenty-five
riders able to speak foreign languages,
who will accompany the expeditionary
force in the dual capacity of despatch
rider and interpreter.

London Recruiting Scenes.

Here, by Fulham House, under the
railway bridge, about thirty machines
were ranged up on both sides of the road,
while a little farther on, seated at a
table and assisted by a rather juvenile
orderly, was Lieutenant B. C. Pollard,
who is a keen motor cyclist, a capable
journalist, and a man of experience under
actual war conditions. He was handling

a difficult task in an extremely business-

like manner, and any attempt to get

round him on the part of an applicant

was a complete failure. Not very long
'

after our arrival a man of short stature

brought round a four-year-old machine,
the value of which was stated on his

application form to be £35. The officer

in charge asked him if he thought that

that was the real value of the machine,
to which the applicant replied in the
affirmative, with the result that the

officer asked him how he had the

audacity to value a machine of an un-
determined vintage at such a high figure,

tore his paper in halt, and sent him
about his business.

Crowds of disappointed motor cj'clists

surrounded the table, and the most
extraordinary scenes were witnessed.
Those who had been lucky enough to be
taken on were spending money in all

directions in getting their machines put
in first-class order, or even buying new
ones if they thought that their own were
not good enough ; in fact, the number of

new machines specially bought for the

purpose was astounding. As the case was
one of national emergency, preference was
ECiven to men who paraded in person with
their mounts, bringing them up to be
examined, and making their applications

on the proper forms, rather than by
taking in strict rotation application's

which were received by letter.

I

IN LANCASHIRE. Motor cyclist section of the East Lancashire Divisional Signal Service.

Members overhauling their machines after a hard day.
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IN IRELAND. Armed Irish motor cyclists ready to defend their country. It will be noticed that the Irish volunteers carry rifles.

An Article to be Digested.

It is now just as well to call our

readers' attention to the fact that in Tlic

Mowr Cycle of July 17th, 1913, page

930b, we dealt very fully with the

question of the new scheme drawn up by

the War Office affecting military motor

cyclists. In it, it may be remembered,
reference was made to "the fact that there

were two schemes ajiplicable to tho.se who
were willing to serve the country as

motor cycle riders—(1) Territorial motor
cyclists primarily for service at home, and

(2) as members of the Royal Engineers

Special Reserve, who might be called

upon to go abroad. Now, it motor
cyclists who are interested in military

matter-s and are of a patriotic nature

had read this article and had kept it by
them they would have learnt exactly

what to do at the time of the nation's

need, and would have saved the organisers

at the present time a vast amount of

trouble, to say nothing of rendering their

country valuable service. Under the

present state of affairs there has been
ample evidence of patriotism and a

splendid show of keenness, but the
patriotism has not been of the rigiit sort,

and is resulting in the presentation of

untrained men to carry out iiiiportant

"work. Looking back to th^ article

referred to, it drives home th.") Jact that
the men the country \vant.s ai'c thote who
are thoroughly well irained and sre able

to read mSps accuraTely.

Work Falls on Wrong Shoulders.

Lieut. Pollard was complaining that

the London Motor Cyclists Reserve Com-
mittee should have been carrying out the

work that he was doing, while Captain
Stafford and he should have been free to

drill recruits. He told us ako that the

applications after they had been dealt

with by liim were sent to the officer in

charge of the Record Department of the

Royal Engineers at Chatham. Although
the lists were absolutely closed many
riders had gone down to Chatham direct

to try and get themselves placed on the

roll, but without avail.

It is interesting to note that no fi.ved

geared machines were accepted, and very
few under 500 c.c, only those being
received which were fitted with horizon-

tal twin engines. Only one or two other

2% h.p. were taken in. In London
motor car traffic has been considerably
reduced, but a large number of motor
cycles is to be seen in the streets ; a
detachment of ten were seen in Pall JMall

the other afternoon, while outside the
War Office a si.xteen-stone rider was
seen leaning on a motor cycle and side-

car. As we have mentioned before,

every post has been filled up, and, as far

as we can make out, there is not a single

vacancy even among the county associa-

tions. All we can do now is to register

and classify names, and forward these
to the Secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union, who will further classifv them

and forward them to the right quarter.

So many applications have been re-

ceived by The Moior Cycle that they

cannot be replied to individually, but

every applicant may rest assured that

his name and address will be duly

registered by the authorities, and it he

is wanted eventually he will receive due
notice.

The Terms of Service.

Although at the time of writing thei-e

are no vacancies remaining for motor

cycle despatch riders, it is inevitable'

that more will be required from time

to time, and would-be applicants should

communicate with their various county
associations. In the meantime we
will repeat the terms of service.

On rider and machine being approved,

a gratuity of £10 is immedi.-itely paid, and
a further £5 will be paid on discharge

for any reason other than misconduct.
The pay is 353. per week, and 15s. will

be paid for overalls if in serviceable con-

dition. The machine will be taken over
at valuation by the military authorities,

or will b« replaced by a new one at the
close of operations. Enlistment is for

one vear or for as long as the war may
last.

Spjcial Constable Service.

There is also a force of special con-

stables, thirty thousand in number, to be
enrolled in London, and it is proposed
that a body of fifty motor cyclhsts should
1)C Included an^.ong these. Thev are

LONDON RECRUITS A group of London and district motor cyclist volunteers lined up outside the recruiting depot at Putney Bridae

B3
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ON THE EAST COAST.

A group ot the motor cycle section attached to the E.A. Royal Engineers, Bedford, who are at

present stationed on the East Coast. The machines are composed of three twin Bats, two
Rudges, and a Douglas.

destined to work inside the Metropolitan
area and five will be allotted to each
district. Their duties will be to carry
out patrol work. It is not proposed to

pay them any remuneration, but 2d. per
mile will be paid for the upkeep of the
machine and its repairs while on service.

Those who wish to join this force should
send in their names to The Motor OycU
stating the make and horse-power of the

machine and giving full address. Appli-
cations may also be made in person to the
officer in charge of the 'personnel of the
Special Police Force, bcotland House,
Scotland Yard, S.W.

Despatch Riders with the French Army.

From what we have seen of the French
Army in its early stages of mobilisa-

tion, it does not seem to be too well

provided with motor cycle despatch
riders, though it is known to possess

a squad of Triumph riders. One of

the most notable riders whom we saw-

was Oblin, who took part in the Paris-

Nice trial in 1913. He was mounted on
a very smart looking 3^ h.p. Moto-Reve.
He is a very fine looking man, and was
in the full uniform of a Zouave, and
very picturesque he looked. After having
his photograph taken (see page 219) he
left under orders, and made a good

thirty miles an hour average over the
rough road between Evreux and Nonan-

court. At Havre we came across another
French despatch rider, who was mounted
on a Clement-Gladiator—a machine
strongly resembling the English Royal
Enfield in its general details.

Machines Jor Nava! Depots.

It is not only for the Army that motor
cycles are being employed, for we learn
that the Admiralty have taken over
fifty machines from the Triumph Cycle
Company, Ltd., and have intimated that
more may be required. These machines,
which have been despatched to Chatham,
are each equipped with a spare cover
and tube and the risual assortment of
spares required by Government, to which .

the Triumph Co. have added more as
suggested by experience. It is . also
interesting to note that no machine is

accepted by Government which is not -

equipped with some form of change
speed gear, and many riders are findiJlg

the Philipson pulley converts their
fixed gear machine to comply with
Government requirements. Other firms
report heavy demand for their goods.

IN FFtANCE. Motor cyclists are attached to the French Army. The trio seen above al

the general mobilisation are mounted on British built Triumphs

SCOUTING IHE SOUTH-WEST COASTLINE.
'

Officers of the Seventh Devon Battalion at Berry Head, Torquay, where they are patrolhng

the coast, close to the place where the Spanish Armada was first engaged. Machines : Lea-Francis,

Enfield, Triumph, and Levis

and the Service Co., Ltd., of High
Holborn, state that there has been a

great rush on their stock of motor
clothing. Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., have also received a considerable

order from the Military Authorities for

motor cycles. As an indication of Ihe

enormous part the internal combustion
engine plays in modern warfare, we may
mention that the value of the order
placed last week with tlje Daimler Co.,

Ltd., was no less than, £130,000.
Motor cyclists are attached to eveiy

one of the countries at present engaged
in warfare.

Coventry Manufacturers and the War.
Recent events have naturally had their

eft'ect on the motor cycle trade. B'oreign

orders have, in many cases, been can-

celled, but -the bidk of the British trade
remains as before, and the general
opinion seems to be that from a trade
point of view matters will become much
more normal within a fortnight. The
wild rumours which are always circulated

under such conditions do much to damage

B4
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the industry until people become more
accustomed to tliem and their inevitable
denials. On the other hand, some Coven-
itry firms have Government orders to
'execute, and not a few can stand a stock
of macliines for the future. At a riieeting

of manufacturers last Aveek it was decided
that work should go on as nearly as
possible as usual, and the works opened
this week though mostly on short time.
This is a wise precaution, as it will help
to spread the employment of labour over
a longer period. Arrangements were
made for assisting the families of those
who have been called out to serve their
country.

Advice to Non-selected Riders.

.
Now that there are practrcally no

further vacancies for motor cyclists in

the Army at the present time, the ne.xt

question which presents itself is as to

what steps the numerous disappointed
riders will have to take if tliey desire
Itheir wishes to serve their country to be
gratified. If the war continues, a cer-
•tain proportion have decided hopes of
employment, and we would point out
jthat it is quite unnecessary for them to
iwaste their time during their leisure
'hours. Naturally, all competition work
is at a standstill, and we therefore
suggest tliat local club members and
individual motor cyclists should set

The windmill on Wimbledon

Common, the rendezvous of

motor cyclist volunteers In

response to the War Office appeal.

Though moie t' a 1 sufficient

despatch riders had already been

enrolled, most of those who
volunteered on Saturday were,

accepted by Scotland Yard to

distribute Royal proclamations.
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Fillmg up a form at the London recruiting station last Thursday. The rush to enlist has been

most noticeable among motor cyclists.

about studying map reading and army
conditions, so that if they are • wanted
they will be of real sei'vice to their

country. We venture to state that a
large percentage of the motor cyclists

who have been accepted are at the
present time bound to be ineflRcient as

soldiers, however good motor cyclists

they may be. A military rider must
fulfil both qualifications, as a good
motor cyclist who is not a soldier is of

less use to his country than a good
soldier who is a poor motor cyclist.

Throughout the country there are many
retired officers and non-commissioned
officers who could be of inestimable
s'ervice in showing those on the "wait-
ing list" the rudiments of drill and
map reading, and tell them the duties of

despatch riders. One of the chief points

In which the motor cyclist raw recruit

may fail would be his inability to

recognise the badges of rank of the

officer to whom he has been instructed

to carry a message, and he will waste
much time in asking this and that
soldier as to where the said officer may
be found. It is therefore necessary that
he should be instructed as regards the
uniforms ot commanding officers and the
duties their respective ranks carry
with them. We would therefore urge
that all who have been di.sappointed

make a serious attempt to obtain this

knowledge, and to bear in mind that
preference will be given to those who
have had training as against those who
have not. The Auto Cycle Union,
whose secretary holds the rank of

captain, might do excellent work in

this respect.

The Rush to Enlist.

It is not only in the Metropolis that

the rush to enlist has been so pheno-
menal. It is the same all over the
country. In Birmingham the excess of

applicants over the number required was
tremendous. In Liverpool, where the
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A.C.U. have a Local Centre, the same
tale is told, and in the first two days
of recruiting over a thousand riders
presented themselves.

Official Action Only Wanted.
Quite a number of correspondents

have written us requesting that Tlie
Motor Cycle should organise a civilian
motor cyclist corps. While we naturally

.

feel the greatest sympathy with all and
every effort to help the Government,
we do not feel that the present time is

the one for private enterprise of that
sort. The authorities are fully com-
petent to deal with the situation, and
everyone who wants to join has only
to fill up the necessary papers, hand
them to the A.C.U., 89, Pall Mall,

S.W., or to the nearest recruiting depot,
and, if required, the applicant will be
called up in due course.

A Good Examjile.

At Bristol a committee sits to allocate

applicants to any special class of work.
For instance, if a man volunteers for
active service with the regular army his
name is sent to the War Office authori-
ties. If he volunteers for home service
with the Territorials his name, goes to

the proper quarter, but it is in con-
nection with men offering themselves and
their machines for special work, such as

service for hospitals, postal deliveries,

etc., that the ccmmittee's work bears
the greatest result. The committee
works on the principle of a Labour
Exchange, and on request from any

AUGUST ijih, igi_f.

public department for help will find the
man and machine for the job. A fund''
IS being started to provide grants
towards those riders whose work may
not come under direct Government
remuneration.

An Error Dispelled.

One curious and common error may
here be dispelled. Many persons
imagine that the Government will not
ac:ept V type twin-cylinder engines, or,

in fact, any engine over 500 c.c. They
will, and do, accept them. What they
will not do is to buy them, as the
Army regulations lay it down that only
single-cylinders and horizontally-opposed
twin-cylinders are eligible for purchase
by the War Office, but this may be
clianged at some future date.

RALLY OF MOTOR CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS

A rally of motor cyclists was held on Wimbledon Common last Saturday afternoon, with tlie object

cyclists during the war. Our illustration shows the assembly, which comprised owners of al

cycle cars, and cars.

AN instance of the patriotic response
of motor cyclists to the War
Office appeal was afforded by the
gathering of riders on Wimbledon

Common last Saturday. The rally had
been well boomed in the daily press, and
a gathering (numbering nearly 500) of

owners of motor bicycles, sidecars, cycle
carsj and cars collected on the Common.

e8

All vacancies for despatch riders had been
filled up lor some days, however, and
the numerous participants foregathered
with the knowledge that 2,000 motor
cyclists in excess of the number required
had offered their services. Tlus applied
to London alone, and the same Orisk
response by motor cyclists had been made
at the provincial recruiting stations.

obtammg oilers of assistance from motor

sorts of motor vehicles: motor bicycles, sidecars,
'

General Sir A. Turner addressed the
Wimbledon gathering. Places were to be
found for those despatch riders who knew
Flemish, French, or German. It was
announced that the Scotland Yard
authorities were prepared to accept the

, services of motor cyclists up to 500 in
nmnber to distribute Eoyal proclama-
tions all over London and district.
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The Value
A Suggestion

NOBODY can prophesy with con-
fidence what course events
are likely to take, and, though
we hope for and expect the

best, it is still perfectly possible that
evei-y healthy adult may be requisitioned
for actual warfare. It would be a great
pity if the bulk of our 150,000 motor
cyclists were only available as despatcli
riders, and proved inefficient combatants
in emergency. A memory of the Boer
war suggests that clubs might usefully
take steps to train their men in marks-
manship. Rifle practice is interesting
and instructive, and with competitions
mostly cancelled it would be taken up
enthusiastically. During the Boer war an
enthusiastic patriot persuaded forty or
fifty young men to practise with air-

guns at a range of twenty-five yards in

his garden. None of them had .ever
handled a service rifle until they went
down to the butts to pass a shooting
test on enrolment. But the effect of a few-

hours' short range practice was such that

everv single man secured a percentage of

hits 'at 200 and 500 yards sufficient tc.

qualify him for the marksman's badge
in the regular army under the conditions
then existing for the award. Short range
practice with an air-gun or miniature
rifle does not, of course, train a man in

allowances for windage and refraction

;

but it is a splendid exercise in the rudi-

ments of aiming and trigger pulling. If

the war should be so long drawn out or

severely contested that calls are made
on the full manhood of the nation, lai'ge

corps of motor cyclist marksmen,

SCOUTS ON THE EAST
COAST.

Our correspondent on the central east
coast reports that a l.irgp number ol'
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Short Range Rifle Practice.
to Motor Cycle Ciubs by " Road Rider."

possessed of extreme mobility, might clubs, whose membership already pro-
prove to be of unique service: and I vides more than a plethora of despatch
commend the sii-u.'stinn tu nur lai'.,i- rid. 'is and nml.ir cvclist scouts.

NORTH-COUN 1 RY V 0LUNTEER3. A Territorial motor cyclist (a rider ot a Bradbury)
arriving at the Headquarters of the Sixth Manchester Regiment for the purpose of handing in his

name. Observe the queue of volunteers in the background.

prices are very inflated. Everyone is

reported as being very keen on his work,
hard beds and bully beef being the only
flies in the ointment. Hay beds, are
spoken of most highly as provkling the
acme of luxury. The scouts are armed
with revolvers, and possess the power of

commandeering a new machine if their
own breaks down, a procedure which has
occurred on more than one occasion.

motor cyclists are engaged there as scouts,
despatch riders, and in similar capacities.

Petrol is very difficult to obtain, as natu-
rally the Government commandeer most
of th'- ;^^^nI,'^ble -npplie^. hikI con*''<u!ently

THE HOME OF THE F.N.
The Belgian and Russian Armies use

F.N. motor cycles exclusively. Incident-
ally it may be mentioned that the forts

at Liege (where the F.N. factory is situ-

ated) are equipped with guns manu-
factured in the F.X. works.

the
Olympia is at present being usee!

e incarceration of German aliens.

for

Some of the motor cyclists who attended the Wimbledon meeting, at work. Scotland Yard
have pressed a number of motor cyclists into service, whose duty it is to patrol country districts

and distribute Royal Proclamations. The machines carry a distinctive plate on the front with
the lettering, O.H.M.S.

ADVENTURES IN FRANCE.
Maurice Greenwood, Todmorden, who

was one of the English party which went
to Grenoble for the abandoned F.I.CM.
Six Days Trials, has got back safely and
sent us his experiences. Their machines
were conmiandeered by the French mili-

tary authorities at Lyons, and eventually,
through the good offices of the British
Consul, the party e.5caped from Lyons
to Paris in a troop train, which averaged
10 m.p.h. to Paris. Thence it was an
easier mafter to reach the shores of
England. W. Chater-Lea and his wife
and C. Pressland, the two cycle car
drivers, are still unaccounted for, and
they must still be in France '
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A NEW BRITISH MAGNETO.
The B.T.H. Magneto—a Machine of Excellent Design and Construction.

,,c B T H U" t
I

. i .^L&^^SH^.

The BT.H., a new British ma:

THE magnetos in use in this country liave liitherto

been, almost exclusively, made abroad, the

great majority coming from Stuttgart. We
are glad, therefore, to be able to announce the advent
pf another thoroughly well made machine entirely of

British manufacture.

The B.T.H. magneto, which we illustrate herewith,

is made by the British Thomson-Houston Co., of

Coventry, and is so

designed that it can

be interchanged with

a Bosch of similar

size ; the magnets
are, however, a

quarter of an inch

higher, which

should be an ad-

vantage from an
electrical point of

view, as it should

give a hotter spark

at low speeds.
The high - tension

terminal, which we
illustrate, is absolutely waterproof, as it contains a

metal socket but no^ hole through into the interior

;

the same sketch also shows the spark gap. On the

opposite side is a gauze covered window designed to

allow any fumes caused by internal sparking, and
which might damage the armature, to escape. This
gauze is very fine and should be quite waterproof.

Lest anyone may have misgivings about the use of
British made magnets, we may mention that the British

Thomson-Houston Co. have for years been using
magnets which do not vary more than . i % for

scientific purposes, whereas the magnets of a magneto
may vary as much as io% (or loo times as much)
without detriment.

One end plate of the B.T.H. magneto
removed to show spark gap terminal

and reverse side of high tension

terminal.

rneto, described on this page.

All the parts of the contact breaker are particularly

substantial in construction and beautifully made, and
as an instance of the great care wliich has been

bestowed on all details, however small, it should be

noted that the spring which holds the contact breaker

cover in place is provided \vith a little handle and the

oilers are fitted with ball valves.

The B.T.H. magneto forms a welcome addition to

the somewhat meagre list of magneto machines pro-

duced entirely in tliis country.

THE GLENGARRIFF OPEN TRIAL.
The awards in connection with the two days' open relia-

bility trial for the Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club
Dublin to Glengarriff and back, which was reported in our
last issue, have been made. The marks and placino-s of
those who won awards were as follow :

G. Roche (3^ Rover) 200
S. Armstrong (6 Enfield sc.) 200

. J. Browne (si Rover) 200
A. W. Mooney (6 Bradbury sc.) 200
F. M. Summerfield (6 New Hudson sc.) 200
\V. H. Freeman (7 Indian sc.) 200
H. Macrea (2\ Imperial)

, 197
T. Toole (si Rover) iga

J. Doleman (3^ Rover) 1S2
R. Walshe (3I Rover) uS:

J. A. H. Waters (2J Douglas) 175
T. Clarke (4 Hobart) 173

J. F. A. Day (2\ Sun-Villiers) 176
S. .Allen (3J N.S.U.) 176
D. Morrough (Calthorpe c.c.) 174
T. J. Woods (31 B.S.A. sc.) 165

J. O'Dwyer (2j Douglas) r62
H. W. Gibson (3! Rudge) i2r

The special awards are as follow :

SiDEC.\R Prize (irrespective of horse-power).—W. H. Freeman (7 Indian).

SiDEC.\R Prize (under 500 c.c.)—T. J. W^oods (3! B.S..\.).

Team Prize.—Roche, Duleman, and Browne, all on ^h Rorers.

Private Owners' Prize.—W. H. Freeman (7 Indian).

Single Gear Prize.—H. \V. Gibson (3I Rudge).

All of the competitors who secured the maximum number
of marks, 200, were awarded first-class certificates and gold
medals. A gold medal and a special extra certificate for

meritorious performance were awarded to H. Macrea (2^
New Imperial), and silver medals were awarded to all the
other finishers.
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A 560-MILE TRIAL FOR A MOTOR BICYCLE.
The Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.'s Run to Brighton and Back.

A group of competitors In the Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. reliability run to firighron and back

IX
spite of the anxiety into whicli the countrv has bteii

plunged by the war, no less than twenty-five rider's

started from Bradford in this trial to Brighton and back,
and soon found that the trial was to be ito child's jilay,

for shortly after the fii'st man had departed on his long

journey the rain came down in torrents, and continued to

do so for the rest of the night. The wind also was very
troublesome, and in places had deposited small trees across
the roadway.
Wind and rain, coupled with punctures and other minor

troubles, made it hard for the riders to keep np to

schedule time at the various unknown mile post checks.

J. Sands (10 h.p. Singer) had gear trouble near the start

and gave up, and Harry lieed (8 h.p. Dot sc.) had so mrtcli

tyre trouble that he retired.

Difficulties on the Return Run.
The return journey, which took place on the 4th inst..

was full of incidents. To begin with, petrol was four
shillings per gallon, but the local manager for the Sliell Co.
arranged with garage proprietors for the necessary sujiply

to the riders at normal price. Then war transports and
soldiers were continually met, and W. Drake (5^ h.p.

P. and M. sc.) was struck by the carrier of a passing
machine and upset into the hedge. His passenger suffci'ed

most, but after attention they were able to continue. G. W.
•Jubb (4 h.p. Norton sc.) broke the gears, and H. JIawson
(3^ h.p. Bradbury sc.) the front forks. ,T. Fearnley (6 h.p.
Enfield sc.) was being considered a likely winner of tire

machine offered as a prize, when almost within sight of home
he suffered a succession of bursts and punctures, which threw
his calculations all wrong.

This week "The JIotor Cvci.e " is .\ble to provide
ITS UE.VDERS wnji I'HOTOCR.VPHS .\ND WAR NEWS FROM ALL

DISTRICTS. Motor cyclists are playing a most important
PART I,N' the present WAR, AND SPACE COMMENSURATE WITH
THE IMPORTANT WORK OF JITLITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS WILL BE

DEVOTED TO THEIR DOINGS (SO PAR, OF COURSE, AS IT IS WISE
AND PRUDENT TO IitVCLGE THEM).

J^^^\

RESULTS OF M,CC. TOUR.
The following are the results of the Motor Cycling Club's

hill-climbing trial and holiday run, held on August 1st
and 3rd :

WINNER OF CUP (SOLO CL.ASS1.
Porlock. Coimtisbury.
m.p.ti. m.p.h.

G. P. Howe (I B.S..\,J 13.86 14.59

WINNER OF CUP (SIDECAR CL.ASS).
H. G. t<. Sliugo (5-0 Clj'uo sc.) ' i-t.gi 15.49

GOLD MED.\LS.
L. A. Badilelcy (3i P. & M.) 12.06 16.75
J. S. Holroyd (3! Blackbume; 12. 61 X4.35#W H. Longton ("3! Alldays) 14.33 16.83
Victor Cook (7 Matchless sc.) 12 .78 17 . x3
H. IC. Parker (6 Bradburj- ?c.) 12.77 16.04

In addition to the above, twenty-eight silver medals have
been awarded.

'•mi

A double-iealed sidecar fitted to an 8 K.p. Leader-

combination, driven by Eh Clark, succeeded in gainln:

the recent B.lstol B & M C trial to Land s End and

Precision. Th:s

g a gold medal in

back

flS
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aug. 14

16

8.21 p.m.
8.18 p.m.

Si 18
20

8.15 p.m.
8.13 p.m.

K«sping Open Lines oi Communication.

We have heard from Hugh Gibson,
the well-known competition rider, that lie

is organising a small motor cyclist corps

for home defence purposes at Ainsdale,
Lanes., and that he is in communication
with the Cumberland M.C.C. and Edin-
burgh and District M.G. to secure co-

operation. The idea is to enable rapid
communication to be kept up between
Liverpool and Edinburgh by motor cycle

riders in the event of the telegraph or

railways breaking down.

Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

Hundreds of names of motor cyclists

willing to act as despatch riders have
been received by The Motor Cycle in reply
to, our appeal on behalf of the War Office

last Thursday. These names have all

been classified according to the districts

in which the applicants reside, and par-

ticulars of the machines have been noted.
In some cases applicants have offered the
services of their machines when they
themselves are incapable of riding. In
others riders have offered then' services
who have no machine at their disposal.

The list of names is being compiled in

conjunction with the Auto Cycle Union,
which body is directly in touch with the
War Office, and at a moment's notice can
give the officials there the names of the
motor cyclists available in any district in

the United Kingdom.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

The Petrol Posia?ioN.—In the interests

of motorists the A.A. and M.U. have
made exhaustive enquiries into the present
position relating to petrol, from which it

would appear that there is no shortage in

the supply so far as bulk storage is con-
cerned. At the present time, however,
owing to the commandeering by the
Government of motor lorries and to the
congestion on the railways, great difficul-

ties exist in getting supplies to the re-

tailers'. In additi-on, there is a shortage of

tins, apparently due to motorists increas-
ing theu-' reserves, find deliveries would be
coiisiderably facilitated if empty tins are
returned to garages at the earliest possible
moment. The increase in price is not
recognised by the producers, but in' the
case of motorists calling at garages other
than where they usiially do business
higher prices are undoubtedly asked.
For this reason the A.A. recommends
menibers to order their petrol from the

Bi6 '

agent with whom they usually do business.

There can be no doubt that the present
position will be considerably relieved if

members will temporarily exercise the

most rigid economy, and do everything
possible to prevent tins being withdrawn
from circulation.

— ^i^jii^ ^ffai^

OUR ADVICE TO CLUBS.

At a time when every motor cyclist

is anxious to serve his King and
Country, and when al! army vacancies

are for the present filled, the advice

of " THE MOTOR CYCLE " to Club
Committees is to encourage members
to cultivate assiduously an intimate

knowledge of their own particular

localities and to become well versed

in the art of map reading, so that^

if their services may be required

eventually, they will be as useful as

possible.

Ordinary competitions having
been cancelled, Clubs might well

arrange map reading contests and
reconnaissance tests in districts not

occupied by troops.

STUDYING THE MAP.
An incident of the operations in Suffolk.

The machine is a twin A.J.S.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
MOTOR CYCLISTS AND THE WAR.

HOW TO CUT DOWN RUNNING COSTS.

A NEW BRITISH MAGNETO.

Work upon the Roads.

The disorganisation of ' business con- :

sequent upon the European War will un-

doubtedly throw many labourers out of

work. As the Road Board has a con-

siderable sum of money to provide work ',

at such times it is desirable that the
authorities should know in what places

this labour could be most usefully em-
ployed. Secretaries of motor cycle clubs
are, therefore, asked to reciuest their

members to make notes respecting iru-

provenients which seem to be most neces-
sary, preference being given to schemes
for widening, strengthening, and re-

surfacing of trunk roads where the miiii^

mum of land is required, or where it can
be obtained without much difficulty, and .

to send these notes to tlie Roads Improve-
ment Association, 15, Dartmouth Street,

Westminster, S.W. If possible, the notes -

should be summarised by the secretaries
and copies of the summaries sent to the ;'

Association.

Imports and Exports oJ Motor Cycles.

The value of the imports of motor -

cycles and parts thereof are as follow :

For month ended July 31st

—

1912. 1913. 1914.

£ £ £ '

Motor cycles ... 4,857 2,640 6,675
Parts 13,444 16,204 13,159 .

Totals ... 18,301 18,844 19,834

For seven months ended July 31st

—

1912. 1913. 1914.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 29,685 42,124 73,651
Parts 70,735 123,522 78,503

Totals ... 100,421 165,646 152,154

The value of the exports is, as usual,
much in excess-of the impoi-ts, and is

given below :
' --

For month ended July 31st

—

1912. 1913. 1914.
£ £ P

Motor cycles ... 43,148 71,287 89.805
Parts ... ... 13,051 23,737 36;055

-T"

Totals ... 55,199 95,024 125,860

For seven months ended July 31st—
1912. 1913. 1914.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 238,459 440,942 557,440 .

Parts ... 87,238 142,768 216,626 -»

Totals 325,697 583,710 774,066 _,
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Belgians to the Front.

Many Belgian volunteers on their way
from Paris to their own country left on
sidecar combinations with their wiVfes,

sisters, and children, all bedecked with
Bowers as if on a holiday jaunt.

Open Events Cancelled.

It is likely that the majority of open
trials in the near future will be can-

celled, owing to the war. News of two
trials already cancelled are the Bristol

M.C.C. event on September 4th and 5th
to Land's End and the Liverpool A.C.G.
London and back run arranged for the
15th inst.

The Aliens Restriction Order.

The Aliens Eestriction Act, which was
passed through Parliament last week,
places alien enemies under certain dis-

abilities in respect to the possession of
firearms, motor cars, motor c>/cles,

petroleum, and other articles, and re-

quires them to register themselves with
'the police under stringent penalties.

A Gymkhana in the Midlands.

A gymkhana is to be held at Welles-
bourne to-day (Thursday, August 13th) in

aid of the St. Mary's Aston Brook Aid
, Scheme. There will be hve events for

motor cycles and sidecar outfits besides
' many other attractions, and tlie meeting

will take place on the cricket ground. It

is hoped that some exhibition riding will

take place.

English Lady Motor Cyclists in Germany.
Two young lady motor cyclists, iliss

Scott and Miss Dickenson, Wootton, Isle

of Wiglit, liave arrived home from a tour
in Germany after suffering terrifying

e.xperiences. They were arrested three
times as spies, hauled off their machines,
and rouglily handled. Although they
showed duly authenticated passports they
both lost tlieir motor cycles at Frankfurt,
where thej- were requisitioned for war
purposes.

Motor Cycles in Italy.

We have called attention on several
occasions of late to the advance in the
sporting and business side of the motor
cycle movement in Italy, which is quite

a valuable market for British manu-
facturers, and nearly forty makes from
this country are now represented there.

Some admirable machines are also pro-

duced in Italy itself, the Delia Ferrera,
of Turin, the Borgo, also made'in Turin,
and the Frera, of I'radate, having done
wonderfully well in racing events this

year. Tliere are about 16,000 motor
cycles running- in Italy at the present

time.

Last Quarter's London Registration.

During the quarter ending June 30th

applications for the registrations of 4,667
motor cars, 204 heavy motor cars, and
2,887 motor cycles were dealt with by the
London County Council, bringing up to

78,666, 6,826, and 33,048 respectively the
number of these vehicles registered since

the Motor Car Act, 1903, came into force.

Changes of ownership in 2,451 cases were
dealt with, the total number of such
changes registered being ZU,146 cars and
16,059 cycles. The number of licences
to drive motor cars and cycles issued was
22,201, bringing the total number up to
352,163.

fj^SgClE
A Young Motor Cyclist.

On the Folkestone-Boulogne boat the
other day there was a French boy of

fourteeii, a well-built, lad who spoke
English with ease, who was returning to

France in the hopes of obtaining a motor
cycle and becoming a despatch rider.

The Registration oE Auto-Wheels.

For the purpose cf registration under
the Motor Car Acts, the L/ondon County
Council has agreed that an AutoAVheel
be registered apart from the machine to

which it is attached, and that no further
registration fee be required on the
removal of the Auto-Wheel to another
machine.

Mechanical v. Automatic Inlets.

Looking back througli past years of

this journal, one receives many a

reminder of the danger of prophecy. A
decade ago a technical article was pub-
lished by a well-known A.M.I.M.E. on
the advantage or otherwise of the use
of mechanically-operated inlet valves on
motor cycle engines. After a careful

investigation into the claims of the
m.o.i.v., then struggling to come into
its own, the writer dismisses the claims
of this type on the score of its being a

useless complication on an engine, and
also on the ground that much ilywheel
inertia was wasted in driving the cams.
We will not give the writer's name, for

we have no doubt that he has long ago
changed his views. To our mind it is

wonderful that the a.o.i.v. lasted as

long as it did, for we well remember
about ten years ago riding a machine
fitted with an early m.o.i.v. White and
Poppe engine, and being greatly im-

pressed at the power produced in com-
parison with our mount of that period,

which had a first-class engine witli the

older type valve.

22g

Price of Petrol.

Boycott all garages at which highly

increased prices are asked for petrol.

There is no authority for increase at

present, and the two leading suppliers

assert that the stock is sufficient for

all ordinary demands.

Danger in Cheapness.
An application has recently been made

in Wanganui, N.Z., for a licence to ply

for hire with a motor cycle and sidecar.

The borough engineer opposed the appli-

cation on the gi'ounds that he did not

consider a motor cycle and sidecar a safe

conveyance ! Pressed further, he thought
the cheaper rate charged would dis-

organise the cab trade.

Important Continental Events Cancelled.

Tlie Motor Cycle Grand Prix Kace at

Le Mans, for which a representative

English entry had been received, is

automatically cancelled owing to the war.

Though we have heard nothing official

as yet regarding the third Anglo-Dutch
Trial arranged to he held in Holland
September 6th to 9th next, it is prac-

tic^iUy certain that the event will have
to be postponed until next year.

Unofficial Record Attempt.

Last week an attempt was made on the

End-to-end sidecar record by two Oldham
motorists, Noah Oliver and Isaac Cotton,

mounted on a 6 h.p. Bradbury. The first

intimation of the attempt was the receipt

of records of progress at The Motor Cycle

offices, but the attempt was abandoned
owing to the bad weatlier. We liave since

poijited out to the driver the risks he is

running with the police and the A.C.U.
in attempting such a record, and seriously

we would advise__him to offer his services

to the Governnient as a despatch rider

if he is anxious to show his speed pro-

clivities.

A GLlMl'bE 01' THE DEVONSHIRE CO.\iT FROM COUNTISBURY , HILL.

Observe the rider on an Exmoor pony tikl.ig a buckled wheel into Lynmouth (or repairs.

This incident occurred during the M.C.C. Devonshire tour.

B17
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TWO-STROKES AND PARAFFIN.
An Interesting Practical Experiment.

OWING to the possible shortage of petrol in the

future and the difficulty of obtaining it af

reasonable prices, a member of our staff has

been carrying out experiments ivlth paraffin on his

Clyno.two - stroke

A quart can has

been fixed to the

tank to act as a

petrol container for

starting purposes,

and the petrol tank

proper was drained

and filled with quite

a low-priced paraffin.

A three-way tap was
fitted to the petrol

pipe in a convenient

position, and con-

nected up to both

tanks and the float

chamber in the

usual manner. Pre-

parations were now
complete, and the

machine was taken

on the road. An
attempt to start on
the paraffin from

Showing how an oilcan may be fixed on

the tank lor carrying petrol for starting

purposes, the main tank being filled with cold failed, aS waS
paraffin. The Clyno tank is particularly expected but only a
convenient on account of the holes in the

tank.
float chamber full of

petrol was required

to warm up the engine before it took up its work on

paraffin, and showed but little alteration from petrol.

The mixture was slightly more tricky, and until the

engine was thoroughly warm there was a slight tendency

to blow back into the crank case. Subsequently the

float level was altered to suit the heavier fuel, and a

slight improvement was noticeable at once. At the

present time paraffin is being used on the little two-

stroke regularly, and no evil results are a'pparent nor

is there any perceptible difference in power.
Those who wish to try the experiment for them-

selves should remember to SAvitch on to petrol a short

time before stopping the engine, so as to ha3'e a float

cliamber full of petrol for starting purposes. The
standard Amac carburetter as fitted to the Clyno is

employed, though the warming device is not at present

in use. An improvement in running is expected when
it is refitted.

THE 3|h.p. A.B.C.
One of our staff has recently been sampling a

3^ h.p. A.B.C, and in a paragraph written

after the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, which he

followed on this machine, we remarked that it

was a new and untried production, meaning thereby

that it had not yet w-on its spurs in any road trial. ,

We would like to take this opportunity of stating that

the new A.B.C. is well past the 'experimental stage.

At Brooklands it has proved itself as a racing machine,
and has undergone many private road tests, which
have assured its manufacturers that it is right in every

respect. That this is so was amply proved by the

manner in which the machine behaved itself in our

hands'during the excessively severe A.C.U. Six Days
Trial. There is .no question of doubt that steel

cylinders are in every respect successful (incidentally,

the three winning Mercedes cars in the Grand Prix

Race had steel cylinders), and the engine kept cool

and was never once lieard to knock, even under the

worst provocation ; it ran very smoothly, had excellent

powers of acceleration, and a fine turn of speed on
the level. The springing was most efficient, and the

machine finished, notwithstanding the buffeting about

it received over the appalling roads, in perfect con-

dition. In about three weeks time A.B.C. Road
Motors, Ltd., will move into their new works at

Hersham, and hope to deli\'er these machines in large

numbers next year.

Motor cyclist despatch riders are largely in evidence in East Anglia. Our illustrations show one of the detachments taking up their positions.

The motor cycles in this corps are, incidentally, mainly composed of powerful V-type twins.

BiS
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A Zenith machine belonging to Mr. M.

Abraham, of Grove Lodge, Muswell Hill,

has recently been equipped with a light-

ing set supplied by A. H. Hunt, 115,

Cannon Street, E.G., and it is shown in

the _ accompanying illustrations. Two
head lights are provided, one being
attached to the handle-bars and the

231

A. H. Hunt's electric head lights and dynamo
fitted to a t\%'in Zenith.

other to an e.xteiided bracket. The
current is obtained from a set of Alklum
accumulators that are housed in a
wooden case attached to the carrier.

Three switches are also provided outside

the bo.x, one being for the tail lamp and
the Ojther two for the head lights. A
small auxiliary dynamq is driven off the
front wheel and can be used in the case

of -an emergency.

THE F.N. SIDECAR.
The new F.N. sidecar chassis possesses

many salient features, the two most
prominent perhaps being the sound con-
struction and tlie four-point attachment.
Dealing with the former, it will be
noticed, on referring to the illustration,

that welded joints take the place of the
more usual brazed lug type. One of the
extra couplings fitted is anchored to a
special hig cast on the bottom of the
bevel housing. A similar iug is also
provided on the opposite side of tlit^

machine for sidecars as used on the
Continent, attached on the right-hand
side. A double axle is also utilised, and
the sturdy construction of the mudguard
and stay is very commendable. The

bodies are designed exceedingly well and
on really pleasing lines, and can be sup-
plied with either^ a blue, grey, or green
tinisl^

A USEFUL LUGGAGE GRID.
Motor cyclists are often troubled with

the problem of carrj'ing luggage, and
Messrs. John Piggott and Son, Ltd.,- 117,

John Piggott's luggage carrier.

Cheapside, E.G., have brought out a
very neat pannier grid, which we illus-

trate. This is easily attached to the
side of the carrier, and with it a large
bag can be carried without any trouble.

THE ENOTS LUBRICATOR.
Messrs. Benton and Stone, Ltd., Enots

Works, Birmingham, have introduced
an improved form of their drip lubri-

cator. It will be seen that the small
ball valve is screwed into the crank case,

and is attached by means of a pipe to

the sight drip feed itself, which is

Sem!-sectional view of Enots lubricator

covered by a small glass bowl. On thi-

up stroke of the engine piston a vacuum
is formed in the crank case as well as

in the small ghiss bowl, and oil is drawn
up from the oil tank and passes on its

w'ay through the small valve controlled

by a screw. Not only can the rate of

the flow be controlled by this small valve,

but an extra lever is provided, by means
of which the whole can be turned off

without altering the rate of the flow

A NEW PILLION SEAT.
A comfortable upholstered pillion seat

is being marketed hy Jlessrs. Stokes and
Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Road, Leicester.

Stokes and Holt pillion seat.

It is bolted to the carrier by means of
two iron plates, and the passenger is

secured hj means of a stout strap. For
riders of powerful sidecar machines
desirous of taking a third passenger this
seat should prove admirably adapted.

A NEW
OVER-BOOT.

Being aware that
there is an increas-

ing demand for a
light serviceable
over -boot for

motor cyclists, the
North British Rub-
ber Co., Ltd., 169.

Great Portland
Street, W., have
introduced an
article w h i c h
should meet with
the very hearty
appreciation of all-

weather riders.

The boot is manu-
factured of the
best material and
workmanship, and
the price is a

reasonable one. It

will be noted that

it may be put on
very easily, as it

is slit down the
back and fastens

with glove button Tlie North British Rubber
fasteners. Co.'s new overboot.

Alklum accumulators forming part of Hunt's

electric lighting set. described on thif page.
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'THE MOTOR CYCLE" LIST OF CLUB EVENTS.
The following is a list of the fixtures for the coming week, but owing to the European war we are daily receiving

advice of postponement of all kinds of events, and it is possible that those given below may not be held.

Aug. 15th.—Dublin and District M.C.C Club reunion tea at Howth.
„ 15th.—Ripon and District i\I.C.C. Week-end to Scarborough.
„ 15th.—Westmorland M.C.C. Hil!-climb at Orton Scar, 3-30 p.m.
„ 15th.—JVIalvern M.C.C. Inter-cliib speed trial at Blackmore Park.
„ 15th.—Woolwich, Plunistead, and District i\I.C.C. Inter-team trial for

Woolwich Challcnj-je Cup, starting 13 a.m.

Aug. rsth.^.Middlesex M.C.C. Social run to Broxbourue.

„ 17th.—Plymouth and District M.C.C. General meeting at the Rock, S p.i

„ 19 th.—CardiH and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
* „ igth.—East Essex M.C.C. Non-stop run.

19th.—BoiuTiemouth and District M.C.C. Riverside garden party.

Essex M.C.

The race meeting arranged for Saturday next, 15th inst.,

at Brool\lands, has, owing to the national crisis, and the club
not being able to obtain the use of the track, been cancelled.

Troedyrhiw and Distoiet M.C.C.

The reliability trial. Which was to have taken place last

week, has been indefinitely postponed owing to the European
crisis.

West Hants M.C.C.

The reliability trial which jvas to have been held on the

29th inst. has been postponed, owing to the state of war in

Europe.

Finsbury Park C. and M.C.

A hill-climb Avas held on the 3rd inst. at Whitchurch
Hill, near Pangbourne, and was won on formula by C. W.
Cooke (3^ Triumph), with J. Evans (5 Bat) second, and T.

O. Mannmg (3^ Bradbury) third. This event, together with

the speed-judging competition which is to take place on the

22nd inst., decides the holder of the challenge cup pre-

sented by Mr. G. A. Touche, M.P.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

The winners in the trial from Penzance to Plymouth,

which took place on the 3rd inst. (ninety-six miles, three

checks), are as follow

F. Jewers (Crescent c.c.) . .

.

W. J. Pitts (8 Chater-Lea) .

T. D. A. Chapman {8 Bat) . .

F. E. Jarvis (23 Douglas) .

.

Marks.
. 100%
. 100%
. 98%
. . 97%

Marks

.

A. Brand (6 Hobart) 97%
E. J. Jarvis (2| Douglas) .... 96%
C. R. J. Roberts (6 Matchless) 95%

Cork and District M.C.C.

Last week's reliability trial included a flexibility test

and two observed hills—Gowlane Hill, near Kenmare (which

caused several failures in the End-to-end trial, and on

the Dublin two days' trial was considered an unfair test

for passenger machines, so that only the solos were sent

up, and ten of them failed), and Ballagisheen Pass (which

caused a good many failures in the Cork open event earlier

in the season). However, all the eighteen starters, in-

cluding six sidecar machines, made clean ascents' of

Gowlane, and the sixteen who reached Ballagisheen also

accounted for this hill. A figure of merit of 3.5 qualified

, ,

.

, , slow time
in the flexibility test; formula,

^^^^ ^.^^^

FiBST-CLASS Awards.—R. S. Russell (7 Matchless sc),

E MacSweeny (6 Sunbeam sc), C. Kristien (6 A.J.S. sc),

P. J. Cox (3i Douglas), R. B. Baker (2| Douglas), G. H.

Ogilvie (4 Triumph), C. S. Hosford (3^- Rover), M.

English (2| Douglas), and H. Dooly (3^- Zenith), no marks

lost ; G. H. Haynes (2% Douglas), 1 mark lost.

Second-class Awards.—D. Parbury (4^ Excelsior sc),

M. J. Cox (2i A.J.S.), J. Atkinson (Baby Triumph), and

M. Ahern (Enfield).

P. J. Cox wins the Gibs.on Cup, having the least varia-

tion from 20 m.p.h. over a timed distance.

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENT.
Coventry Open Hill-climli.

The ninth annual open hill-climb of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. will be h_eld on the 29th inst., commenc-
ing at 12 o'clock. The locality of the hill will be
announced some time before the event. Every machine in

the touring classes must be fully equipped, or it will be
transferred to the open class. No entries will be accepted
from ladies. The Motor Cycle formula will be used, and
prizes will be awarded for the fastest time (expert) and
for the best performance on formula (general). Entries
must be sent to Mr. H. Whiteman, secretary. Grey Friars'

Chambers, Hertford Street, Coventry, not later than the
21st inst.

Classes.

1. Auto Wheels. Note.—In this class a prize will be
awarded to the competitor who reaches the highest point of

the hill (pedalling not allowed).
2. Standard pattern touring

engines up to 225 c.c.

3. Standard pattern
engines up to 350 c.c.

4. Standard pattern
engines up to 250 c.c.

5. Standard pattern touring
engines up to 350 c.c.

6. Standard pattern touring motor cycles (single and
twins), two and four-strokes, engines up to 500 c.c.

7. Standard pattern touring motor cycles (single and
twins), two' and four-strokes, engines up to 750 c.c.

8. Motor cycles, two and four-stroke (open class), engines

up to 1,000 c.c.

9. Sidecar combinations, engines up to 750 c.c.

10. Sidecar combinations, engines up to 1,000 c.c.

11. Cycle cars, engines up to 1,100 c.c.

two-stroke lightweights.

touring

touring

two-stroke

four-stroke

four-stroke

lightweights,

lightweights,

lightweights,

HILL-CLIMB AT THE CAPE.
Tlie C.P. M.C.C. held the July _ competition on the . 11th

over the dillicult course leading to the Kloof Nek. It con-

sisted of a flexibility hill-climb. Seventeen riders entered
upon the 500 yards slow climb, after which they had to

accelerate and continue at speed to the top of the hill.

Nelson Clark (7 Indian) made the best time, Im. 59-^-s., on
the fast portion, while E. Watts (6 Enfield sc.) took 2m. 13s.,

his splendid corner work calling forth a cheer from the •

crowd. The two acute. 1 in 4 hairpin bends proved the un-

doing of many. J. Berl (2| F.N.) came down at the first

bend, but remounted and repeated the performance at the

second, thi^ time damaging part of his machine.

0. Prillevitz (3 Enfield), who had just returned from com-
peting in the Johannesburg-Durban race, met his fate, as

five of his clubmates did, just past the second hairpin.

The results were as follow :

1. F. Johnson (3^ Sunbeam).
2. W. Boyliss (3=^- Premier sc).

3. H. 0. M. Lewis (3i Humber).
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8 B Combination £92 17

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL SIDECAR
COMBINATION OF THE SEASON.

The Combination illustrated above, represents the highest class

Sidecar outfit at present on the maritet.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:

7 h.p. Twin Engine; Semi-automatic Carburetter; Waterproof Magneto ; Larg:e

Tank ; Three-speed Countershaft Gear, with indestructible metal free engine

clutch and gate change; Silent Chain Drive entirely enclosed; Automatic

lubrication from engine to clutch and chains ; Car Tyres all round ; Folding

Luggage Grid ; Spring Petrol Can Carrier, etc.

THE MOST SILENT MACHINE ON THE ROAD.
ASK YOUR AGENT FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto, c AH questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters, containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Tuning tor Speed.

Could you inform me what size

jet in the carburetter of my 1911
Triumph would probably give the
fastest speed, irrespective of
petrol consumption? At present

I use a 38 jet. On a good road, in
good touring trim, what speed should
the machine be capable of on a 5A to 1
gear ?—IP 292.

It is impo.ssible to give you a set size of
jet for the fastest speed, as it depends
entirely upon the type of carburetter and
the size of choke tube. Again, with an
older engine it is impossible to get the
high number of revolutions that you can
out of a more modern one, and it is there-
fore impossible to use such a large jet as
can be used nowadays. We should
advise you to get three or four jets and
hit upon the right one by trial. Such a
machine as you have should be capable,
when in good tune, of attaining a speed
of about 45 m.p.h. on a 5^ to 1 gear.

Carburetter out of Tune.

I have a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder
sidecar combination, and owing
to a cracked piston and loss of
power I had it rebored and a
new piston fitted, since when

there has been excessive consumption
of petrol and loss of power, while now
it will not do more than thirty miles
to the gallon. The valve timing. is set
for the exhaust valve to shut when
piston is dead on top, and the inlet
to open immediately the piston de-
scends. The magneto points are about
to break when the piston is on top
of stroke with the lever two-thirds
retarded. I have fitted stronger
springs on inlet and exhaust, also new
guides, but to no purpose. There i.s

also a low level in the float chamber,
and I have fitted a wire gauze,over the
air hole, but ,no imjorovement has re-

sulted. I use a 31 jet, and have also
tried a 38 jet, which caused knocking
on the' slightest hill. Can you suggest
any improvement?—A.J.P.

It seems that your carburetter is quite
out of adjustment, as the consumptioji is

very excessive. You might test the inlet

pipe for air leaks, as such leaks would
give you the symptoms from wliich you
are suffering. The valve timing is quite

correct, but we think that you might
make a slight alteration in the ignition

timing. Try setting the magneto points
to be on the break when the piston is on
top dead centre and the lever fully re-

tarded. You might also try a slightly

higher petrol level in the carburetter.
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Poor Engine Balance.

I have a 1914 4 h.p. chain drive
counter-shaft * three-speed motor
cycle. When running at, say,

50 m.p.h. and over there is very
bad vibration of the handle-bars,

and I also feel it, but to a lesser degree,
on the footrests. The fork link bolts

are not at all tightly locked, and I do
not drive with a hard front tyre. Could
j'ou suggest a cause for this?—T.R.G.

The trouble you are suffering from is due
to a " period " in the engine, caused by
lack of correct balance. To locate the
source of this trouble would . be a very
diificiUt matter, and we are afraid we
cannot give you much help. It can only
be cured by taking down the engine and
verifying the balance of the reciprocating
parts. We published some interesting
articles some time ago on balancing
engines, and these have now been issued

in booklet form, and can be obtained from
these offices price 7d. post free.

A Three Days Tour to the North.

I want to go by motor cycle

from Sunningdale (Berks) to

Duns (Berwickshire), and I

should be much obliged if you
could let me know the best route

take, avoiding London. I wish to

This would prove an easy

run, mostly over good roads.

to
spend three days over
nidit twice.—H.W.S.

it, stopping the

three days
We should

recommend you to go from Sunningdale
to Staines, " and then via Uxbridge,
Denham, Eickmausworth, Watford, St.

Albans, Hatfield, Welwyn, Stevenage,

Baldock, Biggleswade, Eaton Socon,

Buckden, Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Tuxford, Eefford, Doncaster,

Ferrybridge, Wetherby, Boroughbridge,
along Leeming Lane, through Scotch
Corner to West Auckland, Towlaw, Cor-

bridge. Carter Bar, Jedburgh, Kelso,

Greenlaw, Duns. We should advise you
to stay at Newark and West Auckland.

A Gear Query.

I am having a slight trouble

with a three-speed hub on my
3^ h.p. single-cj-linder machine,
which, up to a recent date, has
given great satisfaction. When

travelling fast or going up hill the

clutch appears to slip momentarily and
engage again very siiddenlv with a
slight jerk.—S.W.H,

You do not state whether your trouble

occurs on all gears or only 011 top. If tlie

latter is the case it is probably due to a
rather weak return spring in the gears
and not to the clutch actually. A new
spring will aft'ect a cure, though the

matter should be seen to at once before

the dogs become damaged.

A novel advertisement. The Armstrong Agency, which handles the Douglas in Perth (Australia),

arranged a team of machines which were ridden throueh the town connected by streamers as above.
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A party ot M.C.C. members at Hungertord during that Club's Bank Holiday Toui

A reliability team trial took place on the 3rd inst.

in the New Forest between members of the Southamp-
ton and District M.C.C. and Portsmouth and District

M.C.C. The distance covered was 106 miles

on a circular course through Cadnani, Ringwood, and
Fordingbridge. The Southampton team proved to be
the winners by one mark only, Portsmouth A team
lieing second.

->-•••—<-

A Cycle Car Two stroke Engine.
IT

is somewhat surprising that the two-stroke engine
is rather more the exception than the rule in cycle

car design, but there are, of course, one or two
excellent products in this respect which are bound to

come into their own in the near future. One of these

is the Cycaren, manufactured by Messrs. T. Dickens
and Co., 11, High Street, Fulham, S.W., which is

a, thoroughly sound engineering job. Two models are

made which only differ in one or two details, one of

them being rated at 6.5 h.p.. while the other is known
as the 9.5 h.p. type. Both are twin-cylinder units,

the latter having the cylinders cast en bloc. The
illustration shows what a remarkably clean appearance
the engine presents. With a bore of 88 mm. and a

stroke of 90 mm. the power developed is 9.5 at 1,000

r.p.m., and the range of speed claimed is from 300
to 2,000 r.p.m. In this design three crank bearings

are essential, but the proportions in this case are excel

lent. The inlet gas passes between the cylinders, and

is therefore warmed extensively before the final induc-

tion. Water cooling is carried out on a most liberal

basis, for even at the narrowest points betw-een the

cylinders there is at least an inch of water space. It

should also be mentioned that both the inlet and

exhaust ports are made with very large effective areas,

which have grids cast in them in order to prevent the

three rings (two at the top and a scraper) from catch-

ing. Carburation is performed through the medium of

a B. and B. carburetter. Mea plugs and magneto are

responsible for the ignition.

The lubrication system is extremely thorough. The
cylinder relies on the lubricant mixed with the petrol.

while unions are fitted to both of the crankshaft bear-

ings, and through these oil is conducted along a drilled

passage in the crankshaft to the big ends. A separate

The Cyiaren. a vertical twin-cylinder water-cooled two-stroke engine

Icr use on cycle cars

feed pipe looks after the central journal, and the

result of all these provisions should be a considerable

prolongation of life of the bearings.

*35
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A Strenuous Test.

In the annual run of the Bristol B. and
M.C. to Land's End and back a fine per-

formance was accomplished by Eli Clark,
who went througli the event on a Leader
motor CAcle with double-seated sidecar.

On both outward and homeward journeys
terrific rain storms prevailed and rendered
the roads very heavy. In spite of this

the Leader, which was equipped with an
8 h.p Precision engine, gained a gold
medal.

An Excellent Lubricant.
Again, users of Castrol niotoi' oil have

scored an unqualified success, this time
in the Irish End-to-end Trials. Users of
this oil were successful in gaining every
prize and medal with the exception of
two gold medals.

Gear Prices Reduced.
The demand for the Bowden two-speed

gear for motor cycles has increased to
such an extent that, with increased
facilities for manufacturing, Messrs.
Bowden Wire, Ltd., London, N.W., the
makers, have been able to arrange for
a considerable reduction in the price.
The cost of the .standard gear has been
reduced from £10 10s. to £8 8s., and
for the special models arranged for
Triumph, B.S.A.. and Bradbury ma-
chines from £11 to £9.

Comfort on Motor Cycles.
\Ve published lately an account of the

Little Giant motor cycle, and one of the
m.odels illustrated was shown fitted witli
special Hammock footrests and pannier
boxes. We did not mention the fact that
the patents for these two fitments are
held by the Kumturt Motor Accessories
Company, Cookham Rise, Berks, and are
known as the Waigh patents.

Wins on Blaokburnes.
Messrs. Burney and Blackburne, Ltd.,

Tongham, Surrey, have issued a poster
giving particulars of recent successes
gained on the Blackburne motor cycles
manufactured by them. These include
gold and silver medals won in the prin-
cipal competitions of 1913 and 1914. The
Blackburne machines are notable for the
fittmg of a large outside flywheel,
detachable cylinder head^, and solid
cranksliafts.

Good Value in Two-strokes.
In a recent description of the two-

stroke Invicta motor cycle we inad-
vertently gave the price at 25 guineas.
It should be 28 guineas, at which figure
the value offered is remarkable. The
makers are Messrs. A. Barnett and Co.,
AVest Orchard, Coventi-y.

Lathes for Polar Work.
-The realms of sport and exploration

are often in closer touch with one
another than most are aware. The
lepair shop, so often neglected by the
motorist, is fitted out by the Antarctic
explorer in a precisely similar manner
to that of the private garage. The
Shaekleton Antarctic Expedition, which
is just about to leave the South-west
India Dock, will take a 3i-in. centre
iJrummond screw-cutting lathe, a sensi-
tive drilling machine by the same firm,
and an equipment of small tools such as
you- would find in the average motorist's
workshop. It is interesting to note that
the late Captain Scott took one of these
lathes on his last expedition.

A.56
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Lubrication of Auto-wheels.
The Vacuum Oil Company have issued

a small pamphlet giving useful informa-

tion on the lubrication of Auto-wheels.

Users of these fitments would be assisted

greatly by perusing one of these

pamphlets.

Temporary Tyre Repairs.

The A. B.C. plug gaiter is a device

which will form a very good temporary
repair to a cover, at a low figure. It

consists of a flat piece of rubber and
canvas ill the centre of which is a small

rubber spigot ; small spikes are also

fitted, w'liich prevent any strain being
put on the spigot through creeping. The
hole in the cover is cut out so as to

form a tight fit over the spigot, and the

gaiter is placed tightly inside the cover.

The A.B.C. tyre gaiter.

Vulcanising can then be performed,, and
the whole will hold for some considerable

time. The gaiter can be obtained from the

Pipe Motor Co., 173, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.

.

Comfort in Saddle Suspension.
jMost riders agree that Brooks saddles

are the last word in comfort and excel-

lence of manutacture, and the main reason
for the comfort provided is the use of

the Brooks special patent compound spring

Brooks's compound saddle spring.

for the saddle suspension. It is a
spring within a spring, and although
most seasoned riders do not need to be
reminded of its excellent qualities, yet
newcomers to the pastime may well be
advised to try its comfort-giving pro-
perties.

AUGUST J.3th, jgr4.

Recent B.S.A. Successes.

After the great success of the B.S.A.
motor cycles in the Irish End-to-end
Trial comes further evidence of the
reliability in the shape of B.S.A. vic-

tories in the Sutton Goldfield and
Streatham hill-climbs. In the Sutton
competition K. Holdeii, with a B.S.A.
and sidecar, was first on time and
formula in Class VII. and did fastest

time of the day for sidecars, and in the
Streatham hill-climb M. C. Breeze secured
three firsts and two seconds in the side-

car class. Again, on August Bank Holi-
day, at New Brighton track, G. W.
Baker won the three miles championship
of the north in 3m. 36|s. on a 3^ B.S.A.

Plantation Rubber for Tyres.
So many people are interested from

the investment point of view in the use
of plantation rubber for tyre making that
it is interesting to note that the Dunlop
Rubber Co., Ltd., are the largest users
of plantation rubber in 'the British
Empire. Contrary to the general impres-
sion, the u^e of this rubber in the pro-
duction of tyres is no new thing, and its

valuable properties have long since been
demonstrated by ample road and track
experience by the Dunlop Company.

The Enfield Two-speed Gear.
It may not be generally known that

the Enfield gear can be obtained on
several machines other than the Enfield.
This gear was fitted to the Levis machines
used in the T.T. and OaJthorpe Cup Trial,
to the winning Matchless in the Scottish
Speed Championship, and to the Moto-
."acoche on which F. W. Applebee won
a^ gold medal in the A.C.U. Six Days
Tri al.

Catalogues Received.
Indian riders will find the catalogue

of spare parts which has just been issued
by the Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
to be of great use to them.
We are in receipt of the latest

catalogue of Godiva, sidecars, from the
Godiva Sidecar Company, Limited, Con-
duit Works, Fleet Street, Coventry. Two
models to which we would specially call
our readers' attention are the CI, a par-
ticularly handsome attachment with a
well upholstered body, and the model
P, which is a racing model.

We have received a booklet concerning
Broadmead motor car paints, varnishes,
polishes, etc., issued by Hall's Auto
Paint and Varnish Company, 175, Pancras
Road, N.W. The book contains some
interesting hints on renovating and touch-
ing up light cars and motor bicycles.

Dunkleys, Ltd., Jamaica Row, Birming-
ham, have forwarded us their latest cata-
logue of motor cycles and sidecars, and
so well got up is it that we advise all
prospective sidecarists to apply at once
for a copy.

The latest edition of the Book of the
6 h.p. Royal Enfield Sidecar Combina-
tion has reached us, and a copy may be
obtained from the Enfield Works, Red-
ditch, free of charge, by any Enfield
owner, to whom it should prove a
veritable vade viecum. Every conceiv-
able hint on how to obtain the best
results from this well-known combina-
tion is to be found in the pa,ges, which
are profusely illustrated.
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20 PCi" cent Cheaper

Sectional View
of (he Bowden
Two Speed Gear.

East Boldon, Co. Durham,
July 6th, 1914.

" I am pleased to say the Bowden
2-sp3ed gear is perfect and the
machine climbs with sidecar
twice as well as before fitting.
The kick starter is such an
improvement Wishing you every
success with your gear.

(Signed) Vivian F. R. Clark.

OWING to improved manufacturing
facilities the cost of production

has been so reduced that we are
now able to supplv the standard

OWDEN
TwoSpeedGEAR
at a cost of only £8-8-0
instead of £10 10 0. The cost of the

models specially designed for Triumph,
B.S.A., and Bradburv machines is

reduced from £11 00 to £9 0.

fVriie /or Cojnpifte Parliculnrs.

BOWDEN WIRE LTD.,
London
Pratt Street, N.\V.|

M.C.C. Devon Hill -Climbing

Tour :

1 Zenilh entered and

completed the course.

Westmoreland M.C.C. Fixed

Gear Trial:

Zenith—FIRST.
Zenith—Tied SECOND.

Slrealham M.C.C. Hill-Climb at

South Harling:

Full official results—Zenith

gained

4 FIRSTS
3 SECONDS.

Penrith M.C.C. Speed Trials

Zenith gained

4 AWARDS in

3 CLASSES.
'

CZ3
C=3

1=3

inDDDDDDDDDDOaDDnnDODDDDDDDODDDDQDnflOD

WEEKLY WINS
in all part? of the country, and

in all classes of competition

STRONGLY EMPHASISE
the stcrhng merits of

ENITH
MOTOR CYCLES

The GRADUA GEAR—which gives infinitely

variable gear ratios by merely moving a

handle—has much to do with these, tor all races,

records, and competitions, successes are secured

on machines fitted with this standard equipment-

ZENITH MOTORS, LIMITED,
HAMPTON COURT, ENGLAND.

c=i

In an^wttring fhrse advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.' A.?7
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DOBSONTROPHY

Fastest Time
in the above trial was made by Mr.
Andrew Downie, of JSdinburgh, whose
team gained third place. Air the
principal teains in Scotland competed.
Mr. Downie writes : re Midland Tyres
and Belt which he used :

" Both
did splendidly. Tliere was no

stretch in the belt and I
never required to tighten

same."

MIDLAND
TYRES AND BELTS.
THE MIDLAND RUBBER Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS: Ryiand St., BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON-DEPOT: 31-34, Bagle Street, Southampton
Row. W.C. Coventry .' pot : -Pnory Works, New
Buildings. Glasgow Depot : 451, Eglinton St. CardiS
Depot ; Plymouth St. Milan Depot : Via Sirtori 6.

Amsterdam Depot : so, L;.n.ie Leidsche Dwaars Straat.

e
Sh.p, G© YVoIC.

2-cyl. water-cooled

4 speeds and reverse.

Standard Model £150 i-TpIrif

De Luxe Model 150 gns. E^Zltt

Taking it Elasy
'

I
'HE driver ol a G.W.K. has an easy time : he just sits

back comfortably and steers — and even that's

easier than with most cars. He doesn't trouble

about hills, however steep. Why should he .' The G.W.K.

friction drive gives him "a gear for every gradient," so he

takes every hill with ease. Gear changing is simplicity

itself. No "timing" is necessary — no "double
clutching." He simply moves the gear lever and gets the

gear he wants — gets it easily and silently. The G.W.K.

,
driver doesn't worry about the "going," for, with its low

' centre of gravity, the G.W.K. always holds the road :

w_ell — drj', wet, or rough. If the weather prove unkind,

the hood can be raised in a second or two — a one man
job — and the driver continues on his way completely

protected, doing his 20, 25, or 30 miles an hour with

clock-like— almost monotonous— regularity. Like to try

the car yourself .' A Postcard will fix up a trial run

G W K I td Home Works, Datchet, Bucks.
'ua, »» . &m,. »-'«•*«• 'Grams: "Cars, Datchet," 'Phone: Windsor 3ii

A.^ In answering these advertisements it is desirahh' to mention " The Motor Cycle:."
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"We lose the Good we oft might gain
by fearing to attempt it."—Shakespeare.

Many motor cyclists—although they realise the great amount of time wasted when they require
renewals or repairs ,to be done—hesitate before undertaking them themselves.

If they thoroughly realised that with a " Drummond " 4in. centre lathe, costin-^ £5 10 0,
they could' turn, screw-cut, mill, drill, and bore, and that Drummonds vviU give them free
instruction on any knotty point regardmg the uses of their lathes—they wotild hesitate no
longer, but start a small workshop with one of these unique lathes as a basis.

They would gain time, money, and an added knowledge of their machine.

DRUMMOND Bros., Ld.
Guildford.

PENCER^

TOUTLY

MODim !Vl

ADE
ILEAGE

vYRES

READS

OTALS

AVE ONEY I HEREBY

Spencer-Maulton Motor Cycle Tyres are made in four types: Plain Ribbed, Three

Ribbed, Combination, and Steel Studded. The tread—the point of greatest friction and
wear—is doubly and specially strengthened ; only the finest material is embodied in the

manufacture, and every tyre is subjected to minute examination before being despatched.

Illuslrated booklet will he sent free on

request to all readers of " The Motor Cycle."

GEORGE SPENCER, MOULTON & Co., Ltd. Works : '^JSf,",!?" Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

London : 77-79. Cannon St , EC. Glasiow : 65-67, Bothwell St. Manchester : 237-9. Deansgate- Leeds : 68. Albion St.

Dublin: C. E. Jacob, 184. Gt Brunswick Street Belfast: 38a. Queen Street. Cork: King Street

In answering Ihae advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijde." A41
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FRATT^S
PERFECTION
- SPIRIT —

STANDS OUT
from all other fuels by reason of its superiority.

Intent proof of which is afforded by the strikintr and
lilienomenal successes in the CLASSIC RACES OF— — THE YEAK. ~ —

AJ'POINT-
MENT.

ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL CO., LTD.,

36-38, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W.

Accuracy
n
Strength &Rciiabilrtyj

Hi^hestQuality Maltrials

R

THE F0UH04TI0N OF SUCCESS

TOR DVIANUFAOTLFRHNO O O.,
67-68 Bunhill Row, London^ E-C.

SUMMER

uile De f uxe
Sole Mlrs. : Prices' Company Ltd.

was used by Mr. R. CREAK DAVIS
on a Chater-Lea. No. 7, who won the

Silver- Cup for the best sidecar per-

formance in the A.C.U.

Six Days fn^.
HuiUt de Luxe was also used on Ctyno,

A.J.S.. Entield, and )ames sidecar motor

cycles, all of which gained Gold Medals in

this strenuous contest

The best (or twin-cylinder sidecar enjjmes.

1 tie 1914 Lists give the prices of Oils in drums

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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VIotor Cycles, etc.

PANBC PRICES,
In consequence of war, we have marked down our prices

oDsiderably for cash ooiy. Now i? the time to buy right.

TERMS, CASH ONLY.

I h.p. Twin MINERVA, M.O.V.. with ^11 Milltord

Sidecar £14 10
,.5 h.p. EXCELSIOR, big single, cbain drive £35
I h.p. CLYNO, with Sidecar, lamp, speedometer,

luggage box £28 1

) h.p. CLYNO, 1912, with coach Sidecar £35

).J
h.p. HUMBER, igii model, 2 speeds, handle
starting, with new £11 los. coach Sidecar ... £27 10

3 b.p. twin REX, free engine, magneto, complete
with Sidecar £16 10

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2'i >eed model, with new
r £12 Sidecar £32 10
'6 h.p. REX Sidette. 1913 jiodel, coach £14 Side

car, F.R.S. lamp £39 10

3,1 h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-spced mndel. only run
100 milts, with new (12 coach Sidecar £52 10

1914 CALTHORPE Minor Light Car- cost £178:

t

very little used £139 10

J7-gh.p. twin PREMIER, 1914, chain drive mndel . . £75

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1914. 3-specd, chain drive model €63 10
6 b.p. REX Sidette, speedometer, nice condition,

cost jC8o £38 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 3-speed model £32 10
7-9b.p. twm PREMIER, chain dr ve, nearly new .. £62 10
,3ib.p. VINDEC, masneto £12 10

|3ih.p. NUMBER, 191 1, 2 speeds £21 15

Isih.p. TRIUMPH, 1908. iree engine £20

I

3.V h.p. NUMBER, 1911. with new £jz coach Side-
' ' car. 2 speeds £32
: 3! h.p. PREMIER, 3-speed. nearly new £35
! 3.Vh.p. QUADRANT, magneto £12 10
1912 RUDGE Multi £26 15

3.} h.p. NUMBER, 1914,3-speed model, nearly new.
with ill coach Sidecar £52 10

3I h.p, QUADRANT, new, 1912 model £24 10

2J h.p. MINERVA M.O.V £7 10
1913 REX Sidette ; cost £80 £45
3jh.p. KERRY. 1910^ model £16 10
3i h.p. REX, igii model £17 15
4-cylinder F.N., magneto £16 10
^k h.p, RE}t, splendid 19 10 model £16 10
AUTO-WHEEL and Cycle, nearly new £12 10

3J h.p. REX. ig'1.7 mndel. magneto £14 10
3.1 li.p. 190a REX, tree engine £10 10

3i h.p. PREMIkiR, 1913. 3-speeci model, with £'11

coach Sidecar £45
6 b.p. REX, 191 ^ with £1- coach Sidecar £35 10
Twin CLEMENT-GARRARD £7 10

PUSH C^CLi^^ lAKl-N IN E.XCH.^NGn:.

ARMSTRONG MARK VII. 3-SPEED GEARS.
Fit one to your machine- We vvill supply lor cash or

lake goods in excli.Tn^e.

PRECISION ENGINES.
We have a good stock ot ^\ h.p. big singles and other

models. Let us take your utiilcrpowered engine in

exchange and be up-to-ilate.

1914 SINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your cart.iuretu-r m exchange. Write loi

quotation. I-'uts new hie into ymir engine.

15
30
5
7

4

MISCELLANEOUS.
3i h.p. Cenlaur lingine, M.O.V'., with silencer

and magneto £4
2 b.p. Lightweight Kngine
6 b.p. J.A.P. llngine, good order £5
New pair Saxon Spring Forks £1
New 21/- Electric Tail Lamp, brass
New Clare Electric Side Lamp; cost 25/- ....
New Glare Electric Motoi Cycle Head Lamp

;

cost 12/6 4
Douglas Carburetter, b.b. control 11

T.T. Handle-bars, best quality, plateil 6
New Sidecar Body, side door 28
6 b.p. Water-cooled Falnir Engine £4 10
Silent Silencers, 6J x 3iin 2
4ib.p. Precision Engine, nearly new £11 17
New Weather-proof Magneto £3 5
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands, usually 10/6, Qt

any machine ;

B. ami B. Carburetter, b.b. control
Set of Castings lor heel brake
N.S.U. Gear; latest adjustable pulley. lit Triumph or

Bradbury.
New Mark VL 3-speed Gear . £5 5
Kerry Free Engine Clutch, suit Jap £1 7
Bosch Magneto, to sun Triumpo £2 2
Cowey Speedometer £1 17
New Coach-built Sidecar Body side door £3 15

6

13 6

1

BOOTH'S MOTORIES.
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

HAUIFAX.
(Opposite County Court)

TelepOone 1062,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.,

BRADBURY, 1914 models, and sidecars; exchanges
wanted, keen quotations. — Collier's, Westgate,

Halifax. [0445

BRADBURY. late 1910, ju.=t re-bnshed, enamel, plate,
good ae new, c-pare valve, pi-ston rings; £20.

Steven*;, 64, Hill Rd.. Wimbledon. [6183

4 h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, counter-shaft gear, kick starter,

chain drive, solo or sidecar machine; 59 ens
Cfirdinglpy, Haslinsden. Tel.: 102. [X7820

BRAUBURY, 4h.p., nearly new, complete with acces
f-orie^, in excellent, running order; £20, or be>t

(i-d<ih offer.— 9, Averu Ed.", We't ilolesey, Surrey. [6231

BRADBURY, 4h.p., nearly new, complete with actes-
snrie-^. in excellent lunuins order; £20. or be<;t

cash cfffr— 9. Avern R-d . West Moletiey, Surrey. [6263

BR.VDBURY 1912 4h.p. Standard Model, £25; also
a 1911 at £23; both complete with accessories,

and guaranteed.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av ,

Camomile St.. E.G. [0551

BRAItBURY. 3'/C.h.p.. 1913. fitted with N.S.U. 2-

speed gear, belt drive, kick ?tarter. Ciodiva coach-
built sidecar, in fine condition: £42.—Wilkius, Siuip>on,
and Co., 11. Hauimerauiith Rd.. London. [5747

1Q13 3',':;h.p- Bradburj;. S-^peed, Sturiney-Areher gear,
Xi/ kick rfart, head liKht and generator, Lmas horn,
Jones epeedoineter, rear Ht:ht. Dunlop lieavy :>tudded on
front, Dunlop heavy etudded on bQi:K, Duolop belt, all

acce^.-^ories, torpedo cane nidecar. wind sercfn. Dunlop
tyre and luggage earrior. perfect condition tbrnughnut.
been litt!e u^^ed ; £47/10.—Apply. 2. Welbeck Rd.. Biik-
dale. "Soutbport. [5761

Brough
BROrOH, 1914. horizontiil twin. 2-speed model,

capital order. little used; £40, or near offer.

—

Layton'rf, Bicester, Oxon. [6298

B ROUGHS.-Immediate delivery from atoek of th--

500 e.c. horizontal twin 2-.'ipeed overhead valvt-

modelti.—The West Luneasihire Motor Co.. Southp^rt
[0555

BROUOH. 1914. 6h.p,, 2-speed. kick start, t-haiu

drive, brand new; £75: buyer sccure.s £15/15 Canoe-
[ft sidHL-nr to match k'nitif*,—Wivt Lancashire ilutor Co..
Ltd., 10. Hofe-htnu St., Southport, [0575

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1914I^. 4h p., 3-speed model. Euaranteed; offer--

invited.— F. Niipier, Kmpire, Blyth. [X7803

B.S A.. 3'(.l].p., F. engine, as new, in perfect condi-
tion: £35.—Byflect Automobile Co., West Byfi.>tt

[6012

B.S.A.. 1914 models 10 siock. and good delivetv —
Clutow (irny. Ltd.. 2. Albemarle St.. Piccadilly

[0466

B.S.A. Speeiulists.—Eveir 1914 model in ptnck. t^ide-

cjirs. motor nna pedal: eaey puymenta.-Rigps. 107,
Hislinpygnte, London. [X7446

B.S.A. 1914 iModels in stock, ready to ride away:
best term-; f^ir cash or exchange, from Bice and

Co., 15. Bitfhop.xgute Av.. Ciimomile St.. E.C. [0492

B.S.A.. 3-t>peed. 1914 {belt}, perfect. untJerotehed. new
Palmer rotd. licht ear tyre on ba'-k; £48.—Write.

Hox 6.507. The Motor Cvcle Offlccs. Coventry. [X7808

B.S.A., 1914. 4h.p.. 3-speed countor-shalt model,
u'led 200 miles oniy, perfect condition; cost £65,

any reasonable oHer.—Lay ton's. Bicester, Oxon. [6299

B-S-A., February, 1914, 3-3peed-, chain drive. 4Ji.p., Z

lamps, horn, lomidete. ?pares, with Canoelet .«idi!-

car. perfect order; £60.—Button, Stcwnit St.. Crewe.
[X7775

IQI3 3',l.b.p. 2-^peed B.S.A.. cliain driven mwlel.
1 / mngnifli enl order. e.tcellent eide -iir inadiine ;

bargain. £37.—Parker and Sou, St. Ivt-s.

[0534

B.S.A., absolutely the .'tidecar marhine. model 4h.p
with Kidccar, immediate delivery. .£77. complete;

all B.S.A. 1914 modds in stork for delivery; exchang.a.
-Cordingley. Haslingdeu. Tel.: 102. fS7821

Calthorne.
CALTITORPE. 1914, 2h.p., 2-:'peed. pniftii-iilly neiv.

porfcL-t condition.-Clay, 35. Newurke St.. Leicest-T
1:5:7779

CALTHORPE Junior. 2in. tyres, new; £23/10.—
Box 6.540, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrv.

[X7419
Qh.p. Cnlthcrpe Juui.^r. 2-speed, 1914 model, only n-^ed
-W a few timeti. shop-soiled : £21.—Turvey and Co.,
The Motor Hoase. Sunderland [X6819

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-3peed. climb anytbiog. eco-
nomical, guaranteed perfect, under 1 50 milen

bought Scott: £21/10, or close.—44, Cavendish Av.. En,--t-

bourne. [6264
Centaur.

CIENTAUR. 1913. brand new, 2h.D. liehtweight; bar-
' gain. £25. original price £35.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd.. Exeter. [0520

CEXTAUB. 1913, brand new. 2h.p. lightweight; bar-
gain, £25. original price £35.—Exeter Motor Cj'cle

and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 28. Tavioiiock Rd.. Plymouth
[0570

Chatei'-Lea.

C HATER-LEA. 8h p.. 1913, not ridden 3,000 mi!e«,
3in. Palmer cord tyres, 3-speed gear box. chain

drive and clutch, all accessories lamp^, electric horn and
speedometer, etc., rdso handfioine sidecar, coach-built,
fitted with hnod and sfreen : cost £120. sacrifice £65 —
22, Hatgrav© Rd., London. [6087'

Hostilities

have not prompted

I us to raise our prices

as have some others

of our competitors.

On Tuesday, July

28th, we reduced our

prices on an average

25"'o, deciding to stop

the sale in TEN days.

;ib<rp|(ite

Hunt^.

We have decided,

under the present

circumstances, to con-

tinue our sales for a

further 14 days at

our greatly reduced

prices.

Send or call for full

sale list Prices will

surprise you.

"Z^S^-.o'

Maudes
MOTOR MART

136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Phone: 552 Mayfalr.

'Grams: "Abdicate, Weado, London."

All letters relating to advertisements sUould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. M5
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NO

VAIN

BUT

Solid

Satisfaction

FOR THOSE

WHO DEAL WITH

GODFREY'S LTD

208, Gt. Portland st

LONDON, w.
'Phones : 4464, 4350, Mayfair.

NEW 1914 MODELS IN STOCK.

£80

£70

£60

£135

HENDEE SPECIAL, equipped with electric

starter, electric head light, electric tail

light, electric horn, Corbin-Brown rear
drive speedometer, and magneto ignition.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-sp., Spring Frame Tourist
Standard Model, kick starter, electric

head and rear light and electric horn,
Corbin-Brown speedometer.

7 h.p. INDIAN, Rigid Frame Road Racing
Model, fitted with Corbin-Brown speedo-
meter, but no lighting equipment.

3I h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, Spring Frame
Tourist Model, kick starter, electric head
and rear light, and electric horn, Corbin-
Brown speedometer.

1914 Model T 5-seatcr FORD Car, complete
with hood, screen, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter.

31 Gns. 1914 2ih.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,
light tourist, 2-spced.

65 Gns. r9i4 3I h.p. SCOTT, 2-sp., kick starter.

£42 1914 2^ h.p. Model T DOUGLAS.
igi4 2% h.p. Model U DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.

1914 2I h.p. Model V DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.

1914 2j h.p. Model VV DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.
free en'jine. kick starter.

1914 3I h.p. Model A DOUGLAS- 2-sp. gear.
1914 3i h.p. Model B D3UGLAS, 2-sp., free

engine, kick starter.

1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Roadster, 3-speed
gear, typp C.

1914 2i h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-stroke.

5 igu 2h h.p. NEW RVOER, 3-stroke.

1914 2i h.p. NEW RYDER^ 2-stroke, 2-sp.

£48
£48
£52

£58
£62

£60

£42
£23
£33
£7S 13" 19148 h.p. Clutch ZENITH, Model H.

GODFREY'S IS THE BEST HOUSE FOR NEW OR
SECOND-HAND MACHINES, AND SPECIALISE
IN EXCHANGES AND EASY TERiVIS. SPECIAL
COACH-BUILT SIDECARS FOR INDIAN MOTOR
CYCLES FROM 15 GUINEAS. HERCULES
SIDECARS 12 GUINEA3.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

6 h.p. Coach Combination Clyno : £50, c

i^eater.— 601, Green Lanes, Hornsey.

CLYNO Combination,
tiaerifin.e £59/15,

Cricklewoort.

CLYNO,
haust

10 13*
-Lt/ wheels.

modem 2
[6278

6h.p., 2-speed, 1912, like new;
worth £50.-41, Ashford lid,,

[6280

1912, and sidecar, speedometer, 2 lamps, ex-

whistle, horn, tools, excellent condition

;

£45.—Macdonald. 757, Lea Bridge Ed-, Walthamstow
[6208

CLYNO, 1914, 2V-h.p., 2-epeed, accessories; list price
£40; bargain, an new, £30.—Woburn Garage, Rus-

sell S(]., London, W.C. (immediately behind Hotel Rus-
sell). [6229

Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, interchangeable
screen, horn, lamps, speedometer, pen'ei.-t

L-ondition, like new ; 65 gns. ; I3ouglas part.—19, May-
flower Rd., Clapham, London. [6178

CLYNO.- 1913. 5-6h.p. twin, 3-Rpeed, single chain
drive, kick start, complete with Clyno coachbuilt

(Sidecar, lamp and horn, in good running order; to be
sold b7 instructions; £57/10.—Robinsons, Green St..

Cambridge. [8623

CLYNO, 19121/2. 5-6h.p.. 2-^peed, kick etarter, diip
feed, speedometer, very little used, just like new,

also new coachbuilt sidecar; £47, or exchange lower
power and cash.—Hughes, 5, Exeter Rd., Ellesmere l-'ort,

near Chester. [6246

1Q12 61i.p. Clyno and £17/17 Turner sidecar, recently
-I-t/ overhauled bv makers, and guaranteed eaual to
new. new 1914 coachbuilt body also titted, magnificent
order, would make excellent touring mount ; any trial
and examination; £45.—Parker and Son, St. Ive's. Hunts.

[0514
CLYNO, 1914, 5 to 6h.p., best Clyno sidecar, fitted

hood and wind screen, all wheels fitted witli Palmer
cord tyres, unpunctured, spare wheel on sidebar never
used, all wheels interchangeable, Watford speedometer, 2
large Lucas lamps, horn, etc.; cost £125. accept £85; all

in splendid condition, run only 2,600 miles: owner bought
car; seen at any time at 139, \\'e.stiiiiUoter Eridt;e ltd.

... [6138

D

Day I

trolce in stock
pslead Rd.

ATTON 2-«troke, as new; £18, bargain.

DAl'TOX 2

118, Ho

see it at 118. Hampstead Ed.

from 20 gns.—The Acent^,
[6193

Call and
[6191

Douglas.
T\OUGIjAS.—We give immediate delivery.

T\OUGrLAS.—Largest British contractors for

DOUGLAS, wholesale and retail. Colmoie Depots, Bir-
mingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and Leicester.

23.h.p. Douglae, model O,
'

4 Queen St., W.C.

DOTJGLAa, models T. XT,

Cordingley. Haslingden.

[X5880
-speed gear ;£36.— 78. Great

[6212

V. and W, from stock. —
Tel.: 102. [X7830

3ih.p
a M(

DOTTGI/AS: all models supplied, cash
Turpins, 22 and 29, I'reston Ed.,

_ Dousrlas, 1914, model B, in stock;
a Moffat. Town Hall Garage, Yeovil.

£62 -
[X4226

or easy terni.s.—

Brighton. [0509

~|Q14 23';h.o. T-T. nonglas in stock; £48; exchange."
Xt/ entertafaod.—J'ulian and Sons, Ba.singstol;e. [0495

TQ13
X»/ ;

Donslas, model E, just overhauled, renovated

;

approval ; 34 gns.—37, Clarendon St., Coventry.
[X7348

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, lamp, horn, in.snrance ; best
over £40.—W. Owen, 7, Bramley Ed., South Ealing.

[X7716
DOUGLAS. 1910, 2'>ih.p. twin, just overhauled;

£14/10.-Speechley, 45. Church Ed.. Acton.
[6256

1 Qll 2-sreed Douglas, tyres in splendid order; 21
-i-*^ gns., dirt cheap.—Julian. Winchester St., Basing-
stoke. [6289

"1013 Douglas, 2 speeds, kick starter, footboards, in
-L*J perfect condition; £38.—Bond, 245-247, Boston
Rd., N.W. [X7351

DOUGTjAS, 1914, models U^ V. and W, in stock;
trade supplied ; special discount.—Ginger IVIotors,

Banbury.

DOUGLAS Model O, like new,
horn ; exchanges invited. (

193, Harrow.

DOUGLAS,
supplied.

-

[X6566

P. and H. lamp, Lucas
r -£38 cash.—Bunting.

[X7844
all models for immediate delivery; trade
-Key. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173. Gt.

Portland St., VV. [2628

DOUGLAS. 1914 models, U. V, and W in stock for
immediate delivery; trade supplied.—The Morris

Garages, O.xford. [0430

DOUGLAS.—Three model W's in stock, and one 3i/>h.p.

model; immediate delivery; offers.—Everingliam
Bros., Pocklington. [X7804

"a Q 14 oVi'h.p. Doug!as. T.T. model A, scarcely used, tyrts
-It/ and belt as new.—F.W., 10. St. Albans Villa.
Highgate Ed., N.W. [6207

DOUGLAS, 1914 model V, iust arrived from works;
£48.-Wiikius. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-

smith Ed., London. [5752

DOUGLAS,
special

1911, in splendid condition throughout;
bargain, £16.—Colmore Depot, 49, .John

Birmingham. [6293

We select the following from our stock of second-
hand machines, all of which are thoroughly over-
hauled and tested on road before sale;

SECOND-HAND GUABANTEED MACHINES.

UNDER £20.
rqog 2 h.p. F.N.
rqo6 5-6 h.p. PEUGEOT,
£20 TO .+ 30.

1910 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, lamp,
generator, and horn.

1911 3,Vh.p. KERRY-ABiriGDON
iQir 2} h.p. DOUGLAS.
rgro 3.t h.p. HUIKBER, 2-speed.
rqr2 3" h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
rgii 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, fitted witi.

1913 Amac carburetter.

1911 3! h.p. HUMBER, 2-sp., F.E
1913 34 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
£30 TO £40.

igir 3^, h.p. SINGER, free engine,
completely rc-cnamclled.

igrr 3ih.p. HUWIBER, 2 sp. andSc
r9i3 2! h.p. Clutch SINGER.
igrr3|h.p. SCOTT, 2-spced, kick

starter.

1912 3I h.p. CAIVIPION-J.A.P , free

engine. 3-spccd.
rgi2 3.i li.p. RUDGE, clutch model.
rgi2 3\ h.p. BRADBURY, Phillip-

son pulley, complete with lamp,
generator, and speedometer.

1911 3,^ h.p, SCOTT, 2-speed, " kick
starter.

I9r2 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 3-speed.
rgii 35 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter.

1354/55 £36 •igio 35 h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine
and Sidecar.

£36 I9r3 2} h.p. 2-speed VELOCE.
£36 1912 3} h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed. kick

starter, great bargain.
£38 r9r2 3!, h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
£38 rgr2 3V h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
£39 'rgir 3} h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine

and Sidecar.

£39 I9r3 2j h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed. kick

starter.

2076
8go

r272

1077
20t8
r568
912
1454

1834
1664

1054

1734
1221
I918

I2-3S

rr56

937

2063

rgSo
rgrS

1217
G.A.

1855
1056

1530

£12
£15

£20

£24
£25
£25
£25
£25

£29
£29

£30

£32*
£32
£32

£32

£33
£35

£35

£35
£35

©DFREY'S L™
2®8,Gt. Portland St

LONDON, W.
Phones : 4464, 4350, Mayfair.

1997

199 1/2

1531
1719
1275

1053

1656/7

£42

£42*

£42
£43
£43

£47

£48'

£40 TO £50.
1912 3f h.p. SC9TT, 2-speed, kick

starter, with accessories.

1912 3.^ li.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter, and cane Sidecar.

1913 3.1 h.p. PREMIER, 2-speed.

1913 7 ti.p Road Racing INDIAN
1913 3.\ h.p. NUMBER. 3-speed

free engine.

1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-5peed, kick
starter.

1912 3? h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick
starter, 1914 Blnks carburetter,

191.I type lubricator, and
Middleton Sidecar.

£50 TO £60.
2059/60 £55 *I9T3 3.? h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter, with wicker Sidecar.

1637/8 £55 *i9i3 3.\ h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed.
with torpedo cane Sidecar.

1894 £55 1913 6 h.p. Gutch ZENITH, kick

starter.

2073 /4 £59 *1914 4 h.p. B.S.A., chain drive, kick
starter, with B.S.A. coach-built

Sidecar, storm apron, luggage-
carrier, g-point suspension.

G.A £60*19133? h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter, and Millford Sidecar.

OVER £60.
1916 £68 1914 7 h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL

electric starter, etc.

1853 £69*19137 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick
starter, with Indian cane Sidecar.
with accessories.

1984 £73 *i9i4 8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 3-speed.
kick starter, chain drive, with new
Viceroy Sidecar.

1817/18 £80 *i9i4 7 Iip- INDIAN, 2-speed, kick
starter, with de Luxe coach-built
Sidecar.

1679 E9S 191^ HUMBERETTE.
Sidecar combinations.

YOU WON'T BE HAD IF YOU DEAL WITH
A STRAIGHT FIRM.

A.46 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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"JUNO" MOTOR CYCLES

AND SIDECARS
ARE THE VERY BEST.

One of the many teHtimoniuts from riders of Jimo Motor Cycles.

SIL.VER MEDAIi AWARDED.
'. S. Capstick, Esq.. 620. Mtineliester Itoad, Bradford, writes :

2iiid July. 19M.

I have been awRnlcd a Silver Medal in the Bradford Sl.C C.

Speed Trial, 011 Blubberhoiise Moor. Harrok'atii i Handicap)

witli JUNO i!-STHOKK, with a speed of jiiat over 38 miles per

hour. Tlie machine will really do more, i have not 49 out of

it several timoB."

THE "JUNO" 2J H.P. TWO-STROKE.
WRITE FOR LIST, POST FREE.
Over 150 pages, 900 illustrations.

2th. p., £26 5 or 46/3 monthly. Carr. Paid.

The sweetest running Two-stroite 00 the marl<et.

" Silent as the Night." See our List, page 8.

!i* h.c, 2-speed, F.E. £46 10 80/10 monthly.
^'

"^ Carr. Paid.

5-6 b.p., 3-speed. F.E. £61 15 106/8 monthly.
Carr. Paid.

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES.
In good order. Cash or 12 montWy payments.

MEAD -PRECISION, 3) h.p., £25.

The JUNO Model A. t5 10 10/3 monthly Carr. Paid.

Tbe JUNO Model B. £7 16 14/4 monthly Carr. Paid.

The JUNO Model C. ilOlO 19/3 monthly Carr. Paid.

The MILLFORD Model D. £6 6 tl/8 monthly
Carr. Paid.

The MILLFORD Model E. C8 IS 16/3 monthly
Carr. Paid.

The CRUISER £12 IJ 23/4 monthly Carr. Paid.
The CORVETTE £12 12 23/4 monthly Carr. Paid.

THE
WAL.I.
AUTO-
WHEEI.

Converts any

Pedai Cycle

to a motor.

Demonstration:

DaUy.
.

£16 16 or jo/ii monthly, 12 payniect^. Or tti

payments 21/- monthly. Carriage Paid U.K.
The JUNO Model F. «uh Aaio attachment £21 16

Cash or 12 payments 39/2 each.

Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd.,

C. Y. Dept

248. BISHOPSGATE, LONDON. E.C.

'Phone : Telcgrnins :

12857 Central. " Quills, London,"
Accessories on gradual payments See our aJver-

tlsemeut in " Miscellaneous " column.

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber,HUMBER Lightweight, 1913, 2h.p.. in new condi-

tion, very little used, guaranteed perfect, a
splendid solo mount; £20.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. [0550

BAEGAIN.-Lnte 1911 Humber. SV^h.p., 2-speed.
handle starting, lamp. horn, tools, and latest model

coachbuilt sidecar, undeT'Slunp. everything, including all

tyres, new condition; £27/10; without sidecar. £23.—
Apply. Box L5,785, The Motor Cycle OfQces, 20, Tudor
St.. E.G. [6291

Indian.
INDIAN, red. 1911. clutch, condition good; £34.—

Templeman, Coalville, Leicester. [X7341

5 h.p. Red Indian. 1912 model, complete with real!>
smart sidecar; £30.—Cordingley, Haslingden,

Tel. : 102. [X7823

INDIAN. 1911 model, SVjh.p.. 2 speeds, free engine,
complete with sidecar; £28/10.—Cordinglev. Has

lingden. Tel.: 102. fX7824

RED Indian 5-6h.p. Twin, 1912 model, T-T. bars, ex-
cellent (ondition

; £23. or nearest ofler.—Beacon.
Brancaster, Norfolk. [6245

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., 2 speeds, electrical equipment,
speedometer, «idei.'ar, etc. ; £68.—P. J. Erans. John

Bright St.. Birnungbum. [X7751

7 h.p. Indian, blue. 1912. 2 epeeds, free engine, kick
f^tarter, and -sidecar, new condition ; £45.—Cordinc-

ley. Haslingden.Tel.: 102. [X7832

HENDEE Special, br.and new; first rheque for £69
f^ccure-;, limited at £80 —West Lnncs. Motor Co.. Ltd..

10, Iloghton St.. Southport. [0574

INDIAN. 7h.p.. 1914. standard electrified m>"^del. new
condition £50 : with Millford sidecar £60.-42.

Leslie Rd.. Edgbaston, Birmingham. [X7747

INDIAN. 1914. 7h.p., 2 speeds, speedometer, electrii

Inmp^. electric bom. tind sidecar; £60; owner buy-
ing car.— Dixon. Daunt-sev Rectory. Chippenham. [X7336

INDIAN. 1914. 71i.p.. 2-3ppcd, eWtric lamps, horn,
Mpeedoraoter, *;oIo extra t<cat, used 3 week*;; £58:

owner American returning home.—Rey, 378. Euston Rd..
London. [6308

7 h.p. Indian, 1913'^i, with 1914 Indian sidecar, lamp,
and wind sireen. nil in tip-toji condition, hud vtTj-

little use; co-t over £100. a bargain. £78: run-J better
iinw than when new.—E.IC. 54, The Broadway, Wimble-
don. [X7772

1 Q14 Hendee Specinl, with eoachbnilt rtidecor, in royn!
Xi/ blue (MiU«i-FuIfordl. electric self-starter, born.
Iiiiiip*<, etc.. cotiipleie. fiLarcely used, in perfect condition;
75 tzn.-*.. no offer»i : owner troing abroad sole reason foi
-Miin?.—Box L5,470. The Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tud t

St. EC, [4829

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2 «reed^. F.E.. kick »itarter. speed-
X «^ ometer. flectriu head and rear lights, and horn.
Swin C.B. sidei'nr to match, wparo*:, tnbe, plugs, ralvps*.

si.iinct^. done 2.000: £65; T.T. Douglas purt.—4. South
wark Park Ed.. Bermoud.-'ej". [6250

J.A.P.
41i.p .i.A.l*. Enpined M, tr.r Cyele lor sale, perfeit

order; £20.—Cooper. Broadoak-*. Bytlpct. Surrey.
[X7739

J
.A. P.. 25ih.p. T.T.. £14: splendid condition. Bos.h

mac., very low. cut uvuy tank, new belt, tyres good:
photo: buying twin,—E. Bateman, 22a, Outrani Rd,
Addiscombe, Croydon. [6157

.InmeR.
14 Jume.>i. 4',ih.p. combination: £60.— Green. Hani

Sa. Staffoid. [X7807

JAMES. 1913. with Canuelet eidecnr, big MUgle, 3
spi'ed gear, complete with lamp eet, Lorn, etc.

;

£48 —Below.

JAMES 1914 Machines in stock, ready to ride awny;
best terms for cash, exchauce, from Elce and Co..

15. BishopsRate At.. Camomile St., E.G. [0439

1 Q12 James. 3^'|h.p., olut.b, all h.b.c, only done 2.000
j-iJ milf«. t-pleudid condition, fa.-t. ppwerf ul ; Kenuine
bargain, £22/10 —Bunker, 36, Newton Rd., Oxford

[X7327
JAMES, the bi^ single.—Ask for prices and my record

in recent trials. Exchanueri entertained; iimne
diate delivery.—T Stevens (Jamed specialist), Goorl:
St., Birmingbim. [0432

JAMES. 1914. 3'<;h.p.. standard twin, guaranteed brand
new, uncrated. unable to take delivery; cost £63.

ficcept £57, no offers.-Eos No. L5,762, The Motor CycU
Office.?. 20. Tudor St., E.G. [6220

JAMES. 1914. and Canoelet (Sidecar. 4Mh.p., big single,
2-t!pced gear bos. condition as new, guaranteed per-

fect order, complete witli lamp i«et, horn, sppcdometer,
etc., readv to ride away; £62 —Elce and Co., 15. Bisb.«p.>:-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0438

Keirv-.'Vbinfidon.

KEERT-ABINGDON, 1913. 3'^h.p.. 3-<?peed. Arm-
strong gear and chitcb. npw Fitsu fiidecar, guaran-

teed perfect order, conipleti' with lamp set. horn. tot;!^;.

very little u.«ed ; £39/10.—Eke and Co., 15, Bishopapate
At.. Camomile St.. E.C [0460

Kvnoch.
Q3.li. p. Kynoch, 3 speedu. tit complete, a grand
'W 4 machine; £30.—Cordinglev. Haslingden. Tel.

102. [X7825

19

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

NEW 1914's.

DOUGLAS, 2} b.p. 2 speed, Models U & v.. £48
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p.. w.-c. and Sidecar .. £9B 10

REX, 1914, 4 h.p.. 2-speed de Luxe £56
REX. 6 h.p., 3-speed, Sidctte £85
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed, Sidctte £77 10

SUNBEAM, 3} h.p., 3-speed £69 6
SUNBEAM, 6 h.p., 3-specd £84
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed tTt 1<

BRADBURY, 4 h.p. 3-speed, counter-shaft £63 4

BRADBURY, 6 h.p.. 3-speed £75
CONN AUGHT, 2* b.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke ... £41

LEVIS. 2l li. p.. 2-speed. 2-stroke £45
SUN-VILLIERS. ^li h.p.. i-speed, F.E £46 '0

PERFECTION, BRAMBLE, and GLORIA SIDECARS
from stock. Send tor List.

NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.
CALTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., LiRht Car ... £163

G.W.K. S h.p. Light Car, 4-specd and revcrse£150

VICTOR-PRECISION Lipht Car. complete .£115

SIRRON 10-12 h.p. 4-rvlindcr Light Car . .200 Gns
MORGAN Kunabont, sporting model £91

TRIAL KUNS BV .APPOINTMENT.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
G.W.K.. loM. done about soo £128 10

BEDELIA, 8-jo ." £39 10

G.N.. ^ h.p.. 2-speed cycle car £54 10

SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., cycle car £49 10

A.C. Snrinlile, iiKKTi.-t". -' M "d, F.E £42

1914 T.T. TORPEDO-PRECISION £41

191J BABY-LEVIS. .dm.wl is new £28 10

1914 8 h.p. W.C. WILLIAMSON Combina-
tion, with spectlometer and accessories . . 185

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, and Sidecar £49 10

IQ13 3J h.p. 3-spee<i ARIEL verv smart ... £39 10

1913 y'-g h.p. 2spccd F.E. INDIAN £52 10

1913 Now REX, 4 h.p., 2-spec-rl chain drive,

with makers" guarantee .... r<educc-d to £49 10

1913 New 6 h.p. REX Sidette. reduced to . . £65 9

1913 New t h.p. REX de Luxe, reduced to £53 2 6

1913 5-6 h.p. MULTI-RUDGE and Sidecar. . £55 10

1913 2* h.p. 2-speed LEVIS, 2-stroke £31 10

191

1

.il h.p. 2-spe.d LINCOLN-ELK and Sc. £39 10

1912 New 6 b p. REX de Luxe r.-diic.^i 10 . £45 10

1912 3,1 h.p. (2-specil N.S.U.) BRADBURY. £36 10

1912 31 h.p. BRADBURY, Bowdcu 2-spced £35 10

1912 6' n.p. 2 speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10

1912 3* b.p. 2-speed JAMES, chain drive .. . £36 10

19 1 2 6 h.p. 2-sp«-<l DOT-J.A.P £39 10

19E2C b.p. REX, 2-fpeed. Sidctte £43 10

1912 6 b.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe new £45 10

19 1 1 2-spced SCOTT, late model £29 10

1911 2-5peed 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar 139 10

1912 lj h.p. 2-soe.d BRADBURY and S'car £39 10

1912 3! h.p. F.E LINCOLN-ELK £25

ion 3i b.p. 2 speed HUMBER £27 10

191 1 3J b.p. 2-;pee<l HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15

191 1 7-9 h.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe £32 10

1911 5-b b.p. 2-specrl REXde Lu.ve £29 10

1911 3» b.p. 2-specd REX 84.5 < 80 £27 10

1911 jj h.p. Tourist REX, spring lorks £23 10

1911 2^ b.p. 2-speed Free Engine A.J.S £24 10

I9TI TT. TRIUMPH, Kramploo gear £29 10

1911 3i b.p.LINCOLN-ELK £2110
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-spced REXde Luxe £27 10

1910-11 s-'i h.p. 2-speed 1 win REX £28 10

PEUGEOT. 5-0 b.p. 3-speed Twiu £29 10

MINERVA, 3* h.p.. magneto ilS 10

N.S.U., 4 h.p.. twin £1S 10

N.S.U., 4 b.p.. 2-speed. twm £22
N.S.U., 3 n.p., 2-spted. as new £27 1

1

N.S.U., 3J b.i)., 2-5peed. spring l^rks £la 10

N.S.U., 3 b.p.. 2-speed. spring lorks £16 10

N.S.U.. 3 h.p., magneto, spring lorks £12 10

REX, 5i D.p. 2-spccd. magneto £24 10

REX, 3i h.p., 1909 Tourist ... £1910
REX, 3* b.p.. 190& Tourist, spring forks . . . £13 10

REX, 3i h.p.. 190S, Koc clutch £19 10

REX, si b.p. twin, magneto £lti 10

REX, 5\ b.p.. m.igneto. twin, handle starting £17 10

REX, 51 h.p.. magneto. 1908 mo<Jei £19 10

ARIEL."2l h.p., magelo £15 10

NIOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £13 10

CLEMENT-GARRARD, vcrticJ engine £5 15

CORONET, \ h.p., M.O.V £j 15

BRADBURY 23 h.p. vertical £8 15

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

PERFECTION Sidecars irom £5 5s.

List on aDDlicatlon. Trade enquiries welcomed.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the Issue. A49
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Cordingley
1X7827

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea=Francis.

LEA-FKANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat of motor cyclefl

early delivery t easy payments; second - hand
machines in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace.
154, Qt. Titchfleld St., W. Regent 4999. [0448

Levis.
2Lh.p. Levis Baby, just arrived; £3;
4 Haslingden. Tel.: 102.

LEVIS, 1914, 2%h.p. Baby model, excellent condi-
tion; cash price, £25.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon.

[6301
LEVIS, 1914 models, from £33/10; exchanges

quoted by return.—Collier's, Westgate, Halilax
[0388

23h.p. Levis, 2-speed, connter-shalt gear, just
4 arrived; £47/10.—Cordingley, Haslingden

Tel.: 102. [X7826

LEVIS 1914 Models in stock, ready to ride away.—
Gash or exchange, from Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-

gate Av,. Camomile St., E.G. [0552

Lincoln Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK, SMib.p., 1913, 2-epeed, free engine,

kick starter, fitted with Bramble coachbuilt side^

car, good condition : £35, bargain ; owner buying car.—
37, Tieadgold St., Notting Hill. [X7235

Little Giant.
LITTLE Giant, 2h.p., 2-speed, 25 gns. Come and have

a demoDstratiDn run. any time.—I/ongman Eros,
and Aitken, -wholesale and retail agents, 1, King St.,

A<;ton. [6144
L.M.C.

L.M.C., 1911. SVoh.p., 2-speed gear, handle starting,

sidecar, and accessories; £25.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright .St., Birmingham. [X7750

L.M.C, 2^/4h.p., Binks, new Michelin, fo.-tboards, ad-

justable pulley, Helleseus. splendid little machine,
b'.cn very little used; £15.-76. We^^t St., Harw.ich. HX

[6160
Matchless.

"VTEW 7h.p. Matchless, mag., 3 speeds, in stock; £75.
-Ll —Grose, agent, Eotherham. [X7777

1Q12 6h.p. Matchless and 6ide_c;ar, V.S. 2;speed gear.
-B-e> perfect condition, smart
Finchley, N.

£37.—Stag Works, Ea.--t

[6214

8h.p. Mai
all f-p

MATC.HLESS-J.A.P. (twin), 1913, 3-.speed, Projectile
light, coachbuilt sidecar, as new; £55'.— 6. Festiug

Grove, Southsea. [6167

MATCHLESS, 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade
supplied.-Rey, 378. Eu.^ton Rd.. and 173, Gt

I'c.rtlaud- St. [7287

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 1910, single gear model, good
order; clearance price, bargain, £24.—Layton's,

Bicester, Oxon. [6302

MATCHLESS, 19131/2, Bh.p., Gradua, perfect order,

new tyres; £45: entertain lower power part.— 61,

Clmrch St.. St. Helens. [6182

Matchlese [belt), and Ganoelet sidecar, new June,
pparen, excellent order ; owner bought cycle car

:

£55.—B. Turner, Coldstream. [X7319

"1 Q13 Sh.p. 2-speed Chain Drive Matchless and Match-
it/ less coachbuilt sidecar, perfect coriditiou, witb
acce.'isories : £62.—Harold Petty, 32, King St., Leicester.

[6061

11^13 8h.p. Chain Drive Matchless, complete with cpm-O mercial sidecar, speedometer. Lucas lamps, horn,
etc.. bought September last; any trial given; £75.—
Apply. Shimeld Bros., Leicester.

,

tX7580

7h.p. Matclileis, chain drive, 3 speeds, and tree
engine, also coachbuilt Matchless sidecar, the

most silent rnotor cycle made; £92/17; ready to drive
away. -Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.; 102. [X7828

Minerva.
MINERVA. 1911, 5h.p. twin, and sidecar, F.E., Bosch

mag., B- and B., recently overhauled, good tyres;

a bargain, £25.—Jeffery. c/o McQueen, 12, Whrtecro-e
PiaLC, Wilson St., E.G. [6288

Motosacoche.
lOl3 Motosacoche Lightweight._brand new machine;
-i-*J £25; cash or easy teims. — -

•"

Ltd., Swansea. Also at Gardifl.
K. E. Jonee (Garages),

[0548

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson. 6h-P-. 3 speeds, almost new, only used
about 1.300 miles, complete with iitments and side-

car; £70.—Turpins, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0511

"B Q 12 New Hudson, 2V2h.p. J.A.P. engine, 5-speed
J- O* gear, new Palmer cord cover back, studded
front, B104 saddle, very good condition
Robinsons, Green St., Cambricige.

£21
[0523

sear, u.sed

very little, and in perfect condition, with coach-

built .sidecar, a verj' fine medium powered outfit ;
£52.—

Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6295

i|13 New Hudson, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed and
free engine, engine just thoroughly over-

hauled, new bearings fitted, first-rate order, all

accessories; £45.—Mince, Mount Green.
,
Milnrow,

Lanes. (D) [X7412

NEW Hudson, 1912-13, 3V'h.p., 3-speed. free engine,

10/6 whistle, new P. and H. lamp set. nearly new
coachbuilt sidecar {4 points), spare cover, mirror, born,

spaie.s, tools, perfect order; £45, or nearest.- 19, Broad'
water Av.

jM^EW Hudson, 1913 (late). 3V-jh.p.,_ 3-speed

19^

ROBERTSONS
MOTORS LIMITED.
NEW 1914 MOTOR CYCLES.
DOUGLAS, Model " B " £62
B.S.A.. 3i h. p., 3-speed, chain drive £63
EOMUND-M.A.G., sj h.p., twin-cyU, 2-speed,

spring frame £63
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60
DOUGLAS, Model W .

." £52
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75 12
DOUGLAS, Model V £48
NORTON, 3i h.p., T.T. Roadster £50
BRAMBLE, IVY, MILLFORD, DALTON, and SIDETTE

SIDECARS.
NEW 1913 MOTOR CYCLES.
ZENITH. 3J- h.p.. clutch model Reduced to 847
ZENITH-GREEN, 3J h.p., water-cooled .

.

,

,

£43

SECOND-HANO
!: 1914 !!
157S.

1569.

^ S3

INDIAN, 2-speed £56
ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, large lamp and

horn, spares, etc £74

1
ALCYON, 2 h.p £24
ALCYON, ajh.p £29
15S1. DOUGLAS, Model R £40
1580. RUOSE-MULTI and sidecar £44
1 = 33. i::.S.A., 3* h.p., 2-speed £'12

IJ65. HENDERSON, 8-10 h.p.. .^cylinder £55
1553. INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed £48
1433. REGAL, 4.t b. p., 1912 frame, 2-speed £32
1542. ZENITH, 6 h.p £45
1572, ZENITH; 8 h.p., special competition machine,

large tanic, etc. £56
6.S.A., T913-14, Special, fitted with Armstrong

3-speed gear, and large tanks £45
1566.

a a

m m
1457.
:582

1579
1575
1578,

1430.

1453-

1542.

1567.

B m

na
1545-

1478.

1912
HENDERSON, 7 h p. F.E £39
ZENITH, 9 h.p., and sidecar £45
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p. F.E £35
BRADBUR Y, 3.^ h.p £25
BRADBURY, 3I h.p £27
F.N.- 5-6 h.p.. 4-cylinder. 2-speed, and Sidecar £29-

ZENITH, 8 h.p., and Sidecar £46
ZENITH 6 h.p £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p., T.T. roadster £39

1911 :;
CHATER-J.A.P., 2i h.p £18
ZENITH, 3* h.p £26

— ALSO —
1571. 1910 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p : . £15

EVOOTOH CYCLESAND SIDECARS
FOR

HI RE
Fir^lE IVIACHINES.
eviooerate: terms.
NO D EPOS IT.

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR, 5767.

15?.CiRCATP0aTLAND STRFCT,W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 1913, Canoelet sidecar, V.M.
Pillion seat, Armstrong 3-speed gear, clutch, lamps,

horns, new tFies, spares include tube, new cover, re-
tread cover, belt, plug, new valves, etc., -well worth seeing;
£45, complete.—Butterworth, 61, Duckworth St., Darwen,
Lanes.

~
[X7780

New Imnerial.

NEW Imperial Lightweight, 2 speeds; 31 ens.; in etock.
—118, Hampstead Road. [6197

NEW Imperial J.A.P., 2-speed, 31 gns.; Calthorpe
Junior, 2-speed. 25 gns. ; hoth for immediate de-

livery—JuHan, 84, Broad St., Reading. [57718

New Ryder.

NEW Ryder.—Sole London agents. Immediate de-
livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns., 2-speed

£33. No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor, Ltd.,
Wood Side Parade, North Finchley. 1745 Einchlev.

[0572
Noble.

NOBLE, 1909, 3h.p., good tyres and belt, excellent
order; £14.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

mingham. [X77f3
Norton.

1Q14 3V2h.p. 3-speed Norton, equal to new, ridden
Xt7 onlv 400 miles, complete with P. and H. lamp,
horn, etc.; £50.—Parker and Son. St. Ives. Hunts. [0496

ARGAIN List,
N.S.U.

B
ONE Sh.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Lightweight, complete

with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1913 model,
shop-soiled; £30 net.

ONE Sh.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1914 model;

£32 net.

ONE 3h-p. N.S.U. Twin cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with under-geared pulley, 1912 model; £25 net

ONE 3V2h.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with h.b.c. 2-spced gear and free engine. 1914

model, shop-soiled ; £48 net.
Cycle OlHced, 20, Tudor St.,

Box L5,421, The Mot&r
E.G. [0538

N'

N.S.U., S'ih.p., 2 epceds, free pnginc; 15 gns.—C-iptain
Hyne, Brunswick Sd., Cambcrwell. [6269

N.S.U.. 61i.p., powerful twin, 2 speeds, F.E.; £17.—
Speecliley, 45, CIiur(!li Ed., Acton. [6258

£26.— 2V-li.p 2-speed N.S.U., practically new, acee?-

sorics.-Pcrk-iuf, Maiket Place, WokingHam. [6175

NS.U.'s in -stock, immediate deliveries; exceptional

terms. Write to us and you will save money.—
I'arker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [049a

NS U , SV.li.p., maK., 2-^peed, free engine, with canoe

front sidecar, fully equipped; £18.-57, Freegrove

Rd., Ctiledonian Rd., Holloway, N. [6276

S U., 3h.p.. Brooks B105 saddle, in constaat use,

Helleseu ignition; ride away; bargain, f 9

—

Griffin, 41. Bowling Bd., Ware, Herts. ,'3:7330

N.S.U. 61i.p. Twin .and sidecar, 2 speeds, Bo.sch, Amac,
nearly new tyres and belt, perfect combination

:

£15/15, or ligbtweight. or cycle and cash.-Peat, 127.

Trentham St., Soutlitields, S.W. [6^77

N.U.T.
ABLTEST deliveries of tlie famous N.U.T.—The
"West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Soutbport. [0556

1914, single geared, as new; best

W. S. Life, 10, Cumberland Ed..
[0573

O.K.
K 2-si)eed, 2h.p. ; £30 ; in stock ; trial machine,

ready.—118, Hampstead Eoad. [6198

Perfect.

3V''li.p.. 3-epeed. coachbuilt sidecar;
" - -156, Ladyp;nl Ed..

[X7774

U.T., 23.ih.p. T.T^
offer secures.-

E
N
Southport,

O
-|Q14 Perfect, .. .

J-t/ £40..olfers: w^onld separate.

-

Birmingham.
P. and M.

Pand M., 3V'h.p., and wicker sidecar, good running

order. F.E., 2-speed; £20.—White, Confectioner.

Wokingham. " [6169

1 Q14 P and M. Motor Cycles; delivery from stock;

Li/ cash or easv terms.—E. E. Jones (Garagesl, Ltd.,

Swansea. Also at Cardifl, • [0545

Pand M., new, and uncrated : owner unable to take

delivery; list price £65; for immediate sale: what
rffersP—No. "6,561, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

[S7719
PHELON and Moore. Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., have

several good second-hand P. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect

order.-Can be seen at above address. [0131

Precision.

PRECISION Junior, 2-speed model, quite new; cost

£27, bargain, £22/10.—Bunting, Harrow. [X7847

1 014 4Mh.p. Precision, U. and I. sidecar, new May,
-Ltf 3-speed Sturmey, hood, accessories; £50, lowest.—

Halsted, Sun St., Hitchin. [X7335

41h p. 1913 Precision and C.B. sidecar, Armstrong
4 gear, IDruids, "Bosch, Avons, B.B. carburetter,

perfect; £38.-95, Eeplingham Ed., Southflelds. [6148

6 h.p. Precision Twin, late 1913, new, complete with

Eisemann mag., and silencer: £17/10, or nearest

oiler, cost £27.—The St. Vincent Motor and Cycle Co.,

Ltd., 161-169, North St., Glasgow. [X7726Letchworth. [6262

A50 All tetters delating to advertisements should giiote the number at the end ot each adverlisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

lyENITH-GRADUA. SV^liP- twin, counter^liaft.

Co..

sloik; 59 gns.
Ltd., 7. Bath

-Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car
Kd., E.XL'ter. [0505

SJLh.p. Zenith and sidecar, in excellent running order,
2 tirst-clasd engine; owner bought car; £27, or near

offer.-Capt. Barnes, Heatherdene. Fleet. [0576

ZENIIIt-GEADUA. SVah.p. twin, couriter-shaft, in
stock : 59 giiH.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co., Ltd., 28, Tavistock Ed., riyruouth. [0568

ZENITH 1914 Machines in stock, ready to ride
away: be-st terms for cash or exchange, from Elce

and Co., 15, Bishopsgata Ay., Camomile St., EC. [0491

~|Q13 8h.p. Zenith, large head light and generator.
XiJ good tyres, and belt, t^pares, practically new tor-

pedo cane sidecar, all complete, little used : cost £90.
accept £63/10.-Apply, 2, Welbeck Kd., Southport. [6290

ZENITH Cycle, 7h.p., kick starter. 1913"2. Miller
lights, Cowey speedometer, MiUford ccachbuilt side

car, good as new, less than 3.000 miles: cwi over £100.
best offer accepted.— I'ercifred Harrison, Dentist, Cov
entry. 'Phone: 1039. [0576

Misceiifiiicittia.

NE Sll.b.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1912 model; £20 net.

ONy> £14'14 Bramble Sidecar. sliop-Boiled onlr;
£10/10 net.-Box L5.421. The Motor Cycle Offlce3.

20. Turlor St.. E.C fOSJ-r

"IQ14 P. and M., 3V'h p., absolutely new; immediate
Xt/ delivery; price £65.

1 Q 14 Scott, 3^11. p., new immediate delivpry ;
price

•LtJ 65gnd. ; also Gloria eiidetar, reduced, price £14.

IQl'^ Rover, 3Vjh.p., new; immediate delivery; price
J-t./ £58; also Gloria eidecar. reduced, price £14.

IQl'l Houglas. 3V.h,p., slichtly nsed: iimuediate de-
X«^ livery; list prii e £62. wiat offers?

SEVERAL good second-hand motor cycles for sale tit

tlearance prices; Ariel, Rudge, Calthorpe, Im-
IKTiiil Precision, etc.

A LSO a few good coachbuilt sidecars ; offers entertained.

FURTHER Pnrticulara on application to The Dura-
fries ai-.tur Co., Ltd., Englwli St., Dumfries.

[X7G07
fZ-Gn.-p. Motor Bicycle and Sidecar, coil; barcain.O £18.-34. Hereford St., Hull. [X7369

EAGLES.-Biadbury. 4h.p. (89x891, N.S.TJ. 2-?re«l
ge.ir. free en^'ine, with Phcenix £14/14 sidecar;

£52, or (-eparately.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, 1911. m.o.v., Bo.sch,
lute-^t pattern spring forks, 2-speed gear, fine eide

< ar macliine: £30.

EAGLES-Biit-,Tap. 61i.p.. 1912-13, chain drive, 2
r^pet'ds with rliiMi, kifk starter, and Gloria coach-

built sidecar; any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.—Moto.'^acoche, 1911. 2h.p.. m.o.v.. Bosch,
variable gear, free engine. Druid forks; £12/10.

EAGLES.— 6h. p. Bat-Jap. 1911, spring frame, excel-
lent condition; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Premier, 1912, 2'/oh.p., Armstrong 3-speed
gear, free engine, new con<lition; £24/10.

EAGLES.-Radco.
used, as new;

1914. 2'4h.p.
£19/10,

2>8troke, slightly

EAGLES.-N.S.U. e^/i-h p. twin, late 1913 late-t improv,-
ments, 2 speeds, free engine, spring frame, drip

feed lubrication, gear controlled from handle-bar, kick
starter, Millford's Corvette coachbuilt sidecar, new con-
dition, all accessories; £52; any trial.

EAGLES. -Alldays Mntchl&se, 3Vjh.p., Inte 1912, 2
speeds, fiee engine, footboards, with coachbuilt side-

car; £35.

EAGLES.—N.S.D. 6h.p. twin. 2 speeds, free engine,
coachbuilt latest pattern sidecar, all accessories-

£40-

EAGLES.-
speeds.

'Kerry-Abingdon. 3ti;h.p.. late 1912. 2
free engine, new condition; £28/10.

I^AGLES.-Motosacoche, 2>{;h.p.. late 1912. variabl
-J gear, free engine, fine condition; £19/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 3',i.h.p. (85x88). special
model, very fast; £22; new condition.

EAGLES.-Triumph. 1912
6on pulley: £33.

T.T

clutch model, with Philip

EAGLES,—Any of the above can be had on approval
"The Mntdi Cycle" deposit system, or deferred

payments arraneed.—Eagle> and Co., tligh St.. Acton
Tel.: 556 Chiswick. CX7797

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, mag., genuine Triumph engine, all

2 accessories; £15/10, a bargain.— 169a, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. [X7769

r-N, Engined 2^ih.p. Lightweight, Bosch mag.. B. and
B. carburetter, in sound running order: £12.—

Eyfleet Eng. Co.. Weet Byfleet- [6013

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms), 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X9705

SEVERAL Second-hand Magneto Motor Cycles.
Bradburys, F.N.s, B.S.A.. Triumphs, etc.; cash

or exchange.—Young. Bury Rd,. Newmarket. rsg^]

GEZT^ IT AT,

lAYLORS
UUE are Sole London and District Agents for

the famous A.J.S. Motor Cycles. Winner
ot the 1914 T.T. Both Trade and Retail supplied.

Also Special Agents lor Clyno, Williamson,

Enfield, Triumph, Douglas, and the popular Wall

Auto-wheel. Official Stockists for Rex Spare

Parts, and Sole London Agents for the F.B.

tiMo-st/oke.

1914
MACHINES IN STOCK

WILLIAMSON 3 h.p. Combination, w.c. £105
LEA-FRANCIS, 3!, h.p £68 5
P. & M. i! b.p., 2-5poed £65
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., model U £48
F,B., ;i h.p. 2-stroke £26 5

1914 SIDECARS.
MILLFORD Corvette £12 12
MONTGOMERY CoachbuUt £10 10

GLORIA No. 5 £23 2 6

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
WILLIAMSON 1914 Combination, used
only for demonstr.ition run ; cost £105 £93

INDIAN Hendce Special 1914 Combina-
tinn, hardly used, self-starlcr £78

HUMBER, 1914, 3i h.p., water cooled,

and splendid coaclibuilt sidecar, nearly

new £65
DOUGLAS 1914, 2| h.p., Model W, run
only 1 "^oo miles £42

DOUGLAS, igi4. ^i h p.. Ladies' Model,
run 7*^0 miles, a bargain £44

HENDERSON, loij, 8 h.p., and 1914
co.Tcht'iiilt sidecar £55

WANDERER, 1913. 3 h.p. tvvin, spring

frame, hardly used, cost £45 £18 10

P. & M , 191;, 2 speed £37 10

REX DE LUXE, 191 1, 3 h.p., 2-speed,

.ind sidccir £26
TRIUMPH 1911, clutch model £24
TRIUMPH. 11)11, 2-spoed, and coach-

hiiili Sidecar £32
ZENITH, gradua gear, and Sidecar £31

WANTED
pood, sound, second-hand motor cycles to sell on
commission. Cheque paid promptly when sold.

NOTICE.
Special arrangements have been marie for

the prompt supply of MOTOR CYCLES,
ACCESSORIES, CLOTHING, and SPARE
PARTS for MOTOR CYCLIST
VOLUNTEERS. Our Midland

representative will personaHy attend to all

spare parts for machines from manu-
facturers direct when temporarily out of

stock in London.

SEND FOR A COPY OF THE BIG
TAYLOR CATALOGUE—IT IS FREE

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, Alfred Place, LONDON. W.C,

'Phone: Museum 1240.

Telegrams :
*' Dynametro, Westcent, London."

k_7 IIUUI JX *.U £J UC unit; lu Ki » I" I

J

at the minimum price? This cranted.
to pas3 U3 for anything sidecari^^h. We cuiueuu we iiuTe

more variety and cive infinitely tetter raltie than i^

offered elaewliere. It's ea^iy to prove. Send for li-ta

{which will clinch the argument and make a satit^fleJ

curtomerl. Hood-i. wind pcreen?;. hodieia, chafwis. Iiis-

gage grid, etc.—Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone 999.
[XI 703

MILLS-FULFOED Sidecar, wicker h:dy. quickjoints:
£3U0.—169a, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. rX7770

4ih p Ivv-rrecir^ion. torpedo pidef'fir. nearlv new.—
4 Grovr 224 Ffre SI.. Upper Edmontoa. rX7351

An letters relating to advertisements should auote tbc number at the end of each adveitlseaient, and the date of the issue A53
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MOTOR CYCLLS FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TRIUMPHS (1914}. Douglas. Clyno. B.S.A., Indian,
Ivy. New Had?ou. from stock; carriage paid any-

where. Try us.— Clifford Motoriee, Eastwood, Notts. [6174

SEND for Clearance List of niotjr cycles; Rovers,
Singers, Triumphs, Dougla.^. American Excelsior,

Rudgea, Norton, etc.—Tweedale Aimstead Motors, Ltd.,
Magdalen bt.. Oxford. [6270

INDIAN, 1914. T.T., Lucae lamp, horn, etc., 12 gn.
sporting sidecar, £52. bargain; Trivimph, 1913,

F.E., lamp, horn, etc., spare bars, bargain, £32/10.-125,
Maiden Rd., New Mulden, Surrey. [6170

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycle3.-W6 have a large etock
01 machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morritj Garages. Oxford.
[0314

FOR Sale, 6h.p. twin and sidecar. Whittle belt, B.
and B., h.b.c. carburetter, new Dunlops, Chater-

Lea spring forks. No. 2, ae new; owner no time for
riding; sacrifice £24.—Apply, W.B., 4, Danbrook Rd..
S.W. By appointment. [6222

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make ol motor cycle
on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex-

changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-
posal. Tuition free. Please lavour us with a post-
card.—Lamb's. ]51. High St.. Walthamstow, and 50.
High Rd., Wood Green. [0533

ONE 1914 Scott, 8 weeks old, done 800 miles. £48;
one 1912 Triumph, free engine, and eidecar, £35,

or ofIer<?; one 1912 Tl. Rudge. £25; one 1913 Douglas
model W, £33; one 1914 new Scott, thop-soiled. £60;
one 1910 3',{:li.p. standard Brown, £14: one 1914 3h.p.
Enftpld, ehop-soiled, £38.—Attwooda Garage, Ecclesliall,
Staffs. [S7724

1 Ol4 4h.p. Free Engine Triumph, aa new, racy, all
At/ aCLC^sorie:!, £57; 1914 5-6h.p. Ariel and sidecar.
3-speed. lump, speedometer, etc.. as new, in wonderful
tune, £80. no offers; Radco 2-stroke, jii-^t out ol crate,
£23; Minerva, l-'jih.p.. good condition. £5)10; Minerva
engine, 2-uh.p.. £3/10; Taylor engine. SMrhP- £3/10;
lightweight motor cycle, iesa engine. £3/10, Chater-Lea.
-Apply, 1. The Broadway, Mu^well Hill. [6147

IF i*ou Want a reliable mount at a low price, call or
write to Morgan aud Maxwell. The General

Motoiieti, 80. High Rd.. Strcatliiim. Alldays, Antuine»5,
Jiats, Bradbury*;, Campiou*^, Centaurs, Douglas, En-
Ilelds, F.N-'s, Humbers. Indians. J.A.P.'s, New Hudsone,
Keios, Rudgeig, Scotts, Triumphs. Zenith?. We have
M.lt,, Senr^iiray. Binks carburetters, magnetcs. engines.
lyietf, pluga of all makes, toolo-. tubed, Albion, Roc,
MuboQ. and other clutches and gears. Write us your
ctjuiiements, and we will do our best to satisfy yon.
We have reicntly supplied several machines for military
tmrposes. We can eupply you with a reliable motor
ycle or cycle car. [X7842

THE South-Eastern Garage (late Palmer and Kit-
son). Herno Hill Station, Jjondon. S.E.. offer the

[ollowiog bargains, which are all guaranteed to be in
perfect running order : 1910 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.U.,
£20; 1913 Williamson, W.C, and 2-£cat. sjdecar. X60;
1912 Kerrv-Abirtgdon, 2-.-^pced, and sidecar, ;£35; 4h.p.
Roc. 2-spced. sidecar, £22; 1911 2-speed DouE^as, £22;
1909 2-speed Triumph. £26; 3h.p. Quadrant, £8;
2h.p. 1914 Calthorpc. 2-speed. £22; 2Vjh.p. 1914
Douglas. 2-sp€Cd £40; 6h.p. 1914 coi:nter-?haft Zenith,
£56; 3',-h^. 1912 Ivy-Precision. £25; 1908 3'/>h.p.

Antoine. F.E.. £12; 1914 4h.p. Wolf. 3-speed,
£45; 1913 3'Ah.p. Ariel. T.T.. £35; 6h.p. 1911
Matj-hless. .£30; S'/.h.p. 1912 Triumph, £33. 1913
Kendall cycle car. 8h.p. .7. A.P., hood, screen, £70.
Sidecars from 35 /-. Acces50rio.«—New Mabon clutch,
suit lightweight. £2; Triunipli pattern bars, all 5 con-
trols. 25/-; 5-6h.p. W.C. engine. U.H. iQas-> Stewart-
Precision carbuictrer. suit cytle car. .£9; 3b p. Minerva
engine, £3: carburetters, horns, inner tubes, covers,

b'lts, etc. Write for lists.—Soutb-Eastern Garage, as

above. [8451

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC.. FOR HIRB
FOR Hire, sidecaia. 7/6 per day. £1 per week.--Rey.

378, Euston Rd.. and 173. Gt Portland St.. W.
(4975

MOTOR Cars and Cycle for hire, day or week;
terms on npplicatinri.—Rey. 378. Euston Rd.. and

173. Gt. Portland St . W. [4974

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAR, water-cooled. 4h.p., 2-speed gear; trial,

examination, an v timf : £15; part exnhantje
considered.—16. North Rd.. Saltash. [X7414

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
1VTELVTLLE Sidecars, Halifax.—Melville Sidecars,PELVILLE

Halifax.

HOULD a Firm who absolutely manufartnre ^^idecnre
' from A to Z be able to give the maximum vnlue

fi miniinnni nricp? ThiR pmntprl you cannot fiord
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NEW AND
SECOND-
HAND

WACHIHES

for all

SEBVICES
at

SPECIALLY

REDUCED
PRICES.

Call or Write:

Eastern Garage
Company,

Official Repairers :

R.A.C, A. A. &. M. U., A. C. U.

418. ROMFORD ROAD,

FOREST GATE, E.

Telephone :

10 Stratfoi'd.

Telegrams :

" Egaraco, London."
C.D.C.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
1*TIDDLET0N'S Record Breakers.

TERRIFIC Speed at Highgate. Mr. riding
flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,

stopped, turned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h,
' Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cows
laughed, dogs barked. See local rags

TESTIMONIAL.—Sirs,—Your flyer is I.T. I never
need ride alone now, it's a proper bird catcher.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecar, the only one to do 60
uphill, Manchester hill-climb.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal track
records, won 5 golds in Exeter trial, 7 golds

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc.

FRENCHMEN, Note.—Grand Prix de Fontainbleau

:

500 c. class won with Middleton sidecar.

VAL SUZON Hill-climb.—Middleton's sidecars win
350 C.-500 c. classes.—Agents : 26,"^ue D'armenon-

viUe, Neuilly. Paris.

MIDDLETON'S Agent, Rey, Gt. Portland St., and
Euston Rd.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars, 27, Stroud Green Rd.,
Finsbury Park. N. 'Phone : Hornsey 1584.

[5394

LATEST Model Coachbuilt Sidecar, underslung, new
condition.—Apply, Parkinson, Builder, Chatterits.

[6292
PERFECTION Sidecars, finest value out, prices from

^5/5; get our list.—CoUiers, Westgate, Halifax.
[0489

COACHBUILT Sidecar Body, not used, side door;
£2 / 7 / 6.—Mold, Furniture Dealer, Victor St.,

Grimsby. [X7349

GLORIA Sidecar, 18 gn. model, only run 500 miles
will fit B.S.A. or similar frame; 12 gn^.- Byfleet

Auto. Co., We^t Byfieet. [6015

FOR the Best Value in complete coachbuilt sidecars
or bodies only, write to Northampton Sidecar

1
Co., 13-17, Silver St., Northampton. [X7413

SIDWELL Original Boat Sidecar, a'/^in. tyre, 4-point
attachment, complete with Lifebuoy and eearch-

'light; what ofllcrs?-182. Broad St., Coventry. [X7765

"j Ql^l Millford, Montgomery, Watsonian, Fitsu, Ivy.
J- *J and other makes in stock, to fit any macliine,
from Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.

E.G. [0480

CANOELET, Swan, and Middleton record breaking
Sidecar; trade supplied.—Sole wholersale agent Lon-

don, Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd.. and 173, Gt. Portland
St., W. [2629

GENUINE James Canoelet Sidecar, cost £13/13, com-
plete with stand, 4-point suspension locker, apron,

cushion. Clincher Dreadnought: £9/9, lowest.— Millard.
CJiestei- field. [X7837

WELDED Sidecars—Purcells' art catalogue oT
welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued

;

30 models; trade quoted.-Purcells, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [3760

P.M.C. Sidecaie from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
catalogue fully ilhistrating the various modeled and

patent P.M.C. quick fit couplings.—The Premier Motoi
Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0154

PHCENIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-
plete with tyres ; immediate delivery. Send lor

illustrated list of ditfevent design- chassis and bodies
Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in st'H'l;

—Phoenix Motors, Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depot), 736, HoUo
way Rd., Londnn, N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0i35

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
be first-class fiiiish and remarkable value; best

jacing designs on tlie market; liglit bodies for low
power machines a speciality; make no purchase without
seeing ours; several shop-soiled sidecars ofllered cheap.—
Stokes, and Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Rd., Leicester. [0190

CYCLE CARS.

A.C. Light Car, slightlv shop-soiled; list £175, sel
£150.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 102.

[X7833
G.W.K., 1913, 8h.p., lamps, horn, hood, screen, ex-

cellent order; £95.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [X7756

ALLDATS Midget, 1913, 8h.p. twin, hood, screen,
lamps, etc.; £85.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X7754

HUMEERETTE, 1913, 8h.p. twin, air cooled, all

acces-sories ; £75.—P. J. Evane, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X7755

LAGONDA, £150; Calthorpe, £168; Victor, £95.
£115; G.W.K., £150. £157/10; keen exchanges,—

Motories, 16, Westgate, Halifax. [0488

C HATER-LEA Cycle Car, 2-3eat., 7-9h.p. Peugeot, 3-

speed. chain drive, lamps, screen, nearly new; ex-
change comhination ; 56 gns.— 9, West Hampstead Mews.
N.W. [62'i0

MOTORETTE, 6-7h.p.. water-cooled, 2 speeds, free
engine, hood and screen, good condition; £40.

—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-
raingham. [0527

HUMEERETTE. 1914, water-cooled model, brown,
Stepney, studded tyre, all toole, hood, screen, lauips

;

muf^t sell: accept £90 cash; any trial,—N., 11, Raympad
|Av., Thornton Heath. S-W. [6253

TBE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.

GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL THROUGH.

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers

Fit Them.

i LEATHER—^'~^"
^I N COVERED,--.;:-
7,

)

LINKS.

9d. each.

BELT
PUNCHES.

I. h 1. u-

1/- each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT
PUNCH.

Two Sizes—

(J to 1). a to 1|).

S.T.ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Aj4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iEsne.
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"Carry On."

THE
simple and noble advice of the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer aliould be the

watchword in every office and factory

during this crisis. Every possible nerve

should be strained to keep the trade flag

flying, for the pennant of the merchantman is

as vital to our life as the ensign of the battleship:

No army or nation can fight or even exist on an
empty stomach, and if there is any state into

which the country may sink which would be
more favourable than another to our foes it

would be the state produced by vast bodies of
artisans being cast out of employment for a pro-

longed period. Therefore it is necessary tor each
and every manufacturer to keep his doors open
to the last possible instant, and not to rush to

close through any sudden scare or panic. Witli

the industry with which this journal is more
intimately associated there should be no reason
why work should not run on normal lines for
some time to come, and, indeed, if affairs go
well with us and our allies in the struggle there
is no reason why the motor cycle industry should
be seriously inconvenienced at all. Large
Government orders have, already been secured,
and a great number of new machines have been
snapped up by enthusiastic volunteers, and it is

inevitable in the course of time that many of
these machines will require replacing and many
Further new ones will be acquired. Surely,
then, this is sufficient reason why manufacturers
should build for stock. The trade has had two
years of great prosperity and is in a better con-
dition than ever before to shed a few immediate
profits. It must also be remembered that when
large numbers of new machines are wanted they
will be wanted immediately. Any delays in
delivery would be fatal. This is a vital reason
why reasonably sized stocks might well be
accumulated. Thanks to the efficiency of our
Navy, the usual trade channels are open, so that
the demand for motor cycles in the Colonies and
Overseas Dominions should be sustained, and.
indeed, we are bordering upon the period wher.

the demand for Overseas mounts is most pro-

nounced, and our great trade rivals ready to

take advantage of it.

We hear of a number of important firms of

motor cycle manufacturers who, having con-

sidered the crisis most carefully from every

standpoint, have decided to keep on manufac-
turing steadily, having sufficient confidence in

the quality of their products to know that sooner
or later the demand for them will be brisk. After

all, with the present shortage of horses due to the

demands of the Army, power-propelled vehicles

are bound to be pressed into service for a hundred
and one different purposes. Business men, doctors,

travellers, farmers, and veterinary surgeons
are sure to take up the motor cycle in increasing

numbers, and as regards the sidecar the field for

this type of machine would appear to be even
more pronounced. By the simjile expedient of

changing the type of body, business men have
in the sidecar outfit a rehable low-priced vehicle

costing little to run and able to perfonn hard
work over scattered areas day in and day out.

Even if petrol supplies did become scarce the
owner of the business sidecar would suffer least

on account of the economy in petrol consumption
of these handy three-wheelers. Manufacturers
who had not realised the new openings for their

goods automatically brought about by war con-
ditions should at once give attention to these
subjects and other possible developments in

order to cope with the demand.
The country generally becomes calmer every

day, and there is promise, and indeed a strong
likelihood, that business will approach its normal
scale in the near future. During war there must
naturally be anxieties and difficulties for those
engaged in international trade, but one feels

that there has been a little too much nervousness
displayed. The country, we are told, is full of
food and full of money, and, therefore, we
appeal to motor cycle manufacturers in general
to assist in the prevention of unemployment, and
remember that the welfare of the nation is

governed by the welfare of the individual.
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Hints for Beginners.
FIRST INSTALMENT:

The Arrival of the New Mount

SPARK LEVER

AIR LEVER

THROTTLE LEVER

THE popularity of the motor cycle is increasing

by such leaps and bounds that there must be

nowadays hundreds of owners who have a very

limited knowledge of the mechanical working of their

machines. This is a high proof of the reUabiUty

of the modern motor cycle, but it is obvious that the

owners could save themselves much troiible and con-

siderable expense if they were in possession of a few

elementary facts concerning the care and running of

their mounts. It is for this class of owner, and for

the prospective purchaser who is not imbued with

mechanical knowledge, that the following notes are

written, and the expert will find little to interest him

unless some of the simple tips remind him of troubles

in the days gone by. As it would be obviously impossible

to give separate directions for each make of machine

it is necessary to generalise, and

the advice given will be found

suitable for most fairly modern
machines.

The First Things to be Done.

The first thing to do on

taking over a new machine is

to study carefully the booklet

which is usually supplied by
the makers for any hints apply-

ing specially to that particular

make to be found therein.

Before any attempt to start

the engine is made, a thorough
inspection should be carried out,

and any loose nuts, bolts, etc.,

.should be carefully tightened,

but not over-screwed, as this may damage the threads.

See that the number-plates and any accessories are

firmly fixed and will not vibrate or rattle and that the

tyres are properly inflated. Test the riding position,

and, if uncomfortable, make any slight alterations that

are possible to ensure maximum comfort.

Now fill up the tanks, taking care that the drain

tap is closed. Only a high-grade lubricant should be
used. The bicycle parts should be lubricated, and,

if the engine has not been previously run, two or three

charges of oil should first be injected into the crank

case and the pump refilled so that another charge may
be. injected slowly when the engine has been started.

It is a good plan when dealing with a new engine

to mix a full tablespoonful of oil with each gallon

of petrol in the tank. This is apt to make the car-

buretter a little oily, but this does no harm and the

mixture helps to lubricate the piston, which is often

rather tight when new.

Starting the Engine.
Now test the throttle and air slides of the carbu-

retter and see that they are working freely, and then

A typical handle-bar showing usual position of controls.

set the throttle lever about a quarter open and the

air closed. Advance the spark lever for about two-

thirds of its range, and turn on the petrol and slightly

flood the carburetter by pressing down the small knob
on the float chamber. Then inject a few drops of

paraffin or petrol into the cylinder. A fixed gear model
must be placed on the stand, and the engine revolved

by the pedals with the exhaust valve lifter raised. As
soon as the engine is turning over freely the exhaust

lift lever should be released and the engine should fire.

If a- gear be incorporated with the machine, the

method is usually to place the lever in the high gear

notch, depress the clutch pedal, and proceed as before

except that it is not necessary to place the machine
on the stand, and the pedals will probably be replaced

by a kick starter. These remarks do not apply to all

types of gear. If the engine

will not fire, examine the plug

points and high tension wire

terminals, and see that they are

clean and firmly attached.

Then disconnect the lower end
of the petrol pipe and see that

the flow is quite free. It is

quite likely that the engine will

fire unevenly and emit black'

smoke from the silencer, in

which case gradually open the

air lever till these symptoms
cease. Now take a seat on the

machine and get accustomed
to the feel of the controls

(especially " the brakes), but
never race the engine running

light, as diis may quickly cause much damage.
If no clutch is fitted it is best to push the machine

until it attains a fair speed and then release the

exhaust lifter, taking care to be in such a position that

it may be quickly raised again if the machine starts too
fast. A machine with no clutch or pedals may some-
times be started on the stand by smartly pulling round
the back wheel, but this is not advisable for the novice

as it is easy to hurt one's hand on the mudguard.

Some Useful Driving Hints.
No amount of written instruction will teach an

owner to drive perfectly, as it is a matter of " feel,"

confidence, and practice, but there are a few simple
suggestions which may help to put the beginner on
the right road. Keep your spark as far advanced as
possible provided the engine does not knock. Give as

much air as possible, provided the engine does not
begin to run slower, misfire, or spit back through the
carburetter. If the engine knocks on a hill slightly

close the air lever, should knocking continue retard

the spark lever. If the engine labours, change to a
lower gear ratio.

RONT BRAKE
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The Latest Speed Dodge.
I was inspecting a rather special engine tlie other

week when its owner offered to bet a small assembly
of experts that none of them could guess the means
by which its high rate of revolution was obtained.

The secret—wheR he disclosed it—turned out to be
aluminium alloy pistons in conjunction with phosphor
bronze piston rings, and the cognoscenti were appro-
priately surprised. I wonder if many of our track
experts have tried the dodge. It is, of course, common
knowledge that many aviation engines have phosphor
bronze rings, and I haye heard it claimed that they
generate less friction than the normal type, and do not
gum up quite so badly. We may see them on standard
touring engines yet.

Electric Lighting.
One consequence of the standardisation of electric

lighting dynamos (during the seasons of 191 5 and
1916) will be a tremendous increase in night riding.

At present, though motor cars are habitually used
at night by the majority of owners, motor bicycles
are comparatively seldom seen out after dark. The
reasons are not wholly concerned with lighting

problems; you can go to a ball or dinner or theatre
very comfortably in a car, but the conventional
costume is hardly suited to motor cycling. Then 50%
of the cars on the road are

driven by chauffeurs well prac-

tised in night driving; whereas,
the average owner of both
motor car and motor cycle has
done little night work and is

secretly rather nervous about it.

However, lighting problems
bulk very large in the contrast.

Motor cycle generators are

small, and can only give a

steady and prolonged illumina-

tion in skilful hands. Motor
cyclists have often little leisure

and do not care to face the

mess of cleaning a genera-

tor for the sake of a short

evening spin. I found that

the adoption of dissolved acety-

lene more than doubled the

annual distance of my night

riding, for it eliminated dirt

and anxiety. I have no doubt
that the standardisation of

dynamo lighting will have a

similar influence on thousands
of riders within the next two
years, and I hope the increased

popularity of night work will

react upon our warning and
direction posts. It is already

a simple matter to ride by night in familiar

localities, but I find it very tricky work to

tour in the dark, even if by " tour " I mean nothing

more exacting than adding twenty or thirty miles to

a day's spin which has carried me into unfamiliar

districts. The road ahead requires much closer study;

warning posts are practically invisible ; a glance does

not reveal the difference between a main road and a

by-way at a fork ahead ; signposts and milestones easily

slip past unperceived ; and the dazzle of the gas lamps
in towns prevents one from sighting the direction

boards fixed to buildings. One hopes that a huge
influx of night riders would inspire the authorities to

adorn all road direction posts and plates with green
reflex mirrors or other helps to route-finding by night.

Detachable Wheels.
Long experience of mending punctures had made

me rather contemptuous of detachable wheels on solo

machines—their superiority on sidecar outfits is natu-

rally obvious. However, the other week I modified

my scorn a little. I was riding a machine thus

equipped, and with characteristic hauteur I was about

to mend the inevitable puncture with the wheel in the

forks. At the last moment I decided to have the

wheel out, wickedly hoping I might find something to

criticise. Actually, there was a very marked increase

All motorists, except those with local numbers, are stopped at the Birmingham city

boundary lor identification purposes. In the photograph, a constable is seen examining

the licence of a Matchless sidecar owner.
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A Rover sidecar combination which is attached to the Warsvickshire

Yeomanry. It regularly carries three.

in comfort and convenience. I took the wheel to a

comfortable bank of turf eight feet from the edge of

the road, and dangled it on my knee in luxury.
_
I

bounced the wheel to shake off the accumulated grit,

instead of laboriously mopping out the cover with a

damp rag. When the tyre was back in the rim I

.
bounced the wheel as a preventive of nips, instead of

hurting my fingers by " rolling " the edge of the cover.

Moreover, as the cover in question was brand new,

>-

of large section and incredibly stiff, I was very glad to

have a decent chance to get three levers to work on

it—a job that is awkward with a fixed wheel. Alto-

gether, I returned home a determined convert, and full

of the conviction that my 1915 utility hack must have

detachable wheels at any -cost.

Notched Ringed Pipe Unions.
It would be interesting to hear a practical engineer's

defence of the notched rhig pipe unions so dear to

some designers. For my own part I have conceived

an inveterate prejudice against them. I never liked

them on exhaust pipes, where they most frequently

occur ; the tiny hook prong on the C-ended removing

tool always snaps off as soon as the heat and rust

have tightened the threads up, and, until it snaps,

you have to change the bolt about a dozen times

to shift the union. After it has snapped, you rejoice

that your conscience is temporarily free to knock the

abomination loose with a punch and a hammer; until

the punch removes all edge 'from the notches, and

then you fall to cursing and buy the biggest pair

of gas pliers imaginable! Joking apart, a hexagonal

union on which a wrench can exert even pressure all

the way round is surely more convenient and
mechanical. When I get a double union of this type

on the inlet pipe of a twin, supplemented by a spanner

which does not fit it, I dissolve into tears.

Twin-cylinder inlet unions certainly take a bit of

designing. It is difficult to get a pair of big hexagonal

nuts to register with dead truth. The split pipe

with a crampbolt is easy to handle, provided you can
slide the carburetter stub sufficiently far along it to

stop air leaks J and this is awkward, because you
cannot clump any part of a carburetter with a mallet.

Give me for preference the two-nut flange fitting

as employed on the 1914 Douglas.

•••—<-

Petrol Consumption Trials.
A Suggestion lor the More Effective Holding of Club Tests.

FOR some time it has been felt that the split

second and secret check method of finding a

winner in reliability competitions left much to

be desired and robbed such events of much of their

enjoyment, hence many excellent

means have been devised to differ-

entiate between the performances of

those who have made non-stop runs,

such as flexibility and acceleration

tests, stopping and starting on hills, ^^^^p
brake tests, etc., and, were it not for -^^^^^^^^

the difficulty of measuring the spirit

correctly, petrol consumption might
well be regarded as a final test of

efficiency. It is, however, by no
means easy to measure the petrol in an
ordinary motor bicycle or cycle car

tank with the instruments usually at

hand; inequality of the ground, the ,, , -^ 1 -

expansion of the spirit over a hot
able for attachment to existmg motor bicycles

^ . 1 .

,

. r or, by means oi screws, to the dashboard ot
engine, and other varying factors may

^.y^ig ,^3
all account for small inaccuracies

which may well affect the result considerably.

In view of these difficulties we suggest that the

A.C.U. should acquire a moderate number of small

A suggested form of petrol container suit-

supplementary tanks holding, say, a quart of spirit.

These could be made quite cheaply, and should be so

designed that they could easily be fixed temporarily

to motor cycles and cycle cars, and should slope at

the base in such a way as to ensure

that the last drop of spirit should

find its way into the carburetter,

preferably through a flexible tube.

The A.C.U. could then hire the

tanks out to clubs for their com-
petitions. We believe that many
clubs which could not afford to pur-

chase a supply would gladly hire

these tanks. Elaborate finish and
fittings would be quite unnecessary

:

if a bracket shaped like an inverted

L were attached to one side to keep
them from slipping down, the tins

could be strapped to the side of

the petrol tank, a piece of felt

having been placed betyt^een to pre-

vent scratching. The competitors'

machines could then be run to a standstill, and
the results calculated on the A.C.U. consumption
formula.
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A Miniature Rotary Valve Engine.
An Unusual Design for a Lightweight.

ALTHOUGH the
rotary valve has

received a certain

Amount of attention from

i:ar manufacturers, it is

Beldom that any attempt

has been made to adapt

It to an air-cooled motor

cycle. The advantages

JDf silence and positive

fiction are usually con-

bidered to_ be annulled by
the difficulty of lubrica-

ition and complexity of t'

^operation. Thus it is

particularly interesting to

examine the design of Mr.
Tooth, of Humber Road,
iCoventry, which the in-

ventor has produced with the idea of obtaining the

advantages without the drawbacks.

The engine, showing valve gear mechanism and cylmder.

The lettering is referred to in the description.

A "Teacup" Engioe.

The £rst engine in its experimental form is a

genuine lightweight and
is attached to an ordinary

pedal cycle by two flat

clamps holding the down
tubes close to the bottom
bracket. The tiny engine

has a bore of 38 mm.
and stroke of 44.5 mm.,
giving a cubic capacity of

50.5 CO., and its con-

struction is most interest-

ing. The cylinder proper

A, in which the piston

reciprocates, is carried by
a flange joint at the head,
which is bolted to the

outer casing B, which, in

its turn, is fixed to the

crank case in the usual

manner. Between these

two members lies the driv-

A motor-assisted bicycle, fitted with a rotary valve engine

end of the shaft.

Lubrication is by
splash, but a by-

pass leads from the

base chamber to the

valve sleeve and
thus, keeps it thor-

oughly lubricateiJ,

while both the

cylinder and driv-

ing sleeve have a

series of holes and
grooves which assist

in distributing the

oil over the moving
surfaces.

The valve ring is

quite plain, and has

a single port which
registers in turn

with both the inlet

and exhaust ports,

which are formed
in the cylinder and

ing sleeve C, which
carries on its lower face

a bevel driven by a half-

sized bevel on the crank-

shaft. The rotary motion

of the sleeve is conveyed

to the valve ring D- by
means of dowel pegs
shown on the upper

,
face

of C. These engage
with corresponding holes

in the valve ring, and an
odd peg prevents the

ring being mounted incor-

rectly. The crankshaft is

built up and runs on plain

bearings throughout, and
an outside flywheel is

mounted on the drivijig

The tiny engine, showing the method of fixing it in the frame.

Tooth rotary valve engine, which, as

will be seen, has an outside flywheel.

outer casing and set at

90° to one another.

At the present time coil

and dry battery ignition

is utilised, a segment
being mounted on the

base of the driving sleeve

and making contact with

a variable point on the

irrank case.

On the experimental

machine the drive is

through a round belt,

which is crossed so as to

give a good friction sur-

face on the small front

pulley. On test no trouble

has been found with the

lubrication, and we have

seen the little motor run-

ning very steadily.

A13
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THERE were three of us. After a prolonged dis-

cussion of a suitable piace for spending our

annual week's holiday, we ultimately decided

to try Ireland.

Accordingly, on a certain fine night in July we
assembled on board the boat at Fishguard, whence we
were bound for Rosslare. Since our last year's trip

©ne of us had rung down the curtain on his youth,

land, eschewing two wheels, was now the proud
[possessor of a Morgan runabout ; the other still had
his Scott, while I was again pinning my faith to my
old four-cylinder F.N.
Having arrived at Rosslare the following morning,

;We did not hurry off the boat, but first had a comfort-

'able breakfast and about 8.30 took train for Wexford,
'there being no proper road from Rosslare.

Wexford to Dungarvan.
At Wexford we secured petrol at the station, and

then took our machines to a garage to have a few jobs

jdone, while we had an early lunch.

Our destination that day was Cork, via New Ross
land Waterford. We soon had a taste of Irish roads,

jand the jolting proved too much for the Morgan's
ichains, wliich, no dbubt by way of protest at being
Itoo slack, jumped off. It was, however, quite a
'pretty run at the start by the side of the water. A
jsteep descent took us into New Ross, but there is

nothing much that calls for comment till Waterford is

reached. There we left the Morgan to have its chains
repaired while we refreshed our inner man with tea

before continuing on our way to Dungarvan. After
iWaterford there are some stretches of good road
followed by very bad parts, and we sped and bumped
along' amid pastoral scenery with pretty views of the

surrounding hills. Arrived at Dungarvan we halted

on the bridge crossing the river, and^on re-starting

the driver of the Morgan, trying to show off before the

admiring crowd collected round my F.N., dashed in

his clutch with a bang, and thereby sheared all the
bolts off his chain wheel! W,e tried to look as if we
had no connection with him, but he had our luggage
and it meant staying the night in Dungarvan.

Dungarvan to Cork.
On the morrow we were gratified to find that the

local garage had made an excellent repair of the
Morgan. The job had taken till 4 a.m., so the
mechanic informed us. -We were indeed fortunate
in finding so self-sacrificing an artificer. Glengarriff
was our ultimate aim, and ten o'clock saw us en route
for Cork. A good but dusty road with a long ascent,
with a fine view of the Knockmealdown Hills, and we
arrived at Youghal. After that town, however, there

iI4

is not much to note till Cork is reached. Here we

lunched. The country is pretty and pastoral between

Cork and Macroom, and for the first ten miles or so

the road is a good one.

Tyre Troubles and an Accident.

In Macroom we replenished our tanks and had bat

just started when the cycle car front tyre burst.

There was a nasty hole in the cover, but we patched

it up temporarily, and on a winding road in the midst

of lovely wild moorland scenery we ambled on through

Inchegeelah. About four miles beyond we w-ere in

"throuble. " There are some exceedingly tricky

comers, and round one of these the Scott, which was

leading, met ^a priestly cyclist and his brother riding

abreast on the wrong side of the road. The brother's

head tried conclusions with that of the driver of the

Scott, met him well beneath the chin, knocked him

backwar'ds off his machine, and then collapsed on top ,

of him.

We can joke about it now, but at the time, when,

we came up we received a horrible fright, and it was
serious enough in all conscience. There lay the two

machines, their front wheels absolutely interlocked,

while stretched beside the roadway was a prostrate

form with our companion, a nasty gash on his cheek,

and a priest bending over it. We procured water from
a little cottage close by, a sponge was produced, and
it was our companion, full of theory, who administered

first aid to his unconscious victim. Eventually we
put our patient into the Morgan and the driver con-

veyed him slowly back to the hotel at Inchegeelah,

while our victim (whose machine had miraculously

escaped vital injur)', though badly battered), the priest

and I followed them up. The Morgan was certainly

"having its day," for after putting our patient on to

a couch, our companion rushed off in it to fetch a.

doctor. The doctor was out, but was tracked down
out in the wilds, some ten miles from Inchegeelah, at

the house of the parish priest, and borne trium--

phantly back. The patient's injuries proved more
sanguinary than serious—slight concussion, a beautiful

black eye, and a severe shaking.

The incident closed with a particularly pleasant
dinner in the company of the priest and the doctor.:

Several knotty Irish problems were settled that even-'-

ing, and dawn was all but due when we reluctantly

saw our friend the doctor, who had proved to be the:

very best of fellows, off home on a bicycle and retired-

to bed.

Our victim of the accident of the day before in the

'

morning asserted that his jaw had been broken and his^

neck dislocated ; moreover, o'.ving to facial disfigure-

ment, he was forced to grow a beard. The other

•^
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complained of a bit of a " head," due as he put it to

the " spiritual " strain of upholding the honour of

England the previous evening. Things pointed

•decidedly to a quiet day, so we lounged about Inche

-geelah, which is a pretty little village, till the doctor

turned up. He found both his patients " doing well,"

and after paying a visit with him to the " local dis-

pensary," we bade good-bye to our many friends of

misfortune, and were soon once more gingerly nego-

. tiating the corner of yesterday's contretemps on the

road to Glengarriff.

Beautiful Scenerj'.
The lakes which break upon your gaze soon after

leaving Inchegeelah are wondrously peaceful and beau-

tiful, and contrast strongly with the rugged grandeur

of the Keamaneigh Pass. Before ascending the Pass

which winds away before you, take the road to the

. right that leads to Gonganebarra. There, full of folk

. lore and tradition, surrounded' by mountains, lies a

wild and sombre lake, whose dark waters encircle St.

Finbar's sacred Isle. Then, returning, continue up
the narrow winding way of the Pass which, vvith the

turbulent rocks on either side, becomes
even wilder as you ascend. The gradient

is by no means steep, but there are

We hired a Doat^ and Pat Murphy (our boatman)
took us to a beautiful sunny isle, from which, hot and
dusty, we dived into the cool clear waters of the bay.,

A glorious bathe in one of Nature's most heavenly
gifts. Afterwards, as we basked in the sun and
smoked our pipes in contemplation, we vowed we must
return to Glengarriff.

Tyre Repairs.
The Morgan's front t) re had upset its owner's

nerves, 'and he was up soon after six o'clock next

morning to do a little patching.

We two strolled down to the bay for a dip, and
then, in order to chasten his spirit, we went on to the

garage to tell our hard-working companion of its

delights.

By the aid of a thick piece of saddle leather under

the hole in the outer cover, a strap bound tightly over

the outside, he had effected a rather neat repair. We
congratulated him and took him into breakfast.

It was nearly noon before we were on our way to

Killarney, dodging donkeys as we ascended a some-

what loose road to the tunnel at the top of the Pass,

a rise of about a thousand feet. Ah ! but what grand
sights you will see across Glen-

garriff Harbour and Bantry Bay
beyond ! Stop and enjoy them
to the full.

1 lit Muigan on board the boat al Cuik. In Clcngarjii'i Bay.

many tortuous turnings, and the surface of the

road Is very loose. But who would wish to scorch

through such scenery as this? We certainly should

not. On descending, the road improves, but the dust

was stifling. Just at the foot of the Pass there is a

fine old ruin, Carriganess Castle, by the side of a

tumultuous stream ; later one has many a fine view of

Bantry Bay and Glengarriff Harbour with their sur-

rounding mountains. With many a halt to gaze upon

the glorious panorama we continued our way on a road

winding up and down, till a somewhat steep descent

brought us into Glengarriff. We had put to our credit

only twenty-eight miles, but we had found our way to

the very heart of the scenery. After a somewhat late

lunch we strolled down to the bay for a bathe.

Boating and Bathing.

.Surely CJlengarriff Harbour must be one of the most

Ijeautiful spots in the world. Surrounded as it is by

mountains, witli its many verdant islands fringed with

yellow seaweed and capped with the bright green

foliage of the trees and with its lovely little bays and

creeks, it has a certain unique beauty all its own.

T iiu liUic village ot Sneain

It was hereabouts that my companion on the Scptt

snapped the Morgan "at speed," giving it, as he

sarcastically remarked, a " time e.xposure." It is a

line run down to Kenmare with .a straight stretch

toward the end, where, if you have a mind to it, you

i-an do some speed work. About a mile this side of

Kenmare the Morgan punctured its other front tyre.

As the driver was carrying our luggage we decided

to wait and listen to him mending it.

After a good lunch at Kenmare, we then made a

clean -ascent to U'indy Gap (the road is somewhat

loo.se, but for a single track machine it serves), where

a typical old Irish dame insisted on being recompensed

with a shilling, because, forsooth, we had taken her

photograph.

Instead of bearing off to the right after Windy Gap,

we kept straight on, and had gone about five miles on

the road to Sneam ere we discovered our error. We
retraced our steps, or rather our revolutions, until the

Morgan's damaged tyre gave way, resulting in a few

idiomatic phrases and necessitating a new inner tube.

It is these little breaks that give to us onlookers time
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for the peaceful pipe and opportunity to realise fully

the beauties of Nature.

And this puncture, with the Kerry Hills all around
us, was particularly pleasant for us two soloists.

A Close Shave.
"One close shave necessitates another." Our

friend's beard had made considerable progress since

his accident, and he decided next morning to have a

close shave of another, though equally painful, kind.

Lough Leane had seen fit to shroud somewhat her

loveliness beneath a heavy haze. Moreover, we were
informed that the boatmen w'ere out on strike ; this

compelled us, instead of our intended row on the lake,

to be content with a stroll about its lovely margin.

We then went on into the town. Killarney itself is

by no means beautiful. We spent a very pleasant

hour or so in the garage, where the cycle car received

the full benefit of two new covers. The Scott mean-
while also underwent some minor repairs rendered
necessary by its fall.

"Billiard Table" Roads.
Having nothing to do myself, I made suitable

remarks on the subject of reliability. We really had
a very- pleasant time. Back we went to our hotel for

lunch, and about two o'clock left Killarney for Water-
ville. The road had been described to us by the hotel

porter as being " like a billiard table. ^' Evidently

his ideas of billiard tables were based on the condition

of the one on which we had disported ourselves the

previous evening. Anyhow, I have seldom been on a

more unpleasant road. Later, however, the surface

improved, and we had a splendid spin on the side of

the hills with fine varied views of the cloud-capped
mountains of the Dingle Peninsula on the other side

of the water. Scudding through Cahirciveen, a some-
what dirty town full of carts and cattle, we halted just

opposite Valentia Island. Hereabouts our companion,
in an attempt to oil the Scott's chains, threw it down
on the ground and jumped on it. We disentangled

and smoothed it out, and resumed our journey.

Possibly as a result of this gratuitous " turn," but

more probably in consequence of his morning's work
on his Scott having doubled its petrol consumption, he

next ran out of petrol. We of our plenty gave to him
in his need, and on a dusty and somewhat tame road,

we so ran that we entered Waterville.

The Usual Champion Fisherman.

Having hitched up ourselves and our machines at an

hotel we took a boat, on Lough Currane. Out boat-

man had, of course, caught the largest salmon ever

taken in the lake. What boatman worth his salt has

not ? Yes, Waterville is a charming centre and Lough
Currane is grand, but I believe there were hosts of

other beauty spots we should have seen.

We arose on the morrow soon after six o'clock.

Again the long-suffering Scott was subjected to its

matutinal molestations. The only really necessary

job, a leaking back tyre on the Scott, was chanced,
and, as a consequence, after \\t had gone about a mile

on our way, off it had to come. Our programme was
to work our way back to Glengarriff, via Parknasilla

and Kenmare, and it was about nine o'clock when we
left Waterville. The road had been described to us

as the best in the south. Qit out of the sj'^s of the

hills, sloping down, to the sea, it follows the coast

closely all the way, winding up and down, with grand

views of the mountains across the estuary. We plied

peacefully along until we espied beneath us a beautiful

little bay. Heart could desire nothing better than a

bathe in its blue sparkling waters. So leaving our

machines by the roadside, we clambered down the rocks

on to the beach below, and casting convention aside

with our clothes, plunged into the water's pellucid

depths..

An Interrupted Bathe.

And afterwards, how sweet our pipes tasted as we
basked in the sun of that little secluded cove, with the

dark rocks sheltering the cerulean waters, while around

us on the silvery sand black cattle lay, drowsily brood-

ing. What did it matter that one of the cows turned

out to.be a bull, which, evidently annoyed at one of

our companion's red head, roused itself from its

slumber and came bellowing towards us. We decided
. ii

nevertheless that we must be moving, so hastily donning '.

the habiliments of civilisation, we climbed back to our
-"'

machines. Truly it had been worth while.

Speeding on, our way took us through a broad and ,.

beautiful valley, the skyline of which was broken by ,.>

rugged peaks, with here and there a pretty white

thatched cottage, and all the time away to our right the -j

sunlit estuary and hills beyond. A gentle slope

brought us into Sneam, a little village that seerhs to

associate itself more closely with the ideal Irish village.

Parknasilla was our next halt, and there \ve lunched, -

while afterwards we sat with eyes fixed on one of the

most vivid pieces of colouring, the almost purple haze

on the mountains, beyond the bright blue water of the

island dotted estuary—an earthly Paradise.

The Last View of Glengarriff.

Once more on the road, we passed through Kenmare,
and again over the Pass into Glengarriff. The wind

was blowing lustily as we ascended to the tunnel, and
it was all we could do to keep our machines to the road.

On restarting, after a brief rest at the top once again

to admire that noble view of Glengarriff Harbour, my
hat blew into the valley below. I waved to the driver

of the Morgan, w'ho was behind, to stop his machine
and climb down for it, but he affected not to under-

stand my signs, and I had to fetch it myself. He is

no gentleman, as I told him. It would not have taken

him more than twenty minutes to get it.

Having arrived at Glengarriff, we went down to the

bay, where our old friend Pat Murphy rowed us to

the best place for a bathe, and begorrah ! he found a

cold one.

We then had tea. I never hope to have a- better

day.

Friday, ever unlucky, was to be our last day, for

we had decided to take the boat direct from Cork to

Fishguard rather than go all the way by road to |

Rosslare.

After a last look at Glengarriff Harbour we set off

soon after breakfast on our way. The account I shall ,

give you of our last day may sound a little colourless

I admit, but I tell you beforehand we had a good deal

of fun all the same.

We took the coast road to Cork through Bantry,

Skibbereen, Leap, Clonakilty, and Bandon, but 1 do
not think we should go that way again. The road,

though for the most part wide, in places iiad the oare
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(1) Trouble with a tyre.

(2) The little bay near Watervllle.

rock Standing right out of the road. There are one or

two pretty bits of scenery, but we had been spoiled by

the splendid seascapes of the N\'est, and as a matter

of fact we only caught a glimpse of the sea here and

there.

Just out of Banfry there is a somewhat steep hill

with a nasty turn. We were warned against it, but

all of us found no difTicuUy in making clean ascenls^

The Scott scored a puncture, the F.N. broke a mud-

guard stay (the other two insist on my mentioning this)

at Bandon ; we lunched off fish, it being Friday, and

then about ten miles this side of Cork the Morgan
broke its high gear chain and trickled tamely into that

ci4;y on low gear—a very ignoble finish. We had none

too much time to spare, so we sent on ahead oui

friend on the Scott to procure our tickets for the

steamer, and we then took our machines straight on

board. And there from the deck, our minds replete

with happy memories of wonderful scenery, we
watched the coast of Ireland slowly sinking away into

the dusk of evening.

Generally speaking, the roads we traversed, except

where the Road Board had been at work, were either

very bumpy or very loose, and almost invariably dusty.

Thev are, moreover, for the most part particularly

unsuiled for a three-wheeler. A car or bicycle can

usualiv find a track, but the progress of the Morcran

where the road consisted of two deep tracks resembled

(3)
• Windy G,ip."

(4) TTie Morgan at speed on the road between Glengarrld

and Killorney—according to the writer, a time exposure ! Note
the extremely bad road surface.

that of a crab. I would state here that, on the whole,

the little Morgan did marvellously.

There were no really steep gradients, but there are

many sharp and dangerous corners, while the in-

numerable stray donkeys and cattle, and the fact that

the average Irishman is none too particular as to the

rules of the road, necessitate caution.

What a wealth of wonderful country is contained in

this Emerald Lsle of ours! It is as though Nature had

made the West her boudoir, there to store all her most

cherished treasures. And whether it be a wild moun-
tain pass or peaceful vale, wooded lake or rugged sea-

scape, there is something about it, something in the

air or colourhig, I know not what it is, something that

is all Irish, and different from any other place.

-And what of the people, the bronzed and kindly

peasants and the bonny shawl-clad lasses who wave to

you as you pass?

We three have taken many tours together, but never

a more enjoyable than the week's sojourn of some four

hundred miles—a week of uninterrupted sunshine amid

the glories of Erin's Isle.

" And not by eastern windows only

When daylight comes, comes in the light

;

In front the sun climbs slow, how slowly

!

But westward, look, the land is bright!"
—Clourjk.

C,N,D.
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, T'ldor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

The Relation Between Horse Power and Capacity.
Sir,—I was always under the impression that there was a

certain defined relation of li.p. to c.c. But after looking down
the excellent list of lightweights in your issue of July 23rd
I feel that I should like your assistance in untwisting what
seems to me to be a veritable tangle. In comparing a few
specifications, I began to group them as under

Name.
James
Coventry Eagle
Elsw'ck
Gerjcard
Levis ..,

Singer
Omega .. .

Peco
Begina ...-

Alp ...

Calthorpe
These are just a few picked out at random, and they cannot

all be correct, surely. ENQUIRER.
[Our correspondent is quite correct. There is a definite rela-

tion between c.c. and h.p Makers' nominal h.p. figures

are only approximate. A modern engiae should give 1 h.p.

for every 100 c.c. ; thus a 500 c.c. engine gives 5 h.p., and
so on.

—

Ed.]

h.p. c.c.

... 2^ 226
. ... 2| .. 269
. ... 2 .. 259
. ... 2i .. 269
. ... 2i .. 293
. ... 2i .. 299

... 3 344

... 2| 349

... 2|- 292

... 2 257

... 2 170

A Useful Tip.

Sir,—Perhaps the following tip for brightening the lower
part of a cylinder may interest readers of The. Motor Ci/cle.

First of all take about four feet of Manila rope, unlay the
strands, and draw out three yarns from one of these, then
plait these yarns tightly in the ordinary way. Hammer this

out flat, or nearly so, with a wooden mallet. Saturate it

with ordinary thin oil which contains some powdered bath
brick and wrap it once romid the cylinder. Now grip an
end of the rope in each hand and work the hands in and
out alternately. A few minutes' work will brighten the
cylinder and a rub each night with oil alone on the rope
will keep it bright. JOHN W. WALKER.

A Dangerous Practice.

Sir,—A few weeks ago I was driving along a main road
in London when a wretched little urchin threw a stick at

me, or rather at my machine. Having got used to the
practice amongst boys of throwing any kind of article at pass-

ing motor cyclists, I did not pay much attention to the

occurrence at the time. However, soon after, the machine
started running very badly as if labouring up a steep hill.

Being rather a novice at the sport I could not trace the
trouble and decided to continue my journey. I managed
to get home, not without difficulty, and imagine my surprise

when I found a stick 2ft. long and Jin. thick lodged between
brake and tyre of the front wheel. It was completely hidden
from view lay the mudguard. Of course the tyre was com-
pletely spoilt, the rubber having worn away in places right

on to the canvas as the result of the friction between stick

and tyre.

I wish something could be done to stop this nuisance on
the road and to make children realise the danger attaching

to this practice. Would you, sir, have expected to get com-
pensation from the insurance company in such a case? I

had not much hope when I wrote to the Provident Clerks'

Insurance Company and put the case before them. How-
ever, I had a letter saying that, although this kind of acci-

dent did not really come under their policy, they would pay
the expense of a new tyre. This was, indeed, a pleasant
surprise, and I mention it because I think such splendid

treatment deserves conmiendation. H. A. MADSEN.

In most districts motorists are bemg stopped and asked to produce

their licences. Cars are being examined. Above is a scene near

Great Yarmouth.

The Overseas Market.
Sir,—Kindly permit me a few lines in your valuable paper.

I have just read your article of May 7th on the overseas

market. I hope, in reading your remarks, the manufacturers^

will not think it necessary to pile on weight in order to gain

strength. A light machine of reasonable strength can be
taken over roads where it is impossible to go witha heavier

mount. Speaking for myself, I have not much fault to find

with the average machine, but I do think that less

nickel plating would be an improvement. Wiere the

makers can help us most is to fix a reasonable price

on their machines to suit the different countries. Why
cannot a machine be sold here_ at the English price

plus duty, freight, etc.? The agent here must get

the same profit as the English agent, and yet he puts

on another thirteen or fourteen pounds. The excuse about
having to support competitions is very poor, as all the com-
petitions held here in a year would hardly make enough
reading matter to fill one copy of your paper. As to the

stock agents hold, I am afraid they are very small. I have
been waiting about a month for a pair of foot rvibbers. I

could not even get a filler cap for petrol tank. I had one
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life!

The War Office are purchasing both for

actual service and for purposes of home

defence, In the case of twin motor cycles,

only those machines which have horizon-

tally opposed cylinders, such as the

Douglas. Ponder what this means when
SPEED, RELIABILITY, ENDURANCE, SILENCE,

and FLEXIBILITY ARE MATTERS OF LIFE AND

DEATH, not only to the actual rider but

may be to large bodies of troops, as in

w^arfare, especially in the case of a surprise

attack ; success depends almost entirely

upon the prompt and certain delivery of

dispatches. This decision of the War
Office experts confirms the countless

successes achieved on

Dot^las
MOTOR ^ W CYCLES

in every conceivable test, a few of the principal of which are given below. The Douglas

was the pioneer of horizontally opposed twin-cylindercd engines, therefore, let your mount
be a Douglas, and so reap the advantage; accruing to the greater experience.

ENGLAND IRELAND SCOTLAND
Six Days Trial.

Team Prize.

Haslam Cup.

3 Gold Medals.

1 Silver Medal.

End to End Trial.

Palmer Trophy

(best performance).

Lightweight Prize.

3 Gold Medals.

Six Days Trial.

3 Gold Medals

1 Silver Medal.

only 4 Douglases

entered.

Please Note.—In the English Six Days Trial only 4 Gold Medals were awarded in the 350 c.c.

class, 3 of which were secured by Douglas riders.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
TeUgrams: "Douglas, Kingstoood, Glos."

(^11
LONDON : 39 Newman Street
PARIS: 190. Eojievard Pereire.

Telephoiu: •(687, Bristol.

31Ea gj^^^^^^^a^ .

In answerinri this advertisement it is desirahle to mentio-% " The Motor Cycle. B5
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Wood-
Milne

if«i

War ! War

!

Motor Cyclists — help your Country by buying

only British goods. Wood-Milne Motor Cycle

Tyres and Belts are British made, with true

BRITISH STRENGTH AND THOROUGHNESS.

The British Tyres for Britishers.

NO INCREASE IN PRICES.

W®od-MlB®
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
The British Belt — The " Wood- Milne."
WOOO-MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.

Telephone; Preston, 413Telegrams: "Comfort. Preston.

LONDON. BRISTOL. BELFAST DUBLIN. GLASGOW.

Auto-Cycle Union
Spring One-Day Trial

-

Auto -Cycle Union
Six Days Trial —

FIRST
GLASS

CERTIFICATES

IN ALL QUARTERS
the record of successes by the

BRITISH

BUILTBAT MOTOR
CYCLE

GOLD
MEDALS
& I SILVER MEDAL

in the

Scottish Six Days Trial.

b6

confirms and amplifies its
greater success in the hands of
its owners. Ask any BAT rider !

Bat Booklet and Literature free.

TfiSE BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.,
PENGE, LONDON, S.E.

4
GOLD

MEDALS

5
GOLD

MEDALS
in the London -Edinburgh-

London, and the London

-

Land's End & back Trials.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahU to mention " The Motor Cucle.'
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.made at a cost of 6s. I consider, there is a good opening
here for a good accessory dealer. Tliere are hundreds of

articles on the English market which never reach us. I

am afraid I am repeating an old cry, but I have noticed

that the efficiency of the present day machine is due to

repeated efforts made by your paper to improve matters,

and I hope in time that it will be the means of a-ssisting

oversea readers to obtain all they need at a reasonable price.

Wellington, New Zealand. E.G.M.

Possible Scarcity of Motor Tyres.

Sir,—In the present unsettled state of affairs, it behoves
all motorists to use their tyres with the greatest care

possible. Most of the great foreign tyre factories must
be entirely stopped, or their output reduced to a minimum.
Thus if tT,Tes are used quickly an inevitable shortage must
follow, and an effort might be made by manipulators to raise

prices. We therefore beg motorists to use special care with
their tyres, in order to make them last as long as possible,

as it is quite conceivable that a period of shortage may
arise as soon as the present stocks are consumed, but if

everybody will help there is no reason why the home
manufacturers should not be able to meet the demand, as

under the present condition of affairs the consumption must
undoubtedly decrease enormously.

DAVID MOSELEY AND SONS, LTD.

"Ixion's" Tip for Fitting Valve Springs.

Sir,

—

I was very pleased to read that the versatile

"Ixion" has at last had the decency to try one of his

own "tips."

It is a pity " I.xion " abandoned the contest at such an

early stage, as he had by no means reached the most

e.xhilarating part of the proceedings. I claim to be the

first and only man who has succeeded in fitting a valve

spring by the means suggested, namely, by first tying the

-spring together with string. It is true that the operation

involved a black eye and the loss of two finger nails

under very tragic circamstances. It is also true that I

had forthwith to remove the spring for the purpose of

disentangling the string. The fact remains, however, that
'1 carried the adventure through to its very bitter end, and
am, therefore, better qualified to write on the subject than

"Ixicn," who appears to have been knocked out in the

first round.
It is "tips" like this that make us Britons what we are.

This "tip" breaks out once a year in company with

the well-known wheeze for smashing piston rings with

strips of tin and i-emoving the belt pulley with a garden fork.^

If "Ixion" is about to start a tip testing campaign he

might like to try the following method of shortening the

Dunlop belt. It is quite ea,sy, and I make no charge for

it. You simply lop off the end and it's done. Help !

JOHN KENNEDY, JrxioR.

An Unusual Fault.

Sir,—I have had a peculiar trouble with a well-known two-

stroke motor cycle I have been riding lately which might
interest your readers.

On practically every journey the engine would misfire

badly and then stop. Retiming the magneto or altering the

adjustment of the contact breaker enabled me to get going

for some time, when either of these operations had to be
repeated. I fitted a new chain (the one supplied being very

faulty), but no impi'ovement resulted. I then had the

magneto tested and found correct. The shaft was also trued

in a lathe and a fresh bush fitted. Both sprockets were
running exactly in line. As a last resource I tested the holes

in the sprockets and found both of them had been drilled

eccentric. It speaks well for the magneto that it has stood
the severe bucketing for over 1,000 miles without serious
damage.

Incidentally, I have had more roadside tinkering in that
-. 1,000 miles than in my previous mileage of over 30,000 with
:_ the four-stroke S^ h.p., but the two-stroke is a wonderful
, engine for climbing and power.

The two-stroke manufacturers glibly tell us how many
working parts they eliminate as compared with the four-
stroke, but, considering the price asked for some of their

^ machines, the attention paid to detail and finish is very
poor indeed. FRANK COMER.

H7

British Magnetos.
Sir,—I note with interest your article on the Englisk

magneto, and should like to know if the two or three
machines you mention are really English made throughout
or partly only. I should also be glad to know if the bail
bearings are actually made here or imported from Germany,
and whether the condenser mica is selected and split in this
country or imported from India, trans-shipped in bulk to
Germany, and re-imported ready for sale.

Are the tinfoil, fibre, varrushed paper, insulating silk,

vulcanite, slip ring, carbon brushes, and carbon brush holder
made in this countrj'?

Is the copper wire drawn and enamelled in England ? Are
the end plates and other die-cast parts manufactured by
English people? The origin of raw material is not important.
Unless every part is made in England an article cannot be
called "Made in England." STABILIT.

We submitted a copy of the above letter to the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., whose reply is appended;

To the Editor, The Motor CyrU.
Sir,—We are very interested in the letter you were good

enough to send us, signed " Stahilit," and are pleased to

be able to- assure the writer that all the parts covered by
his letter are of English manufacture exclusively. Material
such as mic'i must of iiecessity be obtained from India, this

being split In our own factory.

We should be interested to learn if the writer of the letter

is in any way connected with the German company supply-

ing insulating material known as Stabilit

The British Thoiison-Houston Co., Ltd.

Rear Lights.

Sir,—I should like to congratulate you on publishing the

letter of Lieutenant R. T. Gould, which Mr. Bennett
and many other motor cyclists would do well to mark,
learn, and inwardly digest

The extraordinary letter of Mr. Arthur G. EUershaw is

certainly well headed "Defective Head Lights." Mr,
Ellershaw's letter is presumably in advocacy of the retlex

light, but he was evidently himself driving with defective

head lights if he and his passenger only faintly saw a red

light "three yards away." Furthermore, if Mr. EUershaw
really was "going at fifteen miles per hour," and the cyclist

was riding at, say, ten miles per hour, his rate oi approach
would be only five miles per hour, and any danger of col

lision must have been infinitesimal. Is it not rather more
than likely that the " steep gradient over a railway " was the

real cause of Mr, EUershaw not sighting the cyclist sooner,

and that the question of rear lights is not involved in the

incident- at all? W. P. COOK.

. THAT ELUSIVE LICENCE!
A driver of a Rover sidecar outfit searching for his authority to drive
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An 8 h.p. Twin-cylinder Zenith-Green.

(1) The valve zide of' the machine and the silencing arrangements,

noticed that water outlet pipes are provided on each side of the cyhni

THE accompanying illustrations show an interest-

ing Zenith-Green motor bicycle supplied to the

o r d e r of

Mr. C. T. Free-

man, Palmer's

Green, Southgate,

N., by Messrs.

Maudes' Motor
Mart. The most
conspicuous fea-

ture is the 8 h.p.

water-cooled Green
engine, wlaicli, un-

like othe'r engines

of this malce, has

a separate honey-

comb radiator. The
valve gear is of

the ordinary over-

head type found
on the Green, so

designed that if a

valve breaks it

cannot fall into

the cylinder. The
water jackets are,

of course, of

copper, and the

water pipes and
exhaust pipe of

the same material.

(2) Showing details of the working of the Gradua gear. It will be

ders, and an additional water tank is fitted on the top tube.

engine should keep extremely cool. The water is
•

poured in through the small tank on the top tube,

which also acts''

as an expansion
;

chamber. The car-

buretter fitted is

the well-known
Binks three-jet

model, while in

addition to the

Best and Lloyd

-

lubricator an ordi-

nary hand pump
is supplied. The
machine is fitted

with a Stewart

magnetic speed-

ometer and Brooks
saddle. No clutch

is fitted, but the

ordinary Zenith-:

Gradua gear, the

top ratio of which
is 3 to I. Another
interesting feature

in the engine is"

the fitting of a

"glass window in

the crank case to

show the level of
The new twin-cylinder V type 8 h.p. water-cooled Green engine.

It will be noticed that the water

pipes are of ample dimensions, and, consequently, the

the oil. The bore and stroke of the engine is 85 mm.
X 85 mm., giving a capacity of 964 c.c.

A Popular Priced Levis.
WAR scares bring many horrors in their wake,

but now and again a bright spot is dis-

cernible, and it is a direct outcome of the

present crisis that we are enabled to announce that

it is now possible to purchase a Levis lightweight

for £2^. In coming to the decision to place this

model on the market, Messrs. Butterfields, Ltd.,

Stechford, state that their great desire is to keep
as many of iheir employees occupied as possible, and

that the new " Popular Levis " will only be available

for a limited period. Therefore anyone who wishes

b8

to secure one should apply at once for delivery.

The engine of the 2 % h.p. Popular Levis is

62 X 70 mm. bore and stroke, 211 c.c, and the Le-.'is

patented system of lubrication is employed. Choice
of either an Amac or a Senspray carburetter is given.

Ignition is effected by U.H. magneto. Druid forks,

^in. rubber belt, number-plates, and 24in. x 2in. tyres

form part of the equipment of this machine. The well

known Baby model will still be marketed, and, of

course, contains refinements such as it is not reasonable

to expect on the low-priced Poular model.
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136
IN SEVEN MONTHS.

A Summary of

Pedley Successes
from January to July.

The tollowing is a list ot the principal Pedley Belt successes

gained in open competition only since January of this year.

The lormidable h'st serves to emphasize the implicit faith

successful riders have in the Belt. It also estaljlishes the

impregnable position of Belt supremacy, which Pedley has

held for so long — and gained bv perfection of quality

Special Awards — Cups, etc. - - - - 16

Cold Medals in Open Reliability Trials 39

Silver Medals in Open Reliability Trials 13

Firsts in Races or Speed Contests - - 43

Records »---»«»»--6
Firsts in HiU Climbs and Fastest Times 19

TOTAL SUCCESSES 136

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,

Gt. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON : 30 Holywell Lane, E.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B9
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12 Years Ago
E FIRST

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
MOTOR CYCLE WAS BUILT

SIDECAR OR
TRADE CARRt

EXTRA.

IS?'^>
''y

THf

0iUi

~-~~,J

O IT IS STILL §=iyNiy!iyG MflTH

100,000 MILES TO ITS credit

Harley-Davidson Motor Co.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Distributors in England . . Robertsons, 1 37b Great Portland Street, W, London
Distributors in Scotland ..... Daniel Brash, 218 Bothwell Street, Glasgow
Dealers in the Colonies Interested in the Harley-Davidson, Write to the Factory

BIO In answering this advertisement it it desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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O^GS
The Waiting List.— Advice to ttiose Volunteers who have failed to Obtain Military

or Civilian Employment. A Military Model New Hudson.
Activity in the Midlands and East Coast.

LAST week it was suggested that

those motor cyclists who were
unfortunate enough to find that

their services were not required in

the Armj-, either at home or abroad, or

in the Special Constabulary force, should
seek to make themselves efficient, from a

military point of view, at the earliest

possible opportunity so that when
vacancies occur, as they surely wil'.

(probably in a very' short time), the
(Government would be able to take on
men who are not cjuitc in the position of

the raw recruit. Xatiually. anyone who
has had any military training will receive

immediate consideration at the hands of

the authorities, and will, of course, take

precedence of those who have not been
employing their spare time in the useful

manner suggested.

How to become Efficient.

As the authorities are of opinion, and
' rightly so, that private enterprise is mis-

placed in training corps of men for defen-

sive purposes, and tliat all work of such a

nature should be done by Government
direct, it follows that several associations

started with the idea of affording train-

ing to men not yet selected for military

service, have had to suspend operations.

This, as a matter of fact, should give all

the more stimulus to club executives,

now that competitions are non-existent

lirn Inn., to get their members to exercise

themselves so^ far as individuals can, in

niilitnrv arts ;ind ri-afts. \\\\\o slf'-'fin'.:

can often be managed, and map reading
—a far more important matter than may
appear at first sight—can be taken up
by every one. Another point which
might well be studied is the question of

luiiform badges, so that m the event of a
waiting applicant'being called up, he may
not have to spend valuable time finding
out each officer's rank by learning his

tedious side, and war is not a pleasant

occupation to anyone.

Like Father, Like Son,

That fine sportsman, Tom Silver, has

had to abandon his projected tour on a

Quadrant motor cycle from the Cape to

Cairo, and now his only regret is that he
is debarred by the age limit from joining

Members of the Army Service Corps, whose
are shown in camp on

badge. All this may sound dull woik.
and doubtless it is not so exciting as the
sensational delghts of despatch riding, but
**VHrv bir of witrk in rlc' w.iild lui^ it^

A strmg of motor cyclists, with their ammunition car, in East Anglia. Scores of cars and
motor cycles are at present bein^ used in the Armv without identification number.';.

machines include a number of P. and M.'s.

the North-west Coast.

the British forces once again. We say
once again advisedly, for Silver has
already been through three campaigns

—

Egypt, the Nile, and the Boer War. His
son, H. Silver, however, is attached to

the Royal Engineers (Southern) as a
motor cyclist, so he is keepnig up the
family tradition.

Heroic Defence of the F.N. Works.
The F.X. Co. have their immense works

in and around the besieged town of Liege.
The extensive factory of this firm is

situated at Herstal, a suburb of Liege,
lying to the north of that town. Its

position is just under one of the forts

which have held out so nobly against

the Germans, and north of it is Vise, the
village wliicii was lately burnt to the
ground by the attacking force. Now in-

formation has come to hand of the' mag-
nificent bravery of the women employed
at the factory. Nearly all the men,
from the directors to the most humble
workman, have been drafted to their

regiments, and the factory was defended
by women against the Germans, who
swore that the enemy should never take
it. They aimed themselves with revol-

vers and other weapons, and repulsed
several charges of Uhlans. When the
anmiunition was exhausted they barri-

caded themselves in and poured boiling

vsater on the Germans, with the residt

that manv were disabled.
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A group ol motor cyclist despatch riders assembled on a racecourse.

Competition Riders for the Front.

Needless to say, a large number of
well-known competition riders are
engaged in the war, and it is quite
impossible to give the names of even a
tithe of them, but we may mention that
one of the best-known club secretaries,

Harold Karslake, of the Motor Cycling
Club, is at Farnboroiigh, attached to the
Royal Aircraft Factory, and expects to
leave with the expeditionary force at
any moment. Cecil Hann and Hum-
phries, the Cardan driver, are also at
Farnborough, while Leonard Goss (F.N.)
and A. J. Sproston, .the well-known T.T.
rider, are also known to have volunteered
for the front, and are probably there by
this time.

Clubs and Rifle Ranges.

The Bradford M.C.C. has furnished the
forces with a contingent of riders, and
has a rifle range at Peckett Well, near
Hebden Bridge, which may be reached
from that town by taking the climb over
the moors via Oxenhope. The secretary
of the club is Mr. T. BuUus, 28, Man-
chester Road, Bradford. The practice of

rifle shooting for club members has the
warmest support of this journal.

Military Model New Hudson.

The New Hudson Co., with character-
istic enterprise, has introduced a military

model motor cycle. The machine is of

the single-cylinder pattern and fitted with
a standard New Hudson engine, but a

three-speed counter-shaft gear similar to

that used on the latest model twin has
been neatly embodied in the bottom
bracket. Chain and belt drive is

retained.

The Supply of Magnetos.

Naturally, owing to the war, all sup-

plies of magnetos to the Bosch Company
from Stuttgart have ceased. The com-
pany has, however, sufficient magnetos in

stock to last for three months with an
ordinary sale, and, as the demand on
its resources is likely to be less than
normal, firms should have no difficulty in

obtaining magnetos for some time to come.
A^ present, however, the whole Bosch
stock has been taken over by the War
Office, but it is not anticipated that this
state of affairs will last indefinitely.

Special Motor Constabulary.

Applications from motor cyclists for the
Special Constabulary were con.=idered one

day last week, when great scenes of -j^

activity were noticeable outside Scotland .";

House, S.W. The Special Constabulary -,

have a few vacancies in their motor corps

for owners of motor cars and motor cycles.
,;

The duties are purely honorary, and appli- —i^

cations should be made in person to S'lr^ ;?

Basil Johnson, Directory of Transport,
'

Scotland House, Scotland Yard, S.W.
'

The response to the appeal has exceeded '-^^

all expectations.

Vigilance on the East Coast.

Our correspondent on the east coast

reports that in many places on the east d
and north-east coast all motor traffic is ""i

held up by troops with fixed bayonets and ';

loaded rifles. Licences must be produced,
particulars of time, destination, etc., are

"'

taken. A search is also instituted in

some instances of closed cars. Chief
attention is being paid to roads leading -,

from inland towns to the coast. The ..

price of petrol is still high in many
places and supplies are difficult to obtain. -

The Clyno Company has shared in a
Government order for motor cycles, a
batch of machines being delivered to
the War Office last week.

An energetic sentry

ARMY SCENES IN SUFFOLK
A sidccanst challenged
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Captain Stafford passing a territorial motor cyclist for the waiting list, outside Fulharti House,

Putney. Headquarters of the County of London Regiment

Motor Cyclists for the Army.
' We recently had a few minutes inter-

jview with Captain Stafford of the County
jof London Regiment, who was appointed
by the War Office to make the pi'eliminary

jselection of motor cyclists for the Army.
iThe work is practically now over, but lie

.is still inspecting the machines of those

.riders who care to place themselves on
'the " Waiting List. We understand
.from him that those qualified have
jalready started with the expeditionary
force. After the motor cyclists have been
selected by Captain Stafford they are

sent on to the Koyal Engineers at Chat-
ham, where they are finally passed by
the authorities.

Police Precautions with Motor Vehicles.

We learn that special police have been
detailed at each entrance to Hull, who
t-ike full particulars of every car, cycle

car. and sidecar which may pass, and
clieck the drivers' licences. The only

motor vehicles exempt from attention are

solo motor cycles.

Wolverhampton Manufacturers.

A recent visit to Wolverhamptoi)
showed that the motor cycle manufacturers
of that town are doing their best to copt

with the present situation in a practical

and commonsense manner. Though over

time has ceased with a very few excep
tions the big firms will carry on theii

bu-siness steadily, and have sufficient con
i lidence in their wares to put a certain

i number of machines into stock should
necessity arise. The A.J.S. Co. have
resolved to keep their works open, nevej

having yet been able to fulfil every ordei

received. The company have several inter

esting experiments at present under con
.sideration. The Sunbeam also will con
tinue manufacturing quietly, having still

plenty of orders to fulfil. The Villier-

well laid out works will continue to turn
out quantities of their little two-stroke
engines. Incidentally, we were able to

examine some few alterations which are

being carried out with a view to reducing
four-stroking to an absolut* minimum.
The Wulfruna worksr in spite of the

fact that a large part of their trade is

done abroad, are busy producing
machines, and on the whole the attitude

of the manufacturers reflected the true

British solidity which has made the

nation what it is.

At the Glyno works we heard of a

Government order which had just come
to hand for sidecar outfits.

The Special Constabulary.

JVlotor cyclists who are desirous of

enrolling themselves as special constables

should apply to the Special Constabulary
Office, Scotland House, New Scotland
Yard, S.W., but they must understand
ih.at they give their services free and
])ay their own expenses. At the present

lime 180 liiive bt-en enrolled.

More Normal Conditions.

Since the early days of the war things
are assuming a more normal course.

There was much more activity on the
road last week-end than there was the
week-end before. All we want to cheer
us up is the rousing news of the success

of the allied armies on land or of the

British fleet at' sea. But we must be
patient.

Birmingham Precautions.

The Birmingham authorities are taking
every precaution to prevent uiidesirable
persons entering the town, and all motor
vehicles are stopped, licences ai'e

examined, and a few questions asked
before the driver is allowed to proceed.
On a recent occasion a member of our
staff was stopped twice in one day. The
police, however, were extremely civil and
explained their duty pleasantly. ^

The Waiting List.

Everyone sympathises with the great
private and even semi-public efforts that
have been made to raise volunteer defence
forces. One of the largest efforts in

this direction was that of the body styled
the London Defence Force, and therein
It was proposed to enrol a large number
of motor c^'clists. This body, however,
has had to discontinue its efforts, as Lord
Kitchener does not look with approval
upon any but piuely Government
measures in this direction. We are con-
vinced that Lord Kitchener is right. He
is the man in command, and, however
disappointing it may be to the organisers
and members of such forces, everyone
must realise that the man in command
is the best judge. Therefore, if any
motor cyclists wish immediately to give

their services, they should join the

regular army, and when wanted as motor
cyclists they will be just as efficient

riders, and at the same time will have
become efficient soldiers. This view of

the case has just been confirmed by the

Official Press Bureau, which body has
issued a notice staling that it is Lord
Kitchener's opinion that if private enter-

prises of this kind were encouraged or

even allowed, recruiting for the new
national armv might suffer.

Despatch riders (supplied by the AA and M U.) hurry'ing off with messages

B13
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THE M.C.C. AUGUST TOUR.
In last week's issue of The Motor Cycle we gave a list

of the gold medal winners in the August Bank Holiday
tour to the West of England organised by the Motor Cycling
Club, and we now append a list of silver medal winners arid

are able to give some fuither interesting details of the

behaviour of the competing machines. The timed hill-

climbs up Porlock and Countisbury are the chief points to

be noted, as minimum speeds were set, from 10 m.p.h. to

15 m.p.h., according to what class of machine was running.
For the Cup standai'd liigher speeds were demanded, rang-
ing from 12 m.p.h. to 18 m.p.h. Those who know these
hills will appreciate the severity of the test, especially wlien
it is borne in mind that the road surfaces were deplorable.

Fastest time up Poilock was made by F. W. Applebee (3^
Motosacoche), who travelled at 16.83 m.p.h. Countisbury
presented fewer difficulties, and L. Mogridge (3^ Rudge Multi)
attained a mean speed of 26.62 m.p.h. up the hill.

Average Speeds.
SILVER MED.^L WINNERS. Porlock, Countisbury.

J* D. Drysdale (2.^ Connaught) F. 15-33
W. E. Cook (4 Triuraph) F. 16.55
G. H. S. Letchworth (2} Clyno) F. 13.79
R. Charlesvvorth (5 Zenith) : F. 25.43
S. Tharne (4 Bradl:nry) F. 14.78 -

R. M. Mirians (3V P.'& M.) 14-59 20.20

J. H. Kerr (3-1 N.S-U.) F. 16-9S

J. F. Selous-Jones (2j A.J.S.) F. 18.53
H. J. Beal (4 L.M-C-) : Below min. 18.30
S. J. Hine (3j Buriord) F. 18.04
L. Mogridge (3^ Rudge Multi) Below min 26-62
C. Percival (2I Douglas) '. 10.77 12 . 15
C. Q. Roberts (3^ Blackburne) Below min- 18.37
H. Karslake (5-6 Ariel) Below min 18 . 44
K. V. Chidley {3.I Brough) F 14-31
D- S- Baddeley {7 Indian sc.) . F. 17.00
H. A. Cooper (4 Bradbury) F. 14-90
F. W. .Applebee (3I Motosacoche) 16.83 17.48
O. P- C. Collier {4 Grande.x-Precision) F. 13.39
R. B. Clark (3i Rudge Multi) ~.- 12.28 15.60
W. H. Egginton (7 Matchless sc.) 14.20 16.47
C. W. Meredith (6 Bradbury sc.) F. Below min.
P. W. White {7-g Premier sc.) F. Below min.
T. H. Willey {3^ Premier sc.) Below min. 13-27
W. P. Tippett (3i Humber sc.) F. 12.03
Victor Garland {8 Williamson sc.) F. 13-36
L- Gibson (6 Zenitli) F. 22 .43
Cecil C. Hann(G.W.K. C.C-) Below min- 13-17
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CLUBS AND RIFLE SHOOTING.
Ajjvo2'>o-s our notes last week re rifle shooting for molur

cycle clubs, we have received an interesting letter from
Mr. T- G- BuUus, hon. treas. Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.,
giving particulars of the rifle club section of the Bradford
club. This section was formed at the beginning of the pre-

sent year with about twenty members. Service rifles and
Bisley targets are used, and service ammunition is provided

SCENE ON THE BRADFORD CLUB RIFLE RANGE
ON HEBDEN MOOR.

Instructor W. Lee is giving advice regarding altitude and

windage. The men shoot in fours, two on each target. Three
markers are in the butts, which are complete in every detail.
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at a low cost by tire Rifle Club Association of Great Britain.

Of course, members have to own their rifles, but arrangements
are made to loan rifles to new members till they can obtain

their own equipment. Practice takes place once a week, from
2-30 p-m. till dusk, on the rifle ranges on Hebden Moors,
under the direction of two skilled instructors. This is a fine

example of Yorkshire lieenness, and that rifles and motor
cycles have something m common to the Yorkshire mind is

shown by the fact that Mr. A. A. Scott showed one of his

machines at Olympia with a repeating rifle mounted on tlie

handle-bar, and the machine equipped so as to stand up and
be used as a quick-firing gun carriage. It is to be lioped

that other clubs will follow the admirable example set thera

bv the Bradford club.

A LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR OUTFIT.
The growing popularity of lightweights has led to the

introduction of lightweight sidecars. The outfit illustrated

consists of a 2^ h.p. Alldays two-stroke machine with

Sturmey-Archer gear and a Watsonian lightweight sidecar.

A lightweight sidecar outfit owned by a Hereford rider.

It is claimed by those responsible for the combination that
it is c-apable of equalling the speed and hill-climbing powers
of much more powerful machines. The combination is owned
by Mr. Perkins, of Hereford, and was supplied to him by
Wallis and Co., of that city. It is altogether a most
interesting and novel turnout, but one which, m our opinion,
should be used solely by light passengers.

MAP READING AND RIFLE PRACTICE.
The Coventry and Warwicksliire Motor Club has arranged

a lecture on map reading for to-morrow (Friday) at -7 p.m.
at the King's Head Hotel, followed by a lecture on rifles.

Both lectures will be brief. A rifle section is being formed.

On Saturday afternoon at two o'clock, a test of map read-
ing is to be held, when maps will be handed to members,
who will be expected to follow the routes marked thereon.

The Coventry Club Committee has contributed ten guineas
to the Prince of Wales's Relief Fund.

m "The Motor Cycle" Photographs.
Duplicates of pliolocraiihs aDpearini,' in " THE MOTOR CYCLE " will be

supplied at the followin:; rates : Unmoiiiitecl prlnta, half-plate. 1/6 post free

;

mounted. 1/9 p'lBt free This refers to rhotOkTapha taken by " THE
MOrOU CYCLE ' operators.

Orders, which must be accompanied with remittance should be addressed to
the Pliotocraphic Dopartment— Iliffe and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street.
London. E.C.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Aug. 20 8.16 p.m.

„ 22 8.11 p.m.

„ 24 8.6 p.m.

„ 26 8.2 p.m.

The Motor Cycle on the Farm.
A motor cyclist, named W. Campbell,

is having a special sidecar built ~ for

attachment to his 4 h.p. Triumph, in

order to convey farm produce to market
from a Hampshire village. This is one oi

many utilitarian services to which a
reliaole motor cycle can be put.

Meetings Abandoned.
The B..\I.C.B.C. race meeting proposed

"to be held on Saturday, the 22nd, is

abandoned, and the Nortb-Western A. A.
have decided not to hold their open hill-

climb in September. The annual Coven-
>try open bill-climb is to be held on
August 29th.

The Matchless at the Front.

The tlu-ee Matchless sidecar outfits
taken to France by C, R. and H. A.
Collier and R. E. Guest had to be left

behind in Paris, and are now doubtless
being utilised by our allies. These
-machines were magnificently fitted up,
and each had a complete electric liglit

installation, and it is doubtful if any finer
outfits will be used in the war. R. E.
Guest, it may be mentioned, has joined
his regiment, and F. J. Ellis, the sccre-
tarj' of the Woolwich, Plunistead, and
District M.C., is employed at the Arsenal.
The inter-team trial which wa^ to have
been organised by this club has been
abandoned.

An Excelsior Big Twin.

An Excelsior \ type twin of 7 h.p. is

at present in the pattern-making stage.
Its bore and stroke will be 85 x 88 mm.,
and the valves are of the side-by-side
pattern mechanically operated. "

Tlie
hibrication system is to be the same as on
the single-cylinder Excelsior, i.e., via the
gudgeon

_
and crank pins. This new

mount is, of course, being designed
primarily for sidecar use, and a point
which might be considered more gener-
ally is that all adjustments as far as
possible will be arranged on the side
opposite to the sidecar in order to render
them more readily accessible.

The Magneto Supply.

With the war has come a shortage of
magnetos, Stuttgart, the source of practi-
cally nine-tenths of our supplies, having
been cut off from us. Therefore, the
chance of the British manufacturer of
magnetos lias come, and the chief motor

manafacturers held a meeting in Coventry
last week to further this project. The
efforts to encourage home-made magneton
is rather tardy, but now it has been made
we sincerely trust it will not be allowed
to drop, and that out of temporary in-

convenience permanent supplies may be
assured. In last week's issue of Tlic

Molor Cycle we described the new B.T.H.
magneto, for which' a bright future is

confidently predicted.

It is not realised generally that the

Bosch Magneto Company have a large

magneto factory in the United States,

and it is possible that in the event of

a serious shortage magnetos may be

obtained from this source, or they may be
even manufactured in this country.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
MOTOR CYCLES IN WARFARE.

SCOTT, MORGAN AND F.N. IN IRELAND.

THE SIDECAR FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES.

Insurance Policies and the War.
Motor cyclists whose macliines are being

utilised in Government service are re-

minded that no existing insurance policies

on their motor cycles hold good at the

present moment. It is possible, however,
that the great insurance companies may
be able to formulate some scheme to

remedy this state of affairs, but no pro-

nouncement can yet be made on this

point.

A despatch rider attached to the Brigade Staff of the Filth Yorkshire Regiment.

The machine is a Scott

Big
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WELL-KNOWN BIRMINGHAM MOTOR CYCLISTS ON THE POINT OF
DEPARTURE FOR ACTIVE SERVICE.

Left to right : Howard Newman, the well-known Ivy rider ; Roy Lovegrove, Scott T.T. rider

;

Ernest Sarsons, a Birmingham manufacturer and motor cyclist; S, W. Kitchen, a 1914 T.T.
rider of an Abingdon. Each rider is astride a new machme (three B.S.A.'s and a Triumph)
fitted up most completely. No registration numbers are required.

The Special Constabulary Force.

For the Warlingham district no fewer

than sixty motoi- cyclists have been
enrolled, and are being equipped with
reTolvers by the local residents. Their

duty will be the guarding of railway

bridges, etc.

British-made Magnetos.
At the present time it is of great

importance that British-made magnetos
should be brought to the notice of manu-
facturers and the public. Last week we
described the B.T.H. machine, and it is

not generally known that Messrs. Thom-
son-Bennett, Ltd., Cheapside, Birming-
ham, have been making all-British mag-
netos in a quiet way for the last seven

years, and can supply several patterns to

suit single and twin-cylinder engines.

Messrs. Thomson-Bennett point out that
" now is the time, while there are still

stocks for immediate requirements, when
arrangements should be made for the

future, as it must necessarily take time,

J even with others entering into the busi-

ness, before a steady flow of new
machines will be obtainable."

The Cycle Car Race in Doubt.
At the present time the A.C.U. is

undecided as to tlie fate of the race for
cycle cars and light cars in the Isle of

Man, and it is likely that the final

decision on this matter will not be arrived
at until one month before tlie race.

Bandsman Blake as Scorcher.
Bandsman Blake was charged before

the West Flegg Norfolk magistrates one
day last week tor ridin^ a motor cycle
on the highway near Yarmouth to the
common danger of the public, but, as
both the well-known pugilist and the
constable who had stopped him had been
called to the war the case was dismissed,
the Chairman of the Bench stating that
the defendant had gone to serve his
country and everyone was useful at the
present time.

Cycle Car Drivers in France.

W. Cliater-Lea and C. Pressland arrived
back in England last week after a most
exciting trip on their Chater-Lea and
Crouch cycle cars. When we left the
pair at Grenoble on August 2nd they
were thinking of returnuig via the Gali-
bier Pass, one of the most difficult climbs
included in the International Six Days
Trials course. We learn that both suc-

ceeded in making the ascent, and, indeed,
thought less of it actually than they had
been led to expect. The ascent necessi-

- tated 3^ miles of low gear work. Many
e.xciting incidents, as may be imagined,
were crammed into their long trip across
France, and finally the cycle cars had to
be left behind at Dieppe. While sympa-
thising with the drivers, we congratu-
late them on emerging successfully.

' i^'^^'

OUR ADVICE TO CLUBS.

At a time when every motor cyclist

is anxious to serve his King and
Country, and when all army vacancies

are for the present filled, the advice

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE " to Club
Committees is to encourage members
to cultivate assiduously an intimate

knowledge of their own particular

localities and to become well versed

in the art of map reading, so that,

if their services may be required

eventually, they will be as useful as

possible.

Ordinary competitions having
been cancelled, Clubs might well

arrange map reading contests and
reconnaissance tests in districts not

occupied by troops.

L.^„..

SCENE IN THE EAST MIDLANDS. The Colonel of the regiment writing despatches

while motor cyclists wait around him for instructions

The Price of Petrol.

We hear that the Colmore Depot's

campaign against inflated petrol prices,

announced in our Correspondence columns
last week, has met with immediate
success. We are informed that the petrol

companies gave the Colmore Depot every

assistance iii meeting the demand, but
that, on the other hand, 2s. 6d. per gallon

wholesale was asked by one firm for

benzole.

BRITAIN'S BEST MOTTO :
" BUSINESS

AS USUAL."
After careful consideration the Cov-

entry and Warwickshire ilotor Ciub'

Committee has decided to hold its open
hill-climb announced for Saturday, Aug.
29th. A number of manufacturers
have promised their support, feeling that

it is in the best interests of the trade

that competitions be revived. There are
eleven classes on the programme, em-
bracing motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle

cars of all types, and it has been decided
to extend the entries until Monday next,

first post.
;

The secretary of the event is Mr. H.
|

Whiteman, Greyfriars Chambers, Hert-'
ford Street, Coventry.
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Two Lady Riders
in

Germany.
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Exciting and Unpleasant Adventures

on the Eve of War.

By MISS W. J. SCOTT.

WE started off on our trip by- motor cycle to

Bayreuth so peacefully on the 15th July,
never dreaming of the possibilities of war.

and here we are back again on the 4th August, all

that is left to us of the two bicycles being a spare

belt, an inner tube, and a sparking plug.

Our outward journey seems tame now, but at the

time it was quite interesting. We left the Isle of
Wight by the 7.15 a.m. boat to

Southampton, rode up to London,
had the motor cycles put on board
the Batavier V., and arrived the

next morning at Rotterdam. In

due course we passed through the

formalities of the Dutch Customs,
had our passes signed, and duly
arrived at our destination, Lens-
den, near Amersfoort, where we
stayed two nights. \Ve were
much disappointed at the state of
the roads in Holland. The main
roads are paved all over, and are

in such bad repair that it was
impossible for us to go faster than
about fifteen miles an hour.

Alongside some of the

roads there are special

paths for cyclists, which
are often very good and
smooth, and we were
thankful whenever we
could get on these. Dur-
ing the next few days we
went through the usual
vicissitudes of a motor
cyclist—punctures, a little

carburetter trouble, belt

and clutch slip, etc.—but
nothing really to hinder us,

and we slept the nights at

Rheinberg, Niederbreisig,

Wiesbaden, and Wiirz-

burg. The scenery round
\Viesbaden is very lovely

and the roads excellent.

We stayed in ^Viesbaden
itself for two days. After leaving Wiirzburg odr luck

with fine weather changed, and we were caught in a
terrific thunderstorm, and forced to stay the night in a
most primitive wayside inn at Rupertsburg, near Eich-
statt, where our supper and breakfast consisted of black
bread and coffee. The next day we rode through most
beautiful scenery and along a fairly good road to

Regensburg. From there to Bayreuth was only an
easy day's run, but the clutch on my friend's machine

'

f^̂ Ssa»i£:..Lidis^-

(Above) Mis

kept slipping on every slight gradient, and the clay

roads, owing to the heavy thunder showers, were like

butter, so we eventually stopped at the little village

of Haag, and reached Bayreuth on the morning of

July 25th. There we spent seven days of peaceful

sight-seeing and opera-going, often going for little

tours on our motor cycles. On these, as everywhere

else on our trip out, we found everybody very kind

and always civil. It w"as only

natural that we were a great source

of interest, as ladies are practically

never seen on motor cycles in

Germany.

War and Rumours of War.

There were no English news-

papers to be had, and except that

we heard that Austria had
declared war against Servia, there

was not even a rumour of our

finding any difficulties on our

homeward way until the evening

of the ist of August, when the

news began to be disquieting, and
we were warned that pass-

ports would require to be
looked at and so forth

;

also when we went as usual

for our Poste Restante

letters they were refused

us, and we heard that the

post was in the hands of

the military. That evening

we heard that 4,000 sol-

diers were to be quartered

in the town on the follow-

ing day. ..

All the English and
Americans then began to

make hasty preparations

for an early start, we
among the number ; but

even then there seemed
nothing to make us think

of encountering any real

difficulties. On August
2nd, a Sunday, we started off at 7.30, the first

reaEintimation of warlike preparations being that the

man at the garage only allowed us to fill up with petrol

behind a building where we could not be seen, as all

petrol was requisitioned by the Government. Well,

we started off, and for the first fifteen miles or so we
were not interfered with, nor did we see any soldiers

or any military preparations, and so we came to Kulm-
bach, the first town on our route. Here we turned off

W. j. Scott and (below) Miss J. Dickinson on
their 2J h.p. Douglas machines.
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Two Lady Riders in Germany.—
for Lichtenfels, on the way to Eisenach and Cassel.

Just be3'ond Kulmbach my companion had a punc-

ture which delayed us some Uttle while, and as we

started onwards we met all the village people just

coming out of church. They stopped us_, the men de-

manding to see our papers. These, fortunately for

us, were all in order, passports, bicycle passes, German
tax papers, etc., and we were allowed to proceed.

Hardly were we through the villa'ge than we came to

a level crossing, where three or four men were busily

shutting the "gates, and others were as hastily loading

their rifles with ball cartridges.

Arrested !

We were hauled off our^ bicycles and told to con-

sider ourselves under arrest. Three or four men with

fixed bayonets walked in front, and as many behind,

'and about a hundred peasants accompanied us. It

was an awfully hot day, and my cycling clothes were

thick and heavy, so I began to find pushing my bicycle

a rather fatiguing game, and began to lag behind, and

got through it when we encountered another hostile

crowd who stopped us, examined the paper again,

and were just on the point of letting us go when
they discovered that the paper had no official seal

on it. This was quite enough, and we were instantly

arrested for the second time. Having learnt by
experience that no breathing time was allowed, I

quickly divested myself _ of my heavy coat and
knapsack, got them on to the bicycle, and we started

the march back all through the village, _ being re-

inforced at every moment by soldiers and crowds of

villagers. These were not quite s_o hostile, and we
got help from some of the boys in pushing the bicycles,

which was a great relief to us. At the station, where

we were again; examined, was a young German officer,

^who told us we had much better give up all idea of

proceeding on our bicycles, that no pass would really

help us, that the further we went the more military

we should encounter, and that he strongly advised

us to go on by train, and told us he would give us

a permit to take us as far as Lichtenfels, where we

could get a train for the frontier. This he did, and,

Oclisenfurt near Wurzburg View from bridge near Mainz over the Main. Tlie Town Hall at Ochsenfurth near V^'urzuurg

told my friend to do the same, but in a moment the

guards shouted at us to go on faster or else the

bayonets would be used. After some ten minutes or

more we got to the station, where the waiting room
was made into a temporary guard room, and we could

sit down. We were told that the gendarmerie from
the nearest town had been sent for, and that they

would decide what was to be done with us. In due
course four men arrived, thoroughly examined all our
papers, and then searched our suit cases for incriminat-

ing papers of any description. Needless to say they

found nothing. They told us that news of us had
been telephoned all along the line from Kulmbach^
and that we should be stopped at every level-crossing,

at every bridge, at every cross-road, and at every

village, and that in case w'e changed our route, our

descrijition had been telephoned on to every cross-

road in the neighbourhood. We askedTthese people,

who were quite nice to us, tc be kind enough to give

us some kind of a permit, which would enable us to

get on unmolested.. Thi.5 they did and we got on for

a mile or two, were stopped at the first bridge, showed
our paper, and were allowed to pass on.

This cheered us up considerably, and we enteretj

the next village quite unconcernedly, and had almost

loth to lea\e dur machines behind, we started once

more for Lichtenfels by road.

Rough Reception from Hostile Crowd.

On the wav we were held up several times, but

allowed on again after our paper had been shown.

About half a mile from the town we overtook a noisy

band of Reservists, and these, when they discovered

we were only t\yo ladies, shouted to us to stop, and

as this was done not quite quickly enough for them,

they absolutelv dragged us off our bicycles. I believe

that these men had no right whatsoever to stop us,

but they were uproarious and I suppose thought it a
|

bit of fun. We were very roughly handled by them,
|

but eventually one older-looking man amongst them
\

came forward, looked at our passports, etc., and
i

allowed us to 'proceed. We were then within sight
|

of the town, and rather heaved a sigh of relief to :

think that we should at last get a little peace. But

this was not the case, for at -the entrance of the town

we were met by one of the ugliest and most hostile

crowds I have ever seen. We rode quietly side by

side so as not to get separated, and then came the

Older "Halt! or we -shoot." Some of the men ran

off for the police, leaving us in the middle of the
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road closely guarded by soldiers and civilians. One
would have thought we were the most dangerous spies

caught red-handed ; they could not have- treated us

worse. They shouted to us that if we attempted to

move or speak to each other we should be instantly

shot.

An old man standing in front of me then began talk-

ing to me; he was quite friendly, really, of better class

apparently than the rabble around us. He said he

could not understand why two respectable ladies should

be riding motor cycles instead of staying quietly at

home. Did we not know that war was declared, etc.,

etc. I answered him diat, of course, I could quite

understand his point of view, as he was at home, but

ihat we were not, and, although we were trying our

very utmost to get there as quickly as possible, he

and his nation were doing their utmost to prevent it.

This seemed to appeal to his sense of humour, and
he then began to call the ruder boys and girls to order.

They were just beginning to get out of hand, pulling

at our hair, snapping their fingers in our faces, and
so forth, and then he suggested to the calmer of the

guards that they should escort us at any rate into the

shade, and not keep us in the l)roiling sun.

Kindness from the Police.

Much to our joy we were soon met bv uniformed

police, who escorted us and kept off the crowd, who
then contented themseh'es with shouting, '" To prison,

to prison." The chief of police was excessively kind

to us, and helped us in every way. He brought us

into a room, had the bicycles guarded fiy police,

cleared the streets, and then proceeded to write a

further permit for us as far as the Dutch frontier. He
added to his kindness by accompanying us to the

station, and, while he assisted my friend with the

machines, I went to get the tickets. I was asked for

my passport, which 1 showed, also I told the man I

should require tickets for the motor bicycles, and
that the chief of police was on the platform with us.

Whether or not he believed me I do not know, for at

that moment someone outside the station recognised

me, and in a moment the whole building was swarm-
ing with men and boys, and the man at the ticket

>

office, telling me to wait a moment, went out by a side

door and fetched in a whole band of soldiers. Seeing

I was going to be instantly surrounded and separated

both from my friend and the chief of police, I made
a dash, ducked under the bayonets, and flew through

the crowd on to the platform just in time to find the

chief saying good-bye to my friend, believing all was
well. He was perfectly furious, white with anger

at the brutal behaviour of his countrymen, and just

hurled abuse at them all, told them what curs they

w'ere to bully two perfectly harmless and helpless

women, insisted on the tickets being then and there

handed over to us, and a telegram despatched to

Wiirzburg to say we were not to be interfered with,

but were to be helped to the frontier.

We said good-bye to the Chief of Police with real

regret, for had it not been for him_ I scarcely think

we should have left Lichtenfels that day

Over the Frontier at Last.

Two Dutch youths gave up their places to us, other-

wise we could not have had a seat at all, but the

bicycles had to be left behind. At Wiirzburg we booked

to Utrecht, the only Dutch town to which tickets were

issued. All through the night we were continually

leaving one train for another, but reached Cologne

about 6 a.m. and Utrecht at 2 p.m. Thence, with

many difficulties, we proceeded through Hilversum

and Amsterdam to the Hook of Holland, where,

after spending the night on the wooden Customs
benches, we embarked for England. Outside Harwich
we were ordered to stop, and escorted in by a sub-

marine. It seemed almost too good to be true to find

ourselves back once more on English soil after the

experiences of the past days. One thing which greatly

surprised us was to find that even then—on Tuesday
afternoon, August 4th—we were not yet at war with

Germany, though we had been subjected to such gross

treatment at the hands of the Germans.

What makes the retention of the two machines more
vexing still is the fact that Miss Dickinson is attached to

the Hants. Red Cross and is needed as a despatch rider. If

any reader is willing to loan another mount to Miss Dickin-

son until the close of the war, or to provide her with means
to obtain one, such an offer would be gratefully

accepted.—Ed.

-•••—<-

CLUB NEWS.
Regent's Park M.C.C.

A run took place from London to Lynn recently combining
a flexibility test. Tliere were no secret checks, the prizes
being awarded on correct time, general condition, and relia-

bility. The re-sjults were as follow : 1, A. C. Bobbins (4

L.JLC), silver cup presented by Mr. John Newell; 2, G.
Williams (5 Zenith), gold medal ; 3, A. Stafford (7 Matchless
sc), silver medal.

Flnsbury Park C. and M.C.C.

A flexibility test consisting of a fast and slow liiU-climb

in wliich the same gear ratio had to be used tlu-oughout was
held recently near Pangbourne. The Touche Challenge Cup
and gold medal is awarded to the rider scoring the liighest

aggregate on the results of this event and a speed-judging
test which, will be held on August 22nd. The Motor Cycle

t 1 J 1,000 W , ,, , , , Wx T , .

tormula was used, p ,^3 for the fast and .,

qqq p for the

slow, the highest figure Avinning in each case. C. W. Cooke
(3^ Triumph) proved to be the winner of both climbs in

im. 18^s. and 5m. 24s., giving 0.127 and 0.25 respectively.

The fastest time was made by J. Evans (5-6 Bat).

I

Midland A.C.

The hill-climb which was arranged to take place at

Shelsley Walsh has been definitely abandoned owing to the

European crisis.

Oldham and District M.C.

A gymkhana was held last week in a iield at Nont Sarah's,

and included a tug-of-waa% which was hotly contested and
ended in a tie. as the rope broke. A musical evening followed.

York County M.C.C.

The complete results of the reliability trial to London and
back are as follow :

Winner of B-iTioM Cup.—H. H. Charge (3.V Rudge sc.)

Winner of Special Gold .Medal.—A. C. Thornton (3J Rover).

Winner of Standard Gold Medal.—G. Heminwav (4 Triump)i sc)
Winners of Silver Medals.—F W. J. Bell (6 Re.\ sc), T. Child (6 A.J.S.

sc), R. T Cawthome (3A Triumph sc), E. Liinn {3J Triumph sc), and J. A.
Wilkinson (6 Rex sc.)

Winners of Bronze Medals.—A. Waterman (6 Zenith sc), A. Lunn (3J
Triumph sc), \V. E. .i^squith (5 A.J.S. sc), A. J. Burton (4 Singer sc), G. R.
Hanby (3} Scott sc), G. E. Hawkin (3 J Triumph sc), V,'. S. Spencer (3} Triumph
sc), aud C. R. Foster.

It will be noticed that nearly every prize was won by a
sidecar combination.
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The Sidecar as a Commercial Vehicle.
A Cheap Method of delivering Light Goods over Scattered Areas.

THOSE of our readers who have goods to deliver,

and ^yho have' suffered by the wholesale com-

mandeering of horses for the Army, would do

well to consider the advisability of^ pressing into

service a sidecar outfit for the conveyance and delivery

of light goods. To bakers and grocers . in particular

a sidecar delivery van should appeal. These machines

-are very light in weight, cheap to run, and their first

cost is moderate, and there is the further advantage

that immediate delivery can be obtained in most cases-.

We illustrate three specimens of these outfits from
manufacturers who have been quick to realise the

immense usefulness of the. sidecar delivery van,

especially in view of the shortage of horses. Many
tradesmen in comfortable circumstances who have

received or will receive payment for the horses which

have been commandeered for the Army would require

to iay out but a little extra to purchase a sidecar

vehicle of the type illustrated, and it is certain that

such a machine could easily do the work of two horses,

and can be tended and driven by any intelligent youth

over fourteen years of age.

Ki»i-^ - —

The James-Canoelet delivery sidecar.

A Rex-Jap commercial sidecar outfit.

The Rex=Jap Commercial Sidecar Outfit.

We illustrate above an example of how the Premier

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham, are meet-

ing the demand for light commercial goods delivery

work. This is not the only pattern made by the firm,

for they have also just delivered several sidecars to

Messrs. the Midland Vinegar Co., Ltd., for use by tliat

firm's travellers, which have been specially fitted up
to accommodate the personal effects and samples of

the travellers using the machines. The chassis is iden-

tical with the one illustrated, and is remarkably strong

and has four point attachment, fitted with the P.M.C.
patent Ouickfit couplings, which prevent misalignment

of the sidecar under even the severest stresses. " 650
X 65 Voiturette tyres are used, and the sidecar wheel

runs on a car type spindle. Altogether, these outfits

strike an important note in the use of a sidecar for

definite commercial purposes, and, although eminently

utilitarian, they are beautifully finished. We believe

that outfits of this type will rapidly come into their

own now that so many tradesmen are left horseless,

and it is refreshing to see signs already of many firms

preparing to supply the demand that will assuredly

arise.
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The James Motor Cycle Carrier.

The James Cycle Co., Ltd., Greet, Birmingham,
have produced a very handsome side carrier for goods
delivery. The main portion of the side carriage is

a James Canoelet. The upper part of the sides

and back has been levelled, and a very neat and
well -finished coach-built top has been fitted. This is

hinged at the driver's side, and two lifting handles are

provided. The body is interchangeable on the chassis

with an ordinary touring Canoelet body. The James
outfit is highly finished throughout, and presents a

very handsome appearance.

The Excelsior Outfit.

Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Excelsior \Vorks,

Coventry, have also seized the moment to place a

soundly constructed and very moderately priced carrier

on the market, which is, of course, attached to their

well-known Excelsior motor cycles, which have
obtained so enviable a reputation for hill-climbing

powers. 'The model we illustrate is one which was
produced rather rapidly, and we understand that

modifications may be made in future models which will

give greater carrying capacity. The carrier is inter-

changeable with an ordinary sidecar body.

The Excelsior-Millford sidecar carrier.
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English Molor Cyclists' Adventures in France in Time of War.

AFTER the abandonment of the F.I.CM. Six

Days Trials, the British Consul at Grenoble

had advised us to get out of the country as

quickly as possible, and things to us began to look

rather serious. There were four in the party—myself

with a Connaught, W. B. Little with a Premier, and

R. A. Bishop with a Royal Enfield sidecar and
passenger. Our tanks ^were all nearly empty, but we
put our trust in good luck, and started off at ii a.m.

on our journey to the North Coast. The streets in

Grenoble were rather quiet, for a lot of the troops

had gone away by train in the early morning. Our
luck was in all right, for we came across a small

garage in a village two miles out of Grenoble

where we obtained enough essence to fill all the tanks.

This eased our miniJs a little, and we accelerated

speed up to forty and forty-five miles ; one speedometer

jammed at fifty-eight, so we were "travelling some."
We kept on at this rate till we reached a small place

named Bourgoin, where we had lunch. I rather think

we might have got into trouble at this place, for a

French soldier ordered us to garage our machines in

a shed and not to take them out again, but as he had
disappeared when we came out of the hotel, our

machines disappeared also, as fast as we could make
them, on the road to Lyons. It was nearly 4 p.m. when
we neared Lyons, keeping well together all the way.

It took us some little time to find the way through the

town, but we were soon on the road to Roanne.

A BreaRdown delays us.

My old two-stroke was running splendidly, and I

kept well ahead, for the road was fairly good though

twisty, and well fitted up with guide posts. On reach-

ing the octroi at Roanne, about 6.30 p.m., I pulled up

to wait for the other two, but as they had not appeared

in sight after twenty minutes waiting, I jumped on the

machine and rode back to see what was wrong. I

found them about twelve miles back at a \-illage called

I'Arbresle ; the Enfield had developed bearing trouble

in the back wheel, and it was impossible to repair it.

We tried our best with the tools we had till 10 p.m.,

and then gave it up. The villagers crowded round us

and gave us moral support, which was not worth much,
but better than having bricks thrown at us. We
stayed the night in I'Arbresle, and in the morning,

after a council of war, we left the Enfield at the hotel,

and then went back to Lyons to see if we could obtain

a spare ball race for the back wheel. Bishop and his

luggage rode _on my carrier, and Little took tin

passenger and Jiis luggage.

We reached Lyons safely and went to the

Motosacoche depot, but found out that we could not

get a spare in the whole town. We were in a fix

all right. So off we went to see the Consul, for

things began to look a wee bit serious, and not one

of us had a passport. When we got to the Consul's
oflSce, tiiere were about sixty waiting their turn to see
him. Two girls fainted in the crush while we were
there. Howex'er, we got certificates of registration

after w^aiting eight hours and went outside again.

Our Machines are Commandeered.
We had barely got into the street again, when three

soldiers came up and informed us that they required
our machines to be left with them as they would be

. required for national service. This put us in a worse
plight than before, but there was no help for it,

according to the Consul, so we obtained receipts for

the two machines and left the receipts in the care of

the overworked Consul.

It was hardly a nice situation for us ; stranded iu

a foreign country in a state of war. If they had left

us our machines, we should not have felt so helpless,

but there we were and we had to make the best of it.

We asked the Consul's advice, and he promised to get

us on a troop train which was leaving for Paris at noon
the following day, Tuesday. He fulfilled his promise,
and Tuesday, 12.30, saw us steaming out of Lyons
in a crowded troop train at the headlong speed of ten

miles per hour towards Paris. We did not worry
about the speed as long as we got there. It was 2.30

p.m. on Wednesday when we arrived at Paris.

We had to find the Consul in Paris and see what he
could do for us, and after a weary and anxioiis wait of

eleven hours, we boarded the train for Havre, and
arrived at that port at 9.30 a.m. on Thursday. The
boat left Havre at 1 1 p.m. the same day, and, after a

very crowded crossing with all lights out, we arrived

at Southampton about 8 a.m. Friday, glad to get

back to Old England. The first thing was a good
English breakfast and then home.

Maurice Greenwood.

H. Silver (son of Tom
Silver), who has joined

t h e Royal Engrncers

(S.D.). His mount is a

3i h.p. Quadran'.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

?

A Choice of Medium-powered Engines.

I want to replace my 2 h.p.

engine with one of greater power,
but am undecided wliether to

have a Sg h.p twin, a 2J h.p.

single, or a two-stroke. I use
my macliine for taking a passenger on
the carrier. I do not want a big heavy
engine. I am all in favour of the 2|
h.p. single, but should very much like

your advice as to whicli engine you
consider tbe most suitable. I shall fit

a change-speed gear of some type.

—

G.A.T.

Since you go in for passenger carrying,
we should advise you to obtain a 3^ h.p.

twin engine. You would then have a
fairly good reserve of power, and you
would not have to run your engine all out
as you would do with a single cylinder of

small capacity. You are quite right to

use a variable gear, and such a machine
so equipped would take a sidecar and
passenger quite comfortablj' when
required. If you only carry a passenger
very occasionally the small two-strokes
are admirable.

Removin- ^ Compression Plate.

I have a 1913 3^ h.p. three-

speed single-cylinder machine
with coachbuilt sidecar, which I

purchased second-hand. Recently
I removed the cylinder to remedy

an oil leakage between the cylinder and
crank case and I found a iVin. plate
fitted between the cylinder and crank
case. I would like to know for what
reason the plate has been fitted in, and
whether it would be advisable to remove
it in order to obtain more power.
The machine has a hub gear and I

cannot get the knack of starting on the
clutch. Can you advise me?^A.Y.

In all probability the previous owner
wished to lower the compression slightly

to get slower running or easier starting.
It is quite likely it might make a differ-

ence in the power developed if you
removed the plate. It certainly would
not harm the engine in any way to do
so. If the clutch is in proper adjustment
and satisfactorily lubricated you should
be able to start away easily and the drive
should be picked up sweetly. You should
let the clutch in gently, and, at the same
tirhe, open the throttle very slightly.
But be content with a slow and gentle
start and do not aim at rapid acceleration,
for we do not suppose you will ever be
able to get the quick acceleration that
you do with a car when starting,
especially as the machine is a single-
cylinder.
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Trouble with a Generator.

I should be glad if you would
advise me on a small point that

is rather worrying me. I have
a large lamp, and find that

after having lit it for about an
a large quantity of water, to-

gether with some carbide dust, collects

at the bottom of the container, with
the result that when I go over a bump
in the road this water is flung up into

th« carbide container, and the lamp
flares up for quite a long period, and
forces the water out of the small

hole in the filler cap. The outcome of

it all is that when I remove the

generator at night I find nothing but
sodden carbide in it, and the lamp,

for which is- claimed a si-x-hour

capacity, has lasted two hours.—T.N.

It would seem that there is a leak

somewhere in the gaspipe, and that in

order to get sufficient gas to go through
to the lamps as well you have to use a
very large flow of water, which accounts
for the carbide being used up quickly.

We should advise you to test the joint

carefully for any leaks that might
occur. If you get a good steady
pressure of gas you will find that your
lamp will not flare when you pass

over rough surfaces. You must also

make certain that the rubber gastight

ring between the two halves of the

generator is fitting perfectly.

Taking a Sidecar to tbe I.O.M.

I shall be pleased if you will

kindly advise me which is the
speediest route from Basingstoke
to Port Erin, Isle of JIan, via,

Liverpool, and whether it is

worth, while shipping my motor cycle
and sidecar to the Island for a week.
If so, what are the freight chai'ges, and
is it necessary for me to detach the

'

sidecar?—A.G.A.
Your best route front Basingstoke would
be via ICingsclere, Newbury, Lambourn_
Faringdon, Cirencester, " Gloucester,
Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Wellington, Hodnet, Whit-
church, Chester, Birkenhead, ferry . to
Liverpool, thence to Douglas by the
I.O.M. Steam Packet Co.'s steamer, and
by motor cycle to Port. Erin. We^,
certainly advise you to take your sidecar'-
with you, as it will prove invaluable for
sightseeing in the Island. The freight
charges are quite moderate, about 5s. for
the outfit, but with certain boats it is

necessary to detach the sidecar before
embarking. ~ »,.

Motor cyclist despatch riders on the East Coast, whose company is using a school and playground *
as their temporai'y headquarters.
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STARTLING IMPROVEMENT IN CARBURETTERS.

The BINKS 1914 Automatic Jet

Damping Pilot Jet Carburetter.
One lever control

"Hearf Petrol Consamption"
"Inflexibility"

"Won't run slow
PRICE, 49/- WITH
SPARE JETS. KEY,
& INSTRUCTIONS.

Free Ad.'ce

on all

Carbiiration

Troubles.

/ have
caught and

destroyed for
ever these pests
to Cycle Carists

and Motor Cyclists.

EQUALLY GOOD
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Mr- Fdwar(?8, a well-known actor, after having a BINKS fitted to his
Bridbury by Mr. Chilton, wired to him on reachinR London :

GOD BLESS BINKS. A unique testimonial.

For all ordinary riding
especially in Traffic.

Extra air lever
IS there if you fancy it.

You can shut throttle and jets off
down hill and open air tever and

scavenge your engine with

COOL, CLEAN AIR,
and obtain good air brake.

You cannot do this with any other.

The results given by this new and wonderful

instrument have to be seen by most to be

believed. No other carburetter can approach

it for slow running and flexibility and utmost

speed, and it is by far the most economical

carburetter in the world. Makes any engine

tick over dead slow like a steam engine, and

pull dead slow in traffic, and won't race

when clutch is taken out, when running slow.

The JET DAMPING SYSTEM—The Secret of the extreme economy.
The VARIABLE CHOKE TUBESThe Secret of the marvellous flexibility.

ON 3^ TRIUMPHS On tll^ ^CflTT
AND ALL SIMILAR MACHINES ^i^Mi 1<M.M^^ K^^*^^i^ M AAND ALL SIMILAR M\CHINES

150 MILES PER GALLON.

DISPATCH RIDERS
are now fitting these Carburetters to

their tnachines as they enable them to
ran much quieter. No " bangs " or racing
engines, and much greater mileage.

If you wish to distinguish yourself you
have a much better chance if your
machine has one of these carburetters.

THEY ARE RECOMMENDED BY
THE MILITARY AUTHORITIES
AS THEY MAKE THE ENGINE
START INSTANTLY and RUN
FASTER. Both points of VITAL
IMPORTANCE IN WAR.

Mr. O'Donovan gets over 81 miles per
hour out of his 3} h.p. single Norton.

TTiis instrument practically makes tliis truly magnificent macKine run with steam engine

like flexibility, absolutely dead slow when free or in traffic, gives it the easiest start, and
the extreme speed possible, yet with less petrol consumption than any other, and does not

race when clutch is taken out. I have hundreds of wonderful testimonials about my
this year's carburetter on Scotts' but the new instrument is a slartUng improvement on

this year's, giving far slower running and 25% more mileage. Can be fitted to the

Scott, when the old carburetter is removed, by a novice in half an hour, with a

spanner only. Absolutely no alteration or work required. To enable you to TEST
my claims, and compare this instrument with others, I will send you one on a week's

approval and TRIAL, and if you do not like it I will return your money. The
Scott set consists of Carburetter, 49/-, new petrol pipe, connecting stirrup, clamp,

bracket, and engine shields, to make all look neat and workmanlike. 15—

RuD Letter in "The Motor Cycle" on August 21st, 1913, Pacs 1091, from R. F. G.
KELLY, ESQ.

Testimonial (quite unsolicited) from Rev. O. D. Bruce-Payne.

St. Christopher's, Sandwich, Kent,
C. Dinks, Ltd. 2^rd September, IQ13.

Dear Sirs,— I have just finished 500 railcs_ with vcur latest patteii carburetter fitted to my
Scott. First, with regard to the fitting—if accessibility counts for anytbiog it is admirable.
\'oiir c.irburctter went on without any tool being needed beyond a small spanner. It is the
nio^t delightful instrument in use. In conjunction with a Scott, traCfic, originally a nightmare
with a one jet carburetter (automatic), which needed the united control of both hands and both
feet, has no terrors, 1 can safely say, with a Binks two-jet. Ihe extra air lever as a brake i?

especially useful.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. BRUCE-PAY.N'E.

Don't be put off by those makers who have contracted tc

fit cheap carburetters to all their 1914 machines.

Send lor Lists and
Treatise on Carburaiion. C. BINKS, LTD., PHOENIX WORKS. ECCLES. Nr. MANCHESTER.

In answerinr; (Ms advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B27
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Cams 'or Speed Work.

With standard timing I can do^ about 48 m. p. h., geared 4^ to 1^

% on my 3^ h.p. single-cylinder
-iJ Is there any different valve

timing and magneto timing for

speed ? What timing do you recom-
mend for hill-climbing? If there is a
different timing, and do manufacturers
supply special cams?—H.A.

For ultra-high speed worli it is certainly

necessary to have a different valve and
ignition timing. As a rule, for high
speed work overlap of ' the valves is

necessary. It is impossible for you to

alter the timing, of course, unless you
have new cams, but in all probability

the makers would supply you with them
if you wanted them. At the same time,

when you have adopted such a liming
you will not be able to throttle down,
and the machine would be extremely un-

comfortable for touring. You had better

consult the makers as to the best timing
for hill-climbing, as it varies so much
with different engines.

- Taking Driving Lessons.

A local motor agent has a

~| Morgan runabout which he uses

> for his business, trials, etc., and
-^ he has offered to give me some

driving lessons on this macliine,

not necessarily with a view to ray

piuchasing a machine, but because I

said I should like a few. What would
be a reasonable amount to pay for

tuition? Four or five miles would
have to be covered simply to get to

a. suitable road, both out and home
Is there much risk of a novice damaging
a Morgan, and should I require a
driving licence?—P.S.T.

We are afraid we cannot give you any
set price for the lessons, and would
advise you to try and come to some
satisfactory arrangement with the agent.
A usual fee for a course of lessons in

driving a car is four guineas, but we
do not think it would be so much in

your case. The agent would certainly
have to take the risk of your damaging
the machine, but we do not think you
could liajm it in any way other than
by running into anything. You would
require a driving Ucence.

Chancery Lane to the Peak.

Will you kindly advise me^ which is the best route from
> Chancery Lane, London, to
1-^ Bradwell—a village in the Peak

District—and also give me an
idea of the distance? My mount is

a 3^ h.p. three-speed Humber, ridden
solo, so that .there is not any necessity
to go out of my way to avoid hills.

—B.J.M.

If you are going from Chancery Lane
we should advise you to go through
Holborn, Oxford Street, Baker Street,
Park Road, to Finchley Road, which
follow right tlirough to Barnet, then
continue through St. Albans, Dunstable,
Fenny Stratford, Stony Stratford, Tow-
cester, Weedon, Daventry, along Watling

- Street until you reach the turning to

Hinckley, then go through Hinckley,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Derby, Matlock,
Baslow, Eyam, Hucklow, Bradwell. The
distance would be approximately 150
mile.';,
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Release valve and pipe from

crank case, conductmg waste

oil away to the ground, as

adopted on the 3i h.p.

horizontal twm Brough.

Persistent Overheating.

\ have a 3^ h.p. 1912 F.E.
single-geared machine which has
lately taken to knocking ter-

ribly I have removed the
cylinder and cleaned the carbon

off, and fitted new rings. The car-

buretter is perfectly clean, and the
bearings seem to be right. I , am
using a good thick oD, but all the
same the engine, crank case, and
carburetter get very hot after run-
ning about five or si.\- miles. I use a
medium gear, and the engine knocks
in whatever place I put the magneto
lever.—W.S.

We would suggest that you should try

a new plug, as the points of the one you
have at the present moment are probably
burnt away and become so thin that the

heat of the exploded charge renders them
incandescent and so causes violent pre-

ignition. We think you were quite right

in fitting new piston rings, as it appears
that blowing back is taking place into

the crank case ; consequently the heat-

ing you complain of is the result. You
might also verify the timing, which pos-

sibly may have slipped.

belt
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Incorrect Belt Line^

I am building a motor cycle

with a 2iin. belt line and lin.

belt. I ordered a new rear
'

wheel with pulley to this belt :

line, but on receiving it I find the

line is '2-{-|-in.—that is, T^in. too

much. Should I use this wheel as it!

is, or have it rebuilt to correct belt line?

—H.M.
It will be impossible to run the belt

so much out of line with satisfactory

results. As you suggest, it would
certainly be better if you had the wheel
rebuilt in order to suit the position of

the pulley of the engine.

Loss of Power and Weak Springs.

Until recently my engine a

2| single-cylinder, was running

very well, when it quite suddenly

lost all power on hills, and now
I can seldom get it to do more

n about 17 m.p.h. Ocoasionally

it will accelerate up to about 35 m.p.h.,
.

but of its own accord it slows down
after about two miles. I have tested

the petrol level, compression when hot,

and all joints for air leaks, but find all

in perfect order. I presume the mag-
neto is in order, as I never get a

misfire?—J.P.

It will probably be necessary for you to

renew the valve springs, as these have
probably been in use some time and
lost their temper and springiness. We
camiot think, of any other cause, as you
seem to have gone through most of the

things and found them to be correct.

There is just a chance, however, that

you are not getting sufficient lift on the

valve, through wear- on either the tappets

or cams. If adjustment is provided this

point can easily be seen to, but if not

you will require a collar or thimble on
the tappet to provide against the wear,

but great care to get the right thick-

ness for adjustment must be observed.

tha

Method of carrying a D.A. cylinder,

noticed on a 6 h.p. Bradbury sidecar, show-

ing arrangement of taps for front, sidecar,

and rear lights.

READER'S REPLY
A Trip to France.

My experience will be of interest to

"J.L.," who wrote in your July 30th
issue re a trip to France. In 1911 I

went to Paris by Southampton- Havre
with a sidecar and passenger. At Paris
we were joined by a third person and
went to Tours by train vvith the motor
cycle. Two of us came back direct from
Tours to Havre by road vid Chartres
and Rouen. Now the transport of the
motor cycle and sidecar from Paris to

Tours in the passenger train only cost us
five francs. There were no formalities or

previous notice necessary, and we did
not even detach the sidecar. I should
suggest to "J.L." that he should travel

with his cycle on the train from, say,

Vernon or Mantes into Paris, as he will

find the cycle useful inside Paris itself,

where the roads are not very bad. He
could similarly travel by train for the
first thirty to fifty miles out of Paris
again. I have been twice to Paris this,

year with a car, and can say that the
Havre route gives far the pleasantest

road journey, and that the road between
Vernon and Mantes has been largely

repaired. The sea transport of the motor
cycle and sidecar detached cost 10s., and
the Customs only sixty centimes. These
prices, however, may have been altered.

—P. AND M. Riper.
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SERVICE SERVICE is ACTIVE SERVICE
in the full sense of the word. It is complete and up-to date, and everything possible is done to thoroughly satisfy a ci'stomer. Fop
instance when purchasing a SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLE, we give you a GUARANTEE that the machine is overhauled and
in GOOD ORDER. We can also ARRANGE the purchase by our SYSTEM OF EASY EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
Please look down the following list. We are ahiiost sure you will find a machine to suit, but in case you do not. we hope you will

let us know exactly what you require, so that we can send particulars of any further machines we may have come in.

tlSX OF SECOND
Under £20.

56S. 1910 2} h.p. MOtO-REVE £15
582. 1909 3i h.p. REX £18

£20 to £30.
564. 1910 3 h.p. WANDERER £22 10
547. 1913 2.'. h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, Hutchinson lyres £25
562. i! h.p. WANDERER £25
569. 3" h.p. WANDERER £28
587. igi2 2 h.p. HUMBER, Dunlop tyres £28

£30 to £40.
£01. 1911 3} h.p. SCOTT £32 10
586. 1911 3t h.p. SCOTT £35
712. 1912 3) h.p. RUDGE Jlulti, Michelin tyres £36
180. 1912 6' h.p. CLYNO £39 18
391. 1913 3I h.p. MATCHLES8-J.A.P., Hutchinson and Michelin tyres £40
193c. 1912 34 h.p. P. & M £40

1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, Palmer and Hutchinson tyres 38 Gns.
1914 2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, Hutchinson t>Tes £37

632. 1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, CDntinental tyres £39 18
721. igtl 6 h.p. ZENITH-J.A.P £38

1912 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, kick starter £35
1914 2 h.p. O.K. " JUNIOR," Dunlop studded tyres £29

HAND IVIACHINES
1911 3I h.p. P. 8c M., with5i9-

599-

73S.

505.

653.

527.

404.
3S2.

603.

535-
269.
533'

927.
513.

Swan " Sidecar

1912 3.J h.p. TRIUMPH, Stelastic tyres, 3in. back

£40 to £50.
1913 2j h.p. DIAMOND, Hutchinson lyres

I9r2 6 h.p. ZENITH and " .Montgomery'* Sidecar, Rom and
Hutchinson t\Tes

1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, with '"jNlillford" Sidecar and accessories,

Kcmpshall t\Tcs

1912 6 h.p. MATCHLESS-j.A.P., with " Matchless " cane
(late) Sidecar. Hutchinson studded t\Tes

I9i2-I3 8h.p. WILLIAMSON, with " Forward " coach-built S'car

1912 8 h.p. ZENITH, with Millford " Sidecar
igi2 3} h.p. SCOTT, Palmer tyres

Over £BO.
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, with " Service " Sidecar, Dunlop tyTCs

1914 5-6 h.p. RUDGE Multi, Dunlop tyres

1914 4i h.p. JAMES, with " James " Canoelet Sidecar, Dunlops
1914 h.p. REX Sidette, Continental tyres

1913 6 h.p. CLYNO, Kcmpshall tyres

1912 8 h.p. CROUCH Cycle Car, water-cooled, 3-speed and
reverse, hood and screen, all lamps, speedo-
meter, and horn, new Stepney road grip tyres

£40
£35

£45

£47 10

£47 10
£50
£50
£38 10

£57 10
£59
60 Gns.
£75
£57

£42 10

Of new 1914 models we have a complete stock, and can give immediate delivery of practically any make. Our allowances on old

machines are liberal, and there Is every Inducement for you to purchase from us Clyno, Connaught. Rex, Premier, O.K., Rudge.
Bradbury, James, Enfield, F.N., etc.. etc.

CASH, EXTENDED PAVIVIENT, OR EXCHANGE.
2 EXTRA-SPECIAL. BARGAINS.

[914 6 h.p. BRADBURY, 3-spced, "Millford" Corvette Sidecar, lamp, 1 1913 6 h.p. CLYNO, 3 speeds (bought in 1914), No. 6 sidecar, hood,
horn, and rear liyht SOILED ONLY £75 scrtcn, spare wheel and tyre, F.R.S. lamp, horn, speed-

I ometer, guaranteed like new £75

IVIACHINES AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED ON SPECIAL TERMS TO MEMBERS OF H.M. FORCES.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD., The SoIe Asent. for London for CLYNOS a> .uppUed to the War Office,

Phone—260 Central 289-292, 293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C. wires— •' Admittedly."

SEE THE
iCSTARS"

if you are OUT for POPULAR Lines.

The Motor of
Many MeriU.

65 GNS.

Chain Drive
throughout.

Car Practice
Throughout.

IN

TWO
MODELS

4J h.p. (S.C.)

6 h.p. (Twin)

Perfect
Transmission.

Easy Accessibility
to all Parts.

75 GNS.

Teeming with
Refinements.

Send for our beautilully desciiptive catalogue

and advantageous agents' terms, which will leave

you wondering why you have not previously

CONSULTED THE "STARS."

STAB CYCLE Co., "'SSS' WOLVERHAMPTON.
Proprietors : The Star Engineering Co-, Ltd.

London Agents : THE CARETTE CO..
177. Great Portland Street - - - London. W,

Telephone 6317 Maytalr.

Save Expense.
I( you feel you cannot afford new tyres just now,

get out your old tyre covers and send them to us

to be retreaded In the Beldam way.

Beldam
—Re trea d

s

save you much money. last longer than some new covers.

They arc famous lor the long Hfe an^ salisfaciion they give.

On receipt of covers wc will quote you. A very salisficd

user writes :

"
I was very pleased with the last cover

you did for me. It outlasted the bike.'

CL.H.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd., Brentford, Middx.

God bold.

In ansxcerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " THp Motor Cycle.
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MISCEI.LANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words alter. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertissments in this section should be

accompanied with remiltance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion fetters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is talsen

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advcLtisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only the niimUer will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
coo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

a^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties arc advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
fio the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Tlifte &: Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
,

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally !

desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect,
j

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no i

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
|

lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..I.S.

A.J.S., 2%h.p., T.T. roadster, 1913%,_ Best and
Lloyd, Watford, faultless

caprice, Newport, Mon.
£42.—Pool, Mon-

[6428

A.J.S., late 1913. 6h.p,, 3 speeds, kick starter, and
coachbuilt eidecar. eiplendid condition, all acces-

sories; £57.—Riley, Matlock. [580S4

A.J.S.,* 1913. 2%b.p . kick etaiter, 2-speed, fine condi-
tion, dispatch riding ; sacrifice £29/10.~C!apham.

King George St., . Greenwich. [X8149

A.J.S., 6h.p , late 1913, with 1914 improvements and
Lucas lamp, spcf-dometer, tools. 3-speed clutch, and

2 iilnio^t new tyreti; £52/10, or best ofler ; owner h'oios

Egypt; trial run.-Phillips' Garage, Alderehot. [8069

6h.p. A.J.S. and Canoelet de Luxe sidecar, only used
600 miles, new 2 months ago. hood, screen, Lucas

and" electric lamps, fitted up regardless of expense; cost
£110. accept 72 yn--^. : any trial.—John Webber. Crau-
furdrise. Maidenhead. [X7950

Alldays.
ALLDAYS, 1913, SV^h-p., 2-speed, free engine, and

in good order; £23. — The Premier Motor Co.,
Ltd., Aston Rd.,, Eirmzngham. £0437

Ariel.

ARIEL, 1913, 3-speed model, kick starter, decom-
pre6sor little used, capital order throughout ; worth

£40 easilv. price £32/10. cash only.—Laytons, Biceet-er,
Oxon. [X8112

IB^ PEACE OR WAFS
A Motor Cycle and Sidecar

should be a part of the equip-

ment 0? every country or

surburban home, and

THE PLACE TO
PURCHASE IS AT

RUOTOPES
Call and choose the exact machine for Military

service, or the most reliable sidecar combination
from our great stock ot best makes, new and
2nd-hand, at prices that defy competition. Every
machine ready for the road and fully guaranteed.

HERE IS A SMALL SELECTION FROM TO-DAY'S
LIST. ASK FOR A COPY.

8789. 3ih.p. 1914 2 speed DOUGLAS
and Sidecar £65

8790. 2j h.p. 19TO 2-speed F.N £1S
8792. 3j h.p. 1913 3-speed ROVER

and Sidecar £48

8793. 3-i t-p. 1912 2-speed B.S.A £35
879+. 3i h.p. 1912 T.T. RUDGE .... £22 10

8795. 2* h.p. 1914 2-speed 2-stroke
CONNAUGHT 30 gns.

8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT £47 10

8765. 2j h.p. 1914 2 stroke LEVIS £27 10

8771. 2j h.p. 1911, Model E. DOUGLAS
2-speeds £28 10

3772. '6 h.p. ROVER CAR £25
8773. 3i h.p. igi2 2-speed SITJGER and

sidecar £38 10
878r. 3* h.p. igrs T.T. RUDGE £28
8782. 3I h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
^783. 3t h.p, 1912, Twin 6-speed

MATCHLESS £25
8784. 3ih;p. 1909 BRADBURY £17
8760. 8 h.p. 1913 2-spced chain drive

MATCHLESS and Sidecar £55

8759. zj h.p. 1914 2-speed CLYNO £35
S758. 7 h.p. 1913 2-speed INDIAN and

Millford Sidecar £53

8753. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH
and Bramble Sidecar £60

8746. 6 h.p. 1913 A.C. Sociable £60
8744. 2j h.p. 1912 2-speed SINGER £25
8759. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH .. £45
8737. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH'and Cinoelet £47 10
8732. 3j h.p. 1914 2-spced P. & M. and

coach-built Sidecar £69
8710. 4 h.p. r9l4 3-spced TRIUMPH

and Gloria coach-built Sidecar £63
8708. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £17 10
8705. 3\ h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8702. 2' h.p. 1912 MOTO-REVE £14
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed V.S.-J.A.P.

and Sidecar £45
8(371. 7 h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN and

Sidecar £35
8S54. 3* h.p 1910 standard TRIUMPH.. £22 10
8640. 3! h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8627. 2Jh.p. 1912 twin HUMBER £22 10
8592. 3t h.p. 190S QUADRANT £17 10
8568. 3* h.p. iQio BRADBURY £20
8551. 3* h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8554. 8 h.p. 1913 2-speed air-cooled

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £50
8551, 23 h.p. twin FAIRY £12 10
8529. 5-6h.p. 4-cvlindcr F.N. and Sidecar —
8502. 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8412. 3J h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8367. 8 h.p. 19J2 3 sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359. 6 h.p. twin BROWN and Sidecar £22 10
8352. 3.i h.p. J909 2-speed P. & M £22 10
8338. 3,1 h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £22 10
6336. 2} h.p. F.N £13 10
8333. 35 h.p. rgog TRIUMPH £23 10
8323. sJh.p. 1912 LINCOLN-ELK £22 10
8320. 3I h.p. 1911 ARIEL, variable gear £25
8306. 3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £20
8277. 6 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar £27 10

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.
{

LONDON, E.C.
Phone : Holborn 5777.

Wires : "Opificer. Londot

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Antoine.

31;h.p. Antoine. mag., eraart machine, powerful ; £ -
2 Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.. Fitzroy Sq., W. , J3

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEELS in etock; trade supplied.-The AMi

118, Hami«tead Kd. [92

ATITO-WHEEL, 1914, Jew hundred miles -y
£13/10.—Heybourn," Motors, Maidenhead. [,25

NEW Auto-Wheel, -with or without new 3-speed J'p
lady's trk'j-cle; ofEers wanted.—26, Hedora 1

"IQ14 Auto-Wheel, almost new; £13/13; al
J-*-' arranged.—Box I-,6,008, The Motor i u
Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G. [54

Bat.

BAT, 1914. 4VL.h.p., 2^pee-d model, perfect for sijar
or solo work, brand new, but elit'htlv €hop-so|l'

L'atalogue price £57/10, cash price £50.—Lnnis,
Biceeter, Oson. , [xis

BAT, 8h.p., 1914, done under 100 miles^ 3 BrK
clutch and kick starter, enamelled French Eiein

absolutely perfect order, as new, delivered week ;ir, ;i

bargain, £52.—From Elce and Co., 15, Biehopsgatp v

Camomile St., E.G. [32

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, standard 1912, F.E., variable; ?;il .'^

nearest £20.-136, Dalmalley Ed.', Croydon. [X40

BRADBURY, 6h.p., 3 speeds. shop-6oiled oniy; .-rs

wanted.— Turpius. 22 and 29. Preston Rd., EriK-Q.

Do
BRADBURY, 1911, 4h.p., witb latest pattern .I-

bury 2-speed gear, thoroughly overhauled, and ir-

anteed perfect, excellent condition; £24.—Below.

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., standard model, exctnt
order. £25: also a 1911 model at £23; both "tli

accessories, and guaranteed perfect.—Elce and Co.. 5.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [r51

BRADBURY, 4h.p.. late 1912, 2^peed, cliain
with Canoelet sidecar, lamp, horn, speedometem

compres,sor, only run 3,800 miles; £42.—Peplow. f
bury Rd., Stockport.

4ih.p. Bradbm-y and £12 coachbuilt Bradbury siji

4 (dark green), litited £72, brand new from, ffl

burys' works December last, done 300 only, Sturmil
speed, absolutely unscratched, last 1913 combinatim
leave Bradburys' -works; must reaJiee cash; sacrificra
£40.-36, Clarendon St.. Nottingham, after 6 p.r
by appointment during day. [5

Brough.

BROUGH. 6h.p., 2 speeds, mag., and sidecar ch^
bargain, £23/10.—Bown, Photographer, Earl^

BROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock • om
500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead T

modelti —The West Lancashire Motor Co., Soutliip

B ROUGH, 6h.p., 2-speed. kick starter,
Canoelet sidecar, combination brand new;

reasonable offer secures.—W. S. Life, 10, Cumbeg
Rd., Southport.

T.T. Brough, 500 c.c, horizontal twin, fitted 1

new engine August, very fast machine; mufi
sold immediately; reasonable offers.—W. S. Liig'
Cumberland Rd., Southport.

BROUGH, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start. ^^
drive, brand new; £75; buyer seciires £1"5/15 Cie-

let sidecar to match gratis.-West Lancashire Motoio..
Ltd., 10, Hoghton St., Southport. f75

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1913, 2-speed, chain, 4,000 miles, lamp. "d.

speedometer; 41 gns.—Moriiss, 139, Finchlev >l.

N.W. 5.64

B.S.A, Specialists.—Every 1914 model in stock, le-

care, motor and pedal ; easy payments.—Eiggs. ')7.

Bishopsgate, London. [546

"1 Q12 B.S.A., free engine, 2-speed, and coachilt
-Ltf sidecar, not done 1,000.; £35.—H. Kentoi] 'Id

Bank House, Oxted. ~
iS6

B.S-A., 1913-14, 3V2h-P-. free engine, speedoi^r,
etc. ; cost -f63, ofiers, or exchange Dougla^ud

cash.—H., 43, Hartington Ed., Salisbury. 146

B.S.A. 1914 Models in stock for immediate delry.

—Best terms for cash, or exchange, from -ce

and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C

"I
Q13 3y2h.p. 2-6peed B.S.A., chain driven ,--jip^

JL«/ magnificent order, excellent sidecar mac!g
absolute bargain. £37.~PaTker and Son, St'

Hunts.

B.S.A., absolutely the sidecar machine, model ]

with sidecar, immediate delivery, £77, comiff
all B.S.A. 1914 modtls in stock for delivery; eichi

—Cordinglev. Haalingden. Tel.; 102.

B^o Al* letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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near oiter.

[X8C62

Model II. *9 15s.
Easy Payments or Exchanst:^.

FEW SECOND-HAND SIDECARS FROM 30/-.

BOOTH'S WAR BARGAINS.
4}h.p. Twin MINERVA, .M.O.V., with in

Millford Sidecar £14 10
5-6 h.p. EXCELSIOR, big single, chain drive £35
6 h.p. CLYNO^ with Sidecar, lamp, speedo-

meter, luggage bos £28 10
6 h.p. CLYNd, 1912, with coach Sidecar . . £35
3ih.p. HUMBER, 1911 model, 2 speeds,

handle starting, with new jTii los. coach
' Sidecar £27 10

6 h.p. Twin REX, free engme, magneto, com-
plete with Sidecar

, £16 10
3i h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2-spccd model, with

new ^12 Sidecar £32 10
6 h.p. REX Sidette, 19x3 model, coach £14

Sidecar, F.R.S. lamp £39 10
3J h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed model, only

run 100 miles, with new £12 coach S'car £52 10
1914 CALTHORPE Minor Light Car ; cost

iijS, ; verj- little used £139 10
7-9 h.p. Twin PREMIER, 1914, chain drive

model £75
3! h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed, chain

drive model £63 10
6 h.p. REX Sidette, speedometer, nice con-

dition
: cost £80 £38 10

3jt.p. PREMIER, 3-spccd model £32 10
35 h.p. HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed model £21 15
3Sh.p. HUMBER, with new £11 Sidecar . . £32
3i h.p. PREMIER, iq 13, 3-speed model £35
4 h.p. QUADRANT, new 1912 model £24 10
3Jh.p. PREMIER, 1913, 3-speed model and

new £11 coach Sidecar £40
1912 Ruilge Multl £27 . 1910'. Kerry . . . £17
2j Minerva £8 . 190S Rex £10

Auto-Wheel
1911 Rex £18
3I Quadrant . . . £10

' Vindec £11

1909 Rex £14 10
1910 Rex £16 10
4-cylinder F.N. . £13 10
3 Garrard £7 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
4i h.p. Precision Engine, nearly new £11 18
4i h.p. De Dion on base £4 15
New Mark VI. 3-specd Gear £5 5
B. & B., Amac, and Douglas Carburetters .

.

12/6
New Weather-proof Magneto £3 5
New Pair Sa.xon Spring Forks £1 8
Armstrong Mark VIL Gears . . Cash or Exchange
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10/6 6 /-

1914 Binks Carburetters . . Exchanges entertained
Shop-soiled £11 Coach Sidecar £9 5
~ 6h.p. J.A.P. Engine £5 15 ^
"^ 6 h.p. FAFNIR, w.-c. £4 10 ^T

©^ s>©

CMEO^miiinis
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD, HALIFAX.

~|Q12 Centaur, 2h.p., good order; £11,XU —Stuart, Hatfield Heath, Essex.

CENTAUE. 1913, brand new. 2h.D- linhtweiRM : biii

gain, £25, original price £35.—Exeter Motor CvlIp
and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath E-d., Exeter. [0520

CENTAUE. 1913, brand new. 2h.p. lightweight: bar-
gain, £25, original price £35.—Exeter Motor Cvcle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 28, Tavistock Ed.. I'lymouth
[0570

CENTAUR, 1912, 3','L't.p.. with Humber 2-speed
gear and handle starting, fitted with wicker

sidecar; a cheap combination, £32.—Colmore Depot,
49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8069

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LEA, 3V.;h.p. twin, 1910, mag., eugino jnpt

renewed; £15; on trial.—Newman, Hexham. tX8019

CHATEH-LEA, eidecar, 8h.p., 1913, elaborately
equippwl, cor tyres; coert £120, eell £62.-74.

Trinity Rd., Birmingham. ' [X8042

CHATEE-LEA and Sidecar, 3V^h.p.. with 2 speeds and
free cncine. nearly now conuition ; accept £19 casli

for tinick sale, or best offer.—76, Summerley St., Eark-
Qeld, S.W. [6388

CHATEE-LEA. 1913. 8h p.. sidecar combination, No.
7, 3-dpeed gear box, cnain drive, Chatcr-Leo cane

eidecar. spei-ial Iiirco tyre^ to all wheels, F.R.S. lamp
eet. Lucas horn, full kit of tool.^, a splendid outfit, in
perfect condition, and guaranteed: £60.—Elcc and Co..

15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0491

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

/CALTHORPE Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed, free engine,
' neTV: £22.-82, Dalling Ed., Hammersmith. [X8043

CALTHORPE Juni.r, as new, 2 speeds, only used 200
miles; cost £26/5, accept £22/10.~Motorist, 47.

Haetinge Rd., Bolton. [X8013

Qh.p. Calthorpe Juni:ir, 2-.«peed, 1914 model, only used
/W a few time'?, shop-soiled : £21.—Turvey and Co.,
The Motor Hout^e. Sunderland- [X6819

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-6peed, soiled only; li^^t

price £26/10: extra large tyres; £24.—Colmcre
Ltepot, 49. John Bright St., Birmingham. (;X7869

2 h.p. 1914 Calthorpe Junior, absoluleJv new, will bring
20 mili?3; £22/10, or near offer; buying lii.sh

powered marhine.—Box L - -- - ^ . _

20, TudoT St., E.G.
The Motor Cycle Officer

[6341

6h,p. Clyno,
£79/10.-

Clvno.
1914. slightlv Ufied. nith 'idecar; to clear

-Cordiugley. Haslingdcn. Tel.: 102. [6432

6 h.p. Clyno. 2-speed, 1911, standard, and £10 side-

car; £30.—679a, Romtord Rd.. Manor Park.
[6422

CLYNO. 1913V.J. 6h.p.. 3-.^peed, kick starter, inter-

changeable wheelt^, sidecar, new condition; £63.—

C

4. DoUiB Rd.. Church End. Finchley. [6389

1Q12 Clyno. 6h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, and splen-
JL«7 di^ coachb-jilt sidebars; offers, cash, or
change.—Toms. Catherine St., Leicester. [X8075

CliYNO. 6h.p. twin, 2 fpPod.<i| kick <;tarter, aUo cane
torpedo sidecar: £35. bargain; exchange coD.<*idered.~

- - - ~ [X8157

1 Q13\i Clyno Combination,
JLt? ab'e wheels, screen, horn.

-A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry.

CLYNO, 1912. and .-ndecar. ppeedoineter. 2 lamps, ex-

haiist whi.>tle, hi rn. tool^, excellent ooudition

;

£45.—Macdonald, 757. Lea Bridge Rd., Walthamstow
[6208

speeds, interchange-
lamps, speedometer,

perf(.Tt condition, like ucv; 65 gns., Douglas part.—
19, Mayflower Rd., Clapham, London. [6380

CLYNO, 1913. 5-6h.p. twin. 3-^peed. single chain
drive, kick start, complete with Clyno couchbuilt

>idecar, lamp and horn, in good running order; to be
,-otd bv instructions; £57/10.—Robinsons, Green St..

Cambridge. [8623

T013i/> Clvpo. 1914 sidecar, .^paie wheel, detachableXO wheels, fitti'd Palmer cord tyres, just thoroughly
overhauled and le-cnamelled, complete with expenriive

cccssorie.'^. many f^parei?; price £70.—I'earson, Acaciai*.

The Grove. Palmer's Green. [631

1

2 6h.p. Clyno and £17/17 Turner sidecar, recently
overhauled bv makers, and guaranteed equal to

new. new 1914 coachbuilt body al^o fitted, maeuiflccnt
order, would make excellent t-uring mount; any trial

and examination: £45.— Parker and Son, St. Ive's. Hunts,
[0514

Dayton.
AVTON 2-stroke in stock, from 20 gnt;.-The Apent-^.

118. Hamp;-tead Rd. [6193

AYTON 2-frtroke. as new: £18, bargain.—Call and—
[6194

19^=

D
see it at 118. Hampstead Ed.

Dous^las.

-| Q13 T.T. Douglas. 2 speeds, complete
J-*/ Jeweller. Rotherham.

T, U. T. and W,

; £34.—Cross.
[X8102

from etock. —
[X7830

excellent condition, lamp: £15,
8, Great Loyes, Bedford. [6355

all models supplied, cash or easy terms.

—

DOUGLAS, rawlels
Cordineley. Haslinsden. Tel. : 102

DOUGL.iS, 1910,
or near ofler.-

DOUGLAS:
Turpins, 22 and 29, I'reston Ed., Brighton. [0509

|-1Q14 2^;,h.r,

J.£/ entertuined
T.T. DouglM in stock: £48; exchnnees

Julian and Sone, Basingstoke. [0495

PRICES STILL DOWN.
A few of our Second-hand Bargains at greatly reduced

prices. All subject to being unsold and in guaranteed
Sale running order. Usual
Price. Price.

£33 REX, 1911, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine,

handle starting, Amac carb., good condition.
Sidecar £38

£48 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian red, sin.

Kcmpshah Iront, Continental back, Brooks'
saddle, 2 speeds, kick start, ver\' good condition £52

£16 BEX, 3^ h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and B.,

low built, M.O.V i2o
£40 ENflELD, 1912. 6 Inp., good tyres all round,

complete with Enfield Sidecar 1^54
£18 PREMIER, 3^ h.p. model. B. and B. carb.,

Bosch magneto, lin. Whittle belt £2.\

£30 REX, 1909 model, 2 speeds, 6 ti.p., coach Sidecar,
new tyres, splendid puller £37

£48 G.N,, 8 h.p. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side

bv side seating £50
£66 REX, 6 h.p.. 19 14 Combination, as new, hardly

used. 3 speeds, Binks carburetter : cost £94 . . £73
£26 VS., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane

Sidecar. Truffault forks, e.\ccllcnt condition , . £37
£48 REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 3-spced, chain drive, just

overhauled, kick start, good tyres £56
£36 BEDELIA, 6 h.p., Cycle Car, 2 speeds, i9i3niod.,

orJy done 20 miles. Continental tyre as news, £38
£19 F.N., igxi, aj h.p., 3 speeds and free engine,

shaft dri\c, Bosch, recently overhauled £2^
£11 MOTOSAGOCHE, 2} h.p. model, 1910, Whittle

belt, magneto, adjustable pulley, exce.lcnt

lightweight £16
£13 BROWN, 3J h.p. model, Bosch, spring forks,

2 J in. tyres /^iS

iSC KERRY, 3 A h.p., 19 12, Bosch, e-Kcellent order and
condition, bargain £28

£50 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., combination, 2 speeds, J.A.P.
engine, splendid order £55

£21 PEUGEOT, 7-g h.p., twin, magneto, Cbater Side-
car, finished Indian red £38

£15 BROWN, 3! h.p., Bosch, aluminium finish £20
£33 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, blue finish, lamp,

and speedometer, as new £40
£38 ZENITH, 1912, 3A h.p., Cowey, lamp, only done

2,000 miles, and like new £40
£14 ENFIELD, 2j h.p.. twin, lightweight, magneto .. £20
£17 REX, 5 h.p., T.T. model, torpedo lank, grey

finish, excellent condition £22
£49 SCOTT, i9i.t, 33 h.p., 2-specd, T.T. bars, very

good condition £58
£60 SCOTT, 1914, 3J b-P-. Montgomery Sidecar.

screen, etc., all accessories £65
£33 BRADBURY, 1912, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, very good

r.rJ.r £38
Offers MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, S'car, etc.

£34 TRIUMPH, 1913, 3^ h.p., fixed gear £37
£32 BAT, 6 h.p., Mabon clutch, spring frame, Side-

car, excellent order, bargain £38
£41 REX, 6 h.p.. 1912, speedometer, lamp, etc., 2

spcctb, handle start £48
£20 PREMIER, 1913. 2^ h.p., flexed gear, excellent

lightweight £22
£2C ARNO, 3.1 h.p., 1912, grey finish, magneto, good

tyres, spring forks £22
£39 REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2 speeds. Cowcy indicator,

excellent order and condition £40
122 HUMBER, 3^ b.p., 1909, 2-speed model £25
162 REX, 1914. 6 h.p., chain drive, 3 speeds, Port-

land Sidecar £65
£60 ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. 1912. 2 speeds, chain drive,

handle start £58
£40 CLYNO, 1912. h.p., 2-speed, combination,

coach-buUt Sidecar £48
£24 TRIUMPH, 1911, 3* h-P-. T.T. model, splendid

order £30
£34 N.S.U., 1913, 3-5 1^-P-. 2 speeds, cane Sidecar,

excellent order and condition £40
£41 REX, 6 h.p., 1912 Sidette, 2 speeds, just being

thoroughly overhauled £49
EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Write lor hull List. Post free upon request

1914 MODELS EX STOCK.
AU carrj-ing makers' catalogue guarantee.

We can ariange E.xchanges or Easy Payments.
REX, 6 h.p., belt drive S.dettc £77 10
REX, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3-speed, ditto £85
ROYAL RUBY, i\ h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
ROYAL RUBY, 2t h.p.. 2-specd £32 1

1

TRIUMPH, 4 n.p.. Model C, 3-speed £60
TRIUIVIPH, 2* h.p., 2-stroke, lightweight £42
ENFIELD, f? h.p . 2-specd, combination £84
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., ' big si.x " £71 8
PREMIER, 3 1 h.p. 3-speed model £61 10
DOUGLAS, Model X. lady's £53
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., hood and screen £102

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
"^""

136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Phone : 552 Mayfair.

Grams ; Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

AU letters relating to advertisemeaU snould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 331
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Ready for Service

SPECIAL
WAR REBATES

PREFERENTIAL TERMS TO
MOTOR CYCLISTS OFFERSl^G

TI^ESR SERVICES TO THEIR
COUNTRY.

Any Second-hand Machine
in this week's list is subject
to a Substantial Discount

for Cash.

If you don't see what
you want, write stating your

requirements to

Godfreys lt»

208, Gt. Portland st

LONDON, W.
'Phones : 4464, 4350, Mayfair.

NEW 1914 MODELS SN STOCK.

£80 HENDEE SPECIAL, equipped with electric

starter, electric head light, electric tail

light, electric horn, Corbin-Brown rear

drive speedometer, and magneto ignitirn,

£70 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-sp., Spring Frame Tourist
Standard Model, kick starter, electric

head and rear light and electric horn.
Corbin-Brown speedometer.

£59 7 h.p. INDIAN, Rigid Frame Road Racing
Model, fitted with CorbinTBrown speedo-
meter, but no lighting equipment.

£60 3i h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, Spring Frame
Tourist Model, kick starter, electric bead
and rear light, and electric horn, Corbin-
Brown speedometer.

£135 1914 Model T 5-seater FORD Car, complete
with hood, screen, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter.

31 Gns. 1914 ^} h P NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.
- light tourist, 2-speed.

65 Gns. 1914 3| h.p. SCOTT, 2-sp., kick starter.

£42 1914 ~2 li-P- Model T DOUGLAS.
£48 191-1 z'i h.p. Model U DOUGLAS, a-sp. gear.

£48 1914 2:? h.p. Model V DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.

£52 1914-2I h.p. Model VV DOUGLAS, 2-sp. gear.
free engine, kick starter.

£58 1914 3V h.p. Model A DOUGLAS. 2-sp. gear.
£62 1914 3I h.p. Model B DOUGLAS, 2-sp.. free

engine, kick starter.

£60 1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Roadster, 3-speed
gear, type C.

£42 1914 2i h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-stroke.
£26 5 1914 2k h.p. NEW RYDER, 2-stroke.

£32 5 1914 2i h.p. NEW RYDER, 2-stroke,
2-speed.

£76 13 1914 8 h.p. Clutch ZENITH, Model H.

GODFREY'S IS THE BEST HOUSE FOR NEW OR
SECOND-HAND MACHINES, AND SPEGIALDSE
IN EXCHANGES AND EASY TERMS. SPECIAL
COACH-BUILT SIDECARS FOR INDIAN MOTOR
CYCLES FROM 15 GUINEAS. HERCULES
SIDECARS 12 GUINEAS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

3.3.h.p. Douglas, new tyres, everything in perfect con-
4 dition ; £16.—Wright, Newsagent, Arlesev, Bed^.

[X8057
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, free engine, fine condition; £25,

bargain.—D., 4, Uollis Ed., Church End, Finehley.
[6390

W. P. EDWARDS, Taunton.-Douglae in stock, all

models ; immediate delivery ; -exchanges, hire pur-
chase. [X8X69

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2%h.p., T.T., new July 3rd, P.H.
lamp set, spares; £43.—50, iVIanor Rd.,

Brockley. [6357

DOUGLAS, 1914, models U, V. and W, in stock;
trade supplied; special discount.—Ginger Motors,

Banbury. ' [X6566

3ih.p. Douglas, Model B. T.T. bars, only done 250,
2 pov/erful; must sell. £54.-1, Willoughby Rd..

Acton Vale. [6392

DOUGLAS, 1914 models. U, V, and W in stock for
immediate delivery; trade supplied.—The Morris

Garages, Oxford.
^

[0430

DOUGLAS, 1911, in splendid condition througho'it;
cipecial Liargain, £16.~Colmore Depot, 49, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [X8070

DOUGLAS. 1914; in.'!tant delivery of new T.T. or
roadater, 2-speed models ; exchangea entertained.

—Laytons'. Bicester, Oxon. . [S8114

MODELS A and B S'/^h.p. Douglas in stock, im-
mediate delivery, al.'^o clutch Zeniths.—Rey, 378-

384. Euston Rd.. London [5093

1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, model E, in first-rlijse
J-t' order, complete with tools and lamp; £38.-Apply,
White's. Central Garage, Hinckley. [6316

1 Q14 Model W. Douglas, not ridden 200 miles, Lucae
Xt/ lamp, horn, and accessories, guaranteed as new;
£45.—Lt. Williams, E.N., c/o Dan Guy. Wejiuonth.

[X8159
DOUGLAS Agents, Cambridge.—Immediate delivery,

models, 3V2h.p., A and B, 2~;4h.p.. U, V, W.
Trade supplied.—Robinsons, Green St., Cambridge.
T.A,; BiL'yclos. Tel.: 388. [8622

DOUGLAS, Model H, delivered February. 1914. 2
speeds, F.E., kick starter, speedometer, F.R.S.

lamp, new tyres, all accessories, condition as new;
£38.-1, Bowles Rd., Old Kent Bd., London. [6405

DOUGLAS. 1914, 23,4h.p., 2-speed gear, kick start and
clutch. eQual to uew in every re^^pect, fitted with

Palmer tyres, n-ot done 200 miles: £43/10 secures this.

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham, [X8026

DOUGLAS, 1914 model A, SV^h-p-, good tyres, spare
belt in case, spare tube, chain links, valves, etc.,

lectric lamp, wide mudguards, exbauet whistle. Amac,
fast, perfect condition ; £49.—Stewart, Heath Farm,
Petersfield. [X8a01

DOUGLAS. 234h.p., 1913^;i, T.T., footboards, wide
mudgnard, long exhau^st pipe, perfect 2Vi tyres,

~p;tre cover, and tube in case. lamp,, generator, spare
valves, chain links, etc, adjustable pulley, fast, perfect
couLlition ; £36, no offers.-Stewart-, Heath Farm, Petcrfi-
field. [X8000

I
Enfield.

ENFIELD, 3h.p., new; special price, £38, bargain.—
118, Hampstead Road. [6199

ENPIELDS.—New 1914 3h.p. and 6h.p. models in
stock; exchanges.—Moss, Wem. [X8094

ROYAL Enfield, 2i/ih.p. lightweight twin, condition
good ; £13.—Foirhairn, 13, Square, Petersfield.

[X8164
ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination. 2 6peed<^. handle

starting, etc. : £55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [6365

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913, capital condi-
tion throughout, complete; price. £60.—Laytons,

Bicester, Oxon. - [X8115

ENFIELD. 3h.p., 1914, done 300 miles, ae new; li'.t

50 gn6., sell 40 gns —Baker St. Garage, Hands-
worth, Birmingham. [X7760

1 Q 1 1 Twin Enfield Lightweiglit, splendid -solo
X */ machine ; bargain, £12/10 cash. — Toms.
Catherine St.. Leicester. [X8077

1 Q12 2-speed Enfield, chain drive, epleudid condition
Xtf and running order, lamp, horn; £16/10.—Baker.
126, New.stead Rl., Weymouth. [^8162

ROYAL Enfield, 1914, 50 gu., 31i-p., purchased March
Ia(st. Little used, all aocet^^ories, ample spares, Stew-

art speedometer;- £45.— Crown, 77, Eflra Rd., Brixton,
S.W. [X8034

ENFIELD, 6h.p.. 1913V2. 2-speed, F.E., 18 gn.
coachbuilt underslung sidecar, wind screen, new

condition, lamps, tools; £56/10.-81, Springfield Rd.,
Tottenham. [6426

ENFIELDS, Enfields.-6h.p. combination, £84; and
3h.p., the solo mount, £52/10: immediate de-

livery; exchanges or easy terms.—Uordingley. Hasling-
den. Tel. : 102. [X7822

1 Q13 Enfield 6h. p. Combination, coachbuilt. 1914
X iJ rear wheel, Cowey, new tyres, Miller lamps, Lucac;
liorn ; bargain, nearest to £60 accepted.—Eutterworth,
258, Cemetery Rd., Lidget Green. Bradford. [X8004

F.B.

F.B.. 2-stroke. 1914, 2i^h.p., 2-speed, in perfect con-
dition, verv little used; £26.—Cohnore Depot, 49.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X7868

We select the following ?roni our stock :t1 second-
hand machines, all of which are thoroughly over-
hauled and tested on road before sale:

SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES.

2076
89c

£12
£15

1272 £20

1077
2018
1568
912

M54

£24
£25
£25
£25
£25

1834
T664

£29
£29

1054 £30

1734
1221
1918

£32
£32
£32

1238 £32

1156

937

£33
£35

2063 £35

igSo
1918

£35
£35

1354/55 £36

1217
G.A.

£36
£36

1888

1855
1056

£38
£38
£39

£39

G

UNDER £20.
1909 2 h.p. F.N.
[906 56 h.p. PEUGEOT.
£20 TO £30.

1910 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, lamp,
generator, and bom.

1911 3i h.p. KERRy-ABlrlGDON
I9H 2} h.p. DOUGLAS.
1910 3.1 h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed
1912 i' h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
1911 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, fitted with

19 1 3 Amac carburetter.

1911 3.1 h.p. HUMBER, 2-sp., F.E.
1913 3S h.p: LINCOLN-ELK.
£36 TO £40.

1911 3H1.P. SINGER, free engine,
completely re-enamelled,

•1911 3U1.P. HUMBER, 2-sp. andSc
1913 2} h.p. Clutch SINGER.
igii 3I h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter.

1912 3.i h.p. CAMPION-J.A.P., tree

engine, 3-speod.

1912 3.V h.p. RUDGE, clutch model.
1912 3I h.p. BRADBURY, Philip-

son pulley, complete with lamp,
generator, and speedometer.

1911 3l h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick
starter.

1912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 3-speed.
19 11 3^ h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

staiter.

•1910 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine
and Sidecar.

1913 2} h.p. 2-speed VELOCE.
19 12 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter, grea t bargain.
1912 3i h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
1912 3! h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
'1911 3! h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine

and Sidecar.

1913 2J h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, kick

starter.

ODFREY S LTD

208, Gt. Portland St

LONDON, W.
Phones: 4464, 4350, Mayfair

£40 TO £50.
i9r2 33 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed; kick

starter, with accessories.

1912 3:i h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter, and cane Sidecair.

1913 3i t.p. PREMIER, 2-speed.
"

1913 7 h.p Road Racing INDIAN.
1913 3^ h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed

free engine.

1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick

starter.

*r9i2 3J h.p. SCOTT, 2-specd, kick

starter, 1914 Binks carburetter,

1914 type lubricator, and
Middleton Sidecar,

rgis 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed.

.^50 TO £60.
*I9I3 3J h.p. SCOTT, 2-spced, lack

starter, with wicker Sidecar,
*i9r3 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed,

with torpedo cane Sidecar.

*igi4 4 h.p. B.S.A., Cham drive, kicic

starter, with B.S.A. coachbuilt
Sidecar, storm apron, -luggage-

carrier, 5-point suspension.

*igij 3l h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick

starter; and Millford Sidecar.

1914 3^ h.p. JAMES, 3-speed, kick
starter, with James coach-built

Sidecar.

OVER £60.
1914 7 h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL,

electric starter, etc.

1913 7 b.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick

starter, with Indian cane Sidecar,

with accessories.

1914 8 h.p. CHAtER-LEA, 3-speed,

kick starter, chain drive, with new
Viceroy Sidecar.

*igi4 7 b.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick

starter, with de Lose coach-built

Sidecar.
* Sidecar combinations.

T BE HAD IF YOU DEAL WITH
1 A STRAIGHT FIRM.

1997 £42

199 1/2 £42

I53I

I719
1275

£42
£43
£43

1053 £47

1656/7 £48

I9I7 £45

2059 /6c £55

1S37/8 £55

2073/4 £59

G.A £60

2091 £60

I9lt £68

1853 £69

1984 £73

1817/18 £80

VOU WON'

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln Elk.

NE 3Vjh.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1912 model; £20 net.

ONE £14/14 Bramble Sidecar, shop-eoiled only:
£10/10 net.—Box L5.421, The Motor Cycle Offices,

20. Tudor St.. E.C [0537

LINCOLN-ELK, Si^h.p.. 1912, and sidecar, or separ-

ate.-71, Coleridge Ed., Croucli End. £25. [6350

Little Giant.

LITTLE Giant, 2h.p.. 2-speed counter-ehaft gear, 25
gns. Cjme nnd have a trial rnn, any time. De-

livery from etock; exi-hanges considered.—Longman Bros.
and Aitken, Wholesale and Retail Agenta, 1, King^ St..

Acton. £6356
L.M.C.

L.M.C., 1911 S^li.p., 2 speeds, and sidecar, complete,
accessories: £25.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [6366
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Combination in Stock; £90; M.A.G.
engine, 3 speeds.—Cross, Agent. Rotherham.

[X3101
1Q12 6h.p. Mat<:hless and Millford Sidecar, 2 speeds,
X «7 free engine, complete ; £48.—Cross, Jeweller.
Rotherham. [X81C0

MATCHLESS 3i4h.p. Twin, 1915. 3 speeds, grand
condition, accessories; £38.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [6367

MATCHLESS, sysh.p., tT\-in-cyl. J.A.P. engine, 6-speed
gear, an Meal machine in every re-spec t ; £45.—Col-

more Depot, 31, Colmore Raw, Birmingham. [X8024

1Q^^ 8h.p. 2-6peed Chain Drive Matchle^'S and MutcL-
J.J/ less coachbuilt sidecar, periect condition, with
acceseories : £62.—Harold Petty, 32. King St., Leicester.

[6061
MATCHLESS. 6h.p.. bought new 1913 2 speeds,

double belt, pedal starting, coach sidecar,
faultless, perfect; £45.—Bleacathra, Highfield Rd.,
Walton-on-Thames. [X3108

7h.p. Matchless, chain drive, 3 speeds, and tree
engine, also coachbuilt Matchless sidecar, the

most silent Oiotor cycle made; £92/17: ready to drtv-;

away.—Coidingley. Haelingden. Tel.: 102. tX7828

Minerva.
MINERVA. 3>/.h.p.. mag., Druid forks, Wliittle belt,

B. and B. carburetter; £9.—Smith. Hillary St..
Walsall. [X8051
3ih.p. Minerva, mag., free engine, spring forks.

2 splendid condition; any trial or examination;
ride 50 miles intending purchaser; £12 cash.— 13.
Park Ter., Sivindon. [X8067

M. and M.
CATALOGUE of the M. and M. 2Vjh.p. 2-stTol;e at

28 gns. free on rctiueit.—ilorgun and Aluxwt-Il, 80.
High Ed., Streatham. [X8155

Moto-Reve.
IQII Mfito-Eeve. 2''jh.p. twin, perfect condition;
J-v £13.-26, Medora Rd.. Romford. [6377

M.E.. 1914, 2',-jh.p.. m.o.i.v.. twin, new. with 26x214
non-f^kid tyres, spares, large carrier, tool case: un-

able to take delivery; inspection Moto-Reve Worl.v.
Alperton; fsacrifice £29 for immediate ca^.—DaTid-^(>u.
c/o 205, Boston Ed., Hanwell. London. [X8012

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson. 1913. 4h.p., with Armstrong gear, cnnL-h

sidecar, had little use, in perfect cnmiitinn: a bur-
gain. £52.—Colmore Depot, 49. John Bright St Bir-
miughum. iX7871

1Q12 New Hudson, 2'/oh.p. J.A. P. engine. 3-cpeed
--*' gear, new Palmer cord cover back, studded
front, B104 saddle, very good condftion; £21.—
Robinsone, Green St., Cambridge. [0523

NEW Hudson, 1913 (late). SVoh.p.. 3-speed gear, used
very little, and in perfect condition, with coach-

built sidecar, a very fine medium powered outfit- £52.—
Colmore Depot. 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X3072
New ImnTial.

EW Imperial Lightweight. 2 speeds ; 31 gna.; in pto' k
—118. Hampstead Eoad. [6197

New Rvder.
NEW Ryder.—Sole London agents. Immediate de-

livery from sto^k. Single <?peed 25 gns., 2-spepd
£33. No extra for easy payments.— Mills Motor. Ltd..
Wood Side Parade. North Finchlty. 1745 Finchley.

[0572
Norton.

"VrOETON. 1914, Big 4, 3-3peed model, nsed 300 miles
-L' only, with Inmp and horn; cash price £49, co.^t £64
—Laytons. Bicester, Oson. [X8117

1Q14 3';l>h.p. 3-speed Norton, equal to new. ridden
--«/ onlv 400 miles, complete with P. and H. lamp.
horn, etc.: £50-—Parker and Son. St. Ives, Hnnte. [0496

NORTON, second-hand. 3i;.h.p., 3-«peed Armf--trong
gear, complete with racing sidecar; what offers?-

Norton Motors, Ltd., Sampson Ed. North. Birmingham.
[X8014

N.S.U.
"Vr.S.IJ., 3''2h.p., just re-bored, overhauled, mag.; £14.
J-^ perfect.— Gomersal, The Terrace, Witney. [6330

IQIO N.S.U., SV^h.p., 2-speed, etc.; bargain.
*-*^ £14/10 cash; take sidecar.—Toms. Catherine
St., Leicester. [X8076

N

REOSTEHED

I

I
PRACTICAL ^SO^L RELIABLE

|

ELECTRIC
HEAD LAMPS

AND ALL OTHER
ACCESSORIES.

NOTICE,
In view o£ the present NATIONAL
EMERGENCY and the possibility of

supplies being curtailed, a special

reserve stock will be retained for

motor cyclists joining the forces and

in such cases all goods will be supphed

at entirely exceptional prices.

Another model Fig. 893, for attaching
to handle-bar stem. Price 35/- each.

Hellesen Dry Batteries for hghting
these lamps .

.

.

.

6/6 each.

Larger sizes up to ... 13/6 each.

Lists of other accessories on
apphcation.

Other Types and sizes of head lamps,

tail lamps, etc., in stock

Ordinary prices are given above.

Special prices for military motor
cyclists will be quoted on application

with evidence of accepted service.

A. H. HUNT,
1 115-117, CANNON STREET, E.G.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

T3AEGAIN List

ONE 211-p. N.S.TJ. BingleKiyl. Lightweight, complete
with 2-speeji gear aod free engine, 1913 modol.

ahop-soiled : £30 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-Bpeed gear and free engine, 1914 modei;

£32 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with under-geared pulley. 1912 model; £25 net.

ONE 3'Ah.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with' h.b.o. 2-speed gear and free engine. 19M

model, Bhop-soiled; £18 net.-Bos L5,421, The Motor
Cycle Offltw, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0638

N.S U '6 in stock, immediate deliveries ; exceptional

terms. Write to us and you will save money-
Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [0498

3ih.p. N.S.U., re-bored, piston, busies, mag., over-

2 hauled Laystall, h.b.c. lamps, etc.; £12, or offer.

—White, Mount Pleasant, Hastings [6342

-1 QI4 3h.p. N.S.U. 'I'win, 2 speeds, spring frame, brand
i-*J new, never ridden, £59: with light torpedo side-

car. £45 engine develops 4'/f.h.p.—Purcells, 78, Char-

lotte St., Fitzroy S.I., W. [6332

6i.p. N.S.U., with coachbuilt Chater-Lea spring wheel

sidecar. 2.8pced gear, lamps, and usual accessories,

tvres, plating, etc., in exceptional condition :
£28.--

Millman, 55, Wyndale Ed., South Woodford. rS8045

N.U.T.

EABLTEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T.—The
We.st Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Southport. [0556

NUT., 2Yih.p. T.T.. 1914. single geared, as new: beat

otT«'r secures.—W. S. Life, 10, Ctmiberland Rd.,

Southport [0573

TT NUT 1914, 2^h.p., as new, just fitted with

brand new set ol tyres and belt; £38.—W. S.

Lile, 10, Cumberland Rd., Southport. [X8065

O.K.

O.K.. 2-speed. 2h.p.: £30: in stock: trial machine,

ready.—118, Hampstead Eoad. [6198

Perfect.

TO 14 3'-h.p. Perfect 3-speed gear: £34, or near

ly oHer.-SOO, Brockley Ed., S.E. [X8044

P. and M.
HEI.ON and Moore, brand new 1913 model: £58.

or exchange.—Moss, Wcm. 1X8095

14 Vhclon-Moore Motor Cycle, with sidecar; cash

offers.-Abson, 49. Kirkgate. Wakefield. [6339

Pand M., 3'/:h.p., 1911, excellent condition, £30;
combination. £35.-41, Ashlord Ed., Crickle^

wood. ^6"°°

Pnnd M., new, and nncrated; owner unable to take

delivery: list price £65: for immediate eale: what

ofler«f-No. 6.561, Tht Motor Cycle Offices, C<"f5Jy,^j9

Precision.

COMBINATION, 3^ih.p. Precision engine, 2-spced,

rane underslunc sidecar, accessories; £23: givrng

up.-Box 6,575, Tilt Motor Cycle Ofllces. CovenUy^^^

Premier.

PEEMIEE, 1912. 3'-h.p., standard model, complete

with accessories, guaranteed: £20.-Below.

PEKMUIE. 1912. 3'Ah.p-, 3 spfede and clutch, a splen-

did sidecar puller, guaranteed perfect: f32.---blcc

and Co., 15, Bi.shjpsgate Av., Camomile St., E.O. [0536

PEEMIEE. 1913. 3'4h.p. T.T., Phjlipson PuU«y' »?

new: £23.-20, liiike St., Piccadilly, London. [6375

31h.p. Premier, 1913, 3i/..h.p., 2-specd with Girder-

2 cush chain; £37/10.-14. Frederick Place,

Clilton, Bristol. [X808O

Oilh.p. Premier, 1912 model, in good condition: a bar-

-** gain. £17 to clear.—Turvey and Co.. The Motor

House, Sunderland. [X6816

PEEMIEE. 1912. clutch model, in very good order:

£27—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd_.

7, Bath Ed., Exeter. ["508

PEEMIEE. 1912. clutch model, in very good order;

£27.-Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd_.

28. Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0569

PEEMIEE, 3'.!.h.p., counter-shaft gear,' the 3'/ih.p.

that pulls like a 6h.p.-Exeter Motor Cycle and

Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Ed.. Exeter. [0506

PEEMIEE, 3i.:.h.p., counter-shaft gear, the 3M>h.p.

that pulls like a 6h. p.—Exeter Motor Cycle and

Light Car Co., Ltd., 28, Tavistock Ed.. Plymouth. [0567

-| Q14 3V.li.p. 3-3peed Premier, complete with sidecar,

Xt/ speedometer, and all accessorial, as new, not having

ma 2,000 miles; bargain £50.—Wilkinson, Barmouth,
Wales. [6321

1Q13 3'/''h.p. 2-speed Premier, handle starting, with
JL i/ lanip and Lucas horn Kempshall tyre on back,

Dunlop front, with all tools, etc.; price £28.~
Eobiusons, Green St. Cambridge. [051.0

Regal.
REGAL-GEEEN, 1913. 4h.p., water-cooled. S^pe-d,

and clutch, splendid order, used solo onlv; £35.
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile &C., E.G.

C0540
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

Oih.p^Rex.^^apring^ forks, good condition: £8.-

3JLh,p, Rex Motor Cvcle. engine just
2 hauled; £8/10.-14, Clifton Ed.,

R

. . _ . „ -46,
Clock House Kd., Beckenham, [6425

"fQlO Si^li.p. Eex and Sidecar, all acce.'^sories ; £16;
-*-t/ any trial.—Particulars, 23, Market Place, Ripon.

[X8170
been over-
Peckham.

[6352

REX, 1909. Sli.p., 2-speed, handle starting, worth
easily £20. ^cash price £15.—Laytons, Bicester,

Oxon. '

_ [X8118

EX, 6h.p., eiclecar, speedometer, spare tyref;, tubes,
etc., in splendid condition; £40.—Barker, 40. Bark-

ing Rd., East Ham. [6349

REX Sidette, 1914, 6h.p., 2 speeds, coach body, hardly
soiled: £64.—Eastoues, 228. Pentonville Rd., Kind's

Crc^s. London, N. [6412

"IQ13 Res and Sidecar, 2-speed, hood, screen, etc.,
J-tf luxurious combination; offers, cash, or ex-
change.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester. [X8074

REX 5-6h.p. twin, -with sidecar, E. and B., new tyres,

re-enanielled, engine overhauled at cost of £8 ; room
n-anted; take £12.— G.P., 307, High Rd., Kiiburn. [6313

REXES.—Reduced prices: New 1912 twin de luxe,
£45/10; new 1913 ditto, £53/2/6; new 1913

Sidette, £65.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.
[0489

6h.p. Rex Twin. 1911 model, 2-speed gear, coachbuilt
sidecar, in good running order: a bargain to clear;

£35.—Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.
[X6S18

REX, 1913, 6h-p. combination, cane sidecar, 2 F.R.S.
head lamp'^, rear Hght, and many other accessories;

£60.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X8C71

REX 1913 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-epeed, free
engine, very powerful, ideal turnout; £48; take

solo or lightweight part.—A. Holland, Clarendon St.,

Coventry. [X8156

REX, 1913. new 6 raonthfi, 6h.p., 2 speeds, free en-
gine, handle start, coach eidecar, in grand condi-

tion ; £45, or nearest ofier.—Hawksworth, 237, Park Rd.,
Bearwood, Birmingham. [X8056

REX, 1913, 6h.p., 2-6peed. free engine, with cloee
cane .sidecar, 2 F.R.S. head lamps, rear light, and

many other accessories, a fine turnout, in splendid con-
dition; £60.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [X7870

TWIN Rex, 1911, and torpedo sidecar, Bosch mag.,
free engine, low 15in. frame, lin. belt, splendid

turn-out, absolutely faultless, guaranteed, all acces-
sories, watch, mirror; bargain, £29/10.-17, Bedford
Sq., Stepney. [X8107

Rex'.Tap.

REX-J.A.P. 1912 De Luxe Model, 8h.p., 2-speed.
coachbuilt sidecar, in very good order; £40.—The

Premier Motor Co., Lt<l., Aston Rd., Birmingham. L0558

REX-J.A.P., 1913, 8h.p., De Luxe model, torpedo
coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and guaranteed

perfect; £52.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Rd., Eirmingliam. [0432

Rover.

"I Q 13 3-speed Rover and Rover sidecar, magnificent
-Li/ order, faultless; £52/10, or near ofEer.— Salt, 95,
Willes Rd., Leamington. [X8085

Id 13 3-speed Rover, accessories, perfect condition,
-1- *y suit despatch rider ; best over £35.-43,
Hartford Rd., Huntingdon. [X8111

"I
Q14 Rover, 3-speed,. with coachbuilt sidecar, screen,

X.*y luggage grid, etc.. little used, perfect condition;
£59.~Harcourt, 125, Jockey Rd., Sutton Coldfield. [6394

1012 Rover. 3i/t.h.p., S-speed gear, guaranteed condi-
JLt/ tion, with nearly new 1913 Rover coachbuilt car,
all accessories; £38.—Turner, c/o Guy, Reynolds, Wey-
mouth. [X8158

"I Q13 3-epeed Rover, bought new December, 1913,
-Lt/ 50/- lamp set. 16/6 born, Lucas rear light, not
done 700 miles: £40.—Halsail, 7, Marlborough Gardens,
Manchester Rd., Southport. [X8098

ROVER, 1912, SVsh.p., free engine model, complete
with accessories, thoroughly overhauled, and

guaranteed perfect: £25.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gat£ Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0478

ROVER, verv fine 3V2h.p., 1913Vo, 3 speeds, genuine
Rover coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, F.R.S. lamp

and generator, mirror, etc., grand order; £45, cost £85.
-Smith, 45. Wherstead Rd., Ipswich. [X8141

"OOVER, 1914, brand new, unu.sed. SVoh.p., 3-speed,
X\j free engine, footboards, cost £59, ta'ke £50 cash,
exceptional bargain; also Rover, 1912, free engine, tools,

new lieavy Dunlop tyres, exrellent condition, £22; owner
buying car.-Fewings, 11, Raymond St., Chester. [X8091

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Rubv 2-strokes in stock; also 2-speed models;

ROyal Rubv. 3h.p., 3 speeds, to clear. £48.-118.
Hampstead Road. [6196

Riid^e.
Oih.p. Rudge Multi, slightly shop-soiled; £55/10.—
02 Coidingiey, Haslingden. Tel.: 102, -^-j:X7815

3ih.p. Rudge, 1912. free engine, and sidecar, perfec't

a condition bargain, £30.—Wright, I^ewsagent,

Arlesey, Beds. ^ [X8058

T <^12 Rudge Multi, lamp, horn, tools, in really splen-
X*/ did trim, sidecar; £34/10.—Cordingley, Hasling-
den. Tel.: 102, [X7816

r MOTOR
CYCLISTS

AND THE

WAR.
THE NEED OF TO-DAY :

COOL HEADS &
COOL ENGINES.

The motor cyclist desirous of getting

the very last bit of service out of his

engine without running it to rum must

use the

NEW

CHEMICO
MOTOR CYCLE

OIL
It keeps the engine as cool as a

cucumber.

Obviates every tendency to gum up.

Admits of starting-up^ from cold without

the use of injections.

Gives vastly greater mileage.

No power wastage.

Lessens wear and tear, etc.

Let us send you copies of testimonials

received, expressing astonishment at

improved running.

Ask your dealer to supply. If he can't

or won't, we will, and pay carriage.

Quarts 1/9 ^-Galls 2/9

Gallons 5/«

5-Gall. Drums 3/9 Per Gallon.

KEEP COOL,

KEEP THE ENGINE COOL,
AND WIN.

The County Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Chemico Works, Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE, 1914. SV^h.p. Multi.' latest improvements,
,

eliphtly shop-t*oiled : 50 gns. to clear.—Heybourn,
Motors, Maidenhead.

'
[6324

3ih-p. Rudge, 1912 clutch model, ih grand running
2 order: bargain tc clear. £28.—Turvey and Co., '

The Motor House, Sunderland. [X6817

RUDGE Multi, Si/gh.p., 1913 model, complete with
sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc., as new; exchange-

£47/10.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.: 102. [X7818

SJLh.p. Rudge, 1911^^, clutch model, and sidecar,
2 perfect order, spare tube and valves; £26

quick sale.—Groves, Selsea Lodge, Heme Bay, [X8061

RUDGE Multi. 3V2h.p., 1913. only run 2,680
mile^, condition perfect, lamp, speedometer, horn,

spares, etc. ; £40.—Vinson, Monkton, near Ramsgate.
[X8136

1 Q13 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, lamps, and all
J- »/ accessories, in first-class order, little used,
complete; £42.—Apply, Owen, 19, Battersea Rise,
S.W. [6403

T>UDGE Multi, 1914. 5-6h.p.. 3-sreed hub gear; £40;
JAr in excellent condition; any trial; done about 1.000
miles.—Kseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 28,
Tavistock Rd . PljTnouth. [05VJ

RUDGE Multi, 1914, 5-6h.p., 3-speed hub gear; £40;
' in excellent condition ; any trial ; done about

1.000 miles.-Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter. - [0566

1Q13^,i 5-6h,p. Rudge Multi, Millford sidecar, grand
-Li/ condition. 3 lamps. 3 generators, speedometer,
horn, 2 spare tyres, other spares, new belt; bargain, £60.
Apply. Slee and Pike's. P.H., 121, Borough High St.,

London Bridge. [X8010

RUDGE. 1912, 3i;,h.p. T.T., fitted N.S.U. 2-speed gear.

latent type silencer, fast, and very reliable, gold

medal Loudon-Exeter run. just overhauled thoroughly:
£28.—StouLuiood Garage Stedman Rd., West South-
bourne. Bournemouth. [X6834

Scott.
COTT, 1914, slightly "soiled: ofEers wanted.—Layt one,

Eiceeter, Oxon. [X8119

LATE 1913 Scott, with 1914 fitments, perfect;
bargain, £45.—A. J, Young, Newmarket. [5922

1 Qll Scott, thorough order, free engine, 2 speeds,
it/ kick starter; £24, offers.—36, Cambridge Rd.,
Chiswick. [6583

SCOTT, late 1910, good condition throughout; £21,
or exchange Douglas. — 72. Vallentin Rd.,

Walthamstow. [6418

33.h.p. Scott, 1910, 2-speed kick starter, with sidecar,

4 excellent order ; bargain, £20.—Ralph, Highgate
Cottage, Lostock. ^ [Xa083

33.h.p. Scott, 1911, 2 speeds, kick starter, wit^ si'le-

4 car ; a real bargain, £30.^Cordingley. Hns-
lingdeu. Tel.: 102. [X7819

SCOTT 1913 2-stroke, in really new condition, not
done 70 miles: £40 cash.—Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham [0472

SCOTT, 1912, with sidecar, perfect condition; must
realise at once, accept £18.—Turner's Motor

Works, Curzon Rd., West Ealing. [6427

SCOTT Motor Cycle and Sidecar. 2 speeds, speedometer,
head lamp, splendid order; £45 to quick buyer.—

Freeman, Oakes, Devonshire St.. Sheffield. [X7089

Sinfier.

SINGER Lightweight; £12; examination invited
while engine down.—Growcott, Brades, Janson

Rd., Southampton. [6599

SINGER. 2V2h.p., 1912M.. overhauled, re-plated, and
enamelled by Singer Co., all as new; bargain, £25.

S

—Hartwell's Garage, Chipping Norton. [6335

SINGER, 4V2h-p., 2-t!peGd couuter-shaft gear, kick start

and ehitcii, complete with .smart sidecar, for £70.—
Cohnore Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham. [X8025

Triumph,
TRIUMPHS.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Bir-

mingham. [0559

TRIUMPH, 1911, speedometer, perfect; £20.—L.P.,
34, Nella Rd., Fulham Palace Ed. [6379

TRIUMPH, late 1912, good condition, .speedometer,
etc. : £37.-19, New Bond St., Leicester. [3:8060

1014 Triumphs.—Early delivery from The Premier
X«7 Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0428

"I Q09 Triumph and- Wicker Sidecar, 2 speeds, com-
J-tf plete; £27.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X8103

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, Milllord sidecar, all

accessories; £48.—53, Manor Rd., Richmond.
[6396

TRIUMPH. 1912 pattern, in splendid condition; £30.
—Eardley- Baias Houtse. near Wellington, Shrop-

shire. [X7949

"I Q09 Triumph, 2 speeds, very emart machine, mag-
i-tJ niftcent order; £25.—Purcells, 78, Oh.arlotte St.,

Fitzroy Sci,, W. [6334

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed model; instant de-,

liverv; price £60; exchanges entertained.—Lavtone,
Bicester, Oxon. [XeiSl

TRIUMPH, 1910, fine condition, Mabon clutch,
lamp, horn, sidecar; £22.—72, Vallentin Rd.,

Walthamstow. [6419

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumoh.

914 2l^h.p. 2-8trote Junior Triumph, nsed one
demonstration run only; £38.—Parker and Son, St.

ee, Hunts. [0535

910 Triumpli, perfect condition: £20; any trial.—

260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone:
ristOD 2042. [0476

^EIUMPH, 1912 S^h.p., free engine, equal to

.- nev, ; £33 cash. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

5fon Rd.. Eirmineham. [0473

lEITTMPH. 2Vjh.p., 2-strote lightweight, in stock, im-
. mediate delivery; £42 cash, or exchange.—Stour
;cle Depot. Stourbridge. [X8059

rRIUMPH, 1912. clutch model, lamp, Palmer
cords, speedometer, spares, and tools; £35.

—

3, Horsell Bd., Holloway. [6425

'PEIUMPH, with tiidecar, 19121/2. SVch-p., free engine,
'L pejfect condition, new tyre; £35.—Foster, Niths-
!Ue A?., ilarket Harborough. [X7952

IpEIUMPH, 1909, 3'^h.p.. clutch, overhauled, very
L sound niacliine, lamp, horn, rock-bottom cash price
17/I0.-Laytona, Blcoster, Oxon. [X8120

.> Ih.p. Triumph, standard, 1910 model, in splendid
J 2 running order; bargain, £21 to clear.—Turvey and
;o.. The Motor Hou.se, Sunderland. [i6315

913":1 Triumph, sy^h-p., 3-speed, new laet Oct. ; co-'^t

£60. bargain for £40; another I9121/2 ditto. £24.
Hartweli's Garage, Chipping Norton. [6336

rEIUilPH. 1910. 3 I/ah p.. standard model, semi T.T.
bare, 1 913 Biuks carbuietter, and I'hilipson pul-

7, guaranteed perfect order; £18.—Below.

PRIUSIPH, 1913, S'/oh.p., free engine model, in eplen-
1. did order, semi T.T. bars, in splendid order; £35.
Elco and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. B.C.

[0461
>ih.p. Triumph, 1910, free engine clutch model,
>a speedometer, lamp, horn; bargain, £28, in grand
rder.—Tuivey and Co., The Motor Houee, Sunderland.

[.X6820
rEIUaiPH, 1914. 4h,p.. and coachbuilt sidecar and

screen, complete nith lamp.-!, h^rn, speedometer,
tc. ; 60 gns.—Baker St. Garage, Handaworth, Birming-
nm. [X7762

Jih.p. TrLimph, late 1911 clutch model, thoroughly
J2 oTerbauled: expert examination; complete; £30,
argain.-Addrefis, Wyatt, Shakeepeaie Garage, Stratford-
iQ-Avon. [X8002

rEIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p.. with coachbuilt sidecar and
all accesaoricfl, only run 500 miles, good as new

;

M £80. sell 60 gne. cash.—Calf, Acacia, Haye.3 Knd.
liddleses. [X8053

rRIUMPH, 1909, recently overhauled by makers
and re-enamellcd, rear exhaust, new tyres, lamp

et, many spares; £20.—Smith, Milverton, Riches St..
Volverhampton. [X8082

in 14 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, as new, with Lucas
Lt/ lamp and horn, spare belt, plug, and valve;
U-health only cause for selling; £48.-—Starkey, 29,
Clsee Rd., Rngby, [6381

[XT. P. Edwards, Taunton.—Triumph combination, Bow-
Vt den gear, £35; Douglas, 1912, £25; Triumph.
909, £17; Campion lightweight, ofEerS; Quadrant. £6/10.
)liree sidecars, cheap. [X8168

jQ12'/^ Triumph, clutch model; open to any c^aminn-
Lt/ tion, engine in guaranteed perfect order, a speedy
lount, with many 1914 improveraentd; price £29.—H.,
2, Poole Kd., Bournemouth "West. [6326
^Ih.p. 2-atroke Triumph, new nt beginning of last
'wS May, in epiendid running order, plating and
inamelling perfect : bargain, £37, or near offer.-Box
nTo. 6,566. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7757

IQ14 Triumph, 4h.p., free engine, lamp, horn, knee
L*/ grips, and tools, perfect condition, scarcely been
sed, 6 months old ; nearest offer to £50 accepted.-Box
j6,007. The Motor Cycle Offlcee. 20, Tudor St., E.G.

TRIUMPH. 3i/2h.p.. late 1909. just been overhauled
-*- and re-onamellcd. tyres in excellent condition,
jack nearly new, acotylcno lamp and generator, usual
i^ols, etc.; will take £20.—Box L5,014. The Motor
Pl/cZe Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0553

Trump.
FRUMP-J.A.P., 1912 4h.p., new condition, Pedley and- Hutchinson tyrea, new belt, lamp, horn, mirror, and
ooIb; absolute bargain, £20.—James, Kineon Pottery,
'arkstone. [X8163

Vindec.
^-Sh.p. Vindec, 2 speede, free engine, twin Peugeot en-
f gme, Montgomery sidecar. Bosch mag. ; £29 ; par-
icnlars, etamp.—Hifl, 7, Talygarw Terrace, Pontyclun.
|Jantrl6ant. 1X8088

V.S. .

V'.S., 5-6h.p.. 2-speed, pedal starter. Dunlopa, also side-
» car, m splendid running order, eparee; offers.—
1, Mill E<J., Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [6337
pWIN V.S. S-6h.p., mag.. 2 speeds, free engine,* speedometer. P. and H. lamps, coachbuilt side-
ar; 50 gns.—Allman, 491, High Rd., Chiswick. [6406

\

White and Poppe.
T^HITE and Poppe. SVih-p., just been oTerhauled and
»» re-bushed, Druids, Bosch watertight mag.: eacri-
ca £12.-R., 68, Warwick Av., Maida Vale, W. [6319

UUE are Sole London and District Agents for

the famous A.i!.S. Motor Cycles. Winner
of the 1914 T.T. Both Trade and Retail supplied.

Also Special Agents for Clyno, Williamson,

Enfield, Triumph, Douglas, and the popular Wall

Auto-wheel. Official Stockists for Rex Spare

Parts, and Sole London Agents for the F.B.

two-stroke.

e^^
M |tMii5^'?^5rO

»;
^ss"^^f^^ff'i.

^5*^?^

1914 6 b.p. A.J.S., 3-speed 7i) guinea!

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, and coach-
built sidecar 84 guinea!

1914 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON and coach-
built sidecar, cost £103. Stock-
taking bargain £89 lOl.

J914 2* h.p. F.B., 2-stroke £25 5s.

1914 ajh.p. LEA-FRANCI3 63 gulneai

1914 7 h.p. INDIAN de luxe and side-

car, self-starter, almost new £75 Ot,

1914 3i h.p. NUMBER, water-cooled,

and liramblc sidecir, hardly used . . £63 Ot.

1914 DOUGLAS, .Model U, not run
j,ooo miles £42 Ot.

1914 DOUGLAS, Ladies' Model, only
run 500 miles £44 Ol.

1911 TRIUMPH, 2-specd, and sidecar £30 Os.

CHEAP FUEL.!
Reduce youp PETROL bill by running
on Paraffin. This can easily bedone
by fitting a TAYLOR Auxiliary Tank
to back of carrier to hold a small
supply of Petrol for starting pur-
poses, thus leaving the main tank
free for carrying paraffin.

To carry 1 quart, Price 6/-

Spare i eallon Petrol Tanks,
square pattern, with loops
for straps, 1/3; 1 gallon size,

2/-

MOTOR CYCUISTVOL.UNTEERS
Please note that we have made
special arrangements for the
promptest supply of motor cycles,

accessories, spare parts, clothing,

etc., for Motor Cyclist Volunteers.
SPECIAL I I Mackintosh Coats for

real HARD WEAR, Price 14/9.

SEND FOR A COPV OF THE BIS
TAYLOR CATALOGUE—IT IS FREE.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD^
Showroom* .... 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

WholesaU 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone : Museum 1240.

Telegrains : " Dynametro. Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, brand new 1913 air-cooled model;
oiiera or exchange entertained.—Moss, Wem.

[X8093
WILLIAMSON 1914 Watei-cooled Combination, ex-

cellent condition throUKhout, 8h.r . 2 speeds, kick
starter: £65 —P. J. Etqus. John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [6363

Zenith.
ZENITH, 3'/2h.p., green, 1913, Gradnn, excellent lamp,

horn: 34 gns.—Monies, 159, Finchjey Ed.. N.W.
X7863

ZENITH. 1913 twin, 6h.p., and sidecar; write for
particulars; no exchange: £45.—H. Fairburn. 14.

Elmore Ed.. Sheffield. [X8052

3ih.p. Zenith Motor Cycle, free engine, clutch model.
i2 Gradua gears; price £30; new condition.—Dutt,

Draper, East Grinstead [6314

GEIT- IT AT

IflAYLORS

"|Q12 eh. p. Zenith-Gradna. masniflcent order. £38;
JLtF with new torpedo sidecar, £45.—Purcells, 78, Char-
lotte St., Fitzroy Sq.. W.
"I Q12 SVah.p. ZGnith-Gradna, with torpedo eiderar;
i-t? £30.—Purcella, above. [6351

IQll 3i/i;h.p. Zenith-Gradua, cane sidecar. F.R.S.,
JLt/ spares, good condition; £28.—Matthews, 11,
Cressy Rd., Hampstead. [6385

ZENITH, 1914, SV^h.p. twin, used very little, in flret-

clatJS order, no Iniup or horn; £42, -worth £50: ca-^h

only.—Laytou3, Bicoeter, Oxon. [X8122

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3',oh,p. twin, counter-^hnft, m
siot^k; 59 gna.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co., Ltd.. 7. Bfitb Rd., Exeter. [0505

ZENITH, SV.'b.p., and sidecar. 1912, very good condi-
tion, laniiw, horn, and Cowey: £32.—P. J. Evanx.

John Bright St.. Birmingham. [6368

3ih.p. Zenith and sidecar. In excellent running order,
2 flnrt-clnss engine; owner bouplit car; £27, or near

offer.—Capt. Barnes, Hcatherdcne, Fleet. [0576

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3',l.li.p. twin, counter-shaft, in
stock: 59 loie.—Exeter Motor Crcle and Light Car

Co., Ltd.. 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0568

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3>/jh.p^ 1913. and sidecar, fine
condition, only done 4,000 miles, new tyre, belt,

been carelully dxiven; £39.-1, Angles Rd., Streat-
ham, alter 6. [6384

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1914, 3^.p., water-cooled Green
engine, eportinR- m^del, Canoelet sidecar, finished

in red. T.T. bare, tools, acceseoriee, etc., practically new.
very fart: £48.—Below.

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1913, 6h.p.. Gradua gear, clutch,
and kick starter, T.T. bar^, complete with Lucaa

lamp set, horn, knee grips. In splendid order throughout,
and guaranteed ; £42.—Below.

ZENITH, 1914 models in stock, ready to ride away;
be.'rt terms for ca-^b, or exchange.—From Elce and

Co^ 15, Blebopggate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0549

1Q13 8b.p. Zenith, large head light and generator.
J-iJ good tyree, and belt, epares. practically new tor-

pedo cane sidecar, all complete, little used: cost £90,
accept £63/10.—Apply. 2, Welbeck Ed., Soutbport. [6290

IQl'lVi Zenith. 6h.p.. counter-ehaft, Millford coach
JLi/ aideciir. hood, ecreen, accessories, spares: cost
£102: everytlnng perfect, only slightly used; selling
no fault ; 72 gns., lowest : trial by appointment.-Mi 1-

w;ird. High St., Banbury. [6348

6 h.p. 1913 Zenith Combination, clutch model,
Gradua gear, kick starter, splendidly equipped.

F.R.S. lamp set, horn, spare cover, tube. belt. 2 valves,
etc., coachbnllt sidecar, 4-point suspension, complote
storm apron, perfect condition throughout; accept
£52/10; solo mount required, cash adjustment.—B.,
Ivydene, Dukesthorpe Rd., Sydenham, S.E. [X8079

Miscellaneous.

1 Ql^ P- ond M., 3V^h.p., absolutely new; immediate
-L^y delivery; price £65.

1 Q 14 Scott, 3'ih.p., new immediote delivery ; price
-L^J 65 giL3. : also Gloria eidecar, reduced, price £14.

"IQl^ Rover, 3',^h.p.. new; immediate delivery; priceXO £53; also Gloria eidecar. reduced, price £14.

1 Q14 Douglas, 3V'h.p., slightly u^ed; immediate de-
X«7 livery; list price £62, what offers?

SEVERAL good second-hand motor cycles for sale at
clearance prices; Ariel, Rudge, Calthorpe, Im-

perial Precision, etc.

\ LSO a few good coachbuilt sidecars : offers entertained,

FURTHER Particulara on application to The Dum-
fries Motor Co., Ltd., Englieh St., Dumfrici?.

[X7607
3ih.p., perfect, low. dry battery; must sell, £7/10.

—

2 1, Leasowes Rd.. Leyton. [6378

HALIFAX.-100 second-hand motor cycles to clear,

10 to 30% off usual prices.-Motore, 16. Weeteate,
[Lilifax. [0390

CHATER-LEA, 7-9h.p. Peugeot, sidecar, Bosch, ex-
cellent condition, spares; bargain, £25.-125. Strath-

leven Rd., Brixton. [38029

3h.p. Motor Cycle, Brown-Barlow, dry battpry ignition,

adjustable pulley, in nmning order; £6.— 163, Clar-
ence Ri. Clapton. N-E. [6318

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles

you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy
terms), 9, Shoo Lane, Fleet St., London. [X9705

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, Txnd the date ot the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWOBTH Motor Exchanee Leads tie way lor

cheap motor cycles.—Easy payments.

WANDSWOBTH.—Brand new 1914 Rex, 6h.p., mag.,
2 speeds ; opportunity ; 45 gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWOBTH.-New Hudson, 1913-14, 41i.p., mag.,
3 speeds; clearance, £55/10; easy payments.

WANDSWOBTH.—Zenith, 1913, Gloria sidecar, 8h.p.,
mag.; cost £105, £60; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Bex, 1912-13, 6h.p. tivin, mag.,
speeds, nearly new; £55; exchanges.

SUPPORT HOME
I IMPUSTRIES

and you will be helping to maintain
the PEOPLE and BUSINESS

of your own country.

E

2-stroke, slightly

WANDSWORTH.-Eat-Jap, 1911. 8h.p. twin, mag.
2 speeds; i28/10; easy paymente-

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (red). 5-61i.p. twin, mag.
new condition tbroughout ; £30; easy payments.

WANDSWORTH. — Cliater-Lea-Jap, 1912-13, 41i.p.

mag.. 2 speeds (kick); 28 gne. ; easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, latest 1913-14, mag., fine

mount; cofit £65, £42^10; easy iiaymenta.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex, 1911-12, 3H-4b.p., m.o.T.
mag., almo6t new: eacrifiee £19/19; exclianges.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 1910-11. 2i41i.p., mag., '

speeds (shaft), little beauty; £18/18; axclianges.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian (bluej, 5-6h.p. twin, mag.,
very fast; bargain, £22/10; easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 1910, 5-61i.p., 4 cyls., mag.,
nice order; £15/10; easy paynaenta.

WANDSWORTH.—Excelsior pattern, with sidecar, 31/2-

41i.p., mag., 2 speeds ; gift, £12/15 ; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. — Triumph, 1910, 3V2h.p;, plate
clutch model, mag., peiiect; £22/10; easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH. — Easy payments. — Wandsworth I

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town
Station. 'Phone; Battersea 327. [5^8048

AGLES.—Motosacoche, 2y2h.p., late 1912, yariable
gear, ffee engine, fine condition; £19/10.

EAGLES-—Premier, 1912, 2y2h.p., Armstrong 3-6peed
gear, free engine, new condition; £22/10.

EAGLES.—Alldays Matchless, SVsh.p., late 1912, 2
speeds, free engine, footboards, with coachbuilt

sidecar; £32/10.

EAGLES.—Triumph, . 1312, free engine model, with
Pliilipson pulley, new condition ; £33.

EAGLES.—Radco, 1914, 2i4h.p.

used, as new; £19/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.TJ. eVohp. twin, late 1913 latest improve
ments, 2 speeds, free engine, spring frame, drip

feed lubrication, gear controlled frajn handle-bar, kick
starter, Millford's Corvette coachbuilt sidecar, new con-
dition, all accessories; £52; any trial.

EAGLES.—BradbTuy. 4h.p. (89x89), N.S.tT. 2-speed
gear, free engine, with Phcenix £14/14 sidecar;

£32, or separately.

EAGLES.—N-S.U. 6h.p. twin, 1911, m.o.y., Bosch,
latest pattern spring forks, 2-speed gear, fine Bide-

car machine: "^30.

EAGLES.—BatrJap, 6h.p., 1912-13, chain drive. 2
speeds, wit-h clutch, kick starter, and Gloria coach-

built sidecar; any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche, 1911, 2h.p., m.o.T., Bosch,
variable gear, free engine, Druid forks; £12/10.

EAGLES.—eh-p. Bat-Jap, 1911, spring frame, excel-
lent condition; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval.
' Tlie Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [S8143

HAUFAX.—1914 Levis, Rez, Rex-Jap, Douglas, Wil-
liamson, Bradbury, and Sun-Villiers motor cycles

for cash or esohange.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-
fax. [0388

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[0314

CHATER-LEA, 1913, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed gear
box, chain drive, all accessories, lamps, horn,

watch, speedometer, many spares, and coachbuilt side-
car, splendid outfit; cost £110, sell £59.-9, Kent
Gardens, Ealing, London. [6429

THE South-Eastern Garage (late Palmer and Kit-
son). Herne Hill Station, London, S.E., offer the

following bargains, which are all guaranteed to be in
perfect running order : 1910 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.U
£20; 1913 Williamson, W.C., and 2-seat. sidecar, £60;
1912 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-&peed, and sidecar, £35; 4h.p.
Roc, 2-speed, sidecar, £22; 1911 2-speed Douglas, £22;
1909 2-speed Trinmph, £26; 3h.p. Quadrant, £8;
1914 4i4h.p. Precision, 2-epeed, sidecar, £50; 2^ih.p. 1914
Douglas, 2-speed, £40; 6h.p. 1914 counter-shaft Zenith,
£56; Sygh.p. 1912 Ivy-Precision, £25; 1908 3y2b.p.
Antoine, F.E.. £12; 1913 SVsh.p. Ariel, T.T^. £35; 6h.p,

1911 Matchless, £30; 3y2h.p. 1912 Triumph, £33. 1913
Kendall cycle car, 8h.p. J.A.P., hood, screen, £70.
Sidecars from 35/-. Accessories—New Mabon clutch,
suit lightweight, £2 ; Triumph pattern bars, all 5 con
trols, 25/-; 5-6h.p. w.c. engine, tJ.H. mag., Stewart-
Precision carburetter, suit cycle car, £9; 3h.p. Minerva
engine, £3; carburetters, horns, inner tubes, covers,

belts, etc. Write for lists.-South-Eastern Garage, as

above. [8451

A22 All letters relating to advertisements sho

nre BRITISH
made, and will

ive you fan

greater satis-

faction than
foreign ones.

Send for list of

a dozen types,

from 2/3 each.

The type illustrated is our new
WATERPROOF plug. It is im-

possible for it to ever leak or blow
out, and it is sold at a reasonable
price. Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money returned.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make of motor cycld
on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex-

changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-

posal. Tuition free. Please favour us with a post-
card.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50-
High Rd., Wood Green. [05331

T.T. Triumph, 1909, also 1909 standard Triumph,'
offers; 1910-11 Moto-Reve twin, £12/10; 7-9h.p

twin Pucli, £14/10; Sh.p. racing Zenith-Gradua and
streamline coachbuilt sidecar, offers. Exchanges con
sidered.—Longman Bros, and Aitken, 1, King St.,

Acton. - [636C

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC., FOR HIRE.
\

FOR Hire, sidecars, 7/6 per day, £1 per week.—Rey,
378, Euston Rd., and 173. Gt. Portland St., W.

[4975
DOUGLAS wanted on hire, with view to purchasi?,

good references.-Box 6,586, The Motor- Ci/ch

Offices, Coventry. [X8032

MOTOR Cars and Cycle for hire, day or week;
terms on application.—Rey, 378, Euston Rd., and

173, Gt. Portland St., W. [4974

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax.—Melville SidecaiB,'

HaUfax.

SHOULD a Firm who absolutely manufacture eidecars'

from A to Z be able to give the maximum value,

at the minimmn price? This granted, you cannot aflcrd

to pass ns for anything sidecarish. We contend we have
more variety and give infinitely better value than is

offered elsewliere. It's easy to prove. Send for h?ts

(which will clinch the argument and make a satisfied

eu.4omer). Hoods, wind screens, bodies, chassis, lug-

sage grid, etc.—Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone 999.
[X1703';

jl/riDDLETON'S Record Breakers.

TERRIFIC Speed at Highgate. Mr. riding

flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,

stopped, turned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h.
Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cows
laughed, dogs barked. See local rags.

TESTIMONIAL.—Sirs,—Your flyer is I.T. I never
need ride alone now, it's a proper bird catcher.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecar, the only one to do 60
uphill. Manchester hill-climb.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal track
records, won 5 golds in E.x:eter trial, 7 golds

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc.

FRENCHMEN, Note.—Grand Prix de Fontainbleau:
500 c. class won with Middleton sidecar.

VAL SUZON Hill-climb.—Middleton's sidecars win!
350 C.-500 c. classes.-Agents: 26, Rue D'armenon-

ville, Neuilly, Paris.

MIDDLETON'S Agent, Rey, Gt. Portland St., and.

Euston Rd.

27,

'Forwar[|''''King Hook' i

British Belt Fasteners, I

TheWORLD'S BEST I

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars,
Finsbury Park, N. 'Phone

:

Sidecars —Purcells*

Stroud Green Rd.,'
Hornsey 1584.

[5394

WELDED Sidecars —Purcells* art catalogue of

welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued;

30 models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.,

Tottenham Court Rd, W. [3760

GOOD Wicker Sidecar, complete, apron, etc., fit any
make: £2/10.-1, King St., Acton. [6359

SPORTING Sidecar, coachbuilt, light; £6; new.—
Hannis, 49, Guildford St., Chertsey. [6347

SPRING Wheel Family Sidecar, good concUtion; £3:
Indian.—Bowes, R.N. Hospital, Plymouth. [6351

CO 4.CHBUILT Sidecar ; 55/- ; exchange magneto.—
Grove. 224. Fore St., Edmonton, London. [X8167

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; write

for catalogue, fully illustrating the various

models,

PHOLNIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian'

and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—See our latest design underslung
chassis, coachbuilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy terms

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We are also mating a special

coachbuilt sidecar; £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire ; exclinnpes made; good

prices allowed for other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always a

large selection from 50/-; weekly list published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars shonid be;

our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.
,

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always on
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENTX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in
,

our own works; originators of the Phoenix Trimo
forecar, popular thronghout the world,

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs, Phcenix Motors,

Ltd.. established 1889). 736, Holloway Rd-, and

4. 5, 6. Criterion Mews. London, N. Tel.: Hornsey

449. Telegrams : Sycarnix. Upholl, London. [6320

.

-| C|14 Gloria Sidecar, soiled only, not driven 100
i«/ miles; cash price £11/10.— Guy, Reynolds, Wey-
mouth. [X8160

uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
HATER-LEA 12 gn. Art Cane Sidecar, re-enamelled.

orerhtinled, light; nearest £5.-18, Woodbine Crea-

t, Stockport. [X8041

CDECAR. torpedo iricker. Chater chassis and fittings,

new cover-all apron, done 800; £6.—Morris, 38,

aa E^3.. Bristol. [6328

TICEEE Sidecar, torpedo, side door, new condition
/ suitable for SV^h.p. cycle; £3/15.—Harris, 6,

rcb Bd., Eo=liervilIe, Graveeend. [6327

ASTONES for Sidecars.—Latest turpedo models from
' £5/18: bodies from 36/-: cigar pattern bodie«,

17/6.—228, Pentonville Kd., King's Cross, London, N.
L6411

914 Millford, Montgomery, Fitsu, Watsonian, Ivy.

and other makes in stock, to fit any machine,
m Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av,. Camomile St.,

C. [0409

EOSVENOE Sidecars, lightweight cigar shape model,
ep^'cially enitable for Douglas machines, £8; coach-

It models from £10: catalogue free.—Grosvenor M,.-toi

, Bradford St. West, Bolton. [X8068

i.M-C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for

catalogue fully illut=truting the various models and
;ent P.M.C. quick fit (-onplings.-The Premier Motoi
,, Ltd., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [0154

||WTNG to the War. we are clearing ont all our ccach-
.' built sidecars at prices from £5 eecond-hand, to
' new- several wicker ones at £2/10.—Oakleigh Side-

Co.. Ltd., 65a, Eo^endale Ed., West Dulwich. [6373

»OTAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to

t be flret-class finish and remarkable value; beat
ing designs on the market; light bodies for low
,ver machines a specialitv: make no purchase without
iDg ours: several shop-soiled sidecars oflered cheap.—
jkes, and Holt, Ltd.. ilelgrave Ed.. Leicester. [0190

BODIES.
'EW Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies, suit 3V2h.p., at whole-

sale prices: £3/10.—Pothoes, Allen Bros., Every St.,

lEon. tX8016
[AVE you had our illustrations of sidecar bodies?

If not. write at once for them.—Alvic and Co,,
jiterfall Ed.. Tootinr. S.W. [6421

I CYCLE CARS.
912 Wall Cycle Cai : what offers? lightweight taktn

part exchange.-Cooper, Chemi-st, Halesowen.
[X8086

-C. Light Car, slightly shop-soiled : list £1 is. sell

£150.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 102.
[X7833

I
ORGAN Runabouts ; immediate delivery 1914

models; sporting model just arrived.—Moss.
'am. [X8092

.C. Sociable, 6h.p., 1913. perfect order, all sparee

:

- £40, cost £107.—HutcWnson, Fosse Kd., Sv^rton.
ice^ter. [X8030

LLDATS Midget, Bh.p., water-cooled twin, 1913. all

. f^paref? and acceesoriee.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
, Birmingham. [6369

ru.MREEETTE. 8h.p.. 3 speeds. 1913 model, com-
L plete, all accessories; £75.—P. J. Evans, John
ight St., Birmingham. [6371

|ABELLA Latest Cycle Car. 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., water-
cooled, mag., Imod. serpen, beauty; £55; ea^y pay-

nt«.-l, Ebner St.. Wandsworth. [±8047
I.W.K., 8h.p.. 4 speed?, 1913, excellent order, com
r plete with ho. id. screen, and acie-'soriee; £95.— P.
Evans, John Blight St., Binuingham. [6370

IALTFAX.—1914 I^gonda, £150; G.W.K.. £150;
Victor, £115; Calthorpe. All new from stock;

changes.^^Motor Exchange, Westgate. Halilax. [0488

lEDELIA Cycle Car, late racing mo4lel, complete.
* Iioud screen, lamps, tools, etc.; £32; exchange goml
t'lr mlIg; trial.—Eoughton. Wolvcrton, Bucks. [6338
TANDARD Morgan, April. 1914. hood, screen,

lamps, spares, speedometer, side door, lullv
iaipped; cost £110, accept £85.—Bassett. Donraster.

[X8063
TOTORETTE. 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, tree

j

- engine, hood and nrreen. good condition ; £38.

1

The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd.. Bir '

ngham. ' [05 a."

!\ELIVERY from stock, A.C. lOh.p.. 4-cyt.. £175:
^ other models 7 days; Sn-ilt. 7n.p., £140; ch-
anges; Bpecial cash terms.—Cordingley, sole North
ncaahire agent, HaslingJen. Tel.: 102. [X7834

912 (October) A.C. Sociable, with dickey seat, front
wheel brakes, screen, 3 lamps, large back tyre

i tools, only done about 4,000 miles, absolutely a^
id as new; cost over £100, clear £52/10.—Cordingley,
islingden. Tel.: 102. [X7812
fcNE A.C. Pattern Cycle Car, 4'V6h.p. water-cooled

engine, wjinta dash and mudguatd^, new. £30

;

s Crouch Cnrette. complete, £55; call and inspect —
)rgan and MuxwpII, The General Motorics, 80. High
.. Streatham, London. [X8154

CARS FOR SALE.
jh.p. Rover Car, perfect nmning cider : £25.—Eey. 378.
j

Eu^fton Ed., London. [6241
INGER lOh.p. Light Car, soede grey, dynamo, etc.;

£204/15.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 102.

iINE Mord Landaulet, £65, splendid condition; ex-
change considered.—Hen^haw. Wheelwright. Stock-* [X8124

THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.

GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL THROUGH.

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers

Fit Them.

LEATHER
COVERED
LINKS.

9d. each.

BELT
PUNCHES.

i. I 1. li.

1/- each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT
PUNCH.

Two Sizes—
to 1). a to IJ).

S.T.ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

16'

B^

B

CARS FOR SALE.

8h.p. Eovei. lat-' 1910. ccwt £275, dual ignitioD, detach-
able wLeels; £45; Triumph part.—Martin, 86. Hef.,

vej St., Ipswich. [X8150

DE DION. 8h.p., genuine, 2 speeds and reverse, cha.^is
perfect, body shabby, make good light trade veliiele:

a gift, £12/10.-45, TVheistead Bd., Ipewich. tS8140

1 /\-12h.p. Clyde, mag., 2 new tyres, 2-seat. body,
J-Vf screen, etc., just recently overhauled: £35; ex-

change for motor cycle considered.—Longman, 46, Hill-

rest Ed., Acton. [6361

h.p. Darracq, 4-cyl., mag., screen, lamps, Tvith flat

--" luny top. to carry ISewt.. £45; e'/ah.p. KeB"''

r-insle-cvl., 2-Beat., green, guaranteed perfect, £10/10;
Slip. Vulcan, 2-seat., dicker seat.. 2-cyl., mag., blacK

leather hood, screen, lamps, £45; the above cars cau D3

seen and tried at Cordingleya, HasUngden. Tel. :
102.

L64ol

ENGINES.
3ih.p. M.M.C., new bushes, piston, timing, plates.

2 spares; 25/-.—Ellis, 16, Clifle Ed., Croydon. [6353

7-9h.p. Peugeot, silencer, inlet, engine plates, plat-

lorm. fit Chater; £5/10.-115, Tuam Rd.,

Plumstead. [65^5

ASTONES.—New Res. 1913, 6h.p. twin engine, with

Bosch mag., £16/15: new Blumflcld S'.ih.p. single,

less mag.. £8/15.-228, Pentonville Ed., King's Ci..ps.

London, N. 1^''°^

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PAEKEE and Eice. Magneto Specialists.-Esperts on

all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PAEKEE and Eice.—Ee-vnnding, re-magnetising, over-

hauling, etc. ; repairs cjeecuted with espedition, and
unapproachable workiuanship; low quotations.

IXirOIlTANT.-Parker and Ei=e give 12 montlis'

written guarantee with each repair.

PAEKEE and Eice, Johns Place. King St., Acton,

London—State your trouble: let n» quote you.
12978

ASTONES.-Xew Bosch DAY, 2j:yl., £3/10.-228,
Pentonville Ed , King's Crosa, London, N. [6408

ACCUMCTLATOBS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed : liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for new; lists free.—Bichford. 153, Fleet SU
London. ''''=

OA Horns Magneto Eepnir Service.—All makes of

f^rt magnetos, coils, or ni-cumulators repaired by ex-

perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as

cfflcient as new. Spares for all makesi stocked.—Sinmis

Motor Units, Ltd.. 191, Wardour St.. London, W. [0539

MAGNETO Eepairs of every description, any make;
armature winding a speciality, guaranteed 12

m nths. We ore late from leading manufacturers, and,

liLiviiig a large stock of spar© parts, and our staff bemg
Eiifli.'h, we are still able to give same suarantce at half

their prices in 24 hours. New and second-hand mag-
netcis in stock.—The Magneto Bcpairing and Winding
Cn . 158. Scvmour St., Enston Ed., London. 'Phone:
Mn!.?um 1158. [6417

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we are

specialists in this work. Bosch magneto repairs

. i'.^ciality; re-winding, re-magn'-tising. All repairs

-M.riuteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. Ail spare

I! actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of

- u.l-baud magnetos. Coils and accumulators le-

I
ur.d. Northein representative for the Eisemann Mag-

II I Uo. Send tor illustrated booklet.—J. H. Eunbaken,
.Mi^neto Specialist, 7, Peter St.. Manchester. 'Phone:
6111 City. . t04u4

BELTS.
FINEST Value.-Leather belts. 1/3 per foot.—Exeldo

Co., Hawortb, Keighley, Torka. [6094

ELITE.—Wood-Milne .belts, rubber and canvas, Ifflin.

1/5 per It.. ?4in. lid. per (t., Sjin. lOd. per It.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of Lyso belts, lully
guaranteed by the manufacturers (Avon Indi.i

Rubber Co.), 7ft. 6in.x%in., 7/- each: 7It. 4V2in., to
suit Triumphs, 6/9: only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.

1/6 per ft. (list price 2/2). %in. 1/2 (list price
1/11). ^iin. 1/- (list price 1/7), %in. lOd. per ft. (list

price 1/5).

IT'LITE.-New 1914 Jolm Bull belts, %in. 1/6, %in.
-i 1/9',!;. lin. 2/1, Hsin. 2/7; allowance up to 3/-

for old tjelts.

ELITE— Service pattern leather belting, %in. lOV'd.
ft., lin. 1/- fl.-

ELITE Eubber Co., 260, Coldharbonr Lane, Lough-
borough Junction. Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Bnxtcn

2042. [9069

B ASTONES.—Best quality leather and chrome belt-
ing. -8 lid.. >', 1/1. % 1/2, lin. 1/4, I'/siu. 1/6 per

loot.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London. N.
SS439

26
TYRES.

X2V, John Bull Cover, done 150; 22/6.-4S. (y.-w-

bridge Ed., Cardiff. liRO^J

All letters relating to adverflsementf should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, am
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A NEW
MOTOR BIKE
FOR 1914
may not be a
possibility, indeed, may
not be a necessity.

MOTOR CYCLES ARE
SELDOM AS OLD AS THEY
LOOK. WHY NOT SPEND A

SHILLING OR TWO ON

eOBBIALAC
THE GREAT ENAMEL,
AND MAKE YOUR MACHINE

LOOK
LIKE

IT G IVES A GRAN D
SU RFAGE — STANDS
PETROL, GREASE, or MUD,
WEATHER and WEAR.

All Standard Colours.

PRICES:

1/-, 1/6, 3/-, 6/-, 10/6, and

20/- Tins.

Of all Cycle and

Motor Dealers.

Sole

Manufacturers :

JENSON AND

NICHOLSON,
LTD.,

ROBBIALAC
WORKS,

LONDON, E.

"DASTONES.-

TYRES.

BASTONE'S.—Hntehinson 1913 T.T. rubber-studded
covers, 26x2Vo, fit 2^4 rims, 24/-; Paseenger, 26x

2 20/-, 26x21/2 28/'-.

BASTONES.—Peter-Union make covers, 26x2 12/-, 26
X2V, 15/-, 26X2% 17/6. 28x2 15/-.

Miclielin 1914 covers, _ beaded edge, 26x
IV. 12/6, 26X2 14/9, 26X2^4 16/-, 26X21A 18/6.

28X2 16/6: wired edge, 2€xl^i 11/6, 26X2 13/9, 26x
214 15/-, 26X21A 16/-, 28x2 14/9; Michelin tubes in
stock.

BASTONES.—Guaranteed led tubee, 26x2 5/-, 26x
2V4. 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-, 28X2 6/"-.

BASTONES, 228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N. 'Phone: 2481 North. [6410

ELITE Rubber Co., £60, CoIdliarbGur Lane, Brixton.
S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2042.—We have the fol-

lowing special clearance lines in motor cycle covers,
belts, tubes, etc., and are offering same at prices equal
to 33i% to 50% ofl the manufacturers' reta-il list price.

All goods willingly sent on 7 days' approval against cash.
These goods are all perfectly new, and in the event of
any article proving unsatisfactory we are quite pre-
pared to reasonably meet our customers by way of
replacement. All goods sent carriage forward unless
postage sent with order.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free el charge
to all purchasers oi goods to the value ol £1

and over.

ELITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance heavy grooved covers,
750x75 or 28x3, to suit 1914 Indians, perfectly

new and fully guaranteed: 37/6.

heavy non-skid,
26x21/2 40/- (list

6"50x65 "45/- ('list price '67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers,
26x2i4_37/6_ (list price 45/ '

price 50/-),

Tji LITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid,

price 57/6)

ELITE.—Henley oversize eorere, 700x80, to fit

650x65 rime, heavy plain tread; 28/6.

ELITE.—Avon 3-ribbed covers, special heavy, 650x65,
24/- diet price 34/-); Clincher fluted pattern, 22/6;

Henley steel-studded, 40/-.

TE.—Heavy T
15/- (list price 27/6)"

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded covers.
special clearance line guaranteed lor 3,000 miles,

26X2^ 25/- (list price 37/6), 26x2V2 27/6 {list price

40/-J.

ELITE.-Hutchinson Brooklands, 1913 stock, 26x2
12/-, T.T. 26x21/2 16/6 (list price 33/6).

TJi LITE.—Heavy Thfe6_ Spires covers, 26x2iA, B.E.,

Passenger covers. 1913 stock.
26X21/^ 22/6 (list price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2V:

ELITE.
26X2 light 8/9

ELITE.—Hutchinson
26X21A

rims 26/- {list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, -wired on, Passenger 26

x

214 20/-, 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26x2»4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75, to
suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Continental T.T. covers, 26x21^ X9/6 (list

price 2fi/-).

Michelin clearance covers, beaded edfje
26x2^! 13/9; Trident. 26x21/1

z-^i; 26x2% 24/-: Standard, 26x21^ 22/6, 26x21/2 24/6,

ELITE.—Clearance Michelin covers, wired on, Seraelle
26x21/2 32/-, Standard 26x2% 26/-. 26x214 24/6

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26x
214 17/6 (list price 34/-}.

ELITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers, 26x21/1
17/6 (list price 30/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Special heavy rubber etudded covers, euitable
for back wheel of 3%h.p. machines; 15/-.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6,
heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6,

suit 650x65 rims.

ELITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quality,
26x214 6/6.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26X2
5/-, 26x214 5/6, 26x21/3 6/-., 26X 3 7/6, butted

1/3 extra.

ELITE offer 15% allowance off retail list price for
old covers (above clearance lines excepted) ; all

makes in stock.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special
process; treads guaranteed not to come loose;

special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; sections
on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all the
special lines which we have in stock; therefore,

if there is anything y->u require which is not men-
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to
quote you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co., 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough-
borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2042. [9072
Junction, _ Brixton, S.W.

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertlsemeat, and the date of the issue.

TIRS.
LAMPSAND GENERATORS.
i HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth
it ? The best is always cheapest, and ^ou positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT through the night.

Lens. Beam.- Price.

6 in.

Siin.

4Jin.

1,200 ft.

1,000 ft

800 ft

72/6 and 78/8

62/6 and 68/6

52/8 and 68/6

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our name with quality

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

up to

90% more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly mangin lens can do, if you
try the light of the F.R.S. against any

other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore St., B'ham.
Our Lonilan Address and D^ot :

57, HATTON GARDEN.

Special
Agen

;ial /

ts:|

Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.
Taylor & Co., Store Street, Tottenham

Court Road, W.C.

Manchester Agents : Messrs. Feay and Co., 12,
Jaclison's Row, Manchester,

THE B. A. BELT
is proved to be

THE STRONGEST BELT ON THE MARKET.
It is estimated to last as long as FOUR Rubber Belts.

Extracts from Testimonials.

" I made the fasten time of the day in the nerbyshire and
N. Stafford Automobile Club, It -was a very wet day and most
of the other competitors suffered from Belt-slip. TheB. A.
Belt was simply perfect, never slipiiing at all."

" I climbed Carr Bank, Oakamoor, Gradient 1 in 3 Eat 6 li -P
and heavy sidecar. The first time with 7 jjeopleon. the secoitd
time with 10 people on but 1 had to drop, ilie thipd time we
went clean up with 10 PEOPLE on. The B.A. Belt never gave
any trouble."

|"2/3; i"2/6;iJ"2/9; per ft. including fastener.

Basilica Mfg. Co., Ltd., Hencroft Works, Leek.

Stocked in London : E. & A. Bastone, 22S, Pentonville
Rd., N. Maudes* Motor Mart, Gt. Portland St.,

W. H. Taylor & Co., 21, Store St., Tottenham
Court Rd., W. Etc., etc.
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Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

NOW that the most strenuous and im-

portant annual trials in Great Britain

are over, it is interesting to reopen the

rather old controversy of " Hub c.

Counter-shaft Gears " and endeavour
to point to lessons in the light of the most
recent knowledge of this much discussed

subject. Without a doubt, the counter-shaft

gear is steadily growing in public favour, and,
as far as one can see at the moment, is the

gear of the future. Its advantages are that it

is much more simple in construction and
has infinitely fewer parts to become deranged
and require attention. These parts can also

be made larger and more accessible than in

the case of the hub gear. It allows of better
weight distribution, and brings the kick-starter

into a more convenient position. It dispenses
with the long gear and clutch control rods,

allows of larger diameter clutches, and involves

a two step drive either by chain and belt, or
by chain throughout. The rear wheel, being
free of complication, is lighter and can be
readily dropped out of the frame for tyre

repairs. All these points are of some im-
portance, and are well worthy of consideration,
but we must not forget what the hub gear has
done for the motor cycle movement.

Firstly, in conjunction with the influence of
27ie Motor Cycle, it was, years ago, the means
of bringing the variably geared machine into

)3ublic favour, and, up till recent times, has
been almost the only satisfactory three-speed
gear capable of being fitted to existing pattern
motor cycles.

Secondly, it is extremely neat and compact, and
has given extraordinarily good results consider-
ing its size and -weight ; and, thirdly, it is pro-
bably the quietest form of motor cycle gear in

existence, excluding, of course, the variable
pulley type ; and, fourthly, changing gear, up
or down, at any speed is a matter of the greatest
ease. The hub gear is considerably lighter than
most three-speed counter-shaft boxes, and for

this reason it is bound to remain with us for a

certain type of motor cycle; but, unfortunately,

this weight is in the wrong place, and even an

expert will take considerably longer to change a

tyre if a hub gear be fitted. It has one other dis-

advantage which, though slight, carries con-

siderable weight w'ith most motor cyclists, who
are almost invariably their own mechanics, and
that is, that it renders the back wheel very diffi-

cult to clean.

What the Hub Gear has Done.
'XDOL'BTEDLV, motor cyclists have to

thank the three-speed hub gear for the

impetus it gave to the motor cycle move-
ment. Three or four years ago, tw'o-

speed counter-shaft gears existed in

plenty, but the striking successes of three-speed

hub gears in the T.T. races and trials of 191

1

set every designer plotting out a multiplication

of speeds, and now three or four-speed gears, no
matter whether of the hub or counter-shaft type,

promise to come into popular favour in 1915,
Everything j)oints to a multiplication of gear

ratios, for the big trials have demonstrated in

no unmistakable manner that at least three speeds
are necessary for a 20 m.p.h. average over diffi-

cult courses, and we have the striking .success of

three-speed mounts in the A.C.U. Six Days
Trial (the most severe trial ever run) still fresh

in our memories.

The great and still growing popularity of the

sidecar is undoubtedly primarily due to the hul)

gear. Thousands of owners, unable to afford

a new turn out, have, at moAlerate cost, been
able to convert their old single-speed mounts
into satisfactory passenger-carrying machines,
and to this fact alone the hub gear will always
lay many motor cyclists under an eternal debt of
obligation.

No one can say what the future v.'ill bring, bui
probably the combined engine and gear unit
will be the next development, for, in spite of
certain manufacturing difficulties, it has manv
:id\-antages from the rirlcr's point of view
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OMPLAINTS are not infrequently rriade about
" petrol gauges that don't gauge," but the
latest I have tested is apparently proof against

The float rises; or falls as the level ot the liqu'd varies, thus causing

indicator to revolve. Graduations are mirked on the periphery of

the indicator, and are seen through the window of the tank.

A Novel Petrol Gauge.
|

all the weaknesses which have worried me in the past.

It cannot suffer accidental damage or leak. It isl

always instantaneously legible from the saddle, and'

its readings are extraordinarily accurate. My enthu«
siasm about it is tempered only by a single an.xiety,

for its design rather complicates the question of fitting,!

and may render tank makers somewhat loth to adopt,

it. The sketches make its principles perfectly clear.

A very light ring of metal is hung on a spindle suitably

supported by vertical carrier .arms inside the tank.

The ring is of such a diameter that it just clears the

top and the bottom of the tank, in which it is set

longitudinally. At a point of the circumference of

the ring a cork float is suspended ; this cork float falls

with the level of the petrol, as the spirit is drawn off,

and so causes' the ring to revolve. As the ring

revolves, its face shows through a small transparent

window mounted in the top of the tank, and the face

of the ring is painted with indications of the petrol

level, either in fractions of a gallon, or " three-

quarters," "half," "empty," and the like. The
gauge functions with extraordinarily .fine accuracy,

and its sole defect consists in the difficulty of fitting;

for either the gauge must be inserted before the main

seams of the tank are closed, or, alternatively, a

longitudinal slot must be cut in the tank for its inser-

tion. The length of such a slot must be about equal

to the depth of the tank, and would, therefore, range

from .4in. to 6in., according to the size of the tank.

Enquiries should be addressed to Mr. Forrest Baird

15, East Park Avenue, Hull. Road Rider.

(1) Top tube.

(2) Tank.

(3) Gauge container.

(4) Revolver indicator.

(5) Cork float fixed to indicator.

(6) Axle pin.

(7) Bottom tube.

(8) Window on top of tank.

>«»—<-

A
350 c.c. Sidecar Records Broken.

TTACKS were made recently on the 350 c.c.

sidecar records by H. Alan Rhodes and T. B.

Haddock, both driving a 2 ^4! h.p. A.J.S. and

N.S.C. sidecar w-ith 10 stone passengers. The former

opened proceedings by attacking the 350 c.c. sidecar

flying kilometre, flying mile, and flying five miles

records, all of which fell fairly easily. The results of

his efforts will be seen by comparing the old and

new records which are as follow's

:

New Record. Previous Record.

H. A. Rhodes (2» single-cyl. A.J.S. so.) A. C. Starace (2J twin-cyl. N.S.U. so.)

Flying km. .. 42^5. = 52.27 m.p.h. 43^s. = 51.0; m.p.h.

Flying mile ... im. lis. = 50.70 m.p.h. im. 12^5. = 49.72 m.p.h.

Flying 5 miles 6m. 26^5. = 46.60 m.p.h. 7m. 2js. = 42.57 m.p.h.

The next attempt was that of T. B. Haddock on

the one hour 350 c.c. sidecar record, riding the

identical machine used by Rhodes. TLn route he beat

the standing ten miles record in this class, and almost

up to the end of the hour was lapping regularly at an

average of 423^ m.p.h., when he unluckily suffered

from trouble through the petrol pipe bursting, which

reduced the average to 41.43 m.p.h. for the sixty

minutes. This beat the previous record by nearly a

mile, as will be seen from the following table :

tyres, Pratt's spirit, Castrol oil, U.H. magneto, aniil

an Amac carburetter, while T. B. Haddock exchangedj

the Amac for a Senspray and used Chemico oil.

A WELL-DESIGNED LIGHTWEIGHT.
A remarkably cheap but well-finished lightweight i;|

being marketed by the Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., Alperff

ton, Middlesex, know'n as the Alp. A 3 h.p. four'-I

stroke engine of 62 x 85 mm. bore and stroke, 257 c.Gtjj

with overhead inlet valve, supplies the driving power-

through a Wata-Wata belt. 26in. x 2in. Hutchinsons,

Druid forks, and magneto ignition are used, and the

general outfit of the little machine, which scales

106 lb., is quite excellent.

New Record.

T. B. Haddock
(2^ single-cyl. A.J.S. so.)

m.p.h.
Standingio miles ....... 14m. 6s. = 42.55
I hour 41 miles 757 yds. = 41.43

The A.J.S. machine was fitted, as stated above,
with N.S.C. sidecar, and H. A. Rhodes used Avon
a8

Previous Record.
ID miles.—A. C. Starace

{2.% twin-cyl. N.S.U. sc.)

I hour.—H. V. Colver

(2J twin-cyl. Enfield sc.)

m.p.h.
14m. 20s. = 41.82

40 miles 988 yds. = 40.56

The Alp lightweight motor bicycle.
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OCCASIdHAL GOMMEXTS
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' stop when Challenged !

1 am not very keen on night riding, though dissolved

icetylene has rendered me far more disposed towards

ourneys in darkness than I used to be. Anyhow,
he last fortnight has made me particularly wary in

wo respects ; 1 always carry my licence with me, and,

dien challenged, 1 perform lightning stops, which
vvould gain my brakes a 100% award from friend

Loughborough in any A.C.U. test. My first ex-

perience came soon after the outbreak of war. I was
oeacefully scrapping at my normal night pace of

—

Illegal matter deleted.

—

Ed.]—up a little hill leading

out of a neighbouring village when I fancied I beheld
the village idiot dancing the cancan just under my
front tyre. Fortunately my lamp was burning well,

and I recognised the village policeman, further

perceiving that he had something hard and shinv in

his hand ! I do not know how much fact underlies

this spy mania, but without question it is well to

stop promptly at night when anybody from a Bov
Scout to an apparently inebriated tramp challenges us.

The Sporting Craze.
r read some very scathing remarks on the craze

ifor all that smacks of Brooklands, begiiuiing with the

|leather racing helmet and terminating with the stream-
'line two-seater and cigar tail type of cycle car bodv. The
[scribe in question resurrected contemptuous memories
I
of the early cycling days when G. P. Mills was the

most famous man in England, and all the dashing
youth of the day might be seen pedalling furiously

abaft two handles curled downwards like a rams

THE SPECIAL CONSTABULARY FORCE.
The two Scoutmasters on the left of the picture have been doing
excehent work ever since the new (orce has been started. During
the hrst few days they answered all queries and carried out their

duties with tact, civility, and promptitude The ir.achines are (left

to right) a Triumph, a Rudge. and a Douglas.

.<»'V-»irfe

horns. The prophet in question regarded all. our

speed poses and practices as a species of mild insanity,

indicative of extreme youth, morally identifiable with

swank and hypocrisy of the worst type, etc., etc.,

I wonder! The most enthusiastic devotee of the

racing cap in my acquaintance swears by its comfort;
and the most devoted adherent of tHe cycle car type

sportive treasures it for the fast climbing which its

bantam-w-eight body renders possible. I am not sure

that we are either as bad or as silly as some cf our

critics imagine. Anyhow, I am all agog for a new
type of cycle car body, which is reported to be made
of starched canvas, and to weigh no more than an

880 X 135 mm. inner tube ; but I am interested because
I know my tiny engines feel every' ounce of weight

uphill—not because I want Miss Gladys Smithers
lounging on the front at Eastl)0urne, to mistake me lot

Kenelm Lee Guinness or " Big Benz " Hornsted.

The Price of Petrol.

As 1 write the Shell and Pratt people have

announced their intention of maintaining the usual

prices, but the unfortunate provincial distributers are

in some cases unable to replenish their supplies, as

the goods trains are disorganised, and the heavy motor

lorries have mostly been commandeered for military

purposes. Once more the motor cyclist scores. In a

cross-country provincial run 1 made a point of asking

the price of petrol at every centre, and was quoted
prices ranging from 4s. to los. a gallon, the exact

figure being determined sim])ly and solely by each

agent's stock. In many cases tiie vendor insisted on
verifying the amount in my tank, and expressed him-

self unable to supplv more than the minimum quantity

essential to carry me to the next town. I must make
a 600 mile journey next week, and I bad intended to

tackle it on a cycle car, which runs 35 m.p.g., but

now I shall take a motor bicycle instead, and do no
m.p.g. There is plenty of petrol in the country, and
one cannot refrain from congratulating the big sup-

pliers for their foresight.

Dissolved Acetylene—its One Defect.

My last note on these handy cylinders provoked a

few letters, with which I hasten to deal. The sole

defect of the system is that one may occasionally have
to sacrifice a few pennyworth of gas, as a cylinder may
be just short of being exhausted when the user is

starting on a long night ride, for which he may desire

to have a stock of several cubic feet; for no allowance
is maile on any residuum in the cylinder when it is.

exchanged. The motor cycle size holds six cubic
feet of gas, which is accuratelv measured, and will

supply one standard head lamp burner of the normal
J.'tft. size (/."f., passing a quarter of a cubic foot per
hour) for twenty-four hours, or two such burners for

twelve hours. The cylinders never fail till their

time is up, and the gauge provided with them is a

A2
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MOTOR CYCLE COMPETITION ONE DAY,
WAR THE NEXT.

This illustration shows Mr. Veringa, a Dutch motor cyclist, who
rode from Amsterdam to Brussels and back in competition for the

Premier Cup in 15hrs. 11 min. on his 3J- h.p. Premier. The day after he

had achieved this run, he was called up as a military motor cyclist to

the Dutch Army. He passed through Tirlemont, Louvain, and Liege,

scenes a few days later of fierce fighting. The second figure from the

left is Mr. A. Citroen, hon. sec. of the Dutch M.C.C.

reliable index of the contents. The price works out

at ij^d. per burner per hour, which is just fractionally

more expensive than lump carbide used in a

generator. But the infinitesimal extravagance is really

an economy, for no time is spent in cleaning, no

mishaps ever happen by the' roadside, no burners are

ever fouled or choked, and no lenses are ever

damaged by tangent spirts of flame. Beware of fitting

the cylinder and connecting tube in such positions that

the rider may accidentally pinch the tube and suddenly

plunge himself into Cimmerian darkness at high speed.

I fastened my first cylinder (two years ago) to the

saddle-pillar tube, and ran a light rubber pipe along

the tank top to the head lamp. It slipped off the tank

top one dark night, and at the next corner my famous
" leaning out knee grip " pinched the pipe flat and put

the light out—Gee whizz !

The Luxurious Twin—Some Protests.

I am seldom accused of fulsome pandering to the

trade, but my panegyric of the modern high-powered ^

twin bicycle de luxe, as compared with costly and com-
fortable touring cars, evoked quite a little volley of

protests. My judgment felt so impeached that . I

repeated my tests, and respected my correspondents

sufficiently to take a high-powered twin and a very

select and comfortable car twice over the same stretch

of rather indifferent road. As the result of the renewed
tests I am perfectly game to stick to my guns. The
big twin bicycle was unquestionably more immune from
road vibration and more silent at a speed of from

twenty to twenty-five miles an hour. When the pace

was increased to thirty or thirty-five miles an hour,

the cycle engine made more noise than the car engine,

but did not communicate more vibration to my person,

while the bicycle remained the more comfortable

mount A'" the two. I can only suppose that my

AUGUST 27lh, igi4.
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indignant correspondents either lack experience of ;

first-rate bicycle, or that their ideas of a good car oil ,

poorish roads are garnered from the pages of a catai

logue rather than from actual contact with its cushions i

My remarks were perfectly bond-fide, and I am read;!

to stick to them in the teeth of all and sundry. Hert
is another remark which may excite some pugnaciou;i

readers. I would rather drive a 500 c.c. single motoi!

bicycle 200 or 300 miles in the day than the best cai

ever made. On the other hand, I admit it is les;

fatiguing to be an idle passenger in a first-rate car foi:

that distance than to drive a motor cycle over it.

An Alternative Storm Kit.

One of our readers—a well-known long distance

rider—sends us an account of his own bad weather kit,

as a counterblast to " Road Rider's " recommenda-
tions (page 178, issue of August 6th). It consists of

the following:

1. Hutchinson waders.

2. Fox's spiral puttees.

3. Moffat's oilskin poncho.

4. Continental riding gloves.

5. Leather racing helmet.

A practised eye will perceive at once that this outfit'j

will cost more than twice as much as " Road Rider's,"

and will be infinitely more difficult to put on and take}!

off. In other words, it is probably a better outfit thanijj

" Road Rider's " for the athletic nut who makesif
longish non-stop runs, puts up at hotels, glories inS
his freakish appearance, and does not mind what heif

pays for his outfit. But the athletic nut-is really ratherij

a rare bird, and the rank and file of motor cyclistsl

desire a cheap outfit, which will keep them reason-j

ably dry, and which can readily be removed and re-

placed after a short business or other call. I attended!

a discussion on motor cycling garments at the quartersB

of a' provincial club not so very long ago, and this quite

B

typical club did not appear to contain a single member!
who used the full costly " nut-kit " as described above-;

j

on the other hand, if the B.M.C.R.C. held a winterj

symposium on kit, I expect a good 75% of its mem-
bership would vote for the nut-kit. Even in a sixs

days trial, a stormy day brings out very few of the!

above garments, simply because they are bulky and]
awkward to get into and out of. They form an admir-

able equipment for the home base, to use a topical ij

term; but they are comparatively uncommon because]
of their cost, the labour required to put them on, and
the fact that they are so heavy and hot when the storm
is over. Any winter rider who can afford two separate

kits should certainly have a nut-kit in reserve for his
|

worst rides. I append my personal protest that I dis-

like the leather racing helmet ; I had one specially I

made for me, which fits splendidly ; but it is weighty,
j

and does not protect the eyes.

llllllliaillllllllSIIIIIIIIII@lllllllll@lllllllll@IIIIIIIIIISIIIillllll

LOST FOUND.
i

AND
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both " Lost " and [•]

"Found," which we are unable to find space for. As these particular --
matters are of interest to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, ^
we keep a list of such articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted I^ -

in this list. Should we receive a letter from the finder which corresponds ^^
to the article lost, the two persons are put into communication, but it |^
must clearly be understood that we cannot enter into correspondence on L=:

; the matter beyond this. Z~

iiiiiiiisiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiil
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MOTORS AND MOBILISATION.
Some Sidelights on (heir Many-sided Utilily in Time of War.

THIS is the first European war in

which the motxDr has figured

largely in the operations. In our
own country thousands of cars

ind cycles have been pressed into the ser-

vice of the military authorities, and their

usefulness in a hundred different ways
makes some of us wonder how- the Army
jmanaged in the days when the horse w-as

I'the quickest means of road travel. For
conveying messages, for the rapid trans-

port of men and m.at'erial, for enabling
otKcers to tiit from point to point at

almost express speed, the car and the

motor cycle have been invaluable, and
[have proved that, in addition to recrea-

tion and trade, there is a thiid and -

perhaps greater avenue in which their

usefulness may be invoked for the
[national good.

' Military Motpring on the East Coast.

I have just returned from a business

trip along the East Coast. In the

circumstances of the present war this is

one of the most acute danger [xjints in

lEugland. It is not for me to say how
jit is guarded, to say where this battalion

Us encamped or the other, or even to

Igive any general picture of the enormous
(activity which prevails along the entire

seaboard of the eastern coast, but I may be

permitted to say that in this vast scheme
of mobilisation, when almost an entire

nation has sprung to arms, not the least

j
important feature of it is the part played

I

uy the motor. Thousands of motors.

( from the ta.xi of uncertain age to the
' latest Rolls-Royce, have been pressed

into service, and high roads and by-lanes,

big cities and sleepy coast towns, have
throbbed and hummed with the constant
passage of cais and cycles—first a mes-
senger scorching along in soulful glee at

the suspension of the speed limit, then a

car load of stern-faced general officers,

then another carrying an armed picket

to some point, then a heavy rumbling
waggon heaped high w;ith army stores.

The drivers seemed thoroughly to have
enjoyed their experiences, and when the

war is over they will have some rare

tales to unfold

The Rough with the Smooth
The work is harassuig, but it has its

corapen.sations—the halt in a peaceful

country town, the hold-up in some village

school where the youngsters have been
released and now stand on the pavement
in wide-eyed wonder at the things they
but dimly understand, the refreshing sleep
in the open air waiting for a general staff

officer to indite his despatch reply to the
letter he has just received. Sometimes
there are interludes at the seaside, and
time for a bathe, and then again there
have been chats in the village inn where
the yokels gather round and look upon
the riders as though they had come
straight from the fighting at the front.
Everywhere we have been received with
kindness, for now the nation is at war
all who are even remotely connected with
it are heroes in the public eye. Kindly
women in the villages give us food, press
parcels of vegetables upon us as we leave.

BY OUR EAST COAST CORRESPONDENT.

ana, in some cases, they have been known
to take car drivers into village inns and
pay foi the best meal the house could
provide.

Rigid Censorship of the Roads.

On the road the surveillance is rigid.

Every pass is closely scrutinised, and, if

there is the least doubt, the police hold

the rider up whilst they telephone the

town of origin and satisfy themselves.

Then the pass is stamped and the

messenger drives forwai'd. The utility

of th= motor cycle was exemplified once

important towns, aud every car and cycle
is stopped. In one case, where the call

to " halt ' was not obeyed with the
needed alacrity, the front w;heel of a
Douglas came into contact with a bayonet,
and when the rider protested the sentry
laconically replied, " I suppose you have
a foot brake !

"

Of course, we all trust and believe
that there will never be any sterner
work for these riders and drivers to

carry out, but whether that may come
or hot, there is little doubt that the
value of the internal combustion engine

i

A despatci. rider receiving instruction The machine in the loreground is u J^'l h. p. New Hudson

when an adjutant received a telegram
demanding a reply immediately from the
colonel The colonel could not be found.
He was some miles away. But the driver
of a sidecar was sent after him and
hac him on the spot in half an hour.
The services of motor cyclists have been
requisitioned in another way, too—they
have been told off to keep an eye open
for any aircraft, and, as far as possible,
not to let them out of observation. The
military keep a close watch on all cars.
Sentries guard the main approaches into

In time of war has been fully proved,
and motor cycles in particular have
shown themselves singularly adapted for

speed work on our narrow roads.

s?. ..^.. . .—.*

)
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NOTICE.
The Editor discJaims all legal re5p..nsi0iljty

in any way for loss of copy in the form of

manuscript, drawings, or photograph; sub-
mitted to him. Rejected matter will only bt

returned provided a stamped addiessed envelope

is enclosed for the purpose

"'.?
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to th3 Editor, " TheMotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

A Suggestion.

Sir,—Now that so many patriotic motorists are, I believe,

running their motor cycles all the week in the service of

their country, may I make a suggestion? Many who at

present hr^ve to serve by standing and waiting can get away
for the week-ends, and such men might give those who
are at it all the week valuable relief and rest, if not now,
possibly when the stress becomes greater. To the week-
enders, too, open-air on work like this would be invigorating,

and the training would be invaluable for further emergency.
REST AND BE THANKFUL.

A Freak Climb.

Sir,— I beg to inform you that I have climbed the freak
hill near Todmorden, known as Naze Road, on a 6 h.p.

Bradbury with sidecar and an eleven stone passenger, and
I am informed that I am the first to accomplish this feat. I

passed the white farm house and climbed for another
quarter of a mile or thereabouts. I must say that, had I

known the hill, I should not have attempted the climb,
and have no intention of repeating it. After reaching the top
I crossed the moor for a distance of about four miles and
dropped down into Wardle. I had to lift the machine over
boulders and cross two marshes. In passing a disused pit

v;e overturned, fortunately without suffering any damage, and
the machine stood the knocking about e.xcellently. VV.G.

The Price o! Petrol.

Sir,—I think the following may be of interest to you
and your readers.

I happened to be in Bournemouth on the occasion of

my holiday on Tuesday, 4th inst., and was almost stranded
for want of petrol. I called at at least a dozen garages
to try and get some. In many places I was told that
none had arrived, and in those places where they apparently
had some the price asked was nothing short of extortionate,
in spite of the fact that in the papers it was stated by
one large petrol company that the price of petrol to the
retailers had not risen.

Under the circumstances I think I was particularly
fortunate in obtaining petrol of Messrs. A. G. H. Alsford,
Palmerston Road, at usual prices. M. DEFATCH.

Retreading Tyres.
Sir,—I have read letters in your columns on the above

subject, and I would like very much to say that I have had
tlie same gratifying experience with the retreads carried out
by Beldams, Ltd., but I think I can go one better, mv
machine being a 6 ]j.p. A.J.S. with tandem Montgomery
sidecar, and the mileage the retread has done is nearly 4,00'0

and it is still good. I have yet to record a puncture. The
tyre is on the front wheel and is a 650 x 65 Hutchinson. The
cost waSj if I remember correctly, 13s.

When one takes into consideration that few new tyres go
much farther, and the great difference in cost between the
two, I think one can safely say, " Vote for a Beldam retread
and a light tyre bill." And this is not my first experience
•with retreads by this firm, having had two other covers done
by the same process.

May I add the usual disclaimer? A.C.R.

Military Machines and Riders.

Sir,—I am an admirer aird rider of a well-known opposed
twin lightweiglit cycle. While in Bristol recently 1 saw
a number of tnese new machines apparently taken over by
the War Office, and ridden by members of the cyclist corps.

We are all looking forward to seeing our sporting little

mounts being made practicable use of in this war, and,
giver, proper care and decent riders, we feel sure this will

be the case. My object in writing is to say that it seemed
to me this body of cyclists knew very little about the
machine in their control—their technical knowledge was very
small indeed. The way in which they started off made one's
heart ache for the little machine ; they had no idea of the
use of the clutch or how to change their gears, and would
very soon ruin any machine. I hope these riders will

realise this is not a joy ride, and that it is up to them
speedily to acquire a knowledge of their machines, so that
the whole corps shall be a credit to themselves and the
country, and be of that use which we think they can be.

A WELLWISHER.

Petrol Consumption of Small Twins.

Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle that " Ixion " sa;

that small twins are very heavy spirit consumers. t

should like to tell you that I have a lady's 2J h.p. Douglas,
and a short time ago I did 130 miles on a tankful (which
holds just under a gallon) of benzole, and with petrol I

obtain 120 miles to a tankful. I enclose photograph of
myself and machine.

(MRS.) DORIS ROOTS.

Mrs. D. Roots on her 2i h.p. Lady's Doualas.
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A Motor Cycle Ambulance.
Sir,—I am sending herewith two photographs showing

how I Iiave converted my James sidecar machine into an
ambulance. The body is for carrying surgical appliances,

first-aid requisites, etc., or can be used as a sidecar for a

passenger. The runners are made to take the Army regu-

lation size stretcher, which is much shorter than that used

in the illustration.

An ambulance waggon takes four horses and two men,
and carries four- men lying down, and if they do forty

miles in one day it would be good work. Fom' motor cycle

ambulances could cover two hundred miles each in one day,

thereby doing about five times the work. The idea oripinatii]

when I used my sidecar as

an ambulance eighteen

months ago to take my
little girl, who had broken
her leg, to the hospital.

B. OLDHAM SMITH

gun
the

Teaching Rifle Shooting.
Sir,— I see on page 225

of The Motor Cycle_ of

August 13th an article on
"The Value of Short Range
Rifle Practice."

I was glad to see it, and
while I agree with mich
that the writer says, I

would like to point out one
or two little matters on
which he, no doubt, will
make no mistake, but those
inexperienced in the use of
high-class firearms
may be deceived.

It has been ni\

lot to act as in

structor in mus
ketry for the past
few months t^-

some 200 men
Many of these n.i n

are first-class shots
with the airguii

yet I invariablv
find that an air

man mak. -

very poorest

attempt with a

rifle.

They all have
their own ideas ol

aiming and pull

ing the triggci

.

and no amount ol

talking will pur
suade them that a

rifle is quite
different from an
airguu.

For instance, it

is not nice to be

asked by a man
when he first goes
to the butts, " Do
you take a fine

sight with this gun?" especially after one has spent weeks re-

peating tlie old tale with regard to aiming, "The tip of the
fore sight to be level with and in the centre of the V of the
back sight and in line with six o'clock on the bull's eye."
I quite admit that all airgun men know what the sights
are for, but that is about all. I have only met one who
can understand that it is possible to take exactly the same
sight with two different rifles and make good shooting
with both.

To any person starting with airguns, I would suggest that
the guns be rifled, fitted with military sights—not apertures
or bead or other fancy sights—just the plain V back sight
and a blade or barleycorn fore sight. Undo the trigger
tension screw so as to give a heavy pull off of, say. 3 lb.

or 4 lb

269

My chief difiiculty has always been to prevent airgun men

used to the hair trigger employed in the "match" airgun

from pulling off to the right when using a rifle with a

heavier pull, such as the service rifle or the War Office

Miniature.
A most useful instrument is an aim corrector. By means

of it the instructor is able to tell exactly how the recruit

is aiming. .

To me twenty-five yards seems a very long ra,nge lor

an ordinary airgun if good and consistent shooting is to

be done. I would suggest ten to fifteen yards as the

longest, and even that is a long range.

Fur th.ise who care to spend the money I would recom-

mend the B.S.A. air rifle,

which shoots very well up
to about fifty yards, and
has the advantage of being
cheap to use.

If a gun more nearly

approaching the service rifle

is required, then I would
recommend the B.S.A. War
Office Miniature, .22 bore.

This rifle has military

action and sights, but is

hardly heavy enough for my
taste. It is not expensive
to use, the ammunition
costing only about twelve
shillings per 1,000.

I may say that I am not
in any wav interested in

the Bii-mingham Small
Arms Co., but I know a
good thing when I see it,

and I do not think
any better rifles

are to be had for

the price than
those I mention.

I should apolo-

gise for writing
such a letter to a

motor cycling

paper, but I think
it wise to hand on
my bitter experi-

ences to one who
is doing his
best and who pos-

sibly has not had
quite the same
opportunities of

k-arning.

HENRY HILL
BROWNRIGG.

A motor cycle ambulance waggon made by a leadci. Sec letter irom B. Oidham Smith

Sir,—I can, from
my own experi-

ence, corroborate
" Road Eider's

"

statement with
reference to the
value of practice

with small rifles.

When I was a
youngster I spent most of my pocket money upon rook rifle

cartridges, instead of wasting it on cigarettes, and spent a
fair amount of time shooting at any kind of mark that pre-

sented itself, e.g., rabbits, gulls and cormorants on the cliff,

stones on the hillsides, and card targets with a little .350
Holland and Holland rifle. Then on going up to Oxford I
joined the 'Varsity corps, and well remember my first attempt
on the range. The first shot was below the target, and the
sight was accordingly raised. The next was an outer low.
Again the sight was raised, and the last five found the bull ;

this was at 500 yards. I do not for a moment suggest that
this was remarkable, but I do think that it would have been
beyond the power of anyone to whom any kind of rifle was
entirely strange.

Later, I spent a good deal of time during one Easter
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vacation practising at card targets with the same little rifle,

and my first two shoots on returning to Oxford totalled 101

at 200, 500, and 600 yards out of 105, and 88 at 800 and 900
yards out of 100 This was immediately after the reduction

in size of the targets, I think in 1890, and the shooting was
done with a iMartini.

I do not wish to advertise myself, and will, therefore,

simply sign myself LIEUTENANT.

A Suggestion for Manufacturers.
Sir,—I think it would be a good idea for advertisers to

give the addresses of their foreign and colonial agents.

There are many accessories and machines which seem common
enough in England, yet one never knows where one can pro-

cure them out here. We have no paper dealing with motor
cycle matters, and I am sure if firms advertising in your
paper would give the addresses of their foreign and colonial

agents it would be greatly appreciated.
Inglewood, Victoria. AUSTRALIAN.

Colonial Roads.
Sir,—1 note a few remarks contained in a letter from a

correspondent " Eldon," in your issue of 7th May, inferring

that Colonial writers do not know what bad roads are unless

they have sampled the Bath Eoad through Brentford.
Now, as a Colonial motor cyclist of several years' experr

ence, I would like to ask "Eldon" how he would like

to have to traverse a main "road" for 150 miles without
a yard of metal, chiefly through volcanic country composed
of light pumice sand from three to twelve inches deep, and
where the road is not sand it is composed of clay hillocks

with potholes up to six feet deep. These latter are caused

by the road breaking through into subterranean dry wat«r
courses, which mostly are unmarked, unless some earlier

motorist in endeavouring to dodge disaster has ended up in

the manuka ccrub and has been thoughtful enough to insert

a stake or a small manuka tree as a warning to others.

1 would like to take "Eldon" on a "joy ride" from,

say, Te Aroha to Napier vta Lake Taupo on a nice dark
night ove" the greater part of the road I mention, and if

he brings the motor cycle that has broken nineteen spokes in

four months 1 can guarantee he will break nineteen spokes
every four minutes. For this reason he would require to

take about ten spare wheels.
" Eldon's " mention of the broken spokes proves that he

is either a very bad rider or has a very poor mount, and
if the latter it proves what an amount of good a trial

under Colonial conditions will do, in pointing out the weak
parts of some of the machines that are expected to stand

Colonial conditions.

I may mention that until lately I was continually on roads
such as I have mentioned, riding a 3^ three-speed Singer,

which, for the eight months I have used it, has not broken
a single spcke, trie only cost being two new fork springs,

broken through getting into potholes in the dark.

In conclusion, I will add the usual disclaimer.

Hawera, New Zealand L. S. BARRELL.

Petrol Measuring at Hill-climbs

Sir,—In a recent issue of

your paper I notice some in-

teresting remarks on petrol

measuring. In cases where it

is required to measure the
consumption for a small dis-

tance, such as a hUl-climb,
it is convenient to use a
small glass burette. This
can be tied on to each
machine and a rubber pipe
put through to the carbu-
retter, which is flooded, the
burette reading taken and
then taken again at the end
of the measured distance.
With a little care quite
sufiicient accuracy is obtain-
able to render the results
both interesting and valuable.

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I.,
D.Sc, etc., etc.

How to use a burette to

petrol consumption.

check

Sectional drawing ot the new 7 h.p twin-cylinder Rudge, showing

features of design This machine was described in our issue of

luly 2nd page 23

T.T. Bars and Knee Grips.
Sir,—What's your opinion of T.T. bars, knee grips, etc.,

for ordinary riding—saying a man takes up motor cycling
as he would horse riding or driving—as a means of getting
about (only more so), and to see the country and do business
visits. A young man of my acquaintance had a T.'T.
machine. It wasn't fa^t enough ; he could only do fifty-five

on the flat. His riding was ostensibly week-ends and
holidays, but incidentally round the houses every evening
and up and down suburban roads, The doctor has ordered
him not to ride. He is now a wandering imbecile. Every
motor he can get up against and driver he can speak to
it's, " Ha ! nice motor cycle, but you want low T.T. bars
and some good knee grips, etc." "Youth will be served,"
but how is it you never see racehorses on the road gallop-
ing for all they are worth with their owners up? There
is a place, etc. OLIVER JONES.

Magneto Eccentricity.

Sir,—The phenomenon of the magneto being switched off

at full retard referred to recently is perhaps due to the mag-
neto being equipped similarly to magnetos on 1912 Douglases,
where this object is deliberately aimed at A slip of spring
steel is fastened to the switch terminal on the contact breaker
casing, so that when the casing is rotated to the " full retard

"

position the spring makes contact with the magneto body and
shorts the current. This gives the additional method of

stopping the engine by magneto switch, with the advantage
that the switch cannot be closed with the magneto at full

advance—a state of matters to be avoided, because if you
slow down by switching off the engine continues pumping gas
through it till the burnt inert gases are thoroughly scavenged
out of the compression space and the cylinder is as fuD as

possible of explosive mixture, which, exploded at fuU advance
and a low speed, unduly strains the engine, and may produce
a violent backfire or even blow off the cylinder. This danger
is more pronounced when the engine is hot, because the
heated charge burns so instantaneously as to produce an
excessive initial pressm'e against a rising piston. After the

piston has begun to descend the pressure falls rapidly with
the expanding gas, and as with a reduction of pressure the
rate of combustion also falls, the percussive effects of the
explosion are much less on an ignition at full retard than on

an ig».ition at full advance. Again, at low speeds the magneto
gives a feebler spark at full retard than at full advance, and
a feeble spark has a very distinct effect in setting up a slower
combustion than that set up by a powerful spark. For these

reasons it is obviously desirable that the magneto switch
should only be used at full retard N.S.M.

^ "The Mo-tor CycBe " Photographs. ^
bS Duplicates of pliotoerapha appearing in

'" THE MOTOR CYCLE '• wUl be aS
y^ supplied at fhe foUowina rates : Uniuoanted prints, half-tlate. 1/6 post frea

; ^
nfp mounted. 1/9 post free This refers to photographs taken by " THE g^^ MOTOR CYCLE " operators, §n!
lyH Orders, which must be accompanied with remittance should be addressed to [Ue
sffl the Photographic Department— Iliffe and Sons Limited. 20. Tudor Street 2g
^ London. E.G. l^^
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Home from the Wor Zone.
Experiences of One of tfie Las

LAST week we received a call from Mr. C. W.
Graham, an English motor cyclist not unknown
to some of our readers, as he competed in occa-

Isionai open competitions last year in the Midlands.

'Last January he went over to Stuttgart to a famous
motor accessory works in which, up to the time of

making a hurried departure recently, he was prac-

tising engineering. Mr. Graham was one of the last

i
Englishmen out of Germany, and had reluctantly to

leave his practically new Triumph motor bicycle, which
was confiscated by the German authorities ; but it was
only by a stroke of bad luck that he was deprived

of possession of his mount at the very last moment.
Having regular employment in Stuttgart, he did not

quit Germany on the proclamation of war, as tourists

had done, though he was gradually deprived of his

Ifriends, who were called to the colours.

I

Ten of twelve personal friends left him to join the

ranks. He told us that the news circulated in Ger-

(many was all favourable to the Kaiser's army, and the

[general public believed it faithfully. Indeed. Mr.
;Graham was not aware of the true state of affairs until

he reached Switzerland on the way home, there to learTi

that the capture of Liege was a fable and other tales

of successes woefully misleading. Mr. Graham told

us of the change of attitude of the Germans on learn-

ing that England had declared war. Originally con-

fidgjit of the issue, German feelings changed to serious-

iiess and anxiety when they learned of the British

proclamation.

A Motor Bicycle as " Hand Luggage.-*'

.Mr. Graham's Triumph, which he had been using
rtgularly right up to the time of his departure, carried

,the letters " G.B.," yet rider and machine had been
^unmolested in the neighbourhood of Stuttgart.

Gradually, however, die authorities became more
.stringent, and Mr. Graham was advised by his per-

sonal friends to hide his machine to prevent the Ger
jmans commandeering it.

j

It was not until after the German Army had been
|Completely mobilised that he was ordered to leave,

iaccoinmodation being pro\ided for an English "party

jof about fifteen to travel via Eriedrichschafen. No
iluggage was allowed, but Mr. Graham managed to

get on the best side of two railway officials to book
his motor bicycle to Switzerland as "hand luggage,"
and it was only by ill-luck that this ruse failed. The
machine was actually being wheeled on to the boat
|on Lake Constance when the sharp eye of a German
Array Officer caught it, and he came running to the
boat side yelling out instructions to the porters to

bring the machine back again.

Slow but Sure Travelling.
Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the journey

from Stuttgart to Friedrichschafen (a distance of
ninety-five miles) took fourteen and a half hours, which
hurtling speed, it may be imagined, was enough to

bore a motor cyclist to tears.

Mr. Graham saw a good deal of the German mili-

tary motor cyclists (or rather what there was of them).
|a,nd describes their numbers as very much inferior to

iihe English riders, and also mentions that the equip-

Englisfimen (o Leave S(u((garL

ment and condition of the machines are in no way
equal to the British mounts. X.S.U.'s and Wanderers
are mostly used.

Unlike many other English tourists, and particu-

larly the two lady motor cyclists whose adventures in

Ciermany were described in our last issue, Mr. Graham
has nothing to complain of the treatment meted out

to him, as every official he encountered acted civilly.

He attributed this to the different tempera'ment and
maimer of the inhabitants of Southern Germany from
those of the North.

German Factories at a Standstill.

The factories in Germany are, of course, mostly at

a standstill. In the leading factories of Stuttgart,

where the greater part of the European magnetos are

produced, within four days of the declaration of war
only twenty-five per cent, of the workmen remained.
Some factories, indeed, had only one-eighth of the

usual number of men left. Motor works are prac-

tically at a standstill, no'e.xports being possible. Every
car in the leading motor works was commandeered by
the Government, the Mercedes stock being taken over,

though sufficient workmen were excused from the

mobilisation to complete a batch of chassis which
were in the course of construction. The complete
vehicles will, of course, later be taken over by the

German Armv.

Th. machinf. tsou by despatch riders vary m age ver>' con-

siderably. Sergeai.i: Jenner (late Royal Engineers) has a mount
which was originally a Triumph with Fafmr engine—produced about
1904. Many alterations have been made to it, such as the fitting

of Druid forks, a magneto, and a 2-| gallon petrol tank.
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NO DEARTH
OF

MAGNETOS.
Enquiries of Manufacturers Reveal Stocks to Meet ail Ordinary Requirements.

IT
has been rumoured in different quarters that a

shortage of magnetos, due to the fact that we are

dependent on Stuttgart for the majority of such

machines used on EngUsh mounts, may seriously inter-

fere with the motor cycle trade. In order to settle

definitely whether such a rumour was founded on fact

we made it our duty last week to enquire of the lead-

ing motor cycle manufacturers in the country as- to the

stocks they hold and their prospects of obtaining

further supplies. In practically all cases we were
assured that the- different firms had sufficient magneto
machines for their immediate requirements, some
firms, indeed, having a stock large enough to last for

some months even under normal demands.

Not satisfied with enquiries of manufacturers we
addressed a letter, of which we reproduce a copy, to

the different sources of supply, and we also append
the replies received from the different magneto manu-
facturers and agencies. From these it will be seen

that, so far from there being any real dearth of mag-
netos, each firm is still in a position to execute orders

received, one firm indeed having such a large stock

that its fear is that it will not be able to dispose

of it for lack of demand.

It must be added, too, that there are two English

firms now producing magnetos (the B.T.H. and the

Thomson-Bennett), and from movements which are

taking place in tlie City of Coventry, the centre of the

motor industry, it is probable that in the near future

other manufacturers will take up the manufacture of

this important accessory, many thousand pounds worth

of which have been regularly imported from Germany
every month during the last decade.

Letter from " The Motor Cycle."

Sirg,—I am informed that the motor cycle business

(especially that portion devoted to the satisfying of imm-ediate

demands from the Colonies and Overseas Dominions) is

being interfered with by the alleged shortage of magnetos.

For the benefit of mamtfacturers and readers in general,

would you kindly give me you/r view of the matter for
publication, and outline any source of immediate and future

supply of magneto -machines you may have?
Yours faithfidly,

THE EDITOR.
The Bosch Magneto Co.. Ltd.

The Editor The Motor Cycle.

Sir,—We suggest that you send a representative here to

see our stock of magnetos. In our opinion, we have enough
stock here to last the motor cycle trade twelve raontlis under

tlie present conditions. Our fear at the present moment is

not so much of running short of stock as inability to dispose

of it for lack of demand.
The Bosgh Magneto Co., Ltd.

[At the request of the Bosch Co. we recently inspected the

stock of magnetos held at 224, Tottenham Court Road,
W.C, over which we were shown by Mr. J. A. Stevens,

the secretary. After our visit we felt confidently assured

that the company is by no means short of these indispens-

able motor cycle adjuncts. Considerably over 7,000 of all

types were to be seen in the building, and in case of i

shortage the company is making arrangements for manu-
facturing Bosch magnetos in England.—Ed.]

S. Wolf and Co., Ltd. (Makers of the U.H. Magneto). %
The Editor The Motor Cycle. ?';

Sir,—We are keeping our regular customers well supplied

with magnetos for immediate requirements. There will un-

doubtedly be a shortage, due to the fact that the most
popular magnetos are manufactured in Germany, but we
have every reason to believe that this difficulty will soon

be overconie. S. Wolf and Co., Ltd.,
Gordon Richards.

The Eisemann Magneto Co.

The Editor 77ie Motor Cycle.

Sir,—As you are no doubt aware, it is impossible for us

to import German made magnetos to this country at the

moment for reasons which it is not necessary to narrate.

It may, however, be of interest to you to know that wa
have already made arrangements with our American House
in Bi'oolvlyn to supply us with magnetos during the present

crisis. Up to the moment of writing we have only been
able to make arrangements for those of crying necessity,

namely, of the four-cylinder type. We hope, however, shortly

to be able to inform you that we have made arrangements
for magnetos suitable for other types of road vehicles, includ-

ing motor cycles.

Fiu'ther, tor j'our guidance, we may say that up to the
moment of writing we have been able to supply all require-

ments coming to us from the trade in the United Kingdom,
and we are still able to supply for various types of vehicles
and motor cycles from our stock in London. For how long,

of course, we cannot say. It depends on the demand. We
can only say that up to the present moment there has been
no refusal of supplies from this address to enquiries.

Stanley J. Watsons

Splitdorf Electrical Company.
The Editor The Motor Cycle.

Sir,—We quite agree that the immediate demand for

magnetos has been greatly interfered with by the European
War.
With regard to our view on the matter, we have been

in constant communication with our home factory in

America regarding deliveries of standard magnetos for this,

country. Of course, our home factory could not anticipate
this immediate demand for such huge quantities of our
magnetos, but they have buckled to and have cabled U3

that they can promise to supply us at the rate of 100

daily two weeks after receiving orders for all standard
magnetos. Our EU and EV types of magnetos are abso-
lutely standard and are interchangeable with all the othei
well-lcnown makes.

We have been inundated with enquiries from most of the
manufacturers of motor cycles and cars in this country.
Should any of the firms with whom we are not yet in com-!
munication desire to see or examine any of our motor cycle'

magneto models, wo shall be very pleased to forward them
for their inspection, but owing to the phenomenal demand,
our stock on hand in England at the present is getting
rather short, but our home factory have informed us they
are despatching a large consignment to us as soon as thej

can be shipped, and we feel sure that our people will dc

everything they can to make a shortage in our Englisi
friends' supplies impossible.

I
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ANOTHER
BRITISH
SUCCESS

BROOKLANDS
/lugust 14, 1914.

MR. BERT HADDOCK, RIDING A 350 c.c. A.J.S. and SIDECAR,
ACCOMPLISHED THE FOLLOWING.—

J. (/ MILES STANDING START. 1 4 MIN. 6 SEC. - 42.55 M.P.H.

1 HOUR, 41m 757 YDS. - 41.43 m.p.h.

BEATING PREVIOUS RECORDS
USING THE

NEW
CHEMICO
MOTOR CYCLE

Quarts. V9 f\TT "O^i,, ^,.t
\ Galls .

. 2/9 KyJL JL^. 3/9 per Gall

REMEMBER, IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY, WE WILL,
AND PAY CARRIAGE.

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,
CHEMICO WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.

In aiiiinriiuj l/iis arlvertisemeut it is dn-'iraUi: to iiiuation " Tin: Motor Cijdn.'
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THE

THREE - SPEED MODEL.

£BS -0-0.
Footboards - £1-0-0 extra.

THE BEST, CHEAPEST, AND MOST COMFORTABLE
MEANS OF TRANSPORT

THE ROVER COMPANY, LIMITED,
Meteor Works, COVENTRY.

B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention. ' Tha Motor Cycle."
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No Dearth of Magnetos.—

We were in rather a diiBcult position when this war
broke out, as we did not wish it to be thought that we
were trying to take advantage of the war to further our own
interests, and we tliink it is for this reason that there is

still in the minds of manufacturers some anxiety as to their

magneto supplies for the coming season.

A few manufacturers require a specially made magneto
to suit their motor cycles, and it will, of course, be up to

them if they delay ordering very long, as even with our

large factories in the States, we cannot guarantee to make
magnetos with special specifications at a. moment's notice.

SpLiTDonp Electrical Comc'-any.
H. 0. Reed, p.p. Manager.

Thomson-Bennett, Ltd

The Editor The M„lor Ci/r/,..

Sir,—With regard to magneto supplies : as we believe

you loiow, we have been manufacturing magnetos for the
past seven years, and therefore have a uniijue experience

as far as this country goes.

At the time war was declared we were the only house
with a British-made magneto on the market. We have
repeatedly urged tlie British trade to face the question.

;ind we have sent yon a copy of a letter written by us

last year, which will show you that the present position has
been foreseen by us.

Owing to the lack of support we have received from the
motor industry proper, we have turned our attention in

other directions, and at the present time have a large
liusiness in magnetos with other users of internal comhus-
lion engines for marine,, stationary, and agricultural work.
On the day following the declai-ation of war, we made

-rrangements for the increase of certain tools and moulds
In enable us to increase our output very largely.

At the request of the motor car and cycle manufacturers

I

we are specialising in a few models which they have
specified as the ones they will require, and this will enable
U.S. in a few weeks, very much to incrc.Tse oui- output. If
ive have support from the motor manufacturers at once,
ive can expand verj' rapidly.

So far we have been .able to keep all nur friends going,
ind the arrangements we have made will enable us to do
^0 in the future, provided we know at once.
What the trade should guard against is sitting down and

waiting for something to turn up. Now is tlie time to
move, while there are stocks on hand.

' We make a full range of machines for one. two. and
ifour-cyliiider engines. These are not experimental models,
but have been on the market for years.

Thomson-Bennett, Ltd.
Peter F. Bennett, Managing Director.
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A council of war.

Naturally the views of the various motor cycle manu-
facturers on whom we called varied somewhat, but in

no single instance did we find an immedinte shortage

in the way of magnetos. All have sufficient supplies

for a month or two, and several stated that their pre-

sent stock is large enough to last for a long time to

come without replenishments, and others have their

contracts being carried out as usual. At the same
time, arrangements are being made to replace German
magnetos with machines of both British and American
manufacture. One firm was rejoicing in the fact that

a clerical error in dating an order had brought in a

large supply of magnetos ju^i licfiiri- ihr war broke out.

A HALT BY THE WAYSIDE.
Late to " bed and early to r:3e is the new order of things for motor cyclist despatch riders who are assistins

right, one of the motor cyclist section is seen attending to his toilet.

m tile d^ience o( our coast. On the
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A Sturmey-Archer Countershaft Gear.
Sliding Dog Gear, giving Three Ratios; Enclosed Kick-starter; Cork Clutch.

First Trials give Great Promise.

FOR some time past Messrs. Sturmey-Archer Gears,

Ltd., Nottingham, have had their new counter-

shaft gear box on test both in their own factory

and in the hands of various well-known motor cycle

manufacturers. From all sides we hear excellent

reports of its behaviour, and particularly of the won-
derful way in which it is possible

to change speed quietly without the

use of either exhaust lifter or

clutch. The gears are in constant

mesh, and the change is effected

by sliding dogs which lock the

required pinion to the shaft.
' In outside appearance the box

is very neat, and it is light and
well made. The enclosed type

kick starter is mounted on the off

side, and on the near side lies the

Sin. driving pulley with the chain
wheel and clutch on the outside.

The clutch has five plates, two of

which are fitted with cork inserts,

and the pressure is obtained from
a series of comparatively small

springs.

A RemarKably Sweet Clutch.

The illustrations herewith show
the gear fitted to a 3^ h.p. Rover,
on which the gear has given great

satisfaction. In this case the

clutch is controlled from the

the change speed lever is mounted on a quadrant

attached to the gear box itself. Users of

the gear inform us that the clutch is par-

ticularly sweet in action, and a restait can be effected

on any hill which the power permits to be climbed on
the run. The Sturmey-Archer Company have had such

long experience with gears that it was reasonable to

Showing details of the new Sturmey-Archer
sliding gear and its method of attachment to the

bottom bracket.

handle-bar, and

expect a neat and excellent production from their

works, and, marching with the times, they have
adopted the bottom bracket type for their latest model.

It must not be imagined that the new counter-shaft

gear is merely the hub gear modified to suit a different

position, for its action is quite distinct, and, with

certain important modifications,

follows the lines of the usual three-

speed sliding gear box.

The kick starter is entirely en-

closed, and is arranged so as to be

conveniently placed for starting

purposes. The lightness, fool-

proofness, and simplicity of the

box combine to make it a most
taking proposition, which is sure

to create a large demand in the

near future.

The Hub or the Countershaft
Type.

It must not be imagined that

Messrs. Sturmey-Archer Gears,

Ltd., intend to forsake the hub
gear. On the contrary, they will

place both types of gear on the

market with equal confidence,

realising that each has its own
sphere in which it is pre-eminently

useful. The hub gear is always

likely to have its adherents,

if only because of its adaptability to belt drive,

and, despite the immense advance of chain trans-

mission, we do not believe that belts are moribund,
for we doubt if chains can ever provide quite

such a sweet and elastic drive as does a belt. But the

advent of this gear is particularly interesting, coming,

as it does, from a firm which up to the present has

exerted all its power in favour of epicyclic hub gears.

b6

Both sides of tfie new Sturmey-Archer threer-speed countershaft gear, with which is incorporated kick-starter mechanism
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THE SIDECAR FOR BUSINESS

LAST week we referred to the possibility of trades-

men replacing their horse-diawn conveyances
with sidecar outfits for delivering light goods,

and illustrated several of these handy little vehicles,

which are so eminently suitable for the purpose.

We show herewith a tradesman's box of large dimen-
sions attached to the well-known. 6 h.p. Royal Enfield

sidecar machine. Many of these commercial models

piMafeLii 275

fhc 6 h.p. Enfield commercial siJecar outht

have been supplied to tradesmen at home and abroad

including a supply for the Xew Zealand postal authori-

ties. Such a machine is perhaps not quite so roomy

as a horse-drawn van, but it can cover at least three

times as much ground. Transmission troubles are

almost unknown on the Enfield machine with its chain

drive and reliable two-speed gear

THE A.C.U. AND COMPETITIONS.
Clubs advised to "carry on" as usual wherever possible.

IN
the weekly notes issued by the Auto Cycle Union,

the governing body reiterates the editorial ad\ice

given in the leaderette in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle to follow the Chancellor's motto

"Carry on." In speaking on the question of the

holding of competitions at the present time, the A.C.U.

circular says :

" Upon the outbreak of hostilities several clubs

which had arranged to hold open competitions in the

near future notified the Auto Cycle Union of their

intention to postpone or abandon them. The Union

is of opinion that, whilst, of course, local circum-

stances and conditions must necessarily be taken into

consideration, yet where at all possible the Govern-

ment's appeal to " carry on " will best be supported

by the club's carrying out their fixtures as originally

intended. Steady continuance of iiMDtor cycle com-

petitions tliroughout the country catmot fail, to some

extent, to have a stimulating effect on both sport and

pastime, and consequently—which is of far greater

importance—the motor cycle industry generally. It is,

of course, to be expected that the huge entry lists to

which clubs have became accustomed of late will con-

siderably be reduced, but even assuming- that the lists

suffer to the extent of some 50%, even then such com-

petitions would lie w-ell worth promoting under the

circumstances.

" It is, of course, important that clubs should bear

in mind as far as possible the question of expense,

and so arrange-their competitions as to enable prospec-

tive entrants to take part at the minimum of cost.

" Communications on this matter have been sent to

all club secretaries throughout the country, and also

to manufacturers, asking that, as far as within their

resources, they will give their support to club and open
competitions as hitherto."

The Motor Cycle will do all in its power to support

the carrying out of the above advice.

THE EXPORT OF MOTOR CYCLES.

A CERTAIN amount of misconception exists in

some quarters as to whether it is lawful to

export motor cycles at the present time. A
short time ago it was illegal to export any car over

8 h.p., but now all restrictions on both motor cycles

and pleasure cars have been removed, and these may
lie freely sold to any friendly country.

It is also interesting to note that the rate of insurance

lias now been considerably reduced, and although, of

course, much higher than during times of peace this

renders the outlook much brighter, in .so far as the

exjjort of motor cycles, parts, and accessories to the

British Dominions, Colonies, and other [ilaces overseas

is concerned.

ALBION COUNTER-SHAFT GEAR BOX.
A Two-speed Gear made to fit Rudge Motor Cycles.

RIDERS of Rudge clutch models may be glad to

hear of a two-speed gear made especially to

suit their machines, and which can be fitted

without alteration. The gear is a larger model of the

Albion light gear box which has been much used this

year on lightweights. The clutch and pedal-starting

device can both be retained and the pulley also left

in place, so that direct belt drive can be returned to

at any time. The pulley on the gear box is 6%in. in

diameter, and the sprockets which can be fitted give

a high gear of 5 or 55-2 to i. The low gear reduc-

tion Ls 45%, i.e., 9 or 10 to I. Counter-shaft gears

certainlv ;eem to be making great headway.

The ..ew Albion two-SD-ied geai fitted to c Rudge

a?
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Aug. 28 ... 7.55 p.m.

„ 30 ... 7.51 p.m.
Sept. 1 ... 7.46 p.m.

„ 2 ... 7.44 p.m.

Big Supplies of Fuel.

A full cargo of 70,000 barrels (2,800,000

gallons) of Pratt's motor spirit arrived in

the Tliames last week from America.

The Registration of Auto-wheels.

We have received from Mr. J. H.
Weller the correspondence which took

place between himself and the London
County Council with reference to the

transfer of registration of an Auto-wheel.

The conclusion arrived at by the L.C.C.
was that the Auto-wheel only should be

registered quite irrespective of the cycle

to which it was attached. Thus, in the

event of an Autu-wheel being bought
second-hand with or without a bicycle the

registration can be transferred to the new
owner on payment of Is.

Brooklands Becoming Normal.

Though the Brooklands flying ground
has been taken over by the Military

Authorities the track is still open, and
there is a great deal of interesting flying

going on at the present time. We recently

saw Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E., who
requested us to publish this information.

Readers will be interested to hear that

Major Lloyd has taken up his old work
and is now with the Mechanical Trans-
lort Department of the War Office. Before
is retirement, Major Lloyd was the first

secretary of the Mechanical Transport
Committee. It is hoped by the track
authorities that the next B.M.C.R.C.
meeting will be duly brought off to a

successful issue.

A Harsh Ruling.

The importance of motor cyclists giving
their full names when purchasing a new
machine was exemplified in a case heard
on Tuesday at Exeter, where Henry
Hargrave Sullivan Hippesley, of Spar-
sholt, Wantage, Berks, was fined 10s. and
costs for using an unregistered motor
cycle. Mr. Hippesley purchased the
machine of the Exeter Motor Cycle Co.,

who arranged that all the necessary
formalities should be complied with, but
they neglected to take their client's full

name, and registration could not be
effected. Letters sent to Wantage had no
effect, because the owner was travelling

He was stopped on Monday at Plymouth,
and, to his surprise, was told his motor
cycle had not been registered. An appli-

cation by Mr. Hippesley's solicitor that

the conviction should not be recorded on
the licence was refused by the magistrates.

I.

A Freak Finger Post.

One of the most curious wayfarers'
guides in England is the one at Brom-
ley, Kent, on the London-Hastings
Road. It is a signpost surmounted by a

striking biplane in miniature whilst on
the three principal arms are models of a

racing car, a monoplane, and a motor
bicycle, under which appears the words,
"To Brooklands." A common grievance
against the ordinary guide post is that it

only directs the traveller to the next
village. This complaint cannot be urged
against the Bromley post, which indicates
the way to JoKn-o'-Groat's, Land's End,
and Paris

!

A Petrol Fire.

We have received information that 650
tins of petrol drawn in a steam lorry
caught alight near Guildford the other
day. Surely the transport of motor spirit

in a steam vehicle is not the height of

wisdom ! Secondly, after the conflagra-
tion a number of fire engines played
thousands of gallons of water on the
fire. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the road was full of water and flames,

and that a river of fire was washed down
the hill. Surely at this epoch of the
motor industry th" fire brigade authori-
ties should have learnt that water is of
no avail with a petrol fire, and that the
only remedy is either sand or a chemical
extinguisher.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

TWO NEW COUNTER-SHAFT GEARS.

HOME FROM THE WAR ZONE.
THE SUPPLY OF MAGNETOS.

The Popular Union Jack.

During a journey by motor cycle last

week-end in the Midlands we encountered

many motor vehicles of all types, and

noticed that 90% proudly floated the

Union Jack, the sizes varying from minia-

ture flags on motor cycles to large sized

flags flapping in the breeze on cars.

A Sidecar Trial in New Zealand.

A . severe sidecar reliability trial was
held in the south island of New Zea-

land on the occasion of the King's birth-

day. Three hills of five miles long were
included, and in some places the gradients

reached 1 in 4, while rough surfaces

and hairpin bends were common. On
the homewa.rd journey three inches of

snow were found on the hill tops. Un-
fortunately, some discussion as to the

winner occurred, and the original winner
was disqualified. A. B. L. Smith, on
a Clyno sidecar outfit, proved the winner,

with a score of 999 out of a possible

1,000. He was the only competitor out

of twenty-seven to accomplish a non-stop

run throughout, which conclusively proves
,

the arduous nature of the course.

AN EAST COAST SCENE. " Tommy " is in favour in all the towns and villages
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\ Meetings Cancelled.

The Public Schools il.C.C. has deemed
it advisable to cancel all fixtures for the

present, but it is hoped to hold a trial

j
later when the European crisis becomes
less acLite.

The Anglo-Dutch Trial.

As was anticipated, the Dutch Motor
Cycle Club has now notified the Auto

I

Cycle Union that, owing to the war,

the Anglo-Dutch Trial fixed to take place

I

in Holland in September must necessarily

be abandoned.

! N.W.A.A. Social Meet.

!
On Saturday last about 250 members

i met at Uelamere and spent the afternoon

\

in the famous Cheshire forest. A prize
', was offered for 'the best attendance before

! 3 p.m., but most clubs did not compete.

I
The best figures were Oldliam 28, Liver-

I pool Amateur 18, Mersey 15, Hyde 12,

i and Chester 9.

The International Cycle Car Race.
' Tlie Auto Cycle Union has, up to the

present, intentionally refrained from
making any announcement with regard

to the holding of the International Cycle
Car Race fixed to take place in the Isle

of Jlan on Thursday, the 2nd Septem-
;

ber next. An official announcement %vill,

i however, be made to-morrow (Friday)
. after the meeting of the Competitions

I

Committee of the Union. .

I

The Country at its Best.

Tliose fortunate persons who possess

sidecar outfits liave been particularly lucky

I

the last few week-ends. Glorious weather

I

has made travel along our country lanes

i a perfect feast of colour to the eye.

i Seldom has such a splendid harvest been
seen, and the fruit is on the trees in

abundance. Added to this there has
lately been a marked decrease of motor
car tratHc on the roads, due, no doubt,
partly to mobilisation and partly to the
fear of petrol prices soaring. Luckily,
the latter scare has subsided, but after all

it only serves to accentuate the cheapness
of the sidecar as a family conveyance.

: We say "family" advisedly, because we
met sidecar after sidecar last week-end
in the Midlands with tlirce and sometimes

i fom' up. We must say we are all against
' this overloading, and it is a great testi-

1 mony to the general excellence of sidecar
I construction that accidents through
breakage occur so seldom. The chief

danger is the possible fracture of the
Ii'out support of the sidecar, which, in
cases wliere more than normal loads are

• carried, should be duplicated.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Until further notice, the head office

of the A. A., Fanum House, Whitcomb
Street, London, W., will be open day
and night, including Sunday, for any
urgent messages, telegrams (Fanum.
London), or telephone calls (300

I Regent).
This will also apply to lie principal

provincial branch offices at Manchester
(S489 City), Leeds (2027 Central), Bir-
mingham (973 Central), Exeter (1000
Exeter), and Glasgow (7199 Central).
Warning to Devon Toiibists.—

Members touring in the Tavistock-
Launoeston district should note that a
new quarry has been opened a short dis-
tance from the Tavistock side of Grey-
Btone Bridge. It is approached round

a bend, and the district surveyor has
promptly erected warning ' notices.

Greystone is roughly about nine and
a half miles from Tavistock and about
four miles from Launceston.

A. A. Patrols and Road Obstructions.
—The road patrflls of the Automobile
Association have instructions always to

dismount from their cycles and remove
large stones or other' obstructions which
they may find on their beats. In mining
districts, where trucks loaded with stones
are constantly passing over the roads,
the A. A. patrols frequently find and
remove large stones which would easily

capsize motor cars and motor cycles. The
road patrol stationed on the Exeter-
Penzance Road recently reported that
this evil was getting woi'se in his
district, and the secretary at once com-
municated with the owners of the trucks
from which the stones complained of had
been dropped. The company have since
informed the Association that they are
glad to have their attention drawn to
any inconvenience caused to the public,
and that an instruction has been issued
to their employees that this trouble must,
not be caused.

A Road Improvement.—The Automo-
bile Association learns tliat the very
dangerous corner hitherto existing at
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ilarkyate (at the junction of the London-
Coventry and Luton Roads) is to be
removed. The Luton Road is very
narrow, and is concealed from the \'ie\v

of motorists using the Coventry Road
by a 10ft. brick wall, situated at right
angles at one corner. This wall is now
being taken down, and will be re-erected
with an easy bend, which will round ofl

the corner and enable motorists coming
from the London direction to see cars
approaching the main road.

A Military Model.

We are informed by Messrs. Quadrant
JMotors, that they are specialising on a
military model 4^ h.p. single-cylinder
motor cycle, several of which have already
been supplied to the W^ar Office. The
Quadrant factory is very fully employed
at the present time and actually working
overtime.

Important Hill-climb on Saturday.

Other clubs will no doubt follow the
lead of the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. in continuing arrangements for its

annual open hill-climb next Saturday,
the 29th inst. Upwards of a hundred
entries have been received so that the
event will be an important one. The
venue is Stylo Cop. Rugeley, Staffs., a

popular spot for hill-climbing events.

J.F.Sirett (on left), who has competed in several Tourist Trophy Races, along with a comrade,
leaving Manchester for their new camp at Littleborough. Their machines are an Indian and a
Doufflas.

E9
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The Splitdorf Dynamo and Magneto.
A COMBINED MACHINE FOR LIGHTING AND IGNITION PURPOSES

OF late we have become accustomed

to the dynamo lighting set, and

as has already been forecasted in

The Motor Cycle, electric lighting

by means of a dynamo carried on the

machine is to be one of the features of

1915 sidecar design. The possibility of

combining the dynamo and magneto, so

forming one compact instrument for

ignition and lighting, was discussed in

a recent article in these columns, and
subsequently we learned of the new Split-

dorf dynamo-magneto, which we are

now enabled to describe and illustrate for

the first time. This compact and well-

designed instrument will most likely be

adopted by several important firms.

To combine a lighting dynamo with the

magneto is, of course, ideal, especially

when carried out with the simplicity with
which the Splitdorf unit is designed.

(1) The Elba accumulator which is fitted behind the seat tube. (2) Showing position of .

Splitdorf dynamo-magneto and drive. (3) The Splitdorf switch and fuse box. The switch itself

is contained in the cover, and is operated by the middle handle shown on the outside.

The Splitdorf dynamo-niagneto, showing

the cover removed from contact breaker of

tie magneto.

There are two armatures placed one above

the other, the upper one being that of the

generator. The magnets used are not

permanent, but are excited in the first

case from current stored in the accumu-
lators. To start the engine a few

revolutions are obtained from the kick

starter, and in doing so a small con-

tact is put into action by means of a

centrifugal governor. This allows current

from the battery to pass to the shunt

coils of the dynamo from wliich more
current is generated, and the magneto
magnets then become excited. The
magneto works in the usual way, as the

armature and contact breaker ai'e quite

orthodox. The whole unit is extremely
compact, and when viewed externally differs

but little from the ordinary magneto,
but it is somewhat taller. Accessibility

has been looked after throughout, and
removal of a small cover at the top lays

open the connection terminals for inspec-

tion. The brushes of both armatures
are also easy to get at, and a small

regulating coil is utilised for dissipating

excess current, so that it is impossible

for the batteries to become overcharged.

The switch is one of the bayonet-jointed

type, and for every notch engaged one

lamp is put into action. It should be.

mentioned here that a small pilot lamp-

is used in the head light for town work.j
An ammeter is attached to the top tube,^
which can be viewed comfortably froraS

the saddle. The dial is divided into
'

two portions which denote the rate of

charging or discharging respectively. The
battery, wiiich is known as the Elba, and
is manufactured by. the Willard Storage

Battery Company, is stowed away neatly

behind the seat tube.

The present lighting set, which is .the:^|

only one in England, has been tested^

some 2,500 miles, and during that time
has given no trouble whatsoever. The
engine starts easily even when the
battery is so run down that there is not
sufficient current to operate the small
pilot biilb in the head light.

Coventry Open Hill-climb on Saturday.

THE Coventry and Warwickshire
Motor Club has received upwards
of a hundred entries for its

hill - climbing competition on
Saturday next—splendid support to the
committee's adoption of the " Carry on

"

motto. The entries include many of the
leading liill-climbing experts. As regards
the venue, originally it was arranged to
hold the climb at Portway Hill, near
Stroud, but at a committee meeting on
Monday evening the venue decided upon
was Style Cop, Rugeley, and a member
of the committee spent the whole of
Tuesday making the necessary arrange-
ments in the locality. The competition
will start at 1.30 p.m. prompt, and com-
petitors will be weighed at the top of the
hill immediately after each climb. Two
Messrs. F. T. Bidlake " and A. G.
Reynolds.

Magnilicent Entry. How to Get to

An Easily Reached Hill.

Style Cop is a very convenient ren-

dezvous for Midland riders. It lies about

two miles from Rugeley on the Wolver-
hampton side, and is easily reached from
all sides. From Birmingham, riders

should go through Sutton Coldfield, Lich-

field, straight past the cathedral to Ruge-
ley, about twenty-four miles, while
Coventry riders should proceed to Stone-

bridge (where turn right), Lichfield, and
Rugeley, thirty-four miles. From Stoke,

Style Cop is about twenty-six miles

through Stone, Stafford,, and Rugeley, and
it is equally easily reached from Derby
through 6urton-on-Trent, and from
Shrewsbury through Newport, Stafford,

and Rugeley. There should, in con-

sequence, be a big muster of spectators

at the Coventry and Warwickshire open
climb next Saturday at Style Cop.

the Hill.

A HURRIED MOVE.
Many of our readers are aware that

Brooklands has been turned into a
military flying ground, and has lately

been given over entirely to the forces

of the Crown. The result of this

has been that the works of Messrs.
A.B.C. Road Motors (1914), Limited,
have been taken over by the military

authorities, and this company, therefore,

has had to move rather earlier than
ex'pected into its new works at Herv
sham, near Walton-on-Thames. This
will entail a considerable dislocation of

business, but once installed the company
will be able to make more rapid deliveries

than previously. It is interesting to

note that ilr. R. L. Charteris, managing
director of the company, who is on the
Special Reserve, has been mobilised with
the Royal Flying Corps.
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THE LUBRICATION OF
TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
One of the greatest impediments to the

success of the ultra lightweight move-
ment is the unmistakable crudeness that

is affected by some designers. Simplicity

we know is necessary, but when obtained

at the expense of reliability it becomes un-

pardonable. On two-stroke machines it

is quite safe^ to say that a large per-

centage of such failures can be traced

to inefficient lubrication systems. Of
course, by far the most popular form of

introducing lubricant in this particular

type of power unit is that of mixing oil

with the fuel which, so far as the cylinder

is concerned, has proved itself more or

less satisfactory. To prepare the mixture
in the fir.st place is often tiresome, as

only small quantities can be added at
a time, or there is a risk of the oil going
straight to the carburetter and choking
lip everything. There is a device, how-
ever, produced by A. C. Davison, 163,
Arlington Road, Camden Town, N.W., in

which this trouble is reduced consider-
ably. It consists of a pump barrel sur-
rounded by a cup, out of which is a

small duct leading into the petrol tank.
Oil is drawn into the barrel, and on the
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; Davison's lubricator for

I two-stroke machines.

return stroke, instead of being pushed
back, it finds its way to the upper side of
the pump plunger washer, as there is a
non-return valve to the oil tank. Thence
it flows_ into the upper chamber through
a hole in the central barrel and so runs
slowly into the tank through a small tube.

THE SILENCE QUESTION.
We illustrate here-

with a method of

attaching a silencer to
a four-cylinder F.N.
machine. The silencer
in question is made
by J. U. Lvell. 113.
Great Portland Street,
W., and is known as
the Clair. It is

arranged in such a
way that cups can be
added or taken away
if necessary by simply
unscrewing the central
bolt. The job was
designed and com-
pleted by Purcells,
Ltd., of Charlotte
Street, W.

A 5 h.p. Garden cycle car, a vehicle of racy construction which has been termed the
' motor cigar. " The engine and gear are arranged at the rear. W E. Humphries, the

driver seen in the illustration, is acting as a despatch rider with the Army.

A MAGNETO LIT TAIL
LAMP.

The accompanying illustration shows
the " Magnetob ' rear lamp, sold by
Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store
Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
The lamp consists of a switch, separate
coil winding, reflector and bulb, and is

connected to the earth terminal of the
magneto by the annoured cable shown.
Many of our readers do not appear to

important that the lamp should only be
fitted to magnetos running at half the
speed of the engine.

ANOTHER REAR LAMP.
An electric rear lamp which derives

its current from the magneto has just

been put on the market by the Krisco
Patents Syndicate, Church "St., Walton-

The novel " Magnetob " lamp.

be aware that all magnetos may be had
with an earth terminal on the contact
breaker cover if so specified, and a

contact breaker cover fitted with this

terminal may be obtained from the
magneto manufacturers. To switch on
the current the small knob is pulled out.

To fit the device it is only necessary to

attach the lamp in the required position,

carefully uncoil the armoured wire, and
run it direct to the magneto. It is

The Krisco electric lamp.

on-Thaiiies. A small clip is used for
attaching this device, which is shaped
like an ordinary torch, to the carrier.
When standing still a small battery can
be used, and is put into action by means
of a switch attached to the rear of the
lamp.

A neat arrangement of attaching a Clair silencer to a four-cylinder

F.N. Note the separate exhaust pipes for each cylinder

REAR LIGHTS FOR
SIDECARS.

Two examples of rear
lights for sidecar com-
binations are supplied by
Messrs. Bransom, Kent,
and Company, Limited,
40, Great Eastern Street,
E.G. Both the models
are of solid construction,
and can be attached with
very little trouble. We
illustrate one herewith,
which is designed to be
attached to the sidecar
mudguard.

The B.K. rear

lishl
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The London Volunteer Defence Force,

On page 251 of last week's issue we
made a reference to the London Volunteer
Defence Force. The hon. sec. of the

above has received the following official

communication from the War Office

:

" Keep your committee together for

future possible action. Deprecate further

forward movement for the present.
"

The committee feel that when Lord
Kitchener's new army is complete official

consent will be granted for them to go
on with their work of training those
whom necessity kee^is at home.

Stepney Wheel Directors and the War.
The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.,

Stepney Works, LlaneUy, S. Wales, have,
we hear, decided to pay 30s. a week to
all employees going on active service.

Two of the directors, Messrs. T. M. and
Walter Davies, have also offered their
country residence, Sharcombe Park,
Somerset, with forty acres of ground,
for use as a hospital.

The Military Model New Hudson.
This new military model from tlie

New Hudson factory, Birmingham, to

which we made allusion in last week's
issue, and which we now illustrate, is

. notable for a new design of frame.
The point of this is that it allows the

complete power plant, consisting of

engine, gear box, and magneto, to be
removed and replaced as a single unit

when so desired for purposes of repair.

Tile further advantage of tliis plan is

that perfect alignment of the engine
and gear box can be achieved on the

bench before assembling the unit into

the frame. The engine is, of course,

the well-known 85x88 mni. bore and
stroke single-cylinder New Hudson,
and the whole machine presents an
uncommonly workmanlike appearance.

A Motor Cycle Agency Capture.

Messrs. Robertsor.s' Motor Agency had
an exciting experience the other day. A
German called at their depot in Great
Portland Street, W., and first asked for

a Harley-Davidson catalogue. On one
being shown to him he said that what he
really wanted was an instruction book.
When he got this he said he would like

a key for a Harley-Davidson tool-box, a

question which aroused a certain amount

ment elsewhere. A little muscular per-

suasion resulted in his entering the shop,

and as soon as he got inside he started

struggling and eventually succeeded in

escaping into the street, but was rapidly

hauled back and kept in custody until the

police arrived. He then confessed that

he had stolen the machine from the

customer whose name he gave as refer-,

ence, and was recognised by the police-

as a man who had been wanted for some

The motor cycle section of the East Lancashire Divisional Signal Service. The machines

include an Indian, Rudge, two Bradburys and an Ariel.

of suspicion. On being asked why he
wanted it he replied that it was to open
the tool-box on a friend's machine who
had lost his. Somebody then said,
" Please give us the name of your friend,"

which he did, giving the name of a

foreign customer whom the staff knew
well, and whom they thoroughly trusted.

He was then asked to come inside, but
said he could not as he had an appoint-

The Ne^v Hudson military service model.

time in connection with motor cycle
thefts. Irrespective of the offence he had
committed he was liable to prosecution
for riding a motor bicycle, as motor
bicycles are, of course, forbidden to
persons of German nationality. The
police were exceedingly grateful to Messrs.
Kobertsons for the prompt action they
had taken, and regarded the capture of
the ex-German waiter as an important
one.

A Busy Week-end.
The Triumph and Eudge works were

busily occupied over the week-end on
urgent Government orders. The goods
in execution of these orders were ready
on Sunday evening, though the orders
were only received on the morning of the
previous day.

British Machines at the Front.

Despite the vigorous censorship scrapa
of news from those on military service
at the front continue to leak through,
and news has been received from the
well-known French rider Gabriel that
he is serving as a motor cycle despatch
rider with the French Army on his
Triumph, with which he expresses the
gi-eatest satisfaction. It is significant
of the excellence of the British motor
cycles that many of our best-known
makes are employed by the French War
Office.
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Premiers in the Army.

A number of 3^ h.p. Premier counter-

ehatt three-speed machines has been
supplied to the War Office for use

with the Expeditionary Force, and two
machines for Lord Lonsdale's Colonial

Corps. Our photograph is of Corporal

G. Drew, attached to 1st Signal

Squadron Royal Engineers, 1st Cavalry
Division, Expeditionai'y Force.

Members of the motor c>'clist section of the Warwickshire Yeomanry preparing to

leave headquarters.

Corporal Guy Drew (Royal tingineers).

who is attached to the Seventh Lancers.

His mount is a Si h.p. counter-shaft geared

Premier.

A Rumour Contradicted.

A rumour has gained some currency
through a statement having appeared in

certain journals that the Birmingham
Small Arms Co., Ltd., had received an

;
order for 3,000 motor cycles from the

i War Office. This report was not
I published by The tUnlor Cycle, and we
j

are asked by the B.S.A. Co., Ltd., to

state that the report is not true. The
1 order was for a supply of special B.S.A.
military pattern pedal cycles.

The London Motor Cycle Reserve
Committee.

Captain Stafford's duties have been
completed and he has delegated the
selection of motor cyclists on the " wait-
ing list" to Lieutenant H. B. C. Pollard,
secretary of the London Motor Cycle
Reserve, Fulham House, Putney Bridge,
S.W. At the present time applicants are
being grad<'d according to their suita-

bility, and a register of these has been
made, divided into suitable and unsuit-
able, with a medium class for men who
have unsuitable machines. Shortly the
Committee will b« in possession of full

particulars of e.ich volunteer, who will

be called upon as needed. Enthusiasts
anxious to get on the formal " waiting
list" for the next batch of Special
Reserve R.E. are advised to parade with

WITH THE SCOTTISH HORSi:.

Lieut. Black (in sidecar), of the Scottish Horse Regiment, receiving a telegram. This officer

says it would be impossible for him to do hall the amount of work he has to do without the

use of the motor cycle and sidecar. 1 hese are the only motor cvcllsts attached to the Forces
who wear the Athol bonnet

their machines for inspection
12.30 and 3.30 p.m. or at
Civilian motor cyclists axe

between
6 p.m.
urgently

warned to avoid the wearing of semi-
military kit, to the labelling of their

machines O.H.M.S. without written
authority from an officer or police
inspector, and to halt instantly when
summoned to do so by pickets. Infrac-
tion of these rules will be most severely
dealt with.
On the enlistment form the applicant

is re<iuired to state his name and address,
qualifications, whether he has had pre-
vious military experience, or if he hai
knowledge of foreign languages, par-
ticulars of the machine, date of manu-
facture, gear, and engine number. The
form concludes with the following note :

"Recruits are desired to enlist in the
R.K Special Motor Cyclist Reserve, which
may involve service abroad. Those limitJ

ing themselves to the possibilities ofl

Home Service should mention their,

dLstricts."

The Type of machine Required.
The only machines suitable are 34 h.p.l

single-cylinder machines, of well-tried
and approved make. They must have
variable gears and 26in. wheels. Hori-(

zontally opposed twins of 2| h.p. and 3^'

h.p. are the twin-cylinder type favoured.]
Applicants with machines outside this

category should stiU fill in this form, as
it is useful in compiUng a register ofl

motor cyclists ready to serve. Having'
completed this form, motor cyclists will
be asked to attend, at their own expense
(paragraph 7, War Office Order, June
19th, 1913), at Fulham House, Putney^
Bridge, where they and their machinea
can be inspected and official waiting list,

forms filled up.

It should be borne in mind that desir-i

able applicants should have satisfactory
physique to endure the rigours of a cam-j
paign, .machines in perfect condition, and,!

wherever possible, previous service or|

uiihtary training. Only a limited number
of motor cyclist vacancies are open, and;

applicants not eligible are reminded that'

they can render satisfactory discharge of

the duty that they owe their country by
joining the ordinary Forces of the Crovni
and shouldering a rifle. Non-acceptance
as a military motor cyclist does not

relieve the individual of his responsibility

towards his country. He should enlist in

some other branch of the Service.

B17
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PETROL AND OIL TINS AS TABLES.

Motor cyclists of the Royal Engineers, signal section. The rider with the chunk of bread is

G. E. Cuffe, a well-known competition rider.
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Northern Despatch Riders.

The Northern Cyclist Battalion are

stationed on the, Durham and Northum-
berland coast, and the motor cyclists

attached to that body are busy despatch
riding and on patrol work.

Sidecars and Government.

So far very few sidecars have been

pressed into service by the Government,
which is surprising in view of the small

amount of room they take up on the road,

their speed on the level and uphill com-
pared with low-powered cars, and their

economy in petrol consumption compared
with an ordinary two-seater.

Bristol War Committee.

The Bristol iVIotor Cyclists' War Com-
mittee has been formed with Rev. P.

W. Bischoff as secretary.

A Corps for Bridgwater.

A very enthusiastic meeting of motor
cyclists was held in Bridgwater last week
with a view to forming the Bridgwater
Motor Cycle Corps for local defence and
other service. Influential support has

been given and an appeal has been issued

locally for funds. The headquarters of

the Corps are the huge garage of the
Bridgwater Motor Co., Ltd. There is no
doubt that such local corps can be of

good service, although at the present
time any but official action is not en-
couraged" by the authorities, but still the
riders are fitting themselves for duty if

wanted.

->-«g9^ <

TWO CYCLE CARISTS' ADVENTURES.
An Exciting Trip from Grenoble to Havre under War Conditions.

THE last we saw of Mr. Chater-Lea
was at nine o'clock in the morning
at Grenoble on the memorable
Sunday on which France declared

war with Germany. He, in comjjany
with other English drivers who had

-entered for the International Six Days
Trial, had been told by the British
Consul that there was little likelihood
of his having any trouble in getting
through to England, and he therefore
decided to see the Lautaret and Galibier
Passes. At the Consulate Mr. Lea met G.

Pressland, the driver of a Crouch Carette,
and they both decided to take the Galibier
together, and after doing so they descended
and made for the Lautaret summit,
where they met a Danish professor and
his wife who were in a terrible state
owing to all vehicular traffic other than
military being stopped on the pass, so
Pressland took one and Chater-Lea the
other and brought them back safely to
Grenoble the next day. The tunnel's on
the passes were in very bad condition
owing to damp and wet, and passing was
exceedingly difficult owing to the number
of troops on the road, and so badwas
the condition of the latter that Mr. Lea
assures us that anyone on a motor bicycle
would have had to dismount.

A Petrol Difficulty.

Next morning a start was made for

Aix-les-Bains, where on the road romid
the Lao de Bourget Mr. Chater-Lea
began to realise the seriousness of the
situation. Every crossing was, of

course, guarded. A genuine difficulty

was experienced in getting petrol, and
thinking that probably it would be
easier to obtain in the country, they
refused to pay the exorbitant prices

The Crouch and Chater-Lea cycle

cars on the Galibier.

demanded, but at the next vihage, when
he stopped at a grocer's- shop and asked
the woman behind the counter to sell

him some, she absolutely refused, but

finally the daughter persuaded her
mother to sell one can only, and that

to be shared between the two cars. The
man, who overheard the conversation,

flew into a passion and said he had
undertaken to sell no petrol, and nothing
would persuade him to do so, but fortu-

nately the Maire, who had come along,

recognised that it was a case of two
Enghshmen in dire distress, and the
one can was allowed to be sold. France
was under martial law, and no one was
allo^ved to be on the roads after 6 p.m.

;

consecfiiently they had to stop at Culoz,
a little station on the main P.L.M. line.

Here Mr. Lea, who was the only member
of the party wh-o eould speak French,
went to the Mmre and asked him tO:

give him a laisser-jmaser. This was
made out for W. Chater-Lea and his

family in two ears, to b,e free to pass
from Culoz on their way to England.

An Unpleas3iUt Experience.

The next village they came to was quite

a small one, and all the population ap-
peared to be in the street, and they were
forced into the Malrie, where their papers
had to be shown. This- was an un-
pleasant experience, but nothing in com-
parison with what was to follow. Press-
land and Sanders, his companion, thought
they knew the road to Virieu-le-Grand,
but at one turning they mistook the way,
and here a car containing an officer and
some soldiers passed by them. Pressland
went back to look for the road and
Chater-Lea waited As the car passed it
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The ^Tourist Trophy'

SCOTT
and The War.
V^HY is It that so many motor cyclists volunteer-

ing for despatch carrying and other military

work are purchasing Scotts } Because they have

assured themselves of the reliability, speed, and all-

round excellence of the Scott. As their safety and

the success of their elforts, which mean so much in modern war-

fare, depend almost entirely upon the general efficiency of the

machine, their choice speaks xolumes for the Scott two.stroke.

N.B.—The Scott motor cycle, in

addition to winning the Tourist

Trophy, has on four successive

occasionsmade fastestlap tim es

2 ^.,1911, 1912, 1913, 1914.

33 h.p. Scott fitted with Quick-firing Gun.

THE SCOTT ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., Saltaire, Shipley.

Agents for London and South—GODFREY & APPLEBEE, Ltd., 87, Great Portland Street, London, W.

Ill answering (his advertisement it is desirable to meniicn " The Uolor Cycle."
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TH^I/yONDERFUII SUNBEAM TRANSMISSION

The 31 h,p.

is the most suitable and reliable
motor bicycle for the w^ar

because of the power of its engine, and its ideal system

of transmission.

Soldiers and Despatch Riders will be supplied on Demand.

— No Waiting. —
JOHN MARSTON. LTD., 11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

LONDON - - 57, HOLBORN VUDUCT,
157 & 15s, Sloane Street

'{ by Sioane Square }, S.W.

BRIGHTON - - 94, WESTERN ROAD, HOVE.

BOURNEMOUTH- 8, Holdenhurst Road.

CHELTENHAM - Bath HOUSE. BiTii Street.

LEICESTER 16, London Road.

MANCHESTER - 131, Deansgate."

LIVERPOOL- - 6S, Renshaw Street.

BIRMINGHAM - Easy Row.

EDINBURGH 37, George Street.
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The mount supplied to the War Office-
the Quadrant 4| h.p. solo — is identical in all essential details with the machine we offer you.

"There's no query about Quadrants," and the confidence of the War Office is further proof of that.

Distinguished by absolute reliability, the

QUADRANT
is an ideal mount for " active service." and under war conditions wll emerge from the severest tests triumphantly.

Note these details —
4| h.p. Armstrong 3-spccd Gear and Free Engine — Dunlop Tyres and Belt — Bosch Magneto— Senspray Carburettor — Quadrant Spring Forks —
And these prices — - "

SOLO 45 Gns. - COMBINATION 55 6ns.
And then — let us send you full descriptive Folder.

QUADRANT WORKS, Lawley St,, Birmingham. London Depot: 78, Great Queen St., Kingsway.

In answering these advertisements it ig desirnhle to mentinrt " The Motor Cijcle"
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HALT!

was remarked that its occupants scruti-

nised the Chater-Lea very carefully. A
few minutes after it passed again, going
in the reverse direction. Chater-Lea
came back and found Pressland had been
arrested. His passenger had been turned
out and put in the car, and a soldier was
sitting beside him holding a revolver in

a threatening position. Matters looked
truly serious, and, of coarse, Chater-Lea
stopped. While he was not looking, and
conversing with the officer, a soldier

rouglily pidled Jlrs. Chater-Lea out of the
small car and put her into the big one
carrying the soldiers. Chater-Lea was
told to take the wheel again, and had an
armed soldier sitting at liis side. Both
small cars, in front of the big one, then
drove to Virieu. Evidently both had
been mistaken for Germans, and an hour
and a half was taken up in searching the
cars, the luggage, and the occupants, but,

of course, notliing incriminating was
found, but Pres.sland was made to open
his camera, and the films were torn up
and scattered to the winds. Fresh
passes were then issued, and they were
told to make their way to Bourg and
report themselves to the Prefecture. If

they missed the way they were to go on
as best they could, but whatever hap-
pened they were strictly enjoined not to
turn back, On the road from Macon to

CliaroUes, which leads to Nevers, the
Crouch suffered tyre troubles. An officer

in a car stopped and said that there must
be no loitering on the road. If they had
tyre troubles they had better cut off the
offending covers and drive as best they
could on the rims. Eventually they
reached CliaroUes, where patches were

purchased, and thereafter things went
more smoothly.
A good run was made to Orleans,

where in one of the large squares Press-
land and Sanders were recognised as
Englishmen. They were lifted out of

their cars and carried shoulder high
round the town. A man who was selling
plums came up to Mrs. Chater-Lea, took
hold of her affectionately by the
shoulder, and thrust a handful in her
hands and would not hear of payment.
So enthusiastic was their greeting that it

became quite embarrassing. The next
morning a move was made to the Com-
missaire de Police, with the object of
getting the papers visid. This, however,
could not be accomplished before
nine o'clock wliich was indeed hard luck,

as one might only travel between the
hours of six in the morning and six at

night. At last the offices opened and an
attempt was made to get the papers
signed. Matters looked pretty hopeless

at first,! standing amid carters, peasants,

foreigners—in fact, anj'one who wished
to travel from place to place. It was not,

therefore, till nearly eleven o'clock that

they were on. the road again. All along
sentries were found posted on bridges,

at level crossings and at the beginning
and end of eyery Ullage and town, and
as on one day jlrs. Chater-Lea counted
more than one hundred stops it wiU be
understood that no great mileage could

be accomplished.
Here Mr. Chater-Lea related to us

that down in the south yokels in their

working garb and wearing only the kepi

of the French soldier kept guard, all

armed with - rifles with fixed bayonets.
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Barricades were put in the villages, which
varied in efficacy according to the in-

genuity of the Mairie of the place.

Difnculties at Rouen.
At Itouen, where they expected to get

through quite . easily, they found the
greatest trouble. After waiting three-
quarters of an hour at the Mairie, the
Alaire refused to sign the papers, and
they had to go before the Oommissaire
de Police, who refused the papers as no
photograplis were attached to them. In
previous places the photographs on the
international pass had been accepted, but
at Eouen the Commissairt de Police
refused to recognise this procedure, but
on being appealed to to help them out
of the country, he agreed to allow the
photographs to be taken by the prison
photographic department, at a nominal
charge of one franc per photograph.
Here again a difficulty cropped up, as
by this time all the French money had
been absorbed, but the Commissaire,
who by this time had assumed a more
kindly tone, sent out and got the money
changed. Tho photographs were taken
in double quick time, and in surround-
ings such as an ordinary law-abiding
citizen does not ever see. All round
were measuring instruments for taking
the stature of a criminal, a special chair

which, when a prisoner sat upon it, made
liim assume a position m which he could
be instantly photographed, apparatus for

taking finger prints, and charts for

recording the colour of the prisoner's
eyes.

From Rouen to Dieppe is not a long
journey, but three days they had to wait
for a steamer, which waa the last boat
before the suspension of the service. The
cars, of course, had to be left behind.

THE MIRA DYNAMO.
A simple form of electric lighting outfit

is the Mira set, wliich includes the

dynamo and head lamp. No accumulatorB
are used, but an excellent light is given,

which remains quite steady at aU reason-
able speeds. The falling off of the beam
at very slow speeds is, of course, un-
important, as under the circumstances a
brilliant light would not be needed. The
dynamo may be driven from the engine
or counter-shaft or rear wheel. On a
clutch machine it should be driven, if

ix)ssible, from some part of the trans-

mission before the clutch, as the advant-
age of a good light is then obtained as

long as the engine is running.

A neat method of attaching a Mira dynamo
to a Douglas machine.
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A TEST GF MAP READING.
A Thirty-three Mile Circuit of Coventry by Teams of Motor Cycles and Cars.

Group of members at the start.

THE Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club has had
a busy time lately mainly as a result of the crisis.

After placing about two dozen members' cars at tlie

disposal of the War Office through the R.A.C., the

committee met with the object of forming a rifle

section, and, on Wednesday last week, practising commenced
on the Humber range (thanks to the kindness of Jlr. Niblett,

the works manager), and will be continued each Wednesday
evening until further notice. On Friday Mr. H. White-
man, the secretary, gave a brief lecture on map reading, his

remarks mainly being coirfined to the Ordnance nrap, aird

-Rlr. Tarrant (on behalf of the B.S.A. Co.) lectured on-

miniature rifles.

On Saturday afternoon, continuing the patriotic move, a

test of map reading was held, which proved instrirctive and
entertaining. At the starting point members were grouped
into teams, motor bicycles being mixed with the four-

wheelers, so that no advantage should be gained by a team
of motor bicyclists on the narrow lanes.

A Bartholomew map, marked with a "tricky" course en-

circling the City of Coventry, was handed to each of the par-

ticipants at the start, it being arranged that " A " and " B "

teams should proceed westward to the outer edge of the route

and then journey in opposite directions, and " C " and " D ''

teams travel eastward until picking up the circuit and then
piu'sue opposite paths.

Thus the teams in journeying round the circuit acted as

an automatic check upon one another, though mileage
recorders in each team proved the distance traversed.

The course plotted out was by no means easy to follow,

though, of course, local knowledge on occasion was bound
to assist the competitors out of a difficulty. Along narrow

The 'A" team held up at a level crossing.

and intricate lanes, twisting left then right, the different
teams wended their way, an occasional compulsory halt at
a level crossing giving the riders a chance to take their
bearings from the maps very carefully. Fifteen miles per
hour was the average called for, only the last man home of
each team being timed. Although never more than seven or
eight miles from the c-entre of Coventry, a number confessed
that they had travelled over roads they had never seen
before, Tliree complete teanrs arrived back at the start in
remarkably prompt time, the distance covered being approxi-
mately thirty-three miles. The "A" team, which won, was
only a second or two out, the members of the team beino--
A. Wright (two-stroke Triumph), S. Wright (2a Humbei")!
and G. Smith (10 Stellite).

a v 4 i,

Acton and District M.C.C.
A club is being formed at Acton with the above title.

Those who are interested are asked to communica,te with Mr'
E. B. Hunt, 47, Woodlield Crescent, Ealing, W.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.
A change of headquarters has been made to the Talbot

Hotel, King Street, Wolverhampton. The secretary is now
Mr. A. Haskins, 15, King Street. All competitions have
been indefinitely postponed owing to the European War.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).
A reliability trial for the Wright challenge vase will be

held on the 29th inst. over the following route : Wra^by
E'.kmgton Corner, Binbrook, Caistor, Market Rasen, Tealby
Elkington, Binbrook, Caistor, Market Rasen, West Torring-
ton, and Wragby. The start will be at 2.30 p m

'T^T^m^^^rm

The Fitzroy Motor Cycle Club (Melbourne). This group gathered together for the first annual picnic to Wailan, nearly a hundred taking part.

Sidecars, it will be noticed, formed an attractive feature of the day.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions saouid be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to vrrite clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept d'stinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Steels for Various Parts.

I should be glad to know the
correct kind of steels for making
the following parts : (1) \yheel
spindles, (2) cones, (3) nuts, and
(4) valves.—J. W.C.

You should use the following steels for
' the parts you enumerate : (1) Carbon
steel, (2) case-hardened steel, (3) mild
steel, (4) tungsten or vana<iium steel

;

probably the former is the best for the
purpose.

Rust on Exhaust Pipes.

Can you tell rue of any method
of preventing the exhaust pipes
of an engine from rusting? These
have not been plated and great
flakes of rust regularly appeal',

and, at the present rate, they will soon
rust right through. I have tried black-
lead, but this does not appear of any
use. Enamel also is useless, as the heat
destroys it and it falls off.—B.E.E.

There is no preparation which will keep
the exhaust pipe from rusting, as heated
iron oxidises very rapidly. Repeated
applications of blacklead are all we can
suggest, or you might have the pipe
nickel-plated. This looks nice, but it is

believed to be less efficient from a cool-

ing aspect than if left unplated, but we
do not think this is anything to worry
about.

Paraniti Mixed with Petrol.

I find the page in The Motor
Cycle devoted to " Questions and
Replies " one of the most interest-

ing and instructive in the whole
of your paper, and I now wish

to ask a question myself. My machine
has an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine with Amac
carburetter (29 jet). As I am anxious
to use petroleum or a mixture of it

and petrol, will you tell me if a 29
jet is large enough, and would the
Boat level need to be altered?—R.L.A.

In using a heavier spirit the float may
need to be weighted very slightly by
placing a washer on top of it, but this

is not always necessary. About one-third
paraffin and the rest benzole is a good
mixture. In the case of parafiin and
petrol mixed, you can quite well run
on a half and half mixture. This will

effect considerable economy and give
quite good results, the only drawback
being that the odour of the exhaust may
be rather unpleasant. Unless a 50%
mixture of paraffin be used no material
economy is effected.

Parallln as a Fuel.

My machine is of 2| h.p. with

a B. and B. semi-automatic car-

buretter, and I expect to take it

out to the Argentine soon. The
temperature there is in summer

mostly like our hottest days here, and
in winter like our cool summer days.

(I am thinking of the Province of

Santiago del Estero.) Owing to the

price and difficulty of procuring spirit,

I would like to know if you think it

would be practicable to run the machine
on kerosene, and what I would have
to do to adapt the carburetter. Also,
if such procedure will injure the engine.
Will you also tell me if it is possible

or desirable to run on naphtha?—.I.J.T.

We do not think it advisable to run a

machine on the crudest kerosene, but

you might use ordinary parafiin instead

and carry a small reserve supply of petrol

for starting purposes. With a very little

alteration in the petrol level of the car-

buretter quite satisfactory running could

be obtained on paraffin. The great objec-

tion to paraffin as a fuel is that it is

messy and tends to run all over the
machine. We have had no experience at

all of running a machine on naphtha, so

cannot tell you whether it will be desir-

able or otherwise.

Northampton to Weston-super-Mare.

I shall be obliged if you will

let me know the best route from
Northampton to Weston-super-
Mare, missing bad hills and
traffic as much as possible.

Approximately, what is the distance?
—.J. P.

You will find the following route to be
a good one : Northampton, Towcester,
Brackley, Oxford, Faringdon, Swindon,
Wootton Basset, Chippenham, Bath,
.Marksbury, Stowey, Compton Martin,
Priddy, Cheddar, Axbridge, Weston.
We have given you the route through
Cheddar Gorge, which is very pretty,

but if you want to go direct go through
Compton Martin, Banwell, and Blagdon.

ON ACTIVE SERVICE. Despatch riders awaiting orders.

B23
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A method ot carrying a separate

generator and spare tube on the

front suspension tube of a sitlecar.

Sliellleia to Morecamot.

Will you kindly advise how
best to proceed between Sheffield

and Morecambe?—J.W.

"We should advise you to go from Shef-

field, through Oiightibridge, and then

straight through Huddersfieldr and after-

wards through Ellaiid, Halifax, Iveighley,

Skipton, Settle, Wennington, Lancaster,

Morecambe. Of course, you must expect

to pass through some unpleasant country

between Huddersfield and Halifax, and,

in fact, a great part of the entire route

i--. through populous districts as far as

Lancaster, after which the road is

delightful

A Mysterious Complainl.

Will you kindly assist me to

locate a trouble with my engine,

a 500 c.c. liorizontal twin? The

trouble is overheating and the

engine refusing to climb easy

gradients on top gear. When I start

out from cold, I run perhaps tliree

or four miles, and then, approaching

a. hill, the engine slows up and gives

up altogether. After cooling it gets

away again all right, but develops the

trouble again on the next rise. I also

get "popping" in the carburetter. I

might add that when approaching a

hill I open out a bit, and as soon

as it slows. I retard, close air

gradually, and then drop into low gear,

but without any good effect. I have

tried the following to cure the trouble :

(1.) Back cylinder taken down, cleaned

all carbon away, treed the rings. (2.)

Examined valves and tappets, for clear-

ance, etc. (3.) Reduced jet orifice. (4.)

Advanced magneto one tooth. (5.)

Overhauled lubrication (when descend-

ing hills with exhaust raised, the engine

smokes, which seems to show it gets

the oil all right. (6.) Tried several

plugs.—E.W.W.
We cannot suggest what is the matter

with your machine at present, as you

seem to have gone over everything that

would be likely to cause the symptoms
from which you are suffering. Did you

examine the valve clearance of the engine

when it was really hot? There is just

a chance that one of the valves might

have been kept open—possibly the inlet

valve—as you complain of popping back

into the carburetter. There is another

point which we think might cause sluggish

f 24

running, and that is, condensation of

petrol in the long inlet pipe itself. If

you were to make some arrangement by
means of which you could jacket this

pipe a marked improvement in the run-
ning would probably be effected. If you
try experiments in this direction you
mrght let us know what the result is,

as doubtless they would prove of general
interest.

Conduction of Haat to Cranli Case.

Should the crank case of a

^1 motor cycle engine get so hot

^ that you cannot hold your hand
-iJ on it for more than a few

seconds, and, if so, what
damage is likely to be done by
running the machine ? The power of

the machine in question does not
seem to wane at all.—F.B.

Heating of the crank case will always
take place up to a certain point through
conduction. Should it so happen that
the rings are .slack, and blowing back
takes place, a great deal of power will

be lost, and the cause of overheating
can in this case very soon be traced.

In your particular case, where the
power is not lessened in any way, we
should say that the overheating from
which you suffer is simply due to

conduction.

A Question of Taxation.

I own a motor cycle already,

1^1 but have just purchased another
*r one from a friend who had to
L^ give up riding. This machine

I bought solely because it' was
a bargain, and I mean to sell it again.
While I have the machine have I to

take out any licences for it? -I shall

not make any use of it while it

is in my possession, as I shall only
ride the machine I had already, for

which, of course, I have the licences.

—L.V.
If the machine is used at any time to
give a demonstration to a possible pur-
chaser or is used while j'our own
machine is temporarily laid up, you are
bound to pay a local taxation licence for
it. If, however, it is not taken on the
road while in .vour possession, you will be
exempt from the licence.

AUGUST 27th, igi4.

Some Questions re Gears.

I should like your advice on a

^ri few questions concerning change-

^ speed gears. I have just ordered
* I an 8 h.p. machine fitted with a

three-speed hub gear, and I

should be pleased if you would enlighten

me on some details concerning it. I

have been told of three different ways
to change gear while travelling. One
says close the throttle for a moment
while changing, another says use the

exhaust valve lifter, and the tliird

advises me not to do anything but just

change gear as quickly as possible.

Which of these ways is correct? Is an
epicyclic gear a gear that gives direct

drive on top, and does this type of gear

revolve as a; solid body when on top?

What particular kind of lubricating oil

is required for a hub gear, and what
would be the different ratios with a

4 to 1 and 3 to 1 top ratio?

—

Enquirer.

The best method to follow in changing up
is to lift the exhaust lever a moment, but

when changing down all that is necessary

is to move the gear lever smartly into the

next notch. Yes, the gear revolves as a

solid mass wlien running on top ratio.

You can lubricate the gear with ordinary
engine oil, and many riders do so with
quite satisfactory results, but a thinner
oil sold for the purpose is better for the
clutch. With a top gear ratio of 4 to 1

the ratios in a hub gear would approxi-
mate to 4, 6, and 9 to 1, but this depends
upon what make of gear is fitted.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J.B.W." (Pretoria). — Biuks carbu

retter on a 4 h.p Bradbury. Petrol con-
sumption; etc.

"E.P." (Petone).—Reliability of P.
and M. sidecar and Eudge sidecar for

use with 3i h.p. Rudge-Multi.

"C.W.M." (Cambridge). — 3i h.p.
Douglas. Speed, petrol consumption,
lubrication, both solo and with sidecar.

"G.J." (Salop).—Wizard. Reliability,
hill-climbing powers, petrol consumption,
ease of starting, and average speed over
give and take roads.

A West of Englind group mounted on Rex (two) and Indian machines. The lady on the

nght, Mrs. Dewen Wotton, of Plymouth, whose present mount ic a 4 h.p. Rex and sidecar,

has ordered an Indian and a Levis, and hopes to win some of the West of England nili-

dimbing events
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The most successful motor cycle of the year

Successful in every reliability trial in which it

has competed. The record is 22 awards out of
22 entries in 15 events.

Gold Medals in the English, Scottish, and
IrisJi Trials, and the Manufacturers' Cup and 3
Gold Medals in the London-Edinburgh Trial.

Equally successful in the service of private
owners all over the world, of which the followini?

provides evidence.

AT HOME.
" Siieed aud pulling'

powur DothinK lees than
rniirvellOLiB ; my i h,r-
toLirin:; model stu'ond
(astest in fast hill climb,
only ljt;uten by 8h.p.
macliine by Ij seconds."

—

T.W.H . Northumberland.
80/d/U.

The secret of the great power and speed of the L.M.C. ii

in its scientific construction. The chain drive for low
Rear and tlie sweet belt drive forhiKhgear is ideal.

PROMPT DELIVERY OF ilOME AND COLONIAL UODELb

LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
132, Monument Road. BIRMINGHAM.

ABROAD.
"My L.M.C. behaved

splendidly ; has carried
me over hills and ihroiik'h

Baud that riders of other
machines had to Ket oil

and push."—V- B. C., Aus-
tralia. 2.5/C/l.].

ROTH
Telegraphic
Address :

Eotherhama,

Coventry.

ERHAM & SONS Ltd.,
COVENTRY.

\^^^^^^^^
Manufaclurers 0/

HIGHEST GRADE ACCESSORIES
FOR MOTOR BICYCLES. Viz.:—

Brass Taps, Lubricators, Grease Cups, Automatic and Hand Oi)
Pumps, Carburetters and parts tor same, Unions Ball Valves

Filters, Squirts, Strainers, etc.

TRIUIVIPH PATENT SQUIRT.
The advantage of this Squirt is that it is collapsible. When

the spout is drawn out. it is fixed in the end of barrel by
Bore-wing, so making it rigid. PRICE 3/6

AbOTB em be bad from wjy Motor Cycle Agent or Acceseory Dealer.

A packet of Bournville Chocolate
makes a splendid lunch for the

motor cyclist in a hurry. It is

nourishing and stimulating, easily

digested and delicious to taste.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompam'ed with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to^ reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the Issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies' should be addressed, " No.

ore, c/o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " London"

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Tlif^'e & Son> Limited.

The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

tnany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaeta

one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1914,
Madgwick' a, Kjioweley St.

,

A.J.S
stock

;

immediate
Bolton.

deliTery.—
[X8513

h p. A.J.S. Combination, showroom fioiled only: i^'huit

ofEersP-Farrar's Motories, HaUtas. [X8391

2^ih.p., 2-fipeed, shop-

6
A.J.S. ^h.p. Combination,

. _ , .

soiled onlv r must clear : what ofleis!

A.J.S. Cpromercial Sidecar, £15; write for catalogue.
-TJ " ' - — ~

Waltall.
-The Great A.J.S. agents, The Walsall Garage,

tX8a33

1914, 750 c.c. combination, and 750 c.c. eclo
stock.—Crow Bros.. 190. High St., Guildford.

[6475

A.J.S., 1914, 254h.p., kick starter, 2-3peed, splendid
condition ; £35.—Waterworks House, Fleet, Hante.

[6558
"1 Q14 254h.p. 3-8pe6d A.J.S., only done few miles

;

J-*y £46; eschange, part payment.—Hilton and Son,
Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [58400

1Q14 6h.p. twin-cylinder 3-speed A.J.S., immediate
-Lt/ delivery from stock, enquiries invited; £73/10.—
Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [6526

•h.p. AJ.S., July, 1913. 3-6peed, clutch, kick starter,6h. . . .. .... - -.

Lncae lamp, horn, splendid engine ; accept £50.—
No, 6,613, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X8386

A.J.S., 6h.p., and Canoelet de Luxe sidecar, only 2

months old, Lucas and electric lamps, epeedometer,
hood, screen, luggage carrier, fitted up regardless of ex-
pense; cost £110, accept 69 gne. : any trial.—John Web-
ber, Oraufurdrise, Maidenhead. [X8486

LET WAR MAKE
NO DIFFERENCE
To Business. Buy that Motor

Cycle as you intended and

BUY IT AT
n

noioPES
Our ofiers comprise Better Bargains than ever.

Newest Models of all Best makes and genuine snd-
hands on view in Britain's greatest show at
Bargain Prices not to be beaten anywhere in

the Kingdom,and every machine fully guaranteed.

HERE IS A SELECTION OF TO-DAY'S
OFFERS. ASK FOR FULL LIST.

8786. 5 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar SS7 10
S789. 3} h.p. 1914 2 speed DOUGLAS

and Sidecar £65
8790. 2j h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £18 10
8792. 31 h.p. 1913 3-speed ROVER

and Sidecar £48
8793- 3i h.p. J912 2-speed B.8.A £35
8795. 2^ h.p. 1914 2-5peed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT 30 gns.
8802. 7h.p.l9l4 Electric Starter INDIAN £57 10
8808. 3iJl.p. I9I4TWII^-BR0UGH .... £32 10
8809. 8 h.p. 1913 ZENITH and Sidecar £80
8238. 8 h.p. 1913 2-specd BAT and S'car £52 10
8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed N.S.U. and S'car £50
7537. 7 h.p 1912 2-speed INDIAN £37 10
7575- 3ilip- 1909 TRIUMPH 20 gnj.

7702. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Sidecar £49
8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT £47 10
8765. 2i h.p. 1914 2 strol;e LEVIS £27 10
8771. 2i h.p. 1911, Model E. DOUGLAS

2-speeds £28 10
S772. 6 h.p. ROVER CAR £25
8773. 3} h.p. 1912 2-speed SirJGER and

sidecar £38 10
8781. 3ih.p. 1913 T.T. RUDGE £28
8782. 3i h.p. igi2 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
^783. 3i h.p. 1912, Twin 6-speed

MATCHLESS £25
S784. 3} h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £17
8760. 8 h.p. 1913 2-specd cbain drive

MATCHLESS and Sidecar £65
8759. 2i h.p. J914 2-speed CLYNO £35
S758. 7 h.p. 1913 2-speed INDIAN and

Millford Sidecar £55
8753. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH

and Bramble Sidecar £60
8746. 6 h.p. 1913 A.C- Sociable £60
8739. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speeo TRIUMPH . . £45
8737. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8732. 3i h.p. 1914 2-speed P. & M. and

coach-built Sidecar £69
8710. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH

and Gloria coach-built Sidecar £63
8708. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £17 10
8705. si h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8702. 2 h.p. 1912 MOTO-REVE £14
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed V.S.-J.A.P.

and Sidecar £45
8671. 7 h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN and

Sidecar £35
8654. 3ih.p. 1910 standard TRIUMPH.. £22 10
8640. si h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8627. 2} h.p. 1912 twin HUMBER £22 10
8592. 3i h.p. 1908 QUADRANT £17 10
8568. 3i h.p. 1910 BRADBURY ..£20
8561. 3i h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8554. 8 h.p. 1913 2-speed air-cooled

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £50
8551. 2{ h.p. twin FAIRY £1210
8502. 3l h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8412. 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8367. 8 h.p. 1912 3-sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359. 6 h.p. twin BROWN and Sidecar £22 10
8338. 3i h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £22 10

9. SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,A^
LONDON, E.C. V^k

Wires : "Opiflcer, London." ^y^^M

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

A.J.S., late 1913, 6h.p., 3 speeds, ajid 1914 Bradbnri
coachbuilt sidecar, complete with lamps, horn, Cowe';

speedometer, new tyree and chains, spare chains, eti-!.

the whole in excellent condition: cost new over £10C
bargain at £65.—Claro Motor Garage, Knaresborougb)

[664.:

Alldays.
ALLDAY8, 1913, 3M:h.p., 2-Bpeed, free engine, am!

in good order; £23. — The Premier Motor Co.i
Ltd.. Aston Ed., Birmingham. t043'i

AniSllan.

ANGLIAN. 3h.p., Cowey, new tyres, Pillion seat; I

gain, £15.—Queen's Head, Northfleet, Kent. [645'j

31h.p. Antoine,
* mag., good order;

Antoine.
low, fast, wants slight frame repaiii

Green, Thirsk, Yorks.

3¥-'

£6.—Eout, c/o Olarkeon,- Th>\

Ariel.

Ariel Counter-shaft Model, shop-soiled onlj'],

what ofleraP—Farrar's Motories, Halifax. [S839;j'

~l Q13 EVnh.v. T.T. Ariel, accessories, very fast; £24.-
X£F Spioston and Grace, 154b, Gt. Titchfleld St., W,;

[652f;

AEIEL, 1914, 3V2h.p., kick starter, 3-9peed gear box'
new June, smart grey sidecar; £70, or ofler; tria.'

run.—O.O., 124, Highleyer Rd., North Kensington. [646S;;

ARIEL, 1913, 3-speed model, kick starter, deeomil

pressor little used, capital order throughout ; wortt
£40 easily, price £32/10. cash only.—Laytons, Biceater-

Oxon. rSSai;

ARIEL, 1914, 3-speed, counter-shaft, with Phcenii

.

£11/5 torpedo sidecar; £60, co^t £76; not dom
500 miles.—260. Coldharbour Lane, S.W. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2042. [0577

Arno
Arno, 1911, neede a little repairs; £10.—

J

O; Harper, Central Cycle Stores, OraTen Arme^f
[646e

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEELS in stock; trade supplied.-The Agent*

lis. Hamcetead Rd. [619;_

low gear, ahop-soile^
only; bargain, £14/14.-9. Union St., Ryde. [S85ia

sale, has not been ridden 100
Wrightson. 2, Nelson St., Hullj

[X8377
AUTO-WHEEL, firat-class condition, perfect working;

order, little used, tvre perfect, many spares, toolbagf,

genuine bargain, £9.—Woodcock, 149, London Rd., Soatbi

Lowestoft [6461;

Bat.

BAT, 1914. 4iAh.p., 2-fipeed model, perfect fox sidecai

or solo work, brand new, but slightly shop-soiled :?

3i''-^-

118, Hampstead Rd.

A TTTO-WHEEL, with 8lJecial_

AUTO-WHEEL for
miles; price £8.—

catalogue price £57/10, cash price £50.—Laytons.'

Bicester, Oxon. [X8414-
Blumfleld.

BLUMFIELD, sy^hp., early 1914 T.T. model, done
about 1,500 miles: £30, or nearest offer.-Brown,,

St. Martin's House, Hereford. [3:8404

Bradbury.
BEADBUBY, 6h.p., 3 speeds, shop-soiled only; oftera

wanted.—Turpins 22 and 29 Preston Rd.. Brighton
10510'

EADBUEY. 3V>h.p., free engine, late 1912, Terrj

little used, P.E.S. lamp; cash oilers.-Box 6,610,e

The Motor CycU Offices, Coyentry. tX8446';

gi

Brough

BROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from etocb of tie

500 c.c. horiaontal twin 2-speed overhead valre

models.—The West Lancashire Motor Co., Sonthport.
[0555

BROUGH, 1914 Horizontal Twin, 3V2E.P., T.T. type,

2-speed, equal new; rock bottom price £39, cash

only, extraordinary bargain.—Laytons', Bicester, Oion.
CX:8421

BROUGH, 1914, 6h.p., 2-Bpeed, kick start, chain

drive, brand new; £75; buyer secures £15/15 Canoe-

let sidecar to match gratis.-West Lancashire Motor Co,,-

Ltd.. 10. Hoghton St., Southport. [0575

B.S.A.
1913, 3j^h.p., 2-8peed, free engine, now condi-

-Pee * —-—--- -tion; £35B
1Q13 SVsh.p.
-1-t/ car combination
Carnforth.

eacock, 274. High Rd., Balham. [6504

2-8peed chain drive B.S.A. and side-j

£44.—Carnforth Motor Co„i

[6529

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., counter-shaft S-speed
stock : best cash or exchange auotations.

Oxon.

Specialists.
motor an<

Bishopsgate, London.

19",

Bicester.

gSA Every 1914 model in
cars, motor and pedal: easy payments.

-

model in

-Laytons',
[SS423

stock. 6id«-

-RiggB, 107,
[57446

B.S.A., 4h.p., 3-speed oombination, new July;

bargain, £62. cost £77 ; bought car.-Friars, Ingle-

Blaydon-ou-Tyne. [58362

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advtrtlaement, and the date of th* Issue.
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"JUNO" MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

: ARE THE VERY BEST.

One of the many testimonials from riders of Juno Motor Cycles.

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED.
W. 3. Capstick, Esq.. 6'^0. Manchester Roail. DratUord. writes

:

2-2nd July. lOl-J-

" I have heen awardeil a Silver M«dal in the Bradford M.C C.

Si)eed Trial, on Bluhberlioiiae Moor. Harrok'&te (Handicai»)

^vith JUNO a-STROKE, with a si>eed of just over 38 milca per

hour. The iDachine will really do more, I have got 19 out of

it eeveral times."

THE "JUNO" 2J H.P. TWO-STROKE.
WRITE FOR LIST, POST FREE.
Over 150 pages, 900 illustrations.

2^ h. p., £26 5 or 46/3 monthly. Cafr. Paid.

The sweetest running Two-stroke on the market.
"Silent as the Night." See our List, page 8.

3j h.p., 2-speed. F.E. £46 10 80/10 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

5-6 h.p., s-speed. F.E. £81 15 106/8 monthly,
Carr. Paid.

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES.
In good order. Cash or 12 monthly payments.

MEAD -PRECISION, 3I h.p., £2S.

MODEL C.

•JUNO" SIDECAR.

The JUNO Model A. £5 10 10/3 monthly Carr. Paid.
The JUNO Model B. £716 14/4 monthly Carr. Paid.
The JUNO Model C. £1010 19/3 monthly Carr. Paid
The MILLFORD Model D. £6 6 n/3 monthly
,_. Carr. Paid.
The MILLFORD Model E. £8 IS 16/3 montlily

The CRUISER £IJ 12 23/4 monthly Carr.' Paid!
The CORVETTE £12 12 23/4 monthly Oirr. Paid.

DemonstratloQs

Daily.

£M 16 or 30/10 monthly, 12 payments. Or 18
payments 21/. monthly. Carriage Paid U.K.

ihe JUNO Model F. with Auto attachment £21 16
Cash or 12 payments 39/2 each.

Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd.,
0. Y. Dept

248, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.G.
'PlJooe

:

Telegrams

:

12857 Central. " Quills, London."
Accessones on gradual payments. See our adver-

tisement in " Miscellaneous " column.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield

IQIO Twin Enfield. Kempshall cover back. Palmer
-Lt/ front, good condition, handle-bar mag. control,
general condition excellent; £15.—Robinson's, Green
St., Cambridse. [8621

ENFIELD. 2S4h.p.. 1912. a-epeed, chain driTC. per-

fect order: accept £25 cash.—The Eseter Motor
Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7. Bath Ed-. Eseter. and
28. Tavisto.ik Ed., Plymouth. [0569

AEMY Officer going abroad must sell 6h.p. Eoyal En-
field combination, with fittinBS. cost £100. done

5.000 miles: arccpt £70. or nearest ofler.—Apply. Cycle.

Annstend. Chat Hill. Northumborland. [X8376

IjiNFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, one month old,

-^ Lncas head light, rear and sidecar lamps, Lutas
horn, Cowey. speedometer, bras** mounted wind screen

:

£75 cash, no offers.— 1, Pahneraton Ed., Northampton
[Xi'527

Faf.nir.

FAFNIR, 1912IA. Sh.p. twin, Chater Irame and
fittings, Bowden 2.3peed, kick starter, and

splendid coach-built sidecar, just thoroughly over,

hauled; 40 gns—Sindrey, 139. Graham St.. City Rd..
N. (6600

F.N.

F.N., 1910. 2^h.p.. 2.speed. mag., excellent order, just

overhauled: £14.—Holl, Craiglen, Banchory. [X8508

F.N., 7h.p.. 4-cyl., 3.epeed gear, latest type, early de-

liveries.—F.N. Agency. 95. Aeton Ed., Birmingham.
[0463

F.N.. 1913V-. 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter, coach-
built sidecar; £46.—Edwards, 5, Danemere St.,

Putney. [6575

1Q14 2'/!;h.p. F.N., faultless; owner bought 7h.p.
Xt7 model; £33.—Brighouse Motor Agency. Bailifle

Bridge. [X7411

1Q14 7h.p. 3-epeea F.N.'s: £78; Immediate de-

±1/ lireiies.-PurcclU. 78. Charlotte St., Tottenham
Court Ed., \V. [3759

1 Qll 4-cyl. F.N., 5-6h.p., clutch model, with torpedo
A-Tj sidecar, all accessories, splendid running machine;
bargain, £18.—Below.

SHAFT-DEIVEN 2.speed Lightweight. F.N. fine solo

machine.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Humpstead. [XSSOe

2ih.p. F.N., 2*peed, free engine, mag., tlrstrate going
4 order, tyr&* nearly new; £15, a bargain.—E.

Sheen, Gloucester Ed., Chelteuhum. [6551

LATE 1913 F.N., 5.6h.p.. 4-cyl.. 2^ipcGd. kick starter.

Millers head lamp, electric rear lamp, spares, tools,

etc. : f35.—Dawson, Rutland Ed.. Eccles. [X8408

F.N.. 4.cyl,. 1912. with' 1913 2-3pced gear, kick starter,

large hind light, xpeednmeter. horn, cane sidecar;

complete, £33 only.—Heybourn Motors, Maidenhead.
[6323

Hnzlewood.
1 01^ 5.6h.p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new Whit. week.
it/ and only ridden 500 miles; cost £68/5; sacrifice

for £58.-125, London Ed.. Manchester. [0562

HAZLEWOOD Competition Machine, 1914 5-6h.p.
twin model, special J.A.P. engine, all gold

methd winner, good as new: £40.-52, West Orchard.
Coventry. 1X8519

Henderson.
8-lOh.p. Henderson, 2^pee<l model, nearly new, £10

accessories: £60. no ollets.—Earl, 5, Heath St.,

Humpsteud. [X8507

I Hobart
HOBAET 2-itrokes in stock, 25gn6— 118, Hamp.stead

Roud. [6195

1 Q06 2\i>h.v. Hobart, mag. ignition; £10.—Carn.
-!-«/ forth Motor Co., Carnlorth. [6532

HOB.\RT. 1911, 2',ih.p., overhauled, good condition.
1914 improvements; £12.—Tarry, Oat St.. Eves-

bam. tX8360
Humber.

3 h.p. Humber Lightweight, excellent condition, sparest
£22/10: owner purchased twin.—180, Eagle St.,

Coventry. [X8359

HU-MBEE, 1911. 3il,h.p., 2-speed. just thoroughly over-
hauled; bargoin for quick sale.—Parkinson. Builder,

Chatteris. [6592

1 Q 1 1 S'Ah.p. Humber and sidecar, 2-3peed free.
-Lt7 handle starting: £26/10.-918, Sigh Rd..
Tottenham. [6601

HUMBEE. 1914, 2%h.p. twin, 3 speeds, brand new;
li>t 50 gns., accept £37.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St.. Birmingham. [X8523

1Q12 3'^h.p. 2-speed Hamber, free engine, sidecar, all
Xt/ aec&^ories, perfect order: £28/10.-13, Fleetwood
St.. Stoke Newington. tX8510

HUMBEB, 1912, 2<ipeed, and sidecar, good condi-
tion, lamp. horn, spares; £25.—Baker St. Garage.

Handsworth. Birmingham. [X7761

HUMBEE. 3i:..h.p., 1912, 2-speed gear, hnadle starter,
with Millford £13 sidecar, guaranteed; £25.—

Premier ilotor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham.
[0531HUMBER 2»ih.p. Twin, lamp, horn, etc.. late 1913.

us new; must sell: cost over £45. bargain. £25.—
Bos No. L6.028. The Motor Cyclt Offices, 20, Tudor St..

E.O. [6471

HUMBEE. 1912',4. 2-speed. sidecar, all new tyieii, new
belt, hand starting, splendid condition : sacrifice

£32 for immediate sale.-Scruton, Berkeley, Gloucester,
ehire. [X8432

DHElIlAtlFAXiMlOTORllXCHANGE

Laro^est Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—760. Telegrams—" Ferlectio

EXCHANGES WANTED.
1914 2t h.p. LEVIS, 2.stroke, new £25
I9r4 8 h.p. 2-spced REX-J.A.P 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3 speeds £77 14
1914 REX Sidctte, 3.speed £85
1914 BRADBURY. 4 h.p., 3-speed, counter-

shaft g-:-ar, kick start 59V Gns.
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c., combination £98 10

1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £48
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 3S h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £46 10
1914 VELOCETTE, ispced £31 10

SOLO MACHINES.
1913 4 h.p. 2.spec-[ REX, new. reduced to £48 10

1913 3lh.p. 2-sp.r I LINCOLN-ELK £29 10
1912 3A h.p. BRADBURY Tourist £25
1912 3! b.p. BRADBURY, N.S.U. gear £3S 10
X912 6 b.p. REX Twin, new £35 10
1912 w.-c. 2-spccd SCO'TT £35 10
1912 3l h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £24 10
1912 2i hp. i-spc-d SINGER, counter-shaft £29 10
1912 3t h.p. RUDGE, free engine £28 10
1911 3I h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
19 1 r \V.-C. 2-spced SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 3j h.p. 2-spccd REX, N.S.U. gear £27 10
1911 3! h.p. Tourist REX £23 10
igri 2i h.p. 2-spccd A.J.S., counter-shaft . . £24 10
3( h.p.'Magncto TRIUMPH £20
1910 3.1 h.p. Tourist REX £21 10
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH £25 10
3 b.p. F.E. Magneto TRIUMPH £17 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
i9l4 W.C. WILLIAMSON Combmation. with

speedometer an.i acce^siirif.s. as new .... £85
1914 T.T. 3J b.p. PRECISION, overhead

valves £33 10

1913 New REX Sidctte, reduced to £65 9

19136 h.p. 2-spwl REX, and Sidecar £49 10

1913 3j h.p. LINCOLN-ELK .and Sidecar .. £33 10
19126 h.p. DOT-J. A. P. and Sidecar £42 10
19126 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £42 10
1912 6 h.p. REX STdette £46 10
1912 3i h.p. F.E. LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar £27 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new Sidecar £46 1

1912 3j h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £39 10
1911 3! h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15

191 1 8 h.p. 2-speed BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £39 10
1911 34 h.p. 2-spccd REX and Sidecar £29 10
iQii 31 TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
1910 3! h.p. 2-specd TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
PHANOMEN, 6 b.p.. 2-spccd. and Sidecar . . £26 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p.. 3-speed. and Sidecar . £28
NORTON, 4 h.p.. 2-specd. and Sidecar £26 10
REX; 1910. 2-speed Twin and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-specd Twin, and Sidecar £27 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., 2-specd, and Sidecar .... £1210

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REXES.

i-'uily guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

6 b.p. 2-specd Twin £62 10 £53 2 6

6 b.p. Coach Sidctte £77 £65 9

1912 nc^v 4 h.p. 2.spced chain
drive £61 5 £49 10

1912 Xcw 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 ro £45 10

Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

LIGHT CARS.
1914 II h.p. LAGONOA, hood, screen £150
I9r4 I r h.p. LAGONDA Cabriolet £150
1914 G.W.K., done about 500 miles £129 10

1914 G.W.K., de Luxe £157 10
1914 VICTOR, AC. £105 W.C. £115
1914 CALTHORPE Minor £168
I9r4 CALTHORPE, Duke Michael model . . 175 Gns.
MORGAN Sportmg £91

REX, 1908. 3* h.p.. magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3*4 h.p., magneto £19 10
REX, 1910, 3* h.p., magneto . £21 10
REX, 1911. 31 h.p., magneto £23 10
REX 1908 sjh.p. twin £19 10

CASH BARGAINS, 10% DISCOUNT.
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twm. grand condition . £18 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, h.-b. control £12 10
N.S.U., 3.V h.p., 2 speeds, F.E £19 10
N.S.U., 3" h.p., 2-speed, F.E £16 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-spced, F.E.. as new £27 10

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aig
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BIG

— NOW is the time to obtain a Motor Cycle or
Light Car at a really bargain price — I have a
splendid selection of shop-soiled machines
marked at pounds below ordinary prices!

NOTE THESE:
1914 MODELS.

CLYNO, Combination ; list, £gi ; accept . £75
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-sp., coach combin'n £72
NEW HUDSON, ath.p., 3-speed £48
ARIEL, 3! h.p., 3-speed coimter-shaft .... £52
TRIUMPH, T.T. Roadster £45
ROVER, T.T. clutch model £45
CLYNO, 2-stroke, latest model £27
HUMBER, 2} h.p., twin, 3-sp. ; list, 50 gns. £37
NEW IMPERIAL, J.A.P. model, 2j h.p. . . £25
CONNAUGHT, 2.V h.p., 2-speed . .

.' £37
JAMES, 4 '. h.p., 3-speed, combination .... £58
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2 speeds £38
CLYNO, 2-speed, all spares £32
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed, with electric lamps,

horn, speedometer, and Indian coach S'car£68
HUMBER, 23 h.p., 3-speed, twin, new £37
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., combination £65

1913 MODELS.
MATCHLESS, 3I h.p., twin, 3-speed £35
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., Enfield cane Sidecar, and

apron, 2 speeds, complete with accessories £58
RUDGE Multi, 5-6 h.p., complete, good

tyres and belt, excellent condition £38
SINGER, 2j h.p., 2-speed, F.E., clutch £28

1912 MODELS.
ZENITH, 3i h.p., with Gradua gear, good

tyres, etc. £28
ZENITH, 3^ h.p.. Sidecar, Lucas lamp,

speedometer, and horn ^ . . . £32
HUMBER, 2 h.p., good tyres, horn £15

1911 MODELS.
L.M.C, 3I h.p., 2-speed gear, F.E., wicker

Sidecar, and accessories £25
BRADBURY, 3* b.p., F.E. clutch £25
NORTON, 2.V, Ulabon clutch, good tyres £17 10
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear, lamp, horn,
good tyres, and wicker Sidecar £32

1910 MODELS.
FORWARD, 2j h.p., exceUent order. ... £14 10
WANDERER, 5 h.p., twin, 2-sp and S'car £17 10
QUADRANT, 3! h.p., B. & B. carb. .. £14 10
TRIUMPH, 34 h.p., exceUent order ... £25

1909 MODELS.
TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., good order £21
NOBLE, 3 h.p., good tyres, and belt . . £12 10
F.N., 2f.- h.p., good running order £9
HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, F.E £18
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., lamp and horn £14

— Also several MONTGOMERY, CANOELET,
GLORIA, and MILLFORD Sidecars.

— Whatever your requirements— I guarantee
to satisfactorily fill them immediately.

— Tuition FREE, trials free of obligation —
exchanges arranged — satisfaction guaranteed.

P. J. EVANS,
87. 89 & 91, JOHN BRIGHT
STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : " Lytcar, Birraingham."

Telephone : Midland 662.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALW.
Humber.

BRAND New 1914 2^':ih.p. 5c*peed Tvrin Humber, nn-
soiled, fullv puaranteed by makers; uenal price

£52/10, our price £40.— Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.
[7620

HUMBER sy-h.p. and sidecar, new August, 1913.
3 speeds, iree engine, kick starter, very little

used; £42, or would exchange 2-seat. car.—Walker,
176, Evelyn St., Deptford. [6604

HUMBER imd torpedo wicker sidecar, side entrance,
Sy^h.p., 2-ppeed, free, h.b.c, Bosch, Dunlops (new),

lamp. horn, tools, spares; £20, immediate sale; pivins
up.-^Yritrht. 133, Clcnmell Rd., Tottenham. [6480

1 Qll (late) 3y2h.p. Humber, 2-speed. clutch, hardly
M-tJ ridden, rejuvenated, perfect and unscratched,
£27; also 1911 Humber lightweight, good condi-
tion, splendid climber, £12.—Cornwell. Daisy Hill,
Eunton, Chorley, Lanes. 6513

Indian.
INDIAN, 1914 model, 7h.p., practically unscratclied,

600 mile?; offers wanted.—Leslie Bucknall, Lanp-
ley Court, Beckenham. [0580

HENDEE Special, brand new; first cheque tor £69
secures. listed at £S0.-We3t Lanes. Motor Co., Ltd.,

10, Iloghton St., Soutiiport. [0574

1<fil4 7h.p. Indian, T.T. mode!, lamp, horn, and tools.
JlU onlv run 1,200 miles, in perfect condition: £55.—
Barton, 279, Woodstock Rd„ Oxford. [X8352

INDIAN, 1914,. 7h.p., coachbuilt combination, elec-

trical equipment, grand eonditiou ; £65.—P. J-

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8522

INDIAN, 1914 model6, in stock, ready to ride away;
best cash or exchange teniu from Elce and Co.,

15, Eishot>^gate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0479

1 Q14 Hendee Special, 19 gn. sidecar, electric starter,
J-t/ etc. under 2.000; owner going abroad; £75. 01

nearest.- Ovendale. 6, Park Rd.. Wcot Smethwick, Bir-
mingham. [XS484

BLUE Indian, 1911, 5b. p., free engine model, twin,
overhead valves, mechanical lubricator, wicker side-

car, thorough working order; £20, offers.—Jos. Calveit,
Howden-Ie-Wear. {X8397

1 Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed. F.E., kick starter, elec-
-I- 1/ trie horn, head and rear lights, special Swan side-

car, C.B., spares, tube, valves, springs, plugs ; £62, as
new.— 4, SoutJnvark Park Rd.. Eermond^ey. [6509

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p.. 2-t:peed, electric lamp, born,
etc.. Swan t^portiug eidecar to match, disc wheel,

sidecar brake, lamp, etc., all in sitiendid condition, new
set Eeiup^halls ju^t fitted, guaranteed mileage under
4.000; £65.—Smith, Lonijworth. Highfield. Oxford. [6459

INDIAN, 7-9h.p.. red, 1913V2, 2-speed, kick starter,
free engine, 20 gn. sidecar, Lucas head and gener-

ator. Lucas horn, all .';paiTi=. done 2.000 miles; cost
£100. cash offers, or take Douglas part.— J. Crawford,
New Junior Motor Club, 6. Bute St., South Kensington.
S.W. [6519

"I Qi4 Hendee Special, with coachbuilt sidecJir, in lo.val

-LtJ blue (Mills-Fnlford). electric self-starter, horn,
lamps, etc.. coiiiplete, scarcely used, in perfect condition ;

75 gns., no oft'erc; owner going abroad sole reason foi

selling.-Box L5,470, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor
St., E.C [4829

Ivy.

"I
Q13 3Voh.p. Ivy-Precision, 3-speed and free

-i-t? engine; £34.—Carntorth Motor Co., Carnforth.
[6530

.lames.

JAMES. 1914 models, in stock, ready to ride away;
also the latest 2-stroke ; best eacih or exchange

terms from Elce and Co.," 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C. [0480

JAMES Combination, 1914, as new. not ridden 800
miles, wind screen, luggage carrier, speedometer,

Lucas lamps. Lorn; cost £90, sell £68/10.-57. Hilldrop
Rd., HoUoway. [6482

JAMES, the big single.—Ask for prices and my record
in recent trials, . Exchanges entertained; iuuue-

diate delivery.—T Stevens (James specialist), Gooch
St., Birmingham. [0432

J.A.P.
8-lOh.p. J.A.P. Engine, m.o.i.v., Bosch mag., carbur-

etter, etc. ; £15/10, snip, quick sale.—79, King
George St., Greenwich. [X8504

J.A.P., 4h.p., 1911, P. and M. 2-speed, and canoe
front sidecar, excellent condition; any tiial; £30.—

Ill, Grove Lane, Camberwell. [6546

J.A.P., 4h.p , Bofich, B. and B., N.S.IT. 2-specd. Pal-
mer cord tyres, oxnibition engine, exhaust whistle,

watch, epeedometer, condition as new; £25.-19, Nifiel
Rd., Peckham Rye. [6484

1Q14 8b. p. J.A.I'., done 1,-200 miles, all on, latest
Ai/ underslung sidecar, and Pillion seat; £65, great
.sacrifice ; also SVih.p. Lugton and coachbuilt sidecar,
never been on road, £45.—Seen at 462, Lea Bridge Rd.,
Leyton, N.E. [6597

J.E.S.

J.E.S., 1-h.i. Get, peifect, used for demonstration only,
new Whittle belt; £7/10.—Imp Motor Co., Preston.

LX8456
Kerry.

KERRY-ABINGDON, 3V'h.p., and coachbuilt side-
car; trial willingly: photo; £53.—Waller, Studio.

A "Scott" & *'Mvcrs"

Is the most delightlul combination on the coad;
Complete immunity from all road shocks. One

e\'en "lide.

Bordon, Hants. [X8515

" IVIYERS" SIDECARS (Scott's Patent

Uoach-built £17 17s. Cane-built iEl4 I4s.
Write for illustnitid iKioKli^t. Si pcial terms to ilie trade.

The Wonderful "DOUGLAS"
Model U £4S

., V £48

., W £52

1914 MACHINES READY FOR IMIVtEDIATE
DELIVERY.

1914 3f h.p. 2-si ec<l SCOTT 65 Gns

19H 6 h.p. ENFirLD Combination 80 Gns
igi4 3 h.p. twm ENFIELD 50 GnS
igr^ 4i h.p, 3-speed JAMES Combination . 73 Gns
1914 3i ^-V- 3-spced twin JAMES 60 Gns
1914 3I h.p. 2-speed LEA-FRANCIS 65 Gns
[Qr^ 4 h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £60
19T4 7 h.p. 2-?peed etectrihed INDIAN ... £70

1914 4 h.p. water cooled ZENITH 54 Gns
r9i4 3* h.p. twm ZENITH 54 Gns
1914 24 h.p. 2 speed NEW IMPERIAL 31 Gns

(a marvel at the price).

i9r4 TRIUMPH Junior £42 (first cheque).

1913 Brand New 6 h.p. Clutch Model ZENITH
and iii iss. Gloria Sidecar £75 the lot

[913 Brand New 3^ h.p. JAMES and Canoelet
Sidecar £6r the lot

1914 7 h.p. HENDEE SPECIAL and Millford

. Indian Sidecar, absolutely as new, dynamo
lighting set. and self-starter : cost over £100

Sacrifice £78

1914 7 ii.p. Standard INDIAN, 2-5peed, electric

horn, lam^s, etc., T.T. bars, absolutely in

new condition Accept £50

1914 3-specd PREMIER, complete with Mill-

lord Empress £14 14s. Sidecar, lamps, horn,

etc., the whole outfit as new £60

1914 3f h.p. SCOTT, used a tew times to demon-
strate, cannot distinguish Irom new £58

914 CALTHORPE Junior, brand new condi-

tion, done about 200 miles £20
1912 6 h.p. -ENFIELD Combination, complete

with lamps, horn, and speedometer £55

1912 6 h.p. --speed MATCHLESS £38
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, complete with

lamps, horn, etc £40
19T2 2-speed BRADBURY and Sidecar, com-

plete with all accessories, grand machine . . £35

igT2 3^ h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed
gear, splendid condition £30

1912 3I h.p. ROVER, grand condition £28

1913 T.T. TRIUMPH, exceptionally fast £34

1912 3J h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start, _.

thoroughly overhauled, and a splendid goer £35

1909 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect order £20
1912 3,i h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine £30

TWO TRADESMEN'S BOXES, made to suit

6 h.p. Enfield Combination What Offers ?

GLORIA SIDECAR; Model i. used about 100

miles only Accept £10

GLORIA SIDECAR, la, with fittings for 1913 or

1914 Scott, brand new condition ;" accept

£11. Cost C16 i6s. a month ago.

ERIC S. BVIYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS: TELEPHONE:

CYCAR, BRADFORD. 6591-5592,
BRADFORD.

KEEEY-ABINGllOJSi, sy^h.p., late.?t cigar eliapcd side-
cur, T-T., v.iriable gear, epeedometer: photo.—36,

The "PERRY" VAN, 140 Gns. ^n^/ Biith St.. City Ed., EC. [X8476

A20 f^ll letters relating to adveitlsecnents should quote tbe number at the end ol each advertisementi and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

SINGER. 2V2b.p., 1912Vj, overhauled, re-plated, and
enamelled by Singer Co.. alt a^ new; bargain, £25.

—Hartwell's Garage, Chipping Norton. [6335

SIXGEE, SiAh.p., 3-epeed. new October, 1913. with
grey Canoelet 1914 sidecar, first-class condition;

£48, or ueare,>t offer; will eell separate; full insurance

9 months included.—18, Salop Ed., Oeweetry. [S8394

Triumph.
TRtUMPHS.—Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Bir-

mingham. [0559

TEIDlirH, 1911, speedometer, perfect; £19.-L,P.,
34, Nella Ed., Fulham Palace Ed., W- [6557

19 12 Clutch Triumph, splendid condition ; £26,
73, St. Leonaras Rd., East Sheen.

19

[6579

]-|Q14 Triumphs.—Early delivery from Tlie Premier
J-V Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0428

1 Q13V2 Triunph, iV^h.p., 3-6peed. with sidecar (wicker},
XiJ lamp set, horn; £42/10.—Stout, Egremont, Cuiiib.

[6448
"1Q13 T.T. Triumph, 3-<,peed. clutch, accessories: £44.
10 —Sproston and Grace, 154b, Great Titchfleld St.,

W. [6524

TRIUMPH, late 1912, clutch model, little used;
£31/10.—Seen, 155, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds

Bush. [6578

TBIDMPH. 1912, engine good condition; £16.—
Southbury House, Mytchett Rd., Frimley.

Surrey. [6583

IQ14 2^h.n. 2-3troke Junior Triumph, used one
-L«7 demonstration run only: £38.—Parker and Son. St.

Ivee. Hunts, (0535

TEIUMPH. 1911. Philipson pulley, sidecar, speed,
ometer lamps, splendid condition.—84, Muntz St.,

Birmingham. [X8438

TElrMl'H, 1914, 4h.p7, 3-speed model; instant de-
livery- price £60; exchanges entertained.- Layton,^.

Bice«ter. Oxon. [X8419

IQIO Triumph, perfect condition; £20; any trial.

-

-It/ 260. Coldiarbour Lane. Brixton. S.W. 'I'hone
Brixton 2042. [0476

TBIUirPH 1911'%. P.E.. heavy Kempshalls and
Dunlops. as new; £29/10.-197, London Rd.,

Kingston, Surrey. [6606

TEIDMPH, 1912 3'ih.p., free engine, eQual to
new; £33 ca.sn. — The Premier ilotor Co., Ltd..

Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [0473

1Q14 5-flpecd 4h.p. Triumph, lamp flet, and horn, notXU doui 1.000 miles, m new, perfect; £50.—Tangye.
5. Cross Side, Egremont. [6449

14 2Vih.p. 2-stroke Junior Triumph, (slightly
soiled only; £38.—The Premier Alotor Co.,

l^td., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0247

TEIUMPH, 1909, SVjh.p.. clutch, overhauled, very
sound machine, lamp. horn, rock-bottom cash price

£17/10.—Laytous'. Bicester, Oxon. [X8418

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-specd, practically new,
speedometer, lamps, horn, and sidecar; 50 gns.—Tay-

Jor, 29, St. James's Av., Brighton. [6600

TEIUMPH, 1911-12, P.E., 1914 coachbuilt sidecar,
periect combination: £33, complete.— 18. Eerke-

liy Av., Victoria P.irk, Manchester. [X8398
3ih.p. 1909 F.E. Trimuph. engine newly overhauled.

2 spare belt, cover, new tubes, complete ; £20.—
King. 49. Camberwell New Ed., S.E. [X8402
|Q13''4 Triumph. S'/^h.p., 3-speed. new last Oct.; cost
-l" £60. bargain for £40: another 1912Vi ditto. £24.
-Ilartwell's Garage, Chipping Njrton. [6336

1Q12 Triumph, free engine model, in excellent con-
-* «^ dition : £33 : cash or easy terms.—E. i:J. Jonet*
!(j:irages), Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardifl. [0546

TEIUMPH and Sidecar, late 1913. 3 speeds, new trip
speedometer, lamps, etc.. under 1.000 miles; £49.—

l''i ley. 18. Upper Grosvenor St.. London [6594

ilQU Clutch Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar. F.E.S. hnup
--V set tools, horn, like new; any trial; sacrifiic
C26/10.-49, St. Leonard's St.. Bromley. E. [X8407
Olh.p. Junior Triumph. 2-stroke, used lor demon-
~^ -i stration purposes only, perfect condition, as list;
£33.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0515

'T'EIUMPH, 1911, Mabon clutch, footboards, splendid
-1- engine, and just thoroughly overhauled, tyres per-
tfit: £25.—Madgwick's, Knowsley St., Bolton. [X85I4
rpRlUMPH, 191IV2. N.S.U. 2-speed. Jones speedo
1- meter, wicker sidecar, very little used: £30

bargain,—23. Balmoral Rd.. Cricklewood. N.W. [6563

1 Q12 Triumph, F.E., all accessories, guaranteed sound :Xtf owner gone abroad; f29/10.-Mills. 4. Wood Siiie
Parade. North Finchley. 'Phone: 1745 Finchley. [6496
'T'RIUMPH. late 1913. semi-T.T.. decompressor.
-L Cowey. spares, fast. P. and H. lamp: £32/10.—
Write. E.A.W.. 83. Ribblesdale Rd.. Streatham.

'T'EIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p.. and coachbuilt sidecar and
-*- screen, complete with lamps, horn, speedometer.
itc.

; 60 gns.—Baker St. Garage. Handsworth. Birmiug-
bam. [X7762
TKIUMPH. 3"2h.p.. 1908 engine. Mabon clutch, lin.
-I Whittle, lamp, spares, tube, overhauled by makers.
naraell2d grey; £20.-Smith, 29, Thursby Ed., North-
impton. [X8487

WAR
STOCKTA KING
SALE.

Genuine Price Reductions in all Departments.

These machines wh'^n sold cannof be rejjeated

under any circumstances.

1914 MACHINES. Sale
Cost. Price,

h.p. { s. ^ s.

8 WILLIAMSON Combination,
water-cooled, 2 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, complete with
hood and screen, petrol and oil

carriers, shop-soiled only .... 102 17 82
8 ditto ditto 102 17 82
3^ LEA-FRANCIS, handle-bar

control, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, new. Cancelled
order 69 6 62

6 A.J.S. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, and kick starter, 750C.C.
engine, storm apron, new. Can-
crlltd order 8<3 4 79 1

3,\ NUMBER, water-cooled, 3 sp.,

clutch, and kick starter, with
Bramble coach-buill Sidecar,
nearly new 77 10 55

23 DOUGLAS Model U, only run
20 miles 48 o 43 10

7 INDIAN Combination, scU-
starier. electric outfit, splendid
order 90 o 73 1

23 DOUGLAS, lady's model, 2-sp.,

clutch, and kick starter, run
500 miles 33 c 40

1913 MACHINES.
3 WANDERER, twin, free engine,

spring Irame. electric lamp,
bom. tools, hardly used 45 o 16 10

I-'reviously

reduced to
5 HENDERSON, 4-cylinder. 2-sp.,

and 1914 Bramble coach-built
Sidecar, verv last 05 c bO

1912 MACHINES.
IVeviously
reduced to

3* P. & M., 2-spced, sidecar gears.
Fine sidecar machine 42 o 34 1

3J CORAH-J.A.P 31 o 24

1911 and earlier.
3J TRIUMPH, N.S.U. 2-spced.
and coach-built Sidecar 32 o 26 10

6 ZENITH, Gr.idu:i £;ear. Sidecar 31 o 26
6 REX de Luxe. MilUord Sidecar 28 o 24

SIDECARS.
1914 N'o. 5 GLORIA, coach-built,

stock-soiled 23/2/6 19 19
1914 MILLFORD Corvette, coach-

built. witli apron and mat,
stock-snilcd 13/2/6 10 10

1914 MONTGOMERY No. 10,

coach-built, stock-soiled 10 10 9 0.

SEND FOR A COPY OF THE BIG
TAYLOR CATALOGUE—IT IS FREE.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms ... 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale .... 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone : Museum. 12+0.
Telegrams : " Dynametro. Westcent. London."

GEZT IT AT

AYLORS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

TEIUMPH, 1914, and coachbuilt sidecar, with screen,
3-8peed. speedometer, horn lamps, spares, as new;

£58. cost £80.-72, Windermere ltd., Handsworth. Bir-
mingham. [6523

TRIUMPH, 1910%, .very fast, new belt and tyre.
1913 spring forks and piston, T.T. handle-bar,

accessories; £21/10; owner enlisting.—E. P. Wildman
Brown, Lynfield, Snettisham. [6562

21h.p. 2-6troke Triumph, new at bepinnmg of last
2 May. in splendid running order, plating and

enamelling perfect; bargain, £37; or near offer.—Bos
No. 6,566. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. [X7737

1 Ql2l'> Triumph, Philipson, Montgomery siJeear, nearlyXU new tyres and inch Dunlop belt, all tools, and
many spares, in excellent going order: £28'10: will

separate.—Birch, Chorley Rd., Boar's Head, Wigan,
i:X8482

TRIUMPH. 3V2h.p.. late 1909. just been overhauled
and re-enamelled, tyres in excellent condition,

back nearly new, acetylene lamp and generator, usual
tools, etc.; will take £20.—Box L5.014. The Motor
Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.C. [0553

Wanderer.
1Q12 Spring Frame 3h.p. Twin Wanderer, little used,
--«7 fust reliable; bargain, £17 cash.—Tacey, Ocklcy,
Surrey. [6434

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON. 1914. 8h.p., water-cooled, and coacli

t:idecar, perfect throughout; £65, coet £105.—
P. J. Evan*!, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8520

WILLL4MS0N, 8h.p.. 1914. water-cooled, with
coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer,

3 lamps, all acce<isories, new condition; £68/10, cost
£120.-Eagles and Co,, Acton. [X8499

IQl'* 8h.p. Williamson, wnter-eooled. and low coach-
M-*y built sidecar, competition machine, excellent con-
dition: any trial- £80. or near offer.-Victor Garland.
2. Fint^tOL-k Rd.. North Keu<;ington. r6470

Zenith.

ZENITH, 1913. 6h.p. ; lowest cash price £45.-Lay-
tons'. Bice-ter, O.'con. [X8424

ZENITH. 1913. S'.'jh.p.. sound throughout ; rock bottom
cosh price. £28, easily worth £35. Laytona'. Bice.^-

ter, 0.xon. [X8423

1 Q12 Zenith. 6h.p.. Gloria sidecar, Lucaa lamp, almost
J-*/ new tvrea perfect condition, eparea; £40.-20,
Swainson Sr. Blackpool. [X8446

ZENITH. 1914. 3Vi'h.p. twin, used very little, in fira-
clutfs order, no lamp or horn; £42. worth £50; cut*h

ipuly.—La>'ton3. Biterter. O.xon. [X8'V20

LATE 1913 Zenith-Jap. clutch model, only done 200
niile^. with coaehbuilt ftidecar : 39 gns.-22, Har-

k-rave Rd., Upper Holloway. I-ondon. [6478

ZENITH, 1914 models in stock, ready to ride away;
best cash or exchange tcrnw from Elce and Co..

15, Bisbopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C. [0481

31h.p. Zenith and sidecar, in excellent running order,
2 ftr*5t-clas9 engine; owner bought car; £27, or near

j

offer.—Capt. Barnes, Heatherdene, Fleet. [0576

ZENTTn-GRADUA, 3V..h.p twin, coonter-tfhaft. in
pto.-k: 59 cne.— Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co.. Ltd., 28. Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0568

ZENITH-GRADUA, 5-6h.p., and sidecar. 3in. Rom
combination. 8V-jin. headlight, Stewart, etc.,

\ tTv rii'v. £9 juct spent; price £30.—Dr. Gassmann, 211,
Lower Rd.. S.E. [6555

ZENITH 1914 4i/2h.p. Twin, counter-shaft drive model;
\iA price 61gntf. ; only u<*ed 20 milee, and brand

new; owner boutrht car; first cheque £54 eecures.-Alex-
ander's, 115. Lothian Rd.. Edinburgh. [6590

ZENITH, 6h.p.. late model, with luxurious coachbuilt
(iidccar. condition a^ new; £50 ca.^h ; would con.^der

2-(ipeed Douglas part exchange.—Applv, Chauffeur. Oak-
lunds Court. St. Peter-^, near Broa*h-iair . [6497

TATE 6h.n. Zenith, clutch model, coach sidecar, de-
i tachable child's seat, screen, Jones trip, Klaxon,

lamps, mirror, whistle, tyres perfect, luxurious turn-
out, guaranteed condition; £49/10, worth £60.

—

Hayes. Grange. Bishop Stortlord. [6565

Miscellaneous.
PEUGEOT. Chater-Lea. 3',oh.p., 1914. 2 speeds, Iree

engine. Saxon forks, and sidecar £16.-84, Alli-jon

Rd.. Harringay. N. [6483

CHATER-SAEOLEA. 6h.p.. mag., Amac. goor: tyjps,

and belt, sound order; must dispose; £12 cash.—H.
Fulcher, Orpington. Kent. [6436

MOTOR Cycle. 1914. purchased July, with all accea-
sorien, 2Mh.p . faultless condition; acce^ 20 gns.—

3, Aubert Pa/k, Highbury. London, N. [6438

IF Ton Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms), 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London. fX9705

5 h.p. Chater-Lea-I'eugeot, Bosch mag., B.B. carbur-
etter. Ouniop tyiBti, spring forks, X.L. saddle, can

he €een.— 12 Blackhorse Lane. -Walthamstow. [6466

P. Edwards, Taunton —Triumph combination. Bow-
den gear. £35 ; Douglas, 1912, £25 : Triumph,

1909, £17: Campio- lightweight, offers; Quadrant, £6/10.
Tbree sidecars, cheap. [X8168

W
All letters relating to advertisement' iihnuld quote the number at the end of each ndvertlnement. and the date of the A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Business a.s usual. Tlie

pre-eminent place tor purchasing.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—The anction sale always
inclu<Ies about 30 motor cycles. Cataiog-ues.

PALMER'S ®*ra^e, Tooting.—Next six sales, Septem-
ber 2nd, 16th. 30th, and October 14th. 28th. and

November lltli.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-2%h.p. Oonnaught light-

iveight, 2-stroke, low, liglit, flexible; £22/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SVjh.p. 1914 Torpedo-
Precision, Iree engine, practically new; £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SVJr-p. Bradbury and
tandem sidecar, 2 speeds; £35.

PALIMBR'S Garage, Tooting.—SVsh.p. 1913 Zenith
and sidecar, F.E. hub; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
and low sidecar; bargain.

-3V'h.p. Rudge Multi
£37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-4yoh.p. MatcWess-Jap
spoiling roadster twin, 3 speeds, F.E.. as new; £35.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4h.p. Bradbury and

coachbuilt sidecar, F.E. : clearance £20.

PALMER'S Garage, TootinE.-2'!4h p. Hmnber, £5: 3Vj

hp T.T. type Minerva, £16 ; "2"Kih.p. Minerva, low-

built, £13/10- 3h.p. Auto Moto, £4.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-4h.p. 1913 Martin-Jap
and coachbuilt t,anoelet sidecar, 2 speeds: £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SVjh. p. Triumph, late

type, F.B., £24; 2';ih.p. Kerry, £9.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3^ih.p. N.S.C, 2 speeds,

good reliable machine; £14/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3h.p. P. and M.. 2

speeds, F.E., requires overhauling; £14/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p- Moto-Reve liglit-

weight, modern, new tyres, very low; £15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting —5-7h, p. Sarolea twin and
coachbuilt sidecar, low-built, powerful ; £26.

PALMER'S Ga'age. Tooting.—5-6h.p. Rex and side-

car, 2 speeds, £20 : SVih.p. Minerva and sidecar.

£15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—About 50 motor cycles

in stocL trom £5 to £50. Excllanges, machine*'
bought for cash. 6439

lOll Twin 2-speed Rex, canoe sidecar, perfect, £23;
-L«7 1911 3V.h.p. Ohatcr-Lea, Roc. perfect, £15, otters.

—9, Fambridge Rd., Sydenham. [6560

EAGLES.—Motosacoche, 2y2h.D., late 1912, variable

gear, free engine, fine condition: £17/10.

EAGLES.—Prem-er, 1912, 2Vih.p., Armstrong 3-6peeci

gear, free engine, new condition; £22/10.

EAGLES.-AUdays Matchless, 3M.,h.p., late 1912, 2
speeds, free engine, footboards, with coachbuilt

sidecar; £30.

THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.

GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL THROUGH.

9d. each.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, free engine model.
Phi Upson pulley, new condition; £30.

with

EAGLES.-Eadco,
used, as new

;

1914, 2i4h.p.

£18/10.
2-stroke, shghtlj'

EAGLES.-Eradbury. 4h.p. (89x89), N.S.U. 2-speed

gear, free engine, with Vlicenix £14/14 sidecar;

£32, or eeparately-

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, 1911, m.o.v., Bosch,
latest pattern spring forks, 2-speed gear, fine side-

car machine; £30.

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap, 61i.p.. 1912-13, chain drive, 2
speeds, with clutch, kick starter, and Gloria coach

built sidecar; any trial; £47/10.

Any ttf_the above can be had on approval,
' " deposit system.— Eagles and

Tel. ; 556 Chiswick. [X8501

Douglas, ^yilliams."^, Bradbury

acturers

EAGLES, --.--- . .

" The Motor Cycle " deposit system.— Eagles and
Co., High St., Acton. ~ ' --- - •

1Q14 Bex, Eex-Jap, _ ,

JL*J and Sun-Villiers motor cycles for cash
change-Colliers Motories. Wcstgate, Halifax. [0388

HALIFAX.— 100 second-hand motor cycle to clear

;

huge cash discounts.-Colliers aiotories. We^^tgate,

Halifax. 10390

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large etock
or machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; .send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
(0311

OAKXEIGH-CHATKR-LEA, 8h.p. J.A.P.—Owing
to Capt. Stokes having been called to the front,

Mrs. Stokes is desirous of disposing of the above side-

car combination for £50, cost £95/10 iew months
back.-C/o 65a, Eoeendale Ed., West Duhtieh. [6516

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-We have a large stock (over

fifty) of machines, in Al condition, at exceedingly

moderate prices to clear. They include Ariel, Antoine,
Bat, E.S.A.. Bradbnry, Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield
(fine twin sidecar combinations), F.N-, Hainher, Indian,
Campion, J.A.P., L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Pre-

mier [two, one lightweight, one SVjh.p.), Eex (several

fine Rexes), Rudge. Scott. Singer, Triumph, Zenith. Two
good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick de-

livery of new mounts. Write for details of the M. and
M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches. 2 and 3-speed gears,

engines, air and water-cooled, Binks, E. and B., Sen-

spray carburetters, decomprecsors. cheap sidecars, lamps,
belts, etc. All rock bottom prices. Come to us if you
want ' a macliine for military use. We mil give yon a

si-ecially low nuotation.—Morgan and Maxwell. The
General Motories, 80, High Ed., Streatham, London.

1X8440

LEATHER
COVERED
LINKS,

9d, each.

BELT
PUNCHES.

5. 1. li-

each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT
PUNCH.

Two Sizes—
(§ to I). (I to IJ).

MOTOR CYCLES fOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make of motor cycle i

on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex-
changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-

posal. Tuition Iree. Please favour us with a post-

card.—Lamb's, 151, High St.. Walthamstow, and 60,

High Rd., Wood Green. 10533 '

LONGMAN Bros, and Aitken, 1, King St., Acton,

Tel. : 1578 Chiswick.—We have the following

machines in stock, condition guaranteed : Two
Triumphs, 1909, cheap for cash; one 1912 clutch

mode! "Triumph, 2-speed, £29; 1912 F.E. Rudge, £25j
1910 11 Moto-Reve, £12/10; Little Giant, brand

new, 2-speed, 25 gns.; 7-9h.p. twin Buch. £14/10.

THE South Eastern Garage (late Palmer and Kit-

son). Heme Hill Station. London, S.E., olfer the

following bargains, which are all guaranteed to be m
perlect unning order: 1910 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.U.,

£20; 1913 Williamson, W.C. and 2-seat. sidecar, £60;
191 2 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-5peed, and sidecar, £35; 4h.p,

Roc, 2-specd, .sidecar, f22; 1909 2-speed Tuumph,
£26- 3h.p. Quadrant. £8; 1914 4',4h.p. Precision

---peed, sidecar, £50; 2-;ih.p. 1914 Ooaslm.
^iicUl £40- Su.p. 1914 connter-shatt Zenith, f5f

3'..b.p. 1912 Iv.v-Precision, £25;. 1908 SVjh p. Al

tuine, F.B., £12; 1913 3i,ih.p. Ariel, T T £35; 6h B.

1911 Matchless, £30; 3Vjh-p. 1912 Triumph. £^3. 1913

Kendall cycle car, 8h.p. J. A. P., hood, screen, £70,

Sidecars from 35/-. Accessories New Maborr clutch

suit lightweight, £2; Triumph pattern bars, all 5 cm

trols, 25/.; 5-6h.p. w-C. engine. U.H mag btewat

Precision carburetter, suit cycle car, £9; 3h p. Mmen
engine, £3; carburetters, horns, inner tubes, covei

belts etc. Write for lists.-South-Eastern Garage, :

above. l.WS|B

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC., FOR HIRE.

S.T.ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

riOR Hire, sidecars, 7/6 per day. =£1 Pfr "f*-^'-
378. Euston Hd., and 173. Gt. Portland bt., W,

M
[4975
week;OTOR Cars and Cycle lor hire, day or week;

^._ terms on application -Rey. 378. Euston Rd-. and,

173,' Gt Portland St., W. -''""''

TRICARS FOR SALE.

CHATER-LEA Tricar. 7-9h.p. J.A P., inag., 3 speeds,:

reverse; £18/10.-1. Ebuer St., W andswortti^^^^

M
SIDECARS AND FOREGARS.

ELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax.-Melville Sidecars,.

- Halifax.

SHOULD a Firm who absolutely manufacture sidecarSi

from A to Z be able to give the maximum va.oe

at the minimum price? This granted, yon cannot afl.rd

to pass us for anything sidecarish. We contend we have

more variety and give infinitely letter value thaii. r.|

offered elsewhere. It's easy to prove. Send «or
. "^S

(which will clinch the argument and make a satisiicdi

i-nltomerl Hoods, wind screens, bodies, chassis, lug-i

gale grid'; etc -Melville Sidecars, Halifax 'PbofljaM,'

M IDDLETON'S Record Breakers

TERRIFIC Speed at Highgate. Mr. — riding!

flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,

stopped, turned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h

Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cows

laughed, dogs barked. See local rags

TESTIMONIAL.-Sirs,—Your flyer is I.T. I nevei,

need ride alone now, it's a proper bird catcher.

M IDDLETON'S Sidecar, the onii one to do 6C.

uphill. Manchester hill-climb

M IDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal tracl

records, won 5 golds in Exeter trial, 7 gold:

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc

FRENCHMEN, Note.—Grand Prix de Fontainbleau:

600 c. class won with Middleton sidecar.

VAL STJZON Hill-climb.—Middleton's sidecars win

.^50 C.-600 c. CJ • "" °"" ""

ville. NeuiUy, Paris.

L, t)UZ.VJLN ja.iii-1-iiLu.u. i,,,,,,^..,.^-- -. —-—

.^50 C.-600 c. cJas'-BS.-Aeents: 2(>, Rue U'armeui.n

MIDDLETON'S Agent Rey, Gt. Portland St., anc

Euston Rd.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars, 27, Stroud Green Rd.

Finsbury Park, N. 'Phone: Hornsey 15S*jg,

-1 ifilS Gloria Sidecar, torpedo cane body, spring wheel

i-V fits Triumph; £6.—Farrar's.

-Irtl3 Portland Sidecar, enclosed body, 26in. wheel

1.U extra fine condition; £3/15.—Farrar s.

WE are offering big reductions in Parlow sidecars

Don't miss this golden opportunity.-Parral

Motories, Ha.ifax. LXBSSl

NEW Cane Sidecar, Dunlop tyre new: £5.-30, Th

Broadway, St. Margaret's. [645.

MILLFOED Sidecar, torpedo front body, fjde ai

trance; £3/17/6.-73, Church St, Camberivell. [653.

SIDECAR for sale, in good condition, qaick detafili

able joints;- 50/-.-Apply, The George, BucklK

bury, Hitchin. ^^45

LONGMAN Bros, and Aitken, 1, Kins St., Aotoi

Tel. : Chiswick 1578.—We have several goo

second-baud sidecars from £2. [657

1 Q14 Millford, Montgomery. Fitsu. Watsonian, nn

XJ:/ other makes in stock to fit -any machine, fro

Bice and Co., 15, Bi'liopsgate Av., Camomile St., W

A24 Al! letters relating to ndvertisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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iIDl'XAR Boflv,
^ wnrtli £4.-9.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
>ASTONES for Sidecars —Latest torpedo models from
> £5/13: bodies from 36/-: cigrar pattern bodies,
17,6.-228, Peotonville Rd., King's Crose, London. N.

[6411
VY Sidecar, black, with red lines, Cape cart hood and

wind screen, new; cost £17/2, take £15: order can^
k-d through war.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Chel-
L, S.W. [6460

VELDED Sideoirs—Purcells' art catalogue of
welded sidecars is the most detailed list i8sued

;

I models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.,
jffeiihara Court Rd., W. [3760
^ ROSVENOR Sidecars, lishtweight cigar shape model,
f ^[lecialir t^uitable for Douglu.^ machines. £8; coach-
ilf iiu.tdel3 from £10: catalogue free.— Grosveuor Motor
I., llradford St. West. Bolton. [X8068
J.II.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for

catalogue fuHy illustrating the vuiious models and
teat P.il.C. quick fit couplings.—Tiie I'remler Motor
'-. Ltd., Afaton Ed., Birminghum. [0154
'11 'KCARS.—Have your cha.s.^is converted to a Hopley
' iolding chasHLs. Whales Pat. 13027-12, from £4.
nd tnr particnlart*. Deferred payment** taken. It will
VL- ^.tora^e,— t". Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birmint,'-
iiiL. [X8455
3H(ENIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com

idete with tyres : immediate delivery. Send for
lujtrated list o! different design chassis and bodies.
nlcars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always ia
nf:k.-Phoeni.\ Motors. Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depot), 736,
olli'way Rd., London. N. Tel.; Hornsey 449. [0135
3 UYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
-t be first-clasa finish and remarkable value; best
Hint: designs on tlio market; light bodies lor low
.'"'-r machines a speciality: make no punhase without
eiiJi,' ours: several shop-soiled sidecars ottered cheap.—
lokus. and Hult, Ltd.. Belgrave Ed., Leicester. [0190

BODIES.
1914, Ex type, brand new; 47/6,
Highland Ed., Earlsdon, Ci ventry,

[X8526
^isi.'OUNT.—Owing to the war we are allowing a d
-^ I nunt 3/- in the £ off our isidei-ar prices. Send for
'ti. iiost free.—Bright and Haylcs, 75, Chm-fh St..

uiih-rwell. [6537
CYCLE CARS.

915 G.W.K., perfect, Stepney; absolute bargain.
£95.—Eey, 378, Euston Rd., London. [6488

913 Wame Cycle Car, beautiful condition: real b.nr-

k';iiu, £55.—Rey, 378, Eu^^ton Rd., London. [6489

)AI,-MER'S Garage, Tocting.—The prc-emiufnt phu i'

1 T purchasing cycle cars. Aurtiond fortnightly.

)AI..\IEE'S Garage, Tootiug.-6-8h.p. Autotris, I^t-

1912. water-iooled, eociable, fa^t, low, beautiful nov
iiiditinn; £55.

3AT,MER'S Garage, Tooting.-8-lOh.p. Sabella-JHp.
liut)d, screen, mag., nice condition ; £42/10.

JAIMKR'S Garage, Tooting.-5-6h.p. A.C. SoriaMe,
£52/10; 5-7h.p. A.C. Sociable, late type, £42/10.

JAI,^T'E•s Garage, Tooting.— 4V.'h.p. Bedclia, late

1912. mag. ignition, comfort'able, low runabout.
40 ; u[j.' similar, £25.

3A I,.NIKE'S Garage. Tooting.—8-lOh. p. Dno-Jnp, new
1913. special bucket body, £85; aWo second-hand

ttn. £75- Bh.p. Howard, £55.

:>AL-MKR'S Garage, TootinK.-6-8h.p. Blumfleld-Bcd-lia.
5 ^p.'.'ds, single seuter; £60. [6440

'I'ORTY Monocar for sale, cheap, or ext-hauge.- Pin
J titulars and trial, i\ Bas<?an3, 155. Bridee St
rl.y [X8437

I X Sociable. 6h.p., 1913. perfect order, nil f;parci?

:

V £40, cost £107.—Hutchinson. Fo&se Ed., Sv.ston,

eice^tcr. [X8030

Bh.p.
Cycle Car, twin air-cooled engine, hood, lompr',

g'^ncrator. tyres, in perfett ordfir; £20.—Gosling
id Moore, Leen Side, Nottingham. [X8381

Iih.p. Elswick Cycle Car, 4-wheelcr, nm 600 ruiles:
4 cost £80. sell £60. or e.'scbange late high-powered

'cle.—Ehodes, Moortjwn, Lincoln. [X8193
3EEMIEE 7h.p. Motorette. 3-wbeeler, hood, screen,

all lamps, complete, scarcely u^ed, condition as dctv.

Smith, 15-23, Farringdon Rd.. E.G. [6593

bllAET 2-seat. Cy-le Car (1913), 8h.p. J.A.P., good
p an new, chain drive, 2 spcHl.-'. spare tyre, all acces-
iirieis; £50.—Powell, 153. Bowes Ed.. Palmer's Green,
j. - [:S:8356

lYTOTORETTE. 6-7h.p.. water-cooled. 2 speeds, free
L'-J- eni-'iue, hood and screen, good conditinu; £38.
:-The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Kd.. Btr
gingham. [052/

HALIFAX.—1914 Lagonda. £145, £150; G.W.K..
£150; Victor. £115; Calthorpe, £168; all new

rom stock: exchanges quoted.—Collier's Motorics,
V'estgate, HalUax. [0488

3NE A.C. Pattern Cycle Car, 4i;;.6h-p. water-cooled
engine, wants dash and mndguard--*. new. £30:

oe Crouch Carette. complete, £55; call and inspect.—
lorgan and Maxwell. The General Molories, 80. Hieh
d., Strcatham, Loudon. [X8441
iTELLITK Light Car. in flr^t-rate order throughout,
J finished Wolseley grey, awarded two " appearance "

rizes. hood, screen, complete in every reripect. and in-
uding following extras-spare Sankey detachable wheel
ad tyre, folding dirkey seat, pair large size H. and B.
;ad lights. Watford speedometer, dashboard clock, vari-
ile ignition, usual tools and Bpnrcf:: £155.— Geoffrey [I

luith, " Dunelm," Northumberland Rd., Coventry. Fl

[X8379

MOTOR
CYCLISTS

1
AND THE

WAR.
THE NEED OF TO-DAY :

COOL HEADS &
COOL ENGINES.

The motor cyclist desirous oi getting

the very last bit of service out of his

engine without running !l to ruin must

use the

NEW

CHEMICO
MOTOR CYCLE

OIL
It keeps the engine as cool as a

cucumber.

Obviates every tendency to gum up.

Admits of starting-up (rom cold without

the use of injections.

Gives vasltv greater mileage.

No power wastage.

Lessens wear and tear, etc

Let us send you copies of testimonials

received, expressing astonishment at

improved running.

Ask your dealer to supply. If he can't

or won't, we will, and pay carriage.

Quarts 1/9 J-Galls 2/9

Gallons 5/-

5-Gall. Drums 3 '9 Per Gallon,

KEEP COOL.

KEEP THE ENGINE COOL,
AND WIN.

The County Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Chemico Works, Birmingham,

I

CARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Rover C.Tr, perfect running order: £25.—Rey, 378.

EustoD Rd.. Lnndon. [6241

BEDFORD, 4-cyl., in beautiful condition; £60.—Hoy,
378, Euston Rd., London. [6490

4-CTL. Humber. good condition, for nuick sale; £17/10.
—Henshaw, Wheelwright. Stockpoit. [X8475

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-15b.p. De Dietrich,
side entrance, mag., 4 speeds, hood, screen ; £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—7.9h.p. Swift, flush-
sided 2-seat., nice lot: £55.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-12.14h,p. F.I.A.T. lan-
daulet, silent, speedy, reliable, average 28 in.p.g.,

£175; one also at £160.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— 12.14h.p. F.I.A.T. sport-
ing 2-seater. low. fast, conifortablie; £140.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-12-14h.p. FJ.A.T. sport-
ing 4.seater. with skiff shape body, verj' fast, smart,

4 siioeda; £190.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 10-12h. p. Humber taxi-
cab, modern, fast, nice condition

; £75. i

PALMER'S Garage. Tccting.-24.36h.p. Spykcr, long
chas-is, muke good van ; £50.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—20-24h.p. Arrol-
Johnston double landaulet: clearance bargain,

£75.

IJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 15h.p. Metz-Lion. 1912-

13, 2-seat., with dickey: £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting — ISh.p. Daimler touring
car, live axle, superb liire car; £140.

PALMER'S Garage, T.,oting.—Over 100 2-seaters, 4-

seater-f, landa'ilets, cycle cars, and motor cycles

iihvnvs ia stiH-k. Write for complete list, with catalogue,

.Vsk for auction catalogue. Exchanges, easy terms.
[6442

1 /\-l2h.p. Car, running order, splendid tyres: £21,
J-Vf or neare>t, or tricar part,-Armitage, Clarendon

St., Hyde, [S8453

PILOT, 1912, 6-8h.p., 2-scat,. full equipment. Step-

ney, dual ignition: accept £35.—Peacock. 274. High
Rd.. Ualham, 16506

ITiORD 1913, 2-seot„ dickey, full equipment. Stepney

(never uscdL onlv done 4,500 miles, new condition;

£90, -Peacock. 274. High Rd., Ualham. (6505

(• h p Rover, 3 speeds and reverse, dual ignition,

> hood, screen. Stepney, lanipj,_speedometer, corn-screen,
£40,—.A.ttrill

''& [5068

CLYDE 2-seat. Car, live axle mag., etc, guaranteed

absolutely perlect; £40; u^ould exchange^ lor

motor cycle,—Longman, 1, King St
Clnswick 1578

hattenden, Rochester.

gUi

scha
Acton, Tel.

[6574

OAhp. Stur!cbaker.Fland.>rs. low 4.seat. torpedo body,

'iVf dual ik-nitii.n, bfantilullv Htted up regardless of

I'-t liist. and -il'Ut, aluH>-t new condition throuKbout;

tinrificc £95- tak.- pow<rful sidecar combinaticn part.--

Else. Derwcnt Mills. Matlock. [X8454

ENGINES.
•rh. p. Engine, carburetter, perlect; £5--12. SS'i^l?

O Everard St., King's Lynn. [X8481

AnsOLUTELY Xew 5-6h.p. Blnmfield Engine Set (less

magneto); £11/11 '"
'

''
'

2-cyl.

Farrar's Motorics, Holifax.
[X8389

Fafnir, w.c, splendid condition; £6 for

quick sale.-Henshnw, Wheelwright, Stocknort^^^

PRECISION, 1914, 2^'.;ii.p., riii'irf,") vMeT. •» !;">;

£12. or separate,-6.612. The Uolor Cycle O'nrf'';

Coventry, t-v,>"if>

AXTOINE Engine, 3h,p,. Chater-Lca frame, coiligni.

tion, in sound running order, spare parts
;
»7.—

J.M, R.Tad Field, Cranbiook Rd., Barking Side. Essex^

BASTONES.-New Rex. 1913. 5h.p. twin engine, with

Bosch mag., £16/15: new Blumfleld 3',:.h.p. single,

le«i mug.. £8/15.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

London, N. tS""^

0-1hp. De ninn Engine, £2/10: S'^h.p. Hex, £4/10:
z** 1910 Rex, S'ih.p.. 2-stroke, Bosch mag., £9;

6h,p. twin Rex, £5; 19'll twin 6h,p. Rex. £8/10: 6h,p.

N,S,U, twiu, £6 lO.-Murray's, 37a, Charles St„ Harton

Garden, Holliorn, (X8459

IGNITION APPLIANCES
MAGN-ETO

£3/3.-Ui

p.VRKER and Rice, JVIagneto Specialists

new and perfect, with cogs and chain:

£3/3.-Ucckett. Botesdale, Diss. (X8492
Experts

ail" magnetos.' Bosch. Eisemann, etc.

P.ARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetising,

overhauling, etc.: repairs executed with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota-

tions.

IMPORT.ANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King St., Acton,
London.—Slate your trouble; let us quote you.

[2976

MAGNETO. Rnthardt, type 3HI.. nearly new; 45/-.--

Essenhigh. 40. Darnlev Rd., Gravesend. [6577

BA.^TONES,-New Bosch DAV. 2j;yl„ £3/10.-228,
Pentonville Rd . King's Cross. London, N, [6408

A CCrMCLATORS Repajred and made as uew; work
guaranteed

change for new
LondDU.

liberal allowances for old cells ia ex-

ists free.—Richford. 153, Fleet St.,

[1775

All letters relating to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. A25
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
JEBKON, registered 291293, greatly superior to

platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.;

cares misfiring ; 2/6 each rivet ; JeT^ron screws, fit

. JBonoh magnetos, 5/6 pair ; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each,

JEBRON Contacts, u%ed by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

53, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. [X433J

AGNETO, Bosch, DA2, single, for V-k, sprocket
wheel, chain; bargain, S.1lb, or offer.—Pooley,

1, Wastdale Rd., Forest Hill. [6605

iyA Hours Mag:neto Repair Service.—All makes oJ

^^. magnetoei, L-oils, oi arcumulators repaired by ex-

perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours ae

-efficient as new. Spares for all make? stocked.—Simm^
Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St., London. W. [0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, any make.
Armature Rdnding a speciality, guaranteed 12

months. We are late of the leading manufacturers, and
give same , guarantee at lialf their prices. New and
second-hand magnetoe in stock.—The Magneto Repairing
iind Winding Co., -158, Seymour St., Eueton Rd., Lon-
don. 'Phone: Museum 1158. [6502

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
fipecialietfi in this work. Bosch magneto repairs

a speciality; re-winding, re-magnetising. All repairs
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinberers. All spare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of
second-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators re-

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann Mag-
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbaken,
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St.. Manchester. 'Phone:
6111 City. [04U4

BELTS.
ELITE.—Wood-Milne belts, rubber and canvas, IVsin.

1/6 per ft., %in. lid. per ft., s/ein. lOd. per ft.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of Lyso -belts, fully
guaranteed by the manufacturers (Avon India

Rubber Co.), 7ft. 6in.x%in-. 7/- each; 7ft. AVain., to
suit Triumphs, 6/9; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin
1/6 per ft. (list price 2/2). %in. 1/2 (list price

1/11), ^,iin. 1/- (list price 1/7), s/ain. lOd. per ft. (list

price 1 / 5 )

.

ELITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts, %iin. 1/6, %in
1/91/2, lin. 2/1, IVain. 2/7; allowance up to 3/

for old belts.

LITE.—Service pattern leather belting, Vain 10','.d

ft., Im. 1/- ft.

ELITE Rubber Co.. 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and 260,

Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction, Brixton,
S.W. 'Phones; Victoria 6553, and Brixton 2042. ["9069

FINEST Value.—Leather belts. 1/3 per foot.—Exeldo
Co., Haworth, Keighley. Yorks. [6094

BASTONES.-Best quality leather and chrome belt-
ing, 5/s lid., % 1/1, % 1/2, lin. 1/4, IVain. 1/6 per

foot.—228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross, London, N.
[6409

NEW Lyfio Rubber Belting, in two pieces, 7ft. 6in.x
lin., 9/6; 8ft., 10/-: 7ft. 6in.X%in.. 5/-; 8ft. 5/6.

—Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.
[SS45S

TYRES,
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre value.

LEGG/VTE, Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiambber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skiddinp
DTopertiea. Make the Clincher your safeguard.— See
below for approval terms. Bq assured of prompi
despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Clearance.-1914 Clinchei
Dreadnought, very heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers, 26x2 30/-, list £2/4/6; 26x2^^ 32/6, list £2/7/3-
26X21/". to at 214 rims, 32/6. list £2/7/3: 26x2J/j
35/6, list £2/10/10, The Dreadnought is specially de-
signed for passenger machines, is huilt of 6-ply fabric.
and has a tread half an inch thick. An experienced
sidecarist says; "Dreadnought ia undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Clearance.—1914 Clincher De
Luxe heavy rubber studded, beaded covers; 24x2

24/6; 26X2%, to fit 2^ rims, 27/6, list £2/1

'

26X2V2. 29/6, list £2/2/9. A customer writes:
"Have now run the 26x2% ' De Luxe' tyre which 1
bought from you 6.896 miles on my Triumph, and the
tread still looks quite fit for a considerable mileage yet
It is the best value I have ever struck."

I EGGATE, Edinburgh.-Clearance.-1914 Clincher A
i Won, heavv rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2

21/-, list 31/6: 26x214 23/-. list 34/-; 26X2V2 23/-,
list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.— 1914 Clincher
sidecar covers, rubber studded, beaded edee

26x2i/( and 26x21/3. 16/-.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Heavv tubes, brand new
26X2 6/6, 26x214 6/6, 26X2% 6/6, 26x2y2 7/-;

list almost double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all fresli
stock, and sent anywhere" on 7 days' approval

against cash, which will be refunded in full if goods
not approved of.

LEGf^ATE and Co., Motor Cycle Spdcialista, 15,
Slateford Rd.. Edinburgh 'Phune; Central 3195

[S8447

SEOOND-HANO
iVIOTOe CYCLES
1584.

1592-

1589.

1576.

1569.

1588.

0551.
0532.
1580.

1572.

1533.
1565.

1433-
1542-
1591-

1590.
1587.

1457-
1567.
1582.

1578.

1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 8 h.p., 2speed, one
of our own demonstration machines £50

1914 HENDERSON, 8 h.p., 2-sp., large F.R.S.,
horn, mirror, trip and total mileage Cowey,
etc., run under 500 miles,-being sold owing
to illness of owner ; cost ^95 £72

1914 DOUGLAS, 35 h.p., 2-speed, lamp, horn,
etc., run under 50 miles, owner gone to
the front

1914 INDDAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed, etc., owner in

Germany £56
1914 ROYAL ENFIELD Outfit with .Sidecar,

large lamp, horn, etc £72
1913 PREMIER, 8 h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar, out-

fit, complete with accessories £56
1913 ALCYON, 2 h.p £24
1913 ALCYON, 2j h.p £29
1913 RUDGE Multi, sj h.p., and Sidecar £42
igrs ZENITH, 8 h.p., specially built machine £54
1913 B.S.A., 3.V h.p., 2-5peed £40
1913 HENDERSON, 8 h.p., F.E., owner married

B

a wife and cannot afford both . £55
igrs REGAL, \\ h.p. (1912 frame), 2-speed .. £28
1913 ZENITH, 6 h.p., F.E £4S
1913 DOUGLAS, Model R, with accessories,

all absolutely like new £44
1913 DOUGLAS, Model R, in very fine order . . £42
1912 B.S.A., 3.V h.p., 2-speed, very little used . . £27
1912 HENDERSON, 7 h.p., 4-cyl., F.E £33
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £39
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £45
1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., F.E., T.T. roadster £34

For NEW MOTOR CYCLES see advertisement in

"Motor Cycling."

[VIOTOR CYCLES FOI? HIRE.

TELEPHONE : MAYFAIR, 5767.

157.CRE4TPORTLAND STRr:ET,W

REDUCED.
A splendid stock of all the leading makes at

rock bottom prices for cash. Every machine
completely overhauled and guaranteed, and yon
can buy with perfect confidence from us.

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2'!ih.p.. 2-sp. gear, equal
new £42

HENDEB, 1914, special model. Swan ec. £62
INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., Eoad Eacer, clutch,

accessories £48
ZENITH-GBEEN, 1914, 3%h.p., Gradua

gear, Canoelet sidecar £48
B.A.T., 1914, Bh.p., S-speed gear, new .. £54
N.TJ.T., 1914, Slih.p. Twin, 3-speed. clutch £38
JAMES. 1914, 4lih.p., 3-speed, Canoelet

poach sidecar £60
JAMES. 1913, 4yh.p., 3-speed, Canoelet

pidecar, aceeesories £42
EEX SIDETTB. 1913, 5-6h.p., 2-speed,

cane sidecar £38 i

ZENITH-GEADUA. 1913, 6h.p., clutch,
kick start, accessories £42

KEEET-ABINGDON, 1913, SVoh.p., 3-

speed clutch £34
CHATEB-LBA, 1913, Bh.p., 3-speed, side-

car combination, No. 7 '. . .. .. £60
J.A.P., 1913, 8h.p., Mabon clutch, good

order .. .. £34
HITMBEB. 1913, 2h.p. Lightweight .. £18
EEGAI^GEEEN, 1913. 4h,r., 3.6p. clutch £35
EOTEB, 1912, 31,41. p., tree engine, perfect £25

EUCECCP
15, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,

CAMOMILE STREET, LONDON, E.G.
Telegrams : Telephone

:

' Elcemocyca, London." Avenue 5548.

TYRES.
TYEES.—Telegrams. Tyres; speciality. Tyres; redui

lisfc^, all makes.—Graham, Vine St., Eirmingha

TWO New Eubber-.studaed Covers, 26X214; 2i;. eac

no use to owner.—Cookson's, Grocers, Elton, Bu
[X82

BASTONB'S.—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubbcr-stuilt
covers. 26X21/., fit 214 rims, 24/-; Passenger, 2(

2 20/-. 26x2l/o 28/-.

BASTONES.-Peter-trnion make covers, 26x2 12/-,

X2li 15/-, 26x214 17/6, 28X2 15/-.

BASTONES.—Michelin 1914 covers, beaded edge, 2.

\H, 12/6, 26X2 14/9. 26x214 16/-, 26x21/, 18
28X2 16/6; wired edge, 26x1% 11/6, 26X2 13/9, 2i

21/4 15/-, 26x21/2 16/-, 28X2 14/9; Michelin tubes
stock.

BASTONES.— Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 5/-, 2i

21,4 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-. 28X2 6/-.

ASTONES, 228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, L
don, N. 'Phone; 2481 North. [64

HUTCHINSON Tyres, 26x2. 12/6; other sizes grea
reduced; Moselej', 26x2i/,, 650x65, 27/-, us'

37/-.—Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [Xsa

ELITE Eubber Co., 264, Yauxhall Bridge Ed., T
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and 2i

Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Phones; Victo
6553, and Brixton 2042. All post orders to Victoria
We have the following special clearance line^ in mo
cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are offering same
prices equal to 33i% to 50% off the manufacturers' ret
list price. All .eood^ willingly sent on 7 days' appro
against cash. These goods are all perfectly new, s

in the event of any article proving unsatisfactory we
quite prepared to reasonably meet our customers by way
replacement. AH goods sent carriage forward unl
postage sent with order.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit tree of cha
to all purcha.sers of goods to the value of

and over.

ELITE.— Send for price list, together with free sam;
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-sli
26x214 57/6 (list price 45/-I. 26x21/, 40/- (1

price 50/-), 660x65 45/- (list price 67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy antKsk
26x214, 24/6 (list price 32/6): 28x^ at 35/- (]

price 57/6).

ELITE.—Henley oversize covers, ' 700x80, to

650x65 rims, heavy plain tread: 28/6.

ELITE.-Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 651

65; 27/6, list price 60/-.

ELITE.-Heavy Tiireo Spires covers, 26X214, B.,

IS/- (list price 27/6).

ELITE.— Midland heavy ribbed and studded cove
special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 mil

26x21/4 25/- (list price 37/6), 26x21/3 27/6 (list pr,

40/-).

1,1TB.— Hutchinson Brooklands, 1913 stock, 26
12/-, T.T. 26x2i,'2 16/6 (list price 33/6).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Passenger covers. 1913 sto
26x21/2 22/6 (list price 41/3), 26x3 to fit

rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.-Hutchinson covers, wired on, Passenger.2l
214 20/-, 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26x21,4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75,'
suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Continental T.T. covers. 26x214 19/6 (I

price 28/-),

ELITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded ed
26x2 light S/9, 26X21/, 13/9; Trident, 26X

24/-; Standard, 26x214 22/6, 26x21/, 24/6.

ELITE.-Clearance Michelin elvers, wired on : Stand
26x21/; 26/-, 26x214 24/6.

'

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, S
214 17/6 (list price 31/-).

E

E LITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded coverB, 2e>irJ

17/6 (list price 30/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Special heavy rubber etudded covers, suita'

for back wheel of 3V2h.p. machiue^; 15/-. :

Iji LITE. —Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21;
-i heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x8Q,56j

suit 650x65 rims.

ELITE.—Clincher
26x21/4 G/6.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26;
5/-. 26x214 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-., 26X 3 7/6, bufet

1/3 extra.

ELITE offer 15% allowance off retail list price;
old covers (above clearance lines excepted) ;fj(

makes in stock.

extra heavy tubes, best quali

ELITE.— ^lotor cycle covers re-treaded by s-pw

process; treads guaranteed hot to come lobj

special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; sc

on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all :|

special lines which we have in stock; therefq^

if there is anything yiu require which is not nil

tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased'
quote you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co.. 260, Coldharbour Lane, Loiijj

borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. ThoD
Brixton 2042. [9^

A26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Amalgamate the Car and Motor
Cycle Shows.

BRITAIN'S motto, "Carry on," which
we have ventilated and supported to

the best of our ability, will, we trust,

be applied to the Olympia Shows. From
what we can gather, the Management

Committees of the Olympia Car and Motor Cycle
Shows are much exercised in their minds as to

whether to hold the exhibitions this year, as

heretofore, but our view is that postponement of

the Shows this year would be extremely unfortu-

nate. It is certain that there will be no Shows
at Berlin or Vienna, though there may be a

glimmer of hope that tlie Paris Show will be held
should the war be short-lived. The odds are,

however, that the only Show which is at all likely

to take place this year will be in England, and
it would appear that now is a chance for British

trade concerns to seize upon this magnificent
opportunity of penetrating new channels and of

demonstrating the solidity of British manu-
factures, even in times of stress such as these.

It will in no way benefit France or Belgium
if there is no Show in London. Much
can happen in the period intervening be-
tween now and the dates of the Shows, but it is

sincerely to be hoped that events may go so
well with the Allied Forces that the Show ques-
tion may no longer hang in the balance. Should,
however, the present stress continue and the

financial conditions necessitate an alteration in

the original programme, we suggest that by com-
bining the Car and Motor Cycle Shows, a
successful exhibition, both financially and as

regards public support, would be the result.

Great Britain must have a Show, and this is the
opportunity. It is even now felt in many quarters
that both Shows would receive sufficient support
to warrant their being held ; but, on the other
hand, it would be unwise for manufacturers to

strain their finances in supporting two separate
Shows which might be but moderatelv attended,
when one " amalgamated " Show would result

in a crowded hall and good business, at a much

reduced expenditure. Agents would, no doubt,

welcome this plan on account of the halving of

time and expense. We put this suggestion for-

ward to the organisers as a possible solution of

the difficulty with which they are confronted.

Our Trade Overseas.

WITH Olympia, the motor mart of the

world, in the balance, the American
Cycle Trades Convention has just been

held at Atlantic City, X.J. This con-

\ention is composed of practically all

those engaged in the motor cycle and allied

trades in America, and very naturally the con-

vention fell to discussing the war and the likely

effects thereof on American commerce. While
naturally a grave view was taken, and it was
quite realised that any idea of much European
trade in the near future was hopeless, the

members- of the convention turned quite briskly

to the prospects of securing business in other

parts of the world, aud special mention was
made of ilie possibilities of getting into British

Overseas mnrkets, which the home manufacturers

might possibly consider not worth while culti-

vating during the crisis. This is an important

point, for once a seller has established himself

on a friendly footing with a buyer, it is not easy

to effect a severance.

We are perfectly well aware that, despite the

dominance of the fleet over the high seas, ship-

ping facilities are not altogether normal, more
particularly in the matter of freights, but still

substantial assistance has been promised by
Government with regard to war rate insurances,

and we think that manufacturers might well

make continuous efforts to keep existing and
secure fresh overseas trade, even during the

course of hostilities.

A hundred years ago England managed to

conduct long wars for year after year, and at

the same time successfully hold the bulk of the

world's trade, and even pay off Funded Debt
instead of piling it up. To-day we are just as

strong.

:^3
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SEVERE TRIAL AT THE CAPE.
Real Colonial Test In the Compet

// ^
I
'HE most strenuous motor cycle trial ever held

I in these parts " was the verdict voiced by
^ competitors who, on the King's birthday,

had the pluck to enter for the 115 miles' road trial

and face miles of mud and water and typical Colonial

roads in the competition for the Continental Cup held

by the Cape Peninsula M.C.C.
Until a^ day before the trial it had been raining

continuously for a week, and as a result streams had
grown to rivers and the roads had become shock-

ing, and thus only the most courageous entered

—

eleven riders in all.

The sun was shining Avhen O. M. Lewis (3A h.p.

Humber sc.) led the field, which was despatched at

intervals from Salt River, and 20 m.p.h. was the

speed fixed. The route turned over the Koeberg

Road, where M. Prillevitz (3I h.p. B.S.A.) AA^as seen

pedalling his hardest past the farm Vissershok and
over a steep hill, on the top of which the first secret

control was met. Lewis failed before reaching the

summit, and the Rev. S. B. Priston hereabouts stopped

to fasten the stand of his 3^ h.p. horizontal engined

Bradbury, thus losing 10 marks. Nearing the

village of Durbanville, the latter nearly ran into S.

Moralee's sidecar outfit, which suddenly collap<;e(l,

and only three of the cornpetitors got

through here without a stop. At Kuils

River a young man from the veldt assistei.l

Fritchley in his argument with the back ,

tube of his 5J4 h.p. P. and M., which
delay caused him a big loss of marks.

,

Sonniething like a Watersplash.
An interested crowd, anticipating ex-

citement, had gathered at the foot of Sir

Lowry Pass, where the "watersplash"
of normal times had now swollen to 25ft.

in width and over a foot in depth. The
only man to get through was the Rev. S.

lllon for the Continental Cup.
B. Priston on his chain-driven mount; all the other

came to a stop in midstream, and had in some ii

stances to be hauled to terra firiiia.

After the luncheon interval at the hamlet, wher
G. Alexander (6 h.p. Bat sc.) was the last man t

arrive, after having been detained by an overdose
tyre trouble and search for a lost speedometer cable, th

route led through the picturesque village of Somerse
West and the town of Stellenbosch, towards Hel'

Hoogte—a steep mountain pass with numerous bend
and in parts a frightful muddy surface—the -piece d
resistance of the day. J. C. Y. Myburgh (7 h.p

F.N.) steered through the mud with a good deal

footwork, but on the descent side-slipped twice

Priston passed the observers near the summit all smile:—he had held the cup already for a year. Coasting

down, contestants were suddenly faced by a stretch oi

thick greasy mud, that proved the undoing of many
Near Pniel, E. W. Watts (6 h.p. Enfield sc.) effectec

a smart repair to the timing gear, while further 01

towards Drakenstein, F. Meredith, riding a simila,

outfit, was seen halting at the edge of one of tht

numerous streams met in the day's run, tryinj

to replace a broken valve. Then over a waterloggec
road to Klapmuts, and hence the route led ovei

Li_:

a8

The stream near Drakenstein. F. Meredith (6 h p Enlield and sidecar)

experiencing trouble with a valve.

The Rev. S. B. Priston (winner) on his 3J h.p.

horizontal Bradbury. This rider was the only one
successfully to cross the river without assistance
thanks to a protected engine and a high magneto
position. The deeper part hasstill to be negotiated.^

the main road to the Cape. Many were
the heroes met with who had fallen by the

roadside. Results

:

Marks lost, i

1. Kev. S. B. Priston (3J Brad-
bury) (holder) ... .. 20

2. J. C. F. Myburgh (7 F.N.) ... 30
3. E. W. Watts (6 Enfield sc.) ... 41
4. E. G. Alexander (6 Bat sc.) ... 180

The Continental Cup now becomes the

winnei's absolute property.
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The Starley Tubular Wheel.
An Artillery Wheel for Motor Cycles

THERE is no doubt that

the ordinary wire wheel
is very troublesome to

clean, for the spokes are

numerous and it is difficult to

get at the hub ; many motor
cyclists will, therefore, be glad

to hear of a wheel which very

closely approaches the wire

wheel in the matter of weight,

and possesses none of the

disadvantages just mentioned.

The Starley wheel which we
illustrate is the invention of

Mr. William Starley and is of

very interesting construction.

Ten lugs are riveted to the

rim, the latter being made as

usual ; over the.se lugs are

placed the spokes, which in the

centre fit into malleable wedge-

shaped pieces like the ends of

the spokes of an artillery wheel.

For convenience of fitting, a certain amount of play

is allowed between these pieces, and, when the spokes

are in place, corrugated steel wedges are forced

between these pieces from the inside, thus the whole

The Starley tubular v. .i._; i^i motor cycles and sidecars.

j
>:.««—««»«z^a»ai^a^--...^^^.-^

Scene at the Sir Lowry Pass River. Gjmpelitors

assist in the crossing.

is held firmly together. A groove is then

turned in the centre and a liner inserted,

which is spun into the groove. Next, a hub
is put through the centre and bolted up with

a flange on each side, the bolts going through

alternate spokes. The spokes are formed
from steel tube rolled to an oval section, but

running to a point on each side. This gives

great lateral stiffness, but at the same time

the wheel has a certain amount of spring.

The parts are all made of steel and polished

before assembling, thus very little finishing

Easy to Clean and Light in Weight.

off is needed, and, as no wood
is used in the construction, the

whole can be stove enamelled.

Wheels made, in this way are

absolutely true and very strong.

The inside of the rim is

unusually smooth owing to

absence of spoke heads, the

riveted lugs before mentioned
lieing flush with, the inside of

the rim. The weight of the

wheel is very little more than

the ordinary type, being 9 lb.

complete. The wheel is made
by the Jointless Rim Co., Long
Acre, Birmingham, and is at

present being tried by certain

well-known firms with a view

to adoption in 1915.

The Future of the Artillery
Wheel.

It will be exceedingly in-

teresting to watch the develop-

ment of what may be termed artillery wheels for motor
cycles. Since the advent of steel wheels on the Clynos

in the Scottish Trials there has been a considerable

amount of spade work done in this direction.

There are also many possibilities about the
' disc wheel which was designed many years ago

fur use on pedal racing bicycles, one of the

'liiiects being the elimination of the air resist-

,ince of a large number of fast revolving spokes,

liie skin friction of the polished disc being almost

::egligible,

SCENES ON THE SEVERE TRIAL
HELD BY THE CAPE PENINSULA
M,C,C. FOR THE CONTINENTAL
CUP. (^,, ,.K'<-i.' ,0.,..

,^,2^-

J. C. F. Myburgh (7 h.p. FJJ.) negotiating the thickgreasy mud during the i

Hel's Hoogte.

nt ot
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A Magneto Trouble with Two=stroh.e Engines.

I rejoice to see that two or three British firms are

seriously embarking on the manufacture of magnetos

;

and I hope that when they get under way they will

pay careful attention to a small detail which the

Germans have yet not solved. The carbon brushes

which pick up the high-tension current from the

collector ring are apt to become non-conductive at

their tips when the magneto is run at crankshaft speed

(as on a two-stroke engine). The tip of the brush

becomes glazed over with a kind of hard scale which

appears to be a non-conductor, and the engine may
behave very funnily until the brush is renewed or its

tip filed down a trifle. I understand the trouble can

be reduced by using a lighter spring behind the brush,

as less pressure is required for good contact at the

high speed attained by the armature in machines of

this design.

Curious !

In common with many other people, I should like

to know on what principles the responsible authorities

made their selection from the first plethora of motor
cyclist volunteers. A number of comparatively raw

and inexperienced " blinding nuts " (as one disgruntled

and rejected rider put it) were rapidly given coveted

berths, whilst several of our very finest and most
experienced men were ruthlessly refused work. One
of the men whom every rider in the kingdom would
naturally nominate as one of the best qualified for the

job was cold-shouldered ; some of those accepted are

reckless drivers and indifferent mechanics, besides

being apparently devoid of map-reading or military

experience. The War Office has behaved so

magnificently in most respects that this wee grumble
seems ungrateful ; but one rather suspects that genuine
motor cycling authorities were barely consulted in this

business, and one hopes that if more motor cyclists

are required, the committees .of the A.C.U., M.C.C.,
B.M.C.R.C., and two or three of the bigger pro-

vincial clubs will be interviewed on the matter.

Balaclava was due to a despatch rider's blunder;'!
should not like to think that the fate of a brigade
in the present war might depend on one or two motor
cyclists of my acquaintance ; however, they will soon
be classified when they get to Avork.

Sidecar Mudguards.
It may have been a pure coincidence that on a short

afternoon run this week I passed three sidecar outfits

all minus the near side mudguard. Contrariwise, it

may be that these stays are not made strong enough
for the duties they sustain. There is no more irritat-

ing trouble of a petty kind, for it is difficult to fake a

broken stay, and the unlucky owner must usually

detach the remaining stays, and compel his fair

passenger to nurse the filthy, no-shape fitting until he

reaches a repair shop. I do not remember seeing a

sidecar with a wide flat mudguard fitted to the chair

instead of to the chassis, the explanation being that

there is usually too much play on the springs; why

should sidecar springs require more rise and fall than

car springs? However, the makers' business is either

lo fit a strong stay on the unsprung chassis, or to spring

the chassis ; or to fit the guard on the chair, and make

it wider.

Rear Springing.

I have long held that the problem of rear springing

is the most vital of all that face the motor cycle

designer, but I have made few references to the matter

lately, because the trade seemed cynically impervious

on this point. 1 return to it at last like a giant

refreshed. I happen to have ridden a P.V. spring

frame and a rear-sprung Indian within one and the

same week, and the rehef to my spine was enormous.

Readers will guess from the length of my connection

with The Motor Cycle that I am no longer in my
teens, and the older one gets the more heartfelt is the

muttered " Ouch!" which is our normal benediction

of a level-crossing or a particularly antediluvian pot-

hole. I admit the worst that can be urged against

existing rear springs ; they are heavy, they may not

appear beautiful, and they add to the cost of a

machine. But the extra insulation they afford is most

desirable. I live in a district of average roads, and

once a week I ride five miles out and home to a golf

club. Thrice in that distance I stand on my footrests

to dodge the bang of a level-crossing, a half-filled

drain trench, and a series of potholes where a

foundationless road crosses a bridge over water

meadows. For a whole mile of the distance my eye

is glued to the road surface, for I know that the man-
holes and drain lids protrude from one to three inches

out of the worn macadam. Yet over the remainder

of the journey I am ahvays unduly conscious of the

fact that I have a spine, and that my spine is con-

structed of short pieces like a speedometer driving

shaft ; are not the rough road and the rigid frame

playing skittles with my vertebrae every inch of the

way ?

Yet I am no weakling. I think nothing of 300
miles in the day, or of trebling the speed limit on 'a

deserted road. There are millions of potential riders^

far more sensitive than myself. Does the trade realise

what this means? It means that if one of the fiercely

competing 500 c.c. firms brought out an efficiently

rearsprung machine I should ride it to the exclusion of

every other make ; and that thousands of similar

individuals would be equally discerning and resolute.

Does this tempt nobody?

1
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THE TWIN ARIEL ON THE ROAD.
Freak Hills Successfully Scaled with a Sidecar.

WITH recollections of our last successful trip to

Bwlch-y-Groes with F. C. North on a 334
h.p. Ariel and sidecar, we determined to try

and beat the 5-6 h.p. twin on some freak gradients.

Accordingly we set out to attempt the Nailsworth

Ladder under full touring conditions. The machine
was a standard one with the usual gear ratios of 4^4,
8, and 14 to i, and we were told that the engine had
received no attention for a very long time.

We set off from Coventry at a smart pace, intend-

ing to make our first attempt on the Ladder before

lunch. The engine started easily and purred away

steadily through Warwick, Stratford-on^Avon, and

Broadway, and never a

fault or misfire ap-

peared. At Cheltenham

it was considered ad-

visable to replenish the

tank, and calling at Mr.

T. West's garage we

obtained petrol at

normal prices. After

this we changed places

with North, who had

previously been driving.

The engine is particu-

I

larly easy to handle,

: and is practically vibra-

j

tionless, while the gears

are silent and change
very easily antl quietly.

Rain bec;an to fall in a

few heavy drops, and after passing through Strond

the roads were wet and greasy. However, on reaching

the hill it was found to be protected by the trees and
quite dry, though the surface in places was very bad.

Up Nails-worth Ladder at the First Attempt.

The first pitch of all is probably the steepest, and

on it the large stones stick out of the bed of- the road

in a terrifying manner and we began to wonder if the

steel-studded rear tyre would stand up and giip the

surface. Although the driver had never before

attempted the hill the very first attempt was successful,

and on a second attempt for photographic purposes

the machine was in-

tentionally stopped

and restarted just

below the steep

gradient at the top of
the climb. The en-

gine pulled superbly,

and though the back
wheel spun without

moving the machine,
the passenger quickly

moved from the side-

car to the carrier and
the macljine went up
quite comfortably and
easily. This is one
of the finest perform-

ances we have seen

for an engine of

THE TWIN ARIEL ON NAILSWORTH LADDER.

In tKe middle of tKe Ladder A stop and restart was accomplished at this point.

(3) Approaching the last steep pitch. The surface i

gradually worse towards the top.

(/) Another viev/ half-way up the Ladder,
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The Twin Ariel on the Road.—
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On the steepest part of The Ladder. N 3te the rough state of the surface.

>—

•
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670 c.c, and we were thoroughly satisfied with the,

pulling powers of the machine. It may be added that

no sign of belt or clutch slip was observable, in spite

of a fairly slack belt and a well loaded and fully

equipped machine. During lunch the rain started in

earnest and we prepared for a wet ride home.

Up Birdlip on Middle Gear.

However, at the foot of Birdlip the rain eased off

and we decided to reach Cheltenham via the well-

known hill, though, of course, it is child's play in

comparison with the Ladder. So easily did the twin

take the long gradient that the low gear was never

used ; in fact, the engine was turning round comfort-

ably on middle all the way up. After passing

Cheltenham, North expressed a desire to have a look

at Post Office Hill, and in spite of our warning that

the surface on the steep part was horrible the attempt

was successfully made with a hot engine. The loose

stones and cross gullies are very bad, but the Ariel

travelled steadily up with never a falter.

The rain had now stopped entirely, and we enjoyed

a pleasant run home. Among the many excellent

features of the machine is the splendid way in which

it will maintain a high average speed without a sign

of overheating, besides which it is extremely quiet, and

when driving in traffic the engine is almost inaudible.

Two-Strokes and Paraffin.

THE ex-periments with paraffin which we have
been carrying out on a two-stroke machine
have been progressing satisfactorily. The

consumption of fuel is rather better than with petrol,

and several interesting features have become apparent.

Firstly the carbon deposit is not noticeably greater,

secondly the exhaust port does not become choked
anything like so quickly, owing to the softer nature

of the deposit, and, thirdly, the deposit on the cylinder

head and piston is Tery much easier to remove.
So far only one serious drawback has been

encountered, and that is the difficulty of obtaining

a plug which will withstand the increased heat and
the paraffin vapour. Sooting up has not been ex-

perienced since the oil supply has been slightly

reduced, but the insulation seems to break down
under the heat and the effects of paraffin. The
plugs give out quite suddenly, usually when travelling

fairly fast, and when removed from the cylinder appear

in good order. After cooling down they may be

used again until the same symptoms repeat themselves.

Plugs with porcelain insulation have so far stood the

tests most satisfactorily. The trouble may be partly

due to the rather high compression used on the engine,

and experiments are now going forward with the

compression slightly lowered, though so far our road

experience since the alteration has been too short for

definite results to be obtained.

One of the cychst sections which are doing useful work on the East Coast. They are attended by a motor cyclist despatch rider who
stays behind in case of tyre trouble to hurry his comrades on.

AI4
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. C All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to vjrite clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Automa(ic Magneto Timing.

Why not fit small governors on

?'
I

the magneto revolving with the
armature, to advance and retard

-^ the .spark, instead of having to

move a lever frequently, as one
needs to do on many machines? There
could be a movable stop at full advance
and retard for adjustment. Is there
any objection to such a plan?—M.S.

Your idea would certainly be of advantage
to a certain degree, but it is questionable
whether it is really worth the e.xtra com-
plication. Personally we do not think
that it would be so. As a matter of
fact, a certain firm of magneto makers
have already tried such a device, but
gave it up as not being sufficiently

certain in its action.

Endorsements on Driving Licence.

h few weeks ago I was con-

Q victed at a country police court

> for having, as they stated, an
-I-l inefficient silencer, and was fined

and had my driving licence en-

dorsed to that effect. The information
I should like is as follows : Are the
police empowered to endorse a licence
for such a technical offence, seeing that
the magistrates did not state that my
licence was to be endorsed? This was
done by one of the police. Will this
endorsement have to be made on any
future driving licence I may take out"?
Arc there any means by which I can
have the endorsement taken off?" What
is the effect of such an endorsement
upon my licence, and am I restricted
in any way by having such an endorse-
ment? Is a driving licence suspended
or cancelled when a certain number of
endorse.ncnts have been made thereon?
-G.W.H

Ihe police were quite within their rights
in endorsing your licence, and the en-
dorsement will be copied out on every
liience you take out. There are no means
of getting the endorsement cancelled
unless you prove yourself to be not guilty
in an appeal 'The effect of such an
endorsement is not really very serious.
Although your licence is not endorsed for
the first and Eecond oft'ences against the
speed limit the offences are recorded
against you in the police books. A
driving licence is suspended only if the
number of endorsements is excessive and
th.i; behaviour of the driver has been
reallv bad, and, in the opinion of the
magistrates' court, such a driver is

dangerous to the public.

Formula tor Speed Trials.

Some time ago I was concerned

I

in holding a speed trial on the
flat. The formula used was

-!J miles per hour .— = figure of merit,

highest to win. Hitherto, we
have foiind this formula very satisfac-

tory. This year, however, one of the
competitors rode a two-stroke Con-
naught, with the result that the other
competitors were left far behind. The
figures for the first two men in the
sidecar class are as follow : First man,
21m.p.h. _.^ , 32m.p.h.

noT =70fa; second man, —ce?^

= 581. Would you please let me have
a formula that will make things more
even for two and foin-stroke machines,

or let me know a fair handicap for

two-stroke motors? Next year we shall

have several in the club. The event

was for speed on the flat from a flying

start.—G.A.D.
Vour formula is faulty, for the reason

that it assumes that an increase in

capacity (or horse-power) means a pro-

portional increase in speed, but this is

not the case. For instance, a 500 c.c.

machine, well tuned, is capable of 70

m.p.h. According to your formula, a

1,000 c.c. engine would have to do over

140 m.p.h. to win, whereas the highest

recorded speed in this country is well

under 100 m.p.h. The formula we

W
as is now well known (C = capacity, t =
time, and W = weight of machine and
rider). In the case of speed on the level

the weight can be ignored, and the for-

mula will then be Cx?', and the smallest
figure will win. Assuming the distance
to be 1 km., this gives your first man
330 and the second 270, and the places

are thus changed. The old handicap on
two-stroke engines was to multiply the
capacity by 1.25, or if water-cooled by
1.32, but this was removed by the
-i.C.U. some few years ago.

recommend for hill-climbing is

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.
Duplicater^ of plaotocrapliis appearing in

" IHE MOTOE CYCLE " will be supplied
at the foilowins rates: Unniountf'd prints.
Lalf-plate, 1/6 post free: mcuntcJ. 1/0 post
free. Tliis refers to pbotoyrapljs taken by
• THE MOTOE CYCLE " operatorfi.

Orders, whieh must be. accompanied with
remittauee. sliould be addressed to the Plrcto-
trraphic Department—Iliffe and Sons Limited,
20. Tudor Street, London, E.G.

Cylinder Insecurely Held Down.

I wonder if any of your readers

have had a sunilar experience to

mine? Reeeutlv I had occasion

to take the cylinder down, and
found a piston ring was broken,

so fitted a new one. In screwing the

cylinder down again 1 found the bolts

were turning with the nuts, but as the

joint seemed fairly tight I fitted the

carburetter, but upon starting the

engine the cylinder was blown com-

pletely away from the crank case, and

now 1 find the threads have stripped in

the aluminium, making it impossible to

bolt down. I should be obliged if you

can suggest what will kave to be done
—A.F.U.

The cause of the bui'st in the cylinder i;

probably due to some of the holding down
bolts being -screwed tighter than others,

thereby badly straining the casting.

L'ndcr'lhe circumstances, the only thing

to do is to fit fresh bolts and a new
cylinder, and see that the bolts are firmly

and evenly fixed in the aluminium. It

will probably be necessary to fit bolts of

.sli^ghtly larger diameter, so as to get a

L;ood grip of the crank case.

Numbers not Ulumlnaleo.

When out riding at night

lately 1 was stopped and my
name and number taken. The
speed was normal, and 1 find

that there were scores stopped

at this particular spot, a motoi

car bcir.g drawn across the road.

Nothing whatever was said either about

speed or illuminating of number plate,

and now I have been summoned, the

charge being non-illumination of the

front number plate. I carry a good
lamp in front, which shines on the plate

and front wheel, and the plate is

standard type, upright, with the num-
ber on both sides. It is absolutely

impossible for anyone to read a numbei
while travelling with lamp lit, owing
to bouncing of the front wheel.

—

G.E.D.
We are afraid it is no excuse for you
to say that it is impossible for anyone
to read the number wlien the lamp is

al'ght. The law savs that the number'
must he illuminateJ, and if it is not

illuminated in a manner that may be read
you are liable to prosecution. If you
belong to tlie Auto Cycle Union or Auto-
mobile .Association and .Motor Union, you
can get defended free of charge on a

summons of this kind.

?
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Bl w-bask on a Twin-cylinder.

I am the owner of a 1912 2|

h.p. which, until recently, ran

quite satisfactorily, but now it has

developed a very bad blow-back,

i.e., quite a heavy stream of

petrol is blown back through the air

inlet. The carburetter is a lightweight

Amac. The carburetter does not

flood, because if the machine is stand-

ing no petrol leaks out, and -to make
sure I have lowered the level in the

float chamber. If you can help me
to make the engine run normally I

should be greatly obliged.—L.R.
In all probability the trouble is due to

the inlet valves closing imperfectly. As
a matter of fact, there is nearly always
a little blow-back through all types of car-

buretters, and the fitting of a pipe about
four inches long to the air inlet would
minimise loss of petrol very considerably

in this direction. There is evidently

nothing the matter with the carburetter

itself on your machine, but you must
examine carefully if there is proper
clearance between the valve stems and
th" tappets when the valves are closed.

This clearance should be about the thick-

ness of a visiting card.

Persistent Overlieating.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1908 motor
— I cycle, single-cylinder, Bosch mag-
^ neto, B and B. carburetter,
-iJ standard jet and choke. The

trouble I experience is over-

heating, which causes poor pulling on
hills wlieji too hot, additional or sponta-
neous firing, causing a sort of back
stagger to the machine and burning of

the exhaust valve every 200 miles or so.

ITie top of the exhaust valve casing
glows red after a stiff pull up hill. The
magneto timing has recently been set

correctly, and since this w"as done the
heating is slightly- less, but the valve
burns out quicker. The engine has
been racing tnore or less dtie to a poor
belt, but I do not think this will

account for tlie trouble. Could you
throw any light upon this trouble ?

—

R.A.S.
We think your machine is suffering from
want of a good overhaul. The exhaust
valve spring is probably weak, and you
may be using valves which are not of the
very best qtiality. It also sounds as

though you have too large a jet, which
causes overheating and extra wear on the
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valves. Of course," if the engine has been

racing continuously it must have got very

hot, and this alone might account for the

trouble.

Providing Increased Comlort.

I have a 2 h.p. lightweight

Q and suffer badly from jolting,

^ even over quite moderate Lon-

don roads. To remedy this,

would you advise me to put a

2in. or 2^in. rim to back wheel instead

of the present l^in., and would it be

well to alter the belt- fin. .to lin. in

consequence? The magneto timing is

fi.xed, but I find the engine runs cooler

by advancing it slightly, as on higher-

powered machines when ordinary speed

is reached. Would there be any danger
in my putting on a control, and what
range would you suggest?—H.N.W.C.

We think that if you fitted 2iin. rims
and tyres both to the front and rear

the smoothness in running would be

greatly enhanced. We do not think that

one wheel alone would be sufficient to

make a marked difference. It would
certainly be better to run a |in. belt

than a -|in., whether you alter the size

of the tyres or not, and a variable

ignition is a great asset to a machine.
If you could alter yours you would
probably find a marked difference in the
running. We should advise you to give

a movement of about half an inch on the
contact breaker cam casing and tiine the
engine as follows : When the piston is

on top dead centre the contacts should be
just about to break and the ignition lever
should be in the full retard position.

Gear Ratios and Pulley Adjuslment.

I am thinking of having an

_| adjustable pulley made to my
> own design, expanding on a
-iJ worm on the shaft. I want to

get a 6^in. or Tin. puUej'. What
size belt rim should I require to get a

5^ or 4 to 1 top gear, and what is the
lowe.st gear I could get when the belt

is at the bottom of the pulley (2^in.

diameter)'/ 1 intend to operate the
pulley by means of a ball push piece,

and I shall possibly have a jockey
pulley worked from the push piece
lever to come in contact with the belt

only when the latter is getting well

down in the pulley.—H.K.
Vou cannot obtain a 4 to 1 top gear Avith

a 7in. front pulley unless this pulley is

?

geared down from the engine. • If you
had a 7in. pulley you would require a
28iu. rear belt run, which is obviously

impossible. In addition, you will find

that it is not possible to get a pulley of

Tin. diameter on top and 2iin. diameter
on bottom unless the flanges are made to

interlock in some way as the angle of

the belt prevents this being carried out.

The variation of 3in. is probably as much
as can be obtained in the ordinary way,
that is to say, if you Irave a Tin. pulley

with the flanges contracted ; when
expanded you will get a 4in. pulley. A
rough method of checking your gear ratio

is to divide the diameter of the front

pulley into that of the rear. This is not
absolutely correct, but gives a very fair

idea in each instance.

0-1 Pressures on Pistons.

Can you tell me if there is a
piston on the market to stand a

continuous pressure from 800
to 1,000 lb. per square inch (oil

pressure) without any leak and
running at 1,500 maximum? If I can
find a piston to stand the above pressure
and speed without any loss I can
assure you that the article for which it

is intended will be the most novel
thing you have heard of in the motor
trade for many months. The idea is

not only theory, as I have made one/;
and tried it on my motor cycle, but
cannot get a piston to stand up for

long without a leak. I have a pro- .j

visional protection for this idea, which
"

will run out in about another month,'
and I wish to know if- it is possible
to get an extension till the end of the.
war, as the countries in which one 1

would want to take out patents are--
in such a disturbed state.—N.F.S. ;

We are afraid that no motor cycle piston"',

will stand a constant oil pressure ot"

1,000 lb. per square inch without a
slight leakage. We would advise you to
apply to manufacturers of ster.in p'istons,?
as steam rings and piston design would'
be more suitable for your work, as far'-

as we can understand" although you do^
not give us sufficient details" to state
definitely what type of piston you require.
We have heard of no alterations in the
provisional patent forms, and think it is.

extremely doubtful that you can obtain
an extension without completing vour
patent. Still, you had better applv to
a patent agent, who will be able to
advise you.

The 6 h.p. Rex- lap sidecar special.y arranged for use By commercial travellers The sidecar

body will accommodate personal effects end samples

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must .

enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be for-jvarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"B.W.G." (Dublin).—Lincoln Elk. Re-
liability and durability, hill-climbing
powers with sidecar, and' wear of tyres.

''F.W.P." (York).—3i h.p. Wolf. Re-
liability, durabilty, and consumption,
whether chain drive is harsh, or ch'ain-
cum-belt preferable. Also if a B'inks or
b. and B. carburetter gives best results.

"J.W.H." (Sydney. N.S.W.)—3i h.p
Douglas with kick starter ; solo and with
sidecar. Efficiency of mechanical lubri-
cation, oil and petrol consumption.
Brampton bi-flex spring forks. Binks
three-jet carburetter.
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Notched Ring Unions.
Sir,—I note that " Ixion " finds difficulty in moving

notched' ring unions. I think that, if he gets a proper

C spanner instead of the rubbishy sheet metal contraption

usually supplied, he will not find any more difficulty than

he would with an ordinary hexagon nut.

The C spanner should be forged about |in. to ^in. thiclc,

according to the size of the nut for which it is made.
ARTIFEX.

The Double Purpose Machine.

•Sir,-—I have seen a good deal of discussion lately as to

the ideal "double purpose machine," and I would venture

to give my views on the subject. The majority seem to

be in favour of the 3^ h.p. machine, but I think nothing

under 1,000 c.c. is any use for sidecar work. On taking

off the sidecar this makes an ideal solo mount, owing tn

the fact that one has perfect acceleration and hill-climbing

power, combined with all the speed required on the level.

Although petrol, oil, and tyre expenses are slightly greater

than on a lower-powered machine, this is compensated by
fewer stops and troubles on the road caused by overheating.

The comfort of a long run on a big twin cannot be compared
with the vibration of a 5{ h.p. single.

10,000 MILES A YEAR.

A Converted Minerva.

Sir.— I have been interested of late in the ilhistfations

in your valuable paper, T/ir; Motor C'l/rle, of the different

types of lightweight motor cycles both old and new, and
thought it might interest some of your readers to know
wliat can be done with some of the old type motors.

I purchased ii Minerva and converted it into an up-to-date

lightweight ; the frame has been cut down from twenty-four

to twenty-one inches; the wheels are 26in. x IJin., and
the tank is of copper, holding two gallons petrol and one
pint oil; a spring seat pillar is fitted, also spring fork ends
and magneto ignition. The weight of the motor cycle is

65 lb.; it runs splendidly, and is most comfortable to ride

and easy to control. All parts are accessible for repairs.

C. r,. BECKETT.

The Eiiect of the War on Patents.
Sir,—My Parisian agent, writing on August 19th. in-

forms me that by a decree given on the 16th the French
Government, with conmiendable thoughtfulness for in-

ventors, will allow applications for patents to be made'with-
out payment of tlie usual application fee of 100 francs. Such
payment is only to be made after the war and on a date to

be subsequently fixed.

Tlie decree applies to Brhish applicants, and, presumably,

to all others except subjects of those countries at war with

France. WILLIAM H. TAYLOR.

Sir,—In connection with the above, considerable misunder-

standing exists as to the steps which are being taken to

deal with the patents held in this country by Germans and
Austriaiis. Special Patent Rules have been "drawn up deal-

ing with this point, and printed copies will sliortly be avail-

able. Meanwhile, it may be of interest to know that such

patents do not ipso facto become void, but that in each case

an application must be made to the Board of Trade, accom-

panied by a £2 stamp, asking for the patent or licence to

be suspended. Xo special period of suspension is mentioned

in the Rules, but ihe applicant must satisfy the Board of

Trade that the owner of the patent is a German or Austrian

.-iibjcet. that he personally intends to manufacture or have

liianufactured the patented article, and that .suspension of

the patent is in tlie interests of trade.

The same Patent Rules also deal with a case where a

British patentee is unable, through active service, etc., to

give proper attention to patent matters. In such a case

special delays are granted. ERIC \Y. AVALFORD.

Suggestion to Riders of Hendee Special Motor Cycles.

Sir,—On a recent Sunday when I went to get my Hendee
Special sidecar outfit from the garage I found, to my
disgust, that I had left the contact plugs in the switch

lilock under the saddle from the previous day. It imme-
diately occurred to me that it would be useless to try to

start the engine with the weak current which was left in

the batteries, _so I tested the horn to see if there were any
current at all, and found there was just enough left in to

give a faint sound. I then started the engine by pushing
off and rode about thirty miles at an average speed of

twenty miles an hour, using the horn as little as possible,

but was very pleased to find that the further I went the

louder the horn sounded. At the end of thirty miles I

tested the batteries with the voltmeter, whicli I always
carry, and found that they had recovered fully up to their

standard, and the electric starter worked perfectly.

ily advice, therefore, to all riders of Hendee Specials

is, that if through an oversight you leave the contact plugs

in overnight, do not attempt to start the engine with the

electric starter; drive the machine from twenty to thirty,

miles, using the horn as little as possible, and the chances
are that the batteries will, in that distance, become fully

re-charged. ^V. H. WELLS
{M-\NAGEE, Hendee Mfg. Co.).

C. R, Beckett's converted Min rva. (See letter.)

A Universal Repairing House.
Sir,—Will some few enterprising capitalists start and

equip a central repairing house, winch shall specialise on
prompt and efficient repairs to motors, motor cycles, and
ordinaiy cycles?

It has been my misfortune to have to send to a big

motor cycle firm for a pair of new folks. Between two

BI
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and three weeks have now passed since the order was
despatched, ;ind no news is to hand beyond the formal
acknowledgment.
A well-equipped central repairing house, which would

carry out oramary orders with ordinary business prompti-
tude and courtesy, would, I am convinced, rake in profits

with both hands, and its happy clients would be its own
advertisement. My motor cycle comes from a firm \vith

a big name, but I am not so wedded to its particular

virtues that those of other motor cycles are hidden from
me. Delays are dangerous—to second orders, and when
next I get a new machine I shall sample another make.

W.V.C.

A Freak Climb.

Sir,—!\'Iight I ask " W.G.," whilst in the mood, and
also the Rochdale M.C.C., to have a look at '' Xhe Buttress,"
Hebden Bridge'' " W.L.

Two Lady Motor Cyclists Missing.

Sir,—Can you aid us with any information concerning
the whereabouts of Mrs. Rachael Foster Avery and her
daughter, Miss Julia Avery, who left this country to visit

the dairying centres of Great Britain and the Continent?
Mr. H. H. McDaniel, of Madison. Wisconsin, U.S.A.,
received a postcard saj'ing that the Harley-Davidson motor
cycle and sidecar which they were using in their travels

had been confiscated for war purposes, but the post mark
on the card was so obliterated that it was impossible to tell

where it had been posted.

Miss Avery and her mother had planned to be at Ostend.
Belgium, the early part of August, and it is assumed that
the commandeering was done by the Belgian Government,
but the information on the subject is not definite, and it is

possible that they were deprived of their means of trans-
portation either by the French or German Government, as
they contemplated travelling to Ostend from Paris, via
Alsace-Lorraine.

Both Miss Avery and her mother are students in the
agricultural department at the University of Wisconsin.
They planned their trip to arrive in Brittany for the day
of "The Pardons," a Catholic holy day, at which time large
numbers of cows are blessed and a certain number given to
the church. Following that, they planned to inspect the
large dairy farms in the Channel Islands, the home of the
Jersey and the Guernsey, and then to travel through France,

HAVE YOU MET THEM?
Mrs. Rachel Foster Avery and her daughter, Miss Julia Avery, o(

Philadelphia, who planned to spend the summer studying European dairy

methods, to supplement their studies at the University of Wisconsin, and
whose Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit was confiscated for war purposes
Their firiends are anxious to hear news of them

Belgium, and Holland to study the Holstein breed and the

Dutch belted cattle,

Mrs. Avery and her daughter have travelled extensively

in Cireat Britain and on the Continent in previous years.

Their trip this year was the first one in which they used

a motor cycle, and we trust that everything possible will

be done by motor cyclists to aid them in returning home
safely, after the commandeering of their motor cycle and
sidecar.

We are sending, under separate cover, a photograph of

Miss Avery and her mother and the sidecar purchased for

dairy inspection and destined to serve in the war. If any
of your readers have any information concerning Mrs. Avery
and her daughter we trust that it will be communicated to

us promptly to relieve the anxiety of their many friends.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO.

A Private Motor Bicycle Commandeered.
Sir,—In a recent issue of Thu Motor Cycle I note with

interest your photograph of Corporal Guy Drew and his

3^- Premier. I must tell you he is now riding a 1914 T.T.

Douglas, which he most kindly commandeered from myself.

I learn that something went wrong wath his original mount,
and there was no time to have this put right. I happened
to be the unluckv man nearest with a new machine. iJ

ALBERT MOSS.

Despatch Riders.

Sir,—Below is an extract from The Evening New3 of

August 25th: "A despatch motor cyclist, on Government
business, broke down in Edgware Road. Unfortunately, he
knew nothing about his machine. A lady motorist of the
Women's Emergency Corps stopped and made good, the
defect in the machine."
May I ask why such a man as this should be given prefer-

ence to over 13,000 motor-cyclists who have volunteered
for service, among wliom I am personally acquainted with

" two or three expert riders, having also volunteered myself

and awaiting instructions? I do not claim to know every-

thing, but I .do not think I should be stranded in such a

predicament. F 7555.

The A.C.U. and Competitions .

Sir,i—We have to-day received from the A.C.U. a circular

letter urging that motor cycle competitions should be carried

on. We think it is necessary that a paper^witli a circulation

such as yours should take this matter up very strongly. We
have replied to the effect that as most of the competitors iii

A.C.LT. competitions are single men, the A.C.U. would be

assisting the country in a much more loyal manner if they

urged their members who are single men to take up arms .

on belialf of their country, w-hich would be much more com-
'

mendable than riding about through the country on a motor
bicycle for the purpose of gaining marks with a white badge
round their arms, which we think at these dreadful times

would be utterly absurd. We cannot imagine the Belgians,

French, or Russians having motor cycle competitions at thiSi.

time. MOTOSACOCHE", LTD.
August 27th. 0. DE Liss-4, Managing Director.

;
Possible Scarcity of Motor Tyres.

Sir,—Refe.rring to a statement which is being industriously

circulated relating to the " Possibility of a Scarcity of Tyres,"
we, as the largest tyre manufacturers in the Empire, .are in a

' position to say positively that there is no danger whatever
of a shortage in the supply of tyres. We have already stated

that we can instantly meet any demand likely to be made
upon us, and we have done this a.fter taking into full con-

sideration the situation, created by the stoppage of supplies

from Continental European sources.

We have also announced that there has been no alteration,

of our prices, and no stoppage of credit.

We snould feel obliged if you would publish the above facts''

so as to reassure the public. We think it will be agreed
that the suggestion w-hich has also been made in this connec-
tion, that owners of motor vehicles and cycles should curtail

the use of their vehicles, is an untimely and mischievous one,

tending to promote unemployment and to injure the rubber,
motor, cycle, and cotton industries by reducing the demand
for these goods, which, as a matter of fact, can be produced
in practically unlimited quantities in this country by Britif'"

workoeople." THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD
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Official
distinction.
Convincing evidence of the value of the many and
exclusive features identified with

CLYNO
Motor Cycles
is furnished by the fact that the CLYNO COMBINATION
is, so far as we can ascertain, the only combination
expressly designed for Sidecar use which has been

ordered by
H.M. WAR OFFICE

And sudi evidence should influence

your dioice — let us send yon details

and copy oj our latest list —-"' 191-1."

The Clyno Engineering Co.,
Peiham Street, Wolverhampton

( 7'o trltom all u-ltolesalc ami foreign eiuiuin'e-^ slioiild be addressed).

Sole Distributing .\ecnts (or London : The Service Co.. Ltd.
192. Hish Holborn. W.C.

:m

In answering thU advertisement it is dcsiiahle to mention " The Mnlor Curh.' B3
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The

SINGER
Smile.

Watch the Singer rider and you'll

see the Singer Smile

—

It reflects that perfection of

contentment which a never-failing

confidence alone can bring

—

It is significant of Singer Service,

the certainty of which relieves

the man who wears it of every

trouble—every care-

Watch—and if you would share

in his pleasure and contentment
—then test the Singer too !

The Singer range covers Motor
Bicycles from 2§ h.p. to 41 h.p.
al prices from £39 1o £80, and
Boohlet will be sept you upon
request.

SINGER & Co., Ld., Coveivtry

and 17, Holborn Viaduct, E.C,

Patriotic
Cycle & Motor Flagfs.

ERS, Ltd.,

3, New Street, Birmingham C^'-c^'^^^r')

have purchased a stock of oven >

10,000 Silk Flags
Size 6" X 4", Bnass-headed Pins,

(Union Jack, French, Belgian, and Russian

)

Usual Price |^^D. EACH,

offered at ^^J|
*!/» eac!^, iTM Postpaid.

Or 4 Flags, assorted, for 2/9.

Agents and Factors are invited to send
for Special Trade Prices.

3ME~ Imnnediate Delivery. "SS

Z;^ BOTH OF EXCEPTIONAL

FOOD VALUE

W.H.W.

SECOND EDITION.

HAND CAMERAS
A Handbook for
Amateur Photographers.

By R. CHILD BA YLEY [Editor ot " Photography jnd
Focus ").

This edition has been revised throughout, and brought up to date in every
detail. fVlany new full-page plates are included.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.
From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.

and leading booksellers.

(n 'ivxu'cnni/ llipxi- nrl rertisernrnts it is desirable to mention ^^The Motor Cycle."
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HIGH SPEEDS AT STYLE COR
Results and Impressions of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Ninih Annual Hill-climb.

THERE was a goodly crowd of

spectators at the ninth annual
hill-elimb of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club held

at Style Cop, near Rugcley, last Satur-
day. The Coventry Club's hill-cHnib
Jias come to be regarded as one of the
classic events of the year, as entries aie
always numerous and the competition
keen.

It njay not be known that the High-
way Board of the locality charge £5 for
the use of Style Cop a.s a hill-climbing
venue, the Wolverhampton, Sutton Cold-
field, and Coventry clubs having paid
this amount. There were 100 entries in

the Coventry climb, so that Is. per run
should pay the council splendidly. How-
ever, the Coventry Committee were
anxious to use a "safe" hill, and there
is no doubt that Style Cop is one of the
most desirable venues in the country
from a speed hill-climbing point of view,
being comparatively straight, of good
surface, and with a high bank at the
roadside near the finish wliich forms a
natural grandstand for the spectators.
There w-as a good sprinkling of the trade
among the big concour.^e of spectators,
who had arrived at the hill on all

descriptions of motor vehicles.

The organising club's local head-
quarters were at the Shrewsbury Arms
Hotel, where here numbers were issued.

The Ever Useful Boy Scout.

Prompt at 1.30 p.m. competitors,
officials, and timekeepers were in their
places on the hill, a long line of Boy
Scouts signalling along the course by
means of red and white Hags. It only
remained for the hill to be cleared of

Scene at the scales. The riders in the foreground are : H. Petty (3i h.p. Norton)-
who headed two " general " classes, and Ernest Smith (3i h.p. Regal-Precision.)

non-competing vcliicles, and a start was
made with Class 2 (Class 1 for Auto
Wheels receiving but one entry). In
this event the four long-stroke Levis
machiues of 60x70 mm. stood out pro-
minently, and varied very little in speed.

Their Enfield two-speed gears were used
to great advantage in starting, and the

Competitors waiting to descend the hill at the end of a class

drone of their engines was good to listen

to. Even in Class 3, when competing
against engines up to 5c0 c.c. they were
just as prominent. In this event an
entirely new design Enfield made its

debut. We describe and illustrate this

machine on another page.
The class for 550 c.c. machines proved

a repetition of history—a duel between
2% h.p. Sunbeams and A..I.S., the speed
of these ultra-efficient single-cylinder

machines being really wonderful ; they
were not perceptibly slower than the 500
c.c. mounts whiih followed.

Tarred with the Same Brush.

Though "standard pattern" inachines
were called for in Classes 6 and 7, we
regret to have to observe that standard
machines were conspicuous by their

absence, despite the splendid entry.

Practically all were T.'T. mounts; we
do not recollect seeing a single standard
chain case on the chain-driven mounts,
there were no such things as footboards
and pedals, and even silencers were
dispensed with. We heard of no pro-

tests, however, which rather suggested

that most regarded themselves as on an
oven keel with their rivals.

Petty on the Norton was the first to

show us what a modern 3^ h.p. mount
can do, flashing over the finishing tape

at express speed. Two Triumph ex-

ponents on the programme in this

class, viz., Harrison and Cocker, were
expected to show up well, but, unfor-

tunately, Harrison was a non-starter,

owing to an accident sustained during

the week. Cocker, however, who used

a T.T. mount with a Philipson pulley,

did remarkably well, his speed in the

middle of the "hill being greatly admired.

B5
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COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE MOTOR CLUB'S HILL-CLIMB AT
STYLE COP, RUGELEY.

S. A. Rowlandson and his wind-cutting disc wheel Rudge sidecar,

winner of a formula prize.

Davies on the Sunbeam managed to

beat him by a fraction, the three-speed

gear giving him an advantage in

getting . off the mark. His plan of

operation was to start his engine and wait

on the starting line for the signal to go.

Immediately he would let the clutch in

and his mount would spring- forward
with a bound. The Sunbeam rider

was especially fortunate, as he was
fastest in both Classes 6 and 7.

Rowlandson sat his single-geared Rudge
very neatly, and finished very fast.

Wade is a rider who can always be
expected to do well on his Zenith. A
non-starter was George Brough, who
had gear box trouble in practising on

the hill with his horizontal twin, which
he had tuned to perfection.

The "All Comers" Class.

The " open " class was the best sup-

ported with twenty-nine entries, ranging

from the diminutive Levises to the fleet

of 8 h.p. twins, handled by such expert
drivers as Harry Reed, J. J. Cookson,
A. Mackenzie Cott, S. Briggs, and A.
J. Brewin. The honour of accomplishing
fastest time fell to the last-named and
his 8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua, his speed being
terrific. Brewin told us that his speed-
ometer registered 75 m.p.h. on the fastest

stretch, which we can well believe, as he
averaged over 59 m.p.h. Cott was handi-
capped by his single-gear, but was never-
theless easily fastest of the generals.

Colliver's 7 h.p. Indian got away well,

but the engine seemed to choke when
approaching its maximum revolutions-

The Passenger Motor Cycles.

The sidecars were not numerous, but

credit for fastest time in the 750 c.c.

class went to Wade and his 5 h.p. Zenith,

the plucky 3^ h.p. riders who had entered

being naturally outpaced by him and Frank
Smith (Clyno). The award in this class

was, however, decided on formula, as also

b6 •

was class 10 for sidecars. up to 1,000 c.c,

in which event Brewin (who, by the way,
is an amateur) added to his laurels by
the fastest passenger climb in 55s. G.

H. Fry would have done much better

on his white Zenith had not the belt

broke fifty yards from the finishing line.

The impetus of his machine w-as sufficient

to carry him over tlie line at a good
speed.

Another striking machine was Brigg's

silver-plated Campion, on which he has
won many awards, but single-geared

machines have little chance against

variable gears in hill-climbing events,

especially when standing starts are the

order, as in the Coventy Club climbs.

The cycle car event was made up of

five light cars and a belt-driven Bucking-
ham, which latter stuck halfway up the

hill O'ving to the timing gear slipping. A
^—t.
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JMorris-Oxtord, driven by the designer,

was first in Im. 28s.

The Organisation.

The event was run off very smoothly

and promptly but for unavoidable traffic

delays, and no incident of any kind marred
the proce^ings. At the end of each cla.ss

an Excelsior '' com.mercial " sidecar took

the times up the hill, and as the

different classes were worked out, the

same vehicle, which carried a blackboard,

descended the hill slowly with the results

chalked on- the board, so that spectators

assembled all along the hillside could

follow the" proceedings. The weighing
operations were conducted in a siding

at the top of the hill, and each competitor
in the formula events was weighed
together with his machine just as ha
had ascended the hill.

The complete time results were posted

in the Shrewsbury Arms Hotel at 5.30

p.m., and the formula results were issued

on ilonday morning.

The Results.

The formula results were calculated on
the formula recommended by Th(L Motor

C X T^
'

Cycle, viz., —^=fi^ . In mostW
experts competed for time awards only,

the "generals" sharing the formula
prizes.

Class 2.

—

Standard Pattern Tourino
Two-stroke Lightweights up to
225 c.c.

On Time. m. s.

J. Veasey (1.9 Levis) 1 9-1

H. Newey (L9 Levis) 1 9|
W. H. Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 1 12|

On Formula. Fig. of Merit.
H. Newey (1.9 Levis) 265

J. Veasey (1.9 Levis) 324

W. H. Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 346

Class 3.

—

Standard Pattern Touring
Two-strokes up to 350 c.c.

On Time. m. s.

H. Newey (1.9 Levis) 1 7f
J. Veasey (1.9 Levis) 1 9

W. H. Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 1 12

On Fobmula. Fig. of Merit.
H. Newey (1.9 Levis) ... ... 251

J. Veasey (1.9 Levis) 320

W. H. Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 343

.V,, ^ v.^ r^f^r--^ -^

The team of 1.9 h.p. Levis riders

Motor Club's hill-climb. Reading from

C. Lindall, .1. Veasey, and H. Newey.

which did so well in the Coventry and Warwickshire

:ft to right the riders are: W. H. Butterfield,
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High Speeds on Style Cop.

—

Class 5.

—

Standakd Pattern
Four-strokes up to 350

On Time.
Stevens (2| A.J.S.) ...

R. Davies (2§ Sunbeam)
Williams (2| A.J.S.) ...

On Formula. Fig.
Williams (2| A.J.S.) ...

Stevens (2a A.J.S.)

R. Davies (2| Sunbeam)

Class 6.

—

Standard Pattern
Two and Four-strokes up 10 500 c.c.

Experts.
R. Davies (3^ Sunbeam)
Cocker (3J Triumph) ...

Green (3^ Triumph) ...

A. Rowlandson (3| Rudge)
T. Newsome (3-^ Rover)
H. Fry (3^ Rudge) ...

General.
On TtME.

Petty (3-1 Norton)
Smith (3-^- Regal-Precision)

J. Lambert (3^ Norton)

On Formula. Fig. of Merit.
Petty (3i Norton) 351

H. 'Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 360
Newey (1.9 Levis) 371

W.
H.
C.

e.

w.
H.

H.
J.

H.
s.

c.

G.

H.
E.

e.

H.
W
H.

Touring
c.c.

M. s.

531
54

54|

, OF -Merit.

308
320
322

Touring

50|

51i

56

58^
It

M. S.

1 01

1 li

Cyhnder of the new Enfield two-stroke

Class 7.

—

Standard Pattern Touring
Two AND Four-strokes up to 750 c.c.

/Ctpcr/s.

On Time.
H. R. Davies (3^ Sunbeam)
J. Cocker (3i Triumph) ...

L. Hill (3i Rudge)
C. T. Newsome (Sj Rover)
A. B. Wade (5 Zenith) ...

S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudgel

Generiil.

H. Petty (3^ Norton) ...

C. G. Lambert (3^ Norton)
E. Smith (3^ Regal-Precision)

On For.mula. Fig.
H. Petty (3^ Norton)
H. Newey (1.9 Levis)

C. G. Lambert (3^ Norton)

Class 8.-" All Comers"
1,000 c.c.

Expert.
A J. Brewin (8 Zenith) ...

S. Briggs (8 Campion)
H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap)
J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless)
J. Cocker (3^ Triumph) ...

C. T Newsome (3| Rover)

ji. s.

501

50t
... 511

531
541
55^

52
... 1

... 1 1

OF Merit.
... 363
... 380
... 430

451
47

1

481

50-i

51|
52

W.

The new Enfield two-stroke, which made its debul at the Coventry and Warwickshire

Motor Club's hill-climb on Saturday last.

Class 11.—Cycle Cars up to 1,100 c.c.

On Time. m- s.

W. R. .Morris (10 Morris-Oxford) 1 28

On Formula. Fig. of Merit.

W. R. .Morris (10 Murris-0.\ford) ... 478

Best Figure of Merit.

H. Newey (19 Levis, in Class 3) ... 251

General.

On Time.
.Mackenzie Cott (8 Ivy-Jap)

G. Lambert (3^ Norton)
Newey (1.9 Levis)

Ox Formula. Fig. o:- Merit.

Veasev (1.9 Levis) 320

H. Lindall (L9 Levis) 344

H. Butterfield (1.9 Levis) ... 362

M. S.

51

581
1 81

Class 9.

—

Sidecars up to 750 r.c

On Time. .m. s.

A. B, Wade (5 Zenith sc.) ... 1 2

Frank Smith (5 Clvuo sc.) ... 1 51

L. Hill (3i Rudge' sc.) 1 6

On Formula. Fio. of Merit.

S. A. Rowlandson (3J, Rud-e sc.i ... 414

L. Hill (3.'. Rudge sc.) 417

A. B. Wade (5 Zenith sc.) 452

Class 10.

—

Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.

On Time. m. s.

A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith sc.) ... 55

G. H. Fry (8 Zenith sc.) ... 1 0|

A B. Wade (5 Zenith sc.) ... 1 2|

On Formula. Fig. of Merit.

A. B. Wade (5 Zenith sc.) 461

A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith sc.) ... 474

G. H. Fry (8 Zenith sc.) 5S0

OUR ADVICE TO CLUBS
At a time when every motor cyclist

is anxious to serve his King and

Country, and when all army vacancies

are for the present filled, the advice

of " THE MOTOR CYCLE " to Club

Committees is to encourage members
to cultivate assiduously an intimate

knowledge of their own particular

localities, to become well versed in

the art of map reading, and prac-

tised in the handling of a rifle, so that,

should their services be required they

will be as useful as possible.

Ordinary competitions having
been cancelled, Clubs might welJ

arrange map reading contests {md
reconnaissance tests in districts not

occupied by troops

AN ENFILLD TWO-STROKE
The First Model Makes its Appearance

at the Coventry Hill-climb

THK Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., of

Itedditch, arc yet another of our
large manufacturers who have
turned their minds to the two-

stroke quesiion, and the first of their

productions in its e.\periniental form
made its ilehiil at the Coventry and
Warwickshire ^LC. hill-climb on Satur-
day last. It is a very neat looking

mount. It is interesting to note that the
Kntield engine is in no way a copj' of

e-xisting machines, but the designer has
struck out boldly on lines of his own.
Perhaps the most interesting feature is

the slide valve employed to control the
port openings. It is actuated from the
crankshaft, and it is claimed tliat the
petrol consumption is considerably im-
proved by its use. The magneto is

carried behind the cylinder, and at
present the engine is mounted in a loop
frame, though we are given to under-
stand that in its final form a divided
frame will be standard and that the
engine will be so constructed as to make
a unit with the aheady well-known
Enfield two-speed gear.

Accessibility well Studied.

The bore and stroke are 70 X 72 mm.
respectively, but the slide valve gives

the engine the appearance of having a
longer stroke. Care has been taken to

render all detail work accessible, and
all po; '.s are arranged slightly on the

skew, so that they may easily be in-

spected without interference from the

frame. An Amac carburetter was in use,

but the type of magneto has not yet been
definitely decided on.
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CHAT

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Sept. 5 7.40 p.m.

.. 5 7.38 ,,

,. 6 7.35 ,,

,, 8 7,31 „

A Show Suggestion.

jTAe Motor Cydc this week makes the
suggestion that the car and motor cycle
shows be combined this year in view of

the war.

International Cycle Car Race Abandoned.
T)ie Auto Cycle Union has decided to

abandon the international cycle car race,

originally fixed to take place in the Isle

of Man on September 24th. It is^ the
intention of the Union to hold this race
as soon as circumstances permit, but it is

of course impossible at present to make
any definite statement as to the probable
date on which it will be held.

Puzzle, Find the Hill

!

'I'he Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club have achieved fame as the result
of their hill-climb at Style Cop last

Saturday, first of all because it broke
a period of club inactivity since the war
began, and secondly because two motor
journals announced the venue of the
cliuib as Porlock ! As Porlock is only
about 160 miles from Coventry, it would
be a distinct feather in the cap of even
the modern machine to be able to go
such a distance to a climb and back in

a week-end. And what about the Auto
Wheels ?

A Danger Spot.

An exceedingly dangerous spot is a

bend about one and a half miles on the

Chelmsford side of the Fox and Goose on
the Ongar-Chelnisford Road. There have
Vjeen many serious motor cycle accidents
at the spot, and we regret to have to

record that a fatal accident occurred
there on the afternoon of August 23rd,
when Mr. Percy Sheldrick, of Enfield, was
killed -when driving his wife and little

son in a sidecar round the bend. A
verdict of accidental death was returned
by the coroner's jury, and the dangerous
nature of the road was shown by the
evidence that Mr, vSheldrick was proceed-
ing at quite a moderate pace. The corner
is a right-angle one, 12ft, wide, and the
surface is loose, and there are several

ruts. The jury recommended that the
attention of the authorities be called to

the spot.

b8 .

A.A. and M.V. Notes.

Wausixg to Membees,—While the pre-

sent conditions prevail, members of the
Automobile Association are advised to

abstain from unnecessarily using the
roads after dark. They are also particu-

larly urged to drive very carefully in dis-

tricts where sentries are on duty, and to

stop immediately the request to "Halt!"
is made. It need hardly be mentioned
that failure to obseive this rule involves

serious risk to motorists.

It may not be generally known to pro-

spective tourists in Devonshire that a

new road has been constructed enabling
motorists to go from Lynton to Lynmouth
without encountering any abnormally
severe gradients. The average gradient
of the new road is 1 in 15, with a steepest
portion of 1 in 12. Arrangements are
being made whereby the new road will be
adequately signposted by the Association.
also by the authorities.

SPECIAL FEATURES

COVENTRY CLUB'S OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.

SIDECARS FOR RED CROSS WORK.
AMALGAMATE THE CAR AND

MOTOR CYCLE SHOWS. „

Manufacturers and the War Office.

We understand that Messrs, Phelori'.

and Moore have supplied the War Office

with a consignment of P. and il. motnr_
bicycles, and the company is now working
at high pressure to cope with thj

remainder of the War Office demands.
With each section of the Royal Flying
Corps a P. and M. motor bicycle and.,

sidecar form part of the regulation

equipment. The, machines are standard
in every respect with single-cylinder
engines, two-speed gears and enclosed,

chain drive.

.J

CONSULTING THE MAP.

P. C. Collier and comrade, who are attached to the Queen *s Own Yorkshire Dragoons. The

machines are a Triumph and an Ariel. One of the greatest assets from the point of view of a

military despatch rider is an intimate knowledge of roads and map readmg.
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FROM "MOTOR CYCLING.- OF CHICAGO. U.S.A.

A cartoon culled from an American journal, which is accompanied by faise statements, to the

effect that " European manufacturers are cut off from the Colonial markets owing to the blockades

of ports and the prospects of capture by the enemy, and, therefore, "American manufacturers

should get busy." But, as every Britisher knows, our Navy has swept the seas, and practically

all trade routes are still open. Moreover, British manufacturers are still executing orders from

Overseas markets.

S. R. Axford's New Post.

Sydney R. Axford, tlie well-known
rider, has recently been appointed as

leading mechanic, first grade, Air Craft
Department of the Royal Navy.

A Lncky Escape.

Dr. Low and his brother were recently

working in their laboratory, when someone
tired two revolver shots at them through
the window. Fortunately both shots

went wide and no damage was done. The
man who is alleged to have been respon-

sible for this dastardly attempt at murder
has been ai rested. He is. we regret to

say, an Englishman. Dr. I>ow has been
busily engaged in Government work lat<?ly.

From Motor Cycles to Aeroplanes.

., Harold Karslake, now Corporal H.
'.Karslake, of the Royal Flying Corps,

"Writes "us a cheery letter, saying he is

hard at work preparing a squad of

laeroplanes for service at the front and

;that he expects to go with them. His

'experience in turning air-cooled engines

I
has stood him in good stead in tackling

the somewhat difficile Gnome motors,

*nd he says many little racing tips from

motor cycle practice are applicable to the

Gnome. Incidentally, he mentions that

.two foreign spies were captured at Brook-

lands last week and their car com-
mandeered.

[Exclusive Features in this Issue.

Following upon the first details and
iillustrations in our last issue of the new
'Stunney-Arclier counter-shaft gear, the

Splitdorf dynamo-magneto machine, ajiid

the Albion counter-shaft gear, we publish

exclusively in the present number, illus-

trated descriptions of the

Sfcarley tubular wheel for motor cycles,

Henderson dynamo lighting set.

First Enfield two-stroke machine.
• An illustrated description with both
jiime and formula results of the Coventry
and Warwickshire j\I.C. hill-climb (which
attracted 100 entries), and an exclusive

account of a reliability trial at the Gape
are also features of the present issue.

The Scope of the Sidecar.

A fortnight ago in these columns we
dealt with " The Sidecar as a Commercial
Vehicle," pointing out the possibilities

of such a low-priced outfit and illustrat-

ing several examples. This week we
deal with another important possibility

for the sidecar, viz., as a Red Cross
ambulance vehicle. .Some time ago we
illustrated the first of these vehicles, and
makers have not been slow to recognise
their usefulness. This week we illus-

trate and describe a number of different

designs, and we believe we are correct

in saying that it is only a question of time
before sidecar ambulances receive official

recognition.
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Two Sides to the Competition Question.

The letter issued by the -A.C.U. urging
clubs to " carry on " as usual seems to
have given offence in some quarters.
This, after all. is not surprising. Many
people look upon competitions as events
solely to amuse ; they overlook altogether
the business side of the question. It

would, however, be deplorable if competi-
tions were the means of hindering young
unmarried -men from enlisting when their

King and Country need them.

An Appeal to Play Fair.

Since the declaration of war police

trapping has almost entirely ceased, ''and

in only one district in London, namely,
Highgate, have we heard of any police

traps at all. The reason for this cessa-

tion of persecution of motorists is obvi-

ously due to two reasons, the first being
that many motor vehicles are being used
in the service of the Government, and
secondly owing to the police force being
depleted through many of its members
being called out to join the Reserves in

both the Navy and Army there has been
no one to work them. It is indeed
pleasant to think that the roads are as

free and open in tfiis country as they are
in France, but we most earnestly beg
motor cyclists not to take unfair advant-
age of their present immunity. If there
are nuinerous complaints, no matter in

what district, the trapping is sure to be
started again. Last week-end on the
Ripley Road three constables were
employed to estimate the speed of motor
vehicles which passed them, while we
would also like to point out that the new
force of special constables lately enrolled

will release more policemen for control

duty. There have been numerous cases

of fast driving in places where fast driving
is dangerous, and we would therefore

earnestly impress upon motor cyclists the
necessity to drive with due caution in

places where caution is necessary. Taking
advantage of an opportunity like the pre-

sent is not playing the game.

A Belgian motor cyclist despatch rider who bravely brougta despatches thiougli

German lines from Brussels to Antwerp
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INVALIDED HOME.
Chat with a Well-knowu Motor Cyclist

in Hospital.

VEENON BUSBY, the well-known
motor cyclist, has been invalided
home from the front, having had
his leg damaged by a bullet wound.

On Tuesday we had a chat with him in

hospital and learned that he saw a good
deal of the fighting in the heart of

Belgium when the British troops first

came into contact with the enemy.
The journey to the front via Ireland

occupied two and a half days, and Busby
(whose rank was Corporal, R.E. Signalling
Section) had to proceed to a rest-camp,
which was reached by a circuitous route
over very bad roads, made worse by an
e.xcessive amount of rain. The camp was
finally reached, but at times the wheels
of his 3i h.p. T.T. Sunbeam almost to
the axle were buried in mud. It was a
tedious process, as every mile the section
had to halt and wait for the troops to
come up. The section was under the
command of Lieut. Selwyn, R.E., who
has a Swift, cycle car loaded with petrol
tins.

On one occasion the officer's car was
absolutely immovable in thick mud, and
it took twenty men to clear it. In the
afternoon the order to advance was
gi\en, and they had to make their way

SEPTEMBER 3rd, igi.

Vernon Bujby, who has been invalided

home from the front.

back to . Busby slept in a guard's
van, in company with Featherstonhaugh
(of the Rover Co.), Kayzer (^n O.xford
man), and several other despatch riders.
On arriving at the centre of operations.

Busby's first duty was to take over an
officer's machine, the big end of which
had seized. Still another had to have the
same attention in a field workshop.
Most of the time Busby was acting as

Artificer-Corporal in a Signal Station.
From the south-east of Mons he had

a magnificent view of the .great battle,
and saw many German aeroplanes, which,
unfortunately, accurately discovered the
position of our troops. Matters became
so serious that the motor cyclists had to
go out in pairs, and were 'instructed to
drive with one hand on the handle-bars
and carry a revolver in the other. Their
duties were to cut the telegraph wires
before the order to retire was given.
One of the most important works they

had .to carry out was the finding of an
ammunition column which had gone
astray. The authorities were exceedingly
pleased with the motor cyclists' work,
but the roads hampered progress. Un-
fortunately, too, the machines were not
too well used, and a number were
damaged by inexpert handling. In the
heavy fighting which took place several
'motor cyclists were killed ; one, a doctor

g"""*^

v.-^W.
A

WELL-KNOWN MOTOR CYCLISTS IN FR.ANCE.

V. Busby (Sunbeam), H. B. Blower (Douglas), and G. Featherstonhaugh (Rover), mem':cr3 of

the Special Motor Cycle Corps of the Expeditionary Force. This corps went over to France"

soon after the outbreak of hostilities.

on a Eudge, was said to have been blown
to pieces by a shell.

Among the well-known riders who
Busby met on the Continent we maj- men-
tion Begley, who stated that he had shot
several Lhlans. The Fifth Division,
among whom were the two Burneys and
the two Roberts's of Blackburne fame,
suffered very heavily, and news of them
is anxiously awaited. The Germans ap-

pear to have any number of aeroplanes.

At one time Busby saw a Zeppelin
manoeuvring over the battlefield, against

which a terrific bombardment was ~

levelled, but it eventually escaped.

Busby's wound is, happily, slight, and
he is expected to be out of hospital jn a.

fortnight or so.

War Risk Rate Reduced.
The War Risk Rate for ca.rgo insur-

ance was again reduced on Tuesday morn-
!

ing from three guineas to two guineas
per cent. This reduction, it is considered,

will very considerably stimulate British
oversea' commerce.

WITH THE ENGLISH ,-\Rl\lV IN FRANCE.

A transport section accompanied by a number of military motor cyclists, all moun" :d on

Douglas machmes ow.ied by the War Office.
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Hints for Beginners.
SECOND INSTALMENT.

ON THE ROAD.

THERE are so many types of gear that it would

be futile to attempt advice for every make, but

the following tips will be found correct in

general practice. With hub gears the change should

always be made fairly quickly. When changing up

raise the exhaust lifter momentarily, but this is not'

generally necessary when changing down unless the

gears do not at once follow the action of the lever

;

even then it is better to declutch for a second.

With counter-shaft gears it is better to change up

fairly _slowly with the exhaust lifter raised, and the

bigger the gap between the ratios the slower the

change should be made. When a clutch is fitted it is

usually as well to use ifgently. To change down use

,the clutch alone and move the lever firmly across

;

the revolving parts of motor cycle gears are seldom

heavy enough to . necessitate double clutching.

One of the first needs on the road is to get accus-

tomed to the fee! of the brakes, and before serious

touring is undertaken the rider should be able to put

on the brakes automatically in an emergency. Use
the brakes sparingly, and when possible slow down on

the throttle some time before it is necessary to stop.

A sudden application of a harsh brake is more apt to

cause skidding than almost any other cause. Especi-

ally is this the case with a front wheel brake, and

should a front brake be at all sudden in action it is

well to use it with the uimost care.

Steering is an easy matter unless a sidecar is

"attached, and then anyone who is used to riding a

pedal tricycle will have but little difficulty. Those
who have no experience with three-wheelers should

go slowly and remember to lean in towards the inside

of the curve or corner until complete confidence has

been acquired.

Ho'W to Manipulate the Clutch.

When the engine is firing it should be slightly

'accelerated before letting in the clutch, but jicver race

the engine when running light, and do not accelerate

more than is necessary. A little practice will soon

show how fast the engine should be run to take up
the drive gently. Never do anything on a motor cycle

hurriedly. Let your clutch in gently, be steady with

your brakes, change speed firmly but do not slam

your gears in. Advance the spark gradually and open

the throttle gently. Take your corners slowly and in

as wide a sweep as possible, and, above all, learn to

use all controls without needing to look for them.

Then when you get in a tight place or have to drive

at night you can keep your eyes on the road ahead
and your feet and hands Avill work automatically.

If you wish to keep the plated parts in good con-

dition throughout the winter coat them well with

vaseline, and the accumulated mud and dust can after-

wards be easilv removed with a rag.

Causes of trouble are nowadays few and far between,
and the symptoms can only be traced after some
experience, consequently only a few of the most likely

faults will be mentioned. After a little experience

it becomes almost second nature to know where to

look for trouble.

Tracing Faults.-

A sooted plug is generally caused by over oiling, and
the machine will usually misfire and stop or cease firing

quite suddenly. Under these circumstances remove
the plug and examine the points. If they are shorted

or joined by a piece of carbon or drop of oil, it is

best to scrape the points and then wash the plug in

clean petrol. Before replacing it in the cylinder, con-

nect up the high-tension terminal and lay the plug on
the cylinder in such a manner that, though the body
touches, the central electrode and terminal are clear.

Revolve the engine smartly by hand or foot, and if a

spark occurs between the points all is well and the

plug may be replaced once more. If, however, there

is no spark try another plug; if this fails to give a

spark, see that the terminals are properly affixed to

the magneto and plug ; see, also, that the magneto is

clean and dry.

Guarding Against a Seizure.
If this does not effect a cure, make sure the rocker

arm in the contact breaker is free. A choked jet

generally stops the engine to an accompaniment of

loud pops or one loud pop. In this case the jet sh.iuld

be carefully removed and examined. A very shiall

piece of dirt will choke a jet, and must be removed
witliout damaging the jet nozzle; a strand of Bowden
calile is excellent for cleaning purpo.^es. Make sure

that the petrol is 'reaching the float chamber and jet,

as it is possible that an air lock has formed or dirt

has blocked the pipe or passages, which wdll, of course,

need cleaning under these circumstances. It is not

uncommon for a beginner to run out of petrol and
then spend quite a long time searching everywhere but

in the tank for the cause of the stop.

A seizure is possible in the case of a new engine,

and can only be guarded against by liberal oiling.

The symptoms are those of a drag on the machine,

the engine running harshly and stifHy, and getting

gradually slower, while it usually emits loud knocks.

Under these circumstances stop at once, inject oil

copiously, and revolve the engine steadily by the kick

starter or pedals in order to splash the oil over the

interior of the engine before restarting.

\

)
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DAWN ON THE EAST COAST.
Many motor cyclists are at the present time employed in the defence of our shores, the North Sea Coast being s;: ccially guarded
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SIDECARS FOR RED CROSS WORK.
A New Form of Ambulance likely to Prove of Great Utility.

(2) Illustrating the carrying

capacity of the Dalton

ambulance outfii attached

'o a twin Rex.

RAPID and comfoitnMc removal of the woiunlcil

is one of the most urgent necessities imposed
by the horrors of modern warfare. Over any-

thing like rough country the large well-sprung motor
car ambulnnce is pre-eminently the best methotl to

adopt, but the motor cycle can fulfil exceedingly useful

service, especially in meeting the boats coming with

wounded to transfer them from the quayside; to tiie

hospital. The excellent roads in Englantl arc wcU-

xSijited for such machines, and \vc are glad to see (]uite

a nitmber of well-thought-out outfits appearing from
various factories. Smooth running is, of course, of

paramount importance, and to that end we should

suggest that- low compression twin-cylinder engines

would be the most advantageous to use. Speed in the

way we understand speed in regard to motor cycles

is not tlesirable, for, of course, a speed of twice that

of a horse is fast for an ambulance, though moderate
for a motor cycle. And, needless to say, no [)ossil)le

risk should be run with such a burden, and such a

machine shoukl be equipped with the best and most

sensitive system of springing of the stretcher as it is

possible to obtain. If the sidecar wheel could also

be sprung, so much the better, for what would pass

as iinnoticealile -shocks to a heaUhv. soiuid ni.in

-- -

. .J
might well be intolerable to one even slightly wounded.

The 8 h.p. Leader.
We illustrate two aspects of the- new sidecar

amliulance produced by the Leader Motor Works,
Station Road, Bristol. The power unit is an 8 h.p.

Precision, and an excellent feature is the fitting of

detachable and interchangeable wheels, the method of

carrying the spare wheel lieing particularly neat. Con-
siderable .space is provided in a large locker at the

rear of the sidecar chassis for bandages, surgical

appliances, etc., while a spare two-gallon tin of petrol

is also carried. The stretcher is carefully sprung fore

and aft, and a removable cover to protect the injured

from the elements is well carried out. This can be

used as a roof as show'n or drawn right down to afford

entire protection. Two of these ambulances have
already been clelivered to the Bristol Motor Cycle War
Committee, and others, we umlerstand, are in course

of construction.

The Dalton Ambulance,
Our illustration shows a chassis designed by

Mr. F. G. Robinson, late of the Bramble Co., for the

manufacturers, H. J. Dalton and Co., Croft Road,
Cnxentrv.

A sidecar ambulance outfit produced by Ell Clark, of Bristol. The cover in the left hand illustration is arranged to fold d',o\va on eaci;h side.

BI7
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Sidecars for Red Cross Work.

—

The chassis is stoully constructed and
the wheel is carried between two tubes

so as to be easily detached, and is

_ extremely strongly mounted. Below the

chassis provision is made for carrying

tyres, spares, and petrol, and at the back
is fitted a roomy receptacle for medical
appliances. The stretcher is strongly

made and clips to the chassis at four

points, and is spi-ung on a pair of lontt

laminated springs. The construction is

simplicity itself, and every detail is well

made. An interesting point in connection
with the Dalton is that it is probably the

first sidecar ambulance to be inspected bv
the War Office, the designer having
driven the machine to London for that

special purpose. The sidecar we inspected

wa.5 attached to a 7 h.p. Rex, and we are

told that, after maintaining a high average

speed for the best i^art of 100 miles, the

passenger was as comfortable as if in a

luxurious sidecar.

The above do not exhaust the number
of ambulance sidecars which ha^e been
produced, and we are in a position to

state that more than one eminent firm

have on the stocks examples of this kind
of veliicle.

OT©S((TOLE SEPTEMBER ^ri, 1914.

bIDECARS FOR RED CROSS VIORK.
The Gloria sidecar ambulance attached to a Triumph motor bicycle. Standing

on the right of the machine is Lady Rowley, who is said to have originated the idea

of a motor cycle ambulance.

—>—'^©^>»—<—

IN
connection with the campaign undertaken by the

Board of Trade, to assist British manufacturers
artd merchants to secure trade formerly in the

hands of German or Austro- Hungarian firms, the

Board has recei\'ed a very large number of enquiries

for names of .sellers or buyers of articles of which

To Capture German Commerce.
Important Action taken by the Board of Trade.

.sources of supply or markets have been interfered with

by the war. .:::

Special arrangements have been made ui the Com-

i

mercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade

for dealing with the enquiries, and lists are being

prepared and circulated of articles which enquirers

desire {a) to purchase and {b) to sell. The first lists.:

are now ready, and may .be obtained on applicatioir?

to the branch. An enlarged sample, room will also be

established very shortly for the purpose of exhibiting

samples of German and Austrian or Hungarian goods

or materials which have competed witlV British

products at home or abroad, especially those which

are necessary for the continuance of British manu-
facture, but which it is now impossible to obtain from

their previous sources.

Firms who may w'ish to exhibit goods are invited to

make application to the Commercial Litelligence

Branch. It should be expressly understood, however,

that the exhibition is intended exclusively for samples

of' goods which have formerly been obtained in

Germany and Anstria-Himgary alone, and winch firms

may now desire to purchase in the United Kingdom.
Notice will be given of the opening of the exhibition.

A catalogue library will also be opened, and firms

who may not desire to exhibit samples are invited to

furnish catalogues of goods formerly received by

them from Germany and Austria- Hungary ; these

'

catalogues to be classified by trades in order to be

readily accessible to encjuirers.

The address of the Commercial Intelligence Branch

is 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.G.
The locker provided for medical appliances on the Dalton

ambulance sidecar.
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THE WONDERFUL SUNBEAM TRANSMISSION Bl

The 31 K.p. Sunbeam
is the most suitable and reliable
motor bicycle for the war

because of the power of its engine, and its ideal system

of transmission

.

Soldiers and Despatch Riders will be supplied on Demand.

— No Waiting. —
JOHN MARSTON. LTD., 11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

LONDON

BRIGHTON -

BOURNEMOUTH

-

CHELTENHAM

57, HoLBORN Viaduct,

157 & I5.S, Sloane Street

( by Sloane Square ), S.W.

94, Western Road, Hove.

8, holdenhurst road.

Bath House, Bath Street.

LEICESTER

MANCHESTER

LIVERPOOL •

BIRMINGHAM

EDINBURGH

16, London Road.

131, Deansgate.

68, Renshaw Street.

Easy Row.

37. George Street.

i^—1-—

.

T~.i—

.

1—

.
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Mark A3,

3/6.

WILL YOU NOW
SUPPORT GERMAN COMPETITION i

Will you supply thc>?i with the sinews ot

war, when you can get better satisfaction at

less cost by using British-made productions.?

We make Sparking Plugs out and out,
steel nut, and insulator, firing points to
TerminzJ,—a claim which can be ad-
vanced to-day by no other British firm.

No change in prices, No change in quality, No shortage.

u PHIN V

The plu^s used by

THE ADMIRALTY. H.M. WAR OFFICE. H IW. POST OFFICE. AND THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY

The Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Bradford Street, Birmingham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.



i8 Adveetisements. THE MOTOR CYCLE.

TO THE
FRONT f

NEW MACKIMES JN STOCK
A.tl.S., 6 h.p., twin, and Sidecar 84 Gns.
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and MiUford Corvette

Car, soiled only, complete £78
CLYNO, 6 h.p., twin, 3 speeds, detachable

wheels £75
CLYNO, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, and

clutch, with Lucas accessories £40
CLYNO, 2} h.p., 2-strokc £30
CONNAUGHT, 2I h.p,, 2.5troke, 3 speeds . . £45
CONNAUGHT, iJ, h.p., 2-stroke, standard

model £33 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Conabination, coach-built. . £84
F.N., 8 h.p., 4 cylinders, 3 sp., latest model £78
MATCHLESS SB Combination £92 17
O.K. Junior, 2 h.p., 2 speeds £30
RUDGE IN'Iulti, 5 h.p., variable gear £63 15
REX Sidette, 6 h.p., 3 sp., soiled ; cost £85 £75
TRIUMPH, 4 h p , 3 speeds £60
DIAMOND, 2 speeds, lightweight, 1913,

brand new, enclosed transmission £45

CYCLE CARS
1914 HUMBERETTE, 8 h.p., air-cooled,

3 speeds and revtrse, soiled only £107 10
1913 (late) MORGAN, 8 h.p., J.A.P. engine,

finished red, excellent order £67 10
1912 CROUCH Carette, 8 h.p., water-
cooled, twin, wheel steering, hood,
screen, all accessories, new tyres. . £40

NOW-AS ALWAYS
we are right TO
THE FRONT with

the best selection of

second-hand mounts, all

guaranteed overhauled

before being offered for

sale. We give the BEST
TERMS, cash, exchange,

or deferred payments.

Reduced Prices for Machines and Accessories to

Members of H.M. Forces.

Sole Agents for London for Clynos, Co'nnaugiits,

Empire Sidecars, etc.

I

SERVICE SIDECARS, with handsome coach

lody, door, tool locicr and apron £s 8 o

SPORTING OR TOURIIMG

MODEL with full size cane,

torpedo body, large locker,

and underslung chassis - -

- £9 17 6

CALL AND INSPECT

OUR STOCK, or WRITE

A NOTE OF YOUR

REQUIREMENTS.

568.

582.

564.

547.
5G2.

569.

60T.

586.

391.
igjc.

/21.

599-

738.

505.

653.
527.

404.
382.

September 3kd, 1Q 14.

I H H n H H H U|
SECOND-HAWD MACHIMES Bi

UNDER £20
1910 2j h.p. mOTO-REVE £15
1909 3; h.p. REX £18

£20 — £30
igro 3 h.p. WANDERER £22-
1913 2Vh.p. mOTOSACOCHE £23

r 1 h.p. WANDERER £25
3 h.p. WANDERER £23

1913 2', h.p. HOBART, 3 speeds £23 1

igrs 2; h.p. LEVIS £22 !

£30 — £40
rgir 3i h.p. SCOTT £32 1

1911 3j h.p. SCOTT £35
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO £39 1

1913 3; h.p. IWATCHLESS-J.A.P., twin£40
r9i2 3.'. h.p. P. & M £40
IQ12 6 h.p. CLYNO 38 Gn
1914 2; h.p. CONNAUGHT, sspeed . . £37
igrr e h.p. ZENITH, twin £36
igi2 31 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £32 1

£40 — £50
rgis 2:5 h.p. DIAMOND, New £45
1912 6 h.p. ZENITH, MontRomervSc. £47 1

rgr2 6 h.p. CLYNO, Millford Sidecar £45
r9i2 6 h.p. MATCHLESS and Sidecar £47 1

I9r2-i3 8. h.p. WILLIAIVISON, Sidecar £47 1

igi2 8 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £50

289, 292-29

HIGH eOLBORN, LONDON, W.I

'Phone—260 Central. Wires— " Admittedly.*'

Light Car Showrooms : Garage and Repairs :

10a, Featherstone Buildings. 1-2, Harper Mews, Theobald's Rd.

are still in the front rank. Owing
to the splendidly equipped works

and the thorough test to which
every machine is subjected on

completion, the high standard of

quality for which Royal Ruby
Motor Cycles are world famous is

being maintained.

Write for free Booklet, giving full

particulars and illustrations of the

Royal Ruby models, both in the

lightweight and heavy-weight class.

Prices from 25 gns. to 80 gns.

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE Co.,
Ruby Works, Ancoats, Manchester.

BOOKS
FOR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers
£\'ery Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

find these books instructive and interesting.

Hand Cameras, 1 /6 nett. By post, 1 /9.

Photographic Enlarging, 1 /6 nett. By post, 1 /9.

Photography for All. Photography by Rule.

Practical Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2

Send

Postcard

for full

List of

Photo

graphic

boo\

{I fMCtKK. kAI

ti^m'mmfmm^mmm

'^''mmmmem^.i'^mwt^
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ANOTHER ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET.
A Well-arranged Equipment Fitted

"^ N the higher-priced and luxurious motor cycles

1 of to-day electric lighting is making great head-
"^ way, and although prophecy is always danger-

us, we feel fairly safe in asserting that in the near

iture on all really high class machines such installa-

ons will be demanded by a fastidious public.

One of the latest sets we have examined is that

tted to a four-cylinder Henderson by the agents,

Messrs. Robertsons and
Co., Great Portland Street,

W. The generator is

mounted at the forward end
of the engine on a small

platform, and is driven by
a belt from a pulley

arranged on the end of

the crankshaft., The con-

struction is quite on

accepted lines with that of

similar machines, and the

workmanship throughout i.s

excellent. The i^attery is

placed in a neat position

underneath the footboards,

and is practically unnoti( c-

able. A powerful head
light is fitted as well as an

effective electric horn.

The tail lamp is a very

sound i)iece of work, and
is mounted rigidly on the

rear mudguard. There is

windiiw let in it for illuminating the number
)late, and it can also be viewed quite easily

rom the saddle to see if it is in proper

forking order. The wiring is carried out by

itilising a telegraphic cable, and is taken underneath

he rear mudguard and along the top of the frame.

t is, therefore, placed out of the way and does not

mpart a ragged appearance to the machine at all.

The whole system works on a low voltage, the globe

applied to the head light work-

ig on a pressure of two volts.

t is possible to illuminate the

imps without the aid of the

ynamo, if necessary, as a cut-out

i provided. This mechanism also

irevents the battery from becom-
ng overcharged. The general

rangement and appearance is

xcellent, and a som'ewhat blank

pace peculiar to the Henderson
lachine is filled up in such a way
s to give the forward end quite

complete finish. The rear lamp
i also of very solid construction,

eing made of cast aluminium,
lid should not be affected in any
ay by vibration.

So far, this lighting set has not

een arranged on any other

machine, but later on, when the TKe " electrideJ

to a Four-cylinder Henderson.
above firm have had sufficient experience with this

particular set, they 'vvill doubtlessly provide sets for

other types of motor cycles.

The belt-driven dynamo mounted in Iront of tlie engine.

A SIDECAR QUICK-FIRER.

A FEW days ago we noticed in London traffic

a machine fitted with a patent sidecar chassis

on which a quick-firing gun was mounted on

a special bracket. The usual type of body and
springing had been dispensed with and in its place

was an ordinary pan 'saddle with a motor cycle type

of back rest. This was placed in such a position

that the passenger on the sidecar could operate the

machine gun whilst sitting there. The whole of the

suspension was very carefully carried out. There was
also a large number of cases of ammunition carried

under the axle in a steel framework, which was
suspended by several coil springs.

"cyl'ridei Henderion, i.o'.v mori than eve a cai on t\NO \vh=eb
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THE LEVIS "POPULAR" MODEL.
A Fascinating Little Machine in which Simplicity is the Keynote.

IT
was our good fortune oji the

occasion of a recent visit to

the Levis works at Stetchtord

to obtain one of the new 1.9 h.p.
' Popular " models, of which a brief

.description appeared in The TMotor

Cycle of 20th August, for a short

trial on the road. The little

machine is fitted with the .; '4 ^'^V>-

engine, 62 mm. x 70 mm. bore and
stroke, giving a capacity of 211 c.c.

A fixed point- U.H. magneto is

used, and a choice of carburetters

allowed the purchaser. The wheels

are shod with 24in. x 2in. tvres,

and a direct belt drive is emploved.

A.n Appeal to a Large Class
of Buyers.

A motor cvcle of this tvpe is

bound to cause considerable interest to a large

section of the community who are hesitating on
the brink of purchase, for it is almost impossible

to conceive anything more simple in the way
of a self-propelled vehicle.' The moving parts

of the engine, crankshaft, piston, and connecting

rod, are all stoutly constructed, and have large bear-

ings, while the well known makes of the accessories

fitted may be relied, on not to play tricks. A direct

belt drive at the worst can only slip or break, and

both of these contingencies are minimised by the even

pull of the little engine. In fact, though the roads

were covered with water from a heavy storm when we
left the works, not a sign of belt .slip was noticeable.

The first point to stiike one is the size of the complete

nrachine, which is so snnll is lu make one wondei

The flywheel side of the " Popular " Levis, showing its remarkable simplicity and low build

if' it were possible to ride in comfort. This point wai'

\-ery soon settled, for though the writer stands wel

over six feet a perfectly normal and comfortable posi-

tion was assumed. This gives serious food for thought
as a great many larger machines are not provided will

::-., *>,"i

Steering head lug on the Levis
" Popular " model. Note also the

clip on the fork link for Bowden
wires.

A neat return spring on rear brake

of the Levis "Popular" model.

stratihg the

Levis

light weight
" Popular

"
md handiness

model.

anything like so comfortable a position. In such a

low-priced vehicle one does not expect many refine-

ments or much po\ver, but we were really surprised .at

the flexibility, speed, hill-climbing powers, and detail

work of the little Levis.

Lightness and Simplicity the Keynote.
Lightness is the keynote of the constniction, blit

this lightness has not been obtained at the expense

of strength. On the road the control is particularly

simple, for once the engine has been started the air

lever may be opened wide and left alone except at

'

a mere crawl, leaving only the throttle for the

regulation of speed. Lubrication is on the u.sual Levis

principle of feeding oil to the cylinder and main

bearings. A simple adjustment is provided for the

flow of oil, and, once set, it is only necessary to turn

on the tap when starting and to shut off at the end of

a run.
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Levis "Popular" Model.—

We feel sure that the Popular ipodel will prove fully

equal to its name, for it is a most fascinating little

mount. If we have a grumble it is at the size of the

saddle, but one cannot expect a luxurious pan seat at

the price, and for anything except long touring it is

amply large enough. There is no doubt that a

machine of this type will open up the delights of the

open road to a \'ast number of potential riders, who
have hitherto been debarred by questions- of price or

frightened by the supposed complications of the larger

and more luxurious machines. And many users of

heavy high-powered machines would find in the little

Levis an excellent tender to their more ambitious

machine which would be invaluable for short runs to

and from business or to the golf links, or for a variety

of other purposes, which will readily occur to the

mind, just as the owner of a large car finds utility and

pleasure in the employment of a little car to supple-

ment and sav€ its larger brother on many occasions.

Speed Trials at Mablethorpe.
Joint Meeting to be held by tiie Lincoinstiire A C. and Grimsby & District M.C. & L.C.C.

Jeiut speed trials will be held on Saturday, September 12th,

on the Mablethorpe Sands, by permission of the Mablethorpe
Urban District Council, comnieneing at two o'clock prompt.
The classes will be as follow :

Event 1.—Touring solo machines under 350 c.c.

Event 2.—Touring solo machmes under 600 c.c.

Event 3.—Touring solo machines under 770 c.c.

Event 4.—Touring solo machines under 1,000 c.c.

Event 5.—Touring two-stroke machines under 350 c.c.

Event 5.—Touring sidecar machines under 600 c.c.

Event 7.—Touring sidecar machines under 1,000 c.c.

Event 3.—T.T. solo machines under 359 c.c.

Event 9.—T.T. solo machines under 600 c.c.

Event 10.—T.T. solo machines under 1,000 c.c.

Event 11.—Team race of tlu'ee machines.
First prize for four starters, second prize for six starters.

Two special prizes will be given by Messrs. M. Jennison and
B. Uhodes. Entries close September 8th. Only members of

the Lincolnshire A.C. and the Grimsby M.C. and L.C.C. are

eligible to compete. The sands are perfectly safe for speeds
up to 90 m.p.h.
For entry forms and further particulars apply to either B.

Rhodes, Moortown, Lincoln, or M. Jennison, 114. Victoria

Street, Grimsby.

GERMAN TEN COMMANDMENTS.
Many thousand copies of ihe ten fierman commandments

given below have been distributed throughout Germany
during the last two or three years :

1. In all expenses keep in mind the interests of your

own compatriots.

2. Never forget that when you buy a foreign article

your own country is the poorer.

3. Your money should profit no one but Germans.

4. Never profane German factories by using foreign

machinery
5. Never allow foreign eatables to be served at your

table.

6. Write on German paper with a German pen, and
use German blotting paper.

7. German Hour, Cierman fruit, and German beer can
alone give your body the true German energy.

8. If you do not like German malt coffee, drink coffee
from German colonics.

9. Use only Cierman clothes for your dress, and German
hats for your head.

10. Let not foreign Hatteix distract you from these pre
cepts ; and be firmly coi:vinctd, whatever others say, that
Cierman products are the only ones worthy of citizens "<

the German Fatherland.

WOLVERHAMPTON INVITATION
PAPERCHASE.

A paperchase will be held on September 5th in which the

following clubs have been invited to participate : the Sutton

Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire .A.C. : Birmingham M.C.C. ;

Kiddermiutter il.C.C. ; and Derbyshire and North Stafford

A.C. Cups will be presented to the winning team. The
start will be from the Talbot Hotel at 2.30 p.m.

There will also be held on September 19th a twenty-four

hours reliability trial for the Cork Cup, open to members
of the Wolverhampton Club only.

L ..Himsse'

A disc wheel sidecar on a T.T. Rudge which has been universally

admired. It is owned by Mr. V. A. Holroyd, works manager of

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.

IRISH HILL-CLIMB.
The Dublin and District .Motor Cycle Club held a handicap

•hill-climb on .Saturday last at lilencullen Hill. The original
idea was to have a number of classes, but these were amalga-
mated, and the three best men on handicap competed a^ain
for the three prizes, a new handicap being framed on tneir
times in the first run off. The results were as follow ;

Solo C'l.vss.

Rider and mathine. .-\cti

J. llealy (25 Enlield), 10s
J. A. H. Waters (2| -Douglai*), IDs.
R. Armstrong (2^ Enfield). 10s. ...

Dr. Sheill (3i Rover), 8s
P. J. Fox (5^ Kudge) 5s
W. A. Campbell (34 Rudge), 4s. ...

R. White (3i Rudge), 2s
F. Holmes {Si Rudge), 2s
T. E. Greene (3^ Rudge) scratch ..

P. J. Brady (3i Rudge), scratch ..

Sidecar Cl.\ss.

Rider and machine. Actual time. H'cap time
m. s. m. s.

A. W. Mooney (6 Bradbury), scr. 1 0|
G. Roche (34 Rover), 9s." ... 1 14|
W. J. Towell (34 Sunbeam) 9s. ... 1 41
J. Levins (6 Bradbury), scr. ... 1 35|

The final between the three fastest men on the handica:
resulted as follow :

Rider and machine. Actual time.
A. W. Mooney (6 Bradbury sc), 19s. 57is.
Dr. Sheill (3^ Rover), 6s 46s.

F. Holmes (SA Rudge), scratch ... 41^5.

il time. H'cap time
52?s .. 42is.
53|s .. 43is.
58=s .. 48|s.

47?s .. 39|s.

47i. . 42s.

50s. .. 46s.

50 is .. 48is.

41ts. .. 39-1 3.

40.1 .. 40.1

46s. .. 455.

1 0:

1 5'

1 33
1 36

cap ti

56 |s.

40s.

41is.
Messrs. N. E. Drury and R. P. Hurse took the times.
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An Interesting Tricar.

This tricar differs from most previous
constructions, in that the body portion
is arranged to accommodate both passen-
gers and is provided with the steering
gear and all other control mechanism.

(pricW WaJford I

Douglas Lubrication System.

Driven off one end of the crankshaft ii

a vertical spindle A, aroimd which.- ii;

secured an archimedean screw B. Thi
housing in which the screw works is con
jiected by a passage with the oil sump C,
so that as the engine runs oil is forcecl

into the passages D, into which the cr^kt

nected with the hub shell D. Tlie pulley

C is formed with a fixed and a movable
flange, the latter being operated by the
rod E passing through the hollow spindle.

The motor cycle seat and handle-bar are

therefore removed and the machine driven

from inside the body. The body is

spring supported from a flat frame, wliich

can be bolted to the motor cycle frame
after the front wheel has been removed.
The front of the body is flat or other-

wise arranged to encourage a draught of

air on to the engine.—L. Ainsworth, No.
12,842, 1913.

Reducing Gear.

With transmission gearing of the vari-

able pulley type it is not easy to obtain a

very low gear. To obviate this an
epicyclie gear is arranged in the hub
shell. The internally toothed ring A is

locked to the frame of the machine, and
the .<un pinion B is driven by the belt

pulley C, and the planet pinions are con-

:ss^ss^ ^^^^'^^'^w.^w^'^'.^^:kRy,^i

By means of the epicyclie gearing a big
gear redaction is otjtained. — Rudge-
VVhitw,orth. Ltd., and F. Pountney, No.
10.242, 1915.

dip. One side of the chamber containing
the archimedean screw may have a trans-

parent wall so that the operation of th(

device can be .'.een.—W. Douglas, No.
1,744, 1913.

A Business Combine.

The Forward Motor Co., Summer Hill,

Birmingham, inform us that they aie

absorbing the business of the Challenge
Manufacturing Co., Birmingham.

Rear Lights for the War Office.

We are informed that Messrs. West-
wood Rim and Patents; Ltd., Lawden
Road, Birmingham, have received large

orders from the War Office for their

Westwood reflex rear lights.

Wakefields and the War.
Messrs. C. C. Wakefield and Co., of

Wakefield House, Cheapside, London,
B.C., are keeping on full pay all members
of their staff who are serving with His
Majesty's Colours, and will reinstate them
on the termination of the war.

War, Work, and Wire.

Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd., London,
give notice that, with a vie\¥ to making
as little hurtful as possible to their work-
people the temporary reduction of hours
which they have found necessary, they
have decided to close their offices, ware-
houses, and works on each Saturday
until further notice.

Racing in South Africa.

A large ci'owd witnessed the race
meeting, decided by the Orange Free
State A.C., at Bloemfontein, and some
fine racing was witnessed. The chief

event was the fifty miles race for the
Continental Trophy, which was won by
W. Campbell on a T.T. Triumph. The
actual distance was 52 miles, and
Campbell's time of 56m. 56s. beat the
South African record, \x\ the Open Five
Miles Handicap, Campbell again won
from scratch, L. A. Howie (Triumph)
being second, and E Hoehne (Triumph)
third.

B24

Tyres for a Powerful Twin.

It is interesting to note that the power-
ful twin-cylinder Zenith-Green, to which
we referred in our issue of August 20th,

is fitted with 3in. Palmer cord tyres.

The Petrol Position.

The two leading petrol companies in-

form us that they have made no change
ill the wholesale price of their spirit.

The Motor Trade Association has agreed
to its members retailing spirit at a

profit of ^d. per gallon over the whole-
sale price.

Business Better than Usual

!

Kemp's Vulcanising Co., Ltd., Hard-
man Street, Manchester, report that since

the war commenced they have not only
experienced business as usual, but even"
expanding business, particularly in

respect of the manufacture of ebonite
goods in which they formerly found our
enemy a competitor,

A Market in the Philippines.

Advices from the Philippine Islands
tend to show that the native Filipinos are
taking largely to the motor cycle. At
pre-^ent the demand is mainly filled by
American manufacturers, but the desire
of tlie local riders is for a liglit to medium
weight machine, and as this is not
usually a characteristic of American motor
cycles this should prove a good opening
for British trade.

Clutches for Cycle Cars.

An order for fifty chain-drive Ma'bM
multiple disc clutches, manufactured foi

cycle cars, has just been executed by thf

Mabon Motor Works, Woodside Gardens.
Bruce Grove, Tottenham, London, N,

The Mabon clutch is largely used on

motor c.ycles.

Cheaper Sidecars.

In order to keep the works busy
Messrs, W, Montgomeiy and" Co., of

Coventry, have decided to allow 15%
discount off all sidecars purchased during
the war.

The Godiva Sidecar Co. is also offering

special inducements as regards terms,

having a small stock to dispose of.

Generous Offers.

The Endrick Engineering Co., OltoB,

Birmingham, have, we understand,

offered the War Office a number of

Endrick decompressors free of cost, and

will hold a stock at the disposal of the!

military authorities,
\

Messrs, Morgan and J\Iaxwell, motor

agents, of High Road, Streatham, under-

took at the beginning of the war to store,

clean, and insure motor cycles belonging

to members of the naval and military

services free of charge until hostilities

have ceased.

All about the Rudge Multi.

A most tastefully got-up little booklet

has been issued by Messrs. Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd., Coventry, entitled "An
Expert on the Rudge i\Iulti." This

consists of a beautifully reprinted extract

from this journal together -svith photo-

graphs of the technical points of the

Rudge Multi. Excellent photographs of

C. G. Pullin, the T.T. winner, and T. .E;

Greene, holder of world's records on a
Budge Multi, are also given.
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WARNING
SALVAGE STOCK from

OUR RECENT FIRE.
T^HERE IS no guarantee whatsoever on
* any tyre sold below our retail prices.

TYRES from the Salvage Stock from

our recent fire may be offered you

below our published retail prices.

Deterioration arising from the effect

of heat and water on rubber and

canvas may not be apparent, but is

undoubtedly present, and our guar-

antee does not apply.

THE WAR.
Supplies as Usual.

S3nd for latest Catalogue.

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, Basinghall Street, LONDON, E.C.

In answering ihU advei tUemcnt it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience ol advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle '* Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registiatioo,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the nnmUer will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The. Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3S-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Syste n. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £ro in
valiie, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Tliffe & Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
th3 Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
iiiencs as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
Dns by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

6h.p.

A.J.S.
Combination, also 2%h.p., 2-6peed,

must clear; what oflers?
shop-A.J.S,

soiled only:

A.J.S. Commercial Sidecar, £15; write for catalogue
—The Great A.J.S. agents. The Walsall Garage

Waleall. [X8433
H C|i-t 6I1.IJ. A.J.S. Combination; exchange part pay
J-«/ ment.—Hilton and Son, P'oxhall Sq., Blackpool,

.J,S..
[X8881

1914, 750 C.C. combination, and 750 c.c. sjIo
-Crow Bros., 190. High St., Guildford.

[6475
33.h.p. 3-speed A.J.S. and Watsonian coachbuilt eide^

4 car, new June, only done 1,400 miles; £50.—
..UiiD Aldrioh and Co., Diss. [6676

"IQ14 6h.p. twin-cylinder 3-speed A.J.S., immediate
it/ delivery from stock, enquiries inyited; £73/10.—
Carnlorth Motor Co., Carnforth. [6526

1 Qll A.J.'S. Lightweight, 2-speed, free engine, Pal-
J-«/ iner cord, Bute^, recently overhauled throughout
by makers:' £22/10: take cycle part—Dangerfleld, Lion
\^ orkfj. l.tarlaeton. [X8773

Alldays.
\ LLDAYS. 1911, 3i/2h.p., 2-speed model, just over--•-=— take £19 for quick

Coventry [X8874Bale.-

hauled. in good condition';
-A. Holland. Clarendon St..

To Qualify as

THE SMARTEST
DESPATCH RIDER

Get the Best and most
suitable Motor Cycle and

GET IT AT

IJ^^ES

ARIEL 6h.p. Combinatioji, new-
clianges entertained.

Ariel

Bunting

Our oHers to-day comprise the finest Bargains
in all Best maires of Motor Cycles, including the
most suitable Models for Military Motor Cycle pur-
poses complying with all government requirements
at prices that cannot be beaten and every IVIachiae
fully guaranteed.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST FROM WHICH THE
FOLLOWING IS A SMALL SELECTION.

8S20. 5-6 h.p. :9i2 T.T. MATCHLESS . . £22 10
8524. 2i h.p. rgi2 model "K" DOUGLAS £31 10
8525. 6 h p. 1914 A.J.S. and sidecar £S7 10
83:6. 2ih.p, model "R" 2-sp DOUGLAS £38
8S27. 2.', h.p. 2-speed WOLF, 1914 £24

6 h p. A.C. SOCIABLE £57 10
8323. 3.Vh.p. igi2 LINCOLN ELK £20
7665. 3i h.p. QUADRANT and Sid,'car. . £12 10
873t.. 5h.p. i9to 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar £27 10
07»9- 3J- ^-P- 1914 2 speed DOUGLAS

and Sidecar £65
8790. 2i h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £18
8792. 3.i h.p. I9r3 3-speed ROVER

and Sidecar £48
S793. 3jh.p. igi2 2-5peed B.S.A £32 10
8795. 2^ h.p. 1914 2-speed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT 30 gns.
S802. 7 ll.p.1914 Electric Starter INDIAN £57 10
S808. 3ih.p. 1914TWIN-BROUGH £32 10
3809. 8 h.p. 1913 ZENITH and Sidecar £60
8238. 8 h.p. I9r3 2-speed BAT and S'car £52 10
8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed N.S.U. and S'car £50
7537. 7I1P 1912 2-speed INDIAN £37 10
7575- 3i h.p- I9°9 TRIUMPH 20 gns.
7702. 8 h.p. I9r2 ZENITH and Sidecar £49
8762. 6 h.p. r9i3 3-speed BAT £47 10
8765. 2I h.p. r9r4 2 stroke LEVIS £27 10
8772. 5 h.p, ROVER CAR £25
8773- 3i b.p, 1912 2-speed SINGER and

sidecar £38 10
8781. 3ih.p. 1913 T.T. RUDGE £28
8782. 3* h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
8784. 3^ h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £17
8759. 2i h,p.. 1914 2-speed CLYNO £35
8753- 4 h.p. I9r4 3-5peed TRIUMPH

and Bramble Sidecar £60
8737. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8732. 3ih.p. igr4 2-speed P. & M. and

coach-built Sidecar £69
8710. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH

and Gloria coach-built Sidecar £63
8708. 2} h.p. rgio DOUGLAS £17 10
8705. 3l h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8702. 2 h.p. I9r2 MOTO-REVE £14
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed V.S.-J.A.P.

and Sidecar £45
8671. 7 h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN and

Sidecar £35
8654. 3* h.p. 1910 standard TRIUMPH.. £22 10
8640. 3i h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8592. 3i h.p. r9o8 QUADRANT £17 10
8568. 31I h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £20
8561. 3J h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8554. 8 h.p. 1913 2-speed air-cooled

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £50
3551. 2i h.p. twin FAIRY £12 10
8502. 3il h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8412. 3? h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8367. 8 h.p. 1912 3-sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359. b h.p. twin BROWN and Sidecar £22 10
8338. 3i h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £22 10
8336. 2i h.p. F.N £13 10

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.C.
'Phone

price £86/10; ex-
Harrow. [S8868

: Holbom 6777.

Wirea : "Opiflcer, London."

1 qi2 Ariel,L^ as new;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

S'/oh.p., free engine, variable gear, goo
,
best oSer near £20.—Holdcn, Porte, Boj

hill, Surrey. . [555

Oh.p. Ariel, low-built, mag., B. and B. carburetter, goo
«-» rnnnmg order: flO.-Apply, Eackham, Gilweii
Abergavenny. [570

"jOll 5-6h.p. Ariel and Sidecar, 3.fipeed, all aciei
-L'W soriee, speedometer, etc.: £80.-1, The Broadvtai
Muswell Hill, N. [869

AEIELS delivered from stock;
-Lamb's, 151, High St.,

High Ed., Wood Green.

unlimited tuition irP'

Walthamstow, and 5C

[661

AEIEL, late 1912, variable gear, Coirey, all sparer, an
Sidecar, perfect: cost £80, accept £35.-232, Lai

caster Ed., N. Kensington. [664

AEIEL. 1913, 3-speeQ model, kick starter, decoii
pressor little used, capital order throughout

; wort-
£40 easily, price £32/10, cash only.—laytons, Bir-cstf
0^9°- [X890

ARIEL, S'Ah.p., 1914, 3-5peed counter-shaft, kickstan
Paragon £17 sidecar, P.H. lamps; cost £80; an

trial
:
nearest £63.—Austin, 49, St. Leonard's St., Bion

ley-by-Bow, E. [S892
A RIEL, 1914, 3-speed, counter-shaft, with Phosni:

-^^ £11/5 torpedo sidecar; £60, cost £76; not doni
500 miles.—260, Coldharbour Lane, S.W. 'Phone
Brixton 2042. [057

A KIEL, 3V2i.p., counter-shaft 1914 3-speed, free er

f^ gine, kick starter, and Ariel coachbuilt sidecar
£55; excellent condition, just overhauled by makefe-
26, Beech Bd., Bournville. [S886

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, been very little used; £10/10; ex

changes entertained.—Bunting, Harrow. [X8861

AUTO-WHEEL, Modele de Luxe, made by B.S.A. Co.
£18/18, latest model; immediate delivery; eas

uionthly pajTuents.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11
Hammersmith Ed., London. [666:

makes pedal cycle a motor cycle

fitted, £16/16 cash, or easy month):
payments ; immediate delivery.-Wilkins, Simpson, ani

Co., 11. Hammersmith Ed., London. [666!

AUTO-WHEEL
supplied and

Bat.

BAT, 1913, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, splendid order through
out; £40, bargain. — Stour Cycle Depot, Stour

bridge. [X883C

BAT, 6h.p., 3-speed, 19131/;, Armstrong clutch, T.T.,
Middleton coachbuilt, perfect; £52.—Searle, 218

Westbourne Grove, W. [6726

8 h.p. T.T.
1,500

6 h.p.
fe

1 qi3 6h.p.
-Lt/ screen.

spr»g
-Middle

1912 Bat-Jap, side valves, only been about;

miles : bargain, £38.—Seen at Lawrence'
Cycle Agent, Henley-on-Thames. [SSTSC

Bat, 1913, 3-speed Armstrong, grey finish, per
feet condition, little used; owner abroad.-Wilson:

Holmfield, Meols Drive, Hoylake. [6701

BAT, Sh.p., 2-speed, 1912, chain drive,
frame, and sidecar, tyres good; £32/10.

ton, 218, Westbourne Grove, W. [672£|

13 6h.p. Bat-Jap, Canoelet coach sidecar, hood.i

2 speeds, chain, kick start, clutch, fault-

less; £49,—Blencathra, Highfield Ed., Walton-on-i
Thames. [X8864i

B.\TS.—A few various models, which have been iise^

for trial purposes, all are in splendid condition:,
to be cleared cheap.—Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.

I'enge, S.E. [676!

BAT, 1914. 4y2h.p., 2-6peed model, perfect for sidecar

or solo work, brand ue,v, but slightly shop-soiled:
catalogue price
Bicester, Oxon.

£57/10, cash price £50.- -Layton:'.

[S8906^

Bradbury.
BEADBUET, 3i/<,li.p., 1912, 2-Bpeed: exchange DoiiE';

las, or sell £24.—C. MacLeod, Dalvey, Forres.
[X8685

BEADBUEY and Sidecar, 1912, 2 speeds, P.E.;
cheap.—58, Hazeldene Ed., Goodmayes, Essex,.,

[6766

BEADBUEY, 6h.p., 3 speeds, shop-soiled only; inei-

wanted.—Turpins 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighrnn
10610

BEADBUEY and Sidecar, 1913i,4 (2-speed, F.E.), ac-

cessories; bargain, £42.-76, Dalhng Ed., Hammer-
smith. [6696

BEADBUEY, 1912, 3-speed, kick starter, with cant

sidecar: bargain, £40, or offer.-85, BrcomwoiMi
Ed., Clapham Common, S.W. [6

BRADBURY, 1914 (April), Sh.p., coachbuilt side-l

car, hood and screen, Lucas lamp, horn, Coweyi
-peedometer, electric rear lamp ; buying car ; cost £103jl
£85.--Youns, Benarty, Cambuslang. . [XafSBfl

BEADBUEY, 4h.p., late 1912 model, free engirie.-2-J

speed gear, lamp, and horn, etc., perfect condition :r

owner must sell: £37, or near: no reasonable otl'i-r je-l

fused.—Captain Byiig, Coombe Priory, Shaftesbury. [e66(I|

All letters relating to udi ei tisements should quote the Dumber at the end ot each advertisement, and the date o« the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

' EA-FRANCIS, 1914, 3i,ili.p., perfect condition ; £48;
J owner volunteered for active service.—31a, Broom-
aid Ed., Chelmsford. [6660

r EA-FKANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat of motor cycles;
Li early delivery; easy payments; second-hand
lachines in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace,
54. Gt. Titchfield St., W. Regent 4999. [0448

Levis.
EVIS, 1914 Baby model, ZV^h-V-, ehop-soiled: £28,

-i lict price £33/10.—Below.

EYIS, 1914, June, 2Vjh-P., 2-6peed gear, Lucas lamp
-J set. horn, perfect order, like new ; cost with acces-
^ries £48, accept £38 cash.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
ite Av, Camomile St., E.G. [0481

ITAEEY WALKER'S for the famous Levis's.-OfBcialn Agency. Musivell Hill, N. [6540

3ABY Levis, 1913-^^, perfect, new tyres, accessories
3 £22.—Hammond, 8, Spain, Peterefield. [6613

EVIS, 1914, 2i^h.p.. capital condition; cost £33/10,
J cash price £24.—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon. [S8908

EVIS. 1913, 2yih.p.. good order throughout; rock
bottom cash price £16/10. — Laytons', Bicester.

Ixon. [X8909

r EVIS, 1914, u^ed for demonstration only : accept
' ' £30.-Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
ingham. [X8757

913 Levis, 2^/^'h.p., No. 1 model, all accessories; oof^t

£40; condition as new; £22.-4, Southwark Park
xJ., Bermondsey. [6742

EVIS, ZVohP; excellent condition, footboards, new
-J Michelins, accessories; £27.-60, Upper St. Mary's
d,, Bearwood, Birmingham. [X8739

J

Lincoln EIlc.

'^NE 3i,{;h.p. Lincoln-Elk. 1912 model; £20 net.

3NE £14/14 Bramble Sidecar, shop-soiled only;
£10/10 net.-Box L5,421. The Motor Cycle Offices.

0, Tudor St.. E.C [0537

INCOLN-ELK, 1914, 2-Hpeed, 4Uh.p.. and Middle-
I ton ^lidccar, eplcndid condition; co?t £55, acnept

32.-Apply, 7, Essex Ed., Hoddesdon, Herts. [X8735

INCOLX-ELK. 1913, 2-apeed count cr-c^haft, free en-
gine, kick ftarter, not done 2,000 miles, speed-

neter, coachbuilt sidecar, quick detachable, pacts 30in.
nrway. ytoriu apron; £37; trial bv appointment; Lon-
>n district.-Box 404, c/o Smith's, 51, Moorgate St.,

.0. [6649
Little Giant.

ITTLE Giant.—Immediate delivery. — Sole Agents
-i I'reston district, Holden, Long Lane, Ashton.

[X8686
! L.M.C.
*' .51.0., 1914, 4h.p.. 2-speed, in stock, £63; also Gros'
j-J venor sidecar, £11/10.-Han. 12a, Waterloo Ed.,
,iyth. Northumberland. [X8897

M. and M.
jPHE M. and M. 2-stroke, fully equipped, at .£28, .^

L England's best value in motor cycles, British all
Jhrough.—Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motorics,
0, High Ed., Streatham, London. [X8827

Matchless.
h.p. Matchless Combination in stock ; £90.—Cross,

Agent, Eotherham. [X8819

LfATCHLESS, 6h.p.. 1910. single gear model; clear-
"A ance price, bargain, £22.— Laytons', Bicester,
>xon. [X8917

kTATCHLESS 1912 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, very
FX powerful; £40, bargain. — Stour Cycle Depot,
tourbridge. [X8832

iTATCHLESS. 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade
tX supplied.—Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt
crtland St., W. [6611

•h.p. Matchless, September. 1912, 2-speed, Montgomery
I li!jht sidecar, several extras; 42 gn^.-C.S., 31, I'enrI

t., Saltbnrn-by-Sea. [X8734

913 8b.p. Mntcble«6, sidecar combination, fully
efiuipped, little u<^ed ; £55.—Universal Motors, 18.

lown St , Piccadilly. W. [X8791

911 8b.p. Matchless, racing model, Cowey, etc., new
belt and back tyre, excellent condition ; £30 —

layson. 27, Bridge St.. Northampton. [X8893

ITATCHLESS, 1913.-"We have S'^. 6. and 8h.p.,
tA with or without sidecar, to clear at bargain prices.
Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birminphnm.

[X8756
913 Matchless, 8h.p.. 2 speeds, counter-shaft, chain

drive, Gloria Projectile sidecar. F.E.S., perfect
der, and nice appearance; cost £100, accept £60.—P.
^ Hobbs. Blandford. [6709

>ih.p. Matchless Combination, 1913, 2-speed,
^2 Hutchinson's tyres, 2 belts, lamp, horn, speedo-
leter; any trial; £34, bargain.—46, Mooltan St..
illie Ed., Fulham. [6741

uTATCHLESS. 1913. 8h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter.
fX complete with luxnrious coachbuilt sidecar, turnout
cently cost £90, sacrifice £55. perfect.—Colmore Depot,
I, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X8822
iPEIL (1914). 7h.p. Matchless, standard model, 8B..
^ coath combination, i.hain drive, 3 speeds, free pu-
ne, not done 2.000; crwt £100, accept £85—6.630,
he Motor Cycle Offl.cea, Coventry. [X8920

Godfrey's

HAVE A FINE

LTD

STOCK

OF BOTH

NEW & SECOND-HAND

MACHINES
AND THE CASH BUYER

will find it well

worth his while

to call and in

spect the different

Models in our
Showrooms.

Preferential Terms to Motor

Cyclists offering to serve their

Country.

SUBSTANTIAL CASH DISCOUNTS.

Write for full lists if

call.

you cannot

GODFREY'S LTD.L
208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

'Phones 4350} Mayfair.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS 3V>h.p. Twin. 1914, brand new model,
S^speed, chain and belt drive, just delivered, anO

owner unable to keep; list price £63, what oflers?—Alex-
antUr's. 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [6687

MATCHLESS 8h.p. J.AP.. with special coachbuilt
f;idecar. rear old, as good as new, all accesflorie*;

cost £115. what oflers? or exchange motor bike and
cash.—Hotorist, 25, Monument St., E.C. [67Et-

Mlnerva. , „,,
Sih.p. Minerra Magneto Motor Cycle, perfect, £10;

2 sidecar, 50/-.—Ison. Filemaker, Bloswich. [6745

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-EEVE, 2',4h.p. twin, perfect running ordei ,

£15.-3, The Parade. Twickenham M., Isleworth
[X887.')

MOTO-EEVE. 1911, 2%h.p. twin, in exceptional
condition; iei2.—Aitken, 1, King St., Acton.

Tel. : Chiswick 1578. (6732

Alotosacoche.
Qlh.p. 1911 Motosacoche, Druids, Bcscl, complete,
/wa in good order; £11.—Davis, Nethertote. Slin-

fold, Horsham. [6705

MOTOSACOCHE, 2l/,h.p.. 1913, new tyres; any trial;

aeicssories; unique bargain, £18/10.-8. Pollards

Hill North, Norbury.
'

[6687

MOTOSACOCHE, 1914, 3'A'h.p. twin, 2-speed, chain
drive: list price £60; not nin 10 miles: special

bargain. £52.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgli.
[6688

New Hudson.
"I (1 14 3'-'.h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and sidecar, c.-.ach-

J-t/ built: £55.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N
[6691

1 Q13 Late New Hudson, S-speed, coach sidecni, new
-Lt7 condition; cost £80. accept £52/10.—Mack. 81.

Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. [6550

NEW Hudson Lightweights delivered from stock ; un-
limited tuition, free.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-

tharastow, and 50, High Ed-, Wood Green. [6616

NEW Hudson, 1912, 4h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-si)ecd

gear and clutch, overhauled, excellent condition

:

.£26. absolute bargain.—G. E. Flooks, 14. Chunh l!d ,

Watford. [X8E41

NEW Iludson, 1913, 4h.p.. counter-shaft modi 1. 3

speed, with Canoelet sidecar, and all acces^oiio.
splendid condition; accept £42.—Sutdiffe, 6, Dun'/.ir':

Crescent, llalilax. [X8873
New nvder.

NEW Eyder.—Sole London agents. Immediate ile

livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns., 2-specd

£33. No extra for easy payments.- Mills Motor, Ltd..

Wood Side Parade, North l-'inchltry. 1745 Finclilcy.
r0572

Norton.
NOETON, brand new 1914 3'.l.h.p., 3-speed; li.t pri'

e

£59: owner unable to take delivery; for quick sa:e

£50.-Alexander'3, 115. Lothian Ed.. Edinburgh. [6569

N.S.U-
.S.U., 2 speeds, free engine, magneto, etc.; sacrifi e.

12 gns.—66, Greyhound Lane. -Streatham. [6736

N.S.TJ., 3'/'h.p., 2-specd, fl'ee engine, mag. ; excliau) e

lightweight.—Northeott. Cycle Stores, Paignton.
[X87fl

N.S.U., 6h.p., powerful twin, 2 speeds, free engine,
fine order; bargain, £15.—Speechley, 45, Chur'h

Rd-, Acton. [X8862

ONE 2h.p- N.S.U. Single-cyl. Lightweight, comiileic
with 2-speed gear and free engine. 1913 model.

Bhop-aoiled; M30 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-Bpeed gear and free engine. 1914 model;

£32 net.

NE Jh-p. N.S.U. Twincyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with under-geared pulley, 1912 model; £25 net

ONE 3i;.h.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with' h.b.c. 2-speed gear and free engine. 19l(i

model, shop-soiled; £48 net.-Box L5,421, TJie Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. (0538

N.S.U., 3','jh.p.. 2-speed, new engine, except crank
cases, new tyre and belt, enamelled French grey,

perfect condition; £25.—Wily, Orchardleigh, Broad-
hampton, Totnes. [6661

N.S.U. 6''.>h-p. Twin, new last March, with hand-
controlled 2-speed gear, Millford coachbuilt

sidecar, complete with 3 Lucas lamps, speedometer,
all accessories, perfect condition ; offers wanted,—
Seen at Eagles and Co., Acton, W. [X8938

N.U.T.
AELLEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T.—The
West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Southport. [0556

NU.T., 2^ih.p. T.T.. 1914, single geared, as new; best
offer secures.—W. S. Lite. 10, Cumberland Ed..

Southport. [0673

N.U.T.. 1914. 3',^h.p. twin, 3.speed. clutch, and kick
starter. T.T. bars, guaranteed in perfect order;

£38-—Elce and Co-, 15, Eishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.O. [0492

Paradon.
1 014 2V.h.p. 2-6peed 2-stroke Paragon, purchased
J-U August 7th, 1914, £26, or oiler ; 1912 Budge.
F.E., condition excellent, all accessories, £28, or offer

Enterprise Garage, Dugdule St., Nuneaton. [X8899

N'

O

E

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue, aiq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

7h.p. T.T.
Druids,

Peugeot.
Twin Peugeot, dropped Chater frame,
Bosch, Senspray, excellent tune ; offers

exchange 2-stroke.—4, Broadway, Addiscombe,
Croydon. [6760

P. and M.

P.
and M., 1911. 1913 torpedo sidecar, like new;
^£32.—T., 41, Ashford Rd., Cricklewood. [6739

14 3Voh.p.
invited;19

forth.

P.
and M.,
chine

:

Helens.

2-speed Phelon and Moore, enquiries
£65.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carn-

[6527

new July, 1913 (1912 model), splendid ma
mu^t sell ; oflers.— Grifiln, Gordon Villa, .St.

[6619

P.
and M., 1914, sy^h-p., 2-6peed, kick starter, perfect

condition, like new; £52.—Elce and Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

Pi'ccision.

PRECISION. 1914, nearly new. 2^A'h.v., F.E., 7 speed,^,

Dunlops, B. and B. ; cost £42, accept £24.-8.
Heath Gardens, Twickenham. [6641

PremJep.
31.h.p. Premier, in splendid running condition; £17.

2 a baigain.—Applr, EuUbu^h. Yateley, Hants. [66::i

21h.p. Premier, late 1913, 3-6peed, good lamp >ni''\

2 horn, speedometer, not done 1,000 miles; £31/10.
—Below.

Premier, late 1913. adjustable pulley, __Bood

lamp and horn, first-class order
mere Motor Co., .Ltd., Haslemeie.
3i^^- £19/10.

rQ14 SJ/sh.p. Pr." condition: i
Tydfil

-Hasle.
[6647

'remier, 3-speed Armstrong gear, fine

condition: ^45, offers.—Wills, Chemist, Merthyr
[6729

excel-

'£27/10.—Frederick Leek, Alsager,
[X8900

3-speed, clutch, and coach
-Adams, 216, Westbourne

[6727

1Q13 Premier, S^.^h.p., 2-speed, countej-shaft.

lent condition
Cheshire.

PREMIER, 1914, 3y2h.p.
sidecar, perfect ; £55,

Grove, W.
3ih.p. Premier,

2 monthrj- ago,

Dale St., Burton.

3-speed, kick starter, 1514, new /

coachbuilt sidecar; £56.—Cooke. 7.

[X874-

"I Q12 3y2h.p. 3-speed Premier, new coachbuilt side-

.l-tJ car."splendid condition; iE35.—Hilton and Son,

Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [XBSSO

1 013 sysh.p. Premier (purchased 1914, still gnaran
Xt/ teed^ counter-shaft 2-speed~;, coachbuilt sidecar:

£47.-23, Christ Church Rd., Hemel Hempstead. H<.'rt-

i;xe94'-^

PREMIER, 3y-.h.p., 1912, 3-speed, Armstrong Mark
VII., and wicker sidecar, lamps, liorn, accessories,

etc, in excellent condition; £30.-3, Alfred St., Black-

pool. [58382

PREMIER, 1914, 3yoh.p., 3-speed counter-shaft. br,iiKl

new, shop-sjiled ; £57/10.—The Exeter Motor Cycie

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28
Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [CtTl

PREMIER, 1912, 3y2h.p., 3-6peed, and clutch, in

splendid order throughout, ridden eolo only, thor-

oughly overhauled, and guaranteed perfect ; £32 casli,

or easy tenns arranoed.-Elce and Co., 15, -Biehopspato

Av., Camomile St., E.O. [0480

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 3yoh.p., perfect condition; £9.—Napper,

336. East St., Old Kent Rd. [6772

Regal.

REGAL Green, 3^/4h.p., 1913, water-cooled, 3 speeds,
and clutch, splendid order, ridden solo only; £35.

—Eke and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., EC.
[0478

Rex.
3ih.p. Rex, in good condition, Amac; £9/10.—.T

2 Procter, Ghyll Head, Windenneie. [X8764

IQll 8h.p. Twin Rex, fine condition, faultless; £30;
-L%/ seen any time.-92. High Rd., Streatham. [6651

EX _Sidette, 1914, coachbuilt,' splendid condition;
£5a, olfers.-22, Victoria Terrace, LeamiuRton.

[X8898
REX Sidette. 1914, 6h.p., 2 speeds, coach body, hardly

soiled: £64.—Bastones, 228. Pentonville Rd.. King's
Cress. London, N. [6412

Rex. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, free engine, new pulley
and belt, very little uied, good sidecar machine;

£28.-32, Castle Rd., Scarborough. [X8793

2 speeds, free engine,
£40 ; exchange light-

pight.~8. Chatsworth Rd., Goiton, Manchester. [X8921

twin, reduced to
new 1913, £53/2/6; new Sidette,

-Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.
[0489

VTN Rex. free engine, pedal starter, F.E.S. 78/6
lamp. Smith's epeedometcr. Service belt, canoe

f^idecar; £32; any trial.— 14, Victoria Park Sq., Bethnal
Green. [6722

REX. 1913 Combination, 6h.p. twin, 2-speed, free
engine, coachbuilt sidecar, accessories, excellent

condition; £48; exchange considered. — A. Holland,
Clarendon St., Coventry. [X8876
fOLIDAY Turnout.—1912^ 4h.p. Rex, sidecar, 3-

spc-ed, free engine, good condition throughout;
cost £60 new year ago; bargain £38. nearest cash oSers.

— Oglanby, Spennymoor. (D) [6636

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.
LAGONDP, II h.p., 4-cyl., hood, and screen £145
LAGONDA, II h.p., Conp^ body £150
CAlTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., Light Car . t168
G.W.K. 3 h.p. Light Car, 4-5reed and reverse£150
VICTOR-PRECISION Light Car, complete .£115
MDRGAN Runnhcnt, sporting model £91
MORGAN W.C. Grand Pri.\ £106

TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT.

NEW 1914's.
DOUGLAS, 3j h.p., jspeed. Models U...

I

COUGLAS, cj h.p., 2-speed, Model V. .

VVILLIAmSON, 8 h.p., w.-c, and Sidecar
SEX-J.A.P., a h.p.. 3-speed
8RADBURY, 4 h.p.. ^-speed, counter-shaft £63
BRADBURY, 6 h.p. -i-speed £75

£48
£48
fSS 10

£77 14
4

LEVIS, 2.1 h.p., 2-stroke £25
VELOOETTE, 2! h.p., 2-spccd, 2-stroke ... £31 10
SUN-VILLIERS. lj h.p.. 2-speea, F.E £4S 10
PERFECTION, BRARiBLE, and GLORIA SEDFCARS

f""im stock.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REX£S.
Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our

Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed twin £62 10 £53 2 6
6 h.p. coach Sidette £77 o £65 9
1912 new 4 h.p. 2-speed chain

drive £61 5 £49 10
1912 new 6 h.p. 2-speed twin £62 10 £45 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
G.W.K., tgi4, done about 500 £128
G.N., 8 h.p., 2-speed cycle car £54
SABELLA-J.A.P., S h.p., cycle car £49
A.C. Sociable, maeneto, 2-speed, F.E £42

81914 6 h.p. REX-J.A.P., 3 speeds £50
- -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.6h.p. Twin Eei, 1911,' free engine, elutci, Bosoli mag

lin. belt, low, 15in. frame, plated rims, 26X2'
Chnibers Dreaduoug-bt. ISl'^l E. and B. carbmette!
plating, enamel, everything throughout splendid cond
tinn, powerful, fast, all accessoriea, n-ateli, mirror, to
pedo sidecar, plated lim, luggage carrier ; bargain, £26 -

Williama, 45, Charles St.. 'Stepney. [X&a9

Rex-Jap.
LATE 1913 6-8h.p. Jap-E<?x, Bo?ch, p.in saddle, m-

head light, spare belt, fine- condition; £29. lowest.-
80, Eiepham Ed., Southport. [890

8 h.p. Eex-Jap, late 1912. No. 18. MilU-Fulford sid^

car, also all accessorie'^ ; owner has no further use
what offers ;-—Wafibrough, 80, Gotham Ed., Eri^ol. [662

Luxe Model, 8h.p.. 2-speet
— - . ..^..v ^-..i^i...^, 4u very good order; £40.—Th
I'remier Motor Co., Lt4.. Aston Ed., Birmingham. [055

REX-J.A.P., 1913. Sh.p., De Luxe model, torped
coachbuilt eideear, OTerhauled and guarantee

perfect; £50. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Asto
Ed.. Birmingham. [043

TJEX-J.A.P.. 1915, special finish, 19 gn. ddecar, ^plerAV did combination, speedometer, lampp, all acce-

series, and spares-; cost over £110, will accept £76; afte

8 o'clock.—52, Brownswocd. Kd., l-'insbury Park. Tri.i

run. [672

TJ EX-J.A.T*. de Luxe, 6h.v. twin, with sidecar, Ser
-l-V tember, 1912, with speedometer, and. all aece;

series, only run 5,000 miles, in splendid condition; eo?

orer £100 when new, £45, no offers.—Seen by appoim
laent, Harri.son, 50, Oxford St. [654

REX-J.A.P. 191^ De Luxe Model, 8h.p..
coachbuilt eideear, in very good order; £40.-

Roc.

ROC, 4h.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, Druids,
£10/10.-45, Church Rd., Acton.

jy OVER.
J-V offers.

R°T.'=.'?.'

R^

ran
• ' a

/?h.p. Kex Combination, 1912,
vl new lamps, tyres, Whittle

:

;t.~8 - " ~

RBXE.S.—New 1912 2-speed
£45/10;

£65/9.-

rpAVl

H^

£39BEDELIA, 8-ioh.p., twin, verv speedy
1014 8 h.p. WC. WILLIAMSON Combina-

tion, hood and screen .' £79
1914 4- b.p. 2-speed REX, as new £46
1913 6 h.p, REX de Luxe, and Sidecar £49

1013 7-g h.p. 2-speed F.E. INDIAN £52
1913 2i h.p. 2-speed LEVIS, 2-stroke £31
ini3 i\ h.p. 2-spped LINCOLN-ELK and Sc. £39
lOTi New 6 h.p.REX de Luxe, reduced to . . £45
1012 5^ h.p (2-specd N.S.U.) BRADB.URY. £36

1912 twin ZENITH and Sidecar £42
1912 CLYNO and Sidecar £39
1912 2-speed SCOTT, fine condition £35
r9i2 6 h.p. 2 speed REX, chain drive £39
1912 3^ a. p. 2-speed JAMES chain drive. . . . £36
1912 6" h.p. 2-speed DOT-J.A.P £39
iqr2 n h.p. REX, 2-5Dee(-) Sidette £43
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29
1912 b U.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe, new .... £45
1911 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29
191 r 2-spced 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £39
1912 3* h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £39
1912 3V h.p. F.E. LINCOLN-ELK, and Sidecar £27
1911 3* b.p. 2-specd NUMBER £27
igii si h.p. 2-speed NUMBER and Sidecar £29
19H 7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe -£32

1911 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £29
igir 3i h.p. 2-speed REX 84^x89 £27
1911 3i h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks .... £23
igri 2.1- h.p. 2-speed Free Engine AJ.S £24
I9ri T'T. TRIUMPH, Brampton gear £29
1910 3^ h.p. 2-specd TRIUMPH £24
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £27
1910-ir 5-6 h.p. 2 speed Twin REX £28
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Twin £29
MINERVA, si h.p., magneto £15
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin £18
N.S.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed, twin , £22
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed. as new £27
N.S.U,, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £19
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £16
N.S.U.. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks £12
EXCELSIOR, 3i b-P-. 3-speed, free engine.. £24
REX, 5A h.p., 2-speed, magneto £24
REX, 3* h.p., 1909 Tourist £19
REX, 3i b.p. IQ08 Tourist, spring forks . . . £17
REX, 3i h.p., igo8. Roc clutch £19
REX, si h.p., twin, magneto £13
REX, 5i h.p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17
REX, si h.p.. magneto, 1908 model £19
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £13
ARMSTRONG 3-spced Gear, NEW £6

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.
RFECTION Sidecars from £5 5

List on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
PER

fine order
[X885

Rover.
1914, 3-speed model, new. slightly soiled

—Eagles and Co.. Acton. [X893

SVoh.p., mag., good tvres, splendid order

£14/10.-11, Sauarry St., Tooting. [X885

1 014 3-speed . Rover and Sidecar, tested only, dri
i -L*.' feed, lamp, horn; 50 gns.—Howley, Devizes.

f
[X883

3ih.p. Rover, very good condition, fprmg forks, i
2 and B., Badcock's bypass, takes sidecar; £5/lC

!—138, Catherine St., Leicester. [X878

ROVER. 1914, free engine. T.T. model, brand new
shop-soiled only; list ^55, accept £45.—P. J

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X880

ROVER Sidecar Combination, latest 1914, jlishtl

shop-soiled; list £75, accept 60 gns. to cIp.t.—P
J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X880

LATE 1913 3-speed Rover and Rover T^idcoar .or sal'

fitted lamp.^, generators, spares, etc., in perfect ccr

dition £45.—Bhmt, Bray's Lane, Stoke, Coventry.
[:X875

£42.-19131/-, Rover .sidecar combination. 3 siieed

thoroughly overhauled, new Kempsliall tyre, an
Pedley belt, done 3.000, tools, accessoiies, ahsoliitel

perfect condition.— 8, Beaufort Rd., Reigate. [XS78

"1 Q13^i SVoh.p. RoA'er, 3 speeds, with coachbuilt Eovt
ji*y sidecar, complete with lamp.';, speedometer, hori

lupgage grid, petrol carrier, f:pare tubes, etc., very littl

used, splendid condition; £55.-19, Park Rd., Coveatn
1X374

"j Q 1-3 Rover Combination, 3 lamps, e^peedometer, a

j-*y acces«jorie(5, including spare tyre, tube, and bel'

new Dunlop heavy tyre? inner tube on back wheel, ne'

belt, excellent touring condition: bargain, £4.8/10 catU

—Oakes, 56, Portwai:, Frome, Somerset. [X877

"I C|12^i Rover, 3Hspeed model, i^ith latest drop imnv
J-*/ in magnificent condition throughout, Miller lam
set, rear light, horn, .spare valve, etc., new extra hear

Bates just fitted to back wheel ; accept £35 : woul
entertain lightweight part.—Ivydene, Dnkeethorpc Ed
Sydenham, S.E. [X893

Rud^e.
"lOl't Rudge Multi and Sidecar; £55.-1, The Eroat

way, Muswell Hill, N. [66&

1012 Rudge. 3V'h.p. T.T.; owner going abroad; saer
JlU fice £20.—Sturiey, Banbury. [X877

RUDGE Multi, eseelleut order, new tvre
£27.—Jackeon, Kew Rd., Kendal.

I 015 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi,
J-«7 £40.~Walker, Fishburn,

and belt

[X868

little used, and perfect

Ferryhill. [X892

RUDGE, 1912, T.T., in good condition, very fast

£19.—Wilkins, bootmaker. High St., Edgware.
[X881

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913V2, clutch model, with tool

2 and accessories; £35.—Manning, 53, Park Ed
Coventry. [X840

"O UDGE, 3V-h.p., Dunlop tyres and belt, MiUer, Ccwei
-tV fa>t and reliable, perfect condition; £33.—Brooke
Sturry, Kent.

RUDGE, 1913, T.T., special, spaaes,
feet ; £50.—Jones, Inglenook,

Leytonstone. -

RUDGE, 1912-13. clutch mcdel
as new.—Longman, 1, King

Chiswick 1578.

1Q14 T.T._Rudge Special Competition Machine

[X877^

accessories, pei

Hainault Rd
[673

25 gns. ; conditio
St., Acton. Tel.

[675

done 300 miles; £35.
cial Rd., Portsmouth.

Thompson, 408, Cdiiiut
[671

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advert Isemeat, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MiKcellaneous.

"^HATER-LEA, 3y2h.p. J.A.P., B.S.A. carburetter,
J tyres good, and sidecar, or separate; £16/10.—
lake, 213, Westboi^nie Grove. W. [6728

'Y Tou War:i Barg-aina in second-hand motor cycie.-

you can get them at Wauchope's (ca^b or easy

?rra3), 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. fX9705

;;END for motor cycle clearance list. Douglas, Tri-
3 umpb, Budge, Rover, Singer, Ngrton, etc., and. side-

ir-s,—Tweedale Armstead Motors, Ltd., Magdalen St.,

xiord. [0581

914 Res-Jap, Douglas, Williamson, Bradbury, and
Sun Villiers machines; special exchange quota-

[alifax

test this.—Halifax Alotor Exchange, Westgate.
[0446

^ECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
? Qt machines in excellent condition at very lo^
rices to clear; send us your requirements and we will
iiarantee to satisfy you.—The Morrie Garages, Oxford,

[0314
~<HATEE-LEA, 1913, 8h.p. J.A.P., S-epeed gear
J box, chain drive, all accessories, lamps, horn,
atri, i-peedomfiter, many sparer, and coacbbuilt side-
ir, -splendid outfit; cost £110, sell £59.-9, Kent
ardens, Ealing, London. [6429

*h,p. A.J.S., and sidecar, just delivered, 84 gns. : 7h.p.
9 1914 Indian, electric starter, £52; 5h.p. A.J.S-,
55: 7h.p. 1913 Ariel, with eidecar, £42; 3V-'h,p. Ex-
;l.sior, £20: 5',,,h.p. Rudge, £24; 2JAh4). Singer, with
speedti, £24.— Meldrum, Esplanade, Dundee. 1X8768
PROMPTEST Delivery of any make oi motor cycit

on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex
banges entertained. Our experience at your dii
losal. Tuition free. Please favour us with a post-
arri.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, anci 50.
Iigh Rd., Wood Green. (0533

{~VON'T Forget Tve are open to epot caeh offers, or will
L-' take easy payments; no extras; payable half down
qJ the balance in 6 juonthly instalments till our etock
; rleured. Clyno, 1912, 6h.p,. 2-T^peed, and sidecar, £42;
r._iai(dr, 1912V2. 3'/2b.p., 3-6peed, fine order, ±36;'10;
Iso another, 2^^peed, at £35; Brown 1913 V twin, 3-
n_--:-d, 3%h.p., scarcely used, £36; M.1I.O., sy-h.p., in
:'iiiitiful condition, £16/10; Zenith-Gradua, S^Afa'p., -with
il^iiir, £38710: Baby C.I.D. 2-seat. car, complete hood.
TF.eii. ]amp6, horn. £58/10; Bradbury, 1912, 3y-.h.p..
S U. 2-€peed, with Bradbury sidecar, £33/10; 'also

nothrr, 1911 model, with spare F.E. wheel, £27/10'
[umber, SVAP-. 1911, 2-speed. fine order, £28/10.—
rote the firm. Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.

£6618
ITORGAN and Maxwell.-We have a large stock (over
-TX til'ty) of machines, in Al condition, at exceedingly
KKlerate prices to clear. They include Ariel, Antoine.
!at, B.S.A., Bradbury, Chater-Lea, Douglas, i!.nfieia
Ine twin eidecar combinations), F.N., Huiuber, Indian,
'ampion, J.A.P., L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson. Pre-
lier itwo, one lightweight, one S'/ob.p.j, Rex {severai
ne Rexes). Eudge, Scott, Singer, Triumph. Zenith. Two
ood cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick de-
very of new mounts. Wiite for details of tbt il. and
*I. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches, 2 and 3-speed gears,
ngines, air and water-cooled, Binks, B. and B., Sen-
pray carburetters, decompre^eors, cheap sidecars, lamp.-:,
elt.s. etc. All rock bottom prices. Come to us if you
ant a machine for military use. We will give you a
racially low quotation —Morgan and Miixwell. The
ieneral Motorics, 80. High Rd.. Streatham, London.

rvpQpc
pnE SouWi-Eastern Garage, Heme Hill Station. Lon-
-*- don. S.E., offer the following bargains : 1910 6h.p.
.'-speed N.S.U., £20; 1913 Williamson, w.c, and 2-seat
idecar, £60; 1912 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed, and
idecar. £35; 4h.p. Hoc, 2-speed, sidecar, £22; 1909
:-srieed Triumph, £25; 3h.p. Quadrant, £8; 1914
I'jh.p. Precision, 2-speed, sidecar, £50; 2?ih.p. 1914
Jouelas 2-speed, £40; 6h.p. 1914 ccuntor-shalt Zenith,
656; S'/sh.p. 1912 Ivy-Precision, £23; 1908 S'ihp. An-
;,'?,' ,i''-Fv,

^^2- ''12 T.^'i'b-V- Ariel, TT., £35; 6h.p
911 Matchless, £30: 3i,4h.p, 1912 Triumph, £33. 1913
vendall cycle car, 8h.p. J.A.P., hood, screen. £70
jidecars from 36'-. Accessories—New Mabon clutch
uit lightweight, £2; Triumph pattern bars, all 5 con-
Tols, 25/-; 5-6h.p. w.c. engine, D.H. mag., Stewart-
^recision carburetter, suit cycle car. £9; 3h.p. Minerva
nsme, £3 ; carburetters, horns, inner tubes, covers.
Kits, etc. Write for lists. [8451

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC., FOR HIRE.
FOR Hire, sidecars, 7/6 per day, £1 per week.—Rey,

378, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt. Portland St.. W.
[4975jVTOTOR Cars and Cycle for hire, day or week-

L'-l- terms on application.—Rey, 378, Euston Rd.. and
173, Gt. Portland St., W. [4974

TRICARS FOR SALE.
^li.p star Tricar, good running order, w.c. 2.*peed,J free eneine, good tyres, chain drive; £8 ca^h

—

^haee, Sawbridgcworth. [6685

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax, Torks.

A NNTJAL Clearance Sale of second-hand and shop
Cl. sjilpd pidecars, chassis, bodies in cane, wicker, and
oadibuilt, wind screen^!. Cape hood-s, aprone, luggage
rrids, etc. Be in time for the snips.

HOW arc These for Bargains?-I912i!, 2»ih.p. Eov.il
Enfield, unscratched, cost £53/10, tirst offer over £30

«="«; 1912 3i,ih.p. Rover, 2^ipeed, with brand new
E16/i6 coacbbuilt sidecar, machine used for trials onlj-
lost over £80, accept £50. [X8872

M

BRITISH and BEST.

PAT.

la+as/oa,

"FORWARD," the strongest

fastener of all. Fitted by Messrs.

TRIUMPH and all the'leading makers.

"FORWARD"
BRITISH PLUGS

^
Buy a

" Forward "

Plug
and you will

be helping
to support

British
trade
besides

getting the
best plug on
the market.

Prices from

2/3

Send for particulars of a dozen
patterns, including the new Water-
proof Plug illustrated above, the
price of which is only 4-/".

KING HOOK
PATENT
18937/1

KING HOOK.
fastener with

The original hook
flanged roller bear-

ings, which will outlast any other
form. Unbreakable hooks and
screws. Insist on it if you need the
best, though it may cost a few
pence more.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, Birmingham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MELVILLE

Halifax.
Sidecars, Halifax.—Melville Sidecars,

SHOULD a Firm who absolutely manufacture eidecarfl

from A to Z be able to pive the maximum value

at the minimum price? This granted, you cannot aflcrd

to pass us for anything sidecarieh. We contend Tve have
more variety and give infinitely tetter value than id

offered elsewhere. It's easy to prove. Send for lists

{which will clinch the argumeDt and make a satisfied

customer). Hoods, wind screens, bodies, chassis, lug-

gage grid, etc.—ilelville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone 999.
LX1703

"jlTIDDLETON'S Record Breakers.

TERRIFIC Speed at Highgate. Mr. riding
flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,

stopped, turned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h.
Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cowa
laughed, dogs barked. See local rags

TESTIMONIAL.—Sirs,—Your flyer is l.T. 1 never
need ride alone now. it's a proper bird catcher.

MIDDLETON'3 Sidecar, the onlj one to do 60
uphill, Manchester hill-climb.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal track
records, won 5 golds in Exeter trial, 7 golds

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc.

FKENCHMEN, Note.—Grand Prix de Fontalnbleau

:

500 c. class won with Middleton sidecar.

VAT. SUZON Hill-climb.— MiddletoD'a sidecars win
.^50 C.-500 c. classes.—Agents: 26, Eue D'armenon-

ville, Neuilly, Paris.

MIDDLETON'S Agent, Rey, Gt. Portland St., and
Euston Rd.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars, 27. Stroud Green Rd.,
Finsbury Park, N. 'PboDe : Uornsey 1584.

[5394
-| (\13 Gloria Sidecar, torpedo cane body, epring wheel,
-L«J flt-i Triumph; £6.—Farrar'e.

"I Q13 Portland Sidecar, enclosed body, 26in. wheel,
J-^ extra fine copdition; f3/15.—Fnrrar'a.

WE are offering big reductions in Farlow sidecars.

Don't miss this golden opportunity.—FarrarM
.viLitories, Haiifax. [X8390

PHCENIX
coacbbuilt sidecar;

N.U.T. 1914 Sidecar, conchbuilt; cost £20, sacrifice

£8;i5.-l, Ebuer St, Wandsworth. [X8856

SIDECAR, double eeater, quick jointe, good order;
£3/15.-25, Lavant St., Peterefield. [X8b28

GOOD Wicker Sidecar, apron, etc., fit any make

;

JE2.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester. [X8786

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; write
lor catalogue, lully illustrating the various

models.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—See our latest design underslung
chassis, coacbbuilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy terms

arranged.

Sidecars.—We are also making a special
" " £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on liire : exchanges made : good
prices allowed for other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always a
large eelection from 50/-; weekly li^st published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be;
our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always on
show; call, write, or "phone.

PnCENTX Sidecars ere manufactured throughout in

our own works; originators ol the Phcenix Trimo
lorecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. [Proprs- Phcenix Motors.
Ltd-, established 1889], 736, Holloway Ed., and

4. 5, 6. Criterion Mews, London, N. Tel.: Hornsey
449. Telegrams: Sycaniix, UphoU, London. [6320

B.S.A. Canoelet Sidecar, 1914, done 5 miles only; cjst
£14, will take £10.—E. Dee, 50, Gordon llA..

Herne Bay. [6683

WATSOXIAN Wicker Sidecar, lightweight, fittings;

accept £5/10; makers' guarantee.-H., Kinp'«i

A5h, The Lee, Bucks. [6752

SIDECAR Combinations.—We have flneet stock in the
Midlands. Call and inspect.-Colmore Depot, 49.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8758

HANDSOME Millford Empress Sidecar, quite like
new, tolour dark blue; bargain, ,£10/10 ; ex-

changes entertained.—Bunting, Harrow. [X8870

COACHBDILT Sidecar, brand new, adju^itable joints,
perfect; £8/10; hoods, screens, built lor cars,

sidecare, etc.—Hennessey's, 210, Breck Ed.. Liverpool.
[X8781

CAXOELET. Swan, and Middleton record breaking
Sidecars; trade supplied.-Sole wholesale agent Lon-

don, Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt. Portland
St.. W. [6609

BASTONE'S for Sidecars.—Latest torpedo models
from £5 / 18 ; bodies from 36 /- ; cigar pattern

bodies. £3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N. [6411

WELDED Bidecar.t —Purcelis' art catalogue of
welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued;

30 models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78. Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Rd.. W. [3760

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue A23
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SIDECAI^S AND FORECARS.
GROSYENOR Sidecars, lishtMelRlit cigar eliape model

specially suitable for Douglas macJilnea, £8; coacb
built models from £10: catalogue free.—Grosvenor Motor
Co., Bradford St. West, Bolton. [X8068

PM.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
catalogue fully illustrating tlie various models and

patent P.M.G. quick fit coupling3.—The Premier Motor
Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0154

OIDECARS.—Have your chassis converted to a Hopley
^-7 folding chassis. Whales Pat. 13027-12, from £4.
Send for particulars. Deferred payments taken. It will
save storage.—F. Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. [S8455
X> OTAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
J-l* be first-claaa finish and remarkable value; best
racing designs on the market; light bodies for low
power machines a speciality ; make no purchase without
seeing ours ; several shop-soiled sidecars offered cheap.—
Stokes, and Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Ed., Leicester. [0190

BODIES.
EW Coachbuilt Body, Indian red; 55/-.—3, Sussex

St., Severn Sisters Rd., nr. Nag's Head. [6768

CYCLE CARS.
13 G.W.K., perfect, Stepney; absolut* bargain,
£95.—Rey, 378, Euston Bd., London. [6488

1 Q13 Wame Cycle Car, beautiful condition; real bar
J-*/ gain, £55.—Rey, 378. Euston Rd., London. [6489

G.N". Type Sporting 2-seater, perfect, done 700; £35.—
Morgan, c/o 460, Dudley Rd., Wolverhampton.

[X8837
BEDELIA Cycle Oar, very sporty, hood, screen, lamps,

tools, etc. ; ^£3 7.—Brandon, Lyndhurst, Tring.
[6757

1 C|13 Humberetto, air-cooled model, new 1914 back
L^f axle, complete; £80; combination part.- 11, Les-
ley Rd., Southport. [X8903

G.W.K., 1913, 8h.p., 4 speeds, hood, screen, all ac-
cessories, grand condition ; £95.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [£8803

HTTMBERETTE. 1913, 8h.p.. 3 speeds, complete
lamps and all accessories; £75. — P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8807

CHATER-LEA 2-sept., 7-9h.p. Peugeot, 3-speed, chain
drive, nearlv new- 56 gns. ; exchange combination

-9. West Hampstead Mews, N.W. [6712

MOTORETTE, 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free
engine, hood and screen, good condition ; £38.

—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Hd., Bir
mingham. [0527

CALTHORPE Minor, 1914, brand new, lOh.p., 3
speeds, ready for the road, shop-soiled only ; list

168 gns., accept 150 gns.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X8809

NEW and Second-hand Lagonda, Calthorpe, and
G.W.K. light cars, also G.N., Sabella, R.C., and

Bedelia cycle cars; inspection invited.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0390

ONE A.C. Pattern Cycle Car, 4y2-6h.p. water-cooled
engine, wants dash and mudguards, new. £30

;

one Crouch Carette, complete, £55; call and inspect.—
Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motories, 80. Hich
Rd., Streatham, London. [X8826

STELLITE Light Car, in first-rate order throughout,
finished Wolseley grey, awarded two '* appearance "

prizes, hood, screen, complete in every respect, and in-

cluding following extras—spare Sankey detachable wheel
and tyre, folding dickey seat, pair large size H. and B.
head lights, Watford speedometer, dashboard clock, vari-
able ignition, usual tools and spares; £155.— Geoffrey
Smith. " Dunelm." Northumberland Rd., Coventry.

[X8379
MONOCAR, property of P. W. Newport, Esq., 2-

cyl. water-cooled Etna, 8h.p., fitted with Brook-
lands model body, painted dove, lined brown, uphol-
stered dark red, Solex carburetter, 2 ignitions, M.A.B.
4-speed gear box and reverse, side change, pressure
led petrol, foot clutch and brake, foot accelerator,
wire wheels, 700x65 tyres, wheel steering, chain drive,
pump circulation, new hood, head lamp, and generator
(Lucas), ready for the road. fast, low built, and rakish
Jigger; price £70.—Seen and tried at Junction Garage,
Bouth Norwood. 'Phone: 1549 Croydon. [X8902

CARS FOR SALE.
BEDFORD, 4-cyl., in beautiful condition; £60.—Rpy,

373. Euston Rd.. London. [6490

FORD. 5-seat., full equipment, good tyres, perfect
order: accept £60.—Below.

PILOT, 1912, 2-seat., 6-8h.p., dual Ignition, Zenith,
Stepney wheel, hood, screen, lamps, perfect order;

£35.—Peacock, 274, EQgh Rd., Balham. [6778

SINGER Light Car, lOh.p., 1914, for immediate de-
livery; trade supplied.-Rey, 378, Euston Rd. [6612

61i.p. Peugeot Car, hood, screen, lamps, new Dunlop
tyres, S-speed.-Shreeve, 61, Magpie Rd., Norwich.

.^ [6762
T\ARRACQ Car, 2-seat., scuttle dash, machinery
J--' perfect; £50, or exchange furniture.—Midland
Motor Co., Oxford. [X8813

FORD 5-seat., late type, in splendid order, mileage
6,000; sacrifice, £58/10.-377, Kingsland Rd.

'Phone ; 2891 Dalston. [6748

1 Kh.p. Humber Landaulet, seat 5 inside. Stepney,
-Lt* lamps, etc., car splendid order ; £60, or ex-
change.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester. [X8787

—the Spring
Fork that means

tfir " Comfort " is 3'our
^^ greatest need awheel

—

without comfort you cannot
experience the liighest joys
of Motor CycUng— and the
most effective device for

ensuring comfort is the
world-famous "DRUID."

— The " DRUID " com-
pletely absorbs all vibration

and shock — with it you
never feel the effects of the
rough road— it smooths out
your path and makes your
riding easy and comfortable.

—If you would have perfect

COMFORT awheel— ride

a "DRUID- equipped "

machine.

— Ask for particulars.

A. DREW & CO.,

Leopold St., Birmingham.

Supreme
for
solo
and
sidecar
machines.

R

CAHS FOR SALE.
h.p. De Dion-Progress Light Delivery Van, good rui

ning order : £30 ; will accept Douglas or Triump
part.—Wilson, 16, Trinity St., Gainsborough. [X871
"IQll 10-12h.p. Darracq, 2-seat., splendid conditio!
J- 1/ speedometer, Stepney, lamps, spares ; £75 ; e:

change 1914 combination.—Rees, Whitehall, Erit^tol.

LX879
/•h.p. De Dion Ronton 2-seat. Car, water-cooled, ;

'*-' speed, reverse, 1913 Senspray, screen, lamps, hon
spares; sell £20, or excliange lor motor cycle; seen aft'

6 p.m.—Stein, 2, Standard St., New Kent Kd., S.E. [663

BAKGAINS in Cha(=fiis and Char-a-bancs. Dairale
Delaunay, and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, flttf

with solid tyres, for sale cheap ; Daimler chai-a-ban
fitted new torpedo body, seat 15, £200; Crossley ditti

£175; Star ditto, £165; Delaunay-Eelleville ditto, £185
Naa)iPT ditto, £150; Unic taxi, 12h.p„ £35; Kenault
landaulet, 12-16h.p., £175; several toming cars cheai
500 solid band tyres, cheap,—Star and Garter Garagi
Kew Bridge, Brentford. Tel.: 1031 Chiswick. [058

ENGINES.
NEW 1911 6h.p. Rex, mag.; £ll.~Maynard, ,7J

Warwick Rd., New Southgate. [657

'ih.p. Precision, 1911%, silencer, reciuires new piston
^ 2 offers.—Oliver, Draper, Hexham. [664

EX Enfnne. 1911-12. 3V'-4b.p., with magneto, nearl

new; £8/15.-1, Ebner St., .Wandsworth. [5885

311i.p. Triumph Engine, with carbuietter, magnet'
2 silencer; seen running; £8/10.—Evers, Wath.

[X873
ABSOLUTELY New 5-6h.p. Blumfield Engine Set (le;

magneto) ; £11/11.—Farrar's Motories, Halifax.
[X838

1 Qll 6h.p. Rex Engine and Bosch mag., nearl
J- «7 new ; spot cash offers. .— Toms, Catherine St
Leicester. [X878'

1 Q 12 Rudge Engine, Senspray, Bosch mag., bac
J-U wdiecl Dunlop; offers.-Lockyer, Lyndhurst, Pari
stone At., HornchuTch. [670

3 h.p. Rover Engine, carburetter, silencer, and piipi

free engine, clutch, perfectly sound; £3/10.—4J
High St., Saffron Walden. [X856

BASTONES.—New Rex, 1913, 6h.p. twin engine, wit
Bosch mag., £16/15: new Blumfield SV-h.p. einglf

lees mag.. £8/15.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's C^ce^

London, N. [640

6h.p. Precision Twin, late 1913, new, complete wit
Eis:emann magneto, and silencer; £17/10, or neare.'

er, cost £27.—The St. Vincent Motor and Cycle Co
Ltd., 161-169, North St., Glasgow. [X888

3jLh.p. White and Poppe Engine, latest model, con
2 plete with Brown and Barlow carburetter, silence)

and pipe, mag. platform, cover, and chain, pulley, an
engine plates, beuringe, all tight, perfectly sound; £5/lC

—AN'^albro Cycle Co.. Saffron Walden, Essex. [X855

3Xh.p. Fafnir Engine, m.o. valves, fitted with mak
2 and break contact breaker wh.eel to take mat

neto if wanted to be fitted, complete with exhau;
pipe and silencer, in good order, no scrap, accer

^4/10; Brown-Barlow h.b.c. carburetter to suit. 12/6
coil, 7 / 6 ; will sell any item separate.—Dene Mote
Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X888

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Expert

on all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetisint
overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with exped

tion, and unapproachable workmanship ; low quott
tions.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 month;
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King^ St.. A*toi
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[297

BASTONES.-New Bosch DAY, 2-eyl., £3/10,-22*
Pentonville Ed . King's Cross, London, N. [640

FIRST Postal Order Secures almost brand new B«c
D.A.2 magneto. Triumph pattern, guaranteed pe

feet : 50/-,-WalIis, 49, High St., Saffron Walden. [X855

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; wor
guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in e;

change for new ; lists free.—Richford, 153, Fleet .SI

Londjn. [177

O A Hours Magneto Repair Service.—All makes t

/W~Ir magnetos, coils, or accumulfitors repaired by e>

perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours i

efficient as new. Spares for a!I makes stocked.—Simn
Motor Units. Ltd., 191, Wardour St.. London, W. [055

MAGNETO Repairs of every deticription, any mak
Don't pay fancy prices. We are late from leadin

manufacturers, and give same guarantee at half the

prices. Armature winding a speciality. New and seeoni

hand magnetos in stock. New singles from 52/-.—Tl

Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 158. SejTuour St

Eu.ston Rd., London. Tel.: Museum 1158, [665(

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we ai

specialists in this work. Bosch magneto lepaj'

a speciality ; re-winding, re-magnetising. All repai,

guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spai

parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock i

second-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators r

paired. Northem reprcfientative for the Eisemann Ma
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbabe;
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St.. Manchester. 'Phone

6111 City. [04C

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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BELTS.
ELITE.—Wood-Milne belts. rubb3r and canvas, l',i*in.

1/6 per ft., s^in. lid. per ft., ^ain. lOd. per ft.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of Lyso belts, fully

guaranteed by the manufacturers (Avon Indi:

Rubber Co.). 7ft. 6in.x%in.. 7/- each; 7lt. ^Vain., U
mit Triumphs, 6/9; only a few left.

ELITE.—CoDtinental belts, rubber and canvas, lin

1/6 per ft. (list price 2/2). %in. 1/2 (list price

.111), ^iin. 1/- (list price l/7j. ^'sin. 10.1. per ft. (lit-i

:price 1/5).

JT7LITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts. %in. 1/6. %iD
JCj l/S'.'-;, lin. 2/1, IVgin. 2/7; allowance up to 3/
((or old belts.

h^ LITE.—Service pattern leather belting, %in. 10'/-d

UCi ft., lin. II- ft.

ir^UTE Rubber Co., 264. Yauxball Bridge Rd., Vic-

IE/ toria [one minute from 'ViLtoria StatijnJ, and 260.

Coldharbcur Lane. Lougliborougb Junction. Brixton

§.W. Thone?: Victoria 6555, and Brixton 2042. [906£

BASTOXES.—Be?t quality leather and chrome belt

ins, % lid., "^4 1/1. % 1/2. lin. 1/4. li/sin. 1/6 pei

ooi—228, Pentonville Rd.. Kins's CrooS. London, N-
[6409

PATENT AGENTS.
SJILETCHER WILSON, chartered patent agent.

. High St. Chambers. Coventry. Moderate inclu-

pe lees [5795

r^. r. MILLARD, 28. Martineau St.. Birmingham
Ur speciulifts in autainobile patents. Low cliartro^

Euquiriee invited. [568<

"PRADE MarkiJ, Patents.—For spcnring German mar
X ketf^ get yottr trade marks and patents protected,

i-drice free.-Kinps I'atcnt Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen
Victoria St., London. [SSlf

TVHES.
r EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre ralne.

TEGGVTE, Edinburch.—For great reductions anc"
•Xj genuine value in brand new clparance Clincher?
the tvre that is made by the largest indiar"bber manu
iacturers in the British Empire, and famous the worlr"

j^Tcr for qualify, resiliency, durability, and non-skiddinj
properties Make the Clincher your snfeeniird.—Set
hplow for approval terras. Be assured of prompt
Bespatch.

fr EGGATE. Edinburgh. - Clearnnce.-1914 Clinchei
UU Drf^adnought, very heavy, rubber studded, bended
tovers, 26x2 30/-. list £2/4/6: 26x2'.4 32/6. list £2/7/3
fe6x2iA. to fit 2Vi rims, 32/6. list £21113: 26x2V:
35/6. fist £2/10/10 The Dreadnought is "pecially de
signed for passengt^r machines, is built .cf 6-ply fnhrir
bnd lias a trend linlf nn inch thick. An experience'^
fcidecarist says: "Dreadnought is undoubtedly IT."

fr EGGATE. Edinburgh.— Clearance.—1914 Clincher D<
Uu Lu.^e heavy rubber studded, beaded covers: 24x2
fe4/6; 26x2%, to fit 21^ rims. 27/6. list £2/1
E6x2'/3, 29/6. list £2/2/9. A customer writes ;

r Have now run the 26x2% ' De Luxe' tyre whii;h 1

mought from you 6,896 miles on mv Triunipli. and the
[tread still looks quite tit for a considerable mileage yet
|It is the best value I hare ever struck."

(t EGGATE. Edinburgh.— Clearance.— 1914 Clincher A
[JLi Won. lieavv rubber studded, beniled cover.'*. 26yr
;21/-, list 31/6: 26x214 23/-. list 34/-; 26x2'/2 23/-
liflt £2/1/6.

It EGGATE. Edinbur^-h -Clearance.-19l4 Clincher
JLi sidecar covers, rubber studded, beaded edge.
i26x2»,i and 26x2':. i6/-,

It EGGATE. Edinburgh.—Heavy tubes, brand new
-Lj 26x2 6/6, 26X2^4 6/6, 26X2% 6/6. 26x2'/i 7/-;
list almost double.

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all fresh
-Lj stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days* approval
igainst cash, which will be refunded in full if goods
not approved of.

T EGfJATE nud Co., Motor Cycle Si'jcialista. 15.
J-i blateford Rd.. Edinburgh 'Phone: Central 3195

tX8447
TYRES.-Telegrams, Tyres: speciality. Tyres; redured

list*;, all make.3.—Graham, Vine St.. Birminphnm-
[6437

BASTOXE'S.-Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber-studd^ci
covers. 26x2»i., fit 2^4 rims. 24/-; Paseenger, 26x

2 20/-, 26X2M, 28r-.

ASTONES.—r'-'ter-Union make covers. 26x2 12/-, 26
X2l(i 15/-. 26X21.:. 17/6. 28x2 15/-.

BASTOXES.-MicLelin 1914 covers, beaded edge, 26x
l^f, 12/6, 26x2 14/9. 26x21^ 16/-, 26x2>:. 18/6.

18x2 16/6; wired edge. 26xl^ji 11/6. 26X2 13/9. 26X
2>4 15/-, 26X21,:, 16/-, 28x2 14/9: MicheUn tubee in
itjck.

ASTOXES.-Giiaranteed red tubee. 26x2 5/-, 26x
2V.I 5/6. 26x2i{; 6/-. 28x2 6/-.

ASTONES, 228. Pentonville Kd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, X. 'Phone: 2481 North. [6410

B

B
B
T\ESPATCH Riders, etc.—Tyre bargains; excellent
-L' hue of brand new; 7 days' approval; .;ati.ifaftioD
juarantetd: 26x2 13:6. 2ii 15/-; huavy tyres, r^uitable i

loi 5h.p. macliines, special value, 26x2 15^6. 2\{i 17/6.1
2'/2, 21/-; I'almer heavv fabric, clearance, 650x65 21/-,
?ach: tubes, heavy red. 26x2 5'6. 2^ 6/-. 2>v, 6.'9- butt-^
snded, 2in. 6/9. 21^ 7^. 2»:. 8 8. Lump bargains; head
lights plated and oxidised, 10/6 each, cost three times'
as much; hundreds of others, all leading makes, also
accessories; state your requirements.—Armstrong and i

Co., 17. Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. London.
[6716!

SCARRY
ON ^^ your machine a

Selection of the

BEST BELT ACCESSORIES to

ensure a no-lrouble run.

STA N L. E Y
DETACHABLE FASTENER

as used by the T.T. winner'.

Used wherever motor cycles are used.
The BEST at any orice. Nickel finish.

Hardened and temoered hook and
flanged pins. Never breaks.
NINEPENCE everywhere.

TYR^S.
ELITE Rubber Co,, 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and 260,

C<.ldbarbour Lane. Brixton, S.W. 'Phones : Victoria

,6553, and Brixton 2042. AH post orders to Victoria.-

I

We have the following special clearance line^ in motor

I

cvcle cover-;, belts, tube,?, etc.. and are oflerin? eame at

I

prices equal to 33}% to 50% off the manufacturers' retail

list price. All goods willingly sent on 7 days' approval

at,'ainet cash. The^e goods are all perfectly new, and
in the event of anv article proving unsatisfactory we are

ciuite prepared to reasonably meet our customers by way of

replacement. Alt goods sent carriage lorward unless

postage sent with order.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Oiitfit ire'e of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1

: and over.

THE 'LION" FASTENER
Introduced to meet the demand for a
CHEAP. RELIABLE BELT FASTENER.
Black finish. Guaranteed 5,000 miles.

6d.

THE STANLEY" SPARE LINK

is the best belt length adjuster yet
invented. Costs 1 /- : saves time,
trouble, and money. Saves the cost
of a new belt.

THE "STANLEY" SHIELD
protects the belt fastener, prevents
wear of the puMev. and conserves
power. Specially designed foi' use
with the Philipson Pulley.

Send p.c. (or boolUct, " HelU aiiJ DlU Fitlings."

Stanley Motor Belt and
Fastener Co.,

^Ij InveiInventors of the Original Hook
Fastener

(Stanley Webb. Manager),
BROMLEY, KENT.

FOR QUALITY

ESTABLISHED 1860. WORKS COVER 5 AC.^ES.
6ft. .\ 4lt. X 7ft. hi-n £2 2 6
7tt. X 5it. a 7ft. „ 2 10
Sft. X 5lt. X 71L „ 2 15
Sft. X 6fl. I 7ft. „ 3 5
9ft. t 7IL X 7ft. ,. 4 3 6
lOfL X Sft. X 7ft. „ 5 5
12ft. X Sft. X74ft. „ 5 12 6

PoDble Joors i'G extra.
Prices are onratl StainesStation
These liouses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted
together in a few minutes. Tfiey ar,-- made of sound,
uell-seasoned matciiboard, and complete with floor.
Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniilex
Felt. We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum
Cdtalopuee with particulars of other eixes Free.

E-
iXITE.—Send lor price list, together with free sample
' of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-skid,

26x2Vi 37;6 (list price 45/-), 26x2>/2 40/- (list

;

price 50;-l, 650x65 45/- (list price 67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid,

26v2H, 24/6 (list price 32,'61: 28x3 at 35/- (hst

price 57/6).

ELITE—Henley oversize covers. 700x80. to at

. 650x65 rime, heavy plain tread: 28/6.

ELITE.-Dnnlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 660X
65: 27/6, list price 50/-.

ELITE.—Heavy Three Spires covers, 26x2Vi, B.E.,

15/- (list price 27/6).

17 LITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded covers.

' Xlj special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

'6x2Vi 25/- (ll.st price 37/61. 26x2i,i 27/6 Mist price

40/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklnnds. 1913 stock, 26X2
12/-, T.T. 26X21^ 16/6 (list price 33/61.

ELITE.-Hntchinson Passenger covers. 1913 stock,

26X2IA 22/6 (ILst price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2\i
rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, wired on. Passenger 26x
2';'. 20/-, 26x2 18/6, T.T. 26X2V4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75, to

suit 650x65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/51.

E'
I.ITE.-ContinenUl T.T. covers. 26x2',i 19/6 (list

price 2a/-l.

ELITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded edee.

26x2 light 8/9. 26x21.., 13/9 : Trident, 26X2>.4
'4/-: Standard, 26x2ri 22/6, 26x2i,-i 24/6.

ELITE —Clearance Michelin covers, wired on : Standard

26x2>4 26/-, 26x2ri 24/6.

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26x
2^ 17/6 (list price 31/-).

ELITE —Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers, 26x2'/i
17/6 (list price 30/-I, old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Special heavy rubber studded covers, suitable

Jor back wheel oi 3'.^h.p. machines ; 15/-.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6,
heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6,

suit 650x'65 rims.

ELITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quality,

26x2',l 6/6.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, Inlly guaranteed, 26x2
5/-. 26x2^i 5/6, 26X211. 6/-.. 26x 3 7/6, butted

,3 extra.

ELITE offer 15X allowance oH retail list price lor

old covers (above clearance lines excepted); all

makes in stock.

ELITE.—.Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special

process: treads guaranteed not to come loose:

special heavy 15/-. heavy 12/6. medium 10/-; sections

on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible lor us to advertise all the
special lines which we have in stock ; therefore,

if there is anything yiu require which is not men-
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to

quote you upon receipt ol a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co.. 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough-
borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2042. t9072

HOLTOAKE'S, 92, Battersea Eise, S.W., lor new
and secjnd-hand tyres, tubes, etc, Tulcanising,

.• -tieuding. tX8894

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Eeport" —Purcells send experts to examine

machines- 10/6. plus fares.—78. Charlotte St., Fitz-

loy Sq.. W. (Stu advertisement.) [3473

INSURANCE.
FOR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Insurances apply,

Bass, Insurance Broker. Bishop's Stortlord. [0004

AUTO Cycle Union.—Insurance and free membership.
—Adams, Insurance Broker, 38, Church St., Shef-

aeld. [2196

FINANCIAL.
PATENTEE of a very simple, powerful, and silent

steam motor cycle wishes to hear from a manu-
facturer willing to make on the ro.valty system. No
special plant needed. Working drawings read.v. Experi-
mental machine ready for view. An entirely new thing.
—For further particulars apply. Bos L6,029, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St . B.C. (6467

All letters relating to sdvertlsements sbould quote the number at the end ol each advertUement, and the date of the issue -"^25
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mm s.
LAMPSANbGENERATORS.
HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

Beam. Price.

1,200 ft

1,000 ft

800 ft

72/6 and 78/6
62/6 and 68/6
B2/8and 58/6

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth
it ? The best is always cheapest, and you positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT through the night

Lens.

6 in.

5Jin.

4i in.

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our naihe with quality

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

up to

30% more powerful

over any other make; Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly raangin lens can do, if you
try the light of the F.R.S. against anj
other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershorc St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot

;

57, HATTON GARDEN.

Special
Agei

ecial I

nts: 1

Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.
Taylor & Co.. Store Street, Tottenham

Court Road, W.C.

Manchester Agents : Messrs. Feay and Co., 12,
Jackson's Row, Manchester.

THE B. A. BELT
is proved to be

THE STRONGEST BELT ON THE MARKET.
It is estimated to last as long as FOUR Rubber Belts.

Extracts from Testimonials.
" I made the fastest time of the day in the Derbyshire End

N. StaRord Automobile Club. It wjis a very wet day and most
of the other competitors suffered from Belt-slip. The B.A.
Belt was simply perfect, never slipiiing at all."

"I climbed Carr Bank, Oakamoor. Gradient 1 in 8 Bat 6 h,p
and heavy sidecar. The first time with 7 people on. the second
time with 10 people on but 1 had to drop, the third time we
went clean up with 10 PEOPLE on. The B.A. Belt never gave
any trouble,"

i"2/3; i"2/6; ii"2/9; per ft. including fastener.

Basilica Mtg. Co., Ltd., Hencroft Works, Leek.

Stocked in London : E. & A. Bastone, 228, Pentoaville
Rd., N. Maudes' Motor Mart, Gt. Portland St.
W. H. Taylor & Co., 21, Store St., Tottenham
Court Rd.,W. Etc., etc.

STOLEN.

EOM Scott's, Powell Street, Halifax,

QTOLEN,

/~\N August 19th,

F

19
W
W

A 1912 Douglas, bearing trade numbers CJP. 366,
and engine number 5747.—Reward for information

leading to discovery. [6678

SITUATIONS WANTED.
GENTLEMAN'S Son requires position in motor cycle

firm for practical experience, has theoretical know-
ledge : time given lieu of premium ; London or suburbs.
—Box No. L6,064, TJie Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.G. [6781

WANTED.
PAKES. — Morgan and Marwell, Streathara.

[X7877
14 3-6peed Triumph or Rover combination; cash.—

186, South Lambeth Ed. [X8859
ANTED, 1913 3V'h.p. or solo machine; spot ca.=;h.—

Eagin, Gordon Rd., Aldert^hot. [X8759

>ih.p. Engine, or twin, magneto, silencer, carburetter,
'2 new or second-hand.—Evers. Wath. tS8736

ANTED, magneto, carburetter, lamp set, tyres.—
Precious Co., 303, High Holborn, London.Ci:X8927ASH Waiting.—Wanted, magneto motor cycles, any

condition.—Box 6,629, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry. [X8851

WANTED, S.H. SVih.p. N.S.D. frame.—Price and
particulars, Williams, 70, Elwick Rd., W.

Hartlepool. [X8888

SIDECAR Wanted, lightweight, suitable for Douglas
2^ih.p.—F.J.R., Ranmore, Park Rd., Eingston-on-

Thamee.
. [X8854

WANTED, Gloria sidecar, for cash, or exchange
Rudge Multi, excellent order, and cash.—Jackson,

New Rd., Kendal. [X8688

WANTED, modeju lightweight, cheap for cash.—
Full particulars, Melville, 28, Ashchurch Park

Villas, Hammersmith, [6767

WANTED, speedometer, speed gear, lamp set, car-
buretter, clutch; cheap.—Biencathra, Highfield

Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [X8863

WANTED, powerful magneto motor cycle; exchange
good uprigbt modern piano: design eent.- 18, Mag-

dala St., Smithdown Rd., Liverpool, [X8891

WANTED, 2 or 3-6peed gear, also lamp set, speeJ-
ometer, good saddle, and motor cycle accessories,

cheap.—125, London Rd., Manchester. [0560

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cara, good cash prices
-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebnei St., Wand:--

wortb own Station. 'Phone: Eattersea 327- [X651E

SPOT Cash Offers for 200 new and second-hand motor
cycles, sidecar combinations, and light cars; trade

supplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-
fax. [0388

WANT 1912-14 motor cycle, also accewories, mag-
neto, carburetter, speedometer, and eidecar ; cheap

for cash,—Grove, 224, Fore St., Upper Edmonton, Lon-
don. iX8926

SOCIABLE 6-8h.p. Twin, 2-speed, mag., tiller steer-
ing; give fullest particulart?, also weight and over-

all measurements.-51, Plymouth Grove West, Man-
chester. [6695

WANTED, lightweight motor cycle, very low, with
sloping bar, less engine, tyres, and saddle, suit

2y2h.p. Precision, any condition; cheap.—Anglo, Hope-
man, N.B. [6688

WANTED, your present machine in exchange for a
1914 James, Zenith, Levis, Indian, or B.S.A.

;

good allowance prices.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgatc
Av., Camomile St., E.O. [0409

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy. sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machiuea. Send us
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, testi
mouials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell
London Motor Salerooms,. 80, High Rd., Streathaui,
London. Catalogues of the new M. and M. 2-8troke on
application. [0526

EXCHANGE.
05 and 33 gn. Hicks Piano for motor cycle. — 19,^ Lewis Grove, Lewisham. [X8840

4h.p. Humber, free engine, forecar, make good delivery

;

exchange or sell £7.—West Yiew, Tateley, Hants.
[6623

EXCHANGE 6h.p. 1913 Rex and Millford sidecar, for
2-3peed IDouglas.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham.

[X8820
EXCHANGE good typewriter, perfect order, for good

rigid sidecar.- 18, Magdala St., Smithdown Rd,,
Liverpool. [X8892

5 6h.p. Peugeot Combination; £35; exchange chassis,
suitable commercial vehicle. — Powles, Builder.

Newport. [X8790

3iin. Drummond Lathe, Sin. chuck, every accessory,
2 and tools, for Baby Levis.—7, Manifold Rd..

Eastbourne. [6648

THE LATEST NOVELTY IN

FLAG MASCOTS.
No. lOSb—2/-, Complete as illustrated. No. 108c—2/7,
with three Flags. Postage id. Any combination of

Nationalities

may be had.

Size of Flags
4" X 2".

No. 108a.

Large Motor
Cycle Size,

6 /9 complete,

Postatre, 2d.

All with
Polished

Aluminium
Number

Plate Clip.

FLAG MASCOTS A SPECIALITY.
Motor Cvcle Flags mounted on Nickel-plated
Pins, with solid brass ornaments.

Sizes—6'x4" .. lOd. each. Ordinary Pin.

„ 6"x4" ..1/1 „ Stout Pin.

„ 6''x3" .. 9d. ,, Ordinary Pin.

„ 6"x3" ..1/- „ Stout Pin.

„ 4"x2" .. 7d. „ Postage Id. :,

With Nickel-plated Number Plate Clips, or .:

Handle-bar Clips, 6d> each extra.

For fitting to Radiator Cap or Mudguard, 3d. each extra^

ENGLISH, FRENCH, BELGIUM, RUSSIAN, Etc.

Owing to the abnormal demand for Mascot Flags,

orders will be executed strictly In rotation.

PIRATE FLAGS NOW IN STOCK
(Or Scull and Cross Bones).

6' X 3" . . 1/9 Complete with Clip ( Best Shalloon

9"x44' ..2/6 ,, .. „ 1 Material.

6'X3' .. Silk. Stout Pin. No Clip.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

I L FO R D.

WE WANT YOU to FIT a

SUPREME Sidecar
TO

YOUR NEW MOTOR BICYCLE.

Graceful, JLow, Comfortable, refjued in every
detail, and after once lining up to machine you can
detach or attach sidecar to machine in 30 seconds
with the Supreme Ligbtnins ConnectioPE.

Models from £9 to £14
Write for lists and see all the mani/ advavianes theu possefs

THE SUPREME SIDECAB HANFC. Co.. Ltd.

14, Great Hampton Street, Birminghani.
108, City Bd., LONDON. SCOTLAND: D. F. Mann,

8, King Street, Dundee,

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

HENRY SKERRETT, '^"'S™.^^'""
24, Temple Row, Birmingham,

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Colonial and Foreign Agents:
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Sport and the Crisis.

WITH the cr}' of the Chancellor to " carry

on " ringing in one ear, and the in-

sistent demand of Lord Kitchener
echoing in the other for more men for

the front, many feel in rather an

uncertain position. Those of us who have labour

depenilent on us, who are married, or have other

and near tics which irrevocably bind us to the

humdrum civilian life are quite justified, nay

more, are obliged to stay. But for those who
are young, single, and have no responsibilities,

there is but one course—-'' Go to the Army."
It is estimated that there are now in England
over three million single men between eighteen

and thirty years of age. Every one of these, if

medically fit, and if no one's subsistence actually

depends upon their earning capacity, is per-

manently disgraced if he holds back from offer-

ing his serxices. It is nothing short of national

di-sgrace that there should be married civilians

enlisting while unmarried shirkers of their duties

lounge at street corners or amuse themselves in

idling about the country or attending sports

meetings.

These remarks are prompted by the vision of

numbers of such young men seen at a recent

motor cycle event. Many of the old familiar

faces among the competitors were absent—all

honour to them for being where they are. We
hope that a similar spirit may soon actuate the

minds of those who can go but who linger over

long before departure. No sport can produce so

many eligible recruits as that of motor cycling,

and all those young unmarried men who rushed
for coveted posts as despatch riders, w^ith the

fine emoluments attached, who were too late in

the field, should go as fast as their machines
can bear them to the nearest recruiting office

and enlist as a .soldier of tl:ie King.
One more word. A great many people seem to

labour under the delusion that events in the

motor cycle world are merely run to amuse,
and that anyone who supports or takes part

in them should be at the front, but these

people cannot see below the surface. A
reliability trial, a hill-climb, a speed event, arc

merely cogs in the great industrial machine.
They may possibly be the lighter side of com-
merce, but they are ' none the less commerce.
Otherwise, why do manufacturers go to the

expense of entering and providing employees to

ride and further advertise the results to the

world? The answer is obvious, and to prac-

tically all parlicipaiiis there is a certain resp<;nsi-

bility attached in the shape of workmen being
employed to reproduce his successful machine
and thus cause the circulation of wealth, with-

out which the country would fall. But the idle

onlookers do not, for the main part, contribute

to this genera] toil, and are primarily concerned
in spenfling a pleasant afternoon. These are the

men who should be swept at once into Lord
Kitchener's net. Then, and then only, will the

country be proud of them.

A Matter of Conscience.

OF
course the actual holding of comjieti-

tions is a matter of individual club
conscience, and we cannot pretend to

dictate to such bodies as to what their

conduct should be. But we will say that
if there is the shghtest possibility that the
holding of even a few competitions would in
any way exert a retograde effect on recruiting, we
would immediately use our utmost endeavours
to suppress them. At the same time it must
be borne in mind that H.M. the King himself
has personally advocated the holding of race
meetings and has gone so far as to enter into

engagements for his own horses, and many
people may well say if horse racing, why not
motor cycling? To suin up, we would say that
if adequate troops are raised to satisfy the
authorities, there is every reason to " carry on

"

as usual with competitions, but until a public
pronouncement be made to that effect, no great
number of motor cy^cle club, or for that matter
any other events, can be carried out with

propriety.
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THE VERY LATEST FREAK HILL.
An Account of a Sidecar Ascent of Naze Road, Todmorden.

IN
the issue of The Motor Cycle of August 13th a

letter appeared in our correspondence columns

from a reader concerning the discovery of a

terrible hill near Todmorden, known as Naze Road.
This hill is so severe, and the surface so villainous,

that, although technically a main road hill, all goods

are carried up on pack horses and donkeys, as it is

beyond the power of beasts of burden to draw wheeled

vehicles up its stony, rutty

gradient.
[ .

Hearing that attacks were r
being made on the hill by !

sidecar enthusiasts, Maurice

Greenwood, the competition '

rider, decided to attempt

the hill on his 8 h.p. Dot
sidecar outfit, on which a

Jardine gear giving ratios of

43^, 8, and 14^^ to i was

employed. The power unit

was a J. A. P. The tyres were

650x65 mm., the rear one

being steel-studded, which

passenger walked up the hill for a preliminary survey,

and -found a number of gutters about six or eight

inches deep, which they roughly filled up with stones

to prevent the frame of the sidecar being damaged
by contact with the ground if the wheel should happen
to drop into one of these crevices. The climb starts

with "a^ very roughly paved surface, after which it

rapidly deteriorates, and the sidecar chassis caught on
several of the big boulders

" "' n sticking out from the track,
"

obstructions which made
steering exceedingly tricky,-

1 , as they flung up the : front

! wheel and wobbled it about

J badly, despite the efforts of

I ^
the driver to keep it straight.

The first bad bend is a hair-

Ijin with a measured gradient

of I in 2i/^, and this is a

very dangerous corner, as

there is nothing to stop

machine and rider toppling

over a precipice into a canal

^^fJ5:i?gl

gave an admirable

grip on the
abominable sur-

face. Greenwood
has climbed prac-

tically all the really

bad test hills, in-

cluding Nailsworth

Ladder, Rosedale

Abbey Bank, and
Honister Pass, but

is emphatically of

the opinion that

Naze Road is far

worse and more
difficult than any
of them.

Before attempt-

ing the climb, the

driver and his

BIRD'S EYE VIEW (AT TOP) AND SCENES DURING THE FIRST
ASCENT OF NAZE ROAD HILL, TODMORDEN, ON AN 8 H.P. DOT-
J.A.P. SIDECAR.

600ft. below. As
a fracture of a

driving chain would
almost inevitably

have caused a

double fatality at

this point, Green-

wood got some men
to walk behind him
hereabouts to

prevent the machine
running backwards
if an}'thing unto-

ward had occurred.

However, the Dot
stuck to its guns
like a Briton, and,

despite sparks and
showers . of stones

flying from the
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studded tyre, it gradually forged its way round the bad
corner and onwards and upwards towards the summit.
Several times the surface became so -bad ere the white
farmhouse at the top was reached that there was grave
fear of the whole outfit overturning and being hurled
to destruction down the heights on the passenger's
left. Arrived at the summit, the occupants of the

farm said that no sidecar had climbed the hill before
with the passenger continuously seated in the sidecar.

Out of the Frying Pan—
When the top is reached it must not be imagined

tliat the hardy voyager's difficulties are at an end. In
a way they are only just commencing, or, at best, only
half way accomplished. Either he must descend
Naze Road, an act of folly until brakes are nirmbered
about half a dozen per wheel, or else go on over a
rough piece of moor. This Greenwood and his com-
panion decided upon, and soon after had the

unpleasant experience of finding themselves upset in

a bog, with the outfit sinking before their very eves.

5^3

A wild rush to a neighbburing farm to fetch a horse
and ropes, and soon the sidecar and machine were
hauled to safety on to a piece of solid ground. Arrived
back in the valley, the prospectors decided to put the

Dot at Watty Scout Hill, which is opposite to Naze
Road and runs in the opposite direction. This hill

has a gradient of i in 3, but was climbed easily

enough. Coming down, however, was a different

story, for the brake rod broke and the machine shot

forward. First speed was jammed in and the machine
slowed a bit. The passenger jumped for it, and
turned a complete somersault, luckily without serious

hurt, and, relieved of his weight. Greenwood managed
to pull up after the heels of his boots had been torn

off by friction with the groimd !

Thus ended about as exciting a day's hill-climbing

as anyone could desire. It should be added that no
one should try Naze Road with a sidecar without

ample power and first-class brakes, tyres, and drixing

chains. Lack of care with any of these details might
easilv cause a serious, if not fatal, accident.

Some Lighting Refinements in America.
By ROAD

I

PRESUME most British riders are aware that the

popular illuminant among motor cyclists in the

United States is compressed acetylene, stored in

cylinders similar to our well-known '• D.A.," and
known as " Prestolite." But the ingenious Yank is

not content with our cruder systems. His cylinder is

fitted with a pressure reducing valve ; it does not

matter how much or how little the careless rider opens
the stop-cock, or whether his cylinder contains the

full original charge of 6 cubic feet or i& down to its

last 15 min. In every case the automatic valve reduces
the pressure to 2 ounces, and the flame cannot flare

or be dim so long as any gas remains in the cylinder.

Furthermore, the user does not necessarily dismount
to light up at the approach of twilight, for the burner
of his head lamp may be fitted with a lighting appar-
atus at a nominal fee. The lighter may either con-
sist of a spark gap in circuit with the magneto igni-

tion, and operated by a switch on the tank, or, alter-

natively, a friction striker, similar to those used in

petrol pipe lighters, may be screwed to a clip

encircling the burner. In respect of weight, cost,

and reliability, these refined outfits compare very

favourably with the highest ideal electric dynamo.
Some American designers are very outspoken in

asserting that the front fork is the only part of the

machine on which an electric lighting outfit should l>e

mounted. They claim that this position preserves the

delicate batteries, etc., from road shocks, inevitable

with a more rearward position ; and that motor bicycles

already suffer from excess of weight on the back wheel,
so that any further weight additions must be thrown
forward (several early samples of electric dynamo out-

fits weigh from 40-70 lb.) ; moreover, the electrical

connections can then be kept short and tidy.

The writer is inclined to regard this doctrine as

pernicious nonsense. It is certainly desirable to

mount additional weight—if any—on the front wheel
from the steering and balancing standpoints ; any
veteran who remembers the stern-heavy De Dion
tricycles will realise how vastly even weight distribu-

RIDER.
tion makes for ciTmfort. But it is folly to earn,' so

expeixsive an item as an electric dynamo in so exposed

a position. A lamp nearly always gets damaged in

the event of a smash. If a dynamo or battery box is

fitted to project sideways or forwards near the prow
of a machine, repair bills will rise by leaps and
bounds. The Indian position is unsurpassable for a

dynamo ; its weight is as near the front wheel as

possible, but injury in an ordinary tumble is not

probable. Designers whc employ batteries, and
mount them in a rearward position, but without the

protection of a re3r sprung frame, will soon discover

they are asking for trouble ; but this is a good thing,

for they will all be driven to adopt rear-springing at

last, if only to ensure the longevity of their cells.

Three vvell-knovm riders in Christchurch, N.Z., who are all mounted

on Triumphs. Their names, reading from left to right, are :

C. Bonnington, G. B. Brown, and F. Haworth.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE MOBILISATION.
A Graphic Description of How the Government Coliected Despatch Riders

BY ONE OF THEM.

HAT the motor cycle is destined to playTHAI the motor cycle is destined to play a

prominent part in the present campaign as a

reliable and speedy despatch carrier at the

front will be judged by the following experiences of

one of the special n ervists newly enlisted to this

branch of service.

It will doubtless come as a surprise to many that

the motor cycle has at last come into its kingdom, and

has been recognised by the Government as a most
valuable asset in modern warfare to such an extent

that many thousands of pounds have been spent in

originating and maintaining a corps of special reserve

motor cyclist despatch riders.

The first I heard of this scheme was on the 5th

August at Newcastle-on-Tyne, when I and a friend,

like many other young fellows, were looking for a job

as volunteers during the war. It chanced that I saw

a copy of a circular letter which stated that the

Government was forming a corps of special reserve

motor cyclists at Chatham, and this induced us to pro-

ceed to Chatham immediately and report to the officer

in charge of engineers' records at Brompton Barracks.

If I had not a machine the Government would supply

me with a new one. It also stated that the terms of

joining were specially favourable. I was in possession

of a 3^^ h.p. 191 2 Bradbury A\-hich had given me a

great deal of satisfaction, but my friend, though a

keen enthusiast, had no motor cycle at all.

First Come First Served.

Nevertheless, we both took copies of this letter, and,

deciding to take the bull by the horns, packed up im-

mediately at short notice, and some three hours later

found ourselves in the night train bound for London

MEMBERS OF THE WOMEN'S EMERGENCY CORPS.

Several motor cyclist members of this corps have been observed in London traffic hi

machines very skilfully. The outfit is a Chater-Lea with a Gloria Projectile s

with my Bradbury in the guard's van. We sleptriri

the train, which was packed with soldiers, as best we
could, and arrived at King's Cross in the early morn-
ing. From this point the Bradbury conveyed us both

to Chatham, my friend riding as a pillion passenger,

and so we arrived at our destination at about nine

o'clock in the morning.
\Ve soon found that we were amongst the first

arrivals when we got to the motor cyclists' recruiting

office, as the letter had only been sent out on the

previous- day. Thus it. happened that before the day

was out we were attested, medically examined, and

finally sworn in. The lecruiting office had to cope

with about 100 men on- the first day, I believe.

Those mto who possessed motor cycles of theii

own had to give particulars of the same on enlistment.

If the machine was deemed suitable for the job and
conformed to Government specification it was taken

over and bought from the man, so that all the machines
used were Government property. My own machine
did not quite conform to specification and so was
rejected^ but this made no difference because it meant
that I would be provided with a new machine and that

I would get a warrant to send my own home again.

Machines accepted were paid for at the following

rates : If the machine was passed and it was a 1914
model, the full price was paid for it. If of an
earlier year, 10% reduction was made for the first

3'ear and 10% for each subsequent half year, but
under no circumstances was the price paid less than

30% off the original price. All men who were
enlisted in this branch of the service were ranked as

corporals in, the Royal Engineers, and drew 35s.- per
week with a ^10 bounty on joining—not bad pay.

We were obliged to find accom--
modation outside for the first night,

and as I had relatives at Maid-
stone, we made the Bradbury take
us bodi there, which it did without
making any fuss about it.

Commencing our Duties.
The next day we did very little

beyond watching men pouring in

from all parts of the country to the
recruiting office. They were npuch
more particular on this day. ' and
rejected men on the slightest

pretext. In our case, it had merely
been a matter of filling in forms
and giving particulars ; but now
we noticed that such things as not
having had previous military

training, wearing glasses, slightly

stammering, and such things were
sufficient to disqualify a man.
Again we went to Maidstone for

the night, and turned up at

Chatham at nine o'clock for parade
on the second day, when we had
to undergo a little infantry drill,

and had a lecture on map reading
in the morning. In the afternoon

.ndiing

[decar.

the

a8
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Motor cyCiist scouts and despatch riders attached to the Royal Engineers (West Riding Division). The majority of tlie men belong

to Sheffield. This squad appears to be splendidly mounted.

we were despatched to the quartermaster's stores

to get our uniform and equipment. Mean-
while several men were detailed off for fatigue

work, which consisted of going down to the railway

station with the traction engine and waggons and load-

ing them up with crates containing new machines, all

Rudge Multis and three-speed Triumphs. Our equip-

ment was very complete, and consisted of the follow-

ing, among other, articles : Large clasp knife, haver-

sack and water bottle, two pairs of good strong boots,

two shirts, three pairs socks, toothbrush, hairbrush,

shaving brush and razor, boot brushes, magnificent

Webley revolver, Cardigan waistcoat, and many other

excellent things beside.

As uniform we got the ordinary tunic with cor-

poral's stripes, riding breeches, puttees, service cap,

and brown leather belt with holster for revolver and
case for ainmunition.

Satisfied Tvith Our Lot.

We went to bed that night with feelings that

we were lucky mortals indeed falling in with all"

these good things. Of coiirse, -we had to face the fact

that motor cyclist despatch riding is dangerous work,

but for the matter of that all volunteer work at the

front is dangerous, and on comparing our lot with that

of the infantry volunteer we could nfet help feeling

that fate had been indeed kind. To a certain extent

we owed our position to promptness of action, since

we did not delay a moment after seeing the letter in

the first instance.

The next day was Sunday. However, it made' little

or no difference to our routine. We paraded at nine

o'clock and had some infantry drill, followed by a

lecture on scouting. Several men went on fatigue

duty, bringing up machines from the station and

unpacking crates. And during all this time recruits

kept pouring in, most of them being university and

club men, and men fiom the various oflicers' training

corps.

We had a big parade late on Sunday evening, when
every man was allotted to a definite company. My
friend and I were allotted to the second signal com-
[)any at Aldcrshot, and were directed to proceed

thither as soon as we were able. Thus we lost little

time in getting our marching orders.

I get my Machine.
Then came Monday. We paraded at 7.30 on Mon-

day morning, and along with others we were

sent on fatigue duty, which consisted of unpack-

ing the crates and fitting up the new machines. We
set to work with zest smashing up crates and extracting

brand new machines, which came forth glittering and
shinifig, masterpieces of modern mechanism From
other boxes came hordes of lamps, horns, mirrors,

spare tubes, spare belts, spare tube carriers, etc., etc.,

etc., and it was our job after unpacking to fit each

machine up with these. My friend and I, seeing our

advantage, each picked out a machine which we
intended, if in any way possible, _to secure for our-

selves, and we set to work fitting these up. To a

man who has never been able to afford a new machine
you can imagine that this sort of thing would be like

a dream, and we both hoped we should not suddenly
" wake up." Later on in the day we had an oppor-

tunity of allotting the mounts we had chosen to our-

selves definitely.

Off to all Points of the Compass.
Chatham had been used merely as a recruiting centre

for the special reserve of motor cyclists. In all cases,

when a man was completely equipped and provided

with a machine, he was attached to some definite com-

pany, possibly hundreds of miles from Chatham.

Some men were sent to Stirling, others to Limerick.

We were both sent to the same company at Aldershot,

and so started off for the great military centre that

evening on our new motints, full of zest for oui' new

life.

All
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. " All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

AJ)riving Query.

I have a 1914 two-speed two-
stroke. Is it correct, to run the
engine when the gears are in .the

neutral position, and on descend-
ing a steep hill should the

throttle lever be shut off, the air full

open, and the exhaust lifter raised, or

what should be done ?

—

Beginnek.
There is absolutely no harm whatsoever
in running the engine with the gears in

a neutral position. It is not good to run
the engine like this too much, as it, of

course, would soon heat up to a consider-

able degree, and the engine should not be
raced when not under load. In descend-

ing a hill it is usual to leave the air

lever in its normal position and to close

the throttle and raise the exhaust lifter,

but opening the air wide when going
down a long hill is quite advantageous
from every point of view.

To Improve Petrol Consumption.

I have a 1912 3^- h.p. single-

cylinder machine with fixed

engine. I ride with a gear of

5 to 1. I have thorouglily cleaned
the engine, carburetter, etc., and

the machine runs splendidly and roars

up the Derbyshire hills. I cannot get

more than 70-80 m.p.g. although I

drive carefully, with the magneto fully

advanced, at about an average of 25
ra.p.h. The jet is a 30; the carbu-
retter does not flood, and I consider I

ought to get more miles per gallon. To
average 25 m.p.h. the throttle is about
a quarter open and slightly in advance
of air lever. Is this about right?

—

E.P.B.W.
You might try a smaller jet or lowering
the petrol level. On a machine such as you
are riding the petrol consumption ought
to be about 90 m.p.g., or even more.
Of course, it is absolutely essential that
the engine is clean and that compression
is good. The gear ratio you are adopt-
ing is about the best that could be used
for a machine of this type. Also see that
the inlet pipe unions are quite air-tight

and that the valves are really closing.

Probably the fitment of a pipe a few
inches long to the air inlet of the carbu-
retter would improve the consumption by
minimising waste through possibl* blow
back.

A12

Misfiring at Slow Speeds.

I have a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine. Can you give me the
reason why it misfires at low
speeds? I have tried a B. and
B. carburetter, also a Senspray,

but when running at 8 to 12 m.p.h. it

keeps misfiring, but when going at a
faster j^ace it runs perfectly, as is also
the case when the carburetter is first

flooded for a hundreds yards or so, but
after that distance it starts misfiring
again.—T.M.

The trouble is doubless due to air leak-
age in the inlet pipe, and we should
advise you to test the carburetter union
as w-ell as the cylinder union. A good
cure for such leaks is ordinary electricians'

tape, which if bound round tightly will
hold for some considerable time. The
reason the engine misfires at low speeds
but not at high is because the extra air
admitted through the leaks 1 upsets the
weak mixture at slow speeds, but is

absorbed when the throttle is open.

Machine for Long Cross Country Work.

I occasionally want to make a
ninety - seven - mile cross - country
journey ; the train takes a little

over four hours and the times are
inconvenient. I shall be glad to

know if one of the 2 h.p. two-speed
lightweight machines on the market
would do the journey in four to four
and a half hours? The roads are good
main roads, and, with the exception of
four or five miles up the Malverns there
is nothing particular in the way of hills.

—J.B.P.
We do not fliink it possible for you to
complete a ninety-seven-mile journey such
as you mention in four and a half hours
on such a machine. It is not a very easy
matter to average 24 to 25 m.p.h. on any
machine, because it means pushing along
in parts at speeds of 35 to 39 m.p.h. We
should advise you to allow yourself five

hours for the journey and use a variable
geared machine of not less than 2| h.p.
The very light low-powered machines
are admirable for short journeys, but a
larger and more ]30werful machine is to be
recommended for frequent long journeys
at legal limit speed such as you wish
to undertake, and they are far more
comfortable.

Sluggisli Running and Knocking.

I should be very pleased if you
could help me with the following

difficulty I have with my
machine. It is a 3^ h.p. 1914

model, single-cylinder, with fixed

gear, and the engine knocks at the

slightest provocation The knock when
accelerating quickly I can, by careful

driving, stop, but the trouble is on liills.
"

When more power is wanted I find-

that, instead of being able to open both -

throttle and extra air, I can only open'"

the gas and have to shut the air to stop
,

the knocking, and, consequently, only. -

a part of the engine power is developed.

The timing of the magneto is exactly as

the makers advise, as also is the gear-

ing ; the macliine has not been touched
since it left the works when new, except

for cleaning the cylinder. I have tried;

retarding the spark, but this only

causes loss of power, and the engine is,

then inclined to get warm.—W.G.K.
It is quite possible that the trouble you

'

complain of can be eliminated by changing .

the plug. If the points of the plug have .

burned away to such a degree that they
become incandescent when the engine is

firing, violent pre-ignition would take
place and cause knocking. On the other -

hand, it might be that the bearing of the
big end or small end has gone and that

rebushing is necessary. Also a slack
,

piston would give you the same trouble.
''

These are, of coarse, suggestions,, because
the data you give us is rather meagre, .

but they are the points to be carefully

checked as a start in the search for the
trouble.

Heating of Crank' Case.

The crank case on the 6 h.p.

twin-cylinder engine of my side-

car outfit gets hot. By that I

mean that it becomes sufficiently,

hot to render it unpleasant to "

keep one's hands on it. Is tliis anything
to worry about?

—

A.i.S. ^

Heating of the crank case can only take -

place from two causes, namely, through
blowing back of the charge past the .

piston rings and through conduction.
'

The former, of course, is due to a worn
piston or worn rings, and can easily be
rectified, but if you have taken the pre-
caution to see to this we should say that"
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the crank caie overheats purely and
simply through conduction. Overheat-
ing bj' conduction is caused by over-

heating in the cylinder. We should
therefore think that the carburetter

setting is not adjusted correctly, and that

you are running on either too rich or too

. weak a mixture. Probably, if you will

check this carefully you will find this to

be the case, and when altered will not

I

suffer very much from the overheating

]
yoLi complain of. So long as the crank

I case does not overheat to such a degree
as to burn the oil from the bearings there

is absolutely nothing to fear, and if the

engine is running and pulling well we
should advise you not to trouble about it

j in any way.

Tuning up an Engine.

I have purchased a good second-
hand motor cycle of 2| h.p.,

single-speed, 1910 model. I have
taken out all the parts separ-
ately from tire frame except the

_ cranlc case, whicli I did not wish to

take off or open for fear I could not put
it together again after cleaning. All

other parts were very dirty and were
cleaned, oiled, and are now in good

• condition. I am satisfied that I have
made a fairly good job of the two
•cylinders by cleaning, but there was
not much deposit, and I am informed
the valves were ground within the past

two years. The machine ran badly
just before taking it to pieces. I took
it to a workshop mechanic and he said

that there was no oil in the tank,
though the glass tube indicated a depth
of an inch at tiie time. However,
after putting in oil and looking at the
carburetter, etc., he satisfied himself
that it was in first-class condition, only
that he somewhat feai'ed that there
w»s a leak in the crank case. It
went fairly well for tlie next fifteen

miles, though the speed would not
exceed about twenty-five mUes an
hour, and it would fail to get over hills,

and, aft'Cr twenty miles or so, it would
almost stop on the smallest gradient,
but not for want of oil or petrol. It

takes a gallon of petrol to travel only
thirty miles, and it does not take much
extra air. Would it be wise for me
to open the crank case and clean it?

I should be glad of your general advice.
—W.M.

' In reply to your question you do not say
whether the engine is suffering from
lack of compression. If this is tlie case
it will be extremely difficult to get any-
thing like the maximum power. You
also complain that when running some
distance the engine gradually comes to
a standstill ; this is probaSly due to
the fact that the valves are not adjusted
correctly and when hot expand down on
to the tappet and, therefore, do not close.

It would also seem that you are using
much too large a jet in the carburetter,
and we would advise you to try one very
much smaller. Again, it is absolutely
necessary that there are no air leaks iii

the inlet pipe. Consequently observe the
union carefully and see whether such is

the case. We do not think you would have
any difficulty in taking down the crank
case, and it would probably be better for
you to do so and clean it out thoroughly.
At the same time you would find it a
help to get the advice of an expert, who

;'^7

would tell you whether wear had taken
place on the cams and timing wheels.

A Tour in the Highlands.

Will you very kindly give me
an idea for a week's motor cycle

tour in Scotland, startuig irom
Edinburgh? I have a 3^ h.p.

single-geared machine.—A.E.R.
In the first place, a single-geared machine
is not suitable for touring in the
prettiest parts of Scotland, where the

roads are narrow and the gradients are

steep. We do not make a habit of

working out tours, but as the Touring
Departments of the motoring organisa-

tions are likely to be rather disorganised

for the present, we would suggest the

following r Edinburgh, Granton, Berry
to Burntisland. Kinross, Perth, Dunkeld,
Pitlochry, Blair Atholl, Dalwhinnie. It

is almost worth while staying here a day
for the purpose of exploring the country
round Loch Ericht. Continue through
Kingussie, Carrbridge, Beauly, Ding-
wall, Alness, over the hills to Bonar
Bridge, Lairg, and Scourie. If you want
some really wild scenery there are plenty

of hilly rough roads. Then -go on to

Vnapool, Ullapool, Strathpeffer, and back

to Inverness. Then go al'ing the shores

of Loch Ness, etc., along tho CaledoKian
Canal to Fort William, taking tha ferry

to Ballachulish, go to Tyndrum, go
through Kilnember, Kilmomfort, along

the eastern shores of Lech Awe, Dal-

mally, Tyndrum, Kiilin Junct'on, Loch-
earnhead, Loch Lr.bnaig, C?.llenc!ar,

Stirling, Falkirk, Linlithgow, and ba.ck

to Edinburgh.

Quick Starling Wanted.

I have a new 4 li.p. Triumph
^T] with sidecar. Can you throw

> any light on the reason of the
-LI following dilliculty? Starting

with a running mount with any
gear in and the clutch engaged, after

dropping the exhaust lifter the

machine runs, say, six paces without

firing and without the compression

pulling it up, but after the si.x paces

or so, keeping en the run, the machine
will then fire all right and run
beautifully. Why is this? The com-
pression IS perfect, valves lifting all

right and seating all right. The clear-

ance between e.xliaust valve and tappet

is kept small purposely, but still there

is a clearance all right, and, remember,
the engine is cold on starling.—W.A.C
(QUETTA, N.W.P.)

The slight difficulty in very prompt
starting of the motor is probably simply

one of control lever position. Your
machine is fitted with an admirable half-

compression device by means of which
the engine should start almost instantly

at a walk on low or middle gear. If you
have not already done so, try closing the

air lever till the engine fires, and then
open it up to the proper running
position. Directly the engine fires and
vou are in the saddle, kick the half-

compression lever out of action.

READERS' REPLIES.

^»**»e«^^«6^^«»"^t.*t«*»«i

Bust on Exhanst Pipes.

With reg.ard to the enquiry by
"B.E.E." for a preparation to" keep
rust from exhaust pipes, I believe many
owners of conservatories and hot-houses
paint their hot water pipes with a
mixture obtained by boiling linseed oil

and lamp black. I do not know the
exact proportions, but I can find out if

"B.E.E." thinks it ^vorth trying.^
Arthur Philpot.

A Mysterious Complaint.

I notice on page 285 in Tlit Motor
Cycle of August 27tli there is a

query relating to trouble with a

horizontal twiu 500 o.c. I believe the
whole trouble of your correspondent
is traceable to the magneto—the last

thing in the world one would expect.
Here are my reasons : I have a 5-6 h.p.

F.N., 1912 pattern, which developed the
same symptoms and would not go for

more than a few miles without stopping

;

it, however, got down to about two
hundred yards in the end, when I spent
about two weeks on and off overhauling
everything, but the same game went on,
so I decided to take the magneto right
off. and get at the inside (previously I

had cleaned the contacts, etc., and
carbon brushes). I found the trouble,
viz., water in the armature tunnel caused
by the magneto being near the hot
engine ; the water was caused by con-

.

densation of air on the magnets, very
much in the manner that an induction
pipe "sweats." The "beads" of

moisture collected at the bottom of the

magneto, and the revolving armature
churned them up and they settled across

the tunnel, causing loss of cuiTent and
a weak spark. "The reason that the

machine started easily was that the water
drained to the bottom when the ir.achina

was stepped, and, of course, got

gradually churned up again in a few
miles. I cleaned as much as possible

away with a rag, and got rid cf the

rest by placing the magneto in the gas

oven, having previously heated t'.is oven
and turned the gas out. This steamed
the moisture out quits satisfactorily, and
the engine goes better than ever. The
power after replacing th3 iEagn«,to was
a revelation. The F.N. magneto is fixed

on the crank case, and, consequently,

gets warmed up to the crank case

temperature. On a horizontal twin it is

also fixed to the crank case, and the

heat tends to dissipate itself through the

magneto, and the cold air against the

magneto causes the heat to condense.

—

W^B.

j NOTICE. 1

3, The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility •

\ in any way for loss of copy in the form of
J

§ manuscript, drawings, or photographs sub- f
• mitted to him. Rejected matter will only he S

J returned provided a stamped addressed envelope i

f is enclosed for the purpose. o

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must

enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"P.L.K." (Durham).—6 h.p. Excel-

sior. Petrol consumption, power, and
absence of vibration.

"J.T." (Newport).—G.N. and Grand
Prix Morgan. Hill-climbing, reliability,

and comfort.

"J.A.P.R." (Somerset).—21 h.p. New^
Hudson. Reliability, ease of control,

petrol coosumption, average speed, and
hill-climbing powers.

AI5
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressel to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Cutting Down Running Costs.

Sir,—In connection with your recent article on this sub-,

j'ect I am sending you my expenses incurred in running
20,000 miles on a 1913 three-speed Triumph.
The figures show how economical a good modern machine is.

£ s. d.

Licence, etc.

Refits

Fuel
Lubricating oi!

Cycle oil

Tyres
Belts .., ....
Carbide . ... _

Depreciation

Total ..

or roughly .89d. per mile.

I do not insure against accidents, and what I spend on
motor clothing is saved in shoe leather.

Under the heading " Refits " are included costs of all

spare parts, new lamp, horn, repairs to three-speed gear
and speedometer, and two complete overhauls by the Triumph"
Cycle Co.
Fuel.—Consisted of 200^ gallons of benzole.
Tyres.—Clincher 2|in., which lasted on an average 8,000

miles on the front wheel, and 4,500 miles on the back wheel.
Belts.—Dunlop lin. ; average 6,100 miles per belt.

£25 should cover the depreciation, as the machine . has
just been thoroughly overhauled and is in perfect order.

I hope to run another 20,000 miles on the machine at a
still lower cost. A. W. TOilLINSON, R.M.

1 5

12 1 1

15 11 2

1 17 6

7 4

14 12

3 4 10
4

25

74 2 11-

A Speedometer Drive Cover.
Sir,—I noticed in a recent issue an illustration of a speedo-

meter drive gear cover. It may, interest you to know that
about twelve months ago I fixed up a similar arrangement
for my Watford speedometer drive. I am enclosing a couple
of rough sketches which, I think, are fairly self-explanatory.

The case )s made of stout tin plate which will not buckle.

I may say that I had it fitted all through last wniter with

every satisfaction. The oil I use is a fairly stiff mixture of

paraffin candle and vaseline.

In conclusion, I might add that if there is a tolerably good

fit between the disc covering the spokes and the inside rim

of the case, little water or grit is likely to enter.

J. WARING

How to Avoid Petrol Overcharge.
Sir,—Perhaps by this time the dealers in petrol may have

reconsidered matters, but in case any of your readers may
drop across one of these gentry who demand some ridiculous

price for petrol, might I recommend a useful tip which

I myself carried into operation a few days ago at Rugeley?

That was, to threaten to report the vendor to the Motor
Traders' Association. This had the desired effect, a.nd

scared the gentleman so much that he nearly thrust a tin

on me—free—in order to get rid of me !

In. this case four shillings per gallon was being asked.

To anyone who is being bluffed in this way, the letters
'

"M.T.A." act as a charm. I hope someone may benefit-

by using those letters. CE 1942.

The Remuneration o£ Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,-=-As thTe appears to be a somewhat mistaken idea

as to the remuneration of motor cyclists serving with His

Majesty's Forces, I should like to draw your readers'

attention to the actual facts.

When I joined the 7th Batt. Devon Reg. Territorial

Forces 1 had to sign on for the usual period—four years

—

and I was then given to understand that I must provide

a suitable machine with spare parts—the spares costing

£11. I was to receive a bounty of £5 on joining and
lis. per day, made up as follows : 8s.' per day on which
to run the machme, 2s. per day mess allowance, and Is.

per day pay. I was quite prepared to serve under those

conditions, believing it possible to run my machine and
maintain it in good order for less than the allowance of

8s. per day, and so augment the actual pay of Is. per day
I quite recognised that Is. per day was no adequate remimera-
tion to offer a. skilled man, for a motor cyclist must be

such a man. Since signing on I find that I receive no
bounty, as I had not joined before the Mobilisation Order
was issued. The order was issued the day before I joined.

Several of my friends who joined the day before I did

have received the bounty. Further, the War Office have
taken over and paid for all our machines and spares,

deducting ten per cent, per annum from the first cost.

This comes rather hard on some of us, as several of the

machines wer^ less than a month old, and the spare parts

as specified by the War Office had to be purchased especially

for this business.

Motoi' cyclists enlisting with the Regulars for the period
of the var only need not provide a machine—the War
Office will do that for them. They receive £10 bounty
on joining, pay at the rate of 5s. per day, all e.xpenses,

and £5 bounty on leaving.

Wfc motor cyclists in the Territorial Forces have to do
all that those attached to the Regulars do, but for a con-
siderably smaller sum. Further, we must serve during
the war as the others do, and afterwards must complete
our term of service. We motor cyclists of the 7th Batt.
Devon Reg. have been asked to volunteer for foreign

service, but only at our present rate of pay. Is. per day.
This most absurd difference between the two rates of pay
was not made known to us until after we had been serving
for some time. We have no apparent remedy. But I should
like to warn others who are thinking of joining as motor
cyclists attached to the Territorial Forces that they will

only receive Is. per day.

Alt)
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We do uot wish to make money in a crisis like the [.iresent,

but our present rate of pay hardly seems to us an adequate
remuneration for men who have had to leave their buriness.

Why should we not have the same as others, when v e do
the same work? JOHN GIBSON,

Motor Cyclist of 7th Batt. Devon Feg.

No Dearth of Magnetos.

Sir,—I have read with interest your article and letters

under the above heading, and in view of the conditions now
existing between this country and (Germany, suggest it is

not a time to be lamenting a possible shortage of C4erman-
made magetos. JIanufacturers of motor cycles and cars have
not hitherto encouraged British firms to manufacture mag-
netos, but let them do so now, and the motoring world will

not regret it. Surely there can be no serious intention of

buying the German magnetos, which "during the present

crisis" (to quote from one of the letters) are to be made in

the U.S.A. and financed with German capital? Shall we in

tills coimtx'y strive to keep these firms alive until the tide is

turned? I tliink not.

A few years- ago an enterprising British firm realised that

-this country was practically dependent on Germany for

carbons for searchlights, arc lamps, picture theatre lanterns,

etc., and so erected carbon works ni the Jlidlauds. Up to

the present time it has lost £70,000 because it could not
compete with German prices. What is the result to-day?
This Midland factory is working night and day to meet the
demands of the Admiralt}', War Office, and a fraction of the
orders for street lighting carbons and arc lamps generally.

The shares are not now to be bought. So let it be with our
magnetos.

If we must copy, German patents in this couutrv are open
to all.

"

MADE IN ENGLAND.

Lady Riders in South AJcioa.

Sir,—As a reader of your paper, I notice from time to

time photographs of lady motor cyclists. Enclosed you will

find a photograph of a lady friend of mine (Miss Hilda
Arnholz) who is a keen motorist, and is the first and only
lady motorist in this part of the country who holds a licence

to drive a motor cycle under the new ordinance. The
machine is a 1914 3| h.p. Elswick three-speed, S.A. gear,
and free engine, with sidecar attached. R. BENNE'ri".
Port Elizabeth, S. Africa.

BsattKaEraa:^:

Miss Hilda Arnholz, the first lady motor cyclist in Port Elizabeth,

South Africa, on her 3J h.p. three-speed Elswick sidecar.

3^9

Competitions and the Crisis.

Sir,—We note that hill-climbs, etc., are still being held
notwithstanding the present grave state of affairs, which
necessitate the employment of every able-bodied man on
national work. The competition rider is surely the very
type of man that the country needs, and as reliability trials",

hill-climbs, etc., such as were recently held under the auspices
of the Coventry and Warwickshire Slotor Club, can only be
regarded as 'business as usual," we fail to see that employ-
ment is thereby helped. These competitions can only be
regarded with disfavour by the general public, who would
willingly support any form of useful endeavour which necessi-
tates employment. "No one can say that motor competitions
give any e.xtra emplovment sufficient to justify the bad effect
produced.

"

I B. HART-DAVIES.
J. R. HASWELL.

[We deal with the subject of Sport and the Crisis in a
'leaderette this week.

—

Ed.]

An Overseas Specification.

Sir,—Allow me through the columns of your most valued
paper to gi ,'e an idea of what would answer the purpose
on South African roads, especially when in a boggv state

:

Engine not less than 3^ h.p., 84 x 90 bore and" stroke,
single-cylinder, air-cooled, chain drive (if twins, to be
vertical, side by side), three or four speeds, free engine,
counter-shaft, semi-automatic carburetter controlled from
handle-bars, levers to open away from machine (in case of
a cropper this would stop engine racing), frame about
twenty-four inches, engine crank case clearance not less
than seven inches, forced lubrication fiom foot pump to
bearings, front forks sprung after Triumph style, no front
brake, back brake to be twin blocks acting on" dunnny belt
drum controlled from left footboard, kick starter," tank
capacity two and a half gallons, oil two pints, clearance
between infiat-ed tyre and forks not less than l|in., water
tight magneto placed high up, mudguards to be extra wid'-',

wheels 28in. with 3in. tyres, a more rigid type of petrol
feed cock, as old style gets scored with co'ntinuous use,
hence continual leakage, and lastly, " all-black " machine.

Rhodesia. S.A. " ALE.X. T. SCOTT.

Prices in Australia.

Sir,—I notice in your observations in the Overseas Sup-
plement, May 7th. you mention the fa/Ct of a writer m
India complaining about the price of accessories. I wish
to bring under your notice that the same condition of things
applies to Melbourne also; not only in accessoiies, but motor
cycles as well. I think it very unfa'r that an awent
.should charge £7o lOs.' for a T.f. Douglas and £45 for a
Calthorpe Junior retailed in England at £48 and 25 guineas
respectively. I might mention that the Rover agent finds
it profitable to sell the Rover cycle (English price £48) for
£61 10s. Why the difference in price in ease of the
Douglas? The Triumph. Rudge, and other well-known
makes (English price £48) sell at £67 10s. I am riding a
2^ h.p. lightweight at present, but I am looking forward
to the tinie when a Douglas will be sold at a reasonable
price.

I certainly think that manufacturers should limit
the price of the machines in the Colonies, of course taking
the different tariffs, freights, etc., into consideration. I
might state that if the English manufacturers allow these
conditions to continue they will lose a great amount of
trade, as American machines are being sold here very
cheaply, although there is a preferentiaTtariff for British-
made goods.. HfELBOURNIAN.
Melbourne, Victoria.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
We are glad to be able to state that Mrs. Foster Avery

and her daughter, whose portrait on their Harley-Davidson
sidecar we published on page 296 of the issue 3rd September,
as missing in the war zone, are now safe. We have heard
from Messrs. Alsford and Tebbutt, motor cycle agents,
Southampton, that the two ladies are now on their way
back to Philadelphia, and that their machine is being sent
back after them. We congratulate the ladies on their escape
to more peaceful climes, and also on their good luck in

being able to retain their sidecar outfit.
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OccASidHAL eoMME>i:rs

Comfortable Touring" Again.
I have covered a thousand miles in the last fort-

night over roads crossing a dozen counties. I was
stopped but once, at Aylesbury, where the police

were inspecting all dri\ing licences. Petrol was
obtainable at practically normal prices in the most
remote townlets, and even at night I met no sentries.

In other words, touring is quite as safe and comfort-

able as in peace time, though a hot quest for a motor
cycling spy or lunatic occasioned no little inconveni-

ence on certain Midland roads for a day or two.

Rifle Shooting.
I have neither said nor implied that a marksman

can be manufactured by putting a man with an air

gun to practise solo at short range. Expert instruc-

tion is obviously essential to the scheme. But I can
cap " Lieutenant's " experience, and perhaps modify
the rather pessimistic tone of Mr. Brownrigg's able

contribution, by reporting that I won the champion-
ship cup of rather a crack battalion on the very first

occasion of manipulating a service rifle. Prior to

this initial visit to the ranges, I had done a little

revolver practice without tuition, and a couple of
^

month's air gun practice under the tutelage of a crack

civilian shot. Mr. Brownrigg is certainly wdse in re-

commending the B.S.A. miniature rifle—a magnificent

little piece. I mentioned air guns principally because
they are cheap. But expert instruction is plainly

essential in every diflicult sport.

BroKen Valve RocKers.
From year to year the most vulnerable detail of a

motor cycle engine is eternally changing. For a long

spell it was the exhaust valve which gave us the

"needle." Now it is most certainly the valve rocker.

I have scarcely encountered a case of a broken valve

for the last eighteen months, but I have personally

suffered three broken rockers, and my circle of

acquaintance includes several men who have aban-

doned their pet makes of machine because of these

tiresome fractures. I suspect the root cause is a silly

little piece of false economy. I inspected a handful
of smashed rockers last week, and they were all made
of very low grade metal, which had slowly crystallised

till it snapped. Some of these rockers are very, long

;

they are pivoted at one extremity, and the other

extremity has to raise a valve; perhaps 1,500 times

a minute, against a pretty powerful spring. One does
not hear of such weaknesses continuing from year to

year in the machines of firms who comprehend the

value of a laboratory. I. remember' that when I rode
one of the first batch of the original Rudge machines,
the factory experts were always grateful for the receipt

of a broken part ; a new part arrived free gratis by
return post, and^ the faulty piece went straight to the

laboratory, where the metallurgical aspects were care-

fully studied. That is the way to succeed.

Military Motor Cycles.

The choice of a machine for military purposes is

certainly- thorny. Experienc-e leads one to put the

highest value on reliability; it is as essential to efficient

despatch riding as it might easily be to self-preserva-

tion. Second I' should place light w^eight, and third

a handle-bar clutch control. Our contributor,
" Special Reserve," has emphasised the need of

silence—likely to puzzle many volunteers. I should

advise the disembowelling of the standard silencers,

which may then be retained simplv as expansion

chambers ; the outlet pipe should then be connected

to one of the patented silencers, which should com-
pletely silence the e.xhaust, and the interposition of a
cut-out between the expansion pot and the efficient

silencer would enable full power to be obtained when-
ever silence was unnecessary. Surely he is in error in

recommending an ordinary acetylene lamp; in my
experience it is the cause of many petty troubles.

Nothing would induce me to take on such work wifh-:j

out my favourite cylinder of dissolved acetylene, whichs;^]

never chokes a burner, and provides twenty -four hours"
of continuous and absolutely reliable illumination withi

i

the standard burner. After all the essentials iri-:

liiihting are reliability and cleanliness v

Oil in Small Quantities.

I suppose there are comparatively few motor cyclists

who habitually cover very long distances without call^

ing at home. If there were many of us, one wouldl"
hear more about the expense of purchasing oil in

small quantities. In my home shed I stock a large'

supply of oil bought in bulk at 3s. 3d. per _gallon

retail. On tour 1 have to replenish my tank at the

rate of is. .6d. per quart, 7.1?., 6s. per gallon; and as

I am a bit of a road burner, and use a good" deal of

oil in a fast 200 mile spin^ I find that oil constitutes

no small item of my riding expenses. Passenger
machines avoid this outlay, because it is easy to house
a gallon can in a sidecar, or a couple of gallon cans
on a cycle car; but the solo rider is hard hit when-
ever he rides for a week without visiting his home
base. If I am riding a machine with footboards, I

strap a quart can under the boards, but I have not
yet employed any economy dodge on a machine
equipped with footrests, as the back carrier is never
too large to accommodate my personal luggage. I

think I must buy a small torpedo tank to bolt on to

the main tube. Five times last week I had to pur-

chase oil at the rate of 6s. per gallon, and that drop
of Jewish blood which is said to be responsible for

the inherent greatness of every Britisher, much,
resented the impost. I wonder if the oil companies
could reduce their terms a little if they imitated the

petrol distributers and adopted returnable cans with

substantial screw stoppers, guaranteeing purity by

]neans of a wire and lead seal?
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Advertisements.

TYRE
A success of no or-

dinary character has

been attained by the

1914 improved Dun-
lop motor-cycle tyre

Apart from its excellent structural design and its beautiful

finish — points which every motor-cyclist can see for

himself — this year's Dunlop tyre is the good thing

it is because of its distinctive composition.

The special quality of rubber employed gives it a

peculiar hard-wearing property, which is so exceptional

that thousands of miles of work occasion only slight loss

of rubber. Anyone who Ts driving on the improved Dunlops
will corroborate this.

Write or ask your Agent for free Oanlo'p

booklet, " All about Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres.
^'

IN TIME Dunlop motor-cycle tyres can be obtained
O F with the same facility as before the war through
WAR. the usual agents.

By buying British-made goods ycu help to support the
industries and the workpeople of your own country.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD., FOUNDERS OF THE PNEUMATIC TYRE INDUSTRY.
Astou Cross, Birrom;{liam ; .\Imn Strei-l. Coventry. I'rariclitis—LoiHloii. Nottin:,'ham Mancho3tcr, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds. Liverpool, Glasftow, DuMin, Belfast,

DUNLOP SOLID TYRES FOR HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

7)1 fiii.'irf rino i/ils a'lv^it'i'iP.inini ij j.s deniable (0 mention " The. Motor Cycle." B3
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[JWOT
The mount supplied to the War Office
the Quadrant 4J- h.p. solo — is identical in all essential details with the machine we offer you.

''There's no query about Quadrants" and the confidence of the War Office is further proof of that.

Distinguished by absolute reliability it is an ideal mount for "acfve service" and, under war conditions,

will emerge from the severest tests triumphantly.

Note these details — 4i h.p. Armstrong 3-speed Gear and Free Engine — Dunlop Tyres
and Belt — Bosch Magneto — Scnspray Carburetter — Quadrant Spring Forks —
And these prices —

Solo 4S Gnso—Combination 55 Gns.
And then — let us send you descriptive folder.

QUADRANT WORKS, LAWLEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM. London Dcpt.—78, Gt Queen Street, Kingsway.

ID

^^^^^"^^^^^

y AH
1

1 m
if niS"^ J~ iE<p^^^ BUS 1 N E SS ^^^C^

AS USUAL
The Matchless Commercial Sidecar Combination

is stronger, more powerful, and easier to control

than anything of a similar nature on the market

EARLY DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

PB"iCG dS90» ASK I^OR FULL PARTICULARS. FREE TRIALS ARRANGED.

pBWSTillai
E4 In aniweriny t/iese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cycle.'
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CLUB NEWS.
Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Some fifty members have placed their services, as local
despatch riders, at the disj-Osal of the recruiting offices in

the district.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

At a specially convened meeting of the committee it was
unanimously resolved that, owing to the war, the competi-
tions for the Dennis Bailey and Campion Challenge Cups be
held over for the time being, and, further, that the energies
of the members, more especially those over recruiting age,
be directed to the serving of the local recruiting officers and
the Red Cross and distress committees. The offer of ser-

vices has been accepted and members are being called upon
for duty in connection with the above.

m. s. m. s. m. s.

6 591 1 4 5 55|
5 44| 43 5 l|

3 7 47 2 20

2 55 541 2 Of
2 21% 38|

1 7f

1 49i
2 53 1 45|
2 37? 521 1 45

A "HEAVY SlDtCAR LOAD
E. Hayes, ot East Ham. who has now covered 2,003 miles on his

6h.p. Sunbeam, the last 500 of which has been completed with a

tanoem sidecar, the outfit carryin;i six passengers

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A reliabijity trial was held on Saturday afternoon for
the cup presented by the late Mr. F. J. Walkei'. The
event took place over a circular course in Co. Wicklow,
which was traversed twice, and as a margin of ten minutes
per lap from the scheduled time was allowed w'ithout
penalty, the result will probably depend on the He.xibility

test held on the long hill. In the restarting test on the
Devil's Elbow, all the competitors succeeded in getting
within the standard times ti.xed. In the flexibility test

the best performances were as under :.

Slow. Fast. Difference.

Pi.. W. Mooney (6 Bradbury sc.) ...

G. Roche [Z'^ Rover)
.1. Doloman (3^ Rover)
R. H. Hurse I3i Rover)
W. A. Campbell (3^ Rudge)
J. Browne (3^ Rover)
T. Toole (3^ Rover)

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The Leicester and District M.C.C. held its hill-climb on
the 27th ult. at Beacon Hill, with the following results :

FoRiirL.i.
TwO-STEOKE MOTOB CYCLE, ETC.

W. Williams (Ti'iumph).

H. Bowevman (Velocette).
W. R. Hunt (Triumph).

LlGHTWlClGHT CLASS.
1. S. M. Gunn (23 Douglas)
2. R. King (2^ Douglas).

Bic Twin Class.
S. Briggs (5-6 Campion).

SiDEOAu Class.
1. S. M Gunn (23 Douglas).
2. S. Briggs {5-6 Campion).
3. W. Chapman (A.J.S.)

T.T. Class (Time O.vLy).

C. H. Walter (3i Rudge)
M. H. Simpson (3i Rudge)
W. Lee (3i Singer)

Open Class (.'\ny CArACiTv).

S. Briggs (8-10 Campion)
M. H. Simpson (3i Rudge)
C. H. Walter (3i Rudge) 52^8.

After the events had been run off S. Briggs did an
exhibition climb on his 8-10 h.p. Campion in 44 sees., a

line performance, closely approaching Lee Guinne.ss's record

at the Leicester Automobile Club climb over the same course.

Class.
1.

2.

3.

1.

51 is.

52s.

57s.

49|s.

51 |s.

THE 3ih.p. ROVER

THE General Po.st Office is one of the largest

users of sidecarriers, and we illustrate one of

the latest 3J^ h.p. three-speed Rovers supplieiJ

for can\ing parcels and mails. Two of the

particular features calling for notice in this outfit

^re the suspension of the load on the cradle chassis,

arid the well-known sidecar brake. There is no doulii

that being able to brake both rear wheels on vehicles

of this description is an important point, especially in

a hilly country where heavy loads are being carried.

The springing of the load is admiral-ly carried out by

means of long side springs shackled at the rear, the

result being that the body rides without perceptible

movement, either emptv or when fullv loaded. The
importance of this will easilv be realised when it i.-;

remembered that such a vehicle would be largely used

for the delivery of small parcels frequently containing'

fragile material, and in many cases over the rough
and stony roads and lanes of inaccessible rural

districts.

SIDE CARRIER.

Good springing is a feature of the Roier side carrier.

E5
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THE TRADESnEN'S SIDECARRIER.
Satisfactory Progress of llie Commercial Sidecar. The Veliicle in Use.

THE remarks in our issue of August 20th last on

the utility ol commercial sidecars, were

evidently made at the right moment, for at

once there has been increased activity in this field,

and several makers are finding the sidecarrier

a profitable line. As. we have already pointed out, the

fact of tradesmen being suddenly rendered horseless

automatically created an opening for a mechanical
means of transport, which should be light, low in cost,

and cheap to run. In the sidecar these demands are

fulfilled to the letter, and already the more enterprising

tradesmen have adopted the sidecar vehicle, manu-
facturers in most cases being in a position to deliver

promptly. Last week we noticed in London and the

leading cities of the Midlands quite a number of these

handy sidecarriers flitting about the crowded streets,

nipping in and out of the traffic without any difficulty,

and, of course, grappling with hills with ease. The
low petrol and oil consumption of a good motor cycle

are points strongly in its favour.

Sidecarriers in Actual Use.
For the benefit of tradesmen who may be thinking

of taking up the sidecarrier we illustrate with this

article a number of different examples of such vehicles

in actual use on the road, from which it will be seen

that there is no end to the many ser\'ices into which
they may be pressed. Though, of course, the carrier

is particularly adapted to the conveyance of light goods
over scattered areas, and consequently appeals most
strongly to butchers, bakers, grocers, drapers, fish-

mongers, and the like, the carrier is used for manv
other purposes; even farmers, and milkmen have found

it a satisfactory means of conveyance, and it has become

the rule for motor cycle manufacturers to use one ot

two of their own products for the conveyance of

hea-vier goods, such as small castings, tyres, wheels,

frames, and such like. Some of the last named
machines we have seen propelling most abnormal

loads. In running these machines the maker is killing

two birds with one stone, for very often the vehicle

used for this sort of work has a number of new
departures embodied in its design which are under-

going test.

Notes on General Design.

A word as to the design of sidecarriers may not be

out of place. Either single or twin-cylinder machines,

will be found to gi\'e every satisfaction, and the power,
should vary between 3J/^ h.p. and 6 h.p. A change-

speed gear and a good clutch are absolute necessities,

fur in traffic it is necessary to stop and start frequently,

and, besides, occasional stops have to be made in

the middle of a hill A low-compression engine is

desirable, owing to the amount of engine running with

the car stationary, which would become a nuisance

.

in various ways with a high-compression motor. The
low gear ratio should not he higher than 12 to i, which

gear with a good clutch will enable a standing start

to be .made on almost any gradient with a full load.

The question of silence is, of paramount importance,

in view of the fact that a tradesman's vehicle will be

used mostlv in traffic. The springing of the body will

naturally depend upon the class of goods to be carried,

and a tradesman in ordering should state clearly the

weight of the average load he expects to carry.

(1) 31 li.p. Douglas

Post Office carrier,

(2) TheNew Hudson
c ommercia!
combination

(3) The A.C. Trades

man's outfit.

(4) The Gloria sloe

earner.
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Sidecarriers in Use Under Varying Conditions.

(1) A chimney sweeper who phes his trade by means
an 8h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar.

(3) Efficiency ot springs on the modem S'decar is demonstrated by the
tact that it may successfully be used for the conveyance o( eggs.

(5) A game dealer with a Rudge. Expeditious delivery is the

heart and soul of a tradesman's business.

his round v

sidecarrier.

(4) A motor cycle agent testing the climbing powers of hi?

twin Premier sidecarrier on a Kentish hill.

(6) The farmer loading up his Ariel sidecarrier for the

nearest mark-^t. B7
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HOME FROM ANTWERP.
An Interesting Chat with a Motor Cyclist from the Beleaguered City.

LAST \veek we had tlie pleasure of a chat with

a gentleman from B,elgiura, who had just come
out of the war zone, and who was just going

back into it. This was Mr. Leonard Frank Plugge,

who is attached to the English Consulate at Antwerp.
Mr. Plugge, though of Belgian e.xtraction, is of English

birth, and an English subject, being born in London,
and is a student of Brussels University in the Section

of Mines.

We met Mr. Plugge and his father at the Rudge-
Whitworth works, where
he was having his 5-6

h.p. Rudge-iSIulti tuned

up to take back to Ant-

werp. Mr. Plugge in-

formed us that there wa>
no difficulty whatever in

reaching Antwerp direct

by sea at the present

time, and, although he

did not minimise in the

least the deplorable

ravages inflicted by the

Germans in Belgium, he

was entirely confident

that the ultimate end of

the war w^oukl be

disastrous to oui

enemies, and stated that

opinion on the Continent,

as far as he could gather,

was quite his way of

thinking Both lie and
his father said that they

feared the tales of Ger
man atrocities were onl}

too true, but both spoke

with confidence of the

ability of .^ntwes^T to

attack.

Motor Cycles and Warfare.

We were informed that there were not many motor

cycles in use by the Belgian Army, anil that a large

number might usefully have been employed in the

earlier stages of the war, and our informant said that

from news which he had gathered, motor cycles were

playing an important ]3art in the Britisli operatinns,

and were undoubtedly proving their worth and utility

in every direction

Mr. Plugge came over from Belgium and landed

in company with a party of Belgian refugees at

Rochester, Vvhere, he said, they were most hospitably

entertained bv the civic authorities, but while they were

fleeing from their country he was returning to Belgium,

and said that he would be quite pleased to get back

again.

Registration in Beigium.

Reference to the _ Illustration will show the curious

I'elgian number plates, the nuinbers of which are about

three or four times larger than those employed at

home. Motor cycles in Belgium, we were informed,

d8

Mr L F Plugge who is attached to the British Consulate at Antwerp, on

his 3-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi sidecar.

withstand a heavv German

are numbered up to a thousand, after which they beg

,

again with the letter " A " prefixed, and in due cour

with the letter " B," though up to the present thi;
'

have not got further than being in' the second tho

sand. Cars, on the contrary, have nothing but

number, and no letter is ever employed, with the resu

that some enormously long nimibers are .met wit!

running into five figures. Mr. Plugge told us that tl

F.N. W'Orks at Liege had been totally destroyed, ai

coiroborated the story of the heroic stand by feraa

employees at the F.>

works at Herstal,

suburb of Liege, detai

of which we have alreac

given in The Motor Ci/rl

He further added th;

he had no doubt wha
ever that they gave th

Germans a warm tinn

as they were fullv ;

capable of fighting as tli

men.

The R.aidingZeppelin!

The Zeppelins, wliic

have raided Antwerp
one or two occasions an

dropped bombs on th

city, did not seem t

have created much of a

impression on our ii

formant's mind, and h

described the bombs a

extremely ineffectual

causing more noise tlia

actual damage, and sai

their effect was ver

different from that of

The roads in Belgiun

were now in a perfect!

appalling condition, being absolutely broken up b

the passage of troops and heavy lorries and gun;

The Germans had made enormous use of moto

vehicles of all descriptions in their forced marclie

through Belgium, we were informed. By these mean

thev managed to convey their entire army, with a!

the attendant baggage and provision trains, at th

wonderful average speed of nearly forty miles a day

shell from a howitzer,

generally, we were told,

MOTOR CYCLISTS AS SOLDIERS.
PROBABLY no class of yoimg man is nior

eminently adapted for waxfare than the averag-

motor cyclist. He is, in the main, young

sound, and, by virtue of youth, generally free fron.

family responsibilities. We feel that, although mud
has been done by motor cyclists to assist the Army
more might yet be done. Most of these young raei

lielong to a class with possessions worth defending

Let them then defend them. The noble respons

made by the working classes, who are not blessed witl

much of this world's goods, should set a shinini

example to these more fortunate young men.
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The Juckes Three-speed Countershaft Gear.
A MONG the many countershaft gears which have
/A made their appearance on the market the

Juckes two and three-speed gears, manufac-

tured by the EfBcient Motor and Engineering Co.,

Bilston Road, Wolverhampton, have much to recom-

mend them to pubhc favour. The three-speed gear

is, perhaps, the most interesting type, and is con-

itructed on car lines throughout and manufactured of

excellent material and of strong though not unduly

heavy parts. Both main and layshafts run on ball

bearings, and the large diameter driving pulley is

carried on the same side of the box as the chain

wheel. The change of ratios is made by sliding a

single member, consisting of two gear wheels, laterally

along the main shaft, rotary movement of the sliding

member being prevented by feathers on the shaft.

The low and middle ratios are brought into use by

the engagement of two pairs of gears, while top is

engaged by dogs formed with the constant wheel and

one gear of the sliding member. The box is clamped

to the bottom bracket by bolts and a substantial top

plate, and a sensible inspection plate is fitted to the

side so that it is a simple matter to fill up the box
with lubricant. The starting arrangements are

ntirely enclosed, and consequently free from grit and

"oreign matter.

The gear is intended for use in conjunction with a

large leather-faced cone clutch fitted on the engine

?haft, which is so lightly constructed that it causes no
trouble to the engine bearings, while end thrust is

General arrangement sectional view of Juckes patent free engine

dutcli for three-speed gear box.

=~^ffl

3 C,

fS"

Sectional side view of Juckes patent tree engine dutch.

taken up by suitable means and does not in any waj
affect the engine. The clutch is entirely enclosed,

and is supplied complete with the control pedal
neatly mounted on it, and an additional attachment
may be obtained by means of which it is easy to fit

up a handle-bar control.

The two-speed gear is also soundly constructed,

and both types have shown up well in open competi-

tion. We recently had an opportunity of examining
the gear fitted to the latest pattern Wolf motor cycle

at the Wulfruna Works, Wolverhampton. The .gears

are very neatly mounted and are a standard fitment

to the machine.

ATTACHMENT OF SIDECAR
AMBULANCE.

IT
is important that the stretchers on sidecar ambu-
lances should be attached in such a manner tl at

there is no possibility of them working loose, and
at the same time that a minimum of time and exertion

should be occupied in removing them. To this end
Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., ha\e devised an
exceedingly neat and safe attachment, which is shown
in the accom-
panying sketch.

The stretcher is

fitted with four

castors, to en-

able it to be
easily slid on to

a shelf in a

large ambu-
lance, and it is

Method of attaching Rudge ambulance

to chassis.

attached to the sidecar chassis bv means of four sfjiial

springs in the form of loops, which shn over the castor

at each corner of the stretcher. This is absolutely

secure, and at the same time it is only a matter of a

second to push the spring down over the castor, the

action of which facilitates curb movemciil
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THE AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER.
An Article in Praise ot the One-lever Instrument.

THE development of the motor cycle in the matter

of carburation has been slow, not so much from
the point of view of efficiency, but from the

point of view of the rider's convenience. It is an

undeniable fact that the motor cycle carburetter as at

present fitted to the modern machine is a very efficient

article, both as regards power and economy. Motor
cyclists, however, want more than these points. In

fact, they could do with a little less of both, provided

they could render their machines more flexible, more
controllable, and more convenient to drive. These
most desirable attributes are to be obtained at the

expense of a very slight loss of power and possibly

a slight increase in fuel consumption, but the

advantages gained are so great that we are confident

that the ordinary rider and the man who uses his mount
for business purposes or in the service of his country

will be prepared to sacrifice just a shade in ultra-

efficiency. During the last two years we have tested

a number of automatic carburetters, some 'good and
.some otherwise, but despite the failings of these we
feel confident that the automatic carburetter is the

motor cycle gas producer of the future, just as it is at

the present time with the motor car. We do not

pretend that the perfect carburetter is to be found
even on the most expensive car, but we do affirm

without hesitation that the car carburetter is very much
nearer perfection than that on the motor cycle. It

must be remembered that the automatic carburetter is

not suitable for every type of motor cycle, as it can

only be used when the "pull " on the carburetter is

more or less continuous, a condition which does not

obtain in the case of the single cylinder, is better in

the case of the V twin, far better with the horizontally

opposed twin, and ideal on the four-cylinder.

Advantages not Fully Realised.
Considering the number of multi-cylinder machines

on the market at the present time it is rather astonish-

ing that makers have not given the automatic carbu-

retter closer attention, but on second thoughts it will

be seen that the blame is to be placed on the actual

user for not creating the demand, probably due to the

fact that he has not yet realised its advantages. For
the past two years the writer has specially gone out of

his way to try the best forms of automatic carburetters

with the idea of giving readers the benefit of different

experiences. These have resulted in his coming to

the conclusion that the good points in this type far

exceed the bad ones, that the manufacturers have not

given them a second thought because the non-auto-
matic type can be supplied in quantities at a very low
figure, and the motor cyclist has not yet learned the

joys of a gas producer which, when the throttle h
closed, does not stop the- engine altogether, but lets it

tick over at a very low number of revolutions.

Carburetters and Design.

It has not yet been realised that the automatic car-

buretter has a very important bearing on the design of

the motor cycle. It is well within the bounds or

possibility that the ultra-lightweight would never have

attained the popularity it has if the automatic carbu-

retter had come to the front earlier, as the demand for

the small machine is the outcome not so much of the

excessive weight of the 500 c.c, but of its lack of

flexibility and controllability. It has been the beset-

ting sin of designers to copy rivals too closely, to avoid

originality, and not to take the car as a model.

Speed, not Flexibility, the Goal.

Too much attention has been given to making the

machine attain the maximum amount of speed, while

the desirable attribute of being able to travel slowl

on top gear has been very largely neglected. Those]

who have had machines which would not slow down.i

nicely in traffic or on greasy roads can fully appreciate
j

these remarks, and many as a last resource have got

rid of their high-powered mounts. The amount ofj

efficiency lost with an automatic carburetter is very!

slight ; how little can be gathered from the fact that
j

we climbed the worst hills in the recent A.C.U. Sixi

Days Trials on a 2,\ h-P- twin fitted with a carburetter
j

which is to be found on the best cars sold in the United
|

Kingdom, while. the consumption was by no means]

excessive. The benefits which the more modern type

of carburetter offer are to be appreciated not only h\-

, the inhabitant of the large town but also by tlie

military motor cyclist, who has to pass large bodies

of troops on the march at slow speed. In conclusion,

it is sufficent to say that the automatic carburetter has

arrived, and it but remains for the purchaser to aski

for it, for the manufacturer to pay attention to-lii3|

demands, and to fit it "as a standard.

-1SS' "'-»

Members of the

motor cycle section3

of the lOtli Royal'l

Scots Terrltonal
j

Cyclist Battalion, J

whose headquarters*

are at Linlithgow.,

J

The photograph
I

was taken in camp?

in Ayrshire, just

before mobilising

for active service.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Terry's Spring Links.

SOME months ago we received from
Messrs. Herbert Terry and Sons,

Ltd., of Eedditch, a pair of their

spring links for trial purposes.

These were immediately attached to the

forks of a two-stroke lightweight, which
has been in daily use ever since. The
machine has been ridden over every kind

of road, including some of the most

Terry's spring link-

severe trial routes, so that the springs
may safely be said to have undergone
a thorougn test. In every way they
have proved a success. The fork springs,
which were on the light side, used to

cause an unpleasant jar when a bad
pot-hole was encountered, and this shock
has been r|uite eliminated, besides many
other minor but unplea.sant road .shocks.

It has often been suggested to us tliat

side play would develop in the tele-

scopic joints, but after nearly 4,000
miles hard road use we can truthfully

A pair of Terry links which emerged,

as shown, from a severe impact.

state that there is no perceptible differ-

ence from the original state. It is most
interesting to watch the action of the
springs over rough ground, and one can
see at a glance the amount of shock one
is saved by the addition of this simple
little accessory.

We append a photograph of a pair of

springs which in all probability saved
their owner's life, for he charged into
a horse and cart which was standing on
a sharp bend and was seen too late to
avoid a collision. It will be noticed that
the links have been torn ont of their
sockets, and the gradual stretch of the
springs greatly minimised the force of
the concussion.

A WeU Protected Ping.

The accompanying illustration shows
the latest form ot the forward waterproof

sparking plug,
which, it will be
noted, is fitted

with a terminal
which totally ex-
cludes dirt, rain,

and mud from the
insulator.

Handy Box ol

Patches.

The advantage
of being able to
carry half-a-dozcn
assorted patches
in a handy tin in

which they will

be kept in good
condition is evi-

dently realised

bv the Severn
Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Newhall Street, Birniingh.ini, who have
just placed on the market a small tin bo.x

containing si.x Severn special patches,
which retails at sLxpence per tin.

The Lily Patent Chain Belts.

We have on previous occasions referred

to chain belts manufactured by Mr
.lames Haslam, Goodson Eoad, Fulham,
S.W. On this bell, known as the Lily,

the links consist of steel embedded in

rubber, and thus protected from wet
and grit. The joint is effected by hooks
instead of links, embedded in a similar

The Forward p'ug with

waterproof cap

manner, and these are supplied in several

sizes, so that varying lengths of belting

may be obtained. The inventor claims

that the belt cannot be stretched.

The Redlern Tyre.

The accompanying sketch is of a tyre

section taken from a cover manufactured
by Messrs. Redfern's Rubber Works,
Ltd., Hyde, Cheshire. The cover is of

the three ribbed variety, of a pattern

which we know to be exceedingly good,

both as regards wear and absence of .side-

slip, and in its design care has been
taken to form the contour of the tread

in a rounded
fashion, as thi.«

has been found
by experiment to

give Detter wear
than the flat type
tread with square
spaces between
the ribs. It will

be noticed that
the grooves or

space between the
ribs on the Red-
fern tyre are

semi-circular in

shape. The de-
sign of this
cover is regis-

tered, and it is ma^Ie in 26x2, 26x2^,
and 25x2^ for 2iin. rims. These tyre.^

have been used successfully in the Jarrott

Cup competition and the London-Edin-
burgh run.

The Rediern mote
cycle cover.

->-••«

DESIGNED FOR

AN original little featherweight
motor cycle lias been con-
."tructed by a French private
owner named Mignan. The

engine is 60x70 mm. bore and stroke
with an outside Hywheel and battery
ignition. The principal feature of the
machine is that the large tank contain-
ing petrol and a compartment for the
battery and coil is divided vertically into
two parts and hinged, which allows it to
be detached and folded and carried under
the arm, should the rider wish to travel
by train and take the machine with him.
The front part of the tank is a tool case,
the oil compartment is in the centre, and
the petrol compartment at the back. The
batteries, trembler coil, and spare parts
are carried in the lower portion. The
engine is reminiscent of the Clement-

RAILWAY TRAVELLING
Garrard, and is fixed to the frame by
one lug which renders removal a simple

Mignan's featherweight machine with detachable

tank and engine.

matter, A special spring fork with a
flat leaf spring, and provided with safety

tubes, is a feature of the

machine, the action being
clearly brought out in the

line drawing which we pub-
lish. The main reason for

providing removal of the

petrol and battery partitions

is that in France the

machine then becomes an

ordinary cycle, which may
be carried as passenger's

luggage for any distance

by rail by pajTnent of

a registration fee of a

penny.
The weight of the com-

plete machine is in the

neighbourhood of 70 lb

BI.5
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Sept. 10th

„ 12th

„ 14th

„ 16th

7.27

7.22

7.17

7.12

A Novelty in Trials.

Something in. the nature of an innova-

tion in motor cycle trials is likely to be
held on September 25tli, when the

Streatham and District M.C.C. propose
holding a trial for military motor cyclists.

Subject to the final rules being approved,
the A.C.U. have decided to grant the

usual permit.

Motor Cyclist Messengers.

From several sources we learn of the

great reliance placed on motor cycle

despatch riders at the front. One of

The Daily Mail correspondents states

that the enemy have learned our bugle

calls by heart, and consequently nearly

all messages are carried by hand and
motor cyclists are entrusted with this

important work. This is an immense
testimony to the reliability and ability

to get anywhere on motor cycles, as, of

course, they often have to operate over
the roughest of open country.

Motor Cycle Imports and Exports.

The Board of Trade returns for the

month of August, 1914, are now to

hand, and show that, despite the war,
there is still a large trade being done
by British manufacturers of motor
cycles. In August, 1,324 motor cycles

of an export value of £55,511 were sent

out of the country, bringing the grand
total for tlje first eight months of 1914

to 14,231 motor cycles, value £612,951.
Imports of motor cycles for August.
1914, totalled 97 machines, value £3,831.

The Triumph Co., Ltd., and its Share-
holders.

Last week a statement was made in one
of the evening papers to the effect that,
the capital of the Triumph Cycle Co.,
Ltd., was mainly German, and that the
shares were mainly held by Germans.
We are informed by the Triumph Co.
that this is an absolute misstatement.
Over 95% of the capital is British, and
in the hands of British subjects. Those
who know the Triumph Co. scarcely need
reassurance in tliis matter, and there is no
doubt that they have done more for the
British motor cycle industry than any
other firm in this country, because they
stuck to the manufacture at a time when
the motor cycle movement was at its

lowest ebb, and when other cycle firms
were dropping out of it.

The Motor Cycle Industry and Recruiting.

A paragraph has appeared in the press

this week speaking in disparaging terms
of Coventry as a recruiting centre, and
making the remark that, whereas in

London one sees hundreds of men in

khaki, one hardly ever sees a Coventry
man in uniform, and winds up by cjuery-

ing whether Coventry is going to ignore
Lord Kitchener's appeal for men, added
sarcasm being imparted by the printing
of " men " in capital letters. Anything
more absurd it is impossible to imagine
than this paragraph, which is a gross
insult to the motor cycle industry, for, as

a matter of fact, we are informed by the
Chief of the Recruiting Station at Coven-
try that recruits at a rate of a thousand
per week have been accepted, and,
further, that they are of the very highest
type. The statement that men are not
seen in khaki only accentuates the lack

of knowledge of local conditions displayed,

the simple reason being that none of the
recruits are equipped in Coventry itself.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

NEWS FROM THE FRONT.
SIDECARRIERS FOR TRADESMEN.

THE LATEST FREAK HILL.

but the moment they are enlisted they
are drafted to the various depots in the

surounding district, where they receive

their kit and uniform. Further, it may
be mentioned, that owing to the great
congestion on the recruiting office at

Coventry a large number of Coventry
men are joining at Nuneaton and
Warwick, and leaving direct for the
Army Service Corps with the machines
they are accustomed to drive. Incident-
ally, it may be stated that, by two days
after the declaration of war, Coventry had
sent off three thousand reservists.

Directors at the Front.

It is not often one finds such a degree
of patriotism as that shown by the direc-

tors of Messrs. Burney and Blackburne,
Ltd. Messrs. Cecil Burney, Alec Burney,
and C. Q. Roberts, three directors, volun-
teered for the front, and the latter's

brother, A. Q. Roberts, has also gone.

Speed Judging Test.

The Finsbuxy Park 0. and M.C.C. held
a speed-judging test on Saturday last

over a fifteen mile course near Radlett.
The schedule speed was eighteen miles
an hour, and the uee of speed indicators
and watches was, of course, prohibited.
One mark was deducted from a possible
hundred for every half minute early or

late on each of the six sections. The
winner proved to be C. W. Cooke (ninety-

two marks), while J. Evans (eighty-nine
marks) was second. The former thus wins
the Touche Cup for the best aggregate
score in the above event.

THE SIDEC.A.RR1ER !N USE. On the left is the Norton, and on the right one of The Daily Mail Rex carriers

Ei6
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The Autumn One Day Trial.

The Auto Cycle Union has decided to

proceed with the organisation of the
Autumn One Day Trial to be held on
October 28th. The centre from which
this trial will be held will probably be
Worcester.

Spares for War.
We are informed that following upon

a large order for P. and AI, machines
from the War Office, Jlessrs. Plielon and
Moore, Ltd., have just completed a

further order for spare parts for the War
Office, which, if built into complete
machines, would be sufficient to manu-
facture nearly thirty-five motor cycles.

The spare parts are being packed in three
representative assortments to be held in

reserve at three places abroad for the use

of the Expeditionary Force.

The Show Question.

The question as to whether or not the

Olympia Motor Cycle Show shall be lield

this year has been deferred tor settlement

until the end of the present month. At
that meeting the Managing Committee
will consider the suggestion of The Miilor

Cycle that the car and motor cycle shows
be amalgamated this year in view of the

state of the counhy. A number of manu-
facturers, it may be mentioned incident-

ally, have favourably commented upon
our suggestion to amalgamate the shows
in 1914";

Home ftom the Wars.

We lenrn that the three electrically-

lighted Matchless sidecar oultits, which
had to be left behind in France by R. E.

Guest aT.d the brothers Collier after the

abandonment of the F.I.CM. Six Days
Trial, have turned up again at the

Matchless works at Plumstead. Thei'e

was no means of ascertaining from what
place they were sent, but it may
he imagined that Messrs. Collier and Sons
were none the less pleased to see their

valuable property again, even if it were
a little the worse fur wear through what
had evidently been a rough journey.

Rifle Practice.

Considerable enthusiasm is being shown
in the new rifle section of the Coventry
and Warwickshire Motor Club. An
instructor has been appointed, and the
use of the Huraber rifle range has been
offered every Wednesday evening by Mr.
Niblett, works manager of Humber, Ltd.
Already the members are proving them-
selves proficient in the handling of a

miniature rifle.

Out Again.
Last week we met W. Creyton, the

Man.\man, who was formerly with the

Triumph Company, but latterly with
Abingdon Ecco, Ltd. Creyton, it may
be recalled, suffered a rather severe acci-

dent, due to a tyre bursting, whilst prac-

tising for the T.T. Race. He has been
out of' hospital now for three or four

weeks, and we were glad to learn that he
was rea-dy for work again.

Identification of A.A. Members.
Members who have been constantly

stopped and interrogated when louring
have appealed to the Automobile Asso-

ciation for advice. Driving licences are

not always accepted as a means of identi-

fication, for the reason that there is

nothing on these documents to connect
them with the persons carrying them.
The Association is authorised by the

Local Government Board to issue inter-

national travelling passes, which contain
descriptions of the motor cvcles to which
they apply, and identify drivers by means
of photographs attached. The pass ie

issued by the Association after examina-
tion of the motor cycle and driver. For
tiiis purpose it is only necessary for the
driver to attend with his machine at the
head office of the Association in London,
or at any A.A. branch office. If none of

these places be conveniei't, the examina-
tion may be carried out at one of the
following towns where examiners have
been appointed : Hournemouth, Carli.^le,

Darlington, Hull, Ipswich, Llandrindod
Wells, Middlesbrough, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Oxford. Reading, Southampton,'- Stockton-

^i

-X. '/x

St,«E^«l3^0lK&

Qinrtermaster Sergeant H. R. Northover, of the 90th Canadian Militia, with the Harley-Davidson

sidecarrier and Maxim gun.

on-Tees, Swindon, and West Hartlepool.

For a motor cyclist the fee is 10s. 6d.

Any international pass so issued may be
taken advantage of when foreign touring
again becomes possible, as it is- valid for

one year, and can be renewed without
further examination at a cost of 3s. 6:1.,

provided that application for renewal be
made before the expiration of the pass.

Vigilance on the Roads.

As showing the care exercised by the

authorities in guarding the roads, we
hear that W. Whitaker, a member of the
Woolwich, Plumstead and District
M.C.C., was stopped no less than twenty-
one times on a recent journey from Dover
to Woolwich. Near Ashford he noticed a
steam roller held up, and the driver and
his mate asked to prove their bond tfrfi.--.

Americans after German Trade.

The Board of Trade bivs issued a

circular in which the following appears :

" According to telegrams from N'ew York,
United States of America firms are pre-

paring to send a veritable army of com-
mercial travellers to South America,
especially to Brazil, Argentina, and
Chile, with a view to capture of German
trade in those markets."

High Speeds in Australia.

Some excellent speeds were recorded in

the ten mile road race held near Donny-
brook by the Victorian M.C.C. E. Tyler
covered the distance at the rate of 60j
m.p.h., which constitutes an Australian
record' for an out and home course, and,
considering the nature of the Australian
roads, this speed is remarkable. The
open event was very keenly contested.
Results :

Ol'EX EVKXT.
Riding

Start, time.

s. m. s.

I S Nunan (3J Triumph) 65 10 57
2. Eric Tyler (7 Indian) ... scr. 9 54
S E. .Mayman {3i 'Inumph) 60 11

4. H. Jenkins (7 Indian) ... scr. 10 7
Novu-R R.vcE.

1. H. Pannach (7 Excelsior) scr. 10 37
2. H. Hawkins (3^ Rudge) 60 12 2
3. .M. Enlwistle (6 J. A. P.) 20 11 35
4. J. Jlayman (3^ Triumph) 70 12 40

Sidecarriers for Maxims.
The illustration shows Quartermaster

Sergeant H. R. Northover of the
Ninetieth Regiment Canadian Militia,
known as the "Little Black Devils."
Hi also holds the rank of regimental
armoury sergeant, and is the designer of
the new fighting machine shown in the
picture. The Harley-Davidson, which is

handled in this country by Robertson's
.\Iotoi Agency, 157, Great Portland
Street, W., is fitted with a most flexible
engine and, according to our informant,
can travel at four miles an hour or can
be hurried to a distant point at consider-
ably over forty on favourable ground.
Dur'ng the manoeuvres, when word was
received that the Ninetieth would
probably be in the Jirst division from
Canada to be sent to Europe, the motor
cycle artillery was driven for two and a
half hours through lines of people extend-
ing from the path to th-e middle of the
road, and travelled through water and
ploughed fields with the rest- of the
artillery.

BI7
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THE LATEST IN LUBRICATORS.
An Ingenious Device combining Drip and Straight Through Oil Delivery.

-ESSES. ROTHERHAM AND
SONS, LTD., who-se name is

famous ns a watch manufac-
turing firm as well as makers of

ingenious accessories for cars and motor
cycles, are often responsible for interest-

ing novelties, and their name is a

guarantee of fine workmanship. The
latest device produced by the firm is an
unusual form of drip feed lubricator

A new Rotherham oiler, showing volute

springs and graduated barrel. The dotted

'.Hies indicate position of barrel when set

to return charge to tank.

which incorporates several features

distinct from the ordinary type.
The pump barrel is carried at the side

of the tank and is pivoted at the bottom
so that it may be swung through a small

arc. Normally it is held vertical by a

spring plunger, and in this position the

pump is connected to the engine and
forces the oil through a valve by means
of which the pace of the feed can be
regulated, while a light application of

the finger to a push button underneath
allows a charge to run straight through
and, a point of great importance, in no
way disarranges the setting of the drip

for the next charge.

Should part of a charge remain in the
pump at the end of a run, by the simple
expedient of pulling the barrel back-
wards through the arc already mentioned
the oil is allowed to How back direct to

the tank, cleansing any sediment in its

passage. An innovation in design is the
use of six volute springs behind the
plunger instead ' of the usual single

spiral; this allows a longer working
stroke per barrel length, and the springs
compress into an extremely small
compass and also provide a steadier
))ressure, so that the speed of the drip
does not fall off so quickly as with a
single spring. The barrel is of glass, and
a white metal disc between the two
leather plunger cups is easily seen, and
the speed checked as it jjasses numbered
graduations on the outside of the barrel

holder. We have seen the pump in use
and were extremely impressed with its

possibilities.

A Mechanical Feed Pump.
A pump of a very different type is the

mechanical feed pump which has been
in use by several well-known riders for

some time. Harry Reed employs one of
this type on his Brooklands 8 h.p. Dot.
The drive from the camshaft is conveyed
through a worm reducing gear to a
spring returned plunger in the central
barrel. Each of the two side barrels
contains a simple non-return valve, and
the oil is fed direct from the tank to

the desired spot at a regular speed,
which, of course, increases or decreases
with the engine speed. A simple adjust-
ment for the flow is provided by a

milled nut acting through the return
spring.

Rotherham's mechanical oil feed. The
working parts are shown exposed.

A Clever Petrol Squirt.

Another neat accessory is the tool kit

squirt, which consists of a metal con-

tainer, inside which lies a thumb-
operated plunger, the nozzle at the
bottom being pivoted. To fill or eject

liquid the nozzle is turned outwards,
but when turned back along the con-

tainer the receptacle is closed and is

claimed to be petrol-tight. When tested

at the works we found if was even
airtight, and if the plunger were
depressed and the nozzle turned back
the return spring was unable to over-

come the vacuum.

Rotherham's self-filling squirt

CHAIN drive is steadily gaining in

public favour, but those who are

accustomed to the belt maintain
that it can never be so sweet and

flexible. This point is open to doubt, and
it is in an attempt to iittain this end that
Mr. H. Blocksidge, of 14, Frederick
Place, Clifton, Bristol, has devised what
is known as the Cush chain. ]\Ir. Block-
sidge is well-known a.niong We.?t of

England motor cyclists, and liis experi-

ence is long and varied, so that his assur-

ance that the residts obtained from his

patent chain are excellent carries some
weight. The idea of the device is to pro-

vide a certain amount of flexibility in the
chain without spoiling the di"iving pitch,

and his method of attaining this end can
be clearly followed from the appended
sketch. Every other link is formed in an
arch, and the roller pins are allowed to
float in enlarged holes in the side meni-

THE CUSH CHAIN.
bers. They are normally held in their

lowest position by a^ strong leaf spring
held in position under the arch by a steel

ball engaging in recesses or dents. The
springs are turned over at the end so as

®) (@

The construction of the Cush chain.

to maintain the correct pitch as far as

possible under all circumstances. Yet it

will be seen that under sudden loads, such
as when the engine is running slowly on
a high gear, the chain will stretch .slightly

and take up the jar. An additional advant-
age is that the arch and springs protect
the rollers from mud, and the links are
practically self-cleaning. Should the
springs weaken after prolonged use, they
may be renewed by slipping a dented flat

spring over the standard curved one and
thus bringing the pressure up to the
normal state once again.

It may be added that exhaustive
experiments have been carried out on a
3^ h.p. single-cylinder machine and side-

car, and we are told that not only has
the chain stood up perfectly, but that the
increased comfort provided by the
Cu.sh chain is very noticeable. All parts
are carefuUv hardened.
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. . repair outfit . .

a needless encumbrance
*'

Taunton Devon,

Au3 26th 1914

Messrs. W, & A. Bates. Ltd.

Leicester

Dear Sirs,

I should like to inform you of the high esteem in which i hold your tyres

I have run them on my T.T. Triumph over the worst road surfaces m Devon-
shire at forced high speeds, during tlie worst of weatlier. for over 2,500 miles without

a smgle puncture and the tread is now as good as ever on both rear and front tyres

Bates' excellent tyre se.vice is liable to breed contempt as a puncture repair outfil

see.ns a needless encumbrance
when rc-fittm;? tyres I shall aiways emphasize must be hiite^i.

I will send you my rear cover for your inspection if U is of any use to you, the^

jeem fit for another 2,000 yet

Wishing you every busines success with vour tyre, which are the hii^hes

pinnacle of efficiency.

1 beg to remain,

Yours tratema^ly,

(Signed BERT OSTLER

Note the centre of the tyre section iUustrated, it

is dome shaped, extremely thick, and takes all the

heavy wear.

On each side are scientifically designed ridges, Note
how these ridges grip the road and prevent sideslip

when your mount heels over. If the machine doesn't

heel, the ridges don't grip, therefore don't wear.

They are there when wanted.

Send for t!\: Bates' Book. " Truth and Tyres,'*

tfs full of uselul tips, and hows and whens anJ wheres
— Ihin.'S thit every motor cyclist wants to know.

It will be sent Iree 'or tha asking. Just your name
and address on x postcird. that's all.

W, & A. BATES, LTD.,
St. Marys Mills. LEICESTER
DiPDls: London. Glasgow & Newcastle on-1 yne

In ar..rti'eri7ifi thii advertheineiU it i> desiri.ble to mention " The Motor Cycle. Bio
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Hitherto we have refrained from recommending motorists
to use Lodge plugs simply because they were British made.

Our aim has always been and always will be to make the
best plug in the world,

V/e understand, however, there is at this present juncture a
special desire of motorists to know which accessories are
really British Accordingly we have pleasure in stating that

are made in England,

P L U O I

by an English firm, with English capital.

AS USED. BY ALL H M. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.

Standard model, as illustrated, "^/ " each, of all dealers,

or post free by return when remittance accompanies order, direct from the manufacturers :

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.

u FOURTH EDITION

Motor@:usTs

FOURTH EDITION
Revised, Enlarged, and brought up to date.

" Hints and Tips for Motor

Cyclists " contains what may be termed

the cream of all motor cycling knowledge up

to date. The book gives hundreds of useful

" wrinkles '

' and little items of information concerning the

ruiming, managenient, and repairs of motor cycles, culled from

the experience of many years of riding, and covering every detail

of the machine. The arrangement is simple and straight-

forward and reference is simplified by an extensive

index and marginal subtitles on every page.

Invaluable to the new rider.

Price 1/— Net. .-. By Post 1/2
from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The Latest 7h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.
A Powerful and Flexible Machine: Mechanical Inlet Valves and Special Lubricalion.

SO much has been heard about Liege of late and
the gallant defence its suburb Herstal made
against the Germans, that a few lines concern-

ing the well-known products of the Belgian small arms
factory, which is situated in that locality, and, as

is well known, took no small part in the pro-

ceedings, will be of interest. Thanks to the

courtesy of Mr. Gelder, the manager of the F.N.
motor agency in London, we were given the oppor-

tunity of testing both models, the 2^ h.p. and the

7 h.p., though, owing to it.? lieing the newer of the

.two, we intend to deal more fully with the latter.

The smaller of the two machines i.s a thoroughlv handy
and practical little mount, of medium weight, and of

moderate horse-power, capable of an unlimited amount
of hard work, and possessing the admirable wearing

qualities for which the F.X. is famous. Our experi-

ence with it was in the -streets of London, in which it

acquitted itself splendidly aiid was a mnst appreciable

help to us in our work. We were much interested

- and pleased at the smoothness and silence of the

bevel drive on this machine.

Novel Points in Motor Cycle Practice.

The 7 h.p. is a great contrast to the latter. In tiie

"first place, it is an entirely new model which was only

introduced at the beginning of the year, and about
which as yet little has been written. At the time of

its appearance at the Show it created much interest

on account of the many novel features it embxlied.
^features not necessarily new in tliemsehes, but novel

in motor cycle practice. It was the first machine to

emanate from this factorv which was fitted with a

four-cylinder engine equipped with niechanicallv-

operated inlet valves, and the first motor of this tvpe

to be fitted wi'th a mechanical system of lubrication.

Add to these the gate cliange, the three-speed sliding

gears, and the multi-disc clutch, we find- points whicli

at the time of its introduction could not be said to

conform to the practice usually followed by motor

Preparms to start

A fine old oak between Lcatherhcad and Chessington.

cycle manufacturers. As may be imagined, with all

tiicse refinements a machine of 7 h.p. is by no means
a lightweight, in fact the new four-cylinder F.N.
makes no i)reteiice of being anything but a heavy

mount, and in this short article we will endeavour to

show, as we have done on previous occasions, that

weight matters very little on a motor bicycle.

It is only when the maciiine has to be

wheeled about or pushed from place to

[iiace that the extra weight is at all notice-

able, and it was with the intention of trying

to prove this fact that we j)iirposely had
the sidecar, with which the machine was
litted, removed. Once on the road the

weight was absolutely forgotten, exactly as

was anticipated. Even from dead cold

"<ie engine would start on the first or second

ilepression of the excellentlv designed foot

.^tarting device. The clutch was a little

difficult to free owing to its having an

extra plate, but when once warm it .gave

no- further trouble in this respect. Chang-
mg u— '"as not quite so easy as changing

down, .j;"no real difficulty was experi-

enced, and it must be pointed out that the

machine we were using was by no means

a new one, and had seen much service. It

had been originally ridden by Gosse, who
had accompanied us on it most of the

way of the last London-Edinburgh run.

B2I
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The Latest 7h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.

—

\^'e found the engine to be extremely flexible and
capable of tlie most extraordinary powers of accelera-*

tion, which were more strongly developed than in any
other machine we have yet ridden. It is with no
exaggeration that we say that when the throttle was
opened the saddle seemed, inclined- to slide from
under us. The sense of such enormous power was
delightful, and, of course, greatly increased the

pleasure of driving. It was not until we had left the

great city behind that we wer-e fully able to appreciate

the, wonderful turn of speed the machine possessed,

or to appreciate to the fyll the marvellous accelera-

tion, but it suffices to say that we were entirely satis-

fied in both these respects. We lunched with our
friend the Rev. E. P. Greenhill in the country, who
afterwards set out with us on his twin 3^ h.p. Moto-
sacoche to climb one or two of the best known Surrey
test hills. Not far from his house is Wray Lane, at

the top of which we arrived. We descended to the

bottom and by doing so were able to realise its

severity, and then turning round sailed up without
any run. The F.N. took it in excellent fomi, climb-

ing all but the last portion on top gear, the second

SEPTEMBER loth, igi4.

CAR PRACTICE IS CLOSELY

J^lJl FOLLOWED IN DETAIL ON
THE 7 h.p. F.N.

Metal tool boxes on the four-cylinder F.N

Hand and foot-gear control on the 7 h.p. F.N

being only requisitioned for the last few yards, which
are -really steep. Next we went down Reigate Hill

and made our way to Betchworth, whence Pebble Hill

is reached. This was taken on the run, and two-

thirds were covered on top speed, the rest was
finished on second at certainly not less than twenty-,

five miles an hour, a feat which pleased us greatly.

The return journey was made through Leatherhead,

where we said good-bye to our companion, and

Surbiton. We found the spring forks very efficient,,

and the machine steady and most comfortable to ride-

In traffic the hand-controlled clutch was a delight to

operate, the brakes were smooth in action but power-'

ful, and the machine as a whole most satisfactory,

while despite its weight and power it was very tract-

able. -What contributed in no small measure to its

extreme comfort were the 650 mm. x 75 mm. Engel-'^

bert tyres fitted, which, like the F.N., are of Belgians-

manufacture. "-

—^—*•<»»—^-

German and Austrian Aotor Cycle Trade.

AN exceedingly interesting table of figures, showing
the number and value of motor cycles exported
from Germany and Austria-Hungary, and the

country of their destination has just been issued by
the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of

Trade. The figures given for Germany are those of

1912J and for Austria-Hungary those of 1913. Gf
course, the totals are vastly inferior to those of Great
Britain, but all the same quite a decent total is shown
by Germany, whidi it is well worth an effort by our

manufacturers to pick up. The total exports of motor-
cycles from Germany in 1912 amounted to 3,084
complete machines, valued at^i24,6oo. The best

customer was Russia, who absorbed 577 machines, but

this market is likely to prove unfruitful in the near

future. Denmark comes next with 503 machines.

The United Kingdom took 214 German motor cycles

io igi2

Denmark a Lihely MarKet.

The Austria-Hungary figures are feebler than the

German, as in 19.13 only 157 complete machines were

exported, of a total export value of ^6,690. Denmark
K22

is again the best customer, taking 30% of the output.

This goes to show that the Danish market is one tea

which our manufacturers should pay iminediate atten^

tion, more particularly as relationships between'

Denmark and Great Britain are of the happiest

description.

Against these figures it may be we;ll to recall that

the total exports of motor cycles from Great Britain

during 1913 were 16,887 machines of an export

value of ^734,.3iq- These figures would easily have'

been bettered had peace continued throughout the

year, and without doubt, after the war, will rapidly-

rise to a still finer total.

®

a
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1.0STANDFOUND. =

We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both " Lost " and [•]

"Found," which we are unable to find space for. As these particular —
matters are of interest to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, —
we keep a list of such articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted^
in this list. Should we receive a letter from the finder which corresponds ;—
to the article lost, the two persons are put into communication, but it r^
must clearly be understood that we cannot enter into correspondence on t=!

; the matter beyond this. —

iiiiiii!@iiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiieiiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii
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Exciting Experiences Related by Motor Cyclist Despaich Riders.

WING to the fact that our inter-

view with Vernon Busby last

week took place just as wo were
goiiig to press, it had of necessity

to be cut somewhat short, but it may
easily be imngined that his experiences

jvould fill a great deal more space than
that which we were able to devote to

them in our issue of September 3rd.

The first information that Busby had
that he was wanted was in church on a

Sunday evening, and thereafter things

moved apace. The reason of his selection

was due to his wide experience with
motor cycles, and the fact that lie had
served some time with the Yeomanry,

llie first place at which he had to

report himself was Chatham, the head-

quarters of the Royal En;;ineers. Every-
thing was done in a terrible hurry, and
there was only time for a few drills.

An officer addressed the section and told

them that they would be engaged in the

most dangerous work, and if half of

their number reached England again they
would be lucky. The voyage from
Ireland to the French coast was naturally

by no means a comfortable one. The
Signalling Company had to sleep on

deck, and their food consisted of bully

beef and biscuits, which, to the civilian

accustomed to the daily comforts of

English home life, was exceedingly try-

ing. As far as we can gather, this fare

was the mainstay of the company during
the greater part of the time.

A New Fuel for Army Lorries.

It is interesting to note that in France

all the motor vehicles attached to the

Army, of which there was a very large

number, were supplied with British

petrol, taken over in two gallon cans.

It was a curious mixture, and did not

smell at all like ordinary petrol, cohsist-

ing as it did apparently of a mixture
of benzole and several different grades

of motor spirit. 'S'acuum oil was also

taken over in petrol tins painted while.

Petrol was also taken in tanks and some-
times served out in open buckets.
.The journey from the ba^e to the front

in guards' vans was also a by no mean.-

comfortable experience, the motor cycli.<t~

travelling in horse boxes of no great sizi'

and having to lie down as best they coulrl

by the side of their machines. At last tip

discomforts of the tediously slow railwa;.

journey were so terrible that, for want .>:

something better to do. one or two ci

them climbed along the footboards anii

got on to the engine. ITie driver wa-^

extremely honoured t.r; receive this visit

from two English soldiers, and gave them
a most hearty welcome; in fact, they had

not been ver.v long on the foot-plate

before they were driving the train, pull-

ing levers, blowing the whistle, generally
makinff themselves at home, and enjoying
themselves under circumstances which
could not poiisihly arise on an English
railway. It is interesting to note that
tlie engine was fitted with a speedometer,
the working of which the driver took
much delight in explaining. Apropo< of

this, we may mention that the reception
accorded the Englishmen in every direc-

tion was perfectly wonderful, and over
the Belgian frontitr, men, who had never
seen English troops before, would often

come up to them and put their hands on
them in a manner almost more reverent
than affectionate, which was almost
embarrassing, since the inhabitants re-

garded them as the deliverers of their
country. In one or two districts the
appearance of the English troops struck
terror into the inhabitants, as, never
having seen them before, they mistook
them for (termans, and it took the French
scouts and officers with the English
column to explain their true nationality.

Difficult Work for the Motor Cyclists.

There were fifteen motor cycles

altogether and two spares in Busby's
detachment, and as the number of

machines wrecked was considerable, the

former were soon used up. The first time

they camped out in tlie interior the)

quickly became aware that they were
living under war conditions. No man
could go abroad without a laln^cr-pai^ser.

and the signalling companv' wore a blue

and white armlet, without which a man
was liable to be shot at sight by any
sentry. After two days in a French town
they had again an order to advance, this

time by road. Busby was responsible for

all the machines in the section, and when
the .advance was made it was along a road
lined with motor lorries, which raised

the most appalling dust. The motor
cycles had to get past them as best they
could, sometimes climbing from the road
way on to the path at the side, and hit-

ting the crank cases in so doing ; in fact,

Hnsby emphasises the necessity for War
Office niaihines being specially designed,
and that, among other things, high crank
ease clearance aiid most elficient clutches

were desirable. At a little town called
}' the troops arrived and took posses-

sion of the post office, in the garden of

which Busby slept. Mere they had a
wonderful reception. The next day the
motor cyclists were engaged all day long
laying telegraph wires, hunting for

faults, carrying despatches when the
telegraphs failea, and going in search of

lost transport columns, etc.

.Mo'.oi cv'cle ambulances are now receiving a considerable amount ol attention rrom the Wai

Office and other bodies. The Illustration shows the latest Rudge-Multi ambulance chassis,

which has been submitted for the approval of the War Office authorities

B23
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With Our Fighting Forces.

—

The next night was spent in a private

house belonging to some wealthy resident,

and liere they were comfortable and pro-

cured many luxuries in the way of food

and clothing. It is sad to relate that

the said house two days afterwards was
razed to the ground by the German
troops. The loads all round were very
bad, but not so bad as some which Busby
struck in the youth of France on the
Paris-Nice Trial. Naturally the English
iJers grumbled a great deal about them

as few had done any Continental tour-

ing. To take them as a whole, the men
of the company were thoroughly good
fellows, but most of them lacked riding
experience, showing that they were chosen
in somewhat of a hin-i'y, while few of

them were up to the standard of Busby,
Bevlandina, and Featherstonhaugh, men
who are well-known in the competition
vyorld.

Excellent British Mechanical Transport.

Busby told us that the British Army
was particularly well equipped with motor
vehicles ; that it had more motor cycles
and, apparently, quite as many motor
lorries and private cars as the other allies.

There is little doubt that it had more
motor cycles than any other of the armies
engaged in the field of operations. A few
French machines were seen, but compara-
tively few, and, of course, a number of
well-known houses like the B.S.A., New.
Hudson, Douglas, and Triumph Com-
panies, who have Paris agencies, were
able to help to equip the French Army.
On the occasion of a further visit to the
hospital we found that Busby was getting
rapidly better, and, after a month's leave,
he hopes to be back again at the front.

The Harrowing Scenes of War.
H. H. Berlandina, who rode a Douglas,

was in another ward of the same
hospital, not wounded by shot or shell,
but by the ordinary harmless barn-door
fowl. It appears that he was engaged
in cutting telegraph wires previous to
tlie retreat from the South of Belgium
when someone told him that the Uhlans
were only two miles further away. He
finished his job, jumped on to his
machine, and rode as if the whole
German army was after him, .when a
luckless hen, crossing the road, was caught
in the front wheel and threw him heavily
to the ground. His injuries, though
unpleasant, are fortunately not serious,
and we found him cheerful and longing
to be back at his exciting work. After
we had sympathised with him in his bad
luck, he told us some interesting facts
about the campaign. He pointed out
that one gets used to seeing dead horses
and the bodies of those siain in battle
lying about the countryside, but the
most appalling scenes' he' witnessed were
those .-jf the trainloads of refugees
com.iig out of the districts occupied" by
the enemy At one place wliere they
li.".fi to halt the trainloads came in every
quartei of an hour. People were packed
in open trucks, and were in the most
j/itiable condition, and many harrowing
scenes were witnessed.

Adventures on the Eastern Frontier.

We have heard a certain amount con-
cerning the English motor cyclists at
the scene of operations in Southern

B24

Belgium and Northern France, but so

far there has been no news about the
motor cyclists with the French Army on
the Eastern frontier. Now we have
received news from C. L. Scott, known
as a Rudge and a Motosacoche rider on
the Continent, and the driver of an
A.C. in this country. He was staying
in a chateau close to a small village

near Bel fort, the Gibraltar of France,
which remained intact during the war
of forty-four 3-ears ago. On the still

summer evenings he and his hosts used
to sit in the chateau garden, three and
a half miles from the firing line, listen

to the booming of guns, the b-r-r-r of

mitrailleuses, and the tap-tap of rifles.

Often in the sky an aeroplane would
come into view,- then another ; the first

would soar steeply heavenward', and the
second would circle round ; then near
the higher machine a flash would appear
in the evening light, followed by a puff

as of cotton wool. It was all tre-

mendously exciting. These aerial fights

were frequently seen, and the French
machines would try and drive their

enemies over the forts. One night the
familiar bark of a motor cycle was heard
coming down the road. Our friend

dashed out to see who it was, and lo !

it was Stoeffel, the well-known Alcyon
rider. Surely a meeting even as curious

as our own with Oblin on the second day

of mobilisation ! Stoeffel told Scott that

his duty was to accompany a convoy of

lorries with engineers and build a bridge

across the Rhine.

French Army Motor Cycles.

Shortly after war had been declared

the French motor cycle despatch ridy-s

were mounted on old-fashioned accumu-
lator machines, which were worn out

or useless not long after Paris had been

left. But now things are better, and
the French Government has com-
mandeered better makes, such as

Clements, Alcyons, Peugeots, and Moto-
sacoclies. No English machines were
taken, but a few private owner volun-

teers were seen mounted on last year's

B.S.A.'s and New Hudsons. The
French motor cyclist, like his English

ally, is armed with a revolver, but the

Cierman is equipped with a Mauser, The
Germans, apparently, have a larger and
better staff of motor cyclists, mounted
on powerful machines. They work in

conjunction with the Uhlans. The
motor cyclist, of course, keeps to the

highway, and the Uhlans scour the

countryside.

Scott reports that our own men are

doing well, though spares, especially

tyres, were at first hard to procure, since

only wired -on covers can be procured in

the small towns.

Corporal Dickinson, a despatch rider attached to the Sheffield Division Royal Engineers,

explaining the mechanism of his P. and M. to a Boy Scout.
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THE

ROVER
THREE - SPEED MODEL.

£58 -0-0.
Footboards £1-0-0 extra.

THE BEST, CHEAPEST, AND MOST COMFORTABLE
MEANS OF TRANSPORT.

THE ROVER COMPANY, LIMITED,
Meteor Works, COVENTRY.

In answering IhU advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijcle." AI7
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
^First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with femittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUJViBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

IWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who > >'<-itate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in^^ iSt safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
valae, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
/^lo the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilitte A: Son^ Limited.
The letter "D'* at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
;i!ence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries t}iat it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.'s, all models, new; cast ofEers wanted.—Box
6,634, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X8958

A.J.S. . 1914, 750 c.c. conibination, and 750 c,c, eolo
in stock.—Crow Bros., 190, High St., Guildford.

[6475

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, hood and screen; £80: can-
celled order.—Hiiton and Son, Foshall Sq., Black-

pool.
_^

[X9183

A.J.S., late 1913. 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, F.E.S. head light.
epare new cover and tube, condition perfect: £35-

— Ogilvie, Guy's Hofipital. tX9121

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1914 model, perfect condition, very fast,
new back tyre, and many spares

;
price £60.

~

Woodward, Sunuyeide, Sale. [X9243

1Cftl4 6h.p. twin-cylinder 3-speed A.J.S., immediate
Xt/ delivery from stock, enquiries invited; £73/10.—
Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [6526

A.J.S., 5h.p. twin, late 1912, with white cane canoelet
sidecar, both perfect cirder ; would take lightweight

pait exchange.—Williams, Nythfa, Llandudno. [X896n

-j Q14 6h.p. A.J.S., 'S-speed, free, little used, like new,
JlU lamps, born; owner at war, accept 50 pns. ; alsu
new sidecar, never been attached : seen any time, and
particulars.—Cambridge Garage, Frances St., Woolwich.
'Phone: 108. [6851

Antoine.
3ih.p. Antoine, low, fast, wants slight frame repairs,
4 mag., good order; £6.—Eout, c/o Claikson, The

Green. Thirsk. Yotka. [X9171

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN T.H^ HEART OF THE TRADE"

TSfl^lS

MMOREDEPOT

Confidence

We have firm confidence in the stability of British

trade and credit to withstand the presept pressure,

therefore not only are we selling our stock of motor

cycles for cash, out we are prepared to confidently

continue selling them upon

Credit

just the same as usual. Fresh air and reasonable

recreation are^ necessities now as at other times.

Hesitate no longer ; we offer to place confidence

in you, so have confidence in yourself. Write or

see us, and have a new or second-hand machine H
at once, for cash or upon our system of B

Deferred Payments

!

Here

are a

few

Samples,

send for

complete

list, of

new and

second-

hand

(all

good).

TRIUMPH, 1909, 3.', h.p., overhauled
;

£22,_or £8 down and 25/- month.
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, fine order;

£35, or £13 down and 40/- month.
ENFIELD, 1913, 3 h.p,, 2-speed

;

£39, or £15 down and 45/- month.
MATCHLESS, 3? h.p., T.T.. 1913, fast

;

£39, or £15 down and 45/- m.uth.
TRIUMPH, 3; h.p., 1913, 3-speed ;

£45, or £18 down and 50/- month.
BAT, 1912, 8 h.p., 2-speed

;

£35, or £13 dow^n and 40/- month.
MATCHLESS, 1912, 8 h.p., and Sidecar

;

£54, or £1 8 down and 65 /- month.
ENFIELD, 1913, 6 h.p., and Sidecar;

£65, or £20 down and £4 month.
MATCHLESS, 1913, 8 h.p., and Sidecar

;

£70, or £20 down and £4 10 month.
NEW HUDSON, 3 J h.p., 1914, and Side-

car, new ;

£75, or £20 down and £5 month.
SCOTT, 1914, and Sidecar, new

;

£8?, or £25 down and £5 month.
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., and Side-

car, new
;

£84 or £22 down and £5 10 month.

COLMORE
DEPOTS

31, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM
62, High Street, LEICESTER

31, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL

261, Deansgate, MANCHESTER

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

Sih.p. Ariel Engine, Eoc frame, new Clincher covei
2 and one tube: bargain, fin.—Buxton, Diinca

Ed., GiUingham. K915
AEIEL, 1914, 6h.p. t^n, 3-Bpeed counter-ehaft. escf

lent order, new May; £50 cash.—Cliatteiton, 10;
Millburn St., Glasgow. [S910

ARIELS delivered from stock; unlimited tuition iw
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and S(

High Ed., Wood Green. - (661

ARIEL, 1913, 3-speed model, kick starter, decott
pre*5S0r little used, capital order throughout : wort

£40 easily, price £32/10, caeh only.—Laj-tons, Bicestei
Oion. JX920
A KIEL, 1914, 3-speed, counter-shaft, with Phouii:
-^^ £11/5 torpedo sidecar; £60, cost £76; not don'
500 miles.—260, Coldharbour Lane, S.W. 'Phone
Brixton 2042. [o57

ARIEL, 1912%. S'ih.p., 3-speed, kick starter, 191
coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, 50/- lamp, spar

bait, tyre, valves; £50. Wanted, Douglas.—67, Lowe
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [689'

Arno.
ARNO, 19J3, S'/ih.p., 3-speed, with coachbuilt sidt

car, accessories, recently overhauled, new Dniii
spring forks, excellent condition: nearest offer £42/10
o^vner buying car.—Carlton, 7, Spencer Ed.^ South Croy
don. [684'

Auto-Wheels.

1 Q14 Auto-Wheel, perfect condition; £12, or oiler
A«^ —5, Hadley Gardens, Chiswick, W. [693:

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, Model de Luxe, 2 sets attach
luente, only done 40 miles: owner bought moto

cycle; £r6, or best ofler.-Smart, Castle Terrace, Bervir
Kincardineshire. [686;

AUTO-WHEEL, Modele de Lnie. made by B.S.A. Co.
£18/18, latest model; immediate delivery; ea«

monthly payments.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11
Hammersmith Rd., Loudon. [666;

AUTO-WHEEL makes pedal cycle a motor cycle
supplied and fitted, £16/16 cash, or easy monthl:

payments : immediate delivery.—Wilkins, Simpson, an.

Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [666;

Bat.
"I QU SV^h.p. Spring Frame Bat-Jap, new tyres; L.ar

-•-«/ gain, £20.—Beever, Brook St., Huddersfield.
[X912<

BAT. Sh.p. twin, 'coachbuilt sidecar; good condition
£36; if separated £30.-«ruiner, Princes St.. Nor

wich. [680!

BAT, Sh.p., engine equal to new. 2-.speed gear, speed
ometer. lamp, horn; £35, or nearest offer.—Maltin

Harrowby Ed., Grantham. . [691!

BAT-J.A.P,. 6h.p., bought new 1914, Canoelet side

car, hood, screen. 2 speeds, chain, kiclrstart. fault
less: £49.-Blencathra, Highfleld Ed., Walton-on-Thame?

[S919f
BATS.—A few various models, which have been us«

for trial purposes, all are in splendid condition
to be cleared cheap.—Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.
Penge, S.E. (6761

BAT, 1914. 4i/..h.p.. 2j5peed model, perfect lor sidecni

or solo work, brand new, but slightly ehop.soiled:
catalogue price £57/10. cash price £50.— LiiNton^

Bicester, 0.\-on. [X920!

Bradbury.
BEADBUET, 1909, 3y.h.p., mag.,h.b.c., perfect order

£12.-130, Bri-lton Ed., S.W. [S924I

1013 Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-speed, lamp, and horn; IlifXU gain, £33.-Morriss, 139, Finohley Ed., S.77.
[xsiz;

BEADBUET, 6h.p., 3 speeds, shop-doilcd only; oaen
wanted.—Turpins, 22 and 29. Preston Ed., Brighton

[051C

BEADBUET, 1912, 4h.p., free engine, thorouglilj
sound throughout; £25.—P. J. Evans, John Brieiil

St., Birmingham [X926;

I Q13 Bradbury. 4h.p., 2-speed, 1914 sidecar; £45;
-Lv exchange T.T. Triumph, or N.U.T., solo.-Browu
ing, 196, Bedford Hill, S.W. [X925C

BB-4nBrTHT, 3V,h.p., free engine, late 1912, veri

little used, F.R.S. lamp; cash oilers.-Bos: 6,6)0
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X844!

BRADBURY, late 1911, 4h.p., 2-speed gear, gooci

running order, tyres and belt excellent condi
tion; must sell, £16 cash.—Corner House, Skelbrool
St., Earlsfleld, S.W. [6941

BRADBURY, Si.ih.p., late 1912, free engine, lamp
horn, etc., new belt, e.xcellent condition; £27

owner enlisted for foreign service.—Apply, Earlsdon
Limes Av., Mill Hill, N.W. [695(

BEADBUET, 3i,i.h.p., 1913, fitted with N.3.F. 2

speed gear, belt drive, kick starter, Godiva coacli

built sidecar, iu fine condition: £38/10, a bargain.—Wil
kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.. London

- [6671

f.j!i All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

1 AEEY 'n'ALKEE'S for tlio famous Loto'6.— OfBcial

J Asencj-, lluswell Hill, N. [6540

1 iBY Lovis 2Vjh.p.. late 1913, splendid condition;
i f24.-H. Matthews, Bucknell. Salop. [X9096

1 :^as. 1914. 2^4h.p.. capital condition: cost £33/10.
J lash price £24.-Loj-tons', Bicester, Oxon. [X9211
' ;VI3. 2Uli.p-. 1912, just overhauled by makers, cost

J of £7, thoroufjhlv sound: lowest cash price £15/10
- (vtt.ns', Bicester, Oxon. [S9219

] -XIS, 1914, No. 1 model, 2i/yi.p., list price £38/10,
.1 new and unused, just delivered: owner must sell;

lin, £31.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.
[6815

Lincoln Elk.

iN"E S'.lh.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1912 model; £20 net.

i N"E £14/14 Bramble Sidecar, sliop-soiled only;
' £10/10 net.-Box L5,421, Tlie Motor Cycle Oflices,

I Tudor St., E.C (0537

J

Little Giant.
TTLE Giant.—Immediate delivery. — Sole Agents
I'reston district. Holden, Long Lane, Ashton,

(X8686
'' IE Little Giant, 2h.p., 2..speed, 25 gns. ; trial run

;my tiaie.—Longman Bros, and Aitken, wholesale
retail agents, 1, Kiug St., Acton. [6881

Martin.
" .VETIN-J.A.P., 1913, S^ipeedl coachbuilt sidecar,
- 'nndition as new; accept £43.—Colmore Depot. 49.
J 1 Bright St., Birmingham. [X9145

Matchle.ss.
MATCHLESS. 1913. 3V>h.p. twin, 3 speeds, excellent
- 'irder; f35.-P. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Bir-
II iliara. [X9261
"1 \TCHLES3. 1914 models, immediate deliverr; trade
. ^illiplied.—Key, 378-384, Euston Eu., and 173, Ot
[ iiKl St., W. (6611

MATCHLESS, 1913, Gradun, 6h.p., T.T., new tyres
-^ and bilt, speedometer, lamp, horn ; bargain, £36

;

11) iiitoieut-—Hohnewood, Capal Ed., E. Barnet. N.
(X9130

:i \TOHLESS. eb.p. 2 speeds, free engine, special
roomy sidecar, lamp, horn, etc., splendid con-

i n; £40.-70, Evering Rd., Stoke Newington.
[6903

1^ VTCHLESS 6h.p. Combination, new March, 1914,
- 'luoe 700 miles, perfect: any trial; owner on active

-; bctrt offer accepted.-E., 36, George Lane, Lewis-
(6914

"I, VTCHLESS, 6h.p.. 2-specd gear, chain drive, fitted
' ith 1914 Matchless sidecar; 60 gns. secure.; this

bargain.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colinore Eow, Bir-
lai. [X9143

Minerva.
]\ XEEVA. 3U'h.p.. new tyres, iirst<-las6 order: £7.-
^^ liavies. Castles Yard, I'olkestone. [X9231
Cli.p. Minerva, T.T., mag., spring forks; £12-
t- photo sent.—554, High Ed., Tottenham. [6901

^ li.p. Minerva, sidecar, mac., TJruids. speedometer,
'-- accessories: £18,-what oflers?—29, Lancaster Ed..
'I "U. [6923

li.p. iVIinorva. Bosch mag., B. and B., accessories,
'-> splendid condition; £13.-32. Hitherfield Rd.,
>-i tham Hill. (6936

."JVlNERV.i. 2h.p.. torpedo tank, carrier, stand, low.
i'l and last: £4/15.-145, Wabran Buildings, Old
a.', Rd., London. (6853

M.M.C
T E M. and M. 2-stroke. fully equipped, at £28, is

f-} England's best value in motor cycles, British all
ta.gh.—Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motorics,
80|lieh Rd., Streatham, London. ;Dj (X9188

Moto-Reve.
O i.p. Twin Moto-Eeve. Itunkip special covers. Brooks,
"• condition good; £14/10.—Burton, Duncan Ed..

1 ibarn. [X9158

,
Motosncoche.

1 'tis Moto?acoclie Lightweight, brand new machine:
-^ £25; cash or easy teims.—E. E. Jones (Garage^)).
Lt-i Swansea. Also .-.i Cardiff. (0548

New Hudson.
"V *V Hudson. 1914. 6h.p., 3-3peed combination, brand
-''ii-w, shop^oilcd; £72.—1>. J. Evans, John Bright
'>t iirmiugham. (X9258

A^ *^ Hudson. 6h.p..- absolutely new, complete with
-MSgn. sidecar; £70.—Allerton, 758, Alum Eock
1 'I Ward End, Birmingham. (S9141
"V Y Hudson, 1913, 4h.p., 3.speed, kick start. Mont-

gomery side;ar. new condition ; £39.—Bramlea,
m Rd., Shepperton-on-Thames. [6874

\ '^ HuJ.son, 1912-13, 3 speeds, and clutch, new
ndition. complete, lamp, horn, tools, spares; price

- ffer6.-45, Church Ed., Acton. [X9248

]\ ^ Hudson Lightweights delivered from stock ; UD-
^ united tnition free.—Lamb's. 151. High St., Wal-
'^J ow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. (6616

G lODFREY'S LTD.

HAVE A FINE STOCK

OF BOTH

NEW & SECOND-HAND

MACHINES
AND THE CASH BDYER

will find it well

worth his while

to call and in-

spect the different

Models in our
Showrooms.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Ryder.

NEW Eyder.—Sole London ageota. Immediate de-

livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns.. 2-speea

£33. No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor. Ltd.,

Wood Side Parade. North Finchiey. 1745 Fincliley.
[0572

N.S.U.

N.S.TJ. eb.p. Powerful Twin, 2 epeeds, F.E., perfect

order. Bosch.—Speech ley, 45, Church 3Jd., Acton.
i:X9247

ONE 2h.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Lightweight, cumpieie
with 2-sreed gear and free engine. 1913 model.

shop-soiied ; £30 net.

ONE 3h.p. N.S.TJ. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with 2-8peed gear and free engine, 1914 model:

£32 net.

NE 3h.p. N.S.U- Twin-oyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with ander-geared pulley, 1912 model; £25 net.O

vJ" with' hTb.c. 2-speed "gear aad free engine. 1914
NE 3>i^h.p. N.S.TJ. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete

" " *
'

' free et *" *

L5.421.model. *:hop-soiled; £48 net.—Eos L5.421. The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0538

last March, with hand-
ir. Milllord coachbuilt

sidecar, comiilete with 3 Xucas lamps, speedometer,
all accessories, perfect condition; ofters wanted.—
Seen at Eaglce and Co., Acton, W. [X9240

N.S.U. 6';.h.p. Twin, new
controlled 2-speed

Preferential Terms to Motor

Cyclists offering to serve their

Country.

SUBSTANTIAL CASH DISCOUNTS.

N.U.T.
EAIILIEST deliveries of the famous N.O.T.—The

West I,nnca6hire Motor Co., Ltd.. Soutbport [0556

N.U.T., 2^ili.p. T.T.. 1914. .tiingle peared. ae new; best

offer seeuies.—W. S. Life. 10. Cimiberland Rd.,

Southport. [0573

P. nnd M.

P.
and .M.. 1911. 1913 torpedo sidecar, like new;
£52.-T., 41, Asbford Rd., CriekleKood. [6899

1014 31
'.h. p. 2-speed Phelon and Moore, enquiries

i-V invited; £65.—Camlorth Motor Co., Cara-
lorth. [6527

P.
and IL, 1913. Glotin eidecar, witb lamps, speed-

ometer: cost £100; all tyres new; £50 required.—

Ware, Foxley Hill Ed., Tenley. (6870

Peuceot.
PETGEOT. 5-6h.p., lamp, born, speedometer, Sl'all

wuldle, T.T. model, iind sideear; £" -irest: sell

separate.-4. Union Rd., Stuekport. [X9067

FOR Sale, 7-9h.p. Pengeot and sidecar, dual igni-

tion. Jrco engine, bandlc start, belt drive, l.vres,

etc., in good condition: apply alter 6 o'clock evenings:
£25, or oUer.—Overall, 261, Eotherhithe New Rd.,
Bermondsey. [6938

Precision.

1Q13 3V'h.r. Precision, new condition, sidecar:
-1-1/ £30;' cxcbnD;:e 2>,.''b.p. Imperial and casb.—
50, Ilcrno Hill IM., London. [6902

1 014 4^,^h.p. PiecJEion. in Rex 1912 frame, lamp, kit,

l.«/dono 1,000. £24: Millford wicker torpedo sidecar.

Write foi^ full lists if you cannot

call.

Godfrey's Ltd.,

208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

'Phones 43IQ |
Mayfair.

with apron. £3/10: both
Avenue Hnlcyca, UcAJe.

excellent condition.- -Siddnll.
[X9175

Premier.
PEEMIEE, 1912. S'jh.p.. 3-:*peed, and coachhmlt

sidtc'-.r: £35.—Hilton und Son, Foxhall Sq-. Blnvk-
lool. [X9182

PHEMIKR. 2',i.h.p.. club model. 1914. uncrated: list

prii-o £36, offered at £29/10.~Morri6on Brofi., B(tl-

carros !:t.. ICdinborch. [X9016

PKKMIER. 5'Ah.p., 1914 model, nevt-r been used, 3-

epijfd Armstrong; Hat price £57/10. offered to clear

:\t £47.—MoiTi:ron Bros., Balearic^ St., Edinbureh.
[X9105

PEEilTEE, 1914, 3';{.h.p.. 3-.'ipeod connter-shnft, hrand
new, shop-foiled: £57/10.—The Exeter Motor Cycle

and 'LvzhX Cir Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28.
TiiTistock Rd.. PIjTuouth. [CtTl

PEEMTEE. 1914. 3"2h.p., 3-speeii. counter-shaft gear,
perfect condition throuirbont, lamp, horn, etc.. pro-

perty of armv officer order-'d abroad; genuine; £45 —
Tlie Morris Garages, Oxford. [6830

1 Q12 Tremier, 3'Ah.p.. free engine clutch, nin 800
Xi? miles; any trial; spare ralre, plug, belt, horn, P.H.
lamp, new overalls cost 38/-, gauntlets; £27, or ofl>rs;

guaranteed perfect.-Bennett, Olive St. Sidings, Boltnn.
[X9185

Puch.
Pt-Sh-p. Twin Puch, 2-speGd. free engine, sidecar, all

perfect order ; eaciii&ce £25/10.-44.
"" [X9255

acce<^sJrios,

Hawtiley Ed., Stoke Xewington.

Rex.
3ih.p. Eex, plate clutch, free engine, handle t^tart, ac-

2 cmnulators, new tyres: £18.—Gage, Haywarda
Heath. [6920

REX Sidette. 1914, 6h.p., 2 speeds, coach body, hardly
6oile<l: £64.—Eastones, 228. Pentonville Ed.. King's

Cro6s. Lnndon, N. [6412

RKXES. -Brand new 1912 and 1913 2-speed: terms
15 to 27V> per cent, discount for cash.—Collier's

Motories, Westgate, Halifax. [0445

6h.p. Rex, 1912. 2-speed, free engine, complete with
sidecar, the whole in tip-to;:: condition; £33/10.

—Garaged at 73, Chorch St., Camberwell. [6906

All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote tbe number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. a2t
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 1915 6h.p. Twin Combination,, coaclibuilt body,
2-6peed, free ene:ine, complete witli lamp and horn,

splendid condition, ideal sidecar combination ; £48; ac-
cept lig-btweight or SV-b.p. part.—A. Holland, Clarendon
St., Coventry. tX9224
T> EX, 1913, not done 1,000, everything perfect a;

J-V new, 6h.p., 2-speed, handle starting', Binks 1914
carburetter. Turner 20 gu. coach sidecar, wind screen,
hood, luggage carrier (takes think), all tyres perfect, also
one spare, two euita of overalls, all spares, and tools ; any
trial and examination

; giving up ; £55.—Bushell, 27
Wellington Ed.. Nortlifields, South Ealing. [6846

Rex -Jap.
REX-J.A.P., late 1913, 8h.p., Premier coac-hbuilt ?ide

car, perfect condition, idea-1 machine; price £55.—
Birkhead, Walton-on-Thames. [6799

REX-J.A.P. 191^ De Luxe Model. Bh.p.. 2-speed.
coachbuilt eidecar, in very good order; £40.—The

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10558

REX-J.A.P., 1913. 8h.p.. De Luxe model, torpedo
coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and guaranteed

perfect; £50. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [0432

Roc.

ROC, 41i.p.'. Bosch, 2 speeds, E.E-, Druids, fine ma
chine; bargain, £10/10.-45, Church Rd., Acton.

[X9246
"P OC, 4h.p., and sidecar, mag., 2 speeds, free engine,
XV B. and B., recently overhauled ; £22, or nearest
oft'er.—Thompson, Wallington's, Hungerford. - [X9173

Rover.

ROVER, 1914, 3-speed model, new, slightly soiled;
ofiers.—Eagles and Co., Acton. [X9238

12 SV'-h-P. 3-5peed Rover, in splendid condition

;

£2S.-Crisswell'6 Garage, Newmarket. [X9110

ROTER, 1913, 3V2I1.P., 3 speeds, new condition; £35.
—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X9262
T> OVER, 1914, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, lamp,
XV horn, all accessories, splendid turn-out; 50 gns.
—50, Clapham Rd., S.W. [6940

ROVER, 1914, sidecar combination, new, slightly
ehop-soiled; list £75, accept £60.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9268

LATE 1913 3-speed Rover and Rover sidecar for sale,

fitted lamp.=, generators, spares, etc., in perfect con-
dition; £45.—Blunt, Bray's Lane, Stoke, Coventry.

[X8755

Royal Ruby.

1 Q14 Model 8h.p. Royal Ruby (J.A.P.) Combiuationr3-XU speed counter-shaft gear, chain-cum-belt drive,
£18/18 sidecar,- not done 900 miles; £60, or close offer;
cost £106.—Box No. L6,082, The Motor Cycle Office**,

20, Tudor St., E.C. [6804

Rudge.
1 013 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, little used, and perfect;
Xtf £40.—Walker, Fishburn, Ferryhill. [X8928

RUDGE Multi, 19121/0, Senspray, Xl'all, splendid
condition throughout; £35.—Shone, Northlands,

Chester.
-

[6928

RUDGE Multi, SVah.p., 1913^2, run 2.884, carefully
used, extras, .perfect ; £38.—Davison, 32, Man.ir

Rd., Rugby. [X9i68
"1 Ql*^ 5-6hvp. Endge, Sturmey gears, Bramble sidecar;
X«/ cost £80, accept £65, or near offer.—47, Cemetery
Rd., Darwen. [X9107

RUDGE Multi, 1913, S^/^h-p., run 2,680 miles. lamp,
speedometer, horn; bargain, £35. — Vinson,

Monkton, near Ramsgate. [X9069

3ih.p. 1913 Rudge. Multi, new speedometer, lamp,
2 coachuuilt sidecar, accessories, perfect condition

;

£40.-Langley, Wix. Essex. [6915

RUDGE, 1911, in absolute perfect condition, fullv
guaranteed, with full kit of tools; £23.—Colmore

Depot, 31. Cohnore Row. Birmingham. [X9140

EUDGE Mwlti, 1913, done 3,000 miles solo, perfect
condition, Clincher studded tyn-es almost new. all

accessories; £40.—Williams, 22, Newman St., W. [6751

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., perfect condition, practi-
cally new, complete with lamp, spares, etc.

;

bargain.-Advertiser, 32, Park Rd., Moseley, Bir-
mingham. _ [6912

"pUDGE Multi 1913, 5-6h.p., multi speed gear, handXV operated clutch, cane sidecar, complete, and in
guaranteed order; £43.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgatp
Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0481

RUDGE. 5-6h.p., 5-specd, 1914, exhaust whistle, all
tools and spares, good sidecar machine; £40.—The

Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7. Bath
Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0570

RUDGE, SVVn.p., 1913, free engine, lamp, and all
accessories, nearly new. new belt and, back cover,

h.b.c. magneto, decompressor, spare belt and exhaur^t
valve; £50.—Heron, 18, Mayfair Rd., West Jetimond,
Newcastle-oji-Tyne. [X9257

BUDGE Multi, 5\Qi.-p., F.E.. late 1913, wicker side-
car, all iu (Splendid condition, lamps, speedometer,

watch, horn, bell, et^;., spares, tyres nearly new; owner
buying car; trial by appointment; £47, or near offer.—
Frome, Portland Rd.,'- Woitliing:, [6823

Dhe[EaufaxIu]qtor||xchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—756. Telegrams—" Perfection,"

EXCHANGES WANTED.
1914 2i h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke, new £25
1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P. 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P., S h.p., 3 speeds £77 14
1914 REX Sidette, 3-speed £85
1914 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed, counter-

shaft gear, kick start 591 Gns.
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c., combination £98 10
1914 DOUGLAS, 2 speed £48
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, si h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42
1914 VELOCETTE, 2-speed £31 10

SOLO MACHINES.
19133* h.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK £29 1

1912 w.-c. 2-speed SCOTT £35 10
1912 3% h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £24 10
1912 2i h-p. 2-speed SINGER, counter-shaft £29 10
1912 3i h.p. RUDGE, free engine £28 10
1911 3! h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
19 1 1 W.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
igil 3i h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear £27 10
rgii 3i h.p. Tourist REX £21
1911 2:V h.p. 2-specd A.J.S,, counter-shaft ,. £22 10
3j h.p."Magneto TRIUMPH £20
1910 3* h.p. Tourist REX £21 10
igro 3i h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH £25 10
3 h.p. F.E. Magneto TRIUMPH £17 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 W.C. WILLIAMSON Oanbination, with
hood, screen, etc., as new £85

1914 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P. and £16 16s. sidecar

aJniost as new, cost £94 los £76

1913 New REX Sidette. reduced to £65 9

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £49 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 1

1912 6 h.p. DOT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £42 10
1912 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £42 10
1912 3J h.p. F.E. LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar £27 10
1912 6" h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new Sidecar £46 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed CLYNO and sidecar £37 10

1912 3.V h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY and S'car £39 10

1911 3? h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15

1911 8' h.p. 2-speed BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £39 10
1911 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and- Sidecar £29 10

1911 3* TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
I9l0 34h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
igio 7-9 h.p. V.S. 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-spee(J, and Sidecar . . £24 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar . £28
NORTON, 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
REX- 1910, 2-speed Twin and Sidecar — . £31 10
REX, rgog, 2-speed Twin, and Sidecar £27 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar £12 10

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin .... £02 10 £53 2 6

1913 6 h.p. Coach Sidette ^77 o £65 9

1913 4 h.p, 2-speed chain
drive £6r 5 £49 10

1912 New 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £45 10

Liberal Exchanges. (iasii Olfcrs wanted.

LIGHT CARS,
1914 ir h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen £150
I9r4 II h.p. LAGONDA Cabriolet £150
1914 G.W.K., done about 500 miles £129 10
lgl4 G.W.K., de Lu.xe £157 ID

1914 VICTOR, AC, £105 W.C. £115
igi4 CALTHORPE Minor £168
MORGAN, W.C, Grand Prix £105
IVIORGAN Sporting £91

CASH BARGAINS, 10% DISCOUNT.

REX, 1908, 3.J h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3,V h.p., magneto £19 10
REX, 19 10, 3X h.p., magneto £21 10

REX, 1911, 3* h.p., magneto £22 10
REX 1908 Sjh.p. twin £19 10
N.S.U,, 4 h.p.,-twin, grand condition .,,, £18 10

N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, h.-b. control £12 10

N.S.U., 3* h.p,, 2 speeds, F.E £19 10
N,S,U., 3 h.p., 2 -speed, F.E £16 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-spced, F.E., as new .... £27 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

19
19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE, 5-6h.p.,' igiSVs, all 1914 improvements,
added N.S.TJ. gear, Montgomery Model de 1

coachbuilt (sidecar, lamps, speedometer, etc. ; cost £]
highe.^t offer, or exchange cycle car.—Bos L6,085,
Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C. [6

Scott.
SCOTT and 12 gn. sidecar, complete, powerful, f

fortable. first-class condition : enquiries.—Rev. >(
ton, Hanham, Bristol, [6

SPECIAL T.T. Scott, was used in 1911 T.T. rat

Full particulars on application, Prescott. li
Ed., Timperley, Cheshire. [6

1 Qll Scott Motor Cycle, in thoroughly good or-j
-Lt/ £27/10: ca^h or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (li

ages), Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardia. [Ol

Singer. *

14 lOh.p. Singer, done 1,500 mile's, dickey; il?,
Eey, 378, Euston Ed., London. [6'

14 2>l.h.p. Semi-T.T_ Singer, very fast; £3.
Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth, [6)

1 Qll SVoh.p. Free Engine Singer, splendid ore;
-Lt/ £24—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnlorth. [6.

SINGEE, li/ohp.. 1913, with Milllord sidecar,!
thorough Older.— G. Henley, Lockington, near De

.

"1Q13 3i,2h.p. Singer T.T., Philipson, pullev. la,
Xcf horn, etc.; £38.—Carnforth Alotor Co.. 0-
forth. [61

SINGER, 1913, 2ia.p., 2 speeds, especially good -

ditiou: £28.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., -

mingham. [X9

1

SINGER, 1913, 2y2h.p., fixed engine model, excels
condition, lamp, horn; £21/10. — Laytr

,

Bicester, Oxon. [X9/

SINGER Lightweight, Bosch, Druids, Dunlopss
new; price £20, bargain.—Newport, 48, Bou

-

mouth Rd., Peckham, S.E. [61

3ih.p. Singer, 1913, T.T., 3-speed, new. tyres I

2 belt, perfect, £35; also 2V'>h.p. Singer, 1'
,

T.T., new tyres, 50 m.p.h., perfect, £26.-;
Boundaries Mansions, Balham. [6 \

Spaikbrook.
BRA?TD New 1914 6h.p. Spaikbrook CombiMLi

handsome coachbuilt sidecai, complete ; £87 :

less 10% immediate cleaiance.—Batten Bros., Cuilomr ;

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, 25ih.p., perfect condition throughout: .ii

-40, Margaret St., Cavendish So., W. IfS

SUNBEAM. 3y2h.p„ 3 speeds, in stock; cash or i
payments.-West End Garage, Blackburn. [fa

Q 3.h.p. Sunbeam, late 1913, excellent condition throi|
>W4 out, all accessories; £47, or nearest offer.—Si

h

ton, Meaford Av., Stone. [f7

SUNBEAMS, 2»ih.p. and 6h.p., 1914 models; delir

from stock ; also 6h.p.. 6bop-.soiled, latest mod -

Grimsdell Dix, The Garage. Uxbridge Rd., Ealing (
i-

mon, [f 5

Swilt.

SWIFT, 1912V2, SVih.p., 3 speeds, free engine, n

tyres, completely equipped, perfect order: £."-

Mr. Connell, 224, Wood St., Walthamstow. [XiB

Triumph.
TEItlMPHS.-Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,

miugham. [(

9

TRIUMPH, 1912, T.T., £27, very fast.-12. Mi i

Rd., Crieklewood. V
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, late 1913, 3-speed, lamp, ;

£45.-Budd, St. Joseph's Ed., Aldersbot. [X'

'

1Q12 Triumph, complete, £30; 1909 Triumpll, 1-

XC pli'te, £20.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [S: 6

TRIUMPH, 1912 clutch, good condition, accesso

£26.-73, St. Leonard's Ed., East Sheen, f -

TRIUMPHS, new 3-epeed models; cash offers wa
—Box 6,635, The Motor Cycle Offices, OoveiH

[X

T.T. Triumph, late 1913, fast, good condition. n\

cessories; £37.—Coles, 9, Merivale Rd., Putui

TRIUMPH. 1910, 3V,h.p„ new tyres, perfect concm.'

fast; sacrifice flS/lO.-Sinclair, East Molesi _

"1013 Triumph, with free engine, tyres newljfr
-Lt/ treaded; £38.—Walker, Fishburn, Ferryhi

[X 9

1Q11% Triumph. N.S.U. 2-speed, sidecar, acnes? -.

-«-»? as new; £30.—Beever, Brook St., Huddersfitt,
[X:=

TEIUMPH, P.E., June, 1912, beautiful co»li li

£28.—Woodman, Olatemont Place, Cliath^ii,,.'

[X)8

1Q14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, speedometer, lamp, "l,

-1^ dona 1,700; £42, or nearest.—Arinett T 'h^
TSevny. -[X

"

Qih. p. -Junior Triumph, ridden 600 miles only, d^',

^4 tion aa new; £36.—Robinsons, Green St., ^'

bridge. _^
57

"IQ 10-11 Triumph lor Sale, guaranteed in p <'.

JLt/ condition throughout: 16 gns. or neai —
Box L6.092, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, 'J'
St., E.C. "

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should ijuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CYCLE CARS.
113 Wame Cycle Car, beautiful condition ; real bar-

gain, £55.—Rey, 378. Euston Kd., London. [6489

CiV.K., 1913, 8h.p., 4 speeds, all accessories; £95.—
P J. Evan<?, John Bright St., Birmingham. rX9267

U13
Singer Light Car, late model, with new engine,
3 electric lamps; £140.—Croes, Agent, Bother

lal tX9177

I JMBEEETTE, 1913, 8h.p.. 3 speeds, complete, all

tj acceesories : £75.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

B. iaghaiu. [X9266

A ' tYpe Cycle Car, 4!'''.-6h.p., water-cooled, wants
r ,!iiRh. new; £30.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High
Hi Struatbam, London. (D) tX91S7

A '. Sociable, with hood, screen, side curtains,
tj luggage carrier, F.R.S. head lights; trial; £27.
-4t. 104, Chingford Rd.. South Chingford. [6850

C'aRT 2-seat. Cycle Car, 1913. 8h.p. J.A.P., good
- a? new chain drive, 2 speeds, spare tyre, all

lie:.; £50.—Powell, 153, Bowes Rd.. Palmers
.,, N. [6934

AJTORETTE. 6-7h.p., water-cooled. 2 speeds, free
J entrine, hood and ecreen, good condition ; £38.
- ; Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir
n hem. [052 7

^)RGAN Runabouts.—Immediate 'delivery of 1914
imodels, Graui Prix and sporting models iff sto<k ;

yi exchange, or easy payments. Trade supplied.—
M. Wem. [X9220

1\XIFAX.~1914 Lagondas. £145-£150: G.W.K.,

J £150; Victor, £115; Calthorpe Minor. £168.
iftiew from stack; keenest exchange quotations.—
Dcfer's Motories, Westgate, Halifax. [0488

J)IIGAN Runabouts.—We have several 1913 models,
in porfect order, at prices from £65 to £75, fitt'*!

10 1=1 r'.cn, lamps, etc.; call and inspect.-Colmore lie-

;)0 49. John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9147
TJJFAX.—Second-hand 1914 G.W.K., only done
1 450 miles, £28/10; Sh.n. G.W.. £54/10; Sh.p.
^a la ,rap, £49/10; A.C. Sociable, £42; 8-lOh.p.

.' B'delia, £39/10. Exchanges quoted.—Colliers
U 1. ^, Halifax. [0489

A Smiable, 1912Vj, special bargain, £37/10; head
~T lii^lit and separate generator. 2 1'. and H. eidc
II . h;it.-k lamp, pood horn, hood, screen, lujRage car-
it aud tools; cchit £113.—Wilkine, Simpeon, and Co.,
lliiiimufr-imith Rq., London. [6819

^,'RGAN LS14 Grand Prix, lOh.p. Green engine,
i.v>rli''ad valvc-'^. quite new. te-^ted about 400 miles

i: i'Uilt lor Bnn'Iihiuds, De Luxe Cfinipmeut, head
i:-' 'I'-i.'tric ?idt.- ditT i. speedometer, horn, clock, etc:
0' \:-i £150; any trial: lowetit £110; fa6te;:-t Morgan
D :- luad, new in May.— 157, Shaltesburj- Av.. W.C

[6812
\ NOCAR, property of F. W. Newport, Esq.. 2-
1-'- >.yl. water-cooled Etna, 8h.p., fitted with Brook-
it model body, painted dove, lined brown, uphol-
tc dark red, Solex carburetter, 2 ignitions, M.A.B.
- ^ L't-ar box and reverse, side change, pressure

1
,

toot clutch and brake, foot accelerator.
' U. 700x65 tyres, wheel steering, chain drive,
Illation, new hood, head lamp, and generator
lady for the road. fast, low built, and rakish
n^e £70.—Seen and tried at Junction Garage.

...uwood. 'Phone : 1549 Croydon. [X89d2

CARS FOR SALE.

)FORD. 4-cyl., in' beautiful condition; £60.—Rey.
73, Eu~ton Rd.. London. [6490

EE Light Car, lOh.p.. 1914. for immediate de
very! trade supplied.—Rey, 378, Euston Rd. [6612

jSWORTH Motor Exchnnge.-Sizaire. 2-seat..
8h.p., scuttle dash, running; £19/19: easy pay-

NDSWORTH.-De Dion. 2-seat., 6ti.p., good tyie^.
rnas well: mu?t sell; £15/10; exclianges.

iSWORTIL—Rover. .'>mart 2-seat., Sh.p., mag.,
bood, ecreen ; beauty: 30 gns. ; exchanges.

Il NDl
K' hoc

mjs'DSWORTH.-Singer. 2-seat., 7-9h.p. twin. mag..
"' gate uhange: opportunity; £47/10; easy payments.

W.NDSWORTH.-Sabella latent cycle car, 8-lOh.p
'»] J.A.P., W.C. mag., hood, screen; £55; exchange^.

rr XDSWORTH.-Hnmber, 2-seat.. 10-12h.p., 4 cyls..
'»| mag., hood, screen, perfect: £38/10; exchanges

rrlNDSWORTH.-Siznire. 2-seat.. Sh.p., mag., low.
T»i sporting typ'?: cheap, £28/10; excbanges.

rr'NDSWORTH.—A.C. box tradesman's carrier, 6h.p..
>» mas (new tyres); £35; easy payments.

irXDSWORTH.-Chater-Lea tricar, lest* engine, open
»T irame, 3 speeds, reverse; £7/15; exchange-^.

tr NT)SAVORTH. - Easy payments. - Wond^wortli
IT. axotor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth Town
itati. 'Phone: Batteraeu 327. [X924

l(
rrig

B

p. Humber, 2-seat., with light detachable vai
body, good condition; £40.—Henshaw, Wheel-
Stockport. [X9202
GAINS in Chaj^sis and Char-a-bancs. Daimler
elaunay. and Sunbeam chai^-driven chassis, fitten
'lid tyres, for sale cheap: l)aimler char-a-banc
lew torpedo body, seat 15. £200; Crr*:sley ditto
Star ditto. £165; Delaunay-Belleville ditto. £185:

-,, ditto. £150; Unic taxi, 12h.p., £35; Renault ^
!?„-,* 12-16h.p., £175; several touring cars cheap,
00 lid band tyres, cheap.-St.ir and Garter Garaen
Lew'nfi-fi Rr.„ff^,,7 rr.i . 1031 Chiswick. [0582

We
Are

Ready
to give immediate delivery ot the finest new
and second-hand machines at absolutely bedrock
prices. The prices quoted for the latter are the

minimum, and, being completely overhauled,
they really are exceptional bargains for CASH.
EXCH..\NGE, or EASY TERMS.

NEW MACHINES.
7 h.p. INDIAN, standard model £70

4} h.p. B.S. A,, 3-speed, chain drive £63

4t h.p. JAMES. 3-sp., chain drive £63
3I h.p. JAMES, twin, 3-speed gear £63

2J h.p. LEVIS, 2-st., lightweight £33 10
4-5 h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA, clutch model . £64
5-6 h.p. ZENITH-GRAOUA, clutch mod. £75 12

2j h.p. JAMES, 2-st., lightweight £36 15

3} h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, chain drive £68 S

3! h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed gear ..£63 5
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, S'car combination £92 17
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-specd gear £60

Also several SHOP-SOILED machines,
at gr'itly reduced prices.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
All the following hn\p lirnn thoroughly OVER-
HAULED .nud arc GUARANTEED IN PERFECT
CONDITION. Delivery to-day.

10 T 4 ^\ h.p. P. & M., 2-speed gear £52
lOi.t 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, i-speed gear £40
iqi.^ 7 h.p. INDIAN, road racer £45
1914 3I h.p. JAMES, 3-speed gear £50
1914 2\ h.p. LEVIS, 2-spc-ed gear £36
1914 3? h.p. ZENITH-GREEN and Canoe-

let Sidecar ^ £48
1914 7 h.p. INDIAN and Swan Sidecar £62
rgi4 4^ h.p. JAMES, and Canoolct Sidecar . £60
1913 8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, Scar combn £58
1913 6 h.p. REX Sidette. 2-spced gear ... . £38
1913 4j h.p. JAMES, Sidecar combination . £42
1913 5 h.p. RUDGE Multi.and Sidecar £42
1913 6 h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA, clutch mod £40
1913 3l h.p. KERRY-ABINGDON, 3Sp. gear £32
1913 35 h.p. REGAL-GREEN, 3-speed gear £35
1913 8 h.p. J.A.P., Mab^n clutch £34
1913 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed gear £34
1913 2 J h.p. HUMBER, twin clutch £25
1912 35 h.p. ROVER, free engine £26
1912 3.i h.p. PREMIER, 3-spced gear £32
1912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, standard model £25
19114 h.p. BRADBURY, standard model . £23
1911 3^ h.p. B.S.A., free engine £24
191 1 5-6 h.p. REX Sidette, 2-speed gear .. £30
191 1 5-6 h.p. ROC and S'car, 2-speed gear . £26
ign 2t h.p. MOTO-REVE £10
1911 3S h.p. L.M.C £15
1911 2} b.p. DOUGLAS £20

SIDECARS.
Millford, Montgomery, Fitsu, Watsonia,
etc. New and Second-hand in stock.

Full particulars of any machine sent on requesL

15, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE.
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams :

' Elcemocyca. London.
Telephone :

Avenue 5548

CARS FOR SALE.

FORD. 1913. 2-seat., dickey, mileage 4,500, 2 new
tyres : T.T. Douglas, and ca?h, or sell nearest £80;

appointment.— 3, Holmdene Av.. Heme Hill. [X9100

1 /\-12h.p. Belsize, 1913, like new throughout, little
-l" used, 2-seat., grey, double folding screen and
hood, Stewart speedometer, 8-day clock, C.A.V. elec-

tric side and tail lamps, P. and H. head lights,

detachable Sankey wheels with spare wheel and tyre
(unused), complete outfit tools, etc.; cost £285. will
accept £197: owner requires 1913 or 1914 sidecar
combination.—B.. Ivydene, Dukesthorpe Rd,, Syden-
ham. S.E. [6932

ENGINES.

BARGAIN.—Engine. S'-h-p. De Dion, w.c. head: 45/-.

-80 Eispham Rd., "Southport. CX9233

ABSOLUTELY New 5-6b.p. Blumfteld Engine Set (leaa

magneto): £11/11.—Farrar's Motories, Halifax.
[X8389

3ih.p. Rex Engine. 2h.p., fitted, pulls sidecar, m.
2 valves, good order: £6.-16, Lovelace Gardens.

Southend-on-Sea. [6828

Sh.p. Sarolea, watertight Bosch, chain and sprockets,
carburetter, silencer pipes, spare valves. Advance

adjustable; f 6- — Crook, Xetiworth Cottage, Slouph.
[69266 h.p. Woter-cooled Engine. 3-speed, reverse gear box,

cooling: fan, self-contained cnit, splendid condition,
off Rover car; accept £6; exchange Drummond lathe.—
Absalom, Epsom, [6801

BASTONE'S.—New Rex, 1913. Sh.p. tvfin engine,
with Bosch mag., ^£16/15: new Blumfield 3'/..h.p.

single, less mag.. £8/15.-228. Pentonville Rd., Kine's
Cross, London, N. [6407

IGNITION APPLIANCES.

PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.-Experts
on all magnetos, Bosch, Eiscmann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetising,
overhauling, etc.; rei>airs e.^ecuted with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota-
tions.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written gaaranteo with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King St.. Acton,
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[2976
BASTONES.-Now Beach DAV, 2-cvl., £3/10.-228.

Pentonville Rd . King's Ciosa, London, N. [6408'

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed; libeiol allowances for old cella in ex-

change for new : listd free.—Eichford, 153. Vleet St.,

London. [1775

JEBRON. registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.;

cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bo^ch magnetos, 5/6 pair ; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, nsed by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colvcr, Martin, making world's records.-Jebron,

33, Herbert Rd.. Woolwich. London, S.E. fX4331

O A Houra Magneto Repair Service.—All makes of
fy^rx: maRDeto*. coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-
[lerienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as

•tflrient afl new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simius
Motor Units. Ltd.. 191, Wardour St.. London. W. [0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, any make.
Armature winding a epeciality. guaranteed 12

mouths. Don't pay enormoua prices. We are late from
Eo,-i;h'6 and Simms, and give same guarantee at half
theit prices. We appeal to yon to support British in-

dustry by sending us your repairs. New and second-hand
inagnetoc and spare parlo in stock.—The Magneto Repair-
ing and Winding Co., 158. Seymour St.. Euston Rd..
London, 'Phone: Museum 1158. [6924

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we are
6Deciaii6t6 in this work. Bosch magneto repairs

3 speciality; re-winding, re-magnetising. All repairs,
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spare,
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of
second-hand magnetoe. Coils and accumulators re-'

paired. Northein representative for the Eisemann Mag-!
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbaken, i

Magneto Specialist. 7. Peter St., Manchester. 'Phone:
6111 City. [0404

BELTS.

ELITE.—Wood-Milne belts, rubber and canvas, IVsin.

1/6 per ft., ^4in. lid. per It., ^fein. lOd. per It.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of Lyso belts, fully

guaranteed by the manufacturers (Avon India
Rubber Co.). 7ft. 6in.x%in., 7/- each: 7It. 41/210., to
suit Triumphs, 6/9; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.

1/6 per It. (list price 2/2). %in. 1/2 (list price

1/11). ^4in. 1/- (list price 1/7). i^Ijin. lOd. per ft. {Ii6t

price 1/5).

ELITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts, %in. 1/6. ^/-in.

1/91/2, lin. 2/1, IVsin- 2/7; allowance up to 3/-
for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, %in. IQi^L
ft., lin. 1/- ft.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and_ 260.
Colflharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction, Brilcton,

S.W. 'Phones: Victoria 6553. and Brixton 2042. [9069^ew' ridge, Brentford. Tel

All letters relating to ndvertlsements should quote the aumber at the end of each advertisement* and the date of the Issue.
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BELTS.
NEW Lyso lin. Rubber Eelting, in two pieces, 7ft

Cin. 9/6, 8ft. 107-, %in, 51- and 5/6.-Murrar's,
37a, Charles St., Hattoii Garden, Holbotn. [X9179

BASTOiSrES.-Fest qnalitv leather and chrome belt-
ing, % lid, 5,i 1/1, % 1/2, lin. 1/4, l%in. 1/6 per

foot.—228. Pentonyiile Rd., King's Cross, London, N.
[6409

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre yalue.

LEGGATE,
Dreadnought,

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiari^bber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
rroperties. Make the Clincher your safeguard.— See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

Edinburgh. — Clearance.—1914 Clincher
very heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers, 26X2 30/-, list £2/4/6: 26x214 32/6, list £2/7/3-
26X21/.,. to at 214 rims, 32/6, hst £2/7/3; 26x2i/.
35/6, list £2/10/10. The Dreadnought is epecially de-
signed for passenger machines, is built of 6-ply fabric.
and has a tread half an inch thick. An experienced
Bidecarist says: "Dreadnought is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1914 Clincher De
Luxe heavy rubber studded, beaded covers: 24x2

24/6; 26x2%, to fit 214 rims, 27/6, list £2/1;
26X21,4, 29/6, list £2/2/9. A customer writes:
"Have now run the 26x2% ' De Luxe' tyre which 1

bought from you 6,896 miles on my Triumph, and the
tread still looks quite fit for a considerable mileage yet
It is the best value I have ever struck."

EGGATE. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1914 Clincher A
Won, heavv rubber studded, -beaded covers, 26x2

21/-, list 31/6: 26x214 23/-. list 34/-; 26x2lA 23/-
list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1914 Clincher
sidecar covers, rubber studded, beaded edge,

26x214 and 26x21/2. 16/-.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Heavv tubes, brand
26x2 6/6, 26x214 6/6, 26x2% 6/6,

list almost double.

I.^

new,
26x21/2 7/-;

LEGGATE, Edinbargh.—Above goods are all fresli
stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval

against cash, which will be refxinded in fuU U goods
not approved of.

LEGOATE Olid Co., Motor Cycle Spacialists. 15,
Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. 'Phone: Central 3195

[X8447
MONTHLY Tyre Bargains offered by the H-edlield

Rubber Co., Bristol.

WB will willingly forward any of the following goods
subject to being unsold on 7 days' approval upon

receiving remittance, and return cash in full if not satis-

fied. During the whole of last year and up to the pro-
sent we have not had a single return.

1 Q Only 26in.x2in. Motor Cycle Covers, beaded edge.
J--^ been used for testing purposes, may have had
Blight repairs, from 5/- to 10/- each.

O Q Pairs of brand new Suction Cup covers, beaded
/yj ^ edge, size 26in.x2in. only, 10/.- and 12/- each;
worth more than double : postage 6<i. extra.

KA 26x2 Second-hand Tubes, all been tested; 3/6
t? \J post free.

WB can ofti:r you g-saranteed rubber studded covere
which have been proved to do 4,000 miles carry-

ing passenger, 26in.x2in. J6/6 each, a^^in. 18/6 each,
postage 6d. extra.

,
original price 8/6

5/Xl each; postageIX Brand New Heavy Red Tubes,O each; 23in.x2in. and 2'/4in.,

HEATT
19/6 each,

3-ply Rubber Non-skid Covers, 26in.x2in.
2i4iu 21/- each; postage 6d. extra.

WE will re-tread your motor cycie covers,

up to 2V2iu-. during this month with heavy
rubber studded, tread,
10/-, 01 special tread.

together with new insertion,
suitable for driving wheel, 12/6

I

I

DO You Require a special heavy cover, the best made?
Heavy 4-piy fabric, 2»4in. 30/-, 2V2in. 32/6.

REMEMBER all the above are sent on 7 days'
proval upoD receivin}? remittance, and refund money

with pleasure if not more than satisfied,

you hundrerk of testimonials. Write
"We can forward

us, stating your
Bristol. T.A.

:

[X8760

TXRES.-
liste.

requirements.—Red fieId Rubber Co
Rubber, Bristol. Tel. : 3577.

Telegrams, Tyres : speciality. Tyres ; reduced
all makes.—Graham, Vine St., Birmingham.

[6437
BASTONE'S.—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber-studded

covers. 26X21A. fit 2V4, rims. 24/-; Passenger, 26x
2 20/-. 26x21/2 28/-.

BASTONES.—Peter-tTnion make covers, 26x2 12/-. 26
x2Vi 15/-, 26x21/2 17/6, 28X2 15/-.

ASTONES.—Michelin 1914 covers, beaded edge, 26xB 1»5 12/6, 26x2 14/9. 26X214 16/-, 26X21/. 18/6,
28x2 16/6; -wired edge, 26xl3,i 11/6, 26X2 13/9, 26X
214 15/-, 26X2% 16/-, 28x2 14/9-. Michelin tubes in
stock.

26X2 SI-, 26>.:BASTONES.— Guaranteed red tubes,
214 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-. 28X2 6/-.

OASTONES, 228,
doa. H".

PentOuVilie Rd.,
Phone; 2481 North.

King's Cross, Lon-
[6410

Remembep that Mr. W. J.

Clarke used this fastener on
his wonderful 3,000 miles

A.C.U. Sidecar Record.

Bead What Mr. Clarlie

writes aliOMt this Plug

Dear Sirs,

1 had from
you, some time
ago, one of
your Type C
Forward spark-

ing plugs. I

have given this

a thorough
testing on the

road. I have
now used it for

over 2,000
miles, and 1 am
pleased to say

that it has not
given the
slightest
trouble, and is

still in as good
condition as

when I put it

in the machine.
Wishing you
every success.

Wm. J. Clarke.

INSIST on Forward
BRITISH Plugs.

There are over a dozen Types.

SEND FOR LISTS.

E

KING HOOK. The original hook
fastener with flanged roller bear-
ing, and still the best although it

may cost a few pence more.

C
FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, Birminghiigham. ^

TYRES.
TYREft, shop-soiled.—Hutchinson 26X2^ Bi

lands studded, 19/6; Passenger, 35/-- 26
T.T. studded, 29/6; 26x2^,^ Contineatal Autobi
new, 28/6; 650x65 Avon special heavy, 29/6- >

allowances for old covers.—Eloe and Co., 15, Bi'st
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G.

[(

"CiLTTE Kubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed.,
-«-' toria [one minute from Victoria Station), and i

Coldhaibour Lane, Brixton, S.'W. 'Phones- Vic i

6553, and Brixton 2042. AH post orders to Victoi -

\\ e have the folJowing' special clearance lines in u
cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are ofiering earn it

prices exinal to 331% to 50%-ofi the manufacturers' iv
list price. All tjood^ -willin-ly sent on 7 days' app li

atrainet cash. The^e goods are all perfectly new, 'i

in the event of any article proving- un,sati.sfactory w "

quite prepaTed to reasonably meet our customerc by ^: !
Teplaccment. All goods sent carriage forward n i

postage .sent with order.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free of rl-f
to all purchasers of -goods to the value oil

and over.

ELITE.— Send for price list, together with free ea a

of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-

1

26x2Vi 57/6 (li=t price 45/-), - 26x2'/^ 40/- s-

price 50/-), 650X65 45/- (list price 67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti- i.

26X214, 24/6 (list price 32/6) ; 28x3 at 35/- 3|~
price 57/6).

ELITE.—Heuley oversize covers, 700x80, tcfl
650x65 rims, heavy plain tread; 28/6.

ELITE.-Dunlop Pillion covert;, 1913 stoct,
65: 27/6, list price 50/-.

ELITE.-I-Ieavy Three Spires covers, 26x214,
15/- (list price 27/6).

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribhed and studded al
special clearajice line guaranteed for 3.000 i

'26x21/4 25/- (list price 37/6). 26x2V.. 27/6 (list'

40/-J.

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklands. 1913 stock, :

12/., T.T, 26x21/3 16/6 (list price 33/6).

ELITE.—Hutcliinson Passenger covers. 1913
26x2i/> 22/6 (list price 41/3), 26x3 to" fig

nms 26/- (list price 44/-).

LITE.—Hutchinson covers, wired on, Passenger d
214 -20/-, 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26-x2i4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650X7

1

suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Oontiuental T.T. covers, 26x23^ 19/63
price 28/-).

ELITE.— Michelin clearance covers, beaded
26x2 light 8/9. 26X21/. 13/g. Trident, 2^3

24/-: Standard, 26x2ii 22/6, 2^x21/2 24/6.

ELITE.—Clearance Michelin covers, wired onTStad
26x21/2 26/-, 26x2ii 24/6.

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rnbber studded cotctb,;
21.4 17/6 (list price 31/-). -

LITE—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers, 2i
17/6 (list prir^s 30/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Special heavy rubber etudded covers, Et^^

for back wheel of sy^h.p. machines; 15/-.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread-
heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x8Cl

suit 650x65 rims,

ELITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best qil

26x214 6/6.
^

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed,
5/-, 26x214 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-, 26X3 7/6,

1/3 e-\:tra.

ELITE offer 15% allowance off retail list- prii
old covers (above clearance lines excepted j

makes in stock.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by
process; treads guaranteed not to come i

special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10/--; &m
on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us .to advertise fl

special lines which we have in stock; thei

if there Is anything yiu require which is »pt^
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be
quote you upon receipt ol a postcard.

ELITE Rubher Co., 260. Coldharbour lAhe^ij.
borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. . li

Brixton 2042.

K A New but Soiled Dunlop, Continenta'S
0\J Clincher 26x2in." and 26x2i^ coverstj

each; 20 slightly worn ditto, 9/6 each; 10'267
W.E. Dunlops, ribbed, 12/6 each; 40 new. ar|

feet Dunlop, Palmer, Clincher, and Cont?
tubes 6/6 each, butted 7/6; 100 tubes, all maiij

all sizes, been punctured while out on test, tfj

paired by makers, and in perfect order, -4/^

26x2in. and 26x2i/,in. new Michelin steekH
covers, 19/6 each; 2 650x65 Dunlop heavy-j

slightly worn, 15/- each. All goods on a|
against cash.—Pitts, Evesham St.. Redditch.

INSURANCE,
FOR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car InsuraiwMJ

Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortfonij

A UTO -Cycle Dnion.—Insurance and free memi
-Adams, Insurance Broker, 38, Church fill

E

field.

A26 411 letters relatlug to advertisements should quote the number at thfe end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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FAMOUS BEAM
upled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

!r the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
th it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth

The best is always cheapest, and you positively
DE IN DAYLIGHT Ihroufh the niijht.

Lens.

6 in.

SJin.

4iin.

Beam.

1,200 ft.

1 ,000 ft.

800 ft

Price.

72/6 and 78/6
62/6 and 68/6
62/5 and 68/6

READ THIS.
3 get the best you must pay well,
e have made our name with quaUty
Dne, and we claim that our lamp is

1 to

SO% more powerful

er any other make. Our lens is

stly, and it is genuine. You will see
)at a costly mangin lens can do, if you
y the light of the F.R.S. against any
ber.

P:.S. Lamps, Pershorc St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot :

57, HATTON GARDEN.
Stial f

Service Co., High Holborn, VV.C.

A| ts :
Taylor & Co.,

Court Road,
Store Street.
W.C.

Tottenhaii

anchester Agents : Jtessrs. Feav and Co 12
Jackson's Row, Manchester.

'

St(

HE B. A. BELT
„_ „_ is proved to be
HE STRONGEST BELT ON THE MARKET.
estimated to last as long as FOUR Rubber Be'lts.

Extracts from Testimonials

as simply rerlect. never slipping at all."

limbed Can- Bank. Oaknmoor. Gradient 1 in q n»f B i, „

to np w,.h ,0 PEOPLE on, T„. ^ThTn.yZ^^
/3;i"2/6;iS';.2/9; per ft. including fastener
llta IWIg. Co., Ltd., Hencron Works. Leek.

d'' N^°M™^= ^-S '^-
''?f'°'"'.

"8, Pentonville

f" H t! I f ;^°'°" *'="'' C'- Portland St.,

ourt"Rd'!^w"|t^-4tl''
^'°^= S'- ^°"^°i^-

PATENT AGENTS.
pLETCHER WILSON, chartered patent agent,
-n- High St. Chambers. Coventry. Moderate inclu-
sive fees. - |-5795

fl- T MILLAED, 28, Martineau St., Birmingliam,'J epecialiits la automobile patents.- Low charees
Euquined invited. [5684
rpRADE Maries Patents.—For securing German mar-
J- ket6 get your trade marks .and patents protected
Particulars and advice free.—Kings Patent A"cncv
Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. "[5818

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
TTXPEHT Ecports.-Purcella send experts to examineLU macbines; 10/8. plus Jares,-78. Cbailotte St.. Fit?,-
roy bq.. W. (See advertisement.) [3473

PERSONAL.
H.E.W. ._ _.^ ..,.,„^,.,

giving address where letter
H.B.W

is earnestly requested to write home,
- '-"- '" reach liim.-

[6855
WANTED.

JPAEES. — Morgan and Maxwell. Streofhnra."
i:X787?

ENGINE wanted, twin, or 4-cyl., about 8h.p.-73. Can.
den St., North Shields. rX9181

1 AA Motor Cycles wanted, spot cash paid. Bring orXVfVf send.-Palmer's Garage. Tooting. [6916
tT/"ANTED, good motor cycle, for cycle corps; cheap.—
V r W . Pilfold, 66. Greyhound Lane, Norbury. [6888
OASH TToiting.—iVantcd. late model motar cycles.-^^ lieardshaw, 44, Myddleton Ed.. Wood Green. [6896
"pOWEEPUL Combination, good make, about 1912:
-^ chr-ap, cash.— 15, Waverlcy Ed.. Kjngsbridge. llpvon.

\T7.ANTED, magnetos, carburetters, tyres. lamps —
»' Precious Co., 303, High Holborn, London. W.C.

[X9251TyANTED., cylinder lor 3i:jh.p. Rex, rather old" type.—Coleman, Sheldon Rd., Chippenham.
[X9271

TXT"ANTED, second-hand Minerva 3i.'.h.p. cylinder

-

»» cheap for cash.—Bichardson, Phofogriipte'r. linn-
Wane. (X9122
TT/'ANTED, fratne to take 3',yi.p. engine: must»» be cheap.—Details to H.. 1, Park Av., Palmer's
Green, N. (jggg
"ri.A Cylinder wanted; 12in.. for motor cycle: parJ-r ticulurs and pnce.-Uenn, Clifton St., Wolver-
hampton. [X9097
"IX/'AN'TED, magneto motor cycles, damaged or other-

rvH) '^.i"-"' i""' P"'-e--Bo.'C 6.649, The Uulor CwU
Ofllces, Coveutrj-. [X9249
"I Q13 or 1914 Stanrlard Indian, or 4-cyI. F.'V • ch-ap
i?,n 1

\°' ,cash,-Write, Motor, 13, Queensdaie Ed..
Holland Park, W. [6889
"p OVER Sidecar Combination, modern, gnorontei-d

r"i „ ,':"'':' '""est particulars first letter,-M., Home
'-icD, Ba~ingstoke. t [6810

Skew Square N/S, Motor Cycle Tyre.

ry^iNTED. for cash. 3.4h.p. modem make, good eon-
,. ,

„'.'?" *""«' particulars; letters only.-Uarrisi.n.
1 oyle. Sutton. Surrey. [6841
T\7ANTED, 2 or 3.6peed gear. also, lamp set, spec,;

eL„r, °i"i?"t '^°,'^ saddle, and motor cycle accessories,cheap.— 125. London Bd., Manchester. [0560
TX/'ANTED. motor cycles, cycle cars, good cash prices

Ii ~** """'f.^'orth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wand*worth on-n Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. [X6518
TX/'ANTED, modern motor cycle, .suitable for desputrh

. ,.
r"ler: -ironld c-xchauge 1908 Rex, SUh.p . inspfcndid order und £5 cnsh.-6.647, The Mothr V«cU

Olhees, Coventry. [S.i2as

"W^^iJFP',''"'" present machine in exchange fcrVV
,

"'" J'>"»<'»\ Zenith. Levis. B.S.A.. or Indian

-

Mberal allowance pnces: -delivery from stoek.-Eke iindLo.. 15. liinhopsgate Av.. Cumomile St., Ji.C. [0479VyANTED. 4h.p solo 3-speed Triumph, fully»» equipped, and £7. in exchange for 1913 7h iiIndian and Vlilltord sidecar, lamps, speedomr-er -iid

?^Jf- "'m'*^"
.fiSg.-Write. 175, Stapleton Jlall Rdi^onaon, n. [e^^b

WANTED, 3',--4;:.h.p. 2 or 3-speed machine, noli'» earlier 1913; will give £10/15 and l q i ^
5-6h.p. Chater-Sarolea twin, fast, powerful Inci

\TTwZt^- '"' «25.-4rthur Moody, St. Helens!
Isle ol Wight. [585^

Skew Round N/S. Motor Cycle Tyre.

SKEW
TYRES
All British. All Rubber.

SAMPLE PRICES.

26 X 2}

26 X 3',

650 X 65
26 X 2!
fit 21 Rims.

26 X 3
fit 2\ Rims.

700 X 80
fit 650x65

Rims.

Heavy Square
N/S.

Round
N/S.

2 1 17 6

2 9 6 2 5 0|

3 2 6

3 7 6

MOnOAN and il!ixi\-rfl,

London, for esuhange::

EXCHANGE.
80 High Ed., Streatham.
(W rX9186

"I ni2 5-6h.p. Minerva, Bosch. Binks. perfect- exehnngeJ-tF lower power.—McConnachie. Clarilaiv, Hawick.

Kih.p. -White and Poppe, -n-.c. 2-.5pced, 3-whep|?r'Vc°
•iJ 2 solo mount

: sell f25.-WalI, George St., Haiish.-'n,.

PNFIELD, 2^Mh.p., perfect, and cash, for SpiedJ-i machine.—Gasson, Draper, Hurstgreen, Sussex

-pXCHANG^E V.S., 5-6h.r.. sidecar, for lower powtrJ-i and cash, or sell for £25.-41, Mill Ed., Mertnn"°-
[6943

I'^^'/pn' M'im„P.-A "'^'"^ frame 2.speed. kick starter,
rr.u

^^° M'Jl'ord sidecgr; exchange less power andcash, or sell cheap.-Hefford, Ladypool Rd Bir-mingham, jg^'--^

All letter, relating to advertisement, should quote the number at the end o! each ad»

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE.
t / each for any old
«^/ " Cover, if a New
Skew Cover is ordered.

Buy British Tyres
and

Support British Workmen.

OYLERS Ltd.,
35, NEW CAVENDISH STREET,

LONDON, W.

:rtisement, and the date of the Issue. A27
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iJBRADFSRB,-

"MYERS
THE

PREMIER MOTOR STOCKISTS

IN THE NORTH,

makes you this

UNPRECEDENTED OFFER:
1914 Model U and V. DOUGLAS, shop-soiled,

complete, with speedometer, lamp, hora, and
spare belt £48

Or what offers, less accessories.

1914 Model W DOUGLAS, slightly shop-soiled,
usual price £52, to clear £45

OFFERS WANTED
FOR THE FOLLOWING :

Usual price

1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed gear £60

1914 4j h.p. JAMES Combination £76 13

1914 3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed gear £52 10

1914 35 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed gear £68 5

1914 3^ h.p. Twin JAMES, 3-speed gear. . . . £63

1914 2^ h.p. Imperial J.A.P., 2-speed gear . . £32 11

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1913 8 h.p. water-cooled WILLIAMSON, con-

dition exactly as brand new ,
'. £60

1913 brand new 6 h.p. clutch model ZENITH
and Gloria coach-built -Sidecar ; 70 Gns. the lot

1913 brand new 3-speed JAMES Combination
;

60 Gns. to clear

1914 si h.p. SCOTT, shop-soiled only £60

1914. 3-speed PREMIER, scarcely used £50

1914 CALTHORPE Junior, not done 100 miles.

A real bargain £19

1914 Baby TRIUMPH, shop-soiled only. First
cheque £39

1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, complete
with all accessories £48

T912 6 h.p 2-speed MATCHLESS £38

igi2 6 hp. CLYNO Combination, complete with
lamps, horn, etc, £40 or offers,

1912 3i h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed .. £30

1913 T.T. TRIUMPH. Very hot stuff £34

1912 free-engine TRIUMPH. Cheap £30

1910 TRIUMPH, perfect order £18

1912 2-speed BRADBURY, Sidecar, and all

accessories^ very powerful £35

igi2 sh h.p. ROVER, grand condition £28

ERIC S. EViYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR, BRADFORD.

m^m
TELEPHONE

:

5591 5592,
BRADFORD.

EXCHANGE.

N.3.U., 1912, 3h.p., twin, 2-speed, and cash for

Triumph or P. and M.—15, Seaford Rd., East-
bourne. [X9273

EXCHANGE 1913"/. Rex Sidette, 6h.p.. 2 speed.s,

faultless, for solo mount and cash.— Sinclair, Ea?t
Moleeey. [S:9269

HENDERSON Combination, 2-speed model, for
lightweight and cash, or sell £65.—Earl, 5,

Heath St., Hampslead. [X9227

BRAND New Bright Heavyweight Girder Forts, by
Chater-Lea, and cash, for ' Matchless or Diuid.-

16, Cliffe Rd., Croydon. [6856

CLTDE 2-6eat. Car, live asle, dual ignition ; exchange
for motor cycle, or sell £40.—Longman, 1, King

St., AL'tou. Tel. : Chiswick 1578.- [6880

1 0h.p. Taxi Car, lovely condition, running; order,
-L'^ mag.. Stepney, 5 lamps; exehange or sell, £.35;
photo.—241, Balfour Rd., llford. [6873

LATEST 4-cyl. 5-6h.p._ F.N., clutch. 2 speeds, not
done 2,000 miles; exchange good Bh.p. twin.

—

Hiscocks, Manor Rd., Farnborough. [6871

SCOTT, 3^Ah.p., 1913^,4, 2-speed, F.E., handsome
machine; £45; exchange 2i/^-3V'h.p. — 164,

Broadfield Rd., Hither Green, S.E. [6946

HALIFAX.—Any machine taken in exchange
against new 1913 Rexes at 15 per cent, discount.

—Collier's Motorics, Westgate. Plalifax. [0446

PREMIER Sociable, complete with hood, screen,
etc., 1913. for motor bike, or sell £55. — M.

Wilkinson, Ashington, Northumberland. [6933

GENT'S 18 carat Gold Watch, repeater, cost £25,
and little cash for lightweight, llumber preferred.

—Lawrence, 58, Packington St., Islington, N. [6854

CLYNO and Coaohbuilt Sidecar, 1912 model, nearly
new, 6L.p. £38, or exchange lower powered machine

and cash to value.—76, Summerley St., Earl<>field, S.W.
[6942

"IQ13 7h.p. 2-«peed Spring Frame Indian, perfect con-
-l-iy dition : £50. or would take good variable geared
31/ih.p. in part exchange.—Minikin, 115, Bradford St.,

Keighley. [X9174

Sih.p. 1913 Service, Precision, new Mark VII.
2 gear, new sidecar, speedometer, horn, watch,

tor SV-h.p. Indian or N.U.T.—Brindley, Third St.,

HordeiC Durham. [X9228

REPAIRERS.
A NTOINE Cylinders, pistons, and parts ; prompt
-^ delivery.

I^^YLINDERS, crank casea welded: quotations free.

COMPRESSION Cylinders ground and new piston
fitted, 24/-.

OLDE3T Engines restored to highest vitality.

COMPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
Full stock of Rex, Triumph, and J.A.P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.-We can now quote the
trade for our Rex-J.A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0246
WHITTALL Machinists' Co., War Office Contractors.

for all repairs.

WHITTALL.—Expert welders; repaire returned, ac-
curately machined, inside 7 days. No charge if

xmsuccessful.

WHITTALL.—Re-boring and new pistons'. All motor
repairs. Old engines rejuvenated. All work guar-

anteed: no exasperating delay.s.-^WJiittaIl Machinists'
Co.. Whittall St.. Birmingham. [0136

VALVES.—Nickel steel valrea, anv eize, 3/6; per pair
6/-.-0 R. Foster. Kirkstall Rd.. Leeds. [0253

WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235, Gt. Ancoats
- St., Manchester.—Oxy-acetylene welding experts.

BROEEN Flanges, valve seats, pistons, crank eases,
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engine or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re*ground, new pis-

tons, rings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Weldings, Ltd..

liept. M.C.. Manchester. [6234

WELDINGS, Lt^a.—Broken cylinders, lugs, flanges,
valve eeatinga successfully repaired. No' cure no

pay.

ALUMINIUM Cases, gear boxes, pistons, connecting
rods permanently restored ; no distortion.

CYLINDER Re-grinding on latest machinery; engine
overhauling. We restore your engine to its original

condition, and guarantee workmanship.

AVOID Annoying Delay, and assure efficiency at low
cost bv sending your parts to Weldings, Ltd., Dept.

M.C 37, Holt St., Birmingham. [6081

CYLINDERS. Crank Ca^^es welded: quotatione free;
eeud yoar enquiries.—Premiei Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingliam. [0248

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, first - clase work

;

moderate quotatione.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.,

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [6750

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., euc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Engineers, Runcorn. [5197

SHOP-SOILED!
X9T4 2-stroke CLYNO 25 ^

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. and Sidecar^ hood, screen,
detachable wheels; price £94 17s. 6d.;
shop-soiled ; reduced to 80 j.

1914 CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed 22 i, .

I

SECOND-HAND.
1913 B.S.A., 2-speed and Sidecar SO
1913 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, perfect 30
FAFNIR
191

1

TRIUMPH, grand value 18 1. .

ARIEL, Bosch ma'^neto, B. & B. carburetter 10 j,

1914NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed .... 31 ).

1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 1.

.

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £6 0.
igi2 ENFIELD, 2-speed 24 j.

1914 T.T. TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, Cowey
speedometer, lamp, horn, etc 50 j.

igi4 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, speedo-
meter, lamp, horn, etc. ; cost over £65 . 48 !.

1912 DOUGLAS 24 s.

LIGHT CARS.
1914 PERRY Cabrio Coupe, shop-soiled .. 145 IL

1914 PERRY, shop-soiled 120 11.

r9i4 SINGER de Luxe, dynamo lighting set, ^

shop-soiled '. 170 (I

1914 FORD, 5-seater, as new 911

1913 G.W.K., with 6-guinea lighting set . . ICt!

EXCHANGES 1 EASY TERMS I

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, READIIU

43 Years' Reputation. Biggest Dealer in the iH

'Phone 1024.

The"ORADO" MULTI-PIEY

with Free jiiv. 1

Gives gears -1
1

to 8—1. Lit- 1

weights 10 1.
I

INo Jocl<e:

Pulley.

NoBeltSli nj

^. I
^s-'^^ifs^-^w/s Starts your mall

^^ I t ^ ma and Sideoai'on
^\ I '-.^ till hills. Fitted!

hours to Tpiu ^hf

Precision, Brad 'yj

B.S.A., Rex, Ji

Price for macnl
up to 6 h.p., i

Jap Engine 10s tl

LightweiglTts,ir

THE "GRAOO" MANUFACTURING
Stratford Road, Camp Hill, BIRMIN(

know yonr needs from 10 years' Tidic

8

enco, and offer ClothinK of quality thiH

siitisfies. JMaferial of exc^lleiice,peji

emart style, good lit, aud akillertinakf i
detail unprovemeuts, ensuring mpsli
rrot(3Ction in all weathers, Uqeaa*!
fort and durability, 9
Double-breasted Coat, waistbeltiWH

extrastrougjiocketa. Seated TrouBer

|

gaiter well shaped. Send cheat f
over ve'^t ami inside letf m-^a^ure of 11,—

SUITS (Heavy). 50/- (Light): j*^
TROUSER OVERALLS (HeavjtVff

(Light), 15/. _^L
Satisfaction Guaranteed, or mone wftj

returned within 7 daj's in uood conili^
Write to-day for patterns and full p W^

t^OSLEV ft SMI
Bu-tte>-sH a.iiu, Bi-adfoM

A2S All letters relating to advertisements DhouD] auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issu
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Sidecar Samaritans.

AS
everyone is aware, there is a large

number of normally active and healthy
men detained in ho.spitals in various large

towns of the United Kingdom suffering

from wounds sustained in the war. The
authorities state that the great mass of these
wounds are slight, and very largely in the legs

and feet. This means that many of these
sufferers are able to enjoy the pleasures of life

with the exceptivn that they are unaiile to move
about with any freedom. Provided they are not
suffering from shock in addition to their wounds
there can be no doubt that the best way to quick
recovery is to enjoy plenty of fresh air, and we
believe that there are hundreds of these men
who would be only too pleased if the oppor-
tunity arose to be able to take a run once or
twice a week into 'the country in order to

recuperate their strength as f|uickly as possililc.

We belie\e that many of them would immensely
enjoy an occasional run in a well-equipped side-

car if the chance occurred, and we do not

suppose that their medical advisers would raise

any objection provided they were satisfied that

their charges would be well and carefully driven,

and we think that it might be possible for many
motor cyclists owning sidecars to arrange with

the nearest ho.spita! containing wounded men to

put their machines at the disposal of the hospital

once or twice a week and offer their services as

drivers in order to take some of our gallant

wounded for runs in the country.

Of course, permission of the authorities, more
particularly those of the medical profession,

would have to be obtained, but in the case of

really slight , \younds we have no doubt such
attention as we have indicated would be wel-

comed, and this procedure would be at once a

graceful acknowledgnnent to the \\ ar Office for

the enthusiastic manner in which the authori-

ties ha\e taken up the use of the motor cycle in

war, and at the same time be the means of

'

"bringing back health to the wounded and afford-

ing pleasure to the owner. Any general plan of

campaign in this direction would be impossible
to organise, and it should be left to individual

owners of sidecar outfits to proffer their services

in. this direction to the authorities of the nearest
hospital.

Motor Cycle Machine Guns.

THE
idea of fixing a mai'hinc gun on a motor

cycle is by no means jiew, and is even
older than the anr.oared motor car. It

was at the time of the Richmond Siiow in

1899 that the first rac'tor cycle machine
gun, consisting of a Maxim mounted on a trailer

and towed by a De Dion tricycle, was demon-
strated by -Mr. F. R. Simms, one of the f(.:unders

of the Royal Aulomoliile Club. At considerably
later dates quick-firing automatic rifles have been
fitted to the handle-b.Trs of motor cycles, and
have been demon.strated on T.M.C.'s and Scotts,

and even exhibited at the Olympia Show. We
think that there is a' distinct future for the
machine gun fitted to a motor cycle and sidecar.

Reference has already been made in these pages
to a Scott equipped in this mamier, while on page
329 of the issue of September loth a photograph
appeared of a Harley-Davidson fitted with a

Maxim gun. belonging to the Ninetieth Canadian
Militia. Owing to the extraordinary mobility of
the vehicle and the deadly effect of the little

weapon, a number of these sidecars could inflict

an enormous amount of damage on the enemy's
outpostSj We therefore commend the attention
of the War Office and the motor cycle manufac-
turers to the study of such equipment. It cer-

tainly /requires careful study, as the whole
machine must be made immensely strong, since
there are several new factors to consider—the
extra weight of the gun and the effect of the
latter's recoil upon the frame, in addition to the
ordinary road stresses of which the motor cycle
designer is aware. The question of recoil is,

however, one for gunmakers, and we do not
presume to advise upon it.
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Over the Roof of Lakeland
with a Lady Driver.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM.
Author of "Motor Ways in Lakeland," "The Complete Mountaineer,"

" Moiiniain Idveit'iires at Home and Abroad" '•tr fir

of the lofty Lakeland fastnesses as hiding-places fc

those with e\il intentions on Barrow-in-Furness, th

birthplace of Dreadnoughts and airships, was realiset

Motor cars had been stopped and searched on entei

ing the principal towns.
Thus there -was peace in getting away from tli

Metropolis of Lakeland to try conclusions with sorn

of the famous hills. The outing arose from a questic

asked me by Mrs. Mary Riley, one of the be:

known and most skilful of lady sidecar drivers in tli

country. " What is the hardest hill test in the Lai
District ?" she enquired. The answer was, " Up Re
Bank and over Blea Tarn Pass to Little Langdal
whence Wrynose and Hard Knott might be crosse

to the sea coast road and thence northward again I

Ilonister Pass." The redoubtable lady driver ha

already successfully tackled some of these problem
but the notorious Blea Tarn Pass, which had defeate

practically all the riders, solo and- otherwise, in tl

well-known One Day A.C.U. trial of nearly two yea

ago, was unknown to her. Certainly no lady ddvi

had ever crossed it, and local information says th

no sidecar had made a non-stop run over the pass.

An Adventure with Yeojqcianry.

Thus it came about that the hot sun of a glorioi

August afternoon saw us speeding swiftly along tl

shores of Thirlmere. Peace reigned all round 'niic

the heathery heights, and the calm lake gleamed

the foliaged depths." The uproar of the outer wor

seemed far away. Yet a distant glimpse of khal

clad figures showed that Manchester's water supp

was not forgotten in the great scheme of national pi

tection. Soon we were breasting the easy rise of Du
mail Raise, with a well-known Midland expert on

2-;ii! h.p. Sunbeam making the pace and great di

accordingly. .Small wonder that his love of speed 1

A wayside halt for refreshment 'neath

the crags below Blea Tarn Pass. The
old daleswoman (aged 82) described the

lady driver as "The pluckiest lassie in all

England."

FROM spy-hunting to hill-

hunting is a pleasant

change. All Lakeland had
been stirred by rumours of

German incursions, and " wanted
persons " were sought for even
in the quiet dales. A German
airship had been seen and heard
by numerous people; troops
mounted on horses and motors
as well as on foot had scoured
the district in search of its base.

The ubiquitous motor cycle had
been almost everywhere. For
the first time the lack of a mili-

tary road from east to west
across the mountains had been
seriously felt. Tlie importance

Descending into the depths of Little Langdale Irom Blea Tarn Pass. The road is seen 501

leet below, and the leading motor cycle is the 2J h.p. Sunbeam '.vliich succeeded in crossing th

formidable pass.
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hi into trouble next day. In the early hours of the

nining he essayed to ride round Skiddaw. With

s tling suddenness he was called upon to halt by a

li Jen troop of yeomanry who were on the look-out

|( the aeroplane. Whether he was mistaken for this

I German spy is not quite clear, but there was con-

> rable delay and unpleasantness before he was free

ti complete the early morning tour.

11 Grasmere village we swung round to the right,

if , ing the main road and making for the narrow

t ^ting road on the west side of the lake, 'midst

hieysuckle shades, full-scented with meadow-sweet
all lightened by the blue gleam of harebells. Then
c le more. practical matters. The foot of Red Bank
n ; reached. The long-suffering passenger who had

r ien thus far on the tool-bag dropped off gladly at
'

tl foot of the famous gradient. I had every confi-

frtce in the "woman at the wheel." Thus the ques-

11 asked with a pleasant smile, "Are you not

n.vous?" seemed somewhat unnecessary even to one

vc had never previously trusted himself to a fair

n'tor driver. Any doubt or thought of the matter

'A. immediately dispelled, for on the steepest section

S'le stray mountain sheep suddenly leapt the wall.

^ St drivers and their machines would have been in

tnblf, in such a tight corner, but not so my com-

p lion. She kept remarkably cool, and the engine

n ;t have done the same, for it recovered splendidly

fill the sudden slackening, despite its load and the

s^ pery gradient of i in 35--8.

Lfter admiring the w-onderful view of Grasmere's

p ceful vale from the brackened slopes above the

c ;t of the hill the road was followed which swerves

a ly to the right beyond Red Bank. This led us up
>t(High Close and thence down into Great Langdale
:. b the lone; curlv hill over gradients which, bv the wav.
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if taken from Elterwater village, would form a splen-

did item in some future Lakeland trials. ' Once in the

bed of the valley it was quiet travelling, with the

shapely twin Pikes of Langdale ahead ever gather-

ing in grandeur on nearer approach.

The natives were much astonished at the sight of

a lady driver on a sidecar. During a halt at one of

lunbin^ tn Tam Hows by Yew Tree Hill

—

& skilful swing round the well-known "hairpin" bend, which

surprised so many riders in the A.C.U. SL\ Days Trials last year.

An anxiooa moment on tnc

'rough." The 6 h.p. Enfield on

the upper zigzag of Blea Tam
Pass. The highest point of

Langdale Pikes is seen above.

the local speed limits in the

shape of a solid Lakeland
gate across the road, some
local woithies were not slow

to express their opinion of

the men of the party.
" Tha should wear th'

trousers!" said one gruff old

dalesman to the lady driver.-

"Perhaps I do," answered
our expert as with apt acceK-

ration she sped us onwards
out of the hearing of more
frivolity. There was also

astonishment at the farm

hoi: 56 at Blea Tarn Pass,
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but we had grown hardened to staring passers-by, and

all attention was turned to the work ahead.

An inspection on foot was first made of the lower

part of the famous hill. Main interest would centre

in the double zigzags about half-way up its mile-long

length. There the steepest gradients prevailed, but

nowhere were these moje severe than i in 334^. The
serious feature was the surface, for this was com-

posed mainly of fine weather-rounded stones and

pebbles more or les, held together by loose.

dust, an altogether

unstable combination.

Great skill would
obviously be needed in

picking out the moje
solid bits on the exr

treme side of the road,

thus giving the driving

wheel a firmer grip.

This latter was shod
wnth a somewhat worn
Palmer tyre, which

astonishingly

for the pur-

proved
efficient

pose.

How the Climb was
Accomplished.

Thus whilst the two
who were to trust

themselves to the

sturdy little Enfield

descended to the be-
ginning of the climb
I- sought a safe view-

paint on the zigzags.

i.iy advice to come
slowly was unheeded,
but t he methods of

the lady driver were
justified. She came
up with a rush 'midst

a cloud of fine dust
and a shower of small
stones flung from the
spinning driving wheel.
With wonderful cool-

ness she kept only

inches wide of the edge
of

. the depths on the
right, but now and
again there were nasty skids on the crumbling road-
centre. Close by my side there was an unnerving slide
on the zigzags which almost led me to grasp the
machine as it seemed bound to disappear over the
edge. A^et wdth remarkable nerve the swerve was
checked just in time, and my help was never given.
The machine obtained a firm grip on the turfy road-
side and flung upwards to the final zigzag.

' What
mattered a suddenly projecting boulder which hurled
the machine bodily off the ground! It landed on
sound surface, and upwards out of my sight the Enfield

and its riders sped all-conquering. Far overhead
there echoed the bark of the engine, and finally came
peace which told that the crest had been attained.

Midst the brackened heights by Tarn Hows above Coniston—a Lakeland
beauty spot which is attained by climbing one of the stiffest hills m the

district. The 6h.p. Enfield and its full touring load is shown.
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It was one of the finest hill-climbing performance:

I have seen. To make a clean ascent of Blea Tan
Pass at the first attempt was an achievement of whicl

any hill enthusiast might be justly proud.

A Marvellous View.
Finally, the driver of the 2 3^ h.p. Sunbeam arrived

also a meritorious performance, despite some halts, fo.

it must be remembered that Blea Tarn Pass is alto

gether a more difficult and desperate problem than thi

ascent of Honister Pass. The Sunbeam had manage(

this with comparative ease a few days previously

Exhilarated by sue

cessful achievement al

were able to enjoy tha

wonderful but little

known view on thi

downward way int<

Little Langdale. file:

Tarn, the most beauti

ful- sight of jts_ kind ii

Lakeland, lay on 611

right, with the grea

crags o V e r h e a

(

mirrored in its depth

and graceful -fir

bending over tli;

shallows. Soon th'

purple valley depth

lay below, and Wrj-

nose Gap loomei

overhead with the thii

trail of roadway wind

ing up to the heights

But our way now la

down the valley, awa

towards Coniston 'b

Colwith, and ove

heather-mantled Oxen
fell.

The last seriou

climb of the day wa
to be up Yew Tre

Hill to Tarn How;
folliiwing the rout

and negotiating th

well-remembered haii

pin which troubled .s

many riders in the Si

Days Trials. Thoug
in her impetuosity ni

driver seemed i

danger of jumpin
the midway - gate, w

sped speedily and safely up into the lofty mountai
land once more, and the hairpin was dealt with i

such a manner as showed the lady's fairiiliarity wit

such things. Then the dense shades above the lal'

at Tarn Hows enfolded us in a gloom that gave wan
ing of oncoming night. There was just time to ha

for a short enjovment of that glorious evening seem

with grey mountains all round in the orange gleam.;'

An hour later Ambleside was left behind and v

hurried northwards. For myself I did not know whic

to admire most, the little 6 h.p. Enfield with i

remarkably efficient two-speed gear, or the lady driv'

who had handled it over a hill-round of surpassii

interest and difficulty.
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Hints for Beginners.
THIRD INSTALMENT.

OVERHAULING.
y

DEVIOUSLY the question of overhauling can
only be dealt with in the briefest and most
elementary manner, as to treat the subject at

fully would require a good-sized book.

Ho^v to Mend Punctures.

Possibly the puncture fiend will be the first to attack

1 : rider, and though the repair of a tube is pretty

j lerally understood, there are probably several tips

tit the novice will find useful. As soon as a tyre

( iates, e.vamine the valve, and if this is in good order
( -efully inspect the tread and walls of the tyre,

s rching minutely all the while for any substance

\ ich appears to have pierced the canvas^ If any such

ipcture is discovered, carefully wipe the cover and
in, mark the cover at the desired spot, and remove
i for a foot or so only, to allow the tube to be
eimined. Feel inside the cover
1' any projection and remove it

; once. Carefully clean the

t)e' in the damaged spot,

1 king sure that there is not

lire than one hole (a nail will

c en make one hole in the tread

ii several at the opposite side),

cl having cleaned the place or

];-ces, apply a good coat of solu-

tfi and rub in well.' Then allow

ts to dry while the patch is

siilarly treated (a good " pre-

I'ed " patch is the best). The
\ ter always treats both tube
i 1 patch twice, allowing them
t dry well in each case. Then
nly the patch and work all

C!r it with the thumbs, making
s e that the edges are stuck
f nly down. It is aa well to

1 ve the patch to dry as lon^

s inkling a little French chalk round it and replacing.

'jhtly inflate the tube before refitting the cover, so

a to prevent nipping, and so far as is possible roll

t cover into place with the fingers. If the puncture

cinot be located, it is best to remove the tube
i irely and test it for leaks either with smoke or

V ter. If there is no water present a slight leak can
cen be detected if the tube is passed across the lips

c some sensitive part of the face.

Cleaning the CranK Case.

\.fter every thousand miles it is a good plan to clean

c
:
the crank case, and the best method of doing

t s is to remove the drain tap in the crank case while
t engine is still warm. Then remove the oil pipe.

^ len most of the dirty oil has drained off, replace the
c in plug and inject about a cupful of paraffin through

Showing- liow to remove a valve spring in the absence

of a special tool. The cylinder is shown sectioned,

stripped o( fittings and ready for removal.

as possible before

the oil union ; a small squirt should be used for this

purpose. Close up the oil union and revolve the engine
smartly by hand or footfor a short time, and drain

the crank case once again. Now replace the drain

tap and oil union and pump in three or four charges

of oil and the operation is complete.

Removal of Carbon.
When the engine begins to lose power or show signs

of knocking more thjn usual, it is as well to scrape the

cyhnder head and piston and attend to the valves.

With proper lubrication and driving these operations

will seldom be necessary, though with inexperienced

driving they may be needed after the first i,ooo miles;

The work is fairly simple, but it is better to ha\'e an

e.\pert motor cyclist as a supervisor on the first

occasion. First remove the carburetter, sparking plug,

valve caps, compression tap,

and all external fittings of the

cylinder, and carefully scrape all

surfaces exposed to the explo-

sion till all traces of carbon have

been removed. Then undo the

cylinder holding down nuts ; one
or two of these are often awk-

wardly placed, and require some
patience before they are re-

moved, and in extreme cases it

may be necessary to remove the

valves before they can be
reached. For the present, how-'
ever, let us imagine that the nuts

have been successfully taken o.ff.

If the cylinder will not move
easily it is best to bump it with

a wad of rag over the hand. This
will almost invariably free it, and
does not dainage the cylinder

ribs. The cylinder should then be gently raised and
the engine turned till the piston is at approximately

its lowest point, when the cylinder should be able to

be drawn off fairly easily by tilting it either backwards
or forwards. As soon as this has been done, fill the

inside of the piston with clean rag, so as to prevent

it becommg damaged against the connecting rod, and
then carefully remove all carbon deposit from the

cvlinder head with a long screwdriver or similar instrti-

ment. The piston head can be scraped with an old

knife. Next remove the piston and scrape out the

underside of the head.

To remove the piston the-gudgeon pin must be with-

drawn, and as there are many methods of fixing

this part, it is best to consult the maker's cata-

logue or take the advice of an expert on the first

occasion. This is- especiallv necessary when dealing

with a taper fit gudgeon pin.
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Hints to Beginners.

The piston rings should be removed and cleaned,

and the grooves in which they lie carefully scraped.

The process of removal requires patience and delicacy,

for the rings are made of cast iron and are very brittle.

The writer prefers a single fine knitting needle, which

should be placed under one end of the ring and worked
gradually round. MeanAvhile a gentle side pressure

should be maintained on the ring to prevent it slipping

back into its groove. Many prefer these strips of thin

metal used in the same way, but left at intervals round

the piston.

Treatment of the Valves.
Valve grinding is comparatively simple, and the

hardest part is generally the_ removal of the spring

snd cotter. It is best to place a cork, nut, or piece

of wood on the valve head and replace the valve cap

so as to keep the valve from rising ; then lever the

spring up (or depress it if the cylinder has been
removed) until the cotter is exposed and can be
taken out. The valve cap is then removed, and the

valve and spring detached. There are many ingenious

valve removers on 'die market which will save the

rider much trouble, and it is as well to carry one suit-

able for the engine. The actual grinding should be

done with very fine emery or. carborundum powder
mixed -with oil, or one of the special grinding prepara-

tions now on the market. Coat the face of the valve

lightly, replace the valve on its seating, and give it

an oscillating movement with a screwdriver, raising

and turning the valve slightly after every few move-
ments. A light spring below the valve head will auto-

matically raise the valve every time the pressure

released. This process should be continued till tt

valve when clean is bright and without pits i

round. Both cylinder, ports, and valves should thf

be thoroughly cleaned with paraffin, so that no tra(

of the cutting paste remains, and the engine is thf

ready for erection.

Putting Things Together Again.

There should be no difficulty about this if it

carried out in the reverse order of dismantling, thouf

care must be taken in starting the cylinder over tl

piston rings.. It is best to oil the piston walls wi

good cylinder oil and compress the rings as much ,

possible with one hand while the cylinder is lowerf

and gently oscillated with the other. Never use fore

or a broken ring will result. The joints in the rin|

should be placed as far out of line as possible, ar,

all faces, such as the cylinder base and crank caseio]

should be scrupulously clean. If a new paper wash

be needed for this part it can easily be made by hoi

ing a. sheet of stout paper over the base of the cyli

der and tapping the edges all the way round with

light hammer. This should be done very gently

avoid burring the edges. Before assembling, di

mantle the carburetter and clean thoroughly \\\

petrol. Clean the outside of the magneto and examii

your wiring for damage. Make certain that your ce

buretter and inlet pipe are firmly fixed, and that the

are no air leaks, and when bolting down the cylind

tighten all the huts gradually and evenly, and nev

bolt one down tight and then begin on another.

THE MOTOR CYCLE AS AN AID TO RED CROSS WORK.

The above piiotograph shows how motor cycles can be utilised in conjunction with Red Cross work. The men depicted are members
of the Twenty-fifth Company London Cyclists. The doctor calls up a motor cyclist orderly, and sends off particulars with instructions

for base hospital.
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Handling a Chain-driven
Machine.

IX
the old days it was frankly recognised that a rigid

transmission threw 'specially heavy strains on all

the mechanism, and chain-driven machines were
,'enerally constructed with unusually heavy frames and
iuings, and in particular, the engine was of a heavier
111'] sturdier type than was adopted for the belt drive.

\(i\vadays the craze for " revs " has produced a host

'I chain-driven machines with fittings as light and
iiLines as lively as any ever incorporated in belt-driven

uarhines. One may say that the early chain dri\er

vas always reminiscent of a dray horse, and the belt-

Iriver of an Arab. Now the modern chain driver is

isually of Arab breed.

Easy PicK=up Desirable.

Two small tips will enable the rider who has recently

nade the transition from belt to chain drive to obtain
he best results from his new niount.

The first is to ease the pick-up of his engine when-
;ver possible. In driving a belt-driver one feels a

:ertain pounding and labouring either in getting the

engine to pick up after an acute corner, or in coaxing
t to accelerate on a stit'lish gradient. On a chain-
Iriver these sensations are exaggerated to an absolute
' snatch." The makers of some three-speeded chain
Irivers implore their customers to change/ on to second
;ear under such circumstances, whereas with a belt-

Iriver one would only shut off a little air or retard

he ignition a trifle. Personally, I should not change
lown save under exceptional circumstances. If the
natch struck me as genuinely excessive, I should dis-

nount, and adjust the»^lutch on the soft side. Under
)rdinary circumstances I should slip the clutch a little

the engine picked up. If a stiflish grade followed
1 sharp corner, or if the gradient were such that a belt-

Irivex of similar horse-power would need much coax-
ng to hold on to top gear, I should emphatically
.'hange down. The results of abuse are serious,

riie engine takes the .6rst strains, and there is no belt

lip to ease its bearings; bad driving will, therefore,

)roduce worn l)ig end bushes in a very short distance.
f the engine is really substantial it will pass the strains

in to the transmission: then the weakest points in the
hains will commence to give, and the pitch will suffer,

'r the spring link will weaken and finally sna]D. There-
ore never let your engine "snatch!" Either (a)

idjust the clutch le.ss tightly, (b) slip the clutch a little

n picking up, or '(c) change to a lower gear.

The Effect of Vibration.
The second point concerns engine racing. There

ire few sensations more pleasant than those of letting
he engine " rev." wildly, especially when one is put-
ing a big car throtigh it on a hill, and getting rid
:if i^s dust. Racing an engine, even under load, is

By ROAD RIDER.

never very wise practice ; it entails far more wea:
than hundreds of miles of steady running. Racing
the engine with a belt drive transfers ti lot of vibra-

tion to the machine, and is responsible for many petty

troubles in the way of lost bits. But racing a chain-

driven engine, especially on the lower gears or in

neutral, is absolutely suicidal. The racing of a belt-

driven engine invests the machine in an atmosphere of
vibration by sympathy ; but the slip of the belt is

pronounced at such times, 'and saves the machine from
any very direct and intimate transference of oscilla-

tions. The rigid drive of the chain, on the con-
trary, transmits every single vibration to the very mar-
rows of the mechanism, and is calculated to loosen
every nut and bolt on the machine. I have lost tank
fillers, crank case plugs, saddle nuts, and many other
things by this kind of misbehaviour.

This accounts for the not infrequent -grumbles one
hears from first time owners " that chain drive shakes
everything loose." The rigid drive requires more
sympathetic handling, but, given that, it is eminently
satisfactory, especially when properly encased.

A good example of a chain-dri\en iiuicliine.

in militarv service.

1 he 3-0 li.p. Clyno

AI5
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 30, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's tul) name and address.

Uisaolved Acetylene.
Sir,--Like " Ixiou," 1 believe in luxuries, and hate

carbide, generators, and everything pertaining thereto.
TherefOi-3 I use D.A. But I cannot agree with him that
tha cost is only slightly in excess of that cf running a
generator If " Ixiun " regularly obtains twenty-four hours
light froih his six cubic feet, he must be remarliably lucky
in getting hold of good cylinders.

The utmost light I have ever obtained from a D.A.
cylinder is eighteen hours, and in my experience ten to

twelve hours is more common, whilst on two occasions the
gas has "conked out" after about five hours, and I have
had to resort to tallow candles tied to the burner of my
lamp to get home. I may use a slightly larger burner than
"Ixion," but cannot imagine that it is big enough to make
all this difference, and I am always careful to see that
there is no leakage, five hours costing 2s. 3d. !

In spite of this I stick to D.A., as the convenience of
having the gas always—or nearly always—" on tap," when
one only goes out for perhaps an hour- or so in the evening,
must be experienced to be appreciated. I get my luxury,
but I have to pay for it. KOCARBIDE.

Motor Cycling in Bagdad.
Sir,—Thinking it may interest some of your readers hearing

of motor cycles in out of the way places, I pen this short

descriotion of the advsnt of motor cycles in Bagdad and
district.

My firm- brought out the first machine during the early part
of last year, and this I rode for two or three months with
great success, and to the surprise and joy of the Arabs, who
even now hail their approach with shouts of '' C'hetnin de fer."

It was afterwards sold to a resident here, who rode it regu-

larly until about two months ago, when both he and a rider

of a similar machine had accidents tu their respective mounts
when on a ride to Reraady, a place on the River Euphrates,
about seventy kilometres distant. More of this town wnll be
heard of later, as a regulator is being built there in connec-
tion with the new Barrage just recently opened. This
directs the river again to its original channel, past Babylon,
opening up a rich tract of land which has not been cultivated

for many years owing to scarcity of water. The machines
were 2 h.p. Hmnbers. Their riders lost tlieir way, and on
riding up what appeared to be a piece of rising ground, it

turned out, to their -great surprise, to be the bank of an
ancient dried up irrigation canal. They were unable to stop,

an eiitirely unrehearsed acrobatic display took place, they
and tlieir machines being precipitated an estimated drop of

fifteen feet, Fortunately, with the exception of slight bruises,

they were unhurt. The machines suffered, the wheels of one
being ruined and the front forks of the other smashed.
They were able by changing over the broken and bent parts
to get one machine in running order; the other had to be
brought back in a carriage. We have now in Bagdad six

2 h.p. liumbers, a twin N.S.U, and sidecar, a two-stroke
Hadco, a 2| li.p. Wolf, and a four-cylinder F.N. It is quite
on the cards that a motor cycle club will be formed this

autumn. Our daily shade temperatures are anything up to
120° F. Overheating is one of our troubles, and I wonder
it any reader will tell us of his experience with the new
aluminium radiators? I think this is a "fine place to test their
efilciency. Just now one feels that a benefactor to European
residents here would be the invention of a radiator to fit on
one's own body. H. N. NEAL.
Bagdad, Asiatic Turkey.

Ai6

A Double Purpose Machine;

Sir,—If I may be allowed to give my own view on this

subject, I will confess that I do not agree with " 10,000
Jliles a Year."

I consider that the Scott is the ideal machine for both
solo and sidecar work.

It is considerably more powerful than a 3^ h.p., and,

owing to its water-cooling, never overheats, yet its well-

balanced engine allows easy control in traffic and good
speed in tlie open, as the last four years' T.T. Races have

_ shown.

May I add that " Ixion," in his appeal in the issue of

the 3rd September for 500 c.c. spring frame machines, seems
to have overlooked the A. B.C. and Indian.

A. STATHAM.

Indicator Diagrams.

Sir,—From time to time articles are published on tha

subject of tuning up, and seem to me to be governed mostly

by "rule of thumb." With all other reciprocating engines

you hear of an indicator being used to show W'hat is happen-
ing inside the cylinder when the engine is at work, but 1

have- never heard of this instru-

ment being used on small internal

combustion engines. I should
think this instrument would be of

great use when tuning up, as it

shows exactly what the valves
and spark are doing, and would
show exactly when the valves
were opening and closing and
when the explosion occurred. I

give a few sketches herewith,"
which give some idea of what a

card from- one of these instru-

ments is like.

The top diagram is normal
;

the second shows pre-ignition—the
inlet closes too late and the
exhaust opens too early ; the
third shows a number of faults

—the inlet opens too late, the
exhaust . opejs too late, and
the spark is also. late. From
these it will be seen that it

would locate most of the troubles
to which this kind of engine is subject. There might be

some trouble -U'ith it, due to the high speed at which motor
engines run, but I think it could be overcom.e. I cannot give

any result of a practical nature as I possess no motor to

"experiment on, but hope to join the ranks soon. Perhaps
someone who has had exijerience of indicators could give some
information. _
With apologies for the length of this letter,

INDICATOR.
[As long ago as May 2nd and May 16th, 1904, TAe Motor

Cycle had articles on indicator diagrams, taken from a

motor cycle engine. Experiments in this -dir-;:ction were
carried out by Professor Callender of the Central Technical
College, South Kensington. If our correspondent desires,

we shall be willing to place our files at his disposalif h(

calls at either the London or Coventrj' offices of this

journal.

—

Ed.]
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Motor Cycles Wanted.

Sir,—Will }'0U publish this letter, in the hope that some
patriotic firm who desire to have their machine thoroughly
tested as a military motor cycle will come forward and otter

the loan of machines for the duratioii of the war?
There is on the War OfBce' establishment for cyclist

battalions no provision for motor cycles for the use of

officers. The duty entails upon at least three ofHcers in

each battalion a tremendous amount of patrol work. The
•officers in question, in addition to their ordinary work,
which is already sufficient tax upon their time and mental
energy, find themselves obliged to cycle fifty or si.\ty miles
more than any of the men. They have already given up
so much for tlieir country that they chnnot well aft'ord to

purchase motor cycles at the piesent moment in order
better to perform their duty.

It seems to me that some of our motor cycle makers might
wish to help, and at the same time secure not only a good
advertisement for themselves, but a thoroughly efficient

test of their machines by men whose opinion, as experts,

should carry weight. ALBERT H. TRAPMANN,
",. Captain London Cyclist Battalion.

[It is obviously the duty of the Government to see that

its military units are properly equipped with motor
cyclists. The Government goes to the extent of purchasing

- machines for special branches of the Service, such as the
R.E. Special Reserve, the Intelligence Depaitmeht, the
Army Service Corps, etc., and though we do not suggest
that motor cycles should be provided for all the Terri-

torials, it is obvious that the officers of the cyclist

battalions should be equipped with power-driven machines.
In default of this, however, we sincerely hope that some
patriotic manufacturer will serve his country by offering

to place machines at the disposal of our correspondent
(and his colleagues), whose work for the military motor
cyclist, has been most strenuous from the beginning of the
movement.

—

Ed.]

An Ideal Lightweight.

Sir,—I am not yet a motor cy,clii?t, but I have a fair

knowledge of motor cycles, gained partly from friends and
partly from your excellent paper. The idea of writing this

letter came to me after reading some little time ago an article

in which the writer expressed his opinion that the ideal

machine for solo riding would be a combination of the Scott
engine and frame, and tlie F.N. shaft transmission. For
a long time I have thought that a splendid lightweight might
be built on similar lines. Nearly all present lightweight
machines have belt drives, the troubles from which are well

343

known; a lew have chain drive, which is a better system
of transmission, but open to two objections—either the
chains need frequent cleaning, or, if they are enclosed, the
rider lies in fear lest they should stretch or break.

The two-stroke engine is fast coming to its own in spite

of prejudice and conservatism, but it requires some manu-
facturer to strike out from the beaten track, just as did
Jlr. A. A. Scott when he introduced his famous machine.
I should like to see a lightweight introduced, comprising the

splendid Scott frame, a single cylinder, air-cooled, two-stroke
engine of 2| horse-power, driving, tlirough a change-speed
geai' box, by shaft to the back wheel. The machine should
not be unnecessarily lightened, as many of the present small
machines are far too light for comfort. The 2| h.p. engine
would give ample power to drive the heavier machine, and
a sturdy, stable mount would result, costing, perhaps, more
than the average lightweight, but well worth the extra money.

I am looking forward to a description of the coming Scott

lightweight, and hope that the firm's originality wiU still

be apparent in the new production, although, of course, I

can hardly hope for the shaft drive. I have no interest in

the Scott "Co., except the interest which everyone feels for

successful enterprise, but the Scott frame seems to me most
suitable for a two-stroke, shaft-driven machine—the engine
flywlieel being, of course, at right angles with the frame. *

It may be urged that with a single-cylinder, shaft drive

would be harsh, but sui-ely, if the 2J h.p. four-stroke F.N.
drives sweetly, one would expect a two-stroke of similar

power to be even better.

NORMAN WILLIAMS.

The Motor Cycle in Siberia.

Sir,—Having noticed from time to time interesting snap-
shots from Colonial riders in Tht Motor Cycle, I send you
two of my machine, which is a 3>,- h.p. two-speed Calthorpe
three years old. It stands up to the rough going wonder-
fully well. We have also a 3^ h.p. three-speed Rover, which
arrived a month ago. I believe our nearest neighbour with
a motor cycle is four hundred miles away or nearly. We
are stationed two hundred and fifty miles from the railway.
Riders at home might be interested to hear we have no
suffragettes, no number plates, no silencer regulations, and
no speed limits. (The roads themselves are our speed
limiters.)

Congratulating you on vour excellent journal,

Siberia, Russia.
'

NORJIAN G. LOVELL.

[The above letter though dated July 17th only reached us

last week.

—

Ed.]

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN SIBERIA, WHERE THE ROUGHEST ROADS ARE ENCOUNTERED.
Showing summer quarters and open air garage. Crossing the Koomoola River.
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Three military riders of Rudge-Multis. They are members of the

Scottish Cable Signal Company R.E.

Advice from the Front.
Sir,—Your edition of August 20th just to hand, and

I might say very acceptable.

As one of the volunteer motor cyclists attached to the

Expeditionary Forces, my advice to all motor cyclists on
the various waiting lists is : (1) Perfect yourselves in map
reading—it will be very useful to you and your Government

;

(2) look up your French—you will require a knowledge of

it ; and last, but not least, get it into your heads that when
you have been accepted for service and go to your depot
you are no different from any of the other non-commissioned
officers

;
yoj are as subject to the rigid discipline of the

Army as if you had earned the two stripes you should
proudly wear, which in the ordinary course takes a man
in the Royal Engineers about eight years.

You will find the officers and non-coms, very ready and
willing to help you in every way, and give you any advice
you require. You may know more about a motor cycle

than they do, but they know more about the discipline that
is absolutely necessary if you want to be of any use to your
King and country. ALFRED JACOBS.
Base Signals, E.\peditionary Force.

Married Men and the War.
Sir,

—

I am pleased to see in your leading article of last

week a word in defence of the young unmarried man wlio,

for business, or domestic reasons, has not offered his services

for the Army. ,
Considering the many scathing and often

brutal comments that have been written in prose and verse

during the last week, concerning those who have not enlisted,

it is difficult to estimate, -which is the greater coward—the
man who joins the Army or the man who stays at home.
The latter, whatever his position may be, is constantly
reminded that many of his less able-bodied brothers are

fighting for the cause of their country ; the arm-chair critic

in the club-room is seldom slow in giving him a rub about it,

while the married man he meets in the street greets him with
the remark, " If I were not married I would have gone
long ago."
There are thousands of young unmarried men in the

country to-day to whom it is a far greater sacrifice to remain
at home than it would be to enlist, and who are' in every way
as loyal as those who have already laid down their lives for

England's honour. It is these ~young men who feel most
keenly the criticism to which the non-enlisting manhood has
been subjected, while the real shirker, tlie nonentity for

whom these scathing remarks are intended, is not sufficiently

susceptible to take any sort of written criticism to heart.
Further, I think it is a moral sin for married men, and

those on whom labour is dependent, to volunteer their
services—for the present, at any rate. Numbers of men
have been tlu'own out of employment by the war, and must
now look to the Army for a living. Again, the majority of

the big business houses are doing all in tlieir power to induce
their young men to enlist, and, in most cases, have promised
to keep their posts open. These are the men who must go
to-day—must consider it their sacred duty to do so, if only
to spare those on whom families and important industries
are dependent.

Personally, I cannot enlist at the time being for reasons
which there is no need to state here ; but, like thousands
of others, I am willing to sacrifice much for the support of

the nation in this great crisis. Tlrat I should be classed among
the shirkers, funks, and idlers is beyond endurance. If it

becomes necessary for me to go. Lord Kitchener will doubt-
less issue an appeal, the meaning of which there w'ill be no
mistaking, and when that day comes I think that not only
the unmarried men of the country, but the young married
men also will be called. Then, I will gladly take my place
among those w-ho are making a sacrifice, a thousand times
greater tlian the men who, in response to the first call of

duty, are joining the Army to-day.

ONE OF 'THE THREE MILLION.
[Though we publish this letter as there is doubtless force

in the remarks, we desire it to be known that no remarks
of ours have excused young unmarried men from enlist-

ing.

—

Ed.]

The Storm Kit Question.

Sir,—It is with much pleasure that I notice that " Ixion
"

has taken up the " storm-kit " question.
In the old days I remember reading in " Occasional Com-

ments" that snow shoes were a sine g»(J non in rough ^^

weather when the ordinary trouser overalls avere worn. I y
mention this because I intend referring to it later on. "',

As regards the cost question, the price of leather-soled v
Hutchinson waders is 17s. 6d., and that of the iloffat Poncho
(the only objection to Avhich being that the standard model
thereof has no pockets) is 15s.—32s. 6d. in all.

Now, to come to the ordinary overall suit. Allowing
6s. 6d. for a pair of snow shoes, this would only leave 26s.

for the overalls. Of course, we all know that quite decent
overalls can be bought for this figure ; but even supposing
they are absolutely waterproof to start with, for how long
will they remain so? Even the best overall trousers in con-
junction with snow shoes are nothing like so efficient as

Hutchinson waders in really bad weather, and, after all,

Hutchinson waders are very quickly donned. Continental .

gloves I have found absolutely splendid. They are rather
costly in the first instance, I admit, but are really cheap in ;

the long run. Personally, I have had one pair in ase for ten
months, and, like Johnnie Walker, they are " still running."
As regards the leather racing helmet, perhaps " cap " would

be nearer the mark than "helmet," as I did not wish to

imply the padded or pneumatic variety. The one I now have
I got at the Service Co., and it has been both useful and
extremely comfortable. It weighs under 3 ozj

Except for long runs in the winter, puttees as well as the
Hutchinson waders are really unnecessary. Leaving puttees
out of the question, I do not think the kit I advocate tots

up to so very much more than that of "Road Rider."
I have not taken any statistics, but I should imagine that

nearly everybody in a six days trial sports Hutchinson
waders, and I have also seen a goodly number of riders
garbed in oilskin ponchos or oilskin coats, and when all is

said and done the six days trials—English, Scotitish, and
International—are all held in the summer. MOR 425.

The Bristol M.C.C. recently held a run to Porlock, under the

auspices of their War Committee, with a view to testing the suit-

ability of motor cycles for military purposes. The view shows the

scene in Porlock village.
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"SUNS TONE" for

machines up to 8 h.p.

A good anti-skid and un-
rivalled for heavy work.
26x2i 40/- 26x2i 45/-

" COMBINATION "— the

enduring Non-skid (steel

studs and rubber bars).

26x2.[48/3. 26x21 50/-

" STONEHENGE." Same
design as " Combination,"
but all-rubber tread. For
machines up to 4 h.p.

26x2 20/9. 26x21^22/6

f*5*i

" TRICAR " for tricars

and machines up to

5-6 h.p. Rubber studs.

26x2i 35/- 26x3 45/-

" DRUID " for sidecars
and lightweights. Hex-
agonal rubber studs.

26x1} 15/9. 26x2 17/6

His Majesty ^s Service

demands good riders-7-

good machines—good
BRITISH tyres...

Good tyres and Avon Tyres are synonymous
terms. Equip with British Avons because

they cut down potential misfortune and delay

to the irreducible minimum.
A "Combination" on the driving wheel

and " Sunstone" or "Tricar" on front cr

sidecar wheels will take you over anything,

with any load.

RECENT PROOFS OF AVON
SPEED AND RELIABILITY

World's 350 c.c. Sidecar

Records Broken, 13 Aug.

Flying Kilometre (at 52'27 m.p.h.),

Flying Mile (at 50'70), Flying

5 miles, Standing 10 miles, Standing

1 hour. All on 2J h.p. " A.J.S."

Penrith Open Speed Trials 2 Firsts and 2 Seconds.
Devon M.C.C. Trial Gold and Silver Medals.
Brooklands 6th Meeting 4 Places.

Colwyn Bay Races 15 Places.

English "Six Days" Sidecar Cup, 5 Medals,^^
TYRES

lUusiratcd Catalogue Post tree throughout the ivoria.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD.,
MELKSHAM, Wilts.

BRANCHES > 19, Newman Street. Oxford Street, W. 88, Avenue des Temes. PARIS.
119. Victoria Street, BRISTOL. 202-4. Corporation Street. BIRMINGHAM.
38, King Street West. M.ANCHESTER. 55. Queen Street, GLASGOW.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Cycle." B3
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4SHELL'
MOXOR SPIRIT.

In view of certain statements which
have been circulated by interested parties,

the Proprietors of * Shell' Motor Spirit

desire to make it known to the public that

they have no German Shareholders, nor

is there any German interest of any kind

whatever represented in their Company.
Statements to the contrary are untrue and
libellous ; a reward will be paid for

information leading to the conviction of

persons repeating the libel after publication

of this notice.

Dated Sept. 8th, 1914.

THE ASIATIC PETROLEUM CO., LTD.,
ST. HELEN'S COURT, GREAT ST. HELEN'S,

LONDON, E.C.

B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

1
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Occasional GommeXts

The Sturmey=Archer Countershaft Gear.

I am very glad that at least one leading hub gear

concern is sufficiently open-minded to realise tiie

prospects of the counter-shaft position, and sufficiently

enterprising to enter a market which it previously

regarded as antagonistic. The efficiency and relia-

bility of the cheap and compact three-speed hubs
represent one of the most brilliant engineering feats

yet accomplished in the industry, and their makers
must know more about the design and material

essential to light and compact gears than anybody else.

Now that they are catering for both demands, the two
types of gear will be able to fight their battle for

supremacy on level terms, and I have no doubts about

the ultimate victor, though the hubs still retain a long

and honourable career in the future.

Speedometers.

Timidly I return once more to my sorest subject.

For some years past I have remained tolerably faithful

to two leading makes, and I rashly fancied that all

others were of equal quality. During the present

season I have sampled eight or ten different makes,
and without doubt there are great variations in the

accuracy of their readings and tne steadiness of their

needles. The Cowey and the Watford I have always
found trustworthy and steady, and I can now add the

Bonniksen Isochronous and the A.T. to the roll of
honour. Words cannot do Justice to the eccentricity

of one or two other makes which I have tested. As
one maker said, " You may find you can only do forty

by our instrument, but you will pass most other

instruments when they are registering fifty !
" I found

he was right, and a stop-watch soon proved that his

instrument was right, too.

Dissolved Acetylene.

So far as present developments go, electrical outfits

are surely being overlauded a trifle ! I am among
tliose who consider that electricity is likely to vanquish
all its e.xisting rivals in the way of power providers,

but I am not so sanguine as to think its triumph can
come by to-morrow about this lime. So far as engine-

starting is concerned, the defects of the kick-starter

are not so pronounced that great additions in either

weight or cost will be faced to secure the greater

luxury of electricity. A dj-namo, with a pair of good
and capacious accumulators, can hardly be kept under
a total of 50 lb. as yet, and the reduction of this figure

to 30 lb. will be a long and tedious job. A kick-

starter and a mechanical horn can perform two of the

functions designed for a complete dynamo outfit

almost as efficiently, and w-eigh little more than the

inevitable corresponding appurtenances of an elec-

'trical outfit. When it comes to lighting, a cylinder

of dissolved acetylene weighs but 6 lb.,_ and costs much
less than the electrical kit; furth'er, it has the advant-

.^r.

age of being absolutely reliable. A cylinder of these

dimensions provides sufficient illuminant for eight long
evening rides, or for two big lamps on a double-
journey Edinburgh ride. The sole defect of the com-
pressed acetylene cylinders is that they are not very

handily storable on a solo mount, but this could easily

be overcome if makers would provide a carrying

socket. On many machines they can be housed along
the saddle-pillar tube on the offside. The steadiness

of the flame they provide, and the absolute freedom
from lamp trouble which they ensure throughout the

loilgest night trip, is a positive revelation, and com-
pares very favourably with the fear which haunts a

novice when seated over the mysteries of a dynamo,
on which his progress is entirely dependent.

Artillery Wheels—A Side Issue.
The e.Kperimental artillery wheels used in the

Scottish Trials" this suinmer hardly covered themselves
with glory, for the judges' inspection revealed plenty

of cracked spokes, but initial weaknesses accompany
every innovation, and are negligible. In every

direction there is a strong movement towards
improving the cleanliness of motor cycles, and artillery

or disc or disc-encased wheels are obvious leads in

that direction ; one may suppose that either disc or

artillery patterns should become standard in course of

time. Such a change will exercise a strong influen?e

on both transmission and brakes. Belt rims will spoil

the neatness of either type, and would indeed be
intolerable on any model of disc wheel. Therefore,

the general adoption of internal expanding brakes

seems probable, and a marked pointer is offered in the

direction of shaft or chain drive.

R Resd ot Aberdeen on his 1914 counter-shalt geared Zenith

Sidecar. He reports tnat he takes long runs during week-ends, in

the North of Scotland, always with hve up and has Clever yet

experienced any difficulty on hills

Bj
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M
An Electrically

A Last Touch of Refinemant

ESSRS. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., of Plum-
stead, have added one more luxury to their

already famous Matchless sidecar combination

the form of a Lucas electric lighting outfit. The
,w,Tcnaox generator is

mounted in a

very accessible

position above

the magneto,

and is held by
means of a

. specially d e -

signed bracket

to the rear down
tube. This
bracket is so

constructed that

it can be fitted

without a n y
alteration what-

CfV.lllFROM

£NGlrje SII6FT

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit fitted to a

7 h.p. Matchless.

ever to any
existing i 9 i 4
machine. The
drive is by
m e a n s of a

chain operated by a sprocket on an extension of the

magneto-shaft, and a casing is provided which totally

encloses both the dynamo and magneto chains. An
adjusting screw is provided at the bottom of the

bracket by means of which the chain can be

Lighted Matchless.
to a Luxurious Sidecar Outfit.

adjusted to the correct tension. This is also

quite well placed, and can be got at quite easily

with an ordinary spanner. The end cover of the

generator can also be removed without any obstruc-

tions, so that it is quite an easy matter to remove the

brushes for cleaning or other purposes. Placed on

the top of the tank and attached to the top tube is

the Lucas switch, which is an extremely ingenious

mechanism and very effective in action. The wires

from the dynamo are taken through a hole in the side

of the sidecar body to the accumulators, which, in

their turn, are housed underneath the seat. Other

wires are also taken from the battery to a lamp neatly

positioned at the rear, and a small sidecar lamp
stationed on the near side of the body, but at the front.

The Avhole

job has been
carried out
with great

care, and both

the fitting and
type of lamps
provided are

highly com-
m e n d a b 1 e.

The gearing

Method of fitting rear lights in connection allows the
with the Lucas dynamo lighting outfit. crenerator t O

cut in at about twelve miles per hour—an advantage
when much traffic riding is performed.

->—»•«

The D'UItra Cycle Car.
A Simple Machine incorporating Friction Disc and Single Chain Drive.

FOR some time now Mr. Harold Dew has devoted

much time and study in evolving a cycle car

which can hold its own with the reliable side-

car combination which is so popular at the present

time. His latest type savours very much of high-class

automobile practice, but, at the same time, simplicity

has been kept in view throughout. The frame is made
of reinforced ash, and is of quite simple design with

only three cross members. The engine utilised is a

twin-cylinder Chater-Lea with a bore and stroke of

85 mm. X 85 mm., and is water-cooled. The water is

THE LATEST D'ULTRA CYCLE CAR.

The neat taper bonnet and radiator and transverse underslung front

spring will be noticed.

contained in a tubular radiator, which has a very neat

appearance in conjunction with the tapered bonnet.

The transmission is by propeller-shaft to which is

attached a friction disc driving a counter-shaft, whence
the power is transmitted finally to the solid rear axle

by means of one roller chain. This, type of drive,

although simple, is very efficient, and is, at the same
time, light and cheap to make. The gears, of course,

can be varied infinitely between two points, which is

a great advantage in light vehicles with engines of

moderate horse-power. The rear axle is mounted in

bearings housed at tlie end of the cantilever springs,

which are very effective in action. The front spring

is of the transverse half-elliptic pattern, and, in con-

junction with the rear springing, allows the weight

distribution to be taken up very evenly all over the

chassis. The steering gear is of the rack and pinion

type, which is used on a number of vehicles of this

description, and has always proved itself to be

thoroughly satisfactory. Two brakes are embodied in

the rear wheels, and are respectively internally expand-
ing and externally contracting.

The good points of this cycle car are many, and
chief, perhaps, among them is its excellent value for

the money asked for' it—viz., £11 S> complete with

two head lamps, hood, and wind screen—which ought
to make the vehicle a sound commercial proposition,

as it is extremely comfortably to drive and handle.

Its low centre of gravity renders it very stable.
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Motor Cyclists for the Intelligence Department.
A New Branch of the Army to Provide Mobile Interpreters.

LAST week we inspected a detach-
ment of twenty-one motor cyclists
who were leaving for the front
for work with the Intelligence De-

partment. The detachment was raised by
Major L. Sandwith, 8th Hussars, while
in command is Captain Blackburn. All
the members of the detachment had to
speak French and German fluently, and
before being accepted by the War Oflice
were examined orally by the Civil Service
Commissioners in these languages, and, on
being passed, were given £20 for tlie
purchase of their kit and were gazetted
with the rank of lieutenant. An e.xtra-
ordinary amount of kit was carried, whicli
made the luggage carriers appear to be
of much too small dimensions.

The Well-eauipped Machines.
The machines are the very latest

pattern Eudge-Multi, equipped with Lucas
lamps and generator, and Jones speed-
ometers registering in kilometres. All
machines are finished in black and are
fitted with handle-bar mirrors. The full
list of spares required bv the War Oflice
on active service is, of course, carried.
The tyres are ribbed pattern Dunlops.
The kit consists chiefly of a large Willcs-
den canvas holdall, a' big hand-bag, and
a knapsack. The usual aiTangement is
to place the bag on the carrier, put the
holdall over it at right angles, and strap
the knapsack to the back, over the rear
nmnber plate. The men were enthusi-
astic to go to the front, and, undoubtedly,

they will have a most exciting time, as

working for the Intelligence Department
they will be up in the front, and at times
even beyond it. We heard that General
French had asked for several of these
men early last week, and we were able
to supply the War Office with quite a
number of names of those on our register

who were linguists. In conversation with
one man, he told us that he thought

the examination for languages was very
much too easy. Unfortunately many of

the men had had little motor cycle
experience. However, as the corps was
raised rather hurriedly, this can scarcely
be wondered at, as it is not easy at a
moment's notice to raise even a com-
paratively small number of expert motor
cyclists endowed with the necessarily
high qualifications demanded.

Some ot the members ol the motor cyclist corps lor the Inlclligcnce Department of the War
Oflice, which has just been raised. These riders all speak French and German, and have been

gazetted to the rank of Lieutenant. All are mounted on 31 h.p. Rudge-Multis.

->-•••—<-

AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Useful Tool.

IN
our issue of April 2nd we shortly

de.scribed the Smithowen valve lifter,

which has since undergone some im-
provement. The accompanying

sketches also show several methods in
which it mav be employed to bring the
ends of a ratlier tight chain together, and
also, with the aid of a couple of plates fixed

The sketch in the top left hand corner
shows the chain tightener, that on the righ

the valve spring compressor, and the lower
one the tyre patch compressor.

over the fork ends, it acts as a tyre patch
compressor, in which capacity it should
prove very useful. The makers of the
Smithowen valve lifter are Messrs. A.
S. Smith and Sons, Charles Street Works,
Walsall.

The Crown Counter-shaft Pulley.

Messrs. Lee Bros., 9a, Ada Road,
Havil Street, Camberwell, have placed on
the market a variable pulley which is

intended to take the place of pedalling
gear, and to convert a single belt drive
into a combined chain and belt trans-
mission. An eccentric adjustment is pro-

vided, and the outer flange of the pulley
can be screwed in and out as required,
half a turn or more at a time, when a
small bolt has been removed ; a spring
clip prevents this bolt from working loose.

Aluminium Soldering.

We recently had an interesting demon-
stration of aluminium soldering carried
out by a representative of the Croydon
and District Model Aero and Engineering
Co., 5, Wellesley Parade, West Croydon.
The solder, which is composed of tin,

aluminium, silver, etc , works very well,
and can be applied with an ordinary clean
bit from which all trace of solder has
been removed. To solder two pieces of
aluminiimi together it is necessary to
clean the siu-faces until they are "abso-

lutely bright, place the stick "on the clean
portion and apply the iron to it. It
should then be ruljbed up and down until

the faces are properly " tinned." The
solder runs quite smotldy, and when both
surfaces have been treated one may be
placed over the other and the iron applied

to the top and round the edges, when a
good solid joint can be obtained.

A Fhilipson Pulley Alteration.

A small but nevertheless important im-
provement has been carried out on the
latest form of the now well-known Philip-

son pulley. It consists of what is termed
a leather cam bolster, which is fitted

below the smallest diameter spring coil

at its point of

attachment to the

central member.
This apparently
small taper
leather pad has a

very useful effect

in that it practi-

cally prevents
spring breakage,
even under bad
treatment, and
also imparts a

very-smooth action
to the pulley.

All new pulleys
are fitted with
this device and existing types can be
converted. Three stamps, to cover post-
age, it sent to the makers at Astley
Bridge, Bolton, Lanes., will bring tho
necessary parts, but it must be remem-
bered that the washer under the present -

fixing screw should be left out.

£7

Leather cam bolster

as fitted to the latest

type Philipson gov-

ernor pulley.
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17tli ... 7.10
19th ... 7.5

21st ... 7.1

23rcl ... 6.56

25th ... 6.51

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Sept.

The Dearth o£ Magnetos.

A correspondent writes :
" In the light

of your recent enquiries, may it not be
said that the talk of a dearth of magnetos
is pure bosh?"

The Commercial Sidecarrier.

The sidecarrier promises to enjoy a big

vogue in the near future, as leading busi-

ness houses are adopting it. Incident-

ally, a number of new firms are taking to

its manufacture.

Second-hand Market Good.
From actual experience the second-hand

market for motor cycles is quite brisk.

Two members of our staff who advertised
their machines for sale in the columns of

this journal disposed of their mounts after

the first appearance of the advertisement.
Furthermore, enquiries have continued to

arrive from prospective buyers.

Another British Magneto.
Still another British magneto is

announced, and an illustrated descrip-

tion of it is given in another part of

this issue. Motor cyclists in general

will hail with delight the arrival of the

C.A.V. magneto, especially as the Rudge-
Whitworth and B.S.A. , companies aie

expecting early consignments of this

latest British instrument.

Motoring Centres in the War.
Two small towns which are appearing

daily in the papers at tlie present time.

Chateau Thierry and La Ferte Sous
Jouarre, also Soissons and Compiegne,
were traversed in the A.C.C.F. Circuit

de Paris in 1912. Chateau Thierry is,

of course, famous for its hill, which, how-
ever, does not now offer any difficulties

to the riders of motor cycles.

Off to the War.
We learn, that F. P. Mayell, captain

of the Sutton Coldfield and Mid-War-
wickshire A.C., has rejoined the regi-

ment with which he went through the

Boer War, and has left Birmingham -for

the front, and that J. St. John, trials

hon. secretary of the same club, volun-

teered as a motor cyclist on August 6th,

and expects to be called up for service

shortly.

b8

A Rally of Non-military Motor Cyclists.

At a preliminary meeting of motor
cyclists held at the Victoria Hotel,
Wolverhampton, it was unanimously
decided to form a non-military motor
cycle body. It was further resolved to
call a rally of motor cyclists on September
27th, lO.SO a.m., at the Talbot Hotel,
Wolverhampton, to proceed afterwards to
Penn Common, when the objects of this
body will be fully explained.

Too Fast for the Foe.

In the Daily 3Iail the other day we
noticed a letter from Corporal Graham
Hobson, R.E., who is in a motor cycle
section of the Expeditionary Force. He
states tliat he is in command of a section
of ten men, nearly all of whom were
educated at the University, while one of

them got his half-blue for running. The
other day the latter was being chased by
£ome Gerjnan infantry when his motor
cycle broke down and lie had to run. He
simply left the Germans standing over
a half-mile over rough ploughed land.
So far only one of the section has been
seriously wounded. The corporal goes
on to state that he feels very fit, and is

enjoying himself immensely. All lights
are put out at eight o'clock, and they lie

in their blankets and tell each other lies

about the number of Germans they have
shot and the hairbreadth escapes they
have had.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

NEW BRITISH MAGNETO.
OVER THE ROOF OF LAKELAND.

A DASH FOR LIBERTY.

Brooklands Open as Usual.

Although the September meeting of the

B.M.C.R.C., which was down to be held

on Saturday last, was abandoned, mem-
bers are reminded that the track is avail-

able for use as in normal times.

F.N. Works Sa£e.

We are glad to be able to state that
the F.N. Works at Liege have not been
destroyed. Mr. Kelecom, the chief

designer and one of the principals of the
firm, is at present in England, and he
has assured Mr. Gelder, the manager of

F.N. (England), Ltd., that the works are

intact and are being used as a German
Red Cross Hospital.

The Rover Sidecarrier.

Last week we illustrated one of the
3^ h.p. Rover sidecarriers in use by the
General Post Office, a noticeable feature'

of which is the method in which the loadJ
is supported on long springs. - We nowl
illustrate the cradle chassis, which clearly!
shows the springs in question and alsoj
the arrangement of the compensated brake!
for the back wheels.

Chassis of the Rover sidecarrier, showing long spnng to carry the load
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Motor Cycles for Russian Army.
We understand that Messrs. Phelon

and Moore, Ltd., have been ordered to

supply two hundred of their motor cycles

to the Russian Government for military
purposes immediately.

The Speed Limit.

There seems to be a fairly general

opinion that the speed limit is in abey-
ance; we would warn our readers that
this is not the case, though trapping is

ranch less prevalent tlian usual.

Racing for the Belgian Relief Fund.

On Saturday next, at 7.30 p.m., some
motor racing is to take place on
Crazy Curran's Motordrome, White
City. The m-oceeds will be devoted to

the Belgian Relief Fund, and the meet-
ing will be held under the patronage of

j

H.E. the Belgian Minister. It is only
1 fitting that one of the competing cars

I should be an F.N., made at Liege. This
I car will be driven by Mr. A. E. Gelder

I

against a 30 h.p. automobile. Other
I events on the programme include a

\
pursuit race, solo driving, trick driving,

j
and neck-and-iieck races, and, when one

I

considers the smallness and trickiness of

I

the track, a very tlirilling entertainment

j
may be e.xpectea.

Sport and the " Carry-on " Principle.

While Ihe most varied opinions exist

as to the propriety of continuing sport

in its various branches, it is interesting

to read the reply of the War Office to

the Football Association's letter as to

whether the continuance of the League
matches would interfere with recruiting

or be viewed with disfavour by the
authorities in Whitehall. The War
Office sees no objection whatever to the
carrying out of the F.A.'s programme,

i but suggests that a portion of the'

. "gates" should be set aside for the

j
benefit of soldiers' dependents, and,
further, that when a large crowd was
gathered together the F.A. should seize

the opportunity of bringing the need the
country has of men befoi'e the crowds
in a prominent manner.

pTOIsCreCILffi

The T.T. Winner on Service.

We under-stand that Cyril PuUen, who
won the Senior Tourist Trophy Race this
year on a Eudge-Muiti, is now serving
as an air mechanic in the Royal Flying
Corps Sub-depot, Sheerness. A large
number of well-known competition riders
are acting in the same capacity.

An Entirely New Model.

Co-itinuing its first descriptions of new
model motor cycles, The Motor Cyde is

this week able to provide its readers
with the first particulars and photographs
of the new two-stroke Singer machine.
The new all-British C.A.V. magneto and
the Dixie magneto for two-strokes are
also described.

An Enlistment Opportunity.
Special facilities are granted to motor

cyclists, and highly educated men con-

nected with the motor cvcle industry, to

join the special battalion of Colonial
Infantry now being recruited under Jlr.

Arthur du Cros, M.P., and Mr. Norton
Griffiths, M.P., at the Wliite City.

Special opportunities to friends to serve
together will be given. Applications to

join should be made to either of the
above-named gentlemen at the Uxbridge
Road entrance to the White City.

A Recruit Heavily Fined.

We word glad to be able to record

recently that in Surrey many summonses
against motorists, who had gone to the

front, were withdrawn by the authorities.

On the other hand very different treat-

ment was meted out to M. J. Stretch

at Biirlon-on-Trent last week. Stretch,

who was accused of dangerous driving,

had enlisted in the North Staffordshire

Regiment, and consequently could not

defend the case. He was fined £5 and
£3 5s. costs, or two months' imprison-

niei t, and in addition his licence was
suspended for six months. It is, how-
ever, only fair to say that the police

stated that Stretch had been previously

warned and many complaints had been
made against him. Still, we think, under
the circumstances, that some leniency
might have been shown.
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Eriglish Machines for Belgian War Office.

The Belgian Government last week
placed an order with the Enfield Cycle
Co. for fifty 3 h.p. Enfield motor cycles
for the use of despatch riders.

The Sidecarrier.

A loame given' by The Motor Cycle on
August 20th when describing three com-
mercial sidecars and pointing out their
possibilities, is being generally adopt«d.
The commercial sidecarrier is catching
on, as we predicted would be the case

;

live agents in the large centres are

demonstrating it to tradesmen. Ever
since The Motor Cycle a month ago first

drew the attention of manufacturers to

the opening for sidecarriers among
bakers, butcher's, grocers, who had been
rendered horseless owing to the war, the
movement has gained ground, and each
week the subject has been dealt with in

the columns o( this journal.

The Awakening.
From a coNTEMroBART, September

Sth, 1914:
"Whereas in London one sees hundreds

of men in kh.iki, in Coventry one hardly
ever sees a man in uniform. Is Coventry
goir.g to igno.-e Lord Kitchener's appeal
for MEN?"
From the s.i.\m contempokart, Sep-

TEMHER 15th, 1914 :

."There are very few single men left

in Coventry, so great has been the
reponse for men for Kitchener's Army."
"Coventry is now deserted, most of

the well-known riders having enlisted,

and the trade is working short hours on
Colonial orders."

Motor Cyclists in the A.S.C.

Many of our readers will be interested

to know that S. A. Rowlandson, the well-

known Rudge rider, together with C. T.
Newsome and D. H. Noble, w-cll-known

as riders of the Rover machines, and W.
L. T. Rhys (who once broke records on a

Rudge) have joined the Army Service
Corps (Transport Section), in which they
are driving motor lorries. O. Feather-
stonhaugh has been at the front some
time, and J. H. Pountney has volunteered.

Numerous scouts, despatch riders, and other military motor cyclists patrol the roads on the North Esst &>ast The photograph shows a group

of Tien attached to the East Yorks. Regiment at their headquarters (Louth). There are thirty men with the regiment. The same number are

attached to the Hants. Cyclists, and this regiment has all motor transport, the roads in the distric' being especially good.
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A TWO-STROKE SINGER.
Engine Capacity, 349 c.c. ; Drip Lubrication ; Two-speed Counter-shaft Gear.

THE Singer Co., Ltd., of Coventry,
have always been to the fore with
a medium powered lightweight,

and, after their many successes

with the four-stroke type, it is not sur-

prising to find them coming into line

with a very neat and fully equipped
two-stroke. The company are believers

in the machine of moderate power as

opposed to the "toy" engine, so that
we find a single-cj'linder engine of 75 x
79 mm. bore and stroke, giving a capacity
of 349 c.c. The engine is peculiar in

several ways, and though built undei'

Peco patents is quite distinct in general
appearance. The engine is of the three

port type, having the transfer pipe cast

with the cylinder and very high crank
case compressiofi. Roller beai'ings are

employed on the crankshaft and big end,

assisted in the former case by plain

Flywheel side of the new two-stroke Singer.

Section of gear box of two-stroke Singer,

showing dog clutch mechanism,

compression retaining bearings. The
piston has two top rings and is con-

structed with a double top which, besides
raising the crank case compression, pre-

vents the usual deposit of carbon below
the head. Lubricating oil is fed through
a sight feed drip to a ring round the
cylinder formed by two cast iron ribs

formed close together and closed by a sur-

rounding wire. Thence the oil is led
direct on to the piston, the surplus pa^s-

Method of attachment of gear box and Imers

within the frame tubes,

ing to a groove in the top of the crank
case and thence through ducts to the
main bearings. By this means the piston
gets the full lubricating effect of the fresh
oil—an important feature in a two-stroke
engine where high piston temperatures are
prevalent. The outside flywheel is of

large diameter and all the weight is in

the rim. The new two-stroke Singer is

a fast machine on the road—43 m.p.h.,
we are told, is its maximum pace. This
will not be wondered at when we state

that during the exhaustive tests of the

engine by the Singer Company the revo-

lutions attained were 3,900 per minute.

An enclosed roller chain transmits the

power to a two-speed gear, the change
being effected by dog clutches, and both
shafts run on ball bearings.

The actuation of the dogs is carried

out by a lever on the handle-bar con-

nected" to the gear striking lever by
Bowden wire. The handle-bar lever is

fitted with a ratchet after the manner of

Singer controls, and this scheme, besides

being self-locking, does away with the

necessity of an adjustment, for the slack

of the wire is automatically taken up by
moving the lever a notch further. An
adjustable pulley of 6in outside diameter
is a refinement which tourists will greatly

appreciate. The normal ratios with the
belt at the top of the pulley are 4^ to 1

.

and 8i to 1,

The Detail Work.
As might be expected, the cycle work

and fittings are of the first order. Druid
type forlis, stout stand and carrier,

OUR ADVICE TO CLUBS.

At a time when every motor cyclist

is anxious to serve his King and
Country, and when all army vacancies

are for the present filled, the advice

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE " to Club
Committees is to encourage members
to cultivate assiduously an intimate

knowledge of their own particular

localities, to become well versed in

the art of map reading, and prac-

tised in the handling of a rifle, so that,

should their services be required they

will be as useful as possible.

Ordinary competitions haying
been cancelled, Clubs might weU
arrange map reading contests and
reconnaissance tests in districts not

occupied by troops

26x2;n, tyres, Rotherham filler cap

petrol gauge, and fully valanced mud-
guards are supplied, while special men-
tion must be made of the fact, that,

unlike most manufacturers of light

machines, the Singer Co, fit a large and
comfortable saddle—to wit, the Brooks
B180. The U.H. magneto, which is

placed high up behind the engine, is

controlled from the handle-bar by a

lever fixed directly above the gear

lever, and an Amac carburetter supplies

the mixture. The top tube of the frame
is neatly dropped, and a cylindrical tank
contains one and a quarter gallons of

petrol and rather over a quart of oil.

Power unit of the new two-stroKe Singer,

showing method of lubrication and unusual

shape of footboards.

One other feature deserves special

notice, and this is the fitting of alu-

minium foot plates, shaped to fit the
'

foot, and having a curved up front to
'

protect the toe. The top of this curved

front is grooved, and forms an alterna-

tive position for the feet. :

This very attractive little mount sells,

at £40, and should have a ready sale.
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South Birmingham M.C.C.

After due consideration it has been decided to held an
informal competition on the 19th inst., starting from head-
quarters at 2.30 p.m. The route will be about sixty miles,

and will include Beacon Hill, Rubery, and Abberley Hill.

Purley and District M.C.C.

A "treasure"' hunt was held recently, clues being
given in the form of a set of small photographs, with the

aid of which the competitors had to find their way over a

' circuitous course. Results : 1, R. H. Billinghurst (3^ Rover)

;

2, J. Bemsham (6 Enfield sc.) ; 3, A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S.

sc.) ; whilst other competitors won bronze medals. Despite

"the number of keen membei^ who have been called to the
colours, there was a very fair attendance, and twenty sat

down to tea at Leatherhead.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb took place on the 9th inst. R. B. Baker,
who did the best performance in the flexibility test, is the
holder of the Pike Challenge Cup. The formula used was:
Slow time X W. - _, _ j r^ rr,! ,, . n 1-=———. sp- In Classes A, B, and C Thf Motor Ciich

: Fast time x C. •'

formula was employed. Results :

Class A. Machines up to 350 c.c. On Formula.—i, K B. IJaker {2^ Douglas) :

2, S. H. Dring (2.5 Douglas). Fastest time. R. B. Baker, 43i!s.

Class B. Machines 351-C'OO c.c. On Formula.—l, C. S. Hosford (3] Rover)

;

2, Jack Healy (3 Enfield) : 3. J. Atkinson (35 Rudge). Fastest time, J. Atkin-

. SOD, 41 |s.

Class E. Sidecar Machines 600-1,000 c.c. On Formula.—i, R. S. Russeil

'7 Matchless) ; 2, L Dobbin (7 Matchless). Fastest time, R. S. Russell, 47JS.

Flexibility Test.— i, R. B. Baker (23 Douglas) ; 2. R. S. Ru5.sell (7 Match
iess sc.) • 3, S. H. Dring (2J Douglas).

After careful consideration the committee has decided to

run a few events.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

On the 5th inst. the Wolverlianipton M.C.C. held a

paperchase over a sporting course. The team prize was not

'awarded owing to the small number of entries. Miss Lily

Stevens made a most meritorious performance. Results : 1.

W. Rudge (3^- h.p. Wolf), time error 2ra. ; 2, S. H. Shruball

(2| h.p. A.J.S.) ; 3, W. Stevens (2| h.p. A.J.S.) Silver

medals were also won by the following : Miss Lily Stevens

(6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), J. E. Greenwood (6 h.p. Sunbeam sc),

A H. Mould (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), H. Stevens (6 h.p. A.J.S.
sc), W. H. Egginton (6 h.p. Enfield sc), and V. Edwards
(3^ h.p. James sc.)

The twenty-four hour reliability trial for the CorJte Cup
will start at midniMit on the 19th inst. from Ireland's

Garage. Route: Wolverhampton, Worcester, Cheltenham,
Bristol, Langford. .''ud Weston-super-Mare. The return
jom'ney will include Cheddar Gorge.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The Walker Cup, competed for in the reliability trial

on the 5th inst., and reported in our last issue, was won
by A. W. Mooney (6 h.p. Bradbury sc.) He and G. Roche
(3i h.p. Rover) secured equal marks in respect of reliability

and restarting, and the result was determined by the differ-

ence between their times in the flexibility test. Roche was
awarded a gold medal, and silver medals were awarded
to the following, who secured over 95% marks, viz., J.

Doleman (3^ h.p Rover), P. H. Hurst (3^ h.p. Rover), W.
A. Campbell (3i h.p. Rudge), J. Browne (3i h.p. Rover),
T. Toole (3i h.p. Rover), and P. J. Fox (3i h.p. Rudge).
The reliability trial which was to have been held on

Saturday last was abandoned, but the concluding race meet-
ing of the year at Portmarnock will take place on Saturday
next.

Bridgwater Motor Cycle Corps.

On the 6th inst. a test was held by the recently lormed
motor cycle corps. Instructions were given to forty members
to proceed by various routes singly, and at different times,

to Cheddar, each man h.aving to check at different places

cii Tovte. Thirty-two members checked in on time, and
only one man had trouble, and was unable to reach the

rendezvous.
Jleetings are being held each Monday and Friday at the

local rink, where the men are instructed in drilling, rifle

drill, signalling, and lirst-aid, and upwards of fifty men are

rapidly becoming efficient. The corps has already supplied

quite a number of men for Lord Kitchener's Army, and the

Somerset Yeomanry and Territorials.

. FLAGS ON TRANSFERS.

IT
is an uncommon sight nowadays to see a motor

vehicle of any sort minus a flag, so extensively has

the national emblem been adopted by motorists in

their spirit of patriotism. It must be confessed, how-
ever, that flags are not an entire success on fast-moving

vehicles, as the fluttering to which they are subjected

in the wind soon results in their edges becoming jagged

and frayed. Quite a neat alternative has just been

introduced in the form of a transfer produced in true

colours, whicli is especially suitable for affixing to

sidecars (particularly the coachbuilt variety), cars, and
motor cycles. These transfers are particularly neat

A transfer Hag in true colours 0:1 a sidecar.

in appearance, not easily damaged, are absolutely out

of the way, and are nevertheless attractive to the eye.

Transfers of the national flags of all the Allies,

measuring 3iin. x 2|in., are now obtainable from our

publishers, Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

E.G., at 7d. each post free. We illustrate a Union
Tack as affixed to the front of a coachbuilt sidecar.
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Speed Trials on Mablethorpe Sands.
THE Lincolnshire M.C.C. held a series of speed

trials on the sands at Mablethorpe on Saturday
last under most unfaTOurable conditions. There

was a strong wind, and the driving rain rendered the

sands wet and soft, thus causing a couple of spills.

Really fast work was rendered quite impossible, but

some interesting racing took place. Boards were

placed on the sands to facilitate starting. Class I.

proved a triumph for Mrs. Jennison, who managed her

Douglas admirably. H. Petty (Norton) repeated his

successes of the Coventry hill-climb and was first in

no less than three classes. J. Veasey (Levis) and S. B.

Briggs (Campion) were each twice successful. The
heats were run off in pairs. Results are given below :

Class 1 (up to 350 c.c.)

Mrs. Jennison (Douglas)

J. Beckett (Diamond)

Class 2 (up to 600 c.c.)

H. Petty (Norton)
Second disqualified for not

crossing line.

Class 3 (up to 770 c.c.)

H. Petty (Norton)
C. B. Sanderson (Ariel)

Class 4 (up to 1,000 c.c.)

S. B. Briggs (Campion)
G. Williamson (Indian)

Class 5 (two-strokes up to

350 c.c)

J. Veasey (Levis)

W. Copley (Regal Peco)

(The above classes were for

touring motor cycles.)

Class 6 (sidecars up to

600 c.c.)

W. Herring (Zenith)
— Jennison (Bradbury)

Class 7 (sidecars up to

1,000 c.c.)

B. Rhodes (Zenith)

E. Kemp (Campion)

Class 8 (T.T.'s up to

350 c.c.)

J. Veasey (Levis)

IMrs. Jennison (Douglas)

Cl.\ss 9 (T.T.'s up to

600 c.c.)

H. Petty (Norton)
J. B. Drakes (B.S.A.)

Class 10 (T.T.'s up to

1,000 c.c.)

S. B. Briggs (Campion)
B. Rhodes (Zenith)

tr6

(1) J. Veasey (Levis) getting away well. (2) A fine race between S. Briggs (8 h.p. Campion) and G. Williamson (7 h.p. Indian).

(3) Start of a sidecar event. Poards were provided to assist starting.
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A DASH FOR LIBERTY.
Thrilling Adventures of a Scot!

I

WAS living at Karlsruhe, in the Grand Duchy of

Baden, when the official mobilisation order was
issued. War with France was inevitable, and as

' there seemed a great probability that England would
join in before long, Germany could not be called a

pleasant country, to stay in. Trains were still running,

but no one would guarantee that I would be taken to

_my destination, which was to be Brussels in the first

instance, then .London. A dash for liberty on my
Scott motor cycle struck me as. being much better

sport than to be stranded in some German town, and
"I quickly decided to have a try. By means of a

host of letters of recommendation, and after various

difficulties, a military passport was procured. This
.allowed me to cross the German frontier "with my
machine." The latter phrase was included after the

paper had been filled in, and when I made the

request I had no idea that

on it would depend the

safety of my mount. The
next thing was to find

some fuel. All the petrol

had been requisitioned by
the German Government.
Through a friendly

chauffeur I " found " four
gallons. Two went into

the tank and two one-

, gallon tins were strapped
each side of the carrier

in place of the tool bags.

The latter, with a spare
suit, some linen, and a

few things I did not wish
to leave behind, were
stored in a portmanteau, " So great was his zeal that he

and this was fastened across the carrier. A tin of oil

in place of the end number plate brought up the rear.

All night from the 2nd to the 3rd of August the

bicycle was overhauled and packed, with the assistance

of the landlady's daughter, whose job it was to flash

an electric pocket lamp wherever light was needed.

Adventures Soon Commence.

At 5.30 a.m. on Monday, the 3rd, I set out 'for

Brussels. The road circumsjances would choose, but it

was certain that it lay towards Cologne and not through
Luxemburg, as sharp fighting had taken place in

Alsace, and the wounded had already been brought
to Colmar. Friends who knew of my intentions

prophesied many things—they were mostly not exactly

cheerful. Everyone was certain that I would never

reach- Brussels, and most people agreed that I would
be shot before crossing the Rhine. The common
advice from everybody was " Don't go." After riding

for ten miles I was stopped for the first time, my
papers were verified, and my luggage searched. The
stopping is done in a most effective way. The street

is barricaded and two members of the ci\'ic guard or

, soldiers point a loaded rifle with fixed bayonet at you.

One man covers you while you pass your httle exam.
If the guards decide that you are O.K. you are told

, that you may ride on but will be shot unless you dis-

Rider in Germany and Belgium.
' mount at first call. These stoppages occurred about

every ten miles. Most of them went off as described.

The men were business-like and strict, but not impolite.

A few instances, however, deserve special mention.

While riding along in Mannheim in search of the

Belgian Consul, and thinking of nothing except my
machine, which was ticking over most beautifully, I

suddenly heard violent shouts. It turned out to be a
man who was pursuing me on a push bicycle. He
rode up with great dash and informed me, "Sie sind

ein Franzose " (You, are a Frenchman),, and that I

was under arrest. All argument was useless, so I asked
him to show the way to the Belgdan Consul. By this

time we had a crowd around us, and it had been
decided that I was a French spy. Still there was no
danger in taking even a spy to the Belgian Consul, and
the gallant captor proudly led the way. So great was

'

his zeal that he at once
rode into a lamp post, and
on turning my machine
1 found the poor man
picking himself up.

Anxious not to provoke
the slightest suspicion of

wishing to escape or to go
wrong I asked if that was
my road. He looked

furious, mumbling some-
thing about every German
doing his duty for the

I'atherland.

A Search forthe Consul.

We had quite a long

ride together, as he first

at once rode into a lamp post." tOok me tO the wrong end

of the town and then almost back to the

starting point. In the course of our travels,

I apologised to my companion for the trouble

I was giving him, and hoped that I was not

monopolising too much of his valuable time. The
answer was a very neat little speech in which I learnt

that every son of the Fatherland cannot spend 'his

time better than in sacrificing it to stop the disgraceful

practice of spying which is resorted to by other nations .

and which alone endangers the position that great

empire holds in the sun. Furious glances also came
my way. Not being vain enough to think that they

might be meant for me, I asked rny escort how he

liked my machine. As there was no answer, I

proceeded to explain the advantages, of a water-

cooled, two-stroke, valveless, chain-driven, double-

geared English motor cycle, and it only occurred to

me much later that the man was watching me as

perhaps he feared I might run away. Such thoughts

I am prepared to forgive him. He was surely no

motor cyclist, ^nd, therefore, could not understand

the far greater merits of a machine creeping silently

along the streets through the traffic, at almost a

walking pace, compared to the possibility of my
bolting on the throttle suddenly being ripped open

;

besides, he was doing me a great favour by showing

me the way.

B17
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'a Dash for Liberty.

—

Finally, we did reach the Belgian Consul, whom
'I knew very well. He sent off the man and informed
me that the Belgian frontier was still open; whether
it would be when I reached it he could not say. My
patriotic escort looked calmed and a little sheepish.

This did not prevent us parting on quite good terms.

After obtaining some advice about the roads, I

thanked him for his services and expressed a hope
that the same courtesy would be shown to all

foreigners.

The disagreeable thing about these stoppages was
the loss of time. To reach the Belgian frontier that

night 350 miles had to be covered. This had ma"de

me decide that the speed limit should be governed by
the state of the roads and
nothing else. As there were
80 lb. of luggage on the carrier,

besides fuel and oil, I could not

do much more than 45 m.p.h.

whenever the road was at all

uneven, for fear of something
coming unstrung.

Arrested as a Russian Spy.

The next unpleasant experi-

ence was at Seeheira, on the

famous Bergstrasse, which runs

along the hills from Heidel-

berg to Frankfurt. There two
worthy old men were guarding

the banicade. The first one
wanted to shoot me because on
stopping I stayed astride my
machine. How was I to steady

;it otherwise and have my hands
free for showing my papers ?

Number 2 did not think his

companion-in-arms had a right

to pot me there and then, or

perhaps he feared being robbed
of his share of honour and glory.

A heated discussion started.

I awaited my turn sitting on the bicycle eating

'Chocolate, as there was nothing else to- do.

In a small village I was stopped by a

Landsturm man."

To Shoot or not to Shoot.

Gradually things went worse. No. i was deter-

mined to have his way on the " I saw him first
"

principle, and let daylight through me at once.

Luckily, No. 3 turned up and, joining No. 2, over-

ruled his bloodthirsty countryman. A crowd of so-

called patriots always linger at these " hold-up

depots." They had all more or less joined in the

argument, but Nos. i, 2, and 3 shouted loudest.

When anyone comes along on car or bicycle, people

spring up by the dozen to see the fun. This time I

was a Russian spy. My papers were false, the petrol

and oil tins contained explosives, and the club mascot
was a bomb to be exploded by the wire holding it.

These facts had one good effect, they forced the

crowd back. I was first ordered to remove the bombs.
This was not done without fear, as the brave guards
were trembling for all they were worth, and I was not

at all sure that one of the shakes would not pull a

trigger of the rifles, which were, of course, pointed
at me. The electric connections with the bicycle,
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which were to let loose these " infernal machines

"

having been cut, the liquid running from tins and the

sawdust from the mascot _soon proved what I had not

dared to argue. But this was no proof of my
innocence. I was next made to half undress on the \

road, then marched back and guarded until a

gendarme could be fetched. This took two hours.

Fortunately it was warm, or my "half-naked condition

might have been less pleasant than it was. On the

arrival of the gendarme, the usual examination was

gone through and I was set free. The humour of the

crowd at once swung round, and, when the kick-

starter set the engine going, it was amid the cheers

of the people who only a quarter of an hour ago had

sworn to lynch me. It may be unpleasant - awaiting

your turn in a room with a

howling village mob outside,

but I was to learn that things

may be a lot worse without being

fatal.

Obstructions Worse than
FreaK Hills.

Darmstadt was reached at

about three, and my hojDes of

reaching Aachen before dark

rose. As I was nearing the

fortified regions on the Rhine,

things did not go as smoothly

as they .might have done. In

spite of more or less serious

checks, it was not too late at

Mainz to get, at any rate, to

Cologne before night fell. I

crossed the Rhine bridge with

less difficulty than I had ex-

pected and found myself on

the road to Lingen in high

spirits, regretting only that I

had no leisure .to admire the

lovely Rhine Valley I was
travelling through. But before

many miles had been covered a

most unpleasant thing happened.

A Case of Dutch Courage.

In a small village I was stopped by a Landsturm
man (member of the civic guard), who had evidently

not been satisfied until he had seen the bottom of

several bottles, and who ^ was smelling more of drink

than of powder. His condition made it absolutely'

impossible for him e^-en to recognise my military-

passport, and before a few minutes were over a furious

crowd had gathered, whose leading members were

much in the same state as the man I had to thank

for my none too envious situation. The fact that this

man had a loaded rifle made things look decidedly

black. A gendarme happily turned up, saw the

danger, rushed me into a building, and took the matter
into his hands. He thought my papers, or me, rather

lukewarm, and decided to get someone who knew
French and English to examine the contents of my
pocket book and letter case. My luggage was searched
as it had never been searched before, but, as all things

were known to him, except, perhaps, the toothbrush,

there was nothing to be said. . W.S. ,^

(To be concluded next week.) «•
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NEW MAGNETOS.
An All-British Machine, and a Small Instrument for Two-stroke Lightweights.

THE C.A.V.

MESSRS. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Warple Way,
Acton Vale, W.—a firm which has studied

the electrical side of motor cycle engineering

ever since the inception of the industry—have for some
years past interested themselves in an excellent mag-
neto which, like others in this country, hailed from
the land of the King's enemies. Now, however, they

are engaged in turning out large quantities of British-

made C.A.V. magnetos at their splendidly equipped

electrical works, which are an improved copy of those

which up to the present have been made abroad.

Firms such as Rudge-Whitworth and B.S.A., which
already have contracts with Messrs. C. A. Vandervell

and Co., will very shortly receive consignments of

magnetos made at the Acton works.

Easy Starting Attained.
,

The C.A.V. magneto- possesses several distinctive

features. It is made with the greatest accuracy to

limit gauge, it is light in weight, and will start the

engine more easily than those magnetos in which the

magnets are placed side by side, as, in the C.A.V.
the field magnet system is over the soft iron portion

of the armature, and consequently less lag and greater

liveliness are claimed. There are also no spaces

through which water can enter, and it is claimed that

the C.A.V. will work perfectly when completely im-

mersed in water. Yet another point worthy of com-
ment is the making of the carbon brush holder and
terminal in one, a very fine piece of work which makes
a secure electrical connection and is quite waterproof.

Before being screwed with the threaded portion in the

interior of the terminal, the high tension wire is bared,

unravelled for about half an inch, and the ends turned

back over the insulation. The contact breaker can

never give trouble through a sticking rocking arm, as

such a thing does not exist, since the movable
platinum point is mounted on a spring which is forced

outwards when the large and loose fitting fibre roller

CA.V, Bowden controlled magneto , showing high tension terminal

and brush holder.

The C.A.V. magneto, with contact breaker mechanism exposed.

comes between the cam on the inside of the contact

breaker case and the block holding the stationary

platinum point.

No Lubrication Required,
With these magnetos no lubrication is needed, and

the ball bearings are greased before the machine
leaves the makers and no further attention is needed.
The company have records of magnetos which have
run for four and five years without any necessity for

further lubrication. When the advance and retard-

are controlled by Bowden mechanism, the outer cover

of the contact breaker is provided with two pins, of,

which one limits the range of movement while the

other abuts against a ball, behind which is a powerful
spring half buried in a groove in the end plate. This
spring is entirely covered by the contact breaker cover,

and, thanks to the former's protected position, the
latter can never stick or jam even in the wettest
weather. At the time of our last visit to the Acton
works we saw the first batch of British-made C.A.V.
magnetos undergoing their tests. These will be made
in all forms to suit every type of motor cvcle engine.

THE DIXIE.
The Splitdorf Electrical Company, 6, City Road,

E.G., has lately placed on the market a magneto
specially designed for lightw'eight two-stroke engines.
In this type of engine the high number of revolutions
attained causes a heavy strain upon the armature wind-
ing of the magneto. To get over this difliculty the
new Splitdorf magneto ' departs considerably from
standard practice. In the first place, there is ho
arinature proper, but a rotor with staggered shoes,
while the magnets are placed in line with the rotor
spindle instead of at right angles to it as Ji the ordinary
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Dixie magneto with magnets and end plates removed.

magneto. The pole pieces proper are of laminated

steel, and above them is carried the coil which takes

the place of the

ordinary armature
winding in a stan-

dard magneto. It

is placed on the

top of the lami-

nated pole pieces,

attached by means
of two screws, and
can be easily re-

moved. It is in-

teresting to note

that the ends of the

coil are of insulating

BLOCK

Novel rotor of the Dixie magneto.

material, and there is no tendency whatever in this

carefully thought-out magneto for die high-tension

current to jump to the side.

The Novel Rotor.

The rotor shoes are mounted on a block of non-

magnetic material, which serves to hold the entire

rotor structure together. The rotor shoes run in close

proximity to the flanges, against which the magnets
abut when in position (these latter being held by 'the

waterproof casing, no screws being employed), one
magnet being on either side of the spindle, con-

sequently the rotor shoes are of opposite polarity, and
there is no change in the direction of the magnetic
fliix through the rotors, the only reversal of the mag-
netic lines taking place through the laminated pole

pieces and the core of the coil. This causes a short

free path for the reversal of the magnetic lines, and
hence the hystereses and eddy currents are redriced

to a minimum. A high tension lead is brought out

through the cover by means of an insulating wire con-

nected to the sparking plug terminal, and thus does

away with the necessity of a carbon brush and collector

ring.

Two views of the complete Dixie magneto.

The Contact Breaker.

The contact breaker is of peculiar pattern, and its

differences from standard practice will be seen from

the accompanying
sketch, while the

coirdenser is car-

ried on the end

plate carrying the

contact breaker

mechanism. One
of the obvious

advantages is that

while in the stan-

dard magneto the,

very high arma-

ture speed causes

a tendency for

the winding to

unwind itself
owing to centri-

fugal force, such,

a state of affairs

cannot possibly

obtain in the mag-

neto described.

The magneto fires at e.xtremely slow speeds, even with

the spark under high compression.

Showing condenser removed.

The Excelsior sidecarrier in tise in the cycle and motor trade.
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THE GLORIA SIDECARRIER.

The Gloria wicker and coach-built sidecarriers.

The easy and accessible attachments of the Gloria sidecarrier

body. The standard No. 1 or I a chassis is used.

ONE of the most interesting features of the new
Gloria commercial carriers is the fact that the

body can be fitted to the standard No. i or la

chassis quickly and without alteration. The touring

body is removed and the bar connecting the rear

springs left in place, and the attachment of the box

carrier is effected in a most simple and convenient

manner, with no inaccessible nuts to get at.

The under part of the box towards the rear of the

machine is fitted with two long and substantial hooks,

which slip over the above-mentioned bar connecting

the rear springs, while the front rests on a similar

bar joining the front springs. In addition to this, a

spring bar is fixed to the bottom of the box close

behind the front cross bar. This is clipped to the

frame by a U clip on each side, all the nuts being

outside the body and consequently easy to reach. It

will be obvious that this third crossbar forms an
auxiliary spring as well as a fixing, so that it is of
little consequence if a heavy load is placed well for-

ward. The body, which may be either of wicker or

coachbuilt, is cut away at the forward end so as to

allow the handle-bars full motion and increase the

available steering lock. In all details both body and
chassis are really well carried out, and the carrier

has been thoroughly tested under heavy loads.

THE CLYNO COMMERCIAL SIDECAR.

FOR some time the Clyno Engineering Co.,
Ltd., have been supplying the New Zealand
postal authorities with special sidecars. We

are illustrating a vehicle which has been designed
by this firm for all sorts of commercial purposes, and
can be fitted up to any specification that might be put
forward by a tradesman. The frame is built up
sturdily with very few curves in it and is square in
form. The body is suspended on two leaf springs
underneath, whilst at each corner small springs are
located to absorb any further shocks. There are. of
course, many advantages in using such a combination,
as a spare wheel can be carried which can be inter-

changeable throughout. This particular type of
sidecar has been thoroughly tested, as the firm was
building these some two years ago.

The Clyno commercial sidecarrier. The
load is earned on springs, and extra coils

support and insulate the top of the carrier. The spare wheel is

carried beside the box.
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auegtions

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto, c All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Gear for Sidecar Work.

I have a 1912 single-cylinder

motor cycle fitted with a N.S.U.
gear with variable pulley. The
lowest geax I can get on top is

4^ to 1 with lin. belt. Is tliis

gear too high to run a sidecar?—C.P.
The gear should be about right for side-

car work if the engine is a fairly power-
ful one. You do not mention this in your
letter, and, of course, it is the most
important point. If the engine develop
a reasonable amount of power you could
take a sidecar over most places, but not
up many single figure gradients.

Learning to Fly.

Although it is not exactly

connected with motor cycling, X

should be glad if you could
inform me where I could take a
course of lessons in the manage-

ment and working of aeroplanes, and
how much such a course of instruction

would cost?—W.C. (Monaghan).
There are numerous aviation schools in

England, but we are not sure whether
there are any in Ireland. Probably you
would obtain information on this score

if you wrote to the Editor of The Motor
News, 34, Lower Abbey Street, Dublin.
In England, there are large schools at

Brooklands, Surrey, and Hendon, N.W.
If you wrote to the secretary of either

of these, you would obtain full informa-
tion such as you require.

The Midlands to the Wc^t.

Will you be good enough to

IqI plan me a route from Leicester

|> to Torquay? I propose to take
LiJ two days over the journey, stay-

ing at a point about halfway for

the night. Perhaps you could recom-
mend a good stopping place. I am
riding solo, so that hills will not worry
me.—E.B.B.

This is a pleasant trip, and we advise
you to go from Leicester vid Lutter-
wortK, along Watling Street to Daventry,
then through Banbury, Cliipping Norton,
Burford, Cirencester, Chippenham, Melks-
ham, Trowbridge, Frome, Bruton, Spark-
ford, Ilchester, Ilminster, Honiton,
Exeter, ' Chudleigh, Kingsteignton, Tor-
quay. Cirencester would be a convenient
place to stay the night, and there are one
or two very good hotels in that town.

B22

more Speed Required.

Can you assist me in regard to
my 3^ h.p. 1913 motor cycle and
sidecar ? With the running I

really have nothing to complain
of up to 25 ni.p.h. ; it starts

easily, runs smoothly and quietly, but
if I should exceed this speed the
engine races tremendously. The side-

car maj' be somewhat heavy, but in the
first quarter of the year I could get
up to 30 m.p.h., after which the above
trouble made itself felt. I have
recently fitted a new carburetter and
belt, had the pulley re-turned, and,
further, the back wheel with three-
speed gear has been overhauled by the
makers. I do not think, therefore,
the trouble is due to belt or clutcli

slip. I ha\-e well cleaned the cylinder,
piston, and rings, removed carbon, etc.,

adjusted valves, and all has been
inspected by an expert motoring friend
who pronomiced all in good order. I

do not wish to become a " speed
merchant," but would like to feel that
when travelling 20-25 m.p.h. I still

have something in hand, and from
what my friends tell me in regard to

their outfits I ought to get it from
mine. But they don't tell me how to
do it!—R.W.

You should certainly be able to do more
than 25 m.p.h. on your machine, and
the slipping which you complain of must
almost certainly either be due to the
clutch or to the belt. There is just a

chance, however, that the key of the
pulley has been left out, and that if you
take off the pulley and inspect this

detail you might be able to stop the
slipping. But we think that you will

find the fault is due to clutch slip when
under heavy load. Wash the clutch out
with a little paraffin and then lubricate

with thin oil and see that the plunger
rod operating the clutch is cjuite free of

the toggle when the clutch is home.

'b«"^"-^f"^"
NOTICE.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility 5
'5 in any way for loss of copy in the form of j

f manuscript, drawings, or photograph; sub- r

5 mitted to him. Rejected matter wiH only be C
i returned provided a stamped addressed envelope i
f is enclosed for the purpose. '

#. ..- .—

4

Abergavenny to Preston.

I should be obliged if you
would give me the best route,

together with the approximate
mileage, from Abergavenny
(Mon.) to Preston (Lanes),

avoidiilg as far as possible the large

towns. At the same time, can you
recom.mend a good road map, and give

a note of the cost?—H.R.H.
Your best route would be to go from
Abergavenny to Hereford, and thence

through Leominster, Ludlow, Craven
Arms, Church Stretton, Shrewsbm-y,
Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warrington,

Wigan, and Preston. If you like, you
can avoid the manufacturing district by
following the road signposted by the

Royal Automobile Club from Warrington
through Rainhill, Prescot, Rainford,

Ormskirk, and Rufford to Preston. This,

however, is a little difficult to follow.

The distance Is approximately 157 miles.

The best map for England and Wales
we can recommend is The Autocar Sec-

tional Road Map, price 4s. lOd. post

free from Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, E.C. Bartholomew's half-

inch maps are also excellent. .

Powerful Twin for Overseas Use.

. - Would you kindly favour an

Overseas reader of your paper

with' your opinion on the fol-

lowing point? I have a 3^ h.p.

single-cylinder machine of first-

class make, which I use solo, but am
thinking of getting a powerful twin-

cylinder for sidecar use, and have a

penchant for a M.A-Gr. engine. Do
you consider these engines are first-

class in every way ; that is to say,

fast, flexible, silent, and powerful?

This make of engine is rather scarce

out here at present.—E.W.S. (Mel-

bourne, Australia).
The engines in question are magnificent;

they are beautifully made and
^

well

finished throughout. We are of opinion

that you will be entirely satisfied if you

order one of these engines. They wear

very well and are fast, and will stand a

fairly high gear, and are remarkably silent.

We are only too glad to help our

readers, especially those who live so far

away, from whom it is always a pleasure

to hear.

?
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Hitherto we have refrained from recommending the
use of Lodge plugs simply because they.v^ere British made.

Our aim has always been and always will be to make the
best plug in the world.

We understand, however, there is at this present juncture a
special desire on the part of motor cyclists to know which
accessories are really British. Accordingly we have pleasure
in stating that

LODGEPLUGS
are trade in England, : by an English firm, with English capital.

AS USED BY ALL HM. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.

Standard model, as illustrated, €\^i ^ each, of all dealers,

or post free, by return when remittance accompanies order, direct from the manufacturers:

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.

J
THE — J. A. P. MOTORS - ALL BRITISH.

uniors, ./\mateurs, A^rofessionals,
are all unanimous in the sterling

qualities of the J.A.P. MOTOR.

Irrefutable proof of the efficiency of

J.A.P. Motors is to be found in every

race or trial in the world The over-

whelming success attained this year has

more than justified their title of " The

motor of motors " and they continue day

by day increasing the great popularity

gained at their inception

Write now 'jor our Illustrated Catalogue, containing

detailed description of all Models, to Dept. B.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., Northumberland Park, TOTTENHAM, N.
Telegrams:

—
"Prestwich, Tolllane, London.* Telephone:—1613 Toltenham.

'v rinsjreTinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

t/ade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenie:ice of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle '* Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number "vvill appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
oco, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send-inoney to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing^ themselves of our
Deposit System, If the money be deposited with "The
Alotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
jfio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to fliffe & Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that tie advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
tilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
jlready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Acme.

ACME-ARIEL, 3V2I1.P., coachbuilt couLbination, com-
plete, and equal new: cast £70, £50. no oiSers

;

great bargain.— Lucliliui'st, 32, Boulevard, Weston-super-
Mare. . . . tX9540

A.J.S.

A.J.S., late 1913. 29.jh.p., 2-6peed. "F.R.S. lieacTlight,

new spare cover and tube, condition perfect; £35.
—Ogilvie, Guy's Hospital. [6955

"I Q13 A:J.S., 6h.p., coach sidecar, perfect, iust over-
-M-fJ hauled; owing to enlistment aaiCiifice, £56, cost
£87.—Collins, Chemist, Pon'tefract, [X9589

A.J.S. , 1912, Sli.p., with 2-seater Bowser sidecar,
lamp^, horn, speedometer, 3 spare tubes, etc., not

run 1,500 miles since tliorouphly overhauled by maker >

;

i55-—Brooke, Temple Buildings, Swansea. iX9552

Antoine.
ANTOINE. 2^;41i.p,, Bosch, B.B., Druids, 26x21^, low,

overhauled, enamelled and plated; £14; any trial.

—50, Thornhill Ed , Barnsbury, N. [59475

Ariel. _

AKIEL, 1913, 3V-h.p., sidecar, complete accessories;
£35.—Palmer, 76, Bedford Hill, BaUiam. [7021

ARIEL, latejiv "5-6h.p. model, 3-speed counter-shaft.
brand ne:v ; exchanges invited.—Bunting, Harrow.

tX9547

IF YOU GET IT AT,

nOTOPES
SATISFACTION IS SURE.

You choose it from Britain's

largest stock of best maiies at lowest

prices. Every machine sold ready

for immediate riding and fully

guaranteed, comprising unequalled

Bargains in

MOTOR CYGLE5 FOR SOLO RIDING OR WITH
SIDECARS FOR PLEASURE OR FOR BUSINESS,
MILITARY MODELS, AND LIGHT CARS. The
Best of Everything, and Lowest Price always. Ask
for to-day's List. It includes :

S8f)i. 7 h.p. 1914 SWIFT Cvcle Car . . .£115
S86o. 3'. h.p. Igl3 s-spced HUMBER ... S35
8858. 3.'. b.p. twin HOBART £22 10
88.(9. 3; h.p. 191= INDIAN £27 10
S8+4. 3,', h.p. 1912 T.T. RUDGE £22 10
8840. 6" b.p. 1914 ROYAL ENFIELD

and Sidecar £65
S836. 2} h.p. igi2 ;-spced SINGER £20
8835. 3,', h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £25
8S34. 8 h.p. 1914 HUMBERETTE £105
8832. ij b.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE ... £9
8824. 2jh.p. 1912 Model K DOUGLAS.. £31 10
8825. 6 h.p. 1914 A.J.S. and Sidecar . . £67 10
8826. 2j h.p. Model R 2.speed DOUGLAS £38

6 h.p. A.C. Sociable £57 10
8323. 3', h.p. 1912 LINCOLN-ELK £20
?665. 3l h.p, QUADRANT and Sidecar. . £12 10
S789. 3; h.p. 1914 2-speed DOUGLAS

and Sidecar £65
8792. 3i h.p. igrs 3-speed ROVER and

Sidecar £48
8793. 3! h.p. 1912 2-speed B.S.A. . .^ . . . £32 10
8795. 2^ hp 1914 2-specd 2-stroke

CONNAUGHTSOGns.
S802. 7 h.p. 1914 electricstarler INDIAN £57 10
8809. 8 h.p. 1913 ZENITH and Sidecar £60
S238. 8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £52 10
8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed N.S.U., Sidecar £50
7575. 3ihP- 1909 TRIUMPH 20Gns.
7702, 8 h.p. I9r2 ZENITH and Sidecar £49
8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT £47 10
8765. 2j h.p. 1914 2-stroke LEVIS £27 10
8772. 6 h.p. ROVER Car £25
8773. 3S h.p. 1912 2-sp. SINGER, Sidecar £38 10
8781. 3.'. h.p. 1913 T.T. RUDGE £28
8782. 3.', h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
S784. 3'. h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £17
8753. 4 h.p. 1914 3-specd TRIUMPH

and Bramble Sidecar £60
8737 6 b.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8732. 3! h.p. 1914 2-specd P. & M. and

coach-bnilt Sidecar £69
8710. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH -

and Gloria coach-built Sidccar~£63
8708 2j h.p. 19 10 DOUGLAS £17 10
8705 3.1 h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
8702 2' h.p. .1912 MOTO-REVE £14
8082 6 h.p. 19 13 2-speed V.S.-J.A.P.

- , ^nd Sideca.r £45
8C71 7 h.p. 191 1 2-sp. INDIAN, sidecar £35
8654 3'. h.p. 1910 standard TRIUMPH. . £22 10
8640 3.Vh.p.l9i2 F.E. RUDGE ........ £2710
8592 3,', h.p. lqo8 QUADRANT £17 10
8s68 3.', h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £20
S5C1 3; h.p. VINDEG and Sidecar £17 10
S554 8 h.p. 19 1 3 2-speed air-cooled

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £50
8=i5i. 2j h.p. twin FAIRY £12 10
S502. 3.1 b.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8412. 3* h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20
8367. 8 h.p. 1912 3-sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359.. S h.p. twin BROWN and Sidecar £22 10
8338 3i h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £22 10
8336. 25 h.p. F:N £13 10

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.C.
'Phono: Holborn 5777.

Wires ; "Opificer, Loudoii.'*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, SV^h.p., 1913, 3-opeed model, and coacLbuilt
I

sidecar, good condition throughout : f4C ; excliangea.
considered,—A. Holland, Clarendon St,, Coventry, [X9e06

ARIEL, 1913, 3-speeQ model, kick Btarter, decom.
presKor little used, capital order throughout; woith

£40 easily, price £32/10. caah only.—Lajions, Bicester,
Oxon. [X9598

ARIEL, 1914, 3-speed, counter-shaft, with Phcenix
£11/5 torpedo sidecar; £60, cost £76; not done

500 miles.—260, Coldbarbour Lane, S.W. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2042, [0577

Aino,
ARNO, 1912. 2^/4h.p., free engine, perfect couditioD

;

£16.-Warn, Shalfard, Surrey, [6995

a.s.l:
1 Q13 3'/,h.E. A.S.L., Preci,5ion, thoroughly overhauleil;
J-*J £24 cash, or terms,—Toms. Catherine Si. Lei-

cester. [X9524

Auto.Wtieels,
AUTO-WHEEL, been used very little; trial; £11.-

Buckingham, Tindall St., Chelmsford, [7034

AUTO-^VHEEL, quite new,, but slightly shnp-^joiled

t

£12/15, usual price £16/16.-Wilkins, Smipsou,

and Co,, 11, Hammcismith Ed., London. [6989

Bat.

BAT, 1914, 4'/[>li,p., 2.iapeed model, perfect for sidecar

or solo work, brand new, but slightly shop-soiled;

catalogue price £57/10, cash price £50,— LnytoD!'.

Bicester, Oxon. [S9699

BATS.—A fe>7 various models, which have been used

for trial purpoees, all are in splendid eondition

;

to bo cleared cheap.—Bat Motor Manufacturing Co., j
Penge. S.B. [6765 |Bradbury.
4h.p. 1912 Bradbury, 2-speed, free engine, eplendid •'

condition.-Donaldison, Allandale, St. Andrews,
[X9440

BRADBDET, 6h.p., 3 speeds, shop-eoilcd only; oHen
wanted.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Briemon.

(0510

3,Xh.p. Bradbury, splendid condition, take sideeai;

'i £15 cash, or terms,—Toms, Catherine St., Lei-

cMter. [S9525

BRADBTJEY, late 1912, 2-speed, chain drive, dutelj,

kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar; £35,-Leisli, 51

Artlmrdon Ed., Brockley, S.E.. (7024

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p„ 2-speed, free engine, cane

sidecar, 2 lamps, good condition; £32, or near,—

Whiteley, 80, Lightclitfe B.d„ Brighouse. """[7075

BRADBURY, 4h.p., eounter-shaft 2-6peed and free,

chain-oum-belt, perfect throughout; £29, or ex-

change high powered twin; after 6,-102, Station K(l,,

Crayford, [7051

4h.p, Bradbury (1913), Bramble sidecar. 2-spced geai

box, complete accessories, first-class conditiou

throughout- £45,-80, ShakeSpeare Crescent, Maaor
Park, E, [X9536

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., standard model, semi-T.T.

bars, Bosch watertight mag., Druid forks, guaran-

teed perfect; £25.—Eke and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St„ E,C, (0479

BRADBURY, 3VL'h.p., 1913, fitted with JST.S.U. 2-

speed gear, belt drive, kick starter, Godiva coach-

biult sidecar, in fine condition: £3d/10, a bargain.-Wil-

kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London.
[6984

Brough.

T.T. Brough, 500 c,e., horizontal twin, 1914, just fitted

with latest engine August, absolutely perfei-t:

£38/10,-W, S. Life, The CUfle, Southport. [0575

B ROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of tie

500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-3peed overhead valve

models,—The West Lancashire Motor Co., Southpoit.
[0555

Brown.
BIIOWN, 3V.h,p., and wicker sidecar; £15,-

Premier Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct. [7093

B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1914, 4h.p., counter-shaft 3-speed modeljn
stock - best cash or exchange quotations,—LavtoB'^

,

Bicester, Oxon, [X9601

B.S,A., 1912, 2-speed, free engine, Millford sidecar.

F.R.t'. lamp, all accessories; nearest £40.—Kee.v.

Arcade, Bristol.
' [X9503

B.S.A., 1914, 4b. p., counter-shaft 3-speed, only d:^ii^(

200 miles, as new : 48 gns., lowest.—6,661. i!'^

Mulur Cjch Ottlces, Coventry. [S9456

VfEVV B.S.A. De Luxe Auto-wheel Outfit, fitted wilt

Xl speedometer, cyclometer, and carrier, used once;

cost over £30, take £25; good reason selling.—Goddardi

Southwold, ('(Ml

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-shaft, chain

driven, Gloria sidecar, and all accessories; cost

£84 June, accept £55,—Carter, Osborne House

Summcrfleld Rd„ Chesterfield. [X9621

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i.ssue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 4]i.p , new April. 1914, sidecar, ail acceseoriea
and insuraDfe: cost £85, £60.—_Dr. Bolton. Can-

valescent House, Mnrraytield, Edinbuxgli. [X9479

1Q14 B.S.A., 4h.p., counter-shaft, chain drive model,
X«/ new Aufcust 1st, lamp, horn: cost £65; best cash
offer.—Barber, Builder, High St., Boston, Lince. [S9283

B.S.A., 1913'/2, and Canoelet sidecar, 2-speed, drip
feed, 2V2in. tyres, Lucas lamps, horn, 5 gn. Cowey

speedometer, every refinement. 1,500 milea; 50 gus. ;

perfect condition: bargain.—Holford, 160, Romford R<1..

Stratford, Lmdon. [7053
Calcott.

CALCOTT. 1912, 2Vi;h.p., new tyres, just thoroughly
by makers, lamp, horn, etc.; £16/10. — Dove,

Wragby. Lincolnshire [S9507

Calthorpe.
"

CALTHOBPE Minor. 1914, lOh.p., new, shop-soiled;
list 160 gns., accept ISOgns.— P. J. Evans. John

;
Bright St., Birmingham. (X9587

CALTHORPE, August, 1913, Bh.p., counter-shaft 2-

specd, combination' drive, with sidecar : £50.—
j

Watson, Dentist, Bedford. 1.6975

CALTHOEPE Junior, slightly eoiled. guaranteed as
new, complete with lamp and horn : 20 gns.—Col-

more Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X9432

[
Camnion.

:1 ni4 Campion Lightweight, 2h.p., 2-speed, perfect
Xt/ condition: sacrifice, £18. — 41. Vann St..
Leicester. [7078

3ih.p. Campion and Sidecar, clutch, new tyres: owner
2 going on foreign service; best oiler above £25.—

Apply. G. R. D. Shaw, Welbura Manor, Kirby Mfor-iilc.
Yortshire. [S9457

Chater-Len
CHATEE-LEA and Sidecar, 2-spced, and F.E., 3V.h.p.

engine, mag., tyr&s nearly new, very low: £18/10,
or cycle and cash.-406, (aarratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.C[7121IIATER-LEA, No. 7. 8h.p. J.A.P.. 3-speed gear

box, chain drive, Rom tyres, coachbuilt sidecar,
ready lor tour; £38.-1, Albion Terrace, Child's Hill.

[X9576
CLvde.

CLTDE. 2'^4h.p.. mag., gaod order; £7/10; seen bv
appointment.—Motor Cycle, 602, King's Ed.. Ful-

ham, S.W. [6999
Clvno.

CLYKO. 1912. 5-6h.p.. twin. 2-speed, good condition;
£29.—Premier Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct.

[7092
CLTNO. 1913'A, 6h.p. combination. 3-specd, hardlv

soiled: £63. bargain, offers.—C, 4, Dollis Ed.
Church End, Finchley. [7023

CLYNO and cane sidecar. 1912. speedometer, 2 lamps,
cxc'i-llent condition" 35 gus.—Macdonald, 757. Le:i

Bridge Ed.. Walthamstow. [7065

CLTNO 1914 No. 6 Combination, brand new, shop-
soiled only; accept £75, list £91.-P. J. Evan-^

John Eri^'ht St., Birmingham. [X958k
"1Q14 Clyno, 2-stroie, 2 speeds, clutch, etc., perfect
-*-tF condition, mileage under 500. special competition
engine^ Lucas lamp and horn; £32.-133, Gladstoii
Ed., Watford; [6966

£45, or near.—
[6978

CLYNO. 1912. 5-6h.p.. 2-«peed. iick starter, thor-
oiii-'hly overhauled and in perfect condition, tyres

almost n» new. F.R.S. lamp; £33. new, ofler considered
Wooldridge, Lydd, Kent. [X9428

1 Q13V.> Clyno Combination. 3-speed. kick start, inter-
!-«' chaugeabl..^ wheels, spare wheel- £65. cost £104-
ate good lightweight part exchange.—Leas, 332, Corona'
don Buildings, Stacksteads, Lancashire. [X938e

Connaught.
pONNAIinHT. 1914. 2=ih.p., 2 speeds, brand new,W .sl.npsoiled only; £37.-P, J. Evans, John Bricht
3t., Biriuingham. [X9579

De Dion.
fJih.p. Dc Dion, very fast, good condition, low £8

-

•Wl Page, 8, Fulwich Rd., Dartford, Kent, [6979

Douglas.
IQ14 Douglas, model V, lamp,
•-" Stockwell, Hampton Hill.

r^OUGLAS; all models supplied, cash or easy terms.-
'-' Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0509
1014 Douglas (May). T.T. model V. hardly ridden-
»-" £41.—Riehings, Cycle Depot, Worcarter. [X9553
riOUGLAS, 1913, T.T. model. 2Sih.p., accessories
'^ spares.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd.. Hendon. [X9588
p.T. Douglas, 1913. fast. lamp. horn, spare tube- £32i or oflers.—Allison. WestcUffe Bungalow. Bp.iliill.

rvODGLAS. 1914. models U, V, and W. in '?t^-k^
^-^ trade supplied; special discount.—Ginger Motors'
lanbury. [X9169
rkOIJGL/5. 2%h.p.. 2-spe6d, free engine, fine condi-
l-' tion; £28, oflers.-D., 4. DoUis Rd., Church End
'inchley. [7022
"kOUGLAS. all models for immediate delivery trade
-» snpphed.-Eey. 378-334. Euston Rd., and 173. Gt
ortland St., W. [6610
rvOUOLAS, 1911. splendid condition, jnst overhauled
. "i'. '.V

s'araP. particuIars.-Mac-Dowell, Dunella,
Iroughty Ferry. (D) [706'7

Model 7.

£10 15s.

Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
fully these well-

knowQ sidecars.

Several models trom
£6 63.

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

SIDECAR SAFETY COUPLING.

Every sidecar should be fitted with an extra front
coupling, as illustrated above. To fit anv machine-
Special desisn to fit P. & M.'s - - 7s! Sd. each.

A few Second-hand Sidecars from 30

BOOTH'S WAR BARGAINS.
5 h.p. Twin N.S.U.f 2 speeds and Sidecar. . . . £18 10
6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 3 speeds, and £12 Sidecar £23 10
jgio DOUGLAS, nice order £15
rgii HUMBER Lightweight, crand condition £16 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REEVE, 2-spced gear £13 10
.,! h.p. MINERVA and .MiUfonl Sidecar ... £14 10
6 h.p CLYNO Combination, speedometer. . £28 10
6 b p. EXCELSIOR Big Single, 2 speeds . . £35
6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, 1912 £35

3i h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar, 2 speeds ... £27 10
6 h.p. REX and Sidecar, free engine £16 10
6 h.p. REX Sidette, 1913 model £39 10

3J h.p. PREMIER. I9i4r3-speed model, with
new ^ri Sidecar, only run 100 miles . . . £49 10

1914 CALTHORPE Light Car ; cost C173 . .£139 10
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 190S, irec engine £17 10

h.p. REX Sideltc. speedometer ,. £35
3! h.p. PREMIER, 3-spccd countcr-sbart .. £50 10
ii h.p. PREMIER, 3-spced model £32 10
3) h.p. HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed model £21 15
3t h.p. HUMBER, with new fii Sidecar . . £32
3* h.p. PREMIER, I9r3, 3-spec,'l model £35
.r h.p. QUADRANT .new 1912 model £24 10

lor; Rudge Mulii £27 . igiot Kerry ... £17
2j Minerva £8
igoo Rex £14 10
igro Re« £16 10.
4-cvlmJcr F.N. . £13 10 .

3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10

1008 Rex £10

:i Werner £6 15
I'lii Rex £18
3*. Quadrant ... £10
it Vindec £11

PRECISION ENGINES.
We have a good stock of 4I h-p. big singles and

other models. Let us take your imder-powered
engine in exchange, and be up-to-date.

1914 SINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write

for quotation. Puts new lite into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New electric motor cycle head lamp 4/11
New 2t/- electric tail lamp, brass 4/3

34 h.p. Centaur engine, .M.O.V. "magneto, etc. £4 15
New coach-built Sidecar Body, side door .. £3 15

4j h.p. Frecision Engine, nearly new £11 18
4i h.p. De Dion on base £4 15
New Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 5

B. & B., .\mac, and Douglas Carburetters .

.

12/6
New Weather-proof Magneto ....'. £3 6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10/6 6/-

igt3 Binks Carburetter 17/6
Shop-soiled ^rr Coach Sidecar £9 5
6 h.p. ]..\.P. Engine £5 15
New Commercial Sidecar £6 10
MiUford Sidecar £2
Villiers free engine bub and controls £1 15

MOTOR CYCLliS FOR SALE
Douglas.

DOTJQLAS. T.T., 1914, perfect condition. 2.50O
miles; £38: owner recruited.—Tidmarsh, 132. Fel-

lows Ed., Hampstead. [7107

1 Q14 Douglas (June), T.T., 2 speeds, accessories,
-Lt' laultless, perfect; £38.—Blcncathra, Highfleld
Rd.. Walton-on-Thames. ' [X9551

"IQ14 2'jh.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, with all accessories,
-LV only been ridden 500 miles; £45.—Short. 67,

Barry Ed., E. Dulwich. [59513

DOUnLAS, 1913'/,, 2-speed. clutch model, kick start,

fittings and spares; £37/10.—Jackson, 10, Marl-
baroueh Kd.. Salisbury. [X9567

MODELS A and B 3'/2h.p. Douglas in stock, im-
mediate delivery, also clutch Zeniths.-Eer. 378-

384. Euston Ed. London. _
[6093

DOUGLAS. 1914; instant delivery of new T.T. or
roadster. 2-speed models: exchanges entertained.

Layton; Bicester, Ostin.

Douglas, model U. 2'r4h.p..

lamp and horn, condition aa new
Gree'j St.. Cambridge

[X9600

new in July, with
£39.—Robin-

[6865

DOUGL.AS. Model tl, March, 1914, 5 gn. speedometer,
many spares, condition as new; £39.—Rawlinps,

26, Gloucester St., London, E.O. [7106

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T.. 2-t!peed. lighting set, splendid
condition: accept £35: private owner.— G., ^_1_2^5^

Central Hili; Upper Norwood, S.E. [6962

14 2'^ih.p. 2-speed Clutch Douglas, Model W,

[7115
ly kick starter' as new; £42"—Purcells,_ 78,

Charlotte St., Fitzroy Sq., London.

DOUGLAS. 1914 model B. quite new, but slightly

shop-soiled: £58. usual price £62.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, and Co., 11, Hamiuersruith Ed., London. [6986

LATE 1914 Douglas, 2 speeds, kick starter, toot;

boardi*, lamp. horn, nearly new, not done 2.000
miles: cost £55, accept £42.—Haelam, Eossington. Don-
caster. [X9518

1Q13 Model E Douglas, 2Hh.p., 2-specd, kick start,

-It/ born. Lucas lamp. Pillion seat, both new tyres,

I'crfcct order; £35.—Inglis,
Yorkshire.

Tennyswood," Shipley Glen,
(X9284

1 Q 13 Douglas, model E, free engine, kick start, 2-

Xt/ speed, footboards, engine and tyres in excellent

condition, lamp and horn; £40.-Eobinson'6, Green SU
Cambridge. [6866

1 Q13 T.T. Douglas, complete with accessories very

-X-t' little used, splendid condition; owner enlisted;

£32/ 10.- Mills Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

Phone; 1745 Finchley. [7026

DOUGLAS Agents in Enghind.—Models A and B in

stock: delivery of any 2';<b.p. model instantly

;

trade supplied. — Robinson's, Green St., OombridBe.

T.A.: Bicycles. Tel.: 388. C6864

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2";lh.p.. T.T. model. 2-speed gear,

splendid order, complete with I ucas lamp set,

horn, complete as new: £38.—Elce and Co.. 15,

Biihopsgatc A?., Camomile St., E.G. [0477

DOUGLAS, 2^h.p.. B. and B. carburetter, b.h.o.,

good tyres, just been done np. splendid condition,

all acca^sories ; for (luick sale £1^, or nearest ofler.—

Box 6.663. The Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry, [i.9555

DOUGLAS, late 1912. 2-speed model, kick start, free

engine clutch, footboards, Kempsballs, P. and H.
lamp. Cowev speedometer, new belt, tools, accessories,

l-erlect running order; owner on foreign service: £33.

—Austin. Eailwny Approach, Lewisbam. [7001

EnBeld
ENFIELD. 1914. 2!;ih.p.. 2 speeds, free engine, new

April, good condition: £33.—Edmunds, Sobam,
Cambs. [X9477

ENFIELD Combination, 6b. p., 1913, 2 speeds, ei-

cellent condition.—1'. J. Evans, John Bright Bt^

Birmingham. [X9583

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination. Enfleld cane
sidecar; a bargain. £49/15.—Wilkine, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.. London. [6990

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., twin. 2-Bpeed,
1912-13. done 3.000. perfect; £48 cash, bargain.

-55. Denman Ed., Peckbam, London. [X9570

I
ENFIELD. 2i^b.p. twin. B. and B. carburetter, Dun-
-J lop belt, silent and reliable, new condition : £22,

bargain.— Key, 18. Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [X9516

ENFIELD. 3h.p.. 1914. 2-speed, dond 300 miles;
accept £38. or exchange lor combination, cash

adjustment.—Blackburst, Empress Hotel, Blackpool.
[7109

ENFIELD Combination. 1913. absolutely perfect con-
dition: any trial; will send on approval: £56. rock

bottom.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X9431

FOE Sale. 6b. p. 2-speed Eoyal Enfield combination:
cost £84 : everything like new. and expert examina-

tion welcomed : quick sale. 40 gns.—O. Knight. 229,
Humberstone Ed., Leicester. [X9517

2-6peed. chain drive, per-

..._.. r. cash.-The Exeter Motor
Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7. Bath Rd.. Exeter, and
28. Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0569

ENFIELD, 1914. 6b.p.. with coachbuilt sidecar, and
luggage grid, the finest combination made, anite

new, but slightly soiled: price £67, usual price £84.—
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11. Hammersmith Ed., Lon-
don [6985

ENFIELD. 2^4h.p. 1912.
feet order : accept £25 casb.-

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
^ ^ Enfleld.

ROYAL Eufield 1913 61i.p. Coaclibnilt Combination,
2-apee(l. lamp, iiorn, itar lieht, tools, etc., very com-

tortable sidecar, all good order; £50.—Case's, Motor Cycle
and Car Sptfialists, 5, ^Varren St., Eustou iS. 'Phone:
Museum 623. [7117

Excelsior.
IT'XCELSIOR CCoventry), Sli.p., free eagine, coil and

-^ battery, head lamp and generat-or, good order

;

£8/10: seen by .appointment.—Motor Cycle, 602, Kint?'?
R<!., Fulham, S.W. [7000

Forward.
FORWARDS.— Guaranteed bargains in 2^4h.p. twins,

troin 18gns.—Forward, Summer Row, Birmingliam.
[7020

F.N.

F.N.. 191i. 4-cyl., must sell owing to war ; £16, offers.
—Morgan, Moville, Ireland. [X9614

F.N.. 5-6h.n 1912 model, condition perfect; £21/10.
-73, Church St.. Camberwell Green. [7056

4-cyI., 3-6peed gear, latest type, early de-
-F.N. Agency. 95. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0465
4Xh.p. 4-cy]. F.N., mag., smart machine, just over-

2 hauled, splendid climber; £14/10.—Powell.
c/o Purcells, 78, Charlotte St., Fitzroy Sq.. London..

[7115

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 5-6h.p., Armstrong: gear,

sidecar, hood, screen, equal new; offers,-Osborne.
Bore St., Lichfield. [X9523

EASY PAYMENTS

F.N., 7h.p.,
livenes.-

-|Q14 5-6h-p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new Whit, week,
_L t/ and oaly ridden 500 miles: cost £68/5; sacrifice

for £58.-125, London Ed., Maachestei. [0562

Hobart.
HOEART, lady's model, 1913, 3 speeds, free engine,

Armt^trong gear, like new ; £23.—Speechley, 45.
Church Rd., Acton. [7098

Humber.HUMBER, 25/,h.p. twin, 1914, 3 speeds, brand new
£37.-P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X9581
HUMEER, 3V'li-P-, Mabon clutch, excellent condition;

bargain, £24.—Cos, 22, Victoria St., Burnham,
Som- [X9454

HUMBER, 1911, 2-speetl, sidecar complete, perfect
condition : any trial ; £23.-30, Wiltshire St.,

Manchester, N. [X9508

HUMBER. 1911, 2-epeed, handle etaiter, perfect con-
dition, new tyre : a bargain, £23/15.—Egbert

Spearman, Bishop's Stoi-tford. [6797

HUMBER. 1912V2. 3V:;h.p., 2-speed,'new tyre^, new
belt, Millford eidecar, lamps, horn, complete acces-

sories: bargain, £33.—Martin, 4, Merridale Lane, Wolver-
hampton. [X9482

-j Q12 2^/4h.p. Twin 3-6peed T.T. Humber, very fast,
-i-iJ machine been thoroughly overhauled, engine re-

bufihed, cost £5 : expert examination invited : £24

;

numerous spares.—20, Chaiicer St., Leicester. [X9515

HUMBER, late 1911, free engine, handle etarter,
overhauled by makers last season, plated, enamelled,

new tauk, mag., and engine parts fitted, cotfting £21,
little -iised since, power and condition as new, with strong
wicker sidecar; highest above £35.—Fairbrother, Grocer.
Moira, Ashby-de-!a-Zouch. [X9512

Indian.
INDIAN. 5-6h.p., red, 1911, Bosch, 1914 Sensprav

;

£18/10, quick sale.—140a, Fordel Rd., Catlord.
[7111

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, electrical equipmcut,
and coach sidecar: £65.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St. Birmingham. [X9582
sidecar, speed-
Garden Av..

[7005

,
7h.p., practically unseratched,

miles; offers wanted.—Leslie Bucknall, Lang-
ley Court, Becbenhanu [0580

TNDIAN 7h.p., 2-speed. F.E.. kick starter, and coach-
-fi- built sidecar, well equipped, good tyres; £42.-59,
AytOun Rd., Brixton, S.W.

, [7055

TNDIAN. 1912. free eugine, Bosch, Brooks, lamp,
-«- generator, and sparer, condition perfect; owner en-
listing: £35.-428. Kent House Rd., Beckenham. [X9537

2-

, . . condi-
Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [7085

1914. lamp,
spares, etc. ; owner enlisted

;

cost £70, will take £55.— Smith, 188, High St., Tedding-
ton. [6997

K-6h.p. BhiG Indian, free, 1910. recently overhauled.
fJ and wicker sidecar: exchange with cash for 1914
combination, or sell £30.— Smith, Tudor Cottage. EUes-
mere, Salop. .. [X9285

INDIAN, 1913. 7h,p., with Millford sidecar to match,
in perfect order and new appearance, fitted with

new tyres: accept £55.— Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X9460

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., standard model, shop-soiled,
2-speed gear and clutch, kick-starter, electric

lamps, and speedometer, guaranteed; £60.—Elce and
Co., 15, Bishops-ate Av.. Camomile St.. E.C. [0491

Tj 013 7h.p. 2-epeed Indian and Swan
i*? ometer, Xl'all,- £52/10_. — 17,.
Mitcham. (After 7.)

TNDIAN. 1914 model.

LATE 1912 7-9h.p. Blue Indian and Sidecar
speed, kick-starter, all accessories, perfect cc

tiou; bargain, £43.—H. "' ~ '

INDIAN. 7h-p., Clutch, T.T., new Julv, 1

horn, fpeedometer, spares, etc. ; dwue:

We are still doing business on these terms, and can meet
you on best and most reasonable prices for cash.

Note the under-mentioned special bargains in 1 91 4 models-

ALL BRAND NEW.
Special Sale Usual
Price. Price.

£66 10 1914 6 h.p. REX SBDETTE, belt

drive. 2-speed models ^77 10
£75 1913 8 h.p. PREMIER cycle cars,

hood and screen. 2 speeds and
reverse, positive drive, brand new £115 10 o

£91 C igi4 8 h, p. WILUAMSON combina-
tion, hood and screen, only used
for one demonstration run £102 o o

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES ARRANGED,

SECOND HANDS.
A few of om: Second-hand Bargains at greatly reduced

prices. All subject to being unsold, and in guaranteed
running order.

FORWARD, 2^ h.p., Twin, Binks carb., excellent

lightweight £16
REX, 1911, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starting, Amac carb.. Sidecar £33
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian Red, 3in. tyres,

2 speeds £48
REX, 3^ h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and B., low built,

M.O.V £15
ENFIELD, 1912, 5 h.p., good tyres all round, complete

with Enfield Sidecar £40
PREMIEIf, 3^ h.p. model, B. and B. carb., Bosch

magneto, lin. Whittle belt £18
REX, 1909 model, 2 speeds, 6 h.p., coach Sidecar, new

tyres, splendid puller £30
G.N., 8 h.p., Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side by

side seating £48
V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds. Bosch, torpedo cane Sidecar,

Truffault forks, excellent condition £26
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 3-speed, chain drive, just over-

hauled, kick start good tvres £48
MOTOSACOCHE, 2 J h.p. model, igio, Whittle belt,

magneto, adjustable pulley £11
ENFIELD, C h.p., combination, 2 speeds, J.A. P.

engine, splendid order £50
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p., twin, magneto, Chatei" Sidecar,

finished Indian Red £21
ENFIELD, 2J h.p., twin, lightweight, magneto £14
REX, 5 h.p., T.T. model, torpedo tank, grey finish,

excellent condition £17
SCOTT, 1914, 3? h.p , Montgomery Sidecar, screen,

etc., all accessories £60
BRADBURY, 19T2, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, very good order £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3^ h.p., fixed gear £30
BAT, 6 h.p., Mabon clutch, spring frame, Sidecar,

excellent order, bargain £32
REX, 6 h.p., 19 1 2, lamp, etc., 2 speeds, handle start £39
ARNO, $1 h.p., 1912, grey finish, magneto, good tyres,

spring forks £20
HUMBER, 3:1 h.p., 1909. 2-speed model £22
REX, igr4, 6 h.p., chain drive, 3 speeds, Portland S'car £52
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., r9i2, 2 speeds, chain drive, handle

start £50
CLYNO, igi2, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination, coach-

built Sidecar £40
N.S.U., 1913, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar, excellent ^

order and condition £34
PREMIER, 1912, 3-V h.p., 2 speeds, complete with S'car £26
ZENITH, 1912, 3^ h.p., speedometer, lamp, horn, etc. £36
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, blue finish, chain drive .... £25
HUMBER, 2 h.p., igi2, 3 speeds, lady's model £24
HUMBER, 2 h.p,. chaiu drive £5
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., vertical engine, very po"'erful . . £7

Uipc MACHINES and COMBINATIONS.nir&C Send for terms card.

SPECIAL OFFER OF COVERS.
COLLIEH COVERS minle by
Englcbert Tyre Co.^Belniiimr

Heavy
Ribbed,

Liclit

Ribbed.
Rubber
Stiiddeil.

"is/T"26 X 2J 16/- 13/3

26 X 2A 17/- 13/6 19/-

BeadGtl Kru.',

EXGHANGEo. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Write for Full List Post free upon request

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

TNDrAN. 1913. 7-9h.E., T.T. clutch model, aud'Canoe-
-- let coachbuilt racing sidecar, lamp, horn, rear lipht,
tools, etc.. very fast, and in perfect condition: £50.—
CaS'^'e, Motor Cycle and Car Specialists, 5, Warren St.,

Euston Rd. 'Phone: Mueeuni 623. [7118

INDIAN, 1914, Hendee Special, TTi.p., dynamo electric

self-^tartei and electric equipment, complete with
Millford coachbuilt sidecar, very little rid'Jeu, in excel-
lent condition, eqiml to uew ; £72, or nearef:t ofTer.—
Can be seen at 62. Itfanningham Lane, Bradford. [X9286

1 Q14 Hendee Special, with coachbuilt sidecar, in royal
J-«-' blue (Mille-Fulford), electric eelf -starter, horn,
lamps, etc., complete, scarcely used, in perfect condition;
75 gus., no offers; owner goinR abroad Pole reason for
selling.-Eos L5,470. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.G. [4829

Ivy.

1Q14 Ivy. 2-strQke, used demonstration; cost ±28;
J-«^ £23/14 cash, or terme.-Toms, Catherine St.,

Leicester.. [X9527

1 Q13 Ivy-Precision, S'/oh-P.. nearly new Kemp^hall and
At/ _DunIop, lamp, horn ; cost £45,
Westdowu lid.. Catlord, S.E.

Ixion.

sell £17.-21.
[6971

IXION, brand new. 2V'li.p., 2-^troke Villiers engine;
ea:^h £22.-MEtyfall, Hilkbro' Shef&eld. [7062

.lames.

JAMES, 4h.p., and £19 Millford sidecar, splendid -con-

dition ; bargain, £25.-94, Dora Rd., Small tieath,

Birmingham. [6982

JAMES, ^Vjh.p.. 1914, Canoelet* sidecar, all acces-

sories, 3-speed gear, new condition; cost £85
March, accAit 55 gns,, offers. — Woodward, 15, Mill
Lane, West Hampstead. [7089

JAMES.. 1914 models, in stock, eliop'soiled and .second-
,

hand, at bargain prices; the latent 2Mh.p. 2-stroke,

2 speeds, James lightweight, for immediate delivery;.,

best terms: trade supplied.—Elce and Co., 15, Bi-^hope-;"

gate Av., Camomile St.. E.C. W^P!?^.

JAMES, 1914, 4V4h.p., big eihgle, and Canoelet side^,';

car, 3-«peed, list price 73 gne., new, special pricB'T^

65 gn^.
i
new SV^h.p. 3-speed twin, 54 gns.; also James:';

2-stroke, 35 sns., for immediate delivery.— Stevens 'JamesJ
speodaliyt). Gooch St., Birmingham. [0432

J. A. P.

J.A.P.. Sh.p., 1913 engine, and wicker sidecar, hand
operated free engine device, perfect condition ris'ht

throughout; £26.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X9429

1<Q14 Twin XA.P., sidecar, splendid combination, low
^*y coaelihuilt, 2-=peed gear, free engine, new March,
will ride 30 luiles, give good trial; bargain, £45.—Box
L6,119. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor ,St.. E.C;

[7003
J.E.S.

T.E.S. _Motocyclette,_ alzuost new, _ splendid couditionj
£15.-Nobbs. 162. Goswell Ud.. London. [6969

KERRT-AEINGDON. SVoh.p.,
good condition, Senspray

Kerry.
KEERY-ABINGDON. 3V>h.p., 1911. Tine order;

genuine bargain, quick sale.— 53, Park Ed., Wands-
worth. [6965

late 1911, overhauled,

^ .. _ . ... carburetter; £20. or

exchange—Vincent, Melrose Rd., "Weybridge. [X9434

KERRY-ABINGDON, SVi-li-P-, Armstrong, Hutchin-
son tyres, piactieally new, makers' reliability and

competition macliine this year; genuine baigaiu. £29.—
—Neivuian, Hollies, Acock's Green, Birmingham .[X8769

KERRY-ABINGDON, 1912, 2 speeds, clutch, in

absolutely new condition throughout; £20, or

with splendid torpedo side entrance sidecar, £24,
offers, or exchange lightweight and cash.—Peat, 127,

Trentham St., Southfields, S.W. [7082

Kvnoch.
KYNOCH, 1913y-r. 3V'h-P-.. 7-.-peed. free engine, .acces-

sories ; £35.—Randies. Marford, Wrexham. [6980

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1914. run about .4,200; £a6.-ArBly,

" Cycle." Aunstead. Chat-Hill, NorthnmberlaiKl.
[X9397

LEA-FRANCIS. 1914. the aristocrat of motor cycles;

early delivery ; easy payments ; second - hand
machines in part.—London agents. Sproston and Grace,

154, Gt, Titchfield St.. W. Regent 4999. [0448

Levis.
TTARRY WALKER'S_for the famous Levis'fi.-OfficiaJDURRNO THE V^ A R

we are especially catering for repairs at greatly -r eVIS. P/ih.p. splendid conditiou,
educed prices in preference to cutting down our| Ju £25 "' " " ~ ~'

staff. Will you help us. and, incidentally, save
yourself money '

n/IAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone : 552 Mayfair.

Grams ; Abdicate Wesdo, London."

Agency, Miisffell Hill, N.

-Wood, 156, Balfour Rd., Ilford.

[6540

accesf^ories;

[7009

LEVIS. 1914, 31/2I1.P., 2-Epeed counter-shaft gear,

Lucas lamp set and horn, rear light, complete
as new; £38. — Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St.. E.C. [0478

Lincoln Elk.

O^E Si/ah.p, Lincoln-Elk, 1912 model; £20 net.

ONE £14/14
£10/10 net..

Bramble Sidecar, shop-soiled only;
Box L5,421. The Motor Cycle Offices,

A18

Tador St.. EC [0537

All letters relating to adveitisemcnts should ciuote tiie number at the end of eacb ndvei tisement, and die date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Toroedo.

TORPEDO Lightweisht, 2?4h.p. Precision, Palmer
tyi-es, almost new; £25, cost £35.—5, Walmer

Bd., Waterloo. [X9597

"I Q 121/2 2',ih.p. Torpedo, Iree engi
Xi/ just been thoroughlv done up;
ham, Tindal St., Chelmsford.

le. liphtv. eipht,
£20.— Bncking-

[7035

19

TOEPEDO-PEECiaiO^r. 2^ipeed, 2-stroke, ligMweiglit,
1914, ridden 60 miles, with bom, lamp; £24, or

near oaer.-41, Mill Ed., Merton Ed. [7068

Triumph.
TEIUMPHS.-Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Bit

mingham. ~
[0559

TEIUMPH. 1913. 3 speeds, all accessories; going at
£40.—Midland Motor Co., Oxlord. [S954."

TRIUMPH. 1913, T.T. model, fine machine; £33
exchanges invited.—Bunting, Harrow. [X9549

11 Triumph, perfect condition, speedometer; £18.—
L.F., 34, Xella Ed., FuUiam Palace Ed. [7010

31.h.p- Junior Triumph, ridden 600 miles only, condi
4 tion as new; £36.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam.

bridge. [6867

TEIIjMPH, 1912%, Sturmey-Archcr, light sidecar,
£40 ; will separate.—48, Victoria Kd.. Aston

Manor. [X9500

TEIUMPH, late 1913, F.E.. new condition, best Lucas
fittings; £36; owner enlisting.—32, Woodwarde Ed..

Dulwich. [6991

TEIUMPH. late 1913. clutch, lamp, speedometer, horn,
etc., good condition ; £32.-21, New Bond St.,

Leicester. [S9514

3 -SPEED P.E. Triumph and Coachbuilt Sidecar, tyres,
etc., in good condition.—Helpe, 17, Christ Chiucb

St., Frome. [X9291

TEIUMPH (19131,1.), S-speed, all accessoriee, perfect
condition ; £36.—Williams, 49, Trafalgar Terrace.

Swansea. iDj [X9462

I Q09 Triumph, clutch, lamp, £18, no offers; ab*oAC 1910 cylinder, 15/-. — 14, Palace Grove,
Bromley, Kent. [7076

1Q10 Triumph, perfect condition: £20: any trial.-
I-V 260. Coldbarbour Lane, Brixton. 8.W. 'Phone
BristoD 2042. r0476

TEIUMPH. 1913, 3-epeed, and MillJoid coach 1914
r:idecar. all accessories; going at £45.—Midland

Motor Co,, O-xford. [X9542

1 Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, model C, 4h.p., shop-soiled;
Lif £52/10.—Turner, 181-182, Railway Approach.
Shepherd's Bush, W. [X9568

1Q13 Triumph, 3-3peed, wicker sidecar, cycle nearly
-L«7 new, about 600 miles; bargain, £45.—W. W.
Oakley. Uptonou-Severn. [X9453

TEIU.MPH, 1912 3'Ah.p., free engine, equal to
ne\\ ; £33 cas.i. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd..

AstoD Ed.. Birmingham. [0473

TEIUMPH, 1912^4, free engine, splendid condition,
lamp, horn, tyres as new: £28/15.— Egbert Spear-

man. Bishop',^ Stortford- [6796

1 Q 14 2i4h,p 2-stroke Junior Triumph, eligbtlv
-L*? soiled only; £36.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0247

1 Q08 Triumph, adjustable pulley, also extra free en-
-Li/ gine pulley, mag., horn, lamp, and all acces-
sories: £20.-6. Battersea Ui«e. S.W. [6976

1 Q13^.i Triumph, free engine, excellent condition:
J-f must sell, nearest offer to £37/10.—Lyon. 42,
St, Pauls Rd., Camden Town, N.W [7084

~|Q12 Triumph, free engine model, in e.xceilent con
j-ij ditioQ : £33: cii.^b or easy terms—U, t:. Jone^
[Garages), Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [0546

1Q14 Triumph, 41i.r., 3-speed, Xl'all saddle, all acccs-
Xi/ series, little used: £52/10; also Gloria sidecar,
£12/10.—Webster. Guilsborough. Xorthants. [X9452

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, tvpe
C, not done 1.000 miles, perfect ; £45.—Elce and

Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0551

TEIUMPH. 1913, 3i2h.p., 3-speed. new Millford coach-
built sidecar. lami.s. speedometer, perfect condi-

tion: £46; by appointment.—36, Manor Lane, Lee, SE
[X9383

TEIU5IPH, 3V2h.p., free engine, new February. Lucas
lamp. horn, mirror, reflex, and spares, new con-

dition throughout. £42: Philipson pulley, £2.-1. Haw-
thcrne St., Barcsley. [X9384
TEIUMPH, 1913, 3i';h.p.. 3-3peed, clutch model, road

cter bare, lamp. hoin. speedometer, tools, and spare
valves, tyres in very good order: £38.—Cass's. Motor
Cycle and Car Specialists, 5. Warren St.. Euston Ed
'Phone: Museum 623. [7116
ffRlUMPU. 3i,bh.p., late 1909, just been overhauled- and re-enamellcd. tyres in excellent condition
pack nearly new. acetylene lamp and generator, usual

5? ,' X'£'' "'" '""f' £20.-Boi L5.0'14 Iht Moto,
Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.C. [0553

Vindec.
/Jh.p. Vindec Specui Twin, 1912, B. and B. carbnr-
V. .?-'"• US.i!. engine. Bo.^ch mug., nearly new 26v,2M
Michchns Whittle bcit. low. powerful, 'fast, splendid

S5 on n «•?," ="-''e!Sciies. watch, mirror, trial, bargain,

oiti?,' -ff°i'^''J-
»'' "^°<-' torpedo, side door, quickflt

fi„„ ''^= Sf"^H''' f-V'""' raat. luggage platform. £4.-
Daves, 45, Chailes St.. Commercial Ed.. Stepney [X95I7

Be Patriotic
English, French, Belgian, and Kusjian flags,

beautifully made, with special fitting for fixing
to number plate, extra stout pin.

Postage 2d. Extra.

Vl^AR SALE
GENUINE PRICE REDUCTION IN ALL

DEPARTMENTS.
Compare our prices before deciding You will

readily see the value we oSer.

1914 MODELS. Usual Sale
Price. Price.

8h.p. WILLIAMSON ComDination, £5. £ s.

water-cooled. 2 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, hood, screen, petrol
and oil carrier, shop-soiled only . . 102 o 62

3* h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, b'bar con-
trol, 2-spcoi-]. clutch, latest model,
new. cancelled order 69 2 62

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, show-
room soile-l only 88 4 79 10

2f h.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, showroom
soiled onlv 40 7 42 10

2} h.p. DOUGLAS, Model A. only
nin 20 miles, lull g^iarantcc 48 o 43 10

2j h.p. DOUGLAS, lady's. 2-speed,
clutch, kirk starter, run 500 miles 53 c 40

3A h.p. HUMBER, water - cooled.

3 speeds, kick starter. Bramble
coach-built Sidecar, nearly new . . 77 10 S5

3i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-srced, run
about i.^ioo mih^s. lamp, bom, etc 64 52

1913 MODEL.
8 h.p. HENDERSON and Sidecar.

fine coiiilitioii 55 q
1912 MACHINES.

3I h.p. P. &M., 2-5pecd. Side-car ^ears 42 o 34 10
Or fitted with commercia.

Sidecar extra 9 10
3} h.p. CORAH-J.A.P , vcn- fast . . 31 o 24

1911 and EARLIER.
6 h.p. ZENITH, Gradua gear, and

Sidecar, complete 31 o 26
3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911. clutch mod. 21 10
3] b.p. N.S.U., 2-speed. and Sidecar,

lamp, horn etc 21 10
SIDECARS.

1914 No. 5 GLORIA, coach-built,
stock-soiled 23 2 6 19 19

1914 MILLFORD CORVETTE,
coach-built, apron, and mat.
stock -soiled 13 2 6 10 10

19 14 MONTGOMERY, No. 10, coach-
built, stock -soiled 10 10 8 17 6

19 14 Sportins Cane body only
cigar-shaped 4 4 310

1914 Pattern PARAGON Folding
Sidecar, cane body fine condi-
tion, little used 14 14 7 16

TYRES-
We guarantee a rebate ol 7/6 od the purchase

price of nearly all high-grade tyres, not less than
26 X 2i in size. This offer holds good only when
old covers are returned with order.

H TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.O
Wholesale 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.G.

'Phone : Museum, 1240.
lelegrams: " Dynametro, Westcent. London.'

12 3V>h.p. Zenith-Gradua. with torpedo sidecar;
£30"; fine condition.—Purcells (aboye). [7112

AI! letters relating to advertisements sho-uid quote the number at tlie end ol eacli adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I Vindec.
VINDEC. SVih.ii., Bosch, B. and B., adjustable

pulley, in thorough good condition; £17; good
ladyback tandem or Drnmmond lathe considered in
part exchange.- 5, Foulsham Rd., Thornton Heath,
S.E. [7081

v.s.

V.S., 191". 2.tpeed, 7h.p., coachbuilt combination,
overhauled, guaranteed: £45: exchange S^/ih.p. and

rash.— 9. West Hampatead Mews. N.W. [7011

Werner.
3h.p. Werner, B.B.. T.T., ready to drive away; £5/6.

-^4 —1, Southey Ed., Tottenham. [7025

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 1914 Sidecar Combinations: keenest

exchanges quoted.—iMotor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax. - [0390

WILLIAMSON. 1914, water-cooled combination, ex-
cellent tondition: £65.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St.. Eirmiueham. [S958S

WILLIAMSON. Sh.p.. 1914, water-cooled, with
coaclibuilt sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer.

3 lamps, all accessories, new condition; £68/10. cost
£120.-Eagles and Co., Acton. [X9622

Wolf.
WOLF. 2'.0h.p., 1914. £17/17, a batt-ain. Quite neiv,

but sliphtly soiled: usual price £25/4 —Wilkins,
Simpson and Co., 11. Hammersmith Kd., London. [6967

ZedeL
3ih.p. Zedel, engine perfect, new parts fitted. B. and

2 B.. new Stanley belt, spring fork^. stand and car-

rier, tyres good: £6.—Eiches, The Yewe, Cuckfield,
Sussex. [X9569

Zenith
ZENITH 1013. Bh.p. : loweet each price £46. — Lay-

tons', Bicester, Oxon. [X9602

ZENITH. 6h.i>., 1913. clutch, sidecar, accetisories, new
condition; bargain. £60.-24, Eolle n<L, Charlton.

S.E. [7004

10^3 6h.p. Zenith-Gradna; £38: magnificent order.
-It/ —Purcells. 78, Charlotte St.. Fitzroy Sq..

London.

19
ZENITH, 1912, S'/sh-p., Grodua KCai. exrellent eon-

dition: £28.—P. J. Evaue, John Bright St.. Bir-

mingham. [X9586

ZENITH, 1913. 3','-.h.p.. sound throughout: rock buttuiu

cash price. £28. easily worth £35.— Loytone'. nice:*'-

ter, Oson. EX9603

PAWN Ticket, two month.'^ old. 1913 6h.p. Zenith, for

eale: whut otfers?—Box L6.122, The Motor Cyclt

Offices. 20, Tnaor St., E.G. [7090

ZENITH. 8h.n., 1912, gootl condition, Montgomery
sidecar, F.E.S. lamp, new back tyre, Avon; £42.

-70. HoUne^dalc, Hampton Wick. > [7012

1 Q13 Sh.p. T.T. Zen-ih, £12 worth of epares and ac-

XlJ ce&sorioa. had very little use; what oilers u>x>ve

£40?-33. Friz:ngliall Ed., Bradford. [X9541

ZENITH. 3V.h.p. 1912',1.. new tyre and new Dunlop
belt. l-'.U.S.. horn, Gamer, fpare tube, viilve, plug,

ttc, splendid condition; £32.-5. Fulklund Rd.. Wallasey.
i:X9554

6 h.p. 1912>-. Zenith, and 1913 18 gn. iliJlfcrd ^id©*-

car, everything complete, and ia first-cla'^a order,

with ^pare belt and tyree: trial; £45.—Wood, 42. Manor
Park Ud.. Hurlesden. [7013

-1 Q13 Sh.p. ZoDJth and torpedo cane aideear, good
X-*J tyre^, belt, large head light, full tool kit: cost
£90- any examination; little used; £56/10.—Apply, 3Z,
Liverpool P.d.. Southport. [6994

LATE 1913 Zenith-Jap. Gradua gear, Independent
clutch, kick dtarter, S'/zh.p., only ridden 300 miles,

« ith new couch sidecar; 39 gns.. without 32 gns.—22.
Hargrave Ed, Holloway, London. [X9467

1 Q12 Sh.p. Zenith, T.T bars, and epoiting cane eide-

X. %J car, in good condition : £50 ; will take 3^h.p.
fornbination in part; any trial given.—Apply. Box 6.633,
The Motor CirU Officer. Coventry. [X8957

ZENITH Cycle. 7h.p., kick starter. 1913',^. Miller
Jights. Cowey speedometer. MiUford coac:hbuiIt side-

i-ar, good 86 new, lecd than 5,000 milcc; cost over £100,
I; e "t offer accepted .—I'erui fled Harrison, Dent ist. Cov-
entry. 'Phone: 1039. [0583

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914, clutch model. 8-9b.p. twin.
90x77',2 uounter-shaft gear, clutch, and kick starter,

I'aluier cord 32 back perfect condition; list £78/15,
^jierifice £52/10; oi^Tier called to the front.—C. Williams,
V.M.O.A. Buildings. Leice£ter. [X947]

ZENITH Bargains.— 1914 S'/^h-p. twin. 1912^^ 6h.p.
twin, engine practically new, 3',L'h.p. single,

nearly new. £57 each; fih.p. sporting sidecar combiua-
tioQ, little Uned. ideal competitions, last touring, cost
£100. accept £58.-170, Upper Clapton Rd., N.E.

[7080
ZEMTH-GRADL'A. 1914, 6h.n.. red finish, counter-

shaft gear, clutch and kick-starter, large F.R.S.
lamp set, Lucas horn, Watford trip Epeedometer.
guarannteed perfect, not done 300 miles, soiled only;
great bargain. £62. -Elce and Co., 25. Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St.. E.C. - [0481

eitisemeiit, and tbe date of the is&ue.
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2 speeds, footboards,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

EAGLES.—Rover. 1914, Sy^h-p. model, eliglitly used,
as new; £34/10.

J:;iAGLES.-Clyno, 6h.p., 1912V2, 2 speeds, chain driTe,
-^ fine sidecar machine : £55.

EAGLES.-Humber. 3%h.p.,
coachbuilt sidecar; £25.

EAGLES.— Prem-"er, 1912, 2V2h.p.. Armstrong 3-6peed
gear, free engine, new condition; £19/10.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, free engine model, witli

Philipson pulley, new condition ; £30.

EAGLES.-Radco. 1914, 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, slightly,
used, as new; £18/10.

EAGLES.-Eradbury. 4h-p. (89x89), N.S.IT. 2-apeed
gear, free engine, with Phcenis £14/14 sidecar;

£32, or separately.

EAGLES.—Bat-Jip. 6h.p., 1912-13, chain drire, 2
speeds, with clutch, kick starter, and Gloria coach-

built sidecar: any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe Junior, 1914. 2h.p., 2-speed
model, slightly soiled; £20.

EAGLES.-N.S.U . 3V2h.p., model de luxe (85x85),
with 2-Epeed gear, brand new, slightly soiled;

£34/10, special bargain.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [X9626

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange still leading the
way for cheap motors. Easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, 1914 {brand new), 6h.p.,
speeds, almost gift, 45 gns. Exchanges,

W

WANDSWORTH.-Triumph (latest); 1914, 4h.p.,
speeds, almost new, unscratclied : £47/10; eaey

pasiaenti.

WANDSWOETH.-Ch.iter-Lea-Jap, 1912-13. SW-^h.P-,
Eo.sch, 2 speeds, counter-shaft (kick) ; 28 gns.

;

exchanges. i

WANDSWORTH.-Zenith, 1913, with £30 Gloria!
sidecar, Sh.p. ; who wants? £55; exchanges. !

WAKDSWOKTH.-Rex, 1912-13, 6h.p. twin, Bosch,!
2 speeds; great bargain, 28 gns., exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury, latest 1912-13, 31^-4.
h.p., enclosed Bosch, iine machine; £27/10; easy:

payments. _
;[

WANDSWOETH.-Bradbury, 1911, 3V2-4h.p., Bosch,!
nearly new tyres; sacrifice £18/18; exchanges. J

WANDSWORTH.-Eover, SVoh-p., m.o.v., re-built, No.^'
9 frame, mag., nice order; £15/10; exchanges. 1

WANDSWORTH.-Indian (blue), 5-6h.p. twin, m.o.T.,;!
mag., very fast; opportunity; £22/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex, 1911-12, with coachbuilt
sidecar, 3'/2-4h.p., mag., almost new; £25/10 i

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., 1910-11, 2liih.p., mag., 2
speeds, shaft drive, perfect; £18/18; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.D.. S-S'/oh.p., m.o.v., mag.,
good tyres, runs well: £9/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Roc, 1910, 4h.p., m.o.v., mag., 2
speeds: must sell: £16/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Quadrant, 3V2-4h.p., good tvres,
spring forks, h.b.c. ; very cheap, £6/15; exchaiiges.

ANDSWORTH.-Moto-Reve, 2h.p. twin, mag., runs
well

: clearance, £6/17/6 ; exchanges.

TT;^ANDSWORTH. - Easy payments. - Wandsworth
»

' Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town
Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. [X9610
TTALIFAX.—200 new and second-hand motor cycles
;--*- to clear at bargain prices.—Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Haliiax. [0446
3.^h.p. Sidecar Combination, new Precision engine and

4 Senspray, 2 speeds; any trial; £2S.-Flavell,
Sandygate, Wath-on-Dearne. [X9288
TF You Want Bargains m second-hand motui cycles
-- you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy
terms), 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London fX9705
TJ.'S.A., Matchle,-s, Singer, Douglas, second-hand motor^ cycles and sidecars. Send for clearance list.—
Iwecdale Armstead Motors, Ltd., Oxford. [7016
41.h.p, Buchet, perfect, £9; 3y,h.p. Ariel motor

^ uycle, mag., *10, low, all new tyres and belt.—
4, Ivlcrton Rush, Merton Park, Wimbledon. (7075

MOTOR Cycle, 3i/ih.p- Rover engine, Chafer loop
back frame, 1914 Bos,eh mag., low, reliable, good

condition; £16/ 10.-Waters, Station Ed., Horlcy. [6968

FOR Sale, 3%h.p, Rover, S-speed model,* 1914, with
£10/10 sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.; 58 gns. ; also

1913 3-speed Triumph, £35.—Booth, 83, Gosford St.,
Coventry. [X9470

St., Acton.
. Sh.p., nearly

neiv, £55: 1913 Triumph, clutch model, only u-cd :i few
times, £35: Humber, 2h.p., 1912. £15/10:. 1911 clutch
Triumph, variable ge.ar, £25;- Sh.p. Trent, £5/10; 31i.p.

De Dion, £7/10. [7057

CASS'S can supply all makes, entertain exchjinges,
purchase for cash, and .sell on commission. No sale

no charge. Lists of motor cycles, sidecars,- and cycle
cars sent on request. Consult us before deciding. —
Ca.-'S'.^, the spe,cialists, 5, Warren St., Eustoai Rd.
'PhL.ce; Museum 6?J?.

'

[7119

LONGMAN Bros, and Aitkeu, 1, Iving
Tel.: Chiswick 1578.—Zenith-Gradna,

—means easy
and vibrationless

riding, always.
JTT "Vibration" has no
'-"^ terrors for the thousands
of Motor Cyclists wlio ride

"DRUID- equipped"
machines — they never
trouble about rough roads— for "The DRUID"
smooths out their path and
ensures easy and vibrationless

riding.

— Are you troubled with
vibration ? — if so, get j'our

machine fitted with "The
DRUID," you'nthen ride in

perfect comfort — its

"Scientific Design" and
'

' Perfect Spring Principle
'

'

ensure this.

— " The DRUID " Spring
Fork was fitted on the
WINNING MACH-INE
(A.J.S.) in the 1914 JUNIOR
T.T. Race.

— Asli US for particulars.

A. DREW & Co., Ltd,,

Leopold Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

Supreme
for
Solo
and
Sidecar
machines.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
01 machiDes in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear ; send us your requirements and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morrie Garages, Oxford.

[0314

IN Stook.-3Voh.p. Sunbeam: Auto-wlieel. £9/10; a'/jh.p.
Enfield, £24; SV'li.p. Arno, £25: 3h.p. Brown, mag.,

£9/10; J.E.S. liglitweigiit, £16: 26x2V> Lomax baud,
8/6; 26x214 Dunlop cover, 12/-; tidecar, fit E.S.A.,
£3/10.—Holmes, Tieville St., Plymoutli. [X9433

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make of motor cycle
on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex-

changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-
posal. Tuition free. Please favour us with a post-
card.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. - [0533

THE South-Eastern Garage, Heme Hill Station, Lon-
don, S.E., offer the following bar-gains at special

wartime prices : 1910 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., offers;
1913 Williamson, w.c, and 2-seat. eidecar, £60;. 1912
Kerry-Abin^don, 2-speed, and" sidecar, £32; 4h.p. Roc,
2-speed, sidecar, £.22; 1909 2-speed Triumph, £25;
3h.p. Quadrant, £8; 2';4h.p. 1914 Douglas, 2-speed,
£40; 6h.p. 1914 counter-shaft Zenith £56, with side-
car £64; 2h.p. 1914 2-Epeed Calthorpe, £22; 3Voh.p..
1912 Ivv-Precision, £23; 1908 SV-h.p. Antoine, F.E.,
£12; 1913 3'/.h.p. Ariel, T.T., £35; 3V'liP- 1912 Tri-
umph, £33; 1913 Kendall cycle car, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
hood, screen, £70, or excliange for motor cycle; side-
cars from 35/-; 2h.p. Minerva engine, £3; carburetters,
horns, inner tubes, covers, belts, etc. Wiate for lists.

[8451
MORGAN and Maxwell.—We have a large stock

(over fifty) of machines, in Al condition, at
moderate prices to clear. Thev include Ariel. Antoine,
Rat, B.S.A., Bradbury, Chater-Lea, Doug'las, Enfield
;fine twin sidecar corabinationt^). F,N., Humber, Indian,
Campion, J.A.P., L.5I.C-. Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Pre-
luier [XviO, one lightweight, one 3'/.h.p.], Rex (several

fine Rexes), Rudge, Scott, Singer, Trimnph, Zenith. Two
ood cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick de-

iiverv of new mounts. Write for details of the M. and
M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches, 2 and 3-speed gears,
engines (au- and water-cooled), Binks, B. and B., Sen-
ipray carburetter*;, decompressors, cheap sidecars, lamps,
belts, etc. All rock bottom prices. Come to us if you
want a machine for military use. We will give you a
^peciallv low nuotation,—Morpan and Maxwell, The
General Motoriee, 80, High Rd.. Streatham, London. {Dl

[X9556

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC., FOR HIRE.
HIRE.—Smart 1913 cycle car, hood, screen, lamps;

day 30/-, week .£5. month £15.— Purcells. 78.
Charlotte St., London. W. [6953

MOTOR Cycles and Sidecar for hire, including- latest

1914 models; reduced winter terms.—Motor Cycle
Hire Co.. 194, Oxford Rd.. Manchester. Tel.: 7549
City. [X9191

TRICARS FOR SALE.
BRADBURY Tricar, 4V2h.p., mag., w.c. 2-speed,

chain drive, perfect working order; £20.— -

MacMillan, Tal-y-bont, Tal-y-Cafn. [X9504

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax, Yoiks.M

ANNUAL Clearance Sale of second-hand and shop-
soiled eidecars, chassis, bodie?; in cane, wicker, and

coachbuilt. wind screens. Cape hoods, aprons, luggage/
grids, etc. Be in time for the snips,

HOW are These for Bargain??- 1912Vo 23,ih.p.-- Royal
Enfield, unscratched. cost £53/10, first offer over £30

secures; 1912 SVoh.p. Rover, 2-(=[jeed, with brand new
£16/16 coachbuilt sidecar, machine used for trials only,
cost over £80. accept £50, . [X1703

IDDLETON'S Record Breakers

i

M'
TERRIFIC Speed at Highgate, Mr. — riding

flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,
stopped, turned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h.
Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cows
laughed, dogs barked. See local rags

TESTIMONIAL,—Sirs,—Your flyer is IT. I never
need ride alone now, it's a proper bird catcher.

M IDDLETON'S Sidecar, the onlj
uphill. Manchester hill-climb

one to do 60

M IDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal track
records, won 5 golds in Exeter trial, 7 golds

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc.

FRENCHMEN. Note.-Grand Prix de Fontaiubleau;
500 c. class won with Middleton sidecar.

VAL SUZON Hill-climb.—Middleton'B sidecars win
350 C.-500 c. classes.-Agents : 26, Rue D'armenon-

ville, Neuilly, Paris.

M IDDLETON'S Agent Rey, Gt, Portland St.. and
Euston Rd.

M IDDLETON'S Sidecars, 27, Stroud Green Rd..
Finsbury Park, N. 'Phone: Hornsey 1584.

[5394
TORPEDO Cane Sidecar, cost £12, nearly new;-

£5/10.-6, Hampstead Hill Gardens, N.W.
[X9596

BASTONE'S for Sidecars.—Latest -torpedo models'
from £5/18; bodies from 36/-; cigar pattern

bodies. £3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

London, N. [6411

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the eud of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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THE TRIUMPH
I and all leading motor cycles are I

fitted with the one and only I

I
it »)

FASTENER

IF YOU FAVOUR

A HOOK FASTENER
then choose a " KING HOOK " or " KNUT"

;

they will give you greater satisfaction than
others, as they are fitted with ROLLER
BEARINGS, larger diam. screws, and

guaranteed unbreakable hooks.

I 1/- Detachable. 1/3 Adjustable.

9d. Detachable. 1/- Adjustable.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, Birmingham.

Why wear the "Red Seal''
Motor Suit—

ONE REASON.
61. DALE RO.VD. [JUXTOX, May ISth, 1914.

1 eat Sirs,

I'tii! Red Seal" Motor Cycle Suit which I bought some
months nno has piissed ihrouBli a very severe test, and I am
pleased to say that your iJiiarantce can be safely relied npon.
I was conirelled to travel over forty miles in an iiicessaut
downpour of heavy rain. In order to fulfil an enEdKemc-nt J B
organist at a chapel one Sunday morniuR, and thanks to the
storm-resisting iinalities of the " Red Seal " I arrived at iny
destination auite dry and fallUkd my duties w.thout the
trouhle of cliant-'ini,' nay i-lothiii!*. Hopinc other motor cyclis' s
will recoitnise the splendid Quality of Roods you are making.

I remain, yours faithfully. ERNEST HAJIGREWES.
Who^cscde only from—

fiOBEBT H. PATTEfiSON (Manchester), LTD.
CANNON STREET, MANCHESTER,

who rnri =iiri>!v nil -i/i-s hy r-liini in 5fVon .ii-tinct Ktv'cs.

ELITE Rubber Co.. 2$4, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,
toria (one minute from Victoria Station),

TYRES.
0£*X2 New Michelin Beaded Cover 13/6. 214 15/-.
'WV' 21/2 16/6; 26x214 new Dunlop, 19/6; 26x2
CIiQcher. 16/-; pair 760x90 covers, new. 80/-; 28x
2',(; S.H. Hutchinson Passenger, good, 8/6.— Grove,
224, Fore St.. Upper Edmonton, London. [^9563

Vic-
„ - „ and

260, Coldharbour Lane. Brixton. S.W. All pest orders
to Victoria Depot. 'Phone r Victoria 6553, and Brix-
ton 2042.—We have the following special clearance
lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc.. and are
willing to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
All orders despatched carriage forward unless postage
sent.

ELITE Offer 37- Patchquick Outfit free of charge
to all purchasers of eoods to the value of £\

and over.

ELITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.— Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-Bkid,
26x21/, 37/6 flist price 45/-). 26x2'^ 40/- (list

price 50/-). 650x65 45/. (list price 67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid,
26x21,:',, 24/6 (Ust price 32/6); 28x3 at 35/- (list

price 57/6).

Tji LITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80. to fit

E^

oversize covers,
650x65 rims, he.ivy piain tread; 28/6,

LITE.— nnnlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650x
65; 26/-, list price 50/-.

ELITE.— Midland heavy ribbed and slncWed covers,
special clearance line guaranteed for 3.000 miles,

^6x2'4 25/- (hst price 37/6), 26x2"/2 27/6 ilist price
40/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklanda. 1913 Btot-k. 26x2
12/6. T.T. 26x21,2 16/6 (list price 33/6).

ELITE.— Hutchinsnn Passenger covers. 1913 stork.
26x2',^ 28/- (list price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2V2

rims 26/- (list price 44/-),

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, wired on. Passenger 26X
214 20/-. 26x2 18/6, T.T. 26x214 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75. to
suit 650X65 rims. 25/- (list price 39/6).

ELITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded edge.
26x2 light 8/9, heavy plain trep.d 26x21.4 22,-6.

26x2V{. 24/6.

ELITK.—Clearance Michelin cavers, wired on; Standard
26x21^ 26/-. 26x214 24/6.

ELITE.—CIincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26 x
214 17/6 (list price 31/-).

ELITE,—Dunlop heavy jabber atndded covers, 26x2ii
17i6 (list pri.3 30/-). old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—CIincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6.
licavy grooved 25/-: Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6'6.

5iiit 650x65 rims,

ELITE.—CIincher extra heavy tubes, beat quality
26X21,4 6/6.

ELITE.— Best quality tubes. luUy guaranteed, 26x2
5/-. 26X2'4 5/6. 26X21.J 5/-, 26x3" 7/6. butted

1 1 3 extra.

I;i LITE offer 15X allowance off retail list price foi

-J old covers (above clearance lines excepted); al

makes in stock.

lecial

- - „ oose

;

heavy 12/6. medium 10/-; section;

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by speci
process; treads guaranteed not to come loosi

special beavy 15/
on application..

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all the
special lines which we have in stock; therefore,

if there is anything yiu require which is not men-
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to

quote you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co.. 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd..
Victoria, and 260. Coldharbour Lane, Lough-

borough Junction, Bri.Kton. S.W. 'Phones : Victoria
6553. and Brixton 2042. [9072

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, a smart lad for the motor cycle trade-

Good opportunity to learn the motor buf^ines^

:

I

mU'^t be willing and intelligent.-Ri'ply. stating age and
^aiarv requir-Ml. Bos L6,120, Tfte Motor Cycle Offit e.^;. 20.

Tudor St.. E.G. r0586

INSURANCE.
FOR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car In^nrnnce^ appiv

Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortford. [000^

Insurance and free memberehii
38. Church St.. Shej

[21 9^

FORWARD -Iruii
deserve your support.
We guapantee
them to give you
complete satis-

faction o y

6 X ell a n g e

free. If you
prefer it we
will return

your money
infull but we

I know that
you will be

SATISFIED.

TYPE C,

• absolutely
and permanently

The neatest
and most com-
pact water-
proof plug on
the market,
N o weather
will affect it.

4/- each.

FOR WAR D
MOTOR CO.,

Summer Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

I

AUTO Cycle Union
—Adame. Insurance Broker,

FLETCHER
High St. Chambers,

sive fees

T. MILLARD,
epecialift:^

Enquiries invited.

PATENT AGENTS
WILSON chartered

Coventry

G

patent agent.
\Ioderate inclu-

[5795

28, Martinean St., Birmingham,
automobile patents Low charges

(5684

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
XPERT Reports —Purtells eend experts to examine

raacliine^: 10/6 pins fares.-78. Charlotte St., Fitz
roy Sq.. W (See advertisement.) (3473
E^

QODDARD'S, Ltd., Crown W 'Ks, Vicarage Lnnc.llford. Essex'

All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue- A25

QODDARD'S MOTOR cycle houses
Ft. ei. i-t, I i. n.

6x4x6 high 1 17 6
7x5x64 276
8x6x7 2 15

9X6X7J 326
10x7x8 450
12 X 8x s} „ 5 6

Wide doubie doors
2/6 extra.

Carriage Paid.

These houses are made in sections to Dolt together. Easily
fixed. Made of well-seasoned Jin, T, and G, and V-jointed
Matchl)oards, and complete with flooc and window. Roof
felled with latent Vulcanite Roofing. New illustrated

Catalogue with 7:rices of other bouses post tree.

Copy ol Testimonial.—Audley Range, Blackburn, nth
Sept., 1913, Sirs,—Glad to say received " Gem " Motor
House alt in order, and it justifies its name. Am well

satisfied, it was erected in less than a quarter-of-an-hour
Yours faitbiully, J, S, HOLMES.
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s
AFET
is assured by using only

TANLEY
BELT ACCESSORIES.
There is the

STANLEY FASTENER
(as illustrated) 9d.
and the

LION FASTENER
Guaranteed 5,000 miles .. 6d.

Other Stanley Good Goods '

Stanley Spare Link 1/-

Stanley "Shield" .. .. 8d.
Stanley Adjusting Hooks 6d.

Stanley Belting fm. l/3pr. ft.

»)iii

Send a post-
card for our
Booklet " Belts
and Belt Fit-

tings," written
by an Inter
national ridef

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT &
FASTENER CO
(Inventors of the
Original Hook
Fastener).
Stanley Webb, ManaRer.
BROMLEY, KENT

WANTED.
SPARTi;S. — Morgan ajid Maiwell, Btreatham.

[X7877

WANTED, 2-speed gear, for 8I1.D. Minerva. — 122,
Napier Bd., iej-ton^-tone. [7030

DKUID Spring Forks, for 1905 Triumpli.—Sanderson.
Leigh Ed., Cobham, Surrey, [7019

WANT Sidecar, clieap for cash.—Grove, 224, Fore
St., Upper Edmonton, London. [X9565

1 AA Motor Cvcles T:anted. spot cash paid. Bring or

XlfV send.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7123

DOUGLAS. 1913, 1914, wanted; lowest cash prices.

-Tweedale Armstead Motors, Lt4., Oxford. [7015

WANTED, sidecar and free engine, for Tiiumph

;

cheap.—Sayers, Shamley Green, Guildford. [7031

WANTED, two Douglases, U, cheap, spot cash.—
Kumfurt Accessories Co., Cookliam, Berks. [7083

EXHAUST Pipe (plated), fit Triumph, also silencer;

approral.—Hocken, jun., Lizzen, Polperro. [7072

RECENT 6h.p. A.J.S., or 5h.p: Sunbeam combination
lowest cash price.—Fergussou, Escendy, Blairgowrie.

[X9458
WANTED, good motor cTcle. with sidecar.—Richard

Cassell, Scargill Buildings, Lower Hopton, Mir-
field. _ [X9438

FULLER'S Twin Trembler Motor Cycle Coil, or other
Eneleh make.—Jordan, Thatches, Braughing,

[7069

second-hand magneto, single-cyl., clock-
Simms or Ruthardt.—Dickson. Fenwick,

[X9539

modern sidecar combination

Herte.

WANTED,
wise,

Ayrshire.

WANTED for cash,
wit

Chiswick. [X9530

TRIUMPH, SV^h.p., 3-speed, 1913, mth or without
sidecair; must be low price.—Payne, 18, Durham

St., Hartlepool. [X9609

WANTED, magneto and accumulator ignition, com
plete, al^o modern frame.—Knights, Higher 'Water-

^on, Dorchestei. 1:6964

WANTED, 7-9h.p. Singer or similar 2-seat. ; ex-
change 1913 Douglas, cash. — J. Liddeidale.

Berkswich, Stafford. [X9510

WANTED, speedometer, clutch, speed gear, lamp
set. belt; cheap.—Blencathra, Highfield Rd..

Walton-ou-Thames. [X9550

WANTED-r lightweight magneto, coge, and chain, in

good condition, also carburetter.—Buckley, Sunder;
land St., Macclesfield. [7074

WANTED, in exchange for 8B.p. twin light 2-seater,

clutch model, Rudge or Triumph.—Particulars, 24,
Macdonald. Rd., Forest Gate. E.

WANTED. 2 or 3-speed gear, also lamp set, speed-
ometer, good saddle, and motor cycle accessories,

cheap —125, Ixmdon Rd., Manchester. [0560

WANT 1912-1914 Motor Cycle, also engine, sidecar,
magneto, lamps, tyres, tubes; spot cash.—Grove,

224, Fore St., Upper Edmonton London. [X9564

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cars, good cash prices
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wand^

worth own Station. 'Phone; Eattersea 32.7. [X651(

Pl'iitt^iii
know your iiei^ds Erom 10 years' riding experi-

ence, and offer Clothing of anality that always
satislios. Material of excellence, perfect cut,

Biuart style, t-'ootl (it. and skilled make. Special

detail improvements, ensnrinp most efficient

l)rolcction in all weathers, Uuenualled com-
lort and diimbility.
Dimblc-brcastcdCoat, -waist belt, wind cnffs,

BTitrastronfi pockets. Seated Trouset Overalls,

gaiter well shaped Send cliest measure
over vest and inside let; mfiasnre ot trousers.

SUITS (Heavy), 50/- (Light), 45/-

TROUSER OVERALLS (Heavy) 20/-

(Light),15/-
Sfttisfnction pnaranteed, or money back if

returned within 7 days in good condition.

Write to-day for patterns and full particulars

WiaSl.EY?& SM ITH

WANTED, Triumph, Douglas, Scott, or other good
make, anv condition; spot cash.—Box No. L6,121,

The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [7101

WANTED, immediately, Douglas, model R pre-
.ierred, must be perfect and cheap for spot cash.

K.
Tel.

Woodchuvch Cottage,
Hop. 2918.

Beckenham Rd., Penge.
[X9529

WANTED, your present machine in part pavment
for a 1914 Indian, E.S.A.,- -Zenith, James, oi

Levis: delivery from stock; best temis.—Elce and Co.
15, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C. - [0584

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We bnj', sell on cbmmissiou, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send us
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, testi-
monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
London Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Streatliain.
London. [X9559

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN and Maxwell. 80, High Rd., Streatham.

London, for exchanges. (D) [X9560

EXCHANGE 3-wheel Cycle Car, very racy, for mT)dern
combination.—Mander, Rainhill, Lanes. [X9287

A.J.S., 1912. 5h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, for Scott, or
sell £35.-15, Hamilton Rd., Ealing, W. [7018

REX, 5-6h.p.. F.E., for lower power, 3-&peed.—Par-
ticulars, 54, Bounces Ud., Edmonton, N. [7066

6h.'p. Vindec, iot 3Voh.p., free engine, 2-speed; cash
either, way, £24.-122, East St.. Walworth. [6996

MOTOR Van, 7-9h.p. Riley, exchange for Douglas
cycle.—Garnett, Howard St., Rotherham.

[X9572
MOTOR Cycle, cheap, or exchange for underslung side-

car, 26x2V>.—30, Eloomfield Rd., Burdett Ed., E.
[7006

perfect condition, for good combination and
" Dewhurst;, 12. St. Maiy Axe, E.C.

^ [7061

G.W.K,
cash, or sell

Are you lookirig

for Retreads of

the best quality ?

— Retreads which will last as

long as many ordinary covers;

then send your covers to

Beldam
On receipi of Covers we will quote ym: -

cost by next post, and return without

delay. If you do not need our services

now, send for our Retreading List. It

contains full particulars of prices for

Retreads and Repairs of all kinds, and

will be sent post free on applicatton

Beldam
Brentford

The

Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Middlesex.

EFFICIENCY IN

RETREADING
by our modern process, also TYRE and
TUBE Repairs. We are handling the
Tyre Problem in a scientific way. We
possess the most remarkable vulcaniz-
ing plant in the United Kingdom.

Our manufacture of
TYRES and INNER TUBES
has met with such grati-

fying success that we are
now producing

500TubesWeekly
of the best quality.

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED.
Endless or Butt-ended.

Prices on. application.

KEMPS
Vulcanizing Company, Ltd.,

19, Hardman Street, MANCHESTER,
-^ or —

-

125, Devonshire Street, SHEFFIELD.

A2' All- letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EN D R IC K
DEGOiVIPRESSORS.

S/S each.
Standard SparKing Plug thread.

Screws into exhaust val\:^e cap or second plug
hole.

Standard patterns suit cyl-nders from 350 c.c.

to 600 c.c. Special patterns to order for cylinders over
or under these sizes. For Lightweights of li h,p, and
upwards.
Boring and Screwing Valve Cap, 1 /- each. Returned
within two hours of receipt.

Half Price to membrrs of H.M. Forces. Send name,
regiment, and regimental number. Fitted free, i.e.,

valve cap bored and screwed free of charge.

A supply of these Decompressors has been accepted by
the War Offico.

The EMDRiCK Chain-Cum-Belt
COUNTERSHAFT

Converts direct belt drive niacJiines intoChain-cum-belt.
Fits into pedal bracket. (An. or Sin. pulley. Ends all

belt troubles. Recommended for Sidecar work, as it gives
a low direct gear. As low as 8^ to 1 can be obtained
with 6in. pulley.

Supplied readv tn drop into place from £2 lOS.
Endrick Engineering Co.. Warwick Rd., OLTON, B'ham.

EXCHANGE.

Royal Leicester Sidecars.
Three-sealer car No. S7.

Write for Specification and Prices.

Makers of every kind of Sidecar Bodies and
Chassis.

Special designs carried out expeditiously.

Lightweights a specialit/.

Trade Cars of all sorts.

STOKES & HOLT, Ltd., Leicester.

MOTOR CYCLES AND SIDECARS FOR
TRADE OR PLEASURE PURPOSES.

Also in 2 Stroke and Light-
weiglit Motor Cycles, and
reliable Light Cars.

U you want a really satis-
factory b.\rgain. New or Second-Jiand, send us
your enquiry. Sole Scottish Agents for Indians,
Douglas, and Enfields. .-Xgents for \\'illiaTiison,

Matchless, Norton, K & M., Bat, D.S.A., I'.rad-

bury, Levis, Calthorpe
Junior, a n'd \'eloce
machines.Also for Ford
Calthorpe, and G.W.K.
Light Cars.

123-125.
272-274,

LOTHIAN ROAD, EDtNBURGH, AND
GREAT WESTERN RD.. GLASGOW.

ENFIELD Corabinatiou, 1914, gears, chain-;, lor
3Vijh.p. 3-speed.—Riches, Wollaston, Stourbrid^re.

[X9577
EXCHANGE MetaUurgiqxie Motor Car for ncnv

Douglas and cash.—246, Hi-h Rd., Balham.
[7029

NEW Brampton Gear, fit Triumph; 70/-, or ex-,
change free engine wheel.—61, Albert lid., Luton. 1

Beds. [7049

2-8peed, for 1914 2-strcki\

7, Baronsmere R-d., E;i-t

Finchley. [6998

2-SEATER Vulcan Car, value £35, for 3-f:peed com-
bination, or A.C. eociable.—84, BrusLfield St..

Bishops^ate, E.C. [6963

EXCHANGE 1913 3-5pepfl 5-6h.p. Clyno motor ryelc
for 1913-1914 3-*peed Triumph and cash.—70, Wei^t

Hill. Wand^sworth [6958

1Q11 V.S. Sidecar. 7h.p.,
JLt/ with gears.—Dunning,

DE DIOX Car.
motor cycle

:

Ecelerrton, Garstnng.

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. V.S
speed, handle or kick starter; eell £25.

32, Grenard, Peckham.

4-peat., 10-12h.p., complete, for Kccd
sell £50.—Anfoith, Raikes Rd . Grent

[X9282

end sidecar for 3'Ah.p., 3-

Daniels,
[7008

1 Q14 3',i.h.p., ncAV Fafnir, Armf^tronff Til.. late.-;t fit-

lU tinij-^. for liehtweicht and cash; sell £35. lowe.^t.—

B.H.P.. 2. i'avk Av., Hampstead. [7086

CLYDE 2-«eat. Car, live axle, dual itrnition: exclianee
for motor cycle, or fell £40.—Longman, 1, Kinc

St., Acton. Tel.: Chiswick 1578. [6880

4-CTL. F'.N. (1909). in good condition, Lot stuff, tyre.^

ifu-jd: sell £17; too ia^i: e.xchange lower power.—
Pase, 29. Artillery Rd.. Guildford. [X9474

1Q13 WilkiDtion T.M.C. Combination, co^t £115, for
-It/ lit'htweight or t^olo machine, or sell £50, otters.—

Rev. Dt/wnnian, Alvington, Lydney, Glos. [7108

SiVD^RT 2-seat. Light Car, exchange modern high-
powered chain-ndrive combination, Indian pre-

lerred.—Woodside, Robin Hood Lane, Sutton, Surrey.
rX9546

EXCHANGE 1912 4h.p. Ro,K. 2-**pQed, cane eiaeoar. 3
laiup-s, .speedometer, acces.-torieii, .ipnre>!, for gocd

furniture: sell £34.—Collins. 18. Crawford St., London.
W'. [6960

SMART Little 2-cyI. 9h.p. Darracci 2 scat., hcod.
scicen, lamp. Stepney; exchange sidecar combina-

tion, cash cither way.—P. Riddelsdell. Boxford.
Suffolk. [7044

^ 3h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle. B. and B., Palmer
/W4: lyres, exchange for push tyile and (ash.—Letters
onlv. E. Ovcrington, Station Approach, Earlswood,
Surrey. [7017

8h.p. Williameon, Canoelet de Luxe (sidecar, 1914 im-
pr.ivemcnts, kirk wtarter. drip feed, new tyres, per-

fect cnnilition, for Morgan or light car.-Duekham. Clytha
Sa.. Nrwj.nrt. [7054

UMBER Cycle Car, 2-seat., water-cooled, low,
painted French grey, 5-6h.n., for good 3V2h.p. or

5h.p. motor cycle, twin preferred.—Herring. 49. Manor
Rd.. Stoke Newington, N. [X9612

HALIFAX.—Special exchange allowances againGt
new 1914 Williamson and Rex-.7ap models; also

new 1913 Rexes at special bargain prices.—Motor Ex
change, Wcstgate, Ilalilax. [0488

ADVERTISER, having recently pnrchaaed 1914 7h.p,

2-spcf(l cliain drive E-tcelsior. which he has not

used, is de-irnud of exrhnnsini,' same for 2-*eater car.—
Write. H. St-ymour. 7. Pret^ident St., E.C.

.
[7122

EXCHANGE 8h.p. Bat-Jap. 2-.'*pced, kick etarter, and
^ide^ar. fully equipped, many spares, excellent con-

dition, very powerful, "jnv trial, for lightweight and cash,

or .^ell £42.—Offers to A. Scaley. 88, Princes Av., Wat-
ford. [6992

REGAL, T.T.. 1914. 3'.2h.p. twin Mo-^er engine, Ann-
stronc 3-specd. purcIiaT^ivl AugUf^t, done 400 ; ex-

rhange higher power, Indian T.T. preferred: sell £41.—
Strveuson. Francis Villa, Wocdfield Av., Wolverhamp-
ton. [7056

REPAIRERS.

H^

ANTOINE Cylinders,^ delivery.
pistons, and parts; prompt

YLTNDERS, crank cases welded: qnotations Iree

COMPRKSSTO.N Cylinders ground and new piston
attcd. 24/-.

THE LATEST NOVELTY IN

No. I(\Sb—2/-,
with three Hag

Complele as iUustialeJ. No. I08c—2/7,
s. Postage !d. Any combination o1

Nationalities

No. 108a.
Larire Motot
Cycle Size,

6 /9 complete,

Postat;e, 2d

All with
Polished

Aluminium
Number

Plate Clip.

FLAG MASCOTS A SPECIALITY.
Motor Cycle riaijs mounted on Nickel-plated
Pins, with solid brass ornaments.
Sizes—6'x4' .. lOd. each. Ordinary Pin.

6-x-t" .. 1/1 „ Stout Pin.

,, 6"x3" .. 9d. ,, Ordinary Pin.
6-x3* ..1'- „ Stout Pin.
4-X2- .. 7d. „ Postage Id.

With Nickel-plaled Number Plate Clips, or
Handle-bar Clips, 6d. each e.-ttra.

For littinc: to Radiator Qip or Aludi^'uard, 3d. each e.\tra.

ENGLISH, FRENCH, BELGIUM RUSSIAN, Etc.

Any of Ihe above Fla'::s can be supplied in pairs fitted

on one clip. Price—the cost of two Flags anif Cd. extra
lor clip. (Handle-bar or Number Plate).

Owm? to lh9 abnormal demand lor Mascot Flags,
orders will be executed strictly in rotation.

SMALL SILK BUTTOM-HOLE FLAGS.
No. lOOL. With Gilt Pin or Safety Pin Fastening.

Price 2d. each.
No. 106M. Cheaper qualitv .. .. Price Id. each^
F5st Colours—Real Silk— True Union Jacks. Postage Id.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

i L FO R D.

oLDEST Engines restored to highest vitality.

COMPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
Full stock ol Rex. Triumph, and J.A.P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the
trade lor our Rex-.I.A.P. 3-5peed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Asfcon Rd.. Birmingham.

[0246
ALYES.—Nickel steel valves, any fize, 3'6; per paii

6/-.-C II. Poster. 3£irL-stall Rd.. Leeds. [0253

ELTIINGS. Ltd.. Dept. M.C.. 235. Gt. Ancoat-^
St., Manchester.—Oxy-acetylene welding cxperta.

BROKEN Flanges, valve seats, pistons, crank cases,
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engine or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

tons, rings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Weldings, Lid
Dept- M.C.. Manchester.

V^W
I

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

IHENRY SKERRETT, c"'»"t-''„,^'"«"

[6234 24, Temple Row, Birmingham.
*M letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the I'fue. t-jy
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1914 6 h.p, A.J.S. and Sidecar, hood, screen,

detachable wheels; original price £94
17s. Cd. : shop-soiled ; reduced to .... 80 Gns.

igrj DOUQLAS, 2-5peod, perfect 30 GnS.

1913 B.S.A., 2-speed, and Sidecar 50 Gns.

FAFNIR 6 Gns.

jgir TRIUMPH, grand condition 18 Gns.

igt-t NEW IMPERIAL-.I.A.P., 2-speed .... 31 Gns.

1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 GnS.

191+ TRIUMPH, 3-spced, 4 h.p '. £60

igl2 ENFIELD, 2-speed 24 Gns.

lgr4 T.T. TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, Cowey
speedometer, lamp, horn, etc 50 GnS.

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, speedo-
meter, lamp, horn, etc. ; cost over £65 . . 48 Gns.

I9t2 DOUGLAS 24 Gns.

1914 CLYNO, 2 stroke, shop soiled 25 Gns.

LIGHT CARS.

1914 PERRY Cabrio Coupe, shop-soiled . . 145 Gns.

1914 PERRY, shop-soiled . ..r. 120 GnS.

r9r4 SINGER de Luxe, dynamo lighting

set. shop-soiled
,

170 Gns.

1914 FORD, 5-seater, as new 98 Gns.

1913 G.W.K., with 6 guinea lighting set ., 100 Gns.

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, READINQ.
43 years' reputation. Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Phone 1024.

The ''GRADO
l°R=S

r

3i MULTI- PULLEY
With Free Engine.

Gives gears A—

1

to 8— 1. Light-'
weights 10—1.
No Jockey

Pulley.

No Belt Slip.

Star^ts your machine
and Sidecar on steep
hills. Fitted in two
hours to Triumphs.
Precision, Bradbury s,

B.S.A., Rex, Jap. etc.

Price for machines
up to 6 h.p.. £3 38.
Jap Engine 1 Os. extra
Lightweights,£2 10s

THE "GRADO* MANUFACTURING CO.,

Stratford Road, Camp Hill, BIRMINGHAM.

FACT S speak
plainer tti an
FICTION,
and the fact that
our sales continue
to increase proves
the ever - increasing
popularity of the

" Advance "

Adjustable

PulEey
over ALL others.

Write now for

Vo.rticulars to :

ADVANCE IVIOTOR »lfg.

Co., Ltd., Northampton.

M

rat. No. 21442/07.

REPAIRERS.
ORGAN-MAXWELL, Streatham, lor cheap, sood

repairs. ., [X9557

BEADBITRY Spares and Repairs a epeciality.—Agents.
Bright and Hajles, 73, Church St., Cambers ell.

'Phone: Hop 50. [7038

CYLINDERS, Crank Ca-=es welded : quotations free;
eeiid yoar enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0248

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, first - class work;
moderate quotations. —Purcelle, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham -Court "Rd., W.- [6750

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forcings, etc., enc'
ce.s5fully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Engincere. Runcorn. [5197

WELDING.—All metala, cylindere, and crank cases.

We hare the plant,- experience, and method for
every job. Quick dehrery.—Belo-w.

CYLINDERS Re-gT(DTjnd. new pistons fitted, complete
(vith ringi;, etc.; 22/6.— Ox3'-Acetylene Welding,

349. Lillie Rd., Fulham. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1617.
[6430

WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank
cases, repaired and machined. Scored cylinders

filled in, and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete, overhauling, re-bushing.^West London

Welding Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536.
[7103

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
rebu.-hing, parts duplicated.—EUenborough Motor

Works. EUenborough Rd.^ Wood Green, N. [8394

PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, step-cut ringe,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and. your cvlindei re-

bored and ground, 24/-. — C. E. Foeter, Earkstall Rd.,
Leeds. [0310

PISTON Binge 9d., ralvee 2/-, postage extra; specially
made to order ; material, accuracy, and quick

despatch guaranteed.-W. E. Poole, Grove Lane, Hands-
worth, Birmingham. [X8843

CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with new piston,
hardened gudgeon, and step-cut rings, 85 mm.

21/-; overhauls, re-bushing; estimates free.—The Motor
Repair Co., Stretford, Manchester. [X9511

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd.. Middleton,
Manchester.—Experts in broken cylinders, crank

caches, etc. Welding aluminimn a speciality. Nothin?
too difiicult. Sound work at moderate charges. (1389

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, is at your disposal for

all reijairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert will
ensure a minimum expense.—Below.

F.N. Spares, special announcement.—We have a large
stock of new, also sound second-hand parts. If

unable to obtain certain replacements please consult
us.—Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyI. F.N., converts
your F.N. into a first-class passenger machine.

We are the sole manufacturers of this gear and also
the new type ITorstmann 2-speed gears. Note special
low prices during war period; particulars gladly on
application.—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead. [X9615

FRAME Alterations.—Triumphs. Rexes, Minervas, or
any make cut down and modernised; smartens the

appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and give^
4 to 6 inches lower riding position. Estimates free. —
Below.

ENGINE Efficiency.-Cylinders re-ground, new pistons
fitted; highest efficiency and skilled workman.ship

guaranteed; phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6; valves and
^eatings ground tme, 5/- pair; estimates submittpd.-
Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft, Manchester. [6792

OVERHAULS, repairs, and replacements, cylinder
grinding, gear cutting, carbonising, hardening, and

grinding on first-class manufacturing plant ; madiine
work for all branches of the trade; immediate attention
and prompt delivery.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co,, Ltd.,
Northampton. .._ [X9451

WAR.—To keep our factory going full time we will do
your repairs at practically cost. Our well-known liigh

standard of excellence will be maintained. Every job
will bear out full guarantee. The -sole difference will be
the prices, which hold only during the crisis; our ordin-
ary rates will be charged as soon as normal times return.
Cylinders re-bored, ground, fitted new pistons, rings, and
gudgeon, 15/6 ; re-hushing, overhauling, welding, frame
alterations, etc., at. at cost. Send jobs along at once.
You will be thoroughly well satisfied in every way.—
Tcnnant Engineering Co.. Pershore St., Eirniinc-linm.
Official repairers to A.C.U. _ [X9576

MISCELLANEOUS.
T^LAG Mascots

A ND Patriotic Flag Badges and Brooches.

rFOR TRADE OR PLEASURE SIDECARS.
WITH MOTOR CYCLES TO RUN THEM
At Low
Cash or

Easy Terms

TRY
We still olTcr our excellent

stock of up-to date Motor
Cycles and Sidecars at un-
equalled low prices for cash
or easy terms, i down and
6 monthly payments. Detailed ofier and list free

including—

•

CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £42
DOUGLAS, igi I, 2-speed, free engine £31
PREMIER, rgi2J, 2-speed, 3?,- h.p £36 10
ZENITH, 3^ h.p., with coach Sidecar £38 10
BRADBURY, i9r2, sJ-h.p., 2-speed & sidecar £33 10
M.M.C., 3i h.p., good order £16 10

All AccCBsovies at keenest Prices.

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW, N.E.,

ami at SO, High Road, "Wood Green, N.

'Phone: 169, 'WaUhamstow. 1956. Hornsey.

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks of every des-
cription, best workmanship and material, satisfaction

guaranteed.

Every tank te^li'<l iinrier pressure

before leaving our works! PRICE, FROM 15/-, Ask
for booklet, post free, Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

AnRFFN Rr Cn 56-60. Chapel Street.
. ljI\.£.r.lN OC K.0,^ SalJord, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 2191 Central.

Birming-
[6769

JH. GUIFFIN and Co., 27, Newton St.,
• ham.

MABON Clutch, coil, and 2 accnmnlatore ; 30/-.—H.
Augell, Breach Wood Green, Welwyn. £59450

EXHAUST Valves neatly lengthened and returned siune
day: 7d., post free.— Gradior Co., Stafford. [4805

HENDEE Special Electrical Equipment ior sale; any
offer considered.—Lindberg, Bectoxy Dutc, Goefoith-

on-Tyne. [7087

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed c^ccuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

Quality and Cheapness Combined..
Immediate dispatch .

of Cycle Houses from -

£2-17-6.
Send today for cat?

alogiie, or" call ani-

inspect for prooffc

Telephone : P u t n or..'^

South Western Timber Co., fulham!"w1

The WORLD'S Best

DETACHABLE ABR TUBE
IS THE ^Hif^U WITH FREE

ri I \^n AIR PASSAGE.
No Butt Ends to Burst. Made in all sizes ti to 3J.

Endless or Butt Ended converted.

IVriie lor particulars—
Address : RICH, Cra.wley, Sussex.

"SWAN ' SIDECARS

OXFORD.

A2S All lettere relnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot eacb advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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Cheap Petrol. How it would
Energise the Motor Industry.

PETROL at a shilling a gaUon ! Would that

this could become an accomplished fact !

But has any reader stopped for a moment
to consider what it would mean in the

present state of affairs, how it would
revive the motoring industry, attract new con-

verts, and extend the uses of motor vehicles in

scores of directions ? Let us seriously ponder
further over this bold suggestion. It is only a
few years ago that petrol was sold in this

country at less than a shilling a gallon, and
that on a comparatively small output. Now-
adays die price is is. 9d. per gallon, and at

the moment people practising economy to the

letter are constrained to use it sparingly. It seems
to be the general belief that petrol is sold in

this country at a ridiculously inflated figure.

That may or may not be the case, but support
is given to this assumption by comparing the
present price with that prevailing a few years
ago in connection with a small output—certainly

not one-tenth of present-day consumption.
Supposing that a shilling a gallon for petrol

would bring in a profit to the distributers, can
any reader even imagine what might be the
tremendous and far-reaching effects of such a
reduction? First and foremost we must remem-
ber that the motor industry as a whole, repre-
senting millions of pounds of capital, is to a
very large degree dependent upon petrol, and
incidentally the controllers of that precious spirit.

In other words, the actions of a comparatively
small ring of petrol dealers could greatly affect—eiriier adversely or otherwi.se by an increase or
reduction in price—the entire motor industry.
At the moment (though the supply of motor
spirit has not so far been curtailed) the demand
is considerably restricted, mainly owing to
motorists holding up their cars and motor cycles,
but also to the large number of public vehicles
which have been , commandeered by the War
Office for use abroad and thus no longer run

on our roa<ls, and there is little prospect of an
improvement in this state of affairs, in the imme-
diate future at any rate. The petrol suppliers

must know best to what extent the country has
been affected by war conditions, and thus can
gauge better than anyone how many in this

country have for the time being dispensed with
the luxuries of a car or motor cycle. And this

country, it must be remembered, is the only one
of those engaged in war wherein what may be
described as normal conditions prevail. But the
holding up of orders for new, vehicles on the
score of expense is a very serious matter.

Considerations such as these must convince
any thinking person that nothing could conduce
to revive normal conditions, in the motor world
at any rate, more than a substantial reduction

—

say to a shilling—in the price of petrol. Indeed
we cannot i)icture where the good effect of a
price reduction would cease, for cheaper motor-
ijig would be bound to revive orders and busi-

ness generally, seeing what a huge hold motoring
has made on our business and private lives. As
is well known, the motor trade rely upon a great

many allied trades for supplies. The petrol

companies are organised for a tremendous output
and a marked reduction in the consumption of

petrol must unquestionably affect their organ-
isation seriously. Here is an opportunity of at

least keeping the output at the normal standard,

and in order to share in the inevitably increased

business in motor vehicles and petrol, retailers

must forego part of their profits per gallon.

Finally, we should explain that our suggestion,

which is prompted by consideration for the

general welfare of the motoring movement, is

not made without the knowledge that our stocks

of spirit are more than sufficient for ordinary

needs. Board of Tra.de returns show that the

record number of seventeen million gallons of

petrol were imported into Great Britain during

July last, and even during the first month of

the war another twelve and threequrntcr milliMii

c;allons arrived in this rountrv.

-^.-.S)^
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Testing the Intelligence Department.
Scenes at the Examination of Military Riders in the Broad Walk, Kensington Gardens.

EFORE war was declared the Broad
Walk, Kensington Gardens, was
consecrated to the use of nurse-
maids, perambulators, and children

;

save for baby carriages and an occasional

rf<;

had been lifted off, to which he answered,
a small screw. Sent back for further
instruction,

No. 3 came up on his own machine
and got through with flying colours. Next

The last man to be examinetl charges

down the Broad Walk at full speed, and

as he could not stop, the park keeper,

opened the gate and let him throngli.

On being told all was over the tw(

mechanics leaped upon their machines

flew thiough the gate, swung past ai

" island " m the street on which a pohce

man was standing, and left him and two

paik keepeis speechless with surprise. Ii

may be added that there are no vacanciei

m the Intelligence Department.

A scene in the Broad Walk, Kensington Gardens

A candidate takes on the ndmg test.

cart belonging to the gardens, its

gravelled neatness was nevei disturbed bj
vehicular traffic until it was devoted eailv

last month to the parking of motoi cais
for the War Department.
The other evening near the gate ojipo

site Prince of Wales Terrace v\eie tu
be seen three Eudge-ilultis m chaige of
mechanics from their makers' Tottenham
Court Road depot. Kudge RIullis are the
machines chosen by the Wai Office for the
Intelligence Department, and several
candidates for this important branch of
the service were to be examined as to
their technical knowledge. All had
passed the languages test, but, unfortu-
nately, linguistic and technical abilities
do not always go hand in hand.

The Intelligence Department at Sea.

The examiner, Mr. Hugh Gregory, chief
of the Technical Department of the Royal
Automobile Club, asked No. 1 to show
liim the exhaust valve of the resplendent
machine near which we were standing,
and gave him a pencil the more clearly
to indicate its position. -

No. 1 took the pencil, scratched his
head, waved the pencil about for some
seconds, and then acknowledged defeat.
He was sent back to the R.W. depot for
further instructions. Yet, he told us, he
had driven a motor bicycle a good many
liandred miles, but when anything went
wrong someone else had put it right
for hini.

No. 2 spotted the exhaust valve correctly
the first time, and being asked how to
remove it pointed out that the inlet dome
was taken off. The examiner asked him
if any other operation was necessary, but
no iTply was forthcoming. He was then
asked what he would find to allow the
valve to be taken out after the dome

An Ang'o-FrencK 1 LtiiLoiuil i< c<_i\ls instiuc-

tions fiom a Rudge tester.

he passed the riding test, which consisted
in his riding to the top of the hill and
then describing the figure 8.

No. 4 found the exhaust valve without
difficulty, also the float chamber and
contact breaker. He was, however, rather
hazy about the symptoms of a punctured
float, could not accurately describe the
adjustment of the platinum points on the
C'.A.V. magneto, though he knew the
correct amount they should separate, and
when asked where the jet was pointed to
the petrol pipe union. Referred back for

further instruction.

Then came his driving test. The
mechanics showed him the control, and
he started up the hill as PuUin did when
he set forth to win the T.T. Nursemaids,
children, dachshunds, and Pekinese fled

for safety, and then returning at break-
neck speed he skidded almost to a stand-
still, and thanks to the excellent Rudge
clutch he just managed to execute an 8.

No. 2 distinguished himself by passing
between a motor car, belonging to a

friend of one of the candidates, and a seat
on which several ladies were .sitting, an
exhibition which did not improve their
peace of mind.

DE LISSA VALVES ON h
REX.

Our photogiaph shows an interestiiia

con\eision fiom the standard poppet valvt

to the de Lissa type. The engine is a

twin Rex, the property o

, Mr A. Collinson, of 621

iSIanchester Road, Bradford
Yoiks., who is prepared t('

convert any machine to thesi

lines under the de Liss;

patents. It will be remem
beied that one of the mail

points of the de Lissa valvi

is that it keeps much coolei

than the mushroom type

owing to the large surfaci

exposed to the air, am
besides this its shape remove:

nearly all the pressure froii

the valve head, and conse

quently reduces the work ni

the cams very considerably

but it needs a strongt

valve spring. Incidentally

the engine shown has beei

fitted by the owner will

roller bearings to the con

necting rods both in the bii

and little end bearings, ;

piece of work which require;

considerable skill.

I

A twin Rex machine fitted with de Lissa

air-cooled valves.
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Rear Springing.

Whenever I allude to rear springing I am inundated
1 ;h sympathetic correspondence. It is evident that

(re is no innovation on which the mind of the general

I'tor cycling public is so firmly fixed; and one

i agines with some vividness the groans and curses

I it have escaped the lips of the motor cyclist gallopers

; the front as their rigid frames jar and bump over

_ ench pave, and over roads worn into incredible

1 ves and potholes by the passage of innumerable
I litary vehicles. Well, here is the trade's chance.
' lere is a certain inevitable lull in production. Out-

] ts must necessarily be reduced until peace returns;

I : responsible staffs, technical and otherwise, are

; :ed by a breathing space from the prolonged hustle

q competition, production, and development. They
Ive time to tackle such urgent problems, and the

ipblem which I identify is far from insoluble

—

;:iply to insulate the rear half of the frame from
lent road shocks, as the fore half has long since

;n insulated. We want a design that is not too

trusive and ugly in aspect, that adds no absurd
.•oirdupois, and that is tolerably cheap to make. Are
Mtish brains unequal to the challenge? The firm
ijo first meets it will reap rich di\idends.

I

Weak Mixture and Misfires.

!We live and learn. I have been trying to reduce
1"; petrol consumption of an engine equipped with a
Mgneto possessing a visible safety sparking gap.
. ter various adjustments I thinned the mixture down
shade too much, and misfiring set in. I not un-
turally ascribed my trouble to the carburetter, but
chanced to see the engine running in the darkness
its shed at night, and saw sparks leaping from the
tside of the plugs to the engine. This captured
attention, and further research, aided by advice

)m a kindly correspondent, showed (a) that the
Jgs did not leak when the carburetter was furnisiied

th a normal mixture, and (b) that when the mixture
s weakened beyond a certain point, the spark at

; plugs' electrodes ceased, and either a spark
curred at the safety gap in the magneto (with one
56 of plug) or between the outside of the plug and

cylinder (with a less strongly insulated type of
Jg). This looks as if a very weak mixture offered
culiar resistance to the passage of the spark, and
if a large advance in petrol economy might con-

ivably be obtained by using a heavier spark.

In this connection one remembers that this very
lim has been advanced for the " B " spark of Sir

iver Lodge's patented ignition. 1 regard the
itter without great enthusiasm, because the .present-

y spark is quire searching enough for the present-

y sparking plug, and I have no wish to use a
"onger spark unless some genius provides a more
sistant insulator than we possess as yet, or alterna-
ely persuades engine makers to tap their engines for
jJgs of much thicker diameter.

cca^sjotMly
-^ommemx

A Curious Kxperience.
Here is a diagnosis for the experts. A Scott rider

was compelled to remove his magneto by the roadside,

and, in replacing it, timed it too fast. Being a novice,

it did not -occur to him to retard the ignition lever

on hills; as the engine could just make shift with the

surplus advance on the flat, he ran merrily on for a

good distance, putting up with the knocking on hills.

During the day's run he broke three sparking plugs.

The Reliance plug is recommended for the Scott

engine ; it has a shielded porcelain butt to its

insulation in which is mounted a very slender platinum-
iridium wire electrode, which emerges through a tiny

hole drilled in the centre of the metal dome at the

business end. In each case the tip of the porcelain

holding the electrode was broken clean off and shivered
into fragments. After he retimed the ignition more
correctly, a single Reliance plug lasted for thousands
of miles. Eti passant, these Reliance plugs are

"absolutely it" for smoky engines; they soot up less

readily than any plug I know, and, thin as the central

electrode is, it never seems to burn
away.

Adjustable Tappets.
I illustrate herewith the type of

adjustable tappet employed on a-

certain foreign cycle car. As the

sketch shows, the tappet is very cheap
tfi make, and the adjustment is made
without the aid of tools by the sub-

f -t^issi- stitution of a thicker capping disc. I

The type of ihink it is preferable to the usual
tappet adiust-

j ^f adjustable tappet, which
ment recom- -"^i ,. .

^ .

'

j •

mended bv embodies two Or three nuts, and is

" Ixion
"

a fiddling thing to set.

A Small Self-contained Lamp Needed.
A special type of lamp is really needed for the

host of cheap lightweights now flooding the market.

It is only within recent years that a genuinely satis-

factor)' lamp for the Douglas type of machine has

been marketed, and these lamps are too bulky and
expensive to suit the twenty-five guinea featherweight

machine. I daresay there are- suitable lamps in a

few makers' catalogues, but up to date I have not

encountered them. I was riding a borrow-ed loo Ih.

two-stroke last week, and as I expected to reach my
destination late at night, I sorted over my lamp shelf,

but in vain. The smallest lamp it contained was a

Lucas self-contained "'Acetyphote," which was too

heavy for the light tongue bracket. Before leaving

the town I called at the two best local dealers ; one
had nothing between push bicycle lamps of the

flimsiest character and the big £.t, sets; the other had
nothing smaller than the 30s. type, usually bought
for 234 h.p. machines. I fancy the self-contained

lamp may prove best suited to the little two-strokes;

where weight is of importance one wants a lamp w^hich

ran easily be removed on daylight rides.

*7
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MACHINES ON THE ROAD.
THE 2Jh.p. TWO-STROKE JAMES.

WHENEVER it has been our lot to visit the

works of the James Cycle Co., Ltd., at

Greet, Birmingham, the roads have invariably

been "up." Whether for sewers, water pipes, gas, or

for the laying of tramlines, the fact remains that the

roads were up. This has nothing to do with motor
cycles, the reader may say, but in this particular

instance it has, seeing that we started out of the James
works on a two-stroke mount entirely strange to us,

and at once commenced winding in and out a network
of ropes and notices " Road up," often wdth less than

the space of a yard between the roped off portion and
the stone kerbing of the pavement. But this was no
anxiety; in short, the controllability of the little James

leaves nothing to be
desired. Its control can

be mastered by any

novice in a few minutes.

It starts with the greatest

ease by a dig with the

foot on the ground whilst

sitting in the saddle,

and we repeated this

operation regularlv

during the time the

-r, , , ,

machine was - in our
1 he James tool bag.

possession—no matter
whether the engine was stone cold after standing

some time, or warm after a run. It will crawl

along on low gear two-stroking regularly _ by
the simple expedient " of retarding the spark
lever and cutting down the throttle opening, land

immediately accelerate when the throttle is opened.
A blow-back or spluttering through the carburetter

was occasionally experienced when the compression
release was operated, but this failing applies to prac-

tically every two-stroke engine on the market, and the

obvious remedy is to govern speed on the throttle only.

An Ordinary Stock Model for Trial.

The particular machine we sampled was not one got

ready specially for test, but was in just such a state as

we prefer to try new models.

Those who know Meriden Hill, on the Birmingham-
Coventry Road, will gain some idea of its hill-climbing

a8

Both sides of the 2-^ h.p. two-stroke James.

abilities when we state that it ascended this quarter

mile rise of about r in 12 at 25 m.p.h.—on top gea

of 5^ to I, of course. As a matter of fact, wi

formed the opinion that a slightly higher ratio for th(

top gear would be an advantage, as when travellin;

at full speed on the level vibration in the handle grip:

and footplates made its presence felt. It would be ;

difficult hill that could stop a 226 c.c. two-stroke Jame

with its low ratio of 10 to i. -

A WelUprotected Mount.
^ What particularly impressed us about the Jame:

was its cleanliness. Large and efficient mudguardjj)_

with side exten-

sions, an en-

closed flywheel

and footboards

of large dimen-_

sions, combined
to screen the

rider very

thoroughly, so

efficiently indeed

that we found
that legging

overalls were un-

necessary for

short runs.

The riding

position of the

two- stroke
James has been
well studied. The handle-bars are of large siz:

and gracefully swept back to allow a natural pose

with the result that one does not get tired even afte

long runs in the saddle. The detail work generall'

is very good. The lubrication, it may be mentioned
is by the " petroil " system, that is, the usual mixtiin

of petrol and oil, but we like the idea of an auxiliary

pump direct to the crank case so that one may injec

an extra charge of lubricating oil if deemed desirable

In a word the James is a very attractive town moun
on account of its extreme handiness and low build

and it is nevertheless able to average a speed of nead;

20 m.p.h. over give and take roads.

Two-way oil tap on the James lightweigtit
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A DASH FOR LIBERTY.
Thrilling Adventures of a Scott

(Concluded from page

rHE bicycle was far more serious. A couple of
spare sparking plugs excited suspicion, and the
defenders of tho. Kaiser involuntarily stepped a

ce back when by negligence I dropped one on the

3und. The tank was believed to have a double
ttom. Every possible thing was dismantled. The

;nerator of the lamp went to bits and the carbide
id to be put very near several noses to convince
.erybody that it was not explosive. These were
t tails, biit when the old sergeant insisted upon mv
:dng off the cylinders I went on strike. After a

iig talk he was satisfied at seeing the pistons move
1 and down. Once having to remove the sparking
]jgs it seemed a kind action to show him what the

irt he had pre\-iously doubted was there for. A
m of the kick-starter produced the spark, but in-

::ad of clearing matters it complicated them, and
; other lecture was needed to clear myself.

Unpleasant Advice from the Mob.
All this took place in the yard of the village school.

'.mng the examination the crowd had climbed the
;rrounding wall and were hurling advice at the

,

udarme and compliments at me. Russian spies had
isoned the waters in Mainz the day before, and
enteen were to be shot that evening. This did

it improve the temper of the population of the dis-

t'cts, and when my identity had been fully estab-

Ified I resolved to get back to Mainz and take a

tdn to the frontier rather than risk another such
;i>p which might not end so well.

iAt Mainz I found a train as far as Cologne; with
l;k I should find one there to take me further.

It the railway company refused to forward
I' machine. This was most distressing, and little

1 little it dawned upon me that I had onb
' dertaken the journey because I objected to

English bicycle being the means of rendering
^ce to an enemy of my country, as would have been
li case had I remained or left it behind.

Petty Officials to be Avoided.
During the whole of the journey I had found that

I i higher placed the ofiicial, the more agreeable it

' s to deal with him, and, therefore, determined to

i
straight to the commanding officer of Mainz and

dim the safe passage which my militarv passport
aranteed but could not enforce. The old " Platz-

j)mmandant" (commander of the town) was awfully
:e and gave orders that my mount was to be taken
far as the Belgian fronher. All went well until

fjilogne, and here difliiculties recommenced, the
tionmaster flatly refusing the assistance of porters
transport the bicycle from one train to the other.
t seeing the weight and thinking no doubt of the
irs to be gone up and down, he informed me with
ironical smile that 1 might do the jolj myself. Two
ssehgers were soon bribed to assist me, and together
managed to get it into a luggage van just as the

t train was leaving for Herbstal. So close had been
: shave that w-e were forced to stay in the luggage van

vtil the next station was reached. The train journey

Rider in Germany and Belgium.
35-1 of the last issue.)

was uneventful.- Passengers were informed that any

open window near a bridge or tunnel would be shot

at without warning and that certain compartments
were not to be used.

Over the Belgian Frontier.

At the frontier station the officer in command made
a last gallant stand to detain the machine, and it

needed many words to convince him that it was no
use trj-ing for a thing which had failed so far. With
a sarcastic remark about not finding any fuel I was
allow'ed to pass. Luckily I speak English, French,

and German equally well, and once on Belgian soil

my English nationality, as well as the command I had
of the French language, procured me a good reception.

A Belgian gentleman was only too glad to give me the

little petrol he could spare. This would save me from
the Germans, he said, and further from the frontier

there would be no difficulty.

Ultimate success now seemed sure, and I felt more
at ease than I had done for a long while. Before

riding off I could not conquer the desire to bid fare-

well to the German officer who so generously had let

me pass because he was convinced that lack of petrol

would prevent my getting away. He was soon found
again, and with the engine nmning very- smoothly I

thanked him for letting me through. He did not wish

me " Bon voyage."

The railway line to Verviers had been taken up,

and the road was full of people who were forced to

proceed on foot. Just before Verviers a heavy barn-

cade made me turn back. This was a different thing

from that which, had barred the way in Germany A
couple of upturned carts placed across the road, a few

felled trees, and yards of barbed wire were stretched

from wall to wall.

After a short search some sort of cart track was

discovered which seemed to lead to the town. It was
tried like other ones had been before, but it was
frightful. About fifty yards down I met a peasant

who informed me th^t the track led to Verviers, but

that I would never get there. " Why? " ' Parceque
vous allez vous cassez le cou " (" Because you will

break your neck "). To be sure, there was a chance.

The surface was abominable—ruts, holes, stones, and
a gradient which must have been at least i in 4 m
se^'eral places made me fancy myself riding in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Running the German Gauntlet.

In the town all the shops were closed, but a

chauffeur consented to let me have some petrol. While
praising my luck and' filling up, I saw, to my dismay
and disgust, that German troops were in possession of
the main road and were marching on in an endless

stream. This not only made the main road unride-

able, but, as the inhabitants told me, would make
[irogress impossible. The marching column had to be
crossed somehow, so I waited in a small bye-street

with the engine running, and as soon us a somewhat
larger space than usual betw'een two guns seemed to

justify the attempt, in went the clutch. There were
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A Dash ftr liberty.—
shouts, and I had the impression that "the horses tow-

ing the next gun made movements other than were

necessary merely to pull their load. The clatter of

hoofs proved beyond doubt" that some horsemen were

giving chase. I don't think, that I ever opened the

throttle with such a jerk. The machine fairly leaped

up the long hill in front of me, and by the time the

next corner \vas reached the sound of hoofs had

become fainter. There was nothing to fear except

that it might occur a-gain.
"

So near and yet so far !

How now to get to Brussels? The distance was

nothing, about eighty miles. Leaving the main road

did not worry me much. I had picked my way over

many a mile the day before along byeways and lanes

to avoid forts and too frequent stops. The proposi-

tion now, however, was different, as wherever I turned

the road was barred by

felled trees and such like

My military passport had

run out when crossing the

frontier, and the only pei

mit I had was a papei

given by the Customs

officer, allowing me to go

as far as the first Belgian

military post (not much
use in time of war).

I had a vague idea what

direction to take and rode

on, most of the time along

the ditch lining the road

When this became unride

able whatever happened to

be the other side of the

ditch had to do. As often

as not this was field ; if sn

it was always protected

by a barbed wire fence.

A Regular Cross=country
Scramble.

Scruples about cutting the

wire soon vanished, and a

ncAv pair of pliers did the

work beautifully. Ho^^

the bicycle did not drop to

pieces sometimes I failed

to understand; the strain,

especially on the front

forks and frame, must have

been tremendous. Some-
times the poor machine was
ridden through meadows,
sometimes through woods,

then again I would find

it possible to make use of

the road. Thus I kept

on, but the job was getting

tiresome. I had scarcel}'

tasted any food since Sun-

day lunch, and had had no

sleep since Sunday morn-

ing. It was now near

Tuesday noon, and no

wonder that the strain began to tell. The worst thing

was that no end to all these obstacles could be seen. I

had stopped counting the times which the luggage was

unstrapped to lift first the machine, then portmanteau

over a felled tree or something equally objectionable.

Once a patrol of guides came up and one man dis-

mounted to help. Once a Belgian artilleryman

hurrying to his regiment gave me a lift when I was

near giving up. But as long as a drop of petrol

remained there was hope, and as long as there was

hope the struggle would last. In the morning I had

dreamt of lunching in Brussels, but now I dreamt of

lunching anywhere.

Information about the Enemy.
About eleven o'clock saw me in Longwy, the out-

post of Belgian lancers. A short examination con-

vinced the commanding officer that my hatred for the

Germans was as strong as his, and I was questioned

"
Just before Verviers a heavy banicade made me turn back. . . A couple of upturned carts placed

across the road, a few felled trees, and jfards of barbed wire were stretched from wall to wall.
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bout the German movements. The little informa-

on I could give seemed useful, and was at once wired

D the rear. At the town hall a passport to Brussels

as made out and things once more looked rosy.

Loads were now free, at least compared with those

rhich had been left behind.

Arrested by the Belgians.

Next stop was to be Liege. I managed to pick my
ay through the line of forts in front of the city,

nd at one o'clock entered Liege itself. With \-isions

f dinner at Brussels I rode on, but while trying to

et past the second line of fortifications a lieutenant

rrested me as a suspect. By persuasion of a revolver

soon gave up my machine, my eyes were bandaged,

nd" I was marched to the fort of Hologne. The
:owd at once sprang up, and the murmur getting

luder showed that it was increasing. A stone on my
sad proved that its mood towards me was none too

iendly.

Arrived at the fort, the customary examination by

le commander followed, and then, with my eyes still

andaged, I was led to a cell, handcuffed and guarded

, a man with a loaded rifle.

Apart from these rather vigorous measures they

eated me kindly. I was allowed to smoke and given

ime water to drink. The commander paid a visit

id gave strict instructions that I was to be treated

)urteously. This consideration must have been the

suit of mentioning a few well-known families in

russels, a photograph of a Brussels hockey team
.th the son of the Minister of the Congo sitting next

me proving especially convincing. There seemed
be doubts, however, and the commander of the

ndarmerie was summoned. While waiting the alarm
ng out. Doors were slammed, troops could be

:ard rushing along the passages and forming up in

(e yard. Orders were given, and all the while the

jigle sounded. I felt distinctly uncomfortable. The
prmans could not be far off, and to be detained as a

ispected spy during the bombardment in a fort might

[ exciting, but it was not what T desired. My fears

bre soon put at rest. The chief of the gendarmerie
arived and took me off in an enclosed car to the

|adquarters. Another cell, another wait, another
ijarhination and search and, finally, the news that the

!:ycle was to be confiscated and I would be taken to

ege to be court-martialled.

Rough Reception at Liege.

Still handcuffed they drove me back to Lifege.

. ;re things became serious. It was getting dark, and
i ing the lighted streets the Belgian troops were
irching on to the fight. The car had to stop.

iring half an hour we waited, all the while the
diers passing, cheering and being cheered by the
)wd which packed the streets. With one breath
cried, " Vive VArmee, vive la petite Belgique

"

Long live the army, long live little Belgium"); -in

next, "Mori a lespion! ("Death to the spy!")
\i the beginning of my ride I had found it ticklish

rk to look down the muzzle of a loaded rifle, but
V I found that to face, handcuffed and utterly

pless, a howling mob which considers you a spy
^; a far more serious proposition. Had not my two
dirds drawn their pistols and offered to shoot the
fijt man who came on the car there would have been

jt'D

nothing of me left to prove my identity. It seemed

ages before we moved again, and when we landed at

the Palais de Justice there was only the concierge to be

found. He seriously advocated that I should be shot

at once. "II faudra le fusilier de suite," and I

was too tired out to answer anything else than " Vo-iis

etes irop aimable, Monnieur."

Then we had another drive through the mob, this

time to the headquarters of the garde civic. Here

the thing was done in style, and the scene seemed

most reahstic. -A. group of officers were seated around

in a semicircle, m the centre of which was standing

the prisoner, still handcuffed and looking very dirty

and fagged out. A guard was on each side. The

cross-examination that followed was extremely lively,

but things went well, and after about ten minutes

I- was a free man again.

Free Once More.

A permit de voyage was made out by the com-

manding officer of the garde civic, and with another

interesting document in my pocket I went in search

of an hotel. Wednesday morning an early start was

made for the Hologne fort to get the machine. While

attempting tliis I was only arrested once. By mid-

day all the formalities had been gone through, and

soon the engine was humming me;rrily, but it was

not to last long. Barricades caused trouble, and

houses along the roads being blasted to give better

views for the artillery were a sad sight.

At the second line of forts there was another check.

A sentry led the way to the officer in command, who
immediately decided' that my papers were too good

to be true and ordered a search. The usual ques-

tions wxre asked, and when it came to light that I

held a German degree of engineering someone re-

marked, " He is a German engineer, that's enough."

I was not handcuffed or blindfolded this time, merely

placed with my back against a wall and guarded by a

man with a rifle. The crowd once more had the

pleasure of viewing " a German spy " for half an hour

while the gendarmerie was summoned. At the head-

quarters a telephone call soon put matters right.

The Sound of the Big Guns.
By now I had got heartily sick of these hold-ups,

and decided to finish the last fifty miles to Brussels

by train. It was near the evening of the 5th thsn,

the guns could be heard roaring, and, as I learnt later,

the front line of forts was already stemming the

German advance.

The siege of Liege had commenced, and a few

more of those checks could get me into a more

serious position than I had any wish to be in. The
remainder of the journey is of no interest. Steamers

from Ostend to Folkestone were running, and soon I

set foot in London town.

But all my troubles were not at an end. After

reaching my home in South Wales the story of my
escape from Germany soon got about, and tiie police

promptly informed me that, having been born in

Germany, I must be a German. I asked if being born

in a stable constituted being a horse r

I have only one regret. My poor motor cycle, to

which, besides my life, I owe three of the best days'

sport I have ever had, is still in Brussels, and though

it is stored away in a cellar I tremble when 1 think

of it, defenceless in a city held by the enemy. W.S.
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Sidecar Mudguards.
Sir,—I was much interested in " Ixion's " remarks

about broken sidecar mudguards in your issue of September
3rd. In eighteen months the stays on my sidecar guard
have broken four times. After a stay made especially for,

me had broken, I decided to try and fix a light sheet metal
fiat guard to the chair, which is wicker. This can be made
to look quite neat, and is very light, and does not shake
to pieces. It is made of sheet iron bent over at the edge
and fixed to the chair by means of light metal angle
brackets. There is plenty of clearance between the wheel
and guard, but, .of course, this would not always be the
case with low racing sidecars. EAST ANGLIA.

10th,

latest

The Buttress, Hebden Bridge.
Sir,—In reply to the article, issue of September

describing Mr. Maurice Greenwood's ascent of the
freak hill, known as Naze Hill, at Todmorden, I beg to

inform you that I climbed the said hill on August 14th

;

therefore I claim to be the first to climb the hill. Also I

should like to mention that the machine that I rode was
2 h.p. less than the one my friend rode, my machine being
a 6 h.p. Bradbury with sidecar and 11 stone passenger.
He also states that he filled up the ruts, which were a

good 7in. deep, to avoid breaking the sidecar frame. I did
not do this. J jumped them just as they were, not having
examined the hill first, thus proving that the Bradbury will

stand hard usage. Then I took it across the moor when I

had ascended the hill, and got across without any assistance
whatever.

In reply to a letter received by you from " W.L.," I

beg to inform you that I successfully climbed the Buttress
on a 5 h.p. Bradbury and sidecar with an 11 stone passenger.

The gears used were 4| to 1, 8 to 1, and 14 to 1. The tyres

were Dunlops, 650x65. The hill was ridden under ordinary
touring conditions.

I send two photographs of the machine ascending the

hill, and you will see from the surrounding houses the
big rise that the hill takes in a very short distance. The
hill is almost half a mile long, and has never been climbed
before with a sidecar. WILL GOODWIN.

The Difficulty o£ Hearing Sentries.

Sir,—For some time past there have been various instances

of motor cyclists being shot at by sentries, sometimes even

fatally. Do you not think something should be done to try

and
.
prevent this ? For example, imagine yourself on a

big twin, having a ride on a good road at night, with your

head lamp burning brightly. As you come past the sentry

he jumps out and shouts " Halt !
" but owing to the noise

of your exhaust and the metallic rattle of your machine on

the road you cannot hear. The next thing is the hospital

or elsewhere.
Now, I think you will agree with me that it would be

better if something were done. For instance, a red Hght

might be placed in the road where the sentry is ; this would

necessitate the drawing up of cars and motor cycles, and

then the riders might have a chance of hearing or seeino

the sentry. RED INDIAN.

"Wake Up, England."
Sir,—I have been glad to see so many articles and letten

in The. Motor Cycle advocating the pushing of British trader

in foreign markets. By all means do so; but do it at once

Why does the average- American succeed where (I regrel

to say) most of us Britishers would fail? Simply because ht

sees his opportunity and embraces it, and is content to maltf

things to his customers' specification and not to dictatf

to him.
Sometimes our friend "Ision" apologises for Ms growls

May I do so now for mine? If English firms want to captur(

foreign trade they must be prepared to supply goods moii

promptly than they usually do to us here in Ireland. Foi

many years I have bought things direct from English manii

facturers, and in every instance except two. (Sturmey-Arcliei

.and Wolf) I have had to wait for a long time before

received the goods. '

I once sent a small repair to a large Birmingham firm, -an<

had to wait for seven months before I received the par

cleaned and polished up nicely, but not repaired. I at onci

started and made the whole aft'air from A to Z. I had onl>

a small forge and a foot lathe to help me, but in a little les;

than three' hours I had the job finished.

W. Goodwin ascending the Buttress. Hebden Bridge, on a 6 h.p. Bradbury sidecar (see letter).

AI&
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Experience has taught me that new firms who have not

yet made a name will go to a great deal of trouble to oblige

a customer, and will supply goods promptly, while the larger

and older firms do not seem to care whether small orders are

ever filled or not. Of course, there is some excuse at the

present time, but I have always found it the same.

Would it not be wise to be a little more prompt?
Certainly, if we wish to compete with our American friends

we will have to buck up. Of course, the high quality of

English-made goods counts for a lot, but customers do not

like to be kept waiting indefinitely. I quite agree with

"Made in England." There is no reason why this country

should not be supplied with home-made magnetos. All

success, say I, to the B.T.H. and other companies.
H.H.B.

The Size of Tyres.

Sir,—Xot long ago I bous'ht a lightweight, which I have
since disposed of. It was cheap, and, as I found out later,

nasty. One of my troubles was a tyre which wore down to

the canvas in nine hundred miles ! I wrote to the tyre

company (a well-known firm), and received a letter stating

that if I sent them the unsatisfactory cover they would see

what they could do for me; they also said my cover was for

machines up to 1| h.p. (My macliine had an engine of 21,

nominal h.p.) I was verj- surprised at hearing my tyre was
too small for its work, and wrote to the tyre company asking
why tliey supplied an \indersized tyre. I received the follow-

ing answer :

" We supply the Co. with the tyre in question because

it is our business' to execute orders which we have the

pleasure to receive from manufacturers, and we are only their

servants in the matter."

I would much rather have paid half as much again for a

really good machine. We now see why " cheap " machines
are cheap—at the expense of quality. I do not infer the tyre

was not of a qualitv suitable for 1^ h.p.

UXDERTYRED.
[We have repeatedly urged upon our readers the necessity

of using tyres of adequate size and strength. It is not fair

to blame the tyre niaKer, who, naturally, supplies any tyre

asked for by the mainifacturer of the machine. Tlie buyer

can always specify a large tyre. This adds to the first cost,

but is an economy in the end.

—

Ed.]

Electric Lighting.

Sir,— I enclose herewith a photograph of my 1914

Triumph and sidecar. The sidecar, rear and head lights are

electrically lit. Sidecar, rear and speedometer and watch

lights are four volts and head light eight volts. The current

is supplied by two accumulators of four volts each, the

second accninillator being used only for obtaining the eight

A reader's Triumph sidecar equipped with electric lamps. (See Iclter.)

volts for head light. These accumulators stand up well to

their work, and "have given complete satisfaction. Besides

the light the accumulator supplies current for an electric

Iiorn, operated by a push button from the sidecar. The
lamps are all F.R.S. lamps; the centre one is the acetylene

1,000 foot F.R.S. That lamp alone gives a most raagnifacent

light, and enables one to keep a very good average during

night runs. The machine runs and pulls exceptionally well,

and keeps up a very good average. I forgot to mention the

lights are all controlled by switches. The accumulators are

carried in a tin box under the sidecar, which prevents them
from being jolted too much.

AN ELECTRIC LIGHT ENTHUSIAST.

What is the Ideal Frame?
Sir,—Though not as yet an owner of a motor cycle, may

I have the libertv of expressing my views through the

medium of your columns? Perhaps the most notable ch.Tnge

in frame construction is the new model made by the New
Hudson Co., with the engine, magneto, etc., designed as a

single unit. Is not this the ideal frame? I should be
much interested to hear the views of your other corre-

spondents on this matter. C.F.C.

The Latest Recruit.

Sir.—In these exciting times of " enlisting,'' the accompany-
ing picture may be of interest as showing what is really

possiole in the way of recruiting. Mv respected relative,

at Uie great age of 95, forsakes her batli chair for the more
comfortable properties of a Slills-Fulford Cabrio sidecar, and
enjoys her morning drive on the sea front with no restriction

on the speed whatever. - The sweet running of the Scott at

any speed from three to forty miles per hour is perhaps
the greatest factor in bringing about this " capture."

Bournemouth. R. F. G. KELLY.

A 95 year old passenger on a reader's 3J h.p. Scott. (See letter from

R. F. G. Kelly.)

Wanted—a Three-speed Pedalling Gear.

Sir,—A very light motor cycle, if aided by pedalling, can
go practically anywhere, and, as a general thing, it is only
now and then that such assistance is required. Moreover,
it is surprising what slight assistance is required. The real

difliculty is that the gear of the pedalling is very low and
one cannot pedal quick enough to keep up with the engine.
T'wo or thi'ee speeds are required—the low gear to start on
and the middle and liigU gears for use to reinforce the engine
on hills and against wind. This would make an exceedingly
light and handy and yet perfectly effective cycle, and the
occasional pedalling would be a welcome break in the
monotony of riding and also afford a little exercise, the
absence of which is the great drawback to motor cycling for

recreation. But where can such two or three speeds be got?
The spindle or axle of the ordinary pedal hub gear is too
short, as the belt rim has to be allowed for. Can anyone
help' W.D.H.

Bl
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Some Notes on the Running of a 1914 Model 350 c.c. Mo'or Cycle.
' E have already commented in these pages on

the good running of the 1913 2 3^ h.p. two-

speed Sunbeam, and so well were we im-
pressed by its capabilities that at the last Olympia
Show we placed an order for one of these handy little

mounts.
This fact alone will show that the question of relia-

bility was not worth bothering about, because it will

easily be imagined that reliability is a sine, qua non in

a journalist's mount. Our faith in this branch of the

machine's good
points has been
fully justified, ar.d

never have we
suffered from anv

involuntary stop

on the road, save
for one puncture
after about 2,300
miles' running. In-

cidentally, as shovy-

ing how large a

part luck i)lays in

tyre troubles, we
may mention that

this was our first

and last stop for

tyre trouble for

three years. True,
we select good
tyres and keep
them properly in-

f 1 a t e d, examin-
ing them fre-

quently with a view
to extracting any
flints which may

The 2^ h.p. Sunbeam power unit showing
kick-starter.

embedded in

also, to the

the

fact

have become
tread, but it probably points

that the 234 h.p. Sunbeam is light on tyre.s,

despite chain drive. However, we have never inclined-

to the belief that chain drive per se is hard on tyres

—

and indeed when running under the ideal conditions

provided by the makers of the Sunbeam, and assisted

by the beautifully sweet clutch, it "is as gentle and
smooth a transmission as any belt.

Of this clutch we really cannot speak in too high

terms of praise, and it has m^de us a determined
advocate of hand control for this important part of

the mechanism, the advantage of having both feet free

to steady the machine being obvious to all. Gear
changing is quite easy if just a slight pressure of the,

finger is applied to the clutch lever, and it is quite

unnecessary to raise the exhaust lever at all or even to

throttle down the engine.

Of the engine, all we need say is that its pulling

powers remind us more of a good 500 c.c. rather than

a 350 c'c. which it is. It possesses great powers of

acceleration; and the Amac carburetter also allows

exceedingly slow running to be indulged in when
required. The kick starter, entirely enclosed in the

chain cases, is easy, handy, and sure in action, and
very substantially constructed. Mention of the chain

cases compels us to say that these fitments take rank

with anything on the market. It is an exceedingly

difficult matter to design chain cases which are oil

retaining, silent, and easily detachable, and probably

not more than about half a dozen firms have really

succeeded in perfecting this part of the machine.

Indeed, the designer of one of the finest chain-driven

motor cycles on the market confessed to us some time

ago that he found greater difficulty in making a really

satislactorv job of his chain cases than with any other

|.)art of his complete machine.
Let it be said that the Sunbeam designers, with theii

vast experience of manufacturing oil-bath cases for

the chains on their pedal cycles, have succeeded at

the first attempt with this tricky part of the motor
cycle,, with the result that the transmission on our

machine is silent, clean, and wonderfully efficient.

An All=weather Machine.
Although tall beyond the average, the writer finds

the riding position very comfortable, and in no wise

cramped. Instead of the usual footboards, footrests

were selected which, if not quite so cleanly, are to the

owner's mind, more comfortable and neater in appear-

ance. The handle-bars are of the semi-T.T. pattern, and

give a riding position which is easy and provide com-

plete control on the greasiest or roughest roads. One
of the points that pleases us most is the almost entire

absence of nickel plate. Handle-bars, hubs, footrest

bars, fork springs are all black, and the general finish

is black with fine gold lines, which is very smart and
does not necessitate anv undue amount of elbow

grease when cleaning takes place, an occasion, we,

regret to say, rarer than the use of such an excellent

mount warrants. The 2^4^ h.p. Sunbeam is an

eminently workmanlike job, and is most sturdilv built

throughout. The disposition of the counter-shaft gear

box close behind the engine gives it ah excellent'

feeling of good balance- on bad. roads, and any undue
bouncing of the back wheel is obviated, thus adding
to the comfort of the rider and the longevity of the,

2-|-in. Bates tyres with which the machine is shod.

A, Little Criticism.

On the principle of giving all the points of the

machine, we will here add a little minor criticism.

Our onlv- grumbfes are that the orifice to the tube'
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Support the Prince

of Wales's National

Relief Fund. Con-

Iributions should
be forwarded to

H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales, Buck-

ingham Palace.

An appeal to

PATRIOTISM
Will YOU answer it?

Continental tyres are made in Germany by the enemy.

Their purchase here ass sts him, while the use of any
foreign tyre diminishes employment for British workpeople.

BRITISH-MADE

DUNLOPS
are far superior in quality, and can be supplied in unlimited

quantities at usual prices.

By appointment
motor lyre manu-

facturers to H.M.
King George V.

Fit them to' your motors and cycles and help to keep

the flag flying.

Should our villages and countryside continue to display

German advertisements ?

What is YOUR answer?

The DUNLOP RUBBER Co., Ltd., Foanders of the Pnenmatic Tyre Industry

Aston Cross, Binnrnebam ; Alroa Street, Coventry. Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester,

Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool. Glaseow, Dublin. Belfast.

• DUNLOP SOLID TYRES FOR HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

In answerino Ihis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle." B3
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THE

ROVER
THREE -SPEED MODEL.

£SS -0-0.
Footboards £1-0-0 extra.

THE BEST, CHEAPEST, AND MOST COMFORTABLE
MEANS OF TRANSPORT.

THE ROVER COMPANY, LIMITED,
Meteor Works, COVENTRY.

B4 In answering this odvertisement it is desirable tu mention "The. Motor Cycle-"
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The 2| h.p. Sunbeam.—

through which oil is poured to the gear box is not

larger, so as to expedite the injection of the lubricant,

and that there is no left and right-hand thread adjust-

ment provided on the rod from the lever on the

quadrant to the gear box. If there were one it woulc

simplify gear adjustment, and would not necessitate

the removal of a nut and bolt at the end of the rod

as at present. This is a minor point, but when one
possesses such an eminently high-class and high-priced

machine as this, one has, perhaps, a right to be ultra

critical.

In all other respects we can only say that the
2-J h.p.

Sunbeam in every way fulfils th^ very exacting

demands we have put upon it, and th/it is about as high
praise, in a few words, as we 3.xi able to bestow on
any machine.

Left side of 2\ h.p. Sunbeam, showing neat cha'n cases and protected

position of ma^eto

The Motor Cycle Export Trade.
An Interesling Report showing where our

A REPORT gixing comparisons of expert trade
done by Great Britain, Germany, and Austria
in motor cycles and parts thereof to various

parts of the world has been issued by tbe Commercial
Intelligence Department of the Board of Trade. The
figures available relate to the year 1912 as far c's

Germany is concerned and to 191 3 for Great Britain
and Austria.

Needless to say, the great bulk of trade in motor
cycles all over the world, except in the United Stales,

where they are fully capable of supplxing their own
market, is done by our own manufacturers ; but all tiie

same, quite a considerable amount of business might
still be secured which has up to the present been held
by Germany. To Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Portugal, and Russia, Germany exported in 1912 a

total of 1,417 machines, valued at ^57,450, together
with a considerable number of parts, and this irnde,

in addition to that secured liv our enemy in the British

Miss D. B. Everdell, the first lady motor cv'clist in Stamford, on her

if h.p. h-ee engine Singer This lady is quite an enthusiast and, we
are told, thinks nothing of a run to London.

Manufacturers may extend their Activities.

Empire, might very well, in the opinion of the Board
of Trade, be annexed by our owil manufacturers.

Austria has very poor figures to show, her grand

total of machines exported to all destinations only

amounting in 1913 to some 157 machines and soine

parts, together worth _;^6,69o,

A Valuable and Grooving MarRet.
South Africa has for some years been our best

customer, and the figures giving the value of the

imports of motor cycles from all sources to that Union
from 1908 to 191 3 are so remarkable that we repro-

duce them herewith

:

£
1903 10,634

1909 12,743

1910 22,031

1911 72,938

1912 154,236

1915 223,524

The United Kingdom has been far the greatest

exporter, and her share of the trade represented by

the figures above has been over 90% for the past four

years. It is interesting to quote an extract from a

recent American Consular report: "In South Africa

the popularity of the motor cycle is growing with

remarkable rapidity. The iinports run to about

100,000 dollars (;^2o,833) annually, and are increas-

ing. A somewhat less expen.sive machine than that

now on the market is desired ; it should be of 3^ h.p.

or inore, with an especially strong frame, powerful
spring forks and brakes to suit rough roads, chain

instead of belt drive, and general ease of control."

This shows that our American rivals are keenly seek-

ing to fill this valuable market, and Japan is another

country where they have actually made headway at

the expense of the British manufacturers. The British

Commercial Attache at Tokio, in his report on the

trade of Japan in 1913, states that the value of the

imports of motor cvcles was only ,£6,900 in that year,

as compared with ;£q,8oo in the previous year. The
imports from the United Kingdom diminished by

;£^2,8oo, while those "rom the United States and other

countries increased. This seems a market which

our manufacturers inight well seek to regain.
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NEW DESIGN DRUID FORKS.
Backward and Forward as well as Vertical Movement Possible.

THE Druid spring fork, the most
extensively used shock absorber
on motor cycles, has stood the
test of nearly ten years' use in

practically every country. How well we
remember early in 1905 the late Mr. A.
Drew calling at our offices with one of

these forks attached to a 3 h.p. magneto
Singer, and demonstrating its efficiency

Showing the action of the latest Druid
spring fork.

to us on a -piece of rough paving near
our offices. Now, nearly ten years later,

an improved type of fork has been
introduced, with the object of over-
coming the dithering or bouncing action

which users of Druid forks well know
occurs when striking a rough stretch of

road at speed. The characteristically

neat appearance of the Druid fork has
been in no way affected by the provision

lor combined action of the forks—which
is the feature of the latest design

—

indeed, one might not notice at a cursory
glance that the new forks are difl'erent

Irom the standard type.

The action of the new fork is par-

ticularly neat and simple. The. top links

are attached as usual, but the forward
ends of the lower links, instead of being
pivoted to the main fork, are attached
to a iioating bar which is pivoted to the
fork at the bridge piece, its movement
being governed by a pair of coil springs

acting on arms formed with the floating

bar. The construction, therefore, per-

mits of a slight forward and backward
movement of the wheel, while the normal
Druid up-and-down motion is retained
in the usual way. A neat bridge piece

is formed to take the brake stop, and
the shoes are arranged to permit of quick
detachment of the front wheel.

We have tried this new fork on a

6 h.p. A.J-.S. sidecar outfit, both from
the sidecar seat and from the driver's
saddle. W^e were interested to observe
from the sidecar seat that the springs
were all the time on the move, absorbing
large and small pot-holes as they were
encountered. In the driver's seat one
noticed the unusual effect that any
jolting from the handle-bars was less

pronounced than in the case of the
saddle, and it will be agreed that to

obtain this effect, provided a good
saddle is used, the forks must be
remarkably efficient and the springs of
the correct tension for the load. The
upper pair of springs are three inches in

length ; the increased weight is only two
pounds, and the extra cost will, it is

expected, amount to about ten shillings

per fork.

t-^.'.' ^^^.

The latest Druid spring fork which has

four springs.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.
RIejibekship of the A.C.U.—As a

special inducement the Auto Cycle Union
has decided to give motor cyclists the
facilities of membership to December 31st,

1915, upon payment of one year's sub-
scription ; thus motor cyclists joining at

the present time will receive the facilities

of membership for a period of over fifteen

months for the one payment. We are
informed by the secretary of the Union,
that, despite the prevailing circumstances,
tile influx of members during .Vugust has

Five despatch riders attached to the Legion of Frontiersmen who left Nottingliam for Paris on
Wednesday morning last week. All are mounted on Rudge motor cycles. Left to right their
names are Spendlove, Charlton, Aldershaw. Edwards, and Hyde.

(b6

been extremely gratifying. In addition,

the North-Eastern A. A., which has a,

large motor cycle membership, has also

become affiliated to the Union.

Club Subscriptions to Nationai.
Relief Fund.—A suggestion has been
made by the Nottingham and District

M.C.C. "to the A.C.U. that a subscrip-

tion list should be opened to which clubs
affiliated to, and members of, the Union
should be invited to subscribe with a view
to handing over the proceeds to the Prince
of Wales's Fund. The Nottingham Club
has oifered to head the list with a sub-
stantial donation, but, in view of the
fact that several clubs and members have
already contributed to the fund, tlie

Union has requested the club to subscribe
tliis amount through the local facilities

provided for subscribing to the fund, and
the Union expresses the hope that thi»
example will be followed by all other
motor cycling clubs.

Autumn One D.\y Tri.al Ab.4ndoned. .

-—Although the A.C.U. decided some little^
time ago to proceed with the organisa-
tion and carrying out of the Autumn One
Day Trial, yet it is considered that the
prevailing circumstances are so adverse
that the cancellation of the trial is the
only course open to the Union.
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A New Lady's Model.
THE CLYNO TWO-STROKE ADAPTED FOR LADIES' USE.

are replaced by a double sloping tube,

between which the tank is fitted, over-

lapping at the top so as to give a very
neat appearance. Tlie arrangements for

dress guarding are excellent ; the Uy-
wheel is enclosed in the usual way, and
a belt guard has been added to the clutch
cover. In addition to this, a neat and
quickly detachable encjine shield is fitted,

and the rear guard is provided with a
very deep valance to protect the dress
from the wheel. All the controls a.re

very conveniently arranged, and a glass

sided oil pump ensures a full charge of

oil reaching the petrol tank for nii.xing

purposes. The long, curved aluminium
footboards provide ample protection for

the feet, and the machine is equipped
with lamp, generator, horn, tools, etc.

Right and left side views of the new lady's

Clyno two-stroke machine

ONE 0! (he smartest open frame
models we have yet seen comes
from the Clyno factory at Wolver-
hampton, and its graceful lines are

sure -to attract the attention of the weaker
sex. The power unit is the combined two-
stroke engme and two-speed gear e.xactly

the same as on the standard men's model.
A large plate c:utch is carried inside the
6in. belt pulley and is operated by a
convenient handle-bar lever. The normal
engine position is retained, and this, in

itself, is peculiarly adaptable to the open
frame The loop frame design is similar
to the standard except that the top tubes Showing projection ol the cylinder and driving bell.

THE USES OF THE MOTOR CYCLE IN WAR.

_
A Rover bidecar which has been converted, by removing the body and substituting a wooden platform on the chassis, into a means of carrying

either field telephones or an ambulance The work was done by E. F. Gilbanks, the motor cyclist seen in the photograpfis, who is captain of the

Cumberland Gjimty Motor Cycle Club

B7
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^^^ "^

TIMES

Sept. 24lh
26th
28tli

30th

6.55

6 48

6.44

6.42

' The Motor Cycle."

1S03, the
consecutive

Brown, of
' on Satur-

a 3^ h.p.

600th Issue of

Founded on March 31st
present is the six hundredth
issue of The Motor Cycle.

Manxmen for the Front.

We hear that D. M.
Douglas, left for " the front

day last, taking with him
Kover, which he has nsed during tlie past
reason. We understand tliat Brown is the
fir.st Manxman to be accepted for despatch
riding. He volunteered in Birmingham
six weeks ago.

A Reassuring Outlook.

An article in Tlie Times of Thursday
last was very comforting reading. The
writer pointed out that the trade of this

country had not been affected by the

war to anything like the extent that

had been anticipated, owing to the

splendid manner in which the trade routes
had been kept open by our Navy. It

therefore behoves all manufacturers to

keep their works open so far as possible,

and to see that lucrative trade, which
might be obtained by this country, does

not pass elsewhere.

The Fate of the Olympia Shows.

Although not primarily of such im-

portance to motor cyclists as the motor
cycle show, the fate of the great Olympia
motor car show concerns every one inter-

ested in road travel, and the news of tlie

abandonment of the 1914 show will be
received with mixed feelings by the

public, as it has been by those intimately
connected with it in a business sense.

However, the decision was arrived at on
Friday last by the Council of the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and Traders that
no Lhow should be held this year. This
decision, of course, reflects the opinion
of the majority of the council, but there
are several prominent members of the
motor car industry who do not view the
abandonment with favour. Apart from
the purely business aspect of the matter,
quite a number of members felt that it

would be hardly fair to our French and
Belgian friends to hold the show, even if

we were able to do so, at a moment when
oiu- Allies could not possibly participate
in it themselves. At the moment of

writing the fate of the motor cycle show
hangs in the balance, but the decision of
the Manufacturers' Union will be found
elsewhere in this issue if received before
going to press.

b8

A Military Trial Abandoned.
An open military trial was to be held

by the Streatham and District JM.C.C.
on Saturday, but last week the arrange-

ments were abandoned.

Petro! at Is. a Gallon.

Why not? The possibilities of such a
reduction and the good effect to the motor
industry generally are discussed in our
leading article this -week. If the different

trade societies were to take up the matter
seriously there is a strong feeling that
a substantial reduction could be made in

the present price of motor spirit.

Preference for British Machines.

Statistics of motor cycle importations
into New Zealand make interesting read-
ing. The following figures show the
number of motor cycles imported into

New Zealand foi the years ending March
51st, 1913 and 1914:

1915. • 1914.
British .. 2,778 ... 5,550
Other ... 305 ... 362
Unknown ... 153 ... 225

CHEAP PETROL
THE MOTOR CYCLE IN WAR.

IVIORE NEW DESIGNS.

Total 3,234 .4,117

Taking the average retail value of a
motor cTcle at £75 the values show

—

1913, £242,550: and 1914, £508,775.

Auto-wheels for Invalid Chairs.

A hand-propelled invalid's chair has

been seen- near Woolwich with a wounded
officer in charge. To aid hand propulsion

an Auto-Avheel was fitted to the rear

driving wheel.

Indians Favour a Show.
Mr. W. H. Wells has left in the,

Mauretania for the United States,

where he will finally decide on the

improvements in the 1915 Indian models.

Mr. Wells, it is interesting to note, is

strongly in favour of holding a show.

The Motor Cyclist Special Reserve.

Two years ago a scheme was drawn up
by the Technical Reserve Advisory Com-
mittee for the enlistment of motor cyclists

on certain terms of service. Unfortunately
recruiting was not brisk, and upon mobili-

sation the War Office found itself short

of a good number of motor cyclists. The
A.C.U. was approached, and in thirty-six

hours the War Office had as many
despatch riders as were needed.

During the blackberry season the sidecar combination will be much in evidence m out-of-

the-wav places.
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Works Stm Busy.

We hear that the Swiss works of the

Motosacoche at Geneva are still busy in

spite of the war. The English works at

Willesden are, of course, open.

More First Descriptions of New Moflels.

This week The Motor Cydc, \^ able

to provide its readers with an exclusive

description, accompanied hy illustrations,

of an entirely new Druid spring fork,

also a new Clyno two-stroke lightweight
specially for ladies' use.

motor Cycles as War Booty.

In the course of their march through
Belgium the Germans levied blackmail,

as is well known, on various towns.
Ghent, in addition to being ordered to

supply a. large number of cigars and
barrels of petrol, had also to supply ten

motor cycles. We hope they wece not

in perfect running order I

A Chance for Would-be Despatch Riders.

The Bristol Motor Cyclists' War Coni-

jxiittee inform us that they are in urgent
need of more good men for active service.

It is interesting to hear that the last

contingent included Eric Williams and
his brother of Junior T.T. fame. The
committee has offices open all day long

at Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

A Swing Bridge Mishap.

A somewluit remarkable accident

occurred at Aberdeen Harbour on Sunday
last. A motor cycle and sidecar, carry-

ing three Navy men as passengers—two
in the sidecar and one on the carrier

—

was proceeding to cross the swing bridge,

the driver failing to observe that it was
open to allow a vessel to pass, with the

result that the party ran heavily into a

concrete wall. The driver himself was
unhurt, but the three passengers were all

injured, and, unfortunately, one shortly

afterwards died.

Kenty o£ Petrol About.

As showing the entire absence of 'any

need to worry about the supply of petrol

. in this country or any likelihood of an
advance in price in the near future, we
may mention that in July last record
shipments amounting to over seventeen
million gallons reached our shores, and
this wa« followed up bv a further twelve
and three-quarter million gallons in

August. In addition to this, colossal

siipplies have reached France for the use
<Jf the Allies. Germany, on the other
band, is very short of petrol owing to
the closing of the Danube route from
Galicia, the source of her main supply,
by the Servians.

A New English Magneto.

There is no doubt that electrical

engineers in this country are doing their
best to cope with any possible future
demand for magnetos. Messrs. Morris
and Lirter, of Lockhnrst Lane, Coventry,
are at the present moment putting
through a batch of magnetos suitable
for smgle-cylinder machines. The device
is designed to fit standard magneto plat-
forms, and closely follows the general
lines of the well-known Bosch instru-
ment. The makers have already had
gr^at experience with windings similar
to magneto armature windings, and
repetition work in small electrical fittings.
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Motor cyclist scouts assist with a lorry which had sutlcred a broken axle. The lorry m question

was conveying supplies to the camp. The motor cycles are a Rover and Lea-Francis.

a large number of men for tlie Mersey
defences. Indeed, so great has been the
lesponse tliat it is unlikely that many
of the riders wllo have offered their

services will be required, and our readers
are advised to seek other outlets for their

patriotism, cr/.. the firing line, where it

is reported that the coveys of Germans
are very numerous, well grown, strong
on the wing, and likely to provide excel-

lent sport.

Territorial Motor Cyclists.

Witliin seven days of the outbreak of

hostilities the Territorial units were all

filled, and in addition a large number
of motor cyclists were on the War Office

waiting list. Also, the A.C.U. has a

list of 1,500 motor cyclists indexed in

the various localities in which they
reside, and from which motor cyclists

can be supplied as requiied. The Liver-

pool oflice of the A.C.U. has supplied

.•
!

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE O.H.M.S. BADGE ON HULL MOTOR CYCLES.

Three of the Royal Engineers Despatch Riders who have just been appointed and supplied with

up-to-date motor cycles for Humber Defence Headquarters. The riders are W. R. Storey

(Lea-Francis), E. Woodwood (Triumph), and H. Havercroft (Triumph). Anotlier member is

W. Hodgson (off duty on day of photograph), whose mount is a B.S.A,

BQ
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"•fhe Motor Cycle " Suggestion to Com-
bine the Shows.

We observe with interest that three

contemporaries this week revive the

oriijinal suggestion of The Motor Cycle

in its issue of September 3rd to combine
the car and motor cycle shows tliis year.

B.S.A. Profits.

The directors of the Birmingham Small
Arms Co., Ltd., resolved last week to

recommend to the shareholders final divi-

dends for the year ended July 51st, 1914,

payable on October 5th next, as follow ;

On the "A" preference shares 2^%,
making 5% for the year; on the "B"
preference shares at the rate of 6% per
annum for the half-year ; on the ordinary
shares 5%, together with a bonus of Is.

per share, free of income tax, making
with the interim dividend a distribution

equal to 15% for the year.

Vacancies for Despatch Riders.

We are informed by Lieut. H. B. C.
Pollard, Inspecting Officer, London Motor
Cycle Reserve Committee, that there are
still vacancies for men, not limited to

home defence only, as despatch riders.

Motor Cyclist as Range Finder.

The ExjJiess relates a stirring story
of the earlier stages of the battle of the
Aisne. A naotor cyclist dashed almost
within touch of the German troops in
order to ascertain the accuracy of our
heavy gun fire. Speeding back unscathed,
he reported that some of the shells were
falling some four hundred yards short.

The range was then corrected with
deadly effect. Later in the day the same
motor cyclist had his machine literally

blown to pieces from under him by the
bursting of a shell ; the rider was
wounded, but escaped death by a miracle.

A Triumph sidecarist breasting Beacon Hill, near Rednal, in the South Birmmgha-n M.C.C.
informal trial on Saturday afternoon last. The hill was dry but the surface rough. There were

only two or three failures.

Motor Cycles for the Armies.
The motor bicycle is proving its worth

in the war, as eveiybody with a knowledge
of motor cycle matters years ago pre-

dicted would be the case. British-made
machines are being favoured by all the
Allied Armies, and large orders were
received last week from Russia, Belgium,
and France, whilst the British Govern-
ment lias, too, recognised the valuable
work of the -motor cyclist despatch rider

on the Continent and is placing further
contracts. The result is that a number
of manufacturers, whose works Avere on
short time, suddenly find themselves
extremely busy on urgent orders, and
overtime is now the order. It may be
added that Russia favoured P. and M.
machines, Belgium ordered Enfield
mounts, France has requisitioned a fieet

of Triumphs, whilst the British Govern-
ment has mostly purchased Triumph,
Douglas, and Rudge machines. Prac-
tically every well-known make of motor
cycle is in use on the Continent.

Sidecar Samaritans.

The Rev. P. W. Bischoff writes to us

with reference to our leaderette last week
under the above title. He says that, as

far as Bristol is concerned, 'and probably
with regard to all centres where the
wounded are being nursed, sidecar owners
should not write individually to the
hospital authorities, who have an immense
burden of correspondence to bear. Riders
should organise themselves under one man
who alone should approach the authorities.

This greatly simpliiies matters. It must
be remembered that soldiers in hospital
are under full military discipline, and
can only be allowed out after certain

definite formalities have been carried out.

In Bristol, this side of the nursing
arrangements was placed, some time ago,
in the hands of the Bristol Motor Cyclists'

War Committee, Queen's Hotel, Clifton,

of which Mr. Bischoff is honorary
secretary. They will be pleased to accept
offers of sidecar drivers for this benevolent
work. It is worth noting that all such
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Samaritans in any part of the country
should equip their sidecars with a good
warm rug, and also with a small firm
cushion, in case any damaged limb needs
support during the run.

Quick Delivery.

We learn from Messrs. Douglas Bros.

that on Saturday last they received an
order from the War Office for ninety
Douglas motor cycles, and that the whole
of these were duly delivered by the
following evening, Sunday, September
20th.

Machines £or War Use.

We have received a letter from the

25th County of London Cyclists' Battalion,

Fulham House, Putney Bridge, S.W.,
which reads as follows :

" I beg to

announce that the makes of machines
accepted by the War Ofiice have been
limited, to the following : Dotjglas,

Teiumph, p. and M., Rx'dge,
_
Koveu,

B.S.A., and James (single-cylinder).

—

Hiigli B. C. Pollard, Inspecting Officer,

London !\Iotor Cyclists' Reserve Com-
mittee."

Germany's Tyre Trade.

In 1912 the Board of Trade announce
that Germany exported motor car and
motor cycle covers and tubes of a gross

value of £1,731,600. Of this total, France
was the largest customer with £422,300.

England comes next with £298,400.

Australia is another important market for

tills class of goods, jvhich our own manu-
facturers should secure in future, as is

also the Argentine Republic. The total

value of covers and tubes exported from
Great Britain in 1913 amounted to

£749,300, but this figure does not include
tyres fitted to exported cars and motor
cycles. Austria's export trade in tyres is

insignificant. amounting in 1913 to

only £47,600.

Motor Cyclist Competition Riders at the

Front.

Many readers will learn with interest

that S. A. Rowlandson and W. L. T.

Rhys (the Rudge riders), D. H. Noble
and C. T. Newsome (the Rover riders),

and Emery (the old Norton rider), are
in the 69th Company Motor Transport
Section, Army Service Corps. Tliey
sailed on Sunday last from Avonmouth-
for an unknown destination at the front,

where their lorries will carry the food
supplies of the Indian Army. Newsome
is a lance corporal and Emery a sergeant.
Norman Lea (of Lea and Francis, Ltd.)

has been accepted for service in the
Motor Transport Section.

THE SHOW ABANDONED.

At a meeting of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,

held on Tuesday afternoon last, it was

resolved, owing to Olympia being taken

for purposes of war, not to hold a Show
this year.

The suggestion of " The Motor Cycle

"

in the issue of September 3rd, to hold a

combined Car and Motor Cycle Show was

considered, but having regard to the fact

that the S.M.M.T. had already decided

that it would not hold a show for cars this

year, the scheme could not be pursued.
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RACING AT PORTMARNOCK.

Start of the scratch race on fortiTiarnock Beach last Saturday.

rHIE last meeting at Portinarnock for 1914 was held on
Saturday afternoon under the auspices of tlie Dublin
and District JI.C.C. Granting that there were ex-

ceptional circumstances that interfered with the
success of Saturday's racing, it must be confessed tliere has
of late been a distinct falling away of interest in racing on
the sands, and the entries liave been much smaller than
thoEe received for competitions on the road. It is felt that
the game is becoming too liighly specialised, and, apparently,
the average motor cyclist thinks it hardly worth while to

devote the time and attention to the Inning up of his mount
that is called for to ensure success. The liglitweight race on
Saturday did not (ill, and for the two open events the entries

were on the small side. The scratch race resulted in a very
easy win for C. B. Franklin on a 3^ h.p. Indian, as, indeed,
many scialcli races at I'ortmarnock do, and in the fifty

miles handicap J. llealy followed up his win in the one

hundred miles event at "the last meeting by an ecjually easy

victory, winning by about three miles. Results

:

Six Milks Ovy.s Scr.\tch 11,\ce.—Under 500 c.c.

1. C. B. Franklin (oi^ h.p. Indian).

2. F. Holmes (3^ li.p. Rudge).
3. T. E. Greene (3i h.p. Rudge).

Won by twenty-four seconds ; four seconds between second

and third. Winner's time, 7m. 10s.

FiFfY Mii.es Oi'EN' Hanuic.m- R.kcr.—Unlimited c.c.

Start.

1. J. Healy (3 h.p. Enfield) 12m. 30s.

2. F., Holmes (3^ h.p. Rudge) 2m. Os.

3. R. While (3i h.p. Rudge) 8m. Os.

Won bv three miles; a poor third. Winner's time,

Ih. 12m. 253.

C. B. Franklin at the turn. This Indian rider has scored many successes since the inauguration o^ motor cycle racing at Portmamock.

•-J
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ANOTHER STEAM MOTOR BICYCLE.
A Twin-cylinder Machine, the ResuR of Six Years' Experimental Work.

fV . "^^ pt"'.'^"_^,c"^.^^^„"„'* '"-^

1

The Field steam motor cycle, showing the disposition of engine, generator, and water pump.

FLEXIBILITY is a point which is aimed at by
all motor cycle designers, and is a much more
difficult problem to deal with when internal

combustion engines are the power units employed.
By adopting a steam engine it is possible to utilise a

better system from whence flexibility can be obtained.

There are, of course, many difficulties which arise

when such a source of power is applied to the motor
cycle, as trouble is experienced in cutting down the

overall dimensions and weight to really practical limits.

At the same time, Mr. Field, of 101, Rosemary Road
Clacton-on-Sea, has succeeded after six years' experi-

mental work in building a steam motor cycle of a

thoroughly practical nature. His experience has led

him to adopt a two-cylinder single-acting variable

expansion high pressure engine. The bore and stroke

are 45 mm. x 50 mm., and the cylinders are fitted

with mushroom valves of special steel. The pistons

are practically the same as those generally used in

petrol motors, and are fitted with three rings The
crankshaft is so designed that the crank pins are

opposed—that is, at 180"—and the big end bearings

of the connecting rods are split and are also similar

to the usual type which are used in petrol engines.

There are only two timing wheels in all, one being
on the camshaft and the other on the crankshaft. The
valves themselves are placed on one side, and are

operated by ordinary tappets. It is possible to vary

the lift of the valves by moving the cams, and if neces-

sary the whole of the movement imparted to the vahes
can be eliminated. The action corresponds to the

valve system employed on the motor cycle engine. A
steam generator of the instantaneous flash type is fitted,

and is supplied with a feed water heater, the whole
concern being housed in an asbestos-lined steel case

which also contains the burner. This, it will be
noticed on referring to the illustration, is placed in

front of the engine.

Absence of Controls.

There are no hand pumps other than the ordinary

pump used for lubiication, which is identical with

that on a petrol-engined machine. The fuel supply

is entirely automatic, and is carried out in the follow-

ing way. There are two fuel tanks, one of which

contains a small amount of fuel at a pressure of from

B16

about thirty-five to forty pounds to the square inch.

Bv means of this the fuel is conducted to the burners,

and as it becomes used up means are provided by

which a similar amount is supplied automatically. By

such a system it is possible to fill up the main fuel

tank whilst the engine is running. The water pump
is housed behind the engine and takes up very litrie

room. It is possible with such an engine to utilise a

\ery high gear, consequent!}; the gear ratio is in the

neighbourhood of aja to i. Even with a ratio such

as is employed the machine can be started on the

stiffest of gradients. Chain transmission is fitted from

the engine to the countershaft, Which is utilised for

driving the pump mechanism as well as for conveying

power to the rear wheel by means of a chain. The
design of the machine generally is well carried out,

and the designer has made a special point of getting

the centre of gravity as low as practicable.

Power and Simplicity.

The engine is capable of developing from 6 to 8

h.p. owing to the high pressure of steam that can be

used. It will, therefore, be seen that a motor cycle

on these lines should be excellent for sidecar pur-

poses. The total weight is 160 lb., and this, of

course, compares favourably with petrol machines of

similar horse-power. The machine is started up in

the following way : a small quantity of methylated

spirit is poured into the burner channel, and allowed,

to burn for three or four minutes. When sufficients

heat has been imparted to the burners the water and

fuel regulators are opened, and by walking the

machine for three yards starting can be effected.

The control is on the burner and generator, and if an.

instantaneous stop is necessary the cutting off lever

on the side of the tank puts out of action a cam and'

so stops the valves from opening.

HlilllllSIIIIIIIII@llllllllll@lllilllllIi]lllllllll@llllllllll@llllllllli

= kOST AND FOUND. =
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both *' Lost " and [^

"Found," which we are unable to find space for. As these particular —
matters are of interest to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, ^
we keep a list of such articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted "^

in this list. Should we receive a letter from the finder which corresponds —
to the article lost, the two persons are put into communication, but it r^
must clearly be understood that we cannot enter into correspondence on Ld

; the matter beyond this. ^^

iiiiiiii@iiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii[!]iiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii^iiiiiniii@iiiiiiiiii
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As'
the motor cycle is playing such

an important part at the front at

the present time, a few words as

to my experiences with about
llfteen machines attached to the 2nd
Army Headquarters, for the satisfactory

laiiiiing and keeping in order of which
1 was responsible, might not be out of

place. I was only privileged for a

.slinrt time to be with them, viz., about
iliiee weeks, before being wounded, but
I may truthfully say my obser\ations

taught me a good deal even in this time.

To start with, the motor cycle sec-

tions were * so quickly organised and
formed that I regret to say they did

not always contain the men. best fitted

ta the " work, although several most
useful people have gone, whose com-
liined experiences, butli military and
niutor cycle, are excellent. There are

Hiill several, I believe, who were dis-

ippninted m the tremendous rush, but
it is to be hoped their services will be

I'vt'iitually requisitioned. I refer par-

ticularly to Public School and Uni-
versity men who have served in their

(ifficers* Training Corps, and have good
and practical motor cycling experience,
Ijiit, in my estimation, long motor cycling
experience is of more value than mili-

tary, although it is desirable to have
lilcnty of both. I am also of the
opinion than a man should be taken on
wherever possible with his own machine
in preference to being provided with a

Government mount, wliich will most
likely be strange to him, and a machine
has to pay very heavily for its

rider's lack of knowledge of it, as a
^'ni)d number of those I saw were having
a terrible time.

What the Machines have to Stand.

The machines in my section were for
the most part three-speed Triumphs,
the remainder consisting of a Douglas
and a Rover and my own T.T. Sunbeam,
which, by the way, was still doing
good work in the hands of another rider
when I left. I will not attempt- to

criticise these machines, as many would
think my opinion biassed, and, again,
their total mileage was nothing very
extraordinary. If I may be allowed to
suggest what long experience has taught
me to be the most practical form of
machine for the purpose, I say without
the slightest doubt that it requires an
absolutely special model. I might men-
tion here that the majority of machines,
especially the Government ones, were
suffering from the riders' lust for speed,
and were being pulled into all sorts of
queer shapes, handle-bars, footrests, etc.,

some, but not all, at the rider's will,

others by numerous falls, as most of our

gallant recruits thought it necessary to

indulge in the highest possible speed
where the road was not crowded with
troojis.

The Type oJ Machine Required.

It is a most mistaken idea to think
that the 60 m.p.h. racing machine
stripped as much as possible is the one
for the purpose, altliough I agree a

modified T.T. mount conforms somewhat
to my ideals, as far as speed is con-

cerned. I consider 40 to 45 m.p.h. all

that is necessary, and maintain that a

500 to 600 c.c. engine so constructed will

give a higher and much more reliable

average speed over, say, 2,000 to 3,000
miles than the faster engine is likely to

do. It should be constructed in the
simplest possible way, accessibility

should be studied to a fine point, and
it should be possible to be dismantled
quickly with the simplest tools by any
ordinaiy man of a mechanical turn of

mind. The valves, and, if possible, the
magnoto timing should be simply marked.
The frame is a most important matter,

as it is necessary to carry the kit on the

carrier, and this being bulky and some-
wnat heavy naturally upsets the steering

considerably. Again, the motor cycle

proved itself very useful at Mons, by
taking officers on the carrier who had
lost their horses, and served no end
of other useful purposes, while it is

easily possible to uring along wounded

men {suffering from arm and leg

wounds) in the same manner. Conse-
quently, one may have to depend upon
putting considerable weight on, the
carrier, and I think it very advisable to

fix the saddle position further forward
than on standard machines ; there is also

room for ingenuity in discovering how
best to pack away one's kit conveniently,
as the carrier position is rather liigli.

The frame should be rather stronger
than usual, and designed neatly to take
a two-gallon tank .tnd half-gallon spare
tank. The fork springs should be rather

stiff, and incapable of breakage.
The practice of small brazed lugs

instead of clips, which is now almost
universal, is to be highly recommended.

Gear and Transmission.

.Although, perhaps, one may think that

I may be biassed, I assure the reader 1

have an intimate experience of all the

well-known machines on the market, and
ran promise him I have fonnd nothing
better than the enclosed chain and spring
drive transmission. The chains of my
own machine have only been adjusted
once in ten thousand miles and appear
almost as good as when new. The
majority of enclosed chain drives give

most excellent results, and I personally
consider them all superior for war pur-

pose to either belt or chain-cum-belt
drives, although very good results are

obtained from both these systems.

Sketch of Military Motor Cycle suggested in Ver.non Busby s article.

1. 3in. tyres

2. Big ground clearance.

3. Saddle far forward.

4. Extra large flat top carrier.

5. Spare patrol tank.

6. Large silencer.

7. Footrests for oillion rider.

8. Engine and two-speed gear U. Large guards with big dear-

unit ance.

9. Kick starter 13. Exhaust heated carburetter.

10. Too. box on top tube. 14. Enclosed valve gear.

11. Handle-bar control lor plate 15. Detachable wheel.

dutch.

' '/
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A SCENE IN

CAMP.
Motor cyclist des-

patch riders attached

to the Leicestershire

Yeomanr>' at Diss

(Norfolk). B.S.A.,

Campion, Douglas,

Matchless and Hum-

ber motor cycles

are used.

Two or Three Speeds?

As far as the gear is concerned, I think

a two-speed counter-shaft gear box with

sliding dog clutches the most suitable by
reason of its light weight and the tact

that it is more likely to stand rough
handling, and, although, of course, a

three-speed gear possesses advantages, 1

do not think the extra weight and compli-

cation are worth while if a low top gear

is fitted, and a good reliable (plate) clutch

that will stand almost continuous slip-

ping. Finally a neat and reliable kick

starter is a great asset.

I can think of nothin" better than the

detachable wheels now on the market,
and consider them splendid fitments, The
spokes should be of stronger gauge than
standard, and as to tyres and rims, I

strongly recommend a three-inch tyre for

the trernendously hard work called for.

It should not be necessary to touch the
brakes to take out either wheel. They
should be efficient, simple, and should
possess large braking surface. I am not
in favour of wires for working them if

these can be avoided, as they are hard to

replace in case of breakage. An efficient

silencer which is well clear of-the ground,
and a quiet and protected valve gear are

desirable.

The Country Traversed.

Some may think my points far fetched,
but I can assure them that to be of

any real use the machine must be care-

fully and thoughtfully designed ior the
extraordinary conditions it has to

encounter. The motor cycle is quite
capable of doing the most wonderful
work, even though it has to be driven
perhaps by several different drivers in a

reckless manner, and over terrible sur-

faces, when e\fery minute counts. We-
ourselves in one instance drove across
ploughed fields, when our machines
dropped in the mud up to their axh'S
with the wheels still revolving, and yet
the machines stood it, although they
would have done much better had they
been fitted differently; while upon twf.

separate occasions they were left to the
full blast of a thunderstorm all night
long.

ANOTHER ADDITION TO THE LONG LIST OF TWO-STROKE MACHINES.
Belt side of the 2| h.p. Singer, showing position of carburetter, footboards, and lubrication.

A description, with illustrations, appeared in last week's issue of this journal, page 350.

BiS

Points to be Observed.

Summing things up, the essential

points are :

High ground clearance.

Ability to resist all weather conditions.

Absolute reliability, and ability to

cover the longest distances with the

minimum attention possible ; conse-

quently the ultra-efficient engine is

unsuited. .

Simplicity of construction and control.

Perfect standardisation and standard
threads.

Some Suggestions.

An excellent thing would be to be able

to change complete power units, includ-

ing gear box, in a few minutes, as should
a machine have to be abandoned very
often room may be found on a lorry for

the unit, whereas the machine may be

too bulky, and also, in case of damage
to frame, etc., it would be easier to fit

a new unit quickly. Bowden wiring,

simple and easily detachable with inter-

changeable cables ; low compression

:

carburetter to be kept as wai'm as

possible, so as to be able to run on the

crudest fuels ; large petrol filter, and
the filler caps; noii-detachable ; mil-

catchers fitted
; good clearance mud-

guards and strong stoi/s; .small undei
shield protector ; proper fittings foi

carrying spare tyres and tubes ; tool-

bag on top tube, and map case fitted

on top of that—are all important det-nils.

andean all-black machine is" essential.

Before going to the front, we had to

black all the bright parts to minimise
the risk of detection by searchlights.

In conclusion, I may say that ii '.

most desirable that the machine should

be of a slow and sure type, as absolute

reliability is essential, but high speed is

not so necessary

1 NOTICE.
J The Editor disclaims aU legal responsibility

J
in any way for loss of copy in the form of

j
I manuscript, drawings, or photographs sub- I

5 mitted to him. Rejected matter will only be \
3 returned provided a stamped addressed «nTeIcpe i

f is enclosed for the purpose. j

1
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continues to carry all before it. For example, at the

Coventry and Warwickshire Open Hill Climb on

August 29th, a 3| h.p. Sunbeam made the fastest time

in both 500 c.c. and 750 c.c. classes.

ForMilitary Purposes the Sunbeam is the Expert's ideal-

Soldiers and Despatch Riders supplied on demand.

John MARSTON,Ltd.,-ll, Sunbeamland-Wolverhampton.
LONDON

BHIGHTON •

BOURNEMOUTH
CHELTENHAM

57. HOLBORN VlADDCT.
157 & 158. Sloane Stiiket
(by Sloane Stiuare) S.W.
94. Western Uoad Hove
8, hoi-den'hdrst koad.
Bath House. Bath St.

LEICESTER
MANCHESTER
LIVERPOOL -

BIRMINGHAJI
EDINBURGH -

16. London Road.
131, Deansgate.
63, REN3I1AW St.

EAijT Row.
37, George St.

In aiifwcr'nuj l/iac ac/L-crtiscmenis it is desirable to mention "T/ie I\/olor Cycle." £19
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Turn your back
on all substitutes

for the genuine

^^ BELT FASTENERS. "^^

IHERE'S nothing " just as good " as a " Standard " whatever

price you pay. The Fastener made by the Belt Fastener

Specialists is the only one for you if you want a really

dependable and serviceable connection. The only fastener guaranteed

for ever without reservation. You simply can't put a " Standard
'

out of action. Costs only lOd., and with the three "S" Hook
adjustable feature at 3d. extra you can shorten or lengthen your

belt m a few seconds. Made in all sizes, and a special type for

Dunlop round top belting. If you require a cheaper fastener the

"SIMPLEX" at 6d. and 9d. will meet you — nothing better it

the price that will really do the work.

HERWm 'jj

CANNY _«i. /m^^^^^ 36
^ ^**' ^^ 1^^ 1^ William

Street,

Woolwicli

S.E.

GOOD REPAIRS, OVERHAULS
il(n)(!!lEDIIDIi3[i!ll!3li3[!ilGDQ3[ii)IID!iJ)0EIIED3(!D

I Bring your REPAIRS

m
s
m

to PEOPLE who know
how to make the
BEST ENGINES IN i

THE WORLD!

@0in)(I3Q3(ni|M][iD|ij](iDli3[iIIIIDIi!)(!il(iD(ni(!il(!DEl

your machine wilt be taken care of

and returned you in perfect condition.

It will not be smeared with grease

. . or disfigured with scratches. .

M. A. G. ENGINE CO., LTD.,
M. A. G. Repair Works, Harrow Road,
•Phone: 1092 Winesdon. IHIf | penpN IIINr
Grams: 'Synonymous, Kensal, London.' mijLiL,i3MrKjn cfUl^V.

MOEBIUS
"CHALLENGE" OILS

The BEST for Motor Cycle Engines and Gear Boxes.
Samples on application.

MOEBIUS & SON, Stoke Newington, LONDON, N.

RADCOCK'S bypass pTl"ot
Will make your Carburetter belter than the best at

one fifth the cost, 10 /©. NO SUCCESS, NO PAY. T
E

A CRAWt. in traffic.

TICK ovor when free."

STARTING perfectly
easy. Single lever control at
tow ^eed. Economy of
petrol, tyres, belta, etc., etc.

Send for interestinc booklet;
it will teach you somethinti
about carburetters, autl you
will soon at.Ul another to my
splendid collection of

TESTIMONL\XS.

The Rex Motor Manu-
facturing Co., write order-
ing four BADCOCK'S
BY PASSES, fitted to

B. & B. ca buretters for

"Daily Mail ' delivery
vehicles, same as Order
No. 17175. When the
best is wanted BAD
COCK'S BY-PASS is

fitted.

Speaking of carburettera with
Pilot Jets, the EDITOK of
" The Motor Cycle " says

"Sach carburetter practically

conforms with our IDEALS,"
etc., .etc. " IXIQN" in " The
Motor Cycle " says of BAD-
COCK'S BY-PASS, "evidently

the job of a practical rider,"

"f un c ti ons well," "well
worth the money," etc.

SURREY WORKS: 110, WOODVILLE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH
»20 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

Phones:

7712

Centa-al.

1297

North.

OLD UEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.,

and a. 255-257, Holloway Road, London, N.

WAR
Owing to the war we have a

much larger stock of Motor

Cycle goods than usual. We
are prepared to accept any

reasonable offer for anything

in stock. Get our special
war list. Post free. Cash

returned if not satisfied

Royal Leicester Sidecars.
Three-seater car No. S7.

Write for Specification and Prices.

Makers of every kind of Sidecar Bodies and
Chassis.

Special designs carried out expeditiously.

Lightweights a speciality.

Trade Cars of all sorts.

STOKES & HOLT, Ltd., Leicester.

"SWAN" SIDECARS

OXFORD.

Quality and Cheapness Combined
Immediate dispkb^

ol Cycle Houses fioi'

£2-17-&
Send to-day for cai

alogne, or call m
inspect for proofi

Telephone: Potoe
785.

South Western Timber Co., fulhapS!'*

' The Motor Cycle,*'



A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. ' All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope Jor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

P.A.C. Horse Power Formula.

Can you tell me how the

__ R.A.C. rating of an engine is

^ obtained '1 Is the power of a

motor cycle engine found in the

same way as that of a car

engine?—F.D.S.
16 R.A.C. formula is not much use

r motor cycle engines. It is the .same

nulla for both motor cycles and cars,

d is as follows :

IP X N or D-' X N
2.5

" 1613
D" = diameter of cylinder squared.

N = number of cylinders.

i.5 = constant when diameter !s in

inches.

.3 = constant when diameter is in

millimetres.

Sidmouth (0 Northwood. '

Can you give me assistance

"^^ in planning out the best route

> from Sidmouth (Devon) to North
-^ wood (Middlesex), and from

Northwood to New Cross and
C'lapham Common, from which point

I wish to return to Sidmouth?—J.L.

oni Sidmouth, go through Honiton,
aid, Crewkerne, Yeovil, Shaftesbury.

ilton, Salisbury, Andover, Whitchurch,
siiigstoke, Bagshot, Staines. After
losing the river, go straight on through
ilnbiook, follow the^ signposts to West
ayton and Uxbridgc, and at the latter

ice ask your way to Northwood, which
' comparatively ea.sily found. For the
lite from Northwood to New Cross
d C'lapham Common, see the R.A.C.
acial Map of Recommended Routes
und London, obtainable from these

ices, price Is. 8d. post free. From
irthwood to New Cross is a tiresome
irney, but as there is not very much
iffic in London at the present time it

luld not be so ditTicuIt as ordinarily.
' e best way to proceed would be to

into Ijondon through Pinner,
embley, Willesden, Harrow Road,
Igware Road, Park Lane, Grosvenor
ice, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Kenning-

'i Oval, Camberwell New Road, New
OSS. To return, your best way would
to go down New Cross Road, Camber-
II Green, Acre Lane, Clapham Com-
>n, Wandsworth, Upper Richmond
•ad, Mortlake, Richmond, Twieken-
im, Sunbury, Staines, and back to Sid-
1 nth by the route previously given
I ough Ba.singstoke and Salisbury.

ConJensalion on Inlet Pipe.

I have a 2^ h.p. motor cycle
of tliis year's make. I find that
there is always a damp deposit
on the lop of the induction pipe
where it joins the carburetter

when the machine is running. I

suspected a leak at first, and had a
new washer fixed between carburetter
and induction pipe, but with no result.

What do yen think is the cause of
the dampness ;—J.B.

The trouble of which you cxjmplain is

due to condensation through the extreme
cold of the inlet pipe, caused by the
vaporisation of the petrol. It may be
cured by taking steps to see that tlie

carburetter is adequately warmed, cither
by the exliaust or by fitting a funnel
through the int,ake close up against, the
cylinder. If this is don? a marked
improvement in the running will be the
result. Suih a funnel can probably be
obtained fioni the manufacturers of the
machine.

A Question ol Balance.

With my engine (3^ h.p.)

warm, plug, etc., removed to

relieve compression, and the belt

removed, I find that if I place
the piston on the firing stroke it

will fall to the bottom of tiie stroke.
Does not this point to the piston being
too heavy? Would you advise a little

drilling to make lighter, or increase the
counter-balance? If the latter, how?
I mention the firing stroke to show-
there can be no question of valve spring
pressure. Would too heavy a piston
cause early knocking on hills, as the
compression and bearings are excellent?
—B.AL.4NCE.

You cannot judge your balance by tlie

method indicated, and if the engine is

sufficiently free the piston should drop to
the bottom of the sti'oke, as the total

weight of the recipi'ocating parts is

never completely balanced. As a general
rule, in single-cvlinder engines the

?

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs,
PiipHratc^ 01 plif>tO(;rapli(* .ippearin? iu

" THE MOTOn CYCLE " will be suuplipd
'at the lollowiuK iate>: Unuicniited print^i.

lialf-plate. 1/G post free; mounted. 1/9 pwt
free. This refers to ph.jtograpljs taken by
• THE MOTOR CYCLE ' nperatore.
Orders, wliieli must be accompanied with

reunittance, .^bculd be addressed to tbe photo-
prapliic Department—Iliffe and Sons Limited.
20, Tndor .Street. London, E.O.

rotating parts and half the reciprocating

parts are balanced. This would leave at

least half the weight of the piston to

cause it to drop to the bottom. A heavy
piston is not likely to be responsible for

the knocking on hills, unless the weight
is very much in excess of what it should
be. From what you tell us, we should
imagine the compression is slightly too

high. A thin plate under the cylinder
would probably cure this. Try benzole to

cure the knocking.

Valve System Conversion.

Is it possible to convert auto-

matic inlet valves, as fitted to a
Peugeot engine, into mechanical
valves? If so, what is the best

procedure, and the approximate
cost?—N.E.

We should not think it would be at aJl

advisable to convert tlie automatic inlet

valve on your machine to a mechanical
one. The difficulty would be in designing
the new timing gear, which would be an
expensive matter, and, in our opinion,
not worth while carrying out. We
imagine from your remarks that you are
not satisfied with the automatic valve.
As a matter of fact, excellent results can
be obtained from this tj-pe of valve with
a little experiment with valve springs.
See hints in " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them."

Machine Runs Too Fast.

I have a 3^ h.p. horizontally
opposed twin with Amac carbu-
retter, and 26 jet. I should be
glad if you will kindly tell me
by what methods I can reduce

the speed of the machine? It is a new
machine, and runs too fast for me, for

on a little more than a quarter throttle
the speed is 50 to 35 m.p.h. Would the
24 jet slow the machine and fire and
start correctly, and would a decom-
pressor give slower running?—T.P.

You could reduce the speed of the engine
quite well by using a smaller jet. This
will also allow you to lower your petrol
consumption considerably. Starting should
not be affected. We do not think it will

be necessary for yon to fit a decompressor
for slow running, as in the majority ol

cases, especially where mixture is allowed
to escape into the atmosphere, the fuel

consumption is raised unnecessarily. It

should be easy to be able to throttle" down
a twin of this type to run slowly, as the
engine balance is almost perfect.
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Uliuculty in Starting.

Can you tell me why the follow-

ing symptoms invariably occur
when starting up my motor cycle,

which is fitted with a kick starter

on thfe counter-sliaft gear?
Whenever I start the machine it always
seems to fire back with such violence
that the kick startei' flings my foot oil

it, and sometimes strikes me on the leg.

The lever flies back with tremendous
. force. I invariably inject a small
amount of petrol, and open the throttle

about one-third. Sometimes I use a
decompressor. Also, can you tell me
why, when starting, one loud explosion
frequently occurs?—F.M.B.

From what you say we should imagine
that the trouble is simply due to the
ignition being advanced too far. Try
starting with the spark more retarded,
and if this proves difficult check the
ignition timing to see that it is correct.
It should be adjusted so that the points
of the magneto are just breaking when
the piston has reached the top of the
stroke and the spark is retarded. The
explosion you speak of at starting is pro-
bably caused by an unexploded charge
being drawn into the silencer and fired by
the next exploded charge.

Rain on Goggles and Glasses.

I have lately taken to a motor
cycle in ray calling as a com-
mercial traveller, but, crwing to
the fact that I hat-e to wear
glasses, have been greatly

worried by the rain settling on them
and confusing my outlook. As winter
comes on this will be worse, but I

have heard that there is a material .

with which you can polish the lenses
so that rain will not lodge on them.
Can you let me know what this

material is and where it can be
purchased ?—K.S.

We can fully sympathise with you in

this difficulty, as we know it can be
very troublesome. At places like Dun-
hill's and Gamage's you can buy a pencil

to lub over the glasses, or a simple plan

?

?

is to rub the finger over the glasses as

soon as they get wet. This will prevent
any drops forming and enable you to see
much better. Another alternative is to

wear goggles and to do the same thing
with these. There is a preparation
known as Glasso which is also effective

up to a certain point, but, broadly
speaking, it is always difficult to ride in

heavy rain when wearing glasses. A
very little thin vaseline rubbed over the
glasses is also said to have a beneficial

effect.

Increasing Cylinder Bore.

I am writing to ask if you
would give me advice regarding
the renewal of a cylinder. I

have an 87 x 87 mm. single-

cylinder machine, the cylinder of

which was some time ago bored to

89 mm. It is now showing wear and
need for reboring or renewal. I think
it would hardly stand the former, but
what I want to know is this. Would
an 89 x 89 mm. cylinder be suitable, or

vfould the extra 2 mm. clearance at

piston head give too low a compression ?

My 87x87 mm. had a too high com-
pression and knocked on hills, but after

turning some of the metal off the
underside of the exhaust valve cap I

obtained a good flexible' engine with
apparently no loss of power.—A.E.N.
(Durban, Natal):

We should not advise reboring the
cylinder a second time In all probability
the 89x89 mm. cylinder would be quite

satisfactory because the compression
would be somewhat lower, but probably
you would have an increase in petrol con-

sumption. If compression were found to

be too low you could probably fix a plate

on your valve caps or obtain new and
deeper caps. This is better than putting
a plate on the piston head. If you
attempt to fix these plates on the valve

caps make sure that the valve head does

not throw up to a sufficient degree to foul

the caps. We should be inclined to

advise you to consult the makers before

cariyiug out the expeiiment.

To Cure Eluggisii Running.

I have an 8 h.p. twin witl

sidecar to which I have fitted ;

Roc two - speed gear. Thi

machine has been running splen
didly for a long time, but nov

it seems to me to lose power on ap
proaching hills, and when running 01

the level road it does not pull as i

ought to, but the engine races a lot

Could you give me advice as to wlia

ought to be done to remedy it? Boti
low and high gear seem to be all tigh

and firm, and the gears change pro

perly.—W.S.C.
The trouble seems to be in the engim
requiring a general overhaul. After run
ning for some time the valves requir(

grinding in, the strength of the valvi

springs requires testing, and if t!ie;

appear to have become weak, stropge"

springs should be fitted. The carburette
should be taken down and cleaned, anc

particular care should be taken to havi

the inlet joints perfectly airtight. Als(

it is quite probable that the pistons an
badly carbonised and require cleaning
Get a competent man to do it, if yow di

not care to do the work yourself, am
when cleaning the pistons see that thi

rings have no carbon behind them, am
that they are a good fit.

EXPEPJENCES WANTED.
"T.W." (Bristol).—Efficiency of dis

solved acetylene and dynamo lighting.

"P.N.S." (Broadway). — Reliability

petrol, and oil consumption of'3A Douglai
Model B.

"A.G." (Cornwall). — 3^ h.p. twir

James. Efliciency, consumption, averagi

speed, and hill-climbing powers.

" G.H." (Southampton). — 2| h.p

A.J.S. and 2^^ h.p. Calcott. Speed
durability, and general behaviour.

"A.L.L." (Broseley).—Rehability ant

efficiency of Binks three-jet carbureUei
and the Wilkinson twelve jet on a Sj h p
twin cyhndei engnie

A batch of Triumphs in the camp of the

Signal Section of the Royal Engineers at

Cambridge. It will be observed that no

number-plates are fitted to these machines.
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OVE^R-SE^AS
UNEQUALLED IN DESIGN &CONSTRUCTION
REVELATION IN PRICE & VALUE.

With Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Gear. £49.

\ QOL.D BVIEDAL WINMER
!

' in the Eng'.ish 6 Days Tried (the Trial to Dastruclio.n .

THE OVER-SEAS MOTOR CO., LTD.,
la, JOHNSTONE STREET, LADYWOOD. BIRMINGHAM.

jyiOTOR^CLE

Route Book

'The Motor Cycle Route Book"
will be found of the greatest

use in mapping out a journey,

also for actual use on the road.

C Jt contains caretully selected routes

tor the whole of the British Isles, with

distances clearly shown ; 45 Sectional

Maps and IndeA Map (by Bartholomew),

Speed Limits, and a copious index.

\i^ In every case (he BESl route—and noi

necessarily Uie shortest—has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and bad
roads are avoided.

y Price 1/6 net. By post 1/9.

Obfainable from

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.G.

4 nd from all Booksellers & Books:ails. iRemtttance should accompanv orders senl bv post)'

fVJPln CB'TION A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
Every motor cyclist should make use of this book It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabeticaf mdex.

MOTOR^CUSTS

^TS^^lSi^
<L

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Obtainable from—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London. E.G..

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.

By post 1 12.

In answering these idvcrtisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B23
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A Horizontal Engine.

This engine has twin horizontal cylin-

ders arranged beneath a platform A,
above which is mounted the gear box B
and the magneto. The. whole power unit

is therefore attached to the platform A,
and can be bodily fitted to the frame.
The crankshaft is vertical, the flywheel
lying beneath the cylinders, whilst the

(pricWWdJroid

eprings are arranged at D and stops aie
provided to prevent the auto-wheel
swivelling boo much.—F. Hucklebridge,
No. 29,345, 1913.

attached at B and C by hinges, the pins

of which can be easily removed so as

to provide access to the machine. The
front portion D of the shield is separately

crankshaft projects upwards into the
gear box, driving the horizontal gearshaft
through a worm gear.—G. F. Eayner,
No. 1,404, 1913.

A Novel Sidecar.

In this arrangement the sidecar body
has attached to it a shield which em-
braces. the centre of the motor cycle, and
is shaped to conform with the sidecar
body. The appearance obtained is, there-

fore, that of a wide sidecar body with
two seats. The body is spring-suspended
from the sidecar frame, and the shield

A, which embraces the motor cycle, is

detachable, and a side door is provided

to allow the rider free access to his seat.

—N. Daniel, No. 12,221, 1913.

Auto-wheel Attachment.

For the attachment of an auto-wheel
to the rear axle of a tricycle it is pro-

vided with a horizontal pivot pin A,
carried by a fork B, wlrich can swivel

about the vertical pin C. It is important
that the auto-wheel should always tend
to come into a straight line immediately

^
Sidecar Steering.

To enable a motor bicycle to be steered

from the sidecar, the steering stem has

attached to it an adjustable arm A, and
a socket B is fixed to the front of the

sidecar to accommodate the liandle-bar.

This is provided with an adjustable arm
C, and the two arms are connected

together by a link D. A stiffening stay

E is used to connect together the two
steering heads. In this way a substantial

steering gear is provided on the sidecar.

after turning, and to induce this, spiral —G. R. James, No. 9,827, 1913.

Troops Billeted in Factory.

We hear from Mr. Norman Barrett
that the U and I sidecar factory, King's
Road, St. Albans, is being used for
drilling troops, and that three hundred
men are billeted in the factory itself.

However, a certain portion of the factory
is being kept open for repairs and for
carrying on export business on hand.

Name for New Chemico Oil.

We hear from the County Chemical
Co., Ltd., Bradford Street, Birmingham,
that the competition which they in-

augurated to find a suitable name for the
new Chemico motor cycle oil has resulted
in the first prize of ten pounds being
awarded to Mr. F. Stafford, Creorge Road,
Erdington, who suggest.ed the name
" Coolie," and in future this lubricant will
be known as " Coolie " motor cycle oil.

British Tyres for War.
Motor cyclists employed in military

service should, of course, pay the greatest
attention to tyres, and take care to utilise
only those which are made by well-
established British firms. The Avon
Indiarubber Co., Ltd., is specialising in a
cover of very sound construction suitable
for motor cycles up to 8 h.p. This is

known as the Sunstone tyre, and the
tread is so constructed as to be favourable
for all types of road surface. We should also
like to mention that this firm employ over
1,000 hands, and they are doing" tlieir

utmost to keep on their men during the
present crisis. They also state that there
is no need to fear shortage of materials
used ill making the tyres, and their
deliveries in England are not affected in
any way.

British Company's Generosity.
Over £350 per week is being paid by

the Britisli Petroleum Co., Ltd., to their

employees who have joined the forces.

These number two hundred and twenty
men, and their places are being kept open
for them till tlje end of the war. This is

practical pati-iotism Avorthy of much
praise.

Enfields for the Front.
The Belgian Government has just placed

_ an order for fifty 3 h.p. Royal Enfield
motor cycles, and the machines were
despatched to the front at once. We
believe that this is the first Government
order m tliis country for V twin machines,
and from what we know of the Enfield,
from personal experience, we should say
that the Belgian Government will have
no reason to regret their choice.

Famous Chain Maker's Advice.
Mr. Hans Renold, addressing his work-

people and office staif the other day, said
that there were two ways in which a man
could be of service, one was to slioulder a
rifle and take his place in the ranks, and
the other was to keep the business of the
country going and thus contribute to tlie

support, not only of those -who were fight-

ing, but also of their dependents who
were left beliind. He urged eveiy young
man without ties and family responsibili-
ties to volunteer immediately.

An All-British Tyre.

Messrs. Oylers, Ltd., are the manu-
facturers of the British-made Skew all-

rubber non-skid tyre, the tread of which
consists of staggered indentations on its

outer eage, and also of the Skew squai'e

tread tyre, the pattern of wliich is more
or less standard.

A Big Order.

Some idea as to the extensive use which
is being made of the motor cj-cle in the
present crisis may be gleaned from the
fact that Messrs. Herwin, Canny and Co.,
of William Street, Woolwich, have just

despatched 5,000 of their Simplex Im-
proved belt fasteners' lo our army ' in

France.

Tyres for Auto-wheels.
We hear from the Palmer Tyre Co.,

Ltd., that, although very busy with
Government" business, they are" in a

position to deal with all orders that may
be received;- whether cycje, motor cycle,

light car, motor car, or their latest pro-
duction—a new special tyre particularly
adaptable for the Wall Auto-wheel.

A Comprehensive List.

A remarkable price list has been issued
by The Service Co., Ltd., High Holborn,
W.C. It is a complete guide to every
possible thing any motor cyclist, or even
motorist, can

,
require. The whole cata-

logue, wliich consists of over 30O pages,
is admirably got up and profusely ilius-

trated, and oiu' advice to all" motor
cyclists and cycle car users is to get a

copy at once, and then to avail themselves
of the many excellent bargains contained
therein. For overseas riders w'e can
imagine nothing more useful.
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All -British !

Duty and satisfaction coincide when you buy
Wood-Milne Motor Cycle Tyres—duty in your
support of British-made goods, satisfaction in having
the strongest, fastest, and safest t\/res in the market.

"Over 6,000 miles on back wheel," writes Mr. C. H. Watkins,

Cardiff, "and the Wood-Milne Tyre is still good for another 1,000."

iMun
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

"GRIPRIB, "SPECIAL," & COMBINATION STEEL=STUDDED.
No Advance in Prices. Write for list.

For perfect driving in all weathers fit the Wood-Milne Belt.

WOOD-MILNE, LTD., PRESTON, ^^l^r^k:^^l?^;!:.,T^°''-'

LONDON: MANCHESTER AVENUE, E.G.
BRISTOL. BIRMINGHAM. BELFAST. DUBLIN. GLASGOW,

wnUE : "BVTOnNrNO. LONDON.'
PHONE: CITY. nm.

ETC., ETC.

are the outcome of the unique experience ol

a first-grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedometer and Watch.

Type 700 £5 5 O
Speedometer with trip and maximum speed hand.

Type 702 ^ £4- * o
Speedometer with total and trip mileatre counter.

Speedomefens"
Type 706 £3 3 O
Speedometer with total mile-

age counter.

With Watch,
£1 -1-0 extr3.The rirst IVIOTOR CYCLE SF»EEDOIVIETER

to enter and pass an officially observed

AUTO CYCLE UNION 3,000 IVIIUES TEST

Venton, Totne's, Juh/ isfh. 1914.
Dear Sirs,—Fou uill be (j^ad to hear 1 won the Sjieeial

Gold Medal in the Exeier M.C.C.'s Trial, held from Exeter
to Staines and hack last Saturday. I used one of your
" Trip " Speedojneiers, it-hich was most accurate, hofh as to
speed and mileage. The hand u-as perfectly steady at any
speed, and ran with a stop u-atch perfectly. The inilo7neter
registered the miles to the 10th very accurately tiiroughout
the uhole trip. 1 consider if an ideal instrument, and speak
from a good deal of experience.

(Signed) J. E. D. MO VSEY.

Write lor Cataloi^ue to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD..
Inventors and Patentees of the Chronograph, 1862; Split Seconds, 1871.

and Speedometer, 1904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS,

T., ,''^^^''^^'l'^l°^'^^-^^'^^'^^^^^^^^\'^'^ ^ THERE IS A REASON FOR WATFORD SUPREMACY,
lelepnone—2833 Centra'.. Telegrams—Niconiclco, LondoD

'n ansvierinq these ad verttsements it ts desirable to mention "" The Motor Cycle.' AI7
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 v;ords or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must he counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

tj'ade advertisers will be quoted on application,

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remiltance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

eac'i advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoii mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registiation,

and three stamoed and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding; replies. Only tlie number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3»^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both jjarties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
v.iliie, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to liiffe & Son; Limited.
The letter "D'* at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries arc requested to regard the
iiience as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..IS.

1912, 2^;4h-.p., 2-srepd counter-shaft, in perfect
£25.-29, Newtown Ed., Hereford.

[59801
A.J.S. 1914 Combination, fully equipped; £67.—

Alff^ed Thornton, Kinnear Rd., Edinburgh.
[X9983

6h.p. A.J.S., in Steele, also 2^^h.i). 3" speeds, used de-
montitration purposes onU', Lucas lamp, horn, etc.;

£46.—Hilton and Son, FoxhnU S'l , Blackpool. [X9929

ESTABLISHED SO YEARS

A ..LS.,
-L-\. condition; £25.-

A.J.S., 1914, 2^/^h.p., excellent condition, Lucas head
li^ht,

_
horn, spnrori. iiccessoric-s, insurance policy;

£35.
bam.

J.S., 1914. 2^^h.p.,
"ip:ht, horn, span
Wilkineon, 12. QiikJidtl Rd., Selly Park, Birniint?'

[X9S68

5!i.p. 2-si)eed and F.E. and Kick Start A.J.S.
Cj'cle fitted with a snpoiicr torpedo

Motor
-- ---, shaped r;ide-

car, includes f^pcccloraeter, Iriuuis. and horu; any eevere
trial piven : £39 the combiuiitioii.—Seen at Wauchope'.s,
9. Shoe L:uie. Fleet St.. L.-iurtou. [7195

-|Q14 S[>Geiiii 6h.p. 3-spced A.J.S.. and Millford Em-
X«-? piLS^ sideear, spediil 750 r.c. cjjf^iiie [52 e.c.
larger than standard). Senspitiy carburetter, T.T. bau.lle-
bars, handle-bar magneto eontiol, iletauliable and iutei-
chauKeahl' wheels, horn, Luca.s r(;ar light and King of
the Iload head light, spares— 1 valve comiJictp, 1 imw
Avon coiiibiuation vvvqv, 2 tnWes, 1 engine chain and
extra links, 3 plugs, spare jet<;. 1 generator, luacJiine
epecially built for fait work, new la.st May, onlv done
1.500 mile's; cD<t over £100, price £3.6.—No. 6,686. The
Motor Cycle Offiu&^ Coventry. [X9922

GOLMOREDEPOr

THIS WAR
is not affecting the financial position of

most of you ; some will perhaps be worse off,

on the other hand, some are even better off.

We have confidence in British credit, and we
are prepared now to arrange

Deferred
Payments

with any customer who prefers that method of

payment. We can supply any machine, either

a new one or a second-hand, from our huge
and varied overhauled stock, upon any reason-
able proposed terms from, say,

£5 to £20 deposit
. . and .

.

30/- to £5 monthly

A -^f-tx lamp6;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1912. Sh.p..

We have new and second-band of al

The following are
makes.

A
Few
Samples.

There
are
100
Others.

NUMBER, 2 h.p., overhauled
; £21,

or £5 down and 25/- monthly.
TRIUMPH, 3.V h.p., overhauled

; £29,
or £7 down and 35/- monthly.

SCOTT and Sidecar, fine condition; £45,
or £10 down and 55/- monthly,

MORGAN Runabout, excellent ; £75,
or £20 down and £5 monthly.

WRITE

, . with 2-seater Bowser sidecar,

_ . horn, speedometer, 3 spare tubes, etc.. doi
run 1,500 miles since thoroughly overhauled by makers;
£55.—Brooke, Temple Buildinss, Swansea. [X9552

A.S.L.
1012 A.S.L,, 5V,h.p, Precision, mag., splendid goer;
-L«-' £16,-140, Ualry Ed„ Edinburgh. [X9967

Ariel.

ARIEL, 1913, 3-3peed model, kick starter, decom-
pressor little used, capital order throughout: worth

*40 easily, price £32/10, cash only.—Laj-tona, Bicester,
Oxon. [X9941

ABIELS.—Immediate delivery; £86/10,- or £22
down and 12 monthly instalments.—Lamh's. 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Kd„ Wood
Green. [7333

ARIEL, 3y2h.p., 1913 model, 3-speed, Bosch, B.
and B., Drnids, etc., e.^cellent condition; £35;

take lightweight part.—A. Holland, Clarendon St.,

Coventry. [X9989

ARIEL, 1914, 3-speed, counter-shaft, with Phcenix
£11/5 torpedo sidecar; £60, cost £76; not done

500 miles.—260. Coldharbour Lane, S.VV. 'Phone:
Brixton 2042. [0577

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, nearly new; £10,'10, cost £16/16.-

Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [X9930

JO 13 Auto-AAIeel, new tyre, perfect condition; £11,
-l-i' or ofl'er.—Stanley Mayers, Christleton, Chester.

[7131

A TTTO-WHEEL^ 1914, scarcely ridden, and as new;

20,
trial; £12.—Box L6,158,
Tudor St., E.C.

The Motor Cycle OiBces.
[7293

AUTO-WHEEL, quite new, but slightly shop^!Oiled;
£12/15, usual price £16/16,—Wilkins, Simpson,

and Co,, 11, Hammersmith Ed„ London, [6989

Bat.
BAT-J,A,P., 8h.p., 2-speed gear, speedometer, lamp,

horn, engine enual to new: £30.—J. Martin, Har-horn, engine equal to new: £30,
rowby Rd., Grantham. [7258

COLMORE
DEPOTS

31, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM
62, High Street, LEICESTER

31, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL
261, Deansgate, MANCHESTER

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, bought new 1914, chain, 2
speeds, kick start, faultless condition ; £48.—Bleri-

cathra, Highfteld Rd., ._Waltou-on-Thame5. [59927

BAT, 1914, 4i^b.p., 2-fipeed model, perfect for sidecar
or solo work, brand new, but sligbtly sbop-soiled;

cataloeue price
Bicester, Oxon,

£57/10, cash price £50.- Lavtons,
[X9942

Tvith sidecar, dual

„ . ,. . , all accessories,
perfect runnins order, fast ; approval, deposit ; £40.—
Goldsack, Guildhall St., Folkestone. [7175

BAT Motor Cycle, 1912, 5-6h.i
ignition, free engine, spare tyie,

Bradbury.
Bradbury, 3-speed, Montgomery

ondition : £40.—Sims, Holbeacb.
sidecar, new

rX989219 "c
BRADBUKY, 6h.p., 3 speeds, ehop-eoiled only; offers

wanted.—Turpins 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brigbton.
L0510

BEATlBtTRY, 1913^4- 4h.p.. 3-6pecd, perfect. Harcourt
ra<liatnrs, tools, accessories; owner for service; £38.

—Sergeant Howes, Lancer Depot, Woolwich. [7130

BRAnBURY, 1911, complete with sidecar, jui*t over--
hauled, in perfect order; £25 to clear, cash or

deferred payments.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. • [X9S00

BRAnBURY, 19125/t, 4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, in
perfect order, just been overhauled and enamelled

at makers, with coachbuilt sidecar; £42.-12, Roeebery
St., Moss Side, Manchester. [X9627

BRADBURY; late 1912. 2-speed,~
starter, £11/11 racing cane

chain drive, kick'
sidecar, 2 lamps,

Klaxon, Stewart, mirror, and all accessories, good-
climber; accept £38/10.—Giflord, Overton, Hants. [7229

BRADBURY, 31/jhp., 1913, fitted with "N.S.U. 2-

speed gear, belt di'ive,_ kick staiiier, Godiva coach--
built sidecar, in fine condition; £36/10, a bargain.—Wil-
kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.

[6984
GENUINE Snip.—1914 4h.p. Bradbury, Sturmey--

Archer 3-speed gear, heavy Dreadnought tyre^, fitted
with handsome lounge cane sidecar, nnderslung chassis,
lamp set. horn, and tools complete, been very little used,
and in quite ueiv condition; accept £50.—Walbro Cycle
Co.. Saffron Walden, Essex. rX9856

Broiigh.

T.T. Brough, 500 c.c, horizont,nl twin. 1914. just' fitted

with latest engine August, absolutely perfect;
£38/^10.-W. S. Lif?, ThG Cliffe, Southport. [0575

B ROUGHS,—Immediate delivery from stock of the
500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead valve

models.—The West Lancashire Motor Co., Southport.
[0555 ,

]Q13 6h.p. Brough, Armstrong 1914 gears, guaran-v teed perfect in every rei^pect; £50, no reasonable
,

offer refused : many spares.—Astley, Eaton Rd., Coventry.
[X9940

AfS Ail iertcrs relating Co ridvertisements should quote the number at thj end ol each aflvertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

J.E.S. Motorcyclet, 1913, new tjres, fi.no condition

;

£13—Auto Mart, 133, Hammeramitli Ed., W. [7276

Kerry.
KERRY-ABINGDON, 1911, SV-'h.p., new engine; sell

£20. and push bicycle.—Thorn ad, 235, Victoria E4.,

Wood Gieen. [7245

3h.p. Kerry, specially made for o-wner, light, low, fast,

4 months old; £34, or offer; B. Bros, sidecar,

<3/10; money needed—J. Fowler, 264, High St., Strat-

toid, E. [7274

KERRY 5h.p. Twin, Chater-Lea frame, Bosch mag.,
B. and B., Whittle. Cowey, sidecar, tyres perfect,

Mabon; photo; £20.—Bottle Stores, Acton Mews, Kings-
land Ed., N.E. [7188

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANCIS, 1913^/1, carefully used, excellent order,

best accessories: bargain, £42.—Bos L6,157, The
MoioT Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St.. E.G. [7292

LEA-FEANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat of motor cycles:

early delivery; easy paymenta ; second - haniJ

machntea in part.—London agents. Sproston and Grace,
154, Gt. Titchfield St., W. Eegent 4999. rp448

Levis.

BABY Levis, nice running order, good throughout;
seen any time; trial: £19/15.— 502a, High Ed..

Streatham. [S9953

1Q14 23/,h.p. T.T. Levis, new July, only run 600
J-v miles, perfect condition ; £35, all on.—John
Aldrich and Co., Diss. [7280

LEVIS, 1914, ai^h.p. {Baby model), used 1,500
miles, capital order, lamp, born; £24, cash only.

—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon. [X9948

LEVIS, 1914, 2Vih.p. De Luxe model, 2-3peed gear,
P. and n. lamp set, horn, not done 200 miles,

CTaranteed perfect; £34.—Below.

LEVIS, 1914, 2Vih.p., Baby model, shop-soiled; £28
cash to clear.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishop^^gate Av.,

Camomile St., London, E.G. 'i'hone: 5548 Avenue.
[0551

LEVIS, 2»4h.p., 1912, re-enamelled, overhauled,
excellent machine, well tyred; £15/10. casli

only.—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon. [X9949

1Q14 (September) 2i/oh.p. Levis, 2-speed, free engine.
S.U never u-^ed, brand new; cost £47/10, accept
£38/10.—King. Sunnyside, Staplesford, Cambs. [X9972

LEVIS. 1914, 2'1-h.p., but .^liRLtly used, guarnntood
perfect in every respect; £10 secures, ond 12 ra>'-

menta of £2/5.—Coliaore Depot, 31, Colmoro Eow, Bir-
mingham. [X9794

Lincoln Elk.

Did you ever see Q
such Bargains

oNB SVjh.p, Lincoln-Elk, 1912 model; £20 net.

ONE £14/14 Bramble Sidecar, shop-soiled only;
£10/10 DOt.-Bus L5,421, The Motor Cycle Offices,

20. Tudor St.. EC (0537

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, nnd pidccar; £28; guorantped per-
2 feet late 1912- anv trial.-Bos L6,156. The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G. [7291

4JLh.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1913, 2-seat. sidecar, 2-srff'd gear.
4 free engine, kick j^tarter, fine condition; £35.— W".

Yard, 3, Gelli Crescent. Uisca, Newport, Mon. [X9893

Little Giant.
LITTLE Giant, 2h.p., 2-speed; 25 gns.—Longman

Bros, and Aitkcn, 1, King St., Acton. Tel. ;

Chiswick 1578. [7217
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1913, 3'/L'h.p., single, splendid condi-
tion : £28.—Chapman, Graigmore, Be.xley Heath.

[7153
1Q14 Matchless. 6h.p. J.A.P., T.T.. 3-speed. perfectXv condition, fast; £^15, bargain.—Smith. 14, Glebe
At., Entteld. [7138

MATCHLESS. 1914 models, immediate delivery: trade
supplied.-Eey. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173, Gt.

Portland St., W. [6611
"1013 6h.p. Matchlass, 8 speeds, free engine, kick
J~0 starter, splendid condition; £45.—Dolley. 29,
Queen's Ed., Hersliam, Surrey. [7245

8h.p. Matchless Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-

c-peed, twin bolt. 3-galIon tank, lamps, speedometer.
and epares; £55.—Knight, 5, Anglesea Ed., Woolwich.

[7190
8h.p. Matchless, 1913, 2 epeeds. chain drive, quantity

of spares, with roaehbuilt Jlillford sidecar, excellent
order; £57/l0.— 1, Ventnor Cottage, Bulwer Ed., New
Burnet. [X9934

MATCHLESS and Sidecar, 1913. 2-speed, kick start,
Sh.p., storm apron, lamp, horn, complete, all in

excellent condition; any trial to be^t cfler over £38.
bargain.-69, Greenside Ed., West Croydon. [7230

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 1913 machine, 1914, latent side-
car, as new, 2-epeed gear, chain drive, for £20 and

12 payments of £4, or write for cash price; bargain.-
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X9795
MATCHLESS 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, V.S. gear,

special roomy sidecar, 2 F.R.S. lamps and gener-
ators, hom, speedometer, clock, innuQieiable spares: trial
by appointment: great bargain, £45.-78, James St.,
Oxford. [X9871

7 9b. p. Matchless Combination, 1914, M-A.G. engine,
Watford speedometer, lamps, generators, tools, com-

plete, spare tube, tyres perfect; seen any time; trial by
appointment; 80 gns. ; owner enlisted.-Wood. Gables,
Crockenhill, Kent. [7172

Prices hitherto undreamt.

All offered subject to being unsold on receipt

of remittance.

17/6, I old Sidecar; 17/6.
£8. 3ih.p. BROWN, M.O.V., chain drive, 2-speed gear,

26in. wheels, Brown and Barlow carburetter; £8.

£8 3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks,

26in. wheels, B. and B. carburetter, h.b. control ; £8.
£11, 2-3 h.p. twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Dniid

sprinK forks, 26in. wheels, handle-bar control, fine

order- £11.
£16. 3ih.p. igoS REX. M.O.V., Bosch. B. and B. carb.,

snring forki, 26in whrels, variable pulley; £16.
£17. 3^ h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch mag-

neto, spring forks, h.b. control, 26in. wheels ; £17,
£17, 3^ h.p. igi2 RUDGE, 1914 Senspray carb., nearly

new belt, fine pu'ler ; £17.
£18. 3^ h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bo^^ch,

B. and B., spring; (ofks, 26in. wheels, fine goer ; £18.
£19. 5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, spring

forks, B. and B. carb., 26in. wheels; £19.
£19. 3.^ h.p. iqo9 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting,

Bosch, B. and B., spring forks, variable pulley ; £19.
£19. siii.P. TRIUMPH, ball bearing engine. M.O.V.,

Boscli, B. and B. carb., spring forks, 26in. wheels,
variable pulley ; £19.

£19. 5 h.p. 1908 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting,

Bosch, B. & B. carb., spring forks, 26in. wheels ; £19.
£19. 5 h.p. igoS REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, Amac

carb., spring forks, 26in. wlicels ; £19.
£25. 6 h.p. igi2 REX de Lu-tc, 2 Speeds, handle starting,

Druids, 26in. wheels, vcrv smart : £25.
£28. 3^ h.p. 1912 NUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting,

speedometer, lamp, horn, spiares, fine order ; £28.
£33. 6 h.p. 19 1 2 CLYNO and Clyno' Sidecar, 2 speeds, kick

starter, chain drive, Bosch, Druids, etc. ; £33.
£45. 6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S., 3 speeds, chain drive, kick starter,

ver\' smart ; £45.
£55. 6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and A.J.S. £20 Sidecar, 3 speeds,

speedometer, etc. ; £55.
£60. 8 h.p. Cycle Car, Chater-Lea engine, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc, ; £60.
£75. Sh.p, 1914 MORGAN Runabout, sporting model,

with hood, screen, etc. ; cost, with extras, £110
sacrifice, £75.

NEW 1914 MACHINES.

191.4 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V What oflcrs ?

1914 sJh.p ARIEL, ^-sp countershaft gear What offers ?

1914 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, » speeds, kick starter.

What offers ?

1914 6 b.p, ENFIELD Combination, coach-built.
WTiat offers ?

1014 7 h.p. American EXCELSIOR, chain drive, 2 sp.

WTiat offers ?

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp. countershaft gear. What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAIN IN NEW ENGINES.

5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £11 11

5 h.p. twin REPTON Engine, good order £3 10
5 b.p. SAROLEA Engine, fine puller £410

SIDECARS.

CANOELET, complete with hood, screen, apron, etc. . . £9
FARLOW, 1913, underslung. cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914, reed cane, underslung, demonstration

model ~ £6
FARLOW, 1914, coachbuilt, underslung, demonstration

model £7
FARLOW, T914, lightweight model, used trials only . . £5
Also several new FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919).

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESa, 1914, 7-91i.p., and 17 gn. sidecar, 3-

speed, dntcli, lampe, hom, Bpe^ometer, electric

rear lighting set. splendid condition, done 3.000 odd
milee; £85. or nearest offer: eeen by appointment.—
Porrett, 276. Bru\nLhill Ed., Oatlord. [7166

M. and M.

TnE M. and M. 2-stroke, lully equipped, at £28. ie

England's best value in motor cycles, British all

through.—Morgan and Maxwell, The General Mctories,
80. High Ed., Streatham. London. (Dl rX9957

Minerva.
23.h.p. Minerra, perfect running order, coil: bargain,
4 10 gns.—J. W. Lwall, Thornhill Leee, Dewgbury.

[X9632
3ih.p. Minerva, in good running order, £10 : also good

2 violin, £2.—Apply alter 6 at 49, Chapel Rd., West
Norwood, S.E. [7164

TWIN Minerva, 2-Bpeed, free, counter-shaft, kick start,

Boech enclosed, B. and B., variable, 700x65, well
shod Pillion seat, etc : £18/10.—Butcher, Ironmonger,
Waltham Cross, Herts. [7126

Moto.Reve.
14 buys twin Moto-Eeve, bought 1912, everything

like new.-57, Eocheeter Ed. N.W. £7242

OTO-EEVE 2M;h.p. Twin, good condition; £18, or ,

nearest.—Sntton, Pillory St., Nantwich. [X9897

£
M
MOTO-EEYE, asu. 2^h.p., free engine, adjustable

puller. Druid forks; £15.—Brook, 47, Church St.,

Rugeley. [X9890

MOTO-REVE. 2h.r., excellent condition, Boech mag.;
poiug' cheap. £18.— Miss M. M. Ingram, The Priory,

Wimbledon, Lcndon. [S9872

1Q12 Twin Moto-Reve, good tjree and belt, excellent
J- 1/ condition ; £15, or exchange good 3i,^h.p.—4,
Eroadway, Addiscombe, Ooydon. (7159

Motosacoche.
£1 5.—2h.p. Hotoeacoche, fine condition ; bargain.—

Leadbetter, 3, Chapel Rd.. Epping. [7184

1Q13 Motoeacoche Lightweight, brand new machine:
-Ltf £25, ca^ or easy teims.—R. E. Jonea (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff, f0548

Neall.

NEALL 2-stroke Lightweight, 2l^h.p., Hutohinsons,
Saxon, U.H. mag., best of everything.—Neall

Bros., Ltd., Daventry. [X9984

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson, 1912, 3'/^h.p., S-epeed, and clntch,

eplendid condition ; £27.—Nevitt, Callow Land,
Watford. tX9960

NEW Hudson, 2'*^h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-gpeed gear.

1912, free enpme, exeellent condition ; abeolute
bargain: no reaeonable offer refused.-Seen, Middleton's
Garage. Stroud Green Rd., London. N. [7176

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke3 in stock; £27/5. or £7
down and balance 1 2 monthly instalments

;

prompt delivery.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High F.d., Wood Green. [7330

New Imoerlal.

NEW Imperial 2i^h.p. J.A.P. Light Tonriet Model,
new Julyr £25.—Matthews. Pawnbroker, W. Croy-

don. [X9976

NEW Imperial J.A.P., June, 1914, 2V2h.p., 2-8peed,
Druid forks, Bosch mag., Dunlop tyres and belt,

Seitfprav carburetter. T.T. handle-bars, horn, tools, lamps;
£26--Winters Cottage, Byfleet. Surrey. [7189

New Ryder.

NEW Ryder.—Sole London ageota. Immediate de-
livery from etock. Single speed 25 gns., 2-8p6ed

£33. No extra for easy payments.-Mills Motor, Ltd.,
Wood Side Parade. North Finchley. 1745 Fincbley.

r0573

N.S.U.

N.S U., 3h.p., mag., m.o.T., T.T. model; eacriflce £7.—
45. Church Rd., Acton. [X9903

N.S.U., 3',^h.p., 2 Epeeda. free engine", etc.; 12 pns.—
66, Greyhound Lane, Streatham, S.W. C7269

1 OlO N.S. IT., 2-fipeed, engine, tyres, etc., splendid;
Xt/ bargain, £14/10.-20, Chancer St., Leicester.

tX9916
ONE 2h.p. N S.U. Single-cyl. Lightweight, complete

with 2-speed gear and free engine, 1913 model,
^bop-soiied; £30 nel

ONE 3h.p. N-S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
wit!) 2-apeed gear and free engine. 1914 model;

£32 net.

NE Sh.p. N.S.U. Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with under-geared pulley. 1912 model; £25 aet

ONE 3'/oh.p. N.S.U. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, complete
with' h.b.c. 2-epeed gear and free engine. 1 91

4

(uodel. ehop-soiled; £48 net.—Bos L5,421. The Motor
Cycle Offlcee, 20. Tudor St., EC. [0533

N.S.U. Twin, 4h.p., new tyre on back (very low. new
1913 frame): £17, or nearest, or would eschanpe

for good lightweight.—Stanley Mayere, Christleton,

Chester. [7132

O

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the- eod ol eacb advertisement, and the date of the Issue. a21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

"pARLiEST deliveries of tho famous N.U.T.: •Tie

P
P

-H-J West Lancaehire Motor Co.. Ltd., Southport. [0556

N.U.T., 2^ih.p. T.T., 1914. single geared, as new; best
ofEer secures.—W. S. Life, 10, Cumberland Ed.,

Bouthport. [0573
O.K.

O.K. Junior, 2-speed, nearly new: £24, or exchange
sidecar combination-—Deane, Butcher, 78, TVliite-

horse Rd., Croydon. [7194

P. and Hi.

and M., 1913. like new, £45; Canoelet eidecar,
£10.—IJonzio, Whipp'e Cross, N.E. [S9862

and M., 1911, 1913 torpedo sidecar, like new;
£32.—T., 41. Ashford Rd.. Cricklewood. [7262

1 Q09 Vhelon and Mooie, SV^h.p., 2 speeds and free,
Xt/ engine, new tyre on back, in nice condition; £22.
-Walbro Cycle Co., Saffron Walden, Esses. [X9858

PHELON and Moore, foot starter, new 2y2in. tyres and
chains, Montgomery family sidecar ; buying P.M.

Uin : new condition.—Full particularc;, 81, North End.
Croydon. [7204

P. and M., 1908, 2-6peed, and F.E., chain drive, en-
gine recently overhauled by makers ; any trial,

£15/10: sidecar, 30/-: two lamps, horn, and tools.—393,
Wakefield Rd., Bradford. (D) [X9979

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., haye
several good second-hand P. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect
order.—Can be seen at above address. [0131

P. and M.J 1912, SV^h.p.,. in splendid condition, re-

cently overhauled, complete with 2 spare tubes, all

Qccessoriee, and other spares, 2 lamps, horn, etc., and
Montgomery sidecar; owner going abroad; what offers':^

Trial at any time.—R. E. Hookey, 128. Upper- Tulee
Hill, London, S.W. 'Phone: Eriston 2291. [7137

Premier.
1 Q14 2i^h.p. Premier, 3 epeeds, clutch, not done 20
J-t/ milee; £32/10.-12, Sohia Rd., Winchmpie Hill,
N. [7289

PREMIER, 1914, SVoh.p., new condition thronghout,
accessories; cost £40, accept £27; approval willingly.

—Wright, Grimston, Norfolk, [7244

PREMIER (21 1912 Models, 2 and S-speed gears;
£33 and £35, or on E.P. ^ down and 12 pay-

ments.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthamstow. [7335

PREMIER. 1913, 3V2h;p.,- 2-speed counter-shaft, side-
car, new Stelastic. splendid condition; £43.—Full

particulars, 12, Mina Rd., Merton Park, S.W [7286

PREMIER, 3^^h.p., 3-speed gear, shop-eoiled only, nn-
ridden: £15. and 12 Tayments of £3/10 eecures.

Compare our prices.-Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X9792

PREMIER, 1914, 3i/.h.p., 3-speed counter-shaft, brand
new, sbop-eMled: £57/10.—The Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28,
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0571

PREMIER, September, 1912, SV^h.p.. with
out eidecar, Brampton gear and free eng

as new, only ridden 1.000 miles
down House, Hurstpierpoint.

or with-
engine, good

£30.—Baker, Bouth-
[7285

PREMIER, 3\Q\.v.. 191134, 3-6peed, engine recently
thoroughly overhauled, new piston, rebushed, new

tyres unpunctured, heavy Kempshall on back, new Ser-
vice belt, lamp, mirror, horn; £27.-7, Staines Rd.,
Twickenham. [7143

Puch.
PUCH, 7>9h.p., 2-speed, F.E., mag., etc.; £14/10.—

Longman, 1, King St., Acton. [7219

Ouadrant.
31h.p. Quadrant, splendid condition, fast, powerful,

2 26 wheels; sacrifice £9.—Prospect House, Augmer-
ing. [7165

3ib.p. Quadrant, modern, low, fast, mag,, guaranteed
2 running order; £10.—Reed, Henmead HaJl, Cuek-

field. [7197

3ih.p. Quadrant, perfect condition; £9; after 6
2 p.m., Saturday 2 p.m.—Napper, 336, Eaet St..

Old Kent Rd., S.E. [7192

3ih.p. Quadrant, tyree good, very low position, spring
2 forks, etc., in good running order, complete with

lamp, horn, etc.; quick sale £20.—Harrison, Perries
Farm, Wennington. [X9836

Refial.

REGAL-GREEN. 4h.p., water-cooled, Sturmey 3-
epeed gear, complete with coachbuilt sidecar; cost

£80. sell £47 turnout.—12, Bull' Ring, Birmingham.
i:X9876

Rex.

"I Q13 Rex, 6h.p., Bosch, etc.; approval; £24.-80.
J-tf Bispham Rd., Southport. [X9900

REX, 6h.p-, powerful twin, and sidecar, Bosch mag.

;

price £14.—Speechle.v. 45. Church Rd.. Acton.
[X9902

3ih.p. Rex, reliable, fast, £8; sidecar, £2; Darrat-q
2 car. £30.— J. Heafleld. Church St., Bloxwich.

£7241
5h.p. Uex, twin-cyl., Bosch mag., excellent condi-

tion; £17.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston
Hd., Birmingha.m. [0593

RKX Sidette. 1914, 6h.p., 2 speeds, coach body, hardly
soiled: £64.— Baatone; "

'
"—'"•-

Cro^s. London. N.
228, Pentonviile Rd.. King's

[6412

CT

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALBFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

EXCHANGES WANTED
1914 2i h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke, new 125 3

1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p,, Combination £94 10
1914 REX Sidette, 3-speed , £85
1914 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed, counter-

shaft gear, kick start 59i Gns.
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c, combination £98 10
I9r4 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £48
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 4 h.p. 2-speed REX. as new £46 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, new. . £48 10
1912 3l h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, kick starter £31 10
lgi2 3,Vh.p. LINCOLN-ELK £24 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3^ h.p. RUDGE, free engine £28 10
1911 3.V h.p. TRIUmPH, variable gear £29 10
1911 W.-C. 2-specd SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 35 h.p. 2 speed REX; N.S.U. gear £27 10
igii 2i h.p. 2-speed A.J.S., counter-shaft . . £22 10
1911 3ih.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
3J h.p.'Magneto TRIUMPH £20
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH . £25 10
3 h.p. F.E. Magneto TRIUMPH £17 10
3* h.p. Magneto VINDEC £16 10
4 h.p. CORONET £8 15
2} h.p, BRADBURY £6 15
2* h.p. Magneto ARIEL lightweight £15 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 W.C. WILLIAMSON Combination, with
hood, screen, etc., nearly new £79 10

1914 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P. and £16 16s. sidecar
almost as new, cost /"94 jos £69 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, and Sidecar .... £49 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 10
1913 4i 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK, and Millford

Sidecar £39 10
1912 6 h.p. DOT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £42 10
1912 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £42 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new Sidecar £46 10
1911 3.V h.p. 2-speed NUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 3A h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3j TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
1910 3J h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
igio 7-g h.p. V.S. 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speea, and Sidecar . . £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3! h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar . £24 10
NORTON, 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £19 10
REX, 1910, 2-speed Twin and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed Twin, and Sidecar £27 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar £12 10

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
" Makers. Price. Price.

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £53 2 6

1913 6 h.p. Coach Sidette ... . 07 o £65 9

1913 4 h.p. 2-speed chain
drive £61 5 £49 10

1912 New 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin ^^62 10 £45 10

Libera! Exchanges. - Cash Offers wanted
LIGHT CARS.

1914 II h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen £150
1914 II h.p. LAGONDA Cabriolet £150
1914 G.W.K., fine condition £110
1914 G.W.K., hood, screen, etc £150
1914 VICTOR, ."^.C, £105 W.C. £115
igl4CALTH0RPE Minor £168
MORGAN, W.C, Grand Prix £105
MORGAN Sporting £91

CASH BARGAINS, 15% DISCOUNT.
REX, 1908, -^J h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, igog, 3i h.p., magneto £19 10
REX, 1910, 3* h.p., magneto . £21 10
REX, igil, 3J h.p., magneto £22 10
REX 1908 5* h.p. twin £19 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin, grand condition £13 10
N.S.U. , 3 h.p., magneto, h.-b. control .... £12 10
N.S.U., 3S h.p., 2 speeds, F.E. £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £16 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, F.E., is new .... £27 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

UHEillALirAXlSOTORtiXCHANGEle

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

Sib. p. Rex, 2-speed, free engine, with sidecar; sell
4 separate, or exchange lightweight.-Coe, 101,

aiill Hill Ed., Acton. [7200

"P EX, 6h.p., 1912, eidecoF, spare tyre^, tubef. speed-
V ometer, etc.. f^plendid condition; £38.—Cullnm. 5,
rrest Rise, Walthamstow. [7136

EXES, brand new, 1912-1913, 2-speed twins; 15
J-l^ to 30 per cent. oH makers' prices.—Collier's
Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0445

REX Sidette. late 1913, 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, Bo^ch
mag., complete with Rex sidecar; sell bargain,

£45.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X9875

X> EX, 1914, 6-8h.p.. 3-speed, chain drive, counter-
J-V shaft model, with Rex coachbuilt sidecar, grand
all-weather combination; £60; exchange considered.
—A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X9986

RE;X Sidette, 5-6h.p., 1912 model, bought new 1913,
2-6peed gear, cane torpedo side entrance car, etonn

apron, large P. and H. lamp set. rear light, horn, and
speedometer, complete, and in splendid order; £35 cash,

—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., Lon-
don, E.G. [0491

Rex-Jap.
LATE 1913 Rex-Jap Combination; cost nearly

£100. £50 cash.—11. Lesley Rd., Southport.
[X9899

REX-J.A.P. 8h.p. 1914 Sidecar Combination, little

used: cost £94/10, accept £69/10.—Collier's
Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0388

"I Q13 6h.p. Rex-Jap and coachbuilt sidecar, all ae-
JLt/ ce»==ori6s, and t=pares. tyres as new; 50 gns., cash.

—Paget, Blackwell, Bromsgrove. [X9990

REX-J.A.P. 191*i De Luxe Model, 8h.p., 2-speed,

coachbuilt sidecar, in very good order; £40.—The
Premier Motor Co., Lt-d., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 10558

1Q14 SV'h.p. Twin-cyl. Overhead Valve Rex-Jap,
J-t/ brand new; listed at £57/15, a bargain, £38.
—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-

mingham. [0592

T>EX-J.A.P., 1913, Sh.p., De Luxe model, torpedo
XV coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and guaranteed
perfect; £50. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd..

Rd.. Birmingham.
Roc.

T> OC, 4h.p., m.o.v., mag., 2 speeds; eacrifice ^\^\^~
Ebaer St., Wandsworth.

pton
[0432

[X9974

3ih.p. Rover, mag., B.E., h.b.c,
2 cessories, perfect running order

;

Rove**.

ROVER, 1914. 3-speed model, new. slightly soiled;

ofEer^.-Eagles and Co., Acton. [X9961

T> OVER, 1913, SV-lL-p., 3 speed.s, new condition; £35.
XV —P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[7339 .

1 Q 13-14 Rover, 3 speed.^, thoroughly overhauled, better'.i.

Xt/ than new; £45.—Oulsnam, Brassington, Wirks-
worth. [X9797

I Q 11 Rover, free engine, in perfect condition ; any'-
J~*J trial: £26.—Williams, 6, Pittville Parade, Chel-

tenham. [7318X

excellent tyres, ae?fe*

.
er ;

photo; £12, oi^'
ofler.—London, ' Broadlands, Medstead. [714Xk

1 Ql3 Free Engine Rover, been carefully used, in quite\^,
X«7 new condition, complete with lamp set and hoini^,
£33.—Walbro Cycle Co., Saffron Walclen, Essex. ^;

[X9857'^

ROVER, 3Vjh.p., 1913-14, 3-speed, coachbuilt Sidecar,--

every accessory, spares, perfect condition, readf-,
.

to drive away; £47/10.-56. Giosvenor Rd., Highbury.. ^^

[7145-

rlRST P.0.0. £5/10 Secures 3h.p. standard Rover^
motor cycle, tyres as new, in perfect running

order, a strong, sound lot, and a bargain.—Wallis,
High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X9854-

ROVER, 1913. 3iAh.p., 3-speed, 1914 sidecar, Lucas
horn, P. and H. lamp set. £3/3 speedometer, in'

splendid condition ; £50 ca.^h. — Toulson, Ashchurch'
Lodge, Ashchurch Terrace, Shepherd's Bush, W. [7180

1 Q13 3-speed Armstrong Gear Rover Motor Bicycle,"
X«7 Dunlop cover front, 2V2in. Hermatic cover'
back. Brooks Bl70 saddle, Dunlop belt, lamp, and
horn, in absolutely perlect condition; £57.—Robins;.-
son's. Green St., Cambridge. [6864.

RUDGE, 3i/'h-P-

dition; £25.

Rudee.
1912-13, clutch model. new con-
1, King St., Acton. [7221

1 Q12 Rudge Multi, free engine, all spares, splendid.-

X«J condition; £35.—Nenion, limgham Hotel, Hast-
ings. [7248.

RUDGE. 1912 model, SV^h.p., fine order, guaranteed;

'

£23, ofEer6.—Speech ley, 45. Church Rd., Acton., i

[X9904- .i

RUDGE Multi, SVsh.p., 1913, run 2,720 miles, lamp, {
speedometer, honi, perfect; £33.—Vinson, Moukton, ':

near Ram.sgate. [X9850 ,

I Q12 F.E. Rudge, everything in good condition, usual-
X t/ acce.*=ories, red tank; £24, nearest offer.-Astley,

Eaton Rd., Coventry. ' [X9939 ,

RUDGE Multi, 1914, sidecar, perfect condition, fas^"

all accessories, new tyre ; £45 ; would separate.—
^'

Smith, Park Parade Garage, Palmer's Green. [X9841'-

3jLh.p- Rudge Multi, 1914, wicker .sidecar, eipeedometer,.
2 lamps, horn, waterproofs, tyres unpunctm'ed, dona.

1,600 miles; £50.-Dr. Phillips. 14, Hanover Sq„ W.
[7272

A22 /^n letters retutin^ to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue-
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M
SIDECARS AND FORECARS.

BLVILLE Sidecars. Halifax. Torts.

M
M
S

ANNUAL Clearance Sale of second-hand and shop-

soiled GJdecars, chassis, bociie-5 in cane, wicker, and
coachbuilt, irind screens, Cape hoods, aprone, luggage

grids, etc. Be in time for the snips.

HOW are Thet-e for Bargains?— 19121/2 23:;h.p. Royal
Enfield, unscratched, co-t £53/10. first ofJor over £50

Becnree; 1912 3V.h p. Rover, 2-^peed, with brand new
£16/16 coachbuilt' sidecar, machine used for trials only,

cost over £80. accept £50. [X1703

"VriDDLETON'3 Record Breakers.

TERRIFIC Speed at M ighgate Mr. riding
flying Middleton entered trap at 45, saw copper,

stopped, tinned round, flew out of trap at 60 m.p.h.
Policemen jumped on pavement, women screamed, cows
lacghed, dogs barked. See local rags

TESTIMONIAL.—Sirs.—Your flyer is l.T. 1 never
need ride alone now. it's a proper bird catcher.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecar, the onb one to do 60
uphill, Manchester liill-clirab

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars hold all principal track
records, won 5 golds in Exeter trial, 7 golds

Edinburgh Trial, etc., etc.

FRENCHMEN. Note.—Grand Prix de Fontainbleau:
500 c. class won with iliddleton sidecar.

VAL SUZON Eill-cIimb.—MiddletoD'a sidecar? win
.=.50 C.-500 c. clas-es.—Agents: 26, Riie D'aruienon-

Tille, Neuiliy. Paris

IDDLETON'S Agent Rey, Gt Portland St.. and
Euston Rd.

IDDLETON'S Sidecars, 27. Stroud Green Rd..
Ein^bury Park. N. 'Phone : Uornscy 1584.

[5394
IDECAR for sale, cheap, or exchange.—Finch, Home-

field, Walton-on-the-Hill. [X9843

"IQ13 Matchle'^s Cane Sidecar, in perfect order; £5.—
J- J/ —Daintree, 17, Dornton Rd., South Croydon.

[7300
GLORIA Spiing Wheel Art Cane Sidetrar; co.n £24,

eplendid condition; £8/8.— Giiley. Moorlands, Tor-
quay. [7231

SIDECAR Body, coachbuilt ;' 50/-, or exchange latho,

anythinr raotory.— Williauw, MoncriefE Lane, Glas-

;

gow.
'

[7304

BRAMBLE Sidecar, hood and screen, nearly new;
£13/13, cost £22.—Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq..

Blackpof-l [X9951

COACHBUILT Sidecars.—Wo have a few to clear
at £6/6 each, brand new; usual price £8/15.—

Laytons", Bicester, Oson. [X9951

MILLFORD 1914 Corvette, coet £12/12, not used 200
miles, tyre unpunctured, unscratched, <suit Triumph;

£9/9.—Martin, Lochcnrron. Ross-shire. [X9829

SIDECAR, Chater-Lea. cane body, 26in. wheel, £3;
new tradesman sidecar, carrier, £6.—Murray,

37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X9885

CIGAR-SHAl'ED Coachbuilt Sidecnr^, sporty, with
coiiilort ; eeroral new, cheap : send for photo.— 6,

Fosbury Mews, Inverness Terrace, Bayswator. [7178

CAMBER Sideclr, torpedo front, side entrance, nsed
once, condition as new; bargain, £4/10.—J.S.B..

c/o Bright and Haylefi, 73, Church St., Cambemell. [7223

CANOKLET, Swan, and Middleton record breaking
Sidecars; trade supplied.-Sole wholesale agent Lon-

don. Rey. 378-384. Eut=ton Rd., and 173. Gt. Portland
St., W. [6609

BURBURY 1914 Coachbuilt Sidecar, nnderslung
, chassis, excellent condition, iiainted royal blue;
' £5/10 bargain.—A. Holland. Clarendon St., Cov-
entry. [X9987

BASTONE'S for Sidecars.—Latest torpedo models
from £5/18; bodies from 36/-; cigar pattern

bodirs, .-£3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross.
London, N. [6411

SIDECARS. 1914, new and €econd-h.^nd. of the bo^t
rnnke^. in stock, to fit nil machine^.—Elce and Co.,

15, Bi.shopsgate Av.. Camomile St., London, E.G.
'I'hone: Avenue 5548. [0480

WELLED Side ars—Purcells' art catalogue '-f

welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued;
' 30 models , tradp quoted —Purrells. 78. Charlotte - St..
Tottenh£[m Court Rd.. W. [3760
"p.M.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
J- catalogue fiillv illut^trating the viirious luodel^ and
r:itent P,M C. nui'k fit coiiplings.-Tlie Premier Motor
Co.. Ltd., Ai^ton Rd.. Birmingham [0154

TDHCENIX Sidecar'?, highe-rt grade, from £4/15 com-
-L plete with tyrr-s; iuuiiediate delivery. Send for
iHut^tratGd list of different design chassis and bodies.
Sidecar-s on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in
ftock.—Pha?nix Motors, Ltd. (Motor Crcle Depot}, 736.

,
Holloway Rd., London, N. Tel.: Horn^ey 449. [0135

T>OYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
-*-y be first-class finish and remarkable value; best
racing desiens on the rparket; light bodies for low
power machines a speciality; make no purchase without
seeing ours; several shop-soiled sidecars oflered cheap.—
Btokes, and Holt. Ltd.. lielgrave Rd., Leicester. r0190

BODIES.
WICKER Sidecar Eodv, canoe, good condition; 15/-

—Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq.. Blackpool. rX9932

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
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MYERS
SensatlGgiaS Offers

19 r+ Model U DOUGLAS (shop-soiled) £42
Usual price C-\^

19 r4 Model V DOUGLAS (shop-soUed) £42
Usual price ^^48

19T 1 Model W DOUGLAS fsbnp-snilKl) ^646

Usunl price 1^2

T)ii 3.1 h.p. SCOTT (sbop-soilcd). and brai.d new
" Myers " Sidecar (Scott's patent). 870 : usual

price £86. First cJicque gets it.

1914 33 h.p. SCOTT /sbop-snilcil) £60
I9M Si'iP- LEA-FRANCIS (shop-soiled) £62

Usual price £6g 6
1914 4 h.p. ^-spr^ed TRIUMPH, £55 : usual price £60
1914 TRIUMPH Junior, 2-str., £39 ; usual price £42

rgi-v 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination (shop-soiled) £78
Usual price £84.

1913 4 h.p. 3-specd JAMES Combination, brand
new Sacrifice 60 gns.

1913 6 h.p. clutch mod'.l ZENITH, brand new.
What offers?

1914 3-specd 3-^ h.p. PREMIER, :\s new £48
1013 8 h.p. water-cooled WILLIAMSON, as new,

only used a few miles by me demonstrating £60

1913 S h.p. MORGAN, sporting model, complete
wth hood an] uinrl scrcin, two large lamp
sets, speedometer, and clock, in perfect con-
dition £65

J912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinaiinn. A bargain £48
19H s\ h.p. iree-en^inc TRIUMPH, splendid

condition £30
igr2 3! h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-spccii . .

.

£30
1912 3V p.h. 2-spcc(l chain drive JAMES £28

Three only " MYERS " (Scolfs patent) Coacb-built
Sidecars, £14; usual price i/gns.

Six with cane bodies, all brand now, £11 each.

1912 6 b.p. CLYNO Combination, all accessories £40
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed MATCHLESS. A bargain . . £35
icfTz 32 h.p. SCOTT, 2 speed. 2-stroke £35
IJT2 3V h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar. 2-<pced

ucar. ah arce=5orn,5. A barcain £35

Instant Deliverv- ot igr^ Brand New SCOTT,
TRIUMPH, DOUGtAS, JAMES. ENFIELD.
INDIAN, ZENITH. NEW IMPERIAL, LEA-
FRANCIS, etc. Quotations invited

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, MANNINGHAr/l LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR. BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE :

5591-5592,
BRADFORD.

-^m'i'>

BODIES.
TORPEDO Coach Bodies, cigar shape, £3/10; stand-

ard type eide entrance, coach, £3/10; wicker bodies,
side entrcince, 37/6.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church
St., Cambenvell. 'Phone: Hop' 50. r7224

CYCLE CARS.
ALLDATS Midget, 8h.p.. 1913^ complete, all acces-

sories, thoroughly sound ; £95.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St.. Birmingham. F7345

HtJMBEEETTE, 1913, Sli.p., 3 speeds, all acces-
soriog. sound throughout; £75.—P. J. Evans, Jolin

Bright St.. Birmingham. [7346

PREMIER 7h.p. Motorette, 3-wheeler, hood, screen,
all lamps, complete, scarcely used, condition as new.

-Smith. 15-23, Farringdon Ed., E.G. [7161

MOTORETTE. 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free
engine, hood and screen, good condition; £38.

—

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[05274 h.p. Stevens 3-wheeled Runabout. 2 speeds, handle

starting, good running order, engine perfect;
bargain, £12, near offer.—Benny, Berry Tower House,
Bodmin. [X9912

HALIFAX.—1914 Lagondas, £145-£150: G.W K.,
£150; Victor, £115; Calthorpe Minor, £168;

all new; exchanges taken.—Collier's Motorics, West-
gate, Haliia-x. [0483

G.W.K.. 1914 latc«;t De Luxe model, fitted with dickey
eeat. nuite new, but plightly soiled; £138, nenal

price £163.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
smith Rd.. London. [6985

CRESCENT Cycle Car, J913, Sh.p. J.A.P., handsome
2-seat.. pefleot, hood, screen, done 2,000; bar-

gain 65 gns. : wanted, modern bike.—Fairfield, 5,

LJclvoir St., Leicester. [X9873

1Q13 Imp 2-seated Cycld Car, very little nsed, oom-
-M-*J plete, hood, dcreen. laiiipa, etc.; cost £98, wliut

uH'L'r??—Beardwood, J'ortinan House, Enet Sheen, S.W.
Phone: Richmond 1179. [7301

6ih.p. Do Dion, rebuilt, low racy cycle car, properly
2 done. Laystall, overhaul, mag., electric lights,

hood. Stepney, spares; £45, a beauty: want 5-8eat.

Studi3.— 61. Denmark Hill. 8.E. [X9848

Sh.p. Twin Cyclone Cvcle Car, 3-wheeter, chain drive,

2 .-speeds, handle starting, good throughout, go any-
where, comfortable, reliable, eafe; cost £140, eacriflie

£35: bought larger car.—Thurlow, 8, Minehead R-l.,

Streatham Common. [X9952

6 h.p. Sociable, 2-6eQt., and dickey eeat, 4 lamps, fiont
wheel brakes, ecreen, speedometer, side leather-s,

tools, bought new October, 1912: coc--t over £120; in

magnificent order: to clear £49/10.—Cordingley, Has-
lingden. Tel.: 2T. [7302

MORGAN 1914 Grand Prix. lOh.p. Green engine,
overhead vulve«, quite new. tested about 400 miles

oaly. built for Brooklandg, De Luxe equipment, head
light, electric side ditto, speedometer, horn, clock, etc.

;

(ost over £150; any trial; lowest £110; fastest Morgan
on the road, new in May.— 175, Shaftesbury Av.. W.C.

[6812

CARS FOR SALE.
WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Sizaire 2-«eater,

8h.p.. high side djors; £19/19; easy payments.

WA.NDSWORTH.—Sabella cycle car, 1912, Sh.p.
J.A.P.. Bosch, hood, good order; £38/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Rover 2-8eater, 6b.p., mag., hood,
scree::, perfect; mnst sell; £25; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Sizaire sporting type 2-seatpr, 8
h.p., mag., newly painted; £28/10; easy pay-

ment-*.

WANDSWORTH.-Peugeot, small 4-seater, Sh.p.,

mag., ready drive away; clearance £22/10; i-i-

change^

WANDSWORTH.—Leader taxi landanlet, 10-12h.p.,
4 cy> . mag., nms well: £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terras.—WandFworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wflodsworth Town Stotioii.

PhoDe: Battcrsea 327. [X9973

SINGER Light, Car. lOh p.. 1914, for immediate de-

liverv: trade siipplied.—Rey, 378, Eu?ton Rd. f6612

13 Ford Runabout, mileage 5.000, T.T. Dcuglaa
cash, value £70.-3. Holmdene Av- Heme

Hill. [7236
19'

HUMBER 6h.p. Cycle Car, water-cooled, 6 tyres. Step-
new, row bevel drive, wants body repaired: £9.-

Jenning^, Cricketers, Orpington, Kent. [X9882

PERRY. 1914, brand new. extra long chaseis, and
dicker ('pat: li-t £152. slightly shop^oiled: £130.—

V. 3. Evuh^. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [7344

CALCOTT Light Car, 10. Sh.p. , quite new, but Flightly

shop-soiled: £162. usual price £185.—Wilkine,
Simpson, and Co.. 11, Hammersmith Rd„ London. [6987

BABY 7h.p, Water-cooled 2-seat. Car, hood, screen,

lamps, in beautiful order; bargain, £55, or £25
down nd 6 instalments.— Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow. [7336

6h p. Rover Car. 2-seat.. in good reliable running order:

anv severe trial given; bargain at £25; Fuitable

either for rade u-^e or private: *!een at Wauchope*B Gar-

age.—Apply 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London. [X9834

SWIFT 1914 Light Car. complete with hood, screen,

lamps, horn, etc.. quite new, but slightly soiled:

price £120. nsoal price £140.—Wilkin.s, Simpson, and

Co., 11. Hamroeremith Ed., opposite Olympia, London.

advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A25
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CARS FOR SALE.
WOLSELEY 10-12h.p. 2-cyl. Light Lorry, vertical

engine, m.o.v.'s. mag. ignition, 3 speeds and
reverse, gate, just thoroughly overhauled, large tyres;

£55; good motor cycle or combination in exchange;
cash either way.—Siddall, Avenue Halcyon, Hessle.

[X9924
WARREN-LAMEEET Radnp Lie;lit Car, etTeamline

body, very fast machine, only used on track: owner
must sell at once : any reaeonable offer accepted, or part

exchange for 1914 motor cycle; appointment by letter,

and any trial given.—Newbold, 30, Melroee Rd., West
Hiil. Wandsworth. [7288

BARGAINS in Chaeeis and Cliar-a-bancs. Daimler,
Delaunay, and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

with solid tyres, for eale cheap: Daimler cbar-a-banc,

fitted new torpedo body, seat 15, £200: Croesley ditto,

£175: Star ditto, £165: Delaunay-EelleviUe ditto, £185;
Napier ditto, £150; Uaic tasi, 12h.p„ £35; Renault %
landaulet, 12-16h.p., £175: several touring care cheap;
500 solid band tyres, cheap.—Star and Garter Garage,
Kew Bridge, Brentford. Tel.: 1031 Chiswick. [0582

ENGINES.
ABSOLUTELT New 5-6h.p. Blumfleld Engine Set {less

magueto) : £11/1 1 .— Farrai's Motorieg, Halifax:.
[X8589

5h .p. Twin Engine, £3/15; or exchange 4y2h.p.
single air or water-cooled.—12, South Everard St..

King"'^ Lynn. [X9965

Qih.p-, converted to 5h.p., 2-stroke, £5/10; magneto to
O2 twin spark, 30/-.—Meanwood Motors, 154a, Mean-
wood Rd.. Leed^. [59804

WANTED, 5-6h.p. F.N. engine, complete; 3V3h.p.
w.c. Fafnir ; also A.C. cylinder, £ 5.—Crabtree,

Bridgend, Lancaster. [X9969

PRECISION Engtne, 2y2h.p., perlect condition; best
offer accepted over £4.—Whiteley, 8. Watlinp

St., Gillingham, Kent. [7209

GOOD SVih-p. Engine, perfect; £3/10; or exchange
for light 2-seat. body.—ChauHeur, Charles Hill

Court, Farnham, Surrey. [7247

BASTONE'S.—New Rex, 1913, 6h.p. twin engine,
with Bosch mag.. £16/15; new Blumfield SVzh.p.

single, less mag., £8/15.-228. Pentonville Rd., King's
Cross. London, N. [6407

4h.p. N.S.U-. with mag. platform, timing wheels and
cover, exhaust pipe and silencer, bargain, £3/10;

3h.p. Trent, with carburetter, 25/-.—MacEwen, 60,

Montgomery St., Edinburgh. [X9811

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
ARKER and Rice. Magneto Specialists.—Expert?
on all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetising,
overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedi

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota
tions.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King St., Acton
London.—State your trouble: let us quote you.

[2976
BASTONES.—New Bosch DAV, 2-cyl.. £3/5.-228.

Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross, London, N. [6408

BOSCH Magneto, small 4-cyl., brand new, latest type;
what ofEers ?—Territorial, Oak Lodge, Norbiton Av.,

Norbiton, Surrey.
'

[7202

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for new: lists free.—Richford, 153. Fleet St.,

London. [1775

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.;

cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetos. 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.-Jebron,

58, Herbert Rd.. Woolwich. London, S.E. [X4331

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.-Jle-winding, re-
magnctising, and overhauling promptly executed

;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply, Ltd.,
41, Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors, Birm.
Tel.: No. 160] Central. [6967

Q/l Hourt^ Magneto Repair Seivice.—All makes of/W^ magnetos, coils, or accimiulators repaired by ex-
perienced mechanics, and returned witliin 24 hours as
efficient as new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simms
Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St., London, W. [0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, any make.
Armature winding a speciality, guaranteed 12

months. Don't pay enormous prices. We are late from
Bosch's and Simms, and give same guarantee at half
their prices. We appeal to you to support British in-
dustry by sending us your repairs. New and second-hand
magnetOG and spare part* in stock.—The Magneto Repair-
ing and Winding Co., 158. Seymour St., Euaton Rd

.

London .
'Phone : Museum 1158. [7169

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we are
specialists in this work. Boech magneto repairs

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. All repair?
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All epare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of'
e.econd-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators re-
paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann Mag-
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbaken,
Magneto Specialid;, 7, Peter St., Manchester. 'Phone

-

Gill City. [0404

THE

COLUMN
OF

I SAFETY.
: You are perfi;ct!y secure in placing yojr

order with us. our one aim is to ensure

;
your satisfaction and so gain your
recommendations. Only by this means

: can our Business exist.

'• We have at present a number of new
: 1914 Motor Cycles, and Light Cars.
which we are offering at reduced prices

—

let us know your requirements.

The following is a selection from our I
second-hand stock — we will send
complete list upon request. Each :

machine has undergone a complete over- Z

haul and been thoroughly tested and -

is guaranteed perfect.

Date. H.P. Particulars. Price.
1911 3} TRIUMPH, standard

roadster, horn £25 -

1911 3.'. TRIUMPH, dutch model,
- and fitted with GLORI.\
SIDEC.'\R, coach-built body £33

iqi2 3,', TRIUMPH, dutch model £34
1912 3.V TRIUMPH, dutch model,

with N.S.U. z-sp. gear fitted £37 -

1913 3', TRIUMPH, T.T roadster £32 :

1013 3; TRIUMPH, clutch modd £37 :

lgi4 4 TRIUIVlPH,T.T.;Tiodel.. £3B -

igiJ 3! RUDGE Multi, head light,

rear lainp, born, etc., and
MILL FORD SPRING
WHEEL SIDECAR £33

Jgi2 :; KOBART, lady's model,
3-sp. gear £24

1912 3* B.S.A., 2-speed model .. £35:
1913 I WALL AUTO-WHEEL,

complete ' £1 C
"

1913 4 JAMES, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, Cowey speedo-
meter, threcC.A.V. lainpscts,
Lucas horn, mirror exhaust
\vbistle,and JAMES CANOE-
LET SIDECAR DE LUXE,
with hood £57

1911 5 INDIAN, clutch model . . £26
1908 5 V.S., spring forks, Bosch

magneto £14
1910 5 V.S., 2-speed model, lamp,

horn, mirror, and COACH-
BUILT SIDECAR £26

1911 3* BRADBURY, 2-speed
model. Smith speedometer,
and horn £26

= 1912 3V BRADBURY, T.T. road-
ster £25

: Official Repairs to the R.A.C.. A.C.U
and A.A. & M.U

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.,

E 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gale, E.

: TeleKranis: Teleuhonet
~ "Eearaco, Lontli.n." 10 Stratford.

BELTS.
NEW Lyso Rubber Belting, in two pieces; lin., 8It.,'

10/-; ysin., 8ft., 5/6.—Murray, 37a, Charles St„"
Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X9834

BASTONES.—Best quality leather and chrome belt-
ins. % lid, % 1/1, 7/8 1/2, lin. 1/4, iVain. 1/6 per

foot.— 228, Pentonville E4., Kins's Cross, London, N.
[6409

SPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for autumn
and winter use. %in. lOd.. lin. 1/-, IVsin. 1/2 per

foot, post free.—Pollin, V Belt Speeialiet, Shepherds-
well, Dover. [7148

ELITE.—Special clearance line in Lyso belts, fully
guaranteed by the manufacturers (the Avon

Rubber Co.), 7ft. 6in.x''/nin., suitable for Triumph,
etc., 7/- each; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.
1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %in. 1/3 (list price

1/11), 34in. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %in. lid. a foot (list
price 1/5).

ELITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts. 54in. 1/6. %in
1/91/2, lin. 2/1, l\^in. 2/7; allowance up to 3/-

for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, best,
quality %in. 1/- a foot, lin. 1/3 a foot; fastener

given with each belt.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-
toria (one minute from-'Victoria Station), and 260,

Coldharbour Laie, Loughborough Junction, Brixton,
S.W. 'Phones: Victoria 6553. and Briston 2042. [9069

TYRES.
ONTHLT Tyre Bargains offered by the Redfield '-

Rubber Co.. Bristol.

WE will willingly forward any of the following goodsr-.'l
subject to being unsold on 7 days' approval upon

.j^|

receiving remittance, and return cash in full if not satis-.

Red. During the whole of last year and up t6 the pi'e-|
sent we have not had a single return.

1 O Only 26in.x2in. Motor Cycle Covers, beaded edge,
i'^ been used for testing purposes, may have had;
slight repairs, from 5/- to 10/- each.

"

rtO Pairs of bra.id new Suction Cup covers, beadeii?.
-W/W edge, size 26in.x2in. only, 10/- and 12/- eachj.-^
worth more than double; postage 6d. extra.

^*

M

26x2 Second-hand Tubes, all been tested; 3/6 -

post free.50
WE can o£ r you guaranteed i^bber studded coverS"

which have been proved to do 4,000 miles carry-

»

ing passenger, 26in.x2in. 16/6 each, 2i^iu. 18/6 each,?
postage 6d. extra.

'

1 K Brand New Heavy Red Tubes, original price 8/6
Xtl each; 25in.x2in. and 2i4iD., 5/11 each; postage
3d. extra.

HEAVY 3-ply Rubber Non-sl:id Covers, 26in.x2in.<
19/6 each, 21/iin 21/.- each; postage 6d. extra.

WE will re-tread your motor cycie covers, all sizes:

up to 2'/2iu., during this Jionth with heavy *

rubber studded tread, together with new iu-seition, at-;

10/-, 01* special tread, suitable for driving wheel, 12/6.^

DO You Require a special heavy cover, the best made?i!
Heavy *-ply fabric, 2i4in. 50/-, 2V2in. 32/6.

REMEMBER all the above are sen* on 7 days' ap-1
proval upon receiving remittance, and refund moner"-

with pleasure if not more than satislied. " We can forward..;

you hundreds of testimonials. Write us, stating yom,'

rcauirements.—Redfield Rubber Co., Bristol. T,A.:.
Rubber. Bristol. Tel.: 3577. [X8760U

BASTONE'S—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber-studded-'^
covers. 26x2V?. fit 2^ rims, 24/-; Passenger, Z&x-v.

2 20/-. 26x21/2 28/-. ^
BASTONES.—Peter-Union make covers, 26x2 12/-,

X2Vi 15/-, -- " -'
J

26x2% 17/6, 28X2 1-5/-.

BASTONES.—Micheljn 1914 covers, beaded edge, 26xii?
1% 12/6, 26X2 14/9, 26x2i/i 16/-, 26X2'/, 18f6,'"

28x2 16/6; wired edge, 26X1% 11/6, 26x2 13/9, 26X
2% 15/-, 26x21/2 16/-, 28x2 14/9; Michelin tubes in
stock.

BASTONES.— Guaranteed red tubea, 26x2 5/-. 26x''
214 5/6, 26x2'/. 6/-. 28X2 6/-.

BASTONES, 228, Pentonville Rd., King's
London, N. 'Phone : 2481 North.

Cross,
[641i

HOLTOAKE'S, 92, Battersea Else, for neiv
second-hand tyres, tubes,* vidcanising:, re-treading,-

etc. . [X98701

HUTCHINSON, rubber.«tudded, 26x21/2, nearly new'
condition; 30/-, no oflers.-Mrs. Thoinas, Ormesby,*

Norfolk. [7152=.

LIGA Plain Tread Cover, 26x2'/., only ridden 60
miles, ivill accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155, Tht.

Motor CijcU Office-, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [068J,'.

RUBBER Studded Covers, 26X2'^ and 21/,, 12/eF3'
usual price 25/-; heavy red tubes, 4/6, special price

for 7 days only- approval.—Midland Cycle Depot, 15,
Hales St., Cdventry. [X9851

DESPATCH Eiders, etc.—Tyre bargains; excellent-i
line of brand new : 7 days' approval ; satisfaction 1

guaranteed: 26x2 13/6, 2'/i 15/-; heavy tyres, suitable
for 5h.p. machines, special value, 26X2 15/6, 2',^ 17/6,-
2'/>, 21/-; Palmer heavy fabric, clearance, 650x65 21?-
each; tubes, heavy red, 26x2 5/6, 2'4 6/-, 2'A 6/9; biitt^

ended, 2in. 6/9. 214 7/7, 21/2 8/8. Lamp bargains; heai
lights plated and oxidised, 10/6 each, cost three timea
as much; hundreds of others, all leading makes, also
accessories; state your requirements.—Armstrong and.
Co., 17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. '

[7097

A2Ct All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
"VTEW Heavy Peter Union Covers, 24"in.x2i4in. ^12/-

-Murray, 3"7a.

[X9886
Vic-

E^

fit

650X

17/6, 28m.X2in. 12/-, 2y2in. 15/-.-

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd..
tdria {one minxite from Victoria Station), and

'260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton. S.W. All post orders

to Victoria Depot. 'Phone : Victoria 6553. and Bnx-
'ton 2042.—We have the following special clearance

lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are

willing to send goods on 7 days" approval against cash.

All orders desiiatched carriage forward unless postage
5ent.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1

and over.

ELITE.— Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Eempsball clearance covers, heavy non-skid,
26x2i/i 37/6 (li-'t price 45/-), 26x2'/j 40/- (list

price 50/-), 650x65 45/- (list price 67/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid.

26x2i/i, 24/6 (list price 32/6); 28x3 at 35/- (list

price 57/6).

I LITE.—Henley oversize covers. 700x80.
650x65 rims, heavy plain tread; 28/6.

'LITE.-Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock,

65; 26/-, list price 50/-.

'LITE.-Midland heavy ribbed and studded corera.

special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

:gx2V4 25/- (list price 37/6), 26x21/2 27/6 (list price

10/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brnoklnnds. 1913 stock. 26x2
12/6, T.T. 26x21/2 16/6 (list price 33/6).

ELITE.—Hutchinson PassengtT covers. 1913 stock,

26x2>/> 28/- (list 'price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2'/^

ims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, wired on. Passenger 26x
2>4 20/-. 26X2 18/6. T.T. 26x214 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75, to
suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

,17LITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded edge,
ICj 26x2 light 8/9, heavy plain tres.d 26x21/4 22/6,
^6x21/2 24/6.

ELITE.—Clearance Mi<'helin covers, wired on; Standanl
26x2Vj 26/-. 26X21^ 24/6.

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26x
2% 17/6 (list price 31/-).

ELITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers, 26x2i/j
17/6 (li=t price 30/-}, old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6,
heavy grooved 25/-: Clincher tubes, 700x80. 6/6,

,uit 650x65 rims.

C' LITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quality,
26X21^ 6/6.

OLITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed 26X2
buttedCi 5/-. 26x21/4 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-, 26X3 7/6.

./3 extra.

ELITE offer 15% allowance off retail list price for

old covers (above clearance lines excepted); all

nakes in stock.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special
proces.s; treads guaranteed not to come loose;

pecial heavy 15/-. heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; section;
11 application.

ELITE,— It is impossible for us to advertise all the
special lines which we have in stock; therefore.

i tliere is anytliing ytu require which is not men
ioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased t<

uoie jou upon receipt of a postcard.

PLITE Rubber Co.. 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,
LJ Victoria, and 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough-
oiough Junction. Brixton. S.W. 'Phones : Victoria

J553, and Brixton 2042. [9072

MASCOTS,
JiLAGS, Flags, Flags.—We have a large stock of

flag mascots, Union Jack, French. Russian, and
selgian, fast colours, for cars (brass fittings). 14in.
last, for fitting to radiator cap, silk flag. 12x9. 3/9:
itto, with silk flag. 9x41,2. 12in. mast, 2/6; for
lotor cycles (nickel fittings), for clipping to handle-
ar^, silk flags, 9x4'2, 1/3: ditto. 5^2X4, 1/-; ditto.
itiout clip, 9d. Trade supplied, post free. — St.
Tartin's Motor Works. 12, Upper St. Martin's Lane
minutes from Trafalgar Sq.). London, W.C. [7316

INSURANCE.
iqH, Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Insurances

Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortford.

PATENT AGENTS.

apply.
[000^

:;iLETCHER WILSON, chartered patent agent,
High St. Chambers. Coventry. Moderate inclu-

de lees [5795

;j T. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St.. Binningham,
JT epeciali^t-* in automobile patents Low charpes
nquirieti invited fS68'l

^EADE Mark^, Patents.-For securing Genunn mar
teta get your trade marke and patents protectKl.

articulars and advice free.-Kings Patent ii"^ency
td., 165, Queen Victoria St., London.

SAFET^
Is assured by using only ^Hr

TANLE M
BELT ACCESSORIES.
There is the

STANLEY FASTENER
{as illustrated) 9d.
a.nd the

LION FASTENER
Guaranteed 5,000 miles .. 6d.

Other Stanley Good Goods:
Stanley Spare Link 1/-

Stanley "Shield" .. .. 8d.

Stanley Adjusting Hooks 6d.

Stanley Belting fm. I /3 pr. ft.

Send a post-
card for our
Booklet "Belts
and Belt Fit-

tings," written
by an Inter-
national rider

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT &
FASTENER CO.
(Inventors of the
Original Hook
Fastener).
Stanley "UVhb. MtiiiHc*^r

BROMLEY, KENT

WM^^jM!^
know your nwils from 10 years' ridinc cxperi-

encQ. and offer Clothing of lunlily that always
Batisflcs. Material ot excellence, perfect cut,

smart style, wood lit, and skilled make. Special

detail improvements, ensuring most efficient

protection in all wcatliers. Unequalled com-
fort and durability.
Double-breasted Coat, waist I>clt. wind i-iifTa,

extra strons pocket.^. Seated Trouper Overalls.

eniter well s^hiiixal Send chest inua^^tira

over vest and in.^Ule lei: m'-asuro of trouiera.

SUITS (Heavy), 50/- (Light), 45/-

TROUSER OVERALLS (Heavy), 20/-

(Light), 15/-
Satisfuction triiariintocd, or money back U

returnL'il \vit)iiii 7 days in wood condition.

Write to-Jay far rattcrus and full ijarticulars

[58181

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Reports.—PuTcella send experts to esamiile

inachinee: 10/6 plus fares.—78, Olaarlotte St.. Filz-

•

rOT Sq., W. (Sto advertisement.) [3473

WANTED.
CPAEE3. — Moignn aid Maxwell.

WANTED, 1913-14 A.J.S., 6h.p., solo, good condi.
tion

:
^heap ; also

Streathara.
B7877

WANTED, electric accessories,
Broomaeld Ed., Kew.

WANTED,
Plashes,

-1, Clarence House,
[X9901

1910 twin Rex back cylinder.—Paice,
Collier's End, Ware, Herts. [7263

MAGXETOS, second-hand, ranted; sive 20/- to 25/-

eacb.—Mackenzie, Engineer, Dunblane. fX9838

TEIUJIPH Free Engine WTneel. controli
stays.-Mudd, Cottingham, near Hull.

100

i, and back
[X9874

Motor Cr<;lc*: wantc-d; spot cash paid.—Bring
or send. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7254

SPAEES. iyrcs, tubes, 26x2'A: exchange clotliing or

oil paintings.—17, Burnley St.. Oldham. [X9896

WANTED, modern clutch lightwcipht. must be cheat
for cash.—Lee, 702c, Fulham Kd., I/ondon. [7196

DOUGLAS, 1913-14, 2-*peod, wanted, perfect condi-
tion, fully equipped, accessories; £30 cash; dcprv^jt

—Roper, Thorpe-on-thc-Hill, Lincoln. [X9913

WANTED,
modern

;

CLYNO, Matchless, or Sunbeam 1914 Combination
wanted; cash.—Ponzio, Whipp's Cross, N.E.

[X9863
WANTED, sidecar, scmi-T.T. bars, cut out. for

Rudge.—Marks, Cranleigh, Bromley. Kent.
[7260

RECENT 6h.p. A.J.S.. or 5h.p. Sunbeam combiuntiou ;

lowest cash price.—Fergusson, Esocndy, BlairRowrif.
[X9458

WANTED, a 2 or 3-speed Model F.E. 2^4-5' .h. p.

Motor Cycle.—Box 6,673, The Motor Cycle Office*^.

Coventry. rX9744

WANTED, hub, with sprocket, for chain drive, loft

side, and engine sprocket.—Denholmc. Ffrnetl'.
Dunkeld. 0^9959

for cnsb, twin 2-speed comhinatinn,
particulate.—109, St. Michael's IJr].,

Aiaersnox. [X9803

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, motor cycles, any f-mdi-
tion.—Box 6,684, The Motor Cycle OfTice-s.

Coventry. [X9906

WANTED. 8h.p. twin air-cooled engine, cheap; five
full particulars; depoeit.—Hennessy, Kiltjcj;;;iin.

Weetmeath. 1X9933

WANTED, magneto, epeed gear, carburetter, tyie.-,

lamp set; cheap.—Write, Brooks, 23, I'jirk R<1..
West Green. [X9968

WANTED, 1913 6h.p. A.J.S. combination, for lit-^li.

or part exchange 1914 T.T. Douglas.—Else, Hiisy
Bank, Matlock. [X9914

WANTED, second-hand 6h.p- twin Peugeot, Mincr^n.
J.A.I*., also Triumph cylinder.—A.S.C., <,u

Gradior Co.. Stafford. [7315

WANTED, in exchange for Sh.p. twin light 2-?eatPi.
clutch model. Rudge or Triumph.—Particular.-. 24,

Macdonald Rd., Forc^-t Gate. E. [6981

WANTED. 1912 2.spoed 6h.p. Rex de Luxe, will
give 1912 2-t^peed Premier and cash.—Minikin,

115, Bradford St., Keighloy. [X9966

WT"ANTED 2 or 3-6peed gear, also lamp set, speeu
V> ometer. good saddle, and motor
cheap.— 125,

good
LoudoD R4. Manchester.

cycle acceseories,

[0560

WANTED. Rex front cylinder. 1908. automatic inlet
valve, good condition essential. r-Lowcdt to 22,

Liuwood Rd.. Handsworth. Birmingham. [7157

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cars, good en«h priccrt.
-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-

worth Town Station. 'Phone: Battereea 327. [X6518

WANTED, clutch wheel, with controls: also Philip-^on
pulley, tjol roll, epeedometer; all for Triumph;

ash. or exchange Dulcephone. — Lewington, Enfleld
Waeh. [7251

WANTED, good motor cycle, or combination, in ex-
change for eelect semi-detached house, or pair; one

pay6 all cutgoinge and repayments for the tivo, and
leaves the other free and clear for oecupaticm or inve.st-

ment.—Age and particulars to Legroa, Lances Rd., Hounc-
low. [7177

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clieots waiting for good machines. Bend us
I>artifulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the higlie.=t prices; terms, testi-
monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwpll
London Motor Salerooms, SO. High Rd., Stre.-''

London. [X9559

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN

London,
and Mnxwell,
for exchanges.

80. High
(D)

Ed.. Streathaiii.

fX9955

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a irnod

exchange. Write for complete catalogue. [7255

All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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EXCHANGE.
MABON Clutch, fit Minerva, for heavy 26x2%

beaded tyre.—Crispin, 2, Chapel St., Colchester.
[X9879

VIOLET Bogey Cycle Car, new» 1913, for 1914
combination.—80, Bispham. Rd., Southport.

[X9398
3ih.p. Centaur, low, mag., spring forks, chain drive;

2 offers: sell £14.-39, Weetmead Ed., Sutton,
Surrey. [7281

3ih.p. Chain Drive Humber and 5i/4h.p. . w.c. Benz
2 engine ; wanted, eideear machine.—95, Alma Ed.,

Sheerne^a. [7181

EXCHANGE A.C. Sociable for piano; cash adjust-
liient.—H.S., Popular Cafe. High Rd., South

Woodrord. [7193

MATCHLESS 8h.p. 1913 Sidecar Ccmbination; would
exchange for lower power.— 5, Park Av., Palmer's

Green, N. [X9742

5-6h.p. Eex Clutch, all fittings, for lower and cash, or
eell for £15, bargain.— K., Croft Cottage, River-

bank, Staines. X7128

1 €614 3i^>h.p. Precieion, soiled only, and cash, for
JLi/ 4V2h.p. single; expert examination both ways
Foy. Wokingham. [7129

HUMBER Van, 12h.p., 8-cwt., perfect, for com-
bination, furniture, offers. — Hughes, Boat

Builder, Selly Oak. [X9977

ENFIELD 1914 Combination; sale £70, exchange
lightweight Levis, A.J.S. , Douglas.—Ashcroft,

Underdale Rd., Shrewsbury. [7270

EXCHANGE 1910 S^^h.p. 2-speed N.S.TJ. with
sidecar for furniture and cash.—Bos 6,685,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. tX9920

9-lOh.p. Torpedo 2-seat., excellent condition, for
motor cycle and sidecar, value £30.—4, Bath

Buildings, Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [X9923

PETROL Gaa Plant, cheap to run ; exchange for motor
cycle, piano, or anything useful; eell £10

Hughes, 5, Exeter Ed., EUesmere Port. [7167

COLLIER'S Motorics, Westgate, Halifax, quote best
allowances obtainable; any exchange considered.

Get our list of motor cycles, cycle cars, eta [0446

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. 1912 Combination, In new condi-
tion throughout, for lower powered machine, or

sell £35.—Peat, 127. Trentham St., Southfields, S.W.
[7199

DE DION. 4-€eater, complete, good condition, for

good motor cycle; sell £40; 4-cyL magneto for

single and cash.—Registry, 47, Windsor Ed., Penarth.
[S9889

rffcl3 Scott. Senapray carburetter, Canoelet sporting
• ' hood sidecar, 2 large F.E.S. lamps, and gener-

otors, etc.; £50, or lightweigit part.—Anson, Tailor,

Belhy. [7150

REAR 1911 Humber Frame, mudguard, kick start, 2-

Bpeed wheel complete, less 2 pinions; exchange for
45° anti twin magneto.—9a. BrightweU Crescent, Toot-
ing. CX9880

TRADESMAN'S 3-wheel Delivery Car, GVoh.p.,
photo, new dry cell, accumulator, perfect, for

motor cycle; sell £20.—Hawkins, Baker, Dartford,
Kent. [7261

1 '/^-12h.p. Humber 2-seat. and dickey, completely
-i-" equipped, perfect order; £50; exchange side-

car combination.—G. G. Williams, Crowland, Peter-
borough. [X9921

EXCHANGE Enfield, 25Ah.p., 1912, 2-Bpeed, chain
drive, good condition, and cash, for sidecar com-

bination, or higher power, oi sell £27.—W. Summers,
West End. Honiton. [X9815

4h.p. Rpx and Sidecar, Sturmey-Archer gear, Stewart,
Bosch, B. and B., etc., perfect, np to date lot;

£29, or gold watch and chain, or lathe part.—Johnson.
49, Renmuir St., Tooting Junction. [7155

PiXCHANGE 5-6h.p. 1911 F.N. motor cycle, auto-
J matic carburetter, Srall saddle, shaft drive, drip

feed, Bosch mag., spring forks, etc., and Millford 2-

senttr sidecar, with mahogany cabinet, the whole shod
with new Palmer cords, 650x65. and in splendid run-
ning condition; exchange for 4-Geater car. or eell £40.—B.
and E. Motor Cycle Co., 89, Kingston Rd., New Maiden.

[7290
REPAIRERS.

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, and parts;
delivery.

prompt

i^YLINDERS, crank cases welded; quotations free.

COMPRESSION Cylinders ground and new piston
fitted. 24/-.

/^LDEST Engines restored to highest vitality.

COMPl-iETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
Full stock of Rex, Triumph, and J. A.P. parts.

COUNTERSHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the
trade for our Rex-J.A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0246
MORGAN-MAXWELL, Streatham, for cheap, good

repairs. - [X9954

VALVES.—Nicl;el steel valves, any size. 3/6; per paii
6/-.-0 R, Foster. Kirkstall Rd., Leeds. [0253

BRADBTJRy Spares and Repairs a speciality.-Bright
and Havles, Church St., Camberwell. 'Phone: Hop

BO. [7225

BRITISH
VICTORY-
I9r4 6 h.p. A.il.S. and sidecar, hood, screen,

detachable wheels ; original price

£94 173. 6d. ; shop-soiled ; reduced to . . 80 gns.
igir TRIUMPH, grand condition 18 gns.

1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 gns.

1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, 4 h.p £60
1914 T.T. TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, Cowey

speedometer, lamp, horn, etc 50 gnS.
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, speedometer,

lamp, horn, etc. ; cost over ^65 48 gns.
r9i3 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, absolutely as new 30 gns.,

1912 DOUGLAS 24 gns.
1913 B.SJV., 2-speed, and sidecar 50 gns.
1914 CLYNO, 2-stroke £30
1912 ENFIELD, 2-speed 24 gns.
r9i4 IMPER1AL-J.A.P., 2-speed 31 gns,
ARIEL, Bosch magneto, B. & B. carburetter 10 gns.
FAFNIR 5^ gns.

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
igr4 PERRY Cabrio Coup^, shopsoiled 145 gns.

1914 PERRY, complete, shop-soiled 120 gns.
1914 SINGER de Luxe, dynamo lighting set,

shop-soiled 170 gni.

1914 SINGER de Luxe, special finish £226
1914 FORD, 5-seater, as new 95 gns.
1913 (Sept.) G.W.K., with £6 6s. lighting set 95 gnS-

EXCHANGES ! EASY TERMS

!

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, HEADING.
43 Years' Reputation. Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Fhone 1024..

UNPRECEDENTED

CASH
BARGAINS

Bedrock Prices. Highest Value.

This week we are ofEering for cash a list of second-
hand machines which in other times would be
cheap at 25% increase on the prices now quoted.
Every machine in perfect order. The following is

not the full list. Write for it.

1914 P. & M. 3i h.p., a-sp. gear £50
1914 LEVIS 2.i h.p., 2-sp. gear .'. £38
1914 ZENITH'GRADUA6h.p. Clutch £60
1914 JAMES 4J h.p. S.C. Comb £60
1914 DOUGLAS 2jh.p., 2-sp. gear. £3S
1914 JAMES si h.p. Twin T.T £49
1914 TRIUMPH 4 h.p., 3-sp. gear £48
1914 JAMES 2,1 h.p., 2-stroke 2-sp £35
1913 GHATER LEA .8 h.p. S.C. Comb £58
J913 KERRY ABINGDON, 3-sp. and Clutch £12
1913 ROVER 3^ h.p., 3-sp. and Clutch £35
1913 REGAL GREEN 3J h.p.,3-sp. and Clutch £35
1913 DOUGLAS 23 h.p., 2-sp. gear £34
1913 HUMBER 23 h.p. Free Engine £25
191 i REX SIDETTE 5-6 h.p., 2.sp_ £38
1913 ZENITH GRADUA 3* h.p. T.T £30
1913 J.A.P. 8 h.p. Mabon Clutch £32
1912 PREMIER 3S h.p., 3-sp. and Clutch £32

t5, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams

:

_

Telephone

:

"' Elcemocyca, London." Avenue 5548

REPAIRERS.
WHITTALL Machinists' Co.. War Office Contractora,

for all repairs. ,

WHITTALL.—Expert Tveldars; repairs returned, ai^
curately machined, inside 7 days. Ifo charge S

unaucceesfui.

WHITTALL.—Re-boring and new pistons. All motM!
repairs. Old engines rejuvenated. All work guar-

anteed; no exasperating delays.—Wliittall Machinietril
Co., "Wliittall St., Birmingham. [013$

WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235, Gt. Ancoafc
St., Manchester.—Osy-acetylene welding esperta.

^

BROKEN" Flanges, valve seitts, pistons, crank casefl^
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Enpine or complete machine for ovef"
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re-ground, new pi^

tons, rings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Welding.s, Ltd^
Dept. M.C., Manchester. r623j|

3//?.— Genuine Nickel Steel Valves, guaranteed, a^
/ VJ make; 2/6.—Whitehead, Rugby Rd., New Cidi.^

bington. [X97.43

CYLINDERS. Crank Cases welded: quotations fret^i,
eend your enquiries.-Premier Motor Co., Astc"

Kd., Birmingham. [02"

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, ' first - class worl
moderate quotations.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [67f
CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., _

ces.sfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process^
Lea, Engineers, Runcorn. [5W
WELDING.—All metals, cylindere, and crank casg

We have the plant, experience, and method
every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, compleH
with ringti, etc.; 22/6.— Oxy-Acetylene WeldiM

349. Lillie Rd., i'ulham. 'I'hone: Hammersmith I6ll
I . [64fWELDING.—Broken cylinders, flanges, pistole, crai

cases repaired and machined ; Worn valve se^
built up, cracked seatings welded and machined.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complef
worn parts duplicated.—West London Welding r

Essex Place, Clii^wick. Tel.: 536. [71]

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitt<

rebushing, parte duplicated.—EUenborough Moti
Works, EUenborough Rd., Wood Ureeii, N. [8^'*

UNBREAIvABLE Chrome-nickel Valves,' guprant^
one year, 3/6 each, 6/- pair; any make, free j

return.—Capacity Tool Co., Brceeley. Shropshire. [59S

CCCCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fittS

bear 13 stone on compression.—Gradior MachS
Co., Compression Specialists, Staflord. Est. 21 yeiC

[73|
PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, step-cut rra|

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder ;

bored and ground, 24/-. — C. R. Foster, Kirkstall
'

Leeds. [0^

CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with new pist
hardened gudgeon, and step-cut rings, 85 ida

21/-; overhauls, re-bushing; estimates free.—The Mbg
Repair Co., Stretford, Manchester. [X9C

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd.. Middlett
Manchester.—Experts in broken cylinders, cranlj]

cates. etc. Welding aluminium a speciality. NothiuM
too difficult. Sound work at moderate chaiges. [13881

FRAME Alterations.-Triumphs, Rexes, Minervaa, -^pa

any make cut down and modernised ; smartens ^tji
appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and Sijg

4 to 6 inches lower riding position. Estimates free?^

Below.

ENGINE Efliciency.—Cylinders re-ground, new pisti

fitted; highest efficiency and skilled workmanslE
guaranteed; phosphor bronze- bushes from 2/6; valves aBJ
^eatings ground true, 5/- pair; e#;timates submitted^
Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft. Manchester. [6^K

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground, iiei

picitons. rings, and gudgeons, complete, 16/-; o^
liauUng, re-bushing, efflcieney guaranteed. — Rehand
Motor Engineering Co., Spon Lane, Smethwickj, BhL
uiingham. [7288

LOWEST Prices Quoted lor any repairs or CfSoM
plete overhauls to motor cycles, eycle cars,. 'o:l

cars, or work done on the premises and fully guaraJlil

teed; cylinders cleaned bv oxygen process, 2/6 singlel
4/6 twin.-Maude^, 136, Gt. Portland St., W. [7^|

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at tfij

Highbury repair works, is at your disposal fof
all repairs. Our .'pecial engineering plant and thi
persona] attention of a recognised F.N. expert wi]|
ensure best results at minimum expense.—Below.

-

F.N. Spares, special announcement.—We have a larc|
stock of new, also sound second-hand parts, ll

unable to obtain certain replacements please consoil
us.—Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N., conveftl
y-oxiv F.N. into a first-class passenger machin(|

We are the sole manufacturers of this gear and alsl
the new type Ilorstmann 2-speed gears. Note special
low prices during war period; particulars gladly
application.—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St|
Hampstead. - [X995 ^

SERVICE Reliable Repairs and Overhauls.—We wi

do your work at specially reduced prices during ti

war. Up-to-date and well equipped worlishops, skille

mechanics.— 1 and 2, Harpur Mews, Theobalds Rd., W.(
Offices 292, Higli Holbom. 'Phone: 260 Ceutni!. [718

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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War Office Motor Cycles.

THERE is still a good (Jeal of misconception
in some people's minijs as to the War
Office requirements in respect to the type
of motor cycle—more especially engine

—

which is demanded for despatch work.
The fact that the authorities have openly
announced that single-cylinder machines of
approximately 3^ h.p. are preferred, but that
a certain number of horizontal twins will be
accepted, seems to be negatived by the appear-
ance in photographs published in our columns
of V type twin-cylinder machines of varying
horse-power, and, occasionally, sidecar outfits

propelled by V twin engines ; but we should
' explain, for the benefit of the uninitiated, that
at the outbreak of hostilities those motor cyclists
who volunteered as despatch riders with machines
of their own were accepted, provided they were
physically fit and their machines in good running
order, no matter what their design. The same
remarks apply generally to all cases of motor
cyclists attached to the different regiments
throughout the country. Where the Government
preference for 3! h.p. single-cylinder machines
and horizontal twins comes in is when the ^Var
Office places an order direct with a manufacturer
for a batch of motor cycles, such as has been
done on several occasions this year. It should
be added that in recruiting tlie Government has
shown a wise preference for volunteer? who
possessed their own machines, for, after all,

there is everything to be gained by having riders
acquainted with the running of their own mounts
and thus able to get the best out of them.
On the question of the War Office ruling

concerning V type engines, we must confess that
we see no reason why this type of twin-cylinder
engine should be barred from Government
work. There seems to be a deep-rooted idea
that the V type engine has faults not common
to other types of motor cycles, but if big-end
troubles and lubrication difficulties did exist
four or five years ago, it certainly cannot be

said that these are outstanding objections now-
adays. The V type twin woultj not be so
popular as it is at the present time if it were
possessed of any inherent defect, and on the
score of reliability there is very little to choose
between a single and a V twin, though naturally
the balance weighs in favour of the mono-cylin-
der on account of the reduced number of work-
ing parts. Weight certainly is rather against
the twin, but this cannot be the War Office

objection, as there would be but a few pounds
difference in weight of a twin and a single-

cylinder of 31^ h.p., and no special preference
has hitherto been shown for light machines.

A Good Rider the Main Thing.

ONE leels a natural hesitation in criticising

Government methods during the crisis,

but a letter in the current issue, in

which a well-known rider details how
he has been called upon to assist

throe different despatch riders, seems to

show that the selection of motor cyclists for such
important work is not above criticism. It is one
thing to select a good machine, but it is equally
important to see that the rider mounted upon it

is. able to manage it skilfully, and, at any rate,

effect ordinary running repairs. To us, the
matter of careful selection of riders is far and
away more important than barring twin-cylinder
V type machines from the British Army. Indeed,
we have not heard of a more inconsistent case
than accepting a despatch rider and his V type
engined motor cycle, just because he is the
owner—and frequently not an expert owner at

that—and yet refusing to recognise a similar
type of machine when orders are being placed.
Racing provides the severest test for engines,
and in this department V twins have covered
themselves with glory. As a matter of fact, we
beheve that the frame and wheels are more
severely tested in mihtary use than the engine
itself. It will be seen that the Government's
objection to V type engines is somewhat obscure.
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SPORT AND THE CRISIS.

A TREMENDOUS lot of nonsense

spoken, written, and printed anent the justifica-

tion of playing games during the war. Surely

it is perfectly obvious that a great many men, for a

variety of reasons, cannot 'enlist ; and that such men
cannot serve their country in their peaceable pro-

fessions unless they keep physically fit. To name
but two professions, there are plenty of doctors and

journalists who are more needed at home than abroad
;

the war has burdened many of them with double work,

and they cannot do their work efficiently without

exercise. They are therefore justified in playing golf,

cricket, tennis, football—and in using their motor
cycles and cycle cars for "pleasure." It ivould be a

national calamity if all sport wei'e suspended. This

is my first point.

Secondly, the outside/- cannot judge whether any

chance-met individual should or should not offer

himself for military training. Here is an example or

two. One of mv chief friends is young, sturdily-built.

By ROAD RIDER.

has been

W-"'

Lance Corporal P. H. Blore (8 h.p. Rex sidette), one of the despatch

riders attached to the East Anglian Divisinnal Royal Engineers who are

expected to go abroad in the near future. The sidecar is also frequently

used for transporting officers from one point to another.

unmarried, and apparently robust. Only his intimates

know that in a South American exploration he con-

tracted an obscure intestinal trouble which absolutely

disqualifies him for any violent exertion. He has had
several humiliating and wholly undeserved encounters

with rash and ignorant patriots ; and their gibes are

doubly pathetic when one knows that he is pining to

be at the front, but has been told no doctor would
dream of passing him. Or again ; another friend of

mine is an extremely hefty youth of magnificent

physique, a good shot, a good horseman, and so forth.

His father died last winter, leaving several helpless

women totally dependent on the youngster, with a

dwindling business as their sole means of support.

The business is a one-man affair, and my friend has

worked like a Trojan to restore it from the confusion

it fell into during the father's illness. If he went to

the front, the women would be penniless, the bottom
would fall out of the business, and, if he ever returned,
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Purcell's sidecar ambulance. It has been designed for attachment to a

7 h.p. four-cylinder FJ^.

his clientele would be gone—perhaps for ever, for

is a middleman in a trade where the competition

always furious, and more than ever furious just nc

I am sure the " White Feather " brigades

promenade noisettes and their trousered supporters ;

doing quite as much harm as good. Moral suasi

of the ^ cowardly and indolent and selfish must
left to the press and pulpit and Parliament, so i'

as sweeping general condemnations are concerned ; a

faithful dealing with individuals should be left

personal friends with an intimate knowledge
circumstances. The present notion that every ab

bodied man should enlist as a matter of course woi

only be justifiable if the Allies w-ere in grave stra

and England were threatened with a most formidal

invasion. Hysterical armchair panic-mongers are i

to forget that even under the most extreme systems

conscriptions, many able-bodied youths are excus

in the national interests ; and that not everybody w
looks able-bodied to a casual observer is necessar

lobust enough to join the colours.

Li^

The 1914 model Triumph motor cycle and Gloria ambulance sidi

stretcher—a feature of which is the spring wheel—presented by thi

Mayor of Coventry (Councillor S. Bettmann) to the city.
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sj-ewclaw remover is inevitable.

(id that garage mechanics usual

Those Valve Springs !

]tnew I was a bit of a veteran, but I can assure

[r Kennedy that I modestly disclaim the authorship

e tip for tying up valve springs with string. It

3 old as the hills, and was probably the

e of a very early maker. However, it

;otched at last, though Mr. Kennedy jokes

h . he pretends the string cannot be removed
is woven through the coils. It may not be suffi-

ejly continuous to serve as braces in an emergency,
ulkfou cait get it out ! Nobody but a noodle ever

nned a piston ring with bits of tin, sensibly used,

icgh ^vire is better; personally, 1 always use three

f 'rs. Ixion's hairpins, for the inverted U prevents

lei from tumbling cut when the ring springs clear of

s jroove. The use of a garden fork for removing

iffie pulleys is a real novelty. I find that a pulley

ilieither swirl off when the engine is run with the

ic, nut removed, or else much strenuous work with

By the way, isn't

y refuse to employ
alt spring removing tools, even when the manage-
le, provide them gratis ? I was in a repair shop
:c,itly, and saw five mechanics dismantling

ims engines. All of them used iron ingots as

ilia, and long bars of ji'm. square steel as levers,

sing a pal to knock the valve down in its guide and
ic the cotter out!

Drip-feed Lubrication.
..am more sorr}' than surprised to hear that the

ai,3 of even lubrication has received a few set-

a'js, and that several factories are returning to the

ai pump, and its inefficient methods of " lubricat-

igin spasms." The responsible designers admit
uUhe drip is superior to the pump, but assert thai

IE ideals are defeated by the crass stupidity of a
e ;ntage of their customers, and that in their own
It ests they must adopt a system which makes the
li mum demand on the intelligence of riders. I

n , there are crowds of fools about, but I am not
' i to lie down under this slur on the brainpans of

I' ition and my fellow sportsmen. The dis-

iiiting results of two years' experiments with
I Led lubrication are not wholly due to the public,

eii to the over-numerous fools among the public.

are in no small measure asrribable to the poor
e ,'n of the average drip-feed oiler, which is only a
: ine "sight-feed" in very rare instances. Too

drip-feeds can only be deemed satisfactory
I they are operated by a very methodical rider,

;i employs a milometer. Vou simply camwt sec the
''' at which the oil is flowing; and you are com-
; 1 to work on a .system of letting the drip empty
i; luinp in ever}' five, eight, or ten miles, according
J le capacity of the barrel. I have ridden many,
K'v miles this season with a machine equipped with

iss dome drip, and this is seldom a true " sight-
3f e.Kcept when I am riding into the evening sun.

ccasiohsm

and the low sunbeams shine towards me from behind

the tumbling drops of oil. As a consequence, I

have usually treated this alleged " sight-feed ' as if

its dome were opaque, and have simply emptied the

pump every ten miles.

A Better Way.
I am coming to the conclusion that the gravity feed

is grossly inferior to the crank case suction feed. A
small speck of grit can choke a gravity feed, whereas

the suction drip usually clears itself. The gravity

feed continues \yhen the machine is put away for the

night, if there is still oil in the pump; the suction

feed stops when the engine stops. The gravity feed

supplies the same
quantity of oil under

all conditions, unless

the rider corrects
matters. The suction

feed automatically ad-

justs its supply to all

conditions except when a

machine is slowly slogg-

ing uphill on full

tlirottle ; this latter con-

dition seldom arises with

a variable gear, and

when it does arise, is easily corrected by the

rider, to whose intelligence something must be

entrusted. When a machine is left in garage,

stupid loafers work the pump of the gravity feed, and

force oil out through all the joints; no loafer can

injure a suction feed. The sole defect of the suction

feed is that it oils the engine \x'hen the machine is

coasting long hills with the valve lifted, but there are

no succession of steep hills in England long enough

to make this a real nuisance, and men who ride in

Scotland are usually fairly shrewd. A suction feed,

with a cut-off tap. therefore strikes me as the best

design.

True Visibility—a Suggestion.

Above all, the drip should be a geininie sight-feed.

We have tried short vertical glass barrels, short

horizontal glass barrels, stumpy little domes of small

diameter, and the like. The size and angle of many
of these glass contiiners render sight feeding im-
possible ; in other cases, the glass insertion is so

tiny that either vibration or capillar}' action soon

smears the whole area of glass with a green film;

and when the green film forms, the glass might just

as well be stove-enamelled metal tubing for all the

transparency it affords. My sketch offers a novel

suggestion. Manv modern frames include a short

stiffening tube joining the horizontal top' tube of the

frame to the (practically) vertical steering head tube.

This short tube comes at just the right distance from

the rider's head, and its angle of forty-five degrees

or thereabouts tilts it correctly for the best vision.

A7
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Occasional Comments.

—

The glass drip tube should be mounted on this

stiffening tube. If it is backed with glazed white

material, and is made of such dimensions that neither

vibration nor capillary action can stain its front arc,

it should be easily and permanently transparent. The
engine suction will vary the -rate of speed to suit

most riding circumstances, and the drip regulator

will seldom need touching. There is no reason why
the valve should be capable of shutting off the oil

altogether ; it can be so designed that at the minimum
setting it will feed sufficient oil for legal limit riding

;

and a tap beneath it would enable the rider to stop

the flow when coasting down a succession of steep

hills.

The Lightweight in Traffic.

The future of the lightweight burns itself into the

brain of any user who is faced with a lot of heavy
traffic riding. Many years of speed work have inspired

me with a natural distaste for small engines on the

open road. I plead guilty to thorough enjoyment
of 45 m.p.h. or more on a deserted and straight road'

where the surrounding scenery is dull or over-familiar ;

and in such circumstances I completely detest the

sensation of a wee engine burbling over at 3,000 r.p.m.

and the violent jars and dithers which an ordinary

• >—

British highroad conveys to a physique which is

becoming less sensitive with advancing years. 1

all open road work give me the heavy high-powe

twin; I prefer 7 h.p. to 4>^ h.p. and 250 lb. to 180

under such conditions. But put me in traffic and

9ase is entirely altered. I admit that a skilled dri

can thread Cheapside as surely, safely, and quic

on a 7 h.p. as he can on a baby two-stroke seal

90 lb. or so. But the labour is much greater in

case of the big machine; the wrists and balanc

faculties are under a constant strain

—

^soare the 1

when one's path ahead is blocked for a minute or t'

and the bulky machine must be propped; moveo\

the lever settings require much more care ; the sligh 1

error in adjtisting the throttle means that the spj

will become excessive for the conditions, and the k

exaggeration of an attempt to get quiet or slow rumi

may stop the engine, which is not designed

150 r.p.m. No, the lightweight is ineffably pleasai

in such circumstances ; it needs less curbing, it is ea

balanced and propped, and a push from one foot st:

it after a stoppage. My stable usually houses sani]

of every type, and I have often noticed that I ai

matically select the baby" of the family when I

faced with the crossing of three or four big cities

a long day's run, though the monster is unleas

when it's a case of hey! for the West or Nordi!

A NEW BRITISH MAGNETO.
The Carlton, the Second Instrument to be Produced in Coventry.

THE NEW CARl.Tl

ALL-BRITISH MAGNl

SHOWN COMPLEl

AND DISSECTED

IT IS DESIGNED

STANDARD LINE;

ENGLISH manufacturers have not been slow to

realise the possibilities of a considerable trade

in magnetos as an immediate result of the

present war., Messrs. Morris and Lister, the well-

known electrical engineers of Lockhurst Lane,
Coventry, have completed the first of a large batch of

magnetos suitable for single-cylinder engines. The
instrument, which is to be known as the Carlton,

is manufactured throughout by the firm and is designed

on standard lines with two horseshoe magnets to the

base of which the pole pieces are attached. The
armature is laminated and of the H type, the winding
being a fine piece of work. Both ends are mounted
on ball bearings, and watertight aluminium end plates

render the working parts immune from water and

a8

giit. The high-tension terminal also is watertii',

and the contact-breaker is of the usual bell cr -

type. Throughout the workmanship is excellent, J

the external appearance is neat and businesslike, as n

easily be perceived from the above illustration.

It is hoped that delivery in considerable quant s

will be made within six weeks, as the jigs ''

machine tools are all in readiness and the works If

been largely devoted to the rapid turning out of tl e

machines.

Apparently the German magnetos, which 1" f

hitherto held such an all-conquering sway in f

British market, will soon be supplanted by soil

machines of home construction, as several British fi-^

are tackling the problem.
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PROGRESS OF THE SIDECARRIER.
Latest Specimens of Business Sidecars for Tradesmen's Delivery Purposes.

Thelatest type of Zenith sidecamer, a very practical machine for which there should be

a ready demand. One of these pictures shows the ingenious type of box fitted,

consisting nf two compartments.

THE WATSONIAN.
pLDING sidecars have hitherto been the main
" features of the products of Messrs. the \\'atsonian

Folding Sidecar Co., Ltd., Con^beare Street,

ilingham, but now that firm is marketing an

>c Watscnian sidccairier chassis showing methoci o\ printing.

exceedingly neat and businesslike commercial side-

carrier. The body is of three-ply material, and opens
both at the rear and the top, and is both light and
roomy. Care has been taken efficiently to guard the

sidecar wheel, and careful provision has been made to

guard against side roll when under load.

THE SERVICE SIDECARRIER UNIT.
The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, VV.C,

have, like raanv other firms, turned their attention

to the produc-

tion of a side-

carrier, but have
specialised in a

slightly uncon-

ventional form
of attachment,

which is moderate
in price and light

in weight. It

will be seen from
the accompanying
picture that the

box IS 01 wicker The Service wicker sidecarrier

and is unsprung. attachment.

The chassis is the ordinary passenger type attached to

the motor cvcle at four points ; while the basket mav

sidecarrier inlroduced by the Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co. to meet the demand
created by the shortage ot horses.

n

t

^ fefjEVvii ! ifii'ifti
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Progress of the Sidecarrier.-

The 4 h p. Indian commeicial sidecar

be removed and a body fitted in a few minutes. The
sidecarrier is designed to appeal specially to the small

tradesman, who can fix it to a good single-cylinder,

second-hand two or three-speed machine, which may
be purchased for about ;£3o.

THE INDIAN.
It has persistently been advocated in this journal

that manufacturers should devote their attention

to the tradesman's sidecarrier, and it is not, there-

fore, surprising that so up-to-date a firm as the

Hendee Mfg. Co. have seriously -gone in for this type

of attachment, for which there is likely to be a very

brisk demand. The carrier is a very practical one,

being divided into two portions, the front portion,

which is dropped, being of large dimensions, while

the back portion comprises a small locker with a

separate door at the rear. The whole job is very

well carried out. It possesses the advantage that it

is absolutely interchangeable with the sidecar body,

and therefore it should especially appeal to the trades-

man who cares to use the machine occasionally for

his own pleasure. The cost of the outfit with box
body and standard sidecar chassis, and attached to a,

4 h.p. two-speed Indian, is £^T^-

MOTOR CYCLE RACING IN ITALY.

WE learn that there are still some few com-
petitions being held in Italy despite the

unsettled state of , that country ' owing
to the possibility of intervention in the war. It is"

interesting to hear, too, that on all sides sympathy is

expressed towards the Allies. On Sept. 13th the
Sports Club of Milan held its annual motor cycle

championship race over 100 kilometres, and it resulted

in a triumph for English machines, five out of the first

seven finishers being mounted on our products. The
result was as follows: i, Cavedini (Triumph), in ih
27m. 20s. (equal to 43.7 m.p.h.); 2, Bracchi (Sun-
beam); 3, Gambini (N.S U ) ; 4, Scotti (N.U.T.); 5,

Costa (Douglas); 6, Cavazzoni (Frera) ; and 7, Head
(Forward).

On October ~4th the Italian Track Championships
will be held at Milan by the Moto Club d Italia.

A12

THE AUTO-SIDECAR.

THE Auto-Sidecar is designed to be attached j

an ordinary gentleman's or lady's pedal cy-.

The motive power is a small two-stroke enge

mounted on the chassis of the sidecar in a triangrr

fiame, the petrol tank being carried in the apex of e

tiiangle. The drive is by chain to the counter-sl t

situated behind the motor; on the end of this shall

pulley is fixed, the final drive being by belt. "[

\\hole of the control is from the handle-bars, le

carburetter is of the automatic one-lever type, and 5

lever and that working the release valve are the 1 v

two to be manipulated by the driver. The maLs
suggest that in, the event of .a breakdown the pel

cycle may be detac'ned and ridden to the nea ,[

garage. In the particulars given there is no menta

of a change speed gear, but if such a fitment \\t

incorporated in the design there is no doubt thaa

remarkably handy little mount would have bn

evolved. As it is the machine is suitable s

a runabout in level country. The makers are e

Auto-Sidecar Company, Perseverance House, Cu t

Town, London, E.

The Auto Sidecar, which consists of a motor-propelled sidecar

attached to a pedal cycle.
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Hints for Beginners,
FOURTH INSTALMENT.

ADJUSTMENTS.

Chains.
irrHEN adjusting chains it is most important to

1/ turn the wheels round and test the adjust-

ment at various points, as it is very seldom

I ; the chain tension remains constant at all points,

[-ving found the position in which the chain is

i test, adjust till all slackness is removed, but the

lin is not really taut. A tight chain is certain to

:i ik its rollers, and an unduly loose chain likely to

1 the same thing, also a tight chain puts a great

t in upon frame and engine bearing.

Wheels and Head.
'he wheels will not often require adjustment, but

I / should be tested fairly frequently and promptly

ti jsted when necessary, as a loose wheel wears its

)i rings rapidly. When a wheel is correctly adjusted

t lould not be possible to feel any side play, but the

^ht of the valve should be sufficient to j-evolve the

el when suspended. The adjustment should be

t ed after the lock nuts have been fixed, as these

( etimes have a tendency to tighten the bearings.

[ ; head should also be carefully adjusted in the

i e way.

Tappets.
your machine has adjustable tappets, ' these

aid be examined frequently as they are very liable

c hift unless screwed very firmly home, and incorrect

II jstment will affect the running of the engine very

ersely and cause undue valve clatter, especiallv in

case of overhead valves. Some allowance must
made for the lengthening of the valve stems by
t or the valves will not close properly when the

ine has been running for a few minutes, and con-

jently the compression will be lost ;
" about the

;ness of a visiting card " is the usually prescribed

wance. A smaller gap is required when the valves

overhead, as the valve stems are shorter and the

; tappets are not seriously affected by heat. In
case a just perceptible movement is sufficient.

;r any tappet adjustments it is advisable to test

compression when the engine is hot ; many engines
very stiff when cold, and this may give a false idea
ood compression.

Testing the Compression.
"his may be done bv jiutting in the top gear and
hing the machine slowly along the road, or bv
:ing it on the stand and moving the back wheel
hand; if the resistance of the^ compression is

ht and quickly overcome by a steady pressure
e is a leak somewhere, but before jumping to the

(elusion that it is due to valve leakage (unless it

tested and found satisfactory before the adjust-
its were made) it is as well to^ test all the cylinder
ts, valve caps, sparking plugs, etc., by putting a

e oil round the edges, when, if there is a leak at

any^ of these points when turning the engine over
against compression, it will soon be detected by
rneans of the bubbles which will appear at the defec-
tive point. This is a very old tip, but it may not be
generally known amongst novices, and, as a man often
begins with a second-hand machine which may be
much improved by a little tuning up, it is well worth
Itnowing.

Removing Carbon.
A \ery cffecli\e wire brush for cleaning the head

of the cylinder can be made from a piece of file card
costing id. or 2d. This should be glued or tacked
to a round piece of wood about- lin. in thickness and
slightly smaller in diameter than the cylinder. A
square iron rod or a screwdriver bit is driven into the

back and it then can be used in a brace, but it is

advisable to chip off the worst of the carbon first

with a screwdriver or similar tool. This will quickly
remove the small particles of carbon and impart as

much polish as the roughness of the cylinder head will

allow.

HOW MOTOR CYCLE DESPATCH RIDERS .^RE ARMED.
Motor cycle despatch rideis are armed witli revolvers, and the

illustration shows two of these riders loading up before setting

forth on a huined journey.

AI5
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Vigilance on the East Coast. How Spies are Guarded Against.

OUR correspondent on the East
Coast during mobilisation sends

us the following interesting

notes

:

I was just preparing to take a rest

after an arduous tour through Devonsliire

when the war broke out, and before I

had time to look round I received a wire
from The Motor Cycle instructing me to

proceed to the East Coast and hunt up
copy and photographs describing the war-
like preparations for tlie defence of our
shores. The war fever was in the air.

Troops had been mobilised, the " Terriers
"

had been called up, motor cyclist

messengers were rushing to and fro, -

military camps were springing up like

mushrooms on vacant lands and commons,
and it was known that on the East Coast
in particular unceasing vigilance was
being displayed to thwart any attempt at
a hostile invasion. A journey along the
seaboard of the South-Eastern Counties
promised a full measure . of exciting
experiences. Let me say that having
some inkling of what might be in store
for me, I took the editor's letter of in-

structions with me as my credentials, and
before leaving Doncaster I carried it to
the chief constable and persuaded him
to endorse it on the back. How the letter

and the endorsement fared will be seen
as the story progresses.

I selected Harwich as a starting point.
Between Doncaster and Bury St. Edmunds
nothing occurred out of the conunon.
It was the afternoon of a beautiful dav in

0. P. C. Collier (uho rode a

Grandex in the A.C.U Six Dajs

Trials) is attached

to the Yorkshire

t-^ragoons as a des-

patch rider. He
is seen mounted

on a 31 h p Ariel

the height of the harvest season. The
countryside was flooded with golden sun-
shine, the noise of the reaper came to me
from both sides ot the road, and many a

time I had to dodge heavy-footed horses
as they slowly pulled the corn-laden
wains from field to stackyard. The only
signs of war were a few groups of

Yeomani'y here and there as I entered
Huntingcton.

I Get Arrested.

The first real incident occurred at

Ipswich. Just before reaching the town
I passed numerous motor cyclist despatch
riders, and I made a few enquiries from
them as to what was happening. A
little further on, as I was nearing
Ipswich Barracks, I came across a
Daimler motor lorry taking in supplies
of butcher's meat. Here was likely

material for a photograph, illustrating

as it did the use of the motor in war-
fare ; so I stopped and made a picture.

I was putting away my camera when a
man came up on a bicycle and accosted
me. He proved to be an officer in mufti.
He asked me whether I had permission
to do this sort of thing and who I was
doing it for. I showed him my papers,

but he appeared unsatisfied, and in the
end he asked me to accompany him to

the Town Hall to see his chief. I asked
him what I should do with my sidecar,

and he answered, " Leave it there and
I will send a man to look after it."

The "chief'.' turned out to be a retired

naval officer, and on hearing the story
he said it was out of his power, and I

must be taken before the officer com-
manding the district. Things began to

look serious, and particu-
larly when two soldiers

with fixed bayonets were
summoned, and between
these I w^as conducted to

the Baiiacks I had no
thought, of couise, of any
seiious result, as m}
ciedentials weie quite
good enough, but at the

I iiA.ij i_

same time I ceuld hardly help feel;

grateful that my captors were Bril i

officers and not Germans. To makei

long story short, I was led into the j-

sence of the officer command!,
my guards beside me, and my cami

and plates imder my arms. ';

officer ' asked me for my papers, am (

produced them. He told me this i

not the time to take photographs, j

this I replied that my instructions v.i

to take photographs showing the uti ,

of the motor in time of war, and not i

hamper or give away the disposition f

troops in the least. He gave orders 1

1

my plates should be developed, anil

was to be kept in custody until furlr

instructions. So the procession was -

formed and we returned to the T( i

Hall, where I had to turn out /

pockets, to be searched for arms, i

even to open a sealed envelope cent

ing a supply of the new £1 notes I ;l

taken for the expenses of my joun ,

The officers admitted these were the : t

samples of the new currency they 1

seen, and their examination was n I

minute. While I was in custody oi f

officers came in and cross-examined ',

and during this time somebody was t

phoning to Doncaster enquiring into v

bona fides.

By and by an officer came and (1

a reply had been received from the p( e

at Doncaster, fully bearing out my st -

ment, and I was to be allowed to ci

about my business. They were q e

apologetic and very nice about it. I
)'

told me there were a great numbei'f

foreigners about, and naturally they J

their orders to be on the alert. 'I y

had only exercised reasonable precaut s

and I could hardly grumble. So on *

I was set at liberty. I found afterw. s

that the telephone message to the 1 1-

caster police, and the fact that o

Ipswich officer was good enough to «

a verification on the back of the edil s

original letter of instructions to me, s '[

me in good stead on subsequent stage 'I

my journey.

Adventures at Lowestoft.

Naturally, I was not sorry to If

Ipswich. It had cost me a numbe -i

plates and two hours' unpleasant dt '

tion, and the open road seemed )'

attractive by comparison with the cl I

in barrack and the armed guard. I

struck out towards Yarmouth. Beti n

Ipswich and Yarmouth I took a mu''

of photographs which have aln >'

appeared in this journal. On this sti
'<

officers in charge gave me all posi i'

facilities. Later, I came upon the
'"

London Cyclists, a corps of motor cycl>.

and after a pleasant time with the '

arranged to join them next day "

Lowestoft, wjiere I was to spend ''
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Military Motor Cycling Notes.—

night. It was at Lowestoft that I was
again " held up."

I

Early in the morning I heard a tre-

Ireendous lot of cheering. I went out to

; investigate, and found that a number of

itrawlers were just leaving the harbour
,to go out and sweep the seas for German
mines. Thinking there might be some-

ithing in this worth taking I went on the

pier, leaving my machine at the entrance.

Nothing of interest transpired, and I

came a.way a quarter of an hour after.

Just as 1 was leaving the pier a plain

clothes man and a police sergeant came
up and asked me who I was, and, foi'tu-

iiiitely, I was able to satisfy them with a
sight of my papers. All the same, they
were leaving nothing to chance. When
I reached the pier gate I found two police-

men' on guard over my machine. The
sergeant informed them tliat all was
right, and they left me in peace to depart,

.\s a precaution I went back to the police

ifRce and got them to sign my pass

—

making another signature to the number.
A Her that I had tio more trouble of any
"11, though I was frequently stopped and
my papers examined. At one place I

lUiet Captain 'J'lappman. of the London
iyclist Battalion; he knew me personally,

and added his signature to Die others.

A Souvenir of the Trip.

Subsequently I covered 300 miles up and
down the East Coast and took a great
number of pliotographs. Finally, I left

Yarmouth one evening at five o'clock and
made a night run to Doncaster. One
thing I shall never part with—the
editor's letter of instruction, now worn
and crumpled, but valuable on account
of the ten signatures and stamps behind
it of the military and police with whom
I came in contact.

.TS 39^

J

Corporal Taylor, who is attached to the West Riding Royal Engineers, crossing a right-angled

road. If Corpoial Taylor should by chance meet the enemy's patrols, his skill as a trick riding

motor cyclist should stand him in good stead.

THE EARLIEST ARMOURED
MOTOR CYCLE.

In our leading article on motor cycle
machine guns, which appeared in our
issue of September 18th, reference wa«
made to the vehicle used by Mr. F.
R. Simms at the Riclimond Automobile
Show, held by the then Automobile Club

of Great Britain and Ireland. By the
courtesy of Mr. F. K. Simms, who was
one of the founder members of the above-
named body, now the lioyal Automobile
Club, and its first vice-chairman, we are
enabled to reproduce a picture of the
Beeston quadricycle upon which the
JIaxim gun was mounted. It was built

by the Beeston Motor Cycle Co., of

Coventry, to the specification of Mr.
Simms, who was certainly the pioneer
of the armoured motor vehicle, as in 1902
he constructed for Messrs. Vickers, Son
and iMaxim an armour-plated war ear for

coast and road defence and street fighting,

and also an armour-plated motor railway
inspection car for the same firm.

HUMBER WORKS BUSY
ON MOTOR CYCLES.

The Humber Company's works are at
full pressure executing a large order for

standard pattern 3j h.p. Humber motor
cycles for the Kussiaii Government. The
tests which led to the order are described
on another page of this issue, and quick
delivery is a condition of the order.

The !Humbor machines have three-speed
Sturmcy-Archer hub gears, Dunlop tyres

and belt, B. and H. carburetter, and
].iycett saddle. All the Russian machines
will be finished a khaki colour with the
exception of a small batch which will

be taken from stock.

The first motor cycle Maxim gun attached to a Beeston quadricycle, and demonstrated by Mr. F. R. 'iimms at the Richmond show in 1899.
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TESTING BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE RUSSIAN ARMY,

(1) The sandy-surfaced lane on Hampstead Heath.

(Se.

(3) A test of crank-case clearance. In this case ^he Sunbeam
excelled.

article on opposite page.)

(2) The portion of the course shown has a gradient of 1 in 2 for a

yard or so. The machine depicted is a SJ h.p. Premier.

(4) F've up on Swains Lane on a 7-9 h.p. twin Premier sidecar

driven by J. Oliphant.

CLYNOS FOR THE WAR
OFFICE.

We hear that the War Office Authorities
have favoured the Clyno Engineering Co.,

Ltd., with a large order for sidecar out-

fits The excellent detachable and inter-

changeable wheels on the Clyno should
render it particularly suitable for army
use.

SENDING GOODS TO THE
ARMY.

Messrs. Neale and Wilkinson, Ltd.,
shipping agents, of 32, St. Mary Axe,
London, E.C., and 60, Hanover Street,
Liverpool, undertake to forward, free of
charge, and under certain conditions,
parcels for the troops serving at the front.

Particulars can be obtained from the firm.

COMPONENTS TO THE
FRONT.

We are informed that 200 of the
employees of Messrs. Components, Ltd.,
of Bournbrook, Birmingham, have joined

the Colours, and provision is being made
by the company for the wives and families

of those who have gone to the front.

PREMIERS FOR RUSSIA.
The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry,

has received an order for several hundred
Premier motor cycles from the Russian
Government as the result of the tests

illustrated above. The model chosen was
the three-speed counter-shaft type, which
has been so successful in the Trials this
year. A smaller number of the big
Premier twins has also been ordered.

DESPATCH RIDERS
INVALUABLE.

A motor cycle despatch rider, writing

to his father, a Hereford alderman,
reports that he has had a very interesting

but a very hard time. About tliree weeks
ago he was chased for four miles by

German Lancers. They were, of course,

on horses, and he was on his machine, but

the road was so bad that they nearly

captured him. However, he got away.

An officer Avriting from the Front s>ays

that the motor cycle despatch riders have'

done splendid work. They are constantly

under fire, and have had to run the

gauntlet many a time

In fact, from all sources, we continue
to hear the most excellent reports of the

services of these plucky riders.
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BRITISH
MOTOR CYCLES
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EASILY UP I IN 4
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THE Eussian Government has
lately been occupied in buying
a number of motor vehiclef> foT

the use of its army. Early
ast week one of the Diissian mililarv
notor experts, Captain jMgebroft, asked
or a number of machines of well-known
uakes to be presented at the Hotel Cecil
IM his inspection. Their drivers little
Ihought they would have to do anything
iiore than bring their machines "lound
(0 be examined, and when thev found
[hat they had to hurry on to Hanijistead
'0 undergo a test they were not a little
;iirpnsed. The trials 'lasted several days
'S the makes included Sunbeam, Humbcr,
Uiumph, P. and .AI., Douglas, James,
ndian. Matchless, Premier, EhKeld,
jjhater-Lea, Rudge, and Bradbury.
;

On arriving at Hampstead the machines
vere sent up the famous test hills of the
Metropolis, first West Hill, Highgate,
|nd then Swain's Lane. These have
gradients of one in nine and one in six
lespectively. The Premier and Humber
'idecars had to take five up the latter
lope, which they succeeded in doing
'ith ease. The Russian Covernment
epresentative proved himself to be an
xcellent sportsman and tried several of

1915 MODELS AND "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

the solo machines by riding on the
carrier and making them take him up
the more severe gradients.

Real Colonial Tracks.

The two hill.-; just moiilioned were much
too easy for the Russi.an Captain ; they
were steep enough it is true, but their
surfaces little represented the conditions
which are encountered in the march of Ihe
army of the Tsar. We thought we knew
the London test hills pretty well, but it

was only on Saturday that we learned that
within a few yards of the Spaniards, on
H.amp."-tcad Heath, there are two hills of

respecl.il le gradient with surfaces which
have a very close resemblance to Colonial
roads. The first of these has a surface
of fairly deep sand, which, when wet,
is particularly clinging, and here the
mctor cycles had to stop and restart. Not
a few failed in this test, and when the
riders were asked to take the bank, which
was extremely rough and had a gradient
of about one in three, several refused.
Finally, when Captain Mgebroff, while
riding on the carrier of one of the
m.achines attempting this test, found him-
self on the ground, even he was forced to

admit that the trial was a trifle severe,

and ki'|it on his feet for the rest "I

the morning.
The 3,^ Hnmber sidecar iilso took five

up .Swain's Lane. This was no mean
performance, and another machine to

qualify in this respect was the Mat h-

less. I'urthcr tests included starting in

the middle of Swain's Lane with a
passenger on the' carrier, and the most
successful solo machines were the 25 and

3], h.p. Sunbeams and the Premier. A
further trial v.ms the speed test in Bishop's

Avenue. Probably the most severe of tlie

performances was the re-starting test on

the hill with the sandy surface, which
caused several failures. The final stage

of the test was the negotiation of a

neighbouring hill on which the surface
was crossed transversely by the roots of

trees, at times standing three inches

above the ground. Altogether the

manufacturers of five makes of motor
cycles—the James, Premier, Sunbeam,
Chater-Lea, and Humbcr—were successful.

in obtaining valuable orders, and these
have to be executed in three weeks or

less, so that they may arrive at Archangel
before that port is closed by ice for the
winter months ; once at that port the
machines can be distributed by rail.

ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE IN NOVEMBER.
New models are now occupying the attention of manufacturers, and the pages of " The Motor Cycle

'

(luring the next month or two will be particularly interesting to motor cyclists and prospective riders. The
earliest descriptions of new model motor cycles regularly appear in these columns ; the accounts are
penned by technical writers in interesting yet non-technical language, whilst sketches of mechanical
details and photographs are a feature.

In November, a special Buyers' Guide issue of " The Motor Cycle " will be published, giving the specifications of

all the leading 1915 models. This annual feature will prove more valuable this year than ever before

in view of the manufacturers' decision not to hold a Show.

E3
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Sidecar Records at Brooklands.
ON Tuesday, September 22nc], S. L. Bailey

broke the following 350 c.c. Class F sidecar

records, driving a 2^ h.p. Douglas twin-

cylinder machine, 60.9 mm. x 59.7 mm. bore and
stroke, 349 c.c, wiping out the figures made by T. B.

Haddock and H. A. Rhodes on a 2 3/^ h.p. A.J.S.

Ntw Records. Previous Ilcft.

m. s. m.p.h. m. s. m.p.h.
Flying kilometre 42.2 = 53.0 . 42.8 = 52.27
Flying mile .. 1 8.2 = 52.79 .. 1 11 = 50.70
Flying five miles .. 5 46 = 52.02 .. 6 26.2 = 46.60
Standing ten miles .. 12 5.2 = 49.64 . .. 14 6.2 = 42.55
One hour .. 43 miles 41 miles

1730 yds. = 43.98 , .. 757 yds. = 41.43

Bailey's Douglas was fitted with Hutchinson tyres,

Lyso belt, Fischer magneto, and he used Mex spirit,

Price's oil through a B. and L. drip lubricator, and

a Rally sidecar.

The fastest lap in the hour attempt was covered

at a speed of 50.64 m.p.h., and the slowest from a

standing starf 48.10 m.p.h. It is probable that JBailey

would have completed fifty miles or nearly in the sixty

minutes but for bad luck at the end, for he had to

stop for a broken rocker in the last eight minutes.

This may be called a wonderful performance for a

350 c.c. machine pulling a sidecar and passenger. The
unusual cvlinder dimensions should be noted.

New Lamps for Old : A Modern Version.

A 1912 CLYNO BROUGHT UP-TO-DATE.
(I) The 1912 two-speed Clyno, valve side. (2) Transmission side (1912 model).

(3) Valve side of tlie converted Clyno with three-speed gear. (4) Transmission side when brought up to date.

THE four interesting photographs show the latest

scheme evolved by the Clyno Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Wolverhampton, of converting a 1912
model to an up-to-date machine. In order properly

to appreciate the conversion it is necessary to study

first of all the two photographs of the 1912 model.

Beginning with the latter, it will be seen on looking

at the picture of the transmission side that the frame
has a straight top tube, the spark lever is controlled

from the tank, the mudguards are on the small side

and the forks narrow, while the footboards are of

meagre dimensions. The photograph showing the

valve side of the engine indicates that a two-speed

gear of the clutch type is fitted, controlled by pedals,

and that there are two chains from gear box to rear

axle, both of which are exposed. Turning then to

the converted model, it will be seen that there are
.

only two chains, which are completely enclosed, and;

a good plate clutch is fitted to the countershaft of the''!

three-speed gear box, while the spark lever is con-

trolled by Bowden mechanism. The improvement in

the mudguarding is also clearly evident.

The machine is practically as good as the newest

and latest 1914 models. The cost of the conversion,

which means removing the engine from the old frame;

overhauling it, fitting it in a new one with a modern.'

tank, gear box, magneto control, gate change, im-

proved footboards and exhaust disposition, detach-

able wheels, etc., is tw-enty-eight guineas, while for

an extra ^^3 los. the latest type of mudguards, front

stand, and wider and stronger spring forks with 1914

front brakes are supplied.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
The Vevo Union.

A neat little device of

ts kind is the Vevo
inion, made by Arthur
I. Price, Vevo Works,
'ark Lane, Aston, Bir-

lingham, for working
wo lamps from a single

:enerator. It is finished

n polished brass, and
an be attached quite
;asily.

Highly Useful for Despatch Riders.

Many military motor cyclists will

oiibtless have found some difficulty in

arrying maps and memo, pads when
iding their machines. There is, however,
device made under Waigh's patents,

nd sold by the Service Co., Ltd., which
e illustrate herewith. The holder itself

; made in the form of a box, the upper
alf of which is provided with a celluloid

ising in which the map is positioned,
jhe supports are held on swivels so that

Coinbined box and map holder constructed

under Waigh's patent.

le whole box can be turned round, and
I the under side is a small memo pad
id pencil. The interior is fairly large,

id there would be quite room enough for

couple of Browning pistols and any
!spatches or papers that it is necessary
carry. In connection with this the
mpany also sell a useful little handle-
ir electric light. This has universal
Dvemenl, and can be used for illumi-

ting the map and for reading signposts
night.

A Useful Fitment.

A useful pair of combined knee grips
Id tool bags is being marketed by A.
. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.G.," and
jde under Waigh's patents. The

Carnage's combined knee-grip and too! bag.

innier bags are quite large and capable
< holding such things as puncture out-
1 i and the smaller tools such as
' inners.

Transfer Flags.

The transfer flags issued by our pub-
lishers are proving very popular among
motor cyclists, a large batch of orders
following the first announcement. It

may be mentioned that the Japanese flag

has been added, making a range of five

flags of the Allies. They, are issued in

correct colours, of a size 3^in. x 3iiii.,

and are obtainable from Iliffe and Sous
Ltd.,- Coventry, and 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C., at Yd. post free for one
flag. Is. Id. for two flags, etc.

Adjustable Point Plug.

Few people realise how much diCference
can be made in the running of an engine
by suitably adjusting the sparking plug
gap. In the early djiys of magneto
ignition motor cyclists were advised to set
the plug points a distance of .4 of a

millimetre, which was sometimes roughly
translated as being as close as possible
without touching. As,
however, magnetos came
into general use and more
came to be learned about
them, this e.\ceediiigly

small gap was found to

be inefficient. It appears
that under certain condi-

tions a small gap and
low compression gives
easy starting. In these
days of high compression
a large gap is better. In
its eflfort to leap across

the distance the spark is

intensified, and is much
hotter than when the
path is too easy for it.

Again, when the gap is

altered according to the
speed of the engine,
better results may be ob-

tained with the points
further apart at very
high speeds, while mis-
firing occurs at low speeds if the points

are too close together. To overcome these

diffii'idties, Messrs. J. H. Runbakcn, 7,

Peter Street, Manchester, have introduced

a particularly well-made plug with an
adjustable gap. The body of the plug
is steel, and the insulated portion

steatite, the point being of the best

po.ssible material. To the end of the

electrode is fastened a large milled nut,

and lower down a pointer running over
a graduated scale, showing the amount
of gap given. The illustration renders
the plug self-explanatory. This is not an
experiment, as quite a few years ago
Mr. S. H. Arnott made himself a plug
of this type for his 5-6 h.p. V.S.
("Humming Bird"), on which he did

sonle wonderful times at the earlier

B.M.C.R.C. meetings.

New Dynamo Lighting Set.

A new sidecar and cycle car dynamo
lighting set is being introduced by
Thompson and Co., Endyne Works,
Greenwich. The dynamo is driven either

by belt or friction pulley, and two
Ci.W.K.'s have just been fitted with the
installation. The firm undertakes the
fitting to any sidecar or cycle car at the
cost price only of the work during the.

A Neat Sidecar Clip.

Among the many quick detachable side-

car lugs now on the market, one of the

neatest and simplest we have seen is that
patented by Mr. A. Wain of the Alias
Engineering Co., Hill Street, Coventry.
Simplicity and strength are its salient

The Atlas quick detachable sidecaf clip.

features, and probably no type is easier

of attachment The usual jaw lugs are

used, and throudi the bolt hole passes a
plain round headed pin. The head drops
into a slight recess formed in the top
part of the jaw, and a leaf spring pivoted
(rii the shai.k of the lug drops into a
broad slot machined in the pin head.
Tlie spring, though quite strong enough to
prevent any movement of flie pin, is easily
moved by the finger, and should never
set up rattle.

Combined Belt Cutter and Punch.
Although punching holes in a belt is a

comparatively simple matter, it is not
always so simple to cut off the old end

Piggott's guillotine belt cutter and
punch.

of the belt unless one is possessed of an
e.Ncepticnally good knife. To obviate this

difficulty, 'Messrs, Piggott, ' Cheapside,

E.C., have produced a combined guillo-

tine belt cutter and punch, which will be
found admirable in use, and the action of

which is clearly explained in the accom-
panying sketch.
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The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility

in any way for loss of copy in the form of

manuscript, drawings, or photographs sub-

mitted to him. Rejected matter will only be

returned provided a stamped addressed envelope

is enclosed for the purpose.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Oct. 1st 6.38

„ 3rd 6.34

,, 5th 6.30

„ 7th 6.27

PolhiU. A Warning.

Motor cyclists are cautioned against

trespassing anywhere near the high

wooded banks at the top of PolhiU on
Bevenoaks Road, or to the right of

Westerham Hill. Cameras should not be

used at either of these places.

Petrol at Is. a Gallon.

Our leaderette on this subject is exciting

considerable interest. The writer of a

letter, which we publish in this issue,

announces the advent of a satisfactory

epirit at lO^d. a gallon, and another

correspondent offers to form a private

syndicate for the supply of benzole at

Is. in ten gallon drums.

Government Orders Jor Motors and Cycles

The cycle and motor trade generally is

coming in for a large share of Government
contracts, for many thousands of pounds
worth of motor lorries are in course of

construction. Cycles, too, have been
ordered in hundreds, the Centaur Com-
pany's order representing the largest ever

placed in the Coventry district for pedal
cycles.

A Novel Sidecar Load.

On arriving at the receiving stores at

Woolwich with a load of blankets on her

P. and M. sidecar, Mrs. Hardee was
informed, that her parcel was the first

to arrive on a motor cycle. She told a

friend that her contribution looked very
insignificant amongst the huge piles from
all parts, which were benig despatched
to the front. Mrs. Hardee is also engaged
in Red Cross work, and at the week-end
had a wounded soldier as passenger.

Motor Cycle Thieves at Work.
It seems tl:at at the present time a

gang of thieves is at work around
London stealing motor cycles. A reader

was recently demonstrating a Douglas
machine to a probable buyer, wlio had
professed to be somewhat ignorant of

motor cycle matters. However, managing
to get astride the machine he pushed
off, started the engine, disappeared
round the corner, and since then no trace

of him has been found. The machine
is a 1914 T.T. Douglas Model V.,

registration number AN 1499, engine
number 14391, gear box number 10/46,
cycle number 13975. Any information
concerning this machine should be sent to

G. A. C. Greenop, The New Hermitage, .

Upper Norwood, S.E.

"8

Scholarships for Coach Building.

The London County Council offers three

scholarships of two years' duration, value

£15 a year, to boys more than sixteen and
not less than fourteA years of age on
March 31st, 1915, who pass the requisite

examination in motor body building.

Instruction is given at the Regent Street

Polytechnic, W. Candidates will be

required to take an examination on or

about December 8th, 1914. Particulars

can be obtained from Mr. R. Blair,

Education Officer, L.C.C. Education
Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

Motor Cyclists and the Wounded.
Over a score of sidecar combinations,

owned by members and friends of the

Woolwich club, have been placed at the
disposal of wounded and convalescent

soldiers at the Military Hospital at

Woolwich. The organiser, Mr. W.
Whittaker, has been informed by the

medical officer that the invitation will be
accepted, although at present there were
more than sufficient motor cars at their

disposal. It is intended to arrange a
series of runs ov^er Kent roads, and the
soldier passengers would be given tea at

SPECIAL FEATURES.

TESTING BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES FOR
THE RUSSIAN ARMY.

A NEW SHAFT-DRIVEN MACHINE.
THE WAR OFFICE AND V TWINS.'

Green Street Green. Mr. Whittaker hai

n4)tified the hospital that the machine!

are available at short notice.

Indians Retire from Track Racing.

According to an American conteniporari

the Hendee Manufacturing Co. ha:

definitely decided to withdraw fron

American track racing, and will onl;

participate in long distance road races

such as those held on the Elgin anc

Savannah circuits.

Motor Cyclists with the Canadian Con-

tingent.

We learn from the Montreal Mail tha

a number of Montreal men offered t(

equip a motor cycle corps of one hundrei

and twenty-five men to go with thi

Canadian contingent to the front, am
Col. the Hon. Sam Hughes accepted tlr,

offei

Miss Norman of Fleet (Hants) who has volunteered as a member of the Ambulance section.

Several members of her family are already serving their country. The machine is a SJh.p.

Blackburne.
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"The Motor Cycle" Buyers' Guide.

The annual Buyers' Guide issue of The
Motor Cycle, to be published next month,
sUI prove more than usually interesting

his year in view of the decision not to

lold a Show.

trapping as Usual.

"Business as usual" is apparently the

aotto of the Greenwich police engaged in

lotor trapping. A short distance trap

as in operation at Lewisham High Road
ist weeli, and at least one O.H.M.S.
lachiue was stopped.

'o Aid the Belgians.

We are informed that all entrance

.es for the next sporting trial of the

lersey (Liverpool) M.C., which is to be
'eld next weelj over a course of fifty

liles, will be halided over to tlie Belgian
utiigee Rehef Fund. What we owe to

le wonderful courage of this nation can
iidly be expressed in words. We trust,

leieiore, that a substantial amount will

e raised.

decars for Simla Mails.

tt'e hear that the Director General of

. .ts and Telegraphs at Simla, India,

IS ijrdered twenty motor cycle and side-

iiiers for distribution of the local mails.

Ills is meant to be a tiial, and if, as is

iilidently expected, the experiment
'ijve a success, further Government
flf;rs are expected. According to jfVic

• iu\iu\j Tima the Director General .said

the motor cycle has arrived at such a.

ate of perfection tliat we think we are

.stifled in generallv adopting it. In any
se it is considerabV cheaper to run than
e horse-drawn veliicle, and enables a
uch quicker service to be provided."

A Winter Programme.

The Finsbury Park C. and M.C.C. has
decided to hold social evenings at head-

quarters on the first Wednesday in each
month during the winter. Whist,
followed by music, is suggested as the
entertainment.

Another Despatch Rider Wounded.
Another motor cyclist despatch rider

has been invalided home from the front

in Howard Riddell, of Birmingham, who
was formerly emploj'ed by ilessrs. F. E.
Baker, Ltd., makers of the Precision

engine. Riddell was wounded internally,

but we are glad to say is progressing
favourably, and hopes to be out of

hospital in a month's time. He was one
of the first motor cyclists to be sent

abroad with the British Expeditionary
Force, and was attached to the Royal
Engineers.

The A.C.U. Handbook.

As it has been felt that many clubs

need more guidance in the matter of

holding competitions than is contained in

the open competition rules of the A.C.U.,
it has been proposed to include in the
handbook for 1915 a series of articles on
the subject of open and closed competi-
tions with model entry forms and ex-
planatory notes. Judging from the
number of requests that reach us,

especially from secretaries of new clubs,

for help in the matter of holding all kinds
of competitions, we .should say that such
a handbook would prove to be most useful.

The lists of appointed hotels and repairers
and other (natters of interest to tourists
will be in a separate publication, Icnown
as the A.C.U. Touring Guide.

TI-IE USES OF MOTOR CYCLISTS IN WAR.
Motor cyclists are proving themseives|extremely useful in detecting faults in the field telephones.

he rider of the P. and M. shown, having discovered a defect, brings along a patrol of the Telegraph
ection vvho rectifies the fault, which was caused by a farm cart breaking the wire when passing

jnderneath

Main Contents o£ this Issue.

We continue our first descriptions and
illustrations of new models this week
with the Rex-Humphris tiTree-speed gear
and shaft drive, and also illustrations of

the latest specimens of sidecarriers. An
exclusive feature of special interest to

motor cyclists and manufacturers alike is

the account of the tests of British "motor
cycles for the Russian Army. Large
orders have followed these Government
tests, which will keep thousands of work-
men busy for some weeks.

A Brooklands Notice.

Owing to the exigencies of military re-

quirements the general public will not be
admitted, until further notice, to the

Brooklands Motor Course and Flying
Ground after Wednesdav, 30th Septem-
ber, 1914.

Jlembers of the Brooklands Automobile
Racing Club, Brooklands Lawn Tennis
Club, and British Motor Cycle Racing
Club, as well as holders of permanent
passes, will continue to be admitted sub-
ject to the conditions heretofore in force.

Applications for tests and speed trials

should be addressed to the Secretary of

the B.A.R.C. at Carlton House, Regent
Street, London, S.W., who will make
arrangements if military requirements
permit.

The Last Straw—
The stages through which the average

owner of a sidecar passes are interesting.

He begins, as a rule, with wondering if

his 3i h.p. solo machine is capable of

drawing a sidecar, but after a rather
nervous start decides perhaps it is. His
next thought is whether it can possibly

draw three persons, and forthwith a
friend is installed on the carrier. Then
a couple of youngsters are ensconced in the

sidecar at the feet of their mother and a

few unconsidered trifles such as tea

baskets, luggage, a petrol tin, etc., stowed
away in odd places. And still the un-

complaining 3i tugs aw.ay. One of these
days we think we shall have .t. try to

design a sidecar outfit for rcaUij serious

work, such as for accommodating a family

of ten, or taking a battalion of troops to

camp, or a pack of foxhounds to the

meet ! Really, some of the examples of

overloading we have recently seen on the

roads prompt us to wonder what will be

the final straw to break the mechanical
camel's back I

Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund.

The usual monthly meeting of the

Executive Committee was held on the

24th ult., with Mr. Citroen in the chair.

The treasurer's report, showing a balance

at the bank and in hand of £821 Is. 3d.,

was presented.
Among the sixty-two applications for

relief dealt with by the committee
.seventeen were owing to the effect of the

war on the trade. In two cases the Fund
v.as able to supplement the amount
granted by the National Relief Fund to

dependents of subscribers who had joined

;he Colours. In twenty-three cases relief

was granted owing to inability to work
on account of illness or old age ; in two
cases arrangements were made for the
nomination of children of deceased sub-

scribers to orphanages, while grants were
made to seventeen widows or other

dependents of deceased subscribers.

B9
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IMPORTANT REX DEVELOPMENT.
Adoption of the Humphris Three-speed Gear, Shaft-drive, and Positive Gate Change.

REX design is usually original, and
the latest development is one of

the most interesting bits of design
we have seen for some years on a

motor cycle. It is no less than the adop-
tion of shaft-drive and a special form of the
Humphris gear. This gear, which is of a

most unusual kind, is no untried novelty,

except in its adaptation to motor cycles,

for it has been in constant use for long
periods on many tramways and railways,

including such well-known lines as the
Piccadilly Tube and the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Electric Railway. Besides
this, it has been thoroughly tested on cars.

The Eex Company have had an experi-

mental machine on the road for some
time past, and are so satisfied with the
results obtained that they have decided
to standardise the drive for the twin-
cylinder sidecar model in 1915.

We personally were privileged to inspect

an experimental model machine over two
months ago, and since then many many
miles have been covered on it under all

conditions. A single-cylinder machine
has also been used to test the gear, so
that its reliability and efficiency has been
proved to the satisfaction of the Rex Co.

The Lay-out o£ the Drive.

The engine is placed in the frame in

the usual manner, but has an extension
on the driving side to take the clutch
and front end of the driving-shaft, which
lie at right angles to the crank. The
drive is transmitted to the clutch shell

by a pinion, the teeth of which may best
be described as helmet shaped. These
teeth, or pegs, engage with holes in the
bevelled face of the clutch shell and
transmit the drive something after the
manner of a bevel. Both the design and

LOW GEAR
I

MIDDLE GEAR
;

HlGrl GEAR
.,5^,WHEEL SPINDLEX

ft / .HiCHGEAl? DRIVING PINION

^^ .-
(
MIDDLE

^H^-jirsfw"^
CONTROL FORKS:^!-.

The new Rex-Humphris gear. The driven disc has been removed to show its construction,

and also the three driving pinions which mesh with corresponding holes m the disc. When
assembled, the gear is carried in an oil-tight case.

manufacture of the gear have been the
subject of most exhaustive tests, with the
result that the makers claim a very high
degree of efficiency and silence and
extreme durability. It is one of the
interesting features of the gear that no
thrust is imposed on the driving pinions,

and consequently thrust races are not re-

quired for the crankshaft or gear-driving
pinions.

How the Gear is Operated.
The gear itself is formed with the rear

hub and is driven from the clutch by
means of an enclosed propeller-shaft, at

each end of which is a simple sliding

coupling. To provide the three separate'i

ratios, a single driven disc is employed,!

having formed on it three concentric rings

of recesses, into which fit the pegs or

teeth of the three driving pinions. The,:

high and middle gear pinions are always)

in mesh, the high gear being locked to the;

driving-shaft by a special dog clutch.;

IMiddle gear is brought into operation by
another pair of dogs formed on the endi

of the low gear pinion, and to obtain the

lowest ratio the low gear driver is slid

into mesh with the outer ring of recesseSj,

which are specially shaped to allow this-

action. The whole gear is enclosed in aa

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE REX-HUMPHRIS THREE-SPEED GEAR AND
SHAFT DRIVE, TO BE ADOPTED ON THE 1915 MODEL REX SIDETTE.

THE DISTANCE PIECE "S" IS TO ENABLE THE READY REMOVAL OF
THE COVER AND TUBE.

^

A. Clutch.

B. Clutch spring.

C. Driving pinion engaging with clutch shell,

D. Thrust races for clutch when disengaged.

E. Propeller-shaft.

F and Fi. High gear dog clutches.

G. Low gear driving pimon. 0.

H. Middle gear driving pinion. P.

K. High gear driving pinion. Q.
L. Driven wheel. R.

M. Brake. S.

N. Hub.

Timken roller hub bearings.

Central wheel locking pin.

Hollow wheel spindle.

Crankshaft.

Distance piece.
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Important Rex Development.^

Gate change and selecting box on the

1915 model Rex.

oil-tight case, jind the driven disc is

bolted to the hub, the load and thrust
being taken by Timken roller bearings.
The selecting mechanism is neatly en-

closed in the compact gate box aiid is

positive in action, so that it is quite im-
possible to mesh tivo gears at once. Two
control rods pass from the selecting box

to the striking forks, which are mounted
just in front of the driving pinions, and
control them thrgugh simple and sub-
stantial mechanism.

Tyre and Wheel Removal Quite Simple.

To facilitate tyre removal a distance
piece is arranged on the side of the wheel
opposite to the gear, and this is made
wide enough to allow the cover or tube
to be removed without disturbing the
wheel, especially as the brake is mounted
on the same side as the gear. It is,

however, a simple job to remove the
wheel complete with the gear, which may
be detached from the rear end of the
driving-shaft.

Much might be written on the shape
and methods of generating the teeth, but
the subject is a long one, and good results

are the best guarantee of both design and
workmanship.

It may be mentioned that the set of

gears illustrated in this article have under-
gone several thousand miles severe road
testing, and when closely examined prove
to be practically unaffected by wear.
There are many who have been clamour-

ing for a machine of this type, and the
new Rex should have a big future,
especially for sidecar work and for those
who require a clean, totallv enclosed, and
permanently adjusted fool-proof trans-
mission.

»••—<-

CLUB NEWS.

The crank case and clutch of the new Rex
shaft-driven machine, showing the clutch

removed, and the driving pinion in position.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

Owing to lack of entries the Twenty-four Hours' Trial
was postponed, and, as so many of the members are leaving
to join the Army, competitions are cancelled for the present.

Satton Coldileld and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

It has been decided that t!ie reliability trials for tlie Levis
Cup and the P. J. Evans Cycle Car Trophy, usually held
about this date, should be deferred until the exceptional con-

ditions now prevailing have abated, as the committee feel

that no ^ood pmpose could be served by holding these trials,

but thai possible hindrance might be caused to the military

and police in the districts through which the competitors
would pass.

Acton and District M.C. and C.C.C.

The second meeting of the above club was held at the
King's Head Hotel, Acton, on September 17th. The chair

was taken by Dr. A, M. Low, president of the club. The
business of the evening was devoted to the election of officers

and committee, and to the amendment of certain of the
club rules. A challenge trophy has been offered and was
accepted.

A social run has been arranged by the committee to

take place on Saturday, the 3rd inst., starting from the
King's Head Hotel, Acton, at 2.30 p.m. All motor cyclists

in Acton and the surrounding district are cordially invited

to attend. Further particulars from Mr. E. B. Hunt, ho«i.

secretary, 47, Woodfield Crescent, Ealing, W.

!t is propoed to form a Wolverhampton non-military motor cycle body, and the riders shown met on Penn Common at the beginning of the

week to discuss the matter. A further meeting is to be held on the 1 Ith inst. at 1 1 a.m.

BI5
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Noisy Motor Cycles: Suggestions for a Cure.
A Plea for Silence in Engine and Transmission. General Notes on Design.

REFERENCE has recently been made in TM
Motor Cycle to the noisiness of motor cycles

and the consequent difficulty of easy conversa-

tion between driver and passenger in the case of

a sidecar combination. It seems somewhat incon-

gruous that a relatively tiny motor cycle should

create so much objectionable noise whilst the big

40 h.p. carx;an travel quite noiselessly. Why cannot
the modem motor cycle be made as silent as the

modern car ? There is a great charm in the silent

running vehicle, and many motor cyclists must wish

their machines would run nearly as silently as they do
when free-wheeling down a long hill with the engine

stopped and the clutch out.

Just as to-day there is no market for a noisy car

so may we expect that to-morrow there will be none
for a noisy motor cycle. The two principal sources of

noise in a motor cycle are the exhaust and the trans-

mission. Engines should be more effectively silenced

and means provided for deadening the clatter of the

valves. The long exhaust pipe is a step in the right

direction as it takes the exhaust to the rear, but

larger exhaust boxes would add to the improvement.

Valve clatter might be lessened by employing slightly

larger valves and a smaller valve lift and also by
using fibre-topped tappets and careful adjustment of

the latter. A valve cover might help matters. A
silent engine calls for -silent transmission, and this will

probably lead to modification in gears and drives.

Of course the direct belt drive is absolutely silent

and by no means objectionable now that modern belts

(of good section) are so good and reliable. Un-
tunately chain drive is by no means noiseless, and
when the engine is silent chain noise will be more
pronounced and, therefore, more objectionable, so it

is quite possible our noiseless engine will cause the

chain to be discarded in favour of belt or shaft. It

may also be expected that a silent engine will show
up the defects of the sliding type of gear and cause

the epicyclic type to come into general use. This,

however, will be to the good," as this type is not only

noiseless when in use, but it also changes easily and
silently, and has the further advantage in having no
idly revolving gear wheels on the direct drive.

The Disposition of the Gear.

In the writer's opinion, motor cycle manufacturers

might with advantage follow the latest Daimler practice

with regard to the disposition of the main parts. In

this the engine and clutch are in a forward position

and the gear incorporated with the back axle. The
motor cycle equivalent would have the engine and
clutch close together (or as a unit) and the gear (minus

the clutch and its jjarts) in the hub. In the case of

shaft drive we. could follow F.N. practice up to a

certain point, but in place of the sliding type of gear

employ a hub gear. Such an arrangement would give

an excellent transmission, and by transferring the gear

to the hub we get silent gears combined with easier

gear-changing. On the other hand, if shaft drive is

not desired, it would perhaps be the best practice

to drive by silent chain from the engine to a counter-

shaft and mount a neat and compact plate clutch on
the latter. The secondary part of the drive from the

B16

counter-shaft plate clutch could be by belt or chain.

As regards the type of gear suggested it should

be remembered that one half of a three-speed hub
is occupied by the clutch, so that if we remove the

clutch and its parts we not only make a considerable

reduction in the weight of the hub, but we also get

a very simple gear. Such a gear could be packed
with a tlricker oil than usual and, except for an
occasional adjustment, could be forgotten • and yet be
safely relied upon to do its work quietly and efficiently

and with perfectly smooth gear changes.

Advantages of a Counter=shaft Clutch.
A self-contained counter-shaft clutch arranged in-

dependently of any gear is quite an attractive proposi-

tion. Such a clutch could be made very light and
compact, whilst its adjustment or removal could be
quite easily effected. There are, in fact, several big

advantages in placing the clutch in the counter-

shaft position and the gear in the hub, quite apart

from the question of silence, although the latter is

the primary object of the idea.

In the counter-shaft position the clutch connects

the two elements (chain and belt or two chains), of
.the drive, and if properly adjusted this should prove
an advantage, by softening the drive, especially on
bad roads. There is also the . important consideration

that ^Ye need only employ a light transmission, as

there is no falling off in belt speed when the low
gears are working, and the transmission would, there-

fore, last longer and give less trouble.—Engineer.

ingenious method of using the magneto clip as a foot plate which is

being tried on the latest pattern twin-Rudge. The magneto is driven

direct from the camshaft, and is fixed to a stout bracket formed on the

timing cover.
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's foil name and address.

Standardisation of Controls.

Sir,—13 it too much to ask the makers to standardise
the carburetter controls for next year? I am a motor cyclist

of a year's experience, and was recently driving a friend's
machine and sidecar of another make, and although •perfectly
aware that his throttle and air levers worked in the opposite
direction to those on my machine, I accidentally opened the
throttle wide instead of closing it, resulting in landing in

a three foot deep ditch. Given time to think, one would
not make such a mistake, but in an emergency, force of habit
is sure to tell.

A. F. EDWARDS.

Petrol Consnmption in Trials.

Sir,—One sees trials of motor cycles intended to bring out
every point of importance except one, i.e., eCBciency with
regard to petrol consumption. I am sure there are many
like myself to whom the amount of petrol consvimed per mile
is a serious consideration and ought to have makers' atten-

tion. There is probably a difference between single and
multi-cylinders and the build of a machine to take more or
less propelling force. Some trials to emphasise this point
would be verv instructive and useful in .selecting a macliiue.

GEORGE POTT.

Continental Patents.

Sir,—-Further information has been received in this

country as to special temporary provisions which havo been
made with reference to patents in certain Continental
countries. Up to the date of writing no intimation has
been received that German or Austrian patents owned by
Enijllslimen will be interfered with, but it is highly probable
that special regulations will be made with regard to these.

The provisions, which arc too lengthy to deal with in full,

specify that extensions of time for any steps can be had from
three to six months in the case of countries that are at

war. Certain temporary alterations have been made in the

procedure in Holland and Switzerland, so that it is advisable
that those owning patents, or having applications pending,
in the countries mentioned should ascertain the details of

the new arrangements. ERIC W. WALFORD.

Lightweight T.T. and Two-stroke Matters.

Sir,—Having read your recent articles on the proposals

for having a T.T. race for lightweights, might I be permitted

to say how welcom3 an event of this sort would be to

those who wish to entc- for this race, but who havo not

the courage to face having to compete with men who can

corner at speeds which we would be nervous of attaining

on straight roads. Apart from this it would do an inhnite

amount of good in developing this branch of the pastime,

which is at present in its infancy. It would also go far in

showing which is the best type of engine to adopt, the two
or the four-stroke. Personaliy, I have owned both types,

and I will never go back to the poppet ^alve type. I

have owned a Scott for the last six months, and have had
it to bits once, more for curiosity than anything else. The
mocliine had covered 1,500 miles, but I never touched the

pistons, as there was no carbon to chip off. In a country
where one cannot always get spares it is an i^iiinite relief

to know that the parts of an engine which give most trouble,

valves and tappets, are non-existent. Then again, when
one has to be out sometimes in the day, when the
temperature is anything between MO'-' and 16W, one begins

to realise the benefits of water cooling. I did a run o<

twenty miles the other day in a temperature which raised

blisters on the soles of my feet, and there was not a drop
out of the radiator cap to indicate boiling. I was warned
against trouble which I was pUing up in getting a two-
stroke in the first place, and water-cooled at that, but aa

long as there is a machine with brains behind it Uke the
Scott, I will never touch anything else. There is a fortune
for the firm which first makes a horizontally opposed water-
cooled two-stroke. I have adopted mixing my oil with the
petrol, though not recommended, and lind it answers
admirably. I put in four wine-glassfuls to the two gallons,

and use the dnp feed as an auxiliary if necessary. I would
like to express my regret at the Scotts losing the T.T.,
and also the hard luck which attended the 6<jllier brothers.

I should have Uked the latter to win, if only ence and for

all to ram the anno domini question down the throat of

tlie tactful. If the Scott people make a lightweight I am in

for the proposed T.T., if I can get leave to get home.
THE MOONSHI.

Punjab, India, August 19th, 1914.

Dissolved Acetylene.

Sir,—We notice under the heading "Dissolved Acetylene,"
in your issue of September 17th, an article which mentions
our system of lighting, the sole defect, according to the

writer, being the difficulty in storing the D.A. cylinder on
a motor cycle.

We shoiild be much obliged to receive the suggestions of
" Ixion " as to the position which he would consider ideal,

and which might be t.aken as the standard position for our
lighting cylinder. As far as we are concerned, we find that

nearly every make of machine and every rider requires the

cylinder placed in a different position. We are ahvays open
to receive suggestions, and should be very glad if the

writer of the article would communicate his views on the
matter to us.

Further, a letter appears in your issue of September
17th over the name of " Nocarbide," giving the reader's

reasons for using the D.A. system. Your correspondent
states, however, tliat he does not consistently obtain twenty-
four hours light from his six cubic feet of gas, the utmost
he has obtained being eighteen hours.

May we draw attention to the following points? (1.) The
manufacturers cannot guarantee a period of lighting, but
they do guarantee every cylinder to- contain six cubic feet

of gas. (2.) If the burner used is true, and consumes,

as it should do, seven litres per hour, and all connections

are gas tight, then a six cubic feet D.A. cylinder will un-

doubtedly supply twenty-four hours light. (3.) If any
customer receive against his payment of the usual price, a
cj'linder containing less than six cubic feet, the manufacturers
guarantee to exchange it for a full cylinder free of any charge.

If these points be carefidly considered, we feel sure that
your correspondent will see that the proper use of the D.A.
svstem is not only a luxury, but an actual economy.

THE ACETYLENE ILLUMINATING CO., LTD.

Indicator Diagrams.

Sir,—I see in The Motor Cycle for September 17th a

very interesting letter over the signature of " Indicator."

I also well recollect your articles in 1904 on the subject of
" Indicator Diagrams and Petrol Engines." The whole point

really is that with small high-speed engines most indicator

diagrams so suffered from vibration and inertia effects on

B17
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both the gaseous and mechanical sides that it is difficult

to get really reliable information. By means of what one

may most conveniently call an oscillagraphic manograph it

is possible to study with great accuracy the pressure

variations in the working cylinder, and this, in conjunction

with movable platinum thermometers and cross windows,
forms a most valuable addition to the accurate study of

high-speed engines. I might add that for many years I ha.ve

written on the subject and advocated the use of indicators,

even to the extent of showing different diagrams to readers.

I frequently use a machine in my own work which could

be applied with ease to an ordinary motor cycle engine in

many cases without removing it from the frame, although,

needless to say, very great care is necessary in manipulating
this R^ with most other physical apparatus/ '

.

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., D Sc, etc.

Sir,—Lest any ambitious "tuner up" should go to the

expense and trouble of procuring an indicator and tackle,

may I say a few words ?

The indicator is not of much use unless the engine is

running at somewhere near the full load. One can only

imagine the harm that would be done to a motor cycle

engine by running it at full load on the stand. The high
speed also more or less puts the ordinary indicator out of

the question, since these instruments do not give satisfactory

results at over 400 r.p.m.
"Indicator" was correct in the main essentials of his

diagrams, though, of course, the faults he illustrated were
very much exaggerated. I enclose copies of two normal
diagrams, the first being a full

load card with a heavy spring

and the second a light spring

card showing the action of the
suction and exhaust.

In the first card a normal
pre-ignition, such as would be
known as a " knock " in a motor
cycle, is shown dotted. In the
second diagram the exhaust is

choked slightly, and with better
silencing arrangements the
dotted form would be obtained.
The second diagram is, of course, a reproduction of the

bottom part of the first to a much larger scale.

The only real use that the indicator would be on a motor
cycle would be to show how the cylinder was filling and
clearing itself, and also how the spark was timed. Even
then it would probably be found that better results could

be obtained by adjusting the spark by the ear and the feel

of the engine. M / C.

Some Despatch Riders.

Sir,—On the outbreak of the war I ofi'ered myself and
machine for service either at home or abroad. I spent a lot

of time in applying through various channels, but all in vain.

Various reasons were given, among others, only 3^ h.p.

machines were accepted for service, also the requisite number
of motor cyclists had been obtained.

I have a pretty good working know-ledge of the internal

combustion engine, and I have a fast and reliable machine.
Also I speak French fairly well. However, I am still one of

the unemployed.
Now here comes the point. On no fcAver than three

occasions lately, and since Monday, 21st idt. , I have
had to assist Government and military motor cyclists. The
first was a rider of a Triumph—a soldier. When I discovered
him lie was occupied in a futile endeavour to separate his

valve cap from the sparking plug with an undersized King
Dick. On enquiry, I elicited the fact that that constituted
his entire tool kit! Mirabih dictu! Add to this the fact
that I had his engine running in under three minutes without
doing anything more than flooding the carburetter and
jjedalling in low gear and you will get an idea of the rider's

fitness for his job.

No. 2 happened on September 22nd—a yeoman this time,
in trouble with his throttle wire. No". 3 called upon me the
following afternoon, having come four miles on a push bicycle
to borrow a valve for his B.S.A. or a lift to his destination
on Salisbury Plain. He was a despatch rider employed by
the War Office, and did not think it necessary to carry a
spare exhaust valve.

Bi8

Now, sir, I think the facts speak for themselves. It would
appear as though the War Department accepted anybody who
applied during the first day or so ol the war regardless of

their abilities or qualifications for the job. Would it not
have been better if they had taken the advice of the A.C.TJ.

as to the best machines and riders? I understand that

some sort of offer was made the War Office by the A.C.U.,
but for some reason or other was not accepted.

FRANK MAY.

Cheap Petrol.

Sir,—Your leader re cheap petrol is very apposite at the
present crisis of the motor trade, but there is another aspect

of the matter which affects our whole industrial prosperity,

namely, petrol as a motive power for stationary motors where
no other power is available or practical. \ am of the opinion

that 90% benzole could be made and sol'd at Is. per gallon,

provided not less than ten gallon drums are ordered, and I

need not tell you that 90% benzole is in every way equal to

petrol. I would be prepared to form a small syndicate of

owners on mutual lines, but I desire to prevent the
speculative and mercenary element getting a hold of such
a syndicate ; then benzole at Is. per gallon in ten gallon free

drums would be a practical certainty, and our motor manu-
facturers would, no doubt, co-operate witli us to keep things
in the hands of honorary directors, managers, etc., for

common good. . VIRIBXS UNITIS. .

Sir,—I have read with great interest j'our article on cheap
fuels, and there is no doubt that what you say is perfectly
correct, and you will learn with gratification tliat the happy
state of things to which you refer has just come into

existence, and a really first-class spirit is now available at

lO^d. per gallon—l^d. less than the price you outlined. If

motorists go about it the right way there is no need for

them to use any other, as the results obtained from this new
spirit are in every way equal tO' those obtained from the
finest petrol. In my opinion, this new spirit is altogether
superior to benzole, as it is perfectly clean, and makes no
smoke.
One slight disadvantage with it is that the motor will not

start on it when stone cold, and it is necessary to inject a
little petrol into the induction pipe, and immediately the
engine has fired a few times it will run right away on the
new spirit. A better way, no doubt, is to have a very small
torpedo tank holding one gill of petrol fixed on the top tube
with a three-way tap attached, and all you have to do is to

turn the petrol in the small tank into the carburetter, and
immediately the engine has started turn the tap the other
way so as to communicate with the main tank, ily experts
tell me that it is impossible to tell whether you are running
on the best petrol or the new spirit. It is as well to have
it understood at once that this spirit is not connected in any
way with paraffin, and I am told there are millions of gallons
available. Of course, the war will seriously interfere with the
supply of this spirit, but there are very considerable stocks of

it in this country which are available for immediate use.

The way to go about if is to order a forty-gallon barrel from
your agent, and keep this in your garden or yard and draw
it off as required. I am also informed that, owing to its

specific gravity, it does not come under the same regulations
as petrol with regard to storage.

When the engine has once been started it can be stopped
and will start again witliout using petrol within a quarter
of an hour or even more.
The carburetters for using this spirit should be arranged

so that there is a very violent suction past a pilot jet at low
speeds, and with a carburetter of this sort the engine will

tick over dead slow. The cost of a small torpedo tank with
a three-way tap and pipe will be something about 10s., and
can be fitted on the machine by anyone in ten minutes, and
then you can run your machine at about half the cost of

running on petrol. The chief trouble that I anticipate will be
experienced with the makers of the machines, many of whom
simply will not adopt anything new until it is forced on them
by the public, as they claim that anything in the nature of

an innovation upsets the routine of output. But there is

little doubt that an invention which reduces the running cost

50% ought to need no talking about—the public will see to

that—and that 1 am sure in a very short time a machine that
is not arranged for using cheap fuels will be unsaleable, as no
motor' cvclist who is in his senses will run on a fuel at Is. 6d.
when he can run as well for lOd. or lid. CHAS. SINKS.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters contaimng

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Designing a Two-strolie Engine.

I am designing a multiple
cylinder two-stroke engine, cand

before taking out a patent I

wish to become conversant witli

the latest designs of this type,
to prevent me infringing any other
patents. I al.so wish for some infor-
mation regarding proportions of ports
and working parts, as I have had no
experience in the work. Will you
please recommend any books, which
will cover the subjects?—P.L.C.

Owing to the extraordinarily rapid
development of two-stroke engines, we
are afraid that ne cannot recommend
you a book which covers anything like
all the ground. Manj' designs have been
described in detail in this journal during
tlie last year or so. We should advise
you to get a patent agent to make a
proper search amongst the records of

the Patent Office ; he will then be able
to tell you whether your ideas have been
anticipated or not.

Petrol Jet Clioked.

My machine is a 6 h.p. 1913
twin-cylinder. I have run the
machine since last November
without any trouble, but lately

it has begun to go wrong. The
engine suddenly pulls up with a jerk
and then starts again, as if the jet had
become stopped up and then suddenly
freed itself. This continues until it

finally stops. If I close the air lever, I

can get the engine to run all right for a
time, but the longer I run the less air it

takes, until it will not run at all. I

then take down the carburetter, and
find it all right, the jet being quite
clear and the petrol flowing freely into
the float chamber. On putting it back
without altering it. the engine will run
perfectly for ten. twenty, thirty, or
sometimes fifty miles, but sometimes it

will not run for above a few minutes. I

have tried the plugs, and find they will
spark all right. I have also tried
different levels of petrol in the float
chamber.—.J.C.B.

The trouble is undoubtedly due to a

stoppage in the air vent or in the
petrol pipe, or possibly to the presence of
water. The symptoms referred to in
your letter do not admit of any other
explanation. Possibly there " is an
obstruction , floating in the tank, which
occasionally stops the petrol pipe orifice.

or possibly the needle valve sticks and
cuts off the petrol supply.

?

Consumption on Two-stroke. with a very similar type of motor cycle

I have a 2 h.p. two-stroke, we have personally succeeded in getting

and am troubled with mysterious approximately seventy miles to the gallon

back firing when the throttle

opening is reduced, and would
be very much indebted to j'ou ii

'you can enlighten me with your experi-
ence. It is not the ordinary crank
case blow back, rid the transfer port
tind inlet, but a decided metallic knock
back which rings right through to tlie

flywheel. I have cleaned out cylinder,
ports, and exhanst pipe perfectly, and
the only thing I am at present inclined
to condemn is the magneto, on the
grounds of double sparking. It is

timed dead on top when retarded.
You may be inti'i-e.-^ted to hear that with
the most caretnl driving I can only
get about lifty-four miles to the gallon,

and that with the smallest jet on which
it is possible to run the engine.

—

E.A.H.
Your trouble sounds as though it were
caused through weak mixture, due to too
small a jet or choked passages, but if

you are absolutely certain that it is not
a blow back we should be inclined to

suspect the plug. x\s you have probably
discovered, the plug on a two-stroke gets
extremely hot, and we should advise a
single-point plug with a heavy electrode.

Your remarks re petrol consumption at

the end of your note are interesting, for

—to be e\a"ct sixty-eight and a half-

and this with a medium jet and the

machine being driven with no idea of

consumption. Examine the tank and
petrol pipes for leakage, and test free-

ness of hub bearings.

A Dog Owner's Liability.

When riding a motor cycle

along a country lane a montli

ago a dog rushed out of a
cottage gate, and ran under the

front wheel of the machine,
causing a skid. I fell under the

machine, sustaining a fractured foot.

I am told this dog has a habit of

rushing out at cyclists and others when
passing. The accident occurred half

an hour after sunset. Is the owner
of the dog in any way liable for

damage?—G.W.C.
If you can prove that the dog is in the
habit of attacking rideis, and that the
owner himself knew of this propensity,

you have undoubtedly got a good legal

case against him, but, unless you are in

a position to prove this, we fear that you
have no remedy. It sounds very unfair,
but that is the present position of the
law, and you have our sincere sympathy
in the mattei-.

ALL ABOARD.

A happy family in an Ariel sidecar on the sands at Dymchurch, Kent.
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Legal FormaUties Bslorj Ridins.

Possibly yon will think my

^ questions rather trivial, but

^ doubtless there are other novices
-iJ like myself just about to become

riders, who may also profit by
your remarks. I want yoii to tell me
exactly what I must do to comply with
the law on taking over my machine.

—

New Eidek.
First of all you must go to the nearest
county or borough police station and get
the authorities to give you a registration
number which costs you 5s. This number
you must have placed on the machine in

front and at the rear. You must then
get a driving licence at the same place.

This costs you another 5s., and is valid
for twelve months from the date of issue.

You must then go to the nearest post
office And pay the annual revenue tax of
20s., valid to December 31st of the same
year. If you register the machine after
October 1st the revenue tax is 10s. for
the rest of the year. Y'ou are then free
to ride your new purchase.

EfTect of Benzole on the Jet.

I have this year taken to

? running my motor cycle on
benzole. I find the advantages

-2J are that the engine does not
knock and that carbon deposit

is soft, and thus can easily be
removed. But I find one serious draw-
back, and that is that after a few
hundred miles' running the j«t
becomes completely clogged up. Once
or twice I have been able to clean out
the jet without damaging it, button
two occasions it lias been so clogged
that I have spoiled the jet in trying
to free it, and have had to get a new
one. Can you throw any light on
this ?

—

Jette.
It is difficult to say what can have
caused the obstruction you mention. It
sounds a case for a chemist to investi-
gate. We ourselves -have run thousands
of miles on various brands of benzole
with different carburetters, but have
never experienced a like happening.
Benzole rapidly discolours the jet and
turns it black, but nothing worse. We
advise you to take a sample of the spirit

you use to an analytical chemist and
show him the jet when clogged, and
doubtless he will find a reason for the
trouble.

Liverpool to Bristol.

Will you kindly advise me as

^1 to the best route from Liverpool

> to Bristol? As this is my first

-i-i long ride I would like, to keep
to the main road as much as

possible and avoid bad hills. Perhaps
you would also tell me the distance?—
V.M.

This is quite one of the nicest day's runs
you could plan. Nearly all the way the
route lies over excellent roads, and most
of it is through charming scenery. Care
should be exercised in passing through
Shrewsbury. Leave Liverpool by the
Birkenhead ferry,' and then go through
Chester, Whitchurch, Shrewsbury, Craven
Arms, Ludlow, Leominster, Hereford,
Monmouth, Chepstow, Severn Tunnel
Junction, where you take a train to

Pilning, and thence on to Bristol. The
distance is a little under 150 miles.

Timing a Four-cylinder F.N.

Will you kindly give me a
few hints with regard to the
timing of the magneto of a four-

cylinder F.N.? JMine is a 1909
model, which I recently bought

second-hand, and I had to remove the
magneto and .the distributer for some
repairs a short while ago and am at a

loss to know how to proceed in the

timing. Should the gear or cogwheel
on the engine shaft or magneto shaft,

be detached? In which case it will

not be easy to put them back in posi-

tion, as these gear wheels lie between
the magneto and the engine and are not
accessible.—J. E.G. (Jamalpur, Bengal).

Turn , the crankshaft until the piston of

the back cylinder is five to six milli-

metres from the top of the compression
stroke. Unless the slide holder has been
altered, the carbon brush of same will

point to the position of the bottom right

hand terminal of distributer, as&unung
the latter is in position. Now grasp the
contact breaker of magneto and turn it

until maximum resistance is felt, and slide

the magneto gear wheel into engagement
with the corresponding wheel on the

crankshaft of the engine. Having bolted
the magneto and fitted on distributer,

verify the timing. The points of the
contact breaker should commence to part
when the piston is in the aforementioned
•position, or any other piston for that
ni?ittPr Tlip wirin??' of thi^ rlistribnipv in

relation to the respective cylinders is

bottom right wire to back cylinder. Top
right wire to third cylinder from back
(or second from front). Bottom left wire
second cylinder from back. Top right

wire front cylinder. The lengths of the
wire will, in themselves, show to which
cylinders they go.

Bemagnetlsing a Magneto.

I should . be much obliged if

you would advise me. how to re-

magnetise the magneto of a 1911
twin machuie, the spark being
weak. Being an electrician, I

should like to do this work myself for

the experience.—J.B.
The question you ask us is rather out of

our province. Roughly, the magnets are

arranged across the pole pieces of the
dynamo and intermittent shocks are given.

These instructions are, of course, too
vague for you to work to, and we should
advise you to consult some standard work
on the subject if you still desire to carry
out the work yourself, but we should
be inclined to advise you to return the
magneto to the manufacturer or to some
first-class magneto company, as it fre-

quently happens that a weak spark is

not due to demagnetisation. If the mag-
nets were first-class when new, it is ex-
tremely improbable that they will have
lost their power unless they have been
improperly handled.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Mysterious Complaint.

It maj' prove of interest to know that
I had exactly the same symptoms,
mentioned by your correspondent in the
issue of August 27th, with the exception
of the "popping" in the carburetter,
in my single-cylinder Zenith, and I went
through exactly the same procedure as

your interrogator. I eventually proved
it, without a shadow of doubt, to l3e due
merely to .a choked silencer. When tlris

had been cleared the machine ran well.

—

J. P. Bttbton.

More Speed Required.

In re your issue of September 17th on
page 358 under the above headings I

should like to make a suggestion. If your
correspondent refers to an early three-

speed Triumph motor cycle it is highly
probable that the clutch mechanism is

slighty at fault. I had similar trouble
with my early 1913 machine owing to the
clutch not being quite "free." lliis was
obviated. by filing away a portion of the
footrest socket and under side of clutch
pedal to allow the pedal to stand further
back when the clutch is in. I found this

gave the clutch a -"freer" movement.

—

A. P.

CHASSIS OF THE D'ULTRA CYCLE CAR.

This oar, which was described on page 346 in our issue of September 17th, has a V type

water-cooled engine, and friction gear and final drive by a single chain.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c/o The Editor.

•• W.P." (Northleach).—Chain-driven
Levis. Speed and power on hills.

" H.D." (Tregony). ^ Humberette
(water-cooled). Ease of starting, spring-

ing, cooling, and petrol consumption.
"E.J.P." (Belfast).—Reliability, dura-

bility, and petrol consumption of 2j h.p.

two-stroke New Ryder or Levis com-
pared with Douglas 2| h.p.
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"The Six"
The Big Six Passenger Combination — a machine of super
efficiency that ensures Perfect Service and Absolute Satisfaction

under the most strenuous conditions of service. Provides all

the pleasure, comfort, and convenience of a car.

PRICE, complete with De Luxe Coachbuilt Sidecar.

£88-4-0 Solo Model, £75-12-0

The Military Service Model. Specially built for Serviceability,

Efficiency, and Reliability. It is pre-eminently the machine
for military requirements.

New-Hudson 31-4 h.p. Engine vvfith Countershaft Gear of

Motor Car Type (3-speeds). High - grade equipment.
Service grey finish. PRICE £57 - 10 - net.

The Service Model.

THE

New -Hudson
2 STROKE 2

Lightweights
m four distinct and popular

priced models, covering the

widest range of usefulness

at a low cost.

Model A. 21 h.p. 2-Stroke

Engme, Low Built Frame,

New-Hudson Druid Forks,

Dunlop Tyres, Lycett's

Saddle, etc., etc.

Price £27-5-0 net.

Model C, with Countershaft

2-speed Gear,

Price £33-0-0

Write for
Catalogue.

New-Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Parade Mills, Birmingham.

London 4-3 & 45, Gray's Inn Road.

BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER -

LEEDS - - - -

GLASGOW -

BRIGHTON -

EDINBURGH -

BELFAST - - .

DUBLIN - - -

HULL - - -

- 40. Paradise Street

- - 245. Dcansgate.
- 1 6 and 1 7, Briggate.

44, Sauchiehall Street.

6. V/estern Road, Hove.
- 32, Shandwick Place.

- 108, Ann Street.

- 29. Bachelor'. Walk.
58, Aniaby Road.

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

In annu'ering Ihis advM'thement it is desiralh to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

acsompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or london (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registiatinn,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwardin-:: replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3WrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
vaKie, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d, is charged, when under
f^jo the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

Rnswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOK SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S,, 1914, 6h.p., and eidecar.
—Walsall Garage. . Walsall.

Ehop-fioiled oulv: £75.
[X0235

2-fipee(l, speedometer, Bpare; ex-
price £35.—Vinter, Grafton,

[X0279

ih-P-t and Watsonian £10 feather-weight side-
siuip-:;oi]ed only; £49/10. — Walsall Garage.

[X0236

li.p., late 1913, in perfect condition, with

A.J.S., 1913. 2%b.p,.
(.client condition

:

York.

A -J-S... 2^',

xiL r;ir,

o^vner joining army: £30.-
[X0208

A.J.S..
. . .

-ci- about £7 of fitting.

CyriV Jervis, Wick. Pershore.

1Q1'* A.J.S., Combination, beautifully equipped with
J-v spare detachable wheel, lamp.';, speedometer, etc.;
£85.-i-Nortli Wales Motor Exchange, Holt bt.. Wi.^x-
ham. [7462

A.J.S.. 6h.p., 1913, 1914 sidecar, coachbuilt, hood,
wind screen, IXA. Lucas lighting, Watford, electric

horn, all accessories, just overhauled.— 29, Osborne Rd.,
Fore-it Gate. [X0342

|Q14 A.J.S., 750 c.e. engine; cancelled order; £65;
-L9J with £23 Bramble De Luxe coachbuilt sidecar.
Jjood, screen, and fJtoTm apron, £78.—Hilton and Son,
Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [X0324

A.J.S., 2'':ih.p.. 2-speed, September, 1913, splendid
condition, only done 2,000 miles, new lamp,

tools, spares; cost £52, best over £50.—Poulton,
Clarence House, Greatbridge, Staffs. [7386

BUYERS GET BEST & MOST
ADVANTAGES AT A

ncftoPES
The Largest Stock from which

to choose the best models of

highest grade makes at lowest and

absolutely unbeatable prices, and

every machine sold ready for

riding and fully guaranteed.

LET US SEND YOU TO-DAY'S BARGAIN
LIST OF MOTOR CYCLES FOR SOLO RIDING
OR WITH SIDECARS FOR PLEASURE
OR FOR BUSINESS, MILITARY MOTOR CYCLES,
AND LIGHT CARS. ... IT INCLUDES :

8867. 5 h.p. IQI2 2-5p. A.J.S. and S'car £39
8871. 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD and Sidecar £65
8873. 8 h.p. 1914 W.C. HUMBERETTE £95
8874. 3.Vh.p. 1912 2-sp. INDIAN and Sc. £33 10
8876 8" h p. 1913 W.C. WILLIAMSON

and Sidecar £57 10
8878. 2? h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £15
8S65 3,5 h.p. 1913 2-sp. Twin BROUGH . £30
8863 2I h.p. 1912 Standard DOUGLAS . £25
8861 7 h.p. 1914 SWIFT Cvde Car .. £115
8858 3! h.p. 1912 Twin HOBART £22 10
8846 2Jh.p. 1913 Model" O" DOUGLAS £37 10
8843 3,V h.p. MIDGET Bicar £20
8842 6' h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £37 10
8841 6 h.p. 1912 2-spced REXSidctte . £42 10
8840 6 h.p 1914 ROYAL ENFIELD and

Sidecar £67 10
8834 8 hp. 1914 HUMBSRETTE .... £105
8826. 2} h.p. 1913 Mod. " R " DOUGLAS £36
8795. 2.V h.p. 1914 2-speed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT £28 10
8792. 3', h.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVERand S'car£48
8784. 3.1 h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £16
8782. 3.1 h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
8776. 6' h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD and Sc. £52 10
8772. 6 h.p. ROVER Car £25
8765. 2j h.p. 1914 2-stroke LEVIS £25
8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-spced BAT £45
6746. 6 h.p. 1913 A.C. Soci.-ible £55
8741. 3,1 h.p. igi2 TRUIHP-J.A.P £30
8737. 6 h.p. iqi2 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8718. 3l h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar . £22 10
8715. 3* h.p. 1913 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £35
8708. 2" h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £17 10
8706. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD .and Sc. £55
8705. 3.', h.p. 19x2 F.E. RUDGE £25
8702. 2"h.p. 1912MOTO-REVE £12 10
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. and

Sidecar £45
8654. 3.ih.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH . £22 10
8592. 3,V h.p. 1908 QUADRANT £15
8568. 3J h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £18 10
8561. 3J h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8554. 8 h.p. 1913 2-speed Air-cooled

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar ... £50
8551. 23 h.p. Twin FAIRY £10 10
8'so2. 3.', h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20

8ij2. 3.V h.p J908 TRIUMPH £18 10
8367. 8 h.p. 1912 3-sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359. 6 h.p. Twin BROWN and Sidecar . £20
8338. 3J h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £20
8336. 2j h.p. F.N £10 10
8335. 3.', h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £20
8323. 3I h.p. 1912 LINCOLN-ELK £20
8320. 3! h.p. 1911 ARIEL, variable gear £20
8306, 3l h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £17 10
8277. h.p. 2-sp. N.S.U. and Sidecar ... £25
8258. 5-6 h.p. Twin V.S £16 10
8238. 8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £48
8210. 2j h.p. F.N £10 10
8197 , 3; h.p. 1911 N.S.U £20
8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed N.S.U £45
8165. 6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10
8079. 3* h.p. 1912 Standard TRIUMPH . £28 10
8003. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ... £1210

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,^W^
LONDON, E.C. 9^k

'Phone ; Holbom S777. ^RfflHl
Wirea : "Opificer. London." ^wm^^^B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..I.S

a^^h.p., 3.speed, eemj T.T. handle-bars,
' ' " £46.-

[X0325

"iqi4 A.J.S,. _„_,., _.,_...., „„.,„.^ „„,
X*-f Lucas lamp, horn. demon*;tration model: £46.
Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool

A.J.S., 6h.p.,
callv new

ANTOINE,
dition

:

A.J.S.. 1912, 5h.p., with 2-seater Boivser sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, 3 spare tubes, etc., not

run 1,500 miles since tliorouffhlv overhauled by makers:
£55.—Brooke. Temple Buildings, Swansea. [X9552

, , late 1913 model, complete with practi-
cally new Bramble £14 sidecar, Lucas lamp, horn,

and speedometer; £59;iO.-Tlle Great A.J.S. Specialiste,
Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. [X0239

Antoir>°
S'/ch.p., free clutch, sidecar, perfect cou-
£13/10.-71, New Kings Bd., Pulham.

[7358
Ariel

ARIEL. 31/oh.p., 1911, free eugine, variable pulley,
excellent condition, spring seat-pillar; £20, or offer.

—Underwood, Brook St., Ipsirich. [S014|'

ARIEL, 3V2h.p., 3-6peed, kick starter, late 1913 model,
and Canoelet .sidecar, condition as new, mimeroUB

spares; £42.-15, Waring St., Belfast. [X0145

Arno.
SVyh.p., 5-specd. coachbuilt sidecar, ac-

jash cfi'er.—Carlton, Spencer Ed.,
[7390

Auto-Wheels.
ATJTO-WHEEL, nearly new; £10/10, cost £16/16.-

Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [S0326

WALL Auto-Wheel, at any push evcle; £12/12.—Wi.W
. Smith, Luther Cottage, Odd Down, Bath.

"

AENO, 1913,
LCf^ories ; best

Croydon.

AUTO-WHEEL,
£15.—Heath,

BAT, Sh.p., 2-speGd combination.-
11, Hawkshead St., Southport.

BAT-J.A.r.
speeds, 1

[7399
1913, with 3-speed Fleet, 19145
56, Grosvenor Park Ed., Waltham-

[7368 .

Bat.

Particulars, Joneei
[X0346

BAT-J.A.P., 1911, Sh.p., cane sidecar, flisf-class order:
otters over £18/10.—140a, Foidel Ed., Catford.

BAT, 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds brand new, shop,
soiled; list £70, accept £58.—P. J. Evans.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7555

Canibination, bought new 1914, chain,
ick stait,

. faultle.s5 condition; £48.—Blen-
cathra, Higbfield Ed., Walton-on-Tharaes. tX0271 !

"j Q12 e-Sh.p. Twin Bat-Jap, free engine, Binks car-^
-Li/ buretter, drip lubrication, iittcd £14 aluminium-
sporting sidecar, Lucas and electric lamps, horn, tools,
winner of several medals, go anvwhere; bargain, £36.
-Box 6,713, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0285

Bradbury.
Sturmey gears, lamp; £39.—A.
Over Lane, Belper. [7366

Bradbury, 2-speed N.S.U., Bosch ; bargain, £211
I'each, Tennyson Av., Chesterfield. [X0303

BRAIJBURY, 25',h.p., fine engine, Bosch waterproof
mag.; £7/10.-S., 45, Church Ed., jicton. [X0311,„

"IQ13 Bradbury, 4h.p., 1914 sidecar: £40; exchange
-L*^ 1914 Douglas solo.—Browning, 196, Bedford HilE
S.W. [XOOIBM

4h.p., free engine, sound
-P. J. Evans, John Bright

[7559 ,

"I
Q12 Bradbury, 2-speed, sidecar, Lucas, acciv-sories,

-Ltf spares; £52; exchange lightweight and i

Abbey Walk, Halifax. [X0321-

|Q14 Bradbury, Sh.p., 3-speed, sidecar combination,?
--«/ brand new; li.st price £92/10; what oft'ers?^:?
Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

1Q14 Bradbury,
--*^ Lee, Grocer.

B-RADBURY, 1911,
throughout; £25.-

St,

throughc
Birmingham.

[7372'

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speed, chain ana belt;
cost £58, ^ciitice £45; done 300 iniltt only, per-

fect.—Jaeksons, Ironmougero, Gainsboroush. [X0141

1Q12 Bradbury and Sidecar, 2-3pGed gear model, Sen-'-
•LtJ spray earburetter, tyres and engine excelient"; a^"!
trial; £30.—Eastwood, 111, Brewerton Rd., Oldham.

'

_ [X0243
TDRADBITRY, IDlS^i. 4h.p., 3-speed, Harcourt radi--
J-> atoT5, tools, aeceee;ories ; trial ; owner for activ^^
service; £36.—Sergeant Hoives, Lancer Depot, Woor-

'

wicb. [Tsir;

BRADBURY, SVsh.p., 1913, 2-5peed gear, tick started-'
.

I'oiK-hbuilt eidecar, in fine condition £35, a bar^-
gain.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmitlii
Rd., London. £7428;]

BRADBITRY, 1912, special model, with Forward
coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, chain drive, and free

engine hub, speedometer, lamp, horn, and spares; £37.-7
Andrews, Heage Ed., Ripley, Derby. [X0306..

Brough.

T.T. Brough, 500 c.c, horizontal twin, 1914, just fitted
with latest engine August, absolutely perfect;

£38/10.-W. S. Life, The Clifie, Southport. t0575

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advei;tisement, and the date of the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough. !

BROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from Btock of the
500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed orerhead valve

models.—The West Laccasliire Motor Co., South port.

[0555
Brown.

33,h.p. Brown, thoroughly overhauled, ' good tyres,
4 new belt, B. and B.; £9/10.—F. Copsey, 58,

Market Place, Romford. [7524

5-6h.p. Brown, map., free engine, Druid spring forts,

P. and H. lamp set. electric rear light, good tyres
and tubes, also sidecar attached; £18/10; seen by ap-
pointment.—Motor Cycle,: 602, King's Ed., Fulham,
London, S.W. [7402

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1913-14, SVsh.p., clutch model; sell, or ex-
change Douglas and cash.—43, Hartington Rd.,

Salisbury.
_

[7515

B.3.A., 3V.h.p., late 1912 (1913 model), 2 -^peed^. free
engine, as new, all accessories; ofler^.-Elliott,

Hanover Chambers, Hull. [7491

1Q14 B.S.A., 3-speed, chain drive, new, shop-soiled;
Xt/ list price £63; what offers ?—Alexander's, 115,
Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [7378

B.S.A., Millford sidecar, counter-shaft 2-speed, 1913,
drip feed, all spares, hardly scratched; £45.—

Judge, Edgworth Rd., Sudbury, Suffolk. [7383

B.S.A., 1914, counter-shaft 3-speed, as new, with or
without coachbuilt eidecar ; cheap : w'ould enter-

tain lightweight and cash.-Saywell, Wheeier Gatp. Xnt-
tingliam. [X0144

B.S.A. Free Engine Clutch, new, 35/-, bargain; new
automatic B.ii. carburetter, 15/6; ditto ordinary,

new, 14/6 ; Phelon-M?ore 2-speed gear, 20/-.—Fearn.
Drapery Stored, Alfreton. [7496

Calthorpe.
"jQ14 Calthorpe Junior, new. shop-soiled; first
t-iy cheque 21 gns. secure^.—Alexander's, 115,
Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [737t

Camnion.
"lOll 3't'h.p. Campion, free engine, good sidecar ma-
J-t/ chine, thorough working order; £17.-7. Ean-
cliffe Terrace, Redcrose St., Leicester. [X0286

CAMPION-J.A.P.. 1912. 3Vjh.p., Armstrong S^speed,
Lucas lamp, and all accessories, in good order;

£32.-C. Penny. Burlinyton St., Ulveieton. [3:0317

Chater-Len

CHATER-LEA Combination, Bh.p.. S^prcd gear bos,
overhauled, re-bushed; bargain, £40.—Kiiuer, Letch-

vorth, Willow St., Romford. [XOOll

CIvde,
CLYDE-J.A.P., 1914, 6h.p.. 2 sjieeds, chain drive,

and Rex cane sidecar; cost over £90; £62, or
exchange single and cash.—Fowkes, Loscby Lane,
Leicester. [7360

Clvno,
CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, a^ new, 3-tipeed: £63. bar-

gain; ofiers.—C, 4, Dollis Rd., Church End, Finch-
ley. 17447

CLYNO, 1914, No. 6 sidecar, hood, screen, perfect
condition: £75.-11. Arundel Gardenj, Winchmore

Hill, X. [7405

1Q13 3-speed Clyno Combination, lamp, horn, tools,
-!-•/ etc.; any trial; £57/10, oflera.-Wm. Burrows,
Cudwoith. [X0290

1Q12 Clyno. 6h.p.. coachbuilt sidecar, ju^t cvt-rhauledXU at Clym work-*, condition guarantee*!.— Farmer,
Philii'klphia St.. Bristol. [X0209

CLYNO and cnne sidecar, 1912, speedometer, 2 lamps,
excellent condition": 35 gns.—Mucdonald, 757. Lea

Bridge Rd.. Waltbamstow. [7065

CLYNO 1914 Sidecar Combination, machine in perfect
cnndition, as U'^ed by me in competition^ this season,

complete with spare wheel; £68/10; also

CLYNO. 1914. 2-.-troke, 2-speed model, competition
machine, isplcndid condition; £32.—Hugh Gibson,

Odborne Rd., Ainsdale. [X0242

1Q13',i> Clyno and Sidecar, splendid condition, epare
J-iJ wheel, speedometer, etc.; cost over £100, bargain.
£57.— Greenwood, 36. Hainton Av., Grimsby. [7395

CLYNO. 1912. 5-6h.p., 2-6peed. kick starter, thor-
oughly overhauled and in perfect condition, tyres

almost as new. F.R.S. lamp; £33, new, offer con.iidered.—"Wooldridge, Lydd. Kent. [X0265

CLYNO Combination, 1913',2, 6h.p., 3 speeds, inter
ihangeable wheels, lamps, horn, Jone^ trip speed'

ometer. watch, Lucas handhs-bar mirror, ripare M-heel, with
new Palmer tyre, in excellent condition; £65.— Dowson,
3, Houghton Grove, Beeston Hill, Leeds.' [50005

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT. 1914, fixed engine, perfect condition;

£25.—Lambert. 30, Craighall Cres.. Leith. [7359

"IQ14 Connaught. new in Julv, hardly used; accept
J-*y £28.—Carnochan. Electrician, AUestree Hall,
Derby. [X0377

CONNAUGHT, 1914, splendid running order, new
belt, accessories; best offer over £26.-2, Boundary

Rd.. Derby. [X0328

CONNAUGHT. 1913V2, engine overhauled by makers.
Palmer tyres, himp. horn, etc.; £23; owner en-

listed.—Choriey. 85, Hinge^tion St., Birmingham- rX0233

UPHELD BY

Every Sidecar should be fitted with an extra front

coupling, as illustrated above. To fit anv machine.
Special iliiitrn tu lit P. \ M-'s 7s. 6d. rach

Second-hand Sidecars from 30 -.

BOOTH'S \A/AR BARGAINS.
6 h.p. REX, igi-', with (n Sidecar .... £33 10

6 h.p. BAT-J.fl.P., 3 speeds, and £l;S'c,w £23 10
3I h.p. PREMIER, 1012. 2-speetl £2610
1911 NUMBER I.iL'litw't. grand condition £16 10

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 2-specd gear £13 10

4I h.p. MINERVA and Millford Sidecar . . £14 10
6" h.p. CLYNO Cnnibination, speedometer £28 10
6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Hii;,Single, 2 speeds .. £35
6 h.p. CLYNO ("ml.in.ition, 1912 £35

3> h.p. HUMBER :\n.\ Sidecar, 2 speeds . . £27 10
6' h.p. REX .iriil Sidecar, free engine £16 10
6 h.p. REX Si. 1. lie, 1913 model £39 10

3! h.p. PREMIER, igl-V, 3-sp. model, with
new / II Sid. car, onlv run too miles .. £49 10

1014 CALTHORPE Light Car; cost £178 £139 10

3.! h.p. PREMIER, 2-specd, with £n new
coachbuilt Sidecar £32 10

3\ h.p. PREMIER, 3-spccd counter-shaft . £50 10

31 h.p. PREMIER, 3-spccd model £32 10

3I h.p HUMBER, 1911, 2-spccd model . . £21 15

3) h.p, HUMBER, with new £11 Sidecar . . £32

3* h.p. PREMIER, 1913. 3-speed model . . £35
4" h.p. QUADRANT, new 1912 ino.lel £24 10
i9iz-Ru(lge Multi£27 . 1910'. Kerry . £15 10

22 Minerva ... £8 . looS Rex £10

1909 Rex £14 10 . 2" Werner ... £4 15
1910 Rex £16 10 . Mil Rex £18
4-cylinder F.N. . £13 10 . 3' Quadrant . £10
3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10 . i Vindec ... £11

PRECISION ENGINES.
\Vc ha\'e a good stock of 4I h.p. Big Singles and

other models. Let iis take your under-powered
eogine in exchange, and be up to date.

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write

for quotation. Puts new life into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Electric Motor Cycle Heart Lamp ,. 4 11

New 2r/- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4 '3

3^ h.p. Centaur Engine, M.O.V, mag., etc. £4 15
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15

4J h.p. Precision Engine, nearly new £11 18
4A h.p. Dc Dion on base £4 15
New Armstrong Mark VII. 3-speed Gear .

.

£7
B. & B.. .^mac. and Douglas Carburetters 12/6
New Weather-proof Magneto £3 5
New Tec-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10/6 6/-
New Underslung Sidecar Chassis 57/6
Shop-soiled £1 1 Coach Sidecar £9 5
6 h p. J.A.P. Engine £5 15
New Commercial Sidecar £6 10
Millford Sidecar, side door body £3 10
N.S.U. Gears fit B.S.A., Bradbury,

Triumph, and Precision.

Tap Carburetter, h.b. control 10 '6

Jiu. Whittle Belt 10/6
Wicker Sidecar 19/6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dot.

DOT. 19X3. twin. 6-8h.E.. chain drive, with Bramble
coachbuilt sidecar; £40. elcee offer.—Ranger. Far-

ley Wick, St. Alban's Av., Weybridge. [7575

Douglas.
DOUGLAS. 1911. single gear, peifect : £18.-Neigh-

bour, e/o Gardams, Stainee. [7460

DOUGLAS; all models supplied, cash or easy terms.—
Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0509

DOUGLAS. 1912. K model. 2-epeed. kick starter,

clutch; £30.-14, Turle Ed.. Finsbury Park. N.
[7506

DOUGLAS, 1910, just fitted with new engine and
tyres; £18, a bargain.-Westlake, Swaythling,

Hant«. [7153

DOUGLAS. 1914, models D, V, and W, in stock;
trade supplied; special discount.-Ginger Motors.

Banbury. [X0340

1 Ql'l (-Tune) T.T. Douplne, 2 speeds, faultless, per-
-Lt» feet; £38.-Blencuthra, Highfleld Ed., Walton-on-
Thames. [X0270

DOUGLAS, 1914>4, model W, good as new; £44;
come and try it.—C. H. Kidd, Shotley Bridge. Co.

Durham. [X.0296

DOUGLAS. 2-speed. free engiue, perfect condition

;

£25, bargain.-D., 4, Dollis Ed., Churcli End,
Finehle.v. [7446

"IQ13 Douglas, 2 speeds, Lucas horn and lamp,
-t-O new condition: £36.—Bond, 245-247, Euston
Rd.. London. [7546

DOUGLAS 1914 T.T. Jlodel, 2'-ih.p., 2-speed gear,
special tyres and mudgaards, perfect condition;

£38.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2"-4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, special all-black finish, lamp set,

horn, spare belt in case, watch, etc., guaranteed : £34.
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

EC. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0481

I

Booth s Motories
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT RD., HALIFAX.

1 Q 14 Model B Douglas Motor Bicycle, 3>j;h.p.,

jOj -.pecification as list; £56.—Robinson's, Green
[
St.. Cambridge. [6867

DOUGLAS, all raodele for immediate delivery; trade
supplied.—Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd., and 173. Gt.

I'urtlaud St.. W. [6610

1Q14 Douglas, 2 speeds, lootboords, complete v.ith.

it^ Lmari lamp, boru, etc.; £48; quite new.— Cross,
At-ent, RothtTbam. [X0295

DOUGLAS 1914, model V, 2-speed, free entrine, done
aoo miles, arce.sborie3 ; £40.—Auto Mart^ 1 33.

Hammersmitb Rd.. W. [7539

A 2-SPEED Douglad, new July, 1912, bardly rid-len
tbrough illness; <£24.—Side door, 152, Albion

lid.. Stoke Newington.
'

[7I.9J

DOUGLAS. 1914 model V, complete, ridden 50 miles,
ULW September ; what casb oilers?—i'ulmer, 45,

Lii^mnrek Rd., HigbgUte. [7571

MODELS A and B 3V..b.p. Douglas in Block, fm-
me<liatQ delivery, also clutch Zenitbs-- Rey. 37S-

3^4. Euston Rd.. Loudon. [5093

1Q1^4 Douglas. 2?4b.p., V. model, 2-siieed. lamp, born,
J-t/ spLC-dometer, all spares, etc.; giving up; £40 ca^li.

-Cbater, Esteicott, E^ber. (7396

1Q14 Douglas, model U, list price £48. never been
-Lt' on th9 road; must sell; £44.—Sband, 5, Upper
Ucan Terrace, Edinburgb. [/3V3

DOUGLAS, 2"'4b.p.. perfect condition, new belt, splen-
did tyre?, lamp, born: £16 casb, bargain.—Oak es,

56. I'ortway. Fromc, Somerset. [7465

"IQ13 Douglas. Model R, 2 speeds, clutcb, kic'c
-LU starter, footboards, nerlect order; £37.—Bond,
245-247, Euston Rd., London, [7547

101-4 Douglas, Model U, 2^;ib.p., new in July, com-
J-iJ plete with lamp and horns, condition as new;
£39.-Robinson's. Green St., Cambridge. [6865

DOUGLAS, 1913. model R. 2-speed, kick start,
lamp, electric horn, new Bates tyres; £38.

—

Pyuer. 61. Godinton Rd., Asbford, Kent. [7349

DOUGLAS. 1915 model R. 2 epceds, clutcb, kick
start, spares, accoi^ories : £37 ; exchange S'/jb-p.,

5 cipeeda.—Stratton, Windsor Rd.. Redditcb. [X.0007

1Q14 Douglas, model W, uupunctured, unBcratched,
Xt/ lamp, born: £42; any examination.—W.B., 81,
PnnLe of Walee Rd., Kentish Town, N.W. [7406

DOUGLAS. 1914 model B. quite new. but eliffblly

shop-foiled: £56, usual price £62.—Wilkiug, Simp-
son, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [7429

T.T. Douglas 1913 Motor Bicycle, complete, in first-

claes condition; £35.—A. 1222, c/o The Reliable
Advertitjng ucd Addressing Agency, Ltd., 35, Walbrojk,
E.C. [7397

1 014 Douglas (Auguet), 2-8peed, clutcb. lamp, born,
Xt/ insurance: owner enlioted; CDst' £58/10, accept
£45- £15 motor part payment.—76. Camp Hill, Birming-
ham. [XOOOl

-|Q13';^ Douglas Model R, clutcb. kick etart. 2-?peed,
X-iJ and all sparrjs, hardly been used, original tyrrs,

evf-rrthing like new; £37.—Macbine, 127, Delce Rd..
Rochester. [7458

DOUGLAS, late 1913 T.T., perfect condition,
speedometer, lamp, generator, born, long ex-

haust pipes. Brooks 170; £33.-72. Redcliffe Gar-
dens. Kensington. [7549

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Agents in England.—Models A and B in
stock; delivery of any 2i4.h.p. model instantly.

Trade supplied.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.
T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. [6864

DOUGLAS. 1914 model W. very slightly used, fitted

with Palmer cord tyres, equal tj new in every re-

spect, lor £17 with order, and 12 payments of £2/10.—
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X0193

IQlSVo Douglas, 2%h.p. 2-speed clutch model, kick
J-*/ starter, F.R.S. lamp set, horn, 3 gn, Watford
speedometer, perfect condition, very little used, 1,000
miles; £42, cost £58, bargain.-Shields, 40, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. [7518

Elswick.
ELSWICK 1913 Bie Single. Precision, 4i4h.p., 3-

speed ^ear, cane sidecar, grid, overall, spares, and
accessories; £40. big bargain.— 7, Vale Terrace, King's
Ed., Chelsea, S.W. [7467

Enfleld.

ENFIELD, 1914, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, very
little used.-Wood«, 14, Hurst Grove, Bedford.

[X0232
ENFIELD, 2y'.h.p. twin, accessoriee, fine condition

£16.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Ed.. W.
[7540

1 tJ12 2%}i.-p. 2-^peed F.E. Enfield, guaranteed in per-
J-t/ feet order; £23.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead. [X0360

ENFIELD, 1914, 254h.p., 2-speed. tools, horn, new
April, excellent condition ; £30 cash.—Edmnnd~,

Soham, Cambs. [X0246

ENFIELD, 6h.p., _19_13,_2-speed^ combination, _excel-
lent order

St., Birmingham.
£55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

[7557

ENFIELD, 1914, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, kick
r^tarter. new June; £35, or near offer.—Main, 32,

Parade, Leamington. [X0304

ENFIELD, 1913, 6h.p. combination; special bargain,
£46/10.-Wilkin3, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-

smith Ed., London. [7430

ENFIELD, 2^{ih.p., perfect condition, good tyrev^,

f:peedometer ; £18; seen by appointment.—Ward,
167, London Ed., Kingston. . [X0344

ENFIELD 1914 6h,p. Combination and accessories,
good condition ; accept £70.—Skerrett, 28, Wake

Green Ed., Moseley, Birmingham. -[X9817

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, coachbiiilt
sidecar, perfect running order; £65, a genuine

bargain.—Sawyer, 50, The Avenue, Ealing. [7520

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, condition
new: £63, cash, or deferred payments.—Colmore

Depot. 49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X0215

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, run about 5,000; cost
with fittings nearly £100, eel! best offer over £50;

owner abroad.- S. Marshall, Chalton Park, Eelford,
Northumberland. [X0255

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1914, 2-speed, kick starter, T.T
bare, F.E-S. lamp. Cowey speedometer; £38; grand

condition, fat^t machine.—Winder, C. Squadron, Dorset
Yeomanry, Sherborne. [X0363

ROYAL Enfield Lightweight, 1911, 2%h.p., in
beautiful condition throughout, been little

used ; accept £ 1 5, or push bike part.—Peat, 1 27,
Trcntham St., Southfields. ^ [7523

ENFIELD, 254h.p., 1912, 2-6peed. chain drive, per-

fect order; accept £25 cai^h.—The Exeter Motoi
Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd.. Exeter, and
28. Tavistock Ed , Plymouth. [0569

"|(C|14 Eoyal Enfield Combination, 6h.p. motor cycle,
At/ with coachbuilt sidecar, in excellent condition,
fitted with extra large tyre on back wheel; £65; any
trial.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7587

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1914, May model, complete with
horn, lamp, Cowey speedometer, hardly ridden,

owner on active service; cost £58, price £42, or near
oUer; seen any time.—Sorrell, Clarnico, London.
Tel.: 1391 E. [X0195

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., a machine that has only been
used by a member of our staff for a few demon-

stration runs, guaranteed absolutely as new; deposit of
£15 and 12 payments of £2/10 secures this.-Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X0192

ENFIELD (Royal 1914 Combination, coachbuilt car,
ridden 300 miles only, complete with cover, P. and

-M. lamps, speedometer, Lorn, wind screen, E. and I.
-pure valves, and complete sets of repairs, extra band
(. _i back wheel; price, including 8 months' full insur-
ance policy. £75, cost £95; half could possibly be paid
monthly.—Letters, Busy, c/o Samson, Clark, and Co

,

Ltd., 49. Gt. Portland St, London, W. [7186

Excelsior.

BARGAIN, £3/10.—SVoh.p. Exceldor, 2-speed, free,
overhauled, fast, B. and B., new accmnulator, good

tyres, climb anything.—Chappell, Sketchley, Hincklev.
[Xd284

£4/10.—3h. p. Excelsior bike, Amac variable caibur-
etter, new accumulator, good tyres, good running

order, Dunlop ; worth £12; trial; exchange.—Snowden,
Bedworth, Nuneaton. [X0345
4h.p. Excelfiior, cut-down frame, vertical engine, 1913

1

Amac, new -torpedo tank, lamp and horn, sound

ONE EACH
1913 1914

PREMIER REX 2-SPEED
CYCLE CAR, SIDETTE,
both at very special discount price to eflect

speedy clearance.

WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL
PARTICULARS.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., 2 speeds, water-cooled,

Sidecar with hood and screen £65
REX, 6 h.p., igr4 model, 3 speeds, chain drive,

Portland Sidecar, Special Bargain £52
TRIUMPH, 1909, si h.p.. Tourist model, excellent

condition £17
BAT, 8 h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, coach-built Sidecar, excel-

lent condition £60
NUMBER, 2 h.p., 3 speeds, lady's open frame model

free engine £23
ROVER, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, Rudge bars, magneto £11
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, chain drive, 3-speed, combination,

thoroughly overhauled £60
REX, 6 h.p., i9r4, 2-speed model, complete with sport-

ing Sidecar £53
FORWARD, 25 h.p., Twin, Binks carb., excelleni

lightweight £16
REX, 1911, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starting, Amac carb.. Sidecar £33
INDIAN, 7 h-P-, 1913 model, Indian Red, 3in. tyres,

2 speeds £48
REX, si h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and B., low bmlt,

M.O.V £15
PREMIER, 3ih.p. model, B. and B. carb., Bosch

magneto, lin. Whittle belt £18
REX, 1909 model. 2 speeds, 6 h.p., coach Sidecar, new

tyres, splendid puller £30
G.N., 8 h.p.. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side by

side seating £48
V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, torpedo cane Sidecar,

Truffault forks, excellent condition £26
MOTOSACOCHE, 2^ h.p. model. 1910, WhitUe belt,

magneto, adjustable pulley ,£11
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., combination, 2 speeds, J.A.P.

engine, splendid order £50
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p,, twin, magneto, Chater Sidecar,

finished Indian Red . . . : £21
REX, 5 h.p., T.T. model, torpedo tank, grey finish,

excellent condition £17
SCOTT, 1914, 3^ h.p., Montgomery Sidecar, screen,

etc., all accessories £60
BRADBURY, 1912, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, very good order £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3^ h.p., fixed gear, excellent order. . £30
BAT, 6 h.p., Mal)on clutch, spring frame. Sidecar,

excellent order, bargain £32
REX, 6 h.p., 1912, lamp, etc.. 2 speeds, handle start £39
HUMBER, 3.1 h.p., 1909, 2-speed model £22
REX, r9i4, 6 h.p., cham drive, 3 speeds, Portland S'car £52
CLYNO, T9T2, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination, coach-

built Sidecar £40
N.S.U., 1913, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar, excellent .

order and condition £34
PREMIER, 1912, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, complete with S'car £26
ZENITH, 1912, 3^ h.p., speedometer, lamp, horn, etc. £36
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., vertical engine, very powerful . . £7

Uipc MACHINES and COMBINATIONS,

SPECIAL OFFER OF COVERS.
COLLIEE COVERS made by
Enplebert l>re Co.. Belgium,

26 X 2i

26 K Zj

Heavy
Kibbed.

16/-

17/-

LicM
Ribbed.

13/3

13/6

Rublier
Studded.

18/-

19/-
All Beaded Edpe.

EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Write for Full List. Post free upon request.

DURING THE V«f A R
we ape especially catering for repairs at greatly
reduced prices in preference to cutting down our
staff. Will you help us. and, incidentallyi save

yourself money ?

-torpedo
foudition; £15: ^een after 6 p.iii.

Hish St., T\'til:ins Villase. Surrev.
-Motor Cycle. 56,

[X0009

IVIAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone : 552 Mayfair.

jrams :
" Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

^t S.E«<,
,

fiUSi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Fafiiir.3h.p. Fafnir, B. and B., Ukantes' stand, footrests, pulls

2. and starts every time; £6/10.-145, Waleran
Buildings, Old Kent Bd., London. [7570

"I Q13 T^vin Fafnir, 6h.p., Chater frame, kick starter,
J-t^' with splendid art cane sidecar, complete; £36.—
H. A. Norris, 30, Tulse Hill, Eristoo, S.W. [7475

F.N,
1(Q12 F.N., 2V2h.p., 2-speed, free; £20; 2 spare tubes,
J-«/ lamp, horn, and all sparer.—Jenner, Rayleiph.

[7433

F.N. Lig-htwpiglit, mgg., excellent condition throngh-
out: £9/10, lowest.—Mcrga a, 60, King^court Ed.,

Streatham. [7411
"jQl3^;i F.N.. clutch, 2-speed, head light, speedometer;
-L*J £42/10, or exchange Indian.—New Farm, Arbnr-
field, Reading. [7441

F.N., 2V'h.p., 1913 model, 2-speed gear, splendid order;
£28. or near offer.-Wharf Engineering Co., Par-

eons Wharf, liford. [7448

03.h.p. F.N., new TJ.H, mag., splendid running order,
/W4 engine like new, 2 epare belt^ and tyres; accept
£8/10.-82. Haselrigge Rd.. Clapham, S.W. [7492

3-SPEED Clutch 5h.p. 1912 F.N., new 1913, acces-
sories, everything perfect, many improvements; ex-

pert owner: £29.—Harrison, c/o Purcells, 78. Char-
lotte St . W. [7503

F.N., 4-cyl.. 1911, and Wolbrown sidecar, 2-speed, plate
clutch, speedometer, lamp, horn, hand starter, not

done 3,000 niile^, like new; cost £85, sell £35, or ex-
change with ca^li for T.M.C.— 10, Biantwocd Rd., Luton,
Beds. [7393

Hazlewood.
1Q14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new Whit, week,
Xi/ and only jidden 500 miles; cost £68/5; sacrifice
for £58.-125, London Rd., Manchester. [0562

Hojden.HOLDEN. 4-cyl., 2Vix4V2, horizontal, water-cooled,
crank drive.—Ripley, Elk House, Tynemouth.

[50230
H umber.HUMBER, 2%h.p., splendid order throughout, accu-

mulator; £5/5.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd.. Acton.
LX0313

1 Q 11 3V'h.p. Humbei and sidecar, 2-speed, handle
-L*/ starting; £20.-1, Albion Terrace, Child^ Hill.

[:S0334

1 Q 1 3 Humber, 2h.p., splendid condition : £1 5.—
Xt/ Davies, Alma Cottage, MaesgT\Tn Rd., Wrexham.

[X0305
"IQ13 Humber, twin, 25/ih.p., very lively, done 1,000;
Xt/ £25 or offers.-Pulford, Brinkley, Southport.

[7535
HUMBER, 2%h.p., late 1912, free engine, excellent

"condition; £22.—E^ton, 60, Chase Side, South-
gate. [7533

1Q12 3V2h.p. 2-speed Humber, completely overhauled,
Xt/ perfect throughout; offers.-Coombs, Lockerbey,
Hants. [7403

HUMBER, 1914, 2=>4h.p., 3-speed, twin, brand new;
accept £37.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. *" , [7558

HUMBER, 1911, Si/ah.p., F.E., 2-speed gear, handle
starting, condition equal to new; £25.—Beacher,

Seend, Melsham. [7452

HUMBER, 3Voh.p., 2 speeds, free, B. and B., Bosch,
Dunlops (new), accessories; £18.—Wright, 133, Clon-

mellRd.. Tottenham. [X0252

NEW 2h.p. Humber Lady's Motor Cycle, 3 speeds
and free engine; cost £50, take £40, or near

offer.—Taylor, Motor Agent, Kettering. [SOI 94

HUMBER, 1914 (April), 254h.p. twin, Armstrong 3-
epeed, fast, perfect, accessories; reasonable cash

offers.— 266, Moss Lane East, Manchester. [7413

HUMBER, 234h.p., TJT. twin, in splendid condition
throughout, smart, fast, and reliable

;
great bar-

gain, £25.—Crypto, 14, Mortimer St., W. [X0336

HUMBER, 1912-3, 3iAh.p., 2-sreed, Perfect, spares,
£33 ; with Cowey, lamp, mirror, watch, £36 ; en-

listed.—5, Appach Rd., Josephine Av.. Brixton. [7437

HUMBER, 1912V2, 3M;b.p., 2 speeds, speedometer,
lamps, all accessories, Mills-Fulford 13 gn. sidecar,

perfect condition; £30.—Cole, 56, Newington Green,
London, N. [7434

Indian.
-I Q13 7h.p. T.T. Indian, £59; clutch model, perfect.
Xi7 £37/10.-11, Jackson St., Blackpool. [X0229
Kh.p. Indian, free engine, in splendid condition; £30 —

W. W. Smith, Luther Cottage, Odd Down, Bath
[7398

1 Q14 Standard Indjan and .=iidecar, 800 miles, perfect;
X*/ any trial; £68.-185, Markhouse Rd., Waltham-
t^tow. [7416

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1913, spring frame, 2-speed, per-
fect; £43/10.—Write, Leeds, 55, Shaftesbury

Av., W. [7553

1013 7h,p. Indian, 2-speed, Swan, .sidecar, speed-
Xt/ omcter, Xl'all, carefully used; £50.-53, Brixton
Rd.. S.W. [7537

INDIAN, 1914 model, 7h.p., practically unecratched,
680 miles; offers wanted.—Leslie Bucknall, Lang-

ley Court, Beckenham. [0580

INDIAN and sidecar, 7-9h.p., 1912*4. 2-.~peed, kick
starter, all likejiew; trial; £40, bargain.-Wright.

[7543NfWf^agent, Arlesey, Beds.

Al8 All letters relating to advertisemepts should quote tlie number at the eud of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVEE, 1912, 3-fipeed, and coaclibmlt sidecar, perfect
order, new back tyre, accessories, spares; £32/10.—

Torath, 3, Hammersley St., Hanley, Stafls. [0281

ROVER, 1914, SVjh.p., 3 speeds, complete with lamp
and horn, only used for demonstration purposes

(tank slightly damaged); £42/10.—Walsall Garage, \YaI-
sall. [S0241

ROVEE (1914, June); best offer oyer £50 secures 3-

speed Eorer, -with eoachbuilt sidecar, special chassis,
screen, etc., or i-ould separate.—Harcourt, 125, Jockey
Ed., Sutton ColTfleid. [7497

LATE 1913 Rover, with 1914 Millford Corrette side-
car, engine is exceptionally powerful, whole com-

bination is in peifect condition ; accept £45.—Beech-
cioft. Park Ed., Sutton Coldfleld. [7514

Rudge.
RUDGE, 1912 model, SVah.p., fine machine; £22.—

Speechley. 45, Church Ed., Acton. [X0310

RUDGE Multi. 19121A. 5,000 miles, lamp, horn,
spares ; £28.—Hitcfie's Garage, Eltham. [7382

£35.—Eudge Multi, 191 21/2- Senspray, complete, per-

fect, Sl'all: liR-htweight part.—Shone, Northlands,
OhichKter St.. Chester. [7400

1 Q12Vl. Rudge. free engine, kick start, in splendid con-
J- 1' ditijD. all spares and accessories ; £22.—Hose,
49. Milend Kd., London E. [7490

RUDGE Multi, 1914. sidecar, perfect condition, fast,

all acces.'^orieti, new tyre: £45; wonld separate.—
Smith, Park Parade Garage, Palmer's Green. [X9841

RUDGE, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, 1914. exhaust whistle, all

tools and spares, good sidecar machine; £40.—The I

Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath
Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0570

Sarolea.
5h.p, Twin Sarolea and cigar shaped sidecjir, Mabon

variable gear, B. and B., Bosch; £22.—Par'sons,

42, Aytoun Ed., Stockwell. [7542

Scott.
14 Scott, excellent condition, only done 500
miles.-S. Zenith, Hampton Court. [XOIB?

COTT, 1914 model, not done 500 mil^s; a great bar-
gain, £43/10.-'U'alsaU Garage. Walsall. [X0237

LATE 1913 Scott and sidecar, nil accessories, spares.
practic-allv new; any trial; £50.-185, Markhon^e

Rd., Waltbamstow. [7416

SCOTT, 191 1";^.-!, folding widerar, 1913. speedometer.
600 miles, lamp, horn; £38.-35. Alexander Ed..

Acock's Green. Birmingham [S0298

1Q11 Scott Motor Cycle, in thoroughly good order;
-Lt/ £27/10: cash or easv termn.-E. E. Jones [Gar-

ages), Ltd.. Swansea. Aic^o at Cardiff. [0547

SCOTT, 2-stroke, w.c, only done 3.000 niiletn. good as

new; saitifice owing tn war, £45.— Dispatch Mritor
Co., Ltd., 114-118. Soutbwark Biidge Ed., S.E. [6983

SCOTT, 1913. 2-stroke, 2-speed. kick start, water
cooled, with eoachbuilt sidecar, complete, guar-

anteed order; bargain, £47/ 10.—Garage, 79, Mvddle-
ton Ed., Bowes Park. [7354

SCOTT. 1912. jiL^ been thoroughly overhauled, and
in perfect condition right throughout, complete with

Bmart eoachbuilt sidecar, for deposit of £15 and 12 pay-
mentfs of £2/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow,
Birmingham. [XOl 90

Sinfier.
1 QllV' 3ii.h.p. Singer, perfect condition; £15.-49.
X*^ Cabara Park, Phibsboro, Dublin. [X0366

1Q13 Singer, 3^h.p., 3-epeed. Millford sidecar, all
Xt/ sparefi, condition as new; £45.—Eead, 76, New
Hey Ed.. Huddersfield. [X0206

SINGER. 1914. special 3Uh.p.. T.T. competition
winner, new Hutchin-^on, John Bull belt, Ln-ar'

lamp, spare-'- £35.-504, High Ed., Tottenham. [7498

SINGER. 4'^h.p., 2-speed. 1914, IMills-Fulford
family sidecar, excellent condition; £60, or near

offer: only reason sale, higher power machine wanted.
—Kelly, 5, Bank Mansions, Sutton. Surrey. [7387

*| Q 14 Singer and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-speed,XO 4',-jh.p., chain drive, travelled 80 miles only,
bought this month for £77, accept £68 for combina-
tion, or offer lor bike alone.—Carnochan, Electrician,
Allestree Hall, Derby. [X0378

Sunbeam.
BEAND New Sunbeam. SV^h.p., 3 epeed* ; £65 to

cle^r.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham [X0294

31h.p. Sunbeam, 3-specd gear; cash or easy pavments.
2 -West End Garage, Blackburn. iX0256

3JLh.p. Tourist Trophy Sunbeam, delivored September
2 5th; £60, lowest.—Field, Cheriton, Templecombe.

[7513
SUNBEAM, 1913. 23ih.p., kick starter, 2-speed, chain

drive, recently overhauled by makers, sound
throughout; £35.—Barton's Garage, Shepperton. [7572

SUNBEAM. 2^>4h.p., 1914. perfect condition through-
out,* little used, special 2V^ tyres, Lucas lamp, horn,

all spare-;, only wants teeing ; bargain at 40 gns.— 9,
Monument Ed., Wigan. [7464

23^h,p. 1914 Sunbeain, not ridden 200 miles, practi-
4 cally unaoiled, steel-studded cover on back, abso-

lutely new and faultless machine; bargain, 50 gns!^—
Edmund Kcuuard, Frith, Stalbridge, Dorset. [X0253

Be Patriotic
English, French. Belgian, or Russian flags.

beautifully made, with special fitting for fixing
to number plate, extra stout pin.

Rr-ioe 1/6 e£Lch.
Postage 2d. Extra.

Flagsof 3, English, French, and Belgian, in combined
clip—for cars to fit round radiator cap—price 3/-.

Ditto .1 flags, including Russian, price 4/-. Can be
supplied wiihhandle-barclip at same price. Post 3d.

Flag stemclips toclip onNo. plate, price 3d. Post id.

V\/AR SALE
GENUINE PRICE REDUCTION IN ALL

DEPARTMENTS.
Compare our prices before deciding. You will

readily see the value we offer. Usual Sale
Quantity. p^^^^ p^.^^,

25. 1914 STEWART SPEED INDI- f s. £ s. d-
GATORS, complete with mile-
age recorder. Absolutely new
latest model. Approval against
remittance 210 2 2

6. 1013 4 ARMSTRONG 3-SPEED
HUBS. Mark VI., iitted with
1914 clutch plates, ail complete
ready for fitting 10 o 6 17 6

3 only 1914 AUTO-WHEELS, shop-
soiled onlv 15 15 13 10

25. GLARE ELECTRIC HEAD
LAMPS, lamp adjustable to

any position. Xickel-plated,
quite new 10/6 8/6

SIDECARS.
1914 No. 5 GLORIA, eoachbuilt,

stock-soiled 23 2 6 19 19
1914 MILLFORD CORVETTE

coach- built, apron, and mat,
stock-soiled 13 2 6 11110

1914 MONTGOMERY. No. 10, coach
built, stnck-soilcii ro 10 8 17 6

1914 PARAGON Koidins Sidecar, cane
body and luggage grid fine condi-
tioD little US'

d

14 I] 7 15
CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

18. DELUGE SUITS, triple proofed
registered design, very strong.

Storm proof and un tearable.

Overalls seatlcss with fly side

openings. Chest measurements
36, 38, 40, and 4210 2 10 2 2 6

25. AUtCLOS SUITS, smart cut,

separate legs, coat covers knees,

fitted with wind cufls and storm
collar, patterns free 115 19 6

10. Long BLACK OILSKIN COATS,
suitable for service u~e 15/6 10/6

50. Tan leather RACING HELMETS,
extra warm wool lined, post 2d. 4/9
Ditto, unlined, postage 2d — 3/9

SAVE MONEY by sending for a copy o! the big
Taylor Catalogue of Machines, Accessories, and
Clothing, post free.

Sole London .Vnenta for the famons A .T S. Motors and F.B.
two-stroke ligbtwei^^liC and sidecar models. Wholesale and
BeUiil.

London Agento for Rex and J.A.P. Spare Paris. Trade
supplied. OfUcial E jiiiircrB tn the A.C.U.

H TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms .... 21 a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Pbcne : Museum. 1240.
Telegrams: " Dynaraetro, Weitcent, Londoa."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Swift.

WIFT. 3h.p., 2.speed. free engine, 2 spare tr""s\

£7/10. bargain.—200. St. James's EiJ.. Bermond-
[7419

T.D.C.
ili.p. T.D.O.. 1911. perfect condition; £23/10, or

2 ogcr.—Bowers, 36, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings.
[7494

Triumph.
3ili.p. Junior Triumph, ridden Sundays, new, 'uougtt

4 Mar: £36.-A. Bennett, 241, Hunslet Ed., Leeds.
[7389

TEIUJIPH, 1911. free engine, really good condition,

complete.—Burnll, 24, Jesse Terrace, Eeading.
[X0002

TEimrPHS.—Several cheap for disposal.—Write,
Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Ed., Streatham.

[X0350
TEIUMPH. 1912-13. clutch, exactly like new; offers

over £24 considered.-164, Broadfleld Ud., Oatford.
[7574

TEIUMPH. late 1909. engine, tyres, belt, good as
new; take £21.-58, Church St., West Hartle-

pool. [7350

"IQlOt;. 2-6pGed Triumph, accessories, thoroughly over-

XJ/ lauled- offers wanted.—Water Works, Tewkes-
bury. [X0337

TEirMPH, late 1913. F.E., excellent condition;
£36/10, with spares.—A.W., 19, High St., Beeken-

ham. [X0212

Qih.p. Junior Triumph, ridden 600 miles only, condi-

^^4 tion as new; £36.—Eobinson's, Green St.. Cani-

bridge. [6866

I 01^ 3-speed Triumph, new, cannot take delivery:
J.O sacriflce £50,-No. 6,712, The Motor Cycle Offlcw,

Coventry. [X02e8

TEIUMPH, 1911, clutch model, variable gear, speed-
oini'ter, brand new Duulops : £25.—L., 1, King

St.. Acton. [7592

TEIUMPH, 1909, and cane sidecar, £20; Indian
spring forks, £1.-L. Ellis, 40, Wrottcsley Ed.,

Plumstead. [7459

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. tree engine, slightly soiled;

£47.—TLe Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Kd.,
Birmingliam. (0594

"IQ09 Triumph, 1914 cylinder and piston, grand con-
JL»7 rtition; £23; e-Kchunge lightweight.-61. Albeit

Ed.. Luton. Beds. [7512

TEIUMPH. 1913. free engine, P. and H. lamp, sparca

and accc^fjories. equal to neiv throughout : £36.-7,
Tuuley Ed.. Balham. (7435

T.T. Triumph. 1914'A. 4h.p., practically new, lamp
(Lucas), spares; best offer, quick sale.—Samuel,

Eichmond Av., Leicester. [7357

1013 Triumph, free engine, splendid condition:
i.U must sell, what offers ?—Lyon, 42, St. Paul's
Ed.. Camden Town, N.W. [7521

TRIU.MPH, 1912. 3','.h.p., Iree engine, fitted 1914
silencer, equal to hew; £30.—The Premier Motor

Co.. Ltd.. Aston Ed.. Birmingham. (0595

TRIUMPH, 1913. S'ih.p., 3 speeds and clutch,

purchased February. 1914, used solo only, condi-

tion like new, guaranteed : £39.—Below,

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch. Typ«
C. not done 2,0U0 miles, perfect; £46.—Elce

and Co., 15, Bishojisgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.
"Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0551

1QI2 Triumph, free engine model, in excellent con-

.0 ditiou- £33: it'^ti or easv terms.— E. i^. Jones
Garagesl. Ltd., Swansea Also at CardiB (0546

rpRIU.MPH, 1911. 3'^h.p., free engine. 1914 pattern
spring fork and'^ilencer; £22.—The vreniier

.Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. (0596

:

tf>-STEOKE Tiiumpli, new August, ridden twice only,

f^ absnlutelv uns.-ileJ. luU.v eqnipped : must ^etl

tbrougli wari £37.-94, Glou.jGt^ter Kd., S.W. [7418

TRIUMPH, bought 1911. clutch model, sidecar, ac-

cessories, sparer;, new condition; trial; £25.—
Shorter, P.-rit Office. An^ye, Hayward^ Heath. [X0274

NEW Triumph, 3-?peed. in crate, also Junior Triumph.
2-speed. in crute; second-hand 4h.p.. 3-.^peed ; ditto,

1913, like new exchanges, offers.—Kwen. King's Lynn
[X9978

TEIUMl'H. 1911"'4. speedometer, largest size Powell
and Hanmer, extension exhaust pipe, etc., just

f.v-^rhanlcd; nearest £30 eecureti.-L.D., Grove House,
Higbgate. [7470

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914. bought the weet the war
broke oat; owner now gone to front; what ofleris?

—Can be seen at Whiteley<5, Edingborough, Temple For-

tune, Hendon. CX0217

TRIUMPH, 3'i>h.p., free engine, new 1912, perfcit

condition. Best and Lloyd lubricator, tools, acces-

(!ories; £28/7; trial appointment.—Holt, Smallshaw,
Ashton-under-Lyne. [X0228

TRIUMPH. 1913V2. T.T., special engine, clutch, PbiUp.
fion puller, speedometei, accessoriet;, spares, eplen-

did tvTPri and condition; £40.— Geldard, South Western
Chamber.^, Woking. tX0280

1 Q13 Triumph, Sturmey-Archer gear, new this year,

Xt/ with 1914 fittings, lamp, horn, new belt fitted, also

No. 10 model Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, new June,
fitted with coverall apron, and side shield to mudguard;
would SPll either or both cheap for cash; in Coventry.—
6,715, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0381

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2i
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?!OTOJJ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"I Q09 cmt^'ii Triumph, new cylinder and piston
Hif 1914, £10 spent on machine, 1913 and 1914,
for parts and repairs, all spares; £23.—Clementson,
Mossley, near Manchester. [7522

TRIUMPH, 1913, free engine, N.S.U. 2-5peed gear,
in splendid condition, lamp, horn, tools; £40

owner leaving for Australia.
Newport Rd., Middlesbrough.

C. Stretch, 120,
[7386

YES! GO TO GODFREY'S.

> '<-

15, Nicholas Street, Coventry.

21st September, 1914.
speedometer, horn, insurance just paid; bargain, £45. I 'T'^ TWacc**^ f^nflff^xi'c T ftl
-P., 15, Bavant Rd., Denmark Hill, S.E. [7532 ' " iVieSSrS .

fjOajrey & I^IU.,

Dear Sirs,

With reference to the 1909
Triumph I purchased from you in

March, I feel I must write and say
how pleased Iam with the machine,
having now ridden it well over
4,000 miles, including several runs

of 140 miles practically non-stop,
and during the whole of the time
I have had absolutely no trouble

whatever except tyre trouble

Whenever a friend asks me if I

know where there is a good second,

TRIUMPH, 1913, and new coachbuilt sidecar (cost

£11/11), 3 speeds and clutch, _ new lamps,

TEIUMPH, 1913%, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamp,
horn, Stewarts speedometer, all sparer, "with Phce-

nis wicker sidecar, both new condition; co«t £72, take
i;50 : without eidecai £45.—Storer, Jolly Farmer. Sand-
hurst. [X0143

TRIUMPH, SVih.p., late 1909. just been overhaulefl
and re-enamelled, tyres in excellent condition,

back nearlv new, acetylene lamp and generator, usual
tools, etc. : will take £20. - Box L5.014. The Motor
Cycle OtBcea, 20, Tudor St.. E.G. (0553

Vindec
TTIXDEC, 5h.p., mag., free engine, overhauled, sidecar:
I £18.-11, Station Rd., Manor Park. [7445

V.S

V.S. and Sidecar, 7h.p. ; £25. or exchange.— 120, High
Ed., Lee, S.E. [X0332

V.S., 5-6h.p., 1914 B. and B., Bosch, jnst o.ver-

hauled £12, new pistons, cylinders, first-class

order; bargain,
Edmund's.

£17.-14, York Ed.,

ZENITH,
Plummery, 273, Ealham High Rd.

1913,

Bury St.

[7384
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 1914 Water-cooled Sidecar Com-
bination, condition almost as new; cost £102,

accept £77/10.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.
[0390

WILLIAMSON, 1913%, and sidecar, overhauled,
kick starter, new tyres, lamps, speedometer, wind

screen, spares; £65; solo Scott, Levis, Connaught part
exchange considered.—60, Oaklands Rd., Cricklewood.

[7365
1(Q14 8h.p. Williaiuson, water-cooled, with coachbuilt
Jl t/ sidecar, includes lamp, separate generator, horn,
speedometer, the whole combination in real extra special
condition: price £57/10.—Seen at Wauchope's Motor
Depot, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7588

Zenith.
SV^h.p.. excellent condition: £30.
- - - - [7394

ZENITH Gradua Motor Cycle, good order: £43.-
Lieut. Graham Martin, Brunswick House, Torquay^

[X9806
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1911. SVsh.p., new tyre, belt

trial: 19 gns., or exchange.—Bedford, Landguaid
Fort. Felixstowe. [7412

ZENITH, 6h.p., kick starter, late 1913, with 10 gn.
cane sidecar, done 3,500 miles; £60, or nearest.—

Bowness, Draper, Carlisle. [50268

ZENITH, eli.p., 1911, Gradua gear, and sidecar,
with accessories: £28.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [7561

ZENITH, 1912, 3V;h.p., Gradua gear, just com-
pletely overhauled; £28.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [7562

splendid condition, and Mills-
loachbnilt sidecar; £48/10.-0.

39. Bendon Valley, Earlsfield, S.W. [X0301

ZENITH. 6h.p.. new 1913, enamelled black, gold
Lined, and 15 gn. underslung coachbuilt sidecar, 2

lamps, perfect condition; sacrifice £40.-504, High Ed.,
Tottenham. [7499

1Q13 Zenith, 6h.p.. and new coach sidecar, 4-point
-L^ castor wheel, all in excellent condition; owner on
active service; b;Jrgain, £38.-Seen and particulars, Cam-
bridge Garage, Frances St., Woolwich, S.E. 'Phone: 108.

[7235
ZENITH, 1914, T.T., red finish, SVjh.p., J.A.P.

twin engine, counter-shaft gear. Best and Lloyd
lubricator and hand pump, Hutchinson tyres, special
machine used in T.T. race, securing gold medal, a
splendid bargain, in perfect order; £45.—Elce and
Co., 15, Eisbopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0491
Miscellaneous.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, issue fortnightly list of
100 automobiles, motor cycles, mailed free.

PALMER'S Garage, To. ting, hold auctions every fort-
night. Catalogue sent regularly on application.

PALMER'S Garage and Motor Auction Rooms, Merton
Tram Terminus, Tootin.g.—The only house making

a .'ipPL'iuIity of motor cycles bv auction. Tremendous bar-
gains. Write at once for catalogue. [7477

CHATEE-ANTOINB, twin, mag., 2-6peed, sidecar;
£18: wanted, Douglas.—35, Upper Tooting Ed.,

S.W. [X0269

1Q12 5-6h.p. F.N. and sidecar, 2 speeds, free engine,
Jl«7 tyres and whole machine in splendid condition.
Miller lamp. etc. ; £28.

~i Qll 4h.p. Rex and sidecar, in perfect running order;
J-£» fl7.'10.

"IQ15 Connaught, 2^troke, in new condition: £23/10.
X«./ -Delancey St Garage, Camden Town, N.W. [7507

hand machine for sale, I always
say—Yes, go to Godfrey's, they 'II

fix you up.

With best wishes for your
success, and thanking you for the

way in which you sent my
machine out,

I am, yours truly,

F. N. TAYLOR.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Greatest bargains
ever known ; must be sold : easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.-Brand new Rex. 1914, 6h.p., 2
speeds

:
great sacrifice, 45 gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Chater-Lea-Jap. 1913, 3y2-4h.p.,

Bosch, 2 speeds, counter-shaft, kick; 28 gns.

;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury. 1912, 3V2-4h.p., Bosch,
newly enamelled, like new; £25; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Zenith, 1912, 3i?-4h.p. J.A.P.,
Bosch, variable gear, nice order ; offers : ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, 1912, 6h.p. twin, enclosed
Bosch, 2 speeds : bargain, 28 gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Bat-Jap. 8h.p. twin, mag., 2
speeds, powerful machine: £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOEl'H.-T.A.C., late. 7h.p., 4 cj'ls., mag.,
3 speeds, shaft, beauty; £32/10; exchanees.

WANDSWOETH. - Bradbury, 1911-12, 3y-4h.p.,
mag., Druids, nearly new tyies; £18/18; ex-

changes.

WAJS'DSWOETH.-Indian (green). 5-6h.p. twin, mag.,
very fast machine: gift, £18/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.U. combination, 5-6h.p. twin.
mag., 2 speeds; great bargain, £17/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N., genuine 1909, 5.6h.p., 4
cyls., mag., overhauled, nice order; £15/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Roc, 1909, 4h.p., m.o.v., mag.. 2
speeds, handle starting; £14/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Motosacoche Ughtweight, ll,!..2h.p.,

mag., Druids, running order; clearance, £8/15;
exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury, 3-3J/,h.p., B. and B.,
dry cell, good enamel, low built; £6/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. — Easy payments. — Wandswortb
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone: Eattersea 327. [X0376

EAGLES.-
speed

accessories

;

-|Q12 Zenith, 8h.p.,
Xt/ Fulford £18/18 coachbuilt sidecar; £48/10.-0.

We take stock at the end
of this month and are ofTer-

ng substantial discounts
off our list prices to cash
buyers.

SPECSAL TERMS TO MOTOR
CYCLISTS JOINBNG THE FORCES.

GODFREY'S LTD,

08, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

'Phones
44641
4350} Mayfair.

Write for full lists of Bargains if

you cannot call.

-N.S.U. 6-7h.p. twin, latest pattern, 2-

gear, kick starter, new condition, all

£40.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, clutch model. 2 speeds,
excellent condition, all accessories; £32.

EAGLES.-Radco, 1914, 2Wh.p.,
used, as new; £18/10.

2-stroke, slightly

EAGLES.-Bradbnry, 4h.p. (89X89). N.S.U. 2-speec
gear, free engine, with Phcenix £14/14 sidecar;

£32, or separately.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3h.p. (75x75),' in good order,
mag. ignition; £8/10.

EAGLES.-Clyno, 6h.p.. 191214, 2 speeds, chain drive,
fine sidecar machine ; £35.

EAGLES.-Humber, S'/jh.p.,

coachbuilt sidecar; £25.
2 speeds, footboards,

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 3l/2h.p. Model de Luxe, latest pat-
tern, spring frame, 2 speeds, free engine : £30.

AGLBS.-Alldays Matchless, SVcb.p., late 1912. 2
speeds, free engine, coachbuilt sidecar: £28/10.E

EAGLES.—Bat-Jap, 1912-13, 5-6h.p. twin,
drive, 2 speeds, kick starter, Gloria

wheel coachbuilt sidecar;

1914,
offers.

£42/10.

3-speed

chain
spring

model.EAGLES.—Rover,
slightly soiled

;

E.VGLES.—Triumph, 1912, free engine- model, T\ith

Philipson pulley, new condition ; £30.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, 1911, thoroughly
overhauled, 2 speeds, coachbuilt 1914 sidecar,

perfect condition; £36; any trial.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on
approval, " Tlie Motor Cycle " deposit system.

—

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswick,
[X0258

CHATER-ANTOINE, 6h.p., Bosch, Amac, re-bttshed,
sidecar, perfect; £18.—Bii-d, 3, Goodwyns Vale,

Muswell Hill. [7545

CHATER-J.A.P., sysh.p.. 1912. ilS: cane canoe side-

car, Chater, £5; exchange with cash for DoueIq'^.—
50, itanor Rd., Biockley. [7466

CHATER-FAFNIR, 3h.p., Bosch, B. and B., Druidt?,
low: £17 ; offers; exchanges.—Paiticular-s, 115,

Adnitt Rd., Northampton. [7500

5-6h.r. Chater-l'eugeot, 2-speed, Bosch mag., B.B. car-
buretter, good tyi&i, belt, torpedo cane sidecar:

£20.— R:,ssiter, Henrietta Park. Bath. [X0234

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get thein at Wauchope's (cash or easy

teims), 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London. [X9705"

NEARLY New Sidecar Combination, 3^4b.p., Arm-^
strong ; £35 ;

part exchange.—Grove, 224,
Fore St., Upper Edmonton, London. [7551

GUARANTEED Second-hand Machines from £5 to
£50.—Write, call, or 'phone, Longman Bros, and

Aitken, 1. King St., Acton. Tel.: Chiswick 1578. [7593

AUTO-WHEEL, guaranteed as new, 1914, perfect,
bargain, £10; one Rudge, free engine, 1912,

tyree nearly new. excellent condition, £25; one
Triumph, 1909, in perfect condition. £16.—Stobbartj
Engineer, Aspatria. [7381

A22 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
BASTONES.-Hu-tchinson 1913 T.T. rubber studded

covers, 26x2'/2, St 26x2^4 rims, 24/-.

BASTONES.—Hutchinjon 1913 paesenger COTeis, 26X
2 20;-, 26x21/2 28/-.

BASTONES.-Hiitchinson Brookland rubber non-8kid
covers. 26x2 12/-; ribbed pattern, 26xl?i 10/6.

BASTONES.—Clearance Michelin etandard covers,
26x214 22/6, 26x21/2 24/-, 28x21/2 24/-.

DASTONES.-lIiclielin 1914 cover* (beaded), 26xl'i

TJ^?™'''^fS.-MicIielin 1914 covers (wired), 26x1 =
,

214/9' ^^^2 13/9, 26X214 15/-, 26x2% 16/-, 28x

BASTONES.—Michelin clearance cvcle covers, nired
edge, 28x11/,; 5/3.

DASTOXES.— Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x2ij
••-' 5/6, 26x21,2 6/-, 28x2 6/-.

E>ASTONES.-'n"e have a huge stock of

Tel.: 2481 :>'orth.

^- -_ covers and
Ti.nn+ „.,., ." —akes), 'Phone or send your lequire
ments.-228, I'entonville Ed., King's Croea, London, N

i>orth. [7581
T?LITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed., Vic-

ttn n°VJ\, '?'"' ™ii"'e from Victoria Station), and
f°%P°^'>b^^i>oar Luae. Brixton, S.W. All post orders

tnn inil"" S^'^u'-
P^o^^ Victoria 6553. and Brix-

1,°n„= • i^*^ ^V ""^ following special clearance

«n1i„l ,"°'°j ''''f
''°'<^'^' belts, tubes, etc.. and are

A J^&l.r.^j'"'
goods on 7 days' approval against cash.All orders despatched carnage forward unless postage

sent.

ELITE OHei
to all

and over.

J]
LITE.

3/- Patchquick Outnt free of chargr
purchasers of goods to the value o! £1

BO/..
77/6,

nf i?i?.''"'L/'';.P''i™
'"I'' '"Eether with free sample Iof Elite Stiektight patches

EH^'Jv;?l"=P*,'^'l clearance covers, heavy non-skid,

l%nl%lL'; ''?.' P"?'! "5'-: 26X21/, 40/-, list price650X65 45/-, list price 67/6; 28x3 69/-, Ust price

E^?^v';i?''i'i';?''','-
clearance covers heavy anti-.skid.

Pdce 37^6 "pIvcI/
'"'*. PJi,™ 32'6; 26x2% 26/6. list

1^1-. 28x3 35/-, hst price 57/6
"^

covers. 28x3 25/-!

E^p'^vT^."'"''"' ''?"rasp9 Unes of Wood-Milne covers,-^ 28X3, heavy gnp rib pattern, 25/-.

E^'fi^nCi?^"-'''' ""''size covers, 700x80, to fit--- oauxbb runs, heavy plain tread; 28/6.

E^'^fii;^'T?/"°'r''.
^'''•'''"' "'"«• 1913 stock, 650X-' 65, 26/-, hst price 60/-.

SUNDR^^I
items of eqnipment which are of

SERVICE
ALWAYS
In cleaning your belt a brush
specially designed is of the

utmost
use ; w e

illustrateone
which
will be
found specially serviceable,

fitted with wire bristles on
one side and fibre on the

other.

Price 1/6

ian, 30/-, list priir
Kemptfhall sidecar

E^'.nS.Ti"'?'-''"'^ ''^J'y
"''''«'' I"'' studded

MX21/ ??/. S '"/""I" line guaranteed tor 3,0026x214
40/-).

25/- (hst price 37/6),

covers
.,000 miles,

26x2',2 27/6 llist price

E LITE.-

E^IT?-;^^^"''''""'''"! '^"'ers, wired 1

-'-' 21,4 20/-, 26X2 18/6. T.T. 26x2
ILITE.-Hutchinson

o.>' ™"~^'""'°° Urooklands. 1913 stock 26x2
12/6, T.T. 26x21/2 16/6 (list price 33/6).

E^2'6x2^^''"2S';''"m",'''""''"^,",™''"»' '913 steel;

rims fef ('lisf^ricL''|'4/T'' '''"' '"^' *° "' ='^-

on. Passenger 26
<2i4 18/6.p LITE—-Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75 tiL" suit 550X65 r.ms, 25/- (list price 39/S)

'

E^7s^7'iU'i^,'''i",o '=!f"'a°", ."overs, beaded edge.

MX2?:? 24/6
^"^ " ° "^'•'^ ^^'^^^'-i 22/6!

E^15-2li'2"6/''-ri6x2tr24/6''"''
'"'"'^ °°^ ^"""'"""

E"^.fT?;^°f,';,Y p;fcl''3,?,'"'='
''"^''^ ""'" =6^

E'^'T^r'?""''"' '''"^y rubber studded covers, 26x2i'.
17/6 (list priee 30/-), old 1913 stock.

'"'''''''

E'^'f.S'-T^-'-'^'"'' ™P^K. '"'ers. plain tread
heavy grooved 25/

suit 650x65 rims.
Clinciier tubes, 7o6x'80, 6/6!

Clincher extra heavy tubes, bestELITE.
26x21,1 6/6.

Fl^'c'',^-":;?''^!^,,''"^'''^ '"'='=' 'uUy guaranteed, 26x2
1/3 extra

' ^^''^''- ^'"' ^^''^ 7/6, butted

"P LITE offer a rebate of 7/6 ofl new motor cycle cover--Li r(wtmg not less than 40/-, providing old covets
are returned with order, and 15% off covers listed at les-
than 40'-. 'This offer does not apply to clearance llne,^
as mentioned above.

"P LITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by
J-J process; treads guaranteed not to come
special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6
on application.

TfLITE.—It is Impossible lor ns to advertise all tht^ special lines which we have in stock; thereloreu there 13 anything yin require which is not men
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased tc
quote you upon receipt ol a postcard.

ELITE Eubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed
Victoria, and 260, Coldharbour Lane Lough

borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. 'Phones • ""
6553, and Brixton 2042.

fecial

-oose

;

medium 10/-; sections

Victoria
[9072

Now is the time to

protect your mag-
neto terminals from wet
and mud. Our ' Sen'ice'

tenninal cover, as illus-

trated.

Our price 4d.

A spare charge of

should always be
carried. Our "Ser-

vice" leather carrier

will hold the usual

half-pound tin neatly

and securely.

Price 1/6
Complete with tin of

carbide, 1/11

carbide

We
most

illustrate herewith a

useful and compact
toolbag for
back of car-

rier, with
number plate

on top, and
fitted with
e .X t e r n a 1

pockets for oil cans.

In best hide, 8/2

The Motor Cyclists' Mecca for

EVERYTHING.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD,,

289-292-293, High Holborn.
LONDON. W.C.

Write for our new BIG LIST.

EGGATE,
TYKES.

Edinburgh, for tyre value.

andLEGGATE. Edinburgh.—For great reductions
genuine value in brand new clearance Clincherc

the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
properties. Make the Clincher your safeguard. — See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher DreadnougM,
very heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2

30/-, list £2/4/6; 26x2li 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/3, to

fit 2i,i rims, 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/2 35/6, list

£2/10/10. An experienced sidecarist says; "Dread-
nought is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-plv fabric, rubber studcled, beaded covers; 26

x

2%. to at 214 rims, 27/6, list £2/1; 26X2V2, 29/6, Ust
£2/2/9. A customer writes: "The De Luxe tyre is

truly marvellous value."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher A Won, heavy
rubber studded, bearded covers, 26x2 21/-, list

31/6 26x214 23/-. list 34/-: 26x2»/2 23/-, list £2/1/6.

EGGATE. Ertinburgh.—1914 Leavy Clincher made,
rubber studded, beaded edge covert?. 26x2 17/6,

26x21^ aud 26x21/2 20/-; exceptional value.

LEGGATE. Ediubureh. — Heavy tubes, brand new,

26x2 6/6, 26X2^ 6/6. 26x2% 6/6, 26x2V2 7/-;

worth double.',

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above poods are nil freah

btock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval agaiui-t

fLMuittance. Should a customer, for any reason, nUh to

ivturn a tyre we pay uarriaye both directions, and re-

fund cash in full.

LEGGATE and Co., Motor Cycle Speciati^ta. 15. Slnte-

lord Kd., Edinburgh. [X0282

CLEARANCE Covers, 26x2iA Palmer fabric, heavy"
studded, perfect, 19/6 each; 26x2 Clincher and

Dtinlop ribbed covers, jierfect, 11/6: partly worn ditto,

7/6: 26x2^ and 2V'' ditto. 9/6: all leading luak&i of

tubes, new, but patched once, 4/6; new and perfect

tube<^, all makes, all tiizes, 5/11 each: approval against

ca^h.-Pitts, Evesham St., Eedditch. Tel.: 91. [7356

CLEAHANCE Lines in Tyres.—Twenty 26x2'/^ Pal-
mers, heavy, perfect, 19/6; 26x2Vj Dunlop heavy

and Palmer cord, slight imperfections, 22/6: 26x2V4
1913 pattern Duuloiw. 15/-; 26x2%, to fit 2'4 rim, c^tru
heavy ditto, 17/6; 26x2in. l)unlop»>, partly worn, but
cnod. 7/6; f^auie, but as new. 9/6; 26x2i^ and 21:..

ditto. 9/6; 26x2 Clincher cover»i. perfect. 12/6; tubes,

uU makes and all tiizes, new and perfect, 5/11; ditto,

but patched once, 4/6: poods sent on approval against
ratfh: 26x2 and 2^ W.E. Dunlope, 7/6 each.—Albert
L. Pitts. Eedditch. Tel.: 91. [7356

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Drivers can earn £2/2 to £3/3 per week.

Learn to drive.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Tuition, driving and
merhanism, £3/3 until proficient and satisfied.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Driving instruction only
£2/2; continuous lessons given until you art satis-

fled you can drive properly. Proepectus free. [7482

INSURANCE.
FOR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Insnronceg apply,

Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortford. [0004

PATENT AGENTS.
FLETCHER WILSON, chartered patent agent.

High St. Chambers, Coventry, ^fode^ate inclu-

G
ve lees." [5795

T. MILLARD. 28. Martinean St., Birmingliam.
Epeciali-ts in automobile patents Low charges.

Enquiriee invited. [5684

TRADE Marks, Patents.—For securing German mar-
kets get your trade marke and patents protected.

Particulars' and advice Iree.—Kings Patent Agency,
Ltd.. 165. Queen Victoria St., London. [5818

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Reports -Pnrcells send experts to examine

machined: 10/6 plus fares.—78. Charlotte St., Fitz-
roy 8q., W. (Slo advertisement.! [3473

FINANCIAL.

H^Ems to Money.—Private gent, ie prepared to ad-
vance money on reversions, life interests, motor

cycles, cars, or would purchase.—Jones, 165, Euoton Rd.,
Morecambe. [7427

SITUATIONS VACANT.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have vacancy for two

apprentices; moderate premium repaid wages.
[7480

GOOD Motor Cycle Mechanics wanted; state wa^cs
and previoui? experience.—Maudes, 136, Gt. Pnt'

Loudon. W.land St.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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Are you looking

for Retreads of

the best quality?
— Retreads which will last as

long as many ordinary covers;

then send your covers to

Beldam
Ofi receipt- oj Covers we will quoie you
cost by next post, and return wiikout

delay. IJ you do not need our services

KttB, send for our Retreading List It

contains full particulars oj prices for

Retreads and Repairs oj ail kinds, and

voill be sent post free on application.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Brentjord - - - Middlesex.

THE ALLIES

MOTOR CYCLE MASCOT
{PcUeni applied for).

The Latest Novelty,

Selling m thousands.

Metal Flags, hand-

painted. Nickel-plated

Propeller and Clips.

Will stand all 'weathers.

Each.
' POST FREE.

Agents Wanted \

\\"rite for Trade Terms.

No. I.

English, Belgian & French.

No. 2,

English Belgian &. Russian

/ No. 3.

English, French & Russian

SILK MASCOT FLAfiS.
Size 6in. x 4in. on Brass-headed Rods, with

Nickel-plated Handle-bar Clips.

1/- Each Complete,
POST PAID.

Factors and Dealers write for Prices.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGES.
GARAGING lor Motor Cycles, combinations, etc.;

special low winter terms; every convenience.

—

24a. Ecclesbourne Rd.. Essex Rd.. N. [7502

BUSINESSES AND PPOPERTV FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR and_Cycle Business for Sale; rent, _£ 10
yearly

Coventry.
6,714. The Motor Cycle Offices,

[X0267

S''

WANTED.
- Morgan and Maxivell. Streatham.

[X7877

FRAME, less tvies, to fit 7-9h.p. Peugeot;
AVriglt, King St., Eidimond.

clieap.—
[7510

£30 waiting for 1913 3-speed Triumpll, complete.—
Payne, Durham St., Hartlepool. [X0365

WANTED. lightweiKM motor cycle clieap for casli.

—49 Bowood Rd., Slioffleld. [X0331

MOTOR Cycle, good condition, Triumph or Douglas
preferred.- 1, King St., Acton

1 A/lk Motor Cycks wanted^: spot oaeh paid.-

w
or send. Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

[7591

-Brinp
[7483

INTRODUCERS LIMITED,
3, New street, B1RSVIINGHAM.

ANTED. 25^h.p. m.o.v. cylinder, to fit Minervn.—
Wyard, Queen St., Cirencester, GI06. [S0353

FREE Engine Triumph : will give Motosacoche, Bowh,
and, caeh.—Beadle, Churcli Hill, 'Winchmoie Hill.

[X0364
WANTED. 1913 combination, not less SV^i.^i.;

cheap.—I,iggins, Beech Rd., Stourbridge.
[X0339

WANTED, magneto, carburetter, tyres, lamp i-:et;

cheap.-Write, Brooks, 23, Park Rd. West Green,
N. [XOSSO

WANTED, F.N. engine, for 1911 machine, or cylin-

der and crank case.—Chilton. 199, High St., "Wat-
ford. [7440

WANTED. Douglas, 2 speeds ; full particulars ; cheap,
spot cash.-Wing, 177, New Park Ed., Streatham,

London. [7505

WANTED, speedometer, clutch, speed gear, lamp, belt

;

cheap.—Eleucathra, Highfield Rd., ^Valton-on-
Thames. [X0272

WANTED, for ca«h, 1914 t-n-in motor cyde and
sidecar, chain, perfect condition.—Box 6,703, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0205

CASH. Waiting.—\Yanted, magneto motor cycles.—l-^ill

particulars and lowest price, Box No. 6,711. The
Motor Cycle Offlcee, Coventry [X0509

\TTANTED. Douglas frame, fittings, less engine and
VV gear box; late preferred.—No. L6,192, The Motor

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.O. [7583

WANTED 2 or S-speed gear, also lamp set, speeJ
oiiieter, good saddle, and motor cycle accessoriec^

cheap.— 125, London Rd.. Manchester. [056r

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cars, good cash pr!cc^

—WandsTt'Oith Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wands
worth Town Station 'Phone: Batteisea 327. [X65U

WANTED, speedometers, lamps, tyres, belts, mag-
netos, engines, motor cycles, sidecars; spot cash.

—Grjve, 224. Fore St., Upper Edmonton, London. [7552

TRAVELLER requires use of runabout (Humberette
preferred} for few months without driver.—Full par-

ticulars and terms to The Gables, Maldon, Essex. [7554

WANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light cars,
or cycle cars for cash down.—Write, Box

L6,190, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.G.
[7584

WANTED. 1914 twin motor cycle combination, chain
driven, preferably A.J.S. or M;itchle<^s ; approval

essential.-Full particulars to H., Tudor House, Cam
beiley. - [7569

CASH Buyers Wanted lor 1914 shop-soiled Morgan
runabouts and G.W.K., Victor, Lagonda, and

Calthorpe light cars.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax. . [0488

REQUIRED at once, for cash, this season's motor
cycle, with or without sidecar, must be reliable

make, Matchless or Triumph preferred.—Letters, Tbring,
109, Portnall Rd., Harow Rd. [7509

WANTED any number of 'motor cycles, combina
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy, sell on commission, or excluinge. We have
several clieots waiting for good machines. Send ua
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the highe.st prices; terms, testi-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Ma.xwell.
London Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Strenthani.
London. [S9559

EXCHANGE.
6h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds, for good lathe.-

grove, Silcheetor, Reading.

]4fl"0RGAN and Maxwell. 80, High R4.
London, for exchanges. (D)

-Love-
[7392

Streatham,
[X0352

EXCHANGE lady't; and Rent's cycles for speed gear
-84. Dale St., Eatley Carr, Batley. [X030f

5h.p. Peugeot and sidecar, free engine; exchange cycle
car.—A. PuUeyn, Wigginton, York. [7516

DARRACQ, 2-seat., ready drive away; £15, or ex-
changes.—46. Mary Rd., West Eromwich. [X0323

You can go very much

further than Tippenary

without trouble with

your BELT FASTENER
if you fit the

"LION."
It is GUARANTEED
fop 5,000 MILES,

and as It costs but

SIXPENCE, you will

realise that it is easily

the best value ever

offered.

Ask your

Agent to

show you

the • LION.'

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT &
FASTENER CO.
Cinventops of the
Original Hook
Fastener).
Stanley Webb, Manager.
gROMLPv KENT.

ENGLISH SPANNERS.
FOOTPRINT ^1=) BRAND & DOMINO EE) BRAND

Sole Maker

:

Ti^OS. R. ELLIN,

n;340. W! 508
Send for* a List.

' Footprint " Works,
SHEF-F-iEkD.

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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OVEBSEAS RIDERS
should insist on our popular

British Belt Fasteners.

For quality, finish, and
absolute reliability they

stand unrivalled.

THE STRONGEST
FASTENER IN THE

WORLD.
Fitted by Messrs.

Triumoh Cycle Co., Ltd
and all leading makers:\Zy

"King Hook"
The original hook
fastener with flanged

roller bearings.
Heavy gauge screws
and unbreakable

hooks.

1/- detachable.

1/3 adjustable.

"Knut, " the strongest
fastener ever offered at the

price.

9d. Detachable. 1/- Adjustable.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
I Summer Row, Birmingham. S

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses
Ft. Ft. Ft. i s. rl

6x4x6 high 1 17 t

7 X 5 ^ 61 2 7 i

8x6x7 2 15 t

9x6x7i 326
10 X 7 X 8 4 5 C

12 X 6 X 8J „ 5 6 C

Wide double door=
2/6 extra.

Carriage Paid.

These houses are made in sections to bolt together Easily
fixed. Made ot well-seasoned |in. T. and G. and V-Jointed
Matchboards, and complete with tloor and window Roof
lelted with Patent Vulcanite Roofing. New illustrated
Catalogue with prices ot other houses post free.

Copy ot Test.n|]nial.—Audley Raoge, Blackburn, nth
Sept., 1913. Sirs.—Glad to say received " Gem " Motor
House all m order, and it justifies its name. Am well
satisfied. It was erected in less than a quarter-of-an-hour.

Yours faithfully, J, S. HOLME;.
GODDARD'S. Ltd., CrownW'k; VicarapcLnnc iKo-rt Esse-.

EXCHANGE.
|

Id 12 N.S.TJ.. 3h.p.. 2-speed, and cash, for Triumph I

jLU or good lightweight.— 15, Seaford Ed., Eastbourne
[X0315

WANTED, motor cycle, in exchange for a flr-,;t-clas. i

piano.—Thornley, 76, Uppingham Ed., Leice.^ter
[7457

3 Gas Engine, 50 volt dynamo; £8: exchange W.C.
4 engine motor cycle.—Brown, Haven, Brough, E.
Yorks. (7364

1 Oh. p. Sizaire, 2-seat.. all fittings; exchange for Tri-
Xr-J muph, Douglas, or eell £46.-18, Tudor Gardens,
Barnes. [7401

DAEEACQ Car, 10-12h.p., 2 cyls., excellent; ex-

change twin cycle; sell cheap.— Grainger, Forest
Row. Sussex. [7473

CHATER-LEA Tricar, 4V2h.p., mag., 2 speeds, for

motor cycle: sell £15; or nearest.—Smith, Hare
Hill, Ottershaw. [7449

CANOE Front Sidecar Body. B.B. carburetter, for

tyrefl, 26v2t^, or speedometer.-Write, 54, Connop
Ed., Enfield Wash, [7353

"I Q12 Sh.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, sidecar, clutch, kick
-L^ starter, Indian or lower powef.—363, Shaw Rd,,
Eorton, Lancashire. [X0320

3Jlh.p. Quadrant, new tyre, mag., spring forks. B. and
4 B., IJunlop. for organ, auto cycle, £12, or any-

thing.-3, Bolton Ed., Bury. [X0338

EXCHANGES Wanted against shop-soiled 1914
Rex-Jap, Williamson, and Sun-Villiers machines.

-Motor Exchange. Westgate, Halifax. [0446

EXCHANGE 3'ih.p. 1912 3-speed Singer, excellent
condition, ccachbuilt sidecar, fof higher power, or

cycle car.—Norton, Empire, Aberdare. [7409

EXCHANGE 1914 Bradbury, coach sidecar, Tvhole-

plate camera, and cash, for recent Sh.p. J.A. P.,

A.J.S., or Matchless.—F'eather, Cowper Av.. Clitheroe.
[X0146

EXCHANGE 1914 7h.p. Indian motor cycle and
coaehbuilt sidecar, electric lamps and h.irn. and

wind screen, eos-t £88 May. for modern light car. Hill-
uinn or Singer preferrfd.- Garr. North Hykeham, Lin-
coln, [xoise

WANTED. 2^!trokc lightweight, or S'.i.h.p. solo ma-
chine and cash, in exchange .for 8h.p. B;it-,Tap

sidecar combination. 2 speeds, free engine, kick starter,
fuMv equipped.-Offers to A. Seaiey. 88, I'rinces Av.,
Watford.

.
[7476

MOEGAN wanted; exchange 1913 Indian and side-

ear, engine overhauled at works, electric lights,
hack-rest, spare t\Te, tube, paint as new. splendid con-
dition, or sell.—Box L6.178. The Utolor Cycle OlBrcs.
20, Tudor St., E.C. [7388

REPAIRERS.
I NTOINE Cylinders, pistons, and parts; prompt
»- delivery.

CYLINDERS, crank cases welded; quotations free.

10.MPRE.SS10N Cylinders ground and new piston
^ fitted. 24/-.

LDE3T Engines restored to highest vitality.

B

O
COMPLETE OverhauU at lowest possible prices.

Fuil stock or Rex. Triumph, and J.A-P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now tiuote the
trade (or our Rex-J.-^.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0246
MORGAN and Maxn-ell, Streatham, for cheap, good

repairs. - [X0351

VALVES.—Nickel eteel rnlvea. any eize, 3/6; per pair
6/-.-0 R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.. Leeds- [0253

RADBURY Spare and Repairs a ppeciality.-Agents,
Bright and Harlem. Church St., Cambe.-well. [7528

WELDINGS. Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235, Gt. Ancoate
St . Mancheeter.- Oxy-acetylene welding experte.

BROKEN Flanges, valve eeats. pistons, crank cases,
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engine or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

tons, rings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Weldings. Ltd..
Dept. M.C.. Manchester. [6234

CYLINDERS. Crank Casea welded: quotationa free:
fend yo.ir enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0248

O //J, genuine nickel steel valves: guaranteed un-
/W / O breakable valves, 3/6.—Whitehead, Rugby
Rd., New Cubbington. [X0261

OXY-ACETYLEXE Welding, first - cla.sa work;
moderate qiiotrrtione.—Purcella, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Rd.. W. [6750

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.

—

Lea, Engineers, Runcorn. [5197

WELDING-—All metals, cylindeie, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method for

every
_
job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with ringc;, etc.; 22/6.— Osy-Aoetylene Welding.

349. Ltllie Rd., Fulham. 'Phone: Hamiuersiuitb 1617
[6430

Colonial Motor Cyclists
|could not buy a. more satisfa.ctory|

BRITISH PLUG than the

No rain splashes ^
or moisture will |
affect its working.
It Is absolutely and
permanently gas-

tight, and never
|

gives tiie sliglitest

trouble.

4/-

Are made in a
from 2/'" each.

TYPE C

" Forward "

British

Plugs
dozen types
Lists free.

3/-

Similar to
above but with-

out waterproof

terminal. This

Is one of our

most popular

types, and is

giving satis-

faction every-

• where. Will

you try one P

I FORWARD
MOTOR CO.,

I Summer Row,

I
BIRMINGHAIVI.

^ORWARD\
TYPE C. \

ESTABLISHED 1860.

FOR QUALITY

mircxsiTn
.f ST/\ I /NES I

WORKS COVER 5 ACRES.
6ft. x+ft. X Jit. high £2 2 6

7ft. X 5fL X 7ft. „ 2 10
8fL .\ 5ft. I 7lt. „ 2 15

i-i Sft. X 6fL X 7ft. „ 3 5
9fL X 7lt. X 7ft. „ 4 3 6
inft. xSft. X 7ft. „ 5 5
12ft. iSft. x7ifL „ 5 12 6

Double iloors 2/6 STtrfl.

Pricesareonrail StainesStation.
These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted
toc:ether in a few minutes. They ar- made ot sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor.

Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex

Felt. We treat each nouse with Brown Sideroleum
Cdtalognee with particulars of other eises Free.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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IAMPSandGENERATORS,
hold worlds records.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the wopld. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
with it. It is de:irer no doubt, but isn't it worth
it ? The best is always cheapest, and you positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT through the nig:ht.

Lens. Beam. Price.

6 in. 1,200 ft. 72/6 and 78/6

5iin. 1 ,000 ft. 62/6 and 68/6

4J in. soo ft. 52/3 and 58/6

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our name with quality

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

up to

90% more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly mangin lens can do, if you

try the light of the F.R.S. against any

other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot

:

57, HATTON GARDEN.
Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.
Taylor & Co., Store Street, Tottenham

Court Road, W.C.

Special

Ageo
:ial /
ts:|

Manchester Agents : Messrs. Feay and Co., 12,

Jackson's Row, Maachestec.

VC? TUB MAM vjun Dinrc inunwfiTHE MAN WHO RIDES KNOWS
WHAT IS WANTED.

I have overlO years experience as a rider in

all weatliera. and I liave eradually perfected a
suit of overalls to meet my own reauirements
an a tmvel'er.

The business rider needs to Iteep smart—dry
and comfortable. Whether you ride for busi-

ness rir iilflflsnro, these e-nditions are essential

if you are to enjoy yonr ridinc. Don't throw
away your money ou tilings that arc absolutely
useless for your purpose.

I have explained all about this subject in an
illustiatedboeV-le. Ytou'll be interest d—send
a post card for it fo-day to J. SMITH.

MOSLEY & SMITH
Bu±tei-sh£iw, BrsLCl-Forcd.

REPAIRERS.
WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank

cases, repaired and machined. Scored cylinders
filled in, and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fi,tted coza-

plete, overhauling, re-bushing.—West London
Welding Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536.

[7103
MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,

rebushing, part.=: duplicated.—Ellenborough Moto;
Works, Ellenborough Rd., Wood Green, N. 1839^

UNBREAKABLE Chroine-nickel Valves, gupranteed
one year, 3/6 each, 6/- pair; any make, free per

return.—Capacity Tool Co., Br&seley, Shropshire. [X9915

CCCCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 etone on compression.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford. Est. 21 years.

[7314
PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, step-cut ringfi,

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

bored and ground, 24/-. — C. R. Foeter, KirkstaU Rd..
Leeds. f031C

H.SM. Manufacturing Co., Besson St., New Cross,

S.E.—Motor repairs of every description; cars

overhauled; acetylene welding a speciality. Try us

before going elsewhere. [7371

H.S.M. Manufacturing, Besson St., New Cross, S.E.
—All kinds of repairs for the trade. Acetylene

welding of all descriptions; steel tube welding a
speciality; cars overhauled. [737C

CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with new piston,
hardened gudgeon, and step-cut rings. 85 mm.

21/-; overhauls, re-bushing; estimates free.—The Motor
Repair Co., Stretiord, Manchester. [X0307

TONGE Welding Works. 174. Oldham Kd., Middleton.
Manchester.—Experts in broken cylinders, crank

caties, etc. Welding aluminium a speciality. Nothinf:
too difficult. Sound work at moderate charges. [1389

FRAME Alteiatione.—Triumphs, Rexes, Minervas, 01

any make cut down and modernised ; smartens the
appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and pive--

4 to 6 inchea lower ridine position. Estimates free. ~
Below.

ENGINE Efficiency.-Cylinders re-Errnund, new piston-
fitted ; highest efficiency and skilled workmanship

uMKirauteed: phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6; valves an*!

-^outings ground true, 5/- pair; e«timate6 t^ubmitted.—
Piitricroft Motor Co., Patricroft, Manchester. [6792

COMPRESSION.—Cylinder.^ re-bored and ground, ne-n

pietons. rings, and gudgeont?, complete, 16/-; over-

liauling, re-bu8hing, eiSciency guaranteed. — Reliance
Motor Engineering Co., Spcn Lane, Smethwickj Bir-
mingham. [7282

LOWEST Prices Quoted for any repairs or com-
plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or

cars, or work done on the premises and "fully , guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned by oxygen process, 2/6 single,

4/6 twin.-Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., W. [7348

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, is at your disposal tor

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert will
ensure best results at minimum expense.—Below.

F.N. Spares, special announcement.—We have a large
stock, of new, also sound second-hand parts. If

unable to obtain certain replacements please consult
us.—Below.

3 -SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N., converts
your F.N. into a first-class passenger machine

We are the sole manufacturers of this gear and also
the new type Ilorstmann 2-speed gears. Note special
low prices during war period ; particulars gladly on
application.—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead. [X0361

SERVICE Reliable Repairs and Overhauls.-We will
do your work at specially reduced prices diuring the

war. Up-to-date and well equipped workshops, skilled

mechanics.— 1 and 2. Harpur Mewe, Theobalds Rd., W.C.
Offices 292. High Holborn. 'Phone: 260 Central. [7185

OVERHAULS, Repairs, and Replacements, cylinder
grinding, gear cutting, carbjnising, hardening and

grinding on firet-class manufacturing plant; machine
work for all branches of the trade. Immediate atten^
tion and prompt delivery.—Advance Motor Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd.. Northampton. [X0231

MORMAN and Bliss, London Rd., Hounslow.—
Reduced prices during war. C.I. pistons,

rings, and gudgeons, from 9 / 6 ; bushes, 2 / - ; valves,
3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efiicient;
twins 18/6, singles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [7541

WAR.—To keep our factory going full time we will dc
your repairs at practically co^t. Our well-known high

standard of excellence will be maintained. Every job
will bear our full guarantee. The sole difference will be
the prices, which hold only durins the crisit*; our ordin-
ary rates will be charged as soon as normal times return.
Cylinders re-bored, ground, fitted new pistons, rings, and
gudgeon, 15/6 ; re-bushing, overhauling, welding, frame
alterations, etc., al. at cost. Send jobs along at once.
You will be thoroughly well satisfied in every way.—
Tennant Enpineering Co., Pershore St., Birmingham.
Official repairers to A.C.U. [X0262

P. & P. FLAG MASCOTS
Great Reduction in Prices. (Approx. 25%),

NO DECREASE IN QUALITY.
Insist on liavii.K only P. and P. Brand.

FAST COLOURS. '^'' l'''"«s mounted on Rustless. Staffs,

m^..— _ ' witli Solid Er.iss Ornament.
TRUE FLAGS. NO HAT PINS USED AS STAFFS,

As illustrated

witli Polished
Alu m in ium
Number Plate

Clip.

Approx. Size

oIlflag4x2in.

No. lOSB.
Price complete
•twin, 1/9

\ No. 108C,
\ Price complete

Triple, 2/3

Any combina-
tion of Allies Flags may be had. Postage, id,

FLAG MASCOTS A SPECIALITY.
Approx. "With ordinary With Short With Witli HaiuUc bar
Sizes. staff. Staff. screwed or Number Plate

Staff&NutB. Clip. ShortStaffs

4'X2" 4d. 5d. 7d. 9d.
3" X 6" 6d. 9d. 1 /- 1/3
6"x4' e.id. 9d. 1/1 1/4
9"x4i' Jacks only. 1/3 1/6 1/9

FRENCH; RUSSIAN, JAPANESE, BELGIAN,
UNION JACKS, SERVIAN. Postage Id. extra.

SF>ECSAB. THIS WEEK.
COMBINATION FLAGS OF THE ALLIES,

mounted together on one Bar,
No. of Flags on one Clip. Size of Flags, , can be onpplier

4"X2" 6"X3"
I

ivith Haiidle-bar

Two. 1 /- 1/6
Three. 1/6 2/6
Four. 2/3 3/-
Five. 2/9 4/-

BIG STOCKS — PROWIPT DELIVERIES.

P. & P. ENGII^EERIPIG CO., LTD.,
Flag Mascot Manufacturers,

B LFO R D.

i

Clips, Number
Plate Clips, or for

liitinirtoMudBtiard
ot Radiator Call, all

oneiHiire. Post. Id.

EFFICIENCY IN

RETREADING
by our modern process, also TYRE and
TUBE Repairs. We are handling the
Tyre Problem in a scientific way. We
possess the most remarkable vulcaniz-

ing plant in the United Kingdom.

Our manufacture of
TYRES and INMER TUBES
has met with such grati-

fying success that we are
now producing

500TubesWeekly
of the best quality.

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED.
Endless or Butt-ended.

Prices on application.

KEMPS
Vulcanizing Company, Ltd.,

19, Hardman Street, MANCHESTER,
— or —

125, Devonshire Street, SHEFFIELD.

A28 .411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Standardisation of Controls.

WE
have consistently urged the desir-

ability of standardising the controls of

motor cycles, and Have devoted a con-
siderable amount of space in the hope
of interesting manufacturers in the sub-

ject. A leaderette on the need for standardised
controls appeared in these columns on April
2nd, and at that time we took the oppor-
tunity of drawing the attention of the
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union and the
Auto Cycle Union to this important matter,

soliciting their support in our campaign.
Though we have reason to believe that a goodly
section agreed with our reasoning and the
advisaliility of making the controls of all

the different makes of motor cycles as far

as possible the same in order to avoid the
possibiUty of accident, we feel that the subject
was not considered so seriously as it should
liave rbeen, and with certain members showing
only a lukewarm interest in the matter we are

afraid that very little progress has been made.
A correspondent last week in our " Letters

"

columns emerged from an accident more luckily

than a great many others have done in like cir-

cumstances. We have already recorded one or

two fatal accidents due tp motor cvclists changing
from one make of machine to another, and being
accustomed to the working of the levers, dis-

' covered only too late that the new machine on
which they were mounted accelerated speed when
they intended a directly opposite result.

A good many may reason that a man should
become acquainted with the controls of any
machine before attempting to ride it. Quite true,

but a rider may be perfectly well aware of the

fact that the strange machine on which he is

mounted is controlled differently from his own
mount, and yet in an emergency do the wrong
thing. With swift moving machines one has very

little time to think what to do in a tight corner,

and one is led to control a car or motor cycle

automatically.

We are led to make this further appeal now
that new models are in the air, and we would
recall to manufacturers that, after persistent

pegging away, rims are nowadays standardised.

This was done for motor cycles purely for con-
venience ; standardising the working of control
levers would not only be conducive to conveni-
ence, but to safety as well.

Progress in Gear Design.

IN
surveying the possibiUiies of the future,

particularly with regard to change-speed
gears, it is becoming increasingly evident
that a niultiplicaiion of ratios will be the

rule in I9r5. This fact can be almost
wlioUy credited to the Tourist Trophy Races
and Six Days Trials, and it might be well at

this juncture to quote a reference to the
subject of gears made in these columns when
reviewing the results of the Junior and Senior
T.T. Races held last May. The prophecy we
then njade was that in view of a practically

infinitely variable gear having won the Senior
race and a four-speed mount having won the

Junior event, a general increase in gear ratios

would be the future order. Already we hear of

three different makes of four-speed gears which
will be marketed next year, and, moreover,
quite a number of firms who have hitherto

pinned their faith to the two-speed gear will

shortly change over to a box with three speeds.
T/tc Motor Cycle has never lost an opportunity

of urging the desirability of at least three speeds
on a motor cycle. It is ob\ious to even
inexperienced riders that mth a machine
possessed of only two gears there must be
frequent occasions when the low gear is too
low for any particular hill, and yet the top gear

too high for that same gradient. But, in pro-

viding the intermediate ratio, this is not all the

good which accrues, for with three speeds one
may distribute the ratios with advantage over a

wider range; that is, the top gear may be made
higher and low gear'lower, thus easing the work
required of an engine.
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With Motor Cycles on Mendip.
AN ACCOUNT OF AN INTERESTING
T was a fine breezy morning when, mounted on

2% h.p. two-speed A.J.S. mo'tor cycles, we left

Bristol and shook its grime from our wheels over

the bumpy road through Knowle. We were glad to

see the green fields and sparkling river as we ran down
the charming valley of the Chew, past Stanton Drew
with its Druidical circles, and into Chew Magna, aiid

then to ge:t a ghmpse of half the Mendips as we sped
onwards towards the Harptrees. -

Soon we were climbing, and the sharp ascent and
the bad bend on Harptree Hill brought us both to low

gear, but before gaining the top we had got into high
gear again Plere, at the Castle of Comfort Inn, a

The twin-cylinder Regal-Precision machine for ladies' use. Tlis

engine is a 4 h.p. with side-by-side mechanically operated valves, and c

three-speed hub gear is fitted.

lonely house midst moorlike country, we made the

first halt, and leaving the cycles walked back along

the road, and, mounting a gate, searched successfully

and found the object of the stop. This was the

peculiar swallet hole, fringed with fir trees, and known
on Mendip as the Devil's Punchbowl. But we saw
nothing of his majesty, and returning to the inn re-

mounted and hummed along the open road a thou-

sand feet above the sea. It was good to be alive on
such a morning, and our thoughts were many and
varied as we slipped past the ruins of Roman lead

mines, which were here worked in days of long ago.

" Mendip's Sunless Caves."
On we rode past Charterhouse, with its neighbour-

ing amphftheatre, and rough, wild surroundings, all

calling to mind the adventures of John Winterhead
in " Two Men o' Mendip.'' Now we left the breezy

upland and were soon descending the famous Gorge
into Cheddar; we halted at the " Cliff," ^nd after

visiting the caves and admiring their wonders, Ave par-

took of excellent fare in the secluded grounds and
watched the sunlit waterfall tumbling from the lake

above, which, fed by the underground rivers of Mendip,
is always clear and fresh. We could hardly tear our-

selves away from such a scene, but the road was not

to be denied, and onwards we sped towards Wells, but

before reaching that cathedral city we bore sharp left

and slowly ran into Wookey. Here we explored
VVookey Hole, a series of huge caverns running back
into Mendip, and famous for an underground stream,

the source of the Ri\er Axe. Leaving the cave we
a6

DAY'S JAUNT OVER HISTORIC GROUND.
walked on to Ebbor Rock's, another of Mendip's

remarkable chasms, and after rambling through the

Gorge and clambering over the huge boulders we
returned to the cycles and jogged into Wells, and

thence continued the journey to Glastonbury, an old-

time town famous for its abbey and Saxon memories.

The ancient hostelry and Pilgrims' Inn, now called

'_' The George," claiined us a while, but we were rest-

less and proceeded on foot to the top of the Tor, and

had all King's Sedgmoor spread before us, its flats

stretching for miles across to the Severn sea, which

shimmered in the hazy distance. We could even see

the North Hill at Mlnehead, and the Welsh coast

beyond, but after a while we regained the hotel, and

once more mounting rode across the flats towards

Somerton, and into Langport.

King Alfred and the Cakes.

Here we were on historic ground, for, close by, in

days of yore Alfred burnt the cakes, and later, and

not far removed from our road, the last battle on-

English soil was fought. The ride was - highly

interesting, for the road now ran through sheltered

hamlets, up narrow and tortuous lanes, and then down
on to the flats again. ^
The road had nearly taken us into Bridgwater, bpt

not wishing to enter this town we kept to the right,

and presently got into Wedmore, famed for its associa-

tions with Alfred's victory over the Danes. Cheddar !

was now in sight, but we left it on our right, and,

mounting rapidly, soon ran into Shipham, a scattered

village once connected with a revival of the old mines; .

.

and renowned for its rough miners.

Crossing the Roman road which at one time ran

from the top of Mendip to the sea, and speeding
down through Churchill rocks, surmounted by Dole-
bury 's ancient camp, we went quickly through Lang-
ford and up the sharj) rise of Redhill, and running
down over Barrow with its gleaming reservoirs of

-

Bristol's water supply, regained Bristol after a ride,

of some eighty miles. A S R. '

The Garden monocar surmounting a severe gradient leading up to

The Terrace; Richmond. (See opposite page.)
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THE GARDEN MONOCAR.
An Unconventional Machine wliich Possesses many Altraclive Features.

WE have recen|-ly had placed at our disposal a

neat little single-seated cycle car known as

the Garden and manufactured by the Garden
Engineering Co., Ltd., Somerset Road, Teddington.

The power unit is a V-twin J. A. P. and is rated at

5 h.p. We have covered a considerable number of

miles and have found no diffi-

culty whatever in surmounting
comparatively severe gradients

;

although this model is only fitted

with a single gear, but provided

with an excellent clutch.

Possibilities for Military Use.

Owing to the present crisis one

naturally thinks of the adapta-

bility of various motor vehicles

for field purposes, and we can-

not help thinking that this parti-

cular runabout would be most
suitable for such work. To
begin with, it is extremely light

and can be driven into all sorts

of places and thus easily hidden
out of sight, or it can be trans-

ported with ease on the rear of
a transport waggon, and is, of
course, light on the tyres and
economical with petrol.

The vehicle would, of course, be more flexible if fitted

with a variable gear, and this is done on other models.

The footboards are capable of holding a fair amount
of baggage, which caa be strapped firmly in position.

At the same time no extra wind resistance is caused,

as the mudguards prevent this from being the case.

A series of

The Garden monocar can be lifted with ease, and dragged ova tests were
comparatively large boulders. carried OUt in

the neighbour-

hood of Rich-

mond and Ted-
dington, and
the little vehi-

cle was driven

into some
woods and
through what
was practically

under growth
with great suc-

cess. For ordi-

nary solo tour-

ing work it is

\'ery enjoyable.

.'\1 together the

An illustration of the utility of the Garden monocar on wooded land.

Its low position would help to keep it out of sight

if the hedges of the lane are somewhat low—in fact,

it is better in this respect than a motor cycle.

Although the roads were greasy, we did not notice

any tendency to skid. This is an especially good
feature, as riding at night on verv bad roads is ex-

tremely dilficult if an unsuitable vehicle is utilised.

At Twickenham. This illustration gives some idea of its dimensions.

5 h.p. Garden impressed the writer as a reliable

sporting machine, and, if it were fitted with a change-

speed device, as a most handy little vehicle for tho.se

who require economy, comfort, and speed.
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Hi^h Speeds
An Unfortunate Accident Mars a Twenty

ON August 15th the Victoria M.C.C. held a

twenty-five mile road race in the form of an

"Out and Home" race between Cragieburn

and ^Vallace on the outskirts of Melbourne, when
record speeds for Australian motor cycle racing were

established by Eric Tyler, who finished first on a

7 h.p. Indian in 23m. 55^/^s., the average speed being

sixty-three rhiles per hour. The race was run as a

handicap and twenty started, the limit man being C.

Kelynack (2|- h.p. Sunbeam), who was allowed 4im.
start. R. E. Dowel (8 h.p. J.A.P.), E. Tyler (7 h.p.

Indian), J. Booth (7 h.p. Indian), and H. Jenkins

(7 h.p. Indian) were the scratch men. Probably the

fastest machine in the race was Dowel's J. A. P., but

unfortunately this rider was involved in a most serious

smash. This occurred through the risky method of

running the race; owing to the " out and home "

nature of the contest, the competitors occasionally met
each other at high speed.

A Serious Accident.
Dowel and Booth -had arrived at the turn at about

the same time, and rapidly gaining on some riders in

front were soon in their dust, and when travelling at

a speed of about sixty-five miles an hour met a rider

named Thornton travelling in the opposite direction.

in Australia.
-five Miles Victoria M.C.C. Road Race.

Their handle-bars locked, Avith the result that the

riders ^vere thrown with terrific force, both of them
being flung ten or twelve yards away by the force of the

collision. The two machines remained locked for an

instant, and Booth, who was following, was in great

danger of becoming sandwiched between them, but

luckily in the nick of time the machines opened out

and he got through. However, expecting a severe

smash he tried to jump off his machine, with the result

that he turned a complete somersault, pitching on his

head. Luckily he was wearing a padded safety

helmet, which saved his life, though, of course, he

suffered from severe shock, and he and Dowel and

Thornton had to be removed to hospital.

Tyler (7 h.p. Indian), the ultimate winner, rode

splendidly throughout, and won by about a mile and

a quarter from Jenkins, while close behind was

Parsons (3^- h.p. Precision), who finished third with

2m 30s. start. His Precision was easily the fastest

of the single-cylinder machines, and as this was his

first race his performance was remarkably good. The
final results were :

m . s.

1. E. Tyler (7 h.p. Indian), scratch 23 55^

2. H. Jenkins (7 h.p. Indian), scratch 25 3|

3. H. Parsons (3^ h.p. Precision), 2m. 30s. start 28

Eric Tyler (7 h.p. Indian), winner of the Victoria M.C.C. twenty-five mile road race from Cragieburn to Wallace and back.

PRESSED STEEL
WHEN one con.slders the wonderful advance

during recent years in pressed steel work it

seems extraordlnaiy that so few attempts
have been made to construct sidecar chassis of this

material. In the early days of motoring, nearly every

car was constructed with some form of tubular frame,
but tubes gave place to armoured wood and pressed
steel, till nowadays it is hard to find a tubular frame.
The advantages of the pressed steel sidecar chassis

are obvious, it can be made light and cheap, and
there is no need for brazing .-

Lightness and strength may be combined, as the

various members may be so shaped as to give strength

where strength is needed, whereas in the tubular con-

SIDECAR CHASSIS. :

struction the strain often comes on some almost un-

supported spot with the result that a fracture occurs

after strenuous road work. Cheapness can only be;

obtained by manufacturing in quantities, as the dieSi

would be expensive, but the big sidecar manufac-

turers would find a distinct saving.

The advantages of having no brazed joints are;

chiefly that there is no fear of burnt tubes or poor

brazing. Provision for petrol cans, luggage, andi

tyres would be easily provided, and the side members.'

would foriTi an excellent base for the spring fixings.
'

The lugs for the connections could be riveted firmly

to the frame, and there would be no fear of their

twisting out of line and becominK difficult to attach.
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Dissolved Acetylene.
" Nocarbide " may be right in implying that very

few D.A. cylinders contain the six cubic feet of gas
with which their makers credit them, but he should
verify the capacity of his burner before rushing into

print. Burner- sizes are determined by the quantity of
gas they pass in an hour, and the average motor cycle

head light is equipped with a "^ft." burner, i.e., a
burner which passes a quarter of one cubic foot of gas
in sixty minutes. I have only verified the contents
of one cylinder in actual use during this year ; I

exhausted this on my cycle car, feeding its contents to

a pair of ^-ft. burner head lamps, and it lasted well

over eleven hours, as against the twelve hours for

[which six cubic feet should suffice two burners of
itliis size. But I have tested all my other cylinders
against a good gauge, and they have all registered six

cubic feet when delivered, and their charges have been
approximately correct, so far as rough estimates go.

Some users turn on too much pressure, so that the
burners flare and roar, when they will pass probably
half a cubic foot per hour instead of a quarter of a
foot. "Nocarbide" will find that a quarter foot
burner will give all the light he requires for a motor
bicycle, and if he gauges his cylinders .on deliv£ry,

refusing any which do not show six cubic feet, he
should obtain from twenty to twenty-four hours' light

from each cylinder when using a single lamp.

The Accuracy of Speedometers.
The agents for the Jones speedometer take

e.xception to my implied condemnation of certain

speedometers which I did not name in a recent
comment. They say that in a very lengthy and varied

experience they have found that few complaints of

inaccuracy have any foundation so far as the speedo-
meter itself is concerned. Practically without excep-
tion they trace their - few complaints to one of four
causes, viz. :

(i.) Owner's misjudgment of speed.

(2.) Incorrect gear combinations.

(3.) Tyre changes.

(4.) Tyres being of less or greater actual diameter
than the makers' nominal measurements.

These factors must obviously ,be taken into con-

sideration. As a matter of fact, I can add a fifth

factor. I was very dissatisfied with one of my Watford
.'•peedometers this summer. It possessed three moods ;

sometimes it would register in the steadiest " dead-
heat " fashion—sometimes, without swinging over an
appreciable arc of the dial, the needle would dither

so violently that it became a vague L)lur instead of

a black silhouette ; sometimes it would swing over an
arc of 30°. The whole cause was too sharp a bend
in the driving shaft. I almost scrapped a six guinea
A.T. instrument because its needle oscillated between

5 and 45 m.p.h., finally discovering that a gentler

curving of the shaft produced the " deadbeat " which
the makers claim. It - is more than possible that

speedometer makers are more sinned against than

sinning.

" Petroil " Lubrication.

I wish some skilled scientific investigator would
focus his faculties on the respective merits , of

"petroil" and drip ~ feed lubrication, as applied to

small two-stroke engines. I have used both methods-

for a fair distance during 1914, and so far as superficial

road experience can detect, the following is a fair

statement of thei): respective merits and defects. The
''petroil ' system (i.e., oil is mingled with the petrol,

and fed through the carburetter to the crank case), is

fool-proof, and genuinely automatic. Under all riding

conditions an approximately correct amount of oil is

fed to the parts requiring lubrication, whether the

driver be an expert or a dunce. These are high meritjs

in any case ; doubly so, when we reflect that most users

of these machines are comparatively inexperienced.

On the other hand, designers who aim at a clean

crank case, urge that if the oil is fed direct to the

bearings, without fouling the explosive mixture, more
efficiency is obtained from the engine, and the process

of carbonisation is lengthened. These, again, are

real merits, and my experience bears out the claims.

The smaller one's engine, the more desirable it is that

full efficiency should be obtained. The less one loves

tinkering, the longer should the job of cleaning out

the engine be deferable. But I notice that the wee
two-stroke engine is very__^ensitive lo its lubrication.

To get the best results, the drip feed needs constant

resetting ; if one coasts down a long grade, the normal

oil feed is excessive, and the engine cannot consume
the oil which drips into it. At the foot of such a

coast, the engine will either smoke freely, so can-

celling the theoretic advantage of slow carbonisation,

or it mav even "four-stroke" for a short distance.

The ideal is obviously (if my conclusions are correct)

an automatically variable drip feed to the bearings;

but such a system is difficult to devise, and expensive

to construct. On the whole, therefore, at present the
" petroil " system seems the best. If it does not make
for the highest engine efficiency, a two-speed gear can
be employed to rule out the demerit. It demands no

attention from the driver. If it hasten the day when
the ports and cylinder require scraping, the spasmodic

bouts of over-lubrication resulting from failure to reset

a drip correctly in traffic and downhill probably render

carbonisation at least as rapid as it is with the
' petroil " system. Personally, I am able to go

further without cleaning the engine on the drip system

than I can on the " petroil "
; but the happy-go-lucky

owner probably soots up his engine equally fast with

both systems.

All-
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A long line ot members o( the Napier Motor Cyc!e Club ot New Zealand. Motor cyclists in the Antipodes are now enjoying their su.n.Ti^r

(and, incidentally, are keeping British factories busy). The photograph was taken on the occasion of the opening run.

Petrol at a Shilling a Gallon.
Some Suggestions for Encouraging

THE leader in The Motor Cycle of Sept. 24th

decided the present writer to tender the results

of some years' investigations toward the home
production of motor spirit at a reasonable figure. At

the outset it is safe to assume that imported petrol is

most unlikely ever again to drop to ,a shilling per

gallon, and commercial practices would, of course,

tend to keep up the price of home products to near

that of imports. However, the following deductions

are offered with the object of inducing motorists to take

a hand in the prof)Osals made.
There are no mineral deposits in Britain that can be

used profitably solely for the production of motor
spirit. But there are immense quantities of materials

that can be put to profit if all the products, or nearly

so, are carefully separated and marketed. The cannel

coals of Britain still have a wide distribution, and with

the falling away of gasworks uses are out of demand.
These coals vary from the bastard varieties with some

35% of volatile contents up to the true cannel with

as high as 69% of volatile matter, and with the ash

contents ranging from 2% to 40%. AH these coals can

be mined and treated on a paying basis. In Derby-
shire, Notts., Yorks., Lanes., Wales, and Scotland
rich beds of these coals are lying idle. Plants

could be put down at the big towns of Manchester.
Liverpool, Nottingham, Leicester, Leeds. Bolton,
Wigan, Chesterfield, and Chester in Engl.md, and
Edinburgh and Glasgow in Scotland, where -petrol

could be distributed at i s. per gallon with a profit

;

the results being attained by working the coals for

their maximum yields of liquid hydro-carbons, neglect-

ing the residual coke and resulting gas.

Cpal costs would vary from ros. to 20s. per ton,

and the crude oil yield from 40 to 100 gallons per ton.

a Supply of Home-made Fuel.

Striking a mean through the coal prices and oil fields,
|

it may be taken that for 15s. per ton coal cost there!!

would be a yield of 70 gallons of crude oil. On

-

rectification the result would be : . Motor spirit, 9

gallons; paraffin, 14 gallons; tar acid, 3 gallons;'

heavy fuel oil, 23 gallons; naphtha, 2 gallons; lubri-

cating oil, 6 gallons
;
plus the residual pitch and wax,

and less the waste. At prices for these liquid products

of respectively is., 6d., is., 3d., pd., and 6d. per

gallon, the total is 29s. The capital and working costs

of the plant according to its size have relative import-

ance to the results from the paying point of view. A
toy-sized plant would be useless, and a very big one,

at first unwise
;
probably a 100 ton a day plant would

be the best to begin with. Regarding the operations,

the plant for gas take-off, cooling, scrubbing, washing,

:

distilling, and cleaning is standardised, and made

'

under guarantee by many makers. There are a variety

of retorting methods in the field, not varying greatly

in effects, and makers would tender for result. None
of the means or apparatus are " in the air," only their

suggested combination is undemonstrated. It is esti^

mated that a 100 ton plant complete would cost

^32,000, plus _£4,ooo working capital. Assuming

10% depreciation on the plant, and a nett inclusive

working cost of los. per ton of material dealt with, plus

coal cost of 15s. per ton, total 25s., against 29s. per

ton income, the result is 4s. profit on each 25s. of

outlay, or about 15%. With 300 yearly working days,

the annual spirit output would be 270,000 gallons, and

shares might be issued by the fair division of 75 gallons

to each subscriber of ;£io.

Many may consider that this is not the time to broach

this matter, but in~the writer's opinion this is- the time

to get to work. W.W.S.

1915 MODELS AND "THE MOTOR CYCLE."
ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE IN NOVEMBER.

New models are now occupying the attention of manufacturers, and the pages of " The Motor Cycle

"

during the next month or two will be particularly interesting to motor cyclists and prospective riders. The
earliest descriptions of new model motor cycles regularly appear in these columns ; the accounts are
penned by technical writers in interesting yet non-technical language, whilst sketches of mechanical
details and photographs are a feature.

In November, a special Buyers' Guide issue of " The Motor Cycle " will be published, giving the specifications of

all the leading 1915 models. This annual feature will prove more valuable this year than ever before
in view of the manufacturers' decision not to hold a Show.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. ' All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Mare Braking Power w»n:e,3.

I have an old motor cycle with
1— a very small diameter band brake

I
^ on the rear wheel. This brake

is unlined, and is merely a metal
strap round a metal drum. It

generally slips freely for some little

time after it is applied and then
suddenly seizes and locks the wheel,
which is most disconcerting. Unfortu-
nately, the drum is an integral part of

the wheel so it cannot very well be
scrapped for a larger one. What course
do you advise me to pursue?—M.W.

The only thing to be done is to have the

brake drum lined with some patent fabric

such as Raybestos or Ferodo. This can-

not overheat and so canse locking of the
heel, and at the same time it possesses

I

great gripping powers and long life. If

the clearance between tlie band and the
drum is not sufficient to allow the
material to be fitted you must reconcile

yourself to scrapping the band ; but, as
a matter of fact, this vifould not prove
expensive, and you would never regret

having done so.

How to Make a Running Mount.

I am just taking up motor
~^J, cycling and would be glad if you
> would favour me with a detailed
-D description of the "running

mount " taken straight from the

road. What special precautions should

be observed, and wliat mishaps (if any)

are likely to occur in mounting, and
how can they be avoided ? I am an
experienced pedal cyclist, but have
never mounted from the pedal, so I

wish to mount the motor cycle direct

from the road. My machine is a single-

geared 3i h.p. , of medium weight,
without starting device of any kind.

—

H.J.S.A.

A runnmg mount is carried out in the
following manner. The rider stands on
the left-hand side of his machine. The
air inlet is closed, the throttle a little way
open, and the spark two-thirds advanced.
He usually floods the carburetter slightly,

and, holding up the exhaust valve lifter

with the left hand, pushes the machine
along at a brisk pace, and then as he puts
one foot on the pedal he drops the exhaust
valve and the engine fires. The more
expert riders carry out the process in the
same manner except that they do not
inount by the footboards or pedals, but
simply vault straight into the saddle at
the first explosion of the engine.

Dissolved Acetylene.

Will you tell me what dissolved
acetylene is, who are the manu-
facturers, and whether I require
a special lamp for its use ; also

is it much dearer to use than
carbide?—G.R.

Dissolved acetylene is acetvlene gas
highly compressed in a steel cylinder
filled "with a spongj' substance and
acetone. It can be obtained at most
garages, and you can use it with any
ordinary acetylene head lamp. Theo-
retically, it is slightly more expensive in

use than acetylene ; but, practically, ive
doubt if it is, because with -it there is no
w'aste, and, furthermore, no dirt to be
cleaned. It produces a beautifully
steady and powerful liglit. Its only
drawback for solo motor cycle use is the
slight difiiculty of carrying the cylinder,
which is rather heavy and cumbersome.
Fitted along the top tube is probably the
best position.

Too Weak a Mixture.

I am having a. little trouble
with my 3^ h.p. single-cylinder
motor cycle. In running down
a hill I find the engine only
partly fires on the usual running

mixture, explosions coming only about
every ten or twelve yards very suddenly
and then stopping altogether, whereas
on the flat or the next up-hiU it will

fire evenly on the same mixture. Or
in running at a high speed, thirty-five

to forty miles per hour, it will only
fire evenly for twenty or thirtv yards,
and then fire at intervals. Can you-
suggest a remedy?—A.W.

You have probably either got too small

a jet in the carburetter or partial stoppage
in the petrol pipe. You might make
investigations in this cjnarter, as we feel

sure that it is where the trouble lies.

The engine fires regularly at ordinary
speeds because the flow of petrol through

.

the small jet is sufficient for the speed,

but when you open the throttle on *he

level or fun fast downhill the flow is in-

sufficient, and the mixture is consequently

too weak.

«t..^.. .^..^..f

«

NOTICE. i

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility •

in any way for loss of copy in the form of
J

manuscript, drawings, or photograph; sub- f

mitted to him. Rejected matter will only be t
returned provided a stamped addressed envelope i

is enclosed for the purpose. 1

Wear o[ Driving Chains.

Can you tell me how much a

chain can be allowed to stretch

before it is scrapped? For

instance, I have a driving chain

wliich has stretched three-eighths

of an inch in 3,000 miles, but is other-'

wise quite good. Also, I .
wish to

purchase a tool for refa.cing valves,

manufactured, I believe, by Lake and
Elliot. '

It seems to me,, from an
illustration I have seen, that the cutting

edge is set to a certain angle. Now,
are all motor valves made to the same
angle, and if not, can the tool be
adjusted?—D.J.W.

The best test for the chain is to take it

off and hold it straight out with the side

plates of the links parallel with the

ground. Then if there is very much sag

in the chain you should scrap it. It is

also very important to see that the chain
wheels are not too much worn. The
greatest amount of wear generally takes
place on the small chain wheel on the
engine. Most valves arc made to the

same angle. The particular tool in

question can be adjusted; it is a most
excellent little article.

Faulty Running.

I have a 2^ h.p. Enfield twin-
cylinder, with the ruiming of
which ' I am rather puzzled.
The front cylinder gets nearly
red hot. While the back one

keeps at a moderate heat. The engine
runs well on the stand, but not on the
road. 1 have had the timing, magneto,
carbm-etter, valves, and exhaust pipe
overhauled. Could you give me any
advice a8 to the cause?—F.O.

Your trouble is probably due to one of

the two following causes, but it is im-
possible to say definitely without exami-
nation of the machine : (1.) The
jet which supplies the front cylinder
may be larger than the other, and the
front cylinder may in consequence be
getting too rich a nii.xtnre. The remedy
IS to stop up the jet gioove with solder
and cut a smaller groove in the solder
with a penknife. (2.) The fi-ont cylinder
may be getting too little oil, in wliich
case it may be necessary to cut away
part or the whole of the baffle-plate

between the cylinder and crank case and
bore some holes in the skirt of the piston.

We presume that you drive with the
spark well advanced ; a retarded spark
will quickly cause overheating, but it

generally affects both cylinders.
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Overheating Troubles.

I have a 4 h'.p. single-cylinder

1913 machine, and when it has
run about eight miles I have to

stop two or three minutes -for

cooling, as my engine gets so

hot that it will not take an incline.

I drive with full air and about half-

open throttle. Can you give me any
suggestions that would get over this

trouble?—P.N;. -

In all probability the piston is rather
too tight a fit ; if so it will improve
with running. Be liberal with the oil,

and use only first quality lubricant. After
running three or four hundred miles take
off the cylinder and clean off the carbon
deposit, and continue rather to over-

lubricate for some Jiime further. It is al.so

possible you are using too large a jet in
'

the carburetter. Have you cliecked the
clearance between the. tappet and valve
stem? .- -

•

- Automatic Valves Sticking.

", -
'

,

I have an early horizontally

opposed twin with a.o.i.v. "Sofne-

tinies it starts quite easily and
other times I have to xun it a

long way before it will fire, and
then only one cylinder until it gets

warm, but once it starts properly ' it

will go almo.st anj'where. . The .
carbon

brushes are worn- down rather shoirt.

Would that cause it, or do you think
the jet is too small ?^G.L..

If one of the carbon brushes is^ hot making
good contact it woiild ' account for the
symptoms you describe. ' But we are
more inclined to think that the trouble
is due to the automatic inlet valve stick-

ing in its guide in the cylinder which
does not fire until the engine gets warm,
when botli operate properly. There is

np reason to suppose that the jet is too
small. With automatic inlet valves on
a twin great care must be exercised to

have both springs the same tension, and
to see the valve stems are quite free in

theiri guides.

Imperfect Carburation.

When running my 2| h.p. twin

J'^
on the stand the engine will miss

> now and then, even when revolv-

LAJ ing fast with air lever closed,

and on opening the air lever no
change takes place till about a quarter
open, when the "reys." drop off and
the missing increases, the firing

generally settling on one cylinder, but

not always the same. When running
on level on top gear fifteen miles per

hour is the lowest speed obtainable

without missing. It the speed falls

below fifteen miles per hour and the

air lever is closed somewhat, the pick

up is accompanied by a series of mis-

fires until about fifteen miles per hour
is reached, and ; if the speed falls to

ten miles "per hour on top the engine

may not pick up. Tlie most annoying
part is when: starting Up, ..for sometimes
I "have to push several yards before the

engine will fire, even when hot: ~0n
dropping the exhaust valve it will push
along as if there were no compression,

or there were jiist explosion enough to

overcome it, but there is no exhaust,

. then all at once -it will fire. , At ordinary

\
speeds and on' hills the machine is as

; good as'usual.' I' have gone over almost

everything sueh as valve and magneto
adjustment, etc., but I have not ad-

justed the petrol level or removed the

jet since I had' the machine. The
original valves are in use: I am using

the new three-point water-proof Lodge
. plug.—H.S. .

'

We should recommend you to see to the

adjustment of the platinum points on -the

magneto, and also to take great care that

there are no air leaks in the induction

pipe unions or where the carburetter is

attached to the inlet pipe. The car-

buretter may be badly adjusted for

running slowly, but considerable improve-

ment may be obtained by obviating the

air leaks referred to. Look well to these

points, and if you have no improvement
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try fitting another carburetter. This may
sound very drastic, but in the end will

probably be foimd advisable. The Amac,
Binks, Claudel-Hobson, Longuemare, and

B. and B. are all carburetters of the semi-

automatic type, and any of these should

effect an improvement.

Fine Castings and Noise.

Can yoa tell me if it is true

that cylinders having deep and

fine radiating fins are more prone

to give out a -metallic ringing

noise when the machine is

running than one with coarser cast fins?

I am told the possession of such fine

castings is the cause of the very

distinctive "note" in the running of

certain famous machines.

—

Puzzled.

It is quite possible that there is some-

thing in the matter you mention. "We

have noticed. that the noise of the fall of

the. valve .head on its seating is often

most pronounced on engines the cylinders

of which are superfine castings. You may
be interested to know that this particuhi

ringing is unknown on engines witli

detachable heads—the copper and asbestos

washei's probably deadening the noise.

London to Leeds.

I should be glad of an answer
to these two questions : The best

route to Hunslet (near Leeds)

from Marble Arch, W., missing

traffic 'as inuch as possible, and
the approximate' distance? I have just

purchased a 3^^ h.p. motor cycle for solo

work. What is the approximate dis-

. . tanee I should get on a quart of lubri-

cating oil?—G.W.
Make your way from Marble Arch down
Old Quebec Street, take the first turning

on the right, then turn left at the first

square you come to, go straight ahead
into Gloucester Place, continuing due

north, leaving Lord's Cricket Ground on

the left, go absolutely straigiit on, and at

Barnet take the right-hand fork and

follow the Great North Road as far as

Doncaster—through Hatfield, Baldock,
Biggleswade, Eaton Socon, Stilton, Stam-
lord, Grantham, Newark. Tuxford, and

Retford. After leaving Doncaster take

the left-hand fork, skirting Pontefract,

and keep to the main - roaiJ* to Leeds,

which will bring you to Hunslet. The

distance is approximately 190 miles. A
quart of lubricating oil should last you

about 250 miles, perhaps more after the

machine has been in use for some time;

but it is almost impossible to give you

any accurate idea of the oil consumption,
as this varies according to the nature

of the country in which you are driving.

Scene at llie start of a Danish meter cycle competition. In the foreground is Miss Werner,

mounted on a 2f h.p. Hobart.

EXPEEIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must

enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" J.F." (Congleton).—Reliability, petrol

and oil consumption of 3^ h.p. Douglas.

Model B.
" J.M.H." (Barmouth).—Electric Indian

'

Reliability, consumption, speed over give

and take roads, and wear of tyres.

"J.G." (Elgin).—Most suitable and

economical combination for Highlandi

roads. Combined weight of rider and

passenger 23 rtone.
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A Despatch Rider's Adventures

WE had an interesting chat with
Howard Rid dell, the Birming-
ham motor cyclist who, we men-
tioned last week, was in the

Northern C4eneral Hospital, Leicester,

having been wounded in France. We
were glad to find Riddell happy and
fairly comfortable, the piece of shrapnel

which pierced his side having been re-

moved, and it is now only a question of

time before the clot of blood which has

formed may be removed. Riddell's ex-

periences form interesting reading. He
was among the first to volunteer his ser-

vices as a desjjatch rider, and on Satur-

day, August 8th, at Chatham, was
-accepted for service, and in a single day
found himself a corporal in the Royal
Engineers with a revolver and ammuni-
tion in his possession, his 3i h.p. single-

cylinder Zenith-Pi-ecision (the same
machine with which he still holds the

one to six hour sidecar records, but with
the substitution of an air-cooled cylinder

for the Green) having been duly accepted
and the official seal placed on it.

He was ordered to Southampton with
five other despatch riders, all strangers

to him, and, by a curious coincidence,
crossed to Havre on the very same day
he had intended crossing the Channel for

the postponed Grand Prix Race. But
more serious business was in store on
this occasion, and Riddell and his friends

- had to put up with the discomforts of a
cross-Channel trip in a collier low down
in the water due to its heavy load of

horses and cavalry, the crossing taking
just twenty-six hours

!

A Severe Test for Machines.

The party of despatch riders were first

ordered to Amiens to work in conjunc-

tion with a signalling company, whose
duty it was to keep up communications
between the different generals and their

'divisions. But the trip noith was not

uneventful, for one or two of the party,

possibly unaccustomed to speed work and
keeping to the right side of the road,
had to be extricated from ditches. An-ivod
Ht Amiens the valuable work the motor
cyclists were able to perform, not only
in despatch riding but in scouting work,
;drew forth praise from the commanding
officers. The continuous speeding, how-
ever, tested the motor cycles to the

' limit. Riddell told us of an occasion
when, in compa'ny with two colleagues,
he was scouting in the di.strict, when
suddenly he heard a tremendous crasli,

and, looking round, saw a riderless motor
cycle tnrning -somersaults. The machine
was badly Jiamaged and an inspection
revealed the fact that the driving chain
had jumped the sprockets and locked
the wheel (thought to be due to- the
spring link coming adrift), with the result
that the rider was thrown and the back
forks twisted round almost to right angles
with the rest of the machine. A cart
was commandeered on which rider and
machine were returned to headcpiarter.s.

It was whilst scouting in the neighbour-
hood of St. Quentin and Landrioies that
Riddell first encountered German cavalry
patrols, but neither side attempted the
offensive but were content to report the

Corporal Howard Riddell
i

presence of the enemy. Near Amiens he
met and chatted with Georges Boillol,

the Peugeot racing car driver, who is iji

charge of General Joffre's car.

One night at St. Quentin Riddell had
to take an officer on the cari-ier of his

Zenith to convey an order. It was known
that next day the Allied Army had to

retire, and on returning, the machine was
put away, and Riddell snatched an hour
or two's sleep. Ne.\t morning, when the

"general order to retire had been given, he
discovered that the back wiieol had a. huge
dent and four spokes broken as the result

of striking a raiiirt'ini (a water gullev
across the road frequently encountered in

France) at speed with the otHcer on the
carrier. There was nothing for it but to

stay behind and remove the wheel, which
was exciting work with the enemy in the

Sho\Mn'j [i.itriil toniljined knee pads and

body rest used by a Singer rider in the

Victorian M.C.C. hill-cilmb at Wheeler's

Hill. Separate devices of this kind are

regularly used by racing motor cyclists m
this country- ; the Australian patentee has

combined the two.

:] hospital last Satuidny.

vicinity. Riddell was lucky in tinding a

cycle agent, who fitted new spokes taken
from a motor cycle he was about to leave
behind in the shop.

A Lucky Escape.

The tinned lieof and biscuit food was
not exactly relished by the motor cyclists,

hut most' managed to keep in the best

of fettle. Riddell had a narrow escape
during tile retreat. Ho had been
granted a few hours' leave, and natuially
took to his bed. Five hours later the
Cernians liad progressed faster than
expected, and Riddell was aroused by a
Frenchwoman when a German cavalry
regiment was only a quarter of a. mile
distant. He dashed to his machine, and
puslicd off just .as an outpost gave cha«e.

Luckily, his Zenith fired from cold at

once, and in the exciting race which
followed the motor cycle easily won.
Luckily for Riddell the German riHe
shooting was poor, but nevertheless he
afterwards extracted one bullet from the
kit bag on the carrier.

Corixjral Riddell tells us that he saw
with his own eyes a number of German
atrocities which have been reported, and,
generally, he was not impressed with the
average German soldieri The enemy's
soldiers seemed to be largely an undesir-
able class. For ten days, that is during
the retreat upon Paris and the subsequent
chase of the Germans after their advance
had been arrested, Riddell had no oppor-
tunity of moving his clothes, and a wash
he regarded as a luxury.

It was at the battle of the Marne that
Riddell's first experience of soldiering
unfortunately came to an end. He was at
the time returning on his machine from
the firing line with a despatch when a
shell hurst a few yards in front of him,
totally vviecking the machine, but he
luckilv landed on a soft bank at the
roadside. A piece of metal the size of a
hoi'seshoe nail entered his right side, but
.-oon he was picked up by a motor ambu-
lance, and sent by train to St. Nazaire
and subsequently to Leicester. Riddell,
who is just the dashing experienced kind
of rider the Army wants, expects to be
out again in about tliree weeks' time, and
is anxious to return to the front if

another motor cycle can be found for him.
He seemed to be most sorry to lose his
" old 'bus " as he termed it.
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CORK

A Four-speed Countershaft Gear.
Lalest Production of the Jardine Factory for 1915.

THERE was never any doubt that

the greater the number of ratios

a gear possessed, provided that

the gear were not complicated and
unreliable, the more suited it became
to the needs of motor cyclists. Ex-
perience has proved that just as the

two-speed gear is streets ahead of a

single gear, so is the three-speed

superior to the two, and now there are

indications that the four-speed gear

is to receive well-merited attention at

the hands of manufactiners. The
first of these ready for inspection is

the Jardine, made by John Jardine at

the huge factory in Nottingham, where
a portion of the works and special

plant have been set aside for the manu-
facture of the 1 91 5 model gear. The
name of Jardine as applied to gears

is not new ; as a matter of fact, the

appearance of the latest gear is an interesting

example of how experience favours an increased

number of ratios, for the original Jardine
" G. H.'' gear had two speeds, last year three

speeds, and the new production four speeds.

The beauty of the latest gear is that the extra

ratio has not been obtained at the expense of

complication ; in fact, the same number of gear

wheels are embodied in the construction as in the

three-speed gear, and the additional ratio has been
provided by utilising the kick-starter gear and wheel
carrying the ratchet, as driving gear wheels. Thus,

CLUTCH

ADJUSTMENT

life,

TK new Jardine four-speed countershaft gear and change speed rod.

8 63 7 II 10

Section of the new Jardine four-speed countershaft gear described on this page.

by a smart piece of designing four ratios are obtain-

able with the complications of three, but that is not

all, for in the latest box the whole of the parts, in-

cluding kick-starter mechanism, are enclosed in an
aluminium case formed in one piece, so that escape

of oil is impossible, which npt only spells economy in

oil but also a clean exterior casing. .

We publish with this description a drawing show-
ing the interior mechanism of the new box, and be-

fore proceeding to describe its working may detail its

main features. Firstly, all gear wheels remain always

fully in mesh ; secondly, the whole of the changes,

are effected by a single dog clutch ; thirdly, the kick-

starter mechanism, being part and parcel of the gear,

is always lubricated so long as there is oil inside the

box ; fourthly, two neutral positions are provided,

viz., between The first and second, and third and,
fourth ratios.

The Combined Drive Adopted.
Chain and belt transmission is pro\ided for on the

1915 gear box, which method of drive has attracted,
many makers of experience ; so long as the pulley is

of large diameter, as in the case of the Jardine, which
is 8in., this, form of dri\-e is suitable for even high-
powered sidecar outfits. As regards bearings, the
main shaft itself revolves on caged ball bearings;
whilst in the case- of the layshaft and other loose
wheels bronze sleeves are used. Nickel steel on
bronze is the general order, as this combination is

found to be less exacting in the matter of lubrication,

though, incidentally, this important question has
received especial consideration, holes being drilled at

a tangent to the direction of travel to scoop tip oil,

and the usual splines are also formed on the shaft.

The cork clutch has a single plate with a double
row of corks, and has been found to answer all

requirements, having been subjected to constant slip-

ping with no ill effects. Certainly, in our tests the
clutch took up the drive of an 8 h.p. sidecar outfit

with wonderful smoothness.
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A Four-speed Countershaft Gear.

—

In following the actual working of the gear it should
be remembered that

:

Pinion 9 is kej'ed to the main shaft.

Gear wheels 10 and 11 are in one piece, and free

to revolve on the-layshaft.

Gear wheel 12 is secured to first reduction dogs 5

by phosphor bronze sleeve.

Top or Fourth Speed.—On the main shaft driving

dogs 2 are formed from the solid bar. A direct

drive is obtained by coupling these driving dogs
to the dog clutch i and the dogs on the main gear
wheel 3, to which the belt pulley is secured.

Third Speed.—The first reduction dogs 5 are coupled
to the main gear wheel dogs 3 by sliding the dog
clutch I. The drive is tlien through 9 to 10
and II to 12 and 3.

clutch I connects the

driving-shaft dogs 2

to small gear wheel

6, which wheel re-

volves the lay a.xle

gears 7 and 8, there-

by rotating the main
gear wheel 3 at a

double reduction.

FiR.sT Speed or Low
Gear. — The dog
clutch I couples the

first reduction dog 5
to the small gear

wheel 6, the drive

then being through 9
to 10, II to 12 and
6, through the lay

axle 7 and 8, to the

main gear wheel 3,

thus giving a triple

reduction.

4^5

The ratios provided are approximately 4 to i, 6'^

to I, .87^ to I, and 14^.^ to i. General details of

design are : The use of gear wheels i/zm. wide,
10 pitch, each part made to jigs so that interchange-

ability is ensured, weights 28 lb. made up as follows :

Gear, kick-starter and pulley, 21 lb.; clutch, 7 lb.

A Trial on the Road.
After e.vamining the con.struction of the gear we

were taken on the road by Mr. George Hunt, who has
been testing the new gear on the 8 h.p. Campion side-

SecOnd Speed. — Dog

Control lever of the new
Jardine gear. Two free

engine positions are obtained.

The 8 h.p. Campion, fitted with Jardine four-speed gear, on
which our tests were made.

car outfit with w-hich he won a gold medal in the Six

Days Trials. The ease of starting from a standstill

we have already referred to, but it was the manner in

which the gears could be changed that impressed us.

A touch of the valve lifter and our driver slammed in

the gears one liy one without difficulty, and then pur-

posely resorted to the extreme test of changing from
first to top, and suddenly down again. This sort of

hard usage we are assured the gear has withstood for

over a thousand miles. In Nottingham traffic our
pilot changed up and down as certainly as with a

variable pulley gear. In future, gear changing even
with a four-speed box, need no longer worry the novice.

->—•o»—<-

TRADE PROSPECTS.
Competition with Germany and Austria-Hungary in Neutral Markets.

RECENT notes issued by the Board of Trade
contain some very useful hints respecting goods
to be exported to South .Africa, and as South

-Africa is a very large customer of this country in motor
cycle goods, we reprint them for the benefit of our

readers :

" His Majesty's Trade Commissioner reports

(August 25th) that there seems to be no doubt that

British trade in South Africa will receive an enormous
impetus as a result of the complications in Europe,
although it may be acknowledged that the immediate
prospects of trade are not of the best. There is

considerable anxiety on the part of merchants with

regard to stocks now on the water ; but the effect of

the moratorium in operation in the United Kingdom
is that merchants fear that oversea manufacturers in

all parts of the world will not be disposed to trade
with the South African market so long as it is

thought that payments for consignments are liable to

be temporarily withheld in transit by the London
banks.

" The Trade Commissioner emphasises the import-
ance of attention being paid to the following details of

trade organisation by British manufacturers desirous

of taking advantage of the extended possibilities of the

South African market as a field for their enterprise:

" (1.) The need for local representation

"(2.) The enorinous advantages that, as a rule, follow the
visit of a principal to South .\frica for the purpose of
becoming intimately acquainted with local conditions of trade.

" (3.) Tlie necessity for meeting foreign competition by the
supply of articles identical with those being exploited by
our foreign competitors (c.ff., enamelled ware, cheap musical
instruments, cheap toys, etc.)

" (4.) Tlfe adoption of an overhead charge in all ca.=es

where South African trade custom makes it necessary.

" (5.) The .'study of packing, in order that handling, both
on the part of the wholesaler and retailer, may be reduced
to a minimum of labour with a maximum of convemence.

"(6.) Sympathetic and generous treatment towards the
local representative, and a strong endeavour to adjust the
e.xporter's point of view to that of the South African
merchant."
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TWO NEW KING-DICK
MODELS.

ONE of the sturdiest and most com-
plete motor cycles we have yet

seen is the new 5-6 Abingdon
King - Dick. The long stroke

twin engine remains the same, as it has

given such satisfaction in the past that

no alterations are considered necessary.

The frame, however, has been considerably
altered, largely with the object of

making it ideal for Overseas work. A
very noticeable feature is that there are

no angles in the tubing, and the rear

stays are bent as little as possible. The

may be removed without touching a
single inside nut. This has been accom-
plished by mounting the guard on a
detachable bridge piece which may be
removed from the outside. The carrier

has been strengthened, and almost every

to turn on one tap to prime both cylin-

ders. The tank has undergone modifica-

tions, and will now hold two and
quarter gallons of petrol and three pints

of oil, the oil tank being tubular and let

;

into the petrol tank.

Priming box on Abmgdon King-Dick.

Petrol is injected to both cyhnders after

pulling back the slide.

top tube is, of course, an exception, as it

is dropped to give a low riding position.

Very powerful fork ends are used, and
both stands are held up to their attach-

ments by spring washers so as to prevent
any signs of rattle. Druid forks are now
standard fittings, and a very big rake has
been given to the steering head with very
beneficial results to the steering.

The mudguards are excellent, and not
only does the end of the rear guard hinge
from the carrier, but the whole guard

The 31 h p single-cyhnder Abingdon

possible luxury is fitted in the way of
footboards, tool-bags, etc. A new type
of Benton and Stone drip feed lubricator
is used, which allows the oil to be poured
through under exceptional circumstances
by a touch of a neat lever and without
disturbing the normal setting.

Another refinement consists of a dis-

tributing box for the priming device,
which is so arranged that after opening
the compression cocks it is only necessary

The footbrake is exceptionally power-'
ful, strongly constructed, and works on

the inside of the Y of the dummy belt rini

so that the wheel may be detached with-

out touching the shoe. The model we
inspected was fitted with a Stiu^mey-

Archer three-speed hub, and a similai;,

type w^ith a three-speed counter-shaft gea^
will be ready in a short time.

L,:

B4

Tl e 5-6 h.p twin-cyhnder three-speed Abingdon.

New Benton and Stone lubricator on

Abingdon King-Dick.

The 3^ single-cylinder model is an exact
counterpart of the 5-6 except for the

engine, which is the King-Dick 500 c.c.
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LATEST TWO-SPEED
RADCO.

WE -have recently been able to

inspect one of the latest models

of Racko two-btroke. The little

62 X 70 Dim. engine is, of

course retained, but there are one or two
iuiditious of some importance. A two-

speed Albion gear is tilted to the bottom
bracket, the drive being by belt and
cliain, and as the single-geared model was
«, fine climber, tliis addition .should render

it a go anywhere mount. Tliis model is

fitted with "comfortable inclined aluminium
foot plates and a metal enclosed tool-bag.

The iBowderi wires are neatly held to the

bottom of the tank by metal sJides. The
front mudguard has deep side wings, and
one of the most important points is in

connection with the spring forks.

A specimen of the latest two-stroke two-speed Radco.

If the owner will send to the firm

fJIessrs. Radnall and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham) the name of the

agent through whom he purchased the

machine and also the frame and engine

number he will be supplied with the new
article free of cost. The increase in com-
fort is said to be considerable, and this is

only to be expected, as a great amount of

shock is taken by the double springing
without being transmitted to the frame.

Showing sprmgs for backward and forward

movement in the new Radco fork.

Previously these have given an up and
down motion only, but an attachment can

now be supplied which gives an additional

forward and backward movement. This

consists of buffer and recoil springs

arranged to act on a special head piece,

which also forms the outer sleeve of the

original springing. The conversion from
the old type is such a simple matter that

it can be easily carried out by an amateur
mechanic, and previous Radco owners are

-.encouraged to try the new fitting by the
generous offer wfiich the firm make.

THE F.R.S. DYNAMO
LIGHTING SET.

We illustrate herewith the new 1915
dynamo set, made by the F.R.S. Lamp
Co., Pershore Street, Birniingliam, and
fitted to a Douglas machine. As will

be seen, the dynamo, very neat in appear-
ance, is attached to the saddle pillar

tube and driven by a belt from a pulley
fitted to the counter-shaft. The current
generated can be taken to the lamp direct,

or used to charge the eight-volt accu-
mulators, which are carried in the position
usually occupied by the generator of an
acetylene sit. The candle power produced

is twenty-four, and anyone conversant
with electric lamps will realise that this

will throw a splendid beam when the

reflectors are of correct parabolic shape,
and we can well believe the claim that
this lamp is far more effective than the
best acetylene sets made by -the fiijii.

It is claimed that five telegraph poles can
be seen quite clearly. The candle power
can be split up and used in several
lamps, head, side, auJ tail as may be
required, but the total candle power must
not exceed twenty-lour or the current
will be taken from the accumulators
faster than they can be recharged.

Switches are provided to enable the
current to be used direct or through the
accumulators, and to give the usual
charging, on and off positions.

We understand that a large number
have already been ordered and that
delivery can begin in about three
weeks. The set is made to fit most
standard machines, and the price will

be £5 10s., or with larger lamp £6 6s.

The whole apparatus is self-contained,

and requires no attention except that the
special brushes may require looking to
every 2,000 or 3,000 miles.

The F.R.S. electric lighting set as fitted to a Douglas

The dynamo is attached to the down tube and the head light

and accumulators on a combination bracket.

E7
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Oct. 8th

„ 10th

„ 12th

,, 14th

(GREENWICH.)
6.23

6.19
6.15.

6.10

The Price o£ Petrol.

An official of the Standard Oil Co. has

stated that, in his judgment, there is

not likely to be a change in the price of

petrol for the next two years.

Automobile Engineering and the War.

At the, opening meeting of the session

of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, a paper will be read by Mr.
L. H. Poraeroy, entitled " Automobile
Engineering and the War," in which im-
portant suggestions will be made for the
conduct of business during war time. All
who are interested will be admitted on
presentation of their visiting cards at the
door. Tlie meeting will take place at the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
Storey's Gate, St. James's Park, S.W.,
at 8 p.m., on the 14th iust.

An Excelsior Two-stroke.

In addition to the 8 h.p. twin-Excelsior

which is announced for 1915, Messrs.

Bayliss, Tliomas and Co., of Coventry,
•"

have practically decided to make a further

addition to their range of models, in the

shape of a 2^ h.p. two-stroke mount. The
new twin may have a fom'-speed gear.

Lady Motor Cyclists Leave for Belgium.

Two lady riders, Miss Chisholm and
Mrs Knocker, whose work in connection
with the proposed ladies' trial will bo
recalled, left London last week to assist

at a Red Cross centre in Belgium. It is

not known, however, at what place the}"

will be stationed.

RaUy of 1915 Models.

A rally of 1915 model light cars is

proposed by the Cyclecar Club towards
the end of November. The idea is that

as there will be no show, the motorists
in and around London shall seize the

opportunity provided, by the rally of the
1915 models, say at Wisley Hut or

Burford Bridge, to inspect the latest

designs.

iiWlllill

SPECIAL FEATURES.

A lady driving a sidecar combination on tlie " Fairmiie," Cobham, while a military monoplane
parses overiiead.

NEW DESIGNS (Illustrated).

A DESPATCH RIDER'S EXPERIENCES.

A TRIAL OF A MONOCAR.

b3

The Fosseway.

We are glad to hear that the Leicester-

shire Automobile Club has a scheme
under discussion for the improvement of

the Leicestersliire portion of the Fosse-

way. At present it compares very un-

favourably with the Tarmac surfaced

roads under the control of the Notts
County Council.

Motor Cyclists in the Canadian Contingent.

From across the Atlantic we learn that

thirty-two motor cycles are included in

the Canadian Division of the Army. The
commanding officers have motor cyclists

attached to the staff, the 72nd Cameronian
Highlanders have four motor cyclist

scouts, and each brigade has three

machine guns on lorries, with motor
cycles and sidecars to convey emergency
ammunition.

Severe Trials Vindicated.

The interesting details given in our last

issue of the tests for the selection of

motor cycles for the Russian Army, recall

vividly the severities of the last two-

A.C.U. Six Days Trials. They prove to

the hilt the contention of the Auto Cycle
Union that such tests were necessary, and
tliose makers who had the pluck to face

these tests in the past knew that their

machines were capable of the demands
put upon them by the Russian Army
representative, and have been rewarded
by substantial orders.

War Office Ban on V Twins.

On the subject of V twin-cylinder
engines wliich we dealt with in our latt

issue, we have received a reply from the
Rev. P. W. Hassard Short, secretary of

the Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee,
Home Counties Division, which we publish
on another page. In his notes tho Eev.
Hassard Short mentions that there are
vacancies for experienced motor cyclists

in the signal companies of the new Ex-
peditionary Force, and invites readers to
apply to him for the positions. 'Though
we have no doubt of the response which
will be received for the vacancies, we would
point out that, should more motor cyclists

be required, the A.C.U. has a list of

some 1,500 motor cyclists (including
several hundred names furnished by The .

Motor Cycle) who are willing to serve
their King and country. Included among
this number are many of the leading
motor C3'clists of the day.
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Petrol at Is. a Gallon.

We are pleased to see that several

newspapers are taking up our suggestion

of a substantial reduction in the price of

petrol with some enthusiasm, and we hope
that the petrol companies will consider

the question seriously, for we believe that

such a reduction would be to their ulti-

mate advantage, as well as to the good
of the motor industry in general.

Engine Starting by Acetylene.

A writer in a foreign contemporary
states that he has been entirely successful

in starting a refractory engine by means
of acetylene led through a flexible tube
to the induction pipe. Though tJiere is

nothing new in the use of acetylene for

running an engine our own experience is

that starting is difficult, but once under
way the engine runs well.

New Ruling Concerning Appeals.
Up to the present a motorist has been

able to appeal from a conviction by a

Justice of the Peace if the line imposed
exceeds £1. From the 1st of December
next he will be able to appeal against

any conviction of a Court of Sunnuary
Jurisdiction to a Court of Quarter
Sessions, provided that he did not plead
guilty or admit the truth of tlie informa-
tion against liim.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.
Motoring Dub i no Waktijie.—The

Automobile Association and Motor Union
is able to report that during tlic past two
weeks a distinct revival of motoring in

all parts of the country is to be noted.

The departmental records kept by the
A.A. sliow that last week over one
hundred members applied at the London
headquarters alone for free le^al defence.

This figure not only shows tliat British
motorists are bringing then- machines out
on the road, but it also indicates that
"measured distances" are more prolific

than many would have us believe them
to be. The daily reports sent in by the
A.A. patrols also indicate that the stop
watches are being freely used.

British Despatch Riders.
The following paragraphs were issued

by tile Press Association last Friday :

"The fine work of the volunteer
British despatch riders has called forth
the warmest praise of the Allies' com-
manders, who have been enabled through
their services to maintain a constant
communication along the huge front,

extending about two hundred and' forty

miles from the Somme to the Moselle,
and along the frontier of Alsace Lorraine.
"Many of these young fellows are just

fresh from the Universities, and have had
no previous military experience, but they
show remarkable dash and bravery while
travelling on motor cycles through country
infested with enemies,

"Yesterday an Australian youth from
Cambridge, while speeding along a country
road, met a party of lourteen German
cavalrymen. He was unable to turn, and
drew his revolver and shot down an
officer and one man. The others turned
and Hed, and the despatch rider was able
to deliver his despatch, which informed -

a corps commander that Germans were in

the vicinity, and thus prevented what
might have been a disagreeable surprise.
One member of the corps has been
jiromoted from corporal to lieutenant in
three week;."

4ig

The Russian Government Orders.

The Rudge Company and, it is said,

the B.S.A. and Indian companies, have
in hand orders for motor cycles for the
Russian Government. TIk terms of the
Russian Government's orders are ex-

tremely severe. Though a certain supply
of spare parts are ordered with each batch
of motor cycles, these must not be
touched for two months, and should any
part of a machine give out within that
period, the Russian Government exact a
penalty amounting to ten times the
makers' list price of the defective or

broken part.

There is a likelihood of a number of

well-known riders spending their winter
in Russia looking after the army motor
cycles, including S. 'Wright, J. Oliphant,
and A. J. MacDonagh.

A Comprehensive Issue.

Motor cyclists have become accustomed
to look to T]ie Motor Ci/de for the

earliest descriptions and illustrations of

new models. In tliis issue we publish

photographs and details of the new racing

.Morgan, a machine of novel and striking

design propelled by an eight valve engine,

intended for the Cycle Car Race; the
Jardine four-speed counter-shaft gear,

which a number of different manufacturers
propose to adopt as ,standard ; two new
King-Dick models for 1915 ; the latest

two-speed Radco ; a double-purpose
Bramble sidecar; an attractive cylinder
design, liaving an aluminium casing and
fins, and a new Jelley hammock saddle.

In lighting outfits "the Low acetylene
generator and the F.R.S. dynamo light-

ing set will create interest, and the com-
petition side is represented by det,Tils and
photographs of the Mersey Club's map
reading t«st, a twenty-five mile road r.ice

in Victoria, and an informal event arranged
for the motor cyclist speciri'i constables.

DESPATCHES.
Swift as a bullet out of a gun
He passed me by with an inch to spare,

Raising a dust cloud thick and dun
While the stench of lubricant filled the

air.

I must admit that I did not like

The undergrad on Ills motor bike

I have seen him, too, at the wayside inn,

A strapping lad scarce out of his teens.

Grimy, but wearing a cheerful grin ;

A young enthusiast, full of beans.

Wliile Ills conversation was little better

Than pure magneto and carburetter.

Now he, he has got the chance of his life,

The chance of earning glorious scars,

.4nd I picture him scouring a land of strife,

Crouching over his handle-bars.

His open exhaust, with its roar and stench,

Like a Maxim gun in a British trench.

Lad, when we met in that country lane

Neither foresaw the days to eome,

But I know that if ever we meet again

My heart will throb to your engine's

hum,
And to-day, as I read, I catch my breal!'.

At the thought of your ride through the

hail of death

!

But to you it is just a glorious lark

;

Scorn of d.anger is still your creed.

As you open her out and advance your spark

And humour the throttle to get more

.

speed,

Life has only one end for yori.

To carry your priceless message through

!

—ToucH.STOXE in the Daib/ Mni?.

Military motor cyclists making use of petrol tins for dinner tables. Observe the tube on top of tent.

B9
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THE NEW RACING MORGAN.
Eight-valve Air-cooled Engine; Extremely Low Centre of Gravity.

The racing Morgan, specially built tor the postponed International Cycle Car Race.

A VEHICLE, concerning the novel
features of -which many rumours
gained currency as the date of

the International Cycle Car Race
drew near, was the new racing Morgan.
It was known that a number of these
machines "were being specially designed
for the race, anc a great many fancied

their chances against the four-wheelers.

The Isle of iMan race, as everybody knows,
was abandoned owing to the war, and
we are now enabled to publish illustra-

tions and a description of the new
Morgan racer. When we state that the
engine is a special eight-valved air-cooled

M.A.G., of a bore and stroke of 82 mm.
X 102 min. = 1,078 c.c, it can be well
believed that the runabout has proved
much faster than anything which the
Morgan Motor Co. has turned out hitherto,
these remarks applying particularly to

speed on gradients.

Constructional Details.

The chassis is the standard Grand
Prix type in almost every particular,
though the back forks are widened

slightly, and larger brake drums are

fitted. The gear is of the usual Morgan
two-speed type, the ratios being 3-^- and
bi to 1 respectively. The clutch is of

standard design, but no outside flywheel
is fitted. The bodywork is entirely of

wood, whilst the front is pointed as

shown in the illustrations, and accommo-
dates a good supply of tools. The back
part is held together by a large petrol

tank the capacity of whieli is about six

gallons—sufficient fuel for a trip of ap-
proximately 200 miles. The petrol is

pressure fed to an Amac carburetter
possessing a very large float chamber,
and the pressure is maintained by a pump
on the dashboard, discernible in one of

the illustrations. A pressure gauge is, of

course, fitted. The exhaust is conveyed
to the rear of the vehicle by two long and
almost straight pipes extending along the
sides of the body. The silencers are
fitted at the ends of these pipes, and,
incidentally, they can easily be removed
for racing purposes. One of the most
remarkable features of the new racing
Morgan is the exceptionally low centre of

j5''^7"^::.'^E=:'^'5ii?^c;?=5^r!!^2

gravity, the object, of course, being fol

render the machine safe on corners irif

particular, and, indeed, the vehicle has!

proved to be possessed of wondeipfuff

stability.

A NEW JELLEY SADDLE,

MR. JELLEY, of Spon Street,!

Coventry, has been responsible!

for several ingenious devices,!

mostly in connection with thel
personal comfort of the motor cyclist.

1

His latest novelty is a cleverly designedj
saddle, which combines the good points!

H. F. S. Morgan at the wheel of one o( his tpecial racing runabouts. The engine

is an eight-valve M.A.G.

A newly designed Jelley saddle.

of the hammock saddle with those of thej
more usual solid top tj-pe. Tlie frame-]
work is exceptionally strong, and at its!

rear end is formed into leaf springs, both!
transversely and longitudinally. Thel
transverse springs have attached at each!
side the end of a powerful wire spring,

the back of which carries the strong!
fabric of the hammock seat, and joiningl
this spring to the longitudinal springs!
are long coil springs, wlrile the nose of!

the saddle is mounted on a block with a]
coil spring bufi'er. (This last is not visible]

in the sketch as it lies neatly inside the!
frame.)

The eft'ect is to give a most comfortablsj
saddle, which adapts itself to the rider'sj

shape, and gives a very easy riding!
motion, damping out the most severe
shocks. The construction is clearly visible

from tire sketch, but it is well to add that
the seat is a very broad one, which
feature is, of course, not clearly visible

from a side view.
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WAR ITEMS.
Mr. Glyn Eowden, the chairman of the

Cyclecar Chib and a well-known motor
cyclist, IS leaving shortly for Paris,

where he will drive a motor ambulance
for the Red Cross Society.

G. A. Gregson, of Southport, a well-

known rider of a Bat-Jap in leading com-
petitions, has obtained a commission in

the Eoyal- Engineers.

f{^^(^ILII

Frank May has joined the Public School
and University Corps.

Jlaurice Greenwood, whose adventures
in returning across France from Grenoble
have already been related in these
columns, has joined the Mechanical
Transport Section of the A.S.C.

The Bristol Jlotor Cycle Club has been
-depleted of seventeen members, who have
been called away on active service for tlie

war. Jlr. Philip Grout, the hon. sec. of

the club, who is the inspecting officer of

the Royal Engineers Special Motor Cycle

Reserve, South Midland Division, Bristol

Branch, tells us that he has sent away
men since the war dommenced.

BELGIAN FACTORIES.
The destruction wrought by tlie

Germans in motor factories has not been

so great as was at first feared. A letter

has been received by the Institution of

Automobile Engineers from the English
manager of the F.N. Co. stating that

the factory at I.iege is intact, and the

clerical departments are back at work
preparing for ne.xt year's programme.
The Minerva works at Antwerp have not

yet been injured by Zeppelins, and the

•iactorv IS at work.

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE
GERMAN ARMY.

Writmf' in Tlit Ttnus recently " -A

Neutral' writes: "Where the Germans
obtained their vast army of motor cars

and motor cycles might at tirst be thought
a mystery, but out of the Hfty that the

writer saw gathered before the liead

quarters oVer one half were of foreign

make, there being many English and a

few American cars among them. There
are to every infantry regiment .at least

ten bicycle scouts and, with every
brigade, motor cyclists as well, many
possessing English and American motor
cycles." It is to be presumed that the

English motor bicycles have been com-
mandeered from stock in Berlin, or

perhaps in a few instances captured.

Germany has so persistently neglected

the motor cycle movement of recent years

that it is not to be wondered at that the

German Army has had to fall back upon
British machines for their despatch riders.

AN ALUMINIUM ENCASED
CYLINDER.

THERE have been many devices for

the better coofing of the cylinders

of motor cycle engines, but we
have never seen a neater or more

taking arrangement than the aluminium
covered cylinder patented and made by
Mr. Wardle, of the Reliance Foundry,

A Triumph fitted with an aluminium

encased cylinder givmg a wonderfully neat

effect.

Coventry, which we illustrate herewith.

The aluminium cylinder complete with
radiating ribs is cast on to a liner which
may be cast iron or steel, and as it is a

proved fact that aluminium is a better

conductor of heat than irun or steel, the
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h«at is conducted from the interior of
the cylinder and dissipated very quickly
in spite of the fact that the cylinder walls
are about a quarter of an inch in thick-
ness (-[Vin. liner and -ftin. aluminium).
One of the many advantages of improved
cooling is a reduced oil consumption with
its natural consequence—a cleaner engine.
When the manufacture of these cylinders

is taken up commercially the casting will

be done in dies, which will produce a
perfectly smooth result and ribs as tliin

as paper if requu-ed. Tlie cylinder illu.s-

trated is an experimental model, and
though it looks exceedingly attractive, it

naturally falls short of what the final

result will be. A steel lined cylinder
with the aluminium case would be a
simple job for a two-stroke, and a cylinder
of this type should be peculiarly adapted
for the high temperatures at which these
engines usually run.

A DOUBLE-PURPOSE
SIDECAR.

A SOMEWHAT novel solution of the

sidecarrier question is the double-

purpose sidecar just produced by
the Bramble Manufacturing Co.,

London Road, Coventry. The Bramble
Co. hold, and with reason, that many
purchasers object to the process of chang-
ing bodies, which, with a few notable
exceptions, is a long and tiresome job.

Therefore, they have designed and con-

structed a simple canoe-shaped body with
a flat bottom. Tlie panels are of steel,

which gives great strength, and the
design is so simple that liglitness also has
been obtained. The empty body forms an
excellent commercial sidecar with ample
capacity, and, what is often almost as

important, a large floor space. When a

passenger-carrying vehicle is required a

comfortably padded back rest is dropped
into position, two metal pegs holding it in

place. A similar fixing is employed for

the tool-box, which, with a deep cushion

attached to the lid, forms the seat. A
neat footboard completes the outfit,

which, in addition to its other features, is

pleasant in appearance, and should be
eminently suitable for Colonial require-

ments.

A luggage carrier of somewhat unusual

design may be incorporated with the

chassis. The carrier is made up of stout

strip steel, and when not in use slides

under the chassis in guides, and is almost

entirelv out of sight.

The latest Bramble sidecar—a double-purpose vehicle. As shown in the left-hand illustration, the seat and back-rest may be removed.
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THE MERSEY CLUB'S MAP READING TEST.

SCENE AT THE START OF THE MERSEY (LIVERPOOL) M.C.C. MAP READING TEST ON THE 4th INST.

In the foreground will be seen Mr. S. W. Carly despatching the competitors in pairs. The proceeds of this competition were devoted to

the Belgian Distress Fund.

The Mersey (Liverpcrol) M.C. held their

fourth sporting trial on the 4th inst. , the
proceeds being devoted to the Belgian
Distress Fund. The start was from
the Hawarden Arms, Queensferry, just

outside the prison where 2,000 Germans
are interned. The course was difficult to

find, and, instead of the usual route card,

NEWS FROM THE FRONT.
The last news from the Burney Brothers

states that up to the 18th of last month
they were well. The Blackburnes were
among the few machines used by the
despatch riders that had given absolutely
no trouble to date, but J2. A. Burney
had lost his owing to its being driven
over by heavy artillery during the night.
He is now riding a Douglas, so he still

has the pleasure of seeing on outside
Hywlieel on his mount.

Lieutenant A. H. Selwyn, E..E., writes,
" Al present we are squaring up, cleaning,
and repairing machines. Most of my
people are undergraduates. They have
done very well indeed, and now that they
have learned a little about their machines,
we will have less damage done. The
machines are Triumphs, Douglases, and
B.S.A.'s I must add just a line to tell

5"ou that the little Swift cycle car is going
wonderfully, and has done about 4,000
miles, and aU tyres are as good as new,
while the only damage is a broken tappet
guide."

Bl6

each competitor was provided with
with the course marked thereon,
were thirty-five competitors.
The first obstacle encountered

very deep watersplash at Ifrith.

Farrer James (N.S.U.) turned
somersaults in the water, badly smashing
his machine.

a map
There

was a

Here
three

Cyril Mocatta had a narrow escape
from deatii the other day He was given
T certain job, but before starting was

A hill near Errwys gave every rider an
anxious time, a very sharp hairpin half-

way up being banked the wrong way.
No one managed to complete the whole

course, and the judge, Mr. Vance, who
kindly offered the prizes for the event,-

decided to re-run the competition next'
week.

suddenly taken ill. His substitute

started to carry it out and was shot dead,'

thus Mocatta was posted amnnc; the killed.'

Two Triumphs, a Rudge, Zenith, and an A.J.S. used. by despatch riders attached to the

Royal Sussex Regiment at present guarding the Norfolk Coast.

'xth
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The War Office and V Twins.
MORE LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT.

BT F. W. HASSARD SHORT, Chaplain Kent Cydist BaHalion, Secretary jMotor Cyclist Reserve CommUlee. Home Coimlies Division.

I
THINK I can throw some light on the points

raised in the leading article on the above subject

in the last issue, and by Frank May in the Cor-

respondence columns. In the first* place, there are

two sets of regulations for motor cycles, one applying

to the Regular Army, the other to the Territorial

Force.' The Regular Army regulations stipulate

" engines of about 500 c.c. with single cylinders, and

also horizontal t\\in-cylinder machines of less capa-

city." The Territorial regulations allow engines of
" at least 500 c.c. Vith one or more cylinders, and

also horizontal twin-cylinders of less capacity." It

will be seen, therefore, that V twins are eligible for

the Territorial but not for the Regular Army, which

accounts for their appearance in photographs in T//e

Motor Cycle. One great reason for the restriction in

the case of the Regular Army was the difficulty of

providing spares for. a large number of different makes

for an army serving abroad. A further order has

been issued now that only Triumph, Rudge, B.S.A.,

P. and M., and Douglas (with possibly Rover and

James) will be accepted for service with the Expedi-

tionary Force. On the outbreak of war the Territorial

units which are entitled to motor cyclists,- accepted

motor cycles of almost any pattern so long as they

were in good running order ; further, a number of

officers and men who are not ranked ofticially as motor

cyclists are patriotically using their machines in the

service of the Army at their own expense. It is there-

fore possible to meet on the roads in England motor

cycles of every type ridden by soldiers, and al.so riders

of varying skill (or lack of it).

Why Inexperienced Riders -were accepted
at the Outset.

^Vith regard to tlie Expeditionary Force, at the

outbreak of war, when motor cyclists were wanted in

a hurrv to fill the ranks of the signal companies, no

doubt a certain number of very inexperienced riders

were accepted and sent to the Front. This was for

two reasons : first, there was not time or opportunity to

test the men, and, second, the War Office having had
such difficulty in the past in securing motor cyclists, -

did not anticipate the rush which actually took place,

and therefore- took the first who came, lest they might
not get enough if they were too particular. Now,
however, orders have been issued that no motor cyclists

are to be accepted who are unable to carry out ordinary

roadside running repairs.

Experienced Riders Wanted for the Ne^w
Expeditionary Force.

It must be borne in mind, in justice to the motor
cyclists, that there are already a great number of

very experienced riders in the ranks ; many of them
are men engaged in the motor trade. With regard

to the question of tools or spares, all enlisted men
are bound to have a very full kit of tools and
spares, but, of course, there is no check on what men,
who are riding their own machines at their own
expense, may carry in this respect. There are also,

I believe, a number of civihan despatch riders

employed by the War Office, and I expect there is no
regulation or inspection of their machines and kits.

It is true that the War Office prefer to enlist a man
who can produce a machine which complies with the

regulations, but good men whose machines do not
comply with the regulations may be accepted and
supplied with War Office machines.

There are at present a few vacancies in the signal

companies which are being formed for the new Expedi-
tionary Force, and any really experienced motor cyclists

who would like to serve their country abroad should
apply to me at 2, Castle Street, Canterbury. There
are at present no openings for men who are unwilling

to serve abroad.

MOTOR CYCLIST SPECIAL CONSTABLES ASSEMBLE FOR AN INFORMAL REGULARITY RUN.
The special constables assembled outside Scotland Yard, for the run arranged at the beginning of the week. The machines owned by these

special constables are mainly of British manufacture, but include machmes of American, Belgian, and German origin.
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Special Constables at Play.

A group of special motor cyclist constables outside Scotland Yt

IT
is only natural in these times of stress that nearly all

trials and competitions should be cancelled, and, in con-

sequence, when any road event is announced, it comes
as a pleasant break to relieve the monotony which pre-

vails to so great an extent at the present time to those who
cannot serve their country at the front. When war first

broke out. Col. Sir Ekiward Ward took over the work of

enrolling and organising a force of special constables, and,
recognising how valuable motor cyclists would be, he at once
set to work to gather in a sufficient number to' meet require-

ments. Among those asked to assist in this work was The
Motor Cycle, which was fortunately able to place at the
disposal of Sir Edward a list of names of those who were
unable to serve Avith the army.

XJiese men, about thirty in number, are officially known
as the detachment of motor cyclist despatch riders to the
headquarter staff of the special constabulary. Their work is

no sinecure. Ihey attend usually twice a week, on either

a night or a day shift, and they have to be ready when
called upon to take a message to any part of the Metropolis.
They get none of the excitement of the military despatch
rider, but instead have long and tedious hours of waiting,

only relieved by an order to take a despatch to some ou£-of-

the way place in the East End or elsewhere, where the

traffic is heavy and the road surface abominable. They get

no pay but receive an allowance of .^d. a mile towards their

expenses. As it has been said .of the other kind of police-

man, their lot. is not a happy one, but who can refrain from
admiring the cheerful way in wliich these men effectively

carry out their thankless, if not risky, tasks in the service

of their country?
To relieve a little the monotony of their existence, to pro-

vide a change from the everlasting traffic riding, Mr. J. L.

Turner, who is the motor cyclists' sub-inspector, organised a
little run or trial on the morning of the 4th inst. Shortly
after ten, about twenty men turned up and were ranged
outside Scotland Yard, their headquarters, on the Embank-
ment. Mr. Turner gave each man a paper on which his

time was marked, and where there was to be found a notice

to the effect that the holder was to. observe the speed limits

and was not to " blind." Then, just before eleven, each
man was given the destination—the " fork roads at Gatwick
Corner," on the Brighton Road. Altogether seventeen
started, which was quite a good percentage, and each man
was allowed to take any route he liked. Mounted on a

3j h.p. P. and ]\1. we followed Robertson (Indian) and
Sharpies (P. and M.). These two chose the main Brighton
Road over Westminster Bridge, and through Brixton, Streat-
ham, and Croydon. The surface was poor for the greater
part of the early portion of the route, but fortunately there
was little traffic, and the tramlines were not watered. It

was a plain, straightforward, go-as-you-please run, and little

happened on the journey, only two men, Hoile (Indian) and
Wiles (Matchless sc.), failing to arrive. The checking in was
carried out by Mr. V. Parker, who is the assistant director

of the transport branch of the special constabulary. j\Ir.

Turner, who was in Gapp's Matchless sidecar combination,
was carried miles out of his way and only reached his destina-
tion after meandering through Kingston. Powell (Douglas),
though he came through Sutton, arrived to time, while Tutt
(Douglas), Hurley (Singer sc), and Payne (Douglas) were,
equally punctual. Of the remainder probably half were too
early and the other half too late, while one member of the
party succeeded in arriving sixteen minutes too early, which
is quite a good effort in a run of twenty-seven miles ! Others
who finished were Robertson (Indian), Sharpies (P. and M.),
Connor (Rover), who missed the check, Wolttgang (Sunbeam),
Squire (New Hudson), Robbins (N.S.U.), Ferguson (Indian),
HoUiday (Kerry-Abingdon), Jenkins (James sc), and Six-
smith (Kerry-Abingdon sc). After concluding the run most

. of the party went on to Crawley, and then each man finished

the day according to his own inclinations.

Special constables enjoying the bracing autumn air.

A combined petrol can opener and locker key named the
" Autofits " which has been put on the market by Messrs.

Autofits o( Newcastle-on-Tyne.

,Bl8
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The Low Acetylene Generator.

h«^

MOTOR cyclists will heartily welcome the arrival

of a new generator which promises to be more
cleanly, more reliable, and altogether more

ron\enient than the type on the market up to

the present. It possesses the advantage of allowing

the gas to be turned off and on so long as any live

carbide remains and without

any wastage. It will thus be

seen that it is economical in

its action. Of course, the

ordinary generator may be

used two or three times for

short periods after receiving

one charge of carbide ; but

each time there is consider-

able wastage, as, naturally,

the gas goes on generating

as long as any moisture is

left in the container. The
Low generator, however,

works upon a different

principle. It is, in fact, a

small dissolved acetylene

plant capable of being re-

charged by the owner which

allows the gas to accumulate under pressure, and
automatically cuts off the supply of water as soon

as the gas is turned off. It consists of a steel drum
A at the bottom of which is placed an ordinary

carbide tin of the correct size fitted with a push-on

lid, which latter is, of course, removed before placing

The new Low generator.

PART SECTION OF THE
LOW GENERATOR.

Steel drum.

Water tank.

Lid ot drum screwed

on to water tank.

Gaslight rubber ring.

Carbide tin.

Automatic water valve.

Passage conducting gas

to space above water.

Loose fitting square on

spmdle of valve F.

Rubber ring.

Spring.

Threaded end of vaive

spmdle.

Milled nut.

Main outlet for gas

Control valve.

Union to lamp.

Filler cap to water tank.

Lining.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G,

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.
N.
0.

P.

Q.

it in position. It is intended that the carbide should
be put up in the special size tins and sold in them,
so that if necessary one or two mav be carried as

spares. To the lid C of the steel drum is screwed
the water tank, which is filled upside down after

removing the filler cap P. On undoing the milled

nut L, the valve F is opened by the pressure of the

spring J and water is allowed to drip on to the

•top of the carbide, when, on opening the main control

valve N, the gas issues through the main outlet M

through the union O to the lamp. On the gas being

cut off, the accumulation thereof continues, and the

increasing pressure forces the gas through the narrow
passage G into the space above the water ; thence

it issues through the loose fitting square H on the

spindle of the \alve F into the ingeniously constructed

The generator dismantled.

automatic cut-off. When the pressure exceeds about
thirty pounds to the square inch, the rubber ring I

is expanded and the valve F pulled up against its

seating. No further generation of gas will then occur
until the pressure has been reduced by opening the
control valve, but when the generator is out of use

for a long period it is advisable to cut off the water
by means of the milled nut L. As an extra precau-

tion a safety valve is provided. Now acetylene will

dissolve in water, and as there is always an excess of

water present there is small possibility of explosion.

Furthermore, there is a real safeguard in the shape
of a lining Q in the steel drum consisting of a mixture
of plaster of Paris and asbestos brick compressed,
which, like other porous materials, dissolves the gas

or occludes its atoms. The particular generator we
have described is the car type, but the motor cycle

model will be on the market very shortly. It should
meet with a very ready demand, and is sold bv the Low
Motor Accessories Co., 15, Great St. Helens, E.G.

SPECl.AL CONSTABLES .AT PLAY. (S^c previous paje.)
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Free Factory Sites.

Sir,—At the present time there is a great deal being said

about the advisability of establishing factories in this

country for the manufactui'e of goods hitherto imported from
abroad, but there are many difficulties in the way of our
manufacturers—.not the least of which is the want of capital.

Recognising this, and wishing to encourage British enter-

prise, a client of ours has communicated to us his intention

to give away freehold sites to firms willing to erect factories

for the manufacture of goods hitherto imported from abroad.
As the motor trade is one that has felt, to some extent, the

effects of foreign competition, we think our client's generous
offer may interest some of your readers. The sites are situated

immediately adjoining a station on the G.W.R. main line,

about one hour from London.

WAITE AND WAITE (Land and Estate Agents).

Enemy Patents,
Sir,—It is ofBcially announced that " all persons resident,

carrying on business, or being in, our Dominions," may pay
any fees necessary for obtaining the grant, or for obtaining
the renewal of patents, or for obtaining the registration of

designs or trade marks, or the renewal of such registration
in an enemy countrij ; and also may pay into the British
Patent Office in London, on behalf of an " enemy," any
fees payable on application for, or renewal of, the grant of

a British patent, or on application for the registration of

British designs or trade marks, or the renewal of such regis-

tration.

The German, Austrian and Hungarian Patent Offices have
issued various temporary rules and indulgences to safeguard
certain rights of applicants and patentees which might other-
wise have been jeopardised or lost by reason of delays arising
out of the hostilities.

Switzerland, though not a belligerent, has likewise provided
for special extensions of time for payments and for other
matters.

'

The United States Patent Office, whilst it has no authority
to extend the time of filing applications delayed " because
of the unsettled condition of European affairs," will pro-
bably present the matter to Congress with a view to the
obtainment of legislation to remedy the disabilities arising
out of such delays. CHARTERED PATENT AGENTS.

The A.C.U. Trials—not Too Severe.

Sir,—I think that we have had far too many complaints in
recent years about the severity of the courses of the English
and Scottish Six Days Trials, and I was glad to read in your
issue of July 30th two letters from well-known manufacturers
upholding the A.C.TJ. in their present policy.

It is to be' hoped, a-s I think most Colonial riders will agree,
that the A.C.U. will not show the "white feather" and start
organising trials in which every competitor gains a gold
medal. Of what use is a trial of this sort if the bad machines
and clumsy riders are not shown up in their true colours?
The one thing which I would humbly suggest as a possible

improvement is that all machines in the same class should
have emergency gear ratios not lower than a certain standard
to be decided upon by the A.C.U. Then we should easily be
able to spot the weaklings, after a few hundred miles of hard
work had spoilt their original tune ; but, as it is now, the
3^- h.p. Triumph, let us say, gets no more credit for climbing
that bad test hill on an 8 to 1 gear ratio than does the 4 h.p.

Konker which knocks its waj' painfully to the top on a
20 to 1 bottom gear !

No; I say, let the A.C.U. continue to " rub it in" to those
short-sighted manufacturers who will send out their machines
equipped with rims that buckle and dent, with spokes that

break or jump out of their sockets if the slightest bit loose,

with forks that let one down miles from anywhere, and fork

springs that compel one to ride at the most leisurely fifteen-

niiles-an-hour tourist gait for fear of breakage, that, in spite

of all reasonable care, usually comes about once every 1,000
miles or so. I am not exaggerating our Colonial troubles
one little bit, and could mention a few more. C.AZ 100.

Graaff Reinet, South Africa.

What are Ideal Handle-bars?
Sir,—The choice of handle-bars is, in my estimation, a not

unimportant point to be considered in the purchase of a
motor cycle, concerning which your correspondent Oliver
Jones writes in a recent issue, and must depend upon
the inclination and intentions of the rider. T.T. bars are
a necessary adjunct to speed, but the position which they
necessitate is apt to become uncomfortable after riding
any distance."
- Ordinary touring bars I consider ridiculous for any except
the steady, slow, and sure rider, who contemplates cover-
ing a limited distance in unlimited time, probably with
part of his family in the sidecar. Something comprising
features of both these types is wanted, and we find it in

semi T.T. bars. These enable one to take corners safely

at speed, and are, at the same time, perfectly comfortable
for distance riding. As regards knee grips, they are really

most invigorating. I confess that merely to be seated on
a stationary cycle with knee grips and T.T. bars produces
in me most of the sensations attached to- an "all out"
run on the long touring models. This, I think, is their only
advantage, as I have never experienced any troublesome
"knee-slip" when travelling at speed, even on fairly bumpy
roads. AYSGARTH.

Noisy Motor Cycles.
Sir,—I suppose I ought to thank " Engineer " for his veiled

hints at the possibilities of shaft drive being adopted for

motor bicycles in the future, but I find it hard to reconcile

myself to the qualifications he miikes. I am sure that quite
the majority of experienced motor cyclists will ask themselves
the same question as I asked myself when I read the article,
" I wonder how much experience the writer has had, who
attempts to suggest fitting a hub gear to wit to the motor
bicycle which he puts forward as the type of the future."
Does he know that next year will see the end, for all practical
purposes, of the hub type of gear, whether two-speed or

thi'ee-.speed?

The reason is quite well known to those who have to

consider what they have to make and sell, and I need not
say any more. Still, I would like to point out that shaft
drive, as applied to the F.N. machine, contrary to eliminating
an efficient system of change speed gear, actually makes
possible the most efficient all-round change speed gear.

What are the defects of the sliding type of change speed
gear " Engineer " refers to? He will probably quote the
old and well-worn statement, initiated, I believe, by an
eminent French motor engineer, to the effect that a sliding
gear wa-s a " barbarous system, but it works." So well has
it worked that it has, to all intents and purposes, ousted all

other systems. Certain it is that for every defect the sliding
type has the epicyclic hub gear has two, so like most com-
promises it (the .sliding tvpe) is the lesser of the two evils.

F.N. (ENGLAND), LTD.
H.iERT G. Bell.
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The Difficulty of Hearing Sentries.

Sir,—Regarding the suggestion by "Red Indian" in your
issue of September 24th, surely he would not have the

presence of our soldiers on duty located to a possible enemy.
Referring to the danger, on September 21st (the night of

which was particularly dark) I came from Sittingbom-ne to

Graveseiid, and was stopped seven times by soldiers and

police, and on no occasion had I any difficulty in seeing

or hearing them (in one or two instances a white light was
flashed from about twenty yards), although I had only a

small electric pocket lamp (my usual King of the Road being

out of order). l\Iy machine is a Rudge-Multi, and I had
never been on the Sittingbourne-Gravesend road before.

"Red Indian" ought to observe the limit, and he would
find no difficulty in otherwise conforming to the law.

F. J. WEBB.
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Running Expenses.

Sir,—The following account of the behaviour and running
expenses of a 2| A.J.S. may interest some of your readers.

I have sold the machine as 1 have enlisted in the 8th

Warwicks.
£ s. d.

Cost of machine
Cost of extras

Licences and registration ...

Insurance (less refund)

Repairs (speedometer)
Druid springs

Petrol (thirty-five gallons)

Oil

Repair outfit, etc.

Carbide ...

Less sale price

Distance run, 4,000 miles; total cost per mile, 1.54d.
;

cost per mile excluding depreciation only, .44d. ; deprecia-

tion, £18 10s.
;

petrol, 114 m.p.g. all told with No. 27 jet

as fitted by makers ; consumption on long journeys, 120

;

maximum speed in normal circumstances with No. 27 jet

as originally fitted, 42-3 m.p.h. ; it has rarely touched
45, Lowest gear used twice only, once to cross Pen-
nines and once in Mid-Wales (Llandriiidod region).

Machine has reached the summit of Clent Hills (donkey track
and grass slopes) on top and middle gears, starting from
hotel on Bromsgrove Road and non-stop. Cylinder removed
twice for cleaning ; cylinder scraped through valve caps about
four times. Road stoppages, unintentional : Tyres, eight or

nine (only four on road); air leak, once; choked petrol pipe,

once
;
plugs sooted twice.

The depreciation is high, due to the large number of

extras, early sale through enlistment, and small mileage.
The machine would have sold for £40 next Easter with twice
the mileage to, its credit. The licences, too, have cost 30s.

for six months, though this figure would have been the same
for twelve months. I have also saved £2 in necessary rail-

way expenses, and countless hours of time. I have not in-

cluded £2 Is. 9d. for new Dunlop just fitted, as this cost

should be reckoned in the running expenses, 4,000 miles to
destruction of tyre. I am convinced that to anyone who
keeps the machine for two years the total ex]3enses will be
under |d. per mile, provided that not less than 5,CO0 miles
per annum be run, and less if a greater mileage is totalled.

The machine has given absolute satisfaction, and I wa.s

sorry to lose it. That I am a school teaclier should be a
sufficient disclaimer. H. W.VLTERS.

A Reader's Specification of the Ideal Machine for

Australia.

Sir,—During August of 1912 I purchased a free engine
clutch model Douglas and suffered from clutch slip. I wrote
to Messrs. Douglas Bros, and asked for advice ; to my sur-
prise I received, by return mail, a new 1913 clutch com-
plete, free of charge beyond postage and duty.

I fitted the clutch and found, after trial, that it worked per-
fectly without any suspicion even of slip. The fitting also was

easy owing to the great simplicity of the mechanism, which,
to my mind, is one of the virtues of the Douglas motor cycle.

Now that I have commenced, please allow me to say a few
words in praise of my favourite machine.

During the time I have had it (nine months) I have
traversed some of the worst roads in the State and have
never yet had a stoppage; I have the same belt that was
supplied with the machine, and it is good for a long time to

come. The only breakages I have had so far are fork

springs, due to the execrable road surfaces ; in fact I often

marvel at the strength of the frame after going over some
bad washouts. Our roads here are not all metalled, just the

natural surface banked up here and there, and every shower
of rain cuts out fresh gutters across the roads, the succeed-

ing showers deepening them, to the great inconvenience of

the unfortunate motor cyclist. Of course, the roads are

occasionally repaired, but only very occasionally. Another
trouble that we have to contend with is the gathering of mud
between the wheels and mudguards in damp weather, wliich

means that after every mile or so one has to get off and
pick the mud out of the guards with a piece of wire. 1 have
often wished for another inch of Mearance.

But, perfect as the horizontal engined Douglas is, I hope
to purchase before very long a motor bicycle which
shall be fashioned as follows ; A three-speed gear box
incorporated in the crank case directly beneath the crank-
shaft, which would ensure the enclosing of the chain in an
oil bath. Instead of having a single bar on which to clamp
tlie crank case I would like to see the power unit fastened
between two bars, the duplication continuing to the saddle-

pillar tube. A sensitive carburetter could also be placed
under the tank behind the magneto, one that would permit
the use of paraffin or petrol. I would also like to see the
valves operating horizontally instead of inclined as at present,

and I would discard the clutch, but fit extra strong wheels
and rims for Australian use. The ideal motor bicycle woidd
then be an accomplished fact.

I nearly omitted to mention an all-black finish and the
latest Douglas mudguards.

I had the good luck to watch Mr. S. L. Bailey breaking
the 3i. h.p. hour record with his little 2% h.p. Douglas at the
Friendly Societies Track on September, 12th, 1913. He
covered fiftv-three miles in the hour, the previous best being
fifty-two mi"les. H. C. FENTON.

Victoria, Australia.

The Latest Recruit.

Sir,—On page 367 of vour issue of September 24th there
is a photograph of Mr. R. F. G. Kelly on a Scott with " his

latest recruit," a lady of 95 years of age. The child in the

The latest recruit. (See accompanying letter.)

enclosed photograph, I might say, is a still later recruit,

and, as a coincidence, is the great grandson of Mr. Kelly's
passenger.

GEORGE COX.
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A Two-jet Carburetter.

The illustrations are views taken at

right angles to one another, A being the

carburetter body, B the main air intake,

and C the passage to the engine. The
throttle D is of special forjn, being

tubulaliat its upper part, whilst the lower

part is solid and provided with holes

^vhich pass over the jets E and F. The
jet E is the main jet, and F is the pilot

jet. To prevent waste of petrol the holes

in the throttle are provided at their

npper ends with pads adapted to cover

the jet outlets when the throttle is fully

closed. Of these, G may consist simply
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of a pad of leather or other soft, substance,
whilst the pad H for the main jet is

carried by a spring plunger so that it will

continue to close the jet outlet even after

the pilot jet has been opened slightly.

The air inlet for the pilot jet is shown at

J and is so arranged that on slight move-

Long Tyre Life.

A folder has been issued by Messrs. J.

Pedley and Son, Ltd., Great Charles
Street, Birmingham. This is entitled

"11,000 Miles, Still Running,'' and is

descriptive of the wonderful results

obtained from Pedley tyres.

Reviews.
Higham's Magazine, September issue,

has a portrait on the front cover of Mr.
S. F. Edge, who in the early days of

motoring rode a motor tricycle, and the

first few pages of the magazine are

devoted to an article, which is an
appreciation of this well-known auto-

mobilist. -

A Business Appointment.

We hear that Mr. W. C. Hemy, the

well-known competition rider, who ' for

many years has been connected with the

sales department of the Service Co.,

High Holborn, and who has long been
prominent in motor cycle competitions
around the Metropolis, has joined the
firm of W. H. Elce and Co., Bishops-
gate Avenue, Camomile Street, E.C.

' Repair Works at Willesden.

Among those firms who have recently

converted their factories into a general

repair works we may mention the M.A.G.
Engine Co., Ltd., of Willesden Junction,

London, N.W. Mr. de Lissa, during
recent slack times, has made all arrange-

ments to take on any form of repair to all

types of motor vehicles, and readers who
want their machines (motor cycles or

cars) overhauled could not do better than
hand them on to the makers of the

M.A.G. engine.

1324
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ment of the throttle a small .supply of air

is allowed to pass the jet F at high

velocity, providing a mixture for slow

running. The main air inlet and the jet

E come into operation on further move-

ment of'the throttle. The usual extra air

mlet is shown at J.—C. and H. Binks,

No. 12,690, 1913.

Overhead Valve Lubrication.

The valve rocker A is completely

enclosed in a casing B, and its operating

OCTOBER Sth, 1914.

case. The rod C passes through bearings

E in the tube D, and these bearings are

formed with grooves F. On the down
stroke of the piston the air in the crank

case is forced along the tube C, through

the grooves F, into the chamber B. This

air is laden with oil so that efficient lubri-

cation of the valve operating mechanism
is ensured.—»Soc. Anon. H. and A.

Dufaux et Cie., Xa. 23,078, 1913.

Exhaust-assisted Carhuration.

By this, invention a^small quantity o{

hot gas is taken from the exhaust pipe A'

.

by means of a scoop B, and conducted by

D^

rod C is contained within a tube D, which
extends right down to the engine crank

the tube C to the intake side of the

carburetter D. The tube C is coiled

several times round the intake pipe E for

the purpose of heating the latter, and
finally terminates in a nozzle F, from
wliich the exhaust gas issues at a velocity

calcidated to draw fuel from the carbu-

retter jet and assist in atomising it.—H,

W. Martin, No. 13,815, 1912.

Two-strokes in Ireland.

W"e understand that Mr. M. J., Fitz-

gerald, Richmond Hill, Cork, who has

been so successful in Irish competitions

and hill-climbs on his Levis, has been

appointed travelling representative for

Messrs. Butterfields, Ltd., with a view to

further popularising the Levis in Ireland.

Lodge Plugs for Polar Work.
The sparking plugs chosen for use on

Sir Ernest Shackleton's South Polar

Expedition are, we learn, all Lodge plugs.

Also a large number of Lodge plugs are

being used in the present war. Besides

the quantity supplied to the War Office

and Admiralty, delivery has just been

completed of a consignment of Lodge
plugs for the Belgian Army.

Silencers for War.
Messrs. J. C, Lyell and Co., 113, Great

Portland Street, have offered to supply

volunteers for military service with
silencers for use on their machines at one
half the usual price, It is necessary that

a signed declaration that the machine is

to be used for military purposes must be
sent to the firm before silencers can be
obtained. Special forms are issued, so

that intending military motor cyclists can
obtain these and fill them in as required.

J Sharing the Work.
In order to keep as many of theit

hands employed as possible during the

Avar, Jlessrs. W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St.

Mary's Mills, Leicester, makers of the

Bates tyres and belts, have de-
cided to distribute the work as evenly
as possible, and, furthermore, the directors

will assist in helping the families of all

their employees who join the. Army and
Navy, and will reinstate all such on their

return.

"Honest Injun."
The Indian is the name of a chatty

little publication issued by the Melbourne
depot of the Hendee ilanufacturing Co.

It is profusely illustrated, and although
one or two of its remarks of English trials

are perhaps open to criticism, the whole
publication is undoubtedly a very smart
piece of advertising, in whigh our
American friends are such adepts. It is

evidently intended to issue this magazine
montlJy, as the one we have received is

No. 2 of Vol. I.

Hard Tests for Rims.
Wi have received a pamphlet from

the Roman Eira, Ltd., Upper Priory,
Birmingham, dealing with the use of

rustless Roman rims on motor cycles.

These are not only rustless, but will

stand almost any shock received without
losing shape, a proof of which is furnished
by Mr. C. R. Collier, who showed the
company a rim on which the tyre had
burst when travelling at seventy-two miles
an hour at Brooklands. The rim remained
a perfect circle, though it was, of course,
considerably marked on the edge, due
to its contact with the rough track.
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FOF service SWllt dnCl Slire^ the mount we show you here is smplyunexceued-

That has been proved by riders everywhere, and the latest evidence is the selection by H.M. War Office of the

QUADRANT
4i h.p. solo as a mount efficiently fulflllinj all the exacting requirements of that department and capable of standing up to all demands
which active service make upon it.

Note these items of ite specification — 4V h.p. Armstrong S-speed Gear and Free Engine — Dunlop Tyres and Belt — Bosoh Magneto —
Senspraj Carburetter — Quadrant Spring Forks — also the price, which is less by far than other Motor Cycles of renown.

And then — ask us for our latest folder.

QUADRANT WORKS, Lawley St., Birmingham.
London Depot: IS, Great

Queen St., Kingswaij.

^.^uaji^ ismm

m&-

450ns
Solo.

55Gns.
Combination.

The Last Word in Motor Cycles

The J.H.
The Famous M.A.G. EngineSj 6 h.p.

The Popular J.A.P. Engines, 6 and 8 h.p.

Also 8 h.p. Overhead Valves (Racing Machine).

SPECIFICATIONS:

Chain Drive, 3-speed Gear Box, Sliding

Dog Type, Kick Starter, and Cork Clutch.

2| h.p. Single Cylinder 2 Speed, Handle-bar Controlled Clutch,

2J h.p. 2 stroke (Villiers Noted Engines). A Special Line.

Workmanship and Materials the best that money can buy.

Special attention given to the requirements for Colonial Trade.

J.H. MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS,
Castle Mill Street, Mumps, OLDHAM.

Write for Calalogne at once. JAMES HOWARTH. Proprietor.

hi answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All adveriissments in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To enswe insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The l\Iotor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for; forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

IW^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
^ilotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
v.alue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifce Si. Son^ Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
fhe Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
dlence as an indication that the goods advertised have
iheady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914, 6h.p., and sidecar,
—Wakall Garage, Walsall.

shop-soiled only; £75,
[X0235

A.J.S., 2^/ili.p., and Watsonian £10 featheiweigbt
car, 6hop-6oiled only; £49/10. — Walsall Gj

Walsall.

„ - ide-

Wolsall Garage,
[X0236

"IQ14 A.J.S.. 2Mh.p., 3-speed, semi T.T. handle-bars,
--*' Lucas lamp, horn, demonstration model: £46.—
Hilton and Son, Foshall Sq., BlackpooL [20714

-jQU'/. A.J.S, ._ _ __

J-»/ sijeed, good condition
lo purchaser.—Danielt

2yoh.p., h.b.e. clutch, counter-shaft 2-

lition, chain drive; ride 40 miles
Codsall, Wolverhampton. [X0605

1 Q14 A.J.S.. 750 c.c. engine; cancelled order; £65-
-«-t^ with £23 Bramble Be Luxe coacbbuilt sidecar,
'nod, screen, and etorm apron, £78.—Hilton
Foxhall Sq., Blackpool.

and Son,
[XO715

A.J.S., 2V2h.p.. 1911, 2 speeds, chain drive, lamp,
-^ir spares, £22; also 4h.p. Matchiefs-Jap, perfect con-
<lit:on, take sidecar anywhere, trial, what ofEersP—Billing-
; nm, P^,rk Villa, Netheiton, Dudley. [X0580
A .J.S., o^.p., late 1913 model, complete with practi-^ caily new Bramble £14 eidecar, Lucas lamp, horn,

'lid speedometer; £59/10. "" " . . _- - .
-. .

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN TH

MfkVm ?.

EART OF rH€ rRADE*

„. , -, „ -Tie Great A.J.S.
«alsall Qarase, Wolveriampton St., Walsal

Specialist*!,

[X0239

A.J.S., 1912, 5h.p., 2-speed gear, kick starter, hand-^^ controlled clutch, lamp set, horn, and tools,
inaranteed perfect order; jCSS.—Elce ~
i^i.'hopsgate Av, Camomile St.,

and Co.. 15.
London, E.C. [0551

COLMORE DEPOT

THIS WAR
is not affecting the financial position of

most of you ; some will perhaps be worse off,

on the other hand, some are even better off.

We have confidence in British credit, and we
are prepared now to arrange

Deferred
Payments

with any customer who prefers that method of

payment. We can supply any machine, either

a new one or a second-hand, from our huge
and varied overhauled stock, upon any reason-
able proposed terms from, say,

£5 to £20 deposit
.

.

and .

.

30/- to £5 monthly
We have new and second-hand of all makes.
The following are

A
Few
Samples.

There
are
100
Others.

NUMBER, 2 h.p., overhauled; £21,
or £5 down and 25/- monthly.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., overhauled
; £29,

or £7 down and 35/- monthly,
SCOTT and Sidecar, fine condition; £45,

or £10 down and 55/- monthly.
MORGAN Runabout, excellent ; £75,
or £20 down and £5 montlily.

WRITE

COLMORE
DEPOTS

31, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM
62, High Street, LEICESTER

31, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL
261, Deansgate, MANCHESTER

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

"I Q 14, Special 6h.p. 3-speed A.J.S., and Millford coacl
L*? sidecar, special 750 c.c. engine (standard size only
698 c.c), Senspray carburetter, handle-bar mag. control,

detachable and interchangeable wheels, horn, Lucas rear
lamp and King of the Road head lamp. T.T. handle-bare,
many spares, new last ilay, perfect; price £80; would
consider 1914 Sunbeam or T.T. Douglas and cash.—No.
6.733, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0637

Alcyon.
ALCTON, 1911, 2h.p., Blue Bird. Brooklands record

holder, Bosch. B. and B., good condition, tyres;

£14, oflers.—Newton Vicarage, High St., Biomley-by-Bow,
[7649

Alldays.
^

ALLDATS 2-stroke Matchless in stocl;, £26/5, or £9
down and 12 instahnents if desired.—Lamb's, 161,

Hi^h St., Walthamstow. [7737,

Antoine. s-

3ih.p- Antoine, Bosch, B. and B., P.H. lamp, new.

2 belt, perfect order; £12, or nearest oflef.— Dovei,--

Sculptor, Klcy. [S0726;

6 h.p. Antoine and sidecar, 1914 frame, tank. Arm--"
strong Mark VII. 3-speed. Bosch, Saxon, Xl'all,-

like new: £35; exchange lightweight.—Stocks, Tburlv-

stone; Sheffield. [X0633r
Ariel. j.

BRAND New 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, a lovely '.

set; £86/10; exchanges invited. — Bunting.

Harrow. [X0739.>.

ARIEL 5-61). p. Combination, goiuL
soiled ; E.P. if desired.—Lamb's.

ARIEL, 1914, new August,
lamp, horn, speedometer;

Baker, Salisbury Rd.,

cheap, only shop-
50, High R4.,

Wood Green. [7734

3^/>h.p.. counter-shaft,
costr £70, accept £60.—

Shaftesbury. [7603

ARIEL 6h.p. Combination, only soiled; going cheap;

promptest deliveries 1915 models; E.P. if desired.

-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthametow. [7741

A RIEL, 3V>h.p. T.T. model, S-speed, decompressor, art^

-A. cane upholstered sidecar, Lucas head lamp, horn,

etc., all perfect condition; 35 gns., genuine bargain;

trial given.—Inglewood, Chandos Kd. South, Chorlton-

cum-Hardy. Manchester. [X0611

Arno.
T 013 Arno,- 3V"h.p„ and sidecar, very powerful and
XJ7 fast, special tyres, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed and
clutch, perfect condition ; £35 ; without sidecar £32 ; been
passed bv War Office.-B.C., Belgrave House, Stockivcll -

Rd., S.W. [X0576
AutoAVheels.

£10, or offer.—
[X0586

AUTO-WHEEL, excellent contUtion

;

D. Wood, Parrs Bank. Ashbourne.

AUTO-WHEEL, nearly new; £10/10, cost £16/16.—;.
Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [X0713^

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, as new; owner bought sidecar
machine; £11.—Baker, N.^.D.S., Anerlev, S.E.

[7623
new, shop-soiled only, 16 gn.
Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Bir-

mingham. [X0671
Bat

BAT. 1914, No. 1 model, 4V2h.p., 2-speed, brand new;
catalogue price £57/10, cash offers wanted.—Lay-

tons, Bicester, Oxou. [X0618

and sidcar, 2-speed counter-
-Morgau and Maxwell, 80,

[X0683

3 speeds, brand new. shop-soiled
accept £58.—P. J. Evans, John

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914.
model; sell £13/10.-

BAT. 1912, 7-8h.p. twin,
shaft ; offers wanted.

High Rd., Streatham.

BAT, 1914, 6h.p.,
only; list £70.

Bright St., Birmingham.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, bought new
chain, 2 speeds, kick start, faultless; £48.

cathra, Highfield Kd., Walton-ou-Thames.

[X0771

1914, -

Blen-
[X0663.

BAT. 8h.p., engine equal to new, 2-speed gear, speed-'
ometer, lamp, hotn, eoachbuilt sidecar; £40, or

nearast ofier; will separate.—Alston.

Blumfield.
BLUMFIELD,- S-6h.p.

sacrifice £25 below
Jordans' Camp.

Bradbury.
BRADBUBT and Sidecar. 1912

lowest.- 58. Hazeldene Rd.,

run
ost;

Beaconsfield.

600
trial.-

Cannon St., Dover.
[7612

owner enlisted;
-Write, Littleboy, ^

[S0600

2 speeds, F.E.
Goodinayes.

; £28,
[7722

BRADBURY, 1911, fine order;
gain, £18/10.-Speechley, 45,

seen running ; bar-

'

Church R<1., Acton.
[X0749.

BRADBURY, 1913, 4h.p., and standard wicker side-
car; £45.-251, Tooley St., E.C. (near Tower

Bridge). , [7766-.

BRADBURY, 6h.p.. 1914, 3-speed combination, lamps,
speedometer, wind screen, etc., practically new; cost

over £100; owner no time; accept £80.-
Lane, Hindley. Wigan.

Walls. 47, Piatt
[X0624-

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

3XI1J). Humber, new December, 1913, condition per-
2 feet, S.A. gear, Herald sidecar, OTrnei recruited;

must sell this week; sacrifice 32 gns.—Mulsey, Clovelly
Rd.. Ealing. [X0383

HUMEEE, SVch.p.. 3 speeds, and Chater-Lea side-

car, new in January, not done 1,000 milea, speed-
ometer, all acceseories: £43, or near offer.—High, 37,
Boeton Rd., Walthamstow, _Es6es. [S0565

"IQ12V? 2-speed Humber and sidecar, every acce^isory,
JLiJ speedometer, etc., satisfactory reason for selling,

splendid condition, also commercial delivery sidecar, 11
guinea model, perfect condition; £45 the lot, or would
eeparatg; want small car.—King, Sbipton Bellinger,
Hants. [7639

Illston.

1Q13 Illston, 2^4b.p., 7-speed, F.E., Brampton; going
J^O cheap : cash wanted, £19, worth £25 : as new.
-Fletcher, 65. Cornwall E4., Brixton Hill. [7694

Indian.
INDIAN 7b. p. 1914 2-speed Combination, ekctrical

equipment; £65.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..
Birmingham. [50766
1Q11 Fiee Engine Indian, 5b.p., guaranteed good run-
-i-t/ ning order; only £26; paj-raents taken.—Colmore
Depot, 31. Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [7647

rQ14
Indian T.T. Road Racer, 7h.p., and clutch.

•7 only 12 weeks old, looks as new, eu*iranteed per-
fect; £47; owner going abroad.—Abdul, 35, Southmoor
Rd., Osford. [7616
~l Q14 (August) 7h.p. Indian, clutch model, and
-Lt/ 14 gn. Swan sporting sidecar, everything as
new, ridden about 900 miles; £49.—King, Sunnyside,
Stapleford, Cambs. [X0743

INDIAN, late 1913. 7h.p., 2-speed, clutch, with Mill-
ford .sidecar, horn, lumps, and accessories, in per-

fect condition, very little used; £50.—Donne, 16a, Hop-
ton Rd.. Streatham. [7658

INDIAN, 1914. 7h.p., standard model, not done 1.000
miles, guaranteed perfect, lull equipment, ridden

solo only; £50.—Elce and Co., 15, 3ishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., London, E.C. [0481

lQl-3 [September) Indian, 2-speed. Millford sidecar,
-Lt/ electric horn, epare.?, 3 tyres, 5.000 miles; price
£50, accept 1914 Triumph, DouBJas, with cash adjust-
ment.-'Willis, 39, Heathwood Garden-, Charlton, S.E.

[X0594
INT)IAN, 1913, 7-9h.p.. 2-6peGd, free engine, very

powerful, fast, 28x3 Kempshnlls, all access:jries,
watch, mirror. Pillion r;cat, etc., Indian 2-8eat. sidecar,
undcT-^liinp: bargain, £55; trial.— 45, Cbailog St.. Cora-
merriul Rd., E. [X0702
IO-14 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Indian, electric starter,
J-tJ 2 head lamps, spares, Mill-^-Fulford de Luxe side-
car, perli^ct condition : ^ost £100. reasonable offer.—
Poole, 131. Holden Rd., 'WoodtJide Taik, Finchlcy.
'Phone: 329 Finchley. [7595
"IQ14 Indian, Hendee Special, 20 gn. sidecar, full clec-
J-*' trie equipment, self-starter, etc.; cost over 100
gns., nearly new, perfect condition: owner bought cvule
car. must sell: b&ft offer over 58 gns. secures.—Write
oflere, c/o Clapham, King George St., Greenwich. [X0758

1Q14 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Model Indian sidecar
J-t/ combination, electric starter and lighting, fully
equipped with (speedometer, tools, etc., Millti-Fulford de
Luxe body, splendid condition, vcrv little ufied: cost
nearly £100, bargain at £65.—MR.. 21a, Store St., W.C.

[4829
GENUINE Snip.-1914 7h.p. Indian, electric head

and tail lamps, horn, speedometer, fitted with
handsome coachbuilt Indian sidecar, with wind screen
and large apron, heavy Kempshall tyres all round, the
lot brand new in June last, been carefully used andm sriotless condition: cost £91, take £68 ca;h,— Wallis
High St., Saffion Walden. [X0751

Ivy.

IVY 2-Btroke. complete vrith lamp and horn, new two
uiontlie ago; £19/10.-Walsall Garage, Wal'^all

[X0240
James.

JAMES 1914 3i^h.p. Twin, T.T. model, just returned
by makero after thorough overhaul ; a perfect ma-

chine, complete with accessories
; £45.—G. A. MiIIh

Colonial House, Tooley St., S.E. [77541

JAMES, 1913. 4Vih,p.. big single, and Canoclc-t side-
car, 3-speed counter-shaft gear, clutch and kick-

starter, chain drive, Lucas accessories, Cowey speedo-
meter, splendid order; £45.—Below.

JAMES, 1914, 3'l.h.p.. twin, 3-speed counter-shaft
gear, clutch and kick-starter, Lucas accessories,

\\atiord speedometer, not done 1,000 miles, guaranteed
perfect; £48. — Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av. 'afA marfp
Camomile St., London, E.C. [0480 "'^ "IdUC

JAMES, 1914. 4i.ih.p.. big r^ingle, and Cancelet side-
car. 3-speed. list price 73 gu6.. new, special price

65gnfl. ; new S'/sb-P. 3-speed twin, 54 gns. ; also James
2-stroke. 35 gns., for immediate delivery.—Stevens (Jnmes
specialist). Gooch St., Birmingham. [0432

J.A.P.

J.A.r.. 1911. 4h.p., P. and M, gear. Bosch, r^-enam-
clled, wicker eideoar, complete, lamps, and acce^^-

sorif's: £28.-111, Grove Lane, Camberwell. [7652

Lea-Francis.
T EA-FRANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat of motor cyclee:
-Li early delivery; easy payments; second-hand
machines in part.—London agents, Sproston aod Grace,
154, Gt Titchfield St., W. Regent 4999. f0448

3 SPECIAL
SNIPS,

AM absolutely new 1914 models
and fully sua.rst.ntee<i,

1. 2j h.p. 1914 Wolf, Jap engine, 2-speed
countershaft gear, spring forks, magneto
etc. Usual price, ;^33 .... Our price, £26

2. 4 h.p. 1914 Wolf, Jap engine, 2-speecl

countershaft gear, combined belt and
chain drive. Usualprice,^44. Our price, £34

3. 4 h.p. 1914 Wolf, Jap engine, 2-speed
countershaft gear, all chain drive.

Usual price, £46 Our Price, £36

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3I h.p, 19T4 MOTOSACOCHE, Enfield Rear, fine order MO
3* h.p. BROWN, M.O.V., chain drive, 2-speed gear . . £8
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks .... £8
2-3 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11
3.\ h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B. and B. carb. .. £16
3! h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch magneto £17
3^ h.p. 1912 RUDGE, 191 ^ Scnsprav carb £17
3jh.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINOEC, 2 speeds, kicli starter, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3.V h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting . . £19
3! h.p. TRIUMPH, ball bearing engine, M.O.V £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, .^mac £19
6 h.p. 1912 REX de Lu.\e, 2 speeds, handle starting £2S
3^ h.p. 1912 HUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting . . £28
6 h.p. 19 12 CLYNO and Clyno Sidecar, 2 speeds, kick £33
6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and A.J.S. ,^20 Sidecar, 3 speeds . . £65
8 h.p. Cycle Car, Chater-Lca engine, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc £60
8 b.p. 1914 MORGAN Runabout, sporting model,

with hood, screen, etc. ; cost, wilii extras, £110 ;

a real bargain ; sacrifice £75

NEW 1914 MACHINES.
1914 2; h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V What offers ?

1914 3! h.p. ARIEL, v^r. countershaft gear What offers?
1914 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What offers ?

19146 h.p. ENFIELD O.nibin.ition What offers 7

1914 7 h.p. ..\ni. ricm EXCELSIOR, 2sp. . What offers ?

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S,, 3-sp. coimter-shaft gear What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.
5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
andunusetl £11 11

S.-hand 5 h.p. twin REPTON Engine, good order £3 10
S.-hand a^b.p. PEUGEOT Engine, very fine condition £2

SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, fit Triumph £5
CANOELET, complete with hood, screen, apron, etc. .

.

£9
FARLOW, 1913, underslung, cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914. reed cane, underslimg, demonstration

model, condition like new £6
FARLOW, 1914, coach-built, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, 1914, lightweight model, used trials only .

.

£5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

ABT Leris, 1913^4, perfect, new tyre^, spares; £20.
-Hammond, 8. Spain, Petersfield. [7665

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

FARLOW SIDECARS
in 5 different models from
£6-15-0

QUALITY and VALUE are
Unequalled.

A Postcard will bring you our List

FARRAR'S MOTORS
iTelephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

LEVIS, 2^4b.p., Baby model, excellent order througli-
out, lamp, horn; f18.—I^aytons, Bicester, Oxon.

[510617
HAEEY WALKER'S for Lfivis's. More business aa

usual. The £25 Popular supreme.—Muswell Hill,
N". [7721

LEVIS. 1914. £33/10 Baby model. first-cla=6 order,
lamp, horn, guaranteed : £22/10 ; approval.—Lay-

tons, Bite^er, Oxon. [SOSIS

1 Q14 "(September) 2V2h.p. Levis. 2-speed, free
J-iJ engine, cost £47/10, never ridden, brand new;
£38.—King, Sunnyside, Stapleford, Cambs. [X0743

LEVIS, 1914, 2i4h.p., Baby model, capital order, com-
plete with lamp, horn, and speedometer; cost

£37/10. and now worth £30, cash price £25; approval.—
Laj-tona, Bicester. [X0615

Little Giant.
LITTLE Giant, 2h.p., 2-6peed, 25 gns.-Longman Bro3.

and Aitken, wholesale and retail agenti, 1, King
St., Acton. Tel.: Chisu-ick 1578. [7689

Matchless.
1 Q12 3V»h.p. Matchless, just overhauled, fast and ro-
J-t/ liable; £26.—Parker and Son, St. Ires, Hunts.

[X0651
MATCHLESS. 1913, 3i/->h.p., 3-speed twin, grand

order; £35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Bir-
mingham. [X0769

MATCHLESS, 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade
supplied.-Key, 378-384. Euston lid., and 173. Gt.

Portland St., W. [6611

MATCHLESS, 1913, 8h.p., 2-9peed gear, chain drive,

has been stripped, re-enamelled, and plated, now
perfect; £55 cash.-Colmore Depot, 49, John Bripht St.
Birmingham. [X064B

MATCHLESS, 31/jh.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-8peed Arm-
strong gear, juet been overhauled by us ; £38

:

Krand sidecar or eolo mount. Payments taken.—Colmore
Depot, 31. Cohnore Eow, Birmingham. [7648

MATCHLESS. 1912, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar, Sen-
spray, epccdometer, electric horn, Dunlop and

WTiittip belts, large lamp and generator, tyres good,
splendid condition tbroughout; owner gone to the war;
bargain. £40.—L.P., 28, Elmwood Rd., West Croydon.

[7656
Minerva.

Oih.p. Minerva, running order, lamp, horn, etc.; £6.—
^4= 226, York Rd., Leeds, [7614

3ih.p. Minerva, 1910, just re-bored and re-bushed,
2 1912 Bosch, 1912 B. and B. carburetter, epring

ii<T\:s. low frame, guaranteed perfect; £14.-11. Kneebone,
Chapel Lane. Crich, Matloct. [X0606

M.M.C.

M.M.C, 3i;-^h.p,, really good order, eminently suited
to a beginner; 14 ens., or on E.P.—Lamb's, 151.

High St.. Walthamstow. [7747

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-EEVE, 2'.'.h.p. twin, mag., good condition: £9.

Rogers, 42. Church Ed., Hendon. [X0695

MOTO-REVE. 1911. 2%h.p. twin, just re-enamelled
and overhauled; £12/10.-1, King St.. Acton. Tel.:

1578 Clii-iwick. [7687

.Motosacoche.

LOOK Here.-1912 Motosacoche. 2'^h.p., mag., F.E.,
nice 60I0 mount; £12.—Lewington, Enfield Wash.

[7758
1Q13 Motosacoclie Lightweight, brand new maciune.
1- «/ £25; cash or easy teims.—E- E. Joned (Garage?*),

Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff f054a

21h.p. Motosacoche, 1911i^, jockey pulley, very good
5 order and condition, good push bike part; offers.-

Fcmside, Shepherd's Lane. Dartford. [X0688

MOTOSACOCHE. 2V2h.p.. 1911, Bosch mag., F.E.,
not u-^ed once during 1912 or 1913, in perfect order:

£12. lowest.-J. Hill, Boreham St., Sussex. - [7678

MOTOSACOCHE, 2V-h.^., Bosch, semi-automatic car-
buretter, F.E., Druide, new Rich butted tube-*.

Avon covers, all in perfect condition; £18, or close.—41,
Crescent Lane, Clapham. [7698

New Hudson.

1 Q 13 4h-p. New Hudson, 3-speed, eidecar, splendid
-JLU condition ; £38.—Voce, Garendon, Nuneaton.

[X0643
NEW HUDSON, 1914. SV^h-p., 3-speed Armstrong;

what offers? any trial.—Morgan and Maxwell. 80.
High Rd., Streatham. [X0682

NEW Hud?on 2-3troke Lightweights in etock ; extra-
ordinary good value for £27/5: E.P. if desired.—

LambV. 151, High St.. Walthamstow. [7733

NEW Hudson 2-«troke Lightweights in stock; extra-
ordinary good value for £27/5; E.P. if desired.—

Lamb's, 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [7739

NEW Hudson 1914 6h.p. Combination, grand condi-
tion, absolute no trouble machine, every po&sible

refinement; cost £98. accept £70.—Dawson, 61, Living-
stone Ed., King's Heath. [X0590

NEW HUDSON, 1913, 23^h.p.. touring model, 3
speeds and clutch, footboard, accessories, com-

plete, splendid order; £30.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishop.-
gate Av., Camomile St.. London, E.C. [04, _

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Ryder.

NEW Ryder. 2-stroke, not done 400 miles, good as

new; £23.-E. Fnrloneer, LiphcGli, Hants. [X0734

NEW Ryder. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-

liTery from etock. Single speed 25 gns., 2-?peed
£33- No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor, Ltd..
Wood Side Parade, Nortli Finchleyj 1745 Fin'chley.

[0572
N.S.U.

"I Q14 2h.p. N.S_U. Lightweight, 2,«peed. new; accept
-Lfl' £31.-Parker and Son, St. Ivee, Hunts. [X065i

IVr.S.C, 3h.p.. mag., Amac, recently overhauled: £12/10,
-l-~ bargain.—Groom, Carnlield Hill, near Alfreton.

[X07C1
"jVT.S.U., 3Mh-P., mag,, B. and B., spring forks; any—* trial: £7/10, bargain.— 15, Curzon St., Leicester.

E0665

rQ14 3'/.,h.p. N.S.tJ.. T.T. twin, 2-speed, new; list
•.' £57, accept £50.—Parker and Son, St. lyes,

Hunts. [X0654

3b.p. N-S.U. Twin, variable gear, thorotielily overhauled,
re-enameUed, plated, equal new; £16.-138, Cathe-

rino- St., Leicester. [X0729

N.U.T.
EARLIEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T.—The

West Lancashire Motor Co.. Ltd., Southport. [0556

N.U.T., 234h.p. T.T., 1914, single geared, as new: best
offer secures.-W. S. Life, 10; Cumberland Ed.,

Southport [0573

N-U.T. 3.6peed 3V2h.p- Touring Model, just arrived:
swaps or . offers.-West Lancashire Motor Co.,

Southport. [7544

O.K.

O.K. Junior, 2.epeed, -perfect, nearly new; must sell;

best offer over £20.-102, Church St., Croydon.
[7727

Peutfeot.

PEUGEOT. 3'.4h.p., 1911, spring forks, mag., new
belt, acceaso'ries : £13/10.—Ivy House. Audlem.

[7785

P. and M.

P.
and M., 1913, like new, £45; Canoelet, £10.—
Ponzio, Whipp's Cross, N.E-. [X0566

1Q14 Phelon, June, done 700, completely equipped:
Xi/cost £63, accept £56.-128, Bartholomew St., iSIew-

bury. [X0687

P.
and M.. August, 1913, special finish, spare cylinder
and piston, absolutely perfect; bargain, £45.—

Matthewman, 36, Tliomas St., Thornton Lodge. Hud-
dersfleld.

_
[X0690

P.
and M., 1914, S^h.p., in absolutely new condition,
2 speeds, chain drive, tick starter ; a genuine bar-

gain, £49.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Ay., Camo-
mile St., London, E.O. [0598

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., have
several good second-hand P. and iL machines for

sale, w-hich have been overhauled, and are in perfeet-
order.—Can be seen nt above address. [0131

Precision.
PRECISION, 354h.p., 3-speed 1913 model, Bosch mag.,

Druids, E? and B., low frame, with 1914 coach-
built sidecar, splendid combination; £36; accept light-
weight part.—A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventn-

[X0731
3.3h.p. Precision, free engine, Bosch mag,, powerful.

4, fast, splendid condition, low 15in. frame, Dunlop
belt, 26x21^ L)unloi>s, Druids, B. and B. carburetter, ail
accessories, mirror, watch. £18/10; handsome nearly new
coachbuilt sidecar, plated rim, Carhub, £5/10; would
separate.— 17. Bedford Sq., Stepney. [X0703

Premier.
PREMIER, 3i/2h.p., clutch; £19: beautiful condition:

must sell.-24, Tnlse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [7772

1 Q13 5V;:h.p. T.T.- Premier, Philipson pulley, condition
J-«/ perfect: £30.-Eoss, 22, Gilmore Rd., Lee, S.E.

[7620
"1Q14 (July) Premier, 2V2h.p., perfect condition, lamp,XO horn, spares: £25.—J. W. Fortnum, Middlewich.

[7624
PREMIER, 19131/2, clutch, splendid condition, new

belt, accessories: £23/10.-36, Graemsdyke Av.. East
Sheen, S.W. [X0558

PREMIER, 1914 model, 3-3peed, kick starter, and
Forward coachbuilt sidecar, done about 800 miles

;

£47/10, complete.-Walsall Garage. Walsall. [X0238

"IQll Free Engine Premier Motor Bicycle, fitted with
--«-' Millennium 2-6peed gear, complete with wicker
sidecar: £23.—Robinsons, Green St.. Cambridge. [6867

PREMIER, 1914, 3i!,h.p., 3-speed counter-shaft, brand
new, shop-soiled; £57/10.—The Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Oar Co., Ltd., 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [(;i,7I

PREMIER, 1913=,S, 3y2h.p., 2-6peed counter-shaft, like
new, speedometer, horn, lamps, splendid coachbuilt

sidecar, spares; £42/10, bargain. Tel.; 525.—Scholes,
Colliery Agent, Blackburn. [X0692

COMPLETE 1909 Si/ah.p. Premier Motor Cycle, good
tyres and belt, controls, everything except engine

set, perfectly sound lot; cheap £SIXOi take good push
cycle part.—Wallis, High St., Saffron Walden. [X0753

PREMIER, 1912, 3i.i!h.p., purchased new in 1913. 3
speeds and clutch, ridden solo only, splendid

order, accessories complete; £32.—Elce jind Co.. 15,

DHElilALirAXlulOTORllXCHANGElE

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—7'jij. Telegrams

—
" Pertpction."

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

rgrs 6h.p. z-speed Twin ^62 10 £53 2 6

1913 6 h.p. Coach Sidette £77 o C65 9

I9r2 New 6 li.p. 2-speed Twin £62 ro £45 10

Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted
NEW LIGHT CARS.

rgr4 rr h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen £150
1914 II h.p. LAGONDA Cabriolet £150
1914 G.W.K., tine condition £110
1914 G.W.K., hood, screen, etc £150
1914 VICTOR, A.C., £105 W.C. £115
1914 CALTHORPE Minor £168
MORGAN, W.C, Grand Prix £105
MORGAN Sporting £91

SHOP-SOILED 1914's.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS,

1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P. .' 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P.. S h.p., Combination £94 10
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c., combination £98 10
1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £48
191+ SUN-ViLLIERS, 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42

SOLO MACHINES.
19T4 4 h.p. 2-speed REX. as new £46 10
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed REX £34 10
1912 3% h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3J h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, kick starter £31 10
1912 3! h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £24 10
1912 3J h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3i h.p. RUDGE, free engine £28 10
1911 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
1911 W.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 3l h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U, gear ... £27 10
1911 2.^ h.p. 2-specd A.J.S., cnunter-shaft .. £22 10
igll 3I h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., almost as new . . £25 10
3» h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £20
igio 3i h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH £25 10
4 h.p.CORONET £8 15
2} h.p. BRADBURY £6 15

2i h.p. DE DION, battery ignition £6 IB

2i h.p. Magneto ARIEL lightn'eight £15 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 W.C. WILLIAMSON Combination, with
hood, screen, etc., nearly new £72 10

1914 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P.and£i6 i6s.sidecar

almost as new, cost ^94 los £69 1

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, and Sidecar .... £49 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 10
1913 4} 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK, and Millford

coacb-built Sidecar £39 10
1912 6 h.p. DOT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £36 10
1912 6 h.p. ZEN;TH and Sidecar £42 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new Sidecar £43 1

1911 3* h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3* TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
igro 3.1 h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
1910 7-9 h.p. V.SL, 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p.. 3-speed, and Sidecar . £24 10
REX, igio, 2-speed Twin and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909. 2-speed Twin, and Sidecar £27 1

i>c Deposit and 7/6 per week purchases any ol^v the following machines. Every one guaran-
teed in running order.

ARIEL, 2i h.p., magneto, lightweight £16 10
REX, 190a, 3i h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p.. magneto £19 10
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks . . , £16 10
REX, igro. 3+ h.p., magneto £21 10
REX, 1911, 3* h.p., magneto £22 10
REX 1908 5i h.p. twin, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p,, twin, grand condition .... £18 10

N.S.U., 3 h.p.. magneto, h,-b. control £12 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 3i h.p., magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2 speeds, F.E £19 10
N.S.U.. 3 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £16 10
TRIUMPH, F.E,, magneto- spring forks £18 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £12 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

19^

Sishopsgate Av. Gamomile St., London, E.G. [059',
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.M.

1Q13 P.M., 2-speed, splendid condition, only run
-»-*' 1,500 miles solo; £30, no offers; seen by appoint-
ment.—V., 97, Chamberlayne Rd., Kensal Rise, N-W.

[7709
P.M.C.

M.C, and Coach Sidecar, 1912, 2-speed, £39/10;
also a 3-speed model, and coach car, £37/10; open

reasonable E.P. suggestions.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow. [7735

1Q14 P.M.C, 2i/2h.p., like new, speedy, and good
A tf climber, guaranteed perfect throughout : any trial

;

£25, or exi hange F.E. Triumph.—B. Russell, 45, Corn-

wall Rd., Brix-ton Hill. [7750

P.V.
14 Spring Frame P.V., 3y2h.p. A, B.C. engine, Jar-

diae 2-speed counter-shaft gear, ax'pearance uke

new-, perfect condition, light, fast machine: £50.—Lees
A.B.C. Works, Hersham, Surrey. [7716

Quadrant.
3h.p. Quadrant, very low, Bosch watertight mag., B.

and B., spring for fast; £9, bargain.—138, Cathe-

rine St., Leicester. [XQ72a

Radco.
QUICK Sale, 1914 Eadco, perfect, £20; 2y2h.p. twin

Moto-Eeve. mag., slight repairs, £12, bargain: close

cash offers.—Box 6,724, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry,

Rex.

REX. brand new, 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed twin, and new
sidecar: £57/10.—Collier's Motorics, Westgate,

Halifax. [0*45

REX 1913 6h.p. 2-speed Coach Combination, just

overhauled; £32.—P, J. Evans, John Bright St.;

Birmingham.
~ [X0768

"O EX 6h.p. Twin, 2-6peed and free engine, with side-

JK/ car, magnificent condition: £33/10.-73, Church

St., Cambenvell. ['™4

h p. Rex. 'twin-cyl., Bosch mag., excellent condi-

tion; £17.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston
Rd.. Birmingham. [0593

REX Twin, 5-6h.p., accumulator, tyres and tubes in

good order, ready for road: first £8/8 eecures.--

Pullan, Cirencester. [X0645

1 Q14 Rex Sidette, brand new, never ridden; cost

-Lt/ £77/10, aecepf^£60; owner enlisted.— 132, Darn-

ley Rd,, Gravesend. [7771

3ih.p. Rex, coil, 2-speed, excellent condition, new
2 belt, tyres; £10.—Glenhurst Garden Suburbs,

Humberstone, Leicester. [7700

REX Sidette, new 1914 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, coach

built body: real bargain, £65.-228, Pentonville

Rd., King's Cross, London, N. [7577

REX Sidette, 1914, 2 speeds, coachbuilt, perfect run-

ning order, fully egnipped; £55, or offers.—Lloyd,

Victoria Terrace, Leamington. 'Phone : 533 [X0610

REX, 3y.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., engine lately re-

bushed, m.o.v., h.b.c, tyres as new, sprmg forks;

must sell; £10.—E. Cooper, T'arbet, Loch Lomond. [7695

FOR Sale, 6h.p. twin, water-cooled, 2-«peed, belt

driven. Rex Litette, splendid condition; a bargam.

—Barker, Corporation Works, Prittlewell^ Essex. [X0696

31h.p. Eex, 1911, F.E., automatic variable pulley, good
i2 Hutchinsons, good order, accessories; photo:

£18.-271, St. S:iviour'3 Ed., Saltley, Birmingham.

X>EX Combination. 6h.p., 1911, late, 2 speeds, handle
-tl, starting. Whittle, overalls, and £2 spares: also

3h.p. Stevens, £6/10.-30. Bloomfleld Ed., Burdett Rd.,

E. [7718

REX Sidette, 1913%, 6h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch, speed-

ometer, cane sidecar, cover, splendid condition :
war

forces sale; offleis.—Box 6,736, The Molar Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X0722

REX 1913 6h.p. Combination, 1914 coachbuilt body,

wind screen, lamps, horn, etc., 2-speed, free engine,

excellent and reliable turnout; £48; take lightweight

part, 2-stroke preferred—A. Holland, Clarendon St^

Coventry. [X0730

Rex'Jap.

REX-JAP, 1912, 8h.p., 2-6peed, and sidecar, in fine

order- £50, or near otter.—Cocker, 114, Manchester
Rd., Blackpool. [X0567

REX-J.A.P. 1914 8h.p. Sidecar Combination, very

fine condition; cost £94, accept £67/10.—
Collier's Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0388

REX-J.A.P. 1912 De Luxe Model, Sh.p., 2-speed,

coachbuilt sidecar, in very good order: £40.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham. 10558

1 014 3V2h.p. Twin-cyl. Overhead Valve Rex-Jap,
At/ brand new: listed at £57/15. a bargain. £38.

—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed.. Bir-

mingham. [0592

REX-J.A.P., 1913. 8h.p., De Luxe model, torpedo

coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and guaranteed

perfect : £50. — The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston

Rd., Birmingham- [0432

Rover.
1 Q13 3-speed Rover Motor Bicycle. Armstrong gear,

J-t/ Dunlop cover front. 2V.iu. Hermetic cover back.

Brooks B170 saddle, Dunlop belt, lamp, and horn, in

absolutely perfect condition; £37.—Robinsons, Green

St., Cambridge, [6866

^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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SiDECARS AND EORECARS.
WELDED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue of

welded sidecars ie the most detailed list issued

;

50 models: trade q.uoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St.,
Tottenham Court Rd., W. [3760

OWING to the War we are clearing all our £10
Windcuttei- coachbuilt sidecars at £7 / 10 ; only

50 left; 5 years' guarantee.—Oakleigh Sidecar Co., 65a,
Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich. [7790

P.M.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
catalogue fully illustrating the various models

and patent P.M.C. quick fit couplings.—The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Eirmingnam. [Olb"!

WATSONIAN Folding Sidecar, coachbuilt and roomy,
apron, cu^^hion, and side lamp complete, all in ex-

cellent condition, and only been few hundred mile^,
folded or unfolded in<~tantly without tools; cost £13/13,
fielling for £6/10, exceptional bargain.—61, Lillieehall
Ud.. Clapkam. -. [7725

PHCENIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-
plete with tyres : immediate delivery. Send for

illustrated list of diflerentr design chassis and bodies.
Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecar? always in
stock. —Phcenis- Slotors, Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depot). 736,
Eolloway Ed., London, N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0135

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
be first-class finish and remarkable vahie; best

racing designs on the market; light bodies for low
power machines a speciality; make no purchase without
seeing ours; several shop-soiled sidecars offered cheap.

-

Btokes, and Holt, Ltd.. Belgrave Rd., Leicester. [0190

BODIES,
IGAK Shape Coach Bodies, £3/10.-Bright and

Hayle.s 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7705

STANDARD Bodies, coach, complete with toolbox

;

£3/10.-Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Cam-
berwell. [7706

SIDECAR Bodies, brand new, nicely upholstered ; bar-
gains, £3.—Hurlin and Co., Ltd., 295. Mare St.,

Hackney. - [7567

CYCLE CARS.
G.N. Cycle Car; sell ^660, exchange twin bike and

cash; photo. — Paterson. Percival Parade,
Worcester Park. [7659

1 Q14 Carden Monocnr, 3-?4h.p. Precision engine, Albion
J-*' clutch, chain drive, splendid cider, all accessories,
complete: £38; trial.—Below.

1Q13 Cycle Car, 5-6h.p., 4-cyi, ehaft drive, 3-sppe<]
J-*/ gear box and reverse, live back axle, 2i^eat. bodv.
wind screen, lamps; £40: trial.—Eko and Co., 15,
Bishopegate Av.. Camomile St., London, KC. [0600

SMART 2-seat. Cycle Car, 1913, 8h.p. J.A.P.. chain
drive. 2 speeds, good as new; cheap, £48.—Powell.

153. Bowes Rd.. Palmer's Green, N. [7664

MOTORETTE. 6-7b.p„ water-cooled. 2 .speeds, free
c-ugine, hood and screen, good condition : £38.—

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham
[0527

CYCLE Car, Sh.p. Precision engine, water-cooled, 3
speeds, enclosed body, hood and screen, mo<lem,

wire wheels, equal new; bargain, £40.-12. Bull Ring.
Birmingham. [X0670

A.C. Sociablej.—Several 1913 models from £40 up-
wards, usual prire 75 gns. Must clear to make room

for 1915 modelc. Call and try them.—15, Little Poit-
land St., W. [7626

A.C. Pattern Cycle Car, 4'/-h.p. De Dion engine,
mag., new. wants dash and guards to complete'

what offers?-Morgan and Maxwell, The Genera!
Motorics, 80, High Rd., Streatham. [X0680
WILKINSON Cycle Car, excellent condition, recently

overhauled, tyres good, 5 lamp^s, hood and screen

:

£100: seen any time.—Walter Scott Motor Co., 109.
Goldhurst Terrace, Einchley Rd., N.W. [7615

SABELLA Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P.. Bosch, vari-
able gear, hood, screen, etc.. perfect condition

;

trial by appointment ; accept £25 quick sale ; motor
cytle con.^idered exchange.— 79, King George St., Grt-en-
wich. [X0759

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER, 6h.p., 2-seat.. hood, screen, vr^ry good ordr-r:

worth £40, price £32/10.—Laj-tons, Bicester. Oxon
[X0613

TT7ANDSW0RTH Motor Exchange.-Sizaire. 2-seat.
»» 8h.p., scuttle dash, running; £19/19; easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer. 2-seat.. 7-9h.p„ mag. {gate
cbantre}, nice order; £47/10; easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.-Sabella (latest) cycle car, 8-lOh.p.
J.A.I'., water-cooled, hoed, screen; £45: easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-De Dion Bouton 2-seater, 8h.p..
new tyres, tubes, hood, screen; £32/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Huraber. 2-seater. 10-12h.p., 4
cyls., mag., hood, screen; £38/10; easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Rover, smart 2-seater, 6h.p., mag.,
hood, screen ; 30 gns. ; easy payments.

WANDSWORTH.-Darracq. 2-seat., 6h.p.. good tyres,
ready drive away; £12/10 cash; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. — Easy pa>'ment.'^. — Wandsworth
Motor Exchanee, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

etution. 'Phone ; Battersea 327. [5.0723

. BRAOFSRir

66MYERS ?5

ANNUAL.
Stocktaking^ Sale.

You can save Pounds by writing for our
list of new and second-hand maciiines,

accessories, clothes, etc.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
(Exchanges not entertained).

1914 3j h.p, 3-specd PREMIER, beU-cum-chain,
scarcely used £48

1912 3i h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and new " Sun "

coach-built Sidecar, lamp, horn, etc £35
1912 3^ h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start, as new,

having been thoroughly overhauled and
tuned and re-enamellcd and plated £40

1912 6 h.p. 2-spccd MATCHLESS £35
igll 3.', h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine £28
1909 3) h.p, TRIUMPH, perfect order £18
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £45
1913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, water-cooled, as

brand new, not done 200 miles £60
1912 3I h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, complete

with lamps, hom, etc £30
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, complete with

all accessories £35
1912 3\ h.p. JAMES, 2-specd, rjiain drive, kick

start £2B
I9r2 3^ h.p. ROVER, splendid condition £2&
1912 3* h.p. PREMIER, .Armstrong- 3-speod .. £30

NEW 1914 MACHINES
(Shop-soiled slightly).

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

1913 6 h.p. clutch m»a.l ZENITH.. £77 14 £63
1913 35h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £55 13 £45
1914 sVh.p. ZENITH-GRADUA, twin £56 14 £46
1914 3 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, twin £52 10 £43
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3 speed f6o o £53
1914 3I h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £69 6 £62
1914 3jh.p. SCOTT £68 5 £62
1914 TRIUMPH Junior £42 o £38
1914 22 h.p. DOUGLAS, Model U . , £48 o £43
J914 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, Mr.,1,1 V ..£48 o £43
J914 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, M.lrl VV ..£52 o £46
1914 2* h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £32 II £29
1913 4} h.p. JAMES, 3-specd, chain

drive, and James Canoelct Sidecar £76 13 £60

" MYERS " SIDECARS (Scott's patent). A few left,

Coach-built, £14. Cane, £11.

This offer is for one week onlv.

CLEARANCE LINE IN WOOD-MILNE
TYRES.

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

2h 2+ Gripstud, to fit 2\ rims ... 48/- 30/-
26 X 2* Griprib (four-piv) 44/- 26/-
26x2 Griprib (four-ply) 28/- 19/8

And heaps ol other similar bargains.

WRITE FOR LIST.

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
61-62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR, BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE

:

6591-5592.
BRADFORD.

>»wei?i^>.

CARS FOR SALE.
"I
A-12h.p. Darracq Car; £20, ox exchange; cheap.—

-LV Hall, 28, Preston Rd., Chorley. [X0572

SINGER Light Car, lOh.p.. 1914, for immediate de-
livery; trade suppIied.—Rey. 578. Euston Rd. [6612

4-CYL. 2-seater Light Car, perfect conditioE; sale or
exchange modern combination.—30, Wiltshire St..

Manchest-er, N. [X0627

SWIFT. 7h.p. De Luxe, 2-seat., complete mth hood,
screen. Stepney, etc. : £55, perfect order.—Lai'toufi,

Bicester, Oxon. [X0614

CLYDE, 2-6eater, dual ignition, lire axle; any trial;

£35; exchange for combination considered.—46,
Hillcrest Rd., Acton. Tel.: Chiswick 1578. [7686

1 ^h.p. Humber 5-seat., good tyres, lamp, hood,
J-" magneto, in good order throughout; exchange
Douglas or Triumph motor cycle.—Ames, Lynn "Rd.,

Wisbech. [7683

Sh.p. Genuine De Dion Chaesis, Trier and Martin car-

buretter, everything re-ady to fit body to make fini}

light delivery vehicle; bargain, £12/10, or exchange.—45.
Wherstead iad., Ipswich. [510774

CALCOTT 1914 Light Car, 10.5h.p., quite new, but
elightly sho^VTOom eoiled, complete with dickey seat,

to be cleared at special price.—Wilkins, Simpson, and
Co., 11, Hammersmith E4., London. [7630

DE DION Genuine 6h.p. Populaire, 2-6eat., 3 speeds
and reverse, hood, screen, etc., splendid order; extra

special bargain, £25; lightweight (modem) and cash if

d&^ired.—45. Wherstead Rd., Ip6:\vich. [X0773

£14 Secures e'/ob-P- Wolseley 2-seat., high side dpors,
hood, screen, clock, etc., tyres almost new, lamps,

etc., included, ready drive away; sacrifice price, ownor
purchased Ford.—Arthur, 10, Hamilton St., Paisley.

[S0691
S'U^FT 1914 Light Car quite new, but slightly soiled,

complete with hood, screen, lampe, horn, etc.;

£110. usual prico £140. Do not miss this bargain.—
Wilkins. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammexemith Rd., Lon-
don. [7629

1 jf?h.p. Rex 4-cyl. Landaulet, speedometer. Stepney,
»-\J lamps, juftt oTerhauled, also touring body, com-
plete witli hood, good hire car; only £105 the lot; Tri-
umph motor cycle part exchange.-Parker and Sou. St.

Ive6, Hunt6. [X0657

MOTOR Car for sale, 4-6cat. body, 4-cyl., 12-16h.p.
Aster engine, dual ignition, 5 lamps (eloctrJc and

gas), new, and tools, excellent condition; very cheap:
owner buying new car; trial given.—Sandy, 28, Vaughaii
Rd.. CamberwelL [7625

"I Q 14 Warren Lambert Racing Car, streamline 2-

J-t/ seat, body, engine Blumfield twin, 3-speed and
reverse, shalt drive, very sporting car; must sell at
once, price £75; any trial given, appointment by
letter.—Ncwbold, 30, Melroso Rd.. West Hill, Wands-
worth. [7670

"I Q 14 Warren Lambert de Luxe, complete hood,
X«7 screen, lamps, horn, pair of new tyres never
been on car, same car that climbed Brooklands test

hill with five up; insurance policy to 'over same car;
a. bargain for £90, owner must soil.—Messrs. Hulbert
Bramley, 96, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.

[7669
BARGAINS in Cha«?is and Cliar-a-bancs. Daimler,

Delounay, and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

with solid tyres, for sale cheap; Daimler char-a-bani'.

fitted new tr-rpedo body, seat 15, £200; Croesley ditto,

£175; Star ditto. £165: Delaunay-Beiievjile ditto. £185:
Napier ditto. £150: Delaunay-Bellevine landaulet. 20
h.p.. live axle, £125; Renault ^i landaulet, 12-16h.p.,
£175; several touring cars cheap; 500 solid band tyree,

nhenp.—Star and Garter Garage, Eew Bridge, Brent-
ford. Tel.: 1031 Cliiswick. [0582

COMMERCIAL CARS.
4-CYL. Humber. 2-eeat., -with light detachable vau

body ; £45.—Hcnshaw, Wheelwright, Stockport.
[X0698

ENGINES.
3Xh.p. 4-cyl. F.N.. mag., complete, less earbiuettpr;

2 £3.—Jan-i6, Cirencester. [S0724

A BSOLUTELY New 5-6h.p. Blumfleld Engine Set (less

.iV magneto) ; £11/11.—Fanar'd Motoried, Halifax.
[X8389

4ih.p. Single M.M.O. Engine, and 2-<?peed, complete,
2 equal to new; £5.—Walter Powell, Langtree,

Kirkby, Liverpool. [X0638

p^-6h.p. Twin Peugeot Engine, complete, in fine order.
^ Bosch, Amac, suit monocar; £6.—Henneesv. Kil-
bcggan, Wefitmeath. ,

[X0719

PRECISION Engine, 4Vih.p., nearly new, with car-
buretter, £8/15: Brown engine, S'/ah.p., £2/10.-12.

Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X0669

REX 6h.p,. Twin Engine. Bosch mag., adjustable pul-
lev. m.o.v., 1911 model, perfect condition; £8/8.—

44, Clarendon St.. Coventry. [X0732

K-6h.p. Eex Engine, and mag., m.o.v., 1911, £9O O.T.A.V. cycle car, complete, £17 ; 2^/Ji.p. En-
field twin. £22.—Holmes, TreviUe St., Plymouth. [X0602

BASTONES.—New Rex 6h.p. twin engines, with pul-

ley, silencer, and pipee, complete, less magneto;
£12/10.-228, Peutonville Rd.. King's Croeti, London, N,

[7576

Sh.p. Twin A.C. Quadrant, mag., B. and E. carbur-
etter. Badcock's bypass, fan t^ilencer, juet over-

hauled : £12/10.—Cathery. 11. Honiton Rd., Kilburo.
[7712

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A25
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ENGINES.
STILL- Runnins!—stag, 4%, 5, 5-6h.p., single-oyl en-

gines, unbeaten for poiver, durability, price.—Only

address, Buckmnn and Howard, 18,. Canal St, Notting-

liam. [X0597

J.A.P., yarious types, slightly used, also new 1912-13

patterns, condition as new guaranteed ;
state re-

quirements.-V.il., 90, Tynemouti Ed., South Tot*™"
ham- ["""l

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Eiperts

on all magnetos. Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetisirig.

overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedi

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota
tious.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months
^written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King St.. Acton,
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[2976

ACCUMnLATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed: liberal allowancea for old celle in ex

change for new; lists free.—Eichford. 153, Fleet St.,

London. - [1775

BASTONES.—New Bosch magnetos, DAV 2-cyl.. £3/5;

ZEV, enclosed type, 45 or 50°. £4/10; ZEI, M;
Fiiher single-cyl, £2/19/6.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's

Cross, London, N. [7579

JEBEON, registered 291298, greatly superior to

platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.

;

cures misfiring: 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, lit

Bosch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised,

2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

33, Herbert Rd., Woolwich. London, S.E. [X4331

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.-Ee-winding, . re-

magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed

:

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply. Ltd..

41 Gt Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors, Binn
Tei. : iSTo. 1601 Central. [6967

O A Hours Magneto Repair Service.—All mates of

/W41: magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-

perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as

efficient as new. Spares for all mates stocked.—Simms
Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St., London, W. [0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every description. Armature
winding a speciality, guaranteed 12 months. We

are late from leading manufacturers, and give same
guarantee at half their prices. Spare parts and new and
second-hand magnetos in stock.-The Magneto Eepairing

and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Euston Ed., London.

BELTS.
TVTEW %in. Lyso Eubber, Belting, in two pieces, 7ft

i^ 6in. 6/-, 8ft. 5/6.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hat-

ton Garden, Holborn, [X0711

BASTONES.—Best- quality leather chrome belting, =/g

lid % 1/1, y« 1/2, lin. 1/4, I'/gin. 1/6 per loot.—

228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [7580

SPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for autumn
and winter use, %iD. lOd.. liu. 1/-, l%m. 1/2 per

foot, post free.—PoUin, V Belt Specialist, Shepherds-

well, Dover. [7148

ELITE.—Special clearance line in Lyso belts, fully

guaranteed by the manufacturers (the Avon
Rubber Co.), 7lt. 6iii.x%in., suitable for Triumph,
etc., 7/- each; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.

1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %iu. 1/3 (list price

1/11), %in. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %m. lid. a foot (list

price 1 / 5 )

.

E LITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts, %in. 1/6, %in.

1/91/2, lin. 2/1, li/ain- 2/7; allowance up to 3/-

lor old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, best

quality %in. 1 /- a foot, lin. 1/3 a foot; fastener

given with each belt.

ELITE Eubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and

260 Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction,

Brixton S W 'Phones : Victoria 6553, and Brixton

TYRES.-
''°''

BASTONES.—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber studded

covers, 26x2%, fit 26X214 rims, 24/-.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson 1913 passenger covers, 26x
2 20/-, 26x21/2 28/-.

>ASTONES.—Hutchinson Brookland rubber non-skid

covers, 26x2 12/-; ribbed ijattern, 26x1% 10/6.

ASTONES.—Clearance Michelin standard covers,B
BASTONES.—Michelin 1914 covers (beaded), 26X1%

12/6, 26x2 14/9, 26X2% 16/-, 26X2V2 lS/6, 28x
2 16/6, 28X21,4 16/9.

BASTONES.—Michelin 1914 covers (wired), 26Xl?i
11/6. 26X2 13/9, 26x214 15/-, 26X2% 16/-, 28X

2 14/9.

BASTONES.—Michelin clearance cycle covers, wired
edge, 28x11/1; 6/3.

BASTONES:—Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x214
5/6, 26x21/2 6/-, 28X2 6/-.

BASTONES.—We have a huge stock of covers and
tubes [various makes}. 'Phone or send your require-

ments.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N.
'M.: 2481 North. [7581

A26 All Tetters lelating to adv.eitisenients s

Do your

Business as Usual
with the

SERVICE CO. LTD.,
the firm always

AT THE FRONT
with BARGAINS.
SHOP-SOILED AND SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES.

Under £20.
^'"^k Date, H.P,
No,

568

Make, and Tyres.

858.

744-
564-

547-
562.

587.

633-

717-

iqio 2IMOTO-REVE £15
J909 31 BEX £18
I9r+ ilENBRO Sidecar, Hutchinson £20

£20 to £30.
iQia 3.', ROVER, free engine £30
I9r2 3~ WANDERER £22 10

igrs 2.' IflOTOSAOOeHE, Hutchinson £25
li WANDERER £25

rgra 2" HUMBER, Dunlop £28
1914 2), CONNAUGHT, Hutchinson £27
I9r2 2I DOUGLAS, 2-specd £30

£30 to £40.
6or. r9rr 3 J SCOTT £32 10
180. rgr2 6 CLYNO, 2-speed £35
39r. rgis 3?r MATCHLESS, twin J.-^.P^ 3-speed

Michelin and Hutchmson £37 10
r93C. 1912 3:V P. & M., 2-speed £40

I9r2 6' CLYNO, 3-sp., Pakner & Hutchinson £35
721. rgrr 6 ZENITH-J.A.P., twin £33 10
684. r9r3 3.'. B.S.A £35
694. r9r2 3I HUMBER, 2-speed £32 10
745. I9r4 3J SINGERi'clutch model, soiled only. . £37 10
250. r9r2 4' ZENITH-J.A.P., re-enameUed £35 10

r9r4 2 O.K. Junior, Dunlop £29
559. igri 3^V P. & M,, with Swan Sidecar, 2-speed £40

£40 to £50.
735. rgrs 2^- DIAMOND, Hutchmson £45
505. I9r2 6 ZENITH and Montgomery Sidecar,

Rom and Hutchinson £43
r9r2 6 CLYNO, with Millford SideSar and

accessories £42 tO
527. I9r2 6 MATCHLESS-J.A.P., with Hutchin

son, Matchless cane car £47 10
404. r9l2-r3 8 WILLIAMSON, with Forward

coach-built car £47 10
382. r9r2 8 ZENITH, with Millford Sidecar £50
702. rgrs 3-5 TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, 3-speed . £42 10
603. r9T2 3I ZENITH, with Regal cane Sidecar,

Kerapshall and Hutchinson £43

Over £50.
269. r9r4 5-6 RUDGE Multi, soiled only, Dimlop £59
819. r9r4 6 BRADBURY, 3-spced, soiled only,

Dunlop £67 10
5r3. I9r3 6 CLYNO, 3-speed, Kempshall £57
736. I9r4 6 ENFIELD Combination, 2-speed ... £65
7r4. rgrs 8 MORGAN Cycle Car £65
697. I9r3-r4 6 ZENITH, clutch model, with I9r4

Gloria projectile car £60

We have a fine stock to choose from, so if you
do not see above exactly what you require

please write for full Ifst, post free.

Remember, every second-hand machine is

thoroughly overhauled in our own workshops.

1914 models of well-known makes in stock for

immediate delivery at special prices for cash

or easy payments.

Extended payments arranged for any machine;

New or Second-hand.

Particulars with pleasure.

The SERVICE CO., LTD.,
289-292, 293, High Holborn, London, W.G.
Phoue: 260 Central.

hould quote the number

N^

TYRES.
HOLTOAKE'S, 92, Battersea Rise. SW.—Vulcanising,

re-treading, new and second-liand tyres, tubes; etc.

[X0658
HUTCHrNSON" Non-stid Motor Cycle Cover, 26iu.>;

2in.. unused; 16/-.—Mason. 31, Watford Rd.,

King's Norton. [7643

LIGA Plain Tread Cover,- 26X2V2. only ridden 60
miles- -will accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155, The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0589

EW Heavy Peter-Union Corers. 24x2i4 12/-. 26x
2 10/6, 214 15/-, 21/. 17/6. 28x2 12/-, 2V-!

17''6.-

Murray's. 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.
[X0712

GENUINE Dunlop Motor Cycle Tjres. rubber-
studded, brand new, late 1913, 26x2i/i; 16/-.-

Wilson, 22, West Hampstea.d Mev,-s, West Hampstead.
[7701

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxball Bridge Rd., V^ic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and
260, Cordharbour Lane. Brixton, S.W. All post orders
to Victoria Depot. 'Phone : Victoria 6553. and Brix-
ton 2042.—We have the following special clearance
lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are
willing to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
All orders despatched carriage forward unless postage
sent.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquicfc Outfit free of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1

and over.

ELITE.— Send for price list, together with free sample
of EUte Sticktigbt patches.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-skid.
26x2i,i 35/-, list price 45/-; 26x21/- 40/-, hst price

50/-; 650x65 45/-, list price 67/6; 28x3 69/-, list price
77/6.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid,

26x21/1 24/6, list price 32/6: 26x23/a 26/6. list

price 37/6: 28x2"^2. smtable for Indian, 30/-, list price
42/-: 28x3 35/-, list price 57/6; Kempshall sidecar
covers, 28x3 25/-.

ELITE.—Special clearance lines of Wood-lliine covers,

28x3, heavy grip rib pattern, 25/-.

ELITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80, to fit

650x65 rims, heavy plain tread; 28/6.-

E LITE.—Dunlop Pillion coveie, 1913 stock, 650x
65; 26/-, list price 50/-.

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded covers,
special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

26x21/4 25/- (hst price 37/6U 26x2i/2 27/6 (list price
40/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklands. 1913 stock. 26x2
12/6, T.T. 26x21/2 16/6 tlist price 33/6).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Passengci- covers, 1913 stock,

26x2V> 28/- (list price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2V2
rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, wired on, Passenger 26X
21^ 20/-, 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26x2^4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75^ to?
suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded
26x2 light 8/9, heavy plain tre^.d 26x2i/j

26x21/2 24/6.

ELITE.— Clearance Michelin covers, wired t

26x2Mj 26/-, 26>52ii 24/6.

22/6,

StandaMI

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber
214 17/6 (list price 31/-).

studded covers. 26

x

extra heavy tubes, best quality,

ELITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers, 26x2Va
17/6 (hst price 30/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6^
heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6,"

suit 650x65 rims.

ELITE.—Clincher
26X2\4 6/6.

ELITK—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26x2
5/-, 26x214 5/6, 26X2V2 -6/-, 26x3 7/6. butted

1/3 extra.

ELITE offer a rebate of 7/6 off new motor cycle covers
cofiting not less than 40/-, providing old covers

are returned with order, and 15% off covers listed at less

than 40/-. This offer does not apply to clearance- lines

as mentioned above.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special-
process; treads guaranteed not to come- loc__,

special heavy 15/-. heavy 12/6, medium 10V-; sections
on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all the
special lines which we have in stock; therefore,

if there is anything y -u require which is not men-
tioned in our advertisement, we sha.ll be pleased to

quote you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxball Bridge Ed.,
Victoria, and 260, "Coldharbour Lane, Lough-

borough Junction,
6553. and Brixton

Brixton.
2042.

S.W. 'Phones

:

Victoria
[9072

DESPATCH Riders, etc.—Tyre bargains ; excellent
lines of brand new, 7 days approval, satisfaction

guaranteed; 26x2 13/6, 214 15/-, heavy tyres suitable
for 5h.p, machines special value, 26x2 15/6, 214 17/6,
21/. 21/-; Palmer heavy fabric clearance, 650x65 21/-
each; ditto Dunlop, 26 x 214 rubber-stud 20/- each;
tubes, heavy red 26x2 5/6, 214 6/-, 2i.'. 6/9, butt-
ended 2in. 6/9. 214 7/7, 21/2 8/8; accessory bargains,
send for list.—Armstrong and Co., 17, Goldhawk Rd.,

Wires: "Admittedly." Shepherd's Bush, London. [7668-^

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
T EGGATE, EdinturEh, for tjre value.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine raiue in brand new clearance Clinclierfi,

. the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
t
factnrera in the British Empire, and famous the" world

i
orer for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-slddding

{properties. Make the Clincher your safeguard. — See
belOTs' for approvaj terms. Be assured of prompt

1 despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher Dreadnought,
very heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2

30/-, list f2/4,'6; 26x2lii 32/6, list £21713; 26x2%, to
fit 2M rime, 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/2 35/6, list
£2/10/10. An experienced sidecarist saye; "Dread-
nought is undoubtedly II." -

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-plv fabric, rubber studded, beaded covers: 26k

2%, to fit 214 rims, 27/6, list £2/1; 26x2"/', 29/6. list
£2/219. A customer writes: "The De Luxe tyre is
truly marvellous value."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher A Won, heavy
rubber studded, bearded covers, 26x2 21/-, list

31/6: 26x214 23/-, list 34/-: 26x2^4 23/-, list £2/1/6.

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.-1914 heavy Clincher made,
-t-i rubber ptudded, beaded edge covers. 26x2 17/6,

I

26x214 and 26x21/, 20/-: exceptional value.

fT EGGATE, Edinburgh. — Heavy -tnbea, brand new,
IJ-I 26X2 6/6, 26x214 6/6, 26X2% 6/6, 26x21/2 7/-;

I
worth double,

' T EGG.ATE, Edinbnrgh.-Above goods are all (resh
-*-* stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against
remittance. Should a customer, for any reason, wish to
return a tyre we pay carriage both directions, and re-
fund cash in full.

LEGGATE and" Co., Motor Cycle Specialists, 15. Slate-
ford Ed., Edinburgh. [X0282

TITONTHLY Bargains offered by the Eedfteld Enbber
XT.1. Co., Bristol. Showrooms: Tyre House, Bristol

i

Bridge, Bristol.

\A/E ivill willingly forward any of the following goods
,
»f subject to being unsold on 7 days' approval upon

j'leceiviDg remittance, and return cash in full if not satis-
. factory. Dming the whole of last year and up to the
-present this, we have not had a single return.

11
O Only 26in.x2in. Motor Cycle Covers, beaded edge,J-/V been used for testing purposes and may have had

slight repairs, from 5/- to 10/- each.

26x2 Second-hand Tubes, all been tested- 3/6
each, post free.

WE coa ofl>r you guaranteed rubber etndded covers
which have been proved to do 4,000 miles carry-

ling passenger, 26in.x2in. 16/6, 26in.x2i4in. 18/6 each

50

F postage 6d. extra.

11
K Brand New Heavy Bed Tubes, original price 8/6,

-»-tF 26in.x2in. and 2i4in. 6/9 each, postage 3d. extra.

TTEAVT 3-ply Eubber Non-skid Covers, 26in.x2in.
i-ix 19/6 each, 26in.x2?4in. 21/- each, postage 6d.
t extra.

'"W/E will re.tread your motor cycle covers, all sizes

v. ,"", ,'° ^i/i-in., during this month with heavy
rubber studded tread, together with new insertion, for
10/-, o» special tread, suitable for driving wheel, 12/6.

DO You EcQuire a special heavy cover, the best made,
Heavy 4-ply fabric, 2i/,in., 27/6: 2i;.in.. 32/6 each.

,—Eedfleld Rubber Co. Works
: Eedfield, Bristol Show-

I rooms: Tyre House, Bristol Bridge, Bristol. Tels.
2107 and 3577. [X0388

! TUITION.
£3/3 Until Proficient and Satisfied, including driving

lessons on modern cars; prospectus free.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Over 100 automobiles in stock. [7675-

SITUATIONS VACANT.
CAPABLE Draughtsman wanted, with all-round ex-

perience of motor cycle work.—Box No. 6,731 The
Motor Cijeh OfHces, Coventry. [X'0581

SITUATIONS WANTED.
IMPKOTEB, mechanic, 22, seeks situation, motor or

motor cycle Garage.—L. Eley. Benover, raiding.

GARAGES.
'^"'

rrj.AEAGE.—We can garage your motor cvcle or com-^ biuation.—Willcins, Simpson, and Co., il. Hammer-
smith Ed., opposite Olympia, London. [7635

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

"tlTANTED, small gar!\ge, good district, or on main
'-' , road.—Letters only, H. A. Taylor, 31. King

Richard St., Coventry. iX0604

PATENT AGENTS.
FLETCHER WILSON, chartered patent agent

I

High St. Chambers, Coventry Moderate inclu-
isive tees [5795

G.
T. MILLARD, 28, Martinean St.. Birmingham
specialists lU automobile patents Low charges

lEnquiries invited 15684
pEADE Marks, Paterits.-For securing German mar-
n^- ,*^ S*^' >""' Uaie marks and patents protected
iParticnlars and advice free.—Kings Patent
Ltd., 16S, Queen Victoria St.. London.

The

STANLEY
SPARE LINK
Shown in use

The Lin8 of Com-
munication between
engine and driving
wheel is made safe
if you fit a

STANLEY /^
FASTENER.
It stood the
strain of the
drive of 225
milesatnearly
50 miles per
hour on the
3|h.p.Rudge-
iViuIti which
WON the
''

"J

—r '» BtSlm^^^r '^ ^" 'mprove^^^ ment on adjust-
able hooks, as it

affords a gripping
surface all round
the pulley, thus
conserving engine
power and stopping
belt slip. Accur-
ately made with
tough leather pads
on toughened metal
frame. Will last for

years. Specially re-

commended for use
with the " PhlHpson "

Pulley, Costs ONE
SHILLING only.

Stanley Motor Belt

and Fastener Co.,

Inventors of the Orlglnat
Hook Fastener

(Stanley Webb, Manager),

BROIVI LEY, KENT.

Write a p.c. for Booklet of Tips.

Agency.
rseir

PAY MORE! WHY?
British Made Motor Cycle Tubes with

Long Stem Bolt Valve.

zS X 2 26 X 21 26 X 2} or 650 x 65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Butted Tubes 1 /6 Eacil Extra.

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
against defective materials or faulty

manufacture.

Car Tubes Equally Low.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Reports —Pnrcells send experts to esamina

machines: lG/6 plus tares.—78. Charlotte St., Fitz-
roy Sq-. W- (Slo odvertisemeDt.) [3473

FINANCIAL.
HEIRS to Money.—Private gent, le prepared to ad-

vance money on reversions, life interests, motor
cycles, car6. or wonld purchase.-Jones, 165, Eueton Bd.,
Morecambe. [7427

WANTED.
OPARES. — Morgan aJid Maxwell. Streatham.

[X7877

p.N. Engine, or cylinder and cranfe case, 1911.—Chil-
ton. High St., Watford. [X0635

3ih.p. Engine, mn^ be cheap.—B. Shorter, 1, Andley
2 Rd, SnSron Walden. [7778

WANTED, motor cycle, well-known make, cheap for
cash.—65. Hilden St., Bolton. IX.0717

SIDECAR, for twin Res (1907), cheap for cash.—
Marsh, Chatwcll, Newport, Salop. [X0562

Motor Cycles wanted; spot caeh paid.—Bring
or send, Palmer's Garage, Tooting, [7672

ANTED, 330 or 4h-p. engine, any condition, bnt
sound.—Hnrbum, Art School, Barnstaple. [X076S

ANTED, 2-stroke engine, also NS.U. cylinder,, 80
bore.—31, Nnraery Row, Walworth, S.E. [X0736

100
w
w
MOEGAN Wanted, clieap, caeli; near Potteries; ex-

chaoge 1913 Levis.—Roberts, Albion St., Bnrslem.
[7607

WANTED, eecond-haod IiRhtweiglit motor cycle, lor
cash.—O. Hall, 132, Preston Bd., Blackpool.

Cs:0386
WANTED, magneto, carburetter, tvree, lamp set

;

cheap.—Write, Brooks, 23. Park Ed., West Green,
N. [X0761

WANTED, light engine. V,h to 2lih.p.. magneto, car-
buretter.—Letters, Avins, 2, Horsman St., 0am-

benvell. [7622

FRKE Engine Triamph. 1913; good allowance in
exchange or purchase, ft bargain.—Bunting,

Harrow. [X0741

DOUGLAS, late, 2-speed. in exchange lor carred oak
sideboard and cash.—Hochester House, Maple Ed.,

Surbiton. [X0588

WANTED, lor spot cn=h. magneto motor cycles, any
condition.—Box No. 6,738, TM Motor CvcU

Offices, Coventry. [X0744

WANTED, lor cmh, N.S.tT. gear, to fit 1913 Tri-
niuph ; etate lowest price.—Norman Khead. Fen-

ton, Stoke-on-Trent. [S0598

WANTED, Douglas, 1914 model, mnet be cheap for
spnt rash ; no dealers.—Cochrane, 62, Hillfleld

Ed., We^t Hamp^tead. [7621

WANTED, cylinder, Eex, 84 bore; also engine, 3V2 to
4'/>h.p. : on approval.—J. B. Jones, Mayroe Honse,

Harcourt Rd.. Mountain Ash. [X0569

WANTED. 1914 twin combination, with all accea-
?nrie3; no^ fancy pricoa.-Box L6,213, Tfts Motor

Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St.. E.G. [7618

WANTED 2 or 3-epeed pear, also lamp set, speed*
oraeter. pood saddle, and motor cycle acceeeorieB,

cheap.— 125. London Ed., Manchester. [0560

DOUGLAS or Indian Motor Cycle wanted in part ex-
change for A.C. C43r.—Write or call, Auto-Carrier«

1911). Ltd., 15, Little Portland St., W. [7627

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cars, pood cash prices.
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wands-

worth Town Station 'Phone: Battereea 327. [X6518

CASH Buyers for 1914 shop-soiled Morgans, and
G.W.K., Victor, Laponda, and Calthorpe light

cars.—Collier's Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0488

WANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light cara.
or cycle cara for cash down.—Write, Box

L6.190, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G.
[7534

WANTED, cycles and combination, to include next
Kcn-iington auction, 27th.—Apply, Mordant'a,

Automobile Auctioneers, 9. Fenchurch St., London.
[7763

WANTED. 1914 combination (fiidecai coachbuilt).—
Full particulars, inclviding di^ance run and very

lowest cash price that will be accepted, to Box 6.209,
Tfie Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [7611

GOOD coachbuilt sidecar: exchange Rollo cycle car,
5-6eater. good tyre.?, belts, hood, screen, etc., com-

plete, ]<tf3 engine- scU cheap, or take motor goods pay-
ment.—Olapham, King George St., Greenwich. [X0760

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy. sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send ua
pflrticulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
"erooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, testi-

monials, etc, on applicatiou.—Morgan and Maxwell.
London Motor Salerooms, 80, High Ed., Streatham.
London.. rX9559

EXCHANGE.
ORGAN and Maxwell. 80. High Ed., Btreafham.

London, for exchanges. [X0679

PALMTER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a good
exchange. Write for complete catalogue. [7673

M
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EXCHANGE.
/S ili.p. 4-cyl. F.N., juet orerhauled, new transmission,^2 etc.; -will eschang-e for good single.—Jarvis. Ciren-
ii'-tei. i:X0725

"BQlo Enfield Combination, perfect, for Douglae or
J-t/ 3h.p. Enfield, or sell £60.—Binder, Weldon
Kijttering'. [X0630

O.K. Precision, 4^4Kp., and sidecar, mileage 800, for

Douglas, sell £38.—44-6, Blandford Rd., Becken-
Lam, Kent. [7726

EXCHANGE Scott, T.T., footrests, new gear chains.
Sensprav, for Leiris or Douglas.—Easte, " Grays,"

irai-lington. Middlesex. [X0*:21

1Q12^| 3V)h.p. Eierry-Abingdon, in perfect condition;
X*/ iviil take ecrew-ci-.tting lathe in part exchange.—
L. Euli, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [7644

EXCHANGE upright grand piano and piano player,

Jate.5t models, cost £80, for 1914 motor cycle.—232,
Lancaster Rd., N. Kensington. [7715

EXCHANGE E.S.A., 1911-12, SVjh.p.. free engine,
excellent condition, for good Douglas, 2-speed.—

Lcnton, 36, Scotgate, Stamford. [X0666

17XCHANGES Wanted against shop-soiled 1914
^ Rex-Jap. Williamson, and Stto Villiers machines.

—Motor Elxchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0446

TAYO Motor Cycle, 2^^h.p. Peugeot, mag., splendid
hiU-climber, and 2S,ih.p. Bradbury, for higher power

value at £25.-Davia, Greengate, Salford. [X0629

EXCHANGE 1913V2 4h.p. New Hudson combination
and caeb for 1914 Heudee Special combination;

ti.'ll £55, cost £35.-21, Rupert St., Bolton. [7711

SMALL Car in exchange lor motor cycle and cash;
cycle car chassis, 10/-; motor frame, 15/-; motor

cycler dE4/10.—74, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W. [7690

9h.p. 2-cyL Darracq, Bosch mag., hood, screen. Step-
ney, smart little car; exchange sidecar combination,

cash either way.-P. Eiddelsdell, Eoxford, Suffolk. [7713

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. 1913 Blumfield Twin and sidecar
for 3 or 4-wheeled cycle car, or lightweight motor

cycle, or sell £30.—Etruria, Tile Hill Lane, Coventry.
[X0612

1Q13 8h.p. Matchless and sidecar, 2-speed, free en-
i tJ gine, kick starter, all accessories, splendid condi-
tion : exchange for light car.—72, Perry Vale, Forest
Hill. [^770

8h.p. Matchless, J.A.P. twin. 2-5peed, with £16/16
sidecar, scarcely soiled; what offers^ cash, or con-

sider lower power and cash.-
mingham.

-156, Ladypool Rd., Bir
[X0676

EXCHANGE 1914 Triumph, 3 speeds, Lucas head and
jrear lighta, horn, Cowey speedometer, and coach-

built sidecar, for Morgan runabout, or sell.—Asher, Win-
cohank, Sheffield. [X0520

"VTEARLY New Humber and Sidecar, SV^Ii-P., free
J-^ engine, 2-speed, handle starting, lor higher power,
Enfield or Indian preferred, cash adjustment.—Apply,
194, Philip Lane, Tottenham, N. [7685

MORGAN Cycle Car, Sh.p. twin J.A.P. engine,
lamps, speedometer, etc., in splendid order;

accept £65 cash or motor cycle and cash to value.-
76, Summerley St., Earlsfield, S.W. [7730

ARIEL, 1912, JVsh.p., .1913 engine, 3 speeds, free

engine, semi-T.T. model, nearly new Duhlops, new
belt, fully equipped, like new throughout, for light-

vreight, or sell £35,—Peat, 127, Trentham St., South-
fields, S.W. [7773

TYPEWRITER., Remington
Ellam's £10/10 duplicator.

(worth £10/10),
and one new gold-

cased hunter watch, cost £2/10, and cash adjustment
(if necessary) for good class motor cycle, genuine
business.—E. W. Gaskin, 150, St. Saviour's Rd..
Saltley, Birmingham. [X0673

A.C. Sociable (Model de Luxe), hood and screen. 2

Lucas side lamps, 2 P.. ^nd H. acetylene head
lamps, with large generator. Dependence tail lamp, 1914
Senspray, horn, mirror, tools, etc., aluminium numbers,
recently overhauled, in splendid condition, any trial, for

late model variable geared motor cycle and cash.—Stoak
Farm, near Chester. [7619

ANTOXNE Cylinders,
delivery.

Y^TLINDERS,

COMPRESSION-
fitted, 24/-.

REPAIRERS.
pistons, and parts

;

prompt

crank cases welded; quotations free.

Cylinders ground and new piston

rf^LDEST Engines restored to highest vitality.

C10MPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
' Full stock of Rex. Triumph, and J.A.P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the
trade for our Rex-J.A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive price?, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham

[0246
WHITTALL Machinists' Co., War Office Contractors,

for all repairs.

WHITTALL.—Expert welders ; repairs returned, ac-
curately machined, inside 7 days. No charge if

uu.successful,

WHITTALL,—Re-boring and new pistons. All motor
repairs. Old engines reluvenated. All woik guar-

anteed: no exasperating delays.—AVbittall Machinists'
Co.. Whittall St., Birmingham. [0136

LATEST NEWS
OFFICIAL.

Julians, of Reading, are tk^ cheapest firm in England.—" General Opinion."

1914 A.J.S and Sidecar, hood, screen, detach-
able wheels ; original price £<)^ 17s. 6d.

;

shop-soiled ; reduced to 80 gns.

1914 Junior TRIUMPH 40 gns.

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-5peed S60
1911 TRIUMPH, grand condition 19 gns.

1913 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp., Montgomery
Sidecar, lamp, horn, speedometer, etc. ;

cost over 0S r 38 gns.

1914 CLYNO, 2-5troke £30
1914 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., j-speed 31 gns.

19 14 B.S./^ 3-speed, chain and belt drive
just received £59 15

19x3 B.S.A., 3-speed, absolutely perfect, with
£13 coach-built Sidecar 45 gns.

1914 Popular Model LEVIS £25
tgrc DOUGLAS, magnificent condition 22 gns.
1912 ENFIELD, 2-speed, as new 23 gns.

1914 PREMIER, new reduced to 2Tgns.
1914 ARIEL, 3-speed gear box, chain and

belt drive, with coach-built Sidecar,
magnificent condition ; cost ^^84 48 gns.

Several Sidecars from £2 irpwards.

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
1914 PERRY Cabrio Coupe, shop-soiled . . 145 gns.

1914 PERRY, complete, shop-soiled 120 gns.

1914 SINGER de Luxe, dynamo lighting
set, shop-soiled 170 gns.

1914 FORD, 5-seater, as new 95 gns.

1913 (Sept.) G.W.K.. with £6 6s. lighting set 95 gns.

1914 OALTHORPE Coupfe ; cost £212 ; not
done roo miles 147 gns.

1913 MORGAN, in splendid condition 75 gns.

EXCHANGES

!

EASY TERMS !

JULIAN,
Broad St., READING.

43 years* reputation. Biggest Dealer in the South.
'Phone 1024.

I^EPAIRERS.
MORGAN and Maxwell, Streatham, lor cheap, qn;rk.

good repairs. [S0678

WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C.. 235. Gt. Anuorat^
St., Manche^fter.-OxF-acetylene welding expert-s.

BROKEN Flanges, valve eeats. pistons, crank case(=,

"water jackets, welded and machined complete,

SEND Your Old Engine or complete machine for over-
hauling-, re-bnshin^, cylinders re-^round, new pi.^

tons, rinps,

Dept. M.C.
and gudgeon
Manchester.

pfna fitted.

-

MINERVA^ Spares. , „ . .

lebu.-ihing, parts duplicated.—EUenborough Motor

Motorcycle
Free of Cost.
We are selling second-hand machines now which
you can easily resell after six months' use at the
same price. Such are the bargains we axe ofiering.

All thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed. Delivery
to-day. VVrite for full list.

I9r4 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed gear £45
T9r4 P. & M., 3^ h.p., 3-speed gear £48
I9r4 JAMES, 3^ h.p., twin, 3-speed gear £45
1914 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed £32
1914 DOUGLAS, 2t h.p., 2-speed gear £38
1914 LEVIS, 2^-h.p., 2-speed gear £35
1914 ZENITH, T.T., counter-shaft model .... £45
I9r4 INDIAN, 7 h-p.. 2-speed, and clutch .... £52
I9r4 LEVIS, 2J h.p., Baby model, soiled £28
r9r3 JAMES, 4J h.p., Canoelet Sidecar £42
19T3 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, and clutch . . £33
I9r3 J.A.P., 8 h.p., free engine, and Sidecar . . £36
I9r3 ABINGDON, 2\ h.p., 3-speed, and clutch £35
1913 REGAL-GREEN, 3I h.pr., 3-speed, clutch £35
1913 JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-speed, Cannelet Sidecar £40
I9r3 TRIUMPH, s^h.p.; 3-speed, and clutch.. £38
I9r3 PRECISION, 2^ h.p., Brampton gear £25
I9r3 REX Sidette, 5-6 h.p,, 2-sp., cane Sidecar £38

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.
SIDECARS to fit any of the above machines in

stock at greatly reduced prices.

ELCE&CP
15, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams

:

' Elcemocyca, London."
Telephone

:

Avenue 5548

Weldings, Ltd
,

[6234

VALVES.—Nickel eteel ralves, anv size, 3/6; per pair
6/-.-C R. Foster. KirkstaU Hd,,- Leeds. [0253

T> EPAIRS.—Don't .'scrap your old body. Get our e^-
XlL mate.—Brigbt and Haylea, Church St., Camberwell.
'Phone: Hop 50. [7707

CYLINDERS. Crank Ca^es welded: quotations free;
send TOur enquiries.-Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0248

OXT-ACETrLENE Welding, first -clasa. work;
moderate quotations.-Purcelle, 78. Charrotte St.,

Tottenham Court Rd., W. ["6750

CRACKED Cylinder.q. castings, forgings, etc., sue-
cessiully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Eng-ineere, -Runcorn, [5197

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank caeeB.

We hare the plant, experience, and method for

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc.; 22/6.~Oxy-Ai:etyIene Welding,

349, Lillie Rd., Fulham. 'I'bone:- Hammersmith 1617.
[6430

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, flangee,, pistons, crank
cases repaired and machined ; worn rabe seats

built up, cracked eeatiugs" welded and machined.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complete,
worn parts duplicated.-West London Welding Co.,

Esaex Place, Chi&wick. Tel.: 536. [7104

cylinders ground, pistons fitted,

duplicated.—EUenboroi
Works. EUenborough Rd., Wood Creen, N. L8394

CCCCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 stone on compression.— Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Speciahets, StafEord. Eat. 21 years.

[7314
PISTON, fitted with -top and bottom, step-rut rings,

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

bored and ground, 247-. — C. R. Foster, KirkstaU Rd.,
Leeds. [0310

REPAIRS.—Now is the time to hare your motor cycle

overhauled. All kinds of repairs at lowest prices.—
Wilkins, Simp^son, and Co.,, 11, Hammersmith Rd.,
opposite Olympia, London.

"
[7,634

UNBREAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves. ~ Nnmerous
te^timoniaLs prove superiority. Guaranteed one year.

Any make, 3/6 each, 6/- pair, fi'ee per return.-Capacity
Tool Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [X0693

CYLINDERS Reground, fitted with new piston,
hardened gudgeon, and step-cut rings, 85 mm.,

21/-; overhauls, re-bushing, estimates free;—The Motor
Repair Co., Stretiord, Manchester.

_
[X0716

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd., Middleton,
Manchestei.—Experts in broken cylinders, crank

catsea, etc. Welding aluminium a speciality. 'Nothing
too difflcult. Sound work at moderate chafgee. [1389

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground, new
pistons, ring?; and gudgeouri, complete, 16/- r over-

hauling, re-bufihing, eificiency guaranteed. — ReUanee
Motor Engineering Co., Spou Lane, Smethwick^ Bir-

mingham. [7282

LOWEST Prices Quoted for any repairs or oom-
plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or

cars, or work done on the premises and fully guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned by oxvgen process, 2/6 single.

4/6 twin.-Maudee, 136, Gt. Parfland St., W. [7548

SERVICE Reliable Repairs and Overhauls.-We will

do your work at specially reduced prices during the
war. Up-to-date and well equipped workshops, skilled
mechanics.— 1 and- 2, Harpur Mews, Theobalds Rd., W.C.
Offlcea 292. High Holborn. 'Phone: 260- Central. [7185

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, is at your disposal for

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the !

personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert will

ensure best results at minimum expense.—Below.

Spares, special announcement.—We have a targe .

stock of new, also sound second-hand parts. H
unable to obtain certain replacements please coiisult,

us.—Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl, F.N., convertH i

your F.N. into a first-class "passenger machine.
We are the sole manufacturers of this gear and also

the new type Horstmann 2-speed gears. Note specfal
low prices during war period; particulars gladly on
application.—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead. [X0762

WAR.—To keep our factory going full time we will do'
. your repairs at practically cost. Our well-known lidgh

standard of excellence will be maintained. Even- job
will bear our full guarantee. The sole difference will be.

the prices, which hold only during the crisis; our ordin.-

ary rates will be charged as soon as normal times return. .

Cylinders re-bored, ground, fitted new pistons, rings, and
gudgeon, 15/6; re-bushing, overhauling, welding, frame
alterations, etc., ah at cost. Send jobs along at once,
You will be thoroughly well satisfied in every way.—
Tennant Engineering Co.. Persbore St., Birminghann
Official repairers to A.CD. [XOeSE

F-^^,
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Activity in the Motor Cycle
World.

Value of British August and 1

September Exports of Motor £140,986.
Cycles and Parts.

J

PERHAPS the mo9t signficant and reassur-

ing outlook in connection with the motor
cycle industry since the war began is the

figure given above, representing the

value of exports of British-made motor
cycles and parts during the two complete months
of the war. We have been told that our Overseas
trade would be paralysed owing to the risks and
difficulties in regard to shipping, but so far, at

any rate, our e.xports have not been materiallv
affected. The figures are down, of course, hut
not nearly so much as might have been expected.
Last year during August and September we
exported motor cycles and parts to the value of
^146,218, so that this year's figures for the
corresponding period represent a decrease of
only _;^5,222, which amount, it must he
admitted, is remarkable for a country in a state

of war, and it is a further testimony to the
efficiency of the British Navy.

Imports have been a good deal more affected,
but nevertheless Great Britain was able to take
foreign motor cycles and parts to the value of
^15.855 during the two complete months of the
w'ar, of which £6,2'jS represents September.

But everything points to more nomial condi-
tions being attained. The country is rapidly
recovering from the shock of the war, trade iii

all directions is reviving as people become accus-
tomed to war conditions, and, with the termina-
tion of the Moratorium, monev is being spent
more freely. Factories in most cases are" in full
swing, some are working all night on Govern-
ment orders, and, in short, our readers in out-
of-the-way corners and Overseas dominions
would, we are confident, be agreeably surprised
to see with their own eyes the state of activity
in the motor cycle world in England. 1915
models are well in hand (indeed, the pages of

T/ie Motor Cycle with descriptions and illustra-

tions are proof of that fact), and though in some
cases a certain amount of delay has been occa-
sioned by the war, it is expected that the
majority of~5iakers will have definitely fixed

their plans within the next month, and be in a
position to make their usual announcement
respecting new designs at Show time. As theve

is to be no Show this year, our annual Buvers'
Guide, to be published on November 19th, will

fill the breach.

The Control Question.

OUR crusaile for the .standardisation of con-

trols is progressing. The necessity of this

is admitted on practically all sides—it

i-ould hardly be otherwise—but there are

certainly some difficulties in the way, for

at present some riders prefer their levers to open
outwards, and some in the reverse direction

;

some prefer the brake to be operated by the

right foot, others would rather use the left, and
the two-footed brake certainly has great advan-
tages. Again, some brakes are worked by the
heel and some by the toe. In the matter of
clutches, loo, there is diversity of opinion,
but the handle-bar control is gradually gaining
adherents, while on some few machines control

can be exercised by both hand and foot, as mav
be most convenient at the moment.
We print in our correspondence columns some

letters on this important subject, one being
especially interesting, as it points out that the
Engineering Standards Committee have a sub-
committee at work on the question of standard-
isation of controls of motor cars, and from this

it is but a short step to similar agreement in the
matter of motor cycles ; in fact, on the whole the
motor cycle question is the simpler of the two.
Of course, any universal rule on the subject must
mean a certain amount of trouble for the
minority, but tliis cannot well be helped, and
the advantages certainly outweigh any inconveni-
ence caused to individuals.
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IN THE PEAK DISTRICT WITH
. A ROVER.

WE wonder how many motor cyclists who regu-

larly tour abroad have penetrated into the

regions of the Peak District ? Whenever it

is our pleasure to journey that way we are always con-

strained to remark upon the grandeur of the scenery,

and the beautiful effect of hills and dales in that dis-

trict. It was the writer's privilege only a few weeks

ago to journey to the South of France by road, and he

does not hesitate to state emphatically that for the

first three hundred miles there \Vas no scenery encoun-

tered which could compare for one moment with that

which can be enjoyed at home.

During the last few weeks we have had the good

fortune to have a 3J4 h.p. Rover sidecar outfit placed

at our disposal for the purpose of an extended vtrial,

and a holiday approaching, the machine was used for

a short tour among the hills and dales of the High

Peak District of Derbyshire, in _,_ _

company with a camera. The
]

Rover placed at our disposal drew <

forth praise at the outset, for with 1

the thoroughness characteristic of
^

the Rover company, the machine i

was equipped in every detail, com- '

plete with lamp, horn, and all tools,

and even possessed a spring carrier

for a touring valise, and another

carrier under the sidecar axle for

the transport of a two-gallon tin of

petrol. Here was a good start, at

any rate.

Having occasion to visit the

Midlands before proceeding to our

headquarters in the Peak District,

we renewed our acquaintance with

the fine Fosseway to Newark, then
branched to the left over the

Trent, leaving the ruins of the castle

to our left towards Mansfield and
Chesterfield. Despite the pre-

valence of a fairly strong head
wind, the Rover -got along very

well, though it seemed rather too

highly geared on top in view of the

A.6

elements, and showed signs of slight o\eiheating

from time to time. It is a curious thing that

both a low and high gear can produce overheat-

ing, and, if anything, an engine which is overgeared,

or, in other words, overloaded, will heat up quicker

than if geared on the low side. The machine, how-
ever, ran with the regularity of a train, and we reached'

our journey's end well satisfied with the first impres-

sions of the Rover outfit on the road.

Excellent Brakes a Feature of the Rover.

For a week the machine was used as a hack in visit-

'

ing the different dales and notable spots in the High
Peak, the Rover always responding to our beck and
call, and requiring the minimum amount of attention.

We need not dwell upon the ordinary runs referred to,

for the camera will testify to the beauty of the points

MONSAL DALE
The machines

A WELL KNOWN VIEW IN THE PEAK DISTRICT
are a 3J h.p. Rover sidecar outfit and a 2| h.p. Humber.
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In the Peak District with a Rover.—

visited. One morning we spent at Monsal Dale and

Littonslack watching the antics of a friend attempting

to get his lightweight up the i in 4 gradient which had

caused such a high percentage of failures in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials. Littonslack is a most

deceptive gradient; indeed, it is only possible to get

a true idea of its steepness when a machine has got

to the summit, and it is desired to get it to the bottom

again. It needs the finest of brakes to hold any

machine on such a slope, and there is no doubt that

the descent is more of a task than a clean ascent on

a machine of the go-anywhere type.

In this connection, a word as to the Rover brakes

may not be out of place," for they were "most powerful

in action, and did not require adjustment on any

occasion. The foot brake is interconnected with a

band brake on the sidecar wheel, and has a compen-

sating action, and, contrary ,to general expectation, the

steering was not a'ffected when the sidecar brake was

applied either with or without the front rim brake.

Minor but Important Details.

The l^over regularly covered 65 m.p.g. witii its

B. and B. carburetter, which must be considered

extremely good, and while on the subject of carbura-

tion, it may be recorded to the credit of this machine

The admirably efficient method in which the

designers have silenced the exhaust gases without

creating undue back pressure, combined with the cam
and valve gear already alluded to^ render the 3'3 h.p.

Rover one of the most conspicuously silent machines
on the market, and as such is bound to lind favour

with a large sectiun.

Slogging against the "Wiind.

Perhaps the finest performance of the Rover was a

hundred mile journey mostly covered after 4 p.m.

First starting from Bakewell along the I.eek Road in

an opposite direction to home, we called at Chel-

morton, near Buxton, which village is reported to

posses^s not only one of the most lofty but one of the

oldest churches in England, and a very fine relic it

is. Here we were r,:?oo feet up. We headed for home
at 4 p.m. with a howling gale blowing over the moors,

conseiiuently the middle and low gears were fre-

(]uently .called upon. After plodding along against

wind and gradient, the engine began to show signs of

feebleness, and a halt for inspection revealed the fact

that the exhaust v^lve had lengthened and destroyed the

compression in the engine. \\ was the work of a few

moments to adjust the tappet to give a clearance of

the thickness of a visiting card, and so restore the

We were heading for Taddington, on
the main Buxton-Derbv road, as

the most direct route to Coventry.

At Taddington there is a two-mile

drop towards Bakewell. and it was
only necessary to apjilv the Ijrakes

judiciously on the corners to check the

Sliced in a .silent swoop down this noted
hill. The wind, too, now favoured our

t'ourse, and consequently an excellent

average was maintained.

We passed through Matlock about

fi\c o'clock, and such progress did we
make tiiat it was not necessary to light

up until wc got to Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

onlv thirty-three miles from our jour-

nev's end, but lighting up was easier

.-.licl than done, as the brand new tail

pnstnie vmi.

that the handle-bar levers will remain

where they are put, and not jolt open
or closed, which is an all too common
occurrence with standardised handle-bar

levers on even the best of modern mounts.

The detail work generally calls for

admiration, and the large glass-topped

filler caps serve their purpose excelleiitly,

and are a most useful guide to the amount
of fuel remaining in the tanks. _

The silence of the cam and vaUe gear

on the Rover has more than once been
referred to in these pages, but as it is such

an excellent feature, which unfortunately

cannot be aiiplied to every leading make,
we feel that this is a point on which the

Rover cannot have sufficient credit. Views in Millers Dale, near Litton Mil
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&j the Peak District with a Rover.—

lamp burner was found to be choked and nothing in

our possession was fine enough to clear the stoppage,

nor could one or two motor cyclists whom we encoun-

terc-d help us. Moral, carry a piece of fine wire.

We thought of removing the burner altogether and

turning the generator on more, but the flame which

occasionally shot out of the lamp gave cause for

alarm, so there was nothing for it but to risk being

stopped by the police, but we were in luck's way, for

we managed to complete the last stage of the journey

and escape the vigilance of the law.

Throughout the run the machine had giv&n no

trouble, the Dunlop tyres and belt sharing in the

general excellence of the turn-out by calling for no

attention whate\-er. But for the necessity to adjust

the tappets the toolbag and its contents might have
been left at home. G.S.

A view from Taddington Moor.

A Rear-sprung Mount.
THE accompanying illustration shows the con-

struction of a motor cycle frame adapted to

employ one form of the Palmer patent rear

suspension. The patent shock absorbers are slid

into special fork-ended liigs A A, and are adjust-

able backwards
'and forwards. The
horizontal rear

stays (upper and
lower) are joined

together towards
the rear, and just

short of the slots

in the lugs A by
straight " upright

members. There
are three adjust-

ing set screws

passing through
reinforcements at

Diagrammatic sketch of Palmer rear inter^'als on tlie

suspension. upright comiecting

members, and these impinge upon the slide rod of the

absorber mechanism, providing the possibility of firmly

fixing the absorbers at any desired point of their back-

ward or forward adjustable movement in the lugs A.

The full force of all road shocks is dealt with by three

independent coil springs on either side of the rear wheel.

One of the lower springs is a large diameter strong

coil from sJ-oin. to 5in. long, while within it and.
closely encircling the downward extension of the

central steel slide rod is a short length of spring,

which is independently adjustable upwards or down-
wards upon this rod. This last spring comes into

action only in cases where the shocks are oi such
intensity as to compress the upper and lower main
springs to a previously determined point.

It will be seen, therefore, that the shock-resisting

power of the springs in this type of suspension is

atitomatically reinforced as called for by the condi-

tions of s:urface traversed, and also that sufficiently

resilient springs for comfort when negotiating normal
surfaces are not, as in many cases, too weak, when
aS

bad potholes and exceptionally rough roads are being

encountered. There is claimed to be no side play or

sense of lack of rigidity sideways, and that the life

of the rear tyre with this suspension is greatly pro-

longed.

A rider who uses this suspension on the rough roads

of Holland confesses that he would have been com-
pelled for physical reasons to have abandoned the

motor cycle as a means of tra-\'el entirely had he not

fitted to his 2:)-l h.p. machine this cushioning device.

The suspension can be supplied in bracket form

capable of being fitted to existing machines or em-

bodied in machines of standard design. The patentee

hopes that this springing device will be taken up by

makers of rigid fram^ machines.

A rear-sprung motor cycle described on this page.

THE VALUE OF THE MOTOR CYCLIST
IN WAR.

We continue to receive excellent news concerning
the motor cycle despatch riders serving with the

'

Expeditionary Force. A daily paper, which at I'le

beginning of the motor cycle movement was hostile to
the pastime, has now published a photograph of a

group of motor cycle scouts with the superscription,
" An e£fecti\e arm of the Service."
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By appointment to H.M. King George V.

I

War service
corroborates the wonderful wear- resisting
qualities of Dunlop motor - cycle tyres.

Albany Road Hospital, Cardiff.

September 23rd, 1914.

should like to say how much I appreciated Dunlop tyres out

in Belgium and France. I am a motor- cycle despatch rider,

and was one of the first to go to the front. I covered well over

2,000 miles in three weeks and only had one puncture. The roads

in Belgium were some of the most fiendish imaginable, and I

frequently rode across fields of stubble and tracks of all descriptions.

This shows that Dunlop tyres are the best and wear the longest, for

active service is a sure test of endurance and fitness.

I was invalided home and am now convalescing here."

(Signed) Corpl. J. K. STEVENS, R.E.

The capacity for hard Wear of Dunlop motor-cycle tyres is unique,
and is the result of an important development in tyre construction.

DUNLOP
The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,
Aston Cross, Birmingham ; Alma Street, Coventry. Branches — London. Nottingham.

Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds. Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin Belfast

DUNLOP SOLID TYRES FOR HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
iTrade mark,}

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A5
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HEV-BDIISOH
MILITARY MOTOR CYCLES
as supplied to His Majesty's Forces

& H.M. Postmaster General,
also to

The Russian Imperial Government,
The French War Department.

Exclusive in Design
Perfect in Construction

Highest Quality Equipment.

31-4 h.p.. 499 c.c. countershaft

3-speed gear of car type, heavy

wheels with Dunlop heavy studded

tyres, comfortable footboards,

efficient mudguarding, extra large

tank and complete service kit of

high-grade tools, service grey

finish, no bright parts.

Accessibility is exemplified by a

new and important feature—the

removable power unit. This

power unit includes the engine,

magneto, carburetter, 3-speed

countershaft gear, free engine

clutch, and kick starter, all

assembled as one unit to fit into

frame an bloc.

Price £57 10s.
Complete, net.

Write for Catalogue.

New-Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Parade Mills, Birmingham.

London 43 &

BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER
LEEDS - - .

GLASGOW -

BRIGHTON
EDINBURGH
BELFAST •

DUBLIN - .

4 5, Gray's Inn Road.

- 40, Paradise Street.

- - - 245, Deansgate.

- 16 and 17, Briggate.

- 44, Sauchiehall Street.

6, Western Road, Hove.
- - 32, Shandwick Place.

- - - 108, Ann Street.

- 29. Bachelors Walk.

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

In ansvjering this advm-iisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Cheap Machines often Poorly Equipped.
The other day I sampled one of the cheap light-

weights, as delivered to a customer. A few miles out

the back ty^e deflated, and I made the pleasing

discovery that this model is not provided with either

a tyre pump or tyre repair outfit, whilst the tool equip-

ment is exceedingly meagre.. For example, it does
not contain a pair of pliers, and as the locknut of the

tyre valve had been tightly screwed up, and was half

jammed against the belt rim, I had to knock it round
with a screwdriver and spanner.

Engine Repairs.
Switching off delivery tune for tlie moment, I

desire to call the attention of departmental managers
to the need of reform in many repair shops. I shall

not fill my column with a lot of evidence unless I

am pressed to do so, but my information proves

that the system in vogue at many factories is as

crude as one could imagine. Here are two recent

cases : an engine was returned because tiie owner was
troubled with intermittent noises ; it came back with

the trouble untraced and uncured, but flanked by an

imposing Ijill. I found that a roller in an engine
bearing was damaged, and that the factory had
merely sent the machine out with a tester, «ho
reported that he could trace no noise, but had ground
in the valves and devoted some minor attention to

the magneto. The correct system would surely have
been to write the owner, informing him that a tester

could not perceive the alleged noise, and that a

'certain fee would be charged if the owner was so

positive that he desired the engine to be taken down.
In another case, a piston was smashed. The repair

shop fitted a new piston, but never inspei'ted the

cylinder, which had been badly scored by the gudgeon
pin. In both cases the owner has to send his machine
on a second journey of some length at considerable

expense. In some of the cases brought to my notice,

the personal factor has obviously been to blame. An
inefficient mechanic has somehow^ or other wormed
his way into a responsible position, and the firm

suffers for his faults and their own slowness in testing

their men. If I managed a repair shop and I had to

place a new hand in a responsible position, I should
take very good care that his first tricky job was
thoroughly supervised " unbeknownst " to himself. In

other cases the system is faulty. Wherever an owner
complains of engine trouble, the entire engine should

be dismantled by a trustworthy man, for trouble in

one detail of the engine is so apt to affect other

details , such an engine should not leave the engine
shop till it has been submitted to a short bench test.

In other words, the average running shed is a very

casual and irregular sort of department. At one ana
the sarfle time, experimental machines, competition
machines, directors' machines, brand new machines
for urgent delivery, and old machines of countless

different dates and types are undergoing a variety of

COMME:NT6
repairs, tests, and adjustments. A machine sent

for repair after 10,000 miles by a customer resid-

ing a hundred miles away requires more than a

casual inspection and ten-mile trip in the hands of

one of the testers. Its engine should invariably be

removed, sent through the engine shop, and be passed

by the head of the engine repair room before the

machine is returned to its owner. I cannot emphasise

these points too 'strongly. On two occasions I let

myself be coaxed into returning my machine to the

factory before an important competition ; and in both

cases it came back in a condition far inferior to that

in which it had quitted my own shed, and very con-

siderably inferior to the " tune " which I could have

produced by a dav's hard work on my own.

A Rudge Refinement.
I have long been watching for some small invention

which should raise the Rudge-Multi gear to the hill-

climbing level of such gears as provide a 1,3 to i

bottom ratio in emergencies. The Zenith people have

already dodged the hoodoo of infinitely variable pulley

designs by mounting their gear as a countershaft,

whicli drojis their emergency ratio from y to 12 at a

step. On page 310 of our issue of September 3rd

we printed details, of a new Rudge patent which

appears to me " the goods." A very simple epicyrlic

reducing gear is embodied in the hub shell, the crank-

shaft multi pulley and variable belt rim being re-

tained. This gear is plainly better than a design

limited to three iirbitrary ratios. To begin with, the

usual series of ratios, all direct and practically

frictionless drives, are retained without employing the

epicyclic hub, and the series range from, say, 3i to 7.

When a precipitous hill is encountered, a second

infinitely variable series is switched into operation by

the use of the epicyclic hub, and if this hub affords

a reduction of 50%, the secondary series would range

from 7 to 14 to I. The design has extraordinary

merits, as follows :

1. Any gear between 3^ and 14 to i Is

instantly obtainable without a stoppage.

2. On the emergency ratios of 12, 13, and 14

the friction of only a single epicyclic train is

encountered.

3. The hub is extremely simple.

4. The intermediate ratio of 7 to i is direct,

instead of indirect as on the three-speed 'hub.

5. If the expanding pulley should become
deranged, a 50% reduction low gear is still

available.

I am vastly in love with the design, and my only

wonder is that so shrewd a factory should have been

so long in finding a solution. Methinks the Rudge
and Zenith must now be seriously reckoned with in

the forthcoming battle between opposing gear designs.

I hope the new patent will figure on the 1915 Rudge-

Multi models, but I received no encouragement in re-

sponse to a query I made.
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NOISY MOTOR CYCLES.
Another Point

THE article .by "Engineer" on tlie silence of

motor cycles in the issue of October ist was
particularly interesting, and has doubtless been

appreciated by that vast majority of motor cyclists

who prefer a comparatively silent machine. While the

end he has in view is both desirable and necessary,

the means " Engineer " suggests to attain this end
are largely open to criticism.

The question of silencing the exhaust has received

the closest attention of present day manufacturers,

and, as a result of their efforts, the motor cycle of

to-day is silent enough compatible with safety.

The practice, which appears to be almost universal,

of a long exhaust pipe leading from a large expansion^

chamber, seems to be satisfactory, although a greater

degree of silence might be gained if the exhaust gases

were diffused more gradually.

Valve clatter seems to be a fault which has not had
the same consideration at the hands of .manufacturers.

Larger valves and smaller valve lift certainly are worth

consideration, but the suggestion of fibre topped
tappets is certainly open to criticism. Owing to quick

wear, they would need continual adjustment, and it

must not be overlooked that the manufacturer has to

cater for all classes—the average motor cyclist could

not pretend to be continually adjusting the valves of

his machine. It seems that the question is one of the

actual composition of the steel used for tappets, and
this seems to be proved by the comparative silence of

the valve gear of certain machines.-

The adoption of the completely enclosed

mechanically-operated overhead inlet valve, with its

numerous other advantages, is to be recommended.
The subject of transmission is indeed a vexed

one, and there is no need to reiterate the old

of View.

arguments in favour of either belt or chain drive.

What is much more convincing is that for all high-class

passenger machines, almost without exception, chain

drive throughout has been adopted, and at the same

time a silent transmission has been evolved, especially

in the case of all enclosed chain drives. Wliether

shaft or chain drives will become universal is a

matter which is open to question, but in either case

hub gears will not find favour.

Back wheel accessibility is a serious consideration,

and it is doubtful if any lessening of noise caused

by the adoption of hub gears would compensate for

an inaccessible back wheel. A counter-shaft gear

box with accurately cut gears can be made almost

silent, and, in conjunction with a silent chain from

engine to counter-shaft with a shock-absorber of the

Sunbeam type and a chain of generous dimensions

as the iinal drive all totally enclosed, would form a

practically silent transmission. At the same time, the

back wheel would be as accessible as it is possible

to be, and the distribution of weight would be more
correct.

The ingenious shock-absorbers fitted to the majority

of chain drivers impart a velvety softness to the chain

drive, making it almost as supple a drive as the

belt, and at the same time rendering a separate

counter-shaft clutch unnecessary.

While much remains to be done in the evolution

of the ideal passenger machine, there are several

machines made, such as the Matchless, Scott, Sunbeam,
Indian, and Enfield, all of which are silent enough
in all conscience, and prove that to obtain a silent

machine it is unnecessary to resort to undurable tappets

and hub gears with separate counter-shaft clutches and
the unreliable belt drive. W.S.

Cycle Cars of the Past.

IF
any further proof were needed of the fact that the

cycle car was one of the earliest motor convey-
ances instead of quite a late development a refer-

ence to a few ancient catalogues would convince the

most hardened sceptic. For instance, we hate a

A simple cycle car made at Nuremberg
twelve years ago.

copy of the Maurer-Union catalogue for vehicles made
twelve years ago. It illustrates, among the many
types, a two-seater, the chassis Weight of which was
just 3J/3 cwt. A 3 h.p. single-cylinder, air-cooled
engine was carried in the front of a tubular frame,
and drove a counter-sh-aft through friction gearing in

the usual manner. The final drive was by a single

chain to one rear wheel, on which the iDrake was
mounted. Steering was direct, either by wheel or

lever, and the friction wheel was moved laterally to

change the gear ratios by means of a fork mounted
on a screwed shaft behind the counter-shaft. -It is

interesting to note that a low-tension magneto was used,
and pneumatic tyres and wire wheels were fitted all

round, while one shghtly larger vehicle (a 4 h.p. water-
cooled model) is illustrated with a spare wheel com-
plete. Thus we find in this old machine an intelligent

anticipation of events. This, of course, is only one
of a number of vehicles made many' years ago, from
the earliest t,% h.p. Benz and the 41^ h.p. De Dion
vis-a-vis, all of which would come nowadays under the
A.C.U. definition of a cycle car. Despite their rather
crude design, many of these old machines gave
excellent service over long periods.
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WHY WONDER

MOTOCYCLES

are the favoured machines amongst the

AUies, when they give the utmost satis-

faction in whatever service they are used ?

Over bad hills, rough surfaces, and wet
roads.

JTTTTr- r"Tl T-KTT- T IkT rvT A 1ft.T "H

will take you, breathing reliability all the

while.

CATALOGUE FREE.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"Indian House," 366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Telegrams: "Hendian, Eusroad, London." Phone: Museum 1643

Australasian Depot : 109, RUSSELL ST., MELBOURNE
anadlan Factory: 12-14. MERCER ST., TORONTO •
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The War and
Reduced Expenditure.

Motor Cyclists unable or unwilling on
the score of first cost to specify their

tyre ideal—the Palmer Cord Tyre—for

fitting or replacements, are reminded
of the Palmer 4-Ply and 2-Ply Fabric

Tyres, which, having been immensely
improved for the coming season, bid

fair to be extensively used on the road.

Make a note of them. :: :: ::

SPECIMEN PRICES:

Four.Ply Covers—
26 X 21 .. £1 14 4

26 X 2J .. £1 17 2

Two-Piy Covers

—

26x2 .. £1 3

,26x 2i .. £1 7

THE PALMER TYRE, LIMITED,
119, 121, 123, SHAFTESBURY AVE.,

LONDON, W.C.
Cycle & Motor Cycle Tyre & Repair Department

:

103, ST. JOHN STREET, CLERKENWELL
'Plione: City 1^85 & 1486 (2 lilies).

'Grams: " Inwlieeliug. Smith. London.'

E.G.

Country Life is Country Life with

1*tRV

Cigarettes
(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

10 2r 20 5 50»ir
John Player & Sons, Nottingham.

P436 Issued by the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Gt. Britain and Ireland) Ltd.
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SINGLE-CYLINDER RACING
IVY.

A
RECENT visit to the works of

Jlr. S. A. Newman, the maker
of the Ivy, proved of great

interest. Howard Newman, who
is so ^^'ell known to all keen motor
cyclists, both on Brooklands and in

competition work, is serving his country

in France.
First of all we inspected the mount

which Newman was to have ridden in the

Overhead valve gear and grea.ser on the

Precision racing engine.

Grand Prix, and though this is not to

be a standard m:idel, it is such a perfect

little racing machine that a few words on
the subject may prove interesting.

The engine is a 2| h.p. overhead valve

Precision, with a bore and stroke of

70 X 90 mm. respectively. The radiating

ribs are deep and well arranged, and the

Double heel brake on the Grand Prix Ivy.

rockers are mounted on a spindle through
which grease can be forced from a large

greaser at one end, so as to minimise
wear and rattle.

The Brampton variable pulley gear is

oniplnyed with a direct belt drive. Ivy
spring forks are, of course, fitted, and the
neat Ljeneral lines can best be judged from
our illustration. Both taidv filler caps
are 2iin. inside diameter, and oil is fed

through a drip feed tap. The rear brake
is exceptionally powerful and is operated
by a double heel pedal in such a manner
that all the rider's weight may be thrown
on it at a moment's notice if necessary.

STANDARD TWO-STROKE
IVY FOR 1913.

Enquiries about the two-stroke ied to

an offer of the new modele de luxe .m
trial, and it was not long before we were
astride one of these comfortable little

machines. By the way, the Ivy two-
fitroke is made entirely in the Ivy works,
two sizes of engine being manufactured,
one of 70 x 70 mm., and one of 64 x
70 mm. It was the smaller of these two
that was fitted in the ma-chiue we haH on
trial, but in spite of the fact that it was
single geared (4|- to 1) and thorongiily
equipped, it was capable of taking -i

rider over any average road.

The fittings are wonderfully complete,
and the 26x2-i tyres and large pan saddle
are a luxury to which one is seldom
treated on a light machine. Besides this,

two stands, excellent mudguards, pannier
tool-bags, and a large petrol tank make
the Ivy de luxe one of the most sensible
"ightweights we have ever handled. The
riding po^>ition is excellent, and the
engine Hexible and so easily handled

The single-cylinder Ivy racer which Howard Newman was to have ridden in the

Grand Prix Race.

Neat carburetter position and air intake on
the Ivy two-stroke.

that we felt at home on it in a minute,
even in thick Birmin'gliani traffic. The
Bull Ring was proved much too easy a
test, and on the road to Coventry,
Meriden Hill was taken at a speed which
it may be better not to mention. Comfort,
power, flexiVjility, and neat appearance
are all special features of this little

machine, which may be fitted with a two-
speed counter-shaft and three-speed hub
gear, in which case the machine would be
capable and comfortable for long touring
in almost any district.

The maker of the Ivt has not made the
mistake of adopting flimsy and toy-like

parts on his machine, instead, it is- built

to stand hard wear. It is very silent as

AI5
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the box. Between each gear wheel
there is mounted a steel ring washer
with a row of steel balls between
the face of each gear wheel. The
top corners of the operating key
are bevelled off. Thus, on the
plunger being moved in either direc-
tion the bevelled edge of the key
abuts against the rounded off inner
surfaces of the steel rings, and t'le

key is collapsed flush with the sur-
face of the hollow main shaft, thus
allowing the gear to revolve inde-
pendently - of the main shaft.
Further movement given to the
plunger allows the key to slide
along and engage with the first

keyway presenting itself in the
adjacent gear wheel. The drive is

then taken on to the corresponding
wheel mounted on the solid layshaft,

1

Both sides of the 1915 model Ivy

two-stroke I'ghtweight.

two-strokes go, and the metallic

sound we recently dealt with in con-

nection with two-strokes was prac-

tically non-existent. We took a

great liking to the khaki-coloured

Ivy during the week it was in our
possession, and it entirely confirmed
the good opinion we had formed of

it after its performance in the Junior
T.T. Race.

A LIGHT WEIGHT THREE-
SPEED GEAR.

A TINY three-speed counter-Ehaft

gear, which rather suggests the

possibilities -of the folding pocket

motor bicycle, was sliown to us

last week, fitted to a Levis. The dimen-

sions of this miniature gear box are 2^in.

deep X 3|ln. broad, and it weighs but

11 lb. all complete with its operating

mechanism and 6in. driving pulley.

This new gear has been tested by the

Levis Co., and is recommended by that

firm for attachment to existing machines
of their manufacture. It will fit all Levis

frames since ' 1912 without structural

alteration, and it can be adapted to the
counter-shaft of most other lightweights
by the use of an adapter plate. The gear
is manufactured by jNIessrs. Jonah Banks
and Sons, LondonWorks, Willenhall, and
is designed for chain-cum-belt transmis-
sion. So dog clutches are used, and the
wlieels are always m mesh. The gear
change is effected by a steel collapsible

key carried in a plunger, which is capable
of being traversed along the hollow main-
^haft by means of a. rod housed in an
extension of the gear bos. As this key
registers with one of the three keyways
cut in each of the three gear wheels, it is

forced outward by the action of a spring,
and that gear wheel is locked to the
driving-shaft. The sprocket and driving
pulley are mounted side by side on the
hollow 'stiaft, which has a solid extension
at one end of smaller diameter. On this
latter portion tlie sprocket is mounted,
the belt pulley being fixed to a hollow
shaft which is solid with the first gear in

Ai6
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A tiny three-speed gear fitted to the

bottom bracket of an open frame Lev.s.

This new gear is made by Jonah Banks and

Sons, and is described on this page.

and conveyed in the usual manner to tlie -

main driving gear which carries the belt

pulley. The ratios provided are '5, 9., and

12 to 1, and a clutch may be fitted if

desired.

We tried the gear on a two-stroke

'

Levis macliine, and foimd that it was.

possible to change up and down without
hesitation, and without even touching,

the throttle or valve lifter. Mr. Faville, .;

who demonstrated the gear on behalf of

Messrs. Jonah Banks and Sons, went eo

far as to make a standing start by moving
the gear into the first position with the

engine roaring round. This sort of treat-

ment is not to be recommended, as some-
thing or other is bound to go sooner or

later, but it shows the confidence the
makers have in theii product. A slight

humming noise emanated from the wheels
on the two lowest gears, but it seemed
capable of withstanding really rough
usage. The change is effected by a lever
with a lateral movement, but future gears
will have .the more orthodox backward
and forward movement. ;'-

NEW J.H. MODELS.

WE illustrate on next page two
interesting lightweight machines
called- the J.H., which are
being introduced l^y Mr. James

Howarth (formerly manager of the
Bradbury Company), at the J.H. Motor.,
Engineering Works, Oldham. The general
details of the machines are very similar :.

both are fitted with B. and B. carbu-
retters, Dunlop belts, Dunlop or Palmer
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latest Designs.—

tyres of 2iii. section on 25in. wheels.
Eespecting the engines, No. 1 is .fitted

•with the Villiers 2| h.p. power unit,

'

comprising a four-stroke engine, 74gX80
mm. bore and stroke, 349 c.c, and a

is enclosed in an ahiminium case, through
which there is a complete circulation of
oil. The transmission is by silent chain
to the two-speed gear and thence by a
Jin. belt. The price of this model is

forty-four guineas.

The 2| h.p. J.H.. showing gear control lever and
clutch-operating pedal.

change speed gear carried in an exten-

sion of the crank case, giving ratios .of

5^ and lOj to 1, the gear wlieels being
always in mesh, and provided with a
friction clutch of the cone type on both
speeds, operated by a Bowden wire from
the handle-bar. The gear lever is carried

in a convenient position to the right hand
side of the tank. With the exception of

the driving pulley the whole mechanism

Our second illustration shows • the 24
h.p. two-stroke model, which sells at
twenty-eight guineas ; the engine is the
well-known Villiers two-stroke, 70 x 70
mm. bore and stroke, 259 c.c, and is

provided with a double silencer, rendering
it comparatively silent. The lubrication is

on the " petroil " system, and the mag-
neto, a U.H., driven by an enclosed chain.
The tanks hold about 1^ gallons of petrol
and two pints of oil. It is claimed that
this machine can be driven at a walking
pace up to 35 or 40 m.p.h.
Mr, Howarth caters for all tastes, and

other models are fitted with 6 and 8 h.p.
J. A. P. and 6 h.p. M.A.G. engines
and three-speed gears. They are listed at
seventy and seventy-two guineas, and are
well suited for sidecar work.

Belt side of the new 2^ h.p. J.H. two-strolcc model.

1915 BROWN MOTOR CYCLES.
A NEW 4 h.p. TWIN

WE. recently had au opportunity of

inspecting two new models
which Messrs. Brown Brothers
are introducing for 1915. The

larger machine is fitted with a beauti-

fully nuide V-twin engine of 3i-4 h.p.

As " the bore and stroke respectively

are 63 x 83 mm., the engine conies

just outside the 500 c.c. class, being

AND NEAT

Enclosed mlet valve on
the Brovm. The screw

shown is for securing the

dust-tight cover.

ing

able

TWO-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT.
'•window" cut in it, and sufficient air

is admitted to ensure the adequate cool-

of the spring. Weil-designed adjust-

ile tappets are fitted. The illustration

of the timing gear shows that the magneto
is driven by eccentric wheels, which have

the effect of causing a very sudden break

immediately after the maximum position

has been obtained, thus causing a power-

ful and brilliant spark.

An Entirely New Model.
Quite an innovation for Messrs. Brown

Bros, is the intr-oductior. of a 2^ h.p. two-

^J7^^ stroke motor cycle, which is to be known
_^i^ in future as the Vindec, and is, of course,

The engine ot the new 3.1-4 h.p. Brown.

actually 518 c.c. It is, however, powerful
enough for sidecar work. The chief

feiatures are the neat scissors type of

exnaust lifter, and the excellently
designed overhead inlet valves, the rockci-3

of which work in a dustproof case, which
may be filled with oil. The accompanying
sketches clearly show the admirable way
in which this piece of design has been
carried out, and the close fitting slides

which exclude the dust. The chamber
in which the spring works has a large

Scissors type exhaust lifter on the

3J-4 h.p. twin Brown.



Belt side of the new Vindec two-stroke.

vei'}' different from the Vindec Special,

whicli older readers of The. Motor Cycle

will remember. Its motive power is a

two-stroke engine 64 X 70 mm. of 226

c.c, the transfer port of -which is cast

integrally with the cylinder. A large

outside steel flywheel is fitted. The
release valve exhausts directly into the
silencer, a point which is most essential,

as these valves are often objectionably
noisy; not only so, but oil is f prayed out

and gives the machine an untidy appear-
ance. The lubrication is carried out in

an interesting manner. The general lubri-

cation of the engine is effected by means
of the ordinary mixed or " petroil

"

system, the measure for the oil being
carried inside the filler cap of the petrol

tank. Close to the two-way tap of the

hand pump is a spout which, when the
tap is placed in the correct direction,

allows the oil to fill the measuM. The
tap, when placed in the other dir\"ction,

injects oil directly from the oil tank to a

Hand control for compression release,

which exhausts into the silencer.

ring running round the top of the crank

case, which is in direct communication
with the main bearings of the engine. A
type of two-speed gear which has long

been proved to be effective is fitted. It

is of the dog clutch pattern, and the

transmission is by chains in oil-tight

cases on each side of the crank case, one
for the high and the other for the low
gear. From counter-shaft to rear wheel
the transmission is by a |in. r.ubber belt.

It is interesting to note that spring foot-

boards . are fitted. The specification in-

How the o]l measure is filled.

.

eludes 26in. x 2in. Dunlop tyres, Sen-

spray carburetter, C.A.V. magneto, Druid
forks, and Lycett saddle. The mud-
guarding of the front wheel is well

carried out, the guard being provided

with valances, while the rear guard is of

wide section with an extension over the

belt rim.

./t^.-sS-^\
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THE HAMMOCK SIDECAR.
The latest Williamson sidecar is tailed

the Hammock. It is primarily intended
for one occupant, but can easily be

The Williamson hammock sidecar

arranged to accommodate a couple of

children in addition. The child's seat is

so arranged that it does not interfere

with the leg room of the adult passenger,

and so as to be easily removable. This
sidecar is only 5 lb. heavier than the
Williamson speed model, and it can be
fitted to any make of machine.

A WATSONIAN SIDECAR
FOR 1913.

We have often referred to the desir-

ability of being able to get the luggage

The Matchless sidecarrier wh ch is propelled by a twin-cyhnder

engine. This sidecarrier is the hitest addition to the list introduced

for tradesmen's use.

The large boot at the rear of the latest

Watsonian sidecar.

or tools stored in a sidecar without dis-

turbing the passenger. This idea is well
carried out in the
Watsonian sidecar,

which we illustrate

herewith. The back
of the car forms a
I loot which will hold
'(uite a considerable
quantity of luggage,
ur, if more room
still is required, it

can be let down and
used as a luggage
grid ; it also contains
compartments for
small articles and
places for petrol and
oil tins. The chassis
of this sidecar was
.shown in our issue
for the 1st inst.,
and the whole
should be most ser-
viceable.
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SIDECARRING FOR LADIES.
TESTS OF DIFFERENT SIDECAR OUTFITS. By May Walker.

The 3J h.p. Ariel.

IT
was a brand new Ariel motor cycle and grey

coachbuilt sidecar that the makers lent me for a

week's trial to see what a good 1914 combination

is capaljle of in the hands of a feminine driver. The
outfit taken from
its wrappmgs was a

pleasure to the eye,

the enamel and
plating, together

with the grey

finish and upholster-

ing of the passen-

ger's seat, giving

the impression that

no trouble had been
spared to create

a good effect.

It was fitted with

a counter - shaft

three-speed gear

with a big easily

operated gear lever

and qua(Jrant on

the side of the tank.

The gear box onlv

requires filling with ordinary

gear grease and then can be

forgotten for a thousand miles.

The whole outfit is substantially

constructed, the engine being of

the low-compression type which
will pull for ever. -The valves

^re veiy large, and an extra

flange; assists in cooling -the

exhaust. Patent valve cotte

also ensure easy removal. I

filled its tank, which
held eleven pints ,

of petrol and tiiree

of oil, then, putting

the gear lever in

the neutral notch

and opening the

throttle, I started

the engine with ease

\ith the kick-starter

aided by the half-

compression cam.
Seating myself in

the Brooks pan
saddle, which was
mounted on a little

spring frame of it.s

own, I brought the

low gear into action,

and gradually en-

gaged the clutch,

the machine with its

load then moved
away easily, the

cork insets of the

(2)

(!) Starting the Ariel by the kick starter.

At the bend on Chaul End. The machine is a 6 h.p. Hobart.

(3) The 3o- h.p. Premier and sidecar.

clutch causing it to take up the drive very sweetly. The
bottom gear has a ratio of i6 to i. This makes any
gradient climbable on which the wheels grip ; after

all, hill-climbing is only a matter of gearing if the
engine does not overheat, and I found the Ariel

satisfactory in this

respect.

I took the com-
bination with two
passengers over
many miles of

Hertfordshire and
the surrounding

counties and
through country
lanes with rough
and chalky surfaces

and over long

stretches of smooth
Tar m a c roads.

With a hot engine
i a p p r o a c h e d
Wiiipsnade Hill,

well known to all

local inotor cyclists

;

this really comprises
a chalk cutting through the

Chiltern Hills. .A. sharp turn at

the foot prevents any rushing,

but the machine pulled away in

middle gear for a good 500
yards. Then the increasing

gradient called for the lowest

gear, and the machine and its

load of three people soared

steadilv up—a most useful gear

certainly for tratlic and freak

hills. I liked the

3/-2 h.p. Ariel side-

car outfit very much,
it was always ready

to go anywhere, do
anvthing, and do
it well.

The 3V h.p.
Premier.

Another 3J/2 h.p.

sidecar machine
which I have had
the pleasure to drive

a good many miles

during the last few

weeks is the well-

known Premier.

This very machine
had just returned

from a trial in

Holland, and,

consequently, was
not in the pink of

condition. I made
)33
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THE SIDECAR SAMARITAN.

A pretty story told in pictures, which might appeal to the noveHst or the producer of cinema simplets,^ showing how a lady sidecarist,

adopting the suggestion of The Motor Cycle, takes a wounded soldier for a run in the country. Their company proves mutually agreeable,

till at last the positions are reversed, and in the last picture Tommy Atkins, well again, takes Mrs. Tommy Atkins on the honeymoon.

several adjustments and then took it out on the

high road to test its powers. It was capable of a

good speed, but the coachbuilt sidecar seemed to

be too heavily built, making rather a severe load

when carrying an adult passenger, but ' this, I v.as

informed, had originally been drawn by an 8 h.p. The
auxiliary exhaust valve is characteristic of the Premier,

helping greatly to cool the engine, allowing a long

gradient to be climbed without undue heating. The
counter-shaft three-speed gear was so solidly designed
that it was not necessary either to declutch or lift

the exhaust lever when changing gear. The large

pulley, too, is "kind" to belt wear. The sidecar

couplings, while strong and secure, are easily detach-

able,, and the engine developed extraordinary power
for one of 500 c.c. capacity.

The 6 h.p. Hobart.
1 have also lately sampled a 6 h.p. Hobart

sidecar with a J. A. P. engine. It was in design

similar to several other 6 h.p. combinations on the

market. The standard black and gold finish is very

workmanlike, and the details are well carried out,

the long and adjustable footboards giving a

welcome change of position. The machine is chain-

driven and is fitted with a two-speed gear having direct

drive on both gears controlled by a lever on the tank.

The two-speed gear is of the expanding clutch type.

The harshness associated with some chain-driven

machines is eliminated, as a cush drive hub is fitted

and a patent slipping clutch on the engine-shaft. It

is, in fact, the well-known Enfield transmission. I

took it up several severe hills. In the low gear

it climbed well, the engine being silent and efficient.

On level roads, I found the machine would run
regularly and well from six to forty-five miles an hour
on top gear. It was easy to handle, and any rider

who is accustomed to only a featherweight would feel

no nervousness at the helm of this flexible and capable
sidecar outfit.

iiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiii3iiiiiiiii@iiiiiiii!i@iiiiiiiiii

= LOST AND FOUND. =
\%\ We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both " Lost " and [•]— "Found," which we are unable to find space for. As these particular ^m matters are of interest to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, ;^^ we keep a list of such articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted z^— in this list. Should we receive a letter from the finder which corresponds ^
r^ to the article lost, the two persons are put into communication, but it r^— must clearly be understood that we cannot enter into correspondence on [^— the matter beyond this. ^Z

iiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiii@iiiiiiiiii
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"SUNSTONE" for

machines up to 8 h.p.

A good anti-skid and un-
rivalled for heavy work.
26x21 40/- 26x2; 45/-

"COMBINATION" — the

enduring Non-skid (steel

studs and rubber bars).

26x21 48/3. 26 •2; SO/-'

"STONEHENGE." Same
design as " Combination,"
but all-rubber tread. For
machines up to 4 h.p.

26x2 20/9. 26x21 22/6

" TRICAR " tor tricars

and machines up to

S-S h.p. Rubber studs.

26x2} 35/- 26x3 45/-

" DRUID " for sidecars
and lightweights. Hex-
agonal rubber studs.
26x1] 15/9. 26x2 17/6

r
Ride ''The Cheapest

Luxuries i

Motordom.
>»

FIT British Avon Tyres NOW if you
would enjoy the non-sHp, no-trouble

service that has helped competitors in the

principal 1914 races, hill-climbs, and relia-

bility trials, to win both Junior "T.T.'s," 10

Cups, 45 Gold Medals, 36 firsts, etc., etc.

^, Avons mean "more comfort for more
miles, less trouble and less expense."

And when you are asked to

buy tyres made in Germany,
remember what Germany
has made in Belgium!

lilustraJai Caiaioguc post Iree Ihrougiiout the wor.a

LTD.THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO
MELKSHAM, Wilts.

BRANCHES : 19, Newman Street. Oxford Street. W. 88, Avenue des Temes. PARIS.
119. Victoria Street. BRISTOL 202-4. Corporation Street. BIRMINGHAM.
3S. Kins Street West, MANCHESTER 55. Queen Street, GLASGOW.

In answering this adv&rtis&ment it it desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B5
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There is only one
genuine

bDDBE
WEATHERPROOF

PLUG.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

C Imitations are usually clieaper in

order to teinpt, and are made to look

like the original, but they are not the

same. They only cause trouble and

disappointment.

C That illustrated above has proved

the most successful and satisfactory

motor cycle plug ever produced. It is

the plug that has been adopted for ail

"TRIUMPH" machines.

Sold by all dealers,

Price S/-each.

L

MADE IN ENGLAND
by

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD., BIfiMINGHAH.

^^mm s»i

SaiTISH MADS
AMD

BHITISH ©WNM)
n>?7c for llie 3IJX TYRE BOOK—

CHAS. L. CUTHBE & CO.,
37, Gt. Eastern Street, E.G.

and Ravensdale Mills. Dublin.

The
BEST
Oil

for

W^inter

use.

Motor cyclists will be

unable this year to call at

Olympia, and they should

write for H.L. Literature,

which fully describes many
interesting preparations.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W

ill tinnvtiiiKj tlLi^&ti uiivt:! iintnii^nU U id dtdi/ able to intnLiun ^'Th& Alutoi C iiclii,.'*
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South Birmingham M.C.C.
The fourth annual captain's run, on tlie 3rd inst. , took

the form of a paperchase over a course of about twenty-five
miles. A good trail was laid by the captain, J. J. Woodgate,
on his 10 h.p. Singer light car, which included several
watersplashes and bits of " Colonial" road. The results were
as follow : 1, E. L. Edkins (6 Ivv-Jap), 3.6 ; 2, S. H.
Fletcher (3^ Premier), 2.1; 3, W. Mansell (4 Norton sc),
1.8. E. G. Bastock 6 Enfield sc.) and A. H. Johnston (2i
Alldays two-stroke) also made non-stop runs.

Southampton and District M.C.C.
The annual competition for the Oakley challenge shield

took place early last week in the New Forest. The competi-
tion is usually very keen, and this year resulted in a dead
heat between tliree members, one of whom was a lady. The
final test took the form of a fifty-three mile non-stop trial,

run at the legal limit, watches and speedometers being barred,
in which all the competitors came through without a stop,

the winner being E. C. Prince (3 h.p. Enfield), who com-
pleted the course within 6m. 16s. of correct time. J. Tuflin

(3^ h.p. New Hudson) ran a very close second, being within
i44s. of the winner. Third place fell to Miss B. Sims (5 h.p.

I
New Hudson and sidecar).

Southern Counties Cycling Union.
The entire proceeds of the annual Bohemian concert, to

be held at the Horns Assembly Rooms, Kennington, S.E.,
on November 18th, will be handed over to the British
Red Cross Society. Hon secretary, Mr. G. A. Newton, 126,
Merton Road, Wandsworth, S.W.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The closing run is to be held next Saturday to Stratford-on-

Avon, meeting at the Grammar School on Warwick Road at

1.45 p.m. In connection with the run a ritle shooting com-
petition will be held at the Shottery Range, commencing at

3 p.m. An entrance fee of 2s. will be charged, the proceeds
to be devoted to the Prince of Wales's Relief Fund.

Actou and Disti'ict M.C. and L.C.C.

The opening run was held on the 3rd inst., and was well

attended. Dr. A. JI. Low, the president (A.C. light car),

led the way by a circuitous route to the Hut at Wisley,
where tea was- served, after which the short rnn home to

headquarters was uneventful. A hill-climb, with separate
classes for private owners, will take place shortly. The
honorary eccretary is Mr. E. B. Hunt, , 47, Woodfield
Crescent, Ealing.

miiiiillWl mmrni.-

Members of the Acton and District M.C.C. assembled for a run to the Hut at Wisley.

Imports and Exports of Aotor Cycles.
THE import and export figures for September

are more than usually interesting, for .Septem-

ber is the first month to be affected from first

to last by the war. The trade in motor cycles and

parts thereof does not show anything like the decrease

that might have been expected, and, in fact, they

compare very favourably with other manufactured

goods. The imports are natirrally affected to a large

extent by the fact that some foreign countries are not

in a position to despatch machines. We quote from

, the Board of Trade returns :

Exports.
FoK. THE Month ended Skptemder 30th.

1912. 1913. 1914.

£76,398 £78,504 £63,875

For TirF, Nine .Mosrn.s ended September 30th.

1912. 1913. 1914.

£477,740 £729,928 £915,062

Imports.
For the Month ended Septemuer 30th.

1912. 1913. 1914.

£16,539 £15,737 £6,278

For the Nine JIontus I':nded September 30th.

1912. 1913. 1914.

£131,528 £198,667 £168,009

In August last the value of imported motor cycles, together

with parts, was £9,577 against £19,284 of August, 1913, and
the value of the British exports £77,121 against £67,714
of the previous year,

Comparing the decrease for the month with that of motor
cars, wo find that exports of motor cars decreased in value

£55,382 (22%), whereas the decrease in value of motor cycles

was £14,629 (18^%).
The decrease in the value of motor cars imported was

£425,814 (76%), compared with the decrease in the value of

motor cycles imported £7,459 (55%).
In spite of the war, which has now lasted over two com-

plete months, the total export value of motor cycles exceeds

last year's by nearly £200,000 for the nine months.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
(GREENWICH.)

Oct. 15th 6.8

„ 17th 6.3

„ 19th 5.59

„ 21st 5.55

Artillery Wheels on Sidecars.

We hear of a new design sidecar outfit,

which will most probably have artillery

wheels as standard.

Petrol Imports Last Month.

During September 9,378,348 gallons of

motor spirit were imported into this

country (value £355,353, or about 95d.

per gallon). In September, 1913, the

quantity was 12,712,120 gallons and value

£532,166.

More Douglases Jor the W.D.
It is interesting to have to record that

JMessrs. Douglas Brothers have received

an order for a further hundred Douglas
motor bicycles for the War Office. The
extreme handiness and efficiency of these

little machines are evidently greatly

appreciated by the British military

authorities.

Standardisation of Controls.

A distinct step toward standardisation

of controls has been made by the forma-

tion of the Engineering Standardisation
Committee, mentioned in our "Letters"
columns this week. The A.C.U. and the
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union have
already considered the matter without
result. Perhaps the efforts of the new
committee may meet with better success

;

at any rate, we hope so

Well-known Rider for the Front.

J. Chater-Lea, Junior, who has been
well to the front in road and track com-
petitions during the past few seasons, has
volunteered for active service, and has
been attached to the Royal Engineers as
Sergeant in Charge of the Motor Cj'cle

Section. He is riding his Chater-Lea
2^ h.p. two-stroke motor cycle, and is at
present stationed at Newhaven.

Cheaper Petrol.

Last week The Autocar gave it as its

opinion that a decrease of a pemiy a
-gallon upon both light and heavy grade
motor spirit is a possibility of the near
future. Though a penny reduction will

"not set the Thames on fire," motor
cyclists will be thankful for small mercies.
The price of petrol is now being dis-

cussed in many quarters, since the recom-
mendation of The Motor Cycle to reduce
the price to a shilling a gallon, and thus
bring about more extensive motoring.

liS

Motor Cycle Fire Brigade.

In response to a call last week the fire

brigade at Green Street Green turned out
on their Royal Enfield outfit to a fire in

farm premises at Downe. The four miles

up hill was covered in less than eight

minutes, and the brigade arrived in time
to avert any damage of an extensive

character.

More Despatch Riders Wanted.
The Auto Cycle Union has been

approached by the First London Machine
Gun Battery for assistance in the enlist-

ment of fifty motor cj'clists. The battery
is a privately raised force which will be
attached to a battalion, which is probably
leaving for the Front within a month,
and is at present in camp at Wembley
Hill. About twenty-five men are required
as motor cyclist despatch riders, and the
remainder will be required to be equipped
with sidecar machines, which may also
be needed to pull machine gun trailers.

The men will be required to enlist for
three years or duration of war, and must v

provide their own kit, which will cost in

each case about £5. The machine will be
taken over on the ordinary War Office
terms. Motor cyclists desirous of joining
should apply for further particulars to
the Recruiting Office, 104, Victoria Street,
London. S.W.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

LARGE EXPORTS OF MOTOR CYCLES.

DESPATCH RIDERS' EXPERIENCES,

IN THE PEAK DISTRICT WITH A
SIDECAR.

Head Lamps Barred.

By a new regulation the use of head

lamps on cars is barred in and around

Margate. At night cars are using paraffin

side lamps, and even the trams have only,

a few interior lights. Great care is neces-

sary on the narrow twisty roads. Ap-
pai-ently standard motor cycle lamps are

permitted, the regulation only applying

to cars.

A Liverpool Roll of Honour.

A list of Liverpool motor cyclists who
have been called up for military service

is being compiled by Mr. S. W. Phillpott,

North-Western Centre Secretary of the

A.C.U., who asks the relatives and friends

of all such to be good enough to furnish

him with the following details

:

Name and home address of the motor
cyclist.

Regiment or Service joined.

Whether as motor cvclist or otherwise.

Froghole Cottage, Newington, which is believed to be the oldest house in the county of Kent,
having been built in 1501.
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M.C.C. RoU of Honour,

The committee of the Jlotor Cycling
Club is compiling a list of members who
are serving in ;iny of His Majesty's forces.

An Equipment Number.

In addition to the annual Buyers' Guide
on November 19th, a special issue of The
Mofvr Cycle will be published on
Thursday, December 10th, dealing with
accessories, tyres, clothing, and equip-

ment generally.

Splendid Response of Motor Cyclists.

After our lettei pages had gone to press

we received the following letter from the
Rev. F. W. Hassard Short :

" Sir,—It may
interest you to know that I have received

in the last few days applications from
over 200 motor cyclists anxious to enlist

for service with the R.E. Signal Com-
panies. Amongst these are many well-

known riders. So far I have only been
able to offer places to nine of them, but
hope to find places for more in course of

time.—F. W. H.\ss.xRD SnoitT, Secretary.
Motor Cyclist l^eserve Committee, Home
Counties Division."

Pro Patria.

Another instance of the willingness of

motor cyclists to help their country was
the number of replies received to the
Scott Company's appeal for motor cyclists

for enlistment. On Monday as many
applications as could be dealt with had
been received by the Scott Company.

What New Zealand Clubs are Doing.

Immediately on receipt of news that
war liad been declared between England
and Germany the respective secretaries of

the Pioneer Athletic and Bicycle Club
(Jlotor Section) and the ^Nortii Caater-
burj- Motor Cyclists' Club wired the
Prime Minister of Dominion (Right Hon.
W. F. Masscy), offering the services of the
clubs to the Defence Authorities. These
offers have been accepted, and members
of the clubs appointed as despatch i-iders.

The Pioneer- Club also decided to hold a-
rally to collect moiiey, etc., by motor cycle
and sidecar rides- in aid oi tlie Patriotic
War Fund. The fund is mainly to help
to provide equipment for members of

the Kxpeditionary Force, and to maintain
those dependent on the volunteers for the
force.

A Large Order for Coventry.

Coventry firms have reason to con-
gratulate themselves upon the order for

motor cycles received from the Russian
Govei'innent, which is as follows

:

Rudge, 3i h.p. 400
550
500
500
500
12

- Rover, o^ h.p.

Humber, 5^ h.p.

Triumph, 4 h.p.

Premier, 3^ h.p.

Premier, 7-9 h.p.
It will be noticed that the great majority
of these are single-cylinder belt-driven
machines of a capacity in the neighbour-
hood of 500 c.c. Naturally, the afore-
mentioned firms are very busy at present,
and some are working over the week-end,
for it is necessary to get the maclunes
sent off very soon. Taking the average
price to be only £'50, the gross value of
these machines amounts to £83,100.
The New Hudson Co., of Birmingham,

and the Clyno Co., of Wolverhampton,
were also favoured with large orders.

More Motor Cyclists Wanted for the Army.

Mr. J. W. Stocks, the well-known
motorist, who first became acquainted
with the internal combustion engine on a
De Dion motor tricycle, frona which he
developed into a racing expert, has
received a commission in the Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve in connection with the

armoured motor car Scheme of this body.
He has been authorised to look out for a

number of exiterienccd motor cyclists who
possess a thorough knowledge of French,
who will be required for active service as

despatch riders. Further particulars can
be obtained on application to Mr. J. W.
Stocks, 10, Great Marlborough Street,

London, W.

Dangerous Dogs.

A correspondent, who has been
frequently attacked by a dog, has sent

the following letter to the owner by
registered post :

" Sir,—On several

occasions recently a brown Irish terrier

has rushed out from your grounds attack-

ing me whilst riding my motor bicycle,

very narrowly causing a serious accident.
" I understand the dog belongs to you,

and this letter is to call your attention

to the fact, so that sliould any accident

occur through this habit of the dog you
may be liable for damages.

" 1 am sending copies of this letter to

the Automobile Association and The
Xlolur Cycle."

Other readers, who have been similarly

annoyed, are advised to follow the same
procedure.
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The Multiplication of Gears.

In connection with our leader of last

week dwelling upon the multiplication of

gears in connection with 1915 models, it

would appear that the movement has
spread to America, but whereas in the
States two-speed gears are giving place

to three-speeds, British makers are a stage
further advanced, most having three gears
and moving up to four, JManufacturers
in the States have hitherto shown them-
selves entirely satisfied with a two-speed
gear, but for 1915 the Harley-Davidson
have adopted a three-speed gear of the
sliding- type fitted in the counter-shaft, a
"step" starter being incorporated in

the design. By the way, the new Harley-
Davidson twin-cylinder bicycle is rated at

11 h.p.—it was 8 h.p. originally, its

capacity being 50.54 cubic inches (989

c.c). An additional model for 1915 has

a 6 h.p. single-cylinder engine.

In Aid of the Relief Fund.

Quite a novel idea has been liit upon
by a sidecarist in connection with the

Slratford-on-Avon annual " Mop Fair

"

this week. The sidecarist in question has
an np-to-date 5 h.p. Enfield side-car outfit,

and he is giving sixpenny rides to all aiid

sundry, the proceeds going to the Prince
of Wales's Relief Fund. We believe the

idea is being extended by local motor
cyclists in consequence of the " trade

"

being done. No doubt this useful scheme
will pay, for one hears dozens of people

remark, " I would like to try one of

those sidecars, thev I" - i
,i'.m

i ,l,le."

LANCASHIRE MOTOR CYCLE DESP.ATCH RIDERS.

E. F. Baxter (twin Rex) and L. Mogridge (Douglas), who were among the first to volunteer for

active service, and are attached to the Royal Engmeers

E9
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THE COLOSSAL COLONL^L TEST.
By H

WHEN early in the summer this journal suggested
' that a Colonial trial be held this autumn for

the benefit of Overseas riders, and for the

purpose of giving manufacturers who consider their

machines capable of hard usage an - opportunity of

proving their capabilities, the suggestion was enthu-

siastically supported not only by Colonials but by all

readers who realised the fact that a machine that

would stand Colonial use would stand British use with

a few yards to spare. The cry was not for a heavy

and cumbersome mount made solely for the Colonies,

for there was proof enough that a properly designed

touring machine was quite adequate for foreign

demands, but an attempt to induce manufacturers to

redesign certain fittings which, though all right for our

broad highways, are apt to give way when sub-

mitted to the severe strain of Colonial roads.

The trial has, of course, fallen through, but in its

place we have a Colonial test under way of far vaster

proportions than anyone could have planned, a test

whicli stuns the imagination by its magnitude, and
which will leave an indelible stamp upon the motor
cycle industry of the future.

Little did one then think that the motor cycles of

Great Britain would be shipped across the Channel
by the thousand to take part in a contest of such

significance, a test of such severity.

One cannot help looking back upon the events of

our routine calendar—the Six Day, the Scottish Relia-

bility, even the T.T.—as mere games in comparison
with the great event of to-day, and yet in their turn

they were all-important, for they were the" foundations

in the building of a machine which is playing an
important part in the life or death struggle of nations.

Were it not for these trials the motor cycles of Britain

would not have attained that standard of perfection

that has placed them first on the list as instruments

of war.

Those who have played a part during recent years

in the perfecting of the motor cycle cannot help feeling

a thrill of pride when they contemplate the important
part that these machines are playing in the crisis, and
one waits with interest for the results that the war
will doubtless produce upon the motor cycle industry

and upon the design and construction of machines.

So long as the war lasts the leading manufacturers will

consider the demands of the War Office, and the

effect will reach further than any trial that could
possibly have been organised, because it will produce a

type of machine eminently suited for the demands of

MORTIMER BATTEN.
warfare. This, I cannot doubt, will be a machine
of Overseas type—or, at any rate, one that is well

suited to the demands of the Colonial rider—while it

will fulfil the demands of the British tourist.

When the British manufacturer has been brought

to reahse a flaw in his productions he is usually not

long in stopping it up, but in the past there has been

nothing to bring the flaws of motor cycle construction

before the general eye of the public but the recognised

reliabihty tests. The Overseas motor cyclist has cried

aloud, but he has been too far away for his cries to be

heard. Had not something momentous happened,

one can foresee that motor cycle design would have

followed quite a different trend.

The Influence of War.
There is no question that the war will be influential

for good so far as motor cyclists and the industry are

concerned. The present demands of the War Office

are great and will continue to be great so long as the

war lasts, for a considerable wastage of machines
.
is

bound to take place. When the war is over, and the

young manhood of the country returns, the demand for

touring mounts will return also, while motor cyclists

who have been out on active service will have formed

a fair idea as to the most desirable type of mount for

real harcl usage. It is in this manner that the war

will leave its stamp upon the motor cycling industry;

it may be regarded in much the same light as a

gigantic competition, and the surviving competitors

will clamour for machines of the type that have proved

their worth, while non-competitors who have been

compelled to remain at home will follow their example.

Some idea as to the wastage that takes place at the

front can be gathered from the fact that many of the

despatch riders are already using their third and fourth

machines, while out of the ten machines attached to

a certain battalion only two survived the fighting at

Mons. The others were put out of action, mainly by
shrapnel fire, and were left on the field of battle

amidst other wreckage. A breakdown of any sort

may mean that the despatch rider is compelled to leave

his mount, and any alteration in the formation of the

fighting columns may lead to its total loss.

It is well to be optimistic where we can, and there-

is no reason to deplore the fact that all trials are sus-

pended for the time being. A test of greater im-

portance than any we have known is under way, and

from amidst the oppressions of war we can afford to

look forward with happy anticipation for the results

this test will produce.

1915 MODELS AND "THE MOTOR CYCLE."
ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE ON NOV. 19th. EOUIPMENT NUMBER ON DEC. 10th.

New models are now occupying the attention of manufacturers, and the pages of " The Motor Cycle

"

during the next month or two will be particularly interesting to motor cyclists and prospective riders. The
earliest descriptions of new model motor cycles regularly appear in these columns ; the accounts are

penned by technical writers in interesting yet non-technical language, whilst sketches of mechanical

details and photographs are a feature.

On Novem'#;r 19th a special Buyers' Guide issue of " The Motor Cycle " will be published, giving the specifications

of all the leading 1915 models. This annual feature will prove more valuable this year than ever before

in view of the manufacturers' decision not to hold a Show.

Accessories, Tyres, Clothing and Equipment Generally will be dealt with in a special issue on December lOlh.
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TALES FROM THE FRONT.

WE recently had an interesting

conversation with Corporal F.

A. Enders, R.E., who is home
on convalescent furlough. He

was attached to a cavaliy division, and
left England with several other motor
cyclist despatch riders, among whom may
he mentioned Howard Newman and Love-
grove, Ivy and Scott riders respectively,

both of whom were mounted on B.S.A.'s.

The party was split up at lieadquarters.

Newman, who is doing well, going to

the First Army Corps. Other well-known
riders he encountered were Featherston-

haugh, and Eoberts, one of the Humber
mechanics. Enders was mounted on a.

3^ h.p. P. and i\i., a machine which he
considered to be eminentlv snitable for

Cilasgow, miles away from his people, who
live in London. Talking of his work, he
said that by far the worst experiences
he had to undergo were at night, when
he was forced to ride without a lamp.
The noise of the engine makes it im-
possible to hear a challenge of a sentry,
and several times he w"as shot at. One
of our men, he assured us, was shot clean
through the head by a French sentry,
to whom, in the dark, the British aiid

German uniforms look very much alike.

Once he saw the sentry just in time, and
bringing his machine to a standstill found
a long French bayonet three inches off

his chest.

Steady Driving Necessary.

Enders laid special stress njinn tlie

importance of driving steadily, so as to

get tliere and save the machine as much
as possible, and only of sprinting when
real necessity for such an action occurred.
Fortunately fbr him, he speaks good
French, and was in consequence able "to
get on much better than most of our other
despatch riders. He is looking forward
to the time when he will have to report

himself at Chatham, and be off to the

Front again.

PENALTY FOR BEING
LOYAL.

^L Galopin, one of the leading lights

of the technical department of the Fabrice

Nationale, has, it is rumoured, been sent

to Germany as a prisoner of war for

refusing to manufacture arms for the

enemy. J[. Galopin has often come over

to England in connection with the Jlotor

Car and Motor Cvcle Shows.

DESPATCH RIDER'S GOOD
WORK.

Cyril Mocatta, who was one of the

last" Englishmen to leave i\Iaubeuge, was
heartily cheered by the French soldiers

in the trenches as he rode by on his

motor cycle. He was recently com-
mended \>y General Bulfin on the smart
way in which he had got his despatches
through.

<$»ij£

Corporal F. A. Enders, RE.

ihe work on account of its extreme reli-

ability and capability for standing the

terrible racket it had to undergo. The
distances covered by despatch riders are

not excessive, and usually amount to

twenty or thirty miles at a stretch, but
the work is continuous, and often Enders
was on duty for twenty-four hours at a

time, and he said that there were three
things the motor cyclist had to make a

point of getting—petrol, food, and oil.

As his work was with the cavalry, he was
right up in the firing line, and in the
pursuit, after the battle of the ilarne,
they were always more or less under fire

from the German rear guard artillery.

Enders told us it was great sport round-
ing up the Ciermans after the battle, and
he was enjoying life pretty well when he
was struck by a glancing shot on the foot,

but what really put him out of action
was being kicked by an unpatriotic
artillery horse on the ankle and in the
stomaeli, which caused severe internal
injury. He had to travel three days
lying on straw in a cattle truck, and then
came a gloriously comfortable voyage on
a hospital ship to the English coast,
followed by a spell in a hospital in

RETIREMENT OF BRAVE ANTWERP DEFENDERS THROUGH BELGIUM.

A motor cyclist scout attached to the Royal Naval Brigade, who has done good service between

Antwerp and Ghent, photographed at . Observe the armoured cars.

This photograph has been passed by the Censor, who will not allow the name of the place to be mentioned.

BI5
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Terrible Experience of Motor Cyclists,
How two British Despatch Riders were Captured and Attempted to Escape

ERGT.-MAJOR MACKAY, oi theSERGT.-MAJOR MACKAY, ot

Army Motor Transport (Army
Service Corps), teUs a most dramatic

story in the Daily Mail of the 13th

inst. of the manner in which he and the

Hon. Geoffrey Pearson (son of Lord
Cowdray) were captured by the Geonans
when acting as motor cyclists with the

motor transport.

They were riding fast along a straight

road, with open country on either side,

when they suddenly met with a perfect

hailstorm of bullets, but dashed through
into safety. However, a little further on
they rode into a group of German cavalry

about fifty—who took them prisoners,

and, when they found that they were
English, treated them with the utmost
brutality, spitting at them, knocking
them about, and prodding them with
bayonets. The Germans then made
Mackay and Pearson mount their machines
and accompany them, but the motor
cyclists, having no intention of allowing
their machines to fall into the hands of

the enemy, turned off the oil, with the

result that the engines presently seized

and became immovable. The Germans
were very suspicious, and asked the riders

wEy, being motor cyclists, they could not
repair the machines, but they declared
that the macliines were worn out with
hard wear and could not be repaired. So
they were left by the roadside.

British Treatment.

"The Germans," to use Sergt.-Maj.
Mackay's own words, " treated us shame-
fully. They gave us nothing to eat and
taunted and jeered at us at every oppor-
tunity. That night we spent in the open,
lying on the roadside between two men.
We had no overcoats and it was most
bitterly cold. I tliink I have never been
so cold in my life as I was that night.

" The Germans took us on with them
in their advance against the French. Out-
side Meaiix;- near a village called Var-
redes, they made us go into the trenches
with them. We had a terrible experience
there. We were thrust in the line with
the rest under a terrific fire fi'om the
French gnns and infantry. The French
shrapnel was awful. The Germans fell

like flies, and their bodies began to pile

up in the trenches.
" I had a good opportunity of seeing

the German soldier under fire, and I must
say he is plucky enough. . . . The
officers simply drive their men on, laying
about them on all sides with the flat of
their swords."

A Dash for Liberty.

By this time the motor cyclists had had
enough of the Germans and their con-
tinual abuse and decided to make a dash
for liberty. They managed to crawl out
of the trenches and into some long -grass

without being noticed, but when about
200 or SOO yards away the Germans caught
sight of the runaways and immediately
opened fire on them.
"By instinct," says Mackay, "I flung

myself flat on ray face and noticed that
Geoffrey did the same. Seeing that we
did not move, the Germans took no

B16

further notice of us, and I lay there for

three hours without moving. Then, by
very cautious reconnoitring, I ascertained

that the trenches were empty and the
Germans had gone. I turned to Geoffrey,
who had lain immobile from the moment
that we dropped. What I had feared at

seeing him lie so still was true. He was
dead, shot through the back of the head."
Mackay then took refuge in a loft,

where he spent two days without food,

four Germans meanwhile occupying the
room below him. How he eventually
escaped we will let him tell in his own
Avords.

Back to the British.

.

" \ATien the Germans left the house 1

came out, got into a house next door,
and found a set of peasant clothes which
I donned. Then, in order to complete my
make up, I got a calf from the village,

and, leading it, passed unrecognised right
tlicough the German lines into tlie

French. None of the Germans took the
faintest notice of me. I have got that
peasant suit still, and mean to keep it as"-

a souvenir of my experience.

"I fell in \vith the French in a wood.

1 saw cavalry, and thinking they were

German hid, but presently discovered

they were French. hX first the French
took me for a spy, but one of their

officers, who spoke English well, soon

recognised me and passed me through to

the British. A week later I returned to

Varredes and found the body of poor

Geoffrey Pearson lying Avhere I left it. I

buried him there with the assistance of

some peasants and planted a cross with
the name and date on the grave, the posi-

tion of which I carefully noted sc that
it can be easilv foimd later on,

"He is the only Englishman buried in

this part of the battlefield. His is a noble
burying place. In every direction as far

as the eye can see are the simple graves
of those who fell in battle, little graves
like his marked by a blood-stained hipi,

a handful of flowers or a little flag, in the
case of the French, or long mounds of

brown earth surmounted by a rough cross,

in the case of the Germans."

SCENE NEAR THE FIGHTING LINE IN FRANCE.
British motor cycle despatch rldersmaking a halt at Colummieux and mingling with French

soldiers and officers. One of the motor cyclists (a Douglas rider) has a German eagle as a war

trophy; the other, who is seen mounted on a Triumph, had adamaged finger, but pluckily con-

tinued his work.

ii..-
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Experiences of Other Despatch Riders.

ONE day last week we heard that

Corporal I. Bethwaite, R.E., a
well-known motor cyclist of Barrow-
in-Furness, who has done good

work in various competitions in Cumber-
land and the adjoining counties, was lying

wounded in a hospital on the outskirts

of London. We found Bethwaite pretty

well, quite cheery, and full of praise for

the excellent treatment he was receiving.

He told us he had been in France since

August 8th, when he landed with his

1913 Rover at a western port and pro-

ceeded up country to the firing line.

Three otJier motor cyclists were with him,
two on Triumphs and one on a Douglas,
and when he left them both men and
machines were doing good work. The
officers were delighted with the motor
cycle riders and never ceased to praise

their pluck, usefuhiess, and endurance.
Bethwaite's hajipy career temporarily
ended at the battle of the Aisne. He
had been given an important despatch to
deliver and was travelling at a good speed
along a road which was exposed to a
heavy shell fire from the enemy.

Dodging Huge Holes in the Eoad.

Great holes blown out by the "Black
Marias " were seen at frequent intervals,

and suddenly one shell landed a hundred
yards or so in front of him and exploded.
Two great chasms had then to be dodged,
and as he was executing this manoeuvre
the ground gave way and lie foil heavily,
striking his head as he did so. He lay
dazed for an hour, and then, pulling him-
self together, he set out to walk the rest
of the way—2^ miles—and safely de-
livered the despatch. The officer whom
hff'had to see was much impressed by his
pluck and made him rest for an hour
or two and was loth to let him go at
the end of that period, but go back he
would and walked to the machine, patched
it up well eiiougli to get back to head-
quarters, and tinislied his day's work.
He did his best to carry on, but eventu-

Seven motor cyclists attached to the motor cycle section ot tne 1st County of London
Yeomanry. The machines depicted in the photograph are standard Z\ h.p. Rovers,

with three-speed hub gears.

ally he had to give in and go into hos-
pital. The story which has been pub-
lished of the poor motor cyclist who was
shot several times when trying to mount
his machine when hard pressed by
Uhlans, who came up to him and before
he expired turned his own petrol on him
and set fire to it, Bethwaite thoroughly
believes to be true. lie himself had been
tackled several times by these German
lancers, but managed to get away from
them, while he told us that the German
motor cyclists were no match for our own
men.

He got very wily in dodging the shells,

and on one road which he liad to traverse
there was a hill, the crest of which was
much exposed, .so he used to charge an
almost vertical bank, slide down the other
side, and ride for a time under cover.
Once a fragment of shell cut the leather

off the top of his boot. He had to get

food and rest as best he could, and once
had to go three days without either. His
Rover mount with its Kempshall tyres and'
Dunlop belt behaved splendidly.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLIST DESPATCH RIDERS AT THE FRONT.
1 he machines are all P. and M.'s, and are covered with tarpaulin, the space between providing
slfeping accommodation for the men. The picture was taken in France near the firing line.

IN SOUTH AFRICA AND
FRANCE.

rllE Daily Mail has published two
letters fiom despatch riders which
give an idea of the experiences

which motor cyclists have to

undergo in foreign countries, while the

second letter is just the jolly, whole-

hearted expression of the excellent spirit

prevailing among the young men who
gaily give their lives for their country,

treat the terrible risks they run as a joke,

and count them as "all in the day's
work "J

In the Jangle.

From a motor cycle despatch rider in

British East Africa

:

" The other night, when it was just

getting dark, the captain had to send
someone to the next camp, and I was
asked to go. It was twenty-three miles

away and there is only one road or track
to it running right through jungle all the
way. Off I went on the most exciting

ride I have ever undertaken.
" I was fully armed with a service

rifle and revolver, hunting knife, water-
bottle, haversack, and ammunition. All
that was on my back, including a bando-
lier, the whole lot weighing about 50 lb.

The first thing I ran into was a pack of

baboons, some of them as taU as 5ft.

They ran in front of my light for about
a mile. The brutes would not shift

;
you

ought to have heard them bark. I rode
behind one big brute within three yards
of him. I would not have got into his

clutches for all the money in the world.
However, they at last turned off into

the bush.
"The stray game that were hanging

about that road—well, it is impossible
to mention. I swore I would shoot some
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Experiences of Despatch Riders.—
the next morning. I saw two fine

leopards. One brute did not attempt to

move until I was within three yards of

him. I suppose lie thought it wiser to

get out of th« road of the bright light and
tlie roar of the engine. He opened his

moutli and snarled, then sprang to one
side, and I did not half go when I had
passed him in case he took it into his

head to follow me.
"Everyone was up ready when I got

there. They had heard me coming. 1

delivered my message to the captain.
Then he asked me into his tent and gave
me something to eat and drink. I told
him about the leopards I had seen, and
he was very interested and said that just
before I came in two of their sentries
had been driven away from their posts
by lions.

" When I w;as lying out under my
blanket that night we could liear their
roaring about a quarter of a mile away,
and despite the wild beasts I slept as
sound as if I were in my old bed at
home."

The Major's Horse.

The following is a letter from a motor
cyclist despatch rider in France :

"Dear Old Horse,^Yours of the 2nd
inst. to hand—and very nice too. Having
nothing to do for the moment I sit down
on the ruddy battlefield and reply.

"All goes well—am now fed, washed,
and slept. Have- been scrapping for ten
days and shelhdodging literally and truly
by inches—don't care a twopenny damn
for shrapnel and a fourpenny one for high
explosives. This show is bound to do
well ; they are such a bully crowd of

boys and they'll beat anything and every-
body in time—much less half-liearted,
half-starved Germans.

"I've had some tough times in this
outfit, I can tell you. Last week was a
peach, sleeping out in the rain with
nothing but an overcoat. Quartered in

a hay-loft now though—dry as a bone
and no shells in the roof at present.
Mo-biking most all night—reminds me
of Lynn trips sometimes—excejit the
absence of old beer and the .shell holes
one has to dodge and the fat sentries and
the jolly barricades. Ean into one and
smashed a new liike up one night. Life
is one continual procession of new

fj^^(^ILII

Lance-Corpornl J. Conchar, R.E., on his

P. & M., a machine which is doing excellent

service in his work. He regards it as

being pre-eminently the machine for

despatch riders.

Bl8

' triumphs ' nowadays. Defy you to do
a bike in in a fortnight.

" Saw the other day—on a
9 h.p.—deadly dull, only hears guns fired

every now and then. Curse that. Went
to a major the other day. Had to shout
to make him hear on account of flaming
shells aforementioned. Called for his

horse. ' iSorry, sir,' says tlie orderly.

'Just been shot, sir.' Funny that

—

what? E.ifle fire good fun, but afore-

mentioned shells give me cold feet."... Writing this in the dark;
can't write more for the moment, and
will write again soon. Love to all the
bhoys and good luck. We'll have a bust
when this lot is over. Will drink tea

without milk with you when I get back.
—YoiAr old pal, ."
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made that macliiues were not quite so

reliable in those days as in the present

year of grace.

MORE RUSSIAN
GOVERNMENT ORDERS.
The latest order placed by the Russian

Government was for 350 Rover motor
cycles exactly to standard specification,

viz., with Stui-mey-Archer gears, B. and
B. carburetters, and Dunlop tyres. All

are to be finished "service" colour, and
must be ready to leave for Archangel
with the other consignments from the

different British makers. Tlie Rover
works are at full pressure and working

-Sf^Si.

Three motor cyclists who were employed as despatch riders on the staff of the Duke of

Connaught at the 1904 manoeuvres.

The excellent work of the British motor
cycle despatch riders has called forth the
warmest praise from the allied com-
manders, who have been enabled through
their services to maintain constant com-
munication along tlie enormous front,

which extends about two hundred and
forty miles, from the Somme to the
.Moselle and along the frontier of Alsace-
Lorraine.

over week-ends to cope with this urgent

order.

MOTOR CYCLIST
DESPATCH RIDERS TEN

YEARS AGO.
The employment of motor cyclists as

despatch riders for Army use is no new
thing, l.'he present use is rather a de-
velopment and a perfecting of quite an old
plan, and as long as ten years ago trials

were made in this direction. The accom-
panying photograph was taken at the
manoeuvres in 1904, when the riders
depicted were used to convey messages
to and from the Duke of Connaught's
staff, and did very well, allowance being

Among the consignment of motor cj'cles,

which will be leaving for Russia in the

near futiu'e, for the use of the Army,
there will be four hundred Rudge-Multis,
finished, like all the others, a khaki
colour. A. J. MacDonagh and J. C.

Coultas are the two mechanics nominated
to accompany the machines to Russia
and take charge of them.

The Rudge Co. thoughtfully arranged
for their attendants to receive a couise

of lessons on the Russian language imme-
diately their mechanics had been selected.

The pair are now busy mastering the diffi-

culties of the Russian tongue.

Triumph machines for Russia will

number three hundred. This was the

most that the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

could prepare in the time limit, the

Triumph works being busy with orders

'

from all over the world. T. V. Harrison,
is to accompany the machines to Russia.
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Owners' Experiences Wanted.
Sir,—May 1 ask if any of your readers in or about Crewe

own the following makes and models of sidecars : Supreme,
model No. 2; canoelet, model S3 or 4, or L3 or 4 ; JlilU-
Fulford, Corvette model. I cannot decide which I like best,
and thought that perhaps some of your readers would not
mind giving me their experience and also letting me see their
machines if I called on them some time. H. LOMAS.
[Although we know that motor cyclists are always ready

to assist others of the fraternity, we think our corre-
spondent is asking rather much.

—

Ed.]

" The Motor Cycle " for the Front.
Sir,—In the name of sixteen despatcli riders attached to the

3rd Army, I beg you to forward a copy of your most valued
and interesting publication.

We are absolutely in ignorance of things motoi'ish, save
the many trials we Have here—reliability and many other.

.JIany of us have friends at home prominent in the
pastime, and would like to know the happenings.

(Sergt.) M. H. THOMPSON.
British Expeditionary Force.

[Naturally, we have gladly fallen in with .Sergeant M. H.
Thompson's suggestion, and henceforward a batch of copies

of The Moll >• Cycle will be posted to his base regularly.

Since the outbreak of war copies of this journal have been
sent weekly for the use of the Navy, and an official order
has been received by our publishers for The. Motor C'l/ch

to be sent to France regularly for the use of the Mechanical
Transport Section. Journals specially ordered are the only
ones which reach the Expeditionary Force safely.

—

Ed.]

Weights, Measures, and Coinage.
Sir,—One of the effects of the present war will undoubtedly

be a large increase in our export trade, and we are of opinion
that now is a very opportune time for us to consider the
revision of our obsolete system of weights, measures, and
coinage. It would greatly assist us in obtaining and securing
new markets if we were to adopt the metric system or
something similar. The motor and allied trades have for

a considerable time worked on the millimetre system. There
are, of course, some trades which could not immediately
adopt this method, but we do think it would be to our
advantage it for all export business we were to quote and
invoice goods to foreigners in inches with multiples and
decimals thereof, instead of as at present in yards, feet, and
inches.

As regards weights, what could be more simple than to

copy the American system, and to employ the 1 lb., the
1,000 lb. and decimals of a 1 lb., and thus obviate the com-
plicated use of tons, cwts., qrs., lbs., and ounces?

Further, as regards coinage for the purpose of quotations
and invoices, we could easily adopt the decimal system
without necessarily altering our actual coinage. For instance,
our present sovereign divides into ten florins, and if each
florin be divided into one hundred cents it would be infinitely

clearer to our foreign customers than the present method of

£ s. d. One farthing is ^\th of a florin, and if we use the
so-called cent as lOTt'^ °' ^ florin, the difference is so small
that it could not possibly make any difference.

It only requires a moment's thought fully to appreciate
the immense advantages of a method somewhat on the above
lines. We have only roughly outlined the system, but doubt-
less some of your readers will be able to make some valuable
suggestions of improvement. One way, perhaps, of dealing
with the matter energetically would be to select a committee
from the trade to formulate some svstem suitable to all

concerned, and then place the w-hole matter before our Board
of Trade with a view to its adoption. We shall be interested
to have your readers' views on this important matter.

COMPONENTS, LTD.
Henry Jelley, Sales Manager.

Compressed Air Engines.
Sir,—Perhaps one of your readers would be good enough

to inform me, through the medium of your excellent paper,
why there is no compr^'ssed-air-driven motor cycle on the

market at the present time, and if there is any likelihood

of one being manufactured in the near future. Since we
now have in our Navy submarines of 1,750 h.p., with a

range of over two thousand miles, I often wonder why the

idea cannot be applied on a smaller scale to motor cycles.

T have already seen a very neat little air-driven engine
of i h.p., and it seems to me that if a strong high-pressm'e
cylinder were substituted in place of the ordinary petrol

tank there would be few other changes required. The
advantages of a 2 h.p. motor cycle, capable of going even
only twenty-five miles on one cuarge, are too numerous to

detail here, but must be obvious to any motor cyclist who
has experienced magneto, carburetter, and other troubles,

which would be conspicuous by their absence in a bicycle

such as I suggest. CO.MPKESSED AIR.
[Our correspondent appears to be confusing the torpedo

compressed-air engine with the Diesel heavy fuel type or

petrol-driven submarine engine.

—

Ed.]

A Suggestion to Prize Winners.
.Sir,—Will you kindly give me the publicity of your

columns for making a suggestion to the prize-winners in the
past motor cycling season. JIany of the prizes have not yet

been bought, for' most clubs present them at a social function

in the late autumn.
If we prize-winners combined to forego the actual prizes,

and the value of them was sent instead to the Prince of

Wales's National Fund, a very considerable sum would be
raised for that purpose.

I feel certain that many of us would willingly accept a
" scrap of paper " worded somewhat as follows :

" The
M.C.C. This certificate is awarded to in lieu of a
won by him in the trial on , the value of the said

prize having been sent instead, at his request, to the Prince
.of Wales's National War Fund."

This is a matter in which only the winners themselves can
take the initiative. I appeal to my fellow prize-winners of

this year to co-operate with me by writing at once to those

clubs under whose auspices they have won prizes this year
(exclusive, of course, of challenge cups), and ask them to do
this. .-Vs a further development I would suggest that the
clubs should all combine to pay tne amounts thus raised

into the National Fund in one lump sum. Perhaps the
three unions would be willing to act as receivers for this

purpose.

The only obvious objection I can see to the scheme, as a
whole, is the loss of custom to the jewellers who usually
provide the prizes. But this custom is spread over so many
firms that the loss to any one firm would be negligible.

May I ask club executives to give this idea a chance of

"catching on" before taking furtlier steps towards the pro-

vision of prizes?

But the initiative lies with us winners. I have done my
part—a poor one—a matter of only four medals. But if

others will back it up, the whole idea will be very well

worth doing.
(Rev.) P. W. BISCHOFF.

cig
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Lightweight Sidecars.
Sir,—I am enclosing you a photograph of my 2^ h.p. two-

f',roke, Albion two-speed, Levis motor cycle and light wicker
sidecar, which I have now had a little over eighteen months,
-1 have covered over 9,000 miles, and trouble is, and has been,

practically nil. My petrol consumption solo is one liundred

^OTradUi OCTOBER isth, igi4.

Mr. and iVirs. Frank Evans on their Levis sidecar outht.

and thirty-five miles per gallon, and with sidecar about
ninety, as, of course, it means more low gear on hills, but
I can get up anything in reasoir. A few weeks ago I rode
from Worcester to Weston-super-Mare with one stop for

refreshments ; in addition to my wife and myself we had a
fair amount of luggage on the carrier, and climbed all hills.

My average speed with sidecar is twenty miles per hour.
FRANK EVANS.

What are Ideal Handle-bars ?

Sir,—I will venture to say that " Aysgarth " has never ridden
in the T.T. race, nor can he claim to have ridden a thousand
miles a week with each type of handle-bar. The semi-T.T.
is the most uncomfortable of the lot, as anyone who has had
long experience of the three types will confirm ; for long rides,

the touring bars are better than semi-T.T., but you must
have a well padded springy saddle. The full T.T. is the
best, with footrests ; the saddle is not so important, as you
do not rely on it to take the bumps, your legs being more
adaptable to them than your spine.

Tank gripping is force of habit, and tliose who do it will

find it more comfortable with knee grips; if the tank were not
there I do not think you would find it any more difficult for
cornering. ALLEN S. JONES.

The Standardisation of Controls.
Sir,

—

He your leading article on standardisation of controls.
It is all very well to keep on crying out for uniformity,
but who is to decide which is the best way for the levers
to work. We all have our pet theory, and as long as two
metliods are marketed, so long will there be. two sets of
riders favouring opposite plans. Suppose you give the manu-
facturers a lead,' stating definitely which is the better way.
For my part I prefer opening inwards, because the levers
are out of the way when the machine is wheeled backwards.

- CL 806.
[Lovers opening inwards are tlic Ivind favoured by 2'lie Motor
C ijdi.—'K-L,.]

Sir,—I was much interested to note your leader on this
subject. I agree with the writer in thinliing that the matter
is one of yei y great importance, and I should like to bs
allowed to' point out that 'the Engineering Standards Cqni-
mittee already iiave a sub-committee at work on tlie question

of the standardisation of controls of motor cars, although a
great deal remains to be done before any general agreement
can be arrived at.

It would appear to me that the standardisation of controls

of motor cycles would be a very much simpler matter than
that of cars, and I would like to urge that any makers who
are interested, and who would be willing at least to consider
the question of standardising their controls, should com-
municate with the Secretary of the Engineering Standards
Committee, Mr. Leslie Robertson, 28, Victoria Street, S.W.

BASIL H. JOY, M.I.Mech.E., M.I.A.E.

Sir,

—

Re your leaderette in the issue of The Motor C'l/ele

for the 8th inst. The necessiti/_ of standardisation of controls

cannot be over-estimated. For a considerable time I have
been riding a machine fitted with one of our best carburetters.

On the 8th inst. I was mounted on another machine, the
controls of which operated opposite to those on my usual
mount. All went well until I arrived at a most awkward
hidden turn. Of course, as it usually doe-i happen, a cart

was in tlie middle of the road, just round the bend. " Force
of habit" here prevailed, and instead of pulling up I made
a terrific forward leap. Sheer luck only prevented what
might have been a serious " sma.sh up." As it was, I

emerged without a scratch.

I Uiought it rather curious that, half an hour later, on
opening The Motor C'l/cle, the first thing I should see was
your leaderette. It seems a pity something cannot be done.
The various makers of carburetters cannot say the matter
has not been brought to their notice. I am quite sure the
majority of riders favour standardisation, and, after all,

they should be first considered. UNIFORMITY.

Sir,—I quite agree with you regarding carburetter controls.

I had one which opened from left to right, but I bought
another on the day of leaving for my holidays which, un-*

fortunately, opened from right to left, with the result that in

an emergency I pulled the throttle wide open when I intended
to close it, and had a nasty accident which nearly co.st two
lives. I was two weeks in hospitgrl and my passenger nine,
and neither will be quite well for some tiiiii'

E 'I AVET! X EI!.

SS

Motor cyclist scouts attached to the Royal Devonshire Yeomanry
stationed at St. Osyth Priory, Essex. The photograph was taken In

front of the Norman gateway On the left is F. Weber (3i h p
Humber) and on the right W. N. Jubb (SJ- h.p. Triumph).
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

An Air Belease Wanted.

I have a twin vertical cylinder

"Zrt 2i X 3s Werner motor cycle. I

V have had the cylinders rebored
-LI and new pistons fitted, and now

seem to get a great deal of com-

pression in the crank case, which forces

all the lubricating oil out of every little

i

joi-it and causes the engine to overheat

\ and stop within about two miles, there

I

being no oil in the crank case, in spite

; of uie quantity I inject.—P.K.

The remedy for your trouble is to have

b efficient air release valve fitted to the

liank case. This should be preferably

:f the non-return principle, and not a

f'mple
pipe.

Result ol a Retarded Spark.

I am riding one of the 1914 3^

Sh.p.
Douglas macliines. and have

run up against a rather knotty

problem. The symptoms are that

! the exhaust pipes leading from both

cylinders get cherry red hot after the

machine has only run a very few miles.

Everything is in order, and the engine

clean. The funny part about the whole
atfair is that the heating does not
materially affect the running. The
presence of the mysterious ailment was

;

only noticed by me tlie other evening
' after the machine had been taken down
' and I was out on a trial run.—W.M.M.
'rom what you teU us we should be in-

ilined to think that the overlieating of

he exliaust pipes was due to a retarded

park. As you say it has only taken
iilace since the engine was taken down,
lossibly the spark was inadvertently'

imed to take place too late.

Building a Two-stroke Engine.

I am desirous of building a
"^ light two-stroke petrol engine of

> 3^-4 h.p., air-cooled, as illustrated
-LI in The Motor CycU, July 23rd,

1914, page 104. Could you tell

me where I could obtain working draw-
ings of this kind of engine and the
probable cost?—C.G.
he design which you mention, illustrated

1 Tilt Motor Cycle, is merely a rough
esign to illustrate the principle of the
wo-stroke engine, and, though it is

pproximately to scale, it may not be
jken as a working design. You would
nd it considerably cheaper to buy a
omplete engine from a well-known two-
troke firm, but if you still desire to build
no we should advise you to confine your

attention to soniething rather smaller than
a 3^ h.p., as the larger type has not yet
been perfected and at present requires
low compression with consequent bad fuel
economy. It is possible that some two-
stroke firms would supply you with work-
ing drawings, but we are rather doubtful
on this point, and fancy that a consulting
engineer or a competent draughtsman
would have to be employed as designing
for the public is outside our province.

Tyre Sizes.

Could you let me have your
opinion as to the size of tyres

for a 4i h.p. Precision-engined
sidecar comoination, combined
chain and belt drive? The

specification includes Z{'m. tyres, but
will these be reliable and satisfactory?

What do you think of 2|in. size, or

would 2iin. be much better? The
reason I ask is that I have three very
good covers and tubes on hand, 26in.

X 2.Jin., and I wondered whether to

fit this size or sell these for what I

can get and go in for 'li^m. straight-

away.—H.L.

Fit 2iin. tjTes if you can, tailing this

use the 2|in, size. The largest cover you
can use will minimise tyre troubles and
add greatly to your comfort. The 2iin.

tyres require to be fitted to their own

rims in most cases, but the 2^in. size fits

the 2iin. rim.

Loss by Fire.

I cannot solve the following

points with my legal adviser with
regard to garaging my motor
cycle and sidecar, so should be
greatly obliged if you can favour

me with the information. (1.) I pay
£4 per year rent for part use of a coach
house, and in the event of fire should
the owner of the house be liable for

the value of my machine? (2.) Should
the owner of the property insure the
property to include the machines, or

should the machines be insured separ-

ately by the owners of the machines?
(3.)" The adjoining property belonging
to the same landlord is at present used
as a military guard room. In the event
of fire, in what position does the land-

lord or do I myself stand it the military

accidentally set the place on fire through
smoking or any other reason, and our
machines are burned?—H.IM.P.

As far as we can see the answer to (1) is :

No. Tlie owner of the house would not be
liable for your machine. (2.) The motor
cycle should be insured separately. (3.)

If the place were set 011 fire accidentally,

and neither the machines nor the building
was insured, you would have to stand the
loss yourself.

THE POPULAR SIDECAR IN THE ANTIPODES.

A Clyno team of four who obtained the greatest number o? marks in the class for

machines in the North Canterbury (New Zealand) M.C.C. Re lability Trial. Rain,

sand were among the conditions encountered in this severe trial.

twin-cylinder

blizzards, and
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Belt Slip.

I should be much obliged by
an answer to the following
queries : (1.) What is the best way
of preventing or minimising slip

in wet weather of a rubber belt?
Are the preparations on the market for

using' on belt any good? (2.) Is benzole
more difficult to start on than petrol if

one injects a little first, and does it give
as much power, seeing that they say
the explosion is softer?—^A.A.P.

(1.) The best thing you can do is to use a
belt of the proper size and to have it

reasonably tight ; also have the pulleys of

the correct angle. The preparations you
refer to are for leather belts. (2.) It is,

perhaps, slightly more difficult to start
on benzole in cold weather (at other times
there is no difference), but it is a satis-

factory fuel if bought pure, and gives
ample power.

A Repair Bill Query.

Some time ago I took my

? motor . cycle, which was not
running satisfactorily, to a garage

-5J to be overhauled. After the
people there had finished I had

a run on their trial ground, and
told them the machine diet not seem
to be running as well as it should,
so .the mechanic took a large spanner
and tightened a nut on the cylin-
der, and in doing so he cracked" the
cylinder. Now I have received , an
account for repairing the cylinder. I

should be obliged if you woujd advise
me whether I am - responsible in
regard to this account. The garage
people say they have ample evidence
that the cylinder was cracked before
the nut was tightened, but this I do
not believe.—A. A.

The details you give us are so meagre
that it is difficult to give a decisive
opinion of your legal position. We
should say, however, that the repairer
will be able to recover his charge from
you for the repair, but if, as you allege,

his mechanic carelessly broke the cylin-

der, we should think that your best plan
would be to wait till he sues you, and
then counter-elaim for the damage to
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your cylinder, but before doing this you
will, of course, have to be in a position
to prove that the mechanic did actually

break the cylinder through misuse of his

tools, or through unskilfulness, and with
regai'd to this we note that the repairer

states that he is in a position to prove
that the cylinder was cracked before the
actual breakage occurred. Under the
circumstances, we should think that your
best plan would be to meet the repairer

and settle the matter in an amicable way.

Tua:ng a Two-stroks.

. I own a 2i h.p. Alldays two-'

stroke machine (Villiers engine)

which ran perfectly until quite

recently, when it developed the

following complaint : It starts

very badly,, the exhaust being woolly.

It sometimes stops altogether, but, as

a rule, after running about eighty
yards the engine runs .perfectly. It

also does only about twenty-eight miles
per hour all out, as compared with
about thirty-nine before it develojjed

its complaint., I have tried everything
I can think of, different jets (Amac
carburetter), but have returned to a
twenty-eight, tested the level, raised

and lowered it. tested ignition timing,
cleaned out silencer,, and thoroughly
cleaned the whole engine, but all in

vain. The machine will not look at

hills now, which it used to climb easily,

which looks like bad compression, but
the latter is very good. I have taken
it to two good mechanics, but they
were unable to make any improvement.
—D.G.H.

Your trouble may be due to one of several

causes, but in all probability you will find

that the top piston ring is sticky in the
groove. The ring should be removed,
and a.11 traces of carbon scraped off,

especially at the back of the ring and on
the sides of the groove. We feel sure
that this will cure your trouble, but if

Hot, see that the exhaust port is quite
clear, as this sometimes chokes up with
a very hard deposit, which almost
resembles cast iron at first glance. Also,
make sure that your crankshaft bearings
are sound, and that there is no loss of

compression from the crank_ case, as this

"is a very important point. [The abovt
reply was posted to "D.G.H.," and wt
have since heard that our diagnosis ha;

pro'S'-ed correct, the trouble being a'stucli

piston ring. When this was freed the
machine ran perfectly.

—

Ed.]

READERS' REPLIES.
Consumption on Two-stroke.

Referring to your "Questions and
Replies" page in your issue of October
1st, I sliould advise your correspondent
"E.A.H." to hammer up %'ery tightly
the nut of the outside flywheel on his

two-stroke engine. Fiom experience and

British motor cyclists m China. The machines depicted are a 3 h.p. and a 2| h.p. Enfield.

Note the registration numbers in Chinese characters.

Showing the manner in which the nut

securing an outside flywheel should, be
tightened. After screwing up as tightlyas

possible by hand, a ring spanner should be
used, and " jarred " up dead tight by

hammering, care being taken that there is

sufficient thread on the end of the crank-

shaft remaining within the face of the

flywheel boss to allow the wheel to be

forced dead tight upon the taper.

knowledge of two-strokes, of other than
'

those of our own make, I should say thei
knock he complains of is due to the fly-

wheel being loose on the taper of the

crankshaft. Considerable damage will

result if the flywheel is allowed to remain
loose.

—

Arthur BuTTERriEtD.
Observing the remarks of " E.ArH.,"

regarding his experience with his 2, h.p.

two-stroke^ I thought it mi,s;ht be interest-

ing to give my experience with a similar

type of machine. I have been runuing a

2i h.p. Radco since Easter, and my
experience has been very different as

regards petrol consumption. At first I

coidd not get more than eighty to ninety
rniles per gallon,- but after running it-for

a couple of months I got the "hang of

the thing" better, and my mileage 'per

gallon considerably increased, and now I

can geUone hundred and thirty miles per
gallon on average roads. At first I' used
a 25 jet, but after, three or four, hundred
miles I replaced it with a 24, aiid I have
had this in ever since. I can run on full

air and throttle about a quarter open',

and it does not' fout-stroke at all, and
after miming thirty or forty, miles it

seems to be just getting into the " stride"
and runs better than ever. I have now

i

ridden nearly 2.030 miles, and have-

several times gone into Devonshire, but

have had no pushing up hill to do. The-

machine is a fixed gear, 6 to 1, and the

only thing I find wanting is a two-speed
gear, not that I have had any trouble

w'ith hills, but when running at thirty to

thirty -five miles per hour the r. p.m. are

rather high, and I notice considerable

vibration. If I had a two-speed, say, 4j

to 1 and 8 or 9 to 1, I think I could go

anywhere on it.

—

^Two-steoke ExTHrsiASr.
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THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., Ltd., 169, Great Portland St., London, W,
In a/iswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.'*

Factories

:

Castle Mills, Edinburgh.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

t/ade advertisers will he quoted on application.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remiltjince, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adve^ tisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be chargedfor registiatiori,

and three stamped and addressed. envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the numLier will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
GOO, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

HrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

niay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our i

Deposit Syste:Ti. If the money be deposited with " The ^

iuctor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt. I

- The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
j

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
\

a nount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
;

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays '

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
j

v.ilae, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when mider
fio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
p.iyable to llifte & Son-^ Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an- advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

BQSwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
mmy enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
Due by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 1915, Si.jh.p.. 3 speeds and clutch,
'i-'^ P, and H. lamp set, and horn, splendid order,
usei solo only; £35.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate
Av , Camomile St., London, E.G. [0491

A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914, 750 c.c. engine; cancelled order; £65.—
Hilton and Son, Foxhall Sq.. Blackpool. [X1082

A.J.S. Lightweight, 2-speed, clutch. Palmer cords,
lamp, spares; £23.—Monk, Cemetery "Worb^. Hast-

ing-^. LX1062

A.J.S., 1913, 5h.p., 2-speed, counter-shaft gear,
chain drive, clutch and kick starter, accessories;

.t35.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., London, E.G. [0481

Q 3 h-p. A.J.S., Boscli mag., 26x2 Hiitchinson rnbber-
r^ 4 studded, tyres, Dniid spring forks, Diinlop belt,

i;. and B. h.b.c. carburetter, powerful, fast, splendid
condition, tools, watch, head light ; bargain, £9/15.—
Dar. 84a, Newark St., London Hcepital, E. [X1158

Alldnys.
A LLDAYS-MATGHLESS. 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, Sturmey

-•Ti o-speed gear, clntrh, free engine, Duniops, done
200 miics; £30.—Wallis. Eign St., Hereford. [7922

Ariel,

ARIEL, syji.p., 1914, little used: mn^t sell; £34.-
Uinglev. Lodge Rd., Birniiughani. [Xlf)43

THERE'S NO BETTER HOUSE I

FOR BUYERS THAN

JAUQfOPES
The selection of machines on offer

is ahvays the largest in the king-
' dom, and comprises all best makes
of jVIotor C3'cles, Light Cars, and
Sidecars both for Pleasure and
Business. The prices are the
lowest, and all machines are
delivered ready for riding and
fully guaranteed.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES
S891. 8 h.p, rgi4 G.W.K., complete ...£110
8S89. 3! h.p. 1914 T.T. PREMIER £32 10
8888. 8 h.p. 1914 Grand Prix MORGAN.

Special machine £110
S887. 2j h.p. J9112-SP. DOUGLAS, ladv's£25
8S85. 3', h.p. 1911 2-5peed HUMBER and

Sidecar £27 10
8884. 2 h.p. 1914 2-speed CALTHORPE £22 10
8882. 3l h.p. 1913 3-spccd ROVER £35
8876. 8 h.p. 1913 w.c. WILLIAMSON

Coml?ination £57 10
8873. 8 h.p. 1914 w.c. HUMBERETTE £95
887r. 6 h.p. 1914 j-spced ENFIELD and

Sidecar £65
8863. 2,} h.p. 1912 standard DOUGLAS.. £25
8861. 7 h.p. 1914 SWIFT Cycle Car . . .£115
8S58. 3; h.p. 1912 twin HOBART £22 10
8843. 3.1 h.p. MIDGET Bicar £20
8842. 6' h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £37 10
8840. 6 h.p. 1914 ROYAL ENFIELD and

Sidecar £67 10
8S34. 8 h.p. 1914 HUMBERETTE £105
8832. 1} h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... £9
8809. 8 h.p. 1913 ZENITH and Sidecar £50
8802. 7 h.p. J914 2-speed INDIAN,

electric starter £57 10
8795. 2^ h.p. 1914 2-speed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT £28 10
8784. 3.', h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £16
8782. 3J h.p. rgis T.T. TRIUMPH £25
8776. 6 h.p. 1913 2-spccd ENFIELD and

Sidecar £52 10
8773. 3I h.p. 1912 2-5p. SINGER, Sidecar £38
8772. 6 h.p. ROVER Car £25
8765. 2j: h.p. 1914 2-stroke LEVIS £25
8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT £45
874r. 3! h.p. r9l2 TRUMP-J.A.P £30
8737. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8718. 3! h.p. 2-speed FAFNIR, Sidecar. . £22 10
8708. 28 h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £17 10
8705. h.p: 1913 2-specd ENFIELD and

Sidecar £55
8703. 3'. h.p. r9i2 F.E. RUDGE £25
8702. 2" h.p. 1912 MOTO-REVE £12 10
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed V.S.-J.A.P.

and Sidecar £45
8654. 3,1 h.p. 1910 standard TRIUMPH.. £22 10
8619. 2} h.p. 1911 standard DOUGLAS. . £20
8592. 3; h.p. lyoS QUADRANT £15
85O8. 3; h.p. j.jin BRADBURY £18 10
8561. 3i h.p. yiNDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8554. 8 h.p. "1913 2-specd air-coolod

WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £50
8551. 2.1 h.p. twin FAIRY £10 10
8529. 5-6h.p. 4-cvlinder F.N. and Sitlecar —
8502. 3! h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £20 E
8412. 3.i h.p. iyo8 TRIUMPH £18 10
8367. 8 h.p. 1912 3-sp. CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £55
8359. 6 h.p. twin BROWN and Sidecar £20
8335. 3.', h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £20
8336. 2; h.p. F.N £10 10
8335. 3.', h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £20
8323. 3J h.p. 1912 LINCOLN-ELK £20
8320. 3.1 h.p. 1911 ARIEL, \'ariable ;^car ii20

8306. 3! h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £17 10
S277. G h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar £25
;i2s8. 5-6b.p. twin V.S £16 10
S238. 8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. BAT ajid Sidecar £48
S2J0. 2ih.p. F.N £10 10

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Ariel. *

"C^OR Sale, 3h.p. Ariel, 1912, E. and B., mag., el

-*• £8, quick eale.-Rackham, Gilwern, Abergaven
[7'.

A KIEL, 1914,- new Auguet, 3V-.h.p., counter-sli:
-^^*- lamp, horn, speedometer; cost £70, accept £6(
Baker, Salisbury Rd., Shaftesbury. [7(

ARIEL, late 1912, sy^h.p., variable gear, Mi
Fulford sidecar, Gowey, etc., little used ; c

£78/10, price £30.-232, Lancaster Rd., No
Kensington. -^

. [?(

ARIEL, late 1914, 3i}h.p., single speed roadster, C(

pletely equipped, equal to new; £35; owner
tamed commissiou ; no u-^e for machine.—Alrt
Wootton Rivers, Eectoiy, Marlborough. [7i

ARIEL, S^.oh.p., 1911, free engine, in splendid ord
Bosch mag., spring forks, lamp set, and ho

complete, and guaranteed in good order; £18.—

E

and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., Lond
E.G. [01

Arno.
ARXO. 2i4h.p., u:-ed .slightlv : naval officer called '

bargain, £18.-173, Gleueldou Rd., Streathani.
[XI

:

Auto-Wheels,
AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, not riddeu 50 mile^, new c

dition : £12, or offer.-Ainswoith, Victoria I
Romford. [7i

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914, new. fitted to nearly new Jai
lady's tiii-vele, 2-^peed; £30 the combination,

sell separately.—Ain.sw0rth, Victoria Rd., Romford. [7J

AUTO-WHEELS. 1914, lady's and gentleman's
Rover machines, condition as new; 14 g

each.—P. J. Evans, .John Bright St., Birmingham.
[7£

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914, as new, fitted to extra .-^tr^

Palmers cycle, with Sturmev-Arclier 3-spei-i! lii

bargain, £17, or near offer.—Shepherd, 133, Killc

Rd., Catford, S.E. £7;

Bat.
AT, 8h.p., 2-p;peed count er-.shait combination, g'

condition; bargain.-Balmforth, Ormskirk. [Sl(

BAT. 1912, fixed gear, spring frame model, in perl

order: bargain, £23.—The Exeter Motor Cvcle :

Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, T;

ctock Rd., Plymouth. [Of

l Q13 Bat, 6h.p., overhead valve, ball bear
A«7 engine, J.A.P. automatic carburetter, 3-spe
iVgin. belt, semi-T.T. bars, kick" starter, accessor:
Canoelet sidecar to match; £50 lowest.—F. Farr
69, Belmont Hill, Lewisham, S.E. [XlC

Bradbury.
RADBURY, 1911, splendid order throughoi
£16/10.-Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [7=

"I Ol'^Vi Xew 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, chain drive, k
J-*/ .starter; list prii;e £59; ^^plendid chance, £49;
—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [7£

"I Q 14 Brand New 6h.p, Bradbury, 3-.speed, ni*'
X«7 combination; list price £92/16, a real snap, £

-Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [7E

BKADELTiT and Sidecar, 1912, 4h.p., 2-^peed, f

engine, lamp, speedometer, horn, splendid cor
tion ; bargain, £30, or oflefT-Cassell, 67, Vicar:

Rd., Plumetead. [77

BRADBURY 6h,p. Twin, n^t done 600 miles, coa
built e;idecar, speedometer, Cowey, lamps, lio

.spares ; £65; anv trial; free delivery.-"Overdale. Po'

Rd., Ashton-on-Ribble. [SIC

BRADBURY Combination. 1914. 6h.p. twin, 3-*r'
counter-shaft gear. Palatine tyre on rear wLi

Model de Luxe sidecar, with wind screen, done 1.:;

niile.-! only, spare l*almer coid tyre and tube. Lu'

horn, Cowey sspeedometer, Milleris lamp, D.A. ligiti

outfit.- all as new: £78: owner gone in for car.—Ei
gourd, Eelgrave Motor Works, Guernsey. [7fi

Brough.

T.T. Biough, 600 c.c. , horizontaLtwin, 1914. ju^t fit

with latest engine Auguot, absolutely perfe

£38/10.-W. S. Life, The Cliffe, Southport. [0£

B ROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of <

500 c.c. horizontaf twin 2-speed overhead to

iiiudels.—Tbe West Lancashire Motor Co., Southpor
[05

B^.A
B.S-A,, 1913, 2-£.peed, free engine, splendid conditio

i37.-Bambridge, Alcxamlia Rd.," Penrith. fXll

B.S.A., h:te 1914, 4h-p., 3-speod couutei-^haft, c

condition; price £53.—Gaylard,- A^shley Dairy, W
tou-on-Tliame.'i. [7E

Jl>14 4h.p. B.S.A,,, 3-?ipeed, chain drive, brand ne

-1 ]Ut price £63 : end of season price, £53/10
Alexander's. 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [78

MOTOR Cycle, E-S.A., 4h.p. model H. 1914, S-e^e-

chain drive, !dck .staiter, as catalogue, lamps, ho
complete, No. 2 t^idecar, recently cost £80, all as "f

owner called abroad; £65 combination, cvcle onlv £55
I'uUan, Cirencester. [XIO

B

BZ.\ All Ictteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1912. excellent condition, all accessories, ready
to be ridden away: seen any time: £26.—Bromley

Motor Works. Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. [7720

B.S.A., 191314. 2^?peed, chain drive. SV^lJ.p.. Luca^
lamp. horn, all spares, cane sidecar, new last June

;

jargain, £45, cost £76.—Hudson, 69, High St., Briil-

jngton. _ [X0988

JlQll 3'/i;h-E. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, kick starter. 3
LiJ speels with coaehbuilt eidecar, lampe, horn.
ipares, tvres in good condition; £63.—F. B. AynscouEh.
)4, Beaufort St.. Kelson. [7956

Calcott.
pALCOTT. 1912, 2''jh.p., new tyres, jnst thoionRhly
L/ overhauled by maker*;, lamp, horn, etc.; £16/10.—
Dove, Wragby, Lincolnshire. [5.9507

p jlh.p. Calcott. 3-3peed, new tyres and belt, speedometer,
'W4 horn, watch, mirror, lamp, all in splendid condi-
;ion: £18 cash.—58, Spileby Kd., Boirton. [X0978

Calthorpe,
pALTHOKPE Junior, 1914. 2h.p., 2 speeds, perfectU condition; £20.— Gray's Garage, Watford. [X1084

pAlTHORPB Junior, 2h.p.. 2-8peed, 1914; £22; little^ used, climb any hill.—89, London Rd.. Newark.
[7930

pALTHORPE Junior, almost new, perfect condition

:

l-> B180: £20.-Seen after six, 14, Mall Ed., H.ammep
smith, W. [X08C1

1Q14 Calthorpe Junior, 2-6peed, brand new; 25 gn.
it/ model, for 21 gne.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian
Rd., Edinburgh. [7853

pALTHORVE Junior, 2in. tyres, lamp, horn, eparcs,
'~' nm 300 miles: £23.—Write first, i\ O. Pelk, 74,
Solent Rd., Hampstead, N.W. . [X0225
pALTIIOBI'E Junior, 2 speeds, P.E., watch, lamp,
*-' horn, all complete; bought new in July: £17/10.
-J. Hill. Boreham St.. Sussex. (7677

Oh. p. 2^peed Lightweight Coltborpe, not ridden 1,000
-v •milcM. and in condition good as new; £22/10.—
Wauchnpe's, 9 Shoe Lane, London. [X1023
pALTHORPE Junior, 2h.p.. 2-speed, bought new Sep-^ teiuber, 1914. cost £26/10, sell '£22; owner on
iervice.-Avery, Priory Ed., Clifton, Bristol. [X0995
"IQ12 Siyi.p. Calthorpe-Precision. B. and B., adjust-
J-«^ able tappets, 1'. and H.. new tyre, long exhaust,
iplendid condition; £19, very near ofler.—F.J.P.. 83.
London Ed., Bromley, Kent. [7802

Campion.
f^AlrPION, 1913. 6h.p. twin, 2-speed couqter-shalt,
yj chain d'ive, P.R.S., Druids, Bosch; £40; ideal
iidecar machine.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Rd
Streatham. [X1107

'

Centaur.
'-| Q12 2h.p. Centaur Lightweight, new condition; bar-
-Lt/ gain, £14.—Wright, newsagent, Arlcsey, Beds.

[7803
r<EXTAUR, 3i,t.h.p.. B. and B.. coil and battery, in
^^ good running order ; £8/8, or offer.—Eattiidge,
18, Hjihe Bd., Brighton. [7823

Chater-I.ea
012/10.—Chater-Lea, 4h.p., new mag., carburetter, and
|cV tank, IJruids. low.—23, Victoria Ed., Ecdhil!.

[7863|Q14 3'.vh.p. Ch.ater-Lea Condor, F.E., Bisch. B. andLtJ n., llruids. llunlops, horn, spares; £26.—H. Kol-
5ey, Bell Green, Coventry. [X1053
3ah. p. 2-«reed Cbater-Lea 2-6troke Motor Cycles for
4 immediate delivery from stock, £36 ; exchange

or ^a^y terms at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

pHATER-LEA 1913 8h.p. Sidecar Combinaiton^^l
y^ speeds, chain drive, cane sidecar, splendid order;
trial and inspection invited; £56.—Elce. and Co,
15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. London, E.C.

(0599

CIvnn
CLTNO, 6h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, coach sidecar,

good condition; £36.—Norris, Underriver, Seven-
oaks. [7862

CLTNO Lightweight, June, 1914, perfect order, ready
for road; £34, nearest ofter.-Gee, Chapel So..

FoleshiU, [X1046
pLTNO. 6h.p., 2-speed. kick starter. 1911 model, per-
y-J feet condition; £22, bargain.—87, Highland Ed
Coventry. [X1134
PLTNO, 6h.p., 1912^1, smart torpedo sidecar, acce^-

J^ sories. handsome bargain, £35 secures.—2, Kilmorie
Ed., Forest Hill. [X0983
piLYNO, 1914 2-stroke, single-speed, brand new •

v^ list £30, accept £25.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. (7886

"IQ14 2-6troke Clyno, new July 15th, not done 300Xtf imles; sacrifice owing to war, £21.—Cranstone. 41
Mill Lane. Eeading. (X0799
p(LTNO, 1912, 6h.p.. coaehbuilt sidecar, good coadi-

J-^
tion, perfect running; 40 gns.—Jones, MillfleUl-

Rd., Ettingehall, Wolverhampton. [51038

1Q 12-^4 Clyno, coaehbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, new tyres,
J-*/ lump, horn, spares; expert examination; bar-
jala; oBetR wanted.—Samuel Chinn, St Vivian War-
wick Ed.. Kenilworth, [X1012

A BIG REPUTATION

UPHELD BY

Write lor Special

War Discount
Model 7.

£IO ISs.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
fully these well-

known sidecars.

Several models trom
£6 6s.

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

SIDECAR SAFETY COUPLING.

Every Sidecar should be fitted with an extra front
coupling:, as illustrated above. To fit any machine.
Special design to fit P. & .M.'s 7s. 6ti. each.

Second-hand Sidecars from 30/-.

BOOTH'S \A/AR BARGAI
6 h.p. REX, 1012. with ^1.1 Sidecar ....
1914 MORGAN Sporting, bood, screen,

3 lamps, speedometer, special tjTe

;

cost £ro5
3.1 b. p. PREMIER, Jgr:, 3-speed
rgir NUMBER Lifrhtv\-'t, grand condition
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, z-specd gear
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, nice order. ,

6 b.p. CLYNO Combination, speedometer
6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Big Single, 2 speeds .

.

6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, rgia
3i h.p. NUMBER and Sidecar, 2 speeds .

.

6 h.p. REX and Sidecar, free engine ....
6 h.p. REX Sidctte, I9r3 model
3i h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-sp. model, with

new £ir Sidecar, only nm 100 miles .

.

3 J h.p. PREMIER, 2-speed, with ^ii new
coach-built Sidecar

3! h.p. PREMIER, 3-spced model
3\ h.p. NUMBER, 1911, 2-speed model ..

3! h.p. NUMBER, with new f11 Sidecar .

.

3i h.p. PREMIER, 1913. 3-speed model .

.

4 h.p. QUADRANT, new igra model
igi2 Rudge .Multi £27 . igroj Kerry .

2j h.p. Simms. . £4 15 . looS Rex
rgog Rex £14 10 . 3^ Rex
rgio Rex £16 10 . rgii Rex
4-cyIinder F.N. . £13 10 . ^.'. Quadrant .

3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10 . ^^i Vindec ...

MS.
£33 10

£85
£26 10
£16 10
£13 10
£9
£9 10
£28 10
£35
£35
£27 10
£16 10
£39 10

£49 10

£32 10
£32 10
£18 10
£32
£35
£24 10
£15 10
£10
£4 IS
£18
£10
£11

1914 BINKS tIET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write

lor quotation. Puts new life into vour engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Modem Frame and Tank 30/-
Darracq 3-speed and reverse Gear Box .. 12/6
New Bosch Plug 2/9
Triumph or Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 3/11
New Electric Side Lamps ; cost 35/-; pair 16/-
New Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp .. 4/11
New 21/- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4/3
33 h.p. Precision Engine, modem £5 15
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15
Milliord f12 Coach Sidecar £7
4^ h.p. De Dion on base £4 15
Ne^v .Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gear .

.

£5 5
B. & B.. ..\mac. and Douglas Carburetters 12/6
Nearly new r9i4 Binks' Carburetter .... 27/6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10/6 6/-
New Underslung Sidecar Chassis 48/6
Shop-soiled £u Coach Sidecar £8
New Commercial Sidecar £6 10
N.S.U. Gear, fit Bradbury, B.S.A., or

4i h.p. Precision £3
Millford Sidecar, side door body £3 10
Canoelct Sidecar, nice order £6
Millford Cane Sidecar 35/-
.Millford £"12 Cane Sidecar £4 5

Booth s j»foTORiES
PORTLAND PLACE. SKIRCOAT RD„ NALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Clyno.

"I Q12 Clyno and Coaehbuilt Sidecar. 2-speed. kick
^*y starter, engine and gears have been thoroughly
overhauled by Clyno. tyres as new; £36.—Stevens,
248, Gooch St., Birmingham. [7916

CLYNO Combination (late 1913 model), 3-speed, spare
wheel, 3in. tyres all round, new Pediey on back

wheel, Xl'ail large pan seat, 2 head lamps, horn, Wat-
ford speedometer, mirror, watch, spare covers and tube,
etc., overhauled at works just before holidays, in perfect
order; £65, or near offer.—Chapman, 50, Madeira Bd

,

Streatham, S.W. [7812
Connaught.

"I Q14 Connaught, in perfect condition; any trial ; £27.
i-t/ —Ejbinson, Egerton Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

[S1070
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke. 1914, 2-speed counter-shaft

model, nearly new: bargain, £28, or exchange com-
bination.—Peat. 127, Trentham St., Southflelds, S.W.

[Te45
Douglas.

TO 11 2-speed Douglas: £23.—Cross, Jeweller,
J-J/ Hotherham. [X1076

DOUGLAS. 1911. recently overhauled: £17/10. or

ofiei.-35. North Parade. Derby. [XI 080

DOUGLAS, 1913 model 0, 2-speed, little used, perfect

order; £35.-115, Great PortUind St. [7953

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-speed, all accessories; only £30.—
Smith. Longworth, Hradington. Oxford. [X1083

DOUGLAS: all models supplied, cash or easy terras.—

Turpins. 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brighton. [0509

DOUGLAS, 1914, models U, V, and W, in stock:

trade supplied; special discount.—Ginger Motors.

Banbury. [X0340

DOUGLAS, as new. 2-epeed, and free engine, lamp,

horn, speedometer: £33/10.—Hole, 129, Park Lane,
Carshalton. (7860

DOUGLAS. 1913 model E. 2 speeds, clutch, and kick

start, perfect order: £37.—Laurence Hardy, Eavens-
luw, Alnwick. [X0918

DOUGLAS, model U, not run 20 miles, new only 2

weeks ago ; sacrifice £38.-3, Beulah Mount. Wood-
house, Leeds. [7792

2 Ah. p. Lady's Douglas, open frame, 2-speed gear, and
4 free engine; £25, bargain.—Wauehope's, 9. Shoe

L:m6, London. • [X102S

LADY'S Douglas, 2-speed, kick starter, clut<?h; bar-
gain, £39 : approval.—Auchencairn, Worcester

St., Gloucester. [X1093

DOUGLAS, all models for immediate delivery ;
trade

supplied.-Eey. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173. Gt
I'c.rtland St.. W. (6610

DOUGLAS. 1914 model W, done 1.000 miles, lamp,

horn, etc., good condition; £43.—Anderson. Bank,
Tow Law. DurhauL [X0923

NEW 1914 Douglas, model W, P. and H. lamp set.

watch, horn, etc., ridden 300 miles; £42.—Ball.
M.Kleley. Peterborough. [7874

DOUGLAS, IS'iS, T.T., 2-speed, lamp, horn, speedo-
meter, tools, etc.; oilers, £32.—Underwood, 10,

Duncan Ter., Islington. N. [7919

DOUGLAS, 1913',4, little used through illness, mag-
nificent new condition, accessories, spares; bargain.

£29.-81. St. Hilda Ed.. Ealing. (7799

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T. model, complete set acces-

sories: bargam, £36.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5,

Warren St., W. Museum 623. [7976

1Q14 Douglas, model U, 25ih.p., new in July, eom-
l-*y plete with lamp and horn, condition as new: £39.
—Robinsons, Green St., Cambridge. (6865

£12 and 12 payments of £1/15 for 2-3peed 2'-4h.p. 1913
Douglas, guaranteed perfect: any trial.—Colmore

Depot. 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. rX0973

DOUGLAS. 3i^h.p., B, all accessorie»i. 12 gn. South-
well eidecar.'wind screen, luggage grid; £60. offers,

or sell separate.—Wells, Marehalls, Cuckfleld, Susses.
[X0986

DOUGLAS Agents in England.—Models A and B
in stock: delivery of any 2%h.p. models instantly.

Trade supplied.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. Robin-
sons, Green St.. Cambridge. [6864

Enfleld

RorAL Enfield 2?,Ui.p. Twin, 1914, not ridden 100
miles, absolutely as new: accept £37/10.—White-

head, 53, 'Vicar Lane, Leeds. [7808

ENl-TELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, all accessories,

perfect condition ; £70. or near offer.—Gunn. 30.

WiUow Ed.. Eournville, Birmingham. [X1073

ENFIELD 1913 Combination, 6h.p., 2 speeds, and
accessories, excellent condition; £62.—P. J.

Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham. [7889

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

lamp, horn, speedometer: cost £95, great sacri-

fice, £65.—Marks, 58, Foster St., Lincoln. [X1099

ENFIELD Combination, coaehbuilt or Canoelet sidecar,

perfect; £60, cash or deferred payments on above.

—Cohnore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X0993

6h.p. 1914 Enfleld Combination Motor Cycle and Side-

car, in grand condition, fitted up complete with
coaehbuilt sidecar, speedometer, hom, lamp, rear light,

etc £65. bargain; exchange entertained.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [X1020

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

ENFIELD, 1913, 3h.p.. free engine, 2-6peed, perfect
condition, lamp, horn, speedometer ; £32, or ex-

'hange good 2-6troke.—H. R. Wheatley, Adwalton. Brad-
ford. LX0921

ENFJELD, 6h.p., 1913, 2-speed. and coachbuilt
sidecar, lamp set, tools, rear lamp, etc., perfect

condition; bargain, £45.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5,

Warren St., W. Museum 623. [7975

"I
Q14 eii.p. Royal Enfield and coaclibuilt eidecar, late

-LiJ model, rmi 1,600 miles, hood, screen, 3 Lueas
lamp^, ripeedometer, spare cover and tube ; eplendid bar-
gain, feo.-Lawes, Aldershot. [7869

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, perfect condi-
tion. Miller lamps, head, side, rear, speedometer,

horn, new Palmers back, front; cost £92 April, accept
£60.-65. Sedgmoor Place, Camberwell, S.E. [7915

ENFIKLD Oombiuution. 1914,. brand new, 6h.p., 2-

speed- li-st- price £84. eacriflee £76.—The Exeter
Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd.,
Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

Excelsior.

LATE 19X2 Excelsior Motor Cvcle and sidecar, 7h.p.,

good condition.—J. Wliite, 38, Croft Rd., Smith-
hills, Eolfon. [Xia53

Fafnir.
3Xh.v. Fafnir. Chater-Lea, spring forke. Boech, B. and

2 E., recently overhauled and enamelled, perfect

running order; bargain, £15, or near ofier.—J. Mar.shall,

A«hford Hill, Newbury. (O) [X0977

F.N.

F.N-. 4V-.h.p.. 4-cyl., central induction, very good con-

dition; £12.-The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Ariton

Rd., Birmingham. [0593

2ih.p. F.N., late 1910 motor cycle, 2-speed, free en-
4 gine, eplendid condition, tyre.-^ nearly new; £14.

-E. Sheen, Gloucester Rd., Cheltenham. [7881

Gaby.
GABY Lightweight Motor Cycles, 2^211.?. 2-stroke

model; 22 gns. Trade not supplied.—Particu-
lars, 37, County Buildings, Corporation St., Bir-
mingham. [XllOl

Hazlewood.
-|Q14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new Whit, week,
J-t/ and only ridden 500 miles; cost £68/5; sacrifice

for £58.-125, London Rd., Manchester. [0562

HAZLEWOOD 1913 and 1914 5-6h.p. models can be
converted into 1915 5-speed gear box type.—Apply

for further particulars to the makers, Hazlewoods. Ltd.,,

Coventry- [X0384

Henderson.
"I Q14 9h.p. Henderson, lamp and horn, excellent; £50.
J-V —Morrisfi, 139, Findiley Rd., N.W. [X0971

HENliiERSON Combination, 2-speed model, perfect
condition- accept lightweight in part payment.—

E.arl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. [X1164

Humber.HTIMBER, 1912. 2h.p., absolutely perfect through-
out; £15.-1, King St., Acton. [7688

UMBER, 19r2^/i, S^/zh.v., 2 speeds,' overhauled;
nearest £28.—Hirst, Park View, Hohnfirth. [X1072

"1013 Plumber, twin, 2%h.p., very lively, done 1,000;XU £25, or offers.-Pulford, Brinkley, Southwell.
[7535

2^h.p. Humber, chain drive, new carburetter and
4 handle-bars, good tyres, runs well; £5.—Payne,

94, High St., Godalming. [7822

1 Qll 3Voh.p. Humber. 2 speeds, free, sidecar, B. and
X «? B., Bosch, speedometer, spares, perfect ; £28.—
91, High St., Walthamstow. [7882

HUMBER, 2%h.p., T.T. twin, in splendid condition
throughout, smart, fast, and reliable ; great bar-

gain, £25.-Crypto, 14, Mortimer St., W. [X0335

HUMBER. 1914, 3V211-P-. free engine, kick starter,
Armstrong 3-speed, accessories, perfect order; £40,

cost £54/10.-Rev. Collins, Southwell, Notte. [X1055

3ih,p. 2-speed Free Engine 1912 Humber and coach-
2 built special sidecar, in perfect order and beauti-

ful condition: bargain, £28/10; guaranteed faultless.—
Fearn, Drapery Stores, Alfreton. [7939

HUMBER, 19121/2, 3i^h.p., 2 speeds, and 10 gn. eide-
car, new 2V2 Stelastic and Palmer tyres, spare tube,

tvre, valve, 2 horns, 2 lamps, etc., condition perfect

;

£30.—Fowler, 57. Burbe-ary Rd., Lockwood, Huddersfield.
[X0803

HUMBER, 1911. 3V2h.p., 2-speed. handle start,
reed cane sidecar, all in really good condition,

luggage grid, petrol tin carrier, all spares, ready for
road; seen any time; cash, £29.—227, George Rd.,
Erdington, Birmingham. [X1098

3ih.p. Humber Combination, just OTerhauled, re-

2 bushed, new piston, new gears, etc., fitted by
makers, storm apron, heavy Kempshall, "Whittle. Mangin
lamp, horn, spares, etc. ; £32, or very near offer ; buying
twin.—T. Owen Smith, Felstead. [7816

HUMBER I\Iotor Cycles, special clearance lines,
brand new and fully guaranteed.—1914 twin, 3-

speed, £37; one 1913 ditto, £32; one 1913 2-;4h.p.,
single speed, £27; one 2h.p.i single-speed, £22; all
puaranteed new.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,
Birmingham. [7897

ONE SPECIAL
BARGAIN!

Brand New PREMIER 8 h.p. CYCLE CAR, 2 speeds and
reverse, complete with hood and screen. Maker's
price, £115 los. Our Price, £75. One only.

19

H

OTHER 1914 BARGAINS.
WILLIAMSON 1914 Combination, hood and screen,

brand new, all accessories £88
ENFIELD 1914 shop-soiled Combination, coach-built

Sidecar i

NEW HUDSON, I9r4, g-speed, 6 h.p, model, only
slightly used £76

NEW HUDSON 1914 3-speed Combination, every pos-
sible accessory, not done 200 miles £84-

REX 1914 6 h.p. Combination; cost £85 ; had very
little use ; bargain £60

BAT, 1914, S h.p., 3 speeds. Speedwell coach-built
Sidecar, perfect condition £60

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., 2 speeds, water-cooled,

Sidecar with hood and screen £65
REX, 6 h.p., igr4 model, 3 speeds, chain drive,

Portland Sidecar, Special Bargain £52
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3I h.p., Tourist model, excellent

condition £17
RUDGE, 1913, 3^ h.p., Multi, and Burbury Sidecar,

excellent condition
HUMBER, 2 h.p., 3 speeds, lady's open frame model £23
ROVER, s-h h.p., vertical engine, Rudge bars, magneto £11
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, 2-spced model, complete with sport-

ing Sidecar £53
FORWARD, 2j h.p., Twin, Binks carb., excellent

lightweight £16
REX, igrr, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starting, Amac carb.. Sidecar £33
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913 model, Indian Red, 3in. tyres,

2 speeds £48
REX, 3^ h.p.. spring forks, Bosch, B. and B., low built, £15
PREMIER, 3! h.p. model, B. and B. carb., Boscb

magneto, rin. Whittle belt , £18
G.N., 8 h.p., Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side by

side seating £48
V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds. Bosch, torpedo cane Sidecar,

Truffault forks, excellent condition £26
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., combination, 2 speeds, J.A. P.

engine, splendid order £50
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p., twin magneto, Chater Sidecar . . £21
REX, 5 h.p., T.T. model, torpedo tank, grey finish.

excellent condition £17
SCOTT, 1914, 3t h.p., Montgomery .Sidecar, screen . . £60
BRADBURY, 1912, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, very good order £33
TRIUMPH, rgi3, 3! h.p., fixed' gear, excellent order, . £30
BAT, 6 h.p., Mabon clutch, spring frame, Sidecar,

excellent order, bargain £32
REX, 6 h.p., I9r2, lamp, etc.. 2 speeds, handle start £39
HUMBER, 3i b.p., 1909. 2-speed model £22
GLYNO, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, combination, coach-

built Sidecar £40
N.S.U., 1913, 3i b.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar, excellent

order and condition £34
PREMIER, i9r2, 3^ h,p., 2 speeds, complete with S'car £26
ZENITH, 3^ h.p., Gradua gear, excellent order £33
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., vertical engine, very powerful . . £7

Exchanges or Easy Paymen ts AS USUAL.

BARGAINS IN TYRES.
COLLIER COVEBS made by
Englebert Tyre Co., BeJtrium.

Heavy
Kibbed.

Liaht
Ribbed.

Rubber
Studded.

26 X 2j 16/- 13/3 18/-

26 X 2j 17/- 13/6 19/-

PRICES,
ESTIMATES FREE OF=-CHARGE|

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136, GrearPorNand Sfi-eer, LONDON, v\/,

I

Telephone 552 Mayfeiir Telegrams-'ABDicATEWEsoo London:'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

rOR Sale, cheap, 5-6h.p. "twin Indian; £25.—Ince, OM
Crown, Hayes, Middlesex. [X1061

13 T.T. 7-91i.p. Indian, clutch, excellent; £33(10.-
Moniss, 139, Finchley Ed., N.W. [S0970

~|Q14 Indian and Millford Sidecar to match; com-
J-t' plete, £65: or exchange Douglas part.—Bo.x
6,761, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1077

INDIAN 7h.p. 1914 Coach Combination, excellent

condition, with electrical equipment; £65.—
P. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [7887

INDIAN. 7-9h.p. (1911). and coachbuilt sidecar, F.E.,

2-speed, electric lights and horn, perfect condi-

tion- owner on active service; sacrifice £65-—Apply,
Littlewood, 38, Pindersfleld Bd., Wakefield. [7946

INDIAN, Hendee Special, self starter, model 1914,

brand new; list price £80, sacriflee f70.-TLe
Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath

Bd., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed.. Plymouth. [0603

INDIAN, 7h.p. racer, 1912, and new Watsoniaa

featheiweiElrt sidecar, kick starter, the property ol

an officer ordered abroad, has had very little use. and

is in excellent mechanical condition; trial willmgly;

£40.—Kennedy, Bacombe, TVendover. [7844

1Q14 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Model Indian siaecai

1.V combination, electric starter and lighting, Inly

eauipped with speedometer, tools, etc., Mills-Fullord de

Lnxe body, splendid condition, very little used; cost

nearly £100, bargain at £65.-M-R.. 21a. Store St.. ^VL^

1013V-. Indian (red), 7-9h.p.. 2-6peed, free engine, kick

Xil starter, spring frame, 28x3 Kempshall tyics,

tools, mirror, watch, and Pillion seat, also sidecar witli

extra folding seat, underslung Indian cbassif, guaran-

teed perfect bargain, £48.-17, Ford Sq., Mile Lna

London. [X1139

1013 (November) 7h.p. Indian, engine and gears

JitJ perlect, enamel and plate, absolutely perlect

condition throughout, machine ridden 2,000 mjte,

tyres excellent, back new Kempshall, front Indian

studded, horn and tools; £49.-King, Sunnyside,

Staplesford. Cambs. [AIUS,.

FOE Sale, 1914 Indian, 7h;p., 2-speed gear, kick

starter, electric horn and lamps, speedometer, runs

about 600 miles, good condition; trial run given at any

time bv appointment; price £55, or oflers c-ntertauied,

as owner is buying a car, and must sell at_onee.--l.

Benson, Kingswood Court, near Epsom. ''"„ii„
Burgh Heath. l^"'^"

Ivy.

T013 SV-h p. T.T. Ivy, Precision, complete, flrst-vlai«

XV condition; lamp, horn; £27.-Hopkins, Dawhsh^

.lames.

JAMES, 4V.h.p., late 1913 model, chaiij driven, 3-^peed

™,°t<„.'si„« o.<,or Tiorfect; £35 only.-Moss, W eui.
«J counter-shaft gear, perf

.[X1089

JAMES, iVih.p. eingle, 1913Vj, 2-speed. luck etart,

chain, completely overhauled, as new; sacrifice £36,

accessories.-Feirn, Eose Cottage, W mderniere. [51087

JAMES, 1914, 4l4h.p., big single, and Canoelet side-

car 3-speed, list price 73 gns., new, special price

65 ens new SV-h.p. 3-speed twin, 54 gps. ;
also James

2-«troke', 35 Ens.,'for immediate delivery.-St«ven6 (Janies

ilistl Gooch St., Birmingham. [0452
speciali

I. A. P.

JAP., 1913. 3V.h.p., 3-.speed, free engine, heavy 26X

2V- Kempshall tyres, condition equal to neiv; iau.

-The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birimnp^

ham. '

4hp. J.A.P. and sidecar, B.H.K. clutch, Hellesen,

nearly new tyres and belt, all accessories splendid

running order; £16/10.-Burge, Hairdresser, ^ '"f*""'^^

Salop. '

J A P 1913, 6h.p., Mabon clutch, new cane tor-

p4do sidecar, skew 26x2i,'.jin. tyres, drop top

tube, splendid order; a real bargain, £35.-Blce and

Co., 16. Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., London, Jl.U

,I,E.S.

SPECIALLY Built J.E.S. Motorcyclette, with direct

drive, Aiiiac carburetter, h.b.c, large saddle, many

extras, low frame, suit elderly gentleman; owing to

war for sale absolutely new at cut priee.-Millards, Crcles,

Guernsey. t'^^'

Kerry.
KEEBY-ABINGDON, S'/ah.p., Arm.stiong VI.. kick

starter, Hutchinson tyres, flrst-class condition,

coachbuilt sidecar; bargain, £29.-Newman, Hollies,

Acpck's Green. [XISBb

Lea^Francis, ''>',

LE\-FEANCIS, 1914, the aristocrat ot motor cycles;

early delivery: easy payments; second -hand

machines in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace,

154, Gt. Titchfleld St., W. Eegent 4999.
'

(0448

Levis.

HAEET WALKEE'S for Levis's. More busines' as '

a^ual. The £25 Popular supreme,—Muswell Hill,

N. 17721

£12 deposit and 12 payments of -£1/15 for 2',!>h.p..

slightly used £38/10 Levis; any trial.-Colmore

Depot, Birmingham. [S097o

2ih.p. 2-stroke Levis, 1914 model, in splendid condi-

4 tion ; £25: first cheque secures.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London. [X1024

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levjs.

LEVIS, 1914, Eaby model, 2i,4h.p., brand n^w;
£28 cash, list price £33/10.—Elce and Co.;

15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.G.
[0479

Lincoln HIk.

31.1i.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch mag., B. and B.. in good
2 condition: £14/10.—Apply, 79, Moss St., Derby.

PC0924
LINCOLN-ELK, Slilp., 1913%, N.S.U. 2-speed. h.b.c,

Harcourt radiators, little used; £32.—Inchbrae,
Easterhouse, Glasgow. [7798

Little Giant.
LITTLE Giant, 2h.p., 2-epeed, 25 gnfl.—Longman Bros,

and Aitken, wholesale and retail agents, 1, King
Si, Acton. Tel,: Chismc-k 1578. [7689

M. and M.

M. and M., 2-stroke, completely equipped; £28;
all British.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High

[X1106Rd., Streatham, London.

Martin.
•liTARTIN-J.A.P., 1913, S'Ah.p., new January, 1914,
jyJL 2,000 solo only, Binks. 2-speed free, lately fitted,

largest P. and H., spares, full insurance: £30.—D., 15.

Parliament Hill, London. [7949

Matchless.
MATCHLESS 3i'..h.p. Twin, late 1913; £29, offers.

-34, South Clerk St., Edinburgh. [XIOIO

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., sidecar, 6,000, speedometer, com-
plete: sacrifice £45: having car.—Pritchard. Cnr-

iv»n. [7945

with Milllord sidecar to
£90 to clear: quite new.—Cross, Agent,

[X1075

MATCHLESS. 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade
supplied.-Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt

Portland St., W. [6611

MATCHLESS 1914 Sidecar Oufflt, new, unused;
owner enlisted; mnat sell; 80 gns., or very close

offer.-ll. Auglesea Ed., Woolwich. [S1056

7ii.p. Matchless, 3 speeds.
match

Rotherham.

FARLOW SIDECARS
a-fc

SPECIALWAR PRICES

£6 15 OFrom From

Noifl^ is tlie buyers' opportunity to
obtain a higln-class sidecar at
practically second-hand prices.

WE ARE ALLOWING A SPECIAL WAR DISCOUNT.
Wrile us YOUR requirements.

Poplar Grove,
(7877

MATCHLESS, 1913, 3','2h.p. twin J.A.P., 3-speed,
in excellent condition; £35 complete.—P. .1.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham, [7892

£12/10 deposit and 12 payments of £3/10 secures 3V2
h.p. twin-cyl. Mntchles^-Jap, 6-speed gear, shop-

Eoil'-d oufy.—Colmore Depjt, BirmingLam. iX0976

81j,p. Matchless, 2 speeds, twin belt, eoacbbuilt side-

rar, lamps, speedometer, condition as new: £50, or
mm oiter.— 5, Anglesen Ed.. 'Woolnich. [7806

M2VTCHLESS, Sh.p., 2-spced geaf, cane sidecar,
iiist re-eujimelled and plated, splendid order;

£34.—Elie and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., London, E.C. [0551

MATCHLESS. Sh.p. J.A.P., N.S.TT. 2-speed gear, art
cane sidecar, child's seat, ^speedometer, 3 lamps,

I

tools, spares, pood tvrcs, recently overhauled ; £37/10.—
M., 29. Barrow Ed., Streatham, S.W. [7959

Minerva
MINEEVA. 2V.h.p.: £6.-Moody,

Hamiiiersruith.

t Qih.p. Minerva, mag., climb anythinc- exchange higher

J

02 power, or sell £15.-TThite. Abercarn, Mon. [7801

MINERVA, 3'/'h,p., B. and B., new tvres, running
order: £7.-7, Castles Yard, Folkestone. [X1014

Qilh.p. Minerva, m.o.v., B. and B., h.b.c., inae., low^ J: grand goer, powerful, very reliable; £8/10.-36,
Nnitliumberland Av., Manor Park. [X1129

Motosacoche.
LADY'S Motosacoche, 18 gns., no less; ready to ride

away.—H., 56, Vnnxhall Bridge Ed., S.W. [7833

1 Q13 Motosacoche Lightweight, brand new machine
J.U £25: cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages)
Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [0548

1Q12 Motosacoche Lightweight, free engine, Bosch
--v mag., splendid condition; £11.—4, Northamp-
ton St., Cambridge Rd., London, E. [7924

MOTOSACOCHE. 2i4h,p., 1911. Bosch mag., F.E.,
not used once during 1912 or 1913, in perfect order;

£12, lowest.—J. Hill, Boreham St., Sussex. [7678

in 14 3',^h.p. Twin Motosacoche, 2-speed, air-cooled
X»/ exhaust, brand new : li.st price £60, going at
£48/10—Ale-Kandcr's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburch

[7852
New Hudson.

T\JEW Hudson.—Two 1914 3i,/.h.p. 3-speed models in
J-^ stock, good condition. Call and Inspect —
Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Rd., Streatham

[XI 109
New Ryder.

IVTEW Ryder. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-
i.1 livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns., 2-speed
S? J '^'? , ^'=*"' '" ™'5y Payments.-Mills Motor, Ltd,wood Side Parade. North Finchley. 1745 Finchley

[0572
Norton

1 Q11„3i,4h.p. Norton, 3-speed. brand new; Ust price
,-.«./ £58. special bargain *afl,'in _Ai.:..-on/in..'„ mc
Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3j h.p. r5r4 MOTOSACOCHE, Enfield gear. One order £40
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks .... £8
2-3 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11
3! h.p. 1908 REX, .M.O.V., Bosch, B. and B. carb. .. £16
3* h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch magneto £17
3* h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2spccds, kuk st.irt. I. liosch, sp. forks £19
3i h.p. 1909 REX lii Lux.-, 2 speeds, handle slartmg .. £19
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, ball bcanng engine, M.O.V £19
5 h.p. rgoS REX dc Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, Amac £19
6 h.p. I9t2 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £25
3* h.p. t9t2 NUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting . . £28
6 h.p. I9r2 CLYNO and Clyno Sidecar, 2 speeds, kick £33
6 h.p. r9i3 A.J.S. and A.J.S. C^o Sidecar, 3 Speeds . . £55
8 h.p. Cycle Car, Cbater-Lca engine, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc £60

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

EARLIEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T. — T!i6

West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Soutliport. [0556

N.U.T., 254h.p. T.T., 1914, single geared, as new; b^-^,

offer secures.—W. S. Life, 10, Cumberland BA.
Southport. [0573

N.U.T., 19'14, 6h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, speedo-
meter, lamp set and horn, coachbuilt torpedo

sidecar, complete outfit, in splendid order; £45.—
Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av. Camomile 3t.,

London, E.C. [0593

N.U.T., 1914, T.T., 3>,'oh.p. twin, overhead valve,

J.A.P. 3-speed gear, month old, very fast,

large Lucas, new extra heavy 2V2in. Bates, spare
valves; £55; reason lor selling, going abroad with
Terriers.—T. Plant, St. Mary. Bedford. [XllOO

P. and M.

P.
and M.. 1913, like new, £45: Oanoelet, £9

-

Ponzio, Whipps Cross, N.E. [X1027

1Q14 Phelon and Moore and Milllord coachbuilt
J-*y sidecar; complete, £55. — Cross, Jeweller,

Rotherham. [X1078

13 Phelon-Moore Combination, all tyres new,

fullv equipped: cost £100, accept £50.—Ware,
High St,, Redhill. [7826

P.
and M.. 1913, 2-speed, kick starter, P. and M.
sidecar, excellent tyres, lamps, 3,000.-105, High

St., Thornton Heath. [7913

1Q13 Phelon and Moore, with new 13 gn. coach
J-t7 sidecar, all accessories, perfect condition; any
trial; 46 gns.—Kay, Bridge St., Gainsborough. [7917

PeuSeot.
PEUGEOT. 2%lb.p. ; £7/10, or neoreet offer : trial run :

good going order.—Hayes, 3, Montagu Mews Sout-i,

George St., Gloucester Place.
" [7817

19^

NEW 1914 MACHINES.
t9r4 r4 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What oHers ?
1914 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V Whatofters?
1914 3i h.p- ARIEL, 3-sp. countershaft sear What offers ?
1914 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds ..... Whatofters?
r9i4 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination Whatofters?
19147 b.p. Amcnc.in EXCELSIOR, 2-sp. . Whatofters?
r9i4 6 h.p. A.J.8., 3-sp. counter-shaft gear What offers ?

£48/10.-Alexander's, "115.

[7849

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.
5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-
able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £-|^ |^

S.-hand 5 h.p. twin REPTON Engine, good order £3 10
S.-band 3Sh.p. PEUGEOT Engine, very finecondition £2

SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spruig wheel, cane body, fit Triumph £5
CANOELET, complete with hood, screen, apron, etc. . . £9
FARLOW, T9r3, undcrslung, cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, lgr4, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, t9i4, reed cane, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new . . , , £8
FARLOW, r9r4, coach-built, underslimg, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, I9r4, Ughtweight model, used trials only . . £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
REX 1914 Combination, 3-speed counter-shaft model,

coachbuilt sidecar, quiet and powerful; £60, cost
ITelepBuonc 9t9),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue, aiq

Precision.
33.h.p. Precision, S-spced, Senspray, Bosch, Whittle,

4 speedometer, lamps, accessories, latest sidecar, all

perfect: sacriflce £35.-549, Lea Bridge Ed.,
^''^^Pf^..

Premier.
PREMIER, sy-h.p., free engine, 1912 model,

thoroughly sound; £1«/10.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [7390

PEEMIEE, 1912V>, 'i'.T. rocdster, S-speed, free engine,

good conditio'u; what offers? — Williams, 21,

Asinuns Hill, Golder'e Green, N.W. [X1060

PREMIEE Lightweight. 2y2h.p., F.E., new within one
month, in perfect order: what offers? list price £42

-Apply. J. G. Gladstone, Alresford, Hants. [7815

PEEMIEE, 1913, S'/ih.p., 2-speed counter-shaft model,
excellent condition: £35. bargain; exchango light-

weight and cash.— 87, Highland Ed., Coventry. [X1136

PEEMIEE, 1912, 3-*^peed, clutcb, cane sidecar, Gowey
speedDineter, Whittle belt, Senspray carburetter,

lamp, tools: £33.—i. Maxwell, 64, Allison Ed., Hornsey,
X. [7832

PEEMIEE, 3Vjh.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft, brand new:
£61, eacriflee £55 for cash.-The Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed- Exeter,

and 28, Tavistock Ed., Plyiuouth. [0571

6>1,.h.p. Premier, 1914V2, 3-speed, free engine, speed-
'V 2 ometer, lamp, horn, etc., done 1,000 miles, per-

fect condition; cost £50: equipped; accept £40: owner
enlisted.—Weathcrbead, Thornbury, Glos. [X0979

3^
Ounclrant.

4h.p. Quadrant. Dowrrfu!. good condition through-
"2 out, take tiidccar: £7 -15. Curzou St., Leicester.

[S1065
Re.\.

5-6h.p. Hex. erand machine, excellent condition, accu-
mulator: £7.—Ginna, 27, Flower St., Carlisle. [7876

REX. Virh.v.. sidecar: bargain, £20: would eeparat-?;

any trial.—OUey, 58a. Ltirden Ed-, Acton. [7857

REX, brand new, 1913. 2-8peed twin, and sidecar;
£57/10.—Motor Exchange. Westgate, Halifax.

[0445

REX 1913 Coach Combination, 6h.p., 2 speeds, jnrst

overhauled; £32.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [7891

REX Twin. 1913, 6h.p.. 2 speed.'?, and Eex eidecar,
pplendid condition ; £36.—E. J. Eayward, High St.,

East Grin=tead. [7933

£25.—Sh.p. Eex twin, art cane sidecar, F.E., Boecli.
thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled.—Eoseleigh.

Colchester Rd., I^j-ton. [7878

REX, Sh.p.. 2-epeed, art cane sidecar, lamps, speed-
ometer, -etc., as new ; £60.—Colmore Depnt, 49.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X0992

REX Sidette, new 1914 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, coacli

built body; real bargain, £65.-228, Pentonvil'-

B^., King's Cross, I/ondon, N. [7982

REX Sidette, 1914, 2 speeds, coachbuilt, perfect rur
ning order, fully equipped; £60, or oflers--Chap

man, 35, Belmont Ed., Wallington. [7935

1Q13 Eex Sidette, lamps, horn, new tyree and tube.^
Xt/ all round, perfect condition, all spares; saeriflce

£35.~Iiient. Edwardea, E.E., Prescot, Lanes. [X102G

£85: take eplo mount part.—87, Highland Ed.. Cov
entry. [X113.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

1 Q13 6h.p. Rex Sidette, 2 speeds, last, poiverfiil, per-
*-«^ feet condition; £50: take SVsh-p. part excliange,
Pudge or Triumph pielened.—Wilcox, 2a, Stafford Kd..
Wulverhampton. [X1085

>EX Combination, 2-sEeea, Ijelt drive, 1914, lirand

new: £77/10, sacrifice £70.—The Exeter Motor
fvcle and liglit Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 29, Taviftock Rd., Plrmouth. [0604

fitted

October 15TH, 1914.

KE2

ONE 1913 4h.p. Rex machine and new sidecar,

with Armstrong Tourist Trophy 3.6peed, lamp.';,
'

'

etc.: £50. or near offer;

-Albert O. Bird, 22 and 24.
and cpeedometer. and horn,

'iiig in lor larger machine.-
Hegent St., Hinckler.

Rex-.Tap.

EEX-.I.A.P. 1914 8h.p. Sidecar
condition; £63, cost £94/10.-

NA'wtgate, Halifax.

[X092O

ComhipatioD, flue

-Motor Exchange.
[0388

REK-J.A.I"., 1913. 8h.p. De Luxe model, 2-speed,

heavy 650x65 Kempshall tyres, model A. coachbuilt
(Sidecar (combination ccst £90). guaranteed perfect in

every respect ; £50.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston
PLd-, Birmingham. [0558

T> EX-.T.A.P.—We have several second-hand 1912 and
.ti' 1913 combinations which we have taken in part

pavment of 1914 models. We are offering same at very

lr,-,v prices. Full list Iree upon request.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [01

El OC. 2-speed. handle start, running, but wants tuning
L* uy; £10, 01 nearest.—Bishopbrigg, Crown St.. Car-

lial.. [7875

Rover.

ROVER. 1914. 3-speed model, a
Dover, Wragby, Lincolnshire.

"DOVER, SVjh.p., 3-speed, frea engine,
-tV splendid condition; £30.—Wallis,

; £43/10.-
[X9506

late 1912
Eign St..

Hereford. [7921

LATE 1913 Rover and sidecar, 3 speeds, specflometer,

lamps, excellent condition; £43. or near ofi'er.— 87.

Inchmery Rd., Catford. [X1029

ROVER, 1912, 3y2h.p., Iree engine model, in
splendid order; £25.—Elce and Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0560

LATE 1913 Rover, 3 speeds, with 1914 Milliord Cor-

vette sidecar, splendid condition; exchange for

higher power.-BeechcTolt, Park Rd., Sutton Coldiield.

LX1160
ROVER, SVah.p. [late 1912). speedecl. and sidecar, all

accessories, perlect condition; £35, or exchange
5'^,h.p. T.T. riiodel, good make.— Gray, Eastgate. Barns-
ley. [7810

ROVER. SVah.p., 1913. 3-speed, with Rover coach-
built sidecar, guaranteed in perlect condition;

I'irice £55, or near offer.-Harold Petty, 32, Xing St.,

Leicester. [X0560

ROVER, 1913^4, Sturmey-Archer, guaranteed mechani
cally perlect, appearance absolutely as new, little

used, lamp, horn, Kempshall; £39.—Wheeler, 10, Clon
mel Rd., Teddington. [7948

1Q 12^/4 Rover, 3 speeds, all accessories, like new
JL *J throughout, little used, splendid sidecar
machine: £32;
Dukesthorpe Rd.,

exchange Douglas.
Sydenham. S.E.

-Tvydene,
[7971

ROYAL Ruby,
£20.- - "

Royal Ruby.
ivuuj. 2-strokej 1914. ridden only 200 miles
-The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.

Ltd., 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.
Plymouth. [0605

Rudge.
RUDGE, 1912 model, fine order: best offer over £18.

—Speechley. 45, Church Rd., Acton. [7965

LTDGE. late 1912, F.E.. perlect condition, very last;

£29.—Campbell, Avenue, Purfleet, Essex. [7905

1013 Budge Multi, speedometer and Lorn, excellent
-Lt/ £37/10.-Morris3, 139, Finchley Ed., NJ\'.

RUDGE,
horn.

lesden.

sy-h-p., clutch, 1913V2.
and sidecar; £32.-128,

[X0972
Lucas, watch,

High St., Har-
[7928

NEARLY New 1914 SV^h-p. Rudge Multi, speedo-
meter, lamp, mirror, etc.; £42/10.—Cooke,

Haddington, Notts. [X1096
l>tJBQE, P.E., 1912, in excellent condition, bargain,
J9j £24 : also eideenr, coachbuilt, torpedo, £4.—190,
Efoadway, Hendon, N.W. [7950

RUDGE. 1913, Brampton g:ear and free, exceptional
condition ; bargain, £31 .—Robinson, 10, Dnlver-

to!i Ed., Aigburth, Liverpool. ' [XI 152

1>UDGE, 1912, 3^,{.h.p., clutch model, and sidecar, new
S^it Dunlop tyre and belt, good condition; any trial;

£30.—Bidgwell, Mildmay Rd., Romford. [X0917

1 013 3'^h.p. Rndge Multi and sidecar, splendid con-
-1*7 dition, little used; great opportunity, £40.—Alex-
nnder'fi, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [7855

RUDGE, 1913, 3i^h.p. T.T. model, very fast machine,
new Bates tyre, condition equal to new; £28.—

TJ.e Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[0595

excellent order, lamp, horn,
£56/10.—The Exeter Motor

Cyile and Light Gar Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and
?«. Tavistock Ed„ Plymouth. [0570

RUDGE Multi, 1913,
' speedometer, sparw

;

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
NEW 1914 LIGHT CARS.

EXCHANGES LIBERALLY ENTERTAINED.
LAGONDA, II h.p., 4.-cyl., hood, aud screen £145
LAGONDA, II U.p., Coup6 body £150
CAlTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., Lisht Car £168
G.W.K. 8 h.p. Light Car. 4-5pcecl and reverse£150
VICTOR-PRECISION Light Car. complete .£115 I

MORGAN Runabout, sporting model £91
MORGAN W.C. Grand Prix £106 |

TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT.

NEW 1914's.
ROVER, 3l h.p., 3-5peea, F.E OFFERS
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w.-c, and Sidecar eB8 10

REX-J. A.P., 8 h.p., 3-spced £77 1

4

SUN-VILLIERS, 3| h.p.. 2-speed. F.E. ... £42
PERFECTION, BRAMBLE, and GLORIA S1QECAR3

from stock.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REXES.
Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our

Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p, 2-speed twin f62 lo £53 2 6
1912 new 4 h.p. 2-speed chain

drive.. ^61 5 £49 10
1912 new 6 h.p. 2-specd twin £62 10 £45 10

I

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1912 5-seater FORD, well equipped £70
G.W.K., 1914, in grand condition £116
G.N., H h.p., 2-speed cycle car £54 10
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., cycle car £49 10
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-speed, F.E £42
iqi4 6 h.p. REX-J.A.P., 3-speed, and sidecar £63
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., twin, very speedy , . . £39 10
1914 8 h.p. W.C. WILLIAMSON Combina-

tion, hood and screen £73 10
1914 4 h.p. 2-spced REX, as new £48 10
1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, and Sidecar £49 10
1913 7-9 h.p. 2-speed F.E. INDIAN £52 10
1913 4,! -h.p. 2-=peed LINCOLN-ELK and So. £39 10
1912 New 6 h.p.REX de Luxe, reduced to £45 10
1912 3* h.p (Bowden 2-speed) BRADBURY £31 10
1912 twin ZENITH and Sidecar £42 10
J912 6 h.p. 2 speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10
I9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed DOT-J.A.P £32 10
1012 3* h.p. 2-speed F.E. ALLDAYS £29 10
I9rr 3l h.p. 2-Epeed HUMBER £22 10
r9ri 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1912 3j h.p. 3 speed BRADBURY and S'car £33 10
1911 3t h.p. 2-speed HUMBER £27 10
1911 sjh.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 16
1911 7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £29 10
1911 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £27 10
191 1 3i h.p. 2-specd REX 84J x 89 £27 1

1911 3i h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks .... £22 10
1911 2! h.p. 2-speed Free Engine A.J.3 £24 10
1911 T'T. TRIUMPH, Brampton gear £29 10
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH £24 10
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £26 10
1910-11 5-6 h.p. 2 speed Twin REX £25 10
1910 V.S. 7-9 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
SCOTT, W.C, 2-speed, F.E £24 10
F.N., 2\ h.p.. 2-speed, mag. Lightweight . . £23 10
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive, Turner coach-built Sidecar £47 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Twin £29 10
MINERVA, 3i h.p.. magneto £15 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin £18 10
N-S.U., 4 h.p., 2-specd. twin £22
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed. as new £27 1

N.S.U., 3I h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £19 10
N.8.U., 3" h.p., 2-speed. spring forks £16 10
EXCELSIOR, 3* h.p., 3-speed, free engine.. £24 10
REX, 5i h.p., 2-speed. magneto £24 10
REX, 3ih.p., 1909 Tourist £19 10
REX, ii h.p., 1908, Roc clutch - .

' £19 10
REX, 5I h.p., twin, magneto, and Sidecar. . £19 10
REX, 5i h.p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17 10
REX, 5% h.p., magneto, 1908 model £19 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £13 10
3i h.p. VINDEC, magneto ignition £15 10
2j h.p. magneto ARIEL lightweight £15 10
TWIN KERRY, 6 h.p., and sidecar £19 19
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, F.E £19 10
3J h.p. HUMBER Tricar, chain drive £6 15
ROVER, 3I h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £17 10
DE DION, "23 h.p., good order £6 15
ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gear, NEW £610
AVON 26X2 Studded Covers for Douglases 11/9

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.
PERFECTION Sidecars from £5 g

List on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
Cash Offers Wanted.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

RuriGE.
tjTe.«,

Monkf

Rudge.
1911, good condition, Avon aud Hutcliint^oi
new inch JJuulop belt. lamp, spares; £20.-'

od, Monkhams Lane, AVnodlord Green, E^ex
[XU17

Sarolea.
5I1.P. Twin .Sarolea and cigar sidecar. B. and B., Bcfich

Mabon, rariable gear; f 18.—42. Aytoun Bd., Stuck
well. [795q

Scott.
IQll Scott Motor Crcle, in thoroughly good order;
Xtf £27/10; cash or ensv terms.—B. E. Jones (tiar-

ages). Ltd.. Swa'nsea.. Also at Cardifl. [0547

SCOTT. 1912, 1914 tank and lubr-icator. Stewart speed,
oineter. F.E.S., touring and T.T. bars, -with Canoe-

let sidecar, recently overhauled; £42.—B.tr.D., 53, Kira-
berley K<1., Cambridge. [7936

1 Q12 Scott, 1913 Canoelet. luggage grid, speedometer.
-L€7 etc.. excellent order; medical reasons for selling:
47 gn.«. ; would entertain modern 3-speed push cycle part

exchange, or sell separately.— 3, Chase Court Garden?,
Enfield. [7843

Slnfier.

3 ill. p. Singer Motor Bicycle for sale, been tliorniiKlJy

2 done up. at Singers works now.—Mrs. Vau'-liun.
l-'igbeldean, Salisbury. [7967

1 Q 12Vj Singer. 2V'h.p., new B. and B. variable tar-

S-*J buretter, new Pedley belt, P. and H., good i timbt-r

and couditinu. fast; £20.-6, Salisbury Ed.. Watioril.
[7861

Sun.
3ib.p. Sun-YilUers, 2-stroke. 2-speed. 1914 model,

2 ridden 4 months, condition excellent : barpHin,
£26.-45. Falkland Ed., Horn,se.v. [7973

Sunbeam.
Sunbeam, 3-speed gear ; cash or easy payments.
West End Garage, Blackburn. [X0256

£37 nett.-40.
[7909

SUNBEAM. 2''ih.p., perfect condition
Margaret St., Cavendish Sq.. W,

SUNBEAM, 1914, SVjh.p.. and
3 speeds, and accessories;

St.,

Canoelet to match,
£55.-P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7895

SUNBEAM, 2%b.p., 2-speed, h.b.c. clutch, new Hutch-
inson tyres, macbine in perfect condition, un-

scratclied ; anv trial : £44.—Can be seen. Sunbeam Dcpnt.

158. Sloane St., S.W. [X1090

T.D.C.
3ih p. T.D.C. 1914, perfect condition; any trial;

2 f23/10.-Bowers, 36, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings.
[7940

Triumph.
IQll 3Vjli.p. Triumph, recently overhauled, splendid
XiJ condition, lamp, horn; £22.—Hopkins, Dawlisli.

[7838
3-Sl'EED S'ih.p. Triumph and sidecar; £25; exchange

2-speed liouglaa.—Taylor, 76', Nevvland Av.. Hall.
[XlOSl

TEIUMl^H, 1910. clutch model, fully eqnipped, spi-eil-

ometer; £20.—Speechley, 46. Church Ed., Acton.
[7966

"I 01^ Triunipli, free engine; nnist sell; w-bat ofEersF—
-If/ Lvon, 42, St. PauPs Ed., Camden Town. X.W.

[7931
1Q13'^4 3-3need Triumph, with light sidecar, fault-
-Lt/ less; offers wanted.—Crowte, Copythorne, Brix-
ham. [7929

TEIUMPH, 1913, 3V2hp, free engine, 3-fpeed. tools,

spares, accessories ; £38.—Eev. H. E. Hcrton.
Bipon. [X1124

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., free engine, slightly soiled;

£47.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed.,
Birmingham. , [0594

TEIUMPH, late 1912, S'/oh.p.. free engine, Philipsnn
pulley, lamp, horn, tools, first-class condition; £30;

owner going to front.—Highman. 25, Bimport St.,

Shaftesbury. [7604

fast, good cUmber,
G. Hosking, 3. Bil-

[X1052

Triumph, ridden 600 miles .only,

as new ; £36.—Robinsons, Green
[6866

re-enamelled, aud thoroughly

I Qll Triumpb, lamp, tools, spares,
X U excellent condition ; £27.—E.
ton Rd., Eugby.

3 ill. p. .Junior
4 condition

St., Cambridge.

1Q10 Sy^h.p. Triumph,
Xt/ overhauled, new tyres; bargain, £22.-2, St. Ann'
Well Ed., Nottingham. [311071

TEIUMPH. 191OV2, clutch model. Service sidecar,

spares, good condition: bargain, £28/10.-72,
Atbara Ed., Teddington. [7791

TEIUMPH Junior, 2iih.p., 2-sreca, valveless lii-'lit-

weight, slightly soiled; £37.—The Premier Mntoi
Co., Ltd., Aston Bd., Birmingham. [0596

TRIUMPHS.—1908, 1910, 1912, and 1914 models
in stock. Call and inspect.—2\Iorgan and

Maxwell, 80, High Ed., Streatham. [XlllO

TEIUMPH, 1907, flue condition: any trial or ex-

amimation: £17. or offers.— S. Baker, 3; Chesliam
Cottages, North Bank, Waltham Abbey. (7828

"I Q14 3-speed Triumpb. picked engine, only done 1,600
JLtF miles, speedometer, lamps, "etc.. Bramble sidecar:

offers wanted.—Godfrey, Sulgrave, Banbury. [X1067

12^4 Triumph, clutch model, lamp, born, mascot,
spares, good tyres, condition fine; £36/10, nearest.

6,759. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventrj-. [X1032
19^

.\20 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine model, in eseellent con
XU dition; £33: caeh or easy terms. — R. E. Jones

Also at Cardifl. [0546(Garage(^), Ltd., Swansea

TBIUMPH. 1913*,->, dropped frame, in eplendid order
tllrongbout, usual acceseoriee

:

£36, or near.—
iBromley Motor Works. Mason's Hill, Bromley. [7657

IQT-i'A SVjIr.p. Triumph. F.E. clutcli model, P.H.
JL^ lamp, tyres nearly new, wicker sidecar, in eplendid
Londition, accessories,
Wilts.

t^pares

;

£32.-LiltIe, Grittlet.in

tX1044

TBIUMPH. 1912, S'/ili.p.. free engine model, fittwl

with 1914 silencer, overhauled, and in perfect con-
:dition: £30.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed..
jBirminghoju. [0609

;1Q13'/2 Triumph, 3-speed, free engine, and co«h-
'XU built sidecar, fast, powerful, and in brand Mw-
.condition, all spares and accessories: £39.—49, Mile
lEnd Bd., London, E. [7923

TEITJMPH, 19113:1, free engine clutch, excellent con-
diti.in, new tyres and tubes, 1914 exhaust, lamp,

.horn, tools, sparer^; £27, or near offer.-Bullock, 52, Car-
Inarvon Ed., Blackbnrn. [X0989

TEIUMPH, 4h.p. type A., bought first Teek of war,
owner gone to front, Lucas lamj) and horn ; price

£50: can be eeen at Whiteleys.—Thos. Edingborongh,
T.iuple Fortune, Hendon. [7813

TEITJMPH, late 1912, with Mills-Fulford sidecar,
fully equipped, recently overhauled, new piston.

vaho^. etc., many 1914 improvements and spares: £38,
—Hiaes, Castle Brewery, Bedford. [7872

TEIUMPH, 1913',i, 3-speed, free engine. £15/15
Canoelet sidecar, varijujs accessories; urgent sale,

±48. offers.—Garaged Messrs. Grimsell, Dix, Ltd.,
Uxbridge II<1., Ealing Common, W. [7829

TEIUMPH. 3'-jh.p., free engine model, new July,
1912. not run 500 miles, excellent condition, un-

limited (-pares: £30, or exchange Morgan runabout, cash
adjustment.—Dean, Optician, Keighley. [X1031

TRIUMPH 1913, 3i,ih.p., Ireo engine, Philipson
pulley, decompressor, Senspray carburetter,

Lucas lamp set, Watford speedometer; £35.~Elce and
Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C.

[0597
rpEIUMPH, 3',ih.p., late 1909, just been overhauled
-L aad re-enamelled, tyreg in excellent condition,
back nearly new, acetylene lamp and generator, usual
tools, etc. : will take £20. — Box L5,014, The Motor
Cycle Offlcee, 20. Tudor St., E.C. [0553

TEIUMPH, 3iih.p., late 1912, guaranteed in flrst-
ratc ordnr, with nearly new tyros and gas lamp,

horn, and tools; owner bought nidecar combination; will
take £30 for quick sale.-Wm. Thwaitc^, Fruit and
Potato Merchant, Sandown, Isle of Wight. '[7821

1013 Triumph. Sturmey-Archor gear, new this yearLU with 1914 fittings, lamp, horn, new belt fitted, also
No. 10 model Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, new June,
fitted with cov.Tjdl apron, and eide shield to mudguard

:

would sell either or both cheap for cash : in Coventrv —
6,715, The Mulor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XOSei
TRIDJIPn. 1914, 4h.r., 3-speed, l.-irge P. and H.

black lamp set, belt and tube case, knee grips,
double footrests and pedalling gear, only 3 weeks old
cost £70, accept £52/10, bargain; suitable lor
despatch work.—Cass's Motor Mart. 5, Warren .St
Euston Rd., W. 'Phone; ^Museum 623. [7974

1Q12"!.1 Triumph, free engine, clutch model, guaran-
J-tf teed .-pl>'u<lid condition, plated rims, 26x2^ Dun-
lop rubber-tuddcd tyres, new, also new Dunlop belt,
all acceseories, watch, mirror, bargain, trial, £33- coach-
built nearly new sidecar, Carhub fittings, plated rims,
quiek-flt joints, £5/10.-45, Charles St., Exmonth St.,
Limehouse, E. [X1140

Trump.
TEUMP-J.A.P., 1913. 6h.p., with spring wheel side-

car, Armstrong gear. Xl'oll sadcfle, F.R.S lamp,
f 111

'
ilometer, spares, excellent condition; £57(10.-5

i.'uu.^his Ed., Canoabury, N. [XlOll

v.s.
31h.p. V.S. -and sidecar, 2-speed N.S.TT. gear, mag.,

'2 Amac, spring forks, lamps, new belt, tyres and
tiili - good: £20.—Jones. 1. Gartoil St., Wandsworth,
*> ^^ [7800

AVerner,
Qh.p. Werner. B. and B.. Bosch, Whittle- £6; going
f-J order.-42, Aytoun Rd., Stock-well. [7955

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 1914 Water-cooled Sidecar Comhina-
_ tion.jilmost asjiew: £73/10, cost £100.—Motor
Exchange, Westeate. Halifax. [0390
TirriLLIAMSON, 8h.p., with Canoelet sidecar, in new
'» condition; genuine bargain, £62.—Colmore Depot.

49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X0991
,Qh.p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination, late 1913,^ with 1914 improvements, 2-speed gear and free en-
cine clutch, fitted with handsome coachbuilt sidecar, with
scri en and storm apron complete, speedometer, separate
jeorratjT lamp, hooter, etc.: £57/10, or exchange —
\\auchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X1021

Wolt.

W°^' 2'.jh.p,. new this year: £18, in good condition," —43. Hathaway Ed., Croydon. [7793

Q^^-P: Wolf. J.A.P.. grand condition, lamp, tooly/i box, horn, footboards; £23, or offer —
ainsworth, Victoria Rd., Romford. [7902

W^AR SALE
of Motor Cycles.
Trial before purchase solicited.

MACHINES £20-£25.
igii 3^ h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, and Sidecar,

lamp and horn £21 10
1912 2i h.p. ENFIELD Lightweight, 2-spccd £25
1912 3.} h.p. CORAH-J.A.P., very fast, fine

condition £24
MACHINES UNDER £40.

19106 h.p. ZENITH -GRADUA. J.A.P.
engine, complete with Sidecar £26

1912 2-speed«RADBURY and Sidecar £35
1912 3\ h.p. P. & M., 2-5pce(l, and Sidecar . £37 10

MACHINES UNDER £50.
1914 2iJ h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, military

model, new, just delivered £48
1914 23 h.p. A.J.d., 2-speed, clutch, touring

model, kick starter, shop-soiled only

;

cost £49 75 £42 10
MACHINES OVER £50.

1914 3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, twin, 2-spccd
clutcli, handle-bar control, shop-soiled ;

cost £69 los £62 10
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, detachable

wheel, 750 c.c. engine, hood, screen, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, spare tyre, beautiful
condition, engine only run 200 miles ;

cost over £100 £79
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, detachable

wheel, just delivered £89 15 6
1914 8 h.p. HENDERSON. 4-cyl., 2-speed.

1914 Bramble Sidecar, splendid order,
verv i.isi £65

1914 9 h.p. WILLIAMSON Combination,
W.C., hood, screen, and higgagc-grid

;

cost f 102 los. ; new £80

To Light the Road. F.R.S. HEAD LIGHT.

srr.ci.xL LOXDOX .agents.
Prices include Generator and Handle-bar Fitting.

Major, Oin. lens, 1,200ft. beam 78 6
Big, 5iin. lens, 1,000ft. beam 68 6
Standard, 43in. lens, 800ft. beam 58/6
F.R.S. Douglas Set 32/6
We have a few sets slightly soiled, used for

demonstration purposes at 20% reduction. Write
or call for particulars.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL ACCESSORIES AND
CLOTHING TO H.M. FORCES.
BE RAXRIOTIC-

English, French, Belgian, or Russian flags,

beautifully made, with special fitting for fixing
to number-plate, c>:tra stout pin.

Union Jacks on plain pins, 3in. ;< liin 5d.
French ditto 5d.
Union Jacks on plain pins, 6in. X 3m 9d.

6iu. ;< 3in., on stout pin, with number-plate clip 1/3
Sets of three flags, British, French, and Belgian,

with radiator cap clip 3/-
Sets of four flags, includes Russian, with

radiator cap clip 4/-
Flag and Propeller Mascot, with handle-bar clip lOd.
Bunting Union Jacks, on stout pins, and

handle-bar clips, 4in. X Sin 1 /-

Flag on handle-bar clip 4d.
Postage 2d.

Sole London and District Agents for the A.J.S.
Special London Agents for Rex and Jap Spare Parts.

Send for a 'copy of the
Big Taylor Catalogue. Post free.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms .... 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, Alfred Place, LONDON. W.C.

'Poone : Museum, 1240.
Telegrams: " Dynaraetro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZE^^TH-GRADUA, 3V>b.p.. late 1911; lowest £23.-
Bambridgre, Alexandra Ed,, Penrith. [X1114

ZENITH Gradua Motor Cycle, good order; £43.-
Lieut. Graham Martin, Brunswick House, Torquay.

[X9806
ZENITH, 1913, 6h.p., kick starter, Gradua gear,

just overhauled; £38.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [7-U38

ZENITH, 1912, 3V''h.p., Gradua gear, all accessorise";

£28, or with sidecar £32.—P. J. Evans, Joun
Bright St., Birmingham. [7896

ZENITH, 1913, 6h.p., clutch and kick starter, splen-
did order, accessories; £40.—Elce and Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0492

ZENITH, 6h.p., late model. Gradua gear, fitted with
luxurious coaclibuilt sidecar, splendid condition;

absolute bargain, £45.—Garaged 2, Milner St., Cadogan
S(i., S.W.

• [7873

8 h.p. Zeaith-Gradua. overhead valves, J.A.P. engine,
very fa^st machine, and in prime condition, fitted

with a ^emi-racing low-built sidecar; the complete turn-

out £50, or exchange.—Wauchope'e, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., London. [S1019

ZENITH. 1914 (March), 8h,p.. counter-shaft, special
lubrication, largo tank. Sin. tyros MiUford Empress

sidecar, F.B.S. lamp, speedometer, spare belt and case,

other sundries; £72 cash.—Dix., Ltd,, The. Garage.
Uxbridge Rd., Eahng Common. [7628

ZENITH-GKEEN-PEECISION, water-cooled, sy^-h.p..

Gradua gear, 1913 machine, engine juet been over-

liauled, all parto in pood condition, Hutchinson tyres,

foiuplete with Powcil-Hanmer lamp, horn, and all toolp;

tlut? machine as represented accept £35, carriage paid,

to any addro-^s in Briti-^h Islei^.—iJcne Motor Cycle Co..

Hayuiarket, Xewca-stle-on-Tyue. [S.1154

Miscellaneous.
4h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap. splendid order, suit sidecar: £15,

bargain.—15, Curzou St., Leicester. [X1064

Motorcvelette, new, complete, les^ magneto;
£12: wanted, Auto-Wheel.—Beckett, Botesdale.

i.X1045
ANDSWOETH Motor Exchange.—London's leading

motor exchange. Greatest bargains ever known.
Exchanges.

WAXDSWOETH.-Rex (brand new).- 1914. 6h.p., 2
speeds; great sacrifice, 45gn6. Exchanges.

WAXDSWOETH.-Indian 1914 combination, 7-9h.p.,

2 epeeds, kick, almost new; £59/10. Exchanges.

WAKDSWOETH.-CIyno 1912 r-ombination. 6h.p., 2
speeds, kick, runs well; £29/10. Exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Rex. 1912-13. 6h.p. twin, Bosch,
2 epeeds; cheap, 28 gne. Exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Ohater-Lea. 1912-13, 4h.p. J.A.P.,
Bosch, coimter-tjhnft 2 speeds, kick ; 28 gns. Ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian (red), 5-6h.p. twin, map.,
just like new; £27/10. Exchangotj.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N., 1911. 5-6h.p.. 4 cyls., mag-,
drip feed, very fa.*t: £18/18. Exchangee.

WANDSWOETH.-Bradburj-, 1911, 3'Mh.p.. Boaeh,
fine powerful machine; bargain, £18/18. Ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-Bradbury, genuine 1912 3i^-4h.p.,

Bosch, re-enamelled, like new; £25. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., 1911-12, 2Uh.p., m.o.r.,
mag., 2 speeds, chart drive; £18/18. Exchangea.

WANnSWOETH.—Bat-Jap combination, 8h.p., m.o.v.,
mag., 2 epeed?: clearance, 28 gns. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Ecx 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2 epeeds,
extra good tyies; £18/10. Exchangee.

WAX'DSWOETH.-F.N., 4li:-5h.p.. 4 eyls., raag., 2
speeds, F.E., runs well; £19/19. Exchangeti.

WANDSWOETH.-Rex 1911-12 7-9h.p. twin, Bosch,
fine powerful machine ; £27/10. Exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Motosacoehe lightweight, iVa-Sh.p.,
mag., Druids, rune well ; cheap, £8/15. Ex-

changeis.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.U., 3-3V2h.p., m.o.v., mag.,
good tyres, running Tsrder: £9/15. Exchanges.

WANDSWOETH. — Easy payments. — Wandsworth
Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Waudeworth Town

If"'--

W^

station. 'i^Jione: ijattereea 327. [XI 150

BABGAIXS.-3',ih.p. a.i.v. Bat, Boech; 31l.p. F.N.,
mag., T.T. ; ofleis over f8.—53, Brownhill Ed..

Catfoid. [7898

3Xh.p. Motor, Amac, h.b.c, Chater fittings, spare ac-
2 cumulator, good order; £6: seen by appoint-

ment.—11, Milner Ed., Merton, S.W. [7932

C<HATEE-J.A.P. and sidecar, twin, 2.«pecd, and
' clntch : any trial; must sell: £23.—Twilley, Grocer,

1. Parade, Twickenham Ed., leleworth. [XM46

IF You Want Bargains in eecond-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (caoJi or easy

terms], 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X0705

WE Can Supply you with a machine at special
clearance prices.—Longman Bros, and Aitken,

1, King St., Acton. Tel. : Chiswick 1578. [7970

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FO« SALE.
Miscellaneous.

EAGLES.—Veloce. a'Ah.p., 1914.
new; £20.

2-stroko, nearly

EAGLES.—Bradbury, 4h.p (89x89)., with 2-apeed
gear and free engine, fine condition; £25.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, clutch model, 2 speeds,

excellent condition, all accessories; £32.

EAGLES.—Auto-Wheel, nearly new, run 400 miles,
' and Sunbeam 3-speed cycle, with oil bath gear

case; £16.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. S'Ah.p. Popular, mag., dropped
rear frame, Maboii clutch; £12/10.

;^AGLES.—Clyno, 6h.p., 19121/2, 2 speeds, chain
' drive, fine sidecar machine; £35.

AGLES.—N.S.U., 3>ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, in

good condition, suitable for sidecar; £16/10.

E
E
EAGLES.—N.S.U., Si/sh.p. Model de Luxe, latent pat-

teiu, trpring frame, 2 speeds, free engine; £30.

EAGLES.—Alldavfi Matchless, SVst-P-. late 1912. 2

speeds, free engine, coachbuilt sidecar; £28/10.

EAGLES.—Bat-Jap, 1912-13, 5-6h.p. twin, chain
drive, 2 speeds, kick starter, Gloria spring

wheel coaclibuilt sidecar; £42/10.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, free engine model, with
Pliilip?oa pulley, new condition; £30.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, 1911, thoroughly
overhauled. 2 speeds. 1914 coachbuilt sidecar,

perfect condition; £36; any trial.

EAGLES.—Clyno 6h.p. twin. 1912, 2 speeds, chain
drive, new torpedo coachbuilt sidecar; £38/10.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Co.. High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X1148

BARGAINS in Birmingham.—Ariel, £4/10; 1911 2l^

h.p. twin, £10; two 4h.p. New Hudson combina-
tions. £32 and £35.-53, Colonial Ed., Bordeeley Green.

[X1054
SEND for motor cycle clearance list. Douglas, Tri-

umph, Eudge, Eover. Singer, Norton, etc., and side-

care.—Tweedale Armstead Motors, Ltd.. Magdalen St.,

Oxford. [0581

THE Motor Auction Sale held fortnightly at Palmer's
Giirage, Tooting, makes a speciality of motor cycles.

About 50 ofiered at each sale. Nest sales Oct. 28th,
Nov. IJth, at 2 o'clock. Entries invited. [7867

SECOND-HAND Motor Cvcles.—"We have a large etock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send ue your requirements and we will

t'uarantfe to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[X0314

£3 Deposit and 5/- weekly purchases 2^41i-P- De Dion,
£6/15: 3V-h.p. Htimber tricar, £8/5; 2^^h.p. Bnid-

bury, £6/15; 3h,p. N.S.U., £15; 4h.p. Coronet, £9/15;
Clement-Garrard, £6.—Motor Exchange, Westgate. Hnli-
fas. [0489

£5 will fecure a £20 motor cycle, or £7/10 for a £30
machine, or for £15 one can hare a new 4h.p.

3-speed Triumph, balance arranged to suit income. Every
machine guaranteed: trial willingly.—Colmore Depot, Bir-
mingham. [X0974

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make of motor cycle
on our easiest deferred payruent system. Ex-

changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-

posal. Tuition free. Please favour U6 with a post-

<ard.—Lamb's, 151, High St.. Walthamstow, and 50,

High Ed., Wood Green. [0533

THE South-Eastern Garage, Heme Hill Station,
London, S.E.. offer the following bargains at

special wartime prices : 1912 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-

speed, and sidecar, £32; 3h.p. Quadrant, £6; 6h.p.
1914 counter-shaft Zenith, £56, with sidecar £64:
4b.p. Eoc, 2-speed, sidecar, £22; 1909 Triumph, 2-

Epeed, £25; 1912 SV^b.p. Ivy-Precision, £23; 1913
3'/2h.p. Ariel, T.T., £30; 1913 ladys Douglas, 2-

speed. £40; 1913 Kendall cycle car, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
hood, screen, £65, or exchange for motor cycle;
sidecars from 50/-; 2h.p. Minerva engine, £3; also
many other motor cycles and accessories. Write for
lists. [8457

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Pay us a visit and
compare our prices. We have a large stock in

Al condition, at moderate prices to clear. They in-
clude Ariel, Antoine, Bat, B.S.A., Bradbury, Campion,
Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield (fine twin sidecar com-
binations), F.N., Humber, Indian, Campion, J.A.P.,
L.M.C., Moto-Eeve, New Hudson, Premier {two, one
lightweight, one 3V2b.p.), Rex (several fine Rexes),
Roc, Rudge, Scott, Singer, Triumph. Zenith. Two
good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick
delivery of new mounts. Write for details of the M.
and M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches, 2 and 3-speed
pears, engines (air and water-cooled), Binks, B. and B.,
Scnspray carburetters, decompressors, cheap sidecars,
lamps, belts, pillion seats, helmets, overalls, etc. All
rock bottom prices. Come to us if you want a machine
for military use. We will give you a specially low
quotation, promptness, and courtesy, free of charge.

—

Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motorics, 80, High
Rd.. Streatham, London. (D) [X1114

TRICARS FOR SALE.

5 h.p. Riley Tricar, mag., w.c. 2-speed, grand running
order; £30, or offer.—Ainsworth, Victoria Rd.,

Romford. [7901

RILEY Tricar, Sh.p. twin engine, wind screen,
plenty spares, perfect condition ; selling through

death; £35, bargain.—Mrs. Ellis, Arlesey, Beds. [X0189

WE VALUE NO ASSET
OF OUR BUSINESS

MORE HIGHLY THAN

OUR REPUTATION FOR

STRAIGHT DEALING. .

GODFREY'S
HAVE A GRAND
STOCK OF -

NEW
AND

SECOND-HAND

MACHINES,
AND THE CASH BUYER
WILL FIND IIM THEIR
SHOWROOMS JUST THE
MOTOR CYCLE TO SU8T
HIM.

Substantial Cash Discounts.

Special Terms for Recruits.

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS
IF YOU CANNOT CALL.

G LiODFREY'S LTD.,

208, fit. Portlaiiil Street,

LONDON, W.
4464 I

'Phones 4350 [
Mayfaip,

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5-6h.p. Water-cooled, 2 speeds, chaiu drive, wheel steer-

ing, meelianical yalves. tyres unpunctnred, acces-
sories, in perfect order; £18/10.—Carter, 44, East Kd.,
Burnt Oak, Edgware. [S0999

3-SEATEB Tricar, 7-9h.p. Fafnii. Tvater-cnoled, Cliater-

Lea 3-i^peed, reverse, electric lamps, EuslimoTe head
lamp, new tyres, climb anything, recently overhauled

:

f37/10.-M-, 29, Barrow Ed., Streatham, S.W. [7960

WHITE and Poppe sy^h.p. 3-wheeler, w.c, 2-6pecd,

handle start, wheel steering, jirLt enamelled, good,

make excellent tranetiman's express, suit traveller; £18,
nearest cat^h offer.—29, Lancaster Ed.. Hitchin, Hertii.

[783S

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ELTILLE Sidecars, Halifax.M^

SIEECAES at gift prices is your iprenent opportunity.
We are clearing tbe remainder of 1914 ^touk at

actual cwt price, and have sidecar? complete from
£3/15, coachbuilt from £6/6: all are -standard models,
and represent a wonderful saving to you. Bodies, ivind

screens, hoods, in fact anything iiidecarir;h, at remark-
ably low prices. It pays to buy now. ]Jon"t delay, and
remember rou buv from actual makers throughout.—
'Phone: 999 Halifax. [X103H

TV/TELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax, Torks-

ANNUAL Clearance Sale of second-hand and ghop-
suiled eidecars, chassis, bodies in cane, wicker, and

coachbuilt, wind screens. Cape hood-s, aprons, luggage
grids, etc. Be in time, fox the snips.

HOW are These for Bargains?— 1912J:. 2'^:ili.p. Eoyat
Enftf?ld, unseratched, cost £53/10, first offer over £30

secures; 1912 SV^h p. Kover, 2-epeed. with brand new
£16/16 coachbuilt sidecar, machine used for trials ouly.

cost over £30, accept £50. fSnos
SIDECAR, complete, good tyre and apron ; bargain, £2.

—England, Dixon St., Featheistone, Yorks. [X1035

COACHEUILT Sidecar. £5/10, dark green bodv.-Par-
ticulars and photo, Waddell, Heads Nook. [X1016

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; write
for catalogue, fully illustrating the various

models.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.~See our latest design underslung
chassis, coachbuilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy terms

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We are also mating a special

coachbuilt sidecar; £8/15.

PHOSNIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made; good
prices allowed for other makes in eschange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always a
large selection from 50/-; weekly list published.

PHOENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be;

our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always on
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars r,re manufactured throughout in

our own works; originators of the Phcenix Trimo
forecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Plicenis Motors,
Ltd.. established 1889). 736, Holloway Hd., and

4. 5, 6. Criterion Mews, London, N. Tel. : Hornsey
449. Telegrams: Sycarnix, Hpholl, London. [6320

WICKER Sidecar, upholstered, good condition ; 45/-,

offers.—Williams, 36, Cambridge R4., Gunners-
bury. W. [7859

BASTONES.—Special puichase of high-class coachhnilt
bodies (brand new) ; list price £7/15, our price

£3/17/6.

BASTONES.—Latest cigar pattern, cane body, £3/15;
Williamson good eecoud-hand coachbuilt bodies,

£2/19/6: for complete sidecars "send for list.-228, Pen-
tonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [V978

AERO Cigar Shaped Coachbuilt Sidecars, low, com-
fortable: cheap to clear. Send for illustrations.—

6, Fosbnry Mews, Inverne-^s Terrace, Eayswater. [7911

"I Q14 Gloria Sidecar de Liixe, £21/10 model, to suit

-LiJ Th.p. spring frame Indian, brand new;. first cheqne
£16/10 secures.—Alexander's, 115. Lothian Rd., Edin-
burgh. [7854

CANOELET, Swan, and Middleton record breaking
Sidecars; trade supplied.—Sole wholesale agent Lon-

don, Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd-, and 173, Gt, Portland
St., W. [6609

MONTGOMERY 1914 Models less 15% for cash;
also several second-hand sidecars at bargain

prices.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate At., Camomile
St., E.C. [0607

ANNUAL Sale.—Coachbuilt sidecars, chassis, trades-

men's carriers, at war prices; only a few left; car-

riage paid.—The Motor Traders Co^ 27, Newton St.. Bir-

mingham- [7796

CONVERT vour old eidecar to coachbuilt; standard
bodies from £3/10; cigar shape £3/12/6; old bodies

^

taken in part payrnent.-Bright and Hayles, Church St.,

Camberwell. [7986

WELDED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue of

welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued:-

30 models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St,.

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [3760

P.M.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for

catalogue fully illustrating the various models
and patent P.M.C. quick fit couplings.—The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Rd.. Birmingiiam. [C[b4

fi22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to be

first-class finish and remarkable value; best racing
designs on the market; light bodies for low power ma-
cbinea a speciality: make no purchase without seeing
ours; several shop soiled sidecars offered cheap.—Stokes
aod Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Ed., Leicester. [0190

BODIES.
CIGAK Shape Coach Bodies, £311216, very smart

design.—Bright and Hayles. 73, Church St., Cam-
lienvell. [7987

STANDARD Coach Bodies, with toolbox and side en-
trance ; £3/10.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St,

Camberwell.

CYCLE CARS.
[7988

1Q12 Morgan Runabou.t: £65: buying new. — Man-
-It/ Chester Warehouse, Weobley, Herefordshire.

[xdg96
MOEGAJV, 1914 sporting model, as new, used for few

demonstration runs only; offers.-JIoss, Wem,

AC. Sociable. 19K, hood, wind screen, 4 lamp«- bar-
gam to clear, £45.-33, Downing St., Manchester

Ana-,., ,.^. K1086
.0. Sociable, condition as new; co.st over £100 fully
equipped; £40, bargain.-37, Tadema Ed., Chelsea,

London. [7952
lyOEGAN Eunaboirt, Grand Tri.x model, only month-I'X old, absolutely like new; what offers ?—Padget, How-

[50802
porting, perfect condition, all acces

den, Yorkd.

MOEGAN, 1914.
sones: cost £111, £82

London, N.W.
Karck, 40, Adelaide Ed,

[7804
TITOTOEETTE, 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free

m T,
"^^e"":, hood and screen, good condition: £38 —The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

A '^'
„®°''i'''''5'

**"<="! ^'*h lamps, hood, screen, aid^ sereral extras, a very smart turnout; price £69- nnvsevere trial given.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Lond™,

L^^fiSJ^^^ i^^""^'",", ^"S""' exceptional conditio-n,

ii^: motor'^eVefe^nd' --?'-^ -"-"*""•' "' t-minotion ;

I\I;itloek.

A-C. Socdable, 1911

iidecar part.—Else, Daisy Bank^
[X1102

;„,t 1,
,-- ,™"del, been little used, engine

tl,l„„-'<i ^^H-"
"'"hauled, tyres and chains and every-thing in good order: accept f35.-Dene Motor Cycle CoHuniiatket, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [S1I67

A C. Pattern Cycle Car. 41/oh.p. De Dion engine

what ^le,.T\r ''""'" ''''=1' \'','^ euards to Qompfete« hat oHers'—Morgan and Maxwel . The GeneraJlotones, 80, High Ed., Streatham. [XllU
]yjOHGAN, 1913 (September), De Luxe model,
i^.t il^ T''*S"i *'°?'^' speedometer, lamps, horn,IJa, tools splendid order; £75.-Elce and Co 15B.,hopsgate Av., Camomile St.. London, E.C. [0608

19^^.^°'''''>,P'V' ?"-"* 8h.p. Blumfield twin, Bo«ch-ii'. mag.. Chater-Lcii gear box. 3 speeds FE handle
?.?: :,°±/°7 '?!L,=PlA"<iid conditio^; £3o\. exchangeconsidered.—

4

don.
Sontbwark Park Ed.,

change
Bennondsey, Lnn-

[7934
climb any hill in Derbyshire, wind

ii,.i,t.
" "1 °v?''V''*'

studded back tyre, powerful
ughts. splendid horn, accessories

; £40 or Intmodel motor cycle and cash.-Eycraft, '

Belpcr, near Derby.

AC. Sociable,
screen, side

head ""
"

Church St..

[S1037

G^n,?^i,.F"J«^'°'^-!;,"• ^""^ Martin's Brooklauds-" machine, fitted with a green overhead valve twin-

li'tiit"w?ft' hS' ™"';S
'"»'"'"*

I""^
*"-'*• fl«ed electric

liglJt, head light, speedometer, etc.; £110, or exchange.-lA auehope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X1022

CARS FOR SALE.
pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting always have over 100 oar>in stock. Catalogues free [7866
CIXGEE Light Car, loh.p.. 1914. tor immediate d.-J livery; trade aupplied.-Eey, 378, Euston Ed. 1661
Qh.p. 2-cyl. Riley. 2-seat.." order: £14, carriage

aupplied.-Eey, 378, Euston Ed7i66'i2
3 and reverse, mag., good

paid.-Ecine, Old Ciminock.

A^^,°;^J^ ^¥'f' .1313' fh-P- water-coil?d,°'3
-^ sPefis. ready for the road; £8S.-P. J. EvmsJohn Bright St., Birmingham. [7894
Qh.p Riley, 2.se.at., dual ignition, hood, lamps, re-t' bushed, grand condition; £45, or offer --Ainsworth, Victoria Rd., Eomtord. [7900
TVfOEGAN, 1913, sporting model, lamps, horn, tools,

,„„ r,™
^I'1«';'1'<1 .TOidition: £65, offers, or modern solomachine part.-Bircumshaw, Skegness. [7944

TTITMBEEETTE. 1913. Sh.p., air-cooled, just re-

f:^
painted and overhauled, complete all accessories-'^5—^'. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

.

TJE DION Genuine 6h.p. Populaire. 2.«eat., splendid
tr ^•r.-^ speeds and reverse, hood, screen; special
bargain £25

:
lightweight (modern) and cash if desired.-

45, Wherstead Ed., Ipswich. [51063
fjh.p. Eover Car, not fast, but will go anywhere, strong" and serviceable; any severe trial given- 3 speedsand reverse gear; for immediate sale £25, unprecedented
oflei.-At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

1 S*"'?- Stndebaker-Flanders, low 4-seat. torpedo body,
V^ .

'*°" I'"''*' "*'•'' >^'*'' '^'ery refinement re-
garaie.s3 of cost, beautiful condition- any trial- £95-
take sidecar combination part.-Elee, Derwent Mill. Mat-
lock. [X1103

The
Motor-
cyclist's
** ally "-

In his fight with that

deadliest of all enemies—
VIBRATION— the Motor-cyclist

will find a powerful and all-

sufficient ally in the shape of the

"DRUID "

Spring Fork.
Scientifically designed, and con-

structed of the finest and most
suitable materials, the "DRUID"
completely accomplishes the pur-

pose for which it was introduced

— so much so, that all the ill

effects caused to the rider by the

iiTegularities of the road surface

are entirely obviated.

In your own best interests, there-

fore, YOU should specify the
" DRUID," and, moreover —
INSIST on your mount being

"DRUID -equipped "— 'tis the

ONLY way to ensure the "ALL-
SMOOTH" road.

A. DREW & Co., Ltd.,
Leopold Street. BIRMINGHAM.
Bear in mind that the winning (A.J.S.)
machine in the 1914 JUNIOR T.x'.

RACE (I.O.M.), and that 5 out of the
first 6 machines home -were fitted -svith

"DRUID" Forks.

CAPS FOR SALE.
BARGAINS in Chasers and Char-a-bancs. Daimler,

Delaunay. and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

with solid tyres, for sale cheap; Daimler char-a-banc,
fitted new torpedo body, seat 15, £200; Crossley ditto.

£175: Star ditto. £165: Delaunay-Belleville ditto. £185;
Napier ditto, £150 ; Delaxmay-Belleville landaulet, 20
h.p-, live axle, £125; Renault ^4 landaulet, 12-16h.p.,
£175: several touring cars cheap; 500 solid band tyres,

cheap.—Star and Garter Garage. Kew uridge. Brent-
ford. Tel.: 1031 Chiswick. [0582

COMMERCIAL CARS.
HTJjMBER, 10-12h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch, light van, good

tyres.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Rd.,
Streatham. [X1105

UNIO, 2-cyl., Bosch mag., 3-speed and reverse, good
tyres, light box van, load l5-cwt.; £60.—Morgan

and Maxwell, 80, High Rd.. Streatham. [X1103

ENGINES.
ABSOLUTELr New 5-6h.p. Blumfield Engine Set (leas

magneto). £11/11.—Farrar's Motories. Halifax.
[X8389

BASTONES.—New Rex Sh.p. twin engines, with pul-

ley, silencer, and pipes, complete, less magneto;
£12/10.

BASTONES.—Hex 5-6h.p. twin engine, .with Bosch
mac. £9/9 : 3'/.h.p. single, with Bosch mag., £8/8.

—228, I'entonv'ille Ed., Bang's Cross, London. [7979

TRIUMPH 3V'jh.p. Engine, wants one flywheel, new
rondition : accept 60/-, or sell parts.—Wood. 8b.

Boston Rd.. Hanwcll. [77S7

STILL Running!—Stag, 1'i. 5, 5-6h.p., single-cyl. en-
gines, unbeaten for power, durability, price.—Only

address, Buckman and Howard, 18. Canal St.. Notting-
ham. [X0597

Oih.p. 1912 Twin Ilotii-Beve Engine, 48x70. mog..
'Va 1914 B. and B., adjustable tappets, £4 spent on
overhanl. Blumfield adjustable pulley (new), long exhaust,
valve lifter, complete, perfect; £7.-45. Heathfield Rd..
S. Croydon. [7912

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
P-\RKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.-Experts

on all magnetos. Boscb. Eisemann. etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Rewinding, re-magnetlsing.
overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota-
tions.

I
.MPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'

written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice. Johns Place, King St., Acton,
London.—State your trouble; let us quote vou.

[2976
BASTONES.-New Bosch magnetos, DAV 2-cvl., £3/5;

ZEV. enclosed type, 50°, £4/10: Fisher single-cyl..
£2/19/6.-228. Pcntonville Ed., King's Cross, London,
N. [7980

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed : liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change lor new; lists free.—Bichford. 153, Fleet St.,

London. [1775

BIRillNGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.—Re-winding, re-
magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed

;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply. Ltd..
41. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. ; Motors. Binn.
Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [6967

Q/l Hours Magneto Repair Service.—All makes of
/^rt magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as
efficient as new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simins
Motor Units, Ltd., 191. Wardour St.. London. W. (0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, any make.
Armature winding a speciality, guaranteed 12

months. Don't pay enormous prices. We ore late from
Bosch's and Simnis. and give same guarantee at half
their prices. We appeal to you to support British in-
dustry by sending us your repairs. New and second-hand
magnetos and spare parts in stock.—The Magneto Repair-
ing and Winding Co.. 158, Seymour St., Euston Rd..
London. 'Phone; Museum 1158. [7841

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
specialists in this work. Bosch magneto repairs

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. AH repairs
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. AH spare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of
econd-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators re-

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann itag-
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbaken.
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St., Manchester. 'Phone:
6111 City. [0404

BELTS.
BASTONES.—Balata and chrome belting, % lOd., lin.

1/-, I'.sin. 1/2 per foot.

BASTONES.—Best quality leather chrome belting, %
Ud., % 1/1, Vn 1/2, lin, 1/4, I'.iin. 1/6 per foot.—

228, Pentonrille Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [7981

NEW Lyeo %in. Rubber Belting, in two pieces. 7ft.
6in. 5/-, 8ft. 5/6 ; .short lengths 9d. foot.-Mnrruvs,

37a, Charles St., Hattou Garden, Holbom. [X1068

SPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for autumn
and winter use, %in. lOd.. lin. 1/-, IVain. 1/2 per

foot, post free.—Pollin, V Belt Specialist, Shepherds-
well. Dover. [7148

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, A23
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BELTS.
"f^LITE.—Special clearance line in I.yso belts, luUy
-Li guaranteed bv the manufactULers (the Avon
Rubber Co.), 7ft. 6in.x%in., suitable for Triumph,
etc., 7/- each; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.
1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %in. ,1/3 (list price

1/11), %m. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %in. lid. a foot (list
price 1 /5).

New 1914 John Bull belts, 54ill. 1/6, i7»in

1/9'/;, lin. 2/1, IVgin. 2/7; allowance up to 3/

pLITE.

for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, best
quality %in. 1/- a foot, lin. 1/3 a foot; fastener

given with each belt.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vaushall Bridge Ud., Vic-
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and

260, Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction,
Urixtou, S.W, 'Phones : Victoria 6553. and Bri.xtou
2042. [9069

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, tor tyre value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
lactniers in the Briti(^h Euipire. and famous the woilil
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non^skidding
cropeities. Make the Clincher your safeguard. — See
Lelow for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

-1914 Clincher Dreadnought,
-. , otudded, beaded covers. 26x2

30/-, li.st £2/4/6; 26X2W 32/6, list £21713: 26x21/2, to
lit 21^ rims, 32/6,- hst £2/7/3; 26x21,4 35/6. list

£2/10/10. An experienced sidecarist eayis: " Dread-
nov;giit is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-plv fabric, rubber studded, beaded covers; 26

x

2%. to fit 2ii rims, 27/6, list £2/1: 26x21/2, 29/6, list

£2/2/9. A customer urites; "The De luxe tyre is

tiuly marvellous value." •

I EGGATE, Edinbnrgh.-1914 Clincher A Won. heavy
J rubber studded, bearded covers, 26x2 21/-, list

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.-
-IJ very heavy, rubber studded.

31/6.' 26x21,4 23/., list 34/-
covers,

26x21/. 23/-, list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.— 1914 heavy Clincher made,
ruiber studded, beaded edge covers, 26x2 17/6,

20x214 and 26x21/2 20/-; exceptional value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Heavy tubes, brand new,
26X2 6/6, 26x21,4 6/6, 26x2% 6/6, 26x2l'2 7/-;

worth double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all frc,«h

stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against
icmittauee. Should a customer, for any reason, wish to
I'turn a tyre we pay carriage both directions, and re.

land cash in full.

LEGGATE and Co., Motor Cycle Specialists, 15. Slate
ford Ed., Edinburgh. [X1042

BASTONES.—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber studded
covers, 26X2V2, fit 26x214 rims,. 24/-.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson 1913 passenger covers, 26x
2 20/-, 26X2V2 28'-

BASTONES.—Hutchinson Brookland rubber non-skid
covers, 26x2 12/-; ribbed pattern, 26xl'!4 10'6.

BASTONES.—Clearance Michelin stand.ard covers,

26x21/4 22/6, 26x21/2 24/-, 28X21/. 24/-.

BASTONES.-lIichelin 1914 covers (beaded), 26x1";.,
12/6, 26x2 14/9, 26x21/4 16/-, 26x21,4 18/6, 28x

2 16/6, 28X21,4 16/9.

BASTONES.—Michelin 1914 covers (wired), 26x1%
11/6, 26x2 13/9, 26x21^ 15/-. 26x21,4 16/-, 28x

2 14/9.

BASTONES.—Michelin clearance cycle covers, wired,
28 X 11/2, 5/3.

BASTONES.-Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26,-.

21,4 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-. 28x2 6/-.

BASTONES-—We have a huge stock of covers and
tubes (various makes). 'Phone or send your require-

ments.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Loudon, N
Teh: 2481 North. [7977

KEMPSHALL Cover, 650x65, clearance line; 42/6,
list price 67/6.-Bright and Hayles.

KEMPSHALL Cover, 26x214. heavy non-skid; 32/6;
clearance line ; usual price 45/-.—Bright and Havles,

73, Church St., Camberwell. [7984

Battersca Rise, S.W.—New and
tubes, etc., vulcanising, re-

treaamg. [XH28;

LIGA Plain Tread Cover, 26x21/2, only ridden 60^
miles will accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155, The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [0589

Heavy Red Tubes, best English
just delivered, 26x2 5/-, 2^4 5/6, 21,4 6/-,

CDmplete with Bolt valve; approval against cash; postage
5d. extra.—Pitts, Fordingbridge. [7830

DIJNLOP Heavy Studded Tyres (clearance), 1914,
latest pattern, 26x2 19/6, 26X2% 21/6, 26x2%

23/6, 26x2Vo 25/-; also Moseley clearance covers, 26x
:i,4 12/6, tubes 4/9.-Midland Cycle Depot, 15, Hales
at., Coventry. [X1049

HOLYOAISE'S,
second-hand tyre;

QUANTITY New
make,

^i

WET
DAYS

and

COLD
NIGHTS
get a smart

SERVICE
OUTFIT.

SERVICE WATERPROOFS
I

are still the best.

Double texture material, all seams
stitched and solutioned £1 5 I

i
Better quality, double breasted £1 10

I

Ditto 4oin. long Coats with belts £1 15

j

Gents' and Ladies' long Coats £1 5
Job line separate Legging Overalls 5/6

GLOVES. Special Line.

I

40 pairs Asbestol Mitts, slightly soiled, large I

gaunVets, woollen wrists, at 6/6 ; sold else-

where at 9 /6.

I 70 pairs one-finger mitts, woollen wrists, at 5 /6 ; 1

sold elsewhere at 8/-

46 pairs strong black Gloves, lined, woollen
wTists, 4/6.

j
80 pairs strong black Mitts, lined, woollen

]

wrists, 3/9, excellent value.

I

Tan leather Gloves, double palms and
fingers, strap at wrist, large gauntlets 5/11

Black leather, lined, job line 3/11
Tan and yellow Gloves, cord at wrist . . 3/3

Tan leather Racing-Caps 3/9
I

Tan leather Chest and Throat Protectors 3/9
{state size of collar)

Black leather Waistcoats, dbl. breasted £17 6
Ditto in tan ..£115 |

SERVICE OILSKINS.
;
Double breasted black oilskin long Coats 10/6

|

i
Ditto, befter quality, lined 18/6

[
Thrcequarter length Jackets in silver grey

or black 16/6
I

These coats are strong and suitable for motor
cvclisls, special constables, and miHioj-y men.

I

Sil\'cr grey Motor Cyclist's Suit £1 5
|

Ditto, black, lightweight £11
Sih'cr grey Ponchos, with belt 12/9 I

Heavy black oilskin Suits 10/6
|

SERVICE GOGGLES
in all stj'les and prices.

Write now for Buyers' Guide, stating full

particulars.

THE SERVICE CO.
(London), LTD.,

2S9-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams :
" Admittedly, London."

Telephone : 260 Central, 2071 City.

TYRES.
ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and
260. Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W. All post orders
to Victoria Depot. 'Phone ; Victoria 6553, and Brix-
ton 2042.—We have the following special clear^ce
lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are
willing to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
All orders despatched carriage forward unless postage
sent.

pLITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free ol charge
-L' to all purchasers of goods to the value ol £1
and over.

ELITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kenipsliall clearance covers, heavv non-ckid,

26X2H 35/-, list price 45;.. 26>:2V. 40/-, list price
50/-: 650x65 45/-, list price 67/6; 28x3" 69/-, list price
77/6.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance cover«, heavy anti-skid,
26x2y 24/6, list price 32/6; 26X2% 26/6, list

price 37/6: 28x2'A, suitable for Indian, 30/-, list price
42/.; 28x3 35/-, list price 57/6: Kenipehall sidecar
covers. 23x3 25/-.

ELITE.— Specia'l clearance lines of Woo^I-^Miine covers,

28x3, heavy grip rib pattern, 25/..

ELITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80, to fit

650x65 rims, he.ivy piain tread; 28/6.

ELITE.-Diinlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650X
65; 26/-, list price 50/-.

1^ LITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded covers,

^ special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

26x2Vj
40/.).

25/- (list price 37/61, 26x2',i 27/6 Hist price

ELITE.-Hutchinson Urooklands, 1913 stock, 26x2
12/6, :

w

w

T.T. 26x21/2 16/6 (list price 33/6)

ELITE.—Hutchinson Passenger covers, 1913 stock.

26x2V'' 28/- (list price 41/2). 26 a 3 to fit 2%
rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

LITE.—Hutohinson covers, wired on. Passenger 26X
2^4 20/-. 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26x21/1 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75, to

suit 650X65 rims. 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Michelin clearance covers, beaded edge,

26x2 light 8/9, heavy plain tresd 26x21^ 22/6,

26X2V2 24/6.

LITE —Clearance Michelin covers, wired on; Standard

26X2V2 26/-. 26X21^ 24/6.

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26x
2iii 17/6 (list price 31/-).

ELITE,—Dunlop heavv rubber studded covers, 26x2^
17i6 {list price 30/-), old 1913 stock,

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/fi,

heavy grooved 25/-; Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6,

suit 650x65 rims.

LITE —Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quahty,
26x21,4 6/6.

Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26x2
-LlJ 5/-, 26x21/4 5/6, 26X2V3 6/-, 26x3 7/6, butted

1/3 extra.

LITE offer a rebate of 7/6 off new motor cycle covers

costing not less than 40/-, providing old covers

returned with order, and 15% off covers listed at less

than 40/-. This offer does not apply to clearance lii:ea

as mentioned above.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special

process; treads guaranteed not to come loose;

special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6. medium 10/-; sections

on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible lor us to advertise all the

special lines which we have in stock; therelore,

if there is anythii>g y m require which is not men-

tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to

quote you upon receipt of a postcard.

LITE Rubber Co.. 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd..

Victoria, and 260. Coldharbour Lane, Lough-

borouf-h Junction. Brixton, S.W. "Phones : Victoria

6553. and Brixton 2042. [9072

p LITE.-

1/3

E^

E^

PATENT AGENTS.
S. LOCKWOOD, Patent Agent, 3, New St.,

J . ^Birmingham. Guide and price "bool free. [7941

17LET0HEB WILSON, chartered patent agent.

High St. Chambers. Coventry. Moderate incln-

s>ve lees t57S5

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martinean St., Birmingham,
epecialists in automobile patents. Low charges.

Enquiries invited. 15684

TEADE Marks, Patents.—For securing German mar-

kets get your trade marks and patents protected.

Particulars and advice free.—Kings Patent Agency,

Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [5813

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Reports.-Purcells send experts tp examine

macliines: 10/6, plus fares.-78, Charlotte St., Fitz-

roy Sq., W. ,See advertisement.) [3473

TUITION.
MOTOfe Car Tuition. £3/3. including driving lessoK

until proficient and satisfied; prospectus fr_ee. Ec
duced fee for driving only.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting

[7866

A2 4 All letters -elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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LAMPSAND GENERA.TORS.
HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth

it ? The best is always cheapest, and you positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT throusfh Uie night.

Lens.

6 in.

51m.
4} in.

Beam.

1 ,200 ft.

t ,000 (t.

800 ft.

Price.

72/6 and 78/6
62/6 and 68/6
52 /Sand 58/6

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our name with quality

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

pp to

dO'^'o more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly inangin lens can do, if you
try the light of the F.R.S. against any

other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershorc St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot

:

57, HATTON GARDEN.

Special

Agent: 'I

Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.
Taylor iS; Co., Store Street. Tottenham

Court Uoad, W.C.

Manchester Agents: Messrs. Feay aod Co., 12
JacUsoQ's Row, Maachester.

IT HAS STOOD
THE TEST
OF TIME
and is. therefore.

RELIABLE,
SIMPLE,
WELL AND
STROI^IGLY MADE,
BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED, EASILY
FITTED, & CHEAP.

I
Wrile NOW/w
varticiilftrs to ;

sThe Advance Motor Mtg.
Co., Lid.. Northampton

Pof. No. 21442/07.

All letters relating to advertisements

FINANCIAL.
HEIRS to Money.—Private gent, ia prepared to ad-

vance money on reversions, life interests, motor
cycles, care, or would purchase.—Jones, 165, Euston Ed.,
Morecambe. [7427

LOST AND FOUND.
£10 Eeward.—Lost, 1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph (No.

251685), and grey Gloria sidecar. Skew cover hind
wheel. £10 will be paid for information leading to re-
covery.— 142, Archiray Ed., Hieheate, N. [7S40

WANTED.
PARES. - Morgan and Maxwell. Streathara.

tX7877s
£10 Offer for mag. motor cycle.—136, Dalmallv Rd.,

Croydon. [X1118

MOTOR Cycle, in good condition, any power.— 1,
King St., Acton [7968

MOTOSACOCHE wanted, 2yoh.p., latest model.-
Suttni, I'ymore, Bridport. [X1047

WANTED, Dougl«3, 2 speeds, cieap, cash.—WLite,
5, High St., Malmesbury. [7831

Oih.p. 1912 or later, guaranteed reliable; £16 oflterrrl^2 -1. Denmark TillaB. Hove. [7920

ISLE of Man Rndce Multi. perfect condition; cbenp.
spot cash.—Manning, Bridport. [7914

WANTED. N.S.TJ. 2-6peed gear.-Taylor, 175, St.
5l:iry's Ed., Moeton, Manchester. [X1151

AUTO-WHEEL, late type, must be cheap.—Glencroft.
Belvedere Av., Wimbledon. Surrey. [7938

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Combination -vfantGd, cheap, cash.
-Write. Ponzio, Wliipp's Cro.'^s, N.E. [X1028

1 AA Motor Cycles wnntM : spot ca*:h paid. BrinsXW or send.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7864

WANTED, 1913 Scott, in good condition, cheap for
cash.-27, Florence Park, Eedland, Brit^tol.

i:X0796
WANTED, good second-hand single magneto; state

particulars.—Driver, Woodhnret, Ditchling, Su-5«ex.

[X0994
5-6h.p. F.N. Engine and magneto, or 4Vjh.p. twin, olf^o

lady's motor cjcle.-Crabtree. Bridgend, Lancaster.
[X1030

TRinMPH. 3^p(?cd, 1913 (solo); lowest price, full
particulars.—Holt, Smallehaw, Ashton-under-Lyno.

[X1058
WANTED. cyUnder and pi^tnn for 1912 3V(;h.p. Ariel,

—Gilbert. 30, Edgcmont Gardens, Langside, Glas-
gow. [X1143

WILL give up to £30 in cash ond piano player valup
£13 for 1914 Douglae.-lS. CheetBam St.. Roch-

dale. [X1092

W.iVN'TED, epeedometer, speed gear, lamp get. clutch

;

cheap.—Biencathra, Highfleld RQ., Wnlton-on-
Thamcs. [X1141

TRIUMPH, 1912 or 1913. F.E., 3-speed, good con-
dition; state lowest cash price.—Pye, Morcton-in-

Marsh. [X1122

WANTED, good motor cycle in exchange for oak
lurniture and cash.—21, Westdown Ed..

Cat lord. [7906

COMBINATION wonted: exchange pionola, piano, and
rolls, cash adjustment.—Bargrave Gray, Halltratf*.

Doncaster. [X0981
LIGHTWEIGHT, 2-stroke preferred, must be good

condition; cheap.—T. E. Jones, 20. Frankwell,
Shrewsbury. [7871

SCOTT. 1914. give 1913 T.T. 2-3peed Douglas or T.T.
Triumph and caeh.— 6, Churchways Crescent, Hnr-

fteld, Bristol [7856

WANTED, tyres. speedometers, hoods. - wind
screens, etc.—Gloucester House, Myddleton Rd..

Wood Green. [7899

WANTED, motor cycle and cash; exchange AC.
sociable cycle car. value £55.—Morris. Photo-

grapher, Bourne. [7925

WANTED, for epot caeh, motor cyclee and combina-
tions,—Ba^tones, 228. Pentonville Rd., K:ine'i=

Cross, London, N. [7983

MAGNETO, good second-hand, Bosch, or good make,
suitable for 1912 3';;h.p, N.S.U., single-cyl.-Armi-

tage. Alford, Lines. [7824

"TX7ANTED, magneto, carburetter, lamp set, speedo-_-i.-
* "-

; cheap.—Brooks, 23. ParkVV meter, tyres,

Rd.. West Green. [X1158

^KTERY Low, reliable SV^h.p. or lightweight wanted
V —Fullest particulars. Cash, Myers, Wire Works.
Homerton, London. [X1159

WANTED, eecond-hand Triumph, 2-stioke; state
lowest for cash oflfere.—Bos 6,763, The Motor

Cijch Offices. Coventry. [X1161

33.h.p. or SV-h.p,, clutch, speed gear preferred.
4 recently; about £25.—Box 6,762, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1123

WANTED, suit of overalls, generator, %in. belt. 2-
speod gear; cheap.—P. Croweley, a, West View

Teirace, Dagenham, E.S3ex. [7834

GEAR Wanted, eecond-hand, 2-speed, free engine, suit
3'2h.p. macliine; state lowest price.-B. Roonev,

Lordello, Bray, Ireland. [DJ [7807

should quote the numbef at the end of each adv

46 55MYERS
SIDECARS

The " MYERS " Sidecar Chassis has been specially
designed (Scott's patent) by one of the cleverest
engineers in the world, and is at least twice as
strong as any other make although it only weighs
38 lbs. complete with wheel and mudguard. The
body is made of aluminium panels and finished Id
finest enamel

;
purple with white relief lines^

MYERS Coach-built Sidecars £17 17
MYERS Cane Sidecars £14 14

Write for Illustrated Booklet.
Special Terms to the Trade.

1914 New Machines
(SHOP SOILED).

Usual Myers*
Price. Price.

Igi4 3} h.p. t\vin ZENITH £56 14 £46 10
1913 3ihp- ZENITH £55 13 MS
I9r4 3 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD . . f52 10 £43
I9r4 4 h.p. ispccd TRIUMPH.. £60 o £53
1914 i\ h.p. LEA-FRANCIS f,6g 6 £62
1914 3J h.p. SCOTT £68 5 £64
1914 2i h.p. 2-slroko TRIUMPH . £42 o £38
1914 2* h.p. N. IMPERIAL-J.A.P. £32 11 £29
1914 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, Model U £48 £43
1914 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V £48 o £43
1914 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, Model W £52 o £46
1913 4i h.p. JAMES, 3-sp., chain

drive, and Tames Canoelct Sc. £76 13 £60

Second-hand Machines.
1914 p. & M., condition exactly as brand new,

not done i ,000 miles f65
1914 3-spccd PREMIER, scarcely used MS
1912 2.spced PREMIER and new Sun coach-

built Sidecar, lamp, horn, etc £35
r9i2 3-speed PREMIER £30
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination £38
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £47
191a 6 h.p. MATCHLESS, 2sprcd £3S
I9ir 3i h.p. freo-cngine TRIUMPH £28
1912 32 h.p. SCOTT, thorou;;;lily overhauled and

enamelled and plalcd, as new £40
r9i3 8 h.p. water-cooled WILLIAMSON, as new

(not done 500 miles) £60
1912 3.V h.p. JAMES, 2-speed, chain drive £28
I9r2 3* h.p. ROVER, splendid condition £28
1909 si h.p. TRIUMPH £18
1914 3 j h.p. SCOTT, new, but sUghtly soiled . . £60
1912 3j h.p. BRADBURY, complete with Side-

car, lamps, bom, etc £35

Wood-Milne Tyres.
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

26X2 4-ply Griprib 28/- 19/6
26 X 2 Gripstud (steel and rubber) 45/- 27/6
26 X 2i (to fit 2i rims) Gripstud . . 48/- 30/-
26 X 2.V 4-ply Griprib 44/- 26/-
26 X 2i Gripstud 55/- 35/-

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
61-62, MANNINGHAIVI LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS;

CYCAR, BRADFORD,

ertlsement, and the date of w.p i>:sua. A25
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"IT'S A LONG, LONG
WAY TO CO

"

if you want better value.

IN STOCK READY FOR THE ROAD.
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60
1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 gns.
1911 TRIUMPH, grand condition IS gnS.
1914 B.S.A., 4 h.p., ciiain drive, 3-speed gear

box, 2}in. tyres 60 gnS.

1913 B.S.A., 2-speed, absolutely perfect, with
;^r3 coach-built Sidecar 45 gnS.

1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, speedometer 38 gns.
1912 DOUGLAS, absolutely perfect 22 gnS.
I9r4 A.J.S. and Sidecar, hood, screen, detach-

able wheels
; original price, ^^94 17s. 6d.

;

shop-soiled
; great bargain ; reduced to 80 gnS.

I9r2 A.J.S., 2-speed ; big bargain 20 gns.
1912 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed, as new . . 23 gns.

1914 CLYNO, shop-soiled 25 gnS.

1914 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed 31 gnS.

1914 PREMIER, new ; cost £36 ; reduced to 26 gns.

1914 LEVIS Popular model £25
igr4 ARIEL, 3-sp. gear box, chain and belt

drive, coach-ljuilt Sidecar, lamps, horn,
etc. ; cost ^84 ; magnificent condition . . 48 gnS.

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
I9r4 PERRY, shop-soiled 120 gns.
1914 PERRY Coupe, shop-soiled 143 gnS.
I9r4 water-cooled HUMBERETTE, Stepney,

dickey, speedometer, etc 100 gns.

1914 FORD, s-seater 90 gns.
r9r3 (Sept.) G.W.K 95 gnS.
I9r4 CALTHORPE Coup6 ; cost £214 ; not

done 100 miles 140 gns.

1913 Sporting MORGAN 75 gnS.

EXCHANGES ! EASY TERMS !

JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

43 years' reputation. Biggest Dealer in the South.
'Phone 1024..

J.H.RUNBAKEN
7 PETER, street;
MANCHESTER.;
P/ione 6//lC/ty^}

WANTED.
WANTED. 1914 Williamson combination, must be

in perfect condition and cheap.—Particniars,
Williams, Moncrieff Lane, Glasgow. [7879

WANTED 2 or 3-flpeed gear, also lamp set, speed
umeter, good saddle, and motor cycle acceseoriee

cheap.— 125, London Rd- Manchester. fOSer

1QI4 Cycle and Sidecar, Matchless, Indian, or Doug-
J-t? las preferred; specify parfe and distance run.—
Supply Stores, East Stanley, Durham. [X0997

WANTED. Clyno 1911 or 1912 2-speed gear, com-
plete, or drunie only ; approval, deposit.—Box

6 756, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0987

WANTED. 6-8h.p, motor cycle and sidecar, thor-
oughly reliable : cash : approval.-Full particulars,

Harrison Bros., 10, Lonsdale St., Carlisle. [X0919

CASH Buyers, or exchange for ehop-soiled Morgans,
and G.W.K., Victor, Lagonda, and Calthorpe light

tars.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax, [0488

LET TJs Sell your motor cycle for you ; we have
customers waiting.—Longman Bros, and Aitken,

1, King St., Acton. Tel. : Chiswick 1578. [7969

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle cars, good cash pricet?

—Wands-worth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wanda
worth Town Station 'Phone: Battersea 327 [S.6518

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, magneto motor cycles,
any condition; state lowest price.—Box L6,259,

The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [7964

WANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light cars
or cycle cars for cash down.—Write, Box

L6,190, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.G.
[758^

WANTED, back cylinder for twin Res, automatic
inlet. 3in. bore; Triumpli free engine back Avheel.

complete.—Tomkins, 98, Euskin St., liirkdale, Liverp.iol.

[50982
MEBES and Sons (Est. 1893) are open to purchase

for cash first-class motor cycles at reasonable figures-
Write particulars, or call with machine, 156, Gt. Port-
land St., W. Tel.: 3426 Mayfair. [7926

WANTED, powerful magneto motor cycle and sidecar;
exf'hange splendid typewriter, perfect order, cost

£24, good gent's cycle, new gramophone and records,
lady'e 14ct. gold watch.—55, Moss Grove, Lodge Lane,
Liverpool. [X1094

WANTED, immediately, motor cycle, Douglas, Rover.
Rudge, Singfjr, or good make*;, 1912-13-14, or

Triumph from. 1910, but good condition in all cases
essential; fair prices paid. Tou need not hesitate to
bring your motor cycles here: money waiting for good
machines.—Spearman, 108, Euston Rd., London.

[X1091
WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combma

tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories
We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good uiacliines. Send us
particulars We have the largest clientele, the fines

t

salerooms, and obtain the liighest prices; terms, testt
monials, etc., .on application.— Morsaa and Jhixneli
London Motor Salerooms. SO High Rd., Stre;Uham_
London. rX95S9

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN and Maxwell, 80, High Rd., Streatham,

London, for exchanges. [X1113

EXCHANGE late 1911 Scott and sidecar for light-

weight.-ll, Lome Rd., Walthanistow. [7818

1Q12 Scott, grand condition; exchange invited; anvXV trial. -Tipton. Sefton Park, Bristr-l. [X1165

CASH and Good Sidecar Combination given for
modern cycle car.—Palmer's Giirage, Tooting. [7865

BRADBURY 6h-p. Tricar, mag., 3 speed.s and reverse;
exchange motor cvcle, or eell.—Fisher, St. Austell,

[X1039
5-6h.p. Twin Rex. 1909, Bosch, sidecar, Douglas, other

lightweight.—Porter, Mantle St., Wellington, Somer-
set. [X1036

Q /? h.p. 25-cwt. Van Chassis, perfect, for combina-
-^W tion, furniture, etc.—5, Gibbins Rd., Selly
Oak. [XI 121

EXCHANGE late 1912 3V-h.p, Eorer, speeded, and
sidecar, for goml 5V-h.p. T.T. model.— Gray, East-

gate, Barusley. [7811

TJOVER, 3 speeds, for Douglas lightweight. See
-tV advt. under Rover.—Ivydene, Dukesthorpe Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E. [7972

3ih.p. 1912 Free Engine Singer, perfect, as neiv, for
2 lightweight and cash: sell f29/10.—Booker. New

Farmhou^^e, Epping. [7947

EXCHANGE Late 1912 Clutch Rover, new condi-
tion, for modern lightweight; sell £28.-37,

Battersea Rise. S.W. [7962

1Q14 Clyno Combination, complete, accessories; cost
±iJ £110. sell £80: exchange 3V^h.p.—H., 19, Grim-
wood Rd., Twickenham. [7937

EXCHANGE 6h.p. clutch red Indian, coaclibuilt side-

car, for lower power with sidecar.— Godbold, Brath-
way Rd., Southflelds. [7951

EXCHANGE 1913 SVoh.p. 3-speed free engine New
Hudson, splemlid co'nditiou. tor 2-l4h.p. Doughis.—

Waddell. Heads Nook. [X1017

EXCHANGE Kodak £3/3 folding camera for high ten-

sion single-cyl. magneto.—Sutherland, Chroinate
Lane, Lerwick, Shetland,

'

[7842

EXCHANGE Pedigree Homing Pigeons (prize winners)
for magneto, SV" S.," belt, of spares.— 40, Cornwall

Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [X099S

ifi SCILKA"
THE NEW MASCOT FLAG MATERIAL,

Wearing Qualify Unsurpassed. ,

Superior to Silk—which frays quickly. "SCILKA"
Flags are printed with fast dyes and can be washed

when required.

SILKY TEXTURE — FLOWS FREELY —
NEAT APPEARANCE.

NOTE THE LOW PRICES. We Defy Competition.

Union Jacks, French, Russian, Belgian, Servian,

and Japanese.

CYCLE .A-ND MOTOR CYCLE SIZES:
Scj-ewed With Hanrtlo bar

Plain Staffifc Nuts or Number Plate

Stout
Pins.

6d.

Sizes. Ordinary
Approx. __ Steel Pins.

I06BS.
6"-<3" 4;d.

106CS.
9"X4"

Special Combina-
I06FS. tion Flaa, printed
G"X4" all in one

—

E.. F.. E.,&B.

til Inass Clip. Stout Pine
^ase piece.

71(1. 9;d. "Scilka"

75(1.

66.

9d. 1/-

71d. £Jd.

4d.

^V- 6d.

4!d.

8d.

1/-

6d.

9d.

1/3

stout Cotton.

6d, ^\'ith handle-
bar clips only

1 /- Rich Silk.

1/6

106BC.
61" .-- 4*

106B,

3"X6'
106C.
9" X 4'

Note—g x 4 size can ontv be supplied in Union Jacks

at present if required in the above materials.

MASCOT FLASS front Id. each upwards. Post Id.

.\11 Flags monnted on Rnstless Staffs, ivltli Solid Brass Ornaments.
NO HATPINS USED.

SPECIAI. THIS WEEK.
COMBINATION FLAGS OF THE ALLIES,

mounted together on one Bar,

No. of Flags on one Clip. Size of Flags-

4" X 2" 6" X 3"

Three. 1/6 2/6
Four. 2/3 31-

Five. 2/9 4/-

I

Can be supplied
with Handle - bar
Clips. Number

f
Plate Clips, or for

lilting to MudKiiaril
or Radiator C tp. all

' one pi ire. Post. id.

BIG STOCKS — PROMPT DELIVERIES.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

Flag Mascot Manufacturers, ILFORD.

CASH BARGAINS
IN NEW (SHOP-SOILED) 1914 MODELS,

NO EXCHANGES.
Usual
Price.

DOUGLASES, 2} h.p., 3.', h.p., all models.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., and coach-built

Sidecar, 2'Speed, chain drive. . ,(^84

INDIAN, 7 h.p., standard model,
electric lighting, kick starter. . £70 o

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., a! h.p.,

2-speed, chain and belt drive. . £32 li

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-sp. Sturmey-
Archer gear £60 o

WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., Douglas
engine, water-cooled, tandem-
seated Sidecar, hood, screen . .£iti 15

SINGER Light Car, 10 h.p., dickey
seat, dynamo lighting set ... .£210 o

PHELON & MOORE Sidecar .... £15 15

CANOELET Commercial Sidecar

Body, will fit any Canoelct
Sidecar, complete with springs,

painted red £4 6

HEBDEN'S n/IOTOFC
St. James* St., Burnley.

Sale

Price.

Offers.

£63

£28 i~

£185
£13 13

£3 15

IVIART,
Tel. 488.

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses

Ft. Ft. Ft: f s. d.

6x4 x6 high 1 17 f

7 X 5 X 6J 2 7 {

8x6x7 2 15 C

9 X 6 X 7.i 3 2 . (

10 X 7 X 8 4 5 '(

12 X 8xSi „ 5. 5.(

Wide double doors
2/6 e°xtra.

Carriage Paid.
,

';

These houses are made in sections to Doit together. Easill

fixed. iMade of well-seasoned lia. T. and G. and V-joiate(

Matchboards, and complete with floor and window. " Roo
lelted with Patent Vulcanite Roofing. New illustrate

Catalogue with prices of other bouses post tree. ;"

Cot-v 01 Testmoniai.—Audley Range, Blackburn itti

Sept., 1913. Sirs.—Glad to say received "Gem" Motd
House all in order, and it justifies its name. Am wel

satisfied, it was erected in less than a qi:arter-of-an-houi

Yours faithfully, J. S. HOLMEt
GODDARD'S, Ltd., Crown W'ks Vicarage Lanc.llford.Esser

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at thi end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the issue.
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rFORlATARD
the strongest fastener in the World.

PAT. n:

I94SB/03.

1/6 adjustable, everywhere.

KING HOOK
the strongest hook fastener.

KING
,
PATENT
13937/11

1/- detachable 1/3 adjustable

KNUT
The BEST fastener at the price.

9d. detachable 1/- adjustable.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, Birmingrham.

FOR QUALITY

iTABLISHED 1880. WORKS COVER 5 ACHES,
6ft I 4ft I 7ft high £2 2 6
7ft I 5ft X 7ft „ 2 10
8ft I 5ft X 7tt ,, 2 15
8ft X 6ft X 7ft „ 15
9ft X 7tt X 7ft „ 4 3 6
10ft X 8ft. X 7ft „ 5 6
12ft xSft X7jft. „ 5 12 6

Doable doors 2/6 extrs.
rricesarionrail Stain$sStalion.
These houses are tenants'

.. fixtures, and can be bolted
ether m a few minutes. They ar- made of sound,
u-ieasoned matchboard, and complete with Hoor.
mOow in anv desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex
M. We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum
Datalognea with particnlari at other siies Free.

EXCHANGE.
1 /\-12h.p. Humber Car, for powerful speed twin com-
JLv bination, or sell £55.— Offers and particulars,

Geo. J. Oljandler, Seal, Sevenoaks. [7819

KEEN" Exchanges quoted against shop-soiled 1914
Eex-Jap, Wiliamson, and Sun-Villiers machines.—

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0446

ESCHAJ\GE smart cycle car, new condition, for

modern combination, or sell £65^ great bargain.—
Harper, Eosedale, Walton, Felixstowe. [7846

EXCHAkcE Considered for SVoh.p. ISlSVi B.S.A.
combination, 2-speed, free engine; best cash

offer.—136, Lavenham Kd., Wandsworth. [7961

NEW Coachbuilt Sidecar Body, cost £7, sell £4, or

exchange 2-speed suitable for 8h.p. Bat. or acces-

sories.-Winikin. 115, Bradford St., Keighley. [X1079

"I
Q14 Scott and coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, horn,

J-t/ excellent order (any trial}, and cash for modern
water-cooled cycle car.—Talbot Cycle Stores. CuckfteM.
Susses. [7907

SUITABLE for eonrerting to cycle car, Sh.p. Eexette,
water-cooled, F.E. clutch, 2 gears, running order;

£15: exchange motor cycle.-Wade Bond, 1, Hoyal Av.,

Ijowestoft. [X0990

"I /\-12h.p. Humber. 5-seat.. hood, screen, speedometer,
-»-" Stepney, and lamps, all tyres like new, goes splen-

did and quiet, for a combination or solo mount.— 50,

Fitzroy Ed., Eegent's Park. [7809

EXCHANGE Kerry-Abingdon, 1911-12, 3>Ab.p.
perfect condition, footboards, new tyres, and

cash adiustment, for good Douglas.—Evans, The
Garage, Friars Else. Woking. [7880

SALE or exchange sporting 2-seater, 4-cyl. More car,

4 speeds, complete, £95: 15-20h.p. Studebaker, late

1912. 4-scat. torpedo body, gate change, beautiful con-
dition, £120- aleo 2-seat. Ford car, newly painted, -slight

repair needed to engine, £25.-48. Campbell Ed., Maid-
stone. [7805

REPAIRERS.
ANTOINE Cylindera, pistons, and parts;

delivery.

/^YLINDEES, crank cases welded: quotations free.

COMrEESSION.—Cylinders ground and new piston
fitted. 24;-.

/"ELDEST Engines restored to highest vitality.

COMPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
Full stock of Eex, Triumph, and J.A.P. parts.

COUNTEE-SHAFT Gears.—We can now qoote the
trade for our Rex-J.A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including Gtting to old niachiocs.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[0246
MOEGAN and Maxwell, Streatbam, for cheap, quick,

good repairs. [XI 11

2

WELDINGS. Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235. Gt. Ancoats
St.. Maudieeter.—Oxy-acetylene welding expertti.

BEOKEN Flanges, valre seats, pistons, crank cases,
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engine or comjtlete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

TO ENSURE PERFECT RUNNING
INSIST ON HAVING

BRITISH

prompt

FORWARD PLUGS.

TYPE D. A first-

class plug which

can be easily tal<en

apart for cleaning,

and, what is more,

made perfectly gas-

tight again.

IJ^SSj No asbestos pack-

BpffigOTI ing to give trouble.

trom ail live agents, or direct. m

FORWARD

tons, rinps, nnd RiidgeoD pins titted.-

Dept. M.C.. Muui;hester-
-Weldings. Ltd

[6234

VALVES.—.Nickel eteel valves, any eize. 3/6; per pair
6/-.-0 a. Foster. Kirkstall Kd., Leeds. [0253

BRADBUBY Spares and Eepaire speciality.—Briclit
and Hayles, 73, Church St.. ComberwelL £7985

CYLINDERS. Crank Cases welded: quotations Iree;
send your enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0248

OXT-ACETYLENE Weldine. arsrt - class work
;

moderate quotatione.—Puruella, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Ed., W. [6750

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., euc-
cessfuily repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Engineers. Rnncom. [5197

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method for

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, et<:.; 22/6.—Oxy-Acetylene Welding,

349, Lillie Rd.. Fulham. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1617.
[6430

WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank
cases, repaired and machined. Scored cylinders

filled in. and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete, overhauling, re-bashing.—West London

Welding Co., Essex Place. Chiswick. Tel. : 536.
[7103

CCCJCCCCCO Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 stone on compression.-Gradior Machine
Co., Oompresaion Specialiet.';. Stafford. Est. 21 years.

[7314
MINERVA Spares, cylinders gronnd, pistons fitted,

re-bushing, parts duplicated. — EUenborough
Motor Works, EUenborough Rd., Wood Green, N.

[8394
PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, rtep-cut ringfl,

hardened eteel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

bored and ground. 24/-. ~ C R. Foster. Kirkstall Rd.,
Leeds. [0310 THOS. R. ELLIN, '^fj;;?' Sheffield.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. &2j
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Summer Row,
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"ADJUSTABLE Ali-Steel
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THE ORIGIN/VL. TOOI.,
MADE BY THE INVENTOR.

REFUSE all imita.1:ions.

Inventor and Maliei'

:

Lists Free.
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OUT
NOW/
STANLEY
HOOK FASTENER

as used by the T.T. Winner. Used
wherevep motor cycles are used. The
BEST at any price. Nickel finish.
Hardened and tempered hook and
flanged pins- Never breaks. 9ci.

in readiness for

winter riding

THE "LION" FASTENER
introduced to meet the demand for a
CHEAP. RELIABLE BELT FASTENER.
Black finish. Guaranteed 5,000 mis. 6d.

The "STANLEY" SPARE LINK
is the best belt length adjuster yet
invented. Saves time, trouble, and
money. Saves the cost of a new beit,
(Note how easily it is slipped in.) is.

THE ''STANLEY" SHIELD
protects the belt fastener, prevents
wear of the pulley, and conserves
power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. Sd-

Send p.c. for booklet, " Belts and Belt Fittings."

Stanley Motor Belt and
Fastener Co.

Inventors of the Original Hook Fastenei

(Stanley Webb, Manager),

BROMLEY, KENT.

^^^^ Inve

PAY MORE! WHY?
British Made Motor Cycle Tubes with

Long Stem Bolt Valve.

£6x2 26 X 21 26 x 2h or 650 x 65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Butted Tubes 1/6 Each Extra.

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
against defective materials or faulty

« manufacture.

Car Tubes Equally Low.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

REPAIRERS.
CYLINDERS Reground, fitted with new piston,

hardened gudgeon, and step-cut rings, 85 mm.,
21/-; overhauls, re-bushing, estimates tree.—The Motor
Repair Co.. Stretford, ]VIauche<>ti?r. [X1116
UNBREAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves. — Numerous

testimonials prove superiority. Guaranteed one year.
Any make, 3/6 each, 6/- pair, free per return.—Capacity
Tool Co., Eroseley, Shropshire. [X0693

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd., Middleton,
Manchester-—Experts in broken cylinders, crank

ca«efl, etc. Weiding^ aluminium a speciality. Nothing
too difB.cuIt. Sound work at moderate charges. [1389

FRAME Alteratione.-Triumphs. Rexes, Minervas, or
any make cut do-\vn and modernised ; smartens the

appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and gives
4 to 6 inches lower riding- position. Estimates free. —
Below.

ENGINE Effleiem:y.—Cylinders re-ground, new pistons
fitted ; highest efficiency and skilled workmanship

guaranteed: phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6; valves and
seatinps ground true, 5/- pair; estimates submitted.—
Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft, Manchester. [7943

CYLINDERS, any type, re-ground and light step-ringed
pistons fitted, from 12/6; special low prices for

engineering work of any description during war period.
—Earl's Engineering Works, Heath St., Hampstead.

1X1163
COMPRESSION.-Cylinders re-bored and ground.

new pistons, rings, and gudgeons, complete,
16/-; overhauling, re-bushing, efficiency guaranteed.
—Reliance Motor Engineermg Co.. Spon Larre,
Smethwick, Birmingham. [7282

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair work*, i- at your disposal for

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert will

ensure best results at ininiuium expense.— Below.

F.N. Spares : special announcement.—We have a large
cTtock of new, aI:?o sound second-hand, parts. .En-

Quiries solicited.—Below.

3 -SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N. Special
ofEer during war perio"d only. We will make liberal

allowances for older pattern gears in part exchange for
our latest 3 or 2-speed gears. Particulars and quotations
gladly on application.—Below.

WE have a few second-hand gears at bargain, prices.
—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead. 'Phone: Hampstead 3287- [X1162

LOWEST Prices Quoted lor any repairs or com-
plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or

cars, or work done on the premises and iully guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned bv oxvgen process, 2/6 single,

4/6 twin.-Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., W. [7348

MORMAN and Bliss, London Rd., Hounslow
Reduced prices during war. C.I. pistons,

rings, and gudgeons, from 9/6; bushes, ?./-; valves,
3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to. order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efficient

;

twins 18/6. singles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [754J

WAR.—To keep our factoiy going full time we will do
your repairs at practically coct. Our well-knowu high

standard of e.xcellence will be maintained. Everv jot
will bear our full guarantee. TUe sole difference will b<-

the prices, which hold only during the crisis; our ordin-
ary ratee will be charged as soon as normal times return
Cylinders re-bored, ground, fitted new pistons, rings, and
gudgeon, 15/6; re-bushing, overhauling, welding, frame
alterations, etc., ah at cost. Send jobs along at once
You will be thoroughly well satisfied in every way,-
Tennant Engineering Co., Pershore St., Birmingham
Official repairers to A.C.U. [X1069

MISCELLANEOUS.

WRITE P.C. for 1914 catalogue, 180 pages, 1.000
illustrations; all the latest accessories. Lower

prices than any other house. The Juno 2-stroke,

£26/5, 46/3 month, with 2-speed £33, 58/4 month;
the Juno 5-6h.p., for sidecar or trade.sman's carrier,

£61/15. 106/8 month; Auto-Wheels, £16/16, 30/10
month; flags with number ylate cHiJ, 9d.; number
plate flag clips. 4d. ; fork girders lor Auto-Wheels.
5/3 pair; mudguard extensions with stays, 1/-; Auto-
Wheel shock absorbers, 7/6; sidecar lamp .brackets,

8 patterns, from 1 / 6 ; silencers, 3/3 to 25 /- ; valves
from 2/6 ; accessories to va!ue of £4 supplied on
monthly payments ; engines, any make, cash or

monthly payments; sidecar wheel shields, 1/6; side-

car rear lamps, 3/6, 5/6, 8/9, 10/6, 11/6; wheels,

26 X 214, with Villiers free engine hub, 105/-; leather
helmets, 4/3; portable . vulcaniser, 15/-; belt rim
brakes, 8 / - ; decompressors, 8 patterns, from 5 /-

;

lathes, £5/10; counter-shaft gears, 105/-; pannier
seats, 10/6; kick starters, 14/9; Philipson pulley
controls, 15/-; Fitall gears, 105 / - r Unito couplers,
21/-; oilskin suits, 11/10; tanks or pulleys made,
any size or pattera; handle-bars, 7 patterns, from
5/-; knee grips. 4/-; sidecar bodies from 25/-; side-

car aprons, 6/-; spring shackles, 7/6 set ol 4; Mangin
mirrors, 5/-; any make of machine or sidecar bought,
sold, or supplied on monthly payments; belting and
tyres all makes; head lamps. 20 patterns, from 8/6
to 60/-; belt rims, 5/6; side wings, 2/6 pair; Stewart
speed indicators, 50/-; Watford. 63/-; Jones, 63/-;
post horns, 9 / 6 ; sidecar gongs, 6 / 9 ; motor cycle
houses from 32 / 6.—M.C. Department., Metropolitan
iMachinists' Co.. Ltd.. 248. Bishopsgate, London, E.G.
Phone:: Central 12857. [66151

7.000
Extra Miles for

13/e
A.E.A. writes

—
" I had a cover retreaded by you last

year. I have run this on my back wheel ever since,

covering about 7,000 miles. Being so satisfied, 1 am
forwarding same cover to be retreaded again .

. " This

Beldam^
Retread
cost only 13/6. Beldam Retreads last longer than

many ordinary covers because of the high quality of

Beidam Material and Workmanship.

Send us your old covers and we will quote you cost

of retreading by return. If you do not need our

Services now, send for Retreading List. It contains

full particulars of prices for Retreads and Repairs-

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Brentford, - - Middlesex.

Royal Leicester Sidecars.
Three-seater car No. S7.

Write for Specification and Prices.

Makers of every kind of Sidecar Bodies and
Chassis.

Special designs carried out e.'cpeditiously.

Lightweights a speciality.

Trade Cars of all sorts.

STOKES & HOLT, Ltd., Leicester.

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks of every des-
cription, best workmanship and material, satisfaction
guaranteed.

Every tank tested under pressure

before I'eaving our works. PRICE, FROM "15/-. Ask
for booklet, post free, Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

AHRFFN Sr Ci\ 56-60. Chapel Street,
. UlYTii:.!^ OC V.O., salford, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 2191 Central.

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Despatch Riders and their
Weapons.

SINCE the outbreak of \var, we h.ive from
time to time urged the desirability of rifle

practice and made suggestions which have
been largely taken up by motor cycle

clubs, but one or two cases of which we
have heard lately, brought home to us the fact

that it is even more necessary for motor cyclists

to practise with the revolver. In the first place

revolver shooting is in itself much more difficult

than rifle shooting, and, consequently, more
practice is required before a man can be calletl

proficient, and in the second it is much more
likely to be useful to motor cyclist despatch
riders, who are always armed with the smaller

weapon.

The recoil of the service revolver is quite

considerable, and throws a great strain upon the

u.ser's wrist, especially if not held correctly, as,

owing to its shape, the barrel tends to fly

upwards when it is fired, and beginners nearly

always fire very high in consequence.

We have lately met with two despatch riders

invalided home from the Front, one of whom
accidentally put a bullet into his own leg by
mishandling his revolver, and the other exag-

gerated the case by stating that he hardly knew
from which end the bullet emerged. We should

have imagined that a motor cyclist, accustomed
as he must be to machinery, would have had but

little difficulty in mastering the mechanism of a

simple weapon like a revolver in five minutes,

but our point is that both these men would have
benefited immensely by instruction and practice.

Several h'lndred motor cyclists are still on the

waiting list, and hoping to be called upon to

serve their country as despatch riders, and these

men would be far more serviceable if they could
spend some of their time in the interval practising

the use of a revolver. A suitable range does not

present the same difficulties that a rifle range
does : twenty-five yards is sufficiently long, and
it should be an easy matter to fit out a range in

every town. We suggest that the War Ofiice

should take this in hand, and provide a few
revolvers to give men on the waiting list an
opportunity of accustoming themselves to the

weapon which they will ha\'e to use when the

time comes, and thus become a danger to the

enemy rather than to themselves. If it could be
arranged that shooting practice from the saddle
and at full speed should also be obtained, so

much the better.

Christmas Gifts for Motor
Cyclists at the Front.

THIS
week we announce a " Shilling Fund "

- with the object of purchasing useful

Christmas presents for motor cyclists on
active service at the front. It needs no
further words of ours to lay stress on the

\alue and utility of the motor cyclist in his

important work as a despatch rider ; his worth is

now known to e\eryone, for commanding officers

have time and again emphasised the useful ser-

\'ice rendered by the despatch rider. Various
funds have been opened to buy tobacco,
cigarettes, plum puddings, and tlie like for

our men at the front, and the Christmas gift

scheme is nobly led by H.R.H. Princess Mary.
The fund opened by The Motor Cycle will be

devoted to the purchase of small but useful

articles such as gloves, mufflers, handle-bar
muff's, warm socks, and abdominal belts, but of

this more anon. The Rev. P. W. Bi.schoff's

suggestion, published in the last issue, to allo-

cate prize money to the Relief Fund was a

happy one, and we think that those readers who
have won awards in competitions during the
past year would willingly forego the whole or

part of the prizes, so that some of the purchase
money may be used as we have outlined.

Busy factories, influential clubs, and readers
in general will, we feel sure, welcome this oppor-
tunity of showing their appreciation of motor
cyclists' work at the front, and send donations
of a shilling upwards.
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Italian Track

Championships.

OCTOBER 32nd, igi4..

Interesting Racing

at Milan.

(1) Carlo Maffcis, the winper

of the 500 c.c. class.

THE ITALIAN TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS AT MILAN.

(2) A view of the track showing the final of the 350 c.c. class in progress.

(4) A lady motor cyclist in the 500 c.c. final. Left to right : Carlo

Maffeis (Moto Reve) the winner, Alfredo Belfanti (A.B.C.) second, and
Miss Vittorina Sambrl (Borgo).

(3) Merlo, winner of the

1 ,000 c.c. class.

THE Italian Motor Cycling Track Championships
were held this month at the Milan saucer

track, one lap equal to 401 yards. Though
the entries were not numerous, they included the best

Italian riders, and all the events were very interesting

and closely contested.

350 c.c. Class.

Four entries. After two heats, three rode in the

final (10 km.). Result:

1, B. Badino (Douglas), in 7m. 5%s. ; fastest lap

in I4VrS. (speed 57.8 m.p.h.)

2, M. Maffeis (Motosacoche).

3, Bernardinelli (Douglas).

500 c.c. Class.

Eight entries. After four heats and three semi-

finals, three rode in the final (10 km.), with the follow-

ing result:

1, Carlo Maffeis (Moto-Reve), in 6m. 7%s.
2, Belfanti (A.B.C.), in 6m. i4%s.
3, Miss Vitt. Sambri (Borgo).

This was the most interesting event of the day, and
the final was most e.xciting. Maffeis on the inside got

away first, closely followed by the Italian lady rider,

Miss Sambri, and Belfanti (A.B.C.) lying third.

Maffeis soon gained nearly half a lap advantage, but
Belfanti, who in his heat had clearly demonstrated
that his machine was very fast by covering the fastest

lap in i2%s., which is the record up to the present
and represents a speed of 66.15 m.p.h., was gathering
speed at every lap, and fast approaching Maffeis, but
to do this he had to pass Miss Sambri, who, unable
to hold her machine, kept swinging towards the out-

side of the track. Once they bumped together, and a

a6

fall was most cleverly avoided by Belfanti, who, how-
ever, had to pull up. Once again he tried to pass,

but could not get through for the above mentioned
reason, till at last Miss Sambri's machine shed the belt,

and this caused her to retire. It was, however, too

late for Belfanti to catch up Maffeis, and he had to

be content to finish half a lap behind, both riders being

heartily cheered. This is the first appearance of an

A.B.C. machine in Italy, and the makers and agents

may well be pleased with its performance.

1,000 c.c. Class.

Two heats and a final of 10 km. Four entries.

1, Merlo (Frera), in 6m. 33^s. ; fastest lap in r3S.

(speed 63.1 m.p.h.)

2, Carughi (Frera).

3, Rava (Borgo).

This also promised a very interesting event, as

Merlo, who had been beaten in his heat by Rava, got

away in front, and Rava was doing his best to get up
to him when he shed a belt, and before he could get

going again Merlo was too far away.
Maffeis and Merlo are now champions for tlieir

respective classes for the third consecutive year.
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A Piston Ring Tip.

The bore of an ordinary circular pusLi bicycle trouser-

clip is exactly 60 mm. [What on earth ?

—

Ed.]
Therefore it is just the tool for compressing the piston

rings of whichever two pistons are first " entered

"

in replacing the monobloc casting of a four-cylinder

cycle car. If you have the type fitted with a spring

lock, it is very handy when 5'ou are decarbonising
a Morris-Oxford engine and other small projectiles of

similar dimensions.

Pressed Steel for Sidecar Frames.
The pressed steel frame for sidecars has already

been dealt with in these pages, and certainly this

year's trials have proved beyond dispute that

more attention must be paid to the design of sidecar

frames. Not long ago a car designer experimented
with a steel pressing which included not only the

frame, but the lower halves of the crank case, gear
box, and silencer. His idea suggests that it might be
possible to construct a pressed steel sidecar frame, one
edge of which could compose the lower half of the

bicycle frame as well, so obviating all connectional
difficulties.

Drip=feed Oiling.

A North-countPiinan sends me an exceedingly
interesting letter on the subject of drip-feed oiling.

He has ridden a first-class engine for some years past,

and this year the maker whom he favours adopted drip-

oiling. Whereas in previous years he had normally
obtained about 9,000 miles from his connecting rod
bu.shes with pump oiling, this year he has failed to

make these bushes last more than 3,000 miles under
drip oiling. He admits that several conclusions are

possible, but the one he favours is that the cooling
effect of a full charge of oil, suddenly injected en bloc

every eight or ten miles, makes for longevity of the

bearings. His impression is that the steady drip of the
more modern system robs our grossly overworked big-

ends of this cooling flood, and that they consequently
give up the ghost much earlier. I have heard similar

-opinions from other users, and I have had two experi-

ences which point in the same direction myself. But
I rather resent the deduction. He implies that we
must prefer a bad lubrication system in order to

maintain bearings grossly inadequate for their duties.

The ideal surely is that we should perfect bearings and
lubrication system alike. It is probably true that the
drip-feed is not suited to engines which have no margin
of safety in their connecting rod bearings ; and riders

of such badly designed engines should try opening the
regulator, and using their drip as a plain pump feed
after replacing the first set of bearings. Pour moi, I

shall stick to the drip, and see that I do not use it on
an engine w'ith microscopic bushes.

Metal Clips for Ignition Wiring.

Three times this year I have been hung up with

chafed high tension wires, due to the cable being

damaged by the filter forcing it into a metal clip on
the lower top tube of the frame. In eacli case the

trouble occuiTed with a brand new machine of good
make. Of course, the little contretemps did not worry

me, but I can see that it might be very tiresome for a

raw novice ; except by the " finger '' test, of which
many are nervous, spark testing was far easier in the

old accumulator days than it is now. Even if these

wires are properly fitted, there is always danger of the

cable being injured when it has to be removed from
these pinched metal clips, and I think the time has

come for the trade to abandon them. Insulated clips

are cheap to make and easy to fit. Why should not

the magneto makers supply one with each cable?

CIcanable Sparking Plugs.

I am rather surprised that so few designers fasten

on the idea of a " cleanable " sparking plug. The
mounting of electrodes and the material of the 'nsu-

lators are now almost above criticism; in the early

days we suffered from cracked porcelains and broken
wires, but to-day plug trouble is practically confined

to sooting. It is a very tricky job to clean a plug

which has a rigid ' cement joint between its metal

socket and its insulator. The butt of the fixed insu-

lator is irregularly shaped, is buried deep inside the

socketed metal head, and is largely screened by the

substantial electrodes. One washes the head in petrol,

scrapes it with a knife, scrubs it with a stiff brush,

but the bulk of the layer of carbon still defies removal.

Even if one goes to the trouble of teasing out the end

of an old piece of Bowden wire into a tiny brush, it

is impossible to remove the black deposit ; indeed,

one may almost say that the inaccessible fastnesses of

the plug have been " stove enamelled with burnt oil,"

and the worst of it is that the errant current will prefer

a path along the carbon deposits to leaping any great

resistance at the point, while any surviving carbon
layers serve as a field of attraction for fresh deposits,

so that a plug, once sooted, rapidly soots up again.

Threequarter Inch Belt Fasteners.

Until the modern light machines came into vogue,

I had hardly used a -J|in. belt for several years past,

though in the old days I covered many thousands of

miles on ^^in. and S-sin. belts with the plain hook
fastener. I find that some manufacturers fail to grasp

the special problem presented by the modern plate

fastener in conjunction with a 54^in. belt on a light-

weight machme. Supposing the w'idth of the end plate

be half an inch, its edges can only clear the pulley by

J'sin. on either side at the very best. If the frame be
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Ceeasional Comments-—

even a trifle out of truth, or apt to whip, if the rear

belt rim be mounted a shade out of truth or become
strained, if the fastener be carelessly fitted on the skew,
if the back wheel be not adjusted absolutely plumb in

the rear forks, the edges of the end plate are bound
to foul the pulley flanges. With a really silent engine,

a fastidious owner would soon spot the periodic tinkling

noise, and look into matters ; but many owners are

novices, and the miniature engine is, on an average, less

silent than its bigger sisters ; the small two-stroke, in

particular, is apt to produce a loud burr reminiscent
of a Gnome engine. So the fasteners often foul—have
1 not heard them often when miniature rnachines pass
me on the road ? The unfortunate owners suffer from
belt troubles, and their pulleys get damaged. The
designers of belt fasteners would do well to produce

.

-;<(in. fasteners with very tough and narrow end plates.

Moreover, the designers of lightweights should pay very

special attention to the trussing and alignment of their

frames, to the mounting of their rear belt rims, and

—

1 even dare to make the suggestion that a one-

position fixing of the rear wheel may prove to be
desirable. Duffer owners will always get their rear

wheels out of truth when slotted fork ends and draw
bolts give them an opportunity.

Twin Belt Drive.

I have had an interesting letter anent a form of

transmission which many folk deem obsolete—the twin

belt drive. My correspondent lives in a heavy dis-

trict, and uses the twin belt drive on a 1913 8 h.p.

Matchless-Jap with sidecar. He says that a pair of

Dunlop ^in. belts run 10,000 miles without giving

any real trouble, and that the back tyres last over

4,000 miles apiece. His sole difficulty has consisted

in rapid wear of the bearing on the low gear side of

the V.S. hub, and he has now traced this defect

to the wheel being out of truth. It hardly seems
possible that this drive should regain prominence, but

it is unquestionably far smoother than the popular
combined or chain drives, and if it proves so reliable

and economical with a 1,000 c.c. engine and heavy
load, its merits may well deserve further considera-

tion. Of course, it is assisted by a big engine pulley

in his case, though he does not state the diameter of

his pulley. I wonder whether the twin belt may prove
to be the sweetest drive for a single cylinder, sidecar

outfit. The twin can stand the comparative harsh-

ness of the combined and chain drives, so noticeable

in slow running or picking up on single cylinders ; but
in my opinion the single cylinder leaves something to

be desired with the more rigid transmissions.

The Scott Sparking Plugs.

During the last week or two I have been amusing
myself_ with a Scott machine, amongst others. The
Scott Co. advise their clients to use none but an
American plug, known as the " Reliance," which
possesses several unusual features. It has a porce-
lain insulator, which is certainly less durable than
steatite. It has a metal dome end, after the fashion
of_ the _" Refle.x " plug, and through a central hole,
drilled in the head of this dome, projects a wee thin
wire of platinum iridium alloy, which never breaks,
never becomes incandescent, and does not burn away.
But its genuinely interesting feature is that the joint
a8
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between metal socket and porcelain insulator is a

screwed joint, devoid of cement, so that the plug can

be taken to pieces and thoroughly cleaned. To do
the plug justice, it seldom soots up, for the metal dome
largely prevents oil from penetrating through to the

surface of the porcelain insulator beneath ; but if it

does soot, its pristine whiteness can be restored in a

minute or two, for the whole business end of the

porcelain can be exposed and polished absolutely

clean. This is a most excellent feature, especially

as the screwed joint is tight enough to prevent com-'

pression leakages, and oil stains, due to " blowing

through," are not experienced. Furthermore, the

plug has a rational provision for adjusting the spark-

ing gap. I have no doubt that the leading British

plug experts will rend me in pieces for my crude

praise of a foreign article ; but I reiterate that the

average motor Cyclist wants a " cleanable " plug, and

I see no reason why his request should be met with

a negative. Cyclecarists say the same, only more so,

for it is likely that they suffer more from oiled-up

plugs than motor cyclists do.

ILLUMINATED ROAD SIGNS FOR
MOTORISTS.

THE A. A. and M.U. has already erected many
thousands of road signs along the main roads

of the United Kingdom. A new A. A. departure

is the provision of illuminated signs for guiding

motorists at night.

The illustration shows an illuminated road sign fixed

over the A.A. roadside telephone box at London-

Colney. Coming from Coventry through the village,-,

the box is seen at the junction of the forked roads.

The left road leads to 'London, while the right road

is simply a by-road into the village, though at night

it might easily be taken for the main road.

This illuminated sign, which has been erected and

will be maintained at the expense of the Association,

-

should remove all danger of motorists getting into

difficulties at this point when driving towards London
after dark.

An A.A. illuminated sign recently erected at London Coiney
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REVS: A Sermon for Speedmen.
("I will remedy this gear ere long."

—

Shahespeare.)

NO doubt, like Oliver Twist, you ask for more.

This being so, the chief thing to guard against

is the exploitation of a high gear somewhere in

the attractive neighbourhood of four or even three to

one. Several years back the writer made the experi-

ment of lowering the gear on a 7 h.p. single-speed

twin from 4 to i down to t^\ to i (this machine had
28in. wheels), and obtained exactly the same road

speed with a faster average, owing to the increase of

power on hills and to more rapid acceleration.

The truth is that with most motor cycles (there are,

however, several exceptions as regards gearing high)

the power falls off considerably after a certain limit

has been reached.

Supposing your engine, a fast one, can turn over

at a rate of 4,000 revs, per minute. Probably its

greatest power will be given at a speed of about 3,000
r.p.m., or perhaps at a speed of 3,500 r.p.m. Now,
with an engine speed of 4,000 r.p.m. and a gear of

14 to I we get a 26in. machine travelling at 77.2 miles

jan hour.

But first get your revs. ; I mean, get the engine to

turn over at (say) 4,000 r.p.m. whilst indulging in

those bursts of speed that never fail to endear you
to other " users of the road "—

a

generic term for motorists ; pedes-

trians, sober or thereabouts, as the ^^^
case may be ;

police with the latest /^>''
in Swiss stop-watches ; horsed

vehicles (occasionally), poultry,

pigs (thank heaven, not porcupines),

A CONTRAST IN TOLL BRIDGES
WITHIN HALF A MILE OF ONE
ANOTHER.

and dogs (age, sex, and size unlimited). What with

your valves ground flat on top, narrow seatings, extra

stiff valve springs, a perfect carburetter, and good
engine balance, you expect to hold your own against

all other brother road hogs.

The Advantage of High R.P.M.

Now as regards your gear ratio, what you have

to consider—and, in the case of a would-be world's

record holder, I suppose, to determine— is the power
curve of your engine. At best, you find that on a

4— I gear your 3J h.p. Supercylinder will propel the

machine at 57.9 miles per hour. In other words, your

engine remains at 3,000 r.p.m., and it does this

because at higher engine speeds the power begins to

fall off, and since the extra resistance is too great in

proportion to this falling off in power, you remain at

merely 57.9 miles per hour. Your engine may yield

at 2,000 r.p.m. (say) 6 b.h.p., at 3,000 9 b.h.p., at

4,000 8 b.h.p. (the figures are only for illustration).

On a gear of 4 to i, therefore, you are not using the

extra 1,000 r.p.m. of which your engine is known to be

capable. You cannot touch 60. Boldly lower your

gear to ^\ to i and then make your attempt. This
time, when your engine speeds up to 3,000, you will

M^-i.-

Norfolk Toll Bridge, Shoreham.

The wooden Toll Bridge at Old Shoreham.

be doing 51.9 miles per hour;

but it does not stop there. It

reaches 3,500, when you arrive at

the desired 60, and then 4,000,

when you will be travelling at the

rate of 68.6 miles per hour.

This, I think, suffices to illustrate

the correct principle of " rev-

ving " and gear ratio. The follow-

ing table will also be useful

:

4,000 r.p.m.

77.2 m.p.h.

72.6

68.6 „
65.0 „
61.8

SiNGLECYL.

A9

G ear. 3,000 r.p.m
^ to 1 ... 57.9 .

^ to 1 ... 54.4

^ to 1 ... 51.9

41 to 1 ... 48.7

5 to 1 ... 46.3
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THE reputation of the Douglas resembles that

of the British Army—it is known all o^•e^ the

world, and respected by all its rivals. But

I have never seen in print an appreciation of the
" machine from the most interesting standpoint of all,

namely, how it is likely to serve an inexperienced

owner who has yet to acquire the knowledge whfch

can keep a machine in perfect tune.

My Douglas was delivered last January, and has

been treated as a common hack. It has been loaned

to all sorts and conditions of men, including novices;

indeed, one novice was allowed to cover several

hundred miles on it when I was personally busy with

other machines ; and it has never received any

precautionary attentions at all. In other words, it

has been ruthlessly handled by myself and clumsily

handled by several other people—treatment calculated

to bring out any intrinsic weaknesses.

The trouble catalogue for the season includes a

broken valve rocker (replaced gratis), two or three

chain " snappages," ascribable probably to novice

drivers abruptly throwing the full engine power on
to the transmission uphill, and a sooted plug or so.

Maintenance of Power.
The power and efficiency have been extraordinarily

well maintained. It is rather a tiresome job to clean

the carbon out of the cylinders, as the engine must

be removed from the frame for the purpose, but,

thanks to the drip feed lubricator, I have not found
it necessary to tackle this job until the engine has

done 3,000 miles. Indeed, at the present moment
the cylinders contain the carbon deposits from 3,500
miles, and the engine is running well; they must be
moderately heavy, but it neither knocks nor overheats,

though the compression is a little weak. The valves

require grinding in at similar intervals, though a

careful owner would touch them up every 2,000 miles.

I find that if the engine receives no attention

whatsoever for 3,000 miles, the machine can still

average thirty miles per hour on average roads, climb
gradients up to i in 5, and cover no miles on a
gallon of petrol. This is power maintenance of a
very high order, and after reliability, power main-
tenance is the chief merit from a private owner's
standpoint.

On the Question of Economy.
The machine is, further, extremely economical to

run. The life of the belt is 5,000 miles, thanks
to the two-step drive; and, during that life, there
should not be more than three belt stoppages,
including " stretch " and fastener troubles. The studs
on the back tyre provide an effective non-skid for

2,000 miles, and the tread is trustworthy for a further
2,000 miles after the studs have gone, when the
tyres should be changed over. On roads free from
flints a single pair of tyres last from 5,000 to 7,000
AIO

miles. The chain begins to be dubious after 3,000
miles, though it would last longer with uniformly
skilful driving. The petrol consumption averages
from 100 to 125 m.p.g. in fast touring work, though
it would be much less with the size of jet desirable

for a Six Days Trial. Starting is always childishly

easy; the machine invariably paddles off from cold
in a couple of yards without petrol injections. None
of the fittings have broken or shaken loose, or given
any trouble. Such fragile items as valve cotters and
springs possess extraordinary durability.

To sum up, the machine would have realised the

absolute ideal of a light handy machine for rough
usage by a duffer, were it not for the broken valve

rocker, which has been the single blot on a very fine

record. The rocker broke when the machine was.

out on loan, and, as the part showed no flaw, I am
inclined to think that a valve jammed up through
expansion of the stem when the engine was being
overdriven with the guide half choked by filth. It

is impossible to praise the outfit too entlmsiastically.

Mr. Dennet Huggett, with the pedal bicycle and twin-cylinder Clyno
motor bicycle which he won in the Robbialac enamelling competitions

of 1909 and 1913 respectively.
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^juegtions

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Rear Lights on Sidecars.

I have purchased a 6 h.p. Royal
Enfield motor cycle and sidecar.

Do I require a rear light?—E.C.
All sidecar combinations are required by
law to exhibit a red rear light.

Band Brakes.

Can you advise me of any^ remedy for a band brake (external)

> which to aU appearances is ad-
-IJ justed properly, but does not grip

as it ought to? I have tried

fullers' earth with little or no effect. 1

have examined the Raybestos lining,

and find tlw,t it is in sound condition.
—H.S.

We are afraid that there is probably
something wrong with the design of the
brake. If the diameter of the drum is too
small and the width too little you will not
get the stopping power you ought to have.

Attacked by a Dog.

Will you kindly inform me
whether I can enforce my claim

of £5 for medical and hotel

expenses and loss of business,

consequent upon being laid up
for one week? Whilst motor cycling I

was attacked by a bull terrier dog
which bit my foot, his teeth penetrating
the upper part of my boot and injuring
my toes so badly that I was bound to

have medical advice and stay in an
hotel in the town for the night, and
was unable to follow my business as a

traveller for one week. The owner was
with the dog and witnessed the incideut,

and in conversation promised to pay
my doctor. This is not sufiicient for

me. n is the first occasion the dog
has been known to bite anyone, and
I should value your advice as to what
chance I stand of enforcing my claim
in a court of law.—W.\V.

To enable you to bring a successful action
against the owner of the dog, it would be
necessary for you to prove that the animal
had previously attacked people, and that
the owner had been acquainted with this

fact, but as you say that this is the first

occasion on which the dog has been known
to bite anyoue the action would in all

probabUity be dismissed. You would be
AVell advised, therefore, to accept the
owner's offer.

Exemption from Taxation.

I liave been an owner of a side-

car machine for two seasons, and
now I have bought a 2i h.p.

mount to carry me to and from
my work. Shall I have to take

out a licence for this machino as well
as the other, as I wish to keep the large
one for pleasure only and the small one
for my work?—P.M.

Tliere is no exemption from the local

taxation licence except when the machine
is used solely for the purpose of carrying
goods and merchandise. If taken out
after October 1st the cost will be only
one-half to the end of the year, i.e., 10s.,

and, of course, only one driving licence is

required.

Two-strokes.

After seeing your two-stroke
number last July, I thouglit of
getting a two-stroke, but am
quite at sea with hearing various
opinions as to what to do. (1.)

Would a single-speed two-stroke pull

me up the steep liills round Sheffield,

or would it be necessary to have a two-
speed ? One does not want to have to

rush lulls to get up. (2.) I have heard
that two-strokes consume much more
petrol than four-strokes. How would
a 2^2 h.p. compare with a 2J h.p.

Douglas for consumption? (3.) Would
a two-stroke stand a good long run,

say, of 150 miles in a day, or would it

get very hot? One reason I wanted,
if possible, a two-stroke is that one has
not to bother with valves, etc., not that

it puzzles me, but purely on account of

having a mount over which I do not
have to spend much time beyond my
cleaning the cylinder.—W.G.W.

(1.) We should strongly advise a two-
speed gear for use in the neighbourhood
of Sheffield on a low-powered machine.
(2.) The consumption of petrol on a two-
stroke used to be very excessive, but this

has been much improved, and it is now
possible to get a very good mileage per
gallon. The consumption would be about
the same. (3.) Any good two-stroke
machine would easily accomplish a run
of 150 miles in a day. It should not be
hotter after that distance than after

a run of five miles or so.

Licences.

1 hold a licence to keep a
motor car (£4 4s. ta.x). I nave
now sold the car and bought a
7 h.p. Indian cycle. Will my
licence to keep a car cover me

this year for the cycle, or must I take
out a new licence for the motor cycle?

—C.B.
In this case the greater includes the

less, so that no extra licence is necessary

for you this year.

Choking.

My machine (a 5 h.p. auto-

matic valve twin) will take
only quai'tcr throttle. Both
inlet valves are free in guides,

and I use a No. 32 jet.

Directly I open throttle it stops.

What do vou suggest I should do in

the matter?—J.W.H.
It looks as it you have too large a jet,

and when you open the throttle the extra
flow of petrol causes too strong a mixture,
which causes the engine to choke. We
should advise you to try a No. 30 jet, and
open the throttle gradually, opening the
extra air at the same time. It is possible
that your inlet valve springs are too weak
or the Hft too great. ^jin. or ^in. is

about the required amount and more
might cause the trouble.

Petrol Consumption.

I have a 7 h.p. twin sidecar
combination. I can only get
forty miles to the gallon, solo or
with sidecar, over good roads.

(1.) Do you consider this a reasonable
mileage? (2.) Do you advise security
bolts for front and back tyres and
how many? (3.) What can you
recommend for side-slip for solo and
sidecar work, as I find the machine
slips badlv on grease when ridden
solo?—Twin.

(1.) As you are using a big engine you
must not be astonished at the fairly high
consumption, especially if you travel

fast. It should, however, be about fifty

miles to the gallon. Give the engine
plenty of air. (2.) One security bolt in

each wheel should suffice. (3.) We should
recommend you to get a good ribbed or

studded tyre or a combination rubber
and steel-studded tyre
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starting Dilliculties.

I have recently been puzzled
^T] by the behaviour of my 1914

< 2| h.p. twin. (1.) When the
-SJ carburetter is flooded very

slightly for a start petrol drips

out of the base of the jet chamber and
air extension pipe for a considerable

time while the machine is standing. I

have overhauled the carburetter,

tightened all screws, and checked the

petrol level in the float chamber. (2.)

Often in starting, the engine back fires

and a flame blows out of the carburetter

air extension pipe, and in several cases

the carburetter has caught fire. I have
checked the valve and magneto timing,

and find it according to the manu-
facturers' setting. The valves work
freely in their guides, and close

correctly, the space between bottom of

valves and tappet being the thickness

of a visiting card. The carburetter jet

has not been altered, and it is as

delivered by the manufacturers. (3.)

On starting, the machine misses violently

for about 500 yards till it gets warmed
up, and then ransi perfectly regularly,

anc3 gives no trouble while running. I

pfOSpaiLE

have, as I said, examined the carbu-

retter thoroughly and covered all air

leaks in inlet pipe, etc , with insulating

tape. Both plugs spark properly.—B.P.

(1.) The trouble is possibly due to the

needle valve of the carburetter requiring

to be ground in or to grit on the seating.

(2.) The blow back is probably caused by
the inlet valve sticking in the guide, or

through too weak a valve spring being

fitted. (3.) This trouble also points to

the strength of the valve spring being

inefficient or to the valve sticking in the

guide.

Mending a Cracked Piston.

I have bought a second-hand

^1 Douglas 2J h.p. motor cycle (1910)

> from a friend. It wants a lot

-iJ of overhauling, and a couple of

questions arise which I should
like you to answer. (1.) The frame is

designed for Ifin. tyres. I have been
recommended to use Sin. tyres. If I

adopt 2in. tyres there would only be
-|in. clearance each side of the tyres
in the forks. Is this sufficient? If

not, what do you consider is desirable
clearance? (2.) There is a crack in one

?
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piston. I think I can repair it by drill-

ing a small hole at end of crack and
plugging it with copper to prevent
further cracking. A small, thin strap
would be riveted to the concave side
of the piston. Do you approve of this

patching, or recommend a new piston?—Douglas.

(1.) We are afraid there is not sufficient

clearance for 2in. tyres, which is a great
pity. About three-eighths to half an inch
is the minimum clearance advisable. (2.)

The suggested method of stopping the
crack in the piston is a reasonable one,
but it would be better to have a new
piston. As a matter of fact, all you
need do, if you care to risk using a
damaged piston, is to drill a small hole
at the end of the crack. We should not
advise anything else.

Gear Changing.

I have just bought a 2 h.p.

Junior O.K. motor cycle with an \

Albion two-speed bracket gear, j

When changing from low gear to i

high, after starting and getting rj

about twenty yards, it began to jerk j

forward and then back, and I liave ]

to stop and start again ; sometimes I
jhave opened the throttle fully, and it

has kept on jerking for several yards
before the engine has got into an
equal beat.—W.B.

The trouble is probably due to youri
engaging the high gear too early. Youri
best plan is to accelerate for a few;
seconds until a good speed has beam
attained, then raise the exhaust valve,'

and engage the high gear, but not tooi

quickly ; if the engine jerks, retard the;

spark and close the air slightly. Thel
"take up" should then be smooth. li
changing down, wait till the speed oj

the machine has considerably decreased,"
then move the lever over withoutj
touching the exhaust, allowing the'

engine to accelerate.

Two-strokes.

Could you inform me if, with ai

two-stroke (seeing the greater!

number of explosions that occur),

there is any greater heat created
than from a four-stroke engine?

Also, is there any greater consumption
of petrol with two-stroke than four-

stroke engines?—G.I.

Yes ; a two-stroke is liable to get rather

hotter than a four-stroke engine, and the

;

two-stroke is rather more extravagant in

petrol.

A daring ncmg ieat by Corporal Taylor, who is attached to the West Riding Royal Engineers,

T he photograph is unfaked and taken whilst the machine was in motion.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"Miss M.B." (Cheshire).—Lady motor
cyclists' advice as to the best style of skirt

for use when riding standard machines,
and from whom patterns are obtainable.

"W.C." (Balham).—7 h.p. Indian and

3^ h.p. model B Douglas. Reliability

and petrol and oil consumption, solo and'

with sidecar.

"J.U." (Penketh).—A strong free

engine hub suitable for sidecar work
with 8 h.p. Matchless variably-geared

machine, kick or ha.nd starter.

AI4
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J.A.P. ENGINES FOR 1915.
A NEW CYCLE CAR

ENGINE.

Fi^. I

.—Improved valve gear on
the new J.A.P.

THE firm of Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co. was
one of the first businesses to take up the manu-
facture of motor cycle engines in this country

and to tackle seriously the foreign competition which
was prevalent in the early days of the movement.
Since that time the firm has gone ahead to a wonderful
extent, and the large works recently taken over have
been already considerably extended.

The latest production is an 8 h.p. cycle car engine
of 1,082 c.c, the bore and stroke of which respectively

are 90 mm. x 85 mm. It will be noticed on referring

to the accompanying photograph that the crank case

is an exceptionally large one. This allows large inside

flywheels and does away with the necessitj' of a heavy
clutch flywheel, and this, it is claimed, results in a

much better balance. Moreover, the large crank case

allows of very much bigger bearings, which have been
increased in area 100%.

Other improvements are sliown in detail ; fig. 2 is

the carefully enclosed magneto drive, and the interior

mechanism of the exhaust \ alve lifter is shown in fig. 3.

Instead of the rack and pinion system employed on
last \'ear's models there is now a spindle on which there

is a double-face cam. a crank being conriected directly

to the spindle to which the Bowden wire is attached.

The double-face cam works between the two tappet
rockers, and is simple and well designed.

Considerable interest is to be attached to the valves,

the design of which has been carefully studied. In

the valves themselves particular attention has been
paid to the question of heating, and thev are designed
so that the heat is conducted awav from the mushroom
on to the stem as soon as possible, and, as will be seen
in fig. I, the amount of stem exposed to the air is

considerable. A great improvement has been made in

the manner in which the spring cup is attached to the

stem, and no cotter is utilised. The forks supporting
the overhead rockers are screwed into the cvlinder

head, and are further secured by means of long nuts
clearly shown in the illustration. These act as lock
nuts and also as supports to the fork stems. The
valve ports are all streamline in shape, and the general
design of the engine has been given the special atten-

tion of Mr. E. B. Ware, an expert motor cyclist whose
scientific abilities are not so well known as they deserve
to be, and whose aim has been to bring out an engine
in which the principal features are smooth, steady
running and flexibility.

IMPROVED
LUBRICATION.

enc'osed migneto drive.

Fig. 3.—New design exhaust hher on
the .LAP.

The excellent J.A.P. system of lubrication has been

improved. This system, we may reiterate, consists

of utilising the crank case compression and destroying

the crank case suction by means of a valve. By its

means quite a powerful jet of oil is forced through,

the valve, and the lubricant first issues through the

main bearing, part of it passing through a hole in the

bearing and part going behind tlie bush, issuing from

a nick between the aluminium and bronze and being

carried round to the crank pin and thence to the big

end, while another portion of it goes through a pipe

to the front cylinder, and yet another pipe conveys

the oil to the plain bearing on the " pulley " side of

the crank case. This idea of lubricating the front

cylinder w-ill be incorporated in all J.A.P. models
next year.

The engine, it will be noticed from the accompany-
ing photograph, is fitted to a Morgan chassis which
Mr. Ware has got out for his own use on the track.

It has been considerably impro\cd in design : for

example, the oil and petrol pipes, instead of passing

outside the bonnet, come straight under the chassis

directly to the carburetter and crank case. The bonnet
side has been filled in.

The J.A.P. Works for 19 15 will produce the follow-

ing engines: the zy^ h.p. and 4 h.p. single and the

4 h.p., 5 h.p., and 6 h.p. twins, and the cycle car

engine just described.

\<siff

A new J.AP. water-cooled engine of 1,082 c.c. fitted to a Mmgan.
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Hints for Beginners.
FIFTH INSTALMENT.

Some Notes on Two-slrokes.

ON account of the very few moving parts in a two-

stroke engine it becomes one of the simplest

forms of explosion motor; especially is this the

case when one considers the little single cylinder air-

cooled engines which have become so popular of

recent days^ These engines have the minimum
number of moving parts, and many are inclined to

forgive them their minor faults on account of their

simplicity and smooth torque.

A two-stroke exhaust port showing parts liable to become
coated with carton.

By the novice, however, or even by those accus-

tomed to tuning up four-strokes, there is much to be
learned, and many little tips which will prove useful

to such as have experienced loss of power and failed

to diagnose the cause of the trouble. The three-port

t\Vo-stroke is so simple that at first sight it would
appear that there is nothing whatever to be done but

keep the jet clear and the magneto points adjusted,

and to give the cylinder head an occasional clean out ;

yet perhaps these points are less likely to cause

tronble than several that are far less obvious.

CranK Case Compression.
First of all, it must be remembered that crank case

compression plays an Important part in the function-

ing of nearly all present-day two-strokes. Therefore
leakage must be carefully avoided, and there are many
points to watch. A bad joint between cylinder and
crank case, between the two halves of the crank case,

a slack crankshaft bearing or a sticky piston, ring, are

all sufficient to make an appreciable difference to the

power produced by the engine.

Probably the last-mentioned fault is the most

common, and in certain extreme instances the writer

has known of rings gumming up regularly in 300 or

400 miles. This, of course, causes loss of com-
pression both in the crank case and cylinder, and the

top ring is almost invariably the sinner.

When the engine loses power it should be stripped

and attended to as follows. (The veriest novice need
not be afraid of the job, provided care is used in every

operation.)

How to Proceed.

First of all, remove the carburetter (and inlet pipe

if one is fitted), exhaust pipe, sparking plug, and com-
pression release valve. The release valve should be

carefully cleaned and the spring tested. If the spring

is too weak to hold the valve firmly on its seat it

should be replaced, or, as a temporary expedient,

stretched. The cylinder may then be removed after

taking off the holding-down nuts. The cylinder head
must now be carefully scraped and all carbon deposit

remo\ed ; a long copper tube of about half-inch dia-

meter will be found very useful for this purpose, and
if the cylinder head is tapped with one end, most of

the deposit will be loosened. An old wood chisel is

also an excellent tool for scraping purposes. When
the -head is clean, clear out the exhaust port. This

often becomes ven' congested with cakes of hard

carbon, every trace of which should be removed and
the edges of the port carefully smoothed off.

Next remove the piston by taking out the gudgeon
pin. In small engines the pin is usually slightly

tapered and driven in, in which case the small end
should be tapped with hammer and punch till it is

driven ouf. This operation requires care, as the

piston is very fragile. If any additional fixing is

employed this must, of course, be removed first.

Next remove the piston rings with a piece (or three

pieces) of stiff wire or a fine knitting needle
;

great

care is again required or the rings will be fractured.

The piston head should now be scraped free of

carbon and polished with fine emery cloth. The
under side of the head is important, as in most two-

strokes more deposit will form here than in any other

spot. Now carefully scrape the ring grooves and
sides and back of the rings with an old knife blade

or any other suitable tool. The carbon behind the

A two-stroke piston and ring. 1 he arrows show
places which require careful clean.-ffig

rings and in the bottom of the grooves is often hard

and smooth so as to take on- the appearance of cast

iron, but do not be deceived, a few taps with the

point of a knife will soon show if any carbon is left

and also the depth of it.
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Hints for Beginners.—

In replacing the parts a little good oil should be

wiped over the gndgeon pin and piston and all joints

should be carefully cleaned and lightly smeared with

seccotine or gold size. The inlet port joint and the

cylinder base are particularly important in tliis

respect. Before replacing the parts, thoroughlv wash
out the crank case with paraffin till it is quite clean,

then test the crankshaft bearings for play. The best

way to clieck this is to try and raise each end of the

crankshaft separately. If there is much lift the

engine requires new bushes, and this is not a job for

the amateur, so it should be returned to the makers or

to a competent engineer. If, however, all is well,

pour a small amount of oil (about a pumpful) into the

crank case, taking care to fill each of the bearing

leads. Then the engine may be put together as

4(>3

before, each part being carefully cleaned and oiled

before re-assembling. The magneto timing of a
single-cylinder two-stroke is particularly simple, but
as it has a great effect on the running of the engine it

should be carefully carried out.

Remove the chain sprocket from the magneto,
leaving it loose on the spindle, then turn the engine

till the piston is at its highest possible position. Now
place the spark lever in the full retard position and
tui'n the magneto spindle till the platinum poinis of

the contact breaker are just breaking. If necessary

get someone to hold the magneto in this position while

the sprocket is refixed. A tap on the sprocket will

usually hold it in position till the nut is tightened.

Then check the timing and make quite sure that the

points break when the piston is dead on top and the

spark lever fully retarded.

->—•»«

Some Useful Work for Motor Cyclists.
How a Motor Cyclist Corps could be Utilised for Tracing Wounded and Missing Men

and Rendering Valuable Assistance.

AMONG the various spheres of utility of motor
cyclists in connection with the war, one that has

not as yet, so far as we are aware, been taken

advantage of is the possibility of using motor cyclists

in connection with the important work of tracing miss-

ing men. Our suggestion is that those organisations

which may be responsible ,for this work might well

employ a considerable company of motor cyclists

having their headquarters at some convcliient point in

France, and scouring svstematicallv the whole of those

portions of the countrv where lighting has taken place.

The object of this is two-fold. In the first place,

the scheme would lead to the discovery of wounded
men being treated kindly but possibly inefficiently at

houses and cottages dotted about the countryside.

On making such a discover},-, the motor cyclist would
communicate immediately with his headi|uarters, with

a view to a motor ambulance being sent out to the

point indicated and the wounded man carried com-
fortably to the nearest equipped hospital.

Then, again, there must be very many Instances in

which the relatives of men posted as missing are being

kept in a state of anxiety, which is perhaps even worse

than the certainty of loss. Probably quite a consider-

able number of men who have been killed in action

have subsequently been given burial by civilians with-

out any record having been kept or made available

at the War Department which would allow of any
identification. In some such cases, the precaution may
have been taken of preserving the identification plate

affixed to each man's uniform, and in others some
other information may have been gleaned which would
assist in the same direction.

To do useful work in this connection would, of

course, imply a good knowledge of the French
language, since enquiries would have to be made at

all sorts of out-of-the-way places where English would
probably not be understood. We suggest, therefore,

that those responsible for carrying on the work of the

kind we have outlined above would do well to form a

corps of motor cyclist volunteers willing to maintain

themselves and their machines, and to undertake to

make minute investigations over areas assigned to

them, and to report to headquarters periodically.

One point more : many a stranded English soldier,

despite the well-known resourcefulness of Tommy
Atkins, must have great difficulty in finding his way
about an unknown country owing to his lack of local

geographical knowledge and his inability to speak the

language of the countryside. To such a man a motor
cyclist who possessed the required information would
be a godsend, since he could put the soldier on the

right road as well as carry news of him to the

authorities, and througli them to his friends and
relations.

Tlie old windmill al

Lyminge, Kent.
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DESPATCH RIDERS IN FRANCE.
A Brief Summary of tlie Daily Life. Routine, and Duties as Experienced by

One of tlieir Number.

FOE the benefit of the readers of

The Motor Cycle, who are, no
doubt, more- or less interested in

tile movements of the despatch
riders actively engaged with the British

Expeditionary Force, I think perhaps
some further description of the duties

imposed upon this merry little baud
would be interesting at the present time,

especially now tliat a special commenda-
tion from the General Staff has been, given

us for the good work that is being daily

carried out in this direction.

In the first place when landing in

France parties of usually half a dozen
riders are given positions with various

sections of the Army. For instance, the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd, etc., divisions have so

many men permanently (that is, " unfore-

seen circumstances permitting") allotted

to them. The Cavalry Division and the

various Ca^a.lry Brigades each have their

contingent. Usually the riders form part
of the staff of a field signal station, which
consists of wireless and heliograph

installations, etc., atnd in turn form part

of the equipment of each division. The
duties of despatch riders consist mainly
of forming lines of communication where
wireless and other apparatus are not

permissible. I think it can be safely said

that, except under very special circum-

stances, motor cyclists are not used for

scouting purposes, the noise of the

exhaust of the engine obviously being a -

great drawback, but I can assure

readers that the average rider will find

enough excitement and thrilling episodes

to satisfy his appetite in the daily duties

of a despatch rider in France.

A Continuous Reliability Trial.

Regarding the actual riding, I think

the best way to express my opinion would
be to call it "a continuous reliability

trial of the A.C.U. brand," with the

exception that trial machines in England
receive, naturally, every attention, and
are studied and tested and examined in

every detail, whereas the machines "out
there " receive every neglect. I can assure

my readers that care of our machines is

a thing that cannot claim our attention

in times of warfare. When a military

motor cyclist has ridden continuously' for,

say, twenty-four hours in drenching rain

and over "hellish" roads it is not un-

natural that all thoughts he may then
have in his head are centred upon
"number one," and the machine can go
to to graze. Small wonder is it,

then, that the machines with the soundest
construction and fewest working parts

are the ultimate survivors. If asked mj'

opinion on the ideal machine for warfare
1 should immediately sav, "The simplest

and strongest," .and I think full credit

can be given to the War Office on their

choice. Despatch riders must have the

best of everything. I have seen practi-

cally new machines abandoned through
faulty plugs, stretched wires, punctures,

and such minor troubles. You ask why?
Well, imagine the enemy about a mile
away, hot after you, and then ask your-
self what yoa would do under the circum-
stances.

Coming to the rider ; while I have never
yet known a man regret the step he took

in volunteering, a despatch rider's life is

not by any means a bed of roses. Cireat

hardships are experienced, which, of

course, are undergone by every soldier,

but the great thing is to "keep your
pecker up."
- Do not let it be thought that speed
merchants make the best despatch riders.

If anj'thing, they are the worst. A cool

head, keen eyes and ears, initiative, and
discretion, play a far more important
part in 'the execution of duties than the

fact of the speedometer needle maintain-
ing the "forty-five" mark. Remember,
a despatch rider differs from the ordinary
"Tommy" in the respect that when
working he is his own master and has two
valuable things to look after—a despatch
and his own life^and " blinding " is not

a precautionary measure for either. No,
the careful plodder always wins.
The four items that claimed my prin-

cipal attention when in Finance were
food, sleep, oil, and petrol, and at times
I found it advisable to pay a little more
attention to the procuring of the latter

two than the former two. On active

service the maxim is " get it when the
opportunity affords or go without," and
the opportunities for securing fuel for the
" 'bus " were certainly not so frequent
as those afforded by the commissariat.

The Difficulty o! Hearing Challenges.

I think it is universally agreed that the

most unpleasant part of a despatch rider's

duties is the night riding, and, unfortu-

nately, there is plenty of it. It is not so

much the dangers of your work that

worry you. They are apparent both night

and day, and become second nature to

you, but it is the awful solemnity of the

whole thing, the gruesome sights of the

day's "business" that you witness, the

tension on your mind, which is doubled

sometimes by the fact that you have not

the faintest idea where you are going and^

the rude awakenings that you invariably

receive from the outpost sentries, who,
having their challenge unheeded—which
you never hear owing to the noise of the

exhaust—simply come out from cover and
either stick their bayonet in the way of

your progress or level a rifle at your head.

But the great point is that you do not

know whether the sentry is a German, a

Frenchman, or one of your own country-

men until you stop.

But, taking things all round, a despatch

rider's time is no worse, and mucTi better

than some others' experiences, and there

is a great deal of satisfaction to be derived

from the fact that you are doing your
little bit for your country in the execu-

tion of xour favourite hobby. For myself,

I anticipate being back again in a month.
F. A. Eneee.s.

E®#i?fS

THE ARMOURED SIDECAR HAS ARRIVED !

The above armoured sidecar has been produced by the Golby Sidecar Co., of Coventry.
_
It

is the first specimen and made of wood, but it is considered that a design on similar lines with

metal body:-=ad propelled by a powerful twin-cylinder engine would be able to perform useful

work in tne war zone.
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The
Junior

Triumph
2J h.p. 2-sfroke 2-speed Lightweight Motor Cycle is just the mount for the

business man residing some distance from town.

It will serve as a connecting link between home and office— convenient, speedy,

and safe—and leave the rider quite independent of time table travel.

The Junior Triumph is so easily controlled that it can be ridden in dense

traffic with every confidence even by the novice.

It will crawl at 3 m.p.h. and accelerate to 35 m.p.h., mount any hill, and it is

particularly immune from skidding on wet and greasy roads.

Being so light—only 125 lb.— it is handled almost as easily as a pedal cycle.

May we sold yott Catalogue of this,

our latest production, post free ?

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
London: 4-5, Holbom Viaduct, E.C. Leeds: 53. Vicar Lane. Manchester:

160, Deansgate. Glasgow : 14, Waterloo Street. Agents Everj'where.

V Jj
In answciiihj '.his ad'itertiiemcn.l il is desirable to mention "T/ie Aiolcr Cycle." B5
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MOTOR
CYCLE
TYRES

Secure on any surface
Fastest and Strongest
Best for Winter Riding

SPECIAL

"
I have fitted other makes of tyres,"

writes Mr. J. Lee Evans (Rickmansworth),
"and ' Wood-IViilnes' stand out far above
all for non-skidding and for corner work.
I am miles an hour faster, and feel safer."

They hold the World's Record for Speedand Endurance

VVOOD-Mil.!^E, LTD., PRESTON.
Telegrams: "Comfort, Preston." Telephone: Preston, 413.

LONDON: Manchester Av., E.G. bristol.birmingham
Wire; "Byturning, London.'" Phone: City 4797. BELFAST. GLASGOW.

BRITISH
MADE
"GRIPRIB
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CLUB NEWS.
Wolverhampton Motor Cycle Auxiliary Defence Force.

The first general meeting was held on the 15th inst., at the
Imperial Commercial Temperance Hotel, Wolverhampton,
•when thirty-six members were enrolled. Arrangements were
made for rifle and pistol practice. The hon. sec. is Mr. F.
Gould.

Cyclecar Club.

A rally will be held at the Red Lion Hotel, Hatfield, at

2 p.m. on November 21st, followed by a procession throngh
London to Burford Bridge and n rally at Wisley Hut Hotel

on the following day.

Waterford and District M.C.C

The reliability trial for the Rudge Cup was re-run on

the 8th inst. over a course of fifty-eight miles, starting

from the City Hall, Waterford, and running through

Mooncoin, Piltown, Carrick, Portlaw, Kilnieaden, Sweep,

Waterford, Calloghone, Dunmore, and back to Waterford.

Result :

-1. J. C. Ruttledge (3-i Rudge sc.) ... 100 marks

2. J. Kirwan {3^- Rudge) 98^ ,,

3. T. H. Whitney (5-6 Rudge sc.) ... 96i „

The last-named, having tied in the previous trial with

W. Brabazon on a similar machine, proved to be the

-ninner. There were thirteen competitors, ten of whom
were mounted on Rudges.

Motor Cycling Club.

The closing run will take place on thf 25lh inst., the venue
being the Chequers Hotel, Horley.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A paper was read last week to the members by Mr. Harry
Stevens, entitled "How we won the T.T. ' Mr. Stevens dwelt
upon the troubles and difficulties which had to be overcome,
and related many amusing experiences. A short discussion

then took place, followed by a vote of thanks.

Mersey M.C C. Map Reading Test,

nie re-run of the Mersey (Liverpool) Motor Club's map-
reading contest took place recently, starting from Queens-
ferry at 2 p.m. Each of the thirty-five competitoi's

was armed with a Bartholomew N'o. 12 Cheshire map with
the course marked in black instead ot the hand-drawn
sketches supplied for tlie original trial. The keenest rivalry

was shown, as most of the riders were on the waiting list of

Army despatch riders. The course was only forty miles, but
covered some very hilly country, and was most suitalilc for

such an event. The first obstacle was a very severe hill at

Ifrith, with a watersplash at the foot. Here Matthews (7

Indian) came to a standstill with clutch slip. On Cileain a
large number came to grief, but Jones (Singer cycle car),

Azancourt (liover), and Brown (Indian) made very fine

ascents. The main trouble was averaging 20 m.p.h., a large

number failing from this cause. Only five turned up at the
linich, and of these two were disqualified for leaving the
course. The results were as follow ;

Best performance of the day, N. Brown (7 Indian)

First solo, G. Azancourt (5^ Rover)

Second solo, V. Horsnian (5^ Singer).

First sidecar, N. Brown (7 Indian)

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Fifteen took part in the handicap .shooting contest at the
Shottery Range, near Stratford-on-Avon, last Saturday after-

noon. The proceeds were to be handed over to the Prince
of Wales's Relief Fund. The result of the niaUh over a

hvontv-five yards range was: (1) J. W. Roebuck; (2) H.
Whiteman ; and (3) S. Wright,

A CLUB ROLL OF HONOUR.
Tlie following utticials of the Westmorland M.C.C. have

joined His Majesty's Forces, besides a number of ordinary
members

:

J. M. SomencU .. Public Schools Batt. .

.

Private.
T. Ingl's Hall .... 9th Hussars Trooper.
L. S. Hogcarlh . . 4th Border Reg Liculcnant (yu:i icani).

G. T. Hoj^g loth Border Reg Sergeant.
A. ,1. Moltat Vcoinanry Trooper,

J. Wright St. John .Ambulance .

.

Superintendent.
B. Jcficrys 9th Border Heg Private.

A. Soniefvell Public Schools Ball. .. Private.

\V. Westwood .... Royal Engineers Corporal (fU-spiilcr riflcr).

E. Jcflfcrys 9th Border Ueg Private.

(1) tLell) C. Holmes (winner) and (right) A. T. Lee (second and

made fastest time) in the Tasmanian A.C open hill-climb. Both rode

Rudges

(2) Winners of 'the Five Mile Open Handicap at Perkolilli,

Western Australia. Left to right : (1st) C. A. Savage (3.V h.p. Triumph),

i2nd) .1- Hekir (Singer), and (3rd) W. Long (2Jh.p. Douglas).

MOTOR CYCLE RACING AT THE
ANTIPODES.

Toward the end of August .some motor cycle speed trials

were held by the Kalgoorlie M.C. on the surface of a dry
lake called Perkolilli, which is absolutely flat and very hard.

The result of the Five Jlile Open Handicap was as follows :

1, C. A. Savage (3J Triumph); 2, J. Helin iSj Singei^ ; 3,

\V. Long (2J Douglas). Time 5m. 14s. A rather novel race

was a contest from a standing start for one hundred yards
between E. Grey on a pedal cycle and the motor cyclists.

Savage was the only man who coald beat Grej' over this

short distance.

The Tasmanian A.C. annual hill-climb resulted in a victory

for Rudge machines. C. Holmes (3^ Rudge-JIulti) was first,

while A. T. Lee (3^ Rudge) was second and made fastest

time. Speed about fifty miles per hour.
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TO LIGHT LAMPS
(CSEFNWICH.)

22nd 5.53

24th 5.49

26th 5.45

28th 541

TIMES

October

Out Shiliins Fund lot Despatch Riders

Readers! Show your appreciation of the
loyalty of despatch riders at the front by
sending a shilling towards Tfie Motor
Cycle Fund to provide useful Christmas
presents.

Practice in Rifle Shooting

Practice in rifle shooting has been taken
up most enthusiastically by members of

the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club. A handicap is arranged every
Wednesday evening at the Humber range,

and members are becoming really profi-

cient in the handing of a rifle. Scores of

95 out of a possible 100 on a match target

at twenty-five and fifty yards range are

becoming common

Helping the Wounded.
We understand that a large number of

sidecar drivers m Kent in the Greenwich
and Shooter's Hill districts are taking out

the convalescent wounded for runs, with
the greatest benefit to the health of the
sufferers.

British and American Motor Cycle
Exports.

America's exports of motor cycles

during July numbered 501. As a com-
parison, Great Britain's total for the
same month was 2.151—over four times
the number.

Motor Cycle Constables.

T. J. Ross, a Triumph competition
rider, is serving with the special motor
cycling constable force at the head station,

Rochester Row, S.W., and refers to the
work as being interesting and the motor
cycles invaluable. Each rider is provided
with a belt and heavy truncheon, and
is, for the most part, engaged in

night and early morning vvork within a

ladins of ten niilc^

SPECIAL FEATURES

HINTS FOR TWO-STROKE USERS

REVS: A SERMON FOR SPEEDMEN.

XMAS GIFTS FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.

British Motor Cycles Favoured.

American manufacturers were iiot on

the scent of the Russian Government
order for motor cycles, an enquiry for 900

machines being circulated in the States.

We are given to understand, however,
that the whole order for over 2,000 motor
cycles was finally placed m this country.

More Motor Cyclists tor the Front.

Two well-known members of the Wool-
wich Club, E. Ilsley, a brother-in-law of

C. R. Collier, and who has been his side-

car passenger in several recent trials, and
W. Howard, have joined the Woolwich
detachment of the mechanical transport

section A.S.C. Both have been supplied

with new Tiiumph three-speeders.

SIDECAR SAMARITANS IN CHEDDAR GORGE.

Members ol the Bristo. Motor Cycle Club last week took a party of seventy wounded soldiers trom the Bristol Koyai Inhrmarj (Red

Cross Hospital) intc Cheddar Gorge. The trip proved thoroughly enjoyable.

BI7
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Our Annual Buyers' Guide

The annual Buyers' Guide of The Motor
Cycle—a. feature introduced in The Motor
(Jycle of 1905—will appear on November
l9th. Its value will be considerably

enhanced this year by reason of the

decision not to hold a yhow.

A New Name Adopted

The Coventry Premier, Ltd., is the

new name decided uiwn at a recent extra-

ordinary meeting ot the Premier Cycle
Co., Ltd.

A Too Zealous Official.

An officious pohceman the other day
stopped a special constable motor cyclist,

though he was wearing his badge of office,

and accused him of exceeding the speed
limit in one of the Royal parks.

The Russian Army Representative.

There has been some difficulty in

getting the correct name of the sporting

Kussian officer who has been testing

motor cycles on behalf of his Govern-
ment. His correct name is Captain
Vladimir Avelevitch Mgebrov.

A New Cycle Car.

A new cycle car is being intro<hiced

by the A.S.L. .Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

which is to be named the Stafford. The
machine will be on true cycle car lines,

and will have a twin-cylinder engine of

1,090 c.c. capacity, and a cliassis weight

of 7 cwt. A machine of this type has

been under test by the firm for some time

past. _

Profits in the Motor Cycle World.

The balance sheets of the different

companies interested in the manufacture

of motor cycles are now being made
public, and practically all of them so

far reveal good business and profit.

The most striking of all perhaps is the

Rover Co.'s profit and loss account, which
shows an available balance of £189,991.

A dividend of 40% (the same as last year)

is recommended on the ordinary shares,

and besides carrying a large amount to

reserve, the directors propose to distribute

£15,000 bonus among the workpeople and

staff, and have further devoted £5,000

to the dependants of workpeople who
have gone to the Front.

'J'he Birmingham Small Arms Co.. Ltd.,

balance sheet showed a protit of £190.429
9s 4d., and the Enfield Cvcle Co., Ltd.,

a profit of £43,614 2s. 7d.

Military Motor CycUst Fined.

At the Scarborough Police Court on

Wednesday, the 14th inst., the magistrates

considered" it necessary to fine a military

motor cyclist for doing his duty. The
pretext was that he was driving to the

danger of the public. Although the man
was riding a. Government machine and his

captain gave evidence that he was obeying

orders, he was fined ten shillings and

costs, or more than a week's pay. He
was held to be liable under Civil Law,
although on active service. Does this

mean that a despatch rider carrying

urgent messages, which affect the welfare

of the nation, may be summoned for

exceeding the twenty miles per hour? In

view of the present crisis the decision is

most astonishing, and though we do not
wish to encourage law breaking, we
believe that a soldier on active service

can only be imprisoned by civil authorities

for crime or a debt of over £30. What
if the defendant had refused to pay?

anroisv^

Three-speed Indians for 1915.

The 1915 model Indians promise to

create some interest when they arrive
over here. It will be remembered that
we hinted a month or so ago that a 5 h.p.
twin on the Knes of the T.T. model would
form one of the new. range, and we are
now able to announce that the three new
designs for 1915 are Sj h.p., 5 h.p., and
7 h.p. twin-cylinder mounts, all with
three-speed Counter-shaft gears.

A Resignation.

Mr. Alec Rotherham has resigned his

position as managing director of the
Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, as

from the 31st of this month. Mr.
Rotherham's connection with the company
has be«n a long and honoiuable one, and
we regret that he should feel that the
time has now come when he should take
a rest. At the same time, the traditions
of the company will be maintained, as
not the least of .\lr. Rotherham's achieve-
ments was the gathering round him of a

ino-st able staff.

The Large Russian Government Order.

In addition to the 1,6(52 motor cycles,
referred to in our last week's issue,
which h.ive been ordered from Coventry
firms alone for the Russian Army, we
are advised that the James Cycle Co.,
Ltd.. have priK-tically completed an order
for 260 machines spread over their 4^ h.p.
big single and 3i h.p. twin models. Two
luindred and si.xty machines represented
the most the .lames Co. could turn out
in tho limited time stipulated.

Messrs, Phelon and Mtjore, too, com-
pleted last week their batch of 100
machines, which was exactly half the
number of the original order. Owing
to the imperative dcinand.* of the British
War Office, Messrs. Phelon and Moore
wei'e obliged to curtail the number of
machines called for by the Russian
Army. Incidentally, seventy more P.

.'fir

and M machines have just been sup-
pUed to the. Royal Flying Corps, of
which corps P. and M.'s," equipped with
Kempshall tyres and Lucas lamps, form
part of the standard equipment.

Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd., booked an
order for theii' 8 h.p. No. 7 sidecar
combination with the Russian War Office
which covered all their stock and three
weeks' production of the factory. This
order was placed only after an extra-
ordinarily severe test.

The two-stroke Clyno, of which a large
number were ordered, is the only two-
stroke type of machine selected by the
Russian Government.

A New 6 h.p. Twin.

A.S.L. motor cycles will in future be
known as the Stafford. A new model
for 1915 will have a 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine
with side valves, a counter-shaft three-

speed gear box, and a new design spring
fork. Jludguarding is to be a feature

of this mount.

An Old Machine under a New Name.
The Metro two-stroke lightweight,

severil illustrations and drawings of which
appeared in our issue of June 25lh page
843, has been re-named the Ciaby.

Main Contents of this Issue.

Continuing our first descriptions of
new models, we illustrate and describe
ill this issue

a new j.a.p. overne.\d valve cycle
car engine.
Three 1915 model Calthorpe light-

weights, including a new two-stroke and
two four-stroke machines.
The new • Precision Junior engine

with vertical valves.

New accessories bv Benton and
Stone.
Lucas dynamo lighting set for side-

cars, which has already been illustrated

in The Motor C't/cle, but of which we
are now enabled to publish a technical
description and a wiring diagram

WELL-KNOWN MOTOR CYCLISTS OFF TO THE FRONT AS
DESP.ATCH RIDERS.

Left to right: F. C. North.'H. R. Davies, and Albert Milner. All are mounted on three-speed

Triumphs. The photograph was taken last week a few minutes before they departed for the Iront.

B9
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MILITARY NOTES.
TEE-TEEING AT THE

FRONT.
Sydney A. Rowlandson, the manager of

the competition department of the Rudge
Co., now in Nortli-east France with the
Mechanical Transport Section of the
Expeditionary Force, writes as follows

;

" Have not forgotten Coventry. 69 Com-
pany is very Coventry. Our lorry is a
Daimler, crew made up so : The Haddons,
of Leamington ; R. Sykes, who previous
to coming oat was a Maudslay 'bus driver
in Coventry ; and S. A. Rowlandson.
We have to do aU sorts of jobs. They
won't let us say -where we are or wliat we
are doing. Times not at all bad ; up
early, at it late, on guard at night some-
times, and all such warlike procedures.
Met a Rudge despatch rider, who spoke
splendidly of the machine ; said he had
just beaten a rider of a well-known make
in a scrap and won five francs. One
thing we are thankful for is, we are
having glorious weather."

guislied themselves in tlie Junior T.T.

Race, and are wearing the armlets wliich

distinguish them as being attached to a

signal section. Both riders left for

France last week.

B. Alan Hill is driving a 15-30 li.p

sleeve valve Argyll for the

British Red Cross "Society, and
is already on the road in France.

With characteristic enterprise the

Rudge Co. has had its instruction book-

let, "Rudge Wrinkles," printed in

Russian, and a copy will be supplied

with each Rudge-multi.

M. Picaud, who is the Clyno and
Bradbury agent in Paris, is serving with

the French artillery, and
has taken a motor cycle

with him.

T.T. RIDERS AT
FRONT.

THE

Ejic and Cyril Williams have gone on
active service. It may be remembered
that Eric Williams won the Junior T.T.,
and Cyril WilHanis ran second in the
same event. The pair are not related iu

any way. These well-known riders are
rhounted on machines of the same make
(A.J.S.) as those on which they distin-

THE SIDECAR IN •W.A1^^1•.\RE.

A quick-Hring gun mounted on the chassis of a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar combination. It

in use by the South African Defence Force. Incidentally we marvel why large numbers i

fleet and mobile sidecars are not fitted up in this way.

MENTIONED IN DESPATCHES.

M'
-R. G. VALENTINE WILLIAMS,

writing in Th^ Daily Mail early

t\\\s week, speaks very highly of

motor cyclists and their work.

Of the motor cyclist corps he says

:

" Every General Staff officer to whom I

have spoken is enthusiastic about the

work it is doing, and, as a corps, it cer-

tainly has not its equal in any of the

armies in the field. All classes are repre-

sented among the Army motor cyclists.

Most of them are undergraduates or public

school boys, many have come from the

Officers' Training Corps, many are clerks

or shop assistants. All the varied accents

of class and county are heard in their

speech, from the correctness of Oxford to

the homely burr of the West. But the

most complete democracy exists among
these knights of the road. Cliques and
classes seem to have \anished when the

blue and white arm-band of the Signalling

Corps of the Royal Engineers—the
emblem of tlieir branch—was fastened
to their sleeve. The life is none too
easy," he goes on to say. " The motor
cyclist has to shift for himself ; he moves
too fast and too often to be provided for

by the machinery the Ai'my arranges for

finding quarters. After presenting his

despatch he sets out to find (a)^ some-
where to wash

;
(b) something to eat

; (c)

somewhere to sleep ; and (d) where the
petrol is kept." In conclusion, Mr.
Williams says :

" Among them one begins
to understand somethine; of the moral

ascendancy which, accoi'ding to the
official despatches, ' French's cojitemptible

little army ' has succeeded in establish-

ing over the German troops. Yet these
boys have not been soldiering long enough
to absorb the traditions of the Army.
One would like to think that theirs is

the spirit of us all."

How the riders are distinguishing
themselves in the field may be seen by
glancing through the first list of those
mentioned iu despatches which appeared

Eric Williams (A.J.S.). wmner of this

year's Junior Touiist Trophy Race, who
left for the Front last week.

in the daily papers in the early part
of tlie week. Our attention is naturally
first directed to the Royal Engineers.
Here we find the names, among the
officers, of Major M. G. E. Bowman-
INIanifold, D.S.O., and Major A. B. R.
Hildebrand, who have taken a keen
interest in the despatch riders for a
period dating from some time before the.
war ; Corporal C. W. Cadman, Corporal
D. Humphries, and Lieut. A. Q.
Roberts. A. Q. Roberts is the brother
of the well-known rider, C. Q. Roberts,
who before the war was working with
Messrs. Burney and Blackburne. Before
leaving for the Front, A. Q. Roberts
was being coached for Cambridge.
Other despatch riders mentioned are
Corporal T. P. Norris -and Hugh Trepess.
Although there appear to be compara-
tively few names in the list of motor
cyclists mentioned in despatches, there
will undoubtedly be more later on. Wa
are also handicapped by the fact that
many officers and men of the Royal
Flying and Army Service Corps are
mounted on motor cycles, and this fact
is not mentioned in the official lists.

Among the promotions we note that

:

Second Lieutenant Allen H. Selwyn has
been promoted from the R.E. Special
Reserve (i\Iotor Cycle Section) to be a
second lieutenant in the A.S.C. (Regulars).

A. Q. Roberts lias been promoted to

rank of lieutenant and 0. Q. Roberts to
that of sergeant.
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Scarborough M.C. Autumn Trial.
The annual autumn reliability trial was held last

week over the course : Scarborough, Pickering, Helms-
ley, Chop Gate, Ingleby, Greenhow, Gastleton, Leal-

holm, Egton Bridge (lunch). Sleights, Pickering. Scar-

borough (approximately 120 miles). Hills were observed at

Westhouse Bank, Danby End, Limber Hill, Grosmont, and
Blue Bank. Fourteen competitors started out of an entry

of twenty-two, and nine finishcil the course. Eesults :

Class I.—Solo Machines. Marks lost.

H. E. Ellis (2| A.J.S.)
W. Brown (6 Zenith) 2

Cl.vss II.—Sidecara.

W. E. Grange (6 Bradbury)
A. Proctor (4 Triumph) 4
E, Sykes (5-6 A.J.S.) 12

'>-:.'.* '.-.- -x^TA-Y

W. E. Grange (6 h.p. Bradbury sidecar) and H. E. Ellis (2J h.p.

ready to start from Egton Bridge, the lunch stop.

A MOTOR CYCLE AND CYCLE CAR
SHOW AT BRISTOL.

OWING to the Olympia Show not being held as usual,

the Bristol M.C.C. have decided to hold an open
eighteen-hour trial for motor bicycles (with or with-

out sidecars) and cycle cars on Friday and Saturday,
November 27th and 28th, starting at 9 p.m. and finishing

at 3 p.m. At the same time, the club will endeavour to

obtain the use of a large hall, so that all entrants can
arrange to stage their machines a day or two before
the trial for the public to see. One of the conditions,
however, will be that each machine must be a competing
machine in the trial. The machines will, after the trial,

be restaged in the condition in which they finish.

The trial will be in the nature of a 20 m.p.h. reliability
trial ; distance about 340 miles in hilly country.

A.J.S.) J. Woodhouse (4 h.p. Triumph sidecar) taking the cornei

on Limber Bank, a hill which, in all previous contests.

has proved a stumbling block.

The entry fees have been decided upon as £1 for all

trade entrants and 5s. for non-trade. Entry forms and all

particulars of the trial can be obtained from the secretary

of the meeting, Mr. F. F. Cox, 12, Perry Road, Bristol.

Application has been made for a permit from the A.G.U.
The surplus, after expenses have been paid, will be handed
over to some war fund.

ESSEX MEN FOR THE FRONT.
Messrs. Ernest J. Bass and Ray Abbott, the hon. treasurer

and captain respectively of the Essex Motor Club, have joined
the Array Service Corps and expect to go to France during
the current week. This makes thirty-two members of the
club who have joined the forces, and out of a membership of

about two hundred the Essex Club officials believe that this
must be a record.

TWO 1915 MODEL CALTHORPE MACHINES. The new two-stroke. The 2J h.p. J.A.P. engined mount (See next page).
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THREE NEW CALTHORPE
LIGHTWEIGHTS

EVERAL modifications have been
made in the little Calthorpe Junior,

but the most striking feature is the

adoption of the latest type of Pre-

cision Junior engine. This engine has

been slightly increased in capacity, ajid,

though the main features of combined
engine and gear box and cam and gear-'

shaft in one are still maintained, the

cylinder and the valve action are

altogether different. The more orthodox
type of side-by-side valves, operated by
vertical adjustable tappets, have replaced

the horizontal valves placed in the head
and opened by rocking beams. In spite

of this, the fact that the valves lie

behind the cylinder instead of at the
side forms an interesting ' feature and
I'enders the inlet and exhaust pipes simple,

and in the case of the Calthorpe these
are very neatly carried out. The out-

side flywheel is still retained and the mag-
neto is placed behind the cylinder. Neat
footboards are employed and the change-
speed gear is still foot-operated as before.

The mudguarding is efficient and the Cal-
thorpe Co. has succeeded in turning out
a practical businesslike little mount at a
reasonable figure.

The stroke remains 60 mm. as before,
but the bore has been increased to 65 nmi.,
which brings the capacity up to 199 c c.

We were glad to note the adoption, of

girder type Druid forks and 2in. studded
tyres. These two points were the subject

of criticism in The, Motor Cycle some few
weeks ago. Tlie price remains at tvventy-

five guineas.

New Two-stroke Model.
An entirely new departure is the

marketing of a two-stroke mount of 2^
h.p. complete with counter-shaft two-
speed gear and chain-cum-belt drive. The
specification includes Druid girder forks.

XL'all pan saddle, a new tank, and sight

feed lubrication.

The new Precision Junior engine set.

The 1915 engine has vertical valves.

The lubricating oil on this machine is

kept entirely separate from the petrol.

The Calthorpe Co. are of the opinion that
the " petroil " mixture will be discontinued
generally, as from their tests it is found
that much greater efficiency is shown by
keeping the two constituents apart. The
two-stroke Calthorpe with fixed gear costs

but £25 4s.. and the two-speed model
£28 lOs.

The 2J h.p. Calthorpe-Jap.

Still another new mount fo.i' 1915 is a
lightweight fitted with a 2^ h.p. J.A.P.
engine. This mount follows very much
the lines of the two already described,
except that it has an Enfield two-speed
gear. Chain-cum-belt drive is retained,
and other points of the specification are
2in. beaded-edge -studded tyres, Druid
girder forks, and XL'all pan seat. This
machine also has the new design tank and
sight feed lubrication. This mount costs
£51 10s.

All three new models, we are informed
by the Calthorpe Co., have been sub-
jected to exhaustive tests, and will be
ready for delivery next month.

COMPLETE
ROAD EQUIPMENT.

Instead of the £100 cycle car, which has
been called for for so long, we are to
have the hundred pound sidecar in 1915.
The policy of the Enfield Co., of Eedditch,
will be to supply a completely equipped
6 h.p. coachbuilt sidecar comlaination for
£100. The equipment will include Lucas
dynamo lighting .set, Watford speedo-
meter, horn, etc.. and will, in fact, be
"ready for the road." Buyers will
therefore be relieved of the 'worry of
adding acces.sories after purchase.

THE LUCAS DYNAAO SET.

IN
view of the increasing popularity

of dynamo lighting, a few words with
regard to the latest Lucas lighting
set. wliich is now ready for the

market, may he of general interest.

Belt side of the 1915 model Calthorpe Junior.

Neat brush holder with adjustable spring.

We take the dynamo first, as being the
cuiient pioducer, and consequently the
most important part. In appear'ance it

is a. neat cylindrical device, which ig

sufficiently small to be carried con-
veniently on any machine capable of

.

hauling a fully equipped sidecar, and yet

El6
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Latesi Designs

larg« enough to produce a steady current

sufficient for the maximum demands to

I

be made upon it.

I It is a six volt machine with a full

oatput of five to six amperes, and designed

to generate at comparatively low speeds.

The full output is, of course, only used

when the lamps are lit, and when charging
during the daytime it is automatically

reduced to four amperes. One of the

secrets of the machine's success, besides

the simplicity and excellent workmanship,
lies in the patented method of electrical

control, which provides a constant output

at varying driving speeds. The power
required to drive the device, even on full

charge, is almost negligible, and when
switched off there is absolutely no drag.

Strongly Constructed Accumulator.

The battery is intended to be placed

under the sidecar seat, and is designed

to withstand the most severe vibration,

the plates being specially -constructed to

this end, while the connectors have a

thick covering of lead so as to prevent

corrosion.

A roller switch is employed, and is so

constructed that when the lamps are in

ALTERNATIVE POSITIONS FOR
FITTING THE LUCAS DYNAiVlO

47'

r-;- '

: G
^ -J
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At the forward end ol the footboard

6 h.D Fnfield

ol a

Diagram showing wittne arrangement o( Lucas

sidecar outfits

dvnamo lichting

use the dynamo is also on charge, so that
there is no fear of running down the
batteries by carelessness or forgetfulness.
A quickly detachable fuse holder is

used, and a supply of fuse wire carried
in each set, also a reliable automatic cut-
"ut is fitted to prevent reversal of the
current. The whole set, comprising head
lamp, side lamp, tail lamp, etc., dynamo
batteries, switch, cut-out, and sidecar
wiring plug, is thoroughly well made and
liiiished, as might be expected from such
a factory, every detail has been most
carefully carried" out, and the terminals
are numbered to simplify attachment.
The switch box is water and dust proof,

and the head lamp, with its twenty-four
candle power bulb and parabolic reflector,
gives a light which is hard to heat for
motor cycle work.

ENOTS ACCESSORIES.
MESSRS. BENTON AND STONE

can always be relied on to pro-
duce up-to-date fittings for the
motor cyclist. A recent visit

to their works showed that the war has
not kept the firm from going ahead, and
their list of novelties is such a long
one that only a few of the most inter-
esting items can be mentioned.

'I'he first article shown to us was a neat
hinge and screw filler cap, made in such

As titled to a (Vlatchless.

A hinged screw-down hlier cap bv

Benton and Stone.

a form that, though it can be quickly
opened, its fixing is secure, and the cap
cannot come off and be lost.

The drip feed oilers for which the
firm are well known have been slightly

modified, and the needle for adjustment
is now placed on the top, where it is

more convenient to reach, while an addi-

tional model (described in a recent issue)

allows a tree flow of oil without altering

the normal needle adjustment, for a

quarter-turn of a neat little handle has
the effect nf lifting the valve right off

its seating, though it reverts to its

previous setting when the handle i»-

returned.

Tips of all sorts and descriptions are

manufactured, a very sound line being
a form of compression cock seating which
renders leakage practically impossible.

A Two-ievel Petrol Tap.

A very neat little accessory is the

combined two-level petrol tap, filter, and
drain cock, the design of which is so

simple as to be easily followed from
the appended sketch. When the tap is

in the "on" position, petrol flows down-
wards to the sump
and filter, then
back to the petrol

pipe, until the
level of the spirit

sinks to the top
of the projecting

tube. This gives

fair warning that

the tank is becom-
ing empty, though

|

a further movi'

ment of the tap
allows petrol to

flow through a
hole in the base
plate, and thus
enables the next
garage to be
reached in comfort.
By removing the
sump the device
is at once converted to a drain cock.

A most useful garage accessory which
merits the attention of those who clean
their own machines consists of a paraffin

spray. A container is partly filled with
paraffin, and a few strokes of an air

pump placed in the top raise sufficient

pressure to spray paraffin through a fine

nozzle on to the part to be cleaned. A
cut-off valve is employed, and the system
is found to be most economical and
efiective.

b8

Benton and Stone

combined two level

petrol tap, filter and

drain cock.
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SOME
DUNLOP NOVELTIES.

WHEN one undertakes a trip to
the Dunlop Works with the
intention of describing new
tyres, accessories, etc., one does

so knowing that there will be a busy
time ahead, and perhaps the chief diffi-

culty is to know where to begin. On
the occasion of our' last visit this ques-
tion was somewhat simplified by the fact
that the company have made a general
reduction in the price of their tyres.
This is a point of such importance that
it stands first, but still there remain so
many novelties that only a selection can
be dealt with at the present time.
Tyres are of the first importance, and

we are able to illustrate three patterns
which are likely to
play, an important
part in future
events.

The special 20in.

X Ifin. tja-e manu-
factured for the
Auto-wheel is an
interesting piece of

work, being made
on the most ap-
proved motor cycle
lines and of stout
proportions.

The ribbed tyre

for lightweights is,

of course, a light

and fast tyre, but
it is also extremely strong, and the wear-
ing qualities of the rather bla<;k rubber
are excellent. This type may be obtained
for wheels of 24x2in. or 25x1Jin. or

2in. or 2J-in., and is suppfemented by a
somewhat similar tyre with a rubber-
studded tread.

The rubber-studded, heavy tj'pe can
be obtained through practically every
size from 24 x 2 to 700 x 55, and is a fine

tyre, which will form one of the

Dunlop Co.'s strongest lines. As will

be seen from our illu.stration, the section

is somewhat peculiar, for it combines
a three-rib tread with staggered rows of

studs of two different sizes. This tread

forms a good non-skid for almost every
possible condition of surface, while there

is an enormous amount of wear- in the
tyre, there being a depth of 12 mm. from
the top of tlie stud to the first Isn'er of

canvas in the 2-iin. sizes.

Steel and Rubber-studded Tread.

A combination tyre on somewhat
similar lines, but with steel and rubber

studs, and considerably heavier in the

tread, forms an excellent tyre for heavy
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New combination
cover introduced by
the Dunlop Co.

passenger work, and is capable of with-
standing the roughest work. Besides
this, tyres are made for almost every
conceivable use, including racing and
sidecar work.
Among the more interesting accessories

is a beautifully moulded outside gaiter
which tapers to the edges. It is held
to the rim by three substantial metal
clips on either side, and is such a snug
fit that it is prac-

tically impossible
for grit to get
between it and the
tread of the tyre.

BoUs of " Sure-
patch " are sup-
plied, which enable
a repair of any size

to be carried out, Duniop moulded

and a neat little outside gailer.

automatic solution tube caught our
eye at once. It consists of a light

metal tube sealed by a steel ball, which
is held in place by a spring. When in

use, the patch is rubbed over witli. the
ball, Wliich, of course, leaves its seating
under pressure and distributes the solu-

tion. Repair outfits, the well-known
Dunlop belts, and accessories galore are

listed, while the name on the article is

sufficient guarantee of its quality.

Ill

A SIAPLE
SIDECAR CONVERSION.

A SIMPLE solution of the double-

purpose sidecar has been evolved

loy Messrs. Dunkley, of Jamaica
Road, Birmingham, and as the

standard sidecar is employed, and the

conversion a very cheap one, it may
attract a large amount of attention. On
to th« coachbuilt body is fitted a

kind of low coaming with a hinged
lid ; and within, the sidecai- body
may be protected either by
leather flaps or by a special

wooden lining bo.x which is

attached to the top part. The
whole can be very quickly
placed in position or removed.
The lid has a pivoted prop,
Avhich allows it to be left in
any desired position for easy
access of goods, and the whole
is excellently finished. While
at the firm's show rooms we in-

spected an ingenious adaptation
of leather springing fitted to a
sidecar. Short straps are
carried between the spring
shackle and the body-support-
ing bar, and so successful and
comfortable has this springing
proved that it will be stan-
dardised in a slightly modified
form on next year's models,
and should provide -iery comfortable
riding for the passenger.

Strap suspension on the Dunkley sidecar.

A SPRING STRAP.
The accompanying illustration shows a

spring strap lately provisionally protected

by aiessrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store

Taylor's spring strap.

Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
The makers state that the objection to

existing straps is that they possess little

New Dunkley double-puipose sidecar body. Th'

cover may be removed in a few minutes.

e Top

Dunlop iightweigiit

ribbed cover.

Dunlop Standard

studded cover.

" The Motor Cycle " Photographs.
I}uplicat&3 of photofrraplie appealing in

" THE MOTOE CYCLE " will be supplied
at tile following rates : Unmounted prints,
iinlf-plate, 1/6 post tree; monnteS, 1/9 post
free. This refers to pliato&raplis taken by
•• THE MOTOK CYCLE " operators.
Orders, -ivhieh must be accom-panied ivitli

reinrttance, should be addressed to tbe Photo-
erapliic Department—Iliae and Sons Limited,
20, Tudor Street, London, E,0.

spring and are liable to stretch enor-

mously ; and to strap down a solid article

such as an oilcan or petrol tank a strap

must undergo a certain amount of stretch-

ing before a . suitable hole is reacihed ;

while a new strap, though tight at the

beginning, would stretch considerably
after a fifty mile run, and the article

would be loose, and probably end in

being lost. We hope shortly to put one
of these straps to a trial and ultimately
report upon its behaviour under actual

road conditions.

BiS
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's loll name and address.

Compressed Air Engines.

Sir,—If "Compressed Air" will blow up n seven inch
motor tyre with a cyclo pump to the standard pressure of

80 lb. per square inch he will then have some idea of what
compressed air means. As to working a motor cycle with
compressed air, the above tyre full would only run' a motor
of i h.p. for about nixly seconds. The size of a container
for the modern needs of motor cyclists can be seen to be
quite impossible for practical use. Petrol has all the elements
of compression, expansion, and concentration. It will carry
a rider over a hundred miles with a gallon, a form of energy
totally undreamt of in the days of steam, with its coal and
huge boilers. Petrol will carry a rider the hundred miles
in the darl;, a proof that the modern petrol engine is at
least I'eliable, and, moreover, remarkably cheap. Compressed
air is anything but cheap. ALBERT V. HUGHES.

The Difficulty of Hearing Sentries.

Sir,—Your correspondent, F. J. Webb, is guilty of some-
what rash deductions as tio "Red Indian's" speed whilst

riding in the vicinity of the military. I can heartily com-
mend him to come furtlier North to obtain a perfect cure for

his uncalled for conclusions. I have been challenged after

dark bj' a sentry some twenty yards ahead, and standing off

the road under the shadow of a high wall. I defy anyone to

hear such a challenge, and under the given conditions it was
.well nigh impossible to see the sentry. I failed to do either,

and was, consequently, fired on, fortunately without effect.

I pulled up in four yards, and whilst actually dismounting,
and being then seven yards from tlie sentry, was fired on
again, this time the bullet passing right through my cap,

again, very fortunately, without any further effect.

The authorities, wliilst expressing regret, intorm me that

in future some visible sign will be given to arrest the atten-

tion of approaching ti'afhc, an act which, whilst doing mucli

to conduce to safer travelling, sliould eliminate anv more
regrettable accidents. P.McGUINNESS.

A Defect of Chain Drive.

Sir,—In your issue of October 8th I notice a very serious

accident to a despatch rider in France, caused, " it is

thought, by the spring link fastener coming adrift." To my
mind, this is the greatest disadvantage in any chain drive

where these spring links are used. I am unfortunate enougli

to be forced to use on my 2| h.p. twin a chain fastened by
a spring link, and while on holiday I was caused considerable
annoyance and trouble through this spring link giving way
and causing the chain to snap. I was not thrown off the
machine, but had I been going down a hill at the time
instead of climbing slowly up a steep road, the consequences
might have been serious.

My experience of these spring links coming apart is not
a solitary instance, but I have come across others who have
shared the same fate, with the accompaniment of sliattered

gear cases, sprockets, etc. The peculiar part is that the
chain makers cannot supply a secure fastener, such as fitted

to push cycles. I do not recollect ever meeting anyone who
has had trouble with a push cycle chain, yet it is just the
opposite with motor cycle chains, and when troubles are
whittled down, it comes to the one weak spot—the spring

fastening link. A man may be lucky and never have a,

spring link come adrift in vears of riding, but another rider,
equally careful in seeing that the spring link is fastened in
the correct manner, may meet trouble within a few miles
of fitting a new chain.

_

I am informed that the attitude of chain makers is that
"the motor cycle makers specify the chain and fastener

—

we supply accordingly." If this "is the case, then surely the
cycle makers should wake up on this point, and assist chain
drive to come into its own. I should distinctly like to see
my own particular machine entirely chain" driven, instead
of half belt and half chain, but if another chain means
doubhng the risk of accident through having another spring
link to think about, then I prefer to keep the existing short
length of belting, which gives over double the wear of the
chain, and has but one disadvantage, that of slipping in wet
weather. AS 129.

[It is open to any rider to replace the spring fastened link
by a bolt and nut, but, personally, we have found the
spring link quite .satisfactory.—Ed.]"

A Double Purpose Sidecar.
Sir,—In your issue of October 8th you illustrated a new

double-purpose sidecar made by the Bramble Co.
I enclose a photograph of a body I made in August, whr;-li

is on the same principle as the one you described. I am
having a proper padded detachable seat and back made, and
also an apron to cover in the opening entirely. The body
IS made of three-ply wood, and is very much lighter than
my ordinary coachbuilt body.

I think the photograph may possibly be of interest to you,
as I use the outfit every day in my" business, and you ai e
now booming the motor cycle and sidecarrier for business
purposes. R. w. APPLEBY.

..ij^f'f^

A double-purpose sidecar which has been used by R. W. Appleby
since August last (sec loiter).

Bli)
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What are Ideal Handle-bars?

Sir,—Your correspondent " Aysgarth," to judge from his

letter, appears to belong to that class of motor cyclist whom
the saner members—the "steady and sure riders" whom
he affects to despise—have to thank for the existence of

police traps, speed limits, and other restrictions upon tlie

reasonable use of the highway. It is unfortunate that a

comparatively few motor cyclists, whose chief delight in

life is to go "all out"' and "corner at speed," should
continue to bring odium upon a splendid pastime, as they
undoubtedly do. Repressive measures of the strongest kind
should be taken with those who indulge in these feats

anywhere except on tracks prepared for the purpose. I

am a motor cyclist myself, and though not necessarily slow,
thank heaven I can call myself

SURE AND STEADY.

A Trapper's Machine.

Sir,—I am enclosing a photograph of my 1913 -three-speed

Stunney-Archer free engine Triumph fitted with an
exhaust valve cooling cap and radiating tank of my own
design and manufacture. The tank holds half a gallon of

water and is most efficient, as, push the engine how I will,

I have never made the water boil. I note there is a similar

outfit advertised for sale at £3 3s., only the tank is fitted

at the side instead of the front, which is the correct position,

in my opinion.

The country here is virgin sand and heavy forest, with no

roads, except the railway line, and most of my friends

A three-speed gear is absolutely necessary. Mudguards are
quite efficient, but should be fitted with a scraper fitting

around and within about -iin. of tyre. There is a black
soil in some parts around here, which simply piles up on the
tyre during the rains until the wheel jams. I have seen
many letters from Overseas correspondents saying " larger
mudguards " are necessary for Colonial requirements, but a
scraper would cut jnud off as it was picked up. I am going
to make a pair before the next rains.

I have had no experience of any make of motor cycle other
than the 1913 Triumph, but if there are any better or more
reliable they must be phenomenal, as my trusty Trinmpli
is trusty indeed, and, given fair care, simply refuses to go
wrong.

I am enclosing also a photograph of a recent capture in a

home-made cage. Tliis is hardly to do with motor cycling,

but it was undoubtedly owing to the facility for covering a

nuich longer trap line (thanks to the machine) that I was
enabled to get it.

The nearest repair shop is at Bulawayo, 280 miles away,
where there are fair roads and a multitude of motor cj'cles,

etc.

Trusting you will find this letter of interest, also the snaps,

and wishing The ilotor Cycle all success,

Victoria Falls, South Rhodesia. J. W. SOPER.

•sips^

K 1913 Triumph fitted with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, and a home-

made water-cooled exhaust valve cap.

thought I was mad when I got the machine, but I have
succeeded in cutting a narrow path thirty miles long through
the forest, and, by laying grass down, I can go over it fairly

well, though it is but rarely I can use the top gear except
during the rainy season, when the sand gets harder. I have
large traps for lion and leopard set on the side of my path,

and the bicycle eilables me to examine them with a rainimimi

of effort.

The necessity for long runs on middle and sometimes
bottom gear, coupled with the attentions of a tropical sun,
make some form of cooling other than that ordinarily pro-

vided a great help. I had the first push bicycle up here
nine years ago, and the niggers used to smile and say, " Look
at the white man, who would sooner work than walk." A
thirty-mile walk is nothing to them.

There are two other motor cycles at Livingstone, eight

miles from here, where there is a road one mile long, from
the station to the town, and these machines—a 25 h.p.

Douglas and a Motosacoche—are owned by doctors. How-
ever, I have the pioneer motor cycle on this side of the

river, and I must say it stands up to the awful gruelling I

A leopard caught by a reader near Victoria Falls,

South Rhodesia (see letter from J. W. Soper).

Runnmg Costs.

Sir,—The cost of running a 1914 two-speed 2| - Douglas
from March 10th to October 10th over a distance of 5,400

miles has been as follows :

£ s. d. Per mUe,
Tyres 5 5 ... .233d.

Petrol 6 ... .266d.

Oil 14 ... .053d.

Transmission ... ... ... 1 8 5 ... .054d.

Overhauls and ren wals ... 1 15 ... .077d.

£15 12 6 .683d.

Dreadnought tyres, which are lietter than the original 2|
for going overthe sand. I would like a machine with more
clearance and 5in. tyres.

The cost of the tyres, chain, and belt on the machine wBen
new is included in the abova items, as these must be reckoned

if the actual cost of running per mile is to be arrived at

correctly, though, of course, if they are included here, there

must be an allowance made for them in depreciation.
Accessories I do not count in running costs. On lamps,

honis, speed'o'.netor, and o3ds and ends, I have spent
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about £5. Depreciation, too, should be reckoned, I think,
at so_ much per annum and not so much per mile. My
machine is now worth about £37 10s.

Petrol consumption was, at first, 73 m.p.g. I have recently
fitted a Binks, which gives much better results—about
95 m.p.g. If depreciation, accessories, and licence are all

included, the total cost per mile works out at just 1^.
The renewals include some piston rings, one gudgeon pin,

various valve springs, and one exhaust valve. E.W.B.

Gear Slip on an Old Machine.
Sir,—I wonder whether any of your readers could give

me a tip about my P. and M. two-speed gear. I have a
1910 machine, which I have only ridden some 4,000 miles
in all since buying it in working' order in 1913. The high
gear persists in slipping. It has been three times in the
maker's hands, and they have renewed wedge bars, etc.
On one occasion an e.^pert told me I had been oiling too
much. On another the works reported I liad not been oiling
enough. Now for the third time the same symptoms are
appearing, slip on high gear, iwt at spring drive. If any
of your P. and M. rider readers could make any suggestion
from their experience I should be much obliged, as I have
only done one hundred and forty miles since tho last over-
haul, and I am confident that others find the gear satis-
factory. B 10.

A Cpiaedy of Errors.
Sir,—The following incident may, or may not, be of

interest to some of your readers. In any case I must confess
that, with some years of varied e.xperience on the road, I
have never before been subjected to such doubtful courtesy
as befell me recently.

A friend and myself, both riding solo, started off in the
morning for a short run ; the run, however, was destined
to be somewhat briefer than we had expected, for, within
five miles, my companion broke down with magneto trouble.
After some delay I returned to a garage, borrowed a rope
from a young mechanic working there, and in due course
arrived back with the disabled machine in tow. In all

hospitality we were invited to stand the macliine in the
.shelter of the workshop, and, there being no available assist-
ance, save for the mechanic, who continued complacently at

his work, we ventured to set about removing the magneto
ourselves. Subsequent events, however, proved this to be
a gigantic liberty and gross breach of etiquette in the

mechanical world ; though committed, I beg leave to state

—

for myself at all events—in all ignorance. But the enormity
of our crime was quickly brought home to us with the
appearance of the owner of the garage, who introduced him-
self by a peremptory demand as to the name of our firm

!

Now, it is not every motor cyclist who has the privilege of

being a member of some firm, and we were perforce obliged

to admit ourselves but humble tourists. The next question

demanded whether he or we were doing the job ; a pertinent

question, certainly, but the answer should have been ob\-ious,

as the one and only mechanic present had previously made
his departure, A slight argument ensued in which we
pointed out that we were anxious to get the repair done as

coon as possible and should be glad of such skilled aid as

he might be able to afford us : our friend, on the other hand,
pointed out to us (in none too polite terms) that our presence

was not essential to a speedy repair. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances we should have been willing to agree with this,

but our friend's hostility, together with the genei'al appeai--

ance of lack of industry, led us to suppose otherwise. The
upshot was that both we and our machines were consigned
to a place all good Christians hope to avoid, the doors were
opened, and we were cordially requested to "get out!"

It was greatly against tl>e garage owner's will that we
reassembled the parts we liad removed from the machine,
during which operation we were subjected to a homily to

the effect that never in all his years of experience and
ownership had he before been so insulted and " wiped the
floor with " on his own premises. ' This latter phrase,
evidently a favourite expression of his, though rather tedious
in its repetition, accompanied us to the gates, whence
we departed quietly.

Though our crime may have been inexcusable and possibly

have merited the treatment we received—though I find it

hard to believe this—we both came to the conclusion, at

lunch, that w^' would not have missed our little comedy for

worlds ! Our only fear is that some less docile individual
than ourselves may give our worthy entertainer cause to

bemoan his favourite lament otherwise than metaphorically I

S. R. DUEL.

->—•••-<-

Christmas Gifts for Despatch Riders.
" The Aoror Cycle " Shilling Fund to Provide Useful Presents for Aotor Cyclists at the Front.

EVERY week, one may almost say every day,

brings its quota of appreciation of the useful

and invaluable work rendered bv motor cyclists

at the front. As a despatch rider, the motor c}xlist

is proving his real worth, and from all sides praise is

being bestowed upon him. Very soon his services

are to be extended, for in the Canadian contingent

is a number of sidecars with quick-firing guns mounted
on the chassis, and we believe we are giving no secret

away when we state that very soon a fleet of these

sidecar-mitrailleuse will be attached to the British

Army, for, practicallv at the outbreak of hostilities,

the formation of such a corps was decided upon, and,

owing to its mobilitv, it seems Ifkely to prove exceed-

ingly useful.

The fleets of armoured cars, too, have their motor
cyclists ; the cyclist corps are invariablv accompanied
by riders of the power-propelled bicycle, and motor
transport sections have their motor cyclist mechanics
and other riders whose duty it is to keep up the lines

of communication.
. These many uses prove that the services of motor
cyclists are generally appreciated, and that they are

proving an eftective arm of the service. How readers

may show their sense of gratitude for the important
part motor cyclists are plaving in the war has been

receiving the consideration of The ISlotor Cycle, and

it has been decided to inaugurate

A Shilling Fund
to purchase some small but useful articles, such as

gloves, muffler, handle-bar muffs, or an abdominal belt,

as Christmas presents. As to the exact form the gifts

shall take, we are inviting opinions from some of the

motor cyclists on active service. Readers of The
Motor Cycle are invited to send their shillings to the

fund, and all amounts received will be duly acknow-
ledged in these columns ; to clubs in particular we
appeal to give the fund a real send off. All the

valuable work which is being performed by motor
cyclists with the Expeditionary Force is bound to have
a good effect in extending the movement considerably

as soon as hostilities cease, and the little antagonism
which existed against motor cycles in this country will

be killed once and for all.

Contributions should be addressed to The Cashier,

The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,
and the envelopes marked " Shilling Fund.''

A similar fund to provide drivers of motor transport

vehicles (included in which body are many motor
cyclists) with Christmas gifts is being raised by
our sister journal TJie Autocar.

B2I
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Saddle Improvements.
Two patent speciBcations have just

been published by a leading firm illus-

trating new features in motor cycle

saddles. The first construction illus-

trated comprises a system of springing

for the peak of the saddle. This com-
prises a coil spring A mounted upon
the front of main frame B. This coil

sprmg supports the front of the seat,

and excessive movement is prevented

by a plate C, which is slotted and

Eric. W Walford.

passes over a. projection D on the fixed

part. A radius plate E extends to the

rear of the seat and assists in strengthen-

ing the construction. Tlie second con-

spring B, whilst pivoted at the back
of the frame A is a lever C, the front

end of which is attached to a coil

spring D. Midway in the length of the
lever C is attached a depending lug E
carried by the seat. Thus, as the load

comes upon the seat, the front end of

the lever C moves downward under the
restraint of the spring D.—B. Brooks and
J. Holt, Nos. 19,292, 1913, and 23,480,

1913.

:7 A Cycle Car.
This vehicle has a tubular frame

suspended by a transverse spring in front
and two quarter springs at the back.

OCTOBER 22nd, igu^:\

gearing. The front mudguards swivi

with the steering wheels.—T. Ntortor

No. 3,368, 1913.

A Streamline Body.
This streamline body, though primaril

designed for a push-bicycle, may be o

interest in view of the references fc

the isubject in this journal. Really therr

is not .very_ much in the invention besid

the actual shape of the body, which cai

struction illustrated is rather a departure

from the usual method of suspension.

The main frame A supports the front

of the seat by means of a laminated

The bodywork comprises two sidecar"

todies arranged as shown, these being
fixed to the frame, which is spring sup-

ported as mentioned. The vehicle has

a live axle driven through planetary

be easily gleaned from the drawings,

The body comprises a nose A and a^ tail

B, between which are hinged side pieces

C. At D is provided, a window, and the

body is, of course, slotted to accomiao-

date the wheels.—E. Bunau-Varilla, No,

22,510, 1913.

New Tyre Depot.

The Kempshall Tyre Company have

appointed a Midland depot in Coventry

at 6, "Warwick Row. This depot will be

under the management of Mr. G. R.
Bromley, who has had a long connection

with the motor industry.

The Coventry Chain Co. and the War.

The Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., Spon
End, Coventry, inform us that up to date

130 of their employees have rejoined the

Colours or enlisted since the beginning of

the war. They hope to reinstate all those
who re-apply at the conclusion of hostili-

ties. The company is paying reservists'

"wives 7e. per "week and Is. for each child.

Excelsior Exploits.

We have received from Messrs. Bayliss,
'

Thomas, and Co. Coventry, a booklet,

nicely illustrated from photographs which
have appeared in this and other journals,
detailing the many hill-climbing feats of

W. H. Carson on a 6 h.p. Excelsior side-

car outfit. Any reader can have a copy
on application to Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas,
and Co.

Four Hundred Fighting Men in One Firm.
Patriotism of a practical form is the

best sort of aU, and many firms con-
nected with the motor cycle industry
have provided many men to serve the
country. We now hear that no less
than 400 of the staff of the North
British Rubber Co., Ltd., have joined
the forces of the Crown, either as
Territorials or Reservists, and, further-
more, the company will care for the
wives and children of the married men
who have entered the ranks.

A Notable Success.

Shell spirit was used on the all-British

Green engine "W'hich won the £5,000 prize

in the recent naval and military aeroplane

competition.

A Spring Carrier.

A spring carrier, which can be readily

attached, has been placed on the market
by the T. Eltringham Henderson Co., 25,

Albion Road, North Shields. Four hook
cUps are provided for attacl"mient to the
bars of th^ carrier, and, under working
conditions, this device should be very
effective.

Hub ifiears at the Front.

Stnrmey-Archer Gears have received a

large niunber of orders for three-speed
hubs foi' motor bicycles for the Govern-
ment and various branches of His
Majesty's forces. These gears have, up
to the present' time, come tlirough the
campaign very satisfactorily, and a

testimonial has been received from a
despatch rider who liad to perform
arduous services during day and night
over aU kinds of roads, and, despite the
severity of the duties he had to perform,
the gear stood up and had not given the
slightest trouble.

To Eemove Tar Stains.

A tar removing solution has been p_gt'

on the market by Messrs. J. E. Feay aiid

Co., 12, Jackson's Row, Manchester, in

the form of a fluid, which is known
Tarof. The application is performed hy
means of a soft cloth, and it is claitnied

that the tar can be removed withoBt.

damage either to the varnish or paint.

Army Contract Work.

Messrs. Beard-Brown and Co., of North-

ampton, the makers of the College mud
shield and other accessories, are very ba^y

with Government orders, and are working!

overtime and on Sundays. Those cus-

tomers whose orders are somewhat delayed

in consequence will understand the reason.

Equipping the Motor Cycle for War.

Tlie use of motor cycles under service

conditions makes imperative a complete-

ness of .equipment which, for ordinary

riding in a peaceful country, is jjerhaps

more a comfort and convenience than an

absolute necessity. Consequently, J. B.

Brooks and Co.. Ltd, are meeting a very

large demand for such speciahties as

spare belt and spare tube cases, tool bi _
carrier bags, sparking plug cases, carbide

carriers, etc., as "H-ell as for saddles.

For the cyclist battalions Brooks are

supplying large numbers of their Military

model saddle, special tool bags, rifle clips,

kit carriers, etc., and their general-

department is working at high pressure

to meet the demand for such accoutre-

ments as officers' sword belts, cartridge

bandoliers, cases for field glasses and
range finders, sleeping valises. Army kit

bags, etc.
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: The REX-J.A.P. In ITALY.
• Climbing a Hill 3 miles Ions, with an average gradient of |

: I in 7. with 6 passengers. :

^TT The Rex-J.A.P. is filled wlih Coun'ershafi 3speed
^41 Gear— enclosed Chain Drive— Kick Starter—and

many other desirable features.—May we post you

Catalogue I*

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

Aston Road, Birmingham.

ALamp, Generator,
and Horn are GIVEN
FREE to purchasers

of either of the following
store-soiled motor cycles

and sidecars:

You can secure immediate
possession of either model on
Selfridge's Deferred Payment
Pian for a deposit of one-fiftfi

of the price.

5-6 h.p. EXCELS lOR, with coach-

built sidecar Usually .X? 7 C
£84 9 0. NOW
7 h.p. CHATER-LEA, with coach-

built sidecar v/ith hood and screen

Usually £101 17 6

NOW £95

33
These are all that remain of a special

purchase. Now :s the time to equip
your machine with new tyres for

the Winter at less than half the

usual price. These

HUTCHINSON
1913 Pattern T.T.
Rubber-Studded

COVERS
are in excellent condition. List price

is 33/6 each, we are clearing them at

12/6
Letter Orders will be promptly
filled as long as the stock lasts.

ANY of these machines

can be obtained on

Selfridge's Deferred

Payment Plan.

Second-hand 1913 MATCHLESS 8 h.p.

2-speed, chain-drive, with cane ^ fi(\
torpedo sidecar. Nearly new ^»»\J\/

Second-hand 8 h.p. 1914 HARLEV
D.AVIDSON. 2-speed, chain transmission;

with Mills-Fulford sidecar and outfit

including hood and screen. Completely

equipped for the road. List jC 7 C\
price £84. Clearance price. . ^w • v
Second-hand 8 h.p. MATCHLESS
combination, twin belt, completely equipped

with horn, lamp set, speedometer, rear

light, and tyre carrier with spare cover.

Ready for the road List price C^ C IT
£83. Clearance price . . .. ^LOO

// unable to call, wriic for list of olher combinations and solo mounts at reduced prices.

SELFRIDGE'S
Selfridce & Co., Ltd., Oxford Street. W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menticm " Tlie Motor Cycle.' B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First ''12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must he counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., KC.\ by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenieace of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No,
opo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

;
or if " London"

is added to the address, then to the nmnber given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who. hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," hoth parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
fro the fee is is. ATI deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Tlifte & Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willmg to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
;ilencs as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enqoiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S

A.J.S., 1912, Sh.p., 2 speeds, chain drive, clutch,
and kick starter, splendid order; £35.—Elce

and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London,
E.G. [0479

Alldays.
ALLBATS Matchless, 1913, SVjh.p., 2-speed, lampe,

tools, Co"wey speedometer ;., £33.—Herrmann, 29,
Beokenhara Ed., Eeckenliam. [X1474

Antoine.
5-6h,p. Antoine Couiliination, £12/10; M.M.C. lipM-

weight, £5/10.-287, Beckenham lid.. Eeckenham.
tsoos

ANTOINE 5-6h.p. Twin, tyres good, new wicker canoe
body fiich'car ; bargain, £14.— Overington, Station

Approach, Earls'rood. [8046
Ariel.

ARIEL, 1913V2. 3V2h.p., 3-speed Armstrong, new
tyres, wicker sidecar; £40.—Allies, Stanwell,

Staines. [X1577

AEIEL 5-6h.p. Combination, brand new, a splendid
turnout • £86/10 ; exchanges invited.—Bunting,

Harrow. [X1582

2ih.p. Ariel, decompressor. Amac, adjustable, good
a tvres, low, fast, starts walking, perfect; £9/10.—

I'arker, "21, Clarendon Rd., Blackpool. 18058

ARIEL, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, gear box on car lines,

chain-cum-belt ; reduced to £83/10; E.P. if

desired.—Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Creeii. 18079,

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN THE HEART OF THE TR

COLMOREDEPOT

Clearing our
1914
stock

Every 1914 Motor Cycle and every 1914

Light Car in our stock is going to be sold

by us now ; we intend carrying none of

them forward.

They are good, well-known makes, all of

them, and now is your chance.

This week's

price

next week
those unsold

will be

and the week
after

they will be

20 7o

25 7o

307o

off ordinary,

off the

discount from

usual

nett list,

so that we shall then have nothing left to

push on to 1915 buyers

Now the above means
our loss

!

But it will be your gain !

!

Someone is sure to tell us it is foolish to

sell below cost. We shall reply that it is yet

more foolish to " stand still " In business.

Get on to these bargains,

say what make you want,

and write now to one of

COLMORE DEPOTS
31, Coimore Row, BIRMINGHAM
62, High Street, LEICESTER
31, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL
261, Deansgate, MANCHESTER

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

A RIEL, new 3%h.p., counter-shaft 3-speed geai
{^^^ compressor, latest model; makers' price £61
cept £50.—Nortliein Depot, Leece St., Liverpool. [X j

Arno.
ARN"0 Motor, S'/oh.p., 1913, T.T. model, per

£18/10—Srd. Pearsoo (see Miscellaneous). [X

ARNO, 1913. SV.h.p., 3-6peed, with coaclibuilt eid.
bargain, £35.—Carlton, 7, Spencer Rd., Cro-

Auto=Wheels.
AUTO-TVHEEL, perfect condition; £10/10.-Lee

Chester St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X :

1 C|14 Anto-Wheel, only done 50 miles, as neiv
J-tT Wales, Ploverigg, Shap, Westmorland.

AUTO-WHEEL, recently completely overhaulMl
makers; £8.—Hobson, Eeholt, Ranmoor, Shf-i

AUTO-AVHEEL, 1914, only ridden 30 miles; £r
—Margaret S. Earnshaw, Stanley Rd., Handi

AUTG-WHEEL, in splendid running order, 200 n

_ _ £9; spares.—'Sundeiland, North St., Locb'

!

;
f

[X

Huddersfleld. [S.

AUTO-WHEELS, 1914, lady's and gentleman's^
Rover cycles, new condition; 14 gns. eac

P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham, [i

Bat.

BAT, 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, excel
condition; £55.—P. J. Evaais, John Btight

Birmingham. [f

IQIS Eat, T.T., 8h.p., overhead valvea, J.A.P. j

Xt/ matic carburetter, all accessories, perfect; ol

—Eadington, Aldei'ley Edae. [Xl

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Comljination, bought new 1
chain. 2 speeds, kick etart, perfect; £48.-1

cathra, Highfield Rd., Walton-ou-Thames. [S]

BAT, 1912, fixed gear, spring frame model, in hgj
order: bargain, £23.—The Exeter Motor Cyde'

Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, 1
stock Rd., Plymouth. [C

Bradbury.

1 Q14 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed gear, heai;y tjiest
J-«J' new condition, for quick sale £56/lO.-^8i
High St., Safiroii Walden. Essex. 0^l'

BRADBURY, 1911, 3iAh.p., solo mount, lamp, it'
£27/10, or £7 down and £1/13/4 moiithl

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. ,[8;

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, new February,. ' 11

ridden 3,000 miles. Gondolier sidecar, l.OOO^jji
equal new; £45, -A. Bennett, Abram, Wigan. .[Kl>

BRADBURY, 3'/.h.p., and Bradbury sidecar, 2-sn
F.E., Dunlop tyres; £31/10, or £8 down Bnd

monthly instalments.—Lamb's, 50, High Rd., W
Green. . '[&

"I
Qll^A 4h.p. Bradbury. 2-speed, clutch, Lueaa 1

-Lt/ complete h.b.c, oveitaiiled, re-bushed, .M>
gomery No. 7 wicker sidecar, manv accessories; .£3
225, Nantwich Rd., Crewe. l%i:

Brougll.

BROUGH, 1911, 6h.p., Blumfield engine, ]

speeds; real bargain, £24.—Bown, Pfi(

grapher, Earlsfield. [Sll

T.T. Brough, oOO c:., horizontal twin, 1914, juet fii

with latest engine Angiitt, absolutely HBtft

£38/10.-W. S. Life, The Cliflfe, Southport. [0;

BROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of
500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead^ vt

models.—Tlie West Lancashire Motor Co., Southpo;
-(Of

BROUGH, 1914, 3Voh.p-, horizontally opposed -Z^P
twin, condition a'bsolutely as new, picked engi

very fast and powerful, won gold medal last IhjM
Edinburgh, hardly ridden since : stringent exjiHit

i

amination inxited; £40, a real bargain.—LoTSign
Rosemore, Wharnclift'e Rd., Boscombe. *f^

Brown. ^
3ih.p. Brown, accumulator ignition, h.b.c, goMl i

2 ning order; £9.—H. Rowland, Oranleigb, -Soi;

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1913 model (late 1912), 2 speeds, free eHgi

accessories, tools; £32/10.-Elliott, Hanover (ffif

bers, Hull.

B.S.A., late 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-ehaft, i

coniiition
;

price £53.—Gaylaid. Ashley Dai^jjjl
ton-on-Thames. ui

B.S A., June, 1914, as new, 3-.=ipeed gear bo^ cli

drive, with sidecar; £50.—Brown, 7, ManKv-;P
Parade, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

B.S.A., 1912, excellent condition, all accei?60ries, le

to be ridden away: seen any time; £26.—Brpir
Motor Works, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. [7

B24 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.fames,

JAMES, 1914, 4i4h.p., Big Single, nn4 Canoeist tan-
dem eidecar (cost £16/16), speedometer, lamps,

lorn, etc., chain driven. 3 speeds ; cost complete £90

:

eqnal to new; rattling bargain, £60.—Apply, No. 6,779.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [S1399

MUST be Sold: owner joined Royal Engineers.—Late
1913 4'Ab.p. .Tames and Canoelet sidecar, cost over

£80, machine overhauled last month at cost of £8/10/6,
3*peed gear, chain drive, climb anything; £50, or close
ofler.-Brown, Gloucester Ed., Oliesterfleld. 1X1412

.I.E.S,

SPECIALLY Built J.E.S. Motorcyclette, with direct
drive. Amac carburetter, h.b.c. large saddle, many

extras, low frame, suit elderly gentleman ; owing to
war for sale absolutely new at cut price.—Millards. Cycles.
Guernsey. [7827

Kerry.
1Q11 Kerry-Abingdon, S'/jh.p.. freo engine, perfect
J-t/ condition, lamp, horn, etc.; £25.—Maatin, Ged-
ney, Holbeach, Lines. (D) [51400

Lea-Francis.

1 Q14 3"oh.p. Lea-Francis, twin engine, 2.6peed. hand
Xt/ clutch; £50.—Sproston and Grace, 154b, Great
Titchfield St., W. [8101

"I
Q14 Lea-Francis, perfect, very little used, cost £72,

-*-tf also £3/3 waterproof suit; the lot £56.-47,
Waterloo Place, North Shields. [8185

LBA-FEANCIS. 1914, the aristocrat of motor cycles:
early delivery; easy payments; second-hand ma-

chines in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace,
154, Gt. Titchfield St., W, Regent 4999. [0448

Levis.
LEVIS Popular Models in stock: £25 cash, or E.P.

—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8073

LEVIS Baby, 1913?i, perfect, Lucas lamp; anv
trial.—Hammond, 8, Spain, Petersfleld. [8121

HAEET WALKER'S for Levis's. More business ns
usual. The £25 Popular supreme.—Mnswell Hill.

N. [7721

£12 deposit and 12 payments of :S1/15 for 2M'h.p-
slightly used £38/10 Levis: any trial.—Cobnore

Depot. Biruungham. [S1427
LEVIS, 1914, Baby model, 2!4h.p., brand new

£23.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgato Ay., Camo-
imle St., London, E.C. [0480

LEVIS. 1-013, accessories: cost over £40; absolutely
faultless; bargain, £19/10. honestly worth £30.—

Bradley. 11. Brownlow St., Holborn. [8085

1Q14 (September) 2='ih.p. Levis, Model de Lnxe. 2
J-t/ speed, free engine, brand new, never ridden : cost
£47/10, accept £38 for cash.—King, Sunnyside, Staple-
ford, Camba. [S1563

Martin.
41l.p. Jap-Martin, free engine. T.T., only three months'

use.—Bunting, Harrow.

MAETIN-J.A.P., 4h.p.. T.T.. free engine, only three
month's use : £40 : exchanges invited.—Bnnting,

Harrow. [XI 580
M. and M.

IIT. and M., 2-stroke, completely equipped: £28;
-i-"A all British, including magneto.—Morgan and Max-
well, 80, High Ed., Streatham, London. (XI 538

.Matchless.
MATCHLESS, 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade

6Upplied.-Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173. Gt.
Portland St., W. [6611

1Q14 Matchless Combination, 7h.p., 8B. model, spee«l-
At/ ometer, lamps, etc, ; offers wanted.—Selkirk. 489.
Eicft Lane, LiverpooL [X1388

MATCHLESS. 3V2 to 8h.p. ; pricea from £35 to £55
cash, or deferred payments.—Colmore Depot, 49,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X1432

"IQlJ^i 6h.p. Matchless, clutch model, Hci starter,
-i-v engine e-xcellent, fine condition throughout: £38.
—King, Sunnyside, Stapleford, Cambs. [X1665

£12/10 deposit and 12 payments of £3/10 aeonrcs 3'.o

h.p, - twin-cyl. Matchless-Jap, 6-6peed gear, shop-
Killed only.—OjLmore Depot, Birmingham. [X142S

MATCHLESS, 8h,p., 19121/-, art cane eidecar, now
condition, twin belt, V.S. 2-speed. tools, and ac-

cessories; £50.—Clements, 32, Bellenden Ed., Peckham.
_ _ [7994
1Q13 Matchless. S'/^h.p. twin, 3-6i>eed counter-shaft,
-!-«/ new back Kempshall, lamp, horn, spares, light
wicker sidecar; 32 gns.—Young, 7, Chesterton Ed., Cam-
bridge. [8081

MATCHLESS, 1914, 8h.p.. latest combinatisn. 3
speeds, enclosed chain drive, fully equipped with

tools and spares, lamps, bom, speedometer, etc., mag-
nificent machine: cheap at £70.—Seen at Brownhill
Motor Works, 172. Brownhill Ed., S.E. [8082

MATCHLESS Combination. 7-9h.p., 1913, Mck start,
2-6peed, free engine, 5^ gn. Cowey, Klaxon type

horn, lamps, etc.. all spares, 14 grL sidecar; cost over
£100, complete, £45, or nearest; inipectlon oi trial by
appointment.—Sanat, 2, Eton At., Hampetesd. [8037

Minerva.
MINERVA Twin, 4l;4h.p., 2 speeds, mag., B. ond B.,

and torpedo sidecar, in excellent order: £20.—
Bofe, 5, Willow Walk, Bermondsey. [8004

£20 EACH!
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

3} h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Torpedo Sidecar £20
4 h.p. 2-speed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
3^ h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20

All in good running order.

NEW MACHINES AT SECOND-HAND PRICES.

2\ h.p. r9i4 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, spring forks, magneto, etc. Usual
price, f33. Our price £26

4 h.p. r9r4 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, combined belt and chain drive.
Usual price, £44. Our price £34

4 h.p. rgi4 WOLF, J.A.P, engine, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, all chain drive. Usual price, £46.
Our price £36

These are shop-soiled only.

FARLOVif SIDECARS

SPECIALWAR PRICES

Fcom £6 15 O
Write us your requirements.

Fpom

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3* h.p. 1914 MOTOSACOCHE, Enfield gear, fine order £40
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks .... £8
2-3 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11
3! h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Boscb. B. and B. carb. . . £16
35 h.p. N.8.U,, 2 speeds and free engine, Boscb magneto £17
3I h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3.1 h.p. iQog REX dc Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting . . £19
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, ball bearing engine, M.O.V £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX de Lmxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Boscb, Amac £19
6 h.p. 1912 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starling £25
6 h.p. r9r2 CLYNO and Qyno Sidecar, 2 speeds, kick £33
8 h.p. Cycle Car, Cbater-Lea engine, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc. £60

NEW 1914 MACHINES.
I9t4 r4 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What Oflen ?
1914 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V WhatoSers?
I9r4 3J h.p. ARIEL, 3-sr. counter-shaft gear What otters?
1914 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What otters 7
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination What otters 7
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp. counter-shaft gear What offers 7

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.

5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, \*alve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £11 11

S.-hand 3h.p. twin REPTON Engine, good order £3 10

SIDECARS.

GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, fit Triumph £5
FARLOW, r9i3, underslung, cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, I9t4, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, I9r4, reed cane, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £6
FARLOW, 1914. coach-built, underslimg, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, I9r4, ligbUvcight model, used trials only . . £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reduction:

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/- each.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
iTelephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Monopole.

MONOPOLE, 2'/yi.p. Precision, VilUers hnb clntch,
up to date, brand new, neyer been ridden ; eacri-

Qce £36 oash : seen by appointment.—Bonett. 101, St.
Alban'e At., Ohiewick, W. [8028

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin, mag., low, good; accept £12, or

offer.-E., 208, Oamberwell Ed., B.E. [8147

MOTO-EEVE 1911 2^.p. Twin, TMnamelled and
overbauled by makers; sacrifice £12.-1, Kins St.,

Acton. [8153
Motosacoche.

1 Q 13 Motoeacoche Motor Cycle, second-hand ;
prii-e

--»/ il5: cash or eaey terms.—E. E. Jones (Garagee),

Ltd., Swansea, also at Cardiff. [0548

M.MX.
3ih.p. M.M.O., Ohater-Lea, HelleBons, h.b.c, good

2 condition, fliet-clas8 tyres, nina well ; £10/10

;

Saturday alter 3.—H., 63. Nimrod Ed., Streatlinm.
[X1396

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson, 1912^:. 2^th.p., J-AP^ free engine, 3

speeds : inspection invited; £28-—Salter, 25, Ores-

cent QroTe, Olapham Common. [8021

"VTEW Hudson 2-Etroke lightweight! In stock, ostra-
l^ ordinary good value, lor £27/5; E.P. 11 desired.—
Lamb'a, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8070

NEW HUDSON Big Six 1914 Combination, done
2,900, engine Just taken down by makers and

now running better than ever, Lncas head lamp and
rear lamp, 2 best quality homB. speedometer, spaxc
new belt and chain, and nomerous other fiparp«

;

;iccept £65, or nearest oUer. cost over £100. — Bos
L.6,298, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

[8187
New Rvder.

NEW Eyder. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-

livery from etw;k. Single speed 25 pns.. 2-i!peed

£33. No extra lor eaey pa^^^enta.—Mills Motor, Ltd .

Wood Side Parade. North Finohley. 1745 Finchley.
[0572

N.S.U.

N.S.tr. eh. p. Twin. 2-epeed, F.E., accessoriee, and side-

car; £22.-Eevill, Henhobnefl, Dcepcar. [X139G

3ih.p. N.S.U., Mabon free engine, mag., Binks car-

2 buretter, new back tyra, engine completely over-

hanled, lamp, horn, complete; £14yi0.—Dunn, Croes

Keys, Men. [8054
N.U.T.

EAELIEST deUveriee of the famous N.U.T. — The
West Lancaehlr© Motor Co., Ltd., flonthport. [0556

N.U.T., 2^.p. T.T, 1914, single geared, as new; be.«t

oflci eeouree.—W. 8. Life, 10, Cumberland Rd..

Southport [0573

N.U.T., 1914, T.T.. SiAh.p. twin, overhead valve,

J.A.P. 3-speed gea'r, month old, very fast,

large Locaa, new extra heavy 2^ln. Bates, spare
valves; £55; reason for selling, going abroad with
Terriers.-T. Plant, St. Mary. Bedlord. [XllOO

Peudeot.

3 .3 h.p. Pengeot Twin, accumulator: £10; eiohange 2-

4 rtroke.—Dulling, 69. Skinner St.. Qilllngham.
Kent. [SCSI

P. nad M.

P.
and M., with sidecar, 1911, 2 speeds; £18.—Hart-
field, Chemist, Matlock. [X1193

P.
and Ml. 1913, new condition, £46; Canoelet, £9.—
Ernest Pontlo, Cork Merchant, Whipp's Croes. N.E.

[:S1435
1Q13 P. and M., new tank, new flrst quality tyres,

X«7 lamp, horn, Lucaa'e beet, spares, perfect condition,
little used, aiwaye soIo; £40.—Gerald Tolson, Kirkbnr-
ton. Hnddersfleld. [8069

PHELON and Moore, Ltd.. 4, Percr St., W., have
several good second-hand P. and M. machinea for

eale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect
order.—Can be seen at above address. [0131

1Q13 P. and M., Canoelet sidecar, wind screen^ not
-L«7 used till April, 1914, through lllneae, mileage
900, tyrea practically new, unponctured, all spares; £55,
or offer.—21, Seymour Place, Fulham Ed., London.
'Phona: 2719 Western. [8181

3ih.p. P. and M. and sidecar, 1912, kick etaitcT,
2 Cowey. spares, 3 Lnca« lamps, electric handle-bar

lamp, new cylinder, gear, sprockets, oholna, re-enomelleHi

bv makers, perfect condition ; £55-—Jones, Lytchett.
Chatsworth Ed.. Oricklewood. [8027

Precision.
PEECI8I0N-SUN, 1913, 3%h.p., 3-Bpeed model,

excellent condition; £29 cash; part exchange
lightweight or push-cycle.—87, Highland Rd., Cov-
entry. [X1585

1Q14 AVih-v. Precision, in Eei 1912 frame, perfert
Xi/ order throughout, footboards, done 1 200, fully

ennipped; £22, no exchange.-Siddall, Avenue HalcyoL,
He66le. rs:i515

PRECISION 1913 2V2h.p. Lightweight, Brampton
variable gear and Iree engine, splendid order,

lamp set, bom, and tools, complete; £22.—Elce and
Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C.

[0598
~|Q13 P. and M. Combination, guaranteed perfect
X*7 order, recently overhauled by makere, lamp and
generator, Cowey speedometer, luggage carrier, every-

thing ae new, numerous accessoriee; any trial; 58 gns.,

or near offer.—Bradford, Bancroft, Eastbourne. [80''3

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue, aio
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PBEMIEB, 1914, S'Ali.p., and ooaclibuilt sidecar, kick

starter, 3 speeds, 'done about 700 miles, all acces-

sories,- £55.-Brownc, 51, High St., O.-on-lI., Man-
chester. [X1395

PREMIER, 1914 (April), SV-ll-P-. 3-speed counter-

shaft, speedometer, horn. Paragon folding side-

car, as new; £43, or separate.—Watts, 54a, Church
Hd., Hove. [8164

PREMIER, 1912, S'Ah.p., 3 speeds, clutch, pur-

chased new 1913, used solo only, guaranteed good
order; £-28.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., London, E.C. [0552

PREMIER, sy^h.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft, brand new;
£61. sacrifice £55 for cash.—The Exeter Motor

Cvcle and Light Oar Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,

and 28, Tavistock Bd., Plymouth. [0571

Quadrant.
31h.p. Quadrant, low, B. and B., new magneto, slope

2 back frame, P. and H., horn, etc., takes sidecar

3 up; £9/10, or offer.—31, Tarver Rd., Manor Place,

ATalworth. [7996

Regal.

REGAL-PECO, 2-stroke, demonstration model, Stur-

mey 3-speed, only done 200 miles, condition as

new; £35.-Eegal Motors, High St., Saltley. [S1483

REGAL-GEEEJSr, 23ih.p. T.T., 3-speea, special ball

bearing racing engine, exceedingly fast, condition

as" new; £42/10.—Regal Motors, High St., Saltley.
[X1484

Rex.
5-6h.p. Twin Rex and sidecar, Bosch mag.; any trial;

£13/10.-15, Cuizon St., Leicester. [X1469

31h.p. Bex, Amac, free engine; £10/10.—Newman,
2 31a. Quinton St., Earlsfield, S.W. [7992

REX Combination, 6h.p., Bosch, good tyres; seen
running; £13/10.-45, Church Ed., Acton. [X1568

5-6h.p. Bex, twin, 2.6peed, free, Bosch, Druids; £16/10
—Clow, Milton St., Barrow-in-Furness. [XI 442

REX, 1910, SVoh.p,, mag., good running order; fair

offer accepted.—Shynn, Ide Hill, Sevenoaks. Kent.
[X1475

T> EX Sidette, new 1914 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, coach
-C*' built body; real bargain, £65.-228, Pentonville
Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [8166

REX 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,
handle starting, Dunlops, B. and B., Bosch, very

powerful: £25, bargain.—136, Lambeth Walk. [8118

3ih.p. Res, mechanical valves, fine condition, Bosch,
2 Lyso, Brown and Barlow carburetter, extremely

low machine; gift, £13/10.—Bariatt, Fairfield, Buxton.
[XI 508

"I Q 14 6-8h.p. Rex, chain-driven, 3-speed, kick
J-Z7 starter, and coachbuilt sidecar; £60; take
Douglas in part payment.—Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate.
Leicester. [8129

REX, brand new, 1913, 2-speed, twin, handle starts

ing; makers' price £62/10, our price £53/2/6;
fully guaranteed; exchange considered. — Collier's

Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0388

X>EX 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, 1914 coach
-tV body, wind screen, ideal combination, excellent
condition throughout; £45 cash; part exchange
solo.—37, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X1586

REX Combination, 2-speed, belt drive, 1914, brand
new; £77/10, sacrifice £70.—The Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Bd., Exeter,
and 29. Tavistock Bd., Plymouth. [0604

REX Sidette, 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed gear, cane side-
car new, 26x2i/2in. passenger Hutchinson tyres,

F.R.S. lamp set, perfect order, guaranteed; £38.

—

Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.; Camomile St.,

London, E.C. [0491
Rex=Jap.

T>EX-J.A.P., 1912, 6h.p., Mills-FnUord sidecar, 2
XV speeds : trial run ; £38.—Apply, Garland, 2, Fin-
stock Ed., Notfing Hill, W. tX1391

EEX-J.A.P., 1913, 4h.p., Armstrong heavy Mark
VII. 3-speed gear, 26x2V2in. Kempshall tyres,

machine equal to new; £30.—The Premier ]\lotor
Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0592

REX-J.A.P. 1912 6h.p. de Luxe Model, 2-speed
and free engine, 650x65 Kempshall tyres,

coachbuilt sidecar, very good condition; £40.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham

[0558
REX-J.A.P.—We have several second-hand 1912 and

1913 combinations which we have taken in part
payment of 1914 models. We are offering same at very
low prices. Full list free upon request.—The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0432

Rover.

ROVEB, 1912, clutch, spares, new belt, Lucas lamp,
perfect condition; £25.—Vicarage, 123, Peckham

Eye. [809"

ROVEB, 1912-13, sy^h.p., 3-6peed, absolutely new
condition, with smart sidecar: £35.—Longman, 1,

King St., Acton. [8152

ROVER 3i/2h.p. Combination. 3-speed, 1914, only
ridden 2,000, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £60; owner

buying small car.- Smith, 16, Victoria Rd,, Romford,
[X1401

TJOVER, 1912, Si^h.p., free engine clutch, splendidiV order, a good solo mount, guaranteed; £22/10.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.C. [0551

HallfaiMotorExchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams

—
" Perfection."

1 A1 C DOUGLASES.—We are now booking
I JM B r^ orders for November delivery of these
*^ splendid machines. Cash, Exchange,

or Easy Terms.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES .

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin if62 10 £53 2.6
1912 New 6 h.p. 2-5peed Twin £62 10 £45 10

Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted.

NEW LIGHT CARS.
I9r4 II h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen £150
1914 II h.p. LAGONDA Cabriolet £150
1914 G.W.K. (second-hand) £105
1914 G.W.K., hood, screen, etc £150
1914 VICTOR, AC, £105 VV.C. £115
1914 CALTHORPE Minor £168
MORGAN, w.c, Grand PrLx £105
MORGAN Sporting, hood, screen, lamps, etc. £103

SHOP-SOILED 1914's.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.

1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P. 74 Gns.

1914 REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p.. Combination £94 10
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c., combination ... £98 10
1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £48
1914SUN-VILLIERS, sJh.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42

SOLO MACHINES.
19T3 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive. New £49 10
1913 3* h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £39 10
1912 3* h.p. 3-speed ARIEL £32 10
1912 3! h.p. 2-speed N.S.U £29 10
I9r2 2i h.p. 2-speed F.N. Lightweight £28 10
igI2 3i h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, kick starter £3t 10
1912 33 b.p. LINCOLN-ELK £24 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3* h.p. RUDGE, free engine £28 10
1911 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
1911 W.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 3i h.p. 2-specd REX, N.S.U. gear £27 10
1911 2^ h.p. 2-speed A.J.S., counter-shaft . . £22 10
igll 3.V h.p. 2-sreed N.S.U., almost as new . . £22 10
1911 31 b.p. LINCOLN-ELK £18 10
3.1 h.p.'Magncto TRIUMPH £20
"1910 3J h.p. 2-srccd TRIUMPH £25 to

4 h.p.'CORONET £8 15

2j h.p. BRADBURY £6 15

2| h.p. DE DION, battery ignition £6 15
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £49 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, and Sidecar £44 10

1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and
new sidecar £43 10

1913 4} 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK, and Millford

coach-built Sidecar £39 10
1912 6 h.p. DOT-J.A.P. and Sidecar £29 10

1912 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £42 10
igi2 6 b.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new Sidecar £43 1

1911 3! b.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3* TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
1910 3.} h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
igio 7-9 h.p. V.S, 2-speed and sidecar £29 10

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed, and
coach-built Sidecar £47 1

V.S., 6 h.p., chain drive, Phelon and Moore
gear, and Sidecar £27 1

PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3J h.p.. 3--speed, and Sidecar . £24 10

REX, 1910, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £27 10
REX, 5I h.p., magneto, twin, and Sidecar. . £19 10

fc Deposit and 7/6 per week purchases any of
*« the following machines. Every one guaran-

teed in running order.

ARIEL, 2j h.p., magneto, lightweight £15 10
REX, 1908, 3j h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p., magneto £19 10
VINDEC, 3i h"p., magneto, spring forks ... £16 10
REX, 1910,' 3* h.p., magneto £21 10

REX, 1911, 3i h.p., magneto £22 10
REX 1908 5* h.p. twin, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin, grand condition .... £18 10

N.S.U., 3 h.p.. magneto, h.-b. control .... £12 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 3i h.p., magneto £1910
N.S.U., 3J h.p., 2 speeds, F.E £19 10
N.S.U.. 3 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £16 10
TRIUMPH, F.E., magneto spring forks £18 10
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £12 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

1013 Free Engine Hover, good tyres and belt, plate
-it/ and enamel perfect, in sound running order; for
quick sale, £26/10.-Wallis, High St., Saffron Walden,
Essex. [X1557

EOVEB, SVzh.p., 1913, 3-speed, with Rover coach-
built sidecar, guaranteed in perfect condition;

price £55, or near oiler.—Harold Petty. 32, Kinp; St.,
Leicester. [X0560

3ih.p. Rover, mag,, Mahon clutch, Druid spring fork,;.

2 Whittle belt, tyres perfect, will carry 2 any-
where; £12, or near ofler.-131. Park Lane, Stoke New- <

ington, London. [8091

TJOVER 1914 Sidecar Combination, footboards,
J-\i luggage grid, lamps, speedometer, all accessories
condition perfect; ^47/10.—Hunt, 106, Couingham
Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W. [8186-

ROVEB Combination, late 1913, cost £80, with speed-
ometer, lamps, etc., lovely condition; £47/10; cycle

separately. £37/10.—M, Toulson, Ashchurch Lodge, Ash--
church Terrace, Shepherd's Bush, W. [8057

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, and Chater-Lea wicker sidecar,
very little used, excellent condition throughout, .

fast, silent, and reliable, all accessories; £41.—At Stouf-
wood Garage, Stedman Rd., West Southbourne, Boum^,-
mouth. [8012

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Euby-Villiers. 2-stroke, 2-speed, hardly used,

in beutiful tune; £29/10: appointment, Surrey.-
Box L6,296, The Motor Cycle Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

[8189
ROTAL Ruby, 2-6troke, 1914, ridden only 200 miles;

£20.—The Exeter Motor Cvcle and Light Car Co.,
Ltd., 7. Bath Ed., E.xeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed.,
Plymouth. [0605

Rudge.
T? ^DGE, 1912 model, lately overhauled; best over
-LV *18.—45, Church Rd., Acton. [X1567

RUDGE, 3i^h.p., free engine, tyres new, just been
enamelled, nickelled, and overhauled; £26.-174,

High St,, Stoke Newington. [8061

RUDGE MulH, 1913, 3V2h.p., and sidecar, little used,
hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, insurance pohcy;

£42.-41, Catherine St., St. Albans. [X1548

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., 1913, done 500 miles; owner
abroad; lamp, horn, new spare cover, tube,

belt; £40.—Green, 8, Victoria Rd., Worthing. [8166

RUDGE Multi, 3i/2h.p., late 1913, speedometer, lamp.
Klaxon, all accessories, and spares ; any examina-

tion; offers.—Camm, Calderbank, Todmorden. [X1489

EUDGE Multi, I9I2V2. Scnspray, Xl'all, new tyres,
' splendid order throughout; £32 cash; opportunity;

horn, speedometer, spares.-Shone, Northlands, Chester.
[804?

RTIDGE Multi, 1913%, 3V'h.p., P. and H. lamp,
A.\) Cowey speedometer, almost new, Palmer cord tyres,
all accessories, perfect condition ; bargain.—Penninston,
Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield. [X1476

RUDGE Multi, 1913, excellent order, lamp, hora,
speedometer, spares: £36/10.—The Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0570

RUDGE, 1913, 3i/2h.p., T.T. roadster model, lamp,
horn, new rubber-studded Bates and Dunlop

t.yres, very fast, and condition equal to new; £27.—
The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0595

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Motor Bicycle, cycle carJ-^ cover on the back 26'x3in.. Avon 3in. cover
on front. Brooks 170 saddle, F.R.S. Major lamp and
D.A. cylinder, Stewart trip speedometer with 8-day
watch attached, 2 spare inner tubes, 2 spare valves.
Dunlop belt, knee grips, Lucas horn, belt and tube
case, the machine has only been ridden 800 miles,
condition as new, including tyres; £50.—Robinsons,
Green St., Cambridge. [6866

Scott.

1 Qll Scott Combination, only run 1,500 miles, lamp,
Xt? Cowey speedometer, etc.; £45 cash.—C/o Brown,
Trevena, Trimley, Ipswich. [X1202

:

10 11 Scott Motor Cycle, in thoroughly good order;
l^if £27/10; cash or easy terras.-R, E, Jones (Gar-

ages), Ltd.. Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [0547

SCOTT. 2-stioke, perfect order, £32. particulars -.^

application; studded Palmer cord, new, 26x3%,
35/-.—Newbery, 34, Victoria Ed., Cambridge. [81M

SCOTT, late 1911, complete with Myers sidecar _.

match, speedometer, lamps, and all accessories;
bargain, £50, or nearest; owner bought car.—Wilkinson,
Barmouth, Wales. [80Be

SCOTT, 1911ii, 2-speed, kick, coachbuilt sideCM,
new tyres, 2 lamps, 2 horns, spares; sell £36,

or exchange 1914 T.T. Douglas 2-speed and cash.^^
W, J.P., 25, Lancaster Ed., West Norwood, S.E. .

[8136
Singer.

1 Ol^V" 2y''h.p. Singer, nearly new; £18, or nearest
JLi/ offer.—Sibley, 10, Terrace. Clay Hill, Enfield.

[8162

LATE 1911 SVah.p. Singer, splendid oonditionk
£16/10.—Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.*

[8126

SUSTGEE. 1913 3V2h.p., free engine, perfect condition,
Cowey speedometer, Lucas lamp, horn, tools ; £35.

—G. P. Chitham, Millstone Lane, Leicaster. [X1387

SINGER 1913J/2 4y2h.p. Combination, 2-6peed, clutob,

little used, nothing better exists; £45, bargain:

oft'ers.-S., 4, Dollis Bd., CSmrch End, Finohley. [XI 523

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS,
ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to be

first-class finifiii and reraarkable value; best racing

iidesigns on the market; liplit bodies for low power ma
,cliinea a speciality; jnake no purchase without seeing

oura; several shop soiled sidecars offered cheap.—Stokes
and Holt. Ltd.. Eelsrave Rd.. Leicester. [0190

PHCENTS: Sidecars, highest ^rade, from £4/15 com-
plete with tyrea ; immediate dellTery. Send for

illustrated list of different desipn chassis and bodies.

Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in

-stock.—Phoenix Motors, Ltd, (Motor Cycle Depot), 736,
HoHoway Bd., London, N. Tel. : Hornsey 449. [0135

BODIES.
MILLFOED Wicker Sidecar Body, with apron, mat,

and head lamp; 15/-.—Stich, Paisley. [7998

17/6
[8150

WICKER Sidecar Body, splendid condition;
bargain.—25, Lavant St., Petersfield.

CYCLE CARS.
TANDEM-SEATER Duo Cycle Car; £20. or ex-

change.—65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich,
[8096

8-lOh.p. Cycle Car, Morgan type, 3 speeds and reverse,
mag.; £39, or exchange good sidecar combination.

-2, St. Ann's Well Rd., Nottingham. [X1506

MOTORETTE. 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free
engine, hood and screen, good condition; £33.—

'The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham
[0527

1 Q13 Side by eide Eollo, hood, screen, J.A.P., all
J-*J overhauled: £G0, or exchange 2-«eater, w.c, 2-eyl.;
Been Huddersfield.—78, Walmer St., Eneholme, Man-
chester. [X1409
4 .C. Pattern Cycle Car, 4'/2lip- De Dion engine.

-*^ mag^ new, wants dash and guards to complete;
what offers ?—Morgan and Maxwell. The General
Motorics, 80, High Rd., Streatham. [X1536
|Q14 Warren-Lambert, condition excellent, done under
-Liz 5,000, Watford speedometer, D.A. lighting, 700x
80 Roms: £90, or offer; take motor cycle or combina-
tion part.—Marshall, Cowfold, Sussex. [X1441

3 -SEAT. Water-cooled Cycle Car, hood, ,screen, lamps,
new condition, sacrifice, £30; also brand new 6h.p,

twin Rex engine, pulley, mag., carburetter, exhaust,
engine plates, ready for frame, £15. — Turner, 78,
Church Rd., Willesden. [X1201

CARS FOR SALE.
ItTTANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Peugeot, 8h.p.,
TT mag., 3 speeds, runs well; £22/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Ford touring car. 15h.p., 4 cyls..
mag., hood, screen; sacrifice £47/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Sabella latest cycle car, 8-lOh.p.
J.A.P., water-cooled, mag., hood, screen; £45;

exchanges

i"\XTANDSWORTH.—SiZaire Reporting type), 2-8eat.,
VV 8h,p., mag.; any trial; £28/10; exchanges.

<"\TTANDSWORTH.—De Dion 2-eeat., 8h.p.. new
' »V tyiea, hood, screen, beautiful order; £32/10;
exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer 2-8eat.. 7-9h.p. twin,
mag,, gate change, splendid order; £42/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Morgan 1912 2-seat., 8h.p.
J.A.P., mag.; great bargain, £52/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH Easy Terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone : Battersea 327. [X1587
8h,p. Genuine De Dion, 4-seat. ; room wanted, mnet

sell; £13.-E., 208, Camberwell Rd.. 8.E. [8148

SINGER Light Car. lOh.p., 1914, for immediate de-
livery; trade supplied,-Bey, 378, Euston Rd. [6612

HUMBEBETTE, 1913, 8h.p.. 3 speeds, just re-
painted, every accessory; £75.—P. J. Evans, Jolm

Bright St., Birmingham. [8178

ALLDAYS Midget, 1913. 8h.p.. water-cooled, excellent
order, with all accessories; £85.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [8179

"I
K.9h.p. 1913 R.C.H. 2-eeat.. dickey, guaranteed as

J-tJ new: £110: for combination and cash.—
Walton's, Dawson Sq., Jiurnley. [X1196
6h.p. Rover, 2-seat., hood, screen, mag., £35; exchange

motor cycle.— Palmer's Garage, Tooting. Ask for
catalogue of 100 automobile in stock. [8109

CALCOTT 1914 Light Car, lO.Sh.p., quite new, but
slightly showroom tOiled ; to be cleared at special

price.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.. 11. Hammersmith
Ed., London. [8016

CLYDE. 10-12h.p., 3-sreed, gate change, mag., live
axle, 2-seat., ecuttle da*ih, new tyres, screen, etc,

perfect; £35, or exchange for motor cycle.—Femlea, Hill,
crest Rd., Acton. [8154

ALLDAYS Midget. 1913, green, detachable wheels,
twin J.A.P. engine, well equipped, nearly equal

new; £90. or take good motor cycle part payment.—
Ityer, Ltd., Hereford, [8035
QALE, 15h.p. Mitchell 2-Beat. car. newly painted, 2
^-^ Ignitions, good tyres, good sidecar combination;
part payment, or £120 cash.—Eo« 6.786. The MoIot
tycle Offices, Coventry. [X1520

lAfE VALUE NO ASSET
" OF OUR BUSINESS

MORE HIGHLY THAN

OUR REPUTATION FOR

STRAIGHT DEALING.

GODFREY'S
HAVE A GRAND
STOCK OF - -

NEW
AND

SECOND-HAND

MACHINES,
AND THE CASH BUYER
WILL FIND IN THEIR
SHOWROOIVIS JUST THE
MOTOR CYCLE TO SUIT
HIM.

Substantial Cash Discounts.

Special Terms tor Recruits.

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS
IF YOU CANNOT GALL.

G LODFREY'S LTD.,

208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
4464

'Phones 4350 Mayfair.

! CARS FOR SALE.
CALCOTT Light Cars, 1915 models now read? in

stock ; immediate delivery. We are now bookinff
orders ; £185 Trade supplied.—WilMna, Simpeon, sod
Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd., London [8015

BARGAINS in Chaeela and Char-a-bancs. Daimler,
Delannay, and Simbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

with solid tyres, for sale cheap; Daimler char-a-banc,

fitted new torpedo body, seat 15, £200: Crossley ditto*

£175; Star ditto. £165; Delannay-BelleviUe ditto. £185:
Napier ditto. £150; relaunay-BelleTille landaulet, 20
h.p., Ure axle, £125; Renault ^4 landaulet, 12-16h.p.,

£175; eeveral touring ears cheap: 500 eolid band tyrea,

cheap.—Star and Garter Garage, Kew Bridge, Brent-

ford. leL: 1031 Chiswick. [0582

COMMERCIAL CARS.

HUMBER, 10-12h.p., 4-cyI., Bosch. 10 cwt. Tan, Kood
tyrea; £45.—Morgan and Maswell, 80, HI^ Ed..

Streatham. 1X1536

UNTO, 2-cyl., Bosch mag., 3-speed and reverse, good
tyrea, 10 cwt. box van, load 15 cwt. ; £60.—MorgaJi

and Maxwell, 80, High Rd.. Streatham, [X1546

CARS FOR HIRE.
FOR Hire, several Morgan runabouts, with driver;

suit commercial travellers.—65a, Roaendale Rd.,
West Dulwich. [8098

ENGINES.
ABSOLUTELY New 5-6h.p. Blumfleld Engine Set (leas

magneto)- £11/11.—Farrar'a Motories, Halifax.
[X8389

BASTONES.—New Rei Gh.p. twin engines, with pul-

ley, fiilencer, and pipee, complete, less magneto;
£12;10.

BASTONES.—Rex 5-6h.^. twin engine, with Boeoh
mag., £9/9: 3iAh.p. eingle, with Bosch mag., £8/8.

—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Oroee, London. [8160

N.8.U. Engine, twin, mag., 2 speeds and free, latest

fiidecai: accept oflers, or exchange.-E., 208, Cam-
berwell Rd., 8.E. [8149

REX Engine, 1911, 5-6h.p., with Bosch mag., £8;
Abingdon, 3^h.p., £5; Minerva, m.o.v., 52/6.

—222, Warwick Rd., Birmingham. (X1471

STILL Running I—Stag, 4'^, 5, 5-6h.p.. aingle-cyL en-

ginee, unbeaten for power, durability, price.-Only
address, Bnckman and Howard, 18, Canal St., Notting-
ham. [X0597

FIRST Poetal Order secures 3h.p. Eover engine, with
carburetter, pipe, and silencer, free engine clutch

on shaft, in perfectly sound order; 50/-.—Wallis, High
St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X1556

IQll 6h.p. Twin Rex Engine, cornplete with mag.,
At/ pulley, etc., £8; 1914 4h.p. Res engine, com-
plete with mag., pulley, etc., £8; 1910 S^^h.p. E«x
engine, complete with mag., pulley, etc.. £6.—Balnes,
166, Belgrave Gate, Leicoster. [8124

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Experti

on all magnetos. Bosch, Eisemann, eto.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetlslng.
overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low qnotft-

tions.

IMPORTANT.— Parker and Rice give 12 monthi'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place. King St. Acton,
London.—State your trouble; let us quota you.

[2976
BASTONES.—New Bosch magnetos, DAV a-cyL, £3/5;

Fisher dngle-cyL, £2/19/6.-228, Pentonvlllo Ed.,
King's Cross. London, N. [8159

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed ; liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for new; lists free.—Elchfoxd, 153, Fleet St.,

London. [1775

JEBRON. registered 291298, ereatly superior to
platinum, unequalled lor blades, screws, eto.

;

cures misQring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebrou screws, fit

Bosch magnetos. 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd.. Woolwich, London. 8.E. [X4331

BIRMINGHAM.-Magneto Repairs.-Re-wluding, le-
magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply, Ltd.,
41. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors. Blrm.
Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [6967

Q/l Hours Magneto Repair Service.-All makes o*
/Q^ magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-
perienced mechanlcfi, and returned within 24 hours as
efficient as new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simms
Motor Units. Ltd. 191, Wardour St., London, W. [0539

MAGNETO Repaiia of every description ; we are
speciaUsts in this work. Boeoh magneto repairs

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. All repairs
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of
eecond-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators re-

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann Mag-
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H, Runbaken,
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St.. Manchester. 'Phone:
6111 City, [0404

All letters relating to advertlseoients should quota the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue. A23
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO Bepaire of every description, any nmte.

Annatiire winding- a speciality, guaranteed 12
months. We are late from leading mannjfactnrexe, and
gnaranteo all work the same at half their prices in 24
houxe.—The Magneto Repairing' imd Winding Co., 158,
fifiyinour St., Eneton Bd., London. [8036

BELTS.
NEW Dunlop Belt, ^in., never used, and lastener;

7/6.—Alford, Bovey Tracey. [X1578

BASTONES.—Balata and chrome belting, % lOd., lin.

1/-, li^in. 1/2 per foot.

BASTONES.—Beet quality leather chrome belting, s/g

lid., % 1/1, % 1/2, lin. 1/4, li/^in. 1/6 per foot —
228, PentonviDe Bd., King's Gross, London, N. [8158

"VpEIW Lyso Enbber Belting, %, in two pieces, 8ft. 5/6.
-1-* —Murray's, 37a, Oharlea St., Hatton Garden. Hol-
born. [XI 52 7

SPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for automn
and winter nee, %in. lOd.. lin. 1/-, l^r^in. 1/2 per

loot, post free.—Pollin, V Belt Specialiet, Shepherde-
TreU, Dover. [8168

ELITE.—Special clearance line in Lyso belts, fully

guaranteed by the manufacturers (the Avon
Rubber Co.), 7ft. Gin.xyain., suitable for Triumph,
etc, 7/- each; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.
1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %m. 1/3 (list price

1/11), %in. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %in. lid. a foot (list

price 1/5).

ELITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts, %in. 1/6, yain.
1/95/2, lin. 2/1, l%in. 2/7; allowance up to 3/-

for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, best
quality %in- 1/- a foot, lin. 1/3 a foot; fastener

given with each belt.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of beet English made
rubber and canvae belting, %in. at 1/- per foot,

lin. at 1/3 per foot; cannot advertise maters' name.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and

260, Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction,
Brixton, S.W. 'Phones : Victoria 6553, and Brixton
2042. [9069

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre value.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.-For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchere,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famoua the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-etidding
properties. Make the OUnclier your eafeguari — See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgli.-1914 Clincher Dreadnought,
very heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2

30/-, list £2/4/6; 26x21^ 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x2^1, to
fit 21^ lima, 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x2% 35/6, list

£2/10/10. An experienced sidecarist eaye: " Dread-
nought ie undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-pIy fabric, rubber studded, beaded coverB; 26 x

2%. to fit 214 rims. 27/6 Ust £2/1; 26x2y2. 29/6, Ust
£2/2/9. A customer writes : "The De Luxe tyre ie

truly marvellous value."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher A Won, heavy
rubber studded, bearded covers, 26x2 21/-, list

31/6: 26x214 23/-. list 34/-; 26x2y3 23/-, list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 heavy Clincher made,
rubber studded, beaded edge covers, 26x2 17/6,

26x2^ and 26x21/2 20/-; exceptional value.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh. — Heavy tubes, brand new,
26X2 6/6, 26X2^4 6/6. 26x2% 6/6. 26x2Va 7/-;

worth double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all fresh
stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against

remittan'je. Should a customer, for any reason, wish to
return a tyre we pay carriage both directionB, and re-
fund cash ID full.

LEGGATE and Co., Motor Cycle Specialista, 15, Slate-
ford Ed., Edinburgh. rx.1042

HOLYOAKE'S, 92, Battersea Rise, B.W.—Various
26x214 and 2y2 heavy re-tread, 17/6; other tyres,

tubes, etc.; rulcaniaing, re-treading. [X1460

LIGA Plain Tread Cover, 26x2%, only ridden 60
miles: will accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155. Tha

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St, E.G. [0589

26x

CLEARANCE
BARGAINS.
A selection is given below from the large stock of

accessories accumulated during the season, and which we
are offering at great reductions to clear. Any article
will be sent on approval on receipt of deposit to value.
This list contains a selection only. If you don't see what
you want, write ue, stating requirements.

r*OILS.—851, non4rembler H3: twin, cost £1/7/6,
^^ to dear 17/6: 852, twin trembler coil, cost £1, to
clear 2/-: 853, twin NilmeUor trembler, cost £1/10, to
clear £1/1 ; 854, twin trembler, cost £1/10, to clear 19/3;
855, twin trembler fall front, cost £513, to clear £1/10.

HORNS.—951, N.P. car, 4, 4/9; 957, Columbia
electric N.P, 10/6; 958, Gamer whistle, N.P.,

7/6: 959, Autovox car, flywheel pump, brass, £1/10; 960
and 961, flywheel syrens, N.P., 7/6; 962, brass car, 4/3;
963, M.O. eyren, 2/3; 965, whistle. N.P., iVa pipe, 7/6;
972, electric N.P., 7/6; 2258, M.C. syren, new, 4/3.

LAMPS, Shop-soiled only.-^ets including Lamp,
Generator, and Bracket. 2179, Simiise lamp set

cost £2/2, to clear £l/ii/6 ; 1272 Lucas set, as new, cost
£2/10. £2/2; 2331, F.B.S. Standard, cost £2/7/6,
£l/17/6.-LamDS onlv. 2335, F.R.S. 800ft. De Luxe,
cost £1/9/6, to clear £1/3/3 ; 2334. E.R.S. 800ft. De Luxe,
with back opening, cost £1/14/6. to clear £1/4/6; 2338.
F.R.S. Standard, cost £1/5. to clear 19/6; 2399, Golden
lyte, cost £1/10, to-clear 19/3; 2303, Solar, side sockete,,

cost £1/1, to clear 17/6: 2305, Barnes head lamp, cost
£1/5. to clear 15/-; 2380 and 2302, Barnes cycle car
ofl-side lamp, white side, red rear light, to clear IB/-;
2322, sidecar gas lamp, mudguard bracket, 9/6; 2313,
electric head lamps, adjustable brockets^ 4/9 each;
2314, gas head lamp, torpedo shape, 6/9; 2315, O.A.V.
head lamp, 19/6; 2301. set three Glad-Eye electric head
lamps, 17/3.-Second-hand, 170, P. and H.. self-con
tained, to clear 4/3; 176, pair Silverlyte electric car,

brass, with brackets, £1/10; 177, brass electric car head,
2/9; 179, cycle candle, N.P., 9d. ; 180, Cox-Walker elec-

tric M.C. head, 6/6; 184, pair carriage candle and acety-
lene, £1/5: 185. pair Salsbury gas side, 4/9: 187, brass
near side oil lamp, 5/9; 183, black Dietz oil side, pair,
17/6; 188, Dependence Sin. car brass head, £2/2; 202,
Voltalite dynamo, M.O. size, 17/6; 2273, H.H. black
M.C. electric head, 15/-; 2355. Italian 6in. M.C. head,
N.P.. £1/7/6: 2356. M.C. N.P. head, adjustable focus.
10/-; 2370. small P.H. head lamp, 7/6; 2177. P. and
H. small head lamp, 5/-.

GENERATORS, Second-hand.-l52, N.P. gener
ator and bracket, to clear 2/9; 153, F.R.S. gener-

ator, 3/9; 159, F.R.S. generator, 2/9; 160, car gener
ator. N.P.. 16/-; 161, M.C. generator, 7/6; 162, Solar
2/6: 165, P. and H. generator, 1/3; 199, F.R.S. grid
6/9; 200. A.L., N.P., 6/9; 2358, large P. and H.. nearly
new, 15/-: 2371. P. and H., 5/-.—Shop-soiled onlv.
2176, Miller, to clear 8/-; 2173, Service, 3/-; 2174,
F.R.S., 17/6; 2316, grid, F.R.S.. 15/3; 2317, drip,
P.R.S.. 11/9; 2318. Miller. 7/3; 2320, twin drip F.R.S.,
6/3; 2323, A.L. immersion type, 12/6.

SPEEDOMETERS.-lOl, Cowey, complete, graded
10-60 miles per hour, only been 453 miles, cost

£4/4, take £1/18/6; 104, Jones, complete, graded 5-60,
been 5,920 miles, £1/19/6; 105. Veeder gear-driven trip
cyclometer, 7/9; 107, Cowey, complete, graded 5-40, been
4,251 miles. £2/7/6; 2149. Klein, 5-40 miles per hour,
in good order, 5/6: special Cowey, £4/4 model, slightly
used, as new, £3/12/6.

The new Low Generator and the new Fallot Incan-
descent Lamp are on demonstration in Showroom
Inspection invited. Immediate delivery.

Have you had our

IFNOT'W/HrEfORCOPY
Freo on application — the largeat and mo3t complete ever lasoetl

lolborn.
„ CX:i528
r^UAKTITY New Heavy Bed Tubes, best Englieh
^o« make, jnst doliTered, 26x2 5/-, 2« S/6, 2% 6/-,
complete witn Bolt valve; approval against cash; postage
3d. extra.—Pitta, Foidingbridge. [7830

0,fiXZ^ Heavy 1913 Dunlopa, 17/6; 26x2% T.T./WU clearance Hutchinsona, 16/-; one 26x2i^ non-
skid clearance Kempshall, 35/-; ditto 650x65, 45/-.
Belting, %in. 1/-, lin. 1/3; guaranteed leading British
manufacture. Special M.U. insurance agents, get our
terms.—Economic Tyre Co., 137, Lewisbam High Rd.,
8-E. [8183

A24 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

«<^*^^
289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C,

TYRES,
BASTONES-—special clearance line of brand new

Englebert and Collier covers.

pjASTONES.—Englebert plain ribbed covers, 26x2%;

BASTONES.—Englebert rubber studded, solo model,
26x214: 16/6 (Ust price 30/6).

BASTONES.—Englebert doming rubber etndded, 26x
21/4; 19/6 (Uet price £1/17/6).

BASTONES.—Englebert Passenger, rubber studded, 26
x2i^; 25/- [list price £2/1).

BASTONES. — Englebert super reinforced rubber
studded, 28x3; £1/19/6 {Ust price £2/19/6.

BASTONES.—ColUer heavy square tread email car
covers, 650x65; 23/-.

BASTONES.—Henley oversize covers, heavy, 700x80,
at 650x65 rim; 25/6.

BASTONES.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded, clear-

ance. 26X2^: 18/6.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson Brooklands rubber non-skid,
26x2. 12/-; ribbed pattern, 26x1%, 10/6.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson 1913 T.T. rubber studded,
26X2V2. to fit 214 rims, 24/-; passenger, 26x2yo,

25/-.

BASTONES.—MicheUn covers and tubes. Seeprevlons
adverts.

BASTONES.—Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x2%
5/6, 26X21A 6/-, 28x2 6/-.—228, Pentonville Ed,.

King's Cross, London, N. [8155

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and

260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W. All post orders
to Victoria Depot. 'Phone : Victoria 6553, and Brix-
ton 2042.—We havo the following special clearance
lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are
willing to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
All orders desimtched carriage forward unless postage
sent.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free ol chatEe
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £.\

and over.

ELITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

EUTE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-skid,
26X21^ SSf-, Ust price 45/-; 26x2% 40/-. Ust price

50/-: 650x65 45/-, list price 67/6: 28X3 69/-, Ust price
77/6.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid,

26x234 24/6, list price 32/6; 26x2% 26/6. Ust
price 37/6: 28x2yo, suitable for Indian, 30/-, list price
42/-; 28x3 35/-, Ust price 57/6; KempehaU sidecar
covers, 28x3 25/-.

ELITE.—Special clearance lines of Wood-Milne coverB,

28x3, heavy grip rib pattern, 25/-.

ELITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80, to fit

650x55 rims, heavy plain tread; 27/-.

ELITE.—Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650x
65: 25/-, list price 50/-.

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded covera,
special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

26x214 25/- (Ust price 37/6), 26x2V3 27/6 (list price
40/ -J.

ELITE.—OUncher A Won covers, 26x2, B.E., 13/6;
Hutchinson Brooklands, 26x2, B.E., 12/-; Miche-

lin Ught, B.E., 26x2. 8/9. Special clearance lines.

ELITE.—Hutchinson Passenger covers. 1913 stocfe,

26x2% 28/- (list price 41/3), 26x3 to fit 2%
rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, -wired on, Passenger 26X
214 20/-. 26X2 18/6, T.T. 26X21^ 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650X75, to
suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

ELITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers, 26X
23^ 17/6 (Ust price 31/-).

ELITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covera, 26x2^4
14/3 (Ust price 30/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6,
Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6, suit 650x65 riniB.

ELITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quality,
26x2Vi 5/9.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26x2
5/-, 26x214 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-, 26X3 7/6, butted

1/3 extra.

ELITE offer a rebate of 7/6 off new motor cycle covere
costing not leas than 40/-, providing old covers

are returned with order, and 15% off covers Uated at leas

than 40/-. This offer does not apply to clearance lines

as mentioned above.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special

process : treada guaranteed not to come loose;
special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; sectiona
on application.

ELITE.—It is Impossible lor ns to advertise all th«
special lines wtiich we have in stock; therefore,

if there is anything yin require which is not mea--
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to

quote you upon receipt of a postcard,

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,
Victoria, and 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough-

borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. 'Phones : Victoria
6553, and Brixton 2042. [9072
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TYI^ES.
llTONTHLr Bargains offered by tbe Redfield Eubber
yX Co., Bristol. SliOi^Tooms: Tyre House. Bristol

Jridge, Brietol.

tTTE will willingly forward any of the following good?W subject to being uusoid on 7 days' approval upon
eceiTing remittance, and return cash in full if not satia-

'actory. During the whole of la=t year and up to the

iresent this, we have not had a single return.

|0 Only 26in x2in. Motor Cycle Covers, beaded edge.
L/W been used for t&sting purposes and may have had
light repairs, from 5/- to 10/- each.

T^/\ 26x2 Second-hand Tubes, a!! been tested; 3/6
J \j each, post free.

iXTE can offer you guaranteed rubber studded covers
VV which have been proved to do 4,000 miles carry-

ng passenger, 26in.x2in. 16/6, 26in.x2i^in. 18/6 each,

tostage 6d. extra.

I K Brand New Heavy Red Tubes, original price 8/6,
M-%9 26in.x2in. and 2i,4in. 5/9 each, postage 3d. extra.

HEAVY 3-pIy Rubber Non-skid Covers, 26in.x2in.
19/" "*"

xita.

1/6 each, 26in.x2',4in. 21/- each, . postage 6d.

STTE will re-tread your motor cycle covers, all size>^

VV up to 2y2in., during this month with heavy
ubber studded tread, together with new insertion, for

0/-, Oi special tread, suitable for driving wheel, 12/6

DO Yon Require a special heavy cover, the best made?
Heavy 4-pIy fabric, 2>iin.. 27/6; 2V>in., 32/6 each.

-Redfield Eubber Co. Works; Redfield, Bristol. Show-
ooms : Tvre House, Bristol Bridge, Bristol. Tels.

:

107 and 3577. U:0388

1,000 New Motor Cycle Covers, any size, from 9/- each.
Our speciality, bursts, re-treads. Butts fitted in

wo days.—Premier Tyre Repairing Co. fl914). Newman
'aaeage, Oxford St., W. 'i'hone: 47 Museum, [8008

DESPATCH Riders, etc.—Tyre bargain ; excellent
line of brand new, 7 days' approval, satiafactiou

:uaranteed; 26x2 13/6, 2ii 15/-, ditto Dunlop 17/6;
leavy tyres, suitable for Sh.p. machines, special value,
16X2 15/6, 2»i 17/6, 2V2 21/-; Palmer heavy fabric,
learance, 650x65, 21/- each; tubes, heavy red. 26x2
1/6, 2Vi 6/-. 2V- 6/9; butt-ended. 2in. 6/9. 2Vi 7/7,
lU 8/8; hundreds of others; state your requirements.
-Armstrong and Co., 17. Goldhauk Rd., Shepherd's
lush, London. [8173

PATENT AGENTS.
T E. S. LOCKWOOn. Patent Agent, 3, New St..
J • Birmingham. Guide and price book free. [7941

CiLETCHER WILSON, Chartered Patent Agent.
L High St. Chauibcrs, Coventry. Moderate inclu-
ive fees. [5795
^ T. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St., Birmingham,
J( • specialists in automobile patents. Low charges
Unquiries invited. [5664

rBADE Mark?, Patents.— For securing German mar-
kets get your trade marks and patents protected,

'articulars and advi.-e free.— Kings Patent Agency,
ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [581o

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Repoits.-Purcells send experts to esamint

rnachmes: 10/6. plus fares.—78, Charlotte St. Fit?,-
oy Sq., W. (See advertisement.) [3473

FINANCIAL.
HEIRS to Money.—Private pent, is prepared to ad-

vance money on reversions, life intere^-ts. motoi
•ycles. cars, or would purchase.-Jones. 165. Euston Rd .

ilorecambe. [7427

SITUATIONS VACANT.
pOOL and Jig Drangljtsman, also tool and jigA malteri. required immediatelr.—Applv, witb full
larticulars ol experience and salary required, to B T H
no., Lower Ford St., Coventry. [S.1522

GARAGES.
rjAEAQE.—^ e can earnge j-our motor cycle or com-IJ bmation.—Wilkins. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
rmtta Ed., opposite Olympia. London. [8020

TUITION.
P3/3 nntil proficient and satiefled, indndlng motor carM drivinB instruction

i 100 cars in stock.—Palmer's
Satage, Tooting. [8108

AGENCIES
AGENT opening showroom large town West ol

rr"„„l'''Sj, ,. requires lightweight agency. — Box
L«,297, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, TuJor St., E.C

'PARES.
WANTED.

- Morgan and Maxwell.

Bos
, E.C,
(8188

Streatham
[57877

BV^-^A^^-J'^-'^- Cylinder Head.—Way, 64, Aldenh.i,.,
» St.. St. Pancraa. [7999

WANTED, cylinder lor 1905 3Mh.p. Rex.-43.
Ashburton Bd., Liacard, Cheshire. [X1509

1 AA Motor Cycles wanted ; spot ca-^h paid. Bringtw or send,—Pahnei'a Garage, Tooting. [8106
LfABON Clutch, Druid forks, Endge T.T. ban.-lle-
•'X t)ar6.-73, Kent Houee Ed., Eeckenham. [7774

w
D

THE STRONGEST
I and most reliable fasteners

in the World are

"FORWARDS"
AND

"KING HOOKS"
They cost a little more than
others, but give unequalled
service and satisfaction.

KING HOOK.Mm

KING HOOK
PATENT
13937/11

li )>

FORWARD
BRITISH PLUGS.

The acme of perfection.

The Perfect!
Waterproof I

Plug.

4/- everywhere.

List of a dozen
different types

]

post free.

FORWARD
MOTOR CO.,

Summer Row,

BIRMINGHAIVI.

WANTED.
ANTED, Douglas or tvpical machine ; etate lowest

price.—Q- Nagle, 10. Gibbous Ed., Bedford, [8039

OUGLAS. 1913-14, in perfect condition, fox ca,>h.—

T. B. Grlce, Kiskin, Bootle, Cumberland. [X0668

WANTED. Pliilipson pulley, fit S'Ab.p. Premier, ivith

control.—Barclay, Cuonty Ho'.a, Perth. (D)
[X1433

WANTED, tank, brake, 28x2in. tyre.—Letters,
Albert, 17, King St., Mcston, Manchester.

i;X1459
EAGLES and Co., 275, High St., Aoton, will pur-

chase motor cycles and combinations for cash.
[X1551

AUTO-WHEEL, any condition: cheap; immediate
ca^h.—N., 11, Eaymead Av., Thornton Heath, Lon-

don. C8041

SIDECAE Required for lightweight cycle. — Box
L6,294, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St.,

E.C. [3034

WANTED, powerful twin combination, good working
condition: bargain.-Apply, Edsell, Panington,

Bristol. t8049

WANTED, magneto, anti-clockwise, single-cylinder.

—Magneto, 11, Ferguson Drive, Strandtown,

Belfast. [X1318

WANTED, 1914 motor cycle, good make, 2?ih.p.

to 3V'>h.p. change-speed, for cash.-Kelham,
Bourne.

"
[3117

MOTOR Cycles Wanted.—Full particulars, L.C.P.,

Etesian Motors, 206, Bury New Ed.. Man-
chestor. [X1493

WANTED, light coachbuilt sidecar for 1914
Triumph; cheap ior cash.—Hooper, Clovelcy,

Newquay. \.i\65

WANTED, magneto motor cycles, any good make,

for cash.-Boi 6,788, lite Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X1550

WANTED, engine, air-cooled, 8h.p t"°
Ji-^-^':,?

°','

nir, or Peugeot prefexred.-W.S., 237, Bethna^

Green Ed. *

WANTED good Auto-whcel, in perfect running

ordlr, 'between X5 and £8.-Fitatoy, Park Place,

Englefield Green.
'•'="'

MACHINE lor Despatch Work at once, in ex-

change lor 1914 6h.p. Carden.-AUen Jones

Jtotorist, Carnarvon. L-i-iao"

WANTED lor spot cash, old magneto motor

cycles, any condition.-Box 6,790, ^he Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. Ljvioai

riASH Waiting.-Wanted, motor cyclw "nd combjna-

\j tions; Btate lowest price.-Eoi No. 6,787, J A^

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. .iiaoo

WANTED new 7h.p. 2-speed Indian for 1912^
^^ieL' 3-sp^. and caSh.-D. Mclntyie, IW-

grower, Essendy, Blairgowrie. L""""

WANTED, second-hand J.E.S. nimUary motor

attachiient, cheap.^- Particulars, Boi 6,777

The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry. Li.ia.si

WANTED. 2 or 3-speed gear, also lamp set, speed-

omete;, iood saddle, and motor cycle accessories,

cheap.-12S, London E<L. Manchester. [0560

W\NTED, 1913-1914 solo or combination, in part

exchange lor 1915 models; E.P. il d«ired.-

Lamb'8. 151, High St., \\ althamstow. [8076

WANTED, cheap lor cash, boat-shaped MilUord

cane basket, red upholstering prelcrredg-Box

6.785, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1519

WANTED, motor cycles, cycle care, good cast prices^

-Wandaworth Motor Exchange, Ebuer St., Wand^

worth Town Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. [X6518

WANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light care,

or cvcle cars for cosh down^- Wnte, Box

L6.190, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.^

-nr^iJJTED, magnetos, carburetters, engines, spec-do-

W meters, sidecars, motor cycles; cheap, cash.—

Crove, 224, Fore St.. Upper Edmonton, London.^^^

CASH Buyers or Exchanges lor shop-soiled Storgans

and G W K.. Victor, Lagonda, and Calthorpo

light cars.-Collier-s Motorics, Westgate, Halilax^^^^

WANTED, latest 3V- Drummoad lathe, complete, per-

fect condition, also 1914 single magneto, 1914

variable B. and B. carbaretter.-9, Tivoli Gardens, Bel-

fast.
[3°°^

1 014 Combination; exchange 2?4]i.p. New Hudson,
11/ Jones treadle sewing machine, cost f 9/10. and

t-r-nt's Raglan push cycle, value £50.-E. F. Gladwm.
l-el,tead. Essex. [X1445

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-

tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy. sell on commission, or exchange. We have

-cveral clients waiting for good machines. Send us

particulars. We have the largest cbentole. the finest

salerooms, and obtain the highest prices: terms, testi-

mDuials, etc., on application.-Morgan and Maxwell,

London Motor Saleiooms. 80. High Kil.. Streatham,

Lundon. [X9559

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN and Maxwell, 80, High Rd., Streatham,

London, for exchanges. [X1534

1 A-12h.p. Gladiator Van for motor cycle; sell £25.—
L\) 53. lirownhiU Ed., Catford. [8142

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. a2-
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i.. BRADNRD

"MYERS" SIDECARS.
The " MYERS " Sidecar Chassis has been specially
designed (Scott'^ patent) by one of the cleverest

engineers in tlic world, and is at least twice as
strong as any other make although it only weighs
38 lbs. complete with wheel and mudguard. The
body is made oi aluminium panels and finished in

finest enaioel ; purple with white relief lines.

MYERS Coach-built Sidecars £17 17
MYERS Cane Sidecars £14 14

Write for Illustrated Booklet.
Special Terms to the Trade.

(SHOP SOILED).

1914 New EViachines
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

^56 14 £46 10

£55 1=! £45
£$2 lb £43
£60 o £53
^69 6 £62
£68 5 £64
£42 o £38
£32 II £29
£48 o £43
£48 o £43
£52 o £46

1914 3i h,

1913 3i h
1914 3" h,

1914 4 h.

1914 3^ h,

1914 3I h.

1914 2i h

1914 2i h.

1914 2| h

1914 2I h
1914 2^ h,

19 13 4i h,

drive,

p. twin ZENITH
p. ZENITH
p. ROYAL ENFIELD ..

p. 3-speed TRIUMPH..
p. LEA-FRANCIS

SCOTT
2-stroke TRIUMPH .

N. IMPERIAL-J.A.P.
DOUGLAS, Model U
DOUGLAS, Model V
DOUGLAS, Model W
JAMES, 3-5p., chain

and James Canoelet Sc. £76 13 £60

MYERS (Scott's patent) Sidecar, coachbuilt,

complete with wind screen, apron, etc., brand
new £16

MYERS cane Sidecar, brand new £11
GLORIA No. la, with Scott fittings (soiled) . . £11

GLORIA No. I, suit Triumph (soiled) £8
OMEGA, coachbuilt, brand new £7
MILLFORD Parcel Carrier (new) £12

Second-hand Machines.
1914 3-speed PREMIER, scarcely used £48
1912 2-speed PREMIER and new Sun coach-

built Sidecar, lamp, horn, etc. £35
1912 3-speed PREMIER £30
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination £38
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £47
1912 6 h.p. MATCHLESS, 2-speed £35
1911 3} h.p. free-engine TRIUMPH £28
1912 3I h.p. SCOTT, thoroughly overhauled and

enamelled and plated, as new £40
1913 8 h.p. water-cooled WILLIAMSON, as new

(not done 500 miles) £60
1912 3,', h.p. JAMES, 2-speed, chain drive .... £28
1912 3; h.p. ROVER, splendid condition £28

1909 3! h.p. TRIUMPH £18
1914 3I h.p. SCOTT, new, but slightly soiled . . £60
1912 3jh.p. BRADBURY, complete with Side-

car, lamps, horn, etc £35

Wood-Milne Tyres.
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

26X2 4-ply Griprib 28/- 19/6
26X2 Gripstud (steel and rubber) 45 /- 27 /6
26 X 2J (to fit 2^ rims) Gripstud . . 48/- 30/-
26 X 2J 4-ply Griprib 44/- 26/-
26 X 2i Gripstud 55 /- 36 /-

26 X 2i Hutchinson Tourist Trophy
26X3 Ligade Luxe, complete with

air tube

33/6 26/-

27/6

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
61 - 62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
• TELEGRAMS:
CYCAR, BRADFORD.

TELEPHONE

:

5591-5592,
BRADFORD.

>v/e%

10
EXCHANGE.

h.r. Sizaire, 2-seater, for M.C.

;

53, Brownhill Ed., Catford,

19

19

; over £20.-
[8141

EXCHANGE 5h.p. V.S. for good single, TriumpL pre-

ferred.—91, ilelbourne, Eastbourne. [X1464

12% SVoli.p. Singer, eidecar, and caeli, for power-
ful twin.-Prbud, Axwell, Blaj'don-on-Tyne. [8029

HUMBERETTE or otlier good cycle car "wanted, eide-

car combination, and cash paid.—Palmer's Garage,
Tooting:. [8107

EXCHANGE Singer sewing macliine (treadle), and
Zonopbone records for good sidecar.—Crump, Market

Drayton. [X1482

1Q14 D.T.O., F.E., Senepray carburetter; £28; ex-
-1-t/ change.—Buckmaetex, 160, Boundary ltd.. Wal-
tliamstow, [XI 572

EXCHANGE G.N. Cycle Car, sound order, lor motor
bike, cash adjustment.—Paterson, Percival Parade,

Worcester Park. [8038

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, T.T., perfect order; ex-
change with caeli for late 5-6h.p. 3-speed; sell £36.

114, Foxhall Kd,, Nottingham. [X1510

KEENEST Possible Exchanges quoted against 1914
Rex-Jap, Williamson, and Sun Villiers machines.

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0445

14 Rex Sidetie, little used; cost £84 July, sell

£55. or exchange ivitli cash for modern cycle car.

—Judge, Shirley, Cadogan Rd., Surbiton. [8191

5 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., bought 1912, grand machine, but
too fast and powerful for owner; exchange for light-

weight.—Watson, Ryecroft, Ripley, Derby. [X1480

EXCHANGE 1913 6h.p. Zenith, complete, with £10
wortli of spares, for 6 or Sh.p. S-speed chain drive

combination.—33, Frizinghall Rd., Bradford. [XI 404

31.h.p. L.M.C., not done 200 miles, 2-speed, Free en-
2 gine, kick starter, 26x2i/i Dunlops, footboards,

for light car.—F.J. , 38, Erookville Rd., Fulham. [8145

JULY, 1913, 4h.p. James and Canoelet eidecar, chain
drive, 3 speeds, just overhauled, cost £8/10/6, for

Henderson or Morgan.—Bon Marche, Chesterfield. [X1411

"JQ14 Water-cooled Humberette, late type, value £90,
Xi/ for 1914 A.J.S. combination, or Douglas and
cash.—N., 11, Raymead Av., Thornton Heath, London.

[8042
EXCHANGE 1914 Matchless and eidecar, Sh.p., 2-

speed, chain drive, sporting turnout, for Morgan,
Grand Prix model preferred.—Bell Cottage, Chelmsford.

[8132
3-SEATER Argyll Car, Sh.p., eingle-cyl., just over-

hauled, new £5 carburetter, tyres first-class; ex-
change for good motor cycle.—Watson, Ryecroft, Ripley,
Derby. [X1479

EXCHANGE 10-12h.p. twin Darracq, 1911, 2-seat.,

hood, screen, Stepney, epeedometer, in good con-
dition, 1914 combination; sell £65.—Reea, Whitehall,
Bristol. [X1513

EXCHANGE 1914 SVoh.p. Premier and coachbuilt
eidecar, 3-speed, kick starter, done about 700 miles,

for 2-seater light car.—Browne, 51, High St., C.-on-M.,
Manchester. [X1394

1 Qh.p. Landaulet Car (taxi type), mag., Stepney, tools,
-L/W lamps, newly tyred, re-painted, suit doctor; £45,
ofiers : exchange modern A.C. or Douglas.—241 , Bal-
four Rd., Ilford. [X1517

EXCHANGE 1912 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Combination,
splendid order, £50, for modern lightweight

Douglas, 2^:lh.p. preferred.—Beehive Cottage, Church-
hill St., Smethwick. [X1199

1Q14 Rex Combination, 7h.p., chain drive, 3 speeds,
Ji*J hood, screen, etc., as new; any trial; accept £60,
no offers, or exchange for 2-fieater car, 4-cyl.—Hill, Abbey
St., Crewkerne, Somerset. [8169

WHITTALL Machinists' Co.
for all repairs.

REPAIRERS.
War Office Contractore.

WHITTALL,
curately machined;

Expert welders

;

inside
repairs returned, ac-

7 days. No charge if

unsuccessful.

WHITTALL.—Re-boring arid new pistons. All motor
repairs. Old engines rejuvenated. All work guar-

anteed: no exn*iperating delays.—Whittall Machinit^ts'

Co., Whittall St.. Birmingham. [0136

MORGAN and Maxwell, Streatham, for cheap, quick.
good repairs. [X1533

pistons, and parts
;

prompt

crank cases welded; quotations free.

Cylinders ground and new piston

/"VLDEST Engines restored to highest vitality.

COMPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices.
Full stock of Rex, Triumph, and J.A.P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the
trade for our Rex-J.A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Astou Ud., Birmingham,

[0246
VTALVES^—Nickel steel ^Fiives, ai^eize, 3/6; perpair

ANTOINE Cylinders,
delivery.

rf^YLINDERS,

COMPRESSION.-
fitted. 24/-.

6/-.-0 R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd., Leeds. [0253

TIRS.
MMPSandGENERATORS.
;?HQLPWQRIX)?S RECORDS.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now Icnown-all;

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare)

with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth

it I The best is always cheapest, and you positively i

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT throi^h the night.

Lens. Beam. Price.

6 in. 1,200 ft. 72/6 and 78/8

5Jin. 1,000 ft 62/6 and 68/6

4iin. 800 ft. 52 /Sand 58/6

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.;

We have made our name with quality^

alone, and we claim that our lamp isi

up to

90% more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly manginlens can do, if you

try the light of the F.R.S. against anj

other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot:

57, HATTON GARDEN.
I Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.

. < Taylor
Special

Ageoti
& Co., Store Street,

Court Road, W.C.

Manchester Agents : Messrs. Feay and Co.,

Jackson's Row, Manchester.

rT ? .v.iv ».» iMiuA D.ncc wknureTHE MAN WHO RiDES KNOWS '

WHAT IS WANTED.

I have over 10 years' exrerience as a nderiil

all wefttliera. and I have RiaduaUy perfecteda

,

suit of overalls to meet my own requiremeno-,

as a tmveller.

Tlie busiuess rider needs to l;eep smart—dry

and comfortable. Whether you ride for bnal-

ness or pleasure, these conditions are essentia

if you are to enjoy your riding. Don't throw

away your money on things that are absolutely

Qseless for your purpose.

I have explained all about this subject in an
]

illnstrated booklet. You'll be interestrd—send

a postcard for it to-day to 1. SMITH.

MOSLEY & SMITH
. Bwt-tefslia.w«, Br-acJ-ford. ^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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**INVINCIBLE"
END OF SEASON CLEARANCE.
Exactly as illustrated, 26 X zj Dunlop heavy tyre.

Quick attachments. Suitable for any make of motor
(excepting for such as have —
sprung back wheel).

Best of everything and
fvlly guaranteed.

Price, net cash with order £6
If coach-built body . . . . 9

This iDcluJes cushion and nrroti.

Quantity limited. Order in time.

SMITH & MOLESWORTH. Ltd..
COVENTRY.

SK FOR AN OFFER FROM

And Bargains in
everything of the best

andlatest, includingnewest
commercial Sidecars of Enfield,

Indian, Match-
less, Bradbury,
and other makes. Promptest

_ delivery of newest and best

models of all Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Light
Cars. We specialise in the new two-strokes and
lightweights, Levis, Veloce, and Calthorpe Junior,
all famous for efficiency and moderate cost.
FINE SELECTION OF SECOND-HANDS, ALL
READY FOR RIDING AND FULLY GUAR-
ANTEED AT UNEQUALLED LOW PRICES.
Sole Scottish Agents for Indians, Douglas, and
Enfields. Agents for Williamson, Matchless,
Norton, P. & M., Bat, B.S.A., Bradbury Motor
Cycles; also for Ford, Calthorpe, and G.W.K.
Light Cars.

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH. AND
272-274, GREAT WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLE

SILK FLAGS
with Nickel-plated Fittings.

FLAGS OF THE ALLIES

Vevo Works, Park Lane,

ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR
•J

YOU DIOM DETACHABLK
USE THE rSl^^n AIR TUBES
With free air passage. No butt ends to burst.

Made m all sizes, ij to 3!.

Reduced prica .. 26x2,11/. 2i, 12/- 2J, 14/6.
Endless or butt ended converted, B/- and 6/-

Address
: RICH, Crawley, Sussex.

REPAIRERS.
ALTTMINTUH Orank Cases, gear boxes, etc., repaired

neatly and promptly without distortion.WELDING Broken Cylinders, pistons, flanges, Ings.

frames, and a thousand other things repaired
and gnaranteed by Weldings, Ltd., 37, Holt St.. Bir-
mingham. [8030

WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235, Gt. Ancoats
St.. Manchester.—Osy-acetylene welding experts.

BEOKEN" Flanges, valve seats, pistons, crank cases,
water jackets, welded and machined complete. .

SEND Your Old Engine or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

FROM FIRST
TO LAST

' you cannot find any better

BELT FITTINGS

tons, ringa,

Dept. M.C.,
and gudgeon
MancLeater.

pins fitted.- Welding3. Ltd
[6234

LET me quote you for frame modemising, engine
overhauls, buahing, etc—Syd. Pearson (see Mis-

cellaneous). [X1499

CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded; quotations tree;
send your enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0248

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding. first - clas6 work;
moderate quotations.—Purcella, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Kd., W. [6750

CEACKED Cylinders, castings, forglngs, etc., euc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Engineers, llnncom. [5197

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method tor

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc.; 22/6.—Osy-Acetylene Welding.

349, Lillie Rd., Fulham. Phone: Hammersmith 1617.

^_ ' [6430Vy ELDING.—Broken cylinders, flangea, pisiona, crank
» T cases repaired and machined ; worn valve seats

built Tip, cracked eontings ivelded and machined.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complete,
worn parts dupliL-ated.—West London Welding Co.,

Esees Place, Chiewick. Tel.: 536. [7104

CCCCCCCCO Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,
bear 13 etone on compression.— Grndior Machine

Co.. Compredsion Specialists. Stafford, Est 21 years
[7314

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
re-bushing, parts duplicated. — Ellenborough

Motor Works, Ellenborough Rd.. Wood Green N
[8394

PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, utep-cut rings,
hardened eteel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

bored and eroand. 24/-. — C E- Foster, KJrkstalt Rrl
Leeds r03in

EVERY Repair la guaranteed: every repair is machined
ready to fit; every lepnir has immediate attention;

and everybody eenda to Weldings, Ltd.. Holt St„ Bir-
mingham,. [8031'

REPAIRS.—Now is the time to have yoriT motor cycle
overhauled. All kinds of repairs at lowest prices.—

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.,
opposite Olympia, London. [8019
XTAVE
illustrated last week.—Oakleigh Motor" Co.7 65aT"Rosen
dale Rd-, West Dulwich. [8097

vour Morgan converted Into Grand Pri.T
model, or let us fit a new ujj-to-dato body

UNBEEAK^VELE Chrome-nickel ValTcs. — Numerous
tcptimouials prove superiority. Guaranteed one year.

Any make, 5/6 each. 6/- pair, free per retnm.—Capacity
Tool Co., Eroseley. Shropshire. [i0693
CYLINDERS Re-ground; new pistons fitted with

stop-cut rings and hardened gudgeon over-
hauls; re-bushing. Quotations free.—The Motor
Repair Co., Stretlord, Manchester. [X1490

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd., Middleton.
Manchester.-Experts in broken cylindeie, crank

caties, etc. Welding aluminium a speciality. Nothine
too difflcnlt. Sound work at moderate chargee. [1389

FRAME Alterationa.—Trimnphs, Reies, Mlnerraa, oi
any make cut down and modernised ; smartens the

appearance, adds pounds to value of macldne, and gives
4 to 6 inches lower riding position. Estimates free. —
Below.

ENGINE Efficiency.-Cylinders re-ground, new piatoni.
fltted: highest efficiency and skilled workmanship

guaranteed: phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6: valves and
'eatings ground true, 5/- pair: estimates submitted.—
Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft, Manchester. [7943

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground,
new pistons, rings, and gudgeons, complete,

16/-: overhauling, re-bushlng, efficiency gnaranteed.
—Reliance Motor Engineering Co., Spon Lane,
Smethwick, Birmingham. [7282

F.N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, Is at your disposal for

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert will
ensure best re>3ulta at minimnm expense.—Below.

FJS". Spares: special announcement.—We have a large
stock of new, also sound second-hand, parts. En^

qoiries solicited.-Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N. Special
offer during war period only. We will make liberal

allowances for older pattern gears in part exchange for
otu latest 3 or 2-epeed gears. Particulars and quotetions
gladly on application.—Below.

WE hare a few second-hand gears at bargain prices.
—Earl's Engineering Works, 5, Heath St,. Hamp-

stead. 'Phone: Hampstead 3287. lX1514

British Made Motor Cycle Tubes with
Long Stem Bolt Valve.

^6x2 26 X 2i 26 X 2^ or 650 x 6fi

4/9 5/3 6/-
Butted Tubes 1/6 Each Extra-

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
against defective materials or faulty

manufacture.

Car Tubes Equally Low.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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WAR PRICES!
IN STOCK READY FOR THE ROAD.

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60

1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 sns.

1914 B.S.A., 4 b.p., chain arive, 3-speed gear

box, 2jin. tyres 60 gns.

1913 B.S.A., 2-speed, absolutely perfect, with

£13 coach-built Sidecar 45 gns.

1912 DOUGLAS, absolutely perfect 22 gns.

1914 A.tJ.S. and Sidecar, hood, screen, detach-
able wheels ; original price £94 17s. 6d.

;

shop-soiled
;

great bargain ; reduced to 80 gns.

I9r2 A.J.S., 2-speed, new cylinder 24 gns.

I9t2 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed, as new . . 23 gns.

1914 CLYNO, shop-soiled 25 gns.

-914 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed 31 gns.

I9r4 PREMIER, new ; co5t£36; reduced to 26 gns.

1914 LEVIS Popular model £25
1913 8 b.p' BAT, overhead valves, engine

just been overhauled, in good condition,

coraplete with racing sidecar, lamps, and
horn ; machine has done 80 miles per
hour solo £45

.Several Sidecars from £2 upwards,

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
1914 SINGER, dynamo lighting set 195 gns.

1914 PERRY, shop-soiled 120 gns.

I9t4 Water-cooled HUMBERETTE.Stepney
wheel, dickey seat, speedometer, etc. .. 100 gns.

1914 FORD, 5-seater 90 gns.

1914 CALTHORPE Coupe ; cost £214; not
done 100 miles 140 gns.

1913 Sporting MORGAN 75 gns.

1914 BELSIZE. Cheapest car iii England 160 gns.

EXCHANGES l EASY TERMS !

JULIAN,
Broad Street, READING.
43 years' reputation. Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Phone 1024.

Still more Bargains.
MJ This week I've another batch of Bargains

1
1 to offer, and every prospective purchaser

of a Motor Cycle will be well advised to

study this List and then consult me before
deciding elsewhere. I can put " poimds "

in his pocket.
1914 NEW SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.

A.J.S., 2| h.p., 2 speeds ; list £49 7s. £45
CLYNO, 21 h.p., 2-stroke ; list £30 . . . £25
INDIAN, 7" h.p., free engine; list £59.. £49
HUMBER, 2fJ h.p., twin, 3 sp. ; list f^sz £37
CALTHORPE, 2 h.p., 2 sp. ; list £26 5s. £22
TRIUMPH 2 V h.p. Lightweight; Iist(;42 £38

1914 SLIGHTLY-USED MACHINES.
INDIAN 7 h.p. electrical Combination. . £65
WILL.AMSON 8 h.p. w.c. Combmation £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. coach Combination . . . £58

1913 MODELS.
MATCHLESS, 3i h.p., 3-speed, twin .. £35
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch mod., accessories £38
HUMBER, 2} h.p., twin, brand new . . £28
SINGER, 2j h.p., 2 speeds, and clutch £28

1913 MODELS
of all the leading makes NOW

ON VIEW.
•T Remember, I make a strong pcint of com-

,

ll pletely satisfying every customer

—

and
I IvTiow I can satisfy YOU !

REPAIRERS.
LOWEST I'rices Quoted for any repairs or com-

plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or
cars, or work done on the premises and fully guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned bv owgen process, 2/6 single,

4/6 twin.-Maudee, 136, Gt. Portland St., W. [7348

MOBIMAN and Bliss, London Rd., Hounslow.—
E-educed prices during war. C.I. pistons,

rings, and gudgeons, from 9/6; bushes, 2/-; valves,

3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efficient;

twins 18/6, singles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [7541

WAR, because of it we need work. Our need is

your opportunity. To keep our factory going
we shall sell at virtual cost. Cylind.er re-bored, fitted

complete new piston, ring*?, and gudgeon, 15/6; re-hu6h-
ing equally cheap; frames altered and repaired, weld-
ing successfully executed, and every description of

motor work undertaken. Each job finished in
Tenuant's irreproachable style, and bears full guar-
antee; thorough satisfaction assured. Present quota-
tions hold good only if work is sent immediately. Our
standard rates will be charged as soon as normal times
return.—Tennant Engineering Co., Pershore St., Bir-
mingham. Official repairers A.C.U. [X1545

MISCELLANEOUS.

WRITE P.C. for 1914 catalogue, 180 pa^es, 1,000
illustrations; all the latest accessories, lower

prices than any other house. The Juno 2-stroke.

£26/5, 46/3 mouth, with 2-speed £33, 58/4 month;
the Juno 5*6h.p., for sidecar or tradesman's carrier,

£61/15, 106/8 month; Auto-Wheels, £16/16, 30/10
month; flags with number plate clip, 9d. ; number
plate flag clips, 4d.; fork girders for Auto-Wheels,
5/3 pair; mudguard extensions with stays, 1/-; Auto-
Wheel shock absorbers, 7/6; sidecar lamp brackets,
8 patterns, from 1 / 6 ; silencers, 3/3 to 25/-; valves
from 2 / 6 ; accessories to val ue of £4 supplied on
monthly payments; engines, any make, cash oi

monthly payments ; sidecar wheel shields, 1 / 6 ; side
car rear lamps, 3/6, 5/6, 8/9, 10/6, 11/6; wheels,

26x21,4, with Villiers free engine hub, 105/-; leather
helmets, 4/3; portable vulcaniser, 15/-; belt rim
brakes, 8/-; decompressors, 8 patterns, from 5/
lathea, £5/10 ; counter-shaft geare, 105/-; pannier
seats, 10/6; kick starters, 14/9; Philipson pulley
controls, 15/-; Fitall gears, 105/-; Unito couplers,
21/-; oilskin suits, 11/10; tanks or pulleys made,
any size or pattern; handle-bars, 7 patterns, from
5/-; knee grips, 4/-; sidecar bodies from 25/-; side-

car aprons, 6/-; spring shackles, 7/6 set of 4; Mangin
mirrors, 5/-; any make of machine or sidecar bought,
sold, or supplied on monthly payments; belting and
tyres all makes; head lamps, 20 patterns, from 8/6
to 60/-; belt rims, 5/6; side wings, 2/6 pair; Stewart

' speed indicators, 50 /- ; Watford, 63 / - ; Jones, 63 /

post horns, 9/6 ; sidecar gongs, 6 / 9 ; motor cycle
houses from 32/6.—M.C. Department., Metropolitan
Machinists* Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.C,
Phone: : Central 12857. [6615

T Hf. Bancroftian Co., the cheapest house in the
United Kingdom for motor accessories.

BANCROFTIAN.—Tyres, leading make, 26X2 14/6.
26X21^ 14/11, 26x21/2 15/11, 24X214 14/6,

28X2 14/11; Hutchinson, 650X65 (light car) 29/6,
ditto 650X75 32/6, 26x2 Hutchinson (extra superior)
16/6; heavy tubes, 26X2 3/6, 26X2i4 4/11, 26x2yo
5/5. Ail makes in stock. Large allowance for old
tyres,

BANCROFTIAN.—Belting, rubber, % ioV.d. it.,

% 1/3 ft. All makes in stock. Large allowance
for old belts.

BANCROFTIAN.—Waterproof suits, double texture,
double-breasted, storm collar and cuffs, 16/6.

as sold 35/-; single-breasted, 14/6; se^tless trousers,

heavy, 9/9, as sold 15/11; highest grade suits, heavy,
quality, 35/-, as sold £3/3; dust suits, 7/6. General
catalogue free.

ANCROFTIAN Co., 64, Bishopsgate, E.C. Tel.

9897 London Wall. T.A. : Chaikel. London.
[2989

IVTABON Clutoh, cost £3/10^ accept 30/_ ; footboards.

87, 89, & di,

John Bright St., Birmirs^ham.

^•phone—Mid. Wire—"Lytcar, B'tam.'

-Ĵ

Royal Leicester Sidecars.
Three.sealer car No. 87.

g.

10/-.—Lewis, Church Rd., Penarth. [51395

SPROCKET Wheels to fit Douglas motor cycles;

prices right.—Birch and Harris, Nimeaton. [X1436

TO 14 Seuspray, new, spare lets, 17/6: 1912 Binks,XU 10/-: sy^h.p.—Benson, High St., Swansea.
[X1197

1Q14 Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Wheel, 2ex2y(, brake
.Lt/ drum, controls, new.—Stocks, Thurlstone, Shef-
field. [X1481

D0UGL.4-S Carburetter, 1914, nearly new, and in
perfect condition; highest offer.—Moss, Lip-

hook. [8143

OILSKINS.—Poncho's 15/6, overalls 7/6, cap covers
3/-. Sou' Westers 2/6, D.B. coats 9/6, reproofing

from 2/6.

~l7i7ATERPROOF Repairs.—We repair our garments
VV free of charge, accidents included; other makes

at nominal charges.

SOLDIERS' Clothing.- Helraete, waistcoats, etc.; send
for special list ; waterproof handle-bar muffs for

despatch riders 5y6.

MOTOR Suits.—Tri-breasted coate and overalls, 21/-
complete- icpairs free.—Paia Rubber Co.. Jolni

r.right St. Birmingham. [0G02

Write for Specification and Prices.

Makers of every kind of Sidecar Bodiis and
Chassis.

Special designs carried out expeditiously.

Lightweights a speciality.

Trade Cars of all sorts.

STOKES & HOLT, Ltd., Leicester.

OLEABANOE BAROAINS
IN GUARANTEED SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
igi4 VICTORIA, Precision 2 h.p. engine, 2-sp.,

as new, not run 200 miles £18
1914 AUTO-WHEEL and RUNWELL 3-speed

Cj^cle, not rmi 100 miles £\t
1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar, 6 h.p., new tyres,

in perfect condition throughout £59
1913 HUMBER and coach-built Sidecar, 3i h.p.,

3-speed, new tjTes, as new £38
1912 ENFIELD and Sidecar, 6 h.p., new tyres,

perfect throughout £48
igi2 INDIAN and coach-built Sidecar, blue,

7 h.p., 2-speed, fine order £40.

1912 ALLDAY5 and Sidecar, 3^ h.p., 2-speed,
handle starting. Roc gear ." £32

1911 MOTOSACOCHE, 2i h.p., good order .... £15
1910 DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., splendid condition,

engine been overhauled by makers, good
tyres, etc £23

1909 REX, .5-5 h.p., and Sidecar, magneto,
B. and B. carburetter, Sason spring forks. , £18

1909 N.S.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £1fi

All complete with Lamp, Honi, Tools, etc.

HEBDEN'S IVIOTOR IVIART,
St. James' St., Burnley. TeL 488.

FOOTPRINT ^:Z3 BRAND &OOMINO EB BRAH

ENGLilSH IVIADE.
r

LISTS
,

FREE 1^^ I
No 20

Sole Maker, T. R, ELLI^
"Footprint" Works, Sheffield.

Quality and Cheapness Combine
Immediate dispal

of Cycle Houses fr.

£2 -17 .6.

Send to-day for e

aloKiie, or call a

inspect for pwc

Telephone: P Qtn
7H5.

High Sfrett,

South Western Timber Co., fulham, w!

AiS All letters relating to ailvertiscmeats should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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A Clean Slate.

EVERYOXE is by this time pretty well

agreed upon the great value of the motor
cychst despatch rider at the front, and
it is certainly the case that the work
requires very considerable pluck—not to

say courage—and most of the men are young.

Xow, put a young and plucky man upon a motor
cycle and in most cases you will have the kind

of rider which may be described as dashing, or

even rash, and it may be taken for granted that

the dashing rider at liome will make the best

despatch rider at the front. By this we do not

mean that reckless riding is desirable, for the

opposite is most decidedly the case, but that a

man who does not object to taking risks will

make the best despatch rider. So many risks

come from outside that the wise despatch rider

will not add to them Ijy careless riding. This
brings us up to our point. Despatch riders being

gathered from the class which we have designated'

as ''dashing," there must be many men among
them who in some cases deservedly—in others

not—have had their licences endorsed. In fact,

we know of one who has done much useful work
for his countiy whose licence has been suspended
altogether for some little time. We all know
that licences are often endorsed for very trivial

faults. This does not lie altogether w^ith the

magistrates, who have no option but to endorse
a licence for offences under the Motor Car Act,

hut an endorsement is a blot for ever.

^Ve, therefore, think that it would be a

gracious act if the Home OfFice would remove
the endorsements from the licences of all those

who have served their country in this war. This
would be some small recompense for their loyalty

and valuable services, and it would be much
appreciated by the riders themselves, who, in

many cases, would take great care that a further

list of endorsements would not accumulate
against them. Therefore we say, " Let all en-

dorsements and suspensions be removed, and let

despatch riders start again with a clean slate.'.'

Petroil Lubrication.

SIGXS are not wanting that the system of

lubrication which has come to be known
as "petroil" is going out of favour.

This method of mixing the lubricating oil

with the petrol is commonly used on two
stroke engines; indeed, during the current year,

it has been easily the most popular form of lubri-

cation system, but it has its shortcomings, as

those who have used two-stroke machines exten-
sively will admit. It would appear that the chief
objection to the

'

' petroil " system of lubrication
is the messy condition in which it leaves the car-

buretter, both interior and exterior, petrol pipe,
and, in fact, everything with which the mixture
comes into contact. In short, the best motor
cycle loses that clean and neat appearance
characteristic of the modern machine by reason
of the petrol carrying the oil with it, depositing
itself eveiTwhere, then evaporating and leaving

a yellow sticky mess.
Blit almost the same condition of affairs, it is

found, applies to the interior of the engine, for

carbon deposits form quickly—quicker even than
with a four-stroke—and render the inside of the
piston, the piston ring slots, and the ports partly

clogged. There is also some difficulty with the
mixture after a macliine has been standing on a
cold day, for should the oil used be only slightly

too heavy, it settles on the bottom of the tank
and forms one homogeneous lump which can and
does cause erratic running for a time. All this

is extremely unfortunate, it will be agreed, for

the " petroil " lubrication is at once the most
simple and foolproof system of lubrication ever
evolved. A throttle controlled lubricator is

surely ideal and perfectly automatic. It relieves

the rider of all lubrication worries. From these
considerations alone, it is to be hoped that some
discovery may be made that will overcome the

objections outlined; the t\Vo-stroke is essentially,

the most simple type of motor cycle in existence,

and the sirnple petroil system of lubrication i.s

entirely in keeping with the design.
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The Splitdorf Magneto=cum=dynamo.

I am sure British riders were keenly interested in our
exclusive iuinouncement (see issue of August 27th) of

the new combined magneto and lighting dynamo, placed
upon the market by the leading American firm, the

Splitdorf Co. For an electrical Ignoramus like myself,

the surprise lay in the abandonment of permanent mag-
nets. In a cursory perusal of the illustrated description

some of our readers possibly omitted to notice that the

horseshoes are not permanently magnetised, but

require to be " e.xcited " by current from the accumu-
lator. Prior to starting the engine', the horseshoes are

magnetised by a few pushes of the kick starter; the

motion thus supplied feeds current from the battery

via a centrifugal governor contact to the armature of

the lighting dynamo {i.e., the upper of the tv.'o arma-
tures, snugly placed under the arch of the horseshoes).
This magnetises the horseshoes, and the engine can
then be started in the usual way An electrician's

comments on the reasons for this design would interest

many of us.

Pros and Cons.

This novel arrangement is obviously far neater than
the use of a bulky separate dynamo, driven by a V
belt off a gear box pulley, or other similar device.

Oh the other hand, it is clear that if the battery should
fail for any cause, the engine as well as the lamp will

be thrown out of commission. This possibility may
arouse the dour suspicion which is one of our principal

national characteristics; but it must not be forgotten

that modern batteries are far more reliable than those
ancient prototypes which made motor cycling such a

chancy business prior to the introduction of the high

tension magneto ; and, furthermore, that a battery

which is constantly being replenished by a dynamo
works under far more favourable conditions than one
which is first charged off the machine, and then rapidly

discharged on the machine. Altogether, one would
prophesy that the combined device ought to sweep
the field eventually ; but that the fear of the dual

failure will leave room for separate dynamos to enjoy

a market during the next year or two. By the way,
will the Kaiser (who is sure to be one of our readers!)

kindly inform us via Marconi House what Herr Bosch
has in store for us after the Treaty of Berlin?

An Unusual Trouble.

The other day I was riding a 5-6 h.p. twin when
my catalogue of experiences was enlarged—there

cannot be many troubles which I have not sustained.

One cylinder chipped out suddenly, and against the

low under hum of the surviving cylinder I heard some
frightful backfires, and saw cones of black smoke shoot

out of the carburetter air intake. " Back inlet valve

gone!" quoth- 1, as I dismounted; but to my surprise

ihe back inlet valve was as sound as a bell. I was
absolutely at a loss for a second or so, but on revolv-

ing the engine I noticed that the back exhaust tappet

A4

was motionless, its actuatmg rocker having presum-

ably snapped without affecting any other detail of the

valve gear. What I had taken for the spit of half-

explosions past a permanently open inlet valve were

the results of collisions between the exhaust gases and

the incoming charges, producing combustion in the •

inlet pipe. As the exhaust valve of the back cylinder"

was permanently shut, the exploded charge in this

cylinder could find no egress till the inlet valve opened,,,;

when the pent-up flame of the burnt gases hit the:,;

next fresh charge head on, and fired it in the inlet ;

pipe. I had no spares for the valve gear, and was

on my way to an .urgent appointment.

' HoTw I got Home.
A great many years have passed since I last found

mvself by the roadside with but one cylinder of a

twin operative, and my memory on such points was

a trifle rusty. I took out the sparking plug and com-

pression tap of the useless cylinder, and tried to start

up on the other cylinder, but too much air reached

the carburetter through the two naked orifices, and

the engine would not start. So I replaced the com-

pression tap, and the engine then started readily on

the front cylinder, and pulled well so long as I kept the

throttle full open, and the air lever shut, but it choked

from excess of air if I moved either lever. On the

top gear of 33^ to i, the machine easily touched 30

m.p.h. on one cylinder, and on the lower gears it

climbed hills up to i in 12 quite comfortably.

Where the Motor Cycle should Score.

This calamitous run provided me with an illustra-

tion of how motor cycle transit scores in some locali-

ties. I had covered forty-one miles when the rocker

broke, and I may confess without shame or penitence

that the distance occupied me no more than seventy

minutes, for it was along broad and unpopulous

roads, and heavy rainstorms had driven everybody

else indoors. The return journey by train occupied

me precisely 4^4 hours, which included two changes,

followed by weary waits. ' %

Crystallisation of Single Forks.

Will some eminent metallurgist give us his authority

on the subject of ungirded front forks? Most of the

current year lightweights had single-blade forks,

knd one remembers that in the early days of motor
cycling several eminent riders were killed by the frac-

ture of such forks. On the other hand, the primitive

forks were rigid, and the modern forks are always

eased of the main stresses by means of springs, e.g.,

in the Druid patent. Can the single blade forks of

the modern lightweight be trusted not to crystallise

within ten thousand miles ? I knew of several rigid

single blade forks, dated about 1903 or thereabouts,

which crystallised and fractured in less than that dis-

tance ; but one presumes that the addition of springs

should at least double the margin of safety.
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GRIXDON, Littonslack, Cowdale, and other uf
the test hills hi the memorable A.C.U. Six
Days Trials of 1914 seem to have left a last-

ing impression upon those who took part in the event,

consequently one or two enterprising trade represen-
tatives at once seized upon a suggestion of ours that

they should test their new designs on a few of the
more severe hills. The demonstration of hill-climb-

ing ability was to be more in the nature of an exhibi-

tion of the advance made in gear construction, seeing

that among the small party was gne of the 1915 Lea-
Francis three-speed machines ridden- by Norman Lea,
and a four-speed Campion sidecar owned by George
Hunt. Otiiers in the party were W. H. Carson on
a 5-6 h.p. Excelsior three-speed sidecar—the fore-

runner of the 1915 model fitted with one of the latest

design Druid forks permitting longitudinal and vertical

movement, and J. Drew on a 2}^ h.p. New Imperial-

Jap with Albion three-speed gear.

A WelUappointed Sidecar.
The Peak District is readily accessible from the Mid-

lands, and the arranged meeting point \vas the Royal
Hotel, Derby. We made the journey thither comfort-
ably accommodated in \V. H. Carson's !ilillford side-

car—a more luxuriously sprung vehicle one couhl
hardly imagine. It has a hood and screen, too, be-

sides a Thomson-Bennett foot, warmer connected to

the exhaust. Norman Lea accompanied us, and he
had been working like a brick until the wee sma' hours
to get a 3J^ h.p. machine finished with the new three-

speed gear. It tock less than two hours for a non-

stop trip of forty-four

miles from Coventry to

Derby, where we found
our photographer and his

8 h.p. Matchless all

ready for the fray, but
after a wearisome wait

the other members of the

party had to be left to

follow our tracks if

possible, as we had
arranged beforehand to

stay the night at Buxton.

So, in company with

Carson and Lea, we
pushed on to Grindon
via Asbourne and Ham,
and in looking for the
" terror " that stopped

quite 80% of the com-
petitors in the Six Days
encountered in \\ etton a

farmer whom we asked

for the shortest route, but

the farmer with a broad

smile said he couldn't

send us the shortest way,

and told us a roundabout

route. Asked why we
could not go the shortest

route, he said that the

road was too terrible.

We finally discovered

that his fear was the

descent of tire very hill

we had come out to cUnib. Off we went, and in-

descending at a crawl with the wheels occasionally

locked had time to stu<ly the nature of the hill. The
top portion of Grindon is merely a grass-grown track,

Ijut, as one descends the steepest stretch on a cliff side,

the surface is composed of soft gravel and loose stones

which afford no grip for tyres in wet weather, and

this fact accounted for so many failures in the Trials.

On ^he.day of our visit the surface was slightly

improved, and only just moist from recent rains.

Successful Ascents of Grindon Hill.

Starting from the bridge, the Excelsior led off with

three aboard, and had soon successfully accounted for

the climb, the middle gear being brought into operation

on the grassy slopes. It was now the turn of the

Lea-Francis, and this machine, too, made the ascent

look surprisingly easy, so much so that all present

were constrained to wonder why it was that there

was such an outcry against the inclusion of the hill

in the trials. Of course, on narrow lanes such as

(Jrindon baulking is prevalent, and probably the most
bitter complaints were due to stranded competitors

hindering others during the climb. To return to

N'orman Lea's ascent, this rider was actually able to

u.se the middle. gear between the bends, or, in other

words, the lo_west gear was used only on the abrupt

corners owing to a fast rate of speed being impossible.

Thus one realises how the three-speed mount scores

over the two-speeder, not only in speed on hills, but

also in fuel economy, lack of valve troubles due to

slower engine, speeds, and general comfort of riding.

A =
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Testing 1915 Models.—

The corresponding ascent from the dale toward
Leek is a much easier proposition, and both machines

got up on middle gear, except for the corner. We
now struck out for the main road to Longnor and
Buxton, and among the intricate lanes of this neighbour-

hood encountered several " knucklesome " stretches.

At Longnor we fed the inner man, and trickled into

-y.
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Buxton at lamp lighting time, finding the other

members of the party, Hunt and Drew, at the Grove
Hotel.

The Terrors of Cowdale Vanquished.
On the morrow we made for Cowdale, a once

difficult climb, but, like other noted hills, apparently
becoming flatter and flatter on each successive visit.

At any rate it troubled none of the four motor cycli.sts

in the party, and before leav-

ing the hill Lea made a sue-

cessful attempt to climb it on
the second gear. To enable

this to be done, however, his,

speed on the corners was-

faster than anyone except,;'

such an expert rider as Lea

'

w^ould care to attempt.

Our next move was along

the exceedingly picturesque

road to Millers Dale, rendered
more beautiful in this in-

stance by the autumn tints!',

on the trees, where the lower
road to Litton Mills . was
followed. .Littonslack was in

very good condition, with only

a litllc dnmpnc'^'; nntireable

The second bend on Gnndon Hill, showing Norman Lea

(3J h.p. three-speed Lea-Francis) and W H. Girson

(Excelsior sidecar)

(Leit) Near the top ot Grindon

(Right) G. Hunt (8 h.p. Champion with Jardine torn -spec gear

ascending Cowdale Hill
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1 iic litll-climbing parly at Monsal licatl.

on the grass-covered slopes. This time it was
not such a "walk-over" for the party, though
the Lea-Francis led off with two ascents in

quick succession. Carson followed on his heavy
coach-built sidecar outfit with suit cases and
petrol tin at the rear, but met his Waterloo fifty

yards from the top with the driving wheel churning
up a deep trough on the i in 4 section." It would,
indeed, be a wonder if an Excelsior stopped owing
to lack of power. While .some of the superfluous

weight was being removed the writer tried the L. -!•'.,

iiut came to a standstill near the top owhig to a piece

of scale choking the jet. This cleared, the ascent

was proved to be almost child's play to one mounted
on such a machine, though, of course, the stony

surface bucketed the machine about. George Hunt
followed on his four-speed Campion, liut he .suffered

the same fate as Carson. Twice, however, he managed
to restart on the clutch what time two strong men
held the machine from running backwards, and thus

made the ascent

in stages. De-
scending 'Litton

is really exciting

work, for even

locking the

wheels does not

prevent the

machine slither-

ing down the

precipitous
gradient. There
is' a stone wall

at the foot

waiting the
rider who allows

his machine to

L;et out of hand.

A. Lightweight
Rider's
Success.
Drew made a

\"ery plucky
attempt to get

up on the little

Xew Imperial,

and although

success was not

his at the first The 8h.p. Campion driven by George Hunt coming over the crest of Picture Hill.

try, he finally giit over the top verv comfortably,

which shows the woiiderfnl capabilities of the

modern lightweight. Carson now came along

again, and at* the first sign of wheel-slip his passenger

clamljered on to the carrier, and in this wise the big

single E.xcelsior added to its laurels as a hill-climber.

Not satisfied, however, he made another clean ascent.

Meanwhile Lea gave a remarkable exhibition of clutch

manipulation by twice restarting from a standstill on

tlie steepest portion, said to be i in 3.3.

The pluck of George Hunt was rewarded, for after

tightening up the clutch he made a good ascent on

his four-speed mount and could have gone on climb-

ing all day had not his machine been equipped with

an all rubber dri\ing tyre. Among the spectators was

Mr. Watchorn, works manager of the Jardine Co.,

who felt sure that a hill he knew at Congreave, near

Haddon Hall, was steeper than Litton, so to satisfy

the party that nothing was too much for them a move
was made for the village iiamcd. the hill at Monsal Dale

being ascended
on the way. Con-
greave Hill,

though steep,

slippery, and
winding, was no
match for the

machines, the

two soloists con-

tinuing up a

quarrx' road with

boulders project-

ing which ninety-

nine out of a

hundred persons

would unhesi-

tatingly deem
u n r i d e a b I e.

Yokels interested

in the perform-

ance pointed out

still another hill

on the opposite

bank known as

Picture Hill, but

their opinions of

its se\"erity were

not upheld when
the party at-
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(Top) J. Drew on the 21 h.p. New Imperial on the

steepest stretch of LitLon Slack.

W. H Carson (Excelsior) climbing .the hill

towards Cressbrook.

""^

General view ot Litton Slack. The hill in tha

foreground was descended by the Six Days Trials

riders,

tempted the climb, for the lightweight

New Imperial (jidden by N. Downs, who
had joined the party at Bakewell) made
a comparatively easy ascent, on low

gear of course; as did the Excelsior

sidecar, which performed the feat ot

restarting with three aboard, also

Norman Lea and Hunt, whose big twin

sidecar toyed with the ascent. Aftei a

late lunch at Bakewell the party made
for their respective homes, the Coventry
contingent taking less than four hours

for the trip of nearly eighty miles, half

of which distance was covered in the

dark. G.S.

Aero Engines and the Motor Cycle.
AT first sigtit ttiere does not seem

to be any very great similarity

between a six-cylinder water-
cooled aero engine and a motor

cycle engine, and yet the success of the
Green Engine Co., Ltd., in carrying oft

tile Government £5,000 prize for the
engine with " the greatest percentage of

attributes desirable in an aeroplane
engine" tempts us to point out some
interesting features which the Green
motor cycle engine shares in common
with its larger brother. We are accus-
tomed to connect the Green motor cycle

engine with pannier honeycomb radiators,

thougli a model described in our issue of

August 20th, page 248, is constructed
with cylinders almost identical with
those of the aero engine except in size.

In each case the cylinder casting is sur-

rounded by a copper jacket fixed at the
top to valve case extensions, and making
a watertight joint at the base by means
of a square section rubber ring.

The overhead valves are carried in

separate cast iron bcxes, and may be

a8

removed complete by swinging back the
operating gear and undoing a single
locking nut. The valve heads lie partly
in recesses in the cylinder head, and as

the guide is "extended very far down
over an increased diameter of stem, it is

to all intents and purposes impossible
for a valve to fall into the cylinder in

case of breakage-; for, unless the stem
were to break off close up to the head,
where the strength in this design is

greatest, the combination of "the long
guide and cylinder recess would still hold
the fractured parts.

The 100 h.p. Green aero engine, which
has just added this fresh success to the
already long list, is a six-cylinder engine
of 140 X 152 mm. bore and stroke, with
the cylinders set in line and slightly

dhaxc to the crankshaft. The valves
are operated by an overhead camshaft,
and are very accessible. Forced lubri-

cation is employed throughout, and a

large bearing lies between each crank
throw. Unlike the motor cycle engine,

vhe aero engine has been designed to

pull its maximum power at low speeds,
'

as a propeller seldom revolves at 1,1C0 ,'

revs. In spite of its size the engine
"

weighs only 442 lb. Would that our
'

motor cycle engines weighed as little in

proportion! The absence of flywheel in

aero engines is,~ of course, responsible for

a large part of the difference.

.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED
MOTOR CYCLISTS.

The A.C.U. (Liverpool Centre) wants
twenty-eight experienced motor cyclists

with or without machines. Ages 19 to

30. Period three years, or duration of

the war. The men will be promoted
to corporals the day after enlistmant. Pay
as corporals, 2s. 6d. fier diem, to which,
after training, engineer's extra pay of •

6d, a day will be added. Riders must
apply personally to Mr. S. W. Phillpott,"

.60, Lime Street, Liverpool, bringing
machines on which their riding abilities

can be tested.
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NEW 5h.p. QUADRANT.
THE most notable iilteration to the

new design Quadrant is the fitting

of the B.S.A. counter-shaft three-

speed gear combined witli l<ick

starter. This gear is controlled by a

lever, which is attached to the bottom
tube on the right-hand side of the tank,

and the clutch is operated by the right

foot. The drive is by means of an
enclosed chain from the engine to the

counter-shaft, thence by belt over a large

pulley on the left, while on the right is

a dummy belt rmi in the V of which
works the rear brake. All-chain trans-

mission may be obtained to order. The
frame has been lengthened to accom-
modate the gear, the Quadrant spring
forks are retained, and the rear stays and
forks made detachable. The engine is

rated at 5 h.p., and external cams are

used, a separate timing wheel being used
for the operation of each valve. .The inlet

valve timing wheel drives direct on to

the magneto wheel.
An excellent point is tiie provision of

a split rear .spindle to enable easy with-
drawal of the ba(;k wheel so that a tube

may be readily replaced. As will be seen

in the illustration a Senspray carburetter

is fitted, and the mag'neto is very snugly
housed behind the crank case, which is

most distinctive in appearance. The tank
is supplied with special lirjcrs supporting
it on all sides, to which the fixing bolts

are attached. The magneto control lever

is placed on the left of the tank, and
the makeis have decided to rely upon
the hand pump for lubrication purposes.
The footboards are of aluminium, raised

in front. The inlet valve, instead of being
beside the exhaust, is separated from it

by about 90", and lies behind the c

cvlinder. •

A NEW PECO ENGINE.

As the prjsent 2\ h.p. Peco two-
stroke has proved so satisfactory
there is 110 reason for alteration
for the 1915 sea.son. However, the

large demand for a somewhat
smaller power plant lias induced
the firm to construct an engine
of 62x69^ mm bore and stroke,
which is rated at 2^ h.p., and
has a cubic capacity of 210 c.c.

I -^

Power unit and three-speed gear box of the new b h.p. Qu.ic'rant.

Latest design 2i h.p. Peco engine of 210 cc.

.Almost every feature of the larger engine
i.s reproduced in the new type. To begin
with, an improved type of Hoffmann roller

big end is used wliich is considerably
nairower oVer all, in spite of the fact that
the roller surface remains as before. This
permits of a narrower crank case and con-
sequently higher crunk case compression,
so that it has been found that the double
or false top to the piston, which is so
noticeable a feature of the larger engine,
can be dispensed with. The small engine
also has a plain piston trunk with two
pegged rings at the top, and plain niain.'ihaft

bearings are employed -instead of rollers.

The patented lubrication system is, of
course, retained, the oil being led to a
ring surrounding the cylinder and pass-
ing through holes to the piston, then the
surplus is caught by a well below the
base of the piston and conducted by
separate leads to each main crankshaft
hearing. The new en-
gine is neat and light,

and can be supplied for
either belt or chain
drive ; in the latter case
a dished Hywhee! can be
fitted which allows the
sprocket to be mounted
on the outside instead
of between the engine
and flywheel ; conse-
quently chain guaiding
is rendered a much
simpler problem, and flain piston

the chain is more acee.s- ol the new 1\

sible. h.p. Peco.

»9

II
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A Lea-Francis Three-speed Gear,
NEW FITTING FOR 1915, INCORPORATED IN ORIGINAL GEAR BOX.

THE 1915 model of the Lea-Francis

wiU be equipped with a three-

speed gear. Ever since their first

public appearance the Lea-Francis

machines have attracted a large amount
of attention, not only on account of their

line performances in reliability trials, but

also because of their excellence in general

design, and particularly detail work. Up
to date, the modifications which have been
carried out have been comparatively un-

important, but we are now able to

describe and illustrate the latest type of

gear giving three ratios, which will be a

standard fitting in the near future. The
gear has been thoroughly tested on the

road, and has been proved to be perfectly

satisfr.ctory after prolonged trials, so that

jt i': not Dv any means o. new device to

rods. These rods are held in position by
a plate fixed to the stationary bracket,
and formed with a groove for each con-

trol rod. In this manner the horizontal

movement of the cam plates transmits
vertical motion only to the control rods,

as can be seen from the appended sketch.
The whole selector mechanism is well out
of the way of grit and mud, and is as

fool-proof as possible.

Gears Always in Mesh.

There are three sets of dog clutches in

the gear box—two on the main shaft and
one on the layshaft, and the gears are
always in mesh. Thus every change is

made by means of dog clutches, and,
consequently, a very niucli finer pitch can
be used. In ,point of fact, 16 pitch •teeth

bectional drawing ol the three-speed Lea-Francis gear to be fitted to all future models

be tried at the expense of the public.

Outwardly, the appearance is but little

altered, for the new gear is contained in

the same shell as before, and is mounted
in the same type of bottom bracket lug.

The control is, of course, somewhat
different, and though the lever
and quadrant are on the usual
L.F. lines, with an extra notch
for the additional ratio, the
selecting mechanism is some-
what unusual. Attached to the
lower tank tube close to the
seat jjost is a fixed bracket with
two extension pieces, which
pass through a sliding cam
plate, the movement of which
is controlled by the change
speed lever. The plate slides

in a staight line, horizontally
only, and is formed with two
specially shaped cam slots, into

each of which a roller projects
from the two vertical ,striking

are employed throughout, which renders
tlie drive very quiet.

The main driving shaft is splined, and
extends right through the box, driving
only the centre wheel. When this central
wheel is moved to the left (away from the

The quadrant and striking gear.

clutch) top gear is engaged, and a similarij

movement to the right brings the lowil

ratio into action. Middle is obtained by I

centralising the main shaft dogs and I

engaging the pair on the layshaft. Thel
layshaft is a steel pin fixed in the gear]

box on which the driven wheels revolve^J

carrying with them two phosphor bronze
bushes.

Besides the alterations to the gear, thell

clutch has been modified, with beneficiall

results. In the latest type the sprocket'!

member is gripped between two materiall
faced plates, and it is found that the newjl

clutch will stand indefinite slipping, andi
j'et grip -firmly when home. ,

We have tried this gear on the roadJ
and it behaved just as one would expecil
any L.F. production to do. It changed!
easily up or down, the gears were silentijl

and the speed and general comfort of th«j
machine on the high gear were most prow
nounced.

Engine vibration on the top gear oil

4.75 to 1 is practically non-existentil
Quite a good speed can beattained on thsf
middle gear of 6.9 to 1, whilst the 12.;

to 1 low gear ensures an ascent of anjl
rideable hill, and, moreover, renders tlifl

1915 L.F. a very attractive propositioif
for sidecar work.
An account of the performance of thiil

new gear on severe hills included in thiF
A.C.U. Six Days Trials will be found ii|

another article in this issue.

Cam selector plate of the new three-speed Lea-Francis.

Top half of crank case of the 2i h.p.

Pace, showing the formation of the oil well

and transfer- pipe lead. (See description

on previous page).
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New Harley-Davidson Models.
Three-speed Counlershaft Gear. Chain Drive. Mechanical Lubrication.

The new 1 1 li.p. twin-cylinder three-speed Harley-Davidson with

Remy system of electric hghting and ii;;nition.

The 1915 model 6h.p. single-cylinder Harley-Davidson

ONE of the finest American produc-
tions in the motor cycle line, and
one whicli has already made its

appearance in this conntry, is the

Harley-Davidson. Two models of engine

are made, a twin of 989 c.c, rated at

11 h.p., and a single of 567 c.c, rated

at 6 h.p. These engines are fitted to

machines having single gears, two-speed
liiibs, or three-speed countershaft gears,

but the twill three-speed mode! may be

taken as an e.\ample which includes

nearly all the firm's specialities.

The uiolur is of the V type, having a

bore and stroke of 84.1 x 88.9 mm. re-

spectively. The inlet valve is placed

over the exhaust, and the e.xhaiist valve

springs are neatly enclosed in tubular
sleeves. The valve chests and ports have
been re-designed for the 1915 models, and,

in conjnnctinn with other improvements,
the power of the engine has been con-

siderably increased ; in fact, we are told

that the standard engines pull well over

16 h,p. The ma<;neto is placed behind
the engine and driven by a train of gears,

one wheel of this tiiin being utilised Ir)

drive an oil distribntinn pump, which is

cleverly arranged, and, though of the

plunger type. ha.s no ball valves.

The unit is carried in a strongly rein-

forced loop frame, a type common in the
States, and has stout spring forks with
enclosed springs. Twist grip controls are
fitted, and the large saddle is mounted
on the Harley-Davidson " Ful-Floteing

"

or spring saddle pin. Besides this a sub-

stantial luggage carrier is supplied, a

refinement by no means universal on
American machines. The three-speed
gear is a fine piece of work. It has one
sliding member only, but unlike most
liritish gears only one pair of dogs is used,

the middle and low gears both being
engaged by sliding pinions. The clutd!

is of the dry plate tyi)e, and chain drive

is employed tiiroughont. With tliL" gear
is inoorporited a kick starter, which anio
maticaliy comes out of gear in cas-? of .i

back fire. Incidentally, the ge.'ir.s tauii.^l

be moved witbnul declutching. The latest

type of machine enilvidies an electric

lighting outfit. The liemy system ni

combined mngneto and f;enerator is u;ed.

and has many advantages, such, for

instance, as the facts that the engine may
be started and lamps lit, even if the

accumulator be discharged. The head
lamp has two bulbs, one for traffic

driving, and one, more powerful, for

country work, and a very simple switch
is employed.
A very large and powerful e.Npanding

brake is a feature of this machine, while
the foot-boards are both neat and com-
fortable. .Messrs. Harley-Davidscm tell

ns that they make a close study of British

machines, and are constant readers of

Tlic Motnr Cycle.

Oil pump which, it is claimed, will

positively feed oil against a pressure

of 70 lb., although crank case pressure

never exceeds 4 lb.

ROYAL RUBYS IN 1915.
The 1915 model Koyal Kuby lightweight

will be similar in specification to the 1914

model excepting that it will be fitted with
separate lubrication and magneto control

from lever on tank and .Moseley's niotor-

cyclette 26 x 2in, B.E. rubber studded
tyres, also new pattern footrests. A
lady's model lightweight with open frame
is to be marketed in 1915.

(Left) The Harley-Davidson gear box partially cut away to show the three-speed gcsrs.

(Right) The spring seat-pillar.

TWO-STROKE RADCOS.
The Radco Company have decided upon

a number of alterations to their ladies'

two-stroke motor bicycle which should
render the machine a very practical

mount by reason of its light weight and
fiexible engine. On the 1914 model the
frame was not sufficiently " open " to

suit ladies' ideals, but this matter is

receiving special attention on the new
model, and a registered design of dres=-

guard has been standardised.
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The 1915 Matchless Racing Model.
M.A.G. Engine—Three-speed Counter-shaft Gear—Chain Drive Throughout.

THERE are no men in the motor
cycle business who liave had
greater experience in the use and
construction of racing motor

cycles tlian Messrs. H. A. and C. R.
Collier. From the very earliest days of

the movement we used to watch with
interest the wonderful performances of

these intrepid riders on Canning Town
track, which was only banked for 40
m.p.h., but even in those' early days they
used easily to exceed the limit of speed on
carefully built and well tuned 2| h.p.

Magneto on bracket forming part of the gear

box casting, showing slotted holes.

racing machines. It is not surprising,
therefore, to note that the 1915 3^ h.p.
Matchless racer rs a beautiful piece of
design, capable of obtaining the highest
possible speeds, and of standing up under
the most strenuous tests. The machine
we are about to describe was primarily
built for the 1915 Tourist Trophy.

The 3-^- h.p. engine, 496 c.c, 64 mm. x
77 mm., remains practically unaltered;
it is an exquisite piece of work and
beautifully finished. The most important
improvements on the machine are the in-

troduction of chain transmission and the
fitting of a three-speed counter-shaft gear

New shock absorber.

box, which contains gears of the sliding
type.

Tlie magneto bracket forms part of the
gear box casting, and the bolts holding
the magneto on to the bracket pass
through slotted holes so that in the event
of it being necessary to take down the
engine the magneto can be slid backwards,
the tailshaft dropped out, and the engine
removed without further disturbing the
magneto. The magneto itself is in an
ideal position, and is well out of the way
of mud and wet.

The Transmission.

Reverting to the gear box, it is inter-

esting to note that if the end plate be
removed tlie gear ratios may be changed
by removing the layshaft and loose pinion

and replacmg them, and arrangements
have been made to supply three separate
sets of gear ratios, which are as follow :

3i, 4^, and 5^ to 1, and two sets in which
the thiid and second speeds remain the
san.e, but in which the low speeds are

6^ and 7^ to 1 respectively.

As regards the chain transmission, an
ingenious and effective form of shock
absorber is fitted to the engine-shaft.

The nature of this may be clearly seen
from the accompanj'ing sketch. It will

be obvious that the sprocket is engaged

...-*'

with the extension of the engine-shaft
bj' means of inclined planes which slide

on a feather solidly attached to the shaft.
These planes are kept in engagement by
means of a strong spring, but on the
engine accelerating there is a tendency
for the sprocket to force the sleeve on
which the inclined planes are cut back-
wards and so give just the right amount
of slip to absorb all sudden stresses on
the chains. The bolt at the end of the
mechanism acts as a grease cup, and if

grease be injected it lubricates the device
adequately for a season's running. A
further shock absorber is fitted to the
back sprocket which takes the form of a
rubber cushioned drive, with the result
that the transmission in the racing iSIatch-

less should be as elastic as if a belt were
fitted.

The general view of the machine shows
the well designed silencer and the easy
sweep of the exhaust pipes, which t«nd

Change-speed gate on the racmg Matchless

to conduct away the gases with the mini--
mum amount of back pressure. Tha
whole machine is finished in khaki, a
serviceable and businesslike colour, even
to the back hub. The gear box, we may
mention, is practically the same as that
fitted to the sidecar combination with
the exception that no kick starter is pro-
vided. When the time comes to put the
racing Matchless to the test we do not

'

hesitate ,to say that we think it vfill give
an excellent account of itself.

ihe 1915 racing Maldilcs^, wnich has a three-speed counter-shatt gear.

TO COMPLY WITH THE
NEW REGULATIONS.

One advantage, of the new Low
generator, to whicli attention has not
been previously called, is that it will allow
the llame at the biu'ner to be turned
down. This is a most important point,
now that the lighting of even motor
cycles has to be reduced before they are
allowed to enter the IMetropolis. As the
gas is quite pure, there is no fear of
carbonisation with a reduced flame. Last
week we heard of cases in which the police
actually whitewashed the lamp glasses of
motor cycle head lights before their
owners were allowed to proceed into town.
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MOTOR CYCLING ON
GIBRALTAR ROCK.

WE publish below a letter received

from Private G. T. Gray, who
is well known to our readers

as a leading competitor in the

different trials, and a regular Scottish

Trials participant. Gray is now stationed

at Gibraltar with tlie " C " Company of

the 7tli Middlesex Regiment. The Motor
Cycle regularly finds its way out to

Gibraltar, even in war time, for Gray
writes :

" I have read with interest the experi-

ences of several of my fellow conipetilors

on active service,

and thought it might ;
.

interest you to hear
what another of us

is doing.
" I joined the 7th

Middlesex (Terri-

torials) on August
24th, and proceeded

to Sittingbourne on

my Rudge. After

ten days we sailed

on a troopship for

the Rock, and

arrived after five

days' exceptionally

smooth passage. 1

expect the general

impression is that

a motor cycle in

Gibraltar would not

be of much use, but

such is not the

case. There are

about ten miles of

quite decent roads

—

hilly, of course, but

well gi'aded—and as

I am the only motor
cyclist in the regi-

ment I am kept

busy. The work is

possible without the machine. JUy usual
round is to the various companies located
at different points, and the distances
are, of course, short, the rock being only
three miles long and threequarters of a
mile wide. It is, therefore, a case of

being at my destination almost as soon
as 1 am in the saddle, so that riding
consists chiefly in stopping and starting,

and it is very necessary to have a

machine which is always ready to start

at the first push. In this and in every
other way my T.T. Eudge is proving a
good friend, and never seems any the
worse for the awful knocking about it

is getting and the many thousands of

Private G. T. Gray (Rudge Mulli), who is stationed at Gibraltar.

AN AMBULANCE COLUMN.
The Special Ambulance Column, com-

prising thirty to forty motor cars, and

which has been presented to the British

Government by Mr. Arthur du Cros,

M.P., is now on its way to the fighting

line, and is accompanied by ten_ Ariel

counter-shaft three-speed motor bicycles

which have been specially completed for

this work. The column is under the

command of Captain George du Cros and
Lieutonaiit Willie du Cros.

not exciting, but this great rock is full

of interest, aud my work despatch carry-

has enabled me to see more of it

few weeks than would have been
mg
in a

miles of competition work it went through
this season. I am enclosing a photograph,
which will show you the light drill

unifoini and sun helmet being used here."

LETTERS FROM
DESPATCH RIDERS.

The following are some extracts from

letters received from well-known riders

at the Front, the first two being addressed

to Mr. Victor Holroyd, who kindly sent

them on to us :

From S. A. RowTf,.\xr)SON, 69 Com-
pany, Mechanical Transport, A.S.C. :

"i went to Le Mans on Sunday last,

and whilst there collected the two Kudges

—a Jlulti and a fixed gear model—which

Pullin and I left for the Grand Prix on
.July 25th. Up to now Xoble and I have

ridden these. They are both going well,

and will be extremely useful. The captain

is glad to get hold of motor cycles, and

there is some talk of making me a motor
cyclist scout, but it is not yet fixed.

"In 69 Company we now have two
Rudges, two Douglases, and six Triumphs.

I have met Frank Begley and one or two
other despatch riders lately. We get no
real news of what actually takes place at

the Front."

From Vehkon Taylor, driver of a Eed
Cross van :

" I have got a big Talbot van attached

to the Ucd Cross, at present at Chateau
d'Anncl, a fine old fourteenth century

place belonging to an American multi-

millionaire called D , who has turned

ball room, music room, and study into a

hospital of eighty beds. It is a lovely

old place of about sixty bedrooms, and
stands in a park of 1.000 acres. Germans
have been here (we all scooted, of course.

Panoramic view o( Gibraltar Rock Irom the harbour.
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Military Motor Cycling Notes^

about half an hour before), but didn't

do any damage on account of Araei'ican

flag. They only took about 1,000 bottles

of fizz ; all the other stuff, silver plate

and china, we have buried in the park.

There are six of us witli cars, a whole
battalion of nurses, supers, etc. Ti-

is a topping chap and treats us like lords.

I have gone some trips to Bordeaux,
Nantes, Angiers, Le Mans (an old cir-

cuit), any amount of runs to all parts

of coast, and generally get into Paris

about twice a week. The firing line is

about four or five miles from here, and
the din is awful from the guns. There
was a big battle last night, and we got

about twenty in to-day and are pretty

full; it is awful to see them coming in,

some half blown to bits. A Zeppelin
came over two days ago, and every day
we see German 'planes."

From CoRi'On.\i, A. J. Si'ROston, Second
Signal Company, Second Division Royal
Engineers Expeditionary Force :

"The motor cycle has come into its

own and has proved invaluable, doing
good work under severest conditions.

The weather is ideal for the job. We
had a very trying time going up country
and then back again, but we are doing
all right, and for some time have been
giving it to tliem hot; they do not get

much peace from us now. The A.C.U.
Six Days Trials conditions prepared some
of us for awful conditions : muddy and
bad roads, dropping into shell holes, and
getting over pontoon bridges, etc. We

©iroiSraSILIS OCTOBER 2gih, IQ14.

have to thank the
trials for the im-

provement in the

niachines, that are

now able to do the

\Y0rk.
" I started off

with a Rudge, and
now have a Doug-
las
—

'both good.

You no doubt look

anxiously for news
of the great battle

(Aisne). I am up
in the front and I

think we are doing
Avell and have
everything in our
favour. The
French are doing
well also. I hear
there will be n'>

Shows this year ; i

was looking for-

ward to these. We
have been very
lucky and have
had many narrow
shaves, of course

;

one or two motor
cyclists have been
killed and a few
injured. We have
tons of supplies

and plenty of motor lorries

[In another part of this issue anotlier

reference is made to this gallant rider.

It is hardlv surprising that the man
who finished the T.T. witli a broken

ankle should be
mentioned in des-

patches. It may
be remembered
that the late

Prince Francis of

T e c k specially

congratulated him
on his extraordi-
nary pluck on the
occasion of the
A.C.U. dinner
after the event.]

IN THE FIGHTING LINE.

A Belgian despatch rider handing in despatches at -

be observed that the machine is a three-speed Triumph.

field, which should be of great service to

nother the Russian Army motor cyclists.

Corporal A. J. Sproston, who has been mentioned in despatches

is seen handing a despatch to a French cuirassier.

One of the condi-
tions of the Russian
Government order
was the provision
of a handbook,
printed in Russian,
giving instructions
in the care and
handling of the
motor cycle ordeied.
We have received
from the Rover Co.,

Ltd., of Coventry,
a copy of its hand-
book, and, judging
by the clearness of

the illustrations

only, no difficulty

should be experi-

enced in tRe hand-
ling of the 350
Rovers sent out for -

the Russian Army.
We have also re-

ceived a specimen
copy of the Enfield
bt)oklet, describing
in detail the work-
ing and adjustment
of the 6 h.p. twin-
cylinder model En-

LONDON MOTOR CYCLIST
RESERVE COMMITTEE.
We are informed that the headquarters

of the London Motor Cyclist Reserve
Committee has been transferred from
Fulham House, Putney, where the work
was carried out under the direction of

Lieut. H. B. C. Pollard, 25th Middlesex
(Comity of London Regiment), to the
offices of the A.C.U. Therefore, all motor
cyclists in the London district who are

desirous of enlisting in the Roj-al

Engineers Special Motor Cyclist Reserve,
which will probably entail active service,

or those desirous of enlisting for Home
service, should apply in person to Mr.
H. P. Beasley, Inspecting Officer, London
Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee, c/o

The Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall,
London, S.W.
Only motor cyclists of considerable

experience, and able to do their own run-
ning roadside repairs, will be accepted, and
those able to speak French will be given
the preference. It is not essential that
a suitable applicant should possess a
machine, as he will, if accepted, be
supplied with a Government motor bicycle.

Applicants possessing one of the follow-
ing seven makes of motor bicycles may
present them for examination for valua-
tion puiijoses (an allowance being made
by the Government upon taking over the
machine if suitable) : Triumpli, Douglas,
Rover, B.S.A., P. and M., Rudge, and
James (single-cylinder).

We are informed by Mr. Beasley that-
Ihe demand for competent motor cyclists

is fairlj' heavy. Upon enrolment, motor
cyclists will rank as lance corporals in

the Royal Engineers, and receive Is. 2d.
per day pay, and these men should stand
an excellent chance of proceeding on active
service. Applicants must be between 18
and 30 years of age, and pass a medical
examination.

b6
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The Editor joesnot hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Some Useful Work for Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—This article interests me very much, and as soon as

such a- corps is formed 1 hope notice will be given of it, as I

should like to offer mv services, if the conditions are reason-

able.
'

M. LAXDAUER.

-^ Club Wen for the Front.

Sir,—It is particularly pleasing to note tlie response made
by tlie Essex Club members to the call to the Colours, but.

good as their numljers are, it is even more pleasing to be able

to point out that they constitute by no means a record as

suggested. Taking sporting clubs of all kinds, the figures of

the Birkenhead Park Rugby Football Club, which is reported

to have 258 men out of 500 fighting or in training, will require

some bearing. Among motor cycling clubs, the Xortli-West
London M.C.C. is proud of its thirty-five out of a niembersliip

of rather under 100. Probably tliere are others equally good,

and it is cheering to feel wiiat eft'ect this mn,st have in regard
to the previously admitted hostile public opinion of our sport.

It is an everlasting reproof to the wi-iters who so often abuse

the " muddied oaf " argument. H. J. PO(.»LEY.

A Trip in the Peak District.

Sir,—Seeing an article in yoiu- issue of the 15th inst., "In
the Peak District with a Rover," I think you will be inter-

ested to know of my exploit through the same district, and
on to Leicester and " Melton Mowbray, thence to Jlarkct

Hai'borough and Welford, with my two-speed 1914 Brad-
bury and sidecar, my wife and daughter as passengers. We
averaged over 78 m.p.g., and through Leicestershire to

Welford, then return and out by Melton Mowbray. Oakham,
and several other places, etc., we got over 82 m.p.g. Hills

we took splendidly. I had no occasion to use tools of any
sort during my whole tour. I think 55 m.p.g. very poor
mileage. I have a Binks three-jet carburetter, and I am
delighted with it. I may add that I also carried my own
petrol (three tins) strapped on chassis of sidecar : this was
dm'ing the first week uf the war. when petrol was rather
hard to get. R. GUEEXHALGH.

A Bradbury sidecar owner who relates his experiences in

letter accompjuiying.

the

Revs : A Sermon for Speedmen.

Sir,—Your contributor " Singlecyl," in your last issue,

falls into a serious error in the example he gives at the

end. He assumes that where an engine will turn over at

4,000, but then develop a lower h.
p.'than at 3,000 revolu-

tions, it is only necessary to lower the gear in order to

increase the maximum possible speed by taking advantage
of these extra revs.

This is quite incorrect, as a certain speed will require the

same horse-power whatever the gear so long as the load is

the same. Thus with a "ear of 4i to 1 he would get a

slightly lower speed than he would with a gear of 4 to 1,

as he would require about 3,500 revolutions per minute for

this speed, and at this his engine would develop, say,

8^ h.p., which is less than the h.p. required for' that speed.

The instance he gives can only be correct in the case of

an engine giving a slightly increased horse-power with the

increased revs, (that is, the extra revs, not increasing the

h.p. pro rata), and in such a case it would be necessary

to find out what number of revs, gave the greatest h.p.,

and then experiment to find out the highest gear you could

use, and still attain the number of revs, giving the

highest h.p. P8595.

Gear Slip on Old machine.

Sir,—In answer to "BIO," 1 have had a P. and M. two-

speed gear on a 7 h.p. machine for the last three years.

With the exception of a slight slip it has always been satis-

factory. The slip I cared by inserting on tht Hat side of one

of the wedge bars a steel liner ball -ji'm- thick made from
a piece of clock spring. This has cured all slip, and the gear

is quite satisfactory. W. .J. ALCOCK.

Sir,—It appears to me that the thrust rod requires adjust-

ing. I had a similar experience, and traced it to that. Also
make sure it is not slipping at the engine-shaft. If the sides

of the sprocket plate, and also the ring which separates the
high gear sprocket from the low gear sprocket, are worn badly
it will slip, as the lock nuts screw tight up to the Hange
which carries the sprockets without compressing the spring
cli|) sufficiently. Further, if the teeth on all the sprockets are
worn, and the chain is also stretched, that will cause it to

slip, owing to the wear on all the parts causing the drive at

each explosion to be taken up with a jerk, which also sets up
a knock in the engine. C. H. INGAMELLS.

Sir,—In reply to "B 10" in your issue of the 22nd inst.,

tlie top gear of my P. and M. began to slip last week,
and I found that the set pin securing the outer half of Iha
ball race at the outer end of the sleeve carn'ing the sprockets
iiad worked loo.^e allowing the ball race also to slacken out.
On doing this up the slipping ceased, though exactly why
I do not understand. It is more likely that the cause of

"B lO's " trouble is that the nut securing the gear handle
and sprocket wheel is not tight enough, and that the liandle
slips back a bit after being pushed into top gear position.
The P. and M. gear is excellent, but it has. I think, tluee

minor faults : (1) The handle should be on the left side of
the tank

; (2) the position of the handle for free engine is

indehnite ; aiid (3) the two gear chains cannot be separately
adjusted. MX 4045.

[A NUMBER OF INTEBESTING LETTERS ARE UNAVOID.VBLY HELD
OVER UNTTL THE NEXT ISSUE.

—

Ed.]
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
(GREENWICH.)

Oct. 29th

,, 31st

Nov. 2nd
,. 4th

5.59

5.35

5.31

5.27

The Buyers' Guide

The Motor Ci/clc Buyers' Guide of 1915
.

models (which will "be published on

November 19th) is now in course of pre-

paration. Any manufacturer who has

not received a" copy of our specification

form is requested to apply to the Editor

immediately. '

A Severe Test for New Models.

We continue this week our descriptions

of 1915 model motor cycles and accessories.

An illustrated article, which will prove

of great interest at this jiincture, is the

account of a test of a number of new
models on steep acclivities included in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials course.

First Aid Tricar.

Passing the head fire station at Becken-

ham, a correspondent noted that the five

(or is it six?) year old N.S.U. first-aid

tricar is still stationed at the
.

entrance

in readiness for service. The veteran

certainly does not look its ag€. So far

—according to an actual record—it has

attended over a score of fires and run

over 2,000 miles, including practice runs.

Motor Cyclists' Lighthouse.

One result of the war is that the

powerful revolving lamp on the motor

cyclists' lighthouse at the Taixley Corner

cross roads, near Foot's Cray, is no longer

in operation according to a Government
regulation. Illuminating, as it did, the

large and Continental type of direction

board, and an important road junction,

its presence might be a little too useful

to an enemy. Still, the warning is

missed, as it had become an object of

interest on the Folkestone Road.

Another Attempt on the Life o£ Dr. Low
That inventive genius, Dr. A. M. Low.

,

has been doing much work for the

Government lately, and recently inspected

a new rifle and sent a report of it to the

War Office. A man of German nation-

ality, purporting to be the secretary of

the'inventor, called on him the other day

and presented him with a cigarette,

wliich, on being subsequently analysed,

was found to contain a sufficient quantity

of strychnine to be dangerous, if not fatal.

It may be remembered that 5"//e Motor
Cycle reported a few weeks ago that shots

had been fired at Dr. Low from a revolver

while he was working in his laboratory.

b8

Consideration for Despatch Riders.

In our editorial article this week we
appeal to the Home Office to wipe off

all endorsements on licences belonging

to despatch riders, and so after the war.

allow them to start again with a clean

slate.

A Novel Tufo-stroke.

One of the new designs in course of

preparation for 1915 is a two-stroke

engine, which will have an exhaust valve

of orthodox design. The piston performs

the work of the inlet valve, as in the

ordinary two-stroke design. Complete
scavenging is claimed for this arrange-

ment.

The Shait-driven Rex.

A short time ago we described and
illustrated the details of the new three-

speed shaft-driven gear which is to be

fitted to Rex machines in the near future.

We are now able to give a photograph of

the forerunner of the complete 1915 model.

The neatness of the gear drive will be
observed, and the solid frame construction

with duplex "chain" stays is worthy of

notice. A very neat kick starter has been
devised whereby the rear timing wheel is

rotated by means of an internally toothed
quadrant, the back of which forms a

cover wliich effectually keeps out mud and
grit. The construction will be quite clear

from the appended sketch. There will be
certain minor alterations to the finished

machine, but our illustration conveys an
excellent idea of the general lines of the
1915 model.

SPECIAL FEATURES
TESTING 1915 MOD LS.

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES.

PETROIL " LUBRICATION.

an.,fl

itsJ

A Government Contract.

A large Governmi^nt contract will raean.J

that the new Scott will not make itsi

appearance until January, 1915, at til

earliest. The contract in question i

taking the whole of the Scott Co.'s oui

put at present, and is likely to continn

for the next two or three monthi

Incidentally, Scott machines in 1915 wil

be obtaina'ble with either a B. and B
or a Scott semi-automatic carburetter.

The Institution oS Automobile Engineei

No less than thirty-three graduates c

the' Institution of Automobile Engineei!

are at the present time serving in Hii

Majesty's Forces.

In spite of this very considerabl

depletion of their numbers, "however, th

London graduates have commenced thei

session in a very auspicious manner,
the first meeting early this month a ver
instructive ana interesting paper
"Motor Cj'cles " was read bj' Mr.
T. Tapp, who has since joined th

Mechanical Transport Department of tb

Army Service Corps. Following on till

paper a visit was paid on October 16t1

to the works of the Commercial arii

Marine Engine Co., Hanwell, wher«
among other things, the manufacture

,

a very interesting two-cylinder horizonji

opposed motor cycle engine was seen.

The 1915 model Rex which has shaft drive and three-speed gear.

y
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orth Country Motor Cyclists' Commission.

W. B. Little has obtained a commis-
ion in the Durham Light Infantry. He
as been in hard training on the North-
ast Coast, and expects to go to the

'ront early in December in command of

cychsts' company of about eighty men
f the Durham Light Infantry.

atriotism at Malvern.

We are informed by the honorary
icretary that one-third of the members
; the Malvein and District M.C.C. are

frying
as despatch riders, while 80%

ive enlisted in diffei-ent regiments.

levr Models in this Issue.

!
Among the entirely new models

ilustrated and described in this issue

fe the new military model single-cylinder

iCa-Francis, a three-speed L.-F. gear

andardised for 1915, the new 6 h.p.

.H. three-speeder, a new pilot jet Erown
nd Barlow carburetter, the new Match-
:ss racer with counter-shaft three-speed
e<ir, two new Harley-Davidson machmes,
5 h.p. Quadrant, and a two-stroke

.iiel.

ilonial Troops and their Mounts.

I

Our Colonial troops in every case are

ringing their motor cycles with them,
jid many will be their duties as machine
tan carriers, signallers, and dsspatcli

Iders. The Australian contingent is, of

mrse, no exception, and the Government
as placed an order with A. 0. Healing
id Co. for the necessary machines, which
re fitted with the Precision big four or

le 4i h.p. engine, as it is generally
jiown in this country.

ijcellent Trading Results.

The Triumph Cycle C'o.'s profits for

le past year total £74,393 9s. 3d.

dding the amount brought forward from
St year's account, the amount available
r distribution is £89,418 5s. lOd. A
vidend of 20% and 2s. bonus on the
dinary shares is recommended, ajid

.% dividend on the preference shares.

The profits of the firm of Joseph Lucas,
:d., are, for the vear ended .Aui^ust oL-^t,

n4, £25,628 2s. "lid.

.6 Bulldog Breed.

H.M. the King has been graciously

eased to give orders for appointments
the Distinguished Service Order and

r the .award of Distinguished Service
•bsses in respect of certain officers in

lognition of their services. Among
ese we note the name of Lieutenant

-

immander Max Kennedy Horton, that
en .motor

,
cyclist who distinguished

mself, recently by sinking the Uerman
uiser ' Selar and the German destroyer
26.^' A. Distinguished Conduct Mednl
s alscr been granted to Corporal E. .J

.

jodhart, Royal Engineers (.Motor
relists. Second Signal Company). " for

nveying messages under very dangerous
coinstances by day and night, and
ver failing to deliver his messages."
It is with great pleasure that we have
record that A. J. Sproston, ^vho is

corporal in the Royal Engineers, was
aong those motor cyclists who were
entioned in despatches last week; but,
ifortunately, the authorities printed his
ime A. J. S. Prostoii, with the result
at few of his friends recognised it.

A Lawn Tennis Champion.

A. F. Wilding, the lawn tennis ex-
cliampion, who, as our readers are
aware, is an old-time motor cyclist, has-
received a commission a« second-lieutenant
in the Royal Engineers.

An Unfortunate Collision.

-\ sad accident occurred on the Embank-
ment the other day, when Lieut. Edward
Morewood, of the Intelligence Depart-
ment, riding his motor cycle, collided

with a newspaper cyclist and was seriously

injured. Both were taken to St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital, but Lieut. Morewood died
.shortly after admission. At the inquest
his father said he was a crack shot, a
splendid horseman, and a motorist of

gre.it experience. He was to have gone
to the Front almost immediately.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

^Yherever possible, the roadside telephone
service, instituted by the A.A. for the
benefit of members, is being kept in

operation during the war. Members
using patrolled roads should note that,
although a telephone sentry box on a

patrolled road may be locked, the patrol

on that particular road will, upon request,
proceed to the box with the member, open
it, and place the telephone at the
member's disposal.

Liverpool Motor Corps.

\ corps has been formed in Liverpool
with the object of giving military train-

ing to motorists, thus rendering them
more capable of taking up their duties
when called uptjn. The following classes

have been arranged: 1, Swedish drill; 2.

map reading ; 3, signalling ; 4, ambu-
lance : 5, rifle practice Competent in-

structors liave been engaged. The head-
quarter.? and rifle range are situated in

Binns Koad (off Edge Lane). Information
can be obtained from any of the following
officials: Chairman, Mr S W. Carty, 5,
Ked Cross Street, Liverpool ; treasurer,
.Mr. H. W. Cuopland, 26, Islington, Liver-
pool ; secretarv, Mr. S. W. Phillpott,
A.C.U. Office. 60. Lime Street, Liverpool.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR
DESPATCH RIDERS.

WHEN our scheme to provide useful

Christmas gifts for despatch
riders at the Front was formu-
lated, H.R.H. Princess Mary's

Fund, to provide Christmas presents for

all our soldiers at the Front, had not been
announced. It is clear that two funds
opened with the same object are both un-

necessary and undesirable, as the over-

lapping would be bound to lead to

confusion.

Tha Motor C'l/ch has interviewed the

Secretary of the Committee of the

Princess Mary Fund, and has ascertained
that despatch riders, motor transport

drivers, and, in fact, every branch of the

service will be included in the scheme
that body has so considerately opened.

It only remains for us, therefore, to

ask our readers to forward, in future,

their subscriptions direct to the Princess
JIary Fund, which has the same objects

as the fund opened by 7Vie Motor Ot/cle.

There is no question of doubt that this

fund is destined to prove one of the most
popular yet introduced. The ready
response of our readers is some indication

of that fact, for every day, without excep-
tion, since our announcement appeared,
contributions to the fund have been
received at our offices. Though mainly
in cash, the contributions included offers

from prize-winners of the value of prizes

due to them. The Princess Mary Fund
is a noble and huge scheme, and we
commend it to the consideration of readers
with just as much fervency as we did
the similar scheme which we evolved,
singularly enough, just before the national
fund was made public. We propose to
return all the contributions which readers
have been good enough to send us, with
a recommendation that the amount be
forwarded direct to the H.R.H. Princess
Mary Fund.
The proprietors of The Motor Curie

are forwarding a cheque for five hundred
shillings to the fund.

A iVIILIT.^R"»' MODEL WITH DETACHABLE WHEELS.
The first specimen of the 3i h.p. single-cylinder military model Lea-Francis. The engine is

a JA.?., of 85.5 X 85 mm., and the general design is exactly the same as the widely used twin. It

has a three-speed gear box. hand controlled clutch, footrests, and scmi-T T bars. A seciion

of the gear will be found on pase 484 of this issue

E9
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The Closing Run of the M.C.C.

THE M.C.C. CLOSING RUN TO HORLEY.

Some ot the members and their machines after lunch at the Chequers Hotel. The weather was unpropitious.

UNFORTUNATELY, the morning of the 25th was
dull and threatening, but despite the ynfavourable
prospects there was a very fair attendance at the

M.C.C. clo.sing run. About thirty people, who had
arrived on motor cycles, sidecars, and small cars, sat down
to lunch at the Chequers Hotel, Horley, the appointed
rendezvous. Few of the better-known members of the
M.C.C. were present, and we missed the familiar faces of
Messrs. Jarrott, Head, Jenkins, Gibbons, Dickson, and
others. Messrs. C. J. Seed and Suuthcomb May, the hon.
secretary, were, however, present. Lunch was served at

1.30 p.m., and thereafter the party split up and the members
went their several w-avs.

CLUB NEWS.

Cyclecar Club.

A number of makers of 1915 model cycle cars and light cars

have promised to take part in the rallies arranged for their

benefit on November 21st and 22nd at Hatfield and Burford
Bridge.

Cork and District M.C.C.

Over a dozen members are now serving at the Front, and
the committee have decided to place their names on the
Aggregate Challenge Sliield for this season. Corp. D.
Humphries, il.E., who was mentioned in despatches, is a

member of this club. Unfortunately, he has since been
reported as missing.

Bristol M.C.C.

A half-day trial will be run off on Novesiber 7th from
the Queen's Hotel, Clifton, at 2 p.m., distance about fifty

miles, for Mr. J. A. King's challenge cup, at present held
by Eric Butler. Those interested, especially despatch riders,

are invited to attend, as the trial will be of such a nature
as to give despatch riders an idea of what they will probably
have to encounter. Those wishing to compete may do so,

but, of course, no awards will be given, as it is not an open
trial. Mr. Grout, the secretary of the Motor Cycle Reserve

On the occasion of this run we gladly accepted Dr. Low's
kind invitation to samjjie the smooth running of his

Adamson cycle oar, which pulled well throughout, and
climbed Reigate Hill on second speed on the return journey.

It is interesting to note that 140 of the members of the,

M.C.C. are serving their country in some way or other.

So far, the man who has most distinguished himself is Flight

Lieutenant Newton Clare, R.N., who took part in the first..'

aerial raid over Ciermany. f'

As regards the winter season, it is suggested that a

patriotic concert should be held in aid of the Belgian
refugees, and that theri? should be a lecture on the

war, illustrated by cinematograph views of the firing line.

Committee, will be present, and will note especially the
behaviour of the non-official competitois.

BRISTOL M.C.G. ONE-DAY TRIAL.
Entries for this trial, which will. take place on November

27th.28tli, have already been promised. Entry forms can
be obtained on application to Mr. F. G Cox, 12."Perry Road,
Bristol.

It is hoped that the club will be able to secure a large
room so that all competing machines can. be viewed two days
before the trial, and for a few hours afterwards. This will

enable manufacturers to show their 1915 models.
The Motor Ch/ch has suggested to the Bristol Motor Cycle

Club that a rule be introduced that all owners of competing
machines in the trial be obliged to sell the actual machine at
the firm's list prices. This will show that the machines are
standard articles as sold to the puldic and not specially tuned
or faked up for competitions.

Specifications of all the leading motor cycles on

the British market will be included in the annual

BUYERS' GUIDE OF " THE MOTOR CYCLE "

to be issued on Thursday, November 19th.
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An Ariel Two-stroke.
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330 c.c. Engine, Two Speeds, Cork Clutch, and Kick Starter.

FOR some time it has been common
knowledge that Components, Ltd.,
of Bournbrook, Birmingham, have
been testing varions featnres of

two-stroke motors, and therefore the
results of their experiments will prove
of interest to our readers. We are able
to illustrate the machine in its final

experimental form, though there is a
certain amount of cleaning up in

design to be done before the machine
will be marketed, such points, for

instance, as the substitution of cast

aluminium footplates for the wooden
footboards shown, and the addition of a

neat chain case. The engine is a three-
port two-stroke of the usual type,
ha.ving a bore of 75 mm. and a stroke
of 79 mm. (S49 c.c.)

A two-speed dog clutch gear box is

carried below an extension of the crank
chamber, and can be slid longitudinally
for chain' adjustment. So far no very
startling features have been mentioned,
but the Ariel is one of the few (irnis

who have realised the value of a clutili

on a machine of this type, and, what is

more, a simple kick starter is fitted,

which renders the machine one of the
handiest of its type we have come
across. The clutch, it may be mentioned,
is of the cork insert type, which is

becoming so popular on all types of

motor cycle, and it is operated from the
handle-ijar.

.4 new two-stroke Ariel with two-speed countershaft gear, clutch and kick starter.

The lubrication is unusual, for a forced

drip feed is led to the side of the

cylinder and on to the piston, while an
auxiliary lead goes direct to the main
flywheel bearing, and ' thence to • the
crank case by the usual channels. An

interesting detail in construction is that

the exhaust port is cast with four cooling

ribs. The whole machine, with its

25x^in. tyres and complete specification,

will iVove a very attractive article at

the pri*e of £42.

J.H. Sidecar Aodels.
WHK.N we described the J.H. light-

weights in our issue of October
15th we referred to the powerful
twin machines of the same make,

and we now describe these machines.
The 6 h.p. model is turned out with either

J. A. P. or il.A.G. engine, the latter being

the one illustrated. The engine has a

bore and stroke of 72 mm. x 91 mm.
(742 c.c). The inlet valves are over-

head, and the enclosed operating gear is

lubricated automatically from the crank
case. The magneto is carried behind the
engine, chain driven, and the B. and B.

carburetter is fitted between the cylin-

ders. The three-speed gear box, combined
with kick starter and cork insert clutch,
operated by the right foot, is placed
behind the engine and below the frame,
which is raised at this point to accommo-
date it. The gears are of the sliding dog
type, always in mesh, and controlled by a

The new 6 h.p. J.H. three-speed sidecar machine.

lever on the top tube. The specification

includes Druid forks, Duulop extra heavy

or Palmer cord 650 X 65 tyres, voitur-

ette rims, with specially strong spokes,

Middlemore and Lamplugh or Lycett

saddle, pannier bags, and folding kit of

tools, large tiink
" holding two and a

quarter gallons of petrol and three pints

of oil, and aluminium footboards. The
transmission is by |in. chain throughout.
The J. A. P. eugincd machine is similar

in general details but fitted with the 6

h.p. .J.A.P. 76 mm. x 85 mm. (770 c.c),

which has forced lubrication and an
internal exhaust valve lifter. Only one
camsliaft is used, and the four valves are

operated by two cams. Both these
machines are very suitable for sidecar
work, and are supplied with the necessary
lugs brazed to the frame. To those who
require still more power, the 8 h.p.

machine (J.A.P. engine, 85^- mm. x 85
mm. Imre and stroke, 988 c.c.) will appeal.

FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.
-Mr. Philip Grout, secretary of the

-Motor Cycle Reserve Committee, South
Midland Division, will be glad if those
riders who desire to enlist in the Royal
Engineers (Motor Cycle Section) will

register their names with the Bristol

-Motor Cyclists' War Committee at the

Queen's Hotel, Clifton. A form will be
provided, which must be filled up and
returned. Mr. Grout informs us that he
has enrolled some of the most prominent
nders in England.

E15
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A Pilot Jet B. and B. Carburetter.
An Easy Starting and Slow Running Device Standardised for 1915.

CONTROLLABILITY at all speeds

combined with efficiency is the

chief aim of the carburetter

designer. There was never any
question of the power given off by a

B. and B. variable jet carburetter, though
starting in temperatures approaching

freezing point may have been affected.

A new device for 1915 should, however,
entirely overcome starting troubles even

in temperatures below freezing point.

To show the thorough way in which
Messrs. Brown and Barlow, Ltd., have
prepared for their 1915 design, each type

of carburetter has been tested at a
refrigerator company's premises for easy

starting and general running at all varia-

tions of temperature to zero.

The new types of carburetter vary" but
little in main essentials, but a new design

with a pilot, or easy starting jet, forms

a novelty that will attract some attention.

In all models the float arrangements
have undergone considerable alteration,

and in future a top feed will be used
with the float acting direct on the needle,

thus doing away with balance or toggle

gear. Besides this an ingenious but
simple arrangement allows the jet to be
flooded without alteration to the level

in the float chamber, with its consequent
uncertain mixture. The device is as

follows : The usual air vents to the float

chamber have been removed and a single

hole in the centre of the float tickler

takes their place. Consequently, when
the finger is placed on this plunger with
the purpose of agitating the float, the

Showmg the pilol let of the 1915 B. & B.

carburetter.

The latest B. & B. pilot jet carburetter iitted

to a Matchless-M.A.G.

needle valve is dropped from its seating,

but an air lock is formed in the chamber,
and, consequently, the level cannot rise,

though petrol can flow straight through

the jet in a stream.
Except for the addition of a vaporising

cap, which is pierced with holes in the

top and sides, the single jet model is

almost unaltered, and with this type,

once the correct position for the air lever

has been found, the driving is done
almost entirely from the throttle.

Practically the same carburetter can
be supplied in the form of the universal

carburetter writh alternative jet sizes

controlled by a small lever at the base.

To Ensure Easy Starting.

Two newer models conform with the
usual type of B. and B. carburetter
except for the addition of a pilot jet

lying close to the vaporising chamber,
but on the engine side of the throttle.

In one case this jet is only used as an
easy starting device, and, once the
engine is running, the jet is put out of

action by a quarter turn of a small lever

placed directly over it.

In the other case the operating lever

is fitted with a very fine adjustment, so

that the pilot jet may be left in action

at all times, and can be relied on to

keep the engine ticking over when the
throttle is closed.

All the latest models are fitted with
the air slide enveloped in the throttle

slide and moving in dovetail grooves,

i'his gives an easier action, and also, as

the air slide is narrow, admits a certain

amount of air when the throttle ia

opened, thus rendering the carburetter
more automatic in action. The variable

jet carburetter may be set to be con-

trolled entirely by the throttle lever, but
tlie makers recommend the use of the
ai- slide, as a wider range and better

consumption can be obtained.

Results of Boad Tests.

The new models have been undergoing
road tests since the spring, and amongst
the results which have been recorded the
following may be taken as typical per-

formances : On a very hilly course, with
a load of 25 stones, a 5 h.p. Enfield and
sidecar travelled 67 m.p.g., a 7 h.p.

Matchless-M.A.G. and sidecar accom-
plished 55 m.p.g., and a oi h.p. Tpiumph
bicycle practically 110 m.p.g. These
results are with the variable jet model,
the single jet carburetter giving a slight

increase in consumption in each case.

The single jet type is peculiar in that
the jet is cupped at the top, which
improves starting.

We had the pleasure of a run on an
8 h.p. Matchless-M.A.G. sidecar outfit

fitted with the pilot jet B. and B. car-
buretter, and it wa.s indeed on experience
to remember. The engine started regu-
larly at the first dig of the kick starter,

and ticked over slowly and quietly
like any well-

tuned f u r

-

cylinder car

engine. It was
impossible to
choke the engine
by sweeping open
the throttle sud-

denly, and one
could shut it down
just as quickly
and the engine
woidd continue
to tick over with-

out fuss. It was
proved to us that
the power was in

the engine too,

and as regards
economy we give
the makers' test

figures above.
We must say that

we were exceed-
ingly impi'essed

with the exhibi-

tion of this the
latest B. and B.

production, and
it is bound to be
largely in evi-

dence on the' new
models for 1915.

The new top

feed to B. and B
float chamber. It

will be noticed

that the balance

weights have been

done away with,

and the needle

acts direct in the

cap.

TWO SPECIAL ISSUES OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
are in course of preparation. Both will be considerably enlarged and profusely illustrated. In the absence

of the Show they are bound to bo in great demand, and early orders should be placed with newsagents.

ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE ON NOV. 19th. EQUIPMENT NUMBER ON DEC. 10th
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A selection of questions of general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and
whether intended for publication or not

must be accompaniei by a stampeii

addressed envelope for reply.

Fuel [or an Auto-wbeel.

I have just purchased a

^ standard Wall Aiito-wheel, and
> I desire to know what fuel to
-5J use. Would you recommend me

to use petrol or benzole?

—

Beginner.

You will find that the little engine will

probably burn almo.st any fuel, either
petrol or benzole. If you use benzole,
be sure and get a good quality. Petrol
No. 1 gives slightly easier starting in

cold weather.

Valves Slightly Pocketed. ,

I have a 3^ h.p. T.T. roadster
machine, of which the valves are

slightly pocketed in the seatings

—the exhaust about -jVin- ^nd
inlet about s'jin. Would you

kindly inform me if this amount of

pocket would have any effect upon the
engine, and if you would advise the
seatings to be re-cut?—G.B.P.

A pocket of -aijin. will reduce the area of

your valve opening with average sized

valves by about -^ of a square inch. This
is equal to a circle of approximately |iii.

diameter, and would interfere consider-
ably with the passage of the gases. We
should most certainly advise you to have
the seatings re-cut. It is quite a simple
matter.

A Badly Fitting Piston.

I recently had a new piston

^^ fitted to my machine, but as the

> running was still very poor I took
-2J the cylnider down and found little

or no deposit, but piston and
rings quite black all over, except quite

small patches near bottom edge of

piston and in places on rings, which
are quite bright at back and front.

All other parts of piston were covered
with sticky deposit, which comes off

when rubbed hard witli paraffin rag.

Does this not show that the piston is a

bad tit, and account for oil being diiven

through pulley bearing, as explosion

is evidently getting by. I use good
oil and plenty of it. The sidecar

lias a castor wheel, and runs easily.

—

F.J. P.

It certainly looks as if the piston is a

poor fit. Of course, after a new piston

has been fitted, a machine will not run
as well as it did before, and this state

of affairs continues for about the first two
hundred miles, but it gets better every
time the machine is taken out, and finally

the old power returns when the piston
lias become run in. The leakage of oil

through the pulley bearing may be due
to two causes. Firstly, that the bearing
IS a bad fit, and, secondly, the relief valve
in the crank case is not working properly,
possibly through being stopped up.

>V..^

The Auto-wheel.

Please tell me your opinion of

the Wall Auto-wheel, and also
state what speed it should be
capable of attaining.—E.G.

The speed of the attachment in question
is about sixteen miles an hour. It is

quite a handy device for use in town, but
you must not expect to get the same
results from it as you would from a light-
weight motor bicycle.

Loss of Power.

I have a 2 h.p. three-speed
H umber, which after running on
top gear for about two hundred
yards loses power. I change down
to middle gear which improves

it for some little while, then I find 1

cannot get along on that and change
to bottom gear, and after a little time
(a quarter of a mile and less) the engine
loses power completely, slows down,
and stops, but if I let the clutch out
and in I can proceed, but it is im-
possible to do more than twenty miles
per hour on top gear, and the machine
will never look at a. hill. The timing
is absolutely correct. The machine has
only behaved quite recently like this.

Can you please tell me the remedy?

—

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should

I 'J'a\ f be marked "Legal" in the left-hand
corner of envelope, and should be kept
distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

The trouble seems to be rather a puzzling
one, but it may be due first of all to

overheating, which, of course, may occur
through a variety of causes, such as

too strong a mixture, exhaust valve
mechanisni not working properly, want
of lubricating oil, lubricating oil of poor
quality, etc. We think it is more likely,

however, that something is binding either

in the cycle part of the machine or the

engine. The trouble is one which is

exceedingly hard for us to diagnose
without actually seeing the machine.

G.H.M.

^Ss^i"
OUR ADVICE TO CLUBS.

At a time when every motor cyclist

is anxious to serve his King and
Country, and when all army vacancies

are for the present filled, the advice

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE " to Club
Committees is to encourage members
lo cultivate assiduously an intimate
knowledge of their own particular

localities, to become well versed in

the art ot map reading, and prac-

tised in the handling of a rifle, as well

as a revolver, so that, should their

services be required, they will be as

useful as possible-

Ordinary competitions having
been cancelled, Clubs might well

arrange map reading contests and
reconnaissance tests in districts not
occupied by troops.

Wellingborough to Glasgow.

I should be very much obliged

if you would inform me of the
best route from Wellingborough
to Glasgow. The distance, I

believe is 300 miles (approxi-

mately). I hope to do this, if possible,

in one day. My machine is a 4^ h.p.

Precision, Sturuiey-Archer three-speed

hub. I do not object to hills, biit dis-

like traffic—J.T.JNl.G.
We should recommend the following

route : Wellingborough, Kettering, Rock-
ingham, Uppingham, Oakham, Cottes-

more, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford, Ret-
ford, Rawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Abertord, Wetherby, Boroughbridge,
Leeming, Scotch Corner, Barnard Castle,

Middleton-in-Teesdalc, Alston, Brampton,
Longtown, Gretna Green, Lockerbie,
Reattock, Crawford, Abington Inn, Hamil-
ton, to Glasgow. To do this journey in a
day you would have to start very early

in the morning, and drive fairly hard.

You may expect a good deal of unavoid-
able trallic on entering Glasgow.

Sidecar Alignment.

(1.) I have a sidecar the tyre
of which always wears away
quickly, and yet I think every-
thing is in line, as on a straight

road I can loose the handle-bars
and steer straight. (2.) Should a side-

car wheel be level with the back
wheel as on a motor car? (3.) Do you
think a slightly bent spindle would
cause the trouble, as I think I have
bent mine when turning sharply to

the left?—T.P.

(1.) It is exceedingly difficult for us
to account for the trouble to which you
refer in your letter. If the machine
steers well on a straight and level road
the alignment should be correct, and
there is no reason why the tyre should
wear unduly. (2.) It does not matter
very much if the sidecar wheel is level

vjitn the back wheel or not. (3.) If the
spindle is bent it would cause the trouble.

The bent spindle should be heated and
then trued up.
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Cyril Williams (A.J.S.), second In the 1914

Junior T.T. Race, and winner of the Junior

T.T. Race at Brooklands, 1914, now on

active service in France. His namesake, Eric,

who won the Junior Race, went to France at

the Game time.

Magneto Lubrication.

I have bought a 2^ h.p.

^ Jap-Wolf, and do not know
5 how to oil the U.H. magneto.
-2-1 Does this enclosed type require

oil, and, if so, where does one

put it in ? I understand Bosch mag-
netos, but have never had a U.H.

—

G.F.B.
The bearings of the U.H. magneto are

packed with grease, and require no
further lubrication. The magneto, in

general principle, is not dissimilar to

the Bosch.

Tiglit Piston Rings.

I have a 1914 Triumph, and
thought I would take the cylin-

der off and clean it. When I

tried to put the cylinder on again
I had a fearful job to get it on

to the piston, and when on it took both
hands as hard as I could pull the wheel
to get it to budge ; so with great
difficulty I took the cylinder oft again
to see the reason, and at the same time
oiled the piston and cylinder well, but
still I cannot get the cylinder on.—J.J.

You have probably got some dirt under
the piston rings which prevents them
from bedding properly in their grooves.

Take the piston rings off verj' carefully

(they are very brittle) and clean the
grooves and the inside of the rings, then
oil and replace carefully, pressing the
rings down into the grooves as the cylin-

der is slipped over the piston. No force

should be necessary.

General Lack of Power.

Could j'ou kindly inform me
the reason why my engine has
lost its power; It is a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder Peugeot. I have
just had it re-bushed, and it will

not take sidecar on the level with top
gear in. I have tried it on hills witli

bottom gear, but it is quite as bad. I

have had the cylinder off, and I find

that the weight of the piston will not
cause it to fall to thp bottom.—J,R.C.

We should sa.y that the loss of power
is probably due lo the re-bushing of the
engine, which is not yet quite free enough.
This, however, will get better after a
little running. If not, the parts must
le dismantled and examined for a tight
bearing.

El8

?

Petrol LeveL

I have a 1913 4 h.p. L.M.C.,
fixed gefu', with sidecar, which
previously used to slow down
and then pick up ; this I put
down to the carburetter, and

sent it to the makers to fit new balance
weights, needle, float, etc. Now when
the petrol is turned on it drips at the

bottom of spraying chamber, and the

engine gets very hot while running at

normal pace, gear 5 to 1. A new plug

has been fitted, carbon has been cleaned

out of the cylinder, and new rings

fitted.—A.S.H.
The trouble is due to the petrol level

being too high, or to grit under the

needle. Either would account for the

flooding of which you complain, and also

the overheating, but the latter may be

caused by the new rings being rather too

tight a fit.

Hill-climbing Power of Auto-wheels.

I think of buying an Auto-

^ wheel to fix to my three-speed

•^ gear Raleigh, and should feel

-LJ much obliged if you would
answer the following questions

;

(1.) Would: it take me up any reason-

able hill without severe pedalling (I am
11 stone)? (2.) Is registration, licence,

and taxation same as for motor cycle?

(3.) Is there much vibration to rider?

(4.) Would it be likely to shake any of

the cycle parts loose, or otherwise

damage m.achine? (5.) Would it be

likely to give any more trouble than an

ordinary motor cycle engine? (6.) Is

there any difficulty as regards oiling?

(7.) What speed could I get out of it

without damaging the engine?—J.W.
(1.) The attachment referred to would
take you up any reasonable hill with a

certain amount of pedalling. (2.) The
registration, etc.. are the same as for a

motor cycle. (3.) There is no vibration

from the engine, but as a pedal cycle is

ridden, the road vibration is worse than

when riding a motor cycle. (4.) We do
not think a pedal cycle would be damaged
by the use of the attachment. (5,) It

.-liDuld not ijive anv more trouble than a

motor cycle engine. (6.) No; the lubri-

cation is efficiently carried out. (7.) The
speed is about 16 m.p.h.

READER'S REPLY.
Experience with a Two-stroke.

I have now run my machine some 1,200

miles, and have had no engine trouble

or punctures to date, and have ridden iu

all weathers and over all surfaces. I

have friends who have other makes of

Ughtweights—fixed and variably geared

—

but not one that can equal me at_ hill

work. The little engine simply delights

in a stiff climb, and I have climbed Bury
Hill, Arundel, against a strong head
wind, when a friend on a 3^ h.p. "conked
out." Another point in favour is that it

really does two-stroke, either at 5 or 35

m.p.h.—a feature that; is conspicuous by
its absence on many other two-strokes,

and one, I think, that counts in the
number of miles obtained to the gallon.

Surrey is not a fiat county by any means,
but I can easily get 125 m.p.g., and have
lately been using benzole, which adds,
roughly, another 10 m.p.g., and improves
the running considerably. A variable

gear is an improvement to anj- machine,
but is not a necessity to the Radco, as one
can easily throttle down to walking pace
for traffic, and it will climb anything to

1 in 4 with ease.—A. E. J.4CKS0N.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"G.H." (London).—2 h.p. Calthorpe
.Junior. General efficiency, power on
liills, silence, and weight of rider that
it will comfortably carry.

" H.K.S." (Derby).—21 h.p. Sun-
Villiers and 2 h.p. Precision Junior. Re-
liability, hill-climbing, petrol consump-
tion, wearing qualities, and gear.

" H.L.J." (Herts).—2i h.p. two-stroke

New Ryder. Suitability for touring and
retention of compression in ci'ank case

after reasonable mileage.

The French Government recently issued a requisition for all motor vehicles likely

to be of service in the war, and tlie above reproduction shows a comer of the group,

which collected in response to the appeal, in the Place des Invalides, Paris. Quite a

number of motor cycles were included in the gathering.
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Expressions ofDelM

A great proof of the rea! quality of Clinchers lies

in the vast number of users who have written us

testifying to the extraordinary durability and reli-

ability of these tyres. Another great point

is they are constantly telling their friends. So

the tyre army of Satisfied Users is growing daily,

and on every make of machine, on every road,

the man who gets the best service is the man

who rides Clinchers. They are

ALL-BRITISH
and their service is summed up in the following

—

Extraordinarily Long Life—Consistent Reliability

from first to last—Superb Resiliency and Freedom

from all tyre troubles and skidding

SPECIFY CLINCHERS.
THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.,

Clincher House, Gt. Portland Street, LONDON. W.
Telephones : 8378-9 Gerrard. Telegrams :

" Nobritire, London.

i

MOTORCTCLE TYRIS
*©& ^res tfiat3reSuperior

In. answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motoi Cycle." Big
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
'—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

ti'ade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitiser?, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle '* df&ce.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and thrfie stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle/ Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o

,

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C,

2)^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to imknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, ind cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IlifTe & Son=; Limited.
The letter " D" at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

ftnswer to tbeir enquiries are requested to regard the
tilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
llready teen disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 1913, SVili-P-. 3 speeds and clutch,
Dunlop tyres and belt, P. and H. lamp set, horn,

and tools, splendid order; £30. — Elce and Co.. 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0491

A.J.S.

"IQ14 6h.p. A.J.S. . done 100 miles only, ab.=olntelv asXU new; £66.—Box 6,808. Ihe Motor Cycle OfBcps,
Coventry. 1X1942

A,J,8„ new 1914, 6h.p. (750 c.c); combination £78,
or without sidecar £63/10; no exchanges.—Crow

Bros., 190, High St., Guildford. [8282

A.J.S., late 1913, eh. p., lamps, Veeder, Canoelet side-
car, drip feed: selling owinf? to active service, £65.

—W. Cooker, Barracks, Pontefract. [8249

A.J.S., 1913. 2^.p., 2-speed, free engine, lamp, horn,
speedometer, and spares, in goocl order; £33, or

near ofier.—Lieut. Brooks, 3rd 'Wilts. Begt., Weymouth.
[8339

A.J.S., 1912, 2-speed, just thoroughly overhauled, with
new cylinder, big end bush, small end bush, main

bushes, gudgeon pin, crank pin and nut^s; 23 gns. ; this
machine is absolutely perfect, and practically as good as
new: most wonderful bargain; honestly worth several
pounds more.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Beading. [51731

Alldays.
ALLDATS, 1914, 2i/->h.p., 2-stroke, lamp, horn, new

July; £22.-Terry, 6, Chaucer Ed., Heme Hill.
[8361

THE BARGAINS AT

AUCHOPES]

ARE FAMED FOR

SATISFACTORY DETAILS.

Call and make your choice from
the largest stock of New and
Second-hand Motor Cycles, Side-
cars, and Light Cars of newest
models and best makes at lowest

prices. Most satisfactory in all details of quality.

class, and condition. Every machine in perfect
running order, and fully guaranteed.
GET TO-DAY'S BARGAIN LIST. IT INCLUDES :

89r4. 8 h.p. rgi:: 3-sp. CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar 40 Gns.

89r5. 6 h.p. ipii 2-sp. MATCHLESS
and Sidecar 30 Gns.

8917. 3', h.p. 19133-specd SINGER £35
Bgrg. 8 h.p. igrs Standard MORGAN . £57 10
Sgzr, 22 h.p. igi.| a-speed DOUGLAS,

Model W £44
8924. 3.', h.p. I9r2 2-speed REX £17 10
8905. 6 h.p. rgr3 A.C. Sociable £65
8904. 3', h.p. r9r3 T.T. PREMIER £27 10
8903. 25 h.p. igrs 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model 6 £35
8899. 3.' h.p. r9r3 T.T. RUDGE £27 10
8897. 8' h.p. rgi4 G.W.K £110
8857. 2j h.p. igrr 2-sp. Lady's DOUGLAS £25
8885. 3* h.p. igrr 2-sp. NUMBER & .Sc. £27 10
8876. 8" h.p. J9r3 2-sp. WILLIAMSON

Combination £57 1

8871. 6 h.p. I9r4 2-sp. ENFIELD Com-
bination 60 Gns.

8858. 3l h.p. 1912 HOBART £22 10
8842. 6"h.p. J9r2 ZENITH-GRADUA .£37 10
8834. 8 h.p. 1914 W.C. HUMBERETTE £97 10
8832. Ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOGHE £9
8S09. 8 h-P- 1913 T.'l'- ZENITH and So. £50
879S. 2.^ h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £16 10
8795- ~i h.p. 1914 2-speed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT £2S 10
8784. 3l h.p. igo9 BRADBURY £16
8782. 3I h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
S776 6 h.p. r9t3 2-speed ENFIELD

Combination 50 GnS.
S772 6 h.p. ROVER Light Car £25
8762. 6 h.p. 1913 3-speed BAT ...... £45

8737. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
87r8. 3! h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar £22 10
8708. 25 h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £17 10
8706. 6 h.p. igrs 2-sp. ENFIELD & Sc. £55
8705. 3.V h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £25
8702. 2" h.p. 1912 MOTO-REVE £12 10
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. & Sc. £45
8054. 3.V h,p. rgro Standard TRIUMPH £22 10
86r9. 2} h.p. igrr Standard DOUGLAS £20
85g2. 3.! h.p. 1908 QUADRANT £15
8568. 3.V h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £18 10
S56T. 3$ h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8551. 2.5 h.p. Twin FAIRY £10 10
8502. 3i h.p 1908 TRIUMPH £20
84r2, si h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £18 10
8367. 8 h.p. I9r2 3-speed CHATER-

LEA and Sidecar £55

8359. 6 h.p. Twin BROWN and Sidecar £20
8338. 3 V h.p. igro BRADBURY £20
8336. 2} h.p. F.N £10 10

8335. 3J h.p. rgog TRIUMPH £20
8323. 3! h.p. r9i2 LINCOLN-ELK £20
8320. 3.', h.p. 1911 ARIEL, variable gear £20
8306. 3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £17 10
8277. 6 h.p. 2-sp. N.S.U. and Sidecar . . £25

AUCHOPES;

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,|

LONDON, E.O.
'Phone : Holbom 6777.

Wires : "Opiflcer, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AUdays.

ALLDAYS Matchless 2-strok6 models atoi

£26/5. or £7 down and 12 monthly install
of £1/14/3.—Lamb's, 151, High St., WalthamBti

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1912'^, SVah.p., 2-Bpeed.
comfortable wiijker sidecar, 3 Lucas 1;

generators, speedometer, horn, tools, numerous si

recently overhauled, unpunt-tured, completely egui ^
for road; £35.—Jeffery, 70, High St., Walthamstc .

[ 9

Ariel.

ARIEL, SVsh.p.. variable gear, decompressor, ; .

sories, perfect condition; £22/10.-140, Fl
Rd.. Catford. ^

[ i

ABIEL, 3VL'h.p., 1910, conch sidecar, BosL-h,'B .i

B., footboardfj, powerful; £23, or sell sepai -

Skure, 101, Boundary Kd., Leyton. [5 :

ARIEL, 1913, 3i4h.p., kick-starter, 3-speed,
little, perfect order; worth £40, Layton's

price £33.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [5 i

Auto=\Vheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, not done 300 miles, oQual nev:

—36, Cambridge Hd., Gnnnpisbury.
\

"l(t|13 Auto-iivheel, in good condition, been little
J-t/ accept £5/10, a bargain.—Sottrington, Eton !

lege, Windsor. [S

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to Premier 10 gn. cycle, li

2 months old, like new; 17 gus.—Auto Miirt,

Hammersmith Kd., W.
AUTO-WHEELS, 1914; on gentleman's 3-^pec-<)

lady's Rover cycles?, new condition; 14 gns.— r.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. .
| 5

AUTO-WHEEL, this year's, practically new, fo »-

posit of £4 and 9 payments or £1, Fitted to ii

cycle free.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmoro Row, Bir :-

ham. rS 7

Bat.
IQll 3';"h.p. Eat-Jap, spring frnme model, new i

-i-*J and tyre^; £20.—Joe Becver, Brook St., Hir
field. - [S

BAT, 1914. 4'oh.p., 2-speed, No. 1 model; cats

price £57/10, brand new, cash price £49.-
ton's, Bicester, Oxon. [5

6 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, bought new 1914, <

kick start, 2 speeds, perfect; £48.—Blenca
Highfield Ed., Walton-on-Thames. [5

IQIS Sh.p. Bat, with Gloria eidecar; £45.
J-*J Uxbridge Motjr Co., Ltd.. 101, High
Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbiidgc. [X 1

BAT. 1912, fixed gear, spring frame model, in pi :t.

order; bargain, £23.—The Ex^^ter Motor Cycli i

Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, i-

etock Rd.. Plymouth. 16

BAT, 1913, 8h.p., overhead valvee, terrifically fast 4

overhauled, absolutely perfect condition, 38 :

or with torpedo eidecar 40 ens. : liouer'tly worth si li i

pounds more.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. [X 9

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 4h.p.. t^idecar, 2-8peed, late 1912:

—H. Hodgson, Matlock. [X

4h.p. Bradbury Sidecar Combination. 3-specd, frc

gine. etc.; quick sale £25.-79, King Gcorgt
Greenwich. [S i

BRADBURY Motor Cycle. S^/^h-p., 2-epeed gear» .

late 1911; bargain, £19/10.—Bro\vn'fl, 12. ii

Ring, Birmingham. [X c

BRADBURY, 1913. 4h.r., semi T.T., very fae'.
--

liable, perfect condition; £32.—E.M.H.. Ports( '.

Hatch End, Middlesex. [ 6

BRADBURY 1913 Combination, 2-speed, F.E. U

accessories, perfect order ; nearest £28.- •

Clements, 5, Clifford Rd., Blackpool, N.S. [S J

BRADBURY, 4h.p., standard, 1912, excellent
dition, new belt, lamp, good "tyres, accessc ;

£24, with £12/12 sidecar, as new, £29.-5, Devon
St., Islington, London. [

BRADBURY, 3b.p.. F-E., perfect, £11; AutoiB*^ -

h.p., F.E., low, perfect. £15; Rover, 1912, 3i
.

F.E., not ridden 20 miles, beauty, £40; all sent it '

*:pei.tion ; anything in exchange.— Daley, 50, We*t
Chester. [X 9

OWNER on War Service.—Bradbury, 4h.p.„ 3-€ ^

bought April, 1914, Gloria sidecar, hooJ, e( '

apron, carrier, lamp, horn; £60, originally £85. c

change smart cycle car.— 312, Christehurch Rd.,
combe, Bournemouth. [X

Brough.

BROUGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock oi

500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead
models.-The West Lancashire Motor Co., Southi

I

BROUGH. 1914, 3Vjh.r., horizontally opposed 2-

twin, condition absolutely as new, picked ei

very fast and powerful, won gold medal last Lo
Edinburgh, hardly ridden since; stringent exper
amination invited; £40. a real bargain —Lovei
Rofiemore, Wharnclift'e Rd., Boscombe.

J

B20 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

14 Indian, T.T., 7h.p., used only 12 weeks, looks

as new, guaranteed perfect; must sell, lowest

; >, bargain.—M- 35, Soutlimoor Rd., Oxford. [8388

James.
i.MES, 1913, 2-speed, chain drive, topping order;
£37/10, or £10 down and 12 payments of £2/9.

- amb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8289

4JtfES 1914 2-stroke Lightweight. 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, new mont_h ago, guaranteed^ perfect;

; J.—Elce and Co., 15.

I London, E.C.
Bishop3gate A v., Camomile

[0481

P14
3^h.p. T.T. Twin Jamee, S-speed, kick starter,

complete with foot bell, watch, pump,, tools, spare
'e, etc., in new condition, little used; bargain, 48

King, Shelley House. Wigan. [X1910

[414 Jamea Comb-nation, complete with apron, full

!? fiet of lamp«3, horn, kit. etc.. used for denmnptra-
1 purposes only, and in splendid condition; £55, nr

F oloee oflfcT.—Apply, Manager, James Cycle Co., Ltd.,

md St. Corner, Birmingham. [XI 392

AMES, 1914, 4Vih.p.. big pinple, and Canoelet side-

ear, 3-6peed, li^t priie 73 gne., new, special price
gnu.: new S'/jlj-P- 3-speed twin, 54 gns. ; also James
troke, 35 pus., tor immediate delivery.—Stevens fJomea
cialistl Gooch St.. Birmingham. f0432

.r.A.p.

.A.J?., 2V'.h.p., raag. ignition, low built, fine ordpi
£7/10.-SpecchIey, 45, Church Ed., Acton. [X1994

A.P., 1912, 6h.p.. 2-8ppnd, 650x65 t>Tee, ideal Fidi

car machine; £35.—Tlie Premier Motor Co., Ltd
ton Rd., Birmingham. [0593

Kerry.
EEHT-AlilXGDON and Sidecar, perfect comlition

:

£20.—Andrews, 7. Iluwley Ei]., Croydon. [8235

EEET-AEIXGDOX. 1912, 3',;.h.p..

pulley and upholstered wicfeer
4,—Jakins, 18. Eolt St.. Deptford.

A FACT
NEW MACHINES AT SECOND-HAND PRICES.

2h h.p. 1914 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speeiI counter-
Shaft gear, spring forks, raagQcto, etc. Usual
price, £33. Our price £26

4 b.p. 1914 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed counter-
Shaft gear, combined belt and chain drive.

Usual price, £44. Our price £34
4 h.p. 914 WOLF, J.A.P, engine, 2-speed counter-

shaft gear, all chain drivai Usual price, £46.
Our price £36

These are shop-soiled only.

FARB.OVV SIDECARS
at*.

SPECIALWAR PRICES

Fmm £6 -15 O From

Write us your reiuirements.

F.E.. adjustable
iidecar : barpain,

[8262

Kynoch.
Q12 Kynoch-Precisinii, 3''4h.p., conchbuilt >idei-nr. Eoc

gearfi, E. and B.. llrvLOi. Lut-'an liiinp bet: £34.
rgain.— Davi«, South St.. Coseley. Staffs. [X1616

Lea-Francis.
EA-FEANCIS. 1914. the aristocrnt of motor cycles;

1 early delivery ; ea^y paymt-nt? ; hctond-lmnd ma-
inee in part,—Loudon agent.'*, Sprof»tnn and Grace.
4. Gt. Titc'hfield St.. W. Eegent 4999. [0448

Levis.

HAEET WALKKE'S for Levits's. More hu-^inet^s na
usual. The £25 Popular supreme.—Muswell Hill.

[7721

N Sale, new Baby Levis. 2-atroke, bouRht Jun^. 1914,
giving up riding.—Eigby. Liverpool Ed.. Lnnpton.

e?ton. [XI 830

25',h.p., Model de Lnse, 2-6peed,
brand new ; accept £37.—Kinn.

lunyside, Stapleford, Cambn [X1922

EVIS. 1913, aeee'Bories; rn*;t over £40; nltsolutely
J faultiest; barpain, £19/10. honestly worth £30.—
adiey. 11. Brownlow St., Holboru. (8065

EVIS Popular Modek. £25. stocked, or E.P. £7
^ down and 12 monthly payments of £1/12/1.—
imb's, 151. lli-h St., Walthamstow. [8286

EVIS, 2'.ih.p. Baby model, overhauled, re-
enamelled, etc. at cost of £7, lamp, horn; cash

ice £17/10.—Layton's. Bicester. Oxon. [X1902

914 (Sept.) Levi.*,

free eugiuiv

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1912 4 h.p. 2-spced TRUMP-J.A.P £23
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD, combination, speedometer,etc £68
1913 Sih-P- 3-^P''^'5 HUMBER combination £35
3^ n.p. 1914 MOTOSACOCHE, linfield gear, 6ne order £35
3" h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks £8
2-3 b.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11

3J b.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Bosch, 13. and B. carb. .. £16
3I h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch magneto £17
5^ h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5' h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds, kickstartrr, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3,\ h.p. 1909 REX de Lu.\c, 2 speeds, handle starting .. £19
3! h.p. TRIUMPH, ball beanng engine, M.O.V £19
5 b.p. 190S REX de Lu.\e, 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p, 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, Amac £19
6 b.p. 1912 REX de Luxe, 2 Speeds, handle starting £25
S h.p. Cycle Car, Chatcr-Lca engine, 3-speed gear bo.x

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc €60

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"I
Q13 Matehle^3. 6h.p., clutch model, kick starter, eu-

J-«^ gine and clutch very good condition, horn, lamp,
and generator, and tools: dirt cheap. £36 —King, Sunny-
side. Stapleford, Cambe. [X1921

1 Q13 (July) Matchless Combination. 8h.p., chain,
-1-*/ guaranteed sound throughout, all accessories,
every spare. Palmer tyn.- : any trial; £55. no offers;

private owner.—31, Queen's Mews, Salem "Rd.. Moscow
Ed., Bayswater. [8277

Minerva.
MINERVA. 3Voh.p., Bosch, B. and B.. new belt, tyres

splendid; bargain, £13.—Allen. 19, Rosslyn Cres-

cent, Wealdstone. [8217

MINERVA. 2^'ih.p.. 2 speeds, free. Uellesen, perfect

order ; £3 ; exchange higher power, 4h.p. SteTen^
preferred —67. Wantage Rd., Reading. [X1958

Motosacoclie.
1Q13 Motoeacoche Motor Cycle, second-hand; price
J-t/ £15- cash or ear^y terms.—R. E. Jonee (Garages),

Ltd.. Swansea, also at Cardiff. [0548

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, 2V2h.p., free engine, lamp,
horn, watch, not used during 1912 or 1913, fin©

appearance; approval, depoeit.-J. Hill. BDieham St.,

Hailt^ham, Sussex. [8215
New Hudson.

Slh.p. New Hudson, 1913 model. S-speed gear and
3 Ireo engine; £38/10. " ""

Lane, London.
Wauchbpe's. 9. Shoe

[X1872

NEW Hndcon, 1913. SVjhjj., Canoelet sidecar,^ 3-speed,

splendid condition; ."

N^

appointment.—Jakeman,
58. Junction Ed., N. [8328

EW Hudson, 6h.p., 3-6peed model, brand new; list

136. Gt.
[8392

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

35 h.p. 2-specd HUMBER and Torpedo Sidecar £20
4 h.p. 2-speed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
3I h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20

All In good running order.

EVIS, 1914, 2>ih.p.. little
I lamp, horn, speedometer;

30i Layton'* cash price JE25.
XOIL

Lincoln lilk.

INCOLN-ELK, 1911, 3h.p., laujp.

! new engine; £12/10.—BaUer St
arth. Birmingham.

used, capital order,
cost f 37/10, worth
- Layton's, Bicester.

[X1897

linru, prnctically
(iara^^e. Handti-

(X1981

M. and M.
and M., 2-stroke, completely equipped; £28;

all British, including magneto.—Morgan and Miis-
ell. 80. High Rd., Btrcatham, London. [XI 952
VI

Martin.
Martin-Jap, 3-spped gear,3M'h.p,

;ew Bra
iven.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Row
I

Q13 ... ... ._ „. .

L 1/ new Bramble r-oaohbuilt sidec'ar; £45
and brand
: any trial

Binninpham
[X1816

L9

Matchless.
12 3VL'h.p. Matehlesrt, by Collier, fast, ju^t over-
hauled: £26.— Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunt?.

[8251
iVTATCLLESS. 1914 models, jmmedinte delivcrv: trade
I-tX Buiiplied.—Key. 378-384. Eu-tcio Rd.. and 173. Gt.
'ortland St., W.

^
[6611

VTATCHLESS 1913 3V2h.p. Twin. 3
-tX ou^hly good condition; £35.— P. J.

Iright St.. Einuingham.

V-rATCHLESS 1914 Sidec;ir
L'X owner enlisted; unlet sell:

NEW 19U MACHINES.

1914 14 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What offers ?

1914 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V What offers?

1911 3] h.p. ARIEL, ^-^p counter-shaft gear What offers?

1914 b b.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What offers ?

19146 h.p. ENFIELD Combination What offers ?

1914 6 h.p. AJ.S., 3-sp. counter-shaft gear What offers ?

price 68 gns., clear at 54 gns.—Maude's,
Portland St., London, W.

WHAT Offers for 1914 New Hudson. 6h.p.. 3-speed
Armstrong gear, new July, condition guaranteed

as new. cost £71 ?-^l, Osmaston Rd., Derby. [X1973

NEW Hudson. 1913, SV'h.p.. 3-epeed, kick starter, de-

compressor, perfect condition, all complete; £30.—
Baylis, Brooklyn, Osborne Rd., Farnborough. [X1855

NEW Hudson, 3h.p., 1914, S-epeed. free engine, ac-

cessorioa, hardly used : exi^eptional bargam, £40,
"

cost £55.-18, Churton St.. Victoria Station, S.W. [8305

NEW HUDSON. 3'/2h.p., Oct.. 1913. 3-spe6d, clutch,

new condition, f;emi-T.T. bare, lamp, horn, epeedo-

meter, tooU. etc., suit W.P. overalls: £63, accept £40.
a bargain.-Moore. 13. Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh,

LX1783
Nov Imperial.

"I
Q14 New Impcrial-Jap. light touritit, 2'/2h.p., new

*-*y Ia*t .Tune, new Dnnlop studded tyres, P. and H.
bead light, Mangin lens, all perfect, condition as new;
25 gns.—John Leach, Win^ford. Cheshire. [8367

New Rvder.

NEW Ryder. — Sole London agent^i. Immediate de-

livery from *itock. Single speed 25 gne., 2-8peed
£33. No extra for eaev payments.-Mills Motor, Ltd.,

Wood Side I'arade. North Finuhley 1745 Finchley-
[0572

Norton.
3ih.p. 3-8peed Norton, quite new. fully guaranteed by

2 makers: list £59, " "" " ' '~
"'"

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.

5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD llnginos, cotnplete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £11

SIDECARS.

GLORIA, sprmg wheel, cane body, Gt Triumph £5
FARLOW, 1913 underslung, cane torpedo t>ody £5
FARLOW, 1914. demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914, reed cane, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like ne\v £6
FARLOW, 19 1 4, coach-built, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, 1914, lightweight model, used trials only .. £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

speeds, thor-
Evans, John

[8346

Outfit, now, unu=ed
80 gna., or very cln^e

Her.—11, Anglesea Rd., Woolwich. [X1913
VTATCHLESS, 1914 model 8B., as ne-w, speedometer,
ltJ. 3 laniiw, horn, tool cai^ee, etc.; cost £105. bargain,
^ao.-Axtlnu Mrlara nn.l Co.. 42. Hitfb ltd-, Sticatham,
LW. [8376

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

Parker and Son, St. Ives
accept £53 cash,
Hunts.

bargain.—
[8254

NORTON Big Four, long stroke, 3-6peed, handle
starter; li.'it £62. to clear £55; other models in

stock greatly reduced.—Parker uud Son. St. Ivee, Hunt**.
[8255

N.S.U.

1Q14 .^',:^b.p. N.8.D., ^-.^peed. new; list £57, accept
£50.—Parker and Son. St. Ivea. Hunta. [8253

3 h.p N.S.U. Twin, variable gear, thoroughly overhauled,
Uke new; £16.-20. Chaucer St., Leicet^ter. [SI 878

6 h.p. N.S.U., and coarhbuilt sidecar combination, 2-

speed. free engine; £17, a bargain.—79, King
George St. Greenwich- [X1987

N.S.U.. 1914. 2h.p., 2-epeed, brand new; listed £36.
accept £26; sent carriage paid.—Macrae, North

Bridge Arcade, Edinburgh. [8250

-|Q14 Brand New 2h.p. Lightweight N.S.U., 2-8peed

Parker and Son, St. Ivee, Hunt^ [8252

FARRAR'S MOTORS
iTolcphone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

1 01^ N.S.U.. with 2-speed gear, done under 300 milea;±V £35.—The Uxbridtre Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High
St.. Usbridte. 'Phone: 184 Usbridge. [X1803

N.U.T
EARLIEST deliveriea of the famous N.U.T. — The

Went Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Southport. [0556

N.U.T., 2%h.p. T.T. 1914. single geared, as new; best
oiler secures. — West Lancashire Motor Co.. Ltd.,

Southport. [0573

N.U.T., 1914, S'/^h-P-r 3-:?peed touring model, brand
new, nnridden; listed £60/10. will accept first

offer over £50; reason (or sale CKcellent and urgent.—
W. S. Life, The Cliffe, Cumberland Rd., Southport.

P. and M.
and M.. with «iderar, 1911.
field, Chemist, Matlock.

speeds: £18.—Had
[XI 193

and M., twin-cyl., 5-6h.p., 2-apeed and free engine,

chain driven : offers—Phillips. 19. Rii-hinond Build-
Brighton. [X1822

All letters rejatliig to advertisements should quote the number at the end of ea^ adveitisement. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. aiul M., ]9i2, Montgomery sidecar, CoTvey. all ac-

eysfiorie;, just overhauled by makera; £40.-75,
JJans^iiore St., Putney, S-W. f8355

P.
and M., 1913, and sidecar, thornughly good order,

lamp,s, Lorn, tools, epare tyre; £50.—Coombs, 98,
.Stittnii Court RtL, Chiswiek. [S1609

P.
and M. 1910-11 Combination, cane torpedo side-

car (nearly new), new chains, tyres perfect, lamp,
little used; £30 cash.—Barron, GO, High St.. Croydon.

[8280

P. and M., late 1911, and Montgomery sidecar, 2

speeds, chain flrive, Cowey, Jainps, etc., splendid
fomlition ; £33.~Ai-tliuv Mylam and Co., 42. High Kd.,
Strcatluim, S.W. [8377

I'eufieot.

I^OU Sale, excellent 71i.p. Peugeot motor cycle. 1912
inovlel : £30.— Kinj^'. Sjut}i View. Holmivood, Surrey.

[i.1854
Premier-

PREMIER. 3i/.h.p., 1911. free engine. OTerhauled;
£l8.-~Summers, 76. Peabodv Rd., Farnborough,

Hants. [8296

PREMIER, 1912, aVoh.p., 3-spec-d, and new coach
sidecar; £37, or ^10 down and 12 in.=talments of

£2/7/8.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8294

PREMIER, 19121/2, S-speed, with coach side.ai-, lamp,
horn; £37/10. or £10 down and 12 instalments

of £2/9.~Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [8291

PREMIER, 1911, 3y2h,p., excellent condition; exp.rt
examination; £22, or exchange for lightweight

to value.—Fallow, 54, Grange Rd., W. Hartlepool.
[X1945

PREMIER, 3»/2b.p., 3-(Speed counter-shaft, brand new;
£61. sacrifice £55 for cash.-The Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd., Exeter.
and 28. Tavistock Rd., Plym-juth. [0571

PREMIER, 1913, 7-9b.p., 2-speed counter-shaft gear
a,nd clutch, chain-cum-belt drivej Canoelet sidecar,

Watford speedometer, large P. and H. lamp, Lucas
mirror, eleciric tail lamp, storm apron, tools, and
spares, splendid order; £45.—Elce and Co., 15,
Bidiopsgatc Av.. Camomile St.. London, E.G. [0552

P.V.

P.V.. 1912. 3'{;lj.p. tM-in. perfect, Bo6Ch, B.B., Dun-
Icips : enlisting.- 96. Ehuers End Kd., Beckenhani.

[8222
Quadrant.

FOR Sale, 3V>h.p. Quadrant. 1908 make: £5/10-
Westen. Maybnry Rd., Woking. [8261

3h.p. puadrant, Bosch watertight mag., 8. and B.,
spring forks; £9.-15, Curzon St. Leicester.

[X1916
Regal.

REGAL-GREEN, water-cooled. 4h.p., Sturmey S-speed
gear, fitted with' Imndsome coachbuilt sidecar, 1913

juodel: cost £85, sell turnout £42.—Browu'a, 12, Bnl)
Ring, Eiruiin!?lKnn. [XI 967

Pex.

REX, SV'h.])., T:T.. nearly new, very sporty; ofTerw;
photo sent.— 20. Chaucer St., Leicester. [XI 879

REX, G-6ii.p., Bosih, B. and B., built low; £12, or
exchange lower power.— 122, East St.. Walworth.

, [8383
"r> EX 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free engine, and sidecar,
IX magnificent condition; £32/10.-73, Church St.,

Camberwell. [8269

REX de Luxe, 4h.p., 1911-12, handle starting, 2-rspeed,
and sidecar: £20, lower^t.— Fitzgeiald. 52, Burton

Rd., Brixton. [X1846

TJEX Sidette. 1911. 6h.p, tM-in, complete with Rex
XV sidecar; sell turnout £27.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring.
Birmipglmm. [XI 960

REX, new 1913, 2-speed twin, and new eidecar;
£59/l5: (uUv guaranteed.—Motor Exchange. West-

gate, Halifax. [0390

REX 1910 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, dutch, good
condition, accessories; bargain. £22/10.-31, Oow-

pe A?., Sutton. [8205

A 1908 Ros, 3V'h.p.. in good condition; what offers?
i-L Monsy wanted.—C. Wliite. 33, Dover Rd. East,
Northfleet, Kent, [8375

REX 6h.p. Twin, 1911 model, free engine, spring
forks, in excellent condition; £20; exchanges.—

Beacon, Brancaster, Norfolk. [8279

T>EX Sidette, new. 1914 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, coach
XL built body; real bargain. £65.-228. Peatonville
Rd., King'6 Cross, London^ N. [8156

REX, 1914, T.T., 6h.p., very powerful machine, in
excellent condition; accept £52, or exchange lower

power.—87, Highland Rd., Coventry. [X2004

EEX Combination. 6h.p., 2 speeds, handle starting,
1911, late, £2 sparer and overalls; after 7 o'clock;

£32.-50. Bloouifield Rd., Burdett Rd. [8569

"OEX 1914 Sidette, twin, with coachbuilt sidecar,
XV brand new. shop-foiled only; listed £77, sell £62.—
Brown's. 12, Bull Ring. Birmingham, [X1961

3ih.p, Rex Motor Cycle, perfect, £8; comfortable
2 sidecar, adjustable fittings, complete, £2; Rudge

cylinder and valves, cheap.—29, Old Lane, Bloxwich.
[8515

T>EX Combination, late 1913, large luggage bos, tyres
XV nearly new, splendid condition throughout; any
trial; must eell; £47.—Wilkinson, Weelsby Rd-, Grimsby.

[X1923

1914 ^

LIGHT CARS.
EXCHANGES LIBERALLY ENTERTAINED.

LAGONDA, II h.p., 4.cyl., hood, and screen £145
LAGONDA, II h.p.. Coupe body £150
CALTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., Li^ht Car £168
G.W.K. 8 h.p. Light Car, 4-speed and revcrse£150
VICTOR-PRECISION Light Car. complete .£115
MORGAN Runabout, sporting model £91
WORGAN W.C. Grand Prix £106

TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT.

SHOP-SOILED 1914's.
CASH BUYERS OR EXCHANGES WANTED.

WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w.c., and bidecar . . 698 10

REX-J.fl.P..8h.p., 3-speed £77 14
SUN-VILLIERS, 3J h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42
DOUGLAS, 2 speeds. Model U £48
PERFECTION, BRAMBLE, and GLORIA SIDECARS.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REXES.
Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our

Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed twin ^62 10 S53 2 G

1912 new 4 h.p. 2-speed chain
drive, handle starting .... ,r6i 5 £49 10

igT2 new 6 h.p. 2-speed twin £62 10 £45 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1912 5-seater FORD, well equipped £70
G.W.K., 1914, in grand condition . . „ £11S
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 b.p., cycle car £49 10
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-speed, F.E £42
BEDELIA .8-ioh.p., twin, very speedy ... £39 10
1913 3 V h.p. 2-speed L.WI.C, tine machine. . £35
IQ13 3^ h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £39
1913 SINGER, 2A h.p., 2-speed, F.E £29
1913 6 b.p. REX de Luxe, and Sidecar £49
1913 7-9 b.p. 2-speed F.E. INDIAN £52
1913 4J h.p. 2-?peed LINCOLN-ELK aod Sc. £39
1912 New 6 h.p.REX deLuxe, reduced to . £45
I9J2 3.\ h.p. (Bowden 2-speed) BRADBURY £31
1912 2I h.p. F.E. REX, almost as n^w .... £24
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive .. . £39
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed DOT-J.A.P £32
1012 3\ n.p. 2-speed F.E. ALLOAYS £29
1911 3.(' h.p. 2-speed HUMBER £22
191

1

2-speed SCOTT, late model £29
1912 sA h.p. 3 speed BRADBURY and S'car £33
P. & IVi.,3 .1 h.p., 2-speed, f^rand condition. . £32
1911 3i h.p. 2-speed NUMBER £25
1911 si h.p. 2-speed NUMBER and Sidecar £29
1911 7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .. £29
191 1 5-6 b.p. 2-speed REX de Lu.xe £27
igu 3i h.p. 2-speed REX 84^x89 £27
igir 3I h.p. Tourist REX, spring torks .... £19
igii 2A h.p. 2-spe"ed Free Engine A.J.S £22
1911 T"T. TRIUMPH, Brampton -^aat £29
igio "J h.p. 2-5peed TRIUMPH £24
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £26
1910-11 5-6 h.p. 2 speed Twin REX £25
1910 V.S. 7-9 2-speej.l and sidecar £29
V.S., 6 h.p., P. & M. gear, and Sidecar £27
SCOTT, w.c, 2-speed, F.E., excellent order £24
F.N., 2\ h.p,, 2-speed, mag. LightM'eight . . £23
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P.. 8 h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive. Turner coach-built Sidecar £47
PEUGEOT. 5-6 h.p. 3-specd Twin

, £29
MINERVA, 3^ h.p. mat^neto £15
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin, ver>' powerful ....;. £18
N-S.U., 4 b.p., 2-speed. iwin £22
N.S.U., 3 h.p.. 2-speed, as new £27
N.S.U,, 3i h p ,2-$peed spring forks £19
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, spring fortts £16
EXCELSIOR. 3.\ h.p., 3-syjecd, free engine . . £24
REX, 5^ h.p., 2-speed, magneto £24
REX, 3* h.p., J909 Tourist £19
REX, il h.p., 1908, Roc clutch . . £19
REX, 5.- b.p., twin, magneto, and Sidecar. . £19
REX, 5J h.p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17
REX, si h.p., magneto, 1908 model £19
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £13

i's h.p. VINDEC, magneto ignition £15

2I h.p. magneto ARIEL lightweight £15
TWIN KERRY, 6 h.p., and sidecar £19
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, F.E £19

3^ h.p. HUMBER Tricar, chain drive £6
ROVER, 3A h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £17
ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gear, NEW £5
AVON 26x2 Studded CoversJor Douglases 11/9

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.
PERFECTION Sidecars from £5 5

List on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
Cash Offers Wanted.

COLLIER'S MOTORIES,
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

T>EX, 1914 6h.p. 3-t^peed Combinatinji, rhain drive,
J-V coarhbuilt body, condition as new ; £58 : exchange
3Vjh-p, or lightweight.—37, Clarendon St., Coventry.

1X2005

REX, 5h.p. twin, Bosth mag., E. and B: eaibur'^ttrr,

h.b.c., new Rom t)Te on hack; a bargain. £15.—
Tlie I'reraier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingliam,

[0558

REX de Luxe, nearly new, 3.913 Sidette, 2 sppeiL*,

6h.p., complete with Rex c^idecar; sell turnout
£39/10, exceptional bargain.—12. Bull Ring, Birrainp-

ham. LS1959

REX, 6h.p.. brand new 1914 combination?, coacli-

built, never been on the road, special clearanii>

price. £66/10, li.st price £77/10.-Maude'^, 136. '

<i\.

Portland St., London. W, [8391

X> EX Combinntion, S-speed^ belt drive, 1914, brand
XV new: £77/10. sacrifice £70.—The Exeter Motor
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd,. E.xeter,

and 29. TavLvtoct Rd.. Plymouth, [0604

REX 1914 6h.p. 3-speed Sidette, chain drive, com^lfite

with lamp, generator. Cower speedometer, clQcb,

and all ftttin^s, not ridden 400 miles; £53.—Box 6,apD,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [Xl7^8

REX-J.A.P.. 1914, daop-suiled, sidecar cuiubinati^n;

cafih buyer, or exchange wanted.—Motor Exchajike.

Weslgate. Halifax. [0445

REX-J.A.P., 6h.p., MillG-Fulford sidecar, 2 spe'fe*i;

trial run; good condition ; "£38, or hear offer.^Ap-
ply, Garland. 2, Finstock Rd., dotting Hill, N. [X1826

6 h.p, Rex-Jap, late 1912i 2-^peod, coachbuilt sidecar,

splendid condition, iust overhauled ; owner goingi

abroad ; £40.—E. F. Mile^. Sunnydale, Victoria Ed.,!

Sutton Coldfield. [X1821'

REX-JAP. 1913 6h.p. De Luxe, with eoachbuilt side-

car, complete with lamp, horn, generator, little used,

perfect running order; £48.-Box 6,799, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry. rX1727

REX-J.A.P.. 1913 8h.p. De Luxe model, 2-speed, free;

engine, 650x65 Eempshall tyre-s, coachbuilt side-,

car; £50; guaranteed iieriect.—Tlie Premier Motor -Co.,*

Ltd.. A^ton Rd., liirmingham. [0596

REX-J.A.P., 1913, 4h.p., Armstrong heavy MarS.
VII. 3-speed gear, 26x'2Vjiu. Kempshall tyres,

machine equal to new; £30.—rThe Premier Motor-
Co., Ltd.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0592*

REX-J.A.P.—We liave several second-hand 1912 and

1913 combinations which we have taken iu itfrti

payment of 1914 models. We are oflering- same at Ve^
low prices. Full li^t free upon request.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Ltd., A<ton Rd., Birmingham. [0432

Rover.

ROVER, SV-h.p., £12, iierfect cider.

-

Plai.e, N.W.

Longetowe
[8283

ROVER,
sidecar,

I'ith torpedo
condition ; £4]

1. Morninstoii
[851i:

ROVER, 3'Mi.p., Bosch, ne^^ tyres, engine lately over-

hauled: £10/10.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd.. Aeton.i

[X199.3'

ROVER, 3V'h.p., mag., h.b.c. good ' tyres, reliable;'

£16/10.-2, Derby Villas. Tiewint St., EarlsMd.
[XI 990'

ROVER. 1912-13. SVsb.p.. 3-speed, ab.sohitely Mfiw

condition, with smart sidecar; £55.—Longman, 1,

King St., Acton [8152

1 Q12V2 3-specd Rover, perfect, new tyre, lamp; must
i*/ realise, bargain. £27.—Chauffeur, '

Hall, Cambridge.

1913, 3i,Ah.p., 3-speed,
uarauteed in perfect

Kerr, c/o Kirkpatritk, Annan.

1 13 S-speed Rover, iu tirst-clase condition ; £3t^
J-J/ The Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High Bl

Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [XlB(»i

ROVER Combination, late 1913, guaranteed pertectJ

cost £82. lamps, horn, also wicker body; £43,. 01

near offer.-Shepherd, 21. Hillview Rd.. Rusthall, tun
bridge Wells. C^""

IQl'l Rover Combination. 3 speeds, foofboards, c^
J-tJ tion iierfect, little used; expert oxaminatiou^
trial invited; cost with extras £80, accept £§%-
CoUinson, Chapel St., Bridlington. [ViSp

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, and Chater-Lea wicker sidepapi

-very little used, excellent condition thronghout}

fast, silent, and reliable, all accest^oric.^ ; £41.—At St9ur^

wood Garage, Stedmau Rd., West Southbourue, Eo\ifne:

mouth. (801S

Hoval Rubv.
ROYAL Rnbv Liglitweight, as new: £24; hmip. horn

-Hornby. 107, Higher Bridge St., Boltmi. rXI95(

ROYAL Rubv. 2-stroke. 1914, ridden only 200 mites

£20.—Tlie Exeter Motor Cycle and Light CarCa
Ltd., 7. Batb Rd., Exeter, and 28. Tiivistock Kd.

Plymouth. [GpO!

Rudge.
UDGE, 1912, F.E., good condition, new back tjieR

R
R
]Q1^ 3V"li.p. EudL

9j £42 —X,awntiivo«l.

£30—MiUignn, Eaunds, Northants. fSI«

UDGE, 1912-13. extrlicnt order, last, ccw beltiiCZi

Davies. 59, I'iccadills-, MaDcJie.^ten [XIB*

UDGB, 1913, T.T. model, verv fast: bargain, £1?/K
Bioifn's. 12, Bull EiuE, BirmiUL'ham. [31196

Multi, suitable despatch riding

Hufiuenot Plaoe, Wandgwort
[X198

B24 All letters relating to advertisements sbould auote the number at the end ol eacb advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

SECOND-HAND Motor Crcles.—"We have a large stock
of macliines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear ; send U8 your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[0314

THE South-Eastern Garage. Heme Hill Station,
London, S.E., offer the following bargains at

special wartime prices : 1912 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-

speed, and sidecar, ^32 ; 6h.p. 19X4 counter-shaft
'Zenith, ^56, with sidecar, £64; 1913 lady's Douglas,
2-speed, £55 ; 4h.p. Eoc, 2-speed, and sidecar, £22

;

.1909 SV'h.p. Triumph, 2-speed, £25; 1912 3V.h.p. Ivy-
Precii-ion, £23; 1913 3Vuh.p. T.T. Ariel, £30"; SV-h-p.
Antoine, £10; Kendall cycle car, Sh.p. J. A.P., hood.
.li reen. £65, or exchange for motor cycle; sidecars from
50/-; 2h.p- Minerva engine, £3; also many other motor
cycles and accessories. Write for lists. [8457

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Pay us a visit and
compare our prices. We have a large stock in

Al condition, at moderate prices to clear. They in-
rlude Ariel, Antoine, Bat. B.S.A., Bradbury, Campion,
Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield (fine twin s'idecar com-
binations), F.N., Humber, Indian. Campion, J.A.P.,
L.M.C., Hoto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two, one
lightweight, one S'/ljh.p,). Rex (several fine Rexes),
Roc, Rudge. Scott, Smger, Triumph. Zenith. Two
good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick
delivery of npw mounts. Write for details of the M.
and M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches. 2 and 3-speed
pears, engines (air and water-cooled), Binks, B. and B.,
Senspray carburetters, decompressors, cheap sidecars,
lamps, belts, pillion seats, helmets, overalls, etc. All
rock bottom prices. Come to us if you want a machine
for military use. We will give you a specially low
qiiritatiOD. Promptnei=si and courtesy, free of charge.—
Jtorgan and Maxwell. The General Motorics, 80, High
Ed., Streatham, London. (D) [S1950

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
TITELVILLE Sidecnre. Halifax.

SIDECARS at gift prices is your present opportunity.
We aio clearing the remainder of 1914 stock at

actual cocit price, and have sidecars complete from
£3/15, coaehbuilt from £6/6; all are standard models.
and represent a wonderful earing to you. Bodies, -wind
screens, hoods, in fact anything sidecari-ih. at remark-
ably low prices. It pays to buy now. Don't delay, and
remember vou bnv from actual makers throughout.

—

'Phone: 999 Halifax. [X1034

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; write
for catalogue, fully illustrating the various

models.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—See our latest design undersh'Dg
chassis, coachbnilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy terms

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We are also making a special
coaehbuilt sidecar; £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecarji on hire : exchanges made : good
prices allowed for other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always o
large selection from 50/-; weekly list published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be;
our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-100 complete sidecars always on
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in
our own works; originators of the Phoenii Trimo

forecar, popular throoghout tho world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Propra. PhQ?nix Motors
Ltd.. established 1889). 736, Holloway Ed . and

4. 5, 6. Criterion Mews. London. N. Tel.: Horn'^ev
449. Telegrame: Sr-carnix, Upholl, London. [6320

PERFECTION Sidecar.^ from £5/5; trade supplied;
be-t value out.—Motor Exchange, Weetgate, Hali-

fax, roqgs

BAST0NE3-—Special purchase of high-claes coaehbuilt
bodies (brand new); list price £7/15, our price

£3/17/6.

BASTONES.—Latest cigar pattern, cane bodv, £3/15:
Williamson good second-hand coaehbuilt bodies

£2/19/6: for nnmplete sidecars send for li<5t.—228, Pen-
tonville Rd., King's Crods. London. N [8157

WICKER Sidecar, apron, mat. good conditiou, £2-
al~o pair wide tjuring bars, 4/-.—Baxter, Hili

St.. Hinckley. tXl940
CJIDECAR, wicker, side door, apron, etc., body new^ quirk detachable joints; £3/10.-140, "Fordel
Rd.. Catford. [8322
TITONTGOMERY 1914 models in stock; 15% discount
XTA for cash.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., London, E.G.

"

[0597
LAYTON'S offer balance of their stock of £8 coach-

budt sidecars at £6/5. bargains, cannot be re-
peated.—Lay ton's. Bicester, Oxon. [X1891
1 Q 14 Swan Sidecar, suit Rover, enamelled grey.
-L*' lined red. upholstered red,, storm apron, and
lamp bracket; £10.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0611
CANOELET. Swan, and Middleton record breaking

Sidecars
: trade .supplied.—Sole whoIe,^a^e agent Lon-

don, Rey, 378-384. Euston Rd., and 173, Gt. Portland
St., W. [6609

H

DON'T HESITATE to buy from the Service Co. It

you require a NEW or SECOND-HAND Motor Cycle

you will obtain the BEST TERMS and the BEST
ATTENTION from the SERVICE CO., LTD.,
whether you buy for CASH, EXTENDED PAY-
MENTS, or allow us to take your old machine in

EXCHANGE. The buyer ot a Second-hand Motor
Cycle runs no risk, as everyone is overhauled and
guaranteed in good order.

fT We append a selection, but it you do not see

11 what you require, we shall appreciate a line

from you, stating exacUy what you require and the

figure you are prepared to pay.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS (full particulars on
application) can be arranged tor any Motor Cycle.

LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Stock UNDER £20
No. Date. H.P. Make. Price.

794. 6 twin CHATER-ANTOINE,
magneto, 2-spepd. and Sidecar

;

wants looking over £12 10
563. 1910 :} MOTO-REVE £15
i82. 1909 3! REX £18
858. 1914 JENBRO Sidecar £20

£20 TO £30
792. 1911 4 2-speed BRADBURY and

Millford Sidecar £25
744. 1912 3I ROVER, free engine £30
564. 19123 WANDERER £22 10
547. 1913 2I MOTOSACOCHE £25
587. 1912 2 HUMBER £28
633. 1914 2) CONNAUGHT £27
802. 1913 3} SINGER, free engine £29
808. 1912 3.1 ALLDAYS-J.A.P.jSidecar,

2-spced pear, niai^neto £22 10
791. 1913 3 NEW HUDSON, 3-speed.. £29

£30 XO £40
601. i9n 3} SCOTT £32 10
180. 191215 CLYNO, 2-speed £35
193c, 1912 3^ P. & M., 2-speed £40
721. igii 6 twin ZENITH-J.A.P. and

Sidecar £33 10
C84. i9r3 3l8.S.A £35
694. J912 3! HUMBER, 2-specd £32 10
250. ,19124 ZENITH-J.A.P.,

. re-cnamellod £35 10
1914 2 O.K. Junior £29

559. 1911 3! P. & M., witli Swan Side-
car, 2-speed £40

599. 1912 3! TRIUMPH £32 10
73O. 1912.1 2j DOUGLAS, .Model " O,"

2-speeil £30
757. 1912 3! PREMIER, 3-spced £30
770. 1913 3A RUDGE, free engine, like

new, lamp, horn, speedometer. , £35
ieao XO ifiso

776. 1913 3i NEW HUDSON, 3-speed,
belt and chain dri\T, and jNIont-

gomery Sidecar, complete with
lamp and horn £45

738. 1913 23 DIAMOND £40
505. 1912 6 ZENITH and Montgomery

Sidecar £43
1912 6 CLYNO, with MilHord

Sidecar and accessories £42 10
793. 1914 3! OVERSEAS, 3-sp.Stunney

{soiled only) ; cost £49 £42 10
404. 1912-13 8 WILLIAMSON, with

Forward coach-built Sid.-car . . £47 10OVER £BO
269. 1914 5-6 RUDGE Multi, soiled only £59
513. 1913 6 CLYNO, 3-5peed £57
736. 1914 6 ENFIELD Combination,

2-speed £60
717. 1913-14 6 ZENITH, clutch model,

with 1914 Gloria projectile car . £60
714. 1913 8 MORGAN Cycle Car £65

A FEW SELECTIONS.
Slightly shop-soiled, but other\vise new. Cost
191-; CONNAUGHT £30 £33 lo
1914 CLYNO, 2-stroke 25 gns. £30 o
1914 Empire Sidecar (enclosed

chassis) £12 £14 10
1914 3\ CALTHORPE, 3-sp. . £47 10 £55 o
igT4 O.K. Jimior, 2-speed . . . £27 £30 o
DIAMOND, ::3h.p, 2-speed,

enclosed chain driv^e £37 10 £$2 ro
(Two only of these left. Ideal for solo or light

sidecar work.)

.

SERVICE SIDECARS, canoe t>-pe. side entrance,
with aprons (new) ; from £7 17s. 6d. ; cane
or coach-built.

S.H. SIDECARS from £1 10s.

New 1914. CLYNO 6 h.p. 3-spced Combination;
£80 ; cost £qo.

DOUGLAS,TRIUMPH, PREMIER, BRADBURY,
O.K., CALTHORPE JUNIOR, ROVER, etc., in

stock.

The SERVICE Co. (London), Ltd.
289-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams—" Admittedly, London."

IB Telephones—260 Central, 2071 City. H
*1 p^h.p- Flander.^ Z-^fnt.. hood, screen, beautiful con-XO dition ; £75.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8338

SINGER Licht Car, lOh.p.. 1914, for immediate de-

livery: trade eupplied.—Hey, 378, Euston Rd. [661'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the Issue. A15

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAR Combinations.—A few left to be cleared at

keen piicefi. Write for full particulars. Cash or
deferred payments.-Colmore Depot, 49, John BiiRht St.,

Biraiinghani. [X1814

SPORTING Aluminium Sidecar, 52 lbs., apron, lamp,
jack, locker, run 800 miles only, unpunctured; cost

£14, accept £6/15, bargain.—Write, Hudson, 33, Leinster
3q., Bayewater. [8216

1 Q 14 Oakleigh Sidecar, coaehbuilt, 4 Millford
-L*J^ fittings, apron, carrier, patent underslung
chassis, been 300 miles; £7.—Smith, Architect, Vic-
toria Rd., Oxford. [8301

1 Q 14 Eerry Underelung Chassis, quick detachable,
XU torpedo, wicker, Michelin, very low and comfort-
able: ccwt £9/12. accept £5/10, no offers.—Eoyston,
Camborne Rd., Sutton. [X1938

WELDED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue of

WL'lded sidecars ~is the most detailed list issued

;

30 models; trade Quoted.-Purcells, 78, Charlotte St..

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [3760

AERO Cigar-shaped Coaehbuilt Sidecars, low,
comfortable: cheap to clear. Send for illustra-

tions new premises.—Aero, 31, Queen's Mews, Salem
Rd., Moscow Rd., Bayswater. [8276

CONVERT Tour Old Sidecar to coach.-Standard coach
bodies, side entrance, complete with toolbox, £3/10,

cigar type £3'12,'6.—Bright and Hayles, 73. Church St.,

Camberwell. 'Phone: Hop 50. [8271

P.M.C. Sidecars from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
catalogue fully illustrating the various models

and patent P.M.C. quick fit couplings.—The Premier
^iotor Co. Ltd.. Aston Rd., Birmingnam. [0154

HANDSOME Nearlr New Coaehbuilt Burbery Side-
car, side door, plated rim, quickfit joints, 26x2';^

I'almer tyre, mat, cushion. Carhub ; bargain, £5/15.—
Day, 84a, Newark St., New Rd.. Stepney. [X1974

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are adjnitted by all to be
first-class finish and remarkable value; be^t racing

designs on the market; light bodies for low power ma-
rkines a i^peciality: make no purchase without seeing
OUTS; several shop' soiled sidecars offered cheap.—Stokes
and Holt. Ltd.. Belgrave Rd.. Leicester. [0190

BODIES.
COACH Bodies, f^tandnrd type, side entrance, com-

plete with toolbox. £3/10; old bodies taken in part
payment.—Bright and Hayles. 73. Church St., Camber-
well. 'Phone: Hop 50. [8272

CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA, mag., 2-speed, 4 lampe, good tyiee, aplen-

did condition ; accept f16.—E., 208. Camberwell
ftd,, S.E. [8379

HUMBERETTE, 1913. 8h.p., air-cooled, jnet over-
liauled and re-painted ; £75.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St.. Binuingliam. [8351

ROVER, 6h.p., 2-seat., hood, screen, Stepney; worth
£40. p'-vce £52. or exchange Douglas motor cycle.

—Layton's, Bicester, Oson.
, [X1898

2-SEATER Cycle Car. converted from Wolf 7-8h,p.
tri'ar. verv strong; cost 100 ens., not ridden 500

miles; £20.—North View, Heath Rd., Runcorn. [X1972

FORD 1914 5-seat., used 2,500 miles, excellent car;
£95 ; would accept Triumph or Douglas motor

cycle part payment.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. X1900
M0T0FJ:TTE, 6-7h.n.. water-cooled, 2 speeds, free

engine, hood and screen, good condition; £38.—
The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0527

A.O. Sociable, fitted with lamps, hood, screen, and
several extras, a very smart turnout

; price £65;
any severe trial given.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [X1867

CYCLE Car. 1913, 2-seat. bodv, 4-cyl. engine, 3-

speed gear box and reverse, shaft drive, live back
axle, wind screen, lamps, and tools, light, powerful,
and reliable ; trial ; £40.—Below.

GARDEN. 1913 (Nov.), 3%h.p. Precision engine,
Albion clutch, chain drive, finished green, splen-

did order; £35.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., London, E.O. [0479

4 .C. Pattern Cycle Car. 4y:;h.p. De Dion engine.
Li- mag., new, wants dash and guards to complete;
what offers?—Morgan and Maxwell, The General
Motories, 80, High Ed., Streatham. tX1957

SWIFT 7h.p. De Luxe 2-seat., recently overhauled
and re-painted, hood, screen, Stepney, lamps, etc.;

£65; would accept Douglas or Triumph, motor cycle
part payment.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X1899

6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, latest model produced, fitted
with hood, screen, lamps, head lamps, electric

lamp, speedometer, a very handsome machine which
looks like new; the complete machine for sale at £65.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X1875

CARS FOR SALE.
1 /\-12h.p. 2-cyl. 2-seat., hood, screen, mag.; £30.—X" Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8333

4-CYL. Monocar. bevel drive. 3 speeds; £25. or offer.

—27. Denbigh Rd., West Ealing. [8406

p. Flanders Z-^fnt.. hood, screen, beautiful con-
dition ; £75.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8338

ER Licht Car, lOh.p.. 1914, for immediate de-

ery: trade supplied.-Eey, 378, Euston Rd. [6613
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CARS FOP. SALE.
EXCELLENT lOh.p. Humber, mag., light, detachable

v^u body; £45.—Heiitsliaw. Wbee]wripbt. rtcoclcport.

1X1971
FOED, 5-seat., late type, in splendid order, luileage

6,000; saerifice £58/10.-377, liingaland Rd..
N.E. 'Phuue: 2891 Dal^ton. [8199

6h.p. Woleeley, hood and screen, ready for road; £15,
or exchange lieht motor cycle.-C. Willlsy, "29,

Troimlle Ed., Claphain Park. S.W. [8233

eJLii.p. Darracq, 2-seat., light, modern bonnet and
'i radiator, lamps, spare tyree, tools, good order ; .

bargain, £12/10.-96, Overend St., West lirumwich.
tX1785

T A /\ Cars in stock. Write iot illustrated catalogue,
JL\/\f 2-Eeats., 4-seats., landaulcts, cycle cars, etc.—
Palmer's Garage and Motor Auction Rooms, Tooting.

[8334
"I /\-12h.p. Humber, 2-seat., completely equipped, per-
J.\J feet order and condition; £50"; exchange for

Bidecai combination.-G. G. Williams, Crowlaud, Peter-
borongh, [X1944

SHOP-SOILED 1914 Lagonda, Calthorpe Minor,
G.W.K., and Viotor light cars; Morgan runabouts;

caah buyers or exchane:e3 wanted.—Motor Exchange,
Westgate, HaUfax. [0489

CLYDE, 10-12h.p., 3-speed, gate change, mag., live

axle, 2-6eat., scuttle daeb, new tyres, screen, etc.,

perfect: £35, or exchange for motor cycle.—Fern lea. Hill-

crest Rd., Acton. Tel. : 1678 CWswick. [8154

1 /?h.p. 4-cyl. Landaulet, speedometer. Stepney, lamps,
J-v) just overhauled, also tjuring body, compiete with
hood, good Lire car; only £105 the lot; easy payments
accepted.^Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [8258

£14 Securea eVsli-P- Woleeley 2-seat., high eide doors,
hood, screen, clock, etc., tyres almost new, lamps,

etc.. included, ready drive away; sacrifice price, owner
purchased Ford.—Arthur, 10, Hamilton St., Paisley.

[X1941
LAGONDA Cabriolet, 1914, new condition, 5 Saukey

wheels, all tools, clock, apeeSometer, and retine-

ments : every trial and examination; £110, no oflers.—

Bex L6,334, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.
[8240

6h.p. Itovex Car, not fast, but will go anywliere, etroijg

and serviceable; any severe trial given; 3 speeds
and reverse gear; for immediate sale £25, unprecedented
oflei.-At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

[X1S68
ROVER Motor Car, 2-seat., hood, screen, lamps, Bosch

mag., and accumulator driven, automatic lubricator,

6h.p., 3 speeds, apd reverse; mu.st clear; room wanted:
£28, or offer; would exchange.—Beardmore, 30. Harring
ton Sq.. London. N.W. [8373

BARGAINS in Chassis and Char-a-bancs. Daimler,
Delaunay, and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

with solid tyres, for eale cheap ; Daimler char-a-banc,
fitted new torpedo body, seat 15, £200; Crossley ditto,

£175; Star ditto, £165; Delaunay-Belleville ditto, £185;
Napier ditto. £150; Delaunav-Eelleville landaulet, 20
h.p., live axle, £125; Renault ^A landaulet, 12-16h.p.,

£175; several touring cars cheap; 500 solid band tyres,

cheap.—Star and Garter Garage, Eew Bridge. Brent-
ford. Tel.: 1031 Chiswick. [0582

COMMERCIAL CARS.
HUMBER, 10-12h.p., 4-cyl., Boscli, 10 cwt. van, good

tvres; £45.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Rd.,
Streatham. [X1953

UNIC, 2-cyl., Bosch mag., 3-speed and reverse, good
tyres, 10 cwt. box van; £60.—Morgan and Maxwell,

80, High Ed.. Streatham. [X1954

TRADESMAN'S Motor Carrier, 6h.p., twin-cyl., 2
speeds, bos in front; exceptional bargain, £19/10.

—Brown. 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X1970

GLADIATOR, 12-14h.p., 2-cyl., just left private ser-

vice, excellent order, 2-seat. body, with roomy
luggage platform, screen, 5 lamps. Stepney, wejl tyred;
worth £60. price ^45, or exchange motor cycle.—Lay-
ton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X1901

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TJ^XTENDED Payments.-All makes supplied; lowest
XJ terms.^Service Co., 292. Higli Holborn, London.

[X8229
ENGINES.

ih.p. Aster, clutch, splendid condition; £7; near offer.

2 — Gerrish, Laurels, Batheaston, Bath. [6242

ABSOLUTELY New 5-6h.p. Blmnfleld Engine Set (less

magneto)- £11/11.—Farrar's Motorics, Halifax.
[X8389

BASTONES.—New Rex 6h.p. twin engines, with pul-
ley, silencer, and pipes, complete, less rhagneto

;

£12/10,

3 ill. p. Autoine, new valves, girder, timing, magneto
2 sprocket, spares; £4.—Spinka, 98, Station Ed..

^Vood Green, N. [8209

8-lOh.p. 2-cyl. w.c. Clement-Talbot, £8; 5h.p. Trent
and carburetter, 25/-; bargains.-MaeEwen, 60,

Montgomery St., Edinburgh. -
.

' [X1823

BASTONES.^Eex 5-6h.p. twin engine, with Bosch
map., £9/9: 3V'h.p. single, with Bosch mag., £8/8.

-228, Pentonviile Rd., King's Crofis, London. [8160

QTILL Running!—Stag. 41,^. 5, 5-6h.p., single-cyl. en-
^^ gines, unbeaten for power, durability, price.— Only
address. Euckman and Howard, IS. Canal St., Notting-
ham. "[X0597
LIGHTWEIGHT Engine. 1914. Eiscmann Tnat:., and

Amac; also 2-'^h.p. euLiinr;, frame, B. and B., £6;
EXrluinge twin.— ChiiuJTt^ur, 75. Lidiiithoine St., Fulliam,
6,W, [82S8

6

tion.

tions,

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
ARKER. and Rice. Magneto Specialists —Exper
on all mainetos. Bosch. Eisemann, etc.

AUKEU and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetiain
overh-iuling, eoc.; repairs executed with expe-^l
and unapproachable workmanship; low quot;

TMPORTA.NT.- Paiker and Rice give 12 monthX written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Jchoi Place, King St., Actoi
London.—Stato yoyr trouble; let us quote yeu.

[297
BASTONES.-New Bosch magnetos. DAV 2-cyl. Ul'

Fisber si;igle-cyl., £2/19/6.---22S, Pentonviile E^)
King's Cross, Loijdon, N. [gjc

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; woi
guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in e-

change for new; li^ts free.—Ricbford, 153, Fleet St
London. _ n77

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.—Re-winding, i.

magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed
moderate charges.-The Electrical Trades Supply Ltd
41, Gt Charles St,, Birmingham. T.A. : Motors," Bim
Te!.: No. 1601 Central. [696

^A Hours Magneto Repair Service.—AH makes c^rt magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ej
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours a

efficient as new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Sim a-

Motor Units. Ltd, 191. Wardour St., London, AY. [053

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we ar
speeialists in this work. Bopch magneto repair

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. AU. repair
guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. AU spar
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock
.econd-haud magnetos. Coils and accumulators re

paired. Northern representative for the Ei?emann Mag
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. RunbakcB
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St., Manchester. 'Phone
6111 City. [040'

B

C

BELTS.
ASTONES.-BaJata and chrome belting, % ^Oi., Ijn
II; l%in. 1/2 per foot.

BASTONES—Best quality leather chrome belting, •

lltl., % 1/1, % 112. lin. 1/1, mill. 1/6 per foot.-
22s. Pentonviile Ed., King's Cross, Loudon, S. [8161

LEARANCE Dunlop Belting, 7£t. 6in.x%in., witl
fastener, 7/-.—Layton's, Bicester. LX189Si

SPECIAL Line Ealata and chrome belts for autamr
and winter Ufie, Vain. lOd., lin. 1/-, l>4in. 1/2 pe)

foot, post free.— Pollin, .V Belt Specialist, Shepherds
well. Hover. IBUt

ELITE.—Special .clearance line in . Lyso belt5, fully,

guaranteed by the manufacturers (the-ATOB-
Rubber Co.), 7It. 6in.xV«in., suitable for Triumph,
etc., 7/- each; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lipj'

1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %in. 1/3 (list price

1/11), ?.:in. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %in. lid. a foot (listl

price 1/5).

T.TLITE.—New 1914 John Buir belts, %in. 1/6, 'Mn.
Jj l/9'/o, lin. 2/1, IVsin. 2/7; allowance up to SI-
for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, b^t.
quality %in. 1/- a foot, lin. 1/5 a foot;

given with each belt.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of best English made
rubber and canvas belting, %iu. at 1/- per foot,

lin. at 1/3 per foot; cannot advertise makers' name.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), aad.J

260, Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough JuncUoD,,^
Bri-vton, S.W. "Phones ; Victoria 6553, and Brixton'
2042. [90,69'i

TVRES.
BASTONES.— S)?eeial clearance line of brand new

Englebert and Collier covers.

BASTONES.-Englebert plain ribbed covers, 26X814;
14/-.

BASTONES.-Bnglebcrt rubber studded, solo model, i

26X2'/,; 16/6 (Mst price 30/6).

BASTONES.-Englebert touring rubber studded, 2S«.
21/i: 19/6 (list price £1/17/6).

BASTONES.-Englebert Passenger, lubber studdeiSB
X214: 25/. (list price £2/1).

BASTONES. — Englebert super reinforced tubSer
studded, 28x3; £1/19/6 (list price £2/19/6.

BASTONES.—Collier heavy fiquaie tread small efit

covers, 650x66; 23/-.

BASTONES.—Henley oversize covers, heavy, 700XJft'
lit 650X65 rim; 25/6. .*

BASTONES.-JIidland heavy ribbed and studded, clera'

ance, 26x2i/i! lS/6.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson Brooklands rubber non-skid,

26X2. 12/-: ribbed pattern, 26x1%, 10/6.

"DASTONES.—Hutehinsou. 1913 T.T. rubber studdefl.

25/-.

BASTONES.—Miolielin covers and tubes. See previous
adverts. _>

'

BASTONES.—Guaranteed red tube*, 26x2 4/9, 26x214
5/6, 26x2% 6/-, 28x2 6/-.—228, Pentonviile 114,

King's Cross, Loudon, N. [81SS

Al6 All letter's relating to ndveitlsemej^s should quote the number nt the eiid of each advertisement, .ind the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
( ET Prices for tyres, best goods : lowest trade prices.—

r City Rubber Co., Peterborough. [8259

6x2Vo Spencer-Moulton Cover, beaded, new; 17/6.—
58^ Lessar Av., Clapham Common. [8260

ffOLTOAKE'S, 92, Eatter^ea Ri^e, S.W., for re-

tread motor cycle tyres, inner tubes, vulcanising,

treading. [XI 982

IGA Plain Tread Cover, 26x2V2, only ridden 60
i miles will accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155, The
)tor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G. [0589

^OR Sale, two Hutchinson T.T. rubber-studded new
covers. 26x21/., fit 26x2^^ rim.s, 20/- each; also

ditto passentjer, 24/- eacli.—Ro&siter, Liraper, Kings-
^d. Bricrtol. [X1848

000 New Motor Cycle Covers, any size, from 9/- each.

Our speciality, burst<*, re-treads. Butts fitted in

days.—Premier Tyre Repairing Co. {1914}, Newman
seage, Oxford St., W. 'Phone: 47 Museum. [8008

LITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-
toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and

0, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton^ S.W. All post orders
Victoria Depot. 'Phone : Victoria 6553. and Brix-

n 2042.—We havo the following special clearance
les in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are
lling to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
1 orders despatched carriage forward unless postage
3t;

[iLITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit free of charge
J to all purchasers of eooda to the value of £1
d over.

LITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
|J of Elite Sticktight patches.

PLITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-skid,
li 26x21^ 35/-, list price 45/-: 26x2V' 40/-, list price
I/-: 650x65 45/-, list price 67/6; 28x3 69/-, list price
76.

jiLITE.-Kempshall clearance covers, heavy anti-skid.
J 26x21^ 24/6, Ust price 3-2/6: 26x2^'8 26/6. Hat
ice 37/6: 28x2Vo. suitable for Indian, 30/-, list price
:/-: 28x3 35/-, list price 57/6; Kempshall sidecar
vers. 28x3 25/-.

j^LITE-- Spetiat clearance lines of Wood-ililne covers,
'^' 28x3, heavy grip rib pattern, 25/-.

ji LITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80, to fit
^' 650xC5 rims, heavy plain tread; 27/-.

^LITE.—Dunlop Piitioo covers. 1913 stock, 650

x

J 65: 25/-, list price 50/-.

ji LITE.— Midland heavy ribbed and studded covers.
J special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles.
1X2^ 25/- (hst price 37/6), 26x2Vj 27/6 (Ust price

jiLITE.—Clincher A Won covers, 26x2, B.E., 13/6;
J Hutchinson Brooklnnds, 26x2, B.E., 12/-: Miche-
i light. B.E., 26x2/ 8/9. Siiecial clearance lines.

i^LITE.— Ilutcliiason Passenger covers, 1913 stock
-J 26X2'A 28/- (list price 41/3), 26X3 to fib 2V3
ms 26/- (list price 44/-).

JiLITE.— Ilutcbinson covers, wired on. Passenger 26x
^' 21/4 20/-, 26x2 18/6. T.T. 26x21^ 18/6.

ji LITE.—Hutchinson small car covers. 650x75 to
J suit 650X65 rims, 25/- (list price 39/5).

p LITE.—Clincher heavy rubber studded covers. 26

x

1^'
2'/4 17/6 (Ust price S1I-).

pLITE.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covera, 26x2Vi
'^' 14/3 [list price 30/-). old 1915 stock.

pLITE.—Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread 21/6
'^* Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6, suit 650x65 rims.

p LITE.—Clincher extra neavy tubes, beat aualitv
J 26x21', 5/9.

^ ''

pLITE.— Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26x2
li 5/-, 26x2i,i 5/6, 26X2V3 6/-. 26x3 7/6. batted3 extra.

pLITE offer a rebate of 7/6 off new motor cycle covers
-i costing not less than 40/-, providing old covert
e returned with order, and 15% off covers listed at le*;
an 40/-. This offer does not apply to clearance line.*
mentioned above.

pUTE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded by special
-i process: treads guaranteed not to come loose;
ecial heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10I-- sections
application.

pHTE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all the
t special lines which we have in stock; therefore,
there is anything which you require which is not
entioned in our advertisement we shall be pleased to
lote you upon receipt of a postcard.

pUTE Rubber Co.. 264, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,
-i Victoria, and 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough-
irough Junction. Brixton, S.W. 'Phones: Victoria
^^53, and Brixton 2042. [9072
^LEx\RANCE Tyres.—Clincher de luxe studded.
-^ carries makers" guarantee. 26 x 2'^s. to fit 2i j
>/-, listed £211; 26x2',:, ditto. 24/-; 26x2in.
lincher ribbed, 12/6; Clincher inner tube, 26x2in.,
/3; 26x2"/2 Palmer heavy fabric. 19/6; one Hutchin-
n, 26x2Vi passenger tvpe, slightly worn, 14/6; one
J13 Dunlop, new. 26x2~-.. 14/6; partlv worn 26x?i:.
unlop, 8/6; 26x214 W.E. Dunlop and 26x2in:
jaded Dunlop, 8/-; 650x65 partly worn Clincher
readnought, 12/6; new but soiled 26x2=;, to fit 2'^
ahner cord, 25/-; Dunlop 700x80, fit 65 mm. rim.
;avy plam. 25/-; 650x65 steel-studded, 32/6; new
it patched Dunlop tubes, all sizes, in 26in., 4/3-
iproval against cash—Pitts, Redditch. [8401

.^

It is about as wise

to select a machine
without the "DRUID"

Spring Fork as to

choose solid tyres

in preference to

pneumatic.

Being universally recognised

as the ONLY PERFECT
device for totally absorbing

vibration and road shock, to

INSIST on the presence of

the " DRUID " in the con-

struction of the machine

you purchase is surely o.nly

wise and reasonable !

We will gladly send you

full particulars of the

"DRUID."

A. DREW & Co., Ltd..

Leopold Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

Fifled to the winning

machine in the 1914

T.T. Race, also to

five out of the first six

home.

TYRES.
r EGTATE, Edinburgh, for tyra Talue.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.— For great reductions and
genuine value iu brand new clearance Clinchers,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
facturers in the Briti-ih Empire, and famous the ^vorId

over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
properties. Make the Clincher your safeguard. — See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
deepatch.

TEGGATE. ErtinburBb.~1914 Clincher Dreadnought.
J very beavy, rubber studded, beaded covers. 26x2

30/-, list £2/4/6; 26x2M 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26X2V2. to
lit 2V, rims^ 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/2 35/6, litt

£2^0/ 10. An e'^perienced sidecarist eaya: " Dread-
nought is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-pIv fabrivj, rubber studded, beaded covers; 26

x

2%. to fit 214 rim=i. 27/6. list £2/1; 26x2i,'j. 29/6, li-^t

£2/2/9. A customer writes: "The De Luxe tyre m
truly marvellous value."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher A Won. heavy
rubber studded, bearded covers, 26x2 21/-. Ust

31/6: 26X2^1 23/-. list 34/-: 26x21/2 23/-, list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—1914 heavy Clincher made,
rubber studded, beaded edge covers. 26x2 17/6.

26x214 and 26x2'/^ 20/-; exceptional value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Heavy tube^, brand new,
26X2 6/6, 26X2>A 6/6, 26X2% 6/6. 26x2Va 7/-:

worth double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Above goods are all fresh
etock. and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against

remittau'jo. Should a customer, for any reason, wit^h to
leturn a tyre we pay currioge both directions, and re-

fund cash in full.

LEGGVTE and Co.. Motor Cycle Specialistg, 15. Slate-

ford Ed., Edinburgh. [X1841

TYRES, second-hand.-650x65 8/-, 26x2M: 8/6.-53,
Brownhill Ed., Catfuid. [8530

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137. Lewisham High Rd.. S.E.
—Economic—Dunlop heavy 1913 26x2'.;, 14/3.

Economic—Hutchinson T.T. clearance 26x2V2. 25/-.,

]']conomif. — Xon-skid clfaranct's Kcuipsh;ill 26x2'^,
35/-. Economic—Ditto 650x65, 45/-. Economic-
Rubber belting, %in 1/-, lin. 1/3, Ruarantecd Icadingr

British manuJacture. Economic—Get our terms foi

special M.U. insurance. [8331

TUITION.
£2/2 Secures Course Driving Lessons on modern car

until proficient and satisfied: mechanical instruc-

tion and driving. ^3/3, continuous instruction until
satisfied. Car will be lent to pupils free to demon-
strate driving ability to employer after expiration rf

training.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8337

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TOOL and Jig DraughtsiuDn, niso tool and jiir

makers, required imniedint ply.—Apply, with fiilj

particulars of experience and salary reQuired, to B.TH.
Co., Lower Ford St., Coventry. fX1322

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUXG Man desires situation in motor wnrkfi. tlirnn

years' t^xiirrionre 06 enpineer'a mate.— Collin-^, 4R.

Clictwodc nd.. Tootins. [X1851

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOCKW'OOn. Patent Apent, 3. New St.
• Birmingham. Guide and price book free. [7941

GT. MILLAED, 28. Martineau St., Binningham.
. spet-iali-^ts in automobile patents. Low chaj-Rp-.

RuQuirie.? invited. [5664

TRADE Marka. Patents.—For set-urinir Genunn mar-
kets get your trade mark^ and patent.^ protected.

Pnrticulars and advice free. — Kinirs Patent Agency,
r.td., 165. Queen Victoria St., London, [5818

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT Report-'.—Purcelh send experts to examine

machines- 10/6. plun fare.?.—78, Charlotte St.. Fitr.-

roy St., W. (See adyertiserasnt.l [3473

WANTED.
SPARES. — Morgan and Uaiwell, Streotbam.

(X7877

£10 offered for magneto motor cycle.— 13(>, Dalmallcv
Ed., Croydon, [8374

WANTED. 2..'ipeed gcar.-Taylor. 175, St. Marv'i
Ed., Sloston, Manchester. [X1948

I Q14 Shop.soiled 2-aeated Sidecar outfit, 6-8h,p.—Miw
t-if E. Holland, Eaetry, Kent. [8203

FAIR Cash Price Paid at sight for any motor cycle.
—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8336

WANTED. 2 or 3-speed gear, suit 4yoh. p.— Turner,
C ~ -" "Church Ed., Altoft?, Normanton. [X1926

DOUGLAS Frame, second-hand, not earlier than 1911.
-Scott and Son, North St., Glasgow. [X1613

1 Q 12-13 Scott, good condition; cheap for cash.

—

i-O Higgins, Beech Rd., Stourbridge. CXI862

CASS'S Motor Mart require to purcha,=e motor cyclc.«

for cash.— 5, Warren St., Euston Rd. W. [839f;

"ITTANTED, lady's motor cycle, good condition,—Hil-
VV ton and Son, Foxhall Sa.. Blackpool. [X1937

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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"MYERS" SIDECARS.
Of Great Enterest to Scott Riders.

The " MYERS " Sidecar (Scott's patent) has been
specially designed for Scott machines, and is the
only scientific proposition on the market ; double
the strength and half the weight of almost any
other make.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.
" MYERS " Coach-built Sidecars £17 17
" MYERS " Cane-buUt Sidecars £14 14

Agents : write for Trade terias.

(SHOP-SOILED).

1914 New Machines
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

£}6 r4 £46 10

£55 13 £45
£52 10 £43
£60 o £53

£69 6 £62
£68 5 £65
/42 o £38
£48 o £43
£48 o £43
£52 o £47

19 14 3ih,
1913 3-^ h
1914 3"h,
1914 4 h,

1914 3i h
1914 3j h
I9r4 2i h
r9i4 2} h,

I9r4 23 h
1914 2,^' h
19T3 4i h

drive,

twin ZENITH
ZENITH
ROYAL ENFIELD ..

3-speed TRIUMPH..
LEA-FRANCIS
SCOTT
2-stroke TRIUMPH .

DOUGLAS, Model U
DOUGLAS, Model V
DOUGLAS, Model W
JAMES, 3-sp., chain

and James Canoelet Sc. £76 r3 £60

"MYERS" cane Sidecar (soiled onlv) £10
GLORIA No. la, Scott fittings £11
GLORIA No. I, suit Triumph £8
OMEGA, coach-built (brand new) £7
MILLFORD Parcel Carrier (brand new) £12
GLORIA No. la, suit Zenith (brand new) £14

Second-hand Bargains.
1914 3-speed PREMIER, scarcely used £48
1912- 3-speed PREMIER £30
1912 2-speed PREMIER and new Sun coach-

built Sidecar, lamp, horn, etc £35
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination £38
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £47
1912 6 h.p. MATCHLESS £35
1912 34 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start; just

overhauled, enamelled, and plated, complete
with Millford Sidecarriage, lamps, horn, etc.

Guaranteed perfect £45
igi2 3j h.p. SCOTT, just thoroughly overhauled £35
1913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, water-cooled, abso-

lutely new condition £60
igi2 3i h.p. JAMES, 2-speed, chain drive .... £28
1914 3I h.p. SCOTT, soiled, but new £60
1912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, Sidecar, etc. £35
igi2 3.'* h.p. ROVER, free engine £28
igii 3:^ h.p. TRIUMPH, free engme £28
1913 8 h.p. Sporting MORGAN, hood, wind

screen, lamps, hand starter, condition as

new. Any triat* £65
1909 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH £18

D

Special Purchase of

Wood-Milne Tyres.
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

26x2 4-ply Griprib 28/- 19/6
26 X 2 4-ply Gripstud 45 /- 27/6
26 X 2,; (to fit 2j: rim) Gripstud . .. 48/- ' 30/-
26 X 2.V 4-ply Griprib 44/- 26/-
26 X 2i Gripstud 55 / 35 /-

26X3 Liga de Lu,\e Tyres, complete with tubes 27 /6
Reliance Plugs, 3/9 each.

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
61-62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR. BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE

:

5591-6592,
BRADFORD.

^^e'?/?;

WANTED.
WANTED, motor cycle, Talue about £20. for cash and

oak funiiture.-21. Westdown Ud., 'Catford. [8248

WANTED, lathe, with 5in. chuck, rice, 5 or 6in.,

motor horn.-L., 28, Roeedale Kd., Giaye. [8224

RUMMOND Lathe, fitt^t-claes order; lowest cael.—
SLaw, Gertrude St., Fulwell, Sunderland, [X1782

MODERN Spring Forks, also variable gear for twin
Res; cheap.— Mar~!h," Cliatwell, Newport, Salop.

LX1786
LIGHT Second-hand Coachbnilt Sidecar Body, cheap.—

Particulars, E., 14, Springfield Rd., East Ham, E.
i;X1813

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-Ppeed; .«tate condition, mileage,
and. particulars.—P., 86, Barndale Rd., Liverpool.

[;X1933
WANTED, Drummond screw-cutting, .sliding, sur-

facing lathe.—CoHineon, St. Andrew's Dock. Hull.
[8357

1 AA Motoi' Cycles wanted, any condition, spot cash-•-"" paid.—Despatch, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[8335

WANTED, speedometer, clutch, speed gear, lamp;
cheap.—Blencathra, Highfield Rd., Walton-on-

Thames. [X1882

WANTED, 2ex2U. tyre;, escliange 19-13 Senspray,
gent's watch.—Wra. Pasuian, Inglewood, Lismore^

Ireland. .. [S1725

WANTED light sidecar, weight not to exceed 50 lbs.,

must be in good condition.—Saunders, Wharf,
Devize.^. . [S:i791

WANTED, magneto motor cycles, any good make,
for cash.—Box 6,807, 2'he Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. - [X1918

WANTED, shop-foiled 1914 3-speed Rover and side-
car; lowet?t cash.—Tweedale Armetead Motons,

Ltd., Oxford. [8327

DOUGLAS. 2-speed, and casli for unused 3M;h.p. 2-

speed counter^ihait, 1913 model Premier.—26, Lon-
don Rd., Gloucester.

'

[X1863

WANTED, 2^ih,p. engine, without magneto or rar-
buretter, must be in good order.—Alex Maclean,

Tomintoul, Banffshire. [X1984

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, magneto motor cycles, any
condition: lowe;^t price.—Box No. 6^1J., The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1995

WANTED. Dougla^^ or other lightweight, in Exeter
(hstrict; cheap.—Apply by letter, Edgemount,

Ascerton Rd., Sidmouth. [8354

ZENITH, 6h.p., or Zenith-Green, 1913, kick starter,,

good tyres e-^sentiai; state lowest price.—40, Mar-
garet St., Carendi.>ih 'Sq., London. [8324

WANTED, good quality second-hand acetylene sidecar
lamp, with generator, also rear light.—WilliamS:

Junction Villas, Hutton, Breutwood. [8236

WANTED, 2 or 3-speed gear, also lamp set, speed-
ometer, good saddle, and motor cycle accet^ories,

cheap.— 125. London Rd., Manchester. [0560

WANTED, about a 5in. screwcutting lathe.—State
particulars and lowest price to C W.

Courtenay, Swan Wharf, Fulham, S.W. [X1890

WANTED, Motosacoche lightweight engine complete
or similar

,

pattern ; cash, cheap.— Wright, 2,

Sunnvdenne Villas, Sunnydenne Hd., Purley, Ehsex.
[X1908

WANTED, new cylinder and piston, 21i.p. Minerva,
cheap: would purchase new engine complete at

reasonable price.—J. Carter, 70. London Rd., Lynn.
[8241

WANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light cars,

or cycle cars for ca^h down. — Write, Box
L6,190. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.C.

[7584
LONGMAN Bros, and Aitken.—Let us sell your

machine for you ; we can give our customers easy
terms and pay you cash.—1, King St., Acton. 'Phone :

1578 Chiswick. [8405

WANTED, good Triumph or Douglas : exchange good
typewriter, perfect order, cost £24, gent'.s 18ct.

Hall marked gold, lever wati-h, as new, and little ca^h.
-18, Magdala St., Smithdowu Rd., Liverpool. [X1907

WANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas, or similar, lady's pre-
ferred: also Auto-Wheel; exchange 3y2h.p. 2-3peed

free engine Kerry-Abingdon and Canoelet sidecar, or
f^ell separate, cash adjustment.-Brooker, Jeweller, New
Maiden, Surrey. [8382

GOOD Motor Cycle, in exchange for drawing room
chandelier, cast brass, gilt, and beantifnlly inlaid

with coloured enamel, 5 lights, for gas, weighing nearly
V' cwt., valued at £25: photo willingly; ofiers.—A-H.S.,
508, Caledonian Rd., N. [8238

WANTED, pair Druid spring forks, with head clip,

size 8in. head, ball race over all 1%, lin. handle-
bar, to suit 4h.p., with wheel 26x2Vi. complete ; ex-
change brand new Rotax electric lights, complete, suit
cycle car.—Motor, West View, Fairfield Rd., Burgess
Hill, Sussex. [8381

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send us
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, testi-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
Tiondon Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Streatham,
London. _ [X9559

LAMPSandGENERATORS,
HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare

with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth

it ? The best is always cheapest, and vou positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT through the night.

Lens.

6 in.

5iin.

4J in.

Beam,

1 ,200 ft.

1 ,000 ft

800 ft

Price.

72/6 and 78/8

62/6 and 68/6

52 /Sand 58/6-

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our name with quality

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

up to

90% more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is i

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly rnangin lens can do, if you

try the light of the F.R.S. against any

other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershorc St., B'ham,i

Our London Address and Depot:

57, HATTON GARDEN.
{Service Co., High Holborn, W.C.

Taylor &_Co.,Special
Agents

:

Store Street,

W.C.
Tottenham

Court Road,

Manchester Agents : Messrs. Feay and Co., r2,

Jackson's Row, iVIanchester.

Coventry Agent : J. Robert Reid, i, Chester Street

OvE>?ftU|jS5f^&^'^

THE MAN WHO RIDES KNOWS
WHAT IS WANTED.

I have over 10 years' experience as a rider in

all weathers, and I have eradually perfectedft

suit of overalls to meet my own reanirementa

as a traveller.

The liusiness rider needs to keep smart—dry

and comfortable. Whether you ride for busij

ness or plensare. these conditions are essential

if you are to enjoy yonr ridinK. Don't throw

away your money on things that are absolutely

useless for your purpose.

I have evplained all about this subject in an

illustrated booklet. You'U be interested—send

a postcard for it today to I. SMITH.

MOSLEV & SMITH
Bu't'tersha.w, Bi-a.d'Foi'd.

AiS 411 letters leiating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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T,000
Extra Miles for

13/e
"A.EA." writes: "I had a cover
retreaded by you last year. I have run
this on my back wheel ever since,
covering about 7,000 miles. Being so
satisfied, I am forwarding same cover
*" be retreaded again " This

Beldam
Retread
cost only 13/6. Beldam Retreads last
longer than many ordinary covers
because of the high quality of Beldam
Material and Workmanship.
Send us your old covers and we will

quote you cost of retreading by return,
lif you do not need our Services now,
send for Retreading List. It contains
full particulars of prices for Retreads
and Repairs of all kinds.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Brentford, - - - Middlesex.

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN and Maxwell. 80. High Rd..

London, for exchange,^.
Streatham,

[XI 956

TWIN Lightweight, well fitted up, as new; offers,

exchange.—Feam, Draper, Alfreton. [8386

1 Q13-4 S'^.h.p. Pre<^ision and Sidecar, for 2-speed light-

J-iJ weight and caeh, sell £28.-50. Heme Hill Ed.,
[8232

SPRING Forks, speedometer, for speed gear; wanted,
Moto-Beve twin carburetter.—67, Mount Pleasant,

Exeter. [8366

Th.p. Twin Peugeot and art cane sidecar, sporting

ehape: exchange oflers.—Daweon, 197, Mill Ed^
Cambridge. tX1999

IQIO 3'.'ih.p. Humber, Armstrong T.T. gears, good
X*/ condition, for higher power, or eell.—30. Osborne
Grove, Boltou. [X1931

FLAT Knitting Machine, and cycle fitted light engine

set, both as new; £24; exchange good motor cydo.

-Taylor, 334. Glazebury. [X1614

The ENDRICK DECOMPRESSOR
Ac«Giitrri by tlit- "Wnr Offlep and iiao.i hy th.' \llle«'DESPATCH RIDERS

(Si^p the iiictnras frnm the front )

Made of steel throughout, with large bearing
surfaces. Perfectly g.is tight when not in

use. Heavily plated. The handle can be
adjusted to any desired position and* is con-

venient to operate. Standard
-sparking plug thread. Fits
linto valve-cap or second plug
hole.

For cylinders of $%/tf% CkStt^h%
350 c.c. and upward*^'/ ^# wrtwfli
lioring and screwing va!ve-cap 1 /-.

Returned within two hours of receipt. A de-
compressor for Lightweights can be supplied
Suit 2i J.A.P. and Singer; also engine" as
ij h.p.

A boon n peace or war.
Ail agents can supply, or direct from

—

Endriek Eni^neering Co., Warwick Rd., OLTON, B'ham.

CASH BARGAINS
IN NEW 1914 MODELS. NO EXCHANQES.

Usual Sals
Price.

DOUGLASES, 2} h.p.. 3» h.p.. ah
models —

ENFIELD.. 6 h.p., and coach-built
Sidecar. 2-speed, chain drive . £84 o

INDIAN, 7 h.p., standard model,
electric lighting' kick starter . £70 o

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2i h.p.,

2-speed. chain and belt drive . £32 II
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-sp. Sturmey-

Archer gear £60 ^

WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., Douglas
engine, water-cooled, tandem-
seated Sidecar, hood, screen .£111 15

SINGER Light Car. 10 h.p., dickey
seat, dynamo liehting set . . . .£210 o

PHELON & MOORE Sidecar £15 15
CANOELET Commercial Sidecar

Body, will fit any Canoelet
Sidecar, complete with springs-
painted red (,4 o

HEBDEN'S IVIOTOr' IVIART,
St. James' St., Burnley. Tel. 488.

Pries.

OHers

£73

£63

£28

£53

£90

£185
£13 13

;3 1-

EXCHANGE 6h.p. Rex, 1911 model, tree engine,

for good gramaphone and cash, or sell £20.—
Beacon, Brancaster. Norfolk. [8278

DELFVEET Van small, 8h.p., in excellent condition,

for motor cycle and cash, or sell £40.—MacEwen,
60, Montgomery St., Edinburgh. [X1824

EXCHANGE Triumph, SVjh.p., late 1912, T.T.

model, and cash, for 1913V2 Triumph, *i.th 3-

speed gear.—Thwaites, Sandown, I.W. [X2003

1Q14 5-6h.p. Hazlewor<l, 3 speeds, new Whit. week.

la and only ridden 500 miles; cost £68/5: Baciih.e

for £58.-125. London Ed., Manchester. [usbi

NEARLY New 17 gu. Gent's Centaur Cycle, 3 speeds

spring forks, etc., in part exchange for good

3',{;h.p. motor cycle.—Albert Deans, Baldock, H"ts
[!X.1853

A.C. Pattern, 5-6h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free,

new mag., tyres good, running order; «20. or

exchange cycle and cash.-385, York Ed., Wandsworth.

TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., 3-spced, elntch model, mw
condition, Cowey, for 1914 T.T. clutch 2*pee.l

twin. Indian preferred.-Crane, Commercial Ed., "o^™'^

EXCHANGE Cycle Car, 81i.p. J.A.P., Chntcr 2-spec.1

clutch, hood, BL-rcen, lamps, lor combimition, or

sell f30.-Thos. Bradshaw, 865, High Hd.,
^''''S'l'g^'g

K-ehp F.N.. central B. and B., exceptionally low,

O fast, faultless, ainter cane sidecar; £21: any

trial : exchange solo machine.-?, Cowdrey Ed., W iinble-

don. [8371

GAUMOXT Clirono Bioscope, body, lamp, spool boxes.

460 volts 60 amp. resistance, lenses, for nialor

rycle. twin, over 4i;,h.p.. 2 speeds, F.E.-98, S'jnrborn

St.. West Hartlepool. [XI 621

1 A-I2I1 p Humber, Sseat., hood, screen, speedometer,

iU stepnev, and lamps, all tyres like new, goes splen-

did and quiet, for a combination or solo mount.-5il.

Fitzroy Rd., Regent's Park. L84U3

1 013 Williamson Combination, water-cooled, new
J-c/ October, 1913, all accessories; sell £65r or ex-

change lor small 2-seat. motor car same value.—Loye-

lock, Ashley, Elm Rd., Earlcy, Reading. [XI 914

HTJMBEE. 3h.p., free engine, tsT^es almost new.

narrow tank, splendid condition, value £10; also

motor coat, tit 38 chest, blue, cost £4/10. accept £3:
nl-^o black glncv kid breeches, fit 32 waist, 14i,j calf.

..nly worn once, cost £7/10, accept £3/10 or exchange

hedroom-flnite. piano, or useful furniture.—Peake, Biafk-

ley.
[8384

REPAIRERS.
4 NTOINE Cylinders, pistons, and parts; prompt
-lX delivery.

/'CYLINDERS, crank cases welded; quotations free.

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new piston

fitted, 24/-.

/~vLriEST Engines Restored to highest vitality.

COMPLETE Overhauls at lowest possible prices

Full stock ol Rex. Triumph, and J.A.P. parts

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the

trade lor our Res-J..A.P. 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Ed.. Birmingham.

[0246

MORGAN and Maxwell, Streatham. for cheap, quick,

good repairs. [X1956

BEADBUEY Sparer and Eepairs a speciality.—Bright

and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell. [8274

STANLEY
Belt Fasteners
are being used by Motor
Cycle Despatch Riders
serving with the BRITISH,
FRENCH, and RUSSIAN
Armies. Verb. Sap.

Obtainable of all Agents, 9d.

LION FASTENER
Guaranteed 5,000 miles .. 6d.

Other Stanley Good Goods:
Stanley Spare Link 1/-

Stanley "Shield" .. .. 8d.

Stanley Adjusting Hooks 6d.

Stanley Belting fm. 1 /3 pr.f t.

''ALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any size, 3/6: per pair

6/-.—C. E. Foster, Kirkatall Ed., Leeds, [0253

LUMINIUM Crank Cases, gear boxes, etc., repaired

i- neatly anu promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders. pi.ston3, flanges, lugs,

frames, and a thousand other things repaired

and guaranteed by Weldings. Ltd., 37, Holt St., Bir-

mingham. [8030

WHAT !—Your frame modernised, engine overhauled.
Let me quote you.—Syd. Pearson, St. Patrick's

Ed., Coventry. [X2008

CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded- quotations free;
send yonr enquiries.-Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd.. Birmingham [0248

Send a post-
card for our
Booklet • Belts
and Belt Fit-

tings," wfitten
by an Inter
national rider

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT &
FASTENER Co
'Inventors of the
Original Hook
Fastener),
hlaiiley Webb. Mnn:\Ker

BROMLEY. KENT.

PAY MORE! WHY?
British Made IVIotor Cycle Tubes with

Long Stem Bolt Valve.

^6 « » 26 K 2: 26 X 2} Or 650 x 6a

4/9 5/3 6/-

Butted Tubes Wo Each Extra,

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
against defective materials or faulty

manufacture.

Car Tubes Rqualiy Low

THE PATCHO CO.,
26. PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

All letuis lelaliiig to advei tisements ebould quote the numoer at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. Aig
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WE WANT A LOT
— OF

SECOND-HAND
Motor Cycles

to be taken in part payment for

LATEST IVIODEt-S.

TRIUMPH, B.S.A., ENFIELD,

A.J.S., ROVER, INDIAN,

CLYNO, IVY, LEVIS,

NEW IMPERIAL

MOTOR CYCLES,
— OR —

SINGER, STANDARD, HUMBER,
PERRY, FORD, MORGAN

LIGHT CARS.
We have one 1913 8 h.p. BAT, 1913 B.S.A. and

sidecar, 1912 2-speed A.J.S. Make us an offer t

No reasonable offer refused.

Any Motor Cycle or Light Car supplied on easy
terms.

JULiAN,
Broad Street, READING.

Biggest Dealer in the South, 43 years' reputation.

'Phone 1024.

REPAIRERS,
WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235,_ Gt. Ancoats

St., Mauebe<:ter.—Oxy-aeetylene welding experts.

BROKEN Flanget?, valve seat-s, pintonsj crank cases,
water jackets, welded and machiiiedT complete.

SEND Your Old Engines or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-hu<?hinj?, cylinderi^ re-ground, new pis-

tons, rings, and gudgeon ping fitted.—Weldings, Ltd.,
Dept. M.O., Manchester. [6234

OSY-ACETYLENE Welding, first-class work; moder-
ate quotations.—Purcelle, 78, Charlotte St., Totten-

ham Court Ed., W. [6750

CEACKED CylindeiLS, castings, forginge, etc., suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, Engineers, Euncorn. [5197

any pattern.
quick delivery; list by return.—H. Smith

Eceleston Hill, Prescot. [8364

BELOW COST
ToclearforlSISModels.
We are clearing out stock to make room tor 1915

models at prices below cost. Every machine fully

guaranteed in good order and open to expert

examination and trial. Any machine sent on

approval.

1914 INDIAN, 7 b.p., standard, and Sidecar .

.

£56

1914 ZENITH, T.T., 3i h.p., twin' £48

1914 JAMES 2-stroke Lightweight £28

1913 TRIUMPH, free engine, Philipson pulley. . £35

1913 TRIUMPH, s-i h.p., 3-speed gear £38

1913 PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp.,CanoeletSidecar £45

1913 CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination £54

1913 ABINGDON, 3! h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch £32

1913 J.A.P., 8 h.p., cane Sidecar £32

1913 REX Sidette, 5-6 h.p., cane Sidecar £38

1912 PREMIER, 3j h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch.

.

£30
igi2 ROVER, 3^ h.p., free engine £22
igi2 TRIUMPH, 3} h.p., racing model £25

1912 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., standard model £22
1911 REX Sidette, 5-6 h.p., coach Sidecar .... £30
1910 DOUGLAS, 2i b.p., single-speed £14

ELiCEee
15, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams

:

__
Telephone

:

Elcemocyca. London," Avenue 5548

FEAME Alterations.—Triumphs, Eexee,
any make cut down and modernised;

SK FOR AN OFFER FROM

HIGH-CLASS Pistons and piston rings,

any size

and Co.,

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases.
We bave the plant, experience, and method for

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDEES Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc.; 22/6.—Oxy-Acetylene Welding,

349, Lillie Rd., Fulham. "Phone ; Hammersmith 1617
[6430

WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank
cases, repaired and machined. Scored cylinders

filled in, and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com
plete, overhauling, re-bushing.—West Londi^n

Welding Co., Essex Place. Chiswick. Tel. : 536.
[7103

THOROUGH Overhauls, frames straightened,
enamelling and plating etc. ; lowest war rates.—

Maudes, 136, Great Portland St., London, W. [8594

CCCCCCCCO Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 stone on compression.—Gradior Machine
Co.. Compression Specialists. Stafford. Eat. 21 years

[7314
MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,

re-bushing, parts duplicated. — Ellenborougli
Motor Works, Ellenborough Rd., Wood Green. N.

[839^
PISTON, fitted with top and bottom. Ptep-cut ringt^

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re

bored and ground. 24/-. — C E Foster. Kirkstall Rd-.
Leeds. ro3ir

EVEEY' Espair is guaranteed ; every repair is machined
ready to fit ; every repair has immediate attention

;

and everybody sends to Weldings, Ltd., Holt St., Bir-
mingham. [8031

CYLINDEES E.e-ground; new pistons fitted witb
step-cut rings and hnrdened gudgeon; overhauls;

re-bushing. Quotations free.—Tlie Motor Repair Co..
Stretford, Manchester. [X1947

Minervas, oi

, smartens the
appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and gives

to 6 inches lower riding position. Estimates free. —
Below.

ENGINE Efficiency.—Cylinders re-ground, new pistou>
fitted; highest efficiency and skilled workmanship

guaranteed: phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6; valves and
^eatings groimd true, 5/- pair: estimates submitted.—
Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft, Manchester. [8378

UNBEEAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves. — Nimierous
testimonials prove superiority. Guaranteed one year.

Any make, 3/6 each, 6/- pair, free per return.—Capacity
Tool Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [i.0695

TONGE Welding Works, 174,, Oldham Rd.. Kiddletou.
Manchester.—Esperts in "broken cylinders, cranl;

cases, etc. Welding aluminium a speciality. Nothing;

too difficult. Sound work at moderate charges. [1389

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground,
new pistons, rings, and gudgeons, complete,

16/-; overhauling, re-bushing, efhciency guaranteed.
—Reliance Motor Engineering Co., Spon Lane,
Smethwick, Birmingham. [7282

,N. Owners Note.—W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, is at your disposal for

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. es:pert will

ensure best results at minimum expense.—Below,

F.N. Spares ; special announcement.-We have a large

stock of new, also sound second-hand, parts. En-
quiries solicited.—Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N. Special
offer during war period only. We will make liberal

allowances for older pattern gears in part exchange for

onr latest 3 or 2-^peed gears. Particulars and quotations
gladly on application.—EarPs Engineering AA'orks, 5,

Heath St., Hampstead. 'Phone: Hampatead 3287.
[52002

LOWEST Prices Quoted for any repairs or com-
plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or

cars, or work done on the premises and fully guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned by oxygen process, 2/6 single,

4/6 twin.-Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., V*'. [7348

WAR, because of it we need work. Our need is

your opportunity. To keep our factory going
we shall sell at virtual cost. Cylinder re-bored, fitted

complete new piston, rings, and gudgeon, 15/6: re-biish-

ing equally cheap ; frames altered and repaired, weld-
ing successfully executed, and every description of

motor work undertaken. Each job finished in

Tennant's irreproachable fstyle, and bears full guar-
antee; thorough satisfaction assured. Present quota-
tions hold good only if work is sent immediately. Our
standard rates will be charged as soon as normal times
return.-Tennant Engineering Co., Pershore St., Bir-
mingham. Official repairers A.C.U. [X1888

F>

And Bargains in
everything of the best

and latest, including newest
commercial Sidecars of Enfield

,

Indian, Match-
less, Bradbury,
and other makes. Promptest
delivery of newest and best

models of all Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Light
Cars. We specialise in the new two-strokes and
lightweights, Levis, Veloce, and Calthorpe junior,
all famous for etficiency and moderate cost.

FINE SELECTION OF SECOND-HANDS, ALL
READY FOR RIDING AND FULLY GUAR-
ANTEED AT UNEQUALLED LOW PRICES.
Sole Scottish Agents for Indians^ Douglas, and
Enfields. Agents for Wiiriamson, Matchless,
Norton, P. & M., Bat, B.S.A., Bradbury Motor
Cycles ; also for Ford, Calthorpe, and G.W.^.
Light Cars.

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH, AND
272-274, GREAT WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

WE WANT YOU to FIT a

SUPREME Sidecar
TO

YOUR NEW MOTOR BICYCLE.

Graceful,, Low, Comfortable; refined in every
detail, and after once lining up to machine you can
detach or attach sidecar to machine in 30 seconds
witb the Supreme Lightning Connections.

Models from £9 to £14
ii'iile/o)- lisisajid see all the vianji adiMutages they possess

THE SUPREME SIDECAR MANFG. Co.. Ltd.

14, Great Hampton Street, Birmingham.
108, City Bd., LONDON. SCOTLAND: D. F. Mann,

8, King Street, Dundee.

PATENTS
TRADE MARKI
DESIGNS

Clmrlerea PateBHENRY SKERRETT, a^™. _—
24, Temple Row, BirmlnghanrfJ

A USEFUL BOOK

Motor Traction
for

Business PurposesJ
Everyone interested in Motor
Transport should secure a copy.

2/6 net. By post, 2/10.

Iliffe and Sons Ltd.. 20, Tudor St., E.CJ

A.20 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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ROYAL LEICESTER
SBDECARS.

Di the finest sidecars on the market.

Special design'; qucted for.

Lightweights a speciality.

Two and three seaters.

STOKES & HOLT, Ltd., Leicester.

REPAIRERS.
MOR1M.4N and Bliss, London Ed.. Hounslow

Reduced prices daring war. C.I. pistons,
rings, and gudgeons, from 9/6: bushes. 2/-: valves,
3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efficient;
twins 18/6. singles 14/6. Illustr^ed list tree. [7541

MISCELLANEOUS.

iA

The"GRADO'

t^'^^'yf-

9 MULTI- PULLEY
with Free Engine.

Gives gears 4—1
to 8— 1. Liglit-

weights 10—

T

No Jockey
Pulley.

No Belt Slip.

Starts youp machine
and Sidecanon steep
hills. Fitted in two
hours to Triuinphs.
Pnecision.Bradburys.
B.S.A., Rex, Jap. etc.

Price for macliines
up to 6 h.p.. £3 36.
Jap Engine 1 Os. extra
Lightweights.£2 10s

THE "GRADO* MANUFACTURING CO.,

Stratford Road, Camp Hill, BIRMINGHAM.

TT7RITE P.O. for 1914 catalogue. 180 pages. 1.000
VV illustrations; all the latest accessories, lower

prices than any other house. The Juno 2-stroke
£26/5. 46/3 month, with 2-speed £53, 58/4 month;
the Juno 5-6h.p.. for sidecar or tradesman's carrier
£61/15, 106/8 month: Auto-Wheels. £16/16, 30/10
month: flags with number plate clip. 9d.; number
plate flag clips. 4d. ; fork girders for Auto-Wheeis.
5/3 pair; mudguard extensions with stays. 1/-; Auto-
Wheel shock absorbers, 7/6; sidecar lamp brackets,
8 patterns, from 1/6; silencers. 3/3 to 25/-; valves
from 2/6 : accessories to va^ue of £4 supplied on
monthly payments; engines, any make, cash oi

monthly pavments; sidecar wheel shields, 1/6; side^

car rear lamps. 3/6, 5/6, 8/9. 10/6, 11/6; wheels,
26x2i/i, with Villiera free engine hub, 105/-; leather
helmets. 4/3; portable vulcaniser. 15/-; belt rim
brakes. 8/-; decompressors. 8 patterns, from 5/
lathes, £5/10: countor-5;haft peara, 105/-: pannier
seats. 10/6 ; kick starters, 14/9; Philipson pulley
controls. 15/-; Fitall gears, 105/-; Unito couplers,
21/-; oilskin suits. 11/10; tanks or pulleys made,
any size or pattern; handle-bars, 7 patterns, from
5/-; knee grips, 4/-; sidecar bodies from 25/-; side
car aprons. 6/-: spring shackles, 7/6 set of 4; Mancin
mirrors, 5/-; any make of machine or sidecar bought,
sold, or supnlied on monthly payments: belting and
tyres all makes; head lamps, 20 patterns, from 8/6
to 60/-; belt rims, 5/6; side wings, 2/6 pair; Stewart
speed indicators, 50/-; Watford. 63/-; Jones, 63/
post horns. 9/ 6 ; sidecar gongs, 6/ 9 ; motor cycle
liouses from 32/6.—.M.C, Department., Metropolitan
Machinists' Co.. Ltd.. 248. Bisbopsgate. London. E.G.
Phone:: Central 12857. [6615

THE Bancroftian Co., the cheapest house in the
United Kingdom for motor accessories.

BANCROFTIAN.—Ttres, leading make. 26x2 14/6.
26x2»4 14 Ml. 26X2'.J 15/11, 24X2'4 14/6.

28x2 14/11; Hutchinson, 650x65 '(light car) 29/6,
ditto 650x75 32/6. 26x2 Hutchinson (extra superior)
16/6; heavy tubes. 26X2 3/6. 26x2J4 4/11. 26x2V-

T.arge allowance for old

iODDARD'S MOTOR cycle houses
Ft. Ft. Ft. / s. d.
i-'X 4 xo high 1 17 6

7X5\6J 276
Sx6x7 2 15
9x6x7i 326
10x7x8 450
12 X 8 X 8.J ., 5 5

Wide double door?
2/6 extra.

Carriage Paid.

3ese houses are made in sections to bolt together. Easily
ted. Made of well-seasoned Jin. T. and G. and V-jointed
atchboards, and complete with floor and window. Roof
Ited with Patent Vulcaiiite Roofing. New illustrated
italogue with prices of other houses post free,

ipy of Teslimonial.—Audley Range, Blackburn, nth
:pt., 1913. Sirs.—Glad to say received " Gem " Motor
ouse all m order, and it justifies its name. Am well
tisfied, it was erected in less than a quarter-of-an-hour

. Vours faittifuily, J. S. HOLMEi'
QDDARD'S, Ltd., Crown W'ks. Vicarage Lane.llford.Esscr.

IF YOU GET IT ATWAUCHOPE'S
IT'S CERTAIN TO SATISFY

For Price, Quality, Class, and Condition,
and the rest don't matter.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

5/3. All makes in stock,
tyres.

BANCROFTIAN. -Belting, rubber. % lO'v*^. It..

% 1/3 ft. All makes in stock. Large allowance
[or old belts.

BANCROFTtAN.-WaterprooI suits, double texture,
double-breasted, storm collar and cuffs, 16 '6,

as sold 35/-; single-breasted. 14/6; seatless trousers,
lieavy, 9/9. as sold 15/11: highest grade suits, heavy,
quality. 35/-. as sold £3/3; dust suits. 7/6. General
catalogue free.

BANCUOirriAN Co.. 64. Bisbopsgate, E.C. Tel.:
9897 London Wall. T.A. : Cbaikel. London.

[2989
SENSVEAT. 28,'-: black Luons horn, 14/-.—Wiltiom-

^on. North ^t., A-shtnn-under-Lyue. [XI 935

FRAMES, tank.-*, and wheels built to order.—Bright
and Ilaylo^, 73. Church St.. Camberweli. [8273

TRIUMPH Rear Frame and wheel, £1 : Cowey spppd-
ometer, 35/-.—Ormand, Boelsby, Grimsby. [X1829

O.0.h.p. Kerrv. arcuinulatnr ignition, pplendid tyres: 7
^^4 gn,*.-EUif?on. Harlton Rectory, Cambridge, [X1808

FOR Sale, Zenith 1913 Tank, complete, or exchange
for epeedoineter.- 2, Park Terruce, Pontypool.

[8210

1 Q14 B. and B., new, 19/6: ^ gallon Bnrtbel brazing
JLt? lamp, new, 32/-.—9, Carton St., Middlesbrough.

[8363
CARBUREfTER, Binks, 3-jet. new condition : ap-

proval : 18.'-.—Wilkiuc^on, WeeUby Kd.. Grimsbv
[X1924

rQ14
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed WheeL 26x2^^, brake-

*y drum, controls, new.—Stocks. Thurlstone, Shef-
field. [3:i481

ILSKIN3.—Poncho's 15/6. OTeralls 7/6, cap cover.-

3f-. Sou' Welters 2/6, D.B. coat3 9/6, reproofing

from 2/6.

WATERPROOF Repairs.—We repair our garments
free oi charge, accidents included; other makes

at nominal charges.

OLPiIERS' Clothing.-Helraete, waistcoat?, etc.: send
waterproof handle-bar muffs foj

O^

SO
for special list:

despatch riders 5/6.

MOTOR Suit.^.—Tri-breasred coaie and overalls,

complete- repairs free-—Para Rubber Co..

Bright St.. Birmingham.

NS.U 2-speed Gear, fit6 Triumph,
tion perfect: £4/10. ~ "

Featherstone. Yorks.

21/-.

John
[0602

8 pn. model, condi-
oflero.—England. Dixon St..

[X1845

CYCLE Car Chassis, complete, except engine. £6

:

small fan. 6/1 : oil pump. 3/-.—MacEwen, 60. Mnnt-
gomery St., Edinburgh. [X1825

LOOP Frame, forks, tank. 26 wheels, tyre,s complete,
carrier, handle-bars; firet £1 P.O.—Coaten. Church

[St.. Holbeacb, Lines. [X2006

What about your next Motor
Cycle Suit?

Any sort of Suit will NOT do.

Proved by experts, the

"RED SEAL" SUITS
WILL do.

Take their advice—it's worth
something to you!

Wholesale only from—
ROBERT H. PATTERSON (Manchester), LTD.,

CANNON STREET, MANCHESTER,
who can siiiu'Iy all sizes by return in seven distinct styles.

12/6 BUYS AN
"ADVANCE"
ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY

an d secures complete
satisfaction to the
Rider by eliminating
ail Belt and Gear
Troubles.

WINTER RIDING
A PLEASURE.
THOUSANDS IN

USE.

The Advance Motor Mfg.

Co., Ltd., Norttiamoton.

Pat No. 21442'07

ENGLISH SPANNERS.
FOOTPRINT %Z^ BRAND & DOMINO HUl BRAND

N9 104-8 & 104-9.

MADE TO STAND AND WEAR.

Sole Maker :

THOS. R. ELLI^,

n;340. N! 508
Send for a List.

"Fcolprint" World,
SHEFFIELD.

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J, C. DALMAN & SONS.
BIRMINGHAM.

Quality and Cheapness Combined.
Immediate dispatch

of Cycle liouses from

£2-17-6
Send to-day for eat-

aloeue, or call ani

inspect for proofs.

1'eleplione: P utiiev

Hlgti Streei,

FULHAM, WSouth Western Timber Co.

All letters relating to advertisements stiould Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. a2i
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"SCIUKA"
THE NEW MASCOT FLAG MATERIAL.

Wearing Quality Unsurpassed.

Superior to Siik—which frays quickly. "SCILKA"
Flags are printed with fast dyes and can be washed

when required.

SILKY TEXTURE — FLOWS FREELY —
NEAT APPEARANCE.

NOTE THE LOW PRICES. We Defy Competition.

Union Jacks, French, Russian, Belgian, Servian,

and Japanese.

CYCLE AND MOTOE CYCLE SIZES:
Screwed With Handlebar

Si/.es. Ordinary Pliiin Staff& Nuts or Number Plate
Steel Pins. Stout

Pius.

6d.

Al>rrox.

106BS.
6"X3"
106CS.
9"X4"

106FS.
6" X 4"

4id.

th brass Clip. Stout Pins
base piece.

lit. 9Jd. "Scilka"

T.'.d.

Special Combina-
tion Flas, priirted

all in one

—

E..F., E.,S!E.

6d.

Sd.

7»d.

1/-

4d.

6d.

4id.

1/-

6d.

3d.

1/3

Stout Cotton.

6d. With handle-
bar clips only

1 /- Rich Silk.

1/6

I05BC.
e.!"X4'

106B.
3"X6"
106C.

9"X4"
Note—9 x 4 size can only be supplied in Union Jacks

at present if required in tlie above materials.

MASCOT FLAGS from Id. each upwards. Post Id.

All Flaps mounted on Rustless Staffs, with Solid Brass Ornaments.
NO HATPINS USED.

SPECIAI. THIS WEEK.
COMBINATION FLAGS OF THE ALLIES,

mounted together on one Bar,

No, of Flags on one Clip. Size of Flags- Can be supplied

.// -/ ^./ -.// I
^^''tfi Handle-bar

4 X2 0_><_3 Clips, Number
} Plate Clips, or for
fitting to Mudguard
or Radiator Cfip. all

' one price. Post. 2d.

Three. 1/6 2/6
Four. 2/3 3/-

Five. 2/9 4/-

BIG STOCKS — PROMPT DELIVERIES.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Flag Mascot Manufacturers, ILFORD.

FOR QUALITY

ESTABLISHED 1860, WORKS COVER B ACRES.
6ft. X 4ft X. 7ft. tligh £2 2
7ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 10
8ft. X 5ft. X 7ft „ 2 15
8ft X 6ft. X 7ft „ 3 !>

9ft K 7tt. X 7ft „ '36
loft X 8ft. X 7ft „ 5 5
12fti3ft x7ift „ 5 12 6

Double doors 2/6 extra.
Prices areonrail StaintsStatioH,

Tliese houses are tenants'
fixtures, -dnd can be bolted

togetfier in a few minutes. They are made of sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor.
Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex
Felt We treat eacti house with Brown Sideroleum
Catalogues with particuljre of other siiea Free.

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR
IF YOU DS^^U DETACHABLE
USE THE rSl^^n AIR TUBES

W.itJi free air passage. No butt ends to burst

Made in all sizes, ij to 3k
Reduced price ., 26x2,11/. 2I, 12/- 2^^,14/6.

tindless or butt ended converted, S/- and 6/-

Addi^ess : RICH. Cr£ivvley, Sussex.

"SWAN" SiDECARS

OXFORD.
" !

MISCELLANEOUS.
COWEY Speedometer, guaranteed, 29/-; N.A.B.

spring seat pillar, 5/-.—Blencathra, Highfield
Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [311886

MAGNETO Twin, perfect, also 9h.p. Riley car, and
quantity motor goods; cheap.—Davies, 1, Hill-

side, Stouebridse Park, N.W. [X1856

DURING tlie war, to stimulate busine.ss, great rednc-
tion/^ in accesfiorie.?. Send for price list.— Scliole^,

Pasture View, Armley, Leeds. [S1S76

CARBURETTER? — Badcock'e By-paes will make
yours better than the best : see displayed adver-

tisement in last or next issue- [0261

N.S.U. 2-speed, fit Bradbury, used solo only, new pulley
fitted, not since used, equal to new; £4/10.—Hall-

worth, Midway, Poyutou, Cheshire. [XI 932

SHED, suit combination, lamp set, 28x3 coveT and
tube, T.T. bars, speedometer. Klaxon and Lucas

born, etc.—Stoner, 110, Highgate Rd., N. [51812

LUCAS King's Own Lamp Set, as new, used once,
perfect condition; cost iei/12/6, accept 25/-, bar-

gain.—F. E. Johnstone, Westcott, Wantage. [8352

BOOTS.—Save nearly 50% buying from factory direct.

Agents wanted- "Send postage 2d. for list and par-
ticulars.-British Boot Co., 274, Portland Sq., Bristol.

[7617
MABON Clutch, adjustable pulley, ')4 bore, fit

Rex, little used, 37 /6 ; forecar frame, 26in.
swivel wheels, springs, 7 / 6.—Chevill, Willingham,
Cambs. [8284

QIDECAR Hood, new, with fittings, 28/-; pair Druid
yj spring forks, 25/-; new twin magneto, ivatertight,
£3/18: Bosch single, £3.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring. "Bii-

mingbam. [XI 969

MOTOR Castings, attachments; castings, 2h.p.. 2^1'-

upwards : repairs, boring, new pistons. Model
ii>b.p. tooled motors, 9/9 : catalogue, stamp.—Littleover
Motors, Derby. [X1726

PAIR Electric Side Lamps, torpedo, cycle car or small
car, 16/-; 26x21/2 Palmer, good cover, 10/6; 26>

21/, ditto. 9/6- 700x85, also 700x80, 12/6-.-Dav, 84a.
Newark St., New Rd., Stepney. [X1975

KA Leatberjes De Luxe Large Size Saddles, fittedO vf patent anti-vibrating springs, 8/6, list price
15/6; Bints 1913 2-oet carburetter, to suit big
powered engine, 15/-.—Pitts, Redditcb. [8402

REX Frame, girder forks; mudguard.s, tank and fit-

ments, saddle, handle-bars, Bosch mag., splendid
condition: £4/5; SV^h.p. Rex engine, £3; lot £7; offen
considered.—Teethridge Brickworks, Stockton. [XI 949

Q/tX2V- Tube, 4/6; 1913 Senspray, 16/6; 26x21/
'WU steel-studded tyre, £\\ tool kit, 6/6; splendid
large brass bead light and generator, as new, less

bracket, 25/-.-Curd, 35, North Rd., Brighton. [8362

COMPLETE Head Light, perfect, 12 /6 ; SV'h.p.
Humber cylinder and piston, 15/-; sidecar wheel,

new, plated, 10/-; adjustable pulley, 4/6; motor suit,

new, 22/6.—Fearn, Drapery Stores, Alfreton. [8385

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOR Sale, complete electric light house plant. AZh:

Sherborne engine, petrol driven, 14 glass cells, 25(
candle-power, 30 volt-^, 8 amperes : or exchange moto]
cycle combination'.—Djuids Head, Heme Bay. [824;

XL'ALL Pan Saddle, cost 50/-, as new, 35/-; B.B
c'arburetter, 15/-; coachbuilt Pillion seat, cost 25/-.

never used, 16/-: valve grinder, new, 5.'6, or offer; m
use to owner.—Bran, 20, Foulton Rd., Earlstield. [8244

FIRST Remittance £3/10 secures SVah.p. Rex engine.-
nearly new B.B., coil, dry battery, frame, wheels,

and tyres, and numerous acceseories, readv to make into
gcod motor bike.—B: Shorter, 1, Audlev Rd., Saflron'
Walden. [8227;

MOTOR Oil, highest viscosity, non-acid, non-gumming,;
impossible to obtain better; sample gallon 2/3, 5

gallons for 10/-. Don't pay fancy prices.—Aldridge,
Islington Greeu, London, N. Established 100 ypars.

[7408
VERY Low Up-to-date Frame, 25/-; 2-speed and F.E.i

counter-shaft gear, 35/-: B. and B. carburetter,'
14/-: ditto lightweight, 13/-; J.A.P., others; 28^:2-^'-:4
Michelin, 6/-.—Riley, 17, Stockport R<i., Ardwiek, Maii'i
Chester. [51833

PULLEYS for any motor.—Dion, 6/-: Motosacoche,-
Moto-Reve, 4/-; others 4/9 each; adjustable!

pulleys, 10/6, plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J.
Perkins, 455. High Rd.. Leyton. 'Phone : 248
Walthamstow. [81SS-

VILLIER'S Free Engine Hub, built into 26x2W
B.E. rim, with brake rim attached, 19in. belt

rim, for %in. belt, complete with all controls, perfect;
accept 30/-.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket. New-t
castle-on-Tyne. [X2000[

N.S.U. 2-.^eed Gear, equal new, £3/15: high tendon
magneto, perfect, 30/-; Rex frame and tank, 7/-;

lamp and generator, 7/-; carburetter, 3/-; Rex tcffpedoi

£15 cane sidecar, £3/10: 1913'torpedo cane body, 35/-.

-138, Catherine St., Leicester. [X1927:

N.S.U. 2-speed Gears in stock to fit all known
makes, at 1914 reduced prices. The easiest-

gear on the market to fit, no alteration to the mot'or^
cycle necessary, ideal for sidecar work. Trade en-

quiries invited; specialists in repairs to these gears;-

all spares stocked.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, i

[X19i7-^
MAUDES.—Any of the undermentioned sent est JI

days" approval against remittance : Pillioii^

seats, 3/3; tool kits, 9 tools. 4/-; various toolbags,i
2/- each; second-band belts, various lengths and sec-

tions, 3/6; Pillion seat and footrests. new, 10/-; shoi>-i

soiled lamps, back fixing, 5/- each; horn.?, vprious, 3/-;
new 4-cyl. Ruthardt magneto, 85/-; new 1913 Binks
carburetter, 25/-; P. and 11. shop-soiled complete
lamp sets, large size, 20/-; Powell and Ilanmer ditto,.

14/6; Cowey speedometer, new, 57/6; ditto, second-

hand, 37/6; valves, all engines, 2/- t_acb; shop-soiled'
N.S.U. gears, £5/5 each; torpedo wicker sidecar^

bodies, like new, 25/- ; second-hand carburetters, B.

and B. 12/6, Lukin 15/-, lightweight Senspray 20/-.—
136, Great Portland St., London, W. [8395.

IMPIB

Oar Standard i

are before all else Simple, Sale, and Sure. A belt fastener that has imique features

yet is not complex and has no freakish ideas embodied. Just a plain, straightforward,

serviceable fastener made on correct principles, and that has proved its worth in Trials

and private service everywhere. Users %\Tite : "... .have found yours the most reliable

and satisfactory. . -
." ". . . .most satisfactory of any I have used." Over 365,000

were sold in 1913. Think of it—a thousand every day of the year—and all giving
satisfaction. Now why not do away with your belt trouble once and for all. We
guarantee all our fasteners for ever. We couldn't do more, could we ?

STANDARD lOd.

Adjustable Is.

SIMPLEX 6d

Adjustable 9d.

—and very nice

too.

SERWIN, CANNY

& Co.,

Sole Patentees and

Manufacturers

of the Qrst Hook

Fastener,

136, WILLIAM ST.

WOOLWICH, S.E.
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Why does an Engine Konh ?

ONE
of the most interesting problems in

connection with internal combustion
engines is the cause of pounding in an

engine, or what is commonly known
among motor cyclists as " konking."

In this issue we publish an article on the

subject, in which the wTiter differentiates

Ijetween konking as applied to motor cycle

engines, pinking as applied to cars, and piston

tapping, a term used by gas engineers on the one

hand and knocking (due to a loose bearing) on
the other. The article forms interesting reading,

and will, we hope and expect, lead to an
interesting and instructive discussion on the

subject. Most of the arguments apply to the
" T " or gamma-headed types of engine as on
cars, the rock of the piston due to the side

thrust of the explosion being, briefly, the cause
of konking. The conditions in the case of a

motor cycle engine are, however, somewhat
different, as the valve pockets, in the majority

of cases, are' at the side, and consequently the

angularity of the connecting rod does not tend
to drive the piston toward the valve pockets.

This fact somewhat destroys the weight of our
contributor's arguments, and it is clear that a

motor cycle engine requires special treatment.

The writer's conclusions favour the overhead
valve type of engine, the hemispherical cylinder

head and a central position for the sparking plug.

It is certain, however, that an engine conforming
to the ideals laid dow'n would not be entirely

immune from konking, and as the theory of side

thrust of the piston due to the valve position

causing konking is somewhat destroyed by the

fact that the valves are not in front of the engine

in the case of a motor bicycle, though the

argument may apply to cars, we must seek further

for the true causes of konking. We are, of

course, dealing with a clean engine. The for-

mation of carbon deposit will quickly lead to

pre-ignition and consequent konking if the engine
is given hard svork for any length of time.

To Encourage Two=stroRes.

THE
ever-increasing number of two-stroke

motor cycles on the road shows that the

movement has gained a firm hold, and that

the advantages of this form of engine in

the way of simplicity, even torque, light-

ness, and low cost of manufacture are being more
and nrtore appreciated. Trials have shown that

even the lightweight two-strokes are thoroughly

rclialile, and machines of under 300 c.c have
obtained maximum awards in both the Scottish

and English six day events of 1914.

The experience of many of our present day

designers is founded on launch work, and in con-

sequence our present types of motor cycle engine

are likely to be suijject to very considerable im-

provement before long. The question of the best

and quickest method of hastening forward these

improvements arises, and it appears that a special

class or classes for two-strokes only in the various

reliability trials, hill-climbs, and speed tests

at Brooklands (especially the latter) would be an

immense help in this respect. At the present

moment few two-stroke motor cycles would stand

much chance against engines of the four-stroke

type in their respective classes, and for this

reason they do not appear on the track. Now it

is generally admitted that Brooklands has pro-

vided some of the most valuable experience

possible, and manufacturers of four-stroke

engines have not been slow to enabody the

results of such experience in their standard
designs, consequently it would seem wise to

encourage two-stroke engines on the track to the

greatest possible degree, so that designers may
have every opportunity of picking up such know-
ledge as cannot be obtained by drawing office

and test shop work. On the score of simplicity

alone the two-stroke is well worthy of encourage-'

ment, and when the many other advantages of

this type are considered it becomes a matter of

some importance that the brains of some of our

cleverest designers are turned towards tlie light

and cheap two-stroke engine.
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Motor Cyclists in the Canadian Troops.
Their Up-to-date and Complete Equipment.

Some of the motor cycle squad of the Canadian Field Force at ease.

WITH the exception of aeroplane
equipment, the first Canadian
Expeditionary Force of 32,000
men, now on Salisbury Plain,

is probably as completely fitted as any
of the allied troops engaged in the Euro-
pean conflict. The mechanical section
includes automobile gun batteries, motor
ambulances, officers' cars, repair shop
vehicles, and, last but not least, an effi-

cient motor cycle and bicycle corps. In
addition, the Ninetieth Regiment from
Winnipeg has a decidedly interesting
fighting accessory in the shape of a motor
cycle machine gun unit, consisting of a
7 h,p, two-speed motor cycle and sidecar
upon Avhich is mounted a modern quick-
firer. This machine was illustrated in

The Motor Ci/ch of September 10th.

Motor Cycle and Bicycle Squad.

Wild rum£)urs always accompany or

follow extraordinary events, which is the
reason wliy the report has been heard
that Montreal patriots were equipping a

motor cycle brigade of 200 machines to

accompany the Canadian Army. Such is

not the case, and, incidentally, it may be
mentioned that there are not 200 motor
cyclists in the whole city of Montreal.
But the motor cycle and bicycle squad
that has recently arrived in England will

undqubtedly prove its mettle when the
supreme test comes.
The squad is made up of thirty-two

motor cyclists, mostly from Toronto (the
real centre of riding in Canada), and
about 300 push cyclists gathered from
many points. The Toronto motor cyclists

are made up of crack dirt track racer;

and competition riders of note, several
of whom are very prominent in local club
circles. For obvious reasons it is not

permissible to give a list of the members
of the squad.

Properly Equipped and

—

These staunch riders have the best of
equipment for this, their greatest test of

endurance. The thirty-two men have
fifty brand new Indian 7 h.p. two-speed
machines at their disposal, eighteen of
which were not even uncrated before
they reached England, and are being held
in reserve in case of emergencj-. No less

than 500 Canadian-made bicycles have
been supplied for the Canadian cycling
soldiers. This means about 200 bicycles
in reserve. ' In addition to the usual
equipment to the machines, a great stock
of tyres and other necessary fitments
has been brought.
The Toronto branch factory of the

Hendee Mfg. Co., from which the fifty

Indian motor cycles were purchased by
the Canadian War Department, gave up
several of its expert repair men and
mechanics to look after the rnachines at
all times. These men will not be handi-
capped for lack of machinery, liecause

the Russell Motor Car Co.; of West
Toronto, was called upon to supply
several travelling repair shops, the
machinery of which includes lathes,

drills, reamers, etc. One of these will

be at the Service of the cycle brigade.

—Well Fitted 5or Arduous Work.
While the duties of the Canadian riders

•vill not be more than the usual work of

men attached to the British Intelligence
Service, 'Jack Canuck ' can be reliea

upon for . bit of rough-riding when
occasion -lemands. Accustomed to rotten
roads and wintry weather (in season), the
Dominion bicycle-punchers will surely give

a great account of themselves, especially

during a winter campaign. And they're

prepared ! Last winter these self-same

stalwarts were riding in and around
Toronto in near-zevo weather for pleasurtr
They wouldn't be Canucks if they didn't

like snow and frost.

At the time of writing Canada is making
ready for a second contingent of 22,000 I

fighters, and there will be no difficulty ai:

all in raising a second motor cycle andi

bicycle squadron.
One of the most prominent of C^.adiarij

motor cyclists now seeing active serVice is?

Lieut. Miles, of Napanee, Ontario) af

graduate of the Royai Jlilitary College,

of Kingston, Ontario. Lieut, Miles is

with the Intelligence Corps attached to

the headquarters staff of General Sir John
French,
Another well-known North American

who has already crossed the wide sea to

fight for Britain is W. Reid, son of Hon.
W. D. Reid, former Premier of New-
foundland, He left with, the intention of

enlisting as a motor cycle despatch rider.

Even while keeping the trade flag fly-

ing, a number of Toronto's motor cyde
tradesmen have allied themselves with the

ilotor Trades Rifle Club of Toronto, wliich F
has been organised for the purpose of >

home defence, and for service abroad if *
lecessarj',

"

A WELL-KNOWN RIDER WITH THE
COLOURS.

John Gibson, whose face and name are

familiar to all keen followers of motor"
cycle events, writes us from Wesli

Hartlepool where he is quartered. He is

attached as motor cyclist to the 7th

Battalion Devon Regiment with the rank
of lance corporal.
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A Timid Tip !

After the exposes by which several venerable tips

:iave recently been humiliated, I should hesitate to

:juote another, if I had not just proved its worth. The
jther day a short spin on my wee two-stroke un-

:onsciously developed into quite a lengthy journey,

md on the return I hustled the baby along at 35
m.p.h. for a prolonged distance over rough roads.

I- was just murmuring to myself, " Something is

bound to go soon," when I felt a wet spray on my
leg, and looking down saw that petrol was pouring out

of the tank, and that the petrol pipe stub had come
unsoldered. I was out of the saddle and had the

machine flat on its side on a grass bank in a jiffy, thus

saving as much of the precious juice as possible. A
visit to a cottage procured a cake of soap and some
string. The string was lashed round the tank so as

to tug the stub up into the tank hole, and the joint

was then caulked with soap, and bound with more
string. When finished, there was no leakage at ?\\ ;

and during the five miles home the improvised repair

only shed a few petrolic tears. Thrice since Easter

have I had petrol pipes come adrift from lightweight

tanks, and in each case the petrol pipe embodied but

a single whorl. The new pipe shall have three

whorls, but I wonder why makers do not fit the petrol

pipe vertically under the petrol filler hole, and put a

locknut on a screwed internal extension of the stub?

A Reminiscence.

Some vears ago, when variable gears were in their

infancy, a leading firm of motor cycle manufacturers
" tried out " a light compact two-speed hub gear

devoid of anv free engine clutch. It weighed about

4 lb., cost about 50s. in quantities, and entailed no

changes in the size, design, or construction of the

frame. It was interchangeable with the standard

wheel of the machine in question, and the gears

were changed by a tiny tank lever, the exhaust valve

being lifted during all gear changes. The firm in

question built up half a dozen of these gears into

their wheels and set as many testers to knock the hubs

about (entrusting one machine to me for the season).

They proved too weak for the weight of their load

and for the pull of a somewhat crude 500 c.c. engine,

and the firm dropped them. Such a hub is just

exactly what is wanted for the lightest and cheapest

types of two-stroke " babies " ; and I sincerely hope
that the leading gear makers will place such a hub
on the market before next season opens. A three-

speed hub is not wanted in this class ; it is too heavy
and too costly. The men who buy the - type of

machine under consideration do not go hunting for

freak hills, neither do they set a high value on speed.

They simply require the lightest and cheapest accessory

which will enable their wee engines to scramble up
such hills as the Fish at Broadway, or Birdlip ; and a
luxurious and expensive gear will not appeal to them.

Q^yJj îjcion

A Doctor's Complaint.
A middle-aged doctor asks me to recommend a

decompressor for use with his 3J2 h.p. Sunbeam. All

through the summer he has been able to " walk his

machine off " in a yard or two on middle gear, but

now that the atmosphere is colder; he cannot do so,

and he finds it ditHcult to operate the kick-starter,

whilst he dislikes a run of several yards in his over-

alls. As the Sunbeam Company consider a decom-

pressor unnecessary, he should be able to find a

cheaper and simpler escape from his dilificulties. 1

should advise the following expedients

:

1. Practise with a kick-starter, aided by a

demonstration from the supplying agent.

2. Use of a thinner engine oil.

3. Petrol injections.

I am not certain that a decompressor will help him
very perceptibly. The sluggish starting may be

ascribable to one or two causes. Either the piston is

gummy with chilled oil, in which case his difficulty

may be to get the magneto revolving fast enough for

an easy start; in this case, a decompressor will cer-

tainly facilitate matters. Or his petrol may be slow

to volatilise, in whidi case a decompressor will be of

very little service, for a decompressor requires a rich

starting mixture. In this case a readjustment of the

carburetter or a petrol injection might be of the best

service. If he experiences difiiculty in restarting after'

short stops, a thinner oil should solve the problem.

He will find several excellent decompressors adver-

tised in our columns weekly.

A Warning about Modern Tyre Solutions.

We are all duly grateful to sexeral inventors for the

excellent tyre repairing solution which forms part of

most modern outfits. My experiences this season in-

dicate that the latest solutions perish far more rapidly

than their less efficient prototypes, especially when
thev are put up in collapsible tubes, which are liable

to air leaks. I doubt whether the modern solutionT'

retain their fluidity very long even when they are

stored in substantial screw-lidded " flasks," but I

should advise users to prefer the strongest containers,

to keep the iids as tight as possible, and to verify the

condition of the contents from time to time. Two
motor cyclists, who, on a recent occasion, paused to

help me repair a puncture, discovered that their solu-

tion had dried up. Of course, it is usually possible

to soften the solution with a little petrol.
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The Wooler Two-stroke in Town and Country.
A Trip into Surrey, Hants, and Sussex on a Machine of Unconventional Design

cylinder two-stroke power unit with horizontal cylinder

and displacer piston, the unique transmission compris-

ing, a variable gear of sound construction, the front

and rear springing which work?, so well in practice

—

-all are of exceptional design, and we were glad to be-

come acquainted with its behaviour on the road. The
route selected led to South Harting, near Petersfield,

but before reaching the Portsmouth Road it was
necessary to make a journey across London, and only

in one case was it necessary to " keep going " by the

use of the lowest gear. Hyde Park Corner, Hammer-
smith Bridge, and Kingston were soon left behind,

and then on the open road a steady 25 m.p.h. average

could be maintained with comiort. Cobham was

passed through with caution, for the Wooler looks,

and is, a fast machine. It should be mentioned here

that, although the carburetter was slightly cut of

adjustment, there was never any tendency for the

engine to overheat or four-stroke, which shows the

"The Woolei two-stroke on the road at Park Royal.

IN
our issue of July 30th an illustrated description of

the Wooler two-stroke lightweight motor cycle was
published, and we have been able since then to

test the capabilities of this machine during a tour of

about 170 miles. Real originality in design is rare

where motor cycle design is concerned, and there is

a decided display of grit in a firm which flouts con-

ventions and does not cater solely for fashion. That
the Wooler is unconventional can be demonstrated by

summarising its most salient features. Its single-

The latest model 2| h.p. horizontal-engmed Wooler

efficiency of a displacer piston in ensuring a good
charge being forced into the working cylinder. A
few miles before Hindhead was reached firing,

suddenly ceased and investigation revealed the total

absence of any petrol in the tank. Apparently we
were in for a somewhat strenuous time, for the nearest

town was two and a half miles, but things looked

brighter when an A. A. scout appeared in the dis-

tance. This worthy man rode five miles in all for a

gallon of petrol. In spite of the strong head wind

the ascent to the Devil's Punchbowl, Hindhead, was

made on top gear. Petersfield and South Harting
were soon reached, and the machine created much
interest among the spectators at a hill-climb which

was being held there. When this was over, with the

wind behind, London was reached in very good time,

with only one stop to replenish at Guildford. The
XL'AU pan saddle, in conjunction mth the excellent

rear springing device, was most comfortable.

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs. |™
Dnplipates of photOKrapliii aprearing in " THE MOTOR CYCLE " will be ig

supplied at the toUowintJ rates : Unmounted prints, lialf-rlata. 1/6 P03t free

;

^
mounted, 1/9 post free. This refers to photoBrapha taken by THE S=
MOTOll CYCLE ' operatora. gn!

Orders, which must be accompanied with remittance should be addressed to I^.
the Photographic Department—Iliffe and Sons Limited, 20, Tndor Street. ^
London. E.C. Sffl

Ascending Hangar Hill, Park Royal.
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The Trend of Design in America.
A Technical Survey from a British Motor Cyclist's Point of View.

(I) Thor enclosed inlet valve mechanlsnx (2) Enclosed overhead valve gear on Yale twin.

(4) The Cyclone spring frame.

(3) Dayton tank with separate oil compartment.

A S America is tiie only country which can be con-

A\ sideied a serious rival to British supremacy in

the motor cycle industry, a few notes on the

1915 designs as exhibited at last month's Chicago
Show should prove of interest to both the riding public

md trade of this country.

First and most important comes the adoption by
several of the leading firms of the three-speeo

coiintershaft gear, a feature which the American
designers have been slow to adopt. Its necessity on

medium-powered mounts and its desirability even with

high-powered engines have been proved in this

country long ago, and some fine examples have been

on the market for years, while for 19J15 almost every

machine designed for sidecar work will be fitted with

three or four speeds. Sliding gears of the two pair

of dog type are fast coming into vogue, though modi-

fications in detail are, of course, to be seen. Cork

hisert clutches are the most common type, and kick,

or (as they are known across the water) step, .starters

are generally incorporated.

High=powered Twins the Rage.

Big twins are the rage, and colossal engines rated

at 8 h.p. and over are commonly in use as solo

mounts. To British minds this would seem

ridiculous, especially as in some parts the roads pre»

elude high speeds. We must remember, however,

that the general run of big

American twin is not such a high

efficiency engine as we are accus-

tomed to in England. For the

most part, a certain amount of

efficiency is sacrificed for flexi-

bility and smooth, quiet, slow

running, a feature which has

nuich to commend it, and which

might reasonat)ly be studied more

y our own designers.

Overhead inlet valves are almost

universal, and in the 19 15 models
the overhead rocking gear is fre-

quently enclosed, something after

the manner of the M.A.G. valve

gear. More attention has been
given to the design of valves and
ports, with the consequence that

engine power per capacity has
increa.sed somewhat. Chain drive

is almost universal, though chain

guarding has improved but little, and totally enclosed

chains running in oil baths are almost unknown.

Forced Feed Oiling the Rule.
As regards engine lubrication, some form of forced

oil circulation is usual, and in this respect we are

sadly behind our friends across the water, though in

passing it would seem that the Americans do not make
anything like the full use of their oil pumps, and
frequently only lead the flow to the front cylindei and
do not force through to the bearings.

We find one or two fresh instances of dynamo light-

ing, but there is no sign of its general adoption, pro-

bably on account of the excellent service obtained from
the dissolved acetylene cylinders which are in general

use. Frames remain much as before. In the eyes

of Britishers they are mostly very ugly, but they are

also undeniably strong and are reinforced by hners in

all important places. The loop frame is popular and
has much to recommend it. Spring forks differ

largely from our own, and are frequently of the cradle

type, such as the Indian, Excelsior, etc. Rear
springing has received a certain amount of attention

,

the Indian, Merkel, and Pope being possibly the most
typical examples. As regards detail work British

manufacturers are years ahead. Many American
machines, for instance, have no carrier or else a pooi
crude arrangement which would be laughed at m thi.

Tricar fire engine just placed on the market by the manufacturers of the Dayton motor

cycle. This "fire fighter" is equipped with a large chemical tank, as well as hand
extinguisher, ladders, lantern and hose. It has electric lights, and tandem seats are provided

—

quite a healthy load for an air-cooled twin;

AI3
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TYPICAL AMERICAN TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINES.

The top illustrations show the 1915 model Excelsior and the twin-cylinder De Luxe engine with enclosed inlet valves. The lower illustrations

show the latest Harley-Davidson fitted with Remy electric lighting installation, and the new Yale.

country, while front wheel stands in America are

looked on almost as freaks, and the makers who fit

them can probably be counted on the fingers of one

hand. Mudguarding leaves much to be desired.

Another instance of what would here be considered

almost criminal design is the fact that in many even

of the most popular makes the whole engine has to

be removed from the frame to get a cylinder off for

cleaning purposes. Automatic carburetters are as

common in the States as the two-lever type in England,

and sprung saddle pillars are very common.

Electric Lighting Installations.

The chain-driven Merkel has a two-speed epicyclic

gear on the countershaft. The 1915 Dayton has a

detachable oil tank, dropped into a rectangular well

in the petrol tank. The Remy Electric Co. share the

Splitddrf Co.'s belief in a combined magneto-eum-
dynamo-lighting installation, but have arranged their

system so that if the battery should become
completely destroyed, the dynamo can be used

to " excite " the magneto. The head lamp
provided with the apparatus has two bulbs

—

a high candle-power bulb in the centre of

the reflector, and a less powerful bulb near the

top of the reflector ; the latter is used wherever

brilliant head lamps are prohibited or unneces-

sary ; e.g., it would be useful when the machine is left

standing by the roadside. The new Harley-Davidson
sidecar has a telescopic wheelbase, so that the track

(" tread," as its makers phrase it) can be adjusted to

suit the gap between the ruts on country roads.

An American company is going to manufacture

Auto-wheels under licence. An Ohio rider has patented

Forged

of th-

Excelsior,

a new rough weather windshield, which looks like the

longitudinal section of a hen's egg, the thin end being

split, and terminating af the front hub, whilst the fat:

end protects the rider's person. It is made of mohaij

(i.e., black Cape cart hood fabric) attached to a light

steel framework by turnbuttons and brass eyelets,

and is provided with a moon-shaped mica window in

the bulge of the egg. Shall we see one

in the next Boxing Day 24 hours rides?

Probably the most striking comparison

between British and American machines

is that while we are trying to turn out a-

ight machine that will go anywhere and

withstand hard work, the Americans

continue to pile oh weight and use

huge engines, with the consequence of

heavy gears, frames, large tanks and heavy,

fittings. The result is usually a cumbersome
and unwieldy mount. There is one notable

exception to this generality, and that is the

Indian, the makers of which, in accordance

with British ideas, are marketing 3}^ h.p.

and 5 h.p. twins, the latter built on the lines

of the excellent little machine raced in the

T.T. Perhaps now that three-speed gears

are coming along, the lighter and handier

type of machine will become more popular
in the States. American two-strokes are repre-

sented by the Schickel, a large machine with a 6 h.p.

single-cylinder engine, a three-speed countershaft'

gear, and chain drive throughout, and the only British

mount in the Chicago Show was a solitary specimen

of the two-stroke Triumph, staged by the agents for

the Coventry Chain.

head lug

American
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SOONER or later in the life of an internal

combustion engine, whether of the gas, oil, or
petrol type, there will be heard issuing from

he engine a harsh metallic hammering when the
ngine is opened out , when labouring under a heavy
oad. This noise is known to the motor cyclist as

Mnking, to the motorist as pinking, and to the gas

engineer as piston tapping. It is sometimes known
IS knocking, but this term is wrong, as knocking is

eally the correct term for the sound given out by a

oose big or little end.

Now there are several questions to consider.

What causes this noise ?

Why are some types of engines practically immune
rom it ?

Why (assuming the ignition is correctly set) is this

noise only heard from a dirtv engine ?

The Cause of the Noise.

Now as regards the first question, this noise is

:aused by the piston being violently blown from one
;ide of the cylinder to the other by the rush of the

•xplosive gases. It is difficult, considering that the

)iston clearance has onlv a few thousandths' play, to

;ee how the piston can gain such a momentum, the

uresting of which gives off such a sound, but it must
3e noted that the blow given to the piston, although

Q-^ ,
0.

Fig. i.—An engine with a F-headed cylinder nearing the end of the

compression stroke.

Fig. 2.—The same engme commencing the firing stroke.

N B.—For the sake of clearness the pistons are shown with a large

clearance.

WHY AN ENGINE
KONKS.

By E. WATCHORN.

delivered at an angle, is of terrific violence, the initial

pressure of the gas being about 300 lb. to the square
inch. •

"

The following diagrams will readily show how the

action of the gases in a standard F-headed cylinder

cause the blow.

The Why and Wherefore.
Diagram i shows the piston on the finish of the

compression stroke It will be clearly seen that, owing
to the angularity of the connecting rod, the piston is

forced on to the valve side.

Diagram 2 shows the beginning of the firing stroke.

Now, it is well known that the firing of a mass of
gas is not instantaneous, but occupies

lime, hence the use of a variable igni-v

tion control. It will clearly be seen

from the diagram that the gas ignites

first in the valve chamber, then rushes

across the piston top ii«o the cylinder.

Now, if the piston is too high up in the

cylinder when the gas is fired, either

through fhe ignition being too far

advanced or by pre-ignition, it will be
clearly seen that the piston will be
violently blown from one side of the

cylinder to the other, and so cause the

sound we know as pinking.

Now, after this explanation, it will

readily be seen that ^an engine with

hemispherical cylinders does not pink

to anything like the extent of a f or

T-headed cylinder. Diagram 3 shows
such a cylinder on the firing str(5ke.

It is plain that in such a cylinder the

rush of the gases is practically dead
on the top of the piston, and not

across as in the case of the f-headed
cylinder; consequently, the only force

which throws the piston from one side

of the cylinder to the other is simply

the reaction of the angularity of the

connecting rod.

Now, as regards the last question,

^^"hy is a dirty engine noisy ? the answer is, simply

because such an engine suffers from pre-ignition.

Owing to the valve chamber being left rough from the

foundry without m.achining, the carbon gathers in spots

on various rough projections, and remains in a more
or less incandescent state, causing the engine to fire

before the piston has advanced far enough on the

firing stroke. This is easily proved by the fact that

if such an engine is driven " all out " up a long hill

and switched off at the top, it will fire for several

moments before stopping.

A13

Fig. 3.

An engine with

a hemispherical

cylinder head

soon after the

commencement
of the firing

stroke.
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The Editor does, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should he accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Standardisation o£ Controls.

Sir,—I would like heartily to endorse all you say on this

subject. I would even go further and have the words "air"
and "gas" printed on the levers, and some safety arrange-
ment, such as an arrow or label, showing direction in

which, to shut off.

Does it not also seem to you to be time for some Inter-

national arrangement standardising the rule of the road ?

Within the limits of our own Empire the rule varies. In
Canada (if I am not mistaken) vehicles meeting each other
pass to the right, as in most Continental countries. Why
not in the U.K. ? WANDERER.

Two-stroke for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—Having read in the columns of The Motor Cycle

interesting accounts of the doings of two-strokes, I have
no doubt that you will be glad to hear from Ireland on
the same subject.

Early in the past summer I purchased my first motor
bicycle—a 2J h.p. Regina, two-speed, two-stroke. Having
had no previous experience of anytliing bej-ond the pedal-
propelled machine, it was with a certain amount of doubt
and expectation that I ventured on my first run, which
proved most enjoyable. After using the machine regularly
for a considerable time, and being convinced that both
frame and engine were powerful enough to take a sidecar.
I had a Watsonian lightweight fitted accordingly, and have
been using it with the most satisfactory results since.

The little engine pulls splendidly, as some of my motoring
friends with higher powered machines can testify. With
sidecar and passenger it is surpri.'^iiig how well it will
climb any reasonable main road hill ; very seldom is it

necessary to gear down. Never yet have I had to shed
my passenger, and mechanical trouble is unknown. The
point which now strikes me most is, when such satisfactory
results can be obtained from a 2| h.p. two-stroke why
so many riders go in for the higher powered machines for
solo use. HERBERT NEILL.

A Smart Repair.

Sir,—A grievance appearing from time to time in yovu'

columns is a very real one—the outrageous and inexcusable

delay in supplying parts or effecting simple repairs—wliicli

seems to be the business motto of so many makers ; a thing

unknown in any other business. From this, I doubt whether
anyone has been a greater sufferer than myself—fancy wait-

ing six weeks for a new piston or arebushing!
It, therefore, gives me all the more pleasure to be able to

quote an exception. An accident on service duty resulted in

,

such a crumpling of my Lucas lamp as to render it useless.;

I sent it to the makers by the mid-day post on Mondayj.
October 19th, with an appeal for promptness in the circum-'

stances, and received it back repaired—and well repaired-^j

by mid-day on the following Wednesday. Considering this

out of the way place (Middle Stoke, Rochester) is .a long
post from Birmingham, it cannot have been in their worli

more than an hour or two. I wish Lucas would make motor
cycles! H. M. SPOOR, M.B.

Photograph accompanying H. Neill's letter

Motor Cycles in War.
Sir,—Being a somewhat rabid motor cyclist, I have been

wondering, since the outbreak of war^ what part motor
cycles will play in it.

The value of solo machines for scouting and despatch
work is granted. There is also the possibility of using

'

them for bringing up small bodies of troops to points of
I

weakness where their presence is urgently required.
Another use, for sidecar machines, is that of forming ^

machine gun sections, and I feel sure that they could be
of considerable value in this.

I would suggest the use of a weapon similar to the
machine gun of the Belgian dog-drawn batteries, to be
mounted on the frame of the sidecar and operated from
there, the mounting being adapted to high angle fire at
aeroplanes. A gunner, either Regular or Territorial, would
be carried besides the driver.

Volunteers would be divided up according to the typi

and make of their machines; all machines of one secti^
to be similar. Each section to be about fifteen strong. Tfe
O.C. and two despatch riders to be mounted on soloi

machines. Attached to the section would be a motor ca?;
carrying oil, petrol, and all spares that could possibly bei
needed, in charge of a mechanic or tester from the works^
where the machines of the section were made, this mechanic'
to be responsible for the condition of the machines of \ds\
section. Individual machines would carry small sparea,-j
and would be fitted with spare independent tanks in ca
of the main tank being destroyed.
The mobility of such units, properly equipi^ed and

organised, would make them of inestimable value both for <

coast defence at home and also for use on the Continent.
Negritoe, near Paita, Peru. A. T. STURGESS.

'

[This letter, only just received, was written last September.
—Ed.] •

^

Military Motor Cyclists and the Law.
Sir.—TSe the paragraph on page 467 in The Motor Ci/de

'

of October 22nd commenting on a police court case at Scar-
borough in which a military motorist was charged witli
driving to the danger of the public. '

We cannot all take an active share in defending our-
country, but we should all give help and encouragement to-
those who are doing so. At the same time we do not need
to foster in our gallant defenders that spirit of which the
higher (or lower) development is seen in the German mihtarj
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caste. It is highly improbable, in England at the present
time with telegraph and all ordinary means of communication
intact, that any despatch need be given to a motorist for

delivery regardless of personal or public safety. If a rider

was handed a despatch which was so urgent that it had to

be got tlrrough quickly at all costs it would be excusable,
even though one or two civilians, soldiers, or the rider should
be maimed or killed in the process. If the captain's evidence
had been to the effect that the rider was carrying an officer's

military (not private) message, for which there was the
greatest need for speed, I feel sure no magistrate would haVfe

convicted. In fact, I am sufficiently assured of the good
sense of the police to know that, given this explanation, the
case would never have been brought into com-t. To act,

however, as I am afraid that some riders are inclined to do
(and as the paragraph in question might seem to uphold),

on the assumption that being in uniform and on "a Govern-
ment machine" they are therefore above" all law, may lead,

if generally adopted, to consequences perhaps a little less

unpleasant than those arising from a German invasion. On
the same principle, I do not think that the policeman
mentioned in another paragraph in the same column was
necessarily "officious," because he stopped a special constable
motor cyclist who, apparently with no other excuse than that
he was "wearing his badge of office," was breaking the
regulations of a royal park. Without a valid excuse for

speed, clearly it was the special constable who was " officious."

What greater right ha« he to inconvenience other park users

than, say, the ordinary business man hurrying to keep an
important appointment? A friend from the Midlands ou a

visit has just expressed to me his surprise at having
seen a large military motor proceeding out of the

town without lighted lamps. A reasonable excuse for

thus endangering the lives of the occupants and of other

road users is not readily apparent, and, should a constable
pull up the offending driver, I trust that one need be con-

sidered no lesj a true friend ,of the Army for commending
this constable's courage and public spirit, and that at least

he may be safe from accusation of e.\ress cf zeal.

I write thus because I think that it is inadvisable to let

the inference go unchallenged that in such cases as that

reported the civil authorities must abrogate all their power
or be lacking in patriotism.

FEEDERICK G. BINNING.

Petroil Lubrication.

Sir,—We have been much interested in reading your lead-

ing article in the la.st issue of your paper, which is in

striking accordance with our own views as recently pub-

lished in our treatise on the lubrication of the small petrol

engine.

We there state that the advantage of the system is:

The lubrication of the engine is not dependent on the

skill of the rider.

The diaadxanhujcs are as follow :

(fl) Oil is not supplied proportionately to the power
developed by the engine.

[h) The cylinder walls only ai'e well lubricated as they are

open to the incoming charge of petrol and oil, while the
oil has to wovm its way in to lubricate the other parts of

the engines w-hich ai-e covered in.

{') The charge of gas transferred to the cylinder is "in a
dirty state, and the maximum power cannot be obtained
from the engine.

[d] Excessive carbonisation on the piston head due to oil

being drawn in with the charge.

(c) Oil separates out in the cai'burctter, and combines with
the ever-present dust from the road to clog up the work-
ing parts.

The semi-automatic drip feed, when used in conjunction
with two-stroke engines, has always been used as a means
ot keeping the crank case free from oil, and the drip is led
iby ducts to the pai'ts to be. oiled, and we commend, for
special attention later, the methods adopted by such manu-
facturers as Scott, Levis, and Peco, who have had a longer
experience of the working of the two-stroke engine than
most other competitors.

' Regulated feed for the two-stroke is even more necessary
than for the four-stroke, and by throttle control for prefer-

I
ence. BEST AND LLOYD, LTD.

John H. Cochhane (Sales Manager).

'

Mentioned in Despatches.

Sir,—With regard to your article. "Mentioned in

Despatches," a careful study of the list seems to suggest
that altogether twelve motor cyclists are mentioned in the
R.E. list. Bearing in mind that all motor cyclists are

promoted corporal on enlistment, it will be found that there
are a number of corporals whose regimental numbers fall

between 28000 and 28100, and of these a certain number
are known to be motor cyclists. The inference, then, is

that all corporals in this group of numbers were enlisted

about the same time and promoted about the same time.

As some are known to have been promoted on the day of

enlistment because they are motor cyclists, the inference

is that the others are the same. The list is as follows
(from The Dailii Tehifraj'/i) :

28031 Corpl. C. A. Brocklebank.
28051 Corpl. C. W. Cadman (motor cvclist).

28055 Sergt. E. S. Goodhart.
Corpl. D. Humphries (motor cvclist).

28U0 Corpl. W. Lewis.
28056 Corpl. T. P. Morris.
28028 Corpl. C. F. Portal (since promoted second-lieut.)

28012 Sergt. A. Q. Roberts [now lieutenant, we under-
stand.

—

Ed.]'

28005 Corpl. H. U. Scrutton.
28046 Corpl. J. A." Scrutton.
28059 Corpl. S. F. C. Stachard. '

28149 Corp!. H. Trepas.
Only two of these are described as "motor cyclist" in

the otficial list, but you have identified three more.
I "may add I have enlisted six motor cyclists this week,

and expect to enlist twelve more next week.
(Rev.) F. W. HASSARD SHORT,

Secretary, Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee,
Home Counties Division.

[It would appear from the Rev. F. W. Hassard Short's letter

that other motor cyclists than those already specially

referred to in these columns have been mentioned in

despatches. If relatives or friends of motor cyclists

mentioned in despatches, who have not already been
credited with that honour, will communicate with us.

T/k' Miiii,r Ci/'!" will he pleased to publish their names.
—Ed.)

A Tradesman's Home-made Sidecarrier.

Sir,—Your interesting articles relating to the value oi tlie

motor cycle as a goods carrying agent have impressed me to

the extent of building a vaidette as an auxiliary to my horse

van service. The frame is substantiallv built of hard wood,
and the roof will easily support twelve stone. The ends
are jin.. and ^in. thrce-ijly is used for the sides. Weight
five and a half stone, ihe lowest roof and liap above are

hinged to give easy access to any part. Theie is also a door
at the side on w-hich the name js painted, and when this

is locked no one can gain admittance. The vanlette is finished

off with two shades of battleship grey with letteriug and
edging in black, completed with two coats of carriage varnish.

I shall be pleased to give dimensions to any interested

reader. The motor bicvcTe which I use is a 5-6 h.n. twin

Norton.
"

A. G. WEIEETER.

A home made sidecarrier (see letter)

«
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Removing Douglas Cylinders.

Sir,—The splendid article on a T.T. Douglas by " Road
Eider" in a recent issue o£ Th^ Motor Ci/de goes far,

but misses a very important point, in my opinion—a point

missed also by the riders and repairers alike all over the

country. I refer to the slot in the front fixing for the engine.

As the other places

for fixing are holes,

the slot must be there

for some purpose, and
it is this. If the two
back bolts are just

slackened and the top
bolt removed, then
the bottom one, we
leave the engine fixed

by two bolts in front.

It the top one of these is removed we leave the engine fixed by
one bolt in a slot. Slacken this, and the whole unit can move
backwards enough to remove the cylinder in front. TTie back
cylinder presents no difficulty whatever, as there is nothing

in the way. In this manner the Douglas can be cleaned of

carbon in both cylinders without removal from the frame of

the cycle inside ten minutes.

A better method, and one I adopt, is to use clock spring

scrapers through the valve caps. The carbon can be all

removed very successfully without any trouble or upsetting

the engine in any way, and the engine can be kept clean

inside as well as out more frequently when such a simple

method is used ALBERT V. HUGHES.

OT@l(ClOLE NOVEMBER 51I1, igii.

Showing method of fixing the engine

in the frame of a 2| h.p. Douglas.

Compressed Air Engines.

Sir,— I observe that Mr. Hughes, in common, unfortu-

nately, with most people, seems io think that the days of

steam are past. It is true that it is not now the only

efficient form of heat engine as was the case thirty years

ago, but in all other respects the days of steam are now.
A compressed air motor cycle, though for the reasons

explained by Mr. Hughes quite impracticable, would un-

doubtedly have advantages not possessed by peti'ol machines.

For example, absence of gear box and clutch, silence, perfect

control and evenness of torque at the lowest speeds, to say
nothing of easy starting and many other minor points. Such
being the case, on looking round for another form of motive
power with these qualities, steam at once presents itself.

The modern steam generator in its various forms, as used
on White, Stanley, and Pearson-Cox cars, so far from being

huge, is exceedingly small, and perfectly adapted' in this

respect for motor cycles. With modern steam car practice

as a guide, the designing of a bicycle should be a simple
matter. The only difficulty lies in the storage of water,

but by using a condenser a comparatively small tank could

be employed.
This, to my mind, is the ideal general arrangement. A

semi-flash boiler, well lagged and boxed in, placed in the
position of a petrol motor. A twin-cylinder single-acting side

by side engine would be a_very small affair, and could be
placed behind the boiler in front of the saddle tube, and
have a direct chain drive of a ratio of about 4 to 1. The
pumps, I consider, should form a separate unit, and have a

long stroke, and run at a low speed. This could be fixed

behind the saddle tube in front of the mudguard, and driven
by chain as a magneto. JOHN H. HATCH.

Gear Slip on an Old Machine.
Sir,—Your correspondent "BIO" has experienced with

his old machine the same trouble which I have liadi with nl^

new one, and although it may have arisen from quite a

different cause, I will explain, for his information, the \er\

simple adjustment which, in my case, put matters light.

although I cannot understand w'hy it had the desired effect

I had taken my machine down for cleaning purposes, and
after reassembling went for a short trial run, when the
trouble manifested itself for the first time. On examination,
I noticed that the gear operating lever was, when in high
gear, much lower down tlian usual, right below the tank
in fact. Thinking that I might as well alter this, but not

imagining that it would affect my trouble, I removed tlii

gear lever and operating chains and replaced them in a

different position so that it was not necessary to press the
handle so far down when changing into high gear. After
this I had no more'troHble.

B4

I take it that your correspondent always pushes the gear

lever well home when changing, and also, by means of the

adjusting nut, keeps the operating lever fairly stiff on its

pivot, as if it works too freely the gear is almost sure to slip

sometimes. I shall be interested to hear if the above remarks
prove to be of any use BENJAMIN NEWBERY.

Sir,— hi reply to "BIO," I beg to say that I experienced
the same trouble. The makers overhauled the gear, and fitted

new wedge bars. It gripped for a number of mileSj and
then the high gear commenced to slip on hills. After a

niimber of experiments and with the help of friends it was
suggested that the wedge i)ars were slightly deeper than the
bronze rings, and gripping the driving wheel without expand-
ing the rings to their full extent. About ^^jin. was taken off

the top edge of each wedge bar by an emery wheel, which
proved to be a cure. " P. AND M. GEAR.

A WonderJul Recovery.
Sir,—The friends of our Mr. Sid. Morgan will be pleased

to learn that he is now considered out of danger, and is

the " show patient " at the hospital, his truly wonderful
recovery having made him the subject of many little

lectures to visiting doctors, etc

There are few men can boast (perhaps few want to) of

carrying a German shrapnel bullet embedded in the brain

tor seven days, but such was Morgan's experience.
Putting aside his motor bicycle for the rifle at the very

commencement of hostilities, he went to the Front, and,

at the battle of Mons. was the first man in his section

to fall.

They had been three nights without sleep, and in the

pitch darkness of the third night, crouching in the

trenches—some of them were sharing a loaf—when the glare
of a searchlight was thrown upon them, followed by the
crash of shrapnel, and the mischief was done.
How Morgan reached Birmingham alive is still a mystery

to the hospital staff, who upon his admittance gave him
three hours to live ; but with desperate courage the chief

surgeon operated, removing the offending lead from the
brain,-and an abscess, which had formed between the brain
and cranium ; and, after eight weeks of suspeflse, Morgan
still lives—the result of a miracle of modern surgerv.

NORTON MOTORS," LTD.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
C. H. Dickinson writes to say that he has connected the

release valve of his two-stroke machine to the exhaust pipe
through the frame of- his machine, and finds the arrange-
ment silent and clean

Miss R. A. Holmes, of Leamington Spa, one of the latest recruits

to the ranks of lady sidecarists. Miss Holmes is seen mounted on
her 'B.S.A. machme with a ladv friend as passenger in the sidecar.
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A SPARKBROOK TWO-
STROKE.

FOR some time past the Sparkbrook
Company have been experimenting
with a two-stroke machine, and it

is many weeks ago since we took
onr first ride on the new model. At that
time, however, the policy of the company
was not definitely settled, and cnn-

The Sparkbrook two-speed oear Is held to

the frame by a stout boll, which also acts as

an air vent and oi! filler

sequently we withheld any reference to

this new model.
The engine used is the 2i h.p. 70 x 70

mm. Villiers, with the usual neat arrange-

ment of double silencer and magneto
plate. A chain transmits the power to a

two-speed gear, which is quite one of the
neatest and soundest pieces of work we
have yet seen on a small machine. The
gear is of the usual dog clutch type, and
both wheels and shafts are of the finest

obtainable material, while all bearings are

of the Skefko double row ball type with
felt washers arranged to prevent oil

leakage.

Oil leads have been formed wherever
necessary, and the single bolt which is

used to hold the box in position is of

large diameter and hollow, so that it

forms a convenient oil filler, and, by the
addition of a small gauze tilled cap, acts

also as an air vent. This has proved to

be an excellent feature, as it helps greatly

to prevent oil leakage. In fact, we may
say that the Sparkbrook two-stroke is

one of the cleanest machines we have yet

ridden. A 7in. pulley is used for the
final transmission, and the front portion

of the rear mudguard will be extended
below the belt, a feature which almost
eliminates belt slip even in the worst
weather.

Lubrication via the Inlet Pipe.

Lubrication is simple in the extreme,
for a Best and Lloyd semiautomatic
lubricator supplies oil direct to the inlet

pipe, whence it is sucked into the engine
and circulates in the usual manner. A
Senspray carburetter with a neat and very
effective intake shield is utilised. The
tank has a capacity of one gallon of petrol

and one quart of oil, and is neatly finished

in black and green. The frame is very

neat and strong, the head lug being a

particularly sound piece of design. The
control for the two-apeed is very simple,

The latest 2.1 h.p. Iwc-stroke two-speed Sparkbrook

being so arranged that a single-geared
machine can be converted to a two-speed
model by quite an amateur. Aluminium
footboards, a stout carrier, 26in. x 2in.
tyres, and e.xcellent fittings and finish

combine to make a most attractive and
serviceable mount.

THE STURMEY-ARCHER
COUNTER-SHAFT GEAR.
In our issue orAugust 27th we described

and illustrated the new Sturmey-Archcr
counter-shaft gear adapted for chain
and belt transmission. We now illustrnte
a similar gear designed for an all-chain
drive. It will be remembered that ihe

fear gives three ratios operated by sliding
ogs, incorporated with which are a cork

The new
Sturmey-
Archer three-

speed gear (or

1915. adapted

for all chain

drive.

It is shown

complete with

operating
lever.

insert clutch and enclosed kick starter.

As will be seen in appended photograph,
the operating handle is capable of adjust-

ment to suit the fancy of individual

riders, and the four bolts by which the

gear is attached are plainly shown ; to

admit of chain adjustment all these bolts

are capable of sliding in the slots pro-

vided in the frame.
The clutch is said to be remarkably

sweet in action, the pressure being

obtained by a, scries of smaij: spr;"gs

which distribute 'it evenly over llit wiinie

sm'face. The ejielosed kick starter is

particularly neat in i.j^iptarance.

"^7
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This engine lias been fitted to tlie franu

of a second-hand motor bicycle and side

car, on which we were given a trial run
wliich included the ascent of Swain';

Lane, Hampstead (gradient about 1 in 6j

On the occasion of the first attempt.

s

The new lady's model Metro, which has a 269 c.c engine.

A LADY'S METRO.
An addition to the ranks of ladies'

motor cycles is one produced by the Metro
Manufacturing and Engineering Company,
Adderley Park, Birmingham. This
machine is exactly similar in specification

to the diamond frame model which has
been sold for some months past, having
a two-stroke engine measuring 70 x 70
mm., giving a capacity of 269 c.c. The
machine can be obtained single-geared, or,

as illustrated, with a Roc two-speed
counter-shaft gear, incorporating chain
and belt drive at an extra charge. The
saddle position is very low, being but
28in. from the ground, whilst the crank
case clearance is as much as 6in.

A petrol tin designed to overcome the

objectionable splashmg usual witii ting oi

ordinary pattern. It is known as " Hersev's

non-splashing patent petrol tin."

7 H.P. SPACKE ENGINE.

WE recently had the opportunity
of examining and trying a 7

h.p. Spacke engine, which i?

to be handled in this country
by Maude's Motor Mart, 113, Great Port-

land Street, W. The Spacke hails from
the United States, and is a thorouglil^

sound and well-made job. The acconi

panying photograplis show tliat the

exterior of the engine is of clean design.

It will be noticed that the inlet valves
are of the overliead type, the mechanism
being enclosed in a grease-tight box, thus
ensuring silent' running and adequate

b8

lubrication. The valves are of- ample
dimensions, being half the bore of the

cylinders. The bore and stroke »espec-

tively are 82.55 x 93 (996 c.c).

A most interesting featm-e about the

engine is the valve mechanism, which
tlie accompanying sketch shows quite

clearly. The camshaft, it wiD be noticed,

runs across the side of the crank case,

and somewhat follows car practice. It

is driven by means of skew gearing, and
the four cams consist of four discs turned
out of the shaft upon wliich the cam faces

are cut. Two ball thrust bearings are

fitted at each end of the camshaft to take
up the end thrust. The connecting rods
are provided with roller bearings of large

dimensions, both as regards diameter and
width, and are contained in steel housings.

Ball ijearings of large size are fitted to

both sides of the crankshaft. In design-

ing the engine every effort has been made
to render its working as silent as possible.

The Spacke power unit, showing timing gear,

big end roller bearings and magneto drive.

change down- to second was made at tin

steepest portion on account of clutch slip

but the second time the combinatioi

climbed the hill on top speed, though i'

is only fair to say that the slight amouii

of clutch slip stilJ remaining facilitate*

its accomplishing this. Nevertheless, i

must be admitted that the engine puUcc

particularly well, especially at slov;

speeds, and ran very smoothly. Altogethft!

we were favourably impressed by its run,

ning, and found that it compared veq
well with other makes of V tw-ins al

present on the market.

i iie Spacke twin-cylinder engine (itted into a Rex frame.

il
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The New Two-stroke Enfield.
A New Model for (he Enfield Co.: Refinements on Iha Sidecar Oulfit.

THE tvro-stroke Enfield, which made
its first public appearance at the
Coventry and Warwickshire Jlutor
Club's hill-climb, has been im-

proved out of all knowledge, and will be
bound to make a strong appeal to the
ever-growing army of two-stroke enthu-
siasts in 1915. Practically throughout the
year the Enfield Co. has been experiment-
ing with a view to producing a reliable ;

^
two-stroke lightweight for next year's '"

market, and last .week we inspected the
outcome of those experiments, and are fel

.^^

The detachable carrier and guard hltcd to

1915 model Enfields

able to present our readers with a

description and illustrations. The new
Enfield is of really practical design, and,
what is more, of attractive appeaiance

—

a combination difficult to obtain.

The Power Unit.

The engine is rated at 2^ h.p., measur-
ing 64 X 70 mm., giving a capacity of

250 c.c. The cylinder is. a fine specimen
ot the foundry worker's art, the fins

measuring liin. deep The inlet and ex-

haust ports are arranged in front, and in

juxtaposition—a practice which seems to

be gaining favour. The release valve is

arranged horizontally just above the
ports, and a pipe conveys the released
gases into the exhaust.
The piston is of orthcdos design, with

a deflector on top, and a ring top and
bottom. An outside flywheel is mounted
on the right-hand side ot the machine,
keyed to the mainshaft, and the drive to
the Enfield two-speed gear in the counter-
shaft is on the opposite side.

Easily Detachable.

Accessibility has been well studied, tor

the gear is contained m an alaminiuni
bracket behind th« crank case, and on the

top of the housing a platform is arranged
for the magneto. Thus, by removing two
bolts at the rear and one in front of the
engine and disconnecting the rear chain,

the whole power unit can be dropped but
of the frame without disturbing the
timing, carburetter, or the pair of engine
cliains.

Roller bearings ol Enfield design are
used for both crank bearings, the connect-
ing rod bearing being plain.

The top tube ol the frame slopes down-
ward from the head, giving an extremely

- - - - ^.:
.

• - .J

Rj^vheei side ot the new 2\ h.p. two-stroke Enfield

low riding position. The lank which is

shaped to fit the triangle has the oil com-
partment at the rear, and a pump is pro-

vided, together with a connecting pipe to

the petrol compartment, to feed oil into

the petrol in suitable proportions. An
Amac carburetter is used in conjunction
with this "petroil" system
Spring forks of a design successfully

used on Enfield productions for so.ne

years past have been adopted, with a
single spring in front and round section

tubing The portion of t'he rear mud-

rhe new 6h p. Enheld. with flopped Irame and particularlv (argf mudi^uards

i he power unit ot ttre l^ ti.p iwc-stroke

Enfield

guard trom the rear stays, mcludjng
the carrier, is arranged to be removable
by simply slacking two Ixilts on the end
of the chain stay's. This feature, which
will be appreciated when tyre troubles
come along, has also been standardised on
the new 6 h.p. sidecar outfit. Aluminium
footplates sprung in front are used, and
the Enfield cusb drive, as on the 3 h.p.

mount, is arranged in the rear hub. The
standard handle-bars are all black, and

B9
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New Designs.

—

Tapered tank of Enfield two-stroke. Note how the oil is pumped direct into the petrol

compartment in front.

with 2in. tyres the machine is to be sold

at thirty-eight guineas.

The 6 h.p. Sidecar.

Though there are no startling altera-

tions on the sidecar outfit, many refine-

ments have been introduced, most of
which received a test of the most
destructive type in the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials last July. First of all, the top
tube is dropped at the rear end, and
the new dome-shaped mudguards should
prove very efficient in wet weather. The
front guard is exceptionally wide, and side
extensions are formed their whole length.
We have already referred to the detach-
able carrier and guard, which incidentally
can be removed in half a minute. The
Enfield Co., it may be remarked, was
among the first to form the sidecar

Enfield two-stroke, showing how mlet and
exhaust pipes start from a common plate in

front, and the method of leading the release

gas into the exhaust pipe

attachments integral with the bicycle

frame, and to produce a motor bicycle

specially for sidecar work and sold as

a complete outfit.

To enable the rear wheel to be readily

removable, the brake is now arranged to

operate inside the groove of the dummy
belt rim connected to the left-hand side

of the driving wheel, though the pedal

is on the right-hand side, the,connections
being carried in a lug formed with the
frame. We were glad to notice the
greatly increased strength of the forks,

the side plate links being of large flat

section, and the bolts secured by
castellated nuts and split pins. Both
fork and girder are of round section. A
permanent lamp support is obtained by
extending the handle-bar stem.
As regards the sidecar, the band

brake, which we have mentioned was
being tested, has been discarded. Again^
the mudguarding has been improved by
the fitting of an inside shield which

extends over half the wheel. Tool

spaces are arranged both under the seat

and under the front of the body, and a

spring luggage carrier is standard. The
price remains as before, viz., 80 g,uineas,

with an increase of 2 guineas for the

New front

guard of

dimensions with

side exLcnsions for

the 1915 model 6

h.p. Enfield.

8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined mn(kl, .nil we
have already mentioned that the outfit

may be obtained, completo with Lucas
lighting set and all fittings ready for

the road, at £100 complete.

OMEGA TWO-STROKE.
THE Omega two-stroke, which is

manufactured by W. J. Green,
Ltd., at Croft Road, Coventry,
lias undergone several important

modifications, and the latest model is a
most taking mount. The 245 c.c. engine
has a bore and stroke of 76 x 76 mm.,

-NOVEMBER 5th, igi^..

and has been redesigned in several details
with the view of increasing its efficiency

and life. A special roller bearing big
end, the outer cage of which, formed by
the end of the connecting rod, which is,

of course, hardened and ground, allows
the crank case to be narrowed consider-
ably, and higher crank case compression
is employed The shape of the piston
bafHe has been modified and three rings
are fitted, the centre one being used to
lock the gudgeon pin. Oil is led direct
into the inlet port from a neat little

adjustable drip feed, and the release valve
is connected directly with the exhaust

Omega release valve, which is connected

to exhaust pipe,

pipe. The fittings throughout are very

well carried out, and the rounded sides

of the petrol tank lend a very smart
appearance to the machine. In spite of

the 26 X 2in. wheels, girder Druid forks,,

stout stand, carrier, and mudguards, the
complete machine is very light, and we.'

are told that 130 lb. includes a two-speed
counter-shaft gear. We were particu-
larly pleased to notice, that a large pan
saddle is included in the specification.

The handle-bars, too, are wide, giving

a comfortable riding position. As regards
gears, either a two or three-speed counter-
shaft box may be obtained, but even the
single-geared model is very flexible and
a sound touring machine for moderately
hilly country. .-. . , .,

The 345 c.c. Omega two-stroke for 1915.
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A New Twin A.J.S, of 4 h.p.
530 c.c. Engine; Sloping Top Tube; New Design Forlcs; Enc'osed Chain Drive.

QUITE a departure from the standard

A.J.S. is the new 4 h.p. twin-

cyUnder mount, which has many
interesting features to recommend

it. The engine and transmission are on

exactly the same lines as those of last

year's twin, but are, of course, somewhat
smaller. The bore and stroke of the new-

engine are 65 x 83 mm. respectively,

giving a cubic capacity of 550 c.c. The
valves are of large size, situated side by
side, and are operated in the usual A.J.S.
manner, and the silencer, though placed

as before, is of somewhat different design,

having a single tail pipe extending rear-

wards from the back of the aluminium
casting.

The excellence of A.J.S. chain guarding
is already too well-known to need fiu'ther

description, and as the firm have always
paid particular attention to making a

cleanly machine, it is hardly surprising

to notice that an unusual type of front

mudguard is being tried. To the usual

type of guard are attached wide, flat side

'wings with a wide, rearwardly project-

ing flange at the bottom. This attach-

ment can easily be removed for speed
purposes, but is so effective that the
magneto and leg guard, which have been
a feature of 1914 A.J.S. models, can, it

is said, be dispensed with altogether

The Lcbrication System.

The lubrication system is as before, a

drip feed supplying oil to the inside of

the crankshaft, whence it is circulated to

all the main plain bearings, but the oiler

has been changed for the latest type of

Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip,

which has a circular sight gauge arranged

at a convenient angle, so that it is par-

ticularly easy for the driver to sec the

flow.

Perhaps the most startling innovation

lies in the sloping top tube of^the frame,

an item which is becoming increasingly

popular and which is a decidedly practical

proposition, allowing a low riding posi-

tion without the necessity for a bend in

the frame, though it can hardly be .=aid

that it lends additional grace. The

latest type of Brampton fork with two
sets of top springs is fit-ted, and pannier
tool-bags have been adopted. A.J.S. de-

tachable wheels, shod with heavy tyres,

help to complete a thoroughly well fitted

out machine, which should admirably
fulfil the purpose for which it has been
designed, that is, a handy and fast solo

mount, which is, at the same time, suffi-

ciently powerful to take a sidecar through
almost any country, especially as the
lowest gear ratio provided in the three-

speed gear is 17—1.

OPENING FOR BRITISH
MACHINES IN RUSSIA.
The military authorities in Russia

liaving requisitioned for the war a large

number of motor cycles, the members of

the Moscow Motor Cyclists' Club, over a
hundred in number, have almost to a man
been left without machines. Winter
riding in Russia is almost impossible, but
in the early spring there will be a great
demand for English machines. A number
of influential members are at present
formulating a scheme for the purchase by
the club of a large number of English
machines on co-operative principles, for

the benefit of the members, and those
manufacturers who are interested in

export business would do well to send to

the secretary, whose address is The
Moscow Motor Cyclists' Club, Khodinka,
Tzarsky Pavilion, Moscow, Russia,
catalogues, with prices and full descrip-
tions of their productions, stating tiie

best terms they would be prepared tn

allow the Club, lemenibering that for

Russia exceptionally strong machines are
necessary, and reinforced frames, thicker
tyres, stronger front forks, and thicker
spokes and rims are a sine qud non to
the Russian rider, owing to the rugged
roads in that part of the woi-ld. Spring-
ing fore and aft is also very desirable.
The Russian rider does not mind weight,
so long as he gets strength and reliability.

Large petrol and oil tanks are indis-
pensable.

j^Ea£a^^2J^5?^ig

Showing the new design ol (rent mudguard,

valve side of engine, change-speed lever, and

sight feed lubricator on top of tank.

Hitherto, the Germans have had the

lion's share of the Russian market, but,

as a result of the war, there is a very

strong agitation now going on all over

Russia in favour of a complete boycott

of all German productions, so that the

present is an excellent opportunity foi

the British manufacturer to obtain a firm

footing on the Russian market.

The new 4 h.p. t\vin-cylinder A.J S. lor 1913. which has a sloping top tube

Despatch Riders for the Armoured Car

Scheme.

Although a great number of moto)

cyclists have already been enrolled as

despatch riders for service in connectior

with the armoured car scheme of ihe

newlv-tormed Naval Brigade, we under-

stand that the authorities have decided

largely to increase the despatch riding

divi-sion, and that, consequently, there is

an opening for a still further number of

motor cyclists, wlio, in addition to being

expert "riders, have some knowledge of

the French language. Full particulars a£

to pay, rating, kit, provision of machines,

etc., "can be had on application between

the hours of 1C.30 and 11.30 a.m. to Sub-

Lieutenant Stocks (well-known in connec-

tion with tlie De Dion Bouton Co.),

Naval Air Recnuting Station, Wormwood
Scrubbs, W

Another 200 Douglas macnines aave

been ordered by the War Office

There are seventeen motcr cyclist des-

patch riders attached to the 7th (Cyclists)

Battalion Devonshire Regiment, which

includes Sergeant P. Pike, late rider of

a T.T. Levis, and John Gibson, who lias

competed in previous 1 'I Races and

other important events. I'he battalion 's

at present stationed on t-ie Ea;t Coast.

Ell
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TALES FROn THE FRONT.
Manx Motor Cyclist at the Front.

Corporal D. M. Br6\vn_, the well-known
Hans motor cyclist, is acting as a
d-espatch rider with the R.E. in France
Duggie Brown, as he is better known, is

a rider of Rover machines, and has taken
part in many T.l races and Six Days
and other trials. The accompanying
photograph was taken just before leaving
Aldershot for France. He is ii.sing the
bicycle he rode in the Six Days Trials this
year. Letters have been received from
him saying he is quite well and having a

good tune. He was last heard of from
Abbeville, on the French coast, travelling
towards Belgium.

and replaced by new ones. I have just

had a 'chat with a despatch rider who
has been bayoneted by a German, and
on another occasion had both tyres

punctured by bullets, while one night he
had a bad spill tlirough being thrown in

the darkness owing to a hole caused by
a shell.

" The counter-shaft gears are most suit-

able for work over here, while extra strong
frames and a very low riding position

are necessary. The machines doing the
best at present are Douglas, P. and il.,

and B.S.A."

The DifSeult Work of Motor CycUsts

We have had an interesting letter from
Mr Glynn Rowden, who is at present
driving a motor ambulance in France.
"The motor cyclists," he says, "are
doing splendid work in carrying des
patches, but their task is particularly
arduous owing to the heavy traflSc, as the
roads are one long fog of dust. I saw
one man nearly killed by a motor suddenly
looming out of the fog as he was passing
me travelling the other way.- When wet
the roads are inches deep in slime and
mud. Bent handle-bars, footrests, broken
spokes, and lamps are evidence of the
difficulties and dangers to be faced. Rims
should be stronger and mudguards should
be made with greater clearance, as tlie

mud at times completely jams the wheels.
Punctures are very numerous, most of

them being caused by hobnails from the
boots of peasants. The French machines
are a long way behind the times, and
most have no exhaust pipes or silencers.

I saw a French soldier the other day start

his machine on the stand and then run,
with the engine still firing, and jump on,

trailing the stand behind him. There is

not much chance to do repairs, and
machines, if they go wrong, are scrapped

Corporal D. M. Brown (the Manx T.T. rider), one ot the motor
. cyclist section attached to the L Signal Corps of the British

Expeditionarj' Force.

Rowlandson's New Role at the Fi'ont.

S. A. Row-landson has received early
promotion, and is now a lance-corporal.

We have received a copy of a further
interesting letter he has addressed to ilr.

V. A. Holroyd, which we give below :

"Am snatching the chance of writing
you before we move further on, when I

e.Npect we shall have very little time for

writing Since my last ietter to you we
have advanced nearly two hundred miles
by a rather roundabout way. The whole
of the way Noble and myself, on the
Rudges, have acted as advance scouts,
hnding the way ; and at the base we go
out in much the same way and locate
the troops, from whom w-e have forage
and food.

" As I write this letter, about twenty
yards away in the direction of the firing

line, there are passing about twenty-five
to thirty thousand troops for the firing

line. After these have passed the horse
transport follow, and then the motor
transport. Expect we shall move about
midnight. The troops have been passing
now for three solid hours. To make
things more interesting we can hear the
boom of the big guns, and have done so

for the last three days ; evidently there
has been a very severe battle raging.

" Have met many fellows I know

—

Monday, Duggie
Brown and Howard
IMewman—yesterday
two boys from the
Naval Air Service
with an armoured
car. To-night I ex-

pect a visit from
Cyril Pullin, who
is attached to the
Royal Naval Air
Service. I learn
that *Mr. Nelson's
son, also of the
R.N.A.S., is at pre-

sent at—well, not
so very far from
where the Roue
Rudge detachables
were being made
before the war
broke out.

"The nearer we
get to the Front the
more interesting it

becomes, and in a

day or two presume
we shall have a
hotter time still.

For the last ten
days we have had
no letters, and for
over a week no
English newspapers.

Lance-Corporal S A. Rowlandson.

much' weYou can just imagine how
know about the fighting."
[* Assistant Works Manager

Whitworth, Ltd.—Ed.]
of Rud^

Falls Due to Appalling Roads.

Below we give extracts of letters

received from B. and E. Rice, motor
cyclist despatch riders at the Front, by
their father, Dr. Rice, of AUesley, near

Coventry.
" We are having a most strenuous time

0* it just now, but are enjoying it all

the same The roads here are appalling,

and we are more off our machines than

on them. 1 seem to live at the repair

car ! We have seen any amount of the

Indian troops lately. They are truly

splendid fellows, and should knock holes

in the Germans. The natives here tell

us that the .German soldiers are terrified

of us, and rushed about in a panic when
the Scotsmen started to advance I I only /

hope we g€t into the Fatherland before

long. There has been a regular procession'

of IjondoB 'buses by here to-day."

—

Bernard.
" I am attached to a brigade at present,

jnst trying to make myself useful by-

finding out when the guns require any
ammunition, which just lately has been
pretty often. Major Short's battery

alone fired 1,216 rounds of eighteen-
pounder ammunition in one day. The
weather for the last week has been
splendid in spite of the incessant gun
fire. Aeroplanes are getting more common
every day , perhaps the fine weather is

bringing them out."

—

Eddie.

We understand that the War Office

has revised its list of machines which
will be accepted for service. This is now
as follows: Triumph, Rudge, B.S.A.,
Douglas, and Phelon and Moore. Shoidd
suitable applicants not be in possession of

either one of the above-named motor
bicycles, which must not be earlieo than
1913 models. Government motor bicycles
will be provided.
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Wolverhampton U.C.C.

A smoking concert was held on the 31st ult. Mr. J. T.

Ireland will read a paper entitled "A Day in a Garage" on

Saturday next. • -

Eastern Connties M.C.C.

The closing run was held last week to Harlow and back.

Arrairgemen'« hive been made for a series of club suppers

at the country quarters during the winter.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Among the members who are serving their country at

the Front, and thus doing credit to themselves and their

club, are the following: Corpl. G. E. Cuffe, Corpl. G. I.

Francis, Corpl. T. E. Newsome, Corpl. A. Hill, Capt. E.

Rotherham, Lance-Corpl. S. A. Rowlandson, Major A. V.

Smith, Corpl. H. Trepass, Corpl. C T Newsome, Corpl. J.

H. Pountney, and Corpl. R. B. Ewens. Old members : Capt.

Mortimer. Corpl C. S. Burney, Corpl. V. Taylor, and
Corpl E A. Burney.

Lo£tus and District M.C.

The autumn reliability trial was held last week through
Loftus, Lockwood Beck,'Commondale, Dibble Bridge, Castle-

ton, Danby End, Lealhobn, Glaisdale, to Limber Hill, and
then on to Egton for lunch, and afterwards to the test hill

through Grosmount village. A very heavy mist was hanging
about in the morning, and later the rain made the roads very
bad. Thirteen competitors started, but only nine finished the

course. The best performances on Limber Hill, Glaisdale,

were made by V. Thompson (3^ twin James) and Dr. Raw
(2^ A.,J.S.). On the test hill Thompson and Raw again came
out on top, and tied for first place. Results :

Rider and machine.
( P. Thompson (3i twin James)
IDr. Raw (2^ A.J.S.)
H. Johnson (5i New Hudson) ...

G. Duck (3i B.S.A.)
W. Cook (7-9 Indian)
H. Lamb (5-6 Rex)

The competitors unanimously agreed that, instead of prizes,

the entrance fees be handed over to the Belgian Relief Fund.

Marks lost.

... 2

... 2

... 7

... 10

... 11

... 15

AN ITALIAN SIDECAR A^1BULANCE.

1 be makers o( the Frera motor cycle m Italy have just produced the

sidecar ambulance illustrated.

^iv

p. Thompson (3-1 h.p. twin James), who tied with Dr. Raw, ol

Whitby (riding a 2i h.p. A.J.S. ). for first place at the Autumn
Trial of the Loftus and District M.C.C, described on this page.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY RALLIES.
\^'e have already announced the rallies to be held by the

Cyclecar Club at Hatfield, Burtord Bridge, and Wisley,
on November 21st and 22nd. The 1915 models will be lined

up apart from the cars of those visiting the rallies, and each
model will bear a card stating its name and price. The
committee appointed to award prizes consists of Dr. A.
M. Low and Messrs. T. \V. Loughborough and W. Cooper.
A driver mav attend one or a.ll of these rallies.

MOTOR CYCLE HILL-CLIMB IN
CANADA.

Although the great European conflict is a matter of deep
concern to Canadians, yet Jack Canuck is not forgetting that

Jack at play is much better off than a dull boy. Without
exception all of the scheduled motor cycling and bicycling
events are being run off tluoughout the Dominion without
hitch, and the general public, seemingly, is taking as great
an interest in the sports as usual.

The Toronto Motor Cycle Club held a "War Time" hill-

climbing contest on a road just beyond the city limits of

Toronto on a recent Saturday, when riders of British motor
cycles carried off the majority of prizes Warden (Douglas)
captured first place in the 2J h.p. fast amateur climb, with
Holmes (Douglas) second, and Greenwood (Triumph) tliird.

The slow event for this class was won by Greenwood
(Triumph), with Holmes (Douglas) second.
The 4 h.p. class for amateurs was won by Greenwood

(Triumph), Barnes (Triumph) second and Holmes (Douglas)
third. Newport (Douglas) was first in the 4 h.p. slow event,
Johnson (Triumph) second, and Greenwood (Triumph) third.

The 7 h.p. slow race for amateurs was won by Newport
with a Douglas. An American machine was the first in the
7 h.p. fast climb for sidecars, but Holmes (MatcUess) drove
second, and Meldrum (Matchless) third.

The slow sidecar event was won by Holmes (Matchless),

.Meldrum (Matchless) being second.
The summary shows that British motor cycles won sixteen

prizes out of a possible l-.vcnty-three, of which both the

Triumph and Douglas took six each, and the Matchless
entrants carried off four prizes. It was a wonderful showing
for the British models.

B13
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
(GREENWICH.)

November 5th ... .. 5.24
7tli 5.21
9th 5.19
nth 5.17

More Despatch Riders Jor the Front.

Wearly a score of motor cyclist despatch ~

riders from the Wolverhampton district

went to the Front last week.

Eighty-one Employees Join the Colours.

A list of eighty-one employees of

Messrs. Iliffe and pons Ltd.. proprietors

of The Motor C'l/cle, who have joined
one or other of tlie different branches of

His Majesty's service, will be found, on
another page of this issue.

Sidecar Trips for Refugees.

It has been suggested in the Bradford
press that the local motor cycle club
arrange a meeting of their sidecar
members, and take a party of Belgian
refugees a run into the country. This
is an extension of the sideca:r Samaritan
scheme, and might be taken up by clubs
in other districts.

First Details of New Models'.

Pour entirely new two-stroke light-

weight machines are described and illus-

trated exclusively in this issue. This in-

creasing popularity of the two-stroke
engine which has given th« lightweight
such a fillip IS remarkable. The models
dealt with in this issue of The Motor
Cycle, viz., the new two-stroke Enfield,

Sparkbrook, Om'ega, and the Lady's Metro.
Another 1915 model described and illus-

trated is the 4 h.p. twin A.J.S.

Motoring and the War.
The war has fortunately not had the

adverse effect on motoring which, in its

earlier stages, it was thought it would
have. During the week-end. as many
mot«r vehicles of all sorts were to be seen
at the "Hut" as on an afternoon in

July. Among the- crowd were many
motor cyclists in uniform. We particu-
larly noticed Corporal Busby, R.E., who
is now at Aldershot, and Corporal Taylor,
R.E. of the Essex Motor Club, who" was
wounded and is now quite fit.

Modification in Frame Design.

The sloping top tube is gaining favour.
Two 1915 models described in this issue
have this feature of design, viz., the new
two-stroke 2^ h.p. Enfield and a new
1 h.p. tAvin-cylinder A.J.S. . Another
make of two-stroke possessing this feature
—the Alldays, which, we hear, is to be
named the " AUon "—was illustrated in
our special Two-stroke and Lightweight
Number of July 23rd

B14

The Legion of Honour.
Corporal W. H. Tait, R.E., a Caius

College, Cambridge, man, has recently
been given the Legion d'Honneiir by
the French Government for conspicuous
bravery, and it is strongly rumoured that
one of the Roberts brothers has met
with similar distinction.

Motor Cycling Club Fixtures.

On account of the war. the Motor
Cycling Club has reluctantly decided to

abandon the usual winter run to Exeter
and back, which has become so popular
of recent years. And for the same reason
the annual dinner and presentation of

prizes, provisionally fixed for December,
will not take place this year.

The Growth of the Sidecar in America.

The increasing popularity of the side-

car on ihi other -side of the Atlantic is

clearly shown by the new models ex-
hibited at Chicago, and there is a
tendency for motor cycle manufacturers
to build sidecars to fit their own
machines. More attention, too. is being
given to the brake work, which is so

important when a sidecar is fitted. All
black weatherproof finish is showing
signs of becoming popular

SPECIAL FEATURES.
FOUR -NEW TWO-STROKE LIGHT-

WEIGHTS.
Described and Illustrated.

WHY DOES AN ENGINE KONK ?

THE TREND OF DESIGN IN AMERICA.

"The Motor Cycle" at the Front.

Lance-Corporal S. A. Rowlandson wrote
home la^t week that The Motor Cycle isi

devoured by the motor cyclists at the]

Front. It is, however, rather curious tliat

the news most eagerl^^* sought for is the

e.xperiences of fellow despatch riders at

the Front.

Chicago Show Statistics.

The statistics of the Chicago -Motor,

Cycle Show indicate clearly the general!

trend of American design. Out of fifty-]

five machines thirteen had single-cylinderj

engines, there were forty-seven twins,;

and three four-cylinder models. Thus,
only 23% of the whole were singles,]

which shows that this type of machine]

is much less popular than m this country.'

Again, the starter is demonstrating its

superiority to pedaT gearing, as evidenced
by forty-eight machines, over 87%, being

equipped in this way.

British motor cyclist despatch riders passing through near the firing line in France.

(Two are riders of Douglases, the other of a Triumph.)
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BOWDEN WIRE
BOWDEN Wire Mechanism assures the highest efficiency of control. Fitted

to your motor cycle it will increase its safety and reliability.

All the Bowden Aids to Efficiency are designed and made by experts of practical
experience who know where aids to efficiency and economy are necessary. A
few are shown below, but there are many others fully described and illustrated
in our 72 page catalogue. Write for a copy to-day.

.:«'''"Hii.WiWFiPs ^RififiisKKS^W ^

BOWDEN SILVER. BOWDENITE. BOWDENOIR.

^MmwiHnnnmmf'fl'mm

BOWDEN SOLO.

kM<

BOWDEN WIRE. For Controlling Brakes, Clutch, Air Inlet, Magneto, etc.

Made in various strengths and finishes at from 2d. to 1 ,'2 per foot.

BOWDEN CONTROL LEVERS

BOWDEN MAGNETO CONTROL
gives complete command of mapneto adjust-

ment from handle-bar—easily fitted to any
machine. Just four screws to screw up—tliafs

all.

Prices from 8/6 ''

CONTROL
LEVER.
Kg. 427.

For side of

bar. The
Ratchet provides six

posit ioQS. 7/6 Levers
Quly.

PORTABLE
CLIP.

For attachiug lever to

onnd lube. In all

2/- each,-

for Brake, Clutch, Air Inlet, Mag-
neto, and other controls are made
straight or curved, and for one,
two, or three movements.

BOWDEN TWO-SPEED GEAR.
Fits a number of machines
without any, and most machines
with slight, alteration. The
parts are few and simple.
Counter-shaft type \vith Kick-
starter. Guaranteed for engines
up to 6 h.p.

Price from £8 8s.

jIl stops,^ with Lock
Nuts.

For use with Bowden Wire
Mechanism. When order-

ing give number and
. description of wire with
which stop is to be used.

I*rice from 4d. each.

BOWDEN EXTRA AIR INLET
A great Money Saver. Reduces Petrol
Bill. Keeps the Engine clean and cool,

and increases its efficiency. Provides an
auxiliary brake. Write for descriptive folder.

BOWDEN RAPID
VALVE GRINDER.

Htli'i yoH to crinj a v.ilva
atik'ltlj- and with nt)3oliUe
accuracy without clLstnanliinK
cyliDiier. ilie most eflicient
valve grinder madi;.

Price

7/6

When ordering send remittance to cover cost of postage—any balance will be refunded.

BOWDEN WIRE LTD., LONDON.
Pratt Street, Camden Town, N.W.

In an.^cerinij Ifiis advertisement it is dcsirabh to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." CIJ
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MILITARY SERVICE MODEL
as supplied to His Majesty's Forces,

H.M. Postmaster General,
and the Indian Expeditionary Force.

Also to

The Russian Imperial Govt., The French War Dept.,

The Belgian Government, and the Italian Government.

This special model embodies 1915 practice throughout.

Exclusive in design ; perfect m construction ; highest

quality equipment.

It represents the latest development of the 500 c.c. solo

machine—a combination of the famous New Hudson
32-4 h.p. engine with counter-shaft three-speed gear,

motor car type, built into a frame of approved design and
unequalled sturdy construction.

Accessibility is exemplified by a new and important feature

— the removable power unit. This power unit includes ihei

engine, magneto, carburetter, three-speed counter-shaft gear,!

free engine clutch, and kick starter, all assembled as one

unit to fit into frame en bloc

Special heavy wheels with Dunlop heavy studded tyresJ

H.T. magneto, B. & B. carburetter, Brooks pan-seat saddles

comfortable footboards, efficient mudguarding, extra large tank,i

and complete Service kit of high-grade tools. Service grey finishj

Price £57 10s. net. Write for Catalogue.

NEW-HUDSON CYCLE CO., LTD., PARADE MILLS, BIRMINGHAmS
London—43 and 45, Gray's Inn Road.

BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER
LEEDS - .

40, Paradise Street
245, Deansgate.

16 and 17, Briggale.

GLASGOW
BRIGHTON -

EDINBURGH -

AGENTS

- 44. Sauchiehall Street. BELFAST
6, Western Road, Hove. DUBLIN •

- 32. Shandwick Place. HULL
EVERYWHERE.

- 108, AnnStra
29. Bache!or*sWal
- 5S. Aa!aby Road

Bl6 In answering this advertisement il is desirable to nCention " The Motor Cycle."
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A FRENCH MILITARY MOTOR
CYCLIST.

M. J. Linde, a rider of a two-stroke Clyno,

who IS etat major to the staff of the 6th

Army Corps of the French Army. His

Clyno is fitted with Harcourt radiators, and

its running is greatly admired by his fellow

soldiers.

f

Of Interest to Buyers.

The annual Buyers' Guide of Thr
Motor Cycle is an invaluable work of

reference. It contains the full specificn-

tion of every motor cycle of note on tlic

British market. The 1915 Guide will be

published on Thursday, November 19tli.

A Dearth o£ Motor Cycles in Russia.

A correspondent from Moscow writes

that no more motor cycles are to be. seen

in the streets of that city, as all, including

. his own, have been commandeered by
the llussian War Office.

Italian Imports and Exports.

The Italian inii)orts and exports of motor
Cycles during the month oF August for the

last three vears are as follow : Imports :

1912, 163 machines; 1913, 247 machines;
and 1914, 160 machines. Exports: 1912,

11 machines; 1913, 11 n;achines; and 1914,

7 machines. The imports for last August
are not only lower than in August, 1915,

but are far below the general monthly
average of the present year, which works
out at 555 machines per month. This
drop is due, of course, to the war.

An Interesting Incident.

The other day three Scott sidecar

machines were seen wending their way
through St. James's Park. They were
specially adapted for military purposes,
and enquiries elicited the fact that they
were on their way to Buckingham Palace
for the purpose of being privately

inspected by His Majesty the King.
They were in charge of .Mr. A. A. Scott,
their designer and inventor, who drove one
of them, while the others were driven by
Norman Longlield and F. A. Applebee.
As far as we know this is the first

occasion on which the King has shown
a special interest in motor cj'cles, and
consequently the Scott Engineering Co.
has been Highly honoured.

A Place to Avoid.

A writer warns us of police activity at

Bidford-on-Avon, Warwickshire. Action
is immediately taken against riders of

machines which the constable thinks are

at all noisy, and if a motor car or motor
cycle be left outside an hotel more than
five minutes .there is again trouble. Our
informant says that local motorists are

going roundabout ways rather than pass
through the village.

Profits of a New Company.
The directors of A. J. Stevens and Co.

(1914) report a prolit for the year ended
August 31st of £7,437, of which £924 is

in respect of profits made since the

formation of the company. The liability

of £4,1G0 to the vendors and the purchase

price for the site of the new works have
now been discharged.

A DUTCH MILITARY MOTOR CYCLIST.

F. de Prey, a Volunteer military motor

cyclist in the Dutch .Army, who reports having

covered 4,500 miles on mlhtaiy sen'ice on

his 4 h.p. Triumph with an entire

absence of trouble.

American News and Views.

Last week Mr. W. H. Wells returned

from the United States, where he has

been inspecting the 1915 Indian models.

He crossed over on the Maurelaiiia, almost

unrecognisable in her garb of battleship

grey, and all along the route many British

cruisers were seen. Mr. Wells was not

particularly enthusiastic about the imi-

form scfieme of decoration which had
been adopted for the Chicago show, the
result of which, he said, was extremely
flat and uninteresting. The general ap-

pearance as a whole, he considers, was far

below what we are used to seeing at the
Olympia Show. The opinion is generally
expressed in America that the English
manufacturers have made a great mistake
in abandoning the show this year. Mr.
Wells further told us that there appeared
to be great interest taken in the exhibits

shown in Chicago, agents from all parts of

the United States and Canada being in

attendance, and he was told that very
large orders were booked by the three
principal manufacturers.

A Thoughtful Present.

We have received from a reader (.Mr.

E. Gaunt, of Coseley, near Bilston,
Staffs) a suit of overalls, which he asks
us to present to some despatch rider in

His Majesty's service.

Sheppey Roads Closed.

By a new Governme.it Order a pass is

required before being allowed to enter
Isle of Sheppey from the only approach
from the mainland — Queensbridge.
Certain roads in the Isle of Grain, near
the naval and aero stations, are closed to

traffic.

Killed in Action.

W^e greatly regret to announce that S.

N. Crowther. M.R.C.S., L.P..C.P., who
was employed as a despatch rider, was
killed in action on the 18th ult. Dr.
Crowther was senior medical officer of

Surrey County Asylum, and formerly
senior house physician at Westminster
Hospital ; he was a keen motor cyclist.

Christmas Gifts for Despatch Riders.

As we announced last week, H.R.Il.

Princess Mary's Christmas Present Fund
has exactly tfie same object as the shilling

fund announced by 7 lie Motor Ci/cle a

fortnight ago, and, consequently, should

receive wholehearted support by motor
lyclists in general. In view of the diffi-

culties of distribution, it is feared that

it will lie impossible to devise a form of

gift to be particularly applied to motor
drivers, which T/ie Autocar and T/ic

Motor t'ljclc urged.

Reliability Trial in Denmark

A trial over a distance of 350 km. was
held by the Motor Club of Copenhagen
(the largest club in Denmark) recently,

and it was notable for the fact that it

was the first trial in which a lady motor
cyclist figured. There were fifty com-
petitors, all being sent off in pairs in order

to check one another. Only twelve pairs

finished the trial with full marks, and the

pair adjudged first were iMiss Werner,
who rode a 2^ h.p. Hobart machine, and
C. Walter, who drove a 7 h.p. Indian

with Canoclet sidecar.

C. Walter (7K.p. Indian and Canoeic

sidecar) who with Miss Werner (2{ h p.

Hobart) formed the winning pair in the

Motor Club of Denmark's reliability trial

BI7
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THE AUTO-SIDECAR.
SINCE the Auio-Sidecar, made by the Auto-Sidecar

Company , Perseverance House, Cubitt Town,
E., was described in our issue of October ist,

various alterations have been made in its design.

These are clearly evident in the accompanying illus-

trations, from which it will be seen that the sidecar

frame has been very much improved and strengthened,

while another important change is the fitting of a really

effective mudguard of : iple width and provided with

a deep valance on its inner side. Further, a

body of pleasing outline has been fitted by Messrs.

Purcells, 78, Charlotte Street, W. Hinged legs for

the purpose of jacking up either the sidecar or pedal

cycle wheel are -fitted to the longitudinal members of

the frame, thus acting as an efficient jack. We under-

stand that in the near future an expanding pulley will

take the place of the fixed pulley, so that some means

of varving the gear .

will be provided, and

the petrol tank will

be cylindrical in

shape.

Before we tried the

Auto-Sidecar it did

not seem possible

.that the diminuti\e

little engine would

develop anything like

sufficient power to

propel the required

load at' a steady speed

of 12 to 15 m.p.h.

However, this was

I.

f-1

the case, and- it was only on fairly steep gradients that

a little pedal assistance was necessary.

Practically No Vibration.

At first sight one would imagine that the sidecar

passenger would feel a certain amount of vibration

owing to the way in which the engine is mounted, but
in actual practice all tremor caused by the engine is

effectually damped by the springs and upholstery of

the sidecar. It is difficult to make the sidecar lift on
corners owing to the weight of the engine and low
speed obtainable. Turning to the point of view
of the cyclist, there are many little advantages which
accrue from such a design. Perhaps the foremost of

these is the fact that special overalls can be dispensed
with on good roads and in fine iveather, as there is

little possibility of getting oil stains on one's clothes,

and both driver and
passenger are seated

well away from the

noise. Naturally,

the attachment is

not intended to take

the place of the more
powerful sidecar com-
bination, nor is it

meant for serious

touring, but rather

to provide a leisurely .

means of getting

about for the potterer

in not too hilly

countrv.

Various views ot the latest Auto-Sidecar, detail improvements of which are described above.

TWO SPECIAL ISSUES OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
are in course of preparation Both will be considerably enlarged and profusely illustrated. In the absence
of the Show they ar? bound to bi in great demand, and early orders si ou!d be placed with newsagents

ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE ON NOV. 19th. EQUIPMENT NUMBER ON DEC. 10th.
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^yuegtions

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. ' All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters oontaining

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Fires on One Cylinder Only.

Can you help me with my
?5 h.p. twin, as I am quite lost

how to find what is wrong with
-SJ it? It only fires on the front

cylinder. The magneto is in

order, valves timed correctly, plugs
good; in fact, I have tried several.

The engine has automatic valves. I

have even changed valves over, but all

that made no difference. I have not
looked at timing wheels, but they must
be all right or the valves and timing
would be wrong.—E.J. P.

ire you sure that the carbon brush con-
ucting the high-tension current from
le magneto to the front plug is working
itisfactorily and not sticking? Is the
ontact breaker arm quite free? You
tiould also see that the valves are work-
ig well in their guides, and be careful
[) see that there are no air leaks' in the
iduotion pipe. If the timing of the
alves is correct the fault cannot well be
I the tiniing gear. The trouble is one
'hich is very difficult for us to diagnose
'ithout actually seeing the machine.

Bollding a Cycle Car.

I intend building a small

Q monocar this winter, and am
^ writing to ask if you will be
-U good enough to give me some

idea as to what ]>ower engine I

should fit into it. The framework,
body, axles, wheels, etc., when fitted

together will weigh, I imagine, about
120 to 130 lb. minva the engine. Would
motor cycle road wheels be strong
enough, such as fitted to big twin-
cylinder machines? I live in a fairly
hilly country, and weigh about twelve
stone. I see a number of second-hand
engines advertised, but in order to
have reliable running, it might be better
to get a new one. Kindlv say what
your opinion is as to this."—I.M.C.
/e should recommend you to fit the
3hicle with a two-cylinder engine,
referably. water-cooled, of not less than
5 h.p. Very strong motor cvcle road
heels could be fitted, and 650 x 65
fres. You will, of course, need some
licient form, of change speed gear and
utch. We should advise you to have a,

ew engine in preference "to a second-
md one.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

A friend of mine has recently

Q bought a two-stroke motor cycle,

> 2i h.p., and he is experiencing
-iJ trouble with oil being thrown out

from the carburetter. I saw him
recently, and his overalls on the right
leg were spattered with oU after
doing only a few miles. I had thought
of making a similar pui-chase, but
if the two-stroke generally has such a
fault I certainly shall not buy such a
machine. I shall be obliged if you will
explain in The Motor Cycle th"e cause,
aud also if the Bradbury and New
Hudson are perfectly clean in this
respect. I presume such a fault can be
remedied? Can you recommend the
two-stroke as being a clean machine to
ride?—A RivGrLAE Reader.

There are several possible causes for the
excess of oil being thrown out. You do
not tell us the system of lubrication
employed, and this is rather an important
point. However, if a mixture of petrol
and oil is used the probabilities are that
too much oil is being mixed with the •

petrol, or the top piston ring is gummed
up in the piston, and a certain amount of
blow back is taking place. All two-
strokes lubricated by this system will
leave an oily deposit on the carburetter,
but this sliould not reach the driver's
leg. Either gauze or a metal shield is

a,lmost invariably fitted to the carburetter
with tlie idea of preventing this. From
the symptoms mentioned, however, we
take it that too much oil is being used.
About half a pint of thin lubricating oil,

such as Huile de Luxe, should be used
with every gallon of petrol. You do not
mention what type of Bradbury or New

FORTHCOMING
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Hudson you require details about. The
Bradbury Co. do not at present make a

two-stroke machine, but their four-stroke

machines are perfectly satisfactory and
clean. The New Hudson Co., on the

other hand, make both two-stroke and
four-stroke machines, both of wliich are

quite satisfactory. We have been run-

ning two two-stroke machines throughout
the year, and in regard to cleanliness of

one's clothes we have seldom ridden
machines more perfect in this respect, in

spite of petroil lubrication.

General Debility of a Twin.

I should be much obliged if

you could assist me by suggesting

a remedy for something which
has gone wrong with my machine.
When I change over, even on the

level, from low to high gear the engine

begins to slow down, and I have to

come down on to low gear, perhaps
half a dozen times before I can get
running. On hills, which previ-
ously were of no account,,! have to

change down. The plugs are all right,

'ooth cylinders fire properly, compres-
sion is good, and the controls appear
to work properly. If I advance the
spark it seenrs to have no effect.—H.S.

We should say that what your engine
requires is a thorough cleaning. Remove
cylinders, and clean all carbon from the
cylinder heads, the tops of the pistons,
and especially from the valve ports. Put
about half -a pint of paraffin into the
crank case and swill this about for »
few minutes, turning the crank round
two or tlu-ee times, then drain out by
means of the plug at the base,
and put in two to three charges ol
fresh oil. Take off the carburetter and
carefully clean every part, making sure
that the jet and petrol pipe are not in
any way obstructed. It is also possible
that the magneto requires some adjust-
ment. The platinum points should
separate .4 mm. and no more, and they
should be smooth and clesn. It would
also be as W'ell to remove the terminals
and clean bolh them and the slip ring
with a rag dipped in petrol sufficiently
to make it just wet, repealing the opera-
tion tQl all dirt is removed. The silencer
and exhaust pipe too should be cleared of
soot and carbon.
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Slow Running.

1 have just purchased a new
^ Scott, motor cycle. Would you

I be good enough to tell me why
J I cannot run it on top gear at

less than about. 18 m.p.n. without
its jerking and knocking? It is fitted

with Binks carburetter, and I have
tried altering the jets without success.

The same thing happens on low gear at

anything less than about 7-8 m.p.h.
Jly turnout, which I use in Southern
India, has to be lifted, carried, etc.,

sometimes five to six times iai a. day
f rorh trains, ferries, and bullock carts,

sometimes in toto, sometimes with
the machine and sidecar separate. I

want to get fitted, if possible : (a) a lock-

ing device, to keep the front wheel from
veering while the machine is being
lifted; (h) some kind of handles to

catch hold of, especially in front, for

the coolies to handle it easily.—J.C.P.
We think you will find considerable

improvement if you take down the gauges
in the transfer ports and either boil them
in strong soda water or brush them with
a stiff brush soaked in paraffin. Be also

very careful to see that there are no air

leaks in the induction pipe or carburetter,

and that the Avashers round the gauzes
are in good order., A steering lock and
suitable handles for catching hold of the
machine would have to be made specially

for you, as in the case of the former there
are none suitable for motor cycles. The
design adopted for a pedal cycle would be
good if the device were made suitably

strong. There is, however, a certain
amount of danger, as in the event of

starting the machine with the head locked

a serioiLS accident would result, and acci-

dents with pedal cycles have often
occurred from this cause. A friction lock
vvould therefore be best. Any ingenious
man would fit wooden handles, fixed on
brackets attached to suitable parts of the
framework or to the sides of the forks of

the machine.

the

Local Tax.Tticn Licence.

A fortnight ago I purchased a
~ second-hand motor cycle. The
? previous owner had paid the tax

for the year. I have taken out
a driving licence and have had

registered number transferred to

my name. (1.) The tax on the machine
having been paid, is it necessary for

me to pay again as from October 1st?

(2.) Is the individual taxed or is it the
machine tliat is taxed? (3.) Would an
owner having two or more machines
have to pay two or more taxes?—G.B.

(1.) Yes; it is necessary to take out a
licence, which can be done at half fees

(10s.), as you did not- possess the machine
till after October 1st. (2.) The local

taxation licence applies to the owner, not
to the machine. (3.) The local taxation
licence entitles a man to keep one motor
bicycle ; therefore, it he has two he must
have two taxation licences. If Ire sells

one machine and buys another, and does
not use the two while in his possession,
one tax is sufficient.

Irregpular Running.

Would you kindly inform me
«| of the correct timing for a 1912

> twin Moto-Eeve? I have had
-5-1 the magneto repaired, and on

refitting it I can only get it to

fire on one cylinder (front) regularly;
the back one only gives a few explo-
sions, but the funny part about it is,

on moving the inlet valve from the
front to the back, it fires on the back
and not on the front. The inlet valves

are quite free in their guides, but the
springs are different lengths. I get a
good spark at both plugs, and I have
tried various jets. —W.V.

The correct timing is as follows : Set the

magneto points about to break with the

piston dead at the top of the compression
stroke, and the spark retarded if an
advance spark mechanism is fitted. The
trouble is obviously due to the inlet

?

?

valve. It is important that the inle'

valve springs should be, as nearly a:

possible, of the same length and tension

and the amount of opening of each valvi

should be the same. The springs shouh

be tested by pressing the stems togethe

and noting whether the lift is the sami

in the case of each valve.

Age Limit for Licences.

I am anxious to get a motoj

cycle next year, and I am oiilj

•15, Do you think it is possitli

to get a licence?—J.S,G.
You will have no difficulty in obtaift^f

a licence to drive a motor cycle, 'pii'

age limit is 14 years, and in the cast

of a motor car 17 years. •/

Sidecars and Single Gears.

I have a 3^ h.p. Triumph, 19J2.!

free engine clutch model, single

geared, 5i to 1, 'and often, usf

it with a sidecar. I have recehtlj

purchased the machine, and th(

engine works well, but, owing to ,tht

single gear I presume, it is qnitt

impossible for me to climb any reajlj.

steep hills with a passenger. BlaGlt<

heath Hill; Shooters Hill, and Castle

Hill, Dover, and many other "Sttep

grades proved hopeless on a recent '^p

to Dover. Jly weight is eleven stpne

eight pound, aud my usual passengei

weiglis nearly the same, although soimei

times I only have an eight stone le&it

If I had a variable gear fitted, shtjiilo

I be able to climb practically any^.j^ilj

with sidecar and passenger, and ii

necessary start up with full load on 8

gradient?—B.W.F.
If you had a variable gear fitted yot

would be able to climb any one of ;.tlu

hills mentioned with .ease, and;, ii

necessary, start up with full load on the

steepest gradient of such hills ; in fact.)

a sidecar machine without a change sgeeO'

gear is not likely to be much use; foi

serious touring. You may fit a Bowotei;

or some such gear, which is made so >ac

to be easily fitted to a machine such .as

yours, or a three-speed hub. ;

READER'S REPLY. V,'

Red-hot Exliaust Pipes. .^v-

With reference to "W.M.M.'s" quer

in The Motor C^ch of October IStK^'

suggest that the reason his exhaust wps
gets red hot is because his exhaust vM^es
want grinding. My exhaust pipe onjpy
5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi invariably gets .rra:

hot when the valve wants grinding iin-jj

why, I cannot say, but a little griiio^iiB

powder, a brace, and ten minutes .Moa
'elbow grease" never fail to cure.^is
effect, although, as "W.M.M." remSpsl
it never interferes with the running'o*
the engine, aud does not, therefore, t^'
matter.—C.H.R. .

-

THE LOYALTY OF MOTOR CYCLISTS. A rally of Toronto motor cyclists which led up
to recruiting for the Canadian Field Force. The machines are of British and American origin.

EXPERIENCES WANTED. .
.

Readers desirous of obtaining the experience.rf
j

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
|

enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the (

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" J.B." (Preston).—Folding sidecal^

Reliability and ease of manipulation, etofi

"L.M." (Kidderminster).—Mabon tm3
able gear. Wear of belts and genera

efficiency. ;

"S.C.R." (U.S.A.)—Reliability axi

durability of sidecars fitted with disi

wheels.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
" Brown,

3II1.P. Brown, Precision, 1912, with spares; £18.-
2 68a, Delantey St., London, N.W. [8408

Slh.p. Brown, battery and coil ignition, good tyres;

2 £10,—J. Eyre, Biougli, Bradwell, ShefSeld.

Brough.
BEOTTGHS.—Immediate delivery from stock of the

500 c.c. horizontal twin 2-speed overhead valve

models.—The Weet Lancashire Motor Co., Southport.
[0555

BEOTJGH, 1914. SJ.-oh.p., horizontally opposed 2-epeed

twin, condition absolutely as new, picked engine

very fast and powerful, won gold medal laet London
Edinburgh, hardly ridden since: stringent expert es.

amination invited; £40. a real bargain.—Lovegrove.
Boeemore, WharncliSe Ed., Boacombe. [8011

Calcott.

1Q13 2V2h.p. Caleott, rnriable jet. B. and B., Bosch.
Xt/ lamp, born, tools. Dunlop tyre.s, belt, dono 1,000,

as new: £26/10.—Brownridge, Hungerford Ed., Crewe-
rX2309

Chater'Lea.

CHATER-LEA, SVsh-P- J.A.P., C.A.V. carburetter,
good condition, sidecar; £12.—Blake, 216, West-

boume Grove. [8325

33.h.p. 2-6peed Chater-Lea 2-6troke Motor Cycles for

'

4 immediate delivery from stock, £36; exchange
or easy terms at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

LX2372
1Q12Yi No. 7 Chater-Len. 8h.p, J.A.P. engine, 3-

-I- 1/ speed gear box, with 20 gn. coachbuilt sidecar.

F.E.S. lamp set, heaps of eparea, condition ae new;
£43.-Burke, 80, Rutland St., Stepney, E. [8520

CHATER-LEA, 1913, No. 7, 8h.p., 3-speed gear box
and clutch, chain drive, cane sidecar, Dunlop

voiturette tyres, splendid order; cost over £120, new
last year; bargain. £54. or extended terras^ airanged.—
Eke and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av,, Camomile St., Lon-
dpn, E.C. [0597

Clyno.

CLYNO. 1913. 3-speed. with pidecar; £38.—Hnekard
and MitL-baai, Corzon St., Derby. [X2392

1Q13 6h.p. Clyn.T Combination. 3 speeds, chain, kick
J-*/ i?l;art, run 900 miles; f49.—Blencathra. High-
field ^., Wa]ton-on-Thame6. [X2345

1 Q14 Clyno Combination, done 900 miles, complete
JlU acce-is?rie-i. <plondi(l lot: £80. or near offer.-H.,
19, Grimwood Ed., Twickenham. [8518

CLTNO. 1914 (July). 2-stroke, 2-speed, Jones speed-
ometer. Jiunlop ivTPs. acre.-i*iories, ridden 2.000

miles, perfect; £55.-1, Ovington Gardens, 3.W. [8584

/^LTNO. Sh.p.. and coachbuilt sidecar, jxiet been thor-
Vy oughly overhyuled. spcdomcter. and sparer; going
away; no reasonable offer refused.-H. Fitton, 159. Lmk
Lane, Paddock, Huddersfield. [8407

Condor.
FIRST £3 get** 1909 2h.p. Condor, re-enamelled, new

tyres and tubes, and battprj". less carburetter, tiplen-

did condition.-Hi ggiofi, Argoed, Mon. [X2292

Connau^ht
EAXD New 2-speed Connaught, 1914; £35.—Hasfc-

rd and Mitcham, Cnrzon St., Derby. [X2391

1 Q14 Connaught 2-stroke, powerful, _2'^h. p.. as new.
J-*y all accessories; £26, or exchange anything.—8,
Lrslie Rd., East Finchley. [8491

CONNAUGHT, 1913. 2^.',h.p.. 2-#troke lightweight, new
non^^kid back tyre, perfeH condition ; £18.—The

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., A-ton Ed., Birmingham. [0610

Corah.
pORAH-J.A.P.. 1912, 4h.p.. T.T.. Grado-multi gear.
yj new Dunlop belt, electric lamp, r^pare vnlve<^, acceis-

iories, in -splendid condition: 35 gna.— 141, King's Ed.,
Camden Town, N.W. [X2243

Dot.
,0T, 7-9h.p.. torpedo sidecar, cheap quick pur-

chifser.—Trilkiu-fon. 126. Buchanan St.. Blackpool.
[X2358

Douglas.
OUGLAS, 1911. 2-spced, free engine; £18.-J.
Middleton, Elvet Bridge, Durham. [X2320

OUGLAS. 1915 model?, for almost immediate de-
livery.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [8568

13 Douglas, 2^r',h.p., 2-sprpd, splendid condition

;

£33.-39. Heathwood Gardens, S.E. [X2418

15 Douglas, all models, immediate deliveries.-
Clifford, Mitories, Eastwood, Notte. [X2153

10 Douglas, perfect running order, good appearance:
£15.—Bishopbrigg, Crown St., Carlisle. [8509

OUGLAS. 1913, 2 speeds, all accessories; £30 —
Smith. Longworth, Headington, Oxford- [X2310

B

D

D
D
19

19

19

D
"I Q12 Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, genuine mount;
-Lt/ £27/10.-53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [8479

r\OUGLAS; all models snpplied. cash or easy terms.-U Turpina, 22 and 29. Preston Ed., Brighton- [0509

r\OUGLAS. 1911, excellent condition. lamp. horn.
*~^ etc.; £15/15.—Neighbour, c/o Gardam's, Staines.

[8475
PVOUGLAS, 1913. 2%h.p., T.T.. 2 speeds, exceed-
l^ ingly fast; £30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..
Birmingham. [8588

\

A few shop-soiled models cheap. Your
old sidecar taken in exchange.

Write for special

War Discount
Model 7-

£10 15s.
Send toe illustrated

catalogue describing

fully these well-

known sidecars.

Several models trom
£6 6s.

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

SIDECAR SAFETY COUPLING.

Every Sidecar should be fitted with an extra Iront
coupling, as illustrated above. To fit any machine.
Special design to fit P. & M.'s 7s. 6d. each.

Second-hand Sidecars from 30/-.

BOOTH'S WAR BARGAINS.
2l h.p. CALTHORPE, nearly new £19 19
4 h.p. J.A.P., new, igi4 model, 3 speeds,

with new £j2 coach Sidecar £44 15
2i h.p. WOLF LightweiRbt. 1914, new .. £19 19
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., brand new, coanter-

shaft gear, chain drive, £r2 Sidecar. . £44 15
6* h.p. DE DION Car, 3 speeds and reverse £9 10
3i b p. REX, 2 speeds, with new £if coach

Sidecar £26 16
1914 MORGAN Sporting, hood, screen,

3 lamps, speedometer, special tyre

;

cost £105 £85
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 2-speed £28 10
igir NUMBER Ligbtw't. grand condition £16 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE. 3-speed gear £13 10
3* h.p. RUDGE Multi gear, igrz £26 15
M0T08AC0CHE Lightweight, niceorder. . £9 10
6 h.p. CLYNO Combination £28 10
6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Big Single. 2 speeds .. £35
4 h.p. TRUMP-J.A.P., 2 speeds, rgra .. £20
6 h.p. REX and Sidecar, hrec engine .... £16 10
3i h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-sp. model, with

new £11 Sidecar, onlv run 100 miles .. £49 10

4i h.p. F.N., 4-cvlinder, magneto £11 15
sib.p. PREMIER, 2-speed, with £11 new

coach-built Sidecar £32 10
6 h.p. REX, igii, with ;^iS Sidecar, hood

and screen £42 1

3* h.p. NUMBER. 1911. 2-sDecd model .. £18 10
si h.p. NUMBER, with new £ir Sidecar £26 10
4 h.p. QUADRANT, new I9r2 model £24 10
1912 Rudge.Multi £27 . rgio^ Kerry . £15 10

2i h.p. Simms. . £4 15 . 1908 Rex £10
1909 Rex £14 10 . 3i Rex £4 15
1910 Rex £16 10 . i9ir Rex £18
4-cylinder F.N. . £13 10 . 3* Quadrant . £10
3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10 . ^l Vindec . . . £11

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carbui'^tter in exchange. Write

for quotation. Puts new life into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.

6i h.p. De Dion Engine, carburetter, pump,
3-speed and reverse gear box £8 15

New Bosch F'lug 2/9
Triumph or Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 3/11
New Electric Side Lamps ; cost 35/-; pair 16/-
New Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp ,. 4/11
New 21/- El'?ctric Tail Lamp, brass 4/3
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15
Milliord i 1 2 Coach Sidecar £7

4^ h.p. De Dion and Pump £3 18
New Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gear .

.

£5 5
B. & B.. Amac, and Douglas Carburetters 12/6
NewTee-Bee Kick-up Stands ;usually 10/6 6/-
Ncw Underslung Sidecar Chassis 48/6
Shop-soiled £11 Coach Sidecar £8
P. & M. Gear and Back Wheel 50/-
N.S.U. Gear £3

1913 Rex Sidecar Chassis, complete with
tyre. Special joints for Rox £3 5

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT RD., HALIFAX.

'Phone 1062.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOTJGLAS. model B, used solo only, fast mai.hine.
excellent condition : £54.—3, Stanhope Av., Chui^ii

End, Finchley. [8428

33.h.p, Lady's Dooglae, open frame, 2-epeed gear, and
4 free engine; £25, bargain.—Wauchope'a. 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [X2373

DOTJGLAS, all models for immediate delivery ; trade
supplied.—Key. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173, Gt.

Portland St., Vf. [6610

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 1914, purchased August, lamp, horn.
'^4: overalls; what oflerd ?—Tabersham, 1. Tower
Chambers, Walthamstow. [8517

tf)3.h.p. Douglas. 1913. speedometer, and all accessoriea.
^4= ia good condition; £32, or best offer.— 99, Niy;ht-
ingale Lane, Balham, S.W. [8448
-| Q13 T.T. Model Douglas, large P. and H. lamp set,LU Xrall saddle. Dunlop belt, horn; ^31.—Robin-
son's, Green St., Cambridge. [6867

1Q14 Douglas, model W, 2-6peed, free engine clutch,Xv kick starter, as new, accessories; £42.—Pan-
thorpe, High St., Dereham, Norfolk. [52348

1 Q14 2';4h.p. Model V Douglas, specification as list,
-Lv nearly new, exceptionally gooa condition; £59.—.
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

1 Q 1 1 Dougla^^. fixed engine, lamp and penerator,
-*-«/ spare belt and tube, good order; £17/10.—H.
Thorne, 50, Walton Rd., Upton Park. [8558

DOUGLAS. 2-*peed, new October, 1913, little used,
like new, mileage 2.500. 1914 Amac, lamp, horn;

£37.—Jennings, The Lee, Gt. Missenden. [8572

1 Q15 Douglas Models.—We arc now booking early
J~t/ deliveries for cash, easy payments, or exchanges.
—Collier's Motories, W.estgate, Halifax. [0388

DOUGLAS. 2^h.p., 2-9peed. 1913 model, T.T. bars,
very little used, perfect order; £35.—Apply, Box

L6,369, Th6 Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St.. E.C.
[8437

1 Q12 Late Douglas, 2 speeds, F.E.. kick-starter, 26x.
-L»/ 2\\. heavy Michelin tyre on back, splendid con-
dition; dE27.— 1, Bowles Rd., Old Kent Rd., London.

[8531
DOUGLAS: bargain; 1914 model V (September), a.s

new. only ridden 80 miles, complete; any ex-

-

amination; 40 gns.—Palmer, 45, Bismarck Rd., Hich-
gatc. [8492

1 Q14 T.T. Douglae, new June, selected engine. P. and
A»/ H. lamp. horn. Brooks B220, new 4-ply Wood-
Milne back wheel; £39 cash.—E. Knight, 4, Oscar Villas.
Broadstairs- [8560

LADY'S Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-6peed, free engine, lamp,
epeedometer, acce^isories, tools, newly overhauled;

to he sold through owner going abroad ; £38.—Wardlaw.
Dollar. Scotland. [8409

1 Q14 Model B Douglas, 3'^h.p., 2-3peed, clutchX «7 model, Hutchinson's studded tyres, Jones
speedometer, Lucas lamp and horn; £53.—Robinson's
Green St., Cambridge. [6865

DOUGLAS Agents in England.—Models A and L
in stock: delivery ol any 2'>4h.p. models instantly

Trade supplied.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. Robin
-ion'fi, Green St.. Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2';;lh.p., T.T. model. 2-spced gear.
Senspray carburetter, 2Vt tyres, Powell and

Tlanmer lamp set. splendid order; £32,—Elce and Co..
15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0492

DOUGLAS, 2-3peed. free. 1913, model 0, good con-
dition, new DuDlop belt, specially large new tyre.

Pillion seat, P. and H. lamp; immediate sale £32.—
Gibbons. Downs Sanatorium. Sutton, Surrey. [8577

Enfield.

1 013 2^h.p. Enfield Motor, splendid condition, lamp,
X *y horn, etc. : offers.—Horaiey, Whcelgate, Malton.

[:X2367
ENFIELD, 3h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition and ap-

,

penrance; £37.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Brielit

St., Birmingham. CS2268

Oih.p. Enfield Twin, will exchange with cash for 31.'.

-^4 h.p. Triumph, clutch model.—J. Grover. 44. Hol-
den Ed.. Woodside Park, W. [X2379

6 h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, late 1912, 1914 improve-
ment-, excellent condition, lamps, spares, etc. : £55.

—Payne, Theatre, Morpeth. [^2295

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, quite new, only shop-
soiled: usual price £84. acL-ept £75 spot cash.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. pB550

LATE 1913 6h.p. Enfield Combination, complete with
all accessorie<?. including wind screen and coach-

built car; £60.—Colmore Deuot, Birmingham^ [X2249

ENFIELD Combination, 1913. 6h.p., in perfect con-
dition, Cowey speedometer, and all accessories; best

offer over £48.-123, Queen's Ed.. Finabury Park. N.
LX2369

ENFIELD 1912 6h.p. Combination, Enfield cane side-

car, wicker I'ilion chair, numerous sparse, tyre:*

nearly new. lamp, horn, splendid condition, ridden 5.000
miles; £46.—Wilkie, 15, Agate Rd., Hammeremith.

[X2286
ENFIELD, Sh.p., August, 1912, 2-speed, free engine,

Enfield cane side, large P. and H. lamp, horn,
numbers, tools, all good tyres; cash needed, 4:38; ap-
pointment.—Browne, 16. Aucklarvl Terrace, Kingston-
on-Thames. [X2434

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat9 jI the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q13 Enfield and Coachbuilt Sidecar, wind screen,
-i-t/ lamps, speedometer, spares, etc., in excellent
condition : 55 gns.—Can be seen and tried, Cronch End
Garage, Crouch End Hill, N. [8538

ENFIELD Combination. 1914. brand new, 61i.p., 2-

speed: list price £84. sacrifice £76.—Tlie Exeter
Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Batb Ed..
Exeter, and 28, Tavietock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

ENFIELD, 6h.p., 1914 model, coachbuilt sidecar,
speedometer, head light, eidecar and tail lamps,

epaie tyre, etc.; cost £95. accept £65; lider gone to
front.—Write or call. Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd., 27,
Chariuff Cross Rd., W.C. [8372

3h.p. Twin 1914 Royal Enfield, 2-speed gear and free
engine, Palmer tyres, good eound condition, a

popular lightweight, fitted with kick etaiter, footboards.
and chain drive, standard specification ; original price
£52/10, take lowest £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St.. London.

_
[X2302

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar,
3,500 miles, perfect condition, £2/2 lamp, electric

horn, speedometer, spare handle-bars and controls,
wind screen, spare tyre and tubes, etc.; cost over £95.
accept £65; owner ordered to France; seen by appoint-
ment.—Howell, 22, Christchurch Ay,, Brondesburv.
London. [8495

F.N.
1Q13V^. F.N., 5h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, lamp, horn, etc.,
JL*/ wicker eidecar, all excellent condition ; £35.—
Mapp, Droitwich. [S2272

F.N., 4-cyl., condition absolutely ag new, steel-studded
on back; £18; exchange lower power.—19, Nigel

Rd., Peckham Rye. [8469

£7/10 secures F.N. 2y^h.p. lightweight, mag., sprin?
forks, geared puUev : sacrifice price; eound ma-

chine.—Arthur, 10, Hamilton St., Paisley. [X2357

Hazlewood.
"1014 5-6h p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new VThit. week,
-Lt/ -and only ridden 500 miles; coet £68/5; saciifice

for £58.-125, London Rd., Manchester. [0562

Henderson.
HENDERSON, Ea^^ter, 1914, 8-lOh.p., 2-speed, Ivy

riidecfir. lump, horn, speedometer; £70, co^t £105.—
leeott, Hitchin. [8472

Humber.HUMBER. 1911-12, lightweight, raag., Druids, splen-
did condition throughout; £14/10.-24, Cargil Rd.,

Earlsfield. [X2419

HUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, free engine, etc., combina-
tion perfect; any trial; £29.-30, Wiltshire St..

Mancliester, N. [X2354

HUMBER, 1912. 2-speed, perfeet condition, nearly
new Dunlop tyzee; £28, or nearest.-P. R. Blamev.

Liskeard, Cornwall. [8526

1 Q12 Himaber, 2-speed, free engine, and sidecar, lamp,
J-iJ horn, tools, splendid condition; £31; trial.—330,
High Rd., Tottenham. [8563

3ih.p. 1911 Humber, 2-6peed, handle-start' engine, ju(?t

2 re-bu6hed. new gears, new tyres. Harcourt radiators,
all spares, sidecar; £25.—Langstou, Outfitter, Reading.

[X2246
HUMBER, 1911, 3iL.h.p., F.E., 2 speeds, perfect con-

'dition, speedometer, accessories, sidecar; £25,
ciieT.—Clark, 71, Parkholme Rd., Dalston,, London.
N.E. [8507

1 Q13 3V2h.p. 3-speed Humber, Brooks saddle, Lycett
-Lt/ belt, kick-start decompressor, lamp, horn, and
Jones speedometer; £34.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [0613

HUMBER. 3V2h.p.. 2 speeds and F.E., splendid con-
dition, tools, horn, etc.; £28, or with nearly new

£11 eidecar, £35, bargain; any trial.—91, Baltic Rd.,
Sheffield. tX2291

Indian,

INDIAN, 1913, T,T. model. 7-9h.p., perfect; £58.-
H.B., Lawn House, Shaftesbury. [X2260

INDIAN. 7h.p., 1911%, clutch model, perfect; £29-
Smith, Cedars, New Moston, Manchester. fX2382

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., electric starter model, with
Millford sidecar; £60, or nearest.—P. R. Blarney.

Li-skeEird, Cornwall. [8525

"IQl^ Indian Standard 7h.p., perfect, spare and extra
Xt7 tvre ; £50; seen by appointment.—Letters, Donald,
338, High Rd., Chiswick. [8579

INDIAN 1914 7b. p. Coach Combination, standard
electrical equipment; £65.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [8587

IQl'^ 7h.p. 2-speed Indian and coachbuilt sidecar, 800
At/ miles; any trial; £65; exchange.— 185, Mark-
house Rd., Walthamstow. [8460

INDIAN Combination, just overhauled, new tyres, 7-9
h.p., 2-speed model; £34; exchange Douglas.— 18.

South Bruton Mews, Bond St. [X2376

INDIAN 7h.p. 1914 Conbiuation, complete with elec-

tric light, lioru. and s jeedometer ; bargain at £60-—
Rae, Park Rd., VTest Hartlepool. [X2333

INDIAN and Millford Sidecar, red, new, bought last
month, electric fittings, done 300 miles; £67/10.

—Creer, Remover, West Kirby, Birkenhead. [8535

7 h.p. 1913-14 T.T. Indian, new in March, all acces-
sories and spares, little used, perfect condition;

£45.—Apply to Higson, Rossland, Northwood, Middle-
sex. [8088

OFFERS
WANTED

for any of the undermentioned second-hand and new
models. All fully guaranteed, and, where second-hand.,
to have been thoroughly overhauled.

NOTE FURTHER REDUCTIONS.

1914 BARGAINS.
ROYAL RUBY, aJ h.p., 2-speed model (new) £29 10
NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed model (new) £60
REX 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination (new) £75
REX 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination (new) £66 10
WILLIAMSON i9r4 Combination, hood and screen,

braVid new, all accessories ~£88
ENFIELD rgi4 shop-soiled Combmation, coach-

built Sidecar £80
REX i9r4 6 h.p. Combination ; cost £85 ; had

verj' little use ; bargain £60

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., 2 speeds, water-cooled.

Sidecar, with hood and screen £61
HUMBER, 2 h.p., 3 speeds, lady's open frame model £20
ROVER, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, Rudge bars, magneto £10
REX, 6 h.p,, 1914, 2-speed model, complete with

sporting Sidecar £53
REX, igii, 6 h.p. model, 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starting, Araac carburetter, Sidecar £33
REX, 3^ h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. & B., low buUt £15
G.N. 8 h.p Cycle Car, 2 speeds, very fast, side by

side seating £40
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p., twin, magneto, Chater Sidecar. . £21
REX, 5 h.p., T.T. model, torpedo tank, grey finish,

excellent condition £14
BRADBURY, igr2, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, very good order £27
TRIUMPH, I9r3, 3i h.p., fixed gear, excellent order. . £30
BAT, 6 h.p., Mabon clutch, spring frame, excellent

order, bargain £24
REX, 6 h.p., i9r2, lamp, etc., 2 speeds, handle start £39
HUMBER, sh h.p., 1909, 2-spued model £22
CLYNO 1912 6 h.p. 2-specd Combination, coach-built

Sidecar £40
N.S.U., T913, 3A h.p., 2 speeds, cane Sidecar, excellent

order and condition £30
RUDGE 1913 3i h.p. Multi, with £16 i6s. coach-built

Sidecar £44
HUMBER, 1911, 3^ b.p., 2 speeds, Sidecar, excellent

order " £28
REX 1912 6 h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, very good

condition ; bargain £34
ZENITH, r9r4, 5-6 h.p., clutch model, very sporty Sc. £63
MORGAN, 8 h.p., 1913, hood, screen, all lamps,

excellent condition, bargain £55

FORWARD, 2I h.p., twin, excellent order, Binks carb. £16
ZENITH, 3^h-P-» 1913. Gradua gear, excellent con-

dition £30
INDIAN, 1913, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed model, spring frame,

red finish £42
ENFIELD 6 b.p. 2-speed Combination, chain drive .. £50
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., twin, automatic carburetter £16
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., fixed engine, excellent condition £17
ARIEL, 3.\ b.p., magneto, spring forks, good order . . £10
SCOTT, 1914, 3^ h.p., Montgomery Sidecar, all acces. £60
ROC AUTO-WHEEL on 3-speed RALEIGH £16

EXCHANGES OR EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Lists post free with pleasure from

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—552, Mayfair.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

5-7h.p. Indian, red, free engitie, and Milla-Fulford
coach eidecar, splendid condition, powerful, quite

farUtless, fast, all accessories; bargain, £27.—Day, 84a,
IJfewark St., New Kd., Stepney. [X2405

INDIAN, Hendee Special, eelf starter, model 1914,
brand new; list price £80, sacrifice £70.—The

Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7. Bath
Kd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0603

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., kick-starter,
electric horn, head and rear lights, speedometer,

Mills-Fulford de luxe C.B. sidecar, only done 1,600,
condition as new; owner despatch riding; £60.-24,
Nunhead Green, Peckham Rye. [8533

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Model Indian sidecar
-Li/ combination, electric starter and lighting, full?
equipped with epeedometer, tools, etc., Mills-Fulford de
Luxe body, splendid condition, very little used ; cost
nearly £100, bargain at £65.—M.R.. 2l3. Store St., W.C.

[4829

1 Ol3 Special Tourist Trophy Racing Indian, 3V2h.p.,
Xt/ single-cyl., 2 speeds, low, light, very fast, only
used for T.T. race, purchased October 23rd, 1914, from
Indian showrooms as new. makers' guarantee; ^£40,
near offer.—4, Southwark Park Rd., Bermondsey, Lon-
don. [8534

1Q13 Indian (red) and sidecar. 7-9h.p., 2-5peed, free"
X tl engine, spring frame, 28 x. 3 Kempshalls, very
poiverful, fast, perfect order throughout, guaranteed,
utideTf^Iung double sidecar, tools, mirror, watch, Pillion

seat, head light, etc.; bargain, £45.-45, Charles St.,

Jubilee St., Mile End, E. [S2403

Ixion.

IXION", 2V,h.p., excellent order; ride away; £7/7, in-

cluding: licences.—Mesquitta, Fernbank, Worcester.
[8457

IXION, 1914, 2V2h.p., 2-speed model, Villiers 2.stroke
engine, lamp, horn, etc. ; £25.—The Morris

Garages, Oxford. [8566

IXION, 1914, SVah.p., 2-sti^ke. Albion 2-speed gear,
Lucas lamp set, Watford speedometer, run about

300 miles; £27.—Cass's, 5, Warren St., Euston Rd'.,

W. 'Phone : Museum 623. [8600

James.
4ih.p. James Combination, excellent condition, new

4 April, 1914: £53—Apply, McKenzie, Sidecar
Manufacturer, Bath Passage, Birmingham. [X2279

JAMES 1914 2-stroke Lightweight, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, new month ago, guaranteed perfect;

£28.—ElcD and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile
St., London, E.C. [0480

JAMES, 41/Sh.p., Big Single, 2-6peed. free engine, kick
start, enclosed chain drive, with 16 gn. sidecar"

almost equal new ; sacrifice £40, accept lightweight part
exchange.- 10, Beck Rd.. Harehills, Leeds. [X2402

TAMES, 1913, 31/^h.p., commercial sidecar outfit, 3-

speed counter-shaft gear, clutch and kick-starter,
chain drive, coachbuilt side carrier, complete with
Lucas accessories, thoroughly overhauled and guaran-
teed; £42 cash, or extended terms.-Elce and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0551

J.A.P.
6-7h.p. J.A.P. Twin, 2 speeds, Druids, mag.. Whittle,

B
.

and B. , Roms, unpunctui ed ; bargain, £25 :*

terms arranged.—241, Balfour Rd., Ilford. [851fl

J.A.P., 8h.p., 2-speed, 650x65 tyres, coachbuilt side-
car, guaranteed in perfect condition; £38.—The

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston R-d., Birmingham. [0593

4h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea, special racing engine, over-
head valves, spring front forks, racing bars, ad-

justable pulley, Dunlop belt, B. and B. carburetter,
C.A.V. map,, tyres good, lamp, horn, etc. ; bargain, £23!-
—131, Park Lane, Stoke Newington. [8596"

J.E.S.

J.E.S, Auxiliary Set, with bicycle, perfect order, horni
bag; £13.-Harger, Halstead, Settle. [X2276

Lea-Francis.
LEA and Francis, 1914, Sl^h.p., 2-speed model, newi'

shop-soiled only; usnal price £68.'5, accept £58."-
—The Morris Garages, Oxford, [8567,"

LEA-FRANCIS. 1914, the aristocrat of motor cycles:
early delivery ; easy payments ; second-hand ma-

chines in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace,
154, Gt. Titchfield St., W. Regent 4999. [0448.-

Levis.
1 Q14 2V2h.p. Levis, 2-«peed: last one to clear; £40,Xt/ or nearest.—Webb, Agent, Stoekebridge. Yorks.,

\ [X2255
ON Sale, new Baby Levis. 2-8troke, bought June, 1914,

giving up riding.—Rigby, Liverpool Rd., Longton,
Preston. fs:i830

Lincoln Elk,
LINCOLN-ELK, 3V2h.p., 1913 model, equal new, fine

order: bargain, £18/10.— Speechlev, 45, Church
Rd., Acton. [X2343 j

LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, 3h.p., lamp, horn, practically
new engine; £12/10.—Baker St. Garage, Hands-

worth, Birmingham. rX1981
M. and M.

M. and M., 2-stroke, completely equipped; £28;.
all British, including magneto.—Morgan and Max-

well, 80, High Kd., Streatham, London. [X2395

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

14 Matchless, 3V>h.p- twin, 3-6peed, brand new;
£54.—Willmott Bros., Norwich. [8439

MATCHLESS 1914 Combination, complete, lamps
and accessories ; £75.—Foxall, Newsagent. Bridg-

north, Salop. [8499

MATCHLESS, 1914 models, immediate delivery; trade
suppIied.-Rey. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173. Gt.

Portland St., "W. [6611

MATCHLESS, 1913, S'/sh-p. twin, 3 speeds, excel-

lent condition; £55.-~P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [8591

LATE 1913 Shop-soiled Matchless, SV-h.p. twin-cyl.

J.A.P. engine, 3-speed Gradaa gear; £40.— Colmore
Depot, Birmingham. [X2250

MATCHLESS, 31/2 and Sh.p. ; prices from £34 to £50,
cash, or deferred payments.—Colmore Depot, 49.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2271

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 2-speed, twin belt, new coach-
built sidecar, lamps, and accessories ; a 'bargain,

£48.-11, Anglesea Ed., Woolwich. [X2401

MATCHLESS 1914 Sidecar Outfit, new, unused

;

owner enlisted; must sell: 80 gng., or very cloee

oiler.—11, Anglesea Rd.. Woolwich. [X1913

Sh.p.
Chain-driven Counter-ehaft Matchless and sidecar:

bargain at 50 gns., the complete turnout.—Seen at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X2298

; 1Q13 Matchlesfi, 6h.p., clutch, engine and clutcli ex-
Xt/' cellent, enamel and plate extremely well kept,
lamp, horn, and tools; £38.—King, Staplcford, Cambd,

[X2341
MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 2-8peed, free. Montgomery double

sprung sidecar, heavy tjTe<^, lamp, horn, mirror,
etc., epiendid condition; £40.-70. Evering Ed., Stoke

I Newington, N. [8418

MATCHLESS, 1912V'. 6h.p.. 6-speed, excellent con
dition, recently overhauled, cane sidecar, acces-

sories, spares; £40.—Veale, Willow Bank, London Ed.,
Bromley, Eent. [X2352

Minerva.
MINERVA, 4h.p., h?b.c., perfect running order: £9.—

West, 48, Priory Av., Walthamstow. [8412

MotO'Reve.
3.h.p. Twin Moto-Reve, good running order; £14.—
4 Barnard, 6, Archer St.. Bayawater, W. [8465

LIGHTWEIGHT Moto-Reve, mag., Dmids, stand,
Michelins, new condition; sacrifice £12.—Wright,

98, High St., Hornsey. [8527

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE. sound running order, mag., acety-

lene lamp, etc. ; £8.-PhiIlip6, 37, ^Hertford St..

Coventry. [X2058

£13.—Motosacoche, 2'/2h.p., 1911, splendid condition,
engine perfect; bought twin.—Bees, Coedeae

Place, Poutypjol. [8552

"IQ13 Motosacoche Motor Cycle, pecond-hand : price
JiU £15: cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages),

!Ltd., Swansea, also at Cardiff. [0548

New Hudson.
.0 ih.p. New Hudson and Sidecar, not dnne 1,000
02 miles, good condition; £40.—Apply, McKcnzie,
Bath Paasage, Birmingham. [X2280

NEW Hudson, 2Vih.p., 2-6troke, just arrived; £27/5,
or £7/3 deposit, and 12 monthly in^talmentis of

£1/15.-Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [8545

NEW Hudson, 1913, Si/r'^h.p., 3-speed, Canoelet side-

car, new spare tyro, new lamp, only ridden abcuit

600 miles; £40.—Hughes, Miners' Ofiice^, Wrexham.
[X.2290

NEW Hudson, 3'/:.h.p., Arm.'^trong 3-speed, coachbuilt
sidecar, speedometer, Hutchinson passenger tyios.

lamps, splendid condition; £50.—Davies, 34, Pembnn'

rd..

Lower Clapton, N.E. [X235i

New Imnerial.
.1 Q14 2V.'h.p- New Impcriul-Jap, 2-speed, excellpnt
Lt? climber; £25.-12. Minster Rd., Cricklewood.

[8&10
New Ryder.

VTEW Ryder. — Sole London agent?:. Immediate dp-
Ll livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns.. 2-6p''ed
,153. No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor, Ltd.,
Wood Side Parade, North t^nchley. 1745 Finchley.

[0572
I N.S.U.

IQ14 N.S.U., with 2-speed gear, done under 300 mileti,
L«? £35.—The U.xbridge Motor Co., Ltd.. 101, Higl
;it., Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [X180.-

N.U.T.
pABIilEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T. — Tbe

West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Southport. [0556

lyr.TJ.T., 2^4h.p. T.T., 1914, single geared, as new; bcr^t

k" offer secures.-West IJmcashirc Motor Co., Ltd.,
|oathport. [0573
T.tr.T., 1914, 3V:!h.p., 3-speed touring model, brand
' new, unridden; listed £60/10. will accept firat

iler over £50; reason for sale excellent and urgent.—
W. S. Life, The Clitfe, Cumberland Rd.. Soathporh

[8399
Vr.XJ.T., 1914. T.T., 3V2h.p. twin, overhead valve,
-1 J.A.P. 3-6peed gear, month, old, very fast, large
lucas, new extra heavy 2V2in. Bates, spare valves;
'55; reason for selling, going abroad with Terriers.-T.
lant, St. Mary, Bedford. [X2318

QUITE TRUE.
NEW MACHINES AT

SECOND-HAND PRICES.

4 h.p. 1914 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-spee(l counter-
shaft gear, free engine, kick starter. Usual price

£46. Our price £38

i b.p. i9r4 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, spring forks, magneto, etc. Usual
price

jf33. Our price £26
These are shop-soiled only.

FARLOV^ SIDECARS

SPECIALWAR PRICES

£6 15 O <'"''•"From

Write us your requirements.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1912 4 h.p. 2-spced TRUMP-J.A.P £23
I9r4 6 h.p. ENFIELD, combination, speedometer.etc. £68
rgr3 3J h.p. 3-5pecd NUMBER combination £35
3* h.p. 1914 MOTOSACOCHE, Enfield gear, fine order S35
3' h.p. EXCELSIOR, vfrtical eogine. spring forks £8
2-3 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11
3i h.p. rgoS REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B. and B. carb. . . £16
3I h.p. N.S.U.,2speedsandfreeengine, Bosch magneto £17
34 h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds, ku k st,irter, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3A b.p. iqoQ REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting .. £19

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, baU bearing engine. M.O.V £19
5 h.p. 190S REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter. Bosch, Amac £19
6 h.p. 1912 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £25
S b.p. Cycle Car, Chatcr-Lea cogmc, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc £60

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS,

S\ h.p. 2-spced NUMBER and Torpedo Sidecar £20
4 h.p. 2-specd ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
^i h.p. 2-&pced N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20

All in good running order.

NEW 1911 MACHINES.

1914 r4 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What offers ?

1914 3J h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp. counter-shaft gear What offers ?

i9r4 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What offers?

19146 h.p. ENFIELD Combination What Offers ?

1914 6 b.p. A.J.3., 3-sp. couDter-shaft gear What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.

5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £11 11

4-cylinder F,N, Engine, complete with clutch and
Bosch magneto £5

SIDECARS.

GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, fit Triumph £5
FARLOW, 1913, undcrslung. cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, 19 14, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914. reed cane, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £6
FARLOW, 1914, coach-built, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, 1914. lightweight model, usoi trials only . . £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U-T.

N.U.T., 25/ili.p., T.T., Araifstrong 3-speed. new August,

only done 1,500. Binks, P. and H., Stewart speed-

ometer, new John Ball belt, tyre* excellent, enamel and

plating unecratched. very fast; cost over »;68, eell £50.
ctteie cDDSidered.-W.. c/o Hogg. 20. Smith St.. Glasgow.

Premier.
Olh.p. Premier, 1913, appointment.—Nasi, 87, Cam-
<l 2 berwell New Ed., 8.E. [8559

PEEMIEE, S'/'ii-P.. 2-6peed, F.E., and coaci eidecai

:

£39/10. or near offer; E.P. U desired.—Lamb s.

50, High Ed., Wood Green. [8517

T.T Premier. SVah.p., late 1913, all accessories, new
tyres, B.S.A. carburetter: £34/10. — iliddleton.

Queen St.. Newton Abbot. [8196

PEEMIEE. 3'/-h.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft, brand new;
£61, eacriace £55 lor cash.-The Exeter Motor

Cycle and tight Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Bd.. Exeter

and 28. Taristook Hd.. Plymouth. [0571

PEEMIEE. 1914, 3'/-h.p.. 3-speed counter-shatt. com-
plete with lamp, horn, speedometer, and watch,

better than now; any trial; cost £70, sell £50 lowest.

—Boyce, 275, Archway Ed., Highgate. [8476

PEEMIEE, 1913, 7-9h.p., 2-speed countershaft gear

and clutch, chain-cum-belt drive, Canoelet sidecar.

Watlord speedometer, largo P. and H. lamp. 'Lucas

mirror, electric tail lamp, storm apron, tools, and
snares, splendid order; £45, or extended terms

arranged.—Elie and Co., 15, Biehopsgate Av.. Camomile

St., London B.C. [("179

P. nnd M.

Pand M., 1913, Jlillford sidecar, splendid order, little
'

used; £45.-CaTe, Decorator, Windsor. [8494

14 P. and K., shop-soiled only: £60, or near offer.

Dumfries Motor Co., Ltd., Dnmfries. [S2259

Pand M. and sidecar, good condition; £45.—Drerer,
Hazelcroft. The Grove. Church End, Finchto-

LATE 1912 Phelon and Moore, lamp, horn, sparer,

new tyree, £39: also Montgomery sidecar for saiue,

£4/15.-Eobin30n, 236, Doncaster Ed.. Barnaley. \ort«t

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W.. have

several pood second-hand P. and M. machines lor

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in Perteit

order.—Can be seen at above address. 10131

1013 P nnd M. Combination, guaranteed perfect

-L«7 order, recently overhauled by makers, lamp and

generator, Cowcy speedometer, luggage earner, every-

thing aa new, numerous nccessoriee; any trial; 58 gns^

or near offer.—Bradford. Bancroft. Eastbourne. [8023

Ouadrant.
TTADEANT. 3y.h.p., just been overhauleil. cylinder

To* ground, and new piston and rings and gudgeon

nin, also re-bushed, variable pulley, luag. platform, and
.liain sprocket; bargain, £5.-F. W. Chase. Elmdon. near

Birmingham. [X2151
Regal.

LADY'S Eegal-Precision, 4h-p. twin, free engine,

Brninpton gear, not run 500 mijea; owner buying

Carden Monocar; price £40.—Garden, 61, Somerset Bd..

Teddington. [=434
Rex.

REX 3''-h.p.. good running order, spring forks, ac-

cessories; £8.—Cowlishaw, Methwold. [X2321

REX. 1912. 6h.p.. 2-speed, sidecar, Pillion; £32.—
108. Idmiston Ed., West Norwood. [8575

1C113 E«x. 6h.p. twin engine. Bosch, guaranteed per-

i-V feet, £8/15; frame set, 35/-.-92, Mildmny Grove,

Dalston. [8554

REX Sidette, 1913'/<:, bargain ol the week, absolutely
perfect ; 30 gns., including accessories.-Croucher,

Bromley Motor Works, Ecnt. [8585

REX. new 1913, 2-speed, twin, and new sidecar;

£59/3 5; fully guaranteed: exchange considered.

—Collier's Motorics, Westgato, Halifax. [0390

REX, 1911, and sidecar, Sh.p. twin, free engine, new
tyres, unpunctured. Whittle, splendid running con-

dition- £35.—Jubb, 24, Upham Park Ed., Chiswick. W.
[844S

31h.p. Ees. mechanical valves, fine condition. Ik.sch,

2 Lyso. Brown and Barlow carburetter, extremely
low machine: gift, £13.—Barratt, Fairfield, Buxton

rX2359

REX, 5h.p. twin. Bosch mag.. B. and B. carburetter,
h.b.c. new Bom tyre on back; n bargain. £15.—

The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingliam.
[0558

REX 1914 6h.p. 3-3peGd Sidette. chain drive, complete
with lamp, generator. Cowey speedometer, clcw'k.

and all fittings, not ridden 400 miles; £53.—Box 6.800.

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. [XI 728

REX Combination. 2-8peed. belt drive, 1914. brand
new: £77/10. sacrifice £70.—The Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Ed.. Exeter,
and 29. TaviBtoek Ed., Plymouth. [0604

REX 1914 Combination. 3-speed, chain drive, kick
starter, very fine coacbbnilt body, ideal winter turn-

out, escellent condition : £58 cash ; part exchange 2-

stroke or Douglas.-37, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X2427

REX Sidette, 1911. 5-6h.p., overhead inlet valves. 2-

speed gear, coach sidecar, P.E.S. lamp set, Kemp-
shall and Palmer tyres, guaranteed sound condition:
£26 cash : extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co.
15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.G. [0491

Q^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rex.

T>EX, 5-6h.p.. 1913 engine, frame, Tvitli 1914 improre-
-iX ments, with 1914 16 gn. IPitsn eidecat, Armstrong
5-speed, liandle etarting-, all tborougblr overhauled, at
works, re-enamelled and plated, new tyre front and bauk,
epares, guaranteed like new ; any trial by appointment

:

£48, no ofl!ers.-45, Smallbrook St., Birmingham. [X2382

Rex-Jap.
1 Q14 Rex-Jap, SVsh.p., perfect, unscratched; sacri-
J-t/ fice, £30, or nearest.—Dawson, 60, Regent St.,

Cambridge. [S2435

REX-J.A,P. 8h,p. Shop-soiled Sidecar Combination;
cash buyer or exchange wanted. — Collier's

Motories, Westgate, Halifax. [0445

REX-J.A.P.. 1912, 8h.p. De Lnxe model, 2 speeds,
free engine, coachbuilt sidecar; £58.—The Premier

Motor Co.. Ltd., A.ston Ed., Birmingham. [0596

REX-J.A.P. 1913 6h.p. De Luxe, with coachbuilt side-

car, complete with lamp, horn, generator, little u€ed,
perfect running order; £48.— Bos 6,799. The Motor Cycle
Officer, Coventry. [XI 727

REX-J.A.P.. 1913. 6h.p. De Luxe model, 2 speedS:
free engine, 650x65 Kempshall tyres, special coar-h-

bnilt sidecar ; combination cost £90, and ha<= not done
3,000 miles, guaranteed perfect : £52.—The Piemiei
ilotor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0432

Roc.
OC, 4h.p., m.o.v., mag., 2 speeds, handle start, ^mart;
£16/16.-11, Squarry St., Tooting. [X2417

Roval Rubv.
"I Q 14 Ruby-Jap, 4h.p. twin, shop-soiled, 3 speeds.
-!-«' clutch; list £65/5, bargain, quick sale, £52/10.
—60, Regent St., Cambridge. [X2436

ROYAL Rubv, 2-6troke, 1914, ridden only 200 miles.
£20.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co..

Ltd., 7. Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..
Plymouth. [0605

Rover.

ROVEE, 3V;>h.p., mag., B. and B., good tyres: bar-
gain. £15/10.-2, Trewint St., Earlsfield. [X2423

OVER, 3h.p., mag., h.b.c, T.T., new Dunlop cover;
£14, offers.-Batten, Featherstone, Yoiks. [X236a

ROVER, 3V'h.p., Bosch, low, faet. and powerful, fine

machine; £10/10, gift.—Speechley, 45, Church R-l,
Acton. [X2344
l Q13 3-speed Rover, in first-class condition; £58.—yV The Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High St.,

Uxbridge. 'Phone; 184 Uxbridge. [XI 801

1 C|14 Eover, 3-spGed, Millford family sidecar, hood,
X t/ screen, not done 2,000, appearance as new, spares
and accessories; 65 gns.—Avery, Draper, Bexhill. [8594

ROVER Coachbuilt Combination, 1913, perfect con-
dition, 2 new Palmers, lamps, horn, speedometer

;

£45.—Harris, 23, Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [8543

ROVER, 1914, TaC., Armstrong 3-epeed, only done
500 miles. Lucas lamp and horn, Dunlop tyres and

belt, new condition, special machine, and very fast, all

spares- bargain. £48/10.-197, Soho Rd., Birmingham.
[X2388

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, and Chater-Lea wicker sidecar,
very little used, excellent condition throughout,

fust, silent, and reliable, all accessories; £41.—At Stour-
wood Garage, Stedman Rd., West Southbourne, Bourne-
mouth. [8012

Rudge.
"|3 UDGE Multi, excellent condition, new tyre rear, new
-tt-X belt; £26, quick sale.—Jackson, New Rd., Kendal.

[X2156
IQ12 E.E. Rudge; £32/10.—The Uxbridge Motor Co.,
-1-*^ Ltd., 101, High St., Uxbridge. *Phone: 184
Uxbridge. [X1804

~|C|13 Rudge Multi, and. smart wicker sidecar, com-X t/ piete with lamp and horn ; £45.—Colmore Depot,
31, Calmore Row, Birmingham. [S2248
-| Ql'* Rndge Multi, 5-6h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar,
X*/ cost £85 month ago, accept £70, or nearest; not
soiled.—Leak, Pier Quay, Qorleston. [X2305

SJLli.p. 1913 T.T. Rudge. fitted with best Dunlop non-
2 skid tyres, very fast machine; a bargain, £27/10.

—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X2303

RUDGE Multi, 1913, condition good, perfect run
ning order, new back cover, new big end bearings;

£30.—Vasey's Garage, Westwood, Scarborough. [8536

"OUDGE Multi, 1913, wicker canoe sidecar, Cowey, P.
XV and H. set., etc., in new condition, mileage under
2.000 ; cost £80, accept £42.—Scoones, Sittingbourne.

[8422
RUDGE Multi, 1913, excellent order, lamp, horn,

speedometer, spares ; £36/10.—The Exeter Motor
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0570

TJ UDGE, 1913, 3"/oh.p., T.T. roadster model, lamp.XV horn, new rubber-studded Bates and Dunlop
tyres, very fast, and condition equal to new; £27.—
The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0595
RUDGE Multi, 1914, T.T. Isle of Man racer, just de-

livered, all latest improvements; best terms for
(;ash, exchange, or extended payments.—Elce and. Co.,
15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.C.

[0481
RUDGE Multi, 1913, 5-6h.p., multi-speed gear and

free engine, Watford speedometer, lamp, horn,
tools, 1914 cane torpedo sidecar, complete outfit in
guaranteed good order; £42 cash, or extended terms.-Elce
and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London,
E.C. [0552

Halifax Motor Exchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection.'

DOUGLASES.—We are now booking
orders for November delivery of these
splendid machines. Cash, Exchange,
or Easy Terms.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

1913 6h.p. 2-speed Twin ibz lo £53 2 6

igi2 New 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £&z lo £45 10
Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted.

NEW LIGHT CARS.
igi4 IJ h.p. LAGONDA. hood, screen . . . £150
1914 II h.p. LAGONDA, with 1915 improve-

ments £150
1914 G.W.K. (second-hand) £105
1914 G.W.K., hood, screen, etc £150
1914 VICTOR, A.C., £105 W.C. £115
1914 CALTHORPE Minor £168
IWORGANSporting, hood, screen, lamps, etc. £103

SHOP-SOILED 1914's.

1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-tl.A.P 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P.. 8 h.p., Combination £94 10 I

1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c., Combmation .. £98 10
1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £48 0]
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £26 15
igi4 SUN-VILLIERS, 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42

Keen exchanges quoted to clear 1914's.

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 CALTHORPE MINOR Lightweight .. £19 19
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive,Ncw £49 10
1913 3^^ h.p. 2-speed L.M.C £35 10

_J9I3 3? h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £39 10
1912 3^ h.p. 3-sp. ARIEL, speedometer, etc. £32 10
19 12 3X h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., almost as new £29 10
1912 2I h.p. 2-speed F.N. Lightweight £28 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-5peed ALLDAYS £29 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY. Itick starter £31 10
1912 34 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, F.E £24 10
1912 3^Vh.p. 2-speed JAMES, chain drive . . £33 10
1912 3.', h.p. RUDGE, 2-spced, F.E £33 10
1911 3.1 h.p. TRIUMPH, variable gear £29 10
19 1 1 VV.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 3^ h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear .... £27 10
1911 2 j h.p. 2-specd A.J.S., counter-shaft . . £22 10
1911 3 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. , almost as new. . £22 10
1911 3Jh.D. LINCOLN-ELK £18 10
F.N. 2-speed Lishtweight, shaft drive £23 10
3! h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £20
1911 3! h.p. 2-speed HUMBER £22 10
1909 51 h.p. 2-Epeed REX DE LUXE £22 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
19136 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £49 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 1

1913 4j 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK, and Millford
coach-buUt Sidecar £39 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX. and new Sidecar £43 10
19H 3! h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 si h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3I TRIUMPH, speed gear and Sidecar £33 10
1910 7-9 h.p. V.S, 2-speed and sidecar £29 10
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed, and

coach-built Sidecar £47 10
V.S., 6 h.p., chain drive, Phelon and Moore

gear, and Sidecar £27 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .. £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar . £24 10
REX, igio, 2-5peed, twin, and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £24 10
REX, 5.V h.p., magneto, twin, and Sidecar. . £19 10
ROVER^ 3A h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .... £17 10

X>e Deposit and 7/6 per week purchases any of
«'•' the following machines. Every one guaran-

teed in running order.

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightn-eight .... £14 10
ARIEL, 2\ h.p., magneto, lightweight £15 10
REX, 1908, 3i h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3ih.p., magneto £19 10
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks ... £16 10
REX, 1910," 3i h.p., magneto £21 10
REX, 1911, 3* h.p., magneto £22 10
REX, 1911, 2| h.p., F.E., handle starting.. £22 10
REX 1908 54 h.p. twin, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p.. magneto, h.-b. control .... £12 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 3i h.p., magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3J h.p., 2 speeds, F.E £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p.. 2-speed, F.E £16 10
TRIUMPH, F.E., magneto, spring forks £18 10

TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

QCOTT, 1913, in first-class condition: £38.-58. Os-^ mond Gardens, Wallineton. Suirej-. [3519

SCOTT, 1912, excellent condition: £28; .ioiued cr.loiup.

—7, The Avenue, Bishopston, Bristol. [8523

SCOTT, 1914, with Scott sidecar, as new; accept £50.
—Colmoie Depot, 19, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[S2270
SCOTT. October, 1913, 1914 fitments, cane Projectile

sidecar, perfect condition; £50.—Iseott, Hitehin.
[3471

SCOTT, done 1,500 miles, head lamp, horn, etc.; £40.
—Baker St. Garage, Handsworth, Birmingham.

[X1980
LATE 1913 Scott and coachbuilt sidecar, acce.^oriee,

spares; any trial; £50; exchange.— 185, Markhonsc
Kd., Walthamstow. [8461

1Q14 Scott, with coachbuilt sidecar, done 3,000, con-
-»-*' dition excellent; £62, or near ofier.-Marshall,
Coivfold, Sussex. [X2307

SCOT^, 1912, all accessories, with coachbuilt sidecar,
£36. without £34.—Particulars and phot.0, Howie,

Qilingate, Kendal. [X2273

1012 Scott, in flret-class condition; £35.—Tlie Ux-
i-'J bridge Motor Co.. Ltd., 101, High St., Uxbridce.
'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [X1802

SCOTT and Sidecar, new tj-res, chains, ete., overhauled
by makers May last, low mileage; price £35, a

bargain.—Lewis, Chemist, Wombwell. [X2150

SCOTT, 2-6troke, perfect order, £32, particulars on
application; studded Palmer cord, new, 26x2*/,.

35/-.—Newbery, 34, Victoria Rd., Cambridge. [8597

1Q13 Scott and Canoelet Sidecar^ 1914 lubrication,
--v new chains, new back tyre ; cost nearly £90,
ofteis.-26, Berber Rd., Wakehurst Ed., Clapham Junc-
tion. [8435

SCOTT, 2-speed, recently overhauled by makers ; must
sell: first cheque £18 secures it.—Lieut. "Moutray,

luuiEkilling Fusiliers, Lenan Camp, Clonmany, Co.
Donegal. [8223

IQll^ Scott, splendid condition, 1912 improvements,
A-O Binks, accessories, spares, with canoe .sidecar;

£37/10. or exchange lightweight.— 11, Lome Rd., Wal-
thamstow. [8562

1Q12 Scott, 18 gn. Montgomery sidecar, every con-X t/ ceivable spare, improvement and accessory, per-

fect tune, pleasure driving ; £55.—Lord, Sthoolmaster.
Eadclifle, Manchester. 1 [X2265

1 Q12 Scott, recently overhauled, new frame fitted, in
-J-tf splendid order; worth £35, will take £28 quick
sale; also nearly new coachbuilt sidecar for same, £6/10.
-Blunt, Bedford St., Coventry. [X2429

"I Q13 Scott, complete with large Lucas lamp and gener-
Xt/ ator, new Palmer tyres, speedometer, horn, and
tools, engine and gears excellent; must sell; barg<ijn,

£32.—King, Stapletord, Cambs. [X2340

Singer.

BRAND ISTew 1914 2-speed Singer, chain drive; cost
£65j accept £55.—Haskard and Mitcham, Curzon

St., Derby. [X2390

2ih.p. F.E. Singer, late 1913, recently overhauled by
2 makers, with horn and lamp; £28.—Johnston,

32, Thistle St.. Aberdeen. [X2432

SINGER, 1914, 3i/2h.p. T.T., special competition model,
%Yinuer of several events, accessories, and spares;

£34 cash.-504, High Kd., Tottenham. [8419

SINGER 19131,4 4>/2h.p. Combination, 2-speea, clutch,

little used, nothing better exists: £42, bargain,

oflers.- S.. 4, Dollis Rd., Church End, Finchley. [8541

4ih.p. Singer (late 1913), 2-speed, free engine, Millford
2 coachbuilt sidecar, new Stewart speedometer,

Klaxon horn, 3 gas lamps, and all spares, everything as

new
;
great bargain, £55, or best offer.—99, Nightingale

Lane, Balham, S.W. [8447
Stag.

STILL Running.—Stag, VM, 5, 5-6h.p. single-cyl. en-

gines: unbeaten for power, durability, price.—Only
address, Buckman and Howard, 18, Canal St., Notting-
ham. [8571

Star.

SETEEAL New 1914.. Stat Motor Cycles, S-apeed,

chain drive, single and twin models, at special

prices to clear.—The Carette Co., 177, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W. [8463

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAMS, 1914, shop-soiled, 2% and 6h.p. models;

special casli prices.—The Gaiage, Uxbridge Ed.,

EaUng Common [near Station). [8247

Swift
SWLFT, 3h.p., free engine. 2-speed, 2 spare tyres'; £7.

-24, Harold St., Burnley. [X2425

SWIFT Light Car, twin-cyl., 1914, seldom used,

special refineiuents, complete speedometer, lamps;
100 gns., bargain; private owner.—No. 6,825, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. , [X2152

Triumph.
SALE, 3h.p. Triumph, 2 accmiiulators, coil; £10.-9,

Kilby St., Wakefield. [X2276

1012 Free Engine Triumph, Cowey speedometer, all

i-iJ as new; £35. -J. Alexander, Falkirk. [8424

1 Oil and 1909 Free Engine Triumphs, splendid order:LV £25 and £18.-Thos. Booth, Frodsham. [X235e

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CYCLE CARS.
HtJMBEEETTE, 1913, just overhauled by makers,

condition perfect; £68. — Pierson, Station Ed..

New Barnec. [8503

CYCLE Car, 7-91i.p., 2-cyI., w.c, mag., Fafnir engine,

2 speeds, reverse; .£15, or oiEer.—89, Woodboro
Rd., Nottingham. [X2334

A.O. Sociable, in splendid condition, spares, only
wants seeing: £45.—Salter, 53, Longbeach Rd.,

Xavender Hill, S.W. [8506

MOTORETTE, 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free

engine, hood and screen, good condition; £38.

~

iThe Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Kd., Birmingham.
' [0527

A.O. Sociables.—Several 1913 models from £40 up-

wards, usual price 75 gns. Must clear to make room
ior 1915 models. Call and try them.—15, Little Port-

.land St., W. [8454

7h.p. Swift, 1914 model, very littlo used, perfect con-
dition, complete with 2 acetylene side lamps,

!paraffin tail lamp, Stepney wheel, and tools, tyres in

excellent condition; splendid value, £100. — Box
L6,380, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C.

[8490

CARS FOR SALE.
l-t /\h.p. 1914 Calthorpe Minor, as new, perfect;
J-Vf £145.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting. [8483

SINGER Light Car, lOh.p., 1914. for immediate de-

livery: trade supplied.—Hey, 378, Enston Rd. [6612

-| A-12h.p. De Dion 2-seat., 2 cyls., 3 speeds, nice con-

XV dition; £55, or offer.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[8484

1 Q14 Swift, new June, scarcely used, complete; £75.
-Li/ and combination offers.—11, Lesley Rd., South-!

port. [X2326

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange. — I>eader email
thaaais, 10-12h.p., 4 cyls., mag.; £25; easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.—Sabella latest cycle car, 8-lOh.p.

J.A.P., mag. Iwater-cooled), iood, ecreen: £45;
?ichange<5.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer, 2-seat., 7-9h.r. twin, mog.
(gate chansel, excellent order; £42/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Rover, 2-seat., 6h.p., mag., 3
speed.;, r-^-erse, liood, screen; £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Sizaire (sporting type], 2-6eat., 8
h.p., mag.; very cheap, £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Ford touring car. 4-oyl., mag..
speedometer, hood, screen: sacrifice £47/10: ex-

hangefi.

WANDSWORTH.—Beaufort 2-3cat., 8-lOh.p. twin,
mag., runs well; clearance £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. — Easy payments. — Wandswrrth
Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. [X2431

I Qh.p. Taxi Car, mag., new tyres, re-painted. Stepney.
L/W lamps, tooiri, spares: £45: trial; photo; Xmm
irianged.-241, Balfour Rd., Ilford. (8516

DHOP-SOILED 1914 Lagonda, Calthorpe, G.W.K..
3 and Victor light cars; cash buyers or exchanges
A-anted.-Collier's Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0488

HtTMBERETTE. 1913, complete, hood, screen. Step-
ney, spfcdometer, clock, 2 new tyres, tools, splendid

ondition; £80, or near offer.-26, Hastings Ed.. Croy-
lon. [X2263

8 h.p. Hnmberette, 1913. hood, t^creen, 4 lamps, speed-
ometer, new Stepney, good hill-climber, splendid

ondition: £85; exchange for 1914 combination.—
tabbitts, Chantiy. l-'tome. [8442

Slh.p. Genuine De Dion, licenced, in maenificent
» condition. Lucas elcctiic lamps, Bosch mag.,

lood. screen, etc.. etc.; £35 lowest.—Moore, 61, Den-
nark Hill, CamberwcU, S.E. [X2380

|C|13 Bcdelia. 2-seat.. 8h.p. BIninfield. enclosed Bosch
Lt? mag., 3 speeds, Cluitcr-Lea gear box, handle
tiirting. heavv tyres, splendid condition; £25 cash.— 1.

ioffles Ed.. Old Kent Ed., London. [8532

I Q13 10-12h.p. Belsize 3-seat. Torpedo de Luxe,
Ltf grey, like new, little used, detachable wheels,
fiaie wheel and tyr.- iiuu^e'l. ..pe'edometer. <loLk, 5
amps, electric side and tail, hood, screen, all acces-
ories; photo; £178: advertiser requires flrst-c^ass side-

ar combination and would take same part exchange.

—

vydene. Dukethorpe Rd., Sydenham, S.E. [8580

BARGAINS in Chassis and Char-a-bancs. Daimler,
Delaunay, and Sunbeam chain-driven chassis, fitted

ith solid tyres, for sale cheap : Daimler char-a-banc,
tted new torpedo body, seat 15. £200; Crns~ley ditto,

175; Star ditto, £165: Ilelauunr-Bellpville ditto, £185:
rapier ditto, £150: Delauuav-Belloville laudaulet. 20
p.. live axle, £125: Renault % landaulet, 12-16h.p.,

;175; several touring i ars cheap; 500 eolid band tyres,

heap.—Star and Garter Garage. Kew Bridge, Brent-
Md. Tel.: 1031 Chiswick. [0582

COMMERCIAL CARS.
aUMBEE. 10-12h.p.. 4-cyl.. Bosch. 10 cwt. van, good

tyres: £45.—Morgan and Maxwell. 80. High Ed.,
treatham. [S2396
IRADE Auto-Carrier, box Tiody. hood, screen, lamps

;

- £45.—Apply, Eichens, Station Approach, Reigate.
[8450

?XCELLENT lOh.p. Humber. mag., light, detachable
-I van body; £45.—Hcnshaw. Wheelwright. Stockport.

[X2407

SERVICE OIISKINS

ARE GUARANTEED
SPECIALS.

£ s. d.
Double-breasted Black Oilskin Long Coat '10
Ditto, better quality, lined 18 6
Ditto, best quality, lined, leather bound,

in Silver Grey or Black 1 2 6
(The Coats are strong, and suitable for Motor
Cyclists, Special Constables, and Military Men.)

Threequarter-length Jackets, in Silver
Grey or Black, double-breasted 16 6

Service Silver Grey Oilskin Suit, with
Seatless Trousers 1 5

Ditto, in Black, bght weight 1 1

Silver Grey Ponchos, with Belt 12 8
Heavy Black Oilskin Suits 10 6
A few pair of Plain Overalls 2 11
Sou'wcsters, all shades Is. lid. and 2 11
Ladies' Double-breasted Oilskin Coats .. 12 6
Ditto Oilsilk Coats. Special bargain , . .- 15 6

SERVICE ALL-WEATHER SUITS.

Double Texture Material, all seams
stitched and solutioned 1 5

Better quality, double-breasted 1 10
Ditto 4oin. Long Coats, with Belt and

Overalls 1 15
Gents' and Ladies' Long Coats 1 5
Job line Overalls 6

fflvJtt

niustration showing North Koad
Trouser Overalls, IB/6

Jacket to match, 16/6

SERVICE GLOVES.

Tan Leather, double palms and fingers,

large Gauntlet, strap at wrist

Black Leather, Imed. Job line

Tan and Yellow Gloves, cord at wrist,

extra strong

Cleaning Gloves 3 paii^ fof

5 11
3 11

Tan Leather Racing Caps, with ear guards

Tan Leather Throat and Chest Protectors

Black Leather Waistcoats, dble. breasted 1 7

Ditto, in Tan 1 10

Service Eye Shields, non-inflammable .

„ Wide Range Goggles

„ Rubber Goggles, spate lenses .

2 6
3 6
1 3

Write now [or Buyers' Guide stating fall particnlara.

The SERVICE CO. (London). LTD„
289-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.
Telegrams :

" Admittedly, London."
Telephone : 260 Central. 2071 City.

B

COMMERCIAL CARS.
Di; DION-REGAL. 3b. p.. van body. g:,^cd tyr&s, lamps,

etc.; accept £16.—E., 208, Cambenvell Kd., S.E.
[S528

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments.-AU makes supplied; lowet^t

terms.—Service Co.. 292. Hijjh Holborn, Londou.
[8229

ENGINES.
6 h.p. Falnir Twin. Bosch mag., new; £13.—Tugela.

Warwick Rd., Olton, Birmingham. [S2336

ABSOLUTELY New 5-6h.p. Blumfield Engine Set (leea

magneto)- £11/11.—Farrai's Motories, Halifax.
LX8389

REX S^^h.p. Engine, Bosch mag., adjustable pulley,
1911 model; £6.-87, Highland Rd., Coventry.

[X24284h.p. Antoine, powerful, m.o.v., eilencer, spare valve
and rings; £4/15.—M., Bank Side, Greenfield. Old-

bam. FX23258 h.p. W.C. M.M.C.. £6: 6h.p. De Dion. £7/10; 3V.
n.p. Jame.-^ air-cooled engme and magneto, £8/15.

—Collier's Motories, Westgate, Halifax. [0489

7-9h.p. Star, twin, clutch, w.c, £5; 2h.p. Minerva,
20/-; 2^.'ih.p. Quadrant, 20/-; all in good condi-

tion.—385, York Rd., Wandsworth. [8537

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
0?CH DF4 Maprneto. as new: bargain, £4/10 —
Henshuw, WLeelwri^bt, Stoclrport CX2406

P.\ItK.ER and Rice. Magneto Specialists.-Eipert-t
on all magnetos, Bosch. Eisemann, eto.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetisine.
overhauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota-
tions.

IMPORTANT.—Parker an4 Rice gire 12 monthi'
written guarantee wiiu each repair.

PARKER and Rice. Johns Place. King St.. Acton
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[297fi

ACCUMtTLATORS Repaired and made as new; work-
guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for ncw^- lietd free.-Richford, 153. Fleet St.,

London. . [1775

BIKMINQHAM.—Magneto Repairs.-Re-winding, re-

magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed;
uioderate charges.-The Electrical Trades Supply. Ltd..
41. Gt. Charlo-! St.. Birmingham. T.A. : Motors. Birm.
Tel: No. 1601 Central. [6967

JEBEON. registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled (or blades, screws, otc.

;

cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bo'^ch magnetoi. 5/6 pair; old screws Jebroniacd.
2/6 each.

JU.BUON Contacts, u^ed by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver. Martin, making world's records.-Jebron,

58. Herbert Rd., Woolwich. London, S.E [X4331

i^ A Hours Magneto Repair Service.—All make« of
f^^c magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ix-
perienced mecbunics, and returned withm 24 hours as
elllrient oe new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simm^
Motor Units, Ltd, 191, Wardour St., London. W. f0539

MAGNETO Repairs of every dot-cription ; armature
winding a epeciality, guaranteed 12 iaonth.«. We

Lave the bonefi.t of a long experience with the Boseh
Magneto Co., and, being an entirely Engli>^h company,
we give same guarantee at half their pricLS. Several new^
and second-Jiaud magnetos in stock.—The Magneto He-
paiiing and Windinc Co,. 158. Seymour St., Euston Rd.,
London. 'Phone: Museum 1158. [8429

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
BpeciaUsts in thie work. Bosch magneto repairs

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. All repaire

guaranteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spare
parts Qctualiy stocked Catalogue. Large stock of
second-hand magnetos. Coils and accumulators re-

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann Mag-
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.— J. H, Ruubaken,
Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St., Manchester. 'Phone:
em City. r0404

BELTS.
NEW Lyso Rubber Belting, in two pieces, 7lt. Sin.

5/-, 8ft. 5/6. short lengths_9d. foot.—Mujn-ay'i
37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X2349

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each

ELITE.—Special clearance line in Lyso belts. luUy
guaranteed by the manu.'acturers (the Avon

Rubber Co.). 7ft. ein.x^/ein., suitable lor Triumph,
etc.. 7/- each; only a lew left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.

1/6 a foot (list price 2/2), %in. 1/3 (list price

1/11), ^iin. 1/1 (list price 1/7), %in. lid. a foot (list

price 1/5).

ELITE.—New 1914 John Bull belts, %iin. 1/6. %in.

l/9y2, lin. 2/1. IVmid. 2/7; allowance up to 3/-

lor old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, best

quality %in. 1 /- a foot, lin. 1/3 a loot; fastener

given with each belt.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of best English made
rubber and canvae beltinp. %in. at 1/- per loot,

lin. at 1/3 per foot; cannot advertise makers' name.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-

toria (one minute from Victoria Station), and
260. Coldharbonr Lane, Loughborough Junction,

Brixton, S.W. 'Phones: Victoria 6553. and Brixton

2042. 1.9089

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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BELTS.
QPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for autumn
k> and winter me. %in. iOd.. Xin. II: IVain. 1/2 pei
foot, post free.—Pollin, V Belt -gpecialiet, Shepherds-
well, Dover. [8168

MULTI-BELTS for Eudee Multis; Multi-Belts for

Phjlipsou pulleys; Multi-Belts tor Brampton
pulleys : Multi-Belts for all expanding pulleys.—Multi-
Belt Co., 29a, Perham Ed., West Kensington. [S411

TYRES.
T EG1ATB, Edinburgh, for tyre lalui

LEGGATE. EdinburBh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,

the tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
oyer for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
properties. Make the Clincher your safeguard. — See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.— 1914 Clincher Dreadnought,
very heavy, rubber stndded, beaded covers, 26x2

30;-, list f2/4,'6: 26X21A 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26X2V2, t(

fit Z'A rims, 32/6, Ust iiniZ: 26x2% 35/6, list

£2/10/10. An experienced sidecarist says: "Dread-
nought ie undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher De Luxe heavy
6-plv fabric, rubber studded, beaded covers; 26x

2%, to at 2y rims, 27/6, list £2/1; 26x2y2, 29/6, list

£2/2/9. A customer writes; "The De Luxe tyre is

truly marvellous value."

LEGG.4TE, Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher A Won, heavy
rubber studded, bearded covers, 26X2 21/-, list

31/6; 26X21^ 23/-, list 34/-; 26X21,4, 23/-, list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE. Edinbnrgh.-1914 heavy Clincher made,
rubber studded, beaded edge covers, 26x2 17/6

26x21,4 and 26x21/2 20/-; exceptioual value.

LEGG.iTE, Edinburgh. — Heavy tubes, brand new,

26X2 6/6, 26x214 6/6, 26x2% 6/6, 26x2% 7/-;

worth double

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Above goods are all fresh

stock, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against
remittance. Should a customer, for any reason, wish to

leturn a tyre we pay carriage both directions, and re-

fund cash in full.

LEGG.iTE and Co., Motor Cycle Specialists. IS. Slate
ford Ud., Edinburgh. [X1841

WIBED Covers, 26x2, 2>,4, and 2%; 7/-.—53, Brown-
hill Rd., Catford. [8480

TWO Old Tyres made into good one, 3/6.—Ellis, 196,
Seaside, Eastbourne. [8458

BASTONES.—Special clearance lines of new Eugle-
beit. Collier, and other covers.

BASTONES.—Englebert plain ribbed covers, 26x214;
14/-.

BASTONES.—Englebert rubber studded, solo model,,

26X21,4; 16/6 (list price 30/6).

BASTONES.—Englebert touring rubber studded. 26X
214; 19/6 (list price £1/17/6).

T* ASTONES^—Englebert Passenger, "rubber studded, 26

BASTONES. — Englebert super reinforced rubber
studded, 28x3; £1/19/6 (List price £2/19/6.

BASTONES.—Collier heavy square tread small car
covers, 650x65; 23/-.

"D ASTONES.—Henley oversize covers, heavy, 700x80

B
B

fit 650x65 rim; 25/6

ASTONES.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded, clear-

ance, 26x214; 18/6,

ASTONES.—Hutchinson Brooklands rubber non-skid,
26x2, 12;-; ribbed ;

pattern, 26xl'!4, 10/6.

"O ASTONES.—Dunlop heavy _ rubber studded covers,

26x21/1; 14/3; 1913 stock.

^.STONES.-
xeS, 22/-.

"DASTONES.-Duulop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650

BASTONES. — Hutchinson passenger 1913 rubbc
studded covers, 25X21X,; 25/-.

BASTONES.-Gnaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9. 26x2Vj
5/6. 26X2V, 6/-, 28x2 6/-.—228, rentonville Kd.,

King's Cross, London, N. [8598

GET Prices for tyres, best goods ; lowest trade price
City Eubber Co., Peterborough. [8259

LIGA Plain Tread Cover, 26x2%, only ridden 60
miles- will accept 15/-.—Box No. L6,155, The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0589

FOR Sale, two Hutchinson T.T. rubber-studded new
covers, 26x21/2, fit 26X21^ rims, 20/- each; also

two ditto passenger, 24/- each.—Rossiter, Draper, Kings-
wood, Bristol. [X1848

NEW Heavy Peter IJnion Covers, 24in.x2y4in. 12/-,

26in.x2iil. 10/-, 2i,iin. 15/-, 2i/oin. 17/6, 28in.x
2in. 12/-, 2i/.in. 15/-.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St.,

Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X2350

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137, Lewisham High Kd.,
S.E.—Kempahall heavy non-skid clearance 26x2%,

35/-, listed 45/-; 650x65 45/-, listed 67/6; 28x3
heavy anti-skid, 35/-, listed 57/6; Dunlop heavy
rubber-studded covers, early 1913, 14/3; practically

1914, 16/6; rubber belting, guaranteed leading Brilish
manufacture, ysin. 1/-, lin. 1/3, 7ft. 6in. and 8ft.

lengths; ebonised Lucas lamp set (458), £2, unused.
[8578

THE COLUMN.
No matter what j-our icqiiirenienls, if you
tonnmnnc;itc ^vl^lI iis yoii will lie on the
rond 10 Iiillillinc your dcsiies. We arc
ronewiiif: our ARciicius with the leading
I'lnmifactiireis and cnn allot, dclivoiy
<i.T.ms for all 191.T Motorcycles aiut

r.ifilit Cars.
Our stOi'l; im:liid(!s a lunnl-yr of

SHOP-SOILED 1914 MODELS
ilCll 1 '. Cifl

REDUCED PRICES
TliciC iii.'liidu sui'h WL'IIloiown innl;e^ as

MOTORCYCLES

.

Douglas. unfield, Humber,
Wlalphless. Rudge. Sunbeam,

Triumph, Zenith,
Wall Auto-Wheel.
LIGHT CARS, Etc.

A C. Model 10, C.W.K.. Swift,
Humberette, Singer.

Tin; fallowing ii; a selection of fnir

SECOND HAND MACHINES
I'Ikv ^iio all rarcfiilly ovei liaiika and

GUARANTEED PERFECT
UlU'K.!'. I'.utifLilars. Piice
1,111 :;'. TRIUMPH, btandaid
ninJ-ivi £25

1011 :-;i TRIUMPH, clutch
niodt^l . -. .. £30

IDIi :u T R I U M P H, clutch
nod..'! .. .. £34

1010 Si- TRIUMPH.T.T.ioad.stei £32
1910 ai T R I U M P H , clutch
modJl £37

1011 4 TRIUMPH. T.T. roatlstci £38
liil*,?

;^J RUDGE >iuln nnd Mill-
ford siirinc «lii_Hl Sidecur . £38

101-i -1^ HOBART, huiysnioacl.
:1-speL-d uc;ir ^md {rue enRJne £24

1^15 :;•- B.S.A..-2tii.',.d .. .. £35
iilli 2; ROYAL ENFIELD,
liRhlwcii;la £18

lOl.* 2{ ROYAL ENFIELD, J

ipccd £25
19i;i >; ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-

specd . . £32
- I9i:; ;J ROYAL ENFIELD,

Model -I 111. -1 <\>. .. £38
1011 6 ROYAL ENFIELD

ComliiniiLiuti, coaclilniilt, Cowcy
speedonictor, and throe liunp seis £68

IPil 6 ZENITH, speedometur.
I'.E.S. Iam|i --er. rear lamp. horn. -

and coachhiiilt Sidecar .. .. £42
ini-2 :K zenith, Grndua j^ear.. £29
19IJ g" ZENITH, chiich model.

\^ ith Cradiia pear and kicltatni tei

Kpcedomcier, £-1 -!-;. F.R.S. lump
and t-'cm^ratur. liorn, and litled

with nil rtlmoat new 1914 M-guinca
fflillford Kiiipie-;s Sidecar .. £62

Pl-i 8 ZENITH. .'J lamp sets,

c.n\\f\ cpccdomeicr. Liira.s horn,
and Millford Empress -Sidecar. , £75

l?l:i JJ A.J.S. 2speed, Jcnes'
.•^peedonifiLM- £32

19U 7 INDIAN, with electrical
fii'tfit, and Indian 18 guinea
Sidecar £60

l?o:i O Y I N D E C. free engine
and Kerry Sidecar £19

lOlo .") Y.S., L'-spreil, lamp. cen.
errttor. horn.minor, and coach-
bnilc Sidecar ,. £26

1911 :(i Ke:RRY-ABINGDON £18
1010 -1.^ F N., speedometer, and

liorn £15
1010 .-. KERRY. no3ch magneto *il5
ICOD -i') MINERVA, lamp, roiv
uatoi, ajid horn .. £10

ton :;!, BRADBURY. « speed,
j^peedonicter hoiii £26

- Ofiicial Repairers to the U.A.C. A CX
and A. A and M.'J-

: The EASTERN GARAGE Co. :

2 418 Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.
Telepiion"-.- 10 Stratford.
Tch'^iama—'^' Egarncu, London.*

TYRES.
PpLITE Rubber Co., 264. Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Vic-

i toria (one mimtte from Victoria Station), and
2:60, Coldharbour Lane, Biixton, S.W. All post orders
to Victoria Depot. 'Phone : Victoria 6553. and Brix-
ton 2042.—We havo the following special clearance
lines in motor cycle covers, belts, tubes, etc., and are
willing to send goods on 7 days' approval against cash.
All orders despatched carriage forward unless postage
sent.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit tree of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1

and over.

ELITE.—Send for price list, together with free sample
of Elite Sticktight patches.

ELITE.—Kempsliall clearance coTeie. heavy non-skid,
26x214 35/-, list price 45/-: 26X2V2 40/-, list price

50/-: 650x65 45/-, list price 67/6; 28x3 69/-, liet price
7776.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covere, heavy anti-.stid,

26x214 24/6, list price 32/6; 26x2^^ 26/6, Met
price 37/6: 28x2i^->, suitable for Indian, 30/-, list price
42/-: 2SX3 35/-, list price 57/6: Eempfihall sidecar
covers, 28x3 25/-.

ELITE.—Special clearance lines of Wood-Milne covers,
28x3, heavy grip rib pattern, 25/-.

ELITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x80, to fit

650x55 riins, heavy plain tread; 27/-.

ELITE.—Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650x
65: 25/-, list price 50/-.

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded coven,
special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

26x21/4 25/- (hst price 37/6), 26x21/3 "27/6 diet uricfl

4O/0.

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklands covers, 26x2,
beaded edge, 12/-; Michelin light 26x2 B.E., 8/9.

ELITE.—Hutchinson Passenger covers, 1913 stock
26x21/0 28/- (list price 41/5), 26x3 to fit 2%

rims 26/- (list price 44/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson covers, -wired on. Passenger 26x
214 20/-, 26x2 18/6, T.T. 26x21,4 18/6.

ELITE.—Hutchinson small car covers, 650x75, to
suit 650X65 rims. 25/- (list price 59/5).

ELITE.—26X2V3 wired on Englebert covers, suitable

,

for F.N., 15/- each, list price 30/-; 26x2 ditto,

j
12/6.

ELITE.—Dunlop heavy rubbsr studded covers, 26x2^

I

17/6 (list price 32/-), old 1913 stock.

ELITE.-Clincher 700x80 covers, plain tread, 21/6

^

Clincher tubes, 700x80, 6/6, suit 650x65 rims.

ELITE.—Michelin heavy standard covers, plaii

tread, 26x2"/. 19/6 '(list price 35/-); 26x2i^
Hutchinson T.T., 15/- (list price 33/-).

ELITE.—Clincher extra heavy tubes, best quality

26x21/4 5/9.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fully guaranteed, 26x;
5/-, 26x214 5/6. 26x21/3 6/-, 26x3 7/6, buttec

1/3 extra.

ELITE offer a rebate of 7/6 ofl new motor cycle cover

costing not less thail 40/-, providing old cover-

are returned with order, and 15% ofl covers listed at les

than 40/-. This offer does not apply to clearance line

as mentioned above.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers re-treaded _by epecia

process : treade guaranteed not to come loose

epecial heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; eection

on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all th'

special lines which we have in stock; therefore

if there is anything which you require which is no

mentioned in our advertisement we shall be pleased t

quotas you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co., 264, Vauxhall Bridge Ed,

Victoria, and 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lough
borough Junction, Brixton, S.W. 'Phones : Victorii

6553, and Brixton 2042. [907

1,000 New Motor Cycle Covers, any size, from 9f-eacl

Our speciality, burst*?, _ re-treads. Butts fitted i

two days.-Premier Tyre Repairing Co. (1914), Newraa
Paseage, Oxford St., W. 'Phone; 47 Museum. [800

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TO Motor Cycle and Light Car Mamifactnrers.-

Wanted, temporary post as technician during tl

war. Advertiser, a Swi=6, has designed successful mot'

cycle engines and aeroplnnefi.— " Designer," Box 6,83:

The Motor VycU Offices, Coventry. [X22£

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TOOL and Jig Draughtsman, also tool and j

makers, required immediately.—Apply, with fn

particulars of experience and ealary required, to B.T.I

Co., Lower Ford St., Coventry. CS,i3i

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOOKWOOn, Patent Agent, 3. New S'

'

• Birmingham. Guide and price book free. [79'^

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St., Birminghai
• speeialiets in automobile patents. Low chaipf

Enquiries invited. [56'

TRADE Marks. Patents.—For securing German n«

kets get your trade marks and patents protectE

Particulars and advice free. — Kings Patent Afi^i'^

Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [58.

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PATENTS.
ilPEOVEMENTS iQ Change Speed Hubs for the

Driring- "Wheels or Motor and other Cycles.—No.
385 of 1912.

iHE Patentee ia desirous of arranging by licence or
otherwise on rea.sonabl6 terme for the manufacture

,J commercial development of the invention in this
intry.—Herbert Haddan and Co., Patent Agents, 31
i 32, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C. [8453

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
IXPEET Eeportg.—Purcells send experts to examine

machines: 10/6, plus fare3.~78, Charlotte St., Fitz-
Sq., "W. (See advertisement.) [3473

TUITION.
(ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Driving and mechanism,

unlimited instruction until proficient and satisfied,
IS: modern automobile for demonstration. Prcepectue
e.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8488

WANTED.
PAEES.—Morgan and Maxivell, Streatliam. [X7877

[/"ANTED. Speedometer, 26in. whpel.—Tres6, Trent-
V ham, Staffs. [8415

SV'-h.p.- Lim-
[8444

cash.
[X2155

CTANTED. cylinder, for 1908 Brown,
V bert, New Ed., Spalding.

rrANTED, Coachbuilt Sidecar. Gloria preferred
T —Jackson, New Ed., Kendal. C

^EE Engine, gears, for Bradbury, perfect and cheap
—Butters, Traflord Ed., Wifibech. [8432

trANTED. 6ingle-cyl- magneto; cheap.—Bull, 23,
» Cologne Ed., Clapham Junction. [8445

OTOE Cycle wanted, spot cash ; alter 8 p.m.— 6.
J- Back Ed., Walthumstow. Es^ex. . [8498

I 0x21,4 Heavy Cover wanted, fit Indian, good condi
' O tion; approval.— Knott. Betisbrook. [X2033

yANTED, a 2-.^troke engine of good make, cheap.
V Brown, Craig Roman, Blairgowrie. [X2266

VANTED, a eecond-hand Douglas, not earlier than
1911.-C. Lewis, Hillington, Bexley. [8430

VANTED, cylinder 2h.p. m.o.v. Minerva.—Revill
Cophorne Cottages. Croxley Green. [X2378

/TOTOR Cycle Goods or .sidecar: exchange Reininj.'ton
X 7 typewriter.-61. Nelson Ed., Horu^ey. [X2264
ADY'S Motor Cycle, 1913 or 1914 Douglas pre-

J ferred.—Read Bros., Soutbbcrough, Kent. [8451

AA Motor Cycles Wanted; spot cash paid.—BringVfV or send, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8481

MASS'S Motor Mart require to purchase motor cycles
V for cash.—5, Warren St.. Euston Rd., W. [8601

/TAGNETO, suit 3'Ah,p.. approval " Th.^ Mntor CvcIp "

J- deposit system.-52. Meadow Rd.. Ru^tball, [8497

n.T. Douglas, late, speeds, for 1913 F.E. Rover, ca-sh
L either ways.—Riseley. Harrold. Bedfordshire.

[8478
T7ANTED, good motor cycle, must be cheap.—W.
'T Norman, Greyhound Lane, Streatham, S.W

44FORWARD

'

The name to pemember when
buying fasteners op plugs.

FORWARD

As fitted by Messrs. Triumph
and all the leading makers.

KING HOOK

^HATEE-LEA 3-speeiJ Gear Box. any
y cheap.—Hudson, Grand Hotel Buiidinge,
larne.

J8501
.onditiun

;

E;
[8140

[ b-p. Single or Twin. J.A.P. or Precision. m.o.v.. sliebt
t repairs no object.—Beattie, 48a. Belmont St..
jutbport. [52294

epM.l-
i'ort-

[8602

ETO. anti-clockwise. 3'Ah.p.. single, uls.i

speed gear; cheap.—Scioaeld, AIns

TTAXTED. magnetos, carburetters, lamp set;
fV ometers, tyre6. belts.—Star Co.. 64. Gometers, tyree,

nd St., W.
iTAGNE .

'X cciunter-ehaft

belts.—Star Co., 64, Gt.

[8421

9h.p. Turner

Southport. "
tX2351

T7"ANTED, modeni sidecar combination and cash for
'V ISh.p. Flanders, 2-«eat., value £90.-PalmerV
arnge, Tooting. [8486

iTOTOR Cycle, suit tradesman's carrier, magneto, tapped
'A gear, free engine: cheap; no rubbish.—ScboHeid.
msdale. Southport-. [X2530
TTANTED, magneto motor erclei, must be cheap:
r* state lowe.4 price.-Box No. 6,836, The Motor
lich Offices, Coventry. [X2342
3EADBUBT Cylinder and Piston, 1911, for 3V.h.p.
-f good condition; approval.—Sniallwood, 18, "Par
d.. Hoseley. Birmingham.

rXTANTED. 1914 Morgan sporting:
'» petrol car. 1912. part paymeni
i-ane. South Kirkby. Wakefield. [X2370
rr^"ANTED. 2 or 3-speed gear, al.so lamp set, speed-
1 1 ometer. good saddle, and motor cycle accessorte.'
leap.—125, London Ed., Manchetiter. [0560

rTT"ANTED, strong roomv sidecar." good condition. 1

»r fit 7h.p. Hendee Special.—Lowest price and mal^-
rliofleld, 25, Beverley Ed., Bolton. [X2258
rx^ANTED, twin 8h.p. air or water-cooled engine.
^ ' J.A.P. or Blomfield preferred ; would exchange
314 Connaught.—H. Salsbury, Sydney Rd., Guildford.

rxTANTED to Purchase, motor bicycles, light cars.
T T or cycle cars for cash down. — Write. Box
.6,190, The Motor Cycle Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E C

[7564

The strongest & longest lived

hook fastener yet invented.

1 / DETACHABLE, ''"i"'""'" """""

M.
I
^ ^^^^^^^mmm 3cl. extra.

Forward

BRITISH

PLUGS-
Made in a
dozen types
to suit all

purposes,
from 2/-ea.

Send for List

Type D,
Illustrated.

Instantly taken
apart for

cleaning.

No Asbestos

Packing.

Abso I u te ly
and

Permanently
Gas - tight.

o/& each.

Forward Motor Co., g^;".!! B'ham

I

I

WANTED.
DOUGLAS or Indian Motor Cycle wanted in part ex-

change for A.O. car.—Write or call, Auto-CarTiera
(1911). Ltd, 15, LittTe Portland St., W. [8455

SPEED Gear for Bradbury: exchange lV2X2in. slide
valve steam eiigine, with 2xlft. coal-fired copper

boiler, all gauges, tested 30 lbs. sq. in.—Abbott,
Hockin, Hayle. [8574

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, enginee, accessories.

"n'p buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send ua
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the flne^it

s;ilerooms, and obtain the highest pricee ; terms, teeti-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
London Motor Salerooms, 80, High Ed.. Streatham.
London. [X9559

EXCHANGE.
3.. 5h.p., for good single;
Rd., Eastbourne.

offers.—91,

19

I

Melbourne
[X2355

11 Motosacoche, £15. for good SVoh.p., Iree engine.
—36, Gold St.. Wellingborough. [8500

MOTOR Launch for motor cycle and sidecar.-Dro-
manna, Bernard Ed., Cowes; LW. [X2253

"PXCHAXGE SVoh.p. F.E. Triumph for 2-stToke light-
J-j weight : particulars.-MaiiBell, A.S.C., Colcher^ter.

[X2032
3Xh.p. Raleiphette and 3-speed Lady-back Tandem

2 lor small car.—Dorrell, Baker, Crosley Green.
[X2377

VIOLET Bogey Cycle Car, like new, cost £125, 1913;
exchange combination.—80, Bispham Rd., South-

port. [S:2327

1 Q 1 3 Lightweight. Martini rifle, revolver, ca^h. for
J-t/ 3';. to 6h.p.—Hedger. 14, Nelson St., Southend,
Essex. ' tX2308

J Q13 7-9h.p. 2-speed Eed Indian; exchange for T.T.
J-*y Douglas 2-speed.—Jagger, Fish Merchant, Brad-
ford. [8443

EXCHANGE Good Sidecar Combination for cycle
car, any make, cash also paid.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [8482

GOLD Watch and Chain and Raleigh 3-6peed, for

motor cycle, Douglas preferred.—113, Moy Ed..
Cnrflifl. i:X2245.

1 0^2 Clyno, roach sidecar, hood, screen, spares; ex-
-L*/ change solo and cash, sell £32/10.-50, Wetherell
Ed., S. Hackney. [8556

CLYNO. 6h.p., and sidecar, just been overhaided. for

liehtweiphti aov trial.—H. Fitton, 159, Luck Lane.
I'addock, Hudder^fleld. [8407a

CYCLE Car wanted; exchange 1914 Rover, Millford
combination, hood and screen, not done 2,000.—

Av.?rT. Draper, Bcxhill. [8595

EXCHANGE 1914 Connaught, guaranteed, for 8h.p.
twin engine for cvcle car, or sell £22.—IL Sals-

bury. Sydney Rd., Guildford. [8513

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, scarcely soiled; ex-
change lower power and caeh; eell cheap^l56,

Ladypool Rd., Birmingham. LX2252

Empir**, Sturraey-Archer gear, Bink«?, £30

;

nearest offer over £20, or exchange lightweight.
Slater, Wood's Lane, Derby. [X2389

EXCHANGE 1911 3'/2b.p. F.E. Premier, everything
splendid condition, for 4-cyl. F.N.—Particulars to

Chupman. 172, Poulton Ed.. Fleetwood. [X2262

f Q13 SV'h.p. Premier, 3-speed, splendid condition,
-*-*y for 1913 2-speed Douglas or Levis, or sell £35.—
Bailey, Oakdene, Shaw Cross, Dewsbury. [X2371

I?XCHANGE 6b.p. 1912 Zenith and sidecar, lamp and
^ rpewlometer, f=plendid condition, very fast, for Mor-

gan.—G. Fletcher, Hendford Hill House, Yeovil. [X2285

RUDGE. 1911. t^plendid condition, and cash adjust-
ment, for 1913 2-6pecd T.T. Douglas; sell £19.—

Monkswood, Monkhams Lane, Woodford Green, Eti^ex.

[X2324
EXCHANGE 1911-12 ^KQi.v. twin combination, gpeed

gear, Cowey, splendid condition-, and cash, for higher
power.—Ticcars, 55, Woodside Green, South Norwood.

[8557
EXCHANGE 7h.p. 1914 combination, lamp, hcra,

speedometer, cost £85, only run 600 miles, fcr light

car. cash adjustment.—Newnham. 223, Hammersmith
Ed. W. [8466

6h.p. Eover, 2-6eat., 2 ignitions, hood, screen. Step-
ney: exchange for late model Triumph or Douglas,

or sell 30 gns.— Geo. Main and Co., 36, Parade. Leam-
ington. rX2399

RtTDGE, 1913, N.S.TJ. 2-speed, coach sidecar, also a
^j size Eyley billiard table, nearly new; will ex-

change both for twin Indian.—Webb, 73, Saluebury Rd..
Eilbnm, Loudon. [8542

CHASSIS. Eadiator, Engine (genuine De Dion], 5h.p.^
2-6peed gear, wheels, tyres, front axle, rteerin«i

wheel and brake rod.^, almost everything except body if
Sinks 2-jet carburetter, automatic, 15/-: 2 accumulatora
and trembler coil, 7/6: 1 pair Minerva spring forkt^.

6/-: exchange lot for motor cycle. Wanted, 2 or 3-3peed

gear for motor cycle.—Hodeon, 47, High St., Spenny-
moor. [X2254

REPAIRERS.
ORGAN and Maxwell. Streatham. for cheap, quick,

good repair?!. [X2397

HALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any eize, 3/6- per pair

6/-.-C. E. Foster,- Earkstall Ed., Leeds. [0253

Qih.p.
2 nt

M
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"MYERS" SIDECARS.
Of Great interest to Scott Riders.

The " MYERS " Sidecar (Scott's patent) has been
specially designed for Scott machines, and is the
only scientidc proposition on the market ; double
the strength and half the weight of almost any
other make.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.
" MYERS " Coach-built Sidecars £17 17
" MYERS " Cane-built Sidecars £14 14

Agents : write for Trade terms.

1914 New Machines
(SHOP-SO.LED). ^-e pS'

1914 3J b.p. twin ZENITH <:56 14 £46 1

1913 3J h.p. ZENITH £5513 «45
1914 3 b.p- ROYAL ENFIELD .. £52 10 £43
19144 h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH. . £60 o £53
1914 3t h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £69 6 £62
1914 3I h.p. SCOTT £68 5 £65
1914 2i h.p. 2-stroke TRIUMPH . £42 o £38
1914 2.3 h.p. DOUGLAS, Model U £48 o £43
1914 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, Model V £48 o £43
1914 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, Model W £52 o £47
1913 4J h.p. JAMES, 3-sp., chain

drive, and James Canoelet Sc. £76 13 £60

"MYERS" cane Sidecar (soiled only) £10
GLORIA No. la, Scott fittings £11
GLORIA No. I, suit Triumph £3
OMEGA, coach-built (brand new) £7
MILLFORD Parcel Carrier (brand ne\v) £12
GLORIA No. la, suit Zenith (brand new) £14

Second-hand Bargains. ^

1914 3-speed PREMIER, scarcely used £48
1912 3-speed PREMIER £30
1912 2-speed PREMIER and new Sun coach-

built Sidecar, lamp, horn, etc £35
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination £38
19126 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £47
19136 h.p. MATCHLESS £35
1912 3I h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start

;
just

overhauled, enamelled, and plated, complete
with Millford Sidecarriage, lamps, horn, etc.

Guaranteed perfect £45
1912 3j h.p. SCOTT, just thoroughly overhauled £35
1913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, water-cooled, abso-

lutely new condition £60
1912 3^ h.p. JAMES, 2-speed, chain drive .... £28
1914 3I h.p. SCOTT, soiled, but new £60
1912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, Sidecar, etc. £35
1912 3i h.p. ROVER, free engine £28
1911 3! h.p. TRIUMPH, free engme £28
1908 3^ h.p. Free-engine TRIUMPH, machine

faultless £17 10

1909 3i h.p. TRIUMPH £18

Special Purchase of

Wood-Milne Tyres.
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

26X2 4-ply Griprib 28/- 19/6
26X2 4-ply Gripstud 45/- J7/6
26 X 2 J (to fit 2 J rim) Gripstud ... 48/- 30/-
26 X 2i 4-ply Griprib 44/- 26/-
26 X 2j Gripstud 55/- 35/-
26 X 3 LigadeLuxeTyres, completewith tubes27/6
Reliance Plugs, 3/9 each.

ERIC S. IVIYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
61-62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS: TELEPHONE:

CYCAR, BRADFORD. 5591 5592,
BRADFORD.

^^wei^

REPAIRERS.
^

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, and parts; prompt
delivery.

/CYLINDERS, crank cases welded; quotations free.

COMPRESSION,—Cylinders groacd and new piston

fitted, 24/-.

/ELDEST Engines Restored to highest vitality

COMPLETE Overhaals at lowest possible prices.

Full stock of Rex, Triumph, and J. A.P. parts.

COUNTER-SHAFT Gears.—We can now quote the
trade lor our Rex-J.A.P, 3-speed gear at inclu-

sive prices, including fitting to old machines.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

[0246
ALUMINIUM Crank Caeee, gear boxee, etc.. repaired

neatly and promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pistons, flanges, lugs,

frames, and a thousand other things repaired

and guaranteed by Weldings. Ltd., 37, Holt St., Bir-

mingham. [8030

WHITTALL Machinietfi' Co., War Office Contractors,
for all repairs.

WHITTALL.—Expert welders; repairs returned, ac-

curately machined, inside 7 days. No charge if

unsucceesfui.

WHITTALL.—Re-boring and new pistons. All motor
repairs. Old engines rejuvenated. All work guar-

anteed; no exasperating delays.—Whittall Machini^t.s'

Co., Whittall St., Birmingham. [0136

WELDINGS, Ltd.. Dept. M.C., 235. Gt. Ancoats
St., Manchester.—Oxy-aeetylene welding experts.

BROKEN Flanges, valve seats, pistons, crank cases,

water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engines or complete machine for over-

hauling, re-bu6hing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

tons, rings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Weldings, Ltd.,

Dept. M.C., Manchester. [6234

EXHAUST Valves for any make engines, guaranteed,
nickel steel, 2/6, to pattern.—3, Park St.. Leam-

ington.
' [X2338

CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded: quotations free;

send your enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd.. Birmingham. [0243

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, first-class work ; moder-
ate quotations.—Purcells, 78. Charlotte St., Totten-

ham Court Ed., W.
"

[6750

CRACKED Cvlinders, costings, forgings, etc., suc-

cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—
Lea, Engineers, Runcorn. [5197

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases-

We have the plant, experience, and method loi i

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc.; 22/6.—Oxy-Acetylene Welding.

349. Lillie Rd., Fulham. "Phone; Hammersmith 1617.
[6430

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, flangee, pistons, cmnk
cases repaired and machined; worn valve seats

built up, cracked eeatinga welded and machined.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complete,
worn parts duplicated.—West London W'elding Co.,

Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel.: 536. [7104

CCCCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 stone on compression.-Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford. Est. 21 years.

[7314
MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted.

re-bushing, parts duplicated. — Ellenborougli
Motor Works. Ellenborough Rd., Wood Green, N

.

[8394
PISTONS, fitted with top and bottom step-out rings,

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

borr-d and ground, 24/-.—C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.,
Leeds. [0310

EVERY Repair ie guaranteed; every repair is machined
ready to fit ; every repair has immediate attention

;

and everybody sends to Weldings, Ltd., Holt St., Bir-

mingham. [8051

CYLINDERS Re-bored and Ground on special
machinery, prices from 15/-, complete with

piston, gudgeon, and rings, accuracy guaranteed.—
Motor Repair Co., Stretford. [X2381

FRAME Alterations.—Triumphs, Rexes, Minervas, or
any make cut down and modernised; smartens the

appearance, adds pounds to value of machine, and gives

d to 6 inches lower ridine position. Estimates free. —
Below.

ENGINE Efficiency.—Cylinders re-ground, new pistons
fitted; iighest efficiency and skilled workmansliip

guaranteed; phosphor bronze bushes from 2/6; valves and
seatings ground true, 5/- pair : estimates submitted.—
Patricroft Motor Co., Patncroft, Manchester. [8378

UNBREAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves. — Numerous
testimonials prove superiority. Guaranteed one year.

Any make, 3/6 each. 6/- pair, free per return.—Capacity
Tool Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [X0693

TONGE Welding Works, 174, Oldham. Rd., Middleton.l
Manchester.—Experts in broken cylinders, crank i

cases, etc. Welding alnminiima a speciality.. Nothing
too difficult. Sound work at moderate charges. [15891

fii SCIL.KA"
THE NEW MASCOT FLAG MATERIAL

Wearing Quahty Unsurpassed.
Superior to Silk—wliicli frays quicidy. "SCILKA'
Flags are printed with fast dyes and can be washec

when required.

NOTE THE LOW PRICES. We Defy CompetiUon,

Union Jacks, French, Russian, Belgian, Servian,

and Japanese.
CYCLE AND MOTOR CYCLE SIZES:

Screwed "With Handle la
Plain Staff& Nuts or Numljer Plat.

Stout witli brass

Pins, base T>iece.

4td. 6d.

Ordinary
Steel Pins,

4d.

Clip. Stoutl'ir

9d. "Scillia''

7il). Sd t/-

Sizes.

Approx.

I06BS.
6"X3'
I06CS.
g"X4"
Note—9 x 4 size can only be supplied in Union Jacks

at present if required in tlie above materials.

MASCOT FLAGS from Id. each upwards. Post Id,

MO HATPINS USED.
SIZE 6x3
Cheap Handle-
bar Fittingg

S<:illia Silk
2 1/- 1/-

3 1/3 1/6
4 1/7 2/-

5 23- 2/3
Best Quality

Fittincs.
Handle-bar or/
No.PlatliCliiis|

ScUka Silk!
2 1/3 1/31
3 1/6 1/9'
4 2/- 276
5 2/6 3>-

Post Id.

The Lallest Novelty THE UNITED FLAG.
Size 6x4. JVIaterial " Scilka." With Haodle-bar 0;

Number Plate Clips
Best Fittings 1 /- each. Cheap Fittings ii.

Post Id.

BIG STOCKS — PROMPT DELIVERIES.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

Flag Mascot Manufacturers, ILFORD.

i«INVINCIBLE
END OF SEASON CLEARANCE.
Exactly as illustrated, 26X2J Dunlop heavy tyre.

Quick attachments Suitable for any nialce of motm
(e\cept!ng for such as ha\ e

sprung back wheel)
Bcsf 0/ everything anil

iulhf guaianieed. .^

Price, net cash witli order £6
If coach-built body . . . . 9

This incliides cushion and apron.

Quantity limited. Order in lime,^']

SMITH & MOLESWORTH, Ltd.,1

COVENTRY.

Quality and Cheapness Comblnei

Immediate diaw

of Cycle Housaa (l

£2 - 17 -6-
:

Send to-day for

alogue, or eiJi

inspect for

Telephone: Putn
786.

High Street,

FULHAM,W
A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

South Western Timber Co.

-A,'
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Bred in Peace but Invaluable
in War.

THE
motor cycle \va.s originated and de-

^•eloped entirely for peaceful purposes, yet

there is no modern invention which has

more readily lent itself to warlike uses.

From the moment war began our columns
have been a continuous record of the uses to

which motor cycles have been put in warfare,

and of the smart and gallant deeds of many
motor cyclists in the real thing. Indeed, the

way in which the man and the machine have
lent themselves to the stern conditions of

warfare in its most terrible forms is remarkable,

and all who have borne any pioneer share in

the motor cycle movement have reason for some
little pride that the movement they helped to

develop has served their nation in good stead

in its time of stress.

Nevertheless, we question whether the most
far-seeing motor cyclist ever realised that every

time he bought a motor bicycle he was contri-

buting money towards the building up of an
industry which would be so useful to his country

in its time of stress. Everyone realises now
the value of the motor cycle and the motor
cyclist to the country ; but it is not everyone

who also realises that the industry which has

been founded by the enthusiasm of motor
cyclists in the bulk is also a great national .asset

to-day.

Obviously the, most valuable contribution of the

motor cycle factories to our own Government
and to those of our Allies is in the motor cycles

themselves which are being built for military

use, as these machines are being steadily manu-
factured to meet the requirements of the British

and allied armies. The point we wish to make
is that the matter does not end here, because

the manufacture of the motor cycle necessitates

the use of material of the very highest

quality and the employment of a very high

standard of accuracy : it is not merely
mechanical engineering, but one of the most

advanced branches of mechanical engineering,
employing a highly trained and specialised body
of mechanics.

We, therefore, have in the motor cycle

factories and their staffs, organisations which are

eminently suited for the production of warlike
material other than motor cycles. In a time like

the present all the ordinary engineering firms on
the War Office and Admiralty lists are full to

overflowing with orders for war material, and the
motor industry, including the motor cycle branch
of it, is proving itself to be an invaluable aid to

these firms. In normal times arms and ammuni-
tion factories frequently pass through very slack

periods indeed, but now they and almost
every firm manufacturing warlike material have
more work than they can possibly cope with, and
the ability of the motor industry to undertake
some of it for them is a great help to maintaining
the outputs desired by the Government.

Here, again, the good influence of the motor
cyclist Ts very prominent. He has agitated con-

stantly for better and better machines, and when
they have been produced has bought them freely,

and in consequence of his enthusiastic support

the motor cycle industry has been .encouraged
to make constant efforts towards perfection, and
its standard both in workmanship and material

has become higher and higher each year in the

attempt to meet the ever-growing demand for

better motor cycles. It is because of this that

we have to-day a large number of firms who have
striven to meet the motor cyclist's demands for

perfection, and in so doing have constituted

themselves into a body of engineers who are able

to meet the highest requirements of the arms and
ammunition firms, as they are used to -Working
in high class materials and to very fine

limits.

Again, in their constant demand for improve-

ments motor cyclists have benefited the industry

in other ways than those just mentioned. With-

out the constant stimulus applied by this

demand for a nearer and nearer approach to
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practical perfection the motor cycle industry would
have fallen into a state of semi-lethargy so far as

improvements were concerned. Year after year would
have elapsed with little or no change in design or

detail. The industry would 'have had iio incentive to

any higher aim than the manufacture of the largest

possible number of machines at the lowest possible

price: its motto, instead of being "How good?"
would have been "How cheap?" and instead of

building up to a standard it would have built down
to a price. Instead of an industry representing the

highest class of light engineering, we should have had
a business distinguished for low-class price cutting

and employing a standard of workmanship which
would have been of little or no help to the country

in war time, and of little or no profit to the majority

of those engaged in the industry. In advocating

improvements ourselves, and in voicing our readers'

desires and suggestions,

M'e have not only done our ;

best for motor cyclists, 3 .

but they and we together

have, as we have shown,
done what was best for -m,^'^
the industry and best for j *«^fea
our country.

We might go into the

subject at much greater
length, but it will suffice

HOW EXCELSIOR MOTOR
CYCLES ARE TESTED
FOR HILL-CLIMBING.

to justify our contention if we mention a few typical

instances of what is going on throughout the motor

cycle industry to-day. For instance, one well-known

motor cycle firm is making casing for shells, another is

producing. in thousands an aggressive implement for

use by airmen, another, metal articles which form part

of every soldier's commissariat, whilst a. leading firm

with a large machine shop equipped with the latest-

labour-saving tools is busy on turning and machining
work for several branches of the army and navy. The
leather accessory works are practically all at full

pressure on work for the army.

All this is very gratifying to us. It is comforting to

feel that in the health' and enjoyment we have had

from the motor cycle, and in the constant agitation for

improvements, each and all of us have been assisting ia

the building up of an industry which is to-day of the

greatest service to our country.
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My T'wo=stroke Week by Week.
I am still merrily burbling around on my baby two-

stroke, and, as the roads are " up " in the interests of
those prehistoric nightmares commonly known as
electric trams, I find it very handy ; one can carry it

across trenches, or ride it on the sidewalk at need.
Without doubt its main delight is that it starts so easily.

I pay a business call of twenty minutes. During
this interval my 31^ h.p. would have glued up quite

nicely in present temperatures ; and I should either

have to squirt in petrol, or to poise it on the stand, or

to push hard enough to moisten my lilywhite skin.

But I merely straddle the two-stroke, flood the carbu-
retter, and kick once with each foot. Its most sur-

prising quality is the Avear of its 3/|'in. belt, considering
the microscopic engine pulley. The single geared
direct drive has a ratio of 6 to i, but the lielt is still

perfectly taut after 500 miles ; evirlently the e\ en pull

is very light on belts.

A Home=made Lamp Igniter.

The other week I was emphasising the merit of
American lamp igniters in connection with dissolved
acetylene, and the next day I met a Scott machine
equipped with a home-made device two years old,

though the owner used it to light the gas obtained
from an ordinary drip generator. On the front down
tube of the machine was mounted an enormous switch-

block, to which the cable from one of the magneto
high-tension terminals was led. Round the lamp
burner was fixed a large vulcanite insulates, fitted with

two bare wires, the tips of which just failed to touch
above the acetylene burner. When the switch button
was depressed in riding the ignition current was
diverted from the usual siiort wire to the^ sparking
plug, and was despatched along the lengthier cable,

which incorporates the jump spark gap at the burner.
The owner reports that the device never fails to light

his lamp within a few seconds of turning on the

generator drip, and that he has encountered no
trouble during two and a half years. Accessory
dealers will doubtless experience a brisk demand for

such igniter sets quite irrespective of dissolved

acetylene. It is further possible that the temporary
jse of the spark gap circuit might cleanse a sooted
5lug without the need of a stoppage. The old brigade
.vill remember that such spark gaps were formerly

jsed by Panhard testers, and that they enjoyed a brief

jopularity on every kind of petrol engine seven or

;ight years ago.

About Sparking Plugs.

I am reminded that the Forward Co. manufacture
I sparking plug which can be taken to pieces for

leaning. Two Manx riders confirm my statement that

he Reliance plugs do not soot up, but they add the

urious infonnation that they have tried them on
^udge-Multis and Levis two-strokes, and find they

jecome incandescent on long hills, though they behave

admirably on the water-cooled Scott. Yet another

letter puts an interesting query. It is an admitted
fact tliat the best types of sparking plug gave
much trouble early in the year on high-speed four-

cylinder light car engines (a trouble which is now in

process of conquest)
; yet these very same plugs are

accustomed to behave quite creditably on air-cooled

motor cycle engines running up to the same rates of
revolution. \Vhy, for example, should a sparking

plug last a season on a 2| h.p. Douglas, but break

down hopelessly through insulation faults in 800 miles

on a Morris-Oxford light car ? To answer this, one

w'ould have to know the relative r.p.m. and explosion

pressures. I have run a Morris-Oxford engine up to

33 m.p.h. on second gear, i.e., about 3.200 r p.m.
without allowance for wheel slip ; I ha.ve also run a

2| h.p. Douglas up to 45 m.p.h. on a 5! gear, which
implies a good 3.200 r.p.m. Only a " technician "

can answer this query with certainty j. I wonder
whether the solution is that some light car owners
frequently race their engines on low- gears, whereas

few motor cyclists run their engines at over 3,000
r.p.m. e.xcept on the rarest occasions? A motor cycle

is normally run Avell throttled down ; many tight car

owners are over liberal with the thri;:ile on the

indirect gears.

Weatherprcofing.

Tlie war will probaiily lessen the ardour of inven-

tion ; big programmes are less possilile when the
'

volume of trade is problematical ; and I fear the

pronounced movement towards a better weatherproof-

ing of our machines may be temporarily arrested.

Last week I made a little trip West. I left Town after

a long storm had cleared, with my new machine
beautifully burnished in every detail, and myself clad

in Burberrys. I reached the old-world town of

Burford as clean "as a new pin, both in person and
machine. Just west of Burford I crossed the Oxford-
Cheltenham road, and struck the always abominable

patch of "going which introduces one to the cross road

over towards Cirencester. Within four miles the

machine and myself looked as though we had lain all

night in a claypool. The soft brown road was still

saturated, and w'e brought a^vay about half a hundred-
weight of it. It took me three hours to get my mount
and my clothing really clean that night, because I

could not apply a hose. After I had finished I

smeared the entire machine with vaseline, and it will

not get another clean till I sell it, when the accumu-
.

lated filth of months will wipe off with the underlying

film of waterproof grease. Vet, wherever I go on it,

purLsts will reproach me for bringing the sport into

disrepute. As long as there is breath in my body and

petrol in my tank, I shall continue to clamour for the

weatherproof hosable machine. Above all, we want

the abolition of wire wheels, and the adoption of

smooth, streamline crank and gear cases.

A?
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS IN ACTION.
A Thrilling and Unvarnished Description of a Modern Fight.

THE Cavalry Brigade trotted
out of the Chateau of B ,

with the four motor cyclists

attached to them, all very cross
and irritable, on a nasty wet morning,
and still nastier wet roads. I was. one
of them, and it was our painful duty to
keep just behind or just ahead, and little

we liked it.

The road lay along the Valley of the
Aisne, not quite so much talked about
then as it is now, but even tlien strewn
with the awful wreckage of the struggle
which lasted so long. Dead horses in

any number, dead men not a few, and
smashed vehicles of all sorts were seen
on every side. About a mile out we
passed Battery E.H.A. ; the little

thirteen-pounders had been no match for
the heavy and extraordinarily accurate
German fire. Two guns had been up-
ended, and one limber smashed up by
direct hits (not bad shooting at a 3i mile
range). The' road had practically been
destroyed, and the whole place simply
ploughed up with the terrible fire ; yet our
loss had been wonderfully small—two
killed and eight wounded.
We went through the pretty little

village
_
of Ch

,
past Madame

C "s villa with its large, white park
gates, through about a mile of thick wood,
after which the road was open and entirely
without cover for the last halt mile into
V .

A Pontoon Bridge.

The road approaches V from the
south over two bridges, the first over
the Aisne Canal, and the second over the
Aisne itself. The first bridge was intact,
but the second had been destroyed during
the French retreat, and had "been very
slightly repaired by the Germans during
their retreat, just sufficient to admit of
infantry crossing in single file. During
the previous day the Royal Engineers
had built a pontoon bridge by taking
advantage of the shelter afforded by the
still standing ruins. The approaches to
the pontoon bridge had no pretensions to
being roads ; wet weather and cavalry had
turned them into veritable quagmires,
hardly improved by the straw and faggots,
which had been added to give some sort
of foothold for the horses. All the motor
cyclists got across. Corporal Fred Lan^ton,
of Leeds, doing the fastest time, and we
all tootled over the greasy pave of the
streets of V and up the slopes of
the hills beyond. Here the Head-
quarters Staff halted, the greatest part
of the brigade being still m the town,
and then tilings started happening. The
German shell fire, which had been so
intermittent as to be hardly noticeable,
increased suddenly in volume, and the
position of the brigade, crowded into the
narrow streets, was one of extreme
gravity.

Carrying Despatches.

One motor cyclist was sent back. It
was my turn next ; I was sitting in a
cottage drinking col^ee while Langtou
squatted outside tightening his belt in a
drizzling rain. I was sent off next to
give the last motor cyclist another
message. I overtook him at the approach

a8

and helped him over the bridge and up
the other side. I had almost got back
to headquarters when a shell exploded in

a house on my left, blowing up a feather

bed and covering us with down, but hurt-

ing no one. Immediately afterwards
another ripped up a tree in the square
just behind me, and the streets were
filled with kicking, squealing horses, and
shouting men—a veritable inferno. The
shells came fast and I lost no time in

clearing. Shortly after I had made my
report the brigade started retiring through
the town—not a pleasant job by any
means, but nothing to what was to come. -

We halted on the wide tree-bordered road,

which incidentally was being enfiladed

with German fire, while the cavalry went
on in single file, and, fortunately, with-
out loss, reached the other side. The
violence of the tire increased ; both the
approaches of the pontoon bridge were
flashing with exploding shrapnel, and soon
they started going off overhead. I re-

treated into a solid-looking house, and the
poor old lady inside thought we were
Germans come to jnurder her. We didn't

stay long, but followed the brigade back
to the questionable shelter of the town.
Here Langtou and I took refuge behind
the houses in a side street ; he agreed we
might just as well be killed by the same
shell. The house at the corner of the
street was smashed in, and we were con-

tinually being hit by small fragments.
Our artillery had meanwhile been busily

shelling our infantry upon the hillside,

so, of course, a motor cyclist was wanted
at once. We both -ran out (for myself,

I must own to a sort of sniking sensa-

tion) and volunteered. I told the oiBcer

we could hardly be expected to cross the

bridge, and suggested that we should be

accompanied by a mounted man. This

was done, and we all set oft together and

went ploughing down the morass towards

the pontoons. Langtou passed me here

and made a perfectly wonderful ascent

of the other bank ; I was less fortunate,

got my front wheel into a deep hole half-

way up, and try as I would I couldn't

get a move on my heavy Eudge, and

then do\vn came the shrapnel. I had a

bullet through the saddle and thought it

about time to shift quarters. I have
seldom run as fast as I did up that bank.

Welcome Shslter.

Just on the other side I saw a tew

men crouching on the side of the steep

canal cutting and sheltered by the abut-

ments of the bridge. I shouted to tliem,

and they said there was room lor another,

so I lost no time in scrambling down
amongst them. They were the fragments,

of the Field Company of E.E.'s—
nine men and four officers. I promptly

asked the ilajor for tlu'ee men to help

me get the bicycle on to the road, and

was much relieved when he replied it

would be rank murder under such a fire.

So there I sat, or lay, rather, watching

the shells burst over' a farmhouse aboat

150 yards off. The shrapnel did little but !

strip the slates, but after a while they

started smashing it up with high

explosive common shell, judging rightly

that our people were sheltering m it, but

the old place stood much battering^quite

thirty large shells, and then it was by no

means destroyed. We were not allowed

much of this comparative quiet, for the

town becoming utterly untenable owing
to the incisive fire with which the?

A drawing prepared trom sketches and details supplied by the writer of the

accompanying article.
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Sermans enfiladed the streets, the cavalry

vere absolutely compelled to retreat,

riiis they did in half sections, each body
if men %Tas preceded by a couple of

hells, which burst right above our heads
it a distance of perhaps sis or seven
eet, and when the bridge was full from
nd to end of yelling men and snorting
loi'ses half a dozen more would be burst
ight among them with marvellous accii-

acy. I cannot say I was afraid, the
.liole tiling was too strange and fantastic
:ir that, too much like some weird dream.
liter a short time I sat up and watched
lie shells smashing the parapet above us
nd the shrapnel bullets churning up the
.ater of the canal below. Horses were
it in any number, but riders escaped as
by a mii'acle. A barouche came up the

I'jpe, then more cavalry, and then a
Inhered waggon stuck on a corner of the
ridge. A shell under that waggon would
ave blocked the bridge for the rest of the
rigade. "Get on, you fool," we all

elied. ' C4et out of the way, you fat-

ead !
" wliile the Tommy lathed at his

ruggling horses. Fortunately, he got
car, and went thundering over the
lidge. Several times we thought the
lidge would be destroyed under tlie con-
nued fire, but, to our relief, it stood
16 strain.

A Sprint for Life.

After the cavalry had all got over the
lell fire became normal, and we judged
our be.st chance to cross, so, one by

le, doubled up almo-st on our hands and
lees, we sprinted over the bridge into

le -.precarious shelter of the farmhouse,
id then, after a short breather, we
)lted over the quarter-mile of open field

:tween us and the wood. We all

ached the wood in safety and trudged
it of range. We spent the rest of the
ternoon in watching our artillery shell-

g the opposite ridges, and hungrily
aiting for the night. As soon as dark-

'SS fell we set off for the high road, and

walked to the bridge. The sight quite
baffles description. The road was cut
with shell fire and strewn with dead
horses—many ripped to pieces—accoutre-

ments, and arms of all kinds, and here
and there a corpse. I was glad to find

my Eudge still intact and with enough,
petrol to take me to headquarters. It

took four of us to get it up to the high
road, the approach being simply torn to

pieces ; all the faggots were upended,
while the whole place was covered with
the craters caused by exploding shells. I lost

no time in getting back to the Chateau
of B , and went off to bed with a very
stiff dose of rum in my inside to sleep the
sleep of a very badly scared motor cyclist.

I am glad to say all the four of us
reported ourselves with machines intact
next morning.
There was one act of supreme heroism

performed on that day. A captain of the
Field Company R.E. stood at the

head of the pontoon bridge, and as each
cavalryman passed said quietly, " Now,
walk your horse ; don't gallop." He
stood there till blown to pieces by the
shrapnel.—CoRroE.AL R.E.

MILITARY NOTES.
We are asked by ilr. H. P. Beasley,

Inspecting Officer lor the London Motor
Cyclist Reser.ve Committee (c/o the Auto
Cycle Union), 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W., to state that men are still required
to serve as motor cyclists in the Roval
Engineers. Those residing in London
wlio are desirous of enlisting should make
application in person, and those in the
provinces should write, giving full

particulars of their qualifications.

The " waiting list " of motor cyclists

willing to serve, wliich was compiled by
the Auto Cycle Union at the outbreak of

war, has now been almost exliausted.

Any motor cyclists who have registered

their names with the A.CUT . or, for

WEST COUNTRY MOTOR CYCLIST DESPATCH RIDERS.

On the left is Corporal J. H. Winter, of the North Somerset Yeomanry, on a 3h.p. Royal

Enfield, and on the right Corporal N. L. Winston. Royal Wilts Yeomanry, on a 6 h.p. A.J.S
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that matter with any other body, and
who liave not heard anything further on
the matter should communicate with Mr.
Beasley forthwith.

BLACKBURNE DIRECTORS AT THE
FRONT.

An interesting letter has been received

by a member of our staff from Mr. Cecil

S. Bumey, of Blackburne and Burnev,
Ltd., who, with his brother and C. Q.
Roberts (their co-director), are acting as

despatch riders at the front. We repro-

duce the letter below, and it will be
immediately realised how practical are

the suggestions contained in the remarks :

" Just a hurried line to let you know
that my brother and myself are quite
well, and have been all through. Will
you please send me a copy of The. Motor
Cycle each week? We occasionally get

one, and there is always a tremendous
rush for it amongst the motor cyclists.

There are fourteen of us here, and we
are very glad to have had the chance of

coming out. We have lost one man only,

and another was slightly wounded in. the
leg by a rifle bullet. Some of the pub-
lished accounts from despatch riders are

really humorous, and lead people to think
that we are continually under shot and
shell, but it is not as dangerous as you
might think. 'Sly Blackburne is the only
original still running in our section of

motor cyclists, and is the one I have
ridden all through 1914 in competitions,
and I hope to get it through, barring
.iccidents. I hear competitions are not
being run in England now. The A.C.U.
and Scottish trials are not in it compared
with despatch riding. This is a wonderful
test for hub geai's ; the amount of clutch
and low gear work done is extraordinary.
Mv Armstrong is standing up wonder-
fully well. The roads here are practi-
cally unrideable when wet and when
troops have been over them, while at
nights one absolutely cannot ride at all,

sometimes. Side wings to mudguards
are quite impossible, as the mud is con-
tinually clogging and brings the machine
to an absolute standstill. More clearance
would be advisable even without side
flaps. Foot clutches are hopeless,
especially when riding past troops. Every
machine used here should have a handle-
bar control clutch. I have one on mine,
and it is most valuable."

•• TEE MOTOR CYCLE" AT THE FRONT
In our issue of October 15th we pub-

lished a letter from Sergt. M. H. Thomp-
son asking for a copy of The Motor Cijch,
which we were only too pleased to send.
Below is given his reply :

"Dear Sir,—Permit me, somewhat
tardily, but not the less sincerely, to

thank you for so sportingly acceding to
my request of tlu'ee weeks ago, and
forwarding six copies of your indispens-
able publication, together with your
courteous letter—without invoice.

" I need hardly tell you that your kind-
ness is fiiUv appreciated by us all, and,
in our opinion, you have subscribed in the
most practical manner to the comfort of

at least one section of the Expeditionary
Force.

" Again thanking you, and wishing the
' Blue 'Un ' the success its matter
deserves and its management ensures,

" Miles H. TnoMPSON, Sergt. R.E."

Aii:
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Cevennes and the French Alps.
A New District for a Holiday Tour—covered before the War.

IN
using the adjective "new" I do so advisedly,

as, at an}' rate so far as a sidecar is concerned,

ours was tlie first seen in many of ttie districts we
traversed. In nearly every town and village we were
the object of an interested curiosity, the crowds which
gathered round us at times being quite embarrassing,

particularly as our French was not equal to the stream

of questioHo which were poured out upon us. We
had generally to satisfy the queries as to the capabili-

ties of the engine to take us o\tx the mountain roads

surrcunding us by reiterating that the motor rl moiilait

irl's hien.

avoid the stiffest roads made me the more
determined to try my luck with a sidecar, with

confidence that it Avould climb anything his 20 h.p.

car had climbed, and my faith was justified in

the event, for my plucky little engine never once failed

to take the stiffest gradient or asked me to shed my
passenger. We crossed by Southampton to Havre,

and were made to unshackle the sidecar on the boat

or pay an extra 10s. ; we still wonder why. Cross-

ing the Seine by_the ferry at Quilleboeuf we took the

road south through Evreux, Chartres, Chateaudun,
Blois, Bourges, Moulins, Thiers, to Le Puy ; the first

(1) View of Pierre-Pbte,

The country in question is the

mountain district oi the Cevennes
and the French Alps lying to

south-east of France. In the

past this gorgeous scenery has
been confined to the users of

motor cars, and before their in-

vention must have been prac-

tically unknown to the tourist, as

it lies for the most part beyond
the reach of horse traction ; in

fact, we were often days without
seeing a horse, and a bullock

waggon would not commend it-

self, either for comfort or speed,
but a 4 h.p engine and sidecai

has brought it within the scope
of those with very moderate
means

Confidence Justified.

I was fired with a desire to

make tl>is trip through the

description of the scenery by a

friend who made it last year

in a car, and perhaps his kindly

meant suggestion that I could

(3) The Grande Chartreuse (Isere), showing the

tunnels.

(4) The bold face of the Chartreuse, showing
the road up St Pierre d'Entremont.

(2) Panoramic view of the Col du Lautaret, ij

the Co!, and the Grand Galibier. '

300 miles of this is along dea<

straight and mostly level roads, 01 -<

a surface which Brooklands wouk n

scarcely beat. There being no speei ji

limit enforced we did not wast' %

time, and only stopped for cursor
i|

visits to the cathedrals and chateau cl

which we happened to pass ; of theS' li

we found quite sufficient, withou %

turning off to the chateaux distric |

proper, as our objective was moun
tain scenery rather than architectur

and places of historic interest.

An Impossible Road.

We had an amusing conireiempi

at Blois, which stands on two hills
i

the chateau surmounting one, ani

'

the cathedral the other. We aske^

a passfer-by for la rouU a /

cathedj-al. __ He directed us up

narrow street, but looking at on

turn-out, remarked it was iris morih

However, we started up and foun

ourselves faced with a pave of i i

5 gradient. Onlookers seenu
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In Cevennes and the French Alps.
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surprised as we roared up on bottom speed, and we

presently realised why, for on turning a bend we were

faced with a flight of some sixty steps, and had to own

our one and only defeat.

Gorgeous Scenes.

After passing through Vichy and Thiers we began

to get into the scenery we were seeking, and every

day seemed to give us something finer than the last.

We went through gorge and pass in succession, making

Le Puy a stopping place for a few days, from which

there are a number of excursions varying from twenty-

five to eighty miles. One very fine run is via Sauges

and up La Petite Suisse by the IMonestral d'Allier;

this is a steady climb of 3,080 feet, with wonderful

views all the way, but so well is the road engineered

that it is seldom necessary to drop below the second

speed. Travelling south-west through the gorges, one

Igets some of the finest

scenery of all, but one

must not have nerves in

negotiating the hairpin

bends, with a sheer drop

of 500 feet if one leaves

the road. On the whole,

the motor bicycle and
sidecar is much more
handy on these roads

than some of the cars we
met, as they were unable

to take the turns without

[julling up, and coming
Jown we were always

ible to show them a

:lean pair of heels with

afety.

From the Cevennes we
struck eastward, making
"or the Alps, vii S. Julien

md S. Agreves. The
cad as usual began with

m ascent for twelve miles, and here we had our only

eal trouble : the second speed, which was our main-

tay on these long hills, gave out, through using too

hick an oil, but by putting the top gear up to 3.75
o I the bottom speed was not so painfully slow.

The writer, the

Rev. H. C. A. Back,

on his 4 h.p. Triumph

sidecar outfit.

Crossing the valley of the Rhone, we took the route

up the valley of the Tesoire as far as Voison, where
we turned up the Grande Chartreuse. The ascent was
distinctly trying, the surface being badly cut up with
timber carting on a heavy gradient, the road in several

places being tunnelled through the rock. We finished

up with a stiff pull of i in 5, after which the engine

was glad of a cool while we visited the now deserted

monastery of the monks of Chartreuse. Following a

northern road, we ran through Aix-les-Bains and
round by Lac d'Annecy, coming down the valley under
Mt. Blanc. Grenoble made a good stopping place,

and a new gear was awaiting us. For this we w&re
duly grateful, before tackling the Col du Lauteret

in the Hautes Alps ; unfortunately we were too early

to cross o\er the pass, as the snow had not yet allowed

the pass to be opened.
We had now to turn northwards again, and kept

mostly on the roiile naiionalc, corresponding to our

county council roads, to

Versailles, from which
place we paid a flying

visit to Paris. On the

whole we found the

second grade, or dis-

trict council roads, the

best throughout our trip.

The French have not

yet mastered the problem
of hea\'y traffic, and at

times we struck stretches

of road for some miles

that were worse than

wicked. But it would
be unfair to leave the im-

pression that the French
roads are bad ; on the

whole they are very

superior to the English

main roads, but their

best and worst are respec-

tively more superlative

than ours. For a summer holiday I can strongly

recommend a similar tour, good roads, magnificent

scenery, and very moderate expense, distinctly cheaper

than England or Scotland.

H.C.A.B.

A LIGHT SPORTING TYPE CYCLE CAR.

The Percival White cycle car, driven by an M.A.G. twin-cylinder engine, 82 mm. bore by 102.3 mm. stroke (1,083 c.c). The
transmission is by two chains from engine to countershaft and a wide flat belt to the rear axle. Belt tension is maintained by a jockey

pulley The front axle is pivoted centrally, and Lynton wheels are fitted The price is £95.

AI3
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

LubncatioD.

My lubricator is a suction drip
actuated by a milled disc placed
below the tank. It is thus
impossible to see at what rate

the oil is being supplied to the
engine, and as I am something of a

novice I do not care to trust to my
estimate of how the engine is running
as a guide. Will you please advise
me what to do?—O.W.R.

It is difficult for us to tell you exactly

what to do, as you seem to be working
absolutely in the dark with such a

system of lubi'ication. All we can sug-

gest is that you set the disc so that it

gives a fairly generous amount of oil

—

say, turn it halfway on—and then, after

a day's run, see how much oil there is

left in the crank case. If there is a

reasonable amount you will know that

the lubrication has been approximately
correct. Do not allow the engine to

have enough oil to make it smoke. You
will thus find out by experience at what
number to set the disc.

Valve and Magneto Timing.

(1.) I have had a 3^ h.p. engine

_| down for repairs, and have over-

> looked the valve timing, and
-!j should like to know what posi-

tions should the piston be in

when the valves are opening and
closing. (2.) I have been examining
the magneto, and find that I get the
hottest spark with the contact breaker
in the advanced position. I am under
the impression tliat the contact points
should break when the armature is in a

position to give maximum spark wiien
fully retarded. Is this correct? (3.)

When should the spark explode the
mixture with magneto fully retarded, I

mean with regard to position of piston?
-Alph.\.

(1.) Set the exhaust valve to close jn;l
alter the completion of the exhaust stroke.
It will then commence to open when tlie

piston is about one-seventh of the length
of the stroke from the bottom of the firing

stroke. The inlet should commence to
open as the exhaust closes, and remain open
for one complete stroke of the piston or
while the flywheels turn through 180°. (2.)

Magnetos usually give their hottest spark
when almost fully advanced. (3.) Time
your magneto as follows : ]?lace the
piston exactly on top of the compression
stroke and connect up the magneto with
the points just about to break and the
ignition lever two-tliirds retarded. This
will mean that the explosion when fully
retarded will take place when the piston
has travelled about 3 mm. df^wn the
firing stroke.

A14

?

Replacing a CyliDder.

Can you give me any special

hint or tip about taking down
and replacing cylinders alter

cleaning? The magneto and
chain cover seem to be in ihe

way of one of the nuts on the cylinder,
tlie magneto being just behind the
engine. Is there a means of getting at

this nut without removing the magneto,
which, of course, will upset the timing?
I am rather nervous, too, about bolting
the cylinders on again, as I have had
one burst. I have been told to bolt it

on across and across. Tlie thing I

really want to know is how to tell if the
cylinder is on riglit and square, as the
other one did not burst at once but
after about a thirty-mile run.—H.R.C.

You should get a local mechanic to con-
struct you a special tubular box spanner
for the nut in question. A spanner could
be made for a few pence, and we think
this w-ould get over your difficulty. As
regards tightening down your cylinder,
the opposite corner bolts should be tight-

ened down as you suggest, but before
locking up anj' nuts hard, all tour should
be tightened down as evenly as possible,

i.e., tighten until each one begins to get

stiff, then go round, giving each oppositt

corner nut half a turn at a time. Beyonc

this there are no further precaution:

necessary, except that the face of botl

cylinder and crank case should be abso

lutely clean.

Passenger Carrying on a Lightweiglil.

I am thinking of buying ;

lightweight motor cycle. The

particular one I fancy is th(

Popular IVIodel Levis, 2^ h.p

My weight is 9 St. 7 lb. Couk
I carry a passenger on back (hei

weight is 7^ st.)? What speed couu
I expect, and what mileage per gallon

If needed, could a very light sideca

be fixed on at any time?—B.C.

The machine, bhough excellent as a soli

mount, is not really powerful enough t

propel tw-o people. The average spee(

would be about 25 miles an hour, aiK

the consumption of petrol about 80 mile
to the gallon. Fitting a sidecar is no
to be recommended in the case of sue)

a small machine, though it is practic

able, and, in fact, some owners of sideca

outfits of this power derive great satis

faction from their running. (See lette

on page 490, issue October 15th.)

RURAL MAIL DELIVERY IN U.S.A.

Whereas in America rural postmen ride motor bicycles, in England they are mounted on

sidecar outfits.
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Oifdag.

I Jiave recently used one gallon

_. of oil mixed with one charge oi

V Acheson's graphite Oildag, and
thereby reduced the consumption
of oil. I have, however, heard

BO many alarming suggestions from

fellow motor cyclists as to the possible

effect of grapliite, in any form, on big

end and other bearings, though I can-

not find that they have had any experi-

ence in the matter, that I have been
afraid to continue this practice. My
object has not been so much to save oU
as to increase the intervals between
cleaning the cylinders of carbon deposit

and thus save some labour in the course

of a year.—H.W.K.
lie preparation you are mixing with
lur oil is absolutely harmless, and will

}t damage the bearings. We have tried

e preparation ourselves and found it

nte successful. We used it for some
onths and never found any other than
neficial results.

Knocking.

I have a 1910 2i h.p. twin
N.S.U. motor cycle, which i

have just had all down and
overhaiiled myself, and had new
crank pin and bush fitted by

makers. Tlie magneto is timed exactly
as the makers advise, i.e., piston of
cylinder No. 1 (which is the back one)
is exactly on top dead centre of com-
pression stroke when platinum points
of magneto are just breaking on
segment No. 1 (Bosch magneto) and.
the spark is fully retarded. The
ipoints, when broken, are apart about
the thickness of a piece of paper. The
trouble is that when I advance the
spark when running on the level the
engine knocks badly, and reducing the
air does not seem to- improve matters.
I also find I can climb better with the
spark retarded, as when I advance it

the running seems to be upset. I am
also troubled with No. 2 cylinder I
liresume), which stops firing when
running at a low speed, but which
picks up again as soon as I advance
the spark: then the knocking com-
mences. The bush on the pulley side
of crank case is about 5ijin. slack.
Tne machine has an undei-geared
pulley and overhead mechanical valves.
I may also mention that the last crank
pin broke, and this I put down to the
bad knocking, and also to the timing
Doing too far a<!vanced, but I find
nu\v I am no better than before, and
know that the timing is correct, both
by makers of engine and magneto.
There is really no soot to speak of in
the cylinder heads. The gear of the
machine is high.—J. P.

'e bush on the pulley side of the crank
<ie, if a full ^in. slack, is quite suflfi-

' nt to cause a. bad rattle or knock,
id you should make certain that your
; wheels are absolutely true, as in
: iing the new crank pin it is possible
;it they have got slightly out of line.

. is possible, too, that the engine will
;t stand quite the advance that you
;v6 given it, in spite of the makers'
< ections. Before altering this, how-
<;r, it would be worth while to prove
; it the carburetter is in perfect order,
ijd all the petrol passages are clean,
1' the trouble might be due to too

-fSS^

weak a mixture. Re-make your inlei

pipe joints and lag them with asbestos
string and insidating tape; any misfiring

at slow speeds is almost certain to be
due to a leak between the carburetter
and the engine, or possibly to an inlet

valve which is very loose in the guide,
in which case a .new valve is required.

Light Two-stroke and Sidecar.

(1.) I was much interested in

an article in your last issue

giving the experiences of a Levis
rider with a sidecar, and as my
machine (Clyno two-stroke two-

speed) is as good as the one mentioned,
I am anxious to have a light sidecar

attached — the frame appears very
strong. Do you think, on fair roads,

the engine would be able to do the

work ; if so, would you give me the
name of a firm who make light strong
sidecars? (2.) I have ridden my Clyno
about 1,800 miles tliis season up to the
present, and Avhen the weather breaks 1

intend putting up for the winter. Is it

absolutely essential that the engine
should be taken down to clean? (3.) I

am troubled with a slight leakage of oil

on the pulley wheel side ; it gets on
one side of the belt, making it very
greasy. Could I adopt anything to

prevent this? The cranlc case compres-
sion is very good, so this leakage does
not affect it. (4.) I find 35 m.p.h. the
ma.ximum speeci with threequarter
throttle. Could I do anything to get
more speed with full throttle, as at

present with full it goes off top speed?

(1.) The two-speed two-stroke Clyno
would probably be capable of dealing with
a light sidecar, if you are prepared to use
the low ^ear to a fairly large degree. W'e
do not, however, recommend the use of a

sidecar, however liglit, on such a small
machine. If vou desire to fit one, almost
any of the best known sidecar manu-
lacturers make a very light model for this
sort of work, and consequently you have
•< wide choice. (2.) When laying your
machine up for the winter you shoiJd
certainly remove the cylinder and piston
and scrape off carbon deposit. You will

probably find quite a heavy deposit on the
exhaust port, and on the underside of the
piston. It is a particularly simple job to
clean out this engine, and" it can be done
with care by the veriest novice. (3.) The
oil leaking from the pulley-shaft points
either to a slightly worn biifh or the use
of too thin a lubricating oil in the gear
box; we should be inclined to suspect the
latter. A first-class light gear oil will be
found most satisfactory. Leakage in this

NEXT THURSDAY !

Annual Buyers' Guide \

\

)

1915 MODELS.

AN INVALUABLE WORK
OF REFERENCE.

bearing will not affect the crank case
compression, as the gear bos, although
cast integral with the crank case, is

entirely separated from it by walls. (4.)

Thirty-five miles per hour is about the
maximum speed of this machine, though
you might get a slight increase in speed
by thoroughly cleaning out your engine
and using a slightly higher gear. With
the carburetter supplied you will find that
threequarter throttle is about the most
efficient position with an ordinary touring
jet, and you wUl obtain little or no gain
by opening up further.

Time Limit for Summonses.

I should be much obliged if you
would answer the following
queries I received a summons
for recklessly driving a motor
cycle which was issued more than

six weeks after the alleged offence. Is
this legal? It also says for driving a
motor car. Is a motor cycle a motor
car in the eyes of the law?—W.A.S.

It is quite legal to i.ssue a summons for
driving to the common danger or reck-
les.s driving six weeks after the offence;
it is only speed limit summonses which
must be delivered within twenty-one days.
In the eyes of the law a motor cycle is
a motor car.

Bell Breaking at Fastener.

I should be glad if you could
give me a suggestion in a diffi-

culty. I use a lin. belt on a
standard roadster Triumph with
a Stanley fastener. Every time
fastener goes round the "pulley

there is a metallic click, and the beft
gradually breaks off behind the
lastener. I had the same trouble with
an Amac belt fastener. It is as
though the belt and fastener had to
turn round too small a circle. But in
three previous years with the same
belt, fastener, and machine, I never
had this trouble. Am I looking in

the wrong place for the fault?—W.J.C.
Probably you have the adjustable pulley
opened out rathei- too far, and the belt
" bottoms " every time the fastener
comes round, thereby putting an extra
strain upon the belt. Try raising the
gear slightly It is also possible that
the belt is faulty or the fastener not
mounted centrallv.

the

EXPEKIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous oi obtaining tiie experience of

otllers witii various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in whicii tiie

replies may be forwarded. Answers to tiie queries
siiould be addressed c o The Editor.

"R.S.C." (Galashiels).—Wooler two-
, stroke. Reliability and general efficiency.

"F.B." (Notts.)—Douglas (model B),
A. B.C., and Bradbury. Reliability,
petrol and oil consumption.

' G.C." (Hants).—4 h.p. B.S.A. com-
lunation and 4^ ii.p. James. Upkeep,
reliability, and general efficiency.

' W.E.F." (St. Leonards-on-Sea).

—

2-^ h.p. New Imperial. Efficiency, petrol

consumption, and suitability for touring
(weight 13 stone).

"D.T.' (London).—Velocette two-
stroke. Ease oi starting, reliability,

efficiency of two-speed gear and lubrica-

tion. Lowest possible speed on high gear
without four-stroking.
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The Editor Joes, not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and ac Iress.

Comforts for Despatch Riders.

Sir,—May I, through the medium of your columns, say
that I am collecting comforts of all kinds for the Motor
Cyclist Despatch Eiders of the Sei:ond Army Corps? Socks,
mittens, mufflers, tobacco, cigarettes, pipes—all such things
as will be of use and comfort to these brave young men.
Should some of your readers be good enough to send

any of the above-mentioned articles to 14, Scarsdale Villas,

Kensington, W , I will gratefully acknowledge them, and
see that they go through with the name of the donor.

(MRS ) L A. SELWYN.

Standardisation of Controls.

Sir,—So much has been said lately about the standardisa-
tion of carburetter controls that few seem to have given any
thought for the other controls. I think that it would be a
very good move if a definite form of clutch and magneto
control could be decided upon. About the latter there is

still a diversity of opinion as to whether tank or handle-
bar control should be settled on. But for the clutch the
handle-bar control is obviously superior to all others, both
in the ease with which the clutch can be slipped in traffic

and in the fact that the feet are left free. If all nakers
would fit hand-controlled clutches and standard forms of

magneto^ and carburetter controls on their 1915 machines,
the driving of a motor cycle would be easier and safer.

A. STATHAM.

Experiences with a T.T. Mount.
Sir,—I am enclosing you a photograph of my T.T. Premier,

which I have had since the beginning of the season. Trouble
has been nil. My petrol consumption averages about one
hundred and twenty miles per gallon. Tlie machine is fitted
with seini-T.T. handle-bars and Philipson pulley, which I

think make it an ideal solo mount.
GEORGE A. SEMPLE.

Petroil Lubrication.

Sir,—We agree with your remarks on the question of oiliii|

on two-strokes. We may say we have e.xperimented witl

most of the systems of oiling and find that the best systen

is that at present fitted to the Wooler, which is by pumj
through a sight feed lubricator, and which is controlled b\

the throttle.

We always read with interest any comments you make or

current design in your interesting and instructive journal.

THE WOOLER ENGINEERING CO., LTI).
John Hull (Managing Dire'ctor).

G. A. Sample, who writes of the satisfa:tory running of his

3J h.p. T.T. Premier.

Sir,—In an editorial in your issue of October 29th yoi

predict that the popular, "petroil" system of lubricatici

used on two-stroke engines is going out of favour. Now I

venture to believe that the method of mixing the oil with tht ,

petrol as the sole system of lubricating two-stroke motoi .n

cycle engines has come to stay, and if you can spare me tht vj

space I will endeavour to explain my reasons for so thinking, fl

Whatever system is adopted it is evident that a largf i

proportion of the oil must get into the crank case, otherwist J
a seized big end bearing would soon result. Those makers
who exercise their ingenuity in devising means of keeping

the petrol and oil separate, and at the same time adopt

crank case induction for the petrol, are up against a hope-;

less proposition, because the churning of the crank will mix
them up in a most thorough manner. Now, if the petrol and

oil must be mixed together in the crank case, w-hy not feed

them in through the same pipe? Obviously the most con-

venient way of doing this is to mix them in the tank, both

reaching the crank case vid the carburetter and induction
pipe.

Consider the advantages of such a system'

:

If the oil supply fails for any reason the petrol supply

fails with it and the engine stops, so no harm ,results. - .

Again, as you, yourself, allow, " a throttle controlled

lubricator is surely ideal and perfectly automatic," the

amount of oil supplied being varied to a nicety with ^he

work done by the engine, which is as it should be, and 16

found in no other system of lubrication.

Dealing with the objections to this system :

I have seen it stated repeatedly that if the machine is

left standing for a time the oil settles at the bottom of the

tank and the machine has to be shaken before making a.

start to mi.x the oil up again. This is not so, the oil gpes

mto solution and the petrol and oil can no more be separated"

by standing than a mixture of whisky and water ; like the

whisky and water, they can only be separated by distilla-'

tion. This is what happens in the engine. The volatilei

hydro-carbons (petrol) are vaporised; the fixed oils (Ivibri-

cant) forming a cloud of oily particles which are thrown abouti

eventually find their way into the bearings.
Another objection is the dirty appearance it gives the

machine. My machine is ridden almost daily and it is. no

dirtier than other people's; indeed, it is much cleaner thaii-

most of the machines I see. A wipe down before putting'

it to bed is all that is necessary—the oily film on the caav

buretter serving to keep it as bright as a new pin.

W^hether tlTe interior of the engine cal'bonises more quickly
than air-cooled two-stroke motors lubricated by other meanSi
I am unable to say, and it would be interesting to hear tfa&l

experiences of Levis and Peco owners in this respect. I wJU.

give you my own.
J

The machine is a Connaught, and I have had the cylindei;

off once since purchasing it, not because of any loss of
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' S U N S T O N E " for

machines up to 8 b.p.

A good anti-skid and un-
rivalled for heavy work.
26x21 40/- 26x21 45/-

" COMBINATION ' — the

enduring Non-skid (steel

studs and rubber bars).

26x21 48/3. 26x2: 50/-

" STONEHENGE.' Same
design as " Combination,"
but all-rubber tread. For
machines up to 4 h.p.

26x2 20/9. 26x21 22/6

/*^i*^

' TRICAR • tor tricars

and machines up to

5-6 h.p. Rubber studo.

26x2! 35/- 26x3 45/-

" DRUID' lor sidebars
and lightweights. Hex-
agonal rubber studs.
26x1115/9. 26x2 17/6

His Majesty's Service

demands good riders

—

good himacnines -good

British tyres.

TTHE more arduous the work, the
"* more noticeable is the extra corn-

fort, safety, and durability of Avon
Tyres. As becomes Britishers, they are
built to meet and beat the hardest
knocks a hostile road can give.

iUusiraial Caiahgtie po-:,: irec throui^hout :/;_ Kort.l

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD.,
MELKSHAM, Wilts.

BRANCHES : IS. Newman Street. Oxford Street. W. 88, Avenue des Temej. PARIS.
119. Victoria Street. BRISTOL 202-4. Corporation Street. BIRMINGHAM.
38, King Street West, MANCHESTER 55. Queen Street. GLASGOW.

In answering this adverlisemenl it is desirabh lo mention "The Mutor C\ide. B3
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iH^^ The 21 h.p. ^

Dot^las
On. Active Service.

British motor cyclist despatch riders passing through near the firing hne m France.

V

The illustration shows the supreme confidence of the despatch riders who trust their lives

and the success of their important mission to the Douglas. It is a confidence borne of

long experience of reliability, durability, and utmost efficiency alhed to silence, that

most vital property for military purposes.

The 21 h.p. Douglas holds the WORLD'S RECORDS
with Sidecar for the Flying Kilo., the Flying Mile, the

Five Miles, the Standing Ten Miles, and the One Hour,

Write jor Catalogue to

.

—
DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
LONDON—39, Newman Street, W. PARIS—190, Boulevard Pereire.
Telegrams: "Douglas, Kingswood, Glos-' Telephone : 4687 Bpistol.

In answering (his advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,**
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:,.T'"tune, but because, after burning fifteen gallons of petrol I

thought it would require cleaning. I had been in the habit

of occasionally feeling the piston head through the plug hole,

but could find no carbon deposit here j on taking the cylinder

off, however, a different state of affairs revealed itself. The
two top piston rings were gummed in their grooves. The
corners of the exhaust ports were filled with carbon deposit,

making them oval instead of rectangular, and there was a

heavy deposit on the inside of the piston head. The cleaning

process was quite straightforward, there being no inaccessible

^ Valve pockets, and it not being necessary to remove the

;

' piston.

To conclude, the " petroil " method of lubrication is so

sjmple and withal so satisfactory that I feel quite sure that,

as I stated at the outset, it has come to stay.

P W. HAMPTON. •

Crystallisation.

Sir,—I read .vith interest " Ixion's
"
-article on single forks.

^Might I call attention to a fallacy in it? He regards the
fracture of a bar of metal to be due to "crystallisation."

All metallurgists nowadays regard this as totally erronecuis.

Fracture in such a case would be due to "fatigue." All

metals are crj'stalline, the cliief difference being the size

of the crystals. Any metal suitably polished and etched,
when examined under the microscope, shows definite crystals.

These crystals have a certain amount of cohesion, and to this

cohesive force the strength of the metal is due. After many

.

reversals of tension and compression, a certain amount of

amorphous matter is formed round the joints of the ciystals,

and breaks up the cohesive force.' The metal loses its

strength, and is more or less easily broken. This is known
as "fatigue." This amorphous material when allowed to

'stand for a long time, or when heated to a low temperature
for a shorter time, gradually crystallises, a»d the material
again resumes its normal strength or becomes even stronger
than it was befrre this treatment.

L. PHILLIPS SMITH.

Sir,—The question which " Ixion " raises in Thf Motor
Cycle of October 29th is based upon a quite common mis-
apprehension as to the nature of the steed he rides. As it

left the factory it was already in a crystalline state. That
the common crystalline s\d3stances, as sugar and soda,
are brittle leads us to think that other substances which
are not brittle are therefore not crystalline. Steel is a case
in point. It consists of, in the case of mild steel, crj-stals

'of ferrite and pearlite. It is now quite definitely estab-
lished, although not widely known, that steel does not
change in structui's at anything apjiroaching ordinary tem-
perature, and metal of over 4.000 years old is in the same
crystalline condition as if it were made yesterday.

Provided the metal does not contain injurious impurities,
fracture always occurs ticro-sn the cr?/.«i'n/,«, whetner the
fracture has been produced by shock, static stress, or
" fatigue." The fi-acture never occurs by the metal form-
ing crystals by vibration and then breaking at the
boimdaries, as is suggested by such terms as " crystallisation

fracture.' In fact, we know that in good metal the
boundaries of the crystals are stronger, and it is only when
chemical impurities are present in the steel, resulting in the
formation of weak chemical compounds which accumulate .at

the boundaries of the crystals, that the inter-crystalline

; fracture, as it is termed, occurs.

' As we know from readers' complaints, this weakness leads

to fracture whenever sufficient shock is applied, whether it

be after one mile or ten thousand.

I
The full explanation of the modern theory of fracture

' by "fatigue" under vibration is too lengthy to discuss in

the course of a short letter.

The remedy for fractured forks is not to imagine that

changes in the metal are likely to' take place, the final

, condition being already present in the new metal ; but,

having determined by test the nature of the metal to be
used, the remedy is to design the forks as girders which

• are going to be subjected to determinable static and dynamic
loads. Given a good metal of known tensile strength, a

good engineer can design perfect single folks, and these

are to be found in the modern lightweights of good makes.

_ If he finds that the design for the particular load to be

carried is ugly and heavy-looking, he develops a stronger
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" form," which is lighter and more artistic—to wit, the

girder fork.

One thing more, I have not got the description of the

Splitdorf magneto and dynamo by me to refer to, but one

would expect that the residual magnetism would be- suffi-

cient to set an induced current of increasing magnitude,

which, by either series or shunt magnet windings, would
give a strengthened field as the kick starter was operated,

and that finally the batteries would cut in at a pre-detei-

mined voltage. This could, of course, be accelerated by
passing current from the battery before starting up, but

that the failure of the battery should put the engine

hors cle combat seems, for the above reasons, unlikely.

ARTHUR MARKS, F.I.C.. A.R.C.S., A.R.S.M.

Chain Drive and Spring Links.

Sir,—Your correspondent "AS 129" writes complaining of

the spring links on his chains breaking. I myself have had

the same trouble. First I had the nut and bolt with split

pin fastening. 1 found the thread on the bolt stripped, and

the split pin was the only security, and as soon as it

sheared through the trouble commenced. When the spring

link came out it was a great improvement on the old idea.

I have never yet broken a back chain with spring link in,

but the front one was continually breaking. What I blame

for it is the high speed at which the chain runs, and the

small sprocket (compared with the size of the others) it

runs over. The following is the way I got over the difficulty.

First, scrapped the spring link ; second, in place of the spring

link I used an outer link, which made the chain endless;

and third, removed the gear box forward about two inches

to get the endless chain on, and then put it back to its

ordinary position. The back chain cannot be treated like

tlii^ but in mv case there is no need for it, as the chain

never breaks, but dies of old age. The disadvantage of

this?*> the front chain is not so easily detached. 616.

Sir.—I have now completed three years' experience with

chain drive, and should not like to discard the spring clip. I

have used two kinds, and I have never had one of the older

pattern come off. Tlie other comes oft if not put on the

right way, i.e., the opening following the direction of travel

of chain. Further, my experience of nuts and bolts on push

cycle chains is that they come undone if not burred over each

time they are fastened," which would not do for motor cycles,

as one often wants the chain off to immerse in grease.

C. H. INGAMELLS.

J. S. Hyde and R. W. Gore, motor cyde despatch riders attached to

the General Headquarter.'; of the British Expeditionary Force. The

photograph was taken near the Franco-Belgian frontier. Both riders

have been at the Front since the commcncemenf of the war, and are seen

mounted on Douglas machines.
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An Opportunity for Enlistment.
Sir,

—

I believe tlieie are many men in the employment
of motor and cycle manufacturing companies in the district

who would be glad to enlist in a non-manual company,
composed of men from the staffs of such firms. I should be
glad to take the names of any wishing to join, and if the

requisite inimber is forthcoming, I am quite prepared to

form it. Eecruits are comin" in steadily, but I have room
for a large number still, and I feel sure there must be many
young fellows who should take this opportunity of serving

their country. Applications should be made to me at the

Drib Hall, Thorp Street, Birmingham.
T. J. GRAHAM, Lieut.-colonsl,

6th (Reserve) Battalion Royal Warwickshire Regiment.

A Steam Motor Cycle.

Sir,—I was very much interested in the letter of your
correspondent, JUr. J. H. Hatch, and entirely agree with
him that a steam cycle would not be nearly such a
bulky machine as many may think. Two small force pumps
only would be necessary for the purpose of driving water
through the coils of tiie "flash boiler," and for forcing

paraffiji to the blow lamp within the coils. A small 4-5 h.p.

tnnn-cylinder would be sufficient power, enabling one to dis-

pense with gears and clutch ; in fact, one may just sit

astride machine, open throttle, and glide away.
The ordinary petrol engine type of lubrication should, I

think, be discarded, and several glass lubricators of the type
one sees on gas engines substituted. I hope the idea will

be taken up bv some manufacturer in the near future.

J. WINDHAM HART.

Why an Engine Konks.

Sir,—Your contributor is surely in error in ftating that the
blow given to the piston is delivered at an anglfe. One of the
very earliest principles that one learns in studying elementary
inechanics is that " fluid pressure always acts normally to

the surface pressed." If it be assumed that the pressure is

distributed, as shown in fig 2, then there would be no pres-

sure at all in the centre of the cylinder head, and on open-
ing a compression tap there no gas would
escape even at the moment of explosion,

which is absurd.

It is probable that the cause of konk-
iug is that given nearly at the end of the

article, viz., the reaction due to the

angularity of the connecting rod So the

tendency to konk would be the same for

all types of combustion chamber, but
would be more pronounced where the
connecting rod is short in proportion to

the stroke and with greater cylinder clearance.
t seem to remember that -you published a very good article

on this subject some years back. C. E. SQUIRE.

on the same engine by the " T " headed combustion chamber.
Another point which must be remembered is that experi-
ments have shown many forms of knock, including variations
of pinking or tapping, to be due to a variety of causes
taking place at the same cirae, and to the slack being taken
up over-rapidly and leading to actual mechanical contact.
This has been actually proved by experiments by measuring
the electrical resistance between bearing and shaft, etc.,

whilst in motion.
Another point of importance is the question of the piston

"being blown from one side of the cylinder to the other
by the rush of the explosive gases on the top." I quote
from your contributor's remarks. Now during the initial

portion of the explosion—that is to say, whilst the pressure
is at all near the 300 per square inch referred to—the
explosion pressure rises through the mass of the mixture
with considerable speed, and the gas as a whole, apart from
the valve entry whirling, is not passing over the head of
the pistOT at all. Experiments will show that there is no
enormous tendency for the gas to "hit" the piston itself

unless it has some exit opposite to the point of ignition.
I do not by any means wish to suggest that your con-
tributor is not correct in some xases, but I do suggest that
it is quite impossible to speak generally or with such
extraordinary brevity and to attribute tha konking of
motor cycle engines to a cause which, as you, sir, yourself
point out, does not exist to any appreciable extent in most
motor cycle power units,

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., D.Sc, etc., etc.

Sir,—We do not suppose many people will agree with
Mr. Watchorn's exj)lanation in last week's issue of The
Motor Cycle of how the noise of konking or pinking is

produced in an engine. It has, of course, often been sug-
gested that it is due to the piston moving from one side
of the cylinder to the other, owing to the angularity of
the connecting rod, but, to us at any rate, the suggestion
is new that the firing of the gas on one side of the cylinder
should be the cause of the piston moving over. That this
is hot a correct explanation can easily be tested by firing

Sir,—I was .greatly interested in a short article in The
Motor Cycle on the subject of engine' knocking. Your
contributor (as I see you have pointed out editorially) lays
down the law in a surprisingly exact manner, and, whilst
his article is very interesting, it is extraordinary to have
the whole of the knowledge of any subject, together with
the vast amount of experimental work that has been done
by different persons all over the world, dismissed in two
columns of print.

It is not possible to refer to different forms of knocking,
and to separate up each different type of noise into pigeon
holes. The internal combustion engine represents on§ of
the most beautiful and yet complicated grounds for research
known to the engineering world, and, as your contributor
must surely have found, in two engines apparently exactly
the same, absolutely different sounds will occur which it

is quite impossible to classify under any artificial heading.
To take fig. 1 in your diagram, if the engine is made to

revolve the other way with a detachable head whose shape
can be varied, the same type of knock and the same variation
is observable either with an electrical sonoscope or upon
an ordinary manograph indicator card. How, therefore,
does this fit in with the statements laid down as law?
Truly, the explanations given may apply to some cases, but
in many hemispherical headed engines one can obtain
exactly similar sounds as occurred when the head is replaced

Gas engine referred to in Lodge Bros, and Co.'s letter.

simultaneously at two plugs in a T-shaped cylinder, one
plug over the inlet valve, the other over the exhaust
valve. The pinking can still be produced by setting the
ignition early enough.
That the noise of pinking is almost certainly not pro-

duced by the movement of the piston against the sides of

the cylinder wall is suggested by the fact that the same
noise can be produced on an engine which has both a

piston rod and a connecting rod, with proper guides to

take up the thrust of the connecting rod, as in the gas
engine indicated in the sketch. Pinking is such a metallic

noise that the cause is generally ascribed to two pieces of

metal knocking together, but the noise can be produced
without any concussion of metal parts.

If the gas is fired early while the piston is still rising

on the compression stroke, the intensity of pressure is so

great that the . gas detonates in.stead of expanding at the
usual rate. The effect of the sharp blow of the detonation
sets up exactly similar vibration in the metal of the
engine as if the metal parts had been tapped with a
hammer.
The reason why this explanation of the sound is not

accepted by many people is probably because the
phenomenon of gas detonation is not met with in practice,

except in the case of internal combustion engines. An
analogy is the well-known water-hammer effect caused by
turning off a tap too qu^kly. Anyone not knowing tlia

true explanation might try and explain the water-hammer
knock by saying that some metal parts were probably loose
in the tan.

LODGE BROS. AND GO.
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A DESPATCH RIDER'S DIARY.

Corp Jial F. K. Langton.

THROUGH the courtesy of his

sister, we are enabled to give

some interesting extracts from
a diary written by Corporal

F. K. Langton, R.E., a prominent rider

from Leeds. He would have taken part

in last year's Tourist Trophy Race had
he not had a serious accident after

completing his final lap. The diary

dates from the very beginning of hos-

tilities, and continues to November 4th.

August 20th.

We have had a great time to-day

trekking from H . All the Belgian,

villagers turned
out solid with
presents of

chocolate, cigars,

cigarettes, and
bottles of wine.

I did a nice

steady business,

as the motor
cyclists led the

whole lot when
on the march.
Three of us are

stationed t •

night at cross

roads to wait for

any despntcl]cs

that may come
from headquar-
ters. We have
just heard that

the Germans
have sacked and
burned a village

six miles away,
and are advanc-
ing. There is one constant stream of

people who have deserted their homes
and are carrying all their portable posses-

sions with them. They don't know where
they are going, but wander aimlessly
about; it is pitiable to see them.

August 24th.

I had my baptism of fire this morn-
ing. I was rather surprised that it

worried me hardly at all. I was not
even excited. I was with the General
and his staff—about thirty of us—and
the Germans spotted us. We sheltered
under cover of a house, and they had
six guns firing on us for about half an
hour. We could hear the shells quite a

few seconds before they arrived, owing
to their peculiar whistle. Finally we
got the order to clear out, as it was
getting too hot. Three of us on motor
cycles had to stick to the road and run
the gauntlet for about a mile. One of
our fellows had the whole of his kit
blown off his carrier by a piece of shell,

fortunately without hurting either him
or his machine. Another shell burst in

a field about fifty yards on my left, and
the nose of it struck a tree and dropped
just in front of me.

August 25th.
We had some excitement yesterday.

I have got a rifle now, and lost the
whole of my kit. Owing to a false
alarm, the drivers of some transport
waggons got excited, and in the
Bcrimmage my kit was lost.

August 28th.
The headquarters were at a farm.

Six of our fellows found a party of
Germans. They killed four and captured

two more, but one got away and brought
up reinforcements. We have only
cavalry with the General's staff, so the
Greys charged before the Germans
could get their artillery into action, and
went right through them and back
again : it was great ! The German
cavalry turned and bolted, while the
infantry threw down their arms and lay

down, pretending to be dead. One of

our men got four within two hundred
yards. There are five motor cyclists

attached to the Cavalry.

August 30th.

Disaster. I lost my rifle just when I

had got a "prong" for it, but still I

will get another in the next scrap.

August 31st.

They have been fighting all day in the
woods, and I have brought two wounded
men in on my carrier. Both tell me we
are out-numbered six to one, and are
getting badly knocked about, but one
cannot rely upon what the men say.

Septejibku 3llD.

We are south of Paris now, but a good
deal to the east. Hardly a day passes
without our having some kind of engage-
ment; almost always artillery. "J."
Battery are very fine. They have been
in action practically every day, and only
lost one man wounded.

September 8th.

The long talked of event has at last

appeared, and we have turned round and
are advancing, and rapidly, too, and
c.ari-ying everything before us. We had a

hot time yesterday morning, but the
German shrapnel is no class. One struck
the road and burst about two yards from
me and never touched me, whde another
one went between one man's legs and
burst within a yard of him. The shock
knocked him on the ground, but he
jumped straight up and ran for cover.

Septembeb 10th.

We have done very well to-day.

Cavalry sighted the enemy about 2,000
yards, marching in column, got the guns
to work on them, and the Greys charged
and they surrendered in dozens. We I03I

another of our motor cyclists yesterday,
shot clean through the head. (We have
been made up to our full strength again.)

I am beginning to think this is a riskier

game than I fii-st thought.

September 14Tn.

We have had a of a time to-day.

We crossed the river by pontoon bridge.

The Germans let us all cross, and then
staj'ting shelling us. They had the range
to an inch. It was a real death trap.

I sheltered under a wall for about two
hours, watching them knock the village

to pieces by degrees, then was given a
message to take back over the bridge.

(This is the incident described by Corporal
R.E., whose article appears on pages 520
and 521 of this issue.)

September 19th.

The Germans have apparently retired

to a very strong position Whatever the
papers may say to the contrary, there is

GO doubt about it the Germans can use
their big guns. I was crossing the river

and one shell blew my hat clean off.

Needless to say, I did not stop to pick it

up. T vas the only one of our motor
cyclists who got my machine back, as all

the others had to leave theirs stuck ie
the mud, and fetch chem at night. We
have nine motor cyclists now. During
the retreat two of us were doing twice
IS much as the whole lot do now.

October .

Some of the Indian troops arrived here
yesterday. (We needed them.) They
were put in the trenches to relieve the
Greys. About midnight terrific firing

began, and a man came running up to
say that the enemy had broken through
the lines. I imagine he must have dreamt
it, as our men held them back comfort-
ably, but it is funny how this kind of

work preys on one's mind. The same
man described how he looked up and saw
a German only a lew yards away, how
he shot at him and ran, chased by three
others, one of whom clutched his hat, but
missed him, but finally arrived at head-
quarters, absolutely exhausted. He is

now under arrest, and may get into
trouble for leaving his post.

I am glad to hear is coming out.

We need more men, provided they are
good. When one comes to think of it the
British Army is a mere nothing compared'
with the German numbers. If we had
ail army the sanie size as theirs, and as
good as our present little one, we should
knock six)ts out of them.

Some More Recent Experiences.

November 3rd.

There has been a severe fight going on
for the last three or four days. We are
very much outnumbered, and are being
slowly driven back. The Germans broke
through our lines the night before last,

and we had to move in a hurry ; we lost

rather heavily, but the Germans lost

hundreds. Taken man for man, the
Germans are not half so good as our men,
but there seems to be no end to them :

our men in the trenches say that the
Germans come in masses, and as fast as
they are shot down their places are filled.

One of the ofl5cers attached to our head-
quarters borrowed a rifle yesterday, and
went out and bagged eleven of them.

November 4th.

Things look considerably brighter to-

day. We have quite a lot of French
troops helping us; their Tommies are
perhaps great, but their batteries are
absolutely IT. This really is a ghastly
business ; our losses already are very
heavy. The London Scottish (the first

of the Terriers to come out here) lost

half their number in one night's fighting,

but one of our ofl^cers told me that the
German losses were nearly 3,000 in the
same fray. Another officer told me to-day
that the road between two certain
villages about a mile and a half apart
was simply strewn with German dead,
and was practically impassable. One
hears some very funny things out here
about the Indians ; a party of them left

the trenches a fevr nights ago without
their officers knowing anything about it,

and arrived back some time later with
twenty-five prisoners. No one knows how
or where they got them, but this is

absolutely true. Poor devils, there is to

be no quarter for them if they are
captured by the Germans, and incidentally

they give little or no quarter when
dealing with the Germans.

B19
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ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.
A Suggested Combinalion of

IN
the case of motor bicycles used on active service,

wlien reliability is of paramount importance,
students of design iiave noticed with some amount

of wonder that the authorities have selected machines
of divergent patterns, some with hub gears and others

with counter-shaft gears. There is no hiding the fact

that hub gears during the past year or two have given

a certain amount of trouble. In the ordinary way in

the hands of a private owner they will perform satis-

factory service for a twelvemonth, but under severe

conditions, such as obtain in the Six Days Trials and
the T.T Race, the hub gear has its shortcomings. The
same remarks must undoubtedly apply when used in

the severe work of a despatch rider, who is constantly

ploughing his way on the lower gears over extremely

rough surfaces and along muddy lanes badly cut up by
heavy transport One can imagine the plight of a

rider of a hub-geared machine with his gear gone
wrong and with only a single gear to get him up a steep

hill, or past that long transport train ahead which has
left barely room for a bicycle to pass.

Now, seeing that hub gears are not by any means
proof against trouble, it is somewhat surprising that

Hub and Engine Pulley Gears.
the authorities have not considered the possibility of

safeguarding hub gear users against defects. It has

occurred to me that the combination of a variable

engine pulley gear, such as the Philipson pulley, and
the three-speed hub gear, would help a despatch rider

out of difBculties of the kind enumerated, for not only

does the fitting of a variable engine pulley dispense

with thenecessity for changing gear on many occasions,

thus saving wear and tear in the hub, but also in case

of the hub gear failing altogether the belt rim could

be fixed to the spokes, and the variable pulley relied

upon solely. This may seem an extreme measure, but

nevertheless when safe delivery of a despatch may
mean all and eveiything for the safety of an army, safe-

guarding methods of this kind must sooner or _
later

be resorted to. Again, now that Russia is cut off from

supplies of spares by the clutches of winter, any- hub

gear failing among the Russian army machines will in-

capacitate that machine almost entirely, as single gears

are of lijtle or no use in an army. Supposing that a

supply of variable pulley gears were available for such

breakdowns, the machines could again

perform useful service.

be made to

Perfecta.

SOME TWO-STROKE TIPS.
IN

theory a two-stroke engine should maintain its

power without other attentions than the periodic

removal of carbon deposits. In practice this ideal

perfection is hardly attained, and I propose to indicate

the two or three very elementary details which might
trouble a novice in the early weeks of possession.

Oddly enough, all my T9r4 two-strokes (three, of

different makes) have misbehaved in precisely the

same way during their first month on the road.

In each case the compression has gradually grown
weak. In two cases the upper piston ring had stuck
in its groove, in the third case the compression
release valve failed to close tightly owing to fragments
of carbon between face and seat. All three engines
were cured by plenteous libations of paraffin, no part

being dismounted for' the purpose. Since the piston

ring troubles occurred, I have found a preventive
measure of some service, viz., injecting about a dessert

spoonful of paraffin into the cylinder whenever the

engine has got really hot on a long run, and a good
deal of oil sludge might be expected to be present
in the cylinder.

Secondly, it appears to be necessary to clean the

sparking plug once a week and to use a plug of

exceptionally long reach. Carbon deposits on the
plug are rapid and heavy in character, and at low
speeds of revolution, e.g., in starting from cold, the

currer.t is very apt to prefer the short circuit provided
by a film of carbon to the open gap between the
points.

Thirdly, the carburetter requires far more frequent
cleansing than on a four-stroke. On my present
machme, a week's hard work casts'quite an appreciable
amount of thick black ooze into the carburettei, which
will occasionally choke two of the penthouse jets in

the Amac ; moreover, perhaps because the tank is a

cheap one, the gauze filter under the float chamber

usually holds several blobs of a green chemical

deposit ; I always know when these are forming,

because the carburetter floods so slowly when tickled.

I do not remove the filter, because it is easier to clean

it than to clear the jet.

Fourthly—and here I come to a curious point—the

magneto of a machine purchased since war broke out

has given quite unusual trouble, and there are indica-

tions that it has been assembled out of a job lot of

parts made in different years. For example, the

contact-breaker details date back to 1909 or so,

though the high-tension terminal is r 914. A record

amount of oil is always found lurking behind the

contact-breaker, and I detach and clean this every

week. I find that two-stroke engines seem far more
sen-sitive to the width of the break between the con-

tact-breaker plafina than four-stroke engines.

Messrs. Mlll.'^-FuKord, Ltd., have introduced another design of

side-carrier which we illustrate above. It is particularly roomy,

and the rear portion, as will be seen, is provided with shelves
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A 6 h.p.
A Water-cooled Sidecar

ONE of the most striking designs

for 1915 which we have had the

pleasure of inspecting is the 5 h.p.

horizontal twin-cylinder water-

cooled Hi;mber. Apart from the fact that

the principle of a horizontal twin has been

adopted for the first time by the Huniber
Co., the engine itself possesses many new
featm'es and practical points of real

interest. For instance, the cylinders are

not in line, which allows of big end bear-

ings of exceptionally large dimensions. The
crank is a plain one of nickel steel, and
the big end bearing measure 35 X 30 mm.
Above the cranksliaft and driven by a

train of gears is a case-hardened steel

camshaft formed from the solid and
running in ball bearings, the cams
operating direct on to adjustable tappets^
The valves themselves are practically

horizontal and arranged above the engine.

The starting handle engages with the
camshaft, thus giving a 2 to 1 gear, and
making the starting comparatively easy.

Detachable Valve Pockets.

, A practical featijre of the engine is

the detachable vai<e pockets, eacH pair

of which are held in position by a yoke
and a stout nut and bolt. By removing
this single nut the yoke may be detached
and each valve withdrawn separately,

complete with its seating. It is almost
unnecessary for us to emphasise the
advantage of such a system, in view of

the fact that the condition of the seating.
may be inspected with the greatest ease,

and, moreover, the valves may be ground
into their seatings in the clear view of

the operator ; but this is not all. An
expedient which will undoubtedly be
followed by users of horizontal twin
Hcmbers will be to carry a spare seating
and valve complete, so that, should the
compression show signs of weakening
after prolonged running, it will be the
work of but three or four minutes to fit

a new valve and new seating, and thus
restore compression. The fact that the
valve ports are not water-cooled,
although the remaining part of the
cylinder is liberally water jacketed, may
cause surprise at first, but the experiments
which the Humber Co. have made include
a test of the design in an air-cooled form.

Horizontal Twin
Machine; Three-speed Box;

Humber.
Enclosed Chain Drive.

Fl>^vheel side of ihe new hDuzontal engincd Humber.

Showmg one oi the Humber valve

ports detached complete with valve,

and the yoke securing each pair of

valves to the cylinder.

and it has been found that the valves and
tlieir seatings ha\"e stood up wijnderfully

Carburetter side of the 1915 model 6 h.p. hvin Humber.

well. It is, therefore, practically certain

that, working under the much more
favourable conditions provided by a
water-cooling system, the life of the valves
and their seatings will be greatly pro-

lunged. A Hallite washer is used for

the joint, which is found to be superior
to the copper and asbestos type of washer
for this purpose. The sparking plugs are
in a most accessible position. The
cylinders can be removed without dis-

turbing the crank case.

As regards the lubrication .system, the
splash feed is relied upon. The pistons
have flat tops and a pair of rings. The
crankshaft revolves on b.all bearings, a
double row of bearings being arranged
on the flywheel side and a single bearing
on the timing gear side. The oil retainer
on tlie flywheel side is of interesting
design, as it has phosphor bronze rings,

which are kept in contact by the pres-
sure in the crank case. We are -told
that this system works perfectly. The
engine is secured to the frame, top and
bottom, the top connection being affixed

to the lower tank tube.
The cooling is on the thermo-syphon

system, pannier radiators of one gallon
capacity being arranged immediately
behind the steering head and connected
to the petrol tank. The circular oil tank
is fitted into a recess of the petrol tank
in the usual Humber manner.

Gear Box and Clutch

ITie gear box has three speeds, the
shafts revolving on ball bearings, ajid

the operations being effected by a single
sliding wheel on a double dog clutch
svstem. The gear ratios provided are
4.76, 7.33, and 13.8 to 1. The chain
transmission is enclosed in oiltight cases.

A multiple-disc clutch is mounted on
the main gearshaft, and is designed to
stand any" amount of slipping. Four
rings of Ferodo are utilised as the slipping
medium. The chain wheel, besides being
sandwiched betv/een Ferodo rings, has
another member clawed to it again work-
ing between Ferodo rings. It is con-
trolled by a foot clutch, a quick thread
screw on the right-hand side operating
a rod in the hollow shaft. A gate
change lever is provided, two free engine
positions being obtained.

B7
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A 6h.p. Horizontal Twin Humber.-

The new 6 h.p. Humber engine, which is of the horizontal type

and water-cooled.

A detachable rear wheel, made under
the Lea-Francis patent, is another
feature, and mounted within the hub is

a slipping clutch device which is very
efficient in practice, the snatch of the
engine being first taken up by the spiral

springs and the recoil by the rubber
buffers.

The detail work of this new Humber
has received careful attention. We
noticed that the links of the Druid
spring forks—a source of wear, especi-

ally with sidecar outfits—are designed so

that each wearing face in contact is of

hardened steel. Moreover, each securing
nut is of the castellated type with split

pins. A Eotherham
petrol filter gauge
and filler cap has
been a-dopted as
standard, whilst a
sight feed drip lubri-

cator is mounted in

a convenient posi-

tion at the forward
.end of the tank.
The silencing is well
carried out, a separ-

ate pipe leading to

a large expansion
chamber in the
front, an e.xtensioii

pipe being carried-

to the rear, near the
end of which ai other
chamber is formed.

The Running o£ the
Engine.

With the Claudel-
Hobson carburetter
the engine is one of

the most controllable

we have seen, and
another good point
that impressed us
was the comparative
silence of the valve
gear. No doubt
some of this silence

may be put down to
the water-iacketed
cylinders, which are
devoid of that ring

which is so ' notice-

able in an air-

cooled casting. The
engine would tick

over so slowly that
it was possible to

count the explosions,
and it will at once roar away on the
throttle being swept open. The note
of the exhaust is particularly pleasing.
Tne new 6 h.p. Humber is bound to

make a strong appeal to that growing'
section who favour the moderate-
powered twin-cylinder sidecar outfit,
especially as the Humber will be sold
complete with a handsome coachbuilt
sidecar. The 6 h.p. ' twin and the
3^ h.p. air-cooled models—close upon
four hundred of which, as we have
mentioned, have been supplied to the
Russian Government—will form the
two patterns of Humber motor cycles
which the company have decided to
market in 1915.

SecLional drawing of the spring devite in the

rear hub of the new Humber.

THE VITESSE ENGINE-
SINGLE AND TWIN.

THE Vitesse Engine Co., who have
moved their works to Broad
Street, Birmingham, have there
erected a completely equipped

factory, and are turning out a consider-
able number of their little two-stroke
engines, wliicli are being used by one of,

the largest manufacturers of two-stroke
motor cycles. The engine, which has
been previously described in Tlie Motor
Cycle, is most carefully designed, and
the workmanship can hardly be excelled.

One of the most interesting features is

the lubrication system, which is most
thoroughly carried out, and can be
followed at once by reference to the ap-
pended section. Oil is led to a well roimd
the bottom of the piston, whence it flows

through ducts to the crankshaft bearings

arid through the drilled crankshaft to the

big end. Besides this, however, a passage
is formed at the side of the cylinder which
contains a simple form of ball valve. At
a certain point in the piston travel this

passage is momentarily connected to the

inlet port by means of the hollow gudgeon
pin, and thus the ball valve allows a small
quantity of oil to pass and to lubricate the

small end bearing from inside. A small

lead is also arranged thi'ough the crank-

shaft to pass oil to the magneto chain,

which is kept just moist by the centrifugal

action of the sprocket throwing the oil

'

from the central lead.

Jlr. Richards, the designer of the
engine, has had a very wide and varied
experience of two-strokes, both in this

country and America, and the extent of his

knowledge becomes obvious from a careful

study of his engines. Some novel features

are likely to appear on this engine in the

near future, but at present we are unable
to divulge the secret. We may, however,
state that we
have seen the
complete design
of a very neat
water - cooled

twin two-stroke

Section of the Vitesse engine.

at present on the stocks. The engine is

fitted with roller bearings throughout, and
has a central flywheel something after the
manner of the Scott. The built-up crank-
shaft is a clever piece of work, and a
simple and ingenious form of crank case
pressure gland is used. The exhaust gases
pass out at the sides of the engine, so that
the pistons are set with their baffle plates
facing each other. The whole design is
most interesting.
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An Experimental Levis.
Spring Frame; New Engine; Enlieid Two-speed Gear.

WE have recently had the pleasure

of some roa-d experience on a

forerunner of a very novel Levis.

It is to be understood that the

I

machine was purely experimental, though.
in all probability, the finislied article will

I

be produced some time during the coming
J year. At present, however, it is not to
' be marketed in any form.

The most striking feature fff the test

machine is the adaptation of the Edmund
.spring frame. The top tube is hinged

I
close to the head lug and carries two
'separate t^.nks arranged pannier fashion.

These tanks are connected by a branch
petrol pipe, and a special flexible tube

I

conveys the fuel to the float chamber.
I The whole saddle and carrier are

suspended on laminated leaf springs with
coil spring shock absorbers to take up the
smaller shocks, and a simple adjustment
is provided to adopt the device to the
weight of the rider. Druid forks attend

I

to the front springing, and 26in. wheels
I help towards the general comfort. The
I

machine we tried was fitted with a

'standard engine, but it is intended finally

to utilise quite a new engine, designed
somewhat on the lines of the Levisette.
It has a single large inside flywheel
mounted ou two roller bearings on the
driving side; a roller big end is also used,

j

and a light lever is carried round by the
I crank pin to drive the magneto, which

I

is mounted in line with the crankshaft

I

on the opposite side to the driving shaft.
The cylinder has a bore and stroke of
60 X 70 mm. respectively, and the inlet
pipe is cast integral with the cylinder,
and lubrication is by drip feed to a cast
ring round the cylinder base, which, it Is

not generally known, forms the subject
of an early Levis patent. The engine is

surely the limit of accessibility, for, after
jTemoving the three holdmg"down nuts
[and the cylinder, one side of the crank

-An experimental model spnng frame Levis, a trial ot which we refer to in the accompanvinp article.

case, complete with magneto and magneto
drive, can easily be removed with no
possible fear of wrong timing when re-

assembled. The whole interior is then
laid bare for inspection or cleaning pur-
poses, and the piston and connecting rod
can be slipped off the crank pin without
any trouble.

An entirely new design Levis engine

having an inside flywheel and a magneto
bracket cast with one side of the case (which

is removable), thus doing awav with 'rans

mission.

A two-speed Enfiefd gear, comfortable

footboards, ample mudguarding, and a

large pan saddle are to be fitted, and
the machine will be turned out with a
full equipment and excellently finished.

Its Comtori on Pot-holev Surfaces.

On the road we can testify to ijie smooth-
ness of the springing, and even over the
worst parts of the Birmingham-Coventry
Uoad it was possible to travel at .quite a

smart pace, not only without discomfort

but with the peculiar tl..ating motion of

a really well sprung car. It was inter-

esting to note, when travelling over bad
roads, that the vibration of the machine,
due to small road shocks, was almost
entirely eliminated before reaching the
saddle or carrier.

When fii-ally marketed, this new type
is to replace tne present Baby Levis, and
no attempt has ijeen made to produce a

cheap machine. The best only is the
idea for this model.
With regard to the standard models for

next year there will be but little change.
The steering head ball races have been
improved, someH'hat larger saddles are

fitted, and a better tank finish is

employed.
The price of the popular model has

been reduced to £25. (hat of the No. 1

2i h.p. model to £33 10s., and that of

the 2| de Luxe to £38 10s. Either of

the last mentioned pair may be fitted

with a two-speed counter-shaft gear at

£6 10s. extra.

theAnother Well-known Rider :oms
Colours

We learn that E. A. Colliver, one of

the leading lights of Godfreys, Ltd., and
a well-known Indian exponent, is now a

second l.eutenant in the Mechan'cal
T-anspoTt Section of the 2nd London
Territorials.
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SUN AOTOR CYCLES.

THE Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., of

Aston Brook Street, Birming-
ham, is specialising on two-

Etrokes, and is busy turning out

almost eTery possible type of machine
with 2i h.p. engines The following list

of models will give a good idea of the

range which the company manufactures.
The Sun de Luxe is fitted with a Vitesse

engine, Thomson Bennett magneto, Albion
two-speed and clutch, sight feed lubrica-

tion, and Brookf B190 saddle.

NOVEMBER i2lh, ig-j..

The Vitesse engine unit which i:

Sun de Luxe machines.

fitted to

Another similar model lias a Chater-Lca
Iwo-speed and no clutch, and a single-

geared machine can be obtained with
eitliei ViUiers or Vitesse engine. A two-
speed machine with a Villiers engine is

also listed.

Both Villiers and Vitesse engines have
the same capacity, and it will be suiS-

cient to describe the de Luxe model as

the latest and most complete type turned
out.

The Vitesse engine is very neatly

designed and well constructed, and has
been produced by experts on two-stroke
work Apart from the excellence of port
design its main feature is the lubrication

Transmission side of the 2ih.p. Sun-Vitesse two-speed motor bicycle

system. Oil is fed from a sight feed drip

to a well at the top of the crank chamber.
Thence the oil flows to the main bearings
and big end, and by an ingenious method
emploj'ing crank case compression is

raised to the hollow gudgeon pin by a

lead in the cylinder casting, and special

provision is made for lubricating the
magneto chain. The magneto is carried

in front of the engine on a plate cast

integral with the crank case and inner
portion of the chain case. A 'large but
neat silencer is attached to the unit, and
has an extension pipe leading rearwards.

Two Strokes and Clutches.

Behind this unit and chain-driven
therefrom lies the latest type of Albion
two-speed gear, the most novel feature of

which is the new clutch which is of the
cork insert type. It is peculiarly smooth
in action and very simple to dismount.

The addition f a clutch to a small two-
stroke is a blessing which can only be
fully appreciated after a^trial, and in the
coming year we shall see many so fitted.

The cycle work is first rate throughout,
and 26 X 2 tyres are fitted, while a large
and comfortable saddle such as the
Brooks B190 is a feature which will be

greatly appreciated by all practical motor!

cyclists. Aluminium footboards, excellent

mudguarding, strong but neat fittingS;

and a fine finish complete a really service-i

able and luxurious little machine at a

very moderate price.

THOMSON-BENNETT
MAGNETOS.

WHEN it first became necessary to

look around for a home-made
magneto many people seemed-
to forget that a first-class artidej

was being produced—in fact, has been I

produced for many years—by Messrs.
Thomson-Bennett, of Cheapside, Birming-
ham. Many years ago we had some
personal experience with the firm's

magnetos, with most satisfactory results,

and the machines have been kept up to

date in a thorough manner. The design
is on standard lines, all parts being
solidly and accurately constructed, and,
in the modern types, enclosed in water-
proof housings. There are tliree types

Specimen ot the nev/ 2J h.p. twc-spced. counle.shatt-geared Levis tor 1913.

The new Thomson -Bennett Nglitweight magneto.

suitable for motor cycles—one for twins,

one for large singles, and one tor small

engines or two-strokes. All are on

exactly the same lines, and a very simple

form of fixing for the high-tension cabls,

is employed. A length of bared cable

is turned back into a groove cut in the

outer casing. The whole is then pushed

into the terminal socket and held by a

screw.
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A Zenith Sidecar Ambulance.
Adapted for One or Two Persons. Efficient Springing.

A
MOST interesting vehicle which
we noticed on the occasion of a

recent visit to the Zenitli Worlds,
Hampton Court, was a new

ambulance, a design which has been
patented by Mr. F W. Barnes. It may
be remembered that years ago the first

spring frame Zenith worked on the

scissors principle, a principle upon
which Mr. Barnes pins his faith, as he
has embodied it into the springing
arrangements of the Zenith ambulance.
The illustrations show how this is carried

out, and it will be noticed that the four
parallel cross members have one end
bolted to the ambulance body and thf

other to the frame, the other connectiun
between the frame and the body beii)^

C springs, at the extremities of which
there are supplementary coil springs to

take up the small vibrations. The result

of this design is that, no matter where
the weight is placed, the springing woiks
in the same manner as if the weight
were in the centre. So much for the

The Zenith sidecar ambulance for one person.

>-•

The Zenith sidecar ambulance arranged to take two people. Note the scissor type suspension.

springing; the body is iji-ite as

ingenious.

Our photograph shows that the

cushions if pulled away from the centre

raise up a short back, so that two
slightly wounded men may sit opposite

one another, the ample sides providing
rests for the legs if necessary, while
tho bars running lengthwise on each
-mIo of the body provide a means for

ilir passengers to hold on. A badly
wounded man may be carried in a re-

clining position, and when the cushions

are pushed inwards and strapped to-

gether the backs fall out of sight. A
cover is provided to enclose the whole of

the ambulance, though this is not

shown in the illustration. The outfit

is designed to carry not only one or two
wounded men, but also a hospital

oiderly on the carrier and the driver 'n

the saddle. The springing is wonder-
fully lu.xurious, so necessary in the case

of an ambulance, and reflects great credit

upon tlie ingenuity of the designer.

Enquiries concerning this sidecar should

be addressed to Messrs. Zenith Motors,

Ltd., Hampton Court.

THE BRISTOL OPEN TRIAL.

WE have already referred to the Bristol M.C.C. open
eighteen hours reliability trial, the objects of

which are threefold ;

A. To enable manufacturers to test and exhibit
their 1915 models.
- A. To enable manufacturers to test and exhibit their 1915
modek.

B. To enable prospective despatch riders to test tliem-
selves and their machines.

C. To assist a patriotic fund.

The start will take place on the evening of Friday, the
27th inst., and the finish will be on Saturday afternoon.

The route and first man's time will be as follows -. Start
from headquarters, the Queen's Hotel, Clifton, 9 p.m,

;

Bridgwater, 10.42 p.m. ; Porlock (control), 12.18 a.m.
;

Lynlon (timed check), 12.54 a.m. ; Barnstaple, 1.45 a.m. ;

Launceston (timed check), 4 a.m. ; Tavistock, 4.39 a.m. ;

Two Bridges, 5.3 a.m. ; Ashburton (control), 5.59 a.m. :

Exeter (timed check), 6.36 a.m. ; leave at 8.6 a.m. ; Sidford,

8.43 a.m. ; Lyme Regis (control), 9.35 a.m. ; Bridport, I'l

a.m. ; Dorchester, 10.45 a.m. ; Blandford (timed check),

11.33 a.m. ; Shaftesbury. 12.9 p.m. ; Frome (control), '-.2;

p.m. ; Bath, 2.6 p.m. ; iJristol (headquarters), 2.42 p.m.

The awards given in this trial will consist of gold, silver,

and bronze medals.
Solo machines must not have sidecars attached, an^t

passenger machines must carry an aduk passenger. Sit-cin,^

on carrier is barred.

The secretary for the trial is Mr F. G. Cox, 12, Perry

Road, Bristol.

M.C.C. CINEMA SHOW.
A cinema show, comprising war pictures, the T T., and

Grand Prix Races, etc., will be held on the 27th inst.

Admission will be by ticket, for which no charge will be

made. A "cigarette" concert will take place on December
11th—admission Is.—in aid of the Belgian Relief Fund.

Tickets for both entertainments can be obtained from Mr.
VV. H. Wells, 366, Euston Road, N.W.

BH
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TWO hundred miles in a day ! Such

was the fare provided by the Cape
Penmsula M.C.C. for the small

band of twelve enthusiasts who
started at dawn on October 5th (a local

holiday) to compete tor the Barling Uup.
The roadj were in fair condition, and

all went well through Paarl and Welling-

ton up the Bainskloof. The latter is a

long mounlai;. pass, renowned for its

wondartul scenery, typical of South
Africa, and a ravine that runs alongside

foi many miles. The first man to reach

the junimit was F H. Frilchley (3^

P. and M.).

Descending over a stony surface towards

the Breede River, where, in 1913, com-
petitor? were nearly carried awav in the

then roaring torrent, E. W. Watts (6

Enfield sc.) passed the leader at full speed,
and was the first man successfully to cross
the deep drift before facing the river.

Here Fritchley came to a stop in mid-
stream and sub.sequently pushed his

mount through J. F. Smuts (3i P. and
M.) and E. G. Alexander (8 Bat so.)

were the only competitors to ride through.
The Bat's passenger, barefooted, was
ready to jump out as succour, but Alex-
ander s foresight in fitting two separate
exhaust pipes to his twin engine, reach-
ing to the height of the saddle, saved
the situation.

The sensational killing of a puff-adder,
which was caught by Wilmot's wheel, and
the appearance of a small army of baboons

A 200 Mile T
on the higher slopes of the mountain are!

incidents worth recording.

A Clever Repair.

V. Cardinal was the first man to reachl
Worcester, but on Hearing Villiersdorp, th?l

^1
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Top row—F. H Fritchlev (F. and M.'

W. H. Eastoe (3h h.p. T.T. Triur

- Scene in one ol the rivers, showii

Lower row—J. C. Faure Myburgh (7

1

other bank ol the river.

A. Wiimot (6 h.p. Enfieid sidecar

V. Cardinal (6 h.p. Enfield sideca;
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^ at the Cape.

1 cheon sUip, (ate overlook him, both cones

otha front wheel breaking

)ne must praise, his ingenuity, when later

t aile gave way, in executing a makeshift

i that carried him through to the end of

t journey, but his misfortunes naturally put
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him out of the leading position, which was
distinctly hard luck.

Bidding good-bye to Villiersdorp, a typical
Sojth African country place, and its con-
trolling official, cGiitestants followed the
road through deep drifts and over the steep
Ezeijagt Mountain—an ascent which will

not soon be forgotten for the shocking loose
and stony surface to the farm, Boentjes
Kiaal, nestled in the valley belovp

More Trouble

It was here that J. C. Faure Myburgh
came to grief through the front fork part-
ing company. He gladly accepted, after
leaving the derelict mount at the wayside
farm, the seat offered on the carrier of

Alexander's Bat for the remaining sixty
miles.

After joining the Caledon-Cape Town
Road, F. Barling, the donor of the cup,

lound his Waterloo at the bridge over the
Steenbras River, shedding the sidepar tyre
and upsetting his Enfield outfit, while a
similar accident happened to the front
wheel of S. Knutson's 3^ James when
approaching Elsie's River,
That Colonial trials stand out in severity

and demand a greater skill of the riders
and a notable courage and perseverance in

face of the odds was proved once more, as
long after rvight fell only Eve men had
signed in at the finishing point outside
the City Hall, and of these three tie for

hrst pla( e. ^

Result

H. Fritchley (3^ P. and M.)
W. Watts (6 Enfield sc.)

F. Smuts (3i P. and M.)
Knutson (3^ James)
Cardinal (6 Enfield sc.

(
F-

1. E.

J.

4. S,

5. V.

s mit ot Bainskloof Pass
I. road to Worcester.

1. istoe being directed to a safe crossing

) ho came to a stop belore reaching the

S mold.

n he river Brcede.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
(GREENWICH.)

Nov. 12th 5.15 p.m.
14th ... ... 5.12 p m
16th ... 5.9 p m
18th ... 5.7 P m

What Motor Cyclists on Active Service

Really Want.
According to an officer in charge of

Motor Cyclists Signal Sections, the com-
forts most required by despatch riders

are warm gloves, scarves, and cigar

lighters.

Motor Cyclists' Reserve.

Eighteen motor cyclists have been
accepted for service during the past

fortnight by the Rev. F. W. Hassard-
Short, secretary of the Motor Cyclists'

Reserve Committee, Home Counties
Division.

The Rudge Year.

The profits of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

for the past year represent £16,745
lis. 9d., and a dividend of 5% on the

preference shares is being paid. At the

annual meeting on Monday it was
mentioned that 360 of the 400 Rudge
motor cycles ordered by the Russian
Government had been safely landed on
Russian soil.

Inconsiderate Driving of Motor Vehicles.

At the last meeting of the committee
of the Royal Automobile Club a letter

was submitted from the Commissioner of

Police of the Metropolis stating that the

statistics show a disquieting increase in

the number of fatal accidents caused by
motor traffic in the county of London
during the past two months. This letter

has appeared in the public press.

In the course of his letter the com-
missioner says: "The contention has
often been advanced that the timing
controls are unnecessary for the -protec-

tion of the public, and are merely vexa-
tious. The record of fatalities seems to
dispose of this contention, and the controls
have accordingly been re-established. It

is, however, a matter for surprise and
regret that a section of motor car drivers
should have seized the occasion of a
national emergency to endanger the public
and embarrass the aiithorities. The pro-
portion of drivers who have thus offended
is probably not a large one, and their

conduct has perhaps been rather thought-
less than deliberate."
The R.A.C. entirely concurs with the

views expressed by the commissioner. If
any case of inconsiderate driving by a

member or an associate is brought to the
notice of the R.A.C. immediate action
will be taken.

B14

Colwyn Bay Motor Races.

The motor and motor cycle races held

at Colwyn Bay last summer were so

successful that the Mersey (Liverpool)

M.C. has decided to add anotlier £100
to the prize money, making the cash
prizes to be distributed amount to the

sum of' £2b0, in addition to cups and
prizes in kind to the value of £65, or

£325 in all.

Drivers Wanted for Sidecar Quick Firers.

J, H. Kerr, the N.S.U. rider, is one
of the motor cyclists accepted by the
Admiralty to handle a Scott Maxim. We
have already mentioned that a large

number of Scott machines fitted with
sidecars, mounted upon which are quick
firing guns, have been ordered by the
Admiralty. An appeal for 300 motor
cyclists for this work is published on
another page of the present issue.

Belgians' Trip Round Birmingham.
The following letter has been received

from one of the Belgian refugees staying
at King's Heath by Mr. E. Bastock, who
orjjanised a motor trip :

" In the name
of the Belgian refugees staying at King's
Heath, I wish to thank you very much
indeed for the delicious attention of

having given us the chance of visiting
the beautiful suiToundings of Birming-
ham. Will you be so kind to be our
interpreter to your friends who so kindly
placed themselves at our disposal to

make the marvellous trip in the motor
cais and sidecars —T BoRDCwx

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIONS OF

NEW MODELS.

DESPATCH RIDER'S EXPERIENCES.

200 MILE TRIAL AT THE CAFE.

Motor Trips for the Wounded.
There are a number of wounded British

soldiers at the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Hospital, and the local club has

offered to take them a trip' into the

country on sidecars and cars.

Case Against Despatch Rider Dismissed.

A case of considerable interest to

despatch riders was heard recently by
the Exeter magistrates, when H. Parsons
was summoned for furiously driving a

motor cycle in Bridge Street, Exeter, and
also with having no identification plates.

The defendant pleaded that he was <jn

urgent official, business, and that Govern-
ment machines required no identification.

The case was dismissed.

Tlie War Funds.
The different war funds on Tuesday

morning la.st stood as follows :

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's National
Relief Fund, £3,704,000.
The Queen's Work for Women Fund,

£85,758.
H.R.H. Princess Mary's Christmas

Gift Fund, £50,000.
T/ie Times Fund for the Sick and

Wounded, £588 201
Indnn Roldieis Fund, £78 204

Corporals Jardme, Allen, Banner, and Buckley (all mounted on 3^ h.p. three-speed chain-driven

Sunbeams), motor cyclist despatch riders attached to the Western Signal Companies at their

Headquarters, Wavertree Camp.
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Why evBri lOTOII CVCLIST stolid carry

HORLICK'S
MALTED MILK TABLETS

These Food Tablets supply sufficient nourishment for hours.
They prevent fatigue, relieve hunger and thirst, and being
the very essence of wholesome nutrition, they restore energy
and strength, and increase the powers of endurance.

ESPECIALLY USEFUL TO

ARMY MOTOR CYCLISTS
The Motor Cyclist who has a supply of Horlick's Malted
Milk Tablets is independent of any irregularities in food
supplies. They are always handy, and keep indefinitely. No
Motor Cyclist'o kit is complete without them.

A well-made leather case (or aiiaching 10 Hand'e-bars or Frame to rarry
a Flask oj Tablets will be sent post tree for 1/6, o' case and flask complete for 2/6.

Flasks at 1/- each, or larger sizes at 1/6, 2/6, and 11/-. May be obtaineJ
of all Chemists and Stores, or of us direct by prepaid post.

Liberal Sample sent post free for 3d. in stamps.
\E.-n VEST POCKET CASE FREE.

HORLICKS MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS.

nil rri

THE - J. A. P. MOTORS - ALL BRITISH

-r\mateurs, IT iJuniors. Linateurs, i rofessionals,

are all unanimous in the sterling

qualities of the J.A.P. MOTOR.

Irrefutable proof of the efficiency ot

J.A.P Motors IS to be found in every

race or trial in the world. TTie over-

whelming success attained this year has

more than 'ustified their title of " The

motor of motors, and they continue day

by day increasing the great popularil

gained at their inception

Write now lor our I/tuslraled Catalogue, containing

detailed description of all Models, to Depl B

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO . Northumberland Park, TOTTENHAM, N.
Telesram. :-"Pr<»[wich. Totllane. London." Ttlpphont :— 1613 Tollcnh.nm.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
'
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RRIOGE'S OLDTITE PATENTS,
GAS LAMP
Connectors.

COMBINED HEAD and
HEAR LAMPS
CONNECTOR.

6in.

IBin

A PERFECT AND STEADY LIGHT
THE Bag Traps all Moisture.

- 1/- 9in. - 1/2 12m.
1/6 18in. - 1/8 3*11.

1/4
II-

SEN D FOR LIST and sample HOLDTITE LOCK PATCH. THE only Patch in the World
that can claim Positive Prevention of a Punctured Tube extending under the fatch. 58, LOIVIOND GROVE, CAMBERWELL, S.E.

No unequal pressDte

on either birnier, as

with ordinary br,i33

iind rubber tubiim—

THE BEST.

or (rom any Aiiont

or Factor,

FOl/tHII LDITIOn

^10TORgCLISTS

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
Every motor cyclist should make use of this book It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index

c
Fourth Edition^ Revised and Enlarged.

Obtainable from—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD,, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G..

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.

By post 1 2.

The Standard Handbook

of the Motor Cycle.

^ " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM "

is unquestionably the best and most complete handbook

on motor cycles, their care and management.

^ It will be found Invaluable to b2ginners, and both useful

and instructive to more experienced riders. It deals

W'ith a multitude of subjects relating to all types of

motorcycles, a^^d matter is also included dealing wi h

cycle cars.

^ The buyer of a second-hand machine will find the book
equally useful, as it describes old type carburetters,

ignition systems, etc., in a special chapter on second-

hand motor cycles.

SIXTEENTH EDITION
iRemsed).,

Price 1/- net. By Post. 1/3,

ObtawabU trom

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.,

and all booksellers and bookstalls.

B16 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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)15 Models.

In our special Buyers' Guide iiiimber

sxt week, we shall publish, among other

escriptions of new models, photographs

id details of the 1915 pattern B.S.A.

id the new three-speed Indians, which,

I already mentioned, are twins of 3^ h.p.,

h.p., and 7 h.p.

Lnlu with Harcouit Radiators.

We notice that a cycle car has just

ado its appearance from the shops of

16 Kearns Motor Truck Co. named the

ulu. We presume it is fitted with

arcouxt radiators.

P.M.S.
An order has been issued by the War
ffice to the effect that all drivers of

otpr vehicles must conform to the regu-

tions regarding speed, etc., except in

jry special and urgent circumstances.

lie use of O.H.M.S. in place of the usual

entification marks is forbidden.

vo-speed Machines for Kussia.

In referring to the Russian Govern-
ent's preference for three-speed
acliines, it must not be supposed that

,-o-speeders were rejected, as both
lelon and Moore and tlie Enfield Cycle
). supplied a good number of machines
r the use of the Russian Army, and, as

well-known. these machines are
uipped as standard with two-speed
untershaft gears of the simplest possible
pe.

ade in October.

During last month the number of motor
les exported from this country was

124, against 1,004 in September,
uring. the same time 280 machines
ere imported, which is a large increase
cr the September importation of

irty-six machines. The October figure.'^

r the last three years are given below :

ALtJE OF Motor Cycles .vxd Pabts
THEREOF.
1912. 1913. 1914.

sports ... £94.325 £90.716 £84.474
ipoi-ts ... £41,590 £15.067 £15.259
The number of imported machines must
largely increased by the consignment
American motor cycles sent to Russia
Liverpool.

:poits and Imports.
In spite of the war the exports show
considerable increase over the ten

Dnths of last year, tlie value being onl\'

St under one million sterling, the
ures being as follow :

OTOR Cycles <vxd P.vrts thereof Fon
Ten Moxths exukd Octouer 51st.

1912. 1913. 1914.
qwrts ... £572,065 £820,644 £999.556
ports ... £175,118 £213.734 £181,248

: rCing in Italy.

A. flying kilometre meelini; was held
Tradate on the 18th ult. by the Societii

o Gorla Sportiva. It was raining at
e time, and though the road surface
IS fairly good, the wet caused a good
al of belt slipping. Results :

500 c.c. Cl.\ss. Speed
s. m.p.h.

Belfanti (Stucchi) ... SSJj 58.8
Ghirlanda (N.S.U.) ... 38^
Maffeis (Maffeis) ... 38|

350 c.c. Cl.^ss.
Bdj Badino (Douglas) 41^ ... 54.5

! Acerboni (Frera) ... 421 '

: Scotli (N.U.T.) '

]H^S(^IL]S
Bristol Open Trial.

An A.C'.U. permit has been received
for the trial which is fixed to take place
on the 27th and 28th inst.

Motor Cyclists Honoured by the French
Government.

In the list of warrant officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men of the
E.xpeditionary Force upon whom, with
the approval of the King, the MklaUle
Militmre. has been bestowed by the
President of the French Republic for
gallantry during the operations between
'August 21st and 30th. we notice the
names of Sergeant C. Q. Roberts, R.E.
(motor cyclist), and Corporal W. H.
Tait, R.E. (motor cyclist).

The Benevolent Fund Dinner.

We are informed that the usual
banquet on behalf of the Cycle and
Motor Trades Bene\olent Fund will not
be held this year, owing to the European
war. It is earnestly hoped that members
and others will contribute to the Fund,
as the longer the war continues the more
insistent will become the demands upon
its resources. The general hon. secretary
and treasurer is Mr. A. .J. Wilson. 154,
Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

How to Appreciate our Soldier Motoi
Cyclists.

This journal had already announced its

desii'e to send useful Christmas pre-

sents to our brave motor cyclists at the
Front, when it was found that Princess
Mary's Fund covered the same ground.
Her Royal Highness's idea to alleviate

the hardships and sufferings of ciU our
brave soldiers with the Expeditionary
Force is an excellent one. and those who
wish to remember our gall.int readers
who are serving their country abroad
should send their contributions without
delay to Her Royal Highness Princess
Mary. Buckingham Pal.ace, W. Readers
should not feel afraid of sending in small
amounts ; the other day the number of

sliilling postal orders received totalled

£300.
^

537

The Patriotic Essex Motor Club.

Thirty-five members of the Essex
Motor Club have now joined the Colours.
A. R. Abbott, we learn, is now a
sergeant in the. A.S C, while another
prominent member—Ernest Bass—is also
serving his country.

Motor Cyclist Despatch Riders.

We pointed out the other day that it

was difficult to find who were motor
cyclists in the various official lists pub-
lished by the War Office. It is fairly
safe to assume, however, that those whose
regimental numbers run from 28,000
onwards are despatch j-iders.

Why Does an Engine Konk i-

Some interesting replies to the above
article are published in our Letters
columns this week, including a com-
munication from Dr. Low on the sub-
ject. It. is curious that the true cause
of the metallic knock known as
" konking " has never been traced
authoritatively, though the trouble is as
old as the hills.

Injuries to Despatch Riders.

Quite a number of our gallant motor
cycle despatch riders have returned home
injured, but onlv one of five, whom we
have interviewed, has been disabled by
the enemy's bullets. Of the other four,

one was shot by accident, another fell

on the back of his head through striking

a hole made by a shell, the third was
kicked by a hoise and injured internally,

and the last unluckily charged a French
barricade in the dark.

An Entirely New Design.

The 6 h.p. horizontal twin-cylinder
Humber described in this issue is one of

the most striking models of motor .cycles

introduced for 1915. Though the an-

nouncement will come as news to motor
cyclists, the new Humber is not really

new, for we have ourselves seen it many
times on the road during the summer
undergoing its tests. The secret, how-
ever, fuis been well kept.

I': WW n
;|l .. ,!

^M

THE COUNTRYSIDE IN WAR TIME. A peaceful scene in Richmond Park.

B17
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Hub Gears Stand up Well.

A lieutenant in the Array Service

Corps writes :
" Many thanks for copies

of The Motor Oi/cle, which are greatly

appreciated by ail of us. Our machines
are standing up pretty well considering,

and the hub gears are not giving much,
if any, trouble as yet. The roads are

steadily becoming worse, but my boys
keep worrying on. Thank heaven ! they

. have any amount of pluck, and "so far

we have never failed to deliver a mes-
sage. I am now speaking of my head-
quarter section. My two divisional

sections have not always been so lucky,
but all the same they do fine work."

Despatch Riders Wanted.

Mr. Philip Grout, secretary of the
Motor Cycle Reserve, South Midland
Division, will be in attendance at the

Midland Hotel, Birmingham, from
Friday afternoon, November 13th, till

the following evening, for the purpose
of registering the names of motor
cyclists, with or without machines, who
are willing to offer themselves for

active service in the Royal Engineers.
Full particulars will be given by Mr.
Grout, but for the guidance of those
interested the following machines, so

far as arranged by the authorities, will

be accepted, viz.; Douglas Triumph,
Rudge, P. and M., and B.S.A.'s, all to

be fitted with two or three-speed or

variable gears. Pay, 2s. 6d. a day, with
engineers' pay of 6d. per day in addi-
tion 9fter necessary training. Suitable
machines may be taken over by the
authorities at a valuation.

Brookdale Club and the War.

No fewer than eighteen members of this

flourisliing Catford club have already
joined the Colours. Of the motor cyclists,

one is serving with his 4 h.p. Triumph in

the Signalling Section of the Royal Engi-
neers. A relief fund has been opened at

headquarters, Brookdale Hall, Catford.

Motor Cyclists Wanted to Serve Their
Country.

Having completed the formation of a
squadron of over two hundred motor
cyclists, who are now attached to the
Royal Naval Air Service in connection
with the armoured cars' aeroplane
support, Sub-Lieutenant Stocks is now
looking out for a further three hundred
expert motor cyclists to drive motor
cycles with sidecars fitted with Scott-

Maxims. Two men will be requii'cd for

each machine, to take turns in driving
and in working the gun from the side-

car. A knowledge of the French
language, although an advantage, is

not essential. - Full particulars as to

jiay, rating, kit, provision of machines,
etc., can be had on application, between
ttie hours of 10.30 and 11.30 a.m., to

Suh-Iiieutenant Stocks, Naval Air

Recruiting Station, Wormwood Scrubs,

W. , or, if it is not possible in the first

instance to attend, the information will

be sent on receipt of letter to the same
address.

Extracts Jrom Corporal H. C. Newman's
Letter to his Parents.

" I shall be able to write letters more
often now, but before, when I was with
the First Army Corps, things were a bit

difficult. We were supposed to have been
cut up, and I may say we had a very
near shave, but thank God for the timely
assistance of the Munsters ; they were
brave men, and stood and fought like

lions and saved the situation, but out of

900 men only 120 came out alive. I may
tell you I have had u very hard time, as

it was only a matter of luck whether I

got back alive. I was sent to the 2nd
Division headquarters on the frontier,

which was at a place called Vernall,
where the shells simply tore down
houses, and when I got outside I saw
one of our men trying to run on the .

stump of his leg, he having just before
had. his foot blown off. I may tell you
I am writing this letter in bed, as I am
just getting over the fever ; this is the
first bed I have been in for the last

seven weeks, having had to sleep in pig-

sties on straw, and not changing my
things nor even taking my puttees off.

My opinion is that the war will last

about another four months, but I am
satisfied to think I have done my share,
even if I do no more. It makes me
think that there is no civilisation at all.

Top row : Corporal Gore, Sergeants C. Q. Roberts and R. W.
Lovegrove. Seated : Corporals H. C. Newman and Boyton, motor

cyclist despatch riders on active service at the front.

I liave fired some shots, and have ha;d

a~ few spent on me, but have been very

fortunate ; one gets quite used to the

ping of bullets within five or six inchee,

iDut a miss is as good as a mile. Well;

I will tell you my e.xperiences when.I
get back. The lorry drivers seem ^tq

have 3 good job. as there is very little

risk atta"ched to it.' Howaed.-

Letter from A. J. Sproston.

We have received the following

interesting communication from Corporal
A. J. Sproston in reply to our congratula-

tions to him and his colleagues on their

excellent work and . special mention in

despatches : " Very many thanks for youi, 1

kind remarks. The congratulations of

The Motor Cycle staff are duly passed on
to the fellows here, and appreciated. I

can add little to what you already know
as to the motor cyclists' part in this

enormous struggle. We continue our hard.,

work over terrible roads, machines, stand-.i

ing up to the work in a manner that I

should have thought impossible. Some of i

us are glad at times of the experience we
have had of long distance reliability

trials. Congratulations to The Motor Oijch
on its share of bringing the utility of tHe

machine so consistently to the for&
After the war, manufacturers may look

)

forward to big business as a result of the
prominence into which the motor cycle
has been brouglit. Tlie riders readily <

adapt themselves to all sorts af trying 1

conditions. Personally, I started off with
a Rudge, which did excellent service^i
Not once did it leave me in the lurch;,

handed it over
after about 3,000

'

miles to another
rider. Present ma-
chine T.T. Dougla§, t

which is very'
handy for negtf- 1

tiating muddy side I

roads and fieldfti

Falling into shel|\

holes, running into-

barriers and wag:-i

gons (we rarely ride I

with a light at

night), left in -the 1

rain all night, these !

things have little I

effect on theSg^j

sturdy little bicjfr" i

cles. Regret tb.

hear there will b?-

no Show. I think,

it will be found
that this decisioh

is unwise, and not

in accordance with

the 'Business as,

usual' motto.
Again, many thanks,

with best wishes,

and in haste.—
A. J. Sproston.

,
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Ancient bridge and toll gate at St. Ives, Hunts.

A FEW weeks after war was declared I

attempted a photographic tour with a motor
cycle and sidecar through Cromwell's county

—

Huntingdonshire. Difficulties in obtaining petrol
would be, I imagined, the only drawback to normal
tinies; so tucking a couple of cans of the precious
spirit in the toe of the sidecar and indifferent to the
grumbles of my passenger, I, so to speak, weighed
anchor. Huntingdon was to be our headquarters,
and we arrixed there one evening 'as twilight was
creeping oyer the town. Instead of rural peace, the
usuall\-_ quiet and old-fashioned town was a scene of
animation. Crowds of khaki-clad soldiers, on their
heads the Glengarry bonnet, thronged every street
and byeway, and motor cyclist despatch riders sped
past at a pace that only a month before would have
caused their appearance before the local magistrates.
We learned that the Forfar and Inverness Territorials
were encamped there. The wild strains of the
bagpipes could be heard as squadrons marched past.
During the eariier hours of the day, Portholme, once
a racecourse, but now used as an aviation ground, was
monopolised by the troops for drilling and manoeuvr-
ing.' Photography seemed out of place amid so much
turmoil, so we packed our traps and made for the
open country.

An Air=propelled Boat.
I noticed in Huntingdon close by the river bridge

a large house that had been purchased bv the A.A.
to turn into a kind of club house for moto'rists. The
house was undergoing alterations ; builders and painters
were busy inside and out. Another object which held
our attention was a rowing boat that had been fitted
with an eariy type Douglas engine—apparently there
is no rest for such even when thev have finished

their work in a motor
cycle frame. Instead
of driving an ordinary

screw this was fitted

with an air propeller,, I

was informed this was
preferred to a screw,

as the river was so

weedy that the screw
w-ould become fouled

and so cause trouble.

This fitment trans-

formed a one-man
power skiff into a neat

little motor boat, a

brilliant idea which
deserved to meet with

success. Driving on

to St. Ives, the his-

torical town where

Oliver Cromwell lived

about 250 years ago,

we saw the quaint old

bridge over the Ouse,

which has a cottage

and ancient toll house

actually built in it.

This is still in good
condition, although

the tolls for ordinary

travellers have long

since been abolished. Drawing the sidecar to the road-

side, my passenger and I were in the act of erecting the

camera when a special constable appeared on the

scene. He examined my licence and wanted full par-

ticulars of our reasons for using a camera, our head-

quarters, and nationality. He certainly left no stone

unturned to satisfy himself that we were British.

Despatch Riding No Game for Ladies.

We decided that the camera should be put aside

"until such a time that warfare ' is history only.

Recently I have read in the current press of lady

motor cyclists who have offered their services to the

War Office as despatch riders. Personally, I imagine

there are many ways preferable to such strenuous

service in which my sex can assist. Few lady riders

could be other than unfit for the hardships that must
naturally accrue. Why even the Six Days Trials, from
which we are debarred from competing, would be
mere recreation compared with despatch riding on
the frontier. Waking garments for our soldiers would
be more practical, even if more modest.

Until a few days ago the methods of the road pickets

were but tales to many of us. Chancing to return

from visiting a friend one evening at dusk, I was
confronted by lights that were suspended across the

highroad near Dunstable. A number of " Terriers
"

in charge of a sergeant and an officer were lined across

the road, and all travellers and wayfayers were met
w^ith the military challenge " Halt I" Licences having
been produced and examined, the company made way
for us to pass on, the sergeant kindly offering me a
" push off." These incidents are interesting by reason
of their very novelty, but still I doubt if there are any
among us but hope for the days when arms are laid

aside and peace is once more universal.
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B.S.A. Three-speed Gear B'-

The sliaft A is the driven sliait ^i the
gear and carries a sprocket B, by which
the motion is taken to the rear wheel.
The driving element is the sleeve C,
which receives motion from the chain
wheel D. Integral with the sleeve C
are two gear wheels E and F of different

diameters, whilst a second sleeve G upon
the shaft A is provided with a dog
clutch H adapted to engage a corre-
sponding dog clutch on the adjacent gear
wheel F. This sleeve also carries a third
gear wheel J, and is extended to form
the outer member K of a plate clutch.
The inner member of this clutch is com-

prised by the shaft A, and the clutch
itself comprises interleaved plates en-

gaged by splines m the usual way,
operation of the clutch being effected

by a push rod acted upon by a screwed
cap L. The countershaft M has freely

mounted upon it gear wheels N 0, per-
manently engaging the gear wheels E
and F respectively. A third gear wheel

P is fixed apon die countersliaft and
engages the gear wheel J upon the sleeve

6. Betvfeen the wheels W and is a
sliding dog clutch, adapted to lock either

of these wheels to its shaft. Suitable
mechanism (not illustrated) is provided
for actuating the dog clutches. When
the clutch H engages the adjacent geax
wheel F the driving and driven elements
are locked together and a direct drive
provided. The second and first gears
are afforded by disengaging the clutch
H and locking either of the wheels N O
to its shaft by means of the clutch Q,
when the drive is taken from the counter-
shaft to the driven sleeve at a ratio

dependent on which of the gear wheels
NO is engaged. A free , wheel pinion
R is carried on the. countershaft, and
is engaged by the sector of a kick-starting
mechanism (not shown).—The Birmingham
Small Arms- Co., Ltd., and R. Nicholls,
No. 13,574, 1915.

The Peco Lubrication System.
Lubrication of the Peco two-stroke

engine is effected by means of a positive
supply passing through the cylinder wall?,

ducts being provided to conduct a supply
to the crankshaft bearings and to a sump"
at the bottom of the crank case into'

which the big-end of the connecting rod

dips. The cylinder casting A is formSd
with two ribs cast close together, arid

the space between these ribs is enclosMl

and rendered oil-tight by means of a wire
B passing between their outer edges.

This wire is screwed into the cylinder

casting at one end C, whilst
. the other

end passes through a projecting part o{

the flange, and is adapted to be tight-

ened up by means of the nut D. Thus an
enclosed chamber is provided to which
lubricating oil is supplied by the pipe E.

The oil in this chamber finds its way into

the cylinder' through small holes, lubrr-

cating the piston and cylinder walls. To

lubricate, the crankshaft bearings the

crank case is formed with passages,
_
by

which some of the oil reaches the points

desired. After passing these bearings

the oil falls into a sump at the bottom

of the crank case into which the big ends

dip at each revolution.—D. A. Pearson,

No. 22.279, 1913.

Magneto Spares in War Time.
Taking into consideration the difficulty

in getting foreign magnetos and spare
parts during the present international

crisis, Messrs. Simms Motor Units, Ltd.,
191, Wardour Street, W., have made
special arrangements to {.reduce spare
parts for all makes of magnetos on a large
scale, and have increased their magneto
repair shop to cope with all the demands
that are made.

How to Keep Dry.
Now that the wet weather is beginning,

after the long spell of drought, the
catalogue of Messrs. J. Barbour and
Sons, Ltd., South Shields, should be in

the hands of every motor cyclist. In it

will be found illustrations and descrip-

tions of all kinds of waterproof garments,
from head coverings to boots, several of

the suits being especially designed for

use on a motor cycle, both in Beacon
oilskins and rubber-proofed suits.

A Despatch Rider's Experiences at the

Front.
A letter has been received by the

Dunlop Rubber Co. from Corporal J. K.
Stevens, R.E., a despatch rider, who
details his experiences wliile on service

with the British Expeditionary Force.

The corporal, who was one of the first

motor cycle despatch riders to go to the
Front, states that iu three weeks' riding
he travelled well over 2,000 miles with only
one puncture. " The roads in Belgium," he
continues, " were some of the most fiendish

imaginable, and I frequently rode across
fields of stubble and tracks of all descrip-

tions. This shows that Dunlop tyres are
the best and wear the longest, for active
service is a sure test of endurance and
fitness."

A New Appointment.

We ext«nd our congratulations to Mr.
Fred Starr on his rapid recovery from
his recent accident, and also on his

promotion from .secretary to general

manager of Hobart Bird and Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.

The Piccadilly Rifle Range.
It will interest our readers to know

that there is a rifle range at 67b,

Shaftesbury Avenue, where there are a

dozen targets and modern fittings. All

visitors connected with the Services ara

made honorary -members.

Trade Announcement.
We are asked " to state that the Gaby

Motor Co., 37, County Buildings, Corpora-
tion Street, Birmingham, and the Metro
Co., Adderley Road, Saltley, Birmingham,
are in no way connected, although the

engine unit fitted to the Gaby is made by
the Metro Co.

An Autumn Sale.

Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., are now
holding an autumn sale, at which bargains
in motor cycle clothing and a^icessories

may be purchased. Special attention is

given to motor cycle suits, gloves, etc.,

for winter wear, 'and outfits for despatch
riders.

F.R.S. Lamps in Coventry.

Mr. J. Robert Reid, 1, Chester Street,

Coventry, has been appointed agent for

F.R.S. lamps in Coventry and district.

A War Office Order.

Zenith Motors, Ltd.,- inform us. that

they have received an order for' a number i

of their single-cylinder machines from the

British War Office.

New Precision Designer.

Mr. T. J. Biggs, who has been chief

designer to Arrol-Johnston, Ltd., and

Humiaer, Ltd., has. lately been appointed

chief designer to F. E. Baker, Ltd.

Hutchinson Tyres.

M. L. Arnaud, who tor a long time

was London manager of the Hutchinson

Tyre Company, has been fighting in

Eastern France, and was recently taken

prisoner by the Germans and is now at

LFlm. No less than 1,512 people from

the Hutchinson factory in France have

joined the Colours, and many "have gopei

from the London depot. Despite this,

the delivery of tyres has been in no way
affected.

Attractive Accessories.

The Kumfort Motor Accessories Co.,

Cookhara Rise, Berks., has been formed
to place upon the market the differeiit

patents of Mr. F. Waigh, which have
formed the subject of articles in past

issues of 'The. Motor Cycle. The patents

iu question consist of a highly efficient-

front wheel mudshield, a rear wheel

carrier, pannier boxes, hammock footrests,

besides a combination map, memo, and
carrier for light articles for affixing to

the centre of the handle-bars.
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IN WAR TIME
as well as in peace SPLITDORF
American IGNITION can be
depended upon to give the rugged
service that means endurance.

Magnetos, plugs, transformers, startmg

andlighting outfits—all SPLITDORF
units are GUARANTEED.

/' ((/.; iii/orniatioti or culalO(jnt ufjon rti/ur-f.

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
6, City Road Finsbury Square, LONDON E.C

Factory : NEWARK. NEW JER5CV. U.S.A.

RETREADING.

9/-, 12/-, & 14/-

Send tor sectiuns and

full particulars to

The EXCELSIOR
TYRE CO.,

Hurst Street,

BIRMINGHAIVI.

THE OLDEST FIRM
IN THE WORLD
SPECIALISING IN

TYRE REPAIRING.

BOOKS

Obt
20.

for Motor Cyclists.

Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them.
A standard handbook on the Motor Cycle. A reliable guide
to the beginner, and a helpful conipaniou to the more
advanced rider and expert. Splendidly illustrated and
copiously indexed. Price, l /- net. By post, 1/3.

Tracing Troubles.
Motor Cycle Faults : Their identification and their remedies
simply and fully explained. Written m simple lang:uae;e by a
motor cyclist of long experience. Price, 1 /.net. By post, 1 /2

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.
Full of useful " wrinkles " with regard to the care and
management ot motor cycles. Fourth edition.

Price, 1/. net. By post, 1/2.

unable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

Tudor Street. LONDON. E.G.. also from all Book'.ellers.

PEDLEY
PRICES
REDUCED
TO THE LOWEST
ON THE MARKET
The ascendancy of the Pedley over all other makes
of belts has been established by superiority in

QUALITY. That standard of quality will still be
maintained.

ALWAYS THE BEST.
NOW CHEAPEST AND BEST.

LIST OF NEW PRICES.
3" r I"

1- ir
Price per toot .

.

1/2 1/4 1/7 1/10 2/3
6ft. Sin. . . .

.

—

.

8/10 —

'

— —
7ft. Sin 8/9 10/- 11/11 13/9 16/11
8tt 9/4 10/8 12/8 14/8 18/-

8£t. 6in. .. 9/11 11/4 13/6 15/7 19/2
9tt — 14/3 16/6 20/3
9ft. Bin — — — 17/5 21/5
10ft — — — 18/4 22/6
10ft. 6in — — — — 23/8

Pedley 1915 Catalogue now ready. Sent po^t (rte.

J. Pedley& Son, Ld., Gt. CharUs St., Birmingham.
London - - - - ^ -_ 30, Holywell Lane. E.C

In an.iu-crii^r/ lUesi advertisements it U desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

ti-ade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating fo advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear iu

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to tlie number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

JW-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Alotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in
v.ilae, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
^10 the fee is rs. AH deposit matters are dealt with at
-Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
pavable to JUfte & Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an ad%'ertisemen t is an

indication thit the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ii!encB as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 1913, 3V,h,p., 3 speeds and clutch,
splendid condition throughout, lamp, horn, tools.

etc., complete; £32 cash, or extended terms arranged.
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., . Camomile St..
London, E.G. [0552

A.J.S.
5h.p. A.J.S., complete with hand^iome coachbuilt (:ide-

car, chain drive, 2-speed gear and free engine, in
f plendid condition ; 40 gne.—At Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane, London. [X2832

A.J.'S,, 1914. 6h.p., 3-3peed, and coachbuilt Gloria
sidecar, perfect condition, Cowey speedometer, beet

Ofces.sories, epare valve, tube, and cover: any trial; £70.
—Kendrick, 23, Cunningham Park, Harrow. [X2464

Qih.p. Alldaya, E.
/V2 £8.-4, Rowland Rd., Leeds.

Alldays.
and B., Hellesen, new tjre, belt;

^ ^ [8678

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914, 2-stroke, Sturmey-Archer
3-speed, new condition; offers. — 145, Fisherton

St., Salisbury. [8757

ALLDAYS Matchless. 2-strok66; £26/5, or £7 down
and 12 monthly instalments.—Lamb'fl, 151, High

St., Walthamstow. [8696

ALLDAYS, 2-etroke, perfect, specially weather-proofed
overalls unnecessary: cost £50 March last, accept

20 gna. Quick sale.—Timmone, 66, Bunbury Rd., King's^
Norton. [X2733

BETTER VALUES THAN EVER
ARE OFFERED AT

For real Bargains in newest
models of best makes, call and
see Britain's largest show of
Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Light
Cars, all offered at the very
lowest prices ever quoted for such
machines, and many including
very complete equipment with-
out special charge. Second-hand

machines all in perfect order ready for riding
and fully guaranteed. Immediate delivery.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES :

8953. 3J h.p. 3-sp. CALTHORPE and Sc. £32 10
895r. 3i h.p. t9i3 3-sp. NEW HUDSON £35
S949. 3ih.p. 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
8945. 2j h.p. igr4 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35
8947. 2I h.p. I9r4 2-speed 2-stroke

CONNAUGHT £27 10
8946. 3} h.p. igi2 twin HOBART £23 10
8944. 3i h.p. 1914 T.T. DOUGLAS £50
8943. 3* h.p. igir 2-speed NUMBER ... £25
8942. 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD Combinat'n £67 10
8940. 5 h.p. rgis 2-speed A.J.S. and Sc. 40 6ns.
8939. 8 h.p. 19T3 2-speed chain drive

MATCHLESS and Sidecar £52 10
8938. 5 h.p. r9i4 3-sp. HAZLEWOOD

and Canoelet £65
8936. 8 h.p. 1913 HUIVIBERETTE ..... £67 10
8934. 4-5h.p. I9r4 countershaft ZENITH £47 10
8933. 2;} h.p. r9i2 2-speed ENFIELD ... £20
8932. 3V h.p. 1913 ZENITH-GREEN ...£32 10
8931. 3* h.p. rgii F.E. TRIUMPH £26
8930. 3 h.p. I9r4 2-speed ENFIELD . . . £35
8929. 2jh.p. 1914 2-stroke 2-sp. CLYNO £33 10
8928. S h.p. 1913 2-speed WILLIAMSON

Combination £50
8924. 31- h.p. r9l2 2r5peed REX £17 10
8919. 8 h.p. 1913 standard MORGAN .. £57 10
89r7. 3.V h.p. r9i3 3-speed SINGER £35
8915. 6 h.p. 1911 aspecd MATCHLESS

and Sidecar 30 Gns.
8905. 6 h.p. 1913 A.C. Sociable £65
8904. .3.1 h.p. r9r3 T.T. PREMIER £27 10
8899. 3.!, h.p. I9r3 T.T. RUDGE £27 10
8897. 8' h.p. 1914 G.W.K £110
8887. 2j h.p. rgri 2-sp. Lady's DOUGLAS £25
8885. 3* h.p. rgir 2-sp. HUMBER & Sc. £27 10
6876. 8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. WILLIAMSON

Combination £57 10
8842. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA . £37 10
8834. 8 h.p. 19:4 W.C. HUMBERETTE £97 10
8832. I]: h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £9
8798. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £16 10
S784. 3.1 h.p. r909 BRADBURY £16
8782. 3J h.p. r9i2 T.T. TRIUMPH £25
877C S h.p. 1913 2-speed ENFIELD

Combination 60 Gns.
S772 6 h.p. ROVER Light Car £25
8762. 6 h.p. I9r3 3-speed BAT £45
8737- 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Canoelet £45
8718. 3.1 h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar £22 10
8708. 2f h.p. igro DOUGLAS £17 10
8706. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD & Sc. £55
8682. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. & Sc. £45 0.
8554. 3* h.p. igio Standard TRIUMPH £22 10
8619. 2-1 h.p. rgri Standard DOUGLAS £20
8592. 3i h.p. rgoS QUADRANT £15
856S. 31 h.p. igio BRADBURY £18 10
850r. 3} h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8551. 2ih.p. Twin FAIRY £10 10
8502. 3ih.p 1908 TRIUMPH £20

mAUCHOPES

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.C.
'Phone; Holbom 6777.

Wires ; "Opificer, London.'
Ik

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AEIEL, 1910, Sy^h.p., mag., footboards; £16, lowest—Skude, 101, Boundary Ed., Lcyton. [X2911

AEIEL, 1914, ZVjh.p., 3-speed, shop-soiled only; bar-
gain. £45.—31a, Broomfleld Ed., OhehnaJord.A[X2908iEIEL, 1914, 6h.p., counter-shaft 3-6peed. brand neii
model: £86/10; eschang&s invited.—Bunting, Har-

row. :S291'r

\ EIEL, SVzh.p., 1913, 3-speed, kick-starter, littb
used, exceptional machine throughout, lamp.Ii.

horn; cash price, £32.—Layton's, Bicester, Oion.
[X2868

AEIEL, 1913?',, 3-speed model, as new, S'Ah.p., kiSI
starter, lamp, epare belt, all accessories, with ti&

£12/12 (Kerry) torpedo sidecar, nnderslung chaeeis; £Sfl
or nearest offer, complete.—E., 5, Ferndale Ed., Woking

Arno.
AENO. SV.h.p., 1912, sidecar: £23; trial.-8, AsDinda

Ed., Eotherhithe, S.E. [860j

Auto-Wiieels.
AnTO-WHEEL, 1914, little used; sacriftce ilO/lf

nett.—Heybouru'^ Motors, Maidenhead. [865^

AUTO-WHEEL (Wall), 1914, cost 16 gns. .Septemha,
not done 200 miles; £10.-H.P., 72, Shooter's Hffl

Ed.. Blaekhcath. [X27S
AUTO-WHEEL, standard model, 12 gns., or £5 do\L.

and 6 monthly instalments.—Lamb's, 151, Hiei
St., Walthamstow. -----

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to 10 gn. Premier cycle, both
2 months old, like new; 17 gns.—Auto Mart, 133,

Hammersmith Rd., W. [8673

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914, perfect condition, complete set.
of spares; £10. no offers.—Bennett, 64, St. George's

Av.. Tufnell Park, London, N. [X2819

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall's, 1913, fitted to New Hudson,
not done 200 miles : owner giving up ; accept £12

-Erow, 87, St. Augustine's Ed., N.W. [8634

Bat.
BAT-J.A.P., 1910, 6h.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt car, good

condition; £40.—Lemay, Beanacre, Melksham
[X2149

1 Q13 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 2 speeds, chain, kick
-'-'-' starter, ahuost new; £48.-Blencathra^ Highfleld
Kd,, Walton-on-Thames [X2864 !

"DAT, 1914, 4%h.p., 2-speed, No. 1 model; cataloguei
-L» price £57/10, brand new, cash price £47/10.— ,

Lay ton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X2869t;

BAT-J.A.P., 1914 4y2h.p. twin, 2-speed, horn, and/
lightmgset; owner on active service; 40 gns —31a, 1

Broomfleld Rd., Chelmsford. [S2909

"1Q13 8h.p. Bat, with Gloria sidecar; £45.—The
-It' Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High St,
U.xbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [X18071

BAT, 1912, sy^h.p-, spring frame, in very good condi-
tion; £22.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and LipM

Oar Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Ed.. E.-ceter, and 28, Tavisti
Rd.. Plymouth. [QgOi

Bradbury.
3 h.p. Bradbury, B. and B., perfect condition- £7, ^

near.—203, Ciurcl St., Woking. [86575

14 Bradbury, 4h.p., 3-speed, brand new; £50, no
oflers.—Willmott Bros., Norwich. [843J

1 Q14 Bradbury, new, shop-soiled only, 4h.p., 3-speed^
-Lt/ Sturmey, kick-starter; £48.—Williams, 21, Wej)
St., Congleton. [X282J

BRADBURY, 4h.p., nearly new condition, 191^'
£25/10, or lightweight and cash.—76, Summerl

St., Earlsfield, S.W. [8737

BEAUBUEY, 1912, 4h.p., standard model, excellent
condition throughout; £18.—P. J. Evans, John'

Bright St., Birmingham. |;52923

BEADBUEY, new January, 1913. free engine, with
coachbuilt sidecar, good condition.—Dewhurst, 42,

Gt. Avenham St., I'reston. [8708

BEADBURY. 1913, 4h.p., 3-speed, perfect condition,
takes sidecar easily, £32/10: exchange enter-

tained.—Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X2883

BEADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, and new caflo

sidecar, P. and H. lamp set, rear light, speedo-
meter, horn, spare tyre and tube; £28.—Cass's, 5,

Warren St., Euston Rd., W. 'Phone : Museum 623.
[8599

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., standard model, semi-T.T.
bars, enclosed type Bosch mag., Dunlop tyres and

belt, large black P. and H. lamp set. powerful and
reliable; extended terms arranged if desired, £20
cash.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile-
St., London, E.O. [0491

Brough.
BEOUGH, marvellous motor cycle, nothing else lifia

it.—Tweedale Armstead Motors, Ltd., Magdalen St.,

Oxford. [0581

19

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ttATCIILES3, Sh.p., 1913, 2-speed. chain-drive,

combination, overhauled, renovated ; sE60 ; ex-

ange.—9, West Hampstead Mews. N.W. [8671

h p. 1914 'June; ilatchlpss and sidecar, electric hooter,

lamp;=, etc., perfect: any trial; insured £90; £68.
offer.—lb, Oxford Ed., iulburn, Xondon. [8676

ttATCHLESS 1914 Combination, 8E., perfect, almost
as new; auv te-*t allowed; £76, with accessories,

lis, and cspares.-ll.. 59, Bexley Ed., Erith. [S286e

TATQHLESS Combination, Sh.p., chain drive,

X counter-shaft, perfect condition, mileage 3,300

;

-rifice, £50.—Motor, 215, Cowley Rd., Oxford.
[X2817

TATCHLESS. T.T., epecially built, 7-9h.p., overhead
JL valves, d'-hvered new June last, actual mileage
121, Watford combined.—31a, Broonrfield Ed.. Cheluif:-

ri [X2910

Mead.

914 S^ah.p. M'=ad Flier for sale, new in July, done
about 400 m.iles, in splendid condition; cost £40.

11 tate £50.—H. Whitelock, Greasley Vicarage, Greas-
'. Nott^. [8616

Minerva.
TINEKVA. 3i..h.p., B. and B., new Avona. running
1 order; £6/10.-7, Castles Yard, Folkestone. [X2778

TINEEVA Lightweight, dropped frame, mag., good
X appearance; photo; £8/10.-20, Chaucer St.. Lei-
ster. [X2830

TINEEYA, 3h.p., excellent condition. B. and E..
X speedometer, etc.: £11.-14, JVgrtley Ed., Ea^t
am. [8665

*ih.p. Minerva, mag., B. and B., spring forks, very
'2 low, takes sidecar; £9/10.-138, Catherine St..

icester. [X2825

ih.p. Minerva, Mabon. nev/ Dunlop belt, new tyres
*2 lamp, horn, tools, excellent order.—Patricroft
otor Cj., Patricroft, Manchester. [6780

TINEEVA, 3i-2h.p., mag.. Villiers free engine, com-
'X plete with accessories, good condition through-
it; £12/10.-63. High St.. Crawley. Sussex. [8792

M.M.C.
T.M.C., 4'^-5h.p., and sidecar, good condition, power-
X fnl, ea-sy i^tarting ; bargain, £16, offer.— 19, Orlando
d., Clapham Common. [8650

M.C. S'.^h.p. Lady-back Tandem, low built, new belt
and buck tyre, engine iu good condition; £12'10,

Offer^.-S., 32, Gallwey Ed., Wyke, Dorset. [8623
I

Monopole.
TONOPOLE. S^jh.p. Precision, 3-flpeed and free en-
yi gine. with Millfnrd sidecar, lamps, tools ; £30.—
dmonds. Market St., Bedworth, Warwickshire. [X2775

Moto=Reve.
A"OTO-EEVE. 2":,h.p. twin. mag., excellent condi-
fX ticn; £10.—Rogers, 42. Church Rd., Hendon.

[X2823
TOTO-EEVE. 1910. 2lL-h.p. twin-cvl. lightweight, mag.,
'X spring fork", good tyrcd, sound condition; £10.—
Ice and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av,, Camomilo St., Lon-
m, E.C. [0597

Motosacoche.
913 Motosacoche Motor Cycle, eecond-hond; price

£15; ca-^h or ea^y terms.—R. E. Jones [Garatiea),
td., Swan-^ea, also at Cardiff. [054C

910 Motosacoche,- 2h.p., mag., Druids, free engine,
jofkey pulley, fine condition, low, fuot; £10.—

dward, Bungalow, Carnoustie. N.B. [X2771

TOTOSACOCHE, June. 1912, 2Vjh.p., variable pulley.
'X new pi>t.in. b"lt. and lamp, accessories; £16; aji-

:oval, deposit.—Eobiu-^on, Queen St., Horucastie. [8607

New Hudson.
9141,2 Xcw Hudson, SV'h.p., 3-speed, clutch ; co^t

£57; 10 July, sell £45.—Merriman, Kllcettv.
egeily. Pern. [8638

913 New Hud.«on. Sh.p., 3 epeeds, kick start, first-

class fondition; best over £31.—Anson, Sepnlchre
ate. Doncaster. [X2704

NEW Hudf'on. 2iih.p.. 2-3troke, jnst arrived; £27,'5.
or £7/3 dnwu and 12 monthly payments.—Lam b'o.

51, High St., Walthumstow. [8695

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3";;h.p. J.A.P.. 3 speed.-^. and
clutch, excellent condition throughout; £26—P.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2922

5ih.p. New Hudson. 3 speeds, 1913, coachbuilt side-
2 car, lamp, horn, tools, all perfect order; £35.—

latchelor, Clarence St., Kingston. [X2915

914 2-3troke New Hudson, 2-speed gear, complete with
horn, ridden 50 miles only, quite new . £29.—

obins^n's. Green St., Cambridge. [6866

NEW HUDSON, practically new 1914 6h,p., but
slightly used, cost £90 with all accessoriev, ; will

?1I for £70.—Colmote Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
ungham". [X2646

Bih.p. New Hudson. 3-specd gear, 1913 model, kick
2 start, fitted with speedometer, separate generatur,

imp. hooter, rejdy for the road; £35.—Seen at Wau-
hopes, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [X2840

Farlow sidecar sale is now on.
Great reductions. Tremendous value.

Get our list and save pounds.

NEW MACHINES AT
SECOND-HAND PRICES.

X h.p. rgi.i WOLF, J.A.F. eoi^inc, 2-spee(l counter-
shaH gear, tree engine, kick starter. Usual price

£46. Our price £36
;} h.p. igr4 WOLF, J.A. P. engine, 2-speed counter-

Shaft gear, sprimg forks, magneto, etc. Usual
price f^j,. Our price £26

Tliese are quite new and fully guaranteed.
WOLF 11 Guineas Sidecar, £8, new.

PRICES ALL REDUCED.
i9r3 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, splendid cjoer .. £55
191^ 4 h.p. 2-speed TRUMP-J.A.P %23
I9I.^ 6 h.p, ENFIELD, conibinatioa, speedometer.etc. £68
1913 3J h.p. 3-spced NUMBER combination £35
ih n.p.'ioi i MOTOSACOCHE, Enfield gear, fine order £35
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vortical engine, spring forki £8
2-3 b.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11

3J h.p. 1908 REX, M.<.).V.. Bo^ch. B. and B. carb. .. £16

l\ h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch magaeto £17
}.i b.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
i. h.p. VINOEC, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3! h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, handle startiag . . £19
3.1 h.p. TRIUMPH, baU bearing engine, M.O.V £19
5 h.p. igo8 REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 h.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter. Bc^ch. Amac £19
6 h.p. ior2 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle starting £25
S h.p. Cycle Car, Chaier-Lea engine. 3-speed gear bos

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc £60

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3J h.p. 2-spced HUMBER and Torpedo Sidecar £20
4 h.p. 2-speed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
3i h.p. 2-spced N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20

All In good running order.

NEW 1914 MACHINES.
1914 14 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What Offers ?

1914 3i h.p. ARIEL, i-sp. counter-shaft pear What offers?

19146 b.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What offers?

1914 t) h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp. counter-shaft gear What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES
5-0 b.p. BLUMFIELO Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, all new
and unused £11 11

4,-cyIinder F.N. Engine, complete w-ith clutch and
Bosch magneto £5

SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, ht Triumph £5
FARLOW, 1913. underslung. cane torpedo body £5
FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914. reed cane, underslung. demonstration

model, condition like new £6
FARLOW, 1914, coacb-built, underslung, demonstration

model, condition like new £7
FARLOW, 1914, lightweight model, used trials only . . £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductions.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.

Fullv Guaranteed. 25/- each.
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FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

3 ih.p. New Hudson, 1913, and sidecar, almost new,
2 only done 2,300 inile^. 3-speed, Lucas lamp and

liorn. speedometer, wind ecreen to sidecar, in perfect
condition - trial ^iven : £50. or near oSer,—Duke's Gar-
age. Birehfield Ed.. Birmingham. [X2463

New Rvder.
NEW Kyder. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-

livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns.. 2-epeed
£33. No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor. Ltd.,
Wood Side l*arade, North Finchley. 1745 Fiuchley.

[0572
N,S.U

~| Q12 3h.p. Twin N.S.U. , 2-speed, guaranteed perfect;
-L^ dE26.—Newlove, Pictures, Cefn, Ruabon. [8667

N.S.U- and Sidecar, Sh.p., twin-cy!., m.o.i.v., 2-speed;
snip, £15/10.-10, Amersham Vale, New Cross.

[X2891
1 Q14 N.S.U., with 2-speed pear, done under 300 ujile«;
-l«7 £35.—The U.\bridEe Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High
St., Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uibridge. [XI 803

N.U.T.
EARLIEST deliveries of the famous N.U.T. — Tire

West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., Southport. [0556

N.U.T., 2^.'ih.p. T.T.. 1914. single geared, as new; best
offer secures.—West Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd

,

Southport. [0573
P. and M.

P.
and M., 1913; £32/10.—V.. 97, Chamberlayne
Rd., Kcnsal Rise. [8751

14 P. and M., shop-soiled only; £60, or near offer.

-Dumfries Motor Co., Ltd., Dumfries, [X2259

P.
and M. and eidecar, good condition ; £45.—Drcver,
Hazelcroft, The Grove, Church End, Fiuchley.

[8740

1Q13 Phelon and Moore Combination, all tyres new
JL*/ since August, speedometer, 3 lamps: £40.—Ware,
Foxley HiU Ed., Purley. [8622

1 Q^2 P. and M. and Montgomery sidecar, new 2l^in,
-Li^ tyres and chains, 3 lamps, spares, splendid con-

dition- any trial: reasonable offer considered.-81, North
End, Croydon. [8612

Premier.
"I Oll'^ 3'-,h.p. Premier, Dunlope, competition bars,
Lif accessories: £20.-188, Wellgate, Eotherham.

[X2641
PEEMIEE. 1914, Z'/hbv, 3-epeed counter-shaft, coach

combination, new condition ; £45.—P. J. Evans,
.John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2921

PREMIER, 1913. 3%h.p., 2-spced, counter-shaft

model, oxcellent condition, very powi-rful; £35
ca-h; part exchange lightweight.—Alfred Holland,
Clarendon St., Coventry. [X2884

PREMIER, 1913, 2l,ib.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-

starter, footboards, Xrall saddle, lamp, horn,

speedometer, excellent condition, £29/10: without
speedometer, £28.—Bunce, . 3, St, Andrews' Rd., Sar-

biton. [8735
Puch.

1 012 5-6h.p. Puch, Mabon clutch, good order: £16/10.
-LH -Sprostou and Grace, 154b, Gt. Titchfleld 8t^

W. [8778
Ouadrant.

3 Ih.p. Qnadiant, watertight mag., pulls sidecar; £14.

Z —Pike's, Peterchuich, Hereford. 1X2640

4 h.p. Quadrant, B. and B.. Bwch. spring forks, enam-
elled, overhauled, pull sidecar; £10.—C. Lawner,

RancliHo Terrace, Redcross St., Leicester. [X2874

QUAUEANT. 1912, 4',{.h,p., Armstrong 3 speeds. Sen-

spray carburetter, perfect, coachbuilt sidecar: bar-

gain, £30: take lightweight part eichange.-430. Port-

land Ed., Smethwick. [X2779

Rene-Gillet.

TWIN Motor Cycle, Eene-Gillet, mag., B. and B. car-

buretter, Druid forks, good running order: £13^0
-Cohn, 55, Camaby St., London, W. [8784

Rex.

lO'l 5-6h.p. Twin Eex. 2 speeds, perfect: £21.—W.
Xt7 Bannister, Ivory St., Leathley Ed., Hunslet. Leeds.

[X2858

REX Sidctte, 1914, coachbuilt. 2 speeds, perfect run-

ning order; what offers?-35, Bebnont Ed-, Wnlline-

ton [8648

REX de Luxe, 1912, 6h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, very

good condition : £25.—The Premier Motor Co;, Ltil..

A«ton Ed., Birmingham. [0S93

~-6h.r. Twin Eex and Sidecar, Bosch, spring forks,

O good running order: £13.—C. Lawner, Eanclifle

Terrace, EedcrcMS St., Leicester. [X2873

EX Coralination, 1913, 2-3pe6d twin, 6h.p., pur-

chased brand new this summer ; any trial ; accept

£47.-10. Dryden St., Bradford. [X2773

3 ih.p. Eex, £4/17/6 : 31 jh.p. Ecx engine, £2 : Eex
2 frame, 20/-- old sidecar, 15/-: small oars, £5 and

£20.-74. Upper Tooting Ed-. S.W. [9699

EX, 1909. 5-6hp., 2-speed Rex de luxe, handle
starting, and sidecar, good order; £24/10. bar-

n.—Motor Exchange, Wcs'.gate, Halifax. [0390

REX. 5h.p. twin, Bosch mag.. B. and B. carburetter,

h b.c, new Eom tyre on back: a bargain, £15-—
The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Ed., Birmingham

[055P

R^

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, good condition, 1913, B. and B.,

springy forks and spring saddle pillar; bargain,
sES/lO.—Warwick. 80, Dorset St., Leicester. [X2815

TJES 6h.p. 1914 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination,
-tt chain drive, an ideal all-weather turnout, silent,

reliable, powerful; £58. bargain; exchange lightweight,
cash adjustment.—37, Clartndon St., Coventry. [X2885

REX Sidette. 1914, 5-6h.p., 1913 engine, 2-speed
gear, coachbuilt sidecar, large P. and H. lamp

set, horn, tools, and spares, splendid order, purchased
new 3 months ago; bargain, £42.—Elce and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London, E.G. [0481

Rex-^Jap.

REX-J.A.P., 1913. 6h.p De Luxe model, 2 speeds.
free engine, 650x65 Kempshall tyres, special coacli-

built sidecar; combination co.^t £90, and has not done
5.000 milee, guaranteed perfect; £52.—The Piemiei
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [0432

REX-J.A.P., 1914, 8h.p.. 3-speed, only done 2.000
miles, coachbuilt sidecar, Watford speedometer.

Lucas lamp and horn, combination cost over £100, and
has been used for demonstration only; £65.~The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Afiton Ed., Birmingham. [0596

Roc.
T> OC, 4h.p., 2 speeds and free, handle start, Bosch
-t4> mag.; £12.-4, Great Eastern St., Nottingham.

[X2821
Rover. -

1 Q14 3-speed Rover, good horn. Lucas lamp; £42,
JL^ genuine bargain; approval, deposit system.—Mit-
6on, Mabille House, Newmarket. [X2649

1 Q13 3-speed Rover, in first-class condition; £58.-
J-tF The Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High St.,

Usbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [X1801

ROVER, Bosch, automatic carburetter, tyres, enamel
and plating in excellent condition, BlOO, very

silent running; £14.-96, Richmond Rd., Leytonstone.
[8609

BOVER, 3-speed S.A. , sidecar, speedometer, lamps,
etc.. cost £78, all new condition; £48. worth

£55, genuine.—Pope, 41, White Horse Lane, Mile End.
[8750

Roval Rubv-
ROYAL Ruby 2-stroke, 1914, brand new; reduced

23 gns., or easy payments.— 155, Goldhawk Rd.
Shepherd's Bush. [8669

Rudge.
j Qll Rudge. 3'/L'h.p., good condition ; 20 gns.—Col'
-t-*/ more Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[X2645
T> UDGE, 1911%, 3Vjb.p., free engine, engine perfect.
-aX tyres, belt good; £25.—Kirke, Burnham, Somerset.

[X2732
1 Q12 F.E. Rudge: £32/10.—The Uxbridge Motor Co.,
-H-t/ Ltd., 101, High St., Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184
Uxbridge. [X1804

"OUDGE-MULTI, SVoh.p., 1914, all latest improve-
-tV ments, as catalogue, shop-soiled; oilers wanted.—
Heybourn's Motors, Maidenhead. [8655

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913, in splendid order; £35.—
2 The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,

7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth.
[0569

RUDGE Multi, 1914, T.T. Isle of Man model, brand
new, all latest improvements; £52 cash, or ex-

tended terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0480

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt side-

car, new last November, splendid condition, Lucas
lamp, horn, speedometer ; £55, or near offer.—Strad-
wick, 34, Ashvale Rd., Tooting. [8760

RUDGE Multi, 1913. 5-6h.p., multi-speed gear and
free engine, Cowey speedometer, lamp, horn, coach-

built sidecar, with wind screen, outfit in new condition
throughout; £42.—Peacock, 274, High Rd., Balham.

[8702
LATE 1912 Rudge, 8 speeds, free engine, Watford,

guinea horn, 3 gn. Inmp set, and. wicker sidecar;
£35, or would exchange for higher power ; also Kerry
clutch, fit Rudge, £ 1 .—Gurney, West St., Maidenhead.

[8734
T>UDGE Multi, 3V2b.p., 1913, cane sidecar, speedo-
-tV meter, lamps, and spares ; £45 the lot ; would
entertain exchange 1914 2-seater ; appointment.— 16,
Sibella Rd., Larkhall Rise, Clapham. 'Phone: Brixton
671. [8621

Scott.

1 (Q 12-1913 Scott., perfect condition; trial Trith plea-
it/ sure; £32 cash.—West End Garage, Blackburn.

[0615

J014 Scott, in first-rate condition, engine overhauledX t/ bv makers last week ; £50.—Goodman. Finstall,
Bromsgrove. [X2774

1 Q14 Scott, Binks carburetter, E.E.S. lamp, horn, r^ln
Xt/ 300 miles; owner enlisted; £50.—Smith, Wood-
worth, Keighley. [X2760

SCOTT. 1912, all accessories, vnth coachbuilt sidecar,
£36. without £34.—Particulars and photo, Howie,

Gilingate, Kendal. [X2273

"I012 Scott, in first-class condition; £35.—The Ux-X^ bridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101, High St., Uxbridge.
•Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [X1802

SCOTT, 1912, 2 speeds, kick-starter, condition and
appearance excellent, accessories; £23. — 15,

Hamilton Rd., Ealing, W. [8668

Shop-Soiled ^

1914 Light Gars, Etc.
LIBERAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS TO CLEAR.
LAGONDA, II h.p.,4-cyl.,hoort, and screen E14S
[LAGONDA. II h.p.. Coupe, 1915 improve-

ments £150
CALTHORPE Minor, 4-cyl., Lisjat Car t168
G.W.K. 8 h.p. Light Car, 4-spced and reverse£150
VICTOR-PRECISION Light Car, complete .8115
MORGAN W.C. Grand Prix £106
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w.c, and Sidecar .. £98 10
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 5-speed £77 14
SUN-VILLIERS, 3jh.p., 2-speed. F.E £42
PERFECTION, BRAMBLE, and GLORIA SIDECARS.

BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW 1913 REXES.
Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our

Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed twin £62 10 £53 2 6
1912 new 4 h.p. 2-speed chain

drive, handle startinfr .... ;f6i 5 £49 10
igi2 new 6 h.p. 2-speed twin ^62 10 £45 10

DEPEE^DABLE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-strol<e (new) £26 15
1914 CALTHORPE Minor, 2-speed £19 19
1913 2i h.p. 2-5peed F.E. SINGER £29 10
1912 2I h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON £29 15
1912 2I h.p. 2-speed F.E. F.N £29 10
1911 2i h.p. 2-specd F.E. A.J.S £22 10
ARIEL, 2.V h.p., magneto £15 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druids £13 10
BIRCH, 2! h.p., F.E., mag., wants tuning .

.

£8 15

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
igr2 5-seater FORD, well equipped £70
G.W.K., 1914, in grand condition £116
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., cycle car £49 10
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-speed, F.E £42
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., twin, very speedy . .

.

£39 10
1913 3.t h.p. 2-speed L.M.C, fine machine.

.

£35 10
rgis 3^ h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £39 10
1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, and Sidecar £44 10
1913 7-9 b.p. 2-speed F.E. INDIAN £52 10
1913 4i h.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK and Sc. £39 10
1912 New 6 h.p.REX de Lu.\e. reduced to . . £45 10
1912 3A h.p. (Bowden 2-speed) BRADBURY £29 10
19T2 2| h.p. F.E. REX, almost as new £24 10
iqi2 3^ h.p. 2-speed F.E. ALLDAYS £29 10
igii 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1912 c,A h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY and S'car £33 10
P. & M.,3 I h.p., 2-speed, grand condition, . £32 10
1911 3* h.p. 2-speed HUMBER £25 10
1911 3I h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 7-9 h.p, 2-speed REX and Sidecar .. £29 10
19H 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £27 10
1911 3ih.p. 2-spcedREX 84^x89 £27 10
1911 si h.p. Tourist REX. spring forks . . ., £19 10
I9ir 3^ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £21 10
1911T.T. TRIUMPH, Brampton gear £29 10
J910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe iE26 10
1910-11 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX £25 10
1910 V.S. 7-9 2-Epeed and sidecar £29 10
V.S.. 6 h.p.. P. & M. gear, and Sidecar .... £27 10
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive, Turner coach-built Sidecar £47 10
PEUGEOT. 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Twin £29 10
MINERVA, si h.p. magneto £15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed. as new £27 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p. , 2-speed, spring forks £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, spring forks -. £16 10
EXCELSIOR, si h.p., 3-specd, free engine., £24 10
REX, 5* h.p., 2-speed. magneto £24 10
REX, 1909, twin de luxe, and Sidecar £24 10
REX, 3i h.p., igo8, Roc clutch £19 10
REX, 5^ h.p., twin, magneto, and Sidecar.. £19 10
REX, si h.p., magneto, twin, handle starting £17 10
REX, 5+ h.p., magneto, 1908 mode) £19 10
REX, $' ^-V-i magneto, twin, and Sidecar . .'£22 10
3* h.p. "VINDEC, magneto ignition £15 10
JAMES, iQio, 3.V h.p., magneto £12 10
TWIN KERRY. '6 h.p., and sidecar £19 19

3i h.p. HUMBER Tricar, chain drive ' £6 15
ROVER, 3A h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £17 10
DE DION, w.-c, 2-speed, runabout £8 15
AVON 26x2 Studded Covers for Douglases 11/9

1915 DOUGLASES.
EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.
PERFECTION Sidecars from £5 5

Lists on application. Trade enquiries weleomeo.

Cash Offers Wanted.
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COLLIER'S MOTORIES, _^ WESTGATE, HALIFAX. ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1914 (August), rare bargain, £49/10, or ex
change T.T. Douglari and cash.—Slatting, Dunef;

croft, St. Agne« Ed.. Mcicley, Biimingliam. [X2781

1 Q13 Scott, excellent condition throughout, speedo
-L t^ meter, Luca.s lamp and generator, horn, anc
tools, new Palmer tyres; absolutely dirt cheap, £32.-
King, Stapleford, Cambs. [X290E

J C|12 Scott, recently overhauled, new frame fitted, ii

J-tf splendid order; worth £35. will take £28 qiii-1

sale ; also nearly new coachbuilt sidecar for same, £6/10
—Blunt, Bedford St., Coventry. [X242!

SCOTT, 1913 (late), 3%h.p., 2-strol:e, kick rtart, coach
built sidecar, lamps, speedometer, spare tubes, al

accessories ; no reasonable offer refused ; owner going t:

front.-44. Star Ed., W. Kensington. [878;

SCOTT, 1913, with 1914 oil pump, lamp set, horn
speedometer, just overhauled, tyres excellent

£45. We have taken a few second-hand Scotts ii

part exchange for the 1915 models; all these are ii

perfect condition at clearance prices.—Colmore Depot
49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X270:

Singer.

SINGEE, 1913, 3i,t.h.p., T.T. model, very fast, perfec
order, enamel and plating as new; bargain, £30.-

2. Phcenix Place, near Holland Park Eink, W. [8781

Stag.

STILL Eunning.-Stag, 4V2, 5, 5-6h.r. singlc-cyl. en

gines ; unbeaten for power, durability, price.— OdI;
address, Buckman and Howard, 18, Canal St., Nottine
bam. " [867;

Sun.
SUN-VILLIERS, 1914, 2-stroke and 3V»h.p. 2-spee(

models, shop-soiled ; offers wanted.—Motor Ex
change. Westgate, Halifax. [044!

SUN-VILLIEES, 1914, 2Voh.p., 2.etrok6, lamp, genet

ator, horn, etc. : £20.—Cass's, 5, Warren St., Eu5
ton Ed., W. 'Phon?; Museum 623. [88O;

Sunbeam.
Oiih.p Sunbeam, shop-soiled only; 45 gns.—Wation
^4 Tuxford, Notts. [8611

14 S'Ah.p. Sunbeam; cost over £70; bargain

£54.—Binks, St. Benedict's, Lincoln. [X270;

Swift.

STVIFT, 1913, Sh.p., 3-speed?, hood, screen, and al

accessories; exceptional value, £85.—P. J. Evans

.John Bright St., Birmingham. [X292(

Triumph.
14 Triumph, clutch, tuned Triumph Co.; 41 gns.-

26, Morley Ed., Lewisham. [X277:

3ih.p. Triumph, late model, mag., splendid condition

2 £25.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8731

TEIUMPH, 1910V., just overhauled, grand climber

tools, spares; £15.-82, Walton, Oxford. [860'

3ih.p. 1912 Triumph, F.E. : £30.—V. 0. Clarke, Daw
2 son Place, Mansions, Pembridge Sq., W. [8711

TEIUMPH, 1911, clutch model, in splendid condition;

£27, offers.—Tomlin, Eossdale, Maidstone. [X274'

TEIUMPH. 1909, good machine, speedometer; il8.

—v.. 97, Ohamberlayne Ed., Kensal Rise. [8762

Sih.p. Triumph, free engine, clutch model ; a bargnir

2 at £22/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
[X284'l

TEIUMPH,- 1910, standard model, .iust thorongbl!

overhauled, lamp, horn, etc. ; £20.—The Morrif

Garages, Oxford. [874;

~| Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, Cowey £4/4 speedo
Xtr meter, fine condition; absolute gift, £34.—Else
Derwent Mill, Matlock. [X2eOE

TEIUMPH, 1911. splendid machine, excellent condi

tion ; £24/10 ; head lamp, tools.—Stevens, 160

London Ed., Camberley. [866:

-| QIO Triumph, free engine .model, new Kempsballe.

Xt/ Millford sidecar, just been renovated; £25.-15.

iSTorthall St., Stockwell. [878e

irtlO 31/*. p. Triumph, with Mabon clutch; £20.—Tlif

Xtf Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd., 101. High St.. Ul
bridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [XlBOf

SEVERAL Triumphs, various years, singles and ;

speeds: cheap to clear.—Call, Morgan and Max
well, 80. High Rd., Strcatham. [X279;

TEIUMPH, latest 2-stroke, 2 speeds, etc. : list £42

accept £38; shop-soiled only.—P. J. Evans, Jolt

Bright St., Birmingham. [X293:

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3y2h.p., clutch model, excellent con

dition, complete, accessories: £32.—P. J. Evans

,Tohn Bright St., Birmingham. [X292f

Ifill Triumph, with N.S.U. gear and wickei sidecar

XV £25.—The Uxbridge Motor Co., Ltd.. 101, Higl

St., Uxbridge. 'Phone: 184 Uxbridge. [XISOI

IO12 Triumph, free engine model, in excellent con
1

LtJ dition: £28, cash or easy terms. — R. E. Jone.

(Garages), Ltd., Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [OSIt

"lOllV' Triirmph, T.T., perfect condition, 55 m.p.h.

Xtl giiaranteed, new tyre, lamps, tools, spares; anj

trial; £30.-Bunk, c/o White's, Camberley. [X238(

TRIUMPH, Kite 1912, free engine, new Palmer cord

Amao, belt, with horn, lamp, excellent condition

£36. or near ofler.—Hambly, Eanfuily, Wembley. [864.
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MOTOR CYCLES FCR SALE.
Triumph.

914 Triumpli. 41i.p., 3-6peM, only ridaen 800 miles,

Lucas lamp, liorn : approval, deposit system; £48.

Fred Hammond, St. Phillips Ed., Newmarket. [S2882

"lEIIHiIPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-6peed, with cane fidecar,
guaranteed in good order and condition tbroue'hout,

1 accefisorjes; £45.—The llorris Garages, Osford. [8744

BXh.p. Triumph, 1912, free engine, in splendid condi-
2 tion, with Lucas lamp and horn; £25.—Apply,

:ajor Bairnsfather, Bisbopton, Stratford-on-Avon

.

LX2759
"1EIT7MPH, 1914, 4b. p., 3-6peed model, in new condi-

tion, lamp, horn, generator, tools and spares: £45,
i offers.—Repiv, Triumph, 466. Fore St., Lr. Edmonton.

[8606
^REAT Bargain.-1914 T.T. Triumph motor cycle,
J 5 gear, as new, very little used, £50; also .spare
're, 20/-.—Apply, Kaines-Thomas, Ormesby, Norfolk.

[8790
1EIUMPH, 1911. 3V2b.p., free engine. 26x2"^ Micbc-

lin and Climber tyres, hern; £20.—The Premier
otor Co., Ltd., Ariton Rd.. Birmineham. [0595

IRIUMPH, 1908, N.S.U. 2-?peed gear, in good order;
. £20.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Cn.,
td., 7. Bath Ed.. Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed.. Plv-
oiith. [0571

1RIUMPH, 1912. SVjh.p.. free engine model, fitted
with 1914 silencer, overhauled, and in perfect con-

ition; £30.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd..
irmingham, [0609

914 Triumpli, 3-speed, Bramble sidecar, lanip>,
.spi'ddonieti^r, I'orn, tsparf belts, etc., just ovrT-

luled; any trial; £60, coci; £82.-60, Dangnn Rd.,
''anstead. [X2700
TRIUMPH, 1909, and cane canoe sidecar, excellent

order throughout, overhauled completely tJiir^

unmer; sacrifice,—96, Elle^^mere Ed., Lower Wnltmi.
''arrin^ton. [X2757
iRIUMPn. 1914. 4h.p., type C, 3-speed Road.ster

mod.-l, u.sed 600 miles only, guaranteed perfect
der, lamp, horn, speedometer; £49.—ToUady. Hcm-
iglord, Bicester. [52871
TRIUMPH, free engine, 1910, splendid condition, only

done 5.000 miles; nwncr havine car; new tvre>
lek and front, F.RS. lamp; any trial; £24.—Preen,
ongbourn, Kidderjuinster. [8705

912 Triumph. Armstrong 3-speed gear, lamps, born,
Cowcy ^pe<'donieter, spares: £33/10; or with

iuifion cuichbuilt sidcrar, £40.—Apply, Moeeley and
Dn, 70, St. Ann's Rd.. Harrow. [X2697
>-SPEED Triumph and Sidecar, new Kcmpshall.
<^ lamps, horn, luggage grid, thoroughly overh.iulcd
icently. guaianteed psrfect condftion; £36.—Patricroft
[otor Co., Patricroft. Manchester. [8779

rRTTIMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. free engine model. Stewart
speedometer. P. and H. lamp set and rear light,

ght cane torpedo sidecar, undcrslung chassis, guaran-
3ed sound condition; b:irgain, £38.—Below.

rRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.^ 3 speeds and clutch, de-
livered 10 days ago, used on road once, guaran-

sd perfect; £49.—EUe and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., London, E.G. [0551

r.T. Triim:ipb. late 1913, ii^ed only 600 miIe-=, free
engine, Pbilipsnu pnlloy. new Palmer cord, and

d'all sMddle, bat-k red:, LfanuDgtnn pannier seat- quick
de £38.—Apply. 116, Richmond Ed., King^ton-nn-
hame^. [8674
rEIUMPH, 1913. S'^h.p.. T.T. roadster. 3-speed, free

engine, new tyres. P.M.C. 15 gn. roacbbnilt t^ide-
ir; combination cot;t £75 last year, and is gnoruntecd
erfect: n bargain. £45—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd..
-ston Ed., Birmingham. [0592
rRItlMPH. 1912. free engine, Philip^on pullev gear,

Bowden control.-, semi T.T. bar<^. fishtail exhaust,
11 accct^sories, electric horn, (ipecdometfr, tube and tube
ise, grand condition; only £33.—R. E.-)wel]. 57. RihI-
lifle Ed., South Ken^^ington. [X2731
PEIUMPH. 3"/2bp.. Uite 1909, just been overhauled
L and re-enamelled, tyred in excellent condition,
aek neailv new. acetylene lamp and generator, usual
30ls. etc.: will take £20.-I?ox L5,014, The Motor
'ycle Oiflces. 20, Tudor St., E,C. [0553

PEirMPH. 1913. 3'^jb.p., 3-speed. clutch. £17/17
- Millford wicker sidecar, enclosed lamiw. speed-
meter, horn, tool.-*. Xl'all bucket seat. £10 worth
Iparert, insurance pohVv, cunrantecd; £45: anv trial,—

tharles. Meadow View, London Colney, St. Albans.
„ [8462
C|13 3Vf:b.p, Triumph, 3 speeds, and clutch, speed-

..v ouieter, every acce^^ory. full set of tools and
pares, including belt, condition and appearance abso-
itely as new, ridden less than 4,000 miles solo onlv;
ost £66. accept £42/10; in.-pected and tried at War-
ash, near Southampton. — Lieut. Edraondu, H.M.S
tiviera, c/o G.P.O. [8626

Trump
PEUMP-J.A.P.. 1912. 4b.p.. ?-8peed. grand condition.- very fast and powerful, nearly new Canoelet sid-^-
ar attached, tspares and toold; sacrifice £32, do offer-;.

—

amefl, 6, Lorenzo St., Pentonville Ed., London. N
[X2776

Velocette.
17"EL0CETTE. 2-^trok.?, 1915 models in .'^ock : 25 gns.

and 30 gns.-The Exeter Motor Cvcle and Light Car
.
Ltd., 7. Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed .

'lymouth. [0570
gih.p. Velocette, June. 3914. 2-speed. first-class con-
'^^^ dition; cost £31/10, open to reasonable otfrr

;

ippomtment only.—3. Ellis, 105, Oxford Rd., Reoding.
[87581

THE BIG TAYLORCATALOGUE
is packed full from cover to cover with valuable
information, profusely illustrated, and there is not
a fancy price anywhere I We will send this 160
large page book of reference to any reader of this

paper who will send along his name and address.

GET YOUR COPY NOW I

We are (he Sole London and District Agents for
the famous A.J.S., winners of the 1914 T.T. Write
for particulars of the 1915 Models. OOlcial
Repairers to the A.C.U. A.J.S. overhauls a
speciality. Ofllcial stockists for A.J.S.. Rex. and
Jap spare parts. Trade supplied.

CLEARANCESALE 'SIeTmo'd-e"!]"
TRIAL BEFORE PURCHASE SOLICITED— Extended Payments arranged for most makes.—

MACHINES £20-£2S.
1911 AUTO-WHEEL, new; rcduccrl to . £13 13
igii DOUGLAS, 2-spccd, clutch, and kick

starter £21
igio 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., ncwsprine fmine £22
1912 3\ h.p. CORAH-J.A.P., very fast, fine

cooditiuii £24
MACHINES UNDER £40.

igro 6 h.p. ZENITH -GRADUA, J. A. P.

cnijinc, complrte witli Sidi-car £26
T912 3i h.p. P. & M., ;:-sp{'cd and Sidecar £37 10
1913 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, clutch and 2-sp. :

fully equipped £39
MACHINES UNDER £50.

19142} h.p. DOUGLAS (W.). h.irdiv

used, cost £52 .'. £42 10
1914 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-spccd, military

model, new. just delivered £48
1912 5 h.p. A.J.S. and coach-built Sidecar £42 10
1914 23 h.p. A.J.S., 3-spe».v:l, clutch, T.T.

model, kick starter, shop-soiiwl only ;

cost £54 5S £47 10
MACHINES OVER £50.

1913 6 h.p. ZENITH and Cauuclct. hood,
screen, etc £52

if)i4 3i b.p. LEA-FRANCIS, twin, 2-spccd,
clutch, handle-bar control, shop-soiled,
cost £69 los £62 10

1913 6 h.p. A.J.S. and torpedo Sidecar;
fully equipped £63

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, detachable
wheel, 750 CO. engine, hood, screen,
Lucas lamps, speedometer, spare t\Te,

beautiful condition, online only run
200 miles ; cost over £100 £75

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, detachable
wheel

;
just delivered £89 15 6

1914 8 h p. WILLIAMSON Combination,
w.c, hood, screen and luggage grid ;

cost f ro2 los. : new £80

I'ricc 7/6.

TAYLOR'S SIDECAR SAFETY ARIVI.—Converts
3-point suspension into 4-poiDt. Strengthens
sidecar at weakest point. Made to fit ijin.,

ijin.. and rlin. tut>rs. Slate size required.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale ..... 38, Altred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Phrtnt : Museum, 1240.
TelegramB .

" Dynametro, W'c-stcont, Locdon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Victoria.

VICTORIA-PRECISION. 1914. 4i^h.p.. 3-5peed, rree
engine clutch, Canoelet coacbbuilt sidecar, deta;'h-

able child's seat, ivind screen and etonn apron, in tirst-

class order: £50.-CanipbelI, 134, Hyndland Rd., Ghis-
sow. [8660

v.s.

V.S. 7-9h.p. 2-speed Combination, fast, powerful;
£28; exchange.—9, West Hampstead Mews, N.W.

[8672
V.S., 5-6h.p., Bosch, sidecar, overhauled bv makers,

good tyres, spares; £19.—Marks, Coirege Ship.
Bromley, Kent. [8794

V.S., 7-9h.p., 2-speed, free engine, luxurious cane
sidecar; i29/10; exchange considered. — Motor

Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0446

7 -9b. p. V.S. Twin, too powerful for owner, splendid en-
gine, mag-, Jebrou points, 2 speeds, Mills-Fulford

ridpcar: £35. or .separate.—Bos L6.420, The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20 Tudor St., EO. [8642

Villiarason.
WILLIAMSON. 1914. 8h.p.. water-coolefl. coach mm

biniition. absolutely new condition, complete, ac-

ffvwories: £65.—P. J. Evane. John Bright St., Binuinr-
hain. [X2929

1Q13 Williamson, water-cooled, and r'pecial coachbuilt
JLiJ .-Jidecar, 3 lamp<=, epeedouieter (Cowey), excellent
couflition ; trial bv appointment : £58.—Dr. Bluett, Woml-
Iciph, Harrow, Middlesex. [8726

~fQl4 8b. p. Williamson Combination, water-cooled. 2-

-iLt/ speed clutch, kick starter, hood, screen, petrel

and oilcan holder, umi?ed : co^t £102. take £80 quick
deal.-Dunkeld, Scarle Ed., Wembley. [X1906

8h.p. Wiiter-cooled Williamson Combination, late 1913.
witli 1914 improvements. 2-6peed gear and free eij-

gine clutch, titted with handsome coachbuilt sidecar, with
screen and Mtorm apron complete, (speedometer, separate
^,•enerat.--^ lamp, hooter, etc.: £57/10. or exchange.—
Wauchope's. 9, Shoe I^ne, Fleet St.. London. [X2837

8 b.p. Williameon H.C. and sidecar, grey in colour,

1913, only run 2.600 miles: cost £111: complete
with aecet^sories, 2 lampc5, and generators, bulb and
•-lectric horn, Stewart ppcedomcter, engine overhauled
bv nmker : owner gone to the front : no rea-^onable offer

will be refu.-*ed.—Apply, Colonel I'erkins, E.G.A., Royal
Engineers Otilce, Grave^end. [8617

Zenith.
ZENITH Combination. 1912. 6h.p. : bargain, £38/10:

must sell, going abroad.— 63. Bayewater Row, I.eHs.
CX2851

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1913, 3Vjb.r.. splendid condition,
overhauled, many accessories ; £30.-82, Walton,

0.\ford. [8603

ZENITH. 1913. 3'/L>h.p-. Cradiaa gear, sound machine,
no acce-ssorics; lowest cash price £24.—Layton's,

Bicester, Oxon. [X2872

1 Qll S'.i.h.p, Zenith-Gradna, J.A.P. engine, only done
X«7 about 4.000 miles: £18 for quick Hale.— Blunt.
Bedford St., Coventry. [X2430

ZENITH. 1912, 3'..-h.p., Grndnn gear, all acce^'-ories

:

£28. or with sidecar £32, a bargain.—P. J. Erans.
.l.'hn Bright St., Birminghiim. [X2931

ZENITH-GRADCA. 1912'/^. 3'/2h.p., good value, Jone^
speedometer: £27/10, or £15 down and 9 monthly

instalments.—Lamb'6. 151, High St., Waltham^tow.
[8691

4-5h.p. Zenith-Gradun, 1914 model, connter-ehaft gear,

kick .start, clutch, free engine, np-to-date machine,
in good condition: £47/10, great bargain.—Waur-hope's.
9. Shoe Lane, London. [X2841

-j Q13 Zenith, 6h.p., 1.900 miles only, unused this
XJ/ year. 4 gn. s|)eedometer. accessories; £40; ex-
rhance " 1914 Triumph, Douglas; seen between 9 and
6.—Willson, Wimbush, Princes Sq., Bayswater. [8791

ZENITH, 5-6b.p.. fidecar, pillion seat, mag., variable
gear, £17; 3','i.b.p. Triumph and sidecar, £20;

5-6h p. Ant.Mne sideiar, lanoe body, 1914. £13; 1914
coachbuilt Fulford Princess sidei-ar, cost £14/14, £10;
M.C. raised handle-bars. 5i'-: 1913 Doiiglaa racing car-

buretter, complete, 12,'6.—Overington, Earlswood, Surrey.
[8615

Misrellaneons
EAGLES.—Douglas, 1914, model W, kick-starter, 2

speeds, free engine, Lucas lamp set and acces-

sories, new condition; £39/10.

EAGLES.—Clj-no. 6h.p. twin, 1912, 2 speeds, chafn
drive, kick-starter, and latest pattern coachbuilt

sidecar; £38/10.

EAGLES.-Rudge Mnlti. 1913, 3V^h.p., T.T. handle-
bars, kick-starter, fine condition; £32.

EAGLES.-Veloce. 2V'h.p.. 1914. 2-stroke, nearly

new; £20.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912, clntch model. 2 speeds,

eicellent condition, all accessories; £32.

EAGLES.— N.S.U. , 3^ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, in

good condition, suitable for sidecar; £16/10.

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap, 1912-13. 5-6h.p. twin, chain
drive, 2 speeds, kick starter, Gloria spring

wheel, coachbuilt sidecar; £42/10.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche 2','2h.p. lightweight, Bosch,
Druid forks, variable gear and free engine;

£13/10.

EAGLES.—Any ol the above can behad on approval.

"The Motor Cycle" deposit system.—Eagles and
Co.. High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X2894

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWOETH Motor Exchange, the leading Lon-
don firm for clieap motor cycles. Escbanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Eex (brand nen), 1913-14, 6b.p., 2|
speeds, fully guaranteed ; 45 gns. ; exelianges.

WANDSWOETH.-Indian (red), 5-6h.p. twin, mag.,
new condition; opportunity; £27/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Bradbury, 1911-12, 3y2-4h.p., mag.,
|

fine tyres, good solo machine; £18/18; exchanges.

WAUDSWOETH.-Eex, genuine 1911, 7-9h.p. twin,
mag., newly enamelled, beauty: £27/10; ex-

changes.

WAUDSWOETH.-F.N,, 1910-11 jightweiglit, 2%h.p.,
mag., 2 speeds, shaft drive: £18/18; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Brown, 1910 type, 5-8b.p. twin,
mag., 2 speeds; clearance, £19/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-T.A.C. 1911 combination, 7h.p., 4
cyls.. mag., 3 speeds, running; £27/10; exchanges.

|

WANDSWOETH.-Bat-Jap, 1911, Shp., m.o.v., mag.,
2 speeds, perfect; £28/10: exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Zenith, 1912-13, 3i/2-4h.p. J.A.P., 1

Bosch, Gradua gear, nice order; offers; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Eex, 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds I

(re-bushed), new tyres; £19/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Humber, 1912 lightweight, 2h.p..
mag., new condition; £16/10; exchanges. 11

WANDSWOETH.-V.S, combination, 3'A-4h.p., mag.,
N.S.n. 2 speeds; great bargain, £15/15; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.TJ., 3-3i/;:h.p., m.o.v., mag.,
good tjTes, ready ride away; £9/15; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Bradbury, 3-3i/.h.p., B. and B.,
low built, good, enamelled; must sell; £7/15; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Peugeot, 2Mh.p., B. and B., new
rubber studded tyres; gift, £5/15; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH. — Easy payments. — Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebnei St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone; Battersea 327. [X2913

4h.p. De Dion, £.7; 3h.p. Antoine, £7/10; running
order.—Dicken. Basford, Stoke-on-Trent. [X2699

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, c^idecai, 2-6peed, free engine, suit
learner; £14.-18, Crampton St., Walworth, S.E.

[6675
FIRST £14.— 3Vih.p. combination, free engine, coach-

built; lightweight part.—57, Rochester Rd., N.W.
[8679

MOTOR Cycles, second-hand; still a few left; caeh or
deferred payments.—Colmore Depot, 49, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [X^742

IF You Want Bargains in eecond-hand motor cycle*
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms). 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London. [X9705

ALL Makes 2-stroke Lightweights delivered immedi-
ately: easy payments, quarter down, and 12 monthly

payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St., WaJthamstow. [0533

ALL the best makes of motor cycles, new and second-
hand, at lowest terms for cash, exchange, or ex-

tended payments, on ofler at Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0598

REMOVAL Sale.—Prior to removal to larger premises
we are offering our entire stock of 200 motor

cycles at unprecedented cash prices to clear ; send for
list.—Motors, 16, Westgate, Halifax. [0488

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.-We have a large Mocli
of machines in excellent condition at very tow

prices to clear; send us your requirements and we wilt

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford
[0314

1Q12-13 3-speed Rover and sidecar, £33; 1913 clutch
JL t/ Triumph, used a few times onlv. £33 ; 1911
Moto-Reve, £10. Write for full list.—Longman Bias,
and Aitken, 1, King St., Acton. Tel.: Chiswick 1578.

[8802

THE South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill Station, Lon-
don, S.E., ofler the following five machines at

specially low prices; 1913 Kendall Carette, 8h.p. J.A. P.,
hood, screen, f 65 ; 1914 Zenith, eounter-shaft Gradua
gear. 6h.p. J.A.P., £53, with sidecar £60; 1912 Kerry-
Abingdon. 3'/>h.p., 2-6peed gear, £30, with sidecar £37;
4h.p. Roc, 2-speed gear, £20, with sidecar £23; 3V'h.p.
Antoine, coil ignition, low, £10; exchanges entertained.
We also have a large varied stock of motor cycles and new
and second-hand accessories at very low prices. Write for
lists. [8457

MORGAN an,d Maxwell—Pay us a visit and compare
our prices. We have a large stock in Al condition,

at moderate prices to clear. They include Auto-
Wheel, Ariel. Antoine, Bat, B.S.A., Bradbury. Campion,
Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield {fine twin sidecar com
binations), F.N.. Humber, Indian, Campion, J.A.P.,
L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two, one
lightweight, one 3V2h-P-). Rex (several fine Rexes),
Roc, Rudge, Scott, Singer, Triumph, Zenith. Two
good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick
delivery of new mounts. Write for details of the M.
and M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches, 2 and 3-speed
gears, engines (air and water-cooled), Binks, B. and B.,
Senspray carburetters, decompressors, cheap sidecars,
lamps, belts, pillion seats, helmets, overalls, etc. All
rock bottom prices. Come to us if you want a machine
for military use. We will give yoa a specially low
quotation. Promptness and courtesy, free of charge.—
Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motories. 80, High
Rd., Streatham, London. (D) [X2797

"pHE REASON why
GODFREY'S have

such an enviable repu-

tation amongst motor

cyclists is simply because

they

KNOW WHAT TO BUY
AND HOW TO TREAT
THEIR OUSTOmERS.

EVERY SECOND-HAND
MACHINE RECEIVED
INTO GODFREY'S STOCK
IS TAKEN TO PIECES,

THOROUGHLY EXAMIN-
ED AND BROUGHTUP TO
GODFREY'S STANDARD
OF MECHANICAL EX-

CELLENCE. WHEN IT IS

SOLD IT IS BACKED BY
GODFREY'S GUARANTEE,
WHICH IS NOT A MERE
SCRAP OF PAPER.

GODFREY'S have a

grand stock of both new
and second-hand ma-

chines in their show-

rooms, and the pro-

spective buyer is cordially

invited to call and inspect

the various models.

BEFORE DECIDING ON
YOUR 1915 MACHINE
CONSULT GODFREY'S.

Write for fuU lists or for

advice if you need it—it is

freely at your service with no

obligation' on-your part to place

an order.

BODFREY'S L"-
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
4464

PHONES : RIAYFAIR.
4350

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

1Q14 Baby Triumph, 2-s-troke. onlv ridden 300 milesJ-^ £55: 1914 3V'h.p. Douglas, kick start., 2 speed-
model B, new in June, £46: 1913 3'Ah.p. 3-speed New
Hudson and cane sidecar, £36; 1913 8b.p. 2-speed Wil
ham^on and Canoelet sidecar, electric lamps, splendir
condition, £58: 1912 8h.p. spring frame Bat, manv re

finements, £26.— George Wray, Yirginia St., Southpon
[5.282E

TRICARS FOR SALE.
PHCENIX Trimo, condition perfect, easily convertfifltc'

eoeiable
; £15, bargain.— 31, Button St.. Man-'

Chester. [X273S

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
lyrELVILLE Sidecars. Halifax.

SIDECARS at gift xrices is your present opportunitr.
We arn clearing the remainder of 1914 etock at

actual coet price, and have sidecars complete from'
£3/15, coachbuilt from £6/6; all are standard models,
and represent a ivonderful saving to you. Bodies, irind

screens, hoods, in fact anything sidecarish. at remart-
ably low prices. It pays to buy now. Don't delay, aati

remember vou buy from actual makers throuskout.-

,

Phone: 999 Halifax. [X1034

f 014 Cane Torpedo Sidecar, 8 gn. model; £6 ca.h.

-

-*-*/ Below.

1 Q14 Watsonian Featherweight Sidecars in stock to,
J- •J' fit Douglas, etc. ; list sent free.—Below.

1Q14 Montgomery, latest models in etock; 15% di^;-

J-*/ count for cash.—Elce and Co., 15. Eiehopsgate
Av., Camomile St., London, E.G. 'Phone: 5548 Avenue.

[0599
PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; write

for catalogue, fully illustrating tlie various roodek

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—See our latest design underslung
chassis, coachbuilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy terms

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We are also making a special
coachbuilt sidecar; ^8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made; good
prices allowed for pther makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always a

large selection from 50/-; weekly list published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as siilecart:; i^hould be;

our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always on
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in

our own works; originators of the Phcenix Trimo,
forecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Phcenix Motoi8,.|
Ltd.. established 1889), 736, Holloway Rd., \L'

4, 5, 6, Criterion Mews, London. N. Tel. : HorneM
449. Telegrams : Sycarnix, UphoU, London. [63^^

MIDDLETON Sidecar, good condition; £3.—RadmaiSlfl
50. Lionel Rd.. Tonbridge. [8771'

GOOD Semi-torpedo Wicker Sidecar, good tyr6».ij

fittings; 47/6.-138, Catherine St., Leicester.-.;;

[X2£r
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, torpedo body: £3/5; '

6ell, going abroad; offers.- 63, Bavswater
Leeds. [X28^

TORPEDO Reed Cane Sidecar, excellent conditid^
storm apron; £4, no offers.—Hilton and Son, 1^^

hall Sq., Blackpool. [X2|

MILLfORD Cane Family Sidecar, without chai|

grod condition : 30/-.—Smith, 42, Guide
Hooley Hill, Manchester.

BARGAIN, 23 gns.—Luxurioue sidecar, suit
Indian, five attachments; sold machine; £9,

-20, Chaucer St., Leicester. [X^

SIDECAR, sound, perfect, £2; motor cycle, reliaffl

fast, £8- Darracq oar, perfect order, £25; jm

[

gains.-Ison, Filemaker, Bloxwich. [88

FARLOW Light Sidecar, suitable for 2'74h.p. DougS
weight about 50 lbs., practically new; i4J15|

I

Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [6m

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, white cane torpedo b(J
almost new, £5; also open wicker basket, 10/^

Reeves, 7 Stairfes Rd., Twickenham. [X2W|
BASTONES for Sidecars.—Latest torpedo models l...

£5/18: bodies from 36/-; cigar pattern bodieMl
£3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Ed.. King's Cross, Londojyl

I
In. £87:6^"

CAJS'OELET. Swan, and Middleton record breakkgil
Sidecars: trade supplied.—Sole wholesale agent Lon-i

xlon, Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd., and 173. Gt. Portlandll

St., W. [66p9il

SIDECAR Combinations, £10 to £20 down, and fioiajl

7/6 per week to buy one of these perfect tumonta.?!

Call and see us.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., I

Birmingham. [X2740

1

WELDED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue oil

welded sidecars is the most detailed list is6uea;j|

30 models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St^al

Tottenham Court Rd., W. . .
[376aj

CONVERT your old sidecar to coachbuilt.—Standard 1

bodies, side entrance, and tool box, £3/10; oIa|

bodies taken in part exchange.—Bright and Hayles, 73,

,

Church St.. Camberwell. 'Phone; Hop 50. [8680

1

A22 All letters lelatinf^ to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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"MYERS" SIDECARS

FOR "SCOTT" RIDERS.

;he " MYERS " Sidecar (Mr. Alfred Scott's patent)
ias beea specially designed for " Scott " machines.
'be lightest and yet the strongest sidecar made.
. perfect revelation in comfort. NO THUMPS ;

pO BUMPS.
Coach-built Sidecars £17 17
Cane-built Sidecars £14 14

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

11914 New Machines
(SHOP-SOILED). j,j.,j.^

PfjU,,

914 3}li.p. twin ZENITH £56 n £46 10
qi3 35 h.P- ZENITH C55 13 M5
qi4 3 h.p. ROVAL ENFIELD .. i52 10 £43
9144 h.p. 3-5pce.l TRIUMPH.. £60 £53
914 3! h.p. LEA-FRANGIS £69 6 £62
914 3} h.p. SCOTT £68 5 £65
914 2| h.p. 2-slroke TRIUMPH-. f42 o £38
Q14 23 h.p- DOUGLAS, Jlodcl U £48 o £43
914 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, .Model V ^48 £43
914 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, Model W £$2 o £47
913 4} h.p. JAMES, 3-sp., chain

drive, and James Canoelet Sc. £76 13 £60

Second-hand Bargains.
914 3-speed PREMIER, scarcely used £48
912 3-speed PREMIER £30
912 2-speed PREMIER and new Sun coach-

built Sidec.Tr. lamp, horn. etc. . £35
,912 6 h.p. CLYNO Coinbination £38
9126 b.p. ENFIELD Combination £47
9126 h.p. MATCHLESS £35
912 3} h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start

: just
overhauled, cnameHed, and plated, complete
with Milllord Sidecarriagc, lamps, horn. etc.

Guaranteed perfect £45
912 3j h.p. SCOTT, just thorouRhly overhauled £35
913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, water-cooted, abso-

lutely new condition £60
912 3i h.p. JAMES, 2-spced, chain drive £28
914 3j h.p. SCOTT, soiled, but new £60
912 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, Sidecar, etc. £35
912 3J h.p. ROVER, Iree engine £28
911 3* hp. TRIUMPH, free eng.ne £28
909 35 h.p. TRIUMPH £18
910 4 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start, in perfect

order, e.'cceedingly powerful, speedometer, lamp.
horn, etc.; £20. Only wants seeing.

Special Purchase of

Wood-Milne Tyres.
Usual Myers'
Price. Price.

X2 4-ply Gnprib 28/- 19/6
5X2 4-ply Gripstud 45/- 27/6
6 X 2* (to fit 2i rim) Gripstud ... 48/- 30/-
6 X 2I 4-ply Gnprib 44/- 26/-
6 X 2} Gripstud 55/. 35/-
6 X 2i Liga de Lu.xe, complete with tube . . 25i-5X3 Liga de Luxe, complete with tube . . 27£6

ERIC S. IVIYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,

62, MANNINGHAIVI LANE,

BRADFORD.
TELEGRAMS:

CYCAR. BRADFORD.
TELEPHONE

:

5591 5592
BRADFORD.

TYRES.
BARGAIN'S in Dunlop Tyres, 26x214. heavy rubber

studded, covers, 14/3, usual price 32/6; 1913 pat'
tern, clearance. Try Damages for all your motor cycle
needs; best assortment, cheapest prices; list free; eeveral
motor cycles going at end of season prices. Call and get
a bargain.—A. W. Gamajje, Holborn, London, E.G. [8643

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 137, Lewisham Hi.?li E,d., S.E
—Keuipshall clearance, 28 x 3. heavy anti-skids,

35/-, listed 57/6; 26x3 non-^kid, 50/-, listed 75/6; Dun^
lop 26X2V-1 U.S. covers 1913 pattern, 17/6; 26x2V>
T.T. Hutchinsons, 1913, 16/-; rubber belting, guaran
teed, leading British manufacturer, Vain. 1/-, lin. 1/3,
7ft. 6in. and 8ft. lengths. All Kempshalls carriage paid,

[8795
CLEARANCE Line in Tyres.—50 26x2i/i Bates extra

heavy studded covers, 25/-. listed £2/2; 26x21/"
ditto, 28/-; 26x2% Clincher de luxe, fit 214. 25/-,
listed .£2/1; above covers are new 1914 stock and per-
lect in every way; 800x70 heavy Dunlop, fit 65 mm.
rim. 22/6; 26x2in. Clincher covers, 10/6; 26x2i<i Dun-
lop wired, 7/6 and 9/6; new but patched tubes, Dunlop
and Palmer, 4/3; goods sent on approval against cash.
—Albert L. Pitts. Redditch. [8719

HOODS, SCREENS, ETC.
FOR Sale, 4-seat. double twill hood, condition as

new; 42/-.—J. Bierinstein, Palace, Tring. Herts.
[X2708

PATENT AGENTS.
GT. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St.. Birmingham.

• speeialiKts in automobile patents. Low diartje,^
I'^iuniiries invited. [5664

TRADE Marks. Patent^.—For securing German mar
kets get your trade marks and patents protected.

Particulars and advice free. — Kings Patent Agency,
Ltd.. 165, Queen Victoria St., London, [5818

PATENTS.
IMPROYEMKNTS in Change Speed Hubs for the

Driving Wheels or Motor and other Cycles.—No.
25285 of 1912.

THE Patentee is desirous of arranging by licence or
otherwise on reusonablo ternw for the manufacture

and commercial development of the invention in this
country.—Herbert Haddan and Co.. Patent Agents, 31
and 32. Bedford St., Strand. London. W.O. [8453

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
Iji XPERT Report*.— Purcell^i send experts to examine
~i machines- 10/6. plus fare.-*.—78. Charlotte St., Fiti-

iny Sq., W. (See advertisement.) [3473

AGENCIES.
REPAIRER [20 year"), large connection, new garage,

populous city. Scotland, want-? agencies, enlo or re-
turn, wishes free hand; no heavy contracts.—Box 6.864.
The Motor Cycle Olfices, Coventry. [X274S

SITUATIONS VACANT.
MOTOR Cycle Driver wanted.—Wanted, at once, youth

to drive motor cycle and sidecar; state age and ox-
l-eriencc—B'.x L6,419, The Motor Cycle Omcee, 20, Tudor
St., E,0. [8632

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TO Motor Cyclo and Light Car Manufact'irers.—

Wanted, temporary post as technician during the
war. Adveitiser, a Swisn, has designed succet*sful motor
lytle engines and uerophine<^.— '* Designer," Box 6.833.
The Motor cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2283

TUITION.
]Y/f"0TOR Car Tuition, £513. driving and mechanism
-1"X until proficient and satisfied. — Prosi)ectus,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8729

FINANCIAL.
WANTED, immediately, practical motor mechanic

to *.ake share in a well-established business in
Lancashire, or sale outright could be arranged, partner
retiring, good opportunity, every investigation.—Applv.
Box L6.428. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St,.
E-C. [8781

WANTED.
Q['ARES.—Morgan and Maxwell. Streafham, [3:7877

P.
and M. Sidecar, new condition, cane or coachbuilt.—
Thomas, Penryn, Cornwall. [8627

WANTED D.A. cylinder, complete, cheap for cash.—
A. Nowell. Handtorth. Cheshire. [X2763

WANTED, 2'-'.h.p.. must be cheap for cash.—King,
Alpha St.. Sallerforth. Colne. [X2814

WANTED, a brown leather jacket.—Peacock. 36.
Hawcoat Lane. Barrow-in-Furness. fX.2705

MAGNETO, twin, anti-ciockwise, angle 50°.—Warren.
Banner Rd., Montpelier, Bristol. [8718

COACHBUILT Side-^ar. for 3iAh.p.~-FulIest details,
69. Gip-y Rd.. We^t Norwood. S.E. [8769

CYLINDER. 2V2X3in.. automatic inlet, flange 3x4in.
—Jacob. Cornfield Rd., Middlesbrough. (X2638

CASS'S Motor Mart require to purchase motor cycles
for cash.—5, Warren St.. Euston Rd., W. [8601

spot cash paid. -
[8727

Summer Row, B'HAM,

c
I

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the i»suc. A.25

lAA Motor Cycles wanted,
XVf " Despatch. Palmer's Garage. Tooting

STBOWeEB SCREWS
than any other make of fasiener

is one reason why you shouiii fit

our popular fasteners.

PAT. Nl

19438/03,

"FORWARD," the fastener with the

roller bearings and unbreakable linl<s.

"KING HOOK," the original hook
fastener with flanged roller bearings

Hooks,

extra.1 /_ DETACHABLE.
'^^"J'=""^' /" 3cl. e

"KNUT" fitted with double strength

hool<s and roller bearings.

ID. DETACHABLE ^3^.^,^^

FORWARD"
BRITISH

PLUGS
deserve youp
support. Prices

from 2/- each.

Lists free.

TYPE W,
The perfect water-
proo' plug. Per
manently gas tight

^/- each.

FORWARD
MOTOR Co.,
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THE BETTER THE LENS
fHE CHEAPER THE LIGHT.
—Our lens is the finest it is

possible to produce.

—Our generator does not give

trouble.

—You do not throw away good

carbide but use it all.

M/ • Mm • l9 «

• LAMPS •

are up to go % more powerful

than other lamps.

—The patent light diffuser gives

complete command of the

roadway.
—There are cheaper lamps

—

BUT ! ! !

—in this case a shilling spent is

a £ saved.
Lens.

6in.

Price.

72/6 and 78/6
62/6 and 68/6
52/6 and 58/6

Send for Booklet—"My Lamp."

F.R.S. Lamps, PershoreSt. Birmingham
London Address and Depot : 57, HATTON GARDEN.
Special Agents—Service Co., High Holborn, W.C. ; Taylor
&!;d Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, VV.C.

^!anchester Agents—Messrs. Feay& Co., 12,Jackson's Row,
.Manchester. Coventry Agent—J. Robert Reid, i. Chester
Street.

ECONOMY.
BRITISH MADE Red Tubes

with Valve.

-GUARANTEED-
26x2 26x2^ 26X2J or 650x63

4/9 5/3 6/-
Perfectly new goods - NOT clearance lines.

Car" Tubes at equally low prices.

THE PATCHO CO.,
£6, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

WANTED.
I Q14 3-speed Triumph, with or withoot eidecar, for
J-t/ cash.—186, South Lambeth Rd., London. [S2862

WANTED, good engine; give zy^.v- motor cycle.—
427, Bolton Rd., A«hton-in-Makerfield. [X2743

WANTED. Dougla.s, 1914. model W preferred, for

cash.-A. Bonham, West Meon, Hant«. [8641

2 -SPEED Gear, also spring forks, any condition.—2,

Booth Lane, The Blackley, Manchester. tS:2808

WANTED, 1914 combination [first-clas6).-rull par-

ticulars, Robson, 275, Coventry Rd., Birmingham.
[8628

WANTED, lightweight engine or unit.—Hilton and
Son, Motor Depot, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool.

[X2811
— Hilton and
Blackpool.

[X2813
WANTED, Sh.p. twin J.A.P. engine, less magneto.—

Box L6,403, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor
St., E.G. [8629

WANTED, motor cycle, about £10.
Son, Motor Depot, Foxhall Sq.,

ENGINE. SVi-li-P.. -- . - -

neto, in good condition.—Coombee, 11, Park Place^
with m.o.T., and platform for mag-

~ " - - — ' Place,
[8725

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, 1913. with or without t=idecar.—

Full particulare, Hestou, Henrietta St.. Ashton-
[X2849

Model de Luxe
approval.—^^North's

[S2643

WANTED, Connaught or Levis, 2 epeeds; exchange
2^;4h.p. Enfield, perfect, and cash.—Wynn, 7,_Wyle

under-Lyne.

WANTED, Auto Wheel (B.S.A.
only) ; cheap- for cash

Hotel, Barrow.

Cop, Shrew.sbury. [8700

WANTED, 1913-14 i?olo monnt. 2 or 3 epeeds ; cheap
for ca?h.-Pull particulars, 101, Fort Rd., Bex-

niondsey, London. [8738

WANTED, good 3-speed motor cycle, coachbuilt side-

car; give full particulars, lowest price.—Lufl,
Charsfield, AVickham Market. [8709

WANTED, N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, in exchange for

gramophone and 30 records, or sell £5.-253,
York Rd., West Hartlepool. [X2462

SECOND-HAND Douglas, 1911. 1912, 1913. and
1914 models, for spot cash.—Maudes, 136, Great

Portland St., London, W. [8800

WANTED, 2 or 3-speed gear, also lamp set, speed-

ometer, good saddle, and motor, cycle accessories,

cheap.— 125, London Rd-, Manchester. [0560

WANTED, 3-speed counter-shaft gear, complete ; also

rear wheel, 26x2Vi, engine, 3'/.h.p.—E. Bis^^ell,

Wokingham Rd., Crowthorne, Berks. [X2735

WANTED, sy^h.p. Douglas, model B, engine condi-
tion unimportant; state price and where seen.

—Inshaw, 50, Wellingon St., Glasgow. [8620

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, motor cycles and combina-
tions, 'any condition; state lowest price. — Box

- - - ^ - "~ - [X29026,872, The- Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, N.S.U. speed gear, adjustable pulley, ,fit

1911 3iAh.p. Rex; cheap, no rubbish.—J. Coul-

51. Milbanlc Crescent, Hartlepool. [8677

WANTED, good rigid sidecar; exchange new gramo
phone and records, and lady's gold watch, as new.

—55, Mo^s Grove, Lodge Lane, Liverpool. [X2846

exchange

WANTED,
tiouti.

POWERFUL Modern Sidecar Combination
10-12h.r. Coventry Coronet car, S-seat., completely

equipped; sell £48.—Particulars, Private Owner, Millard,

Coleman Rd., Belvedere. [8635

LET us sell your motor cycle on commission. We have
customers waiting for machines. No sale, no cliarge.

Full responsibilitv taken.—Longman Bros, and Aitkin. 1,

King St., Acton.' Tel.: Chiswick 1578. [8801

"IQ14 Clyno. Indian, or similar combination and cash
-Lt/ for smart 2-seater car, perfect condition; expert

examination invited, or sell car £120.-Hudson, Chemist.
601, Green Lanes, Harringay. [X273e

CTLES and Combinations required for inclusion in

November auction, Kensington, with or without
reserves. — Apply. Mordants, Automobile Auctioneers,
9, Fenchurch St., Loudon. All sold last auction. [8753

any number of motor cycles, combina-
light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send ns
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest

s-ulerooms, and obtain the highest prices ; terms, testi-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
Iiondon Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Streathanir
London. [X9559

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 3V'li.p. T.T. single for twin.—73, Kent

House Rd., Beckenham. [8796

-Rout, 59,
[8770

REX Combination, 2 speeds (F.E.), Bosch, kick starter,

faultless; ofiers.—Budge, Almondbury, Huddersfield.
[X2r56

9h.p. Sizaire, 2-seat., for M.C., Triumph, Douglas, P.
and M. preferred.—53, Brownhill Rd., Catford.

[8712
EXCHANGE water-cooled Hmnber cyclecar for com-

bination, Indian preferred.—89, High St., Waltham-
stow. [8717

3ih.p., low and fast, new tyre and belt, for lai-ger
2 power, or sell £8,-14, Ecclesbourne Rd.. Lon

GRADO Pulley, for adjustable and cash.
Walnut Tree Close, Guildford.

don, N. [X2786

INVALUABLE
to Motor Cyclists

and Cycle Carists.

A cleanable plug.

Ki
SPARK
P LU G

See " Ixion's" remarks In

"The Motor Cycle," 22

Oct., pp. 456.

A TESTIMONIAL.

15th Sept., 1914.

'
I may say that myself

and several friends who
use the RELIANCE Plug

have had every satisfac-

tion, and have never once

had an oiled or sooted plug.

"
1 have had considerable experience with

plugs of other good makes, but have never

had such good results as with the

RELIANCE."

Of all Dealers.

S. & F.STEPHESMSON,
Hopwood Street,

L.IVERPOOL..

12/6 BUYS AN
"ADVAi^GE"
ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY

and secures complete
satisfaction to the

Rider by eliminating
all Belt and Gear
Troubles.

WINTER RIDING
A PLEASURE.
THOUSANDS IN '

USE.
Write at onrcfor
2Hirtiiu(hiV)! to

The Advance Motor Mfgu

Co., Ltd., Northampton

GODDARD'S motor cycle housej

Ft. Ft. Ft. i s. (

6X4X5 high 2 1

7X5X6J „ 2 12

8x6x7 „ 3

9 X 6 X y.V „ 3 8
10X7x8 „ 4 13

12x8x81 „ 5 15

Wide double doors

2/6 extra.

Carriage Paid.

These houses are made in sections to bolt together. Easil

tixed. Made ot well-seasoned fin. T. and G. and V-jointe

Matchboards, and complete with floor and window. Ra
felted with Patent Vulcanite Rooang. New illustrate

Cn'alneur with rrices of other house? ro^l tree

GODDARD'S, Ltd., Crown W'ks, Vicarage Lane, llford, Esic

Telephone—88o Ilford.

A2D All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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iUT DOWN
jour tyre bill

Send your old covers—any
make or style—to us and
we will quote you by
return the cost of a

Beldam
Retread
We retread Tyres so skilfully

and with such good materials
that the retreads last longer
than many new covers. Thus
you double the life of your
tyre at little extra cost.

If you do not need our services
now send for Retreading List. It
contains full particulars of cost
of Retreads and Repairs.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Brentford. Middlesex.

The best

Terms
The following are offered at the lowest possible
prices and on better terms than you will get
elsewhere. Perfect condition—we guarantee it.

I914 RUDGE Multi, T.T. Isle of Man, new £52
1914 REX bi Iftte, 6 h.p., 2-speed gear , . £42
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed. soiled . . £50
1914 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £56
1914 JAMES, 4> h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar £52
1914 JAMES, 2 stroke, li:;htweight, 2-sp. £30
1913 JAMES, 5^ h.p., commercial Sidecar £42
1913 DOUGLAS', 2i h.p., 2-5p.. T.T. model £32
1913 REX Sidette, 5-6 h.p., 2-speod gear £35
1913 RU06E Multi, 5-6 h.p., rane Sidecir £44
J913 HUMBER, 2i h.p., twin, 2-speed gear £24
1913 CHATER-LEA No. 7 Sidecar Comb. £50
1913 ABINGDON, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed, clutch £32
1912 HUMBER, 3J h.n., 2-speed, Sidecar £34
1912 TRIUMPH, 3V h.p., racing model . . £23
1912 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., standard £20
1911 REX SiJrtte. 5-6 h.p., 2-sp., Sidecar £25
1911 HUMBER, 3.1 h.p., 2-speed. Sidecar £22

EASY TERMS.

15,BISH0PSGATEAVE.,
CAMOMILE ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams

:

Elcemocyca, London.'
Telephone :

Avenue 3548

EXCHANGE.
Sib. p. Brown, mag., new tyres, belt, Senspray, -vrlth

2 cash, lor lightweight, or sell £12.—Neighbour, c/o
Gardams. Staines. [8723

EXCHANGE nearly new Canoelet sidecar for a gold
watch and chain.—James, 6, Jjorenzo St., Penton-

ville Kd., London, N. [X2777

EXCHANGE new Sims mechanical horn for new car-
buretter, twin ; Indian carburetter, 15/6.—Bowera,

R.N". Hospital, Plymouth. [X2770

EXCHANGE 3',i.h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition,
for 4-cyl. F.N. or sell ^ES.—Lemon, Cheapside,

Horsell, Woking, Surrey. [X2920

1Q14 8h.p. Combination, in perfect order: exchange
J-t/ for lightweight and cash, or sell £65.—"Whitloek,
Westdown, Nunney, Frooie, [X2734

GENT'S 3-speed Cycle, new this year; wanted. 4-cyl.

F.N. mag. engine, complete, or offers.—F, Green-
field. 27, Coolinge Rd., Folkestone. [8698

1 Q09 Triumph and sidecar, perfect: £24, or exchange
J-U machine with cash for 3-speed, or higher power.—
21, Cbftiter Ud., Gilliogham, Kent. [8759

WILLIAMSON and Rex-Jap 1'314 Combinations.
iil:=o few 1914 light cars : liberal eschunges

quoted.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, HHlitax. [0616

25 Cash and nearly new 1914 J.A.P.-Chater-Lea^ T.T. motor cycle given for Ilumberette or other
cycle car.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8730

EXCHANGE lOh.p. 4-cyl. 2-5eater Humber car, mog.,
perfect, tor Douglas, or ^ell cheap.—Bannister, Ivory

St.. Leathley Ed.. Hunslet. Leed=?. [X2859

IQl-'l 5-6h-p. Haalewo:>d, 3 speeds, new Whit, week,
-ti/ and only ridden 500 miles; cost £63/5: sacrifice

tor £58.-125. Loudon Ed.. Manchester. [0563

EXCHANGE Cycle Car, igiS'-i Precision. 3 speeds.
for combination, or sell 40 gns.—Dodson, 50,

Perkins Rd., Newbury Park, Ilford. Essex. [X2648

3ih.p. Roper Engine, Druids, Bosch, N.S.U. 2-speed,
2 h.b.c. sidecar combination; exchange for tricar;

no rubbish.—Jones. 107, Commercial Rd., Swindon.
[X2461

1 Q13 15.9h.p. R.C.II. Car 2-seat.. dickey, full equip-
A-tJ ment, new condition, guaranteed. £100. for

combination and cash.— Walton's, Dawson Sq., Burnley.
[X2898

EXCHANGE 4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, 2-- in •-.>].

free, kick start, for 2^4h.p. Douglas, model R or
W; sell £35.—Manor House, Lees, near Oldham.

iX2639
EXCHANGE 3il.h.p. Magneto Motor Cycle, spring

forks, new piston, etc., for higher power, sell .£14.
—James, Highfields, Northwingfieid, nr. Chesterfield.

[X2807
PREMIER. 1911. 3';..h.p., excellent condition, vuint-

£22 : will exchange lor ^f, 8ize billiard table, coni-

rtlete, with ca6h.—Fallow, 54, Grange Rd., West Hartle-
pool LX2899

QUARTER-PLATE Reflex Camera, focal plane shnt-
ter. expnsurtv; time to l-1300tb ?pc., for low, lisrht

con'b built ^^idecar.-Johnson, 121, Nottingham R<i.,

Luugliborough. [8761

EXCHANGE nearly new Humber combination, S'^rh.p..

free engine, 2-specd, handle starting, for higher
power: must be late model, or will eell.—194, Philip
Lane, Tottenham. [8724

TRIUMPH. 1913. clutch model, in excellent condi-
tion; will cxcbam:e with cash balance, for Baby

Triumpb. r,r 1914 3' -h-p. Douglas.—Pyeftnch. 212.
Brownbill Rd.. Catford. S.E. [8714

1 Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, speedometer, all qc-
Xt/ cecisories: cost over £90 late October; sell or ex-

. hanee for 2-^eater car, must be pood hill-cliraber.—
Captain Mott. Jellalabad Barrack*, Tidworth. [X2789

EXCHANGE good lady'.s and gent'« cycles, both good
condition, now gramophone and records, new massive

6-pillar marble clock, for magneto motor cycle, anv make.
—18. Magdala St., SinithduwD Ed.. Liverpool. [X2845

EXCHANGE magnificent upright iron grand piano,
full trichord check action, by eminent maker, only

purchased recently, value £45. guaranteed perfect, for
reliable motor cycle of equal value.—Apply. 92. Ecclc.^-

eall Ed., Sheffield. [8664

REPAIRERS.
ORGAN and Maxwell Streatham
good repairs.

EADBURY Spares and Repairs a speciality.—Bripht
and Hayle-5. Church St., Camberwell. [8681

VALVES.— Nickel steel valves, any size, 3/6; per pair
6/-.—C. R. Foster. Kirkstall Rd.. Leeds. [0253

ALUMINIUM Crank Casee. gear boxee, etc., repaired
neatly anu promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pistons, flanges, Inga,

frames, and a thousand other things repaired
and guaranteed by Weldings. Ltd.. 37. Holt St.. Bir-
mingham

EVERY Repair ia guaranteed; every repair is machined
ready to fit: every repair has immediate attention;

and everybody sends to Weldings. Ltd., Holt St., Bir-
mingham. [8031

OXT-ACETTLENE Welding, first-clas? work; moder-
ate quotations.-PurceHs, 78. Charlotte St.. Totten-

)iam Court R-d.. W. [6750

CRACKED Cylindera, castings, forginge, etc., enc-
cessfully rep:iired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea. Engineer^?. Runcorn. [5197

r The
RIGHT
DESIGN

M
B

for cheap, quick,
[X2794

" IXION,"

in "The Motor Cycle,"

Oct. 22, says:

"I find that some manufacturers fail to grasp

the special problem presented by the modern
plate fastener in conjunction with a '^in.

belt on a lightweight machine. Supposing
the width of the end plate be half an inch,

its edges can only clear the pulley by ^in. on
eilhcr'side at the very best. If the frame
be even a trifle out of truth, or apt to whip,

if the rear belt rim be mounted a shade out

of truth or become strained, if the fastener

be carelessly fitted on the skew, if the back
wheel be not adjusted absolutely plumb in

tlie rear forks, the edges of the end plate

are bou.id to foul the pulley flanges. . . .

The unfortunate owners sutler from belt

troubles, and their pulleys get damaged."

Now LOOK at this illus-

tration of the famous

STANLEY
BELT FASTENER.

It will be seen that the lower

plates are cut away in order to

avoid the trouble referred to,

whilst the maximum of strength

is secured by the design—the

result of long experience.

9d.-OF ALL AGENTS.

STANLEY MOTOR BELT
AND FASTENER CO.,

Inventors of the Original

Hool< Fastener
(Stanley Webb. Manager).

BROMLEY. KENT. A
msiMinmwe guae^antee
ALL PET8?0LTANKSmadebyus

SSTAB9 IS02.

lEcmas
P^OMe-MIOUi-HU 2S7.

TATCHABLE.

BEST

AUTO/VATfCOJ?/PFC£0
F/TTEO TOAffyfCmO

Gf?£eNSTf:££T:\
BIRMINGHAMIM )TE1-EG RAHa-TURWllil'aMji
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:j6 AnVETJTISEMENTS. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement xiv.) November i2TH, 1914.

1915 MODELS IN STOCK.
1915 A.J.S., 6 h.p 72 gns.

J915 A.J.S., 4 h.p 6* gns.

1915 ENFIELD, with electric lighting set,

hood and screen £1 04 10

1915 NEW IMPERIAL, s-specd 31 gns.

1915 B.S. A., + h.p., 3-spced, chain drive ... 60 gns.

1915 LEVIS, Popular model £25

1914 MODELS.
PREMIER, new : cost £36 ; shop-soiled ... 26 gns.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60
TRIUMPH Junior 40 gnS.

A.J.S. and Sidecar, with hood, screen, de-
tachable wheels ; original price £94 17 6,

shop-soiled 80 gns.

DOUGLAS, 2-5peed, as new 39 gns.

CONNAUGHT 22 gns.

OTHER MODELS.
1913 -8 b.p. BAT, overhead valves, engine

just been overhauled, in good condition,

complete with racing Sidecar, lamps, and
horn ; machine has done So miles per
hour solo 38 gns.

1912 ENFIELD, as new 22 gns.

1912 ROVER, free engine, perfect 22 gns.

1912 PREMIER, free engine :

.

24 gns.

191 1 P. & M. and Sidecar, replatcd and re-

enamelled, thoroughly overhauled 29 gtis.

LIGHT OARS.
igrj SSNGER, with dynamo lighting set. . 195 gns.

1914 CALTHORPE Coupe ; cost<2i4; not
done 100 miles 150 gns.

1914 BELSIZE. Cheapest in England ... 150 gn!.

1913 HUMBERETTE. Big bargain 58 gns.

1914 PERRY, not done 100 miles; cost

oyer i[ 1 50 115 gnS.

EXCHANGES! EASY TERMS!

JULIAN,
Broad Street^ READING.

Biggest Dealer in the South. 43 years' reputation.

'Phone 1024,

SPECIAL BARGAII^S.
Shop-Soiled Only.

MOTOR CYCLES. LIGHT CARS.
1914 i5 Zenith, Singer, dynamo £185

clutch £65 G.W.K. de luxe £142
1914C Lincoln-Eli( £48 Humberette £120

3i Brough .

.

£50 Standard £170
1913 6 r.T. Rudge £45 Perry £130
1913 8 Williamson £60 -, , cheaue lecnres
i9t4 S Williamson

'^"" ''"^l'" secure^.

water-cooled . . £75
1914 7 Matchless . £68

^i, „ ^5,5 qqUGLAS
t9i4 3-sp. Rudge . £50 ., ,.. . , . „

I9r4 Lincoln-Elk 2}£27 Mashines in stock for

i9r4 Lincoln-Elk 3i£32 immediate delivery.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
CARS.

1914 Singer £165 1913 Warne, 8 h.p. £55
1913 G.W.K. ... £90 Rover £25
1911 Sizaire £65 Panhard . . . £30

WIOTOR CYCUES.
1913 Black ZENITH and Montgomery S'car £55
1912 aS h.p. 3-speed PREMIER £24
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD and cane Sidecar . . £42
1913 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., chain drive,

2-speed, and Canoelet Sidecar £62
1912 TORPEDO £20
1914 T.T. RUDGE £38
1913 Water-cooled ZENITH-GREEN & S'car £45
1913 MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 8 h.p., twin

belt drive £48
I9t2 ALLDAYS, 3Vh.p., F.E £23
I9t3 CONNAUGHT £23
1913 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., twin belt, and

coach-btidt Sidecar £50
1914 Model B DOUGLAS, 3?, h.p £50
1913 B.S.A., 3^ b.p., 2-speeci £40

n nr^ 378, 380, 382, 384,

173, Gt. Portland St. Regent 1970.

REPAIRERS.
WELDINGS, Ltd., Dept. M.C., 235, Gt. Aneoats

St., Manchester.—Oxy-aeetylene welding experts.

BROKEN Flanges, valve seats, pietone, crank cases,

water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Engines or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-but^hihg-, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

ton?;, xings, and gudgeon pins fitted.—Weldings, Ltd.,
Dept. M.C., Manchester. " [6234

ENGINES Re-bushed. 17/6; pistons, valves, frames
modernised, tanks; adjustable pulleys; li^ free.—Lee

Bros., 9a, Ada Rd., Cambeiwell. [8775

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method for

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc.; 22/6.-Oxy-Acetylene Welding,

549, LiUie Rd., Fulbam. 'Phone: Hammeiemith 1617.
[6430

WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, cranK
cases, repaired and machined- Scored cylinders

filled in. and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re^ground, now pistons fitted com-
plete, overhauling, re-bushing.—West London

Welding Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536.
[7103

CCCCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bored, new pistons titted.
bear 13 gtone on compression.— Gradior Machine

Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford. Est. 21 years.
[7314

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
re-bushing, parts duplicated. — Ellenborough

Motor Works, Ellenborough Rd., Wood Green, N.
- [8394

PISTONS, fitted with top and bottom step-cut rings,
hardened eteel gudgeon piu, and your cvlinder re

bored and ground. 24/-.—C. R. Foster. Kirk^tall Rd-
Leeds. [0310

HIGHEST Efficiency is secured by our method of
cylinder re-grinding, price with new piston,

gudgeon, and rings, from 15/-. — Motor Repair Co.,
Stretford, Manchester. [X2806

UNBREAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves. — Numerous
testimonials prove eupericrity. Guaranteed one year-

Anv make, 3/6 each. 6/- pair, free per returu.—Capacitv
Tool Co.. Broseley, Shropshire. [X0693

PATRICROFT Motor Co. for all classes of motor
repairs, old frames modernised, cylinders re-

ground, new pistons fitted, re-bushing, etc.—Patricroft
Motor Co.. Patricroft, Manchester. [8782

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground,
new pistons, rings, and gudgeons, complete, 16/-:

overhauling, re-bushing, efficiency guaranteed.—Reliance
Motor Engineering Co., Spon Lane, Smethwick, Bir-
mingham. [7282

F.N- Owners Not*.-W. Earl, late foreman at the
Highbury repair works, is at your disposal for

all repairs. Our special engineering plant and the
personal attention of a recognised F.N. expert wil'

ensure best results at minimum expense.—Below.

F.N. Spares ; special announcement.—We have a large

stock of new, also sound second-hand, parts. En-
quiries solicited.—Below.

3-SPEED Gears for any model 4-cyl. F.N. Special
ofler during war period only. We will make liberal

allowances for older pattern gears in part exchange for

our latent 3 or 2-epeed gears. Particulars and quotations
Kladly on application.—Earl's Engineering Works, 5,

lleath St.. Hampstead. 'Phone: Hampstead 3287.
£X278Z

LOWEST Prices Quoted for any repairs or com
plete overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or

cars, or work done on the premises and fully guaran-
teed; cylinders cleaned bv o-^VRen process, 2/6 single.

4/6 twin.-Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St., W. [734f

NEARLY New 700x85 Stepney Wheel, cover, and
tube, 50/-, cost double; nearly new 26x2% Palmer

cord, 20/-; brand new 51/- Rom combination, 26x2io,
35/-; guaranteed Cowey speedometer, with trip and maxi-
mum hand, 45/-.—Brown, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield.

[S2761
MORMAN and Bliss, London Rd.. Hounsiow.-

Reduced prices during war. C.I. pistons.
rings, and gudgeons, from 9/6; bushes, 2/-; valves.
3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efficient;
twins 18/6. singles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [7541

WAR, because of -it we need work. Our need is

your opportunity. To keep our factory going
we shall sell nt virtual cost. Cylinder re-bored, titted

complete new piston, rings, and gudgeon, 15/6; re-bu^li-

ing equally cheap; frames altered and repaired, weld-
ing successfully executed, and every description of

motor work undertaken. Each ]ob finished in

Teniiaut^s irreproachable ctyle, and bears full guar-
antee; thorough satisfaction assured. Present quota-
tions hold good only if work is sent immediately. Our
standard rates will be charged as soon as normal times
return.—Tennant Engineering Co., Pershore St., Bir-
mingham. Official repairers A.C.U. [X2848

THE NEW MASCOT FLAG MATERIAI
WEARING QUALITY UN.SURPASSED.

Superior to Silk—which frays (laiekly. "SCILKA" Fla:;fi d

l)rinted with fast dyes and can be washed when rciiuir'

AVrite for List No. >' 1^.

P. & P. "TRIPLE" rias Mascots.
Can he sirpplied with two to five flags on one clip.

P. & P. Combined Belt Punch,
and Cutter.

Fully Guaranteed. British Made.

To ensure having the Genuine article,

RELIAUILITI' and STRENGTH, refuse any
Tool not having tlie registered improve-
ments.

None Genuine unless marked P. & P.

As used by numerous Despatch
Riders engaged in the present WAR.

No tool-kit is complete without it.

Size I takes i to ijin. Belts,

Size 2 takes up to pn. Belts.

High-Class finish and workmanship.

Price 4-/- each.
Postage 2d.

P. &P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Manufacturers, ILFORD.

1915 Model.

WE WANT YOU to FIT a

SUPREME Sidecar
TO

TOUR NEW MOTOR BICYCLE,

Graceful, Low, Comfortable, refined in every

detail, and after once lining up to machine you can

detach or attach sidecar to machine in 30 seconds

with the Supreme Lightning ConnectitiDS.

Models from £9 to £14
IVrile for lists and see all the maiij/advantafies tha/posseti

THE SUPREME SIDECAB MANFG. Co.. Ltd.

14, Great Hampton Street. Birmingham.
108, City Rd., LONDON. SCOTLAND: D. F. Mann,

S, King Street, Dundee.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Q pfiora. J.A.P. Cylinder and valves: 12/6, bargain.—OO 53, Brownliill Ed., Oatford. [8713

XL'ALL Saddle, unused Ajiiac, E. and B. carburetfe"

;

cheap.-The Cottage, Waddon Ed., Crordnn. [8^:13

COWEY Speedometer, 29/-: Luca^ lamp eet, complete,
20/-.-Biencatlirn, Highfield Ed., Walton-on-Thames.

[X2S53

I

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

HENRY SKERRETT, '"'^Xi^"
24, Temple Row, Birminghan

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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Design in 1915.

ON
the eve of the Show it is our custom to

review features of motor cycle design

which mark progress in each succeeding

year, and this outhne is largely based

on the information provided by our

annual Buyers' Guide. The Olympia Show
having been abandoned this year, the Guide fills

an important breach, for not only will buyers

find it convenient for reference purposes when
deciding upon their new mounts, but the machine
specifications are of considerable value in re-

flecting the trend of modern design and showing
how once popular fancies have gradually given

way to improved, ideas. All this is for the

general good in the perfection of the motor
cycle, which is, after all, what everyone has in

view The Guide throws a searchlight on t!.e

path of the manufacturer ; he is warned of dark
paths by the disappearance of features once the

vogue, and knows that to revert to such features

before the weak points have been eliminated will

be courting trouble.

If we gauge popularity by predominance in

numbers, the leading features of design for 1915
are single-cvlinder four-stroke engines, all belt

transmission, countershaft gears, and as regards

lubrication the simple hand pump or drip feed

governed by the rider. These facts will cause

no astonishment, as they represent no change
for the last few years in numerical strength if

we except the item countershaft gears. But
studied mote deeply the Guide shows that in

1915 some of the features enumerated will be

closely pressed for supremacy, and next year's

Guide will most probablv record changes. For
instance, how many realised that, so far as four-

stroke machines are concerned, the multi-cylin-

der engine had increased in popularity among
manufacturers to the extent of being numerically

but little weaker than what we have become
accustomed to regard as the all-powerful single ?

There are 277 machines included i the

Guide, and of these 117 are four-stroke single

cyHnder machines, 95 multi-cylinders, and 65
two-stroke mounts. This rapid increase in the

number of twins is the more significant when
coupled with the knowledge that a number of

firms now nianufacture .twins only—firms, too,

who know what a good single-cylinder machine
is like.

Those wno have predicted the demise of the
belt for so many years past will learn with
surprise that it is still an easy first, and, in con-
junction with the combination drive, totals 207.
The figures are: all-belt drive 135, chain-cum-
belt 72, chain 64, and shaft 6. Mechanical
lubrication, we are glad to observe, shows an
increase to twenty-six machines, whilst three-
speed geared mounts have jumped to 121. No
less than 151, that is 54.5%, of standard pattern

motoi cycles embody countershaft gears in their

specification

The lightweight, especially the two-stroke
lightweight, is still gaining in popularity, and next
year will see the use of this handy mount still

further extended, as it is by far the cheapest
form of motoring extant—and this fact alone
is a powerful attraction. The lightweight, too,
is doing good work as a stepping stone to

higher powered mounts.

The automatic carburetter makes very slow
progress, but the benefits to be derived from the
use of a pilot jet are being appreciated. We note
with pleasure the tendency to enclose kick-starter
mechanism, it needs but a single long run in

bad weather to render exposed gear quadrants
very stiff in operation.

It is impossible to dwell upon detail design
in this brief review of current tendencies,
but from our opportunities of inspecting next
year's models, we have formed the opinion that
decided progress has been made, in particular
concerning increased engine bearing surfaces,
countershaft gears, clutches having greatly
increased contact surfaces, frame design, and
efficiencv of two-stroke engines.

^ ^\
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AN OPEN LETTER TO
THE TRADE.

GENTLEMEN,—Your customers are once more

grateful to you for another delightful season,

during which the weather has enabled us to

make the fullest use of your excellent machines.

We are proud to realise that British motor cycles

are still the best in the world. We desire to express

our sympathy with you in the anxieties and incon

veniences which the war. has caused, and our con-

gratulations on the fact that you have secured large

contracts from all the belligerent nations except

Germany and Austria.

Our gratitude for the special favours of the pasi

season centres round three special points—you have

brought transmission to such a perfection that the

veriest duffer can now climb the worst freak hills

with ease and confidence; you have developed the

cheap lightweight to an astonishing pitch of efficiency;

and you have made marked strides in the reliability

and convenience of your minoT fittings.

We hear with interest that you are busy planning

still better transmissions for 1915, including quite a

number of four-speed gears ; that you are concentrating

on improved lighting systems ; that you are extending

the "duct " system of oiling, by which a direct supply

of oil is assured for the hardest-worked details in the

engine ; and that your valve gears, on an average,

will show very genuine advances.

An Ounce of Practice—
With due deference, we humbly suggest that you

are apt to regard the design of a motor cycle as a

pure engineering job, and that most of you would do
well to employ a practical rider, neither too young
nor too dashing, as a check on vour brilliant engineers.

For you turn glassy and callous eyes in two directions

where most of your customers ardenth long for

determined progress. Your engineers care little about
springing ; but your clients have sensitive vertebrse

and long to see your machines equipped with a light,

neat, and efficient system of rear springing which will

do for the back wheel what most of your spring forks

have already done for the front. Such an innovation

would influence ijiore trade than 100 miles in the hour
at Brooklands. Further, you obstinately ignore the

cleaning difficulty. When a dirty machine comes into

your running sheds, the manager sends a telephone'

call into another department, and four girls, armed with
paraffin pots, bristle brushes, selvyts, and metal polish,

enter, assault the travel-stained jigger, and leave it

resplendent in twenty minutes or so. Your customer
has to tackle this job for himself, and as he gouges
congealed filth out of the chinks and crannies of your
intricate advertising crank cases, and dives in and out

of the numerous plated interstices of the rear wheel
or the counter-shaft bracket, his curses of motor cycle
engineers are deep and loud. Is there any real reason
why the whole of the lower half of your engines, up

-to, say, the foot of the valve guides, should not be as
smooth and polishable as fine marble ? What genuine
A20

excuse is there for embossed crank case letters, pro-

truding valve lifter details, naked tappets, and valve

springs ? Nowadays the average counter-shaft gear
box, witlj its kick-starter racks and so forth, is

beginning to provide another harbourage '

for in-

describable accumulations of tough and glutinous dirt.

Your back wheels have always been the limit in this

respect, and the three-speed hub has trebled, the
number of plated dirt traps which • always mustered
there. Have you ever pictured the ideal of a stove

enamelled artillery wheel, of the drop-out type, minus
drawbolts. gear rods, chain cases, and the like? We
loathe cleaning our machines ; we want a motor
cycle which can be drenched clean by a powerful hose
in five minutes, and dried bright in another five; and
you consistently ignore our pathetic appeal.

Bearing Wear.
You may further have noticed that you still get quite

as many engines as ever returned lo the factory for

rebushing within their first season You know what
men would say if a car required new big end brasses

inside three months As you pile up engine efficiency

you must either improve your lubrication systems or

increase die size of your bearings. Ir this dilemma,
few of you have done more than attempt to lead a little

.oil by gravity direct to the more heavily stressed bear-

ings ; and some of you go so far as to admit that there

are better lubrication systems, on the market than you
employ, but that they cost too much We would ask

Colonial model ot ihe 8 h.p Rex-Jap, showing new gear box,

kick-starter pedal, and gate change lever. This mount has

28in. X 3in. tyres
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\n Open Letter to the Trade.—

ivhethei it is not true that a mechanical oiling system

need not cost more than the crude systems of 1 900 ?

The situation is that engine efficiency is advancing by

leaps and bounds ; bearing design and dimensions are

ilmost stationary ; and lubrication design is all but

itagnant. If you realise this, we are sure you will act.

Last season has seen the general adoption of the

wo-step drive, and a growing tendency to transfer the

^ears to the centre of the machine. Both tendencies

ire beyond question sound. But in- the process the

Mve has lost something of its old sweetness, and this

ground should be regained as rapidly as possible, alike

n the interests of rider's comfort and engine durability.

Please attend to a few members who fit appallingly

jgly or troublesome chain cases. Some of your clients

:hink that the chain-cum-belt drive is preferable on
all grounds—reliability, simplicity, smoothness, and

ippearance. Those of you who prefer the two-chain

irive on technical grounds must be careful not 10

landicap it by practical carelessness or stupidities.

Your old love of plating continues—whether there

s a drop of blood from the gorgeous East in your con-

stitutions, or whether you'mostly hold shares in plating

iVorks, we cannot guess; but we tell you frankly that

ive hate the sight of a six month old machine, all

Iropping and dull after one night in a cold stable ; and
he less nickel there is about our 191 5 mounts, the

setter we shall all be pleased. We admit there is a

ahase in the evolution of a motor cyclist at which he

pends hours with selvyt and metal polish ; but it is a

3rief and pitiable phase—please ignore it.

Sidecars and Cycle Cars.

In passenger machines we notice that you continue

o lavish the wealth of your ability on the sidecar

}utfit de luxe, and regard it as a selling proposition at

Drices up to ^120. You are doubtless justified in

supplying a real market, but you cannot believe that

L vehicle which exposes the driver so ruthlessly, which
iffords him so little insulation, and which costs as

nuch as a good second-hand light car, has a

remendous future Cannot you do something with
:ycle cars inside this price limit ? If you cannot, this

flepartment of your business will soon be hard hit by
he second-hand light cars. We hinted there was too
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Carburetter side of the 2i h.p. Vitesse two-stroke engine fitted to a Sun.

Flywheel side of the direct drive i9!5 model 2[ h.p. Levis.

much of the engineer about your bicycles; may we
now hint that the average heavy sidecar chassis needs

a little engineer ; serious fractures are too common
in real hard work. Most of us believe that the mode-
rate-powered sidecar outfit will be the one of the

future,' for it is econoriiical, will go anywhere, and
bring you home again in comfort, but we would like

to see more attention paid to its design—that is the

whole vehicle designed from the first with the know-
ledge that it is going to be a sidecar machine.

In . the lightweight class, some of your leaders

appear to ignore the main opportunity. We have
tried your j£4o 130 lb. lightweights, and very charm-
ing they are. We have also tried the j^25-_;^3o

100 lb. machines made by more daring concerns, and
we see clearly that these need very little improvement
to rank as equal to vour best successes in other fields.

Lightness is a great factor, but cheapness will sell two
machines for e\ery one that lightness can sell.

Electric Lighting.

We suppose electricity is bound to win in the field

of lighting, and we quite think it will be very fairly

reliable from the start. In the meantime, please do
not overlook the claims of conipres.sed acetylene.

In any case, it is likely' to be the cheaper- of the two
alternatives, alike in first cost and in upkeep, and it

must always remain the more reliable. These ar-e

points not to be dismissed without a hearing. Imagine
that you are a novice ; then compare the handbook
provided for a dynamo with the simple turn-on valve

of a cylinder of acetylene. Picture methods of stow-

ing away this cylinder on a bicycle frame modified for

the purpose, and reckon out the reduction in costs

which would be possible if these cylinders were
pushed as they are pushed in the States. Finally,

remember that electricity is only gaining ground in

the States because exchange depots are separated bv
such enormous distances, and that here you could
have one in every village, if necessarv.

In conclusion. Salaam! Here's a quick end to the

war, a boom in motor cycling, a safe return with

'V.-C.'s to the despatch riders, and a fine summer to

herald the return of peace!

m "The Motor Cycle " Photog^raphs. M
2^ DnplicatcHnf ItlLotoHnililisarpe.iriiii; in " THE :ilOT011 CYCLE \vm be 2nl
ly^ siipplieil atthefnllowinu'riue:*; Uninoiiiite.l prints lialf-ildt^. 1/6 post fr-ie : yg
'nj= mounte.l, 7/9 prrst free This refepi to pliotoKrapha tafeen bv " THE

,
S~i

In) MOTOU CYCLE cpjraKini. gS'^ Ortler^, which niii-.t lie iti'conip»nie<I with r-mlttftiice -shntjl-l be adtltesse*! to [U2-
=^ thp I'hotocinphic Dtpartment- JlifTe and Suns -Limitnl -Jh.-TndoT Street 3ffl
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Rather a Surprise !

When I disposed of my last machine I thought to

economise by taking off the speedometer, and order-

ing new fittings to attach it to my next mount. Every-

' body knows that accessories add very little io the

price a second-hand machine will fetch. The
economy was hardly as large as I expected. The
new machine, being of a different make, demanded
two new gear wheels, new gear box, bracket, _ and

driving shaft, for which the total retail price

amounted to a couple of sovereigns.

Spring Clip Chain Links.
I was rather surjirised to see a recent correspon-

dent denouncing spring clip chain links on the

ground that they are apt to come adrift and disjoint

the chain. Often as I have one of the old joints

(made with a bolt and nut) part company, I have

never had a spring clip hnk fail when once put in

position. My sole criticism of the spring clip is that

it is a very easy matter to open the split end too

widely and smash the clip, for which reason I always

see that I have three or four spare springs before

essaying a long trip on a chain driver.

Knee Grips.

Will those designers who retain the tank lever

control of the ignition kindly make a note to shift the

lever so far forward that it will not prevent the fitting

of a pair of knee grips ? My present machine has a

spark lever boss so protuberant and so far back that

these fitments are impossible. During last summer I

have been riding with a pair of Waigh knee grips,

which consist of leather pads, housing a tin box,

wrapped in a duster. They are quite as comfortable

as the older patterns, and supplement the pannier bags

very conveniently on tour, as their tins are just big

enough to house the extra touring outfit which cannot

be packed into the carrier bags.

Tendencies in TanK. Contours.
What do the public think of the new tanks? Until

comparatively recent days, all our tanks were prac-

tically rectangular oblongs. Then the desire for large

fuel capacity, combined with ultra low . saddle posi-

tions, resulted in curving the tail of the top tube' of

the frame downwards, with a slight loss of frame

strength (doubtless compensated for by an increase of

gauge) and a slight gain in handsomeness. At the

present moment tank shapes are growing a trifle

chaotic. A common i9r5 type is deep in front and
shallow astern, wide in front and narrow astern. It

is the result- of the attempts to obtain a cheap, strong

frame, in combination with a low saddle position and
high fuel capacity, but, it certainly looks appallingly

ugly to my conventional eye. I wonder whether I

am really conventional—for I always regard the ex-

tremely original Scott make-up as one of the very best

lookinn; on the road.

^JoyKyjcioiv

Rubber Gloves.

Not long ago I wrote perhaps a little slightingly of

rubber gloves, because they are rather costly in pro-

portion to their somewhat brief life. They may cost

from los. to 15s per pair, and they are easily torn,

whilst they are rather apt to perish unless the owner
is careful to preserve them from frequent contact with

oil. Nevertheless, they deserve to be ranked as the

best- rough-weather glove. Asbestol gloves, are almost

equally waterproof, but are inconveniently stift.

Rubber gloves are not only genuinely waterproof, but

owing to the far; that they are practically innocent

of ventilation, are also extremely warm. Thus the\

gi\e us two very desirable and excellent features fi.u

winter use.

Speed and Gearing of Baby Two=stroKes.

One or two letters recently to hand enquire whethet

two-speed gears are really essential with babv two-

strokes and wliat hill-cUmbing po\yers and average

speed can be relied upon. The enquirers remark that

the cheapness and exceedingly light weight of single- jl

gearerl models would induce them to buv samples as"
tenders to their heavy touring machines; but that

they do not care to pay nearly ^40 for a comparativelvi

slow machine to be used for all purpos,es, includifigll

touring. If a babv two-stroke is single-geared, tlie

gear ratio cannot well be higher than 6 to i. Oij
this gear a good machine may be capable of 40 m.p.Ji

but, owing to the low gear, there will be some fuss

;

^ibration when 30 ni.p.h. is exceeded, and few ii|

would habitually drive one faster than 30 m.p.h.|

the flat. As all grades are bound to slow such a

engine, the highest touring average, non-stop, .fi;

ordinary country can hardly exceed 22 m.p.h., audit

will not be easy to maintain a legal limit average

during a day's touring. In respect of hill-climbiljg'i

the machine will romp up grades up to i in 0, even/|

of considerable length ; but a hill of stiffer gradie^

will usually puzzle it. Dashwood and the Fish :»

Broadway represent quite the limit of its achievemenf

in ordinary hands ; Birdlip would be a somewhat
speculative proposition. The more refined and costly!

machine, equipped with a variable gear, will clii^b,

anything, and will maintain a faster average speedln
easy country. In difficult country it will not be faster

than the single-geared types, because its top gear-;is

higher, and, if it is faster on the flat, it is slower up"
""

In other words, the two-.speedcr is desirable on long

cross-country journevs and for regular use in the moie

mountainous counties ; but the single-geared models

are absolutely efiicient for ordinary use. I think jH

tiny machines appear at their very worst in flat, dull

country, as they are not fast enough for rides on which

there is nothing of interest to hold the attention of the

rider, and his sole desire is to reach his destination as

fast as possible. Neither type is capable of a high

a\erage speed without a good deal of forcing.
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AN IDEAL ROUTE THROUGH TH E-Nl^iliMSra

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Auihor of " Motor Ways in Lakeland,'^

" The Compute Mountaineer" .

"Mountain Adventures at Honieand
Abroad," ete., etc.

THE ancient slogan of the

Campbells, " 'Tis a

far cry to Loch Awe !

"

has nowadays lost much of its

meaning. The mountains,

which in earlier times cut off

the great " lonely loch of tlie

Isles " from civilisation, are

:rossecl by roads which afford

asy passage to the motor
:yclist, or other enthusiast of

:he modern means of locomo-

:ion. But even yet the long,

ivinding, but wonderfully

jeautiful road up by the

.vestern lochs is very little

cnown, and this fact led us to

hoosc it as a route up north into the wildest recesses

)f the Highlands. A fully and heavily equipped 1914
IHyno was the machine chosen for the expedition. Its

lid and behaviour made us agree that nothinjr can

A typical scene on the shady shores of Loch Tay where
road in the lower reaches skirts close by the water.

the

beat a motoring and mountaineering holiday in the

Highlands.

Over the long, wind-swept wilds of Beattock we had
come north to Glasgow, with its wearisome si.\teen

miles of suburban traffic putting the finishing touch on
a long day's run. Ne.xt morning almost similar con-

ditions prevailed on the north side of the city, and
there was little relief from trams, and crowds of young
Scots who made the streets their playground. But
once beyond the stately frontage of the Argyll works
at Alexandria, the scene changed suddenly. The road
darted out of city sniokiness into sunny, oaken avenues
all tinged with the gold of autumn. Purple inountains

gleamed ahead through the leafy screen, and a final

glide down another glade brought us quickly out to

the open shoreline of Loch Lomond. The contrast

with the workaday world only a few miles behind was
remarkable. The old Ben which takes his name from
the loch was mirrored on the stiU surface, and the slow

movement of the fleecv cloud which capped his breezy

head was the only sign of life or movement in the land

of mountain peace; all purple and grey and golden, it

was a scene t^'pical of many succeeding days.

Road Repairs.
With the road close neighbouring the calm watei

there came fresh beauties at everv turn but one. At
this point extensive road repairs made their presence
felt unpleasantly. Masses of sharp, broken fragments

of the adjacent mountain side covered the roadway,
and former experiences led us to dismount and push
our heavily laden vehicle over this stretch. This and
the sight of our bulky cUmbing boots amused the native

workmen vastly. My remonstrances regarding the

repair methods employed brought forth the suggestion

from the ' cannv Hielander " on the steam roller,

A27
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" Hoch !, me lad," he said with a glance at my feet,,

"just thee walk aboot a bittock an' the road'll be
aw reel."

However, towards Tarbert matters improved, and
soon we were swinging down the long hill to the sea-

level at Airochar, near the head of Loch Long. The

Amongst the great mountains of Glencoe. The
central peak is a buttress of Bidean nan Bian, the

loftiest peak in Argyllshire. The little loch on the

left is that of Triochatan.

weirdly-shaped peaks of the Cobbler looked

down on the once secluded valley which
now echoes with busy life. A great tor-

pedo-testing depot recalled thoughts of the

far-distant world of strife, and the cheerful soldiers

who guarded the lonely road seemed almost to hail

us as deliverers from their dull vigil. Prophecies
that our unkempt appearance would lead to trouble

were not justified, and soon we were away again,

whirring up. into the wilds of Glencroe. The Cobbler
still peeped superciliously down upon us with his nose

in the air, and at his feet the well-known
gradients leading up to one of the most
famous of Scottish hill-climbs. A grey line,

curled up the mountain fagade ahead, and
the signpost told us it was the " Rest and •.

be Thankful Hill—ascent 461 feet in 2,i6b:|

yards." But our mount made light of th^'

climb—in fact, the ascent was almost made
on second gear, the lower gear only being

needed on the final corner, and that as 1

matter of safety on the slippery cobble

which' have been used to pave the turn. Al
it was, the speed of our approach flung us

crab-wise across the slippery turn, and the.'

excitement of this caused us to forget to halt

and test the merits of the famous Rest and be;

On the Northern side of Ballachulish Ferry, with Ballachulish Hotel at the

foot of Sgurr Dhonuil. An excellent motor boat now makes the crossing safe

and inexpensive.

Near the head of Loch Long, at Arrochar, with the
.;

peaks of the Cobbler in the distance.

Thankful Stone which Wordsworth has i^'

mortalised. The comforts of the sidecar'1

induced the same feeling during the descent

by gloomy, treeless Loch Restil and Glen

Kinglas to the foliaged shores of Loch Fyije;

where Scotland's most famous fish comes

from. One encounters more of the homely

haddock than the sporting salmon in the

Highlands.

Rabbits and Grouse.
Then around the winding shoreline we

hurried to Inveraray, with Scotch mist alto-

gether enfolding the distant landscape. The
celebrated castle was noticed, but before

entering the town there came a .sharp turn

to the right imder a curious granite arch, and

A28
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the way led mountainwards once more. Up through the

most wonderful woods, whose shades recalled thoughts

of the Dolomite Forests, we mounted to the brackened

lieights, where Highland cattle gazed dreamily under

their fringed eyebrows. Rabbits darted swiftly in front,

each showing a white danger signal to its mate as our

forceful Clyno seemed to revel in the speed rush up

to the heights. A covey of grouse almost misjudged

our approach. One of these only escaped by the skin

of its " tee-al fitthers," as the genial keeper said, who
shortly answered our question as to road divergence.

The roughness of the long descent to Loch Awe

Awe. The road, with great tree-hung crags' overhead,
cut along a narrow shelf almost overhanging the
gloomy depths, and one sudden skid induced by the
attack of a sheep dog very nearly inclined the Clyno
to break still another record, this time in the way of
a high dive.

Farther on, the " narrows '' widened out, and
through the Pass of Aw^e, a wild spot -whose name
acquired force by memories of savage deeds by Bruce
and Wallace, we came to rest at Taynuilt.

This latter place proved most suitable for climbing
Ben Cruachan, and in due course we started west-
wards once more on a perfect morning. The plan

was to reach Glencoe by the little-

known coast route. Loch Etive,
grandly mountain-tended, was revealed
in clo<.idy beauty on the way to Connel
Ferry. It was an exhilarating run over
the lofty moors. Now we were up on
some heathy height where shaggy
Highland cattle kept guard, and
ofttimes acted as natural speed limits

ere there came the wild rushes down into

the hollows, where grouse and pheasant
fled to shelter. At Connel Ferry the out-

standing fcatiu'e was the unique bridge
over the mouth of Loch Etive. Under
the great span the tide roared and fumed
against the downcoming water, the bore

A scene at the head of Loch Creran, with the

Ben rising in the distance. The loch is scarcely

iHore than a mile across, but one has to travel

eight or nine miles inland to gain the road so

temptingly seen on the other side.

jrecluded quick travelling, and there wa,-

ull time to enjoy the glorious scenery ere

:he road dipped down to the tree-hinig

ihoreline. " Up hill and down dale
"

wrought us to Dahnally, where a sharp turn

:o the left led to the main, westerly-running

oad to Oban.

The Pass of Brander.

Hopes had been entertained of a better

urface on this section, but these were soon
s shattered as the once perfect highwa)'.

t was evident here as elsewhere, except on parts

f the north trunk route, that Scotch road surfaces

adly need conforming to modern traffic. When
ame miles from Dalmally we felt the need of
eeking out a comfortable resting place for the
ight. One of those most useful signs erected by
le Scottish Automobile Club, which locate native
eatures of interest, proclaimed the approach to

"lePass of Brander. A "misty, moisty twilight"
poilt the scene, but now and again on the left big

lountains loomed across the still waters of Loch

A still da> on the shore of Loch Linnhe. The Ardgour peaks are seen across ihe water.

forming at the time of our visit the remarkable Falls

of Lora.

An Expensive Ferry !

The once notoriously dangerous and famous ferry

was fortunately found in a state of disuse. A dry old
" Hieland salt" offered to " tak' us ower for fifty

pun if we wad wait till t' sma' hours." Luckily it

was found that the railway company have now made
a road over the viaduct alongside Uie railway. This

saved us a big sum on the former offer, though
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5s. 4d. was paid for the crossing. Of tlie two tickets

given us one was for the macliine and the other for

"one passenger and one dog." The identity of the

latter remains unsettled. Incidentally it may be

mentioned that this Connel Ferry Bridge road, which

was only opened last June, will have a great effect on

motor traffic in the Highlands. It opens out a

magnificent northward route through the grandest

scenery in Scotland. For drl\ing a motor cycle or

car across the liridge the tariff is is. 6d. and 15s.

respectively. Doubtless manv will be tariff reformers

in this district.

On the shore of Loch Leven. with the Gap ol

Giencoe rising ahead. This well-known mountain
sentinel guards the entrance to the famous pass-

Once across the bridge, with Us unii]uc

view of troubled waters below and blue

peaks encircling all afar, it was found ot

some importance to take the left-hand turn

Then we were soon cheered by the sight ot

the long open "straights" over the mosses
by Benderloch to I.och Creran At the
entrance to what seemed to be a richlv-

wooded private park the (;lriver halted, ex-

pecting toll of soiTie kind. " No need ever

to stop unasked to offer payment in Scot-
land " was the curt advice, and ere long we
'were threading miles of beautifully wooded
glen where dense gloom reigned in the silent depths.
The surface became decidedly rough round the
head of Loch Creran,' but the slow pace thus
needed allowed full time to appreciate the grandeur
of the scenery. The driver had more thought
for his tyres, .but tlie Avons came scathless,

as usual, through- miles of stony ordeal. Once
round the head waters of the loch the surface im-
proved, and soon came the cut across country to
Appin and the bracing descent to the shores of Loch
Leven, with the shapely peaks of Ardgour on its

farther shore. A shower chased us along to Ballachu-
lish, and thence up into the purple shadows of. great

mountains '^hat form the portals of gloomy Giencoe.

A32

Famcus in History.

To the climber, Giencoe is the most fascinating

spot in Scotland, and from the little inn at Clachaig

we made many sallies on the surrounding peaks.

Most were so close at hand that one almost stepped

out of bed on to the crags. The scene of the historic

massacre was \isited, with the great cone of Bidean

nan Bian, the loftiest peak in Argyllshire, towering

o\erhead. The Three Sisters, which form such a

magnificent granite phalanx on the southerly wall of

Giencoe, are merely the offshoots of the Bidean. The
,

terrific hole high up on the front of the nearest

j

'•
sister

'''

to Clachaig is known familiarly to the touristjl

as Ossian's Cave. The climb up into this

' ' ^ was a long and difificult problem. Tli

Clvno proved a useful friend in reaching tMi

peak of Buchaille Etive, over eight miles'

away and above the easterly end of Giencoe.

A day of wind and storm made the expedi-

tion exciting throughout, and the Clyno'S;

ascent in a gale up tlie rugged zigzags of the

Pass to the " Study " was an event t(

remember. But the descent that same evefi

ing after almost becoming Ijenighted on th(

crags above was even more memorable. Iri

dense darkness and driving mist we felt oufl

wav literally dowai into the abyss rfa the

Along the shore of Lech Lubnaig, which is on the outskirts of -the Trossach^ and is

still open to motorists. A shoulder of Ben Ledi rises on the left.

lower gears, the Clyno straining and jumping as thougf

airxious to get away on the easier lower gradients

At one point the high gear was tried—but only once

A few days later we took the journey to .For

William, crossing the celebrated ferry at Ballachulist

on the wa\". An efticient motor proxided the power

The arrangeinents at this once dangerous and expensivi

place were excellent. The amount paid for th'

crossing was 4s., instead of the ^2 charged about twi

years ago. In those days a car was charged jQ^, nox

it is only 15s., whilst 2s. is the fee for a motor bicycle

No one should grumble at these new charges, for t

avoid them a round of over 150 miles is necessary

order to reach Fort William and the North. W
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leaj-nt the good news that during the coming winter

a road will be made round the head of Loch Leven,

the survey already having been finished. At Fort

William we found the Palace Hotel the most com-

fortable abode encountered during the whole t.our, and
tills tempted us to spend much time in the neighbour-

hood and on Ben Nevis. The run up Glen Nevis and

also round the shores of Loch Eil should be taken by

all who visit the district.

A Cold Bath en Route.

A morning of heavy rain greeted us on the occasion

of departure for the south. The driver refused his

usual cold bath, saying that he would take it later on

in the saddle. He did. In some respects it seemed
;unsatisfactory for the writer to be comfortably tucked

away in the sidecar, all sheltered from the down-
pour by hood and screen. Some day these machines
may probably be provided with some well-deserved

shelter for the driver. Our route lay up over the wild

moors to Loch Laggan, all mist wreathed and wild .

in the autumn storm. Near the end of the long lake

the rain ceased, and, avoiding the main road run to

Kingussie which everybody advised, we risked the

short cut over the moors to Dalwhinnie This was a

notable success. It saved twenty miles of running,

and the road was almost superior to the trunk route.

A height of over 1,200 feet was gained almost im-

perceptiljly, and the long downward sw-oop was en-

^livened by continuous encounters with packs of

grouse.

Near Dalwhinnie the Great North Road was joined,

and soon we were speeding over the crest of

Drumochter Pass (1,500ft.), where the Highlaiul Rail-

way close alongside reaches the highest point of anv
railway in- Britain. It was a bracing downhill run

for miles until the wild, bare moors Were'Tifar behind
and the wooded lower ^depths of Glen Garry gave

shelter from the keen mountain brecEes. Then
through the historic Pass of Killiecrankie, where
graceful siher birches, now in full golden splendour,

added to the indescribable beauties of the glen, we
came to Pitlochry. In gathering twilight the trunk

road was left at Ballinluig, and ere Aberfeldy was
reached as resting place, the twisting, tree-shaded road

had brought the average speed down unpleasantly.

Next day we set forth for the Trossachs along the

shores of Loch Tay, through KiUin and down Glen
Ogle, passing Locheariihead on the way. ' Unfortu-

nately, we found that romantic and be.autiful district,

with Loch Katrine the queen of all, closed to motors

entirely. The beauties of Loch Lubnaig on an even-

ing of wondrous stillness somewhat atcjned for the

disappointment. Next day we left the Highlands at

Callander, and through familiar Stirling and Edin-

burgh sped southwards with memories of the grandest

sights of mountain. W'^odland, and loch that Britain

ran show.

Our sidecar outfit had earned us faithfully for

more than 700 miles over roads that many a machine
would have resented. A strong luggage grid fixed

behind the sidecar proved indispensable, the more so

as thereon was fitted a special receptacle for a spare

tin of petrol. In the remoter districts motor spirit

was almost unobtainable. The D.A. cylinder was
excellent, it made us independent of daylight on the

worst mountain roads. Thanks very probably to the

large size of the Avon tyres tlie use of the special

spare wheel equipment on the Clyno machine was
never required until the night approach to Carlisle on

the return journey. Considering the darkness and

dampness of the night it proved a true friend indeed

during the one and only attack of the piificture fiend.

»•-<-

Training Military Motor Cyclists.
For Co-operation with (he Armoured

AS will have .been gathered from paraglaplK^

published in recent issues of Z'/ie Motor Cyrlr,

Sub- Lieutenant Stocks—known in the motor cat ,

world 'as J. W. Stocks, of the De Dion Bouton Com- J

pany—has been engaged in the formation of motor
j

cycle squads for military work. He has already com-

pleted a sqtiadron of over two hundred men for attach- I

ment to the Royal Naval Air Service, and now he is

engaged in getting together three hundred men to drive
]

Scott motor cycles fitted with sidecars, mounted upon
j

which are quick-firing guns.

After having proved their ability in the handling of

a motor cycle and sidecar and been accepted for

service, the men undergo a military test, so that when
they arrive on the Continent and undertake the real

work they will not be "working in- the dark." The
illustrations on the next page show the raw motor

cyclist in course of transformation into an efficient

military motor cyclist. As they are to operate in con-

nection with the armoured cars' aeroplane support of

the Royal Naval Air Service, several armoured cars

are taken on the road at the same time. Thus the

crews and cars are tested and traiiied with the motor

cyclists. . with whom tliey will have to . eorpperate.

Car Service of (he Royal Navy.
Incidcniallv, it mav be mentioned that for armoured
car work high-powered touring car chassis of estab-

lished make are being used.

An important part of the military test ia the

reconnaissance work and subsequent reports of the state

of the rdad, and the illustrations show various phases

such as map reading, preceding the armoured cars,

hiding machine and oneself in an exposed village

street. In tliis way the men learn quite a lot of things

that they must not do under certain conditions. For
instance, it is interesting to observe how the man lying

behind the heap of stones in one of the pictures would
be able to shoot the two riders comitig round the

corner abreast before they had seen him. However,
abroad these two men will be on their guard, and, if

• similar circumstances arise, one can imagine them
drawing lots to decide who shall go first

!

It is difficult to imagine work that would appeal

more to the keen motor cyclist desirous of serving his

country than that for which these men are training.

Of course, the risk run is considerable, and there is a

certain amount of roughing it, but that is all in the

day's work; one is doing one's bit for the country and

thoroughly enjoying oneself at the same time.
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A NEW SPORTING DIAMOND.

A
MACHINE vviiicb embodies many
interesting features, all of which
are mechanically excellent, is the
new sporting model Diamond

manufactured by Dorsett, Ford and Mee,
of Sedgley Street, Wolverhampton. Our
readers will recall that the salient features
of the Diamond machine are the extremely
large valves (the inlet being overhead),
the unusual double bevel two-speed gear,

and the sloping top tube. All these
features are retained, but modifications
have been made in a few places. The
sporting type has a. somewhat altered
cylinder, vertical ribs being cast at an
angle across the head. The sparking plug

New cylinder on 1\ h.p Diamond, show-

ing the enclosed overhead valve mechanism,

new plug position, and additional radiating

fins.

IS now placed horizontally in the side of

the valve cliamber, and the inlet pipe is

curved away so as to be well clear of the
frame, and to allow easy access to the
valve. The bore and stroke of the engine/

are 75 x 70 mm. Both inlet and exhaust
valves provide a clear port of IJin.

liametcr.

Engine and Frame Modifications.

The only other alteration to the engine
is a somewhat improved crank pin fixing,

a,nd the gear remains as before. The latter
s particularly simple in action, as by the
removal of a single cover plate it is

possible to examine both gears, the clutch,
lamshaft, and magneto drive.

The frame is slightly altered, the pro-
nounced slope to the top tube having been
modified, and though the straight tube
tiU remains, the actual seat-pillar lug is

EDITORIAL NOTE

IN
the following pages we illustrate and

describe a number of 1915 model

motor cycles. Already many full

descriptions of other 1915 models have

appeared in these columns, and as a guide

to readers we give below the dates upon

which the different descriptions appeared;

Sept. 3rd. Hend rson and Levis Popular.

„ 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2j h.p.

two-stroke Singer.

Oct. ist and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-

driven Rex.

„ 8th. Radco and Abingdon.

,, 15th. Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brovyn.

„ 29th. Calthorpe, Quadrant, Harley-

Davidson, Matchless Racer,

Lea-Francis. J.H., and Two-

stroke Ariel.

Nov. 5th. Sparkbrook, Lady's. Metro,

2j h.p. and 6 h.p. Enfields,

Omega and 4 h.p. A.J.S.

„ I2th. 6 h.p. Huraber, Suri-Vitesse,

and Levis.

cast with a slight curve 11. it , conse-
quently, the effect of dropped tube is

obtained without any bends being formed
in the actual tube. It will be remembered
that the Diamond was one of the very
earliest machines to be fitted with all

straight tubes and a sloping top rail.

The sporting model has 110 kick starter.

It is fitted with a long silencer pipe, with
a small expansion chamber close to the
rear end.

The standard model will-in future be
fitted with somewhat wider guards and
a hinged footrest, which leaves plenty of

room for the kick starter pedal.

Commendable Kick Starter Design.

The kick starter itself is worthy of

atl«ntion, as it acts direct on the crank-
shaft through one pair of gear wheels
only, consequently there is no inter-

mediate transmission to cause stiffness.

The clutch remains as before, ^'onsist-

ing, as it does, of a double metal jone
running in oil. The fittings throughout
are excellent, and include drip feed lubri-

cator, a pan seat, and a stout stand and
carrier.

From a short run on one of the sporting
models we may safely say that we have
seldom ridden a machine of the same
capacity winch has more life tlian the
Diamond. It might be thought that the
bevel and chain drive would produce con-
siderable noise, but this is not the case,

and the gearing was almost equally quiet
on both low and high gear. The riding
position is comfortable and the speed is

surprisingj from which it will be gathered
that O'v inipi e.ssinns were fnvonrable.

1915 model T.T. pattern Diamond
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THE 7h.p. MATCHLESS SIDECAR.
Improved Design Sidecar Chassis, embodying a Spring Wtieel.

THROUGHOUT the year 1914

Messrs. Collier and Sons have
been very successful with their

Matchless sidecar combination.
The 7 h.p. sidecar machine is a

thoroughly well-designed and practical

vehicle, which has stood a year's test-

ing with the greatest success, and has
undergone even further improvement
for next year.

Matchless sidecar ball joint attachment

to back fork.

In the machine itself little has been
done, as practically no alterations were
necessary. Its chief points are the
silent chain drive from engine to counter-
shaft and the practical three-speed
(sliding type) gear box. The chief
alteration, however, on the new model
has been the introduction of detachable
wheels, brought about by using a
hollow spindle and the provision of dogs
for coupling the wheel to the driving
mechanism. All three wheels of the
combination are therefore detachable and
interchangeable. The spare wheel is

arranged to be carried in the back of

the sidecar body.
It is in the sidecar chassis, however,

that the most striking alterations have
been made A glance at the accompan;^
ing photographs shows the strongly
designed chassis, while it will be noticed

that an ingenious form of

spring wheel has been
introduced, the working
of which is shown in

detail in the line draw-
ing. The wheel is self-

contained in its own
forks, and is attached to

the rest of the chassis by
means of three long links.

Its movement, however,
is restricted by means of

an enclosed coil si?ring,

which may be clearly

seen in the illustration.

The combination has been
photographed without the
body, so as to show the
method of springing and
also the neat coil springs
upon which the body is

supported

.

An interesting feature
is the ball joint coupling
the chassis to the back
forks of the motor
bicycle, the object of

which is to ensure per-

fect alignment and the
minimum amount of strain between motor
cycle and sidecar. Another interesting

point is the provision of a framework
for carrying a spare petrol can. This
outfit may be fitted with the excellent

Lucas lighting installation, which we
described in detail in our issue of

October 22nd.
Another new model for 1915 will be'

the 4 h.p. three-speed solo touring
machine, which, however, at the time
of writing IS not actually on the market.

Sidecar spring

frame. Note

^^-^ ; ~^t^^-^

heel showing complete adjustment and links to

the grease cups to all the shackle spindles.

A TRIUMPH ANNOUNCE-
MENT.

WHEN Mr. M. J. Schulte, speak-

ing at the annual genera'

meeting of the TrimniiU Cycle

Company, Limited, stated thati

the company was not resting on itsi

laurels, but was pursuing a vigorous,)

policy in improving the machines,)
chiefly the^ motor cycles, he gave the

first public intimation that an entii'elyti

re-designed Triumpli motor bicycle i!

would appear for 1915. It has beenj

common knowledge in inside circles that

the Triumph Co. had designed a new
engine, and that, moreover, after tests;

extending over a period of many years,

had produced a three-speed counter^

shaft gear which satisfied the' firm's

ideals, and embodying chain and belfe

drive.

The specification of the 1915 Triumph
is given in our Buyers' Guide this

week, from which it will be noted that

the 4 h.p. engine is retained with a

bore and stroke of 85 x 97 mm. The
motor has a new design crank case, a

new cylinder casting, re-designed timi^
gear with external cams and a ne*
carburetter. More ' details cannot be

divulged at present, as the final desigii

will be readj' shortly.

The new spring wheel Matchless sidecar chassis ; the spira! springs support the body

ADDITIONAL O.K. MODELS.
Jlessrs. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

of Birmingham, the makers of the O.K.

machines, announce that during nextt

year the O.K. Junior—which has hadi

such a run of successes this year—will!

be continued, though it has beeni

improved in detail parts. There will'

also be a lady's model, and a second'

O.K. model of 2^ h.p. with side by side

valves. The firm have recently erected

large and well equipped 'new works,

and in future O.K. machines will be

British-built throughout.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

STURMEY-ARCHER
GEARS, LTD.,
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE
ACQUIRED THE BUSINESS OF THE

ARMSTRONG TRIPLEX
3-SPEED CO.. LTD.
STURMEY-ARCHER 3-SPEED GEAR FOR CYCLES
AND MOTOR CYCLES WILL HENCEFORTH
BE SUPPLIED IN PLACE OF ARMSTRONG.

Repairs and Sundri3s for Armstrong Gears will be dealt

with by tiie New Hudson Cycle Co., of Birmingham.

1915 Programme.
'T^HE new Stiirmey- Archer 3-speed countershaft gear, with enclosed
* kick-starter. Gears constantly in mesh. Light and neat. A
revelation in countershaft gears. Suitable for 3 to 6 h.p. engines.

'T^HE iqi5 Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Motor hub as supplied for
* the Russian and British War Office Motor-cycle Contracts.

'pHE STURMEY-ARCHLR 3-SPEED AND TRLCOASTER
* GEARS EOR CYCLES.

SEND for 1915 PRICES and Full Particulars.

STURMEY-ARCHER
GEARS, LTD.
NOTTINGHAM.

In answering iJtis advertisement it is ci&sirabte to mention "The Motor Cycle." Bg
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BUILT IN THE LARGEST FACTORY
IN THE WORLD DEVOTED SOLELY TO THE MANUFACTURE OF MOTOR CYCLES.

THE NEW

EWCAN EXCEL
THIS IS THE REASON WHY WE CAN MAKE THIS STARTLING OFFER.

§ H.i • 3-speed, Chain Drive, Kick Starter,

BRIEF SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE.—7 h.p. Twin (84 x 89).

LUBRICATION.—Mechanical and Hand Pump.
IGNITION.—Bosch
VALVES.—Extra large.

STARTER.—Kick Starter with Folding Foot

Lever.

GARBURETTER .—Schebler

.

SPEED GEAR.—Sliding type

CLUTCH.—Multiple Disc.

FRAME.—New style, very low saddle position.

CONTROL.—Throttle by right grip, Clutch by

left grip, or left pedal. Magneto Lever on

tank.

BRAKES.—External and Iniernal Bands

DE LUXE MODEL, EXTRA £9, includes Splitdort Combination Lighting and Ignition

System, powerful Head and Tail Lamps, Electric Horn, and Speedometer.

r^T? A T i:?T>C' WHO ARE NOT ALREADY AGENTS FOR THIS MACHINE SHOULD
l--'12(/-\.J_^£2<XVO WRITE FOR PARTICULARS BEFORE FIXING SEASON'S BUSINESS

CATALOGUE WITH PLEASURE SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES-

10 11, 12, GREAT CHAPEL STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON. W

Telephone—Regent. 3906-HARRIS & SONS,
In answering tins advertisement it is desiiahle tu mention " The Motor Cycle-''
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AN ENTIRELY NEW B.S.A. MODEL.
A 2i h.p. Four-stroke—Detail Alterations only to Present Machines—Caged Roller

Bearings Adopted for Big End.

As the result of experience gained,
the B.S.A. Co. have found it

unnecessary to make any radical
- alterations to their present
machines.

The 3'^ h.p. engine is now only fitted

to the T.T. model; the engine has
undergone practically no .changes, with
the exception of the fitting of a roller

bearing big end. This bearing is un-
: Dsual, in that the rollers are mounted
in a cage, and consequently are not
allowed to touch each other, but bear
only on the crank pin and the inner
end of the hardened connecting rod.

An interesting alteration has been
•carried out in the frame, for the head
"'lug is curved slightly upwards. This
construction, when properly carried out,

ris extremely strong and yet light. The

New caged roller

bearing big end on 3^
Simplitied gate control of and 41 h.p. B.S.A.

2i h.p. B.S.A. machines.

"addition of a long tail pipe for the
exhaust completes the innovations in

this type, which is, of course, still

fitted with a B.S.A. carburetter and
spi'iug forks.

Improvements to Existing Models.

The three-speed countershaft geared
models, fitted with big 4^ h.p. engines,
are particulai'ly suitable for all types
"of sidecar work. The construction
throughout is e.\tremelv solid, while

tne engine develops its"_ full power at

speeds which can be conveniently used
on the road. The engine in practice is

very flexible, and has a good turij of

speed. In this engine, also, a roller,

bearing has been introduced in the big
end. The tank has been enlarged to

take 1| gallons of petrol. The front
forks are made somewhat wider to

accommodate a specially wide front
guard. A refinement which will be
tiiUy appreciated by practical riders is

that an internal V type brake has
been fitted to the front wheel, operating
on a dummy belt rim; this gives the
necessary power, and yet permits the
front wheel to be dropped out in case
of tyre repair without disturbing any
brake gear. The front forks have been
altered slightly in detail, and the spring
links are somewhat longer, but the
general design remains the same.
The foregoing remarks apply to both

the chain and belt-driven machines, and
also to the all-chain model. This
model is, of course, fitted with a B,S,A.
spring sliock absorber,- which has proved
eminently' satisfactory, and absorbs .ill

the harshness of the drive

The B.S.A. Sidecar and Trade Carrier.

For use witli these iniichines a neal

sidecar is marketed The thassis and fix-

ings are, particularly strong, and the
springing is very comfortable. It may be
recalled that the rear |X)i'tion of the
B.S.A. sidecar is suspended on enclosed
coil springs, which are connected to a rail

carried high up behind the back of the
sidecar. The only alterations to the
sidecar chassis are a somewhat strength-
ened mudguard stay and the addition of a
simple pivoted stand for the sidecar
wheel.

A special trade.sman's carrier will be
put on the market for the first time. The
sidecar chassis has been somewhat length-
ened, and the box, which is very commo-
dious, is carried on four short C springs.
The machine we inspected was fitted with
a neat electric lighting set, which can be
supplied if specially ordered.

By far the most interesting B.S.A. in-

novation is the new 2^ h.p. machine.
The company are thorough believers in

the future of the small machine, but

The new 44 h.p. chain-driven three-speed B.S..A

Fower unit ol thenew BS..A. production

—

a 2} h.p. four-stroke model with ihree-spceo

countershaft gear

favour a four-stroke engine. They have
made no attempt to turn out an extremely
light and cheap machine, but have rather
designed and constructed a sound go-

anywhere mount, which is to sell at a

moderate price, and which will be fitted

as completely as the larger models. It

may be mentioned that at the present
time there is no idea of putting the new
machine on the market before the spring,

and though the machine has successfully

passed the experimental stage, the com-
pany are so busy on other worki tliat there
is little likelihood of the ne>v model making
H piililic appearance before that time.
The engine is a well-designed single-

cylinder of 68 mm. x 68 mm. which
gives a cubic capacity of 247 c.c The
designer has, obviously had in view the
important point of making an engine
which shall be both cleanly in running and
easy to clean, for there is an absolute
minimum of e.xternal excrescences to act
as mud traps.

The valves are placed side by side,

and besid,cs being of good diameter the
ports are well designed and allow a very
easy passage for the gases. Both valves
are operated by separate cams, which are
mounted on a single camshaft, the rocker
gear being extremely simple. The same
shaft is used to drive the magneto, which
is placed behind the engine in an acces-

sible position and ont of the way of mud.
Both gudgeon pin and big end are
extremely large ; in fact, they are of the
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An Entirely New B.S.A. Model.—

same dimensions as those used on the

3j h.p. model. This is a point very
often joverlooked by designers of light

machines, and small bearings are fre-

quently fitted, with the result that wear
soon becomes apparent, and the machine
rattles and becomes noisy. The B.S.A.
have guarded against this in every pos-

sible way. A ball bearing is fitted on

the pulley side, and a very long, plain

bearing on the timing gear side. Lubri-
cation is by ordinary hand pump, oil

being splashed in the usual way, but a

special groove is formed in the timing
gear side flywheel, and is so arranged
that it traps any excess of oil from the
timing gear bush and, by centrifugal

force, throws it to the inside of the big

end bearing through specially formed
leads. As a proof of its efficiency, we may
state that the experimental engine was

m<m((j€M, NOVEMBER igtli, iqi^.

Valve side of the 1915 pattern 2-]: h.p. B.S.A., showing three-speed gear box and striking gear.

The three-s.D;ed gear of the 21 h p. B.S.A.

operated by double dog clutches. .

running with no other oil hole to the big

end, and the results have been excellent.

A chain drive connects the engine to.

a

three-speed gear box designed much on
the lines of the standard and well-known
B.S.A. gear. It is, of course, smaller,
and has neither clutch nor kick-starter.

A large diameter belt pulley is fitted, and
the final drive is by means of a |in. belt.

The ratios supplied as standard are 5.7
to 1 on top, 8.5 to 1 middle, and 15.9 to 1
low. The driving chain is carefully

enclosed.

Little Things that Matter.

Passing on to the frame and fittings,

we find that every detail has been care-

fully thought out, and, besides, a very
stout and sensible frame, which is sprung
in front by a modification of the B.S.A.
fork, having round instead of oval section

blades, large footboards, a pan seat, and

-

26in. wheels, all help to increase the
;

rider's comfort. As on all other B.S.A. ";

models, the mudguarding is particularly

well carried out. The rear brake is heel- i

operated and acts internally oh the belt;!

rim, so that the wheel can be removed,
.'

withoiit interfering with the brake gear.
'

The tank fittings are excellent, including
as they do a screw-down petrol tap and
a priming device for the cylinder. J^
large armoured tool bag is fitted at ;th^'

back of the carrier.

The whole machine is turned out in a"-,,

most excellent manner. It (loes not look.vi

unduly small, and is in no way flimsy;,'"

For a high grade machine of mediums
power, it will be diflScult to find a more^
inviting proposition at the price of fortjj

guineas than the new 2^ h.p. B.S.A. "

T
A NEW EYSINK.

An Up-to-date Machine of Dutch Origin.

HE name of Eysink will not be
altogether unknown to many
readers of TJie Motor Ci/ch, in

^iew of this machine's appeaiance
\aiious An^lo Dutch tiiaK It !< a

Dutch-built machine, its home being in

Amersfoort, and in general design it

bears a strong resemblance to the average
English single olindei machine

Se\eial models aie made but the one

Flywheel side of the new 3 h.p. Eysink—a motor bicycle of Dutch origin.

illustrated is typical of the gener;a
design and' construction of all. Thisri!
a 3 h.p. single-cylinder machine. Thlv
engine dimensions are 74 mm. x 85 mmy,;!
whi,ch give a capacity of 555 c.c. Tlie"':!

vahes are of the side by side mechahiT*
cally-operated type, wliilst the magnet6|j
is placed in an accessible position j.u'^
behind the cylinder. It will be notic'el

from the illustration that an outsidi^
flywheel is employed,, also that a total]-|"

enclosed kick starter is embodied wife

the countershaft two-speed gear. Ti^
drive is by chain to the countershaft),''

and thence to the back wheel by belt.: '£

The other Eysink models are as follo\*l;

2^- h.p. single-cylinder 60 mm. x 85 nimsr.i

(509 c.c), 3^ h.p single-cylinder 74 nnfe
X 95 mm. (409 c.c.)"' and 6 h.p. twilS
cylinder 74 mm. x 85 mm. (732 c.Gi|

Prices vary from £57 10s. for the 2^ £?|
machine to £74 for the twin-cylinder

From the foregoing it will be gathered.
that, broadly speaking, the EysitiK

machines follow standard practice, ari^
indeed, have British fittings incorpqPii

ated in their design. It only remaini'
to be added that the mudguarding,'
springing, equipment, etc, appear to bp,

all that thev shoid'd be.
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BROOKS
B170.

Size

—

12j inches

wide,

14 inches
front to

back.

BROOKS
the saddle that will be

fitted on the great majority

of motor cycles in 1 9 1 5, as

it has been in 19 14.

Mere words cannot do

justice to the perfect ease

this saddle gives.

See that you have it.

Special models for
Lightweights.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
49, CRITERION WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.

In an-swcimii ihic advertisement it is desiiabie to nienlion "The Motor Cycle.' B13
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CORIGINATOR5OF

SERVICI
ABROAD.

^^sS)4r^/^^ -(2 2./'

%^B-<M- c^CiyJ ^(i^Q^j-*; '•T-^-^y

BT4

The PALMER TYRE LIMITED
Cj/c/e c^ /Woro, Cvae fy^ /<epa„ Oeo;. .—103, St. Johft St., CIcrkenwell, LONDON, !

Paris: 24, Boulevard de Vilhers Levallo.s, Perret.

GLASGOW' 6, Royal Exchange Sq. Birmingham: Belmont Row
|

Coventry : St. Mary's Street.

lin nnswerivg this ar/ri'r/inrwi'nl it t". dea-irnlj/e to mention "The Motor Cyoie."
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THE 6h.p. P.&n. TWIN.
Four-speed Gear: 90° Engine of 770 c.c. ; Protec!.ed Valve Springs and Tappets.

The 6 h.p. twin P & M. with Lucas dynamo set. [ raiisinis^ion side :^ltowing enclosed chain cases

THAT Messrs. I'hclon and Moore
were bringing out a twin-cylinder
model has for some time been
an open secret, but it was not till

early this year that the news leaked out

that it would be fitted with a 90° twin.

A short time ago we published pre-

liminary details o£ an experimental
machine which was a prototype of the

model we are about to describe. This
early machine had the standard two-

speed gear, but the new type has four

speeds, and several interesting details

besides. Through the courtesy of Mr.
II. Moore, we are able to give the first

description of the new P. and M. in

its final form.
One of our illustrations gives a clear

idea of the engine, and since the car-

buretter has been removed a good view
is given of the magneto and its cleverly

enclosed drive. The latter is carried out
in the following manner ; A bevel fixed

behind one of the timing wheels meshes
with a crown wheel at the bottom of

the vertical shaft, while the final drive
is conveyed to the magneto by means
of skew gearing. The aluminium case

enclosing this is in two portions, held
together by wing nuts, so that the tup
half may easily be removed for inspection.

The pinion on the magneto spindle, the
end of which is tapered, is fixed Ijy

means of a combined nut and washer,
which, when unscrewed, tends to with-
draw the pinion, thus doing away with the
necessity of prising it off. To detach
the magneto, it is only necessary to
loosen a screw, drop down the lower half
of the cover of the gearing, undo the
nuts, and remove the magneto complete
with base plate.

Features of the Engine.

Owing to the cylinders, the dimensions
of which are, by the way, 76 x 85 mm.
(770 c.c), being arranged at an angle
of 90", the balance is excellent, and, in

consequence, the smooth running is all

that can be desired.

Simple and ingenious shields are pro-
vided to protect the valve springs and
tappets, which may be described as half
tabes of spring steel which clip into
position. These serve to keep dust from

the tappets and prevent the oil from
running on to the crank case, which the
makers take an especial pride in keeping
clean. Considerable ingenuity has been
displayed in the design of exhaust lifter.

A pinion is keyed to the spindle attached
to the arm visible in an illustration,

which is connected to the Bowden wire
mechanism. This pinion meshes with two
wheels ; one portion of the periphery of
these is toothed and the other forms a

cam, and these cams are forced up
against the exhaust valve rockers when
the Bowdin lever is worked. Lubrica-
tion is effected by means of an Knots
lubricator, which delivers the oil through
the pipe just vi.sible in the illustration

to a point in the crank case adjacent to
the front cylinder. Here the oil enters
a channel which conducts a portion to

the front cylinder, so that the piston

picks it up at the bottom of every stroke,

xvhile the remainder is allowed to drip

on the connecting rods. This method
permits an ample amount of lubricant (o

reach the front cylinder, while the back
one receives sufficient through splash

The Four-speed Gear.

Next to the engine, the most interesting

portion of the machine is the tour-speed
gear, which is arranged in a most
ingenious manner. It is a. clever com-
bination of two well-known successful

systems, of which one is an improved
form of P. and M. gear, and the other
an ordinary dug clutch two-speed gear
box. The P. and M. gear has been
improved by the introduction of w-idcr

expanding rings and wedge bars, which
are now split so that any wear which
takes place may be taken up by inserting

A closer view ol the 6 h.p. engine, showing enclosed valves, gear box and operatmg pedal
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The 6 h.p. P. & M. Twin.—

thin correctly shaped metal plates. A
good idea of the arrangement may be
gathered from the diagrammatic drawing.

The shaft A, on which the dog clutch B
slides, revolves independently of the chain
wheels F E and both gear wlieels, unless

locked to either of the former by the

expanding rings, or to either of the

latter by means of one of the two sets

of dog clutches. Tlie first speed is

obtained by sliding the dog clutch B to

the right, which has the effect of lowering
the ratios of the two P. and M. gears.

If moved to the left tlie pinions in the
gear box are idle, and the original P.
and M. gear gives the higher speeds
which are both direct. A pedal is used

to bring the P. and M. gear into action,

while a lever on the handle-bar is

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF P. &M
FOUR-SPEED GEAR.

A. Gear shaft.

B. Dog clutches solid with A.

C. Lay shaft.

D. Expanding gear mechanism.

E. High speed chain wheel.

F. Lo\v speed chain wheel.

employed to engage the dogs. It is

interesting to note that no free engine
position is given for the lever controlling

the gear box. Such would be unnecessary,
and may be explained more clearly by
pointing out that the gear box merely
sei'ves the purpose of lowering the ratios

of the P. and M. gear, and no matter
whether the gear box is in operation or

not the expanding gear serves as a friction

clutch on either of its speeds for starting

purposes. The gear ratios are 4^, 6, 8,

and Hi to 1 respectively. In practice
it is found that the fourth and third gears

The 6 h.p. P. & M. engine with carburetter removed to show neat magneto drive.

suffice for all ordinary districts, and that
the second and first are really only for

emergencies.
The 6 h.p. P. and M. is essentially a-

sidecar machine, and since no up-to-date
sidecar combination would be complete
without a dynamo outfit, provision for

(his has, of course, been made. The
excellent Lucas installation can be
supplied ; this has already been de-
scribed in Tht Motor Cych, but the
most interesting feature is the method of

transmission. A spindle runs through the
bottom bracket just behind the gear box
on which two chain vfheels are fixed, one
driving the dynamo, while the other is

driven by the cliain from counter-shaft
to rear wheel. This latter runs inside
the chain case, while the former is also
adequately protected, though its cover is

not shown in the illustra-tion.

The tank, which is of particularly
pleasing design, holds two gallons of petrol
and two quarts of oil, while large glass
topped filler caps are provided. Owing to
the engine forming part of the frame, the

wheelbase of the 5 h.p. model is only half

an inch more than that of the 3^ h.p.,

and it is worthy of note that the sidecar

lugs form part of the frame. Kempshall
65U mm. x 55 mm. tyres are fitted.

Other portions of the machine to wiiich

we have not referred, such as trans-

mission, forks, footrests, etc., follow P.

and M. standard practice, and the finish,

needless to say, is superb. Mr. Moore
himself met us at Bradford Station with
the original two-speed 6 h.p. model, and
drove us back from the works at Cleck-

heaton in a most luxurious sidecar

attached to the actual machine from which
these photographs were taken. It started

from rest on third speed, and took all

gradients on top despite a very strong
wind. The engine pulled remarkably
well, and ran with a smoothness rarely

found in petrol motors of this type.

In conclusion, we may say that this

model is quite the best produced at

Messrs. Phelon and Moore's works, and
we prophesy a particularly rosy future

for it.

Both s.dcs of the lightweight two-stroke Ixion sidecar outfit propelled by a 2\ h.p. Peco two-stroke engine. (See page 570.)
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INDIANS IN 1915.
All Twin-cylinders—Three-speed Standard.

The 7 h p standard Indian fitted with three-speed gear and
electrical equipment

THE 1915 I)idian models are really

excellent examples of the very best

in motor cycle mannfactiiro, not
only as regards finish and general

iippearance, but also in ingenuity. The
models to be placed on the British

market for the coming season are the

we have yet seen. The engine is of
sufficient size to give as much speed on
the level and on hills as the most
enthusiastic rider may desire, yet with
tlie excellent automatic carburetter fitted

it is tractable and easy to handle. The
low saddle position is particularly notice-

able in the accompanying illustration,

being two inches below the level of the top
tube. The engine, the iirototype of which
took part in the Tourist Trophy Baces
this year, does not outwardly show much
difference from the firm's previous models,
but it is interesting to note that the main
supply of oil is introduced to the engine
through the front cylinder. A useful
rclineuient is the addition of a petrol

filter or separator below the carburetter.
Tlie exhaust valve lifter arrangement is

the same as has been fitted to the 7 h.p.

machines.

Larger Clutch Suiface.

It is, however, in the gear and trans-
mission that the chief improvements in

the 1915 Indian have been made ; these
improvements, by the way, are common

Power unit ot the 1913 Hcndee Special

which has an electric starter.

to all the models. The clutch is a beau-
tiful piece of work, and as in previous
models consists of Raybestos and steel

discs, but this year's clutch has one-third

more surface than formerly, and when in

the free position the large size chain
wheel runs on hardened steel roller bear-

ings. We recently saw one ot these

clutches taken apart by Mr. Wells in the

space of about five minutes. The ex-

ternal plate is kept in position by mean;
of countersunk screws, the heads 0^

which are cone-shaped and possess several

shoulders on them which engage with
corresponding grooves in the countersunk
holes, these grooves serving to lock them
in position as the plate is pressed up
against the screw-heads by means of the
clutch springs, consequently there is no
fear of their coming out. The clutch,

springs are fitted over a series of studs in

the outer of the steel plates. Normally,
eight are fitted, but if eight are insuffi-

cient to take up the load without slip-

ping, twelve or even sixteen may be put
into position, and all this can be done in

a very short space ot time. The clutch

The clutch and kick starter fitted to the new
twm-cylinder Indians.

following : a 3^ h.p., bore and stroke
70" mm. X 74.5 mm., 574 c.c. ; a 5 h.p.,

70 mm. X 89 mm., 584 c.c. which is

a slightly larger replica of the former

;

the 7 h.p. standard model, 82.5 mm. x
93 mm., 994 c.c. ; the Hendee Special,
which is of the same size, and like the
other, fitted with spring frame, and
dynamo starting and lighting; and, lastly,

the 7 h.p. racing model, tilted with the
same size engine, but with single gear
and clutch. It is provided with special
cams and valves, and is built for speed
alone, while it is interesting to note that
every engine fitted to this model is

guaranteed to give 20 h.p. on -the brake.
The fir-st model to come to our notice

is the 3J, h.p., which is quite one of
the most fascinating little solo mounts The new 3J h.p. three-speed Indian (Model A)

CS
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111 tho centre of these, is seven times
stronger than the fork stems in earlier

models.
To siin; up, the Indian range for 1915

is easily the most attractive yet offered

to the public by the Hendee Co., and
therefore bound to enhance its popularity.

COU<TlP —Bfi
6UNK^ REV

The valve gear of the twin

Indians.

Section of the countershaft three-speed gear

and clutch

itself is operated by a quick thread on
ths near side of the gear box which runs
through the main gear shaft. The lever

working the thread is attached to a roil

coupled to the main clutch lever, whicli

in turn is connected to a pedal, so that
tiie clutch may be operated either by
hand oi- by foot Connected to the clutch
rod IS an interlocking device, working in

conjunction with the change-speed lever

which prevents the gear lever being
moved while the clutch is in engagement.
This device is clearly shown in the ac-

companying sketch. Turning now to the
gear box, an interesting ieature is the

spring bolt which locks tlie striking rod

and holds the gears in engagement. That
portion of the rod whicli projects througli

the gear box is protected from the
elements by means of a dust cap. This 'JSIu
arrangement '.s similar to the locking
device to be fcund in the change-speed
gate of a car The illustration of the
gear box shows the top speed about to
come into engagement by means of dogs.
In the change-speed lever the only notcli

is for the middle gear, since the spring
plunger serves the purpose of notches in

the quadrant. Other detail improve-
ments are the fitting of large filler caps
and an auxiliary release to the exhaust.
An excellent ferdure is the kick-starting
arrangement, which is a really substan-
tial job.

Testing (he ilalerials.

The 7 h.|). very closely resembles the
smaller model we have just described,
with the exception that the bigger
machines have spring frames and that
the kick starter, when fitted, is on the
off-side of the machine. This is very
convenient when used iu conjunction
with a sidecar ; on these larger models a

fin. EenoM chain is standard.
The works in Springfield, U.S.A., are

equipped with a magnificent laboratory
in which the materials employed are
most carefully tested. The result of
these tests has been the adoption of
Vanadium steel for the frame tubes,
which is three times stronger than tie
reinforced carbon steel tubes previously
employed Another point of interest is

that the new fork stem, which is rein-

forced by three separate pieces of tube
brazed together inside, and locked by a
loose piece of tube expanded at each end

C6

lndu.n interlocking device for gear

and change-speed lever. The movement <

of the operating arm engages the

tongue A and releases the inter-

locking device.

THE ARIEL TWO-STROKE.
SINCE illustrating and publishing the

essential features of the new two-
stroke Ariel in our issue of October
29th, the final design has been

approved of, and we are now able to give

further details of the machine and an
illustration as it wiU be placed on the

market.
As stated m the previous article, the

engine is of the three-port two-stroke
type, having a bore and stroke of 75 mm.
X 79 mm. The cubic capacity is 349 c.c,

and it is rated at 2| h.p. A two-speed
gear is employed, together with counter-

shaft drive, the chain being enclosed Ly

an aluminium case. Somewhat unusual
fittings on this type of machine are the

clutch of the cork insert type—and the

kick starter. The former is similar to

tliat fitted to the three-speed counter-

sliaft Ariel, and is hand applied. A Sen-

spray carburetter has been adopted, and
liandle-bar control throughout is standard.

The tank has a capacity for one gallon

of petrol and one quart of oil. Undci
noi-inal conditions the makers claim a

petrol loiisumption of 80 to 90 m.p.g.
It is capable of speeds up to about

56 in.iJ.h. The weight complete for ths

road is 160 lb with, such features as a

clutch, kick starter, and two-speed gear.

The Ariel two-stroke should be capable

of serious touring work, and fulfil all

the requirements of the eoIo rider

Other Ariel Models.

The otlier Ariel models for next year

are the same as those listed in 1914, only

modified a.nd brouglit up to date in detail

These are tlie 3^ h.p. three-speed counter-

shaft, the 3-2 h.p. single-geared touring'

and T.T. models, and the 5-6 h.p. twin-

cylinder three-speed countershaft models.

As suggested, no material alterations have

been found necessary, and those detail

improvements made have been tested

during the big competitions in the pre-

war period.

Flywheel side of the latest 21 h.p. two-str.ke Ariel.
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ROYAL RUBYS FOR 1915.
A Comprehensive Range including Lightweights and Heavyweights.

i he smallest and lareest ol the Koyal Kuby range. Un tne left the two-stroke and right the 6 h.p. twin three-speeo machine.

THE manufacturers of the Royal
Ruby motor cycles have a com-
prehensive range of lightweights,

both two-stroke and four-stroke,

for the coming year. In addition, 3i
h.p, and 6 h.p. models will form an
important part of the programme, but
iu view of the present interest in light,

low-powered machines, and the choice

of type offered by the Royal Ruby Cycle
Co., we shall confine our remarks mainly
to these types.

First of all, the simplest and cheapest

Ruby lightweight is the 2i h.p. two-
stroke, which, with single gear and belt

drive, sells at 25 guineas. The engine

is a Villiers 70 mm. x 70 mm. = 269 c.c.

The darburettor is an Aoiac Special, and
lubrication is from a separate chamber
in the tank, through a Best and Lloyd
sight drip lubricator, and through the

carburetter to the engine. RIoseley

26in. X 2in. rubber studded tyres are

the standard fitting.

A similar model is listed with a four-

stroke J. A. P. engine of 70 mm. x 64
mm. (246 c.c.) It is fitted with an
adjustable pulley, and the magneto is

giar driven. Both the foregoing can be

fitted with .\lbion two-speed counter-

shaft gear or the' Sturmey-Archer three-

speed hub gear.

Realising the popularity of the pastime
among the weaker se.x, there is a ladys
edition of the Royal Ruby lightweiglit.

This is fitted with the Villiers two-stroke

engine, and, with the exception of the

frame and special guard arrangements tlie

general specification is the same as for

the preceding models.
Further, there are de Inse models of

both the two-stroke and four-stroke light-

weights. The engines are the same, i.e.,

Villiers iind .J. A. P. respectively, but the
regular equipment includes Stunney-
Archer three-speed hub, and the general
specification is of a higher order than the
standard models, Roman rims being in-

cluded as a standard fitting

A J. A. P. engine (85^ mm. x 85 mm.) i:;

fitted to the i?oyal Kuby 3^ li.p. standard
touring mount. The engine is one of the
latest •J.-'i.P. productions, it being fitted

with a new type ol timing gear, adjust-
able tappets, internal exhaust valve lifter,

and decomprest^or. In addition the power
unit includes the J. A. P. adjustable pulley.

The specification is attractive, including,
as it does, Sa.xon or Druid forks, B. and
li. carburetter, Dunlop |in. belt, and
Brooks saddle. The price of fifty-four

guineas includes Sturmey-Archer three-

speed and free engine hub. This model is

also supplied with a counlersliaft drive, in

.which case the gear is the maker's own
three-speeder.

Two twin-cylinder machines are also

listed, these being J.A.P engincd. The
6 h.p. is 76 uim. x 85 mm., and the 8 h.p.

85^ mm. X 85 mm. The drive is by com-
bined cliain and belt, the gear being tiie

Royal Ruby three-speed with free engine
and kick starter.

The o'i h.p. and twin cylinder machines
are fitted with back guards provided with
easily detachable fitments. These enable

Lid \ s new mo(idcl RoNal Ruby two-stroke machine standardised tor 1915

a mudguard to be taken out completely
with the carrier by the removal of four

set pins.

VELOCETTE
IMPROVEMENTS.

IT
can scarcely be said that Messrs.

Veloce, Ltd., have designed a new
machine for the coming year, and
yet the improvements are of con-

siderable importance, and should still

further increase the comfort and sweet
running of the little engine.

Crankshaft Balance Weight.
Perhaps the most important, and

also the most unusual, feature !s the
addition of a balance weight, which is

mounted on a fixed sjiindle on the
opposite side of the crank case to the
drive, and is driven merely by the
crank pin. which fits Inoselv nlo a hole.

Details oi enclosed itieast. valve on the

latest type of Velocette

This addition has been found lo give
extremely steady running, and 'ii has
all the advantages of the usual type of

crankshaft witliout the attendant dis-

advantages of a second bearing to cause
pressure leakage or oil throwing
The lubrication has been modified, and

the pressure pipe from the exhaust to

the oil well is no, longer utilised.

Instead of this, the oil is fed direct

to the main bearing, and thence throudi
ducts to the big end. The slot in the

big end bearing, which used to be a
feature of the system, is now no longer

maintained. A very simple arrange-

ment for leading the release gases into

the exh.ii:st port .has been incorporated

with the cvlincar, the whole menianism
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THE NEW TWIN SUNBEAM.
6-7 h.p. Engine, Re-designed Gear Box and Clutch.

Spring shock absorber and pai t of internal

expanding brake on Velocette drive,

being neatly and simj)Iy enclosed ; i\w

operating plunger for the valve is

worked by the outside member of tlie

Bowden casing. The new silencer is

somewhat bigger, and adds to tlie

quietness of the machine.

Good Brake Work.
Chain drive throughout is still used

on all the two-speed models, but a

spring shock absorber is fitted within
tJie big sprocket, and a very effective

internal expanding brake is mounted in

the rear hub. This brake is of large

diameter and easy of access, while,
being of the internal type, it keeps clean

and free from grit. Both chains are

protected by metal cases. Other frame
details consist of a considerably
strengthened carrier and an e.KCellent

spring-up stand.

A single-geared model may be ob
tained, but it will be fitted with a

countershaft and chain-cum-belt trans-

mission. The two-speed gear is a par-

ticularly neat piece of mechanism, and
instead of utilising the usual sliding
dogs a very large and powerful sliding
keyway effects the same end, and is

infinitely simpler to construct and to

operat-3. The alternative gear ratios
are 5 to 1 and 10 to 1, or 5^ to 1 and
11 to 1. Another neat fitting is tlie

flywheel locking nut, which is so

arranged that when unscrewed it

removes the flywheel without any special
tools.

A POPULAR LIGHTWEIGHT ENGINE

The 6-7 h.p. Sunbeam three-speed machine which has been redesigned tor 1913.

THE most novel machine of the

Sunbeam 1915 range is the twin-

cylinder 6-7 h.p. machine. An
entirely new engine is fitted to

this mount of a bore and stroke of

73x95 mm., giving a capacity of 796 c.c.

The valves are of the mechanically-

operated side-by-side type, a new design
silencer is used, but the most important
change apart from the engine is the new
gear box, which is much stronger than
formerlj-, and the change of gear is

effected by a pair of sliding clutches
actuated by a rack and pinion and a
cam action. The gear teeth are very
wide and strong enough for almost any
work. In addition to the gear, the clutch
as well as the operating meclianism has
been i-e-designed foi next year. Last

year the plates were carried on pins

:

they are now supported on keys, and
there are seventeen plates in the new
design, nearly double last year's total, .

thus giving increased frictional surface.

The mudguards have been greatly im-

proved, and leg shields are also fitted in

front of the footboards. The wheels are,

of course, detachable and interchangeable
as before.

The engine of the 3^ h.p. machine has
also undergone various alterations, though
the bore and stroke remain as before.

The magneto is now driven by a silent

chain. The improvements in connectioii

with the gear and clutch also apply to

this model. The 2J h.p. mount remain.s

practically unaltered for 1915, so satis-

factory has it proved.

The Precision Junior for 1915, which, as

will be seen, has vertical valves. This engine,

which measures 65."\ 60 mm.= i99c.c., is

fitted to a number of machines Included in

the Buyers' Guide.

CIO
Valve side of the new 6-7 h.p. engine fitted to the twin Sunbeam.
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JAMES MODIFICATIONS.
THE James Cycle Co., of Birming-

ham, have decided only to modify
their present types, as they find

no necessity to make alterations.

They have entirely dropped all belt-

driven models with the exception of the

little two-stroke, which will remain
exactly as before, except for the fact

that the choice of 26in. or 24in, wheels

is given. The big single will be
marketed with both two and three-speed

gears, and in main details remain
rmaltered. Some parts of the frame have
been reinforced, though they retain their

original appearance. One of the most
striking alterations is the removal of the

change-speed lever from the side to the
centre of the tank ; this now passes

through a slot working in a gate on the

side of the top tube. This allows the

tank capacity to be increased by widen-
ing th^ tank without interfering with
the rider's comfort. Two gallons of

petrol are now carried without causing
any unsightly projections. All riders

will appreciate the fact that grease cups
are fitted to all the spring fork shackle
pint, which permit proper lubrication of
th;3 important part without fiddling with
tiny lubricators. Both chain cases are
now provided with neat inspection caps,
which are instantly detachable, and
permit a clear view of the lower part
of the chain. The cases themselves are
<plit horizontally instead of vertically
as before, and appear absolutely flush
without projections. The bubs have an
all-black finish, and the front hub with
its Timken roller bearings can now be
adjusted readily.

The 3J h.p. Twin,

In the case of the 3^ h.p. twin the
alterations are somewhat more noticeable,
though in reality only detail refinements
have been carried out. A similar frame
to that used in the Isle of Man is now
employed with a very strong design of

steering head. The gear control has been
carried rather further forward so as to
be in an accessible po.sition, and clear of

the rider's knee. Tne rear brake will in

future be heel applied, and the chain case
and the spring fork grease cups are. as

1915 model 3.] h.p. twin-cylinder James, which is a combination of last year s

T.T and tounng t^'pcs.

drive is, however, an extension to the gear

shaft, and the whole thing is extremely

well carried out. Another addition which

can be obtained in the extras is a most
excellent leg guard, which thoroughly

protects the rider on the muddiest of

days. Although this guard appears to

cover most of "the front of the machine,

it has been found that it does not in any
wav affect the cooling.

'fhe James sidecar combination with

these extras is one of the most complete

and comfortable outfits we have ever seen.

The sidecar wheel is sprung, and the

attachments to the motor cycle are

excellent. The chassis remains as before.

New gale change, and grease cups to . rent

fork shackles on " Big Single ' James,

already described, as on the big single.

Arrangements have been made for fitting

the Lucas lighting set as an extra, the
dynamo being carried in a specially
adapted bracket in (he saddle tube. The 1 he big end ot the Omega connecbng rod

IS hardened, and serves as the outer shell of

the roller bearing. This machine was
described on page 508B (Nov, 5th).

lames-Canoeiei iidecaj como nation lor next year, fitted with Lucas dynamo light ng sei

THE JARDINE FOUR-SPEED
GEAR.

One of the most interesting four-
speeJ gears, which it will bo noted
from the Buyers' Guide is a standard
fitting on certain machines, is the
Jardine, which was fully described
and illustrated in our issue of October
8th. We are led to refer tjo the Jardine
again, as the makers inform us that the
trial gear has now completed 3,700 miles
without being touched. Mr. George
Hunt, who has used it on his 8 h.p.

Campion sidecar, tells us that he has
done his best to break the gear through
intentional ill-treatment, but without
result. It may be recalled that this

machine took part in the hill-climbing

expedition on Grindon, Littonslack, Cow-
dale, etc., chronicled in our issue of

October 29th,

CI.?
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Lubrication on the Latest F.N.

CRANK CASE OF THE 7h.p.

Fig. I
.—Showing oil sump and lower halt of base chamber.

F.N. FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE.

Fig. 2.—^View from underside showing three-throw crankshaft

and two of the connecting rods in position.

WE recently had an opportunity of
inspecting some of the parts of

the latest type four-cyhnder 7
h.p. F.N. The method of

engine lubrication is an interesting
feature, and the illustrations deal chiefly
with the excellent system which has
been adopted on this interesting motor
bicycle.

Fig. 1 shows the lower half of the
crank case and oil sump, and the pipe
through which the oil is drawn from

the sump to the
—.—;=— 1> troughs shown

in the tray
which fits above
this portion of

' the crank case.

Here may be
'F seen the four

troughs in which
't the big ends

dip and the
gauzes through
which the oil

returns to the

sump after being

utilised. It is

also interesting

to note the two
windows in the

bottom half, by

i!r o r> n means of w'hich
he, 3.-R0TARY Pump on the

, j^^^j „f ^^e
Latent Four-cylinder F.N ^jj ^^^^ ^e seen
A. Inlet pipe trom sump at a glance

connecting to B. The upper half

B. Inlet port to pump chamber, of the crank
C. Delivering port from case to which

pump chamber. the sump is

D. Delivery pipe to bearings, attached is

E. Gear wheel. shown upside

F. Internally toothed ring. down for cTcar-

G. Crescent-shaped baffle ness, and demon-
strates the three-

throw crankshaft provided, the two outer
coimecting rod big ends being visible in

position on their journals.

Fig. 3 shows the ingeniously designed
rotary oil pump. It will be noticed that

it consists of a small gear wheel E mesh-
ing with an internallv toothed ring F,

C14

which revolves inside the main casting
of the pump, while on the left of the
gear wheel E is to be seen a crescent
shaped baffle G. This also forms an
integral part of the main casting and acts

as a seal for the oil. The direction of

rotation is anti-clockwise, as indicated by
the arrows, and as the teeth of the small
wheel begin to separate from those of the
gear ring in the neighbourhood of the
oil inlet port B a vacuum is caused, as the
oil cannot reach this part owing to the
crescent G and the proximity of the teeth
on the right-hand side of the pump. To
fill this vacuum oil is drawn up through
the pipe A to the port B from the sump,
and is then carried round in the notches
between the gear teeth until the gradual
closing in of the gear teeth towards the
port C forces the entangled oil at con-
siderable pressure thiough the poit C,

The hold-all and complete tquii)ment

carried on the Zen;th motor bicycles supplied

to the War Office. The new design silencer

is discernible.

finally issuing from the delivery pipe D.

to the bearings and troughs.
It is really an education to examine

one of these beautiful machines in pieces,

and the sketches reproduced on this i

page give the reader a clear idea of tha li

ingenuity displayed in the design.

THE ZENITHS FOR THE
FRONT.

ON the occasion of a recent visit to

the works of Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

Hampton Court, we saw about

thirty military motor cycles,

forming part of an order of 100 which

the company had executed in three weeks

for the War Office. These were practi-

cally standard 34 h.p. single-cylinder

models, which, by the way, the company
have almost given up manufacturing,

owing to the popularity of the twin.

These machines were finished in all black,

except the handle-bars and a square of

slate grey on the tank. They were
equipped with Amac carburetters,

J. A. P. engines, and all black Powell

and Hanmer lamps, horns, and gene-

rators. A square belt was neatly

strapped to the side of the carrier, and

on the carrier itself was placed a most
convenient hold-all, designed by Mr. F.i

VV. Barnes, the works manager. This

device is constructed to carry the spare

cover and two tubes required by the'

military authorities, but as it is capable

of being extended, even more may be

carried therein. It is made of WUlesden
canvas, and secured by good quality

straps.

An interesting innovation on this

niacliine is the new Zenith silencer, which
consists of an expansion chamber and
an exit pipe directly beneath it. This

expansion chamber is at the extremity of

the main exhaust pipe ; it is an efficient

silencer, and allows a perfectly free exit

for the gases.

We hope shortly to deal with the other

new model Zeniths, which are all fitted

with twin engines
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Countershaft Geared Rovers in 1915.
ALTHOUGH at first sight there does

not appear to be any great

change in the latest Rover
models, yet, on examination, it

will be found that the new nmchine has

been redesigned from end to end. Start-

ing with the engine, we find that the

valve ports have been enlarged and im-

proved, and the new valves have an
extremely large port area. The timing

gear also ha- been slightly altered,

although it is on the same lines as before.

Even the piston and connecting rod have

A flat plate with a series ol notches is fixed

on each side of the rear spindle on the new
3i h.p. Rover, so as to ensure that the rear

wheel is fixel in correct alignment.

been altered to a slight degree with
results beneficial to the running of the
engine. The driving side of the crank-
shaft is mounted on two separate ball

bearings, so as to give ample surface to

take the pnll of the driving chain. A
silent chain conveys the drive from the
crankshaft to a three-speed countershaft
gear; this chain is entirely enclosed in

ithe die cast aluminium case. The three-

speed gear bo.\ is of very neat construction,

land has only slidirg members, consisting
mf two rods and one gear wheel. The
'clutch is the cork insert type, and the
kick-starter is neatly enclosed in an
extension of the gear box. One of the
most unusulil features of the box is that

the lid is formed by the bottom bracket
framework, which gives a very neat ap-
pearance to the device and saves a certain
amount of space. The final drive is

through an Sin. pulley and a lin. belt, the
gear ratios being approximately 5 to 1,

7^ to 1, and 15 to 1, the lower gear being,
of course, purely an emergency one. The
gearshafts are mounted on ball bearings
throughout.

Flame and Fittings.

The frame alterations are not very
noticeable, but besides the new bottom
bracket lug, the steering head has been
given an increased rake. 650 x 65 tyres
will in future be fitted on all models, and
excellent mudguards, which are fully

valanced on both sides, protect the rider

in bad weather. A belt guard is also

standard, and the front portion of the
rear guard is extended below the level

of the lower part of the belt, so that mud
cannot pour over it and cause slip.

The handle-bars are somewhat wider
than in previous years, and are bent
into a very comfortable position. The
standard lubrication will be by plain
pump fitted with a tap at the bottom, or

Best and Lloyd's automatic drip feed can
be obtained to order. The hinged carrier

and guards and the powerful double lever
in front of the brake will remain as in

the 1914 model. A Lucas dynamo light-

ing set can be fitted as an extra, and, if

supplied, it is fitted behind the saddle
tube and driven by an enclosed chain
from an extension of the countershaft.
Sidecar chassis and body are modified in

detail only, and the neat spring luggage
carrier is still retained on the back of the
chassis. The feature of this outfit is the
compensated sidecar brake, actuated by
the usual foot pedal on the motor cycle.

A very neat fitting has been devised for

ensuring that the back wheel shall be in

line. This consists of a form of notched
quadrant, carried on the spindle, the
notches engaging with a projecting boss.

It is only necessary to engage the same
notch on each side of the wheel with the
boss to make sure that the wheel is in

proper alignment. A similar engine to

that already described, but with slightly

higher compression, is fitted to the T.T.
model, which is turned out as a standard

v.'ith a single belt drive, though a Philip-
son governor pulley may be obtained as
an extra. If fitted, this pulley is, of
course, handle-bar controlled! The
handle-bars are almost straight and give'
a comfortable racing position. The wheel

Showing new gear change on leit hand
side of Rover tank, also dynamo driven by
enclosed chain from the countershaft.

base of the new T.T. model will bo
longer than before, and is, in fact, the
same as in the standard model; 650x65
tyres are fitted. Both models are fed by
1915 B. and B. carburetters with a top
feed to the float chamber. A very neat
refinement is in connection with the petrol
tank ; the gauze filter carries with it a
bright metal float, which is usually visible

through the glass top, and gives the rider
an approximate idea of the amount of
petrol remaining in the tank at a glance.
Also at night the top of the float can be
felt by the finger.

The chain-cum-belt dr.ven Rover tor next year, which has a new three-speed countershaft gear.

CLUB NEWS.
Motor Union oi Ireland (Ulster Centre).

N'o fewer than fifty members are abroad
on active duty; most of them were for-

merly despatch riders in connection with
the Ulster Volunteer Force, and the train-
ing they then had is of great use to them
now. Amongst the number is G. Boyton,

the hon. sec, who was the first private
owner to finish in this year's senior T.T.
race. The Union is so proud of these
riders that the committee has passed a
.ipecial resolution expressing admiration
and commending their patriotism.

Bristol M.C.C. Open Trial.

It has been decided to abandon the pro-
posed exhibition of motor cycles in con-
nection with the eighteen hour trial on
the 27th and 28th inst., one reason being
that many of the manufacturers would
not consent, another, that all the suitable
haUs in the city have been taken over by
the military authorities. A large number
of entries have already been received from
all parts of the country, and the trial

promises to be a success.

CI9
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1915 MODELS.
AUTUMN 'MIDST SCOTTISH CRAGS^

DESIGN IN 1915.

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
(GREENWICH.)

Nov. 19

„ 21

., 23
„ 25

5.5 p.m.
5.2 „
5.0 „
4.58 „

277 Standard Pattern Motor Cycles.

The Motor Cycle Buyers' Guide, pub-
lished in this issue, contains the complete
specifications of 277 standard pattern
motor cycles on the British market.
Our issue of Thursday, December 10th,

will be mainly devoted to equipment.

Petrol Imported during October.

During last month 4,483,162 gallons
of motor spirit (value £183,614) were im-
ported into this country. The Board of
Trade return has a note, however, to the
effect that duty has been paid on 7,210,548
gallons for the same period. In October,
1913, the number of gallons imported
were 9,583,070, to a value of £347,742

rhe Intelligence Corps

On a recent occasion we met Lieut.
H. B. C. Pollard, who is about to leave
this country on active service, together
with six other motor <;yclists. These are
all good lingriists, who will serve with
the Intelligence Corps. Lieut. Pollard,
besides being well known as a journalist
and author, has had considerable military
experience, and vpas in the Balkan Wars-

A Coventry Motor Machine Gun Battery

One of the new motor machine gun
batteries which are being formed for

attachment to each division of the Army
will be composed of motor cyclists re-

cruited from Coventry and district. This
battery will be commanded by Major J.

E. Aliin, and the Coventry and War-
wickshire M.O. has assisted in obtaining
the personnel.

An Opening for Despatch Riders

More motor cyclists are required by
the secretary of the West Lancashire
Motor Cyclists' Reserve Committee (Mr.
S. W. Phillpott, the North-Western
Centre secretary of the Auto Cycle-

Union) for immediate enlistment. They,
should apply personally to him at 50,

Lime Street, Liverpool, and should pre-

sent themselves on some motor cycle for

examination by the members of the com
mittee. If the machine is a 1913 or

1914 Triumph, Douglas, Rudge-multi,
B.S.A., or P. and M., in good order and
equipped with a suitable form of

variable gear, it may be taken over at a

reasonable valuation. Ages 19 to 30.

Three years' service with the Royal
Engineers' Signal Company, foreign

service. Fifty motor cyclists for service

with the Royal Naval Motor Squadron
are also needed.

Reliability Trial in Australia.

Recent issues of the Australian papers
contain accounts of a one-day reliability

trial held at the end of September by
the Victorian M.C.C. There were sixty-

five entries, and these were divided into

the following classes : Sidecar combina-
tions, solo machines under 600 c.c, and
solo machines over 600 c.c. The distance
was 126 miles, starting and finishing from
the outskirts of Melbourne.

The Star Performers

The best performance of the day was
accomplished by T. K. Hastings, driving
a 7 h.p. Indian sc. He was the only
competitor to get through without loss

of a single mark Other good showings
were made by L. Ray (3-^- h.p. B.S.A.),
winner of the under 600 c.c. class, and
R. Jones (5 h.p. Rudge), winner of the
over 500 c.c. class.

Experiences at the Front

Corporal G. A. Heath, a motor cyclist

despatch rider who has served with the
forces since the beginning of the war,
writes to say that he has had three motor
bicycles. He started with a Rudge-multi
(which he had to leave for the Germans),
then a B.S.A., and then a Douglas T.T.
three-speed, which he found the best for

the bad state of the roads. He writes :

" I only wish your paper was more easily

to be got out here. As a rule there is

one between thirteen of us, and many
used to read it through two or three

times, and have such fights as to whose
turn it should be next to look through
it. I am glad to see so many have

A DESPATCH RIDER AT THE FRONT
Second Lieut. R. G. Larking (a Cambridge

boxing B.ue)

volunteered for such a dangerous game,

and think that the Editor of The Motm
Cycle deserves a good deal of credit

for it."

Certified Trials.

The A.C.U. is attempting to revivt

certificated trials. At the present timf

the competition movement is practicaUj

dead and manufacturers are, therefore

without that form of advertisement and

unable to convince the public of the wortt

of their new models. The A.C.U., there

fore, thinks it desirable to revive this

kind of trial by means of which a maiiii

facturer is enabled to have a trial of hi;

own machine carried out under officia

observation. The scale of charges is beinj

revised, and will be published shortly bi

the A.C.U.

Comforts for Despatch Riders.

In our Correspondence columns las'

week there may have been noticed ;

letter from Mrs. Selwyn, asking foi

comforts for despatch riders in the 2n( 1

Army Corps. We have also received i I

letter from a motor cyclist attached ti

tin 1st Army Corps, now at home 01

leave, who enumerates other comforti

which are urgently required—a gonr

electric pocket lamp with a spare bull

and two batteries, a good cigarette lighte:

'n which petrol is used, and a good paii
.

oi overalls. Gauntlet gloves are als(

essential. Generously minded reader:

might address these parcels direct t<

'The Motov Cyclists serving with thi

1st Army Corps Headquarters, Britisl

Expeditionary Force." Comforts foi

motor ryclists for the 2nd Army Corp:'

should be addressed to Mrs. Selwyn, 14

Scarsdale Villas, London, W.

Totals of War Funds
The totals of the different war fund:

enumerated st -od as under on Tuesda;

morning last

:

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund ... £5,820,00(

Indian Soldiers' Fund ... £86,82!

H.R.H. Princess Mary's Fund
to provide Christmas Gifts £75,21

Tillies Fund tor Sick and
Wounded £617,86;

The Queen's Work for Women
Fmid £89,3i:

Daily Telegraph Belgian Fund £64,92

Many New Models m this Isi^ue

Descriptions of a number of entirel;

new models are included in this issue

An outline of the 1915 Triumph,
machine which has been redesigned afte

ten years' honourable service, the twin

cylinder Sunbeam, the novel twin-cylinde

two-stroke Premier, four-speed twin P

and M., three-speed Douglas, and 2i h.p

B.S.A are among the many 1915 model

dealt with
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La Croix Militaire.

We learn that another motor cj'clist

has been honoured by the French
Government by being awarded the

French military medal, namely, Corporal

B B. Winter, R.E., who has ridden in

several trials this year on a 3| h.p.

Blackburne.

Pour Speeds.

Quite a feature of the 1915 models is

the fitting of four-speed gear boxes.

Now, four speeds are a distinct luxury

on powerful machines, but they are much
more of a necessity in the case of light-

weights. We must not lose sight of the

fact that the lower the horse-power the

more speeds are required.

Despatch Riders.

The number of military riders to be

seen in the S.E. and Kent is surprising,

and it points to a good reserve of motor
cyclists. At Woolwich, where is the

head army stores, there are said to be

more new" motor cycles than, the whole

of the London depots" can boast of, and
enough pedal cycles for an army corps.

\ Use for Empty Petrol Cans.

It is of interest to know that a large

number of the crew of H.M.S. Hcrnir-i

were saved by the use of empty Shell

motor spirit cans, of which there was a

Jarge quantity on board. The first

torpedo to strike the Ilermcs was aft,

where a large quantity of cans were
struck and scattered in all directions.

The Ilcrmes remained afloat after being

struck some two hours, but it is quite

certain that if it had not been for the

empty petrol cans the loss of life

would have been far greater, only

twenty-three being lost (this included

killed and wounded).

Motor Cycles in the German Army.
Most of the machines used by the

German Army are, as may be expected,
N.S.U.'s, while not a few are Indians.
The Deutschers are, also, not above
" souveniring " the stocks of British
machines held in Berlin.

"On the Never."

Slang in print is generally an abon"ii-

nation, but is sometimes permissible for

the sake of clearness. To take a thing

from anj'one without his permission was
called "commandeering" during the
South African War. At the present time
in England we call it " requisitioning,"

but those who have come back from the

Front call it " souveniring." The French
inhabitants are desperately keen on this

forr of amusement, and everywhere the

British troops are met with cries of

"Souvenir! Souvenir!" Hence the lo s

of many regimental buttons, etc., and
the adoption of the term.

The PubUc Schools M.C.C.

Two members of this club who are

serving with the Colours are B. C.

Barton, in the Artists, and P. C.

Douglass, who rides a machine of the

same name, and is to drive a car belong-

ing to ji major in the Sappers. Douglass
has, happily, recovered from a bad acci-

dent in which he injured his kneecap,
caused by lunning into a cart last July.

A Motor Cycle in West Africa.

We have received from Mr. H. A.

Caulcrick, of Lagos, West Africa, a
photograph, which we reproduce, of him-
self and his 3 h.p. Enfield, and some
account of its satisfactory running. One
trip, which he mentions as being carried

out " none stopped," was from Iddo to

Victoria Beach vin .Agage Station, Iju

Valley, Fkejn. Isheri. Ebuteniclta, and

^Ea
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Apapa. Between Ikeja and Ishen there

are some very steep hills with sharp

corners. The ride also necessitates

crossing the Mole, and the time occupied

^-^B^'

".^.:"»g«i>y'V:,;V v=

Sheffield motor cyclist special constables, who are guarding the local waterworks and rail-

way tunnels. The photograph was taken last Sunday on Owler Bar Moors after the first

tail ol snow this autumn. The machines are a Lea-Francs and a Matchless.

was ninety-five minutes, the average

speed being about 51i ni.p h. Only pai t

of the road was metalled.

A Rover Exponent at the Front.

Dudley H. Xoble, who left the Rover
Co. at the lime of the outbreak of war,

:'nd is now in 69th Company, A.S.C.,

attached to the Indian troops, writes as

follows

Sir.—Wo read T/ie Motor Cycle with

great interest every week. I have met
practically all the members of the "com
petition riders' clique " out here, and am
beginning to wonder if there are any
motor cyclists left at home. Practicall.i

all makes ot ma'hines are represented. I

am at present riding a T.T. lludge. The
roads generally are in a very bad stale,

frightfully cut up in the country, and
the greasy pavi 01 the towns is unspeak-
able. By the way, mem. for accessory
manufactuiers : does the International
Jlililarv Trial come under the bonus
scheme ? Having a pretty good time, but
the weather is getting bad now.

D. H. Noble.

The Design of 1915 Model Motor Cycles.

The following analysis of features of

the 277 standard pattern motor cycles
included in The. Molur Cycle Buyers'
Guide, published in another part of this

issue, forms interesting reading:
Engines.

Single 117 = 42.2%
Twin 95 = 54.3%
Two-stroke 65 = 23.5%

Tr.vnsmissio-v
Belt 135 = 48.7%
Combination 72 = 26%
Chain 64 = 23.1%
Shaft 6 = 2.2%

LrnuiCATiON.
Hand or drip 229 = 83.3%,

Meclianical
Petroil 22

OrnEB DET.\as.
Countershaft gears ... 151 (-1-20 in

footnotes:

Automatic carburetters 16

Three-speed gears ... 121 (countin;:

footnotes)
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More Despatch Riders' Experiences.
BY the courtesy of Dr. Rice, ot

Allesley, near Coventry, we are

able to give extracts from another
interesting letter received from

one of his two sons who are serving as
despatch riders with the British
Expeditionary Force. He writes :

"On our way here we stopped at a large

village called L -, where we found
everything going on as in times of peace,
excepting the fact that all able-bodied
men had left for the war. We were
awfully interested, because every other
village we had stopped in hitherto had
either been wrecked by the Germans or

deserted by the inhabitants.
," This particular village was most en-

thusiastic on our arrival. Our colonel

arrived there and made arrangements for
parking the column and billeting the
officers early in the afternoon. Eddy
and I were the next to arrive. We were
supposed to be motor cycle orderlies in
attendance on the colonel, but owing to

a breakdown of one of our machines,
which by its nature necessitated both of

us staying behind to effect the repair,
we lost sight of the chief's car, and taking
a wrong turning found ourselves some
ten miles out of our way, with the result
that we did not arrive until after dark.
We stopped in a little square, and
enquired from Monsieur le Colonel
Anglais. In a few minutes thirty or forty
very talkative people of both sexes (both
sexes, mark you, and very nice, too) had
collected round us, bo that by the time
the worthy mayor arrived we had quite
a crowd. This worthy produced a tiny
mouchoir, and blew the biggest nose "]

have ever seen, after which ceremony he
led us up the village street to a joUy little

house where the colonel had taken up his
quarters. The whole crowd followed,
and we felt most important

Stomach Before Mass.
" We then returned to the entrance of

the village to guide the column to its

moorings on its arrival. While waiting
we made friends with some good people
who owned a little grocery stores. They
were most kind to us, and offered to put
OS up during our stay. And so, after
completing our duties, we returned to our
friendly grocer and spent the first night
in a civvy bed since our enlistment early
in August. I awoke the next morning
to the clang of a church bell summoning
the people to Mass. The whole place
turned out, and so did I, only I felt the
needs of the flesh the more pressing, so
departed for breakfast at the lorry camp.

" While in this village we learned a good
deal of the inward side of French village
life, which was very interesting. We were
the first soldiers the people had seen in

these parts. Indeed, on our journey to
L -, Eddie and I, on arriving in a
tiny out-of-the-way village, were just in

time to see the people scurry away and
lock themselves in their houses.

" They took us for Germans, or motor
cycling Uhlans perhaps! Anyhow we
pulled up in the street and roared with
laughter to such an extent that many
came out to learn the joke, and were
much relieved to hear we were out for

King George and not GuiUaume. After
drinking many toasts to jVIerry England
and La Belle France, and promising to

couper la gorqe a GniUaiime, we pro-

ceeded on cur way with required direc-

tions as to our route.

A German Aeroplane Drops Bombs.
" It was while the column was stationed

at L that I was lucky enough to

have an experience I wouldn't have
niis.sed for anything, and that was bomb
dropping from an aeroplane. I was at

General Headquarters with a message,
talking outside in the street with the
other motor cyclists when we heard that
curious swishing sound made by an
approaching shell, which instantly in-

creases in volume and seems to fill the
whole air. A moment later there was a
violent explosion, accompanied by the
high pitched scream of shrapnel, a
shower of broken glass and brick dust.
Two more bombs followed in quick suc-
cession, all three falling some forty or
fifty yards away from the headquarters
building, which happened to be a
nunnery in a town. A slight droning
sound was audible overhead, and we
recognised an , aeroplane of the Taube
type of German machine. Two of our
machines rose inside three minutes from
the aerodrome beside the town, and set
off in pursuit, pouring a hail of lead into
the intruder, but seemingly without
effect. The report was circulated the
next day that the French brought the
German down some ten miles away, but
it was never confirmed officially. The
total damage amounted to two women
killed, a tiny girl wounded, and an old
man's hand blown off. Two days ago
they had a shot at our column but missed
it by 400 yards. They were flying
amongst the clouds.

" I was out with a brigade ammunition
column the other day, and a machine
came overhead directing gun fire. I had
J. few shots at it but missed, so
i few minutes later we had some big
shells over from Jack Johnson and his
brother, the two German V)ig guns. I

had an idea the colonel wanted me, so
cleared out! Shortly after the ammuni-
tion column found the district over excit-
ing and moved round a bit, too!

Military Value of the Aeroplane.

"This war is essentially an aeroplane
triumph. During a battle machines patrol

the front, keeping hawk-like eyes on tht
enemy, watching their movements, and
directing our gunfire by signals. W'it'.i-

out them the artillery people would be
sadly hampered. The general idea seems
to be that we shall shortly force the
enemy back into his own country, and
that our armies will then sif outside and
batten at his doors until the Spring, when
another determined and general advance
may be expected.

" Since the village of L we have
moved on a good way, and arrived at
another village which the enemy have
evacuated. The people on all sides curse
the Germans for barbarians, and say their
behaviour was intolerable. They ill-

treated everyone, especially the women,
treating them in a manner too revolting
for words. The shops in the neighbour-
ing market town they pillaged wantonly,
scattering the goods all over the place,
ripping open packages and throwing them
down. Rapine, pillage, and murder

everywhere. They even buried an R.C.
priest alive who endeavoured to intercede
on behalf of some of the young gn-ls!

This is the civilised enemy with whom
we have to deal. They have respect for

nothing. Treaties, women, children. Red
Cross, white flag, nothing. The people
here are right ; they are utter barbarians.
I only hope we shall not make peace-

until the cursed name of Germany is

wiped out. Never will the French here
forget them, their hatred is such that
we cannot understand. I saw a body of

40C prisoners marched through the town
near by only the other day, and really

for the moment it looked as though the
people would try and lynch them. Had
it not been for the strong escort of our
men, doubtless they would have had a
go ai them. ^
"We have seen a good many IndiaA

troops about lately ; they are truly magnifl-
;

cent looking fellows. They sit their horses
with an easy grace that I envy mucldy.
To cling on for dear life is all that can
be managed on a motor bicycle with these
roads ! The Indians' uniform makes us
look shabby in comparison. Somehow a

they have an extra neat appearance which
is enhanced by the turban and their
Oriental bearing. The people are awfully,
pleased with them. •[

" Tell people who ask that we can--

always get rid of warm extra clothing
among the men, like gloves, mufflers,

woollen caps, etc. Cigarettes, chocolates
(preferably in small pieces),, soup squares,
are amongst our most immediate wants.
" If I write any more I shall not have the

face to ask the captain to censor it all."

Bernard.

AN UNFORTUNATE _

COLLISION.
Eddie Rice, brother of the writer of"

the above, has, we regret to state, met
with an accident, as his latest letter

shows. The collision occurred at 7 p.m.
in a narrow and greasy lane. It was
moonlight, and neither car nor cycle had .

lights.
" I am temporarily out of action," he

writes, " due to a collision at a somewhat
reckless speed with a motor car ; both of

us were trying to get back before dark.

I rode full pelt into the front wheel of

tlie car and then did a little aeropIaning<'
after which I found myself in a ditch. I

with my leg broken and the motor cycle
engine lying in pieces all over the road.

The front tyre of the car was burst and
the front axle shifted' back about a

foot. We sought an ambulance, which
I was glad to find, because both bones
are broken. The doctor thinks I may
be able to ride again in abou€ eight

weeks, so I may be home for Christmas.
" I shall not be leaving here (Boulogne)

for another week owing to bruise.";, etc.,

making travelling painful. When I do
leave I hope to be drafted off to the
Coventry Hospital if possible. Bernard
was very happy when I last saw him;'

he has fixed up a billet in a grocer's

shop, where he will sleep until they

advance again, which will not be for

some time. I wonder where they will

be when I rejoin him ! Pretty near

Germany I hope." Eddie. •
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A PREMIER INNOVATION.
Novel Design of Twin-cylinder Two-stroke.

FOE some time
.
past thei-e liave

been rumour.s of a twin two-
stroke to be produced by the

Premier Cycle Co., of Coventry,
but, tliougii we were permitted to havi.

a private view of the experimental mode
some months ago, it was not until this

week that we have been able to give

preliminary details of what is likely to

prove the most startling novelty of the

year. The new Premier is unorthodox
in almost every feature, but this must
not lead readers to think that it i.-

untried, for it has undergone prolongexl

tests with the most satisfactory results,

and the design, though unusual, i-

clever, and may lead to striking result.-

in the near future.

A Very Novel Engine.
The engine is a twin vertical two

stroke, with the crankshaft set longi

tudinally in the frame. It has a

capacity of 322 c.c. (bore and stroke

64x50 mm.) There are no connecting
I'.ii • i" the usual sense of the term, but

vertical piston rods working in long
guides are fixed

solidly to the

piston head.

;\t the base of

these rods a

llat foot is

formed, and
set on a radius.

The foot is

carried in a

white metal T-
scction guide

formed folid

with the top

half of the

split big end
bearing. Thus,
when the crank
is rotated, the

piston rod
moves verti-

cally, while the
foot imparts a

botli rod and

Piston rod slide, big

end, and part ot

balanced crankshaft.

curve of the plate or

slight rotarj- action to
piston. This action is utilised to open
and close the ports for the various pro-

cesses of suction, transfer, and exhaust.
The space between the piston walls and
piston rod guide is filled by an alu-

minium casting, and the inlet port draws
gas from an automatic carburetter
during almost the whole of the up-

stroke of the piston, instead of for the
short period when the' piston nears the
top, as in most two-strokes. On the
piston descending, the induced gas is

compressed in a cast aluminium receiver
bolted to the cylinder, and thence is

transferred to the combustion space
via the cylinder head and baffle plate.

The piston head is stepped on both
sides of the baffle, the steps being
arranged so as to make full use of the
rotary movement of the piston. At the
back of the balanced crankshaft lies a
plunger pump, which forces oil from a
sump in the crank case through the
crankshaft to the big ends and piston
rod slides, the oil passing through the
centre of the pump plunger into the
crankshaft. The guides and pistons are
amply lubricated by splash, as the
suction below the piston helps to raise the

oil. Ball bearings carry
the crankshaft at each end.

The r'rcniicr cylinder and

reccivei. The square port is

the inlet trom the carburetter.

The exhaust ports can just

be seen at the left.

The piston

of the Premier.

Note the step-

ped top. The
large port is

from the car-

buretter : the

smaller to the

receiver.

The Gear Box and Transmission.

Directiv behind the crank case lies a
(Kiir of skew gears which drive the main
gcarshaft at right angles to the crank-
sh.ift. The three-speed gear has all its

pinions constantly in mesh, and each gear
is lorked to the shaft as required by a
central wedge bar, which expands balls

against the inner face of the gear wheels
ill a similar manner to tlie well tried
lathe gear. The final drive is by belt.

Even the frame is unusual, for all the
head and saddle tube lugs for the duplex
frame are cast with two circular bodies,
which form the front and back ends of
the combined tank and top frame tubes
the tuo ends being brazed to a large
diameter steel tube.

Both brakes are of the internal expand
ing type and lie side by side in the rear
hub, the hubs
themselves being
mounted on
journal ball
bearings. The
equipment is full

and on standard

Pf^EMIER TWO-STROKE.
Combined tank and frame tube, showing how

lugs are cast unth the tank ends,

lines, and it is likely that one model
will be turned out in a biscuit colour

with no plated parts, which gives an
extremely smart finish. Incidentally,

one of the latest 3i machines finished

as above was shown to us.

The standard models have undergone
but little alteration. Both 3^ and 7 h.p.

will be fitted with twin internal expand-
ing brakes, and the 7 h.p. has steel fly-

wheels stamped from the solid with the
crankshaft. Special attention has been
given to the prevention of oil leakage.
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NEW HUDSON 1915 PROGRAAAE,

The 3J h.p. New Hudson, with countershaft gear and

kick starter.

Belt side of the 6 h.p. New Hudson three-speed

countershaft geared model.

CONTRARY to the more usual

practice of presenting next year's

models early in November, tlie

makers of " tlie New Hudson
machines have been working on their

new models for some months past, the

result being that they are now delivering

them in quantities, though, with charac-
teristic enterprise, the managers have
made sundry alterations and improve-
ments as experience dictated.

fn view of the present popularity of

two-stroke lightweights, we will first of

all turn our attention to the New Hudson
of this type. It is a single-cylinder

machine of 2^ h-p., tlie cylinder dimen-
sions being 62 mm. x 70 mm., giving a
cubic capacity of 211 c.c. It may be ob-
tained either with a single gear or else a

two-speed countershaft gear. A cheaper
jjattern has footrests only, but the
standard has aluminium footboards,
curved upwards at the front to protect
the toes. There are several variations
of the New Hudson two-stroke ; in all

the engine and main features are the
same. The prices range from £27 5s. to

£37 10s., including usual equipment.
24in. X 2in. tyres are fitted to all models.
The next machine on the 1915 New

JIudson programme is the "military
service " model, as it is called by the
makers. It is specially designed for hard
work under trying conditions ; the frame,
eijgine—in fa<:t, every part is of unusual
strength. Accessibility has been very
carefully studied, also the question of

standardisation, and the quick and easy
replacement of spare parts—^two important
points on a machine intended for military
work.
The engine is a single-cylinder 85 mm.

X 88 mm. (499 c.c), rated at 3^-4 h.p,
'The drive is by Renold chain to a tliree-

speed countershaft gear, arid thence by
belt. The magneto is chain-driven, and
is placed behind the cylinder in an
accessible position
Two gallons of petrol is the capacity of

the tank. This is a very desirable
featiu-e,' because it would be an easy
matter to run out of fuel when
effecting a reconnaissance or carrying,
despatches. On such jaunts one never
.knows •Then the next opportunity will
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occur for taking in supplies for machine
and man.

It is enamelled service grey and black,"

and with full equipment and three-speed
gear, the price is £57 10s.

The third New Hudson model has a

name with a distinctly American flavour,

it being known as tlie " Master Model Big
Six." The New Hudson twin-cylinder is

designed as a passenger machine, and the

engine is of 770 c.c, the cylinder dimen-
sions being 76 mm. x 85 mm., set at an
angle of 50°. Of course, the New Hudson
tlu-ee-speed gear is fitted, the ratios being

4-J, 7^, and 15 to 1 respectively. In this

connection it is interesting to recall the

fact that the New Hudson Cycle Co. were
one of the first firms to fit, as standard,
three-speed gears to motor cycles. The
gear is of the sliding type, and placed on
the bottom bracket, the drive being by
chain from the engine and by belt from
the countershaft. The kick starter is

neatly embodied with th^ gear box.

650 X 65 voiturette tyres are fitted, the
mudguarding, footboards, toolbags, and
general equipment are what one would
expect with a machine emerging from a

factory with the experience of the New
Hudson.

AN IXION TWO-STROKE
SIDECAR OUTFIT.

ONE of the most striking proofs of

the efficiency of the modern
medium weight machine is

instanced by the fact that the

Ixion Motor Co. has decided to marlifit

a complete sidecar outfit propelled by.ai

2| h.p. Peco engine of 349 c.c.

The whole machine is beautifully pro-

portioned to the engine, and, though light,

is fully strong enough for the work
required. The engine has a direct belt

drive to a Sturmey-Archer three-speed

hub. A kick or handle starter is

provided. The sidecar chassis is very

neat and strong, and no adjustments are

used, as the passenger carrying portion

has wisely been designed expressly for

the light motor cycle. Consequently, it

is possible to arrange fixings in standard
positions, which, besides being neat and
light, greatly facilitates attachment. W*
have seen the sidecar attached in a fey,'

moments, and the fixings are quite.

positive.

All the fittings and the finish are well

carried out, and the outfit has a most
pleasing appearance.

Latest specimen ol the 2^ h.p. two-stroke two-speed New Hudson,
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AN ADJUSTABLE PULLEY
FOR OUTSIDE FLYWHEELS.

With a few notable exceptions motoi

cycles which employ outside flywheels

are without any form of adjustable

pulley, and it is with the object of

improving on this state of affairs that

Mr. B. F. Plant, of 138, Wolverhampton
Road, Walsall, has provisionally pro-

tected the device which we illustrate.

The main body of the pulley is keyed
to the crankshaft in the usual manner.
This main part consists of a pulley

flange with a long extension. One
portion of the extension is screwed left-

pif«((fC]LS 57^

Plant's adjustable pulley tor outside

flywheel engines.

handed, and carries the second oi'

adjusting flange, while the end is

accurately slotted to fit dogs formed in

the centre of the flywheel. A lock-nut

with a spring catch holds the parts in

position and finishes rff the device
neatly. The face of the adjusting flange

is fitted with a slot corresponding to a

stop on the inner face of the flywheel,

to prevent the unscrewing action when
starting up. An alternative design has
the flywheel and one pulley flange cast

in one, the adjusting flange being that

nearest the crank case. In this case a

A sidecar ambulance by Messrs. Mead and Ueakin, makers ol the Canoelet sidecar. A broad Keti

Cross IS painted on the sidecar mudguard. The machine is attached to a 6 h.p. New-Hudson.

spring between the flanges holds the

loose flange up to a locking device. It

may be added that a pulley which will

provide ratios variable from the saddle
is being constructed on these lines.

A TINY MECHANICAL
HORN.

We illustrate

herewith an ex-

ceedingly neat

little mechani-
cal horn which
is highly suit

able for light

weight ma
chines. It i.-^

sold by Messr^
Brown Bros..

Ltd., is known
as the Byk-
electric Buzza,
and emits a

sound some
what similar to

the Klaxon,
though, of
course, not so
loud. It is

operated by the
small handle
shown on top.

The price is

3s 5d.

THE AVON BELT.
The new Avon belt, which we illustrate,

has some novel features. In the first place

it is provided with a watershed top, the

object of which is to throw off rain in

front instead of allowing it to run down
the sides of the belt and cause slipping."

Then, in addition to the transverse
grooves which are found on most rubber
belts, there is a longitudinal channel
running along the centre and vertical

grooves narrowing to a point near the
outside of the belt, the object of this

arrangement being to cause the belt to

retain its proper angle of 28° when it is

bent round a pulley. We are informed
that this belt has been put to searching
tests with most satisfactory results, belt

sli[) lieing reduced considerably.

-A suitable warning device

lor a lightweight sold by

Brown Bros., Ltd. Its

screeching note can be

guaranteed to attract at-

tention.

An 8 h.p. Rex-Jap special Colonial model, the teatures ot which are 2vS x 3in wheels, and 5.iin

cranic case clearance.

A new Avon aibber and canvas bell.

REX-J.A.P. COLONIAL
~ MODEL.

•The Premier Motor Co., .^ston Road,
Birmingham, has constructed a moft
substantial Colonial model. The crank
case clearance is no less than 5|in. and
28in. wheels shod with 3'n. tyres are
fitted. The spokes, hubs, and other
parts are finished black, the object being
to reduce the number of plated parts to

a minimum. Quick detachable chain
cases with each segment made inter

changeable are supplied. The kick
starter is contained in an e.'stension of

the gear box, which is of the counter-
shaft type, and the gear lever is provided
with a gate change having a positive
stop for each position. Altogether this
seems to be a most suitable machine for
Overseas requirements.

C31
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cysle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should he accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Petroil Lubrication.
- Sir,—As a rider of a tAvo-stroke since last April, I

admire the simplicity of petroil, but do not consider it

ideal or likely to last any length of time. No doubt it

lubricates well, but it seems to lubricate the piston much
better than the big end, and it leaves the carburetter and
adjoining parts in a messy condition, which collects all the
dust of the road. My experience ha.s been the same as

Mr. Hampton." Recently finding a considerable loss of

power and speed on hills, I had my Connaught examined.
The top piston ring was completely carbonised in its groove,
the others slightly affected, but there was no carbon deposit
to speak of anywhere else. H.L.L.

Why an Engine Eonks.
Sir,—I was extremely interested in the article by .\Ir.

Watchorn entitled " Why an Engine Konks." The theory
advanced, however, "that the piston is blown across the
cylinder," is distinctly novel; and according to Mr.
Watchorn's diagram, etc., a, pressure, of about 300 lb. is

travelling from the direction of the sparking plug towards
the piston, which results in it being puslied sideways. That
the combustion "commences" there is right enough, but
the resultant " jn-essvie" is uniform throughout the cylinder
head, otherwise, according to Mr. Watchorn's theory, we
should need the valve chamber which carries the sparking
plug to be several times stronger than the other parts of the
head, which is, of course, quite contrary to modern practice.

If there is a pressure of 300 lb in the cylinder, then the
pressure is obviously equally distributed over the whole of

the exposed area of the piston, and if Mr. Watchorn's theory
is correct, he has only to place the plug in the cylinder
head in.stead of the valve cap to avoid the "konking" referred
to. There are many factors which determine the musical
abilities of an engine far more than the position of the valves,

a few of which are 1, compression ratio ; 2, length of con-

necting fod ; 3, length of piston; 4, position of small end
pin; 5, design of cylinder head ; ,6, carburatioii ; 7, lubrica-

tion; 8; piston clearance, etc.; and also the fuel employed.
It is therefore extremely difficult to lay down any hard
and fast rule for the novice as to why an engine konks.

I might add regarding overhead valve engines that I have
usually ' found them more prone to konk than the T or- F.

type, and they usually also show a somewhat higher efficiency.
' ERNEST P. EVEREST.

Sir,^I agree with Dr. Low that my article, on konking
was too bi'ief and the sin's of omission were numerous, but,

as the editor only allowed me space for an article of 250
words, I aid the best I could.

My article might have been better headed, " Why are
certain type's of ' engines subject to konking while other
types are practically immune," and the theory given is, as
far as I Icnow, the Only one wliich gives a reasonable explana-
tion agreeable with practice.

Now, it is an admitted fact that an engine without side

pockets and with an hemispherical head will run much
longer without konking than an engine with side pockets.

Several instances have been given ; for instance, in Tlie

Autocar one case of such an engine in a London 'bus running
29,000' miles without lifting. The racing Peugeot engme,
which set the fashion to the motor racing world, is said to

be free from konking. This engine, as is well known, has
no pockets and a hemispherical head. It is also a fact
that any engine-with side pockets, whether such pockets are
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in a line with the crankshaft or at right angles or on opposite

sides of the cylinder, will start konking after running less

than half the distance that a pocketless hemispherical headed

cylinder will run.

Now, why is this? The -reason is fully explained by the

theory of a pocket blast across the piston top.

In the Editorial of November 5th, the point is raised that

the theory given does' not cover an engine with pockets at

right angles to the crankshaft.

May I say that the theory given covers any type of pocket

engine. In tlie case of the engine mentioned it simply means
that, instead of the piston being blown from one side of the.

cylinder to the other, it is only blown from one corner to

another corner, or, in other words, blown half the distance,

as in the case mentioned in my article : this is one of my
sins of omission.

I cannot understand Dr. Low in his statement that it is

impossible to classify the different types of knocking heard

from, a faulty running engine, "for, in the first place, the

internal comoustion engine was invented over a hundred
years ago. For the last fifty yeai's it has been made com-

mercially, or, in other words, more than one generation of-

engineers have assisted and simplified the design; conse-:'

quently, there is no beautiful mystery about it and vevj-

little research work left ';.

Furthermore, any competent gas engine fitter can tell at !

once on a faulty engine of a design he knows, what is wrong
by the class of sound given out. The noise may cover a

dozen different causes, ranging from, say, a broken ring t&
a loose key in the flywheel. •%

1 should like to know whether Dr. Low has experimented'"

with an engine with pockets reversed as mentioned, as it is

not definitely stated. I should be very interested in the

results. In regard to evidence that a piston can be blown
across a cylinder, notwithstanding there is no exit on the

opposite side, I can give an example of the old pattern hori-,

zontal gas" engine which fired below the centre. On examin-
ing this engine for repairs it will always be noticed that

the cylinders have worn the most at the top, which certainly

could not happen except by the piston being blown up to

the top of the cylinder by the first rush of the charge.

This fact is common knowledge to any gas engineer.

Messrs. Lodge Bros, think that the theory given is upset in

the case of a T-headed cylinder firing simultaneously in

both pockets. They have forgotten that different mixtures of

gas.-fire at different velocities. We all know that a plug will

fire better over an inlet than over an exhaust valve, for

the simple reason that the gas is purer and not diluted _sa.

much by the exhaust gases. 1.

It is, therefore, evident that, although the firiiig takes

place simultaneously owing to the fact that the gas over the'

inlet valve is fresher, it will fire first and have the pistop

across before the exhaust side has fully ignited. i,:'

E. WATCHORN.
''

Sir,—I havg read with great interest your leaderette and
Mr. E. Watchorn's contribution on the subject of " Why
an Engine Konks," but I fear I disagree with some of your

contributor's theories, and beg to submit a few of my own.
I do not think the design of the combustion head or the

situation of the sparking plug has anything to do with the

matter. The noise is undoubtedly due to the piston changing
sides, that is, leaving the front and making sudden contact

with the back of the cylinder, not "blown" across as Mr.
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Watcboni suggests, but violently thruist aci'oss by the

angnlarity of the connecting rod, acting through the excess

of pressure upon the piston, in proportion to the speed and
position tt has acquired in commencing its descent.

Let us remember that angularity of thrust commences
immediately the crank pin passes the dead centre, angularity
being quite consiierable by the time a downward movement
of the piston is noticeable. It should be noted that the
lighter bottom portion of the piston will be - the first

influenced by the thrust, and so make the lighter and' more
silent contact with the cylinder wall, the heavy top being
then "speeded up" by semi-rotation about the centre
formed by the bottom of the piston against the cylinder.

It will also be granted that a certain amount of- time is

occupied in the transit of the piston from one side of the
cylinder to the other, and, short, indeed, though the time
must be, the angularity of the connecting rod is constantly
increasing during -that time, simultaneously building up
the "cross momentum" of the piston, all this taking place
while the piston is in one of the slowest sections of its

downward journey, if 1 may be excused for using the term,
" almost stationary so far as its power-developing motion
is concerned ; with the result that the heavy top of the
piston strikes the cylinder wall a hard, unsmeared blow.
Retard the ignition and the ma.ximum pressure of the

explosion is reached only after the piston is further on its

journey and travelling at greater speed, with the result that
the blow is

' smeared " and deadened. Konking occurs
only at comparatively low engine speeds. Speed up the
engine by taking off the load, or by changing to a lower
gear, and the konking ceases, the increased piston speed
having the sann- effect as retarding the ignition, namely,
that of correcting the moment of maximum pressure 'upon
the pisttn A clean engine will konk if it can be persuaded
to get hot enough, the heat raising the compression pressure
by expansion and more perfectly vaporising the fuel, thereby
rendering the charge more rapidly permeable by combustion.

E. GASSTON, JuN.

Sir,—The sudden impact of the exploded compressed charge
of gas gives rise to a certain amount of noise in any engine
firing normally, more or less proportionate to the sudcien-
ness of the impact which is due to the resistance to the
expansion of the gas, which resistance is itself relative to
.the piston speed

Tliis noise is no more to be confused with exhaust noise
thari tlie kick of a ride is to be confused with the sound of

the shot. And the noise is set up chiefly by the piston head,
but is also helped by vibrations from the valve heads and
engine head generally.

If then the impact of the sudden expansion should meet a

rising instead of a falling piston, th. impact will be tremend-
ously greater, and, consequently, the vibrations set up will be
much more audible, and the quality and intensity of the
sound will vary aJso according to the freedom which these
parts have and vibrate [e.g., loose bearings), s-nd to the
quality of the metal—a tuning fork vibrates much better
than a bar of cast iron.

If an engine be running normally this noise is scarcely, if

at all, audible ; but if the engine be overworked, and, as a

natural consequence, become too hot, another factor comes
into play, which tends to turn a normal firing point to one
which is so far advanced as to caust premature firing. That
factor is the rapidity of the combustion and consequent
expansion of the gas.

Every servant girl knows that hot sticks will kindle up
much quicker than cold, and so with the compressed explosive
mixture The hotter the mixture the quicker it burns, and,
therefore, unless the ignition be reta-ded, the piston receives
the force of the explosion before it has passed dead centre,
and the impact gives rise to the "kohk " Of course, a mix-
ture of perfect proportions burns faster than one which is

too rich in petrol

Further, when the interioi of tht combustion chamber
becomes covered with "carbon." as has been stated, pre-
ignition by a glowing carbon point sometimes occurs, this, of
course, being helped enormously by the already too hot
charge But what is a much more important matter is that
tills coating of ashes, being a poor conductor of heat, renders
the interior of the combustion chamber a much hotter place
than it should be, so that the compressed charge may even
ignite liy "spontaneous combustion " due to the heating which
it receives from the inner layer of the carbon deposit
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That some engines should he more liable to kouk than
others must be due, in addition to what has been stated re
quality of the metal, etc., to their powers of radiating the
heat generated, and their powers of heating up the compressed
charge. Thus, other things being equal, a T or T shaped
combustion chamber would be more prone to this fault than
a spherical shaped chamber, because in the former the com-
pressed charge has a greater area of contact with the walls
of the chamber, and, consequently, is heated more quickly.
And, certainly, as Mr. Watchorn states, a glancing blow on
the piston head would be likely to set up more vibration in

that piston than a perpendicular blow. J. D. M.

A Timid Tip.

Sir,^" Ixion " makes a suggestion that, in the case of

the Norton at any rate, comes j'ears late. Our petrol pipe
is fitted vertically underneath the petrol filler hole, and a

lock-nut is screwed on to an internal extension of the petrol

tap stud precisely as suggested.
NORTON MOTORS, LTD.

Gear Slip on an Old Machine.

Sir,—Can you kindly spare me an inch of space in

which to thank correspondents who took so much trouble

to try and help me out of my difficulty of high gear slip

on P. and iM ''

I am specially grateful to Benjamin Newbery,
who hit the nail right on the head.
As he advised, I removed operating chains and replaced

them in a different position, when any excessive slip dis-

appeared at once. It is a bit of a puzzle why this is so,

but I hope it will continue. If so, 1 no longer need sign

myself BIO.

Removing Douglas Cylinder.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Hughes's remarks on removing
the front cylinder of a Douglas by the use of the slot in

the frame lug, I came to the conclusion some time ago that

it was not worth doing, unless pressed for time, as the

complete removal of the engine from the frame entails very

little more work, namely, removal ol driving chain and left

handle-bar controls.

The disadvantages of leaving the crank case on the frame
are: (a.) The lower cylinder nuts are almost inaccessible.

(6.) There is more chance of damaging the pistons.

The complete removal appeals to me as sounder engineer-

ing practice, and offers better opportunity of cleaning the
underside of the crank case, and of cleaning and inspecting

the bottom frame tube. R. E. BARTON.

A Sheet-iron Sidecar

Sir,— I thought this photograph of my novel sidecar might
interest you It is made of slicet-iror. upholstered in leather,

and is extremely light, weighing under 36 lb. It was made
for me by a person who has never made a sidecar body
I.efore B P FOWI.ICY

ti. H. Fowley who writes rcspectmg the sheet iron sidecar iiiown in

the photograph.

BIC
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MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

fiUTCHmiSN.

RUBBER STUDDED

PATTEF?N '

flUTCHINSQ
three:'
RIBBED
PATTERN

^

THE Hutchinson Rubber Studded and
the Hutchinson Three Ribbed will

be our two leading patterns for 1915.

THE Governments of the Allied Armies require

a great portion of our supplies, but in spite

of this, and the fact that 2,012 of our staff are

fighting in the Allied Armies, we are able to announce

REDUCED PRICES FOR 1915
and can promise

SUPPLIES AS USUAL.
Quality has, of course, been maintained.

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, Basinghall Street, LONDON, E.C.

In answerivg thif ndrrrtimnent it is desirable to meiilitin "The jlolor Ci/cle." B2i
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Control Levers forBowden Wire
You have absolutely complete control of all vital movements at your finger tips"

it you adopt the Bowden Wire Control System. Bowden Control Levers are

made in great variety—as you will see from a few of the types here illustrated.

Our catalogue contains particulars of many others. Write for a copy to-day.

Prices quoted are for levers only.

No. 413

Straight Levers for

two movements.

7/6 ,-:A'"'«»«iJg

No. 413

Curved Levers for

tv/o movenientsT

7ir»

No. 405

For Ligbt Oper-

ations—MagneiO,

Gas, Air Inlet.

A little lever with

a long pull.

5/-

No. 439

l^M^J A Double Action Lever
^^y"^ —[JO pull-off spring

required—suitable for Spark Advance,

Throttle, etc.

6/-

.^r^S^'

Bowdenkc

Control

Levers.

No. ll. Bowd'.n te

Control Wire, 5d. per

fool, for valve; etc..con-

trol, nipples included.

No. 405.

Automatic and

immediate in

action. No

springs used.

Remains rigid,

71-

No. 1 2. Bowdenite

Brake Control Wire,

9d. per foot,

nipples included.

No. 403

Curved Lever for one

movement—supplied

with pin fitting if

required^

5/-

No. 427.

f^or side of bar.

i The Ratchet pro-

I
vides 6 positions.

'i 7/6

Combined Control
Levers. 413 & 433 j

Combined to prevent undue

crowding of the handleb

12/6
Two

Levers,
Nos. 432,

combined.

96
When complete controls are ordered,

inner wires are nippled and outer

wires are capped free of charge.

H^aedS'

mbination of

Levers. ' 403 & 433

up no more space

iiandlebar than one

control.

9/6

Send remittance to cover cost and

postage—any balance will be refunded.

God bold.

BOWDEN WIRE K? LONDON
Pratt S-

/n ariiiceruig this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde.
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A NEW CHASSIS
DUNHILLS^ A.20 Model

THIS chassis is exceptionally

strong, and is constructed on

the cantilever principle, with

front attachments brazed to the

bottom member. There are no nuts

or bolts to work loose, or joints to

slip. The mudguard is clipped direct

on to the chassis, which prevents stays

breaking through vibration The
A.20 Chassis can be supplied to fit

" Indian " machines, and with either

three or four point attachment.

Price, £7 8s. Od.

A NEW MATERIAL
C. If you will insist on your next suit of oilskins

being made of smarter-looking and better

finished material than the ordinary oilskin

—

C If you would like to feel that you
can absolutely depend on your oilskins to

withstand the severest downpour and give

you all-round satisfaction ail the time

—

C If you would like to be convinced that

they will not show signs of wear even

after hard and constant daily use

—

GET THEM AT DUNHILLS
DARK GREEN OILSKIN JACKET AND TROUSER OVERALLS.

Jacket 22/6
Overalls 15/6

The finest suit yet made.

Our Illustrated M.C. Catalogue is free on request.

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

2, CONDUIT STREET, W.
MANCHESTER: 88. Crois Street GLASGOW : 72, St Vincent Street.

Ill ah:U'.r'!t>'j (A ^^ adi'trtU'^.m'^nt it is di-nrable to incitltun " 'T/ic Mjior Cycle." B25
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-•"-"-I" -fJJ..:..»Mi..>.T

ci;sfNO
-the Lightweight

of distinctloii.
So we have called it — so it is I

'914 proved it so and, when in the classic trials o! the year, the

CLYNO scored and we heard that oft repeated question

—

"where are the other Two-strokes ?" we were proud indeed.

Where were they ?—where are they to-day ?—where will

they be to-morrow ?

We shall see, but certain it is that none of them will ever beai

the splendid CLYNO record—

PARIS-NICE TRIAL—the only motor cycle of Us class
to gain GOLD MEDAL and TWO
SPECIAL PRIZES

JARROTT CUP CONTEST—GOLD MEDAL and the only
motor cycle of its class to
gain award

LONDON-EDINBURGH—4 entered, 4 double journey
GOLD MEDALS.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS—2 GOLD MEDALS—only two
two-stroKes to finish

ENGLISH SIX DAYS—GOLD MEDAL—only machine in
its class to finish

Well, (hat's Jislinction, is it not ?—and th;

1915 Model
will be just as capable—just as sure— therefore you should know all there is

to know about it before you think of other purchase—Write us.

CLYNO ENGINEERING Co., Peiham st , Wolverhampton.

(To iclwm all wholesale and foreign enquiries should be addressed.)

Stilc Distributing Agents (or London: Tho Service Co., Ltd., 292, Hiuh Hulborn. W.C

i-riS'-v
l-n'tifei-

BRITISH & FOREIGN GOVERNMENT
Demands for both the CLYNO LIGHT-
WEIGHTandSIDECAR COMBINATION
must have, to-day, oar first attention, but—

In ansiverino tids adverttsemeiii it is desirable to mention "the Motor Cijcle."
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Cancellation of German-owned British Patents.
A Case of General Interest Concerning Aotor Cycle Engines.

THE Board of Trade has now dealt with a considerable
number of applications by British firms for orders
to avoid or suspend German-owned British patents
under the provisions of the Patents, etc. (Temporary

Rules), Act, 1914, but we believe that, up to the present,

there have been only a few instances in which the applica-

tions have been granted, and, as we understand that the
Board of Trade does not propose to make public the grounds
on which its decisions under the Act are based, the follow-

ing particulars regarding cases in which a Birmingham firm

has successfully taken advantage of the new legislation may
be of interest.

The patents in question, which were granted in 1911 to

the Neckarsulmer Fahrradwerke A.G., of Neckarsulm, Ger-
many, relate to two inventions that are used in the con-

struction of the well-known N.S.U. motor cycle engine,

and the applications for their avoidance or suspension were
made early in September last by Messrs. Humphries and
Dawes, Ltd., motor cycle manufacturers, of Birmingham,
who held an exclusive agency for the sale ot N.S.U. engines
in Great Britain and the Colonies.

When Messrs. Humphries and Dawes's petitions were
heard by the Patents Court on the 12th October last, Mr.
Arthur Sadler, patent agent, of Birmingham, who appeared
on behalf of the applicants, explained to the court the
nature of the agency agreement existing between his clients

3.nd the German patentees, and submitted that, as his clients

were prevented by the war from obtaining the patented
engines from Ger-
fore unable either to

with their own cus-

meet the existing pub-
in question, it was
general interest of the
phries and Dawes
selves to manufacture
Mr. vSadler also argued

many, and were there-

fulfil existing contracts
tomers or otherwise to

lie demand for the engines
desirable, and to the
public, that Messrs. Hum-
should' be enabled them-
the engines in this country,
that, liaving regard to the

position -in which his clients were placed by the agency
agreement, the patents should be suspended solely in their

favour, and he also informed the court that his clients were
prepared to enter into an undertaking with the Board of

Trade to keep a proper account of patented parts they
might make in order to facilitate a reasonable settlement

with the patentees at the conclusion, of hostilities.

The Comptroller of Patents stated that, in the circum-

.

stances mentioned, he was inclined favourably to regard

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes's applications, but suggested

that it might be more satisfactory if, instead of merely
undertaking to keep an account, they would make an offer

to pay a definite royalty in respect of each of the patented

inventions in the event of the court advising the suspension

of the patents . exclusively in the applicants' favour, and,

after some discussion, Mr. Sadler agreed to adopt the Comp- -

troller's suggestion, and undertook, on his , clients' behalf,

that any exclusive right the Board of Trade might grant

should be subject to royalty payment based on a percentage

of tlie estimated manufacturing cost of the parts of the

engine actually covered by the patents. The Comptroller

thereupon intimated that the court would take this offer into

consideration, when reporting on the cases to the Board of

Trade, whose decisions would- be issued in writing later.

These decisions liave now been received by the applicants'

agent, and state that the Board of Trade has ordered both,

the patents to be suspended exclusively in the applicants'

favour, subject to terms which accord substantially with the

offei- made to the Patents Court at the Tiearing, and which
will be embodied in a formal licence to be di-awn by the

Solicitor to the Board, The orders would, therefore, appear

to place Messrs. Humphries and Dawes in; the same legal

position as if they held an exclusive manufacturing licence

for Great Britain from the patentee corripany, and we
understand that they are now proceeding with arrangements

for the immediate production of the N.S.U. type of engine

on a large scale.

ILAM, ON THE DERBYSHIRE—STAFFORDSHIRE BORDERLINE, FAMOUS DURING THE GREAT PLAGUE.

T'le exquisitely designed cross and drinking fountain in the Decorated style was erected in 1840 in memoiy of the first Mrs. Waits-Russell

by her husband.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Rear Lighting.

I have a motor cycle and side-

^ car. On the sidecar I have a

^ lamp which shows a white light

-^ in front and a red light behind.
Is this sufficient for a rear

light?—W.W.
The rear lighting regulations will be
found in our issue for Llecember 25th last.

The rear light must be placed on the off

side of the bicycle or sidecar, and in such
a position that it is visible from any part
of the road in the rear.

Dinicult Startins.

I have a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder
machino, magneto (1905 Re.x),

purchased some months ago.

Being in the engineering trade 1

at once dismantled the engine,
fitted new gudgeon pin, rebushed big

and little ends, examined piston rings,

ground valves, fitted new . tappets,
repaired cams, etc., cleaned cylinder,
and crank case; in fact, I did all that
was necessary to make it a satisfactory^
job. I fitted a new sparking plug, and
had magneto overhauled by experts,
but I have to run at a great speed l-o

get it to fire. I have had the car-

buretter cleaned and correctly adjusted,
and all induction pipe joints made air-

tight. It runs well when I get it to

go, but that is my difficulty.—.I.D.

There are seVei-al possibilities which might
cau^e the trouble you mention, but it is

most likely to lie in the magneto pnints.

See that the faces are trimmed flat and
polished bright, and that they open not
more tlian the thickness of the gauge on
the magneto spanner, or about the thick-
ness of a ratlier thick visiting card.
Possib'y. also, your air slides or inlet

valve guide leak air badly, or you require
a slightly larger jet in the carbiiiettcr.

A New Piston.

_
i have a two-stroke attachable

Q boat-motor. The lubrication is

> on the usual petrnil lines, but the
-2-1 engine a short time ago took to

refusing to start on petrol mixed
with oil. I used to start it on petrol
alone, and, after a short time of run-
ning, pour into the tank the proper
mixture. Thi,-; caused under-lubrica-
tion causing the wliite-nictal lining of
the big end to break. The broken
pieces got into the cj-linder and
chipped out of the piston a piece
about half an inch deep. This bite
in the piston comes exactly opposite

the inlet port in the cylinder wall, and
so must let the gas enter the crank
case before it should. Can you tell

me: (1.) Would it be worth fitting a

new piston? (2.) Where could I get
a new piston, the works in France
being in the hands of the Government?
The piston head is a very peculiar
shape, even for a two-stroke, and I

think it would be necessary to have it

specially made.

—

Rcceeian.

(1.) It would certainly be worth while
having a new piston, but it is hard to
say how you can obtain it under the
circumstances. (2.) We should advise
you to apply to a local foundry accus-
tomed to motor or motor cycle castings ;

such a firm as Rowland Hill, Coventry,
or the Britannia Foundry, Coventry,
would be able to cast you a similar
piston, which you could afterwards have
machined to fit the engine. In fact, if

you are a skilled mechanic yourself, it

would be possible to turn the job out in

the school shops. However, a new
piston cast from the broken one might
prove rather an expensive job, and we
should advise you to obtain a quotation.

A Stretched Band.

I have been for some time
using a band to protect my tyre
on rough roads. At first the
band was a perfect fit and gave
great satisfactinii, but it has now

stretched, not longitudinally but later-

ally, so much that it .seems to be no
longer safe to ride with it on. Would
it be easy to have the clips taken off

and re-riveted so as to make the band
abort |in. narrower? At present I

cannot inflate the tyre so as to take up
the slack, even when it is board hard.
—L.K.G. (Gibraltar).

We see no reason why the clips should
not be taken off and rehxed in such a
|)osition as to take up the slackness of the
band.

I EQUIPMENT
WILL FORM THE MAIN

: CONTENTS OF A SECOND
: SPECIAL ISSUE OF "THE
; MOTOR CYCLE" TO BE
: PUBLISHED ON THURSDAY,
; DECEMBER 10th, T9T4.

Hipts on Driving a Two-slroKe.

(1.) In stopping for tralSc in

front is it suthcient to close the
throttle, or must I put the engine
free (it is a two-stroke two-speed
lightweight), or must I lift the

compression valve as well? (2.) Is it

absolutely necessary to start off on low
gear? (5.) Which brake is it advisable
to use most, back or front? (4.) About
how much oil does the magneto need?
-P.L.

(1.) The best way to stop a two-stroke is

to lift the compression valve. This in

itself forms an excellent brake. (2.) It
is not absolutely necessary to start off on
low gear, but it is usually found to be
more convenient, ns the engine will start
quicker and the machine will run along
slowly. (3.) Use youi back brake for
preference. (4.) You do not state what
magneto you wish to lubricate. If it is

of the iiosch type very little oil is

required, say a drop per week. Some
magnetos, such as the C.A.V., are packed
with grease and require no lubrication.

Building a Two-stroke.

Would you be kind enough to
give me some information regard-
ing a small two-stroke engine
which I made myself? I cannot
get it to run, as it will only fire

weakly, not enough to keep it running.
It is made exactly like the diagram in
the txiio-stroke number, July 23rd, 1914.
The ports are in the right places, but
I do not know if they are large
enough ; the carburetter and spark ara
all right. Tlie crank case is perfectly
airtight, and small. The carburetter
is a B. and IJ. lightweight, adjustable
jet. I get the same lesults however I

alter the jet iind conti-ol levers.—E.J.D.
The diagram in 2'Ac Motor Cycle was
purely diagrammatic, and not intended
to be a working drawing. However, the
ports were approximately in the correct
position. Without seeing your motor
and the drawings it is impossible to say
where you have gone wrong. The size
of the ports largely depends on the
general design of the engine. We should
imagine it is likely that you have too
low compression, both in the crank case
and cylinder, and possibly your porta
are not large enough. The position of

the ports and their area is most im-
portant. It is quite impossible for us to

locate your trouble without a personal
examination of the machine or working
dra wings

A4I
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CombustioJ Space Formula.

(1.) What is a satisfactory

TTl formula for "determining the

^ volume of a ir.otor -cycle engine^ comhustion space required to

oljtaina given compression pres-

(2.) What -would be the pro-

cause of the following :
When

out for a run recently, the engine (a

600 c.c. Sarolea a.i.v. twin) began to

misfire on one cylinder and finally

stopped altogether. The back cylinder

plug was taken out, as many times

previously I had been troubled with

this plug getting sooted up through

superabundance of oil, as is often the

ith a twin. On. examining the

=<ESl),<s=ii

[@T©1(^E,II

sure
babl

plug, it was found to be a nice brown
colour, dry, and in tip-top condition.

It was thought that perhaps the front

plug had got a piece of carbon between

the points, so out it came, and I ivas

somew-hat surprised, to say the least, to

find it absolutely swimming in oil, and
also carboned up ; on looking further

oil was even seen exuding from the front

inlet dome. After cleaning the plug the

macliine ran as well as ever. Verily,

there is no end to the tricks of a petrol

engine ! Why should the front cylinder

get oiled up, when previously it was
always the "back cylinder that was the

culprit? Since the above happened I

have had the engine down, and had a

very hard job to get the cylinder oft'

the fi-ont piston; in fact, the cylinder

had to be knocked oft' with a piece of

wood and a heavy maUet. On exami-

nation, the skirt of the piston was
found to be considerably distorted, and
it was at once scrapped. Do you
think the distorted piston would liave

had anything to do with this strange

oiling up? The compression was excel-

lent before taking down. (5.) On
drawing out the gudgeon pins of above
engine, I was surprised to note that the

little ends oi connecting rods were very
small, and Ihad no provision for bushes
at all. The gudigeon pins were not

hardened. As I want to fit new
gudgeon pins because of wear, should
they be hardened? Could the little

ends be case-hardened after reamering
out the hole true for the new pins,

without affecting the strength of the

rod?—C.F.E.
1.) Assuming that atmospheric pressure is

vb lb. per squaie inch x = = -^ is the
if— 15

ormula yon require, where
X = Combustion space.

C = Cubic capacity.

• P = Pressure required.

About 75 lb. per square inch is the usual

compression employed on a touring 3^
h.p. single-cylinder machine. (2.) The
distorted piston is almost sure to be the
cause of your trouble, as oil wiU flow
past the piston *skirt, and very likely

pass the rings as well. This would be
most likely to occur with the engine run-
ning tlirottled down or after descending
a hiU with the throttle closed. We have
known this to occur on other engines, and>

it is often caused by lack of lubrication
to the front cylinder, causing a consider-
able amount of wear in the bore, after

which a slight overdose of oil will pennit
leakage past the piston. (3.) Ne\v
gudgeon pins should be hardened, and
;tlie. small ends, if possible, case-hardened

after truing up. Whether this latter is'

possible -or not depends on the tliickness

of the metal in the top of the rod. -If

3% in., or over, this can be done, but care

should be taken not to harden deeply, or

tlie small end wUl become very brittle and
break under heavy strain. Also, you
must take care to "use plenty of oil until

the bearings are run in, as two hardened
steel surfaces running one on, the other

are apt to become almost welded together

if a seizure occurs.

Piston Rings Sticlting.

I was interested in the article

^T] on two-stroke engines in The

V Motor Cycle of October 22nd, as

-iJ I have a Clyno. I can confirm

what the writer says re piston

rings sticking up, but I should like to

know if there is a cure for it, and if

the trouble is as bad with other lubri-

cation sj'stems? I find mine- stick up
very quickly indeed—200 miles is quite

sufficient—and I cannot remove them
without breaking them, I have tried

soaking the piston in paraffin. I wrote
to the makers on this point, and they
advised me to use less oU and remove
the cylinder oftener (I had not found
out then how quickly they stuck up).

I have used Huile de Luxe and Wake-
field's Castrol with similar results, and
only slightly in excess of the recom-
mended quantity, and that hardly
seems enough, as the piston tries to

seize up if the machine is ridden at

much over 20 in.p.h. : but this may be
due to the stuck-up rings allowing the
hot. gases to di'V up the piston and
cylincler walls (this did not happen
during the first 1,500 miles or so). The
engine also knocks very readily on
hills, needing constant retarding of the
spark and closing down of air. A
Senspray carburetter is used, 30 jet,

and single-point Sphinx plug. If you
can help me on these points I shall be
much obliged.—X.

We cannot understand your trouble with-
•out personal examination, as, having

NOVEMBER iglh, IQ14-.

ridden a machine of the same type
throughout the year, we have seldom

had a ring stuck up . at all, and when
this has been the case it has been a very

simple matter to free it without break-

age. If you have found that your power
has been falling off, 'with a gradually

increasing tendency to knock, we should

be inclined to suspect that a plain bear-

ing on the flywheel side has worn some-

what, thus causing considerable loss of

crank case compression. We have re

cently cured a somewhat similar troubk
by replacing this bearing. Five charges

of oil to the gallon are the maximum
necessary with a two-stroke Clyno once

it has been run in. A 28 jet should be

quite suflicient for all ordinary work.

EXPEEIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"E.G.F." (Yorks).~Wall tricarriage.

Comfort, skidding, and reliabrlifv.
" C.G.C." (Manchester).—Mills-Fulford

Empress sidecar. Suitability for 6 h.p.

twin.

"A.L.L." (South Africa).—W^ilkinson

twelve-jet carburetter on 3^ h.p. twin
James.
"R.F.H." (London).—T.M.C. Relia-

bility, accessibility, consumption, liilk

climbing, and slow running.
"W^M." (Da^yley).—2| h.p. A.J.S.^

Pieliability, durability, average speed over
give and take roads, hill-climbing, and
consumption.

" P.K." (South Australia).—Advantages
of Badcock's bypass fitted to Amac carbu-
Tetter. Ease of starting, slow running,
and petrol consumption.
"W.H.C." (Enniscorthy).—Levis Popii--

lar, New Hudson, and Sun-'Villiers,
Reliability, speed, petrol consumption,;,
and hill-climbing, also greatest gradient-
each can accomplish with standard fixed;

gear, carrying a 9 st. rider. i,

A TOURING SCENE !N THE HIGHLANDS.
A Morgan runabout passing a farm in the wilds of Scotland.
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Why Buy a NEW Mount
for next season when you can secure immediate possession o5 any one of the

following — all reliable machines — at a great savlnj in price •*

Another advantage is the Selfridge Deferred Payment System. You pay a

fifth of the price as deposit and the balance in 12 monthly instalments. We
only charge 2o"o on the balance. Why not call and select your machine now ?

BabyTriump}i,sliopsoiled PqO 1 ft New 5 to 6 k.p. Excelsior Combin- 2 Callhoipe Juniors, 2 h.p. (store

Usuai'y £42 ; NOW. .«*«'0 *^ ^^^^^ complete with lamp and horn. soiled). Usually 25 guineas OOC
Marlin-Jap, 8h.p.,withl9l3J.A.P. Exceptional bargain. Usual price,

^^"^^ ^'^'^ *^''
engine; 1914 Sturmey-Archer 3- £ 84 9s. Reduced OIC ^-^"^ ^^ ^'^^ T'^°"5'''°'^e Motor
speed gear. Run about 1 ,000 p^C j^^ 3^ SO Cycle, used for a few demon-
miles. Taken in part exchange *'»'' strations, only run 600 PCO
Second-hand 1913 3h h.p. 3-speed

^ew 8 h.p. Chaler Lea Combin- miles AOJ
New Hudson CcmbmaUon, in ex- ^"°"- Complete with hood and 19)2. 13 3^ h.p. T.T. Rudge
cellent running order. Taken in part screen, lamp, generator, and horn. Motor Cycle, recently thoroughly

exchange. Complete with ppr Usual price, £101 17s. 6d. PQC overhauled by makers. P07
Lamp, Generator, and Horn A^JO Reduced price AtUD Excellent condition *•<& I

SE^L/PR I DOER'S
Motor Depe^rtirvetvt
Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford St., W.

The 21 h.p. 2-stroke J. H.
IS COMING TO THE
FRONT WITH 1915

I\IODELS.

2i^ b p. 2-Stroke, with 2 or 3 Speed Gear extra, 2} h.p. Single cylinder 2-Speed, Handle-bar Controlled Clutch
6 and 8 h.p. Twins, Chain Drive, 3-Speed Gear Box, Sliding Dog Type, Kick Starter, and Cork Clutch.

Special atlcntion given to the requireraenfs for Colonial Trade.

J. H. MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Castle Mill Street, Mumps, OLDHAM.
Write for Catalogue at once JAMES HOWARTH. Proprietor.

A45
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are the outcome of the unique experience o.

a first-grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedometer and Watch.

Type 700 .. - .. ; £S 5 O
Speedometer with trip and maximum speed tiand

Type 702 .. .. £4 4- O
Speedometer with total and. trip mileaee counter:

Speedomefens
TheFlf-st BVIOXOR CYCLE SREEDOIVIETER

to enter and pass an officially observed

AUXO CYCB-E UrdBON 3,000 IV1IL.ES TEST

Fenton, Totnes, July ISfh, lOld.
jyear Sirs,— Toti wiU be glad to hear 1 won the Special

Oold Medal in the Exeiet- M.C.C.'s l^ial, held from Exeter
to Staines and back last Saturday. I used one of your
*' Trip " Speedometers, wliicli was most accurate, both as to

speed and mileage. The hand was perfectly steady at any
speed, and ran with a stop watch periectly. The milometer
registered the miles to the lOih very accurately throughout
die whole trip. I consider it an ideal instruvient, and speak
Irom. a good deal of experience.

(Signed) .7. E. D. MOVSET

Write lor Catalogue to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO-, LTD.,
Inventors and Patentees of tlie Chronograph, 1862; Split Seconds, 1871,

and Speedometer, 1904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS,
London Showrooms— 14. SOHO SQUARE, W.

Telephone—2833 Central Telegram?—Niconielco. London

Type ;ub £3 3 O
Speedometer with totaJ mile-

loj counter.

With Waich.
£1 - 1 - O exra

THERE IS A REASON FOR WATFORD SUPREMACY.

MILLENNIUM
TOOLS i"

Beiore
repair

A^6

new tyres.
Have Your Old Ones Rebuilt,

We will retread your tyres—however
badly worn—equal to new at a very
moderate cost. Our patent com-
pressed air system is a guarantee ot

efficiency and perfect road service.

Jf your tyres are badly burst or torn away ar

the bead, send them to us. We will make a

highly successful repair job. In the former
case we employ our patent vulcanismg process.

In the latter ase we use chrome leather for

the work. Both ensure the repaired parti

being actually stronger than any other part of

the tyre.

We are Britishers, and like ail Dest f^ntish

5rms enjoy a solid reputatioB for the thorongh-

ness of our work.

TOM CANN, LTD.,
APPLEGATE ST., LEICESTER.
'Grams

—"Tom Cann, Leicester."

Phone—2073— (2 lines).

SAVE TIME AND EXPENSE.

7/6

'MILLENNIUM' UNIVERSAL
VALVE TfiUER.

For truinfi seatiiifc's on the heads o[

motor valves. Does the work us well

a-'; a lathe, and in Ics^*

time. PRICE - ' .

'MILLENNIUM

MAGNETO

TIMING

WHEEL

PULLER.

For >;eepmR t]te engine uioiierlv

tuiiRtl. This tool is excceciin^lyliandy

very confined spaces. I'llICE '

'MILLENNIUM' PARALLEL

VALVE SPRING LIFTER.

4/9
liocH 1101 bond the valve stem. Easy
to use. .Made of best steel

staniBincs. pniCE -

'MILLENNIUM'

MOTOR CYCLE'

PULLEY

DRAWER.

Enables tbe pulleys

of Motor Bicycles to be removed
witlioutKlamTminK tbemotois. Fits

practically all pulleys fiom Q /

a-6 in. diamettT. I'RICE O/

WRITE TO - DAY FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIMITED,
Albion Works, Braintree, Essex,
I^ndon: 12 Mortimer St.. W Coventry: J-'riory house. Priory Si

In ansiceri7i{f these advertiHeinent.^ it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ct/cle.'
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Liinitations of Lightweights.

DURING the last month or two we have
noticed with interest on several occasions
that parties of motor c}-clists tour about
together, some on high-powered motor
bicycles, others on machines of medium

powers, and others even on lightweights. Now,
it is obvious that the lightweight rider is hard
pressed to keep up with his friends, but never-

theless he succeeds by some means or other in

so doing, though seemhigly regardless of the

strain which he is exacting from his lightweight

and sometimes frail machine. It is all very well

to attain for a short distance the maximum speed
of which a machine is capable, but it is quite

another matter to maintain that speed for any
length of time. The lightweight is not intended
as a fast touring mount, and nothing will bring

about its demise more quickly than putting it

to uses for which it was never intended. The
lightweight fills a purpose, and an important one,

but it is not to be driven about with throttle wide
open and spark advanced as a regular part of its

life. It seems almost superfluous for 'us to point

out that a machine working continuously at its

highest capacity is bound sooner or later to give

trouble, owing to every part of the machine being
stressed to the utmost limits. Lightweight motor
bicycles in the majority of cases are geared fairly

low (sometimes six to one, or even lower on top

gear), and it requires but a simple calculation to

show that even at legal limit speed these engines
are .turning over at 1,667 r.p.m., that is on a

machine fitted with 24in. wheels, which is the

size most generally adopted on 1914 model
lightweights at any rate. At thirty-five miles

per hour, which represents the maximum speed
of the majority of the smaller-powered machines
of modern design, it gives a r.p.m. of 2,916.
This latter speed is all very well for a short

distance, as we have mentioned, but to expect
a lilliputian engine to give off its utmost con-
tinuously is expecting too much.

It is a generally accepted fact among
e.vperienced motorists that the advent of the
light car was delayed several years by troubles
which were the direct outcome of overloading.
In the early days of the movement it was no
uncommon sight to see four-seated cars propelled
by 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. engines, but they were sucli

inefficient hill-climbers and troubles were so
constant, owing to the fact that their engines
were always working at their utmost capacity,
that people fought shy of low-powered cars, and
it took several years to wear down the opposition.
We do not desire history to repeat itself in the
case of the lightweight motor cycle.

It is certainly curious that men having a
common interest and desirous of accompanying
one another on their jaunts should select

machines so different in size and design, though
we believe it is often intentionally done to add
interest to one another's outings in observing and
comparing the performances of the mounts.
Nevertheless, such riders would be well advised
in future to consider whether they are doing one
another a good service. Most probably feu'have
looked at the matter in this light. The other
day we noticed a couple of riders bowling along
a fine stretch of road, the foremost rider on a

:,% h.p. single-cylinder machine. He was fol-

lowed by his friend on a lightweight, who
had his head down and z look of glee on
his face, possibly at the sound of his little

engine screaming round at a terrific pace.
Those who take a pride in the condition of

their machines, and more especiallv' as regards
the power output, will not need two hints to

handle their lightweights in a more rational
manner. Long life is only obtained by careful
usage ; one can readily believe that lightweight
motor bicycles might receive a serious set back
were they to be put to indiscriminate uses such
as fast touring about the country and haulLng
sidecars for long distances, seeing that they were
neither designed for such work nor able to do
it satisfactorilv. Hence our words of caution.

:t^!C>,,
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The Motor Cyclist on Active Service.
THE ACTUAL DUTIES AND THE MOST SUITABLE TYPE OF MACHINE.

A GREAT deal lias appeared in the

papers about the hairbreadth

escapes of motor cyclists, and
numerous stories have been pub-

lished concerning those vho have been un-

lufkily wounded and sent home. Elaborate

pictures of a motor cyclist dashing through
Uhlans, waving his revolver round his

head, are all very well, but they are

nothing like the real thing. Some people

thmk that a motor cyclist on active ser-

vice is a scout, but this is not the case.

He is a despatch rider, and is used for

carrying despatches from one division to

another. Motor cyclists are also used to

carry on communication between the head-

quarters and the different sub-divisions

of the Army Corps, while they also prove
invaluable in the case of failure in the
telegraphic communications.

Those vpho have taken part in a Six

Days Trials do not know what riding is

until they journey to France and try the

60-called roads they are asked to

negotiate. One of the worst road ob-

structions is a large round hole left by
the Royal and Imperial "Black Marias"
which the Germans are issuing to
" General French's contemptible little

Army." These holes are about three
feet round and about two feet deep. When
one hits them at speed at night it is very
difficult to make quite certain what
happens, but one usually finds oneself in

a very wet ditch complete with machine.

?^/'«'' '.

^d

The roads we are now working over

are of the worst par^ in the world, about
every third brick being about two inches

below its next door neighbour. The roads
are very narrow and only half the surface

is paved, leaving about four feet each
side of thick mud. Here the motor
cyclist is expected to ride, as ths centre

is occupied by literally thousands of

motor lorries. These conditions are all

very well in fine weather, but when it

rains the cobbles become like a sheet of

slime. If the reader cannot imagine
these conditions, let him go to Kew Bridge
and ride to Hounslow, through Brentford,
on a very greasy day, and encounter two
rows of lorries, one going each way, and
both trying to do the other out of the
centre of the road. Tlien you have the
motor cycling conditions on active service.

Dodging the Motor 'Bus.

Despatch riders are often called upon
to cover long distances, 200 kilometres
(124 miles) being notliing for one day.
Another joy has just arrived in the shape
of the London motor 'bus, which is the
best skidder in the world. It is quite
fun passing 'buses, as we dodge the front
wheels of one to be hit by the back of

the next as it swings across the road.
Troops are also very difEcult to contend
with, but one must not be too hard , on
them, as they have very hard work to
get alona; on greasy roads, and thej' must
be passed at a slow speed.

WITH THE
MOTOR
CYCLIST
DESPATCH
RIDERS
AT THE
FRONT.

With regard to the types of machines
most suitable for the work, it is quite

impossible for anyone to sit down at home
and try to express an opinion. Of course,

a speed gear is essential, and three speedo

are much more satisfactory than two.

The best all-round machine is tlie medium
weight, which we are using in greal,

numbers. A 3^ h.p. is all very well for

a long run to tlie base, but it is no good
among the troops, as one cannot paddle
it off as one would like. Some of us have
expressed a desire to tr^- a three-speed

two-stroke of about 2^ h.p., which nnist

be light enough to lift out of a ditch and

to enable one to get it out _of the way
Cjuickly in the event of falling in front

of a 'bus or lorry.

When we came over we expected to

have much transmission trouble, but this

has not been the case. The belt has

been absolutely satisfactory, and to the

writer's knowledge there has been nc

failure to deliver a message which could

be attributed to the failure of a belt.

Engine troubles have been scarce.

One frequently suffers from a com<
plaint known as having the "wind up.";

The other day a motor cyclist was stand-'

ing beside a church tower at thres

o'clock, but it only struck two, as th^'

tower, complete with clock, was removed;

by a shell on the second stroke ; tfiai

motor cyclist got the "wind up," col

lected the " revs.," and took up a new
and safer position. S.O.B. .

(TOP ROW) A bridge blown up by the Allies ; a German motor car fell through the gap, and all its occupants were killed. A pontoon bridge.

(BOTTOM ROW) A sergeant of the Second Army Corps Headquarters takes an officer out to inspect telegraph lines. A motor cyclist returns

from delivering a despatch. Motor cyclists (riders of B.S.A. machines) convoying a transoort.

aS
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ClocK=spring Carbon Scrapers.
In my lazier moods this summer I Iiave used the

clock-spring carbon scrapers, marketed by sundry
accessory lirms, in preference to dismounting my
cylinders, and I have also resorted to the Cylclean
oxygen blowpipe cleaners on three occasions. In
each case the engine's running has shown signs of

re-carbonisation considerable earlier than I had antici-

pated. The solution, of course, is that neither of
these time-saving processes tackles carbon in the pi?ton

ring grooves nor inside the piston head. One would
suggest that the use of a spring scraper or a Cylclean
apparatus will be very fairly satisfactory provided
the engine compression is tolerably leakproof, but that

if the compression is easily overcome, though the

valves are not pitted, it is a false economy to shirk

the removal of the cylinder.

Thick and Tliiii Electrodes.

A well-known sporting rider writes to the office in

praise of the mysterious " K.L.G." plug, supposed to

have been brought to Mr. Coatalen's rescue by Mr.
Guinness when all known makes of plug gave up the

ghost after a lap or so in the Sunbeam cars practising

for the Manx T.T. Incidentally, he gives it as his

opinion that a plug with multiple electrodes will stand

up well in what he calls a "wet" engine, i.e., an

engine which permits a lot of oil to reach the com-
bustion chamber, but tliat such electrodes, which are

necessarily thin and light in proportion to their

number, burn away rapidly in " dry " engines, where
three or four piston rings manage to maintain a

blockade against insinuating lubricant. The point is

new to me, and it would be interesting to hear whether

other experienced riders can confirm it. If is common
knowledge that thick electrodes, such as figure on

"single point" plugs, stand up well in use, but

personally, I have no materials for pronouncing a

verdict on the alleged increased durability of thin

electrodes in "wet" engines. I should not have

thought that the " wettest " engine -<]rew in enough
oil to cool the plugs at all materially.

The Simple Cycle Car.

I have never been wildly enthusiastic about such
" simple cycle cars " as have actually materialised

upon our market, for the reason that the vast majority

of them were extremely rubbishy, and quite unworthy

even of the small dieques for which their designers

were ready to supply them. Nevertheless, I feel

extremely regretful that the popular light cars have

been permitted to swamp the field so completely.

Apart from the ever-green Morgan, there is hardly a

single genuine "cycle car" left in existence. Both

the name and the thing are practically obsolete

It is probable that the luxury and reliability of up-to-

date sidecar outfits are quite as much to blame as the

1^ Sjo-^ILJ,

light cars for their decease. But surely our brains are

not baffled ? There is room on the market for a

;^ioo four-wheeler, and when a really good qne comes
along it will hit the sidecars between wind and water.

In the meantime, the Yankees are working hard, and

are already producing vehicles at about 500 dollars

a time, vehicles which to some extent represent a com-
promise between our moribund cycle cars and our

booming light cars. These vehicles are certainly not

worth a fastidious user's attention at the present

moment, but they contain the germs of vast develop-

ments. The gap is there, even if it is momentarily

plugged by the high-powered sidecar outfits. If we

don't fill it in more permanent fashion, America will

jump in and snatch a long start, as she has done

before in other fields.

Wanted, a Light, Cheap, T-wo=speed Hub.
I cannot remember whether 1 have ever had the

hardihood to confess in print that I still ride a

push bicycle. My ten-year-old boneshaker has a

Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub, which originally

cost about 35s. (as near as I can remember), has

never given any trouble at all, and has never been

oiled or adjusted by me ; I daresay it has received

some little attention when I have had a new tyre

fitted or the frame re-enamelled. Between this

featherweight and inexpensive gear and the heavy,

delicate ten guinea gears fitted to 500 c.c. petrol-

driven roadsters there exists no halfway house. At

the present moment the motor cycle industry is

launching out in a new direction and producing a

fleet of 100 lb. machines, ranging from 15-2 h.p. to

254 h.p. and selling at prices from,;{^25 to £,^S- ^^

these the jQz-i patterns have obviously he best

chance of a really large market, but at present they

are mostly single-geared. The lack of a reserve

gear does not disqualify them for ordinary use, but

it will prevent their ever being widely popular with

the numerous riders who want a light, cheapj machine

for tonruig work. It is quite difficult to plan routes

for even a week-end's tour which will not include

several hills beyond the scope of a single-geared

"baby." If gears of the existing three-speed hub_

type or even of the light counter-shaft pattern are

adopted to complete the specification, the price

" towers " at once to well over £,2>° '> often a very great

deal more.

Accessories and Equipment Issue.

A Special Issue ot -THE MOTOR CYCLE"
wilt be published on Thursday, December \Oth.

devoted to Accessories. Tyres. Clothing, and

Equipment generally.
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Sidecar with
THE

Autumn Guns
By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

THERE has been little shooting

in England this autumn owing .

to the fact that -most of those

who usually participate in the sport

have been called to serve the

country, and all honour to them.

In most parts the grouse have been
left to crow themselves hoarse from
the tops of the butts, while the

pheasants have become so numerous,
and have learnt to regard life as an
affair of such absolute security,

that it is with difficulty one can
motor over our woodland lanes

without killing a few of them.
Personally, I never try to avoid
them, and more than once have
nearly come a cropper w-hile making
a desperate attempt to run down an
old cock pheasant meandering aim-
lessly about the road.

On the immense game preserves of Scotland, how-
ever, things have been somewhat different. In some
parts it has been necessary to pursue the ordinary
course of events in order to prevent the moors and
coverts becoming overstocked, while quite a number
of Scottish estate owners have been compelled to con-
sider the financial side of the question and to cater

for the markets.

An Unlucky StalR.

For two years past the sidecar outfit possessed by
the writer has proved most valuable during the autumn
shoots in Scotland, and this season it was once more
called into commission. The estate over which the

shooting extends consists mainly of open stretches of

country, thinly timbered with pine trees and gigantic

Scottish thistles—if the latter may be described as

timber. I shall not forget the day when a puppy of

mine mistook one of these thorny obstructions for a

sitting rabbit, and after a most elaborate stalk suc-

ceeded in catching it.

Most of the land is of sandy formation, severed by
rapidly running brooks which have washed their way
through the sand and down to the solid bedrock.

Consequently the banks are enormously high, and
these banks are literally honeycombed with burrows.
Rabbits e.xist by the thousand, and unless they are

killed off regularly they either contract disease or

become so numerous that they destroy the grazing

grounds for sheep and cattle.

This year we were compelled to make up the

number of guns as best we could, most of the usual

members of the party being at the Front. Two or

three neighbouring gamekeepers were called to arms,

likewise the village cobbler and hotel-keeper. Our
main objective was, of course, rabbits, and we intended
leai 'IV' the more valuable Rame till next season, when,

SIDECAR WITH THE AUTUMN GUNS.
M. outfits being loaded up with luncheon baskets and guns.

let it be hoped, things will have resumed their normal

order.

Narrow Bridges.

As is usually the case, the best shooting is situated^

at a considerable distance from the house, and, as tn.t

roads are appallingly rough and narrow, a choice

as to means of transportation is somewhat lunited.

big expensive touring car is hardly the thing for these

cross-country jaunts, and, at any rate, its use is oiilj

of the question on account of the bridges over the

burns. These bridges are made of timber, moss-

covered and rotten with age, and are for the purpose

of moving sheep and cattle from one grazing groundi

to another when the burns are flooded. "Most of them

are too narrow to admit the passage of a car, and thoS|

that are not too narrow would probably give way at thj

most inconvenient moment. On one occasion the baib
_

wheel of my motor cycle actually crashed through th'e"'

planks, imparting a similar sensation to that which one

;

feels when one sits on the extreme end of a form and I

sees the other end rise rapidly skywards. One can 1

imagine the surprise that might have greeted the

absent-minded old milch cow strolling leisurely across!

Strange to relate, the pack ponies had cro~ssed the',

bridge just ahead of me, and had everyone avoided the

rotten plank!

This season most of the ponies had been sent to

fill the gaps left in the stables by the commandeering
of horses, so we were more dependent than usual upon

our cycles and motor cycles. The first morning out

the head keeper, having disengaged his legs from the

tangle of leashes by which he led an army of kind-

eyed, wet-jawed old spaniels, proceeded to pack bag

after bag of wriggling, clucking ferrets into my sidecar.

" Look here, McLaren," I expostulated, " I don't

mind rabbits, and I have been known to carry salmon,

but I jib at ferrets."
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• McLaren had made up his muid. " It jolts the wee

things up if we pack 'em on the ponies,", he explained,

producing still further bags of unsavoury odour.

" They'll ride easy in here, sur, and maybe they'll

work all the better for it."

A Bumpy Ride.

So away 1 went with a sidecar load of ferrets, a small

boy, giggling jubilantly to be back at his old place,

seated on the carrier to open gates and so on. It was

;r bumpy ride for him, but nevertheless his heart was

light as the thistle seeds. We took up our. positions

at the edge of a long line of cliffs which exterjd, a

natural wall, across the face of the country. The cliffs

;ire about thirty feet in height, and the burrows are all

along the foot of them. Here the ferrets worked, and

the men in charge of them flattened themselves against

the rocks, unseen by the guns above. It was splendid

sport, for the rabbits bolted down the hill, dodging

in and out among the pine trees, and making the best

^ SIDECAR WITH THE AUTUMN GUNS
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of the cover. Perhaps, for five minutes, all would be
quiet, then again that warning whistle would sound
from below. For a time sport would be thick and
fast, and the bey was kept busy re-loading the spare
gun and whispering, " Your rabbit, sor !

" They were
all my rabbits according to him, and they seemed to

bolt in spasms, but bolt they did.

Beating the Bracken.
After an hour or so we tired of this kind of sport,

and the damp, peaty ground began - to strike chill

through the rugs on " which we lay. Numbers of

rabbits had got away untouched owing to bad shoot-

ing and the profusion of timber, and had taken cover

in the bracken lower down the hill. So away we
went after them, leaving the men to recover their

ferrets as best they could ; the guns took up positions

in the open, and the pack of spaniels was let loose.

(Lett.) A lively load.

During the shooting season

the sidecar comes in useful

for all kinds of work. The
photograph depicts a Low-
land keeper loading up with

the necessary impedimenta,

including ferrets

(Top.) A quick an.l

handy way of carrying beat-

ers from one cover to

another.

(Rigtit.) The sprint tor

home by vague and uncertain

byways. Note the mascot

—black-cock plume, the

mascot of a famous High-
land Regiment.
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Little (lid we expect the assorted bag that bro'ke cover.

First a mangy old red fox limped out, then a brace of

roe deer shot through the widest gap. A regular

maelstrom of pheasants whirled over our heads, and

we all blazed away at them -heedless of the bolting

rabbits we were really out to kill. Most of the latter

made for the allotment over the wall and crouched in

the long grass. It was while walking them out that

the hotel-keeper distinguished himself by firing both

barrels slick down the line, and was politely requested

to go home.
Not till the light gave out did we begin to think of

our warm baths and comfortable dinner at home, and

to realise we were a bit stiff. When I reached my
machine I found the sidecar brimful of sanguinary

rabbits, the stiffened corpses so neatly packed that

not an inch of room was wasted. Strange how, on

My pilot had promised to lead me home, but it

seemed to me that we were heading wildly in the

opposite direction. As a matter of fact, we made a

wide detour to avoid gates. We lumbeved over allot-

ments, where the path was a matter of imagination

more than anything, and where dry mounds of earth

fouled one's footrests with surprising regularity. We
wound our course up narrow cart tracks, overgrown
with moss and green grass, in which the wheel spun;;

merrily on the least little gradient. Then as we'

dropped into the valley the mist became thicker, and
alreadv it^was long after lighting-up time. At last4-

when I was giving up ail hopes of ever seeing homlsjj

again, the little Douglas plunged through a clump of

trees on our left, and there we were at the back ot thg

house. An hour later we were all, cobbler included,,

clinking our glasses to the good luck and safe return'

to those W'ho are shooting elsewhere. n"

Each macl ine is at the common disposal of the party, and the keepers see that no one returns with an empty sidecar.

these outings, every vehicle is at the common disposal

of the party, while its owner has no more say con-
cerning it than anyone else

!

A Sporting Run Home.
I had hopelessly lost my bearings during the day's

wanderings, and the white mist that hung about the

trunks of the pine trees did not improve matters.
" Never mind," said my host. " Follow nie. I'll

lead you home O.K."
Off he buzzed on his little Douglas, almost vanishing

into the autumn mists before I got my engine going.

It is surprising how heavily rabbits weigh, and how
difficult it is to keep pace with a solo machine when
riding with a sidecar full of them. One or two jumped
out, but there was no stopping to pick them up The
little Douglas accelerated so exquisitely on every open
bit of going that it was all I could do to keep up.

To pursue a description of the days that followed

would, perhaps, mean too much repetition, though the

uses to which we put the sidecar outfits were many
and various. The usefulness of a sidecar for shooting

purposes must.be experienced to he believed. It can

go where a car cannot, and where most car owners

would not care to risk their tyres, while the quantity-J

of stuff it will carry is really surprising. My sidecar

is" a Watsonian featherweight, and, in spite of its

lightness, is just the thing for the work and the power

of the machine. Many a time I have carried a regular

:

avalanche oj game over narrow forest lanes, made;
originally by the woodsmen, and overgrown with rank '

vegetation A few sacks save the ypholstering and

prevent unpleasant associations from being left.

Not only is a sidecar outfit handier and cheaper than

'

a car for getting about the shoot, but it comes in useful

in a score of different ways For instance, on this par-
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ticular shoot the distribution of game was a somewhat
difficult matter to arrange in years gone by, but a

brace of sidecar outfits have solved the difBculty. A
run round to the neighbouring farms on the " rest

days " is quite a pleasant change, as well as being a

quick and economical way of doing it. I am not sur-

prised to hear that on several big estates motor cycles

are being extensively used during the shooting season,

for certainly their usefulness has only to be realised

for them to become more general.

To me the motor cycling incidents of the shooting

season are among the most delightful of its recollec-

tions—the early morning runs through the dew-
Jrenched woods, the sprints for home after the

;hadows have fallen. There is an atmosphere of

adventure in taking one's queer loads across country

—

eturning by vague and mysterious ways that always

cveal something unexpected, plunging suddenly into

a watersplash and bouncing out on the other side in

jursuit of the dim figure of the pilot. The damp
icents of autumn, the crisp rustle of the brown leaves,

he white mists of the valley through which strange

laonsters loom and disappear, are things that retain

aossession of the mind till another autumn comes
ound, and I oil up a'gain for the long, lonely journev

the North.

Saving a Poacher.
One night I was returning home with McLaren and

wo tired puppies on board by a road which skirts the

iver, when suddenly we beheld two water bailiffs

naking the best of their way along the ditch. It was
he time of the year when the salmon are running,

uid as poachers are not unheard of in that part of the

vorld we guessed what was in the wind. Half a mile

urther on we saw Peter McCary—ex-soldier, ex-

jrospector, the most lj\'able old heathen that ever

leddled gin into a mining camp—get over tlie wall and
hrow a hea\7 sack he was carrying into a blackberry

;lump. We knew what the bag contained—salmon

vhich he had cleaked, and for the possession of whicli

le could be arrested if the keepers caught him.

Now my heart went out to Peter McCary, for, apart

rem his poaching tactics, he is one of nature's sports-

->-••«
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men, so when he hailed us we stopped. Peter man-
aged to gasp out the information that he had fifty

pounds of salmon in his bag, and that he knew the
bailiffs were closing in all round him. " Jump on
the carrier," I advised. " Get the salmon and your
cleak. Pity to lose them."

It took Peter about ten seconds to obey, and away
we whizzed for all we were worth. The old P. and M.
took top gear in fine style in spite of the gradient and
the heavy load, but next moment we caught sight of

two more bailiffs running down the road towards us,

and blowing their whistles. A side road on the right

proved opportune, and we dodged up it with only
eighty yards to spare. And so we saved old Peter by
the skin of his teeth, winning his everlasting gratitude

and the everlasting enmity of the water bailiffs, for

which we did not care a jot as they are not likely to

catch us poaching. It was all part of a glorious

day's sport, through the memory of which beams the

devil-may-care face of Peter. He had poached, and
so, by George, would I had not fortune paved the

way more liberally.

On one occasion, when there was game to carry, we
took the body off an A.J.S. sidecar and rigged up an

arrangement of poles on the chassis, but it was not

satisfactory At each corner the poles sagged, and
five or six rabbits embraced the rider lovingly round
the neck. Finally he left them behind a wall, and
that night a brace of wild cats held a' carnival. Any-
way, a sidecar will carry more game, properly packed,

than any practical scaffold arrangement, and the

balance is better. It would not be very difficult, how-
ever, to design a special carrier for this kind of work
on something the same lines as the fiat carts made for

carrying game and sporting impedimenta.

And so the opening of another shooting season has

gone by, its brightness only marred by the absence of

familiar faces and the unspoken enquiry so often in

our minds—" Will they all be back next year to hear

the rustle of the brown leaves, and to scent the burn-

ing ling of dear old Scotland when the autumn days

are still?" All—all! It seems a tall order. .Mons

—Soissons—Vpres ! A thousand times more honoured
is the place that awaits them when thev return

»—

«

1915 MODELS OF THE ALL-BRITISH RUDGE. (See oa-e 593).

3-6 b.p. long-stroke Rudge-Multi, The 1915 T.T model, which IS similar to this year s Tourist Trophy wrnnei

A^S
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THE DALM TWO-STROKE.
AMONG the most interesting of the

medium-powered air-cooled two-
stroke engines the Dalm engine
takes a high place. It is designed

and manufactured throughout by J. C.

Dalman and Sons, of River Street, Bir-

mingham, and not the least wonderful
point about it is the fact that no material

The Dalm two-stroke, showing the two large

exhaust pipte and the release valve connected

to the port casting.

alteration has been made to the original

design. The cylinder has a bore and
stroke of 73 x 76 mm., giving a capacity

of 318 c.c. The transfer pipe is cast with

the cylinder, and one of the first points

to strike the eye is the great area of the

exhaust ports, which discliarge the gas

into two separate pipes each of lin. full

inside diameter. The transfer ports also

are of interest, tor though the gas enters

the duct by two large ports it is dis-

tributed over the face of the baffle by

four smaller ones. A release valve placed

in front of the cylinder is arranged, so

that the gas is led directly into the

exhaust box casting thus helping largely

towards the ideal of a clean engine. The
piston is domed somewhat less than is the

case with the average two-stroke, but the
baffle is extended somewhat above the
dome so as to prevent loss of gas through
the exhaust port.

It is interesting to note that both
crank bearings and big end bearings are

lined with white metal instead of the

EDITORIAL NOTE
ALREADY many full descriptions of

1915 models have appeared in these

columns, and as a guide to readers

vi?e give belov? the dates upon which the

different descriptions appeared

:

Sept. 3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.

,, 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2J h.p.

tvyo-stroke Sins;er.

more usual phosphor bronze, and tl:

large surface in conjunction with

carefully ground crankshaft gives excell

wearing qualities. The balance weig

are carefully machined and riveted to

crank webs. The " petroil " system
lubrication is employed, the surplus p;

ing through ducts to the crank bearir

We were enabled to see an engine on

Oct. ist and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-

driven Rex.

8th.

iSth.

29th.

Nov. 5th.

I2th.

19th.

Radco and Abingdon.

Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.

Calthorpe, Quadrant, Harley-

Davidson, Matchless Racer,

Lea-Francis, J.H., and tjvo-

stroke Ariel.

Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro,

2\ h.p. and 6 h.p. Enfields,

Omega, and 4 h.p. A.J.S.

6 h.p. Humber, Sun-Vitesse,
and Levis.

Diamond, B.S.A., 6 h.p. twin
P. andM., Indian, Royal Ruby,
Velocette, 6-7 h.p. Sunbeam,
James, Rover, twin-cylinder
two - stroke Premier, and
New Hudson.

The Dalm two-stroke engine.

test bench, and it was interesting to I

it started up by the simple expedient'

passing a rope round the belt puUey-i

giving a sharp pull. The engine 1

evenly and emitted a clear clean exhail

The compression was excellent in spitei

the newness of the engine—a leat)

which is partly due to soundness of wol

manship, and partly to the fact that til

piston rings are employed.

A16

Three aspects of the new 6 h.p. horizontal twin-cylinder Humber engine, which was fully described in our issue of November 12th, page 529.
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THE ALL-BRITISH RUDGE.
3|h.p., 5-6 h.p. Single-cylinder and 7h.p. Twin-cylinder Models, all embodying Ihe Multi-gear.

LAST w€ek Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., Coventry, arranged a press

view of tlieir 1915 model motor
cycles, and, together with their

pedal cycles, were able to make up quite

a, little ."!how of itself, the new models in

their resplendent finish being given quite

a set o£E by the red baize on which they

were displayed.

The new Rudges seem altered but little

to a casual observer, tliongh closer

investigation reveals the master hand of

experience at almost every turn. Trouble
"with a Rudge does not usually manifest

itself on two occasions if the enterprising

management can prevent it. They are

not slow to profit by experience, and at

once check any source of trouble by an
amended design, or entirely new design,

of part if deemed advisable.

The different models for 1915 remain as

last year with the addition of the Rudge-

-r.: - jatSigBaeaBaetiaAaaK^^asafei^

Sprmg fork grease cups and Bowdcn
wire controls. Note adjustment for latter

provided at forward end pf handle-bar.

Multwin, which we described in detail

during the sunnncr. This model has, how-
ever, imdergone .several changes since

last we referred to it. The magneto is

now carried in front of the cranlj case on
the usual design of bracket, provided with
slots to take up any slackness in the
driving chain. The sparking plugs are

the Reflex, which are well spoken of, and
they are placed in the centre of the

cylinder heads. In connection with the

crank case we noticed that a commendable
.attempt had been made to simplify clean-

ing, by making the exterior practically

A simple device tor altering the position

of the outer belt drum flange, and so ad-

justing the belt tension in a second.

smooth and devoid of the usual corners

in which, dirt collects. The halves of the

crank case make a clean and flush joint.

As regards the internal features, a flat

topped piston is used with an obliquely cut

ring, top and bottom and a deep recess

between the upper and lower portions.

Tliis design of piston, it may be added, is

common to all types. The forked con-

necting rod bearing has been slightly

amended in design. The steel housing of

the roller bearing is fixed in the double

rod, the single rod working on the

exterior of the housing. Several oil leads

are formed.

Tho silencer is of very large capacity

and placed under the bottom bracket.

Separate pipes are used for each cylinder,

and two outlet pipes of smaller diameter
convey the spent gases to the rear. A
new Senspray pilot jet carburetter with

top feed to the float chamber has been

adopted for this model, which allows

this big twin to turn over smoothly and
slowly. It is clamped to the inlet pipes

so that ready removal is a feature.

The engine . is started by pedals con-

nected to the half time shaft in the usual

Riidge manner.

The Single-cylinder Models.
The other models are the very taking

3i- h.p. T.T. model (85 x 88 mm.) with
sloping top tube—as natty a racer as was
ever produced, and which scored a victory
in this year's International T.T. race—

a

3^- h.p. jMulti roadster, and the 5-5 h.p.

85 X 132 mm. single-cylinder.

Free engine machines have given place
this year to the wonderfully simple multi-
gear. New features common to all the
machines are spokes of 10 gauge (12
gauge was useJ last year), butted at both
cuds. Thus the points of contact when the
gear is in operation have been greatly
strengthened. The carrier is of stouter
construction and has a couple of stays. A
tray is formed on the top with extensions
enveloping the tool bags and thus retain-

ing their true shape. The spring forks
are provided witli greasers, having a
hexagon head for the application of a

spanner. Both these futures arc clearly

indicated by the sketches on this page.
Foot operated pumps are worthy of

attention, the pedal operating t!ie pnnip
by means of a Bowden wire being worked
by tlie right heel, llie oil compartment

A standard fitting en all the 1915 Rudges.

The stout carrier has a neat metal top

combined with the lops of the armoured
tool bags.

is attached to the sent tube, and to pre-

vent the security nuts coming adrift a
wire is inserted through them. This
practice we noticed had been adopted in

several instances of important nuts in

order to lock them permanently in

positic n, Rudges have always had

Tlic latest /-9 h p. Rudgo twin. Obser\c- nc\\' magneto position anJ

silencing arrangements.

A :n

a I'oilshed aluminium panel in front.

iproved upholstery and

B3
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The AU-British Rudge.—
handle-bar controlled clutches and a
powerful rear brake, which does not affect
the ready withdrawal of the wheel. With
the adoption of the C.A.V. magneto the
1915 Rudge is all-British—and a credit
to its country of origin.

|[c5p«@€ILIS

Well finished sidecars may be obtained
fitted to any model Rudge. The spoking
of the wheel is of the dished type with
the flat sides of the spokes next the car.

r

NOVEMBEK 20th, 1914..

The chassis is underslung, and a hood and
screen may be obtained. The finish is

either Rudge green and aluminium or dark
green alone.

««

:»!?-

Large capacity 'silencer with double outlet

pipes on the big twin-cylinder Rudge.

—aJk -

The 1915 Rover countcr-shalt drive. The silent chain conveying the drive from the engine shaft

to^ the gear box is shown on the left ; the kick starter, shown in the second illustration, is combined
with the gear box and is located on the other side of the machine. Of course both chain and

.

kick starter are enclosed

O.K. JUNIOR MOTOR CYCLES.

2h.p. O.K. Junior, the engine dimensions of which are 58 mm. X 72 mm. As in ths

larger model, combined chain and belt drive is employed, and there are two speeds

M'
ESSRS. Humphries and Dawes

have decided to concentrate their

attention upon one type of

machine for 1915, viz., the light-

weight. We do not mean by this that

only one model will be marketed, for

there are four in all, one of which will

be fitted with a 2{ h.p. two-stroke engine
of 269 c.c. capacity.

The O.K. .Tnnior Mark III. model
remains much as it has been during 1914

;

indeed, it has given <iO much satisfaction

that very little need for alteration has
arisen. Still, it has been improved in

many details. The engine is now bolted

to the frame by engine plates, which also

carry the footrest rods. The two-speed
counter-shaft gear is operated by a lever

on the riglit-hand side of the tank,
attached, not to the tank, but to the

tube below it. The engine is rated at

2 h.p., has a capacity of 190 c.c., and is

fitted with an overhead inlet valve. As
an extra, at a cost of £2 5s., a cork
insert clutcli, seven inches in diameter,
is titled in place of the ordinary chain

wheel. This is operated from the handle-

bar by means of a Bowden wire connected

to a quick-thread screw ; it is very flexible,

and allows any amount of slipping. An
improved chain cover has been fitted,

which can easily be removed by undoing
two screws only. The footboards have
heel and toe pieces, and the inner sides

neatly turned up. The brake can be
applied without removing the foot from
the footboard ; this greatly assists in a

gradual application of the brake. Other
features are girder pattern forks, pan
seat saddle, 26 x 2in. Clincher de luxe

tyres, and a belt guard. The price of

tnis model is thirty guineas. The same
machine is supplieil for ladies' use with I

an open frame at thirty-three guineas.

The Mark IV. machine is an entirely

new model, having an engine rated at

2^ h.p., 70 X 76 mm. bore and stroke,

292 c.c. The bearings are of a special,

alloy of phosphor bronze cast under:;

pressure, and the valves are made from
the solid bar. Other details are as

already described under Mark III. This

.machine retails at thirty-one guinea

Left side of the 21 h.p. O.K. The
two

drive is by

speeds, and

chain to a counter-shaft gear box containing

thence by belt.
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE
2|h.p. WOOLER.

THE chief points of the interesting
Wooler motor bicycle were
recently dealt with in The. Motor
Cycle, but there has lately been

a small but important improvement
added to the engine. This consists of

an extra port in the cylinder, connected
by a short tube to the centre : of the
induction pipe. The main portion of

the gas enters the cylinder through the
automatic inlet valve. The rest of the
gas left in the pipe, being at high pres-

sure, rushes into the cylinder as soon as
the extra port is opened by the piston,

at the end of the induction stroke, after
the inlet valve has closed by the action
of its spring. The effect of the incoming
charge at the end of the stroke is to

595

New band brake on Wooler IroDt wheel.

ensure the cylinder receiving a full

charge of gas ; it also greatly assists in
the scavenging. The makers claim that
the engine runs cooler, gives more power,
stil! maintains its slow-running proper-
ties without four-stroking, and is capable
of a better speed on the level.

Other small improvements ate the
addition of a grease cup to the timing
gear, the fitting of a belt guard, and
an extra long exhaust pipe, which issues
from an expansion chamber close to the
exhaust chamber. Its extremity is fan-
ahaped, and saw cuts are made at
intervals in its length.
' Yet another alteration is the fitting of
a band brake to the front wheel, which

Both sides ot the 4 h.p. twin Peerless Precision engine, showing outside flywheel and silencer.

possesses the advantage of not interfering
with the removal of the wheel.
The improvement in the engine to

which we have referred certainly causes
the machine to develop extra power, and
in the cotirse of a short run we were
enabled fully to appreciate the fjexibilitv,

p6wer, and silence of this attractive litt'le

machine.

Extra port to cylmdc. ol latest Woolei

NEW PRECISION ENGINES.

IN
the August edition of The Motor

CijrU Overseas supplement we dealt

fully with the Peerless Precision twin.
At that time the makers were not

prepared for the home market, but more
recently it has been decided to supply the
engine in this country under certain

circumstances.
AVa may truthfully say that the engine

is probably the finest production which
has left the Precision works, and this is

a high testimony to its design and manu-
facture. The engine has a capacity of

602 c.c. and is of the long stroke type
(56 X 88 mm). Externally, the most
striking features are the outside flywheel,
side-by-side valves, and the domed
cylinder casting. The usual Precision
square radiating fins are replaced by the
more conventional circular type. The
valve gear is very well carried out, and
neat adjustable tappets are employed

The exhaust lifter is operated
by a fifth or central tappet

,

which can be depressed by u

rocker, refreshingly stout in

design. The construction of

the big end is unusual, for a

double row of roller bearings
is carried on the crank pin.

A steel sleeve in the forked
connecting rod forms the

,1 housing, while the central con-
|i necting rod oscillates on the
'! outside of the sleeve. The

inlet pipe and exhaust pipe
are held by flanges, the former
being fitted with a neat ex-

pansion joint. It may be
mentioned that the cylinders
are interchangeable.

The overhead valve twin-cylinder
enguie is not quite such a novelty, as its

forerunners made their appearance in the
Tourist Trophy Races, and have since
proved their worth in daily use and compe-
tition.s. The engine is in every way
suited for sporting mounts : it is also an
excellent touring engine, being flexible
and smooth running as well as being
capable of high speeds.

The chief change in the Precision Junior
lies in the new cylinder and valve gear
Tlie bore has been increased to 65 mm.,
the stroke remaining at 50. Both

1915 model ot the Precision Junior engine,

from the flywheel side

valves are now placed vertically behind
the cylinder. The rest of the unit has
been modified but slightly, and, in spite

of the increased power, a considerable
degree of silence has been attained.

It is to be understood that these
models are supplementary to, and, with
t^ie exception of the Junior, do not
replace, present types. The big single is,

of coui'se. still .'i popular type of engine.

C5
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New Imperial Improvements,

New Imperial 2i h p. lightweight htted with two or tjiree-speed

countershait gear.

Sidecar combination made by the same hrm, fitted with fa h.p.

engine and chain transmission.

WE illustrate- on this page some of

the New Imperial models for

1915. The light tourist machine
is fitted with a new pan seat,

and several minor improvements have
been made. Both mudguards are valanced
and fitted to lugs to allow the wheels to

be removed without difficulty. The rear

brake is applied below the chain stay,

and operated by means of a straight rod.

The brake pedal is conveniently placed
so that the rider can operate it without
taking his foot from the footboard. The
exhaust barrel is now oxidised, and the
aluminium footboards improved. The
two-speed model sells at 31 guineas, or

with the addition of a clutch and kick
starter at 35 guineas.

The specification of the ladies' machine
is practically the same as that described,
and it is supplied complete with clutch
and kick starter at 36 guineas. Both
machines are fitted with Dunlop tyres.

The sidecar combination has an engine
of 76x85 mm. bore and stroke (770 c.c),

and is fitted with a countershaft three-

speed gear and chain drive. Heavy Dun-
lop tyres are standard. The sidecar
chassis has been dropped, and the lugs

and joints reinforced at several points;

It is attached at four points. The body
is roomy, and is provided with a board

in the rear for luggage. The combina-
tion complete retails at 79 guineas, but
the machine alone costs £65,

In addition to these models, the com-
pany is also putting on the market a

tradesiuan's light carrier machine. This
is fitted with a 2^ h.p. engine, and de-

signed to carry 1 cwt. of goods, though
it is quite possible to take double this

weight. The pi-ice will be 42 guineas.

Lady s model New Imperial. Note th^ dress guard which allows air to impmge freely

upon the cylinder.

J.H. T.T. RACER MODEL.

T]

b6
The new J.H T.T. racer, which is fitted with a ii h.p. twin M.A.G. enjine.

'HE J.H. racer, of which we give

an illustration on this page, is a,

very smart looking machine. The
engine is a 3^ h.p. M.A.G. with

overhead inlet valves, the mechanism of

which is lubricated from the crank case

through the tubes in which the tappets

woik. As will be seen, the magneto is

snugly housed between the rear cylinder

and the saddle tube. The silencer is

capacious, and has a tube extended to the

rear. The rear brake is operated by the

left heel, and is applied above the chain

stay- a position of great power Brooks'

'

saddles and Druid forks are fitted.

Other model J.H. machines have

already been described in our issues of

,
October 15th and 29th, viz., a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke, a 2J h.p. single-cylinder, 6

h.p. and 8 h.p. twin-cylinder machineai

fitted with J.A.P. or M.A.G. engines.
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LATEST GLORIA SIDECARS.

Double rear tube, tubular grid, and petrol can holder. The special

attachments are clearly visible.

r'HE Gloria Co have established for

themselves an excellent name for
high-class sidecar manufacture,
and their latest productions are

in no way calculated to damage that
lepiitation. Throughout the cha'ssls there
have been detail improvements, perhaps
the most striking of which refers to the
well-known Gloria double tube attach-
ment, which is designed to distribute the
strain between two of the cycle tubes
instead of one only. The clips them-
selves are practically unaltered, but the
actual attacliment of the sidecar has been
rendered much quicker and easier by the
addition of vertical f.ivot lugs. Once the

The No. 5 model Qoria with hood up. The adjustable screen is set in

the normal position for a single passenger.

most refined production, having graceful
lines and being beautifully upholstered
with sprung seat and back. The tool

and spare carrying accommodation is

e.x'cellent, for, besides the large space
under the seat, there is a roomy locker
in the back of the body and a drawer
in front of the passenger. The No. 5
outfit is a high tlass production selling

at £25 without hood and screen.

The latest type Gloria screen is a most
ingenious device which can be adapted in

a few seconds for a. single grown-up

The spacious locker provided m the toe of

the sidecar.

The front portion of the body is sus-

pended on a cross leaf spring, shackled
at both ends, which automatically adapts
itself to the weight of the passenger.
The bosses for the rear spring shackles
are attached rigidly to the body. The
tubu'i r luggage gnd has been strength-
ened, ii..-d the spare petrol tin carrying
device improved. Incidentally, a simple
device, consisting of a cross bar, the
position of which is controlled by a wing
nut, makes it possible to prevent all

rattlo from the spare can. The spring
wheel is, of course, retained.

The body of the' No. 5 model sidecar,

which is mounted on this chassis, is a

Showing tl'.e adjustable Gloria wmd screen

ill use as a reading desk.

clips have been permanently fixed on the
machine, it is a simple matter to hook on
the sidecar and lock up with a nut. The
rear attachment is now provided with an
adjustment for height, so that a 26in:
sidecar wheel may be used with a 28in.
wheeled motor cycle, or vice versa.
The main rear tube of the chassis,

which takes the chief strains, has been
duplicated to prevent any chance of leak-
age, and the curved saddle pin fixing
tnbe has been replaced by a straight otie. The shackled cross tront spring.

The latest Qoria attachment, which .t

considerably simplified.

person, a passenger and child, or even
for use as a table or reading desk.

In all, seven models are listed, includ-

ing the tradesmen's carriers described
recently. The same chassis can be sup-

plied with less expensive bodies in either

cane or coach finish, and a somewhat
simpler rigid wheel chassis is made wVh
various forms of bodywork.
A very simple sprung child's seat can

be fitted, which is easily adjustable for

position or can be entirely dismantled and
stowed away under the passenger's scat.

B7
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The Lady's Model Radco.
THE makers of the two-stroke

Eadco, E. A. Eadnall and Co.,
Dartmouth Street, Birmingham,
have standardised a Lady's model

for 19] 5. More tlian usual attention has
been paid to the question of suitable
drcssguards, a feature being the guards
placed at the sides of, and at right
angles to, the tank.
The engine is a 2^ h.p. single-eylinder

two-stroke, the dimensions being 62 mm.
X 70 mm. It remains pi-acticaliy the
same as Ja.st year, minor detail altera-
tion? Iiaving been made which make it

still more efficient. The principal altera-

tion ill the new models is in the front
springini;. Previously the spring forks
had only given an up and down motion,
but now a spring buffer is fitted which,
in combination ivith the central upright
spring, provides a double action.

P

Latest version ot the Radco lady's model. The special dress guardii

to in the accompanying letterpress

: arrangement is referred

The Albion two-speed countershaft gear
is fitted, and this may be had, if desired,

in conjunction with a free engine clutch.

The price of the lady's model with two
speeds is 32 guineas, and with two speeds
and clutch 34 guineas.

two guineas. The two-stroke is fitted

with a U.H. magneto, the rest with,

Splitdorfs. Senspray or Amac carbu-

I'ctters niav be had to order.

Supplementary spring fork on Radco allowing

for lateral play.

1915 WULFRUNA.
Particulars of the Wolf machine were

omitted from our Buyers' Guide owing
to details not being available. There are
four models of this machine : a 2^ h.p.
Peco-engined two-stroke, 62 X 59^ mm.,
211 c.c, which sells at twenty-four
guineas single geared, or thirty guineas
with a two-speed counter-shaft gear

:

2i h.p. J.A.P. engine, 70 x 76 mm., 292
c.c, twenty-six guineas; with two speed as

above, thirty-two guineas; 4 h.p. J.A.P,
engine, 85^ x 85 mm., 488 c.c, two-
speed model forty-five guineas, three-
speed model forty-seven guineas; 5 h.p.
twin J.A.P., 70 x 85 mm., 654 c.c, three-
speed counter-shaft and chain drive, sixty

Carburetter side o( tlie 2i h.p. Metro engine

of 70 ,\ 70 mm. bore and stroke.

A Horizontally Opposed Two-s(roke Twin.
READERS of Tlie Molar CijcU will

be interested to hear that a

horizontally-opposed twin-cylinder
two-stroke engine is now under-

going bench tests in the Midlands. The
producer, Mr. W. H. Cuffin, of Grosvenor
Works, North Evington, Leicester, is

bringing forward the engine for cycle car

purposes. The cylinders are water-cooled,

and have a bore and stroke of 72 X 76
mm. The cranks are set at 180°, and
consequently the balance is practically

perfect, and both cylinders fire simul-

taneously every revolution. Gas is

induced to the crank case through a

rotary valve.

'J'here are several special features in

design, which will be dealt with as soon
as the engine is in a rather more advanced
stage.

In the meantime the behaviour of the
Ouffin engine in a cj'cle car chassis will

be looked forward to by many motorists
with considerable interest. .

b8 .
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A CHAIN-DRIVEN BRADBURY.
THE 4 h.p. Bradbury can now be

obtained with chain drive
throughout, and a three-speed
counter-shaft gear, which is

mounted below the bottom bracliet, and
incorporates a kick-starting mechanism.
The bolts which hold the gear box are

allowed to slide in slots for the purpose
of chain adjustment. The gear operating
lever is mounted on the right-hand side

of the tank in a convenient position, and
clipped to the top tube. The clutch is

handle-bar controlled by means of a
Bowden wire. The well-known Bradbury
method of combining the crank case with
the frame is retained, and the latter is

strengthened by a strut from the saddle
tube to a point behind the gear box. The
front mudguard is well valanced, and the
rear guard has a small side flap, which
will protect the chain to some extent
from the mud thrown up by the wheel.

The chains of both the single and twin
models have covers wliich protect the top

The new 4 ii.p. chain-driven Bradbury, witli three-speed counter-shaft gear.

layer of the chain and partially screen

the inside of the chain links, but the
drive is not totally enclosed.
The 6 h.p. twin machine, wliich we also

illustrate, remains much as last year.

The magneto is well protected by a metal
guard and mounted just above the aniple

silencer, which has a pipe to the rear
under the left footboard. The latter is

of aluminium, and nicely shaped. The
engine, which lias detachable cylinder
lieads, is 74i x 86 mm. bore and stroke.

749| c.c. There is an internal expanding
brake in the rear hub actuated by n

pedal applied by ,the left toe. The chain
adjustment is very substantial in its con-
struction. B. and B. carburetter and
Druid forks are fitted to both models.
A third Bradbury is the 3^ h.p. hori-

zontally opposed twin of 499 c.c, which is

also supplied v.'ilh a three-speed gear and
chain drive. This should prove a verj-

attractive solo mount, and be capable of

drawing a sidecar if required.The 1915 model 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Bradbury,

A s;ngle-cylinder hazlewood.
INTEBE.ST will be taken in the

machine illustrated herewith in

view of the fact that it is the first

single-cylinder motor cycle to bo
built by the Hazlewood Company, of
West Orchard, Coventry. Tliis firm has
hitherto specialised on big twin-cylinder
machines which have justly earned a

very good name for all-round excellence.
Hence, it is not surprising to learn that
the general design of the single-cylinder
tollows closely upon the lines of its

predecessor.

The engine is a 4 h.p. J.A. P., 90 mm.
X 93 mm. (592 c.c). Drive is by an
enclosed chain to a three-speed counter-
shaft gear and thence by belt. The
carburetter is a B. and B., and the
magneto is placed in front of the engine
on a platfonn, it being protected by a
cover of sensible dimensions. The
standard tj're fitting is the 26 x 2^
Hutchinson.
A glance at the illustration will bear

out our statement that the latest Hazle-
wood is a machine of taking appearance
and substantial design. Another single-
cylinder machine now made by this firm
is fitted with a 2| J.A.P. engine and
Sturmev-Archer three-speed hub.

A 4 h.p. single-cylinder three-speed Hazlewood— the latest production oS the Hazlewood factory.

DAYTON LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR 1915.

Particulars of the Dayton machines
arrived too late to be included in cur
"Buyers' Guide." They consist of the
following : A 1^ h.p. two-stroke, 57x63.5
inm. bore and stroke, 162 c.c, fitted with
Amac carburetter and 26in.x2in. tyres,

£24 3s. ; a lady's machine similar to the
above with variable gear, £30 : and a

2^ h.p. machine, 70x70 mm. bore aii.d

stroke, 269 c.c, Sensprav carburetter, at
£26 5s. The U.K. magneto is fitted to
all models.
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SPECIAL FEATURES
A SIDECAR WITH THE AUTUMN GUNS.

THE MOTOR CYCLIST ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

MORE 1915 MODELS.

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Nov. 26th 4.57 p.m.

J, 28th 4.55 „

J. 30th 4.53 „
Dec. 2nd 4.52 .,

Our Equipment Number.
A particularly suitable Christmas pre-

sent for a motor cyclist could be selected
from the hundred and one accessories
which will be dealt with in our special

Equipment Number, to be issued on
Thursday, December 10th.

EI.C.C. Cinema Show.

To-morrow (Friday) evening the M.C.C.
has arranged a cinematograph and lantern
slide exhibition for the benefit «f the
Belgian Relief Fund, to be held at the
Cafe Monico, London.

Another Substitute for Petrol?

According to the New Yoih Herald, a
new fluid to replace petrol has been dis-

covered in America. It is stated that it

can be made at a cost of |d. per gallon.

Its Composition.

The report continues that a small
quantity of naphthalene is added to a
large quantity of water together with two
secret ingredients. The latter can be
bought at any drug store. It will be
interesting to see whether anything
further is heard of it; in the meanwhile
it may be added that the new fuel is

said to have been tested on cars with
very satisfactory results.

Speed of Despatch Riders.

In view of the recent controversy on
the speed of military despatch motor
cyclists in England, it is interesting to

note that a rider summoned at East-
bourne on Friday last for excessive speed
was let off, an officer stating that it was
necessary that the riders should travel at

speed. As intimated, the Bench decided
not to convict, but said the police did
right to bring forward the case.

Recruiting in Villages.

Over a score of sidecarists were present
at a recruiting parade' on motor vehicles

through Warwickshire villages last (Sun-

day. Over a hundred cars conveying a
band and a company of khaki-clad men
stopped at the entrance to each village

;

the soldiers, headed by the band,
marclied thiough, and at the other end
of the villages t;he cars were occupied
once again, and in a few minutes the
same ])erformance was repeated at the
neighbouring hamlet. The demonstration
was ]iarticularly impressive to us as
showing the ease and rapidity with which
a complete company of soldiers coidd be
conveyed to any particular point on cars
and sidecars.

Proposed Amalgamation of Liverpool
Ciubs.

It is not unlikely that the leading clubs
in the Liverpool district will be amal-
gamated in the near future. Such a
move, resulting in one powerful and in-

fluential body having a common interest,

would, we feel sure, be of great benefit

to the pastime.

How the War Funds Stand.

The totals of the principal war funds,

as enumerated below, stood as under on
Tuesday morning last :

£ s. d.

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund... 3,907,000

H.R.H. Princess Mary's
Fund to provide Christ-

mas Gifts 95,300

The Times Fund for Sick
and- Wounded 633,399 12 2

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund ... ... 91,580 7 10

Doily Tclegrcfpli- Belgian
Fund " ... 70,290 12

Motor Cyclist as Engine Driver.

Another story illustrating the adapt-

ability that the motor cyclist despatch
rider displays is related by the Daily
Telegrcepk. It was required to move a

train of wounded out of the danger zone,

but "the driver could not be found. A
motor cj'clist at once volunteered, and
he immediately jiunped in the cab. The
control arrangements of a railway loco-

motive and a motor cycle bear a very
slight resemblance to one another, the

result being that upon his fir.st attempt
the new driver found the train

reversing in the direction of the firing

line. Fortunately he managed to stop,

and, "getting the hang" of the levers,

drove the train out of danger.

British Success in Italian Race.

On the 25th ult. a reliability trial

extending tO- 300 km. (approximately
186 miles) for the military championship
toolv place over a very difficult course.

Bersahliri Lampani, riding a New
Imperial, gained the maximum award.

Club Finances.

So many motor cyclists having gone to

the Front as despatch riders, certain

motor cycle cluhs are c.\periencing great

difficulty in collecting sufficient funds to

pay the big amounts representing affilia-

tion fees due to the governing body. As
a result, the resources of some clubs will .

be taxed to the utmost.

News from the Front.

The following are , extracts from a .

letter received by Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., Coventry: "Noble and I have^ •

covered many miles without any trouble.

We have picked up another Rudge still,

.=0 we now have three. This one had a

broken driving sleeve to the clutch when 1

we found it, but our artificer made a

new one. Our workshops are very good, .

with some clever fellows in them who can 1

make almost anything. So far I have- 1

done about 1,500 miles in France without
trouble, but plenty of gruelling. The •

roads are terrible, and ixivi beyond
description. We still continue to see sights

and hear stories of awful slaughter and
fighting, but I think we have just about

got the 'dirts' on the run now. We
have got quite used to shell fire and •

guns, and can sleep quite peacefully with 1

awful dins going on. I met Glyn Rowden
last night ; he is driving a Wolseley •

ambulance. PuUin, Featherstonehaugh,
Selwyn, Dug. Brown, etc., etc., arf

among others we have seen,' too.—S. Ai-i

Ro'n'L.wDsox." ' -. _

.'^?:p- fl^"j.'^?™fJ5?^tW3^ -^%

The 1915 model chain and belt-driven Rover \vith three-speed counter shaft gear.

{Described and illustrated in issue of Nov. \9th, page 555.)
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Police Activity in Warwickshire.

The Warwicksliire County police are

strain persecuting motorists for purely

techriical offences. Tins applies more to

the neighbourhood round Coventrj', such

as Ijongford, Bedworth, and Berkswell.

& Motor Cyclist at Lord Roberts's Funeral.

Had anyone suggested ten years ago

that a motor cycle would take a promi-

nent part in a solemn pageant in the

streets of London he would have been
considered a lunatic. On the occasion of

the funeral procession of Field Marshal
Earl Roberts last week a motor cyclist

despatch rider hurried down the route

just as the body left Charing Cross and
delivered a message to an officer on the

Embankment, Apparently his mission

was to acquaint the officer tliat the cortege

had started, as the gu;is boomed out the

moment the despatch was delivered.

Ihiistmas Gifts for Despatch Riders.

Among the amounts received in reply

to Tlie Motor Vijde appeal for funds to

provide Christmas presents for despatch
iders at the Front was a money order

for £5 from the Hamilton and District

Motor Cycle Club. "

An amount of three guineas was
received from the Tyldesley and District

Motor Cycle Club, per the lion, treasurer,

Mr. Frank Peters.

As is well known, the fund intro-

duced by H.R.H. Princess Mary has
exactly the same objects as the fund we
inaugurated, and we therefore recommend
(hat subscriptions be forwarded direct

to Her Eoyal Highness at Buckingham
Palace. Envelopes should be marked
For the Sailors and Soldiers."

Mr. R. G. Lindsay, president of the
Ulster Centre of the iMotor Cycle Union
of Ireland, acting upon our suggestion,
has forwarded a donation of £2 to the
Princess JNIary Fund, and has requested'
that it may be specially devoted on behalf
of the motor cyclist despatch riders at
the Front. We are afraid, however, that
such a wish, though well intended, is

impossible for the administrators of the
fund to cari-y out, as the despatch riders
are so scattered about.

PT@1(0?SILII

Certified Trials.

As mentioned in oiu' last issue, the
A.C.U. is now in a position to can-y out
private tests for both motor cycles and
light cars under 1,100 c.c. The revised
scale of charges, which has just been
published, is £5 5s. pel' day for a certified
trial of one, two, or three days' duration.
The fees for tests extending beyond three
days are proportionately lower.

Big Coats for Military Drivers.

We understand that the War Office are
supplying every driver in the A.S.C.M.T.
with a he<avy fur-lined coat for winter use.
It is, therefore, to be assumed that the
claims of the motor cycle dri\ers will not
be overlooked.

Well-known Motor Cyclist Killed.

D. M. Brown, of Douglas, Isle of Man,
Avriting home from the front last week,
.announced that K. H. Clark (the James
rider), who had taken part in several T.T.
Races, had been killed in action. We
extremely regret to record this fact, as
Clark was one of the most popular compe-
tition riders in the country.

A Horse Shoe Competition.

The Roads Improvement Association,
in conjunction with the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty "to Animals,
lately organised a horse shoe competition
with the object of producing a shoe
which would damage neither tlie horses'
feet nor the surface of the road. The
judges state that no device was of suffi-

cient merit to warrant the presenting of

the £100 prize, but premiums were
awarded to the three best designs.

When Will Controls be Standardised?

Our crusade on behalf of the standard-
isation of controls is fresh in the minds
of our readers. Accidents, some of them
fatal, have occurred from time to time
which are directly traceable to the lack
of uniformity of control levei-s fitted to
motor cycles. The latest instance comes
from Bedford.shire, where an accident
occurred through the driver of a sidecar
opening the throttle when he was under
the impression that lie was shutting it.

6ci

Export to Neutral Countries.

There still appears to be doubt in some
quarters as to whether the export of
motor cycles and parts to neutral countrie;
is allowed, and we hasten to state that
such is the case. There is nothing, fur
instance, to prevent manufacturers of
English sparking plugs exporting their
wares to Holland or Sweden.

A Ih)ughtless Suggestion.

A reader actually suggests that
motorists should boycott all places where,
since the outbreak of war, it has become
customary to examine all licences. We
are afraid we cannot offer any sympathy
to our correspondent, as it is extremely
important at the present lime that every
motor cyclist and motorist should be
able to prove his identity. The examina-
tion of licences is no vexatious action
taken by the police, but a useful check
to find out if any alien enemies are using
machines, which is now prohibited for
very good reasons. Moreover, the law
directs motorists to carry their licences on
every occasion, and if they do not do so
they must not complain if conviction is

the result.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

A Level Ckossin'C Warnino.—Some
level crossings are being constructed
across the Staines and Sunbiiry Road,
about one mile out of Staines, and. across
the Ashford to Laleham Road at the
point.s where the Metropolitan Water
Board's Aqueduct crosses these two roads.
Notice boards are erected to warn ap-
proaching traffic, but the Automobile
Association would especially warn mem-
bers of the great need for caution at
night time.

MiLiT.\RV Authorities ^vjjd DRtviNf}
Licences.—The Automobile Association
warns motorists that, although non-
production of driving licences is purely a
technical offence, the magistrates are
regarding the offence more seriously just
now. Several military controls are on the
roads requesting production of licences,
therefore it is most necessary that these
documents be carried.

Motor cyclist scouts attached to the .Armoured Car (Naval) Sedbo.i waiting under cover, Al! the raou.its are 2| h p. two-speed Douglases

.

ri3
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THE CYCLECAR CLUB'S RALLY.
An Interesting Display of 1915 Model Cycle Cars and Light Cars.

DURING the week end the Cyclecar Club held an
interesting event, the object of which n-as to some
extent to make up for the absence of a Show. A
meet was arranged at th« Eed Lion Hotel at

Hatfield, where the appearance of the competing vehicles

was judged, followed by a run through Barnet and Finchley
to London, and thence via the Portsmouth Road to Burford
Bridge. Here dinner was followed by a concert. The next
morning the machines were judged for the most novel
mechanical feature, and after lunch a run was made to
the Hut Hotel, where the final judging took place, the
award going to the machine which had travelled the
longest distance to be present. The judges were Dr Low
and Messrs. T. W.

W.Loughborough and
Cooper.
On Saturday the weather

was fine, but dull and
bitterly cold. The run
from London was un-
eventful (our little Swdft
behaving in the most
exemplary mannei) until

the outskirts of Hatfield
were reached. Here two
special constables and
two of the ordinary
variety stopped us with
the obiect of inspecting
our licences. They had
a bu=v time, as there

fj

cylinder water-cooled engine (69 mm. x 90 mm.) of the

monobloc type. A friction gear was employed, but the final

drive was by belts. These, we understand, will in future

models be enclosed in cases. The finish, design, and general

appearance were most attractive. The machine is made by

Messrs. Kennedy-Skipton and Co., Leicester.

Our attention was then attracted by the Victor, which
has on several occasions been described in The. Motor Cycle,.

Its chief innovation is the fitting of an extra contact breaker

to the magneto, for a coil and accumulator, the object of

which is to facilitate starting. We recently saw this device

demonstrated with great 'success. A make the name of

which is not at present well known to our readers is the
Crompton, made by the

H.D.C. Motor Co., 141,

The Broadway, Hendon.
It is a true cycle car,

being fitted with a 5

h.p. J. A. P. motor cycle

engine, the drive being
by chain through a multi-

disc clutch to a two-
speed gear box, and
thence by belts to the
back wheel. Another car

very much of the same
type was the Aviette,-

made by Messrs. Hurlin
and. Co., 295, Mare Street,

Hackney, the most dis-

tinctive feature of which

(2)

(1) The Garden arrived in spotless condition on

W. Cooper on a new racing Morgan with disc wheels.

and nearly as manywere about ninety competing cars,

belonging to interested spectators.

When we arrived a goodly number cf people had already

put in an appearance. Tlieir cars were arranged in the yard
of the hotel, while the competing vehicles were parked in

an adjoining field quite close by. It was not surprising to

find that the majority were light cars which could in no
way be described as cycle cars. It is our intention to deal

with only those which more or less conform to that elastic

term.

An Inspection of Cycle Cars.
In the course of our tour round the line the first that we

came to v/as the D'Ultra, built by the D.U. Manufacturing
Co., Cliarlotte Place, Clapham. formerly known to our
readers as the. Dew. This, it will be recollected, is a light

two-cylimlcr car, driven by a water-cooled V Chater-Lea
engine, the power being conveyed in the first place through
friction di.scs, and thence by means of a single chain to
the bach axle. We next came to the Kennedy, a more
ambitious typo of vehicle. This was fitted with a four-

was a pedal starter on the off side running board. A rathei"

remarkable little car of the same size as the two to which

we have just referred was the Winter.

A Four=cylinder Air=cooled Kngine. '

This was fitted with a four-cylinder Henderson engine,

driving by chain to a counter-shaft, and thence through a
I

two-speed gear box by belts to the back wheels. It was
equipped with a change-speed lever placed horizontally on

the floor boards, and a hand-starting device. The Morgans
formed a very attractive display. W. Cooper's Grand Pri:;

model fitted with disc wheels was a most handsome outfit,

while we also noticed an ordinary touring Morgaji which
looked particularly smart. Another old friend was the well-

tried and much appreciated A.C. three-wheeler, the only

one of its kind present.

The most noticeable of the two Gardens was fitted with
an M.A.G. engine, which was running very slowly, partly

owing to the Binks carburetter with which it was equipped,

while its silence, due to its enclosed valve gear, was quite

remarkable. While the procession was beginning to leave
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Motor cyclists and sidecarists were much in evidence at the Cydecar Club's rally last week-end.

group outside the Red Lion Hotel, Hatfield.

The illustration shows a comei ot tht

Hatfield on its way towards the south, two H.S.M.'s were
seen on their way to the exhibition field.

The concert after the journey from Hatfield was a great
success largely owing to the fact that two Pavilion artistes

(the Dulcet Duo), who were interested in light cars and
happened to be passing, heard of the meeting, and gave a

free performance, which was much appreciated.
At Burford Bridge, next day, we noticed one or two vehicles

which had not put in an appearance at Hatfield. The
judging for the most novel feature began at eleven o'clock
and towards noon there was a huge crowd of cars and
spectators. In fact one of the officials put the number of the
former at 250 and the latter at from 800 to 1,000. Among
the later arrivals were the Duo and the G.N.'s. The makers
of the latter had brought down a new inexpensive model
selling at eighty-eight guineas. In this the engine has the
crankshaft set transversely in the frame, a disc clutch and
a two-speed gear, the final drive being by belt as in previous
models. After hmch, the cars were driven to the Hut
Hotel, Wisley, for the final judging.
The day, though very cold, was delightfuly bright, and

The Hut, always a pretty place, looked its best. Here the
crowd was even greater than it had been in the morning, and
the number of people was estimated at 1,500. The little

vehicles attracted a great deal of interest and altogether the
meet was a most successful affair. A rather amusing feature

of the event was the fear expressed by the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders lest it should assume the form
of a show, and the participants had to evade the bond by
labelling each car by name without mentioning the price.

The awards will not be made until they have been submitted
to the committee, but we understand, unofficially, that
certificates will be granted to the following makes : For
appearance (1) an open bodied Calthorpe of handsome design,

(2) a blue coupe of. the same make, (3) a Singer. For the

most novel features (1) the Hortsmann. After these awards
had been announced it seemed that the true cycle car stood

a poor chance of appearing in the roll of honoiu-, but happiW,
our surmises were wrong, as hereafter this type of vehicle

scored.) Number three was the interesting Kennedy, w'hich

gained this place tlirough the excellent design of its chassis.

The aivard for the 1915 model which had travelled the
farthest distance to be present at the finish of the event went,
we understand, to the Morgan Motor Co.

NIGHT TRIAL IN THE WEST COUNTRY
UNDER the circum-stances, a total of twenty-five entries,

which the Biistol Motor Cycle Club has received for

its open eighteen hours' reliability trial, may be con-

sidered quite satisfactory. An interesting point is

the number of passenger machines, both sidecara and cycle

cars, there being only eleven solo machines.
The entries are as follow :

P.

F.

A
\V

C.

D
E.

C.

Grout {8 Morgan)
C. Waslcy (8 Zenith sc.)

. Stevens (3^ Zenith)
. \V. Moore (4 Douglas sc.)

E. Hokes (3^ Sunbeam)
, Hawkes (10 Victor c.c.)

Kickham (2J Douglas)
H. R. Norrington (6 En-

field sc.)

P. H. Mathews (4 Norton)
A. L. Clavden (10 A.C. c.c.)

E. G. Bal'l (2§ Douglas)
H. Greaves (8 Enfield sc.)

W H. Rudge m Wolf)
L. Martin (10 Singer c.c.)
" N. Walker (2^ Douglas)

Heath (6 Sunbeam sc.

)

Brough (3i Brough)
Hooper (10 Douglas c.c.)

Petty (3i Brough)
Egginton (8 Enfield sc.)

B. Phillips (2| Douglas)
Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

W.McKeggie (3^ Brough)
P. A. Stone (8 iMorgan c.c.)

M. S. P. King (10 A.C. c.c.)

The Kennedy belt-driven cycle car which is propelled by a four-cylinder

water-cooled engine.

The start is from the Queen's Hotel, Clifton, at nine
o'clock to-morrow (Friday) evening. There are doubtless many
readers who are desirous of seeing the competitors at some
place en route, and so we give the course with the times
at which the first competitor is due to arrive.

Clifton. First man starts 9 p.m. Friday.
Bridgwater. 10.42 p.m. Friday.
Porlock. 12.18 a.m. Saturday.
Countisbury.
Lynmouth.
Top of Lynton Hill. 12.54 a.m. Saturday.
Barnstaple.
Bideford.
Launceston. 1.40 a.m. Saturday.
Tavistock.
Ashburton.
Exeter. Arrive 6.35 a.m., leave 8.6 a.m.
Sidford.

Lyme Regis. 9.33 a.rn. Saturday.
Bridport.
Dorchester. 10.45 a.m. Saturday.
Shaftesbury. 12.9 p.m. Saturday.
Frome. 1.21 p.m. Saturday.
Bath. 2.6 p.m. Saturday.
Bristol. 2.42 p.m. Saturday.
There will be timed checks at top ot Lynton Hill,

Launceston, Exeter (Bude Hotel), Blandford, and Bristol.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should Se addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied bv the writer's tull name and address.

Petroii Lubrication.
Sir,—I have read with interest the letter from your corre-

spondent, Mr. P. W. Hampton, in which he upholds the
petroii method of lubrication. I have a Connaught single-

speed machine which I always over-oil a little, but have
never been perfectly satisfied with the lubrication, for this

reason.: When running down hill with throttle nearly closed,

the engine gives a curious "scraping" sound (not a
" knock " by any means). The result of this is that the
engine gets hot before the bottom of the hill is reached.

This can only be caused by lack of lubrication. If Mr.
Hampton will try the above experiment he will find that
the petroii meHiod has its disadvantages. W. EDNER.

Delivery Tune.
Sir,—In a recent issue, " Ixion " appears to be needlessly

apprehensive over the effect of his repeated criticisms on the
delivery tune of motor cycles. Far from being tired of the

subject, I fancy that most readers of The Motor Cycle, would
desire him to be even more explicit. Personally, I have no
grumble, as the two machines I have had—a Grandex-
iPrecision and a Scott—were delivered in first-class condition,

and required no adjustment of any kind.

After running the Scott for 2,300 miles a curious mishap
befell me a fortnight ago. When about to enter a garage
there was a slight crack. Investigation the next morning
showed that the crankshaft had beer torn clean in half. A
metallurgist and engineer, after examination, declared the

metal to be perfect, and could give me no explanation as to

the cause of such an extraordinary accident. In order to get
the damage repaired I took out the engine and sent it to the
Scott Engineering Co. Their expert has also been unable to

account for the breakage. As my guarantee had expired I

made no claim on the Scott Co., but they made no charge
for the repair. LEWIS E. RUSSELL.

wHy an Engine Konks.
Sir,— 1 have read with great interest the letter of Messrs.

Lodge Bros, on engine knocking, and agree with them that

Mr. Watchorn's point is not the prime factor, and in the

case of an engine having excessively loose piston (and beat-

ing.s) the rattle set up is of a very different order from the \

tune of a professional konker.
Another point in support of this view is that metal (iron.'

in particular) can be made to emit noises without the appli? ,

cation of any external mechanical forces or moving part|t

whatever.- The well-known hum of a transformer, not 60

mention numerous other H.C. and three-phase machines, is 1

interesting in that the forces acting on the molecules of the.-

metal are considerably smaller than the stresses attained

by pre-ignition. E0 293.

-

Sir,—After reading the article, and the several letters in

;

reply, on the above subject, the real reason for konkihg •

seems to me to be as far away as ever. From my owii

experience, I have traced the position where the konking

may occur, but I cannot explain just exactly how it occurs,^.'

I have acquired the habit of driving entirely on thai

throttle, except in cases of emergency. I also always use s

top gear until it is absolutely necessary to change dowii,

(This may, or may not, be a bad practice, but I find it a

considerable saving in petrol consumption over driving on

'

the exhaust or constantly changing gear.) Consequently, in

slowing down to round sharp corners, I am quite accustomed

to konking. Wliile driving in the dark, imder such circum-

stances, I have frequently noticed a distinct spark or flash •

occur, as near ao ' could judge, between the exhaust tapped :

and the valve stem, simultaneously with the konking. I do i

not know if two similar metallic surfaces striking violently-:

together, under any circumstances, can produce a spark M 1

not. For obvious reasons, I could not minutely examine the

point mentioned to ascertain the e.xact nature or cause of 1

the flash, vfith the machine still in motion on a dark road.

One might say that this flash could be caused by a. portion i

of the exploded gas escaping down the side of the valve

stem w'hicli did not fit well in the guide ; but in this case ;

the flash would be noticeable on every exhaust strokejj

whether the konking occurred or not. I can, however, say

that I have noticed the flash only in conjunction with the :

konking.
If this subject is followed up by your readers I shall wati^i

it with keen interest. D.D.D. jf

i tie big single James sidecar outht (back view), showing silencer under

seat and sidecar chassis design.

Sir,— I would like to reply very briefly to a few points

raised by your contributor on the question of engine knock»

ing and pinking.

I think it is not easy to quote examples from different-

types of engines as regards degree of knock. One might

immediately remember the example of the one hundred mile

an hour Talbot, which was extremely ordinary in combustion
chamber shape, and yet u"hder the most adverse conditions

was not greatly troubled by knock. I do not quote this as

an example, but merely to point out that examples are of

no great value.

Mr. Watchorn states that there is very little more know--
ledge left to be discovered on the subject of internal

combustion engines. In my humble opinion the boot is on

the other leg, and there is not much that is known abou6

them definitely. The fact that tliis type of prime mover
was discovered one hundred years ago is no argument at

all, because the turbine in principle was in use at the time

of Archimedes, and yet now is far from being "completely
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understood." Noises in all types of gas €ngines do not

as a rule consist of any particularly definite type of sound,
and, however closely the running of the engine is watched
by indicators and the knocks examin-ed by a sonometer, it

is not often easy to obtain any definite relation between the
two instruments, neither is it easy to tell where one noise
commences and another ends. Most noise is composite in
nature.

Mr. Watc'horn would have us believe that the particular
konk " which so often causes trouble is due entirely to

ti'anslation of the exploding gases. Konking can often be
cured by a liquid stream of water injection ; also the
variation of plug position will not cure konking by giving
what your contributor imagines as a direct push ; and,
what is more, an examination of the pressure by means of
a manograph on both sides of even a large cylinder does
not show a lag or translation of pressure or temperature
large enough to cause any effect such as he refers to.

I have no doubt that Messrs. Lodge Bros, will confirm
this point, which I have frequently checked by experiment,
and I might say I think that their explanation, in conjunc-
tion with the various mechanical sounds due to the give
of metals and taking up of unlubricated places, is frequently
correct. I have made many examinations of different forms
of knocking sounds by measuring the varying electrical

resistance between bearing and shaft, etc., and during many
forms of knock and konk one can only see the transmitted
current rapidly rise in conjunction with a rapid rise of
pressure during a small degree of piston motion on one's
manograph

I have made the experiments referred to with movable
heads fitted with pockets in different positions in conjunc-
tion with multi-cylinder two-stroke engines, and I must
say that I have been unable to get the effect referred to
by Mr. Watchorn to any reasonable extent.

I certainly consider his suggestions of interest from some
points of view, but I do not think that one can sweep out
the ground with the ease assumed.

A. M LOW, A.C.G.I., D.Sc, etc., etc.

Sir,—I have read the article and correspondence on this

subject, and note that, although all the writers criticise

your contributor lather severely and perhaps justly, none
ictually explains what causes the phenomenon. Now, I

io not profess any deep technical knowledge as to the
ictual cause, but I have a theory based on observation, and
[ imagine the suggestion made in Messrs Lodge Bros, and
Co.'s letter is nearer the mark than any of the others.
The noise produced by suddenly shutting a tap from which
water is flowing under considerable pressure is, I have
always understood, caused by the sudden arresting of the
Bow rebounding along the pipe. The pressure of ignited
jas in process of expansion is analogous to a fluid pressure,

md if the charge be fired even a fraction too early, the flow
of its expansion is arrested against the ascending piston or
Bven agam.st the piston while in a stationary position on
the exact dead centre of the stroke.

When the charge is ignited at the correct fraction of a

second to produce a pressure on the descending piston, the
;as is expanding freely, and no rebound occurs, and conse-

juently no "konking.
"

That is my theory, and I think it explains why an engiiie

which is provided with too high a compression knocks
itself to a standstill when driven^hard. COMPRESSION.

Some Two-stroke Tips
Sir,—As a regular rider of and agent for Levis two-

strokes, I should like to take exception to some of the
remarks in your article, "Some Two-stroke Tips," as being
entirely inapplicable to the Levis machine, and calculated
to give a wrong impression of its performance as a two-stroke.
To my mind the troubles seem to come entirely from one

soiu'ce, viz., petroil lubrication.

Now, in the Levis, the lubricant is led to precisely the
spot where it is required to do its work instead of being
splashed all over the internal economy of the engine in the
hope that some portion, at least, of the oil will find its way
to the required place.

Although when driving a new machine I lubricate plenti-
fully, and for the first 500 miles or so keep the engine
smoking practically continuously, I have yet to have my
first stop for a sooted plug, and I know of customers wlio

have done distances of over 2,000 miles without touciiing tht

engine or its accessories for any purpose whatever
It will be found occasionally," if the gap at the plug paints

is on the small side, that it liecomes bridged across by a

minute filament of metal, after a run at speed, due, no

doubt, to the excessively hot spark produced by the magneto
at high rotational speeds, which certainly does cause mis-

firing, but can be cured by widening the gap.

There is no doubt that, although the petroil system

may be cheap and handy, its virtues end there.^ ^
A.M.I.E.E.

Oildag.
Sir,—Perhaps ray experience with Messrs. Acheson's Oil-

dag may tend somewhat to allay " H.W.K.'s " fears as to

the advisability of continuing its use. I have used Oildag
in my J. A. P. engined Jlorgan for a distance of about 7,000
miles and have derived the following advantages from its use :

1. The engine does not gum up as much when standing,

and is, therefore, easier to start from cold without priming.
2. Reduction in carbon deposit. I run about 3,000 miles

before dismantling c.vlinders, and then find only a very
small amount.

3. 50% reduction in oil.

Before using Oildag I gave a pump every five miles, and
if I missed a charge the engine soon reminded me. With
Oildag I give one in ten, and the engine certainly does not
appear to miss a charge as much now as it did when I oiled

one in five without Oildag. With regard to wear on bear-
ings caused by its use. 1 can only say that when last my
engine %vas dismantled there was no undue wear in any of the
engine bearings. W. J. VICKERY.

Overheatmg of Motor Cycle Cylinder.
Sir,—At the beginning of this year I purchased second-

hand a 3^ h.p. three-speed sidecar combination. Whether
or no the " load " was more than the engine was intended
to pull I cannot say, but on every occasion when out for a

ride I was troubled by the overheating of the cylinder.

At the beginning I attributed this to my lack of experi-
ence in driving, etc., but found that more experienced
riders had, with my cycle, the same difficulty. The advice
tendered, in books and by friends, was tried, but proved, in

my case, unavailing, and as a last resort I determined to

adopt a suggestion, namely, that the " grooving " of the
piston rings might be of advantage.

I had this carried out, and since then have had no
trouble whatever from the above cause. My engine not
only keeps cooler, but. probably as a result of its coolness,

pulls much better. As the remedy seems to me to be a new
and unique one, I thought I would like the opinion of other
readers upon it FRED WARBURTON.

A specially-equipped motor cycle tor service in an American lire

brigade It will be noticed that, in addition to two (ire extinguishers

on the l»rks. a hatchet and surgical appliancei are carried at the rear.

The machine itself has an exhaust whistle
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iitandardisation (it Controls.

Sir,—May I, through the medium of your columns, express
my opinion on the above interesting subject. Whilst I

greatly favour the handle-bar control for both carburetter

and magneto, as suggested by your correspondent, A.
Statham, X must say my views of the clutch control are

quite the ojiposite to his. I think the foot-operated control

for the clutch is the ideal control, especially in traffic ; for,

what witii the carburetter, magneto, exhaust, horn, and the

change speed, combined with the steering, a rider in traffic

will find the foot much easier to use, instead of adding
to what at present, I think, is ouite a handful.

CHARLES BURKE.

Mudguardiug.

Sir,—As a patentee of devices to improve the cleanliness

of motor cycles, I have read with interest " Ixion's

"

remarks upon weatherproofing. He states, " It took me
three hours to get my mount and my clothing really clean
that night because I could not apply a hose." I ask, why
apply a hose, especially to oneself? The proper place for

mud is on the road, not all over the machine and rider.

Obviously, wheels revolving in mud must throw it far and
wide, and if it is wished to restrict its damaging effect it

must be confined to the wheels by mechanical means and
conducted back to the road. With a single track vehicle

like the motor cycle the engine and rider are placed in the
position to receive the whole of the bespoiling mud put
up by the front vfheel. With the back wheel the machine
runs from the mud thrown, and beyond the spray thrown
getting upon the rider's back and hair, choking the carbu-
retter and causing belt slip, no mischief occurs. Perhaps
this is enough.
The writer went through "Ixion's" experience years

awo, and came to the conclusion that there was but little

pleasure in a fifty-mile ride with three hours' labour at the
finish, and, as the time of year producing the muddiest
roads is when the country side is at its best and riding
most invigorating, therefore not only enjoyable but bene-
ficial, the necessity of efficient niudguarding was made clear.

Four years' work since, with 10,000 miles testing, has
produced three patents giving the weatherproof machine

—

that is, a machine on which one can ride a hundred miles
in any weather to a friend and enter his house by the front
door at once. This is only got by departing from pedal-
cycle mudguarding made a trifle larger, as generally used

by motor cycle manufacturers. The motor cycle now, with

its great pace, is far removed from the pedal-cycle, and
nothing but radical alterations can give cleanliness.

One point is of the' utmost importance. Forks must be

made wider, and the back stays also, to permit mudguards
to pass, giving an inch clearance each side of the tyre.

F. WAIGH.

An Appreciation oJ a Heavyweight.
Sir,—As one rarely, if ever, sees any article published on

the heavyweight motor cycles of the present time, especiallj

as solo machines, I feel that perhaps the experiences of, aw
the data gathered by, a rider of such a machine might be d

interest to readers of your paper.
The machine in question is the 8-10 h.p. two--speed, four-

cylinder Henderson. This does not pretend to be anything

but a heavyweight, and therefore nothing has been taken

from the design of any part to reduce weight ; consequently,

each piece is amply and solidly made, thereby absolutely

eliminating all those annoying rattles, and the continual

necessity for adjustments, so prevalent on many modeia
machines. '

,

The most wonderful part of the machine, however, is jta

balance. The moment it moves, even at two miles an hour,

the rider can put both feet up and carry out any manoeuvre

he wishes without the least difficulty, the engine turning over

evenly and quietly. It is no exaggeration to say that, iffith

the exception of reversing, a rider of a Henderson can do

anything that a high-powered modern car can do, either

running slow through traffic or at high speed m the open

The machine which I have, and ride solo, was bought

by me this summer. It has now covered over 2,000 mileS;

and up to date has not had one involuntary stop on the

road, nor has it cost one penny for repairs or replacements

of any sort. 1 have kept a careful account of every drop

of oil and petrol used since the first day I used it, and the

result works out to the consumption of eighty-nine miles

to the gallon for petrol, and one thousand two hundred miles

to the gallon for oil.

The machine is geared 4g to 1 on top gear, and on this

will run at seven miles an hour with throttle closed, and

sixty-eight miles an hour with throttle open. From a stand*-

ing start it will accelerate to sixty-one miles an hour in

two hundred yards without ' being forced, and wrll take

Westerham Hill on top at over fifty miles an hour, or at

fifteen miles an hour if wished. I only use the low gear for

dead slow running in emergency, and have never found any

main road hill which it will not take on
top gear, even at slow speed. Recently

- -. I had the engine entirely down for in-

spection and cleaning out carbon, and
found every part inside in perfect con-

dition with no sign of wear. I have had
the valves out twice for inspection since

1 bought the machine, but in neither

case did any of tliem require grmding.
As to the usual idea that an air-cooled

four-cylinder engine overheats, I may
mention that I have never had this occur.

Moreover, the nickel plating of the

cylinders of my machine is still white and
not even discoloured. Another point in

favour of the Henderson is its extreme
cleanliness, the engine always looking
bright and smart, and the entire absence
of creeping or dripping oil on the cratik

case being very noticeable. With a

good fitting tyre security bolts are quite

unnecessary, owing to the even turning

effort of the engine, and 6,000 miles

should be quite an average for a good

back cover. Taking all the above-

mentioned points into consideration, I
think that the most critical person must
admit that the initial price is not un-

reasonable. P.F. W. BUSH.

J

P. F. W. Bush, a heavyweight enthusiast, who relates his experiences with an 8-10 h.p.

Henderson for the benefit of readers.

Removing Flywheels,
Sir,—A useful Douglas tip from Mr.

A. V. Hughes appears in your Novem-
ber 5th issue Will someone give ua

another on the best way to remove the

flywheel without investing in a special

flywheel remover? H.A.C.
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Pistons Too Heavy I

Since I had my 1911 V.S.

^ Peugeot twin fitted with new" pistons, rebored, etc., vibration
-iJ is more than it used to be, and

at one certain speed very bad
indeed. The pistons are much heavier
than the old ones, and I have drilled

and cut down as much as I dare. The
machine lias done 5,QUO miles since
repair. Will it spoil the cylinder if I

turn all the skirt off each piston—

-

A.M.

/e should not advise you to turn off the
ase of the piston unless it be a very
ing one. The bearing surface of the
iston should have a minimum length
jual to the bore of the cylinder. It
uuld be preferable to -fit new and lighter
istons it it is found to be impossible to
ghten your present pair further.

A Suitable Gear tor Sidecar.

I have been specially interested
in two articles in a recent issue
of Tlie Motor Cycle, and shall
be glad if you will kindly advise
me on two points. (1.) I have

had a good deal of trouble with
sparking plugs of the non-cleanable
type. Can you recomm'end an English
plug that takes to pieces for cleaning ?

l2.) Apropos of your correspondent
"Single Cyl.'s" contribution, what
gear is likely to give the best results
on a 5 h.p. J.A.l". twin and sidecar
for ordinary touring work? I have
noticed the phenomenon pointed out
by youi- contributor, i.e., that increased
engine power does not—as I am geared
at present—give proportionate increase
of speed. As I am at present a
"child in these matters," I have
found your excellent paper a most
useful source of information on all

-subjects connected with motor cyclintr.

-H.P.B.
here are several makes of English plugs
ith detachable insulators. Try the For-
ard, Sphinx, or E.I-.C. Having driven
5 h.p. twin J. A. P. and sidecar durini;

he past year, and, after considerable
xperimenting, we found that a gear
Ughtly below 4^ to 1 was the best all-
ound gear with a three-speed hub. Of
ourse, it should be lower than this for
single-geared machine, say 5^ to -1 to

I to 1. It depends, of course, on the
feight of the sidecar and passengers, the
mount of fittings, etc., but the above
atios will be found satisfactory under
aost circumstances.

Sidecarrlers and Taxation.

Are the motor cycles with com-
mercial sidecars exempt from
Inland Revenue tax?—T.B.

Sidecarrlers should be exempt from the
Inland Revenue tax, as the reading of

the exemption is :
" Any vehicle which

is constructed or adapted for use, and is

used solely for the conveyance of any
goods or burden in the course of trade or
husbandry, and whereon the Christian
name and surname and place of abode or
place of business of the person, or the
name or style of principal place of busi-
ness of the company or firm keeping the
same, is visibly painted in letters not less

than one inch in length." If, however,
you use the bicycle apart from the carrier
or for pleasure purposes, it is. necessary
to pay the tax.

Sidecar Ailgnroent.

Please give me some hints as
to fitting a sidecar correctly. I

am troubled by the back tyre of
the cycle pulling off when turn-
ine; to the left ; this has occurred

no less than five times.—C.C.

The sidecar axle should be as nearly as
possible in line with the rear wlieel spindle

;

if anything, the sidecar wheel may be 2in.

to 3in. in front. It is not advisable for

the passenger to sit far behiod the sidecar
axle ; in fact, if possible, the weight
should fnll slightlv in front of this line.

At the same time, we should advise you
to examine your sidecar connections and
see that there is no unexpected play in

them, taking particular rotioe of the

stay from saddle-pin to sidecar axle. If

there is any tendency on the part of this

joint to telescope, it should be prevented

at once. Furthe- than this, it is almost
impossible to advise you without inspect-

ing the machine. You might check the

alignment of your wheels, as this, of

course, is an important point, and might
be the cause of the trouble. Your side-

car wheel should, of course, be parallel

with the motor cycle wheel, cr, if any-
thing, point very slightly inwards towards
the front wheel.

Water In Carburetter.

I have lately bought a new 2^
two-stroke, and it has given
trouble by firing back through
the carburetter ; this only happena
occasionally. It is also uncertain

in starting. I might say that I have
had the carburetter down and cleaned
it and have found a few spots of water
and grit in it.—E.R.S.

The water and grit in your carburetter,
especially the former, would be quite
sufficient to cause the trouble you men-
tion. If, however, its removal does not
cure the back-firing, we should advise you
to take off the cylinder and clean the
piston rings, whicji may have become
stuck.

A NOVEL HILL-CLIMBING TEST.
A 3V h.p. Ariel, driven by th'.e Ariel Italian representative, climbing and descending a fllgli! o(

97 stone steps in Rome. The machine Is a standard touring model Ariel with three-speed
countershaft gear. The feat was wtnessed by a crowd, and was also duly recorded by
the cinematograoh.

BJi
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Three-speed Gears.

(1.) I have been thinking of

fitting a three-speed gear of the

huh type to my 1913 2^ h.p.

Levis, although Butterfields, Ltd.,

i-ecommend a counter-shaft gear.

Shall I obtain satisfaction from au
Armstrong Mark VII., and is it to be
preferred to a Mark VI.? I may say

that I own a three-speed A.J.S. and
have owned a two-speed A.J.S.. and
am doubtful if a hub gear will be as

reliable. (2.) I v/ish to have as high

a gear on top as possible. Would 4

to 1 be too high, or not?—P.L.H.

(1 ) We have had excellent results from
the Mark VII. Armstrong gear on
two macliines, and you should have no
trouble with this tj'pe on a 2^ h.p. two-
sti'oke. On the other hand, if the makers
state that a different gear is more suitable

to their particular machine, we should
advise you to fall in with their advice.

The Mark VII. gear is an infinitely

stronger hub than the Mark VI., but is,

of course, somewhat heavier. (2.) 4 to

1 would be r-ather a high gear for the
machine in question, unless you are

prepared to use the middle ratio to a
fairly large extent. You can do more
harm to the average motor cycle engine
by overgearing it than by almost any
ordinary driving.

Compression Ratio.—Lubrication.

;i.) I have a Triumph two-

r^ stroke motor cycle, and would
1^ like to know if a packing put
LLI between the cylinder and the

crank case, in order to reduce

the compression ratio, would be likely

to interfere ' with the proper opening
and closing of the ports. I propose

reducing the compression ratio during
the winter, as I understand that the

engine will run more sweetly, and
imagine this would mean greater

stability on greasy square sets. I do
not mind sacrificing power temporarily,

as all my riding in winter time is done
within the city limits. (2.) I have
been recommenaed to use a pure niineral

oil for my engine. Four fills of the

measure provided with the machine are

supposed to be mixed with every gallon

of petrol (proportion one to twelve).

Could I safely use, say, three measures
of oil to one gallon of petrol? I do
not want to experiment witli my engine
to find the least quantity it will do
with, as I am afraid of worn bearings,

etc. I understand that the less oil

used, the less carbon deposit will result,

and this is rather an important matter
with " petroil " lubrication. There
would probably also be less chance of

the upper piston ring seizing in its

groove.—OiLE.

(1.) If you place a washer below the
cylinder it will quite alter the port
openings, as both inlet and exliaust and
transfer port will open earlier and close
later. A thin washer would not make
very much difference, though the machine
would produce less power, and would
waste considerably more fuel. The only
way to reduce compression with a two-
stroke is to machine a .small amount out
of the cylinder head or off the back of
the piston, and we do not recommend
your attempting to try this. The com-
pression on the engine you mention is

B22
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not unduly high, and we should advise
you to leave it as it is. (2.) The Triumph
Co. recommend Prices' Motorine C, and
in this connection we would remind you
that the selection of lubricant is of first

importance to two-strokes, especially those
that use the "petroil" system, and it is

unwise to go beyon<l the makers' advice,
for you may be sure that they have
experimented with all kinds of oil in order
to obtain the best aU-round lesults. Do
not attempt to cut down the supply unless
you are .-sufi'ering from constant smoking
and over-lubrication.

Valve Seatings.

I am in the possession of a

5-i h.p. single cylinder motor
cycle, 1913 pattern, that has the
exhaust' seating worn in a
hollow. The garage people iii-

forni me that it is impossible to get
it right and that it was caused by
e.xcessive grinding in of the valve,

and, furthermore, that it would require
a new cylinder. Would you be good
enough to inform me if this is so, as I

am hardly prepared to accept this

statement as correct, as it appears
cjuite a simple operation to grind this
seating?—X.Y.Z.

There should be no difficulty in facing
down the top of the valve seat on your
machine (a special tool is sold for the
purpose), provided it is not worn so low
that too thin a layer of metal is left.

It will not be pos.sible to machine the
whole of the bottom of the port, but a

circle of about -e-in. bigger radius than
the val\e head should be possible. \ou

must be losing a very large amount-!
your valve efficiency if the seating'-j

sunk to any appreciable degree.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience d

others with various motor cycles or accessories musi
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in v/hich the'

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"S.F.H." (Birmingham).— 4-5 li._

four-cylinder F.N. Reliability and cei

of upkeep.

"T.R.xVf." (Lanes.) — T.T. 3i k.
Noi-ton, Triumph, and A. B.C. Spec
and reliability.

" G.H.H." (Manchester). — Velocett

tAvo-speed. Reliability, fuel consttiBj

tion, speed, and chain drive.

"E.P." (Doncaster).—Brampton var

able gear for 3i h.p. Triumph. Wea
of belts, reliability, and generi

efficiency.

"J.G.T." (Dublin).—7 h.p. Indi|«

two-speed, spring . frame. Reliabilitj

economy, hill-clirablng, speed and floi

sumption with sidecar.
j

"H.S." (Durham).^Philipson hSiic

controlled pulley with two-speed sidfeca,

combination. Also reliable alunhniun
solder and maker's name.

"T.A.B." (London). — .James twC.

stroke, Invicta and Royal Ruby twc
strokes. Wearing qualities, cost

renewals, silence, wear of chains an

belts, consumption, and hill-climbin!

powers

Harry Reed (maker of the Dot motor bicycle) in a new role. He is seen leading a company of the

At'nlctes' Defence Corps, now in training at Belle Vue Gardens, Manchester.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat

1Q13 Sh.p. Bat and Racin' Sidecar, with overhead
J-v valves, just overhauled, in perfect condition;
38 gns., great bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
43 years* reputation. [X3722

BAI-J.A.P., late 1913, 71i.p., 2 speeds, coaclibuilt
sidecar, speedometer, electric hooter, only done

2,000 milea, good ae new; genuine bargain, £60.—
F.aS., 67, Pall Mall, Leigli-on-Sca. r9051

Bercley.

BEEOLEY. Sh.p. vertical twin, TT.H. mag., tyres good

;

nearest £20.—Further particulars, photo, etc.,
Timms, 82, Walton St.. Oxford. [9166

Bradbury.
Bradbury (accumulator), in
—Jones, 18, Benjamin Rd.,

^4.—3h.ij. Bradbury (accumulator), in good running
**" order.—Jones, 18, Benjamin Rd.. Wrexham.

[X3688
BRADBURY, 1912, 3>/.h.p.. Bowden 2-speed near;

£29/10; exchange.—Collier's Motories, Halifax.
[0445

BRADBURY, 1911-12, T.T.. since re-enamelled, ac-
cessories; £21.-5, Devoushire St., Islington, Lon-

don. [9002

pHADBUEY, 4h.p., 1912, free engine, all accessories,
--• splendid condition: £25.—Murray's, 37a, Ch.irles
6t., Hatton Garden. [X.3794

"DRADBURY Lightweight, mag., good tyres, low,JJ recently overhauled: £9/10; exchange offers.—
69, Cambridge Rd., Kilbnrn. [9102
BRADBURY, 1913=4, 4h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, done

4,000, sidecar, just overhauled makers; offers over
£30.-108, Manor Rd., Brocklej-. [9055
T^.T. Bradbury, 1911, 3V3h.p., free engine, Hnrcourt
-*- radiators, lamp, Jiorn. complete kit, spares, reliable;
bargain, £20.—Apply, Heath. Farm, Dortford. [3058

1Q13')1 Bradbury, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, coach-J-f built sidecar, lamps, horn, generator, and nil
spares, splendid condition ; £40.—P. Nelson, 24, Hamil-
ton St., Cardiff. [X3743

Brough.
"DEOUGH, marvellous motor cycle, nothing else like
J-» it.-Twecdale Armstead ilotors. Ltd., Magdalen St..
Ostord. fosai

Brown.
jTJROWN. 3"»h.p.. complete with wicker sidecar; bar-
;-•-» Buin £13.—Premier Depot, 20, Holbom Vindiiot.

[9157"DROWN. 1912, S'/oh.p., and sidecar, 3-apeed Sturmey-
,

?''-'"''• h.b.c, spares, and accessories, just over-
anlpcl: £32- wll separately. -Stow, 107, Gowan Av..

[9150
B.S.A.

D.S.A., 1915, 4;ib.p., model K. for immediate delivery.
'-' -B.S.A. Agents, The Morris Garages, O.xford. [8746
"D.S.A. Counter-shaft S^peed, chain-cum-belt, latest^J model, ridden 50 miles only: £55.-SIacdonald. Ely

"* [X3701
Qlh.p. B.S.A., 1911-12, like new, £3 worth of accest».s sories and spates: gift, £22.-Wanvick, 80. Dor-

Leicester. [X3793
"p.S.A, late 1914. 3-speed, chain drive, white basket-" sidecar. PH. S. lamp; cost £78, sell f 53 -Teall

[X3693

i'ulliam.

Colmore Row, Birmingham,

B'^c-^^Uh''^-''-.,
">-'' 2 '!"'''<'•' ''=« engine, and

Rnr,„ i?^"'"r,-"'?.™'"'- ^^°^ Condition; £35.-E;ennison.
Harvey Ed., Walt,.n-on-Thames. [90S2
"R.S A 1912, SVjh.p., T.T. roadster model, had care

"ioHP"^?' «-';«llent order, Miller lamp set, Lucas
*25.—Layton s, Bicester, Oxon. [X3811

"D.S.A., 1915 models in stock; calfand inspect; cx--«J changes, easy payment terms.-Elce and Co. 15Bishopsgato Av., Camomile St., London, E.G. [0598
D.S.A., 2-speed. fitted with Canoelet sidecar, hood," screen, all .iccussonei appearance as new; £50.—
-olmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.

p.S.A., 1914, model H, 4h.p., 3-speed connter-shalt" gear, shop-soiled only; catalogue price £63, Lay-
tons cash price £52/10.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon.

p.S.A. 1915 Models, ready for immediate delivery:
li-» twenty second-hand combinations between £20 and

wanted in part payment.-The Walsall G.nrnce.
- [X2963

B'^^ft^.;
^^^*- ''4'^P- 3-speed countershaft gear, and

t*-» sidecar, speedometer, all accessories; sacrifice
seen by appointment.—Lunnon. 2, St. George's

E40
iValsall.

£48,
Paradie. Colder 's Green. [9145

Calcolt.
rjALCOTT. late 1912, 2i!,h.p., excellent condition,
r-' B. and B., h.b.c; £24 "

' — ~
ng, Norfolk.

or offer.—A. Giles,

Caltliorpe.
[9141

h.p. Calthorpe Junior, 2-speed, complete with lamp
benot''"p„lT?°''°'r, ^^^ri-

''"' slightly used.-Colmore
Jepot, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3664
lh.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycle. 3-speed model, and free-t engine, fitted with a cigar-shaped sidecar; the com-
tinaticm 30 gns.-At Wauohcpe'e. 9, Shoe Lane. Lon-

[X3798
14114 Calthorpe Concibuilt Combination. 6h.p. twin

orie, ^ noo"*'^^,-^'""*
^-'"' speedometer, and all ncces^

kA nlA?S ™'J=4"' '"^"- 57 Kns.-Smith, 10, Wiltshire
id., Bnstou. S.W. [9199

A few shop-soiled models cheap,
old sidecar taken in exchange.

Your

From£6 6s.

Send tor illustrated

catalogue describing

these well-known
sidecars. Several

Models.

Write for Special

War Discount

Easy Payment! or

Exchanges.

SIDECAR SAFETY COUPLING.

IP

Every Sidecar should be fitted with an extra Iroot
coupling, as illustrated above. To fit any machine.
Special design to fit P. & M.'s . . 7s. 6d. each.

Second-hand Sidecars from 30/-.

BOOTH'S \A/AR BARGAINS.
3i h.p. REX, requires renovating £3 Q
4 h.p. J. A. P., new, 1914 model, 3 speeds.

with now £12 coach Sidecar £44 15
2j h.p, WOLF LiRbtwcight. 1914, new .. £19 19
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., brand new, counter-

shaft gear, chain drive, £12 Sidecar. . £44 15
1912 RUDGE Multiaud new iTii Sidecar £31 10
$\ h.p. REX, 2 speeds, with new £11 coach

Sidecar £26 16
19 14 MORGAN Sporting, hood , screen

3 lamps, speedometer, special tyre

;

cost £iog £85
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1912. 2-speed £26 10
1911 HUMBER Lightw't, grand condition £16 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 2-speed gear £11 15
si h.p. RUDGE Multi qear, 1912 £26 15
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, nice order. . £9 10
1911 SINGER Lightweight, nice condition £9 10
6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Big Single, 2 speeds .. £35
4 h.p. TRUMP-J.A.P. 2 speeds. 1912 . . £20
6 h.p. REX and Sidecar, tree engine £16 10
3I h.p. PREMIER, 1914. 3-sp model, with

new £11 Sidecar, only run 100 miles .. £49 10
4i h.p. F.N., 4-cvlinf!er, magneto £11 15
34 h.p. PREMIER, 2speed, with £11 new

coach-built Sidecar £32 10
6 h.p. REX, 1913. with £18 Sidecar, hood

and screen £42 1

3.^ h.p. HUMBER, 1911. 2-speed model . . £18 10
3l h.p. HUMBER, with new £11 Sidecar £26 10
4 h.p. QUADRANT, new 1912 model £24 10
1912 Rudge Multi £27 . igio* Kerry . £15 10
23 h.p. Simms.. £4 15 . 190S Rex £10
1909 Rex £14 10 . 3I Rex £4 15
1910 Rex £16 10 . 1911 Rex £18
4-cjrlindcr F.N. . £13 10 . 3I Quadrant . £8 10
3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10 . 3^ Vindec ... £11

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write

for quotation. Puts new iilc into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Wanted, vertical filing cabinet.
Wanted, i9i.t Singer or Calthorpe Light Car.
Nearly new Brampton Gear, fit Triumph.

.

30 /•

4J h.p. Precision Engine. Pulley & Silencer £9
New Electric Side Lamps cost 35/-; pair 16/-
New Electric Motor Cycle Head Lamp .

.

4/II
New 21/- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4/3
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15
MilHord £ 1 2 Coach Sidecar £7 q
New Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gear ,. £5 5
B. & B.Amac and Carburetter- 12/6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10/6 6/-
New Underslung Sidecar Chassis 48/6
Shop-soiled £1 1 Coach Sidecar £8
New 30/- Lamp and Geaeratoi, black ... 16/6
N.S.U- Gear £3
Good Wicker Sidecar 32/6
Kerry Free Engine Clutch 20/-

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT RD., HAUFAX.

'Phone 1062.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

3h.p. Calthorpe-PtecJsion 2-apeed Motorcyclette, com-
plete with horn, toola, eto., Tery little used, per-

fect order: very cheap to run; £19/10.-Box L6,465.
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. r8868

Chater-Lea.
3ih.p. Chater-Lea, low, coil ignition, variable pulley,

2 good condition ; £10. nearest.—G., 60, Elmar
Rd., Tottenham. [X3660

Chater-Lea-Fatnlr.
3ihj). Fafnir-Chater-Lea, spring forks, Bosch, B. and

2 B.. h.b.c., low build, recently overhauled and
enamelled, excellent going order; bargain. ;£15, or offer.
-J. Marshall, Ashlord Hill, Newbury. (D) [S3B54

Clyno.
CLYNO 5-6hj>. Twin, 2-apeed, good condition; £29.—

Premier Depot, 20. Holbom Viaduct. [9156

1 Q12 Clyno Oombination, overhauled and re-enomelled.
-Lt7 Pedley 2^^ tyrea, nearly new: £28/10.—Flowei.
Harpenden. [X3719

1 Q13 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speede, chain, kick
J-v start, run 900 miles: £49.—Blencathra, HichfleM
Rd., Walton-on-Thamee. rX3825

CLYNO. 1912, 5-6h.p.. 2-speed model, with Michelia
and Kempshall tyree, chain drive, thoroughly over-

hauled: £30.—The Morris Garage, Oxford. [9173

CLYNO 1914 2-stroko Lightweight, practically new,
guaranteed perfect, powerful and reliable, solo

mount; ^£24.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., London. E.G. [0551

Connaught.
14 2-6troke Connaught, done 500 miles only: £25 —

Faulkner, Gilberthorpe St., Eotherham. 1X3785

CONNAUGHT, 1914, T.T., nnecratched, unpunc-
tured, very foet: £28/10.— Owner. Deepdene. St

Jamea Rd., Sutton. [909C

1QI4 Connaught 2-stroko, cost £33/10, in every
X»7 reypec-t as new, fitted with Michelin tyres, horuj
etc.; 22 gns.—Julian, Broad St.. Reading. 43 year?
reputation. fX3728

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-atroke Do Luxe, new July, little use,

lamp, horn; £18.—Philpot, Canterbury. [X3585

DAYTON, 1%'h.p., Model do Luxe, run 600 miles,

perfect condition ; £1 8.—H. Wood, Meiidowbrook
Rd.. Dorking. [9045

De Dion.

DE DION. 3h.p., in perfect running order; £5/5.—
—LongruaQ, 1, King- St., Acton. [9071

Douglas.
0UGLA3. 1915 models, for almort immediate de-

livery.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [0617

15 Dnn Bias.—Book with ua. Immediate deliveries —
Clifford Motoriea, Eastwood. Notts. [X3791

19

D
19
DOUGLAS, 1914, SV'-h.p.. only done 200 miles; £54 -

Browne, 168, Brompton Rd.. London. [9061

D

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end .^I each adv

OUGLAS: oil mndele supplied, cmh or easy terms.-
Turpins. 22 and 29, Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0509

DESPATCH Rider's Douglas Motor Cycle, in me 3
days only; 40 gus.—Cliiltju. High St., Watford

[X3804
DOUGLAS, 1911, just overhauled, excellent machine

throughout: £18/10.—W. P. Edwaids, Taunt. u.

[X3574
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-apeed, free engine, good condition,

accessories: £17.—Freeman. Germain St.. Cbep-
ham- (9062

DOUGLAS, 1915.—Book your order now to prevent
disappointment.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hall

fax. [0388

DOUGLAS. 1914, T.T. roadster model, quite new
but slightly shop-soiled; £44.~Layton'3, Bicester.

Oxon. [X3813

DOUGLAS, all models for immediate delivery; tradi-

8upplied.-Rey, 378-384. Euston Rd.. and 173, Gt
Portland St., W. [6610

DOUGLAS. 1914. T.T., lamp, horn, perfect condi-

tion- owner on active service: £35.-Apply. Hew.fon,
Cannock, StafEs. [X3328

DOUGLAS.—War Bargain.—1914 T.T.. 2 speeds, new
July, fine condition, fast; £39—Brcwklands Pad-

dock, Weybridge. [X3587

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-speed. fine condition, footboards,
acces.sories, etc.; bargain, £19/10.-29, Annandale

Rd,, Chiswick, W. [9060

~|Q14 D'oglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, U, perfect condition,
-L »/ hardly used : £33.— Dovaeton, 107. Penny Lane,
Wavertree, LiverpooL [X3746

1 01-2 Douglas, 2-speed, footboards, just overhauled.
JLt/ new crlindere and piotons; any trial; £30.-194.
Oxford Rd., Manchester. [X3845

1Q14 Douglas model W, perfect, speedometer, acce^-
X*7 sories. spares; any trial: £42/10, offers.—185.
Markhouse Rd., Walthamrtow. [9034

DOUGLAS. 2^ih.p., 1911, 2-8peed, free, clntch. new
tyro and belt, splendid condition- £21.—Str:ulian.

Thatched House, Leytonetone Rd.. N.E. [9036

1 Q14 Douglae, model W, 2-apecd, free ongine, vlutch.
-I*/ kick starter, accessories, and spares, splendid con-
dition; £4l.-Hule, Garage, Oarapbeltown. tX3691

ertlsemeut. aud the date of the Issue AI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. 1

Douglas.

ARMY Cyclists—Advertiser will exchange repulation

2';:',h.p. Douglas, 1914, for higher powered cycle,

or sell £40.—James Ainan, Formosa. Surbiton. [S3220

DOUGLAS. 2-^4h.p.. 1911 model, P. and H. lamp
set. liorn, Ijunlop belt, c^plendirt condition ;

£18.
bareaiu.-Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden.

tS3795
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed model, just overhauled.

enaiiielled, aod plated, very fa^^t, complete ivith ai-

cessorifts; £32/10.—A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry.
[X3847

DOUGLAS Agents in England.—Models A and B in

stock: delivery of any 2^^h.p. models instantly;
trade supplied. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.: 388.—Robinson's.
Green St., Cambridge. [6864

"j Ql^ 2%h.p. aiodel V T.T. Douglas, new Dunlop
-L*? studded covers, Dunlop belt. Brooks B130 eaddle,
rubber tnee pads, p and- H. lamp and horn. Amac car-

buretter; £39.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

DOUGLAS Motor Bicycles.—"We are still in a position
to give immediate delivery of all the latest pat-

tern 2-''i.h.p. and 3'/>li.p. models; trade supplied. T.A.

:

Bicyele.3. Tel.: 388.—Robinson's. Green St., Cambridge.
[6865

"I Q 14 Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as
J-V new, fitted with large head light, Hutchinson
tyres in good condition, good kit of tools; 37 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43 years' reputation.

[X3726
DOUGLAS, late 1912. 2-speed mo<lel. kick start, clutch,

footboards, Kempshalls, J.', and H. lamp, Cowey
speedometer, new belt, tools, and accessories, perfect
order; owner on foreign service.—H.. 62, Granville Park,
Lewisham. [8863

i^ 3.h.p. Douglas, late 1912, specially overhauled last^4 September, excellent condition, complete with
lamp, horn, tools, and usual accessories, insurance (avail-

able until May. 1915], transferable; accept 29 gns.—
Box L6,499, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St.,

E.G. [0622
Enfield.

ENFIELD. 2^:ih.p., 2-speed, 1913; £30, or offer.-
Price, 57, Wellington Rd.. Bridgwater. [9030

6h.p. 1914 Enfield Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
tyres good, machine perfect, little used; £62.—

Walker, Fishburn, Ferryhill. CX3826

ENFIELD Combination, 1913, 61i.p., cane sidecar,
Dunlop tyres, guaranteed ; special bargain, £50.—

The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9174

1 Q 15 Royal Enfield Sidecar Combinations on offer
*-O .for cash, or exchanger; delivery from etock.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X3797

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition,
3 lamps, horn, electric horn, Xl'all bucket saddle;

cost £92, accept £70.—A. Lewis, Tetbury, Glos. [X3579

3h.p. Twin 1914 Royal Enfield, 2-speed gear, free en-
gine, new condition, done 600 miles; cost £52/10,

accept £37.—Whittaker, 53, New Bank Rd., Blackburn.
[X3772

ENFIELD. 6h.p., July, 1913, perfect, all accessories,
F.R.S. lamp, Turner coachbuilt sidecar, screen

;

£48/10.—Hughes, 63, Kingswood Rd., Moseley, Birming-
ham. _ [X3767

ENFIELD 6h.p- Combination, 1912, in perfect condi-
tion, all spares; cost £90; must sell, money wanted;

£39. or best offer.—Burn, Hollyhurst, Holly Hedge Rd..
West Bromwich. [X3744
1 Q14 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, new last May,
J-*-' complete with accessories, punctnreproof bands,
F.R.S. bead lights, electric tail light; £65.—G. Teasdale,
Chilton, Ferryhill. [9029

1 Q 12 Royal Enfield, painted grey, plating and
-i-v enamelling good, just overhauled, tyres in good
condition; 22 gns.—Julian. Broad St., Reading. 43
years' reputation, [X3724
1 Ql3 Enfield Combination, engine and gears guaran-
-Lf/ teed perfect, coachbuilt car with wind screen,
Lucas lamp and horn, tyres new ; cheap, £60.—Colmore
Depot, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [S3663

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coach Combination, screen.
Watford trip and watch, large F.R.S. set, Lucas

hooter, electric side and gas tail lamps, tyres perfect.
whole outfit as good as new; £65. cost £100.-58.
Bridport Rd.. Thornton Heath [9147

Fafnir.
FAFNIR, overalls, spare tyre, belt, tools; best offer —

Full particulars. Quickly, 29, St. Mary's Rd.,
Faver.sham. [X3765

F.N.
-IQll F.N.. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl.. perfect; best offer over £14.
JLt7 —Isherwood, Grocer, George St.. Bolton. [X3776

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., 1911, clutch, new tyre, new
coachbuilt sidecar, largp Miller lamp £30.—Auto

Mart, 133, Hammersmith Rd.. W. [9143

F.N., 4V2ti-P-. 4-cyl.. 'bevel drive, Bosch mag., B.
and B., h.b.c. carburetter; £12.—The Premier

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9190

-| Q14 F.N.. 4-cyl., 7h.p., horn, lamp, tools, also Pur-
JLJ/ cell's double seated coachbuilt sidecar, both new
July, done 1,000 miles, excellent condition; price £80.
or near ofEer.—Box L6.498. The Motor Cycle OfEces, 20,
Tudor St.. E.G. [9039

Forward
BARGAINS.—The only 2%h.p. twin Forward, in good

running order, 15 gns. ; also 2-6troke, Villiers en-
gine, new, assembled for e:5:periment, 23 gns.—Forward,
Summer Row. Birmingham"

MAUDES
MOTOR
MART,

We are now arranging
exchanges for all 1915
models, Including:

—

DOUGI.AS,
TRIUMPH,
ROYAL. RUBY,
MATCH I.ESS,
RUDGES,
ENFIEI.DS,
ZENITHS,
B.S.A.

ALSO

SWIFT,
MORGAN,
STANDARD,
And G.W.K. Cycle Cars.

BEST DELIVERIES,
EASIEST PAYIVIENT,

AND
PROMPTEST ATTENTION.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
1913 Bargains. All brand new but shop-soiled.

WILLIAMSON complete Combination,
with hood and screen—List price £102,

Special Price £89
ROYAL RUBY 2-stroke 2-speed Light-

weight, tQ14 model—List price £32 lis.,

Special Price £29
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination,

coach-built Sidecar— Usual price £84,
Special Price £75

REX 6 h.p. 1Q14 2-spced Combination, coach-

built Sidecar— Usual price £77 10s.,

Special Price £66
NEW HUDSON 6 h.p. 3-speed Twin,

Kempshall tyres—Usual price £71 8s.,

Special Price £S9

All above for SPOT CASH and subject to being
still unsold.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.

H

I

PRiCESi
ESTIMATES FREE QFCMARGEl
MAUDES MOTOR MART.

l36,GrearPorrland Sfr-eer, LONDON. w.
Telephone 552 Mayfair Telegrams-AsoicATE WEspoLOHPONr

Maude's Motor Mart,
136. Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone
Grams

552 Maytair.
" Abdicate Wesdo, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood.

3ih-P. Hazlewnod, J.A.P., 1913Vj, Armstrong geara,;

2 new condition ; £40 ; exchange higher power ; Till

'

give cash.—Bolland, Easingwold, Yorks. [9012

Hobait.
1014 2";.',h.p. Hobart. free engine, 3-specd gear, new;
i-iJ £37.—Taylor, Old Church Ed., Wliitchnrcli. Car-

diff. [XJTIJ

Humber.
Oilh.p. Humber and sidecar: £9. or nearest offers.—

J

'V4 T. Hick. Sherburn, York. [X371C

DMBER, 1911, 3iih.p., 2-speed; £17/10.—Moss, 1,

St. George's Mews, Primrose Hill. [9137

HDMBEE, S'Ah.p., late 1911, 2-speed gear, Millford

sidecar, coinplete with accessories ; £25.—Elce ana

Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., London, B.C.i

[0597

HUMBER, S'Ah.p., 2-speed, and free engine, Lurat

latip set, tjTes. plating, and everything perfect, wltc

coachbuilt eidecar; any trial: bargain, £22/10.—FeSrn,
i )rnpery Stores, Alfretou. [887c

HUMBER, 1913, 2%h.p., twin lightiveight, 3-sp«a
Armstrong gear and clutch, good condition:

throughout, accessories complete; £25.—Elce and Co.

15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., London, E.G. [047S

Indian.

1 Q15 Indians. 5 models; e:u-liest deliveries ; order Don

i-U to avoid disappointment.—Turner's, Indian special

ists, 185, Markhouse Ed., Walthauistow. [9033

TO 13 Indian Combination, excellent condition, all ac-

-Lt/ cessoiie.'i: £55: wonld take 1914 Douglas pari

payment.-Shutei, 28, Lisson Grove, N.W. [9001

IiSTDIAN, 1915 models: earliest deliveries; cash oi

easy payments.-Best terms from Elce and Co.. 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. London. E.G. [0600

1 Q14 Indian. 7h.p., T.T.. clutch model, only done 100

Xt/ miles- too powerful for owner; speedometer, etc
sacrifice £40: must sell.-49. Mile End Ed.. Londm

DECEMBER, 1912, 2-speed 7h.p. Indian, with Mill'

ford cane sidecar, lot of spares, just overhauled;

sacrifice f35.-Gollings, Norfolk St., Eeterborongh-

INDIAN. 1914. special model: list price £80. shop^

soiled- £70.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and LigMi

Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Ed.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock

a.l., Pljmouth. • [0604

IQIO 5h.p. Indian, P. and M. gear, with good site

X.tf car, new "650x65 ivheel and tyre, also hanUlei

bars- £24- the lot in exchange for 2-stroke.—CaMej
Meltham. Huddersfleld. !>.?

INDIANS, 1914, shop-soiled bargains; standard £70!

niMlel. accept 60 gn«. : Road R.acer, list £59,

accept £49; fully guaranteed. - P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. L9U81

INDIAN. 1914, 7h.p., 2-speed. standard model, wit!'

complete electrical enuipment, speedometer, etc.,

new September last, perfect throughout; private owner;

accept £55.—Seeii at The Morris Garages, Oxford- [91oS

INDIAN Combination, late 1912, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, Hct-

starter, speedometer, all accessories, just over

liauled, splendid condition, large cane sidecar, undersmOf
'4-point: price £45.-Galloway, Alsager, Stoke-on^gt

1014 Indi.in. 7h.p., standard, electrically eauippcd,

XJj ridden solo onlv, new July, perfect condition, nes

heaviest Kempshall fitted; only reason lor eelhng, en-

listed.-H Newman, 381. Brixton Ed., London. ^61.

1 013 Indian (red), and sidecar, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, ftel

JLiJ engine, 28x3 Kempshalls, good, fast, powerlnli

guaranteed faultless, 5-point sidecar, Lucas accessonw.:

bargain, £47: exchange 3i,yi.p. and cash.—17, WTO

St.. 0-xford St., Mile End. [X3817

1 Q13 (late) 7h.p. Indian. 2 speeds, clutch. Wok-

3-*y starter, engine and gears perfect, used amrat-

2 000 miles, back tyre new. heavy Kempshall from-

studded, horn, lamp, generatoi-. tools, enamel as new;

bargain, £40 —King, Stapleford, Carabs. [X3B4e

lOl" 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Model Indian Sidecar

Xi/ Combination, electric starter and lighting. Ml!

equipped with speedometer, tools, etc., Mills-Eulford ai

Luxe body, splendid condition, very litile used; COS

nearly £100. bargain at £65.-M.E., 21a, Store St.. W
INDIAN Motor Cycle, 7h.p., 1914 model. fitted_ig

Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, completely eqmije

with electric lighting set and electric self-starter, eleetn

horn, speedometer, tools, etc.. hardly been used ;
owje

on active service; price £80.-The Premier Garage, MO.

Bull Close Lane. Halifax. 'W^
~ Invlcta.

INVICTA, 2'Ah.p., 2-stroke, nearly new; £25. oi nearer

offer —H "SVebb, Longworth. near Furingdou. [ami

Iv

3ih.p. Ivy-Precision. 3-speed. nearly new: £33.—GrtiTt

4, 224. Fere St., Edmonton, London. l»l'°'

-IQ13 T.T. 234h.p. Ivy.Precision, overhead valves

Xtl long exhaust, lamp, horn, spares, fast; genuin'

bargain. £20; trial.—Saunders. Prospect House, Ixm

well Green. Bristol. rX3371

.lames

1 O 13 James and Oanoelet sidecar. 3 speeds, comBlSte

X if Lucas lamps, horn, tools, numbers, etc. :
*«™

Cross. Agent. Eotherham. liSfB

AlS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

SINGER, 1914. a^oh.p-, frep engine. Ivy coachbuilt

sidecar: t-lieap foi- cash: owner going to the front.—

Brown, 6, Dunstable Bd., Luton. [X3740

SINGEE, 1914, 2%h.V: free engine, 2^peed, and
clutch, in splendid condition r £32.-33, Wynndali'

Ed., George Lane, South Woodford. [9019

SINGER. 1913, S'/^h.p.. 3-6peed, with Palmer tyres

and Duulop belt, Bnrbury coachbuilt sidecar, in

very good order, lamp, horn, etc. : £35.—The Morris Gar-

ages, Oxford. [9172

Stag.

STILL Running.—Stag, 4'/2. 5, 5-6h,p. eingle-cyl. en
gines: unbeaten for power, durability, price.—Only

addrese, Buckman and Howaid, 18. Canal St., Notting-

ham. [8571

Sun.
SUN-VILLIERS, 1914, 2i,i.h.p., ridden few times, £20;

Baby Levis, f 24--Ricl;s, Kingfield, Woking. [9125

SUN-VILLIERS, 1914 models, shop-soiled; offers
wanted to clear.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,

Halifax. [0390

Sunbeam.
3ih.p. Sunbeam T.T. Eoad«tcr, cjuite new; £62, usual

2 price 69 gns.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. 1X3786

SUNllKAM, 1914, 31/^h.p., 3-«peed, with Gloria coach-
built sidecar.. 3 Lucaii lamps, and horn, in beauti-

ful order, just overhauled at Sunbeam works ; cost £90,
accept £65/10, no otfer^i; buying 2"'.ih.p. solo.-T. H.
Pierce, Victoria House, Abergele. [9067

T.D.C.
31h.p. T.H.C., 1914, perfect condition; £23. or offer.

2 -Bjwers. 36, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings. [9130

Triumph.
3ih.p- 1910 Triumph, 1912, N.S.U. 2-5peed- £20/10

2 J. T. Hick, Sherburn, York. [X3708
TRIUMPH, 19:3';J, clutch model, shop-soiled only

£33.-Longman, 1, King St., Acton. [9072

TRIUMPH, 1909. splendid machine: must sell £14-
V., 97, Chambcrlayne Ed., Willcsdeu. [9043

"IQll 3il.h-p. Triumph, free engine; £20.—Tlio Pre-
J-'^ micr Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[9196
"IQ15 Triumphs.—Try us. Exchanges, easy papnents:
J-i' qmck deliveries.-CliBord Motorics, Eastwood.
Notts. [X3792
TRIUMPH, 2-stroke. new August, perfect order, guar-

anteed: £32.—Williams, Y.M.O.A. Building.s, Lei-
cester. [X3706
TRIUMPH Combination, Bowden gear, footboards-

ie25, cheap; want Douglas.—W. P. Edwards.
Taunton. [X3576
rpEIITltPH 31/jh.p., Bosch, nice machine, perfect run-
J- nuiK order; sacrifice £14/10, offers.—Speechlev, 45.
Church Kd., Aeton. [.i3822
THEIUMPH, 1911. frej engine, overhauled, lamp, ho:n

r,,..',''''
*^'2: Triuiiiph, 1912, i'.E., overhauled, £27.—Philpot, Canterbury. [X3584

Slb.p. Triumph. 1909'/^, h.b.c, just re-enamclled. in

,. .
J'W'eit running order; £16, or nearest—385,

York Rd-, Wandswortn. [9097

TRIUMPH, 1911, Bowden 2-speed gear, Chatcr fide-
car, fine condition: i,een any time; £27.—Randall,

88, Church Rd., Barnes. [9132

SEVERAL Triumphs, various years, singles and 3
speeds; cheap to clear-—Call, Morgan and Mri.v

well, 80, High Rd., Streatham. [X3781
"IQll Triumph, free engine. Bates tyres, Bates belt,
J-«/ lamp and horn, condition guaranteed: £25.—
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [6867
"1 014 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, not run 1,500 miles, com-
-*-*^ plete with lamp and horn, guaranteed perfect;
£46.-The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9171
"1013 Triumph, 3-t;pecd, clutch, £4/4 Cowey epeed-
--V oiuetcr. tine condition throughout; absolute gift,
£34 ca«h.-Else, Derwent Mill, Matlock. [X3748

1Q12 Triumph, free engine model, in excellent con
-LtJ dition; £28, cash or easy terms. — R. E. Jones
IGarastel. Ltd, Swansea. Also at Cardiff. [0646

"1Q12 3',.jh.p. Triumph, free engine, 1914 silencer,
LtJ enamel and plating as new: £30.—The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [9197
T^RIUMPH. 1914, 3 speeds and clutch, lamp,, spare
-*- belt and accessories, new condition; owner en-
listed; £45.—Apply, Sanders, Ltd., llitchm. [8903
'T'EIt-TMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. 3-6pee<l model, in new condi
•*- tion. lamp, horn, generator, tools and spares; £45.
no oflers.-Eeply, Triumph, 466. Fore St.. Lr. Edmonton.

[8606
"1Q12 Triumph, Armtrtrong 3-speed gear, lamps, horn,
-*-«/ spares, coachbuilt sidecar; £38, or nearest offer.—
Apply, Moseley and Son, 70, St. Ann's Ed., Harrow.
„ [X3771

"IQ14 4h.p. 3-specil T.T. Roadster Triumph, lamp.
-^tf horn, speedometer, Harcourt ra^liators ; £47/10,
with sidecar £50.-J. E. Cardell, Paxton Manor, Hunts.

T„
[X3751

RIUmPHS in stock, new and second-hand ; latest
2-stroke, list £42. accept £38, shop-soiled only;

1912 clutch model, all fpares. £32; 1912 standard
model, £23; 1909 standard, £21.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St.. Biimingham. [9091

EXCHANGES FOR
1315 IVIODEtS.

We are now accrpiing niotor cycles and
light cars in part payment for 1915 models.
Our contracts embrace all the desirable
makes, and in many cases dehvery can be
made immediately.

Write for our " Exchange Form." It will

enable you to furnish us with details at a
minimum of trouble to yourself.

1914 MODELiS ATREDUCED PRICES.
We have still a luiniber of new motor

cycles and light cars of this year's manufac-
ture, which we are quoting at special prices
for cash and deferred payment sales. We
can also effect a limited number of exchanges
for these goods.

" SECOND-HANDS "
GUARANTEED.

The following selection is representative

of our Second-hand Stock. Every machine
is guaranteed perfect. A complete list will

be sent upon request, and purchases by de-
ferred payments can be arranged.

Date. H.P. Particulars. Price.

rgii I WALL AUTO-WHEEL, as new £12
11)1 1 3! TRIUMPH, ro.adslcr £23
1911 3', TRIUMPH, clutch model, and

GLORIA SIDECAR £33
1913 3I TRIUMPH, clutch model £34
1912 3) TRIUMPH, 3-spccd £36
19133! TRIUMPH, T.T. roadster £32
r9l3 3'. TRIUMPH, clutch model £37
191.14 TRIUMPH, r.T. model £38
1914 4 TRIUMPH, 3-spccd, speedo-

meter, P. U.S. lamp set, honi, watch,
rear lamp, and SW.AN DE LUXE
SIDECAR, and Sidecar lamp £S8

r9i2 3'. RUDGE Multi. and MlLl.FORD
Si'RING WHEEL SIDECAR .... £38

t9l2 jj HOBART, l.idy's model, 3-spceJ £24
19132'. A.J.S., 2-sp.. (ones speedometer £32
igiz 3'. B.S.A., :-sp.,,l £35
1911 z] ROYAL ENFIELD, lightweight £18
191: zl ROYAL ENFIELD, ;-speed ... £25
1913 c; ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-spe. d ... £32
igrj 3 ROYAL ENFIELD, :-spccd.

model 140 £36
t909 5 VINDEC, MABON clutch and

KERRY SIDECAR £19
rgio 5 V.S., 2-speed. lamp, generator,

bom, mirror, and COACHBUILT'
SIDECAR £26

1911 3.V KERRY-ABINGDON, lamp,
bom', and KERRY SIDECAR .... £20

19104! F.N., 4 cylinders, 13. & B. carbu-
retter, speedometer, and horn £15

I9r3 3 N.S.U., twin-cylinder, 2-specd . £25
1910 5 KERRY, Bosch magneto £15
1909 2? MINERVA, lamp, and horn . . £10
1911 35 BRADBURY, 2-specd, speedo-

meter, and horn £24
1912 3I BRADBURY, 2-specd, speedo-

meter, lamp, exhaust whistle, and
BRADBURY SIDECAR £30

1911 6 ZENITH, Gradua gear, speedo-
meter, F.R.S. lamp set, rear lamp,
and Coach-budt SIDECAR £43

r9i2 3.V ZENITH, Gradua gear £29
1914 8 ZENITH, Model H, three lamp

sets, Cowey speedometer, Lucas
Cyclora, and MILLFORD EM-
PRESS SIDECAR £75

Please acquaint us with your require-

ments. Our experience is considerable, and
we can be of service to you.

Deferred payments are accepted for either

new or second-hand machines.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
OfScial Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A. A. & M.U.,

418. ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.

Tcleplione T 10. Stratforil. Telecrams: 'Eearaco, London.,.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1908, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, in good order;
f20.-The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd.. 7. Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd.. 1'l.v

mouth. [0571

TRIUHrPH, 1914, 4h.p., type C. roadster, 3-speed.
used 600 miles only, guaranteed perfect, lamp,

horn, speedometer; £47/10. — Tollady, Hemingford,
Bicester. [X3814

TRIUMPH, late 1909. 3%h.p., 3-speed, enclosed front
wicker sidecar, lamp, horn, tail lamp, toolbag. and

tools; £25.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [9193

LATEST 1914 4h.p. T.T. Roadster S-speed Triumph,
complete with sporting sidecar, and expensive tit-

tings, onlv lew weeks old, and as new; £57.—Else. Der-
went Mill's. Matlock. [X3749

31h.p. Triumph, late 1910, thorough condition through-
2 out, new covers, N.S.U. 2-speed, lamp and gener-

ator, tools, spare jets; £25, or near.—Millard, Beumont
House, WatcrlooviUe, Hants. [X3753

TRIUMPH. 1914. 3-speea, T.T., new September, run
500 miles, Kempshall lieavy non-skids, pood ae

new; sacrifice; owner at front: £50. — Williams,

r.M.C.A. Buildings, Leicester. [S.3705

TRIUMl'H. 1911, clutch, recently overhauled, new ,

Avon, fast, reliable, splendid condition, complete,

lump, horn, tojls, speedometer; £30, loweat.—Roberts,
123, Broad St., Cheoham, Bucks. [9049

1Q13 T.T. Roadster Triumph, Lueas 462 lamp, horn,
-LI/ aluininiom sporting sidecar, Verona quick fitting

joints, etc.. complete, perfect condition; £35, no oflers.—

Ui.lierts, Stanton-by-Bridge, Derby. [X3777

1 Oil Triumph. 3','.h.p., free engine, plating and
-LJ/ enamelling and general condition very kuciv.

nearly new Hutehinjon tyro on front; 21 gns.—Juliailj,
Jlioiid St.. Reading. 45 years' reputation. [S-372/

rniS 3',.',h.p. 3-specd T.T. Roadster Triumph, new
rf 26X21,4 Clincher rubber-studded tyres, over-

hauled and guaranteed perfect; £38.-The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9195

TRIUMPH. 3i,i.hp.^ late i909. just been overhauled

and re-enamelled, tyres in excellent condition,

laek nearly new acetylene lamp and generator, u^ual

lools, etc; will take f20.-Box L5.014, The Stolot

CijcU Olflies, 20, Tudor St., E.O. 1065.5

TRIUMPH. 4b. p., 3-speed. latest model O, bought

August, 1914, used 400 miles only, new conrtiticn.

Lueas lamp, Lueas horu, spare petrol tank, carrier bag,

belt, and belt case, 6 valises, and quantity of ,spar(«:

1:48/10.—Hucklebridge, 133. sloano St.. Chelsea. [X3803

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, 2-«troke, 1915 models in stock; 25 gus.

and 30 gns.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Cur

Co., Ltd., 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock R<1_.

I'lymouth. W='''
v.s.

V.S. 6h.p. Twin, mag., free engine, sidecar, fine order;

£19.-Chatwins, King St.. Eichmond [9149

Williamson.

1 Q13 Water-cooled 8h.p. Williamson Combination.
-LI/ splendid order and equipment; £55.-Sproston
and Grace. 154b. Great Titctfield St., W. 19184

WILLIAMSON, 1914. Sh.p., 2-specd, water-cooled,

coachbuilt combination, new condition; £65.—
P. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [9083

1014 8h p. Williamson 2^;eat. Combination, w.c,

X\J 2-6pced, kick starter, speedometer, wateh com-

iiimd, petrol, oiliun holder, Lucas lamp. horn. Bmkj
3-jet. with u.B. spare carburetter, lamp on car, Klaxon,

wiitch, flower holder, hood screen, special upholstered

-eat of car, 2 spare tubes, and several spares, used little

through illness: £95; would exchange for 2.seated car

—i\ Bea2;ley. 116. Paynes Ed., Southampton. [9018

Zenith.

ZENITH Bargains.-3i'2h.p., 6h.p., Sh.p. ;
reasonable

offers will secure: cash or exchangc.-Timmons.
Mansfield. [X376a

ZENITH, 1913, syih.p., Gradua gear, sound machine,

no accessories; lowest cash price £24.—Layton s.

Bicester, Oxon. [X3815

rzENITH. 1913. 6hj>., Gradua gear, clutch and kick-

Zi starter; £35.—P. J. Evans. John Bright SU
Birmingham. [9083

ZENITH, 1912, 3',t.h.p., Gradua gear, all spares;

£28, or with sidecar £32.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. 19090

ZENITH 1914, ?'."h.p. twin, done 2.000. hardly

scratched, horn, lamp, generator; £40.—LeBrunn
Clifton vma. Sittingboume. [914U

Id 14 Twin Zenith, 4-5h.p., counter-shaft gear Mek
LO starter, new condition, scarcely used; tare bar-

gain, £50.—Hnie, Garage, Campbeltown. [xaos.!

ZENITH-GEADUA 6h.p. Combination, 1913%, clntcli,

kick starter, King of Eoad. Jones, horn, whistle
'

nnpunctured. side door; £55. or ofiers.-36, Hplgole

Rd.. York.
[Xi/ar

ZENITH, 1914. countershaft model, 8h.p., perfect

condition, just overhauled by makers, with Mills

l-'ulfrird spring radial castor sidecar, lamps, aceessone.-.

tools; £65, or near offer, or separately.—E. W. Davy.

63, Gloucester Rd., Kew. [aija

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH, 1912, Siili.p., Grarliiii frar. splendid older,
lamp set, horn, and tools complete, guaranteed

sound; £25,—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., London, E,C. [0481

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1913, Bli.p., kick starter, clutch,
speedometer, Lucas, Millford 20 gn, coachbuilt side-

I ar, tyres, belt, all in splendid condition: £50.—I'urkis,
595, High Kd., Lertonstone. [9036

Miscellaneous,
31h.p. Cl.Tde, £5; 2Ii.p. Regent, £8; both magnetos.—

2 41, Ohuich Rd., Brixton. [9186

p3.h.p. Matchless Motor CtcIc, 1913 J.A.P., 3 speeds;
'W4 £22/10.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

3ih.p. Rover, 1912, £20- 7-9h.p. Red Indian, 2 speeds,
2 £28: Si/sh.p. Triumph, 1910, £16.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

C>3.h.p. Minerva, low built, £4; 2i4h.p. M.M.C., £4.—
'V4 Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

,p. Fafnir, £10: 2h.p. Cent
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

5-7h.p. Res de Luxe, poiverful twin, free engine, handle
starting: bargain, £12/10.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

Oih.p^j^ Fafnir, £10: 2hj. Centaur lightweight, £20.-

5-6h.p. F.N., 4 cyls., like new, £25; 50 motor cycles
available at low prices. Write for catalogue.—Pal-

mer's Garage and Motor Auction Rooms, Merton Tram
Terminus, Tooting. [9073

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Largest stock
motor cycles in London, also the cheapest.

WANDSWORTH—Bat-Jap 1911 8h.p. twin, m.o.v.
mag., 2 speeds; £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Motosaccche lightweight, lV2-2h.p.
mag., Druids, good running order; £8715; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Donglas, 1912 twin, mag., nearly
new machine ; opportunity ; £25 ; exchangee.

WANDSWOETH.-Zenith, 1912, 3y2-4h.p. J.A.P., en-
closed Bosch, Gradua. gear, perfect; offers: ex-

changes. -

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury, 1911-12, 3y2-4h.p., mag.,
extra good tyres: bargain. £18/18; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-P.N.. 1911-12, 5-6h.p., 4 cyls.,
mag., drip feed, very fast; £18/18; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Brown (late), 5-6h.p. twin, m.o.v.,
2 speeds, chain drive : offers ; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.— N.S.U. combination, 5-6h.r. twin,
mag., 2 speeds; any trial: £18/18; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—T.S. combination, 3y2-4h.p., mag.,
N.S.U. 2 speeds; any trial; £16/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—T.A.C, combination, 7h.p., 4 cyls.,
3 speeds (shaft) ; trial ; £27/10 ; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Brough combination, 5-6h.p. twin,
mag., 2 speeis, good order: £27/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Minerva, fitted new 1914 3y2-4h.p.
J.A.P., mag. (low); sacrifice £18/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOKTH.-Minerva. 8h.p.. twin, m.o.v., en-
closed Basch, very powerful : exchangee.

WANDSWOETH.-Rex 1909 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2
speeds, gjod order: £16/10: exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian (green), 5-6h.p. twin, mag.,
very fast ; extra cheap, £18/10 ; exchangee.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.U., 3y.h.p., m.o.v., mag., spring
forks, extra good tyres; £12/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. - Easy payments. - Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. [X3836

EAGLES.—Premier, SVih.p^ late 1912 T.T. model,
perfect condition, N.S.tr. 1914 2.^peed gear, all

jcressories; £26/10.

EAGLES.-Endge Multi, 1913, 3y.h.p., T.T. handle-
bars, kick starter, fine condition ; £32.

EAGLES.-Veloce, 2y.h.p„ 1914. 2.stroke, nearly
new; £20.

EAGLES.—Clyno, 6h.p. twin, 1912, 2 speeds, chain
drive, kick-starter, and latest pattern coachbuilt

-idecar; £38/10.

EAGLES.—Premier, 3y2h.p., 1913 model, Armstrong
3-speed gear; excellent condition, accessories:

£32/10.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1912y2, free engine model,
Philipson governor pulley, Kempshall tyres,

.;ccessories; £29.

LOOK OOT
FOR THE INDIANS.

THE NEW 1915 MODELS
ARE ARRIVBNG.

Model A. 3| h.p. Twin, 3-speed gear . . £57

Si h.p. Twin, 1-speed neutral
gear £53

Model B. 5 h.p. Twin, 3-speed gear . . £60

5 h.p. Twin, 1-Speed neutral
gear £56

Model C. 7 h.p. Twin, 3-speed gear, elec-

trically equipped . . . . £70

Model D. 7 h.p. Twin road racer, single
speed

"

£56

Model E. 7 h.p. Twin, Hendee Special,

3-speed gear £80

GODFREY'S Ltd.
ARE NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR DELIVERIES SECOND

WEEK IN DECEMBER.

GODFREY'S
HAVE IN STOCK A FEW
1914 INDIAN MOTOCYCLES

PERFECTLY NEW MACHINES

TO BE CLEARED AT VERY
SPECIAL PRICES.

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS TO

EAGLES.—Auto-wheel, 1914.
£10/10.

used 400 miles:

EAGLES.—N.S.U. eVsIi-P. fcwm, 1913, loop frame,
with rear spring, 2 speeds, adjustable pulley,

Uick-starter, new condition; £39; fine sidecar machine.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Co.. Higli St.. Acton. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [X3832
6 h.p. Twin C.L., mag., Palmers, Whittle, B. and B.,

2 speeds, spring forks ; bargain, ^£19 ; terms
arranged.—241. Balfour Rd., lUord. [9107

IF i'ou Want Bargains in second-hand inotoi cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms). 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [X9705

G LiOOFREY'S LTD.,

208, 6t. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

Thones^l^QJ Mayfair,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.

ALL Makes 2-stroke Lightweighte delivered imma
atelv: easy paymente, quarter down, and 12 month

paj-mentri.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthametow. [05;

1 Q15 Douglas, Triumphs, B.S.A., Ivy, Caltliori
J-i/- Scott, Enfield, Zenith, Rover, New Hxidso
Bradhurv Indian, A.J.S. —Clifford Motorics, Eaatwoo
Notts. [X37(

£3 Deposit and 5/- Weekly buys 2%b.p, Bradbn;
^7/15, SVoh.p. Quadrant £10/10, 3V2h.p. Minen

^9/10. 4h.p. C"oronet £8/15. 3h.p. Humber £6/15.
Motor Exchange,, Westgate, Halifax. '[OV

ALL the best 1915 models and genuine second]^
bargains can be obtained on splendid casHy e

change, or easy payment terms from Elce and Co., 1 r

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [OBJ:

SECOND-HAND M.->tor Cycles.—We have a large etoi

of machines in excellent condition at very, k
prices to clear; send us your requirements and we w
guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxior

[031

THE South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill Station, Lo
don, S.E., offer the following five machines .

gpecially low prices: 1913 Kendall Carette, 8h.p. J.AI
hcod, screen. £65; 1914 Zenith, counter-shaft Giadi

gear, 6h.p. J.A.P., £53, with sidecar £60; 1912 Ken
Abingdon. S^Ah.p.. 2-6peed gear. £30, with sidecar £3'

4h.p. Roc, 2-speGd gear, £20, with (Sidecar £23; 3\^.
Antoine, coil ignition, low, £10; exchanges entertame
We also have a large varied stock of motor cycles and ne

and second-hand accessories at verv low prices. Write t
lists. [84J,

TAYLOR'S.—1914 Auto-Wheel, new, £13/13; 191

8h.p. Bat-Jap, new spring frame, £22; 191

SVah.p. Corah-Jap., very fast, £24; 1910 6h.p. Zenit
Gradua, J.A.P. engine, complete with sidecar, £21

1912 SVoh.p. P. and M.. 2-speed, and sidecar, £37/U
1913 2-^^h.p. Douglas, clutch, and 2-speed, £35; 19J

2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch model, nearly ne"

£42/10; 1913 6h.p. Zenith and Canoelet, hood, scree

etc., £52; 1914 3»/.'h.p. Lea-Francis, twin, 2-sJ)ee,

clutch, h.b.c, shop-soiled, new, £62/10; 1913 6h.

A.J.S. and torpedo sidecar, fully equipped, £65; 191

6h.p. A.J.S. combination, Montgoraei'y sidecar, lam'

horn, speedometer, £65; 1914 8h.p. Williamson coi

bination. w.c, hood, screen, and luggage grid, co

£102/10, new, £80.—21a, Store St.. Tottenham Cou
Rd., W.C. [—

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Pay, us a visit and compa;
our prices. We have a large stock in Al conditioi

iit moderate prices to clear. They include Anl
Wheel. Ariel, Antoine, Eat, E.S.A., Bradbury. Campio
Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield (fine twin sidecar coi

binations), F.N.. Humber, Indian. Campion, J.A.I.

L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two, o\

lightweight, one 3V''.h.p.), Rex (several fine Reset'

Roc, Rudge, Scott, Smger, Triumph. Zenith, 'h

good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give qui'

delivery of new mounts. Write for details of the I

and M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches. 2 and 3-spei

gears, engines (air and water-cooled), Binks, B. anal
Senspray carburetters, decompressors, cheap sidecai

lamps, belts, pillion seats, helmets, overalls, etc. &
rock bottom prices. Come to us if you want a machii
for military use. We will give you a specially Ic

quotation. Promptnes:^ and courtesy, free of charge.:

Morgan and Maxwell. The General Motories, 80. Hit

Rd., Streatham, London. (D) [X37:

M
SIDECARS AND FORECARS.

ELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax

SIDECARS at gift prices is your present opportsS
We ore clearing the remainder of 1914 stoiS

actual cost price, and have sidecars complete
£3/15, coachbuilt from £6/6: all are standard' mo(^
and repreeent a wonderful earing to you. Boaieg,~'^
screens. hooc\3. in fact anything sidecari^h, at Tei"""

ably low prices. It pays to buv now. Don't delayjp
remerabT vou buv from actual makers througSg^
'Phone: 999 Halifax.

LARGE Canoelet, storm hood. 2V2 tyre; price
89. Cumberland Kd., Hamvell.

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; '^I
for catalogue, fully illustrating the, various mott&l

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit InfiJ
and Douglas motor cycles.

PH(ENIX Sidecars.—See our latest design uDderdttl
chassis, coachbuilt sidecar; 10 gns.; easy ol^if

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We are also making a
coachbuilt sidecar; £8/15,

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made; go\
prices allowed for other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecai-s, second-hand; we have always
large selection from 50/-; weekly list publishec

PHOENIX Sidecars are built m sidecars should b

our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonial!

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always,
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout
our own works; originators of the Phcenix Trii

forecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Phoenix Moto
Ltd., established 18891, 736, Holloway Rd., a

4, 5, 6, Criterion Mews, London, N. Tel. : Horn!
449. Telegrams : Sycarnix, UphoU, London. [63

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
^JIDEOAE. brand new, coachbnilt, tmdersInnE loop

5 frame; £5.-637, Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham.
[9114]

BOWSEE Cane 2-seater, shop-soiled: list price £17,
price to clear £12/12.—Premier Depot, 20, Hol-i

orn Viaduct. [91551

914 Watsonian Featben^-ei&ht Sidecar, cane body, 4-

point attachment if retiuired; £4.—Hudson, 56.

loxdon Bd., Ealing. [9164

"^ANOELET. Swan, and Middleton record breaking
_> Sidecara; trade supplied.— Sole wholesale agent Lou
on, Rey. 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt. Portland

t, W. [6609

'XTELBED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue oi

VV welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued

;

models : trade quoted.— Purcells. 78. Cliarlotte St.

'ottenham Court Ed.. W. [3760

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to t>e

tir-st-clasfl fillit^h and remarkable value; best racing
esigns on the market; light bodies for low power lua

liines a speciality; make no purchase without seeini^

ars; several (^hop soiled sidecars offered cheap.—Stoke-
ad Holt Ltd. lielgrave Ed.. Leicester. [0190

BANDELET Splendid Ooachbuilt Sidecar, nndersluiiL-
J chassis, 26>;2r4 plated rim. Palmer cord tj're. spli ii

id condition, fit anything, bargain. £7110; double-sc:it. .

iideby side) sidecar, wicker, plated rim, 26X2V2 Dunlu].
're, quick-fit joints, bargain, £3/10; splendid new suuui
jachbuilt sidecar body, navy blue, side door, fully up
)l8tered, mat, £2/2/6 ; latest wicker body, side door.
cond-liund, bargain, 16/6.—Day. 84a, Newark St.. New
d., Stepney. [X3819

BODIES.
NOACH Bodies; £3/10; made to order.—Bright and
J Hayles, Church St., CamberweU. [9112

^IGAE Shape Bodies, coach: f 3/12/6.-Bright on.'
-' Hayles, Church St., CamberweU, London. [9111

TANnFACTUEEB'S Stock of Cane Sidecar Bodh'..,
'L all new. to be cleared at under cost. 55/- each

:

signs sent on application.—Sidecars. Mettham St.. Not
igham. [X3I29

CYCLE CARS.
[DMBEEETTE, late 1913. fully equipped, nearly
new tyres; .665.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting. [9079

1 C. Pattern Sociable. 4Vib.p. De Dion; olfers wantei
P- -Morgan and Mu-vwell. 80. High Ed.. Streathar]

,„, [X3780
TOELiAN 1914, sporting, equipped, little used; £7A -Matuucws. Brechin Terrace, lleltliam. Hudder
'<! [X3687
jYCLE Car. light and speedy, demonstration model

,

^ £55; any trial.—Holstein Garage. Weybridce.
"ey. [9005
INFIELD Autolette, 1913, 8h.p.. 3 speeds, complete
W all accessories; £85.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

Birmingham. [9094
. .C. Sociable. 19)3, 6h.p.. 2 speeds, cornpleto spares
F- exceptionally good ; £45 —P. J. Evans. John
ight St., Birmmgham. [9093

9

Q13 Sabella-Jap Cycle Cnr, tandera seater, very in<tV caflh oilers; exchange: photo and trial.—Tom-,
therine St.. Leicester. [X3755

14 Warne, cost over £120, speedometer, lamps,
hood, screcQ. roomy French grey body; any

al
;

expert inspection ; £60.—Brooklands l^odduck
jybndge. [X3588
-C. Sociable. 1914. hood, screen, front brakes, 4

. lamps, special luggage carrier, magnificent con-
ion; expert examination invited.—Gibb, White
use, nr. Scarborough. [9096
.C. Sociable. 6h.p., perfect condition, hood, screen,

- speedometer. 4 lamp.-, horn, ppaies, front iiud buck
kes; owner fe-one to Irout l trial; price £40.-40
nerset ltd., Meudvale. liedhill. f9182
lYIFT 7h.p. Cycle Car, 1914 model, new end of July,

perfect condition, complete \/.l'^ 2 acetylene -^iJe
;ips, paraffin tail lamps, Stepney wheel, tools, etc., tvre^
] first-claw? order: excellent value, £100.-Box L6 487
'.i Motor Cycle Omces, 20, Tudor St., B.C. (P) (9187
b.p. Morgan, new July. 1914, perfect, any trial, special

fitments throut'liont. speedometer, clock, etc.; first
tir over £80. cost £120: Ptirt exchange, 3'Ah.p. 3-spced
< eidered.—Preston, Park Garase. Brighton. rX2971

"ih.p. Aster Cycle Car. 2 cyl-s., w.c. engine, Solex car-
• / bnretter, dual ignition, Bocch mag., now etream-
I

;
body. M.A.B. 4-specd6 and reverc:e, pre.*surc-fed

I col, foot clutcli, brake, and accelerator, also side brake.
le steering, scuttle dash, wire wheels, new hood, pump
c:ulation. ready for road; price £45, or exchange cou-
Sired.-W.N.. 48. Bournemouth Rd., Peckham. f9188

'il4 Grand Prix Morgan, water-cooled J.A.P., guar-
-f anteed in perfect condition throughout, complete
Ti screen, electric side and tail lampe, automatic lubn-
c on, Binks 3-jet. or IJ. and B.. semi-automatic car-
tettera, spare chains, vulvc;, large quantity tools, etc
I; mats, luggago platform, Klaxon and Lucas horns.
/ X80 Dunlops front. 700x85 heavy Kempshall back.
Bin good condition : anv trial and examination given-
c; £125, oaers.-128. Coltman St., Hull. [X3714

CARS FOR SALE.
^h.p. Humber Landaulet. good Idre car; sell- part-' excbauge.-15. Cursou St.. Leicester. tX3758
*:NGER Light Car, lOh.p.. 1914, for immediate de-

livery; trade supplied,-Uey. 378, Euston Rd. [6612

CARS FOR SALE.

THE SERVICE

BARGAIN LIST.

Have you had our

/fWPWRITEFOR COPY

Below we give a few examples ot shop-soiled
goods at prices which will effect a speedy clearance,
as the quantities in each case are strictly limited.

Our
Price.

Dunlop Studded Covers, heavy. 26x2^ only. . 17/3
Palmer, 26 --zl. heavy fabric, ribbed orstudded 21,'-

BARNES ACETYLENE LAMPS.

Usual Price. Our Price.
21 Acetvlenp Tail Lamps 6/6 4/9cach.
17 Acetylcnn Tail Lamps 10/6. 12/6 9/6,10/9
5 Electric Tail Lamps 10/6 9/6
4 Acetylene Head Lamps.

small, 1913 pattern 17/6 14/9
7 ditto, laff^-e 20/- 17/3

13 Nickcl-platcd 1914 pattern
Head Lights zo/- 17/3

17 ditto, ebony black 20/- 17/3

GENERATORS.

Several sbop-soild. in obony black and nickel-plate,
at a con.siiVralile reduction,

COMPLETE LAMP AND GENERATOR SETS.

Usual Our
Price. Price.

17 the Nirona and Toncylite Sets, N.P. 21/- 17/6
^4 .. .. ,. eliony black 21A 17/6
43 the Celebrated Pasha Self-contained

Lamp, in ebony black 12/- 10/3
17 ditto, nickel-plated 10/6 0/3

A visit to our ShowTooms will repay intending
purchasers, as we have a large variety of goods,
both new aind second-hand, at bargain prices.

The latest models of LUCAS. F.R.S., FALLOT
and LOW Lamps and Generators are on show,
together with the new Fluid Pressure Tyre Pump,

Although leather has advancnd 20% in price, we
ire still supjlvine the Celebrated SERVICE BELT
at the following prices. Our belt is acknowledged
to be the ideal for winter riding :

gin. Jin. }in. lin. i^in. i^in.
1/9 2.'- 2/3 2/6 2/9 3/- ist quality.

1/5 1/7 1/11 2/2 2/6 2nd quality.
Per foot.

289, 292 & 293, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.
Phones—260 Central, 2071 City.
Telegrams—" Admittedly, London."

5Xh.p. Baby Peugeot, very smart, reliable, economical
2 car; ^15.— Palmer's Garage. Tooting,

.p. Rover 2-seat., side change sp
^35.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting

8h.p. Rover 2-seat., side change speed, very reliable;

1 C\ -1 2h.p. Darracq 2-seat., fast, reliable; £30.—
-LV Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

rC>-14h.p. F.I.A.T. Landaulet, suitable hire, petrol
iQ consumption 25 m.p.g.; £175. — Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [9078

ROVER 6h.p. 2-eeater, good condition, mag., 5 lamps.

Stepney : £27.—Bulbeck, Southborough, Tnnbridge
Wella [9113

1 A-12h.p. Humber. side entrance, double screen, bean-
XV tiful condition. Stepney; £36. — Washington.
Middlewich. [X3785

CALCOTT Light Cars, 1915 models, now ready, iu

stock; £185.—Wilkins. Simpson, and Co.. 11. Ham-
mersmith Kd.-, London [8852

PHCENIX. 2-seatpr. dickey, Bosch, Zenith, 5 lamps,
unscratched, perfect order; trial appointment: £58;

photo.—34. Queen's Rd.. AVnlthamstow. [9037

1 /*!' P- Gladiator. 4-cyl.. 2 ignitions, 5-seat., side en-

A-O trance; ior sale, or exchange for good motor bike

-Pilcber, 184. High St.. Heme Bay. [9105

SHOP-SOILED Lagonda. G.W.K., and Victor-Pre-

cision light cars. Grand Prix Morgan; cash otters

or exchange wanted.—Motor Exchange, Westgate. Haii

lax. [0483

HUMBERETTE. late 1913, grand order, fully

equipped, very fast and powerful ; bargain, £65

:

good motor combination or solo part.—77. Tower Ram-
parts. Ip6wich. [X3834

BUCKINGHAM. 1914. 12h.p.. water-cooled, hood
screen, lamps, head lights, speedometer, clock,

etc. tyres brand now; £95.—Motor EKchange. West
gate. Halilax. (0489

101^ Late Ford Car, 5-eeat., 5 detarhaWe wheels. 3

x\j new tyree, paint unscratched, climb owt: any

trial: exchange 1915 new combination to vahie.—A.

Clitf.ird. Eastwood. Notts. [X3790

DARRACQ. 14-16b.p.. torpedo body. 4-seat.. 5 wire

wheels, interchangeable, tir^t-clat^s order ;
price £110.

or exchange light car or sidecar combination.- Brink's,

53. Grafton Place. Leicester. [X3754

PHfEXIX 2-«eater. twin-cyl.. 8h.p. Fafnir engine.

Bosch mag., new tyres, going order, any trial. £25:
snriable tricar, 5h.p., Aster encine, 2 speeds, bargain.

£7.—Apply any evening. 54. Whitbread Ed., Brorkley.

S.E. [9116

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Pavments.-All mokes supplied: lowest

terma.—Service Co.. 292. High Holborn. Lond >n

[061 P

ENGINES.
1 Oil 7-9h.p. Rex Engine, pipes, silencer, magneto
JLJ/ cradle, complete, perfect condition; £5. -Baxter,
5, Blantyre Rd.. Liverpool. fX3801

/•h.p. Vertical Twin Fnfnir. water-cooled, mechanically
O operated overhead inlet valves, perfect workinc
order: £12.— Greaves. Birchfleld Rd., Redditch. [X3850

05.h.p. De Dion. £2; 3h.p. M.M.C.. 82/10: S'^h p
'W^ Res. £4/10; 5h.p. N.S.U. twin. £6/20; 5h.p

R.x twin. £5: 6h.p. Rex twin. £8/10; 3Vyi.p. 2.stroke

Rps. £8/10: 6h.p. AG. engine, £6/10; J.A.P. cylin-

der. 3>/5j bore. 30/-.— Murray'6. 37a, Charles St.. Hatton
Garden, Holborn. fX3796

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
BOSCH Magneto, latest, 70/-; B. and B.. 17/-: lamp

set. 25/-: all new.—Star, 64. Gt. Portland St.
London. [9124

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; work
guaranteed: liberal allowances for old cells in er-

rlianpe for new: lists free—Richford. 153. Fleet St..

Ludon. [1775

BIRMINGHAM.— Magneto Repairs.-Re-winding, re-

magnetieing. and overhauling promptly executed

:

r II' (derate charges.— Tlie Elect ileal Trades Supply. Ltd..
il. Gt. Charlftj St.. Birmingham T.A.: Motors. Bir
riiingham (6967

iy A 'Hours Magneto Repair Service. — All maket- i-i

'Wrt magnetos, coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-
(lerienced mechanics, and returned within 24 bour« nx
i-fflcient as new. Spares for all makes storked.—Simrns
Motor Units. Ltd., 191. Wardour St., London. W I05'9

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, arma ture
winding a speciality, guaranteed 12 months.

Don't pay enormous prices. Having a long experience
with tfap Bosch Magneto Co.. we give same guarantee
at half their prices. Second-hand and new magnetos
in stock.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.,
158, Seymour St., Euston Rd., London. [9177

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
specialists in this work. -Bosch magneto repairs

a speciality, re-wiading, re-magnetising. All repairs
guaranteed- Avoid iocompeteut tinkerers. All spare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock of
f^econd-hand magnetos. Coilr; and accumulators re-
paired. Northern representative for the Kisemann Mag-
neto Co. Send for illuetrated booklet.—J. H, Runbakeu,
Magneto Specialist, 7. I 'eter St.. Manchester 'Phone

:

6111 City. [040^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end cl each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A23
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BELTS.
BASTONES.-Eest quality leather cliome beltJnK, %

lid, % 1/1, % 1/2, liD. 1/4, IVsin. 1/6 per loot.

BASTONES—Clearance rubber and canvae beltinj;,
best Englieh made, % 1/-, lin. 1/3 per foot: Ped-

ler and John Bull belts in stock.—228. Pentonville Bd.,
King's Cross, London, N. [9081

QA AFt. New Sin. Macline Leather Belting, 1/6 foot;
iJ'\f\J exchange, magnetos preferred.— Grove, 224,
tore St., Edmonton, London. [9162

SPECIAL Line Balata and chrome belts for autumn
and mnter use, %in. 9d., %in. lOd., lin. 1/-, I'/sin.

1/2 per foot, post free.-Pollin. V Belt Specialist, Shep-
herdswell, Dover. [9010

T^HE Whitchurch Motor Belt, best raw hide, 'Ain.
-«- 2/3, Vin. 2/6, lin. 2/9, IVJln. 3/- per foot; made
to order.—The Witchurch Motor Belt, 33, Dover Ed.
East, Northfleet, Kent. [9178
T ATTONS.- Fery special ofler, 60 clearance belts,
J-i each 7ft.x%in . made by the leading English tyre
Arm, Quite new, fastener with each belt: 6/9 each- ap
proval if required.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X3816

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre value.

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.- For great reductions and
-Li genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,
the tyre that is made by the largest indiaiubber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
properties. Make the Clincher your safeguard.—See
below for approval terms. Be assured of prompt
despatch.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh._1914 Clincher Dreadnought,
very heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2Vi

32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/2, to fit 2>/i rims, 32/6, list
£2/7/3;. 26x21/2 35/6, list £2/10/10. The Dread-
nought IS specially designed for passenger machines,
IS built of 6-ply fabric, and has a tread half an inch
thick. An experienced sidecarist says :

" Dreadnought
is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-1914 Clincher l)e Luxe heavr
rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2%, to fit S'/i

rime, 27/6, list £2/1 ; 26X2% 29/6, list £2/2/9. A
Cheltenham customer writes :

" Your ' De Luxe ' tyres
are a perfect marvel for value: I bought a 26x2% for
21,^ rim from you a rear ago, and it has now covered
quite 10.000 milee on my Triumph."

LEGGATE. Edinburgh -1914 Clincher 4 Won hcaii
rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2 21/-, list

31/6: 26x21', 23/- litt 34/-: 26x2'/2 23/-, list £2/1/6

T EGGATE. Edinburgh.— 1914 heavy Clincher made.
-*-< rubber studded, headed edge covers. 26x2 17/6
26x2% and 26x21/2 20/-; exceptional value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Heavy tubes, brand new,
guaranteed, 26x2 6/6. 26x2% 6/6, 26x2% 6/6

26x21/2 7/-, worth double.
>*

1
""-^'s d;o,

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all guaran-
-iJ teed brand new, and sent anywhere on 7 days'
approval against cash, which will be refunded in full
if goods not approved of.

LEGGATE and Co.. Motor Cycle Specialists. IS,
Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. [X3762

BASTONES.—Special clearance Unes of new Engle-
bert. Collier, and other covers.

DASTONES.—Englebert plain ribbed covers, 26x2%;

BASTONES.-Englebert rubber studded, solo model,
26X2%: 16/6 (list price 30/6).

BASTGNES.-Englebert touring rabber studded, 26X
2%: 19/6 (list price £1/17/61.

BASTONES—Englebcrt Passenger, rubber studded, 26
X214: 25/. (list price £2/1).

November 26th, 19 14.

, -^ ,
- „ — „ ^-,.. reinforced rubber

studded. 28x3; £1/19/6 (list price £2/19/6.

"DASTONES._^-Englebert super

BASTONES.—Collier heavy square tread email car
covers, 650x65; 23/-.

BASTONES.—Henley oversize covers, heavy, 700x80,
fit 650x65 rim; 25/6.

BASTONES.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded clear-
ance, 26x214: 18/6.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson Brooklands rubber non-skid
26X2. 12/-; ribbed pattern, 26xl?4, 10/6.'

BASTONES.-Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers,
26X2%: 17/6; 1913 stock.

BASTONES.-Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650
X65, 22/-.

BASTONES. -- Hutchinson passenger 1913 rubber
studded covers, 26x21/0; 25/-.

"DASTONES.— Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x2%!
A-* 5/6, 26x21/, 6/-. 28x2 6/-.-228. Pentonville Ed

iKing's Cross, London, N. [9080

npWO Old Tyres made into one unpuucturable one- 5/6
-*- —196. Seaside, Eastbourne. [9139

GET I'rices for tyres, best goods; lowest trade prices.—
Citv Eubber Co., Peterborough. [8259

CONDITION as New, I^iga plain tread cover, 26x2%.
only ridden 60 miles; will accept 15/-.—Box No

L5,165, The Motor Cucle Offices, 20, Tudor St., EC.
[0589

507„ OFF UST.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

Our
DUNLOP— Price.

26 X 2j heavy studded 17/6
26 X 2i , 19/6
650 :: 65 Pillion 21 /-

KEMPSHALL—
26 X 2i heavy non-skid 37/6
26 x 2j „ „ 39/-
26 X 2i „ 40/-
650 X 65 „ 45/-
28 X 3 67/6

KEMPSHALL—
26 x 2j heavy anti-skid 24/6
26 X 2} „ „ 26/6
28 X 2l „ 30/-
28x3 35/-

HUTCHINSON—
26 x 2i Passenger 28/-
26 x 3 for 2iin. Passenger 26/-
26 X 2+T.T 15/-
24 X 2} Brooklands 15 /-

24 X 2l „ 15/-
26X2 T.T., wired-OD 15/-
26x2} „ 16/6

CLINCHER—
26 x 2i Dreadnought 32/6
a6 X 2.V for 2}in. Dreadnought .

.

32/6
26 x 2\ Dreadnought 35/6
26 X 2i .\ Won 23 /-

26 X 2g for 2iin. De Luxe 27/6
26 X 2 A Won 13/6
26 X 2 B grade 12/6
700 X So small car

) 21/6
700 X 80 tubes > 6/6
for 650 X 65 rims ^

26 X 2i extra heavy tubes 5/9
MICHELIN—

26 X 2 light 8/9
26 X 2i heavy standard 18/6
26 X 2.V „ ,, 19/6

HENLEY—
650 X 80 for 650 X 65 rims 27/-

ENGLEBERT—
26 X 2A wired-on for F.N. machines 15/-
26 y 2 ,. „ „ 12/6

COLLIER—
6^0 . 65 square 24 /-

WOOD-MILNE—
28 - 3 Grip rib patt. for Indians. 25/-

ELITE—
Best Qual.ty Tubes.

26 X 2 5/-
26 X 2j . .. 5/6
26 X 2i 6/-
26 X 3 7/6
Butted extra 1/3

BEUTS.
for Triumphs 7/-

Usual
Price.

32/6
33/11
50/-

45/-
47/6
50/-
67/-

77/6

32/6
37/6
42/-

57/6

41/3
44/-
33/-
.23/-

24/6
29/3
31/-

47/3
47/3
50/10
34/-
41/-
29/-
25/-

7/9

14/9
32/-

35/-

28/6
25/-

2/2
i/ll

1/7
1/5

i/9.i

2/1

AVON LYSO-
7ft. 6in. X I

CONTINENTAL
lin. section foot I /6
Jin. , 1/3
Jin. „ 1/1
Sin. lid.

DUNLOP—
Clearance Line.

fin. section foot 1 /-

lin. , 1/3
LEATHER BELTING—

Service Pattern.
|in. section toot 1 /-

xin. „ witb fastener ... „ 1/3

RETREADING.
Special heavy 15/-
Heavy 12/6
Medium 10/-

Sections on application.

ELITE ofier 3/- Patchquick Outfit free ot charge
to aJl purchasers of goods to the value of £1 and over

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
264, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, VICTORIA. S.W

.

Phone ; Victoria 6553

19/5, 26in.x2i,4in. 21/-.

ONLY 26in.x2in. Second-hand Covers, used fc

testing purposes only, had slight repairs, 5/- t

each, postage 6d. extra.

Second-hand Tubes, 26in.x2in.. 3/6 each.

TYRES.
FOE Sale, two Hutchinson T.T. rubber-stndded He

covers, 26x2y2, fit 26x214 rims, 20/- each; al=
two ditto passent'er, 24/- each.—Rossiter, Draper, KIdc
wood, Brietol. [X184

REDPIELD Eubber Co., Bristol (Showrooms, Tyi
House, Bristol Bridge, Bristol), offer you specif

terms for this month. All goods cash with order;
days' approval with pleasure. During the whole t

this year not a single return.

GUARANTEED Rubber-studded Covers, proved t

have done 4.000 miles, carrying passenger, 26ir
X2in. 16/6, 26in.x2'4in. 18/6, postage 6d. extra.

TTEAVy 3;ply Rubber Non-skid Covers, 26in.x2ii

10/.

30
BRAND New Heavy Tubes, 26in.x2»4in., 5/9 eaclt

postage 3d. extra.

MOTOR Cycle Covers, retread heavy rubber-studde
tread, 10/-; special tread, suitable for drivin

wheels, 12/6; special heavy covers, 4-ply fabric, 2^ii
27/6, 2Vain. 32/6 each.

SPECIAL Lines in John Bull, Clincher, Avon, Dm
lop, Paliner, all sizes, from 10% to 20% less tha

list prices, perfect goods.—Redfield Rubber O
Works : Redfield, Bristol. Showrooms : Tvre Housi
Bristol Bridge, Bristol. Tels. : 2107, 3577. [S326

DUNLOP 50/- 650x65 1913 Pillion Covers, 21/-

Dunlop heavy 26x214. 17/6; round top Dunlc
belting, %in. 1/-, lin. 1/3; Hutchinson 26x2>
Tourist Trophy, 16/6; Clincher 26X2 A Won, 13/6
heavy non-skid clearance Kempshall 26x2!:i 55/-; ditt

650x65, 45/-; ditto 28x3, 67/6; all Kempshall
carriage paid, guaranteed for good mileages.—Economi
Tyre Co., 137, Lewisham High Rd., S.E. [917

PATENTS.
PATENT for Straight Through Multiple Jet Caibt

retter. giving 140 to 150 miles per gallon o

SVih.p. single, with great increase of power.—Liddel
Craiglielea Terrace, Hozier St., Coatbridge. [900

PATENT AGENTS.
T. MILLARD, 28. Martineau St., Birminghan'
specialists in automobile patents. Low charge

Enquiries invited. [568

MOTOR Manufacturers, Inventors.—Prepare now -fi.

trade revival by protecting new ideas.—Pa rticnfai
|

and advice free.—Kings Patent Agency, Ltd., 165. Quee.

Victoria St.. London. [581:

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, good all-round man. used to charge (

motor repair ehop a.? foreman.—Apply, Britie;]

Grpgoire Agency,
S.W.

G.

Ltd., 2. JHalkin Place, Belgrave Sqil

WANTED, motor mechanics, used to repairing caj

from top to bottom: no mechanic bbourersnee
ipply.-British Gregoire Agency,
Belgrave Sq., S.W.

2, Halkin Placi

[901

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOl
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

FOR Sale, as going concern, modern motor gariu

business and high-class showroom, replete workslic

fitted with 1914 electrically driven plant, also H.F. vu

eanising appliances, inspection pit, petrol stores, et(

electrically lighted throughout; stock and plant a fa

valuation approximately £450 : most central position i

Southport.—For further particulars apply, Fred. !

ilarsh. Chartered Accountant, 13, Hoghton St., Scat:

port. [902

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXl'EET Reports.— Purcells send experts to examil I

machines: 10/6, plus fares.—78, Charlotte St., Fitll

roy Sq., W. (See advertisement.! [347
|

TUITION. ^MOTOR Car Tuition, £3/3, driving and mechai..
until proficient and satisfied. — Prospectn I

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [907
J

AGENCIES.
WANTED, sub-agents for motor poiver saving prepar I

tion.—6,937, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventr I

[xs?;

WANTED.
QPARES.—Morgan and Maiwell, Streatham.

P

VLI^l

and M. Sidecar, new condition, cane or coachbuilt. I

Thomas, Penryn, Cornwall. [86! r

WANTED, Douglas W, 1914, bargain spot cash.—1 I

4, Dollis Kd., Finchley. [91; J

~i (\f)t Moto'r Cycles wanted, spot cash paid-—Despat-IW Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [90'

WANTED, crank case, for 1907 Triumph, cheap.— I

Sewell Long Melford, Suffolk. [90! I

particula I

' [X37: f

A tjTO-OABRIER,_ an^condition.— Price,

E.. 159, Olive Ed., West Dulwich.

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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I1E Challenge Bomb.

'/ ,1- ^ 1 vW^

Standard BLACK FINISH

l
UBJUSTABLE 6d.

fljThe only adjustable fastener on |
the market at the price.

r I

DETACHABLE 6d. |

I

The only plated detachable fast-
ener on the market at the price.

ADJUSTABLE 9d.
|

I The only plated adjustable fast-

ener on the market at the price.

Challenge fasteners are now

the finest value fasteners

[

at the price ever offered .

jIFactors and agents write at

once for samples.

IFORWARD MOTOR CO.,

The Belt Fastener Specialists,

Summer Row, Birmingham.

W
W

WANTED.
WANTED, a brown leather jacket.—Peacocfe, 36.

Hawcoat Lane, Barrow-in-Furness. [X2705
ANTED 1914 Douglag. Sunbeam, or Triumph com-

binution, for each.—Kelham, Bourne. [9048

ANTED, magneto, carburetter, lamp eet, speed ireor.

Star, 64. Gt. Portland St., London. [9123

WANTED, N.S.U. 2-speed Gear.—Wilkinson, 6.
Dewhurst Rd., West Kensington Park, W. [9008

WANTED, magneto, anti-clockwise, suit S'/^li.p. eingle.
—Ralph, Highgate Cottage, Lostoak, Lanes.

tX3742KERRY Si/oh.p. 1911 Cylinder, piston wanted.—
Write, Latham, 22, Malfort Rd., Camberwell.

[9146
MAGNETO, single, clockwise. Bosch or Simms pre-

ferred.—Jobling, 87, Markham Av., Roundhav,
Leeds. [X3580

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, magneto motor cycles, any
condition.—Box No. 6,943, Th& Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. 1X3823

XL'ALL Spring Forks, for heavyweight large head light
and generator; cheap.—Vyner, 26, Newland Av.,

Hull. [UJ LX3851

WANTED, 1913-14 coachbuilt sidecar, or body, for
1912 Enlield; state price—Burnup, Fordwood,

Ashford, Middlesex. [9026

MAGNETO for 2-cyl. Aster in exchange for magneto
with continual current for lighting.—Hoyle, New

Waverley Hotel, Hull. [X3658
"IT?"ANTED, Ahiminium Torpedo-shape Sidecar, must
V» be thoroughly up-to-date.—Stand iffe Hori^e.
Giimethorpe, Barnslcy. [9003

ANY Nmnber of Douglas 1913 and 1914 models, also
Morgans ; ^ot cash paid.—Maudes, 136, Gt. Port-

hmd St., London, W. [9176

WANTED, for cash, motor cycles, combinations, and
light cars.—Write, Box L6.469, Ike Motor Cm-lr

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [9082

WANTED, Douglas, 1912-1913. or exchange 8h.p.
overhead valve Matchless. — Bound's Garage.

High Rd., Kilburn, London. [9158

WANTED, 2 or 3-speod gear, also lamp set, .^peed^
ometer, good saddle, and motor cycle ucued^nries.

clieiip,- 125. London Rd..^auche«iter. [0560

WANTED, counter-shaft gear, or Philip^on, fit 3V'-
h.p. Premier; exchange 3 gn. gramcphonL- and

record.s to value.—F. Gaason. Hurstgrceu, Suejstx. [9095

WANTED, magnetos, carburetters, tyres, specdo-
meteis, lamps, frames, engines, motor cycles,

old cars; spot cash.-Grove, 224, Fore St., Edmonton,
London. [9160

WANTED, motor cycles, second-hand (Rex-Jap, Doug-
lag, Triumph preferred); state tuU particular^;

rock bottom ca^h price.—Write, Box L6,500, The Motor
Cycle OttlLCri, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0624

LET us sell your motor cycle on commission. We have
Lustcmer-i waiting lor macliiucs. No cale. no char^*-'.

Full responsibility tnken.—Longman Bros, and Aitkin. 1.
King St„ Acton. Tt-l. : Chiswick 1578. [8801

AUTO-WHEEL and Cash, for 1911 twin Enfield
lishtwf'igjit, j\i-t overhauled and renovated, looks

new, speedy, powerful, good tyres, new B,B. carbu-
ttter, BrvOkri best twaddle, easily manipulated.—Photo, 26.
T;iiiton Bunk, Sheffield. [X3849
ADVERTISER, having designed and perfected Lich

teniiou magnetos, for which working drawin^-.
pntterns. etc.. are prepared, invites enquiries froui engi-
neering firms de-iirous of taking up their manufacture in
return for wholesale agency. Principals only.—Addre.s.«,
Box L6,495, The Motor Cycle Offtces, 20, Tudor St.. E.C.

[9024
WANTED, any number of motor cycles, comnma-

tionti. light cart^, isidecars, engines, acces;iories.
\\ e buy. sell ou commission, or exchange. We have
""veral clients waiting for good machines. Send u-i

wirticulars. We have the largest clientele, the fluent
>ilerooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, tF*ti-
iiK-niald, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
l.niidon Motor Salerooms. 80. High Rd.. Streatliam.
LuiKlou [S9559

E?CCHANGE.
3ih.p. Ivy-Precision for furniture or cash. — 137

2 Holland Rd., Harlcsden. [9103

EXCHANGE 5h.p. Rexette Tricar for motor cycle—
Minor, Pinfold Gate, Loughborough. [X3737

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make yon a good
J- exchange. Write for complete catalogue,

WILL Give £15 Cash and 7-9h.p. 2-speed Red
Indian for Humberette or good cycle car.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9075

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, new tyres; £6; ex-
change good road racer and cash.—Myers. Lees,

Keighley. [X3835

EXCHANGE two motor cycles. 2\'^.i>., and 3i4h.p.,
for one higher power.—Clow, 47, Cooper St.,

Leicester.
^ [X3702

EXCHANGE 1914 P. and M. for 1914 2-6peed Dong-
as and £10.—Box 6,940. Tht Motor Cycle Offlnes.

Coventry. [X3787

EXCH A NGE SVzh.p. Zenith-Qradua. perfect, for
Sizaire, cycle car, or 2-epeed lightweight, small

cash adjustment either way.—16, Lee Park, Black-
heath. [9017

The New
DRUID
SPRING FORK
embodies many features which
merit the closest attention of

the rider who desires the greatest

possible comfort awheel.

We have named it

The "DRUID »

MARK II.

and it is designed and
constructed so as to com-
pletely absorb all vibration

and road shock, BOTH IN
A VERTICAL AND HORI-
ZONTAL DIRECTION.

Q Like previous models, the

"DRUID Mark II." can be

readily fitted to any make of

motor cycle and is equally

valuable both on Solo or Side-

car machines.

^ f^ If you are purchasing a

new machine, specify "DRUID
Mark II." Spring Forks, but

first ask us to send you fuller

particulars.

A.DREW&Co.Ld.,
LEOPOLD STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

All letters relating to advertisements sliould Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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CARBIDE
GIVES THE GAS

but:

THE LENS GIVES THE LIGHT

and both

DEPEND ON THE GENERATOH!

THE TWO LATTER HAVE REACHED
THEIR HIGHEST STAGE OF EFFI-

CIENCY IN- F.R.S.

The special, simple generator riddles

the used carbide from the good —
produces gas evenly, cleanly and "just

right " by means of the automatic
drip feed,

'

Our special mangin lens, giving the
penetrating power of the beam, throws
all the illumination of the flame up to

1,200 feet ahead

F.R.S. Lamps are up io 90 % more
powerful than other lamps.

Costs :

Lens. Beam. Price.

6in. l,20Cft. 72/6 and 78/8
5-Sin. I.OOOfi. 62/6 and 68/6
42in. 800tt, 52/6 and 58/6

and soon saved.

Other particulars, prices etc, send for

booklet to-day while you think of IL

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore Street, B'ham,
Our London Address and Depot : 57, HATTON GARDEN

FOR QUALITY

ardetm
ESTABLISHED 1860. WORKS COVER 5 ACRES

6ft. X 4ft. X 7ft. hijjh £2 2 6
7ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 10
Sft. xSft.x 7ft. „ :i5
Sft. X 6ft. X 7ft. „ 3 5
gft. X 7ft. X 7ft. „ 4 3 6
10ft. X Sft. X 7ft. „ 5 5
12ft. X Sft. x7Kt. „ 5 12 6

Double doors 2/6 extra.
Prices are on rail Staines Station
These hoi'ses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted
together in a few minutes. They are mad^ of souna,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete wiih floor.
Window in any desired position. Roof of Stoniflex
Felt. We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum.
Catalogues with particulars of other sizes Free.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 4h.p. Campion-Jan, 1913, tree engme,

for good late Douglas, or sell £Z^.—Bird, Sutton
Bonington, Notts. [X3659

1 Oh. p. Taxi, mag., new tyres, Stepney, tools, lamps,
J-zV photo; terms arranged; £45; part exchange.

—

241, Balfour Rd., Ilford. [9108
"DOVER, 6-8h.p., new July, 1912, modernislied May,
-tV 1914: cost i230: combination and caeh : sell £90.
-11. Lesley Rd., Southport. - [X3775

6ih.p. Wolseley Light Car, with new 2-seat. flnsh-
2 sided body, for motor cycle, or would sell.

—

Bird, 10. Amersham Vale, New Cross. [X3842

CYCLE, Car, tandem, Sh.p. J.A.P., hood, screen, speed-
ometer, lamp, perfect, for combination and cash

;

sell £45—Etheridge, Caetle Bromwich. [9050

VULCAN Light Car, 6i^-7h.p., new streamline body,
for good combination, or Douglas, value £40.—H.

Bayue, Waldens Park, Horsell, Woking. [9128

1 008 5-6h.p. Rex, free engine, Bosch, Amac, over-
-L*-' hauled; £15; for lightweight, cash either wav.
—Walton's, Shorey Cottage, Burnley. [X3838

EXCHANGE nearly new 3'/2h.p. Humber combination
for higher power, Indian or Enfield preferred, cash

adjustment.—194, Philip Lane, Tottenham. . [9104

EXCHANGE Steam Engine for mag. motor cycle,
a bargain, 4h.p., no boiler attached to it, com-

pound cylindCTs.-E. Earrar, Ruin, Selby. [X3657

1 Q14 5-6h,p. Hazlewood, 3 speeds, new WTiit. week.
JL*J and only ridden 500 miles; cost £68/5; sacrifiL-e

tor £58.-125. London Rd.. Manchester. [0562

4b.p. White and Poppe Engine, with carburetter and
radiator; exchange for 7h.p. twin air-cooled

engine.—Central Garage, Sunnyhill Rd., Streatham.
[9007

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. 1913 Blumfield Twin and sidecar
for 3 or 4-wheeled cycle car, or lightweight motor

cycle, or sell £35.—Etruria, Tile Hill Lane, Coventry.
1X3716

8-lOh.p. Darracq, 3 speeds, mag., 2-seat., 10 cwt.,
fast, quiet, completely equipped; £35. Wanted. 3-

speed modern combination.—64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.
[X3843

1 Q13 15.9h.p. R.C.H. Car, 2-seat., dickey, fully
-Ltf equipped, new condition, guaranteed; £100; for
combination and cash, — Walton's, Dawson Sq.,
Burnley. [X3837

EXCHANGE Piano Player and music, cost £58, for
motor cycle, lathe, gas engine, slot machine?

Elliot motor tools, or anytliing useful.—33, Randall St
,

Blackburn. EX3699

MOTOR Cycles of any make taken in part pay:nent
for Rex-Jap 1915 models; good allowances for

modern machines.-The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [0625

WANTED, shop-soiled or nearly new zy^.-^. machine,
with or without sidecar; take part exchange 1911

V.S. 6h.p. twin, recently enamelled and new tyres fitted,

etc.—James, 103, Magdalen Rd., Norwich. [8824

EXCHANGE English Lever Watch, heavy 18ct. case,

for magneto, with platform and sprockets, for
4h.p. J.A.P. ; must be modern and good condition.

—

Box 6,929, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3581

EXCHANGE niagniftcent upright iron grand piano,
full trichord check action, by eminent maker, only

purchased recently, value £45 guaranteed perfect, tor
reliable motor cycle of equal value.—Apply, 92, Eccle;
sail Rd., Sheffield.

'""'

WANTED, good 1913-14 motor cycle,
particulars, in exchange for the

His Master's Voice cabinet gramophone,
£12/10, 70 His Master's Voice records.
over £24, gent's Raleigh cycle, 1913. Sturmey-Archer
3-speed, metal gear case, cost £12, Goerz 'V.P. camera
and 12 aluminium dark slides, 1914, cost £13; inspec-
tion invited.—Box 6,940, 27tc Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry. [X3732

WANTED, late pattern 3-speed motor bike of good
make ; will give in exchange 25h.p. 5-seat. 4-

cyl. open touring car, fitted hood, lamps, screen, spare
wheel, engine just been overhauled and put in good
condition, cost £550 four years ago, make grand com-
mercial car or van or private use as it is; owner
bought 35h.p. ; can be seen and tried any time by
appointment.—County Cricket Ground Hotel, Hove,
Sussex. [9056

REPAIRERS.
MORGAN and Maxwell, Streatham, for cheap, quick,

good repairs. [X3778

ALUMINIUM Crank Cases, gear boxes, etc., repaired
neatly and promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pistons, flanges, lugs,
frames, and a thousand other things repaired

and guaranteed by Weldings, Ltd.. 37, Holt St., Bir-
mingham.

EVERY Repair is guaranteed ; every repair is machined
readv to fit; every repair has immediate attention;

and everybody send to Weldings, Ltd.. Holt St., Bir-
ningham. [8031

CCCCCCCCC Cj'linders Re-bored, new pistons fitted,

Sear 13 stone on compression.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford Est. 21 years.

[7314
TONGE W'elding Works, 174, Oldham Rd.. Middleton,

Manchester.—Experts in broken cylinders, crank
cases, etc. Welding aluminium a specialist. Nothing
too difficult. Sound work at moderate charges. [9189

DO
YOU
KNOW

^

[8664

state full

following :

1914, cost
1914, cost

that in the early days of motor
cycling it was necessary to take
one end of its fastener off the
belt in order to take the belt off

the machine .3 To our Mr. Stanley
Webb is the credit for introducing
the hook fastener, which obviated
this tiresome business, and set the
lead to all detachable fasteners.
Thus the

STANLEY
FASTENER
was first, as it is still the best.

Another invention, promising equal
relief to belt users, is the

STANLEY
SPARE LINK.
Below it is shown used to lengthen an
otherwise too short belt. It is an improve-
ment on adjustable hooks, as it affords a
gripping surface all round the pulley, thus
conserving engine power and stopping belt
slip. Accurately made with tough leather
pads on toughened metal frame. Wilt last
for years. Specially recommended for use
with the "Philipson'' Pulley.

Costs ONE SHILLING only.

Other Stanley Good Goods:
Stanley Fastener .. 9d.
Stanley " Shield " 8d.
Stanley Adjusting Hooks, 6d.
Stanley Belting from 1 /3 pr. ft.

*'LION" Fastener 6d.
Guai'^anteed 5,000 miles.

^ STANLEY MOTOR Bl

AND FASTENER Cftv

Inventors of the Origiin

Hook Fastener
(Stanley Webb. ManagerX

BROMLEY, HE.N

ECONOMY.
BRITISH MADE Red Tubes

with Valve,

-GUARANTEED-
26x2 26x2| 26x21 or650x65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Perfectly new goods - NOT clearance lines.

Car Tubes at equally low prices.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

A26 All letters relating to advertisements siiould quote the number at the en'd of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Patriotic Trading.

AFTER looking carefully through 27;e Motor
Ci/cle Buyers' Guide, rfiore than one
reader ha.s drawn our attention to the

considerable nuniBer of foreign magnetos
adopted as standard on British made

motor cycles. This fact is naturally distressing

to patriotic Britishers
; but that such is the case

is not surprising to those closely in touch with

the movement, since in this country the magneto
has been neglected by our electrical experts, who
have left its manufacture mainly to foreigners.

What is the result ? We are, as usual, unpre-
pared. It is, however, some consolation to

know that several of our best known electrical

firms are taking up the manufacture of magnetos
with all speed, but such a delicate piece of

mechanism cannot be turned out in a moment

;

special machinery has to be laid down, and work-
men trained in this particular branch of electrical

engineering have to be employed. All this means
delay. British firms cannot deliver, the stock

of German magnetos soon becomes exhausted,
and the motor cycle manufacturers must go
somewhere to get their magneto machines. The
obvious outcome of this is that the makers have
to look elsewhere than in England for this im-

portant part of the motor cycle, so that at the

present time the trade is going to the United
States. We have no one to blame but ourselves,

as due warning was given to the industry by
The Aitfocar and T/ie Motor Vi/de over a vear
ago—a warning which, we are sorry to say, w^as

disregarded by those whom it concerned.

The British manufacturers who have set to

work to turn out magnetos have an uphill task

before them, and they have a good deal to learn,

as even the most expert of them will find it

none too easy to make successful articles at the

outset, but doubtless we shall win in the end.
Now it behoves us to bestir ourselves, and the

sooner our motor cycle manufacturers give all the

encouragement they can to the English magneto

firms the better. We are told that England has
much to gain from this terrible war by capturing
Germany's trade, and undoubtedly this is so,

but we must be careful that this capture does
not take too long a time, since America is very
much alive to her chances at the present epoch.
It is a case for practical patriotism, and we trust

our traders will ne\-er forget the remarks of our
Dresent King. ''Wake up, England!"

The Sidecar and the Army.

THE
valuable use of the motor bicycle in

the war has naturally had its good effect,

and now it is the turn of the sidecar to

show its worth. That such a light and
mobile vehicle as a motor, cycle and side-

car would sooner ov later be pressed into the
services of the Government was plain to c'\ who
are acquainted with its reliability and speed.
We now know that every division of the Army is

to have its motor machine gun battery, i.e., side-

cars carrving quickfiring guns. These batteries,

moreover, are not a section which have been
hurriedly decided upon for use in the present
war, but we happen to know that the subject is

one which has been under consideration for

some considerable time, and the motor machine
gun battery will become a permanent section of

the Army. We sincerely hope, indeed we know,
that the sidecar will acquit itself well, and we
look forward to its uses being considerably

extended in the near future. There are all

sorts of conditions under which a light stable

vehicle such as a sidecar would be of advantage,
and there is no doubt that both the motor
bicycle and the motor cycle and .sidecar have
not yet reat^hed the limit of their practical uses

even in the' present war.

Coventry, the centre of the motor industry,

has provided the personnel for the fifth motor
machine gun battery, and we are glad to say
that this battery includes the names of a number
of well-known riders who can be relied upon to

give a good account of themselves.
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The Design of Drip-feed Lubricators.

A VARIETY of drip-feed lubricators is now on

the market, and there is no question but that a

properly designed sample in careful hands is

an improvement on the old-fashioned pump, with its

monotonous periods of " too much, sufficient, and too

little " oil. At the same time,. some of these devices

are very crudely designed, and this year's riding sug-

gests that the following points are essential to a satis-

factory design.

(i.) A cut-off tap. Some patterns have a cut-(/f

combined Avith the adjustment of the drip. There
may be two grave defects in this design. On the one

hand, whenever a machine is left in a garage or other

public spot, the inquisitive loafer whom too many pro-

prietors permit to roam about, is pretty certain to

twiddle the dial index, and finally to operate the pump,
with the result that the crank case is half-full of oil

;when the owner returns to take out his machine. This

indicates that a secret cut-off is desirable, in the form

of some unobtrusive tap concealed beneath the tank

or frame tubing. Again, if the drip be shut, and the

pump is left full of oil, with the heavy pressure of a

strong spring behind it, a leak is bound to be forced

somewhere, and such devices are, therefore, apt to

cause ugly smears on the tank top. The faintest

smear of greasiness on the tank will collect road dust

in dry weather. It is, therefore, questionable whether

there should be a cut-off in the drip itself.

A cut-off is most especially essential to those systems

in which crank case suction pulls the oil through the

drip, as opposed to others in which a spring pump
pushes the oil through. Such a system may function

admirably without any cut-off in ordinary undulating

country; but when the machine is taken into hilly

country, the engine sucks throucii lots of nil when

coasting down long hills with the valve lifted, ar

this makes for a dirty engine and sparking pk]

troubles. We really want a cut-off that

:

(a) Can be locked with a key, or

(p) Is so unobtrusive that loafers will not readi

find it.

(c) Is not combined with the needle valve of tb

drip.

(d) Is set so low down on the oiling system th:

the higher portion of the system can accon

modate any oil left in the pump when th

machine is put away.
The pump itself should have a bayonet joint loc

as well.

(2.) It should be possible to inject a whole pumj
ful of oil instantaneously in emergencies without di:

turbing the drip adjustment. Some patterns are ir

tended to meet this want by the unscrewing of th

drip-feed valve. There are two objections to sue

provision. One is that the pumpful is generally wante

in a hurry, and that the maximum orifice of the valv

is very small ; hence the hasty injection of a complet

pumpful is likely to spring a leak at the weakest poii,

of the drip device or its connections. The other is tha;

we cannot always confine ourselves to one and th;

same oil ; and that some precision is required in settinj:

the drip. Not every rider can be trusted to restori;

the drip setting accurately after he has hurriedlj

opened it to inject extra oil on a bad hill.

(3.) As the joints of these devices are subject ti

heavy pressure even in careful use, the unions and jointl

should be of the most substantial character. As the;;

are mostly bedded in the thin and rather bendabli

metal of the petrol tank, they need scrupulously goot

workmanship. Runabout.

"CAT cottage;
HENFIELD, SUSSEX

A former occupant oi the cottage,

a very eccentric old man, cai"ved the

cats which are seen on the walls.

Each cat holds a bird in one of its

front paws. He then ran a wire

round the place, just underneath the

thatched eaves, and on this he sus-

pended strings of shells, connecting

the whole lot up to another wire

inside the cottage. This he pulled

at night when his neighbours were

in bed, and so annoyed them with

the din that they pulled the whole

contraption down. He then bored

a hole through the end wall and
placed an American flag through.

The villagers stole it. This second

act so exasperated the old man th.il

he enlarged the hole, wrote ZULU
HOLE just beneath, and sat

through the night with a rifle

pointing through the orifice ready

to shoot anybody who got too close

to his cottage.

a8



A Hint to the Trade.

The other day I met a well-known competition

3er, whom increasing years and family responsibili-

;s are now limiting to the touring sphere of motor

cling. "Well?" I asked, "What's your machine

r next year? Another ?" "Not much!"
torted he; "I'm getting middle-aged, and I've

mpled a baby two-stroke. I've done with tump-

mp-tump, and' I shall stick to b-r-r-r-r-r !" I don't

Y that his opinion is necessarily an index to public

linion, but I've heard a good many sportsmen who
e. nearing the thirties talk in the same strain, and
can quite believe that men whose skins and nerves

, d arteries are growing more sensitive will value the

en, vibrationless two-stroke sensation more an4
: )re highly with advancing years. If such a man is

- ;contented with the comparatively tame paces of

; 250 c.c. babies, there is no big two-stroke on the

: irket but the Scott. This looks as if 1916 and 1917
ght see many of the 500 c.c. firms launching out

'th 500 c.c. two-strokes. What say you, my masters?

the way, I hear the big order for the new motor
icle machine gun unit will keep the Scott works
; zling night and day for several months to come.

Rear Chain Cases.
I see w'ith some sympathy that the 191 5 Indian .still

I :hews a rear chain case, for, if I may be frank, no
1 tail of the modern machine has caused more
I )uble and annoyance during 1914. The ideal is

'

ty, and few there be that reach it. The chain case

; ist be absolutely rattleproof in all its details, and,
1 >ugh its depth be shallow, there must be sufficient

1 dding to prevent the securing studs and bolts from
;-ring out, despite the frightful vibration which con=

(ntrates along the chain stays when the average V
t in is raced on a low gear, or run with the road wheels
s.tionary. A panel should be provided to facilitate

liing one end of a disjointed or broken chain out

< the dark and oily cavern. The cases must fit with

; solute dustproofness around the rear spindle. Pre-
i ably, the rear arc must be hinged and drop down
1 admit of rear wheel removals. The edges of these

( mphcated joints must be readily refitted without the
i; of sledge hammers, cold chisels, or profanity. No
vnder some makers become pessimistic, and prefer

t; common or garden naked rear chain, with or with-

it a little rain cover. If the rear chain case is

i:ained, I am all in favour of the horizontally split

n'iety. With the vertically split type, rattles are

:vays lurking round the corner, the end of a loose
tain requires much fishing for, and the back spindle

j nt is not lightly to be tackled with cold fingers in

15 dark. Moreover, when adjusting a chain thus

'cased, it is quite difficult to test its tension at any
)int except on the sprocket teeth. Per contra, the
Hr wheel cannot always be removed as swiftly as one
\nts in a split-second trial, if the horizontally split

<se is adopted.

Hurrah !|

Whenever some earnest correspondent revives the

old belt V. chain controversy, we receive appallingly

contradictory evidence on the life of chains and their

tendency to break. The cognoscenti grin, knowing
that the man who gets a brief chain mileage and manj
fractures is simply giving himself away, and con-

fessing—if not in so many words—that he runs his

sprockets out of alignment, and forgets to adjust his

chains " by the tight place." At last a motor cycle

firm have really and actually adopted a device which
should prevent the wildest novice from setting his

rear wheel out of alignment when he uses his draw-

bolts. But by one of fate's cynical ironies the firm

concerned is one that still adheres (wisely, in my pre-

judices) to the belt-cum-chain drive. Study the little

notched plates on the back spindle of the new Rover
i,n page 565 in our issue of November 19th last. If

a similar safeguard were incorporated in all chain

drivers, and if the toolbags of new machines contained

a card describing the basic principle of chain adjust-

ment, we should have precious little of chain troubles

during next season. But when duffers are encouraged
to set their back wheels out of truth, and are left to

test chain adjustments at the saggiest spot in the chain

run. what can we expect.

A Carburetter Suggestion.

I have often been puzzled bv the extraordinarv petrol

economy attained bv some of our very " clever " boys,

and have long suspected that some secret existed

which was bcvond mv ken; for, no matter how care-

fullv I have executed the stereotyped wrinkles, I have
never attained the miles per gallon which the cracks

record in important tests. A correspondent sends me
a suggestion which I publish for what it is worth—

I

have not had lime to try it. He considers (as the

result of his own experiments) that the real wastage

of fuel occurs at small throttle openings, and that all

tuning for economy should aim principalh- at reducing
the amount of spirit used in slow running. Under
these conditions the suction on the jet is extremely

fierce. Attempts to reduce this suction by opening
the extra air inlet fail because they over-weaken the

suction. He is of opinion that the shape of the

throttle valve is the crucial point, especially with the

straight-through automatic type of carburetter. For
example, a throttle piston might be i^^in. in diameter,

in which case the engine suction would be wiredrawn
through a long, narrow orifice, when the throttle was
nearly shut. If, per conlra, the throttle piston is but

Vain, in diameter, and that side of it which faces the

jet is chamfered upwards, the suction on the jet is

reduced, though it is still fierce enough to draw out

a sufficiently rich raixtiire. Whether there is anything

in the notion, I cannot say without a test; but it cer-

tainly looks like it, for I confess that his average con-

sumption is a long wav better than my own ever is,

with the standard throttle valve.
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Detachable and
Interchangeable Wheels.

ANCIENT AND MODERN.

THE Ejiglish language requires the
invention of a new adjective to

describe the type of "wheel which
is meant by the above title. The

usual term "detachable" as applied to

wheels does not convey to the lay mind
"what is intended. All wheels are detach-

able, but they are not all detachable in the

sense here meant. Motor car wheels are
always detachable and always have been,
but the so-called "detachable" wheel is

a comparatively recent introduction.

Such wheels are easily detachable with-

out disturbing the bearings and driving
mechanism. An additional point is that

the detachable part can be fitted on any
of the ay'es on the car.

Fig. 1.—^The construction outlined above,

dated 1888, probably constitutes the first

"detachable" wheel.

A motor cycle detachable wheel differs

in that its bearings are removed with
the wheel. The point that the wheel
when removed can be fitted to the front

or rear forks or to the sidecar is not the

chief one, although "it is, of course,

becoming of very great importance. The
chief advantage, to my mind, is that
this ease of detachability facilitates tyre
fitting and repair. The detachable and
interchangeable motor cycle wheel will

probably become universal, as it is on
cars. Its good points have been proved,
and the constructions adopted by certain

motor cycle manufacturers have shown
themselves to be quite satisfactory.

In view of the increasing adoption of

this idea it is probable that a review
of existing and proposed constructions
for use on motor bicycles will be of
interest, but, as the broad idea is by no
means new, treatment of this subject
cannot be complete without reference to

constructions of a similar nature which
have been proposed for pedal cycles.

Many a supposedly new idea in the motor
cycle world has been found to have been
anticipated by "push" cycle inventors.
In the early days of pedal cycling tyre
troubles were so frequent that it is not
astonishing that very many inventors
gave their attention to schemes for
enabling the tyre, and if necessary the

FIRST INSTALMENT

wheel, to be removed without disturbing
the chain. Some of these inventors even
went so far as to suggest that the rear
wheel might be interchangeable with
the front.

Early Constructions.

Probably the first construction to be
patented was that invented by Mr. J.

G. Jelley, who is known to Tnany
motor cyclists as the inventor of the
Three Spires and Double Clinch tyres,

a new motor cycle saddle, etc. The
arrangement, which is shown in fig. 1,

differs in one important respect from
modern constructions in that the bear-
ings remained in place when the wheel
was detached. The outer races A of

the bearings were brazed into the fork
ends. The spindle B revolved, but could
be withdrawn either way, leaving the
hub and chain sprocket C unsupported
and removable. The chain could then be
lifted off the sprocket, allowing another
chain wheel to be fitted in order to alter

the gear ratio.

Another early construction is shown in

fig. 2, which is based upon the drawing
appearing in a patent specification of the
year 1897. The drawing is diagrammatic,
and is reproduced in place of the patent
drawing, as the latter shows a hydraulic
driving system, which is of no interest.

In this case each fork end supports a
short spindle length A, one of which
carries tlije driving member, which I have
shown as a belt pulley. The other may,

Fig. 2.—An interesting

construction which
J A \

possessed no spindle

1^ (produced in 1897).

By ERIC W. WALFORD.

obviously, carry a brake drum. Eacll

these sliort spindles is provided witl

flange B, and this flange carries a !

metrical key C, as the perspective ij

shows. In fact, this flange and 1

resemble closely one member of an -i 1

ham coupling. Each end of the hub i\

is provided with a diametrical slot,

the hub is slipped into place between
i

two spindles, so that the keys C slide

the slots and provide a driving connec i

between the spindles and the hub. Jj
spindle carries a screwed ring D, resJ

bling closely the nut of a pipe un
j

This screws on the hub shell so that
\

spindles and the hub become practicj

Fig. 3.—^An early type with a complete

spindle. ^%
united. To remove the wheel the", t

nuts D are slacked off and the wl
pulled away, leaving the two spindled

supported by their bearings. In this C:

it will be understood that there is-

spindle passing right through the h
shell, and that support is required fr;

the nuts D. Also the bearings are

removed.

Device Incorporating a Complete Spini

The arrangement shown in £_
embodies the use of a spindle extend'-

from one end of the hub to the oth

This spindle unscrews and withdraws
the right, leaving a short sleeve E, si

ported by one rear fork end. This slef

is formed with a cone on which is a b

race carrying the pedalling chain sprocl

F. The chain sprocket is clutched' by c

clutch teeth to the hub shell, and tin

is a kind of union nut H which clan

the shell and the centre of the cii;

sprocket together. The left hand of t

hub shell runs on a cone J on the spind

When the spindle is drawn out to I

right this cone is unsupported, so a

K is provided, which can be screwed
to the right when the wheel is to

,

detached. To do this the nut K
screwed up as described, the spindle r

screwed and withdrawn to the right,

the nut H un.screwed, allowing the hub

be moved to the left .slightly to diseaga

the driving teeth at G, which allows theh
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come away. When the hub is removed it

11 be seen that the right-hand ball bear-

y would be insufficiently supported, but

ere seems to be no chance of the balls

ling out. In replacing the spindle—

!

!
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there would probably be some difficulty

in threading it through the left-hand

cone J. The hub shell is supported by
both rows of ball bearings when the hub
is in place, so that a substantial attach-

ment of the hub shell to the cliain

sprocket is essential. This, therefore,

does not seem, a very attractive system.

Adoption of the Divided Spindle.

In fig. 4 appears for the first time (1898)

the divided spindle idea, which is used in

some of the modern constructions. Here
the chain sprocket is carried by a self-

contained ball bearing on a short spindle

61J

ness of the clamp JM, but there are only
two parts to be unscrewed, the clamping
screw and the spindle nut. There is,

obviously, no mutual support between the
two spindle parts.

The divided spindle idea is, also shown
in fig. 5, which, with the constructions
shown in figs. 3 and 4, was patented in
1898. The chain sprocket runs upon a
pair of ball bearings on the short spindle
part N, and the hub shell ball races are
formed on a bearing sleeve 0, fitted on
the major spindle part P. The driving
connection is formed by diametrical key
and slot at R, like that shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 4.—The
/ided spindle

as evolved m

M—

^

Fig. 5.—The divided spindle plan in the form used on motor bicycles.

length K. The hub shell is mounted upon
two bearings, one at each end of the
major spindle part L, and the chain
sprocket carries a split clamp M, which
grips a coned part of the hub shell. To
detacli the wheel the split clamp is dis-

connected, the right-hand spindle nut
slacked, and the huh shell drawn away.
Here the rigidity dependsupon the tight-

To detath the wheel the main spindle part
P is unscrewed and withdrawn to the
left, and as the driving conne'ction R is

a diametrical one, tlie wheel can be moved
radially out of position. This design
shows the bearing sleeve 0, which is

commonly used in modern constructions,
and which it closely resembles.

{To he concluded.)

The C.A.V. Dynamo Lighting Set.
An Installation that may be Fitted to Solo Machines.

.^NE of the earliest firms to study

I
1 the problem of electric lighting on^ motor cycles was that of Messrs.

C. A. Vandervell and Co., Warple
ay, Acton Vale, W. The firm, which
s always played a prominent part in

I I electrical equipment of motor vehicles,
I ne into existence about eleven years
J, and occupied itself in the manu-

' ture of accumulators for cars and motor
lies. Soon afterwards Mr. X). Elyard
own, one of its principals, began cxperi-
ntiiig with an electric lighting outht

' his Ormonde motor bicycle. During
' past few years, Messrs. Vandervell
if; devoted themselves more especially
the manufacture of dynamo lighting
l^illations for cars, but two years ago,
"a we suggested to them the desir-
lity of adopting this principle to motor
les, they told us that they thought
re was no reason why such should

1- eventually be done. Hence, it is with
iitification that we are able to announce
tit they have brought out a most
ellent outfit, which has passed its

lerimental stage, though at the present
iiment its manufacturers are inot in a
pition to give delivery. At the end of
few months, however, when the
;essary jigs, etc., have been installed,

1; installation will be placed on the
rket.

Ihe set Consists of a C.A.V. dynamo
4ached to the saddle tube of the "motor
ycle frame. Tt is of quite small dinien-

•tns, and, unlike the usual C.A.V.
namo, has no free wheel device. The

particular outfit which we inspected is

fitted to a B.S.A. sidecar combination,
the dynamo being driven off an au.xiliaiy

sprocket on the counter-shaft. The
accumulator is carried in a pannier bo.\

about eight inches square and abont two
and three-quarter inches deep, which is

attached to the luggage carrier, thus the
set is absolutely self-contained on tlie

motor cycle, so that if the latter is used
solo, the equipment is iu no way dis-

turbed. Fitted to the accumulator box ia

a junction bo.\, while on the top tube is

an exceedingly neat little' switchboard
controllini; the head lamp, side lamp, tail

lamp, and dynamo.
At the present time we are unable to

give further details, but we may say that
the outfit shows great promise, and will

be an inexpensive but truly worthy
produce of the firm responsible for its

intrcduction.

Threequarter viewofthe new 6h.p. twin-cylinderHumbcr sidecar outfit, which hai three speeds

(Descrited and illustrated in issue of Nocembcr \2th, pages 529-530.^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Gear Slipping.

My mount is a 1914 3^ h.p.

X] Rudge, fitted with N.S.U. two-

% speed gear and free engine. The
_!J only trouble that I have experi-

enced has been with the gear
(engine trouble being nil), and lies in

the fact that the bottom gear never
grips properly, slipping slightly, though
the handle is held firmly in position.

—

J.R.A.
^

The trouble you speak of is undoubtedly
due to the clutch washer being worn.
If after fitting the new washer the
trouble still occurs we should recommend
you to send the gear up to the company.

A Question of Weight.

I have a four-point suspension
^T] coaehbuilt sidecar which weighs
^ about 100 lb. Is this too heavy
-LJ for a 3i h.p. ? I do not want to

go fast, but will the cycle frame
stand this weight? I have a three-

speed hub, and it is a great deal of

trouble to take the wheel out every
time I get a puncture, so I should
like your opinion on butt-ended tubes.
Are they reliable? If you think so,

I will get two spare ones.—F.M.
We do not think the sidecar in question
is too heavy for work in ordinary dis-

tricts. The weight, however, might be
excessive in hilly country. A good butt-
ended tube, made by one of the best-
known tyre . firms, should be quite
satisfactory and of great ;;ssistance to
you.

A Noisy Engine.

Some time ago I purchased a

1910 3^ motor cycle. Whilst out
on a run I broke the connecting
rod just below the small end. I

had a new rod from the makers
and had it fitted, but now the engine
shows the following symptoms : When
travelling with fully advanced spark a

peculiar clatter proceeds from the engine
—like a succession of small "knocks."
This is quite distinct from the clatter
of the tappets. The same sound is heard
when going down a hill. On retarding
the spark the sound disappears. Do you
think the bushes on big or small ends
are worn? I have not had engine down
since repair, as I thought you might be"
able to locate the trouble for me.

—

H.B.S.
Without actually hearing the noise it is

difficult to diagnose the trouble accurately,
but it is probably due to the fact that
the big end bushes are badly worn. We
should advise you to have tlie engine down
and examine the bearings..

A Question o( Gearing.

Can the Douglas 2| h.p. two-^ speed climb Kirkstone Pass ?

^ What highest average speed can
-iJ be expected over give-and-take

roads ? Does the engine over-
heat if driven long on low gear uphill?
—W.B.

The machine in question is quite capable
of climbing the pass referred to, pro-
vided the gear is low enough and the
engine in good condition. If the gear is

too high, obtain an adjustable pulley. You
should average between 30 and 35 m.p.h.
on the best roads. The engine is not at
all given to overheating.

Fixed V. Variable Ignition.

I am greatly puzzled about^ magnetos with variable and
5r fixed ignitions, and if you
-iJ could explain the difference I

should be greatly obliged.
Would not a unit fitted with fixed
ignition be more suitable for a novice,
as I imagine it would be difficult to
determine how far to advance the
lever of the magneto, say, when getting
up speed from ten to forty miles per
hour? If a fixed ignition is reliable
for any speed, why be bothered with
a variable ignition, as they surely
cannot both reach the same degree of
efficiency? Finally, will you explain
any advantage one may haVe over the
other ?

—

Ignition.

We should strongly recommend you to
read the chapter on Magneto Ignition in
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them " (obtainable from these offices,

price Is. 2d. post free). To put it

briefly, the difference between the two
forms of magneto is this. The magneto
used with variable ignition has a
movable contact breaker, which allows

NEXT THURSDAY !

EQUIPIViENT
NUMBER.

Accessories of all kinds, as well as
Tyres and Clothing of interest to

motor cyclists, will be described
and illustrated.

•4

the spark to be advanced or retards

The fixed magneto has a rigid contt!

breaker with the firing point set so

to give the maximum efficiency,

this, of course, cannot be advanced
letarded, and consequently a eg
amount of flexibility is lost, and
cannot get quite the same results^

driving. The matter is merely one•'^

changing the contact breakers. Althcu:

variable ignition sounds to be soraewh
of a complication it is really not so, a

often a change of gear may be saved
slightly retarding the spark when
engine is labouring on a hill. Und
nearly all conditions, except when sta.

ing, or sometimes on hills, the spark m
be fully advanced. We do not at

agree with a fixed ignition on any ki;

of motor vehicle. It is not a questi

of fixed ignition being reliable, but t

fact that variable ignition allows you

.

get more out of the engine and greatj

adds to the pleasure of driving.

Stucli Piston Rings.

A 1914 3^- h.p. machine Avlii-

I have persistently " glues
"

its rings every 300 to 500 mill

so tightly into the piston tlr

only about three hours' laboi;

with paraffin and a knife will dislad

them, and often these eft'orts end

disaster to the rings. When this

about to happen in ranning one hea'

an awful row from the cylinder's inn

regions. A long day's work with .ti

sidecar usually starts the complaint..:;

have written to the makers who cai^

suggest anything. They have sent;,^

two rings, and again two spiral pi
with fibre washer for lowering com^t^

sion, but the latter lias not made'ai

preciable difference. When the maolii)

was new it invariably ran rather hoi,!

notice that although I use plenty &;«
of all brands I cainiot make it siiio/

much, neither is there much carbon <

piston top or cylinder. The piston

usually blackened down the valve sic

and compression is very nearly nil. i

timing is correct, and cylinder n

scored. As I have only done 5jO

miles or so, I do not want to have-t,

cylinder rebored yet.—G.L.
Are you quite confident in the brand ai

quality of oil you are using? LTse t!

very best lubricant only. You might t

the effect of a mixture of OilA

with your oil. This can be obtained frc

any accessory dealer, and may ht

matters. There is no reason why t

cylinder should be rebored, unless t

cylinder, piston, and rings are ve

badly worn.
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An Unsatisfactory Beam ol Light.

Please tell me why my lamp
gives such a poor light. There is

a good mirror reflector at the
back, but tlie front is oiJy
common glass. My trouble is

that the light is not projected more
tlian two or three yards ui front of the
maciiine.—W.S.
le trouble is most luidoabtedly due to

;• burner being wrongly focussed.

'iliably, if you look at the bottom of

ur lamp you will find that the burner
faed in a slot and secured by a nut.

you undo this nut, light the lamp and
:Ie the burner along gently until the
t beam ahead is given, and then lock
in position, you will then get the best

iults from the lamp.

I
Details of Belt Drive.

I intend fitting a belt drive^ from a 6-8 h.p. V twin engine
5 as follows : Pulley 6in., rim
-iJ 20in., belt 1-^in., centres 24in.,

arc of contact on pulley 140°.

'lease let me know (a) if 24in. centres
vill be too short for a reliable drive,
h) what is the shortest distance prac-
icable, and (c) is 155° the smallest
iracticable angle as for flat belt drive?
-K.O.M.

' e length of the drive is rather on the
: iri side, bnt it should be possible to
' ain a fairly reliable drive provided
I t your pulley is not geared down to
.' great e.\-tent. The same applies to
ir arc of contact. .\ 160° arc is

c irable, but on many machines at
sent on the market it" is nothing like
much as this. If you are using a
ee-spced connter-sha^t gear we fear
t on the low gear you will be apt
get a certain amount of slip, as the

b; speed will be very low and will
s 1 have to transmit the ma-ximum
Ffer.

Starting on a Clutch.

I luive ridden a 500 c.c. single-

I

cylinder, single gear, belt and
hub clutcli machine for a season

iJ and intend to have a sidecar out-
fit next year, and I would like to

now how to avoid the faults I find in
ly present mount. My 2^- h.p. is by a
I'st-rate firm with a reputation on road
id track. It was not by any means
twenty-five guinea lUtra-lightweight,

id is still in new condition, but it will
ot start on the clutch except on the
vel. The engine roars off at the second
ick (using pedal like a kick starter),
ut no matter what care I take in let-
ug in the clutch if there is the
ightest gradient tlie engine stops in
iree yards, yet if I come round a
jrner in a strange town at 5 to 10
p.h. and find a single figure gradient
?fore me I open both throttle and air
id sail up with neither f;Uter nor
nock. Please give me advice in the
ircllase of a sidecar. Economy both

first cost and running expenses is

iportant, but not neces-sarilv oconomv
petrol. .Makers talk as' if a big

leage per gallon was important, yet
I the year's end petrol is one of the
nail items in die bill. Speed is not
iiited at all. I like to see the country
I go, thougii my 2^ h.p. is good for

1 m.p.h. Sore climbing is important,
> matter liow flow.—W.J.
here is any movement at all on the
hine it is quite a dift'ercnt nroposition

from taking up the load from a stand. till,

as the tractive effort to be overcome even
when the machine is just crawling is com-
paratively slight. Of course, the trouble

is one wliich is likely to be found in all

small machines- fitted with a clutch and
no two-speed gear. If the gear ratio were
low enough to enable 3-ou to start from
standstill on an upgrade it would be too
low for ordinary work. What you had
better make for is preferably a machine
of 5-5 h.p. by the best makers. If, how-
ever, you cannot afford a 5-6 h.p. get a

3^4 h.p. with at least three speeds and a
fairly light but comfortable sidecar.

A Troublesome Clutch.

The clutch of my EUey tricar

has never engaged very sweetly,

and dressings of castor oil have
made it no better, and on one

occasion caused slipping. Lately I

think some engine oil must have worked
into the clutch, as a new trouble has
occurred, namely, diflSculty in getting

the clutch out. I have tried fairiy

copious applications of engine oil, and
this iiiipro\'es things for a short time
and, strangely, does not cause slipping

as the castor oil did, but the slicling

returns very quickly. The clutch is a

cone one, leather lined, and as far as

I can tell is in good condition and amply
large enough—about lOin. diameter over
cone. Can you say what will give sweet
engagement and freedom from sticking
in the cone?—V.P.

You should see that the leather on the
clutch is in good condition, and try
dressing it with collan instead cf castor
oil, which is rather better for this
purpose. Also see that the spring is not
too stiong. It looks to us rather as if

the clutch leather has been burnt. The
sticking may be due to the clutch being
over-dressed, or the bearing on which it

slides may be full of grit. These points
should, therefore, be examined. If the
leather is worn or burnt, a new lining
is not a big item.

Stow Running.

I have recentiv purchased a^ 1913 2J h.p. .single-cylinder. The
^ maihine runs very well on the
_^l open road. I am not, however,

able, when in slow traffic, to
keep it running on high gear, even
w':pn slipping tho clutch, and usually

6x^

have to stop the machine altogether
and wheel it. I use it to go to busi-
ness, and have a good deal of slow
heavy traffic to contend with. I have
bound up the joints of the inlet pipe
with tape to avoid any leakage there.
Under ordinary use, what consumption
of petrol and oil should there be for
this machine? Is boiled oil and red
lead suitable for the screwed joints,

or what should I use ?—Axi'H.i.
It is unfortunate that several efficient

motor cycle carburetters will not allow
the engine to run slowly, but it is so.

If you use an automatic carburetter you
will lose slightly in efficiency, but "the

slow running will be greatly improved.
A 1915 pattern carburetter with pilot jet

device would effect an improvement.
Also, a well-adjusted by-pass fitted to
your present carburetter would be a con-
siderable help. The machine .should do
about 100 miles to the gallon of petrol,
and use oil .at the rate of about half
a pumpful every six miles. The best
preparation for" the joints is Rotary
paste.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c o The Editor.

"A.D.P." (Cambridge).—2i h.p. two-
stroke, two-speed Clyno and 2^ h.p. Levis.
Power and reliability for touring.

"J. P." (.Somerset). — Grade multi
pulley. .Suitability for use with light-
weight in hilly country.

"G.C.H." (Dublin)". — Scott. Hill-
climbing, consumption with petrol and
petrol and paraffin, and general reli-

ability.

"A.C.L." (Yorks).—.Saxon light car.
Reliability, accessibility, hill-climbing,
speed, consumption, and whether magneto
can be fitted.

"H.W.H." (Penketh).—Zenith disc
clutch hub. Durability and efficiency.

"Novice" (Longford).—Big 4 h.p.
Norton. 5-6 h.p. Coventry Excelsior, and
5-6 h.p. Hudge for general sidecar work.
Power on top gear, accessibility, dura-
bility, and consum]ition, also comparison
with twins of similar power.

^s^.

THE ST.-XBLE OF OUR C/iPE PENINSULA CORRESPONDENT. .ARNOLD KEYZER
The photograph shows the first Scott motor bicycle Imported to South .Africa, a 1914 Singer

light car, and a 1914 Scott motor bicycle and sidecar, the body of whicb was built to Mr Keyzer's
design, with collapsible scat .ind suitable tor cairying luggage.
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IT
is interesting to note that the 1915
Norton programure includes a
countershaft chain driven model,
which is not an entirely new one.

but ar old one resuscitated—with, of

course, various improvements incor-

porated. It will be fitted with the

Norton "Big Four" engine, which has
been still further improved for the

coming year. There are three speeds,

and the transmission includes a cushion-

ing device to absorb shock without loss

of power.
The latest 3i h.p. T.T. and 3i h.p.

Brooklands Special models will be built 011

somewhat smaller lines than previously
;

the former has a dropped top tube. The
Brooklands Special will be supplied with

a certificate to the effect that it has
attained over 70 m.p.h. on the track.

A 90 m.p.h. Norton.
We have lately inspected a Norton

" sprint " machine, from which great deeds
are expected. Jlr. J. L. Norton, who
showed us the machine, was confident in

his belief that it will attain a speed of

ninety miles an hour over a short distance,

and mentioned, incidentally, that the firm

were anxious to perform such a feat in the
near future, and thus gain for the Norton
the credit of being the first 500 c.c.

machine to attain such a high rate of

speed. The bore and stroke are of 79 X
100 mm., and outwardly there is no
change in the appearance of the engine
from the standard Norton of these dimen-
sions. Should Mr. Norton's anticipations
be fulfilled, a bigger tank will be sub-
stituted for the torpedo tank fitted, and
D. E. O'Donovan, who is to vide the
machine, will then attempt long distance
records. The usual gear on the Norton
for track work is 3!i to 1, which, it is

1913 NORTON MODELS.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

ALREADY many full descriptions of

1915 models have appeared in these

columns, and as a guide to readers
we give below the dates upon which the
different descriptions appeared

:

Sept. 3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.

,, 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 24 h.p. two-stroke
Singer.

Oct. 1st and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-driven Rex.

,, 8th. Radco and Abingdon.
,, 15th. Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.
,, 22nd. J.A.P. engines, Calthorpe, Lucas dynamo.
,, 29th. Quadrant, Harley - Davidson, Matchless

Racer, Lea-Francis, J.H., and two-stroke
Ariel.

Nov. 5th. Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro, 2} h.p. and 6
h.p. Enfields, Omega, and 4 h.p. A.J.S.

,, 12th. 6 h.p. Humber, Sun VJtesse, and Levis.

,, 19th. Diamond, B.S.A., 6 h.p. twin P. and M.,
Indian, Royal Ruby, Velocette, 6-7 h.p.

Sunbeam, James, Rover, twin-cylinder two-
stroke Premier, and New Hudson.

,, 26th, Rudge, O.K. Junior, Wooler, New Imperial,

J H., Lady's Radco, Wu'fruna, Bradbury,
and Hazlewood.

interesting to note, with 25in. wheels,
will necessitate a speed of over 4,250
r.p.m., ignoring belt and wheel slip.

Each of the new touring models will

be )irovided. as an integral part of the
machine, with means for sidecar attach-
ment.
As showing the attention to detail

given by the makers of the Norton
machines, the filling cap for the tank on
the dropped tube models is a good
example. The filler cap, whilst screwed
down to give a sealed joint, is hin.ged
to prevent loss. Further, both caps are
fitted on to a cone, which brings them
well above the level of the tank, so

facilitating filling and the avoidance of
splashing.

The 1915 Nortons may be obtained
with a straight or "dropped" top tube,

and the makers incidentally point out
that for those who desire large petrol and
oil capacity the straight top tube is,;

lecoiTimended This is

generally appreciated
a point riot

The TT. ' Spimt" Norton on which it is expected to attain a speed of ninety miles an hour.

Showing the method of fixing the Sturmey^'

Archer countershaft three-speed gear to .the

bottom bracket of the Norton.

2ih.p. GRANDEX-FUP.

AN exceedinglv handy little light-

weight is tlie 1915" Grandex-Pup,
which we recently had an oppor-

tunity of inspecting at the

Grandex Co.'s showrooms at 86, Gray's

Inn Road, W.C. The machine is fitted

with the new 2i h.p. Precision engine, the

valves of which are mechanically oper-

ated and vertical instead of horizontal as

formerly, while it may be remembered

that the dog clutch two-speed geaf is

incorporated in the crank case, the change

being operated by means of a pedal. The

machine we saw was not the final model,

and the next batch will be altered in

various details ; for examjjle, instead of

a U.H. magneto the Splitdorf will be

fitted. The niaclrine will be provided

with aluminium footboards, and an im-

proved heel-operated brake with trans-

verse pedal will form jjart of the equip-

ment. The silencer is large, and fitted

with a long exit pipe so that the little

machine should be fairly silent. Either

Druid or Saxon Spring forks may be had

to order.
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to prevent oil being splashed over the
rider's overalls.

Though the Connaught is extremely
low, and has a double top tube (of which
not all lightweights boast), the tank
capacity has not been unduly restricted.

The Connaught is obtainable either with
a two-speed counter-shaft gear or a three-
speed hub gear, whilst the single-geared
model is sold at the modest figure of
£do 10s.

The Grandex " Pup, " which is fitted with a 2 h.p. Precision engine with side by side valves.

The frame possesses a dropped top tube,
while an excellent piece of work is the
bottom bracket, which is in one piece and
brazed directly on to the chain stays. A
Bowden handle-bar is fitted complete with
levers and wires, the latter running inside
the bar and presenting a very neat
appearance. The carburetter is tHe well-
known B. and B. The machine, which is

sold at quite a moderate figure, is well
equipped and turned out with 2in. tyres,

luggage carrier, and metal cased tool-bag.

1913 BROWN MOTOR
CYCLES.

IN
our issue of October 15th (page 437)
we dealt with the Vindec two-stroke
and the interesting and beauiifuUy-
made little engine fitted to the

5i-4 h.p. twin-cylinder Vindec, sold by
Messrs. Brown EroS., Ltd., (5real, Eastern
Street, E.G. We have now been enabled
to see one of these machines in its final

form, and it must be admitted that it

T'

THE CONNAUGHT TWO-
STROKE.

?HE 1915 Connaught is very little

changed in outward appearance,
but many little improvements and
refinements have been incorpor-

ated in the latest model. The front fork
shackles and fixings have been much
strengthened, and as regards the mud-
guards a reinforced strip is used which
renders them much stronger than

\

formerly.
' The engine is practically the same as in

1914, viz., bore and strote 75 x 70 mm.
respectively. The pi.stou has three rings,

,
but the crankshaft is now mounted on
Hoffmann ball bearings, and a shield is

fitted over the release valve

The latest two-stroke Connaught, showing double exhaust pipe and covered-in

release valve.

is ao exceedingly handsome little mount.
The gear supplied is the Armstrong three-

- -^ speed, which in future models will be
supplanted by the Sturmey-Archer. The
twin-cylinder Vindec and the single-

Thc 31 h.p. Brown has been entirely re-designed, and one of the latest specimens for 1915

is shown above. Pivoted sidecar fixing on Ixion machine.

BI
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Tne new 3v-4 h.p. twin-cylmdef Vmdec.

cylinder 05 h.p. Bi-own have certain
things in common ; for example, the neat
aluminium footboards, the excellent mud-
guarding, the glass-topped petrol filler

cap, the substantial back stands, front
stands, and luggage carriers. In both
cases, also, adjustable pulleys and Best
and Lloyd lubricators are supplied.
The 3i h.p. single-cylinder model,

85 mm. x 85 mm., i.s an nld fa\-ou)'ite,

1 iming gear on the

3i-4h.p. V in dec
Observe the eccentric

magneto drive

now brought thoroughly up to date, and
for the first time equipped with a three-

speed hub. Both models are fitted with
comfortable Lycett saddles, and Brown
and Barlow carburetters of the tapered
needle typo. Another point well worthy
of comment is the low saddle position

adopted on the two models.

THE CLYDE.

OUR older readers will remember
tlie Clyde as being one of the first

motor cycles to be fitted with a

magneto. Two models are being
maniifactured for 1915, each with two
different patterns of frame, the one hav-
ing a straight top tube and low build for

English roads, the other being the popu-
lar dropped frame type with S-j-in. ground
clearance for Colonial worlc. In all

models the loop frame, an old feature of

the Clyde, and a very excellent one, as
it makes for great strength, is retained.

The engines fitted are the 4 h.p. single-

cylinder and 6 h.p. twin-cylinder J.A.P.'s,

which are too well-known to require a

detailed description. We illustrate the

twin model on this page. It will be
observed that the drive is by chain

tliroughout, and that the gear box is

fitted below the bottom bracket. This
box contains the Jardine three-speed

gear incorporating a kick-starter, and
operated by a le\er on the top bar, but a

four-speed countershaft gear or three-

speed hub gear and belt can be obtained

to order. The carrier has been
strengthened hi view of the weights
which this fitment is expected to carry

in these days. Druid forks, XL'AU saddle,

B.T.H. magneto, B. and B. carburetter,

and comfortable footboards are standard
fittings. The clutch pedal is on the

right and brake pedal on the left ; the
brake, however, operates on the outside

of a dummy belt rim on the right side

of the machine.

A PILOT JETSENSPRAY
CARBURETTER.

ONE of the most interesting types

of Senspray carburetter is tliat

which is fitted with a pilot jet,

so as to obtain the slowest possible

running from any engine. In its main
features, the new type closely resemhlp.s
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the already well-known standard Senspray
carburetter, but it has one peculiar

difference. This is immediately notice-

able, for the axis on wliich the throttle

and air slides, rotate is vertical instead

of horizontal. Between the body of the

carburetter and the inlet pipe, and slightly

to one side of the main pipe, lies a small

chamber into which the pilot jet projects.

The jet is fed. from the main float

chamber, and on its outer circumference
a screw thread is formed. On this thread
is mounted a small cone with a knurled
edge for finger adjustment, a coil spring
locking it in position when once ' set.

This cone is, of course, an air adjustmentj

The new Senspray carburetter fitted to a

twm Rudge. Note the top feed to float

chamber.

and when lowered allows a large amountij
of air to pass between it and the internalll

face of the afore-mentioned chamber.!
Thus, a very fine adjustment can be|
obtained, and we have seen a large twia-|
cylinder engine kept just ticking overl
for a considerable period without missing]
fire. This new Senspray caxburetter hass
been tested for some time. It will beB
observed from the illustration that the|
petrol feed is to the top of the floati

chamber.

Latest 6 h.p. Clyde which is fitted with Jardine :
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THE NEW BROUGH MODELS.
Horizontally Opposed Engines. Two or Three-speed Gear.

MESSRS. W. E. Brough and Co.,
of Basford, Nottingham, are for

nest year confining their atten-
tion to the horizontally-opposed

twin engine of moderate power. Three
models are made, which differ only in

detail, each having the same power unit.
The bore and stroke of the engine are
70 X 64.5 mm., 497 c.c. The valves have
detachable ports, the exhaust ports being
made with flanges for cooling the e.xhaust
gases. The pistons are light and unbreak-
able, and fitted with three rings. The
valves are placed overhead, provision
lieing made to prevent tliem from falling
into the cylinder in the case of breakage^
The crankshaft is of high tensile steel,
running on roller bearings, having
balanced webs, and carrying an outside
steel flywheel. The lubrication is by
Best and Lloyd drip feed to the crank
case, and a simple method of forcing oil

at high pressure to the adjustable big
end bearings is used. The engine is

hraily H.vcd to the frame by three bolts.

The tourmg model (itted with three-speed hub gej

It is readily removable, but the cylinders
can be detached for cleaning purposes
without removing the engine.
Jlodel H S is fitted with a Brough two-

speed counter-shaft gear operated by dog

Tlie new racuig model horizontal engined Brough

clutches fixed under the engine crank
case, forming one unit with the engine,
and giving ratios in the proportion of 3
to 2. The transmission is by chain from
the engine to the counter-shaft, thence by
John Bull rubber belt to the rear wheel
over an adjustable pulley, which gives a
top gear range of 4 to 6i 10 1. A large
and efficient silencer is supplied, but no
clutch or kick starter is fitted

Model H B is for the most part similar
to that just described, but is fitted with
a Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub, ratios
4, 5i, and 9^ to 1, and handle starter.
The tank capacity of both models is IJ
gallons petrol and three pints of oil. This
machine having a ground clearance of
six inches is suitable for use Overseas.
Model HTT is practically identical

with H S, but is fitted with a specially
selected engine, having light steel pistons,
high compression, and extra lubrication
to the front cylinder. A speed of sixty
five miles per hour is guarant«€d.

ANOTHER LADIES' MOTOR BICYCLE.

A RECENT axloption of the Ivy two-
stroke is the neat open frame
model depicted herewith. The
engine is either the 70 x 70 mm.

or 64 X 70 mm. two-stroke, and single-

geared, two-speed hub, or two-speed
counter-shaft geared models may be
o'utained. The framework is very neat

and strong. A duplex top tube is

employed, between which the tank is

fitted in a manner which gives a most
pleasing appearance The all-important
question of comfort and cleanliness has
been carefully studied, and the wide
guards, the transparent celluloid dress-

guards, and the substantial footboards all

help this ideal without in any way de-
tracting from the appearance. The Ivy
two-stroke does not employ Petroil lubri

cation, but a Best and Lloyd sight feed
drip supplies oil direct to the crankshaft
bearings, so that there is but little chance
of oily vapour blowing b'ack through the
carburetter.

I

Both sides ot the ladies open trame li h.p. Ivy
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SIDECAR MACHINE GUN BATTERIES.
FURTHER OFFICIAL RECOGNITION OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

EVERY DIVISION OF THE ARMY TO HAVE ITS SIDECAR MACHINE GUNS.

The Scott sidecar machine gun battery. One sidecar carries a quick-firing gun ; there is a spare machine ready fitted up for the gun, and

still another carrying ammunition and baggage. (Passed by the Censor.)

A MACHINE gun mounted on a
motor cycle is no new thing

—

one was shown attached to a
Scott bicycle at the Olympia

Show two years ago—but its merits are
now being recognised more than ever
before. Batteries are being formed,
consisting of sixty-four non-commissioned
officers and men, who will be equipped
with quick-firing guns mounted on Scott
and Enfield sidecar machines. Every
division of the Army is to have one
of these motor machine gun batteries.

TJie Times of November 24th con-
tained some interesting notes on the em-
ployment of motor cycle machine guns.
The writer states that he learnt some
interesting details from an officer of the
motor section. " In the opinion of my
informant," he says, "the bicycle is

superior in general utility to the car. A
powerful armoured car fitted with a long
range gun is seriously handicapped by its

very qualities. To carry a weapon of
calibre commensurate- with its size, the
car must be fast and powerful, and
therefore bulky. It is undesirably
visible, and it is miwieldy for the simple
reason that, in the roads of Flanders, it

takes a very appreciable time to turn
round." . . .

Advantages of the Mobile Motor Cycle.

''The motor bicycle, armed with a
smali quick-firing gun, such as is exten-
sively used by the enemy, is a weapon
of apparently much greater possibilities.

It is very small, approaches invisibility
as nearly as can be, and, taking advant-
age of the trees lining every road, can
make long surprise rushes, deliver its

attack, and return in safety." . .

"A clever rider (and marksman) can
do an immense amount of damage in a
leV minutes with one of these machines.
As soon as he reaches his point of attack,
he dismounts and tilts the machine

e6

slightly to the left, bringing the quick-

firing gun into proper position for mani-
pulation. A good man can sweep a

patrol or a transport convoy, and be
mounted and on his way back again at

50 m.p.h., almost before the attacked
party are aware of his existence." . .

r

The writer concludes as follow^'?

"Great Britain builds the best motor
bicycles in the world, and numbers most
of the best riders. A Avell-trained corps

of experienced men, taught to handle a

light machine gun, might well prove an

invaluable addition to our arms."

Practising firing at full speed on the road.
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Frank Cody (son of the late Colonel Cody), who Is driving one of the Scott sidecar machine guns,

and his gunner. {Photograph passed by Censor.)

The New Motor Cycle and Sidecar Battery.

Such a corps, as we have said, is now in

training at Bisley, but the guns will not be
mounted on molof bicycles as 77ie Times
writer appears to imagine, but on the

chassis of sidecars attached to motor
cycles. One man will look after the_ gun
and fire it either from the sidecar or

quickly dismount the tripod and gun and
convey tbeni over ploughed fields or sTtth

like should necessity arise. The batteries

will be attached to the Eoyal Horse
Artillery and Eoyal Field Artillery, the

pay being the same as in these units. A
quick-firing gun on the handle-bar of a
bicycle would be a very unstable arrange-
ment, and render steering difficult,

especially on greasy and damaged roads.

The sidecar is almost, if not quite, .is

mobile and as easily turned in a narrow
roadway; the gun would be ready at a

moment's notice without any preparation,

and a much greater quantity of ammuni-
tion could be carried.

A Coventry Battery.

The idea of a sidecar machine gnn
battery appeals to many sporting motor
cyclists, who have readily offered their

services. Recruiting has been assisted,

too, by the authorities permitting sections

ot friends to work together. The idea of a

Coventry battery occurred to Captain J.

E. Alkin, who' hails from Atlierstone,

and has been appointed commanding
officer of one ot the new batteries,

and he approached Jlr. Geoffrey Smith
(the Editor of T/te Molar Ci/dc and the

honorary secretan,' of the Coventry and
Warwickshire ilotor Club), through Mr.
Victor Eiley, and a splendid response

has been received to the local club's

appeal for recruits. There were thirty-

621

four vacancies, and over seventy applied.

One merjiber, too old to be acceptad,
afterwards sent a cheque for £9 to the
hon. sec. to be spent in comforts for the
men selected. Among the first accepted
Avere J. Cocker (Singer and Triumph
rider), W. A. Davenport (Lea-Francis
rider), C. Allison (Colmore depot), and
J. H. Pountney (Rover). On Monday
the Coventry battery (which is to be
known as the 5th Motor Machine Gun
Battery) left for Bisley, marching
tbrouglr the streets of Coventry headed
by a band. They were given an en-

thusiastic send off. After becoming
proficient in the handling of a machine
gun at Bisley—it is said that a
mechanically-minded man can become an
expert shot in a month—the men will

be sent over to France, and can be
relied upon to give a good account of

themselves.

Some Particulars of the Machines.

A large number of Scott and Enfield
sidecars, to which the quick-firing guns
are attached, are now being delivered.

Their design is well-known to our readers.

The principal features are as follow :

Both machines are fitted with chain drive,
two-speed geais, and twin-cylinder
engines, the Scott engine being a two-
strc.'.ce of 532 c.c. ; the Enfield is fitted

with a 6 h.p. J.A.P. 770 c.c. engine.

That both are well-tried and reliable

machines goes without saying, otherwise
they would not have been selected for

this very important work.
Each motor machine gun battery con-

sists of sixty-four men, though six extra
men are kept in touch. There are six

gun teams, each team having tliree motor
cycles and sidecars—one carrying a gun,
another gun mountings (but without a
gun) to take the place of the former in

case of necessity, and •the third carrying
ammunition and other necessary impedi-
menta. There are six riders of solo

machines in close attendance, who act

mainly as scouts, three mechanics, and
nine car drivers with ammunition, etc.,

making up the total.

We regret to announce that Leonard
A. Filleul, of Jlonkton Combe School,

lias been killed in action.

lai^..

Two aspects of the 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar machine gun which is arranged to fire rearwards.

"7
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Bristol M.C.C. Open Eighteen Hour Trial.

RAIN, MUD, HILLS, AND FOG.

OF the twenty-five entrants for this strenuous event,
which toolc place on Friday and Saturday last, only
three failed to face the starter at the Queen's Hotel,
Clifton, and these were P. Grout, F. C. Wasley, and

Ij. Martin. The first man was sent away at 9 p.m.
to make his way to Porlock, via Cross, Bridgwater, and'
Williton at his own gait. Muddy roads were the order of the
night, but a clear sky compensated somewhat for the adverse
surface.

W. H. Rudge (3i Wolf) and H. W. Walker (2i Douglas)
were among the absentees at the Ship Inn, and A. Stevens
(3^ Zenith) broke a belt on the hili and retired ; but, with
these exceptions, almost everyone arrived safely at the, top
of Lynton Hill. Both Porlock and Lynton liad long stretches
of loose stones, which caused a few dismou'its. A time check
had been arranged at the top of the latter hill, but as the
checker found trouble on the way to his post it was
abandoned in favour of a "control."

The Rain Begins.
The road from Lynton to Launceston produced no very

important incident save that the weather began to break and
heavy rain fell. Eight competitor; were missing at the
Launceston time check, though of these D. Hawkes (8 Victor
c.c), H. Greaves (8 Enfield sc), H. Petty (3^ Brough), W.
McVeggie (3i Brough), and G. E. Radley (3i Burford)
appeared once more at Exeter. The arrival of Hawkes was
particularly welcome, and both his Victor, and Clayden's A.C.
had been running well and made fine ascent.^ of Porlock and
Lynton. Unfortunately, however, the fact that Hawkes
lost his way put him out of the running. The weather con-
ditions were by now awful, and Dartmoor was crossed in
fog and rain. Speed became a matter of impossibility, and
with the exception of George Brough (3^ Brough) and L.
Clayden (A.C.) everyone met his Waterloo, for at Exeter
these two alone checked in within the maximum time limit.

Of these Brough was within the necessary five minutes and

thus still qualified for a gold medal, but Clayden exceeded

the time by two minutes, and had to be content with his

chances of a ".=ilver."

Welcome Daylight.
After 189 miles in the dark and rain, a breakfast halt

of one and a half hours at the Bude Hotel, Exeter, formed

a welcome rest. After this the two once more set out,

followed, after a long interval, by a few of the keenest

competitors, who continued in spite of having lost all chance

of awards. The weather had improved considerably, and

it was a great relief to see daylight once again. There

were still serious hills to be encountered at Sidford and

Lyme Regis, but for those who had safely overcome the

difficulties of the night there was but little fear of failure.

Both checked in on time at Lyme Regis, and after that

there was little of interest in the long and rather dull

route back to Bristol v\d Dorchester, Blandford, Shaftes-

bury, Frome, and Bath. Competitors were obliged to sign

on "at Blandford and Frome, and finally at the Queen's

Hotel once again. Both Brough and Clayden arrived safely

at the finish, and were followed by some nine or ten

enthusiasts, who straggled in at intervals.

Hard=earned Awards.
The highest praise is due to both the medal winners.

Brough's performance is little short of miraculous, for the

darkness, hills, and road surfaces, which were in places

almost a foot deep in grease, were enough to deter the

boldest solo rider and spoil his 20 m.p.h. average. Only
a hardened rider such as George Brough on a really first-

class, machine could have accomplished such a task. Ludlow
Clayden's performance is almost equally meritorious, for,

though he had the advantage of the comfortable little four-

wheeled A.C, it is no child's phiy to bring a light car

,JiH««SI

W. H. Egginton, H. Greavts^, and C. Norrington, all on Enfield sidecars, passing through Lyme Regis.
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Bristol M.C.C. Open Eighteen Hours Trial.—

through, under such circumstances, at an average speed

of 20 m.p.h. The driver is a member of the staff of The
Iright Car., and, though his experience of automobile
engineering is a comprehensive one, he is a newcomer to

competition driving, which renders his performance all the
more meritorious.

NOTES ON THE TRIAL.
!Many eventually lost any chance of an award through

missing the way between Bideford and Exeter. To average
20 m.p.h. up Porlock, down Countisbury, and up Lynton
was asking too much, especially for solo riders. The road
between the top of Porlock and Countisbury was very
treacherous, large patches of unrolled stones being suddenly
encountered without any warning red lights. The greater
part of Countisbury was covered Avith unrolled stones
continuously.

The new three-speed 4 h.p. Douglas with sidecar attached
made its dcbul in this event but unluckily went astray.

Heath and Dudley were riding 1915 Sunbeams, the former
a 6 h.p. and sidecar, and the latter a 3^ h.p. solo. Although
Heath's machine, which was fitted with the new leg guards,
appeared to be geared rather low, it had quite a good turn of

speed, the engine being able to "rev." for miles on end,
without overheating.

During the first part of the route we noticed that the
signposts were in course of being repainted, and wlien we
passed them they were all white. However, this part of the
course was over main roads, so that it did not trouble tiie

competitors very much.

Creak Davies {Ghater-Lea sc.) had a puncture in his side-

car tyre soon after Lynton Hill, and then one of his genei'-

ators burst.

P. Matthews had the misfortune to split the pulley of his

Norton, which, of course, caused his retirement.

We passed Harold Petty (3^ h.p. Brough) stopped just

round the first corner on Porlock and did not see him again.
His machine was fitted with a hand-controlled clutch.

Both Egginton and Greaves w-ere riding 1915 Enfield
sidecar combinations complete with Lucas lighting outfits

and 8 h.p. J.A.P. engines.

The trial accounted for at least one broken frame, to which
a §id.ecar was attached.

Eadley's Bui-ford, which looked very smart, being a brand
new machine, was fitted with handle-bar cCHitroIled clutch,

and climbed both Porlock and Lynton non-stop. This speaks
well for the engine as it had no running in whatever. Un-
fortunately Radley was misdirected by the police in Bideford
together with four or five other riders, which caused them
all to miss the Launceston check.

Phillips and Ball were mounted on three-speed Douglases,
but, unfortunately, lost their way on Dartmoor in the fog.

The trial was undoubtedly a very sporting one, but the
average of 20 m.p.h. was rather too-high for safety in some
places, and a gold medal was considered a 50 to 1 chance
from the outset.

A. Ludlow Clayden's sporting model A.C. looked very
smart indeed. The driver relied solely on his Avon com-
binations on the hills, not using Parsons chains, as might
have been expected.

SURVIVOR OF THE ALL-NIGHT TRIAL IN THE
WEST COUNTRY.

G. Brough (3i h.p. Brough). who was the only competitor to arrive at

Exeter to time.

The 1915 Sunbeam gear box. which is much stronger

than formerly.

AN OPEN TRIAL IN IRELAND.
The committee of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club, at its meeting last week, decided to hold an open
reliability non-stop trial from Dublin to Pioundwood, Co.
Wicklow, on Boxing Day. The conmiittee had also before
it the question of next year's competitive programme,
and after a full discussion of the subject it was decided
that it should be carried out as usual. The committee was
influenced in its decision by the fact that the complete
stoppage of competitions would cause an injury to a big
national industry. The annual dinner of the club will be
held on the 19th Jnst

Accessories and Equipment Issue.

A Special Issue 0} "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
will he published on Thursday next, lOih mst„

devoted to Accessories, Tyres, Clothing, and Equipment

generally.
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SOME NOTES ON GEARING.
Interesting Contrasts between

IT
is customary to speak of a motor cycle as being

geared 4 or 5 to i. This method of stating the

gear ratio is simple and easily understood, but it

is open to one or two objections ; for instance, if it

is required to know the speed which can be attained,

we must also know the number of r.p.m. at which
the engine is running and the diameter of the driving

wheel. These facts having been ascertained, the

speed can easily be calculated from the formula

, D" X (r.p.m.) X sm.p.h. = ^—

!

'- ^
1000 X gear

This formula can also be stated in the following
forms for the purpose of finding the gear or r.p.m. :

D" X (r.p.m.) X ^gear — ^

—

^

the

1000 X (m.p.h.)

tooox {m.p.h.) X gear

D" = diameter of dri\ing wheel in inches.

Example :

r.p.m.

:

, 26 X 2000 X •?

m.p.h. = ^
1000 X 4}-'3

= 36
when the gear is 41^ to I, the wheels 26in., and the
engine turning at 2,000 r.p.m.

In rny opinion a better plan would have been to

state the gears in m.p.h. either at the normal speed
of the engine in question or at a fixed speed of, say,

1,600 r.p.m.; but we have become accustomed to the
other plan now, and probably a change is neither
possible nor desirable.

In many variable gears the reduction is stated to
.be so much per cent. ; this usually means a percentage
reduction in speed thus :

High gear X ioo = low gear x(ioo—x), x being the

J 4- • .. ,
high rrear x 100

reduction m question, or, low gear =—
for example, if the reduction be 50% and the high

^ear 4 to 1, low gear = 4 X 100
= 8, but a 50%

100—50

difference might be taken to mean gears of 4 and 6

to I, which is an addition of 50% to the high gear

ratio. This, however, is not the usual method of

reckoning.

The Case of the Pedal Cycle.

To find the gear of a chain or shaft-driven machine,

multiply the number of teeth in the driven members
togethei and divide the result by the product of the

teeth in the driving members. In the case of a belt-

driven machine it is best to mark the pulley and turn

the driving wheel through one revolution and count the

revolutions of the pulley (the gear will be very slightly

lower than this figure, as the belt will bed lower in

the pulley when the engine is running).

In pedal bicycle practice quite a different, but in

some respects superior, method is adopted. It is cus-

tomary to speak of a bicycle being geared, say, to .

72, which means that it will travel as far at every

complete turn of the pedals as a 72in. wheel will in

one revolution (nearly 19ft.) ; during this time two
power strokes are applied, one with each foot. If

TT is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter and
is equal to 3.1416 approximately.

Power of Humans and Motors.
motor cycle gearing were quoted in the same terms,

we should find that a machine with a 4^ to i gear

ratio and 26in. wheels would be geared to 6, which,

in comparison with a pedal cycle, seems ridiculously

low, but a few moments' consideration will show that

the difference is not quite so marked as it sounds at

first. The cycle travels 727r inches at each complete

revolution of the motor (in this case the rider's feet),

and the motor cycle 6n- inches, but, as before men-
tioned, the cycle receives two power strokes per revo-

lution and the motor bicycle one power stroke per two
revolutions ; therefore, the cycle travels 36!r inches per

,

stroke and the motor cycle i2n- inches. One stroke of

the foot, then, carries the machine three times as far

as one stroke of the motor, provided that a single-

cylinder engine be used.

Human and Mechanical Motors Contrasted.

It may be interesting to carry the comparison a

little further. Not many riders are capable of more
than 20 m.p.h. (at any rate for more than short

periods under favourable conditions) ; to accomplish

this speed the feet must make 92 r.p.m. with a

machine geared, as in our example, to 72, whereas

the motor cycle (gear 4J to i) will attain the same
spe-ed at 1,100 r.p.m.—less than half of what the

engine is easily capable. From this we see that a

cyclist is essentially a low speed motor and a motor

cycle engine a high speed one, and that it is owing

to its speed that the motor cycle engine is able to

develop the remarkable borse-power of which it is

capable. A cyclist, weighing 12 stone, riding a 32 lb.

machine up a hill of i in 10 at 6 m.p.h. exerts

.32 h.p., wind resistance, which is practically nil at

so slow a speed, being ignored; and if the speed be

10 m.p.h. the required horse-power will be .53, and a

man must be a good rider to keep this up for long,

liut a 500 c.c. engine is capable of exerting about ten

times this h.p. for extended periods. Auriga.

Cecil Fnend-Smith, ol the Croydon Special Constabulary, wiio finds

his Douglas very useful for police work in that district. The armlet

denotes he is on duty.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE WAR.
A Wounded Despatch Eider.

R. S. Douglas, a despatch rider, whose
mdiiiit is a Eudge, has just returned
invalided from the Front. Tliis rider

was awarded the Jfedaille ililitaire for

valour- before leaving France, and the

medal was pinned on his breast by
General Dorrien on behalf of the French
Guvernment.

The Canadian Motor Cyclist Corps.

It will be remembered that the first

Canadian cT^ntingent was accompanied by
a I'ction of thirty-two motor cyclists, but

su useful have riders proved, themselves
that the next contingent, though not quite

half the strength of the first, will have no
fewer than 200 riders. The commander of

the motor cycle division will be Major
Denison. and he will direct operations

from a sidecar. A special uniform con-

.sisting of sheepskin-lined Norfolk jackets

has been adopted. The riders are at

present practising over ploughed fields,

ete. . anci snow-covered roads will form
another test as soon as the cold weather
sets in.

Official Praise for Despatch Riders.

In Sir John French's latest despatch

the following paragraph appears, and
though " cyclists " are referred to, it

would seem likely from the description of

the work performed that the remarks
really apply to the motor cyclist despatch
riders

:

_
"I am anxious in this despatch to bring

to Your Lordship's special notice tlie

splendid work which has been done
throughout the camp.iign by the Cyclists

of the Signal Corps.

" Carrying despatches and messages at

all hours of the day and night in every
kind of weather, and often traversing bad
Jioads blocked with transport, they have
been conspicuously succes>ful in maintain-
ing an extraordinary degree of efficiency

in tlie service of communications.

'-Many casualties have occurred in their
auks, but no amount of difficulty or

langer has ever checl'.ed the energy and
iudour which has di.stinguished their
'_'or[>s througliout the Operations."

Croix Rouge Francaise.

; 1 The total amount received in subscrip-

!;ions by the British Ambulance Com-
nittee to the French Red Cross Society
^ now considerably over £16,000. From
ill parts of the Kingdom contributions

md offers of cars continue to be received.

Lest the object for which the fund was
)rgauised should be forgotten, it is per-

laps as well to ijoint out that it is to

nake up the deficiency in the number
)f cars available for ambulance work in

ranee. By this means it is hoped to

ibviate the delay in transport from tlie

ront which has resulted in much suft'er-

ng to the wounded. The fact, more
iver, musT not be overlooked that the
iue held by the French is of such
i.xtreme length and the roads in such
>ad condition at this time of the year,
hat the efforts of those engaged upon
he humane work of removing the
ounded are extremely great, and it

as in many cases temporarily broken

down. All cars offered to the Committee
must, of course satisfy certain standards
in point of size and equipment. The
Committee's appeal is for both cars

and money to run them. For days
past the ' honorary secretaries to the
Committee, Mrs. G. Cecil Baker and
Mr. B. Peyman, have been besieged at

Wimboi'ne House. Arlington Street, Pic-

cadilly, by a large number of generous
persons only too anxious to help.

An Adventurous Night.

A soldier writes from France :
" A

scout attached to our convoy yesterday
had a most adventurous time. Captured
one night—escaped—then stole a Gor-
man's motor bike—and hopped it. The

cylinder blew out and blew him up.

The scout then walked seven miles tc

the English lines. What a picnic !

"

Success of the Motor Cycle.

The Standard says the motor cycle is

dependent on good roads. No one can
say that the roads in the military area
in France are good at the present time.
It would be more correct, therefore, to

say that the motor cycle is, rather, de-
pendent on hard ground, as under certain
conditions it may be even used across
country. There is no doubfr however,
that the motor cycle has, in the words
of our correspondent, " come into its

own," as far as its use in warfare is con-
cerned.

A S^OTT SIDECAR MACHINE GUN IN ACTION.

An article on the subiect of the

Every division of

new motor

the Army
machine

is to have

jun batter,

Its sidecar

,65 IS published i

machine guns.

thiin this issue,

\\
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Dec. 3 4.52 p.m.
„ 5 4.51 „
„ 7 , ... 4.50 „
,. 9 ... ... ... 4.50 „
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SPECIAL FEATURES
SIDECAR MACHINE GUN BATTERIES.

DETACHABLE WHEELS :

Ancient and Modern.

WEST COUNTRY ALL-NIGHT TRIAL.

Overall Suits Wanted.
Any readers who have serviceable khaki-

coloured motor cycle waterproof suits to
spare are requested to send them to Miss
Elizabeth Schofield, Shoebury Cottage,
Shoeburyness, Essex, who will forward
them to' the iJotor Transport Army
Service Corps.

Concert in Aid of Belgian Fund.
The M.C.C. smoking concert in aid of

the Belgian E-elief Fund proved a great
success. The large hall at the Cafe
Monico, London, W., was well iilled with
members and friends, who seemed
thoroughly to enjoy the pictures pro-
vided. Lantern slides embodying adver-
tisements resulted in £21 extra for this
worthy fund. The M.C.C. bore the
expenses. A further concert is to be
held by the same body on December
11th. Tickets, Is. each, may be obtained
from Mr. W. H. Wells,^ 366, Euston
Road, N.W.

How the War Funds Stand.

The totals of the principal war funds,
as enumerated below, stood as under on
Tuesday last ;

£ s. d.

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund 3,983,000

H.R.H. Princess Mary's
Fund to provide Christ-
mas Gifts for Soldiers

and Sailors 107,404
The Queen's Work for

Women Fund ... ' ... 93,428
The Times Fund for Sick
and Wounded ... ... 684,017 8 6

Daily Telegraph Belgian
Relief Fund 75,324 1 11

The Grand Prix of Australia.

The Gra.nd Prix of Australia, organised
by the M.C.C. of Melbourne, proved a
thrilling event. It was held on October
5th over a winding course of fifteen and
a half miles per lap, and nine laps had to

be completed. The road surface was good,
but punctures were frequent, and tyre

trouble was responsible for almost all

the delays. The race was an open event,

but the course slightly favoured light

machines, which equalised matters con-

siderably. E. Meller, the winner, rode
a 2| h.p. Douglas, and put up an excellent
average of 41.3 m.p.h. D. McFarland
came home second, winning the trophy
presented by Milledge Bros. N. Suiden
finished third (Bennett Barkell trophy),
and J. Meller fourth. The course is

known as the Yetholme-Sunny Corner
course.
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Directors' Report.

The statement of accounts of the
Bowden Brake Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Birm-
ingham, shows the net profits for the year
ended August 31st to be £2,458 Is. lid.
as against £1,198 Is. 5d. for last year.
From these profits the directors propose
to pay dividends on the 6% preference
shares, and to place £1,COO on the reserve
fund to cover possible losses caused by
the war.

Military Motor Cyclist's Wedding.
A S.E. motor cyclist, who rides a

Triumph, and is at present serving in

the Home Forces, is to be married
shortly to a young lady rider, who owns
a two-speed Douglas. It will "be a
military motor cyclist's wedding. The
motor cyclist, who hopes to obtain
extended leave, will drive to the church
in uniform. The bride elect will be
attended by another lady rider, and
several motor cyclists will be amongst the
invited guests. The wedding—a quiet

one—will take place at a church in South
London, where the banns have been read
for the first time.

Canadian Motor Cycle Firms.

Despite wartime activities and confu-

sion, the members of the Canadian motor
cycle trade are sticking to business.

Recent issues of the Canada Gazettt, the

official newspaper of the Government,
contain the announcement of the incor-

poration of two companies, which have
been organised for the purpose of manU'
facturing motor cycles or accessories and
supplies. The one is the Essex Motor
Cycle and Machine Co., Ltd., of Essex,

Ontario ; the othei' concern is the Superior
Tube and Accessories, Ltd., Toronto.
The latter firm is to make accessories,

tyres, and parts.

The Essex Co. is one of the first, if

not the first concern to be incorporated
in the Dominion for the express purpose
of turning out motor cycles.

Canadian Motor Cycle Shows.

The motor trades of Canada are facing

a predicament in respect to the holding

of the annual shows in the various cities

early in 1915. The armories and various
public buildings formerly used for the
motor exhibitions are occupied by
Canadian soldiers in training for the
European War, and no structures are

available for show purposes in many
places. On this account the long-estab-

lished annual Toronto show fixture has
already been called off for 1915, but
preliminary arrangements are being made
by the motor cycle dealers of T'oronto

to stage a co-operative and exclusive
motor cycle display in a convenient office

building or warehouse. The Montreal
show is to be held as usual, starting
January 23rd, but it is to be placed in

a large dock warehouse on the river front.

French Roads Impassable for Cars

We have received a postcard fron

Vernon Taylor, on which he says :
" Man;

thanks for sending out The Motor Cycle

I may say it is greatly appreciated. Yoi
cannot understand what the roads ar

like here ; some impassable for cars evei

now."

A Chain-driven Rudge.

In addition to the Rudge models fo

1915, described on pages 593-4 of ou

last issue, a 7-9 h.p. chain-driven machin
with three-speed countershaft gear i

to be added to the range. This newes
design Rudge will not, however, b

ready for delivery until February.

Exports from America.

That the United States motor cyel

industry is feeling the effects of the gret

war is shown by the .4ugust expoi

figures. These indicate that, whereas i

August, 1913, 238 motor cycles wei

exp.)rted, only 185 were exported i

August of this year. This inclines or

to modify one's views on the propose

capture of British Overseas trade by 01

friends across the Atlantic about whic

we have heard so much of late

Horizontal Twins.

Is there anything in the air of the we:

country that afliects the horizontal twir

The most famous producers of that tyj

of engine have their works near Bristo

and now George Bfough, on his 3^ h.]

horizontally opposed twin Brough, is tl

only solo rider to survive the Brist'

M.C.C. trial. In truth, this must ha'

been something to do with the ride

whose feats are already well known, bi

much must be said for the machine, wil

its even impulse and consequent stead

ness and excellent torque. The horizont

twin proved itself some time ago

the success of the little Douglas, but :

time goes on we find more and iiio

manufacturers adopting the design whii

has so satisfactorily proved its worth.

Rear Lights.

..Yet another fatal accident has be^

caused by the absence of properly placi

rear lights on a dray. At the inquc

on the victims, C. Hirst and G. E. Gra

the Coroner made some valuable reiiiar

upon the advisability of having all slff

moving vehicles lighted with an indepe

dent red light iii the Tear, as the Ian

placed in the front of a waggon mig

easily be invisible from behind. ^

have, as our readers know, often urg

this in our columns. The verdict w

one cf 'Accidental death," though I

Coroner had observed " My own idea

that these carters had had far too mn
to drink." The Wal-e/ield Express, co

menting on this, says :
" How many mc

lives must be sacrificed before t

authorities will move it is impossible I

us to estimate."
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The Latest in MUestones.

A unique milestone has been set up
outside a Barnes garage. The distances

marked on this are Berlin 743 miles,

Tipfjerary 323| miles, and a finger post

above directs the way to Potsdam.

Why an Engine Eonks.

The discussion on the subject of

engine konking is being continued with
vigour in our Correspondence columns,
and many and varied are the opinions

of the true cause of the noise ,which
emanates from the engine.

1915 Models.

We continue our descriptions of 1915
model motor cycles in this issue, and
more will be ready in time for our
special Equipment Number to be pub-
lished on Thursday next. Two or three
entirelj' new designs by prominent
makers have still to make their appear-

The Trade in Motor Cycles.

The very fact that practically every
motor cycle manufacturer has produced
a 1915 model motor cycle embodying
improvements as experience dictated

pioves to some extent the amount of

lite in the industry. From several

fpiurters lately we have heard of an
increase in the demand for motor cycles.

.All-British Chiistmas Shopping.

The Union Jack Industries League, the

originators of All-British slioppin" weeks,

announces a national All-British Christmas

shopping campaign, couuiiencing on Mon-
day, Decemlier 7th. This seems to us

mote desirable than usual at the present

time. Shopkeepers wishing to take part

shoidd communicate with the organising

secretary, 79. Fetter Lane, llolborn, E.C.

Motor Cycle Manufacturers and the War.

Those enterprising manufacturers wli'i

have devoted their energies to the appli-

lation of their motor vehicles to warlike

\isps are now reaping their rewards. An
iuticle urging manufacturers to pay atten-

tinii to the possibilities of adapting their

vehicles to ^special uses appeared in this

jniunal on the outlireak of v,-ar—there is

>till room for improvements and further

'xtension of the scheme.

The Bristol M.C.C. 18 Hour Trial.

The Bristol Motor Cycle Club's open
oiuhteen hour trial, which is described in

tliio issue, was a most strenuous affair.

.\part from the appalling surfaces and
M'Tither, tlie route and nature of the trial

re sufficiently arduous to cause many
luilties. All this makes the nerform-

liices ot Brough and Clayden tlie more
meritorious, and it is a curious point that

iiiither of these successful competitors
1' as a local man, though local knowledge
should have been a great advantage.

|3ycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund.

The monthly meeting of the Executive
Committee was held on the 26th ult.,

,.Mr. F. S. Bennett in the chair. The
treasurer's rejiort showed a balance at

|the bank and in hand of £1,517 Os. 8d.

It was felt to be a matter of congratu-
lation that in spite of the very numerous
nd heavy demands on the fund during

the last few months all claims were met
without its being necessary to disturb
investments.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The next meeting will be held on the

9th inst. at Storey's Gate, St. James's
Park, S.W., at 8 p.m., when a paper will

be read entitled " Benzol, Alcohol, and
Mixtures of these Liquids with Petrol as

Fuels for Internal Combustion Engines,"
by Prof. W. Watson, D.Sc, F.R.S. The
paper is the result of some very interest-

ing experiments with mixed fuels recently

carried out by Dr. Watson and liis

assistants, and a card ot invitation to the
meeting may be obtained by those inter-

ested in the subject on application to the
secretary of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, 28, Victoria Street, West-
minster, London, S.W

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Ro.KD Signs for Scotland.—The Scot-

tish offices of the A.A. have recently

arranged for the erection of two much-
needed caution signs on the Strathdon
lload, and also two signs for Eoughpark
village, in the same neighbourhood.
Three direction signs have also been
erected in Perth at the junction ot the

Crieff and Dunkeld roads, which should
be of great assistance to motorists. Four
school signs have been supplied at the
request of the Glasgow Town Council,

and two school signs have been supplied

at the request of the Town Council of

Kothes.
Property Lost by Motorists.—The

A.A. receives every week a number of

articles, such as accessories, tools, lamps,
etc., foimd on the roads. During the
past two or three weeks a noticeable in-

crease has taken place with regard to

the number of articles found, and

although every effort is made to discover
the owners, several still await identifica-
tion by owners. Much of this "treasure
trove ' has evidently been lost by motor
cyclists, several tool kits and belts having
been sent in by the A.A. road patrols.
If any motorist has during the past two
01 three months lost property of this

description, the head offices of the Auto-
mobile Association should be communi-
cated with. The particulars given
should in every case cover a description,
also the road, and dat^ on which the
loss probably occuried. The Association
also invites all motorists, v,'hether

members or not, to notify such losses

as soon as they happen, in case the
articles lost have been found by the
patrols and sent to the A.A Lost Pro-
perty Department.

Trials and Despatch Riders.

There has been a certain amount of

discontent regarding the choice of motor
^vclists for military purposes, as it is

"aid that the services of many experts
have been refused, while certain com-
parative novices have been accepted. If

this be the case, would it not be possible

to hold some kind of eliminating test ?

For instance, any competitor who sur-

vives such a trial as the Bristol M.C.C.
event should surely make a suitable

despatch rider. Eighteen hours of rain

and wind, combined with a long stretch

of darkness, deep mud, exposed country,

and 1 in 4 gradients, are surely as severe

conditions as can be obtained in this

countrj', and Devonshire roads are not

celebrated for excellence of surface in

winter time.

THE BRISTOL M.C.C. EIGHTEEN HOUR TRIAL.

P. B. Phillips and F. G. Ball on Trow Hill. The machines are Douglases.
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Our Overseas, dominions, which are playing sucii an important part in the great war, recognise, as we at home do, the utihty of the motor cycle in

warfare. The eight Precision machines seen in this iUustration are in the service of the Austrahan Defence Department,

Overseas Military Motor Cyclists.

APATEIOTIC firm of Melbourne,
Messrs. A. G. Healing and Com-
pany, presented the Defence De-
partment of Australia with three

of the eight Precision " Big Pom' "

motor cycles shown in the accompanying
illustration, together with an additional
machine as an emergency mount, so that
in the event of any machine being put
out of action a duplicate is available.

Frames, wheels, and tanks are of ."/pecially

heavy construction. It is interesting to

Bote that all the machines are single-

geared. The firm also supplied spares,

tyres, and worksliop equipment to the
value of £100, in order to render the
corps as far as possible independent and
self-contained. Three of the riders chosen
are expert motor cycle mechanics, and
all put in several liours in the factory
before joining, making themselves' con-
versant with every detail.

News from tha Front.

The following are some extracts from a
letter written liome by B. Alan Hill, a
leading competition rider, now in the 4tli

Motor Ambulance Convoy, driving an
Argyll Red Cross ambulance

:

" We are having quite typical Novem-
ber weather—cold, misty mornings and
generally bright days. In a general way
we have to be up at 5.30 and wash and
shave at the pump, but now that things
have slacKened up a bit we are able to

get to bed at 9 p.m. and up at 6 a.m.
I have been lucky the last few days in

having a bed to sleep in. The town is

packed with soldiers, and just at the
moment the chief excitement is watching
fjr aeroplanes coining over.- As soon as

a Taube is sighted the soldiers bang away
at It for all they are worth. Thev have

B1&

also brought a JNIaxim gun to play on
them, but so far I have not been lucky
enough to see one brought down. On
Wednesday I went a journey of about
twenty miles out and twenty back witli

several others of our convoy to get stores.

It was a very interesting ride, thougli
tricky ; the roads are very highly ca^n-

bered and were covered with the tliickest

and slimiest mud I have ever come across.

It was very early when we started, and
in the thick, cold mist we passed hundreds
of poor devils of refugees wandering along,

apparently having been out all night.

Tlie roads were simply packed witli troops
on the march, hundreds of transport
waggons, etc., and w© had a rare job to

keep out of the ditches when passing
them. On our return at one very bad
comer a motor cychst had a bad moment
trying to avoid running into us, and as

he passed I saw it was North, the Ariel
rider. Curiously enough, on this same
day r was hailed by a passing motor
lorry in the town where we are stationed,
and found C. Q. Roberts on board. He
told me he was stationed at a town about
twenty miles away, and that he had that
day' seen Tht Motor Cycle witli G. T.
Gray's portrait in it. and heard that I

was out here. Not half an hour afterwards
who should come walking up the street
but the two Burneys. They only came
tiere three days ago and may be stationed
here for some time, so I hope to see them
again. They seem to have had a very
exciting time since they came out. I

have also met Clarke, the Rudge rider.

The Argyll is a splendid car, but I have
had a lot of tyre trouble and have been
unable to get new tyres. I saw a Humber
ambulance out here. It looked very nice
and quite suitable for the work. Our
chaps were called out a few nights back

miles distant which wai

the Gfermans, and hac

of bringing back som(

om a convent into whicl

liad fallen. Some of thi

killed outright and sonii

ms shattered. I am ii

myself."

to a town some
being shelled by
the ghastly job
poor little kids fr

some of the shells

kiddies had been
had legs and ar
tip-top condition

The. Awful Pave.

A motor cyclist writing from the Fron
eays :

" Tlie pari here is awful. On.

does a skating-rink touch most of tb

time. We are all dreading the winter

I sliall have to start canvassing fo]

woolly garments to keep myself fr-onij

perishing."

Club Roll of Honour.

E.'B. Howe Bruce, A. C. Carlow,' Pi
Gi-osset, Wm. Walker, and PetcT
Cameron, all members of the Leven ami
Port of Fife Motor Cycling Club, arl

now serving as despatch riders witl'

H.M. Forces. Mr. Cameron, who joinei

the R.E., left -for France last - week

while tlie others are members of th

Motor Cyclist Section of the Highlaii'

Cyclist Battalion. jNIr. Bruce (who is

son of Sir Charles Bruce, Bart., and

descendant of Robert the Bruce) and ili

\\^alker have been promoted to heutei:

ancies.

0. M. Baldwin, who lias raced

numerous occasions on Brooklands TraclJ

on Bat and Matchless machines,
joined the Army Service Corps Motel

Transport Section as a driver^ and hoW]
tlie rank of corporal.

A. B. Wade, the well-known ZenitJ

competition rider, is in France, driviuj

a 25 h.p. Vauxhall car used by officei|

in the A.S.C.
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TALES FROM THE FRONT.
THESE little adventures of despatch

riders—D.R.'s, as they are called

in military language—occurred be-
tween the dates of August 14th

and September 11th, covering the period
up to the triumphant battle of the
Jlarne.

During the march from Havre to the
Rest Camp in the heavy rain, one of the
participants relates that "motor cyclists

strewed the ditches and hedn;es with
spanners, sparking plugs, and their own
persons, but from three o'clock till eight
llicre flowed a damp, muddy, but still

hopeful, stream into the camp, only to
find a marsh with tents on it and not a
diy spot anywhere."

At Landrecies news of the first casual-
ties came to hand, which included two
despatch riders shot in mistake by French
patrols. Another motor cyclist was hurt
through coming into violent contact with
a gun.

A Tale from Belgium.
This evening crowds of refugees began

to arrive in a straggling stream, present-
ing one of the most pathetic sights
imaginable. They had many extraordi-
nary tales to tell, and, among other
things, related with great gusto a tale
of two despatch riders who turned and
rode for safety through a squadron of
hostile cavalry.

^
During the first taste of rain the evolu-

tions of lorries and D.E.'s on the slimy
•pavi were most amusing to those not
directly concerned. Later on, a D.K.
arrived with a bullet hole neatly drilled
through his haversack and another along
the front of his overcoat. It turned out
to be only the friendly attentions of the
English sentries, but it had the effect of
making one D.R. at least say "Friend"
to every bush he saw for some time to
come.

Experientia Docet.
Once a group of D.R.'s enlivened the

somewhat gloomy proceedings by mound-
ing four of themselves with one shot in

attempting to see how a rifle worked.
Experience so gained should be valuable,
though the cost was rather higli.

A signal office was opened in the post
office, which had a back garden, with
apples ripe and a stream ready to wash
and shave in.

An Alarm.
Great excitement was raised by a

despatcli rider reporting the proximity
of a body of Uhlans. All the signal office

turned out with rifles, and some of tlie

clerks formed an outpost west of the
town. Great amusement was caused by
the triumpliant look on the faces of two
Tommies wlio emerged from a house with
two bottles of furniture polish under each
arm in mistake for wine. On tliis day
one of our corporals was sent out with "a

despatch and has not since been heard ol

The Major has a Narrow Escape.
Here Major had a narrow escape

through a motor cycle stand becoming
booked up in a tree off the roof of a lorry
and catching the wind screen of his car as
he passed under it. However, beyond
broken glass, no damage was done.
The morning was made noteworthy for

thp D.R.'s by a parade before General

, who thanked them and compli-

mented them on their services during the
trying days of the retirement.

IN THE WAR ZONE.

WE recently had an interesting

letter from a rider now holding
the rank of second lieutenant
in the Army Service Corps,

who has had considerable motor cycle
experience both in this country and
on the Continent. He says, " We want
stronger front forks, mudproof brakes,
paddle off starting, a perfect clutch,

engines w'hicli run more coolly at slow
speeds, and no hub gears." He uses a
T.T. Doiigla^s, as it is the only machine
w-hich can be paddled off from cold, will

travel five miles an hour, and yet is

capable of a good speed. He also says,
" It takes some good rider to patrol a
convoy c» marche on some of the roads
and to come out alive. Roads and
weather ! Censor would not pass my
language. Awful. Most of the machines
out here have practically free exhausts,
which, T think, is a great mistake, and
then we have Klaxons fitted on our
macliines as well !

"

ANOTHER LETTER FROM
THE FRONT.

WE give below a couple of extracts
from a letter written by Lance-
Corporal S. A. Rowlandson to
Mr. Pugh, of Rudge-Whit-

worth, Ltd. :

" Early this morning my bicycle did
double service on important duty. I had
a despatch for headquarters, twenty miles
away. On the way I met a despatch
rider w'ith three very important messages
for various divisions. The roads were
swilling with mud, and it was raining
hard ; his magneto had given out. I took
over Ills messages with my own despatch,
left him to his troubles, and delivered all

despatches. On the way back gave him
liis receipts and returned to the camp in
two hours with my reply, and v.-as

thanked by the captain. . . .

" Ihi Thiir.sday last I .'aw Lord Roberts.
He died at a village, but was no doubt
happy, because, at the parts he had
visited, our troops wei'e doing well, and
patting the Germans to the lun. The
news in our quarter is very good, and a
few davs wiU see a change in the Front
from what we see and hear.

" We have been quartered in some
curious places—by the roadside, in parks,
woods, and are now at a chalet, which is

a very old building, with a distillery

attaclied ; w-e sleep in a loft. Tlie con-
voy is very complete, and the workshops,
with a very competent staff, undertake
almost any job that comes along. Our
officers are a fine lot.

—

Sidney A. Row-
LAKDSOX."

CAVALRY OR MOTOR
CYCLISTS.

ONLY a couple of weeks ago a
well-known motor cyclist, who is

now serving his country at the
front, and who, by the way,

was recently mentioned in despatches,
wrote to us and said : " The motor
cvcle has now come into its own."

It has truly done so with a vengeance.
Daily newspapers, which a few yea-rs ago
either ignored or reviled the motor cycle,
now give a considerable portion of their
space to the doings of our gallant riders
at the front, and write in glowing terms
of the utility of the machines in carrying
out the duties allotted to them. In The
Evening Standard the other night we
read the following words :

" A French
cavalry officer returned from the front
has been expressing his doubts as to the
use of cavalry. He thinks it wiU die out
as a fighting force and be replaced by
motor cyclists I"

At the present stage of the movement
it is not so surprising that a daily paper
should condescend even to mention the
motor cycle in its ordinary columns, as
that a French military oflicer should go
to the length of praising that vehicle.
France was undoubtedly the pioneer
country in all things automobile, but until
the last few years she has practically for-
gotten the motor cycle, which owed so
much to her in its early days. Even as
late as this summer France did not take
the motor cycle seriously, and that she
has done so now is, without doubt, due
to "our contemptible little army" and
its equipment. It is hard for a mere
civilian to comment on military matters,
but, keen as we are on the motor cycle,
we cannot see how this handy little
vehicle is going to replace cavalry.
Intelligence and despatch work can well
be carried out by motor cycle, but we
fail to see how the cavalry charge can
be supplanted by its means, and it seems
that this form of attack is not yet out
of date. However, the French officer just
referred to is delightfully enthusiastic.
"Motor cyclists," he says, "will be sub-
stitutes (for cavalry) to a great extent in
European warfare, and their value is not
yet appreciated. Before the end of the
war in the French army, and the British,
too, there will be ten times the number
there are at present, and I am not
exaggerating a bit in this."

fcia-J«i4>'

Operating levers of the new Lea-Fiancis

t!".ree-speed gear.

BIJ
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should ba addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

A Silent Machine.
Sir,—in your excellent joui'nal I take delight. Never

do I every Thursday fail to purchase one copy, and I think
Mr. Davies, in his recent article, hit the nail on the head
in many things. To me it seems there have been improve-
in one regard there is much to be said. I mean that I
wish for an engine quite silent, if possible. In this so
beautiful country where I ride, in May and June the birds
sing divinely, and all of Nature is one big heavenly choir

;

but always I have to stop the machine to listen. To go so
noisily—bang, bang, pop, pop—through scenes so entrancing,
it is not nice—it is desecrating. Often have I wished for
an electric cycle, and my little friend I do not think it is
more noisy at all than those whom I meet. I hope some
day to find an engine more silent. LOUIS HALCET.

Sir,—I have read in Thf. Motor Cycle the excellent letter
to the trade, written by Mr. B. H. Davies, but I notice that
the writer has missed out something of great importance, and
something which I, as a rider of a motor cycle, have long
wished for—a silent machine.

I am sure that I am not the only motor cyclist who pictures
in his mind a powerful yet quiet engine. The village in
which I live is a quiet place (or rather it was until I bought
my motor bicycle), and if I am out late at night suddenly
the villagers are awakened by what sounds like a 60 h.p.
aeroplane descending in the middle of the village. But no

—

it is only me attempting to sneak quietly home on my fussy
little lightweight L.W.L.

Removing Flywheels.
Sir,—In your issue of November 25th I saw a request

from "H.A.C." for a tip for removing the flywheel of a
Douglas motor cycle. This is a very simple matter for
two people. First remove the nut, then let the operator
take a heavy hammer in his right hand and with his left
hand pull the edge of the flywheel towards himself, getting
his friend to pull the other side of the flywheel in. the same
direction, i.e., as though they were both trying to pull the
flywheel off the crankshaft; with his free hand his friend
must steady the machine. The operator must then hit the
end of the crankshaft with a blow that may best be
described as a steady pushing bump ; the flywheel should
come oft immediately, and the machine tend to topple over
away from the operator.

The points to notice are, as the end of the shaft is

rounded, if the blow is hit perfectly square and the hammer
used is of the right weight (I personally use the back of an
axe with the head about 3 lb. weight), no damage can be
done to the crankshaft ; if a light hammer is used the end
of the crankshaft will be riveted up, but if a hammer of
the proper weight is used it will push the crankshaft right
out of the flywheel, and, of course, it is obvious that the
hammer must be heavy enough to shift the whole machine
a little. The operator will be surprised how light a blow
is really necessary, provided the blow is of the right
character and delivered perfectly square against the pressure
of the two hands tending to pull the flywheel off.

H. P. FISHER.

What are Ideal Handle-bars?
Sir,—I note with interest the discussion on the above

question in your columns. Unfortunately, I think a good
deal of misunderstanding exists on this point. The rider
who adopts a pair of handle-bars in any way resembling
T.T. pattern is at once put down by bigoted people as a
dangerous person whose sole object is to dash blindly and

wildly round corners, to the danger of himself and every-

body else, with the desire to be taken for a Brooklandg
crack .' That this may be the fact in certain cases is no
reason why the type of bars should be condemned, but rather

the rider. I have personally progressed from the type of

bars that almost poke into the middle of one's anatomy,
through various shapes, to a pair of short bars having a

width of 28in. and a fairly forward position, and I can

emphatically say they are much more comfortable and give

a greater feeling of security than any I have had previously.

For ordinary touring work I should favour a pair of bars

about 28in. wide, with grips about the height of the top

of the saddle, and fairly short in length ; but this latter

point depends entirely on the design of frame of machine
and the stature of the rider. It is of interest to note that,

year by year, the standard touring bars as fitted by makers
are getting shorter and wider. With a forward position

and using rear tootrests, on a long ride the freedom from
backache is most marked. One never hears of a rider with
T.T. or semi-T.T bars clamouring for a back rest, as he

never feels the need for one. Without doubt, the wide bars

tend to a feeling of much better control and consequent

security.. On some machines where handle-bar vibration is

much felt this may be considerably reduced by the use of

jin. diameter bars.

I think that " Sure and Steady " is taking a somewhat
narrow-minded view of the question, his opinion appearing

to be largely founded on prejudice. It is not improbable

that the reckless speed-burst maniac—much as we regret

him—with T.T. bars is safer in an emergency at forty miles

an hour than the man with long, narrow bars at twenty-

five miles an hour.

The same prejudice exists in the case of the "racing

hehnet," so called! This type of headgear is neat, ex-

tremely comfortable, warm, and, above all, keeps the head

clean from dust and dirt, and yet, for some reason or other,

it is supposed to savour of excessive speed, and is thus

banned ! W.M.

Why an Engine Konks.
Sir,—I have noted with much interest the resurrection of

this question. Konking, I feel sure, is caused by a loose

piston only. This is very easily proved, and is not the

difficult or abstruse problem which some people imagine.

With a motor cycle engine which has a loose piston, on

half throttle a tapping is heard, and as the throttle is

opened on a hill, so that the full load comes on the engine,

it will be heard that this tap gradually changes into a

konk or "pink," or whatever one wishes to term it. It

is so easy to hear the gradual change from the knock to

the konk that there can be no mistake about it, and, more-

over, it very thick oil is used and plenty of it, and while

the engine is cold, there will be no konk ; but the moment
the oil has been reduced to the consistency of paraffin from
heat, konking begins, as the surface between the piston

and -the cylinder is then to a certain extent unlubricated.

The water knock, which one of your contributors mentions,

has nothing to do with the subject, water being incom-

pressible, and cannot be compared with the action of gas.

The big end or the small end also has no bearing on the

konk : it is simply a matter of the piston and the cylinder,

and it a piston is made sufficiently tight, really too tight

for hard work, it will be impossible to make it konk.
A simple proof is to take a twin with one piston a loose

fit, the other one tight ; it will then be only possible to

make one cylinder konk, which I think should prove beyond
all doubt as to the cause, and this is the test that I have
made. OSBORNE DE LISSA.
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Sir,—I should like to be allowed to criticise the article
which appeared in The Motor OycU on November 5tli.

In the first place, as you point out in an editorial on the
subject, tlie wrfter's arguments largely lose weight because
the vast majority of motor cycle engines have the valves at
the side and not back or front. Consequently, angularity of
the connecting rod would not put all the piston clearance on
the side opposite the sparking plug.

But, apart from this, it is surely a rather far-fetched idea
to think that the rise in pressure ema.na.ting from one side
of the combustion chamber can put any side thrust on the
piston ! We learn that " action and reaction are equal and
opposite" ; consequently, wherever tlie high pressure gases
come in contact with the restraining walls there is an equal
and opposite restraining force, and the direction of this force
is perpendicular to the surface under consideration. So I
maintain that, no matter where the plug is, the direction
of the pressure on the piston is perpendicular to the surface
exposed to it. If the piston over-ran the port there certainly
would be a side thrust set up, but this is never the case in a
properly designed petrol engine.
Again, he says, "if the piston is too high up in the

cyhnder when the gas is fired, either through the ignition
being too far advanced or pre-ignition," etc. Now, surely,

f- if the ignition were too far advanced the piston would be
too low in the cylinder?

I am quite open to admit that too much piston cleai-acce
gives rise to a noise—known as " piston tap —and that this
is due to the piston being rocked bv the angularity of the
connecting rod. But the p.xplosion h,-is nothing to do" with it,

ejccept in so far as it causes tlie connecting rod 10 push the
piston against the opposite cylinder wall. Yet this is not a
"konk." Indeed, one can rarely hear it except on an other-
wise quiet engine. Also, I do not see that this theory accounts
for a dirty engine's greater liability to make the noise. The
word "pre-ignition" is, I think, very much abused. It surely
is intended to apply to ignition w'hicli is spontaneous anil
takes place before the spark occurs. If this is the sole cause
of konking, why does retarding the spark stop it at once?

I think the writer is on tlie wrong track altogether. I
have known an engine kunk violently when hot, and yet the
piston was as tight as it dare be fitted. My theory of konk-
ing is that it is due to the suddenneso of the rise of pressure.
The cylinder walls, even when clean, and even in a water-
cooled engine, may be at a dull red heat, just skin deep,
when konking starts, and the combustion, once started by
the plug, is so assisted by these hot walls, that it ceases to be
a "combustion" and becomes a "detonation." Then, the
spark being advanced, means that tlie piston is still rieicg
when this occurs, and "meets" the detonation, canting the
konk. Retarding the spark mitigates it because the piston i.s

then running away from the source of pressure. Also closing
the air lever stops the noise because the enriched charge
burns more slowly and the detonating effect ceases.

Also, in my opinion, pocketed plugs help konking, because
then the combustion is started by a spurt of flame from the
pocket into the main charge, causing detonation.
There has been a good deal of correspondence in the motor

papers lately about tlie Knight engine's freedom from "pink-
ing." This may be partly 5ue to the hemispherical shape of
the combustion chambers; but, in my opinion, it is to be
attributed chiefly to a low compression ratio, and aho to
leakage past the sleeves lowering the compression still

further. NORMAN II. WALKER.

Sir,— I should like, if I may, to offer a few points of
criticism on the interesting article by your 'Contributor, Mr.
0. AVatcliorn, in your issue of the 5th iiist. Opinions as to
the exact cause of the phenomena differ widely, and your
correspondent's boldness in asserting that it is" due to" the
abnormal pressure produced in the cylinder by pre-ignition,
causing the piston to rock to the extent of the clearance space
between it and the cylinder, is commendable.
Small two-stroke marine engines, known as outboard

motors, are designed to reverse by over-advancing the point
ot ignition, this causing them to fire early, kick back, and
continue to run in the opposite direction of rotation. These
engines invariably give one severe konk when the spark
occMs just before the end of the compression stroke on which
they reverse. Now, this konk cannot be due .to the piston
moving across the cylinder, as the crank pin during the time
of firing back has not passed the dead centre, or, in other

6?r

words, the connecting rod has not reversed its angularity,
and, consequently, the piston is still pressed s gainst the
same side of the cylinder wall. This is illustrated by the
diagram fig. 1.

It wiU, however, perhaps be of interest to see what effect

an increase of pressure, which it is agi'eed accompanies
pre-ignition, has on the reaction of the piston against the

cylinder wall. For this purpose let us take the case of a

cylinder 85 mm. bore and a normal maximum explosion

pressure of 200 lb. per scjuare inch, which is a. fair average
(maximum). We will also assume a maximum pressure caused
by pre-ignition, stated by your contributor tO be 300 lb. per
square inch.

Now, the angle of the connecting rod ai which the piston

changes over from fig. 1 to fig. 2 we will take as 5°. The
value of this angle is probably an excessive figure, but this

will over rather than under estimate our difference in piston

pressure on the cylinder wall. Taking the area of the piston,

85 mm. = 8.79 square inches, which, multiplied by a normal
maximum explosion pressure of 200 lb. per square inch= 1,758
lb. pressure acting vertically downwards on the piston as in

fig. 2. With a pre-ignition, or abnoruial pressure, of 300 lb.

per square inch, the total downward pressure on the piston

will be 8.79 square inches multiplied by 500 = 2,657 lb., as

also shown in fig. 2. The angle of the connecting rod being

Fig. 1.—Illustrates the positions ot the connecting rod and piston

when reversing a two-stroke engine by intentional pre-ignition, this

being also the position in which the engine konks.

Fig. 2.—Shows the increase o( the pressure of the piston against the

cylinder wall caused by an increase of explosion pressure due to

pre-ignition.

5°, then the resultant pressure on the cylinder wall with the

normal explosion will be tan 5^ x 1,758 = 153 lb., acting

outwardly on the cylinder wall. With the abnormal pre-

ignition pressure the resultant pressure on the cylinder wall
will be tan 5° X 2,657 = 250 lb. Now, the question arises,

is the extra 77 11). acting through the distance of the piston

clearance (usually about four-thousandths of an inch, but
varying with different engines) sufficient to account for the

faraihar violent konking when a normal pressure of 153 lb.

causes no appreciable noise at all? I thinic not. To sum up.

(1.) Konking does not appear to take place after the

piston has reached the end of the stroke, and, therefore,

cannot be due to the piston crossing over the cylinder.

(2.) An engine will konk or pink with a piston rigidly

fixed (transversely) as in some types of large gas c-ngines.

(5.) Konking occurs in reversing a small two-stroke engine
by pre-ignition when the piston does not reach the end of

the stroke.

(4.) Pre-ignition does not appear to increase the pressure
00 the cylinder wall sufficiently over tlie normal to account
for the noise of konking.
Of course, these notes are not intended to give a settlement

to the problem, and are open to criticism, but they are

penned in the hope that they may give interesting points for

thought on what is undoubtedly an interesting subject.

HORACE H. SMITH.
[Lack of space has compelled us to cut out certain portions of

this letter, but the points deleted have been already dealt

with by other correspondents.

—

Ed.)

B^3
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Sir,—In reading Arough Mr. Watchorn's article on " Why
kn Engine Konlcs " (November 5th, 1914), probably the
explanation which he gives may seem very good, but it

would be just as well to go rather further into the matter.
Taking figs. 1 and 2, the direction of rotation of the

engine and position of the valve pockets, and consequently
the sparking plug, are quite right for the average 20 h.p.

car engine, and in such a case no doubt some slight amount
of noise maij be caused as described. In the average air-

cooled motor cycle engine, however, the relative position
is different, and the thrust of the connecting rod does not
help to throw the piston over in the same direction as it

would be thrown by the explosive force. From this point
it could be argued that a motor cycle engine should not konk
or pink as soon as a car engine, which is hardly the exact
case, I am afraid

Further, following this line of argument, if the sparking
plug is moved to the centre of the cylinder in either the
T or T-headed type the konking should be diminished, but
from some trials made in 1906 with an 80x90 mm. four-
cylinder White and Poppe engine no difference could be
found in this respect.
Taking the matter still further, and

considering an engine with valves and
plug on the opposite side to that shown
in figs, 1 and 2 (page fc03), then the
explosive force, if it has any action at
all on the movement of the piston,
would tend to reduce the konking, as
it would act against the side thrust of
the connecting rod and bring about
better conditions than those given for

the cylinder with hemispherical head.
I am afraid that, in view of the con-

clusion to which Mr. Watchorn's argu-
ment has now been brought, it will

hardly satisfy one who really wishes to
know what causes the konking. A
favourite question among motorists a
few years ago was. When an engine
knocks, what knocks? Up to the pre-
sent I have never heard a really satis-
factory answer.

J. MILNE, JuN.

of a penny, or something over a farthing per mile. Ot

course, if one adds licences and depreciation, the cost goes .up

materially, but the above is my actual outlay on locomotion.

I found that by keeping down to about 25 m.p.h. I lessened

the petrol bill materially ; but the main economy lies in the

fact that I look after the machine myself and that, though

I use, I do not abuse it. I have been sufficiently long at

the job to know something of what metal and other materials

will stand., and, to save myself trouble and expense, I handle

the machine, as far as possible, as if it were a living thing

and had feelings. The machine is still practically as good

as new, and, indeed, it should be after suck a small mileage

as 5,200. GEORGE A. MACKAY.

A Powerful Two-stroke.

Sir,—Several motorists
" Power of Two-strokes,
interesting reading,

I invested in

holiday in July,

lately

and
have been writing on the

their remarks have been

a Regal-Peco
and wondered

soon got

only two days before my
how I should fare, but I

into the running of ttie

engine, and reached the Isle of Wight
comfortably in the day. After a

week there, I returned to Birmingham
and went on to Blackpool, and from
there paid a flying visit to Ambleside
with a friend on the carrier. I rarely

had to drop into bottom gear. The
Peco had a rare test on a vile stretch

of by-road from Ambleside to Hawks-
head. Not only was the gradient
severe, but the surface was atrocious
in places, yet we climbed to the top

Running Costs.

Sir,— In Th& Motor Ci/ch of 22nd
October I observed a letJter giving a
rider's experience of the cost of running
a Douglas motor cycle over a distance
of 5,400 miles. As I have used a
Douglas 2| h.p almost since the intro-

duction ot this machine I found the
letter very interesting, but my experi-
ence as to running expenses does not
coincide with that of your corre-
spondent. Perhaps the fact that I am
Scotch accounts for some part of the
economy ; but, probably, my knowledge
of the Douglas machine is a more
potent factor than nationality. Let
me give you my experience of my present machine, which
I obtained in June, 1912.
- In 1912 I covered 1,500 miles, in 1913 2,500 miles, this
year 1,200 miles, making an aggregate of 5,200 miles. I

also use a car, which keeps down my mileage with the motor
cycle. Petrol works out at almost exactly 100 miles to the
gallon. It haa cost me £4 for the distance traversed. Of
lubricant I have used tour gallons, costing 8s. (i.e., 2s. per
gallon). After 4,000 miles the chain to <;ounter-shaft broke,
and a new chain cost 3s. 5d. After 1,000 miles the back
tyre sustained a severe cut. I obtained a new Hutchinson
cover at a cost of 25s. and vulcanised the cut one. The
Hutchinson cover is still going strong, and I have the
repaired cover in reserve. I am still using the original belt,

but it is getting a bit decadent now, and I always carry a
spare when I go off on a long journey. Renewals consist

of -a fork spring. Is., and a hub bearing cone, Is. I had a
fall and smashed a footboard ; renewal cost 4s. Altogether,
my expenses, exclusive of licences, have been : Petrol, £4

;

luoricant, 8s. ; cover, £1 5s. ; chain, 3s. 5d. ; renewals, 6s.
;

total, £6 2s. 6d. ; which, divided by 5,200, works out at .28

B24

A two-stroke Regal

Peco owned by A. A
Smith, who recount'^

his experiences on

this page. hiset

bird's-eye view ot

Clent, a pretty spot

near Birmingham
The small portion o

the road to the right

of the houses
(between the two larqc

trees) is the beginnin.;

of the donkey track

also the steepest.

without a hitch, the engine showmg no sign of over*-

heating. I covered 800 miles in my fortnight—not bad

for a novice.

Three months ago I purchased a sidecar cheap, but it is

not a light one. On this I have brought four (three adults

and a boy of eleven) up Mucklow Hill, Halesowen. I

dropped into bottom gear (about 12 to 1) for this climb,

and the roaring burr r-r of the engine was good to hear,

"rhe load would be at least 35 stone. I have also climbed

Weatheroak Hill with a 10 stone passenger, and this hill

is steeper than Mucklow.
Reading a little while ago of an A.J.S. rider climbing

solo the donkey track up Clent Hills on his 2| h.p., I

decided to have a go with the sidecar and passenger ; and .

although the donkey road was greasy, owing to ram, we

got up on bottom gear, despite the wheels slipping a

good deal.

Of course, when out solo, it is only rarely I have to drop

into middle ' gear. .JIucklow Hill, for instance, I climb

easily on top. A. A. SMITH.
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8 Second-hand Machines
At Greatly Reduced Prices
Here you have a wide choice for the selection of your next

machine, and an excellent opportunity to economise on price.

You can purchase any one of these reliable machines -- one-fifth

of the price as deposit, and the balance in 12 monthly instalments.

ON THE BALANCE ONLY we charge 21%

I9l4 2HP-CaltliorpeJnr., «„„ -^
2-speed.only run 100 miles ^faifci Iv

l9i3 3n.p.T.T. Rudge, onn-ifi
just overhauled by makers Attdl iU

1914 3^ h.p. Scott, used for demon-

stration purposes; only run n nn
about 600 miles XD«J

1914 8 h.p. Martm-Jap, 3-speed, run

2,000 miles. Complete with lamp IJ /I C
and generator, horn, speedometer. *• »»'

1913 3i h.p. 3-speed New Hudson
Combination, with coach-built O PC
Montgomery sidecar A>«J«J

1914 6 h.p. 2-speed Matchless Com-
bination, Chain Drive, fitted with

Matchless cane sidecar . .

.

£45

£60

1914 2\ h.p. 2-speed single-cyl. F.N.

:

slightly store-soiled, never been on the

road. Usual price, £49
To clear

1914 7 h.p. 3-speed four-cyl. F.N ;

slightly store-soiled, never been on the

road, would make excellent sidecar

machine. Usual price, £78 nrjn
To clear A»i O

SELFRIDGE'S
MOTOR DEPARTMENT
Selfrldge <& Co., Ltd., Oxford St., London, W

WIDE

OVERSEAS RIDERS SHOULD WRITE TO-DAY
FOR OUR ART BOOK THAT TELLS ALL ABOUT IT.

The S'dccar of exceptionally perfect desi^'n and patented construction,
which iLMves the most satisfactory results on the roughest roads and under
the severest ridins conditions met with overseas.

THE COACH-BUILT SIDECAR UNEQUALLED FOR SMART APPEAR-
ANCE, LUXURIOUS SEATING, SAFE LOW TRAVELLING POSITION,
PATENT UNBREAKABLE CHASSIS, PERFECT VIBRATIONLESS
SUSPENSION AND SPRINGING.

PRICES £10 10 O ±0 £16 16 O
OF DE.\LERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, OR DIRECT FRO.Nt

MEAD & DEAKIN, l',ir,^:^)t^U''\'^:^:

MILLENNIU
TOOLS M

SAVE TIME AND EXPENSE.

7/6

'MILLENNIUM' UNIVERSAL
VALVE TRUER.

For trilini: ')lHt^nl,.^ on tlie liuads of

motor vftlVL.H. DmTS the woik as well
)u a latlie. itnd In Ir^i

tlmo. I'UICE • . .

'MILLENNIUM

MAGNETO

TIMING

WHEEL

PULLER.

For hecpiiii! ilie ensino inorerly
tuned. Thi.s tool is ftxcL-odlnuIy liaiidy

to iifte ami can Ikj worlttd 111 C /C
verycoiiftnL-dspat-ei. THICE i*/

v

'MILLENNIUM- PARALLEL

VALVE SPRING LIFTER.

I>oes not l)Ond llio viilvo Ktom. Enny
tons,.. .MridOdt l)f>tateol A /Ck
Btanii.lim. PIUCE ..'*/£»

'MILLENNIUM

MOTOR CYCLE'

PULLEY

DRAWER.

Enaliles tlie iiiilU-y<

of Motor Itieycl(j< 10 bo roniovcd
without iliimnciiii: tlio motors I-'ita

iirnctU-nHy nil imlloyfl Uam
a-C in, diamoter. J'UICJi • .8/-

H'Knt TO-DAY hOh ILLUSTR/IIEU PRICE LIST.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIMITED,
Albion Works, Braintree, Essex.
Lood'io: 12 Mortimer St VV Coventry: iTiory House. I'rioryst.

In answering tlicse adi-ertiseinents it is desirubli; to iiuiilion " Tlir Mulor t'ljilr.' A17
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS^
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted

Series discounts and special terms to regulai

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee'

to the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offlces oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUJWBEHED ADDRESSES.
For the convenieacs of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registiation,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
ior forwardin;^ replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

IW^DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Person'; who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
valiie, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, when under
jTio the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
pavable to Ilifte & Son^. Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that tjie advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to thsir enquiries are requested to regard the
>ilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S.

.J.S. Twin, 2-speed gear, coacLbuilt sidecar; 40 s;ns.

-Chilton, High St., "Watford. [X4300

A.J.S., 2'iih.p., 1912, 2 speeds, just overhauled, new
Dunlop tyre on back; £28.—Andrews, 9, Broad St..

Ludlow. [X415e

51i.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamp, horn, screen, etc., fine

condition; £43, no offers.— Gill, 11, Westc-roft Sq.-

Hammersmith. [9247

(T) 3.h-i). A.J.S., new July, splendid condition, new tyre.--

;

-^4 nearest £40 secure^*.—Fuirweather, 5, Brunfiwirk

A

Terrace, Perth [X4187

Qih.p. A.J.S., 2-speed gear box, clutch, kick starter,^ 2 lamp, horn, accessories, good condition, climb
auvthiug; 16 gns.—Neaum, Foidingbridge. [X4298

j Q 14 A.J.S. Combination, detachable wheels, Lucas
JL t/ 24/- horn, spare chains, etc., perfect condi-
tion ; 70gn^.~152, North Ed., St. Helen's. [9344

JQ14 A.J.S., 6h.p., and sidecar, with hood, screen,
iJ 'detachable wiieol^, etc.; original price .£94/17/6

shup-soiled, reduced to 80 gns.—Julian, Broad St..
Reading. 43 years' reputation. [X3723

A.J.S.. 1915 Models.— 27ih. p.. 47 gs.: 4h,p. twin, new
model, 64 g(i. : 6h.p., 72 ^'s. ; all complete, with

d'M-arh;ibIe wheels; innriefliate deliverv; exchangepi con-
(^idered. -The Great A.J.S. Specialietti, WalsaJl Garage.
VVolrerhamutci; St,, W;ilsall. [X396::^

All the best
1915 Models
under the
Colmore roof.
As becomes an Agency reputed for service, we

have secured the _first standard 1915
models of the acknowledged best makes,
those we know the real worth of. We
invite all who are interested in the very latest
construction to our depots in Birmingham,
Leicester, Liverpool, and Manchester, to see the
ingenious improvements, borne of another
year's experience, which will enhance the
pleasure of motoring, and further secure the
dependability and service of the machines.
Among the 1915 machines we have to show
you are :

The featherweight. The
original two-stroke, and

still the best. Reliable to a degree—gifted with
a remarkable reserve of power, and so flexible.

The pre - emuicnt
lightweight. We are

all acquainted with the well-deserved fame of
the Douglas.

The Triumph. VtX^i^'t
sufficient for most of us. We are daily expecting
the first standard models of the 3^-4 h.p. new
counter-shaft machine.

The big generous
twin. It gets

hold of its job with determination, and makes
light of sidecar work. The latent power in this
big generous twin is a source of delight and con-
fidence to its driver.

The Morgan. ^^p^„S^" ^^
abouts. Von know the racy little things—low
built, speedy. Cost no more than a sidecar out-
fit either to buy or run. We have three beautiful
1915 models ready for sale: The " Sporting,"
Grand Prix, and De Luxe.

At the Colmore Depots you will find the
newest models of the best machines and equip-
ment. And at the Colmore Depots you will

enjoy the most expert and helpful service most
willingly tendered.

The Levis.

The Douglas.

The Matchless.

BARGAINS IN 1914 MACHINES
for 25% less than list price. All late
season's deliveries ; splendid machines

;

itching for riders and the open road.
Real bargains.
SECOND-HANDS.—We have a few

really good ones to sell. Overhauled and
tuned up by our own mechanics, Ex-
ccptionaDy cheap lines.

tt^M^
for genuine motor service*

BIRMINGHAM - 31, Colmore Bow.
LEICESTER - 62, High Street.

LIVERPOOL - Sl.BenshawSt.
MANCHESTEB - 261, Deansgate.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AUdays.

ALLDAYS, 2i/,h.p., 2-stroke, August, 1314, cqna
to new; owner enlisted; £20.—Cook, 35, Thi

Broadway, Crouch End. [931:

American Excelsior.

"I
Q14 Excebior (American), 7h.p., clutch", special laeint

-L «7 model, only used 200 miles, very fast ; £48.-
Harris, 10, Gt. Chapel St.. Oxford St., W. [939!

Ariel.

AEIEI/ SVjh.p. Countershaft Combination, 1914
lamp.«, horn, speedometer, and spares ; cost £86/10

accept £70 : onlv run 2,585 miles, 3 months old.—Baker
Salisbury Ed., Shaftesbury. [921^

Auto.Wheels.
ATJTO-WHEEL and Hercules cycle, new September

used once; £17.-36, King iJavid Lane, Shadwell
E. [9301

THREE Auto-wheels, second-hand, for sale; prices

from £10 each.—Taylor, The Garage, Wester
ham. [9312

AUTO-WHEEL, in splendid condition, been very Uttli

used: £10, bargain.—Buckingham, Tindal St.,

Chelmsford. [9291

1014 Auto-Wheel, perfect condition, guarantee hold'
XI/ good until May, 1915; £10/10.-Walton, Elmel
Av., Eoundhay, Leeds. [S417E

AUTO-WHEELS. 1915 models, now ready: immediati
delivery; £14/14 and £15/15. Trade supplicd.-

WiJkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., Lon
don. [8851

Bat.
4h.p. Bat. 2 speeds, Bosch, reliable; £11; must sell.-

. 4, Cedar Ed., Tottenham. [9262

BAT-,T.A.P., 1910, 8h.p., a.o.i.v., sidecar, good condi
tion; £20.—Hawley, 28, West St., Leicester.

[X389C

BAT, 1914, 4V.'h.p., 2-speed, No. 1 model; catalogue
price £57/10, brand nsw. cash price £47/10.-

Laj-ton's, Bicester, Oson. [X4217

BAT, 1912. 3V.h.p,, spring frame, in very good condi

tion: £22.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and LieW
Car Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Ed.. Exeter, and 28. Tavistoct

Ed.. Plymouth. f060;

1 Q13 8h.p. Bat and Racing Sidecar, with oyerhead
J-t/ valves, just overhauled, in perfect condition;
38 gas., great bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
43 years' reputation. [X3722

Bradbury,

"I 013 (June) Bradbury, 4h.p., 2-speed, perfect couditioD
XZf C.B. sidecar, lamps, etc.; £40.—FolUtt, Green

hohne, Worsley. [X390C

BKADEUEY, 4h.p., 1912, and sidecar, 2 speeds, £rK
engine, all on ; £35.—Hansford, 41, St. SterhenV

Terrace, South Lambeth, S.W. " [X411S

BEADBUEY, 3iAh.p., 1911 model, 1913, 3-speed gear

26x21^ plated rims, B. and li. carburetter, excel-

leut order, all accessories, £23/10; coachbuilt nearly new

sidecar, £5/5, bargain.—Club, 17, The Square, Bedfort

St., Commercial Ed., E. [X427e

BEADBUEY, late 1913, 4h.p., Sspeed Sturmey geoi

ana clutch. Turner coachbuilt sidecar, wind
screen, head lamps, tail and sidecar lamps, splendid

order; genuine bargain, £39/10.—Elce and Co., 15.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0598

BRADBURY, 1912-13, .standard 4h.p., handsome ma
chine, appearance and condition as new, new bell

and tyres, lamp, horn, tools, etc., tree engine clutclj,

variable puUev: a real nice lot, and very cheap, £24. ci

lightweight and cash.—136, Dahnally Ed.. Croydon. [9281

Broufih.

BROUGH, mnrvclJous motor cycle, pothing else litf

it.—Tweedale Ariustend Motors. Ltd., Magdalen St.,

Oxford. [0581

Brown.
Oih.p. Brown-Precision, 1912. good condition: £16.-

ria Browne, 90, Park St., London, X.W. [9269

BROWN, 1912, 2',<.h.p., variable gear and free engine

in splendid condition : £17, great bargain.—Howes^

2, Prospect St., Careraham, Reading.
.

[923:

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1912, 2-speed, lamp, horn, spares, tools, gooc

condition throughout: £27/10.— Below.

B.S.A., 1912, free engine, complete as above, £22/10:

sidecar to fit either machine, torpedo front, sidi

door, £3/5 : approval.—Y'oung and Herbert, Eveshara

B.S.A., 1915, 4i4h.p., iwdel K, for immediate delivery

-B.S.A. Agents, The Morris (Sarages, Oxford. [874l-

B.S.A., 1915, 4Vih.p., mode; H. for immediate delivery

£63: exchanges.—Mande'.s 136. Gt. J'ortland St.

London. W. I062i

10I4 T..T B.S..\.. special racing engine, handle
XtJ bars, 4 gn. Watlord. horn; £40.-Holdeii.

Kenmare, Burnley. [9301!

.4( All ietters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Keii-j.

31h.p. Kerry, 1912. 2-speed, good sidecar machine;
2 barguin, £26—Tlie Exeter ittotor Cycle and Liglit

Car Co., 7, Batli Bd.. Exeter, and. 28. Tavistock Kd..

I'lymouth. [0605
King.

lili.p. Kinp. coachbuilt sidecar, Bosch mag., B. and
E., good condition; bargain, ISgns.—45. West-

bury Ed., Forest Gate. [X4222

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, the aristocrat of motor cycles;

early delivery; eatiy payments: t=ecoud-iiand ma-
ctiiies in part.—Loudon agents, Sprofiton and Grace,

154, Gt. TitilrBeld St., W. Eegent 4999 10448

Levis.

LEVIS Popular iVfodels in stock at £25: excellent
yahie.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[9336
LEVIS.—Harry Walker's official agency. Note new-

address : 734, Hollowly Ed., >f. Prompt
supplies; smart repairs. [9326

Lincoln Elk.

LINCOLX-ELK. 1913, AVih.p., 2-speed, kifk start,

Comfv sidecar: £35, offers.-Box L6,542, The Hlotcir

Cycle Offlres, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [9385

L.M.C

L.M.C, 3'Ah.p.. 2-specd gear, free engine, kick staiter:
IBfrns.-Cbilton, High St.. 'VS'atford. [X4301

Matchless;.

11012 SVih.p. Matchless, just overhauled, fast and
-l-t/ reliable; £20.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,
Hants. [9372

i1Q13 8h.p. Matchless, 2 epeedfi, chain drive, over-
l-Li/ hauled, re-enamelled and plated; cheap at £55.—
CJlnjore Depot, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. fX4124

MATCHLESS, 1912, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar, Senspray,
Wliittle, thorough condition and running order;" Elmnood Ed., West Croydon. (9236

Something^
for Nothing.

£10 Saved!
NEW MACHINES AT

SECOND-HAND PRICES.

1 h.p. 1914 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-sp3e(l counter*
shaft gear, free engine, kick starter. Usual price

f46. Our price £3S
:i h.p. 1914 WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speeil counter-

shaft gear, spring forks, magneto, etc. Usual
orice f33. Our price K2o

These are quite now and fully guaranteed.
WOLF 11 Guineas Sidecar, £8. new.

ORDER NOW, STOCK NEARLY EXHAUSTED.

PRICES ALL REDUCED.
2j h.p. 1Q14 DOUGLAS, kick stnrtcr £37

h.p. SINGER, Druids, magneto, P. & M. 2-spccds. . fill

3J h.p. REX, h.b. control, 26" wheels, new tyres.... £7
3 d.p. SINGER, masneto. P. & M. gear £11

3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical eniiine, spring forks .... £7
1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combiuation, splendid goer . . £55
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed TRUMP-J.A.P. 823
1914 h.p. ENFIELD, combmation, speedometer,etc £68
1913 3i h.p. 3-speed HUMBER combmation £35
2-3h.p.'Tu'in MOTO-REVE, ni.iqnpto iynition. Druids £11
3I b.p. 1908 REX, M.O.W. BiDsch, B. and B. carb. .. £1S
3.\ h.p. N.8.U., 2 speeds and tree engine, Bosch m:\gneto £17
3I h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear. Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 Speeds, Kick n:irter. Bosch, sp. forks fi!9

3.'. h.p. iQr«, REX do 1-ux--, 2 speeds, handle startiii" . £19
3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, ball beann- engine. M.O.V £(9
5 h.p. iQo>i REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, handle starting £19
5 b.p. T90.S REX, 2 speeds, kick starter. Bosch. Amac £19
S b.p. Cycle Car, Coaier-Lea engine, 3-speed gear box

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc £60

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALt.
Norton.

3-speed Norton, new; £55.—Parker and Son,
St. 1765, Hunts. [9376

34''-"^

N.S.U.

3 111. p. N.S.U., Seneprar, clutch : nearest
2 ~ • -Haetie, Queen's At., Blacthall.

£10/10.—
[9240

19'* N.S.U. Lightweight, 2-speed, new; accept £51.
—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9374

3'^h.p. N.S.U. T.T. T^in. 2-=Ked

;

take £50.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,

N.U.T..
dition. very fast : approval : £58

;

31i.p. tivin,

N.U.T.
overhead valves.

li^t £57,
Hunts.

[9575

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3i h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Torpedo Sidecar £20
4 h.p. 2-5peed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
3i h.p. 2-spCPd N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20

h.p. 2-spced REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20
AM i 1 good running order.

jKiee £35.—L.P.. 28.

MATCHLESS 1915 Models; earliest deliveries; cash,
nxthangp. or e;i.>^y payments.- Itpst term.s from Eire

and Cj.. 15, EisliopxEjnte Av., Camoiniie St., Londou. E.C.
[0597

MATCHLESS. 1915, 8h.p.. chain drive, conuter-.>huft
2 -sitrffls. Gloria tJidecar, F.E.S. lamp, peri'cct nrder;

loost £108, be^it curih offer Dccepted.—P. W. Hobb*, Bland-
(ford, lior-et. [9285

!lQl4 (,Tune} 8h.p. Matchl6=!s-.Jap. 2-,=peed, chain drive,
4-*/ underslung £15 torpedo cane .sidecar, tunii>ri, and
^let;tric hooter, insured £90; muf:t ?oll, siic-rifice £58/10.—
[lb. O.vfrrd Ed., Kilburn. London. [9283

[\fATCHLESS. T.T.. specially built, 7-9h.p.. overhead
ii"J- valvp-;, delivered new June last, ai-tual mileage
1.121. Watiord cnnibiiied specd-T-metT -and watch. Lucas
jest lighting net, Klaxonet liorn, aeroplane maf<i{ t. knee-
.rip'^, mag. cut-out. enamelled red, perfect; I'ost about
i;98. aci-ept £58.—31a. Broomflcld Ed.. Chelmsford.

LX29:0
Minerva.

\fINEEVA. 3'^h.p., man., 2-speed; bargain. £X2.—
LTX L-tts, Bardfield, Bruiutree. rX4123
YflXEEVA. 2h.p., old type, onlv want* belt: 35/- for
L-Ti quick sal.'.—Bond. East Uerthum. [X4314

MINERVA 8h.p. Twin, enclosed Bosch mag., m.o.
valves ; bargain, £ 16/ 10.—104, Ravensbury

,

Id., Earlsfield. rX4295
'

»rTVT7T>Tv oiM. 1* * , «\t.^I SECOND-HAND engines.\TINKRrA. 2'/'h.p., good tyre.o. wants coil: first P.O. L l . . i j m r. ^-U for £3,'15 se!-ure-.-.-J. Webb, 18a. ricun.K.- st.,
^ h.p. twm. ^%-ater-cooled .\L0.\ £6

.eomiii-iter. Herefordcshire [X4160^i h.p. single, water-cooled £3

3'L.h.p.. single-cyl., 1909. Senspray car-
, torpedo tank, semi-T.T. bars; any

£16. or nearest offer.-140a, Camden Rd.',

T.T.. in new eon-
1914 machine.—

Young- and Herbert, Eveeham. [X4226

1Q14V' N.U.T.. 6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter.

A*/ with sporting coachbuilt sidecar. Bleriot bead
lamp, Cowey. etc. ; cost £90 : excbanpe Douglas and
cash, or sell £52, bargain.— 4, Queen's Row, CambRrwell
Gate, S.E. [9287

N.U.T.. 1914, SVoh.p.. 3-speed. fitted with Luca-s lamp,
generator, speedometer, horo. in excellent condition,

only run about 900 miles t sole reason for .selliuK, owner
wir;li63 to enlifst

:
price £43.—Bos L6,543. The Motor

Cycle Offlces. 20, Tudor St., E.C. [9386

Paragon.
3 h.p. 2-etroke I'aragnu Mitor Cycle. 2-3peed counter-

ahoft gear, recently enamelled French grey, and
machine thoroughly overhauled, tyres as ufw. in perfect

order, and a real burtiain. price £20.—Apply, 26, St.

I'titcr's Ed., Stockton-on-Tee*. [X3686

P. and M
PHELON and Moore, touring model, brand new. un-

used; £58. bargain.-Moss. W'em. [X4274

12 P. and M. and Forward .jidecar, complete, lamp-^.

19 etc

PHELO-N and Mocte, Ltd., 1. Perry St., W., Uiive

several pood secoud-liund P. and M. marliinee for

.^ale. which liave been orerhauled. and are in pcrf*' t

Older.—Can be seen at above addre.«6. [0131

Peufieot.

6 h.p. Twin Peugeot and Sidecar, perfect condition,
£20: 3'.,h.p. solo wanted, part exchange.—49,

Woodflold RdT, Ealing. [9273

K-6h.r. Twin Peugeot, Saxon Icrks, Bosch mag., sotd
O tyred and belt, low position, ':plcndid condition

tijronehout:
Bow, E.

XI 2, or offer.—Clark, 32, Egliuton ltd.,

[9347

Precision.

1Q13 Precision. S^lh.p., in llrrf-class order
-If nearest offer.-Box L6,S45, The "
Otflcee, 20, Tudor St.. E.C.

£25. or
Slo'tor Cycle

[9389

NEW tS14 MACHINES.
1914 t4 h.p, TRUMBULL Cycle Car What offers ?

!

1914 3J h.p. ARIEL. 3.SP. counter-shaft gear What offers ?

19146 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds .... , What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.
5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD Engine?, complete with inlet

pipe, exhaust pipes and silencers, magneto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and raai^ieto chain cover, all new
and unused £11 11

Premier.
sidecar

:

or exchanae
uuen ial

[X4257

1912, si^e gear, in thorough good
splcudid~£22.—Buckingham, Tinrtal

[9294

1Q12 3-spc^ Premier and .

-L*/ lightweight and cash,—F. Waidle, 75, Commenial
St.. Bothwell.

Olh.p. Premier,

-'J. buretter, torpedo
' SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spri.ig wheel, cane body, 6t Triumph £5

[9328 jFARLOW, igtj. underslung, cane torpedo Uidy £5

\\ntn<-^rnfhr FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5 ',',

k*-nTnsAnr,r.nTr ,01^ 1 11 „i/, FARLOW, 1914, reed cane, imderslung, demonstralioD
,

"'

M fe, t f15 ? n .^n t '"^^Lm^^H^]^',^- -£7"
'

model, i.adition like new £6

uarboroitgh
ne.„c,-t.--n oodall ., Gladstone, Hd

: farlOW, .9r4, coach-built, underslung, demonstration
model, condition like new £7

FARLOW, 1914, lightweight model, used trials oalv . . £5

^ £-' L^'-h-r-. B.B. carburetter, mag. ignition. Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at bi^ reductions.

CLelmslord.

PKEMIER. 1914, ZV'Kv-, 5-9peed counter-slinft, and
pideLiir: eost over"£70. war bargain, £45—B..ud.

Cro^bie. Coulsdou, Surrey. [X4269

PREMIER 1914 3V'b.p. 3-speed Coachbuilt Com-
bination, countershaft gear; £45.—P. J. Evan^,

John Bright St., Birmingham. 1,936

1

REMIER. 1910, 5',i;b.p., single-gear model, with
Milllord spring wheel, cane sidecar, complete

v.ith lamp, horn, etc.; £22.—The Morris Garages,
Oxford. [9270

REMIER. 1912",;.. 3',{.h.p.. 2-speed. Dunlops and
Hutchinson, a'ccessor'es. very powerful ; £35,

with coach sidecar £59/10.—Lamb's, 151. High
Walthamstow. [9335

pr
v.ith

Oxfc

M.M.C.
M.C., S'-l-h-r-. B.B. carburetter, mag. ignition,

Michelin tvres. thorough good order; 14 gns.—
amb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9334

New Hudson.
"EW Hud-5on, 1914. 6h.[i.. and sid^rar. fine turnout:

owner enlisted: all spares; £60.~FeTeday. Cannock.

-T.T^ -r
[S4268

iiW Hua>;on. big 6. 3-.epepd combination, m-w: 70
.

t>'n.-.. listed 80 gns.—Tunbridge, Vule Kd., Tun-
idge Wellti. . [9352
EW Hrn.SOX VII. Combination, 1914, 3'i.h.p..

absolutely new. siarcely ^oiled ; £70 only.— Col'mon'
-Pot, Colmore Row. Birmingham. [X4123
EW Hudson Brand N'ew 6h.p. Combination. 3

speeds, kick starter; li^t £84, accept £70.—
J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. 9564

Farlow sidecar sale is now on.
Great reductions.

Get our list and save pound

PREMIER, 1913, air cooled, 8-lOh.p.. cycle chas-^is,

Duulops, 2 speeds, rererse, port of damaged body,
never been on the road; eell, or exchange sidecar outfit.

—Applv before 8 p.m., after by letter, 918, High Rtl..

Tottenham. _
[9203

new

hall baik. 2^ heaviest Dunlop front, both nearly new,

T--«,««j«.. , new Dunlop belt, nm 5,000 mile^: £25.—Jarmain. We^t
Tremendous value.! St.. Harwich. [X4153

Quadrant.
QUADRANT. 2h.p.. gccd condition: £5, or pxchaii;'e

LOimter-shaft gear.-Dunn. Avenue Rd.. A5hby-d''-i;i-

Z .uch. [X4252

1012 S'.vh.p. Promior, Armstrong gear, re^uire^
it/ axle, but gears work correctly. 2% heaviest K>

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

New Ryder.
TEW EyrlPr. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-
* liverv fr^m stock. Single ^need 25gn5.. 2-dijeed
3. No e.'itru for eatsy payments.—Mills Motor. Ltd.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
:ind Sid' u rade. North Finchley. 1745 Finchlev.

[057

19''
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertiecment. and the date of the ts.sue

QUADRANT Combination, 1912, 3-speed. 4ViIi-P-.

lamp, whistle, valve, and extras, perfect order

:

£40. 'Phout^: Chi--wick 1057.—Creswell Xodse. Gn ve

Park. Chidwick. W. [9210

Rex.

1 QIO 3'^h.p. Rex. 1914 rylinder and piston, fine order:
Xt/ £20. bargain.— C. F. Lumbard, A-shbourne. [9288

REX Combination, 1912, lamps, horn, speedomebr.
jpare cover; £34.-224. Wood St.. Waltham^t'.w

i:X4237
09 Rf-.x. 5-6b.p., 2-?peed combination, perfect crd- r,

Avon, Rom, act e.--ories ; £20.-14, Eoio" Bd..
S.K. [9"32

A21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX. SVl'Ji-T.. 1910 T.T. model, good working order;
£11 casli for quick sale.—A. Holland, Clarendon

?t.. Coventry. CS:4293

"VpEW Rex 1914 Sidette, belt drive, 2 speeds, coach-
•^^ built body; senuine bargain, £62.-228, Penton-
viUc Hd., King's Cross, N. [927T

REX, 1908. 5h.p., Lwin-cyl., Bosch mag., B. and
B. carburetter; £15.~Th.e Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9400

EEX, brand new, 6b.p., 2-speed twin, and new Per-
fection coachbuilt sidecar: £59/10; exclianse con-

sidered.—Colliere, Wectgate, Halifax. [0383

6h,p. Rex, 1913, sidecar, wind screen, Cowey i^peert-

ometfi', lamps,^good order, very powerful; £40.—
Eromwich, Preston House, Saltisford, Warwick. [X4241

REX, ay^h.p., 1912, Bosch mag., free engine pulley,
just overhauled and in perfect running order,

.£16/10; also Moto-Reve, 2V'h.p.-- £7.—S. Sawyer, High
St., Wrentham, Suffolk. [9279

REX 1914 6h.p. 3-speed Sidette, chain drive, com-
plete with lamp, generator, Cowey speedometer,

clock, and all fittings, not ridden 400 miles; must
sell; accept £50.—Box 6,936, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Cuventry. [X3712

Rex^Jap,
REX-J.A.P., 8h.p., shop-soiled combinntion ; ca^h

buver. or exchange wanted.—^Motories, 16, WestKate,
Halifax. [0390

REX-J.A.P., 1914, Sh.p., 3 speeds, brand new; ac-
cept £70, or near ofller.-Harold Petty. 32, Kintc

St., Leicester. [8956

"pEX-J.A.P. 1912 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2
J-V speeds, excellent condition; £45.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [9363

REX-J.A.P.. 1913. Sh.p., de luxe model, 2 speeds,
free engine, 650x65 Kempshall tyres, coachbuilt

sidecar; aC50.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [9397

BEX-J.A.P., 1914, Sh.p., 3 speed?, chain drive, per-
fect condition, fitted with 1915 gear box, Lucus

Xo. 460 lamp, horn, tail lamp: £55.—The Premie i

Motor C&., Ltd.,. Aston Rd-r Birmingham. [9401

Roc.

3ih,p. Roc and sidecar, 2-speed gear, Bosch mag.; £12
2 the lot.-Buckingham, Tiudal St., Chelmsford.

[9292

Rover.

ROVER, 1913'i. F.E., Sturmey 3-speed and coacli-
buiit sidecar, excellent condition; £45.—G. -Wes-

ley, East St., Wimborne, Dorset. [9280

ROVER, late 1913, S.A. 3-speed, clutch, Seiispray,
Canoelet coachbuilt sidj?car, in perfect order; £44.

-Waddeljw, Waterbeach, Cambs. [X4238

ROVER 1911 3i/2bp. Clutch Model, with good
wicker sidecar, all accessories; £28.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9366

T>OVER 1915 Models ;^arliest deliveries; cash, ex-
-tV change, or easy payments.—Beet termr; from Etcc
and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., London. E.C

[0481
ROVER Complete Combination, S.A. 3-speed, witii

lamps, accessories, and spares, new June, 1913,
niiendid condition; £50.—Reynolds, Spariow Hill, LoiicJi-
borough. [X4266

1 Q12 3',l.h.p. Rover, free engine, engine lately over-
J-*J ha^uled. tyres in good condition, front one only
done 500 miles, plating and enamelling good; 22 gns.
-Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43 years' reputation.

[S3725
Roval Riibv.

EOYAL Ruby, brand new, 1914; what cash offers,
must sell.—155, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's

Bush. [9317

Rudge.

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913Vi, lamp and spares ; £40.—
2 Adams, Er;tate Agent. Swindon. [X4249

UDGE and Sidecar, SVoh-p., free engine, perfect con-
dition ; £28.-12, Camden Passage, Islingiou. [9254

RUDGE, free engine, perfect condition; £30, cash or
deferred payments.-Cohuore Depot. 49, John

Bright St., Birmingham. LX4152

3ih.p, Rndge Mnlti, 1913. in splendid order; £35.—
2 The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd-,

7. Ba1h Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth.

"O UDGE, 1912, April, free engine. Lucas lamp. Jones
-t-V speedometer, 1914 Senspray, perfect comlition;
£25.—Box 6,964. The Motor OycLc OfBcet;, Coventrv.

[X4143
3jLh.p. RndgB Multi, 1913%, and nndei'^lung sidecar,

2 flue condition, overalls, spare parts and tools;
£40.—Bennett, 44, Brandlehow Ed., i-*atney Bridge Rd..
Putney. [9262

Sih.p. Rudgc-Multi, 1913. clutch, perioct condition,
2 very little u-^c-d, lyres and belt nearly now, gocd

lamp, horn, etc.; sacr.itice £34.—Williams, 22, Newman
St., London, W. [9298

GENtriNE Baigain.-5-6h.p. Rudgu Multi. late 1913,
with 1914 engine and impTovomer.ts, new Rudgc

coaclibuilt sidecar, new light car tyres, lamp, liorr:, tcois.

etc. ; £55, complete.— 5, Huyflov/er Pid., Ciapham. ?.W.
[X4145

R

NEW 1914 MODELS
AT

CLEARANCE PRICES.
WILLIAMSON S h.p. Sidecar Combination . . £89

ENFIELD 6 h.p. 2-speed Corabmatioa £75

REX 6 h.p. 2 -speed Combination £66

ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2 speeds £29

NEW HUDSON, 6 h.p., 3-speed, twin £59

REX G b.p. 3-speed Combination £74

SECOND-HAND

BARGAINS.
ALL OVERHAULED AND GUARANTEED.

SCOTT, 1914, 32 h.p., with Sidecar €60

REX 1914 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £53

DOUGLAS, 1914, Model V. Used for trjals . . £40

INDIAN, i9r3, 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, ia red. Offers*

N.S.U. T913 3^ h.p. 2-speed Combination .... £30

HUMBERETTE,rgr3. Sh.p., 3-sp., hood, screen £64

CLYNO r9r2 6 h.p. Combination £38

PREMIER, i9r2. ^\'b..^., twin, 2-sp., Sidecar £32

HUMBER 19 r2 2 h.p, lady's 3-speed model . . £20

BAT-J.A.P., rgr2, Sh.p., freeeng., spring frame £24

REX Sidette, r9r2, 6 b.p., 2-sp., cane Sidecar £34

ENFIELD 1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination.. £50

REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, coacb Sidecar . . £40

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3\b.p., Philipson pulley .. £40

N.S.U., 1912, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, take sidecar . . £25

FORWARD, 1912, -2% h.p. twin, excellent
lightweight £16

HUMBER igir 3^ h.p. 2-specd Combination £29

TRIUMPH, rgii, 3.^ h.p., 2 speeds, footboards £25

N.S.U., rgii, 3;^ h.p., 2 speeds, and Sidecar . . £28

HOBART, TQii, 2 b.p., 3 speeds, open frame £28

ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., lightweight, khaki finish. . £15

BRADBURY, 3 h.p., vert, eng., good condition £7

ARIEL, 3 h.p., m.o.v., magneto, spring forks £10

BROWN, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks £15

PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p.,finishedred, Sidecar, mag. £21

HUMBER, 3.V h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £22

BROWN, 3i h.p., magneto, vertical engine . . £12

EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES.

Maude^
MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radge.

UBGE Multi, 19121/2, practically new, tyres perfect,R new back complete, spares, lamp, horn, back t^eat

and footrestK, and decompressor; £35; seen by appoint-
ment : might exchange for Sociable.—M.A., 52, Pal-
merston Rd., Bowes Park. [9381

RtTDGE Multi, 191254. 3V2b.p., with 1913 Bramble
coachbuilt sidecai, tyres and belt nearly new, 00m-

j

plete with lamp, horn, tocls, etc., outfit in eplendid con-

dition; buying big twin: £40, or offer; would separate
—Strathmore, Dartmouth Rd., Paignton. [X430f

Scott.
f Q12-1913 Scott, perfect condition; trial with plea
-Lt/ sure; £30 cash.—West End Garage, Blackburn.

[061 (

"J
Q14 Scott and coachbuilt sidecar, very good condi

-Lt/ tiou; what offers?—Marshall, Cadeby, Cowfold,
Su-^ex. [X420q

"I Q12 Scott, drip feed lubricator, 1914 tank, touriDg
Xt7 and T.T. bars, F.R.S., Stewart, chain shields,

136, Great Portland Street.

LONDON, W.

excellent running order;
bcrley Rd., Cambridge.

£32, or neareat.- -53, Kim.
[9329

SCOTT Motor Cycle for sale, property of gentleman in

Flying Corps now at the front, in absolutely per-

fect order: price £25 for quick sale.-Apply, No. 9,

Mapesbury Rd., Bioudesbury, N.W. [9266
[0569

Singer.
Oih.p. Singer Ladies' Motor Cycle, good engine; har-^2 gain. £2.—H. Thorpe, Cross-in-Hand, Sussex. [9209

"|C|12 S'Ah.p. Singer Roadster, excellent condition;
-tt? £20.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9371

1. Qll Singer Lightweight, like new, perfect condition,
-L^ mag., Druids; £10.—Clayson, 27, Bridge St.,

ISrortbampton. [X4188

"I 013 Singer, 4iAh.p., 2-apeed, excellent condition

;

XJ/ trial: £34.-Griffith, Aldon, Milford Rd.. New-
town, Montgomery. [5:4262

| Q12'/_! Singer, SV^b-P- cl'ntch model, recently over-

JL^ hauled, excellent condition ; bargain, £22.—Kin?:-
holm Garage, Gloucester. [X4255

4ih.p. iSinger, counter-«haft 2-speed, 1914, Canc-Plet

2 .sidecar, lamp^, horn, electric head light and
dynamo, spare tubes, and accessories complete; any trial

£60.-22, Raugemoie St., Burton-on-Trent. [X418'

Sun.
STTX-TILLIERS, 2K\\.-[*. Hghtwei.2ht. 1914 pattern. 2-

speed gear, as per specification, not ridden 50 ntile<;

special price to clear, £28/10.—Robinson's, Green St.,

Cambridge.

SUN-VILLIERS, 1914, ?M.h.v.
faultless condition, Miller

Dunlops studded: £24, offers:

Maraden, Stouewell, Lanca^ster.

[6867

t-strolce, new Sept.,

nmp, horn, Brookes,
bujing higher pcwer.-

[X4017

Sunbeam.
1014 3V2I1.P. Sunbeam, slightly
Xe/ Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

shop-soiled r £63.-
[5;424£

1 Q14 3V>b.p. Sunbeam, all accessories, new October,
Xt/ not done 500; £58.—Ross, 36, Glenhurst Ay..

Kentish Town. [9305

SUNBEAM T.T. 3Vi.h.p.. 1914, only done 1,000 miles.

lamp, horn, Cowey speedometer, etc., just the thing

for despatch riding.—Moxon. South Elmsall, near Ponte
fract. [X426fl

SUNBEAM, 3y2b-P- new September, 1914, 3 speeds

Lncas lamps, accessories, with Mills-Fulford side-

car; £60. anick sale, or would exchange for scrap brii'^t

or copper.—Box L6,521, TU Motor Cycle Offices. 20.

Tudor St., E.C. [923J

Torpedo. ii

2ih.p. Torpedo Lightweight, 1912, recently renovated;'

2 accept £17.—Buckingham. Tindal St., Chelmafoidi,
[929Cj

friumph.

1 Q06 Triumph, excellerit condition; £15.—Parkei
and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9373

TRIUMPH. 1910,
series; £17/10.-

3V2b.p., perfect condition, acces'

69, Hambury St., Spitalfield. [9381

TRIUMPH. £14/10, 3h.p., perfect order throughput;
£14/10.-Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [^4302

1 014 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed, in first-class condition!XU £42.-Harris, 10, Gt. Chapel St., Oxford St., W
[939^

"Id 15 Triumphs.—Try us. Exchanges, easy payment*
Xt/ quick deliveries.—ClifEord Motories, Eastwood
Notts. [S3T92

TO 13 3-speed 3V'h.p. Triumph, Lucas lamp, liorn

Xt/ £38/10, no oilers;—Leach, 121, "Wentworth Hd-
' Harborne. [X4ZI]

3ih.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph^ been very littl<

2 used; £35, bargain.—Buckingham, TindalSt.
B I Chelmsiord. [92^

'Phone:

Grams

:

552 Maytair,

" Abdicate-Wesdo,

TRIUMPH, 19131/^, 3V2h.r.-, 3-speed, capital wicba
sidecar, all accessories, perfect: £38.—Black, Stoni

St., Sevenoaks.

London." TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-sreed
Gloria .sidecar to fit. £13/10.

[929(1

new late delivery, £55
-Tunbridge, Vale Bd;

[935JTunbridge Weir

3V>h p. Semi T.T. Triumph, clutch, excelleni

conditiou: what otters.^'-A.W.S.J.. Bryn,Bd.1912
Eiecon Rd., Ystradgynlais

2 k\\ ictters relating lo .idvertiseiiients should quote the .Tumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date or the issue.

;9255
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph,

TEIUMl'H. 1910. cood coudition thrcmgtiont : £20
will exchange with cash for combination.—Harnort,

Sundridge, Sevenoaks, Kent. [X420.

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. 3-speed, in perfect condition.

Lucas lamp. horn, accessories: £46.—Edwards. 42

"Union St., Bridfrtown. Staffs. [i.4261

TEIUMPH. 1908 standard, in very good condition,

been thoroiighlr overhauled; JE20.—Colmore Depot.

Cohnore Row-. Birmingham. * [X4121

TEIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, T.T. bare, Lucas
hiniiJ and horn, Cowey, as new; £49/10.-2, Albion

Ed., Fall- nlicld, Manchester. [X389o

TEIUMPH. 1911-12, 3i;.h.p.. N.S.U. Bear, and cane

sidc.nr, splendid condition: £32/10.-Wocdall'.i.
Glad-tone Ed., Scarborough. [X4197

L.\TE 1913 Triimiph, T.T., free engine, tyres, enamel,

and plating perfect, very little used; £33.—Fol.
Barracks Golf Club, Lichfield. [X4230

SEVER.'^L Triumphs, various years, singles and 3
c^pncds : very cheap to clear.—Call, Morgan and Ma.K-

well, 80, High Ed., Streatham. [X4193

3h.p. Triumph, mag.. 1913 Amac. Dunlop, Avon tyres,

good ruuniug order, spares: £10.— Green, 15. Ken-
yon Lane, Middleton. Manchester. [X4207

1(111 Triumph, free engine, Bate6 tyre-s. Bates belt,

XU lauip and horn, condition guaranteed: £25.—
Ecbinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0613

-| 012 Free Eneine Triumph, enamelling, plating splen-

-Lt/ did condition, new tyres: bargain, £25. im otters,

—472, Archway Ed.. London. X. [934S

TEIUMPH. SV^h.p., perfect condition, very fast, new
tyres and belt, speedometer: owner enlisting: £25.

-George. 3. ^'orwood Ed., S.iUthall. [9207

TRIU.MPH 1913 Clutch ISfodel, in new condition,

with accessories; a sacrifice, £30.—Pyefinch,
212. Brownhill Rd., Catford, S.E. / [9319

TRIUMPH. 1912'/>. free engine mcdel, perfect condi-

tion, spare tvres. belt, and aecesaories : £37.—
Hcwens. St. Anncs, Hayes, Middlesex. [9234

TEIUMPH. 1911. 3V-h.p.. free engine, excellent con-

dition, fitted with lamp, horn, spares; £25.—
Hit.hos. Carisbrooke, Church Ed., Erith. [X4184

TRIUMPH. 1912, 3'»h.p.. clutch and 2 speeds,
coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories: £37.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9353

1Q12 3',-'.h.p. Triumph, free engine. 1914 silencer,

\XU enamel and plating as new: £30.—The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Hd„ Birmingham. [9398

14 4h.p. 3-specd Triumph and sidecar, complete.
accessories, guaranteed perfect ; cost £85. what

ers?-rreston, 35, Auckland Ed., Ilford, E. [X4205

3ih.p. Fixed Engine Triumph, in splendid condition
2 throughout, iucluding belt and tjTtv: £20, rar-

jargain.-Uuckinghaiii, Tindal St., Chelmsford. [9289

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed. with lamp, hern, and
tools, new August, used 50 miles; £45 net.-

Edward Jones, Botanic, Ehostyllen. Wrexham. [X4271

1Q11 Fixed Engine Triumph, roadster model, in gocKi
Itl order: owner on active service.— Particulars trom

A. Borlose, 9, Adamson Ed., S. Hampstead. [9224

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed model, in splendid
condition throughout, complete with lamp, horn,

,nd spjres; £45.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9272

13 Triumph, T.T., 3'..h.p., F.E., clutch, with side-

car, cyclometer, and all accessories; £30; owner
oining army.-J.F.. 14, Alexandra Ed., Finsbury Park.

[9403

IQ14 4h.p. 3-speed T.T. Eoaditer Triumph, lamp,
XO horn, speedometer, Harcourt radiators, and side-

ir- £47/10.—J, E. Curdell. Paxton Manor, St. Neot's,
kunts. [9353

rEIUMPH T.T., 1913, brand new tyres, speedometer,
full eiiuipment, spares, reliable, fast : low price for

uick sale.—Bentley. Glenholme, Pork Rd., Shcnfield.
ssex. [9223

rRIUMPH. 1908, N.S.tT. 2-specd gear, in good order;
£20.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co..

td.. 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed.. I'ly-

outh. [0571

new Armstrong 3-spced Mark TIL.
as new, thorough order guaranted,

rart machine; £37/10.—Jefiery, Tidboll, and JeUery,
verton.

911 Triumph, new cylinder and piston, thorough ruu-
ning order: £27/10.-Ahove. [9284

"iRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.n., type C, roadster, 3-speed,
used 600 miles only, guaranteed perfect, lamp,
speedometer; £47/10, — -Tollady, Hemingtord.

cester. [X4221

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3 speeds, 4h.p.. and coachbuilt
<idecar, horn, lamps, etc.. perlect. Kempshalls:

0: demonstration use onlv.-Woodall's, Gladstone Rd..
irbcrcugh. [X4196

'BIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed gear, condition
thifiughout guariiuteed. lamp, horn, tools: approval

Hnglv- £47.—Brooksbunk. 188. Pontefract Ed., Cud-
rth, Barnsley. [X4022

911 3'i,h.p. Triumph, Mabon gear, recently over-
hauled, £28 10: also 1910 3".'.h.p. Triumph, spleu-

cnnditi.-u. £20 10— Potter. Springflcld Ed., sh.p-
d. Lotighborough. [929i;

19

19^

911 Triumph,
tyres, belt.

GET IT AT

Mors
are holding a SPECIAL
SHOW this week of

— 1915 —

IVIODEL.S
(Winner of the 1914 Junior T.T.)

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.
Do not fail to call and see these
before deciding on your 1915
mount.

A cordial invitation to all our old
and new friends is heartily given.

Traders invited to bring their
customers.

OPEN ALL THIS WEEK UNTIL— 9-30 P.M. -^

If unable to call, write for 1915
A.J.S. Catalogue.

CL.EARANCE SAUE
of high-class machines and com-
binations to make room for new
models.
TRIAL BEFORE PURCHASE SOLICITED.

MACHINES £20-£25.

11)14 AUTO-WHEEL, n.w ; reduced to . . £13 13
loio 8 h.V'. BAT-J.A.P., new spring frame £22
Ifjr: 3-'. h.p, CORAH-J.A.P., vcrv (asl. line

condition £24
MACHINES UNDER £40.

1910 Oh.p. ZENITH-GRADUA, J.V.P.
engine, complete with Sidecar £26

rgta ^\ h.p. P. & M., =-spccd. and Sidecar £37 10
r9i3 :} h.p. DOUGLAS, clutch and 2-sp. ;

fully equipped £35
MACHINES UNDER £50.

1914 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, ;-speed, clutch

model, nearly new £42 10
J914 2i h.p. A.J.S., 2-specd, clutch, tour-

ing model, kick starter, shop-soileJ
onlv ; cost ftq 7s £42 10

MACHINES OVER £50.
I9r3 6 h.p. ZENITH and Canoclet, hood,

screen, etc £52
1914 3} h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, twin, 2-specd,

clutch, handle-bar control, shop-
soiled ; cost f69 lOS £62 10

r9r3 6 h.p. A.J.S. and Torpedo Sidecar;
fully equipped £65

1914 6 h.p. A.j.5. Combination, detachable
wheel, 750 c.c. engine, hood, screen,

Lucas lamps, speedometer, spare tyre,

beautiful condition, engine only run
200 miles : cost over jTroo £75

1913 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Mont-
gomery family Sidecar, with child's

seat, lamp, horn, speedometer £63

1914 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON Combination,
w.-c, hood, screen, and luggage grid

;

cost £102 JOS. ; new £75

Price 7,6.

TAYLOR'S SIDECAR SAFETY ARM.—Converts
3-point suspension iuto 4-point. Strengthens

Sidecar at weakest point. Made to fit i>in.,

ijin., and rjin. tubes- State size required.

Sole London and District Agents lor the A.J.S.

Special London Agents tor REX and J.A.P. Spare
Parts.

Send for a copy of the Big Taylor Catalogue.
Post free.

H. TAYLOR & CO.. LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, Alfred Place, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone : .Museum. r240.

Telegrams : " D\'nametro, Westcent, London.

i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH. 1911. S'jh.p.. clutch model, with Mill-
ford best cane sidecar, complete with lamp, horn,

etc., exceptionally powerful machine: £27.—The
Morris Garages, 0.\ford. [9271

"I Qll Triumph, SVjh.p., free en"ine. plating and
J-iJ euaiiiellin? and peneral condition very frood.

nearly new Hutchinson tyre on front; 21 gns.—Julian,
Broad St.. Eeadiug. 43 years' reputation. 1X5727

TEIUMPH. 3iyi.p.. 1913, 3-speed, Philipson pulley,

good condition, little used: wanted, A.J.S., 6h.p..

1914: state cash adjustment, .shop-soiled or new.—Box
6.963. The Motor Ciicle Offices. Coventry. [X41S4

TEIUMPHS at Bargain Trices, overhauled and guar-
anteed- 1911, free engine, £20: 1912. free engine.

£30-: 1913 3-6peed. T-T. roadster, new tyres. £38.-The
Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. -Aston Ed., Bijmingham. [9402

TEIUMPH :late 19131, and eidcenr Iquick detachablel,

3-speed. I'almer cord, speedometer, Lucas lamp and
horn, accessories, splendid running order, done about
4.000 : cost £75. accept £50.—Laiubcrt, Land Agent,
Paddock Wood, Kent. [S.4213

TEIUMPH. 3','-hp.. late 1909. just been overhauled
and re-enarnelled. tyres in excellent condition,

liack nearly new acetvlene lamp and generator, usual

tools, etc.: will t;ike £20.-Box L5.014. The Motor
Cycle Offices. 20. Tudot St-. E.G. [0553

TEIUMPH, 4h.p., new August, Philipson pulley, speed-

ometer, lamp, horn, and a sportv low-built sidecar,

the lot co-sting £76. only done 500 miles, and is as new

:

leason for selling, owner gone to front-—Submit .vour

i.tter to W. G. Bridges. Ltd.. Cirencester. [9232

TBIUMl'HS, 1914 T.T.. clutch model, new, £50;
1915''j T.T., 3-speed, 1914 impr* vcments, speed-

M!:ieter, all accessories, as new, done 700 miles, £42:
1913 clutch uutdel, all neces;50ries, £31.— Geo. Norton and
Co.. Sparkhill Motr Depot. 358. Stratford Ed., Birmio'-r-

ham. [X4223
Velocctte.

\7"EL0CETTn:. 2-stroke. 1915 nudels in <locK: 25 '--us.

V and 30 gns-—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Vat
Co-. Ltd-, 7 Bath Ed- E.\eter, aud 28, Tuvi.stock Ed .

I'lymouth- 10S70

VELOCETTE, new June, 1914, olmosf like new, onir
rithleu meal time«». very low, as easy to ride and

control a.s a push bike, lamp, horn, pump and tools

Maclite rear light, extra ti ol laee. plug, belt, etc., ready

to ride awav: accept £18,10 quick sah-; .^cen and tried.

— Mos-s, c:o Wray, iu;,tor engineer. V:rt:iuia St., South-
port. rX4127

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, shop-soiled sidecar combination;

special exchange allowances.-Motorics, 16, '\\ est-

sate, Halifax. (0445

WILLIAMSON" 1914 8h.p. Water-cooled Coach-
built Combination, new condition, all acces-

sories: £65.—P. J. Evans, John Bright SI;,, Bir-

mingham. [9360

WILLIAMSON' Water-cooled Sidecar Combination:
list price £98/10: net run 400 miles, would pas.s

for new, perfect iu every way; nearest oflcr to £70
secures.-Alexander's, 115, Lothian Bd., Edinburgh.

[9238
WILLIAMSON. Mills-FuHord sidecar, engine Bh.p.

W-C. new thiri season, enamel, plating fine order,

fine running order, fullv equipped, spares, etc- : £55
la-h- beuBht cat--Dr. Ede. Wolsey Ed-, E. Molescy.

[9211
Woll.

1 Q14 Wolf. 2',<.h.p., overhead valve (new); nearest £24.
it/ —All the above at Woodall's Motor Depot. Glad-

stone Ed., Scarborough. [X4199

Zenith.

ZEN'ITH Bargnins.— S'.ih.p., 6h.p.. 8h.p. : reasonable

offers will secure: cash or exchange.— Tiinmons.
Mansfield. [X3764

ZENITH, 1913, 6h.p.., Gradua gear, clutch and
kick starter, thoroughly sound throughout;

£35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham.
[9367

ZEMTH-GE.ADUA, 3l,ih.p.. 1912. with Middlcton
wicker sidecar; £35, or exchange lightweight

and rash.—Write, 180, Broadhurst Gardens, West
Hampstead. [9345

ZENITH. 1914. 5h.p., countershaft, coachbuilt
sidecar, and accessories, only done 500: cost

£78 few weeks ago, take £56; absolutely as new.—79,

Priolo Hd-, Charlton, S-E- [9322

ZENITH-GRADUA, 19121.2. 3'L.h-p., Palmer and
extra heavy Dunlops, Jones speedometer;

£37.'10 or £15 down and 9 monthly instalments. —
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9333

ZE"^ITH-GEADUA 1914 Counter-shaft Mcdel, s,iiled

only, 90x771'. J.A.P. side valve engine. Best

and Llovd lubricator, 3in. rear tyre, special finished

machine, fully guaranteed; list price with extras

£78/10, reduced to £52, a real bargain.—Seen at

Ehe and Co-,
E-C.

Bishopsgate

Miscellnneous.

Camomile St-
[0492

3 lip- Clvde, £5: 2h-p. Eegent. £8: both magnetos-—
2 41, Church Ed- Brixton. [9186

3hp Motor Oele, mag-, new tyre^, good running order:

f7;i0.-3,' Victoria Ed- Ncrbiton, Surrey. [9357

£ie — 3i/..h.p. motor bike and sidecar, Mabon clutch,

lamps, horn, speedometer, spares, good going order

—Chatelu. Bridgeman Ed.. Tedrtingtou. [9255

All letters .elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end el each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

ONE Th.p. 1914 Indian Motor Cycle, speed model, ex-
ceptionally fat^t, splendid condition; £40.

ONE 1914 Shop-?oiled Sparkbiook, 2-6peed, combined
chain -and belt driven sidecar outfit, only used for

trial purposes; £74 cash.

ONE T.M.C., 4-eyl., water-cooled, 3-speed, sprung? frame,
with special sidecar, only used for trials; £65.

ABOVE may be seen at the GlendoT7er Motor Co,,
LM. [agents for Spaikbrook 2-5troke xuotor cycles),

3, Glendower Place, South JEenaington. Tel.: 558 and
559 Kensington. [9391

BROOK. Eurnham, SomeT?.et. specialist for motor
cycles, has a larg'e number of second-hand motor

cycles for sale. Write for lists to-day. [9229

IF YoTi Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms). 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [X9705

ZENITH, 1912. 6h.p., Gradua gear, T.T. bara. Fulford
eideenr. £38, nearest; Wall Auto-Wlieel, perfect

order, new tyre, £9.—Boughton, Upton-on-Severn. [S4158

ALL Makes 2-stToke Lightweights delivered immedi-
atelv: easy payments, quarter down, and 12 monthly

payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [0553

31h.p. Motor Cycle, ae new, spring foikg, 2 speeds,
2 and free enErine, mag. ignition, B. and B., haudje

starting: £20.—J. Smith, 281, Kotherhithe New Ed.,
8.E. [9244

SLDECAR Combinations.—Largest stock in the Mid-
lands, all perfect.. £35 to £65, cash or deferred pay-

ments.—Colmore Depjt, 49, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. i:X4150

-| Q15 Douglas, Triumphs, B.S.A., Ivy, Calthorpe
-L*/ Scott, Enfield, Zenith, Rover, New Hudson,
Bradbury. Indian, A.J.S.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood
Notts. [X370^
EAGLES.—Indian, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, kick

starter, spring frame, electric lamps, speedo-
meter, heayy Kempshall tyres; £48; Douglas would
be taken in part exchange.

EAGLES.—Premier, 3V.h.p., late 1912 T.T. mode),
perfect condition, N.S.U. 1914 2-6peed gear, all

accessories ; £26/10.

EAGLES.-Rudge Multi. 1913, 3i/oh.p., T.T. handle-
bars, kick starter, fine condition ; £32.

EAGLES.- Veloce. 2V->h.p„ 1914. 2-stroke. nearly
new; £20.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. eVjh.p. twin, 1913, loop frame.
with rear spring, 2 speeds, adjustable pulley.

kick-starter, new condition; £39; fine sidecar machine.

EAGLES.—Premier, Si/oh.p., 1913 model, Armstrong
3-speed gear, excellent condition, accessories:

£32/10.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 1912V2, free engine model,
Philipson governor pulley, ,Kempshall tyres,

accessories; £29.

EAGLES.—Auto-wheel, 1914, used 400 mjles:
£10/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. SVMiP- Popular, dropped rear
frame, mag., adjiistable pulley, spring forks:

£11/10.

T^AGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
-J " Tlie Motor Cycle " deposit system.— Eagles and

Oo., Higli St., Acton. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. (D) [X4306

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[0314

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Pay us a visit and compare
our prices. We have a large stock in Al condition,

at moderate prices to clear. They include Auto-
Wheel, Ariel, Antoine, Eat, B.S.A., Bradbury, Campion,
Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield ( fine tw in sidecar com
bi nations). F.N., Hnmher. Indian, Campion, J. A.P.
L.M.C, Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two, one P.
and M. lightweight, one S'/^h-p.), Rex (several fine Rexes),
Uoc, Rudge, ricott. Singer, Trmmph. Zenith. Two
good cycle cars for sale cheap. We can give quick
delivery of new mounts. Write lor details of the Rl.

and M. 2-stroke. Magnetos, clutches, 2 and 3'Speed
gears, engines (air and waier-cooled), Binks, B. and B..
Senspray carburetters, decompressors, cheap sidecars,
lamps, belts, pillion seats, helmets, overalls, etc. All
rock bottom prices. Come to us if you want a machine
for military use. We will give you a specially low
quotation- Promptness aud conrtesy, free of charge.—
Morgan and Maxwell, Tbp General Motories, 80. High
Ed., Streatham, London. (D) [S4L9'1

TRICARS FOR SALE.
SINGER Tricar, 9-llli.p., water-cooled, 3 speeds and

reverse, wheel steering, excellent condition.—Lewis
Kettle, Uphill Mill, Folkestone. [9245

PEUGEOT Tricar, 5-6h.p., forecar, splendid body for
tradesman's carrier; seized for rent; mu.=it be sold at

once; £6.—Skilling, 9, Palace Parade, Hornsey. [9231

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
£5/5 Sidecar for £2/15 ; owner no further use.-A-

Jackson, 28. Maitland St., Preston. [X4272

COACHBUILT Sidecar, mnd screen. Cape hood, new;
what oft'ers?— 12, Camden Pa.ssage, Islington. [9253

CIGAR-SHAPED Sidecar Body,
Gha>=sis. special racing light car

;

Herbert, Evesham.

n Mills-Fulford
£6.—Young and

fX4227

HIAWATHA
(With abject apologies to Long/dlow),

Should you ask me, whence the Indian

Whence the motocycle marvel
With the power of a Niagara
lying waiting in the engine

answering, with throttle opened,
with a thousand revolutions

as of thunder in the mountains —
leaving everything behind it

passing everything in motion —

Yet controlled to sigh and whisper
like the summer breeze in forest

thro' the pilot jet of metal
leading from the Carburetter
drifting gently with the traffic

resting — when the Arm uplifted

marks a passage for the walker —
we sliould answer, we should tell you

From the Famous Factory Hendee.

If still further you should ask us

What about the latest models
What about the Nineteen Fifteen

can you execute our orders
We should answer your enquiries

Straightway in such words as follows :

No description in cold print can

adequately describe the won-
derful Indian Motor Cycle. It

has maintained the lead each

year — but the new models

surpass anything yet achieved

by the Hendee Co. Godfreys

will send you full particulars,

illustrated, free by return of

post, but in your own interest

DON'T DECIDE on your new
mount until you have investi-

gated the merits of the new
Indians.

Model B, 5 h.p,

Twin-cylinder 3-speed,

GODFREY'S, LTD.,

The Indian Agents,

CAN GIVE PROMPTEST DELIVERIES,

208, Great Portland Street,

London, W.
"Phone: 4464 Mayfair.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
jl/TELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax

SIDECARS at gift prices is your pre.sent opportunitv.
We are clearing the remainder of 1914 stock at

a<;tual cost "price, aud have aidecara. complete from
£3/15, coachbuilt from £6/6; all are standard models,
and represent a wonderful saving to you. Bodies, wind
screens, hoods, in fact anythinff sidecarish, at remark-
ably low prices. It pays to buv now. Don't delay, and
remeraber you bnv from actual makers tbroueboiit.—
'Phone; 999 Halifax. ptl034

UNDERSLUNG Coachbuilt Sidecar, cost £14, hood,
screen, new condition; £8.-62, Stondon Park,

Honor Oak Park. [9314

COACHBTTILT Sidecar, good condition, Hutchinson
tj're and storm aproa; £4; money wanted quick.—

Westwood, 1, Bradford St., Ancoatr3, Manchester. [9227

WICKER, side door, girder underslung chasais,
new ; cost £8/8, take £ 5 / 10 ; buying coach-

built.—Motorist, 26, Mostyn Gardens, Willesden.
" [X4270

JAMES Canoelet Coachbuilt Sidecar. 1914, with storm
apron and luggage grid, cost £15, Matchless grey,

i^enuinely as new; £9/10.—Robinson's, Green St., Cjmi-
bridge. [6866

MANtJFACTtJRER'S Stock of Cane Sidecar Bodies,
all new, to be cleared at under cost, 55/- eatTi;

de.3igns sent on application.—Sidecars, Mettham St., Not-
Tingham. [X3129

TyELDED Sij^ecars. — Purcells' art catalogue of

vV welded' siuecars is the most detailed List issued;
78. Charlotte St.,

[3760

M

50 models r trade ojioted.— Purcells.
Tottenham Conit Rd., W.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to be

first-class finish and remarkable value; best racing
designs on the market; light bodies for low power ma-
chines a speciality ; make no- purciiase without seeing
ours ; several shop soiled sidecars ofiered cheap.-Stokes
aud Holt. Ltd., Belgrave Rd.. Leicester. [0190

PHCENIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-
Tilete with lyres; immediate delivery. Send for

illustrated list of diHerent design chassis and bodies.

Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in

>-^tock.—Phcenix Ttfotors, Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depotl. 736,
Holloway Rd., London, N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0135

BODIES.
T>EX 1914 Co;;chbuilt Body, new condition, cLam-
-tV pagne colour; £3.—A. Holland, Clarendon St.. Cov-
entry. [X4294

COACH Bodies, fit any chassis, any colour; cheap;
repairs, exchanges.—Crowe, 740, Seven. Sisters Ed.,

Tottenham. [X430£

CYCLE CARS.

ORGAN, 1914, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps:
otters.-Black, 55. Ealby Rd., Doncaster. [9222

PHCENIX Car, 2-cyl., 8-lOh.p., 2-seat., grey, good

order, Simms mag. ; £45.— Surridge, Ongar. [X4149

A.C. Pattern Sociable, 4V2h.p. De Dion; offers wanted.
—Morgan and Maxwell. 80, High Rd.. Streatham

[X4192

CYCLE Car, nearly completed, FftaFI gear, 6h.p. en-

gine, single-seattr : £20, or offer.—Page, Acre Lane.

Brixton. [9307

"J
(Q12 Morgan, enjfine just overhauled, very good condi-

-1 tj tion. complete with r.peedometer, liorn, lamp, and

tools; £59/10.-King, Staplefoid, Cambs. [X4201

STTJDEEAKER (Flanders), 1912, 4-cyl.. 20h.p., gate

change, 4-seat. torpedo body, excellent condition;

£95; exchanges.— 66, Florence Rd., Maidstone. [9216

HUMBERETTE, latest 1914. water-cooled, fully

oauipoed, a few trial runs only, recommended, and

"makers' full guarantee; offers wanted.—Lankester, 85.

Yictoria Rd., Surbiton. [9204

MORGAN 19L5 Models, now ready for delivery; Grand
Prix and sporting models 7 days ; ruotor cycles

taken in part payment; easy payment terms if desired.—

Elce aud Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G.

'Phone: 5548 Avenue. [0599

Q\YIFT 7h.p. Cycle Car, 1914 model, new end of Jnlr.

O* perfect condition, complete with 2 acetylene s'ide

amps, parafiin tail lamps. Stepney wheel, tools, etc.. tyies

n first-class order; excellent value.. £100.—Box L6,487,

rhc Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.C. (P) [9187

SWIFT Cycle Car, new hrst May, fitted- with henfi

lamps, and gas side lamps. Stepney, and new cover,

-pi-edometer, clock, whistle, and several other fittings,

iltogether costing £180, will accept £115, or neartst

iSer; trial run arranged.—Hitchcock, Elmswell, Snffolt.

[X4185

PREMIER, 1913, 8-lOh.p., air-cooled, cycle car

chassis, 2-speed, reverse, Dunlops, all new, _
wants overhauling, part damaged body, neyer beenJ
on road; sell or exchange sidecar outfit-—Apply beioreM

8 p.m.; after by letter, 918, High Rd., Tottenham, m^
[9392

14 Grand Prix Morgan, water-cooled J.A.P., g"^'^

. anteed in perfect condition throughout, complete

with screen, electric side and tail lamps, automatic lubn-^

>-;ition. Binks 3-jet, or B. and B., semi-automatic earn

biiretters, spare chains, valves, largo quantity tools, etc.tf

foot mats.' luggage platform. Klaxon and Lucas homs.H

700x80 Dunlops front. 700x85 heavy Kempshall backB

all in pood condition; any trial and examination giveniB

ost £125, offers.-128. Coltman St.. Hull. [XZlUJ^

19^

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.

WANDSWOETH Motor Eiciange.-Eollo cycle cnr,

8-lOli.p. J.A.P., mag., runs wellr £27/10; e.M-

cliangea.

WANDSWOETH.—Singer 2.6eaier, ivifh dickey, 7-9

h.p. tirin .maj., little baiuty: f12n0; exclianBe=.

WANDSWORTH.—Mercedes, racing type, 2-3eater, 16-

221i.p., 1 cyls., mag., disc wbeela ; £47/10; es-

changea.

WANDSWOETH.—Clyde 2-seater, 7-9h.p. twin, inag..

hood, sL-reen, splendid order; £25; exchanges.

WAXDSWOETH.-Sabella (latest cycle oar. 8-101).p.

J.A.P., water-cooled, mag., bood, screen: £45:
exciange^.

WANDSWOETH.—Eoyer. smart 2-seater, 6h.p., mag-
hood, screen: any trial; £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-A.C. , pattern sociable, 5-6h.p.

(water-cooled), mag., almost new; £22/10: ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-De Dion Bouton, 2.seater. 8h.p.,

new tyres, hood, screen; opportunity: £32/10:
exchanges.

ANDSWOHTH.-Leader light cbasris, 10-12b.p., 4
cyls., mag.; any trial; £25; exchange.-;.

WANDSWOETH. — Easy payments. — Wandsworth
(Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town

Station. 'Phone: Battersea 327. i:X4296

SIZAIBE Car, 2-seat.. mag.. 1911, used only 2
seasons; £35.-155, Goldhawk Rd.. Shepherd's

Bush [9318

KJLh.p. Baby Peugeot, very smart, reliable, economical
OZ car; £15.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting

8h.p. Royer 2-seat., side change speed, very reliable;

£35.—Palmer - Garage, Tooting.

|A-12h.p. Darracq 2-seat.. tast. reliable; £30.-
»-" Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

I 0-I4h.p. F.I.A.T. Landaulet. suitable hire, petrol
l-*^ consuinption 25 m.p.g. ; £175. — Palmer's
Jarage, Tooting. [9342

JIHOP-SOILED (Lagondn and Victor-Precision light
J cars; libeial exchanges.-ilotories, 16, Wct^tgate,

X. [0446

^ALCOTT Light Cars. 1915 uiorteK now ready, n
~/ slock: £185.— Wilkins. Siiup.son, and Co.. 11. Hum
lersniith Ed.. London 1885'-

8-lOh.p. Lagonda Twin, water and air-cooled cylinders,
£5. 7.9h.p. Star twin, water-cooled. £4/10.-385.

w

ork ltd., WillidsMortU. [9325

, "^ALTHORPE Minor, latest 1914. brand new, shop-
^ soiled; £145. list £ 168.—P. J. Evans, Jolin
trijht St., Birmingliam. [9369

HUMBERETTE. 1913, 8h.p.. 3 speeds." complete,
all accessories, hood and screen; £68.—P. J.

t Ivans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [9368
t iLLDAYS Midget, latest 1914, lOh.p., 3 speeds,

"1- brand new. <)hop-soilpd : li^t £175, accept £145.
-P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [9370

[*14 secures 61 oh. p. Wolseley 2-3eat., high side
^ 'iiior-;, foldiDK siieeu, hood, Uiiur-, lioiii, » loik,

.; leady lor road; tyres only slightly soiled; owner
' iifiocs owing to war conditions.—A rtiinr, 10,
aiailton St., Paisley. [X4242

I /?li.p. Rex 4-cyl. Landaulet, speedometer. Stepney,
:-" lamps, just overhauled, also touring body, com-
fte with hood, good hire car; only £105 the lot;
riiiiiipli motor cycle part exchange, or instalments.—
irki.r and Son, St. Ives. Hunts. [9378

1 EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
-jiXTENDEn Paynieuts.-All makes .-^uiii.lied ; inwe.>*i

J terms— Servke Co.. 292. High Holhoru. Loud ii

f^nfi'

'

""XTEXDED PajTnent?.-£3 deposit and 5'- weekly
J tmvri 2h.p. Mincrvn. £6/10: 2'jh p. Bradbim-,
15- 2"'ih.p. Dc Dion. £6'15: 3'..h.p. Min<^rva. £9/10:
V. Cjronet, £8/15.-Motoiit's. 16. Wectgate, Halifax.

[0489

ENGINES.
TEW V.hp. Humber Engine. 1913; £7,'10.-Miller.
' 190. E<^sex Ed., London, N. [9382

->ARGAIN. 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, a.i.v.. Bosch. B.
• and E.: £8.-53, Brownhill Rd.. Catford. [9304

li.p, J.A.P.- compMe unit, Amao, Bo^ch, Mith silencer
jDd pulley, nearly new; cheap.—45, Ealiour Kd..

itoD, [X4251
I EUGEOT, 7h.p., new complete unit ; frightens

owner; £18; appointment.—41, Harrow Manor
ly, Abbey Wood. [9393

OR Sale, 1909 3"-jh.p. Triumph engine, cnmpletp
Bcsch.- carburetter, silencer, re-bUsUed; £7/10.—

t r-ou, Baldock. fX4013
EX 6h p Twin Engine, 1911 model, m.o.v.. Ec<=ch
mas., adjustable pulley: £8/10; perfect order.—32.

riiilon St., Coventry. [X4292
ASTOXES.—New Beacon 8h.p. twin engine, with
induction pipe, £14; new Rex 1913 6h.p. twin

ine, with silencer and pulley, £12/10; J.A.P.
I 1). single-cyl., less mag., £5; Coronet S'/.h.p.
I^cyl., less mag.. £3/10: De Dion 6h.p., water-

' -d, complete with clutch, £6/10.-228, Penton-
Rd., King's Cross, London. N. 'Phone : 2431

I J. [9276

THESERVIGEC0.,Ltll.,
begs to call your kind attention
to the following SPECIAL BAR-
GAINS in Shop-soiled and
Second-hand MOTOR CYCLES.
EASY EXTENDED PAYMENTS
arranged for ANY MACHINE.
One-firth deposit, and balance in twelve equal

instalments, or by arrangement.

LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Stocl; UNDER £20.
No.
568.

769.

794-

601.
iSo.

731.
f,8.i.

694.

559-

599-

770.

738.

505-

40.1

.

702.

776.

269.

5I3-

Date. H. P. Make and Tvres. Price.

1910 2j MOTO-REVE ...'. £17
1910-1 1 ^WANDERER {twin) £17
6 CHATER-ANTOINE, Uvin cylinder,

magneto, 2-speed hub, and Sidecar
(not overhauled) £12 10

igo7-S 3.V P. & M., 2-speed, 1912 magneto,
chain drive £17 10

£20 to £30.
1912 3.1 ROVER, free engine £27
1914 "JENBRO" Sidecar, Hut-

chinson £20
1912 3 WANDERER £22 10
1913 2j M0T08AC0CHE, variable

gear, Hutchinson £25
l'. WANDERER £25

if)i2 2 HUMBER, Dunlop £28
5 CHATER-KERRY, twin, mag-

neto, 2-5pecd, lamp, horn, [and
speedometer £20

1913 3\ SINGER, tree engine, io fine
order £28

£30 to £40.
1911 3j SCOTT, rspced, water-cooled £32 10
1912 6 CLYNO, :-speed, kicl< starter £32 10
I9ii(> Tuin ZENITH.J.A.P £33 10
ior3 3I B.S.A., s-speed £35
1912 3* HUMBER, 2-spced £32 10

1914 2 O.K. "JUNIOR," soiled only,
Dunlop £27 10

1911 3^ P. & M,, 2-speed, complete
wifh " Swan " Sidecar £32 10

1912 35 TRIUMPH, 1914, j-spccd
gear. Stelastic 3in. on back £32 10

1913 3: RUDGE, tree engine, like new,
with l.niip. h(im, and speedometer £32 10

1913 :J DIAMOND, 2-sp., Hulcliinson £37 10

£40 to £50.
I9I2(> ZENITH .Till! Montgomery* Side-

car, Rom aiiH Hutchinson £43
1912-13 8 WILLIAMSON, with " For-

ward " coach-lnnll sidecar £37 10
1912 8 ZENITH, with " MilKord "

Sidecar ' £45
1913 3J TRIUMPH, T.T. roadster,

3-spe'ed £40
1913 3i-4 NEW HUDSON, 3-speed,

chain-cum-bclt, with Montgomery
Sidecar, lamp, and horn £42 10

OVER £50.
I9r4 5-6 RUDGE .Mulli (soiled only),

Dunlop £57 10
I9t j 6 CLYNO, 3-spcol, KempsbaU . . £55

714. 19 13 8 MORGAN Cycle Car £65
7S2. ign 6 " CLYNO," '3-speed. with

Sidecar, spare wheel, and accessories £72 1

The following are brand new. complete with lamp,
generator, and horn. Registration taken out and
plates lettered free.

I9r4 2}h.p. CONNAUGHT. £6 deposit, and twelve
monthly paymenLc of ^2.

I9r4 2h.p. CALTHORPE "JUNIOR," 2-specd.
£5 deposit and twelve monthly payments of

£1 15s. 5d.
TH.AT 1915 .MOUNT.—Whether you have de-

cided on it or not. CONSULT US. You will receive
unbiassed AD\'1CE, and make sure of obtaining the
very best. CASH, EXCH.^NGE, or E.P. TERMS.
EARLY DELIVERY OF CLYNO, P. & iM., CO.N-

N.^UGHT, ENFIELD, DOUGL.'\S, lNDI.-\\,
PREMIER, TRIUMPH. ZENITH. J.AMES,
ROVER, etc.. etc.

^e^/i^i^umcmypar^^
289, 292 & 293, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.O.
Telephones : 260 Central aiid 2071 City.

Telegrams :
'' Admittedly, London."
Garage and \Vorkshops:

' Harpur Mews, Theobald's Road, London, W.L.

D
B

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
A CCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; wori.
ii. guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in es

change for new; lieta free.—Eich ford. 153. Fleet St
London. fl??"-

ALMOST New Fischer Magneto. £2/10; 1912 B. and
B. carburetter, 12/6: complete Eex liame. £2/10;

1908 Rex engine, mth B.S.A. cylinder and pi-ston. £1.

-Burge^;?, Tew. Enttone, Oxon. [925E

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.— Re-winding, it

magnetieing. and oTerhonliuff promptly exeturert

;

tnuderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply. Ltd..

il. Gt. Charlee St.. Birmingham T.A. : Motors. Bii

luingham. [69tj''

JEBRON. registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.;

cures misfiring ; 2/6 each rivet ; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, u^ed by Me^i-?. Collier Bros..
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. [X4331

O /I Houre Magneto Repair Service. — All mabef •

/W'i magnetos, coils, or accumulatore repaired by ex
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hour« i.-

efflcient as new. Spares tor all makes stocked.—Simiii-
Motor Units. Ltd.. 191. Wardour St.. Loudon, W. |053<^

MAGNETO Repairs of every derscription ; we ate
specialitts in thie work. Bosch magneto repair**

a speciality, re-winding, re-magnetising. Ail repair.-'

t'uaranteed. Avoid incompetent tiukerers. All ^^mv
piirts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large slock of

tecond-hnnd magnetos. Coils and accumulators re^

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann Muv:
neto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H. Runbakeii.
Magneto Specialict. 7, Tetei St., Manchester. "Phnne:
6111 City. 'Oaoa

BELTS.
UNLOl* Ch'nrnnce Bslts 7/«in., lOd. per foot, u^ual

pri.L- l,9.-Laytons'. Biee7,ter. (X4291

ASTONES.—Be^t quality leather chrome bolting. '!'s

lid., -4 1/1. % 1/2, liu. 1/4. llfliu. 1/6 per foot.

BASTONES.— Clearance rubber and canvas belting,

best English made, Vh 1/-, liu. 1/3 per foot; I'ed-

Irv and John JInll belts in stock.—228. Pentonville Rd..
King's Cross, London, N. [9275

QPECIAL Line Bolata and chrome belt^ for autumn
*v3 and winter use. ^iin. 9d., vjtin. lOd.. lin. 1/-, I'.Bin.

l'"2 per foot. po-;t free.—rollin, V Belt Specialiet. Sbep-
herdswell, Dover. [9040

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre vnlue.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh. — For great reduction and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clincher

tvrc^. Made here bv the largest indiarubber niauufuc-
turers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding
Croperties. Make the Clincher your safeguard,—See
elow for approval terms. Be assured pf prompt

despatch.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.— Gooth? are oil guaranteed fresh

stjL'k, and tt-nt auj-where on seven days' approval
agaiiirt rash.

LEGGATE, Etlinburgh. — Clearance. — 1914 Climlier
Ureadnoupht, extra hcnvj', rubber studded, beaded

cnvpre. 26x21; 32/6, list £2.'7/3: 26x21,4. to fit 2U rim^.

32/6. li.=t £2/7/3; 26x2'o 35/6, list £2/10/10. The
Dreadnought i-^ ppecinlly dc-^ign'rd for passenger machines,
i^ built of 6-ply fabric, and has a tread half an inch thick.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.— Clearance.—1914 Clincher de
Luxe verv heavy rubber istudded, beaded covers, 26 x

2^^, to fit 2^ rims. 27/6, list £2/1: 26x2',;j 29/6. list

£2,2/9. A Cheltenham customer n-rites : "I might adr

v:tur ' De Luxe* tvros are a perfect marvel for value;

I bought a 26x2% for 2ii rim from you a year ago.

and it has now covered qjiite 10,000 miles on my
Triumph."

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.-Clearan-.L-.—1914 heavy [4-p!y

fabric) Clincher rubber -studded beaded edge covers,

26x2 17/6. 26x2",i and 26x2'.o 20/-: list almost double.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—1914 Clincher Junior, ribbed,

beaded covers, 24x2 11/9, 26x1^1 11/9. 26x2
13'9, 26x2Ji 15'3.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—3e»it quality tubes, fully guar-

anteed. 26x2 5/-, 26x2'4 5/6, 26x2',^ 6/-.

LEGGATE and Co.. Motor Cycle Specialists. 15.

Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. [X4186

GET Prices for tyree. best goods: lowest trade price-.—

Citv Rubber Co., Peterborough. [8259

CLINCHER de Luxe 26x2% Heavy Studded Covers, to

fit 21 1 rims- 31/- each; approval against cash.—
Young and Herbert. Evesham. [X4228

7 1 SL Guaranteed Allowance on old covers for prai.-ti

' O eallv any new motor cycle cover costing 40/- 01

more.—Taylor's. Ltd., 21a, Store St.. London, W.C. [0626

CONDITION as New, Liga plain tread cover, 26x2Va.
only ridden 60 miles; will accept 15/-.—Bos No.

L6,155. 77ie Moloi Cfjcle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.C.
[0589

Ofix2'-'. and 21^ 4-plv New Wood-Milne Tyree, steel-

^D Ktudded. 19/6 each: only few left; 26x2ii' Hutch-
in-on tubes, new, 6/6 each.—472. Archway Rd., London
j^; [9349

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2 s
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TYRES.
BASTONES.—Special clearance lines of new Engle-

bert, Collier, and other covers.

BASTONES.—Englebert plain ribbed covers, 26x2>/i;
147-.

BASTOjSTES.—Englebert rubber etnddea, solo model,
26x214: 16/6 (list price 30/6).

BASTONES.—Englebeit touring rubber studded, 26X
2%: 19/6 (list price £1/17/6).

BASTONES.—Englebext Passenger, rubber studded, 26
X2ii; 25/- (list price £2/1).

BASTONES. - Englebert super reinforced rubber
studded, 28x3; £1/19/6 (list price £2/19/6.

BASTONES.—Collier heavy square tread small car
covers, 650x65; 23/-,

BASTONES,
at 650x65 rim

Henley oversize covers,
25/6.

heavy, 700x80,

BASTONES.-Midland heavy ribbed and studded, clear-
ance, 26x214; 18/6.

BASTONES.—Hutchinson Brooklanda rubber non-skid,
26X2. 12/-; ribbed pattern, 26xl;i, 10/5.

BASTONES.—Dunlop heavy rubber studded covers
25x214; 17/6; 1913 stock.

BASTONES.—Dunlop Pillion covers, 1913 stock, 650
X65, 22/-.

BASTONES. — Hutchinson passenger 1913 rubber
studded covers, 26x21/0; 25/-.

BASTONES.— Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x2>4
5/6, 26x21,1, 6/-, 28x2 6/-.—228, Pentonville Ed.,

King's Cross, London, N. [9274

FOE Sale, two Hutchinson T.T. rubber-studded new
covers, 26x21/2, flt 26x214 rims, 20/- each: also

two ditto passenger, 24/- each.—Eossiter, Draper. Kings-
wood, Bristol. tX1648

GUARANTEED Heavy Collier Tyres, beaded edge
26x2i4in., studded, 18/-; 26x2i/.in., ribbed, 17/-:

21/ain. studded, 19/-; all fresh stock, and fully guaran-
tced.—Maudes', 136, Gt. Tortland St., London, W. [0630

T^HE Expert Tyre Eepairers and Ee-treaders.

"DT7RSTS and Broken Bends re-moulded as new,

SATISFACTION Guaranteed; low charges.
,

MELTON Tj-re Repair Works, Melton Mowbrav.
[X'4511

BARGAINS in Dunlop Tyres, 26x21,4, heavy rubber
studded covers, 14/3, usual price 32/6; 1913 pat-

tern, clearance. Try Gamages for all your motor cycle
needs; best assortment, cheapest prices; list free; several
motor cycles going at end of season prices. Call and get
a bargain.—A. W. Gamage, Holborn, London, E.C. [9261

DUNLOP 50/- 650x65 1913 PiUion covers, 21/-;
heavy Dunlop, 26x214, 17/6; round top Dunlop

belting. Vsin. 1/-, lin. 1/3; Hutchinson 26x2i(. Tourist
Trophy, 16/6; Clincher 26x2 A Won, 13/6; heavy non-
skid clearance Kcmp-shall, 26x214, 35/-: ditto, 650x65.
45/-. ditto, 28x3, 67/6: all Kempshalls carriage paid,
guaranteed for good mileages.—Economic Tyre Co., 137,
Lewisham High Ed., S.E. [9580

J.

PATENT AGENTS.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Patent Agent, 3, New St.,
Birmingham. Guide and price book free. [9390

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martineaii St.. Birmmgham.
. specialists in automobile pateuts Low charges

Enquiries invited. [5684

MOTOR Manufacturers, Inventors.—Prepare now for
ti:ide revival by protecting new ideas.—Particulars

and advice free.-Kings Patent Agency, Ltd.. 165, Queen
Victoria St., London. [5818

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

CTCLE and Motor Maker Retiring wishes to dispose of
his business, same owner over 25 years, with engine,

lathe, vices, and large stock of tools. Particulars on
application.—Box L6,634, The Motor Cmle Offices, 20,
Tudor St., E.C. [9243

WELL-LIGHTED Workshops to let, area 4,000ft.,
equipped with engineering tools for manufactur-

ing motor cycles: finished and unfinished stock can be
had. also tools; orders for manufacture of cycles can also
be placed: rent of premises only £75 p.a. inclusive.—
Particulars of Leopold Parmer and Sons, Factory Special.
ists and Surveyors, 46, Cresham St.. E.C, and Kilburn
N.W. [9242

FOR Sale, as going concern, modern motor garage
business and high-class showroom, replete workshop

fitted with 1914 electrically driven plant, also H.F. vul-
canising appliances, inspection pit, petrol stores, etc
electrically lighted throughout: stock and plant a fair
valuation approximately £450 ; most central petition in
Southport.—For further particulars apply, Fred S
Marsh. Chartered Accountant, 13. Hoghton St., South-
port. [9022

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPEET Reports.-Purcells send experts to examine

machines: 10/6, plus fares.—78, Charlotte St., Fitz-
roy Sq., W. (See advertisement.) [3473

507. ""^ LIST.
SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

Our
DUNLOP— Price.

26 x 2 J heavy studded 17/6
26 X 2g extra heavy
650 X 65 Pillion 21 /.

HUTCHINSON—
26 X 2i Passenger 30/-
26 X 2i. Passenger 28/-
26 X 3 for 2Ain. Passenger 26/-
26 X 2.VT.T 15/-
24 X 2I Brooklands 15 /-

24 X 2i ,
15/-

26 X 2 T.T.. wired-on 15/-
26 X 2i „ ., 16/6

CLINCHER—
26 X 2\ Dreadnought 32/6
26 X 2.V for 2iin. Dreadnougbt .. 32/6
2(5 X 21 Dreadnought 35/6
26 X 2i A Won 23 /-

26 X 2I for 2iin. De Luxe 27/6
26 X 2i De Luxe, rubber-studded

(Junior) 18/6
26 X 2 A Won 13/6
26 X 2 B grade 12/6
700 X 80 small car -j 21/6
700 X 80 tubes > 6/j

for 650 X 65 rims '

26 X 2^ extra heavy tubes 5/9
MICHELIN—

26x2 light 8/9
26 X 2j heavy standard 18/6
26 X 2,i „ 15/-

HENLEY—
6so \ 80 for 650 X 65 rims 27/-

engLebert—
26 X 2.1 wired-on for F.N. machines 15/-
26 X 2' „ „ ,, 12/6

COLLIER—
650 X 65 square 24/-

WOOD-MILNE—
28 •' s Grin rib patt. for Indians. 25/-
CONTINENTAL

)

BATES
AVON [ At proportionate
KEMPSHALLS reductions.
PEDLEY I

All makes of tyres stocked.
ELITE—

Best Quality Tubes (Guaranteed).

Usual
Price.

32/6
41/9
50/-

40/-

41/3
44/-
33/-
23/-
24/6
29/3
31/-

47/3
47/3
50/10
3+/-
41/-

29/-
25/-

7/9

14/9
32/-
35/-

28/6
25/-

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Tuition, £3/3. driving and mechanisai

until proficient and satisfied. — Prospectus,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9340

WANTED.
QPAEES.—Morgan and Maxwell, Streafham. [X7877

wanted.2^h.p. 4-stroke, m.0.7.,
4 South Shields.

Clark, 4, Church Row,
[X4288

TTTANTED, 3-6peed gear and free engine-—H^buin,
Art School, Barnst.aple. [X4016,

P.
and M. Sidecar, new condition, cane or coachbuilt.-^
Thomas. Penryn, Cornwall. [863?

1 /V /\ M:.tor Cycles wanted ; spot cash paid.—DespalJ-W Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [93:

PISTON and Connecting Rod for 6h.p. II.M.C—R. OIL
ham. Central Garage. Cleethorpee. [92W

WANTED, semi T.T. handle-bars, for 1913 Trimnphrt
Frank E. Owen, Thetford, Norfolk. [X427^

WANTED. Triumph Cylinder, new, also inch bdlii

—Brassington, 35, Talbot Bd., StaHord. [X4m
WANTED, magneto, carburetter, lamp set, epeffl

gear.—Star, 64, Gt. Portland St., London. [X43I0

WANTED, magneto, for single-cylinder engine, chain
drive.—Greenhous, Bishop's Castle, Salop. [X4263

WANTED, Ih.p. motor. Little Imp pattern, secnnil-

hand.—J. Spencer, Woodford, Thrapston. [X4I76

cod and
l-Elniet.

I.X424'i

cylinder, a.i.v., perfect

St., West Hartlepool.
[951;

DOUGL.iS. 1913 and 1914 models, also Morgans: sp

cash paid.—Maude's, 136, Gt. Portland St., London
W. [062-

WANTED, sidecar, red, fit 1914 spring frame Indian
immediate.—69, St. Paul's Av., Cricklewood, Lon

don. [923'

26 X :

26 X 2j
26 X 2j
26 X 3
Butted extra

5/-
5/6
6/-

7/6
1/3

AVON LYSO-
7ft. 6m. X §

CONTINENTAL-

BIEB-TS.
for Triumphs 7 /-

lin. section . foot 1/6 2/2
Jin 1/3

1/1
lid.

1/ri
r/7
l/S

}in
"

k :;
-..

DUNLOP—
Clearance Line.

1 in. section . foot 1/- i/9i
1/3 2/1

LEATHER BELTING—
Service Pattern.

lin. section . foot 1/-
tin. „ with fastener . >1 1/3

RETREADING.
Special heavy 15/-
Heavy 12/6
Medium 10/-

Sections on application.

ELITE offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit tree of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1 and over.

ELITE RUBBER Co..
264, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, VICTORIA, S.W.

'Phone : Victoria 6553

WANTED, motor cycle engine, 4 or 51i.p.. ^

cheap.—ThoiutoD, Moor Lane, Sherburn-in-Elniet.

WANTED. 2?4h.p. Kerry
cheap.—Ash, Caiabridg(

WANTED,
IT gear;

end, Glam.

Nala, B.S.\., N.S.U., or other speei

cheap.—Golding, 6, Vernon St., Bridg
[X420f

QPEED Gear, for Triumph ; approval ; also leather -n-ai.--

O- coat: Biirlington district.—6.975, The ^otor_Cyc.

Offlces, Coventry^.

WANTED, luaeneto motor cycle?, any condition

.

lone.?t price.—Box No. 6,976, The Motor Cyc

[X428

;tal

Offices, Coventry. [X430

WANTED, speedometer, clutch, lamp, speed geii

carburetter: cheap.—Blencathra, Highfield Er
Walton-on-Thames. [X42f

WANTED. 2V'h.p. lightweight frame and tank, al

magneto: all particulars, measurements.-A. Coti

Dundee Rd., Arbroath. [X40]

SPEEDOMETER, showing trip, also lightweight coac

built eideoar : cheap : illustra-tions.-Motoric.
Park Terrace, Pontypool. [92:

DOUGLAS, 2";4h.p., and cash, in exchange for

seat. 1913 Ford.—Box L6,546, The Motor Cyc

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [93E

WANTED. 2 or 3-speed gear, also lamp set, spe€

ometer, good saddle, and motor cycle occeeeori'

cheap.— 125, London Rd.. Manchet^ter. [05i

CASH Waiting.— 6h.p. or over, motor cycle or combip

tion, mechanical condition g td: ornamental ii

material: no dealers.—Box L6,51S, The Motor Cpi

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. - [92'

WANTED motor cycles, ^?econd-hand (Rex-Jap, Don.

las. Triumph preferred) : state lull particular.

rock bottom ca^h price.—Write, Box L6,500, T/w Mot

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. £06!

ANTED, any number of m.otor cycles, combii;

tions, light care, sidecars, engines, accessoni

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We* ba

several clients waiting for good machines. Send
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the uTK

salerooms, and obtain the highest prices ; terms, tffi

inonials, etc., on application.-Morgan and Maxwe
London Motor Salerooma. 80. High Rd.. Streat|a;

Londou rXao

EXCH.4NGE.
14fl"0RGAN and Maxwell. Streatham. for exchanges.^

EXCHANGE SiAh.p. T.T. single for lower power.-!

Kent House Rd., Beckenham. [93

MINERVA Cycle, 2V'h.p., for 1912 Clyno Bidecar

Williani Clark, 43, 'Oswald St., Bridgeton, Glafiga

W^

Sh""'-
V.S., free engine,

ligbtweiglit, or cycle..

[92

powerful: £18: exdm
-Karris, tjnderriver, Sev(

[95

FUSTE 16-20h.p. More Cliassia, mug., fnll eonirme"

1Q-I21i.r. Hmnber part.—Henaljaw, Wlieelnnf.

Stockport. I^''-

ESCHANGE Neiv Dur-ley £11/11 3-speed cy. le :;

carsh for Triumph free engine or 3-6peed.— P;i^'

son, Baldock.
- [S40

EXCHANGE 1913 61i.p. Zenith-Gradua and c;i<h I

1913 3-spced Triumph.—12, Cheltenham St.. B:

ro\T-in-Eurncs.s. iX^l

A26 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sidecars for Despatch Riders.

OBSERVANT readers will have noticed,

when perusing the various experiences

related by despatch riders at the Front,

that the road conditions are often almost
indescribable. One can comprehend,

to some extent, the state of the roads when the

weather is considered, and also the fact that

many times daily strings of heavy motor lorries

pass over the same ground. It is not merely
mud that causes the trouble, but the whole width
of the road being churned up into a surface

resembling a ploughed field, and pits made by
shells are numerous. Again, the duties of the

unbiquitous rider frequently take him along by-

paths and side tracks off the road, and when these

have become rain-sodden and churned up by
dint of the amount of traffic passing over them,
it requires all the resources and skill of an
experienced motor cyclist to keep his. single-

track machine upright. Here is an opportunity
for the uses of the motor cycle to be extended
by adopting sidecars for despatch carrying.

We have seen it suggested from time to time that
during this bad weather the movements of the

motor bicyclist are governed to some extent by
the state of the road; but it would appear that

no one in authority has considered the possi-

bility of using the motor bicycle and sidecar for

the work of despatch riders.

In view of the success of motor cycles, the

expedient of attaching a sidecar would commend
itself to one immediately. We are at the moment
referring to the sidecar attachment as a means
of rendering the motor bicycle absolutely stable

under all conditions, but the fact that' it will

also convey two people is a point in its favour
which cannot be overlooked. The motor -bicvcle

has received praise on all hands for its splendid
work. The up-to-date sidecar is no less reliable.

It certainly requires more room on the road—

a

most important consideration in warfare—but,

nevertheless, it requires considerably less room

than a small car. The speed of a good sidecar
outfit over muddy surfaces would be at least

as great as that of a motor bicycle.' It consumes
very little extra petrol, and, considering the sub-
ject from all its aspects, the sidecar undoubtedly
makes a strong claim on the Governntent in the
excejitionally severe winter campaign of the
despatch rider. We wonder if makers have
approached the Government on the subject. Such
a proposal would, we feel sure, commend itself

to the consideration of the War Office experts,

who kno\v only too well that e\-ery type of motor
vehicle has its limitations. The addition of a

sidecar does not affect -the valuable qualities of

a motor bicycle to any appreciable extent, and
the fact tiiat sidecars are now being largely used .

for the conveyance of quick-firing guns, is proof
that the authorities are well aware of their relia-

bility and general excellence. Already we are
well into the winter campaign, and rain-soaked
roads will be the rule for some time to come,
so that prompt action is necessary.

The Indispensable Motor Cycle.

ALL motor cyclists and motorists will regard
with pride the excellent doings of the

motor cyclist desTiatch riders on active

service at the Front. On all hands they

are receiving •official recognition of their

valuable services rendered under arduous
conditions. From the first, the names of motor
cyclists have been mentioned in despatches, and
since that time other riders have been specially

honoured and decorated, for special service both
by His Majesty's Government and by the French
authorities.

That motor cyclists are able to perform such
useful work must be a particular pleasure to

every patriotic Britisher, seeing that more motor
cyclists are employed in our Army than in any
other, and, moreover, that the British-made

motor cycle which has rendered such difficult

work possible is second to none in the world.
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ill IJCION^
Thick and Thin Electrodes.

The correspondence elicited by my paragraph of

November 26th has biouglit out one new point. A
Scott rider asserts that very cheap and slroddy plugs,

fitted with flimsy electrodes, stand up better in his

engine than first class plugs with solid single-point

electrodes. He believes that the single-point plugs

keep too cool in "wet" engines, with the result that

oil tlirown on the plugs is not immediately burnt off,

but slowly charred into a short-circuiting bridge ; on
the other hand, a plug with several comparatively
spidery electrodes gets so hot that the oil deposits are

burnt up as soon as they touch the points. He
suggests that the need of water-cooling on two-stroke

engines exceeding 350 c.c. is intimately connected with

this question, as follows

:

1. Such engines oil their plugs freely.

2. A thick electrode plug soots up in any case,

because it keeps too cool.

3. A thin electrode plug would cause pre-ignition

if the engine were air-cooled.

4. Therefore a thin electrode plug in conjunction

with water-cooling :s the sole solution.

The argument is interesting, but other factors

obviously enter into the matter.

Carbonisalion.

The radical weakness of the hand pump system con-
sists in the rapidity with which it carbonises an engine.

The pumpful of oil, injected every five, ten, or fifteen

miles, may certainly chill an over-stressed bush, but it

also drowns the cvlinder wall with excessive lubricant
;

.1 large percentage of this lubricant is flashed into

carbon, and deposited on the piston head, in the
piston ring grooves, around the valve heads, and on
the head of the cylinder. Within 750 miles, as a
rule, the presence of these deposits is perniciouslv felt,

and at about r.ooo miles no fastidious owner can ride

the machine further without removing the cylinder
and scraping them away. Even if there were no prac-

,

ticable alternative, such swift carbonisation would be a
genuine nuisance, and it is so regarded by the majoiity
of motor cyclists—those mute people who never wiite

to the papers, or join in our organised life, but who are
nevertheless the base and backbone of the iiulusti).

But there are plenty of satisfactory alternatives. Duiiiig
this very season I ha^'e ridden an air-cooled twin-
cylinder motor bicycle 4,000 miles without decai-
bonisation, and at the conclusion of that distance it

was running really well. I have further covered 5.000
niles on a small four-cyUnder cycle car without clean-
ing out the engine, and it is still pulling hke a Trojan.
It is unnecessary to say that neither of them had the
crude hand pump oiling. The air-cooled cycle had a

Al5

drip-feed oiler, combined with a bearing duct system;

the light car had a mechanically driven pump, and a

large crank case sump reserve. In both cases the

engine bearings were devoid of perceptible wear aftei

the distances named. Now that variable gears are

thoroughly established, it is comparatively unimportant

whether or not a motor cycle engine develops the last

ounce_ of power which can be extracted from its engine

dimensions, be they 350 c.c, 500 cc., 750 c.c, or

1,000 c.c. ; for the presence of a true emergency gear

will more than compensate for the sacrifice of the sheer

maximum of efficiency. But, in view of the number
of buyers who loathe tinkering, it is tremendously
important that an engine should run at least a full

season without perceptible wear, and without calling

for laborious and filthy attentions at short intervals.

A PRETTY SCENE ON THE HYTHE CANAL. KENT.

This canal was constructed by the military authorities about die time

of the Peninsular War, and was used for bringing supplies of ammunition

from Lydd to Shorncliffe Camp. It is now used for boating and fishing.
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About Oil and Grease.

Men talk about the little things that make for

comfort. I -distribute my custom round the trade in

rotation, and a month or two ago it fell to the fortune

of the Vacuum Co. to receive my lubrication orders.

With a five-gallon drum of T.T. they sent down a

most excellent tap, ready fitted with a cutter

reminiscent of Wills's cigarette tins; one twirl of the

cutter and the drum was ready tapped. The grease

for my cycle car was packed in a cartridge with a

screw squeegee—just the thing for packing grease

cups without waste. But alas ! when the cartridge

was half empty, there came a very cold morning, and
the grease solidified in the canister. I turned on

full finger power, and stripped a thread somewhere
in the mechanism, so that the lift revolved idly.

Nothing daunted, 1 got a hacksaw, and cut the bottom

off the tin and the top off my thumb ! The cartridges

are excellent, but those containing hard grease would

be better with a stronger fixture inside.

Metal Sidecar Bodies.

Has any reader noticed that sidecar bodies com-,

posed of unlined sheet nletal panels are frightfully

chilly in bad weather ? I rashly concluded that a

metal sidecar, being windproof, would keep its

occupant deliciously warm in winter, and scrapped a

well-lined wicker body in consequence. To my dis-

gust, the metal body was far the colder of the two,

presumably because the light panels were excellent

conductors of cold, and soon fell to a temperature
below freezing point under the impact of wind
and sleet. I cannot claim a wide experience of
modern types of sidecars, but, .so far as my slight

experience goes, wooden bodies are eraphatirally the

warmest. Not long ago I was shown some multi-ply

wood, used for constructing packing cases for Antarctic

work ; I should imagine some such material would
be ideal for sidecars de luxe, combining the warmth
of woodwork with the lightness of thin metal panels.

What do the expert sidecar manufacturers say?

Small Bushes and Drip^oiling.

My recent comment on the above subject evidently

touihcd several readers in a tender spot, and I have
received a number of a])proving letters. I learn that

at least one big firm has definitely instructed its

customers to open the drip valve fully, and use the
pump as if no drip were fitted. Super-efficient engines
and long strokes have emphasised the trouble, and not

a few users have used up two or three sets of connect-
ing rod bearings within a single year. It would be
a thousand pities if these unhappy experiences were
allowed to create a prejudice against drip-feed oilers,

which are probably intrinsically superior to the crude
hand-pump systems. The fact is that our connecting
rod bearings have always been on the small side, and
dangerously near the limit of safety and durability. As
soon as we deprive them of a lubrication system which
practically acts as a periodic cold shower bath, their

weakness is thrown into high relief. The moral is not
that we should abandon drip oiling, but that we should
redesign our bearings.

I Want to Know
What happens to second-hand machines in America?

I received the usual exchan.ges of the principal
American motor cycling journals, and it is quite the
exception for an issue to contain more than a couple
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of dozen advertisements of last season's mounts. Per-
haps the huge distances between townships render
postal purchases somewhat dangerous, but, even
then ! A friend of mine in the boot trade once
told me there was no boot repairing trade in America,
for, when a pair wanted resoling, the average man
threw them away and bought a new pair. Perhaps they

do the same with motor cycles. Just fancy finding a

1914 Hendee Special in a dust bin—yours for the

carting home ! I had previously thought of emigrating
to South Africa where a friend of mine tells me he
always raffles his last year's machine in the spring;

last spring he got ^84 in jQi tickets for a 191

2

Triumph. But, pending reliable information from the

States, 1 will stay in England till the German raid is

over.

A Record ?
1 have just completed 1,000 miles on a new engine,

which will ever occupy a niche of honour in my
recollections because it has not oozed one single spot

of oil from any joint; believe me or not, as you like,

but nowhere on its exterior surfaces is there the least

suggestion of a green film, though it has been smok-
ing slightly from the exhaust over the entire distance.

1 am sorry to disappoint readers, but the engine is a

four-cylinder water-cooled pattern on my latest cycle

car. When I can say as much for an air-cooled cycle

engine, I will not fail to record the fact. Up to date,

1 think a 191 1 31-2 h.p. Rudge ranks as the cleanest

motor cycle engine I have ever had. Those designers

who manage to perfect their crank case joints are

generally routed by the valve tappets. But my last

cycle car engine! Ye gods, it once sopped up 3]^
gallon.s of oil on a 750 mile trip; and the cause, as

usual, was leakage past the valve tappets. Let those

who complain of leakage past one or two tappets

figure what it means to have eight of them all spewing
forth plenteous green fountains 1

The 3 h.p. Enfield power unit, showing the simple timing

gear exposed and the enclosed inlet valve mechanism. One
cylinder is shown In section.

AI7
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ALLON TWO-STROKE.
A LIGHTWEIGHT OF STRIKINGLY ORIGINAL DESIGN.

ONE of the most original designs of

two-stroke lightweights we have
yet inspected is the new Alldays,
which, by tlie way, will be

Known as the Allon.

The frame construction is the first point
that strikes the observer. It is excellently

designed, and has a particularly good
feature of straight tubes everywhere.
Instead of the top dropped tube a sloping
tube is employed, which gives it a dis-

tinctive appearance. It will be remem-
bered that Messrs. Alldays and Onions
were one of the first firms to adopt this

type of frame, and the machine ridden
by W. H. Longton (who by tlie way is

now with the Colours) in the Isle of Man
attracted considerable attention on this

account.

Allon two - stroke,

showing how the top

half ol crank case

is cast with the

cylinder, while the

lower half is easily

removable.

-f-j^feij^

Left hand side of the 2\ h.p. Allon two-stroke two-speeacr.

/

All the fittings are excellent every-

where, and stoutly carried out, a large

and coiiitortable saddle being fitted,

which, with Brampton forks and alu-

minium footboards, should render the
machine extremely comfortable on the
road.

The 26in. wheels are another important
item. Both brakes are distinctly un-
usual, as* on each hub is mounted a

phosphor bronze drum, round which is

wound a heavy spring steel wire. The
wire is arranged so as to clear the diimr
comfortably when not in action, but to

give a very powerful braking action when
applied. The mudguards are fitted with
deep side wings, and a combined chain
and belt drive is employed.

Features ol the Engine.

The 2| h.p. engine itself is striking in

many respects. It has a bore and stroke
of 70x75 mm. respectively, giving a,
capacity of 292 c.c. The cylinder is cast
with the top halt of the crank case, the
crank case being split horizontally as in

modern car engines ; thus it is possible
by simply removing the lower half of the
crank case to drop out the crankshaft,
connecting rod and piston, and cleaning is

thereby rendered extremely easy. The
transfer pipe is cast with the cylinder,
and the release valve is connected direct
to the exhaust port by a small pipe.

The magneto is mounted directly beliind

the cylinder, and the magneto chain case

is so constructed that it does not in any
way interfere with the removal of the
crankshaft. The driving chain is covered
in, and a belt drive of reasonable length
is arranged. The engine fixing is particu-

lar!)' stout, and there is no fear of rattle

or looseness developing at this point.

Lubrication is by drip feed, and the tank
fittings are all excelleit, -while the

The new 292 c.c. two-stroke Allon, ^vhich is conspicuous for its sloping top tube and
low saddle position.

Piston, crankshaft, and connecting

rod of Allon two-stroke, which may be

withdrawn after removing the lower

half of crank case.

change-speed gate is of substantial pro-

portions. The gear box is separate irora

the engine and is of the double dog type,

having a cork insert clutch of aniplfe;

dimensions carried within the driven

sprocket. It is handle-bar controlled,

and the gear box is so mounted that the

holding down bolts are quickly accessible

for chain adjustment.
The price, as described, will be £38;

without clutch, £36 10s. ; and single-

geared model will be listed with a

countershaft at £28.
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General
Accessories

In the following pages we deal exhaustively with a variety of accessories and equipment specialities which lielp to

render the lot of the motor cycUst easier and more pleasurable. Many a rider who is already in possession of a mount
will be attracted by one or other of the handy fittings dealt with, whilst others on the point of ordering a new machine
will find the review of great convenience in selecting the most suitable equipment for himself and his mount. The review
does not profess to be complete—indeed that would be impossible in the space at our disposal. For ease of reference the

iterns dealt with are subdivided under the following headings :

(i) General Accessories. (2) Tyres and Clothing. (3) Electrical Appliances. (4) Lamps.

Fcrward Links and Fasteners.

The two belt fasteners shown above
, are ingenious devices for leiigtheriiiig a
belt wiiich is too short, owing, perhaps,
to the closing up of the adjustable
palley. It is interesting to note that the

H

11

(onnccting link is leatlier lined, and
(msi-quently it is noiseless in action, and
does not interfere in any way with the
working of the belt. These links are
made suitable both for the King hook-
(above) or the Forward fastener (below).

The Forward Motor Co., Summer
I^;u^•, Birmingham.

Bowden Specialities.

The Bowden lever is, without doubt,
familiar to all our readers, hut there are

few who have taken the trouble to take
one of these to pieces and see how beauti-

fully it is made. It will come as some
surprise to many when it is shown by
means of an illustration that the Bowden
lever comprises a beautifully made little

plate clutch, similar to the plate clutches
lonnd in hub gears. It will be seen that
the centre portion of the lever itself is

ca^Uated, and suitable plates engage
W|ttl the castellations, while on the'

spindle between the castellated plates are
circular plates, which are fi.'ced so that
they cannot turn on the central spindle.

In this manner the smooth and yet stiff

working of the lever is assured.

It may be remembered a band brake
device has been brought out by Bow-
den Wire, Ltd., for the purpose of

operating the Philipson pulley, which is

usually done by application of the foot,

which, though it works well, has a some-
what deleterious effect upon the shoe
leather. The new design Bowden control
for the Philipson pulley has now been
considerably simpliHed, and is similar in

design to a locomotive brake brought into
action by means of a Bowden wire on the
handle-bar.

Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd.. 37-41,
Pratt Street, Camden Town,. N.W.

The Philipson Variable Gear.

The Philipson pulley and variable gear
is so well known that a description is

quite unnecessary. We will, therefore,
content ourselves with calling attention
to a small improvement in the interjial

mechanism which has recentlv been made.
Some trouble was experienced by thought-
less users of the pulley in over-retarding
the governor, the result being that the
coiled spring in the governor bo.x occasion-
ally broke. The spring was fastened to

the centre bush by means of a set sci'ew

and washer. The improvement consists
in inserting a leather cam bolster, which
extends a certain distance round the
circumference of the bush, and which is

attached by means of a set screw only.

The washer used under tlie screw head
is thus dispensed with.

We understand that the cam bolster has
proved cnlireiy successful, and that it

Philipson patent automatic governor pulley.

The illustration shows pulley fixed to engine.

lan be lifted to existing governor pulleys.

It is quite an easy matter to fit it, ai;d

it i.s well worlh it, as the cam gives a

much smoother action to the working of

the governor, and all undue strain to the
spring at the fastener screw is done away
with. The Philipson governor pulley is

lierhaps the simplest gear available for

fitting to existing machines.
Philipson and Co., Holland Street,

Astley Bridge, Bolton.

A New Rotax Horn.

The horn wliich is shown in the accom-
panying sketch is sold by the Rotax
iNIotor Accessories Co. It is rather pecu-
liar in con.struction in that part of tlie

twist is hidden in the bell mouth of the

horn. This gives it a pleasing appear-

ance, and renders it far easier to clean

than a horn in which there are numerous
turns. It emits a clear, audible, and by
no means unpleasing sound.

The Rotax Motor Accessories Co., 43,

Great Eastern Street, E.C.

A19
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An Engine-cleaning Brush.

We have received a sample of an
engine cleaning brush from the Motor
Factoring Co. It is an exceedingly well-

made little article, and has been so con-

structed that the hairs cannot pull out.

f^^OT^ClLE

It is, moreover, of a very convenient
size, and can be easily carried in the
tool bag. Motor cyclists have been long
wanting a brush of this kind. The price

is moderate—Is.

The Motor Factoring Co., 113, Clerkeu-
well Road, E.C.

Small Machine Tools Jor Motor Cyclists.

It is tile nature of motor cycle riders

to become enthusiastic amateur engineers,

and it is not surprising, therefore, that
a very large proportion of them soon
become exceedingly handy in effecting

their own repairs. After the acquisition
of the machine the workshop gradually
grows, and as time goes on and the rider
becomes more of an expert, he is

anxious, through the sheer love of doing
his own work, to improve and add to its

equipment. It is for the handy man
who is a clever amateur mechanic that
Messrs. Drummond Brothers specially
cater. We illustrate herewith one or
two of the neat and serviceable small
machine tools for which this firm are
responsible.

There is a 3Ain. screwcutting lathe,

which is also suitable for boring, milling,

and drilling. The special T-slotted table
enables quite large work to be bolted
down for boring, etc., as the slide rests

may be easily removed by loosening one
nut. A neat trip gear is provided which
prevents the saddle from over-running
and damaging the lathe or work.

Another very popular Drummond tool

is that illustrated and known as the 4in.

Precision lathe. Owing to its simple
design the manufacturing costs have been
reduced, and a lathe capable of dealing
with practically any operation which can
be performed by the S^in. lathe has been
placed on the market at an exceedingly
moderate cost. The two lathes described
may be driven either by power or by
means of a treadle.

Drummond Bros., Guildford.

Variable Pulley Gear.

The two excellent articles, a plate clutch

and variable gear, supplied by the Mabon
Motor Works, have been on several

occasions described in this journal, but
an innovation is the plate clutch,

illustrated herewith, for chain-driven
machines. The photograph gives a clear

view of the external clutch spring, which
is adjustable, and the two inclined planes,

which serve to separate the plates inside

the clutch.

The \'<iriable gear has undergone no
alteration since we last described it. The
accompanying photograph shows the two
chain sprockets mounted on a bracket,
which pivots on the crankshaft centre
and also the adjustable pulley, the
opening of which is varied by the opera-
tion of a single lever according to the gear
ratio required. Owing to the expanding
pulley being eccentrically mounted, the
opening of the flanges is accompanied by
the varying of the distance from the

centre of the pullej- to the centre of the

The Mabon
variable engine

pulley geai

back wheel, thus taking up the slack of

the belt and keeping it always at the

correct tension. Our photograph also

shows the control rod and the ratchet.

t.:.

Two types of the Drummond lathe.
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which is attached to the secondary tube,

of the motor cycle frame. This has also

at its extreme right a free engine notch,
which is obtained by expanding the pulley

to its fullest extent, when the belt runs
on a loose ring.

Mabon Motor Works, Woodside Gar-
dens, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, _N.

How to use Cheap Fuel.

The Binks ingenious jet damping and
high velocity carburetter has already
been described in detail in Tlte. Motor
Cycle. It remains practically the same
for 1915, but Mr. Binks has adopted a
method of making it use parafSn. It

will be noticed that behind the saddle

tube a tank for benzole or petrol is

carried. The engine is started on the

lighter spirit, and afterwards the two-
way cock is turned off and it continues

to run on paraffin. Mr. Binks recom-
mends a special kind of paraffin which
costs lO^d. a gallon, and is sold by him
in forty gallon casks, but ordinary
pai-affin will answer the purpose.

Messrs. Charles Binks, Ltd., Phcenix
Works, Church Street, Eccles, Man-
chester.

A Passenger Seat.

A very useful accessory is the Tynesider

.^eat with backrest. The accompanying
illustrations show the method of spring-

ing the platform upon which the seat is

mounted. It will be noticed that it may

be u^ed for an extra passenger on

the carrier, the back can be raised and

used for the driver, or another use to

which the accessory can be put is that of

a well-spriuig luggage platform.

Messrs. The T. Eltringliam Henderson
Co., 25, xVlbion Koad, North Shields.
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HENDEE
THE

MANUFACTURING COMPANY'S

MASTERPIECE.
Expert and novice alike agree that the

1915

i is as near perfection as possible.

MODEL A 31 h,p. Fitted with 3 speed gear.

The beauty of hne and compactness of design are unique,

and all the outstanding features show originality in every

direction.

AN IMITATION CAN
NEVER BE UP-TO-DATE.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"INDIAN HOUSE," 366-368, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, W.
Telegrams: " Hendian, Eusroad, London." 'Phone: Museum 1643.

DUBLIN BRANCH ; Mr. C. B. Franklin, Manager (Temporary Address),

8, Vernon Terrace, Rathmines.

Australasian Depot— 109. Russell Street, Melbouma,
Canadian Factory—12-14, Mercer Street, Toronto.

In answering this advertisement it it desirable to mention

I

i

I

<2

S

The Motor C'uclt
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AGAIN THE BEST VALUE FOR 1915

'T'he tyre requirements
^ of the big twin com-
bination, the medium-
power machine, and the

baby motorcyclette, are

fully and perfectly met
in the Kempshall list for

1915: and every tyre is

British-made by skilled

British labour

HEAVY non-skid PRICES:

iDclies- Cover. Tube. Complete Tyre.

& s. d. & s. d. £ J. d.

26 X 2: ins. 2 2 £ 6 2 10
20 X 2jllns. 2 6 8 6 2 14 6
26 X 2 ins. 2 8 10 6 2 18 8
2S X 2 -ins. 2 15 12 3 7
26 X 2 ins. 1

toflt2iBim/ 2 12 6 11 3 3 6

HEAVY ANTI-SKID PRICES:
£ s. 1. £ s. d. I e ?. d.

26 X 2ins. 1 10 6 7 fi 1 18
26 X 2Jins. 1 12 6 8 6 ! 2 1

26 X ajins. 1 17 6 8 «
1

2 6
26 X 2 Sins. 1 18 6 10 6 1 2 9
28 X 2 Sins.

'

2 2 12 2 14
26 X 2 J ins. %

to fit 2 i rim }
2 5 11 2 16

(Ext-a Heavy) >
1

HEAVY CYCLE CAR NON-SKID PRICES;
Size. Non-sliid Cover. Tube.

26 X 2Un&.
26 X 3in3.

FOR

28, X Sins.

1 £
!

3

i

3
' INDIAN

£
I

s. d.
I

£ s.

2 6 10
5 , 12

' MOTOR CYCLE.
d.

1
£

3 10 12

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (of Europe), LTD.,
97,98, Long Acre, London,W.C. Cambridge St. Rubber Works,Manche5ter.

'Phone—244 Gerrnrd ("2 lines', 'Grams
—

" Stiidless, I-ondon,*'

Coventry : G. R. Bromley, Warwick Chambers, Warwick Kow
Fiinningham : Reginald G. Priest, 71, Lionel Street. New Zealand :

Goldiagham & l^eckett, Ltd., Palmerston, N. Scotland; Percival E.
Pole, 27, Jamaica Street, Glasgow, Paris: The Clapson Co., 26, Ru''

d'Armenonville, Neuilly.

_!

HEAVY CYCLE CAR ANTISKID PRICES:
Size. Ar.ti-slcid Cover. Tube.

26 X 2.Uns.
20 X- :iiiis.

FOR
1

2S X 3ins.

1
£ s. d.

1
2 7 6

1 2 10

'INDIAN" MOTOR
t; s. d.

2 17 6

£ s. d.

10 6
12 6

CYCLE.
£ s. d.

12 6

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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P. and H. Lamps.

Among the numerous lamps sold by
Messrs. Powell and Hanmer, which are

of all types and sizes, suitable for all

grades- of motor bicycles, we noticed

comparatively few alterations, the same
standard of excellence being maintained
throughout. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows an ingenious form of sidecar

lamp attached to a bracket fi.\cd to the
sidecar mudguard. It wiU be noticed
that it shows a white light in the front,

and has a red glass at the back.
Messr.«. Powell and Hanmer, Che.'ter

Street, Birmingham.

Lamps and Generators.

IMessrs. J. and 1"!. Oldfleld, tlie mami
facturers of the well-known Dependence
lamps, have recently paid considerable
attention to the wants of motor cyclists.

They have been the pioneers in intro-

ducing small Iiandle-bar acetylene lamps

fur tl>e puiTKJse of illuminating speedo-
meters, clocks, etc. The accompanying
sketch shows a lamp recently put on the
market, fitted with an ingenious ball
joint, for the purpose of illuminating
the speedometer, while the ball joint
referred to enables its ray.s' to be directed
in any direction.

Messrs. Oldfield have also brought out
a very well designed and substantially
bnilt generator. Contrary to motor cycle

practice, it is fitted with an efficient

condenser, which is filled with horse hair,

and has the effect of drying and purifying
the gas before it passes to the burners.

Messrs. J. and R. Oldfield, Refulgent
Lamp Works, Warwick Street, Bir-

mingham.

A Double-purpose Lamp.
Kew men in the motoi' cycle business

have had more experience in the acces-

sory line than Mr. H. Taylor, who, for

the past eleven years, has made a special

study of the wants of motor cyclists.

The accessory which appealed to us

most on the occasion of our last visit to

his showrooms was a useful double-

purpose handle-bar lamp, which we illus-

trate herewith. It is exceedingly well

made, and is built to last. The two
windows show a red light to the rear,

and a white light which illuminates the

speedometer, clock, or rnulo card. By
day the lamp may be turned round, and
a convenient mirror will be found on
the other side.

A lamp similar to the above, but of

simpler design, is a tail light for side-

cars. Both in this and tlic liandle-bar
lamp, the lid which acts as a ventilating
cowl is kept in position by means of a
7X)werful spring. The surface of the

crossbar, which forms part of the scheme
of construction, is roughed so as to

enable matches to be struck upon it.

While still on the subject of lamps
we may mention a useful sidecar lamp
bracket, designed to fit u|ion any con-
venient portion of the sidecar chassi.";.

It is made so that it can be adjusted
to suit requirements.
H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C.

The Miller Motor Cycle Lamp.
Miller's lamps for motor cycles are

made in a variety of sizes, and are well
designed and soundly constructed articles.

The larger sizes are fitted with Jlamjin

mirrors, and give an excellent light.

Miller's Rearlite, which is atta<?hed to
the right handle-bar and supplied with
gas from the main generator, is also a
useful article. By day, tliis can have a

<5J9

mirror clipped over it to give a view of
the road behind.

Messrs. H. iMiller and Co., 60, Millet
Street, Birmingham.

Rotax Lamps.
The Rotax Co. has made a special

study of lamps for motor cyclists, and
those which we illustrate give a clear
idea of the various types" they have
placed on the market for high-powered,
medium - powered. and lightweight
machines. The lamps are manufactured

at the company's own works at Wilies-
de.i, and are strongly built and highly
suitable for motor cycle work. All" the
generators are practically of the same
pattern, and the method" of holding the
container on to the water tank is worthy
of note, and is most effective. A U-
shaped piece is hinged about two clamps

which fit on to the bracket forks, and
in the centre of the TJ is a large milled
screw which presses the container up
against the tank. The carbide is not
placed in the container itself, but in a
separate box, the bottom of which is

perforated so that the carbide "ash"
can shake down to the bottom of the

container. The water does not drip
direct on to the carbide, but goes into

a perforated tube, from which it is more
equally distributed on to the fuel. The
last sketch shows a neat acetylene tail

lamp for a sidecar combination.

Rota.\ Motor Accessories Co., A3-45,

Great Eastern Street, E.G.
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An Air Cushion Saddle.

For the first time in tiiis joiunal we
are able to give a description of the

IMessiiiger saddle fitted with air cushion

springs, similar to tlie shock absorbers

attaclied to the ends of the springs of

motor cars. Naturally, the most interest-

ing point about the saddle is the system
of suspension, which the accompanying
illustration clearly demonstrates. The
lower frame of the saddle is securely

connected to the ends of the piston rods,

one on each side. The pistons work in

air barrels which are carried by yokes
clipped to the saddle frame. The piston

rods pass through holes in the heads, and
are packed so that there is no metal-to-

metal contact, and the wear is thus
reduced to a minimum. Each piston is

fitted with air vents, and the space in the
barrel below this is used as an air

chamber. Before the weight applied,

the piston in each barrel is at the bottom
of its travel, and there is an air cushion
beneath it, but under road shocks the
barrels are thrust downwards until the
pistons occupy a position about half way
up the barrels. The springs are then
compressed, and the air is passed from
above to below each piston through the
vents. On the rebound the barrel rises

and the springs extend, but the air

cushion prevents violent motion, as the
air passes through the vents slowly enough
to give a gentle cushioning effect.

iNlessrs. Morris, Piussell and Co., 75,
Curtain Road, E.G.

A Strong Luggage Carrier.

A visit to the showrooms of Messrs.
A. W. Gamage is always an education.
A cleverly designed luggage platform for
use on sidecars is shown in the accom-
panying sketch. It will be noticed that

it cannot move. The top of. the grid, of

course, is used for luggage, and strap
eyelets are placed conveniently at the
back of the platform for fi.\ing on the
luggage.
Those who are given to the delights

of carrier riding will appreciate the

cushion which we illustrate herewith. It

is provided with straps for attaching to

the luggage carrier.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Hoi-
born, E.G.

The Scott Carburetter.

The sketch which we reproduce here-

with gives a clear idea of the working of

the new Scott carburetter.
Tlie carburetter is of the single lever

type, but is provided with an auxiliary

air shutter by means of which a portion

of the fixed air supplj- may be restricted.

The automatic shutter is procured by
means of a single piston which uncovers
the throttle as it uncovers the air port.

If it is desired to strengthen the mixture
the side lever which operates the inner
sleeve is moved, with the result that the

'TOrriiTTmilE?

company is best

known for the

manufacture of

lubricating de-

vices. The type
illustrated
is known as the

Enots automatic
drip lubricator.

It consists of an
automatic drip
feed, regulated
by means of a

needle valve. The
flow of oil to the

crank case is in-

duced by suc-

tion. The drip

feed is, of course,

controllable, but
if at ai. , time it

is required to

give the engine
an extra supply of oil, the lever is given

a half turn and the oil will continue to

run in a steady stream until the lever is

returned to its normal position.

The other sketch shows a set of tyre

carriers sold by Messrs. Benton and Stone
for attaching to sidecar bodies. The
stem of these carriers is swivelled so that
the plate may be attached in any position
and accommodate the sweep of the tyre
to the lines of the car.

JNIessrs. Benton ancT Stone, Ltd., Brace-
bridge Street, Birmingham.

A Chrome Leather Belt.

A new pattern Balata and chrome
leather combination belt has been intro-

duced by Mr. W. PoUin, who is a pioneer
in belt manufacture, having been occupied
in making belts from the very earliest

the platform has a dropped frame for
carrying a petrol can, which is kept in

position in a particularly ingenious
manner. A bar rests on the top of the
can, and two clips, kept in position by
strong springs, serve to hold the can
tightly pressed against the frame so tha.t

A24

quantity of air drawn in is reduced, but
the throttle opening remains the same.
It is claimed that since both ports are

lectangular both are opened absolutely
in proportion. The makers say that to

obtain the greatest possible economy the
air port should be nearly fully open, and
for the maximum amount of power it

should only be about half open. The
carburetter illustrated is suitable for

standard 3^ h.p. single-cylinder machines,
or for 6 h.p. twins.

Messrs. William Scott and Son, 153,
North Street, Glasgow.

Lubrication Specialities.

Messrs. Benton and Stone, Ltd., have,
during the last few years, given a great
deal of attention to the motor cycle busi-
ness, and have brought out many interest-
ing and novel accessories. Probably, the

days oi tlic motor cycle movement. Thia
inventor has been experimenting for some
time with Balata in combination with
leather, and the main feature of the new
pattern is the method of riveting the
materials together. The ordinary steel

eyelet, as used in former patterns, had a
, tendency to cut the strands of the woven
material and so weaken it to a large extent,
whereas the new pattern contains a double
row of small gauge solid nvets, all fitted

and clenched by hand. This forms a
complete metal stitching.

Mr. W. PoUin, Shepherdswell, Dover.
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Multi
The range of

Rudge Motor Bicycles
for 1915.

FOR CASH. DELIVERY:
£ s. d.

31 h.p. Rudge Multi - 58 . 15 . immediate.
(499 c.c.) Roadster or T.T. Model.

5/6 h.p. Rudge Multi
(750 CO) Roadster - - 63 . 15 . immediate

7/9 h.p. Rudge Multwin 75 . 0.0 January.
(1,000 c.c.) with

Multi-speed Gear and Twin Engine.

7/9 h.p. Rudge Twin - 75 . . February.
(1,000 c.c.) with Chain drive and

3-speed Countershaft Gear.

Rudge Sidecar

Rudge Sidecar
with Rudge hood and screen.

- 16a 16. O Immediate.

- 20 .11.0 Immediate.

Any model may be purchased by Easy Payments.

Abridged Catalogue illustrating and describing each model, and the popular booklet " Rudge
Wrinkles," Post free on application to

—

LONDON DEPOTS:

230, Tottenham Court Road, W.

(OXFORD ST. END),

23, Holborn Viaduct, B.C.

By Appointment
Cycle Makers to

H.M. KING GEORGE.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.
(Dept. 600),

COVENTRY.
Illustrated Art Catalogue fully illustrating and describing all models will be published

early in January, 1915.

In answering this adverlisemenl a is desirable to menlion "Tht Motor Cycle."

m
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MOTOR CYCLE
TYRES.

\o

iK^

f^

PATTERNS
FOR

I 9 I 5.
THE IDEAL TYRES
FOR HARD WEAR.

DREADNOUGHT PASSENGER (leFt-hand design).-

This tyre has hitherto achieved remarkable success on almost

every type of machine, and the various mileages reported

range between 5,000 and 22,000. It is constructed so that it

will stand up to the road and present a good square running

surface, while the casing is of such a quality that it will allow

perfect flexion in the walls, to the comfort of the rider and

protection of the machine. We have further improved the. con-

struction for the coming season by the addition of crossed

ribs extending between the studs and by the enlargement of

the centre row. This gives the tread a much greater sub-

stance and renders It a perfect non-skid, and without question

't is the finest tyre on the market for Heavy Solo or Passenger

work on machines up to 8h.p.

" DE LUXE *' (right-hand design).—This has been greatly im-

proved -both in quality and construction for the coming season.

The rubber has been changed from . the former grey to a

tough white quality, which will better stand the strain of the

ordmary type of machine. The tread has also been improved

by the addition of crossed nbs extending between the sLuds,

vhus giving a heavier and thicker wearing surface and a more
reliable non-skid.

It IS made in three weights
—

" Heavy" tor machines up to

4 h.p., " Extra Heavy "
for machines up to 6 h.p., and

" Junior " for machines up to 2| h.p

In the Extra Heavy pattern there are three millimetre sizes

lor Round Base Rims. It is also made in Wired Edge for

those who prefer this type for racing purposes.

MANUFACTURED BY

The North British Rubber
Company, Limited,

169, Great Portland Street, London, W.
Factories: Castle Mills, Edinburgh.
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Spring Lamp Brackets.

A. H. Hunt is best known as a dealer

in electrical accessories, but the accom-
panying sketches show that the firm by
no means confines its attention to this

class of goods. The two spring brackets
jilnstrated are for carrying oil tail

lamps, the idea being that a lamp which
I is properly sprung will also keep alight

and is less liable to damage. An

interesting form of adjustment is pro-

vided. One end of the coil spring is

anchored to a movable portion of the

bracket, while the other end is anchored
in a hole on the fixed portion, so that

if- a heavier liimp be fitted the tension

of the spring can be altered. These
brackets are made in two patterns, one
of which is intended to be attached to

the carrier of a motor cycle, while the
I, other may be

5
screwed on to

the bodywork of

a sidecar.

Another in-

teresting little

accessory is the
H.H. badge
holder fpr fi.v-

J

ing to the
number plate.

It is a neat
pressing out of

a piece of tube.

Tt is interesting to note that the
"clutch" adhesive insulating tape which
is a speciality of this firm is now British

made.

Mr. A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon Street,

E.G.

An Extra Petiol Tank.

The handy little extra tank which we
illustrate follows very closely a design

suggested in The. Motor Cycle for petrol

consumption competitions. It will be

The man who tours, or the despatch
rider, is often at a loss a^ to how best to

pack up his kit. The folding valise, a
sketch of which we reproduce, is a
thoroughly serviceable article. It is con-
structed of patent leather, which we are
assured will not crack. It is absolutely
waterproof and very capacious.

The Service Co., Ltd., liave also intro-

duced a new tyre gaiter, which is particu-
larly well made, and is constructed of the
linest Egyptian canvas and strengthened
by means of the best chrome leather.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, High
Holborn, W.C.

A Patriotic Mascot.

A mascot of interesting design and
suitable for the present period is that
now being marketed by the Stentophone
Co. As the illustration shows, it is of

a distinctly patriotic nature, the bulldog's
head and shoulders being surrounded by
Flench, Belgian. Russian, and English

Hags. It is sold in three styles,- i.e.,

antique bronze and polished brass,

antique silver, or heavily lacquered. The
price is 2s. 6d. in either of the three
styles

The Stentophone Co., 36, South Road,
Hockley, Birmingham.

The Jones Speedometer.

Among the first successful speedo-
meters for- use on motor cycles was the
Jones. This, as oiu- readers are aware,
works on the centrifugal principle, and
has long been a popular accessory. Our
illustration shows the clearness of the
figures, a point which is of great value to

motor cyclists. There has been an in-

creased demand for speedometers register-

ing in kOometres per hour, and these
instruments especially appeal to motor
cycle despatch riders on the Continent,
where all distances are marked in

kilometres.

One of the most useful accessories ever
sold by this firm is the Giant wheel
drawer. A moditied form of tliis useful

tool was also adopted for motor cycle

noticed that means are provided for

strapping the auxiliary tank to the main
petrol tank.

A strong hook fastener tor high powered

machines, and having double screw fixings.

It is sold by John Piggott, Ltd.

pulleys, and recently another improved
form with four legs has been brought out
for removing any kind of pulley or the
flywheels of lightweights.

•Jlessrs. Markt and Co., Ltd., 98-100,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

Knee-grip Seat.

. This combination seat is expressly
designed to take in all the requirements
of motor cycling. It departs from the
usual pedal cycle saddle form, and
embodies a new principle of riding, well

known to every horseman—that of con-

trol by the knees. i\lotor cycling, with
its great pace, and consequent vibra-

tion, requires a seat in which one can
reduce the road shock by rising from it,

and this can be brought about by means
of a knee grip. Engine vibration at

speed is coped with in this seat by in-
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General Accessories.—

ti"cducing car cushion springing in com-
bination with a l^in. thicl< ffeather pad,
which can be removed and shaken up.

The rider by use moulds the top of the
seat to his form, thus ensuring the
greatest comfort. The knee grips are in

the form of bags ; they are of solid hide
cut in one piece, and are made to serve

a u^r Jul purpose, as each carnes a

metal box. They also keep the legs

upright in a natural position, and off

the hot engine. The modern require-

ment of ' a low riding position is given
in a great degree.

The Kumfurt Motor Accessories Co.,

Cookham, Berks.

Willers Extension Pipes.

We illustrate herewith four types of

V/illers extension pipes designed to fit

various makes of motor bicycles. These
extension pipes serve to reduce the

noise without in any way causing back
pressure. These are made to fit various

machines.
Messrs. Willmott Bros., 51, Prince of

Wales Road, Norwich.

Clair Silencers.

The Clair silencer, it may be remem-
bered, consists of a nest of drilled cups,
which successfully break up the exhaust
gases, rendering their exit quite silent

plates and adapters have been made,
rendering the Glair silencer suitable for

all makes of machines.
Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co. also make

a speciality of oxy-acetylene welding, and
sell a plant for accomplishing this work.
They are exceedingly expert in repair-

ing broken castings, and thoroughly
xinderstand the requirements of motor
cyclists.

Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., 115,

Great Portland Street, W.

The Wilkinson Twelve-jet Carburetter.

Some detail alterations of considerable

interest have been made to the Wilkinson
twelve-jet carburetter. The main features

remain the same as before, but the jet

control has- been somewhat altei'ed.

Instead of opening up a series of jets up
to twelve in number, leaving all- open
at once, the jet valve is now arranged
in the form of a flat plate with a gap

without exerting undue back pressure.

The Clair was originally a French
invention, and gained an exceedingly
high award in the A.C.F. Silencer Trials
many years ago. Messrs. Lyell have
bought up the patents and now manu-
facture these themselves. Ingenious end

B4

in one side. As this is rotated the first

jet is opened, and just before it again
starts to close the second jet begins to

open. Thus, though the jet area con-

stantly increases as the valve is rotated,
there is never more than one and a

fraction of a second jet exposed at one
time.

Another modification takes the form of

a hole drilled in the centre of the valve
stem with two inclined outlets at the
top, and similar holes partly on and
partly above the part of the stem
squared for the reception of the pinion.
Besides acting as an air vent, this lead
ensures any fuel which might leak back
into the rack chamber, Avhen the carbu-
retter is flooded for starting, being sucked
back into the engine. This helps to give
easy starting, and ensures absence of

wastage.

Mr. J. H. Wilkinson, 40, Jubilee Road,
Doncaster.

A Fibre-lined Brake.

The speciality

of this firm is

a band brake
which is fibre-

lined. It is

easily fitted to

existing makes
of machines
and is suitable

for the heavier
types of motor
bicycles, especi-

ally with sidecar
attachments.

Messrs. Ukan-
tes, London Col-
ney, Herts.

Spring Fork Attachments.

Among the Kerry list' of accessories

we may mention a series of excel-

lent spring forks designed to be adapted

to motor bicycles of ancient manufac-
ture, which are fitted with forks of the

single or rigid type, and it is surprising

how many of these are still in use.

These forks are known as the Readhead

girder spring fork attachments, and, are^

made suitable for lightweights of 2^- h.p.;

for medium-powered machines of about
2^ h.p., and for full touring mounts.
The East London Rubber- Co-., Ltd.,

29, Great Eastern Street, E.G.

A Sidecar Windscreen.

One of the most ingenious wind screens
that has yet been produced for sidecar
work has just been brought out in con-

junction with a special body. When out
of use the screen drops inside a panel
of the body, and besides being invisible,

is quite out of harm's way and cannot
be damaged. At a moment's notice the
screen can be lifted out and fi.xed at any
desired angle, either at the front of the
body or behind the sidecar door. In
this latter position it cair be sloped'

forward to act as a paper or book rest,

and spring clips are provided for this

purpose. Any change in position of the

screen can be made by the passenger
while the machine is travelling, and" it

is but the work of a moment to swing the

screen to one side so that one can enter

or leave the seat. The body has graceful

'

lines, and is very tastefully finished and'

upholstered. .

'

. The Light Car Body Co., Fleetwooti

Works, Union Street, Coventry.
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REMEMBER:
Every Dunlop tyre bought helps to support the

workpeople of yourown country ; and every foreig^n

tyre bought—^European or AmericcUi—is a blow

aimed at the workpeople of your own country.

The DUNLOP
price reduction

Heavy type (3-ply casing)
beaded - edge, for heavy
solo and medium passenger
work

.

Extra Heavy type (4-ply
casing) beaded-edge, on
round base rim, for heaN-y
passenger work. Made in

650 X 65 mm. size.

ITS design, its method of construc-

tion, and its quality render the

patented Dunlop rubber=studded

motor cycle tyre the finest ever

produced.

And now that the prices are down, take
advantage of your opportunity. Specify
Dunlops for your new mount, and set

your mind at rest on the tyre question.

Here are a few examples of sizes much in demand :

—

Cover.

12/-Ribbed Motorcydette

R.S.

Light

,. Heavy

„ Extra Heavy

f^ I, n .

.

Three-Ribbed „

Sidecar Extra „

Combination Rubber and Steel

studded

R.S. Heavy Wired-on

24 >

26)

24,

26:

26 >

26x23
26 X 21

650 X 65

653 X 65

26 X 2h

650 X 65

26x2i

14/3

16/3

17/6

20/.

30/6

37/9

41/.

34/6

23/-

55/9

28/-

Tubt.

6/6

6/9

6/6

6/9

6/9

8/6

8/6

10/6

10/6

8/r

10/6

7/9

There is a big saving on some of these tyres. The full

list of 52 types and sizes is given in the A.R. leaflet

(free) . Get a copy from your agent or from any of our
branches, note the ^rice which interests you, and give
your order traightaway.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders throughout the World of the Pneiunatic Tyre Industry>

Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; and 146, Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.C.

Branchei— CoveQtry, Nollingham, Manchester. Newcastle, Bri»tol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow. Dublin, Belfast*

DUNLOP SOLID TYRES FOR HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
TRADE ilAEK-

In anawtHng this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B5
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THE NEW
STURMEY-ARCHER
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR

IS A REVELATION
^3,6' STANDARD _ ^„.

r2g'MA»wiDt-,^4r6jj" Position^

i MAIN BOD.-' i -g»??"-5^i"!!v3J""<-C- 34 .

,. ohpehcikeS . 54.. r\ii-^^-ri.„^
iSoVERALL J ' • - ^ h9r5 5TAN0ARD-

b6

Adopted for 1915 by the leading Motor-cycle

Manufacturers. 3-speed & enclosed kick-starter.

Suitable for Motor-cycles from 3 to 6/8 h.p. Gears constantly

in mesh, and may be changed at any time without declutching

or raising Exhaust lifter. Clutch is of the cork inset

type, operated from handle-bar, and very smooth in action.

Kick-starter completely enclosed, constantly in mesh, with
safety device to prevent injury should a back fire occur.

Weight of gear complete, 24 lbs. Can be supplied either

with combined chain and belt drive or all chain drive.

Write To-day for reduced prices of S.JJ. 3-speed Hub Gears as

supplied for Russian and "British War Office 'Motor-cycle Contracts-

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET, POST FREE.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, Ltd.,

NOTTINGHAM.
In an-swermg this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Visible Petrol and Oil Gauges.

Faw people in the accessory trade have
displayed more ingenuity in the design

of useful fitments than Mr. A. C. Davison.

I One of his latest ideas is an excellent
' form of motor cycle tank, to which he

. has axJapted his gauges. The accompany-
1 ing drawing ^will show that these are

. readily visible, thus showing the quantities

of oil and petrol in the tank at a glance.

11 Previously, the complaint has been that

petrol gauges are not easily seen from

ithe
saddle. Another point about the

tank is the carrying of oil in a totally

separate box inside the main tank, thus
greatly adding to the strength of the oil

tank and preventing the tiresome leakage
between the two compartments, about

! which so many riders have complained

ifroni
time to time.

The other accessory we have to deal

with under this heading is a petrol can
specially designed for the use of record

i: breakers and raci.ig men. This is turned
upside down and the spout inserted in the

filler cap of the motor bicycle. The petrol

is allowed to escape by first of all opening
the vent at the top, which takes the form
of a tap, and by pressing down the
handle, by means of which the exact
amount may be easily regulated.
A. C. Davison, l63, Arlington Eoad,

Camden Town, N.W.

I Useful Tools.

I

One of the most up-to-date firms in

the manufactm-e of useful tools is that
jof Messrs. Lake and Elliot. A par-
Iticularly useful little appliance is the
jMillennium magneto timing wheel puller.

iThe joints of the arms are made of sheet
IBteel, thinned at the part which goes
ibehind the wheel to be removed, and
'carefully hardened and tempered. The

arms are self-locking as soon as pressure
is applied to this screw, and they cannot
slide away from the work.
Yet another interesting tool made by

this firm is the Jlillennium pedal pin
spanner, which should especially appeal
to the owners of lightweights. The fiats

on the end of the pedal spindle are
extremely small, and it is difficult to find

a spanner thin enough to take them and
yet strong enough to withstand the
necessary strain to unscrew these
spindles after the machine has been in

use for some time. In the case of this

tool the force applied to turn the pedal
spindle tends to liold the shoos together,

thus giving the necessary firm grip.

Messrs. Lake and Elliot, Ltd., Albion
Works, Braintree, Essex.

Watlord Speedometer and Magneto.

One uf the moat successful niutor cycle

speedometers on the market is the \Vat-

ford, which works on the centrifugal

principle. It owes its popularity entirely

to its wonderful relialjility, which has
been brought
about by the
extreme care
and accuracy
exercised in
its manufacture.
We have had
a considerable
amount of ex-

perience- with
this excellent

little instru-

ment, and we
can speak most
highly of it in

consequence.
Messrs. Nicole', Nielsen and Co. are

also manufacturing a magneto. Their
experience in fine and accurate work
should stand them in good stead in this

new departure, and we have no doubt
that it will be a first-rate article.

Messrs. Nicole, Nielson, and Co., Wat-
ford, and 14, Soho Square, W.
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A Chain Rivet Punch.

Quite a novel accessory, sold by
the Service Company, is a chain rivet
punch. It is absolutely self-centring, is

smaller than any existing similar tool, and
is machined out of a solid bar. When the
chain link is looped on to the fork end,
the punch is opposite the counter-sink of

the ch"aiR stud, and thus a rivet can be
punched out accurately in the dark if

necessary. It is made suitable for , the
following size chains : | x-J, | X -ft-, | X i,
while a larger size is also made.
The Service Co., 292, High Holborn,

London, E.G.

The Vulcan Vulcaniser.

There are few more u^efid accessories
which form part of the gai-age equipment
than a good vulcaniser, and the Vulcan is

one n-liich has been brought out by the
well-known firm of Lacoste and Co,,
especially for motor cyclists' use. It is

but a miniature mo^el of the larger
Lacoste vulcaniser sold to the owners of
motor cars, and, consequently, is a
thorouglilv well-tried article. It stands a
little under 5^111. high, and is worked
by opening tlie shutter shown in the
smaller of the two sketches, and inserting
therein a small sjwrit lamp consisting of

absorbent wool soaked in methylated
spirit placed in the hole designed to
receive it; then, after the tyre has been
suitably prepared, the lamp is lit, and it

is left alone. When a certain temperatur°
has been reached the white metai sur

rounding the spindle of the shutter melts,

and the spring allows the latter to closo

automatically, with the resujt that the

flame is reduced and the correct tempera^
ture is maintained. The t%vo illustrations

show the vulcaniser employed in repairing

a badly gashed cover, and also in repair-

ing a punctured tube. The process

is very fully described in a well written

little booklet which is supplied with each
vulcaniser. The box is sold complete with
vulcaniser, bench clamp, solution, wood
block tor a mandrill, and the necessary

materials.

Messrs. J. Lacoste
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.

and Co., 184

B-*
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A Dropped-frajne Sidecar.

Messrs. Bransora, Kent and Co.
especially lay themselves out for the pro-

duction of inexpensive and extremely
neat sidecar bodies and chassis. The

accompanying sketch shows the Dual
chassis with dropped frame, which is sold

at a very moderate price.

Messrs. Bransom, Kent and Co., 40,

Great Eastern Street, E.C.

Gamage's Over-boot.

A most excellent over-boot has lately

been placed on the market by Messrs.

A. W. Gamage,
Ltd. The
upper consists

of waterproof
canvas, and
adequately pro-
tects both the
leg and foot.

The advantage
of such a gar-

ment is that it

is fixed on with
a great deal

less ' trouble
than the or-

dinary overalls,

and yet gives

adequate pro-
tection in the very worst weather, if

worn with a long coat.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Holborn, E.C.

The Gogogenes Jack

The Gogogenes jack is a light and
handy device intended to be used with
a light cycle car. It is placed under
one end of the axle in a sloping posi-

tion with the legs extended clear of the
ground The car is pulled back on to it,

or forward if the front axle is to be
raised. When a vertical position has
been assumed the legs may be allowed to

touch the giound. The car will then be

A Silent Chain,

This company was the first to adopt
the noiseless type of chain to motor cycle

use, and was the first to realise its

advantages, which lie not only in the
silence of the transmission, but also in

the fact of its greater suitability for an
engine chain, since, as the latter runs at
very high speeds, it has been found that

the silent chain is more suitable. The
first machine to be fitted with the Cov-
entry silent chain was the Matchless
sidecar combination.

Messrs. The Coventry Chain Co., Spon
End Works, Coventry.

Harcourt Kadiators.

Considerable interest was evoked on
the first appearance of the Harcourt
radiators at the beginning of this year.
These are aluminium fins provided with

quite steady. Being of wood, it is

strong, cheap, and cannot damage the
other articles in the tool bo.'c. It weighs
only 1 lb.

Messrs J. F. Buckingham, Spon
Street, Coventry.

copper separaters which are attached to

the ordinary radiating fins of an air-

cooled cylinder. We have seen a good
many in use, have tried them, and found

them to be efli-

. cient. They are
now made suit-

able for more
';V/".V;'--.

,
.

than fifty makes
of motor cycles,

and have proved
to be especially
useful for two-
stroke engines.
The above illus-

tration shows the
Harcourt radiators
fitted to a single-

cylinder 4 h.p.

Bradbury motor
cycle engine. It

is claimed that
they save 50% in the oil consumption
and from 20% to 30% in petrol, owing
to the efficient manner in which they
keep an engine cool.

Messrs. Wylie and Lochhead, Byers
Koad, Glasgow.
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The Simms Exhaust Chime.

Among the various alarms sold for

motor cyclists the Simms exhaust chime
is especially worthy of mention. An'
idea of its neat design may be gathered
from the illustration, which also shows
the two methods of control, the cable

and clip for attaching to the handle-
bars, or the pedal for screwing on to

the footboards. The valve is returned to

the closed position by means of a clock
spring, which is plainly visible in the
drawing.
Simms Motor Units, 191, Wardour

Street, W.

A Rifle Clip.

One of the numerous accessories sold

by Messn's. Herbert Terry and Sons,
which will especially appeal to military
motor cyclists, is a rifle clip, illustrated

herewith. This is very strongly made
of good quality steel, so as to stand rough

usage, and is leather lined to prevent

injury to the rifle. The clips are clamped
to the forks at the top and bottom. A
strong spring action prevents the rifle

being shaken out, and the bottom of the

clip is adjustable to any angle. When
ordering the make of fork should be

specified.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Redditch.

Sarolea Engines.

The Sarolea engines are manufactured
at Herstal, near Liege, where so brilliant

a stand was made against the enemy.
These engines are a well-known and much
appreciated Belgian make, and the Tormo
Co. hold a good stock. Naturallj', owing
to the factory being in German hands,

no miprovements have been able to be

made for the coming season. This

company also deals in Engjish-made
spokes for all types of wheels, and F.

and S. ball bearings.
The Tormo Engineering Co., 67 68,

Bunhill Row, E.G.
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Dall Accessories.

Two very useful accessories are sold by
tins firm. One is the Dall belt fastener,

a most ingenious device which works
admirably. The connecting link has a

steel roller at each end, and these rollers

are pressed into the ends of the fastener

through specially large holes. When the

rollers are in position the fastener cannot

come undone, and, owing to the first-class

material employed, excellent wear is

obtained. A small point worth mention-

ing is the provision of a U-shaped piece

through which the fastener screw runs,

which is intended to fit into the bottom
grooves of a rubber belt, thus helping to

add to the security of the joint. The
links are of different size.s, so that by
their means "a belt which is too slack or

too tight can be easily adjusted. We
may mention that the price of this

fastener has been reduced.
The other device sold by this firm is a

tronser guard, consisting of a wire spring
booked round the combustion chamber of

a motor cycle. It serves the very useful
pm'pose of adequately protecting the
rider's trousers or overalls from being
burnt.

Mr. J. B. Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

A Grease Cartridge.

The Vacuum Co. have for many years

very carefully studied the various qualities

of oils and gi-eases for motor' cyclists.

One of their latest innovations is a grease

cartridge, which is illustrated herewith.

It consists of a tin of grease, the top

of which is provided with a shutter.

When the latter is opened and the handle

I

turned, a steady stream of grease flows

jUt, so that there is no wast«, and the

i'tease is handled in comparative cleanli-

less. The company also issue a special

eafiet on motor cyc'e oils, and those
nteresled wou'.d do well to write for a
opy-

The Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton
iijuse, Westminster, -S.W.

Badcock's By-pass.

An effective little device for rendering
more automatic -the usual motor cycle

carburetter is the Badcock by-pass, which

consists of a small pipe conveying small
quantities of strong mixture into the
inlei pipe for slow running. This comes
into use when the throttle is shut. It

has been on the market a considerable
time, and is much appreciated by motor
cyclists.

Air. F. Badcock, 110, Woodville Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

Purcell's Sidecars.

A firm which has made a special study
of the construction of sidecars is Messrs.
I'urcells. Particular attention has been
paid to the strength and rigidity of the
various models, and this has been accom-
plished by doubling the main tubes,
which take a large proportion of the
weight and are subjected to the greatest
amount of vibration, by doing away with
lugs and by welding all the joints, thus
obtaining a neat appearance and render-
ing the chassis easy to clean. The axle
is made of a special grade of steel, is

of ample dimensions, and is welded into

the axle tube. It is interesting to note
that the quality of the material is such

that the axle can be bent cold, so that
a broken a.xle should be an impossibility.

The hub embodies a special ball-retaining
device, which enables the wheel to be
detached instantly. The centre Hange is

provided with a special ring for exclud-
ing grit from the ball race. The springs
are specially designed with long leaves

so as to give the greatest amount of

comfort, and are fitted in such a manner
as to reduce the over-all width of the
chassis by over two inches. Another
noteworthy feature is the fixing of the
mudguard to the inner side member,
which is well valanced, and is attached
to the chassis by means of strong tubular
stays, welded throughout. This welding
is carried out by the oxy-acetylene pro-
cess. It is also interesting to note that
the chassis is dropped, giving ample
room for a low body position, thus

ensuring comfort and a pleasing, graceful

outline. Care has also been taken to

ensure that the combined weight of

sidecar body and passenger is correctly

balanced over a line joining the axle and
the rear fixing to the machine, thus
relieving the front forks and the head
of the motor cycle from unnecessary
stresses.

Numerous models are built, but the

type illustrated gives a very good idea

of the substantial sidecar chassis, com-
plete with luggage carrier, to which a

luxurious body can be fitted. A
speciality is also made of light chassis

for use on motor bicycles of medium
horse-power. On the road, riding in a

Purcell sidecar is extremely comfortable
and the springing is excellent.

Messrs. Purcells, Ltd., 78, Charlotte
Street, Fitzroy Square, W.

The Garner Whistle.

One of the first whistles adapted to

motor cycles was the Garner, a most
efficient means of giving audible warning.
It is designed to be attached to the
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exhausi pipe of a motor cycle, and is

operated by pressing a plunger with the

foot

Messrs. H^nry Garner, Ltd., 120,

Alcester Road, Birmingham.

Belts and Fasteners.

For many years Stanley belts and
fasteners have been exceedingly popular
among motor cyclists. The belts are of

exceedingly high quality and are largely
used by numerous riders. "Fhe two types

of hook fasteners are well known and
have already proved their worth, and so
may be dismissed in a word.
Quite a useful innovation is the Stanley

shield, designed especially for expanding
pulleys, though equally efficient for fixed
pulleys, which prevents the belt slipping
as it passes round the pulley. Its use
may be clearly seen in the accompanying

sketch. Another useful accessory is the

Stanley spare link, which we also illus-

trate. It serves the purpose of shorten-

ing or tightening the belt when an ad-

justable pulley is used.
The Stanley Motor Belt and Fastener

Co., 32, London Road, Bromley.

:4.
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Rom Tyres.

One of the best known non-skid tyres
at present on the market is the Rom
combination, which is so familiar to our
i-eaders that it needs but a passing refer-
ence here. Tlie Rom rubber-studded
cover is not, however, so well known as
it deserves. It will be noticed from the
accompanying ilUistration that the studs

are square in

shape, forming a
rather uncommon
pattern. The
tyre is well

built, and its

wearing qualities

are as satisfac-

tory as its non-
skidding- quali-

ties.

It is interest-

ing to note that
prices for Kom
tyres for 1915
have been re-

duced ; the same
standard of
quality is, of

course, main-
tained. The
rubber - studded

cover to which we have referred above
is sold at a very moderate figure.

The Horn Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd.,

36, Brooke Street, Holborn, E.G.

Quickly Detachable Leggings.

A very useful article at this time of

the year, when there is much mud on tlie

roads and rain in the air, is a pair of
Brooks's motor cyclists' leggings. These
are made with spring clips at the knee

and ankle in

such a manner
that they can
veiy easily be
slipped on or off

in a moment.
When in posi-

tion they afford
evcellent protec-
tion against the
w eather. The
Biooks saddles
aie too well-

known to need
detailed descrip-
tion, but we
may mention

'that B170 con-
tinues to be very popular amongst motor
cyclists. The list of bags, luggage car-

riers, etc., is a long one.

Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.,

Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

Palatine Tyres.

The manufacturers of the Palatine tyre

hold the honour of being the first firm

to allow a motor
cycle cover'to be

submitted to a
three thousand
miles Auto Cycle
Union official

test. The tyre

is strongly con-

structed and is

built to wear,
and it c a ni e

t h r o ugh the
above test, it

may be remem-
bered, with Hy-
ing colours.

The Palatine
Tyre Co., Ltd..

Saul Street, Preston, Lanes.

Kempshall Tyres.

No alterations will be made in Kemp-
shall tyres for 1915, the company pinning
its faith to the models which have done
so well during previous years. . For four

years in succession machines fitted with
Kempshall tyres have been awarded the
team prize in the A.C.LT. Six Days trials,

Avhilst this year the P. and M. team,
fitted ' Avith Kenipshalls. were only four

points behind the winning team in these

important trials, and in the Scottish
trials the winning team of Indian
machines was Kempshall equipped. It

is also interesting to note that, in addi-
tion to having a record for reliability, the
greatest speed ever attained by a motor
cycle—93^ miles an hour—was made on
Kempshalls. The two models illustrated

are the non-skid and the anti-skid tyres,
which are made in all popular sizes, in-

cluding 2^-in. to fit 2iin. rims.
The Kempshall Tyre Co. of Europe,

Ltd., 97-98, Long Acre, W.C.

DECEAIBER loih, iQH-

A New Stepney Tyre.

A new motor cycle tyre, has been intro-.

duced by the Stepney Co., and it will'

be marketed for tlie coming season in

addition to the well-known Road-grip
cover. The new tyre is suitable for

machines up to 3^ h.p., and is to be
sold at a popular price. The makers,
claim that it combines the advantages
of tne three-ribbed tyre^ and the rubber-

studded type. The ribs at each side

provide tire side grip, and the rubber
studs in the centre give the necessary
adiiesion in a forward direction when
driving It is made of the best quality

rubber and fabric obtainable. The Step-

ney Co. inform us that they are now
supplying tyres for Auto-wheels, size

20x Hx If inches.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd..

LlancUy, South Wales.

Bates Tyres.

A useful and durable tyre, made by

Messrs. Bates and Co., is illustrated here--
with. It will be noticed that it is of

the three-ribbed
variety, but

differs from stan
dard practice, in

that it has in

dentations
moulded at intci

vening spaces in

the central rib

A useful acics

sory made by this

firm is a piac
tical form of

tyre gaiter, which
the careful motoi
cyclist will hnd
it convenient to carry in his outfit.

i\Iessrs. Bales have also introduced a •

new motor cycle repair outfit, containing

a small tin of specially prepared solution,

as well as twelve patches, valve tubing.

French chalk, canvas, an indelible pencil,

a. tube of corned emery, a wire brush, and
some insulating tape, so that there is

little fear of a motor cyclist carrying one

of these outfits being stranded.

Messrs. W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St.

Mary's Mills, Leicester.
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Skew Tyres.

We illustrate herewitli tlie well-known
Skew tyre, the tread of which consists
of staggered indentations, moulded on
its periphery.
It will be
noticed that
tlie tread is

sriiiare (round
treads are alsn

made), and it

is a well
made cover,

strongly and
soundly con-
structed, and
is an efficient

nnn-skid.

.Messrs. Oylers, Ltd.. 35, Xew Caven-
dish Street, Great Portland Street, W.

The Max Metallic Tyre.

Messrs. Chas. Cntlibe and Co. have
intioduced quite a new type of motor
cycle cover, known as the'jla.x .Metallic
Tyre. The tread is built up upon a

b r u s h - I i k e

material in which
the metal bristles
are attached to a
.specially prepared
fabric base in

such a manner
that they cannot
he dislodged. It
is claimed that
these bristles act
as a non-skid.
Certainly, t li i s

type of tread
should he usciiil in u illistandiiig the on-
.slaughts of nails and sharp flints. The
,'highest grade of toughest Para rubber is
forced hydranlically into this material.
entirely saturating the fabric base and
filling the spaces between the bristles.

.Alessis. Chas. L. Cuthbe and Co.. 37
Creat Eastern Street, K.C.

A Chest and Throat Protector.
The .-V.K. h'ather vest is a combi--

tion of waistcoat and
It can be worn in 'the
house as a simple
waLstcoat, and when
going out the neck
attachment can be

throat protector.

turned up and clipi.td int., |.nsition at
(lie back. It then atfords ample protec-
tion against the weather.
The .\.K, .Manufacturic ; Co., 548,

Mie Road, Bradford.

Handle-bar Muffs.
Among the many useful motor cycle

accessories to be seen at Messrs. Self-
ridge?, we would like to make special
mention of a pair of handle-bar muffs,
which are invaluable <luring cold weather!
The e.xterior is made 'of waterproof
material lined with warm cloth. The
miiffs are kept open by
mean.s of springs round
the openin,^ and along
the top, au(( are attached
to the handle-bar by
means of glove button
fasteners and a bolt and
"ini; nut. These are

'HI

naturally highly ap|)reciated by motor
cyclists who are serving their country
both at home and abroad.
Messrs. Selfridge, 0.\tord Street, \V.

Coats and Caps.

X ni o II g the
numerous articles

of apparel f o r

motor cyclists to

be found in the

Service Company's
showrooms we
noticed a useful

macintosh coat of a

length sufficient to

come below the
rider's kiiees and
lined with detach-
able tieece lining.

It is sold comjilete

with belt, and is,

we understand,
being supplied in

consirlerable quanti-
ties to despatch
riders.

Yet another
article of interest

to those who do
much winter riding
is the cap which we illustrate. Under
normal conditions it looks just like an
ordinary cap, but in very cold weather

an inside lining, which is made of wool,
may be pulled down : it then adequately
-protects the rider's ears from cold.

Service Co , Ltd,, 292-293, High Hol-
born, W.C.

Reflex Clipper Tyres.

rG^^

X high quality three-ribbed lyre which
is well made and snbstantiallv constructed
is the Reflex
Clipper Ideal,

the introduc-
tion of wliich
should un-
doubtedly be
welcomed by
motor cyclists,

A n t h e r

speciality o f

this firm,
which, w e
under,stand, has been consideralilv im-
proved for 1915, is the Clipper motor cycle
oelt, the prices of which h^ve \uvn con-
siderably reduced.
The Clipper Tyi-e Co.. I..

Steelhouse Lane, 'Rii-uiinsh.ini.

32-60,

Detachable Endless Tube.
The Rich detachable air tube allows a

Iree passage of an as it is not butt-ended.
It was introduced for motor 'cycles as

early as 1904 and is most successful. The
lirm also specialises in motor cycle covers.
The Rich detachable Air Tube Co.,

Crawley, Sussex.

Clincher Tyres.

A tyre of intiicsting pattern recently
brought out is the Clincher de Lu.xe.
It i.s a substantial type, as the studs
arc joined by libs, and should act as
an efficient non-skid until worn down,
and the wearing shinild take a long
time. The rubber has been ch.ingi'd
from grey to a tough white quality, and
has been improved in durability, the
cross ribs between the studs giving
larger wearing surface. It is made
suitable for all types of machines.
Another novelty is the Clincher com-

bination steel and rubber-studded tyre,
which should pi-ove aii efficient non-skid

under all road conditions. .-V speci.-il

point is made of anchoring the .studs
securely, so that they will not pull out
under ordinary usage. It is made
suitable for voiturctte rims.
The North British Rubber Co., Ltd,,

("'lincher House, Great Portland Street,
London, W
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Beldam Tyres.

The peculiarity of the Beldiim tyre is

that the flexible rubber V's at the sides

prevent not only
;ii'cumferentiril slip

but are claimed to

prevent sideslip.

The steel-studded
tyre, it will be
noticed, has the
studs let in flush

tvith the rubber.

The Beldam
Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Beldam \Vorl<s.

Brentford,
iMiddlesex.

Avon lyres and Beits.

The Avon tyre is one which is exceed-
ingly popular among motor cycle riders.

The type of cover illustrated is known
as the Druid, and it will be noted that
the studs are of a somewhat peculiar

pattern, being hexa.
gonal in shape.
Numerous other
types of tyres are
made by this firm,

including t h r e e •

ribbed, ordinary
studded, the Sun-
stone special, the
tread of which is

Hat and has trans-

^erse grooves
moulded in it, and
the combination
cover, in which the
steel stnds are

placed at intervals flush with the ribs.

A reference lo the new Avon Ijelt was
made in our issue of November 19th.

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd.. 19,

Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.

A Steel-studded Palmer Tyre.

Few tyres liave a greater reputation
for durability than the Palmer. One of

the innovations for 1915 is a new com-
bination cover, which in outward design
follows the three-ribbed pattern which
the Palmer Co. has made so popular. It

will be noticed that down the centie
there runs a row of steel studs. Another
interesting cover is the three-inch steel-

studded Palmer Cord tyre, which is

specially designed for use on heavy
sidecar combinations. This has a square

_ 'ik^^zz?-^

steel-studded tread. The other patterns
made by this firm are the three-ribbed
tyre, which, we are told, has been
greatly improved for the coming season,

and covers made in two plies and four

plies of fabiic, which are suited for less

C2

strenuous work than that for which
Palmer Cord tyres have been designed.

These covers are also made in the 2iin.

size to fit 2in. and 2|in. rims. Although
Palmer tyres have not been appreciably
reduced in price, it may be pointed out
that the tread of the three-ribbed tyre

has been considerably increased in sub-
stance, and every endeavour has been
made to keep up and even improve upon
the present high qualitv.

Palmer Tvi'e Co., 119-123. Sliaftesburv
Avenue. W."

Tyres and Treads.

There will be two standard patterns
for 1915, ribbed and studded. The prices

of both tyres and treads have been
reduced. Tyre repairs are a speciality.

The Fox Tyre Co., 30, -John Bright

Street, Birmingham.

Clothing.

Ever since the early days, .John Piggott,

Ltd., have made a "careful study of the

clothing wants of motor cyclists. One of

the most serviceable motor cycling suits

—that known as the J. P. Invincible

—

we have yet seen has been placed on the

market by this firm. It is supplied with

a good leather belt passing through
straps at the back, so that the belt may
be undone and yet be held in position.

The material is thick and warm, practi-

cally untearable, and doubly pi'oofed

against wet. An excellent point is the

extra thickness of material over the

shoulders and the very sensible wind cuft's,

which save wear,
and keep the rider's

arms warm. The
buttons on these

wind cuffs and also

on the legs are of

the spring type.

The coat is of ample
length, and if de-

sired a seat may be

fitted to the trousers

at a slight extra

cost. It will be
noticed that the
insides of the lower
portion are provided
w-ith leather pro-

tectors, which are

a great advantage.
T'hey prevent the
cloth being worn
through by contact
with the sides of the
footrests or any pro-

jecting part of the
machine, and save
the material in the case of the foot
coming in contact with any part of the
exhaust pipe. Straps of double thick-

ness are sewn underneath the instep.

iNIessrs. I-'i-;gott make a. feature of

waterproof overalls, and we specially

recall examining one suit of exceedingly
durable material ui khi ki shade, and of

a pattern which has been supplied to the
(_io\ernirient.

A great point is also made of gloves, •

and we saw some excellent gloves made
of real lambs' wool, which are specially

suitable for winter riding.

Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., 117,

Cheapside, E.C.

Severn Tyi'es.

An excellent motor cycle cover of the
popular three-

ribbed tyre is the

Severn. It will be
seen from the

illustration that

it is chiefly con-

spicuous for the

amount of rubber
in the tread, which
naturallv greatly

adds to its life.

Severn Rubber
Co., Ltd., Newhall
Street, Birmingham.

Wood-Milne Tyres.

The Wood-JNIilne range of motor cycle'i

tyres is a wide one, and should meet thef
demand of all riders. It is difficult, with
such a comprehensive list befoie one, to

select any types for particular mention.
The Wood-Milne "special" covers are

fitted with three plies of canvas, and they
are intended for fast work on medium
weight machines, and for front wheel
work on passenger machines. There are

also the "extra strong" tyres with four,

plies of canvas, and the " new design

"

steel studded tyres, the last-named being

intended for bad weather work. There
is, of course, a range of inner tubes.

j\Iessrs. Wood-J\Iilne, Ltd., Preston.

A Suction Cup Tyre.

The Burnett non-
skid lyre is made
with a flat tread^

having V-shaped
indentations
on the edges and
cups on the tread.

This is claimed to

be a most effective

non-skid arrange-

ment. These tyre

are made with four

ply heavy motor
canvas casing O]

the same system a-

the Burnett motoi
tyres.

The Burnett
Motor 'Tyre and
Rubber Co., Limp-
ley Stoke, Wilts.
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One, two, three—
three distinct Calthorpes offered in five different models.

That's the Calthorpe proposition for 1915 — a proposition which
has already strongly "caught on"' — a proposition v/e invite
YOU +0 investigate NOW.

And of course they're BRITISH— through and through.
Note carefully the illustrations — the neat and business-like design and

pleasing proportions — then study a few details of their specifications — note
the price, and say if better VALUE was ever offered.

One — The NEW " CALTHORPE JUNIOR ' Motorcyclette. Price : 25 Guineas
— a considerably improved model of the popular "Calthorpe Junior" of last season. It embodies
many added refinements — is speedy, exceptionally economical, and RELIABLE to the last degree.

I. J. ..J. •--• yit.,s^2-sp/ed^ecar inleerjI-d'iVij^rank case, spmallv dfsieif^J Silniccr. FOOT'

' '"" " irilh-DRUID" Pa'.enl
\iiii:irr-b.ig. Tootkil, cic.

30 Gns. Single Speed, 25 Gns.
particularly suitable for touring purposes —

added refinements

SPECIFICATION :—ENGINE—2h.p., side-by-siil

IIO.IRnS—.-niiminimn, special desisn. IGNITION—High Tension Mji:ncIv. l-li^WF—l^crvsiroWcomtM'ca'f)lr''/TRi7/h'''p',)
t.nJ,; spring Forks. WHEEI.S-2(, : 2i,i. Moseley H.E. Simlded Tyres. Cnmplelc v,lh sironc sUmd and Carrier, I

'-"^^ "' '
•'•

Two — The " CALTHORPE JAP." Price :

The " Calthorpe-Jap " is a higher-powered machine —
a perfect hill-climber, and listed at a popular price.

SPECIFICATION :— ENGINE-. 2] li.p., J.IP, /asl and poverlul. GE.IR—FnMd raleiil Tm-^Pced and Free Fnmne -.ill,
CisU sprocket. C.iRBURETTE R-Scnspray, I'Jti p.illcrn. IGNITION-High Tensm: Masnelo. TR INSMISSION T-n.
roller cluins to Cmmle-shaft, ',in. hell from Counlerslufl to had: -xheel. FORKS - DRUID " Girder IVHFFlt "r,

• •>.f
Moseley B.E. Studded Tyres. S.IDDLE-.X- L .-ILL P.rn Se.^l. r„,nptete u.lh armonred Tanmer ba(s and /"licfo/loo'hln rZu'

Three-The "CALTHORPE 2-STROKE." Price: £28 10 0. Single Sp.,24 Gns.
A machine full of valuable features — designed and built to offer Calthorpe enthusiarts
a perfected model of this particular type of machine.

SPECIFICATION -.—ENGINE—2\ h.p. LUBRICATION-P.Uent and per/eeted svslem. CE.4R—Connler,h,/l
2-speed. combination Belt and Ulam Drize. C.-IRBU RFTTER-Scnsprav, 1915 pattern IGNITION SYJl
Tension Magneto. FORKS-- DRUID" Talent Girder. ll7y£'£i5-26 :• 2,„. MoscUy B.E Studded T^rel
Complete with armoured Pannier bags, toots, etc. ' "'^*

Now decide to ride a Calthorpe during 1915, and, as a first step, ask us
for copy of the Calthorpe Catalogue — it deals fully with all models,
and will be posted free on request.

The CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

— BARN STREET, —
BIRMINGHAM.

»^

iLPiORi
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Right Tyres for

Strenuous Work.
Where true economy is the aim, or where life itself is

dependent on reliability, then it has to be Palmer Cord Tyres.

The above illustrates the Scott Armoured Motor Cycle,

fitted with 22in. Palmers. This is the heaviest work to

which Motor Cycle Tj'res can be put. and it is quite in

accordance with the fitness of things that the tyres that helped

the Scolt to score in days of peace should also help the

Scott to fulfil its mission in times of war.

The P.\LMER TYRE, Ltd

lig, 12 1, 123, Shaftesbury Av.,

LONDON, W.C.

Motor Cycle T>Te and Repair Depl.

103, St. John Street, Clerkeowell

London, li.C.

'Phone: Citv 1485 and 1486 (2 linr-i.

Telesrnms : "Inwheeling, Smitl, lontluil."

In answering tliii adi-crliacmmt it is (Icsirahli: (0 iiKiitiun " T/ic Mnlor C'yrle.
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Pedley Tyres.

A three-ribbed cover, whicli is a great

favourite, is the Perlley. We have had
considerable expei'i-

eiice with these
! \ res, and have
iniind them to

iissess admirable
caring qualities.

I hey are fast,

risilient, excellent

|ireventives of side

slip, and by no
means subject to

cuts from flints.

Messrs. J. Pedley
and Sons, Limited,

Great Cliarlcs .Street, Birmingham.

Stelastic Tyres.

Stelastic tyres are well-known to our

readers. The accompanying illustration

shows a section of the latest model
round tread cover. Our readers will

recollect that the Stelastic tread consists

of upstanding spirals of fine piano

wire, between which the rubber is

liydraulically pressed, thus rendering the
imost vulnerable portion of the tread
impervious to cutting agents. It is

linteresting to note that Stelastic tyres
"have been considerably reduced in price.

Stelastic Tyres, f.td., 76, York Street.

Westminster, S.W.

Burberry Motor Cycle Kit.

Burberry's gabardine combines the
)ower to I'esist the wet and aiford

•omtort in a remarkable degree. The
;uit we illustrate has a jacket with a

;e front, lined with proofed wool,
his with Burberry overalls and cap
mders the rider practically independent
f the weather.
Burberrys, Haymarket, W.

A Double-purpose Coal.

The Legxten.shun
coat is a very prac
tical garment, being
a coat with overalls

attached, which may
be folded up out of

the way when tli'

machine is out ol

use. Often it is

necessary to visit a

neighbouring t w- n

and then to put the
machine away and
continue one's calls

on foot. In such an
event the Legxten-
shun cuat fills the
bill splendidly, as,

being a first-class

article, it is of pre-

sentable appearance,
and the foldiug over-
alls are quite un-
obtrusive.

Mr. T. W. Ware
ing, Gold Street,

Northampton.

The Midland Tyre.

A tread with a central rib and a row
of studs on either side, the pattern
adopted by the Midland Paibber Co.,

should wear well and be an excellent
preventive of side-slip.

Midland Rubber Co., Kyland Street,

Birmingham.

A Sidecar Hood.

The Baby hood is designed to take the
place of the more cumbersome and expen-

sive hood aud screen, and al the same
time to furnish ample protection for the

sidecar passcngei against the weather.
When not in use it folds up into a fiat

cover and is fastened to the storm apron.
Mr. H. R. Starke-.Iones. Park House.

Plalifax.

Spencer-Moulton Tyi'es

A most excellent cover, made by a firm
wliich has had a great deal of experience
in the manufacture of motor tyres, is the
three-ribbed Spencer-Moulton. It is an
excellent wearing
and speedy tyre and
an efficient non-skid.

It is interesting to

note that the three
ribs are joined at

intervals by diagonal
cross bars. Owing
to the ventilation of

the tread offered by
the grooves it is

said to keep
extremely cool, and
the minimum amount of friction is set up.

Messrs. G. Spencer, Moulton and Co.,
Ltd.. Kingston Jlills, Bradford-on-Avon.

The Leicester Rubber Co.

The Leicester Rubber Co.'s productions
and the John Bull motor cycle tyres are

well-known to our readers. These are
being continued for next year, and we are
informed that all

prices have been re-

duced. A new cover
is the 26in. x 2in.

Granby, wjiich has
been designed for

lightweights. It is a
rubber-studded cover,
and it has been well
tested.

As a specimen of
the clothing sold by
the same company,
we illustrate the new
John Bull " trouser-

alls." These, it will

be noticed, are so
arranged as to allow
of them being taken
off without slipping

them over the boots
—a point to be ap-
preciated in winter
weather. Like the
John Bull tyres, the
material is of excel-

lent quality.

Leicester Rubber
Co., Leicester.

A storm proot suit

nd Sou-wester

L
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The Elkhart Magneto.

A magneto which makes its dchiil into

this country is the Elkhart, which hails

from the U."S.A. In outward construction

it follows accei^ted lines, but the contact-

breaker which w^e illustrate lierewith can

be seen to be a slight departure from
standard practice. The upper of the two
platinum points is mounted on a sprinj;

parallel with the end plate of the

magneto, which keeps it normally in

engagement with the lower of the two
platinum screws. On the end of it,

adjacent to that portion to which the
platinum point is fixed, is a fibre block,

which as the contact-breaker is rotated,

conies into contact with two cams on
the back oF the contact-breaker disc.

The lower of the two platinum screws
is fixed into a slotted plate, and througli

the end of the slot there is a screw next
to the platinum point, the object of which
is to tighten up the platinum screw so

that the latter cannot work loose when
once secured after adjustment. The
method of attaching the high-tension

wire and carbon brush liolder is also

ingenious, the bared wire of the -high-

tension cable being pushed into the

vulcanite holder and secured by a screw,

the brass head of which makes contact
with the carbon brush. Another interest-

ing point is the neat lubricator througli

which oil is introduced to the armature
bearings. These magnetos are made
suitable for all types of engines, the
particular type illustrated being suitable

for machines with tlie cranks set at 180°,

such as the Scott,

Another accessory sold by this fiira

is the Champion heavy stone sparking
plug. It is made by, a firm in America
which manufacturer 2.600 pings per day,

r.8

and it is sold at a moderate price. The
chief points about the plug are the

specially substantial insulator, which is

made of stone, the strong electrodes, and
the fact that the insulator is well hollowed

at the base, thus preventing sooting.

Messrs. lilorris. Paissell and Co,, 75,

Curtain Road, K,C,

The Latest Dixie Magneto.

It was as recently as in our issue oF

Septcuit^r 17th that we describc<l the

interesting new Dixie magneto, for which
this company are responsible. It is

inspection cover for adjusting or examining the

platinum points in the new Dixie magneto.

wortliy of note that tlie latest type of

Dixie "magneto is fitted to the 1915 Indian
models. The accompanying sketch shows
the ingenious manner in which the plati-

num points can be reached for adjustment.
We make special reference to this

pattern because it is a distinct departure
from standard practice, Wliat is in other

magnetos in the aimature shaft, but in

this case a rotoi with staggered shoes, is

placed 111 a line with the magnets, while

the armature winding is above the rotor

/JlU'hA//!/:/i lu//;, ICJ14.

shoes. A full description of this interest-

ing little magneto appeared on page 255 of

The Mnlar Ctjrte of September ittii.

The combined dynamo and lighting set

was tlescribed in detail in our issue of

August 27th, It consists oF a machine

supplied with I. . . one above
the other, of wliicii the upper one is the

generator for lighting purposes.
The Splitdorf Co, inform us that their

factory in the States is turning out 800

magnetos a day, consequently there is no

difficulty about deliverv.

The Splitdorf Electrical Co,, 152.

Great Portland Street, W.

Hobson Plugs.

The accompanying sketch shows the

latest type of mica-
porcelain Hobson plug.

The two parts are

easily detachable. ' The
upper portion is of the

best mica and is prac-

tically unbreakable, and
highly suitable tor

standing rough usage
on motor bicycles. The
lower portion, being of

porcelain, can stand
the great heat to

which it is subjected

and prevents soot-

ing up.

Messrs._H. M. Hob-
son. Ltd., 29, Vaux-
hall Bridge Road, S,W,

An Adjustable Spark-gap.

In our issue of September 1st we

described the Runbaken sparking plug

with adjustable gap. This
has been considerably im-

proved, and the alteration

in design will be noticed

in the top of the plug,

which is now provided
with the pointer showing
the amount of spark gap
between the two shoulders

on the top of the insu-

lator, while the bottom
]:iortion has also been
changed in design. The
central electrode sparks
against the edge of a

ring of nickel, the inner
circle of which is cut

eccentrically.

Jlr. J. H. Runbaken,
7, Peters Street, JMan-
Chester.
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The Oleo Plugs.

Tlie accompanying sketch shows a sec-

tion of the latest pattern of Oleo plug,

which is used by the Governments of

all, the Allies. The
chief points about
its construction are
the employment of

a central electrode
which is very thick
towards the top, so
that the heat is

rapidly conducted
away frojn the ex-
tremities thereof,
:\\n\ tlie use of a

metal washer to
make up for any
uiiei|nal cxpan-sioji

of the porcelain
through heat. The
whole plug is

beautifully made
and highiv popular

among motorists of experience. Our
own experience of the Oleo has boon
most satis factory.

Leo. Hipault and Co.. 64a, Poland
Street, W.

Cup Detonating Plugs.

The latest form of Low cup |jlug for
motor cycles has srveral advaiitage.<i.

The insidutor is

made of special

material contain-
ing both asbestos
and porcelain,

thus ptjssessing

nut only excel-

lent insulating
propeities but the
desired degree of

I'iiighness. The
i"|i at the lower
™d of the central
f'l.'ctrode has been
nefully made

-H that the spark
IS thereby in-

tensified.

The Low Acces-
s'iiies Co., 15,

i.ieat St. Helens,
K.C.

Mira Head Light and Dynamo.
ihc Mira dynamo set, which lonsist.s

jf a head light, dynamo, and acunmulator,
II] leather case, as illustrated, has been
unproved by the addition of a connnutator,
which converts the alternating current

machine has been brought to a .stand-

still is effected by winding the armature
with a somewhat thin wire, which has the
effect of offering a resistance to the
current, and unless the accumulator is left

on foi' an appreciable time no harm will

ensue, and then all that will happen is

that the battery will run down. A three-

way switch is provided to control the
lighting and charging. The pulley on the
new dyiianio is adjii.'table and reversible.

The two flanges

can be separated
^

by means of a

washer or two
and a lower gear
obtained, or they
may be in\erted
and a leather
ring inteipo.sed

between them,
and they will

act as an effi-

cient friction

wheel. The wir- s,.

ing i.s of good
"^

ipiality, and the
head light is well made.

'J'he lligli Ten.sion Co., 62, Helvedere
lioad, Westminster, S.E.

A Plug with Removable Electi'ode.

The Electric l',;iiitinii Cninpariy have,
in response to a large demand for an
all-British sparking plug with a quickly
detachable central electrode, produced a

most serviceable ping. The central
electrode i.s well insulated with mica,
the central portion being strongly
coated with steel and having a wide
conical face, which, with the aid of

a specially faced internal cone in the

prated by the dynamo into a continu-
r one so that it may be used for

rharging a six volt, accanuilator. I'revcn-
lion of damage by allowing the accunui-
iti.r to di'ive the dvnanio after the

boay of the plug, forms an excellent
compression joint. The central portion
is held in position by a gland nut, which
can be loosened or tightened with ease
by an ordinary .'ipanner.

Electric Ignition Co., Sampson Ro,~,d

North, Birmingham.

Lodge Plugs.

There is no better plug than the
Lodge, and the pattern we illusfi'ate,

vvhich. we understand, is largely used
by despatch riders, is

most suitable for use
on motor cycles during
the winter, . as it is

fitted with a weather-
proof terminal, which
can be instantly de-

tached. Other patterns
arc al.so made, a recent
model having mica in-

solation. With every
plug a gauge for set-

ting the points correctly
i.s sup|)lici.l.

The Lodge Sparking Plug Co., Ltd.,

Wrcntbam Street. Biruiinghaiii.

Amac Accessories.

In addition to the manufacture of cai'-

bin-etters, the Aston Motor Accessories

Company has introduced an exceedingly
neat, well-designed, and strong cut-out

switch, operated by means of a push
button. The nut which secures the

cable can be placed
nn cither side of the

block to that the

device may be u.scd
j

either on the in

side or outside of

the handle-bar.
.'\nothcr useful

lectrical accessory

made by this firm is

a spring terininal

clip, screwed on to

the end of the spark-
ing plug. The cable

is bared for about
three-eighths of an
inch, and the strands
are splayed over and the ebonite is

slipped on. The point of the screw is

inserted in the centre of the wire and
then scrcwe<l home and the ends of the
terminal are sprung into position.

'I'hc Aston Motor Accessories Co.,

l.,td.. Aston Cross, Rirmingliani.

A Protected Terminal.

.\inung the many interesting acces-

sories manufactured by Messrs. Bluemel,
one of the neatest is known as the

Shortproof terminal. It coiisi.sts of an
insulated cap, which can be easily

attached to the
high - tension wire,

and slijjs over a

special plug termi-

nal, thus prevent-

ing the pos.~ibility

of short circuits

through rain or

damp. The special

plug terminal re-

ferred to is screwed
iutei'nally to suit

nujst standard
plugs. Our illus-

tration shows the
terminal removed,
and with it one of

Bluemels' .\rascot

plugs. The firm's

tyre pumps have a world-wide reputa-

tion, and their excellent workmanship
is maintained in all their many produc-
tions.

Bluemcl Bros., Ltd., Wolstoo, rn-ar

'.'ovpntrv.
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GENERAL ACCESSORIES.
(Cotitunied from page 645).

Xl-AU Saddles.

The Xl-All saddles and seats are noted
for their extreme comfort and the
excellence of their springing, which is

on the cantilever principle, the tops being

on anatomical lines. They can be sup-
plied with saddle-pillar giving a very
low saddle position.

Xl-All, Ltd., Hall Green, Birmingham.

P. and P. Belt Punch.

A firm which has been responsible for

many ingenious accessories is the P. and
P. Engineering Co. One of their latest

introductions is a very neat badge clip,

a sketch of which illustrates this article.

In the combined belt punch and cutter
whicli the company have been market-
ing for some time the punch and screw
are now made from solid steel, and are
hollow so as to allow the punched por-

mist

tion of the belt to pass through the screw
and out of the top of the thumb screw.
The tool is also sold in the form of a
guillotine belt cutter without .the punch.
The P. and P. Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Roden Street, lUord, E.

A Skefko double row ball bearing fitted to

the crankshaft ot a motor cycle engine.

The Lohr Pulley.

A simple adjustable pnlley is the Lohr.
The accompanying sketch will show the
manner in whicli the flanges are mounted.
A threaded boss is attached to the engine
shaft, and on to the back of this a fixed

flange is screwed. Next, the movable'

flange is screwed on to the front of the
boss, and is possessed of a. left-hand
thread, while last of all the lock nut goes
on, which has an ordinary right-hand
thread.

Messrs. A. and E. Lower, 670, Seven
Sisters Road, London, N.

A Comfortable Pillion Seat.

The Empire de Luxe saddles are the
principal products of the Leatheries, but
they make several other useful articles.

and we show on this page a very neat

pillion seat, which is attached to the

carrier by a strong base and three spiral

springs.

The Leatheries. Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birniingliam.

Whittle Belts.

A belt which is exceedingly popular
among motor cyclists is the Whittle,
which consists of leather links held
together by means of wood screws against

steel links ; this is flexible, stretches very
little, and wears well. It also possesses

the advantage of having no belt fastener,

since, to detach the belt, it is only neces-

sary to remove one of the wood screws.

A short link is supplied for the purpose
of taking up the belt. The belt also
possesses the advantage of doing aw-ay
with the necessity of carrying a complete
spare belt, as, in the event of breakage,
the insertion of a new link or a new sec-
tion is all that need be done.

IMessrs. T. Whittle and Sons, Warring-
ton.

Lyco Saddles.

We illustrate heiewith the No. 4 pan
seat Lyco saddle. The seat is auto-

raaticallv shaped, having a stout metal
b iM- (M\<inl with felt inrl pi'^- skin. It

gives a low riding position, and has _a^

machined adjustable clip. Other speciali-J

ties of this firm are belts, tool baga
cases, etc.

Lycett's, The Saddlery, Birmingham.

A Neat Compression Tap.

It might be thought that designers had,*!

reached the limit of ingenuity with regard
to compression taps. Yet a simple device

has recently been produced by Rotherham
and Sons' which has many excellent

features. It consists of a plain metal

body, which is

bored, and screwed
left-handed. In
the internal thread
works a hollow
spindle having a

conical seating at

the bottom, while
just above the seating are four small

holes communicating with the central

hole. When screwed . np tight the

conical face forms an effective valve,

and is absolutely compression tight.

Thus, not only are the injection holes cut

off from the cylinder, and so prevented

from carbonising up, but also a Hat

smooth surface is presented to the hot

gases. A turn of the handle opens the

valve and permits petrol or paraffin to be

injected direct into the cylinder.

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, Sppii

Street, Coventry.

The Cowey Speedometer.

The Cowey speedometer enjoys the

distinction of being an instrument whidi

works on a different principle from any

other on the market. The principle of

working is the rotation of a simple

eccentric which causes impulses to a cir-

cular pendulum, carrying it to the posi-.

tion at which the invariable "return"
force is balanced by the rapidity of the

impulse whicli, having cari'ied it to that

point, prevents its return,

"ial o

The hand on

the dial only moves to indicate a change
of speed, and is extremely steady.

The Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Archer Works, Kcw Gardens, S.W.
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A Petrol Gauge.

A clever little gauge has been pro-

duced by the Croft Engineering Co.,

which is so simple that our illustration

i.s self-explanatory. The glass-topped
dial plate is affixed to the top of the
tank, and the "cork float carried on the
end of a light arm moves the indicator

needle thi(jugh simple mechanism. If

necessary, graduations can be made on
. the dial, but as the variation of move-
ment due to the angle of the pivoted arm
is compensated by the toggle action
such marks are hardly necessary.

'

The Croft Engineering Co., Croft
Road, Coventiv.

A Two-seated Sidecar.

fho.'rc sidecar riders who desire more
cnmfort than the bicycle seat affords
should make a point of seeing the U. and
I. two-seated sidecar, which provides
accommodation for the driver as well as
the passenger. Tlie handle-bar is replaced

" by a tiller, the saddle removed, and the
Inakes connected to pedals in the body.
The carburetter controls are fitted to the
tiller handle. The sidecar weighs 140 lb.,

.ind the width of the track is 42in. .A

neat metal sliieJa can be supplied to fit

along the whole length of the tiller, thus
giving the hands complete protection from
the cold.

Mr. X. Barrett, King's Uoad, St.

Albans, Herts.

Jardine Two-speed Gear.

The Jardine Mark 4 gear is somewhat
similar in construction to the four-speed
gear of the same make, described in our
Issue of -October 8th. The construction
and operation is as follows : The driven
sprocket is attached to a main shaft,
which carries the left-hand gear wheel
and an enlargement having teeth formed
on it, shown between the double clutch
dogs. These latter slide on a splined
sleeve which carries the belt pulley and
levolve with it. The gear wheel shown
on the right revolves freely upon the
main shaft. The wheels on the layshaft.
are rigidly attached to one another.
When the clutch is in the position shown

the low gear is in operation, the drive
being through all four gear wheels, but
when the clutch is moved to the right

the pulley is clutched to the main shaft
through the teeth on the enlargement of

the shaft and the splines, the wheels on

the layshaft revolving idly. It will be
observed that the "ear wheels are always

ill mesli. 'I'his gear is suitable for single-

cylinder eiigine.s up to 350 c.c. and twins
to 500 c.c. The gear ratios are 4J and
9^ to 1, a 50% reduction in speed.

.Mr J. .lardine, Dceiiiig St.. Nottingham.

The Bonniksen Speedometei.

The Isochronous l?onniksen speedometer
differs from other instruments in having
two hands and an ctcapement mechanism,
which allows each han.l in turn to register

the speed for a period of five seconds.
Thus it is verv ea.sy to observe accelera-

tion. Also wlieii each hand has taken
up its position it remains absolutely
steady even on roueh roads

riie latest pattern l)Oniiik:-en instru-

ment—a most reliable speedometer, by the
way—is provided with trip recorders in

the centre of the dial, as shown in the
illustration. The right-hand needle
records miles, the left-hand needle tens
of miles.

B. Bonniksen. 16, XorfolU Street,

Coventry.

Stewait Magnetic Speedometers

One of the most deservedly pupiUar
speedometers on the market is the
Stewart. It may be recollected tliat this

works on the magnetic priueiple, and that
the figures are printed actually on the
magnetic cup, wldch is rotated by means
of the eddy currents set up on the perma-
nent magnet driven by the flexible shaft.

We have tried one of these speedometers
for a considerable di.stance and found it

to be most efficient It records the speeds
accurately, is steady, and the figures can
be read at a glance.

The Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co..
Ltd., 11, Broad Street. BloomsbLiry, W.C.

The New Avon Belt.

An outstanding feature of the Avon
1915 programme is the new design of

rubber belt. The first thing to attract

attention is the design of the top, which
is channelled, the makers claiming that
such a construction allows rain to drain
off beyond the pulley much more readily

than the usual belt design. For this

reason the makers call it the " Water-
shed " top: Another interesting point is

the use of grooves at the sides and base

of the belt, the object being to allow for

displacement of the rubber when working
round the small pnlley. Great trouble

has been taken in arriving at the correct

shape for the indentations and their

location. The vertical grooves nairowing
from the base upwards alternate with
transverse grooves on the base at right
angles to » central circumferential
channel.

The prices of the new Avon belt arc
as follow: |in.. Is. 6d. per foot; |in..

Is. 9d. per foot; lin., 2s. per foot; Igin.,

2s. 6d. per foot.

Avon Indiarubber Co.. Ltd.. Melksham,
Wilts.

D.A. Cylinders.

The cleanliness, convenience, and practi-

cability of dissolved acetylene are already
beginning to be appreciated by motor
cyclists. A difficulty, however, is the
carrying of the cylinder in a convenient
place, especially on solo machines. An
attempt to find a solution has. how-

ever, been made The cylinder is carried
in a metal case with a leather end, and
can be clipped to either side of the
luggage carrier or to the back thereof.

A further improvement has been made
by the addition of a redncing valve fitted

with three separate taps and a gauge from
which pipes may be led to the liead light,

tail lamp, and sidecar lamp.
It may be mentioned that the

standard cylinder is 12in. long by 3^in.
in diameter, weighs 6 lb., and holds "six

cubic feet of gas, giving light for a seven
litre burner for twenty-four hours.
Acetylene Illuminating Co., Ltd., 268,

South Lambeth Road, London, S.W.

LI3_
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A Rear Lamp.
One of the latest novelties to be found

among the interesting display ot acces-

sories sold by Messrs. Dunhill's is a very
neatly designed metal tail lamp, which is

intended to be attached to the bodywork

of a sidecar. Tiie finish is dull black and
is certainly attractive.

Jlessrs. IJuiiIiills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston
Uoad, N.W.

A Neat Adjustable Lamp Bracket.

The accompanying sketch shows an
ingenious form of lamp bracket made by
lirown Bros. It possesses the advantage
fit' being imiversally adjustable, and
capable of being made to snit any form

of handle-bar, while it also provides a
support for the generator. The bracket
is well-made, and is certainly a most use-
ful accessory.

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., 22, Great
Eastern Street, E.G.

An Oil Lamp for Sidecars.

There has always been a demand for a

good oil rear lamp for the sidecar com-
bination, and
such has been
brought out by
Messrs. A. W.
Gamage. It is

a strong, well
made article, de-
signed to be
fastened direct
to the
of the
carrier.

Messrs.
Gamage,
Holborn,

tubing-

luggage

A. W.
Ltd.,

E.G.

A Small and Neat Tail Lamp.
A visit to the Service Co.'s showrooms

in High Holliorn reveals several useful

accessories. One of these is the smallest

electric rear light on the market, which
is designed to be screwed into the number

plate of a sidecar combination. It is

illustrated in the accompanying sketch,
which clearly shows its neat and compact
construction.

The Service Co., 292, High Holboru,
E.G.

A Novel Generator.

It was in our issue of October 8th that
we described the new Low generator, and
in that description it may be remembered
it was mentioned that the particular
model described was suitable for small
cars. We are now enabled to illustrate
the latest type, suitable tor motor cycles.
This is in height about the same as an
ordinary generator, but slightly wider.
Considerable improvement has been
brought about by placing the filler cap

on the top of the water tank, whereas
in previous models it was at the bottom.
Other details in design have been con-
siderably improved. The generator is

constructed to go on to brackets made
by several of the best-known manufac-
turers of motor cycle lamps.
The Low Accessories Co., 15, Great

St. Helens, E.G.

DECEMBER loth, igi^..

Lamps and Generators.
We illustrate herewith the latest form

of Smith's A.L. generator. It is con-
structed on the drip feed principle, water
being introduced through a needle valv6
and dripping down a short chain on to

the carbide. The outer casing is made
of aluminium so as to ensure lightness.

An interesting feature is the spare
carbide container, which can be obtained
with each generator. It is fitted with a

brass screw-on cap, so that a. spare charge
may be carried on the machine and when
required screwed straight in position

after the cap or cover has been removed.
Another novelty which is sold by this

firm is a motor cycle tail lamp con-

structed to fit on to the mudguard. It

is supplied with a red glass at the bad;.

while at the other end there is a trans-

parent glass set at an angle suitable for

illuminating the number -plate. Tlie

lamp is finished in black.

We also show a sketch of a sidecar

lamp of neat design. It is intended to .

throw a wide beam so as to illuminate,

hedges and corners, etc., and has a red
light at the back.

Messrs. S. Smith and Sons, Ltd.-,"

179-185, Great Portland St., W.
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Bleriot Lamps.

Although tlie Avell-knowii motor car
lamp manufacturers, Messrs. Bleriot, Ltd.,
entered into the motor cycle industry at a
somewhat late period, they succeeded in
bringing out a most efhcient motor, cycle
head light. It is made . of solid brass,
nickel plated, and has a Bausch and Lomb

lens mirror. We have put one of these
lamps to a strenuous test, and found it

to give an excellent light, and to be
extremely durable.

Messrs. Bleriot, Ltd., Bleriot Hou.'^e,
Long Acre, W.C.

The Cox-Walker Electric Lamp.
The accompanying illustrations show

tl;i-' complete range of lamps sold iy
.Messrs. Cox-Walkers, Limited.

. The
most conspicuous features are the excel-
lent finish and substantial construction,
enabling them to be capable of standing
the rough usage likely to be encountered
on a motor cyeie.

The pair of powerful head lights shown
iti fig. 1 are of a pattern used with
great success by Jlr. Harold Karslake.
lliey may be used either off accumulators
or dry batteries, and are so arranged
that both head lights may be in use
simultaneously or only one, according to
the will of the rider, owing to the con-
venient arrangement of the switches in

the bulb holder of each lamp. It is in

the switch that a considerable improve-
ment has been recently made in these
lamps, as this is now of the push type,
and working on the same principle as
the pear-shaped switch so satisfactory in

household use at the present time. The
bell of the lamps is carefully silvered
inside and constitutes a convenient form
of parabolic reflector, while if attention
is paid to fig. 3, showing the tail lamp
for sidecar use, it will be seen that a
straight bell is used, this being also a
convenient form lor the steering column
lamp for a .small car, which, though it

gives a .somewhat restricted light, yet
gives adequate illumination for the instru-

ments on the dashboard.

Fig. 2,

Fig. 2 shows the side light for a car.

A convenient feature is that the lenses

of the lamps are now detachable, which,
in the event of a glass being broken,
allows of easy replacement. Standard
makes are fitted with four-volt bulbs,

but bulbs of higher voltage can be fitted

if desired.

Fig. 3.

We have been using a Cox-Walker
steering column lamp for a considerable
time, and have found it to be excellent
in every respect.

Cox-Walkers, Ltd., North Eastern
Electric Works, Darlington.

Lucas Electric and Acetylene Lamps.
The products of no firm of lamp manu-

facturers have a better reputation for

durability and snper-excellence of work-
manship than those of Messrs. .Joseph
Lucas, Ltd. With regard to their acety-
lene lamps, we illustrate herewith the
latest type, which is equipped with a
combination bracket, which mav be lifted

from the handle-bar with lamp and
generator complete merely by undoing two
nuts and leaving the bolts and brackets
in position on the handle-bars.
We are also in receipt of an advance

copy of ilessrs. Lucas's catalogue of their
dynamo lighting set for motor cycles and
sidecar combination. This catalogue
makes most interesting reading, giving,
as it does, various examples of machines
equipped with the outfit, instructions for
use, and a diagram of wiring, which latter

IS, of course, invaluable to the ULier. It

also show-s the method of driving the
dynamo on various models, such as the
A.J.S., which is driven off the engine-
shaft ; the James, which is driven off

the gearshaft ; and the 6 h.p. Enfield,
which is also driven off the engine-shaft.

Messrs. Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Birming-
ham.

Ward and Goldstone Lamps.
The accessory for which Rlessrs, Ward

and Goldstone are best known is the
Voltalite electric lighting outfit, a small
dynamo driven off the rim of the front
wheel of a motor cycle which lights the
head light direct. The makers point out
the advantages of this lighting installa-

tion to military
riders, since, if a

spare bulb is

carried, the motor
c}-clist is indepen-
dent of oil or car-

bide. In ordinary
use a bulb is ex-

pected to last about
twelve months.
Another useful

accessory is a

motor cycle handle-

bar inspection lamp. The lantern is on
a ball joint .and can be turned in any
direction, and on occasions may even be
used as a small head light.

A lesser known accessory sold by this

firm is the Volex Giant battery, which
will light a four volt metallic filament

bulb for about eighty hours. Two of

these batteries are said to last a motor
cyclist twelve months. The company
supply a special head light fitted with a
metallic filament bulb for use with this

battery. The battery possesses the
advantage of being a quarter of the
weight of an accumulator of equal
capacity. •

Ward and Goldstone, Sampson Works,
Sal ford. Manchester.

The Star Belt Fastener.

One of the strongest and most reliable

fasteners on the market is the Star. It

C^>-)

is snl)stantially made, and it will be
noted from the illustration that the screw-

is inserted from
tile underside, and
a circular nut
with prongs en-

sures a good grip

of the belt. The
fastener is of the
hook type, and
there are no
tlimsy parts.

The Star costs

9d . but the Blake
fastener on the
same lines costs
6d. only.

-Mr. Stanley T.
Kobson, 59, Hob-
moor Road, Small The Stewart magnetic
Heath. Birmiiig- type speedometer re-

ham, ferred to on page 653

cig
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Military Honour for a Motor Cyclist.

Tlie first motor cyclist to be honoured
by the King is Corporal B. J. Hallowes,
R.E. The French "medal for valour,"
which he is shown wearing in our illus-

tration, was handed to the King by the
Piince of Wales, and then pinned by
His Majesty himself on Hallowes's tunic.

This incident occurred at the Front the

Corporal B. J. Hallowes, R.E., wearing

the French medal for valour. Note the

armlets (which are coloured) denoting that

he belongs to a signal section^

other day durijig the King's visit to his

troops. Hallowes, who is a Streatham
man, was home on leave for three days
during last week, and he had only just

received his decoration. The blue and
white bands on the hero's arm denote
that he belongs to a signal section.

A Message from the High Seas.

Rear-Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
writing from somewhere on the High
Seas, says :

" I have my Douglas at

home, but still have the Triumph to

gaze at and wonder if I shall ever ride

it again. . . I read The. Motor
Cycle, which still comes regularly." Sir

R. K. Arbuthnot, Bt., on many occasions
has said that motor cycle riding is the
finest training a naval officer can have.
Certainly the indulgence in the pastime
steadies a man's nerves, and makes him
quick in action and resourceful in times
of danger.

The Sidecar Machine Gun Battery.

At the time of going to press there were
ten vacancies in the 5tb IMotor JMachine
Gun Battery, details of whose equipment
were given in our last issue. Experienced
sidecar drivers, having good eyesight, who
are free to commence training with a
quick-firing gun, should apply at once to
Mr. Geoffrey Smith, 19, Hertford Street,
Coventry, stating age and experience.
The pay is Is. 2gd. per day, plus 6d.
per day after passing the gun test.

Enfield sidecars of 6 h.p. have been
allotted to the 5th Battery, most of the

MILITARY NOTES.
motor cyclists attached to which have
been recruited from the Coventry district.

These machines are now being delivered.
In the Royal Enfield design provision is

made for carrying 1,000 rounds of

ammunition, and the gun may be turned
to fire at any angle. .Moreover, we have
seen it removed completely from the
chassis and mounted on its tripod in less

than half a minute, and re-mounted in

the same short period of time.

More Despatch Riders Wanted.
Captain Fladen, Signal Company, Div.

Engineers, Duke of York's Headquarters,
Chelsea, informs us that he has vacancies
for six more motor cycle despatch riders.

Applicants should be expert riders, and
have some experience of map reading.
The Bri.stol Motor Cyclists' War Com-

mittee, Queen's Hotel, Clifton, Bristol,

informs us that more military motor
cyclists are urgently needed, and those
who apply with suitable machines will

very shortly have positions found for

them.

A Well-known Rider in a New Role

Mr. H. P. White, wdio was instru-

mental in introducing the preparation
known as Motiphos for dressing clutch

leathers, has received an interesting

postcard from W. Pratt, the well-known
competition rider. Pratt writes as fol-

lows :
" I am taking the opportunity to

drop you a line. I nave been travelling

in a railway truck for the last two days
to this place for my captain at the front.

1 have had some very exciting times, as

1 Have been in the thickest part of the

fighting for the last month. I was in a
town last week for two nights, and we
had 157 shells arrive from the Germans.
I am glad to say I got out alive, although
I was next to a house which received

two shells, I had a narrow squeak two
weeks ago ; a piece of a shell went right

through my pocket and cigarette case,

which practically saved ray life, t am

driving a Maudslay, and am kept very

busy taking ammunition to my battery.

I am keeping very tit, but it is very

cold here."

Graham Price, of Catford, a promnieiil

Bat aud P.V. rider, has recently joined

the Public Schools Battalion as a despatch

rider.

Messrs. S. SmitS, aud Sons inform us

that their Roll of Honour now numbers

forty men at the Front and in trauimg.

One' of their members, who holds a coni-

niissipn of second lieutenant, went

through the bombardment of Antwerp

and duly escaped, while one of their best

hands in the speedometer factory was

wounded at Mons and is now in hospital.

Messrs. Brown and Barlow, Ltd.,

makers of the B. and B. carburetter, have

sent out 25,000 cigarettes for the benefit

of the motor cycle despatch riders on

active service.

Frank Philipp, the well-known Scott

exponent, now holds the rank of acting

sergeant, and spends his time in instruct-

ing novices in the handling of Scott-

Maxim sidecar combinations.

A Woodgate and C. Allison (late of

the Colmore Depot) are attached to the

new motor machine gun batteries.

.Allison is a sergeant-instructor with the

Scott sidecar maxims, whilst Woodgate
is a repairer on one of the cars fitted up

as workshops and" attached to each

battery.

Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd.. it is interest-

ing to note, are at. present engaged in

manufacturing equine accessories in the

shape of taps for threading the holes for

the " roughs," which are screwed into the

horses' shoes to prevent them from

slipping on frosty roads.

Motor cyclists who have enlisted in the new sidecar machine gun batteries in traini

Many of the Scotts have already been delivered, and the Enfields are now praci

at Wembley,

tically ready.
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TWO NEW BRITISH MAGNETOS.

waterproof type. They are being made for all types

of motor cycle engines.

The Stentophone Magneto.
A company has been formed to take over the Price

Magneto Co. This will be known as the Stentophone

Magneto Works, Ltd., and will occupy works at 61,

Vincent Parade, Ralsall Heath, Eimiingham. where

The Products of the Cicoy and Stentophone Companies.

ALTHOUGH the Cicoy Magneto Co., of 259,
Goswell Road, has only been established seven
weeks, it has already begun to turn out

magnetos which are entirely made in its own factory,
and hopes by the beginning of next year to be in a
position to manufacture 100 weekly.

We recently saw the magnetos in various stages of
their construction, and can assure
our readers that the workmanship
is good throughout.

As regards -design, we can only
say that it closely resembles tlie

lines followed by other well-known
makes. The chief departure fronr

standard is in the high tension

terminal. The end of the h.t. wire

is sweated into a brass socket ; this

is pushed into a vulcanite end
which is provided with a spring
socket, so that it may be clipped
on the tapered brush holder, the

whole forming a neat and entirely

waterproof joint.

It is interesting to note that (he first magnetos
manufactured I'v ihis firm .arc of the motor cycle

.' British Stcnto-

Parts of and a complete Cicoy motor cycle mai^ncto.

several models will be made, which are designed on

standard lines and interchangeable with existing

Bosch types. These include several interesting and

im[)ortant features, among which may be mentioned

the double wound laminated armature, which is .sub-

jected to a special treatment to prevent damage from
moisture. The magneto is well enclosed, and as the

aluminium end plates are cast the full width of the

magnets a wide joint surface is available. The contact

breaker is of the Bosch type, and substantial adjust-

ing nuts are fitted. The high-tension terminal is

absoUitelv waterproof, and can be fitted on either end

of the magneto, while easy access to the carbon pencil

is arranged. The condenser is contained in the end

of the armature, and rotates with it on ball bearings.

-Ml types of motor cycles are catered for from the

lightweight to the big twin, and all magnetos are

subjected to a severe test before leaving the works,

each instrument being run up to 5,000 r.p.m.

->—•••—<-

A Patriotic Club.
Bristol M.C.C. Dinner. A Splendid War Fund Donation.

THE Bristcil M.C.C. held it.s aiiiiual dinner and prize

giving on Saturday last, December 5th, at which
there were nearly fifty present. Considering that
about 30% of the club's members are on active

service, a bigger muster could not be expected.
The president, Mr. Itoderick Fry, was in the chair, and

he made the presentation of prizes won by the members
.
during the past season. A welcome visitor Avas George
Brough, the only gold medal winner in the club's recent
open cigliteen hour trial. .'V silver cup was presented to

Bron;j;h by a few of the members as some slight recognition
of and admiration for his wonderful performance in such
1 severe trial. It will be recalled that the only other
award was a .silve:- medal to A. Liullow Clayden (10 h.p.

A.C. light car).

A magnificent collection of( £30 Os was made at the
dinner tor one of the war funds, and the president decided
that this should be sent to Tha Motor Cyrle for this journal
to send to the Wi^Hy TJespalch fof that paper's tobacco

fund. Bearing in mind that the Bristol iNI.C.C. has already
given £10 10s. to the Princess Mary's Fund, and is also

awarding the surplu- left over the recent eighteen hour trial,

this further amomit of £30 Os. speaks well for the
geuerosit}' of the club.

A New Year Trial to Land's End and Back.

The club has decided, we understand, to run the annual

twenty-four hours' run to Land's End and back on Friday
and iSaturday, .January 1st and 2nd, 1915.

The club is losing its honorary secretary, Mr. Philip

Grout, the founder of the club, and who has been honorary
secretary since its formation in 1911. His place will be

difficult to fill, because a harder working and more enthu-

siastic club official it would be difficuK. to find. The club

itself is in a very healthy condition. Finances are good, and
promises for the future are bright. There is to be a new
executive.
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Over 150 illustrations of accessories of all kinds.

SEVERAL NEW MODELS
(Illustrated),

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Be 10 4.49 p.m

12 4.49 „
14 4 49 .,

16 4.50 ..

New Models in this Issue.

We describe and illustrate in this

issue the new O.K. two-stroke—a new
departure for the firm of Humphries and
Dawes—the 1915 sporting model 2| h.p.

A.J.S. and 5 li.p. A. -J.!?, witli sloping

top tube, ladies' and men's new Velocette,

the extremely novel twin-cylinder two-

stroke Premier, the 1915 Wolf, and the

two-stroke Allon.

In addition, two new. British-made mag
netos are described.

British Exports Increase in War Time.

Exports of British-made n:iotor cveies in

November actiiallv increased from £87.549
in 1913 to £95.233 this year. Tliis is the

finest ti'ibute possible to the efficiency of

the British Navy. .Just imagine record

exports during war-time! It will reflect

throughout the world the noi'mal state of

the cuinitry, and partii-ulai ly the motor
cycle industry. The imports of foreign-

made motor cycles are, of conrse» con-

siderably down, and are. indeed, but a

fraction of what they were. The import
and export figures for the month of

November, and also the figures for the
eleven months ending November 30th, are
given hereunder :

Value or MoTon Cycles .vni) P.^kts

Thkeeof.
Nov., Nov., Nov.,
1912. 1913. 1914
£ £ £

Exports ... 79,880 ... 87,549 ... 95,233
Imports ... 14,428 ... 27,916 ... 2,103

.Motor Cycles .^.nd P.^rts Thekeof foe
Elfven Months endtng Xovemeer 30th.

1912. 1913. 1914.

£ JB £
Exports 651,945 ... 908,193 ... 1,094.769
Imports 187,846 ... 241.650 ... 185.351

The Overseas Market for Motor Cycles.

Another reason for the increase in the
exports of British-made motor cycles is

that manufacturers at home are at last

paying attention to the special require-

ments of motor cyclists Ovei'seas. T/ie

Motor Cycle has consistently urged the
immense possibilities for the British motor
cycle in our . Colonies ; nd Overseas
Dominions, and a monthly Overseas
Supplement has been issued with this

journal since the beginning of the year.

During the eleven months of the present
year, and despite the fact tha.t the war
affected the Overseas market during
August in particular, over a million
pounds W'Orth of British-made motor
cycles have been ship[}ed abroad.

Continuous High Speed in America.

In a three hundred mile race at

Savannah, U.S.A., at the end of last

month, the winner, who was mountpd
on an Indian machine, covered the dis-

tance in 5h. 2m. 32s. This equals an
average speed of pi-aotioally sixty miles
an hour. The course was ll.25 miles to

a lap over good roads.

Increase in Motor Cycle Tyre Exports.

The war has no doubt been the cause
of British exports of tyres and tubes
for motor cvcles increasing from £4,186
to £7,047 during November, 1913, and
November, 1914, respectively. Germany
enjoyed a large export trade in tyres
prior to the war. In the eleven complete
months of this year our motor cycle tyie
export trade equalled £63,631.

Despatch Riders at Home.

Owmg to inoreased facilities for leave,

many motor cyclist despatch riders, who
went out to the Front in August, are

already home from the Front for a week.
Several well-known Coventry men are
once again in the city of motors, and we
liave just heard of another batch arriving
at Folkestone, after having come sixty
miles across France in a motor 'bus.

Sidecars for Despatch Riders.

This week we niake the suggestion that
the War Office authorities utilise up-to-

date sidecar outfits for the use of des-

patch riders during the winter cam-
paign. It is well ku(jwn that the roads
ai'e very soft and badly cut up by the
heavy transport, and sidecars would
therefore well fill the bill during the

.

winter months, on account of their two
tracks, and consequent stability.

Purley and District M.C.C.

At the aiuiual general meeting last

week it was decided that all ijresent

members serving in His Majesty's

Forces, or who may hereafter enlist, be

made honorary members for next year.

Lightweights for Despatch Riders.

It is not unlikely that liglitweijht

machines will be tried by the War Omce
for the work of despatch riders during
the winter campaign. There is no doubt
that they would score on rain-soddened
by-roads on account of their haudiness,

light weight, and extreme mobility.

How the 'War Funds Stand.

The principal war funds amounted to

the following figures on Tuesday last ;

£"
s. d.

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund 4,053,000

H.R.H. Princess ilary's
Fund to provideT'hrist-
mas Clifts for Soldiers
and Sailors 123.309

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 95,161 C

TIic Timei^ Fund for

Sick and Wounded ... 718.025 8 4

T/ii' Daili/ '2'elcgraph Bel-

gian Relief Fund ... 80,661 1

Affiliation Fees.

To prevent any possible misunder-
standing in connection with our recent

paragraph on the subject of affiliation

fees and club finances, we should point

out that our remarks referred to th<ise

clubs affiliated to the A.C'.U. under the

5s. per head scheme. The other scheme,

viz.. 6d. per head, is a very nominal
amount, and should not tax the

resources of any sound body.

The 1913 model 6 h.p. A.J.S. ihiee-speed sidecar cutht. The slopmg top tube has been adopted

on tills model ; the detachable wheels are retained. (See page 663.)
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Club Profits Jor National Fund.

A piolit of £10 5s. was made on the

Bristol Jlotor Cycle Club's reliability

trial, described in our last issue, and in

accordance with a recommendation of

I'lie Motor CycU, that amount will be
handed over "to H.R.H. tire Prince of

Wales's JSTational Relief Fund.

Despatch Rider's Novel Training.

A motor cyclist, who expects to

receive orders shortly for the Front, has
been attracting attention at Cudham and
the test hills by his novel training-

methods. Attired in senii-rcgimentals

and with revolver in a sling strap, he
was seen to make several climbs at

Cudham, part of the way with revolver

in hand as though firing at some
imaginary foe. This movement would
he varied by .skilled cornering into the

side ti'acks and lanes.

Brake Testing.

How the machine—a well-known T.T.
twiu—stood the racket is a wonder.
Another manoeuvre consisted in jamming
the biakes hard on, making a flying

,
disnrount, and levelling the. revolver as

though suddenly confronted with an
«neniy patrol.

New Australian Records.

The mile and half mile single-cylinder

motor cycle Australian records have been

beaten by A. Byrom, of Tenora, New
South Wales, a well-known record breaker

of Australia. His times were : half mile,

25|s. ; mile, 54|3. The engine used was
a Precision 3^ h.p. with side by side

valves.

A Victim of Enteric.

A. L. Oramaney, a menibor of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club,

who was formerly in the testing depart-

ment of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., has

recently succumbed to enteric fever in

the General Hospital, Colombo. Three
years ago Ommaney went to Cej'lon as

a planter.

An American Motor Wheel

AYlien a well-known motor cycle dealer

of Toronto, Canada, applied for selling

privileges of the Smith JNIotor Wheel,
niad3 by the A. 0. Smith Co., of Mil-

waukee, Wis., he was advised that the

company could not make any arrange-

ments lor the sale of the attachment in

Canada for some time to come because
of the great demand in the States. This
is a disappointmnt for Dominion dealers

because it is felt that the Smith Jlotor

Wheel would take well in Canada, partly

because of the similarity with the Wall
Auto-wheel made and ufed in the British

•Isles.

Despatch Riders and Licences.

At Be.xhill Police Court, V. Jojics, a

corporal in the 25th Reserve (County of

IjOndon) Cyclist Battalion, was summoned
for riding a motor cycle without a licence.

Lieutenant A. It. Churchill, of the same
regiment, said he had been instructed to

appear in the case on behalf of Colonel
Gtilberlsoii Smith, his commanding ofiiccr.

The regiment was stationed at Lewes,
and they were charged with the duty of

taking over coast defence along the sea
coast of Sussex, and he wished, with the
greatest respect, to protest against the
'action of the civil authorities in such
cases as the present, because again and

again they had summoned the men of the

regiment for various trivial matters.

Lieutenant Churchill explained that the

machines were registered m the name of

the Home Secretary, and that a licence

was not needed. Therefore, he asked for

the dismissal of the summons, and, at

the same time, he wished to be allowed

to enter his emphatic protest at having
been brought to the court on such a case.

The case was dismissed.

We wonder if soldiers will next be

prosecuted for not having gun licences.

A Business Trip to the U.S.A.

We understand that Mr. W. W.
Douglas sailed last Saturday for New-
York on a business trip. He expects
to be away for about three weeks.

Motor Cycle Racing in New Zealand.

Now that things have settled down
here somewhat and business is running
again in ordinary channels, it has been
decided to continue the competitions,
trials, etc., decided upon by the Pioneer
Motor Club before the war. The beach
races at New Brighton on Oct. 24th re-

sulted as follows : Eight-mile Open Han-
dicap—1, Berry (Douglas) ; 2, Laugliton
(liover). Sixteen-mile Open Handicap

—

1, G. I!. Brown (Triumph) ; 2, Langhton
(Rover) ; 3, Berry (Douglas). Four-mile
Novice Handicap—1, C. Orr (Triumph)

;

2. C. Farrow i'lrinniph).

Motor Cyclists with the King in France.

During the King's visit to the Froiit

three motor cyclists accompanied tlie

roj'al cars during tours of inspection.

A Flying Visit horn Corporal Sproston.

Corporal A. J. Sproston, R.E., was in

London last week, and we were able to

congratulate him over the telephone upon
having been mentioned in despatches.

A Patriotic Cluh.

The SIoto-Club-Liegeois was formed
into a company of motor cycle volunteers

immediately the war broke out, was
officially approved by that gallant Belgian
liero. General Lehman, and was attached
to the staff of the 3rd Belgian Division.

Douglas Sidecar in the Bristol Trial.

With reference to the statement in our
report of the Bristol M.C.C. trial that
the new 4 h.p. Douglas and sidecar went
astray, Messrs. Douglas Bros, write that
the machine completed the whole course,
the only trouble suffered being from tyres.

The Indispensable Motor Cyclist.

During the annual manceuvi'es it was
apparent to all that the motor cycle was
to play an impoitant part in aiiy future
war, but we doubt if even the military
authorities realised the indispensability of

a motor cyclist despatch rider in a war in

which the fighting line is spread over a
wide range.

IVlotor cyclist despatch riders attached (o the Royal Engineers arriving at Luton after leave.

The maclilnc is a 6 h.p. New Hudson, of which the company already have six.
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1913 WULFRUNA MODELS.
ANEW two-stroke model is perhaps

the most striking departure of

the Wulfruna Co., of Wolver-
hamptoa, and, as might he

expected, it has been carried out in a

thoroughly workmanlike manner. The
frame is solidly constructed, and has a

bottom bracket specially adapted for the
fitting of a 'two-speed gear if required.

The machine thus fitted has a very neat
appearance, and forms a sound machine
for touring or town work. The 2-^ h.p.

Peco engine is used, and- on the tAvo-speed
model the most striking external feature
is the fact that the flywheel lies close to

the cylinder carrying the sprocket for the
driving chain on the outside. This, of

course, simplifies the fitting of chain cases,

and the Wulfruna have taken full advant-
age of the opportimity. Otherwise the
2j h.p. Peco follows the d€sign of the
already well-known 2| h.p. model, except
that plain bearings are used on the
crankshaft. The two-speed gear is the
usual counter-shaft type employed by the
company, and is solidly but neatly con-
structed. If ordered, a kick starter and
clutch can be obtained at a small extra.

As regards fittings, the machine is com-
plete in every way. A drip feed lubrica-
tor supplies the oil to the engine, and
mudguards, carrier, and stand are of

sensible proportions. 26111. x 2in. tyres
are fitted, and aluminium footboards add
considerably to the rider's comfort. A
similar model can be obtained fitted with
a 2-i J. A. P. engine of 70 x 76 mm. bore
and stroke. The final drive in each case
is by belt.

Other New Models.

Another new model which has been
introduced specially for sidecar woik is

EDITORIAL NOTE.

ALREADY many full descriptions of

191 5 models fiave appeared in these

columns, and as a guide to readers

we give below the dates upon which the

different descriptions were published :

Sept. 3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.

,, 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2;J h.p. two-stroke

Singer.
Oct. 1st and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-driven Rex.

,, 8th. Radco and Abingdon.
,, 15th. Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.
,. 22nd. J.A.P. engines, Calthorpe, Lucas dynamo.
,, 29th. Quadrant, Harley - Davidson, Matchless

Racer, Lea-Francis, J.H., and two-stroke
Ariel.

Nov. 5th. Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro, z\ h.p. and t

h.p. Enfields, Omega, and 4 h.p. A.J.S.

,, r2th. 6 h.p. Humber, Sun Vitesse, and Levi^.

,, rgth. Diamond, B.S.A., 6 h.p. twin P. and M.,

Indian. Royal Ruby, Velocette, 6-7 h.p

Sunbeam, James, Rover, twin-cylinder two-
stroke Premier, and New Hudson.

,, 26th. Rudge, O.K. Junior, Wooler, New Imperial,

J.H., Lady's Radco, Wulfruna, Bradbury,
and Hazlewood.

Dec 3rd. Norton, Grandex, Connaught, Brown,
Clyde, Brough, and Lady's Ivy.

the new 5 h.p. twin, which is fitti'd

with a J.A.P. engine (70x85 mm.), and
drives by chain throughout, a tliii'f>

speed countershaft gear being employed,
and a cone clutch being fitted on the
engine-shaft.

The machine is thoroughly up to date
in every way, and the fittings and finish

are excellent throughout.

The 4 h.p. single cylinder Wolf would
at first sight appear to be a new model,
but in reality the change in appearance
has been mainly brought about by the
lowering of the frame. The" new
machine is extremely neat and sturdy.
It is as before, fitted with the 4 h p

single-cylinder J.A.P. engine, but' a
choice is given of two or three-speed-
countershaft gears and either double
chain or chain and belt drive. • Thus
the 4 h.p. model can be obtained in

The Wullnina two-stroke, showing chain

drive from a sprocket fitted outside the _.

Tlvwhee!

almost every possible form, and suitable,'''

foi' the man \vho wants a fast single-:'-,

geared mount through the various stages'; ;

of the oidiiiary solo tourist to the'>
owner of a go-anywhere sidecar outfit.?;

As a point of interest, it may be men- "-

tioned that Wolf frames are specially"

leinfdiced at all \ital points

I he 2i h.p two-stroke Woll motor bicycle which is htted w.tli

two-speed gear and kick starter.

Transmission side of the 4 h.p. Woll
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THE NOVEL PREMIER TWO-STROKE.
Engine, Three-speed Gear, and Magneto forming a Single Unit.

IX
the " Buyers' Guide " issue of Thr
Millar Oydt we were enabled to give

the first deta.'ls'and tl;etches of tlie

new Premier twia two-stroke, and b_v

retison of its novel and striking desigji

great interest has been evinced by ;ill

uiterested in motor cycles.

The twin engine, which is built lindcr

Alfton's patents, is now undergoing
tests. In this issue we ai'e enabled to

publish illustrations of the power unit

and friime ; the latter are strikingly un-
usual both in detail and in general design.

The compactness of the unit will be
clearly .?een from the photographs. In

front, is mounted the outside flywheel :

then come the two cylinders set longitudi-

nally and operating the crankshall
tlu-ough vertical piston rods and curved
foot plates.

Forced Feed Lubrication.

At the back of the cranksha ft :i

plunger oil pump is driven from an
eccentric, and forces oil to the big ends
and foot plate slides, and behind this

j again lies a pair of worm wheels driving

itlie
counter-shaft three-speed gear. This

gear is very neat, and occupies an
extremely small space, as the gears are

,
only just separated, and are brought into
action by a central shaft arranged so as
to expand st«el balls against the inner
periphery of the pinions, thus locking

;

them to the driving-shaft in turn. To
prevent any possibility of the gears slip-

ping out of position a simple and positive
form of spring plunger is arranged, and
the control rod from the tank operates
through a squaiVd joint giving just sufh-

j
cient freedom of movement, finally, the
magneto is mounted at the rear of the
unit, and is driven direct from Ihe crank-

I
shaft. Except for the piston rod bearings

( and slides, ball bearings are used through
!out, and careful provision has been made
for the prevention of oil leaks, a screwed
washer mounted on the siiaft retiirnitig
any excess of oil to the sump.
The special receivers

in which the gas is - . .
. ^_--,

comiHcssed can be wJai^^~~sJr~'^
clearly seen, and
also the expansion
chambers, which are

attached direct to the

Rear view of ihe two-stroke Premier frame, showing pressed steel earner and tool bags, and

also two internal expanding brakes in the rear hub.

exhaust ports, and permit the burnt
charge to expand before being led to

the large silencer directly in front of

the engine. These expansion chambers
will, in the final design, be lilted with
cooling ribs.

Operation of Compre.ssion Release Valves

The compression release valves are

very simply o)icrated. for a straight bai'

is mounted in guides directly over the

valve in each cylinder head. A taper is

formed with its smallest diameter kept
normally over the valve stem by a

spring. By means of a Bowden control

the bar can be moved horizontally so

that the tapers engage the valve stems
and relcMSe tin' 'j:.is

The principle of the duplex frame with

it's top tube tank has already been

described. It may be remembered that

both brakes are of the internal expand-
ing type mounted in the rear hub. The
niudguarding is excellent, and the rear

guard is attached to ,1 combined pre3.sed

steel carrier and tool box. The frame
\s extremely low, and the absence
of tubes above and below the tank
renders the machine particularly easy
to clean.

The machine is the most novel and
interesting medium weight we have yet

seen, and we are looking forward with
considerable interest to a road trial in

the near future. We shall then hope to

refer to the new Premier again.

'J'he Sun-V.T.S. two-stroke
motor cycle of 269 c.c, de-

scribed and illustrated in our
issue of November 12th last,

is rated at 2^- h.p.

wsmi.

e! Uvo-^troke Primer. As will be seen, it has two vertical cy.mders and an ouLside Hywhael in iiont ol tlic engine.

is embodied with the crankcase, and the magneto is coupled direct to the crankshnft

'

A three-speed geai

w
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THE O.K. TWO-STROKE.
An Entirely New Model in Addilion (o Existing Four-stroi<.e Aodels.

ONE of the iiiu^l .vtiikiiig departni-es

in the O.K. progi'amme, which we
have already reviewed, is the

new two-stiuke, which has many
features of peculiar interest. This new
model is known as the ilark V., and
it can be obtained as a single-geared

-mount, or with two-speed counter-shaft

gear, or with two-speed gear and clutch,

in each case the price being strictly

reasonable.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

70 mm. X 70 mm., giving a capacity of

O.K.t wo-sLokc—a new mount for 1915 of neat design.

cylinder, the lubrication system proves
most effective. Oil is led direct to the
cylinder from a Best and Lloyd sight feed
drip, iini we are told that no single
instance of seizure has- occurred e\'en

under most adverse circumstances.
A Senspray carburetter is fitted at a

slight angle from the side of the
cylinder. The magneto is chain driven,
and lies high up behind the cylinder,
where it is well protected from the
effects of mud and rain. The two-speed
gear is of the sliding dog type, and a-

O.K. two-stroke, sho\vIng position of ports,

double exhaust pipe, and release valves.

269 c.c. It is very carefully constructed
throughout. The ports are of ample size,

and two exhaust pipes, each of one inch
diameter, ensure an absence of back
pressure between the engine and the large

silencer mounted in front of the unit.

The crankshaft runs in plain bearings

throughout, all the bearings being long
and the shaft carefully hardened and
ground, points which tend to increase

considerably the life of the bearings. In
combination with the excellent cooling
arrangements with radiating ribs extend-
ing clown almost to the base of the

Both brakes of the new Uvo-stroke Premier

are of the expanding type, and are carried

in the rear hub.

cork insert clutch can be obtained as an
extra. The drive is by belt and chain, »

except in the case of the single-geared-

model, which has a plain belt drive.

The frame is a powerful one. and, itt

spite of the large diameter flywheel,

provides a 5in. giound clearance. A^!^
the fittings are of ample proportionsjij

The pan saddle is a luxury not too oftent

provided by lightweiglit manufacturers.
We were pleased to note that the rear

mudguard extends below the belt, which
.

is one of the most simple effectiv^:.^

methods of preventing belt slip - yeji

devised Di uid t) pe f01 ko ensui e easy su&'

pension of the fiont pait of the machra^'

Lady s ne\y model Velocette. (See page 66S).

Po\\ei plant of the 1915 two-stioke Omega. -

(Described and illustrated Nov. 5th, page 508S.)
\

.

This verj' handy little touring mount
does not, of conr.se. replace the well-

known O.K. Junior ilark III. and IVij

which have already been illustrated ; it

is purely a supplementary model. The -

new O.K. factory will be responsible in

the future for all tlie products of JMessvs.

Humphries and Dawes, which accounts

for its large dimensions and excellent
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A.J.S. MACHINES IN 1913.

DriilN'G i;i5t week H. Taylor ami

L'o.. of 21a, Store Street, Totten-

liam Cojjrt Eoad, W.C., had a

most interesting exhibit of ali

models of . A.J.S. machines. In our

issue of .Nfoxt^mber 5th, page 509, we
published a description of the new 4 h.p.

twin-c.yiinder machine of this make. All

the latest A.-T.S. models possess similar

featiues, such as sloping top tube,

excellent mudgnarding, chain guarding,

etc., bnt ill the case of the more powerful

6 h.p.. these items .are proportionately

A 6 h.p. Iyi3 model A.J.S. fitted with

Lucas dynamo, which can be seen attached

to the front down tube. It is driven by an

enclosed chain.

stronger. Even the popular 1\ h.p.

follows more or less the same lines, but

a distinct innovation is the 2J h.p.

sporting model, which has not been

previously described in any journal.

It IS trtted with scmi-T.T. handle-bars

and footrests instead of footboards, while

the after portion of the chain guarding
arrangement is done away with. The

'% silencer consists of a single pipe, which
S terminates in an aluminium tan-shaped

end.

Like all A.J.S. models, it is fitted with
detachable wheels. These are removed
by undoing three large bolts and the

central spindle. On the siiiiidle being

The 1913 model two-speed chain-driven Vciocette.

willidiawn a small piston falls out. In
the case of a tube repair, the tube can
be passed tluough the forks without there
being any necessity to take the wheel
right out.

All the models shown are fitted with
three-speed gear boxes, though the 2J h.p.

machines may be had with two-speed
gears if desired. The 6 h.p. machine is

a thoroughly practical sidecar outfit. It

is what is commonly termed a, do luxe

model, and one type may bo had eciuippcd

with a Lucas dynamo lighting installation.

In this case it will be noticed that the
dynamo i.< carried on the front down
tube" of the motor bicycle frame, the

drive being by chain from the engine
shaft. The four models displayed formed
a most attractive exhibition, while their
smart appearance and attraclive finish

did not fail to attract admiration.

compact and workmanlike, is chaiu-drivc:i

throughout. A spring drive and internal

rear brake ai'e included, and the carrier

is arranged to take a special tool bag,

which in no way detracts from the

general appearance of the machine.

AN OPEN FRAME
VELOCETTE.

IN
our issue of November 19th we

published details of alterations and
improvements in the Velocette engine
and ti'ansmission, tliongh at the time

a complete machine was not available for

photographic purposes. The illustrations

we are now able to publish show the
neat lines of the new- models. The 50^x73
mm. engine is mounted in a loop frame,
and the machine, which is strikingly

Neat cast iron gear box oi latest

Velocette. A sliding key is used to engage

two different ratios.

Altogether the machine gives one the

pleasing idea that every part has been
designed to fit in its proper place, an
idea which we regret to say is only too
.seldom afforded by most light and
reasonably priced motor cycles.

The new 2^ h.p. .A.J.S. sporting model It is fitted with detach.ible wheels.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Removing Flywheels.

Sir,—In reply to the query of "H.A.C." in Tha Motor
Cijcle of November 26th, I may say that the best way of
removing Douglas flywheels is "as follows :

Unscrew the lock-nut a couple of turns or so, and then
insert a fairly thick screwdriver betiyeen the crank case
and the engine sprocket. Give the screwdriver a sharp tap
or two, and then place a bit of scrap iron or tough wood
over the lock-nut, and give one or two sharp taps with a
hammer. The screwdriver will then drop out, and the nut
may be unscrewed and the flywheel lemoved. I have
removed seven or eight lately, and not had the slightest
difficulty If the wheel does not move at the first attempt,
keep tapping the screwdriver a bit. and again strike the nut.

ED 663.

Sir —111 answer to the question of "H.A.C," in The
Motor Cj/rle of November 26th, a,s to a simple method of

removing Douglas fl.yw]ieels, I would submit the ftjllowing

a; being in every case effective when the ei'giue can be
smarted.

The nut is .slackened two threads from the crankshaft,
and the engine is run either down the street or on the
stand, but not raced at all. If run on the stand put gear
in and press brake on slightly, so as to give engine some
work to do. A moment will be quite long enough to allow
the flywheel to be removed by the hands from the taper,
witliout having hurt in the slightest tlie ball bearings or

the crankshaft. The reason tliis mathod is a success is

because of the inertia of the flywheel, .'.nd when an explosion
takes place the blow on the crankshaft is so siidden that
the inertia of the flywheel cannot adjust itself quicklj'

enough. Hence it becomes loose on the taper—often on the
very first explosion of the engine. I hope this will be what
"H.A.C." and others desire. ALBERT V. HUGnKS.

Sir,—I noticed in your issue of November 26th a corre-

spondent enquires as to how to remove a Douglas flywheel,
and it made me smile to see the reply to it by H. P. Fisher
in the issue of December 3rd, when he suggests two people
on the job with a 3 lb. hammer performing the operation.

This appears to suggest that if assistance is not available

you cannot remove the flywheel. I have found it quite a

simple matter to remove the flywheel of my Douglas single-

handed. I first remove the nut, and tie the exhaust lift

up to the handle-bar. Then, while slowly moving the fly-

wheel romid with the left hand, gently tap the inside edge
of the flywheel with an ordinary hammer (in the right

hand), after fir.st wrapping a piece of rag round the hammer
head. A mallet would be preferable, but there is no fear

of cracking the flywheel, as it is of steel. It comes avi'ay

very easily.
"

W. G. PERRY.

The Bristol Trial.

Sir,—It was announced in the regulations of the open
eighteen-hour trial of the Bristol Jlotor Cycle Club that

all surplus would be handed over to one of the war funds.

I enclose herewith the account of the trial, submitted to

me by the hon. secretary, and you will find, after paying
aU expenses, there is a balance of £10 5s., which is to be
handed over to some fund, and I should be glad if you
will suggest one.

Please note the costs of the medals (one gold and one

silver) are being paid out of the club's prize fund, also the

A.C.U. permit fee of £1 Is. has not been charged up in

this account, whilst the timekeeper, checkers, and loan nf

cars have been given gratis.

Entry fees

Stationerj'

Stamps
Telegrams
Car driver

Balance

S-MTEMENT OF ACCOUNT.
. £18

7 15

, £10 5

I might point out to you my club gave £10 10s. to the

Princess Mary's Christmas Fund. This was originally

intended to be given to The Motor Cyrh Fund for Despatch

Riders. . . ,

It is proposed that the club adheres to its original

programme of holding an open twenty-four-hour trial to th?

Land's End and back on January 1st and 2nd, 1915, and

so we look forward to real support.

PHILIP GROUT,
Hon. Sec. and Treasurer Bristol M.C.C.

[We congratulate the Bristol Motor Cycle Club on the result

of the competition, and recommend th:it the profit be

allocated to the National Fund,
ol Wales's Relief Fund.—Ed.]

H.R.H, the Prince

The Design o£ Drip Feed Lubricators.

Sir,—Your contributor "Runabout," under point two in

his article on the above subject (December 3rd, page 610),

calls for a lubricator with which it is possible to inject a

whole pumpful of oil instantaneously in emergencies with-

out disturbing the drip adjustment.

ilay we call your attention to our Enots Auto Feed with

auxiliary pump,' which perfectly fulfils this desideratum, and

gives ocular proof of exactly how much lubricant has been

passed? This device has "been noticed and advertised in

your columns, but, apparently, the subject is of sufficient

interest to warrant a little further attention.

By means of this lubricator any part of a pumpful, or any

number of pumpfuls, may be injected instantaneously at

will without interference 'with the drip adjustment in any

way, and the drip feed is resumed iinnit'diately and auto-

matically. All oil passes through the glass dome chamber,

thus affording certain proof that the object in view has been

achieved, jfany thousands are in use and may be seen on

the machines of leading makers.

BENTON AND STONE, LTD.
W, White (Secretary).

Why an Engine Koaks.

Sir,—The subject of konking is one which I was very

pleased to see revived in the pages of The Motor Cych,

as it seems to be still an unsolved problem. Some of your

correspondents have obviously settled the matter in their

own minds, but as their conclusions vary so much it leaves

the average motor cyclist more mystified than ever.
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^ Mr. de Lissa ^ery emphatically states that a slack piston

is the cause of the trouble, and tells us that it can be cured

by fitting a piston which is on the tight side. Mr. de

Lissa is, as everyone knows, a motor cyclist of long

standing and wide experience ; but, really, Mr. de Lissa ! a
tight piston may be .1 cure in a few special cases, but the

two worst konkers that I have come across in the last

twelve years have been a certain 3j- h.p. of 1909 and a

machine of somewhat similar design, but of a much later

date. Both these machines have had smaller piston clear-

ance than any others I have met with. On the other

hand, I have possessed four machines (three of them
twins) which it was almost impossible to make konk ; in

each case the pistons were on the slack side, and one (which
practically refused to konk under any conditions) had a

piston clearance of ten-thousandths (.01), which may be
considered almost excessive. Also I believe that the

excellent J.A. P. engines are fitted with pistons having
very little clearance, and yet the J. A. P. is not guiltless

of konks. I am prepared to believe that the piston is at

the bottom of the trouble, but Mr. de Lissa's solution will

not pa.ss in many cases.

In this connection 1 would like to put forward a suggestion

purely for what it is wortli, and not as a definite solution.

I have noticed that nearly all engines with detachable
cylinder heads are practically immune from konks, and it

has struck me that cylinder distortion may cause the noise

to a large degree, as distortion would be somewhat relieved

in the case of the tvpe mentioned.
A. T. GATEHOUSE.

Sir,—lust a word or two on this evergreen topic. I think

Lodge Bros, have hit the solutiuu that konking is due to

pre-iguition, the metallic sound being due to the exploded
gases knocking against the piston head and walls of

combustion chamber. I have run single, twin, and four-

cylinder motor cycles, and the part which hns siirprL^ci/ vie

is that my four-cylinder never konks, but under similar

conditions, w-hich would make a single or twin konk, my
four-cylinder machine " peters out."
Herein lies a fact which, I think, will give a clue—if one

is wanted—as to the metallic sound. Of course, I don't

pose as an authority, because to me the whole thing is so

simple, and I don't want an engine that konks.
What 1 would like to see is some form of "governor

ball" regulator to the spark advance and retard of tlie

magneto, so that it was automatically worked according to

the Sliced of the engine, tlien I think konking would be a

thing unheard of. GOVERNOR BALL.
[Such a device has been on the market for some years.

—

Ed.]

A Problem Solved more by Luck than Judgment.

Sir,—The following incident which occurred to me recently

may be instructive to some of your readers. Whilst taking
a joy ride, my machine, which is a 5-5 h.p. Rudge-Multi,
irliised hills which, in the ordinary course of events, I

>linuld not trouble to change gear for. The belt was not
clipping, the compression was good, the clutch was in order,

the carburetter was perfect, the make and break of magneto
was making aud breaking, the sparking plug was sparkiiig ;

ill fact, everything apparently was in order, and yet the

machine would only run on the level or stand.

Being a Colonial rider, I carry every conceivable spare
part, but the question was which spare to start with: the

ppare plug went in, but with the same result. The problem
was solved by attaching the spare complete, contact breaker.
I'he cause of the trouble L did not find out until I reached
Ihnne and compared the tw'o contact breakers. I found that
the platinum points of the business contact breaker had about
double the gap of the shirker. To make quite sure that this

was the cause of the trouble I replaced the shirker after in-

creasing the break of the platimmi points

Being a rider with little experience, I naturally thought
that I had found out something, but my ardour was subse-
quently damped when I referred to the " Rudge Wrinkles,"
which states, inter aliaf " We have known cases where the
otherwise luiaccountably sluggish running of an engine has
been vastlv improved by increasing the break of the platinum
points on the magneto,'"' So have I. W. POINTER.
Fort Beaufort, Cape Colony.

66,5

Two-speed Hubs
Sir,

—

I was very pleased to see the remarks of " Ixion
"

re a light, cheap, two-speed hub for moderate touring.

What he calls for is really wanted—not by a few, but by
many riders of light and medium weight machines, ladies

included. Let us hope the manufacturers will not keep us

too long waiting for its advent.
Also, can any of your readers tell me of a strong, simple,

two-speed hub without a clutch (I have a good clutch on
engine-shaft), suitable for a 3^ h.p. ; gears, say, 4 and
8 to 1? HUB.

Good Advice.

Sir,—In your issue of November 5th, 1914, you advise
" J.C.P.," who complains that his Scott will not run slowly,

to clean his transfer port gauzes and see that there are no
air leaks in the induction pipe.

I have had similar trouble to "J.C.P.," so followed your
advice, except that I found it better to buy new gauzes.

The induction pipe joints were bound round with tape, and
the exhaust ports were also cleaned out by removing the

exhaust port cover plates.

The engine now starts at the .second kick, aud runs at

8 m.p.h. on top without knocking. The carburetter is a

Scott, and the machine has been out nearly every day for

the- last eighteen months without taking down the engine.

LIMIT GAUGE.

Riding Upstairs.

Sir,—I notice in a recent issue an illustration of a motor
cyclist riding up and down a flight of ninety-seven stone
steps in Rome.
This rider need not have gone to Rome to have found

a flight of steps on which to practise riding. At Macclesfield

there is a thoroughfare of 108 steps, called " Th' Hunderd an'

Eight Steps, leading from the Waters Green to t'owd Church."
I guess this little flight of steps would test the best

motor cycle in Great Britain. Its gradient towards the
top is somewhere about 1 in 6.

I may say that it is quite a training ground for children.

J. F. TIDESWELL.

Improvements.

Sir,

—

lie " Ixion's " paiagiaph about a light two-speed
hub gear devoid of clutch or complications. This is ju8t

what I believe almost every user of a variable pulley gear
(i.e., Brampton, etc.) has come to sec would solve the gear
problem for him at any rate. Why only for lightweights
is a clutch necessary with a low geai' of 15 to 1 and a rubber
belt passing from free engme position to take up the drive?
Another point. May I draw the attention of designers and
others who mould tlie machines of the future to the excellent
webbed head lug of the American E.xcelsior illustrated in
your issue of November 5th? How is it that on the eve
of 1915 we ai-e getting old mistakes repeated and perpetuated?
I beg humbly to submit that such things as single forks
on light or any weight machine, twisted top tubes, single
supports to carriers, frames that form four and five-sided
figures, frame tubes meeting at the head almost at a point,
single tube frames, flimsy front mudguards, and, last but
not least, the tool bag jauntily situated on the top of the
carrier, are now out of place. I do not submit that all

the above may be found on any one machine, but
let anyone look through 7'/ie Motor Cycle, and he will find
them. I notice that there are signs of the curved top tube
giving place to a straight one, which seems to me a step
in the right direction.

I hope I may not be thought hypercritical, but every
motor cyclist is keen to see improvement in design.

APERCU.

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.
Daplicatesofpholot'raplig appearing' in " THE MOTOR CYCLE " -will bo

supplied at the followine rates ; Unmounted prints, half.[late. 1/6 post free;
mounted. 1/9 post free This refers to photosraphs taken by '* THE
JtOTOR CYCLE ' operators.

Orders, which must be accompanied with remittance should be addresiied to
the Photocraphic Dcpurtment— Iliffe and Sous Limited. 20. Tudor Street,
London, E.C.

rviraSilS
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DIARY OF
A DESPATCH RIDER.

By Corporal Hedley Q. Browne,
of Norwich,

Captain Norfolk Motor Cycle Club, now Motor Cycle Despatch Rider, zrux

Signal Co., R.E., with x^t Army Corps, British Expeditionary Force.

October 28th, 1914

I

HAVE just learnt that we are per-

mitted to state our whereabouts up
to about a week ago, so I may
record my movements since leaving

Southampton.
By boat to Havre and down the river

to Rouen (two days stop), then by train

to a small village north of Arras (Etreux),

and marched in stages from there
to Mons. Retreated vid jNIaubeuge,

Landrecies, le Gateau, la Fere, Soissons,

to Meaux. After that went due east 'to

Coulommiers, then up to the Aisne at a
place called Bourg-en-Aisne near Soupir
and north of Braisne. In this position
we stayed about six weeks. A fortnight

ago we entrained at Fismes for Paris and
then on vid Amiens, Boulogne, Calais, to

Hazebrouck, where I must finish.

Yesterday afternoon I witnessed the
most thrilling sight in my career ; that
was an aeroplane brought down by our
brigade with rifle fire. It was flying
fairly low -and a bullet must have hit the
petrol tank ; anyway, the flames shot out
and the machine turned upside down, the
observer falling out. He looked just like

a piece of paper coming down, biit

gradually assumed the shape of a man

;

he fell about 200 yards from where I was
standing, the machine falling some

large

distance away. I can tell you, it is one
thing in my life I shall never forget.

Last week I had my first experience of

rifle fire ; it is not nearly so bad as shells.

I had to go down a road just at dusk
where " snipers " were concealed in the
trees. I left my machine and walked
some distance down a lane and could hear
the bullets hitting the trees, etc., all

along. Can you fancy me walking and
running with dead and wounded lying
about on each side? My machine was
hit with a piece of shell which I picked
up and am keeping as a souvenir. I had
my first hot bath last week in
brewer's tub ; it was fine

Then we washed our shirts,

socks, etc., and put on clean
ones the same night '' '

to go a thirty mile
ride just alter 1

a.m. Last Satur-
day I had my
narrowest escape
(so far) from being
knocked over. I

was standing talk-

ing to one of our
orderlies with a
horse. We heard
a shrapnel shel.'.

coming and both

ducked our heads, but the poor fellow

got hit and died in half an hour, and
the horse was killed. Both were buried
in the afternoon, and it was a most
impressive sight with the guns firing all

around. I can tell you it gave me a bit

of a shock at the time, but in about
half an hour I had forgotten all about
it. Anyhow, the fellows said I was one
of the lucky ones that day.-

October 29th, 1914.

My word ! this is war with a vengeance,
going at it day and night. The last two
or three days the roads have been terrible.

r"

J
Some British despatch riders serving with the Expeditionary Force amid ruins—the handiwork of

German artillery. The machines, it will be noticed, are Douglases.

and as we are not allowed
any lamps at night, we have
been relieved a little by
mounted men.

;

I have just ridden up to a

brigade, past the French guns,

about twelve in a row ; they
fire very rapidly and make an
awful crack—sort of wakes you

up riding past. I am with a

brigade which has pushed a

long way ahead, and have been

quartered in a small stable all

day, and I must say this is

the warmest place I have ever

struck. They started shelUng

BI4
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FORWARD' BRITISH ACCESSORIES for 1915,
As supplied to H.IVI. War Office.

PAT. N°

19488/03.

FORWARD. The strongest,

best, and most reliable fastener

in the world. As supplied to H.IVI.

War Office in large quantities.

FORWARD leather-covered
link, specially designed tor use

with Forward fasteners.

KING HOOK. The original

hook fastener with flanged roller

bearings. Insist on it, if you want
the strongest hook fastener ever

offered to you.

1/- detachable. 1/3 adjustable.

lOd.
each.

KING HOOK leather-covered

link, specially designed for use
with hook fasteners.

it FORWARD "

The British Plugs that make
touring a pleasure.

Made in a dozen types to
suit all requirements.

Type B (illustrated) with extra
heavy pure nickel electrodes.

2/6 fro:n all live Agents.

"Forward" Plugs are being

ordered by H.M. War Office.

Surely they will suit YOU.

KNUT. A high-class fastener

at a popular price. Roller bear-

ings and double-strength hooks.

9d. detachable. 1/- adjustable.

CHALLENGE FASTENERS
the lowest priced reliable fasteners

on the market.

BLACK ADJUSTABLE Gd.

PLATED ADJUSTABLE 9d.

FORWARD MOTOR CO., Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM. Telephone—6259 Central,

III a:,jweri/uj (hU adviitl-^vinr.iit it Is dairablc to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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Control Levers forBowden Wire
You have absolutely complete control of all vital movements at your finger tips

it you adopt the Bowden Wire Control System. Bowden Control Levers are
made in great variety—as you will see from a few of the types here illustrated.

Our catalogue contains particulars of many others. Write for a copy to-day.

Prices quoted are for levers only.

No. 413

Straight Levers for

two movements.

7/6

ations—Magneto,

'I Gas, Air Inlet.

A little lever with

a long pull.

No. 413

Curved Levers for

two movements.

7/6

No. 426

One Point Ratchet

Lever for Clutches,

Brake or Valve
Lifting.

No. 439

A Double Action Lever

—no pull-off spring

required—suitable for Spark Advance,

Throttle, etc.

Bowdenloc

Control

Levers.

No. n. Bowden te

Control Wire, 5d. per

foot, for valve, etc.con-

irol, nipples included,

No. 406.

Automatic and

immediate in

action. No

springs used.

Remains rigid.

No. 12. Bowdenite

Brake Control Wire.

9d. per foot,

nipples included.

No. 403

Curved Lever for one

movement—supplied

with pin fitting if

required.

5/-

Combined Control
Levers. 413 & 433

Combined to prevent undue

crowding of the handlebar,

12/6
Two

Levers,
Nos. 432,

combined.

9/6
When complete controls are ordered,

inner wires are nippled and outer

wires are capped free of charge.

No. 427.

For side of bar.

The Ratchet pro-

vides 6 positions,

7/6

Combination of

Levers. 403 & 433

Take up no more space

on handlebar than one

control.

9/6

Send remittance to cover cost and

postage—any balance will be refunded.

BOWDEN WIRE E?
Godbuld.

In tuiswerinrj iJtist adrertise/itent it is desirablt to mention ''The Motor Cycle.*'
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us this morning at dawn with high
explosives and "Jack Johnsons," and
have kept it up off and on since. Dp
to the present this, house has not been
properly hit, but has been very near it.

I'v/o houses within twenty yards have
been blown to pieces, and the shells have
made holes in the ground all around big
enough to bury a hoi'se in.

Four big shells ! My word, we have
]ust had a fright. One got this roof and
has made a large hole in it ; one fellow
was wounded in the leg. I have now had
oi'ders to stand by, so am now going to
pack up. There are some French guns
near us—that is what the Germans are
trying for. Just imagine about twenty
of us orderlies to different regiment's
being bo.xed up in this place. When
,ve were asleep last night, the
)ullets came through the roof, in
iiie side and out the other. Four
iiore shells—too hot to write more
low.

^^rai^OL®

up here, but goodness knows liow we
shall get back, what with the mud up
to the spokes, etc.

November 5th, 1914.

Once again I am spared to write you a

few lines, and when I say this you may take
it that I really mean it from the bottom
of my heart, for I have seen sights this

last week that would sicken any human
being Three da3-s ago we had shells

in a large chateau, our headquarters, kill-

ing, I think, si.\ staff officers, besides
wounding many others. Yesterday I took
a message to A.H.Q., and was putting my
machine on the stand (luckily about fifty

yards away) when two shells landed right
in the house, and two motor cyclists were
killed (fellows we knew) and three others
wounded. I jumped into a ditch, and

667

damage being done to the Cathedral,
shops, houses, etc., and then to see the
inhabitants leaving, not knowing which
way to turn, some carts going one way
and some another. I had to go through
it last night, and went in one house (not
a sound). Things were just as the
occupants had left them, tea on the table,
nice file, kettle boiling, etc. I sampled
the bread and jam, but, of course, touched
nothing else. On my way back a jolly
great black shell hit a house a hundred
yards behind me, filling the Street with
brick, glass, and smoke.
Just a word about the villages round

here. Believe me, there is not a single
church or house left; whole windmills
and churches especially are smashed up
as they harbour observation stations.

Also the streets come in for it as well,
great holes being made by these "Jack
Johnsons," and we have to pick our way
through these at night without a lamp !

•Just started the fireworks again ; can
hear the maxims at it and shells going

(1.) G. Boyton, who was ihe first

private owner to finish in the 1914

Senior T.T. Race. The machine is

a Triumph

October 31st, 1914.

Am glad to seiy we moved our quarters

jst night about three hundred yards

own the road. Yesterday's casualties,

wo horses and one pig ; not so bad con-

idering the number of shells. One of

le fellows who was in the Boer war
aid more shots and shells were fired

esterday than in all the South African
.-ai' put together—he says it is not
:ar, it is murder. We are now in a large

arm house, one of the few left intact

ound here, and although by no means
afe, we all feel more comfortable, as

e are at the back of the house behind
he enemy's fire. They have started

gain, but are still popping ihem around
he place we lelt yesterdav. We are

^plying with onr "heavies," which are

irectly in front of us. They don't half

lake a report, and shake the very house.

I am writing this behind a hedge, with
16 bullets from German snipers in the

rees in a wood close by whizzing over
16 top, just one mile from our trenches,

wo of us managed to ride our machines

(1.) Howard Newman tthe well known Ivy

rider) mounled on a Douglas in Armentieres.

(3.) Not a tragedy of the war, but motor

cyclists resting—after night work.

heard the bits falling all around, lieturn-

ing back again along the main road I

saw a large shell hole, which was not there

when I made my outward journey. Such
is the way w-e jog along day after da.y.

I am out at the Guards Brigade
with a fellow named Barlow, and last

night (after we had done a bit of riding

in the rain, and had gone through roads
a sea of mud) we made ourselves com-
fortable in a tobacco drying shed. What
with straw and water-proof sheets we
had quite a nice night (except for a pig

waking us up once). After cooking a

good breakfast of bacon, jam, and tea

with milk (a real luxury), and having
had the first wash for three days, we both
felt in the pink of condition. To-day,
we are about a mile from a large town,
which they started to shell yesterday, and
it is absolutelv wicked here to see the

(4.) Sergeant Tozer enjoying breakfast in

a stoneyard.

clean over where 1 am sitting into

the town.

November 8th, 1914.

It is leally quite a treat to be free from
shells and bullets for a day, although I

must not speak too soon We are now
in a farm yard a mile out of a large town,

and up to the present the aeroplanes have

not discovered our whereabouts, as we
liave our motor cars, rriotor cycles, and

horses under cover. ' I believe I told you

about the bombarding of this town. Well,

last night it caught fire in several places,

a special kind of shell being fired at it.

Our engineers had to blow up the sur-

rounding houses to prevent the whole

town being burnt. I had to go through

about eight o'clock, and it was a bit

" warm," 1 can assure you. I am off to

the Brigade again to-night with

Barlow, so expect to be right amongst it.

They have had a very rough time of it

lately. There is some talk of our division

being relieved for a bit, but I cannot say

if there is any truth in it. We can all

do with a rest, as I should say the old

2nd has just about done its share.

oig
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SIDECAR DRIVING IN IRELAND.
A Trip taken

LTHOUGH perfectly

by Two
conversant with the

cycles, and quite at^A mechanism of motor
* home in the saddle of a solo niount, the writer

had never attempted to handle a sidecar outfit until a

short time. ago.

The necessity arose whilst staying in Cork, as 1

was. anxious to have an opportunity of judging for

myself whether the scenery in the land of Erin really

deserved the many laudatory epithets which are

showered upon it. At the same time, I was totally

unacquainted with the various routes from this famous
city, and therefore decided to hire a motor cycle and
sidecar, and share the driving with my brother, who
fortunately knew the island fairly well.

My first difficulty was to find a dealer from whom
I could procure the necessary machine, but eventually

an agent carrying a large stock of second-hand motor
cycles was discovered, and from this source I obtained

an old model 8 h.p. Bat with a coachbuilt sidecar.

Apparently the sidecar had been, attached by a

novice, for it was sadly out of alignment, and showed
a distinct tendency to run into the gutter on the left

of the road when being pushed out of the narrow lane

which connected the garage with the main road.

To my dismay I found that there was neither clutch

nor gear, and the only way to start up was to rush

Brothers on a Single-speed Bat.

madly down the road until the engine began to fire

and then leap into the saddle before the affection for

the left kerb (already mentioned) had caused any

inconvenience to pedestrians. Having gained this

position, I discovered that it was impossible to throttle

down below fifteen miles per hour without stopping

the engine, and, as we were without any artificial

means of giving w-arning of our approach, we caused

no small amount of interest by our exceedingly hurried

journey through the city, the streets of which were

speedily cleared by our vocal activity.

The double turn between St. I'atrrck's Street and

St. George's Street convinced me of the fact that

sidecar driving is quite different from solo riding, for,

having forgotten the attachment for a brief moment
when turning into the Grand Parade, I found that my
passenger was taking an involuntary short cut across

the pavement to the consternation of the citizens. In

this connection I would suggest that there should be
' more give and take between pedestrians and vehicles,

for, although the inhabitants of the city of Cork
evidently prefer the roadway to the path, they strongly

resented our unintentional encroachment on to their

preserves.

When we eventually reached the end of Western

Road, I heaved a sigh ..of relief, and determined to

(I) Panorama of the lakes at Killamey, on the road from Killamey to Kenmare. This is the Best view obtainable of the lakes, showing

almost the whole collection at once. (2) Mountain scenery at Killamey, showing snow-capped mountain on right. (3) Tore Mountain,

Killamey. (4) The writer with the twin-cylinder 8 h.p. Bat and coachbuilt sidecar. (5) A typical mountain road near Killamey.

(6) The harbour, Glengarriff. (7) The Pass of Keim-em-Eigh—a rough mountain pass between Inchegeela and Bantry.

B20
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The ^M0^^
1915 cyt^^^^::^ 31 h.p.

»

'T'HE outstanding features of the
-'" Humber ''3^" are—first and

foremost—Reliability, Economy, and

Simplicity.

AS the Specification shows, it carries every

modern improvement, and is the best

value 3i h.p. 3-speed Motor Cycle on the

market.

THE SPECIFICATION is remarkable at the price, and includes 3i h.p.

Engine of 84<90 mm. Bore and Stroke; "Kick" Starter; Sturmey-
Archer Three-speed Gear ; Brown & Barlow Carburetter ; Bowdcn
Wires

;

Heavy Rubber'Studded Dunlop Tyres ; and Lycett Pan
Seat or Brooks B 170 Saddle.

AIR-COOLED
£57 10s.

HUMBER, LTD., COVENTRY.
LONDON : 3Z Holbora Viaduct. E.C.. and 60/64,
Bromplon Road. S.W. SOUTHAMPTON = 27.

London Rosd. AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

In aiu-xvering thU adv.rtisenttnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyc
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DHFURT
1915

AWAKENING

]y[oTOR ^Accessories Qo.. COOKHAM, BERKS

(WAIGH'S PATENTS) (
OUR 20 PAGE CATALOGUE
WILL CONVIMCE YOU. )

1. Front wheel Mud Shields.

2. Back Mudguard Carrier.

3. Hammock Footboards.

4. Map and Article Carrier.

5. Knee-Grip Seat.

DOCTOR'S TWO-STROKE,

ALL
DETACH-

ED IN

June, 1914.
Dear Sirs,—// is with pleasure I have torecord

the efficiency of IVaigli's paieiit Front-wheel
Mud-Shields you filled in March to my 6 h.p.
" A.J.S.'' -liiith sidecar.

I find them ihorougltly practical and efficient

in keeping both mud and dust off the rider.

The one and only drawback to my mount {1913)
was the fearful mess I got in when riding in
bad leather at speed. Both driver and passen-
ger were liberally sprinkled, but that is now a
thing of the past. The guards {Waigli's) really

do guard: not even my boots get splashed now,
whereas in the old days you could not see them
for mud. Incidentally, one can now ente^

a frieiui's house after a ride in bad weaJher
Willi a clear conscience^and clean boots, a

not inconsiderable advantage the guards
give. Yows faithfully.

A: UPSON J.P.. ilaidcnhead.

a sad event, BUT ALL THINGS-

DO CH.iNGE. For 15 years the CHILD—the motor-BICYCLE—lias been

devoted. It is now in its young manhood—the MOTOR-bicycle xeith vigour and

endurance hilherlo unknown to the world. It is BRITISH to the core, but pow.

Its mother could bequeath it only two things—perfect BOOTS and a robust FR.iMb.
It stands UNCLOTHED a prev to every storm and the tar-man. We have watched

its development for the last 5 years under the guardianship of the A.C.U.ma
hundred trials uiuier aWful climatic conditions training it to Herculean manhood.

It but reauires the doilies of preservation and lite trappings of usefulness to tnttkt

it the MOTOR-bicvcle C.4R to goanywhere, at any time and do anything.

Patent No. 3905, April, 1909.

IXION says:

"They are quite extraordinarily

comfortable."

A WARNING. Let us be thankful for the ROBUST FRAME. Don't abuse'

il. A Iready it lias been cut away at the back to make room-

tor an anliquate.i pedal-cycle saddle to get a low-riding position. AND NOW the

frame is threatened with further weakening bv springing by mtrodycmg a muttitlide

of -diorking parts and weight. All this can be cairied out throughrhe seal springing

and a new method of riding — KNEE-GRIP-SEAT — A NEW METHOD
APPLIED TO COPE WITH NEW REQUIREMENTS of great pace and vibra-

tion. ALL MUST FEEL SORRY FOR THE MOTHER—the PEDAL
CYCLE-SADDLE. BUT ALL THINGS DO CHANGE.

THESE PATENTS '^•tted to your machine will save your WAR TAXES

In ansiveriiiy thli advcitisemeni it is desirable to niention " The Motor Ci,eU.''
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Sidecar Driving in Ireland.—
exchange places with my brother, who seemed remark-

ably calm and cool, and quite unaffected by the

indelicate titles conferred upon us by unfortunate

people who had suffered inconvenience on our account.

Accordingly I stopped the engine and proceeded to

give minute instructions about the various little

eccentricities of this terrible piece of mechanism before

entrusting myself to the care of an " amateur," for by
this time I considered that I was cjualified to dictate to

anvone on the subject of sidecar driving, regardless of

the fact that my worthy brother is a practical engineer

and could drive a car almost as soon as I could walk.

Owing to the liberal amount of luggage in the shape
of suit cases, petrol tins, funnels, etc., which Avas

slowed in the sidecar, the passenger was obliged to

sit with his feet projecting over the end of the body-
work, but a fair amount of comfort was possible even

in this position, and I lay back and smoked peacefully

aa the telegraph poles flashed by in a continuous and
hurried procession.

The Charms of Glengarriff.

The route which we had planned was through
Ballincollig, Innishannon, and Bandon to Dunmanway,
it which point a halt was called for the purpose of

replenishing '' the inner man" and the petrol tank.

Lip to this point the road had been exceedingly pretty

DUt not really exceptional ; however, after about an
lour's run Bantry Bay came in sight, and we then
limed north to Glengarriff, where we found the most
;harming spot I have ever seen.. Honeymoon couples

^ere in great evidence, and I cannot imagine a more
JelightFul place for a holiday than this little town
lituated in the Bay, and enclosed by the Caha
VTountains on one side and the sea on the other.

The charms of this spot nearly oxercame us, for we
ivere sadly tempted to stay there instead of proceeding
5n our way ; but, after the refreshing influence of a

Dathe and a good meal, we decided to continue our

ourney and set out across the mountains towards
?.enmare. No difficulty was experienced in taking the

keep gradient which lay before us, but I must own
hat I felt somewhat apprehensive when some two
niles from Releagh we arrived at a point where the

nountain appeared to rise perpendicularly to a height
if about eighty feet above us ; and the idea of climbing
his precipice with a single gear, which at the best

fas not a low one, seemed to me an impossible task.

)n rounding a sharp bend, however, we discovered a

unnel cut through the side of the hill, and after the

lazzling sunshine to which we had become accustomed
he gloom of this subterranean passage made a curious

ontrast, it being no easy task to steer a straight course

owards the small gleam of light ahead which marked
he e.xit.

Kentnare in Darkness.

From this point the day's hill-climbing practically

eased, and an easy run for about ten miles brought
s into Kenmare, where we decided to halt for the

ight.

In this town the electric lighting is run by water
lower, but owing to the drought previous to the time
f our visit, the entire place was deprived of its

ustomary light, and candles or oil lamps were in

real demand. The effect of this method of lighting

669

contrasted curiously with the brilliant illuminations to

which one so naturally becomes accustomed, and it

was amusing to find that the chief ironmongery store

rehed entirely upon the dismal efforts of a single tallow

candle for the double purpose of exterior and interior

lighting.

A Cow in a Hardware Shop.
I have mentioned this particular store as it was the

only one which I patronised, and also because of an
incident which happened on the threshold. I was
about to enter the doorway when an apparition loomed
up in front of me, and I found myself vis-a-vis with

a well proportioned cow, which, regardless of the

ordinary rules of etiquette, forced its way through the

door and compelled me to retire to a respectful dis-

tance whilst it contemplated in which direction it

should take its evening stroll. I have since heard
that it is customary in many parts of Ireland to allow

animals, free access to any of the dwelling rooms, but

at the tirtie I was much surprised at the proceeding.

Fortunately, this experience did not aff'ect my
slumbers that night, and aftef an early bathe in the

Kenmare river next morning, we again set out. The
weather was perfect, and as we picked our way along
the mountainous road which runs beside the river,

through Parknasilla and Sneem, it seemed difficult to

believe that parts of this, same island should be in

such a critical state of unrest. From Caherdaniel we
turned northwards to \\'aterville, at which town we
had decided to lunch; and, as we reached the summit
of the hill overlooking the valley in which this little

place is situated we obtained a wonderful view of

Lough Currane on the east and Ballinskellig Bay on
the west, as the ground dividing the two is, scarcely

thrcequarters of a mile across.

Again replenished, we took the steep hill out of

Waterville at a speed which evidently astonished the

natives, and proceeded by a kind of loose bridle path

to Cahirciveen, where we were obliged to stop for the

purpose of tightening up the various nuts and bolts

which had been shaken loose by the terrible state of

the road just traversed.

Dingle Bay and Killarney.

Our route now lay on the south side of Dingle Bay
through Glenbeigh to Killorglin, at which point we
turned eastwards to Killarnev, and arrived at tliat

renowned watering place just before dark.

There is no doubt that Lough Leane deserves all

the praise which the poets have thrust upcm it, but
Killarney town does not appeal to me as an ideal

spot, and I was not loth to set out , again next
- morning.

Up to this point we had been extremely fortunate

in every way, but a flat tyre on the sidecar wheel
announced the beginning of a day of woe, and
between Killarney and Fermoy we managed to collect

punctures in each tyre. This delayed our progress
considerably, and we therefore curtailed our tour by
turning south to Cork instead of taking in Lismore
and Youghal as we had previously intended.

The total distance covered in the three days was
practically three hundred miles, and there is no doubt
that it would be difficult to find a more picturesque

trip than this little corner of Ireland afforded.

H.B.E.
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The New Dunhill Sidecar.

A sturdy design' of sidecar chassis by Alfred Dunhill. Ltd tl

MESSRS. DUNHILL, LTD., have
lately introduced a new form
of sidecar chassis, which is

specially designed to be
attached to a powerful motor bicycle.

A glance at the photographs will show
that the girder form of frame construc-

tion is employed wherever possible, and
that immense strength and rigidity have
been obtained thereby. Especially note-

worthy are the duplex stayed side mem-
'

bars, the diagonal tube which runs from
one end to the other of the main frame,
and the strong stays supporting the pillar

carrying the attachment to the down
tube. Particular care has been exercised
in designing the method of attachment
of the mudguard, -which, it will be
noticed, is valanced as fully as possible,

and is attached direct to the frame at
four points, consequently there should be

Hetrol tap operated from the dash ot a

Morgan. On cycle cars it is often necessary

'o dive under the dash to turn off the petrol

This is a neat alternative.

no trouble with the stays becomingstrained'

and breaking. Another interesting fea-

ture is the provision of long shackles at

the rear of the C springs, which render

the riding comfortable and easy. Thp
particular type illustrated is the first

model turned out, and future models will

be even an improvement upon this.

A lighter model will also be supplied,

which has a three-point instead of a
four-point suspension, which is intended
for the lighter types of machirtes, and
this particiilar sidecar will fit the spring

frame Indian
It will also be apparent from the

illustration that the attacliment to the

chain stays is adjustable laterally. Alto-

gether we were exceedingly well pleased
with the design, and consider it to be

one of the most practical we have yet

seen.

T
HE Henderson sidecars are made
several patterns for 1915. We
illustrate Model D. No C springs
are used in this chassis, but a

A Lever Spring Sidecar.

Section of the front attachment

Henderson sidecar attached to a Scott

B2^

registered design of lever springing,

adjustable for height, with coil springs
(also adjustable). The great advantage
of this type of springing is the entire

absence of roll. Coil

springs are also em-
ployed in front. The
body can be made to

turn up in front to

enable the rider to get
at the left side of the
engine without detach-
ing the whole sidecar

;

also an interchangeable sidecarrier body
can be fitted. The chassis is constructed
of straight tubes throughout, and carried
•out at the rear to form a luggage grid.

Model A is specially made for light-
weight machines, and Models D and B
are also made to fit the spring frame
Indian.

The method of fixing the front of the
chassis will be clearly understood by
reference to the accompanying line draw-
ing. It will be noticed that the securing
nut is attached to a rod which runs
through the frame and is operated by a
tommy-bar. It is so arranged that the
shoulder of the lock-nut bears upon the
set-screws before it is quite unscrewed.

thus forcing the cone out of the tapered

sleeve.

Chassis of new Henderson sidecar Model D,

showing methods of springing and attachment
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C Specify a LUCAS DYNAMO LIGHTING SET on your New Sidecar Machine— Ask forParticuJars.

In answering this advertisement it it desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt."
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The above has the Sunbeam Patent Oil Bath Enclosed Chain Drive (bsware of useless imitations

and many patented improvements. The splendid workmanship and finish also place it in a class of

its own. It has proved itself to be the most reliable and easily-controlled Motor Cycle of the day.

Preliminary leaflet giving detailed specification will shortly lie ready, and sent on application to:

J. MARSTON, LTD., 11, Sunbeamland—Wolverhampton.
London Showrooms—57, Holborn Viaduct, E.G., and 157-ijS, Sloane Street (by Sloane Square), S.W

ave you of

May he attached to handle-hars or
frame by means of, the tico ncai
straps,
is 3i?«.

Actual si.

by 5in

CYCLE
ASES

attached to your machine ?of case closed
by l}in. deep.

Horlick's Malted Milk Tablets need no introduction to "The Motor Cycle" readers.

These nourishing, invigorating, and sustaining food confections should be carried at all

times, as they render one independent of delayed or hasty meals. The .case illustrated

above is made of strong leather, light brown in- colour, and exactly fits a fiask

of Tablets. It can be easily attached to the frame or handle-bars of a motor cycle by
the two leather straps, and the flask can be readilj' removed without dismounting.

IS YOUR FSIEN» AN ARMY MOTOR CYCLIST?
IF SO, SEND HIM A CASE AND FLASH OF TABLETS.

Prices ; Case and Flask complete, 2/5. Cases separately, 1/3 each. Flasks of Tablets, 1 /- each.
And in Sterilised Glass Bottles, from which these may be refilled, 1/6, 2/6 and 11/-, at all Chemists and Stores.

Send Postal Order to—HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS.
Liberal Sample of Horlick's Ma'ted Milk Tablets sent post free for ^d. in -stamps.

A26 In answerinij these adv-ertiseiiients it is ilesinibh to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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A selection of questions ol general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should ba

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not
most be accompaniei by a stamped
addressed envelope tor reply.

. Depreciation.

Would you be kind enough to

jT] give me some idea as to what
5 percentage should be allowed

for yearly depreciation of a
motor cycle? 1 might add this

my first year as a motor cyclist,

uring. which time I have been a very
ifcerested reader of your paper.

—

H.K.
best idea can be obtained from our

ertisement columns. It is impossible
t ;iv6 any definite percentage, because
^ depreciation varies so enormously in

Tent makes. For example, a first-

s machine would only depreciate £10
one year, while a machine with a

If Br reputation will depreciate probably
ble that amount.

Acetylene Lamps.

Could you or any of your
readers kindly inform me of

the pressure of gas in an
ordinary motor cycle acetylene

gas generator when it is giving
st results and fitted with a standard
irner? What is the pressure of gas
quired for the standard burner for

:etylene gas lamps for motor cycles?

D'D.G.A.
[jiessure in an ordinary generator

ii't exceed three inches of water,
11 lely, about 1§ oijnces to the square
ii'i. in excess of the atmospheric pres-

si", otherwise the, gas blows off through
tl water. An acetylene gas burner
ttks at a little more than atmospheric

Taxation and Registration.

I paid the £1 registration

^ fee for my sidecar combination

f at the beginning of the year.

I have now exchanged it for an
A.C. Sociable, and on applying

ir new numbers for the A.C, the

C.C. require me to pay another
1. Is this right? I thought the

• G., being a three-wheeler, would be
ivered by the .sidecar registration

6, and, if not, that, anyhow, it

ould only be half-fee to the end of

le year.—C.H.W,
are confusing the local taxation

ice with the registration fee. The
paid for your sidecar combination
he local ta.xation licence, and if you

h 3 got rid of this machine it entitles

still to keep a motor vehicle for

ch the licence is the same until

Plember 31st. The registration fee

your sidecar combination was only

but the registration fee for the
e-wheeler is £1, as it' weighs over
ivl. A registration fee is paid once

Of for each machine. The other tax
isiayable yearly.

How to Remove tile Cylinder,

Would you kindly inform me
the best way to "take off the
cylinder of a "l910 Ariel? I have
removed the exhaust pipe^ P'ug,
compression tap, and carburetter,

and still I cannot get it over the piston.
Will the engine have to be removed
from the frame?—J V.

We think that if you make sure that the
piston is at the bottom of its stroke, lift

the cj'linder slightly, and rock it either
backwards or forwards according to the
position which will give a sufficient

amount of clearance, you will be able to
lift it off completely. There should be
no necessity for you to remove the engine.

Sectional drawing ol )9I3 model B. &B.
carburetter, a feature of which is the

pilot jet, which is seen (partly dotted) on the

left side of the carburetter. (Descrihcd in

"The Motor Cycle' of Oct. 29lh. page 494.)

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should
be marked "Legal" in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

Flames from the Exhaust.

When I am running, my
machine seems to pull well ; but
there is a constant fire in the

silencer, and the flames jut out

of the perforations fully an
inch long. I feel sure this must mean
e.xtra petrol consumption. I shall be

most pleased if you can toll me of a
remedy for this fault.—W.P.

If you remove the exhaust pipe from any
machine it is no uncommon thing to

find a fiame six inches long issuing from
the exhaust ports. A red-hot silencer is

usually an indication that the exhaust
valves require grinding in, or that the
spark is too much retarded.

Leave Well Alone.

I have decided to take my
motor bicycle to pieces. Would
vou kindly tell me what is the
best thing to do with it? I

have just taken the wheels
out. Do you think I will have to

take the engine down? I have let all

the air out of the tyres ; ought I to

take the covers off, or will they kee'\>

all light as they are?

—

Sunset.
The best thing you can do with the

tyres is to pump them up again, and
haiig the wheels on a wall in a dark
and fairly cool place. By all means
take the engine down if you think it

requires it, but you do not say why
you wish to take the machine to pieces,

unless it is for a general overhaul. It

is generally best to leave well alone.

If you decide to dismantle your machine,
first arm yourself with copies of our
handbooks.

Bad Hill-climbing;.

1 have a 3 h.p. Rover motor
cycle. It is an old machine with
accumulator ignition, plain coil,

and 1913 B. and B. carburetter. 1

can get forty miles per hour out
of the machine on the level with ease,

but it slows up at the slightest hill,

and the majority of hills it refuses to

climb. I have tried several sized jets,

but with no success. I had new piston
rings some time ago, but the compres-
sion is weak after having given the
rings time to grind in. All the ignitioii

wires are new. Also, could I fit an
adjustable or variable pulley without
and mechanical alterations?—C.F.B.

We should say that you have too high
a gear, but possibly the trouble may be
due to v.'eak valve springs. These require

to be renewed occasionally. There is no
reason why an adjustable pulley should
not be fitted to your machine-
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Oil in Carburetter.

I have a two-stroke engine, and
when it has been standing two
or three days it blows back

through the carburettea- a few

times before it will start; then,

when it gets away, I have no more
trouble that day. I have replaced the

sparking plug for a new .one and
cleaned the carburetter. What do you
think is the cause?—J.W.

The trouble you mention is not un-

common, and you will probably find that

a simple cure will be either to drain your
float chamber when you come in from a

run, or to turn off your petrol about a

quarter of a mile before reaching home,
so that the float chamber is emptied.

The cause of the trouble is usually that

the petrol in the float chamber evaporates,

leaving a layer of oil, which is hiclined to

choke the jets on starting up, but dis-

appears in a few minutes. This, of

course, only applies^ to engines lubricated

on thepetroil system.

Carburetter Adjustment.

My carburetter is a B. and B.

with variable jet. When 1 start

the machine, as the carburetter

is now set, I have to put the

air valve on about the same as

the throttle ; but when the machine
has got under way it w-ill not take

more air according to the .extra open-

ing of throttle—that is, I Avork the

control levers about level, or equal.

My question therefore is: Should not

the . throttle lift control the necessary

air, both for starting and normal run-

ning, without using the air valve at

all?" If so, what should I do to adjust

the throttle to do this? Does it mean
that I have the needle too high? I

have no engineer to whom I can apply

for proper adjustment advice, and
with my present petrol consumption I

fear T am not getting the best results.

—J.P.

Tliere is not much wrong with the

adjustment of your carburetter, but if

you wish to be able to use more air you
should raise the needle slightly. This
carburetter is only supposed to be auto-

matic up to about 14-20 miles per hour.

Beyond these speeds the air lever should

be operated as required. It would, of

course, be possible to fix the air and
throttle slides together, and so operate

them with one lever, but personally w-e

-should not be inclined to do this.

Top Speed Running.

By retarding the magneto

^ almost to vanishing point, I can

^ keep on top "ear and still go
-!-l slowly (5 or 6 m.p.h.) without

knocking, either on the level or

in traffic. Is this harmful to the

engine (gears 4.9, 8.2, and 13.7), or

should I change down to 8.2? I have
ridden 4,000 miles (3.C00 of this with
sidecar). Would you advise putting in

a new spring link for safety, even

year

though the existing one is not much
worn ? The chain is a Benpld fin. x
fin. Is there much chance .of this chain

breaking before 10,000 miles, having

stood the test so far ? Which is more
likely to prevent "pocketing" of

valves—truing up valves on lathe, or

grinding them in with rough compound
and finishing with fine ? . Wliich do
you recommend?—L.T.

So long ars the engine does not labour^ or

overheat, there is "no harm in continuing

on top gear, but, personally, we should

prefer to change down. We should imagine

that the ignition is on the slow side. A
new spring link is unnecessary if the rivets

are not worn.or loose. The chain should not

break at any time, but it will, of course,

gradually stretch until the proper pitch

is lost and a new chain is required.

Pocketing is best prevented by truing

the valves up on a lathe ; they can after-

wards be finished in the engine with a

fine compotind.

Improving an Engine.

I have been engaged in fittinj

— caps to the gear cover bushes

% my 1912 f.e. Ti-iumph, and I seel

your assistance. When the maker
fitted these oilproof bushes thi

they deemed it necessary to fi

a release pipe to allow the oil to blov

through into the gear case as igfme
1 am afraid the aluminium is too thii

for me to fit such a pipe, but if I triei

a small one, |in. diameter, (a) Wouk
this be large enough? (h) would bHrrin|

over the end suffice to hold it firml;

in the aluminium? (c) Do you thinl

such a pipe is advisable or essential

(d) Would it be satisfactory to plug u]

the oil ducts to the crank case am
lubricate with graphite grease or tWcl

oil through the tappet guides aihou

every 2,000 miles when cleauiiigl Ih

cylinder? (n) Since I had tlie connect

ing rod rebushed and a new piston, fittei

last May, the engine, especially' a

flie beginning- of a ride or woikini

hard up stiff hills, occasionally catche

now and again as if suffering

momentary seizure. Personally, I an

quite unable to account for the hitch

and it is far too momentary and occiir

too early in a run to be a seizure q
any kind, (f) Is shellac or seceotii

on a brown paper washer the best pi

ventive of oil oozing from the timilJ

case cover joint?—B.T.V.

(a) A -^-in. bore for this pipe would b
on the small side, but it might be wort!

while trying the effect of running withou
any such fittin_g, which could do no harin

though the effect should be watched H
see if it causes oil leakage elsewhere, fft

Burring the end of the pipe would be
doubtful solution to tlie matter if yo|

wish to fit the device. We would suggea
that you cut a fine thread on the pipe ani

screw it into the aluminium. Great eaE

should be taken not to overscrew,
fine thread in an aluminium casting wouli

strip very easily, (cj We do not belie\|

that such a pipe is essential, though ther

is probably some reason for the makei
fitting it. (d) We should not advise yd
to plug up the oil ducts to the crank cas(

as it is infinitely better to lubricate wit

a comparatively thin engine oil, whifi

reaches all bearings more satisfactorilj

(a) The catching you mention sounds
thoirgh it were due to some, form of pri

ignition
;

possibly there is some sligl

loughness on the new piston head). (

more Idcely you have changed your mat
of sparking plug, thus causing pr(

Ignition due to red hot points.

Seccotine or boiled linseed oil and brg
paper will be found the most - sat^
tory job.

THE LADIES' MOTOR CYCLE CLUB OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. H. R. Corpe, Miss F. W. Matthewman, Miss I. Mylius, Miss E. Wood,

President Secretary Captain Vice-captam

(3-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar). (2 h.p. Humber). (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar). (2f h.p. Douglas).

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.B." (Edinburgh).—ilorgan Eu|

about. Skidding, vibration, ease

starting, slow running on high gea

wear of tyres, and general comfort.

"F.H." (Holmfirth). — Philipson ad

Grado pulleys on two-speed sidecar colg

biriation.

"J.B." (Ayrshire).—Brough horizont|(

twin with two-speed gear. Weari^j

qualities, silence, reliability, speed, c(^

sumption, hill-climbing, and genei

capability.
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DDDODDDDDDDDDI! ENITH JDDDDDDDDDnDDf

The ONLY Motor Cycle which has

ri-ii ^^^»,^.T» ^ T- A rt never known to go wrong. Fancy ! No gear

The GRADUA CjEAR, troubles

the longest belt drive : 6,009 to 8,000

The Countershaft, giving

miles with one belt !

The Reputation, backed by a thousand successes in all parts of

the world.

Here are the Models :

Gns.

3ih.p. A. standard 54 B. C/shaft

Gnl ^^

4-5 h.p. c. „ 56 D. „ 62 \^^
6 h.p. E. „ 66 F. ,. 72 /^^
8 h.p. G. „ 67 H „ 73 (1^^
3i- h.p. I-Cyl,W. iW.O. Model) 53 y^^

With the new finish : black, panelled and lined with

smart, yet absolutely weatherproof.
grey- ^^

\9^

Z^-^U

ZENITH MOTORS, LIMITED, HAMPTON COURT, ENGLAND.
Wires

—
"Zenith. East Molesey." Calalocuc on Request. 'I'hone— i\Iolcscy 169.

JDnDDOODOnDDDDDDJaDDDnDDnilDnDDDnODDDDnDnDDaDDDaDDDDDDDIIOOnaiigDDDDDDi

Spares stocked in London by Robertson's, Great Portland Street. W.

THE C% IDEAL TRANSMISSION
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

MARK lO. Four Speeds.

Amongst others the

following' British
makers are now fit-

ting Mark 10 as

standard.

Abingdon Ecco Co.

Bayliss,Ttiomas & Co.

Burney & Blackburne

Campion Cycle Co.

N.U.T. Motor Co.

Reed, H. & Co. CLU

^-*-^ -^ ~- -jilh

Insist on having

the most perfect

gear on your next

mount. This gear

has been exhaust-

ively tested and can

be fitted to any

make of motor
cycle.

ADJUSTMENT 7 II !0

FOUR SPEEDS. KICK START. CHAIN and BELT DRIVE.

17 OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM—CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

JARDINE, NOTTINGHAM
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A29
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^iiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

J? LIGHTWEIGHT Ij

ENGINE ... J

is a new comer, made
an old-established firm of

engineers who have been
to high-grade and accu-
machining since 1871.

2ihp. 298 c.e. 76^65

Overhead Inlet Valve,

totally enclosed. Solid

Crankshaft. Big end

Bearing, Loco type.

Can be removed without

detaching Flywheels.

THE BUBMAN TWO-SPEED
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR.

Farther particulars and prices

from the Manufacturers—

= OF FIRST-CLASS DESIGN, AND CRAM FULL= OF SOUND AND HONEST WORKMANSHIP.

?rilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllliniilll!llllll

BURMAN & SONS, LTD.,|
Ryland Rd. and Gooch St., Birmingham. =

SAVE FIFTY PER CENT.
in the wear and tear of your ENGINE & TYRES

by using a

Toroga Two or Three Speed Gear
ADAPTABLE TO ANY MOTOR CYCLE.

Can be fitted in a few minutes by any novice

Enquire prices of above (Sole Agency), also SIDECARS,
all MOTOR ACCESSORIES. GEAMAPHONES,
MOTORS, and PARTS from

THE WORLD-WIDE TRADING CO.,

67, TEWKESBURY ROAD, HANOSWORTH,
BIRMINGHAM.

THE LIGHT
NEAREST to
DAYLIGH T,
IVlaiiy motor cyclist despatch riders

are utilizing the O.A. System.

TB-ie Ou-t-Hi; comprises sl sma.ll cvlBt^dei-
o-F i-ea-CJy-mEicle Aoe-fcvlene.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

pfrtiouiars The Acetylene Illuminating Co., Ltd.
application 268/270, South Lambeth Road, LONDON, S.W.

iiiiiiihT

RETREADING.

9/-, 12/-, &14/-

Send or sections and

lull particulars to

The EXCELSIOR
TYRE CO.,

Hurst Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

^ THE OLDEST FIRM
4 IN THE WORLD
^ SPECIALISING IN

TYRE REPAIRING i

BOOKS for Motor Cyclists.

Motor Cycles and Few to Manage Them.
A standard handbook on the Motor Cycle. A reliable guide
to the beginner, and a helpful companion to the more
advanced rider and expert. Splendidly illustrated and
copiously indexed Price, 1 /. net. By post 1 /3.

Tracing Troubles.
Motor Cycle Faults ; Their identification and their remedies
simply and fully explained. Written in simple language by 3

motor cyclist of long experience. Price, l /_ net. By post, 1 /2

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.
Full of useful " wrinkles " with regard to the care and
management ol motor cycles. Fourth edition.

Price 1/- net. By post 1/2.

Obtainable fwith remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G., also from all Booksellers

A30 In an&wenng these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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RIDERS SHOULD WRITE TO-DAY
FOR OUR ART BOOK THAT TELLS ALL ABOUT IT.

fThe S'diicar of exceptionally perfect dcsiga and patented construction,

fiich gives the most satisfactory results on the roughest roads and under
le severest riding conditions met with overseas.

HE COACH-BUILT SIDECAR UNEQUALLED FOR SMART APPEAR-
VNCE, LUXURIOUS SEATING, SAFE LOW TRAVELLING POSITION,
ATENT UNBREAKABLE CHASSIS, PERFECT VIBRATIONLESS
USPENSION AND SPRINGING.

PRICES £10 10 O to £16 16 O
OF DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, OR DIRECT FROM

VIEAD & DEAKIN, ^r^V.^H^^^^^I^.^^:

^atsonian Featherweight Sidecars.

Model H. Weight 55 lbs. Price £10

Owing to its great strength, weight, comfort, high-

class finish, and very quick and simple attachments

This Sidecar is now being extensively used

by Army Officers in His Majesty's service.

FuU Lisl of over 30 Models with pleasure,

THE WATSONIAN SIDECAR Co., Ltd.,

131, Conybere Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Tlione—Mtd.'juJ 520. Telegrams—"^ tyj!sonun, Birminglum,"

THESE
8 MACHINES
are all that remain of our 1914 stock. Many
of them are Second-hand but all are

thoroughly reliable machines. In order to

make a speedy clearance, and to provide

room for our 1915 stock, we are offering

all of them

AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.
1914 2^ h.p. Calihorpe Jnr., 4? 00 1A
2-speed, only run ICO miles S.^^ lU
1913 3H.p. T.T. Rudge. £27 IQ
just overhauled by makers

191431 h.p. Scott, used for demonstra- fj no
tion purposes ; only run about 600 miles «»U*J

1914 8 h p. Martin -Jap, 3-speed, run

2,000 miles. Complete with lamp and £ AC
generator, horn, speedometer e*»^J

1913 3i h p. 3-speed New Hudson
Combination, with coach-built Mont- £ CT
gomery sidecar ** «'''

1914 6 h.p. 2-speed Matchless Com-
bination, Chain Drive, fitted with jr /»A
Matchless cane sidecar *» *'"

1914 2^ h.p. 2-speed single-cyl. F.N. ;

slightly store-soiled, never been on the

road. Usual price, £49 ^AK
To clear *^D

1914 7 h.p. 3-speed four-cyl F.N. ;

slightly store-soiled, never been on the

road, would make excellent sidecar

machine. Usual price, £78 C'J'i
To clear AtlO

Any of the abobe machines can be pur-
chased on Selfridge's Deferred Payment
Plan—one-fifth of price as deposit, balance
in 12 monthly payments With a charge of
2i°o on the balance only.

List of Sidecars at reduced prices on request.

SELFRIDGE'S
MOTOR DEPARTMENT
Selfridge 6 Co., Ltd., Oxford St., London, W.

Jn ansxccrinri these advertisement!) it is rle.'tirable to mention " T/ic Motor Cycle. A3J
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SCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
IIVIPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the issue of "The Wlotor Cycle"
for Deo. 24th, must be closed

for press earlier than usual.

All copy and instructions for

paragraph advertisements in that

issue must therefore be in our
hands not later than first post on

Thursday, Dec. 17th.

YOUR MONEY BUYS BETTER
AT

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMEISTS in these coliimns

First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and adtiress must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

AH adveriisjments in this section should be

accompanied with remiltanee, and be addressed

to the ofiTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ofTiees oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not le sponsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid m'stakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advcttiser?, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

Vi/hen this is desired, zd. will bj charged for registiatinn,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
kor forwarding; replies. Only the number will appear iu

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Arotor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the nimiber given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

2?^DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
iVIotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the ti-ansaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
v:\kie, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
iio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
pavable to Ilifre it Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
Xh:i Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
>iience as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quits Impossible to reply to eacb
ins by post.

MOTOR ©YCLES FOR SALE.
4.J.S. -

FOR 1915 A.J.S. Motor Cycled wiito Hilton and Son.
Foxhall Sa., Bluckpool. [X4657

A .J.S., 1915 Models. ~25.'ih. p., 47 gs.; 4h.p. twin, iiew
-ii model, 64 gs. : 6h.p., 72 gs. ; all complete, witi
detachable wlieels : immediate delivery ; exchanges con
^ dpred -Tlie Great A.J.S. Specialist, Walsall Ganicp.
Wclverhanipfnn St Wnl.«all rX29P"

Per the ?ame or less you get
belter MOTOR CYCLED}, SIDE-
CARS, and LIGHT CARS, new
or second hand. The lowest un-
beatable prices for better later

models in better condition ; in

a word, better value than you
can possibly get elsewhere. Call
and choose from Britain's largest
bargain show. Every machine
in perfect order, ready for the
road, and fully guaranteed.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LiST. IT INCLUDES :

4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH, with coach-

built Gloria Sidecar, lamps, horn,
speedometer, and large quantity of

accessories £65
4^ h.p. 1914 2-speed SINGER Combination,

shop-soiled £69
4 h.p. 1914 3speed chain drive B.S.A. and

coach-built Corvette Sidecar, all acces. £SS
6 h.p. 1914 3-speed chain driven REX

Combination, shop-soiled 70 gns.
6 h.p. 1913 2-speed ENFIELD Combination,

fully equipped 50 gns.

7 h.]-.. 1914 ^-specd INDIAN and de luxe
Sidecar, fully equipped £65

4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH and coach-
built Gloria Sidecar, all accessories . . 50 gns.

3}. h.p. 1912 a-spccd P. & M., with 1914
P. Sc M. Sidecar and all accessories . . 40 gns.

6 h.p. 1914 2-speed ENFIELD Combina-
tion, fully equipped £65

8 h.p. 1913 2-speed chain driven BAT and
Sidecar £48

6 h.p. igri 2-5p. MATCHLESS and Sidecar 30 gns.
5 h.p. 1913 2-sp. MATCHLESS, chain'drive,

aod i\Liichles> Sidecar, with accessories 50 gns.
3'. b.p.i9irG-sp.BRADBURYCombination£32 10

3i h.p. 1914 RUDGE iVIulti, with Sidecar

and all accessories £42 10
6 h.p. 1913 .: -speed V.S.-J.A.P. and Sidecar 40 gns.
6 h.p. 1913 3-speed CLYNO Combination,

fully equipped £67 10
4-5 h.p. 1914 3 speed- HAZLEWOOD and

CanocleL Sidecar, all accessories .... £65
8 h.p. 1913 MORGAN, special torpedo body,

all accessories 70 gnj,
8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE, hood, screen,

all fittings, equal to new . . £85
8 h.p. iqi4 G.W.K., hood, screen, lamps,

speedometer, horn, tools, etc 100 gnS.
5 h.p. 1914 CROUCH Cycle Car, hood,

screen, lamps, tools, etc., shop-soiled £110
8 h.p. 1914 water-cooled HUMBERETTE,

hood, screen, lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

new £1 25
6 h.p. ROVER Car, 3 speeds and reverse,

hood, Steprcy wheel, and tools £25
7 h.p. igi i SWIFT Cycle Car, hood, screen,

lamps, clock, horn. Stepney wheel and
tyre, tools, pump, etc £115

8 h.p. 191 1 3-spccd CHATER-LEA and
new coach-built Sidecar £47 10

8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA and Mont-
gomery Sidecar £43

8 h.p. 1913 air-cdolcd WILLIAMSON Com-
bination £50

6h.p. 1913 2-speed N.S.U. and new coach-
built Sidecar £50

3! h.p. 1913 3-speed SINGER and new
coach-built Sidecar 40 gns.

3^ h.p. 1913 2-specd BRADBURY, belt and
chain drive, with MilUord Pinnace Sc. £40

3.V h.p. 2-speed FAFNIR and Sidecar £25
6 h.p. igii ZENITH-GRADUA and new

coach-built Sidecar £38 10

SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.O.
'Phone : Hoiliorn 5777.

WircB : "Opiflcar, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

.J.S.. 2^;ih.p., 1912, 2 speeds, just oveihaiilr
- Dunlop tyre on back: £28.—Andrews, 9, Bi'

HALIFAS.-A.J.S., 1911. 254h.p.,
gine: cash bargain, £18/10.—Mofor Ev

Wegtgate, Halifax.

A.J.S., 1914, new 6h.p. combinations, motor I
and sidecars for delivery from stock; esch;

extended payments entertained.—Wauchope's, !l

I
Lane, London.

A.J.S., 1913^i-4, 6h.p., new tyres, Oowey, Binks. oip
Lorn, .spaiee, spare cover and tube, with 1 i i

I

and L sidecar; cost complete £112, accept f60 U
dea, Barrow-in-Furnees.

, 1 Q14 A.J.S., 6h.p., and sidecar, with hood,
I
Xt/ detachable wheels, ete. ; original price £9

I

shop-soiled, reduced to 80 gns.—Julian, Bro;
Reading. 45 years' reputation

1

A.J.S., 1913, September, 6li.p., 3-speed gear,
and kick-starter, large P. and H. larap set,

speedometer. Lucas sidecar lamp, Bramble coa
sidecar, splendid condition throughout; £52 1:

easy terms.—Elce and Co., 15, BishopsEate Av
mile St., E.G.

I

Alldays
ALLDAYS, 1914, 3>/_.h.p., 3 speeds, kick ^tartr

drire : £35.—Baines, 5. Cheapside, Brad:

:2
3.1i.p. AUdays, Boseb mag., splendid running
4 £7/10.—Byines, 166, Belgrare Gate, Lei:

Ariel.

1Q11 SV^h.p. Ariel, with variable gear; £]IG.'
iJ Baines, 166, BelgraTe G:ite, Leicester. iM

1 Q12 3V:!h.p. Ariel, really nice condition thrc r'-

J- •> £1S; appointment.—20, Chaucer St., L

ARIEL 6h.p. Combination, quite new; £79 tf

B.P. proposal entertained.—Lamb's, 151
St., Walthamstow.

3Xh.p. Ariel, 1910, variable gear, free engine.
2 seat-pillar, good tyres, fine condition, gcx

;

ear machine: £16/10: would consider lightii

PaikeT, 21. Clarendon Ed., Blackpool. ;

AutO'Wheels.

A UTO-TVHEEL, only ridden 50 miles; £10.-
18, Exeter Rd., Exmouth.

-Einl

AUTO-WHEEL and 10 gu. Premier, 2 months '

new; £17.—Auto iliirt, 133, Hammersmi
W.

AUTO-WHEEL for sale, perfect order, nearl

£18/18 machine for £10.—Bos 6,977, Th:
Cycle Of&ces, Coventry.

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, perfect running order
j-3u vrith Hammond's shock absorber, spare tvi'

£8/8.—John ilurgatroyd, 16, Regent St., Barry

AUTO-WHEELS. 1915.niadel9. now ready: ini!

deliverr: £14/14 and £15/15. Trade ear
Willcins. SiijJp^on and Co.. 1 1 Hammersmitli B- 1

don.
AUTO-WHEEL, just overhauled, with 2-speecl

attached, well equipped and in excellent

tion; 12 gns.—Tedwortli Hou.se, Northland-

1

Soiithampton. C.

BAT, 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, coin
ae new; £55.—P. J. Evans. John Bright S R:i

mingham.

BAT, 8h.p., T.T. roadster model, 1911-12, can'

car, good condition, fast lot; trial; bargain,

36, Southwark Park Rd., S.E.

Tli.p. Bat, pair of metal studded tyres, just ncv

about £2/5 spent upon it; must sell; what
—Jeflerv. High East St., Dorchester. r

BAT Spring Frame, Michelin tyre-?, Boerh ni

.

and B. carburetter, in good order; £5/10.-'
28, Lower Addiscombe Rd-, Croydon.

BAT, 1912. 3V2h P . sprm- trame, m very goo^ 1

tion: £22.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and

Car Co.,- Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd Exeter, and 28 T.

Rd.. Plymouth.

BATS.—A few good, sound second-band 1914
models, fitted v;ith 6h.p. J. A.P. engine-

£45 each cash, or extended payments.—Waucho
Shoe Lane, London. [(••'

Bradbury,

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., free engine, excelle ccii!

dition throughout; £24 cash.- Sanders, Hi"

BRADBURY, 5V'-h.p., 1912, perfect condition

"excellent ; £21.-406, Garratt Laue, .Ea [

I
S.W.

BRADBURYS.—New 1915 horizontal SVAr- '^

cyl. motor bicycle, 3-speed gear, and chain 1

price £64 ; immediate delivery ; e.vchange or es _

payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

A32- All ietters relatiing lo advertisements should atiote the numbei at the ead oi each advertisement, and the date oi the issue

I
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[OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Bradbury.

Bradbury and coachbuilt sidecar, 41i.p., free en-

ae, 2-spetd, and al! accessories ; £35.—H. E.
05. St. Jolin'e Hill, Battersea, London, 3.W.

[9509
1 , 41j.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, nearly new ; owner
ling to the front : first offer eeciiies ; eeen by
ySt.-E. Pistor. 95, Bethune Rd., Stamford

[9528

Bradbury. S'/sli.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bopc-h

ag., B. and B., lamp, horn, fast, powerful, and
ad condition; £18/10.—127a, Stoke Newington
;. [9538

Brough.
GH, marvellous motor cycle, nothing else like

I'weedale Armstead Motors, Ltd., Magdalen St.,

r0581

GH, 1914, Slch-p-. horizontallr oppDsed 2-speed
a, condition absolutely as new, picked engine,
and powerful, won gold medal last Loudon-

rh, hardly ridden since ; stringent expert ex-

Bj II invited: £40. a real bargain. — Lovegrove,
, Wliarncliffe Ed., Boscombe. [9445

Brown.
R "N Bi-car. in good condition, S-speed, and free

ine, handle or foot starting, tyies in good condi
IP and horn, etc.; greatest bargain ever offered;
try few miltf; ; must sell at once, £14.—Julian,
;.. Reading. Eigget^t dealer in the South. 43
putation. [X4331

B.S.A.
1915, 4i4h.r., model K, for immediate delivery.
S.A. Agents, The Morris Garages, Oxford. [8746

, 1915, 4Vih.p., model H, for immediate delivery:
!: exchanges.-Maude's, 136, Gt. I'ortland St..
W. (0628

1915 Models now in stock; exchange or ex-
ded payments ari'anged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

I
ondon.

I
rave a Few Good Second-hand B.S.A. machines

I omplete with sidecars to offer; inspection in-
afVbove. [X4701

. 1913'/^, F.E., 2-speGd, and Phonnrx eidecar,
fett order and condition ; £45.—Byfleet Auto

M".?st Byfleet. [9508

1915 models, ready for immediate delivery;-
ond-hand magneto machines from ^£15.—Parker
, St. Ives, Hunts. [9548

. 1912, Si^h.p.. T.T. roadster model, had care-
u>age, excellent order, Miller lamp set, Lucas
JS^LiD-tonV, Bicester, Oxon. [X4676
1915 Models in stock, Call and inspect.

ciidQges; easy oavment terms.— Elce and
Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. [0597

1915 Modelfl, ready for immediate delivery

:

[ enty second-hand couibinatinns between £20 and
I Qted in part payment.—The "Waldall Garage.

[X2963
1914. model H. 4h.p., 3-Rpeed counter-shaft

ir, shop-soiled only ; catalogue price £6Z. Lay-
sh price £52/10.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon.

[X4677
i . late 1913, chain drjve. 2-6peod, aud Millford

chhuilt .«idecar, 3 laiiips. 2 generatnrs. i^rare*;,

i^ 2',o Kempshalls, looks like new; £42.—Wright,
nove Ed., Stoke Newington, N. [9546

, . 1914, 3'ih-P-. 3-3peed countershaft, with
. gn. art cane sporting sidecar, load o! acces-
idden little 0! 1,000 miles; £63, or £20
;d 9 monthly instalments.—Lamb's, 151, High
thamstow. [9511

Calcott.
OTT Gamngf) 2i;..h.p. Lipbtweigbt, good nondi-
n: £17.-9, Lancaster Ed.. Bebize Pork, Lrn-
iV. [X4596

Calthorpe.
HOEPE, 2"ili.p., free engine, like new; £20.—
McFadyen. Cotton St., Castle IJouglus. [9597

Calthorpe Junior, 2 speeds, P. and H. lamp, horn,
pare belt, etc., perfect condition, little used;
-Ellis, Littlecote, Jarvis Brook. [9439

HOETE Junior, 2 speeds, P.E., climb anything,
iglit new in July, condition perfect; photo; ap-
I carriage paid}, deposit £17/10.-J. Hill, Bore-
Hail-iham. [9410

HOE PES, 1915 Models, in Stock.-2-speed
mior. greatly improved, 25 gne. ; 2-6troke, 24 gns.,
speeds £28/10; 2*:4h.p. J.A.P., 25 gns., ^vith 2

giw. ; easy payments, £5 down.—R. D. Storey,
Portland St., 'W. [9214

Campion.
lOX. 2-speed, free, June, 1914. lamp, horn. 300
les. .as new, perfect; £15.-33, Archdeacon Lane.

[9525

lOX Cycle and Sidecar. 1912, 4h.p. J.A.P. pn-
e, v. and M. gear, everything in good order,
r, torpedo cane bodv. lamp, horn, f^pari^ : £25,
ii: must sell.—Jubb, 29, Norfolk Lane, Shcfflpld.

[X4560
Centaur.

APE, 1912. 2h.p.. Bosch mag.. Dunlop tvrea
1 belt, splendid" condition : £15.-20, Clifton Ed.,
1, Loiidjn. [9494

V^ A R 1.0 A N.
We are prepared to accept War Loan in payment

for motor cycles at par value. For a machine £25

we will accept £95 bond and pay you £70 in cash.

4 Horses
3 Speeds

Foi-
£37 15 O

Brand New 1914 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., 3-speed gear,
kick starter, and every improvement, £37 15s.

DON'T .AlISS THIS.

From £6 6s.

S;nd til illustrated

catalogue describing

these well known
si'lecar?. Several
Modt^ls.

Write tor Special

War Dis:;ount.

Easy Paymenls or

Exchanges.

SIDECAR SAFETY COUPLING.

Every Sidecar should be fitted with an extra tront

coupling, as illustrated atrave. To 6t any machine.
Special dcsJen to bt P. & M.'^ 7s. 6d. each.

Second-hand Sidecars from 30/-.

BOOTH'S \A/AR BARGAINS.
5 li.p. REX Twin, spring forks, inu^iiuU-,

free engine, low built £12 10
4 h.p. J.A.P., new, 1914 model, 3 speeds,

with new f 12 coach Sidecar £44 15
aj h.p. WOLF Lifihtweight. igr4, new .. £19 19
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., brand new. counter-

shaft scnr. chain drive, i'12 Sidecar. . £44 15
19:2 RUDGE iMultiand new £11 Sidecar £31 10

3^ b.p. REX, 2 speeds, with new .''11 coach
Sidecar .' £26 15

igi2 Standard MORGAN, hood, screen, 3
lamps, clc £60

3* h.p. PREMIER, 1912. 2-specd £26 10
igii HUMBER Li^htw't, grand condition £16 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 2-speed gear £11 15

3* b.p. RUDGE Multi gear, 1912 £26 15
M0T08AC0CHE Lightweight, nice order. . £9 10
3.', h.p. REX, niai^iieto, free engine .... £11 10

b.p. EXCELSIOR Big Single. 2 speeds .. £35
4 h.p. TRUMP-J.A.P., 2 speeds, 1912 . £20
6 h.p. REX and Sidecar, free engine .... £16 10

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 3-sp. model, with
new /ii Sidecar, onlvrun 100 miles . . £49 10

3lh.p.QUADRANT,magncto,h.-b. control £8 15
si h.p. PREMIER, 2-speed. with £11 new

coach-built Sidecar £32 10
6 h.p. REX, 1913, with £18 Sidecar, hood

and screen £42 1

3V h.p. HUMBER, 1911. 2-speed model .. £18 10
3^ h.p. HUMBER, with new fix Sidecar £26 10
4 h.p. QUADRANT, new ir.T? model . . £24 10
3^V h.p. KERRY-ABINGDON, counter-

shaft, 2-spced gear, and Sidecar .... £18 10
1909 Rex £14 10 . si Rex £4 15
1910 Rex £16 10 . iqri Rex £18
4-cylinder F.N. £13 10 . =.\ QuadraH' . £8 10
3 h.p. Garrard . £7 10 . ;si Vindec ... £11

1914 BINKS JET DAMPING CARBURETTER.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write

for quotation. Puts new life into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Electric Side Lamps : co5t35/-: pair 16/-
New Electric Motor Cycle Head L^mp .

,

4/11
New 21 /- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4/3
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15
MiUford £12 Coach Sidecar £7
New Armstrong Mark VL 3-speed Gear .

.

£5 5
B. &. B.and .'^mac Carburetters 12/6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ; usually 10 /6 6 /-

New Underslong Sidecar Chassis 48/6
Shop-soiled f 11 Coach Sidecar £8
N.S.U. Gear £3
Good Wicker Sidecar 32/6

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT RD., HALIFAX.

'Phone 1062.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Centaur.

C<ENTAUR, S'/^h.p., 2-speed. free engine. late 1913,
' splendid condition, acL-e^sjries ; £27/10.-76, Nauu-

ton Crescent, Clteltenham. [9414

Chater=Lea.

CHATER-LEAS, new and second-hand. No. 7, 8h.p.
J.A.P. engines, 3-speed gears, and chain drives,

and free engines, from £50, complete with sidecars.

—

Wauchope"s, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X4702

CHATER-LEA. 1913, 8h.p.. No. 7 combination, in
si>leudid order, 3-speed gear box. chain drive,

1914 sidecar chassis and gear box, all accessories, com-
plete; £45; guaranteed; anv trial.—Elce and Co., 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0473

ChaterRex.
«r>ilh-p- Chater-Re.T, low. nearly neir tyres, in gond
AWi running order, Helle-^ns; £9.—Photo, R. Sheplieid.
Crockerhill, Swanley, Kent. [948G

Clarendon.
3ih.p. Clarendon, les^ mag.; £4.—Bainc€, 1B6, Brl-

2 grave Gate, Leicester. [X4601

Clyno.
"IQI2 5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed, chain-driven, with
Xt/ £17/17 Turner sidecar; accept £45.—Parker
nnd Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9554

CLYNO Combination, 1912, beautiful order, .^idecar
'.-hassis. cminentlv siritable for box iar linmper;

1 £35; take half down.—Bunting, Harrow. [X4733

CLYNO, 1914 ;jnlyl. 2--spced, 2-?troke. ridden 2,000
mile-s. t^iit'odoiufter, unpnn«,tuicd Dimlops. perfect

;

I

£ 53/10.—Loyd, Cranbourne Lodge, Winkficld, Windsor.
I

. [949G
CLYNO. 1912, 6h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, acces-

sories; £39/10, or £15 down and 12 monthly
;

instalments of £2/4/2. — Lamb's, 151, High St..
I Walthamstow. [9512

CLYNO. 2i.jli.p., 1914. 2-stroke lightweight, 2-specd.
free engine clutch, Lucas lamp nnd horn, new 2'/iin.

I

link tyre, unpcratched, perfect condition; £35. no offers.
I — Sti^ivart, Heathermero, Northgnte Av., Bury St. Kd-
I
iiinnds. [9426

1 Q13 S-6]i.p. Clyno Combination, with No, 6 sidecar,
L »^ 3 .epeede, free engine, kick starter, generator,
li'in, tqjls nnd spare.';, only run 2,000 miles, in good
niiminp order: price £60. coet £91.—Hunts, Ltd.. 117.
Loug Acre, London, W.C. [X4724

Connaught.

1 Q14 Connaught 2-stroke. cost £33/10. in every
J-*/ respci't as new, litt(?d \vitii MJi-hr-lin tyrfs. horn.
itc; 22 gns.—Julian, Broad St.. Reading. 43 yenis'
loimtatioo. [X3728

Douglas.
1012 2-6peed Douglas, in good condition; £23/10.—
Xt/ 29. Broadway, Be.xlcy Heath. [9501

OUGLAS. 1913, 2''.'ih.p.. good condition; 25 gns.

LATE 1913 Model R DoiiKlrts. in Torr fine condition:
£35.-\Valker. Fishbnrn. Fenrhill. [X4285

DOtTGI.AS. 1915 niodob. for aIino«t immediate de-
livery.—The Morris Garages. Oxford. [0617

13 T.T. DouElas. 2-speed. all ncce^oriog. fact : bar-
gain, £29.—Toms. Catbeiine St., Leicester. [314721

OHli-P. Douplas. 1911. tyro.', belt good, fixed enpiue:
^4, ivbat oflerj.-41, Tbonihill Ed,, Barnsbury. [9510

OnGLAS: all modelfl supplied. ea-Jh or G^<-^ temw.—
Turpins. 22 and 29. Preston Ed.. Brighton. [0509

LATE 1914 T.T. Douglas, almost new condition: ac-
cept £37/10 casli: any trial.—Elee, Daisy Bank.

Matlock. [X4633

DOUGLAS, new 1914 models, V and W. in stock.—
Eastern Garage Co.. 418, Bomford Bd., Forest

Gate. E. - rX4593

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle. 1911, good condition, nriv
tyre and belt; £16/10.—Tattersall, 6, Claremonl

19

D

Terrace, Blackpool. [X.4661

DOUGLAS. 1910, thoronghly overhauled, a heonty,
new lamp, set; £12, lowest.—Pnrleydene, Brichtci

Ed., Parley, Surrey. [9492

DOUGLAS.—All models for immediate delivery; trade
supplied.-Piey. 378-384. Euston Ed., and 173. (it.

Portland St., London, W. (9419

DOUGLAS. 1912',i, 2-speed, clutch, kick etarter, splen-
did condition, fart- £27/10.—Oglcsby, 1, VictMia

EI, Upper JTorwood, S.E. [9578

DOUGLAS. 2r4h.p.. 1913. 2-spccd, kick starter, yejy
little use<l. complete with accessories; £30.—M.. ?.

May Ed.. Gillingham, Kent. [9450

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2?ih.T).. in perfect condition. T.T.
bars. lamp, horn, spare belt: £18, no offers.—Chanf-

l»ur. Xorbiton Hall, Kingston. [9461

1 Q14 Douglas, model "W. a,9^new-, with Miller lamp set

X Xf and horn complete ; £42, or nearest olTer.—Thomas,
I'-nybuarth, Bethel, Carnarvon. [S4021

"I Oil Douglas, 2-speed. just overhauled (cost £7);
J-*? £22; exchange 1912 P.^L. cash adjustment.—
Broadbent, 13, Brunswick Place, Leeds. [X4754

DOUGLAS, 3ioh.r.. 1914 pattern, 2-spced gear, kick-
start, footboards, ridden once only, really brand

new; £56.—Eobinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [6365

All letters relating to advertisements should (luote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dnte ol the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2%h.p.. 2 speeds, excellent condi-
tion, spare tube, tools, and accessories ; £33.—

H.W.W., Derby Houee, Trewsbury Ed., Sydeaham. [9459

3ih.p. ilodel T.T. Douglas, brand new, only run 300
2 miles : selling- cheap, le^s accessories-—F.W. 10,

St. Alban's Villas, Higbgate Ed., London, N.W. [9603

DOUGLAS. 1911, single gear, splendid order, £15;
also Hark III. Arm^tung ivbeel complete, £4/10.

—Box 6,995, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X4547

DOUGLAS Machines.—A few second-hand machines
on offer from £17/10; also a good, sound lady

Douglas at £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[X4703

"|Ol4 Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as
-L«^ new. fitted with large head light, Hutchinson
tyres in good condition, good kit of tools ; 37 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43 years' reputation.

[X3726
DOUGLAS Motor Bicycle^.-We are still in a position

to give immediate delivery of all the lateeU pat-
tern 2^4h.p. and S^/'-h.p. models: trade supplied. T.A.

:

Bicycles. Tel.: 388.—Eobinsou's. Green St., Camhridee.
[6864

DOUGLAS, 1914, model W, original Pedley belt and
Hutchinson tyres, not worn, in perfect condition,

also Eclipse lamp and horn and rear light, condition
as new, ridden a few times only; £43.—Robinson's,
Green St., Cambridge. [0612

23.1i.p. Douglas, late 1912, specially overhauled last

4 September, excellent condition, complete with
lamp, horn, tools, and usual accessories, insurance (avail-
able until May. 1915), transferable; accept 29 gns.—
Box L6.499, The Motor CvcJe Offices, 20. Tudor St..
EC '

[0622

Enfield.

ROTAL Enfi'^Id Twin. 1910, splendid condition; trial;
owner enlisted; offers.-Isham, Brackley. [X4328

ENFIELD Twin, 2y^h.p.. 1911, Bosch, Druids, fine
order; £14/10.-45, Church Ed., Acton. [X4756

ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 1912, new 1913, 2-speed, clutch,
very little used; £25.-65, Hampton Ed., Forest

Gate. [9482

6h.p. 1914 Enfield Combination, coachbuilt eidecar,
tyres good, machine perfect, little used; £62.—

Walker, Fishburn, Ferryhill. [2:3826

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913, in perfect con-
dition, all accessories and sparer; £57/10. —Col-

more Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X4563

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, Enfield cane side-
car; £44/10; do not miss this bargain.-Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [9457

ENFIELD, 1913^2. 6h.p., coach combination, mile-
age 3,000, faultless, 2 head lights, speedometer,

spares; £55; take solo mount part.—Sinclair, East Mole-
sey. -

'

LX4712

ENFIELD New 1915 6h,p. Combination, coachbuilt
sidecar, exactly a^ listed in 1915 catalogue at £84,

£70 cash.-The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed-
Birmingham. [9563

1Q12 Royal Enfield, painted grey, plating and
-*-•-' enamelling good, just overhauled, tyres in good
condition; 22 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43
years' reputation. [X3724

ENFIELDS.—1915 6h.p. combinations for immediate
delivery from stock, also oh.p. twins; price £84

and £52/10 respectively; exchanges entertained, also
gradual payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X4698
ENFIELDS. two, 1914 combinations, ridden 1.000

and 1,800 miles, one full of accessories, other
without; £65 and £55 respectively, or on easiest terms,
both great bargains.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow. [9516

23h.p. Late 1912 Enfield, overhauled by makers this
4 year, 2-speed, kick start, chain drive throughout,

Luca^ lamp, watch, and cyclometer, and all spare~

;

sacrifice £26, cr exchange higher power, Eudge pre-
ferred.—Harper, Craven Arme, Salop. [X4728

1 Q14 Enfield and sidecar, j^s-t been overhauled, and
-Ltf guaranteed in perfect condition, tjTCS, enamel.
etc., like new, complete- with special spring handle-bars,
head and rear lights, horn, and all tools; any trial:
£63; no exchanges-—133, Gladstone Ed., Watford. [9585

F.N.
2Ah.p. T.T. F.N. ; £11.—Eaines, 166, Belgrave Gate.
4 Leicester. [X4602

F.N., 1913. 2-speed, 2i/oh.p., splendid condition.—Newu-
ham, 223, Hammersmith -Ed., W. [9465

F.N., 5-6h,p., 4-cyl., clutch, new coachbuilt sidecar.
new tyres, all accessories; £30.—Auto Mart, 133,

Hammersmith Ed., W. [9473

4i]i.p. 4-eyI. F.N. Motor Cycle, mag., good tyres, in
2 running order, wants new rings and carburetter;

accept lowest £'8/10, or' exchange for tools or anvtbing
useful.—Apply, Stamper. Bradford-on-Avon. [X4579

F.N., 4-cyI., 1911, sale or exchange with cash, new
lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., recently overhauled,

good tyres, good running order; £20 for quick gale; seen
by appointment—B. H. Goulding, Sway, Hants. [9417

Forward
13 2^/4h.p. Twin Forward, fully equipped, 2 spare

covers
: what ofi'ers ?—Cherry. 70, Clarendon St.,

lington. ["X4626

PERFECTION

NEW 1314's. OFFERS WANTED.
LAGONDA Ti h.p. 4-cylinder 2-seater Light Car £145
VICTOR-PRECISION, 8 h.p.. w.c, accessories ... £100
WILLIAMSON w.o. Sidecar Combination £99 5
REX-J.A.P. 8 h.p. 3'Speed Combination £94 10

SIDECARS.
From £5 5 0. SEND FOR LIST.

SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNTS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.HTIMBER, 1911, 3%h.p., 2 siieeds: £17/10.-11

St. George's Mews, Primrose Hill.

HUMBER 1914 2*ili.p. Twin, 3-!peed, neailv
f36.-Looms, Cross St., Market Harboroi

3.3h.p. Humber, mag., new chains, tyres good,
4 did order; £9.-8, Clarendon Mewe, Hydp

Square. W.

HUMBER, 19121/2, SVih.p., 2-specd, Roc, jn
turned overhauled from works; £30, or ex' :.

part Dongia?.—Hulme, Prospect Terrace, Dougl.'.f^, [: A;

BANTAM BRIGADE.
I9r4 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke (new) £26 5
I9r4 CALTHORPE Mmor, 2-speed £19 19
2*h.p. 2-speed F.E. F.N. . . .

." £23 10
rgrr 2\ h.p. 2-specd F.E. A.J.S £22 10
ARIEL, 2.V h.p., magneto, smart £15 10
MOTOSAC'OCHE, magneto, Druids £13 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1914 8 h.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, 3 speeds £68 10
1014 G.W.K., 10 h.p., 3 speeds £85
SABELLA-J.A.P. 8 h.p. Cycle Car £49 10
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-speed, F.E £42
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., twin, very speedy £39 10
1913 6 b.p. 2-speed REX (NEW) ; reduced to . . £49 15
1913 6 h.p, REX de Luxe and Sidecar £44 10
1913 7-9^-P- 2-speed F.E. INDIAN £49 10
1913 4} h.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar £39 10
1912 3l h.p. 'Bowden 2-speed) BRADBURY £29 10
1912 2J h.p. F.E. REX, almost as new £24 10
T912 3) h.p. 2-speed F.E. ALLDAYS £29 10
1911 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
Tgi2 3.V h.p. 3-sDccd BRADBURY and Sidecar ... £33 10
T912 3-1 h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY, coach Sidecar. , £32 10
P. & M., 3.-V h.p., 2-speed, grand condition £32 10
1911 3I h,p' 2-speed HUMBER £19 10
1911 s\ h.p 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
1911 7-9h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
jgii 3i h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £27 10
1911 3! h.p. 2-speed REX, 84,Vx89 £27 10
igrr 3J h.p. tourist REX, spring forks £19 10
iQii 3.\ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £21 10
1911 F.E. PREMIER, aknost as new £21
1910-11 5-6 h.p. 2-speed twin REX £25 10
1910 V.S,, 7-9 h.p. 2-speed, and Sidecar £29 10
V.S., 6 h.p., P. and M. gear, and Sidecar £27 10
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive,

Turner coach-built Sidecar £39 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6 b.p., 3 speeds, twin £29 10
MINERVA, 3i b.p., magneto '£15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., magnetO) fine condition £14 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, nearly new condition £22 10
EXCELSIOR, 3^ h.p., 3-speed. free engine . . £24 10
REX, 5^ h.p., 2-speed, magneto £24 10
REX, 1909, twin, de luxe, and Sidecar £24 10
REX, 3ih.p., Roc clutch £19 10
BEX, 5I h.p., twin, magneto, and Sidecar £19 10
REX, si- h.p., magneto, 1908 model £19 10
'3ih.p. VINDEC, magneto ignition £15 10
JAMES, 1910, 3i b.p., magneto £12 10
Twin KERRY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £15 10
3', h.D. HUMBER Tricar, chain drive £6 15
ROVER, 3i- h.p., 2-5peed, and Sidecar £17 10
DE DION w.c. 2-speed Runabout £8 15
ANTOINE, 3 h.p., battery ignition, runs well .... £6 15
2} h.p. BRADBURY, battery ignition £6 15
AVON 26x2 Studded Covers for Douglases 11/9

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
Cash offers wanted.

HrMBER, 1912. 3i/.h.p., 2-speed gear, M ),

wicker sidecar. P. and H. lamp set, gnarE;(
sound condition; £28.—Elce and Co., 15, EishoiV
At-, Camomile St., E.G. ^ (

HTJJIBERS.—Several new shop-soiled 1914 i

cooled and water-cooled Humbers, with 3 :(

gears, to clear; price of air-cooled inachine.= £45, c

cooled £55, usual price £52/10 and £63.—M'amh ^

9, Shoe Lane, London. .
[j\t

Indian I

INDIAN, 1911-12. 7h.p., complete with Luca^ n

and horn, tyres nearly new; £34/10.—PI >

Grimsby. [: ii

-j Q13 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, lamp, horn, ,'i"-'t'

J-t7 splendid condition; £40, or near <jS-^\ .

Anerley Ed., London, S.E. ;;.

INDIANS, 1914, ehop-eoiled bargainsr staiabj.

£70, accept 60 gns. : road, racer, list £59,
£49.—P, J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingbaui.

[

1 Ql'* 7h.p. Indian, complete vrith Indiau '<>>

J~iy sidee'ar, electric lighting, etc., prai.ti- ,i!b

£58, or nearest.-107. Creek Ed., March, C;iLnli-.

INDIAN, 7h.p., 2-speed, 1914 model, with co
electric equipment, brand new; list £70,

£61.—Hebden's Motor Mart, St. James' St,, Bi 1

INDIAN 1915 Models; earliest deliveries; C^|
change, or easy payments.—Best ter;

Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile

INDIAN. 1914, special model: lit^t price ^801
soiled: £70.—The Eseter Motor Cycle^

Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Ed,. Exeter, and 28,a
Rd.. Plymouth.

"I
Q14 Indian Combination, electric lighting o^

-Lt7 cover, all acce.-sories, everything in pffl^

dition : owner gone to the front ; price £'S

Mills Motors, Ltd., 4. "VN'ood Side Parade, Nog
ley. 'Phone: 1745 Finchlej'.

"IQ13 Special Touriet Trophy Eacing India
XtP eingle-cyl., 2 tiiieeds, low, light, very*
ui^ed for T.T. race, purchased October 23rd, 1^
Indian showrooms, as new; £35, near ofier.—'^^
wark Park Ed., Bermondsey, London.

INDIANS.—Several standard 1914 models, i

speeds and free engine, cost £70, price ne

£62 each to clear ; also a good second-hand cc

tion, 1914, fitted with de luxe coachbuilt sideca.ibt

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ; 70

~|Q14 7h.p. Hendee Special and Gloria < ci

A»7 electric equipment, siieedometer, usual

scries, little used, cost £103, accept £65; 191

T.T. Indian, F.E., speedometer, lamp, generat' .

.

full tool kit, only run 2,000, accept £42/10.— pr

Bambers, Liverpool Rd., Birkdale, Southport. |'56

Indomitable.
INDOMITABLE, 3%h.p.. water-tight BO'=ch, ai

B., ia<^t, good; £11.—Slater, 1, Wood's Lane, rb

ii63

Ivy.

1 Q14 4'41i.p Ivv-Piecisioo, less tlian 2,000, a:!'

i-V £32, close o'fler.—Bieeze, 96, Ticloria Ed
shot.

4h.p. Tvrm Ivv-Precifiion, Bosch mag., Dunlor
Brooks ead'dle, Stiirmey-Archer 3-fpeed genr

hoTD, etc., purchased ilay, not used eiQ'.e Oul.v:

joiucd forces; £29 cash.—Box L6,587. The MoU-

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. '•-

19
Ixion.

14 Ixiou, 2.^tToke, 2Voh.p. Villiers, hracoe^
cflers.—Wigfoll, Hillsbro, Sheffield. 41

19

1915 DOUGLASES.
EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.

lers
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

James.
JAMES 1915 Models; earliest deliveries; ca^ M

change, or eaey payments.—Beet terms froi ^k

and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., I

E.C.

JAMES, 1914, 4i4h.p., and Canoelet sidecar,
- tion excellent, just overhauled by Jame^ Cc.

or near oSer.- Gilbiirt, Audrey House, Ely Plac

don, E.C.

JAMES Smi.p. T.T. Twin, July, 1914, done

faet and powerful, Cowey, Klaxon, Luca?

lene, acceeeories: owner going on military eervioe

or new T.T. Douglas and cash £4.—Hippicley
Lodge, Sidcup, Kent. ^

J.A.P.

4 h.p. J.A.P., overhead valves, Bosch, B. a^

Saxon forks, Chater frame, good order; £1
change considered.-Carter, 17, Webster St.,

heys, Manchester. [
-

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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Clubs and Affiliation in War
Time,

FOR
some time we have expecte(i that an

announcement woul(J be ma(de by the

Royal Automobile Club and the Auto
Cycle Union with regard to the question

of affiliation in 1915.

It is the experience of practically every club

that its ranks have been seriously depleted by

the call to arms of the King and country, that

hardly any competitions are being held, that

nobody is touring, and consequently the

attractions and benefits to be derived from
affiliation with the governing bodies are no
longer an inducement to join. Special circum-

stances call for special arrangements to meet
them, and we feel sure that the parent societies,

the R.A.C. and the A.C.U., are just as much
alive to the conditions obtaining in the motor
world at the present moment as are the various

constituent club e.\ecutives, as each has so many
individual members at the Front or undergoing
military training. Quite apart from the fact

that practically no club management would
ever dream of exacting the yearly subscription

from its members who are serving at the Front,

there is also the fact that the membership of

a club would be unlikely to be maintained

while the war lasts.

But there is a much more serious side to the

question than this. It is the experience of a
number of clubs that a good many members
who may not be serving their country are re-

signing membership evidently in the spirit of

economy. This action may not be wholly attri-

buted to the war, and, consequently, to prevent
an extension of the resignations, it seems to us

only right that the R.A.C. and A.C.U. should
come forward with some new sympathetic scheme
to tide over the period of hostilities.

Many clubs exist on the proceeds of successful

competitions, but, in view of the fact that com-
petitions are cancelled for the time being, a

good many clubs without bank balances are

being hard hit. We have already explained that

the privileges of affiliation and associateship of

the governing bodies no longer form an

attraction, and, as the benefits to be derived

from associateship are nio longer needed, it would
seem only right that an announcement should be

forthcoming to reheve club executives of the

anxieties of an inactive period beset with

liabilities. The only alternative will be that

clubs will be forced to cancel their affiliation

with the governing bodies and release themselves

from liabilities, and such an action would be

deplorable from every point of \-iew, as it would
mean that the great federation of clubs which
has been so carefully and laboriously built up
v^rould be destroyed or so weakened that recover)-

would be very difficult if not impossible.

Our Increasing Exports.

ONE
of the most refreshing items of news

to the motor cycle world in particular

and the country generally is the great

increase in the exports of British motor
cycles and parts during November as

compared with the corresponding month of 1913.

The value of machines and parts exported in

November, 1913, was ;£87,549 as compared
with ^95,233 for November, 1914. If anything

were needed to indicate the present healthy

state of the industrv anrl Overseas markets,

surely these figures would suffice.

Exports of Motor Cycles and Parts.
July, 1914 £125,860
August, 1914 £77,121
September, 1914 £63.875
October, 1914 £84.474
November, 1914 £95,233

The steady

observant.

In October trade generally brightened up

;

people were becoming used to war conditions,

firms adopted the motto "carry on," and the

motor tracie showed a considerable improvement.

Let us hope that it may continue to improve
whatever the length of the war.

recovery will not escape the

^
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CARBURETTER DESIGN IN 1915.
The Cox Streamline.

THE latest form of Cox streamline

carburetter should give the

largest possib'e scope to the

expert driver, and yet is abso-

lutely simple from the point of view of

the novice. The principle remains as

usual, for the combined throttle and
streamline qhoke tube is of course still

retained, and wliile the taper jet needle

rises and falls with it, automatically
enlarging the jet as the throttle opens, a

separate hand control is arranged, by

The Cox carburetter dissected.

means of which the position of the needle
can be altered in relation to that of the
throttle. Thus, the mixture can be
weakened or enriched at the driver's will

without in any way altering the auto-

maticity of the cai'buretter. This very
desirable end is obtained by means of a
moving abutment for the wire controlling

the needle. This abutment is carried on
the throttle barrel itself, and thus causes
the needle and throttle to move as one,

their relative positions being controlled

by the moving wire Perhaps tlie clearest

method of explaining the action is to state

Air cone and throttle stop of Cox carburetter.

that tliough a movement of the throttle

lever always controls the needle position,

yet the needle may be moved by its

control lever without affecting the
throttle.

The main air holes consist of specially

shaped slots around the body of the carbu-

retter covered with a gauze sleeve, these
slots being gradually uncovered by the
rise of the throttle barrel. A refinement
is introduced bv the fitting of a small

screw in the base, by means of which the

throttle can be kept from sluitting fully,

so that the engine will remain just tick-

ing over when running liglit. A second
milled edge screw provides a very fine

adjustment for the bottom air holes.

A New Model Everest Carburetter.

, jS'E of the first automatic motor
cycle carburetters manufactured
by Mr. Everest was offered to

us for trial, and after being
fitted and tuned up to a 6 h.p. single-

geared motor cycle underwent a. season's

hard work on the road. So satis-

fied were we with the results, both
as regards flexibility and petrol con-
sumption, that our next machine (a

three-speed twin with sidecar) was at

once fitted with a similar device. The
results were astonishing, for an engine
that would either race or stop wlien
running light was converted to a

tractable power unit which would
tick over or roar away at a touch
of the single lever. All this was
obtained without sacrificing petrol

consumption ; in fact, the best
mileage we ever obtained from
this particular mount was ob-
tained with the carburetter in

question. In its latest form the
carburetter is modified in detail

only, the action being similar.

The throttle barrel and jet cover
are now made in one piece, and
the spring saddle which keeps
the cover petrol-tight has been
considerably simplified. The top
of the body is now arranged so
that it can only be replaced
correctly, and a single pin, in-

stead of two, connects the barrel
with tlie air adjusting lever. Thus
the whole mechanism has been sim-
plified, and a very neat refinement,
consisting of an additional fine air

adjustment for slow running, has been
added. This coK<;.ists of a small tap
at the base of tlie body, which can
be clearly seen in the sectional drawing.

The float chamber now has a top feed

and can be swung about the centre ol

the body so as to obtain the most suit

able position. A very neat form of dust

shield is attached to the body by ;

single screw. It is interesting to noti

that the jet outlets are drilled in :

special manner, so as to prevent choking

the actual jet, though small in diameter
being so short that there is little chanci

of any obstruction lodging therein

Readers of The. Motor Otjde will re

member that the principle of the carbii

retter is very simple, for a movemeii
of the single lever raises the combinet

' throttle and air valve, and graduall}

uncovers a series of suitably spacei

orifices in the central jet body.
The Everest Automatic Carburetter

12, Paradise Street, Coventry, are th<

makers of this instrument.

Sectional views of the Everest.

The Senspray with Pilot Jet.

THE Senspray carburetter has alway
been noted for its speed-giviii

properties, but, hitherto, some uii

skilled riders have found it diffi

cult to get their engines to run reall.

steadily at slow speeds. The new pilo

jet arrangement, which we described c

the 3rd inst., should prove a boon to suci

riders, and enable them to get that quie

tick over which is so useful.

1 he B.S.A carburetter Is one of the best

known two lever devices. Among its many
strong points are the quickly adjustable jet

oriiice, its top feed float chamber, and the

special arrangement of throttle and air barrels

which cause the incoming air to pass over

the let in the most efficient manner in every

position of the levers

New Senspray carburetter with pilot jet

attachment. Below is an enlarged view of

the pilot jet on v.Hich screws a cone for air

adjustment.
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Graphite and Ball Bearings.
I A good many riders are employing Oildag (whicli

pontains deflocculated grapiiite) for engines fitted

'.vith ball bearings, and many drivers of cycle cars are

employing lubricants of, roughly, similar constituents

or gear boxes with ball bearings. There is a per-

sistent rumour abroad to the effect that graphite is

Iitterly
deleterious to ball bearings. I have tackled

wo or three technicians of my acquaintance without

ecuring an authoritative verdict. Will Mr. Brooker
>r some other expert on lubrication kindly clear the

lir for us ?

A Good OilsKin.

.Some years ago I announced my complete conver-

,ion to the use of oilskins. I coquetted timidly with

ihem 'during the reign of shapeless black jackets and
jellow drain pii>e trousers ; but I fell an easy victim

when I first encountered the light grey, green, and
awn oilies emanating from the house of Barbour at

iouth Shields. Since when I have worn no others.

am now using a Barbour jacket which was purchased

ally in 1913 and is still stormproof. The original

;ggings, I regret to say, have gone the way of all

aterproof leggings, i.e., they caught on the corner

f the rear number plate diiring a hurried mount
isplred by a loose bull. If only some genius would
vent an " oily " as untearable as a rubber belt! In

'ther respects, the Barbour stuff is absolutely " it.''

Silence.

I see my old friend, B. H. Davies, is being sternly

.ken to task by some of our readers for omitting to

ress more efficient silencers on the trade. The
missioff is, if I remember rightly, prominent in each
f'tiis annual " letters to the trade," and I am probably

\ one w^ith the bulk of our readers in commending the

mission. Here and there one meets a rider who uses

jis machine mainly to increase the diameter of an
[rea surrounding his home in which he can commune
ith Nature. Now and again the most hardened speed

jierchant resents the raucous rattle of his exhaust

hen he is traversing alone some gorgeous landscape

hich breathes a spirit of peace. Then the landscape

^ems to be wounded and insulted, not only by the

atter of an engine, but even by the .smell of its

'chaust, for honeysuckle and charred lubricant go

together. One might even feel in a sensitive mood
at the mere presence of a hard technical invention

rated on the Avhole tone of a lovely vallev in autumn ;

id in such moods men may sigh for the silent odour-

ss polished nickel 30 lb. motor cyclettes of H. G.

'ells. Contrariwise, most of us use our machines
r comparatively utilitarian purposes, threading our

ritated way through crowded cities, dodging stupid

ittle, waking drowsy vanmen ; and for the bulk of our

ding we want a machine that can be heard as it

)mes. Beyond question the standardisation of per-

ctly silent motor bicvcles would send the traffic

'Kilty list soaring up to formidable figures, until

lonr^
BY 'DW/i'

COMMeNT6
the public had learnt to rely more on their eyes and

less on their ears for judging the safety of the streets

and roads. No doubt in time the public will undergo

the required education, and all motors will become
noiseless ; but it is essential that the process should

be gradual. Nevertheless, Mr. Davies might reason-

ably ha\-e complained of the frightful noise emanating

from some of the modern baby two-strokes; their

exhaust is positively ear-splitting, and makes even a

hardened offender like myself glance upwards, expect-

ing to see a 100 h.p. seven-cylinder Gnome aeroplane

engine in full blast. I wonder if the silence of the

Scott machines had anything to do with their being

selected for the machine gun batteries ? But there

—

as Charles Jarrott once retorted to S. F, Edge's

eulogy of the six-cylinder—does the " silence " of the

modern motor ever amount to more than " continitous

noise " ?

The New Lodge Plug.

Any unforlunate wight afflicted with a '" plug-eat-

ing
'' engine should trv tiie ne.v Lodge mica pattern.

Tliis present season brought me a couple of engines

afflicted with such a <olossal appetite for r.p.m. that

a hard spell of work on one of the lower gears usually

cost nie one or more sjiarking plugs. Further, one

of them appeared to imagine that the real function

of the lubricating oil was to cool the top of the

cylinder head, so that, if it did not burst its plug's

insulator, it carl)onised up the electrodes. The Lodge
directors must have suffered untold things with sister

engines ; at any rate, their new mica plug appears to

be very reasonably leak and soot proof, several thou-

sand miles having failed to wring the faintest

semblance of a misfire from mv sample set.

A Sideslip Test.

Arising out of an argument anent the liability of

various types of machine to sideslip, I made some
interesting experiments the other day. The roads

outside were covered mth a half-dried film of

peculiarly atrcK^ious grease. My capacious shed
chanced to house a baby two-stroke, a 3^^ h.p. with

hub gear and belt drive, a 2>V^ ^-P- ^^'i'h chain-cum-

belt drive and countershaft gear, and a 7 h.p. chain-

driven twin with 3in. t\Tes. I performed various

evolutions on the worst greasy corners in the neigh-

bourhood, riding each machine in turn. The
evidence obtained was hardly conclusive, for I am
more at home on two of the machines than on the

others, and the hub-geared. 3^^ h.p. had ratiier worn
treads. But I have no doubt in asserting that the

"baby " was by far the safest and most docile of the

quartette under the conditions, and that the big-tyred

hea\yweight took the most managing. Of the two
medium weights I fancied very definitely that the

hub-geared machine was the hardest to keep erect.

The big twin ran verv slowly, balanced nicelv, and
steered beautifully ; but its somewhat broad and
flabby tyres evinced a marked tendency to " .skate."

A7
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Detachable and 7

Interchangeable Wheels. L
ANCIENT AND MODERN.

WHEN we come to consider modern
constructions of detachable
wheels designed for motor cycle

work, it is not surprising to

find that most of the important features

are common to the old constructions pro-

duced for pedal cycles.

Probably one of the earliest motor
cycle designs is that of the Clyno shown
in fig. 1. Here the hub A. is mounted

Fig. 1.—Lamb-Clyno.

upon bearings on a sleeve B. This is

provided with a collar at the right-hand

end which forms a ball cone, whilst an
adjustable cone C screws on the other
end. Each end of the hub is provided
with dog clutch teeth or the equivalent at

D, which gives it a driving connection
with a short sleeve E. One of these
sleeves carries the belt pulley, and the
other the pedalling sprocket or brake
drum. Each of these sleeves is mounted
upon a small hollow spindle F, which
resembles closely the part B. Passing
through the parts F B F is a bolt, and
by the removal of this the chain stays
can be sprung slightly apart, disengaging
the teeth at D and allowing the hub to

drop out, leaving the two sleeves E
supported, one from each fork end.

2.—Lea-Francis.

econd and concluding instalment.

The Lea and Francis coustruclion,
taken from their patent specification, is

shown in fig. 2. Here again the hub
shell is provided with dog clutch teeth
at one end A, through which it receives
its drive from the chain sprocket B.
The sprocket is carried on bearings of
its own on a short supporting hollow
spindle C attached to the fork end ; the
hub bearings are mounted upon a sleeve
D. Between this sleeve and a tubular
nut E lies a distance piece F. Passing
through the centre is a long bolt, and
when this is removed the distance piece

F can be vithdrawn. allowing the hub
to be moved to the left to disengage the
clutch teeth A, which permits the hub
to be removed. The distance piece F
is attached to the nut E so that it cannot
be lost, and is easily put into place.
One of the latest constructions is that

of the Bradbury shown in fig. 3. The
left hand end of the hub shell at A is

formed of hexagon shape and fits into a
corresponding hole in the centre of the
chain sprocket, which provides the
chain sprocket is carried on a short,
hollow spindle B secured in the fork end
by its, own nut C. The hub bearings are

By ERIC W. WALFORD.

Fig. 3.—Bradbury

upon the usuaJ bearing sleeve E, and
passing through the centre is the spindle

which, in this construction, is a very im-

portant part. This spindle is formed at

D with flats which prevent rotation of

the bearing sleeve E, and it is enlarged
at F, this enlarged part performing some-
what the duties of the distance piece in

the Lea and Francis construction. On
unscrewing the spindle and drawing it

out to the right the whole hub can be
moved to the right to disengage the
driving connection at A, when it is free

to be removed, leaving the chain sprocket
carried on the hollow spindle B.

In the A.J.S. construction, shown in

fig. 4, a distance piece A is used as in the
Lea and Francis, and also a bearing
sleeve B, which carries the hub bearings.
The spindle in this case is in two parts,
the major part C, which is withdrawn
when the hub is to be removed, and a

minor part D, which remains in position

and carries, on plain bearings, the chain

sprocket. The driving connection betweei

the sprocket and the hub shell consist:

of a number of pins E on the sprocket;

which enter holes in the hub shell, whilsi

J^tL—-:,

Fig. 4.—A.J.S

one of the pins is screwed and is engagei

by a long nut F, which, when screwej

up, prevents any shake in the drivinji

connection. In some of the other con

structions some freedom of movement i:

purposely allowed in this driving con

nection to prevent binding in the bear

ings, which, in this instance, is prevented;

One important point about this construe

tion, in which a distance piece A is used

is that on removing the spindle and thi

distance piece a space is left througl

which a tyre tube or cover can be pasi

so that it is not necessary to. remove th(

wheel to change a tyre. The wheel a

such times remains supported by tB

bolt F.
The Dene (fig. 5) also employs a two

part spindle, the larger part A being re
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itachable and Interchangeable Wheels.

—

ovable and the smaller part B remain-

g in place. There is the usual bearing

;eve C and distance piece D. The
iving connection between the chain
rocket and the hub shell is constituted
' the studs E which secure the chain
irocket. The chief feature of difference

jitween this and other constructions is

at the bearings employed throughout
ie of the "annular" type.

;In the Humber system (fig. 6) the hub
!ns on bearings on the usual bearing
eve A, and is connected with the chain
.rocket by a dog clutch at B. At D
lere is a distance piece, and through
e centre passes the bolt E. By remov-
; this, and swinging the distance piece
ide, the hub can be drawn to the right
disengage the dog clutch teeth, and it

then removable. It will be noticed
it annular shields have been arranged
F to prevent lubricant being thrown

t through the space between the dog
itch teeth.

The Sunbeam construction (fig. 7) differs
im those previously described in employ-
; a spindle made up in three parts.
e right-hand part A carries on a pair
annular ball bearings the chain

racket, the interior of wliich forms a
rni for the expanding brake. This
How spindle part is to a]] intents and
rposes a fixture. Tlie centre spindle

Fig. 6.—Humbei.

Fig. 7.—Sunbeam.

portion B screws into the hollow spindle.

It carries at the right-hand end an adjust-
able cone C for the right-hand hub bear-
ing, whilst the left-hand end is enlarged
at L), and the outer surface is formed with
a cone for the hub shell. Tliis has a
driving dog clutch connection at E with
the sprocket. Screwing into the enlarged
part D of the centre spindle is the left-

hand spindle portion F, which is carried
by the fork end. On this is a distance
piece G. On removing the parts F and G
a new cover or tube can be fitted without
removing the wheel, whilst by removing
the spindle parts B and F the wheel can
be detached and interchanged with either
the front or sidecar wheel.

In tlie Matcliless construction (fig. 8)
there are no loose parts beyond the
spindle A. The hub snell is mounted on
the usual bearing sleeve B, which is loose
on the spindle. The chain sprocket runs
on roller bearings C on a hollow spindle
D attached to the left-hand fork end.
The hub shell is connected witli the chain
sprocket through a dog clutch, the teeth
of which are visible at E, and it will be
clear that the hub shell must be moved

677

to the right to disenga.ge these clutch

teeth. This is prevented by an enlarge-

ment F on the .spindle, wliich corresponds
in a sense to the distance piece used in

the Lea and Francis construction, except
tliat it is not loose, and to the enlarged
spindle part in the Bradbury arrange-
ment. The enlargement in this case is

oblong, and when the left-hand spindle
nut is removed and the spindle turned
through a right angle by means of the
short lever G the enlargement lies longi-

tudinally witli regard to the slotted fork

end, and can pass through the fork and
slots. Consequently, when the spindle is

removed the distance piece F comes away
attached to it. The hub shell is then
moved to the right to disengage the clutch

teeth, and is therefore detached without
disturbing tlie chain wheel.

The shaft-driven F.X. has a special

arrangement, which, after the brake and
gear case have been partially disconnected,
permits the wheel to be removed without
touching the bearings.

It should be pointed out that the draw-
ings of the Clyno, Lea and Francis,
Bradbury, and A.J.S. constructions are
taken from patent specifications and do
not necessarily illustrate the actual con-
structions in use. It is quite possible that
the latest constructions show improve-
ments over the arrangements illustrated
in the patent drawings.

Fig. 8.—Matchless.

THE 1915 WALL AUTO-WHEEL.
HE new Wall Auto-Wheel does

not possess any startling improve-

, ments, but has been altered for

the better in detail in one or two
tsnces. The lugs holding the crank
e on to the frame are now made of

drop forgings instead

of malleable iron,

|€^^p> and greater strength
^-i-^-J—' is thereby obtained.

A small but import-
ant improvement is

sliown in the ac-

companying illustra-

tion of the car-

buretter needle
valve. In former
moders the float was
kept in position by
means of a split pin,

which, however, did
not allow of any
adjustment in case
of wear. Xaturally,

s the needle valve wears its length of
D|;ement is increased, and so the level of
tl petrol is altered. To overcome this
c iculty a portion of the spindle of the

Needle valve and

t chamber of the

ito-Whcel car-

Yetter.

needle is threaded, and over it there
is a spring clip, consisting of a strip

the ends of which are bent over and
holes are drilled througli. The holes in
the bent-over portion are not concentric,
and the spring tends to pull one piece
against the other, thus forming a tight
clamp, the threads, of course, serving to
act as an anchorage.

We are enabled to illustrate the
American Smith's motor wheel, which is

manufactured in the United States under
licence from the English Auto-Wheel Co.
I'he device is fixed to the near side of

the bicycle, is gear driven, and has a
live a.xle, while it w^iU be noticed that
a disc wheel is fitted. There is no frame
proper, the mudguards having supports
attached to each end of the extremities
of the base chamber, while the tank is

fitted to the mudguard itself. The,
engine, like its English prototype, has
an automatically operated inlet valve,

but is provided with the well-known
American Schebler carburetter.

It is intei'esting to note that a further
improvement of the already ingenious

system of lubrication in force in the
Auto-Wheel will shortly be introduced,
though the details are not i-eady to bt
made public at present.

Smitlim;th s motor wheel.

i
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THE LATEST RADCO
MODEL.

AGLAXCE at the new 2i h.p. Radco
is sufficient to sliow tliat con-

siderable alterations have teen
made to the frame. Not only

has the engine been dropped several

inches, but a very much lower saddle

position is obtained, partly by the

dropped top tube, and partly by general
design. The appearance has been im-

proved by the change, and the machine
is strikingly neat in its lines. The length
o£ the head lug has been increased by one
inch, which, besides affording easier steer-

ing, allows more motion in the spring
forks. . The forks are, of course, the

Radco patent, giving an easy motion both
vertically and horizontally. Frame fit-

tings have b^en somewhat modified, the
carrier being stronger, neater, and rigidly

fixed to the rear guard. The number
plate forms an additional point of attach-

ment, and gives great rigidity. Besides
this the rear stand clip has been improved,
a very neat metal covered tool-bag fitted,

and comfortable cast aluminium foot-

boards can be supplied.

Injecting Oil into the Petrol.

The method of mixing the oil and petrol
is very simple, for it is pumped direct to
a combined well and measure situated in

the top of the petrol tank. When the
measure is full a knob is depressed, which
opens a valve and allows the oil to pass
direct into the petrol tank. By this
means the necessity of handling an oily
measure and the probability of spilt oil

on the tank is avoided.

Oct.

8th.

., 15'h.

,, 22nd.

,, 29th.

Nov. 5th.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

ALREADY many full descriptions of

1915 models have appeared in these

columns, and as a guide to readers

we give below the dates upon which the

different descriptions were published ;

Sept. 3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.

,, 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2i' h.p. two-stroke
Singer.

1st and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-driven Rex.

Radco and Abingdon.
Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.
J. A.P. engines, Calthorpe, Lucas dynamo.
Quadrant, Harley - Davidson, Matchless

Racer, Lea-Francis, J.H., and two-stroke
Ariel.

Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro, z\ h.p. and 6

h.p. Enfields, Omega, and 4 h.p. A.J.S.
12th. 6 h.p. Humber, Sun V'tesse, and Levis.

19th Diamond, B.S.A., 6 h.p. twin P. and M.,

Indian, Royal Ruby, Vclocette, 6-7 h.p.

Sunbeam, James, Rover, twin-cylinder two-
stroke Premier, and New Hudson.

26th. Rudge, O.K. Junior, Wooler, New Imperial,

J.H., Lady's Radco, Wulfruna. Bradbury,
and Hazlewood.

3rd. Norton, Grandex, Connaught, Brown.
Cljde. Broujh, and Lady's Ivv.

loth. Allon two-strcke, Wulfruna, Premier two-
stroke, O.K. two - strcke, A.J.S., and
Velocette.

The engine has proved so satisfactory
that practically no alterations have been
made, though we understand that a
slight increase of power has been obtained.
The silencer'' has been enlarged and a long
tail pipe fitted. A clioice of Amac,
Senspray, or Cox carburetters is given.
24in. X 2in. Palmer rubber-studded tyres
are fitted, and a pan saddle should
materially increase the rider's comfort
Sslling at twentv-three guineas single-

geared, or twenty-nine guineas if iittecl

with the Albion two-speed, the Radco :'

sure to attract an ever-increasing market|
especially as the greasy roads and wintj
weather encourage a light handy typeL
machine, and such undoubtedly "is't

Radco.

Oiling arrangement on Radco, shovnng tp

plunger at the top of the oil measure.

The latest model 2\ K.p. nvo-stroke Radco

THE 1915 PARAGON.
THE Portway-Cooper Mainifacturin|j

Co. are a firm which pin thei

faith in the two-stroke engine

The machines are called the Para:

gon, and the first of the models to wBiclj

we wish to draw attention is the 2^ li.pj

ladies' model, fitted with a Paragon twc"
stroke engine, 64 mm. x 70 mm. ( = 235 c.c,

Lubrication is by the petroil system. Tli'|

transmission is by combined belt ancj

chain, tlie latter being adequately prO|

tected, while the two-speed gear box i.

attached to the counter-shaft. fhi

pattern of the forks should be noted
since they are of the single type, 'SM
their design is somewhat of a departure
from standard practice.

Another model is the 3 h.p. machine
fitted with an engine of 73 mm. x 83 mm
(= 346 c.c). Like the first-named, it i

fitted with an outside flywlieel. It jvil

be noticed, however, that Druid sprini

forks are provided. The gear is slightl;

different from that fitted to the ladies

model. It is of the double chain typ
operated by two gun metal expanding rin;

clutchesj giving a direct drive on hot;

gears. A kick-starter is also supplied.'

A Water-cooled Two-stroke.
Then there is the 4 h.p. model, .th

engine of which is water-cooled ; tb

cylinder dimensions are 84 mm. x 85 mm
(=495 c.c). It has an outside flywheel

and is fitted with automatic lubrication



TYPICAL PARAGON TWO-STROKES. The 3h.p. machine (left) and the 4h.p. water-cooled model.

t le oil being taken throiii;li snction from
jke sight feed lubricator to the side of the
^linder. A circular recess at the base

1 this di.stributes the oil on to the sur-

iLC oi' the piston, the surplus lubricant
eing led through gutters to the main
lid big end bearings. An auxiliary pump

'. also fitted to give an extra supply of

1 when desired. The same type of two-
Ki'il gear is fitted as to the 3 h.p.
acliine, but the gear bo.x is carried, in

li.s case, in front of the engine instead
behind it. In every respeit this model
sembles the 3 h.p. machine, e.xcept, of
iinse, as regards the fitting of water
>oling. This is, as may be expected,
ranged on thermo-syphou principle, a
diator of the honeycomb type being
npluved.

connected
operating
gate th

with the change-speed is the
lever, which now works in a
a positive stop for each gear.

Chichester Street, Belfast,

is 5tt. X 3ft. X 2ft., and
lid on top and a door at

The box body
is fitted vvitli a
the back.

40DIFICATI0NS ON THE
NEW REX-JAPS.

rHE Premier Motor Co., Ltd., of

Aston Road, Birmingham, are

continuing, for 1915, the two
models which they have listed

ling the year now coii'-luding. These
e both twin-cylinder machines, being

ted with 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. J. A, P.

gines respectively. With the exception

the engine both machines are abso-

ely identical, and very few alterations

vc been made, since the 1914 models
ve given such satisfactory service.

|Both maeliines are fitted with a counter-

itt three-speed gear,

liised chain drive.

1 kick starter. The
r ratios are 45, 8,

I 13 to 1, but for

commercial car-

which the manu-
uiers list, lower

are recom-
'':d. The design

1 lie gear box cast-

has been altered,

that the kick
'

1 ter is included in
I gear box instead
' working in a
' ' ket bolted to the
fine, as has hitherto
Ijn the practice tol-

1 ed by the makers.
iher improvement

The Symplex two-stroke lightweight, single-gear model.

A larger plug for inserting oil is now
fitted. Attention is also drawn to the
strength of the steering head, which is

made in one piece. Standard tyres are

650x65 Kempshalls. but 28in. x 3in.

wheels are also fitted.

A commercial sidecarrier has been
standardised. It has been made to the
order of the Motor Carriage Co.,

One of a fleet of Rex-Jap commercial carriers for express delivery

work in Belfast. Note how the body is cut away at the forward

end to allow of free play for the handle-tars.

THE SYMPLEX LIGHT-
WEIGHT.

THE Symplex two-stroke has many
attractive features, and should
prove a very popular model. The
engine, which has a bore and

stroke of 73x76 mm. (318 c.c), is of the

four-port type. The crankshaft is of large

diameter (gin.), running in white metal
bearings, and the piston is fitted with
three rings. The U.H. magneto is placed

on a platform cast with the crank case, and
is chain driven. The lubrication is by the

petroil system, or by direct feed to the
•cylinder wall, w'hence the oil runs to the

main bearings. The spring forks are

Brampton's Bi-fiex. The tank is capable

of holding one and a quarter gallons of

petrol and two pints of oil. Hutchinson
26 X 2in. tyres are" fitted, and a really

comfortable saddle, viz., Brooks B180.

The carburetter is an Amac.
The two-speed model is fitted with the

Albion two-speed gear !x)x, also, a three-

speed gear and clutch can be supplied

at an extra cost. The makers are the

Symplex Motor Cycle Co., 150, Alma
Street, Birmingham.

A15
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THE BAT IN 1915.
Machines of Handsome Appearance; Sprin_^ Frame Improvements.

=*^»

Both sides of the new 4 h.p. twin-cyhnder Bat. Drive is by chain to a three-speed countershaft gear and thence by beh.

WHILE there are no very startling

changes in the 1915 Bat to

record, there is progress notice-
able which goes towards making,

if possible, for greater comfort and
reliability. There are three models, as
follows: 4i-5 h.p., 70 mm. x 76 mm.

Bat three- speed gear box with cover

removed. The location of the kick

.
starter is also indicated.

( = 584 c.c.) ; 5-6 h.p., 76 mm. x 85 inm.

( = 770 c.c.) ; and 7-8 li.p., 85 mm. x 85
mm. (= 964 c.c.) All have twin J. A. P.
side-by-side valve engines. The two first

models have chain and belt drive ; the
7-8 h.p. is completely chain driven, the
chains being enclosed.

The first point of interest in the two
larger models is the spring frame,
though the principle is one which has
been in vogue for the past twelve years
with the Bat Co. As now adapted, it

gives a much easier movement, the saddle
pillar moving as one with the footboards.
The spring is fitted horizontally, one
end fixed to the main frame, the other,
by a lever, to the seat pillar, affording
a lower saddle position. For a very
heavy rider there are added two extra
smaJl springs from the top links to the
fi'ame.

Gaar Improvements.

Another new feature is the adoption
of a gate change for operating the three-

speed gear. The gear is very substan-
tial, being of the countershaft pattern.
The gears of the first ratio are iji mesh, the
second slides on a square shaft,, and the
third is direct. The box is provided
with a removable cover, which consists
of a flat round plate secured by four
screws. This is easily removed, and
facilitates inspection when occasion
arises for adjustment or alignment; thus
thi possibility of the wheels being only

^%
—JWjts

The 3 6 h.p. Bat show.ny

KiC,

loie and all. and chain-cum-belt drive through a three-speed

countershaft gear.

just in mesh (a fruitful cause of broken
teeth) can easily be avoided by periodical

examination.

The ratchet and quadrant kick starter

is new : it actuates on the gear box shaft,

with which it forms one unit.

Mudguard and luggage carrier hfted up from

tyre and held in position with bolt.

The efficient mudguarding of,the back
wheel—at the same time providing for

ease of inspection of tyre and wheel

—

has been effectively accomplished by

hingeing from the back stay the rear

half of guard with which is combined
the carrier. By the withdrawal of a

boll from the guard stays, the guard-

carrier can be swung up clear of the

wheel and dropped in such a position by
f

New method of suspending seat pillar on

the new Bat-Japs.
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Always at the Front!
The Triumph **Four" docs
splendid work ^vith our Allies
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From the wcll-know^n French Competition
Rider, M. Gabriel Gouvernet, noAV serving

as Despatch Rider with the French Army.
' If it is agreeable to you, I have pleasure in letting you know that my Triumph motor is

always in perfect condition, although since the beginning of the war it has been subjected to

brutal tests in all weathers, in the mud and in the snow, and never have I been delayed

on the road, I have been able to deliver all the despatches I have been called upon to

carry in time, and I am happy to be a motor cyclist with thearmy with such an engine."

Another French Rider's Experience —
M. Vormesc.

' Where I am at present there is a large number of English, French, and Belgian motor
cyclists, and notwithstanding the terrible paved roads my Triumph is going splendidly

and without any trouble, after having covered some 25.000 kilometres (15,525 miles).

The speed gear acts admirably in spite of the bad treatment meted out to it. We
follow the convoys at a speed of 3 to 9i m.p.h., principally on low or middle gear."

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

Lu aiwwtring Uiis advertisemenl it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE Tyres for the

Expeditionary Force.
;.*

T'HIS week we illustrate another Armoured
Motor Cycle fitted with Palmer Cord Tyres.

This is one of a number • of 6-8 h.p.

machines supplied to the War Office, which

are fitted with 26 x 3 in. Palmer Cord Tyres

on the Back wheels, and 700 x 80 Palmer Cord
Tyres on the Front and Sidecar wheels.

This is a war of petrol and rubber, and it is a

distinct compliment to Palmers that they should
have been selected above all other tyres for this

strenuous work. If their performance under
exacting competition tests, and their splendid
behaviour at the Front are any criterion. Palmers
should prove a valuable factor in bringing this

war to a successful end.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.

Motor Cycle Tyre and Repair Departmenl— 103, ST. JOHN STREET CLERKENWELL. E.C.

'Phone; City 1485 and 1486 (2 lines}. Telegrams: "Inwheeling, Smith. Loudou."

I7i answering (his advertisement it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Chicle."
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The h\s 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Bat. Like the 5-6 h.p. machine, both front and back are spring

suspended. This model is chain driven throughout.

le bolt so removed being placed between
irrier framework and back stay ; thus
> necessity arises for unloading the
iirier when tyre repairs happen to be
.'(jaired

I On each of 7-8 h.p. and 6-6 h.p.
odels the back brake has been enlarged :

therwise it is the same—external band
nd internal expanding. The clutch is

fpanding as formerly, i.i:., a phosphor
ronze centre against hardened steel.

Ainac carburetters and Kenipshall
.Tes are standard on all models.
It is interesting to recall that the
lakers of the Bat are one of the oldest
lanufaituring firms in the country, the
;it with the torpedo-shaped tank being
5 lamiliar to riders ten years ago as
is to-day. What is of further interest,

owever, is the fact that they have
Iways specialised on a s"pring frame, the
suit being that what they do not know
bout the suspension of motor cycles is

"it worth knouin-'.

altered in many details. The cylinder

fins are arranged to give the cylinder a
pear-shaped ap]>earance, and the inlet

port is formed in the side of the cylinder
instead of directly below the exhaust
port, as is the usual Con naught practice.

68i

^t a slight extra charge. All models are
now supplied with a cover to the release
valve, which protects the rider from oily
vapour.

'

The engine is mounted in a frame
having a dropped top tube, and this, in

combination with the 24in. wheels, gives
a verj' low saddle position. Girder forks
are used, for, though the machine is

light, it is not skimped, and is intended
for a serious touring machine as well as
for a runabout. A two-speed counter-
shaft gear may be fitted as an extra, in
which case a combination drive is

omployed, and a large oil measure is

carried in a convenient position on the
saddle tube. The new model sells at

25 .guineas, and should command a large
market among such as require a handy
and reliable mount obtainable at a
moderate outlay and capable of hard work.

A Ladies' Model.

Other Connaught models remain much
on the lines of tiieir predecessors. Ball
bearings are fitted to the crankshaft, and
a few detail improvements have been
carried out which make the machines
even more attractive. An improved heel

brake has been arranged on all models,
and a striking open frame tj'pe is now

A NEW CONNAUGHT.
rHE most striking feature of the

1915 Connaught progrannne is

the introduction of a low-priced
popular model, which is likely to

iive a_ large sale owing to the excep-
;onal value offered. The bore and stroke
emain as in previous and existing
lodels (75x70 mm.), but the engine is

A new design Connaught sold at a low figure.

In addition to this, the transfer port
leads from the crank case instead of
through the piston. The crankshaft is

fitted with phosphor bronze bearings,
thongli ball bearings may be substituted

marketed for ladies' use. Tills is

thoroughly well fitted up. and is a mount
particularly adapted for the fair sex,

having a belt guard and footplates.

The kdy s model Connausht, which, like all machines made by this firm, has a two-stroke engine.

Engine unit of new Connaught, showing

position of ports.

B3
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A TWO-STROKE QUADRANT.
Long-s!roke and a Mechanical Exhaust Valve.

THE name af Quadrant has of recent

years been associated chiefly with
machines of considerable size, the
big 4^ h.p. single having earned

a particularly good name for sidecar

work. Consequently, it is interesting to

note that the latest model to be added to.

the Quadrant list is a comparatively light

two-stroke. The engine incorporates two
unusual features, for its long stroke of

100 mm. against a bore of 70 mm. is

distinctly uncommon in two-stroke design

;

wliile the most striking departure from
standard practice is the fitting of a
mechanicallj" operated exhaust valve,

which is timed to close at. such a period

as will prevent the escape of the in-

coming cliarge by way of the exhaust
port.

In construction, the engine is somewhat
similar to the usual type of three-port
two-stroke, except tliat the exhaust port
is set relatively higli up as regards the
piston travel. After passing through the

usual port, the exhaust gases are con-
trolled by the action of a mushroom
exhaust valve operated by a cam on the
crankshaft ; thus on the upstroke the valve
is timed to close before the incoming
charge has time to pass out and so be
wasted.

The lubrication is on the well principle,
oil being fed from a sight feed drip to a

both sides of the new two-stroke Quadrant.

well formed in tlie top of the crank case
casting. Into this well the piston dips at

tlie bottom of the stroke and carries oil

up the cylinder walls. The surplus flows

~§&~^

The Quadrant two-stroke engine. The
exhaust valve and its special heat radiating

cap will be noted.

through ducts to the main shaft bearings,

and thence tlu'ongli the drilled crankshaft
to the big end. All bearings are plain,

except for an additional ball raoe on tlie

driving side. Behind the crank case a

Dixie magneto is mounted and driven

by a train of gears from the crankshaft,

The arrangement of cylinder fins gives a

distinctive appearance to the engine, and
the exliaust valve cap is fitted with a

copper cooling device, though experiments
are being carried out with water-cooling
for tlie exhaust port, as it is believed

that this may increase the efficiency of the

engine. Tlie frame is a sound straight-

forward piece of work, and the fittings,

which include Quadrant spring forks,

excellent mudguards, and stout stand and
carrier, are well carried out. 26in. x 2in.

wheels are fitted.

The Big Single.

The big 4^- h.p. single-cylinder engine
remains much as before, but tlie>cycle to

wliich it is fitted now carries a B.S,A.
three-speed counter-shaft gear, and the'

chain drive is thorouglily enelosedi

throughout. The black finish of the!

machine is very handsome, and, with^ai
comfortable sidecar, forms a most at-s

tractive proposition at a strictly moderate'
price.

- ._.^^-.:i.^^:i.>C^

The new single-cylinder Quadrant sidecar machine, the chief feature of which is the all enclosed

chain-drive. It is a particularly well finished turn out.

High-tension terminal

and carbon brush of the

Thomson-Bennett twin-

cylinder magneto.

THE 6 h.p. BRADBURY.
The makers of the Bradbury motor

cycle inform us that when sending u&

particulars of their 1915 models for-fhe

Buyers' Guide they gave the wrong price

for' the 6 h.p. twin-cylinder. It should

be seventy guineas.
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[AINT Afill fhl e 9

The success of the Sunbeam Chain Drive, which combines all

the advantages of Belt or Chain Transmission, without the

disadvantages of either, has again been demonstrated.

In the WEST AUSTRALIAN
TOURIST TROPHY RAGE

(October, 1914),

TWO SUNBEAMS STARTE
THEY FINISHED

FIRST AND SECOND
(out of a field of 26)

Making FASTEST TIME and RECORD
FOR THE COURSE (iso miies).

This, following the Team Prize in the 1914 English Tourist

Trophy Race and many other victories, certifies to the

Supremacy of the Sunbeam Transmission, and of every detail

of the complete machine.

For Speed, Durability, Ease of Control, and Satisfaction

under all conditions, nothing even approaches the Sunbeam.

Preliminary leaflet, giving detailed specification,

will shortly be ready, and sent on application to

arston, Ltd., 11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.
London Showrooms—57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., and
157-158, Sloane Street (close by Sloane Square), S.W.

In answering tins adct:/ ti6e//ieni it is ae-^itable to nicntion " The Motor Cycle
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M
BIG TWIN EXCELSIOR.
ESSRS. BAYLISS, THOMAS and
Co., Vae producers of the ueJl-

knoxvn i Excelsior, have become
faniGUs for their big single, but

ifor 1915 they propose to niarket an 8 h..p.

(twin as an additional model. The general

lines of the machiiie do not depart
Iradically from the previous single-cylinder

models; in fact, the frame is exactly the
same, but a twin 85,5 X 65 side-by -side

valve J.A. P. engine supplies the motive
power. The drive throughout is by chain,

|the front chain being totally enclosed
while the rear chain is amply protected
liy metal shields. The three-speed
luuiiter-shnft Jardine gear is well fitted

tu a stouf bottom bracket, and the liold-

hig-down nuts are easily accessible for
chain adjustment. This type of Jardine
;^L-ar comprises an enclosed kick-starter
and a large diameter cork insert clutch,
Nfhile a shock absorber is fitt(<d on the
cngine-.shaft.

The engine is fed by an Everest auto-
matic caiburetter. whicli has been adopted
after a year's trial on a single-cylijider

The powerfully constructed bottom bracket

lug of the big twin Excelsior.

inndel, ami oil is supplied through a Best
and Lloyd semi-automatic drip feed lubri-

cator. Not the least important item on a

big twin is the tank capacity, and the
^Excelsior boasts a two-gallon petrol tank,

•.with provision for half-a-gallon of lubri-

cating oil, while a reliable petrol gauge
lis fitted in the top. Mudguards with deep
and full valances are used, and, in com-
ibination with foot boards shielded in I'roTit

'and below by a neat undei'screen. shiudd
keep tlie ritler diy and clean.

Trans.Tiif ie of the big twin-cyll iJer Excelsior. The chain cases are re.-nDved to sho

details of the drive.

Sound Wheel Construction.

TBrampton spring forks are included, and
the rear brake acts on the internal V of

a dummy brake rim so as to facilitate

wheel removal.
The wheels themselves arc tine pieces

of work. Cycle car rims are used capable
of taking either 2|^in. or 3in, tyros, and
ten-gauge spokes employed to attach
them to the hubs, which are oil retaining
and mud proof, and run on v( ry large

diameter ball races. The Splitdorf nmg-
neto will be carried in front of the engine,
but protected by the footboard screen.

Throughout, the fittings are veiy sturdy,
and the machine looks a first-class heavy
passenger vehicle and should make a good
showing when trials once more come into
vogue.

TWO-STROKE HOBART.
THE latest model Hobart two-stroke

is a very much more coniplete

machine than the previous baby
lightweight, and is neat in

appearance and workmanlike in design.
The company has undergone some modifi-
cation, and -Mr. F. Starr, the present
manager, is an enthusiastic motor cyclist.

and one i)f the type who regularly uses the

firm's products as well as undertaking the

bnsine.ss part of the proposition. The
new machine is fitted with the latest

type of Viliiers 70x70 mm. two-stjoke

engine, wiiich drives throuirli the medium

First example of the new 8 h.o. twm-cylinder Excelsior.

Power unit of the new two-stroke Hobart.

of a chain, and a Roc two-.speed counter-

shaft gear, though a single-geared model
is oiitainable.

The engine is lubricated through a

had to the inlet pipe between the engine
and the carburetter, the oil being fed

by means of the latest pattern of

Benton and Stone sight feed drij). which
is fitted with a special device allowing

a free flow of oil if desired.

Strong and Neat.

A very neat and substantial frame
contains the power unit, and weight has

not been cut down where strength is

.B7
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The new two-stroke ]915 pattern Hobart from the transmission side, showing large flywheel and

combmation drive.

necessary, though the complete article

scales well under 150 lb. Comfort has
been carefully studied, and the "pan

saddle fitted is the result of practical

experience, which proves that light

machines are even more in need of such
a device than heavy types. 25x2in.
tyres are employed, and each mudguard
is fitted with short side valances, the
rider's feet being accommodated by long
aluminium footboards. It is probable that
an Everest carburetter will be standard-
ised, as exceptional economy is claimed
with this device, but at the time of

writing the question has not been
decided. Finished in black with a wide
gold line on the tank, the machine is

pleasing to the eye, and with an excel-

lent equipment, including metal enclosed
pannier tool bags, it is good value at

32 gninea.3. The single-geared model is

listed at 27 guineas.

The most striking feature is the frame
design, which is claimed to give such a

powerful construction that it is unbreak-
able even when used over the worst
Colonial tracks. The chief point in this

of the frame. Throughout, the macliin

is constructed on commonsense lines, aiicJ

the big ground clearance and large tanll

capacity are peculiarly adapted for rouglj

travel in countries where garages ani
few and far between. Saxon forks audi
a sturdy and sensible equipment witljj

good mudguards help to give the im.£

pression of solidity without undue weight,]

and the engine is a simple and reliailt

unit with the magneto carried high-up
behind the cylinder, well out of the way
of water splashes, mud, and grit. The
magneto is chain-driven from the crank-

shaft, and the whole platform slides in

a line with the drive for chain adjust-

ment.

The Engine.

The bore and stroke are 70x70 mm.,
and the cooling ribs run down to -tht

base of the cylinder casting, being neatly

arranged to give the maximum cooling

effect in combination with good looks,

All bearings are of special phosphor
bronze, and lubrication is by a sight

feed drip oiler. The flywheel is outsidf

and of large diameter, and the machine
may be obtained either single-geared oi

with Pi two-speed counter-shaft gear and
chain and belt drive. Twenty-six inch

wheels are used, and the brake gear in

THE HOCKLEY
STROKE.

TWO-

Tnc
ing

work
it in

ET another addition to the ranks
of two-stroke manufacturers is the
Hockley Motor Manufacturing
Co., of Bar Street, Birmingham,

machine which this firm is produc-
is expressly designed for overseas

though it is intended to market
this country as well.

Right hand side of the two-stroke Hockley. The
the engine. A feature is

construction is the arrangement of two
down tubes, one from the top and the

other from the bottom of the head lug,

which meet at the engine carrying lug

and thus strengthen the most vital part

outside flywheel is located on the other side of

the double front tute.

particular is well carried out. Altogethi^

the Hockley Motor Mfg. Co. may fis

proud of a machine which is eminently

suited to the purpose for which it was

designed.

J
Flywhce' side of the new two-stroke Hockley, which has been designed mainly for use overseas.

Seat-pillar lug of

sport 1 ng model
Diamond, showing

how the drop takes

place in the lug and

not the tube.

bS



The Editor does not hold himself resoonsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

JI letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tulor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's (uU name and address.

and station iu general were, of course, dismantled in the
Rings Sticking in Two-strokes.

iir,—I notice that manufacturers nf two-stroke motors,
' en appealed to for information on the subject of stuck up

J
ton rings, generally advise, as a remedy, a reduction in

quantity of oil used. As the owner of a two-stroke, I

1','e followed this advice, but the sticking up of the rings

fims to become more frequent as the oil is reduced.
)n consideration, I am wondering whether the advice

;
lerally given is not based on a fallacy. I suggest that
! cause of the rings sticking up is primarily due to the

!;ine overheating. The less oil used, the more the engine

(rheats, with the consequence that the liability for the

1 gs to be stuck up becomes increased.

.vVhen I take my cylinder off, I find that the rings are

I -nt hard in their grooves. The rings and the pi.ston are

ildcd together, and paraffin is useless.

ri the circumstances. I think that the real remedy may
I in increasing the quantity of oil instead of reducing it.

The above, of course, refers to the petroil system of

1 ii( ation. . W. "hill.

The Institute of Inventors.
Mr,—In connection with tlie establishment in this country

< industries hitherto carried on in Germany and Austria,
' nf the most important points is to obtain accurate

loiniation on the technical problems" involved. The best

iailable source of such knowledge in this country is the

<p|lc'nt library of the Patent Office, where the easy acces-

ilily of the books is a constant source- of pleasure to
: readers. Soon after tbe outbreak' of the war', , the
imptroller found it necessary to close the library in the
cning, which prevented inventors and manufacturers, who
i engaged in the daytime, from visiting it. It will, no
(ibt, interest many of your readers to know that, at the

1 uest of this institute, the Comptroller has now informed
I that he has made arrangements to keep the library open
ril 6 p.m. on Saturdays. Those who wish to 'profit by
15 concession may obtain permission from the librarian.

lay I take the opportunity of informing British inventors,

10 evidently form a considerable proportion of your readers,

I t the letter which you were good enough to publish

f le time ago inviting suggestions from inventors, with
1 ard to the proposed amendment of the Patent Law,
tught in so many useful and important replies that "our
Irliamentary Committee is now in a position to deal with
t^ matter when the nation can again turn its attention

thome affairs. WALTER F. EEID.
Chairman, Institute of Inventors.

The Conviction o! A. G. Cocks.
ir.—You will proliably be aware that on Saturday,

bember 5th, Mr. A. G, Cocks, the well-known C'lyno rider,

vji tried by court martial at Hull for having in his possession
aFiley " component parts of wireless apparatus contrary to
t Uefence of the Realm Act."
he President of the Court stated : (a) That no charge of

t iinunication or attempted communication with tlie enemy
^ i being brought forward ; (b) that Mr. Cocks's character
M5 not doubted, and that no evidence as to it need be
l| light.

;'he G.P.O. witness read a letter to the court from the
litmaster General stating that, as the accused was a British
£ ject, he had no desire to press the case. The same witness
a|) stated that the portable set in question was only capable
Vsn connected with the necessary aerial, and in its present
fdition, of transmitting for one mile. The necessarj- aerial

ordinary way by the G.l'.O. people at an earlier date, when
all amateur wireless stations were similarly treated. The

station, therefore, was "reasonably incapable of being

worked." The President also stated "that no importance was

attached to the Morse code charts, etc., found on the

premises. Mr. Cocks had only committed a small technical

olfence. Nothing was secret, a'nd he had liad correspondence

with the G.P.O. regarding his licence for this actual set.

The sentence was six nioaths' imprisonment—four mouths of

which was remitted owing to his alreadv having been seven

weeks in custody, thus leaving two montlxs to be served.

The severity of Mr. Cocks's sentence is apparent also from

the following facts

:

A short time ago a German was sentenced to three months
detention without hard labour for having a wireless station

on the Essex ( ! ) coast. The German referred to was an un-

registered alien. His apparatus was connected to the mains,

and was capable of sending over 100 miles. I believe also

the following facts were established : The station was un-

licensed (Mr" Cocks has held a licence for wireless telegraphy

for several years) and had been in constant use.

J. B. TUCKER.

Why an Engine Eonks.

Sir,

—

I am sorry again to trouble you on this s\ibject,

but I would like to answer one or two remarks n'ade by Mr
Gatehouse. This gentleman tells us that he had an engine

that would not konk. This is quite possible, and can bo

accounted for by the igu'tion not being sufficiently far

advanced, or either through inefficient carburation, whereby
the full power was not possible. Mr. CJatohouse also men-
tions that he has had engines with tight pistons that would
konk, and he states that they were bad engines for konk-
ing. I'hey may have had only a very small clearance when
the pistons and cylinders were callipered ; but lots of cylinders

are not of the same dimensions when hot—some of them take
most peculiar shapes, and no doubt Mr. Gatehouse's engines

that were given to konking with tight pistons had vcii/ loose

pistons U'/ien tliey were wnnned up.

-Mr. Gatehouse mentions in his last paragraph that cylinder

distortion may cause a konk. 1 should very much like to

know what it is the cylinder distorts against to make such
a noise, or perhaps this gentleman means that when the
cylinder distorts, there is a lot of piston clearance. In that
case he agrees with my ideas that'll is ordv piston clearance
that causSs konking. OSBORNE DE LISSA.

.Sir,—If you can spare any more space in your columns
for the fruitful topic of " konking," I should like to state

my experience, although I am afraid my letter will tend
rather to disprove some of your correspondents' suggestions
than to offer any new theory. Iff the " pocket " theory,
I had a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder machine with overhead valves
opening directly into the combustion chamber, and without
pockets of any kind. This was the worst offender iii respect

of "konking" of any machine I have ever met with—it

would konk at any time, hot or cold, on the slightest pre-

text, although I cleaned it out at least every three hundred
miles. It was a fast machine with considerable valve over-

lap, and ignition rather advanced though not abnormal.
Your correspondent Mr. Gatehouse suggests that engines
with detachable heads are practically immune from konk-
ing. This engine had a detachable phosphor bronze cvHnder
head. ALFI^ED W. TUTT.

Eg
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Flywheels.

Sir,—There seems to be considerable disagreement amongst
manufacturers as to whether the flywheel should be inside

or outside. For instance, on November 12th you describe
a new Levis with an inside flywheel, and, on the other
hand, a new Huniber with an outside one. In this diversity

of practice regard should be had to theoretical considera-
tions. The moment of inertia, i.e., the measure of the
equalising power of :i flywheel, is given by the formula
I = MR-, where M is the mass and K the radius. There-
fore, given the weight as constant, the larger the radius,

consistent with strength, the greater the moment of inertia.

Now it appea: s to be pretty obvious that, with the limited
space available for machinery on a motor bicycle, a larger

flywheel for a given strength can be fitted outside than
inside the engine. Hitherto, outside flywheels have mostly
been confined to two-strokes, but I am confident they would
improve the running of four-strokes, especially the big
single-cylinder variety. The success of a very popular twin
four-stroke is, I believe, largely due to the fact that it has
an outside flywheel. H.L.L.

Artistic Appearance.
Sir,—I hope you will allow me to express my regrets

through your columns at the modern trend of motor cycle

design, whereby appearance and symmetry are sacrificed

(sometimes needlessly) to what is not always utility.

I refer to the sloping tube.
Artists tell us that a curve is the line of beauty, but if a

curve implfes a real weakness there must have been many
broken frames, especially Indians, whose engine rests in

a curved cradle. I may say I have never heard of these
frames breaking. Why, then, sacrifice beauty?

Lastly, though opportunities present themselves, why do
not the majority of motor cycle makers adopt the theoreti-

cally correct position for the magneto, viz., to the rear

of the engine? VULCAN.

Rudge Tommies Remembered.
Sir,— It will be remembered that a tew weeks ago the

Rudge-Whitworth employees sent to their confreres who are

serving with the 7th Battalion Royal Warwick.shire Regiment
a number of warm garments, which were acknowledged by
their Compa«y Captain F. S. Hanson, who stated that each
member of the company had had at least one garinent, many
of them two, and that they were keenly appreciated.

A further set of presents is now being sent. This will con-

sist in each case of a knitted helmet, muffier, pair of socks,

body belt, and pair of mittens, together with a cigarette

case filled with cigarettes.

The girls, both in the offices and works, have been exceed-

ingly busy for some weeks past w-ith the knitting needles,

and 150 Tommies will receive this little remembrance, includ-

ing three wiio have been unfortunate enough to be interned

in Germar.T. RUDGE-WHITWORTH. LTD

_ DECEMBER lyt/i, 1Q14.

Small Bashes and Drip Oiling.

Sir,—Under this heading, in your issue of December 10th,
" Ixion " writes; "I learn that at least one big firm has

definitely instructed its customers to open - the drip valve

fully, and use the pump as if no drip were fitted."

This is quite true, and can only refer to one firm, whom
we will not name. For those "in the know," may we
venture a friendly comment, which is that, in the particular

engine referred to, no oil ducts are provided by the makers,
who, we understand, do not believe in them, though nearly

all The latest motor cycle engines are designed with suitable

oil ways for the main bearing parts—in our opinion, an

obvious advantage; but in spite of the consequent need of

freely oiling, we still maintain, and the trade generally

would appear to agree, that drip is much better than dump-
ing. BEST AND LLOYD, LTD.,

John H,. Cochrane, Sales Manager.

I nc l\uuge-\Vhit\vorh Cl^ristmas gitt to all their employees s rvinj

v\;fh the Colours

Plugs in Two-stroke Engines.
Sir.

—

1 was much interested in the Comment headed
"Thick and Thin Electrodes" by " I.xion," as this is a

subject in which I have had a lot of experience, particularly

with two-stroke engines, as plugs give more trouble with
this type of engine than witli any other.

I quite agree that a multiple-point plug, in which the

points are thin, will give trouble in a " dry " engine. This

is very noticeable with a two-stroke engine lubricated by,

the petroil system, and anyone using this type of plug will

find that, after a few miles hard running, as soon as a hill

has to be climbed, a peculiar trouble will make itself'

manifest. The machine which has been running splendidly

will, when about half-way up the hill, without any warning,
pull up as if the engine had seized, but after a few
moments' stop will start off and run perfectly again. Now
this is all caused by the engine requiring more oil than it

is getting, and therefore none is left to get up vid the

transfer port to the cylinder head, where a quantity wouldi

get on the plug points and help to cool them. The points,

therefore, get incandescent, with the result mentioned above.
While experimenting with a well-known two-stroke

employing petroil lubrication on Brooklands, I had much
trouble with plugs, as I was using rather a high compres
sion, and after trying nearly all the best-known plugs on
the market, found that the only one which would stand up
to more than two laps " all out " was a well-known single-

point plug of, I am sorry to say, German manufacture, but
I have since tried and found the Lodge single-point plug
quite equal. Now, suspecting the lubrication to be insuffi-

cient for racing speeds, I fitted an oil pipe from a hand
pump to the crank case, and found that by giving oil in

this way, so as to keep the engine smoking well, I could
use several multiple-point plugs and still do the same lap

speeds without "drying up" th? engine. Of course, as

was to be expected, on taking off the cylinder the head and
plug points were covered with a film of oil, whereas, when
only using petroil, the cylinder head was dry. I also tried

a plug which gives perfect results on Scott machines, whicl'

may rightly be termed to have a " wet" engine, and found
;t would dry up after one lap with petroil lubrication
I'wing to it causing the engine to be too "dry," which also

helps to prove " Ixion's " argument.
I think the above goes to prove that a single-point plug

is the best for a "dry" engine, and this theoi'y is pretty
well upheld, by the fact that I used the same Lodge single-

point plug in my Clyno two-stroke right through th£

Scottish Six Days Trial, and never had the slightest troublt
with it, though I repeatedly asked for trouble from that

quarter by driving the engine all out for long distances or

some of the worst hills on low gear.

In conclusion, I would like to advise your correspondent
Mr. W. Edner, to fit a magneto handle-bar cut-out on hii

Connaught two-stroke, as I always used one on my machini
of this make; he can then cut oft' the ignition and coas;

down hills with the throttle open. He will find that bj

doing this he will cool his engine, and at the same tim'i

let a quantity of oil into it. An alternative is to fit i

twoway tap under the oil pump, and then put an oil pipi

with an adapter screwed into the drain plug hole in thi

crank case ; he can then give a charge of oil when runninj
down hill and also when faced with a stiff hill. This pipe

he will find, is a great advantage, and will make hi

machine a better hill-climber, though naturally he will use •

little more oil per year. ARCHIE' G. COCKS.

.ik'.
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THE NEW TRIUMPHS.
An entirely Re-designed 4 h.p. Model for 1913. Improvements to Two-stroke.

WE have- already announced the
fact that the 1915 Triumphs
would be a considerable de-
parture from usual Triumph

practice. Our announcement occasioned
a good deal of interest, as is shown by the
communications we have received on the
subject. It can be said that for ten years
the Triumph machme has undergone but
detail improvement- Year after year the
little weaknesses have been eliminated
and improvements embodied, all of which
have helped to build up the proud position
which the trusty Triumph holds. Last
year a 4 h.p. machine and the introduc-
tion of a two-stroke lightweight mount
were the most notable departures in the
Triumph programme ; but 1915 marks the
appearance of an entirely new design of

.engine, a three-speed countershaft gear
,in the bottom bracket, and the increas-
ingly popular chain-cum belt transmission.
We will deal with the 4 h.p. model

first, as more alterations are notable in

-the design of this machine.
The bore and stroke are 85 x 97 mm.

-(550 c.c.).- The timing gear is of the
simplest possible description. There are
but two wheels, the main driving wheel
-and the half-time wheel, with which latter

three cams are formed from the solid,

viz., the decompressor cam togetlier

with the exhaust cam and the inlet

cam. The horizontal lockers lap over
the cams so that a direct lift is obtained.
The cylinder casting is quite new,

• having ample air spaces between the
cylinder and the valve pockets, wliich
is bound to result in much improved
cooling. The valves on the 1915 model
are of l|in dTameter (compared with
J-T^in. in 1914), and have fiat tops. Ne.xt
year's timing gear case is circular in

shape, and the cover is fixed with n

Transmission side oi the new 4 h.p. Triumph—a completely new design ot machme.
Chain-cum-belt drive is empioved.

spigot joint and internal lugs, resulting
in a smooth exterior, rendering the clean-
ing process much easier

The piston is of the flat top variety
and fitted with three rings, two of small
depth with diagonal slots at the top, and
a deeper step cut ring at the bottom.
The silencing arrangement, too, has

been entirely re-designed. Instead of the
bracket which lias usually formed the
end plates for the silencer and a platform
for the magneto, it will be noticed that
the silencer is arranged immediately under
the timing gear case, and thereafter a

flat pipe conveys the gases to the rear.

To adjust the magneto driving chain

a feather is formed on the platform and
a corresponding keyway in the base of the
instrument. Thus, it is impossible to

fix in position out of alignment. The
magneto, too, is l|in. higher than on the
current year's model.
The carburetter is of a new design,

having the jet between the air and

Power plant and countershaft gear box of the 1915 4 h.p. Triumph, showing car type change
speed lever, kick starter, and new silencer and exhaust pipe

Foot-brake peuui. magneto control, ano

footrest of 1915 pattern Triumph

throttle barrels. It is practically auto-
matic in action. One starts the engine
with the air lever wide open, and it is

only on very severf- hills that it requires
closing off.

Gear and Transmission

The countershaft gear ie the S-turmey-
Archer three-speed, which is highly
spoken of on all hands. It is of the
sliding dog clutch type, the changes being
effected by a round lever, and we feel

sure that the operation of changing up or
down will possess not the slightest
difficulty even to a person experiencing
his first run.

For the first time on record, the
standard Triumph has a hand-operated



The 1915 model 4h.p. Triumph', which has been entirely re-designed.

cork insert clutch controlled by a lever

situated immediately in front of the
valve lifter. This departure will, we
feel sure, be commended by all practical

motor cyclists.

A neat kick starter is embodied with
the gear, the mechanism of which is

entirely enclosed. The adoption of a

countershaft gear and a kick starter, of

course, leaves the back wheel simple and
plain, and therefore readily removable.
To simplify the removal process, a new
type of brake has been adopted, the
fibre block operating inside the groove
of the belt pulley. It is just as powerful
in this position as ever, which is saying
much, as it will be agreed that the
braking power of Triumphs has always
been well studied.

The frame is similar to that in use in

1914, with a dropped top tube, but, of

course, the bottom bracket has necessarily

been re-designed to accommodate the

countershaft type of gear. The front
mudguard, too, it will be noticed, is

practically the same as that used in 1913,

as it has been found after extensive trial

to be' the most effective design.

The tank now holds one and a half

gallons of petrol, an ordinary enclosed
lubricating pump is resorted to, and
another refinement We noticed were
wings fitted to the rear guard below
the carrier'.

We enjoyed a short spin on the new
Triumph, and found it extremely con-

trollable. It started at the first kick

with the decompressor in action, and
would throttle down to very low speeds
even on full compression. It accelerated

in remarkable fashion, and, thanks to

the handle-bar controlled clutch and an
easy changing gear, we at once felt quite
at home on the machine.
The latest Triumph has undergone

exhaustive tests for 5,000 to 7,000 miles,

and has proved superior to any produc-
tion of the Triumph Works. In par-

ticular, it will stand hard driving for

prolonged periods without a tendency to
" dry up.'^

The Two-stroke Model.

To turn to the two-stroke, this mount
for 1915 has undergone very little change,
and it is interesting to observe that the

BI3

main alteration is in connection with
equipment, which formed the subject of

criticism iir a. recent issue of The Motor

Showing action of rear brake on latest

Triumph. It operates inside the groove.

Cycle. 2iin. tyres have been standardised

on this little machine, and a Brooks
saddle of large size.

DECEMBER lyth, igip

Except for a new type carburetter with
top feed and separate chambers for the
air and throttle slides, the 1915 two-

stroke Triumph is unaltered. The boj'e
'

and stroke of this mount are 64 x 70 miii.-

(250 c.c.)

HEROIC DESPATCH
RIDER'S DEATH.

At his father's residence, near Col-

chester, Essex, Corporal Eric Goodheart,
who was one of the first motor cyclists

to see active service as a despatch rider,

has died of typhoid fever. Corporal
Goodheart was mentioned in despatches
by General Sir John French, and was
subsequently awarded the Jledal for Dis-
tinguished Conduct in the I'ield. He was
liome on short furlough.

MOTOR CYCLIST RESERVE
COMMITTEE.

We are constantly asked bv our readers,

to whom they should apply to obtain
positions as motor cyclist despatch riders,

and in consequence we give below a list

of the secretaries of Alotor Cyclist'

Reserve Committees in the various
divisional areas.

EASTERN command-
Home Counties Divisional Are.*.-^

Rev. F. W.
. Hassard -Short, Chaplain

Kent Cycle Battalion, 2, Castle Street,
Canterbury.
East Anglian Divisional Aeea.—

Major E- Evans, D.S.O., D.A.A., and
Q.M.G., 13, Northgate Street, B\\ry St.
Edmunds.

SCOTTISH command-
Highland DI^^SI0NAL Abea.—Mr. J,

H. Thomas, 62, Tay Street, Perth.
Lowland Divisional Area.—Captain

J. H. Barrie, R.E. (T.), 21, Jardino
Street, Glasgow ; and Lieut. J. B.
Mavor, 1st Highland Field Company,
R.E. (with the Scottish Army Troops
Signal Company), 21, Jardine Street,
Glasgow.

SOUTHERN command-
Sooth Midland Dinhsional Area.—

Mr. P. Grout, The Avenue, Keynsham,
Bristol.
'Wessex Divisional Area.—Colonel

the Rt. Hon. Lord Montagu of Beaiilieu;
Beanlieu. Hampshire : and Lieut. "W.
McD. AUardice, Ai'niy Inspectors' Dept;,
Small Heath, Birmingham.

LONDON DISTRICT COMMAND—
Mr. T. W. Loughborougti (Secretary

Auto Cycle Union), Royal Automobile
Club. 83-89. Pall Mall. London. SiW.

The two-stioke Triumph as it takes
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The M.C.C. Bohemian Smoking Concert,
ON Friday last a most successful Bohemian smoking

concert, organised by the Motor Cycling Club, was
held at the Cafe Monico in aid of the Belgian Relief
Fund. The burden of the organisation, whicli was

particularly well carried out, fell upon the shoulders of Mr.
W. H. Wells. The large room available for the concert
was packed with people, and late arrivals had difficulty

in finding seats.

The programme, from start to finish, was of the very
best, and the turns, one and all, were excellent. During
the interval Jlr. Robert Head, the chairman, stated that
he hoped that the proceeds, which would be handed over
to the Daihj Telccjraph Belgian Relief Fund, would be
between £50 and £60. Speaking of the club, he stated
that of a membership of between five and six hundred, one
hundred and, sixty had joined the Colours. He made special
mention of the honour conferred upon Corporal B. J.
Hallowes, to whose doings we referred in the last issue
of this journal, and to A. J. Sproston, the plucky rider
who was mentioned in despatches. The latter had" sent a

message to the chaii-man saying that he was with them in

spirit that evening, mentioning how the sporting competi-
tions, in which he had been engaged, had contributed to

his success while on active service. In conclusion, Mr.
Head said that those present owed a big debt of gratitude

to those of their members who were fighting for them at

the present time. The health of those members of the

Motor Cycling Club, who were fighting for their country

was then drunk with musical honours. Among those who
have been abroad we noticed Corporal F. L. Bassett, R.E.,
who- is shortly to receive a commission in an infantry

regiment, and 'Vernon Taylor, who has been serving with
the French Army near Soissoiis.

On another occasion during the evening, Mr. Head rose

and stated that he had been requested by the Belgian

Ambassador to allow certain ladies, representing the Society

for the .Relief of Belgian Refugees, to make a- collection

that evening. These hrdies then made a tour of the hall

collecting contributions and selling small medals commemorat-
ing the bravery at Liege.

Almost at the conclusion of the concert, Mr. Gelder, of

the F.N. Co., suggested that the accompanist should play

the Belgian National Anthem. This was then played, with
the whole company standing, while later the artiste, who
was also an expert with the concertina, played the

Ma'-s?illaise and the Russian National Anthem.

COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE AC.
The loll of honour of the Coventry and Warwickshire

M.G. contains many names well known to motor cyciists.

This list is as follows :

Mkmbers.
E. C/.ife (Despatch rider)
I. Francis (Despatch rider)
E. Newsome (Motor Transport)
Hill (Red Cross)
Rotherham (Capt. 7th Royal
Warwieksliire Regiment)
A. Rowlandson (Motor Trans-
port)
P. Smith (Major 7th Royal
Warwickshire Regiment)
Trepass (Despatch rider)
T. Newsome (Despatch rider)
;V. Davenport {Motor Machine
Gun Battery)

J. H. Pountney (Motor Machine
Gun Battery)

R. B. Ewens (Motor Transport)
J. M. Hillyard
A. Walsgrove
J. C. Humphries (Lieut. 7th Batt.

Royal Worcestershire Regiment)
J. Gibson
P. W. Johnson
W. Maughan
W. F. Npwrioiiio [Motor Trausporti
B. W. Shilson
W. G. Tuck
W. D. Wartnaby

Old Mkmbers.
Capt. Mortimore
C. S. Burney (Despatch rider)

V. Taylor (Motor Ambulance)
R. W. Walker

EDWARDS CUP TRIAL.
The fourth round of the Edwards Cup reliability trials was

run off on Thursday, December 3rd. All competitors made
non-stop runs, and the winners were as follow: 1, F.

-

Tiistin (Triumph sc), time error Im. 56s. : 2, F. Thorn

iCIyno sc), 2m. Is. ; 3, H. J. Woodgate (2| Douglas), 3m.
13s. The best performance in the four trials was made, for

the second time, by H. Petty, who will hold the cup for one
year. W. H. Chapman (A.J.S.) made the second oest per-

formance in the four trials. Both have done four non-stop
runs.

BRISTOL OPEN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
TRIAL.

The Bristol JJotor Cycle Club has applied for a permit to
'

hold an open twenty-four-hour trial on Friday and Saturday,
January 1st and 2nd, 1915, for solo machines, sidecars, and
cycle cars. The course will be Bristol, E.\eter, Okehamp-
ton, Launceston, Bodmin, Penzance, Land's End, and home
via Tavistock, Two Bridges, E.\eter, Taunton, etc. ; dis-

tance, about four hundred miles. The trial will be run
whatever climatic conditions prevail.

Awards will be gold, silver, and bronze medals, with
additional prizes of silver cups for the three classes of
entrants, for the best performance in each class, provided
a bronze medal nl lea't is won.
Entrv forms can be obtained from the hon. secretary

of the 'trial, Mr. F. C. Wasley, 9, Victoria Street, Bristol.

The latest date for receiving entries is Saturday, Decem-
ber 26th.

f^^5S -v.-i-- ?^^:-ssf.s«-:ssss:«:-S¥Sjasass
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A gruup of motor cyclist despatch riders knowa as No. 1 Section, at present stationed at Alders.'iot, who will shortly leave for the front

machines are Rudges. Triumphs, and Zeniths.

The
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SPECIAL FEATURES

BUYING SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
MORE NEW MODELS.

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Dec. IV 4.49 p.m.
„ 19 4.50 „
„ 21 4.51 „
„ 23' 4.52 „

Latest London Lighting Regulations.

The Secretary of State's Order for the
Metropolitan police district and the City
of London, which would have expired at
the end of this month, has been super-
seded by a. fresh order. The only new
provision that affects road users is that
requiring all vehicles to show a red lamp
to the rear.

Reflex Lights not Sufficient.

Motor bicycles, push cycles, and hand-
carts—in fact, road vehicles of all types

—

will have to carry a red tail lamp, and
it is important to note that the red glass

reflectors will not be considered sufHcient.

To Avoid End-on Collisions.

This new lighting regulation has been
brought about by the numerous end-on
collisions which have occurred since the

London streets have been in darkness at

night. Although it only applies to

London, motor cyclists in the provinces,
who are in the habit of motoring to town,
should at once see that their lighting

outfits comply with the new regulations,
which, presumably, will come into force

on January 1st.

No Vacancies at Present.

The officer commanding the Second
London Divisional Engineers, Dnke of

York's Headquarters, Chelsea, informs us

that all va«incies for motor cyclists are

now filled up. Those applicants who have
not been successful in obtaining employ-
ment should understand that their names
and addresses have been noted, and that
they will be comiftunicated with in the
event of any vacancies occurring.

Drivers ior the Motor Machine Gun
Battery.

The short paragraph in last week's Issue
asking for recruits for the 5th Motor
Machine Gun Battery brought in such a
large batch of replies that it was quite
impossible to enlist all the applicants in

the positions which were vacant at the
moment All the letters have, however,
been sent to the Commanding Officer of

the Battery, and, as openings occur, the
writers will be communicated with in

due course.

We have been informed that more
batteries will be raised, and more experi-
enced motor cyclists will be required later

on, preferably men having had some mili-

Jary experience. At the moment motor
cyclists particularly wanted are those who
know the Scott motor cycle thoroughly.

B14

and who, in addition, have done some
soldiering. A few mechanics are also
desired who are conversant with the Scott
machine, and who are prepared to accom-
pany the sidecar machine gun batteries
to the Front.

.i^jplications should be addressed to Mr.
Geolirey Smith, The Motor Cycle, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry.

Prize Winners Wanted.

Will Messrs. Moore and Williams, of

Cardiff, who took part in the Weston-
super-Mare speed trials last June, com-
municate with Mr. Philip Grout, Keyn-
sham, near Bristol? Mr. Grout is the late

hon. sec. of the Bristol Motor Cycle Club,
and he is now sending out prizes won
during club competitions.

Motor Cyclists Required in Yorkshire.

The Auto Cycle Union informs us that a
number of motor cyclists are required for

carrying out special work in the East
Riding of Yorksliire. Motor cyclists

resident in this district should communi-
cate in writing with Mr. J. R. Proctor,
Clerk to the Lieutenancy, Lieutenancy
Office, East Riding, Beverlev.

Across London on Armoured Sidecars.

Last week a party of motor cyclists;

now in training at Bisley, were sent to

Woolwich to fetch to the' camp eighteen
Scott sidecars with quick-firing guns,

such as we have illustrated.

The procession of so many armoured
sidecars through the suburbs of London
naturally caused a sensation. The Journey
was successfully accomplished, though
several of the motor cyclists had never
haiidled a Scott before One managed to

bowl a dustman over

Hovp the War Funds Stand
The principal war funds amounted to

the following figures on Tuesday last

;

H.R.H. Prince of Wales's £ s. d.

National Relief ^Fund... 4,122,000
"H.R.H. Princess Mary's

Fund to provide Chiist-
mas Gifts for Soldiers
and Sailors ... ... 159,189

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 97,063
Th-e Times Fund for Sick
and Wounded 760,812 15 1

The Daily Telegraph
Belgian Relief Fund ... 88,130 5 7

Indian Soldiersf Fund ... 102,731

A MILITARY MOTOR CYCLE WEDDING.
On Sunday last an interesting wedding took place at the Old Parish Church. Greenwich, ths

bnde and a lady friend riding Lo the church on motor cycles. The bride was preceded by

the bridegroom—who is in the 1st Company Sportsmen's Battalion—on a sidecar machine, and

ou; picture shows the pair leaving the church
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BRISTOL M.C.C. OPEN 18 HOURS TRIAL-

RAIN, MUD, HILLS AND FOG 1

ANOTHER VICTORY
FOR THE FAMOUS

STURMEYARCHER
S-SPEED HUB GEAR.

Mr. G. Brough on a 3} h.p. Brough, with

Sturmey-Archer hub gear, was the only rider

to gain a gold medal

The " Motor Cycle," of December 3rd, says :—
Brough's performance is little short of
miraculous, for the darkness, hills, and road

surfaces which were in places almost a foot deep

in grease were enough to deter the boldest

solo rider, and spoil his 20 miles per hour

average. Only a hardened rider, such as

George Brough, on a really hrst-class machine,

could have accomplished such a task."

Sznd for full particulars and reduced 19/5 prices

o/ the Slurmey - Jlrcher 3 - speed Hub Gear.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, Ltd..

NOTTINGHAM.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle." B15
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RADCO ^f

1915 GEMX;

GUINEAS
STANDARD
MODEL.

MODEM.^.

29
GUINEAS
TWO-SPEED
MODEL.

M'JLTo'M iN P\-'Vr>.

AGENTS WANTED FOR DISTRICTS WHERE NOT REPRESENTED.
TERMS AND SPECIFICATION UPON APPLICATION.

E. A. RADNALL & CO. --- BIRMINGHAM.
London Agents—A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., Holborn.

Continental Representative

T. BAXTER, 26, Gt. Eastern Street.

CHAS. B. TIMPERLEY, 86, Snow Hill, Birminglian).
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The New Separate Lubrication of the

2-STROKE

UGHTWEiGHT MAC aOBV
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is the very latest improvement in this popular type. No risk of faulty lubrication. See the method of sight feed

lubrication through carburetter inlet. Send for further particulars of this and other novel features- for 1915 o£ the

Royal Ruby—Lancashire's -lead in Lightweights. Prices from 25 Guineas. Heavyweights 54 to 80 Guineas New 1915

List ready in a few days.

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO., Ruby Works, Cannel Street, Ancoats, MANCHESTER.
Have you seen the Royal Ruby War Mao ? the best thing in War Maps on the Market.
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In answerinrj these odvertlseinents it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Tales from the Front,

"The Tales that'.Motor Cyclists Tell,"

runs the headline to certain despatch

riders* experiences. Yes, indeed !

British Motor Cyclists in Russia.

News has been received by Tht Motor
Cycle from the British motor cyclists who
accompanied the big batch of motor cycles

supplied for the use of the Russian Army.
Of 150 machines uncrated at the time the
letter was despatched, not one gave
trouble in starting up, despite the cold

weather. Theie are fourteen ridejs in all.

Wireless Apparatus Illegal.

A. G. Cocks, a well-known competition
rider, was tried by court martial on the
5th inst. on the charge of having in his

possession at Filey a wireless apparatus
in contravention of the l)efence of the
Realm Act. Cocks explained that he
was a British subject, and had a wireless
licence in IBiiniingham, and had applied
to have it transferred to Filey. The
purpose of the installation was to demon-
strate and lecture to boy scouts.

Counsel for the defence submitted that
the offence was a technical one. Cocks
was. however, sentenced to two months'
imprisonment.

Winter Trial in the West.

Manufacturers and tliose sporting
motor cyclists who enjoy winter riding
are not, after all, to be robbed of an
important annual winter run. the Bristol

Motor Cycle Club having decided to fill,

the breach by arranging a run to Land's
End and back on .January 1st and 2nd.
This enterprising .body is endeavouring
to carry out the motto of " Business as
usual," but it has, at the same time,
by no means overlooked the patriotic

side of the question, for not only has
it contributed £10 lOs. to the Princess
Mary Fund, £10 5s. to the Prince of
Wales's National Relief Fund, and £30
to Thr Wechh/ Drspalch Tobacco Fund,
but prominent officials of the club ai-e,

and have been, eng.nged in recruiting
despatch rideis since the beginning of

the war, and have, moreover, arranged
trips for wounded soldiers.

The Bristol M.C.C. is looking for-

ward to a representative entry for the
New Year winter run, and. in view of

S. W. Carty. a prominent Mersey motor cyclist, was presented by a number of Liverpool

and district motor cyclists with a sword, revolver, and glasses, upon obtaining a commission in

the A.S.C. The photograph was taken at a smoking concert specially arranged for the occasion

on Thursday of last week.

the fact that practically every manufac-
turer has produced a 1915 model, and
that prospective buyers are waiting to

note their performances on the road, the

trial offers an excellent oppor-

thcre was run

at St. Arnouct.
Paris, in which

competitors took

Bristol

tunity.

Early Road Races.

,Just ten years ago
off a race in France
some forty miles from
a mere handful of

part, but which was destined to be the

origin of properly organised international

road racing, and a direct forerunner of

the Tourist Trophy Race. This was the

liiternational Cup race, which was com-
peted for by five nations— England, (icr-

many, France, Denmark, and Austria

—

eleven riders in all. Rignold, Hodgkiii-
Eon, and Silver formed tJie British team,
and any chance they had of winning
was destroyed by frightful tyre troubles.

In fact, the race roused a regular hub-bub
owing to the alleged malicious strewing of

nails on tlie course to the detriment of the

riders. As certain of the home riders

escaped scot-free, rather' pointed remarks
were made that they were cognisant of

the presence of the n.ails. The race

was won by France, the actual winner
being IJenrester, who rode a Griffon, then
one of the most famous machines on the

maiket. The next year an Austrian won,
and after that Continental racing fell

rather Hat. and the Marquis de St. Mars
set the ball rolling again with the Tourist
Trophy. From that day onward Briti.'h

motor cycles have been supreme lx)tli at

home and on the Continent except for one
American victory. Viewing the sweeping
successes of English machines of lato

years on the Continent, it is curious to

look back a decade and see with what
reverence we regarded our present day
Allies as motor cycle designers and
makers. But whereas French makers
developed their machines along the lines

of speed,, our manufacturers rather
fought reliability, and time has proved
the soundness of their methods and the
success attending them.

Sidecars are being put to a variety of uses in the war. Many, for example, are bemg used by our French allies for transport jiuiposcs. and this

illustration shows a group of such machines. The sidecars are a few of a large order completed by the Gloria Company lor the French War cffiu v

the photograph being taken at the Grand Pare d'Artillerie de Reser\'e, Montlucon (Allier). The bicycles to which they are attached are Triumjihs,

I?
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MILITARY NOTES.
The Design of Military Cycles.

iJaurice Greenwood, wlio is at present
driving a Daimler lorry with the Expedi-
tionary Force, writes endorsing Vernon
Busby's views on the ideal machine for

military work ; the hitter's experiences
and vie\vs were published in The Motor
Cijcle of Septemlier 24th. Greenwood
maintains that what is required are bigger
tyres, stronger' frames, vfheels and spokes,
larger carriers, and counter-shaft elrange
speed geai:s. With his company there
are eight motor cycles— seven Triumphs
and a B.S.A.

Fur Clolhin? for D33p:2,teh Riicrj.

Now that nearly everybody at hom«>
is sending warm clothing to friends at
the I'ront, it is interestiuo; to note th;)t

Messrs. Peter Spicer and Sons, of Leam-
ington, have acquired £00.000 Australa-

Well-known Riders in Russia.

We have had a letter from J. Oliphant,
who, together with several other riders,

is at Petrograd looking after the
English-built motor cycles which have been
su|iphed to the Ru'ssian Government At

Fui -lined waistcoat made by Peter Spicer

and Sons of Leamington, from Australasian

coney skm. A more suitable gift for a

despatch rider could scarcely be imagined.

sian coney skins for making into waist-
coats, coat linings, fur-lined overalls,

moccasins, sleeping bags, etc. Prices
range from 12s. 6d. to JOs. The makers'
efforts are to produce really . warm,
serviceable, and moderately-pricecl winter
outfits. It would he difficult to imagine
a more suitable Christmas present for a
despatch rider than one of the many
kinds of fur-skinned clothing sold by
Messrs. Spicer and Sons.

F. C. North Going Strong.

We have seen a letter written by F. C.

North, the Ariel rider, to Mr. J. S.

Hubbard, of Components, Ltd. North is

a despatch rider with the British Expedi-
tionary Force, and, judging by his letter,

he is having a very exciting and strenuous
time. He is evidently in the best of

spirits, and says that his machine is going
splendidly and not giving any trouble.

B18

British motor cychsts who are looking after the Russian army
motor cycles. Top row left to right : L. Cushman (Premier)

and C. Guise (Enfield). Bottom row : R. Brook (Humber),

J. Oliphant (Premier), and Eldridge (B.S.A.)

the time of his letter only 150 machines
had been unpacked, but not one had given

the slightest trouble, all starting quite

easily. While waiting for the arrival of

their machines the Russian authorities

asked them to assist in, preparing some
Crossley ambulances for the road, which
were urgently needed at the Front.

All worked on the cars with a will,

not stopping for rest on Sundays. The
party consists of fourteen, including

Graham Dixon, L. Cushman, V. , Hani-
son, and others, as shoAvn in the pboto-

.graph which we reproduce, and which
Mr. Oliphant kindly enclosed in his

letter. They expect to he in Petrograd
for another two months from the time
of writing, by which time their work in

the Russian capital should be complete.

Army Airmen.

Corporal T. M. Davies was. one of the

despatch riders who enlisted through the

Bristol Motor Cyclists War Committee.

He is now serving in the 1st Signal

Section of the 1st Cavalry Division, and
has written a long letter, dated October
28th, • to the committee, from which we
give a couple of extracts :

We ha\e now been pushing forward
for about twenty days,

fighting hard practically all

r the time. Our men have
! many victories, and so far

t-^ casualties have been small.

Oui artillery are simply

I
great, having done much

[' damage to the enemy during^
1 ' the last few days. The',

! aiimen assist them by-

^ giMng position, etc., by

^j
different signs, which I can-

not explain here. It is a
sight to see them ; one we^

; call ' Dreadnought ' is a ,

! maivel—simply hovers over?'
the enemy's*' guns. Two-

I
da\s ago I saw eight shells

{>\liich were fired direct at
"' hun) burst all round him^,-

iuckil}' without a hit.--',

Yesterday he, together with'
another airman, brought
down a Cierman machine to

earth with a crash. I have
not heard if the pilot was

killed, though it seemed certain death.
" Despatch riding is somewhat excitiijg

at times ; the roads are awful, and
sometimes lined with troops for miles

—

it is all thrills. One night T had to pass

four times between several batteries of

artillery in action, when we saw lots of

scenes, some indescribable. One cannot
imagine what actual war is like. Old
soldiers say South Africa was a picnic to

this. However, w-e have lots to b6

thankful for, and we are sure to win -in.

the end, and all wilTbe glad when it is

finished. We have had many strange

billets—schools, convents. farmhouses,
mills, and balcony in theatre. One night

I slept in a cart with artillery in action

less than two hundred yards away, yet

I slept well ; in fact, we can sleep under

any circumstances almost. Night duty

is more difficult than day duty. One
never knov.s exactly the movements of

tronps. and it is quit-e easy to run into

danger unknowingly."

A motor cycle police squad forming part of the well equipped force of Springfield, Mass. The
machines are twin Indians furnished with speedometers and dissolved acetylene cylinders.
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S many motor cyclists, who are in the . happv
position of having a sufficiency of cash, buy a

new machine every yeai, it always happens that

there are many excellent bargains to be picked up
in the autumn and spring, especially the former, for

these consist largely of machines which have only been
used during the summer months, well taken care of,

nii'l possibly have only a very moderate mileage to

ti;eir credit. These machines are consequently to

all intents and purposes as good as new, probably
much better than a new second-class article, but,

li;;-c-ause they are slightly out of date and some men
V. ill only have the latest models of everything, they

are often to be purchased complete with accessories

at a very fair reduction off the list price, especially

i:i the case of models which have been much altered
by the makers for the ensuing year.

.A. beginner usually wishes to start his motor cycling

wirh a second-hand, purchasing a new machine when
he has become more or less proficient. This is quite

a sound plan, for an inexperienced rider is much less

likely to damage a machine that has been run in

than a new one, which requires soinewhat delicate

handling for the first few hundred miles. But in the

|iiirchase of this second-hand machine he may be misled

ami disappointed, unless he has an expert friend to

miiile him or lias been advised as to what points to

1 Hik to when examining the proposed purchase. It

is to help the inexperienced rider or prospective rider

that these notes are penned.

What to Examine.
Of course, the safest method is to have the motor

cycle in question taken to pieces, examined, and
reported upon by an expert engineer at a fee (there

are several men who undertake this work) ; but we
will suppose that such an examination is out of the

(|uestion for some reason or other and proceed to give

the. novice a few easily followed hints for his

guidance—the expert will find nothing new in what
follows.

In the first place, it is not advisable to place too

much reliance on general appearance, though this, if

good, certainly points to careful usage ; but unless one
happens to know that the owner is an expert it does

jiot guarantee the internal and more important con-

dition. Some riders take very little trouble in keeping
the e.vterior smart, while they are careful to keep the

working parts in excellent trim.

The cycle parts should be examined for marks of

ill-usage ibr accident. ' The bearings of the wheels and
head should be tested for adjustment and freedom.

There should be no psrceptible rock at these points,

I'lit, at .the same time, the bearings should be perfectly

free. ll'.e weight of tl.e valve being sufficient to turn

i:ie wheel (of course, with belt or chain removed).

In the case of a chain-driven machine the amount of

^^'iT'-J'^

v^-^ THE PURCHASE OF A

Hints 10 Beginners

chain adjustment taken up will give some indication of

the stretch of the chain. The chain connections

should be examined. If a belt is fitted, take note of
the condition of the sides, note whether the rubber
is cracked or not, and, most important, look to the

part \^here the fastener is attached and feel the inside

of the pulley to ascertain if it has worn to a shoulder

—

the sides should be flat.

A test on the road should be insisted upon. The
machine should be run both fast and slow and up the

steepest hill available. At the same time ease of

starting or otherwise should be noted, making some
allowance for a frosty morning, if necessary, for any

machine will start more easily in warm weather, as the

fuel is more quicklv vaporised.

The Engine.
The most important part, namely, the engine, has

been left till last. The purchaser should not be

persu.ided to be satisfied to make a test of the

compiession or bearings while the engine is cold.

A test when the engiiie is warm may reveal quite a

different state of affairs, for the congealed oil will

often make a bearing seem quite tight which is

distinctly loose untler running conditions, and a

stiffness in the piston may easily lie mistaken for good
compression. The crank bearings should be tested

by attempting to move the pulley up and down ; it

should be quite rigid in this direction, ^ though a

little lateral plav is usual. The big and small end
bearings can be tested to some extent by turning the

wheel backwards and forwards and noting any play.

Another important point to examine is the lift of

the valves, as, provided the tappets are correctly

adjusted, which also should be noticed, an insufficient

lift is caused by worn cams, and new cams are the

only remedy. This is a serious matter, but tappets

are easily adjusted or replaced. If the compression

is really good—this can be tested by pushing the

machine along on top gear, when the back wheel

should glide rather than revolve—it may be taken

foi granted that the piston rings and valves are in

gocd condition, but poor compression may only mean
leakage at the valve caps, compression tap, or plug

—

these points can be tested by being smeared wi;h

oil, when bubbles will at once show a leak—and new
washers will probably effect a cure.

If the machine was new' during the current year,

it is unlikely that the magneto will be in poot

condition, but it is as well to examine the platinum
points for wear.

The condition of the tyres—and the tubes—will,

of course, be noted. Grip the mudguards and othei

parts with the hand and test for sohdity. Run the

fingers along the underside of the petrol tank for

moisture to detect any leakage, and do not forget that

a smearing of soap will stop a leak for some time.
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SOME INTERESTING ACCESSORIES.
Addenda to ihe Equipment Number published Last Week.

Dunlop Tyres and Accessories.

Glancing through the long list of

Dunlop accessories—apart from tyres

—

one is taken with the Dunlop patch fixer,

which is of great assistance when repair-

ing tubes. The patched tube is gripped
between the plates, pressure is applied

by forcing the ring up the arms, and all

air is expelled from under the patch. In
this way a reliable joint is quickly made.

.^^A There are many patterns of

Dunlop covers, and in the space
at our disposal we cannot but
mention typical examples. For
heavy passenger work there is a

three-ribbed pattern, the price

of the cover in 650 mm. x 65 mm. size

being £1 12s. 6d. Then there is the light
rubber-studded moulded pattern, a
26in. X Ifin. size costing 19s. That
Dunlop tyres give good service is shown
by the service given ty tyres of this make
fitted to a despatch rider's machine with
the Expeditionary Force. The rider in
question covered over 2,000 miles with
only one puncture over roads and tracks
the state of which defied description.

Reliable Tube Repairs.

Motor cyclists who have trouble when
effecting repairs to inner tubes through
the patches not remaining in place, or
a puncture appearing elsewhere, etc.,

should invest in some of the various
special kind of patches which greatly
minimise, if they do not entirely do
away with, such troubles. The best
known are the " Patchquick," made by
Woodgates Bros., of Tiverton, and the
" rioldtite," made by R. Surridge; of
58, Lomond Grove, Camberwell, S.E.

J. Barbour and Sons' Clothing.

It would be difficult to find a more
attractive and comprehensive range of

clothing for outdoor wear—and in parti-

cular for wear in bad weather—than
that sold by J Barbour and Sons, of

South Shields. Everybody is catered
f )r, and the motor cyclist will find plenty
to interest him in the latest Beacon cata-
logue of oilskins and sou'-westers

The Searle Tube.

The Searle Unburstable inner tube is

constructed with a canvas insertion em-
bedded in the rubber of the tube. To
allow a certain amount of elasticity so

that the cover may be entirely filled, an
internal projection runs round inside the

tread, and the canvas follows the inner
contour. This enables the tube to con-

form to some e.xtent to the dimensions
of the cover, but, at the same time,

the canvas prevents the tube from com-
ing out through a cut in the cover and
from bursting, even if inflated without
a cover. These tubes are, therefore,

most excellent for use with old covers,

which would be quite unsafe with an
ordinary tube. In case of a puncture,
which is unlikely owing to the great

thickness of the tread, a special repair

outfit is sold by the Searle Unburstable
Tube Co., 6, Livery Street, Birmingham.

A Waterproof Suit.

There are not many garments other
than oilskins, which ,

can be guaranteed to
keep the rider abso-

lutely dry in the very
worst weather, but the
other day we had the
opportunity of seeing

what is known as a

black, shiny-proof com-
bination suit. As its

I
name implies, the coat

^*)and trousers are in one,

id and it is very similar

) in shape to the ordinary

boiler .suit. The front

is provided with a

storm flap, and the

collar is lined with
wool. The sou'-wester

is so designed that it

can be buttoned on to

the back of the collar.

Express Rubber Com-
pany, 1, Worship
Street, E.G.

Self-vulcanising Patches.

We have received some samples of the

Harris security self-vulcanising patches

for repairing inner tubes. Of these

patches one surface is of rubber and the

other of a special preparation which is

a bright scarlet in colour. To use the

patch the tube is cleaned with petrol,

the red cloth on the front of the patch

is removed, and the exposed surface is

also moistened with motor spirit. The
patch is immediately placed over the

puncture and firmly pressed down. The
tube is at once ready to be replaced in

the cover. It is claimed that heat

generated on the tyre by running vul-

canises the patch to the tube and makes
a permanent repair. The makers are

Messrs. Harris and Sons, 10-12, Great
Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W.

The Stewart Magnetic Speedometer.

Some contusion may have been cau.?ed

by an illustration appearing in the Equip-
ment Number of an old type Stewart
speedometer, whereas thfe letterpress (on

page 653) dealt with a more modern

pattern. There is no needle to indicate

the speed, the figures appearing on the

magnetic cup, which is rotated by means

of the eddy currents set up on the per-

manent magnet driven by the flexible

shaft. The makers claim several advant-

ages over speedometers of the centrifugal

type, such as more accurate reading at

low speeds, and, what will appeal to

most people, its low price. The makers

are the Cooper Stewart Engineering Co.,

Ltd., 11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

Bradford Chain Belts.

The accompanying, illustration of the

chain- belt made by J. T. Bradford and

Co., of 91, Burnley Road, Colne, is prac-

tically self-explanatory. The chain is made

from the finest steel wire and hardened

for wear. A few links at the end are left

open in order to obtain the correct length.

The Bradford belt has been thoroughly

tested in bad weather in the Lake Dis-

trict and North Wales,, and the results
,,

obtained have been most satisfactory. P

The makers claim that with the Brad- '

ford chain belt the engine will give more
;

power at the road wheels than if fitted 1

with a belt of the usual kind, and that a

consequently less gear changing is neees-
|

sary.
|

Sphinx Sparking Plugs and Accessories. ,

Every type of petrol engine has
_
as

Sphinx sparking plug to suit it.
_

iHe

range of types is so wide that it is m-
possible to refer to eaeii

one, and it is hardly

necessary, as anyone .

interested can obtain

from the manufactm-ers, -

the Sphinx iUfg. Coij;;

Bradford Street, 'S^M
mingham, a vei-y-^

attractive catalogue

which contains illustra-

tions and particulars

of all types. The

Sphinx Co. have re- ^

ceived further large

orders from both tile

War Office and the
^

Admiralty, and they -1

ask the indulgence of '

their customers for ;

;

delays in delivery-,

which may occur during the next fe^,-;

weeks. -'

The extension pipes made by Willmott =

Bros., of Norwich, illustrated on page

642 of the Equipment Number, aja

known as the " Willbro," and not a&;

Wir.ers.
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ARMOURED CARS
of the Allies are run on

* Shell' Motor Spirit because it can be

thoroughly depended upon under all con-

ditions and because it is so pure and
uniform in quality. It is used in all

branches of the service for air land and sea.

SHELi:
MOTOR SPIRIT
is supplied to the Allied forces only and
not to the foes of our country. Fill up
on ' Shell ' and refuse any other spirit.

OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE.
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Bearing' in mind our oft-
repe;'.ted claim— "There's no
query about Oi-i-idf^nts " —we
have, in the planning of our
1015 programme, cut out every
clement of doubt—

In short, there shall be "no
query about Quadrants" — of
that we are determined — let

us convince you it is so.

In our extended range of 1915
models you will tind —

The Quadrant 4.V h.p. with
B.S.A. Countershaft 3-speed
Gear, Sensprav Carburetter,
Duniop Tyns, Quadrant
Engine, Qurdr.int Spring
Forks, Pan-seat Saddle, an.i
Aluminium Foot-boards—

An exceptionally handsome
mount supplied with either
Chain-cum-belt or wholly chaia
transmission at the "

prices
following —

Chain-cum-belt Solo £55

Combination £66 11 0.

Chain transmission

Solo £57. Combination
£63 11 0.

Let us send you details of the
rest.

QUADRANT WORKS.
Lawlcy Street,

BIRMINGHAM
London Depot: 78, Gl. Queen

Street l^hins'j.ay.

aboul- -

The "BURMAN

{{

Lightweight

ne. . .

2| h.p. 298 c.c.

76 X 65.

Overhead
Inlet Valve,
totally en-

closed. Solid

Crankshaft.
B i g- e n d
B e aring.
Loco. type.

Can be re-

movedwith-
out detach-
ing Fly-
wheels.

:

II

Further particu-

lars and prices

from the Manu-
facturers—

BURMAN & SONS, Ltd.
Ryland Road & Gooch Street, Birmingham.

Makers
of

Motor

Cycles
and

Sidecars

requiring

TRANSFERS
are invited to send particulars of wording required,
upon receipt of which we will submit, free of charge,

a specially prepared design.

REGISTRATION LETTERS AND NUMBERS, CRESTS.
MONOGRAMS, NAMES, ETC., ALSO SUPPLIED.

Cfl
^^^" asking for gratis design makers are

tU requested to state the colnur of the back
ground upon which the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
COVENTRYTransfer

Specialists
LONDON:

20, TUDOR STREET, E.G.

BAKER & CO., 53, Moseley Building, Johannesburg, are able to

show designs and quote South African and Rhodesian customers.

hi answering these advertiseiiienis it is desirabta to mention " The Motor Oj/clc.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for pubhcation or not

must b8 accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

0( Interest to the Allies.

Will you tell me whether 1

rri should have any difficulty in" obtaining an E-iiglish driving

_lJ licence? I am a Belgian, and
my machine was burnt at

Loiivain. but I am thinking of pur-

chasing a new one.

—

Bklge.
Ve see no reason why yon should not

old an English driving licence, as you
re now domiciled in England. Also, as

ou are neither German, Austrian, nor

Turkish you are free to ride a motor
)icyclu as much as .you like.

A question ot Sidecar Load.

I am writing to ask you if

[^T] you could give me advice as to

V wliat is a reasonable, weight for

LLI a 1914 model Triumph and

sidecar to carry. My sidecar is

ratlier heavy, and one person says my
machine will take it anywhere with a

passenger, and another says I shall

ruin the machine.- 1 have only had it

a short time, and as I am a novice,

vonr advice would be appreciated.

-A.N.
The question is solely one of gearing,

[f the low speed is low enough, the

;ngine will take you practically any-

,vhere, but it is not good to overload

;he machine more than you can help.

A. load of 22 stone would be about right.

A Tendency to Four-stroke.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

_^] Villiers-engined motor cycle." which up to recently has run

extremely well, but has now
developed a tendency to four-

stroke or knock when running down a

slight incline, or even at high speed on

the level. I have taken down the car-

buretter and cleaned it, but this has

not made any improvement. I may
say, although I have not taken down
tli'e cylinder since I got the machine
(three" and a half months ago), I do not

think this fault is caused by carbon

deposit, as on hills or against a load

it pulls and fires very well. Can you
give me anv help in the diagnosis of

the trouble?"—W.-i.S.
We would suggest that your trouble is

caused by (1) too much oil
; (2) rather

high petrol level; or (3) a faulty plug.

The trouble you mention is not uncommon
on two-strokes, but there is no particular

reason why it should have got worse, as

in your case, unless one of the above
causes is responsible. It is, of course,

possible that you have a leak in the crank
case compression chamber, which may
cause the same trouble.

Legal and Technical.

Is a long exhaust pipe to rear

"ZTl of machine without expansion

^ chamber against the law' ?

-SJ Would it be safe to attach a

sidecar to a machine fitted with
Xl'All spring fork attachments ? Is

the local taxation licence payable on a

machine whether it is being used or

not? I shall not be using mine again

before April, 1915. Have I to pay tax
before that time? AYill it damage an
engine to run it with the cylinder only
bolted down at three corners, the

fourth bolt having been broken?—J.F.

A long exit pipe without an expansioit

chamber might cause difficulties. Of
course, there is a possibility of your
being able to ai-gue that a long exit pipe

has the same effect as an expansion
chamber, but you would always run the

risk of being stopped if the machine
makes excessive noise. While it would
be possible to attach a sidecar to a

machine fitted with the forks in ques-

tion, we do not think this would be

advisable. If you have used the machine
referred to in 1914 you are liable to pay
till tlie end of the year, otherwise it will

be sufficient to take out the licence when
you commence using the machine. AVe

"do not think it is advisable to run the

engine unless the cylinder is properly

bolted down. It is quite possible that

the corner of one of the flanges might

break away. The defect should, there-

fore, be seen to as soon as possible.
,
It

can be repair-ed by oxy-acetylene welding.

Dilllculty in Starting.

I have recently iitted to my
1911 Bradbury an Amac carbu-

retter, and find very great diffi-

culty in starting the engine—in

factj I nearly always have to

inject petrol before it will fire. The
timing is correct, there are no air

leaks, and the magneto is perfect. The
inlet valve guide is slightly worn, but
if I replace my old carburetter the

engine fires practically immediately,

though witli this carburetter the

slides are a very shaky fit and the whole
thing is leaky. I shut off all air in

starting, but cannot start without a

petrol injection. When running, I can

make the engine just tick over evenly

and turn round in the roadway with-

out a miss. In fact, the Amac is all

that is desirable except starting.—R.K.

The symptoms point to an air leak in the

induction pipe, but the excellent slow

running seems to contradict this. 'J'he

whole affair seems a mystery. Perhaps
you have not yet found the best posi-

tion to place the throttle lever for start-

ing. It is also possible that your carbu-

retter may be adjusted in rather a peculiar

manner. " Possibly the Jet level is incor-

rect. - This may be readily tested by
means of the special jet supplied with

all Amac carburetters. The level should

just reach the top of the test jet.

2-2 h.p. touring model A.J.S. for 1915 showing sloping top tube—a" feature of all the new

A.J.S. models. Drive is by chain throughout, and purchasers have the option of a two or

three-speed gear.

1323
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Cylinder Pressures.

Could you tell me the pressure

exerted on the walls of a

cylinder of a 3^ h.p. engine
Avhen pulling on a stiff hill?

—

V.C.

Yoa do not state whether you wish to

know the explosion pressure above the
piston or the side pressure exerted on

the walls by the angularity of the con-

necting rod. Both these points depend
almost entirely upon the design of the

machine and the speed at which it is

running. Such points as compression
pre!5sure, length of connecting rod, etc.,

are of the utmost importance. A rough
estimate of the compression pressure of the

average 5^ h.p. machine is about 75 lb.

per square inch. Running on full

throttle at comparatively low speeds,

tliis would give an explosion pi-essm-e

of somewhere between 250 to 200 lb. per

square inch.

Auxiliary Radiators.

I should be very much obliged

for your opinion on the Harcourt
radiators, and whether there

would be very much advantage
in using these on a 1914 2^ h.p.

Douglas? Also, if they are difficult to

fit? Is Oildag a good thing to mix
with Huile de Luxe, and will it help to

give more power? In setting the single

point plug of, the Bosch and similar

pattern, would you set it so that tire

gauge of the magneto spanner can just

be pushed between the point and
barxel?—E.H.

Undoubtedly the radiators are satisfac-

tory, but we doubt if it would be of very
much advantage to put them on your
present machine, as it is fitted with an
engine which is not at all given to over-
heating. Oildag is an excellent prepara-
tion which lengthens the life of the bear-
ings and does away with the necessity
of oiling so frequently, but it naturally
does not materially increase the power.
1'he plug gap suggested is not quite
sufficient.

?
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(1.) Pos.'jibly the worn ball race is re-

sponsible for the screwing-up of the cone,
though we have an idea that the right-

hand cone should be screwed till it comes
against a stop, the left-hand cone only
being free for adjustment. A note to the
makers would clear up this point, but we
imagine that a new ball race would over-
come the trouble. (2.) It is impossible
to say what caused the breakage. In all

probability the metal had become fatigued,
or was possibly over-hardened. There is

no reason why your connecting rod should
not be used again, provided it has been
absolutely trued up. (3.) The crack in
the cylinder spigot should not matter in
the least, but we should advise yon to
drill a very small hole at either end" which
will prevent the crack from spreading.
(4.)-_We should not advise you to rub
down the cylinder with emery. If the
scratches are very slight you will .not
suffer any inconvenience from them. If,

on the other hand, they are sulficieut to
allow the compression to pass, the cylinder
will need regrinding.

No Power on Hills.

Can you help me with my 3-^-^ h.p., Avhich has just retm-ned
^ from the works after being
-iJ overhauled ? It has a Roc two-

speed gear and B. and B, carbu-
retter, 32 jet. It has plenty of power
on the stand and seemingly on the
level, but when it approaches a hill it

gives up the attempt. It takes, with
32 jet, about equal air and gas, and
with a 34 jet all air and little gas.

Everything' should be in order, as it

was supposed to have been tested at

the works. The gears also seem to
slip till pressed hard. The timing is

correct and the spark perfect,—H.E.

It is impossible to say what is the matter
with your machine witliouf examination.
Apparently, something is binding. See
that your gear bands are absolutely clear

DECEMBERS 17th, igi4_:.

of the drums when not in operation
also check the spark timing, which may
be late. It appears that if your engine

,.

has been overhauled, either pistoh rings-
or bearings are on the tight side. _ This
will, of course,

_
wear oft- after a' small

amount of running.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"J.W.F.H." (Gateshead). — Mabon'
gear. Efficiency and durability.

"H.L.W." (Truro).—A durable belt

for expanding pulleys. Also running
costs of 8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar. . ,-"

"C.W.F.W." (Monmouth).— 2 h.p.

Calthorpe Junior. Consumption, speed,

gear, and wearing qualities.

"J.B." (South Shields). — i| h.p.

twin single-geared Premier for side-

car use.

"J.F.O." (Dublin).—2i h.p. single-

geared Sun-Villiers or Sun-Vitesse. Hill-

climbing, speed, consumption, and general
reliability.

" S.P." (Yorks),—3^ h.p, Douglas for.

sidecar work. Power, reliability, hill-

climbing, consumption, and most economi-
cal carburetter.

"H.O.A." (London),—1914 Calthorpe
Junior. Reliability, speed, consumption,
hill-climbiiig, and upkeep,

"R.H,C." (Somerset). — Harcourt
radiator on any 3^ h.p. sidecar macliine,

but particulaily Humber, Also Badcock's
bypass with a B, and B, fixed jet carbu-

retter ; reduction of jet, consumption,
and whether paraffin can be used with^

-out drawbacks.

A Broken Piston.

(1.) Can you tell me why my
—

I

right cone keejis winding up so

5 tight that the Avheel will not
_iJ turn? I screw up the nut quite

tight ; in fact, you would think it

impossible to move. I took off the cone
and found several of the balls worn on
one side. Do you think this is the
cause of it? (2,) While out for a ride
last week, going along the road about
12 to 15 m.p.h,, the gudgeon pin broke
in two and piston smashed into small
pieces and bent the connecting rod up,
'Tile piston and gudgeon have run about
2,000 miles. What do you think could
have caused it? It was not over-
heating, as I had only gone a mile and
a half wdien it happened, I have heated
my connecting- rod and straightened it.

Do you think it can be used again, or

will this have weakened it in any way?
(3.) There is a slight crack • running
round, the tongue of the cylinder i;hat

enters the crank case : it does not run
up the cylinder. Do vou think that
will matter at all? (4.") The cylinder
has several slight scratches and marks
on the walls. If I rub them down
with emery do you think it will need
grinding?— H,i\I.

THE CVCLE CAR IN CANADA.
The first Toronto clergyman to own a passenger vehicle of this type photographed with his

organist. The machine, it will be noted, is a tandem seater and belt driven.
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owtfTRY Life"
li«r@llss

(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

P45I5

Pure Virginia Tobacco

10 for 21"

Issued by the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great B'- tain and Ireland) . Ltd,

ROYAL
NAVAL DIVISION.

Public School Battalion.

The Admiralty have given official permission

for raising a Battalion of 1,000 men, which will

be strictly limited to Public School or University

Men and who will serve together as a Unit.

Training is now gomg forward.

Service : For the period of the War. Military

Training. Ages 18—35. Height, 5 ft. 3iin.

Chest, 34in.

No expenses are incurred by recruits.

Pay at Service rate of 1/3 per diem.

Enrolment is proceeding at, and application

should he made at once to,

ROYAL NAVAL DIVISION,
6, 7, 8, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

'Phone : Regent 5515.

GOD SAVE THE KI»ZG.

C SEEING THAT WE IN THIS COUNTRY
POSSESS THE MOST PERFECTLY
MADE PLUG IN THE WORLD, WHY
GO OUT OF OUR WAY TO BUY
FOREIGN PLUGS ?

Why use any
other

than
THE FAMOUS

LODGEPLUG?
each. Stocked by all Dealers.

Sold in red metal boxes (sealed).

The Lodge Sparking Plug Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

t/-

In answer, iir/ these adi-t nis,:ni,-ni.- a 13 desirable to mention "The Moioi Cycle." A17
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

imPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the issue of " The iVIotor Cycle "

for Dec. 24th, must be closed

for press earlier than usual.

All copy and instructions for

paragraph advertisements in that

issue must therefore be in our

hands not later than first post on

Thursday, Dec. 17th,

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

t/ade advertisers will he quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registiation,

and three stamoed and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding "replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.

ono, c/o ' The i\Iotor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " London'

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor .Street, E.G.

IWrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons w'lo hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. IE the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
fio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
pavable to Ilifte & Son: Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

i,adication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

mswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
iilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A .B.C. . . .

JiX^ ver? fhpnp.—Morgan and Maswell,

.i-gent

and pood eecond-hancl machines of all makes,
BO, Hifth Ed.,

tX5068
3V.h.>v, 1915 models, 4-SBeed, gate change

c;ir box. bitiiinated springing fore and aft. ~
Alt. Wrnv iind Clllshaw, Southport, I.ancs. [9527

Always the best

motors- and noW
-the new models.

AND beautiful machines, too, just

brimming with new touches that

seem final in the effort to provide

every possible comfort and con-

venience for the rider and to ensure

the lasting service of the machines,
WTiatever your requirements in

power, weight, or price, there is the

newest model of the recognised and
proved best make in its class to be
seen at Colmore Depots.

Th«» LOviC Fcather\veight. The little

I lie bCVIO 2-stroke machine that has

always led the way. It is just the machine for

the business man—slow in town and fast out.

Tha nniiirlae The lightweight, un-
I SIC UUUglda. doubtedly. The 1915
models are further ahead of competitors than
ever. There is only one trouble—the Govern-
ment want so many for use in France.

The Matchless. '^^''^'°Z
work comes amiss to. It makes light of sidecar

loads, and gives its rider that confidence and
supreme enjoyment that comes of controUing
something so fine and so powerful.

I IBC iriUlgCtlla about. Costs no more
to buy and run than a sidecar outfit, and
requires little, if any, more room to garage'.

We are now happy in the possession of a further

delivery of the latest models.

And «.'<: have also the newest models of the

Scott, Premier, Calthorpe, and the Sun,
/or which makLS we are Sole Agents, and
all of which ivc can strongly recommemi
as excellent. Triumphs and Enfields also

in stock.

Come ! let us show you the newest
models of- all these, fine machines.
At any of our Depots you will have
the undivided attention of an expert
assistant to explain all you desire to

know, and demonstrate all you pare

to see.

Deferred payments if desired.

SECOND-HANDS,—We have in stock a
fine lot of second-hand motors, in which
there are tremendous possibilities for
service and satisfaction. We know the
history of them all, and each has been
thoroughly overhauled and tuned up by
our own mechanics. Real bargains,
every one.

1914 MACHINES AT 25% OFF LIST.—
We still have a few 1914 models—mid-
season deliveries—to clear, and are offering

at the particularly low price of 25% off list.

^^^^
BIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
LIVERPOOL
MANCBESTER

31, Colmore Row.
62, High Street.

Sl.Renshaw St.

261. Oeansgate.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1915. 4h.p model, for immediate deliveiy.-

.Sole district agents. The Morris Garages, Oxford
[973!

1Q14 6h.p. A.J.S., topping order, enamel and platini

Xi/ good, smart coachbuilt body on Montgomer'
chaKis, head light; i66.—Lloyd Dunn, Eedbourn, Herts

[X498I

1 Q14 A.J.S., 6h.p., and eidecar, with hood, ecreea
Xt/ detachable wheels, etc.; original price £94/17/6
t^hnp.^oiled, reduced to 80 gns.—Julian, Broad fit.

Reading. 43 years' reputation. [X372.'

A.J.S., 2S4h.p., 2-speed counter-shaft gear, new Kemp
.shall and Clincher heavy tyree, overhauled, nev

parts added: £26/10, or part exchange with highc:

power.—Holding, Sandon Ed., Stafls. (D) [X507:

A.J.S.'s, four 1914 6h.p. comhinations, with lamps
horn.=, speedometers, hoods, screens, etc., £62, £64

£66, and £67/10: 2%h.p. S-speed sporting model, shop
soiled, £39/10; all fullv guaranteed; new 1915 modeb
in stock.—A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wal
sail. tX5121

Alldays.

ALLDATS Matcliless, 2-^trote, new in August, ^ic

perfect order; £18.—E. Spieer, 88, High St., Deil
[963(

ALLIIATS, 2iAh.p., 2-strokc. 2^pced, new October
1914, very little used.—Ofteis to Holland, MidlaiK'

Ed., Bedford. [9651

ALLDATS, 1914. 2y2h.p., 2-6trolce, new Septcmbcn
powerful, silent, economic.'il ; £21/10.—Hollaid^

Clarendon St., Coventry. IX51fS

Ariel.

ARIEL. 3V»h.p., 3-5peed S.A., and sidecar ^. £35^-
Stott, Sudden, Rochdale. [SSOM

ARIEL 6h.p. Combination, quite new; ^79 to dear;
E.P. proposal entertained.—Lamb's, 151. High

St., Walthamstow. [96761

3Xh.p. Ariel, Armstrong 3-speed, purcliased 1914, low
2 mileage, used solo only, tvres and belt as new;

£42, or offer.-Bos jSTo. 7,022, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X5Q21

"I Q13 6h.p. Ariel and Coachbuilt Sidecar, JonesX t/ speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, etc., cost £89,
excellent condition, carefully used ; £54, or near offer.

-Hartley Clegg, Ltd., Burnley. [X5150:

.4rno.

31h.p. T.T. Arno, 1911, nearest £20 secures.-Hawk-j
2 yard, Flint. [X5044i

AENO T.T. 1912-13 Model, Bosch water-tight. Sen-,

sprav. perfect condition ; special, £17.—Syd. Pear-

son, St. Patrick's Ed., Coventry. [X5038;

AutO'^Vheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition: £6.-10. Glennant
Cottages, Ystradgynlais, [X6041

AUTO-WHEEL, practically new: £12.—Border Motor
Co., Ltd., Ifarket St., Galashiels. [X5006

AUTO-WHEEL, attached to cycle, complete; £16.-

Jelley. I'ost Ofllee, Gomshall, Surrey. [X5042

AUTO-WHEEL. 1913 pattern, good going order; com-
plete, £8.-The Morris Garages, Oxford. [9735

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect order, £10, or with gent's

Singer 3-speed bicycle 16 gns.—Henshall, " Torg-

hatters,'" I'inner, Middlesex. [9692

AUTO-WHEEL and 10 gn. Premier Cycle, both 2
months old, like new, *17; also 1913 Auto-

Wheel, iS8.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Ed.. W.
[9742

AUTO-WHEELS. 1915 models, now icidy: immediate
delivery; £14/14 and £15/15. .

Trade supplied..-

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11. Uamujeismith Rd.. Lon-

don. [94^5

Bat.

T Oil 8h.p. 2-speed Bat Combination; se26.—Durrer.
i-tJ 336, Grays Inn Rd. [9777

BAT-J.A.P.. 3V'h.p., 2 speeds, good condition; £25.

-Watson, 13, Morris Ed., Poplar. [9640

1C|12 Bat. 8h.p., No. 3 model, splendid throughout:
X^ bargain.—Jones, 11, Hawkshead- St., Southport.

BAT. 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick starter,

nearly new; £52.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingh.am. [975^-

TC112 Bat and Sidecar, 8h.p., chain drive, 2-6peed

Xtf gear, clutch, kick s.tarter, excellent condition and

going order; loweet cash £30, cost about ilOO.-Alsfora.

45, Palmerston Ed., Boscombe [9614

BAT-J.A.P., November, 1913, 5-6h.p., side valve,

T.T. roadster, French grey, all accessories, hardly

soiled, only wants seeing; exceptional bargain, ^31^-
294, Kennington Park Ed., S.B. [9758

-| C|13 Bat, 8h.p., overhead valves, engine just been

it/ overhauled, in good condition, complete wit^

racing sidecar, lamps, and horn, machine has done 80

miles per hour solo; 40 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Read--

43 years' reputation [X6175

i8 All letters rclatiniS to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

BRAND New 8h.p. J.A.P.-Chater and 15 gn. Side-

car; take £45, or pai-t exchange.—65a. Rosendale
;d., West Duhvich. [9706

J.E.S.

I Q13 Ih.p. Imp. J.E.S. engine, brand new; list price
Lt/ 21 gns., our price 12 gns.—Hartley Clegg, Ltd..

Jurnley.- [X5151
Kerry.

r>31ip Kprry, B. and B„ spring forks, lamp, fast, low;
44 £7.-87a, Grange Ed., Bermondsey, S.E. [9744

HALIFAX.—Cash bargain. Kerry twin, 6h.p., 2-

.speed, chain drive, and sidecar; £22/10.-Colliers.

,V('-tRate, Halifax. [0489

14 SVoh.p. Free Engine Kerry-Abingdon, run 700
miles, perfect; £25/10, cost £53/10.—Burrows,

dworth, Barnsley. [X5062

Lea-Francis.
LKA-FEANCI,S, 1915, J-speed, S'/ji-p. twin; deUvery

from stock : best terms for cash, exchange, or de-

•rr<d paj-raents.—Elce and Co.. 15, Bii;hopsgate Av,,

Camomile St., B.C. [0492

LEA-FRANCIS, 1915. the aristocrat of motor cycles;
early delivery; easy payments; 6econd-han(l mu-

•Inne,? in part.—London agents, Sproston and Grace,
154, Gt Titchfield St.. W. Regent 4999. [0448

Levis.

LEVIS, Popiilar model; £25. or £8 down and 12
instalments of £1/10/5.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

IVallhamstow. [9678

Li%VIS.—Harry Walker's official agency. Note new
address : 734, HoUoway Rd., N. Prompt

ripplies; smart repairs. [9526

Lincoln-Elk.

Qih.P. Lincoln-Elk, 1912 Bosch, Druids, like new;
O'i £16, oSers.-21, Wustdown Ed., Catford, S.E

[9634
LIXCOLX-ELK, 1912 model, 3',i.h.p., perfect order;

£17/10. ofi'ers.-Speccliley, 45. Church Ed., .\'-ton.

1X5169
Martin.

6li P. Martin-.Tnp, 1913. S-speed, free engine, new Avon
tvres climb anything: must sell; £50: guaran

11,1 -A. W Friend, 6, Market Parade, Portland Ed
icinlh Norwood. [9684

Matchless.
MATCHLESS. 3',b to 8h.p. : prices £35 to £60, cash

nr deferred payments.—Colmore Depot, 49, ,Tohn
FJri^-lit St., Birmingham. [5020

MATCHLESS. 1915 models; immedinte delivery;
triide supplied.—Eev. 378-384. Euston Ed., and

173, Gt. Portland St., London, W. [9420

M.VTCHLESS 1914 Combination, model 8B., M..\.0.
riigine, lamps, spei-dnmeter, full eauipment, eondi-

inti iiiTfect; £75.—Plumbridgc, Wellclose, Farnboroucli,
Kent. (9693

81]. p. 1912 Matchless-Jap, overhead valves, Cowey,
lamp, horn, etc.. perfect condition; bargain, £30,

r Lxcbange lightweight and cash.-Reader, Ship Lane,
Vv,.liy, Essex. [9613

MATCHLESS, 8h.p.. late 1912, 2--=peed. 2 lamps,
^speedometer, new back tyre, with Turner sidecar,

looii. wind screen, perfect condition : £45.—W. H.
?arkin-^on. East Euvcndale. Lincolnshire. [X5005

1Q12 8h.p. Matchless Motor Cycle, 2-srerd. free en-
i-«/ ginp, just been overhauled, re-enamelle(l, and re-
ilatid, lamp, horn, and tools. Turner ecuchbuilt sidecar,
ifMi.l, srreen ; £34.-KinK, Sfapleford, Caiubs. rX5153
M.VTOIILESS.—Immediate delivery of 1915 B2

model, 7h.p. combination, with lighting outfit
ind accessories; £110; exchanges arranged.-Maudes',
136, Great Portland St., London, W. Trade supplied.

(9770
MATCHLESS, exceptionally line 1913 6h.p. luiuluu, .

fittivl with Amifitrong 3-speed gear, in puaraiit',d
I rti i t (ondition : 50 gns., complete with Lucas laiiip
nid horn, or £58 with sidecar: genuine lot.—Colm 'lo
-'ei'iit, 51, Cohnore Eow. Birmingham. [X5001

Minerva.
S/TIXEEVA 4'/2h.p. Twin, Bosch woterprof, speed-
rf-*- ometer, lamp, etc.; trial; £14/10.-45, Church Ed..
Vfton. [X6158
IVTIXEEVA. S'ih.p., mag., B. and B., tyres good, over
t'-^ huuled: bargain, £12.—Allen, 19, Rosslyn Crescent,
^cald^tone. [9672

fllotosacoche.
\TOTOS.\COOHE. 2h.r.. 1911. new Dunlop

; gift for
L»A £7, guaranteed.—2, Priory Pavement, Hornsey.

[9690
IQ13 Motosacoche Motor Cycle, second-hand; pnce
1 5.r £15; cash or easr terms,—R. E. Jones (Garages),
.1(1 . Swansea, also at Cardiff. [0548

\TOTOSACOCHr;, 1912, 2i,ih.p., Whittle belt, Bosch
-'->- mag., Lycett saddle, lamp and generator, horn,
vrrs good, all accessories, engine perfect ; any trial

:

;13.— 5, Sussex Ed., Sidenp, Kent. [9628

FARRAR'S RIG RARGAIN.

4 h.p. 1914I WOLF, J.A.P. engine, 2-speed
countershaft gear, free engine, chain drive,

kick starter on right hand side of machine, ^oe
absolutely new and guaranteed **oo

Or with Wojf coach-built sidecar, £45.

Showing a clear saving of £12.

PRICES ALL REDUCED.
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2 speeds and clutch £22
3 h.p. SINGER, Druids, magneto. P. &. M. 2 speeds. . £11
3} h.p. REX, lib. control, 26"* wheels, new tyres.... £7
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical en-ine, spring forks .... £7
1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinatioo, splendid goer .. £55
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed TRUMP-J.A.P. £23
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, speedometer.etc. £68
1913 3J h.p. 3-spced HUMBER Combination £35
2-3 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, m.i^ncto ipnition, Druids £l 1

3,1 h.p. igo8 REX, M.O.V.. Bosch, B. and B. carb. .. £16
3! h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Boscb magneto £17
3A h.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed gear, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 Speeds, kick 5tarter, Bosch, sp. forks £19
3\ h.p. iQOQ REX dc Luxe, 2 Speeds, handle starting .. £1S
3I h.p. TRSUMPH, baU bcanng engine. M.O.V. .... £19
5 h.p. 190S REX de Luxe, 2 Speeds, handle starting £19
5 b.p. 1908 REX, 2 speeds, kick starter. Bosch, Amac £19
9 h.p. Cycle Car, Cbatcr-Lca engine, 3-Bpeed gear box

and wonu drive, speedometer, screen, etc £6j

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
4 h.p. 2-speed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20

3J h.p. 2-spced N.S.U. and Torj«do Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX and Torpedo Sidecar £20

AH in good running order.

NEW 1914 MACHINES.
1914 14 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What offers;?

1914 3A h.p. ARIEL, i-=;p. countershaft qcar What offers*?

19146 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds What offers ?

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.
5-6 h.p. BLUMFIELD lingines. complete with inlet

pipe, c.\hauLt pipes and silencers, ma^cto
bracket, valve lifter, magneto sprocket, vari-

able pulley, and magneto chain cover, aJI new
and unused £11 11

8 h.p. J.A.P. Water-cooled Enginn>, new What Offers?
8h. p. PRECISION Water-coolctllliigine.nuw What Offers?
Douglas X'ariable Pulley, good 9 6

SECOND-HAND EPiGINES.

4 h.p. j..'\.P. M.O.V., variable pulley, etc ;. .

.

£4 10
4 h.p. iiedelia, single, with magneto £4 10

h.p. 1913 Rex, with pulley, etc £4 10
5 h.p. twin water-cooled, M.O.V, £6
6 J h.p. single, water-cooled £3

New Hudson.
VTEW Hudf^on 6h.p. 3-.«pePd Coachbuilt Combinntion,
L" brand new; liet £84, ur-cfT-.t ffSfl.—P .T PmTio
ohn Bright St., Biruiin^bam.

pJEW HUDSON 2-stroke Models

[9749

stock, from
£2715. or ,£8/10 down and 12 monthly instal-

aents.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9677

SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, 6t Triumph ..... £5
FARLOV/, 1913 luiderslung, cane torpedo body £6
FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, iqi4. lightweight model, used trials ooJy . £5
Also several N'ew FARLOW Sidecars at big redu'ctioi.s,

Farlow sidecar sale is now on.
Great reductions. Tremendous value.

Get our list and save pounds.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

New Clinche- clearance De Luxe tyres, 26 x 2}.
also a few 26 X 21 25/- each.'

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudf-ion Combination, shop-soiled only, 3-speed
countershaft gear: li.sted at 84 gns., accept 70 gns.,

complete with lamp and horn ; exceptionally floe oppor-
tunitJ-.—Colmore Depot, 31, Cohnore Eow, Birmingham.

[X4999
NEW HUDSON.—Will anybody make an offer for a

brand new 1914 6h.p. New Hudson machine.
Kempshall tyres, list price 68 gns. ; no skill, only
pluck required.—Maudes', 136, Great Portland St..

London, W. [9776
New Ryder.

NEW Ryder. — Sole London agents. Immediate de-

livery from stock. Single speed 25 gns.. 2t=peed
£33. No extra for easy payments.—Mills Motor, Ltd..
Wood Side Parade, North Fijicbley. 1745 Finchley.

[0572
Norton.

NORTON, 1914. Brooklands special. SVjb.p., little

u^ed, very flexible, and capable touching 70 m.p.h.

:

co^ £60. worth £50 today; offered at £45 cash.— Lay-
ton's, Bicester, Oxon. [S5085

O.K.

O.K. Juni..r. 1914, 2-speed, new lamp, run aboul
1,000 rnilc^, own competition machine; £24-

Meeten. Dorking. [9531

O.K., 1914'^. 2-?pecd, equipped, new condition; parri

lice £20 ;* exelianije with cosh for 3^/.h.p.—28, Ken-
diick Rd.. Burry Dock. [9689

Omega.
OMEGA. 1914, 3hp., 2-Ptrol:e. uew condition; £22;

part exchange old machine.—A. Holland, Clurendon
St.. Coventry. [X5182

P. and M.

P.
and M., late 3 910, 2-speed, and sidecar, thorough
running order, recently overhauled by maker-^:

£37/10, or nearest ofl'er.— Laugton, Dnix, Selby. [9667

P.
and ST.. 3V.h.p., tew September, 1913. 2-6peed gear,

chain drive, perfect condition throughout, complete
mth accessories; £37.—Elce and Co., 15, Biahopegate
A-., Camomile St.. E.G. [0552

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4. Percy St., W„ have
several pood eecond-bnnd P. and M. machines for

6a]p. whicli have been overhauled, and are in perfert

ordt^r.—Cnn be seen at above address. [0131

Precision.

3ilh.p. Precision A.SL., 1913. and sidecar. 2 speeds,
4 and free engine, splendid condition; any trial:

£25, or of!er.—Ling, 35, Ditchling Ed. Brighton. [9699

Premier.

PREMIER. 1913. 2iAh.P-. splendid condition; £19/10.
— KUustead. Wanfick Gardens, Worthing. [9666

PREMIER, 1912, T.T. model; 20 gns.. very big bar-

gain. — Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43 years'

reputation. [X5173

lf|12 Premier, 3V'b.p.. 2 .•speeds, accessoriw. fije-'joa

Xt/ dition; £17.—BlencuthiQ, Highfield Ed.; SValton

on-Thames. [X5166

PREMIER. 3V>b.p.. 2-spced counter-shaft, ppeedometer.
Dunlopa. very httle need, condition new £40.—

Gamge, 29. Drive, Hove, Sussex. [X5023

PREMIER. 2V'h.p., 1913, Armstrong 3-epeed, little

u-icd. excellent condition, new tyre back wheel;
£30.-17. Limes Av., North Finchley. fX^076

PREMIER. 1913, 3-6peed, coaehbuilt .^idecar, perfect

order; £34. .jash, or deferred paymente.—Colmore
Dcput, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X5018

1 01"Vj SV'b.p. Premier, 3-6peed, and coaehbuilt sJde-

JLt/ car, 1914 Armstrong gear, lampe, horn, t^peed-

( -meter, etc.; £38.—Haste^ell, Haltwhi.5tle. [X5022

3 ih.p. Premier, 3-speed, new last January, good tyrw,
2 accedsories, spares, 3.000 mil&?. excellent ulimber;

unv examination; £35, oi neai offer.—Rev. ThatrJ)CT,

Wilnecote, Tamworth. [X5108

PREMIER, 3V-h.p., S-speed Armstrong gear, absolutely

new, shop-soiled only; listed at £57/10, £45fiecurei

thia ideal solo or sidecar mount.—Colmore Depot. 31.

Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5.4996

1 Q14 Premier, S'l-b-P.. Armstrong 3 speeds, and coach
J-*J sidecar, wind ecreen. storm apron, luggage grid,

Lucas and P, and H. lamps, rear lamp, Cowey epeed-

niBeter, Lncae mirror, kick -^tarter, heavy tyres, flne con-

dition. 6parM; £45, or offer.—Dorid Lodge, We:ti;litf

Rd-. Ramcgate. [9629

Quadrant.
41i.p. Quadrant, jueit overhauled, re-enamelled, Bo«^i h,

ii. and B., takes sidecar; £9/10.-Toms, Cutheriuri

St.. Leicester. i:X5054

Uex.

TWIN Rex Combination, clutch, mag, ; £20.—Harrifiou,
Red Bank Rd.. Bitiphum, Blackpool. [9618

EX 5-6h.p. 0,-1rabination. 2 epeeds, mag.; £20.—
White, 34, Hormead Rd., Paddingtoa. [X4908

REX Sidette, 1914, -splendid turnout, excellent condi-
tion; £50.-30, Warwick Rd.. Keuihvorth. [X5132

REX, 1913. 6h.p., 2 tpecd.-^, cane sidecar, lamps, etc.,

flrst-claes combination ; £35.—Plu-:tow, Giimdby.
i:X5152

TQ13V. Rex, 6h.p.. 2-5pepd, F.E., handle start, and
X*7 20 c-n. coaehbuilt sidecar, I*aca6 lamp t=et, all

sparer;, acceeforicd. tombination as new, perfect; £38.—
49. Milend Rd.. London. 9722

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

EEX, 5-6h.p., 1909, 2-speed combination, Avon, Rom,
accessories; £20; excliange eolo.—14. Boro' Ed-,

S.E. [9715

HALIFAX.—Cash bargain. 3V2h-P. magneto Res.
sprinc i'orks, low frame; £14/10.—Collieis, West-

gate, Halifax. [0388

HALIFAX.—CqsIi bargain. 5-6h.p. 2-speed Res de
Luxe and sidecar, very powerful; £23/10.—Colliera,

We^tgate, Hidifax. [0446

3ib.p. Rex (1908} Sidecar, mag., B. and B., good con-
2 dition; £15; reason for selling, ill-health.—Fred

Morton, Withernsea, Hull. [X49S2
l^EW Rex 1914 Sidette, belt drive, 2 speeds, coach-—
~ built bodv: genuine bargain, £62.-228, Penton

ville Rd., King's Cross, N. [9560

REX, 1908, Sh.p., twin-cyl., Bosch mag., B. and
B. carburetter: £15.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9568

EEX Combination, brand new. 1914 model; list price
£77/10. special clearance price £60. ca«h t.nlv:

o-speed model, £69.—Maudes', 136, Great Portland St.,
London, W. Trade supplied. [9769

REX, 61i.p.. 1912. 2-speed gear, free engine. 12 gn.
Rex sidecar, all new lac^t Xmae, splendid order,

only done 1,500. speedometer, lamps, horn, spares; ofEers-
—5, Highfield Terrace, Ilfracombe. [X5191

REX, 1912, 5-6h.p. twin, 2-f>peed gear, wicker torpedo
6irlei;ar, just thoroughly overhauled, guaranteed

eound condition throughout, complete wifL accessories

;

i:27.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..
E.G. [0597

Rex<:Jap.

REX-J.A.P.. 6h.p., 2 speeds, splendid junning order,
spares, sidecar; £28.—Garland, 2. Finstock Rd..

Netting Hill, W. [X5082
1Q13 6h,p. Rex-Jap Combination, in flr^t-class con-
JLO' dition, accessories and spares; 50 gns.—Paget,
Blackwell, Bromsgrove. [X4799
REX-J.A.P., 1913. 8h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar. 2-

speed, handle start, perfect condition; £52.—Birk-
head, Walton-on-Tham&s. [9625

REX-J.A.P.. 1913. Sh.p., de luxe model, 2 speeds,
free engme. 650x65 Kempshall tyres, coachbuilt

sidecar: £50.—The Premier Motor Co., Lid.. Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [9569

REX-J.A.P.. 1913, 6h.p.. de luxe model, 2 speeds,
free pngine, 650x65 Kempshall tyres, coacnbuilt

sidecar, combination in perfect condition; £52.—The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[9762
Rover.

ROVER, 1914. Rover sidecar, fitted with even'thing;
bargain, £43.—Bailey, 100, High St., Chatham.

[X5057
1Q12 3-ppeed Rover, perfect condition, £28; wanted.
--«-' Matchless or Bat twin.—Stevens, Addington,
Mailing, Kent. [9685
"|Q13 3V2h.p. Rover, 3-5peed gear, Lucas lamp and
-L«-' generator, full tool kit and torpedo cane side-
car, not run 1,000 miles; cost £70, accept £42.—
Apply, Bambers, Liverpool Rd., Birkdale, Southport.

[9557
1 013 3-speed Rover. Armstrong gear, Dunlop cover
i-*y front. 2M>in. Plermatic cover back. Brooks 170
saddle, Dunlop belt, lamp and horn, in absolutely per-
fect condition; £35.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0613
13.h.p. Rover, new piston, plating and enamelling Hke
4 new, Dunlop tyres, brand new watei^proof mag.,

aud new B. .and B. carburetter, thoroughly overhauled,
and looks like new; £12, or near ofler.—Walker, Braden-
ham, Thetford. [X5048

Royal Ruby.
OWNER Enlisted.-1914 2V'2h.v- Royal Ruby, 2-

f;troke, perfect. mauT refinements, little used since
Aagu.st: £19/10.-29 Broughton Rd., West Ealing, W-

[9716
Rudge.

RUDGE, 1915 models, single-cyl. immediately, twin-
cyl. January; exchanges. — Maudes', 136, Great

Portland St., London, W. [9773

BUDGE-MULTI. 3"/2h.-p.. 1914. new, slightly shop-
poiled: bargain to clear, £48/10; accept Douglas

[i^irt.—Heybourn,, Motors, Maidenhead. [9610

1 Q13 Rudge. free engine, only done 800 miles, brand
J-*/ new condition, spare.*, accessories; £26, sacrifice.
— 127a, Stoke Newiugton Rd., London. [9670

1 Q12 Rudge-Multi, with 1914 20 gn. Montgomery
-S-U . sidecar: cash or easy terms; price £45.—R. E.
Janes (Garages). Ltd., Swansea; also at Cardiff. [0623

RUDGE-MULTT, 1913, T.T., lately overhauled, un-
punctured tyres, speedometer, lamp, horn.—Write,

Motor, 10, Addison Court Gardens, We<;t Kensington.
[9617

DECEMBER {1913} "Rudge. 3V2h.p., multi-speed gear,
pedal starter, Mills-Fnlford sidecar, all accessories,

new condition; £36.—Bramlea, Cliarlton Rd., Shepperton-
on-Thames. [9694

RUDGE. 1912 serai T.T., just overhauled, enamelled
and plated, 1914 cylinder, silencer,, and Senspray.

KeniTwhall tyres, verv fast and quiet ; bargain, J-^27.—

E. Wilcox, Dyke, Bourne, Lines. 1X4796

RUDGE. sy^h.p., 1912, thoroughly overhauled, with
various new spare parts, new back tyre. etc.

;

18 gns., cheapest Rudge in the world.—Julian, Broad
St., Reading. Biggest dealer in the South. 43 years'
reputation. [X5172

YOUR LAST CHANGE
before we remove to larger premises to acquire
a good Second-hand Motor Cycle, Sidecar Com-
bination, or Light Car at a price previously
impossible. To effect a clearance, we are pre-
pared to accept any reasonable ofier.

MAKE BT NOW.
BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £53 2 6
4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £6r 5 £49 10

LJberH Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted.

LIGHT CARS.
New II h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen, etc. £145
New VICTOR-PRECISION. 8 h.p., W.C. .

.

£100
1914 8 h.p. 3-speed J.A.P £68 10
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p £49 10
A.C. Sociable, 2-sp., F.E., hood, screen, etc. £42
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., twin, a-seater £39 10

SHOP-SOILED 1914'8.

1914 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P. 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J.A.P., 8 b.p., Combination £94 10
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.-c, Combination .. £98 10
1914.SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £26 16
iguSUN-VILLIERS. 3i b.p., 2-speed. F.E. £42

Keen exchanges quoted to clear 1914's.

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 CALTHORPE MINOR Lightweight .. £19 19
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10
igi2 3i h.p, 3-sp. ARIEL, speedometer, etc. £32 10
1912 3^ h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., almost as new £29 10
1912 3^'^ h.p. 2-speed ALLDAY3 £29 10
1912 3i h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £35 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, kick starter £29 10
1912 3% h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, F.E £24 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed JAMES, chain drive . . £33 10
1912 3^ h.p. RUDGE, 2-speed, F.E £33 10
191 1 W.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29 10
1911 3i b.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear £27 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 4 b.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 1

1913 4j h.p. 2-sp. LINCOLN-ELK, new Sc. . £39 10
1911 3A b.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 15
iQio -'<) h.p. V.S. 2-speed and Sidecar .... £29 10
ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p., new Sidecar £42
V.S., 6 h.p.. chain drive. Phelon and Moore

gear, and Sidecar £27 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .. £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3\ b.p. 3-speed. and bid-car , £24 10
REX, 1910. 2-speed. twin; and Sidecar £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £24 10
REX, 5i h p.. ma;;neto, twin, and Sidecar. . £19 10
ROVER, 3.J h.p., 2-spceti. and Sidecar .... £17 10
KERRY, 6 h.p., twin, and Sidecar £16 10

SPECIAL OFFER.

CJI Deposit and 7/6 per week purchases any ol
»^ Ihe following machines. Every one guaran-

teed in running order.

MOTOSACOGHE, magneto, lightweight £14 10
REX, 1908, 3+ h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3i h.p., magneto £19 10
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forlis ... £16 10
REX. 1910,' 3i h.p.. magneto _. £21 10

REX. 1911, 3* h.p., magneto £22 10

REX, 1911, 2ih.p., i-'.E., handle starting.. £22 10
BEX 1908 5i h.p. twin, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, h.-b, control .... £12 10
LmCOLN-ELK. 3J h.p.. magneto £19 10
PREMIER, 3l h.p,, F,E., aknost as new, , . £21

DOUGLASES.—We are now booking
orders for early deliveries of these
splendid machines. C^sh, Exchange,
or Easy Terms.

Halifax Motor Exchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge. -V.

RUDGE Multi, 5h.p., 1914, new April, with lampj
also 3i4.h.p. Multi, 1914, new April, with lamp ana

speedometer: also SiAh.p. Multr, 1913, little nsed, with
new Millere lamp; owners enlisted: accept cash oflera.

—Rudge Depot, 39, W&it St.. Dorking. [9530

RUDGE, 1912, SVoh.p., T.T. mcdel, excellent coali-
tion, had verv little use; £25, or would exchange

and pay cash difference for machine, solo or combina-
tion, with handle starter or kick start.—W. J._Evan6j
Paddington Manor, Abinger Hammer, near Dorking.

[9632
Scott.

SCOTT. 1913. 33 new, £43: Scott, 1912, and Canoetet
sidecar, ±43.—Laughton, Leopold St., Sheffield.

£X499i
IQ12-1913 Scott, perfect condition: trial ^itn pie»-
i- *y sure : £30 cash.—West End Garage, Blackburn.

r0615

SCOTT. 1912, kick start, 2 speeds, fine order; must
sell, £22 /lO at once secures.—77, Tower Brain*

parts, Ipswich. [X5186

JQ12-1913 Scott, in splendid order throughout; great
it' bargain, clearance price 23 gns.—Coventrr Motor
Depot, Bedford St., Coventrr. [X5149

SCOTT, 1913 Eink,^ carburetter. Pakner tyres, Lucas
lump, horn, tools, good condition; £38, ofEerg.-

Findlay, Bryn Kd., Swansea. [X4993

1Q12 Scott and Sidecar, Claudel-Hobson carburetter,
J- *y recently re-enamelled, all in good condition, spareSj

accessories: £27.—H., 79, Chelsea Gardens, S.W. [9633

SCOTT, 1913, has had an absolutely thorough over-

haul, tyres, enamel, and plate perfect, full range ol
accessories, including speedometer : £50, or £55 with
sidecar.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colraore Eow, Birming-
ham. [X4997
"1 Q 13 Scott, Myere coachbuilt eidecar, magnificent
i *J order, spare tube, coTer-all apron. Xl'iill saddle,
fine combination, just overhauled and refitted: £38.—
Moss, c/o Pureells, 78, Charlotte St!, Fitzroy Sa-.' Lon-
don. W. [9468

SCOTT, late 1913, with special Canoelet sidecai^
painted to Scott colour, 2yoin. tyres, Lucas outfit;

cost £90 : U6ed about 600 miles, original tyres, unpunc-
tured, machine in perfect condition; £65; good reason 1

for selling.—D. McColl, Goldielea, Dumfries. [X5155

1

2
Singer.

ih.p. Sineer, 2^peeci, coDditiou excellent; nearest'
2 £25.-40, Welklose Mount, Leeds. rX6123 i

SINGEE, 1913, Mib.n., Z-speed, extra good order
j

thronghout, lamp, horn ; £36.—Layton's, Bicefltef,

Oxou. [XS089
i

SINGER, 4Voh.p., 1913, 2-speed, clutch model, free en-

gine, witii Millford sidecar, little used: bargain.

£48: must tiell, going abroad.—242, Markhouae Bid.,

Waltbamstow. [964S
Sun.

SUN-TILLIEES, 1914, 2-stroke, 2i/2h.p., 2-speed, just
overhauled; reasonable price.-7,024, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry, [X5116

Sunbeam.
NEW 1914 SVoh.p. Sunbeam, 3 speeds, slightly ebop-

Hoiled; £63, to clear.—Crofs, Agent, Rotherbam.
[XSOSW 1

SUNBEAM, SVob.p., 3-speed, coacbbuilt sidecar, all

accessories, nearly new; £70.—Turpin, 22, Preston
Ed., Brighton. [9622

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., 1914, with coacbbuilt sidecar, Lucs§
lamps, etci perfectly ne"w condition; cost £12^

owner buying 1915 model: 86 gns.-E. Spicer, 88, Hiffl^.

St., Deal. [963f>,!

SUNBE-\M, 1914, 3'/2b.p., 3 speeds, all accessories,

little used, perfect, conctition as new, best macbinB
for winter riding,; £50, or near offer,-Collins, 2, Queen's-

Ed., Hovlalie. [X5118

T.D.C.

31b.p. T.n.C, 1914, perfect condition; £23, or oflei.

2 —Bowers. 36, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings. [97"'

"IQ13 T.DC. Motor Cycle, fitted with SVjh.p. T.D.^."'X^ engine, Armstrong 3-speed gear, only been run'

about 2,000 miles, complete- with cane sidecar, and maiiy-

accessories: £55.-Harris, 10, Gt. Chapel St., W. [971V

Triumph.
14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, in first-class coiim^

tion: £42.—Harris, 10, Gt. Chapel St., W. [9653;19
SEVEEA-L Triumphs, very cheap.—Morgan and Max^

well. The Motorics, 80, High Ed., Streatham. .

[X5063:

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, condition perfect, alt

!iccessolie6: £42.-88, Trafford Ed., Norwich. -

-

[X500il
-1Q14 3-speed Triumph, and accessories, in good conr'

JLiJ dition; seen any time.—223, High Ed., Kilbnrhi

£42/10. f^'¥i

TEIUMPH, 1911, £22, will ride 20 miles to ffitji

purchaser ; any trial given,—"Wheeler, Wixfora^
Alcester. [X5103K

TEIUMPH, 1912, free engine, and Mills-Fulford side-]

car, and complete accessories ; £35.—Hitchings au.S5

Son, Evesham, [X6128"

TEIUMPH, 1911%, clutch, with N,S.U. 2-speed,

sidecar, good condition, accessories; £32.-:^-

Burchill, 44, Dalmore Rd„ Dulwich. [9708

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
l.h.p. Baby Peugeot, very smart, reliable, economical

*2 car; £15.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

>h.p. Rover 2-?eat.. side change speed, very reliable;
* £35.—Palmer 9 Garage, Tooting.

a2h.p. Darracq 2-seat., fast, reliable: £30.-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

0-141i.p. F.I.A.T. Landaulet, suitable hire, petrol
/W consumption 25 m.p.g- : £175.—Palmer's Garage,
joting.

0-1 2h. p. New Pick, 2-seatGr, light, handy little car;

£20.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

8-22h.p. 1914 Maxwell Touring Car, beautiful new
condition bargain, £115. — Palmer'6 Garage,

Joting. [9704

JIXGEE lOh.p. Light Car, 1914, dynamo lighting,
' slicp-eoiled only; £195.—Key, 378, Euston Ed.,
jDdoii. [9421

JUMBERETTE Car, 6V2li-P-t splendid; also Humbsr
3h.p. free engine cycle, ditto; any offer accepted.

Peake, Banbury. [9767

)ARRACQ.'8h.p., 4-seat., 3 speeds and reverse, run-
ning order; £15, or exchange motor cycle; room

.mted.—96, Crown St., Ipswich. [X5187

JilART Fafnir Landaulet, 4-cyl., economical, re-

' painted: piioto rient: sell cheap, or exchange; bar-
in, -Tom-^, Catherine St., Leicester. [X5053

;j^ORD, 1913, 5-seat., Stepney, electric head lamps,
hood, screen, aluminium footboards, speedometer,

irfect order; exceptional bargain, £78.—Below.

70RD, late model, full equipment, new van body,
. perfect; £75.—Below.

i BLER, 12h.p., 1910 chassis, make excellent light
i- van; cheap, £75.—Peacock, 274, High Rd., Bal-
im. [9730

TUMBEEETTE, 1914, woter-cooled model, like new,
1 had little nsc, complete with lamps, tool«5, and
>arL- ; £95.-The Morri^s Garage?, Oxford. [9738

1TUDEBAKER (Flanders), 1912. 4-cyl., 20h.p., gate
* change, 4-seat. torpedo body, excellent condition;
95: exchanges.—66, Florence Rd., AIjiid.-;toue. [9216

^ALTHORPE Minor. 1914. brand new. lOh.p.. all

J acccti-sories ; li.st £168, accept £145 ; ehop-soileii
ily.— P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Binuingham. [9755

>b.p. Rover Car, new mag., gears, and carburetter, in
" thorough running order; expert examination; £35,
KcLange motor cycle.— Gardner, Gildersonie, Leeda.

[9709
^ALCOTT Lirht. Cars. t915 models, nnw reaov, hi
-J stock : £185 : exchangee. Best prices allowed.—
iiidns, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
m. [9456

lOHT Cars, 1915 models in fstock. Perry, Standard,
-i Ciilthorpe Minor, and Alldays.—Sole Birmingham
ifl ])istrict Agent, P. J. Evan^, John Bright St., Bir-
mi^ham. [9754

~JARRACQ 10-12h.p. 2-cyl. 2-seat., 3 speeds andJ reverse, glass screen, side doors, smart appear-
ice; £15; room wanted.—Williams, 51, Gilpin At.,
ast Sheen. S.W. [X5H4
^ W.K Latest 1915 Model, £157/10; in stock; im-
^ mediate delivery; tuition free; free trials; ex-
i^iii^T's; berit prices allowed.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co..
I, Hamnierriiuith Rd., Loudon. [9458

JUMBERETTE. 1913, 8h.p., 2-seat., good as new,A complete with lamp, speedometer, clock, hood,
ind screen, etc., tyr&s in splendid condition ; sacri-
ce, £65.—Cohn, 55, Carnaby St., W. [9768

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
;jiXTENDED Payments.—AH makes supplied: lowest
-J terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holbora, London.

[0618

ENGINES.
3 ARGAIN.—5h.p. Peugeot Twin engine, crank case
-> broken; 45/-.—53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [9712

iTIXERVA, 2^tih.p., ni.o.v., splendid condition, com-
'i Piete: 50/-.-NeM, 12, Derby St., Glasgow. [X.5183

D KX 6h.p. 1911 Twin Engine, Bosch mag., etc.,
A^ iii.o.v., just overhauled: £8/10.-32, Clarendon St.,
ovoDtry. [X5181

:pXGIXE. White and Poppe, Si^jh.p., B. and B. car-
-J buretter. guaranteed new condition ; £4/10.-40.
.ins'ti Rd. Leytonetoue. [9647

Ml, p. W.O. De Dion Bouton Engine, excellent con-
J ilition, £9; 2^4h.p. Trent and carburetter, 25/-, or
;rliLmge.—MacEwen, 61. Brunswick St., Edinburgh.

^^ [X5045
*b.p. Water-cooled M.M.C. requires connecting rod and
' piston. Bosch mug., clutch, silencer, petrol tank,
c,, perfect; £5.—R. Oldham, Central Garage, Clee-
^orpLrt. [9659

p> ASTONES.—New Beacon 8h.p. twin engine, with
-» induction pipe, £14; new Rex 1913 6h.p. twin
Qgme, with silencer and pulley, £12/10; J. A. P.
V-h,p. single-cyl., less mag., £5; Coronet 3i/->h.p.
Dgle-cyl., less mag., £3/10; De Dion 6h.p., water-
Doled, complete with clutch, £ 6 / 10.—228, Penton-
ille Rd., King's Cross. London, N. 'Phone: 2481
orth. [9559

1

THE HOUSE FOR

BARGAINS.
Most of the items hcloi^ will make
useful presents for your friends at the

front.

LEATHER GOODS FOR WARMTH.
i s. d.

Black Leather Waistcoats, double-breasted,
lined , 1 10

Special line Tan Leather Waistcoats, single-
breasted 1 10

Ditto, better quality 1 17 6
Ditto, best quality, double-breasted 2 2 6
Tan Leather Throat and Chest Protectors . 3 9
Black Leather Breeches 1 7 6

OVERALLS THAT ARE WATERPROOF AND
RELIABLE. £ s. d.

Our Winter Special, 4oin. long, detachable
fleece lining 1 12 G

Service All-weather Suit, double texture,

jacket and IcKgngs 1 5
Ditto, double-breasted 110
Ditto, 4oin. Ir.ng, belt at waist 1 5
Ditto, extra heavy weight 2 2
Ser\-icc Special, 40iQ. long, belt at waist,

seatless trouscr overalls 2 7 6
Job line separate Legging 0\ eralls 6 9

SERVICE SPECIAL OILSKINS.
Will not stick or crack. i s. d.

Silver Grey Double-breasted Jackets and
Overalls, Sc3tle»s Trousers 1 6

Long Bh'ick Oilskin Coats, heavy weight .

.

12 6
Thrcequarter-length Jackets, extra strong . 10
Cheap Oilskin Suits, jacket and leggings .

.

10 6
Job line separate Leggings, black 2 11

SERVICE GLOVES are the best
s. d.

Tan horsehide. lined, with gauntlets 5 6
Cheap line in black, lined 3 9
Tan Cape leather, strap at wrist, unlined .

.

5 11
Ditto, lined, large gauntlets 9 6
Asbestoi Mitts, tan or yellow, lined, large

gauntlets, woollen wrists 9 6
Special line Mitts, woollen wrists, lined .... 3 9
12 doz. pairs soiled Cleaning Gloves ; 3 pairs 1

Thin fleecy Gloves, suitable for wearing inside
driving gloves 10}

Hundreds of special lines in Goggles, MackintosheSt

Rugs, Foot-warmers, Caps, etc., etc

Wr te for our Buyers' Guide.

289, 292 & 293, High HoSborn
LONDON, W.C.

'Phone—260 Central. 2071 City.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
TDARKEPl, and Rice. Magneto Specialists.— Experts
-*- on all magnetos. Bosch, Eisemann. etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetisiuR,
overhauling, etc.; repairs e.vecuted with expedi-

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota-
tion9.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place. King St.. Acton.
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[9434
HIGH Tension Fischer Magnetos from £2/19/6.-

Millers. 16, Narrow Wine St., BristoL [9635

ACCTJMULATORS Repaired and made as new; worlt

guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for new; lists free. — Eichford, 153, Fleet St.,

London. [1775

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled lor blades, screws, etc.;

cures misfiring: 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised,
2/6 each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38. Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. [X4331

^ A Htnui-s Magneto Repair Service. — All makes of
f^^ mafiuttjs, coils, or accumulators repaired by ex-
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as
efflrient as new. Spares for all niake.^ etocked.—Siiams
Motor Unit*, Ltd., 191, Wardour St., London, W. [0531

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
speuiiiUsts in this work. .Bcvich magneto repairs a

speciality. re-\rindiug, le-magnptising. All repairs guar-
anteed. Avoid incompetent tinkcrer-^. All spare parts
actuatlj- Ktofjkf'd. Catalogue Large t^tock of eecond-
haud magnetos. Coils and accnmulators repaired.
Northern representative for the Eisemanu Magneto Co.
Send for illntilrated booklet.—J. H. Runbnkeu Magneto
Specialist. 7 Peter St.. Manchester. 'Phone: 6111 City,

O404

BELTS.

NEW Ly«o Rubber Belting in two pi'ree. 8ft. of %in..
5/6; short lengths 9d. foot.— Murray's, 37a, Clinrle-;

St., Hatton Garden. [X5120

SPECL4,L Line Balata and chrome belt* for aiitnmit
and winter use, ^iin. 9d., %in. lOd., lin. 1/-. l%io.

1'2 per foot, post free.— Pollin. V Belt Specialist. Sbei>
berdswell. Dover. [9010

EXCELLENT Bargain*".-Genuine Shamrock rubber-
eiinTii:» bplt<^, nil flize<i fitocked ; ^'iin. 1/-. %in. 1/3,

lin. 1/6, I'/sin. 2/- per foot; 7 days' approval against
cn-'h : if returned unused, full amount refunded. — .).

Uiubards. 17. Goawell Rd.. London. E.O. [9586

NEW Rubber Belt;". 7ft. 6in.X"/win.. at 6/6: only a
lew now remaining. Special cleurflnce line by the

leading English tyre firm. Mr. Haigh, of Go.^fortli,

writes u^ :
" Thanki^ very much for splendid belt re-

ceived : it is a long, long way better than I expected."—
Layton'ti, Bicester, Oxon. [X5087

TYRES.
T EGGATE. Edinburgh, for tyre value

LEGGATE, Edinburgh, for great leductiona and
genuine tulue in brand new cloaruuce Clincher

tyres.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.— Good« are all guaranteed fresh
fltock, and eent anywhere on seven days' approval

against cosh.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 1914 Clincher
Dreadnonplit, extra heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covere, 26x2^1 32/6, Vx^X £211 IZ: 26x2"A, to fit 2^ rime,
32/6, lie-t £2/7/3: 26x2"^ 35/6, list" £2/10/10.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1914 Clincher de
Luxe very heavy rubber studded, beaded covers, 26 x

2^. to fit 214 rims, 27/6, list £2/1; 26x2V3 29/6. li^t

£2/2/9.

LEGGATE. EclinbuTgh.-C!earanr-e.-1914 heavy {4-p!y
fabric! Clincher rubber i^tudded beaded edge covers,

26x2 17/6, 26x2^4 and 26x2'/2 20/-: list almost double.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—Be^t quality tubes, fully Buar-
anteed. 26x2 5/-, 26x2i4 5/6. 26x21/^ 6/-.

LEGGATE and Co., Motor Cycle Specialists, l.s.

Slateford Ed., Edinburgh. [X5156

NEW Motor Cycle Inner Tubes, Hutchinson and Mid-
land make. 24x2 4,'-. 26x2 4/6, ZV* 5/-, 2\^ 5/6.—

Murray'i. 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden. [^5119

7//? Guaranteed Allowance on old covers for practi-
/ O cally any new motor cycle cover costint? 40'- or

more.—Taylor's. Ltd.. 21a. Store St.. London, W.C. [0626

CONDITION as New, Liga plain tread cover, 26x21^4.
only ridden 60 miles; will accept 15/-.—Box No.

L6.155. The Motor Cucle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.C.
10589

FOR Sale, two Hutchinson T.T. rubber-studded nevr

covers. 26x2^^, fit 26x2^ rims, 20/- each; also

two ditto passenger,' 24/- e;ich.—Eoseiter, Draper. Kingi-
wood. Bristol. [XI 848

TYRE Bargains.—Remaining stock of S.E. tyres and
tubes to be disposed of at 50% off catalogue

prices; write for stock list, all new goods, on 7 days'

approval.^J. Richards, 17, Goswell Rd., London. E.C.
[9582

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i^suc A25
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TYRES
507„ OFF LIST.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.
Our Usual

DUNLOP— Price. Price,

26 X 2i heavy studded 17/6 32/6
26 X 2I extra heavy 25/- 41/g
650 X 55 Pillion 21/- 50/-

HUTCHINSON—
26 X 2i Passenger 30/- 40/-

26 X 2i Passenger 28/- 41/3
26 X 3 for 2iin. Passenger 26/- 44/-

26X2JT.T: IE/- 33/-

24 X 2j Brooklands 16/- 23/-

24 X 2I 15/- 24/6
26X2 T.T., wured-on 16/- 29/3
26 X 2i „ 16/6 31/-

CLINCHER—
- 26 X 2I Dreadnought 32/6 47/3

26 X 2i for ajin. Dreadnought .

.

32/6 47/3
26 X 2i Dreadnought 36/6 50 /ro

26X2iAWon 23/- 34/-

26 X 2I for 2iin. De Luxe . 27/6 41/-

-26 X 2+ De Luxe, rubber-studded
(Junior) 18/6

26X2AWon 13/8 29/-

26X2Bgrade 12/6 25/-

700 X 80 small car
1

21/6
700 X 80 tubes ( 6/6
for 650 X 65 rims

'

26 X 2|: extra heavy tubes 5/9 .7/9
MICHELIN—

26 X 2^ heavy trident 25/- 32/6
26 X 2I heavy standard 18/Q 32/-
26 X 2i „ ,

15/- 35/-
ENGLEBERT—

26 X 2.V wired-on for F.N. machines 15/- 28/6
26 X 2' „ „ „ 12/6 25/-

COLLIER—
650 X 65 square 22/-

WOOD-MILIME—
28 X 3 Grip rib patt. for Indians. 25/-

PIRELLI—
26 X 2i Heavy Non-skid 22/6 40/-
28 X 2j „ „ .... 18/6 35/-

We guarantee the above goods to be new and in

perfect condition.
All makes of tyres stocked.

SECOND-HAND COVERS, all sizes, 3/6 each.
ELITE—Best Quality Tubes (Guaranteed).

25X2 5/-
26 X 2i 5/6
26 X 2i 6/-
26 X 3 7/6
Butted extra 1/3

BE UTS.
CONTINENTAL—

lin. section foot 1/6 2/2
Jin. , „ 1/3 r/ii

fin. „ 1/1 1/7
*>n. „ lid. 1/5

OUNLOP—Clearance Line.

Jin. section foot 1/- i/gl
lin. „ 1/3 2/r

LEATHER BELTING-Service Pattern.

Jin. section foot 1 /-

lin. „ with fastener ... „ 1/3

RETREADING.
Special heavy 15/-
Heavy 12/6
Mediam 10/-

Sections on application.

ELITE ofier 3/- Patcbquick Outfit tree of cbarge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £1 and over

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
264. VAUXHALL BItlOGE ROAD, VICTORlAy S.W.

.'Phone: Victoria 6553

And at 260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W.

TYRES.
BASTONE'S.—Hutchinson clearance covers, PaB-

aenger 26x214 26/-, 26x21/2 25/-, T.T. 26x2^4
20/-, 26x21/, i5/._ Brooklands 26x2 12/-, 26x21/4
15/-; Dunlop clearance heavy rubber-studded, 26x214,
17/6; Dunlop ditto Pillion, 650x65, 22/-; Peter
Union heavy covers, 26X2 12/-, 26x21,4 15/-, 26x2%
17/-.—Bastone's, 228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

London, N. [9558

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137, Lewisiam High Hd.. S.E.

—Special clearance lines. Dunlop 50/- 650x65
1913 Pillion covers, 21/-; heavy Dunlop, 26x214, 17/6;
Dunlop, 26x2%, extra ieayy. 25/-; Dunlop belting,

VMn. II; lin. 1/3 per loot; Hutchinson 26x21/3 T.T.,

15/-: Clincier 26x2 A Won, 13/5; Clincher B., 12/5;

heavy non-skid, clearance, 26x21/4, 32/6; ditto, 650x65,
43/S; ditto, 28x3, 60/-: Pirelli E.S., 26x2%, 15/-;

2SX2i/>, 15/6; Michelins, all sizes, 24x2 upwards, prices

upon application. [9713

PATENT AGENTS.
JE. 8. LOCKWOOD, Patent Agent, 3, New St..

• Birmingham. Guide and price book free. [9390

FLETCHER WILSON, Chartered Patent Agent

;

nineteen years' experience in motor patents.

Coventry. [9470

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martinean St., Birmingham,
• epecialists in automobile patents. Low charges.

Enquiries invited. [5684

HENRY SKERRETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24,
Temple Row, Birmingham.—Patents, tx-ade marks.

and designs. Motor patents a speciality. [0636

MOTOR Manufacturers, Inventors.—Prepare now for

trade revival by protecting new ideas.—Particular?
and advice free.—Kings Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen
Victoria St., Loudon. [5818

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SITUATION wanted in fittinp: shop for motor cycle-?,

5 years' experience with Triumph, B.S.A., Enfield,
and Bat, and other makes.—Apply to E. Thorpe, c/o Mr.
E. Whitmore, Glebe Wood, Methwold, Norfolk. [9668

SPANISH-SPEAKING Englishman desires position
' with firm, to go to Spain: fir6t-L-la,ss practical,

technical, and commercial experience of motor cycling

trade ;
prospects of greater moment than commencing

,'3alary; live man, experienced motor cyclist, posse^.^in,?

machine and small capital.—Box 7,019, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry. [S4995

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Tuition, £3/3, driving and mechanism

until proficient and satisfied. — Prospectus,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9700

SPARES.

WANTED.
-Morgan and Maxwell, Streatham. [X7877

WANTED, motor cycles, second-hand (Rex-Jap, Doug-
las, Triumph preferred) ; state full particukire

;

rock bottom ea^h price.-Write, Bos L6,500, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0624

WANTED. Triumph or Douglas, must be very cheap.
-1. King St., Acton. [9779

31 to Sh.p. Engine, mag.; pair 650x65 tyres.—260,
2 Deansgate, Manchester. [X4985

WICKER Cigar-shaped Body, cheap.—R. Oldham, Cen-
tral Garage. Cleethorpes. [9660

M:>tor Cycles wanted ; spot cash paid.-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.100
N.S.tJ. 2-speed Gear for cash, cheap.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

S
"VTTANTED, Bink

-Despatch
[9701

Box 7,072,
[X5162

UNBEAM Ail-black Motor Eicvcle, perfect condition.

Jones, Royal Hotel, Barmouth. [X5050

latest damping carburetter, suit-

able for Scott.— 10, Fairh-Dit Rd., N. [9665

TRIUMPH, 1908, for spot cash, condition imKiaterial.

—Higby. Manor E<-:tate, Hemel Hempstead. [9664

BARGAIN.—1914 motor cycle, any make or power;
approval.—Lord, Mountfield, Prestwich. [S511i

LADY'S 1914 Lightweight, new condition, or shop-
soiled.— Boden-Purehas, Caddington, Luton. [9665

PILOT Jet Carburetter, complete with controls, for

big twin.—Cook, Pentwyn Villas, Merthyr Tydfil.
[9623

LEVIS, 1914. must be perfect, for ca.9h [for Colonial
work).—Buttery, Architect, Morley, Yorkshire.

[X4994
EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton, W., will pur

chase 1913 and 1914 Douglas machines for cash.
[X5161

DOUGLAS. 1913 and 1914 models, also Morgans; spot

cash paid.—Maude's, 136, Gt. Portland St., London.
>y. [0627

WANTED, Canoelet sidecar.—Full particulars to
Rymer, 85, Cartington .Terrace, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. [X5154

£10 to £25 ofEered for motor cycle, must be a bar-

gain.—No. 7,021, The Motor Cycle Office^, C:iv-

entry. 1X5059

WANTED, 6h.p. engine, also frame; exchange 3V,

h.p. magneto bike.—F. Gardner, 5, Brewer St.

,
Maidstone. [9756

81 "XXrANTED, speedometer, speed gear; clutch, lamp, ear^

KB VV burptter; cheap.—Blencathra, Highfield Rd.. Wal-
i ton-on-Thames. [X51 65

THE FAMOUS STARFASTENER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL

THROUGH.

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers
Fit Them.

BLAKE FASTENER.
The strongest cheap fastener on

the market.

Plated 6d. each.

LEATHER
COVERED
LliSHS.

9d. each.

BELT

PUNCHES

1 /- each.
5

2/6 each.

SELF- .

CENTRING
ADJUSTABLE

BELT
PUNCH.

TWO SIZES-

(I to 1). (I to li).

S. T. ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
A25 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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STANLEY
and LION

Belt Fasteners
are being used by Motor Cycle Despatch
Riders serving with the BRITISH,
FRENCH, and RUSSIAN Armies. Two
large r rders for more of these popular
fasteners were recently received from
H.M. War Office.

Obtainable of all Agents.
STANLEY, 9d. LION, 6d.

Guaranteed 5,000 miles.

Other Stanley Good Goods:
Stanley "Spare Lick" .. 1/-

Stanley "Shield" .. .. 8d.

Stanley " Adjnsting Hoohs " 6d.

S!an!ey Belting from 1/3 per ft.

Send a p.c. to day
for booklet—
' Hints on Belts
and Belt Fittings,

"

by an Interna-
tional rider.

STANLEY
Motor Belt and
Fastener Co.

(Inventors of the
Original Hook
Fastener and
other Belt Aids),

Stanley Webb.
Manager,

Bromley, Kent,

ECONOMY.
ERITISH IVIADE Red Tubes

and Valve,

-QUARANTEED-
26x2 26x2} 26x2.1 or 650x65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Perfectly new goods - NOT clearance lines.

Car" Tubes at equally low prices.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

WANTED.
AXIED. back cvlinder for 1906 5-6h.p. twin Eex :

cheap.—138. Catherine St., Leicester. [X5052

WANTED, for cash, motor cycles, combinations, and
light cars.—Write. Box L6.596, The Motor Cycle

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [9561

WANTED, 2 to 3y2b.p., any condition. 1912 or later;
Htate price and full particulars; York-sbit'* —

Hammond, 'Waterloo, Middlebam. [X5092

MAGNETOS wanted, second-hand, any condition, for
cash; best prices given.—Parrie, 13, Hardwick

Rd., Cbiswick Park. London. W. [9745

WANTED, for spot ca,sh, magneto motor cycle, any
condition; state lowest price.—Box L6,633, llic

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [9724

FALLOT, Lucas, F.R.S., or other well-knoTrn head
light, alrto Acetyphote : cash, or exchange brand new

Binks 3-jet carburetter.—74, High St. East, Wallsend.
CX5043

WANTED, any number of motor cyclea, coinbina-
tione, light car^, eidecara, engines, acce-ssories.

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
-f^'ral clients waiting for good machines. Send u?
pirticiilars. We have the largest clientele, the flnet^t

ilcrooms, and obtain the highest pricet?; terms, teeti-
nunial-^, etc., on application.—Morgan and ilasweli.
I ndon JUotor Salerooms, 80. High Ed.. Streathain.
L.:ndon, [X5065

EXCHANGE.
MORGAN and Maxwell. Streatham. for exchanges.

[X5067

PALAfER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a good
exchange. Write for complete catalogue. [9702

EXCHANGE 1914 Red Indian Combination tor 1914
Itumberette.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9703

7h.p. Twin. 2-speed, chain drive, for lightweight and
cash, or ^ell £45.— HiiiTi<, 10, Gt. Chapel St . W

"FORWARD," HIS FIRST LOVE
'*

. . I have used Forward fasteners

for thousands of miles, and have
never had any trouble with them.
Being unable to procure tliem here,

I have had to use other kinds with

the last two belts I have purchased,

but have had trouble unceasingly

the whole time, so am returning to

my first love."— F.G.J.

GENUINE 8h.p. De Dion
for modern lightweight.-

NEW 55/-
(at

4-seat. Car, good
-96, Crown St., I|

Low Generator, -with cash, for .•^pced g'jr
Eexj, or offers.—Morley, Printer, Heading.

[X5063
8h.p. Zenith Cpmbination. for 3'i.h.p. 1914 Douglas

and cash, or sell cheap.—Dutt, Cranston Rd., Efi*;f
Griu^tcad. [9687

EXCHANGE 3'i-h.p. Phelon and Moore, 1912. in
splcn'-Lid condition, for 1915 3i/.h.p. Douglas; cath

adjustment.- Wilkinson, The Poplaic". Bjston Spa.
CX4986EXCHANGE 1913 Chater-Lea wicker canoe sidecar,

suit Zcnilh, and half-size billiard board. lor good
lightweight or sell.—33. Frizinghali Rd., Bradford.

[X5107
MOTOR Cycles Of any make taken in part piivuienl

for Rcx-.Tap 1915 models> good allowances for
infdem iimr-hin.'s.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston
Rfl.. liiriiiiiit-'liam. [0625

His MO'Ster's Voice " £50 model,
exchange for modern motor rycl<*.

' ii<)i adjustment either way.—Box No. 7,026. The Motor
Cijcle Officer, Coventry. [X5075
EXCHANGE Ranger Cycle Car. co^t £130 new in May

last, for good motor cycle, with or without sidecar,
nd cH'^h. or sell £70: bargain.—Harris. Hippo<irome.

GRAMOPHONE,
us new: will (

I-'eatherstone, Yorks. [X4980

EXCHANGE gentV up-todate cycle, new high-clas^
gramophone, large wooden horn, and records, aud

gent's 18 ot. Hall-marked gold lever watch, as new. lot
for maKneto motor cycle.—18, Magdalu St.. Smitbdown
Rd.. Liverpool. [X510G

WANTED, good motor cycle; exchange superior in
laid mahogany cabinet grand (£20 model) gramc-^

phone, new, also practically new 10 gn. 3-6peed Sturmev-
Aruher Tricoaster cycle; private.-Box 7,025, The Motor
Cycle Otilces. Coventry. [X5094

SMART 2-seat. Ford Car. re-painted. 4-cyl., 15-20h.p..
mag. and accumulator ignition, 2 new tyres, ncv,

hood, lamps, horn, all tool':, slight repair needed tn
engine, but otherwi.se perfect; would sell or exchangt
good combination, offers wanted.—Photo, particulars.
66, Florence Rd., Maidstone. Seen by appointment.

[9683

REPAIRERS.
MORGAN and Maxwell. Streatham, tor cheap, quick

good repairs. [X5066

F.N. Size Pistons, rings, gudgeon, etc., at special low
prices.—See below.

DOUGLASES Re-bored and generally overhauled:
charce^_ moderate.—Earl's Engineering Works. 5.

"FORWARD" leather-covered links,

specially designed for use with Forward
fasteners. 1 - each, from all live agents.

1/3 adjustable. 1 /- detachable.

KING HOOK, the strongest and most
reliable hook fastener offered.

"
. . I have used your King Hook

and Forward fasteners for years, with
great satisfaction."— W.J. C.

Heath St., Hampstead.

WHITTALL Macninista* Co.
for all repairs.

[X5189
War OfBce Contractor6.

WHITTALL.—Expert welders; repairs returned, ac-
curately machined, inside 7 daya. No charge if

unsucceesful.

WHITTALL.~Re-boring and new pistons. All motoi
repairs. Old enginee rejuvenated. AH work iruar-

jnteed: no exasperating delays.—Whittall Machinist**
Co., \^Tiittall St.. Birmingham. f013€

ENGINES Re-bushed, 17^6; pistons, valve--, framcr'
mcdernised, tanks, adjur:table pulleys; list iree.—Lee

Bros., 9a, Ada Rd.. CumberwelL ^8775

I KING HOOK leather- covered link,

* the only one than will fit our hook fasten-

ers. iQd. ea:h from all live agents.

KNUT, the strongest and best fastener
at the price on the market.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
• Summer Row, Birmingham.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of ach adveitiseinent, and t:ie dnte ot the issue A27
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THEY'RE GODFREY'S.
And that's the best guarantee
you can have for a straight
deal and complete satisfaction

NEW 1915 MODELS (Delivery In 3 weeks)

Model A. 3.V h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear, kick starter £57
3.V h.p. twin INDIAN, i-speed neutral gear

" and clutcli £53
Model B. 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear, kick ..starter £60

5 h.p. twin INDIAN, i-speed neutral gear
and clutch £56

Model C. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear, electrically

equipped, kick starter, and speedometer £70
Model D. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, road racer, single-sp.,

and clutch £56
Model E. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, Hendee Special, 3-sp.

gear, electricallyequipped.electricstarter
and speedometer i

Model U. 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-5peed, £48
;

3-speed £50
Model V. 23- h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, £48

;
3-speed £50

Model W. 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, kick starter . . £54
Model X. 2.2 h.p. DOUGLAS, lady's model, 3-speed,

kick starter tS*
Model A. 3S- h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed £58
Model B. 3ih.p. DOUGLAS, s-speed, kick starter . . £64

NEW MODELS
Ss^ecial End-of-Season

Prices.

£62
£24 10
£S5

£39 10

IN STOCK.
All Brand

New Macliines.

Makers'
catalogue price.

191.I. HENDEE SPECIAL, equipped with
electric starter, electric head light, elec-
tric tail light, electric horn, Corbin-
Brown rear drive speedometer, and mag-
neto ignition £80

19 14 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, spring frame,
tourist standard model, kick starter,
electric head and rear light and electric

horn, Corbin-Brown speedometer £70 I

I9r4 7 h.p. INDIAN, rigid frame, road
racing model, fitted with Corbin-Brown
speedometer, but no lightmg equipment £59 (

1914 2I h.p.NEWIMPERIAL-J.A.P.light
tourist, 2-speed £32 1

1

1914 3j h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter £68 5
1914 2S h.p. NEW RYDER, 2-stroke £26
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH roadster, 3-speed

gear. Type C £60
1914 2l h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-stroke £42

Second-liand Guaranteed Macliines.

UNDER £20.
2076 £12 r909 2 h.p. F.N.
2115 £16 i9ro 2i h.p. N.S.U., twin-cylinder, free cng.
8go £16 1906 5-6h.p. PEUGEOT.

£20 to £30.
1077 £22 1911 3Vh.p. KERRY-ABINGDON.
1568 £22 J910 3.V h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed.
1454 £22 1911 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, fitted with 1913

Amac carburetter.
2193 £23 1912 2i h.p. F.N., 2-speed,
1664 £25 1913 3^ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
1327 £27 *i9io 4 h.p. N.S.U., twin-cylinder, 2-speed,

with Sidecar.
1834 £29 »i9ii 3.1 h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine,

with Sidecar.

£30 to £40.
1054 £30 'rgii 3! h.p. SINGER, free engine, com-

pletely re-enaniclled, w-ith Sidecar.
1913 2I h.p. dutch SINGER.
1912 3i h.p. RUDGE, clutch model.
1913 2} h.p. 2-speed VELOCE.
1912 2i h.p. T.T. DOUGLAS.

£33 "igii 3} h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter,
with Sidecar.

1918 £35 •igri 3.} h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter,
with Sidecar.

937 £35 1912 3} h.p. BRADBURY, Philipson puUey,
complete with lamp, generator, and
speedometer.

1855 £36 I9r2 3J h.p. clntch TRIUMPH.
1530 £36 1913 2j h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, kick starter.
2257/8 £38 1912 3; h.p. ZENITH, Gradua gear, with

Phoenix Sidecar.
£38 •1912 3! h.p. ZENITH, Gradua gear. Sidecar.
£39 'igri 3! h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine. Sidecar
£39 1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, kick starter.

1912 3.V h.p. BRADBURY, 3-sp., and coach-
built Sidecar.

2278 £39 igri 3J h.p. SCOTT, ?-speed, kick starter;
great bargain.
*Sidecar combinations.

GODFREY'S, LTD.,
208, Great Portland Street, London, W.

'Phone—4464, Mayfair. Tel.—" Gofrabike, London.''

I22r £30
1156 £30
1217 £32
2277 £32
2003 £33

1534
1056
1053
2230/31 £39

REPAIRERS.
ALUMINIUM Crank 'Cases, gear bosee, etc., repaired

neatly and promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pi<?ton3, flanges, Int^R,

frames, and a thousand other thinga repaired
and guaranteed by Weldiuge. Ltd.. 37, Holt St., Bir-
mingham.

EVEET Eepair is guaranteed; every repair is machined
|

ready to fit; every repair has immediate attention;
and ererybody sends to Weldings, Ltd., Holt St., Eir-
mingliam. [9343|1

WELDINGS. Ltd., Dept. M.C.. 235, Gt. Ancoats
St., Manchester.—Oxy-acetylene welding experts.

BUOKEN Flanges, valve eeats, pistons, crank caees,
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

QEND Your Old Engines or complete machine for over-

"

fitted."tDns, ring'Si

Dept.,M.C.
and gudgeon
Manchester.

Weldings, Ltd
[6234

VALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any size, 3/6; per pair
61-.—C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd., Leeds. [0253

ENGINEERING Work and motor cycle repair^;
promptly and cheaply executed during the war.—

Beloir.

F.N. Specialists-- 3-6peed gears for 4-cyl. F.N. ma-
chines: liberal allowance on older pattern g-eare

;

quotations on application.-Earl's Engineering Work.-;, 5,

Heath St.. Hampstead. 'Phone: Hampstead 3287.
[X5190

CRACKED Csdi'ndeis, c-astings, forgings, etc., suc-
ceesfnlJy reitaired by Lea's metallurgical proce.ss.—

Lea, Engineers, Runcorn. [5197

WELDING.—All metals, cylinders, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method for

every job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc. ; 22/6.—OxT-acetylene Welding,

349 Lillie Rd., Fulham. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1617
[6430

WELDING, broken cylinders, fiangee, pistons, crank
ca?es, repaired and luadiined. Scored cylinder;

filled an and re-ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete, overhauling, re-bushing.—West London Weld-

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel.: 536, [7103

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank
cases repaired and machined; worn valve eeatf

built up. cracked seatings welded and machined

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complete,
worn parts duplicated.—Weet Loudon Weldinjr Co..

Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536. [9780

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
re-bu«lii7i£:. parts duplicated.-Ellenborough Motor

Works, Ellenborough Ed., Wood Green, N. [8394

COOCCCCCC Cylinders Re-bcrcd, new pistons fitted,

bear 13 stone on compre^'Sion.- Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford. Eet. 21 years.

[7314
PISTONS, fitted with top and bottom step-cut rings,

hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-
bored and giound, 24/-.—C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Ed.,
Leeds. [0310

HIGHEST Efficiency is secured by our method of
cylinder re-grinding, price with new piston,

gudgeon, and rings, from 15/-. — Motor Repair '"o
.

Stretford, Manchester. [X5077

AUTO-WHEELS.—Have your Auto-Wheel tuned up
and overhauled by the makers; price quoted, collec-

tion and delivery free in the London area.—Auto-WTi eels,

Ltd., Eussell Rd., Kensington. [9260

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground,
new pi-ftons. rings, and gudgeons, complete, 16/--

overhauling, re-bushing, efficiency guaranteed.—Relianct
Motor Engineering Co., Spon Laiie, Sniethwick, Bir-
mingham. [904-,

LOWEST Prices Quoted for any repairs or complete
overhauls to motor cycles, cycle cars, or earn, or

work done on the premises and fully guaranteed: cylin-
ders cleaned bv oxygen process, 2/6 single, 4/6 twin.—
Maudes, 136, Gt. Portland St.. W. [734S

174. Oldham Rd,. Middleton,
in broken cylinders, crank

cases, etc. "Welding aluminium a specialist. Nothing
too difficult. Sound work at moderate charges, [9189

CEITEEIOiSr Motor Works.—Cylinder grinding epecial-
ists. Our cylinder grinding is perfection, 18/6, in-

clusive, np to 86mra. bore. We specialise in complete"
engine overhauls, and guarantee thorough practical effi-

ciency.—11, Criterion Mews. Upper Hollowaj-, London,
N. 'Phone: Hornsey 1147. [9452

REPUTATION.—The value of a good reputation is

never so fully realised as in abnormal times puch
as the present. That is why our business is proceeding
as usual. Let us quote you for any class of motor repair
work. Cylinders re-ground; new pistons fitted; frames
cut down and modernised; re-bushing, etc.—Patrieroft
Motor Co., Patrieroft, Manchester. [9605

MORMAN and Bliss, London Rd.. Hounslow.—
Reduced prices during war. C.I. pistons,

rings, and gudgeons, from 9/6; bushes, 2/-; valves,
3/-. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
supplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium ends,
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efficient:
twins 18/6, tingles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [7541

TONGE Welding Works.
Manchester.—Experts

XMAS GIFTS.
1915 A.J.S., 2j h.p., detachable wheels 50 gns. I

1915 A.J.3., 6 h.p., detachable wheels 72 gns.
1915 A.J.S., 4 h.p., detachable wheels 64 gns.

i

I9r5 ENFIELD, electric lighting set . . .£100
1915 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed.. 3) gns.
1915 B.S.A., 4 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive 60 gnS.
igrj LEVIS, PopuL-ir model £25 10
1915 IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £33 10
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., a-speed £60 o|
1914 TRIOMPH Junior 40 piS.
1914 A.J.S. and Sidecar, with hood,

screen, detachable wheels ; original
price £94 17s. 6d .

;' shop-soiled 80 gn».
I9r4 CONNAUGHT ; cost £33 105 19 gns.
igi2 RUD6E, thoroughly overhauled

;

new tvre, verv great bargain 18 gns. I

I9t2 PREMIER t.T 20 gns.

I

MIDGET Bicar, kickstarter, variable gear 12 gns. 1

1907 TRIUMPH 12 gns.
1912 8 h.p. BAT, overhead valves, engine

just been overhauled, in good condi-
tion, complete with racing. Sidecar,
lamps, and horn • machine has done
80 miles per hour solo 40 gns.

LIGHT CARS.
1915 SINGER 195 gns.
1915 STANDARD, electric lighting. self

starter £231
1915 OVERLAND, self-starter, electric

ligbt £198
1915 A.C £175
igrs MORGAN Sporting £104
FORD, Enghsh body, etc 78 gns.

Send for full details. Exchanges. Easy Terms. I

JUL.IA
Broad Street, READING.

Biggest Dealer in the South. Forty-three years'
reputation. 'Phone 1024.

^ 87-1

Keen on
NewModels?
If so, call at my Depot in John
Bright Street. Birmingham, for

THERE you'll find all that is

newest and best.

I am now making a

SPECIAL SHOW
of 1915 Models
including ALL Models
of A.J.S., INDIAN, JAMES,
ENFIELD.TRIDMPH, ROVER,
CLYNO, CALTHOKPE, Etc.

and you are cordially invited

to inspect this — " the finest

selection in the kingdom."
Call and arrange trial runs and
ask aboutmy special payments.
Immediate Delivery of all Models.

^ Call or write for list of Second-
^i, hand and Shop-soiled Machines— it is a Bariiain List well worthy of

your careful perusal.

P. J. EVANS,
91, John Bright St, B'HAM.

Phone; JUicl-662. Wire :
" Lytcar, B'bamam ' ^P

7^
A2t! All letters relating to .ndvertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Christmas 1914.

THE
thoughts appropriate to Christmas Day

are all closely associated with the idea
of " Peace on Earth and Goodwill to-

wards Men." Unfortuilately, this year
such words seem somewhat out of place,

much as one may wish for an end to the present

terrible conflict which is raging over almost the

whole world, and a lasting peace. Even the

armistice suggested by the Pope for Christmas
Day has been found to be impossible, and for

once Shakespeare is wrong when he says in

King John, III., i

:

" The yearly course, that brings this day about,
Shall never see it but a holiday."

There will be no holiday for our comrades at the

Front, and the best that we can wish them Is

victory in the day of battle and a safe and
speedy return, when they may be sure of a right

royal W'elcome.

Mudlarking with War
Despatches.

THE
grumblings which we are continually

hearing about the almost indescribable

state of the roads in the war zone, and
the difficulties under which despatch
riders are pursuing their important work,

have led a number of croakers to assert that a

motor bicycle is not the best vehicle for the
work. But we want to know if any motor vehicle

in France or Belgium at the present moment,
whether small car or heavy lorry, is able to per-

form its duties without difficulty and without
criticism ? It seems beyond the comprehension
of some people that single-track machines can
be ridden at all over roads deep in mud and
abounding in pot-holes and deep ruts. They
do get through, however, and when a fall is ex-

perienced, the intrepid rider is usually able to

haul his machine single-handed out of th? ditch,

and is soon pursuing his journey again, and in

a mile or two has forgotten the experience.
Realising the rapidly deteriorating road surfaces

and the extreme difficulties of the winter cam-
paign, we Jiave urged the adoption of sidecars

for despatch riders ; but we hear that in semi-
official quarters cars are being recommended on
the score that they can be piloted over surfaces

that motor cyclists cannot face. The Motor Cyclc

is not disi)osed to agree with such a suggestion,

and points to the results of the different Six

Days Trials as support for its conviction. We
contend that an expert motor cyclist, well

mounted, can follow a car anywhere, and that

on extremely bad surfaces a rider of a single-

track machine is better off, as he can pick the
best track. The talk of eighteen inches of mud
does not move us from our view. A car would
flounder and get hopelessly stuck in such a mud-
hole ; and if a motor bicycle did get stuck, it is

very easily removed single-handed. In this con-
nection we certainly think that a larger number
of lightweights should be utilised by the Govern-
ment. Mudlarking is excessively discomforting
at all times ; and though deep mud and pot-holes
may affect a motor cyclist more than a car driver,

every type of vehicle is affected more or less,

and such conditions emphatically do not, and
need not, deter a motor cyclist from delivering
his all-important despatch. It seems to us that

the final balance which should settle the question
is the extremely serious one of the road sur-

faces disappearing altogether. Which type of
vehicle has caused the damage? The answer
being obvious, it is not likely that more road
surface destroyers will be employed when the
harmless and simple motor bicycle will perform
the work equally well, at a lower all-round cost
(a comparatively unimportant item in war-time),
and last, but by no cans least, take up but the
width of a yard or so of the all-important
roadway.

.IK-^).
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THE LIGHTER"-*
SPIRIT.

ON SYSTEM.

THE motor cycle, like every other piece of

machinery that I have heard of (with the

exception of dynamite bombs), is a concrete

epitome of system. System in this sense is usually

defined as method, and reciprocating or rotatory parts,

which (respectively) go up and down or round and
round, and then promptly proceed to do the same
thing over and over again till further orders, represent

method with a vengeance. But all the same you will

remember that Hamlet's madness had method in it,

so that even dynamite bombs can hardly be ruled

out—-or anything else, for the matter of that. Dynamite
bombs are systematically unreliable. Some people
are systematically unmethodical. So where are we ?

Let us try to get out of it in this v.ay. When
manufacturers and editors advocate system in what-
ever care and attention you intend to bestow upon
your machine, they mean you to be systematically

systematic. The manufacturers have done their part

in seeing that the cylinder opens its mouth and gulps
in a fresh draught of gas at regular intervals, and does
lots of other things of that sort. , But they cannot
arrange any rhechanism to compel you absolutely and
without option to coax the dirty oil out of the crank
case every three or four hundred miles. Some people,

who are^ all for mechanical improvements, think that

this is rather a pity. Others who are rather tired of

hearing the manufacturers get all the blame when
things go wrong think so to. Besides, see what
humour might be imported into the sport by a little

device of this kind. It might be arranged that at

every three hundred miles an alarm bell should come
automatically into operation. This would go on
ringing—getting gradually louder and louder—till the

three hundred and fiftieth mile. Thereupon the
machine would come automatically to a standstill, a

pair of strong steel arms would seize the rider, hurl
him from the saddle, and plant him with his nose
just touching the httle plug in the crank case. Then
he would remember (I hope), and he would not be
able to get another tenth of a mile out of his odometer
before he paid his tribute to System.

But I don't think this arrangement is likely to be
among any of the 1915 improvements. You know
what the manufacturers always say when any intelli-

gent detail of this sort is suggested—" introducing too
many complications." As if one or two extra could
make any difference ! But they might make us a little

more inclined to be systematic by arranging that a
rather larger proportion of the crank case surface
should be removed, don't you' think ? I knew a
youth once who unscrewed the plug, found that only
one or twO' tired oozings of oil emerged, jumped at

once to the conclusion that his pump had not been

working properly, and promptly dismounted the

cylinder arid dismantled the crank case to see what

sort of state the bearings were in. Of course, he got

the oil out then, but it was a lot of trouble for such

a small job, and his enthusiasm for System was coii-

sequently damped.

I remember once making a good resolution which I,

thought would constitute me a model rider and my
machine a perfect one hoss shay for reliabihty. . I

proposed to go in solidly for System, and with that end

in view I chalked up the following "writing on the

wall " of the motor house, to be a perpetual reminder

to me :

" Lubrication. Eternal automatic (thank 'Eving!

All the same, make sure of this every ten miles." (As

if one passed every ten miles in the motor house!

That occurred to me afterwards.)
'.' Lubrication sundries. Oil hubs, races, spring

forks, and all other minor bearings every two- hundred

miles. Re-fill countershaft gear box with oil same

period." (Quite the little ''Ixion," you see.)

" Ntils. Have a look at these every 250 miles.''

(All kinds of Nuts are inclined to be loose in the head,

but personally I'm a little tired of looking at them.)

I needn't go any further, particularly as in actual

practice I never went so far. The truth is, I got

rather shy of the whole affair, owing to an experience

I had in the London-Exeter last Christmas. I played

sidecar-passenger to a serious and thoughtful youth'

who proved to be a very stern advocate of System. Hej

kept his speedometer lighted up all the time, and he

also had on his handle-bars an illuminated chart telling

him what he had to do at different mileages. (I

hadn't noticed this beforehand.)

Fifteen miles out he stopped " to put another five

pounds pressure in the tyres."

"Good Lord, man!" I exclaimed, "why didn't you

do it before starting?"
" Wasn't the proper mileage," he replied.

At nineteen miles he stopped to give his contact

breaker a wipe with an oily rag. At twenty-five miles

it was time to adjust his chains. At twenty-six miles

he went round all the nuts. At thirty-seven miles he

emptied the oil out of his crank case. At forty-two

miles, in the thick of the downpour, he got out a tin

of Brasso to polish his plated parts. He said it was

System.
• • • > •

At forty-three miles—don't believe me, if you find

it too much of a strain, on the engine—his back tyre

punctured, his rear chain broke, and his piston seized.

I'm inclined to think that that was System too.

Wilfrid Blair;
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ccasional.

An Amazing Yarn.
A motor cyclist recently asserted in my presence

that he started up the engine of his Scott sidecar outfit,

and on letting in his clutch was astounded to find the
machine progress rapidly backwards! I thought he
was pulling my leg, until he got annoyed, and
summoned his wife, who immediately corroborated the
yarn in every detail. I once owned a small car, the

engine of which (a four-stroke V twin) would occa-
sionally run fifty or sixty revolutions reversed ; and
I found the plotting of its faults worse than chess
problems. As I have just bought a new and rather

'expensive hat, which I do not wish to outgrow, I will

not tackle the truth or falsehood of the above
experience personally.

Those Details !

I live in constant fear of getting the sack. The war
is no golden opportunity for technical journalists, and,

as our staff includes several genuine veteran motor
cyclists, I am nut doing the work of eight men who
have gone to the front. When the fateful Friday
comes, my plans are all complete. 1 am going inio

business as consulting engineer to the motor cycle

trade. Did I hear you scoff, gentle reader ? I admit
I am, technically, a gross ignoramus ; but I propose to

assist the trade to eliminate the faulty practical details

from their machines; and how few machines are not
disfigured by at least one such eyesore. I hear to-day
.jfrom a man who owns a machine which has a colossal

:^actory behind it. He had a front wheel puncture last

Oveek, and when he propped up the machine on it,

ithe stand " wilted like a tired hly." Last week I met
"'imother man wiio owns a maciiine which is supposed
ito be as near perfection as motor cycles can be in a
;World still' capalile of producing Kaisers. He had
occasion to repair his compression tap; he found it

could not be~ removed without taking down the entire

engine, and even then a special tool had to be made
-before the errant tap could be disintegrated.

Electric Lighting on Motor Cycles.
Anybody who has kept touch with garage experieme

during the year now closing knows that, despite

the sudden and enormous boom, electric liiihting has
;not always pro\ed an unqualified success either on
cars or cycles. I have encountered verv few instances

of dynamo failure—surprisingly few instances, if one
recalls the poverty of the results obtained with official

R.A.C. tests of such devices ; but owner and repairer

alike testify that light, cheap ignition batteries are too
commonly employed for lighting purposes. As the

old brigade well remember, the small ignition battery

never stood up particularly well on motor cycles in

ihe days when it was carried for ignition purposes.
Under these conditions it was discharged very slowly

incjeed, and its electrical duties were entirely favourable
to durability. When a similar battery is used for

illuminating duties, it is discharged very rapidly, and

is working under peculiarly arduous conditions. It

is discharged with great rapidity, and if the dynamo
is available to utilise every idle moment for recharging,

the time available for recharging does not compare
favourably with the old days, when a similar battery

was removed from the machine and left on charge

for twenty-four hours at a tiine. As a consequence,

many cars and cycles have burdened their owners

with heavy expenses for the repair and renewal of

light and unsuitable batteries. The fact is, that in

the jjresent stage of electrical invention, such lighting

outfits really require much heavier and bigger batteries

than can be stored on a motor cycle. The millionaire,

who buys and equips his car regardless of expense,

employs these gigantic and costly batteries alike for

his Klaxon and his lamps; but the light car man and
the motor cyclist are in some cases fobbed off with

batteries that are not up to their work. They secure

the cleanliness and convenience of electricity, but they

most undoubtedly pay for it in increased upkeep
charges, as compared with acetylene. The owner who
it wihing to accept the admitted compromise will be

well adxised to keep three batteries in commission
and to let each battery undergo a prolonged charging

at regular intervals on the board at his local garage.

Some of the smaller garages are inclined to grumble
at the boom in electric lighting, as their customers are

luiwilling to pay charging fees which will render the

bother of constant attention to the batteries genuinely

remunerative. I believe that both " lump " and
" bottled " acetylene will hold their own pretty sturdily

until small batteries are considerably improved.

Fitting Dissolved Acetylene Cylinders.

The makers of the well-known D.A. cylinders

recently asked me to provide suggestions for fitting

these to motor cycles, and I have been experimenting

w^ith a variety of makes, in the hopes that some
standard position might be evoh'ed, but so far without

success. The size of the cylinders and the frame
design of the cycles have been arri\ed at without any

co-operation between the engineers involved, and no
standardisation is possible. If I were designing w

motor cycle frame in the consciousness that most of

my customers would use this illuminant, I should

certainly, leave space for it between the rear mudguard
and the saddle-pillar tube, where it would not protrude
unduly, nor interfere with the appearance of the

machine. Failing this position, it can be made to

lie very snugly along the top tube, a position I have
utilised on one machine by fitting wooden rests ; but
this is really too high a location for a heavy fitting,

and it obstructs access to the tank fillers. I am afraid

that the sole expedient is to clip it to the saddle-

pillar tube, nor does a little protuberance matter
here, as the rider's legs come farther forward.
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THE MESSAGE IN
MORSE.

An Imaginative Incident ol Warfare.

t . . ,,—»- ^

ONE must confess to a certain sympathy with

Daniel Jenks. When you have laboriously

established a wholesale grocery business capable

of rivalling Lipton's in years to come, Avhen fortune

has favoured you with no more than one son, when
your whole heart is set on that son succeeding to the

business and in the business, when you have lived

penurious days to give him a good education, it is

undoubtedly jolly hard lines that the said son should

throb with an inveterate dislike of ham, tea, butter,

flour, ledgers, markets, .and stools, idle away all his

office hours, and only long for closing time in order

that he may dabble in pursuits properly belonging to

common mechanics. Yet this is exactly how Daniel

Jenks, junior, served Daniel Jenks, senior. He had
been in the office four years when the European war
broke out, and, as his justifiably irate parent asserted,

he knew less about the business than any smart seventh

standard boy could learn in one year. The special

evening classes at commercial colleges, for which
Daniel the elder paid lavish fees, were seldom
honoured by the presence of Daniel the younger. He
was either at the local garage, helping the overworked
mechanics with tricky repair jobs ; or round at the

Balham Wireless Club, taking down and transcoding

the evening Marconigram from the Eiffel Tower ; or

tuning up his treasured motor bicycle, to which Daniel
the elder, in incautious moments, applied epithets of

which his brother deacons would hardly have approved.

In the Vanguard.
When war broke out, Daniel the younger instantly

enlisted in the first batch of despatch riders, and his

bosom chum, Williams, of course, went with him.
Daniel tlie elder was speechless with rage for a week,
and was only partially mollified by the idea of selling

the business to a limited company, so that he could

retire and spend his later years as a gentleman of
leisure.

Meanwhile, Daniel, junior, and young Williams
were having the time of their lives. They were out

at the Front in time to share the thrilling business of

feeling for contact with the enemy, and on many of
their forward scouting rides it was always possible

that a storm of Uhlan bullets might salute them from
the most innocuous-looking cottage or tree clump. The
men who went out later only knew the inferior thrill

of carrying precious messages whilst a hidden foe

sprayed the roads with assorted ironmongery from ten

miles away.
But Daniel was not luckv. He emerged scathless

from the preliminary scouting business, only to be

taken prisoner in most unromantic fashion. The
British Expeditionary -Force had moved rapidly for-

ward on rather sketchy information, and, running un-

expectedly into the Bosches, found it prudent to pause

and collect news. In one local retirement contact was

lost with a battalion of infantry posted at a forward

salient. It appeared that the order to withdraw had

failed to reach them, and at nightfall the colonel

asked for a volunteer to scout forward again over the

river in the attempt to locate them and bring them
back. Jenks and Williams, the only motor' cyclists

with the unit, instantly stepped forward. " Toss

up!" said the Colonel laconically; "'
I can't risk both

of you." Williams spun a franc; Daniel called, and
won. The pals wrung hands. " Blow your exhaust

whistle, old man, if they cop you," was Williams's

farewell; "I should hear the old nightingale two:

miles off."

A Prisoner.

Daniel throttled his engine down to a low silent

speed, and, with lamp unlit, dodged carefully forward

through the British outposts, down to the river, across

the solitary bridge, and forward over the ridge which the

British guns were ready to sweep at a moment's notice..

The missing battalion had last been seen occupying S

wood to the east of the first village along the road,

and there were no by-paths. Daniel intended to go

boldly through the village, and along a farm road he
remembered, unless lie met German sentries south of

the village. E\'erything was as still as death ; in the

thick bluish gloom he could just verify his position by
the silhouettes of tree tops and buildings against the

dark sky, which still held a faint reminiscence of day-

light. The outskirts of the village were reached—still

no sign of the enemy. The first houses passed were
all quiet, but as he cautiously rounded the blind corner

leading into the main street of the village, he was
knocked senseless, and awoke next day to find himself

lying on a heap of straw in a barn, surrounded by
wounded Germans, with a German Red Cross doctor
bending over him. His head felt as if it were split in

half, and was liberally swathed with bandages. The
hospital orderly told him that a sentry had bowled him
over with his rifle butt. After medical attention he
went to sleep

;
presently someone waked him again,

and he found a group of officers standing over him.
From the deference his fellow patients exhibited, his

interlocutor was clearly a man of very high rank. He
was questioned in perfect English as to the strength'

and disposition of the British forces beyond the river..'

Though very much in the dark as to the exact strategic

position, Daniel had carried some urgent calls for'

French reinforcements, and he guessed that our line,

I
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.!•, toD lliin to hold the immense masses which the

lerman military motors were rushing southwards. So

e swiftly adopted a sensible I'ole. Simulating coii-

iderable alarm, he at first refused to give any informa-

lon ; but when one of the officers began to be truculent,

e pretended to be in a great panic, begged that his

fe might be spared, and hastily reeled off a somewhat
icoherent statement multiplying the British forces by

bout ten. " Delay," he thought, " will be invaluable

3 our chaps." The German general was evidently

icredulous, so Daniel gave the exact stations of two

naginary French army corps, and a brigade of the

miinus 75 mm. guns, which were actually galloping

p for dear life some twenty miles away.

The officers departed, clearly impressed. An orderly

-r'lUght some soup, and when Daniel sat up to drink

the wounded Germans saluted him with volleys of

erision. Daniel's brain gradually cleared a little, and

y irritating retorts managed to extract news that at

?a>t three German army corps Vere concentrated

gainst the British troops in this quarter. He got very

eary of the ceaseless insults which were showered

n him, and not till the afternoon sun, beating down
n the thin roof, made them all sleepy, did he get

nv peace.

Aliout 5 p.m. he was roughly dragged out to doctor

is ijwn Triumph. A German who had been riding it

omplained it would not go, and no wonder, for the

iMsih had neglected to oil it, and the big-end wa.s half

eizcd up. Dan hoped for a chance to mount and
lake a dash for freedom, but two hefty sentries with

xcd bayonets stood over him, and no opening
i-i urred. By dusk he had got the engine nicely free,

nil running pretty decently on the stand, though tliere

.1- a faint scraping sound in the bush, which hinted

ricit his captors would not get much more work out of

is beloved engine.

Unpleasant Ne\\^s.

As night came on, he was ordered to lean the

ui'hine against the outside of the barn wall, and to

ci back to his straw. As he did so, a German officer

line out of the farmhouse, and, in answ^er to a query

'om a waiting subaltern, remarked briefly, "Attack
1 force an hour before dawn 1

" You can imagine

leep was impossible for Dan. There were, to the best

f his knowledge, some 5,000 British troops com-
landing the crossing of the river, with not more than
ivn batteries of field artillery. So far as he had any

if'irmation, they fancied they had no more than an

lUance guard of Germans to deal with. A surprise

ttark by one German army corps spelt lightning

nnihilation, not to mention the flanking corps to

ast and west ; to the west, in particular, there could

no resistance except from a thin flanking screen of

avalry. Nothing short of envelopment and annihila-

lon threatened Dan's late comrades.

One by one the wounded Germans dropped off

iio uneasy slumber, and towards 10 p.m. the barn
as as quiet as a big shed of wounded soldiers could
ell become. Sounds of revelry proceeded from the

rnihouse next door, where the German officers were
tationed. Dan crept stealthily to the d<X3r and peeped
ut into the village street. The moon was up. No
entries were visible. The men were evidently imitat-

ip their officers upstairs. Helmets, overcoats, and

rifles lay in confusion on the chairs and tables which
stood by the roadside ; their owners were drinking
" Hoch to the Kaiser " in the kitchen indoors. There
by the barn wall stood the Triumph.

It was the work of an instant to don a Bosch's over-

coat and. helmet, and to remove the Triumph's belt.

Dan pushed the machine gingerly into the cowyard,
and on through a gate into a fie'ld. Skirting the

hedge, he began to make his stealthy way southwards
towards the British position. He made frequent stops

to reconnoitre, but, as he dared not show up against

the skyline, it was impossible to see anything until,

after a painful crawl of over a mile, he reached the

edge of a Avood just short of the low - ridge which
bordered the German side of the river. Long he lay

motionless listening intently, before he dare approach
the dusky wood, where German advance guards might
well lie hidden. Satisfied at last that nothing was
moving within a reasonable radius, he left the Triumph
under a hedge, selected a tree which was well in

shadow, and shinned up to its summit. • The scene

before him revealed the German plans in their entirety.

On the revcr.se slopes of the long ridge, wholly shielded

from the British sentries on the other riilge south of

the river, he could dimly discern a battery of German
guns, disposed in a long arc converging round the head
of the single bridge, and laid to deluge the ground
beyond the bridge \vith a perfect inferno of shrapnel at

point blank range. Similarly concealed below the ridge

were dotted small parties of Germans, each consisting

mostly of sleeping men, but with a couple of sentricv

just covered behind the ridge, and a white flag set on
a low mast a little further back, to guide the various

German units to their rallying points prior to attack.

Some distance to the rigiit and left of the bridge lay

what looked like pontoon trains, ready to throw extra

bridges over the river during that palpitating hour
before dawn, when no suddenly awakened man has

full stomach for a fight.

Gallant and careless on the ridge beyond the river

tliere stood out an odd British sentry or two, evidently

unsuspecting that the Germans were in any great

force. The Germans had an entire battalion with

machine guns bivouacing in good cover immediately

north of the bridge head.

Power plant of the two-strike IvirJci- i iie singic-cyimc'ci' engine

has a bore and stioke of 62 mm. x 70 mm.
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Dan had never felt so miserably helpless in his life.

Even if he had possessed firearms, one resounding

shot might be mistaken by the British -for a fit of

nerves on the part of a jumpy sentry. What in

heaven or earth could he do to make the British

retreat without delay?

His plan was soon made. Midway between two
clumps of Germans, separated from each other by

400 yards or so, a field hedge, bordering a ditch, ran

clean over the ridge down to the towing path.

Dan collared his Triumph, with something of a

lump in his throat, knowing what his plan might en-

tail. He worked along a cross hedge, gained the

ditch he had spotted, and in the course of forty-five

minutes worked his stealthy way. Triumph and all,

wholly unseen, right down-to the towing path. Alas!

The corresponding ditch on the British side of the

river was lined with Germans. Here and there he
distinctly spotted a machine gun. The British sentries

on the top of the opposite ridge were a good half-

mile away—out of shouting distance.

There was but' one thing to be done, and he did it.

Remaining in the shadow of the hedge bordering the

towing path, he found a piece of hard ground, and
put the trusty Triumph on its stand. He carefully

\eriried all the !e\ers, flooded the carburetter, injected

DECEMBER 24111, igi^.

petrol, and got in the saddle with the bicycle on the

stand. One last tense instant of mental recollection

and he started the engine. The second fired it:

giving it half throttle and full air, he opened the

exhaust whistle which sent its wild eerie screech far

and wide over the countryside. Then he shut the,

whistle for a few seconds. Then, alternately opening

and shutting the whistle in long and short jabs of the

lever, he sent out in Morse the private code word with

which he and .Williams used to call each other when
they conversed in Morse at the Balham Wireless Club.

He repeated the call again, knowing his first screech

would awake William if he were in range, and that

the second would say " L am calling you in Morse!"
The call word repeated, he began to spell out in dot

and dash whistles the message for which he gave his

life
—

" Three corps attack before dawn—retreat at

once."

"Who Dies if England Lives."
Wilhams was with the British advance guards, and

he happened to be awake when the nightingale whistle

sent out its first wild despairing screech. But he did

not know why the Morse message ended abruptly at

the word " retreat " until many months later, when
a crestfallen German officer told him in Berlin. " The
pluckiest thing in the whole war, sir! I do not mind
defeat from a nation which breeds such heroes!"

SCENES DURING THE GRAND PRIX
OF AUSTRALIA, ORGANISED BY THE

M.C.C. OF IVIELBOURNE.

^ (1 .) Edgar Meller (2i h.p. Douglas) and
Sinden (3| h.p. Zenith) on the eighth lap.

Observe the motor cycle ambulance on left,

which is the gift of the pupils of the l.C.

school, which has been brougth to the Front

by the Australian Expeditionary Forces.

f2.) The winner, Edgar Meller (2J h.p.

Douglas), who averaged over 41 m.p.h.

(3.) Kirlvonnell turn, a dangerous corner

of the course, where several of the riders

came to grief.
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Some Notes from a French Despatch Rider.

WE have been fortunate enough to

secure many interesting stories

from despatch riders attached
to the British Expeditionary

Foicc, but hitherto motor cyclists have
not been privileged to read the experiences

of our French allies.

From the remarks of a contributor,

we shall see how vastly the organisa-

A wcll-knowTi French competition
rider serving his country—M. Vallee-Picaud,

who holds the Clyno and Bradbury agency

in France. He is In the 22nd Regiment of

Artillery, and uses both a Clyno and a

Bradbury.

tion of the French mntur cyclists differs

from our own, and how much France
lias suffered from neglecting the pastime
wliich we British have so zealously

nurtured during the last twelve years.

The Uniiorm.
" We wear unifouns of all branches

Li the Service," our informant writes.
" though our own is a close-fitting blue
jacket with four pockets and a low
collar, on each corner of which there
is a motor cycle in red cloth, while on
the arm is the letter 'A' (Automobile).
The breeches are of r>M.I, and puUees

blue. On the whole, it is a fairly prac-

tical outfit. But as there were too few
ot these uniforms, many wear that of

the artillery—a short tunic reaching to

the waist with no pockets, which is

most inconvenient, blue breeches with
red piping, and blue puttees. As the
roads are very muddy in the north,
many of us wear leather gaiters.

" We are all armed with cavalry
carbiires slung round the shoulder, and
carry a baiidolier with cartridges, three
in each clip. In winter we wear an
infantry cape, in which the pockets
are inconveniently placed behind the
garment.

" All our machines are provided with
luggage carriers, on wiiich we carry a

pack a foot high containing our per-

sonal belongings, so the machines are
well loaded.

"Despite all our troubles, we mod r

cyclists are in excellent spirits. Af 1 1 i

our long rides at this time of the year,
and the many side-slips we have, we
return wet and muddy, and yet find

time to amuse ourselves in variims
ways. One of our men got hold of a
pair of gloves the other day. and we
had some real English boxing—time-
keepers, judges, and all complete.
Others i njoy wi est'ing. The other day
our Staff was in.>italled in a chateau
where there was a tennis court on which
we could play. Sometimes a player
would be called away in the middle of

a game, and when he came back he
w-ould wait till another man crime along
before he could resume his game.

No French Motor Cyclist Officers.
' Uiifortiinatolv we h;i\c no mold!'

cyclist officers like our English friends,

a point on which I lay especial emphasis,
because, unless a man is an active rider,

he cannot adequately realise the condi-
tions.

" Our journeys run from 90 to 130 mile;
a day" in summer, but about 35 miles a

day in th-e heavy and skiddy roads in

the Aisne district. Our job is to accom-
|raiiy the cais bflon^nti^ in tlie Staff to

the line of fire, to carry despatches lo
the trenches, to bring the enemy's inter-

cepted wireless telegrams to headquarters,
to accompany convoys of heavy transports
of food or anmiunition, and to fetch help
and spare parts to stranded lorries.

" When w'e meet our good friends, the
British motor cyclists, we greet them
with a hearty handshake, and exchange
souvenirs in the shape of buttons and

A group of French military motor cyclists. In ihe centre is a well-known competition rider,

M. Touchet, French agent for the Regal-Green. He reports that his machine has given great

satisfaction under trying conditions.

A French despatch rider taking cover In a
wood. The photograph was taken near

Soissons by the driver of an armoured car.

pots of jam. We greatly admire tht
English machines, especially as regards
tlieir comfort and the excellence of detail
in the smallest accessory. The most
cordial relations exist between the French
and British motor cyclists, and when one
of us is charged with a mission to General
French's staff or other British head-
quarters he returns perfectly enchanted
with the cordial reception lie has received.
We shall have happy remembrances of

the British Armv, which we shall bear
iti.miiid all our lives."

\Ve now give a few extracts from some
rough notes written by our correspondent
at a place in Fiance called by the English
.soldiers " Villagers Cottages." which is

not a bad rendering of its true name.

Some Impressions on Mobilising.
' .Men of all ages presented themselves

at h'" I II nil ides with their machines.
I'rench motor cyc'ists are probably ns good
mechanics and as good riders as their
English comrades, but our manufacturers
have turned out motor cycles without
gears or dutches, which did not matter so
much in August and September, but since
the roads have become muddy through
the rain and cut up by the artillery,

the machines, slowed up by convoys,
knock themselves to a standstill on the
slightest pretext. Our officers are doubt-
less competent enough, as far as cars are
concerned, but know nothing about motor
cycles.

Incompetent Repairers.
" The repairing of the machines is

grossly neglected, and none of the
mechanics attached to the artillej-y work-
shops understand motor cycles. These
repair lorrie- are mere accessory stores,
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and have not the tools for repairs, while

those of our English friends are excellently

equipped, and one of them turned out tlie

otlier day a complete crankshaft for a car

belonging to our staff. Not a bad per-

formance ! I fancy.
" The worst of it is the French motor

cycle corps was organised in a hurry at'

the moment of mobilisation. We have all

types of machines—English, French,
German, and Belgian—as w-ell as several

nameless mounts constructed from parts

coming from gcodness knows where. And
the trouble of getting spares, the delay

and the amount of red tape involved are

appalling. The best foreign machines are

the English, which are greatly admired,
as are also the officers in charge of the

riders. The makes I saw most of were
the Triumph, Rudge, B.S.A,, and P. and
M., and I was especially taken by the

Douglas, owing to its easy starting and
the way it holds the road in the grease.

I wish I had one of these most attractive
machines.
"In bad weather I advocate the fitting-'

of sidecars, as without them tlie riders
unwittingly become acrobats. The other
day one of our men captured a Wanderer
from the German Army. This is now
used to carry news to the allied troops, ta
whom Victory will soon hold out a crown
of laurels."

E.F. (JIlLIT.lEY MOTOR CYCLLST -WTACHED
TO THE French Army Coitr.s).

WE have received the following,

letter from W. Pratt, the erst-

while rider of a P. and M., who
now drives a heavy lorry in the

Ammunition Column attached to the

116th Heavy Battery, E.G. A. ;

"I have just been reading a copy of _

The. Motor GijcU (December 3rd), which,

by the wa_y, is the first I have seen since

I have been out here, now over tAvo

months, and, as you know that I am an
enthusiastic motor cyclist, you can guess

I have been reading this copy with ' some
gusto,' and the events described tlierein

bring back many memories of days gone
by on the good old P. and M. and others

in Six Daj-s Trials, London to Edinburgh
and Exeter, etc.

"At the present moment we are sleep-

ing in a house—on the floor—which is the

first time we have been billeted in such
comfortable quarters since I have been
out here, so you can guess we generally

have to rough it. I am writing by the

light of two motor lamps taken off a car,

as gas or electric light is unknown in this

village.

Light Vehicles must make Way.
" I see many names of men in The

Motor Cycle who, I should have thought,
would have long ago been with us out

here, but no doubt they have good reasons

for staying where they are. I would like

yoLi to convey my congratulations to

Georgie Brough on his performance in

the Bristol Trial. It is like him, and
what one would expect ; but you can tell

him from me he would often have his

work cut out to average 20 m.p.h. over
here on these roads and the traffic. It is

a common occurrence to meet a single

convoy of forty motor lorries, and when
you meet these there is no other place for

j'Ou but the ditch or the side of the road,
which much resembles a ditch. The convoy
have orders not to get off the crown of the
road (generally jMre) for lighter vehicles,

as if one of these lorries (sometimes with
a load of three or four tons of amrpunition
or stores) gets 'ditched' it may take any-
thing from half an liour to gei it oui,, aini

you can appreciate what trouble and delay
that causes to other traffic, and many bad
words are used by every one concerned.

" Bob White and myself are on the
same lorry (_40-45 h.p, Maiidslay), and Ave

intend to stick together it possible. We
have had many interesting experiences,
which are too numerous to mention here.

We have only ditched our lorry twice,
and as on neither occasion has it been our
fault we call our sheet a clean one. Our
work is very interesting, as we take up
ammunition to our battery, and, in ccnsc-

Feeding the Guns.
quence, we are always well to the fore,

and very seldom sleep out of sound of

the guns, and generally on our lorries,

which may have anything up to 100

rounds of lyddite or shrapnel. For the

first month we were well in the thick of

it, and saw many , interesting sights.

What would yon say to a hole by a ' Jack
Johnson' big enough to put two lorries

in and then not know they were there?
' Some hole, eh

!

" At the present moment we are sup-

posed to be resting, but any time ordeis

may come for a move, and then it means
at any minute, night or day, and it is no
joke "driving at night. One gets very

Mr. W. Pratt, who recounls on this page

his experiences dnvmg an ammunition car

with the British Expeditionary Force.

little rest as, perhaps, the battery par-

ticularly requires lyddite, or shrapnel, as

the case may be, and it has to be got

there in the shortest possible time, no
matter what the obstacles.

Knowledge of French Useful.

" I have seen a lot of praise given to

the motor cycle riders, which, without
doubt, they,deserve, but those of us who
have taken on this work of driving these

big, heavy vehicles, perhaps for the first

time, have many difllculties to overcome,
which require a considerable amount of

skill and nerve. At night one must never
leave the lorry unguarded for one moment,
which necessitates one doing guard while
the ether man sleeps in the lorry. .

"The other difldculty always before us
is being ' ditched,' which is very easily

done ; more easily than you can imagine
with the good English roads before your
eyes.

"Just before 1 close I would like to

mention that I have found my knowledge
of French very useful, and I generally
act as interpreter to the column, and

hope to be able to use my German in a

similar manner when we arrive in Berlin!
" As I write, I have just heard we are

off into action again, so to-day has been
a busy one with iis. I cannot tell

you where we are going, but when
our guns start you will soon hear of

another German reti'eat, and that is how
' I do my little bit ' by serving the guns
which give the Germans a nasty shock
every time a shell leaves the "muzzle.
I forgot to mention our guns are the guns
of South African fame, 4.7, so you will

have some idea of the damage they do.
" With best wishes for Christmas and

a happy New Year to you and all

those readers who remember me.—B1-.LY
Pratt."

THE MACHINE REQUIRED.
T is W'ith pleasure that we reproduce
a letter- we have received from Lance-
Corporal D. H. Noble, the Rover
rider, now serving with the 69tli

Company A.S.C. (M.T.) It is such an
interesting communication that we re-'

produce it in extciiso:

"The weather and roads are becoming
really awful now—cut up by the con-
stant heavy traffic and deep in nuid
soup. I was held up the other day by
the deluge getting in the magneto,' ancl

had to take the whole thing down in a
little cafe, by the light of one oil lamp,
finally arriving ' home ' at 11. cO p.m..'

Incidentally, an Indian sentry, whose
challenge I did not hear, nearly 'shot me,
Otherwise the T.T. Rudge I "have been
riding has gone excellently, although,
being gear and clutchless, it is hardly
suited for 12 m.p.h. convoy riding, s'o

I hope shortly to be astride a Douglas.
To be suitable at all for convoying
lorries a machine (unless it is a licht-

weight) must have a handle-bar con-
trolled clutch, a gear emphatically vol

in the hub, and efficient spriiig 'forks
which will hold the road (one type
which I have in mind is absolutely a

nightmare to steer over pare). Protec-
tion from the wet and mud is also most
desirable—we are rigging canvas nuid
shields on most of our bikes—as once
one ^ets wet it is a difficult job to get
dry agaiii—no hot bath and a spare suit

of clothes to change into after a long
and wet ride at speed. Otherwise I am
sure the British Army in France is the
best looked after. There is plenty of

'

e.xcellent food and warm clothing. We
motor cyclists have just received short

leather coats, and the lorry drivers long
fur-lined ones."
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THE IDEAL TRANSMISSION
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

Amongst others the

following' British
makers are now fit-

ting Mark 10 as

standard.

Abingdon Ecco Co.

Burney & Blackburne

Campion Cycle Co.

N.U.T. Motor Co.

Reed, H., & Co.

CORK
INSERTS

^

"UTJO L.

Insist on having

the most perfect

gear on your next

mount. This gear

has been exhaust-

3 ively tested and can

be fitted to any
make of motor
cjcle.

II !0

CHAIN and BELT DRIVE.FOUR SPEEDS. KICK START.

17 OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM -CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

JARDINE, NOTTINGHAM.

MARVELLOUS PERFORMANCE OF J.A.P. ENGINE
ON CYCLE CAR.

MELBOURNE to SYDNEY.

Extract from letter received from an Australian user of the J.A.P. Engine.
Auslralians argued that a J.A.P. would overheat where a . . . would net. It was then that I

'

challenged any ... or other engine (regardless of power) to do what 1 could do with my 738 c.c. O.H.V.
J.A.P.; and I made it my business to meet these enthusiasts under all conditions, and finally, after completing
the Melbourne to Sydney journey, I openly said (and say again) that no other engine than a J.A.P. would ever
have taken me across that 600 miles of indescribable country, and in succeeding in accomplishing this journey,
believe me, your engines have received the greatest test that ever an air-cooled engine has been subjected to, and
had you yourself gone over the road beforehand, I am positive you would have said that I could never get

there with 8 h.p. carrying the cargo I had on board, using a fnction drive in the bargain. But I knew my
engine and its capabilities, and although it roared in the low and slipping gear when the sand was a quarter up
to the axles, it did not complain, but stuck to tts task as though it knew it was a case of getting to the next
township or leaving its driver to die of thirst—and a J.A.P. has never been guilty of that so far—and on those
tiills (or ranges) how it pulled when a nasty corner prevented a run, and a tree or two lay across the track.
That was when anxious moments arose, but my faithful engine v^'ould settle down to business, and, although
the ascent seemed slow, we would always get tliere, and in many cases I would jump out on the sjmmit and
look down those mountain slopes and marvel at ever having climbed them. At all events, the question of a
J.A.P. overheating has been silenced for ever, and the J.A.P. is the most popular engine m Australia to-day.

" I feel as though it is my duty to inform you of the marvellous behaviour of your engine on my overland
journey with 160° in the sun."

Wrile now for our lUusiraied Catalogue, containing detailed description of all }\Iodels, to Dcpi. B.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO, Northumberland Park, TOTTENHAM, N.
Telegrams :

'* Prestwich, Toltlane, London." Telephone : 1613 Tottenham.

In answering these edvertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'* B3
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THE WONDERFUi SUNBEAM TRAMSMISSION

BE QUITE CLEAR ON THIS POINT.
In May, 1914, Three Sunbeam Motor Cycles for the first time competed in

the Tourist Trophy Race, and they won the Team Prize.

Very well ! This most important Competition showed the supremacy of the

Sunbeam Chain Drive -but not of any and every Chain Drive.

Remember that Sunbeam Chain Drives, and Sunbeams alone, combine the

advantages of both Chain and Belt without the disadvantages of either.

A study of the 1915 Sunbeam Catalogue brings out this point, and all

prospective purchasers should at once send for same.

Preliminary leaflet giving detailed specification will shortly be ready, and sent

on application to

:

J. MARSTON LTD., 11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.
London Showrooms: 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.; and 157-158, Sloane Street

(close by Sloane Square), S.W.

Another

RoYAL nuBY
Have you seen the Royal Ruby

War Map, Price 6d.? The

best thing in War Maps on

the Market.

PRICE.—Complete with Sturmcy-
Archer 3-spced gear and free

engine hub 36 Guineas

Code Word ;
" Adelopode."

If desired, we can fit Banks
3-speed countershaft gear with-

out clutch instead of Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed hub gear, at the

?ame price.

Code Word : " Adelosine." ill

ASTERPSECE.
Royal Ruby Modele de
fitted with Villiers Unit.

Everyihing of the very best quality.

SPECIFICATION.

Frame.—Low built, soundly con-

structed, and with dropped back,

giving low position, 28in. from ground
to top of saddle ; made throughout of
" Royal Ruby " fittings, and best

quality weldless steel tubing. Forks.
— Druid new pattern lightweight, with
c.\tra springs. Engine.—^'illiers 2I

h.p. 2-stroke. 70 : 70 mm., with ex.
269. Carburetter. — Amac special.

Brakes.—Bowdcn front brake, with
outside lever and belt rim lirake

operated by foot pedal. Belt.—Dunloj:)

Jin. Silencer.—Twin type of special

design. Saddle.— Brooks B 180 pan
seat. Carrier.— Tubular. Tank.-7-
Specially w^ell made, holding 1} galls.

Luxe 2 -stroke Lightweight,

of petrol and il gills of oil,and fastened

on two supports brazed to frame.

Lubrication. — Through Best and
Lloyd's sight drip feed with pump.
Control.— Ignition and carburetter
levers on handle-bar, compression re-

lease by outside lever worked by
Bowden wire to handle. Handle-bars.
—Semi T.T. or upturned (optional).

Mudguards.—Deep, section, with side

shields as shown. Stand.—Good front

and rear stands as shown. Wheels.—
26in. X 2in., B.E. Roman rims, fitted

with best quality hubs. Footboards.—
Aluminium, as shown. Bag.—Brooks'
side bag. Tools.-—Fully equipped tool-

roll, inflator and Clips.—Celluloid in

llator and clips brazed to fi^ame.

Tyres.—Dunlop, 26 ;< zin., B.E.,

rubber studded motorcyclette tjTes.

Write for Catalogue, giving full specifications of other models, from the

2-siroke Lightweight at 25 Gns. up to the 8 h.p. modele de luxe at 80 Gns

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
Ruby Works, Cannel Street, Ancoals, Manchester.

mill III! iiiiji

iii

Ud

E4 III answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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The Zenith Machine Gun Sidecar Combination.

WE recently had an opportunity of

inspecting a particularly fine

sidecar outfit on which a quick-

firing gun is mounted, Mr. F.

^V. Barnes, of the Zenith Company,
being responsible for the design of the

sidecar chassis. The sidecar is con-

ttructed throughout of straight tubes and
is immensely strong. In the centre is a

column supporting the gun, on which it

i.s i)ivoted, providing an ample amount of

lateral movement. A locking device

liolds the gun in position, so that it is

held rigidly until its use is required : the

gun may be worked either ahead or

astern, as by undoing the locking screw
referred to the gun may be lifted out,

turned completely round, and used in the
reverse direction. When the gun is in

action a "spade," which is hinged to the
near side sidecar member, can be let

down so as to hold the combination
steady while the gun is being fired. If

the sidecar is lifted up and the leg

pushed forward it makes an efficient

.sidecar stand.

The quick detachability of the gun is

an especially important feature, as, in

the event of the combination arriving at

a spot where further progress by road
is not possible, the gun may'^be lifted up
and the tripod shown in the illustration

Quick-firmg gun dismounted Irom sidecar chassis and mounted on its tripod. This operation

IS the work of less than a minute, and is neccssar>' on occasions when further progress by road
is impracticable. The bicycle and chassis are Zeniths.

quickly detached and carried with tlie

gun to a convenient position. A plat-

form is provided upon which the gunner
sits, and provision is made for the con-
veyance of ammunition bo.xes. A com-
fortable cushion is to be found on the
luggage carrier, and also a handle to

which one of the gun's crew can hold

on, and to which is attached an auxiliary
brake provided with a ratchet lever so
that it will stay on in any position. The
tripod rests on a spring carrier, and when
in position acts as an efficient form of
spring footrest for the passenger riding
on the carrier. The gun used is the
Vickers light machine gun.

THE ZENITH SIDECAR MACHINE GUN OUTFIT.
1 lie right-hand view shows the vertical handle which acts as a support lo

I he man on tlie carrier. This handle also carries a ratchet type brake.

A Motor Cyclist with the Ambulance Service.

A RECENT issue of the Ilford
Ouardiax contains an interest-

ing letter which has been re-

ceived from Sergeant A. R.
Abbott, the well known motor cyclist

and captain of the Essex Motor Club,
'vlio is attached to the 24Ui Field Ambu-
lance Motor Transport, having charge of
I lose on a dozen ambulance cars. The
li Mowing are extracts :

"1 will endeavour to give you an oui-
liiie of our work as briefly as possible,
iiur hospital is situated about six miles
liom the firing line, which is about the
limit of the range ut shell fire, although
iKjw we do not take much notice of bullets
or shells. The cars go to within one
hundrtd or two hundred yards, and the

Tank of the new two-stroke Hobart. show-

ing large filler caps, lubricator, and change

speed lever. (See page 683 of our last issue.)

stretcher bearers then walk the rest and
carry back the wounded to us. As far as

possible we sta\ behind ar. old farmhouse
or cottage to shelter irom the stray

bullets, and there are plenty of them
— <oiii-fnii d'Aliemaiich.' On a ciaik

night it is hell driving up there, and
the roads !?) are awful, with ditches

each side. We also have to dodge in-

numerable shell holes in the road that

would take two tip-cart loads of ballast

to fill up. We liavc had one car hit,

but up to now nobody has been shot. We
also had one car overturned in a ditch,

and got it out two days afterw-ards under
shell fire. We had to rig up a tripod

of scaffold poles, and—although I say it

myself—this was a smart piece of work."
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THE BURMAN 2i h p.

ENGINE.

AT tlie present time, when most new
productions in the small engine
line act on the two-stroke prin-

ciple, it is particularly interesting

to find a well-designed and original small
four-stroke. Such an engine is the Bur-
man 2^ h.p. manufactured ly Burman and
Sojib, Ltd , 89, Gooch Street, Birmingham

Pulley side of the engine.

The enclosed overhead inlet valve and the
crank case are the first points to strike

the eye. The latter i5 of peculiar shape,
for the bolt lugs are internal and their

e.xternal radii are joined by neat curves
so that the crank case can be wiped down
with ease, and there are no ridges to

collect mud. The valves are operated by
a single cam, and the rockers are mounted
in such a way that each has a long bear-
ing surface on which to work. A Dixie
magneto is mounted at a .'flight angle

behind the cylin- .

der, and is driven
from the cam-
shaft through a
single interme-
diate gear wheel.
A large silencer

is attached to the
front engine bolts,

and is supplied as
part of the unit.
Dealing next with
the cylinder,
\vhicli has a bore

Oct.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
LREADY many full descriptions of

1 91 5 models have appeared in these

columns, and as a guide to readers

we give below the dates upon which the

different descriptions were published :

Sept. 3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.

,, 24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2f h.p. two-stroke
Singer.

1st and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-driven Rex.
8th. Radco and Abingdon.

Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.
J.A.P. engines, Calthorpe, Lucas dynamo.
Quadrant, Harley - Davidson, Matchless
Racer, Lea-Francis, J.H., and two-strokp
Ariel.

Nov. 5th. Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro, 2} h.p. Bnd
6 h.p. Enfields, Omega, and 4 h.p. A. J. S.

6 h.p. Humber, Sun Vitesse, and Levis.

Diamond, B.S.A., b h.p. twin P. and M.,
Indian, Royal Ruby, Velocette, 6-7 h.p.

Sunbeam, James, Rover, twin-cylinder two-
stroke Premier, and New Hudson.
Rudge, O.K. Junior, Wooler, New Imperial,

J.H., Lady's Radco, Wulfruna, Bradbury,
and Hazlewood.

Dec. 3rd. Norton, Grandes, Connaught, Brown,
Clyde, Brough, and Lady's Ivy.

Allon two-stroke, Wulfruna, Premier two-
stroke, O.K. two - stroke, A.J S., and
Velocette.

4 h.p. and two-stroke Triumph, Radco, and
Paragon two-strokes, Rex-Jap, Symplex,
Bat, Connaught, Quadrant two-stroke. Twin
Excelsior, Hobart two-stroke, and Hockley
two-stroke.

of 76 mm. (the stroke being 65 mm.), the

design is clean, and a clear air passage is

left between the valve port and cylinder
wall. The overhead inlet valve, complete
with its seating and spring, drops into

position from the top, and is held in place

by a screwed dome. The inlet pipe cast-

which is formed with the rocker bear-

isth.

22nd.
29th.

r2th.

19th.

26th,

toth.

17th.

The gudgeon pm
is iixed to the con-

necting rod by a

ip'I- rod crid

The Burman flywheels are attached to a

solid crankshaft.

ings and cooling ribs, fits over this dome,
and is held in place by a large diameter
nut, and the rocker operates the valve
through the medium of a small plunger,
which prevents air leaks and takes up any

side thrust. The inlet pipe is bushed to

receive the inlet tappet rod, and the pipe
is specially formed so that the bush does
not choke the passage of the gas. Over
the whole rocker gear fits an aluminium
cap, precluding all grit, but removable for

lubricating purposes by two small
thumb nuts.

The 2h h.p. Burman engme has an enclosed

overhead inlet valve.

Novel Crank Construction.

Perhaps the most interesting feature
of the engine is the crankshaft construc-
tion, which is quite unusual. The crank
itself is a solid forging, hardened and
ground to size. The crank pin is hollow,
and through this is driven a pin which
serves to locate the flywheels. The fly-

wheels are internal, and the inner webs
are set eccentric to their outside diameter,
so as to provide correct balance.' They
are bored to fit the crankshaft, and have
a hole to suit the positioning peg already
mentioned. Consequently, they can be
dropped into position and held on by
locking nuts in such a manner as to ensure
true riuming. This, unfortunately, is not
a ccnimon feature on most inside flywheel
engines, and materially affects" high
speed running.
The connecting rod carries a split bi.g

end of large dimensions, aird the small

end is also split and grips the gudgeon
pin firmly, so that the pin oscillates in .

the piston. This method has much to

commend it, for besides providing a

much larger bearing area, no othor

gudgeon pin fixing is required. A ball

bearing is fitted io the crankshaft on the
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By Appoiniment,

ANGLO-AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY, Ltd.,

36-38, Queen Anne's Gate,

WESTMINSTER, s.w.
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Where to go for

Magneto "Spares"

ISN'T it time you overhauled that

magneto of yours ? Some of the

parts may have worn and need
replacmg. It is far cheaper to do
this now, than to wait until serious

trouble develops, and the machine
breaks down. We keep a compre-
hensive stock of " spares " for

magnetos of all makes, and can send

you any part, from an armature to

a terminal, per return. Write for

prices. They are low.

A MAGNETO HOSPITAL.
CL We keep a staff of experts who do nothing

else but repair magnetos ; so if your machine

is out of order, send it to us and we will make
it as good as new. We despatch all work

within 24 hours of receipt. We guarantee

satisfaction with all makes.

c

THE NEW

Simms Plug.

C The "New Simms' is a non-soot,

rustless plug which never misfires

-

It sparks perfectly at all engine speeds,

even at starting. Ask your dealer to

show you the plug in the blue tin

box. That is the New Simms Plug

—

ihe best there is for motor cycles.

Price, Everywhere,

3/6 Each.

t9l.WaKkir St.Oxford 5t. LondonW

Makers of Simms 10/6 Riotor Cycle Vulcanisar

if I'll

Makers

Motor

Cycles
and

Sidecars

requiring

TRANSFERS
are invited to send particulars of wording required,
upon receipt of which we will submit, free of charge,

a specially prepared design.

REGISTRATION LETTERS AND NUMBERS, CRESTS.
MONOGRAMS. NAMES. ETC., ALSO SUPPLIED.

tflT When asking for gratis design makers are
Tjj requested to state the colour of the back
ground upon which the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Transfer rOVFNTRY LONDON

:

Specialists, ^^^ * ^^^ H\ I . 20, TUDOR STREET, E.C.

BAKER & CO., 53. Moseley Building. Johannesburg, are able to

show designs and quote South African and Rhodesicn customers.

"1

BOOKS
Motor Cyclist-Photographers

lAcrx' iMot'jr Cyclist \\ ho uses a Camera will

iind Ihese books insLi'iictive and inlecestiiis.

Hand Cameras, 1 /6 nelt. By posl. 1 /9.

Photographic Enlarging, 1/6 nett. By post, 1/9.

Photography for AH. Photography by Rule.

Practical Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

1 /- nett per volume. By post. 1 12

In ansiverino these advcTtiseifients it is desirable to /ncntion "The Mutor C^cle.'
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Details of the Burman inlet valve, and dome
construction.

pulley side, and all the other bearings

are plain and of ample proportions.

Altogether the engine is an e.xample

of excellent design and high-class work-
manship.

NEW COMETS FOR 1915.

MR. A. H. HADEN, of Princip St.,

Birmingham, was one of the first

of our manufacturers to reali.se

the possibilities of Overseas trade
in motor cycles and parts. He has, in

consequence, reaped the benefit of his

enterprise, and it is hardly .surprising to

find that the gieat-er part of his business
is done out of Engtand. New Comet
models range from two to eight horse
power, and include two and four-stroke
engines and special ladies' models.
Among the lightweight machines there

•is a wide choice. A very compact motor
cycle is turned out, fitted with either the
Precision Junior unit or a 211 c.c. two-
stroke with a two-speed couirtershaft
gear and chain and belt drive. In each
case the frame is very strong without
being heavy, and the fittings throughout
are stout and of sensible proportions.
Druid forks, 26in. wheels, and comfortable
foot plates are included in the specifica-

tion. Care has been taken to ensure the
most comfortable riding position, and it is

particularly noticeable that even the
lightest models are fitted with a double

top tube. Botii lightweights can be
obtained with open frame suitable for

lady riders, in which case both the top
tubes are dropped sharply downwards,
and meet in a common lug part way up

and fittings are of the first order, and the

co.nplete machine strikes a high note in

motor cycle construction.

An equally wide range of sidecar chassis

is manufactured at the works, and extends

The new Dot lightweight, particulars of which appear on this page.

the saddle tube. This gives plenty of

dress room, and still leaves a frame of

ample strength. The open frame models
are, of course, fitted with a belt shield,

to prevent damage to the riders dress.

To pass on to one size larger, we find a
serviceable mount equipped with a 350
c.c. two-stroke engine and a three-speed
hub gear. This is a robust machine,
callable of solo work in any country.
With its 26 X 2i tyres, strong stand aiid

carrier, comfortable saddle and wide
guards, it forms a serious touring mount
which is at the .same time not so heavy
as to be unwieldy, weighing as it does
approximately 150 lb. Here, as in other
models, we find details carefully carried
out. and the foot brake is arranged so
that a fall is not in the least likely to put
it out of action. . Tiiis model may be
obtained with pedalling gear and foot-
rests in place of footboards.

Among the long list of remaining
models to sirit all tastes the big twin may
be taken as a worthy representative. It

is designed to suit the 6-8 h.p. .J. A. P. or
Precision engines, and is built throughout
to withstand the heavy strains of sidecar
work on bad roads. The miidguarding

from the light touring machine to the

very heavy types suitable for heavy loads

in bad country and commercial work.
The quick detachable sidecar clip is a

point worthy of attention on all models.

A DOT LIGHTWEIGHT.
Mr. Harry Reed, of Manchester, maker

of the Dot motor cycle, has long been
known for his powerful machines.
Of interest, therefore, is the hew
Dot lightweight machine, which is

fitted with a 2^ h.p. J. A. P. engine
70 X 76 nun. bore and stroke (292 c.c).

A Dixie magneto is mounted on a plat-

form behind the cylinder; in rear of this

again is an Amac carburetter. The
transmission is by a cliain to the Albion
two-speed gear situated in the counter-
shaft, and thence by belt over a large

))ulley to the rear wheel. Saxon forks
and a I5rooks saddle combine to make the
machine comfortable. The front mud-
guard is provided with side flaps.

Hutchinson tji'es are standard, and the
general lines of the machine are neat and
effective.

Extremes of the New Comet 1915 range, the big twin-cylinder and the light tivo-stroke. Both models are built "with an eye" for Overss^ trade.

B9
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Sturmey-Archer Three-speed Countershaft Gear.

WE have several times mentioned
the new Sturmey-Archer gear,
which is adopted by many
leading makers as . standard

for 1915, and its many excellences. We
now propose to give a complete descrip-

tion of the gear and its method of

operation.

In the first place, it should be noted
that the gears are all continually in

mesh for the full width of the teeth,
and consequently there is no danger of

the edges of the teeth being chipped, to
the detriment of the entire gear.

The Clutch.

The clutch consists of a main body,
keyed to the main gear box axle and
four other friction plates. Two of

these are prevented from revolving by
the spring boxes, of which there are
SIX, one being shown in the drawing;
the other two plates, carrying a series

of corks, are coupled together by
tongues on their peripheries, and one
of them carries the driven sprocket. The
-only parts liable to wear are the cork
inserts, which are easily renewable.
The outer dust cap is sprung over an
extension of the sprocket. The clutch

is disengaged by a rod running through
the main axle, and operated from the
handle-bar through the quick pitch

screw shown on the right. It is very
smooth in action.

The Gear Box.

The main axle A, to which the clutch

is keyed, carries gear wheels B and
C, one at each end, both free to

revolve upon it. That on the left, B,
has an extension, on which a driving

sprocket or pulley is mounted. The
centre part of the shaft is fluted, and
upon this slides the third gear wheel D,
provided with dogs at each side. The
layshaft has a gear wheel keyed to each
end, and is formed with dog clutches

in the centre, which engage with a

corresponding set on the sliding pinion

E. The pinions on each shaft are

moved to the central position, and the

drive is through D, E (now clutched

to the layshaft), F, and B. Low gear—
The sliding pinions are moved to the

right, D being now clutched to C, and
the drive is through C, G, F, and B.

The gear ratios are 1, 1.632, and
2.652, and the following gears are

therefore available : 3, 4.9, 8 ; 3^-, 5.7,

operated by the same lever, and slide 9.3; 4, 6.5, 10.7; 4^, 7.34, 12; 5, 8.15,

together. The action is as follows : 13.3, and so on in similar proportion.

High gear—The sliding pinions

are moved
clutched
revolving
—The s

Diagrammatical section of the new Sturmey-Archer three-

speed countershaft gear, having all the gears constantly

fully in mesh, and cork insert clutch. The letters are

referred to in the text.

Kick Starter Mechanism.
The kick starter is so

arranged that, when the spring
brings the lever to the normal
vertical position, a projection

on the free-wheel pawl comes
into engagement with a fixed

cam which depresses the pawl
out of action, thus making for

quiet running and absence of

wear. When starting the
engine by means of the kick

OPERATION starter, the gear lever should
be placed in the neutral posi-

tion with the clutch in engage-

ment. When the engine starts,

the clutch is withdrawn before
the low gear is engaged, after

which the clutch is re-engaged,
and the gears changed as re-

quired. When changing gear,

it is not necessary to declutch,

but the exhaust lifter should
be used momentarily. It is

recommended that the gear
should be lubricated with
engine oil, a large accessible

hole being provided for this
purpose.

A New Twin Connaught.

As regards two -stroke motor cycle

engines, the nevr horizontally op-

posed twin Connaught marks a

new epoch. So far some diffi-

culty has been experienced in constructing

air-cooled two-stroke engines having a

cylinder capacity exceeding very moderate

limits, but there would appear to be no

reason why this limit should not be ap-

proximately doubled by employing a twin.

Ill the case of the Connaught this has not

yet been done, as the new engine has a

bore and stroke of 60 x 60 mm., but it

must be realised that, although the crank-

shaft impulses occirr at the same intervals

as would be the case in a horizontal twin

four-stroke, yet both cylinders fire simulta-

neously, and, therefore, doub'.e the number
of explosions take place. Thus, the

balance is as good a5 possible with a twin
engine, and the torque is as good as with

a four-stroke horizontal twin.

The cranks are set at 180^, and care-

fully balanc.:d, the shaft running on ball

bearings with plain compression retainers.

Both cylinders project a long way into

the aluminium craak case, the inlet port

being formed in the casing of the rear

cylinder.

Both cylinders and crank case are

bolted firmly to a stout aluminium
casting which forms a combined bed-
plate and silencer, and is rigidly

attached to the frame at both ends.

This bedplate bolts directly to the

exhaust ports, and thus no exhaust
pipes are employed. The lid of the
crank case, which also 'acts as a
magneto platform, is formed by part

of the transfer pipe casting which lies

along the top of the engine. This
transfer pipe includes a veiy unusual
device, consisting of a rotary throttle

sleeve in the rear cylinder lead. The
object of this is curious. All two-stroke

r^

riders know that when running light,

either downhill or with the clutch out,

their engines develop a tendency to

four-stroke, and it has been found that

by cutting out the rear cylinder on the

Connaught by means of the before-

mentioned throttle the full charge
passes to the front cylinder, which
continues two-stroking regularly, giving
the same number of impulses as thougli

both cylinders were in action.

The magneto problem for an engine
of this type requires some considera
tion, as two sparks have to be
generated simultaneously, but in

engine we inspected the trouble
been overcome by a special U.H.
Lubrication is by petroil, and

frame and fittings, with the exception
of the special engine fixings, are on
standard Connaught lines. Photographs
of the new engine appear on the opposite
page.

the
had

the

The back cylinder of the new twin

Connaught. On top is the transfer port,

and directly below lies the exhaust

port, while, below the flange, the comer
of the mlet port can be seen.

A TWO-SEATED SIDECAR.
For some time

.
past Jlessrs. A. J.

Stevens and Co., Ltd., have been tetting
a two seated sociable sidecar. This new

;

modef has given great satisfaction, but i^

is not yet known whether it will be placea
on the market for 1915, as the company ia

experiencing so great a demand for "th|
standard models.
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Clubs and Affiliation in War Time.
Reply to our Leaderette

To the Editor of "The Motor Cycle."

I
CANNOT help feeling that, uninten-
tionaUy, you have struck a wrong
and almost unpatriotic note. -The
services that motor cyclists in general,

and the motor cycling clubs and their
parent society in particular, have been
able to render the country in this time
of war, have been not inconsiderable, and,
I suggest, should be an added reason why
individuals should continue to support
their clubs and the clubs to rally round
the Union.

Instead of drawing attention to the
fact that a good many motor cyclists who
are not serving their country are econo-
mising by resigning from their club, you
should have exhorted them to " carry on

"

as usual and individually to do their best
to obtain new members, so that their club
funds may the better be able to carry
those of its members who are away
serving their country as honorary members
in every sense. Those you refer to who
are neither serving their country nor sup-
porting their clubs cannot surely be many

;

as honorary secretary of, I think, the
second largest motor cycling club in the
Union, I have not received one single
resignation since August 1st.

One gathers from your article that
matters motor cycling are dormant, and
that as there is nothing for clubs or the
Union to do we should all sit with folded
hands and keep them away from our
pockets untU brighter days dawn. Such
pessimism is unwarranted, harmful to the
industry, and unfair to the " gieat federa-
tion of clubs so carefully and laboriously
built up."
As a matter of fact, not a day has

passed since the commencement of war
without several new members joining the
Union, whilst during the same period
clubs have notified me of 646 new club
members. The number of applications
for particulars of tours and for free legal
defence has been actually greater than
during the con-esponding period of las',

year. Are not your circulation figures
equally encouraging? [They are.

—

Ed.]
What of the refreshing leaderette on the
state of the industi'y that follows the
article in question?
Even admitting, however, that there

may be a drop in club membership this
year, is this a good reason why clubs
should reduce the amount of their
membership subscriptions? Clubs are not
run for profit, and, as a general rule,

the subscriptions are merely sufficient to
pay for stationery, printing, and postage,
together with the capitation fee of 6d.
or 5s., as the case may be, to the Union.
There is stUl less reason why the com-
paratively small fee paid by the clubs to
the Union should be reduced. The fewer
the number of members to be benefited
the more expensive the provision of such
benefits becomes, whilst such heavy
charges as rent of offices and other
administrative e-xpenses have to be paid
as in normal times. As to the latter, it

may be of interest to state that . lore than
one halt of the clerical staff of the Union
have enlisted, and that the Union is, in
each case, making up their pay to their
original salary figuie.

from the A.C.U. Secretary.
To remove any misapprehension, it

should be clearly understood that the
Union has never had any wish unfairly to

tax its clubs, or to draw one penny from
them more than they can afford. The
Union does not, any more than the clubs,

exist for profit, but, unlike its clubs, it

haa necessarily to spend many hundreds
of pounds a year to maintain its position
as a parent society, an expenditure that
this year will probably show a balance on
the wrong side.

In their own interests club secretaries

should be careful to exclude from their

list of members all those who do not
punctually pay their subscriptions; there
is no liability on a club to pay a capita-

tion fee in respect of other than its paid
up members, and it is quite optional for

the club to decide whether tliis shall be on
the sixpenny or the five shilling basis.

I feel sure that my committee will will-

iaf,\y waive all claim to any fees in

respect of those honorary club members
now serving their country ; to go further
than this would be merely suicidal, and
would, in your own words, so destroy or

weaken our " great federation " that
" recovery would indeed be difficult if not
impossible."

In conclusion, sir, may 1 add that we
should each and all of us do our very best
to encourage during 1915 the sport and
pastime of motor cycling, the branch of

automobilism that to an even greater
extent than mechanical flight has proved
itself an unexpected national asset, un-
expected, that is, save to those few who
have had the privilege of guiding the
movement during the last ten years ! This
is r.o occasion for our leading motor cycle
journal to pitch its opinions in a mmor
key, rather should we all rejoice that the
British motor cycle lias found its place in

the sun, and determine to maintain it

there. T. W. Lotjohborough,
Secretary, Auto Cycle Union.

A Concession Outlined.
[As to the suggestion that we have taken

a pessimistic attitude, we have only to

point out that " Carry on " has been
the title of a leading article and our
motto of encouragement from Augmt
and onwards. Tliere is no getting away
from the fact thai competitions are

dormant; indeed, they are discouraged
by the A.C.U., and this body must
know that competitions are the life and
soul of the average club. Our corre-

spondent's denial of the facts seems to

suggest that he is at the moment out of

touch with the conditions obtaining in

club circles. However, criticism is

largely disarmed by Mr, Lough-
borough's outline of a workable scheme
of give and take between the parent
society and its affiliated clubs. That
such a scheme should be evolved was
the main plea of our article.

—

Ed.]

T

whole width.

The two-stroke horizontally -opposed Connaught described on the

preceding page. Note how the aluminium silencer forms a bed plate

for the engine.

PREMIER SIDECAR
MACHINE GUN.

HE PREMIER CO., LTD., have
given their attention to the pro-

duction of a sidecar machine for

gun carrying. We have already
amiounced that the Motor Machine Gun.
Service is to become a permanent section
of the army, and every division of the
army in the present war will gradually
have a motor machine gun service
attached to it. Hitherto, the sidecar
machine guns which have been utilised
for service have been pleasure type
vehicles adapted for the conveyance of
a light machine gun, but the Premier
product ia specially designed throughout
for the work in view. It is immensely
strong, as will be gathered when we state
that the sidecar chassis tubes are l^in.
diameter and of 10 gauge. Mounted
upon the ordinary chassis is a sub-
platform supported on large diameter
coil springs, a metal tray extending its

most novel feature of
the Premier war im-
plement is the snap
security for the legs
of the tripod on
which the machine
gun is mounted. By
depressing a clutch
pedal the c 1 a w s
securing the feet are
released, and the
gun complete witi^
its tripod can be re-

moved quicker than
it takes to tell. An
arrangement fitted

by the Premier Co.
to the gun which
we have not seen
before, but which
struck us as being
immensely practical,

consists of a tray to

support the ammu-
nition belt. This
tray swivels together'

with its ammunition
as the gun is moved,
which simplifies the
rapid feed of the
gun.
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FINAL TOUCHES TO THE DESPATCH RIDE?!

ONE day last w€ek it was ovu- privilege to

follow some interesting manceuvres, in the
country south of London, in which about
one hundred and twenty motor cyclists,

were engaged. The riders were supposed to be
attached to headquarters which were situated
at The Hut Hotel, Wisley, to two divisions, one
of which was at Church Cobham and the other
at Ottershaw, and to four brigades, two belonging
to each division. Of these, the first and second
brigades were at Stoke D'Abernon and Esher
respectively, and the third and fourth brigades
at Wevbridge and Staines. There were also motor

cyclists supposed to be attached to cavalry belong-
ing to the various brigades. This force was
working against six men, each representing thirty
thousand. The enemy wore white sweaters over
their macintoshes and white bands round their

caps.

Jlost of the participants slept in a barn at

Esher, in which, as they learned the next morning,
a poor man had hanged himself some twelve
months previously. Many of them were grateful

that this interesting piece of news had not been
conveyed to them the night before.

The start was made at 7.45 a.m. We attached

ourselves to the e

Lieutenant Busby ^s

to Leatherhead. In,

short time, and finElgy

Here a number cl {'

recovering from the '•

took very great -ir li''

machines. It was ' •*

the men came roun( !'

the enemy in hidir ^

full speed and toi '

safety. The men w Si'

handled their n^ae 'i

(1.) Part ot the 2nd Dwision in Leatherhead-, Lieut. Vernon Busby, R.E., is on the right. (2.) Watching the proceedings from the main road. Two€i»(|

Merrow Corner. (6.) Comparing"if
||
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: The Last Official Test before being sent Abroad.
in Division, of which

a large, wliich retreated

Is position there for a

fidrew to East Clandon.

3Im officers who were
.d;!s in a private hospital

tiii the men and their

iiiresting to see the way
51 r suddenly to discover
11 then turned round at

' a side turning into
rticularly fine lot, and
th great -skill. The

latter were Rudges, B.S.A.'s, Triumphs, and
Douglases.
The weather was inclined at first to be misty

and cold, but later on it cleared up, and the day
was fine and the roads good on the whole.

Forty-two Despatch Riders Captured !

The duty of the enemy was to try and intercept

messages passing between the various bodies, and
that they succeeded is borne out by the fact

that they captured no fewer than forty-two despatch
riders. In the case of a despatch rider being
captured, his message was marked to show that

he had been taken, and he was sent off again to

try and find some other road over which he could

deliver his despatch without being caught again.

The main purpose of the test was to give the

finishing touches in instruction to a number of

trained men in a thorough understanding of map
reading and the art of keeping away from main
roads.

The proceedings were prematurely termi3iated

by a despatch handed in at Guildford to the effect

that everyone was to return to barracks and
report himself. This unexpected official summons
to headquarters was answered with great prom|)ti-

tude.

Silt Belgian officers were interested spectators (3.) Riders at headquarters awaiting instructions. (4.) Studying the map of operations. (5.) In cover near

'.) Another interested Belgian officer.
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Seasonable Contributions.

This issue contains articles of season-
able and topical interest. These consist
of "A Lighter Spirit" (page 696),

"Why I Dislike Sidecars," by Colney
Hatch (page 711), and " A Message in

Morse" (page 698),

The Edwards Cup.

In the Edwards Cup reliability trial,

organised by the Leicester and District

M.C.C., and referred to in our last

issue, H. J. Woodgate's time was given
to us as 3m. 13s. This should have been
2m. 13s. This club has now transferred

its headquarters to the George Hotel,

Haymarket, Leicester.

Rubber Supplies.

Somebody, with an obvious axe to

grind, is circularising motorists to the

effect that a rise in the price of plantation

rubber will shortly necessitate a corre-

sponding increase in the price of tyres.

We have the highest authority for

declaring that both these statements are

devoid of ta-ct. Indeed, it is pertinent to

point out that rubber having been
declared contraband of war and its export
prohibited, supplies in this country should
be plentiful. There is therefore no
necessity for the motorist to depart from
his normal practice of buying tyi-es as

and when he wants them.

Stolen Machine.

A 1914 4^ h.p. James was stolen from
Churchers College, Petersfield, Hants,
last week. Engine No. 3,817, frame No.
51215. The owner, A. H. G. Hoggarth,
would be gla-d of news of his machine.

Bristol New Year Trial.

We hear that the Land's End trial is

likely to prove a great success. Entries,
which must be sent to Mr. F. C. Wasley,
9, Victoria Street, Bristol, close on the
26th inst. A gold medal will be awarded
to every rider who complies with the
regulations and is not more than five

minutes early or late at anj' timed check.
Similarly, silver and bronze medals will

be presented to those within fifteen and
forty-five minutes respectively.

Trials and the War.
Anent the forthcoming Bristol trial,

to be held on January 1st and 2nd, Mr. F.
C. Wasley, the trials secretary, writes as

follows :
" We fully realise the seriousness

of this most deplorable war, and, as a
club, are doing all we can to help, and
have already contributed over £50 to

different war funds. We do not, howexer,
see that any useful purpose is being
served by abandoning all trials. This
view was shared by several competitors in

our last trial, who expressed their opinion
that the trade would welcome a winter
trial to give them an opportunity of show-
ing the paces of their 1915 machines. We
have greatly appreciated the help we have
received from manufacturers in the past,
and feel that it ih the duty of clubs to

utilise their best efforts to stimulate the
trade during the present crisis."

1 he Premier machme gun sidecar. Notice shou.d be taken of the pedal on the platform, pressure

on which immediately releaces the tripod from the three locking sockets. (See page 707.)

J?I4

A.C.U. Affiliation Concession.

Our leaderette urging for special con

sideration of the affiliation question ii

war time on the part of the A.C.U. ha
drawn a reply from the secretary of tha

body, who outlines a concession in respec

of club members serving their country.

Warm Clothing for Despatch Riders.

That the motor cyclist despatch rider

in common with every branch of th(

Expeditionary Force, is being well lookec

after is confirmed, if such confirmatior

were necessary, by the letter from D
H. Noble published in this issue. H(
says that they have good food, and thej

have just received short leather coats.

The lorry drivers, among whom are manj
well-known motor cycle riders, have

received long fur-lined coats.

The Sidecar Machine Gun Batteries.

Fifty-one fprther api)lications have been
received by the Editor of this journal

for service in the Sidecar Motor i\Iachine

Gun Batteries, and several have been

inspected and accepted for service. All

the applications are receiving the con-

sideration -of the authorities.

Many men ask for transfers from other

regiments to the Motor Machine Gun
Batteries ; this is, in most cases, impos-

sible, as it interferes with training.

The Dardanelles Hero.

The following story of Lieutenant

Commander N. Holbrook is told by Fred
r. Jane in The Evening Standard

:

" The last time I met Lieutenant

Holbrook was under conditions whicli^ in

their own way were almost as exciting

as the torpedoing of the Messudieh must
have 'been. He and my brother-in-law

(who is also on a submarine) had elected

one niglit to tune up a 9 h.p. motor bike

which had jibbed ; and for comfort they

decided to do so in a basement room.
They removed the controls—both switch

and throttle being under suspicion. Un-
expectedly the engine started. When I

came on the scene in response to cries

of ' help,' one of them was on the

machine struggling to find a brake in the"

midst of infernal smoke. The other was
hanging on behind to the carrier, waltz-

ing about full length on the floor. A
9 h.p. motor bike trying to jump off her
stand under full power is no mean thing

to combat, especially with a wall some
ten feet ahead, and those in supposed
control nearly asphyxiated I

" Somehow, we short-circuited it with a
screwdriver just as the bike had started

to leap to the wall. I think we corrected

her in mid-air. Anyway, there was an
almighty tumble, with Holbrook under-
neath, and I scale about fourteen stone!
The quaintest thii'ig about this war is that

men who have ^iad 'silly episodes' are
always the ones who have come up."
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You cannot have belter than the BEST.

Pedley Belts are the Best.

BEST IN QUALITY.
BEST IN CONSTRUCTION.
BEST IN RESULTS.

Ask the best known competition riders.

Pedley Belts are Cheapest
as well as best. Our recent price reduction

makes them the cheapest on the market.

191.'! Caltf:oi)u« time n-aiy, past free.

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,
Gl. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM,

LONDON : 30, Holywell Lane. E.C.

^ t

Motor^CLisTS

FOURTH EDITION
Revised, Enlarged, and brought up to date.

" Hints and Tips for Motor

Cyclists " contains what may be termed

the cream of all motor cycling knowledge up

to date. The book gives hundreds of useful

"wrinkles" and little items of information concerning the

running, management, and repairs of motor cycles, culled from

the experience of many years of riding, and covering every detail

of the machme. The arrangement is simple and straight-

forward and reference is simplified by an extensive

index and marginal subtitles on every pa-je.

Invaluable to the new rider.

Price II- Net. By Post 1/2
from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to ynention " The ilotoi Cycle.'
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MACHINES AT REDUCED PRICES ACCESSORIES
OFFERING UNUSUAL VALUES FOR PRESENTS

[ ERE, Sir, is an opportunity to economise, and at the same
time secure a fresh mount for next season. We are
offering the remainder of our 1914 stock of machines at

specially reduced prices. Four of the bargains are quoted below,
any of which may be purchased on Selfridge's Deferred Payment
Pian. Why not call and inspect these machines when next
you are our way ?

Calthorpe Junior, 2 h.p., 2-speed

gear; very slightly shop-soiled. In

excellent condition, never £ *}A
been on the road. Reduced to *» ""^

Chater Lea Combination, 8 h.p.

Complete with coach-built sidecar,

hood, screen, lamp, genera- t* Qt\
tor, and horn ; shop-soiled, ^ *»

"

Excelsior . Combination, 5-6 h.p.

Complete with coach-built sidecar,

lamp, generator, and horn ; p 'jn
shop-soiled . . . . ^ '"

Indian, 7 h.p. Hendee Special, 1914.

2-speed, electric starter, lighting

equipment, and horn; very 1? /?£
little used S-DD

SELFRIDGES

Handle-bar MUFFS in Black

Waterproof, lined Tweed, a pair

9/6; lined Tamo, 15/6; in Tan
Leather, lined Fur, 27/-.

30-hour Motor Cycle WATCH,
guaranteed movement. Reliable

and accurate timekeeper, 9/6.

Billiken Motor Cycle MASCOT,
in brass or nickel. Each 5/6.

Carrier CUSHION for motor

cycle. In Black Japanned Leather,

filled doe hair and fitted with

four straps. Each 4
'6.

SELFRIDGE & Co.,Ltd.,

OXFORD STREET, W.

FOR QUALITY

ESTABLISHED i860. WORKS COVER 5 ACRES.
6lt. X 4ft. X 7ft. high £2 2 6
7tt. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 10
8ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 15
8ft. X 6ft. X 7ft. „ 3 5
9ft. X 7ft. X 7ft. ,, 4 3 6
10ft. x8ft. X 7ft. „ 5 5
12ft. xSft, x7Jft. „ 5 12 6

I

Double (ioors 2/6 extra.

wisi J'Im I

Pr ices afe on rait Staines Stalion
eaiji^llLUtlll illinilliUJ These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted
together in a few minutes. Thev are made of sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor.
Window in any desired position. Rooi of Stonillex
Felt. We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum.
Ciitaiogues ^Yitb rarticniarg of other size.? Free.

iflit ;
IF YeyR chest is well ppotected.

IT ISmm &AYIN6 /INftA TRUE ONE,

wthere is nothing
klKe liEATHeRVsENi»
YOUR ekD WAISTftOATwiTH
RO.P0R8^6>lNBWEWIbkPITIT1lf|TH

hEATHER FRONTS xnb PATENT
MSTENERSJO BUTTON UP TO
THE CH IN . (aiiltorrjrit) MIIT HBLAY! StNa T8

^ Bradford ST. W^kS/l bL./^

THE NEW LIGHTING ACT.
(All Cyclists to carry a lighted Rear Lamp.)

The BEST FOR THIS PURPOSE is the

T.W.R. ALUMINIUM
ACETYLENE LAMP.

6
The first on the

/a market, and still the
/ ^^ hr";t.

Neatest, Strongest,

will not rust, and
indestructible.

Post Free, 6/6-

With rubber connec-
tioij and Generator,

3/6 extra.

With 3-way rubber
tubing to connect
with Head Light, 3/-

extra.

Liberal Terms to the

Trade.

T.W.R. MANUFACTURING CO.,

5, Baldwyn Gardens, Acton, W.

<^ LOG
BOOK

and Motor Cyclists' Note Book.
An invaluable Pocket Companion.

New Edition. Price 1/6 ; by post, 1 /8.

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London E.C.

REDING ON
GREASY ROADS,

quite safe if

Machine is fitted
with tiie

"ADVANCE"
ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY.

Instantaneous
Adjustment.

No Tools required.

All engines fitted.

Price t2-6
Write for nurtionlavs to

The Advance Motor Mfv,

Co., Ltd., Northampton,

MOST RELIABLE Ak
BRITISH ALL RUBBI
TYRES MANUFACTURE
Five shillings alLiwisd for any

;

trover whet) a Sk.iw is ordered,

one wheel with the Skew andco

imre wear and service with tyw

oilier wheel. If thoSkewsatisfi

we give a special vahiaole conc

pion on your tittins renuuoj

wlicel with Skew Tyre.
Catalogue and Details FrOi

jyiilTEFOIi LISTAXD OFFER.'

OYLEBgfe
35, New
Cavendish

London.W

In answering these advertisanents it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WHY I DON'T LIKE SIDECARS.
Being (he Irresponsible Musings of Colney Hatch, Esq.. with

to Motor Cyclists who are in Love.

Some Sage Advice

BOUGHT my first sidecar in the year

1903 or thereabouts. I bought
it as the direct result of a

bliglited love affair. She was
a peach ; I have loved main-

others since, but she was ai)so-

lutely It, and even my latest

8 h.p. [No gratuitous ads.,

please! — Ed.] has not

banished her image from mv
heart. Her parents weri'

wealthy—and fastidious. I was
piiur. and a motor cyclist. The course of true lo\e did

iiiit run smooth—for my 4 h.p. twin Werner seldom lired

on both cylinders. However, I won her and took !-.er

out in my trailer. .She longed to do a mile a muuite.

and the Werner would only touch 43 m.p.h. on the

flat. So I let it all out down Dashwood, and the

trailer rod liroke. When she recovered consciousness,

she shared her parents' attitude towards me. I gut

another girl and bought a sidecar.

The Duplex Steering Type.
My new disco\ery was the daughter of a minister,

.ind the sidecar had duple.v steering and was fitted

to the left-hand side of my Werner, from which
1 was accustomed to mount. Her papa"s manse had
a large circular geranium bed in the centre cf the

dri\c. 1 pushed the Werner off till it fired on one
cylinder, and I ran round the geranium bed, hopping
timidly along the offside of the sidecar outfit, and
wnndering how on earth I was to mount. Charity
began to scream faintlv ; her mamma wa.s dancing with

"
I left the house

under a cloud •

—

the

the

apprehension on
top step of

manse, and papa

—

so far as I could see—was hardly praying. Three
times we encircled that geranium bed, and still my
coward heart shirked the leap aboard from the offside

;

my right leg dare not quit mother earth, and my
left leg scarcely felt as if belonged to me at all. At

last—on the fourth lap—I began to feel very bored
with the geraniums, and at last I did a sort of half

hop. My left boot caught Charity on the ear, my
right shin caught the sharp end of the offside pedal,

and I said—what anv unregenerate man would naturally

ejaculate in an unguarded moment, before he had
got used to the restraining idea of a minister as

a prospective pa-indaw. I left the house under a

cloud, I may say under two clouds, one consisting of

the parental \yrath, and the other of half-combusted

lubricant, for the automatic valve of the pump had
strurjc work, and the crank case was clucking audibly

with about a quart and a half of oil in it.

The Flexible Pattern.

For a time I eschewed girls, and spent the summer
trying to perfect tile adjusting of the steering arm,
which ran from the sidecar wheel to the front hub.
I failed in this ta.sk, and simultaneously alienated all

my male friends, eight of whom I bushed in hawthorn

use of the opportunitief,

hedges at blind corners, owing to that steering arm
jamming relentlessly on full lock at speed. The
next suininer dawned ; it was obvious I must get a
new girl and a new sidecar or drive alone. I got a

new girl—1 am an expert at that; and a trade friend
coaxed me to buy a new " flexible " sidecar. I was
\ery pleased with the new sidecar in my preliminary
spins. With the outfit at rest it leant against the
bicycle with a sort of ' Don't mind me !" expression, and
when I got on- the road with the chair empty, it

did not affect the steering in the slightest; I steered
just as if I were on a solo bicycle, and only realised
the presence of the sidecar \yhen I took a left-hand
corner, on which occasions the flexible sidecar would
caress ray leg lovingly. I soon gathered sufficient

confidence to offer Esmeralda a run. Esmeralda was
of the plump species, and we had no sooner got off

than I found that her weight caused the flexible sidecar
to assume a permanent lean towards me. As Esmeralda
was inexperienced in affairs of the heart, and had
pro\ed quite absurdly coy, this came in handy, and
I made full use of the opportunities—till the first left-

hand corner, when that infernal sidecar fairly jammed
my leg against the bicycle and cause me acute agony.
Rounding the corner, it. released its vice-like grip of
my thigh, and I inwardly determined to engineer a
hasty breach with Esmeralda, and to find a new girl,

B17
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Why I Don't Like Sidecars.—

preferably about six stone. How trouble clouds men's

minds—it never occurred to me to keep Esmeralda

and get a rigid sidecar.

Tyres and Security Bolts.

However, fate arranged affairs for me. Owing to

the flexible sidecar flexing itself out of track, the back

tyre burst ; we stopped and bought another, and, by

the dealer's advice, inserted four security bolts. At

the next right-angle corner, 'the back cover came off. I

mended the tube, being much puzzled by the security

bolts, to which I was unaccustomed, and, as I got them
back wrong, they tore four splendid rips in the tube

in the next mile. I bought a new tube, put them in

wrong again, and bought another tube. Esmeralda
was getting distinctly ratty (Mem.—Excellent thing to

see how a girl takes roadside trouble; apply this test

'Exit Esmeralda."

all future applicants for a

vacancy as Mrs. Hatch). Finally

we arrived at the country bower
where I had promised Esmeralda
tea with strawberries and cream.
My wages were only 35s. a week
at this date. The series of tyre

troubles had emptied my purse, so Esmeralda had
to pay for my tea and her own too; she did not
speak to me all the way home, and I did not
trouble to ask her for another appointment. I sold
the sidecar next week to ray tailor, who had county-
courted me the year before for the suit in which I

won Charity's heart; and his tyre bill for that summer
must have been about ^14 ; so all's well that ends well.

Next time I got a rigid sidecar which frightened

me to death. By this time. I had got the six stone
girl— I won't mention her name, as she landed me for

breach of promise, and it's a sore subject. I explained
to the judge that the sidecar was the root cause of

my heartless behaviour, and that I would marry her
next week if she'd take a course of Virol or something
and get her weight up to ten stone ; but, not being a

sidecarist, he was adamant, and awarded her .£50 ;

even this I took as a personal insult, for I am worth
more than that to any girl—why, my 8 h.p. cost ;£75,
and is worth

—

\_No free ads.

—

Ed.] It w^as on this wise.

Whenever we took a corner at all fast, the sidecar used
to rise gracefully off the earth and tickle my left ear.

The girl used ta shriek and fling her arms round my
neck, instead of leaning out hard in the opposite
direction. I told her till I was tired that there is a
time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing,
and that the author of the maxim had right-hand right-

Er8

angled corners with a sidecar specially in his mind; but;

she was too timid for the game, and we had to part.

'

Her successor was a buxom widow of list. 9 lb. and

held the sidecar well down without any leaning out;

she has means, and we propose fo buv a cycle "car

for the honeymoon, with which I anticipate my troubles'

on corners at any rate will end.

a»teii«'^A,-j>Aaaa,j.

This column, which stands near Norman Cross on the Great North

Road, was recently erected to the memory of 1 ,777 soldiers and

sailors, natives or allies of France, taken prisoners of war during the

Republican and Napoleonic War with Great Britain, 1793-1814, who
died in the military depot at Norman Cross, which formerly stood near

to this spot, 1797-1814.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cy:lc," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Chaia Cases.

Sir,—On reading "Occasional Comments" by "Ixion,"
find he refers to chain cases on motor cycles as being
ther a failure. As an owner of a 1914 A.J.iS. combination,
must say that I have yet to come across the faults he
ids with average chain cases. There is no rattle, I do
it require a sledge hammer, etc., to take down the cases,
id also they are no great trouble to re-fit, and I must,

y the little trouble is repaid by the extra life of chains,
also do not think "Ixion" will find that A.J.S. engines
ve the vibration he mentions in the chain stays. Possibly
icv have better balance than most.

W. H. BROWNING.

Dogs and Motor Cyclists.

sir,—A certain rider of an F.N. combination in llan-
ciiester uses a big black dog as a w-eight in his sidecar.
The faithful creature clears the road in his own native
canine fashion, accompanied now and again by the hooter.
Wlien the master leaves the outfit on the road, he keeps a
guard from his perch in the sidecar, and strangers and
children dare not come near the machine.
Many motorists have got dogs at home. Why, then, do

tiiey not train their pets for such useful purposes? A run
III- two in an empty sidecar will be quite sufficient to get
these intelligent creatures used to their new work. I.H.

Powerlul Solo Machines.

sir,—I have studied your Buyers' Guide with great
interest, and it appears to me that every class of rider is

well catered for excepting one, namely, the big twin soloist.

I have lately ridden a 6 h.p. Matchless with hub threo-

.speed gear and Igin. belt over 5,000 miles solo, and it has
given me the greatest satisfaction in every way, excepting
that it weighs, when ready for the road, about 305 lb., which
1 ennsider unnecessarily heavy. With regard to this question
nf weight, a few years back a well-known firm of cycle

makers used to produce a machine weighing 24^- lb., guaran-
teed to carry 17 stone. Nflw this machine had to with-
.stand very severe strains when running fast, say twenty
miles an hour downhill, and coming in contact with a

I'Hise stone; and surely if such a machine could be built, in

% iew of the fact that a 5 h.p. twin engine only weighs
60 lb. or less, a 5 h.p. solo machine could be built which
would weigh less than 200 lb. when ready for the road.

Personally, I must say I prefer the hub three-speed gear
fur solo work, because I think it is lighter, and I consider

a machine looks smarter without a countershaft gear, though
I know this is a matter of opinion. I also prefer the
simplicity of the belt only for transmission.

I prefer the big twin, because it enables me to glide up
hills in a manner impossible on a low-powered machine,
and every motorist knows the value of power, especially in

a hilly country. I do not consider it much more expensive
1 > run, for, although it may cost more in petrol, oil, and
t\res, I think it costs less in engine repairs—an expensive
ileni. I have just taken the cylinders off my 6 h.p. J. A. P.

engine, and can find no trace of wear after 5,400 miles
.sujo work, whereas I have known 2J h.p. engines that
required the big ends taking up after less than 3,000 miles.

Obviously, a 6 h.p. engine, if only called upon to do the
.-lino work as a 3 h.p.. will last pretty well twice as long.

F. P.. L. CHALK.

Belt Fasteners.

Sir,—My present machine is a 1910 Douglas, which I have
been riding since the beginning of th,at year, and I was
interested to read " Ixion 's " recent remarks about belt

fasteners, for I had a lot of trouble with mine. I used

to buy the Stanley -|-in. size and grind it down on either

side as narrow as the pin would allow ; but even then the

Jin. belt would soon stretch and wear narrower than the

fastener, and I had to scrap several good belts simply
because I could not get a fastener narrow enough to use.

Suddenly I had an idea of how to make a very narrow
fastener, but I did not think it would work, and wa.i

delighted when I found it would. I have used it now for

nearly three years, doing over 10,000 miles ; it seems un-

breakable, and shows very little signs of wear. It has

enabled me to use up all the old belts, and I carry a number
of hooks of various lengths to slip in for quick adjustment.

FEED HALL.

A Mute Appeal.

Sir,—As one of those (whom " Ixion " so gracefully refers

to as) "mute people who never write to the papers, but
who are nevertheless " (I blush as I include myself amongst
them!) "the base and backbone of the hidustry," may I, for

once, emerge from my shell to make a few suggestions to

those good people, the motor cycle manufacturers, in the

hope that you, sir, and " Ixion," may give a little prominence
to these suggestions (especially the last), and press them
home.

1. CARBONISATION.—" Ixion's " complaint is, indeed, a

just one. But give us a detachable cylinder head, as one of

the Transatlantic firms have already done, and the job of

scraping off deposit becomes an easy one.

2. Control Pedals (Brake and Clutch).—Fix these so

that they are ready to the toe without having to lift one's

foot off the footrests.

3. Lighting and Ignition.—Is

these ill one " dynamo-magneto,"
firm to do it?

4. Silence.—When, oh when,
efficient silencer instead of the tin-canister-sounding-box now-

supplied as standard with nearly all our machines? Why
should a 4 h.p. motor cycle be so much more noisy at

ordinary speeds than a 20 h.p. car? They say it is a question

of power—that " silence means loss of power." Is this

necessarily so at ordinary speeds?

Would it not be possible to silence the exhaust almost
totally, and valves, too, for normal output, and provide a

cut-out to give, not an open, but a more open exhaust when
the need for e.xtra power demands that the back pressure

be relieved.

I cannot, think that this ideal is impossible of attainment,

and I believe we should have had it embodied in the ordinary

touring mount long ago, if only the thousand or so pro-

fessional men like myself—to w"lrom the fussy noisiness of

the motor cycle is iiov/ its chief drawback—had pressed for

a silent machine.

Power and noise! Are they so in.?eparable? Certainly

not in the himian mind, for power never seems so powerful
as when silent : nor yet in Nature, for what more glorious

sight than a seagull strongly breasting a oO-Ifnot gale with
never a flutter or a squawk ! (Rev.) AUSTIN LESTER.

L'lg

it impossible to combine
and who will be the first

shall we have eallv
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The Bristol-Land's End Trial.

Sir,—I note with joy that the Bristol Motor Cycle Club
intends to hold a twenty-four hours trial on January 1st
and 2nd.
There are many competition riders, who, for various and

excellent reasons, are debarred at the present moment from
assisting their country at the Fi'ont, who will, undoubtedly,
hail with glee the fact that there is at least one club left
which is not numbered amongst the pessimists.
Competitions are, undoubtedly, necessary to the trade,

w-hen a medal is not dependent on the excellence of the
rider's watch, but on the reliability of the machine. Agajn,
such runs as this help to keep men fit for active service
should they be called upon. I sincerely hope that both the
trade and private owners will join together" to make the
trial a success, more especially as, in my opinion, the
B.M.C.C. trials are really sporting and the members sports-
men CHAS. H. R, NORRINGTON.

Why an Engine Konks.

Sir,—Will you allow me to confirm Mr. A. W. Tutt's

experience detailed in your issue of December 17th? I

also had, some years ago, a single-cylinder motor cycle with
overhead valves arranged in the area of the combustion
head. It was not onlj' the worst engine to konk, on the

least provocation, that I ever possessed, but at night the

whole of the exhaust valve cage and the first few inches

of the exhaust pipe always glowed red hot, despite thorough
lubrication and good carburation. Timing was not late,

and the ignition was by battery and coil (non-trembler)

and make and break contact. The carburetter was at fijst

a surface type; this was afterwards changed to spray, but
the konking still continued. Despite every attention on the

part of the makers, I was forced finally to part with the
machine, and never traced the reason why it w'as such a

culprit. It was supposed by the makers, but never con-

firmed, that the piston was too good a fit and compression
too high, as their next batch of engines was turned out with
looser pistons and reduced compression. I did not own one
of the later batch, but saw plenty on the road. To the best
of my knowledge, the makers never really knew what made
that engine konk, but konk it would, and to a standstill

on level ground. The gear ratio was 4-J to 1. G.F.W.

Sir,—I have a theory about the cause of engine konking
;

if it is a false one I would like to get rid of it. I quite
agree with what most of your contributors' have to say on
the subject, but to me there seems to be a more common
cause for so common a complaint. My theory is this : Engine
konking will not occur provided you can keep the flywheels
of your engine revolving fast enough to put the piston over
compression easily, and no tendency for backlash to come
into play, or for moving cycle to help flywheels to drive
piston over compression. When this latter occurs it is very
evident, immediately the crank pin passes dead centre and
with explosion pressure on top of piston, the engine will

bound forward until it meets with the resistance offered by
the slower going cycle. This, to me, seems to be the konking
point. Certainly a slack piston or slack bearings, spark
advanced too far, pre-ignition, and detonation greatly
increase any konk.
As proof for or against my theory, maybe someone who

has had experience of brake-horse-power tests, with brake
pulley direct coupled to engine-shaft, will tell me if an
engine is more difficult to make konk in such a case than
in ordinary everyday use, as there can be no question of

backlash. It would also be very interesting to know what
must be the number of levs. per minute of a few of the
best known engines to overcome full compression.

BACKLASH.

A Silent Machine.

Sir,—I wish vou would try to persuade the manufacturers
of motor bicyc/es to make them a bit more silent. I very
nearly missed getting one at all just because of this. You
see, I am blessed with several aunts, and when the governor
wanted to give me mv lightweight, my aunts had a regular
meeting, and nearly bullied my mother into forbidding it.

Their chief objection seemed to be the vibration, which,-
they said, v/ould be a "fully bad for me, but fortunately my
uncle, who is a doctor, looked at it in a different way. He

DECEMBER 24th, igi^.

said, "Stuff and nonsense; lot of old women; do the boy
good; shake up his liver." Well, now, here's the funny
part of it, for / don't find I r/et xhakcn at all, and I believe

it is all rot about the vibration. People think the machine
quivers a lot simply because they hear the engine coughing,
because it is not properly silenced like it is on a car. And
I think thei'e are a lot of people who would get a motor
bicycle if it were not for this stupid idea. Also I must say

1 hate the way the dogs come round in the country when
they hear my machine approaching. I nearly had a bad
spill the other day because of this.

When I get a bit older I intend to get a Rover, which
is the most silent motor cycle I ever heard. My brother,

who thinks no end of himself because he is an engineer,

is very keen ,on the Douglas because of its " even talk,"

as he calls it, and it is certainly very silent and smooth
purring, but I like the Rover best. "GEORGE RENN.

Running Costs.

Sir,
—

" E.W.B.'s " costs, as published by you, were of great

interest to me, as I also ride a Douglas and keep a careful

account of the annual costs. I agree that in order that the
" running cost " mav be arrived at correctly the cost of the

tyres, chain, and belt used must be included under " running
costs" and the amount be deducted from "depreciation." I

have followed out this principle in working out the costs for'

1913 and 1914 with two new Douglas machines as follow:"

1913. 1914.

4,400 mis, 5.000 mis.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Depreciation of machine, accessories,

and spares ,.. ... ... 80 10... 8 99
Running costs (fuel, tyres, etc.) ... 7 18 7 ... 8 17 8

Fixed charges (licences, etc.) ... ... 2 17 8 ... 2 6 3

Wear and tear of waterproof cloth- -

ing, etc 15 ... 15

Total £19 15 1 £21 8

Total cost per mile run l.OSil. ... 1.03d.

Running cost per mile run ... ... .43d. ... .43d.

The depreciation being practically a fixed amount per'

annum, it will be seen that any excess of 5,000 miles can be
done at ^d. per mile.

Petrol consumption conies to 96 m.p.g. this year, against

129 m.p.g. last, when I used a very small jet, but my 1914

heavy consumption is partly due to the fact that dui'iiig the

early part of the season I wasted considerable fuel owing
to valve and magneto timing being wrongly set.

I think few riders obtain cheaper motoring, and I venture'
to say that the Douglas would be a still more popular
machine if Messrs. Douglas could let us have more easily

removable cylinders, completely enclosed chain drive (with.

sufBcient clearance to be able to fit a chain with bolt and
nut fastening), larger sized chains and tyres, and accessi-

bility to magneto without removing flywheel. NAIRN^,

The Break oJ Platinum Points.

Sir,—I notice a letter under the name of W. Pointer',

with the following paragraph (issue December 10th) : "The"
unaccountable sluggish running of an engine has been im-
proved by increasino the brecw of platinum points."

This is a little phenomenon which I have been conversant
with for some time, and I would like to see the matter
discussed (if of interest), because I have come to the con^;;^;

elusion that sufficient regard to what I may term arc of&
opening in relation to engine speed has not been paid by'-;

magneto makers. V
It appears to me that some engines of a low revolution-

power require a prolonged "dwell" before the break is'

eloscd. This idea is not synonymous with a retard of the'

break, and I feel that when this happens it must be due
to the condenser of the magneto not being quite in proper
proportion for the particular case, i.e., either the condenser
takes too long to saturate (electrically), or that it discharges

too quicldy (and consequently is not hot enough).
I have come to the above conclusions because I have--

fo'und that on a high speed engine the points had to be-

fixed as close as possible, so decreasing the " arc of open- ..'

•ing," to obtain good results, and on a low speed engine it.;^

required to be opened four times the amount. ''

GOVERNOR BALL. ;;;
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

Engine Stops on Engaging Clutch.

^T] Can you tell me why my
^ machine runs well on free engine

AA but on letting in the clutch it

stops firing?—J.H.

The engine probably stops because you
do not accelerate sufficiently before

engaging the gear. Also, -tlie clutch

shuiild be engaged very gradually.

Exemption from Licence.

I have a motor cycle and side-

car fitted with box body, which
is used solely for trade purposes.

My name and address are printed

on the front, back, and sides. I

have not paid the revenue tax, but have
recently beeir informed that I am liable

for it. Can pavment be enforced?

—

F.A.JI.

If the machine is used solely for trade

purposes and the trade body is not taken
off and a touring body fitted on any occa-

sion whatsoever throughout the year, no
local taxation licence need bo paid.

Newcastle-on-Tyne to Manchester.

^Tj Can you oblige me by stating

^ what you consider the best road
-iJ from Newcastle-on-Tvne to ilan-

chester?—W.R.H.
Your best route would be as follows

;

Newcastle, Durham, Darlington, North-
allerton, Boroughbridge, Knaresborough,
Harrogate, Blubberhouses, Skipton, Colne,

Burnley, Accrington, Bury, to Man-
chester. We are afraid tliat the last part

of the journey will not be very pleasant,

but there is no better alternative route.

Sidecar Springing.

Which system of springing do
^71 you consider to be the best for a
*^ sidecar combination : Front and
_*J sidecar wheels sprung and driving

wheel rigid, front and rear wheels
sprung and sidecar wheel rigid, all three
wheels sprung, or only front wheel
pprung?—J.H.G.

Indoubtedly, the best system would be
to have all tliree wheels sprung. It does
not make very much difference from tlie

I'.nsenger's point of view, but, naturally,

ii iiu Uie driver's point of view the best

simug combination all round is the most
enrufortable.

Magneto Terminals.

I have bought a magneto, but
^T] am rather puzzled how to wire it

^ up. There are two terminals,

_SJ one for the plug and one on the

contact maker cover. What is

that for ? Is it for a wire to run to

the frame ?

—

Novice. -

The only terminal you need connect up
is that leading to the sparking plug ; the

other is for the switch. If you care to

have one, put the switch on your handle-

bar and run a piece of low tension wire

from it to the terminal ou the contact

breaker.

Care of the Circulation System.

I think the most interesting

rn and instructive portion of your" delightful paper is that devoted

AA each week to "Questions and
Replies." Early in May I pur-

chased a 3^- h.p. water-cooled Humber
which has given me every satisfaction.

Now that the winter has set in, and as

it is uncertain how long the machine
will have to be kept in the shed, I

should be grateful for your advice in

the treatment of the water tank and
the various channels through which the
wafer passes. I frequently drain oft

the water by means of the tap pro-

vided, and when doing so the water is

very rusty, and, after pouring this

away, there is, of course, a sediment at

the bottom. Plaving completely emptied

the water out, I leave the tap open
and pour clean water through the tank
so as to let it clean all parts as much
as possible. Although the water may be
drained off there is bound to be a. cer-

tain amount of moisture left in the
various parts, sufficient to go on rusting.

Is it advisable to keep the water drained
off when not using the machine day by
day? Would paraffin, or thin oil,

poured into the tank and allowed to

run through, prevent the rust eating
througlu the different parts?—E.W.S.

It is quite beneficial to empty the water
from a water-cooled engine at frequent
intervals. This rusty deposit is nearly
always present, but can be minimised by
using rain watei- only. You need not
mind the rust; all you have to fear is

freezing. On frosty nights the water

should be carefully emptied. The rust

only attacks the surface of the metal.

Washing out the circulation system occa-

sionally with a saturated solution of wash-
ing soda is beneficial.

Fitting a Sidecar.

Will you kindly let me know
the correct way to fit a sidecar?

What I wish to know is, ought
the sidecar wheel to be level with
the back wheel of the motor cycle

or three or four inches- ahead of motor
cj-cle wheel, as I notice some have the

wheels quite opposite each other, others

have the sidecar wheel 6in. ahead of

motor cycle back wheel?—M.E.P.

Theoretically, the tw-o wheels shouldi be

level, but practically, it is quite satis-

factory to have the sidecar wheel a few

inches" in advance ; this is more convenient

in most cases, and is the plan most
usually adopted.

Avoiding Brentford.

Would you kindly give a route

jri from Great Portland Street," London, W., to Wellington
.AJ College, Berks, avoiding tram-

lines altogether? It is fairly-

easy to find a route from Great Port-

land Street on to the -road through
Egham and Staines, but I wish to avoid
the tramlines between Hounslow' and
London.—J. M.B.S.

We should recommend the following
route : Great Portland Street, Marylebone
Road, Oxford and Cambridge Terrace,
Bayswater Road, go down Holland Road
into Hammersmith l^oad, across Hammer-
smith Bridge, and go through Castelnau,
over Barnes Common to Richmond. Half-
way np Richmond Hill turn to the right

anci cross the river again. Here you have
tramlines for a short distance, but these

cannot possibly be avoided. When you
come to a railway bridge you will see that
the trams branch off to the left ;

you keep
to the right, and follow the signposts to

.Staines. This is quite a goodi way out of

London. From Staines you go through
Bagshot and Camberley to Wellington
College, which is near Crowthorne.
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Silencer (or Two-stroke.

I tliink of buying a two-stroke

^T] cycle, but think tliem usually

^ rather noisy. Couid I liave any
_iJ silencer fitted, say a Clair, or

does this type of engine have to

have a special silencer.—B.E. F.

The silencer in question should do a

great deal towards rendering quiet a

machine of the tvjie referred to in your
letter.

The Loeal Taxation Licence.

I have purchased a new solo

JZ" machine delivered on Saturday," the 12th of December. By
-U making use of the twenty-one

days' grace woidd this obviate
tile necessity of paying the 10s. ta.x

for 1914, as twenty-one days from 12th

December means 2iid .January, 1915,

aiui on the 1st or 2ud of January I

could pay the £1 tax for vear 1915?

—

F.E.B.
We are afraid you will be under the
necessity of paying the 10s. if you use
the machine. You have twentv-one days'

9

grace in which to pay the 10s., but
you have to pay all the same. The only
alternative is not to use the machine at

all until 1st January,

Removing a Pulley.

I have a 3^- 1911-12 machine
and am taking it down in order
to rebush the main bearings.

After taking off the expanding
pulley Hange, I find I am unable

to remove the inner pulley flange, which
appears to be made in one with the
main shaft of the pulley. Is it neces-

sary to remov* this flange in order to

remove the spindle from its bearing?
Is this flange made in one with the
spindle, or is it shrunk on to it?—G.F.

It is usual for the inner flange to be
made in one witli the boss, upon which
the adjustable flange works. This boss
is keyed to "the engine shaft. It can be
removed by a series of hard wood wedges
placed between the flange and the crank
case, and the end of the crankshaft
tapped with a wooden mallet, or, better
sti'I. a pulley drawer may be used.

r C-i
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Control for a Philipson Pulley.

BWhat is the best control toi

a Philipson pulley— hand 01

foot ? My machine is a 3^ h.p.

single.—T.M.
The best method of control for the pullej

is a device shown in our issue of Decerabei
10th, sold by Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd
The control is by hand and Bowden lever.

An Expirei] Driving Licence.

I was driving a car recently

^n when I, was asked by a police" man for my licence. I had il

-U with me, but found it had rur

out last September, and I hac

forgotten to renew it. Should thf

authorities have advised me that tht

renewal was due, and, if so, would
that be sufficient excuse?—D.J.

There is no obligation on the part of

the authorities to remind you that youi

licence is about to expire. In some

districts the authorities are kind enough
to advise you. but in many places they

do not, and the onus rests solely with

the holder of the licence. The police

will now be quite in order in prosecutiiig^

you for driving with an expired licence.

The Local Taxation Licence.

Will you kindly tell me whethei

"I~] I am bound by law to take out-a

^ licence to keep a motor bicycle

-LJ which I find I shall not be
able to U£e until about June?

Must I- take out a licence at once, or

-tvill it do in June?—F.H.W.
If you have not used the machine during

this year there is no need to take out a

licence until you commence to use it in

June, when the licence must be obtained

within twenty-one days of the date Avheti

the machine is first used. If you have

used the machine this year you are liable

for the licence fee £1 if used before

October 1st, or 10s. if only used since

that date.

A Sidecar for Security.

I have to ride about fifty miles

each week over roads which are

exceedingly slimy. Shall I do

any harm to my 2-|- h.p. Douglas

it I attach a sidecar to it in the

winter (to be used without passenger)

to lessen the risk of skidding? Of

course, a Douglas is as safe a machine

as one can have in grease, but on bad

roads a bit less anxiety and watchful-

ness would be welcome, if it can be

secured without spoiling the machine
for its ordinary running in the summer.-

I am in a hilly district, but have
nothing very Severe—only long slopes

—

in this particular journey.—J. A. H.
The machine in question would take a

light sidecar in fairly level country quite'

satisfactorily. It might, however, bef

advisable to lower the gear by means ofj

the adjustable pulley, and drive carefuUy/i

60 as not to rattle the engine to piecea.^

?

A DOUBTFUL COMPLIMENT.
*' Hello ! '.^Id chap, got a ne\v mount ? " " Yes, dear boy, two-cylinder, three-speed, magneto,

spring forks " "And fool proof, I presume i>"

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"X.Y.Z." (Herts.l—Omega two-strolaK:

Efficiency and durability.

"D.H." (Walsall).—Efficiency of F.B.S.

electric lighting outfit on sidecar combinai'

tion.

"J.F.R.W^" (Suffolk).—Indian, ana

Zenith for solo and sidecar work."

Reliability, durability, and consumption.
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OWDEN WI

No. 413.

For Two
Movements.

7/6—Levers only.

POPTABLE
CUP.

A Catalogue worth having.
The Bpwden Wire 1914 Catalogue
contains 72 pages and over 100 illustra-

tions of a great variety of Aids to

Efficiency, designed by E.xperts of wide
practical experience. It is a most
useful guide. If you do not already
possess one, write for your copy to-day.

Our manufactures include

—

BOWDEN WIRE ^^^'if^^^f^^;:
net'T. etc, M.iilc in various strengths and finishes,

at from 2d. per foot.

BOWDEN CONTROL LEVERS ;;T,il

BowdenWire Mechanism for Brake.Clutch.Air Inlet,

Magneto, and other controls, are made straight or
curved, and for one. two, or three movements.

<iTrtP5 A- n TP^ Stops with Lock Nuts.OlUro Ot V^ijliO For use with Eowden
\\ire .Meclianisin. When ordering, give number
and description of wire with which stop is to be
used. Price from 4d. each.
Clip^ can Lc had in great \'ariety,

WHEN ORDERING -vt^c^si'Xs^
a^e — any balance will be refunded.

BOWDEN TWO-SPEED GEAR—
Countershaft Type with Kick
Starter—Simply constructed—no

com p 1 i c a t ed
parts. Fits a
number of
machines with-
out any, and
most machines
with slight alter-

ation.
Ciuaranteed for

Engines up to

G h.p.

BOWDEN RAPID
VALVE GRINDER.

Htljia you to Krind a valvo
quickly and with al&oliite
accuracy willioiit (Usmontlini;
cyilmliT. The most efliciciit

valve kTliuler iiinJe.

Price

7/6

BOWDEN WIRE K? LONDON

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
No. 5. RELIABILITY.

Convincing evidence of the superior reliability of the 8B Matchless lies in the fact that one of

these famous machines was chosen in 1913 to represent Great Britain in the International

six days' test of endurance, and was also again chosen in 1914. A dual honour that has been
justified by unparalleled success in every form of competition where Merit Tells .

Remember that this choice was mi de by e.xperts with intimate knowledge of all other motor
cycles. Verb. sap.

^saiMtnai
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ENTS.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the issue of " The Motor Cycle "

for Dec. 31st, must be closed

tor press earlier (han usual.

All copy and instructions for

paragraph advertisements in that

issue must therefore be in our

hands not later than first post on

Thursday, Dec. 24th.

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these cohimns

^First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

ti'atie advertisers will be quated on application.

All adveriis3ments in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the olTices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices ol

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

eac'a advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveniencs ol adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, ad. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding? replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
,
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
*'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3WrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when imder
^10 the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Tlifte Sc Son; Limited.
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
Ihc Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
aesirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

\

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ulence as an indication that the goods advertised have
I'ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A -B.C., the- ideal 3V'Ji.p.

etc. No obliijulion.
Blunt St., MausflC'lcl.

Call or write for trial runs,
-Keg. liUcae, M.C. Garage,

[XB518

A .B.C., syoL.p., 1915 model!!, 4-speed, gate change

f»- sear box, lamiiiatt^d springing fore and aft- -
4.?ents, Alt. ^^Tay and Oulshaw, Southport, Lanes. [9627

W:ro offer you your choice of th^
Kin;?dom's largest selection o
iMotoR cyci:es. SIDFX.\RS,
and LIGHT CARS at. the very
lowest unbeatable prices for cash
or easy terras, or in part e.Kchange
for your present mount. Every
niacfrine new or second hand in
perfect riding condition, and fully

guaranteed.

GET TO-DAYS LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE :

9015. ,( h.p. jgr I 3-speed TRIUIHPH . . £45
go22.' 6 h.p. ROVER UghtCar, r9i2iMod.£65
9024, 2.f h.p. igj2 2-specd DOUGLAS .. £30
Q026. 3.V h.p. ion 2-sp. KERRY and S'car £30
9027. 3.1 h.p. 1914 Twin ZENITH £40
9029. 23 h.p. 1914 2-sp. ROYAL ENFIELD £32 10
90301 2jh.D. 1913 T.T. DOUGLAS & S^. £42 10
0031. 2'J h.p. igoS Twin FAIRY £10 10
9032. 3! h.p 1913 t.T, ROVER £30
9035. 6 h.p. igi3 A.C. Sociable £48
9036. 5-6 h.p. r9i2 2-sp. F.N. and Sidecar £27 10
9037. 3',- h.p. igi2 2-speed B.S.A £32 10
903S. 2jhp I9r4 T.T. DOUGLAS £45
6r47. 3i h.p, igto REX £20
6343. 8 h.p. 1911 3-sp. CHATER-LEA,

Sidecar £50
5378. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar . £38 10
6421. 3 V h.p, 1908 IHinerva £15
6S42. 3Vh.p. T912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
6S63. 3', h.p. 1910 BAT £20
7418. 8 h.p, 1912 2-sp. IWATCHLESS and

Sidecar £58 10
7521. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N. and S'car £22 10
7541- 3ihp. igi2 F.E. RUDGE —
75SI. 3.'. h.p. igo5 REX £12 10
7575. 3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH • £21
7589. 3', h.p. rgio N.S.U £16
7620. 3i h.p. 1913 TORPEDO £27 10
7664. 3.! h.p. 1910 QUADRANT £15
76C5. .3.1 .h.p. QUADRANT and Sidecar . £12 10
7666. 3 h.p. 1910 N.S.U £16 10
7702, 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Sidecar . £49
7708, 3.1 h.p. rgoS N.S.U ....£15
7850. 3J h.p, 1908 TRIUMPH £18 10
7992. aih.p. 2-sp, FAFNIR and Coach-

built Sidecar £22 10
8079. 3', h.p. igiz Standard TRIUMPH . £28 10
8165. 6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10
S175. 6 h.p. rgra 2-speed N.S.U £45
8197. 3.1 h.p. rgir N.S.U £20
8r9S. 3.V h.p, igo7 TRIUMPH £17 10
82ro. 2,5 h,p, F.N £10 10
823R. 8 h.p, igi3 2-sp. BAT and Scar £48
8258. 5-6 h.p. Twin V.S £16 10
8277. 6 h.p. 2-sp N.S.U. and Sidecar . . £25
8306. 3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £17 10
8320. si h.p. 1911 ARIEL variable gear £20
8323. 3}, h.D. I9r2 LINCOLN-ELK £20
8335. 3 V h.p. igog TRIUMPH £20
8316. 2} h.p. F.N £10 10
8338. 3.' h.p. igio BRADBURY £20
8359. 6 h.p. Twin BROWN and Sidecar £20
8417. 3.'. h.p. igo8 TRIUMPH £18 10
8502. 3! h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH :,,£20
850,^, 5-6 h,p. 1909 2-sp. REX and S'car £28 10
8529, 5-6 h.p. 4-cvl. F.l^l. and Sidecar . . —
856r. 3-'.- h.p. VINDEO and Sidecar £17 10
8'i68. 3U1 p. 1910 BRADBURY £18 10
8392. 3.V h.p, 1908 QUADRANT £15
SSrg. 2f h.p, rgii Standard DOUGLAS . £20
8654, 3.', h.p, 1910 Standard TRIUMPH . £22 10
8682, 6 h.p, 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. & Sc, £45
8706, 6 pp. rgrs 2-sp. ENFIELD and Sc, £55
8708, 2i h.p. igio DOUGLAS £17 10
8718. 3.',- h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar , £22 10
8741. 3; hp, igra TRUMP-J.A.P £30
8762. 6 h.p, 1913 3-speed BAT £45

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,j^&
LONDON, E.C. &

'Phone : Eolbom £777. MuS^tt
Wirea : "Opificor, London," % F^^n

fl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.-Early delivery 1915 niCKleU. Sole' 'i

agent--.-The Exi^tf.T Motor Gvele and IdgL
Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistack
I'ljnnouth.

A.J.S.. 1914. new 6h.p. combinations, motor bic
and sidecars for delivei-y from stock; exchan'

extended payments entertained.—Wauchope's, 9,

'

Lane, London.
[

IQ14 A.J.S., 6h.r-. and .eide-ar, ivith liood,
-LtJ detachable wheels, etc.: original price £94/
shop-soiled, reiiuced to 80 gTis.—Julian, Broad
Reading-. 45 year;i' reputation. fX

A.J.S.'s, four 1914 6h,p.- combinations, ivitU ];

liains, spcedomotor^, liood^, ecreeu^, etc., £62
£66,. and £67/10; 2^'ih.p. 3-sp'eed sporting model,
.soiled, £39/10: all fulh- guaranteed; new 1915. iim stock.—A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage,
^all. xx'

Ariel.

-g Q13 eli.p. Ariel and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 0;
J-O" • speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, etc., cost ,'

exi;ellent condition. CiU-elu!ly used; £54, or uear-(,
-Hartley Clegg, Ltd., Burnley. [xc

1 Q13 Ariel "and Sidecar, 7h.r.. fitted ivith the En
J-t/ 2-speed gear and chain drive, coachbuilt sid
with screen, new tyie-^, speedometer, lamp, etc.- £52
—Hebden's Motor Mart, St. Jiimes' St., Burnley.: [•;

Auto=WheeIs.
ATJTO-WHEELS, 1915 models, now ready-; imiije<

delivery; £14/14 and £15/15; trade euppll
\A ilkms, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Kd:, :

don. -ft
Bat.

kick starter, new
John Bright St.,

y-

BATS.—A few good, sound ;,econd-hand 1914 3-S]

models, fitted ivith 6h.p. J.A.P. engines;
1^,

£45 each cash, or extended payments.—.Wauchope's
Shoe Lane, London. [X£

Bradbury.
BEADEUR.r, SVsh.p., 2-specd gear, magnificent

dition: £25/10.-73, Church St., CamberAvell. [91

BRADBURY, Sy^h-r.. hand operated, free engine,
spring forks, good sidecar or solo mount; £23;

r'r with sidecar £28.—Cohnore Depot, 31^ Colmore Si

Birmingliam. [X&

BRADBUR.YS.—New 1915 horizontal 3Vjh.p. i.S\

cyl. motor bicycle, 3-speed gear, and chain dri
price £64; immediate delivery; exchange or exteiw
payment-?. -"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3E91

Brough.' - -i

B ROUGH, marvellous motor cycle, nothing else
'

it.—Tweedale Aruistead Motors. Ltd., Magdalen
j

BAT. 1914. 6h.p., 3-^i.,eed twin,
dition; £52.-p. J. Evans,

mingbam.

Oxford. m

B

BROUGH. 1914".. S'^b.p., horizontal twin, 2tsr
counter-shaft, tods, r^pares, acces^sories, splea

condition; bargain, £45.—Fiudlay, Brvn Rd., Swaoi
[X5:

BROUGH, 1914, SV^h.p., horixontally opposed 2-si(

twin, condition absolutely as new, picked engi
very fa<st and powerful, won gold medal la.st Lond
Edinburgh, hardly ridden eiuce : etringent expert
araination invited: £40, a real bargain. — Lovegn
Ros^more, AVharnclifle Rd., Bo^combe. [9'

B.S..4.

.S.A.. 1913. 4i,4h.p.. model K, for immediate delin
—B.S.-i. Agents, The Morris Garage,?, Oxford.

'""

"I Q13Vo 3V*b.p. B.S.A. and sidecar, with all accessor:
Xtr perfect; £50.—E. Spicer, 88, High St.. BeaJ.W
B.S.A. 1915 Models now in stock; exchange of.

tended payments arranged.—Wauchope's, 9,^$l
Lane, London \9i

"I
Q12 5V>b.p. 3-speed B.S.A. with Sidecar, iu-^g(

J-t/ order: 'price £35; ca-^h cr easv term.?.-E.'

Jones [Garages). Swansea ; also at Cardifl. [QC

B'.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., chain drive. 2,500 miles, petf

. order, cane built sidebar, spaies, electric liglitil

horn, watch, mirror, ready for road; £60.—Jas. Lii
""'"

Thurso. 17

Chater=Lea.
("^HATER-LEAS, new and second-hand, No. 7, 8h
^ J.A.P. engines, 3-speed gears, Etnd chain driv

and free engines, from £50, complete with sidecars
^yaucbope'(^, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [X.98

Clyno.
"I Q 13^/1 Clyno and Sidecar, fpeedometer, lamps; £6
-i-*y wanting car.—Letters only, Arnold Tyeon, If

Sloaue St., S.W. [97

6 h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, late 1915, origii

tyres on, perfect throughout; any trial: coet £10
i.flers, or consider part exchange 3V''h.p.—York, 62, Cf

entry St.. Brighton. [96:

E24 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

CASH EarRain.— 1911 2-spced ScDtt, excellent condi-
tion: £23/15.—Motor Exchange. TTestgate. HaliJax.

[0-188

J Q 12-1913 Scott, perfect condition; trial with plea-
Xt/ cure: £30 cash.—West End Garage. Blackburn.

r061S
SCOTT, 1913 Bink^ carburetter. Palmer tyres, Lucas
^ lamp, horn, tool-?, good condition : £38, offers.—

I'.^dlay, Bryn Ed., Swaneea. [X5525

SCOTT, 1912, Dunkley sidecar, coachbuilt, 2 speeds,
F.E., kick starter, speedometer, watch, lamp Pet,

,-li:iro«: f30.-A.S., 15, Church Ed., Acton. [X5540

1Q13 Scott, with Millford coachbuilt sidecar, all ac-
-t-«^ ce,ssorie5 : £47/10: cash or easy terms.—E. E.
.T.iiics (Garagee), Ltd., Swansea, also at Cardiff. 10637

I Q12 Scott, had thorough overhaul, every part in per-
-Lt/ feet order, full range accessories, including 5peed-
r.initer: £36.—Colmore Depot, 31, Cjimore Row, Bir-
raiogham. [X5493

iqi2-1913 Scott, little used, with 12 gn. eidecar, new
J- ^ May. 1914, fast, comfortable, quiet, climber, ex-
'filent condition, Jones speedometer; nothing to buy;
i"-i £86, first iheque over £40 secures.—Ecv. Ne^tcn.
II iiiham, Bristol. fX6543

Singer.
CIASH Bargain.—1913 2y2h.p. 2-speea free engine

' Singer; £25/10.-Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-
fax- - [0390

SJINCERS, new, 4»/.h.p.. 1914 models; offers; with
' or without sidecars.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe^ane,

Lniidon. [X9874

s
Sparkbrook.

AEKBBOOK, 1915. 2.strokc; delivery 1 week.-
'Hie Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd..

7. Bath Kd-, Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed., I'lvmoutli
[0570

Sun.
("lASH Bargain.-1914 new 3'ih.p. 2-speed Sun-Villier*,
^-^ free engine, kick start: £36/10.-^Motor Excbiingc,
A\ ' ^tgate, Halifax. [0489

Sunbeam.
"VTEW 1915 3V.jh.p. Sunbeam: immediate deUvery from
-1-^ «toek.—Eice Bros.. Horsham. [9837

"I {114 3V.li.p. Sunbeam, shop-soiled only, £63 to clear:
-•.•' sidecar to suit, 11 gns.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham.

[X5541n
Olli.p. 1914 Sunbeam Motor Cycle, complete, as list,
•

' '2 not done 100 miles : £63, bargain.-Eice Bros,.
11' i-hom. [9840

Talbot.
TALBOT, 2'Ali.p., mag., low, complete, riding order;

£6/10.—Harper; 4, Grosvenor Ed., Bradford.
[X5560

Triumph.
Cl^VERAL Triumphs, cheap to clear.—Morgan and Max-
i~ well, 80, I-Ugh Ed., Streatbam. (X5556.-.

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, splendid condition ; £28.
-•-•' —Binder, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. [9793
'T'KIUMPH Junior. 1914, complete, only done 50 miles,i .IS new; £37.—Priestley, 35, Seumoor Ed., Jir.urnc
ini.i^th. [9852

TKIUMPH, 1912, free engiuf. £28: 1911 free engine.
£20,-The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston IM.,

Uniiungham. [9851

TIUUJIPH, 1913, F.E., speedometer, lamp, born, run
1.200 miles: £38, or oSer.-EuUer, 54, Ma«s„n

R(l
, Cambridge. [9827

TKIUIIPH. 1912, SV'.b.p., free engine, lamp, gcner
at ir, horn, etc., excellent condition; £28.—Tlic

.Mriis Garages, Oxford. [X5555

TRIUMPH, T.T.E., 1912 /.Tunc), tyres, belt, condition
perfect, watcb, horn, valve; £30.—Box 7,055, The

ilZ"'. I Cycle OtHccs, Coventry. [X5536

ni Q12 (late) 3'/2h.p. Triumph, free engine, 1913 .silencer.
'IX«/ excellent condition : price, with lamp, etc., £32
'Pivrv. Plas Newydd, Criecieth. (X5386
'T'KItTMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, 1914, perfect order, acces-
-- s.ries, spares, tools; £50, or offer.—Bex 7,031,
7/r Motor Ciide Offlces, Coventry. . [X5238
'T'RIUMPHS.-Several new and second-hand 1914
-*- models on offer at low prices, cash or easy terms.
-\\",iiicbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X9879

"POR Sale. 1914 4b. p. Triumph, F.E., lamp, horn, and
-*- sparer, perfect condition; £40.—Box L6,632. The

\31„i,-,r Cj/clc Offlres, 20, Tudor St.. E.C. [9723

al Q12 Triumph, free engine model, in excellent con-
1 -'-«-' dition; *28 cash, or easy terms.—R. E. Jones

Also at Cardiff. [0546

FARRiR'S Bie BARGAIN.

4 h.p. r9r4j WOLF, J.A.P, engine, Z-speed
countershaft gear,' free engine, chain drive,
kick starter on right hand side of machine,
absolutely new and guaranteed

Or with Wolf coach-built sidecar, £45.
Showing a clear saving of £12.

£36

PRICES ALL REDUCED.
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2 speeds and clutch £22
3 h.p. SINGER, Druids, magneto, P. & M. 2 speeds. . £11
3j h.p. REX, h.b. control, 26" wheels, new tyres.... £7
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical engine, spring forks £7
1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, splendid goer . . £55
1912 4 lr.p. 2-speed TRUMP-J.A.P £23
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, speedometer.etc. £68
1913 3i b.p. 3-speed NUMBER Combination £35
2-3 b.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition, Druids £11

3J h.p. rgoS REX, M.O.V., Bosch, U. and B. carb. . . £16
3} h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and (ree engine, Bosch magneto £17
3J b.p. PREMIER, Bowden 2-speed jsar, Bosch £18
5 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds, kick starlcr, B^rth.sp. forks £19
3J h.p. rgog REX dcLu.xe. 2 speeds, handle starting . £19
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, ball bearing engine, .M.O.V £19
5 b.p. 1908 REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, handle startins £19
5 h.p. tpoS REX, 2 speeds, kick starter, Bosch, .^mac £19
8 b.p. Cycle Car, Cbater-Lea engine, 3-speed gear t>ox

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpli.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914, 3-5peed, semi T.T., in almost
new condition, new Kempshall, never been used

with sidecar, the very mount for despatch riding; £43,
lowest.—Herring, Chideock. Pnrkstone Av.. Parkstone,
Dorset. [9844

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, Mont-
gomery ^leae sidecar, best P. and H. head light,

Lucas sidecar and rear light, horn, speedometer, luggage
grid, tools, and innumerable spares ; £60.—Tye, 17. Moor
Ed., Rushden, Northants., [X5536

TRIUMPH. 3'.!.bp.. late 1909^ just been overhauled
and re-enaraelled, tyres in excellent ' condition,

back nearly new acetylene lamp and generator, usual
tools, etc. ; will take £20.—Box L5 014, Tlie Motor
Cycle Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E.O. [0.553

TEIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, in guaranteed per-
fect running condition, new tank, tyre, 1914 mud-

guards, and other improvements, not used this year,
recently overhauled by expert ; first cheque for £26
secures.-H., 52, Pcole Ed., Bournemouth. [9843

31.h.p. Triumph, new 1912, free engine eluteh model,
2 Bosch mag., 26x21.1 plated rims. Clincher studded

tyres, splendid condition, guaranteed throughout fault-
less, p.iwerful hill-climber, fast, all accessories, lamp
set, wateh, mirror, £27; nearly new sidecar, latest, £5/5,
bargain.-17. Ford Sq.. I'hilpott St., Stepney. [X5562

Trent.

... . h.b.c, mag., good
res and condition, fast, and sidecar; £13.—E.

Harding; 98, Canal Ed., Mile End, E. [X5527

3ib.p. Trent Motor Cvcle, B. and B., h.b.c, mag.,
2 tyri

and worm drive, speedometer, screen, etc.

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
4 h.p, 2-speed ROC and Torpedo Sidecar £20
3i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Torpedo Sidecar £20
5 h.p. 2-speed REX .nnd Torpedo Sidecar £20

All i 1 good running order.

Trump.
TEUMP-J.A.P., late 1913, 6h.p., special racing engine.

3-.siiced Armstrong gear, kick starter, 18 gn. side-

car, complete with acces/sories, only machine ttiat won
6 hours' record (Br.noklands) : £55.—Cass's Motor Mart.
5, Warren St., Euston Ed., W. Museum 623. [9847

v.s.

CA^II Bargain.-'V.S.. 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, free engine,

and sidecnt: £24/10.—Motor Exchange. Westgate,
'Mj Halifax. fOSlS

Werner.
TXTEENER Lightweight. Bosch. Avca Stonehenge
VV tvres, Dunlop belt, spring forks; bargain, £8.—
35, Gowlett Rd., East Dulwieh. S.te '.9808

NEW 1914 MACHINES,
t9i4 14 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car What offers ?

1914 3J h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp. countershaft gear What offers ?

I9r4 6 b.D. NEW HUDSON, 1 speeds What offers ?

(Ciai.iges), Ltd., Swansea.

1Q11 Free Engine Triumph, splendid condition
--•' throughout; £21, or with Gloria cane sidecar
£5i)-Edwardis, 109, Bridge St., Northampton. [X5549
'T'RIUMPH, 1913, 3-specd, excellent condition; £37:
-- buyer will be presented with spare tyre, lamp, and
spirs, value f5.-"Wright, 20, Westridgc Ed., Southamp-
ttn [X5490

TRIUMPH, 4h.r., 1914'.;,, T.T.. perfect condition,
mileage 2,000, complete, lamp, horn, and generator:

'Hi-tinent cause of sale: £42.—[Rpton, Ingestre Ed.,
I;irl;-.-uhead. [X5521

I1Q14
4h.p. TT. Triumph, only ridden a few miles by

-i-v an officer now on serrice.-consequently a^ new;
price £38.—Wayman, " ~ ' ~ -

for'!. Esses.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN NEW ENGINES.
s-6h.p. BLUMFIELD Engines, complete with inlet

pipe, exh.^u.t pipes and silencers, magntio
' bracket, valve litter, magneto sprocket, vir--

ab!e pulley, and maeneto cham cover, all new
and unused £11 n

8 H.p. J.A.P. Water-cooled Ivnginc. new. . . . What Offers?
8h.p. PRECISION Water-coolcdEnginc.new What Offers?
Douglas \'ariable Pulley, good 9 6

Williamson.
W1LLI.\MS0N. new 1914 and second-hand machines

going cheap, cash and exchange.—Wauchope s,

9. Shoe Lane, London. [X9872

WILLIAMSON, 1914, 8h.p., water-cooled, coaclibuilt

combination, new conditi.in : £65.-P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [9865

1914 8h.p. Wjitcr-coolcd WiUiamsou and tandem seated

.sidecar, liond. screen, brand new; list ^l^i»
Hebden's Motor Mart, St James' St.,

[9855

SECOND-HAND ENGINES.
4 h.p. J.A.P. M.O.V., variable pulley, etc £4 10
\ h.p. Bedelia, single, with magneto £4 10
6 h.p. 1913 Rex, with pulley, etc £4 10
8 h.p. twtn, water-cooicd, M.O.V £6
61 h.p, single, water-cooled £3

SIDECARS.
GLORIA, spring wheel, cane body, fit Triumph ^ £5
FARLOW, 1913. underslung, cane torpedo body £5j
FARLOW, 1914, demonstration wicker model £5
FARLOW, 1914. lightweight model, used trials only . ._ £5
Also several New FARLOW Sidecars at big reductioi s.

Farlow sidecar sale is now on.
Great reductions. Tremendous value.

Get our list ana save pounds.

NEW-MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each

New Clincher clearance De Luxe tyres, 26 x 2;
also a tew 26 ;, 2V 25/- each.'

Hillside MonUhame Drive. Woorl-
[9795

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephona 913

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

what otters?
Bnrule;

1013 Wnter-eooled Williamson and sidecar, all acces-

XO r-orie.^. tvre3 pood: owinjr bnyinff light ear. £65,

or near offer.- JlilU ilotors. Ltd.. 4. Wood Side Parade,

North Finchley. I'inchlcr 1745. [9645

WILLTAMSOX. Mills-Fulford sidecar, eneine 8h.p.

W.C.. new thi.« sea.=on. enamel, plating fine order,

fine running order. I'nllv eqnipped. spares, etc.: £55
eash; bought car.-Dr. Edc. Wolser Ed.. E. Molesey.

Zenith.

ZENITH, 8h.p.. nearly new. eountershaft. clutch,

enamelled red. complete with sidecar and fittings;

f68.-Tnrpin's. 22 and 29. Preston Ed., Brighton.

ZENITIIS.^ Great bargains.~6h.p. twins from £30.
supplied with or without sidecars; 1915 model

Zenithn, 4-5h.p.. lor immediate delivery, cash, exchange.

cr ea.-y term.;.—Wauihope'a. 9, Shoe Lane. London
t^96oO

ZEXITH-GEADUA. 1914, 8h.p.. counter-shaft gear,

elutrh. and kick starter. 90 bore .«ide valve J.A.I*.

engine. Millford Empress sidecar, complete with acces-

sorip=, perfect order throoghont: £62; eash or extended
terms.—Eice and Co.. 15. Bishopegata At.. Camomils
St.. E.C. [0552

ZENITH Bargains.-1914 Sh.p. coachbuilt eportine

combination. £58: 1913 3'/'h.p., with good wicket

siderar, £35- 1912 S'.ih.p.. with full equipment, £28. or

with .sidecar £32: 1911 6h,p. and smart c-nne sidec.-ir,

£35 ; nil fully guaranteed.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [986b

ZENITH '913=4. 6h.p., 1914 improvements, capitcl

wndition, recently overhauled. Lucas lamp, gener-

ator, tail lamp. Klaxon, front cylinder lubrication, under-

slung Millford sidecar, ready to ride away: owner on

active service: 55 gns.; trial run givcn.-Apply. ^^
Elstree. Bromley, Kent l\5ilia

Miscellaneous.

rENITH. Triumph. A.J.S.. Pheiqn-Moore,
sidecar combinations, etc.

;

gains.—Timmons, Mansfield.

IDunglas
sale, exchange, bar-

[X5576

1014 Standard Auto-Wheel, new, £13: igi*! B.S.A.
i-S> Auto-Wheel, new, £14; 1914 6h.p. tw-in ^ew
Hudson combination, complete. £70; 1914 Coniiaught.

( omplete. £24--Shard. Tilst n, Mdlpas. [X.5498

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ,it the end of each advertisement, and the date o? the Issue. A15
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SIDECARS.
From £5 5 0. SE^^D FOR LIST.

SPECIAL . .

CASH DISCOUNTS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

PALMER'S Garape. Tootini?— 2i/.]i.p. F.N., late type,
mag., E. and B.; tliear, ""

Rover tricar.

£8.'

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-5^A p.
m.o.T.. good tyres, li.b.c. ; £6/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootinfr.—71i.p. Indian. 2 speeds,
(•Intoh, kick start, powerful ; £28.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%]!.p. Triumph, 1913,
3 speed's. Uke new: bargain, £36.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-aV^b.p. F.N., 4 cyls., ex-'
ccptionally low built, many new fittings; £15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2Vob. p. Motoeacocbe,
1912. mag., variable gear, free engine; £12/10. l

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SVsh.p. James, late
model, mag., Druids, rune well; £18/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— eh. p. Res and sidecar, I

iwin-cyl., epring forks: £7/10.
I

THE FAMOUS STARFASTENER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL

THROUGH.

PALMEE'S Garage,
counter-shaft gear^

Tooting. — eii.p. 1914 Zenith,
kick start ; opportunitr ; £40.

rX5547
WAISTDSWOETH Motor Exchange.—Xmas great bar-

gains. Come, get your present; it's waiting.
j

WANDSWOETH.—Eex, brand neiT, 1913-14, 6h.p.J
mag., 2 speeds, guaranteed : 45 gns. ; exchanges-

WANDSWOETH.-Douglas, 1913-14, model E, twin,
mag., 2 speeds, clutch, kick; £35; exchanges.NEW 1914's. OFFERS WANTED.

LAGONDA II h.p. 4-cylinder 2-seatcr Light Car £145
VICTOR-PRECISION, 8 h.p., w.c, accessories ... £100 T17ANDSW0ETH. — Zenith-Gradua, 1912, 3y2-4h.p.

WILLIAMSON w.c. Sidecar Combination £99 5 »» J.AP., enclosed Bosch, nice order; 28 gns.
;

ex-

REX-il.A P. 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination £94 10, changes.

-.

,= ^-^—^^^—^.^—^^—^^—^l TTTANDSWOETH.—Eex 1912-13 combination, 6h.p.'

nAKivMim nniAArvp '' twin, enclosed Bosch, 2 speeds; £32/10: ex-,BANTAM BRIGADE. [changes.
{

1915 2} h.p. Popular LEVIS (NEW) £25 10 -yTTANnSWOETH.-Hnmber, 1911-12, 3y2-4h.' " ...
^
yy 2 speeds, handle starting, perfect;

. changes.

- - i, J T- T- ........r, .«„ .» ,„, ^atDSWOETH.—Eadco, 1914-15, latest 2-stroke,
igrs 2* h.p. 2-speed F.E. SINGER *?? l?i 'V mag., mostly soiled ; sacrifice £19/19 ; exchanges.

rgri S'UN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke (new) £26 S

rgr4 CALTHORPE Jlinor, 2 speed £19 19
t9l3 2| h.p. T.T. DOUGLAS -£35 ^TTANDSWOETH.-Eadco,
igrs 2* h.p. 2-speed F.E. SINGER £29 10: VV
2i h.p."2-speed F.E. F.N £23 IO'

igr2 2f h.p. 2-speed F.E. ENFIELD £23 10
IVIOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druids £13 10

mag.,
£19/10; ex-

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1914 8 h.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, 3 speeds £68
SABELLA-J.A.P. 8 h.p. Cycle Car £49
A.C. Sociable, magneto, 2-speed, F.E £42
3EDELIA, 8-ro h.p., twin, very speedy £39
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX (NEW): reduced to .. £49
1913 6 h.p. REX de Lu.xe and Sidecar £44
1913 4i-h.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK and Sidecar £39
1912 3-^ h.p. {Bowden 2-speed) BRADBURY £29
1912 2I h.p. F.E. REX, almost as new £24
1912 3^ h.p. 2-speed F.E. ALLDAYS £29
iQii 2-speed SCOTT, late model £29
1912 3* h.p. F.E. PREMIER £25
1912 3.1^ h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY and Sidecar . . . £33
1912 si h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY, coach Sidecar. . £32
P. & M., 3s h.p., 2-spced, grand conlition £3Sl-

igri 3i h.p. 2-speed NUMBER £19
1911 3|h.p 2-speed NUMBER =nd Sidecar £29
1911 7-9h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29
igri 35^ h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £27
1911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX, 84.V < 8g £27
1911 3I fa.p. tourist REX, spring forks £19
iqii 3} h.p LINCOLN-ELK £21
1911 F.E. PREMIER, almost as new £21
igio-ii 5-6 h.p. 2-speed twin REX £25
1910 V.S., 7-9 h.p. 2-speed, and Sidecar £29
V.S., 6 h.p., P. an.1 M. gear, and Sidecar £27
BAT-J.A.P., 6 h.p., fine condition £18
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £29
MINERVA, 3h t.p., magneto £15
N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, fine condition £14
N^.U., 3 h.p., 2-speed, nearly new condition £22
EXCELSIOR, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, free engine £24
REX, si h.p., 2-speed, magneto £24
REX, 1909, twin, de luxe, and Sidecar £24
REX, 3i h.p., Roc clutch £19
REX, si h.p., twin, magneto, and Sidecar ; £19
REX, 5I h.p., magneto, T908 model £19
3^ h.p. VINDEC, magneto ignition £15
JAMES, igio, 3A h.p., magneto £12,

Twin KERRY. 6~h.p., and Sidecar £15
3^ h.D. HUfVIBER Tricar, chain drive £5
ROVER. 3.'. h.p.. 2-speed, and Sidecar £17
CORONET, <( h.p., low frame £8
ANTDINEj 3 h.p., battery ignition, runs well £6
2? h.p. BRADBURY, battery ignition £6
Twin REX, less engine £4
AVON 26 .-' 2 Studded Covers for Douglases .... 11
Mark VT. Annstrong Gear, brand new £6

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
Cash offers wanted.

WANnSWORTH.-T.A.C. (late), 7h.p., 4 cyla.. mag.,
5 speeds, beautiful machine : £32/10; exchange,'?.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S., 1911, 7-91i.p., mag., 2 speeds
(kick), nearly new; £28/10; exchanges.

W.AJNDSWORTH.-Res 1911-12 7-9h.p. twin, mag.,
newly enamelled, new condition; £27/10 ; ex-

changes.

WANDS^yORTH.-Triumph, 1912-13 T.T., SV-^h.p.,
mag., very fast; bargain, £28/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-F-N., 1911-12. 5-6h.p., 4 cyle.,

mag., drip feed, guaranteed: £18/18; exchanges.!

WAND3WORTH.-Chater-Lea-Peugeot. 7-9h.p. twin,'
mag., low built, powerful; £18/18; exchanges. 1

-Humber, 1910, SVa-^h.p., mag., 2]

great bargain, £17/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-y.S.. with sidecar, 3V'-^i.p., mag.,
2 speeds, F.E.; trial; £16/16; exchanges.

WAJ^DSWORTH.-N.S.U., with sidecar, 5-6h.p., mag.j
2 speeds, running; gift, £13/10; exchanges. I

WANDSWORTH. — Motosacoche, li/o-Sh.p., mag.,'
Druids, nice little machine; £10/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town Station.'

'Phone: Battersea 327. [X5569j

SEVERAL Second-hand Motor Cycles always in stock
from £10 to ^£70; easiest easy terms.—Lamb's,

WANDSWORTH,-
speeds, Druids

151,

JF

1915 DOUGLASES.
EASY PAYMENTS AND EXCHANGES QUOTED.

Colllers
WESTGATE, HALIFAX

[M

High St., Walthamstow.
'

[0533

You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles'

you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy
terms). 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [9882,

SECOND-I-IAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock,
of msichines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear ; send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[0314'

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Pay us a visit and compare
I

our prices. We have a large stock at moderate'

Erices. Auto-Wheel, Ariel, Antoine, Bat, B.S.A., Brad-'
ury, Campion, Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield (fine twin

sidecar combinations), F.N„ Humber, Indian, Campion,
J.A.P. , L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two,

5! one P. and M. lightweight, one 3Voh.p.), Rex (several

Q fine Rexes), Roc, Rudge, Scott, Singer, Triumph,
Zenith. Two good cycle cars for sale, cheap. We
can gixe quick delivery of all mounts. Magnetcp,
clutches, 2 and 3-speed gears, engines (air and water-
cooled), Binks, B. and B., Senspray carburetters, de-
compressors, cheap sidecars, *lamps, belts, pillion seats,
helmets, overalls, etc. Please state exact requirements.
Come to us if you want a machine for military use.
—Morgan and Maxwell, The General Mctories, 80, High
Rd., Streatham. Loudon. (D) IS5557

TRICARS FOR SALE.
,

91i.p. Rilev .Sociable 3-wheeler. 3-speed, mag. ; £7/10'
to clear.—Reive, Old Cumnock. [55566

SIDECARS AND FORECARS. 1

SIDECAR.—Goad witker sidecar, well upholstered: 40/-.

—Hodder, 41, Broadway, Frome. [X54S9

GLORIA Cane Sidecar, off Triumph, £3; Cowey speed-'
om.-tt^r. 30/..-109. Bridge St.. Northampton. [55550

1

GENUINE 1914 £20 Scott Sidecar, cane body, wind
screen, fibre trunk and apron: bargain. £12,—Rice

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers
Fit Them.

BLAKE FASTENER.
The strongest cheap fastener on

the market.

Plated 6d. each.

LEATHER
COVERED
LI.NKS.

9d. each.

BELT

PUNCHES

I-. h I, n.

1/- each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT

PUNCH.

TWO SIZES—

(ftol). (|to1-D.

S. T. ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
A16

Bros.. Horsham. [9838

All letters relating to advertisements should iiuote the number at the end ol each aBvertisetnent. and the date of tli:' issue.
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I

TTRES
507. •^•' LIST.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance,

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.
Our

DUNLOP 1913 Pattern— Price.

26 X 2i heavy studded 17/6
26 X 23 e.xtra heavy 25 /-

650 X 65 Pillion 21 /-

HUTCHINSON—
26 X 2\ Passenger 30/-
26 X 2^ Passenger 28/-
26 X 3 for 2.'i!n. Passenger 26/-
26 X 2iT.T 15/-
24 X 2} Broolilands 15/-

24 X 2i 15/-
26X2 T.T. wired-on 15/-
26 X 2i „ , 16/6

CLINCHER—
26 X 2} Dreadnought 32/6
26 X 2I for 2}in. Dreadnought . 32/6
26 X 2.V Dreadnought 35/6
26 X 2} A Won 23/-
26 X 2I tor 2jin. De Luxe 27/6
26 X 2i De Luxe, rubber-studded

(Junior) 18/6
26 X 2 A Won 13/8
26 X 2 B grade 12/6
700 X 80 small car \ 21/6
700 X 80 tubes > 6/3
for 650 X 65 rim5 ^

26 X 2i extra heavy tubes 5/3
MICHELIN—

26 X 2i heavy trident 25/-
26 y 2i ., standard 15/-

ENGLEBERT—
26 X 2.V wired-on for F.N. machines 15/-
26 X 2' „ „ „ 12/a

COLLIER—
650 :< 65 square 22/-

WOOD-MILNE—
28 v 5 Gripribpatt. lor Indians. 25/-

PIRELLI—
26 X 2.V Heavy Non-skid 22/6
28 X 2j „ „ 18/6 ^,,

We guarantee tlie above gooils to be new and in
perfect condition.

All makes of tyres stocked.
SECOND-HAND COVERS, all sizes, 3/6 each.

ELITE— Best Quality Tubes (Guaranteed).
26x2 5/-
26 X 2i B/6'
26 X 2i 6/-
26 X 3 7/6
Butted extra 1/3

BELTS.
CONTINENTAL—

lin. section loot
Jin

40/-

41/3
44/-
33/-
23/-
24/6
29/3
31/-

47/3
47/3
50/10
34 A
41/'

29/-
25/-

7/9

32/6
35/-

28/6
2J/.

40/-
35/-

Glearance Line.

1/6 2/2
1/3 i/ii
1/t 1/7
lid. 1/5

Best English made Belting, Rubber

1/9!
2/r

and Canvas. (Cannot advertise name.)
I in. section loot I /-

lin 1/3
LEATHER BELTING-Service Pattern.

S m. section foot I /-
lin. „ with lastener ... „ 1 /3

RETREADING.
Special heavy 15/,
Heavy t2/6
Medium 10/-

Sections on application.

ELITE ofler 3/- Patchquick Outfit tree of charge
lo alJ purchaser? of goods to the value of £1 and over

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
264, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, VICTORIA. G.W.

'Phone: Victoria 6553

And at 260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W

TYRES.
"PCONOMIC Tyre Co.

DUNLOP, 50/-, 650x65. 1913; PilUon Dunlopa, 21/-:
ditto. 26.x2y,, 17/6: extra heary. 26x2%, 25/-;

Clincher 26x2 A Won, 13/6; B. quality 12/6.

KEMPSHALL Non-skid, 26x2^4. clearance, 32/6;
ditto, 650x65. 42/6; ditto, 28x3, 60/-. All sizes

Anti-skid al^o stocked.

MICHELIN. light, 24x2 9/-, 26x2 10/6, 28x2^4
12/-. 26x21/2 12/-, 24x2 leather tread Semelle 21/-,

ditto 26x2 26/-.

"I
O ^, Lewisham Higli Ed., S.E.—Special clearance

-Lt> • lines ; 7 days' approval against remittance.

EGGATE. Edinburgh, for tyre value.

[9890

LEGGATE, Edinburgh, lor great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance CUnchei

tyrefi.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Gooda are all guaranteed fresh
stock, and eent anywhere on seven days' approva'

agaiast cash.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 1914 Clinchei
Dreadnought, extra heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers, 26x214 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x21/-.. to fit 21^ rim6.
32/6. litit £2/7/3; 26x2yo 35/6, liat" £2/10/10,

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.-1914 Clincher de
Luxe very heavy rubber studded, beaded covers. 26 x

2%. to at 214 rims, 27/6, list £2/1; 26x2';:, 29/6, lidt

£2/2/9. -

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance— 1914 heavy (4-p!>
fabric) Clincher rubber etudded beaded edge covers,

26x2 17/6, 26x21^ and 26x21/2 20/-; list almost double

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Beet quality tubes, fully guar
anteed, 26X2 5/-, 26x2i.'l 5/6. 26x2t/j 6/-.

LEGOATE and Co.. Motor Cycle Specialists. If^

Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. [X5533

7/ £* Guarauteed Allowance on old covers for practi
/ \9 callv any uew motor cycle cover costing 40/- oj

'iiore.—Taylor'd. Ltd. 21a. Stcre at.. Locdcu. WC t062f-

CONDITION a3 New, Ligar plain tread cover, 26x2ii,
only ridden 60 mile^; will accept 15/-.—Box No,

L6,155. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.
1.0589

FOR Sale, two Ilutchineon T.T. rubber-studded ne«
covere. 26x2i;., tit 26x2i^ rims, 20/- each; also

two ditto passenger, 24/- eiich.—Rosditer, Draper. Kine-^
wood. Bristol. [XI 848

i)/* x2%.—Five 4-ply passenger 3-ribbed covers, slightly
r^\J mould marked, but fully guaranteed just tlic

same; clear 21/- each: altso two rubber studded. Sei-
tions on application.—Stella Tyre Works, HoUoway H*?a'i

Birniingham. . [X5241

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SITUATION wanted in fitting shop for motor cycle*',

5 years' expericnoo with Triumph. B.S.A , Enfield,
and Bat, and other makes.-Appiv to E. Thorpe, c/o Mr
E. Whitmore, Glebe Wood. Methwold, Norlolk. [966S

SITUATIONS VACANT.
SHEET Metal Workers and Coppersmiths.-Good all-

round chargehand wanted, mu-rt be first-class work-
iion, and able to contrcl men. one used to motor uwi
,'CU6ral work preferred.—State age. wage, union or nmi-
union, to Box No. L6,663, 'Ike Motor Cycle Office^, 20.
Tudor St„ E.G. [9829

REl*BESENTATION.-Holland-Belgium. nutchmaii.
living Amsterdam, over 20 years in the bicycle anJ

.iiotor trades, well acquainted with all leading houses,
wishes further representation, first-class English manu-
facturers, for bicycle iind motor Koods and accessorier;.
Highest reference?.—4898, SeyfEardt's Central Annon* (^

Bureau, Amsterdam. [9802

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

THE Premier Motor Company. Limited (in voluntary
liiiuidation}. Aston Rd.. Birmingham.—The liqui-

iiitors of the above named company invite tenders lor
ihe purchase of the company's business as a going ton-
ern. The assets consi'^t of stock-in-trade, book debt^.
plant, machinery, fixtures, and goodwill. Tenders are
required to be sent in to the liquidators not later than
the 23rd instant. Full particulars and cards to view
an be obtained from the liquidators, Mr. George Cran-
uore Taylor (of the firm of Messrs. J. W. Hints and
Taylorl. 115. Colmore Row, and Mr. Charles Thoma-
Appleby (of the firm of Messrs- Poppleton and Appleby).
26. Corporation St., both in the City of Birmingham;
or Messrs. Thomas, Guest, and Pearson, Solicitors, 29
Temple Row. Birmingham. [9814

J.

PATENT AGENTS.
E. S. LOCKWOOD. Patent Agent, 3, New St.
Birmingham. Guide and price book tree. [9390

FLETCHER WILSON, Chartered Patent Agent
nineteen years' experience in motor patent-

Coventry.
_

[947C

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St., Birmingham,
• specialists in automobile patents. Low charges

Enquiries invited. [5684

HENRY SKEURETT. Chartered Patent Agent, 24,
Temple Row. Birmingham.—Patents, trade marks!

and designs. IMotor patents a speciality. [0636

CASH SALES.
To cash purchasers we have a few nev»
motor cycles and light cars of this year's
manufacture to otler at considerably
reduced prices. We can also allot early
delivery dates for all 1915 models (some
are ready now), and for these goods we
are continuing our system of

EXCHANGES.
Write for our "Exchange Form." It will

enable you to easily describe your old
machine ; and immediately upon receipt
of the particulars we will quote you a
tiefinite allowance. If desired, the balance
can be sett ed by our convenient method oi

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
Our terms arc cash (or its equivalent) for
one-fourth o£ the purchase to be paid
down, and the remainder is payable in

twelve equal monthly instalments. These
terms also apply to our

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
a selection of which appear below. Each
of these machines have been very carefully
overhauled and tested, and we give a
guarantee of their perfect condition. We
will with p easure forward a complete list

of our stock upon request.
Date. H.P. Particulars. Price,
igir 2' ROYAL ENFIELD lightweight £18
1912 2^ ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed .. £24
iqi3 2/ ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed .. £28
19M 3 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed,

Model r4o £34
rgM 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combina-

tion, Cowey speedometer, 3 lamp
sets, horn -. £68

191.I, 7 INDIAN, 2-sp., electric lamps
and horn, speedometer, INDIAN
COACH-BUILT SIDECAR £60

191 1 6 ZENITH, Gradua gear, speedo-
meter, F.R.S. lamp set, rear lamp,
and CO.^CH-BUILT SIDECAR . . £42

igi2 3^ ZENITH, Gradua gear £28
1911 3.1 BRADBURY, 2-speed model,

with Smith speedometer, and horn £25
19141 WALL AUTO-WHEEL £10
nil 3 1 TRIUMPH, roadster £23
1911 ^S TRIUMPH, clutch model, and

GLORIA SIDECAR £33
M12 31 TRIUMPH, clutch model £33
1*12 3^ TRIUMPH, 3-speed £38
1913 3^ TRIUMPH, T.T. roadster £32
1913 3; TRIUMPH, clutch model £37
1914 4 TRIUMPH, T.T. model £36
19144 TRIUMPH, 3 speed, speedo-

meter, F.R.S. lamp set, horn, mirror,
rear lamp, and SWAN DE LUXE
SIDECAR and lamp £56

loir 3V RUDGE, clutch model £26
I'jiz 3'. RUDGE MuUi, head lamp, rear

lamp, and horn, and iMILLFORD
SPRING WHEEL SIDECAR ... £38

1912 2^ HOBART, lady's mod., 3-speed £20
1912 3^ B.S.A., 2-speed model £35
1909 5 VINDEC, free engine, KERRY

SIDECAR £19
1910 5 V.S., 2-speed, lamp, generator,

horn, mirror, and CO.\CH-BUILT
SIDECAR £26

1911 3^ KERRY - ABINGDON, lamp,
horn, and KERRY SIDECAR ... £20

1910 4j F.N., 4 cylinders, B. & B. car-
buretter, speedometer, and horn . . £13

1913 3 N.S.U., twin-cylinder engine,
2-speed gear model £25

r9io 5 KERRY, Bosch magneto £14
1909 2j MINERVA, lamp, generator,

and horn £10
[914 10 SINGER Light Car, with dickey,

dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spare
wheel and new tyre, horn, speedo-
meter, foot mats, etc £160

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U. A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E
Telephone: 10. Stratford. Tcleffrnms: "Eeiimco. London.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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THIS IS THE FORWARD
Leather Covered LINK,

which has been specially designed

for use with the world-famous
FORWARD ADJUSTABLE

FASTENER.

"I/- from all agents.

THIS IS THE KING HOOK
Leather Covered LINK,

which is the only one that will

fit our detachable hook fasteners.

Insist on it as it is the only

one that will fit all makes.

lOd. from all agents.

Forward British Plugs
As supplied to H.M. WAR OFFICE

will give you un-
bounded satisfac-

tion. Made in a
dozen types to

suit all engines
at prices to suit

all pockets.

TYPE A
(illustrated). A
well - made and
iiighly - finished

plug with pure
nickel electrodes.

THREE-POINT

2/3 each only.

Forward Motor Co.

Summer Row,

Birmingham.

D

B

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Tuition, £3/3, driving and mechanism

until proficient and satisfied. — Prospectus,
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [X5545

WANTED.
GPARES.-Morgan and Maxwell, Strenthara. [X7877

WANTED. N.S.TJ. gear, for 1911 Triumpli.-Gibpon
and Holloway, Torquay. [9888

DOUGLAS. 1912-13. 2 speeds, fair condition.-Kirk,
Lockwood Kd„ Hudderefield. [X5484

ifif\ Motor Cycles wanted; spot cash paid.—Despatch
J-Vf'U' Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [X5544

N.S U. 2-6peed Gear for ca^h, cheap.-Box 7,056. The
Molar Cycle Officts, Coventry. [X5162

WANTED, second-hand motor tricycle. — R. Adams,
Parkside, Durrington, Worthing. [9807

WANTED, Triumph Back Forks, also hrake controls.
-Goodwin, 22, Benedict St., Bootle. [9788

OUGLAS 2-v:peed Gear, clutch: cheap.—J. Donald-
son, Craigallian, Milngavie, Glasgow. [X5517

EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton, W., will pur-
chase 1913 and 1914 Douglas machines for cash.

[X5553
WANTED, coachbuilt body, Carroll piefeired.-Wat-

son, 32, Wellington St., Aberdeen, Scotland.
[X5531

DOUGLAS, 1913 and 1914 models, also Morgans: spot
cash paid.—Maude's, 136, Gt. Portland St., London,

W. [0627

AUTOMATIC Carburetter, for 2%h.p. Douglas, second-
hand ; belt, tube cases.—Spence, Gleneden. Porta-

down. [X5387

AND B. Carburetters, high-tension single magneto,
water-cooled engine.—H. Body, Standen, Biddenden,

Kent. [9784

WANTED, motor cycles, spot cash. — Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. Town

Station. [9860

SECOND-HAND Sidecar, lightweight, suitable for 2^4
h.p. Douglas, Watsonian preferred; cash.—Owen,

19, Battersea Rise. [9798

WANTED, copy of The Autocar. March 28th, 1914;
will pay full price and postage.—Bos 7,052, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5509

CASH Waiting.—Wanted, magneto motor cycles, any
condition.-State lowest price. Box No. 7,054, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5537

MAGNETOS wanted, second-hand, any condition for
cash: best prices given.—Pairie, 13, Hardwick

Rd.,- Chiswick Park, London, W. [9842

3-SPEED Gear; exchange 12x8 £10 camera, or £6
gramophone, or Lowendall violin, £5.—Septimus

Jones, Wollaston, Wellingborough. [9828

WANTED, 8h.p. engine, with gear box, perfect, suit-

able for Chater-Lea tricar, in exchange for 3V2
h.p. Rover, in good running order —Rich, Shifnal. Salop.

[X5218
WANTED, motor cycles, second-hand (Rex-Jap. Doug-

las, Triumph preferred) ; state full particulars

;

rock bottom cash price.—Write, Box L6,500, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C. [0624

WANTED, a new or nearly new 4h.p. single-cyl. motor
bicycle, with 3-speed counter-shaft gear, with or

without sidecar, Triumph preferred.—Full . particulars,
lowest price, Rudland, Hokworthy. [9805

WANTED, 4h.p. Rex engine and magneto; exchange
J.E-S. set. or speedometer, 4h.p. Excelsior en-

gine and cash; 2M> Lomax, 10/-: 3h.p. Brown motor
cycle, complete with magneto, £5/10.—Holmes, Eldorian.
Plymstock. [X5520

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, hght cars, sidecars, engines, accessories.

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send us
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest

salerooms, and obtain the highest prices; terms, testi

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell.
London Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Streatliani.

London. [X5065

EXCHANGE.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a good

exchange. Write for complete catalogue. [9702

EXCHANGE 1914 Red Indian Combination for 1914
Humberette.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9703

VELOCETT, 2-speed, 1914. or 6h.p. Rover car, for
player piano.—823, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

[9787
EXCHANGE Darracq 10-12h.p. 2-cyl. car for twin

cycle, sell cheap.— Grainger, Forest Row, Sussex.
[9812

EXCHANGE 20-30h.p. Charron car, 4 speeds, for good
motor cycle combination.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing. 1:9889

GOOD Pair T.T. Handle-bars, %in. diameter, for tour-
ing bars, same size, or sell.-Reeves, Rudgewick,

Sussex. [9804

YAWL-RIGGED Motor Boat, 15ft., running order,
value £27, for motor cycle.-Motor Cyclist, H.M.S.

Vulcan, c/o G.P.O. [9796

1 Q13 8h.p. Matchless Combination, chain drive, 2
jL*J speeds, good condition, £6Q, for 1913 Douglas
E and cash.-Walton's, Dawson Sq., Burnley. [X5575

If you wish '^^^

your belt to^
last longer-fit

the ORIGINAI
SPARE LINK—

When we designed it we mad
it to fit ANY Hook Fastener, S'

that every motbr cyclist cai

enjoy the advantages it gives

Note that by using the "Stanley" Span
Link there is no jerk as the Fastenei
passes round the pulley, the drive Is mopi
leven, and there is no tendency for tht

Fastener to pull out, thus considerabi;
increasing the life of a belt.

t°cti,^7s^i:^ ONE SHILLING

THE BEST FASTENERS

STANLEY 9d
and LION 6d.
as ordered by H.M. War Office, ar(

supplied either PLATED or BLACK.
OF ALL AGENTS.

Send a postcard for our Booklet "Belts and Belt
Fittings," written by an International rider.

STANLEY MOTOR BEL!

AN» FASTENER CO.,^ Inventors of the Original
Hook Fastener

(Stanley Webb, Manager),

BROMLEY, KENT!

NEW LIGHTING ORDER
FO^ LONDON.

All Motor Cycles in the Metropolitan area,

whether having a sidecar or not, must now
exhibit a red light to the rear.

The Dumolite Acetylene Rear Lamp com-

plies with the new order in every respeetj_

and is readily attached to the number plate"

or to a separate bracket.

PRICE .. ^16 each,

4ft. Rubber Tubing and Brass " Y
-ing to existing generator .

.

From all Stores, or the Manufacturers :

A. J. Dew & Co., 21, Endell St., W.C.

Piece for connect-

.. I./6

A20 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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P&P.
UN ION"

FLAG MASCOT.
"Allies" Flag Staff, price 1/6 complete.
Union Flag Mascot, price 1/- complete.

Post Id. With Handlebar or Reg.
Number Plate^ Fittings, and witli

midget 'Scill<a" FIag=;.
P. & P. 1915 Accessory Lists now ready.

P. & P. Reg. Combined
Belt Punch and Cutter.
Fully Guaranteed. Britisti Made.
To ensure haYing the Genuine

iinifle. RE I. I A BI 1. IT Y" and
sniKNGTH. refiiBe any Tool not igjr
liiivinK the registered improvements.
None Genuine unless marked

P. &P.
.^? used by numerous Despatch
Kiders engaged in the present
WAR.

No tool-kit is complete
without it.

Size I takes i to ijin. Belts.
bize 2 takes up to g in. Belts.

Higli-class flnisli and
workmanstiip.

Price 4-/- each.
Postage 2d.

P. & P. ENGINEERING Co., Ld..

Manufacturers, ILFORD.

WHEN BUYING

TYRES, TUBES, GAITERS,
REPAIR OUTFITS,

DETACHABLE NON-SKID
BANDS, OR MUDSHIELDS,

INSIST in obtaining

KEMPS,
and you receive something superior to what
has been offered hitherto. If your Local
Trader will not supply, write us direct for
Prices. Kemps also specialize in Repairing

TYRES AND TUBES
of all kinds.

RETREADS A FEATURE.

KEMPS VULCANIZING Co. Ld.

19, Hardman Street, MANCHESTER;
ALSO

125, Devonshire Street, SHEFFIELD.

Any Rubber or Ebonite Articles made to order
in large r.r sm^ill quantities.

EXCHANGE.
MOTOR Cycles of any make taken in part paymeni

for Rex-Jap 1915 models: good allowances fci

(iiodero machines.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aster
Rd., Birmingham. [062:

REPAIRERS.
ALUMINIUM Crank Cases, gear boxes, etc., repairei'.

nently and promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pi<:tons. flange?, lug.''

framee, and n thousand other things repairei'
:]nd guaranteed by 'Weldinee, Ltd., 37, Holt St., Bir
iuingham.

EVERY Repair is guaranteed; every repair is machine*.
readv to fit; every repair has immediate attention

and everybody sends to Weldings, Ltd.. Holt St.. Bir
miiigham. [9343

WELDINGS. Ltd., Dept. M.C.. 235. Gt. Ancoatf
St., Manchester.—Oxy-acetylene welding experts

BROKEN Flanges, valve eeats, pistons, crank caee^
water jackets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Tour Old Engines or complete machine for over-
hauling, re-bushing, cylinders le-ground. new pis-

tjns, rings, and gudgeon pine fitted.—Weldings, Ltd.,
Dept. M.C., Manchester. [6234

VALVES.—Nickel steel valv&i, any size, 3/6; per paii
6/-.-C. R. Foster, Kirk^tall Rd., Leeds. [0253

CRACKED Cylinder.';, castings, forgings, etc., sue-
ce»jsfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical proce.'w.—

Lta, Engineera, Runcorn. [5197

WELDING.—All metaU, cylinders, and crank cases.
We have the plant, experience, and method for

overy job. Quick delivery.—Below.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted, complete
with rings, etc. ; 22/6.— Osy-acetyleno Welding,

349 Lillie Rd., Fulhnm. 'Phone: Hammeremith 1617
[6430

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pietong fltte<^i,

re-bu6binp. parts duplicated.—Ellenbcrough Motor
Work**. Ellenborough Rd.. Wood Green, N. [8394

WELDING, broken cylinders, flanges, pistons, crank
cases, repaired and machined. Scored cylinders

filled in and re-grjund to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete, overhauling, re-bushing.-Weot London Weld-

ing Co., Essex ria.e. Chiswitk. Tel. : 536. [9781

PISTONS, fitted with tap and bottom step-cut rings,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylindi^r re

^ored and ground, 24/-.— C. E. Foster, Kiikstall Rrl.
Leeds. [0310

AUTO-WHEELS.-Have your* Auto-Wbeel tuned
and overhauled by the makers; price quoted, collec-

tion and (Iclivcrv free in the London area.—Auto-Wheels.
Ltd.. RiifViell Rd., Kensington. [9260

TONGK Welding Works. 174. Oldham Rd.. Middleton
Manchester.-Experts in broken cylinders, crank

cases, etc. Welding aluminium a specialist. Nothing
1(111 difliiult. Soimd work at moderate uliargcs. [9189
COMl'RESSION.-Cylinders re-bored and ground, new

pistun^. ring-*, jjnd gudgeons, c.implete. 16/-; over-
hauling, re-bushing, efflriency guaranteed.-tteliance Motor
Engineering Co., Spon Lane, Smethwick, Birmingham.

[9040
CRITERION Motor W^rks.—Cylinder grinding special-

ist*'. Our cylinder grinding i.* perfection. 18/6. in-
liisivc, up to 86min. born. We specialise in complete
iigine ovcrhnuW. and guarantee thorough practical efil-

iency.— 11, Criterion Mews, Upper HoUoway, London.
X. 'I'hone: Hornscy 1147. [9452

REVUTATION.-The value of a good reputation i-^

never so fully lealised as in abnormal times such
IS the present. That is why our business is proceeding
IS unual. Lf-t us qucte you for any cln-s-i of motor repair
work. Cylinders re-ground ; new pi,-;tons fitted : frames
ut down and mtiderni-ed; re-busbing, etc.—Patricroft
Motor Co., l*atricroft, Manchester. [9605
\TORM.AN and Bliss. London Rd.. floanslow.-
J-'J. Reduced prices during war. C.I. pistons.
1 ings. and gudgeons, from 9/6: bushes. 2/-; Talves.
II •. Simplex steel pistons, hollow connecting rods,
mpplied to order. Special silencers, aluminium end=.
steel barrel, and extension pipe, smart, efljcient-
twins 18/6, singles 14/6. Illustrated list free. [7541

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE Bancroftian Co.. the cheapest house in the

United Kingdom for motor accessories.

BANCROFTIAN.—Tyres, leading make. 26x2 14/6
26x2",i 14/11. 26X214 15/11. 28x2 14/11; Hutch-

inson, 650x65 (light car} 29/6, 26x2 Hutchineon {extra
iUIjerior) 16/6: heavy tubes, 26x2 3/6. 26x21^ 4/11, 26
x2i/j 5/3. All makes in stock. Large allowance for old
tyres. 4in. handle-bar mirrors, l/llii.; exhaust whistles.
2/6.

BANCROFTIAN. -Belting, rubber.
% 1/3 ft. All makes in stock,

for old belts.

BANCROFTIAN.-Waterprool suits,
donble-breasted, storm collar

as sold 35/-; single-breasted. 14/6; seatless trouser;
heavy, 9/9, as sold 15/11; highest grade suits, heavy,
quality, 35/-. as sold £3/3; dust suits. 7/6. General
catalogue free.

BANCROFTIAN Co., 64. Eishopsgate. E.G. Tel. .

9897 London Wall. T.A. : Chaikel, London
[2989WHAT about your sidecar passenger ?—We have a

large number of new pile motor rugs for dis-

posal; warmth and wear guaranteed: usual price £3,
clearance price 30/- each. Send us p.c. and we will for-
ward one on approval.—Kenworthy and Co., Acre Mill.
Golcar Huddcr^field. [9656

^8 lO'Ad. It

l-arge aUowance

double texture,
and cuffs. 16/6,

F
R
reedom from
any Trouble

S

ellability and
Simplicity in
the Dynamo

afety and Power
in the Beam

Cpp T T the last word in Efficient^^ l^i-iA^ Electric Lighting

JT^ .Jtv.)^. Oynamo Light
The whole outfit is compact—light—can be
fixed in five minutes to any machine. Beam
2,000 feet, and will light up to a total candle

powerof 24. DYNAMO SPEED IS TWICE
ENGINE SPEED.
Lamp, accumulators, case, wiring, plugs,

brackets, driving gear, £^ los. with 6in.

lamp, or £6 6s. with yin. lamp.

No Extras !

FRS. LAMPS. Per.hore Street. BIRMINGHAM.
Loniion Office—57. Hatton Garden. Srccial Lindon AcentB—
9cr;i.-<i Co.. HikIi Holborn ; Taylor and Co.. btoro Street. Totlpn-
Iiaiii Court Hood. Manchester AKcntn—J. E Feay and Co.. 12.

Jackson's Row. Coventry Ai?cnt—J. Kobcrt Rcid, 1. Che-ster Stro t.

ECONOMY.
BRmSH MADE Red Tubes

and Valve.

-GUARANTEED-
26x2 26x2} 26 x 2\ or650x65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Perfectly new goods - NOT clearance lines.

Car Tubes at equally Ipw prices.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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3 2̂H.P. DOUBLAS
IN STOCK.
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

SPECIAL BARGAIJMS.
1914 SINGER, Dynamo, NEW £185

1914 G.W.K. de luxe, NEW £142

1914 MAXWELL, four-seater,

1,000 miles £160

1914 SINGER, done 2,000 miles £160

1913 G.W.K., done 1,500 miles £90

1913 VIOLET BOGEY £65

1913 WARNE, 8 b.p. J.A.P..

.

£55

1912 F.N., 10-14 h.p., dickey £190

A.-C. Three-wheeler .'. £40
6 h.p. ROVER, running order £25

PANHARD „ £30

WE SPECIALISE IN OVERHAULING AND
REPAIRING LIGHT CARS AND MOTOR
CYCLES OF ALL MAKES. Estimates Given.

|

MOTOR CYCLES.
1913 Black ZENITH and Montgomery S'car £55 I

1914 CLYNO Combination £55

1912 2i h.p. 3-speed PREMIER £22

1912 6" h.p. ENFIELD and cane Sidecar . . 5,0
1913 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., chain drive,

2-speed, and Canoelet Sidecar £58

1912 TORPEDO £20

1914 T.T. RUDGE £36

1913 Watercooled ZENITH-GREEN & S'car £40
1913 MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 8 h.p., twin

belt drive £45
1012 ALLDAYS, 3i h.p., F.E £23

[

1913 CONNAUGHT £21

,_. ^ _ _ 378, 380, 382, 384,

nLlfjC EUSTOWROAD. Regent 4219.
kBhi W S and at

llL I 173, GT. PORTLAND ST.

Kegent 1970.

Proof of Quality
of a

Beldam
Retread

Cosham, Noo., 1914.

" During October, 1913. you retreaded a

Motor Cycle Cover for me. This cover

has run on my T.T. Peugeot some 5,000

or 6,000 mites, out of which 200 odd have

been done with extra passenger^ weight

The first puncture occurred last week,

when I noticed tyre had worn very equally

all over, a proof of the quality of

material used in Beldam Retreads."

E.W.B.

We retread Tyres so skilfully
and with such good materials
that the retreads often last

longer than new covers. Thus
you double the life of your
tyre at little extra cost.
Send for retreading list. It

contains full particulars of
cost of Retreads and Repairs.

Write also for Price List of
Belda'm All-British Tyres.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Brentford.— Middlesex.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WRITE P.C. lor 1914 catalogue, 180 pages. 1,000
illustrations; the latest accessories, lower

prices then any other house. The Juno 2-stroke,
£26/5, 46/3 month. with 2-specd £33. 58/4
month. A silver medal awarded to the Juno.—W. S.

Capstick, Esq., 620, Manchester Rd.. Bradford. Yorks.
writes :

" I have been awarded a silver medal in the
Bradford M.C.C. speed trial on Blubber House Moor.
Harrogate (handicap) with Juno 2-stroke, with a

speed of just over 38 miles per hour. The machine
will really do more than this. I have got 49 miles out
of it several times." Auto Wheels, £14/14, 27/-
month; S'/jh.p. 2-speed Calthorpe, £25, or 45/10
month; 25/th.p. Mead-Precisicn, £20; cane .side eiitrsmce
sidecar, 90/-. Accessories to value of £4 eupplied on
monthly payments; engines, any make, cash oi

monthlv payments; sidecar wheel shields, 1/6; side-

car rear lamps. 3/6. 5/6. 8/9, 10/6. 11/6; wheels.
26x2i/t. with Villi(?T.= free engine hub, 105/-; decom-
pressors, 8 patterns, frjm 6/- ; lathes. £5/10 : counter-
shaft geaK, 105/- r kick starter.^, 14/9 ; Philipson
puller controls, 1 5/- ; Fitall gear^, 105/- : Unite
couplers, 21/-; tanks or pulleys made, any size
or pattern; handle-bars. 7 patterns, from 5/-;
knee grips, 4/-; any make of machine or sidecar
bought, sold, or supplied on monthly payments;
head lamps, 20 patterns, from 8/6 to 60/-r
belt iiui5, 5/6: tappet adjusters, set of four, 4d. : Stewart
speed indicators, 50/-; Watford. 63/-: Jones, 63/-:
post horns, 9/6; motor cycle houses from 32/6—M.C.
Department, Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248,
Bishopsgate^ London, E.G. 'Phone: Central 12857.

[6615
TRIUMPH Forks, 1913, 16/-; caTburetter. 7/6; tour-

ing handle-bais, 3/6.—Walker, Buchlyvie, Stirline-
r^hire. [X5568
OILSKINS.—Ponchos 15/6, overalls 7/6, cap covers

5/-, Sou' Westers 2/6, D.B. coats 9/6, reproofing
from 2/6.

WATERPROOF Repairs.—We repair our garment?
free of charge, accident* included; other make?

at nominal charges.

SOLDIERS' Clothing.—Helmets, Tvaistcoats, etc.; send
for special list

;

' waterproof handle-bar mufls for
(le<^patcb riders 5/6.

MOTOR Suits.-Tri-breasted coaU and overalk, 21/-,

complete ; repairs free.-Para Rubber Co., John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0602

DON'T Scrap that cracked cylinder. Iron cement for
crackis. blow-holes, etc., 1"?1 tin,—Barker, Oxford

ltd., Worthing. [X5516

PHILIPSOjS' Pulley, nearest" £3; also Jones speed-
ometer, nearest £2; both perfect.-Robertson. Lily-

I

bank, Dunfermline. [X5567

MUDSTOPS super.^ede- flaps, guaranteed year, fits any
motor, 4/6 : Nondrip shields, 4/6.—Necessitieci.

Vine St., Birmingham. [9790

CARBURETTER?- Badcock's By-pa^s will make
yours better than the best; see displayed adver-

ti'iement in I.T^t or next ir^ane- [0261

MAUDES' Christmas Bargain^.—A few new 1914 P.
and H. lamp sets, large size. Mangin lens mirror;

20/-.-136. Gt. Portland St., London, W. [9887

tf>-SPEED Gear and F.E., suit 3V2h.p. machine, com-
-W plete with controls, slightly damaged; sacrifice for
£1.-App!y. 191, Holderness R4., Hull. [9783

MATCHLESS.—1915 sidecar combinations, with Lucas
dvnamo set; also tradesmen's 3 cwt. vans, £92.—

Write. Reg. Lu-as, M.C. Garage. Brunt St., Man-^field.
[X55:9

SCOTT, 1913, sidecar, £45; also Douglas, m:.del R,
£37/10; both perfect order; trial,^ examination;

owner bought car.—Steele Perkins, Parade, Dawlish.
tX5528

BOOTS.-Save nearly 50% buying from factory direct.

Agents wanted. Send postage 2d. for list and par-
ticulars —British Boot Co., 274, Portland Sq., Bristol.

[7617
MOTOR Ca.stings, attachments; castings, 2h.p., 24/-

upwards : repairs-, ' boring, new pistons. Model
'Ah. p. tooled motors, 9/9 : catalogue, stamp.—Little, vei

Motors, Derby. [X5385
5 h.p. Rex Engine, water-cooled, with magneto, £6/1 5^

Armstrong 3-speed wheel, Mark VII., new, £7/10;
Chater-Lea back wheel, chain drive, 8/6.—E, Bird, Cad-
nam, Totton, Southampton. [X5529

PULLEYS for any motor.—Dion, 6/- ; Motosacoche,
Moto-Reve, 4/- ; others 4/9 each ; adjustable

pulleys, 10/6. plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J.
l>erkins, 455, High Rd., Leyton. 'Phone: 248 Walthaui-
t^tow. [8196

FOR Sale, Colt machine gun, ta^e .303 standard ser-

vice cartridges, fires from 400-450 shots per
minute, suitable for an armoured car or sidecar, was
privately used in the Boer War—Eric W. Walford, 18.
Hertford St.. Coventry.

' [X5029

N.S.U. 2-speed Gears in etock, to fit all known makes,
at 1914 reduced prices. The easiest gear on the

market to fit; no alteration to the motor cycle neces-
sary. Ideal for sidecar work. Trade enquiries invited.
Sp'-"ciali?ts in repairs to these geare. All spares stocked.
-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. [X5552

AH. HUNT Electric Head Lamp. 10/6; C.A.V
. ditto, 7/6 : Lucas lamp and separate generator, 15/-;

Lucas horn. 10/-; Amac twin carburetter and control,
complete. £1 ; Middlemore saddle, 10/6 ; wire wheel
26in., with heavy semi-solid 2in. tyre, 10/-; brass tank
suit surface type, or could be converted, 5/-; Parson?
chain, 26in.x2V2in. 2/6; Lucas eelf-contained acetylene
head lamp, 5/-; too cheap to send on approval; all 1914
goods, except wheel and tank.—G., 135, Holyhead Rd,
Coventry [X5030

All the best New and Second-hand
Machines on the best Cash or Easy
Payment Terms ; also the best
Exchange O0ers. Every machine
S3ld guaranteed in excellent cqn-
dition. Give us a call or write

for list.

I9r4 James, 2-stroke, 2-speed, soiled £30
1914 Zenith-Gradua, 8 h.p., counter-

shaft, and Sidecar £62
19T4 N.U.T. 6 h.p., 3-sr'., clutch, new £55
iQilCiyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed £32
1914 Sunbeam, 2!^ h.p., 2-sp. gear . £42
1914 Centaur, 2J h.p., twin, 3-sp.,

and clutch £32
1914 Zenith-Gradua, 3V b.p., single-

cylinder £37 10
1913 Zenith-Gradua, 8 h.p., clutch,

Gloria Sidecar £47
ign Zenith-Gradua, sih.p. fsemi-

T.T.) : £32
1913 Bradbury, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

Turner Sidecar £35
T913 Chater-Lea, 8 h,p., Com., 3-sp. £45
1913 A.J.S.j 6 h.p., 3-speed, and

Bramble Sidecar £52
1913 REX Sidette, 5-6 h.p., 2-sp.,

cane Sidecar £35
igrs P. & M., 3A h.p., 2-speed, kick

starter £37

Morgan and Swift Cycle Cars.
London Agents for

Montgomery Sidecars.

15, BISHOPSGAT£ AVE.,
Camomile St., LONDON, E.C.

Ji Telegrams :

i - " Elccmocyca. London."
Telephone: Avenue 5548

I

:your
PROMPT
AGENTS

ILL
lOTOR— LTD. —
^koi:e:FmcliteyA

1:1745:
4, WOODSIDE PARADE,

NORTH FINCHLE" "H.

IMMEDIATE DELI'
IN STOCK.

1915 ENFIELD s/e Combination,

with Lucas dynamo lighting set £100
1915 PREMIER 3*. countershaft..

1915 INDIAN 7-9 s/c Combination £86
1915 4 h.p. JAMES and s/c Combi-

tion

BARGAINS IN SECOND-HANDS.
Write for List.

ONE EXAMPLE:
1913 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar,

guaranteed sound, as new £42

Sole District Agents for all leading malces.

GODDARD'S motor cycle hous^
Complete with Floor & Windows. Wide Double Doors.

ft. It. ft. t s. d.'

9x6x7+ high 4 5

ioX7X7i 5 7 6,

liXSxS 7

_ i4X8x8i 8 5
Illustrated Catalogue with prices of other hoases post free;

'Phone: 880 Ilford.

Goddard's Ltd., Crown Works, Vicarage Lane, Ilford, Essex.

A22 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the oumber at the end oi each advertisement, and the date o( the issue.
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War and the Motor Cycle.

WE hope that manufacturers and others
engaged in the design of motor cycles

will take to heart the advice of a

contributor in this issue to continue
exertions in the matter of producing

motor cycles or sidecar outfits for warlike
purposes. Though the pleasure type of vehicle
has been adapted to render yeoman service,
there is no doubt that much is left to be done
in the way of producing a machine particularly

suited to the special conditions o£ warfare. It

seems to us that, in particular, better protection
is needed for the rider from stray bullets as

well as mud. In connection with the transport
of machine guns on sidecar outfits, there is no
doubt that the motor cycle will be able to

play a most important part. Military experts
agree that the success of a machine gun battery
is due entirely to its operators being able to

,eize any opportunity presented to it. That
opportunity does not exist frequently or for

long stretches at a tirne, as no human body
can stand up to the terrible effects of a modern
machine gun. On this account, the speedy and
mobile motor cycle and sidecar is particularly

suited to the work. It is able to move the
gun rapidly from one point to another wherever
a vulnerable point is likely to present itself,

and half an hour or so later be twenty miles
away ready to repeat its deadly work on another
detachment of the enemy.
We dwell upon the military aspect of the

question to show that, with proper attention

to developments, the motor cycle and sidecar
has found a lasting place in the Army, and, as

it is quite a new branch of the Service, it is

fairly obvious that much remains to be learned
in the production of the ideal machine for the
work. Those who turn their attention to a

serious study of the conditions w'hile the matter
is young are likely to reap the benefits. We
urge manufacturers in 191 5 to pay special

attention to the production of a motor cycle or

sidecar outfit for warlike uses. There is ample
scope to warrant such a step.

Buying Second-hand Machines.

AT
this period of the year, tliose in

possession of the necessary funds and
on the look-out for a motor bicycle ..re

able to pick up a very sound bargain.

Particularly do these remarks apply at

the present stage of affairs. Quite apart from
the fact that many enthusiastic motor c\chsts
dispose of their old machines in the winter
in favour of a new model to be delivered in

the New Year, there is no hiding the fact that
money is not being quite so freely spent on
what some people still regard motor vehicles
of all kinds, viz., luxuries. We have had
evidence of late that there is considerable
acti\-ity in the second-hand market, and, more-
over, a number of cases of what we should
characterise as real bargains have come directly

under our notice. Hence our remarks to those
who may be considering the purchase of a

second-hand mount that now is an opportune
moment for such a speculation. Those who are
limited in funds have the opportunity of making
any small improvements or adjustnients duruig
the winter months or the less active season, and
so being ready for the call of the road in spring-
time. We are occasionally asked by readers

'

to assist them in the selection of a second-
hand mount, but, though we have helped many
Overseas readers, who are more awkwardly
situated, we find that such a scheme is almost
impracticable so far as home readers are con-
cerned, as ideas on the subject of a bargain
differ so very much.
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Will the Solo Mount Survive Winter in France ?
By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

THE ADOPTION OF SIDECARS FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.

A group of British motor cycle despatcK riders photographed in wintry surroundings. Five of the nine bicycle? are Clynos provided

sidecars—a very desirable provision during the winter campaign, as we have already pointed out in a leading article.

ith

AS was outlined in The Motor Cycle of last week,
it is reported from France that, owing to" the

awful condition of the lines of communication
—a condition, be it noted, that is mainly due to the

constant passage of four-wheeled rubber-tyred vehicles

—the motor cycle has lost much of its usefulness, and
is in danger of supersedure by the light car. The
mud on most of the roads is so deep that the work of
riding through it on a single-track machine is most
exhausting for the rider, and in many cases is slow
and almost impossible. Tf the conditions are as bad
as "this, the solo mount cannot be entirely suitable for

the work. The likelihood of coming to grief at any
moment, of colliding with other traffic, the constant
tension to which the rider is put^especially at night

—in order to keep himself and his mount right side

up, must be trying in the extreme.

This, however, is a trouble which can be so easily

overcome that it is not reasonable to suppose that on
such scanty grounds the machines will be pronounced
unsuitable for those particular services in which they
have already proved their worth. The points in

favour of the motor cycle are so evident that it is

hardly necessary to dwell upon them. All that is

required is a third \vheel to steady the machine and
keep it upright, and a special standard fitment could
quickly and cheaply be produced that would entirely

overcome the trouble. It would consist merely of a

sidecar chassis, mounting a sprung bucket seat for

conveying a passenger, and so equipped that spare
tyres, petrol, food, water, or any other necessary
impedimenta could be carried aboard. There is an
immense future for such an attachment, for not only
would it put an end to the skidding trouble, but it

would enable the rider to carry certain articles with
him that cannot be carried on a solo mount, thus add-
ing much to his comfort, and w'ithal it would add

little to the weight and deduct little from the handi

ness of his machine. The lifting danger at corners,

would be overcome after a little practice,

Messrs. Phelon and INIoore are already experiment-

ing with an attachment of this kind, and The Motor
Cycle has arranged a trial in wdiich the light attacli-

ment will figure. The course selected is one of

extreme severity, including road surfaces as nearly

representing the present mud tracks of France as our

West. Riding byways and moorland paths permit.

1 he engine of the two-cylinder two-stroke Connaught which was
described on page 706 of our last issue. The transfer pipe, which
forms the lid of the crank case and support for the magneto, is shown
detached. Both cylinders of this engine fire together and at every
complete revolution.
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COMMENTS
BY

"IXJONT"

I Recant. i

I have often attacked the trade with a venomous
pen for the starting difficulties with which their

ilesigns beset us in winter. I humbly ask their

jiardon. During the recent cold snap my unheated
-^lied has housed a baby two-stroke and a four-cylinder

sidecar, both of which run on an appallingly heavy
mixture of Taxibus and benzole. Believe me if you
'•an, but both engines invariably start at the first

ittempt. The two-stroke bursts into raucous song
if I give its back wheel a single finger-tweak, and the

lour-cylinder does not even require me to pull out the

radiator button which shutters the air intake. By the

way, the two-stroke has just finished 1,500 miles with-

nut being decarbonised, and is still pulling well; but

then it hasn't got that " petroil " lubrication, about
which I used to rave before I knew as much as I

know now. Most two-strokes collect a black

glutinous ooze in the neighbourhood of the carbu-

retter, no matter what type of lubrication they affect.

Sidecars for Despatch Riders.
If the suggestion made in our leaderette of

December loth is taken up, and the Government
I'Cgins to employ sidecars for military despatch riding,

not the least advantage of the move will consist in the

detachable wheels, whicli should surely form part of

;!ie specification of every such three-wheeler. I am
not a little surprised that fixed wheels have been
accepted for the sidecar machine gun batteries,

though detachability is less likely- to be useful on
machines which would generally be under gunfire when
jiunctures befell them. Yet even a gun-carrying side-

ar should have detachable wheels; the history of

var is not destitute of incidents when a wheel taken
ir.im a limber has been utilised to carry a gun out of

aetion, and save it from capture; if wheels are some-
limes changed under fire by horse artillery, why not

with sidecar artillerj'? There will be no excuse for

accepting fixed wheels on despatch sidecars. Time
i^ always of value, punctures are the commonest causes

I if stoppage, 'and such punctures would seldom be

-sustained under fire.

The Cold of it !

It is a thousand pities that Mr. A. V. Roe is so
iiisy constructing aeroplanes for dropping bombs on
I iermanv's aeroplane factories, for he is the only

engineer who has ever tackled the weather-proofing of

raotor bicycles in a genuinely sensible fashion. I had
to take out mv babv two-stroke at verv short notice

not long ago, and as it was just an ordinary rather-cold-

iiid-very-sloppy winter day, I did not pause to don the

usual South Pole equipment of finnesko, bearskin, etc.,

; lUt rashly took the road clad in huge fanner's brogue
'^lioes, thick gabardine leggings, Harris tweed coat with

louble leather lining, lined stormcap, and German
iiidiarubber gloves. When I got home two hours later,

my exterior surfaces would ha^'e fetched high rents as

small holdings;. I was w'et through from the waist to

the feet ; and even my upper storey had begun to

freeze by conduction. I know I ought to have had
footboards and a mudshield ; but the makers do not

provide them" gratis, and one cannot be perpetually

changing them from one machine to another.' Who wdll

be the first to bring out the roughrider's canoe-cum-

coffin-bodied motor bicycle ? I sat in front of a roaring

fire at the club for half an hour, and mv teeth had

hardly stopped ' chattering then, though it was not

freezing, and the mud and water on my person were

mostly collected off the road—^I had only run through

a couple of light showers. During the last three weeks

I have hardly met a single motor cyclist on country

roads, exclusive of the khaki despatch riders, who are

training hard for the snow and slush of Flanders.

Driving a Dud.

I very seldom handle a machine which I know to

be second-rate, but the other week, in a temporary

emergency, I borrowed a machine of recent date made
bv a firni whose reputation has always withheld me
from joining their clientele. It was a most interest-

ing experience. The machine is reliable enough, for

I know its history ; and it has plenty of power, for it

climbed hills quite masterfully. Its weakness was

concentrated in the engine, for it was totally devoid

of balance. It started easily and pulled well; it even

proved much more docile and manageable at traffic

speeds than most of its more famous rivals, for it

required no driving, and was perfectly agreeable to

jog along at ten or fifteen miles an hour, without any

carburetter humouring. But when I got it out on the

open road, and tried to open up to a modest average

of thirty miles an hour, it sought out every joint in my
body, and attempted to disintegrate them all. Ugh 1

Stuck Piston Rings. A T-wo=stroke Tip.

The commonest cause of lost power with a two-

stroke engine is a stuck piston ring; indeed, it is

almost the only engine failing, outside carbonisation,

which is conceivable. It is further obvious that the

ring can only stick during the cooling, process, when

the hot engine is put away for the night, and the film

of semi-carbonised oil glues it into its groove. It is

even likely that the slicking oftenest occurs when the

piston is left low down on its stroke, where the cylin-

der bore is least worn. The trouble may, therefore,

be reduced or avoided by injecting a squirt of paraffin

when the machine is put away, which will go far to

prevent the congealing of the oil ; and by leaving the

machine with its piston up rather than down. Un-

fortunately some of the small two-stroke engines have

no provision for injections. (It is easy to make a

punch mark on the flywheel to indicate whether the

piston is up or down.)
''

A",
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Demolitions Fired by Magneto.
By HUGH B. C. POLLARD. Lieut. 25th C. of L.

SOME time ago it occurred to me that tlie magneto
of the average motor cycle was capable of being
used to detonate an electric fuse, provided that

the low-tension current, not the high-tension circuit,

was used.

Some makes of magnetos are provided with a ter-.

minal projecting from the contact breaker cam ring.

This is usually known as the switch terminal, and is

often connected to a handle-bar switch or through a

condenser coil to illuminate a tail lamp. In the case
of the switch it is an " open circuit," the return current
passing through the frame, so that closing the circuit

by pressing the switch cuts out the primary current or

"low tension " of the magneto so that no secondary
or "high tension" current is induced and no spark
passes across the points of the plug.

In the modern magneto the low-tension current

generated when the engine is moving at a fair rate is

considerably in excess of the actual current needed to

induce a good spark from the secondary winding. This
excess of current is, however, necessary for easy start-

ing when the engine is moving at a very low speed.

Various Methods of Exploding the Charge.
In the usual demolition a detonator is inserted in a

primer, the primer in the explosive charge, and the

detonator itself exploded by means of a powder fuse.

This is the usual military method. Modern civilian

practice in the mining and quarrying industries

throughout the world have long since adopted the

electric fuse and detonator in place of the old powder
fuse method. The electric fuse-detonator consists of

a water-tight copper capsule, into which pass two
insulated wires joined at their head by a twin bridge

of platinum wire. The whole of this is embedded in

the detonator explosive—fulminate of mercury. When
a current is passed along the wire leads the resistance

of the platinum wire is such that it grows red hot and
fires the detonator. This explodes the primer and the

primer explodes the whole charge of explosive.

I have since carried out experiments to prove that

the ordinary low tension current of a motor cycle can

be- used to explode one or more electric fuses simul-

taneously, its limit of efficiency being determined by
the joint resistance of the fuses and that of the length

of cable connecting the charge and the magneto.
The method is simplicity itself, an electric fuse is

embedded in a charge, and the whole well tamped
in position ; the ends of the detonator leads (fuses are

usually supplied with 48in. leads) are left hanging

• / /

A. Low tension terminal. B. Fuse detonator. C. Charge.

D. Tamping XX. Brickwork to be destroyed. ZZ. Cable (say 1 20 yds.)

E. End of cable fastened to frame.

NoTE.-^No switch is shown of needed, the completion of contact by
touching one cable end to frame or terminal is sufficient to act as switch.

AS

outside the tamp hole. These are cleaned and con- -

nected to a twin
.
flex cable, the other end of which

is attached, one wire to the low tension terminal and
the other to the frame of the motor cycle. The cycle
is on its stand, and the mere action of starting up the.:,

engine suffices to send a current along the cable and. .

explode the charge.

Assuming the current at our disposal to be 8 volts.

The resistance of the fuse. to be 3 ohms and the
resistance of suitable cable to -be 5 ohms per 100
yards, we can estimate that a charge can be fired from
a point at least 150 yards away.

Advantages of the Electric Fuse.
This enables a motor cyclist to be left in charge ot;

a mined position such as a bridge, and provided that
he is safe^ hidden under cover and his cable con-,

cealed, he can wait till the enemy are actually upon
the bridge before firing the charge. For firing several"

charges simultaneously electric fuses are vastly pre-
ferable to the precarious business of lengths of

ordinary fuse spHced to lengths of instantaneous fuse

in a " junction box," and here the motor magneto is

decidedly useful.

The service explosive is slabs of gun cotton into

which are inserted small disc primers of the same
material ; these have
a small hole bored in

the centre to accom-
modate the pencil-

like detonator, and
the electric fuses fit

these holes without

further adaptation.

For the purpose of
hasty demolitions

full instructions and
formulas with regard
to the proportion of
explosive to material
to be shifted are

given in the various

service text books. It

is, however, a simple
matter to train men to use the electric fuse, and there
is no doubt that it is a far safer method than tlie

usual powder fuse and detonator system. Electric fuse's

can be got froni any explosi\'e factory or acquired
locally wherever mining or quarrying is in progress.
The cable can be speedily laid along 3. road from a
hand reel carried on the macliine, and the same cable
can be used time after time. The experiments so far

carried out reveal the usefulness of the system, and
it must be said that it would add largely to the possible
miUtary value of the military motor cyclist if he were
instructed in the execution of hasty demolitions bjj

means of the electric fuse fired from his machine*
magneto.

il
NOTICE. \

S The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for loss of copy /
i in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs submitted to him.

Electric detonator fuse.

A. Copper tube closed at one end.

BB. Insulated leads.

C. Platinum wire bridge.

D. Fulmmate of mercury (explosive).,

E. Plaster of Paris plug.

F. Waterproof wax plug.

Rejected matter will only be returned provided a stamped addressed J
envelope is enclosed for the purpose f

,.^4

.iK
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MOTOR MACHINE GUNS
FOR THE FRONT.

We have received quite an interesting

letter from Sergeant-Artificer Longfield,

who by the time this appears in print
will be in France with the No. 1 Battery
of the i\Iotor Machine Gun Section. This
is the first of the new batteries, in which
all motor cyclists will take an unusual
interest, to be despatched to the Front,
and doiAtless by now it will already
iiave given a good account of itself. The
ijattery consists of eighteen Scott
machines. Of these, six carry the latest

lype Vickers automatic gun, six are spare
sun carriages, and six carry ammunition.
Longfield is the mechanical expert in

rharge of the fleet, while Frank Philipp
is stationed at Bisley as chief instructor
and demonstrator of the Scott machines.
We shall await with interest accounts of

Uie performances made by this new
Iji anch of the service—we can wait
with confidence ;- meanwhile, the best of

1,'ood luck to the crews of the eighteen
Si ott machines and these in command !

A MATCHLESS SIDECAR
QUICK-FIRER.

THE amount of ingenuity displayed
in designing the quick-firer ma-
chine gun sidecar combination is

quite wonderful. The latest addi-
tion to the already imposing fleet of these
iiHibile instruments of war is that turned
')Ut by ilessrs. H. Collier and Sons, 44,

I'lumstead Road, Woolwich, S.W. The
.Matchless combination has a specially-

liuiit sidecar frame of great strength,
and on it the gun is mounted on its own
liipod, a most important matter, as it

enables it to be quickly detached and
tarried anywhere with the greatest ease

and celerity. Ingenious "turns," which

Frank Philipp (centre) and four sergeants of the No. 1 Battery l\lotor Machine Gun Section,

Reading from left to right : Swarbick, Longfield, Philipp, Boxall, and Macxic.

can be released by undoing one screw on
each, hold the feet of the tripod to the
frame. The ammunition boxes are carried
in a case on which the gunner's saddle
and footrests are situated ; the case is

suspended on four spiral springs hanging
from special columns brazed on to the
frame. An ingenious clamp, visible on
the rear of the vehicle, holds all the
ammunition boxes together, so that they
canuot possibly jump out or rattle. The
gun is mounted high, and can be easily

worked from the sidecar in practically
any direction. It will be noticed
that the front tyre is protected
by a sheet of bullet-proof steel,

which is widened near tlie top
and bent back so as to afford
a certain amount of protection to

the tank, while a further shield is

attached to the handle-bars, which
affm'ds a small degree of protection for

the driver. The third member of the
gun's cvew is seated on a comfortable
luggage carrier seat provided with a

back, to be seen in one of the photo-
graphs we reproduce. The outfit is

attached to a standard iMatchless de
Luxe sidecar machine equipped with the
Lucas electric lighting outfit, and looks
thoroughly businesslike.

THE VICKERS LIGHT
MACHINE GUN.

*-|-ri

The new Matchless machine gun sidecar propelled by = 7 h.p. engine through a three-
speed gear box. Observe the bullet-proof steel guard, also the shield attached to the
handle-bars, besides the usual protection around the gun.

THE machine gun which is sup-

plied to the Government sidecar

machines has frequently been de-

scribed as a i\Iaxim. This is an
error, the gun is the Vickers light gun
.303in.' bore, and it differs from the .303(n.

jSIaxim in many respects. It is both
lighter—weighing but 38^ lb. ready for

firing against 65 lb. of the i\Iaxim—and
smaller in alt its dimensions. The barrel

casing is corrugated longitudinally, giving

greater sti'engtb and cooling surface. The
chamber is surrounded by water, which
is not the case in the small Maxim. There
is no ejector spring but an opening at

the bottom of the breach through which
the empty cases fall to the ground The
back sight is of the V pattern, and the
fore siglit a protected blade. Besides
these points, which are easily seen, there

are many detail differences. Some of the
advantages are a-; follow: Lightness,

simplicity, great strength, no tools re-

rjuired to strip lock or change barrel,

better means of safety, e.g., the gun can-

not be fired unless the cover is down,
faslts more easily rectified, and the re-

verse action of crank shortens the bt'each

casing. Thus it will be seen that the

^'ickers gun is more suitable than the

Maxiri^ for motor cvcle work.
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ARIEL REFINEMENTS.
NKITHER the twin Jior the single-

cylinder Ariel has been materi-

ally altered for 1915, but they
have both undei-gone certain

slight changes which are in the nature of

reliuements.

_ One is immediately struck by the

sensible ahiminium footplates with a

curved toe piece and ribs, so arranged as

to be easily cleaned. These plates will in

future take the place of the covered
boards previously fitted. A closer inspec-

tion shows that the spring forks are some-

what wider and stronger, and the front

guard is increased in width to suit. The
back hub also is wider, and the wheel
more powerfully constructed so that the

machine is suited for hard work over any
surface, however bad.

T'he chain from tlie engine to the gear

box is totally enclosed, and a pipe leads

from the side of tlie crank chamber in

such a manner as to blow oily vapour
direct on to tlie chain and so keep it

thorouglily lubricated while running. In-

verted exhaust lifter and front brake
levers ta.ke the place of the external

type, and one of the most important
requirements is the addition of a handle-

bar control to the clutch. A lever is placed
in front of the exhaust lifter, and is con-

nected bv Howden mechanism to the foot

EDITORIAL NOTE.

THE majority of 1915 model motor
cycles have-now been described and
illustrated in these columns, and as a

guide to readers we give below the dates

upon which the different descriptions were
published :

control, so that two independent methods
of withdrawing the clutch are provided.

An important feature of the Ariel motor
cycles is that neither tlie twin nor the

single is too heavy for solo work, though
the fact that both types are fully cap- ,

able of heavy sidecar woik has bee^

Sept.

5th.

I2th,

19th

Dec. 3;d.

„ loth.

17th.

3rd. Henderson and Levis Popular.
24th. Lady's model Clyno and 2| h.p. two-stroke

Sintfer. >

1st and also 29th. Three-speed shaft-driven Rex.

8th. Radco and Abingdon.
15th. Ivy, Vindec, and 4 h.p. Brown.
22nd. J. A. P. engines, Calthorpe, Lucas dynamo.
29th, Quadrant, Harley - Davidson, Matchless

Racer, Lea-Francis, J.H., and two-stroke

Ariel.

Sparkbrook, Lady's Metro, 2} h.p. and
6 h.p. Enfields, Omega, and 4 h.p. A.J.S.

6 h.p. Humber, Sun Vitesse, and Levis.

Diamond, B.S.A., 6 h.p. twin P. and M.,

Indian, Royal Ruby, Velocette, 6-7 h.p.

Sunbeam, James, Rover, twin-cylinder two-
stroke Premier, and New Hudson.

26th, Rudge. O.K. Junior, Wooler, New Imperial,

J.H., Lady's Radco, Wulfruna, Bradbury,
and Hazlewood.
Norton, Grandex, Connaught, Browm,
Clyde, Brough, and Lady's Ivy.

AUon two-stroke, Wulfruna, Premier two-
stroke, O.K. two - stroke, A.J S., and
Velocette.

4 h.p, and two-stroke Triumph, Radco, and
Paragon two-strokes, Rex-Jap, Symplex,
Bat, Connaught, Quadrant two-stroke, Twin
Excelsior, Hobart two-stroke, and Hockley
two-stroke.

Burman 2\ h.p. engine, New Comet, 2\ h.p.

Dot, Twin Connaught two-stroke, Premier
and Zenith machine gun sidecar outfits.

2.|th.

Part of the 3^ h.p. Ariel engine, showing

arrangement of chain lubrication, brake pedal,

and new footboard.

demonstrated often enough, and most of

our readers will remember that the

famous Bwlch-y-Groes was ascended with

a hot engine by a standard 3^ h.p. and
sidecar with a passenger of over eleven

stone. That this performance was not

only genuine but even accomplished with

W

The power plant of the 1915 tvs'in-cylinder Ariel. The left-hand illustration shows the valve timing gear exposed.
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Transmission side of the latest 3J h.p. chree-speed Ariel.

!considerabIe ease the writer can per-
•Eonally guarantee, having been the
passenger in question, the driver on the
:same occasion being F. C. North, who is

at present at the Front serving as a
' lespatch rider.

THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON
BIG TWIN.

IX
our issue of October 29th we pub-

lished a short description of the 1915
Harley - Davidson models. On a
recent occasion we had an opportu-

nity of going carefully over one of these
iii;ichines with the London agent, Mr.
Il'ibertson-Brown, of Messrs. Robertson's
Motor Agency, 157b, Great Portland
Sireet, London, AV. In doing so we were
:iMe to appreciate to the full the excel-

lence of the finish and the number of

ingenious fitments with which the Harley-
Davidson is provided. It is incumbent on
us to mention that the 6 h.p. single-

Lvlinder model illustrated in the issue

picviously referred to is not being sold in

lliis country. In our former reference we
(Inscribed tlie twin engine in detail, so in

llie present article w-e need only deal

with those small and interesting fitments

which will appeal to the motor cycle

cunnoisseur.

The carburetter is fixed on a flange on

lilt' inlet pipe by means of three big, fine

llneaded screws, and so can be dis-

imninted without disturbing the inlet pipe

nniuns. Tire mechanical oil pimip, which
V c illustrated in our previous reference to

tliu machine, is provided with a glass

V widow through which the flow of oil can
be clearly seen—a point which is of con-

siderable importance.

It is interesting to note that the saddle

position is two inches lower 'han it was
last year, .and yet the floating seat-pillar

has more movement. The distance from
the saddle to the ground is 29^in.,'and

3iin. tyres are fitted.

The kick starter is of the double type ;

in other words, it resembles a pair of

ordinary pedals, though it is used solely

foutte purpose of starting the engine up,

and causing it to revolve in order to

test the ignition. It works through
the gear box, and the whole of the
mechanism is entirely enclosed.

A most noteworthy feature is the well-

designed gate, provided with three
notches for the three speeds and the
neutral position, and the interesting inter-

locking device on the top of the gear bo.x,

the striking lever being supplied with a
notched

The Harley-Davidson combined filler cap

and priming squirt. Obser\'e the peculiar

form of the compression tap, and the air in-

take of the carburetter with shut off valve to

facilitate starting.

quadrant on the clutch lever, the object

of which is to lock the change speed lever

when the clutch is in, so that the gear

cannot possibly be engaged and thus
damaged. The change speed lever is

coupled to the striking mechanism by

means of a rod with a universal ball
joint at each end, so that any strain'

on the striking mechanism is impossible.'

Another excellent feature is the pro-
vision of big grease cups on the fork
bearings, while a socket of great strength
is fitted to take a fork bracket suitable
for any make of lamp on the British
market!
The clutch is provided with dual

control, and the friction quadrant forms
a part of the pedal, thus leaving the
lever free of all encumbrances, or enabling
it to be done away with altogether if the
rider should desire it. Provision for

adjusting the clutch is made through a
hole in the front chain cover, through
which the screws varying the tension of

the clutch springs can be reached.
Larger size chains are fitted for 1915,

which are lubricated by the oil release

from the crank case. l*he lubricator for

oiling
.
the kick starter spindle is also

worthy of mention, as it consists of a
long pipe with a cap standing well above
the bottom bracket, and so placed that it

can be easily reached with an oilcan.

Ingenious Features

The emergency oil pump is provided
with a catch which is released by turning
round the milled nut on the top of the
pump spindle. A long priming squirt
is incorporated in the filler cap to the
main tank, and the compression taps are

of the screw valve type, and designed
absolutely to fit the end of the petrol
squirt. The tyre pump has no flexible

connection but a rubber joint at the end,
which can be pushed straight on to the
tyre valve. The pump can then be
worked with one hand, it being quite
unnecessary to hold it steady. Two ta.nks

are provided, the main tank and an
auxiliary tank, each of which has a
separate needle valve, the milled nut at
the top of which is held up by a spring
to prevent it vibrating either closed or
open. The filler caps, both to the oil and
petrol tanks, are ot the anti-splash type.
The silencer is large, and there are

no bends in the pipe which might cause
back pressure. The control wires are of
single strand, large size piano wire
running in a casing, which in certain
places is leather covered. Another
excellent piece of design is the internal
expanding double-acting brake.

MAIN TANK
FILLER "CAP

MAIN TANK
NEEDLE

AUXILIARY TANK VALVE
NEEDLE VALVEv

fLeft) Friction quadrant for the clutch pedal and lever. (Right) Tank fittingc on the

1915 model Harley-Davidson.
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A SIDECAR WINDSCREEN.

A MOST practical windscreen for
sidecars is being marketed by the
Walbro Cycle and Motor Co. , Lynn
Road, Ely. It is made of celluloid,

being finished off with leather beading

;

DECEMBER jist, JQ14.

any coachbuilt sidecar. The illustrations

show what a particularly attractive and
effective article the new Walbro screen is,

and how useful it is likely to prove in

inclement wcatlier.

The Harley-Davidson tyre pump.
Note the grease cups on the fork bear-

ing. (See previous page.)

The Walbro screen is of light yet strong

construction, and it in no way hinders en-

trance and exit to the sidecar,

the frame is of flat steel. The screen is

neat and light, and has been tried over
a period of four months, the results

obtained being very satisfactory. The
Walbro windscreen, as it will be known,
is being sold at £1 Is. each for fitting

A FOLDING SIDECAR
FRAME.

OUR recent leading article on the
use of sidecars by military
despatch riders induced Mr. F.
Q. Hassan, 44, Digbeth, Bir-

mingham, to call our attention to his

folding sidecar frame. It would get over
skidding difficulties, and, at the same

time, would be capable of getting
~! through obstacles and taking cover

in a way almost . equal to a solo

machine. A proper sidecar body
would not be necessary. All that

The new Walbro windscreen which has

been " provisionally protected." It is made
entirely of celluloid.

"would be required woidd be a box in

which spare petrol, oil, and tools could

be carried ; such an arrangement would
give adhesion, and the box could easily

be removed when required.

Sidecar users, too, who are very
cramped for garage space will be

interested in this sidecar frame. . The
chassis frame is made with a long longi-.

tudinal tube or bar capable of turning
freely in forward and rear bearings
attached to and projecting from the.

cycle frame, the rear bearings being

carried by a horizontal and inclined

stay. A folding inclined tube, on wliicli

there is a sliding sleeve incorporating a

locking device, runs from the saddle tube
to the centre cross member of the sidecar,

frame. The operation can be performedi, in

a few seconds single-lianded. Of course,-,

to obtain results from this frame it is

necessary that 'the sidecar body should
be so attached to the chassis as to

permit of its easy and quick removal,

and this is arranged for in the design.

The Hassan folding sidecar

frame. It has been thoroughly

tested by its designer over a

period of eighteen months.
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"J Resolve

To specify Dunlops for my 1915 mount.

or

To replace my present tyres by Dunlops as soon

as worn out.
>»

These two alternative resolutions mark the first step in a successful motor-

cycling season, since the user of Dunlop tyres enjoys greater immunity from

side-slip, and less risk, of puncture.

DUNLOP
motor - cycle tyres.
AN EXCELLENT LEAD.
The majority of manufacturers fit Dunlop tyres as

standard. You cannot do better than follow their lead,

since the manufacturer does not send out a high-grade

model on any but high-grade tyres.

Ask your Agent for the A.R. leaflet, which gives

particulars and prices of the 52 types and sizes of

Dunlop motor-cycle tyres.

REMEMBER : Every Dunlop tyre bought helps to

support the workpeople and tax-payers of your

own country, and every foreign tyre bought

—

European or American—is a blow aimed at the

industries of your own country.

The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Founders througliout the World of the
Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Aston Cross, Birmingham. Alma Street, Coventry.
Branches—London. Nollingham. Manchester. Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool.

Glasgow. Dublin, Belfast.

DUNLOP SOLID TYRES FOR HEAVY COIVIMERCIAL VEHICLES.
DUNLOP RUBBER - STUDDED
MOTOR-CYCLE TYRE.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B3
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Do not just hope ^^^i
for a puneture-free season,
Get a pair of
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The Latest Coventry Eagle Machines.

THE 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder Coventry
Eagle is a departure from former
models built by the Coventry
Eagle Cycle and Motor Company.

It is a striking looking machine
primarily designed for passenger work.
At the same time the machine is not
clumsy, and can be handled solo with
case and comfort. The engine is> the

twin Abingdon of 67 mm. x 95 mm.
bore and stroke, and is carried in a

powerful frame. Behind the engine lies

a stoutly constructed three-speed counter-

.shaft gear, which is chain driven from
the main shaft; both the chain and tlie

kick starter are enclosed in a neat case.

The final belt drive is admirably carried

out, the front pulley being large and
the rear pulley being comparatively
small ; thus, the belt is well above mud
and water. The equipment is of the best,

and includes Brampton forks, a,large pan
saddle, good footboards, and mudguards
with deep valances. Both front and rear TTie 5-6 h.p. twin-cylmder Coventry Eagle.

The Coventry Eagle two-stroke. Drive is by chair

thence by belt.

to a two-speed gear and

stand are fully strong enough for their

work, and the carrier is fitted with metal
covered tool bags. A Benton and
Stone sight feed drip lubricator supplies

oil from the large tank, and a Senspray

ratios of 4^. 7|, and 13^ to 1 and a well

designed clutch, it is capable of hard
passenger work and also of a good turn

of speed.

A Two-stroke Model.

In addition to this, a neat little two-

stroke has been added to the list. The
latest type of Villiers engine supplies

the power to a Jardine two-speed gear
box, the driving chain being neatly

enclosed. The fittings, thougii on a

lighter scale, correspond to those of the

larger model. That is to say, that good
mudguards, pannier tool bags, a pan
saddle, comfortable footboards, and
Brampton forks are all included, while a
sight feed, drip oil lubricator supplies oil

to a point in the inlet pipe just short

of the cylinder. The two-stroke may be
obtained either single-geared or with
a two-speed, and in the latter case the
gear is controlled by a handle-bar lever.

The 3i h.p. single has, of course, not
been dropped, and forms a sound touring
proposition for those who prefer liie

single-cylinder engine.

The simple gear quadrant of the Coventry
Eagle. A sensible sump and petrol filler

are fitted to the tank.

or Amac carburetter may be obtained to
order. We may safely say thft the
5-6 h.p. Coventry Eagle is a most
attractive proposition, and with its gear

The 1915 model 5-6 h.p. Swift. (The specification of this machine was included in our

Buyers' Guide of November 19th.) Its engine has a bore and stroke of 67x95 mm., capacity

670 CO. A three-speed countershaft gear box is fitted and chain and belt transmission.
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A Two-stretcher Sidecar Ambulance.
ANODTH-COUNTRY ooirespondent

sends us photographs and particu-
lars of a two-stretcher sidecar
ambulance that has been adopted

by the British Red Cross Society. This
is, we believe, the first

ambulance of its type built
to convey two 'wounded
men, and that it has been
adopted by the Bed Cross
Society would seem to indi-

cate that numbers will soon
be in service en the Con-
tinent. The particular

machine illustrated has been
built at the South Benwell
works of the Newcastle-
upon-Tyne Motor Co., Ltd.,
a twin-cylinder 8 h.p.

N.tT.T. "bicycle being
utilised. This is fitted with
a tiiree-speed countershaft

gear, and the tyres are 550 mm. x
75 mm. The ambulance portion, for

which patents have been applied, is con-
structed of tubular framework, and so
arranged that comfortable accommodation

is found for two recumbent figures upon
standard regulation army stretchers. The
latter are supported- on long springs,

which run from; end to end. For iise in

bad weather the stretchers can be all

enclosed by a canvas cover.,

, There would appear to be--|

!
decided possibilities in an-

'• ambulance of this type, and
I it is evident that it has cer-

\
tain advantages over the car

A type. For instance, its-
"':

j
mobility is such that it can-

• J turn in a much shorter circle

i I
than a car can, but its great

; 'i
advantage is in its light

; j weight. This applies to

; winter roads and boggy
fields, where a sidecar
ambulance would be able to

, , go where a car could not

A twc- tretcher sidecar amtu ance that has been approved by the British Red Cfoss Society. The bicycle is an 8 h.p. N.U.T.

Clergymen as Drivers.

SIR FREDERICK TREVES in his

report, submitted last week to the
Executive Committee of the British"

Red Cross Society, makes the
following statement; "A despatch rider

on a motor cycle was pointed out to me.
He was working with distinction at the
Front, and had just come some sixty

miles with a despatch. He was merely
a bundle of rags, splashed with mud,
and I was surprised to hear that he was
a much-respected Church of England
cnrate.

''

The Rev. E. P. Greenhill, vicar of

Walton-on-the-Hill and chairman of the
A.C.U. Competitions Committee, is

shortly going to the Front as a motor
ambniance driver.

There are so many competition riders
at the Front that it is not altogether
surprising that many of them in writing
home compare the roads met with to the
courses of the big trials of the pre-war
period. V. Underbill, a gold medal
winner in the last A.C.U. Six Days
Trial, suggests that the next " Six Days""
should be held over what is at present
the battle area, " as the roads are in a
terrible state owing to our heavy trans-

b6

W. Rope and Lance-Corporal UnJerhill,

who are attached to No. 5 Motor Ambulance
Convoy. The former was previously the

competition manager of the Dunlop Rubber
Co., and the latter was a gold medal winner

in the last A.C.U. " Six Days."

ports, and that Mr. Loughborough works
out the schedule a,t about six; miles per
hour. Under these conditions about 5%
would gets golds."

A Prolonged and Trymg Reliability Trial.

" We are having a prolonged reli-
"

ability trial, and the way the mptor
transport, from the 2| h.p. bicycles to

the 60 h.p. travelling workshops, is

behaving on these vile roads is mar-
vellous. ... It will be necessary
for the A.C.U. to find some new
courses for its trials when the war is

over, as anything which it has had up
to the present is child's play. It is

really extraordinary how the motor
cyclists manage to ride at all ; they are

meeting with great praise on every
hand."—Extracts from a letter received .

from Ernest Bass, formerly hon. seci?-^
tary of the Essex Motor Club, and now
driving a Wolseley motor, ambulance
attached to the 24th Field Ambulance,
8th Division.

We learn that F. A. McNab has

received a commission in the Royal Nava!
Reserve, i\lotor Boat Service, and began
his duties last week.
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The Future
Motor Cycle Machine

^^ Gun Battery.
The Possibilifies for Further Development.

By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

WILL the armed motor cyclist supersede the

cavalry ? Never, for the very obvious reason

that cavalry can pass easily and quickly

over country where it is impossible to take a self-

propelled vehicle on wheels—through forests, over

hedges and ditches, across swampy or boulder-strewn

land, all of which are common obstacles in the

pathway, of warfare. But that the armoured motor

cycle, whatever form it may take, will in future assist

and support the cavalry, and will become an important

item in the equipment of warfare, cannot be doubted.

Imagine the great possibilities of a small, fast, and

easily handled vehicle mounting a quick-firing gun

for short range work! Such an instrument of war,

which could be secreted at every bend of the road

or undulation of the landscape to pour forth its deadly

and unexpected discharge, then rapidly retreat to

safety, would be of value not only in proportion with

its death-dealing properties, but on account of the

harassing and nerve-shattering effect it would have

upon hostile troops.

The machine gun is not readily mounted on the

back of a horse, yet its value to a scouting force,

not only for inflicting punishment on the scouts of the

foe, but for defensive purposes, is clear at a glance.

The cavalry often find themselves in the midst of

hostile country, where they are dependent on their

wits and the speed of their mounts for the fulfilment

of their duties. The support that a quick-firing gun

might give them, a gun mounted on a machine as fleet

as a horse, capable of negotiating rotten roads, and,

withal, infinitely more 'deadly than a rifle, is real

enough to command our attention. Hostile cax'alry

could not face such a weapon, and, -being small and

consequently easy to conceal, it woiild pour forth its

annihilating discharge and be away ere the surprised

forces had properlv grasped its whereabouts.

Urgent Necessity for Trade Action.

All this is granted ; the possibilities of the sidecar

battery have been forced upon us in this war with

startling suddenness. We know that such machines,

•capable of taking care of themselves' against heavy
odds, ready for use at a moment's notice and while

in rapid motion, would prove invaluable for scouting

work, in covering retreats, and for individual sorties

upon the enemy. We know also that to carry this

war to a quick and successful issue prompt action on
the part of all of us is needed. There is no time to

hesitate and ponder, and it is fatal to say to ourselves

:

" We see now what will be required should war occur

again. We shall be prepared."

The trade has already responded ably and quickly

to the demands of the day, but as yet we are hardly
awake. The motor cycle of warfare is still in its

infancy. This war is not yet over ; Lord Kitchener
gives its probable period as three years ; and manu-
facturers must not imagine that it is now too late to

make preparations for turning out a' new type of
machine primarily intended for present conditions in

Europe. Every available man is needed, but just as

urgent and grave is the call of loyalty to those in a

position to help the Army in other ways—to defend
their own interests, apart from all natural sense of
loyalty. The writer's appeal, then, is to the trade.

We realise to-day what is needed, and whether or not

the demand is met rests with the manufacturers, not

with the C^overnment.

That spirit of leaving all in the hands of the

Government, of merely obeying its directions with

little or no individual enterprise, is so painfully

prominent in other directions that we do w'ell to guard
against it. The Government has realised the possi-

bilities of the motor cycle and sidecar gun battery

in the present war, and has done much to' encourage
its manufacture, but -the perfecting of this new
machine rests with the Trade, its future is in their

hands.

I have already inferred that the motor cycle battery

is still in its infancy, but let it not be thought that

I cast any reflection upon the machines of this type
now under course of construction. Their very

e.xistence proves that certain members of the Trade
are wide awake, and one thinks that they will continue

to hold a foremost place in the market they were the

first to foresee. Yet it cannot be pretended that their

machines, in the first few weeks of existence, have
attained that standard of perfection with which the

Trade and the War Office will rest content. In all

probability the motor cycle battery will, if it receives

the attention it deserves, finally assimne a form quite

different from the sidecar outfits now on the field.

What has already been done was done in a hurry.

We were not prepared for this war ; w'e had given not

a single thought to the demands that a European
struggle would throw upon us. When the guns
began to boom, and the demands of the day were
forced upon our startled senses, we gave the. best we
could offer. Our machines, excellent though they

were, were not designed for warfare and the freakish

conditions which they were suddenly called to face.

Had W'e foreseen the war, we should have {'produced

something quite different. In the same way, when
the demand for sidecar batteries arose we had no

B9



The Future Motor Cycle Machine Gun Battery.—

thought but to adapt the guns to ordinary touring

machines, a practice which lacleed nothing in ingenuity,

tliougli it cannot be expected to last. Excellent though

these machines are, useful and effective though they

will doubtless prove themselves, no one is move keenly

aware than their designers that there k yet much to

be done.

The situation is so urgent that it calls for further

effort on the part of the Trade. The conditions on the

field of war are so different from those 'met in the

ordinary course of touring, and the part the motor

cycle is to play is one of such importance, that we
must consider every little detail of its construction if

our machines are to show up to- the best advantages

possible. The ordinary touring machine leaves little

to be desired for despatch work, but the motor cycle

battery has opened up quite a new field, hitherto

undreamt of, the importance of which we are not likely

to over-estimate.

A Silent Machine Necessary.

Such a machine must be light, fastj and quick to

handle, capable of accelerating with all possible speed,

and of turning in almost its own length; good ground

clearance, sufficient mudguard clearance, and silent

running are important factors in the making of its

efficiency. - The latter point, silence of running, is one
of the utmost importance. It must be remembered
that the sidecar battery will be used for scouting work
as well as in r.he firing line. In the latter'case the roar

of the exhaust will be sweet music compared with the

bellowing discharge of the batteries, but in the former

case the effectiveness of the machine and the safety of

its riders may depend upon a silent approach. There-
fore, if silence must mean loss of power, a cut-out of

substantial design should be fitted, the closing of

which entirely muffles the exhaust, even at the loss of

power.

Again, it must be borne in mind that far more
valuable than the machine itself are the lives of the

men who handle it. Without them it is useless. These
men may be exposed to very heavy fire at short range,

and not only the gunner but the drii'er requires pro-

tection as he occupies liis seat. It is said that a wound

proi^iLE DECEMBER 31st, igi^.

in the back is dishonourable, but this will not apply
in the case of the motor cycle battery men. They will

be there to fight and run away when occasion demands
—to sprint into the corners of hell and out again.

What would be the fate of the heroic gunner who
stayed too long at his place to assure the safety of his

comrades, and who, on retreating, was compelled to

expose his body to the fire of the foe, cannot be
doubted. He would be shot in the back " as safe as

houses," and another useful instrument of war would
be out of action.

Much of the effectiveness of the sidecar gun battery,

then, depends upon its" proper armament, and in this

direction we are novices. Sheet steel will deflect a
bullet that it will not stop, and if these machines are

to-fulfil all they are capable of fulfilling, they must
be proof against rifle bullets. It is necessary that

two men go with each machine to haul it in and out

of cover, to assure quick handling of the gun, and to

keep each other company.

Possibilities of the Tricar.

Personally, I am inclined to think that the old

forecar arrangement might profitably be revived for

the mounting of a light machine gun. It is low on
the road, presents a small mark, and it could be

armoured in such a way that the same shields would
protect both rider and gunner, thus cutting down
weight and wind resistance.

Though it is our main ^ object to encourage a new
type of machine specially designed and constructed

for mounting a battery, we do not wish to discourage

the practice of adapting touring machines for this

special work, as such a system has two great points

in its favour—cheapness and quickness of production.

A trimo attachment for mounting a light machine gun
might be made for adaptation to existing heavy-

weight models, and such an attachment could be

poured on to the market at much shorter notice than
the properly equipped machine which it is our main
object to encourage. When once the skilled pencil

of the designer had overcome the initial difificulties,

there would be no scarcity of riders and no scarcity

of powerful mounts to meet the new demand. "We

A\'ant them by the hundred, and we want them at once.

SIDEC-^RS FOR THE MACHINE GUN BATTERIES.

Tlie first batch of Royal Enfield sidecar combinations for the new motor machine gun batteries. These machines have been allotted to the 5th

Battery, the members of which are mainly Coventry motor cyclists.
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MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS IN 1914.
The year 1914 has not been altogether unprolific of motor cycle records, there being considerable activity in the first six

months, but naturally a slackening off in record attempts occurred after war began. From the list given below, which is

compiled by the A.C.U. senior timekeeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, it will be noticed that several records were broken in the early
part of the year. From April to July nothing very much was attempted, but on Saturday, July 25th, quite a number of

records was broken at the B.M.C.R.C. meeting, some indeed which have not hitherto been published. Thereafter, though not
at a standstill, Brooklands records have been fairly flat, only one or two racing motor cyclists having attempted record. The
epidemic of record breaking, which is usually prevalent just before the Show, was naturally absent as no Show was held.

3LASS A.—For Motor Bicycles of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 250 c.o.

Distance or

Duration. Date. Rider. Cyls. Machine.
Bore and
Stroke. c.c. Record.

Speed,

M.P.H.

Flying km
Flying mile
Flying 5 miles .

.

Standing 10 miles .

.

Flying km
Flying mile
Flying 5 miles .

.

Standing 10 miles .

.

Flying 5 miles . .

Standing 10 miles .

.

27/3/1914
27/3/1914
27/3/1914
27/3/1914
17/4/1914
17/4/1914
17/4/1914
17/4/1914
25/7/1914
25/7/1914

H. Martin
H. Martin
H. Martin
H. Martin
W. A. Jacobs
W. A. Jacobs
W. A. Jacobs
W. A. Jacobs
W. A. Jacobs
W. A. .Jacobs

Martin-Jap .

Martin-Jap .

Martin-Jap .

Martin-Jap .

Singer

Singer

Singer

Singer
Singer

Sinner

76 X 54.5
76 X 54.5
76 X 54.5
76 X 54.5
65 X 75
65 X 75
65 X 75

65 X 75
65 X 75
(10 X 7.J

247
247
247
247
249
249
249
249
249
249

44.6s.

Im. 11.4s.

6ra. 16.4s.

12m. 51.4s.

38.8s.

Im. 1.4s.

6m. 0.2s.

12m. 25.6s.

.5m. 44.2s.

11m. 42s.

50.16
50.42
47.82
46.66
57.65
58.63
50.00
48.28
52.29
51.28

Standing 10 miles .

Standing 100 miles

Standing 150 miles
2 hours
3 hours

CLASS A'.—For Motor Bicycles oJ which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 275 c.c.

25/7/1914
28/2/1914
28/2/1914
28/2/1914
28/2/1914

W. A. Jacobs
Max Heiuzel
Max Heinzel
Max Heinzel

Max Heinzel

Singer

N.S.U.
N.S.U.
N.S.U.
N.S.U.

Flying km.
Flying mile ....
Flying 5 miles .

Standing 10 miles .

CLASS C.—For Motor Bicycles of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 500 c.c,

6/4/1914
6/4/1914
17/7/1914
17/7/1914

D. R. O'Donovan
D. R. O'Donovan
D. R. O'Donovan .

.

D. R. O'Donovan .

.

Norton
Norton
Norton
Norton

65 X 75
66 X 78
66 X 78
66 X 78
66 X 78

ipac
79

ity do(

xlOO
79 xlOO
79 xlOO
79 XlOO

249
267
267
267
267

11m. 42s.

2h. 6m. 39.8s.

3h. 12m. 49s.

94 miles 1,324 yai-ds

141 miles 561 yards

490
490
490
490

27.6s.

45.4s.

3m. 57.2s.

8m. 11.2s.

CLASS E.—For Motor Bicycles of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 1,000 c.c.

Flying km I 2/5/1914 I S. George I 2 I Indian I 82. 5x 93 | 998 I 23.93s.

Standing 10 miles .. I 17/6/1914 G. B. FrankUn | 2 | Indian .. . .| -^2. ox »:, '\ 998 | 7m. 41.8s.

Flying

Flying
Flying
Standing
Flying
Flying

Flying
Standing
1 hour ,

Flj-ing

Flying
Flying

Standing
1 hour .

CLASS
km. . .

.

mile . .

.

5 miles

10 miles

km. . .

.

mile . .

.

5 miles

10 miles

F.—For Motor Bicycles with Sidecar of which the

km. . .

.

mile . .

.

5 miles

10 miles

7/2/1914
7/2/1914
7/2/1914
7/2/1914
13/8/1914
13/8/1914
13/8/1914
13/8/1914
13/8/1914
22/9/1911
22/9/1914
22/9/1914
22/9/1914
22/9' 1914

A. C. Starace

A. G. Starace

A. C. Starace

A. G. Starace

H. Alan Rhodes
H. Alan Rhodes
H. Alan Rhodes
T. B. Haddock .

T. B. Haddock .

S. L. Bailey

S. L. BaUey
S. L. Bailey

S. L. BaUey
S. L. Bailey

2

2

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

N.S.U. .

N.S.U. .

N.S.U. .

N.S.U. .

A..J.S. ..

A.J.S. ..

A.J.S. ..

A..J.S. ..

A.J.S. ..

Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Cylinder Capacity
.54. 5x
54.5x
54.5x
54.5x
74 X

does not exceed 350 c.c.

74 X
74 X
74 X
74 X
60. 9x
60. 9x
60. 9x
60.9x
00. 9x

75 349
75 349
75 349
75 349
81 348
81 348
81 348
81 348
81 348
59.7 349
59.7 349
59.7 349
59.7 349
.59.7 349

Im.

7m.
14m.

Im.

6m.
14m.

41 miles

Im.

5m.
12m.

-i3.8s.

12.4s.

2.83.

20.83.

42.8s.

lis.

26.2s.

6.23.

757 yards
42.23.

8.2s.

46s.

5.2s.

43 miles 1,730 3-ards

Flying

Fl3'ing

Flying
Standing 10 miles

CLASS G.—For Motor Bicycles with Sidecar of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 500 c.c.

km. . .

.

mile . .

.

5 milea-

6/4/1914
6/4/1914

25/7/1914
25/7/1914

D. R. O'Donovan
D. R. O'Donovan
J. Ctocker

J. Cocker

Norton
Norton .

.

Triumph
Triumph

79

79
85

85

XlOO
XlOO
X 88

X 88

490
490
499
499-

34.6s.

58s.

5m. 10.2s.

10m. 34.8s.

CLASS I.—For Motor Bicycles vrith Sidecar of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 1,000 c.c.

mUes ...| 2.5/7/1914 I A. V. Suraner | 2 |
Zenith 1 85.5 x 8.5 |

nSS
I

5m. 3Ss.Flying 5

50 miles

1 hour
Flying
Flying

Hjdng
Standing 10 miles .

Flying kilo

Flj-ing mile . . .

,

Flying km. ...

Flying mile ...

Flying 5 miles

Standing 10 miles

km
mile ....

5 miles .

CLASS J,

28/3/1914
28/3/1914
30/4/1914
30/4/1914
30/4/1914
30/4/1914
2/5/1914
2/5/1914
25/7/1914
25/7/1914
25/7/1914
25/7/1914

—^For Cycle Cars of which the Cylinder Capacity does not
E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware . . .

,

G. L. Holzapfel

G. L. Holzapfel

J. V. Garden .

J. V. Garden .

E. B. Ware . .

.

E. B. Ware . .

.

E. B. Ware . .

.

E. B. Ware . .

.

E. B. Ware . .

.

E. B. Ware . .

.

Morgan-Jap
Morgan-Jap .

Garden ....

Garden ....

Garden ....

Garden ....

Morgan-Jap .

Morgan-Jap .

Morgan-Jap .

Morgan-Jap .

Morgan-Jap .

Morgan-Jap .

76

76
90
90
90
90
76
76
76
76
76
76

es not exceed
82 740
82 740
77.3 498
77.3 498
93 592
93 592
82 740
82 740
82 740
82 740
82 740
82 740

750 c.c.

Ih. 3m.
47 miles

Im.
5m.
10m.

4m.
10m.

7.4s.

457 yards
36.63.

0.6s.

10.4s.

45.6s.

36.18.

59.0s.

34.36s.

57.06s.

53.8s.

51.28
47.37
46.67
47.37
47.10

81.05*
78.60*
75.88*
73.29*

93.48
77.95

51.07
49.72
42.57
41.82
52.27
50.70
46.60
42.55
41.43
53.01
52.79
52.02
49.64
43.98

64.65t
62.07t
58.06
56.71

I
53. 2o

47.52
47.26
61.12
59.41
57.91
55.78
61.95
61.02
65.10
63.09
61.22
59..50

Also record in Class D tor bicycles o£ which the cyUmler capacity does not exceed 730 c.c.

t Also record in Class H for bicycles with sidecars ot which the cylinder capacity does not exceed 750 c.o.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Dec. 51 4,58 p.m.
Jan. 2

„ 4

„ 6

5.0

5.2
'5.5'

1915.

A Prosperous New Year to all our
rea-ders at home and abroad 1

Thanks \

We have to acknowledge with thanks
nmny Christmas and New Year cards
from readers in all parts.

Polio Traps'—Burglars Busy.

Concurrent with the resumption of the
police traps on the London Road and
Bromley Common, the local press refers

to a series of burglaries that the police

are "investigating." One house, whose
occupier is at the Front, was stripped
of lead piping.

A Transmission Trouble

An amusing, yet annoying, experience
befell S. Crawley, the Triumph rider,

whilst driving a JMorgan in the suburbs
of Birmingham last week. In changing
gear, the high gear chain snapped and
fell in the roadway. A street urchin,
quick as lightning, picked it up and ran
up an entry before Crawley could stop

his runabout! Despite a long delay, the
owner had to give up his search for the
miscreant and crawl home on the low
gear. Chains are not cheap.

An Irish Club fo "Carry On."
The Dublin and District M.C.C. held

its annual dinner last week, the new
president, Mr. G. A. M. Curtis, being
in the chair. The first toasts were " The
King" and "Absent Members Serving
their Country." It was announced that
the club had adopted " Carry On " as

a motto, and that it was intended to

run off as comprehensive a programme as

heretofore- The prizes won in 1914 were
presented during the evening.

Carburettor Coiilroi

There seems to be a tendency in motor
cycle carburetter construction to extended
use of the control of the jet opening. In

some carburetters the jet is opened with
the throttle by means of a tapered needle
or a slide uncovering fresh jets ; in others
it is hand controlled, and again a com-
bination of these two plans is possible.

The opinion, bowever, of a well-known
carburetter expert is that the first plan

is the best, though his carburetters are
made in both the first and last manner,
for he says that the carburetter is

better able to look after its own auto-

maticity than ninety-nine riders out of

every hundred, and that better consump
tion will be the result.

In Case 01 a Raid.

A correspondent tells us that all the
metal plates on the milestones betvi'een

Bromley and Sevenoaks were removed last

week.

Despatch Rider Kilied

The Times for December 23rd contained
the following :

Grubb.—Killed in action, November
15th 1914, whilst leading a charge.

Second Lieutenant L. E. P. Grubb,
Motor Cyclist Despatch Rider, 2ud
Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry. Born July 14th, 1892.

A. G. Cocks Released

Thanks largely to the efforts of Mr. A.
A. C. Swinton, president of the British

Association Radio Telegraphic Investiga-

tion Committee, and Mr. Leverton Harris,
M.P. for East Worcester, Archie G.
Cocks was released from Hull Gaol on
Christmas Eve. He called upon us on
Monday, when we were able to congratu
late him. It will be recalled that Cocks
was sentenced to two months' imprison-

ment for having wireless apparatus on
his premises at Filey, though he had duly
advised the authorities and an official

had removed the aerial and other parts.

The apparatus wa« used in connection
with the Boy Scout movement. Cocks
was tuning up motor cycles for the

SPECIAL FEATURES
MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS IN 1914.

THE FUTURE MACHINE GUN BATTERY.

A DESPATCH RIDER'S DIFFICULTIES.

Russian Government at the Clyno works
at Wolverhampton at the time of his

arrest His release after two weeks in

prison came as a surprise to him, though
he had been treated with great considera-

tion and had spent his time reading.

E. Kickbam Starts a Business

The well-known Douglas expert, E.

Kickham, has started a business of his

own at 43, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Ue
will make a speciality of supplying
specially-tuned motor cycles and cycle

cars. Naturally, Kickham's experience
m work of this kind will stand him in

good stead.

A.A. ana M.U. Notes

Impoetant Bridge Warning.—Nor-
folk Bridge which is used by traffic on
the lower road between Worthing and
Shoreham. is in a very unsafe condition.

Drivers must not exceed a speed of five

miles per hour in crossing it, and two
vehicles must not pass over the bridge
at the same time, either following or
passing each other

Mr. and Mrs A. G. Cocks with 2| h.p. New Imperia; two-speed machines. ITie open h-ame

machine is one of the first New Imperial ladies' machines to take the road. Th^ phoLograph was
taken on Monday last, a few davs after the former's release. {See accompanying paragraph.)
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To ManuJacturers.

iir. Philip Grout, secretary of the
JMotor Cyclist Eeserre Committe€, South
Midland Division, 5, The Avenue,
Keynsham, near Bristol, will be obliged
if manufacturers of motor cycles will post
to him their latest catalogues of motor
cycles, together with price lists of spare
parts, etc.

A T.T. Rider in fiance
Mr. Schulte, of the Triumph Cycle Co.,

has received a letter from Corporal
Godfrey Boyton, E.E., who is now riding
a Triumph in B'rance.' He speaks in

glowing terms of the way his machine
is running, and the only road stop he has
had was when the mud forced the belt
off the rim. Boyton may be remembered
as the Irish amateur rider who put up
such a good showing in the last Tourist
Trophy race.

Canadian Statistics.

The official statistics of the provincial
secretary of Ontario, relative to the
number ol motor cycle permits issued in

the leading Canadian province, are highly
interesting and instinctive To November,
the number of motor cycles licensed for the
year 1914 was 3,806, with the prospect of

a number of 1915 models being put into

commission before the end of the year,
which will add to the 1914 permits.
Last year's total of registrations was
2,903. During 1912 the number of motor
cycles registered totalled 1,754, while in

1911 less than nine hundred machines
were in use in the province.

fj^^^ILS
Bear Lights.

Not long ago we referred to an a-ccident

near Wakefield in which two sidecarists

lost their lives owing to the absence of

rear lights on a waggon. Another
accident has occurred in the same neigh-
bourhood ; tills time a motor car ran into

a waggonette. The Coroner expressed the
opinion that "all horse-driven or slow-

moving vehicles of any description ought
to carry a distinct and separate rear
light." We agree.

The Inland Revenue Tax.

The advice of the Auto Cycle Union
has been sought by a number of members
as to the payment of the revenue tax for

1915 on their motor cycles or light cars,

having regard to the fact that their

machines will not be in use owing to the
owners being away on service. So long
a^ a motor vehicle is not used the owner
is not liable to pay tax, but, the tax
having been paid for this j-ar, it will save
troublesome enquiries on the part of the
licensing authorities if owners or their

responsible representatives will advise the
authorities to w-hom they have previously
paid the tax that it is not proposed to

use the car or motor cycle. If possible
this advice should be sent this year, and
the further precaution might be taken of

rendering the machine useless by re-

moving the belt or even the tyres. In
the event of the machine being used at

some later date, the full annual revenue
tax must be paid within twenty-one days
until October 1st, after which date only
half tax is payable.

*^fm^'

A DESPATCH RIDER'S DIFFICULTIES

A despa.ch rider training tor Continentai road conditions. A recent snapshot taken on
Salisbury Plain showing a Canadian motor cyclist charging through a large pool of liquid

mud and at the same timf overtakins a heavy transport convov belonging to the

Canadian Contmgen.
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Canadian Competitions.

We are informed that the Calgary
M.C.C. intends to hold a series of com-
petitions during the coming year.

M.C.C. Members at the Front.

We have lately received the 1914 list

of members winning awards in the
M.C.C. competitions held this year. In
this list there are no fewer than twenty-
two who are serving with the Colours.

H.S.M. Machine on Police Duty.

We hear that two H.S.M. two-seated
sidecars have been in use nightly for the
past three months on special police duty
in North London. The H.S.M., it may
be recalled, has wheel steering, the driver
sitting in the sidecar by the side of the
passenger.

Btill-cUmbing m South Australia.

At a hill-climb in South Australia
recently an Australian-built Lewis
machine, fitted with a 3;^ h.p. overhead
valve Precision engine, distinguished itself

by doin» the best performance both on
time and formula. The hill is three miles
in length, and the time taken was 5m. 5gs

Records in 1914

In this issue will be found a complete
list of motor cycle records broken during
1914, compiled for The Motor Cycle by
Air. A. V. Ebblewhite, the official time-
keeper to the A.C.U Whilst the first

SIX months formed a busy half year, only
one or two records have been beaten
during the last six months.

Roads not Unrideable.

Lieutenant H. B. C. Pollard, now
serving with the intelligence Corps,
writes from the Front: "The roads here
are bad but not at all unrideable, except
for shell holes. I am having a very sound
time, and have met lots of men I sent
out—they none ot them bear any grudge."

Wmter Trial in the West Country.

There is quite a good entry for the
Bristol M.C.C. open twenty-four hour
trial to Land's End and back, which
starts to-morrow (Friday) evening. One
of the new 4 h.p. Douglas sidecars has
been entered ; also, among others, two
Triumphs, a Burford, A.J.S., Zenith,
and Sunbeam ; whilst the cycle car entries
are also good. There is a team of
Morgans, a Douglas, A.C., several G.N.'s,
and a Victor.

A New Zealand Sidecar Trial.

The results of the Waikari (New
Zealand) sidecar trial, held on October
26th, are given below The trial was a
most successful event, all the competi-
tors finishing. It will'be noticed that,

though the only twin machine succeeded
in winning, the single cylinders put up a
fine performance. Resutts

:

Marks.
1. A. B. L. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.) ... 150

2. W. Hollobon (4 Triumph sc.) ... 149.2

3. A. J. Harper (4 Triumph sc.) ... 147.4

4. M. S. Gentles (3i Triumph sc.)... 143.5

5. C. Bennington (4 Tri.imph sc.)... 139.7

6. W. Minson (4 Triumph sc.) ... 139.5

7. J. B. Merrett (3^ Rover sc.) ... 138.8

8. A. Summerfield (4 Triumph sc.) 118.0

AI3
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CLUB NEWS.
Mr. M. S P. King. The balance sheet, which showed a

balance in hand of £94 7s. 3d., w'as presented by the
treasurer, Mr. P. Grout.

Dublin and District M.C.C

A non-stop reliability trial was held under the customary
conditions on St. Stephen's day, the route being to Wooden-
bridge, Ck). Wicklow, and back, a distance of eighty-eight
miles. The weather was favourable, and the heavy rains

on the previous day had washed the roads clear of mud.
The holiday season had an effect on the entry, and still

more on the starters, as only sixteen of those who entered
put in an appearance at Donnybrook Bridge. Of these,

several retired on the outward journey, and only ten checked
in a.t Woodenbridge, of whom eight completed the journey
the following five making non-stop runs and being on time
at the checking places :

A. W. Moonev (6 Bradbury sc.) I A. W. Erkpatrick (6 Excelsior sc.)

J. Healv (3 Matchless sc.) T. E. Greene (3'/.. Kudge)
G. Roche (3V- Rover sc.) I ™{|1

A reminiscence of the last A.C.U. " Six Days." A recent
photograph showing P. W. Moffat, W. B. Gibb, and P. Phillips,

the Douglas team which won the team prize last July, when 597
marks were gained out of a possible 600. This is the first occasion

on which the three successful riders have been photographed
together. The trial machines had engines with a bore and stroke

of 60 X 60 mm., and three-speed gears. Douglas machines are now
distinguishing themselves in the hands of despatch riders at the
front, a testiwhich for all round severity puts A.C.U. "Six Days

"

and other similar events in the shade.

Leven and East Fife M.C.C.

The following is a complete list so far as is known of the
membei's who are serving with the Colours. The hon. sec.,

Lieut. A. J. Carlow, will be glad to receive the names of any
iffho may be unintentionally omitted :

A. Baird (private)

E. J. Eraid (despatch rider)
And. Brown (despatch rider)
B. Bruce (despatch rider)
A. J. Carlow (lieutenant)
Peter Cameron (

)

E. Campbell (despatch rider}

K. Crabbe (volunteer despatch rider)
J. Christie (despatch rider)
W. E. Grosset (lieutenant)

P. Grosset (lieutenant)
T. Johnston (despatch rider}

W. Lawrence (
)

J. A. More (despatch rider)

J. Robert*;ou (sergeant)
W. E. O. Shepherd (major)
J. O. Shepherd (Captain)
S. O. Shepherd (Captain)
W. Turnbull (despatch rider)
A. Wilson (despatch rider)

Bristol M.C.C.

At thd annual general meeting, held this month, the

following officers were elected : President, Mr. Pioderick
Fry; captain, Mr.' F. C. Wasley ; hon. secretary, Mr. F. P.

Davies, 8, Park View, Stoke Lane, Westbury-on-Trym,
Bristol; assistant hon. secretary, Mr. P. H. Stone; treasurer,

Many readers both at home and abroad have sent us seasonable

greetings which, needless to say, we much appreciate. Special interest

attaches to the card reproduced above, received from Mr, Wi Williamson,

in that it shows the new Williamson three-wheeler, which has been

undergoing road tests for some months past.

The new 8 h.p. Matchless machine gun sidecar, particulars of which appear on page 721 of this issue. Points to be observed are : the protecting

plates for driver and gun operator, and the third seat on the chassis of the sidecar ; thus, if desired, three men can be carried. The gun

and its tripod are mounted in such a wav that it is only a matter of a few moments to remove the gun comolete ready for action.

Al^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible
AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"- 20, Tudor Street,

Infinitely Variable Gears on Cliain-driven Machines.

Sir,—You n.ight find the following of sufficient interest to
merit further enquiry. About ten years ago I procured from
the Rowden Brake Company the All Speed hub gear for
pedal cycles. This worked on the sun and four planet
system with an eccentric in the middle, and gave a rise of

50% from normal in infinite gradations. A heavier edition
of the above could well be adapted to a motor cycle. No
doubt the company can still furnish drawings.

Durban, Natal.

"

C. D. WALES.

Clubs and Affiliation in War Time.

Sir,
—

'With reference to your leader on club affiliation to

the A.C.U. and their secretary's reply. j\Jr. Loughborough
says that the A.C.U. is not run for profit but for the
benefit of members and especially of clubs.

In my opinion the clubs who affiliate under the Ss. sdieme
should either get a better allowance llian 6d. for new
members or put up the subscription to 7s. 6d. to their direct

touring members, so that they could a.llow the old fees (2s.

per member). As things are now, clubs do their best to

get members, and mention the A.C.U. benefits, etc., and
the rider approached thinks about it and sends 5s. direct in
a great many cases.

Another item that I have never seen yet is a balance

sheet of the A.C.U. This, I consider, should be published
each year, so that members may know how the Union stands.

If the Union wants support from members and clubs, now
is the time to show their standing, then, if the A.C.U.
is not a paying concern, the members and clubs would not

object to a small levy.

However, let us have the A.C.U. on a business footing

and all members as shareholders. As things are at present,

the ijnion is in the dark to all but a select few.

A. WILLIAJIS. Secretary,

Leicester and District M.C.C.

A Clyno and sidecar with the British Expeditionary Force. The
illustration does not convey a true notion of the amount of French

and Belgian mud on both the bicycle and sidecar, but it is somewhat
of an "eye-opener" to the road conditions at the Front.

for the opinions of his correspondents.
:, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Why an Engine Eonks.
Sir,—I am very interested in the arguments Drought

forward re. konking, and I look forward to your weekly issue

with more interest than usual. I would like a word, although
I am afraid I may add perhaps more mystery to the causes
of konking.

I had a 3^ h.p. motor cycle that was a chronic konker, and
when I approached a hill of any sort it used to strike up .the

anvil chorus ff and eventually stop, even after the ignition

was fully retarded.
One day I had a fill up with benzole, and, strange to say,

the machine would climb anything, and it was absolutely
impossible to make it konk. So I cannot see where the
arguments of piston clearance, loose bearings, ajid carbonisa-
tion come in. E. S. CHANDLER.

Sir,—In' the correspondence in your paper on the ahove
I have not yet seen any reference to the fact that it is

almost unknown for an engine to konk when running on
benzole.

Now the boiling point of benzole is, in the 90% grade,

from 80-100° C. ; in Pratt's No. 1, for example, about 9%
distils off below 53° C. It seems to me that when an engine
i^ "labouring" the high degree of compression and tem-
peratui'e set up pre-ignition in this volatile part of petrol,

or else with the spark well advanced this portion ignites

with an explosive force. With benzole there is, of course,

no light spirit, as it all distils at practically the same
temperature, not being a mixture of hydrocarbons like

petrol. L.B.H.

Sir,—The recent correspondence on "konking" has been
of very great interest to me, as I have been a sufferer from
this trouble for a lon^ time. Mr. De Lissa's letter is of

particular interest, and I can fully bear out the accuracy

of his theory re the thinning of the film of oil by heating,

and I quite agree with him that a real "konk" is always
caused by the piston hitting the side of the cylinder ; but
my own experience proves that this is possible with a tight-

fitting piston.

My engine is an inclined single, 475 c.c, low compression,

long stroke, with top gear 5 to 1, used with sidecar and
passenger always, valve timing normal, magneto timing on
the slow side, no play in the connecting rod bearinj^s or

main bearings, nothmg to cause pre-ignition ; everything has

been most carefully and thoroughly overhauled and checked.

.\t first the engine rarely "konked," and would take full

air on liills. Then "konking" commenced on hills, and was
stopped by giving less air. Then it began on the level,

being audible as a faint rattle like the tappets on some
machines ; this was stopped by a richer mixture. There
was alx)ut -rVin play between piston and cylinder, and the

makers recommended reboring and a new piston. This was
done, and the new piston was a tight fit : so much so that

it would partially seize at full throttle for the first sixty

miles or so. After running about 500 miles it is now quite

free, but still a tight fit, and the loiock has returned. It

will always " konk " loudly on a hill if allowed to labour,

and this can be stopped most efficiently by aUnost closing

the extra air ; but this causes a considerable loss of power.

Retarding the ignition has the same effect, but causes still

greater loss of power. As soon as the engine gets a little

hot it starts knocking on the level; or even down hill, and
tliis can be stopped until it is just a faint ratvle by closing

the air. When hot it is difficult <intirely to stop this rattle.

EI.S
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I am quite sure the noise is in the cylinder, and am also

sure the piston is a tight fit when cold. This brings me
to my point ; has it been proved that a cylinder, with its

greater mass of metal, does not expand to a greater propor-

tion than the piston ? Another point is : does' an offset

cylinder have less tendency to " konk " than a centrally set

one ? Since the angle of the connecting rod with the piston

will be less on the firing point, it seems to me that this

should be so.
"

A. MANN.

Artistic Appearance.

Sir,—I was rather surprised to read the remarks of your
correspondent " Vulcan " in The Motor Cycle of the 17th

inst., seemingly tending to advocate the "distorted tube"
principle of frame design, more especially in view of the fact

tha.t in recent leading open competitions the judges and
experts have publicly criticised the standard frame with its

distorted tubing, and called for the " triangulating " principle

to be more strictly adhered to.

It is fairly common knowledge that the average frame is in

reality a push cycle frame altered (almost out of recognition

now) to allow an engine, tank, etc., to be added, and that

the present day motor cycle frame has become less of an
engineering feat than even its forefather, notwithstanding the

obvious necessity for a frame correctly designed for its

particular purpose.
I believe the makers of the machine quoted by " Vulcan "

use a special liner to strengthen their frame ; but I would
mention that I myself, with quite reasonable riding, have
broken, in their " artistic " regions, at least two different

makes of frame, the breakage usually occurring through slight

elasticity, which eventually results ia a fatigne fracture

(comjnonly, though perhaps erroneously, termed "crystal-

lisation").

Space does not permit an explanation here of the un-

questionable superiority of a properly designed straight tube
frame, but to help convince " Vulcan " of such, I would refer

him to the first page or so of the Scott catalogue, and to that

machine's successes in leading events. I have no connection

with or interest in this firm whatever, but merely quote them
as having very successfully departed from the usual practice.

Personally, I think it would have been far nearer the point
had " Vulcan " pleaded for " hannonic appearance " rather

than " artistic appearance." The latter is perhaps excellent

in its place, but it should certainly not be allowed to interfere

with an engineering proposition.

F. WILLOUGHBY COTTON.

Sir,—^To motor cycle engineers who have for years made
the subject of the perfect motor cycle their close and only

study, and who knoiv what they are doing all the time,

having spared neither time nor expense to eradicate faults,

improve design, etc., it is extremely disheartening and creates

a sense of injustice to find in your columns a letter which
is written by one who is palpably ignorant of even the
elementary laws of mechanics. Such a letter is that appear-
ing over the pseudonym of "Vulcan" in your issue of

December 17tli, the reference he makes to the trend of motor
cycle design in the adoption of the sloping tube having
obvious reference to, amongst other products, the A.J.S.
1915 models.

" Vulcan," in adversely criticising such a departure from
a regrettable convention, is evidently quite unable to
appreciate the fact that a curved tube cannot, when violently
compressed, withstand the same forces which a straight tube
will stand up to under similar treatment ; consequently he
deplores the innovation, and although no reade'r with a grasp
of mechanics will suffer more than passing amusement from
the perusal of such, "Vulcan's" letter will doubtless in

turn be read by others equally in the dark as to the why
and wherefore of frame construction, and, in this way, con-
siderable unintentional harm may be done to those who are
straining every nerve to give the best that knowledge can
produce.

He also upholds the loop frame, whereas it is common
knowledge that the triangular form of construction provides
the maximum strength possible. The bottom loop, while in-
herently weak in design, admittedly enjoys reinforcement in
the nature of a truss when the engine is fitted within it, but

_ to uphold the latter method infers at least an- equality in

strength with, that afforded by preserving as closely as
possible an unbroken triangle—an entirely erroneous
conclusion.

B16

Certain firms still adhere to the loop frame, looking to the

support and stay provided by the engine .unit to secure
sufficient rigidity, but others, and amongst ' them ourselves,

have always striven so to preserve the triangular form that
the perfection of design remains as little impaired as possible.

iSlotor cycle design demands that the lower apex in such a

frame be removed to provide the necessary room^ for the
engine, and upon the method of building this into the apex
depends the whole success or otherwise of the design. The
scientific method employed in the A.J.S. machines virtually

provides a replacement of this apex by the engine, so attached
that any movement or "give " in any direction is impossible,
even though the holding- bolts at front or rear should be left

slack.

In conclusion, however, w.e would point out to " Vulcan "

that, beyond his general and .individual bias in favour of

curves in frame constraction, the matter of straight

V. curved top tube has otherwise no direct bearing on the
question of the looped v. triangular frame, the two problems
each carrying their own distinct series of considerations.

A. J. STEVENS AND CO. (1914), LTD.

Sir,—With reference to your letter from "Vulcan" in

your issue of the 17tb inst., I cannot help feeling that he
views the subject from altogether the wrong standpoint.
Where the lines of beauty diverge from the lines of

rheehahical efficiency it is clearly the duty of the engineer to
follow the latter. _ In the early days of the last century there
existed old beam- engines supported on beautiful Corinthian
pillars and other examples where the engineer tried to incor-

porate artistic effect into his designs. These _ideas have
become obsolete, and no one would wish their reintroduction,
but to the engineer anything mechanically sound is beautiful,
and it is clearly his duty to educate the public to this

viewpoint. _
'

-

The American curved down tube that "Vulcan" admires
owes its existence, I believe, to the endeavour to protect
the engine from boulders that are prevalent on outlying,

roads in those parts, but in England, fortunately, we have
not this excuse.
My firm have for the last three shows advocated and

shown the straight top tube, and are very pleased to see

that fashion is at last adopting this, in all respects,

admirable practice. It is my belief that in a few years'

time public opinion will look back with wonder and amuse-
ment to some of the fantastic top tube designs that are
welcomed as perfect practice to-day.

With regard to magnetos, many firms, including ourselves,

can claim to satisfy your correspondent in his appeal for

their position to be behind the engine.

THE WOOLER ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
John Hall, Managing Director.

A Pretoria Lady Sidecarist.

Sir,—I enclose you a snapshot of two of your regular
readers in S.A. The photograph is of ray wife, self, and our
dog, who will not be left behind on any of our trips. Mrs.
Hill is the first lady sidecarist in Pretoria, and handles
the outfit quite easily. We have five or six other ladies'

riding solo, and hope to increase their number in the near
future. Wishing you the compliments of the season and
every success in the future, SIDNEY L. HILL.

Pretoria, S.A.

M,-

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Hill, of Pretoria, on their Harley-Davidsofi sidecar.
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A DESPATCH RIDER'S DIFFICULTIES.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS HOME.

WE have previously published news
from the Front sent by the

brotliers Rice. The following

are further extracts from

letters written by Bernard Rice during

the latter half of November and the

beginning ol the present month.
" The cyclists are having a pretty rough

time of it just now. The roads are fear-

fully treacherous, and, of course, there

is more night riding now the days are

so short. It is quite an eerie business

that night riding. I had two nights

running last week, a twenty five miles

run out each time at about 10 p.m.,

i-aining hard, roads inches deep in mud,
and pave almost impossible to keep upon.

I arrived back about 3 a.m. the follow-

ing' da.y after being kept over an hour

for my reply. (Mo extra charge for

delivery !) . It is very difficult to find

the way on a strange road after dark,

when one's vision is limited to the rango

of one's lamp. What we generally do is

to take stock of the turns and twists of

the road and all the junctions, and commit
them to memory off the map. It is

surprising how soon one learns to get

about without being lost. The chief

difficulty is that places get re-christened

with an ' Englishified ' name ; The best

of these is , which is known as
. ^! Very picturesque. [Deletions by
censor.

—

Ed.]

A Stubborn Resistance.

"It is very sad to see ail the refugees

plodding along the wet roads with their

little all on their backs seeking friendly

shelter, all with tales of woe and the

barbarity of the Germans. It is these

poor people who are the immediate
sufferers of this war. Their houses are

burnt down, their crops looted, villages

shelled, and their churches despoiled and
destroyed. It is, indeed, enough to drive

them mad. That the flermans are catch-

ing it hot is certain, but they have such

seemingly" ine.vhaustible numbers, and
such quantities of cannon, that I fear

they will prove a verj- hard nut to crack.

However, cracked they will be, and
crushed, too, before long. . .

" Two phases of the campaign are over
—one the march on Paris, the other the

march on Calais. Both have failed, and
the next move we may expect to be a
defensive one—a stand on the Meuse.
After the JMeuse comes the Rhine. It

is not likely the enemy will give in

now, since either our terms must be
crushing, or we fight again in, say,

twenty years'- time. ' What he is likely

to do is to stubbornly resist us, and
the Russians, in the hopes of straining

us, and making us glad to conclude peace
on easier terms. I should think May or

June mirjht see the end of it. . . .

A False Report.

"The cold started m November, when
I was out on a long run, by sleeting

hard. It then proceeded to snow, and
after that to freeze, with the result

that the roads are hard as nails, and
riding is a pleasure once more. There
are one or two drawbacks, of course.

I found ni_v lamp generator frozen
solid last night, and, in spite of the
new gloves and the new boots issued to

me, feet and fingers will get numbed. . .

" We have lieard here that the Kaiser
has been shot by one of liis own officers

;

whether it is true or not I don't know.
All the French have it, and the
signallers, too, so there may be some-
thing in it. If it is so, the end of the
war is near.

"We arc, as you remark, sitting tight

here at present. I am qnitc comfortable
in a little grocer's sliop, and there is an
awfully nice kind little woman who
cooks for me, and looks after mc well.

She owns the shop, has four little girls,

and her husband is an infantryman at

tlio Front. Wliun possible. I ' iiuss ' in

with the family, and live top notch.

0L_ course, they cook my rations heaps
better than I do, so I .score all

round.
" I was down at the Indian Army Head-

quarters a few days ago and was much
surprised, because every native I spoico

to asked me if I had seen the Emperor.
Of course, they were referring to the

King. They were excited iibout his

visit, too. I think be has done a lot of

good out here, and his venturing acrosi'

the Channel at such a time has impressed
the French people very much.
"All the troops that can be are in

winter quarters now. That is to say,

they are billeted in farms, barns, and
villages. Those that arc in the trenches
are relieved every so often by others from
the rear, but, in spite of care, there ai'o

many in the ' sick hospital ' with chills,

frost-bitter, feet, etc.

"Our column is doing practically

nothing nov/ as regards supplying
ammunition. The guns are using very
little, and what tbej do use is taken up
by the horse column, a brnncb. corps of

ours. It is better not to use heavy trans-

port any more than is absolutely neces-

sary just now while the roads are in this

sodden state. We motor ryclists are .still

out on the brigades, and get several runs
each per day, generally of a longer nature
than hitherto since we are .so scattered.

However, we are all very happy and
comfortable, some of us in private houses
others in farm buildings, ^and we meet
occasionally.

"I was most interested to see Eddie's
letter in The Motor Ci/cla of Nov. 19th.

It is very rarely that we get a chance -of

seeing that most fascinating paper out
here, and when it does appear it goes all

lound the column."

Fixmg ol tripod tor machine gun on the

new Premier giin carriage.

(See accompanying illustration.)

Vickers machine gun dismounted from the Premier sidecar, described in our last issue. It is a

matter of less than ten seconds to remove completely the gun from Its tripod. This vehicle v.as

inspected by officers commandnig the machine gun batteries last week.

G. C. Sambidge, hon. secretary of the

Midland Light Car Club, is a lieutenant

in the Royal Warwicks, which regiment
is now in depot at Freshwater, I.O.W.,
for the winter.

B. Alan Hill, who is driving a car in

the 4th Motor Ambulance Convoy, writes

that he meets so many competition riders

in France that it seems "quite like being

at home."

Biy
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A selection of questions of general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and
whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

A German Machine.

I am told by a friend that the
N.S.U. motor cycle is made by
a German firm ; if so, kindly let

me know, as I have a good
chance of a bargain—a second-

hand N.S.U. 6 h.p.—W.J.E.
Yoiu- triend is quite right. The machine
you refer to is of German manufacture.

A Question of Spares.

I want to ta-ke up motor
cychng. A local agent has a very
good 2^- h.p. 1913 two-speed free

engine F.N. Do you think,

considering the factory where this

machine is made is not working, and
will probably be destroyed, that the
risk of not getting spares would be too
great if I bought the second-hand
machine in question? Perhaps you may
know what the F.N. Co. are doing, so
as to be able to supply their customers
with spares.—N.W.B.

There will be no difficulty whatever in
obtaining spare parts for this machine,
as the F.N. Co. are now busy manu-

5S-;\

factm-ing spare parts in this country.

Overhead Valves.

I think of purchasing a motor
cycle with a 2J h.p. overhead
valve J.A.P. engine. What are
the advantages and disadvan-
tages of this type of engine? In

the case of a valve breaking, would
it do any damage to other parts of the
engine?—A.F.J.

Only racing engines of this type were
built with overhead valves. Such an
engine is perhaps slightly more efficient

than those fitted with the ordinary type
of side-by-side valve, but if a valve
breaks the head often falls into the
cylinder and smashes the piston.

Driving from the Sidecar.

I took up motor cycling some

^^ years ago as the result of a

^ chance copy of your journal, and
_ij have had much pleasure from

driving a sidecar combination
since. Would you favour me with
your opinion of tiller steering from the
sidecar? It does not seem very popular,
possibly because this method is

dangerous.—G.W.
Steering by means of a tiller from the
sidecar is quite possible, provided
sufficient care is taken and the control
transferred to the tiller, such as clutch,
brake, throttle, etc. There is no danger,
iu fact, it is safer than riding with an
empty sidecar, and it is very much more
comfortable when a long journey has to
be made solo.

•"-«).-«,

,^ London to Holylisad.

I intend motoring during the
next few weeks from London to
Holyhead. Owing to the condi-
tions existing at present through
war, etc., would I be wise to do

this? Will you please give me a route,
and mention some interesting places? I

might add I have never been over this
journey before. I am warned about the
weather at this time of the year, by
my friends, particularly so, as I intend
to bring my sister.—A Dl'blineh.

There is no reason why you should not
motor from London to "Holyhead at the
present time, but, of course, one cannot
tell what the weather will be like. It
is best to start about nine o'clock in the
morning, and finish up at lighting up
time. Probably the most interesting
route would be the following : London,
Watford, Tring, Aylesbury, Bicester,
Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester,
Bromsgrove, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth,
Much Wenlock, Shrewsbury, Chirk, Llan-

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should
be marked " Legal '

' in the left-hand
corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

gollen, Corwen, Bettws-y-Coed, Bangor,
and Holyhead. The chief places of

interest are Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon,
Bridgnorth, Shrewsbury, and Llangollen.
There is a very pretty drive from the
latter place to Bangor. During the last

part of the journey you will ascend to a

considerable height, 'and if the weather
is frosty, you may possibly meet a certain

amount of snow.

Erratic- Running.

I have a 1914 Clyno and side-

car. I have done 6,000 miles,

and lately have found that the
carburetter gets so hot after run-
.iiing a few miles that I cannot
my hand on it, while it works.

The engine is clean-, and

B. Aian Hill, a familiar figure in the days

of competitions and trials. He is shown by

the side of a big Argyll ambulance which he

is driving in France. We have published

one or two letters from him during the past

few weeks.

bear
erratically

the inlet valves are working freely and
accurately. The carburetter is an Amac
semi-automatic. I have never been able

to run slower than 15 20 m.p.h. oni top

gear.- Could this be improved?—L.W.
There is no harm whatever in the carbu-
retter being- warm ; in fact, this is gener-

ally an advantage. Probably the erratic

running is due to too large a jet. It is

possible, too, that it may be due to the
ignition. You might try increasing the gap
of the plug points. If the carburetter is

properly adjusted you should be able to

do a much slower speed than 15 m.p.h. on
top gear. Look out for air leaks in the
inlet pipe unions.

An Interesting Record.

Would it be too much to ask
you to furnish me with the names
of the winning machines and
their riders in the Junior T.T.
and Senior T.T. races since these

were started?—W.O.F.
We give the results of the Tourist Trophy
races since they first started in 1907.

You will see that in 1907 and 1908 there
were two classes—single and twin. In
1909 and 1910 there was only one class

;

and the Junior and Senior classification

did not begin until 1911.

1907.—Singles : C. R. Collier (3i Match-
less).

Twin : H. E, Fowler (5 Norton).:
1908.—Singles : J. Marshall (3^ Triumph),

Twin : H. Reed (5 Dot).
1909.—H. A. Collier (6 Matchless).
1910.—C. R. Collier (5 Matchless).
1911.~Junior : P. J. Evans (2| Hnraber)

Senior : 0. 'C. Godfrey (3| Indian);

1912.—Junior : W. H. Bashall (2?

Douglas).
Senior : F. A. Applebee (3;^ Scott);

-Junior: Hugh Mason (2} N.U.T.'
Senior': T. Wood {3| Scott).

-Junior : E. WiUiams (2| A.J.S.
Senior : C. G. Pullin (3i Rudge);

1913.-

1914.-
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The
achievements of
British airmen
in the present war have been so conspicuous
as to call for special mention in despatches.
In daring expeditions into the enemy's country,
in reconnaissance work with the forces, their

services have been of immense value. The
illustration above depicts a section of the
Royal Naval Flying Corps and a supply of

SHELL
MOTOR SPIRIT
which is being sent to the front for the exclusive

use of the Allies in every branch of military service.

Insist upon having "Shell," the

motor spirit the Allies use.
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Bearing: in mind our oft-
repeated claim— " Tiiere's no
query about Quadrants "—we
liave, in the planning; of our
191 5 programme, cut out everi'
element of doubt—

In short, there shall be " no
query about Quadrants " —of
that we are determined— let
us convince you it is so.

In our extended rancfe of 191S
models you will find —

The Quadrant 4.! h.p. with
B.S.A. Countershaft 3-speed
Gear, Sensprav Carburetter,
Dunlop Tyres, Quadrant
Engine, Quadrant Spring
Forks, Pan-seat Saddle, and
Aluminium Foot-boards —

An exceptionally handsome
mount supplied with either
Chain-cum-belt or wholly chain
transmission at the prices
following —

Chain-cum-belt Solo £55

Combination £66 11 0.

Chain transmission

Solo £57. Combination
£68 11 0.

Let us send you details of the
rest.

QUADRANT WORKS,

Lawlcy Street,

BIRMINGHAM
London Depot: 7S, Gt. Queen

Street, Kingsway.

>^"^^sTN\^

k about-
IJ\^Ss>«
.«£J
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Does your machine

develop its full power ?

SOME plugs, which to all seeming
are quite good, prove to leak at

high compression, and if you
happen to have this kind on your

engine you are not getting the full

power out of your machine. If your

motor cycle will not take you up
every hill smoothly and swiftly, take

out the spark plugs and fit the

"New" Simms—the non-soot, rust-

less plugs which are gas-tight and
never leak.

NEW SIMMS SPARK PLUGS
fire perfectly at all engine speeds, even at

starting. You should give them a trial. Ask
for the plug in the blue tin box.

PRICE EVERYWHERE
EACH 3/6

TWIN POINTS OR
SINGLE CONTACT.

Your magneto made like new^

CL If your magneto shows signs of wear, or gives any

trouble, send it to us and we will guarantee to make it

like new. Furthermore, we will despatch it back to you

within 24 hours of receipt. We repair all makes. Ask

for an estimate, and you will see how reasonable are

our charges.

C We keep a complete stock of " spare parts "for
magnetos of every make, and can supply you per return.

Call or write to:

—

fonmsMotorPnits
19tWaiikmrSt.O)dbrd5t. LondonW

Makers of Sitntn^ lo/o Vulcanizer,

B22 In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Lowering the Compression.

I should be greatly obliged if

~Zri you would answer a few questions

V that are troubling me. I may
_iJ sav that my machine is a 1911

T.T. Triumph, to which I often

attach a sidecar, and, although I have
no change-speed gear of any kind, I

3an get up all ordinary hills with a

passenger, but I think I could do belter

if I reduced my compression. I do not
want to fit an aluminium washer below
the cylindeu, as I like the high com-
pression for solo work ; besides it would
mean altering the valve stems. Is it

safe to fit a domed valve cap for sidecar
work?—F.M.S.

The idea of fitting a domed valve cap
is cjuite a good one, and we do not see
why it should not be satisfactory and
perfectly safe.

Finsbuiy Park to Exeter.

Would you please give me the
best route from Finsbury Park,
London, N. , to Exeter vid
Bournemoutli, particularly the
part through London?—J.F.

Prolialily the best way would be as

follows : Finsburv Park, Seven Sisters

Road, Camden lload, Albany Street,

Marylebone Road, Oxford and Cambridge
Terrace, Bayswater Road, Shepherd's
Bush Road, Hammersmith, Hammersmith
Bridge, Castelnau, Barnes, Roehampton

;

in Roehampton village turn right up
Alton Road, first to the left, and last on
the left again; this brings you on to the
Portsmouth Road. The object of this

detour is to avoid the police trap iu

Roehampton village. Coutinue tlirough
Kingston, Eslier, Ripley, Guildford, Ilog's

Back, Farnhara, Alton, Winchester,
Romsey, Cadnam, Lyndhurst, Christ-

church, Bournemouth, then proceeding
tlirough Wareliam, Dorchester, Bridport,

Lyme Regis, Colyford, Clyst St. Jlary, to

Exeter. The last part of this journey is

hilly.

Acetylene Welding.

I have a 2i h.p. machine (new

-ZJ, December, 1912), which I dis-" covered last May had a tiny

_lJ crack in the exhaust valve seat-

ing. Since then I have run it

about 3,000 miles, but lately the engine

has lost compression, and has been
troubled with overheating. Otherwise,
it has remarkable power, and the
machine has been one of the best.

Now what 1 want to know is, are

the irien who advertise the welding
of broken valve seats any good? I do
not want to go to the exjiense of a
new cylinder for such a tiny flaw,

so I wish you would give me your
advice, as you may have had a similar

repair. There are so many firms who
appear to specialise in this particular

work that I naturally hesitate before

fitting a new cylinder.—E.L.

A skilful welder could probably make a
job of your cylinder, but whether or not
it would be entirely satisfactory is im-

possible for us to say, and can only })e

found out by submitting the actual

cylinder to the expert to whom you apply
to. carry out the repair. The difficulty

is not always so much one of cari'ying

out the repair as trimming up the place
mended afterwards. It usually leaves a
rough joint, which it is very hard to

get smooth again.

An Expanding Pulley Gear,

I am thinking of fitting as an
emergency gear something after
the style of the Gradua or
Brampton expanding pulley. Will
you let me know how it is that

no jockey pulley is required, as I find
my belt slips with ordinary pulley if

there is much less slack in it than
would be required to give anything like
a useful range with one of the gears
mentioned?—A.H.H.

In the case of the Gradua gear, the rear
wheel slides back to take up the slack
of the belt as the gear is operated. The
Brampton pulley has radial grooves to
prevent slipping.

Fixing Transfers.

I have two transfers for

^1 fixing on the tank of my motor
^ cycle. Can you give me
-Sj instructions as to how to do

the job?—A.R.C.
The best way to fix transfers is to cover
carefully the face of the transfer with
a very small amount of gold size. Wait
until the varnish is tacky, and then
place on the tank. Leave this for a
minute or so, and then carefully damp
the back of the transfer, afterwards
making it quite wet. You will now be
able to remove the paper. Now wash
off the gum with a sponge or soft rag,
using plenty of water ; then leave to
dry. Vou can now varnish over the
transfer if desired, but this is not
always done.

SAUCER TRACK RACING IN C.ANAD.A.

A photograph taken during the last summer at the Toronto Motordrome, which is four laps to

the mile. The crowd of spectators and the almost horizontal position of the four racing motor
cvcllsts will be observed.

READER'S REPLY.
How to Remove (lie Cylinder.

In answer to the query of " J.P." in

The Motor Ctjrle of December 10th, re
the way to take off the cylinder of a
1910 Ariel. The motor cycle I had pre-
vious to my present mount was a 1911
Ariel, and when I had occasion to remove
the cylinder I proceeded as follows

:

Remove exhaust pipe, plug, carbm-etter,
and compression tap, and get piston at
bottom of stroke ; then lift cylinder off

as far as possible (which position is just
above gudgeon pin). Next carefully
"spring" ring, which comes over end.>

of gudgeon, from slot, and slide it down
the piston just sufficient to clear ends of
gudgeon. Then gently push gudgeon pin
out, when it will be found that piston
and cylinder will come oft quite easily.

When putting it back into position, it

is rather difhcult to get gudgeon pin
through, as the bush in connecting rod
has to be in exact line with gudgeon pin
bearings in piston. For this purpose I

had a steel pin made the exact diameter
of gudgeon with a taper end. This pin
I placed in first to catch up connecting
rod, and then followed through with the
gudgeon pin. By the above methcd
there is no occasion to remove engine.—
Staxley Bkinton.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with vaxious motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"* J.C.Y." (Manchester).—8 li.p. cou::

tershaft Zenith for sidecar work. Uiirn

bility of belts and general cfficienr.y c.l"

gear and transmission.
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Valve Operating Meehanism.

The rockers in a single or twin-
cylinder engine are mounted on studs,
which, instead of being screwed into
the crank chamber" as usual, are carried
on a loose plate A, which is separately
attached to the engine. It is proposed
that this plate be capable of being moved
around the camshaft to vary the timing.

The cam runs at quarter engine speed,
consisting of an internally-toothed gear
wheel B, with two sets of cams C and D
arranged diametrically opposite one an-

other, so that the gear wheel B is

rotatively balanced.—G. Wray, No.
11,625, 1914.

A Crank Case Release Valve.

Attached at any convenient point is

the body A, having a central passage
B, the end of which is normally closed

by a disc C. This disc is retained over
the passage by a spring
D, and the end of the

body is closed by a per-

forated cover plate E.

The pressure in the crank
case raises the disc C
against the spring D, and
the air escapes through
the perforated cover plate.

The sjjecification also illustrates the
application of this device to the end of

a drilled crankshaft.—W. C. Urry and
H Arthars, No. 21,981, 1913.

A Two-stroke Engine.

The sectional drawing illustrates the
piston A at the bottom of its stroke. The
cylinder B is formed with an exhaust port
C on one side, and on the other has cast
integral with it a cylindrical transfer

DECEMBER 31st, 1914.

passage D. The lower end of this passage
is always open to the crank case, but is

cut off from the combustion chamber by
a mushroom valve E, which may be
automatic, but in ^i»—

the case illustrated

is shown as being
mechanically oper-
ated by a bell

crank lever F
actuated by a cam
G. In the side
of the cylinder
adjacent to the
transfer passage D
are found ports H
and J. On the
piston is formed a
wall K, which pro-
vides a passage
adapted to put the
two ports H and
J into communi-
cation when the
piston is at the
top of its stroke.

The port J is in communication with
the atmosphere, so that a supply of
pure air reached the underside of the
valve E. On this valve opening this air
enters the transfer passage D, first

Ecavenging this passage and the cylinder
B. The charge of gaS m the crank case
then follows through the transfer passage.
By this time the exhaust port is closed so
that economical working results.—J. R.
Kemp, No. 23,255, 1913.

Severn Belts for Military Work.
We are informed that the Severn

Rubber Co., Ltd., have received a War
Office order for belts for despatch riders'

machines.

Hazlewoods in Manchester.

Messrs. L. F. Harvey and Co., 227,

Deansgate, Manchester, have been ap-

pointed local agents for Hazlewood
machines. They have new 1915 models

on view.

Looking after theii Warrior Comrades.

The employees of the Coventry Chain
Co. have forwarded to each of their 140

comrades serving with the Colours a

package containing one pair of socks, one
handkerchief, tobacco, pipe, cigarettes,

and chocolate.

A Satisfactory Balance Sheet.

The balance-sheet of the Palmer Tyre,
Ltd., shows a profit for the year of

£11,436 8s. 5d. Out of this the directors

recommend a dividend of 12^% (free of

income tax), and that £3,000 be carried to

the reserve fund.

A Durable Belt.

A. make of motor cycle belt, which has
given us great satisfaction on two different

machines, is the Pedley. Both these belts

behaved in a most exemplary manner,
having worn well and never having given
trouble through slipping, even in the
wettest weather.

Pratt's Spirit.

It is interesting to note that the Anglo-
American Oa Co. applied for £200,000 of

the War Loan, which amount has been
paid for in full.

The retail prices of Pratt's motor spirit

for practically the whole of England are

:

Pratt's Perfection, Is. 9d. per gallon

;

Pratt's 2, Is. 7d. ; and Ta.xibus, Is. 6d.

Palmer Tyres.

The Scott armoured motor cycles and
sidecars in the service of H.M. Govern-
ment are fitted with 2iin. Palmer cord

tyres.

Christmas Cards.

Messrs. Raphael Tuck and Sons have
sent us a specimen of a Christmas card
(price 6d.) sold in aid of the National
Relief Fund. This is a most artistic

production, and .should meet with a ready
demand. It is a pity that in the picture,
" Defenders of the Empire," the motor
cyclist despatch rider, who has done so

much for his country, is not represented.

War and the Tyres,
ilost of us are finding it very necessary

at the moment to effect little economies
wherever and whenever possible. Those
of our readers who are desirous of keep-
ing the tyre bill down will find the re-

treading department of the County
Chemical Co., Ltd., Bradford Street,
Birmingham, a very useful institution just
now. There are no doubt very many
tyres which, whilst to all appearances
worn out, have yet a good solid founda-
tion, which, in the hands of a retreading
expert, can be so manipulated as to be
good for a few thousand more miles than
would be otherwise possible. The
Chemico people are prepared to advise
tyre owners as to the best course to

a-dopt when tyres are sent to them for
inspection, and make no charge for such
advice.

A Sensible Christmas Gift.

Sir. R. W. Coan, the well-known
alyminium

_
founder, does not spend the

whole_ of his time in casting crank cases.
For instance, this Christmas he pro-
duced a very handsome and artistic
aluminium cover for a cigar box, and he
will be happy to send one to any regular
customer who has not already received
one.

F.B. Tvifo-stroke Engines
The F.B. Two-stroke Co., 32, Coventry

Koad, Hay Mills, Birmingham, have
decided to devote their energies to the
manufacture of engines alone. It will be
recalled that the F.B. two-stroke is

already fitted to one or two different
makes of machines, and the 1915 modely
having a bore and stroke of 70 x 70 mm.,
is well spoken of. The firm has also in-
troduced a new model of 63 x 84 mm.
dimensions.

A Two-stroke on Active Service.

Sergt. W. F. A. Way, who is with the
2nd East Anglian Field Ambulance,
writes :

" My Royal Ruby two-stroke has
given the utmost satisfaction and has
been in constant use since war was de-
clared without giving the slightest trouble
in any way, it admirably withstands
the exacting dema.pds made upon it on^
service and runs as well as ever. For
reliability it has beaten many higher-
priced machines, although it has been
valued at as much as fifty pounds, for
which I consider all credit' is due to the
makers for the most excellent finish and
appearance." There are a great many of
these little Royal Rubys now serving
with the army.
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'AnArmy moves
on its Pctrolsupife

By AppottUm-^U,

ANGLO-AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY, Ltd.,

36-38, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE,

WESTMINSTER, s.w.

has been selected by the ALLIES
For every conceivable operation at
the Front in which Petrol plays a
part.

In anstoering this advertisement it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cycle.'* A13
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle." Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwardins: replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

WrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
valae, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
^10 the fee is rs. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to TliJte & Son> Limited,
The letter "D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that 'effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quits impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C,

A.B -C. , Syih.p., 1915 models, 4-speed, gate chanse
gear box, laminated springing fore and aft. —

Agents, Alf. Wray and Culshaw, Southport, Lanes. [9627

A.J.S.

FOR 1915 A.J.S. Motor Cycles write Hilton and
Son, Fcshall Sq., Blackpool. [X5619

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 1913, 2-speed, kick-start, new tyres,
all spares, accessories; lowest, ^28; perfect.

—

Lieut. Moulds, Victoria Hotel, Blackpool. [9903

23.h.p. T.T. A.J.S., 3-speed gear, bri<;tling all over
4 with shadows of .the Isle of Man, done 500 miles

only ; £45 comnlete.—Miss Reid, Head Room, Fraser-
burgh. [9932

A.J.S.—Early delivery 1915 models. Sole district
agents.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and LigHt Car

Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. [0569

A.J.S., 25^h.p,, 2-speed counter-shaft gear, new Kemp-
shall and Clincher heavy tyre^, overhauled, new

parts added: £26/10, or part exchange with higher
power.—Holding. Sandon Ed., Stafford. (Dl [X5073

Auto-Wheels.
A CTO-WHEKL, 1915. £8. or with B.S.A. cycle £12.
-TV --Auto Mart. 133, Hammersmith Rd., W. [9909

1 Cll4 Auto-Whccl, recentfy overhauled by makers,
I

-Lt7 and new tyre; bargain. £9.--Thos. H. Bartlelt,
Sh;iiton Goi }iC. Bi-idport. Dorset. [9893

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

is slung under its axle, securmg wonderful stability.

Our special joints raaite attachment or detachment
possible in one minute. Luggage-carrier built into
frame.

From £6 6s.

Send-ffor illustrated

catalogue describing

these well-known
sidecars. Several

Models.

Write tor Special

War Discount.

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

Every Sidecar sUould be fitted with an extra front
coupling, as illustrated above. To fit any machine.
Special design to fit P. & M.'s 7s. 6d. each.

Second-hand Sidecars from 30/-.

A REAL NEW YEAR BARGAIN.

4 Horses i For
3 Speeds | £37 15 O
Brand New 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P.,r 3-speed gear,

kick starter, and ever>' improvement, £37 15s.

^_ DON'T MISS THIS.

BOOTH'S \A/AR BARGAINS.
4 h.p. J.A.P., new, 3-speed countershaft

gear, chain drive, kick starter £42 15
4 h.p. J.A.P., new, 1914 model, 3 speeds,

with new £12 coach Sidecar £44 15

2 J h.p. WOLF Lightweight, igi4 new .. £19 19
3! h.p. REX, igir, zspeeds, ^12 Sidecar. . £25 15
igr4 SINGER Light Car, dynamo lighting £159 10
3I h.p. PRECISION, 3 speeds, with .^10

Sidecar, nice condition £29' 1

3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1912. 2-speed £26 10
igir NUMBER Lightw't, grand condition £16 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 2 speed gear £11 15
3^ h.p. REX, magneto, free engine ..... £11 10
6" h.p. EXCELSIOR l-iig Single, 2 speed- . . £35
4 h.p. TRUMP-J A.P., 2 speeds. 1912 .. £20
3h.p.CLEMENT-GARRARDTwin,lesscarb. £5 5
3^ h.p. PREMIER, i)n, 3 sp model, witli

new /ii sidecar, onlvrun 100 miles .. £49 10
3jh.p.QUADRANT,magneto,h.-b. control £8 15
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 2-speed, with £11 new

coach-built Sidecar £32'10
6 h.p. REX, 1913, with £18 Sidecar, hood

and screen £42 1

3.^ h.p. NUMBER, 1911, 2-speed model . . £18 10
3', h.p. NUMBER, with newjTn Sidecar £26 10
2I h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-spced gear £18 15
4 h.p. QUADRANT, new iqi2 model .... £20
3j-h.p. FAFNIR, magneto, Senspray £10
3:V h.p. REX, 1909, magneto, low built .. £13 10
2K h.p. MINERVA, B. & B. carburetter . . £4 15
2f h.p. WERNER, low built £4 15

mU BINKS JET DAMPING UARBURETTER.
_

Let us take your carburetter in exchange. Write
for quotation. Puts new li^c into your engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Wanted, for Cash. 1014 Calcott or other Light Car.

3 h.p. Triumph Engine, adjustable pulley £3
F.N. and Motosacoche Carbs., h.-b. control 4/6
New 10/6 Electric MotorCycle Head Lamp 4/11
New Electric Side Lamps ; cost 35/- ;

pair 16/-
New 21/- Electric Tail Lamp, brass 4/3
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door . £3 15
New Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 5
B. & B.and Amac Carburetters 12/6
New Tee-Bee Kick-up Stands ;usually 10/6 6/-
New Underslung Sidecar Chassis 48/6
Shop-soiled £11 Coach Sidecar £8
N.S.U. Gear £3
Sidecar with coach body 37/6

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT RD., HALIFAX.

'Phone 1062

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AutO'Wheels.

AUTO-WHEELS, 1915 models, now ready; imniediate''
delivery; £14/14 and £15/16; trade eupiilir-d

-

AVilkms, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., Lnn
don.

"DAT;J.A.]?., 8h.p.
St., Alton.

Bat.
36 neiv ; £35.- Hall,

[9819

Normanai
[9935

3i

h.p. Bradbury,
machine; ^6.

ih.p. 1912 Bradbury, 3-speed,
2 sidecar, side entrance; £21

Patrick, Drill Hall, Kirkwall.

Bradbury,
good order, accumulators, low

203, Church St., Woking. [992S.

free engine, and
climb anything.^

[X559e

BRADBURY, SVijh.p., Land operated, free engine, neiv
tprin? forks, good sidecar or solo mount ; £23/10,'

or H'ith sidecar £28.—Colmore Depot, 51, Colmore Row,'
Binuingham. [X5787!

3ih.p. Single-cyl. Bradbury, with 2-6peed gear box,
2 kick starter; also twin 3-speed, with kick etarter,

absolutely new; can be purchased below cost to cleii.]

—Wm. Osborne and Co., Ltd., 66, Rochester 'KovA
Westminster, S.W. Victoria 6943. [993Sj

BRADBURY, 1914, 5-6h.p.. twin-cyl., 3-6peed counter
shaft gear. Land controlled clutch and kick starter,

.

brand new Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, all afces- 1,'

series, perfect condition; bargain. £52.—j^lce and. Co.,.

15, BisLopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0481'

BRADBURY, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, chain drive..

coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, 3 lamps, and il

Lucas horn ; £95, turnout for £58 cash.—Eastwood. :

111, Brewerton Rd., Oldham, late with Bradbury and
|

Co., now works manager for the J.H. Motor Engineer-']
ing Works, Oldham. [X567J

Brough.
I

BROUGH, maiTellous motor cycle, nothing else lil;e
j

It.—Tweedale Armstead Motors, Ltd., Magdalen at,,

Oxford. r0581

B.S.A. , 1

B.S.A., 1913, 4i4h.p., model K, for inimediat&-deliveir.J
—B.S.A. Agents, The Morris Garages, Oxford. £8746

1 Q 14 E.S.A., Si^h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, like
-L */ new, lamp, horn, etc. ; £45.—Hilton and Son
Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [S5622

IQ12 3Vjh.p. S-speed B.S.A. with Sidecar, in gootl

XtF order; prfce £35; caeh or easy terms.-R. E.
Jones (Garages), Swansea; ako at Cardiff. [0622

T>.S.A., 1913 and 1914. 2 and 3 speeds, coacLbuill
JJ sidecars ; £43 and £50 ; cash and deferred pay-
ments.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X5776-

3ih.p. B.S.A. 1914 Combination, as new, chain
2 drive, coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely perfect

order; bargain,- £60, or accept solo machine and cash.

—F., 32, Sunny Bank, South Norwood. [9922

Clyno.

CLYNO 1914 2-stroke Lightweight, new; £36 -Jones
108. Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [9817

CLYNO and CLatex-Lea sidecar. 1912, 2-speed, free

engine, new geare, tyres in good condition, engine
thoronghly overhauled; a bargain, £38/10.—31, New Ed.,
Dritheld. [9942

-|Q13 3-egeed Clyno, kick start, Xl'all saddle, Pedley
itf 3iu. cover back, 26x2V2in. heavy non-skid Kemp-
shali front, spare wheel fitted with Pedfey cover, Lucas
King of the Road lamp, also Lucas rear lamp, Stewart
epecdometer, Lucas £1/1 horn, complete with Gloria
nmdel 4 art cane sidecar with luggage grid and petrol

tin holder, fitted with 2%in. studded Clincher cover.

£55.-Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0613

Connaught.

1 Q 14 Connaught 2-stroke, cost £33/10, in everj-
J-*/ respect as new, fitted with Michelin tyres, horn./
etc.; 19 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 43 yearsv
reputation. [X5767i|

Douglas.
Ji

DOUGLAS, 1915 models, for almost immediate d^
livery.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [Oei!^

13 2%h.p. Douglas, lamp, horn. specdometer,\
tools; £29.—King, Stapleford, Camb.s. [X5616

33.h.p. Douglas (late 1911j. a.i.v., lamp, running order
4 £16. or offer.—331, Kingston Rd., WimbJedon

[X578;

I Q12 Douglas, 2-6peed, kick, done 100 since fitting
Xt/ 1913 pistons, 1914 forks; £25.—Deacon, ^voa*.
dale Rd., Chorley. [98r8f.

DOUGLAS.—All models for immediate delivery; trade -

supplied.-Rey,- 378-384, Euston Rd., and 173, Gt-

Portland St., London, W. [9419-..

DOUGLAS. T.T., 19123^, 2 speeds, accessorips

'

spares; £28, or nearest offer.—Tunbridge, 111, St.

John's Rd., Walthamstow. [X5S13

1Q14 Model U Douglas, Lad thorough overhaul by
X«7 Douglafi expert, guaranteed condition, all acceS"^

sories; £38.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bimiing^
ham. [X578f

19
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PAY - A - VISIT
to our new premises and inspect the
best value and most varied assortment of

Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Light Cars
outside London. The new showrooms
and workshops cover 9,000 square feet.

BARGAfNS IN BRAND NEW REXES.

Fully guaranteed by Makers' Our
Makers. Price. Price.

6 h.p. 2-speed Twin £62 10 £53 2 6
4 h.p.2-5peed REX, chain drive £61 5 £49 10

Liberal Exchanges. Cash Offers wanted.

LIGHT CARS.

1515 8 h.p. G.W.K.,ju5t new from works. . 150 Gni.
New II h.p. LAGONDA, hood, screen, etc. £145
New VICTOR-PRECISION, 8 h.p., W.C. .. £100
1914 8 h.p. 3-speed J.A.P £68 10
8ABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p £49 10
A.C. Sociable, 2-sp., F.E., hood, screen, etc. £42
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., twin, 2-seater £39 10

SHOP-SOILED 1914's. 10 per cent. Cash Discount

1914 8 b.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P. 74 Gns.
1914 REX-J. A. P., 6 h.p.. Combination £94 10
1914 WILLIAMSON, w.^;.. Combination .. £98 10
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £26 16
1914 8UN-VILLIERS. 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E. £42

Keen Exchanges quoted.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 Popular LEVIS, two-stroke £25 IS
.1914 CALTHORPE MINOR Lightweight .. £19 19
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive .... £39 10
1912 3J h.p. 3-sp. ARIEL, speedometer, etc. £32 10
1912 34 h.p. 2-speed N.S.lf., almost as new £29 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed ALLDAVS £29 10
1912 3l h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £35 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, kick starter £29 10
1912 3J h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, F.E £24 10
1912 34 h.p. 2-spced JAMES, chain drive . . £33 10
igi2 3* b.p. RUDGE, 2-spcpd. F.E £33 10
1911 VV.-C. 2-speed SCOTT, late mcd;l £29 10
1911 3j h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear . . . £27 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1913 6 h.p. 2.specd REX, and Sidecar £44 10
19134 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive, and

new sidecar £43 10
1913 4| h.p. 2-sp. LINCOLN-ELK, new Sc. . £39 10
1911 31 b.p. 2-speed HUMBER and Sidecar £29 16
1910 7-9 h.p. V.S. 2-speed and Sidecar £29 10
ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p., new Sidecar £42
V.8., b b.p., chain drive, Phelon and Moore

gear, and Sidecar £27 1

PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .. £21 10
EXCELSIOR, 3* h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar . £24 10
REX, 1910, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £31 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .... £24 10
REX, 5i b.p., magneto, twin, and Sidecar. . £19 10
ROVER, 3.J b.p., 2-speed. and Si:lecar £17 10
KERRY, 6 b.p., twin, and Sidecar £15 10

SPECIAL OFFER.

£i» Deposit and 7/6 per week purchases any ot
V*t the following machines. Every one guaran-

teed in running order.

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, hgbtweigbt £14 10
REX, 1908, 3* h.p., magneto £18 10
REX, 1909, 3i h.p.. magneto ... £19 10
VINDEC, 3i n.p., magneto, spring forks . . . £16 10
REX, 1910, 3i b.p., magneto £21 10
REX, I9rl, si h.p., magneto . £22 10
REX, 1911, 2! b.p., F.E., h,andle starting.. £22 10
REX 1908 sj b.p. twin, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p.. magneto, b.-b. control .... £12 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 34 h.p.. magneto £19 10
PREMIER, sVb.p., F.E., almost as new... £21
MOTO-REVE, magneto, lightweight £14 10

1915
DOUGLASES.—We are now booking
orders for early deliveries of these
splendid machines. Cash. Exchange,
or Easy Terms.

Halifax Motor Exchange
(ADJOINING STATION),

NORTON STREET, HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams

—

" Perfection."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

WOLF. 1914 J.A.P.. 2V'li.r.. cxrellent condition:
£23.—Whistler, 42.- Upperton Ed., Eastbourne.

[S5810
WOIiF-J.A.P.. 1914, Armstrong 3-€peed, Epring

pillar, Miller Jamp, almost new, user on active
service; f29.—Wensleydale Dairy, Northallerton. [X4909

Zenith.
ZENITH. SV-h.P.. 1913-1914, perfect condition; sE35.

—26, Blakesley Av., Ealing. [9946

1 Q12 sy^h.p. Zenith, engine, tyres, belt, very good.
J- 1-' lamp, horn,, tools ; £25.—King, Sunnvside,
Stapleford, Cambs. [X56I5

ZENTTH-GRADUA, 1915, S'/sh.p.. eingle-cyl., in splen-
did order, eemi T.T. bars, thoroughly overhaoJed,

and guaranteed eound; £32.—Below.

SEMI T.T. Model Zenith-Gradua. 1914, S'l-h-p., single-
cyl.. red finish, large tank, Be^t and Lloyd lubri-

cator, and hand pump, perfect condition; £37/10, ca^h
or extended teima.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.O. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0551

ZENITH, 8h.p.. nearly new, countershaft, clutch,
enamelled red, complete with eidecar and fittings;

£68.—Turpin'g, 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brighton.
[0509

ZENITH, 1914. clutch model, 6h.p., kick-starter,
handsome coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, speedometer,

watch, etc., had very little nse; £75.—Star and Garter
Garage, Kew Bridge, Brentford. Tel. : 1031 Chiswick.

[0641

Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX.—3V-'b.p. number Tricar, chain drive;
£4/17/6.—Collier, Westgate, Halifax. [0388

ZENITH, Triumph, A.J.S., Phelon-Moore, Douglaa
eidecar combinations, etc.; sale, exchange, bar-

gains.—Timmons, Mansfield. [X5576

SEVERAL Second-hand Motor Cycles always in stock
from £10 to £70 ; easiest easy terms.—Lamb's,

151, High St., Walthamstow. [0533

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get thera at Wauchope'a (cash or ea«y

terms), 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St,. Lonaon. [9705

EAGLES.—B.S.A.. model K. 3',',.h.p.. new a lew
weeks ago, slightly used, unscratched, 3-Epeed

gear, chain-cum belt drive, 650x65 Palmer tyres; £50.

EAGLES.—Alldays-Matchless. ZV^h.p., 1914, 2-stroke.
shop-soiled; ofiiers.

EAGLES.—Premier. 3',l.h.p.. 1913. 3-apeed model, ex-
cellent condition, all accessories; £30.

EAGLES.—N.S.0. 3h.p. twin, new, slightlv ehop-«oiled.
spring frame, 2 speeds, free engine, kick starter;

offers.

EAGLES.-Clyno 6h.p. twin, 1912, 2 speeds, perfect
Londition, latest coachbuilt eidecar; £38.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 1912',^, free engine model.
Philipson governor pulley, Kempshall tyres, accee-

eoriee; £29.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 3';2h.p. Popular, dropped rear
frame, mag., adjustable pulley, spring forks;

£11/10.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approal
"The Motor Cycle" deposit system.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [X5815

1Q14 Zenith. 8h.p., and Gloria cane sidecar, accept
-Lt/ £67/10; 1914 Indian, 7h.p., and £18/18 eide-
car, electric litjht, accept £65; 1914 Douglas W, ro-^t

£54, accept £42/10.—Baseett. Doncaeter, [X5585

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; eend us your reQuirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Osfnrd.
[0314

1Q15 Triumphs. Djugla6, Indian, Zenith. Scott. Ivy.
J-«7 B.S.A., American Es'-el.=ior, Bradbury, Levis.
Calcott. A.J.S., Clyno ; any make supplied. You cannot
do better than try ns.—Clifford Motorics, Eat^twood.
Notts. LX5593

DOUGLAS, 2^h.p., 1914 model W, brand new. and
unused. 2 speeds, iree engine, clutch, footboard^.

£47/10: aleo 6econd-hand 1914 T.T. model. £37/10:
Douglas, second-hand 1914 model W.- £40 ; 1913 Clyno
and eideijar, with lamp, horn, hood, screen, etc, £50;
1913 Humber, 3Uh.p., 2-€peed. £30; new Halli sidecar,

for Douglae, £8.—Macrae and Dick, Inverness. [X5804

MORGAtI and Slaxwell.—Pay ns a visit and compare
our prices. We have a large stock at moderate

prices. Aato-Wheel, Ariel. Antoinc, Bat, B.S.A., Brad-
bury, Campion, Chater-Lea, Douglas, Enfield (fine twin
sidecar combinations), F.N., Hurober, Indian, Campion,
J.A.P., L.M.C., Moto-Reve, New Hudson, Premier (two,
one P. and M. lightweight, one S^Ah.p.), Res (several

fine Resesl, Roc, Rndge, Scott, Singer, Triximph.
Zenith. Two good cycle cars for sale, cheap. We
can pive quick delivery of all mounts. Magn'^t^-,
clutches, 2 and 3-speed gears, engines (air and water-
cooled), Binks, B. and B., Senspray carburetters, de-
compressors, cheap sidecars, lamps, belts, pillion seats.

helmets, overalls, etc. Please state exact requirements.
Come to us if you want a machine for military u.'^e.

—MorRan and Maxwell, The General Motoriee, 80, Hipli

Bd., Streatham, London. (D) [X579]

GEZT" l-rii'AnTi^f

lAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

Write for particulars and deliveries.

Prices—2j h.p., 2-speed 47 guineai
4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed . . 79 guineas
6 h.p. Combination, s-speed . . 88 guineas

AU fitted with quick detachable wheels.

Special Agents for TRIUMPHS, CLYNOS, F.N.,
NUMBERS. LEA-FRANCIS, ROVERS. Any make
supplied for cash or extended pa>Tiients.

Clearance Sale. * '^JTbT^^V
We offer tlie following from our stock at very low
prices for cash, or payment out of income.

TRIAL BEFORE PURCHASE SOLICITED.
SELECTION. Write for full List. Nett

MACHINES £18 to £25. cash.

1912 2j h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-specd £25
1911 3i h.p. BRADBURY, with Philipson

gear pulley £18
1912 3i h.p. CORAH-J.A.P., very fast, fine

condition £24
1912 22 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-5pced £24

MACHINES UNDER £40.
1913 aUi.p. TRIUMPH, s-speed £38 10
1912 3} h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-spced, and

Canotlet Sidecar £37 10
1912 3J h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds £34

MACHINES OVER £40.
1913 8 h.p. MORGAN, Sporting tj'pe, hood,

screen, electric light equipment £65
1913 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, Montgomcr>'

family Sidecar, fnllv equipped £63
igr^ 3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, h.-bar

control, new ; reduced to £62 10
1913 8 h.p. HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, 2.sp.,

and Bramble coach-built Sidecar £65
I9r4 7 b p. INDIAN, 2.speed, electric equip-

ment £45
SIDECARS.

1914 GLORiA No. 5, coach-built, new; cost

£23 2>. 66 £18 19

19M MILLFORD Corvette, coach-built, new;
cost (13 2S. Cd £10 10

1914 BRAMBLE, coach-built, nearly new .. £8 8
1914 Forecaronly, fittings suit Henderson. . £12 12

Economy and a brilliant and steady

light can be obtained by using the

LOW GENERATOR
Full particulars
on application.

Price 65/-
for Light Cars.

75/- large size.

Motor Cycle Size 35/-

Call and see this wonderful
Generator in action. Always
ready. Lights immediately on
turning a tap and applying a
match. Flame increased or re-

duced at will. Demonstrations
daily. Immediate delivery of

light car size. Write for trade

terms.

TAIL LAMPS. Special line of oil lamps showing
red light at rear. For fixing to sidecar body. Price

2/3, post 3d.

We have a few F.R.S. LAMP SETS to clear at

special prices. Soiled and demonstration models
onlj', but in new condition. Write for prices.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showiooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, I.ondon.'*

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. aI7
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The Best
New Year's
Resolution.

TO BUY AN

INDIAN
MOTOCYCLE

Forall-round excellence—

they cannot be surpassed.

For speed—they cannot

be passed, Sir.

MODEL A.

3i h.p. TWIN, THREE-SPEED
GEAR £57

3} h.p. TWIN, ONE -SPEED
NEUTRAL GEAR . . . . £53

MODEL B.

5 h.p. TWIN, THREE-SPEED
GEAR £60

5 h.p. TWIN, ONE - SPEED
NEUTRAL GEAR . . . . £56

MODEL C.

7 h.p. TWIN, THREE-SPEED
GEAR, Electrically Equipped £70

MODEL D.

7 h.p. TWIN, ROAD RACER,
SINGLE-SPEED £56

MODEL E.

7 h.p. TWIN, HENDEE SPECIAL,
THREE-SPEED GEAR .. £8&

SPECIAL BARGAINS:

1914 Brand New (shop-soiled

only) ROAD RACER INDIANS
retail £59 net, offered at

£45 EACH FOR CASH,
ONLY A FEW LEFT.

Write for oar full list of New and
guaranteedSecond-hand Machines

and particulars of Godfrey's Easp
Payments System.

GODFREY'S Ltd.,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
'PHONE: 4464 MAYFAIR.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
"RTELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax.

SIDECARS at gift prices is your present opportunity.
We ai'i clearing the remainder of 1914 stock at

actual co6t price, and have eidecars <?onipIete from
£3/15, coaclibuilt from £6/6: all are standard models,
and represent a wonderful saving to you. Bodies, vind
screens, hoo-ilvs. in fact anything sidecarish, at remark-
ably low prices. It pays to buy now. Don't delay, and
remember you buy from actual makers throughout.—
'Phone: 99';i HaUfax. [X1034

VERT Low Canoe Sidecar, 4-point couplings, new
1914, hardly need; cost £12/12, accept £6.-H.

Millard, Chesterfield. _ [X5581

MONTGOMERY Open Front Sidecar, good condition,
£1/10 to clear; wanted, free engine back wheel.—

Wilson, 16, Trinity St., Gainsborough. [X5763

WATSONIAN CoachbuJlt Lightweight Sidecar, as
new, cost £9. suitable for Douglas; £5/10.—

Thomas, Penybuarth, Bethel, Cainarvon. [9945

CANOELET, Swan, and Middletnn record breakinK
sidecaie; trade supplied.—Sole Wholesale Atr'^nt

London, Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd., and 173, Great
Portland Street. [9418

WELDED Sidecars. — Purcells' art catalogue of
welded sidecars is the most detailed list issued;

30 models; trade quoted.—Purcells, 78, Charlotte St..
Tottenham Court Rd., W. [9766

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to be
first-class finish and remarkable value; best racing

designs on the market ; light bodies, for low power ma-
chines a speciality: make no purchase without seeins:

ours: several shop sailed sidecars offered cheap.—S+ok*??
and Holt, Ltd.. Belgrave Rd,, Leicester. [0190

PHCENIX Sidecars, tighest grade, from £4/15 com-
plete with tyres ; immediate delivery. Send for

iHustrated list of different design chassis and bodies.
Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in stock.
—Phoenix Motors, Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depot), 736,
Holloway Rd., London, N. Tel. : Hornsey 449. [0135

BODIES.
COACH Bodies, fit any chassis, any colour; cheap;

repairs; exchanges.—Crowe, 740, Seven S'sters
Rd., Tottenham. [X5612

MANUFACTURER'S Stock of Cane Sidecar Bodit-s,
all neiv. to be cleared at under cost, 55/- eacli

:

deeigns sent on application.—Sidecars, Mettham St.. Not-
tiugljam. [X3129

CYCLE CARS.
ORGAN, 1915 models in etock, Grand Prix and
sporting ; exchanges, easy terms.—Below.

CARDEN Monocar, November, 1913, 3^/ih.p. Precision
engine, hand controlled clutch, splendid order, licht

;
and powerful, single-seater, complete with accessories

:

i
£32.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.

E.C. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0480

M

EW 1915 Saxon, perfect; *92.—Box L6,695, The
Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [9947

D

N
1Q14'/2 Sporting Morgan, lampe, hood, screen, padded

i

Xt7 back, £90; 1913 Jap-Morgan, horn, lamps, spare
chain, hood, screen, re-painted.-Hussey, Vine St., Staf-
ford. [X5586

MIGNON Tandem Seated Cycle Car, 1912, 3 speeds,
live axle, water-cooled, built on car lines, good

tvres: great bargain; pLoto.—45, Haydon Park Rd
Wimbledon. [9899

1Q14 D.E.W. Monocar, 8h.p. twin, 2-speed, ver^
Jl*7 sporty, new April, cost £100. all accessories, splen
did condition, electric light; £50.— R. Pieipoint, . Ciutr.i

Lodge, Hale. [9943

CARS FOR SALE.
EEMSTER Light Car, new October, run 200 miles:
£150, offer.—23, Albert Rd., Luton. [9e9£

SINGER lOh.p. Light Car, 1914, dynamo lighting.
shop-6oiled only: £195.—Rey. 378, Euston Rd

London. [9421

1 ^-20h.p. Mors Chassis, 4 speeds, lamps, horn. Step-
J-O ney. splendid order; £50.—Henshaw, Wheelwright,
StOLkport. [X5766

PHCENIX (late). 2-seater, 8-lOli.p. twin, mag., high
side d.ior.s, iood, screen, up to date; £47/10.-1,

Ebner St., Wandswortli. [9940

G.W.K., 1913. Stewart speedometer. 5 lamps (3 electric

and 2 acetylene) ; a bargain, £95.—Wilkins, Simp-
son and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [9823

CALCOTT Light Cars, 1915 models, now ready, in

stock; £185: exchanges: best price allowed.—Wil-
kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.

TWO "Rover Small Cars, in sound condition and run-

ning order, from £25, great bargains; any severe

trial allowed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

London- [X5780

TWO Panhard Vans for sale, cheap; seen and tried

any time; chars-a-bancs for sale.-Star and
Garter Garage, Kew Bridge, Brentford. Tel. : 1031
Chiswick. [0643

G.W.K. Latest 1915 Model, £157/10; in stock; im-
mediate delivery; tuition free; free trials; ex-

changes; best prices allowed.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,

11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [9822

THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL

THROUGH.

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers
Fit Them.

BLAKE FASTENER.
The strongest cheap fastener on

the market.

Plated 6d. each.

.
—

-i LEATHER
• ~——

^

\ COVERED

9d. each.

BELT

PUNCHES

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT

PUNCH.

TWO SIZES—

(I to 1). (I to U).

S. T. ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
41 3 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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A SUCCESSFUL
NEW YEAR

to all Motor Cyclists on
Tour and In Trials is

the sincere wish of the
Proprietors of

STANLEY
BeltFitments
STANLEY, 9d. LION. 6d.
Black or Plated. Guaranteed 5,000 miles.

Other Stanley Good Goods:
Stanley "Spare Link" .. I/-

Stanley "Shield" .. .. 8d.

Stanley " Adjosting Hooks " fid-

Stanley Belting from 1/3 per ft.

Send a p.c. to-day
for bookie t

—

"Hints on Belts
and Belt Fittings,"
by an Interna-
tional rider.

STANLEY
Motor Belt and
Fastener Co.

'Inventors of the
Original Hook
Fastener and
other Belt Aids).

Stanley Webb.
Manager;

Bromley, Kent,

NEW LIGHTING ORDER
FOR LONDON.

All Motor Cycles in the Metropolitan area,

whether having a sidecar or not, must now
exhibit a red light to the rear.

The Dumolite Acetylene Rear Lamp com-
plies with the new order in every respect,

and is readily attached to the number plate
or to a separate bracket.

PRICE .. */6 each.
4ft. Rubber Tubing and Brass " Y " Piece for connect-
ing to existing generator . . I /6

From all Stores, or (he Manufacturers :

A. J. Dew & Co., 21, Endell St., W.C.

CARS FOR SALE. !l

JACKSON. 9h.r., racy 2-seat... ;e35-, Phanomobile 2-

seat.. 2-cyl.. .£25; Walt tricarriage. 1913, had
little use. £55; Baby Peugeot. 6h.p., 4.cyl.. 1913, *95 : ;

several other cars cheap.—Star and Garter Garage.
Kew Bridge, Brentford. Tel.: 1031 CMswick. [0642

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments.—All makM supplied; lowest

terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London, i

[0618
1

ENGINES.

3 ih.p. Auto Sloto Engine, little used, 30/-.
2 and Son, Foxhall Sq., Blackpool.

-Hilton
[S5621

RES 61i.p. 1913 Twin Engine, brand new, complete
with pulley, inlet pipe, silencer, magneto platform:

£12/10.-Holland, Clarendon St., CoTentry. [X5820

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice. Magneto Specialists.—Eiperta

on all magnetos, Bosch, Eipemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-windins, re-magnetising,
overhauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedi

tion, and unapproachable workmanship; low quota
tions.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice. Johns Place, King St., Acton
London.—State your trouble: let us quote you.

[9434
MAGNETO for sale, perfect order, Simme-Boscli

DAI, counter clockTsise, open type; 30/-.— Clarke.
21, Winifred Rd., TJrm^ton. CX5592

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made aa new; work
guaranteed; liberal allowances for old cell? in eX'

chnnge for new; lists free. — Eichford, 153, Fleet St..

LondoD. [1775

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.;

cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetoB, 5/6 pair; old screws Jcbronised, 2/6
each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colvcr, Martin, making world's rccords.^Tebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. [X4331

^A HouTd Magneto Repair Service. —All makes ol
'^ J^ magnetos, coils, or accumulator^ repaired by ex-
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as
rtn^-ient 03 new. Spares for all mnkes fitorkrd.—Sinuui^
Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St., London, W.

[0539
MAGNETO Repairs ol every description, armature

winding a speciality, puarantcd 12 months. Wo
arc late from tho Bosch Works, and give the same
guarantee at half tiieir prices.—The Magneto Repair-
ing and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Euston Rd..
London. [9948

MAGNETO Repairs of every description ; we are
specialists in this work. Bosch magneto repairs a

(^peiMality. re-winding, re-raagnetisinff. All repairs guar-
anteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spare parts
iirtuiilly tJtocked. Catalogue Largo stock of eecond-
li;iml miignetos. Coils and accumulators repaired.
Kmthern representative for the Kisemann Magneto Co.
Send for illueitriited booklet.—J. H. Runbaken Magneto
Specialist, 7 Peter St., Manchester. 'I'hone: 6111 City.

0404

TYRES.
"PCONOMIC Sp&cial Clearance Lines.

DUNXOP. 50/-: 650x65 1913 Pillion cover, 21/-;
ditto, 26x21.^, 17/6; c.\tra heavy, 26x2%, 25/-.

KEJrPSHALL Non-skid, 26X2Vi, clearance, 32/6;
ditto, 650x65, 42/6; ditto, 28x3, 60/-; anti-skid,

28x3, 35/-: 26X3 anti-skid. 35/-; 26x2 anti-ekid, 21/-.

MICHELIN Light, 24x2 9/-, 26x2 10/6, 26x2iA
12/-; 24x2 leather tread Semelle, 21/-: ditto";

26x2, 26/-.

TUBES, Shamrock Gloria, 26X2 5/-, 26x2»i 5/6,
26x2V^ 6/-: Pirelli 26.X2V2 R.S. covers, 15/-;

rubber beltmg, %in. 1/-, lin. 1/3. leading British
manufacture, cannot advertise name; A Won Clinchers,
26x2. 13/6.~Economic Tyre Co., 137, Lewisham High
Rd., S.E. [9952

T EGGATE. Edinburgh, for tyre valne-

Edinburgh, for great reductions and
value in brand new clearance ClincherLEGGATE.

genuine
tyres.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Goods are all guaranteed fresh
stock, and sent anj'where on seven days' appiotal

against cash.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 1914 OUncher
Dreadnought, e^ra heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers. 26X2^ 32/6, list £2/7/3; 26x2H. to fit 2% rime.
32/6. list £2/7/3: 26x2"/^ 35/6, list" £2/10/10.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Clearance.— 1914 Clincher de\\
Luxe very heavy rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x

2^. to fit 2^ rims, 27/6, Ust £2/1; 26x2'^ 29/6. list

£2/2/9.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.-Clearance.-1914 heavy (4-ply
j

fabric) Clincher rubber studded beaded edge covers, 1

26x2 17/6, 26x2Vi and 26x21/2 20/-: list almost doable.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Best quality tubes, fuUy guar-
anteed. 26X2 5/-. 26x2^ 5/6, 26x21/2 6/-.

LEGGATE and Co.. Motor Cycle Specialists. 15.
Slateford Rd., Edinburgh- [X5816

tYRES
507. ""^ LIST.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.
Our Usual I

DUNLOP J913 Pattern

—

Price. Price.

f

26 X 2t heavy studded 17/6 32/6
26 X 23 extra heavy 25/- 41/9
650 X (j'i Fillion 21/- 50/-

HUTCHINSbN—
26 X 2{ Passenger . ; 30/-
26 X 2i Passenger 28/-

26 X 3 ior 2 A in. Passenger 26/-
26X2tT.T: 15/-

24 X 2J Brooklands 15 /-

24 X 2^ , 1B/-

26X2 T.T., wired-oa 15/-

26X2! „ „ 16/6
CLINCHER—

26 X 2i Dreadnought 32/6
26 X 2\ for 2}in, Dreadnought .. 32/6
26 X 2* Dreadnought 35/6
26 X 2} A Won 23/-
26 X 23 for 2^in. De Lu.xc 27/6
26 X 2I De Laxe, rubber-studded

(Junior) 18/6
26 X 2 B grade 12/r

700 X 80 small car
f

21/6
700 X 60 tubes

f
6/6

for 650 X 65 riins '

26 X 2t extra heavy tubes 5/9
MICHELIN—

26 X 2i heavy trident ^. 25/-
26 X 2i standard heavy 15/-

ENGLEBERT—
26 X 2A wired-on for F.N. machines 15/-
26 y 2" „ „ „ 12/6

COLLIER—
650 > 65 square 22/-

WOOD-MILNE—
28 >' 1 Grip rib patt. for Indians. 25/-

KEMPSHALL—
28 X 3 Hca\-y Non-skid 47/6
28 X 3 Heavy Anti-skid 39/6

PIRELLI—
26 X 2i Heavy Non-skid 22 /o

28 X 2j ,, Rubber studded 18/6
We guarantee the above goods <o be new ahd in

perfect condition.
All makes ot tyres stocked.

SECOND-HAND COVERS, all sizes, 3/6 each.
ELITE— Best Quality Tubes (Guaranteed).

20 X 2 5/-
26 X 2} 6/6
26 X 2j 6/-
26 X 3 7/6
Butted extra 1/3

BEUTS.
CONTINENTAL—

lin. section foot 1/6 2/2
Jin 1/3 i/ii
fia. „ 1/1 1/7
fin lid. 1/5

Clearance Line. Best English made Belting, Rubber
and Canvas. (Cannot advertise name.)

.

40/-

41/3
44/-
33/-
23/-

24/6
29/3
31/-

47/3
47/3
50/10
34/-
41/-

/6 25/

7/9

32/6
35/-

28/6
25/-

70/-

57/6

35/-

32 /S

I in. section loot
lin. „

LEATHER BELTING-Service Pattern.

I in. section foot
lin. „ with fastener ... .,

»/-

1/3

1/-

1/3

1/9 J

2/1

RETREADING.
Special heavy 15/-
Heayy 12/6
Medium 10/-

8€Cti|ins on application.

ELITE ofler 3/- Patchquick Outfit free of charge
lo all purchaser? of goods to the value ot ^i and over.

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
2M, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. VICTORIA. S.W.

'Phone : Victoria 6553

And at 260, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, aiq
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Your Bngine-
YOU LIOHT.

WHEN you are considering
your lighting problem

—

with a maze of catalogues
about you—it is hard to decide.
Lei brother Motor Cyclists
help you. F.R.S. Lamps are
the outcome of the enterprise
and experience of practical
motor cyclists. The latest

triumph is the

F.R.S.
Dynamo
L i g h t .

LAMP—accumulator—case—

•

brackets—wiring—plugs

—

driving gear— £5 10
with Sin. Lamp ; or £6 6
with 7 in. Lamp.
Installed in 5 minutes. Lights
up to a total candle-pow^er
of 24. BEAM 2.000 FEET.

NO EXTRAS !

F,R,S. Lamps, Pershore Street,
^J BIRMINGHAM.

London Address ii Depot—57. Hatton Garden.
Special Acents—Service Co., Hieb Holborn,
W.C ; Taylor and Cn.. Store Street. Tottenham
Court Road, W.C; Manchester Agents—Messrs.
Feay and Co.. 12. Jackson's Row, Manchesttr ;

Coventry Acent—J. Roll art Raid, 1, Chester St.

ECOIMOMY.
BRITISH MADE Red Tubes

and Valve.

-GUARANTEED-
26x2 26x2} 26 x 2^ or 650 x 65

4/9 5/3 6/-
Perfectly new goods - NOT clearance lines.

Car Tubes at equally low prices.

THE PATCHO CO.,
26, PARK ROAD, BRADFORD.

TYRES.
7//? Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre to-n-ards nearly

' W all new motor cycle covers.—Particulars to
Taylor-s'. Tyre Stocki<its, Store St., London. W.C. [0626

CONDITION as New, Ligar plain tread cover, 26x2Vi-
only ridden 60 milefi; will accept 15/-.—Box No.

L6,]55, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.
[0589

[7OR Sale, two Hutchln^^on T.T. rubber-stndded new
JL? coveie. 26x2V2, fit 26x2i/i rims, 20/- each; also

iwo ditto passentjer. 24/- each.—Eossiter, Draper, Kine-s-

R-ood. Bristol. [X1848

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SITUATION wanted, in works or garage, efficient in

assembling, ovcThauling, etc.; good references.—
7,057, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [S5580

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE. TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

PROPRIETOR of old-e.?tablished motor business, build-
ing fine sidecar combination, and. sole concession-

naire lor 4-cyl. cycle car, retailing under £100, through
lack of time and capital, would let same favourably to

.substantial man. Part down, or would entertain good
securities, which cannot be realised through war. Any
reasonable proposition considered.—Box L6,680, The Motor
Cycle Office?, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [9891

PATENT AGENTS.
FLETCHER WILSON, Chartered Patent Agent;

nineteen years' experience in motor patents.
Coventry. [9470

GT. MILLARD, 28, Martineau St., Birmingham,
« specialists in automobile patents. Low charges-

EnQuiries invited. [5684

HENRY SKERRETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24.
Temple Row, Birmingham.—Patents, trade marks,

and designs. Motor patents a speciality. [0636

WANTED.
JPAEES.-Morgan and Maxwell, Streatham. [57877

WANTED, D.A. cylinder complete.—Tripp, South
Leigh Rd., Emsworth, Hants. [X5614

(-SPEED Gear, belt drive, suit 4V2h.p. Minerva twin.—
Jones, 59, Temple Rd., Birkenhead. [9936

DOtJGIiAS. 1913 and 1914 models, also Morgans; spot
cash paid.—Maude's, 136, Gt. Portland St., London.

W. [0627

WANTED, motor cycles, epot cash. — Wandsworth
. Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. Town

Station. [9860

MOTOR Cycle, sy^h.p. or more, variable gear essen-
tial, not earlier 1913.—Moss, Smallshaw, Ashton-

under-Lyne. [X5591

I WILL Pay Caeli for the best ofier of a 1912 or
1913 Scott: no dealers.—Clifton, 18, Montague St.,

Rn-shden, Northants. [X5761

MAGNETOS wanted, second-hand, any condition, for
cash; best prices given.—Parrie, 13, Hardwick

Rd., Chiswick Park, London, W. [9949

WANTED, copy of The Autocar. March 28th, 1914;
will pay full price and postage.-Box 7,052, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5509

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., type C, 3-3peed, roadster;
must be perfect; cash waiting; approval, deposit.—

13, Abbey Drive E., Grimsby. [9920

WANTED, magnetos, car or cycle, any condition,
carburetters, lamps, tools, speedometers, any

quantity; spot ca.sh.— Grove, 224, Fore St., Upper Edmon-
ton, London. [9916

WANTED, motor cycles, second-hand (Rex-Jap, Doug-
las, Triumph preferred) ; state full particulars

;

rock bottom cash price.—Write, Box L6,500, The Motor
Cycle Offlcee, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [0624

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, combina-
tions, light cars, sidecars, engines, accessories-

We buy, sell on commission, or exchange. We have
several clients waiting for good machines. Send us
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
salerooms, and obtain the highest prices ; terms, testi-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell,
London Motor Salerooms. 80. High Rd.. Streatham.
London. [X5065

EXCHANGE.
ORGAN and Maxwell, Streatham, for advantageous
exchanges. [X5788

TEWART Speedometer ; £1, or exchange Klaxon.—
Hartland, 56, Henwick Rd., Worcester. [X5583

INDIAN, 7h.p., and sidecar, new last Ma.y, and cash,
for Humberette.—337, Euston Rd., London, N.W.

[X5611
EXCHANGE or Sell, Levis, 2V:;h.p., late 1913, for

higher power.—H. Williams, Hoath, Edenbridge.
[9951

5Pt. Plain Engineer's Lathe, 60/- ; exchange car or
cycle magneto.—Grove, 224, Fore St., Upper Edmon-

ton, London. [9919

YAWL-RIGGED Motor Boat, 15ft.. running order,
value £27, for motor cycle.—Motor Cyclist, H.M.S.

Vulcan, c/o G.P.O. [9796

3h.p. Werner Lightweight, absolutely perfect; would
exchange more power machine, or sell offers.-N.,

32, Sunny Bank, South Norwood. [9921

M

1915
igi5 A.J.S., 2| h.p., detachable wheels .^0 gns.
lgl5 A,d S., 6 h.p., detachable wheels . 72 gns.

j

1915 A.J.S., 4 h.p., detachable wbcr-ls . 64 gns.

1915 INDIAN, 3-speed £70 0|
With or without Sidecar.

1915 INDIAN Road Racer £56 I

1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-5peed £60
1915 ENFIELD, electric lighting set . . £100
1915 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2speed . 31 gns.

1915 B.S.A., 4 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive 60 gns.

1915 LEVIS, Popular model £25 10
1915 IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £33 10
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-specfi £60 |

1914 TRIUMPH Junior 40 gnS.

19 14 A.J.S. and Sidecar, with hood,
screen, detachable wheels ; original

price, £g± 17s. 6d. ; shop-soiled .... 80 gns.
|

1914CONNAUGHT ; costjfss los. ...; 19 gns.

1913 Big 3^ h.p. JAMES, 3-speed, and
I9r4 Ivy Sidecar, in excellent con-
ditio". Wonderful bargain .

.

. . 42 gnS.
|

LIGHT CARS.
1915 SINSER 195 gns. I

1915 STANDARD, electric lighting, self-

starter £231
I

1915 OVERLAND, seU-starter, electric

light £198
igrs A.C. £175 1

igrs MORGAN Sporting £104 Oj
FORD, English body, etc 78 gns.

Send foP full details.

EXCHANGES! EASY TERMS!

JULIAN,
Broad St., READING.

I
Biggest dealer in tlie Soutli. 43 years' reputation.

'Phone ; 1024.

u If
i

FyAf|g
— of John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM-
is a name to bear in mind when in

need of the BEST in Motor Cycles.

All the leading and most efficient

machines of the day, including the

IN J IAN {for which I am the Sole

Midland Agent), A.J.S., JAMES,
ENFIELD, TRIUMPH, ROVER,
CLYNO, CALTHORPE, etc., are

stocked in all the newest

1915 MODELS
Before you buy elsewhere, call and
inspect my stock. I guarantee to

satisfy you in every direction— in

selection, in quality, in price, and
— in Payments. Will you call

and "fix up" for Trial trip?

C I still have a few Bargains in Second-

hand and Shop-soiled Machines— ask

for details.

P. J. EVANS
87, 89 & 91.

Jobn Bright St., BIRMINGHAM
'Phone : Mid. 602. "Wires ;

"' Lytcar, B'liam."

A20 Alt letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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In view of the excellent moral it is

hoped that literary shortcomings

will be overlooked.

I remember, I remember
(Thinking all adverts were "right").

One fine morning in September,
Buying my first motor bike.

I remember being elated

At the seller's kindly mood-
Sorrowing, as he related

How his health was far from good.

Otherwise (he told me plainly)

I had failed to gain his prize

;

So I paid my cash—insanely

Seeing truth in all his lies.

I remember, I remember
(For the motive power was " Me ")

Running miles tha,t hot September
With an engine ever free.

I remember endless troubles

(Once a truant gudgeon pin),

Crank-case leaking oily bubbles,

And—all sorts of funny things.

I remember asking sadly

How could I exchange my prize.

And the answer, given gladly,

"Go to Godfrey's, if you're wise."

Now I've got a lovely "Indian"
(And it romps up every " rise ")

I shall buy a Godfrey's sidecar.

See wliat comes of being wise !

£7(i

£59

£60

£135

£4S
£48
£52

NEW 1914 MODELS IN STOCK.
£80 HENOEE SPECIAL, equipped with electric starter, electric head

light, electric tail light, electric horn, Corbin-Brown rear drive
spcedodieter, and magneto ignition.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, spring frame Tourist Standard Model,
kick starter, electric head and rear light and electric horn,
Corbin-Brown speedometer.

7 h.p. INDIAN, rigid frame Road Racing Model, fitted with
Corbin-Brown speedometer, but no lighting equipment.

3j h.p. INDIAN, 2-&peed, spring frame Tourist Model, kick
starter, electric head and rear light, and electric horn, Corbin-
Brown speedometer.

1914 Model T 5-scater FORD Car, complete with hood, screen,

lamps, bom, speedometer.
31 Gns. r9i4 2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., light tourist. 2-speed.
65 Grs. igr^ 35 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter. -

£42 1914 2} h.p. Model T DOUGLAS.
1914 2j h.p. Model U DOUGLAS, 2-speed gear.

19J4 li h.p. Model V DOUGLAS, 2-spccd gear.
i9r4 2j h.p. Model \V DOUGLAS, 2-speed gear, free engjae, kick

starter.

£60 1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Ro.idster. 3-speed gear.
£76 13 1914 S h.p. Clutch ZENITH, Model H.

SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES.
Under £20

1909 3j h.p. BROWN, free engine.
1906 5-6 h.p. PEUGEOT.
loit 3jh.p. BROWN.
1909 2} h.p. DOUGLAS.

£20 ±0 £30
1910 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, I. imp. generator, and bom.
1911 3lhp. KERRY-ABINGDON.
1910 31 h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed.

1912 3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK.
I9ir 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, titled with 1913 .\mac carb.

1912 2 h.p. HUMBER, -, speed.

1909 3i h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.
1911 3\ h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine.

1913 3! h p LINCOLN-ELK.
f30 to 140

1911 3I h.p. SINGER, F.H., completely re-enamelled.

•1911 zi h.p. HUMBER, 2 speed, and Sidecar.

191

2

3 J h.p. CAMPION-J.A.P., free engine, 3-spced.

1913 2j h.p. Clutch SINGER.
1912 2jh.p. T.T. DOUGLAS.
1911 7 h.p. Chileh INDIAN.
1912 3* h.p. RUD6E, clutch mode!.

1912 3« b.p. BRADBURY, PUillipson pulley, complete
with lamp, generator, and speedometer.

191

1

3i h.p. SCOTT.
1912 3* h.p. ZENITH, Gradaa gear.

I9t2 3* h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH.
1912 3* h.p. RUDGE, T.T. bars, 2-spced.

1912 3J h.p. SCOTT, 2-specd, kick starter.

•1910 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Ir.e engine, and Phosnix S'car.

I9t3 2j h.p. 2-ip..ed VELOCE.
1912 3* h.p. Clut.Ji TRIUMPH.
1912 3* h.p. Clutch TRIUMPH.

•i9ir 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, tree engine, and Sidccjir.

1913 2% h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, kick starter.

£40 to £50
1913 3ih.p. PREMIER, 2-5peed.

1913 7 h.p. Road Racing INDIAN.
1913 3i h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed, free engine.

1912 yl h.p. 8C0TT, 2-speed, kick starter.

1913 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-specd.

1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-specd, kick starter.

•1912 32 h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter, 1914 Sinks
carbiuretter, 1914 type lubricator, and Middleton Sc

l8it £16
890 £16
1887 £18
1539 £18

1272 £22
1077 £24
1568 £25
912 £25
1454 £25
1119 £25
1167 £27
1834 £29
1664 £29

1054 £30
1734 £32
1238 £32
Z221 £32
1643 £32
6ia £33
1156 £33
937 £3S

1918 £35
1534 £35
1748 £35
1470 £36
G.A. £36
1354 'i. £36
1217 £36
18B8 £38
1855 £38
1056 £39
J539 £39

1531 £42
1719 £43
1275 £43
1856 £43
1917 £45
1053 £47
1656/7 £48

QODFREV'S Is the Best House lor New or Seccnd-hand Machinei
anil Specialise in EXCHANGES AND EASY TERMS. Special Coach-
built Sidecars tor Indian Motcr Cycles from 15 gns.

GODFREY'S
LTD., 208, Great Portland St, W.
LONDON, Phone8-^64 ^^y,^,^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." tx
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I
Look for the name "Gamage," Holborn, on
the package. Extra strong electrodes, and
the best porcelain. Every plug isguaranteed

Price 1/9

I

GAMAGE'S VALVE
LIFTER.

\Lamp only 12/9, fitted with
genuine Mangin Lens Mirror Re-

/ Hector and Roni Burner, yet
' cheaper than other lamps with
ordinary lens and burner. Gen-
erator suitable for these lamps,

8/6

1/6

ENGLISH DUNLOP MOTOR
CYCLE TYRES.

Remains holding Spring com-

[
pressed,leaving both hands free.

Price 1/6, Post Free.

Description.
. ,. Special
*'"• Rcdu;ed Price.

List Price.

BEADED EDGE, RUBBER
STUDDED, HEAVY PATTERN

s. d.

26 X 2i 2S 6
s. d.

38

Price..10/-

Superior quality movement .. 15/-

Best quality, thoroughly reliable . . 25 /-

SELF-CONTAINED ACETYLENE
REAR LAMP.

Light and
strong. Com-
bining large
red light at
rear and white
light to shine
on number
plate.

Price 8/9.
Postage 3d.

Lamp only, to work off usual

Generator 3/61

The Motor Cyclist's 'Practical'

Tool Roll. \r

Will fit on tubing of any Standard Sidecar

Chassis. The only suitable metliod of carrying

Spare Parts on Sidecars. Light, unbreakable, and
easily fitted.

Price 7/6, Carriage Paid.

"ROM" Motor Cycle Tyres.

r h e latest pattern
"Rom" hard - wearing
and non-slipping tyres,

combination rubber
and ste:l.

Collapsible Goggles
Motor Cyclists.

for

Dustproof, comfortable, light, ideal for motor
cyclists.

Postage
2d.

Price per pair . , . . ^ /

As sold elsewhere at 4 /g /
"

Superior quality, with unbreakable •! A /|*
triplex lenses. Price ^ "/ "

THE V.M. PILLION SEAT.

"ROM'
24 X 2i

26 X 2

20 X 2i

2O X 2V

Tyres.

47/6

46/9

49/6

. 51/-

Consists of S best quality tools specially

selected by a well-known racing motor cyclist,

fitted in strong leather roll, small, neat and light

Price 10/6 Carriage paid.

7

ANY MARE OF MOTOR
CYCLE SUPPLIED BY
EASY PAYMENTS.

Ko 1 29/6 No. 2 .. 21/-
This seat is handsomely upholstered and padded
with horsehair and has a special combination of

springs which obviates jolting.

No. I. Complete with Backrest and OQ/IS
Qressguard, price A5?/ U

No. 2. Seat with Back-
rest, pric9 21/-;=^o^i'v16/-

SEND FOR COMPLETE DEPARTMENTAL CATALOGUE-GRATIS AND POST FREE.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.
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THE IDEAL
SIDECAR MACHINE.

MORE EVIDENCE OP BRADBURV
RELIABILITY.

MERSEY M.C. TRIAL
LIVERPOOL^EDINBURGH.
The Timson Challenge Cup,
won for the second successive

year. Four Medals also won.

CORK M.C. 20 HRS. TRIAL
First Place. First Prize and
Three Special Prizes won by
the only Bradbury entrant.

M.C.C. LONDQN^EDIN-
BURGH.

NEW 1914 MODEL.
4 h.p. Single-cylinder Motor Cycle, fitted with

Three-speed Countershaft Gear.

Price 59 Guineas.

Eleven Gold
Failures.

Medals. No

M.C.C. INTER>TEAM
TRIAL.

Three Bradbury Non-stop runs

RETFORD M.C. HILLCLMB
First and Third (Sidecar Class

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS
TRIAL.

Mr.S.Tharp, 4 h.p. Bradbury,

Gold Medal.

—r 6 h.p. Twin 3-Speed V type.

Price
74-5 X 86 mm., 749 75 cc.

£75.

BRADBURY ik CO., LTD.

Special Notice.—We can now supply from sloclt our Two-speed Gear and Free Engine Pulley
lor beit driven motorcycles to fit our 1909. 1910. 191 1 and 1912 machines, and also lo machines
of other loading makers. They can be easily fitted by detaching the ordinary pulley, and fitlins
the variable gear with adjustable pulley in its place, the rod for wo.'king the gear being
attached lo the lop lube by means of a clip, PriCP ^7

PLEASE WRiTE FOR CATALOGUE.

RIDE A BRADBURY—A PRIZE - WINNING

WELLINGTON
WORKS,

MOUNT ALWAYS.

OLDHAM.
iiiniiiiii'giiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii^ Biiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii[»iiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii[»]iiiiiiiiiiH

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'l/de." A3
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in Appearance!
in Reliability !

!

in Speed ! ! ! !

Ci Special Open Prize
awarded to the 5-6 HAZLEWOOD
combination for the best equipped
Motor Cycle and Sidecar combination
at the Thorne Show, against every

known make of Motor Cycle

and Sidecar.

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh return.

" The BIGGEST TRIAL EVER
HELD."—wWe "Motor Cycling."

100 % HIGHEST AWARDS
MAINTAINED

BY THE BIG "H"
in this and every other Trial.

Write now for handsome
illustrated 1914 Catalogue

The big "H"—The 5-6 h.p. Twin Three-speed and Free
Engine HAZLEWOOD. . - - . . Price 65 Guineas.

UlS COVENTRY.
LONDON SHOWROOMS :

Omnium Motor Co., Ltd., 200, Great
Portland Street, W.

FRODSHAM SHOWROOMS:
Tom Booth. Main Street.

OXFORD SHOWROOMS :

Tweedale Arm3tead Motors, Limiled.
4a, Magdalen Street

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS,
JUNE 13th, 1914.

Mr. A. B. Watson, riding a 2| h.p. N.U.T., fitted with

SPENCER MOULTON
TYRES

Expert barred class

Open class

1st.

2nd.

Name of local stockist and illus-

trated list sent post free on request.

GEORGE SPENCER, MOULTON & CO., LTD.,
77-79. C.'^NNON STREET, LONDON, E.C

GLASGOW; 65-67, Bothwell Street. DUBLIN: C. E. JACOB, 1S4, Gl BrunswicU Street,

MANCHESTER: Leo. Swain & Co., Managing BELFAST: 38a, Queen Street.
Agents, 237-239, Deansgate. CORK: King Street.

LEEDS: 6S, Albion Street. - " "WORKS: Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

P.C.B. 28.

A4 In aimu-ering ijiese ac!ver/ise>neni.i it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WITH A CONSUMPTION OF

OVER 200 MILES TO THE GALLON
A STANDARD 1912

31"^ SCOTT
RIDDEN BY MR. L. S. PARKER, of KENDAL

FIRSTWAS W^ m V^ .^^ ON FORMULA

IN

THE WESTMORLAND M.C.C. PETROL CONSUMPTION TRIAL
(JUNE 11th),

AGENTS FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH = JJJ£ SCOTT ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
GODFREY & APPLEBEE, o i • oi • i

87, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W. SaltcUfe, Shipley.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Marvellous

SUCCESS "

OF THE RADCO
A UNIQUE RECORD. ^^^^^, Success.

B'ham.—Land's End-B'ham. : Special Medal Awarded.
One only (Standard model) entered and the smallest h.p. machine to compete.

I
West Flemish and The Littoral. Reliability Trial - - Silver Cup and Gold Medal.

I
Paris-Rouen-Paris, Reliability Trial .-..-.- Igt, 2nd, and 3rd.

PRPViniN AWARn^ • I Paris-Rouen.Paris, Hill Climb 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
riVE.VlUU>} AVYAIVUJ . 1 ^orth Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial Gold Medal.

Wolverhampton M.C.C. Open Hill Climb Third.
Middlr'sborough and Dist let. Hill Climb - - - - - - - 1st on Time.

23 GUINEAS, write for Art Booklet.

E. A, RADNALL & Co., Birmingham,
London Agents: A. W . IJamagCy Lid., Holborn.

T. Baxter, 36, Gt. Eastern St.

J. Grose, Ltd., i. Old Jewry.

rC

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\VA\\'^

In answeriny these adveriiiiements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de." AS
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PERFECT SPEEDOMETERS
NEW Cycle Speedorreter

iCKSTEADY
MODEL

Rock steady under any
vibration, yet accura,te and
unaffected by temperatures. No. A2. £4 4 O

THE BEST VALUE IN THE WORLDvr^:^^^
S. SMITH^ SON, LTD., Sjpeedonieterllouse^
179-185, Gt. Portland Street, Loiidon. W., Traftilgap Square, and 68, Piccadilly: vjjgtf^wj^o^
Agents for France-KIRBY BEARD ft Go., Ltd., B, Rim Aube'r, Paris. Agent for Ireland-C. E. JACOB, lU, Gt, Brunswick St., Dublin.

About

that Belt.
A wire received from Mr. F. C. Korth,

and dated 22/6/14, reads—

" Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd., Leicester Full marks

and GOLD MEDAL in

Scottish Six Days
on same JOHN BULL as used in T.T. Ariel, North."

Mark you—the same belt used throughout in the two severest

tests of the 1914 season, and in both an entire absence of

transmission trouble.

Could you have better proof of the merit and efficiency of the

JOHN BULL HEXAGON.
And the same belt was used by four other riders in the

Scottish Trial—result, 3 Gold and 1 Silver Medals.

You should ask us for prices.

LEICESTER RUBBER Co, Ltd..

LEICESTER.

'<Ss

^\

\.'

f /«-,',

m
r/n

A6 In answering Ihese advertisements it is desirable to mention '' 2'he Motor Ci/ele.
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THE CAPE PENINSULA (South Africa) M.C.C. CUP
COMPETITION GIVES FURTHER AND REMARK-
ABLE PROOF OF ROYAL ENFIELD RELIABILITY.

In the Cape Peninsula Trial—where the rough roads and strenuous conditions

disabled many competi-tors' machines — Royal Enfield reliability stood out

supreme To finish first, second, and third is a performance worthy of the

Royal Enfield name.

1st, 2nd, 3rd,

All Royal Enfields
Standard 6 h.p. Royal Enfield Sidecar Combinations—all three—and each fitted

with the Reliable Royal Enfield Gear, Patent Cush Drive Hub, and Chain

Transmission. You can buy the same reliability in the standard 6 h.p. Royal

Enfield at 80 guineas, complete as illustrated above.

Complete ^z-pctge Royal Enfield motor cycle catalogue sent

on request. Please mention "The Motor Cycle."

The ENFIELD CYCLE Co., Ltd., REDDITCH,
and 48, Holborn Viaduct, London, E-C

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." 1^7
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ONE OF MANY REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD RIDE A

JioYAL WBV
Some people seem I0 thmk that all motor cycliits arc of the same height and reach.

We don't. The footrests on the Royal Ruby are adjustable in any direction, either as

regards width of spread or height ; they are quickly altered to suit the reach of any
rider, and at the same time are perfectly secure. The Royal Ruby being built by
practical motor cyclists is full " of these little points—details perhaps small in

themselves but which all go to make the perfect machine.

Model D. 3i-4 h.p.. Single-cylinder

Model E. 3n--4 h.p. Single-cylinder

Model F. 3:i-4 h.p., Tourist Trophy model

Model G. 3 or 4 h.p.. Twin-cylinder

Model H. 6 or 8 h.p.. Twin-cylinder

Model I. 6 or 8 h.p.. Twin-cylinder

44 guineas.

47 guineas.

49 guineas.

52 guineas.

60 guineas.

80 guineas.

The Royal Ruby is fitted with :

J.A P. Engine, Druid or Saxon Spring

Forks, Bowden Control, Chater Lea

Hubs, B. & B. Carburettor, Brooks

Saddle and Tool Bag, Dunlop, Hutchin-

son, or Palmer Tyres, Sturmey-Archer

3-speed Gear, Dunlop or Lyso Belts.

Write to-day for full specifications of the above
magnificent touring models and also of the Royal
Ruby Lightweight at 25 gns., or 2-speed model 31 gns.

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
Ruby Works, Cannel St., Ancoats, Manchester.

TeU^rim^: '' Machines, ^/aurli'^ster" . TtUt^Jujnes: 3818 CUv. lS7o Ceil/rat
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THIS lathe will not only solve the repair question for you, but will enable

you to carry out any small alterations, etc., you may wish to do to

increase the power, efficiency, or ease of handling of your engine.

Under our new system of deferred payments this lathe can be obtained

for £1 down and nine monthly instalments of 10/6, so that you will be able to

place in your garage, at once, the means of attending to repairs, replacements,

adjustments, etc., throughout the motoring season, and you will be able to save

the cost of the lathe, perhaps in the first two or three jobs done on it.

Cash Price - - £,S lO O

DRUMMOND BROS., Ltd., Reed Hill, GUILDFORD, SURREY.
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a8 In am-wcr'nui thrsf odi'ert'isements it is chsirnbh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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8B Combination - £92 17

Always Successful Everywhere.

Following up successes in every open Competition
during this season, The following cable has just arrived
from Toronto, Canada, to Matchless, Woolwich.

Hamilton Hill Climb, Open Sideear Class,

Matchless FIRST. Open Solo, SECOND.

Toronto Motor Races, Jnne 20th, 5-mile Sidecar
Handicap, Matchless FIRST & THIRD, "^^r

W. Porter, Agent, Gt. Brunswick St., Toronto.

See Press Reports for Home successes.

sasis
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STCiViACH & BOWEL

INDIGESTION
CAUSES

BEHIND THE

SHOULDER BLADE
With ACIDITY & DEPRESSION

COMPLETELY CURED
CY

OIOFA
K. E., of Lewisham, writes : "

I have intended writing you, but liavc been waiting to malce sure I am
cured. It is weeks now since I finished my second tube of Cicfa. I have talten none since, and I

have had no return of the Indigestion in either Stomach or Bowel, so I can sately say I am cured .

I shall always bless the day I wrote for your free sample. The second day o> taking Cicfa I felt a triile

better, and now I feel ten years younger. Previous to taking Cicfa I was in such a bad state of

depression and. misery I used to wish I had courage enough to poison myself. I could not eat or

drink anything and keep it 'down for long. I used to hate going out anywhere, as I had such an

INTENSE BURNING PAIN BEHIND MY LEFT SHOULDER BLADE, and the acid would suddenly rise

into my mcuth and I would vomit. I often turned so giddy, too, that I would have to clutch any-

thing near me, and in the morning getting out of bed I have fallen many times. I tried all sor s of

things and all kinds of treatment,; but I got into such a low state that nothing did me any good

until I took Cicfa. I tell everyone I hear of having Indigestion how Cicfa cured me, and my advise

to all Indigestion sufferers is : ' Don't wait and put it off, but get Cicfa at once and try for yourself.'
" Believe me, gratefully yours, K. E."

Read carefully, and you will under-
stand why K.E., of Lewisham, feels so

grateful. When death seems prefer-

able to suffeTings caused by Indiges-

tion they must be hard to bear. That
burning pain behind the left shoulder

blade, that burning acid frequently
lising in the throat, that giddiness so

severe as to cause stumbling and even
falling, and that profound depression
and feeling of unutterable misery were
all directly caused by Indigestion in

Stomach and Bowel.
Nothing brought relief till Cicfa w-as

taken, because there is no remedy ex-

cept. Cicfa which contains what Nature
requires to ensure digestion of the food
in both Stomach and Bowel. But Cicfa
brought immediate relief, and very
soon a complete cure. The reason is

simple. It is this : Cicfa contains
exactly what is needed to start diges-

tion of all the Albuminous food such
is eggs, meat, etc., in the Stomach,
and also what is needed to immediately
start digestion of all the Starchy food
like bread, potatoes, beans, bananas,
etc., in the Bowel, and also to cause
digestion to continue till all the food
is completely digested in both Stomach
and Bowel.
The fact that over 7,500 British doc-

tors ha\e used Cicfa, and nearly 700 of

them have written us of the splendid
results they had obtained by either

taking Cicfa themselves or prescribing
it, is proof that Cicfa does not belong
tc the class of patent medicines, and
is indeed a wonderful combination of

digestive ferments.

READ WHAT DOCTORS SAY ABOUT CICFA

Dr. , M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Lond., writes :

"I received the Ci:;f i tablets and as I am desirous of
further prov ng iieir effect, I would be glad if you
would send me a dozen glass tubes —containing 2t
- and if you will sen:! account with same, I will
forward cheque per return."

Dr. , B.A., M.D., writes :
"

I have found
Cicfa so satisfactory that I have requested the
lo:al chemist to keep them in stock."

MOW READ WHAT THE PUBLIC SAY.

H.E., of Durham, writes ; "I am delighted to say
your won^eiful Cicfa has cured me of indigestion.
I have not known anything like it. I will certainly
recommend it to all I know who suiter in the
same way."

S.L., 0' Hull, writes: "I have found Cicfa all

that you claim it to be, it not only relieves, but
really cures indigestion."

Holidays are a Joy when Cicfa is

taken BECAUSE travelling, visiting,

or eating away from home causes Con-
stipation. That is not the Liver, it is

Bowel Indigestion, Cicfa is the only
cure. Take Cicfa from the first meal,
and enjoy your food and your trip,

Cicfa is sold everywhere price i/i\ & 2/y.

If ys'j suiTer from Indigestion get Cicfa

NOW, or TEST IT.

==» ABSOLUTELY FREE,^
Send your Name and Address with this C^up;n
(or mention this^pgper) and one penny stamp for

postage, and receive a liberal sample of this
wonderful CICFA. Only one sample, to each
family. No person given a second sample.

URZS i.CES-

DEPT. 2 Jy. M.C, CAPSULOIDS (1909), Ltd.,

79, Duke St., Grosvenor Sq., London, W.
2'lie Motor Cyde, 2 n Jli.

m

The result of

Judicious

Advertising
in

J|OTOT@CLE

A prominent motor cycle

trader gives striking evidence

of the business creating

power of this Journal,

mmmmmmmmmmmwm

May 4th, 1914.

Advertising Manager,
" THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Dear Sir,

As an advertiser in
" Tiie Motor Cycle

"

for over six years, it

may be of interest for

you to fiear what
results have been
obtained.
For an expenditure of

£230 per annum on
advertisements in "The
Motor Cycle," a work-
ing capital of £400 was
made to produce a
gross turnover of some
£12,000 per annum, the
original capital being
turned over some thirty

times in the year.
These ifigures are facts

should you care to make
use of this letter, as it

is always of interest to

intending advertisers
to learn what results

can be obtained
through judicious ad-
vertising in "The
Motor Cycle."
Yours faithfully,

The name and address of tiie

writer is being withheld by
special request.

iBiBgai

In answerimj these advertisements it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Cycle.'
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Belt Drive
Sidette

2-Speed.

iE77-10-0

Chain Drive
Sidette

3-Speed.

£85

HOODS AND SCREENS SUPPLIED TO FIT ANY REX SIDECAR

THE REX MOTOR Mfg:. Co., COVENTRY

/" MOTOR CYCLING WORDS

THE SIDECAR YOU SHOULD BUY.

AND THEIR MEANINGS

The MOST LUXURIOUS
SIDECAR AND
THE BEST VALUE.
The Sidecar scientifically designed

for comfort—mounted on a chassis

mechanically perfect for safety,

with sprin;,'s that ensure the greatest

possible immunity from vibration.

THE PIONEER SIDECAR
IN WHICH ALL THE
MOST SATISFACTORY
SIDECAR IMPROVEMENTS
HAVE BEEN FIRST INTRO-
DUCED, THE LEADER FOR
RELIABILITY, PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION, AND

FOR VALUE.

PRICES :

£10 : 10 to £16 : 16

CATALOGUES SENT FREE.

MEAD & DEAKIN,
Rushey Lane, Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAiVI.

In ansu-eri>i(j these advcilisemcnts it is desirable tu mention "The ilntnr Ci/rh.'
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For Traffic or Hills
the Brampton Variable Gear is ideal. Its advantages are

best appreciated when dense traffic makes it esse itial

to throttle down, or wh?n long hills necessitate a lower

gear. Fits practically all engines v. here boss does not

require pulley flange of more than ^ inch deep—and

for all riders who require complete satisfaction and

lasting efficiency.

GIVES SEVEN SPEEDS AND A FREE ENGINE
AND MAKES A '3^' RUN LIKE A '4.'

BRAMPTON BROS., LTD.,
OLIVER STREET WORKS, BIRMINGHAM

SHOWING GEAR AT
:• FRtE ENGINE. •:

BRAMPTCm
VARIABLE GEAR

SE

I

D
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m
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SPECIAL
. NOTE .
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All full policies issued through ^^
"The Motor Cycle" Insurance WX
Department include a Copy of sl
" The Motor Cycle " each week. miss

pVERY motor cyclist should protect himself
"-^ by Insurance against loss or damage and

Third party claims.

#T Each of the undermentioned policies can be obtained through

" The Motor Cycle " Insurance Department.

tfr In every case the policy is issued by a sound and reliable company,

which can be relied upon for prompt and equitable settlement of

all claims.

The A.A. & M.U. Policy

issued by The Motor Union Insurance Co., Ltd.

The A.C.U. Policy

issued by the Law .Accident Insurance Society.

The Provident Clerks and General

Guarantee and Accident Company's Motor Cycle Policy.

Particulars of all or either of ihese

policies will be sent on application to

The Manager, Insurance Department,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE Offices COVENTRY.
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In ansvjering these advertisements it is clesirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE

N

EIC
02
PLUG
ABSOLUTELY
OIL PROOF.

O PLUG has ever leaped into favour in so
short a time as the now famous E.I.C. type
02.

For afew weeks we offered these Plugs at a special
price to enable the public to test for themselves
and prove to their own satisfaction that all our
claims were sound and justifiable. The appre-
ciation has been such that the demand has been
fat' in excess of our most sanguine anticipations.
We have literally received hundreds of letters of
appreciation of their quality.

Every machine in T.T. Race fitted with these Plugs
went through without Plug trouble. Every Plug
carries with it our guarantee.

We have the right article and intend to place it on the

market at the right price. Therefore, it will now be possible

for the motoring public to purchase a really high-class plug

of exceptional qualities at exceptional price - . -

A 4/- PLUG

POST
FREE

FOR

2/
GREAT
BRITAIN.

Obtainable from The

Electric Ignition Co., 1913, Ltd.,

Sampson Road North, Birmingham.

Established 1898. On Admiralty List.

<^^<

rm-^j^x^o
GAINS
ANOTHER

I Gold Medals. !

BROOKDALE M.C.C. HILL CLIMB.
June, 1914.

Mr. Bob Croucher, riding 31 King Dick.

500 ex. Class - - FIRST.

1,000 c.c Class - - FIRST.

*«

SEND AT ONCE FOR DETAILS
Specify a "King Dick"

Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd.,

TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.
Makers of the King Dick Spanner.

I

.J
In answering tJiese adverllseinents it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." AI3
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CLIPPER
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

THE REFLEX CLIPPER
IDEAL TYRE (new Pattern).

'^^if-^*-'^'"^"^-'^' *'-*"

EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST
should s^.e the new ReOex-Clipper " IDEAL " M.C. Tyre— just out. Specially

adapted to both Lightweight and high-power machines, its quality and wearing capabili-

ties are of the highest order. The tread provides the most effective non-skid obtainable.

SIZES.
B.E. only

26x2} in.

26 X Ihn. (or 2] in. rims

26 X 2iin.

26 X 2^in. for 21in, rims

3-ply for solo work.

3 ply

''-ply „ passenger work.

4-ply

650 X 63 for round base rims 4-ply „ „

WOOD RIMS.

As sole agents for the American Wood Rim Company, and the Compagnle Franco
Americaine des Jaiites en Bois, Paris, we carry big stocks of highest class Wood Rims for

all types of tyres. SEE SPECIAL WOOD RIM FOR MOTOR CYCLES

CLIPPER BRAND ACCFSSQRIES
supply every requisite for motor cycle upkeep.

Motor Suitings, Overalls, and everything
We bold large stocks of

for 'all-weather service.

12 ; 6 per Cover

9:6 per Tube
(or 26x21in. 3-ply.

Beaded Ed^e only,

WRITE FOR iqi.| ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET—
All aboil'- Chpl't-r 'lyres and Acc>:i,<,oy'cs.

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,
52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: 102, Leonard St.-eet. E.G. COVENTRY : Alma Street.

THE

"MARTIN"
MOTORCYCLETTE
A sound, clean, well-bullt motor cycle,

filled with a specially tuned up 2 h.p.

overhead valve engine, 2-speed gear,

U.H. magneto with enclosed chain drive,

26 X 2 Michelin Tyres, Druid spring forks,

Pedley belt. Complete and ready for the road

—

2L^ Guineas.
Made under the dirccl supervision of tlie well-known

Brooklands rider, Mr, Harry Martin.

Send foy Catalogue.

CARS AND MOTOR SUNDRIES, LIMITED,

175-177, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
'Phone : Regent 1432.

THE MOST DEPENDABLE—
THE MOST ACCURATE

-

SPEEDOMETER IN THE WORLD
Jones Speedometers are constnicted on the centri-

fugal gyroscopic principle, entirely unaffected by
temperature changes or the pro.ximity of magnetic or

electrical de\'ices. Its principle is that of a natural
law, as unalterable as the law of gravity, and posi-

tiveljf constant.

Eveiy single instrument is

individually calibrated by
expert instrument makers
and their accuracy is

endorsed by the highest

authorities the world over.

Prices from iB3 3
Winner ol the Highest Award and Gold
Medal of the Royal Automobile Club in

their O.VLY OFUCIAL COMPETITIVE
tests ol Speedometers ever hRld in this

COUNTRY.
Gold Medal also—Turin Exhibition.

MARKT & CO. (London),

Ltd., 98-100, Clerkenwell

Road LONDON, E.G.

.114 III answering these udvertiscincnts it is disiiable to inet'.lion "The Motor C;icle."
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that in a trial that "conked out" so many motor cycles

of twice and thrice its power— a trial where every day the

"has beens"' made quite a lengthy list— a trial among snow clad

peaks and over gradients and surfaces appalling— in short the

Scottish Six-Days—
that the only two competitors piloting the

CLYNO 21 h.p. Lightweight
should "come up smiling" day by day, and finish with a record entitling them

(provisionally) to the highest possible individual awards

—

2 GOLD MEDALS.
It's wonderful—we say it, and if you will study the records of that trial you'll

agree, and we think, at least, ask us for the booklet which describes " the

Lightweight of Distincti'^i
"

Note ulso that the Clyno 5 jd—T H E

Sidecar Motor Cyele— gained [provision-

ally) J Gold Medals in the fame trial.

CLYNO ENGINEERING Co., Pelham St., Wolverhampton

Uo whom all wiiolesa '. anit lorci!;n eiiqutnei sliouid be aiiUrdneUi

bole Distributing Agents tor Londoo

The Service Co., Ltd., 29:, High Holboru, VV.C.

In answering tliU advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor C.i/cle." A15
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Rpdge Multi
Supreme event of

the Motor Cycling

World.

Senior T.T. Race

Winner-

Rudge Multi

500 C.C., single-cylinder,

air-cooled, belt drive,

with the

incomparable Rudge
infinitely variable Multi

Gear.

See The Molov Cycle, page 803, June nth. 1914.

An Expert on the Rudge Multi*

" A positively superb engine." "An

infinite!}^ variable gear almost devoid of

friction, easily holding its own in touring

practice against designs with three or

four arbitrary ratios.''

The T.T. Races have Riven desiffners something to ponder. Both races

were comfortably won by gears approaching the ideal of infinite variability-

Tbe Rudge Gear is of standard tourist type ; and so far as present know-
ledge goes, the expanding pulley belt-driving gear- are the onlv practicable

designs of "infinitely variable gear. Anybody who is well accustomed to

the Rudge Gear knows that it is by far the pleasantest to drive in ordinary
touring work with or without a sidecar : and also— this is important— the

most reliable.

When 1 drive a three-sperded machine I am perpetually endeavouring
to cling to one ratio or another, sometinaes to hang on to top up a long
slope, sometimes to rush a steep pitch on second ; when I drive a Rudge
this worry is subtracted from my task. 1 am able to suit my gearing to

the load and gradient with precise accuracy. I am not tempted to let

the engine labour; am not prejudiced against a change-down by the fact

that such a change will import extra noise and friction, compel me to racp

my engine, and also to reduce my road spcetl beyond what is inexitibtf.

The infinitely variable gear is unquestionably iacilc princcps alike for

the pleasantness of driving, the speed of hill-climbing, intrinsic relialiility,

absence of friction, and its conquest of .ill temptation to man handle tlir

long-suffering engine.

In tlu': past, infiniii.'lv variable gears have surierer] honi a =i'\-civ handi-

cap in that tlieir emergency ratio was absurdly high, and thiit the belt

was oppressed by the minimum of contract area in hill-climbing, when
technical considerations demanded that it should have as large an engine
pulley as possible. The Rudge-Muiti has grappled with these handicaps
ingeniously by devising a lightning belt-adjusting device, and has sinuib

taneously utilised Brooklands to develop a positively superb engine. The
Rudge engine is now so sturdy a puller that it docs not need as low a

gear ratio as some engines. So far back as 191 1 I made a clean ascent

of all the test hills which figured in the recent Light Car Trial, and
also of all the famous Scottish Test Hills on a 500 c.c. Rudge with a

bottom gear of 7.V, and that a gear which was not infinitely variable, but
embodied more friction than most modern hubs and counter-shafts. The
1914 Rudge Engine is at least 50% br-tter, and its, gear is now almost
devoid of friction, and infinitely variabk' within wide margins. The chief

lesson of the 1914 racers are that \.h>:~'- infinitely variable gears are

clamouring for more respectful recogiiiiinn. They should easily hold
their own in touring practice against all the designs based on three or

four arbitrary ratios.

Rudge Multi (sooc.o £58:15:

Rudge Multi (750C.C.) £63 :15 :

or by EASY PAYMENTS. By AppuinimeiU
Cycle Makers .<o HM.

Kino George.

Motor Bicycle Catalogue and "Rudge Wrinkles*'

post free from

Rudgc-Whitworth, Ltd.
(Dept. 600), COVENTRY.
London Depots—230, Tottenham Court Road (Oxford

Street end), W. : 23, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

A16 In answcriiKj this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH-GRADUA, S'/jh-p. twin, clutch model, in
stock : 59 gna.—The Exeter Motor Cycle and Light

Car Co.. Ltd. [0520

JQ13 6h.p. Zenith and Coachbuilt Sidecar, lamp.
*-*' horn, etc., in new condition; £65.—Cordingley,
Ha=lingden. Tel. : 102. [X3422

ZENITH. 1914, standard, a'-Sh.p.. with lamp, hjrn.
Cowev fipcedometer, perfect condition; £45.— Kir-

60PP, Eeed, Wye, Kent. [S3 139

ZENITH.—All 1914 models; beat exchange allow
ances, or easy payments.— IVIaudes, 136, Gt

Portland St., London. W. (837(1

ZENITH-GREEN, early 1914, ran 750 miles, excellent
londitmn: best over f39/10.-Box 6,257, TU

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X20I8
IQll Zenith Gr.iflua Models in stock tor inunidKite
J-*7 delivery: exchanges, easy payments.- Elce and
Co.. 15. Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C (0478

VENITH-GRADUA, 3i,4h.p., 1912%, excellent con-
^-^ dition just overhauled, engine as new, aLCes^-ories

:

bargain, £26.-Hir3Ch, 3a. Coleman St., Loudon; E.C

1Q12 Zenith, 6h.p., complete with coachbuilt side.--" car, speedometer, lamps, and spares, splendid
-Newnliam, 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

(4763

VENITH-GEADUA, 1911, SVjh.p.. decompressor, ac-
^-* ceo^ories, pettect condition: genuine baiguin £20-
sidecar, £2 : exchange considered. — Tcague, Old Hill.
Stafts. [X3268

"I Q 131.4 Zenith. Sh.p., clntch, kick starter, etc.. BrambleJ-y coailibuilt sidecar, condition excellent, all accee-
series

:
cost £90. best ofler : bought coi.-in, Grove

Lane, Cumberwell. [4587
VENITH 1912'/., Motor Cycle, complete with variable

f-'
Bear, lamp gcueiator, horn, with T.T. and ordinary

Si''*'.,
'S-^'^^ellfut condition : £30. i,r best olIer.-Ma,-.sey

Westlode St., Spalding. [4540
7'ENITH-GEADUA, ISU-ii, S'.jh.p. J.A.T'., perfect«^ condition, lamp, horn, Stewait's speedometer, Mont
goinery sidecar, all accessories: £37/10, or nearest- buy-
ing car.-Tiuum, liudock. Summer Rd., East Molesey.

^ENITH 19115.',, 6h.p., large Lucas, Cowey, Bcst^and
f-J

Lloyds, engine overhauled bv J.A.l'.'.s, new Dunlop
,'h,

'"'"'' ^"l^e*' springs, tube, cover, Millti.rd sideiai
c-liids seat hood: £38.-Allen, Honey Lane. Walthoiu
Abbey. (^55,

(COMPLETE 6hp. 1912 Zenith Motor Cycle, fittedv^ with latest Rex 2-speed and tree engine, Druid
forks, everything except engine set and tvres, £8- or

r,V!!. ''T,r.^f?.''^ ^!-'"- ^''°" "?" '""^- ^'iln. Skew on
tront, £10/10; all m perlectly sound oider.-Wallis,
Hrgli .St.. Saffron Waldon, Essex. (X3375
TMWKIIIATE Delivery ol Zeniths, 1914 Zenith.
-»- Cradoas, 6h,p., countcr-shalt gear. Iree engineand kick start, 72 gns. ; also 4-5h.p., 1914 models,same specifications, 61 gns.; e.Nchanges, gradual pay-
ments, or cash.-Wauchope's, 9. Shoo Lane, London.
Also several second-hand Zeniths, lor solo and sidecar
work, cheap. lor cash or extended payments 1X3188

Miscellnneotis.
"'AyLOR'S.-1913 6h.p A.JS. Combination: £62

""AVLOR'S.-igiS 8h.p. Hendersou nod Si'lecnr; £65.

iAi'Lt)E'S.-1914 7h.p. Indian Combination, electric
lighting, etc., run 300 miles; £75

W.C. used short

Sidecar: £44.

P and M., f37'lO

'"PAYLOR'S -1914 Sli.p. Williaiusnii
-l trial; £92.

'nAYJ,OR'S,-1912 Slip A,JS

VVYLOR'S,

Slip

1912 31,1.11.1

AYLOE'S-1911 51i p Res Combination; £25

-VYI.OR'S.-3'.t.h.p. Corah-Jop, very fast, £31

'AYLOR'S, Ltd.. 2Ia, Storo St., Tottenhnn
Rd., W.C. Tel.: Museum 1240.

?OIi Bargains,

;tli.p Ringle-cyl
•-' L'idv Lane,

o
o

Court
(4636

S.-'Uth Eastern Garnge, Hcrne Hill
[0465

Mag. Motrr Cycle.' perfeit. £15.-6,
Cliclmsford. [4628

lli.p Wolf, £5: 1<\. h.p. lightweight. £10: bar-
2 giiiu-.—58, Ula.vdon Rd., New Maiden. [4654

1

XE ."^'t'h.p. Rudge, complete with free engine, 1912
model, shop-soiled; £35 net.

-VI-: 3'..li.p. Lincoln-Elk 1912 model: £20 net.

0^"E £14,'14 Bramble Sidecar, shop-soiled only;
£10/10 oct.-Box L5,421, The Motor Cycle Offices

20, Tudor St.. E.C. [0637

4> l.l].p. Minerva, h.h.c, very low, do 40, new tvre,
^^4 accessories; exchange: £10.— Below

lamp,

painted and overhauled.O-^'i-P- Quadrant. Amac, h.h.c.
^^4 ,ip|,n,lid condition; £7; two for £16—10. Park
Rd,. Marychurch, Torquay, (X3138
NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., Livorpool.-Sole agents Rex

Jap Ariel. Ivy-PreeisiC'U, Montgomery sidecars
Trade supplied. (X3389

CHEMICO
CARBIDE

Look well al our illustration. Look well

at the tin offered. It there's any attempt

at substitution, try somewhere else.

THERE
CAN'T

The man who tells you that some
other Carbide is " just as good

"

is no friend of yours

THE CHEMICO
CARBIDE CARRIER

Handy. Convenient, Natty.

Empty, 1 .' 8 each.

With Alb. Carbide, 2/- each.

CHEMICO MOTOR
BIKE OIL

The Engine's best friend.

Quarts, 1 /9. \ Gallon, 2/9.
^

—

If you cannot obtain locally we
send direct, paying carriage.

THE
COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD,

CHEMICO WORKS,
Bradford Street, BIRMINGHAIVI.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Aliscellaneous,

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V'h. p. Minerva, T.T.
-^ type, very low, last; £12/10".

P

P

ALMER'S Oarage, Tooting.—4h. p. 1912 Bradburf,
F.E. and sidecar, powerful: £26.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooling.—3iih, p. Scott, lat«
model, nice condition; £32/10.

ALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Sh.p. 1913 Bat-Jap,
sidecar, 2 speeds: £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, looting.— 6h. p. Twin Minervi
and sidecar, powerful combination; £16.

PAL^fER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h. p. Stevens, £6;
2'.':jh.p. Minerva, £S; 3h.p. Autoraoto, £5: 2-^i

h.p. M.'M.C £7/10.

PALMERS Garage,
sidecar, 2 speeds;

Tooting.—5-6h-p.
sacrifice, £15.

N.S.U. and

St.PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4h.p. Arno, T.T.
low comtortabfe mount; £14/10.

jJALMER'S Garaue, Tooting.—Write (or ca.talDgue
-I of iortnighlly auction sale. Ask lor illustrated
' omprehensive catalogue free. Next sale, Jui.\

at 2 o'clock. (4718

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Bradbury, 3-3',4

h,p., low built, nice condition; £7(15 easy pay-

ments.

WANDSWORTH.-Quadrant, 31/nh.p,. li.b.c, spring

forks, good tyres ; almost gilt. £6;i5; exchanges.

ANDSWORTH.— Humber. 2h,p., good tyres, chain
drive, ruQs well: sacrifice £4/15; exchange*.

ANDSWORTH.-Fafnir, 3-3V™li.p,. m.o.»„ Bouch
loag.. Hue tyres, splendid order; £12/15: ex-
).

ANDSWORTH.-.\uto-Motor. T.T. type. 3-3'^h-p.,
ew mug., tine machine; 13/10; exchnnges.

AXIiLSWOnTn.-N.S.U., 3-31/jh.p.. m.o.v.. mag-
good tyres, ready drive away; £10/15; exchanges.

WANIISWORTH.-E.wclsior pattern, 3i/;-4h.p., with
sidecar, mag., 2 sf<eeds; bargain, £12/15; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH. - Humber 1911-12 combination,
mag., 2 9pee<l-*. almost new; 28 gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. - Ea.<y payments. - Wand.sworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St

""

Station, 'Phone; Battersea 327

w
w
W
W

Waiiclswortli Town
fX3293

. 3'Ah.p., late 1912, 2
speeds, tree engine, footboards, with coachbuilt

1912. counter' shaft pear,
clutch, i?x'-ellent condition;

"PAGLES.-Aildays Matchless,

--idccaf; £35

Ij^ACLES.-N.S.U. 6-7h.p. Twin. 1913. new condition.
J spring frame, latest improvementa, 2 speeds,

kick-starter, free engine. Milltord coach-built sidecar;
£51/10.

I^TAGI,r::S.-Calthorpc-Prcci=ion, 3';ih.p.. N.S.U. 1914
-J 2-3peed gear, Iree engine, with coach-built side-

car, perfect condition; £33/10.

EAGLES.-Uadco 1914 2i/,h.p. 2-stroke lightweight,
very sh-'Jilly used, a* new; £21/10

EAGLES.— liradbury. 4h.p., 2-speed chain drire
model, new October,

kick starter,
£36/10

EAGLES.—N-S U eV.'h.p Tuin. 1913 model, new
last month, ridden 400 miles. Intest Improvements,

spring frame, kick starter 2 speeds, new condition;
£49

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3'l.h.p. Model de Luxe (a5x83>,
2-speed gear, free engine, rigid Irame, brand new;

reduced price £39; fine sidecar machine.

PI^AGf.ES.-N.S.U. 3h.p. Twin. 1914 model, ^lisblly
J used, mechanical lubrication, footboards, 2

I

-peeds. free engine, spring frame, accessories; £43.

EAGLES,—Rover. Inte 1912. T.T model, very ffist.

dropped rfar trame, semi-T T. handle-biirs, !c:;' e

grips. Luca3 King ol Rond lamp, etc.; £28/10.

fj^AGf-ES.-N.S.U.. late 1912. S'Sh.p., model de !rv°.
J loop Irame. with rear spring, 2-3peed gear, arl-

]ii3table pulley, with coachbuilt sidecar and ac^^c-s.

^ories; £37/10: any trial.

T^ ACLES.— Doagia;. Z^ih.p.. model D. in good order.
S-J all accessories; £20.

rRAGLES.— L.il.C. SVsh.p. model, new condition. Ai.lo-

j varia pulley. Bosch mag ; £18/10

EAGLES.-Motosncoche. 2i/2h p.. late 1912. vrmable
gear, free engine, fine condition; £19/10

EAGLES.-LincolD Elk, 3h.p.. 1912. Bosch. Dniid
lorks, dropped rear frame, accessories; £15/10.

]7 AGLE3.— Bradburv. 4h-p.. chain drive. 2-5peed
-J couDter-shalt gear, kick starter and hand-

operated clutch, with Miliford coach-built latent

patleru sidecar, any trial; £43.

EAGLES-—Anv of the above can be had on approral.
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system, or deterred

payments arninHed.— Eagles and Co.. High St-.. Acton.
W. Tel. : 556 "Chiswick. rX3293

8 h.p. Twin Combination, 3 speeds, kick starter, Bosch,
Saxon tork-^, .-ip^ires. accessories, reliable; £40.—

Coombe-*, 28. St. Jnined's Rd.. Croydon. [XSISG

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms). 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St... London. [X9705

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

KING'S.—1914 Water-cooled WiUiamson, ready for
delivery, fitted with special speed sidecar; ex

changes.—Below.

KING'S.—Royal Ruby, one of these good little

2-strokes in stock, a splendid lightweight at a
low cost; 25 gns. ; exchanges.—Below.

KING'S.—Special, a real sporting mount, 1913 „
Bradbury, special engine, Irame red, lined black,

looks exceptionally smart , £ 45 ; exchanges.—Below,

KING'S.—Will sell your motor cycle or light car
for you in a very' short time. Only 7'/2% com-

mission. It you do not see what you want, write,

call, or 'phone, we can soon fix you up. "Phone :

Chiswick 621--King's, 2, King's Parade, Acton Hill,

\V. [4645

LET Us Quote for a Machine; the lowest prices in

London guaranteed. Write, call, or "phone.—
Longman, 46. Hillcrest Rd., Acton. W Tel. : 54
Chiswick. [4755

GENTLEMAN must sell smart racy mount, SVjh.p.,

T.T bars, etc., pretty grey: any trial; £15. or

offer; money urgently needed.—73. Kent Hou^e Rd..

Beckenham. [4V69

INDIAN, 1914, lighting set, fust soiled; Rover, 1914,
5y2h.p-, 3-6peed gear; Norton 1914 big 4, 3-speed

gear. Write for list of clearance new and aecond-liand

machines.—Tweedale Armstead Ltd.. Oxford. [4500

MOTOR Cycles.—New 1914 models in stock for im-

mediate delivery : 4h.p. Triumph, SVshp. P. and
M., 4h.p. B.S.A., SVsh.p. Rover, S'/oh.p. B.S.A., SM-h.p.
number, 6h.p. Enfield combination, 2'^h.p. Calthorpe
lightweight, and'5-6h.p. Hazlewood.

THE Above are all the latest new models, just de
livered from the makers. We also have the latest

sidecars, suitable for any of the above motor cycles.

Write, wire, or 'phone for catalogues and particulars
to TuTvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland
'Phone : 626. [X:4086

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycleo -We have a large stoc!;

of machines in excellent condition at very low
prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Moiris Garages, Oxford
[03i4

PROMPTEST Delivery of any make of motor cycle
on our easiest deferred payment system. Ex-

changes entertained. Our experience at your dis-

posal. Tuition free. Please favour us with a post-
card.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50.

High Rd.. Wood Green. [0535

WE, Morgan and Maxwell, the General Motories, 80.
High Rd., Streatham, London, have several motor

cycles for sale, including Bats, Bradbuiys. Triumplis,
Douglas, Humbers, Campions, Rudges, Autoines, Bcotts,

etc. We have Maboa clutches, Armstrong gears, B.B.,
Binks carburetters, belts, accessories galore. Let us
know your requirements. If we cannot p'ease von,

nobody can. [X3393

NORTON. 4V^h.p., 1913, 3-speed, kick starter, run
2,000. £38; Sradbury and sidecar. 1911, speedo-

meter, etc., £26; Rover, 3-speed, foachbuilt sidecar,
almost new. £45; Douglas. 1914, V, in stock, £48;
Quadrant, 3h.p., £7 ; Triumph, 1910. clutch, £24

;

Bat-Jap. 1911. Sh-p., 2-tipeed. with j handsome side-

car, £35.—Longman Bros., 46, Hillcrest Rd., Acton.
Tel. : 54 Chiswick. [4433

THE South-Eastern Garage (late Palmer and Kit-
son), Heme Hill Static London, S.E.. offer

the following bargains, which a.e all guaranteed to be
in perfect running order : 1910 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.U.
and sidecar, £25; 2V2h.p. 191i Motosacoche, £15; 1912
Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed, and sidecar, £35; 4'/;.h.p. Roc,
2-3peed, sidecar. £22.; 3'/.h.p. 1913 Ariel, 3-speed,
sidecar, £47; 3'.{;h.p. 1915 Zenith-Gradua, £38; 4h.p.
Roc, 2-speed, sidecar, £22; 3y->h.p. Antome. coil. £12;
1914 2M;h.p. Wolf. £20; 3h.p. Quadrant, £8;
2h.p. 1914 Calthorpe, 2-speed, £22; 2^/|h.p. 1914
Douglas, 2-speed, £45; 1913 Kendall cycle car. 8h.p.
J.A.P., hood, scraen, £75. Sidecars from 60/-. Acces-
sories—New Mabon clutch, ;uit lightweight, £2

;

Triumph pattern bars, all 5 controls, 25/-; Xl'all
back rest, 5/6; 5-Gh.p. w,c. engine. U.H. magneto.
Stewart-Precision carburetter, suit cycle car, £9;
rarburettere, horn^, inner tubes, covers, belts, etc. Write
for lists.—South-Eiistern Garage, as above. ' [8451

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4h.p. "Wolf Trionr. 2 speeds, free engine, W.C. in

good order; £7/10.—Cordiuglev. Haslingden.
[X3424

A.C. Tandem Tricar, transformable to monocar or

tradesman's carrier, thoroughly reliable; £25.—
V;invGstrant, Kettering. [X3366

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, 6V2h.p.. water-cooled, in

perfect condition ; cheap tor cash.—Rigby, 391

.

Blackburn Rd., Oswaldtwistle, Accrington. [X3273

ARIEL Tricycle, 3',^h.p,, water-cooled, B. and B .

Bosch, decompressor, tyres excellent, mechanically
perfect, also not fitted 2-speed gear, clutch, spring forks;

lot £12/10.—B., 16. Beaufort Rd., Edgba^=ton, Birming-
ham. [X3046

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
1 Q Gu. Uuder-^luns Cane Canoe Sidecar, little used

;

XO £5/15.-108, Manor Rd., Erockley. [4553

CANOELET (1913), wind screen, i^torra apron, good
condition; £9/9.-Gilley, St. Denis, .Torquay. [4502

SIDECAR. Chater-Lea chaf^sis, quick detachable, wicker
bodv 50/-.—45, South Croxted Rd., Dulwich. [4775

The Belt of

the Season.

Mr. W. Whitaker, the well-

known Amateur rider who
was leading 30 miles from

home in the recent

JARROTT CUP CONTEST

writes :
—

"It is the Best Belt I have

ever had in 80.000 miles

riding."

Prices:

fin. section 1/5 per foot.

|in. „ 1/9 „ „

I in.

liin. „

2/- „

2/5 „

To be obtained through Agents

or from the Manufacturers.

Redfern's Rubber Works,
Ltd.,

Hyde, Nr. Manchester.

B

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
"lyriDDLETON'S Record Breakers.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecar Riders won 5 gold medals in
Exeter trial.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars hold 17 world's records, in-

cluding flying kilo, mile, hour, 6 hours.

POLICE Convictions, gold inedals, recorde, trials; more
are lield by Middleton sidecars than any other make,

MIDDLETON'S wholesale retail agent, Rey, Enston
Rd.. and Gt. Portland St.

MIDDLETON'S, wholesale sidecar manufacturer? and
shippers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbuiy Park,

N. [5366

MELVILLE Sidecars, Halifax.-Melville Sidecars,
Halifax.

SHOULD a Firm who absolutely manufacture sidecare
from A to Z be able to pive the maximum value

at the minimiim price? This granted, you cannot afford
to pass Tis for anything sidecarish. We contend we have
more variety and give iufinitel.v better value than ie

offered elsewl:ere. It's easy to prove. Send for lists

(which will clinch the argument and make a satiefiecL

cuf^tomer). Hoods, wiud screens, bodice, chassis, lug-

gage grid, etc.— Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone 999.
[SI 703

COMFORT Sidecar, large, roomy, and light.— Makers,
Midland Automobile Co:, Stony Stratford. [X2272

SAVE 20/£,— Sidecars, direct from the manufacturers.
— Garrard-Maxfield's, Aston Rd., Birmiugham.

[4202
SIDECAR, wicker cauoe, front, side door, wind screeu,

Duulop tyre- £4/10.-Apply, 219, Glyu Rd.. Clap-
ton. [X3041

SIDECAR, Monarch, 1914, coachbuilt, new; 12 gn.
car. sell £8/15--Brown'3, 12, Bull Ring. Bir-

mingham. iX3254

BARGAIN, Gloria spring wheel sidecar, art cane,
done 500 miles; £8 cash.—21, Tindal St.,

Chelmsford. [4626

BASTONES for Sidecars.—Latest 1914 torpedo
models from £5/ 15 ; torpedo bodies, wicker

and rush, 36/-.

ASTONES.—Coachbuilt bodies, latest design
(splendidly finished): £3/17/6.

BASTONES.-Latest all cane cigar pattern sidecar,
complete with Michelin tyre, £7/17/6 ; cigar

pattern body, only £3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Rd..
King's Cross, London, N. [4158

PERFECTION Sidecars from £515; few ^6/6
soiled sidecars to clear at £4/14. — Collier's,

Westgate. Halifax. [0489

FORECAR. 4',>h.[), V. engine, complete, less tyres, coil,

accumulator: L'leai £4/18.—Presswell and Co.. Staf-
ford Rd . Wallington. [X3081

COACHBUILT Sidecar, almost new, side entrance
door, 1914 model; £6/10, bargain.— A. Holland,

Clarendon St., Coventry. [X3399

A LUMINIUiM Sidecar, torpedo type, underslung
*TL Erauie, new condition; £7/10.—Ashburnham,
Litchfield RO., Jiutton. [4668

FITSU Sidecar, coachbuilt, grey, luggage grid, de-

liveicd Mnv; cost £14/4/6, bargain, £9.- Jeweller,
51. West Haul Lane, Stratford. [4531

TRADESMAN'S Currier, strong, coachbuilt, four con-
nections, complete; bargain, £7.—Box L5,386.- The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [4519

PILLION Car, new condition, roomy basket, cushion,
spring wheel, 26x2^,4 tyres, complete; cost £7, -

sacrifiue £2/5.-57, Kingston Rd., Coventry. [X3400

PURCELLS' Art Catalogue of welded sidecars is the
most detailed list issued: 30 models; trade quoted.

— I'urcfils, 78, Charlotte St., Tottenham Court Rd.. W.
[3760

"IQ14 MilHord, Montgomery. Fitsu, Watsonian, Ivy,
-1-i/ and other makes in stock to fit any machine.—
Elcc and Co.. 15, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.

[0536
SIDECAR, Turner, coachbuilt, brand new, cost 13

gns. ; will sacrifice £9; carriage and packing
free.—Box L5,338, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor
St., E.C. [4485

CANOELET. Swan, and Middleton record breaking
sidecar; trade suppffed.- Sole wholesale agent Lon-

don, Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd.. and 173. Gt. Portland
St., W. _ [2629

SIDECAR, £21/10 Gloria coachbuilt, for 7h.p. 1914
spring frame Indian, only used 800 miles; owner'

must sell at once; what ofTers ?— Beaton, 55, Craiglea '

Drive, Edinburgh. [X3098 .

GROSVENGR Sidecars, lightweight coachbuilt model,
underslung chassis, with apron and 4-point attach- ';

uieuts : £11/10; several exclusive designs; catalogue free.
— Grosveuor Motor Co., Bolton. [X1471

SIDECAR, brand new 1913 Indian, Millfcrd, best
qualltv wicker body, suit 1913 or 1914 spring frame [

Indian ; list price 19 gns., bargain, £12.—Alexander's,,^
115. Lothian Rd.. Edinburgh. [4753^^

ALL those attending club runs and picnics, hill-

climbs, etc., can have special terms for our lighter
than cane coachbuilt Oakleigh Windcutter sidecar.
Registered throughout. Price £9. Any sidecar taken in
part exchauKc.— Oakleigh Sidecar Co., 65a, Rosendale
Rd.. West Dulwich. (4671

A50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
P.M.C. Sidecars from £5/17/5 to £10/10: mite foi

ciitaloirue fully illustrntine tlie various models and
patent P.M.C. quiek fit couplings.—Tlie I'remier Motni
Co., Ltd.. Astou Kd., Binninsliiira. , [0151.

PHCENIX Sidecars, liishest grade, from £4/15 cmi
plete with tyie!^ : immediate delivery. Send foi

illustrated list of different design chassis and bodies
Sidecars on Lire. Second-hand sidecars always in stock
-I'hceni.'; Motors. Ltd. (M.tor Cycle Depot), 736, Hollo

.way Bd., London. -N. Tel.: Hornsey 149. iOllS

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are admitted by all to
be first-class finish and remarkable value: best

racing designs on the market : ligiit bodies icr low
power machines a speciality : make no pur..hase w itliout

seeing ours; several shop-soiled sidecars offered cheap.—
Stokes, and Holt, Ltd., Belgrave lid., Leicester. [0190

CYCLE CARS.
>ALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh.p. 1913 Bedelia

Tcrpedo, complete, mag., twin; £55.

>ALMER'S Ga:ag3, Tooting.—8 lOh.p. 1S13 Duo
Cycle Car, sociable body, J.A.P.; £85.

>ALP.1ER'S Garage, Tooting.— 4i,jh. p. Bedelia, 191?
type, touring body: bargain, £40.

)ALMEB'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh. p. 1913 Warne
Cycle Car, J.A.P. : £75, or oiler.

J.VLiMER'S Garage, Tooting.- lOh.p. 1914 Deemster,
brand new, 4 cyls.; cost £185, sell £145,

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S-lOh.p. C.N'., 1912.
sociable, J.A.P., very sporty; £65.

>ALMER'S Garage, Tocting.-S-lOh p. Rollo, 1912,
fast machine; clearance, £32/10.

AL.MER'S Garage. Tooting.-8-lOh.p. G.W.K.,
1913, as new; £110, or offer.

PALMER'S Garage and Motor Auction Rooms.
Tooting.. Write for auction cataiog'-:e5. Ke.\t

sale July 8, at 2, and fortnightly thenceiorward. r4459

ORGAN Runabout, spcrting model, in stock.—The
E.-ccter Motor Cycle and Light Cur Co., Ltd. [0500

A.C. Light Car, slightly shop-soiled; list £175, sell

£1G0.—Cordingloy. Ilaslingdcn. Tel.; 102.
(X3aP6:

G.WK., £150; Calthorpe, X168; Victor, £115.
We quote keen exchanges.—Motorics, Westg i te,

Hiilil'ax. [0488

HUMBEEETTE, 1913, 8h.p., nir-ccoled. complete, ac-

eessorioj; £78.-1'. J. Evans, John Uiight St. Bir-
mingham. [X3151

G.W.K.,1913, 8h.p. twin, hood, screen, lamps; £95.
cost £150.—P. J. Evans, John lirigbt St., Jlir

mingham. i;X5153

MORGAN" Runabouts.—New 1914 Grand Pri.-; and
spi rung models actually in stock, no waiting.—

Moss, Wtni. rX3265

1 Q13 Huiuherette, late, just thoroughly overhauled
J-^ and fitti d with new gears and cylinders; £80.—
Plastow, Grimsby. [X3176

"DOLLO Soiiable, 1913, Bh.p.," hood, serein. lump.< 1

JCV ,.t-.. belt drive: £42.-P. J. Evans, Oohn Bright
St.. Birininghaln. [S.3154

PILOT, 1912, 6h.p., dual ignition, a-scat.. Slepney
hood, screen, perfect order; £45.—Peaccck. 274,

High Rd., Balhaln. [4012

SWIFT. 19131;,. 8h.p , all accejs.iries, just overhauled,!
excellent condition; £95.—P. J. Evans, .lohu

Bright St.. BirmingLum. [X3165

ALLIIAYS Midcet, 1913, 8h.p., lamps, liorn, hood,
screen, i-x, client order: £95.—P. J. Evans. .Inhn

Bright St. Birmingham. [X3152

CYCLE Car. Phccnix chassi-*, 2-spced, reverse, epicyclic
gear. body, tyres complete, wants engine only; £12.

Strbbings, Attleborough, Nrrfolk. [4693

MOTOEETTE, 7h.p.. 1912, 2 speeds, new condition,
• xc'llent running order, hood, lamps, etc. ; £42.—

Sherifi;, Cranleigh, near Guildford. . [X3114

lYJOTORETTE, 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, tree
±jX engine, hood and screen, good condition; £40.
—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Hd., Bir-
miugham. [0527

G.W.K.. late 1912. in perfect order, electric lump.i,
hood, screen, etc., receutly overhauled by UKikeis,

own- r going abroad ; bargain, f90.—Firth, Cromer Hi ii.-e.

Gravcjend. [4503

"JCJ13 8h.p. Kendall, 4-wheelui, hood, screen, lamiv^
x«./ run 200 miles; £75; exchange first-class coui.
binutiin.-Pnrcclls, 78. Charlotte St., Tottenham Court
Ed.. W. [4713
Q-WHEKLEH. Morgau type cycle car. 8h.p. J.A.I', en-
t' gine 2-speed. spur gear drive, clutch, good tlirough-
ouL; trial; sacrifice £^8.- Thomson, 502a, High Rd.,
Strt-atliam. [X1671
A -C. Sociable. 1914 model, run about 200 miles.Li complete with tools, lamps, etc.; £60, or nearest
ofler.—Alexander and Co., 38, Gt. Western Rd
Gl-isgow. [X3284
•TJELIVERY from stock. A.C, lOh.i).. 4-cyl.. £175;
J--' other models 7 davs; Swift, 7li-p., £140; ex-
hanges; special cash terms.—Cordingley, sole North
Lancashire agent. Ha»liugden. Tel. ; 102. [X3423
CROUCH Carettc, 1914 model, complulc with hood t

screen, all lamps, horn, dickev seat, tools;
£138/15; tuition and delivery free to purchaser's
iioiise; easiest of easy terms or exchanges enter
tamed.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. I-'leet St., London

[X320.

liiiliiAC

A NEW
MOTORBIKE
FOR 1914
may not be a
possibility, indeed, may
not be a necessity.

MOTOR CYCLES ARE
SELDOIVl AS OLD AS THEY
LOOK, WHY NOT SPEND A

SHILLING OR TWO ON

R0B6IALAG
THE GREAT ENAMEL,
AND MAKE YOUR MACHINE

LOOK
LIKE
N EV\^

IT GIVES A GRAND
SURFACE ~ STA N DS
PETROL, GREASE, on MUD,
WEATHER and WEAR.

All Standard Colours.

PRICES:

1/-, 16, 3,/-, 6/-, 10/6, and

20/- Tins.

Of all Cycle and

Motor Dealers.

Sole

Manufacturers

:

JENSON AND

NICHOLSON, ^.

LTD.,

ROBBIALAC
WORKS,

LONDON, £.

CYCLE CARS.
SWIFT Crclc Car, 1914, immediate delivery, £140;

onlv 2% extra for easy payments; tuition and (h-

livejy free: motor cycles taken in part exchange.—Wil-
kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammertsinith Rd., London.

[4555

MORGAN Runabout, latest 1914 sporting body, wind
screen, 2 sets Lucjs head lights, good tyres, up.

holsteied back rest. .J.A.P. eui;me. very good order, fast,

and will climb anything; for quick saie, £69.—"Wallis.
49, Higli St , Safiron 'U'alden, Essex. [S3377

ESCErTIONAL Bargain. — 1914 Chater-Lea twin,

water-cooled engine, 3 speeds and reverse, fuUy

eiinippeJ. gi-aninteed perfect throughout; owner bought

larger ear; lOSt £135 two months ago, sacjiflje »192n7
jMlwards, 69, Gt. Queen St., liingsway, W.C. [4521

MfiTZ Cvcle Car, 8h.p. twin, 2-seat. sociable,

1913,' Bosch mag., 3 speeds and reverse, hood,

screen, gas lamps, detachable artillery wheels, in

fine order; £50; part excliange good motor cycle

combinalion.—Metz, 96, Crown St„ Ipswich. [X3227

QI.NGER Light Car. 1914 new models, in stock or

tj delivery from works. Coventry; we teach to drive

tree and deliver tree; these cars are fitted with hood,

screen, lamp, with magneto lightins; price £2i._4' !.;>;

exchanges arranged; extended payments.—Wauchopes,
3, Shoe Lane, London. [A32u^

G.W.K., latost de luxe, roomy body to take 3, fresh

from works, their latest 1914. model, greatly

improved; wo teach you to drive and de.ifer Iree;

motor cycles, motor cycles and sidecirs, or light cars

can be taken in exchange; 150 gns.; advantageous

easy lerms arranged.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [X3203

.JWIFT Light Car, new 1914 models, iuUy equipped,

i3 hood, screen, 3 lampj, hooter; immediate de-

livery; easy extended payments arranged; motor

cvcles or motor cycles and sidecars taken m oschanre:

lull value allowed; our expert drivers w'lll teach you
Iree and deliver Iree; price complete fWO,—
Wauchope's, 9. Shoo Lane, London. IA32U4

GW K., 1914, latost De Luxe special body to seat 3:

this new nnd greatlv improved lucdel. just arrived

fresh fr.iin works, 5 detachable wheels, 5 lamps, valuncea

.imdguards, etc.; wc teach you to drive, and deliver

ir.-o- ISOcn.s. cash; our easy payments are the \cr7

lo«..-t.- Wilkin-. Siuipsru. and Co., 11, Hammerfiinlth

Ed . opposite Olympia, London. Itoo*

HUMBERF.TTE Now 1914 Water-cooled Models in

stock fitted with lamps, tail lamp, horn, tools,

hood, screen; £135 complc-to; Iree trial runs; motor

cvcles, motor cycles and sidecars, or light cars taken

in exchange; lavourablo extended payments arranged,

and wo deliver Iree to your door, aj'' .E'^f
"!'"'

luitiou and driving lessons Iree; 'deal runabout,

economical and cheap.-Wauchope s, 9, Shoo lane

London. PC3205

CARS FOR SALE.

FOR Sale, 9h p. Riley, detachable wheels: f^PirQ-
II. Spicer, Leamington. l^oou"

QTZAIRE, 2-seat., Sii.p..^ »'=,",'''K "'^^'Jt. ""'rvlSod
1^ £18/18.-1, Elmer St., Wandsworth. [X3292

CIXOEC Light Car. lOh.p.. 1914 for iiiimcdiato dfr

C> livery: trade supplied.-Rey. 378. Euston Rd. [4009

1 K.20h.p. 7-sent. Jar, good canditic h : f'ZO. or exchanu
iO two good motor cycled.—Buckle, I'olesworth. [4634

CORDINGLEY, Haslingden, has always Ford ears In

stock: £125 and £135 exchange with plrasum^^

i DLER 1900. 12h.p., <.^eat.. full eiiuipmeut, perfectA crder: £?5.-Peacock, 274, High Rd.. Calhmn.^^

SINGER lOh.p. Light Car, suede grey, dyliamo. etc.

;

£204/15.-Coiding;oy, Haslingden. TeL : 102.
IA542D

TWO Cars, 9h.p. and 16h.p., good running order;

oUccs; exchange.—W. I'. Edwards, Taunton.
1400d

Oh.p. De Dion.Regal, 2-feat., mag., hood, screen, Step-

O ney, and lamps, good order; £25.-Ushei. Fnrn-

ham. '*'^^

PALMER'S Garage, Toi.ting.-The pre-eminent place

lor purchasing. Auction sales fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage. T.oting--SraaIl 2.sj;atei cars a

tpceiality- A splendid stock available.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-8h.p. Darraci 2-seat.,

mag., reliable car : £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-8-lOh.p.. modern 2<eat-

Renault, 2-cyl., high -silc doors: £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.—6h.p. De Dion Spider

light chassis; barg.ain, £20.

PVLMER'S Garu'c, Tooting.—12h.p. Sizaiie coupe,

4 cyls., lamps, 'nearly nciv tyres: £130.

PVI.MER'S Garage, Tooting.-7-9h.p. Stai, 3-seat.,

runs very well: £12,'10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—ISh.j. Daimler, live

axle, flush-sided 5-seat. ; £140.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootins.-12-a6h.p. Coventtj

Simplex, 2^eat., high aide doors, 4-eyl- ; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-6h.p. Rover, 2-6eat., nun
well; clearance, £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-14h p. F.LA.T. taxi-

cab, 4-cyl.. silent, flexible, rehable; £150.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiug.-12-14h.p. F.LA.T., 2-

scat., sporting type, very fast and reliable; pli"'-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. .^,51
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CARS FOR SALE.
Ij^ORD, 3 913, 2-seat., full equipment, overhauleri.

re-painted, new condition ; accept £90.—l?eacock,
274, High Rd.; Balham. [4011

1Q14 Ford Cars for immediate delivery; your old
-i-t/ car or motor cycle as part payment.—Peacork
?74, High Rd., Balham. [4010

8-lOh.p. 4-cyl. Humber, 4-seat., hood, screen, lamps.
tyres, e.^coellent condition; £35; Drummond

lathe. Auto-wheel, or lightweight part.—Henshaw,
Wheelwright, Stockport. , [X3390

SINGER, 12-14h.p., 4 cyls., gate change, mag., side
eatrance -body, good running order;, great bar-

gain, £45, Or little cash and good modern motor cycle;
make fine hire^or touring car.—Smith, JVIoto'r. Cycle
Agent,., Wherstead Rd.. Ipswich. [X5229
6ih.p. Rejjal, De Dion engine, 2-3eat., good order,

2 clear -^12/10; 20h.p. Beeston car, 4 pyls., 4
speeds, gate change, mag., hood, screen, etc., good
order, £4S or near .t-Her, make grand van or light
lorry; exchanges.- Cordmgley, Hasliugden. Tel.: 102.

_ .... [X3405
TTNIC Taxi, 10 12h.p., 2-cyl., £65; Darracq taxi.
vJ 14-16h.p., £65; Darracq taxi, 10-12h.p., £40:
Darracq 2-seat., .£35; Vinot char-a-banc, £50; Pan-
hard lorry,' 10-12h.-p.,- £35; Panhard van, 8-llh.p.,
£45; solid tyres lor sale, any size; all above cars
seen running any time.—Star and Garter Garage,
Kew Bridge. Brentford. Tel. : 1031 Chiswick. [0512

FLANDERS (Studebaker), 1912, 15-24h.p., 4-seat.,

painted grey, hood and curtains, screen, speedo-
meter, exhaust whistle, Stepney, complete; £100;
this car is perfect, and will stand any examination;
part exchange 1913 cycle car or motor cycle com-
bination.—Flanders, 75. Tower Ramparts, Ipswich.

[X3223

ENGINES.
EW Sy-h.p. Humber Engine: £9.—Amery, 10, Ber
ners Mews, London, W.C. [4744

ASTONE'S.-Brand new Rex 1913 61i.p. twin engines
with Bosch mag. ; £ 18.

Engine, less
King's- Cross,

i^onaon, i\. [4161

FEW 90x120 Stag Engines to clear, suitable for
cycle or cycle car.—Stag Co., Ltd-

N-

B
BASTONE'S.—Brand New SV.h.p.

mag.; £9.-228, Pentonville Rd.,

tingbam.
Sherwood, Not-

[4318

REX 1912 61i.p. Twin Engine, Boscli mag., adjust-
able pulley, perfect condition; £11/10; approval.—

A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X3398

7h.p. 2-cyl. Water-cooled Fafnir Cycle Car Engine,
perfect; £10; exchange lor Sh.p. twin, air-

cooled.—12, Spring Rd., Wrexham.
air-

[X3272

3ih.p. Humber, 1912, pulley, carburetter, mag., silen-

2 cer, decompressor, good condition
don Rd., South Tottenham, London, N.

6, Spon-
[4582

HUM
rii

"S /^-12h.p. Twin-cylinder Car Engine, in good con
J-Vfdiitun, can be seen working, photo; £6.—Walter
Powell, LangLree, Kirkby, near LiverpooL [X3322

ENGINES.—5-6h. p., twin-cyl.,^ new 1913, complete
with silencers and mag. platform; cost 18 gns.,

sell £12/15.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
[X3256

fUMBER Engire, 3h.p., ground, new piston and
rings, bushed, fitted with magneto sprocket,

good working order; £3/3 ; exchange frame.--41,
Park Lane, Kidderminster, [X3249

4ih.p. Goodwin Water-cooled Engine, complete with
2 Bosch mag.. B. and B. carbm-etter, water tank

and radiator: £9/10; seen running any time.—Thom-
son, 502a. High Rd., Streatham. [X3372

rtih.p. Twin Moto-Reve Engine, mag., carburetter,
fV 2 silencer, complete, just cost over £4 to over-
haul, not used since; exchange good quarter-plate
camera or soil.—Fox, Barracks Golf Club, Lichfield.

rX3313
/Jh.p. Twin J.A.P., side by side valves, unit fitted

vP complete with Bosch mag.. Brown and Barlow car-

buretter, pings, adjustable puliey, long exhaust pipes,

lifters, in pci'fectly sound oj'der; £15 the lot.—Wallis.

High St., SaUron Walden, Essex. [X3374

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Experts on

all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc,

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-raagnetising, over-
hauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedition, and

unapproachable workmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.-Parker and. Rice give 12 monthfi'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, Johns Place, King St., Acton,
London.—State your trouble; let us quote you.

[2976
HIGH Tension Magnetos, singles 57/6, twins 70/-.—

Miller, Narrow Wine St., Bristol. [X5771

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made aa new; work
guaranteed: liberal allowances for old cells in ex-

change for new; lists free.—Richford, 153, Fleet St..

London. [1775

JEBRON. regi.'stered 291298. greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screwe, etc. ; cure^

misfiring: 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws, fit Bosch mag-
netos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebionised, 2/8 each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs.. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.-Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., W&olwich, London, S.E. [X4331

BEN LOMOND
was climbed in October
last by Mr. Walkinshaw,
driving a 3i h.p. N.S.U.,

using a ^
STANLEY
BELT FASTENER —

and no trouble, of course!

STANLEY SHIELD,
Prevents wear of the engine pulley and
stops slipping Specially good for

Philipnon Pulleys

STANLEY SPARE LINK.
The missing Link found.

STANLEY FASTENER,
The first and still the best.

THE "LION " FASTENER,
Guaranteed 5,000 miles.

STANLEY ADJUSTING
HOOHS.

Handy when the belt breaks. Set of 3.

STANLEY BELTING, from 1/3
The original Stanley per ft.

Dermatine.

Bear in mind the name

STANLEY
the Guarantee of Qualili

v-

9"

6"

Send postcard for new Booklet

Stanley Motor Belt &
Fastener Co.,

Stanley Webb, Manager,
BROMLEY, KENT.

CfcUAiHaWE GUARANTEE
ALL PETROLTAINKSmade by us

_ __ O/^ £V£flYDESC/P/PTION

iET>iTCHABI.E.5UrlP^

BEST

AUTD/^ATfC0/i/Pr££D
F/rrea to A/rffcwo
Of TA/VK fvjies i//-eA

pHouEL-WiDi-RTto 257. <BlRMIN6HAM.>Tei.EdRRvis-'TuRwiu:Wiii^TeLEdRRKS-'TURWlliinBit

IGNITION APPLIANCES,
BASTONE S.—New Eisemann Single-cyl. h.t. Mag-

neto (variable), £2/19/6; new Boscli D.A.V.
twin-cyl., £2/17/6; Bosch ZAV, set 45°, £3/10.-228,
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N. [4162

^A Hours Magneto Repair Service.—AH makes of
rJ^. magnetos, coils, u] accumulators repaired by ex-
perienced mechanics, and returned within 24 hours as
efficient as new. Spares for all makes stocked.—Simms
Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardout St, London, W. [0539 .

MAGNETOS (high tension).— iK-yl. U.H., 57/6;
2-cyl. U.H., 70/-; Bosch D.A.V., 45°, 75/-; Wea,

50°, 85/-; Simms, S.V.M., 75/-; magnetos thoroughly
repaired by practical men from the Bosch works ; no
fancy prices; prompt attention; all repairs guaran-
teed.—Smyth, 53, Museum St., W.C. [4166

MAGNETO Eep.iirs of every description, auy make.
Armature winding a speciality. We are late from

tlie leading manufacturers, and guarantee all work
strictly at half their prices. Send us a card, and let us
quote you. New and second-hand magnetos in stock.—The
Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.. 158, Seymour St.,

Enston Ed., London. Tel.: Museum 1158. [4563

MAGNETO Repairs of every description; we are
specialists in this work. Bosch magneto repairs

a speciality; re-winding, re-magnetising. All repairs
guaraiiteed. Avoid incompetent tinkerers. All spare
parts actually stocked. Catalogue. Large stock ol
second-hand magnetos. Coiis and accumulators re-

paired. Northern representative for the Eisemann
Nlagneto Co. Send for illustrated booklet.—J. H.
Runbaken, Magneto Specialist, 7, Peter St., Man-
chester. 'Phone; 6111 City. [0404

BELTS.
SIDECAR Belts from 1/4 per loot.-Belt Maker, 91,

Burnler Rd., Colnc, Lanes. [4539

FINEST Valre.-Leather belt?. 1/3 per foot.-Exeldo
Co., Haworth, Keighley, Yorks. [X1362

ELITE.—Wood-Milne belts, rubber and canvas, I'kin
1/6 per ft., 'jiin. lid. per ft, %in. lOd. per ft.

ELITE.—Special clearance line of Lyso belts, fully
guaranteed by the manufacturers (Avon India

Rubber Co.), 7ft. 6in.x%in., 7/- each; 7ft. 4V2in., to
suit Triumphs, 6/9; only a few left.

ELITE.—Continental belts, rubber and canvas, lin.
1/6 per ft. (list price 2/2), %in. 1/2 (list price

1/11). ";iin. 1/- (list price 1/7), %in. lOd. per ft. (list

price 1/5).

ELITE.-New 1914 John Bull belts, 's'.in. 1/6, '4in.

1/9V2. lin. 2/1, li,i|in. 2/7; allowance up to 3/-
for old belts.

ELITE.—Service pattern leather belting, %in. \WA.
ft., lin. 1/- ft. [9069

BASTONE'S.—Clearance line, genuine Lyso belts,

% only; 7ft. 6in. per belt 11-, 7ft. 4in. per belt
6/9.

BASTONE'S.—Bast quality leather and chrome
belting; s's, lid.; %, 1/1, 1/2; lin., 1/4; 1%,

1/6 l)er loot.

BASTONE'S.-
London, N.

-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
[4159

WHITTLE Belt, 9rt. 9in.xlin., good condition; 17/-,

or otter.—Hills, 26, Denmark Ed., Ashlord. [4548

WHITTLE Belts Wanted, however worn ; 10/6 alK'wed
any ^ize, according to condition^n exchange for

new belts, any make, rubber or leather.—Write as, Tlionip-

60n Bros.. 32. Nicholas St., Scarborough. (9660

HUIiLiN and Co., Ltd., offer a large selection,

various makes, rubber and leather, including
clearance lines of Midland, Wood-Milne, etc.; 1/- foot

up to 1 inch.—295, Mare St., Hackney. [0493

BODIES.
ALTTMINIUM Sidecar Bodies built to any design.—

Aluminium Sidecar Co.. 298, Fulham Road. [4578

NEW Coochbuilt Sporting Body, ready for chassis;

£2/17/6.-Jewell, 168, Archway Ed., Highgate. N.
[4626

POLISHED Aluminium Sidecar Bodies built to order,

short notice.—Baker, HurUngham Sidecar Wirks,
60, Beltran Rd., Fulham, S.W. - [4773

SIDECAR Bodies, touring, racing, also 2-seater models:
prices right.-Write actual manufacturer. F. J.

Cooper, 227, Bclgravc Rd., Balsall Heath, Birminshauu
[X1390

TYRES.
JOHN Bull, brand new, 26x214, standard, 30/8; ditto,

2V'. 34/2 ; approval.— 144, DalUng Rd.. Hammer-
smith. [4584

MURRAY'S.—New heavy Peter-Union 'covers, 24X
2in. 12/-, 2i4in. 14/-, 2>/Mn. 17/6; 28x2in. 15/-,

2iAin. 17/6.—Below.

MURRAY'S.-New Hutchinson covers, 24x2l'iin.,
T.T., 17/6; 26x2in. Brooklands 12/-, 214 15/-;

26x214 T.T. 21/-, 2y.,in. 21/-; 26x2iiin. passenger,
25/-. 2i,4in. 27/6. Sin. 30/-.- Murray's ,37a, Charles St.,

Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X3223

INDIANS.—Special assortment of " first selection
"

covers for this machine, including Hutchinsons,
from 24/-.—Hurlin (below).

COVERS for all makes of rims. Midland, ATon,rf
Dunlop, etc. Send for lists of bargain prices.—-

Hurlin and Co., Ltd., 296, Mare St., Hackney. Tel.:'
Dalston 2989. [0517

A52 All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The County Works
and Garage for

Motor Cycles and
le Cars.

(3 MINUTES FROM WATERLOO.)

017NTY WORKS
& GARAGE

(!-minute from Westminster Bridge.)

Cycles stored, all repairs executed,

and accessoi'ies supplied promptly.

Our Speciality is making up fittings,

screens, etc., to special design and
carrying out your own ideas.

COUNTY WORKS AND GARAGE

:

3,GulldfardSt.,York Rd.,S.E.

Gear-driven Trip

CYCLOMETER
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

Price 25/- Each.
Complete with all necessary

fittings.

The "VEnDER"is the World's
distance recorder, and no machine
i? complt-'te without one.

Write for our Catalogue.

MABKT & CO. (LONDON), LTD.,

98/100, Clerkenwell Rd., E.C.

T EGGATE,
TYRES.

Edinbuigh, for trre value

LEGGATE, Edinbur"!].—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance Clinchers,

the' tyre that is made by the largest indiarubber manu-
facturers in the British Empire, and famous the world
over for quali'y, resiliency, durability, and non-skiddinp
oropertiea. Make the Clincher your safeguard.—See
hplow for approval terms, lie assured of prompt
despatch. _7*

LEGGATE. Edinburgh. - Clearance.—1914 Clincher
Dreadnought, very heavy, rubber studded, headed

ravers. 26x2 30/-, list £2/4/6: 26x2',i -32/6. list £-!ll7,-
26x2',4. to fit 2"i rims. 32/6. list £2/7/3; 2CX2K.
35/6, list £2/10/10- The Dreadnought is specially , de-
signed for pj-ssenger macliines. is bnilt of 6-ply fabrir.
and has a tread half an inch thick. An e.'cperienced
'idecarist says: " Dreadnought is undoubtedly IT."

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.-Clearance.-1914 Clincher De
Lu.ve heavy rubber studded, beaded covers: 24x2.

24/6; 26x2^8. to fit 21/i . rims, 27/6. list £2/1:
26x2i,i, 29/6, list £2/2/9. A customer writes
"Have now run the 26x2-;'8 ' De Luxe' tyre which I
boucht from you 6.896 miles en mv Triumph, and thi
tread still looks auite fit for a considerable mileage yet
It is the best value I Imve ever struck."

1 EGGATE. Edinburgh.-Clea;ance.-1914 Clincher J
i Won. heavv rubber studd'td. beaded covers, 26Xt

, list 31/6:
£2/1/6.

26X2>4 23/-. list 34/-: 26x2'/:; 23/-

LEGGATE,
sidecar

Edinburfch —Clearance.-1914 Clinnhei
covers, rubber studded, beaded edge,

26x214 and 26x2'!.. 16/-.

LEGGATE. Fdinburgli,-Heavy tubes, brand new
26x2 6/6, 26X2(/1 6/6, 26x2% 6/6. 26x2>/" 7/-

list nliuost double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all Ircsh
slock, and sent anywhere en 7 davs' anprov.al

against cash, wliich will be refunded in full il goodf
not upproveu of.

Co., Motor Cycle Specialists, 15,
Edinb:irgh 'I'hone: Ceulrul 3195

BASTONE'S -Goodrich clearance rubber studded
heavy covers, B.E., 26x2",i. 22/-.

BASTOXE'S.-Contincntnl 1913 T.T. rubber non
skid, 26x2 14/6, 26x214 18/6, 26x2i,i 23/-.

LEGGATE and
SUitefOid Rd.

BASTOXE'S. -Continental
covers, 650x75, 45/-.

BASTOXE'S.-
22/-.

heavy rubber non-skiil

Hutehiusou 1913 T.T. covers, 26x2'/j.

Passenger covers.1913B
BASTOXE'S.-Xbw Peter Union make covers, B.E

26x2 12/-, 26x214 15/-, 26x2V:- 17/6, 28X2

ASTOXR'S.-Hutcbiiison
26x2"/4 28/-, 26x2"4 29/

BASTOXE'S.-
27/-

-Henlcr covers, 700x80, fit 650x65.

BASTOXE'S —Xcw Micliclin 1914 covers, B.E.,
l"', 12/6, 26x2 14/9, 26X2'/, J6/-, 26x2i.<.

28X2 16/6, 28x21,4 16,'9.

BASTOX;
26x1"'

26x
18/6,

BASTOXE'S-Xew
5/6, 26x2 9/6,

10/-, 28x2!', 10/6;

BA.STOXE'S, 228.
Loudon. X.

'.^-—Xew Micliclin 1914 coverfl, wired edge.
I

11'6, 26x2 13/9, 26x21^ 15/-, 26x2V.
lb.'., 28X2 14/9.

BASTOXE'S -Michclin clearance covers, B.E.. 26x2
10/-, 26X21,'2 13/-, 28x2 W.E. 11/6; Trident.

26X21,4 B.E. 22/-, 26x2V. 24/-: Standard, heavy, 26x
E'i 22/6 26X21A 24'6, 28x2V. 23/-; Semelle, 26X2V4
W.E. 28/-, 28x2!i n.E. 30/-.

BASTOXR'S.-Hesf, guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 5/-,

26x21.4 5/6, 26x2ii 6/-, 28x2 6/-. 28x21,4 6/6

Michclin 1914 tubes, 26xl'.4
26x214 9/9. 26x21^, 10/-, 28X2

butted in stoc-k.

Pcnionvillc Rd.. King's Cross.

r4163

HOLYOAKES, 92, Battersea Rise, S.W.—Second-
hand motor cycle tyres, tubes, every description,

various makers, all sizes; lowest prices. Repairs
thorouglifv vulcanised; tyres retreaded, equalling
new. Communicate requirements. [X3269

,<*X/^--'65 Avcn Combination Cover, new, 40/-; twc
iJ'JXJ 26x214 butt ended I'almer tube*, new. II- each,
-42, Wut.rloo ltd., Hunslet, Leeds. [X33S6

M.VUDES.--7/6 to 10/- allowed on old covers in
part payment for new heavy covers; all tnake>

su|iplied: call or write.—136, Gt. Portland St., Lon
don, W. [1747

Allowance Guaranteed i.i old tyres for best
ituality 21,4 and 2V.;in. Avon, Conrineatal, Keiiip-

frhall. Hutchinson ; liberal allowance for others. Ail
makes snpplifd.-Taylcr'tf T.ne Stockists, 21a, Store St.,

W.C. [0132

TYRE It.irgains.- Excellent line c.f brand new: 7 days'
approval: satisfaction guaranteed; 26x2 13/6.

2i',in. is/-. Heavy tyres, suitable for 5h.p. machines-
sjii-iiiil value: 26x2 15/6. 2i,/,in 17/6. 2i,..in. 21/-,
Clearance tyres: Dunlop. 26x2V. or 650x65 33'6-
Hut.hinson Tourist Trophy, 26x2i.'.. 20/9; .lifto Pas-
se uger, 25/6. Tubes: Heavv red. 26x2 5,6. 2i,4in, 6/-.

2'_.iu. 6/9; buttendcd. 2in. 6/9. 2i/,in. 7/7. 212m, 8/8,
Lamp Bargains.—Head lights, plated and oxidised. 10'6
each, cost 3 times as much: hundreds of other bar-
gains.—Armstrong and Co,, 17, Goldhawk Rd.. Shep-
herd's Bush, London. [4150

7/6

« ALL adjustable!^ *«
PILLiQ^' SEAT

The TYNESIDER oon lie used ns ui.ove illiistrution (on
eitlicr aiilc) also i>asaBiii:er fiicina hftck. Tln« Itwl niul foot
biiaril i-iui he detai-hed in two niiiiutctf niul iisod rnnilcm fashion
or in fntirotlier (uiyitions. It cnii bs awivelleil (iiiy way user
likes in a (ew miniilfs.

TYNESIDER SEAT is COACHBUILT. jminted and
liiii'd nstm a moror car, weiulis about il Ilia. We (jivo yoii
sirenytli with il^iluness.

Can l>o iiscii witli sidecar combination. M extra scats for Two
SeoterB, Cycle Cars, etc. An idunl seat for li^jhlweiu'iiis.

Prices: 19/6, 25/6, 30'- ani 35/6
Sent portion only, willmiit Iieelboard. 15 6,

complele with coiii'li-'ifa. levt-rsitile cushion, strap, etc. Tho
now patent SP ING ATTACHMENT. 7/6 extni, makes
the seot solf-halaiicnic. absorbs the road 8hi)ci*s, and iidd3
Kri'i.tlv to the^^foty f cnrii .T-ritliiiK wliiU- theaprinir rode woik
in Kuhles on the prim-ipli- nf a piston—thus preventink'sido-
fiway. Children's wftts. Ifl.'e. sameafl Qihilta In miiiiotiire.

THE LAST WORD in

MOTOR CYCLE SEATS.
The es-

sence of
c o ni f o r't

is the
Tynesf d er

B u ckoi
Seat Low
position,
sur'pa «;sos

pan seats,

beautifully
sprung, no
sides way.

Can be
delacbed and
usedasa Pillion

50at. Costa (ejs

tl.an a saddle.

1\ !• complete,
with arlju^tnhle clip to fit

Indian or any other cycle.

Without sprin;?s, 15/6. I'.etter quality, 27/3.

Superior lunlity, 36/8 complete.
Send for Cutaloiiuo and Tcstimonialrt.

HENDERSON'S SEAT WORKS,
25. Albion Road, NORTH SHIELDS. Eng;.

THE *GRADO" MULTI-PULLEY
WITH FREE ENGINE.

Gives gears 4—

1

to 8—1. Light-
weights 10—

1

No Jockey
Pulley.

No Belt Slip.

Fitted in 2 hout^s

to Triumphs.
Precisions.

Bradburys, etc.

Price for machines
y _ -

' Up to 6 h.p.. £3 3s.

Vj l-iv '- Light-weights, £2 10

^ —"-^'-.raESj!!, Write us to day.

THE "GRAOO" MANUFACTURING CO.,

Stratford Road, Camp Hill, BIRMINGHAM.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advei-tisemcnt, and the date of the issue. A53
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iVolialife
BRITISH MADE SELF - GENERATING

« ELECTRIC CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE LAMP.

GENERATES ITS OWN ELECTRICITY BY THE
MOVEMENT OF THE MACHINE. Illuminates

Brilliantly the 8 Volt Metal Filament Bul!>

Supplied. British Made Througliout.

The Generatir is of stronKconstuiction fitted "itlt ball

bearini,'s and an impjitaiit feature iri that the Keneritor

pulley runsfrnmtim of wheel ^0^ ON THE TVEE.

Motor Cycle VoIt;ilile comiilete inoUuliut: head light

atid spare bulh, £2 12s. ELrad £3.
Pamiihlet of Motorcycle Voltalitc ttivius full particu-

lars, postfree on apiilicut!oH.

The "FORTAVOX"
MOTOR CYCLE ELECTRIC HORN.
Complete Outfit,,
comprising :

Electric Horn ^

with push button,
waterproof cord.
Dry Battery
ready for use.
Can be fitted to
motor cycie in a
few minutes,gives
a loud, dear,
penetrating
signal. Most con-
venient horn for
a motor cyclist.

Price 11/8
post free.

Leather Satchel, with straps, to hold
" Fortavox " Horn Battery,

Price 2/-, post free.

WARD & GOLDSTONE
(Box 17), Sampson Works,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER.
XTTT 17 PHONE: 7083-4-5-6 Central,
-l -'-'L'-l-'GRAiMS : "Multum, Manchester."

FITGHS'

GRIIViEWASH
I A boon to MOTORISTS,
CYCLISTS, & ENGINEERS.

"GRIIVIEWASH

18/-

covers,
perfectly

26x3 for 21/2111. rims 32/6 (list price

TYRES.
Dunlops. heavy rubber etttdded covers, brand
new ; list 2fl/6 ; approval, cash.^Bradley,

100, Oldham Rd., Miles Platting, Manchester. [4759

ELITE Rubber Co., 260, Coldharbonr Lane, Brixton.
S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2042.—We have the fol

lowing special clearance lines in motor cycle belts,

overs, tubes, etc., and are offering same at price?
equal to 33 '^.% to 50% off the manufacturers' retail

lists ; all goods willingly sent on 7 days' approval
1 gainst cash.

ELITE Offer 3/- Patchquick Outfit Iree of charge
to all purchasers of goods to the value of £,1

and over.

ELITE.—Our price list is now ready. Send for copy.
together with iree sample of Elite Sticktight

patches, sent post free.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance heavy grooved
750x75 or 28x5, to suit 1914 Indians, ]

new and fully guaranteed; 45/-.

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavy non-skid
26x214 37/6 (list price 45/-), 26x21/2 40/- (list

price 50/-1. 28x3 45/- (list price 77/6).

ELITE.—Kempshall clearance covers, heavv anti-skid
26x214, 26/- (list price 32/6); 28x3 at 35/- (list

price 57/6}.

Fi LITE.—Henley oversize covers, 700x?0, to fit

J 650x65 rims, heavy plain tread; 27/-.

ELITE.—Special clearance line in Avon ribbed
covers, latest pattern, 650x65, 22/6, steel-

studded, 39/-.

ELITE.-Heavv moulded Three Spires covers, 26x
2'/4 25/- (list price 42/-), heavy Three Spires

17/6 (list price 30/-).

ELITE.—Midland heavy ribbed and studded corers,
special clearance line guaranteed for 3,000 miles,

26X2i/j 25/- [list price 37/6), 26x2iA 2"7/6 (list pricej
40/-).

ELITE.—Hutchinson Brooklands, 1913 stock. 26x2
12/6, T.T. 26X21J. 19/6 (list price 33/6).

ELITE.-—Hutchinson Passenger covers, 1913 stock,
26x21/1 29/- (list price 40/-). 26x2V2 29/- (list

price 41/3) '

44/-).

M ROOTS OUT THE
DIRT DEMON.

,,.««,».. 1. ^. M« « A.I «q FOR CLEANSING
"GRIWIEWASH" GRIMY HANDS^KBifito

WITHOUTWATER
Ask your Trader for Grimewash,

Traders invited to send for Free Sample and
Prices to the Manufacturers :

FITCH, LIMITED, TAMWORTH.

ELITE.—Hutchinson wired on Passenger covers,
1913 stock, 26X2 22/6 (list price 37/-), 26x21^

25/- (list price 39/-).

ELITE.—Contineatal T.T. covers, 26x2^4 19/6 (list

price 29/-).

ELITE.— Michelin clearance covers, beaded edge
26X2 light 8/9. 26x21/, 13/9; Trident, 26x214

22/-, 26x21/, 24/-: Standard, 26x21/, 22/6, 26x2i/. 24/6-
Semelle, 26x2V2 33/-.

ELITE.— Clearance Miehelin covers, wired on, Semelle
26x2i/> 32/-, Standard 26x2'/; 26/-, 26x2Vi 24/6

ELITE.—Clincher ex-tra heavy tubes, best quality,
26x21/4 6/6.

ELITE.—Best quality tubes, fuDy guaranteed. 26

x

2 5/-, 26x21/4 5/6, 26x21/. 6/-, 26x3 7/6.
butted, 1/3 extra.

ELITE offer 15% allowance oH retail list price for
old covera (above clearance lines excepted) ; al 1

makes in stock.

LITE.—Motor cycb covers re-treaded by special
process ; treads guaranteed not to come loose

;

special heavy 15/-, heavy 12/6, medium 10^; sectious
on application.

ELITE.—It is impossible for us to advertise all the
Special lines which we have in stock; therefore,

if there is anything you require which is not men-
tioned in our advertisement, we shall be pleased to quote
you upon receipt of a postcard.

ELITE Rubber Co., 260. Coldharbour Lane, Lough
borough Junction. Brixton, S.W. "Phone : Brix

E^

[9072

PERSONAL.
RIDER of 3h.p. Enfield want^s companion for fort-

night's tour in France, July.—F. C. Jone?, Wc^t
Dyke, Redear. [4533

AGENCIES.
SPARE Time Travellerfi wanted. Keen riders can earn

pounds.— Kunifurt Acresfories. Ccokham, Berk".
[4523

FINANCIAL.
MONEY Advanced on good motor cycles; garage and

interest chargt-e low. — 269 to 275, Rye Lanp
Pcckha-u [1870

PARTNER Wanted for 2-stroke engine manufacture;
exceptional opportunity for small capital;

immediate application is necessary.—Box L5,415, The
Motor Cycle Oflices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [4741

INSURANCE.
FOR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Insuraucee apply

Bass. Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortford. fOOO'^

AUTO Cycle Union.-Insurance and free memberc^hip.
—Adams, Insurance BrokeT, 38, Church St., Shet-

ficld. [2196

TNSURANCES.-Particnlars of Motor Union, A.C.U.,
-iL and others sent on receipt of iMwtcard, stating
Movt^e-power and value with or without sidecar.— Gerald
I Andre-\ves Incorporated Insurance Broker. Temple
Courts, Birmingham [3229

^AfHAT OFFERS?
1914 VICTORIA-PRECISION, 2 h.p., 2-speed, brand

new ; list price 2=; guineas.
VICTORIA-PRECISION, 1914, as above, not run

100 miles, with lamp and horn.

1914 MODELS ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-speed, Model U £48
DOUGLAS, 2'! h.p., 2-speed, T.T., Model V £48
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, F.E., Model W £52
DOUGLAS, 3;, h.p., 2-speed, T.T., Model A £58
DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E., Model B £62
INDIAN, 7 h.p., road racer model £59
INDIAN, 7 h.p., standard model £70
INDIAN, 7 h.p., special model £80
CANOELET Sidecars lor Indians £14
CLYNO, 2; h.p., 2-stroke £30
CLYNO, 2', h.p., 2-stroke, 2-bpeed £40
CLYNO, 6 h.p., and Sidecar , . £91

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed £52 f

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., ,ind Sidecar : £84
JAMES, 3* h.p.. twin, 3-speed, chain £53
JAMES, 4.! h.p.. 3-spec"d, and Sidecar £76 13

TRIUMPH, 2{ h p., 2-stroke, 2-speed . .
.~.

. . £42
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60
IVY, 2 1 h.p.. 2-stioke £25 5

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed . . £32 11

RUDGE MLiti, 56 h.p., and Sidecar £80 11

PHELON & MOORE, 3!, h.p., and Sidecar . . £80 15

NEW HUDS0N,6 h.p. countershaft.^ Sidecar £88 4
WILLIAMSON, S h.p., and tandem Sidecar £105
HUKBERETTE, water-cooled, complete . . .£135

MORRIS-OXFORD Light Cir de luxe 195 Gns.

SINGER Light Car, dynamo, dickey seat . . £210

SECOND-HAND.
1914 WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., water-cooled,

and 2-seated Sidecar, run 100 miles .... £95
1913 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., andSidecar, as new,

new tyres, little used £65
1913 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., lady's, as new . . , £42
1912 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £50
1912 ALLDAYS, 3lh.p., 2-sp., and Sidecar £33
1911 REX, 3.V h.p., new tyres £19
1911 MOTOSACOCHE, 2! h.p., in good order £17
1909 N.S.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £18
r909 REX, 5-6 h.p., and Sidecar £18 ;

Second-hand complete with Lamp, Horn, etc.

HEBDEN'S iVIOTOR MART,
ST. JAMES' STREET, BURNLEY. Tel 488.

ij-="

You wiU be

MORE THAN SATISFIED

with these

Motor Cycling Suits.

The

" Dreadnought,"

made of Superior
B r n z e-P roofed
Twillette, Hainproof
and Dust proof,
entii-ely free from
rubber, very durable.
Jackets, 22/6; Seal-
less Trousers, 15/-;
Thigh Overalls, 12/6.

The

"Teean-Cee,"

made of Dnuble-
Texture Rubber-
Proofed Material,
pruaranteed abso-
lutely Waterproof
and Windproof. TU?
suit lor all weathers.
Jackets, 22/6; Seat-
less Trousers, 15/-.

Post to-day for Patterns

^nd Full Specification to

Turner &Gharlesworth,
MOTOR CLOTHIERS,

— BARNSLEY. -
Telephone 335.

AC4 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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STARTING UP
MADE EASY
Trouble with the plug is iovari-

ably the reason for difhcult

starting up—the terminals have
either become damaged and the

space between them will not

allow of an fnstant spark, or

they have accumulated a deposit

of carbon.

To obviate (Ins very general

fault von must fit the UUN-
BAKEN \'AKIABLE GAP
PLUG. The terminals are vari-

able and can be set close together

to ensure qui'^k startiiiy. and
then adjusted when the engine .s

still firing by turning cap. The
UUNBAKEN never misfires, can

be easily cleaned by simply turn-

ing electrode. Ignition can be

shorted instantly. Ignition effi-

ciency guaranteed,

,

Price 5/- each.

J. H. RUrUBAKEN,
7, Peter St., Manchester,

Jelcphono CU City

London Anenta

—

The Servictj Co.. Ltd,
LVi. Hieh Holborn.M Plug

WITH VARIABLE
SPARK GAP •

J.

G.

E^

BBBt,

SATISFACTION
BY PLACING YOUR ORDER
WITH US, WE GUARANTEE TO
SATISFY YOU WHETHER YOU
REQUIRE A NEW OR SECOND-

HAND MACHINE.

MAY WE SEND YOU OUR LIST
OF SECOND-HAND

MACHINES?
RUDGE MULTI, 1913. 31 h.D "2.
BRADBURY, 1912, 3! h.p., 2 speed.fi'ee

engine, lamp, horn, etc. ... ... £26.

TRIUMPH, 1910, Standard Model ... £20.

ENFIELD, 1912, 2Jh.p.. 2-speed. lieht-
weitiht. lamp, horn, tools, etc. ... £27.

KIATCHLESS, 1 91 3, 6 h,p,, 2-speed. make
excellent passenger machine ... £50,

ENFIELD, 1912. 6 h.p., passenger com-
bination, very fast £45.

1314.

DOUGLASES, P. &M.'s, and SUNBEAMS
in stock for immediate delivary.

THE

MORRIS GARAGES,
Phone OXFORD. 238.

PATENT AGENTS.
E. S. XOCKWOOD. Patent Agent. 3. New St..
Binniugham.—Guide and price booU free. ri312

T. MILLARD, 28, Martineau iSt., Birmingham,
specialists in automobile patents. Low ch.'irpes

Enquiries invited. (5684

HOW to Patent Inveotions.—rarticulara and advice
free.—King, Registered Patent Agent, 165. _,Queen

Victoria' St.. London. /5818
BIRMIKGHAM.-Harold, J. O. Forreeter, Charterert

Patent Agent, automob>.v and motji cycle epeeialist
—Central House 75. New St. Tel.: Central 6484
I'amphlet poit free. [2455

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
XPERT Keportt-.—Purcells send e.^perta to e.xarnine

inaciliiuiw 10.'6. rlus fares.—78. Cliarlotte St., Fitz
ro7 Sq., A\ . (See adveitisemtut.) [3473

SITUATIONS VACANT.
FKAME Builders-—Several wanted ot once, capable

of bnikling a frame tliroughout: only flrot-elass
ivorkiiren need apply.—Write or eall, P. V. -Worke,- Forest
Hill, S.E. [0518

SITUATIONS WANTED.
PRACTICAL Eupineer desire.^ sitnation as trade rider

for a good trnii—Box No. L5,408, The Motor Cticle
Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [4590

GENTLEMAN desire-s petition, cycle car, raotorcyclette
manufacturers, or garage, with a view tj invwtine

capital in a few runnths.-Full particulars, Box 6.303.
The Motor Cycle Ofliccs, Coventry. [X3101

MOTOR CYCLES, ETC., FOR HIRE.
FOR Hire, sidecars. 7/6 per day. £1 per week.—Rev.

378. Eustou Rd., and 173. Ut. Portland St.. \W\
[4975MOTOR Cars and Cycle for hire, day or week:

terms on applieation.- Rey, 378. Euston Rd.. and
173. Gt. Portland St.. \V. [4974

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

EXCEPTIONALLY- Good Motor Cycle Bnsiucss for
enle in S.E. district. e*tn|j|islied 9 years, go.d «liop

and residence, witli large garage, splendid connection

:

turnover £1.800. incT.asinc ; stock, idant, enodwilj. etc.,
£500: everv invc^ti':iition ; owner wonI«] assi.st pari li:i^er
for a lew weeks.—Box 6.210, The Motor Cycle Oth.e.s.
Coventry. tX1148

WANTED.
QPARES.—Morgan and Maxwell, Strcatham.

WANTED, good second-hand Rex sidecar chassis.—
17. High St., Huddersfldd. [X3157

thereabout.—Treasure.
Liverpool. [X3321

or other good make, for fa-^t

-Dyson, Docks, Boston. [3795

[7877

J.E.S- ^rudel, halt price or
Vicarage, IlarLlngton Rd.,

WANTED. late B.S.A..
little ear and cash.-

TX/ANTED, free engine pulley, complete, for S'-'-li.p

VV Kcrry-Abingdou.—Postmaster, Foutwell, Aruud'-l

SIDECAR Wanted,
beam cycle.—70.

exchange
High St.,

WANTED. 1913
offers to C. B.

CRANK Cose, timing side,
Langston, 119.

O-Lh.p.. mag.
'W a and £5

[X3242
lady's 2-speed Sun-
Lye, Stourbridge.

[_X3143
3'-h.p. Rudge Mnlti.- I.owest
Ford, Bondgntc .St., Alnwick.

[4772
5-6h.p. V.S. Peugeot.

-

Sumatra Ed., West Halnp^t';id.
[4662

reliable, for mag. Mntcsacoehe, perlcct.
Write, il-.tor, 28. Oiebe Rd., Horii.^ev-

[4660
SILENCER, with mag. platform attached, new or

second-hand. —Plomnau, Alaruhull, Blalidford.
Dorset. [4568

WANTED, Triiimph, 3',Jh.p., P.E., not earlier than
1910, or exceed ;£20.—18, Fester Hill Ed., Bed

^ord. [X3180
WANTED. 3',4 to 4h-p. twin engiue, m.o.v., good con-

dition; cheap.—W., 9," Nicllolus Ed., St. GeoreeV.
Bristol. [4564

SPEEDOMETER wviuted : exchange young bulldng
gratil specimen.— tiee, 32, Sneiuton Boulevard. Not-

tingham.

TyANTED
T T mint:

PlTmcntli.

FRAME,
engine

carburettor, li.b.e..

later 1912, perfect.-

[X2648

and 2V.li.p. unit,
sr, 44, Park St .

[S3361
sound condition, suitable for 1911 Rex

and magneto.—Particulars, Teesbridge
Brickworks, Stockton. [X3271

carburetter.
Iritch ; cheai).-

Walton-on-Thanics.

T^ANTED.
» lamp.

speedometer, speed gear.
-Blencathra, Highfield Rd,.

[X3328

WANTED. 7h.p. Indian, tiidecar, late model; escban^r-
6Ii.p. 3-^peed Matchless, solo mount, caali adjust-

m'^ut.—176, ilitfbam Rd., Tooting. [4586

WANTED, 1913 Doii^Ia?. 2-speed, part exchange for
1910 Sizaire. 2-6eat., first-class condition- —

Hiegin^, South R<]., Stourbridge. [X3250

3 -SPEED T.T. Douglas, for'late 1911 3V2h.p. Zenith-
Gradua, perfect condition, all accessories; sell £26.

-Goode, WTiiaton Hall, Northampton. [X30e5

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS
UNIMPORTANT PRICES FILL

AT

SIDECAR CATALOGUE.
Copies sent free. 30 Models. Every tvpe mounted on
our widfly approved UNBREAKABLE WELDED
CHA-5IS, FITTING ANY MAKE MACHINE.

L'nequallcd for

strength and
safety.

Chassis alone for

Canoe bodies
with T\Te and
Valanced Mud-

guard.

MODEL 22.
N\w Motor Boat

type of Body, as

sketch, on B 2

Chassis.

£11 10 O

MODEL 6.

New Canoe type

Body, as i;ketcli,

on B2 Cliassis,

£11 10 O
ASK FOR SPECL-VL WVLUE LIST OF SECOND-

HAND MOTOR CYCLE BARGAIN'S.

SPECl^^L OFFER
7 HP. F.N.
July Dehvery.

LONDON STOCK
Bradbury Paris,

Tratie and Retail

7tt,ClmrlottoSt. ToiteuhaiD

Couri Itoad, Lomlon. W.

Ph'Hie: Museum, 'JC^T. ^Vires :
" I'lircellim. London.*

:;howioonis ,Tnd Works Hours— 8-7: Saturdays. >-i.

PURUELLS,Ltd.

r-THE DELUGE
TRIPLE PROOF.

From all accessory
dealers. Heavy
Lintearable twill.

Seatless overalls.
The most durable
and smartest suit
procurable.

Is an lii '- yThe following

unsolicited letter

appreciation from a

Motor Cycle Traveller.

SresBra. The Delncc Rainproof Clotliinc Co.
Dear Sirs—Rt; tlju I>eliiBL' Suic I had from yoii last winter. I,

write to say it'a the licat thine in Motor Cyolisla" clothing I have,
ever had. Ha%'« used it in all wiathers. praciiirally every ilny.

followint: my occupation as a Commercial -Travellpr. and have
Dtvvr liatl cause to grumhle. It3 neat appearance is one coed-

point. Yours truly, (bigiii'd' L. H. Hitchinj;.'

Makers

The Deluge Rainproof Clothing Co.,
52, Cannon. Street. Manchester.

Ml lettei's relating to advertisements Should quote the number at tiie end of each ndvertisemeni, and the date of the issLre. *=;<
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Introduce this

new Challenge
Plug. Send your,

old plug together
with 1/3 and we
will send you one

I

post free. Only

one will be sent

to each rider.

I

Others can be ob-

tained from your
local agent at 2/6
each.

Challenge Fasteners have larger bearings than any other
make, therefore longer life.

§6d' black ;8d. plated; adjustable, 3d. extra. I

// U's a ChaUenge— iheji it's a cerl. «

CHALLENGE Mf;. t;o., Sand SL, BltiMli^GHAIVI

— THE —

HARCOURT
RADIATORS

for Air-cooled Engines.

NO OVERHEATING.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY. -

OIL BILL HALVED.

Invaluable with Sidecars.

Motor Cycles: Singles, 15 /-; Twins, 18/-

Cycle Cars : Singles or Twins .. .. 18/-

(State make, power, an-] year of engine.)

WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, LTD.,

Byers Road, GLASGOW.

The LINDUM
QUaCK ADJUSTABLE

PULLEY.
The World's Best.

l^ice 12/6- Bored
to fit your Engine.

Lindum Engineering

Co., 67, Stratford Rd.,

Birmingham.

WANTED.
WANTED, cheap for cash, 1913 Triumph, also 6-8

h.p. machine. Matchless or Indian piefeired,—
WatisonV Motor Depot, Ripley, Derby. [X3240

WANTED, 1913 6-8h.p. twjn and undcrdung ^^idecar.

\vell-knowii make, perfect condition criisential;

£40 highest.— 256, Mitcham Ed.. Tooting. [46V5

CASH TVaiting.—Wanted, magneto motor ryc-les, cyrl'

cars, any condition; lowest price.—Box No. L5 417
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [4732

MOTOR Cycle wanted, about 2h.p., tT\-in-cyl., frer-

wheel, late pattern-; give full paitieular^. date, mile-

age, etc.—M.R., Chiltley Place, Liphook, Hants. [4591

WANTED, motor cycle, about SVsh.p., magneto; ex-

change for V^ size billiard table and all accessories,

or sell £8/10.-J.B., 218, Kingston Rd., Merton Park.
[4571

RTJDGE Multi fsy^h.p.), and accessories wanted; cash;
deposit fnr approval; good experience Rudges.—

Beasaut, c/o Robertyon, 42, Montgomery St., Edinburgh.
[X3137

WANTED, a light sidecar, coachbuilt, quick detach
able jointed, in good order; price moderate.—Reply,

W. Paradine, 3, Albert Terrace, Bridge, Canterbury.
[X3066

WANTED, 1913 Studebaker 2 or 4-seat., also
Morris-Oxlord, Singer, and G.W.K.; cash

deal.—Particulars, Box 6,307, The Motor Cycle Offices.

Coventry. [X3230

\TCTANTED. Henderson, 1914, 2-speed, and sidecar, 2-

VV seat, preferred .- t?tate mileage and list accessories

;

private, not trade; Kent—Box L5.418, The Motor Cycle

Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.G. [4740

DOUGLASES.—All 1914 models, 2^',h p. and 3ii,h.p.

best prices, prompt ca.7h : al'so a few eecond-hand
1912 and 1913 models for cash.— Maudes' Motor ]\Iart

136. Gt. Portland St., Londou, \y. [1366

WANTED, your present machine in part exchange
for a 1914 model ; dalirery from stock of best

makes; splendid allowance prices.-Elce and Co, 15
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0461

ORDERS for New and Second-hand Machines. Also
a lew Douglases and 3-speed Triumphs in part

payment of 1914 motor bicycles.^JExcellent pri e'^

allowed by Newsome and Fletcher, Ealing Broadway
London, W. [4738

WANTED, your motor cycle, to sell. Only 7^ .°

commission. No extra, charges oE any descrip
tion I have customers actually waiting" loi" macbic" i

'Phone : Chiswick 621.—Kiug's, 2, King's Pa-ade
Acton Hill, W. [464^

SEND Particulars of your motor- cycle, cycle car. 01

accesi^ories to us. We bny for cai^h, sell on smil'

commission, or exchange. We are tlie leading firm m
South London -in the businese, and specialise in mot( i

cycles and cycle cars. We have daily eai.]uiries foi mm
riiiues of almost every make.— South Eu^teru Gari^i

Heme Hill Station, Ljndcn. S.E. [051 r

1Q13 or 1914 Motor Cycle or combination, with .r!

XtJ iiercv- .lie- : cxcliangc very sniait chestnut p( u-\

car (Lawrriir.=>), harnes.s, ctt-., to mat' h. ~e!! £28 10
nUo !;idv-back tandc.u, Ch;iter-L<:-a fiitiugf^, Ar;n.-tr( n
Carter I'ase:-, perfect, cost vwv £25, and small ia--li

udiu-tmcnt eithi'r wav.-Box 6,298, The Motor Ci/rk

Offic<-s. Coventry.
' [X2965

WANTED, any number of motor cycles, Combma
tions. light cars, sidecirs, Gncincs, accessones.

We buy, sell on ccmmission, or ex. hange. We h:;ve

several clients waiting for good machines. Send u-.-

particulars. W^ have the la-TCst clientele, the fin st

salerooms, and obtain the hicHe t prices; terms, testi-

monials, etc., on application.—Morgan and Maxwell.
r.oudon Motor Salerooms, 80, High Rd., Streatham,
London. [0526

EXCHANGE.
11 2-speed Douglas, complete; £25, or exchange:
Liial.—23, Abbey \\n\k. Milifax. [X3276

11 '/^ Bradbury; 1 xr
cash adja.-;tment.—

19
19

1' fur 2-speed lightwei.irht.
j.-- I'ligh, Letchworth, [4573

EXCHANGE 8h.p. twin M.C.C. engine, B. and B.,

;rid silencer, ior 2-«pecd gear.—Clark, Counterslip.
B;istil- [X3087

"I
iQ 13',2 6h.p. Enfield Combination ; exchange ;. tee

-1.^ under Enficlds.— McFarlane, .Djcykden, Man-
chester. • - [X3185

EXCHANGE coaclibnilt sidecar combination, ler<.s en
gine. for single-cvl. magneto.—Pearson, 45, Upper

Perry Hill, Bri-tt)l. [X3088

EXCHANGE £10/10 and £9/9 bicycles, unridden. for
good lightwfight juotor cycle—Box 6,304, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3133

IP NFIELD Combination, 1914, gears, wheels, and
J pistons; £50, or 1914 Triumph.—Riches, Wol

laston, Stourbridge. [X3535

EXCHANGE 6h.p. J.A.P., Armstrong 3-speed, and
coachbuilt i^idecar," for good single, or sell cheap.

-4, riummer St., Bristol. [4567

1Q06 10-12h.p. Humber, 5-seat.: exchange good 3y;
Xi/ h.p. monnt, Ford car, or cycle ear, or *^ell £85
Kilmuir, Aldeburgh-on-Sea. [4639

"^J
Q12 Rex, 4h.p.. and 2S4h.p. twin Moto-Reve, for

.Xt/ 1912 Humber, 2-speed, or 5-6h.p. twin.—44.
Knotts Green Rd., Leyton. [X3140

MOTO-REVE, 1911, 25^h.p. twin, for good -SV^h-P-
single, or sell £16; splendid running order.

—

75, Churckfield Rd., Acton. [4630

Secure your machine
and its contents. The

ATLAS
UTILITY LOCK
Fastened with one hand
—grips like a bulldog.

Secures all portable articles

against theft—locks your
machine, preventing it

being ridden or pushed
away. Locks rugs, o\ eralls,

bags, etc. Only 5/6 with
2 keyb Every lock

different

The ATLAS 'M-T
OUiCK" PETROL FILLER
and Filter,

Fits any can. Prevents spill

ing, splashing, or waste
Fills in a fiash. Hugh Gibbon
says every sidecarist should
carry one. Saves time
and petrol. Only 8/6
for all motor cycle-

Wriie now to

The Atlas Synd. Ltd.,

14, Woodstock Slreet,

0£f Bond St, Londcn. W.

THE "A.I."

SPRIS^Q fSOLLEEl BLIND
IViUDSHiELDS.

SO LIGHT
AND HANDY.
When di^awn

down gives
absolute pro-

tecLion from
all mud and
wet to the
legs and feet.

Rods itself up
in a second,

and is out of

the way when
not required

on fine days.

Helps to cool

the engine.

Wiien ordering, state maker's name, year, and

h.p. of machine.

Al Mudscreeni)o.,39-4i,Gundrordst., L^EDs.

Loudon A:;ent.^; The S«;ivice Co.. iL92, Hi>;li Hul-

hom; Mp^srs. -Brown Bro^^., Great Eastern Street;

Messrs. Ea.^t London Rubber Co., Great liustern

S 1 1 e ct ^^^.—

—

0PREAL BARGAINS
NOT ONLV MODERATE
PRICE, BUT RELIABLE

I -^I*^~l ALL DETAILS, AND FULLY
(stOCI^

I GUARANTl£ED,AREOFFEREDAT

BEST I
MAKES!

THE SCOTTISH HEALQUARTERS FOR
The most sought after makes of

Motor CycleSj Sidecars, and Light
Cars, New and Second-hand,
generally difficult to get else-

where. These can be delivered from stock byALEXANDER & OO.,
Sole Scottish Agents for Indian, Douglas. Enjield, Brougk.

a7id WiUiavisoT jnachiiies. .4gents for Matchless, Norton
P. (C- M., Bat, B.S.A., Braclbury, Lei-is, CaUhorpc Junior,

and Velpcc,

BEST HOUSE FOR THE TRADE, BEST HOUSE FOR THE
PRIVATE BUYER, OFFERING MANY ADVANTAGES NOT
OBTAINABLE ELSEWHERE.
Ask for our immediate de-

livery offer for any of above,
also for Ford, Calthorpe,

and G.W.K. Light Cars.

123-125, LOTHIAN ROAD. EDINBURGH, AND
272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW.

A56 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i§Bue.
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EXCHANGE.

rQ 12 Rudge. N.S.U. S-speed variable gear, lovely
•^ sidecar maoliine; £32. or exchange T.T. Douglas.

—I'rank Reynard, Easingwold. rX3317

BROWN 2-^pr;ed Gear, late 1913. Toituretto rim, cuit
Rcx-Jap; exchange --landard rim and cash, or ^ell —

Henri. 50, Wyle Cop, Shrew^bxiry. [4535

Bliih.p. 2-5peed Free Engine, fast, perfect. £27:
excljan°e piano, good condition.—Box 6.306,

The Motor Cycle Office?, Copentry. rX3225

POWERFUL Car Head Light. -=eIf-coutaiuod. BR C.
Alpha, fo-t £5/10. tor good motor cycle lamp and

generator.— Millard, draper, Che^terBeld. [XSIOS

ROVER. 1910, eh. p., 2 ignitions, side change,
hood, screen. Stepney, perlect; £45; exchange

motor cycle.— 1, Townley Rd.. Dulwich. [4615

1 Ql2i;. Humber Combination, in excellent condition:
JL *J what nffers ab-ve £30? or would exrhant?e
'['-T. mount.—33. Frizinghall Rd.. Bradford. fX3320

WERXER 5h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, good running
order; £10: cschiinge i-or twin ~ame power engine,

2-speed, n-ith magneto.—Crew, Highbridgc, Somcr>el.
(4510

2iJb p. Cvcle, fa-t, racing har=. ~pepdcratier, ^prin?
4 forks, new cjiindr-r. Kempt=hall, for powerful

twin, mag.. Rex p/eforTed.— 19, Whitehall Ed., Gray<=.

Esses. {4497

7-9h.p, Vrndnc. mag.. 2-.=pccd, kick ftarter, speedo-
meter. *;idecar, for lower power and «idpcar. or

^pII £32.—Ajuold. 78. Albion Rd.. Stoke Xcwiiifftn.
London. f4656

'IQ13 ISh.p. R.C.H. Car, 2-seat., dickey, new con-
-It/ dition, fully equipped: £110: good cycle

'

car or combination part.—Waltons. Dawson Sq.,

Burnley. [X3354

5 -SEAT. Motor Car. 4 cyls.. Bosch watcrprpof mng..
po.-.d runcing ordi-r, aiiv trial or expert examinatim

liore. for modern combination, or ^ell cheap.— Millard-;,

Clirjterflcld [X3104

61. p fic-auiii'^ Dp Dion. 2-?ieat.. mag., modern cnrbiir-

etter. tine meL'hanii-al order: exchnnge motor cyrlc

0* i ombiofitioii, ash adju^tmcDt —P. Uiddel^dcU. Box-
I.Td, SnlTolk. [4640

1 Qi4 4h.p. 3---pecd Triumph, complete, all on. and 15
1- i/ gn. Supreme sidecar, with hood, as new: rx-

. linnce lor cvclo dr. Morgan preferred.- White. 78a.
Junction Rd .- N [4655

6h.p. Zenith-Oradua. 1913 model. Middleton side
car: exchan;;e for lower power. Rover, Trir'w

-

fr Bradburv preferred.— Brooks, Hawthorne Villa.
Pililey. Chesterfield. (X3323

MAUDES.-Ciirburettor ex'-hnnees: Binkn 49/-. R
iind li 30/-: Senspray 42/-. Aninc 30/-. Lukin

5'-: eifwl allownuic.-* for old carburetters. — 136. Gt
rortlwiid St.. London, W. [1749

GLOBE. 1913. 8h.p. vi.c... 2-*ipecd. and reverse, with
h(»od, t^crecD. 5 lamp*. Stepney, occcfsoric.-. etc.

:

.oxchango comliinati ti and cash, or sell £90.— Fo^t^r,
•23, Skinner St.. Clr-rk. nwcll. [4725

EXCHANGE 9h,p. 90° J.A.P. edgined Contrast cycTc
car. 3 (ipecd-* and \f\'*'X<Q, (n^t. powerful, ho-id, wind

iiTcen. head lamps, for 8h.p. A.J.S. or Chatcr-Lca. ca-^li

udiu.itment-20, Leeds Rd.. Ilklcy. [4561

1Q12 A.C. Sociable. De Luxe 3-iOater mode], liond.
Xt/ -icreen. etc.. cujflully ut^ed : offet'^. or exchange
6-8h.p -lidocar cotnhinnTioo. Chater-Lca No. 7. or Match-
less preferred.— Letters. 84. King.-ton Rd.. New Mald.'u

(X3090

I
WILL Exchange 2>ih.p. 1914 Radco Lightweight,

perfect, done 150 miles, for sidecar combination
or cycle car; would give cash adjustment it good.—Box
L5.413. The Motor Cu<lc OfTices. 20. Tudor St.. E.C.

[4743
8]i.p Bat-Jap. 1911^4. 2-speed. 9ft. 6in. belt drive,

automatic lubrication, 2 head lamp-, tail light,
nrn, *;itring t'ramc, 8peed6metpr. decompressors. ] hitch

f^lioe sidecar, vciy roouiv. with -torm-proof apron :ind
wind --treen, not done 5,000 mile.*, ti^plondid i-^nditiuu.
mochauical and otherwise: any examination: £45. Io\\c>t
or take good cycle car and ca--h adju-tmeni.-Eowhind-',
21, BrooK Mews North. Craven Rd.. London. W. [4496

W
REPAIRERS.

/•HITTALL MaclliuiHs' Co.. War Office Couliiictors,
I.i[ all repairs.

-ysa
Poliahed

'O Motor Cycle

' Grease Gun. piated.

For l^:tctin£ Grease & Heavy Oil in(o Gear Cases, etc.

POST FREE 1/3 NET.
Larger size, 2/- and 4/6 each.

*VEVO" WORKS, PARK LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

\T7iIITTALL -Expert welder*^; repairs returned, nc-
V> curtitely machined, inside 7 days. No charge it

un>;uc:p^5ful.

W/llITTALL -Re-boring and new piston*;. All motor
Vt repairs. Old eneinea rpjuvenatcd. All work puiir-

fiTiteed : no exat^pernting delays.— Whittall Machinist-*'
Co., Whittall St.. Birmingham. (0130

CVLIXI'KR Re-grinding.— For practical efflciencv try
The Criterion Motor Work<s. bolow.

CEITKHION Motor Works.-A Hrm of re nguii^ed
ahilitv for cylinder re-grinding and fitting new pis-

tons complete ; we al^o speT.iaIi>e in complete engine
OTerliaal>i. and guarantee abejlute etflciency. !>! us
ouote you.— 11. Criterion Mews. Upper llolloway, Lon-
dnn. N. [1888
WELl>INfiS, Ltd.. Dept. M.C.. 235. Gt. Aucoat-

St . Manchester.— Osy-acetylene welding experts

BROKEN Flanges, ralre eeats. pi-ton^, crank ca?e^i.
water packets, welded and machined complete.

SEND Your Old Enyine or complete machine for over-
Lauliag. re-bn-iliing, cylinders re-ground, new pis-

ton-^. rings, and gudgeon I'ir.s fitted.—Welding, Ltd., Depf
M.C.. Manchester. [6113

HENLEY REOATTA
7 Miles from Rcadinefi

LEADSTHE ROWINO WORUD I

UUMIAN'S OARAGE
in the centre of Reading

LEADS THE IVIOTOFCING WORLD!
BARGAINS.

I9r4.8 h.p. 2-specd MATCHLESS .inci coach-
built Siflecar, spare tyre. Bleriot car
headlight. I.ooo ft. F.R.S.. '-k-clric side
and roar ligjit? £63

1914 4 h.p. 3-spced T.T. TRIUMPH, lamp.
speodomcter, not done 2,000 inilcf. and a

new logurne.a -Millford Sidecar, cost over
£82.; 58 Gns.

1914 3'.h-r. PREWIER, 3-sp::e<l (counlcr-
shaft), shop soiled 48 Gns.

1914 4 h.p. HUMdER, 3-speed, shop soiled 48 Gns.
tgio DOUGLAS, magnificent condition .... 16 Gns.
1907 TRIUMPH, perfect condition .14 Gns.
190S ARIEL, B. & B. carburetter, Bosch

niagnclo, just overhauled 16 Gns.
1912 -^ h.p. A.J.S. and tqh Mills-Fulford

Sidecar 47 Gns.

1914 MODELS IN STOCK.
4 TRIUMPH ..£60 0. ;', LEVIS, -|. £45
(i A.J.S 84 Gns. . ^CCLYNO, --ir. £30
CONNAUGHT . £33 10 . ROYAL RUBY 23 Gns.
AND MOST Ol- Till.; l'kl.\t ll'.M. M.XKUS.

1914 LIGHT CARS.
SINGER .195Gns. . PERRY 140Gns.
STANDARD . £195 . PERRY Couix; . 170 Gns.
HUMBERETTECU5 0. FORD £135
1913 HUMBERETTE, c.iiiiplele, lamp, horn,

specdoin. trr. electric lighting, \\"ateh,

and spares £0 Gns.
1913 Sporting MORGAN, hood, screen, etc. £79

EXCHANGES ! EASY TERMS !

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, READING.
Biggest Dealer in the South. EstablishecJ 43 years.

"I-'hoin_- 1024.,

SILENCE WITHOUT LOSS OF POWER.

THE ORIGINAL SILENCER ATTACHMENT
FOR TRIUMPH MOTOR BICYCLES.

Easily fitted. Neat and Efficient.

This Silcnc-or .Attacliment satisfied tlic judges
in tlie A.C.U. One Day Tiial. wliefo so niaur
iiiachinos were disqttalilied lor noisiness.

.^laiiila:d finisli. ID 6. Plated lini.=h. 12 6.

Ncwsoroe & Flel.-her, Ealing Br^adAay, London, W.

- Ihe enamelled ports of- Cycles'. Woiori'f^clesk :

Side-Cars. Cycle Cars. Motors,efc; ' :

FI<INTOniN
\.n occasional coar or lwo:rubbed down With

"off with pKtrof Of oirs-, efc

Sold everywhere-SiX PENNIE8|0hIy. -

C.L0HMANN,35.Grear Eastern Sf.Lpndon.if.

/ The lightest Lady's Motor Cycle in the world o'
j" is the 1 h.p. F»AOER, ^B
Ji hiiill to suit vour personal requiremeuf? 'ni Jl"
- 2 3 GU IN EAS. '

Send stambcd envelope (or photo. ~m

Also very suitable for elderly gentlemeo oi ^
iovalids. ^MILLARDS. CYCLES. GUERNSEY. /

S

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the tssue. A37
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WATCH"
H| our advertisements for the var!ation of slock. ^^ Only once this year have we had to advertise

the same machine tvi/ice. That's virhat aB reputation does. k
Buy from us and be satisfied. Ask your pals.

W 1912 "Zenith" and Sidecar : Engine quite" good, thoroughly overhauled £45.
1913 " P. & ivj." and Sidecar. Al] accessaries.

Had very little use. Guaranteed ... £55. n
1913 3i h.p. " Zenith " ridden 170 miles only : "i

HIamp, horn, speedometer, spares, etc., £45,
or near offer. B

1913 11 h.p. ELF : practically new £15. "
Grand Prix Morgan. Immediate delivery,m Harley-Davidsm. Immediate delivery. H
6 h.p. Enfield and Sidecar. Immediate delivery.
Premier. All Models. Immediate delivery.

Your PROMPT agents.

YOUR
PROMPT
AGENTS

ILL
OTOR
-LTD. —
'ioDe:Fmckleyi

1:1745:
4, WOOD SIDE PARADE,
NORTH FINCHLEY, N-

The C.G. Belt Fastener
(Patent applied for)-

For perfect belt seivice; cxcertionally larKe and hardened
bearing snrfaces. Effeetnally fills the full gap between the
ends of the belt. Adjustable -with leather faced links of
different lengths, or an extra one inserted.

|in., lin., and ijin. sizes with one link, 2/- each.
Extra links 1 /- each.

Roller coupling for extra link, 3d. each. Postage i|d.

The C.G. Motor Co., 1 1 ,Wellinglon Rd., Horfield, Bristol

'LAZY TONGS'
Valve Spring Lifter.

Iteady for Usa. In Usb,

LEAVES BOTH HANDS FREE.
SIMPLE, RAPID, CERTAIN.

No. .10-23 Price 2/6 each. Obtainable thioiiph all dealers,

Sule iMaimfactiiiera

:

BENTOIM& STONE. Ltd, BIRMINGHAM.

REPAIRERS.
ANTOINE Cylinders, Pistons, etc.; prompt delivery.

—Premier Motor Co., Birmingham. [0246

VALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any size, 3/6; per pair
6/-.—O. R. Foster, Kirkstall Bd., Leeds. [0255

F.N. Owners, Note.—Earl, late loreman at the F.N.
Agency Wotks, is at your disposal lor all repairs.

—lJelo>v.

F.N. Cylinders Re-ground to 55 mm., and light step
ringed pistons fitted to increase power.—Below.

I;p.N. Frames converted to 1914 designs. Estimates
given for general overhauls.—Below.

3 -SPEED (Jear? for any model 4-cyI. F.N. The most
important improvement yet introduced. Particu-

lars of our latest gear given, gladly to interested F.N.
riders.—Below.

F.N- Pattern Gears—We are sole manufacturers of
the Horstniann 2-speed gear, and are supplying

the new positive type of gear at a specially reduced
price. You should consult us at once re fitting this
efScient 2-speed gear. Inclusive quotations given bj
return.—Earl's Engineering Works. 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead. 'Pliooe : Hampstead 3287. '[X3235

DON'T Scrap that cracked cylinder. Try Barker's iron
cement- 1/1 tin, post free.—Oxford Rd., Worthing.

[X3080
CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded; quotations free;

send your enqtiirles.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd.. Birmingham. [0248

QUADRANTS. - A large stock of parts still to be
cleared: write for latest list.—Re^. Sameoa. Isling-

ton Row, Bimiingbam. [2700

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., sue-
ces.'fully repaired by Lea's nietallurgieal procet^s.-

Lea. engioeeis, Runcorn. [5191

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, flanges, pistons,
etc., repaired. Scored cylinders filled in and

ground to existing pistons.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons complete, re-

bushing, overhauling.—West London Welding
Co.. Esse.x Place. Chiswick. Tel, 536.

THE SIDECAR BELLE.
Comfort for tHe passenger.

Gives a fcelin« of secuiiiy to a
nervous passenger,, as she can
sound her own independent alann
by simply iiressintr the foot knob.
The Bells are Two-Note, Two-
Stroke, and are most effective road
dealers and are supplied with
nil parts for fixinR into footboards,
din. 6/6, 5in. 8/9, 6in. 9/9 Post 6d

A W. BOND,
2Jo—247. Euston Road. N.W.

[1746

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, first-class work;
moderate quotations.—Purcells, 78. Chailotte St.,

Tottenham Court Rd., W. [6878

COMl'RESSION.—Cylinders ground aud new pistons
fitted, 24/-: oldest engines restored to liigheet

vitality.— Premier Motor Co., Biruiinghara. [0247

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,

rebushing, parts duplicated.—EUenborough Motw
Works, EUenborough Rd., Wood Green, N. [8394

ANTOINE Parts; frames modernised and built to
order; engines overhauled at lowest possible prices.

—Holmes aud Co., Fleming Rd., Kenuiugton. [4712

CYLINDERS Re-gTOuud, fitted new piston, step-cut
rings, and hardened gudgeon, S5mm. 21/-; delivery

7 days.—TUe Motor Repair Co.. Strettoid, Mauclie^iter.
[X3167

PISTC'N. fitted with top and bottom, btep-cut rings,

hardened eteel gudgeon pin. and your cylinder re-

bored and ground. 24/-.—O. R. Foster. Kirtetall Rd..
Leeds. [0310
TJOBINSON'S, Green St., Cambridge-Specialists in
-tV Douglas and Triumph repairs; complete stock
parts ;

good work ; reasonable charges and prompt-
ness. [8621

VULCANISING, retreading, equalling new.—Holy-
cake's, 92, Battersea Rfee, S.W. Charges

moderate; best workmanship. Forward faulty tyres
and tubes. [X3270

TONGE Welding Worlds, 174, Oldliam Rd.. Middleton.
Manchester.—E.vyerts in broken cylinders, crank

L'ases, etc, \Velding aluminum a speeiality. Nothintr
too difficult. Sound work at moderate cliargea. [1389

MAUDES.—All and any repairs undertaken to
motor cycles, cycle cars, etc., gears fitted, re-

boring, re-enamelling, etc.; estimates submitted with
plefi.sure.— 136, Gt. Portland St.. London, W. [1748

COMPRESSION. -Cylinders rebored and ground,
new pistons, rings, and gudgeons, complete. 16/ .

overhauling, rebushing, efficiency guaranteed.— Reliance
Motor Engineering Co., Spon Lane, Smethwick, Bir
raingham. [1210

WELDING. — Broken cylinders, flanges, damaged
threads, aluminium crank cases, piston*=, connect

ing rods, etc., eucce.s^fully repaired; prompt attention;

]
rea<;Ouable charges.— Dept. M.C. Weldings, Ltd.. 37,
Holt St., Birmingliam. [4273

CYLINDERS Rr?-grouud [potrol, gas, or steam], new
piritous and linga, fit guaranteed to 4-l,000tl]

! inch. ; engine jepairs ; axlee ground and case-hardened;
bronze bushes, white metal beariugfi.— Gradior Machine
Co.. Stafford. Est. 20 years,

.
[5518

SPECIALISATION is the keynote of the twentieth
century.—We are motor repairer specialists, and

we can, therefore, execute any class ot repair work
promptly aud efficiently, at lowest prices. Machines
completely overhauled. Cylinders re-bored, new pistons
fitted; frames cut down aud modernised; re-bushing,
etc. Estimates free.—Patricroft Motor Co., Patricroft,
Manchester. [3750

GUARANTEED Repairs and Reduced" Prices.—
Cylinders re-ground, fitted new piston, rings, and

gudgeon (2 or 3-ringed type), to 85 mm bore, for
18/6; phosphor bronze bushes from 3 /- ; valves and
seatings ground true, 5/- pair; our speciality. Simplex
patent steel featherweight pistons, from 22/-; Duplex
patent rings from 3/-; send for illuetrated list, mailed
free.—Mormon and Blies. London Rd., Hounslow. [5147

THE ''SWAN

THE SWA.N ,

"WHICT FLOATS"

We can mention here but very few of the
points the "Swan" excels in— very little

of the praise the " Swan " calls for.

Our catalogue, however, puts before you at
length the many qualities in this little vehicle.

and it should materially help you in your choice

'SWAN'
n'nle to:

SIDECARS, OXFORD,
or to

niessrs. A. P. UEY. 17;5. Great Portland Street,

and 378, Eiiston Road. N.W.

TURNER

THE ONLY SIDECAR GIVING PROPER
PROTECTION AND COMFORT.

Hood and screen £1 15s. each extra. Iiuprovcments in desiun and
strenctli of cliassi^;.

U. H. GRIFFIN & OO.,
Sole Manufacturers, Minories, Birmingham.

Sole London Ageiilx—
The Carette Co., 177, Great Portland Street, London, W.

Reed.
design

No. 63-lG2.^.

An acetylena rear lamu designed after iructical exiicrience,
entirely satisfactory and fully coraplyinc with the law, Mado
in one aluminium casiinn—liclit we it'lit—cannot slial^e- to

jiieces— cltan desiHU—keeps idittlit— cnaraniced. Can be bolted
to existinfi number nliite. or fits Vin. round „ . C /C

,

Btunipbmt;ket,3.lin.Iiish, k'laRseal-lin. india. frx^e J/ U eaL-n.

Rubber or flex metallic tnbint;, 4d, foot. 13rass Y piece. lOd.

Rubber ends. 4d. each. Frame clips. Id. each. Spare Biiiy

burner, 1/i. From all stores and a;:ents. or the mauulaeturerii

—

A. J. DEW & CO., 2t, Endell St-, W-C

Quality and Cheapness Combined
Immediate disrate

of Cycle Houses froi

de2 - 17 - 6.

South Western Timber Co., fulAam: «

Send to-day for cat

alogne, or call aQ
inspect for proofl

Telephone; Putne

High Streett

785.

A58 411 letters relatinj; to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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H. D. C. MOTOR CO.
Telephone No. 115, Kingsbury.

RIDERS WANTED FOR
T r. NDRTON £50

T.r. TRIUMPH £'S 15

T.T. ROYAL RU3Y £S9 6

T.T. ARN3 . £34

ROVAL RUBY (tuoslrokc) £J6

2h.p. ELF £24 3

iOj: RUDGE (F.E.) £27

I9J2 TRIUMPH (F.E.) and new tcif cdc £c. £40

191 3 SCOTT ant) Sidecar £45

igi!- T.T. INDIAN £35

1912 REX and 191 J Sidtcir £32

141, BROADWAY, WEST HENDON.

THE LATEST AND BEST THING IN BELTS

is the

B.A. Belt.
S:c Press Notices— See Testlnonlal;—
One rider

—
"" Can do forly miles per hour, end on
end, iu laio."

Aflotber rider
—

" Have done 2,000 miles, and belt

slill gootJ
"

l" 2/Z ; i" 2/6 ; i
J" 2/9 per ft. including fastener.

Basilica Mfg. Co., Ltd., HencroFt works, Leek.

Stocked in London : E. & A. Ba^tone, 22S, Pentonville
Kd., N. Maudes' Motor Mart. Gt. Portland St.,

W. Etc., etc.

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

REPAIRERS.
TEXNAXT Engineering Co., I'ersliore St., Birming-

bam, for all that i= be^t iu motor repairs. No firm
has better machinery, better men, cr greater facilities
tor accurate wort, and, irre^pectiYe of price charged, no
firm can c.r xrill gire you grftater satisfaction. Cylinders
re-borerl and fitted complete new pi?tons from 18/6;
bushing equally cheap: frames altered and repaired;
engiBCri (.ojipletely cveriiauled. Every description of
welding 6ucce*-fully executed. Every job guaranteed.
Kefcrence3_ to hundreds of gratified clients. Official re-

pairers A.C-U.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[S3171

I

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
which has performed ro consii^urusly in

rerent bi? (rjEls inclrdinj LONDON —
EDINBURGH SCOTTISH, Etc., Etc.

CANE, £6 5 O. WICKER, £4 12 6.

COACHBUILT, £7 O O.

EXTRA FOR TWO ADULTS, 17/-.

SEND p:icSFOK : - .
. ^

CATALOGUE OF THIS&30 OTHER MODELS,

THE WAT50NIAN FOLDING SIDECAR C?U.P

C0NYBERE5T, BIRMINGHAM. ;:

PHOME-'sap Mie..T£LEGRAMS>FLE.)(.lBlUTY .' B'HAMw|

AUTO-WILEELS Fitted to any bicycle converts it into
a motor cycle. TJie greate.-t invention of this or

any other age. A tnotfi cycle at one half usual cost.

£16 16. cr IZ payriit^nts 50^10 eac-h, rr 18 piivments of
21/-; immediate delivery; carriage paid U.K.; fitting
and tuition free.—Write P.-^. for iPu-tratcd li't, or rail

and oee the Auto at 248. Bisliopsgate. London. E.G.

f Q14 Catalogue Xow Ready, post fiee. 180 pageo. 1.000
l-^y jllu.-trutiou^. all the late-t uicesr^ories. lower
price^s than any other hfu^e. Sideiar .^tandu, 4,'2; mats,
1/6: baskets, 5/6: lamp biai-kets. 8 pattern'^, from 1'6:
hack-rest^. 5/-: sileiu-ers. 3/3 to 25/-; valve grinders.
2/-: valve spring lifters, 1/-; valves from 2/6; pi.-ton
rings from 9d. : drip feed lubricat. r^. 8/- and 10'6.
Accessories value £4 supplied on mcnthly paymeutd;
any make of luochine or tiidei-ar bought, tsold. or eup-
piied on monthlv payiueiit->;: Welbro' silencer extentiinn,

12/6: engifies, all makes, cnth or iiiouthly payments: side-

car rear Inmpfi, 3/6. 5/6. 8/9. 11/6, 10/6; eidecar wheel
shields. 1.'6: foatboard.s, 8/- and 11 '6 pair: gas gener-
ators from 4/6. magneto knife. 9d : wlieels, 26x21.4. with
Villiers F.E. hub. £5/5: Continental tyrea. all sizes in
stOL-k : belt nui bnii-c ^, 8/- ; dccouiprwscrt*. 6 patlcru.*,
from 5/-; lathes. £5/10; ccnotdrshnit gears, £5-5: Klaxon
horns, 40/-: pannier seats. 10/6 : kick starters. 14/9:
Philixvion pu'ley controls. IS/-: Fitall gears. £5^5: si<\e

< ;ir L'ha.wis. 63/-: Uuito coiipIer«*, 21/-: oiUkin suits.

1 1.'IO : tankn and pulleys made, any fize or patifrn:
handle-bar-' 7 shapes, from 5/-: aluiiiirlum (ootboaids.
13/6 pair: k^ee grips. 4/-; sidecar bodies, from 25/-:
-idecar aprocs. 6 -: spring shackle*?, 7/6 set of 4; leather
-itain. 1/- til'.: tail la-np brackets. 1/-: Mangin mirrors,
5'-: Collan oil, 10'.'.d. : belting and tyreri, all makes

:

head lamps, 20 patterns, from 8/6 to GO/-': belt rims. 5/6:
-ide wines. 2/6 pair: Stewart (^pced indiiatoir;. 50'-:
Watford 63/-. Jones 63^; Post herns. 9/6: t^idcear gonsrs.

6 9.—M.C. Dept.. Metropolitan Machinists' Co.. Ltd..
^'48. Bishopsgate. London, E.C. 'I'hone: 12857 Central,
TA.: Quills. Londcn [6615

SKN^PRAY Carburetters, 12/- eacb.—BrownN. 12,
Bull Bing, Birminghaia. [X3255

OQ Wleels. tvres, 12/6; trembler coil 5/-, plain 4/-.

'W O —Brothcrtou, I'offtmun. Chorley. [X3274

PHILTPSOX Pullov. almost new. fit 1912 Bradbury:
£2.-49, High St.. Saffron Walden. [S3576

TOXRS Sjiee^omcter^ ( ffJTriumph :^
27/6; rcgieteiji to

Harley-DavidsoQ Step-Starter
one of the many esclasive patented
features of the 1914 Harley- Davidson
permits the machine to be started with tho rider
in tho saddle and both wheels en tho gronnd.
Other exclusive improvements aro Selective
Two-Speed—Double Brake Control—Docble Con-
trol of Free Wheel—Foldine Foot Board3-Ful«
Flotcins Seat,

ij. .VcouLouse earads,
ihuiiL ^,77 i 'ncliley. N. Fli4CnLi:Y, N.

ENGLISH SPANNERS.
FOOTPRINT ^r=> BRAND & DOMINO EB BRAND

1048 104-9.

MADE TO STAND AND WEAR.

TFT

60,-21. Tindal St.. Chcbnstord.

'yyt. 6iii. 'sin. AVhittle. 7/6: variable AlDQC,
• Spriugfttld Place. Hun^Iet, LceOr*.

iI'-Mf.—Ciirrys
less tyie/i and bodies

:

Cycle Co,, L^;i^.e,^ie^,20
TWIN Saddlebars, seat two riders abrcist;

irom Harry Walker's, Muswell Hill.

[4627

7/6.-10,
[S33S6

35/- eadi to

[4670 THOS,
[3593

,

Sole IViaKer :

R ELUN,
Send for a List.

"Footprint" Work],
S»Ht£F'FIEI.D

XL'ALL Pan Seat, entirely new: co.^t 50/-, bariraiu, 1

30;-.—G. Morgan, Snowfield, Ntw Tovrn, [4766

ROTAKT Cotton Oil^ilb Jacket.s and overalls, guaraD-
teed- abcolutelv waterproof: 22/6 per suit.

ROTARY Metallic Paste on valve cap or sparking
plug threads prevents leakage or seizing up;.

1/- tins.

ROT.-VRY Sheet Jointing on cranR case to cylinder
joints preven^5 all oil leakages: 1/- sheets.

ROTARY Jointing Co., Regent St„ Warrington. '

, [2957 i

"lAZHEELS lor Sidecars, on ball bearin" hubs, plated
»V rims; 15/- each; extra strong Hurlin (below).'

CIOACHBUILT Sidecars, brand new; clearance
> bariiains, £3/ 10.—Hurlin and Co., Ltd., 295,

Mare St., Hackney. Tel. : Dalston 2939. [0413

SUN. Screw-cutting Lathe. 3ft. gap bed: £5/7/6: lists

2 No, 6 free.—F, I'atrick, tjrosveuor Terrace, Leed^.
[8905

'?h.p. De Dion, w.c. 2-stat. car, 1.--^ g(-ar box, or part-

:

O offers.—Greeabow, Crosby Garrett, AVe.stuiorland.
[X3282

COWET Speedometer, £4/4 model, perfect: 35/-.—
iletcalf, baker, Withersti>-ld, near Newmarket, Suf-

lolk. [4501

SlJIilS, 2?4liP„ ni.o.i.v., B. and B., h.b.c., low, per-
fect: bargain, £9T0,—Condic, Holeinill, Kirk-

cakl.r. (X3043|

Sih.p. Be.^c Engine, frame, tank. 45/-: X.S.U. 2-spetd, I

4, lor N.S.U., i:3;iO: sidecar, £2.-138, Catherine!
St., Leicester. (X3182I

QFT.X% Whittle, 12/-: Wattord speedometer, 40/-; I

Binks, 13/6; B. and B., 14/-.—Hirst, Park View,

You Can't Possibly Get Better
SELECTION, MAKES, PRICE. EAS/ TERMS
EXCHANGE, OR GUARANTEE

Than we oflcr at

WAUC HOPE'S,
9, Shoa Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.

The LINDUM
SAFETY SIDECAR COUPLER.

nstantly detachable, as fitted to

New Hudson. B.SA.. etc.

^y. Price IS '- Set of 3.

UINDUM
Ens''"®^'''"<ir Co.,
67, Stratford Rd., Birminglnm.

High-Class Guaranteed Tanks
rro:l1 15,'- ex

Uolralirth.

MILLENNIUM
bargain, £3.-

WiUows, Lanes.

[X332S
1914 2-speed, perlect, done 500: '

-York. 170, Wargrare Ed., Xewion-le-
rX3340

RCTiGE, 1912, second-hand, free engine pulley, voui
plete- 30 -.-M., c/0 Hobcrtson's, 157b, Gt. Port

land St., London. [4666;
A. GREEN 6 CO., 60. Chapel St.,

S.\L.F0Urj. M-i.S'CHESTEr.,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A59
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MISCELLANEOUS.
MONTGOMERY Cane Sidecar. £3 : CIiatei-Lea No. 6

frame, with pedals and tank, £2/10.—Siiiitli,

Plumber, Wivenhoe- [4544

CHATER-LEA No. 6. miuus power uniti nearest
£6/10.—Fun particulars, Breniner, 28, Haalitt Rd.,

West Kensington. [4663

JONES Speedometer, used 4 months, 4,400 miles, as
new: fijy^t i-'.O. 271- «eeures.—2, Alexandra Villas,

Dundrum Dublin. [4532

SIDECAR Extension Hood^s 32/6; folding wind
screens, 25/6; aprons, 6/6.—Lang, 1, Jaiilison R-d.,

Holloway Rd., London. [4612

THE Readbead Spring Eorli is ackn. wledsjed tlic best,

from 30/-; conversione, 15/-.—EeadJiead and Co.,

Henry St.. Peterborough. [4635

MOTOR Clothes.—A few traveller's samples, suits
and gloves, to clear; cheap.

—

Reg. Samson, Ltd.,
Islington Row, Eirmingham. [4631

C HATER-LEA Spring Foik^, 15/--, sidecar body, 10/-;

plated footre=ts new, 8/-; pair 26x2iA wheels,
15/-.—Denholm, Forneth, Dunkeld. . [X5281

BLACK Cat Lucky Mascot, enamelled, *:teel, fix on
number plate. 2/3. carriage paid.—Holnie.s, Motor

Engineer, l, Grabble Hill, Dover. [X5383

SMALL 3-speed and Reverse Gear Box, good condition,
£3: light channel chassis, with springs, 15/-. fiist

P.O.—2, Brunswick Hill, Reading. [4514

BOSCH Magneto, 40/-, perfect condition, H.T. ; also

B.B. carburetter, perfect; first P.O. secure-.-Yin-
cent, 1S6, Caledonian Rd., London, N. [4604

j O /iJ^T wicker Pillion seat, with spring seat and
JL/W/ O cushion, cost 21/-; oilskin overalls, good con-
dition, 7/6.-109, Park Rd., "We.-^t Dulwieh. [4613

SEVERAL Second-hand Waterproof Suits, also
leather coats, for motor cycling or car drivers

;

state requirements.—Kitchens, Ltd., Morecambe. [4423

MILLENNIUM Hub 2-speed and Free Engine Wheel,
equal new, £6; B. andT B. carburetter, 15/-; wicker

sideL-iir body. 10/-.-Osborne, Bore St., Lichfield. [X3131

MABON Free Engine Clutch^ variable pulles', cost
£3/10, fit Rex 5%h.p., good order; fitting gears.-

J. G. Muir, Post Office, Gleubuck, by Lanailc. [X3106

STELASTIG Tyre, 26x3, will fit 2% vims, ridden 200
miles, cost £'3, -.sell 35/-; new N.A.B. seat-pillar, cost

12/6, sell 5/-.—Fuge, chemist. High Wycombe. [X3067

SIDECAR, 30/-; Jones speedometer, new, less
drive, 25/-; 3V^h.p. Rex, perfect, £4 and good

cycle or gramophone; photo.— 167, Walker St., Hull.
f^633NEW Pair 26x2 Avon, Druid, covers and tubes,

20/-; 1913 Amae, u.j., 15/-; new ^in. rubber
belt, 6/-; good motor cycle wanted.—Bray, Haverhill.

[4632
BOOTS.—Save nearly 50% buying from factory direct.

Agents wanted. Send postage 2d. for list and Itar-

ticulars.—British Boot Co., 274, Portland Sq., Bristol
[964PWIND Screens (TayJor'e patent), detachable, folding,

adjustable to width, from 19/6; beware of imita-
tions; injunction granted us.— Scrafton Rd., Ilford.

[3574
MILLS-FULFORD Cabrio Sidecar, in splendid condi-

tion; cost £20. £6/10; also Jone.s speedometer,
trip and maximum hand, £3.-1, Melfort Rd., Thorn-
ton Heath. [4614

MOTOR Rug, lOgns., real black fur, very large, pur-
chased recent-ly ; approval willingly; guaranteed in

perfect condition; accept £2.-3, Aubert Park, High-
bury, London. . [1484

DO you want more miles per gallon, greater flexi-
bility, perfect slow running, simpler control? If

Bo, write for booklet.—Everest Carburetters, 12, Para-
dise St., Coventry. [X7317

COWEV Speedometer, 50/-; new Whittle, 8It.x%in
1876: new lightweight B. and B., 18/6; new

Dunlop studded cover, 14/-.—Blencathra. Highfield
Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [X3330

STEWART Speedometer, complete, 1.300, guaranteed,
29/-; Clair silencer, large, with long pipe, as

new, 17/6; Douglas front mudguard, with large leather
splasher, 5/6.— Mo^s, Wem. • [X3266

MOTOR Cycle, less engine and tyres, fittfed spring
forks and Roc 2-speed gear, £4;-Bowdeu 2-speed,

with kick etarter, £3: bargains.—Barker, Corporation
Works. Prittlewell, Essex. [X2967
8iFt.xlin. Whittle. 17/6; Willis h.b. control, for

2 N.S-U. gear, 17/6, tost 27/6. bargains; exchange
Mids P.C. camera. Beck leu;?, for speedometer.—Sharp,
HiL^hfield, Buttershaw. Bradford.

'

[X5365

"I^.S.U. 2-speed, fit Bradbury, perfect condition, used
-L* solo only, £4/10; TriumpJ) free engine wheel,
cr!!uplet.e with control, perfect condition, £3.—Hallworth.
Midway, Poynton, near Stockport. [X2386
"OOBINSON'S, Green St., Cambridge.-Largest stock-
-t4j ists of Doiiglas and Triuri),ph. Spare Parts, etc.,
1910, 1911, 1912, 1913. and 1914 fitments; imme-
diate delivery; quicker than makers. [8622

BELT Rim Brakes, 4/6: foot-rest.^, 3/6; 'silencers, 4/-;

iiai.k stands. 4/6: low built frame, 30/-; -wanted,
eugines, carburetters, belts, etc.—Riley, 190, London
Pvd;, next River Bridge, Manche^er. [X3084

DO You Want the Running of your Triumph or
Douglas improved in auy way?—A speciality in

tuning up. 'these famous makes is made by Newsome
and Fletcher, Ealing Broadway, London, W. [4739

IRISH END - TO - END
Two Days Reliability Trial,

16th and 17th July, 1914.

Open to all comers.

Under M.C.U.l. rules. Patronised by the M.M. & T.U.

The principal Irish Motor Cycling

Event, Class for Light Cars.

Entry form anit particulars from

ROBERT McCANN, Secretary,

44/48, Chichester Street, BELFAST.

TVRS.
IAMPSand GENERA.TORS,
HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

FAMOUS BEAM
Coupled with the F.R.S. Lamps is now known all

over the world. NO OTHER MAKE can compare
with it. It is dearer no doubt, but isn't it worth
it ? The best is always cheapest, and you positively

RIDE IN DAYLIGHT through the night.

Lens. Beam. Price.

6 in. 1,200 ft. 72/6 and 78,6

55 in. 1 ,000 ft. 62/6 and 68/6

4J in. 800 ft. 52/3 and 58/6

READ THIS.
To get the best you must pay well.

We have made our name with quahty

alone, and we claim that our lamp is

up to

90% more powerful

over any other make. Our lens is

costly, and it is genuine. You will see

what a costly mangin lens can do, if you
try the light of the F.R.S. against any
other.

F.R.S. Lamps, Pershorc St., B'ham.
Our London Address and Depot

:

57, HATTON GARDEN.
Special t Service Co., Higb Holboro, W.C.

: < Taylor &_Co.,
( Court

Agents

:

Store Street,

W.C

t

MISCELLANEOUS.
NEW 26x2 Clipper Covers, 8/-; new 26x2 studded

Avons for Douglases, 11/9; tubes, 5/9; 26x21/
tubes, 3/9: Brooks 400 padded saddle, 25/-; Xl'all
pan seat, 25/-.—Motorics, Westgate, Halifax. [0532

PULLEYS tor auv motor.—Dion, 6/-: Hotcsacocbt
Moto-Reve, 4/-; otliera 4/9 each: adjustable pulleys

10/6, plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—J. l^eikint!, 455
High lid., Leytou. 'Plione: 248 Walthfimstow. [456e',

ELECTRIC Head Lamp. Si^iu. diameter. nii:kel plated,
co(upletft with electric btilb, aluminium reflector

and connecting -wire; cost 31/6: in perfect condition
acuept 25/--—Box No. L4.883. The Motor Cycle Ottices
20. Tudor St.. E.C. [0517

MOTOR Oil. air-cooled, finest obtainable, high^ IE

viscosity, non-acid, non-gumming, easy start everj '

time, 2/3 gallon, 5 gallons 10/-; don't pay iaucv prices.
Castor blended, 2/9 ^allou. 5 gallons 12/6.—Aldridge,
Islington Green, London. N". [8075

SINGLE WatertigM 1914 BoscL, as new, £3; opei
1912 type twin Boscli. £3; 7h.p. 2-cyl. w.e. F;itni)

engine and mag., perfect, £10; clutch, 30/-; (uivr-d toi
Brown frame, 25/-; No. 6 Cbater-Lea, 25/-.— Millaift
Belvedere. [47,2,£

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, 47/6; Cowey. 36/-; inner tutffifr^
4/-r new Lyso belt, lin., 8ft. 3in., 10/-; lighi^g "

set. 600ft.. rear light, and tubing, 13/6; *^idccar.- S.B?.
Hiclielin t^-re, £3; pair Midland toolbags, 4/-.—Horne"'
blow, WLitehill, Bordon. [477^

LINDUM Pulley, fit Humber ligMweiglit, 6/-; WLittJ'
belt, aft-X^^iu-. 7/6. used only a few niile.s ; 26x

2i;2 tube, perfect, 6/-: B. and B. carburetter, 1912, tat(
11/6 : brand new Whittle, inch, cfleie.—Mickmau-. 6
Aberdeen Terrace, Scarborough. [466£

MAUDE'S.—N.S.U. gears in stock to fit Rudf?e, Tri
umphs, N-S.F.'ti, Bradburys, J.A.P., Preci\dc.n

Rexea, B.SA.'s, etc.; fixed model £6. adjustable mo.^c
£7 ; good allowauues on old attaclunents ; special termi
to the trade- delivery ex-etock.— 136, Gt. Portland St
London, W. [136;

MOTOR Suits, strong, double texture materiaj
treble breasted coat, 40in. long, with wide skiit

new design overalls, 21/-, complete, including free ra
pairs, accidents or otherwise. Send for list of pat ff

terns.—Para Rubber Co., John Bright St., Bir I

minghara.
*

[X836jl

DUNLOP Clearance Covers and Bolts, heavy etudde^
26x21/4, 18/6 each: belts. %x7ft, 6in.. and 8ft.

1/- per foot; lin.x7ft. 6in.„ and 8ft., I/2V2 Per foot'
The above goods aie in new condition, and on opiirrval
remittance mu6t , accompany ordei-s.-Eykyn's Garage'
Eeuilworth. 1X339]

MABON Clutch, %in. bore, h.b.c, 30/-: N.S.U Z
speed gear for N.S.U-. £4; Bcrko electric lamj,

set, 50/-: N.S.U. gear, adjustable puHey, fcr Bradbury
nearly new, £5/5; Bowdeii belt rim hiake 10/-;' L3'S(
belts (clearance), 7It. 6in. X %in., for Triumph, 7/-
Continental belts, 6ft. 8in. x " ^4in., for Douglas, 6/6
coachbuilt sidecar bodies, latest patterns, from £3/15
—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. [X329i

SALE, further reductions, positively last 2 weeks.-
The greatest sale of motor accessories evei

held; only £4.000 worth of goods now left to clear;

reduced from 50°/ to 30% below makers' prices; irei,

fare to London from any part of England during sale

list and particulars gratis.- Covers, leading makei
26X2M 14/6. 26x2V' 15/6; Hutchinson light cap
650X65 29/6. 750x6"5 32/6.

T.T. Extra Heavy. 26X2'^ 23/6; Fitto tubes, 26Xi|
3/6. 26X2>4 4/6, 26x2',^. 5/3, butted 1/6 extra!

1014 Continental, Pedley, Hutchinson, Petal
-1- J7 Union, Rom, Avon, and John Bull ; 253!
allowed for old covers if new purchased (clearanoj!

excepted).

BELTING, rubber and canvas, % 9i/,d. ft., ';.i 10(
It., Va 1/- it.; voltmeters, 2/6; Bosch plugi

slightly soiled, 2/5V2.

FRANCONIA Lamps and Generators, 12/11. usuai

25/-. hundreds of others cheap; gauntlets Iron
5/6; accumulators, 20 amp. 9/11, usual 21/-; water
proof suits, double texture, double-breasted, 16/-;

usual 35 /- ; single-breasted, 14/ 6 ; seatless trouserS
8/lL; oilskin suits, double-breasted, seatless trousers
22 / 6, usual 35 / - ; highest grade £3/3 suits, 5U /-

rubber goggles, 5d. pair.

BANCROFTIAN Co.. 64, Bishopsgate. E.C. Tel.

;

9897 London Wall. T.A. : Chaikel, Loudou.
[293S

T^.S.U. 2-speed Gears, with standard or h.b.c., t(

-i-~ fit Triumph, Bradbury, Rudge, B.S.A.. Jap,
Premier, Rover, Precision, Singer, and other makes
at 1-914 reduced prices. The easiest gear ou th(

market to fit, no alteration to the motor cycle neces
aary, ideal for sidecar work; trade enquiries invited
specialists in repairs to these gears ; all sijai-ei

stocked.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. London Agency
Acton, W. lX529J

MAUDE'S.—Bosch latest Z.E.1 magnetOj brand nev'

but slightly shop-soiled, 70/-; Silent silencers

3/3; 1913 P. and H. 27/- lamp sets, shop soiled
20/-; T.T. bars, best plating, heavy gauge, 6/

per pair: Amac carburetterc. latest 1913 models, 20/-
Klaxon motor cycle horns. 40/-; trade supplied: plugs
varioji* makes, 2/-; goggles, chenilled edges, 9d. pair]
posthorns, our price 7/6; B. and B. carburetter, 13/-i

Seut^pray. 22/-; C.A.P.. 16/6; Binke new 1913, 30/-i

Amac, 12/6; Lukin automatic, 20/-; Empire saddles
7/-; Cowey speedometer, done 1,700, 42/-; Watford
done 5.000, 40/-.-136, Gt. Portiand St., London. W

[875.

[

A.60 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
HILIl'SON Governor Pulley, h.b.c. fit Bradbury,

45/-: Amac carburetter, 1912. 12/6; B. anci B.,
G: % Whittle belt, 15I-; yulcaniser, G.B., No. 3,
t 67/6, sell 35/-: N-S-TJ. raotor bieyele, complete,
: power plant, £5 :

3ii.b.p. Excelsior engine, vertical,
in.', wheels, tyres, £5.—Tlionison, S02a, High Ed.,
Mthain. -

, [X3373
riN'EEVA Ensine, 2h.p., ra.o.i.v., 30/-; one pair 26>c
- 2m. wheels, £1 ; motor cycle frame, with tank,
back wheel, 28x2, stand, and tyre, tube, less front

k, £2- luotoi- cycle lishtweisbt frame, with 26x2
yeeltf, t.vrt-s fitted, and tubes, al^o a tank, and engine,

craiik-hatt, £3/10; a.i.v. Minerva 2");h.p. ensine,
_ pistnii and valves. £2; steering wheel, 6/-: tricar
l<me, 10/~T. Hall. 28, I'reston Ed.. Chcrley. [X3075

[
> AEGAINS in Mctor Cycle Accessories.-First postal
', ;'„'"''', secures each bargain; money returned if

I u: I 'vo Jones £3/3 speedometers, perfect order, 37/6
I'll; one btewart, almost brand new. 37/6- 30/- Xl'ali
Idle, new, £1; Xl'ali back rest, 6/6; Milllord toach-

VL 1
1^'"' .^"'''' '^ery roomy. £i;iO; Binks carbu-

ter, 15/-: rnuiuph, 15.S.A., kcvel, JAP. pattern
yes, 3/6 eacli; Lucas guinea born. 10/6; Bosch D\IIgneto, as new, £1/15; largo bead light with generatorm bracket complete, new, 22/6; Pbilipson pulley,
host new, at Bradbury, £::; handle-bar watches, in
te. 5/-; 16/- e.rtaust whistles. 7/6; large motor cycle
fcair outfits. 1/9; tyre gaiters. 2i/,in. 1/8. 2',4in 'a/--prking pmgs, 2/-; Auto-wheel, complete, us new. fla-
ir lights. 3/6; motor cycle red tubes. 26x21'., new'

26x21/3 7'6; good tubes, patched, but sound, 2i/,in

1,. '-!?,',
f'° eiich:.Eover motor cycle, complete, £?/10Ibe nalbro Cycle and Motor Co., Sattion Wa'deu'

'«^- [X3380

MISCELLANEOUS.
"DEAMPTOX Variable Gear, as new, suit Triumph,
-»-» or 3'.oh.p. Precision, as new. accept 35/-: 1914
Brown-Barlow variable jet carburetter, ju.st soiled, a
bargain. IS/-; Senspray, 1912 model, perfect, 14/-;
Brown-Barlow. B.O.D. pattern. 1912 model, perfect,
12/6: all h.b.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket. New-
caetle-on-Tyne. [X3318

MISCELLANEOUS.
3ih.p. Quadrant Engine, perfect, h.b.e. carburetter.
4 clair silencer, contact, pulley, new rings, very

powerful, 30/-; 16in. loop frame, forks, tank, mud-
guards, footboards, 27/6; 26x2 wheels, covers, tubes,
20/-; sidecar, complete. 18/6 (new body); Bowden back
brake, 4/6; Brooks B104. new 17/6; lot flts.-Jacob?.
95, Xorth Ed., Brighton. [4677

MOTOR CYJLE HOUSE
THIS MODEL.

S'x6'x7'hieli £2 17
l-;'x8'x7i' .. £5 10 6

On rail Staines.
Finest value oLlainable.

In stock, all sizes made,
set particulars,

WHITE'S GARAGES,vvnilES GARAGES,
Kingston Roail, Stainos.

|

LUMJJilii^! MOEBIUS
"CHALLENGE" OILS

The BEST for Motor Cycle Engines and Gear Boxes.
Samples on application.

IRON CYLINDERS ALSO REPAIRED— | MOEBIUS & SON, Stoke NewingtoH, LONDON, N.

REPAIBED.

*-^|2l9.0OSWELL R°, LONDON.CC

XHAUST FITJVIENT SET also
iPECIAL SETS FOR DOUGLAS O IdIND OTHER LIGHTWEIGHTS O/

O

LOG BOOK
and Motor Cyclists' Note Book.

.ContainsDirectory of Hotels and Repairers, Motor Law, Gradients of Hil
and Selected Routes, also Mileage Register, Diary etc

PRICE 1/6. BY POST. 1/8
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. 20. Tudor Street. Londor

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/c/e.' a6i
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"L.INCOLIM ELK" New Models, 1914.
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY, *J^
6 h.p. Twin 2-sp. Model £55
4| h.p. Single „ „ £46
3^ h.p. Standard „ £35
3 h.p. „ „ £31 10

Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone . Teleitrams :

484. 'ELK.- LINCOLN.
Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58. Great Clyde Street. Glasgow,
Sole Manchester Agents-

Cooke Bros.,

523. Stockport Rd.. Longsi^ht. Manchester.

&t-:-^w
All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and

*' Druid*' Spring Forks

Sole London Agent

REV,
378-384 Euston Road, N.W.

and

173, Great Portland Street, W.

"^'GARDEN MONOCAR
The finest, most substantial and

scientifically made Monocar.
PRICES: £59 10s. to £79. — FIVE MODELS.

The GARDEN ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,
SOMERSET ROAD. TEDDINGTpN.
Sole Agents for London and District :

—

THE CARETTE CO. 17 7, GREAT PORTLAND STREET

Complete Stock of Spare Parts
for all models of

PRECISION ENGINES

J^e

always !n Stock.

(faYette (o
Great Portland St.. LohdonV

TEL£PH0N£ t3t7 mayfam

Send for price list of &pai*« parts and replacements
for the engine you use.

I

Great Reduction
IN PRICE
OF THE

RICH (Patent) Detachable

AIR TUBE.
No Reduction in Quality or Weight.

NOT BUTT-ENDED.
The only Tube that gives satisfaction to the rider.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.

F5RST

IN

1904

FIRST

TO-DAY.
For other sfee-5, write for Booklet.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE CO.,

CRAWLEY, SUSSEX.

26x2
26 X 2\

26x2-;

26 X 2.^

26x3

11/-

12/-

13/-

14/6

20/-

28in.

12/-

13/6

1476

16/6

23/-

a62 In answering these adceitlsemenU ii is desirable to mention " The Motor Cade."
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The Sixteenth Edition
^E of this Popular
^= book on Motor Cycles.

Price 1/- net.
By post 1/3.

Carefully revised throughout

and brought up to date by
the staff of "The Motor Cycle."

50 extra pages
and nearly 100

new illustrations.

The chapters dealing with the

Carburetter,Transmission and
Gearing, have been greatly

enlarged and are a inost im-
portant feature of the edition.

"TWTOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
*''-* THEM" is unquestionably the best and

most complete handbook on motor cycles, their care

and management. The sixteenth edition (now on
sale) is a great improvement on its predecessors, and

will be found invaluable to beginners, and both use-

ful and instructive to more experienced riders. It

deals with a multitude of subjects relating to all

types of motor cycles, and new matter is included

dealing with cycle cars.

The buyer of a second-hand machine will find the

book equally useful, as it describes old type car-

buretters, ignition systems, etc., in a special

chapter on second-hand motor cycl^s.

Obtainable from

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, EX. And all booksellers.

&63
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BEACON . OILSKINS
NEVER GO STICKY OR LET IN THE WET.

yjonrv bach in lull t' ih-x mi 01, amv f'ojn:

AiKnontie:- in every branch ol Sport pr.ii'^c Ik-acnn OiUkins. " Ixion." o;

" The Motor Cycle," says thnv are the only thiQc-s which have kept lum
dry: " Kuklos," of "The Daily News and Leader," never rides

without them; and they will give you the same sure Ireedom from
weather-worries, though vou ride nil flav asainst the cii»tin2 wind-tlriveo

tain and ?iect.

Jacket ami Lcggmgs compie/c.

tn Black or Yellow oilslcin 21 /-

in Tan or Gri-y-frrcen . . 25 l-

lyith seated irouscr ot'eralls ;»

place of leggings. 29/-aiw
35 '-fhc sHfi re^hrc/ivr/v

J J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.,

Icniilli.itisiilfiL"-' llU'(l-llrL«^v^th^£nlIeIllll<•o

ILLUSTRATED LIST
POST FREE, showmsWcl.
Weather Wear lor Motorists and
Si<lcx:arist- '^end p.r. tor it now

26, Boacon Buildines. ^r. i

South ShicMs, Eneland. ^"4^> i

— II m

Wintry
Weather generally demands a change

to oil of lighter body to

ensure easy starling, more
efficient running, and less

carbon deposit.

j^uile [)e Luxe
Sole Mfrs. : Prices' Company LlmileJ

merits special attention.

It Is lighter than
Motorine A; but it is

richer in refined neutral

fatty matter, and it is

therefore equally
efficient for

sidecar work.

twins for

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

fc^lViiiiii'%h'frV'^v^vv;;v^fi;v.v; |•-^^^^^i^"^

Coolie
MOTOR CYCLE

OIL
(C'HE.MICO brand)

The following testimony from a

well-known mechanical writer on

the Trade Press is absolutely

incontestable ;

Mr. Cli:is. Lake,

"Motor Cycle and Cj'cie Trader,''

"The Motor Trader," etc., writes:

" THE COOLIE ' OIL wliicli I used on
the KiKlge 5-6 h.p. engine PROVED
EXCELLENT and wliat I particularly

noticed was the ABSENCE OF GUMMIXG-
UP OF THE CYLINDER AND PISTON
HEADS.
"Although %\e have had seme very cold

weather, I HAVE EXPERIENCED NO
DIFFICFLTY IN STARTING. The lubri-

cating qualities are evidently first-class, as

THE ENGINE SEEMED TO DEMAND
LESS FREQUENTLY OILING THAN'
PlU:VIOUSLY."

of our* could add to the value
of such testimonv.

^ on t;iii probably obtaia this oil from the Stockist in

jonr district ; but if you caimot, DO NOT DO WITU-
OUI" Vi'. We will send direct, carriace paid.

In answenvg these adveniseiiunti a u desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde."



DVERTli

WHY HESITATE
THIS MOTOR CYCLE HAS BEEN ESPECIALLY BUILT TO MEET YO

v^l|2er^^

NO OTHER MACHINE OFFERS SO MANY REFINEMeS ''^S AT SUCH A REASONABLE PRICE.

THE ONLY MOTOR CYCLE that has attai| speed of 100 Miles Per Hour.

ABOVE ALL OTHERS iMCEPT IN PRICE.
HOW COULD THE EXCELSIOR FACTORY tlROW TO ITS PRESENT SIZE
THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD DEVOTED OLELY TO THE MANU-
FACTURE OF MOTOR CYCLES, UNLESS ITS PI^ joUCTIONS WERE RIGHT.

7 H.P., Three-speed Countershaft
Gear, Multiple Disc Clutch, Chain

©live. Kick Starter.

DE LUXE MODEL, EXTRA £9, includes Splitdorf Combination Lighting and Ignition

System, powerful Head and Tail Lamps. Electric Horn, and Speedometer.
A /^ r7*lvr'T'Q ^^ '^'•^u are anxious to increase your business
xvVJlIliiAl 1 o,— write for agency before it is too late.

SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES-

I, 11, 12, GREAT CHAPEL STREEl
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

Teleohone— Regent. 3906.HARRIS & SONS,
Printed and I'ublished by the Proprietors, Iliffe & Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and Coventry.
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